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OP 1
Pathogenesis of NIDDM

PATHWAYS OF WHOLE BODY GLUCOSE DISPOSAL AFTER
FASTING
F. Fery, L. Plat and E.O. Balasse, University of Brussels, Brussels, Belgium.
In order to identify the effects of prior fasting on the pathways of insulin-
stimulated glucose disposal, 6 normal volunteers underwent in random order
and at 3 weeks interval two 4-h euglycemic hyperinsulinemic (100 pU/ml)
clamps, one after an overnight fast, the other after 4d of fast. Each test
included the measurments of (1) total glucose turnover (3- 3H-glucose
infusion); (2) glycolytic rate (3H2O production); (3) circulating glucose
oxidation (U- 14C-glucose infusion with measurement of 14CO2 output); (4)
total carbohydrate oxidation and net carbohydrate balance (indirect
calorimetry). Fasting was associated with a significant reduction in glucose
disposal rate (- 48 ± 6 %; P < 0.001), glycolytic flux (- 49 ± 2 %; P < 0.001),
glycogen synthesis via the direct pathway (- 44 f 13 %; P < 0.02), glucose
oxidation (- 57 ± 3 %; P < 0.001), nonoxidative glycolysis (- 36 ± 4 %; P <
0.001) and total carbohydrate oxidation (- 87 ± 4 %; P < 0.001). Net
carbohydrate balance was maintained (- 13 t 14 %; NS), and fat oxidation
was increased 6-fold. In 5 additional subjects, the experimental protocol was
modified (identical rates of glucose infusion for both tests + pancreatic
clamp) so that fasted subjects had the same glucose disposal rate as the
nonfasted through the intervention of hyperglycemia. Under these
conditions, prior fasting stimulated glycogen synthesis (+ 30 ± 4 %; P <
0.005) and inhibited glycolysis (- 27 + 5 %; P < 0.01) in relation to a
decrease in oxidation (- 40 ± 4 %; P < 0.001) with no change in nonoxidative
glycolysis (- 1 ± 14 %; NS). Results of these two series of experiments
suggest that in normoglycemia, the main effect of fasting is to inhibit
insulin-mediated glucose transport-phosphorylation. When a normal glucose
disposal is restored through hyperglycemia, fasting stimulates glycogen
synthesis and inhibits glycolysis mainly in its oxidative component. These
effects tend to optimize glucose carbon retention.
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NORMALIZATION OF SKELETAL MUSCLE BLOOD FLOW DOES
NOT IMPROVE GLUCOSE UPTAKE IN OBESITY
H. Laine, H. Yki-Jarvinen, M. Raitakari, J. Knunti, P. Nuutda. Universities
of Turku and Helsinki, Finland
Defects in insulin stimulation of blood flow have been suggested to
contribute to insulin resistance of glucose uptake. To directly examine
whether amelioration of a blood flow defect in obesity reverses insulin
resistance in obesity, we studied 7 obese (age 26±1 years, BMI 36±1 kg/m2)

and 7 nonobese males (age 25±2, BMI 22±1). Muscle blood flow was
increased in one leg by an intrafemoral artery infusion of bradykinin (48 tg
to obese, 27 µg to normal subjects over 100 min) during normoglycemic
hyperinsulinemic (insulin infusion rate 1 mU•kg"'•min'') conditions. Blood
flow was measured in both legs before and during hyperinsulinemia using
[ 15O]-labelled water and positron emission tomography (PET). Glucose
uptake was measured immediately thereafter using [ 18F]-fluoro-deoxy-
glucose and PET. Basal muscle blood flow was lower in the obese (1.5±0.1
ml•kg'muscle•min') than in the nonobese (2.1±0.3, ml•kg'muscle•min',
p<0.05). During hyperinsulinemia, glucose uptake in the control leg was 63
% lower in the obese (21±5 µmol•kg''muscle•mia 1) than in the nonobese
(56±10 µmol•kg- 'muscle•min', p<0.01). Bradykinin increased blood flow in
the obese to a level (3.0±0.4 ml•kg"'muscle•min') which exceeded flow in the
control leg in the nonobese (2.4±0.5 ml•kg"'muscle•min'). Despite this,
glucose uptake was unaltered in the bradykinin infused leg (19.4±4.6
µmot-kg - 'muscle•min-') compared to the control leg (20.9±5.0 µmol•kg
muscle'•min') in the obese. In the nonobese subjects, bradykinin increased
flow by 58 % (3.8±0.9 vs 2.4±0.5 ml•kg'muscle•min- ', p<0.005) but had no
effect on muscle glucose uptake (58±11 vs 56±10 umol•kg'muscle-min').
These data demonstrate that normalization of blood flow in skeletal muscle
of obese subjects has no effect on insulin stimulated glucose uptake.
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MYOCARDIUM IS NOT RESISTANT TO THE EFFECT OF INSULIN
TO INCREASE GLUCOSE UPTAKE IN NIDDM
T. Utriainen, P. Nuutila, T. Takata, T. Ronnemaa, M. Luotolahti,
and H. Yki-Jarvinen. Universities of Turku and Helsinki, Finland
Insulin resistance of skeletal muscle glucose uptake characterizes
patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It
is, however, unclear whether the myocardium also is affected by
insulin resistance. We used [ 1$F1-2-deoxy-glucose combined with
positron emission tomography to quantitate skeletal muscle and
myocardial glucose uptake, and the euglycemic insulin clamp
technique (5 mU/kg•min insulin infusion) to measure whole body
glucose uptake in patients with NIDDM (n = 10, HbA,, 8.1 ±0.5%,
age 43 ± 2 yrs, BMI 27 ± 1 kg/m 2) and in normal subjects (CTRL,
n=7, age 47±2 yrs, BMI 26+_ 1 kg/m 2). All patients had a normal
exercise test and resting ECG. In patients with NIDDM, rates of
whole body (35 ± 3 vs 44±3pmol/kg body weight-min, NIDDM vs
CTRL, p<0.05) and skeletal muscle (71±6 vs 96±7 umol/kg
muscle-min, respectively, p<0.02) glucose uptake were
significantly decreased. However, no significant difference was
found in myocardial glucose uptake (761 ± 82 vs 672 ± 63pmol/kg
muscle-min, respectively, p=0.4). Myocardial glucose uptake was
positively correlated with the left ventricular wall stress (r=0.47,
p<0.05) and inversely with the ejection fraction (r=-0.61,
p<0.01) and stroke volume (r=-0.54, p<0.05). There was no
correlation between myocardial, and skeletal muscle (r=0.05) or
whole body (r=0.00) glucose uptake. Serum FFA concentrations
were comparable during the insulin infusion (205±23 vs 168±23,
NS). We conclude that skeletal muscle and heart insulin resistance
do not coexist in patients with NIDDM.
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ANALOG EFFECTS OF FDG IN HUMAN SKELETAL MUSCLE:
PHYSIOLOGIC IMPLICATIONS OF INSULIN INDUCED
REDUCTIONS OF "LC"
D. Kelley, J. Price, J. Beattie, B. Lopresti, B. Goodpaster, S. Andreko
and F. Jedali. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, US
Though positron emission tomography (PET) imaging of 18-fluoro-deoxy
glucose (FDG) metabolism in skeletal muscle offers the potential to
examine in vivo regulation of transport and phosphorylation, delineation of
analog effects of FDG vis a vis glucose for human skeletal muscle has not
been examined across a range of insulin doses. In general, FDGis
transported more avidly but phosphorylated less efficiently than glucose;
the lump constant (LC) expresses the net effect, each step weighted by its
relative role in controlling glucose metabolism. To examine whether the LC
in human skeletal muscle is altered by insulin, 16 lean healthy volunteers
underwent simultaneous measurements of leg glucose uptake (A-V * blood
flow) and 90 min dynamic PET imaging of FDG uptake at euglycemic
insulin infusions rates of 0, 20, 40, and 120 mU/m2-min; (n=4 per dose).
Insulin induced a highly significant (p<0.001) 4-fold step-wise decrement
in LC. Net glucose influx (K) determined by PET was correlated with LGU
(r=0.78, p<0.01) and K was identical whether calculated by Patlak analysis
or derived from 3-compartmental modeling of dynamic tissue activity
(r=0.99,p<0.0l). Insulin stimulated an increase in the volume of
distribution of FDG in muscle (K1/k2 ratio), and dose-dependent increases
of the phosphorylation fraction (PF=k3/ (k2+k3);p<0.00l). In step-wise
multiple regression, Kl/k2 and k3 accounted for 90% of individual
variance in LGU. In summary, insulin stimulates a decrement in the LC for
FDG; a physiologic implication being that insulin progressively induces re-
alignment in the locus of control of glucose metabolism in skeletal muscle
toward glucose phosphorylation, an interpretation further supported by the
incremental insulin stimulation of PF.
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EFFECTS OF PRIOR PROTEIN MALNUTRITION ON GLUCOSE
INTOLERANCE AFTER HIGH-ENERGY/HIGH-FAT FEEDING
M.J. Holness, Department of Biochemistry, Basic Medical
Sciences, Queen Mary & Westfield College, London University,
London, UK
Impaired pancreatic development during early life may
predispose individuals to the development of glucose
intolerance and non-insulin-dependent diabetes in later life,
particularly if nutrition is inappropriate, The present study
investigated whether impaired pancreatic development
induced by exposure to suboptimal protein nutrition during early
life exacerbated the development of glucose intolerance in
response to the provision of a high-energy/high-fat (HEF) diet of
normal protein content. Rats were exposed to either a
standard (20% protein) diet (control, C) or a low (8%) protein diet
(LP) during fetal life, early development and after weaning. At
20 weeks of age, both C and LP groups were transferred to HEF
diet. After 8 weeks HEF feeding, glucose tolerance was assessed
after an i.v. glucose load (0.5 mg/kg body wt.) in conscious,
unstressed rats. HEF feeding elicited 24% (n.s.) and 53% (P<0.05)
increases in incremental areas under the curve (IAUC values) for
glucose in the C and LP groups respectively. The rate of glucose
disappearance (K value, calculated from data obtained
between 2 and 15 min after the intravenous glucose load) was
unaffected by HEF feeding in the C group, but there was a 40%
(P<0.05) decline in the K value for LP rats. The study therefore
demonstrates that exposure to a high-fat/high-energy diet for a
prolonged (8 week) period leads to greater loss of glucose
tolerance in rats exposed to suboptimal protein nutrition in early
life.

ANALYSIS OF PPAR'y, C/EBPa, GLUT4, LPL AND OB mRNA
LEVELS IN ADIPOSE TISSUE OF RHESUS MONKEYS.
K. Hotta, T. A. Gustafson, S. Yoshioka, H. K. Ortmeyer, N. L.
Bodkin, B. C. Hansen. University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD, USA

Many, but not all, rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) become
obese after sexual maturation. Obesity is usually associated with insulin
resistance and hyperinsulinemia, and NIDDM often develops at a later
stage. Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor y (PPARy) and
CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein a (C/EBPa) coordinate the
expression of genes involved in creating and maintaining the adipocyte
phenotype such as GLUT4 glucose transporter. We measured the
mRNA levels of PPARy, C/EBPa, lipoprotein lipase (LPL), GLUT4
and ob in adipose tissue to examine whether these genes were
differentially expressed in normal, obese hyperinsulinemic and NIDDM
monkeys. The levels of mRNAs were quantitated by slot blot
hybridization analysis. For probes, the cDNA fragments were amplified
from monkey adipose tissue RNA and cloned. The mRNA levels of
PPARy, LPL and GLUT4 were approximately 2-fold higher in normal
monkeys compared with obese hyperinsulinemic and NIDDM monkeys
(p's<0.05). We observed no differences between hyperinsulinemic and
NIDDM monkeys. In contrast, the level of ob mRNA was highest in
hyperinsulinemic monkeys (p<0.05). In addition, LPL, GLUT4 and
C/EBPa mRNA levels were significantly correlated to PPARy mRNA
levels (C/EBPa; r=0.775, LPL; r=0.888, GLUT4; r=0.945,
p's<0.001). In contrast, ob mRNA levels were not related to PPARy
mRNA. Our data suggested that continued high-level expression of
mRNAs of PPARy, C/EBPa, LPL and GLUT4, levels may not be
required for the maintenance of the obese or NIDDM states and that
expression levels of PPARy, C/EBPa, LPL and GLUT4, but not the ob
gene, are highly coordinated.

IMPAIRED EFFECT OF INSULIN ON BOTH GLUCOSE TURN.
OVER AND LIPOLYSIS IN NIDDM RELATIVES
JW Eriksson`, M Elam', U Smith', P Lonnroth' and P-A Janson'. 'Dept of Medici-
ne, Umea University,'Dept of Clinical Neurophysiology and 'the Lundberg Laborato-
ry for Diabetes Research, Goteborg University, Sweden.

To elucidate early mechanisms in the pathogenesis of NIDDM we studied 10 young
healthy individuals with two first-degree relatives with NIDDM (R) and 10 control
subjects (C) pairwise matched for sex (M/F 4/6) age (35±1 vs 35±1) and BMI
(23.6±0.6 vs 23.2±0.4). During a euglycemic clamp at two insulin levels (Low-20
and High-90 mU/L) glucose turnover was assessed and abdominal subcutaneous adi-
pose tissue (SAT) lipolysis and blood flow were studied with microdialysis and ' 33Xe-
clearance. Fasting glucose, insulin and C-peptide levels were similar in R and C.
During the clamp, insulin sensitivity index for glucose disposal was lower (P<0.03)
in R than C (L 12.0±1.6 vs 18.1±1.4, H 9.4±0.8 vs 12.9±0.6 (100*mg*L/
mU/min)) and this was partly attributed to slightly higher insulin concentrations in R
(P<0.05) indicating an impaired insulin clearance. SAT lipolysis measured as local
glycerol release did not differ under basal conditions (2.0±0.2 vs 2.1±0.2
pmol/kg/min), but the inhibition during insulin infusion was attenuated in R compa-
red to C (glycerol release: L 0.92±0.09 vs 0.68±0.16, H 0.71±0.10 vs 0.34±0.10
P<0.03). Plasma FFA also tended to be higher in R than C (basal 498±27 vs 483±41
pmol/L, L 145±37 vs 94±19, H 77±24 vs 55±18, NS). In contrast, isolated subcu-
taneous adipocytes obtained through needle biopsies displayed no differences between
R and C with respect to in vitro effects of insulin on ' 4C-glucose uptake or lipolysis.
Moreover, muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSA) was assessed with microneuro-
grapby of the peroneal nerve. Under resting conditions no difference was found (R
27±4 and C 31±4 bursts/min) whereas the increase in activity during a standardized
stress test (immersion of one hand in ice-cold water) was clearly higher in R than in
C (364±152 vs 150±15 %, P<0.05). Conclusion: Resistance to insulin action in
vivo on both glucose turnover and lipolysis is an early feature in the development of
NIDDM. This may in part be caused by neural or humoral factors. An enhanced sym-
pathoadrenal activity, which impairs insulin action, may play a role.
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METABOLIC IMPACT OF FAMILY HISTORY OF NIDDM
A. Vaag, L. Groop, P. Thye-Rdnn and M. Lehtovirta, for the European Group for the
Study of Insulin Resistance (EGIR). University of Lund, Malmo and Lund, Sweden.
Some previous studies found evidence of insulin resistance in non-diabetic relatives
of NIDDM patients, while others did not. However, the numbers of subjects in
previous studies were relatively small, and different techniques were used to measure
insulin action. The euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemic clamp represent the "golden
standard" technique for measuring insulin action. EGIR data base contain
measurements of insulin action using the insulin clamp technique (lmU/kg/min) in
normal glucose tolerant subjects from 20 European centers. The aim of this study
was to determine the impact of family history of NIDDM on insulin action, and on
glucose and lipid oxidation, based on the EGIR data base. Family history of NIDDM
was positive in 235 (FH+) and negative in 564 individuals (FH-) respectively. BMI
was slightly higher in FH+ compared with FH- (26.7±0.3 vs 25.8±0.2 kg/m2,

p<0.02). Age, waist-to-hip ratio, lean body mass, weight and height were similar in
FH+ and FH-. After correction for covariates according to differences between
investigators and subject characteristics including BMI (ANOVA), insulin
stimulated glucose disposal was lower in FH+ vs FH- (30.3±0.6 vs 34.3±0.4
pmol/kg/min, p<0.00001). Despite this, insulin stimulated glucose oxidation (as
determined using indirect calorimetry in some individuals) was elevated in FH+ vs
FH- (16.3±0.5 vs 14.9±0.3 tmol/kg/min, p<0.05, N=76 vs 213). Consequently,
insulin stimulated non-oxidative glucose metabolsim (= disposal - oxidation) was
markedly reduced in FH+ vs FH- (15.2±0.9 vs 20.0±0.5 µmol/kg/min, p<0.0005,
N=76 vs 213). After adjusting for BMI, basal lipid oxidation was lower in FH+ vs
FH- (3.1±0.1 vs 3.5±0.1 unol/kg/min, p=0.05, N=76 vs 181). Basal glucose
oxidation and insulin stimulated lipid oxidation rates were similar in FH+ and FH-.
In conclusion, insulin resistance is present in European non-diabetic relatives of
NIDDM patients. The insulin resistance is restricted to the pathway of non-
oxidative glucose metabolism, whereas insulin stimulated glucose oxidation is
compensatorily increased in some NIDDM relatives. The tendency to obesity in
NIDDM relatives may be increased by a lower oxidation of fat.
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REGULATION OF FREE Cat IN NON -MITOCHONDRIAL
STORES OF INDIVIDUAL PANCREATIC B-CELLS.

A. Tengholm, E. Gylfe and B. Hellman. Department of Medical
Cell Biology, University of Uppsala, Sweden.

To study the regulation of intracellular Cat stores, single mouse
pancreatic B-cells were loaded with the low-affinity Cat-indicator
furaptra and permeabilized with digitonin to release cytoplasmic dye.
After permeabiization, the 340/380 tun fluorescence excitation ratio was
stable, corresponding to a free Cat concentration ([Ca 2+]) of 249±10
µmoll (n=84) in the presence of 3 mmol/l ATP and 200 nmol/I Caz+.
The ratio was insensitive to ruthenium red and changes in the Mg 2+ con-
centration in the 0.1-1 mmol/l range. Moreover, removal of ATP or
Ca2+ resulted in a marked and sustained decrease, indicating that the
signal reflects changes of [Ca2+] in non-mitochondrial ATP-dependent
stores. More than 90% of the stored Ca2+ was released by the intra-
cellular Cat+-ATPase inhibitor thapsigargin, the rest being mobilized by
omission of ATP or addition of Br-A23187. Inositol-1,4,5-trisphos-
phate (1P3) mobilized Cat in a dose-dependent manner, releasing 52±
4% of the thapsigargin-sensitive Cat at a maximally stimulating concen-
tration (10 pmol/1). It was possible to differentiate between various Cat+
stores on the basis of their resistance to digitonin treatment. After
plasma membrane permeabilization, prolonged exposure to the detergent
resulted in a further release of furaptra. In 5 of 9 cells this release result-
ed in a decrease of both IP3-sensitivity and [Ca2+]. In the remaining
cells the IP3 sensitivity persisted while [Ca 2+] increased, probably
reflecting loss of furaptra from a store with low [Ca 2+]. It is concluded
that the pancreatic f3-cell exhibits at least two non-mitochondrial ATP-
dependent Cat stores differing with regard to their sensitivity to IP3.
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HUMAN a ENDOSULFINE, ENDOGENOUS LIGAND FOR THE
SULFONYLUREA RECEPTOR: CLONING AND EXPRESSION.

L. HERON, K. PEYROLLIER, A. VIRSOLVY, A. LE CAM, D. BATAILLE.
INSERM U376, Montpellier, France.

Endosulfrne, the endogenous ligand for the sulfonylurea receptor, exists
under two molecular forms, a and 13. We have isolated from porcine brain
the 13KDa a form which presents strong structural similarities with a
bovine 12-13KDa cyclic AMP-regulated phosphoprotein, called ARPP-
19. Based on the sequence of a partial cDNA clone coding for bovine a
endosulfine, we have shown recently that a endosulfine and ARPP-19 are
distinct molecular entities. In the present studies, we used primers derived
from the known structures in heterologous species to amplify by PCR a
233 by human cDNA fragment. This fragment was then used as a probe
for cloning the full length cDNA from a human brain 2.GTl1 library. We
confirm that a endosulfrne and ARPP-19 are distinct proteins, encoded
by different genes, with a 71% degree of identity in their aminoacid
sequences. We have expressed a endosulfine in a bacterial system and
compared its properties to those of the protein isolated from porcine
brain. The recombinant and the extracted proteins display the Same
qualitative and quantitative features in inhibiting the binding of [ H]-
glibenclamide to both rat cortex and f3 cell membranes. Mutational
studies and enzymatic fragmentation of the recombinant protein are now
being carried out to determine the molecular moiety required for
interaction with the sulfonylurea receptor. Considering the importance of
the sulfonylurea receptor/K-ATP channel complex in regulating insulin
secretion and action, our results open up a new avenue of research on the
biological role of the now complete endosulfine-receptor-channel
regulatory system. It will also be of interest to look for mutations in the
human a endosulfine coding sequence in various pathological states,
particularly in non-insulin dependent diabetes.
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INTERACTIONS BETWEEN TOLBUTAMIDE AND NUCLEOTIDES ON
CLONED K-ATP CHANNELS.
FM Gribble, SJ Tucker and FM Ashcroft. University Laboratory of Physiology,
Oxford, UK

Sulphonylureas stimulate insulin secretion by blocking ATP-sensitive K-channels
(K-ATP channels). It has previously been shown that intracellular MgADP enhances
the sensitivity of K-ATP currents to tolbutamide (Schwanstecher et al., 1994 Br. J.
Pharmacol. 111,302). The aim of this study was to investigate the molecular basis of
this effect. The K-ATP channel comprises 2 types of subunit: Kir6.2 and the
sulphonylurea receptor (SUR1). Mutations in the nucleotide binding domains of
SUR1 (K719A/K1385M) abolish the activation of K-ATP currents by MgADP but
do not alter the inhibitory effects of nucleotides (ATP or ADP). We therefore
examined the effect of these mutations on the modulation of tolbutamide sensitivity
by MgADP. We expressed Kir6.2 with wild-type SUR1 or mutant SUR1
(K719A/K1385M) in Xenopus oocytes, and measured K-ATP currents in giant
inside-out patches. In the absence of nucleotides, tolbutamide dose-inhibition curves
for wild-type and mutant currents suggested the presence of 2 binding sites, with Ki
of 1.6 l (0.6-4.5) and 1.8 mM (1.3-2.5) (n=8; geometric mean (SD range)). High-
affinity binding reduced the current by -50%. In the absence of tolbutamide, 100µM
MgADP enhanced wild-type K-ATP currents by 55 ± 13% (n=5; mean ± SEM).
Tolbutamide inhibited MgADP-activated currents and at >20 pM tolbutamide, K-
ATP currents were smaller than in the absence of MgADP. MgADP did not
significantly alter the Ki for tolbutamide at either binding site. 100µM MgADP
reduced mutant currents (by 68 ± 3%, n=5), without otherwise affecting the
tolbutamide dose-response curve. We conclude that, in oocytes, tolbutamide inhibits
K-ATP currents by interacting with 2 separate binding sites. Further, the
enhancement of tolbutamide block by MgADP is apparent rather than real: it results
from tolbutamide, acting at the high-affinity site, producing a dose-dependent
inhibition of MgADP-induced activation. At high tolbutamide concentrations this is
sufficient to unmask the inhibitory action of MgADP.
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FREQUENCY OF SUR1 AND KIR6.2 MUTATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
FAMILIAL HYPERINSULINISM (HI)

A.Nestorowicz, P.Behn, B.Glaser. B.A.Wilson, K.P.Schoor, H. Landau, C.A.
Stanley, P.S.Thornton, M.A.Permutt. Washington University, St. Louis, USA.

The islet p-cell ATP regulated K' channel is composed of 2 subunits, the
sulfonylurea receptor (SUR1) and the small inward rectifier K* channel
(Kir6.2). HI is an autosomal recessive disease associated with function-
altering mutations in either of these two genes. To define the spectrum of
genetic defects in a large heterogeneous group of HI patients, 78 probands
were screened for SURI (39 exons) and Kir6.2 (1 exon in 6 fragments)
mutations by single strand conformation polymorphism analysis (SSCP).
Variants were confirmed by direct sequencing and by PCR-RFLP analysis of
genomic DNA. Nineteen mutations were found in SUR1, including 4
frameshift, 1 nonsense, 9 missense and 5 intronic mutations. The missense
mutations were at highly conserved regions, and some were found to produce
functional disruptions. One nonsense mutation was found in Kir6.2. A total of
103 HI probands were then screened by PCR-RFLP assays developed for
each mutation. Two of the SUR1 variants, accounting for -90% of HI, were
found in the 36 Ashkenazi Jewish probands, with 15 homozygotes, 8
compound heterozygotes, and 11 simple heterozygotes. Of 9 Arab probands
2 were homozygous and I was heterozygous for different SUR1 mutations,
and I was homozygous for a Kir6.2 mutation. In 29 Northern European
Caucasian HI probands, 2 compound heterozygotes and 6 simple
heterozygotes were found. Combined results of 36 other probands from other
ethnic backgrounds yielded 3 homozygotes, 2 complex heterozygotes, and 4
simple heterozygotes. Except for the 2 mutations found commonly in the
Ashkenazi Jewish patients, all others were private mutations which were
found in the homozygous state only in consanguineous families, In summary,
mutations were found in SUR1 in 34/36 (95%) Ashkenazi HI patients, while
they were found in SURI/Bir6.2 in 21/74 (28%) patients from other
populations. Functional analysis of the missense mutations will provide
important new information on the structure/function relationships of the islet
KATP channel.
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POTASSIUM CURRENTS IN NORMAL AND DEFECTIVE HUMAN B-CELLS.
C. Ammala, K. Cosgrove, R.F.L. James, A. Aynsley-Green, K.J. Lindley and M.J. Dunne.
Department of Biomedical Science, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK, Department of
Surgery, Leicester Royal Infirmary, Leicester, UK and Institute of Child Health & Great
Ormond Street Hospital for Children, London University, London, UK.
K ATP channels have a key role to play in depolarization-response coupling of insulin release.
In [3-cells these channels are composed of the subunits, SUR1 and K, R6.2. Mutations in the
genes encoding these proteins cause altered (3-cell function in humans leading to persistent
hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia of infancy (PHHI); a disorder associated with
hypersecretion of insulin in infancy. In this study we have examined for the first time
recordings of patch-clamp whole-cell K' currents in 3-cells isolated from two patients with
PHHI and compared these with the properties of normal human insulin-secreting cells in
vitro. Control tissue was obtained from cadaveric organ donors, and PHHI (3-cells isolated
from the pancreas following surgery to alleviate hypoglycaemia. Three series of experiments
were performed under standard whole-cell electrophysiological conditions. First, when cells
were dialysed with an 'ATP-free' solution, this led to a marked increase in KATP channel
currents in normal tissue due to wash-out of endogenous ATP(n=8), but the procedure was
without significant effect in PHHI (3-cell experiments (n=16). This alludes to an alteration in
the function of KATP channels. Secondly, when 'ATP-containing' solutions were used in
parallel experiments, no increase in KATA currents was obtained upon dialysis of normal 3-
cells (due to the presence of ATP) and KATP channels were by activated by diazoxide
(0.5mM) and inhibited by the tolbutamide (0.5mM) (n=4). By contrast, diazoxide,
tolbutamide and somatostatin (0.1mM) were all without effect in PHHI (3-cell experiments
(n=9). Finally, outward K current recordings were used to assess the function of two K'
channels in PHHI (3-cells - the large conductance K c, channel and the delayed-rectifier K'
channel. These channels were activated by a depolarisation, and their pharmacological
properties assessed by TEA' (20mM) and quinine (0.01mM). There were no significant
alterations in the properties of these channels in PHHI (3-cells (n=11). We conclude that
loss of function in (3-cells of PHHI patients is specific to a defect in Kxnp channel activity.
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'KNOCK-OUT' OF KA,P CHANNEL ACTIVITY IN HUMAN [3-CELLS: IMPLICATIONS
FOR STIMULUS-SECRETION COUPLING.
M.J. Dunne, C. Kane, R.M. Shepherd, C. Ammala, R. James, L. Aguilar-Bryan, A. Pallet,
N. Morgan, A. Aynsley-Green and K. Lindley. Biomedical Science, Sheffield University,
UK, Surgery Department, Leicester University, UK, Baylor College, Houston, USA,
Biological Sciences, Keels University, UK, Institute of Child Health, London University, UK.
Depolarization-response coupling mechanisms in (3-cells are dependent upon the function
of K ATP channels, which are composed of two subunits K, 56.2 and SUR1. Here, we have
isolated intact islets from two neonates with persistent hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia
of infancy (PHHI) and studied the functional properties of (3-cells in vitro. Both children
were from families with a previous history of PHHI and both were unresponsive to medical
therapy, necessitating a near-total pancreatectomy to alleviate hypoglycaemia. Post-
operatively islets were isolated from the tissue. Analysis of genomic DNA from both
patients revealed a mutation in exon 35 (G1398A) of the SUR1 gene, which is predicted to
truncate the second nucleotide binding fold of SUR1. Patch-clamp studies of isolated (3 -

cells revealed an absence of K ATP channels in both children and the appearance of Ca t--
dependent action potentials at rest (n=34). Diazoxide (200-500µM) had no effect on either
K' currents (n=8), or changes in cytosolic Ca'' (n=10) when measured by microfluorimetry
with fura-2 loaded cells. The loss of KATP channel activity was confirmed in reconstitution
studies using an engineered mutation in SUR1, which when expressed with K IR6.2 in COS
cells, failed to reconstitute functional K A,P channels as assayed by 86 Rb' efflux (n=4). By
measurements of membrane capacitance from isolated PHHI (3-cells, we found that
exocytosis of secretory granules was augmented by a rise in intracellular Ca' (n8) and
that this was inhibited, and not stimulated as in normal (3-cells by the sulphonylurea
tolbutamide (5-100µM) (n=11). Finally, by directly measuring insulin secretion from intact
islets using radioimmunoassay, we found that glucose (20mM) promoted insulin release: a
response that occurs despite the absence of functional K AT, channels, and the inability of
glucose to elevate [Ca'], (n=10). In summary, our data show how (3-cells are severely
compromised by a gene mutation in SUR1 and that glucose-induced secretion of insulin
can also occur via non-Ca"-dependent mechanisms.
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GLUCOSE- AND SULPHONYLUREA-EVOKED PULSATILE INSULIN
RELEASE FROM SINGLE ISLETS AS DETECTED BY 5-HT
MICROAMPEROMETRY

L.M. Rosario' 2 , A.M. Silva • 3 , C.M, Antunes', A.R Tome", R.M. Santos " 2 and
R.M. Barbosa l ". 'Centre for Neurociences of Coimbra; 2Dept. Biochemistry, Fac.
of Sciences and Technology, University of Coimbra; 3 UTAD, Vila Real; "Fac. of
Pharmacy, University of Coimbra, Portugal.

Pancreatic islets secrete insulin in a pulsatile fashion in response to a rise in
glucose concentration. However, previous insulin measurements have had
minimal temporal resolution and consequently little is currently known about the
true dynamics and metabolic requirements of the oscillatory signalling pathway
encoding for bursts of exocytotic secretion. Using simultaneous real time
measurements of cytosolic free calcium ([Ca 2^],) and pre-loaded 5-
hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) release as an electrochemical marker of insulin
secretion from single mouse islets, we show that glucose (11-20 mM)-stimulated
islets secrete 5-HT/insulin in a pulsatile fashion under physiologic conditions,
and that this activity is, for the most part, encoded by regular high-frequency (1-6
min-1) [Ca"], oscillations. The amount of 5-HT/insulin secreted per cycle bears a
linear relationship with the duration of the underlying [Ca2`], oscillation
regardless of the glucose concentration in the range 11-20 mM. In addition, we
demonstrate the occurrence of low-frequency variations in global 5-HT/insulin
release (0.2-0.5 mini"), supported by intermittent high-frequency oscillations.
Tolbutamide (100 µM) evokes pulsatile 5-HT/insulin release transiently in the
absence of glucose, in spite of the fact that it triggers sustained (but brief) [Ca2'],
oscillations. Pulsatile 5-HT/insulin release can, however, be reactivated following
reintroduction of glucose, which enhances the duration of the [Ca 2']; oscillations.
We conclude that pulsatile insulin release is stringently dependent upon the
dynamics of the [Ca''], oscillations. In the case of sulphonylureas, the
effectiveness of the latter requires minimum metabolic input (presumably through
metabolic activation of voltage-sensitive Ca" channels).
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IN HUMANS AT LEAST SEVENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF OVERALL INSULIN SECRETION
ARISES FROM PUNCTUATED HIGH-FREQUENCY INSULIN SECRETORY BURSTS
N. Perksen, B. Nyholm, K.Y. Hove, J.D. Veldhuis, P.C. Butler and O. Schmitz.
Medical Department M, Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus, Denmark, Department
of Medicine, Charlottesville, VA, and Department of Medicine, The University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland.
Insulin is secreted in a pulsatile manner, resulting in small oscillations in its
circulating concentrations. Detection of insulin secretory bursts in the peripheral
blood is hampered by hepatic insulin extraction, dilution and a time-delayed damping
of the amplitude. To examine human pulsatile insulin release we used a high-
sensitivity, specificity and precision insulin ELISA, and optimized an established
deconvolution methodology to quantify the frequency, mass and amplitude of insulin
secretory bursts, as well as estimate the relative contribution of pulsatile insulin
release. Four protocols were performed. 1) Insulin kinetics were determined
following intravenous insulin bolus injection. 2) Criteria for detecting insulin
secretory pulses were refined through analysis of insulin concentrations resulting
from repetitive assay of pooled plasma, and from sampling during ablated insulin
secretion and a constant insulin infusion. 3) Optimal sampling intensity was
examined by sampling every 30 seconds and performing pulse analysis using the
uncensored series, and every second, fourth or sixth sample. 4) The above defined
optimal parameters were applied to 20 healthy humans to examine pulsatile insulin
secretion during glucose stimulation (4,5 mg/kg/min). Using minutely sampled
insulin concentrations measured by highly sensitive insulin ELISA, and insulin
kinetics of 2.8 minutes (first half life), 5.0 minutes (second half life) soda fractional
slow component of 0.28, the deconvolved insulin secretion rates could be resolved
into a series of high frequency (4.7 ±0.1 minute/pulse) approximately symmetric
insulin secretory bursts with a mean mass of 87 ±12 pmol/L/pulse and a mean
amplitude of 35 ±4.7 pmol/L/minute. The relative contribution of pulsatile to
overall insulin secretion was 75 ± 1.6% (range 59 to 85%). We conclude that human
insulin secretion during glucose stimulation consists of a series of insulin secretory
bursts accounting for at least 75 % of total insulin secretion.
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IDENTIFICATION OF MUTATIONS IN THE HNF -la GENE
(MODY3) IN GERMAN SUBJECTS WITH EARLY-ONSET
NIDDM
T. Lindner, J. Schulze, H.-E. Schröder, C. Petzold, G. Meincke and
H. Schmechel. Howard Hughes Medical Institute, The University of
Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA; Department of Internal Medicine III,
University Clinic Carl Gustav Carus, Technical University Dresden,
Dresden, Germany; Diabetes Outpatient Clinic Kiel, Germany; and
the Hufeland Clinics, Weimar, Germany.
Recent studies have shown that mutations in the gene encoding the
transcription factor HNF-Ia are the cause of one form of maturity-
onset diabetes of the Young (MODY3). We have screened the HNF-
1a gene for mutations in a group of 12 subjects of German ancestry
who were diagnosed with NIDDM before 35 years of age
(mean age = 24.1 ± 10.4 years) and had another first degree relative
with NIDDM. Although not meeting the strict diagnostic criteria for
MODY, it is likely that several of these subjects had this form of
diabetes. PCR amplification and direct sequencing of the promoter
region and 10 exons revealed three mutations: Dresden-1,
P291fsinsC; Dresden-2, R131Q; Dresden-3, R229Q. The age at
diagnosis of NIDDM in these three subjects was 17, 18 and 21 years
of age, respectively. Moreover, the subjects were not obese.
This result suggests that it may be worthwhile to screen subjects
with early-onset NIDDM for mutations in the HNF -1 a gene even in
the absence of a strict diagnosis of MODY.

A MUTATIONAL HOTSPOT IN THE POLY-C TRACT OF EXON 4 OF
THE HEPATIC NUCLEAR FACTOR 1ALPHA GENE; SCREENING IN
MATURITY ONSET DIABETES OF THE YOUNG.
T.Frayling t, M.Bulmanl, S.Ellard', M.Appletonl, M.J.Dronsfield2,

S.C.Bain2, G.I.BeI13 and A.T.Hattersley t . 'Institute of Clinical Science,
University of Exeter, Exeter, UK. 2Department of Medicine, University of
Birmingham, UK. 3 Howard Hughes Medical Institute, The University of
Chicago, USA.

Mutations in the HNF-la gene have recently been shown to cause Maturity
Onset Diabetes of the Young (MODY). A common mutation has not been
found. Patients are defined as having MODY if diagnosed as having non-
insulin-dependent-diabetes before the age of 25 with an autosomal dominant
mode of inheritance. We performed mutation detection on 15 probands from
MODY families by PCR amplification and semi-automated sequencing of
the 10 exons and adjacent splice sites of HNF-la. A common mutation,
P29lfsinsC, occurring in the poly-C-tract of exon 4, was identified in 4 of 15
probands. Specific screening of exon 4 in a further 32 less strictly defined
probands, aged <40 years, identified this mutation in 2 further pedigrees,
giving an overall frequency of 13% (6/47). The mutation was found to
cosegregate with 20 additional diabetic family members and was also found
in 2 non-diabetic subjects, aged 22 and 26; these may develop diabetes later
in life. Analysis of intragenic polymorphisms showed this mutation had
occurred on at least three different haplotypes. This suggests the high
frequency of this mutation is not due to a founder effect resulting from a
single common ancestor, but that this region represents a mutational hotspot.
Our results therefore suggest that this mutation is the most common single
mutation causing MODY in UK families. Rapid screening for this mutation
should now be carried out in MODY pedigrees before commencing mutation
screening in other exons.
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DISRUPTION OF THE HNF-4a BINDING SITE IN THE
HNF-la PROMOTER IN AN ITALIAN FAMILY WITH MODY
C. Gragnoli, T. Lindner, G. Marozzi and D. Andreani. Howard Hughes
Medical Institute, The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA;
Hospital S. Spirito Rome, Rome, Italy; and University of Rome La
Sapienza, Rome, Italy.

Mutation screening of the promoter and 10 exons of the HNF-la gene
in an Italian MODY family revealed an A-C substitution in the
proximal promoter region. This mutation which is located in a putative
HNF-4a binding site, cosegregates with MODY/NIDDM in this family.

normal allele:	 GGCTGAAGTCCAAAGTTCAGTCCCTTCGCT
mt. HNF-4a binding site: GGCTGAAGTCCCAAGTTCAGTCCCTTCGCT

We propose that this mutation affects transcriptional regulation. This
mutation is associated with a progressive form of NIDDM characterized
by increasing severity with age and the appearance of diabetes
complications around 50 years of age.

20
MITOCHONDRIAL DNA MUTATIONS ARE HIGHLY ASSOCIATED WITH
TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS IN JAPANESE PATIENTS
M. Tawata, Y. Ikegishi, E. Iwase, K. Aida and T. Onaya. Third Department of
Internal Medicine, Yamanashi Medical University, Tamaho, Yamanashi, Japan.

Since inheritance of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is exclusively maternal,
mtDNA mutations have been implicated in this maternal inheritance of diabetes
mellitus. The prevalence studies in a large population of diabetic patients
revealed about 1 to 1.5% of mtDNA mutation at 3243 in different countries
including Japan. However, it is possible that we are underestimating the
precise prevalence of mtDNA mutation(s) associated with type 2 diabetic
patients, because we have data on only 3243 mutation. Recently, we found at
least 56 mtDNA mutations in Japanese by polymerase chain reaction-restriction
fragment-single strand conformation polymorphism (PCR -RF-SSCP) analysis
compared with the Cambridge Sequence. We investigated the prevalences of
these mtDNA mutations in randomly selected 99 patients with type 2 diabetes
mellitus and in 115 healthy control subjects by PCR-SSCP or PCR-RFLP
analyses. We found that 8.1% (8/ 99) of Japanese patients with type 2 diabetes
mellitus were associated with A to C mtDNA mutation at 1382, which was
significantly higher than 1.7% (2/ 115) of control subjects. In addition, 14.1%
(14/99) of diabetic patients were associated with mutations either at 1382 or A
to G at 12026. Since none of the 14 patients with mutations either at 1382 or
12026 had mutation at 3243, we think that these two sites are new mtDNA
mutations highly associated with type 2 diabetes mellitus in Japanese. The
mutations were all homoplasmic. The mutation at 1382 is located in 12S rRNA
and mutation at 12026 is expected to cause amino acid replacement from
isoleucine to valine in N ADH dehydrogenase 4. In conclusion, our
investigation demonstrates that mtDNA mutations are much more frequently
associated wih type 2 diabetic patients in Japanese than it has previously been
reported. The prevalences of these mtDNA mutations needs to be examined in
other countries or in other ethnic groups.
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GENETIC POLYMORPHISM OF LIPOPROTEIN LIPASE IS
ASSOCIATED WITH NIDDM
S.Colagiuri, H.Cai, R.Borger, XL.Wang, D.Wilcken. Prince of Wales
Hospital, Randwick, Australia.
NIDDM is a polygenic disease commonly associated with lipid
abnormalities, particularly elevated triglyceride levels. Lipoprotein lipase
(LpL) is a key enzyme for triglyceride metabolism. This study explored the
possible association between NIDDM and lipoprotein lipase (LpL) gene
polymorphism in people with NIDDM. 597 Australian Caucasians were
studied [mean (SE) age 58 (0.3)]. 214 had confirmed NIDDM. All were
genotyped for LpLPvull using PCR technique. Polymorphism of LpLPvull
is caused by the presence (+) or absence (-) of a Pvull recognition site in
intron 6. The frequency distribution of Pvull +/+, Pvull +/- and Pvull -/-
was 0.304, 0.502 and 0.194 respectively, and was in Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium. Using logistic regression analysis, there was a significant
association between the Pvull polymorphism and the presence of NIDDM
(r=0.137, p=0.0055) independent of age, gender and other circulating
lipid variables. Whilst Pvull +/+ was associated with higher circulating
triglyceride levels, the association between NIDDM and the Pvu II
polymorphism was not affected by triglyceride levels. The odds ratio (OR)
for patients homozygous for Pvull +1+ to have NIDDM was 2.51 (95% Cl:
1.36-4.62) compared with Pvull -I- homozygotes. Among heterozygotes
(Pvull +/-) there was also a trend towards increased NIDDM risk
(OR:1.44, 95% Cl: 0.82-2.54) compared with Pvull -/-. Furthermore in
NIDDM patients with the Pvu II +/+ genotype there was an independent
association with the presence of coronary artery disease in logistic
regression analysis (p=0.0155). The frequency of Pvull +/+ in NIDDM
patients with coronary heart disease was significantly higher than in those
without (51.7% v 30.5%, X2 = 8.52, p=0.014). LpLPvull polymorphism and
the occurrence of NIDDM are significantly associated and NIDDM with
Pvull +/+ are more likely to have coronary artery disease.
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GENOMIC SCAN FOR GENETIC MARKERS LINKED TO DIABETES
IN PIMA INDIANS.
WC Knowler, RL Hanson and the Pima Diabetes Genes Group.
National Institutes of Health, Phoenix, USA

Genetic factors are likely to play a role in the etiology of non-
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM), but susceptibility loci
for the most common forms of NIDDM have not been identified. A
genome-wide scan was conducted to identify genetic markers
linked to NIDDM in Pima Indians. Among 264 nuclear families
containing 1862 sibling pairs, 517 anonymous genetic markers
were genotyped from all 22 autosomal chromosomes. In 563 of
these pairs, both siblings had NIDDM with age of onset < 45 yrs
and analyses of the mean proportion of marker alleles identical by
descent (IBD), which is expected to be 0.5 under the null
hypothesis of no linkage, were conducted. The Haseman-Elston
test of linkage, which regresses the proportion of marker alleles IBD
against the squared difference in the sibs' trait values, was also
conducted among all sib-pairs, using a cumulative incidence method
to account for age of onset. Two chromosomal regions showed
"suggestive" linkage to diabetes (p < 0.0007). Chromosome 7, in
the vicinity of D7S1799 was linked in the affecteds-only analysis
(p = 0.0004) and chromosome 11, in the vicinity of D11 S4464,
was linked by the cumulative incidence method (p = 0.0003).
Seven other regions also had tentative evidence for linkage
(p < 0.01). These results suggest that diabetes-susceptibility
genes may be located at 7q21-22 and 11g23-25. Several other
genetic loci may also contribute to NIDDM. These findings need to
be extended in other studies of Pima Indians and, if possible,
replicated in other populations. Additional fine mapping of these
areas is needed to localize further the genetic elements involved.
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PPARy AND HUMAN ADIPOCYTE DIFFERENTIATION: EVIDENCE FOR

SITE-SPECIFIC EFFECTS OF THIAZOLIDINEDIONES AND PG0 12,14J2
J.B. Prinsl'2, C. Montaguel'2 , M. Adams', J.C. Holder 3 , S.A. Smith 3 ' M.
Lazar4 , L. Sanders 1,2 , V.K.K Chatterjeel and S .O'Rahillyl• 2. Depts of
Medicine 1, and Clinical Biochemistry 2, University of Cambridge, UK;
SmithKline Beecham 3 ' Welwyn, UK; Univ. Penn. 4 , Philadelphia, PA, USA.

The gamma isoform of peroxisome proliferator activated receptor (PPARy) is
highly expressed in adipocytes and promotes the differentiation of murine
preadipocyte cell lines. Thiazolidinediones, a novel class of antidiabetic agent,
enhance insulin action and bind to PPARy with high affinity. The prostanoid 15-
deoxy-D12,14 prostagandin J2 (Al2,14 PGJ2) may represent the natural ligand
for PPARy. We have examined the effects of these agents on the differentiation
of human Omental (Om) or Subcutaneous (Sc) preadipocytes from non diabetic
subjects. Under control conditions, Om or Sc preadipocytes exhibited negligible
differentiation, as assessed by lipid accumulation, glycerol-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (G3PDH) enzyme activity and G3PDH gene expression.
Following BRL 49653 or troglitazone exposure, G3PDH activity and gene
expression in Sc preadipocytes were markedly increased and differentiation was
also evident morphologically. At 1mM, BRL 49653 was 100-fold more potent
than troglitazone, stimulating G3PDH activity 16-fold (p<0.001) vs 6-fold for
troglitazone (p<0.05). Furthermore, the rank order of potency of these agents to
induce differentiation correlated with their ability to stimulate reporter gene
activity via human PPAR7. In contrast, Om preadipocytes were refractory to
differentiation by thiazolidinediones. Western blotting showed abundant PPARy
expression in both Om and Sc preadipocytes and adipocytes, and nuclear PPARy
expression, as assessed by immunofluorescence confocal microscopy, was
equally enhanced by thiazolidinediones in Om and Sc preadipocytes. The
mechanism of the divergent cellular repdnsiveness to these compounds remains
to be elucidated. Given the close link between central fat distribution and insulin
resistance, a site-specific effect of the thiazolidinediones may have clinical
relevance.

24
THIAZOLIDINEDIONES INCREASE EXPRESSION OF
UNCOUPLING PROTEIN, TYPE II IODOTHYRONINE 5'-
DEIODINASE AND MITOCHONDRIA IN C3H10T1/2 CELLS.
M.A. Paulik, J.E. Weiel and J.M. Lenhard. G1axoWellcome, Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina, USA.
The thiazolidinediones (TZDs) are a new class of oral antidiabetic
agents whose mechanism of action is not fully understood. Recently,
the TZDs (e.g., troglitazone) were identified as high affinity ligands for
the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor y (PPARy), a ligand-
activated transcription factor in adipocytes. This suggests that the
antidiabetic action of these compounds may involve PPARy-mediated
transcription of adipose genes involved in lipid and carbohydrate
metabolism. To further understand the action of TZDs, we explored
the effects of these agents on differentiation of C3H1OTI/2 cells, a
pluripotent stem cell-line of mesodermal origin. Histochemical and
biochemical analysis revealed that when these cells were treated with
TZDs and insulin, they accumulated lipid and expressed the adipocyte
marker aP2, indicating they differentiated into adipocytes. Treatment
during the growth phase with TZDs resulted in maximal lipogenesis,
indicating a need for clonal expansion for efficient adipogenic
differentiation. Further analysis revealed that addition of TZDs to the
cells increased i) the lipolytic response of the cells to 13 3 -agonists, ii)
mitochondrial-staining, iii) expression of uncoupling protein (UCP)
and, iv) expression of mRNA for type II iodothyronine 5'- deiodinase
(5'D-II). The presence of UCP and 5'D-II are hallmarks of brown
adipose tissue (BAT). Thus, this represents the first direct evidence
indicating that brown adipocytes may arise from pluripotent stem cells
of mesenchymal origin. Furthermore, these results suggest the
antidiabetic effects of TZDs may involve BAT differentiation. This, in
turn, may lead to increased B3 - and UCP-mediated thermogenesis
resulting in increased fuel metabolism.
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INTENSIVE INSULIN THERAPY ALTERS DAILY SUBSTRATE OXIDATION
IN INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS.
M.G. Carlson, M. Sun, and A. Hayes. Vanderbilt University, Nashville, USA

Weight gain and increased adiposity often accompany the improved glycemic
control with intensive insulin therapy (IIT) in IDDM due to reductions in
glycosuria, daily energy expenditure (EE), and basal fat oxidation. To
investigate the role of changes in energy metabolism and metabolic efficiency
during exercise in the propensity for weight gain with IIT, we studied 6 adult
IDDM patients (gender 2M/4F, age 33±4 yrs, weight 75±7 kg, body mass index
[BMI] 24±1 kg/m 2 , diabetes duration 14±4 yrs) before and after 4 wks of insulin
pump therapy. Daily EE, sleeping metabolic rate (SMR), basal metabolic rate
(BMR), and EE and mechanical work (MW) during a standardized exercise
protocol were measured during 24h stays in a respiratory chamber equipped
with a novel force platform floor system, allowing simultaneous measurement
of the amount and energy cost of physical activity. Metabolic efficiency during
exercise was calculated as MW/EEex, where EEex is the increment in EE with
exercise. After 4 wks of IIT, HbA1 c improved (10.4±0.7 to 8.7±0.6%, Pc 0.05)
and glycosuria decreased (217±89 to 89±28 mmol/d, P < 0.05). Daily EE
(9.58±0.78 vs 9.73±0.82 MJ/d), SMR	
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Thus, IIT alters substrate oxidation but
does not appear to alter metabolic efficiency or EE during exercise in patients
with IDDM. These results suggest that the reductions in fat oxidation and
glycosuria with IIT are the major factors that contribute to the propensity for
weight gain and increased adiposity in intensively treated patients with IDDM.

SUBCUTANEOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING DURING 8 DAYS IN
IDDM PATIENTS: WHAT HAVE WE LEARNT?
F. Sternberg', M. Salgado', U. Henkel', U. Hoss', H. Rinne z and E.F.
Pfeiffer'. 'Institut fir Diabetes-Technologie an der Universitat Ulm, Uhn,
Germany. 2Boehringer-Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany.
Introduction: The hypothesis that hypoglycemia as well as hyperglycemia
occur in IDDM patients much more frequently than what patients themselves
may recognise whether by symptoms or by measuring their capillary glucose is
one of many questions we may answer with the help of continuous tissue
glucose (TG) monitoring. We designed a protocol to observe the glucose
changes in IDDM patients during 48h under daily life conditions. Methods:
We developed a glucosensor based on the enzymatic-amperometric method in
combination with a microdialsyis probe (Uhner Zuckeruhr-System) to monitor
on-line the TG changes on a continuous basis. We performed 4 series of TG
monitoring in 2 IDDM patients (sex: 1:1, age: 39.5±10.6 years; BMI:
23.7±3.0 kg/m2, HBAI°: 7.2±0.3) under intensified insulin therapy (injection
therapy), each monitoring lasting 48 hours. Patients stayed during the first 24h
within the facilities of our institute. During this time blood glucose was hourly
measured with a reflectometric glucometer. In the following 24h the patients
were allowed to go to their work or just to carry their normal life and were
asked to control at least 5 times their capillary glucose. Results: Blood glucose
values fluctuated between 35 mg/dl and 350 mg/dl. The sensor signal
correlated well with the glucose reference values. Hypoglycemia, i.e. glucose
values <54 mg/dl occurred 21 times, but it was recognised only 12 times by
the patients. Most of the episodes occurred during day time (n=18).
Additionally, hyperglycemic values >250 mg/dl occurred 12 times (9 episodes
during day time) while patients detected only 7 episodes. Conclusions: Our
patients detected just above half of their blood glucose extreme variations,
which mostly occurred during the day. On the other hand, our glucosensor
showed to be reliable to monitor the TG for 48h in all the cases.
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IMPACT OF RECENT CHANGES IN TIC MANAGEMENT OF
IMPLAN TABLE PUMPS. REDUCTION OF DYSFUNCTIONING
N. Jeandidier, S. Boivin, S. Boullu, and M. Pinget.
Service d'Endocrinologie,
Hopitaux Universitaires - Strasbourg, France

Recent changes in insulin stability have led to an increase in catheter (KT)
and/or pump related problems from 1993 to 1994. Simultaneously, physicians
and manufacturers have introduced several improvements in the management
of implantable pumps including changes in the refill frequency, in refill and
rince procedures and development of a new KT (MiniMed 4027) with direct
access (side-port: SP).
The aim of the study was to evaluate the impact of these changes on the func-
tionnality of pump (from 01/93) and KT (from 11/94) together with the conse-
quences on the patients including rate of surgical reintervention. Therefore,
data from our group have been analysed within 3 periods : period I as a refe-
rence (before insulin stability decrease) : from 1991 to 1992, period II : from
1993 to 1994 (decrease in insulin stability), period III : from 1995 to 1996
(effects of technical improvements). All the patients were treated with MIP
2001 pumps, using U400 Hoechst 21 PH insulin. Results are summerized in
the following table:

Period I Period II Period III
Nb of pumps 43 51 55
Study duration	 (PxY) 50.04 57.96 56.02
Nb of KT flush/PxY NA NA 0.54
Nb of NaOH rince/PxY NA 0.66 1.32
Nb of Kt exchanges/PxY 0.16 0.17 0.05
Discontinuation (%pumps) 0 37 0
PxY : patient x year
These data clearly demonstrate that the changes developed have fully restau-
red the safety and the feasability of intraperitoneal insulin infusion by means
of implantable pumps.

28
INADEQUATE USE OF INSULIN AS A CAUSE OF POOR GLYCAEMIC
CONTROL AND KETOACIDOSIS
Morris AD, Greene SA, Boyle DIR, MacDonald TM, and Newton RW
University of Dundee, Scotland.
A variety of manipulations of insulin treatment are perceived as a cause of poor
glycaemic control and ketoacidosis. There are no direct data confirming poor
compliance in IDDM. We present data (April 1993 to September 1994)
comparing the known prescribed insulin dose (units) with insulin supplied using
the Diabetes Audit and Research in Tayside Study (DARTS) database. DARTS
contains complete data on all prescribed drugs encashed at all Tayside
pharmacies. The cumulative volume of insulin prescriptions supplied was used
to calculate the days of total insulin coverage, expressed as the compliance
index. Relationships between compliance index, glycaemic control (HbAlc) and
episodes of ketoacidosis were investigated in all patients attending our young
adult and paediatric diabetes clinics. Eighty-nine patients aged 16±7 (mean ±
S.D.) years, diabetes duration 8±4 years, HbAlc 8.4±1.9% were studied.
Taken as a whole, mean insulin dosage prescribed was 48±19 units/day; mean
insulin encashed was 585 units/day. Twenty-five patients (28%) encashed
less insulin than their prescribed dose (mean deficit 115±68 insulin-free days
per annum; range 9-246 days). A strong negative relationship existed between
the compliance index and HbAlc (R2 0.39; p<0.001) which remained when
adjusted for all other covariates (e.g. age, weight, diabetes duration; p<0.001,
multiple linear regression). In the top quartile (HbAle>10%), 14 (64%) of
subjects had insulin encashment records suggestive of poor compliance (mean
deficit 55 insulin free days per annum) compared with only 2(9%)  in the lowest
quartile (HbAlc<7%; mean excess 296 insulin days p.a.). Of all 10
ketoacidosis episodes, 9 occurred in subjects with a poor compliance index
(p<0.001; mean deficit 108 insulin free days per annum). These data represent
the first direct evidence of insulin under-utilisation in young patients with
IDDM. They suggest poor compliance is a major factor contributing to long-
term poor glycaemic control and ketoacidosis.
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VARIABILITY OF THE METABOLIC EFFECT OF S.C. INJECTED REGULAR
INSULIN AND THE RAPID ACTING INSULIN-ANALOGUE B28ASP

L. Heinemann, C. Weyer, M. Rauhaus, S. Heinrichs and T. Heise. Dept. of Metabolic
Diseases and Nutrition, Heinrich-Heine-University of Dusseldorf, Germany

We studied the infra- and interindividual variability of the metabolic activity of regular
insulin (R) and of the rapid acting insulin analogue B28Asp. Nine healthy male
volunteers (age 25±1 years, BMI 22.6±2.1 kg/m 7) recieved s.c. injections of R
(Actrapid HM, NOVO NORDISK; U100; 0.2 U/kg, 14.4±1.6 U) during euglycaemic
glucose clamps on 4 study days (blood glucose 5 mmol/l, basal i.v. insulin infusion
0.15 mU/kg/min). Ten other volunteers (age 26±2 years, BMI 22.9±1.9 kg/m 7; N.S.)
received on the 4 days injections of B28Asp (NOVO NORDISK). In the 600 min after
the injections glucose infusion rates (GIR) and serum insulin concentrations were
determined. In comparison to R s.c. injection of B28Asp resulted in a more rapid onset
of action and a shorter duration of action. We investigated the variation in action of
these insulin by calculating coefficents of variation (CV). Even under the strictly
controlled experimental conditions of this study, the s.c. injection of R resulted in a
intra-individual variability of the metabolic activity of 10-25 % in healthy volunteers
(see table). Injection of B28Asp resulted in a lower variability in the time needed until
maximal serum insulin concentrations were reached than with R. The inter-individual
variability was approximately 10 % higher than the intra-individual with both insulin
preparations.

intra-indivi. CV (%)	 inter-indivi. CV (%)
narameter	 R	 B28Asn n-value R	 B28Aso

GIRm,x (mg/kg/min) 14.9 15.6 0.866 26.2 28.1

Cm- (pmol/l 19.4 14.2 0.187 27.8 17.7

GIR (min) 13.9 11.1 0.473 23.2 18.5

t,,,,,, - Insulin (min) 24.4 15.2 0.026 37.2 19.6

AUC 0-90 min - GIR 32.3 25.7 0.480 51.7 41.7

AUC 0-90 min - Insulin 19.8 18.1 0.840 33.4 27.1

AUC 0-600 min - GIR 12.7 17.7 0.258 20.9 25.2

AUC 0-600 min - Insulin 14.3 15.2 0.758 17.4 18.9

(paired t-test for intra-individual comparisons)
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REDUCED NOCTURNAL HYPOGLYCAEMIA WITH INSULIN ANALOGUE
LISPRO IN TYPE 1 DIABETIC PATIENTS

A. M. E. Ahmed and P. D. Home. University of Newcastle upon Tyne,
Newcastle upon Tyne, United Kingdom.

Unmodified insulin has a long absorption tail, unlike short-acting insulin
analogues, and may contribute to hypoglycaemia in the early part of the night.
A randomized, crossover, double-blind study was therefore performed to
compare blood glucose concentrations in the early part of the night in Type 1
diabetic patients, receiving lispro or unmodified insulin, in random order, on
two separate study days. Twenty three C-peptide negative patients, 12 using
a basal-bolus insulin regimen, and 11 using twice-daily insulin, were studied.
The patients were admitted to the investigation unit at '1700 h, and received a
single dose of lispro or unmodified human insulin before the evening meal. In
both groups the NPH insulin doses remained unchanged. Identical meals and
snacks were eaten at the same time during both study days. Average
postprandial (1800-2400 h) blood glucose concentrations were significantly
lower after lispro therapy compared to unmodified insulin therapy (8.0 ± 0.3
(SE) vs 9.0 ± 0.3 mmol 1 1 , p = 0.003). Night-time (2400 - 0400 h) blood
glucose concentrations were significantly higher after lispro compared to
unmodified insulin therapy (10.3 ± 0.4 vs 9.1 ± 0.4 mmol 1 -1 , p = 0.02). This
difference was greater in patients on the basal-bolus insulin regimen (11.6 ±
0.5 vs 8.7 ± 0.4 mmol I - ', p = 0.000). The incidence of nocturnal
hypoglycaemia (2400 - 0400 h, blood glucose < 3.5 mmol 1 -1 ) was less with
lispro compared to unmodified insulin (1 vs 6 patients, p = 0.04). Thus on a
basal bolus insulin regimen, evening lispro gives less hypoglycaemia in the
early part of the night at the expense of average blood glucose control.
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IMPROVEMENT OF HBA1C WITHOUT INCREASING HYPOGLYCEMIA RISK IN DIABETIC
PATIENTS TREATED WITH INSULIN LISPRO IN EXTERNAL PUMPS.
H. Hanaire&, J, Bringer2 , V. Lassmann-Vague3 , N. Jeandidier4 , L. Meyers, P. Blin 6 , J.P. Tau-
ber' and B. Augendre7 , CHU Ranguell, Toulouse, H6pital Lapeyronie, Montpellier 2 , C.H.U.
La Timone, Marseille3 , HBpital Civil, Strasbourg 4 , Hopital Jeanne d'Arc, Toul 5 , Eval, Parish,
Lilly France, Saint-Cloud, France 7 .

The aim of this 6-month randomized, open, crossover, multicenter trial was to compare the
effects of insulin lispro (LP) to Actrapid HM 100 pump formulation (Actr.) on glycemic control
in Type I diabetics. These diabetic patients have been using a continuous subcutaneous
insulin infusion (CSII) for at least 1 year. Thirty-nine patients (mean age ± SD: 38.9 ± 9.9 yr;
BMI: 24.5 ± 2.4 kg/m'; mean disease duration: 22.2 ± 9.6 yr; mean duration of pump treat-
ment: 5.1 ± 3.0 yr; mean HbAlc= 7.84% ± 0.76) were treated on CSII using an external
pump (Minimed 506). The patients were randomized to LP or Actr. for 3 months then swit-
ched to the other insulin for 3 months. Boluses were given 0 to 5 min. before 3 meals for LP
and 15-30 min. before for Actr. Six blood glucose (BG) measurements were taken daily (3
pre- and postprandial) and stored in a memory meter. At the end of the 3-month period,
HbAlc had a larger decrease with LP (0.62% ± 0.58 [7.74% ± 0.90 to 7.11% ± 0.69]) com-
pared to Actr. (0.09% ± 0.63 [7.97% ± 0.53107.88% ± 0.65]) (p=0.01). The standard devia-

tion (SD) of BG values, an index of glycemic fluctuation and the main criteria of the study, is
3.46 ± 0.55 mmol/I with LP compared to 3.79 ± 0.66 mmol/i with Actr. (p=0.0001). Mean

postprandial BG decreased significantly with LP (8.19 ± 1.04 mmol/l compared 10 9.79 ±

1.26 mmol/I) (p=0.0001), as well as the SD of the postprandial BG : 3.55 ± 0.55 mmol/I (LP)
compared to 3.88 ± 0.66 mmol/I (Actr.) (p=0.0002). The mean and SD of preprandial BG
were similar in the 2 groups. The incidence of hypoglycemia per 30 days (BG<3.3 mmol/l)
was lower but not significantly decreased in the LP group (10.89 ± 7.16 compared with 12.90
± 6.07) (p= 0.36). At the end of the crossover study, all but one patient chose insulin lispro
for the extension phase. In conclusion, insulin lispro optimized the metabolic control of Type
I diabetics treated by CSII, reducing significantly the HbA1 C levels, without increasing the
risk of hypoglycemia. These results could be related to the pharmacokinetic profile of LP
used in CSII as basal and bolus insulin therapy.

DOSE RESPONSE WITH LONG-ACTING INSULIN ANALOG NN304 FOLLOWS
ANALOG DYNAMICS IN HINDLIMB LYMPH IN DOGS.
M. Hamilton-Wessler, M. Ader, M. Dee, D. Moore, J. Markussen', and R. Bergman.
U. of Southern California-School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA, USA and 'Insulin

Research, Novo Nordisk A/S, DK-2880 Bagsvaerd, Denmark.

The new long-acting insulin analog, LysB 29-tetradecanoyl, des(B30) human insulin

(NN304) has shown a protracted action profile with I.V. injection and infusion. This
protraction is assumed to be due to albumin binding in plasma and interstitial fluid.
However, the temporal profile for dose-dependent activation and deactivation of
glucose turnover by NN304 has not been examined. This study examined glucose
utilization (Rd) and glucose production (HGO) in response to NN304 infusion at
three doses. Euglycemic clamps (Hot GINF), with arterial and hindlimb lymph (HL)
sampling, were performed in normal dogs during somatostatin infusion (0.8
ug/min/kg) plus basal insulin replacement (1.2 pmol/min/kg) for 660 min. NN304

was infused at 3.6 (N=4), 10 (N=4), or 18 (N=1) pmol/min/kg for 0-320 min

(activation), then suspended from 320-660 min (deactivation). Tracer (3 -3H-glucose)
wan infused thrnunhnut stertinn at -120 min

3.6	 mol/min/k 10	 mollminik 18 pmol/min/kg

NN304, plasma (pM)

HL	 (pM)
2412 ± 522

176±27

4958 ± 456

430±26

14397

1687

Rd	 (mg/min/kg) 7.2±1.2 14.2±0.6 15.6

HGO (mg/win/kg) 1.2±0.3 1.5 ± 0.6 0.2

During activation, steady state (SS) plasma and HL NN304, Rd and HGU dlrtered by
dose (P<0.02). Activation/deactivation times to 50% of SS (tvz) were similar within
each dose with a tendency toward delayed deactivation (P?0.10, limited power of

detection). Activation of Rd and suppression of HGO were similar to NN304 t1/2 in

hindlimb lymph, but not plasma (P<0.01). These data 1) indicate that
transendothelial transport is rate-limiting for NN304 as with native insulin, and 2) are

consistent with protracted action of the analog due to albumin binding.



METFORMIN-ASSOCIATED LACTIC ACIDOSIS
R Misbin, L Green, B Stadel, J Gueriguain, A Gubbi, and A Fleming, Food and
Drug Administration, Rockville, Maryland USA (The views expressed here are
those of the authors and not necessarily those of the FDA).
Metformin was introduced in the USA in May 1995. Through June 30, 1996, the
FDA received reports of 66 cases of lactic acidosis attributed to metformin. In
47 patients, the diagnosis was confirmed by a lactate level of 5.0 mM or greater.
Characteristics of these patients are shown in the table. In the remaining 21
patients, 2 were found to have not been taking metformin, 3 had no lactate
reported, 7 had normal lactate levels ( under 2.7 mM), and 7 had mild
hyperlactatemia with levels between 2.7 to 4.9 mM. All patients with mild
hyperlactatemia recovered.

DIED RECOVERED

number (male/female) 20(9/11) 27 (9/18)

age, mean ± SEM 70.5 ± 2.7 67.3 ± 2.1

lactate, mM 15.9 ± 1.9k 11.2 ± 1.3

pH 7.085±0.01* 7.29 ± 0.01

dose, mg/day 1259± 145 1349± 115

time to onset, days 64.6 f 26.1 56.3 f 18.1

creatinine> 1.4 16 ** 7 **

creatinine< 1.5 1 ** 8 **

* p<0.05 by t test 	 ** P<0.05 by exact permutation test
Based on an estimate of about I million patients who have been treated through
June 30, 1996, the reporting rate of confirmed lactic acidosis was about 5 per
100,000. Mortality was 43%.
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METFORMIN ASSOCIATED TO INSULIN THERAPY FOR
TREATMENT OF OBESE NIDDM.
G. Perriello, G. Di Matteo, S. Pampanelli, G. Santamaria, E. Picchio, G.
B. Bolli. DiMISEM and C.A., Perugia, Italy.

Albeit its widespread use, the advantages of combined
sulfonylurea-insulin (SU) treatment in NIDDM are questionable. On the
other hand, metformin-insulin (MI) combination would be potentially
beneficial for NIDDM patients, because of peripheral action of
metformin. To assess the effects of MI as compared to SI on fasting
plasma glucose (FPG), Hbat c , body weight and insulin dose, we studied
100 patients with NIDDM (35M, 65F), treated with MI (N=27 obese,
BMI=34.5±0.7, and N=23 nonobese, BMI=26.9±0.6) or SI (N=22 obese,
BMI=34.8±0.9, and N=28 nonobese, BMI=26.8±0.4) for 6 months. Both
treatments decreased to a similar extent FPG (MI, 11.4±0.6 and SI, 10.9
±0.6 mmol/L, p=NS) and Hbal c (MI, 8.1+_0.2 and SI, 7.7+_0.3 %, p=NS)
in nonobese NIDDM patients, but weight gain (MI, 0.4+_0.1 vs SI, 3 +0.1
kg, p<0.05) resulted lower after MI. In obese NIDDM patients, FPG
(MI, 9.1±0.4 vs SI, 9.9±0.8 mmol/L) and Hbai e (MI, 7.4+0.2 vs SI,
8.2±0.3 %, p<0.05) and body weight (MI, -2.3+_1.5 vs SI, -1+_0.8 kg,
p<0.05) decreased to a greater extent after MI (all, p<0.05).
Interestingly, daily insulin dose decreased after MI but not after SI, in
nonobese (MI, -8±2.9 vs SI, 6+_2.2 Units) and obese (MI, -12 + 1.7 vs SI,
3 +2.1 Units) NIDDM patients (both, p<0.05). In conclusion, in
nonobese NIDDM, MI prevents weight gain and increase in insulin
dose; in obese NIDDM, MI determines a better glycemic control and
weight loss. Therefore, MI appears to be more effective than SI in the
treatment of obese NIDDM.

All
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DO SULFONYLUREAS INCREASE GROWTH HORMONE
SECRETION IN MAN?
A. Alzaid*, A. Basu, and R.A. Rizza. *Riyadh Armed Forces
Hospital, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, USA.

It has been recently demonstrated that glipizide stimulates
growth hormone (GH) release and antagonizes somatostatin
(SRIF) action in cultured somatotrophic cells. To determine the
relevance of this observation to humans, we measured GH
secretion in 12 healthy subjects following ingestion of glipizide
(5mg) or placebo at time 0 min. On each occasion, GHRH
(i.v.bolus 0.1µg/kg) was given at 60 and 210 min, with SRIF
being infused from 180-330 min. Glucose was clamped
(glipizide day) at 5mM. The order of the studies was random.
As expected, glipizide induced a profound increase in insulin
that was completely suppressed by SRIF. In the presence of
normal plasma glucose concentrations, glipizide (vs. placebo)
produced 20% increase in GH secretion over entire study
duration (AUC 2961±456 vs. 2469±334ng/ml/6hrs, p<0.05)
and nearly doubled GH secretion during SRIF suppression
period (AUC 1105±260 vs. 656±90 ng/ml/2.5hr, p <0.05). Our
data therefore indicated a stimulatory effect of sulfonylureas on
GH secretion in vivo. Since excess GH secretion may accelerate
diabetic complications, the present findings if confirmed in
diabetic patients, may have significant clinical implications to
patients treated with sulfonylureas.

EFFECT OF SULPRONYLURBA DRUGS ON ARRRYTBHIAS AND DEATH RATE INDUCED BY

ISCRAERIA AND REPERFUSION.

E. Kocsis, I. Pisa, M.Z. Koltai and G. Pogatsa. National Institute of

Cardiology, Budapest, Hungary

Influence of glimepiride (GM), glibenclamide (GB), gliclazide (GC) and

tolbutamide (TB) was analyzed on incidence of ventricular ectopic beats (VEB),

on duration of ventricular fibrillation (VF) and on death rate (DR; vs.

solvent:23±1%( induced by coronary clamping (CC;30 min) or reperfusion (CR ;

50 min following 10 min CC) in healthy (B) and streptozotocin-diabetic (D(

rats. Drugs (0.1-1000 u001(kg) were administered i.p. 30 min before CC. Data

were compared using Student's t-tests and regression analysis, p<0.05 was

considered significant, During CC only GB decreased these parameters (VEB: y=

-4001ogx+635; VF:y=- 45logx+97; DR:28t6%) in H rats, whereas GC (VEB:y=732logx

+1350; VF:y=l74logx+179; DR:65±5%), GM (VEB:y=5731ogx+739; VF:y= 24logx+82;

DR:74±7%) and TB (VEB:y=626logx+1635; VF:y=2851ogx+260; DR:66i5%( increased

them. During CR only GM decreased these variables (VEB:y=-61ogx+13; VF:y=

-5logx+13; DR:2L6%), while GB (VEB:y=201ogx+32; VF:y=3logx+22; DR:60±6%), GC

(VEB:y=9logx+46; VF:y= 31ogx+22; DR:53±5%) and TB (VEB:y=191ogx+46; VF:y=8logx

+42; DR:60±8%) enhanced them. In D condition the effects of GM and GB changed.

Namely, GM decreased these parameters (VEB:y=-2691ogx+425; VF:y=-1461ogx+251;

DR:13±6%( during CC and GB (VEB:y=-14logx+31; VF:y=-17logx+29; IR:10±6%)

during CR. Suggesting that only GB and GM should be preferred in oral

antidiabetic treatment of type-2 diabetic patients suffering from ischaemic

and reperfusion events,
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WHITE COAT EFFECT IN DIABETES: AMBULATORY BLOOD PRESSURE
MEASUREMENT IN RELATION TO CLINIC BASED MEASUREMENT.
E. Ebbehej, P.L.Poulsen, K.W. Hansen and C.E. Mogensen. Medical Department
M, Diabetes & Endocrinology, Aarhus Konununehospital, DK-8000 Aarhus C, DK.
Aim: To quantify differences between clinic and ambulatory blood pressure (AMBP)
recordings in diabetic patients with suspected hypertension, and to relate the white
coat effect to renal function, gender, age, and antihypertensive treatment. Methods
and Patients: Within 3'/2 years (1.1.93 - 5.31.96) 119 diabetic patients were
referred to AMBP monitoring from our out-patients' clinic. 103 fulfilled WHO's
criterion of hypertension (Systolic BP> 140 mmHg and/or diastolic BP> 90 mmHg)
at two blood pressure measurements obtained in the usual out-patient clinical setting.
AMBP was measured using Spacelab apparatus (model 90202). Sixty-one had
IDDM, 42 NIDDM, 64 males, 39 females. The mean age for the whole population
was 48.7 years (16.6 - 80.2 years), 44 patients received antihypertensive treatment.
Forty-eight patients were normoalbuminuric (albumin/creatinine ratio <2.5
mg/mmol for males and <3.5 for females), 55 patients had microalbmninuria or
nephropathy. Among the 48 normoalbuminuric patients 17 received antihypertensiva
prior to the AMBP recording. Results: BP measurements recorded in the clinic was
significantly higher compared with day-time AMBP: for the systolic BP in average
15.6 mmHg (5 and 95% percentiles: -13.1 and 51.3 min p <0.0001) and for the
diastolic BP in average 10.1 mmHg (5 and 95 % percentiles: -7.5 and 29.7 mmHg,
p<0.0001). The differences between the BP measurements were not related to
gender, age, diabetes duration, type of diabetes, UAE, or to antihypertensive
treatment. In consequence of the AMBP measurement only 5 patients among 31
normoalbuminuric patients started antihypertensive treatment, in another 7
normoalbuminuric patients ongoing treatment was intensified. In conclusion: 1) The
white coat effect in diabetic patients are in accordance with other studies of non-
diabetics. 2) The white coat effect varies considerably among patients and is not
predictable. 3) AMBP recording may be relevant especially in normoalbuminuric
diabetic patients with high clinic BP recordings, since unnecessary treatment may be
avoided in a large fraction of patients - in this material 83 %.
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TREATMENT OF NIDDM: FAIR GLYCAEMIC CONTROL DURING 5
YEARS PREVENTS PROGRESSION OF ALBUMINURIA
P. Thorsby, KF Hanssen, B Kilhovd, U Rishaug, S Vaaler and KI Birkeland.
Department of Endocrinology and Hormone Laboratory, Aker Diabetes Research
Centre, Aker University Hospital, Oslo, Norway.

Aim: To compare the effect of insulin and sulphonylurea therapy in patients with
NIDDM and study the effect of good glycaemic control on progression of
albuminuria. Material and methods: Thirty-one men and 24 women aged 59.3 f 6.2
(mean, SD) years, with a duration of NIDDM for 7.3 ± 3.1 years and BMI 26.7 f 3.7
kg/ma were randomised to continue sulphonylurea therapy (SU, n=26) or start insulin
(I, n=29) and followed for a median of 5 (3-6) years. Levels of HbA,, and albuminuria
was measured 3-6 monthly. Progression of albuminuria was defined as an increase in
the overnight albumin excretion rate from normoalbuminuria (<20µg/min) to
microalbuminuria (MA 20-200 pg/min), or from MA to proteinuria (>200 .tg/min).
Results: 1) In the I group HbA,, was reduced from 8.7 ± 1.6 to 7.8 f 1.1 %
(p=0.001) after one year and remained unchanged thereafter. In the SU group, HbA,,
increased continuously, and 21 of 26 patients had to be given insulin after a mean of
2.1 years due to hyperglycaemic symptoms or HbA,, >10 %. When changed to insulin
therapy, these patients achieved similar glycaemic control as those originally
randomised to insulin 2) Due to the change of therapy in the SU group, we analysed
the data according to the glycaemic control achieved, and found that 23 subjects had
fair glycaemic control (average HbA,, from year 1-5 < 8.0%). None of these patients
had progression of albuminuria during the study, while 6 of the patients with average
HbA,,>_ 8.0% had such a progression. 3) The insulin dose at the end of the study was
0.82 ±0.4 U/kg. There was a significant negative correlation between the insulin dose
and the insulin sensitivity index (GDRI) measured with the euglycaemic clamp
technique at baseline (p<0.01). However, variations in GDRI predicted only 22% of
the variations in insulin dose among patients. Conclusion: Insulin, but not SU therapy
is able to achieve and maintain good glycaemic control during long term and good
glycaemic control may prevent progression of albuminuria in patients with NIDDM.
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A RANDOMIZED TRIAL OF COUNSELING FOR FAT RESTRICTION
VERSUS USUAL DIETARY AD VICES IN THE TREATMENT OF NIDDM

C.Holler, E.Schrattenliolzer, S.Pusarnig, M.Seifert, H.Abrahamian, and K.Irsigler.
L.Boltzmann Research Institute for Nutrition and 3rd.Med.Dept. Lainz, Vienna, Austria

Dietary fats play a major role in the development of obesity and insulin resistance
leading to NIDDM. In this study we tested the assumption that promoting a high
carbohydrate- low fat diet consumed ad libitum may be a more effective dietary
treatment of newly diagnosed NIDDM patients, than is a caloric restriction with a
defined amount of carbohydrates. Fourty NIDDM patients were randomized to one
of the two treatment groups and so far received intensive dietary counseling over a
period of 6 months (a 5 year follow up is planned). One group (FAT-group) was
instructed in reducing dietary fat with the possibility to eat carbohydrates and
protein ad libitum. The other group (CAL-group) underwent the usual dietary
advices, as caloric restriction with a defined daily amount of carbohydrates. Dietary
intake, body weight, body composition, diabetes control (HbAlc) and dietary
compliance (difference between resting energy expenditure and energy intake in %)
were measured.
In contrast to the CAL-group energy derived from fat decreased significantly in the
FAT-group (43% to 28% vs. 43% to 36%). The carbohydrate component increased
in the FAT-group but remained constant in the CAL-group (43% to 51% vs. 42%
to 44%). The resulting weight reduction after 6 months was significantly higher in
the FAT-group (-3,5kg vs. -1,7kg in the CAL-group; p<0,05). The FAT-group
reduced mainly body fat mass (80%), the CAL-group mainly lean body mass
(75%). Diabetes control improved in both groups (HbAlc: FAT-group 10,6% to
7,1%; p<0,01 vs. CAL-group 10,0% to 7,6%, p<0,01). Dietary compliance ranged
from 20 to 98% and was positively correlated to the loss of body fat mass and
negatively to the loss of lean body mass. It was significantly better in the FAT-
group (mean 72% vs. 45% in the CAL-group; p<0,01).
In conclusion, a 6 month counseling for fat restriction with ad libitum carbohydrate
and protein intake in the dietary therapy of NIDDM decreases HbAlc in the same
amount as an usual dietary advice. Nevertheless the compliance to the dietary
advices was significantly higher in the FAT-group, resulting in a significantly
higher weight reduction, mainly of fat mass.
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CARBOHYDRATE MALABSOPTION FOLLOWING ACARBOSE

ADMINISTRATION.
M. Mori, H. Sobajima, T. Niwa, S. Naruse, T. Kondo and T. Hayakawa
Ogaki Municipal Hospital, Ogaki and Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.

Carbohydrate absorption during Acarbose administration was

determined to investigate the action and side effects of this drug. In seven
healthy volunteers, the breath hydrogen concentration was obtained at 15-
min. intervals after administration of 6 g of lactulose, and the area under
the concentration-time curve for four hours from the time that breath
hydrogen exceeded the pretreatment level by ±10 ppm was determined as
the standard. Then the amount of undigested carbohydrate following
administration of various doses of Acarbose and Ensure Liquid was

calculated. In addition, breath hydrogen data were obtained before and

after two and four months of Acarbose therapy in eight patients with non-

insulin-dependent diabetes.There was a mean of 5.3 g, 7.7 g, and 10.8 g

of carbohydrate unabsorbed after administration of 50 mg of Acarbose
with 250 ml or 500 ml of Ensure and 100 mg of Acarbose with 500 ml of
Ensure, respectively. Gastrointestinal symptoms (flatulence and loose

stools) occurred when the amount of unabsorbed carbohydrate was 10 g or
more.In the eight diabetic patients, breath hydrogen excretion decreased to
31.6% of the initial value following two months of Acarbose

administration. Improvement of the hemoglobin AJC level was
maintained after five months of administration.These results show that the
increase of unabsorbed carbohydrate depends on the Acarbose dose and

the carbohydrate load, as do the gastrointestinal symptoms experienced.
Although the amount of unabsorbed carbohydrate decreases with
continued Acarbose administration and gastrointestinal symptoms subside

accordingly, improved glycemic control is maintained.
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LONG TERM BENEFITS OF IMMEDIATE, INTENSIVE EDUCATION AT
DIAGNOSIS OF NIDDM

J Everett, E Jenkins, P Miles, D Cavan and D Ken'. Metabolism unit, Royal Bournemouth
Hospital, Bournemouth, UK,
In Bournemouth, all patients with new onset NIDDM are seen within one week of
diagnosis in a group education programme. For the first 3 months, their sole care is given
by the diabetes nurse specialist and dietitian according to pre-determined protocols. At
3 months, patients are screened for diabetic complications and the majority transferred
to primary care for follow up as part of an integrated service. We have prospectively
followed up a cohort of 156 patients referred between January and July 1994. 97%
patients completed the programme and 92% were transferred to primary care within 12
months from diagnosis (of whom 8% have been referred back to secondary care).
Results	 u	 156	 151	 151	 151	 147

Outcomes(median)	 Time from diagnosis(months)
0 3 6 12	 24

I-IbAlc(%)	 10.1 8.2 7.8 7.4	 7.3
Weight(Kg)	 80 79 76.9 77	 77
Treatment(%)
Diet only	 100 49 51 46	 46
Tablets	 0 49 46 51	 50
Insulin	 0 2 3 3	 4

Home monitoring(%)	 Blood 42	 38
Urine 56	 60
None 2	 2

Cpm.phcations(%)	 Retinopathy 8 8
Nephropathy 10 12
Neuropathy 11 13
Macrovascular 17	 17

Nurse led immediate patient management at diagnosis of NIDDM produces sustained,
acceptable clinical outcomes.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF EDUCATIONAL COURSES FOR
INSULIN-TREATED WORKING-AGED PERSONS WITH DIABETES
J. Marttila, UKK-institute, Tampere, Finland, S. A. Salo, E. Haapa, L.
Heinonen, M. Puomio, Diabetes Center, Tampere, Finland, L. Koskinen,
The University Hospital of Tampere, Finland.
The aim of the study was to evaluate the effectiveness of six day educational
courses for insulin-treated working-aged persons with diabetes. The main
focus in the study was on subjective evaluations of the outcomes of
treatment, selfcare practices, attitudes towards diabetes and its selfcare, and
quality of life. The measures used were based on the Health Belief Model
and perceived control of selfcare. HbA 1e values were used as measures of
blood glucose levels. Four measurements were done at different time points:
the first one month prior to the course, the second (HbA tc not included) in
the beginning of the course, the third three months after and the fourth 12
months after the course. The same measurements were performed on the
intervention group IN = 110) attending the courses and the reference group
(N = 80) not attending the courses. The HbA lc values of the intervention
group were significantly (p < .01) lower three months after the course (M =
8.54, SD = 1.39) compared to the values before the course (M = 9.17, SD =
1.55). The course attendees also considered some aspects of selfcare,
especially nutrition, more effective and less demanding and had more trust in
their ability to practice selfcare in these areas. The reference group did not
show similar changes. One year after the course there was not much left of
the positive effects observed in the three month follow-up. The courses did
have some significant positive effects, but they were not very lasting. The
potential key to more lasting results could be closer and more frequent
cooperation between the course attendee and his or her local health care unit
even after the course. The aim would be to reinforce the altered attitudes and
selfcare practices.
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LONGITUDINAL STUDY ON GLYCEMIC CONTROL AND QUALITY OF LIFE IN
REFERRED NIDDM PATIENTS
P.P.M. Goddijn, H.S.G. Bib, E.J.M. Feskens, K.H. Greenler, K I. VanderZee and B
Meyboom-de Jong. Hospital Do Weezenlanden, Zwolle, the Netherlands
Aim of the study was to describe the impact of improved glycemic control on Quality of
Life (QoL) in NIDDM patients referred for insulin therapy to an outpatient department
(OPD). The study population consisted of 94 NIDDM patients referred to and treated by
an OPD diabetes team aiming at achieving acceptable glycemic control by means of
maximizing oral therapy, if necessary switching over to insulin therapy, information and
education provided by a diabetes nurse and dietician. QoL was measured by using a
disease-specific (Diabetes Health Profile - DHP) and a genene questionnaire (RAND -36).
After one year the medical examination and QoL measurement were repeated. Changes in
QoL during one year were compared between subgroups according to hyperglycemic
complaints at baseline, switching over to insulin therapy, and achieving good metabolic
control. Regression analysis included presence of hyperglycemic complaints at baseline,
switching over to Insulin therapy and change in glycosylated hemoglobin (GHb) as
independent variables and changes in QoL-outcome as dependent variables. After one
year, both GHb and QoL improved in the total group. Patients with hyperglycemic
complaints (n =46) improved more in QoL than those without, especially on physical
functioning, social functioning, vitality, and health change of the RAND-36, but at the
final examination still scored lower on most of the DHP and RAND -36 dimensions.
Patients switched over to insulin (n =61) improved in a similar manner as the others, but
at the final examination they had more problems with social functioning and pain. Patients
who achieved good glycemic control (GHb < 8%, n=57) after one year improved in a
similar manner as the others. At an OPD, the efforts of a diabetes team to achieve
acceptable glycemic control in referred NIDDM patients resulted in improved glycemic
control and increased QoL outcome. Reduction of hyperglycemic complaints seemed to be
a determinant of improvement in QoL-outcome, whereas achieving good metabolic control
was not. Changing to Insulin therapy did seem to have a negative impact on the
dimensions social functioning and pain, but not in other dimensions.

44
DOCTOR-PATIENT COMMUNICATION DURING OUTPATIENT
CONSULTATIONS IN NIDDM
A.M.van Dulmen and P.F.M.Verhaak, NIVEL (Netherlands institute
of primary health care), Utrecht, the Netherlands
The treatment of NIDDM largely depends on self-management.
Therefore, patients' needs need special consideration during medical
consultations by means of effective communication. This will lead to
higher levels of patient compliance and satisfaction, necessary in
preventing complications and improving metabolic control. Patients'
needs are likely to change through time. Ideally, doctor's
communication patterns change accordingly. Our aim was to
examine how communication behaviors actually change during a
series of consecutive outpatient consultations in NIDDM. Therefore,
the first 3 consultations between 18 newly referred patients with
poorly controlled NIDDM and their internist were videotaped.
Communication was measured by means of the Roter Interaction
Analysis System. Changes in communication behaviors during these
54 consultations were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance
and t-test. Results indicate that the doctor spoke longer than the
patients during the repeat visits (p<.05). Accordingly, the amount of
time the doctor looked at the patient declined gradually from initial to
third consultation (58, 48 and 39% of the consultation time, rasp.,
p<.05). In addition, during the first outpatient consultation the doctor
was more attentive (e.g. he paraphrased more and requested more
clarifications). Apparently, communication patterns do indeed
change; during the initial consultation the doctor-patient interaction is
more equal and reciprocal. To examine the impact of these
communication patterns we are now investigating its relation with
patients' attitude towards and intention to use insulin as well as on
metabolic control by observing 120 consultations with 8 internists.
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INTERACTION STRATEGIES IN DIETARY COUNSELLING OF
DIABETIC CHILDREN
E. PySrala. University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland.

The purpose of this study was to analyse interaction strategies in
naturally occurring dietary counselling encounters between a
dietician, a diabetic child and his or her parent. The diabetics were
either school starters (7 to 9 year-old) or teen-agers (13 to 15 year-
old) who had had diabetes for at least half a year, and had had
previous dietary counselling encounters. The research data
consisted of 57 tape-recorded dietary counselling encounters at
pediatric out-patient clinics of five hospitals in different regions of
Finland. The recordings were transcribed according to the rules
used in conversation analysis. The transcripts were then analysed
in detail to trace the stable organized interaction formats in dietary
encounters. The following formats were identified: opening
sequence; definition of problems; dietary recall; picturing everyday-
life of the diabetic and his or her family; information delivery;
negotiating dietary change; and closing sequence. In most
encounters several problems were raised and discussed, not only in
the beginning but also in the course of the encounter. The
following aspects were found to be important in order to make a
dietary counselling encounter effective and interactive: 1) The
dietician was flexible in switching from one format to another and
in using formats within other formats according to the turns of
speech of the other participants of the encounter. 2) The problems
raised by a parent and especially those raised by the diabetic
himself or herself were inmediately discussed. 3) The dietary
changes were thoroughly negotiated and the opinion of the diabetic
himself or herself was taken into account in a new dietary plan.
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DIABETIC FOOT: PATIENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF RISKS, AND BARRIERS TO
FOOTCARE MAY BE FINAL DETERMINANTS OF ULCERATION
L Vileikyte, JE Shaw and AJM Boulton, Department of Medicine,
Manchester Royal Infirmary, Manchester, UK.
Neuropathic foot ulceration remains common despite the use of
screening and educational programs. Patients' attitudes and beliefs may
be important in determining footcare behaviour. We therefore
investigated patients' beliefs about risks (severity and personal
vulnerability) of foot complications, and barriers to and benefits of
footcare, using Likert response scales, based on the Health Belief
Model. 129 patients without evidence of peripheral vascular disease
(PVD) were included - 39 diabetic controls (C), 47 patients with
diabetic neuropathy (DN), 29 patients with previous neuropathic foot
ulceration (DNU) and 14 patients with Charcot neuro-arthropathy
(CH). Scores for severity showed foot complications (ulceration and
gangrene) rated as highly as cardiac, renal and retinal disease.
Vulnerability scores (range 0-5) were also similar for the major
complications (cardiac 3.2, blindness 3.0, renal 3.0, foot ulcer 2.6,
PVD 3.1), but in the DN group, vulnerability to foot ulceration scored
lower than to PVD (2.3+_1.5 vs 3.03+1.33, p<0.05). Subjects from DN,
DNU and CH scored personal vulnerability to foot ulceration no higher
than that for the "average diabetic patient" (2.7+1.7 vs 2.8+_1.6).
Benefits of footcare were rated universally highly in all 4 groups.
Scores for barriers (range 0-6) to wearing appropriate shoes were
reported as significantly higher than barriers to performing other
aspects of footcare (3.6+2.1 vs 2.5+2.2, p<O.001). In conclusion,
patients recognise the severity of foot complications, but even those at
"high risk" do not accept their personal vulnerability. Also, barriers to
appropriate footwear may explain the high rate of shoe induced ulcers.

Sri
GLUCAGEN® ADMINISTRATION	 - UNDEREVALUATED AND
UNDERTAUGHT
G.Harris, A.Diment, M. Sulway and M. Wilkinson. Diabetes Education, Royal North
Shore Hospital, Sydney, Australia.
Glucagen® treatment requires a manually dextrous `operator' who is composed,
confident and competent in the whole procedure. Anecdotal reports of difficulty from
parents in this emergency led us to investigate the 'techniques' of 136 parents (106
parents of teenagers (T) mean age 14.7yrs, duration of DM 4.7yrs, and 30 parents of
young children (C) mean age 5.8 yrs, duration of DM 2.4 yrs). A simulated
administration by parents using Glucagen® Kits was timed, rated and compared with
a group of diabetes health professionals. Parent's 'real life' experiences of education
and administration were obtained with a standard questionnaire. Glucagon residues in
syringes and vials were assayed in a laboratory.

GLUCAGEN® ADMINISTRATION % UNUSED
Parents of teenagers (T) 21.3
Parents of children	 (C) > 25Kg 30.3
Parents of children	 (C) < 25Kg. 20.7

ADMINISTRATION TIME IN MINUTES -(MEANS)
Duration of Diabetes>2yrs(T) <2yrs(T) >2yrs(C) * <2yrs(C)
Fathers	 (n=28) 3.32 (n=16) 2.90 (n=4)	 1.62 (n=7) 2.22
Mothers	 (n=41) 3.03 (n=15) 2.68 (n=10) 1.83 (n=9) 2.35
Professionals (n=10) Mean = 1.28 ± 0.20 (sig. faster for all groups except *)

We found the following problems: no home Glucagen® - 8.7%, handline

difficulties - opening pack , sheath removal, mixing, needle bending - 70%, total
syringe separation 4.4%, injecting water only - freeze dried powder left in vial-
3.7%.
Conclusion The simulated administration and survey have identified some
difficulties which could seriously alter the effectiveness of this treatment. These
findings indicate families need hands on demonstration at diagnosis plus regular re-
education to minimise the risks of severe hypoglycaemia.
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DRUG MISUSE IN TYPE 1 DIABETES

J.D. Quin and C. Prajapati. Department of Medicine, Royal
Sussex County Hospital, Brighton, Sussex, U.K.

Exposure to illicit drugs in the young has increased
dramatically over the past five years. Case reports illustrate the
risks to patients with IDDM who indulge in drug misuse. We
tried to determine the prevalence of drug misuse amongst our
population with Type 1 diabetes. A survey was sent to 245
patients with IDDM in our district as identified by computer
records with anonymity preserved for reply. A total of 111
(45.3%) replied, age range 16-45, mean 29 years, sex ratio
1.04 male/female. The number of patients with a history of
being offered drugs was 49 (44%). The number who have used
illegal drugs was 37 (33.3%) with 20 (18%) admitting to
current use. The number with experience of cannabis was 36
(32.4%), amphetamine 10 (9%), cocaine 6 (5.4%), LSD 6 (5.4
%) and MDMA (ecstasy) 4 (3.6%). Two admitted to abuse
of temazepam with one each for heroin and solvents. In
conclusion drug misuse is not uncommon in our group. Given
the mean age of reply we strongly suspect under-reporting of
misuse in those under 20 years. These drugs may impair
control and complicate ketoacidosis, as recently reported with
MDMA.We would recommend that all young patients with
IDDM should be questioned about drug misuse and given
advice accordingly. This is particularly appropriate where illicit
drugs are easily available.
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CYTOKINES INDUCE DNA STRAND BREAKS AND APOPTOSIS IN
HUMAN PANCREATIC ISLET CELLS C.A. Delaneyi, D. Pavlovic 2 , A.
Hoorens2 , D.G. Pipeleers2 and D.L. Eizirikl,2. 1 Dept of Medical Cell
Biology, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden, 2 Dept of Metabolism
and Endocrinology, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium.

We have previously shown that 6 days exposure of human pancreatic
islets to a combination of cytokines (interleukin-1(3 50 U/ml + tumour
necrosis factor-a 1000 U/ml + interferon-y 1000 U/ml), severely
impairs 13—cell function. In the present study we examined whether
this condition affects the DNA integrity and viability of human islet
cells. Cells were studied after 3, 6 and 9 days of cytokine treatment by
both single cell gel electrophoresis (the "comet assay", a sensitive
method for detection of DNA strand breaks) and by a cytotoxicity
assay using the DNA binding dyes Hoechst 33342 and propidium
iodide as indices for counting the number of viable, necrotic or
apoptotic cells. Cytokine treatment for 6 and 9 days resulted in
significant DNA strand breaks (n = 5; P<0.05 vs controls), and in the
appearance of apoptotic cells (day 6, 46 ± 6% vs 13 ± 3% in controls,
P<0.001; day 9, 56 ± 3% versus 20 ± 5% in controls, P<0.001).
Treatment with cytokines did not increase the percentage of necrotic
cells. Inhibitors of nitric oxide formation failed to prevent cytokine-
induced DNA strand breaks and apoptosis.The present data suggest
that prolonged (6-9 days) exposure of human pancreatic islets to a
mixture of cytokines induces DNA strand breaks and cell death by
apoptosis. These deleterious effects of cytokines appear to be
independent of nitric oxide generation.

50
ROLE OF FAS LIGAND IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF INSULITIS IN THE
NON-OBESE DIABETIC MICE

S. Sainio-Pollanenl ,2 , S. Erkkilal ,2 , S. Alankol ,2 , A. Hanninen 3 , P. Pollanenl
and 0. Simell2. 1 Department of Anatomy, 2Department of Pediatrics,
University of Turku, and 3National Public Health Institute, Turku, Finland

The aim of the present study was to study the role of Fas ligand-induced
lymphocyte apoptosis in the development of insulitis in the non-obese diabetic
(NOD) mice. Fas Ligand with a Mr of 45 kD appeared in the pancreas of NOD
mice during onset of insulitis as demonstrated by western blot analysis. In site
DNA end-labelling (ISEL) of the pancreases of NOD mice demonstrated
positive cells in the islets of Langerhans with an age-dependent increase in
density and the frequency of animals with islets containing ISEL-positive cells.
In the pancreatic islets of BALE/c mice, no ISEL-positive cells were observed
in any of the studied age groups. In ultrastructural analysis degenerating cells
with condensed or fragmented nuclei and plasma membrane detached from
neighbouring cells were observed both in and around the islets. In some cases,
these cells were being phagocytosed by the neighbouring islet cells.
Degenerating cells with characteristics of lymphocytes were seen in contact
with healthy lymphocytes around the islets. Neutralizing Fas-ligand antibodies
affected 3H-TdR incorporation of CD3+CD28+ pancreatic lymphocytes from
12-30-week-old NOD mice in one of three cultures. There was no difference in
the effect of neutralizing Fas Ligand antibodies between the pancreatic and
blood lymphocytes. The present results on the increase in density of apoptotic
cells in the pancreatic islets of NOD mice simultaneously with the onset of
insulitis and appearance of Fas Ligand suggest that the pancreas infiltrating
lymphocytes may be destroyed by Fas-ligand-induced apoptosis.
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COLORECTAL CANCER (CRC):ANOTHER COMPLICATION OF DIABETES
MELLITUS (DM)?
JCWil1, DA Galuska, F Vinicor and E Calle. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention and the American Cancer Society, Atlanta, USA.
Delayed stool transit time and other gastrointestinal abnormalities are
commonly observed in DM and are also known to be associated with
CRC. Previous studies have generally included too few subjects with
both DM and CRC to adequately assess the contribution of DM to CRC
incidence after adjustment for important covariates. The 1959-1972
Cancer Prevention Study I, with more than one million respondents,
provided a unique opportunity to explore whether the 15,500 eligible
persons with DM were more likely to develop CRC during a 13 year
follow-up period than were the 850,946 eligible persons without DM
(CRC cases detected, DM=158, without DM=7069). Using proportional
hazards analysis, we found that the age-adjusted incidence density ratio
(IDR) for the association of DM with CRC among men was 1.27 (95%
confidence interval [CI]=1.02,1.58) and 1.06 (CI=.84-1.34) for women.
After adjustment for CRC risk factors such as race, educational level,
body mass index, smoking, alcohol use, dietary intake, aspirin use,
physical activity, and family history of CRC, the IDR was 1.30
(CI=1.03-1.65) for men and 1.16 (CI=0.87-1.53) for women. Restricting
the analysis to persons aged 60 years and older (to eliminate persons
who died early from heart disease, thus allowing a more equal
comparison between persons with and without DM) resulted in a
multivariable-adjusted IDR stronger for men (1.45,CI=1.07,1.97), but
not for women (.99, CI=.66,1.49). In summary, a moderately increased
risk for CRC among men with DM was observed. Future studies should
clarify the intriguing possibility of a cancer-promoting gastrointestinal
mileau, including delayed stool transit and elevated fecal bile acid
concentrations, associated with hyperglycemia and neuropathy.
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SERUM ANTIOXIDANTS AND RISK OF NON-INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETES
A. Reunanen, P. Knekt, R-K. Aaran and A. Aromaa
National Public Health Institute, Helsinki,
Finland

Antioxidants are shown to be protective factors
for many chronic diseases but the knowledge of
their role in the etiology of non-insulin depen-
dent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) is very scarce.
We studied the association of serum levels of
alpha-tocopherol, beta-carotene and retinol with
the incidence of NIDDM in a nested case-control
study within a prospective population study.
Serum levels of the antioxidants were determined
in 106 patients with NIDDM and 201 controls
matched for sex and age. High levels of serum
beta-carotene and alpha-tocopherol were associa-
ted with a decreased risk of NIDDM. The relative
risk of diabetes between the highest and lowest
tertiles of the beta-carotene and alpha-tocophe-
rol distributions were 0.45 (95 % confidence
interval 0.22 - 0.92) and 0.61 (95 `o confidence
interval 0.32 - 1.15), respectively. The trend
in the decrease of the risk was statistically
significant (p < 0.05) with the serum level of
alpha-tocopherol. The trend remained significant
after adjustment for the strongest risk factors
for NIDDM, body mass index and fasting blood
glucose at baseline. No association was observed
with the serum levels of retinol and the risk of
NIDDM. Our results support the hypothesis that
high levels of antioxidants may decrease the
risk of NIDDM.
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NON INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS AND OBESITY IN
MEXICAN PIMA INDIANS.
ME Valencia, J Esparza, E Ravussin, PH Bennett, C Fox, and L Schulz. Centro de
Investigacion en Alimentacion y Desarrollo, Sonora, Mexico, NIDDK, NIH,
Phoenix, AZ, USA, and University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI, USA.
The development of NIDDM and obesity depends on both genetic and
environmental factors. To investigate the impact of the environment we compared
the prevalence of NIDDM and the mean body mass index (BMI) in Mexican Pimas
living in Maycoba in the Sierra Madre mountains of Mexico to those in the Pima
Indians of Arizona. These two groups of Pima Indians are thought to have
separated 700-1000 years ago. The Mexican Pimas of Maycoba still live a
traditional lifestyle with non-mechanized agriculture and lumber milling activities.
We also compared the Mexican Pimas with non-Pimas living in the same
environment. The entire population of Maycoba and surrounding community, aged
20 and over, were invited to undergo a 75g oral glucose tolerance test and
anthropometric measures (weight, height). NIDDM and IGT were classified using
WHO criteria. 141 Pimas (70F/71M) and 194 non-Pima Mexicans (101F/93M)
from Maycoba were compared to 1004 Arizona Pima Indians (593F141 1M) from
the Gila River Indian Community. The prevalence rates are age-standardized to
the Mexican Pima population and presented with 95% confidence intervals.

Mex Pimas NonPima Mex AZ Pimas
NIDDM % 6.4 (2.2,10.6) 3.4 (3.3,6.4) 38.2 (33.8,42.6)
IGT % 6.4 (2.2,10.6) 8.2 (3.8,12.5) 10.5 (8.4,12.6)
The mean BMI in the Mexican Pimas was 24.9±3.9 (SD). This was similar to the
non-Pima Mexicans (25.7±4.6), and lower than in the Arizona Pimas (34.2±8.2).
The prevalence of NIDDM in the Mexican Pimas was only one-sixth of that in the
Arizona Pimas, whereas the rate in the Mexican Pimas was higher, but not
significantly so, than in non-Pimas. These results indicate the importance of
environmental factors in preventing the development of both NIDDM and obesity
in populations who presumably carry a genetic susceptibility to these conditions.
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DECREASED TESTOSTERONE IS A PREDICTOR OF INCREASED INTRA-
ABDOMINAL FAT IN SECOND-GENERATION JAPANESE-AMERICAN MEN
E.C. Tsai, E.J. Boyko, L. Newell-Morris, D.L. Leonetti and W.Y. Fujimoto.
University of Washington, Seattle, USA.
Visceral adiposity is a risk factor for development of non-insulin dependent
diabetes (NIDD) and coronary heart diseases (CHD). Because sex hormones also
have been implicated in NIDD and CHD, we examined the association between
baseline serum testosterone (T) levels and changes in visceral adiposity in a
cohort of second-generation Japanese American (Nisei) men over 7.5 years (yr) of
follow-up. At baseline, these men were assessed for glucose tolerance with a 75 g
oral glucose tolerance test (WHO criteria); body mass index (BMI; weight in
kg/height in cm'); visceral adiposity measured as intra-abdominal fat area (IAF) at
the level of umbilicus using computed tomography; and serum total T levels. IAF
was re-measured at 7.5 yr follow-up. The outcome was defined as A IAF (7.5 yr
IAF - baseline IAF). The final analysis included a total of 112 Nisei men with the
following baseline characteristics (in mean±SD): age, 64±6 yr; BMI, 25.3±2.8;
IAF, 120.9±49.2 cm'; T, 16.8± 4.5 nmol/L. Also at baseline, impaired glucose
tolerance (IGT) was diagnosed in 37 (33.0%) men and NIDD, 13 (11.6%). At the
7.5 yr follow-up, overall visceral obesity was increased by a mean AIAF of 6.0
(range 163 to -112). AIAF was significantly correlated only with: baseline T (r=
-0.249, p=.004) and NIDD status (-0.247, .004), but not with age, baseline IAF, or
BMI. In a multiple linear regression model with AIAF as the dependent variable,
adjusting for baseline NIDD status, IAF, BMI, and age, baseline T was
significantly related to AIAF (coefficient [(3] =-8.60; 95% confidence limits [CL]
-14.37 to -2.97; p=O.003). Therefore, in this Japanese-American male cohort,
lower total testosterone is strongly predictive of an increase in visceral adiposity,
independent of age, IAF, BMI, or NIDD status at baseline. This would suggest
that visceral adiposity is one of the physiological manifestations through which
testosterone could exert its influence on the development of NIDD and CHD,
consistent with the role of this sex hormone in modulating body fat distributions.
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FASTING PROINSULIN LEVELS PREDICT THE

DEVELOPMENT OF NIDDM IN KOREAN SUBJECTS
H.K.Lee, C.S.Shin, J.H.Ahn, S.K.Kim, K.S.Park, C-S. Koh, Y.S.Park,

H.Y.Paik, Y.I.Kim, Y.S.Shin and B.K.Yang, Seoul National University
College of Medicine, Yonchon Health Center, Seoul, Korea

To investigate whether baseline insulin and proinsulin levels can predict
the development of NIDDM in Korean people, we conducted a

prospective study on the non-diabetic cohort for 2 years in Yonchon
County of Korea. Among the initial 1197 non-diabetic subjects, a total
of 67 subjects became diabetic in two years. We compared the baseline
fasting insulin and proinsulin concentrations of these 67 subjects(New-
DM) with those of age, sex, BMI and WHR-matched subjects(Non-

DM, n=66) who remain non-diabetic. The baseline insulin

concentrations of the New-DM group were not different from those of
the Non-DM group(8.0 ± 2.9 vs. 7.3 ± 1.8 uIU/ml, p>0.05).

However, the baseline fasting proinsulin levels of the New-DM group

were significantly higher compared to Non-DM group(15.3 ± 14.5 vs.

8.7 ± 5.7 pmol/L, p<0.05). When we observed the natural history of
the initial IGT subjects(n=153), 13% became diabetic and 53% remain

IGT and 34% reverted to normal glucose tolerance status. The initial

fasting proinsulin levels in these 3 groups were 20.6 ± 19.0, 13.0 ±

9.5, and 11.9 ± 7.7 pmol/L respectively (p<0.05, ANOVA). These

results suggest that beta-cell dysfunction (as reflected by higher

proinsulin levels) rather than insulin resistance (reflected by fasting
hyperinsulinemia) plays the most important role in the future
development of diabetes in Korean population.
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HYPERINSULINAEMIA AND THE RISK OF STROKE: 22-YEAR FOLLOW-
UP RESULTS OF THE HELSINKI POLICEMEN STUDY
M.Py&rata, M.Laakso and K.Py6rala, University of Kuopio, Kuopio, Finland

Several studies have shown that hyperinsulinaemia is associated with the
risk of coronary heart disease, but little information is available on the
association of hyperinsulinaemia with the risk of cerebrovascular disease.
We have studied this association in a cohort of 1124 Helsinki policemen
aged 34-64 years without previous stroke and diabetes at baseline
examination in 1971-72 which included an oral glucose tolerance test
(OGTT) with blood glucose and plasma insulin measurements at 0, 1 and
2 hours as well as measurements of other cardiovascular risk factors. The
area under the plasma insulin response curve (AUCins) during OGTT was
used as a composite variable reflecting plasma insulin levels. During 22-
year follow-up 90 men had a fatal or non-fatal stroke. Age-adjusted and
multiple-adjusted hazard ratios for stroke were calculated using the Cox
proportional hazards model for men in the highest AUCins quintile vs
those in the combined four lower quintiles. The age-adjusted hazard ratio
for stroke risk was 1.68 (1.06-2.65;p=0.0261• Adjustment, in addition
to age, for the area under the blood glucose curve reduced the hazard
ratio to 1.47 (0.90-2.42;NS(, for body mass index to 1.23 (0.74-
2.03;NS), for subscapular skinfold thickness to 1.27 (0.78-2.05;NS(, and
for systolic blood pressure to 1.55 (0.98-2.46;p=0.059). Similar
adjustment for other factors potentially related to the risk of stroke
(plasma cholesterol and triglycerides, smoking, degree of physical
activity, and history of previous myocardial infarction) did not
substantially reduce the hazard ratio. In a multiple adjustment including all
the risk factors mentioned above the hazard ratio was reduced to 1.24
(0.74-2.09;NS(. In conclusion, the association of hyperinsulinaemia with
the risk of stroke was not independent of other risk factors. In particular,
this association was closely linked with indices of obesity.
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METABOLIC CHARACTERISTICS OF INSULIN RESISTANT SUBJECTS
WITH S 1=0: THE INSULIN RESISTANCE ATHEROSCLEROSIS STUDY
S Haffner, G Howard, R Bergman, M Saad, A Karter and L Mykkanen,
University of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, TX, USA.
We have previously shown in subjects from the Insulin Resistance
Atherosclerosis Study (IRAS) that relatively few subjects with non-insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) are insulin sensitive (8% or 37/479) as
judged by the median level of insulin sensitivity (S i>1.67 10'•min•pU-'•ml'1 )
in non-diabetic subjects. One potential problem with the use of insulin
modified frequently sampled intravenous glucose tolerance test (FSIGT) in
diabetic subjects is that a relatively large number of NIDDM subjects have a
S,= 0. Characteristics of subjects with S,=O have not well characterized and
could reflect either extreme insulin resistance or modeling problems. The
distribution of insulin sensitivity in subjects with NIDDM was: insulin sensitive
(S 1 >1.67) 8%, n=37; insulin resistant (0<S,<1.67) 57%, n=270; and insulin
resistant (5,=0) 35%, n=172. Little is known about what characterizes these
insulin resistant subjects with S,>0 (n=270) vs. other insulin resistant
subjects with S,=O (n=172). Results (by analyses of variance) are shown
below:

BMI WHR Fl TG PAI-1

S 1=0 32.7 0.92 29.7 210 38.5
0<S^<1.67 31.0 0.91 21.0 178 29.8
p-value <0.05 NS <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Abbreviations: BMI=body mass index (kg/m2); WHR=waist/hip ratio;
Fl=fasting insulin (pU/ml); TG=triglycerides (mg/dl); PAI-1=plasminogen
activator inhibitor-I (ng/ml)
Therefore, subjects with S 1=0 tended to be more obese, having higher Fl and
increased cardiovascular risk factors as suggested by high TG and PAI.
These results suggest that NIDDM subjects with S,=O have metabolic
characteristics associated with severe insulin resistance.
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EARLY DIABETES INTERVENTION TRIAL
R.R.Holman, B.V.North and F.K.E.Tunbridge on behalf of the
EDIT study group, UK.

The Early Diabetes Intervention Trial (EDIT) is a nine-centre
three-year trial which aims to determine whether progression to
diabetes can be prevented or delayed in subjects, thought to be at
risk of diabetes, with two successive increased fasting plasma
glucose (fpg) levels (5.5 - 7.7 mmol 1 -1 ). 668 self-referred
subjects (50% male) have been randomised, in a factorial design,
to double-blind treatment with acarbose or placebo and metformin
or placebo. Their mean (SD) age was 52 (10) i, body mass index
28.6 (4.6) kg nit, fpg 5.9 (0.7) mmol 1 and glycosylated
haemoglobin (HbA,,) 5.9 (0.6) % (normal6.2%). WHO
categorisation of mean glucose levels from two post-
randomisation 75g oral glucose tolerance tests (OGTT), two
weeks apart, showed 46% to have normal glucose tolerance
(NGT), 37% impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and 17% diabetes
(NIDDM). Mean HbA IC levels increased by OGTT category
(NGT 5.7%, IGT 5.9%, NIDDM 6.4%, p=0.0001) with 11%,
19% and 59% respectively having a raised HbA, ° (>6.2%).
Regression analysis showed a two-hour glucose of 11.1 mmol 1 -1

was equivalent to an fpg of 6.2 mmol F'. 53% of subjects with an
fpg above this value had a raised HbA, 0 . Conclusion: 54% of the
subjects studied, with increased but not diabetic fpg values, have
IGT or NIDDM on OGTT. Follow up will determine whether
classification of dysglycaemia by fpg, HbA, ° or OGTT best
predicts those will progress to diabetes and whether early
acarbose or metformin therapy can reverse, prevent or delay this
progression.
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RETINAL NEOVASCULARIZATION FROM EXPERIMENTAL
ISCHEMIA IS INHIBITED BY A PKCP INHIBITOR, LY33353 1.
R.P. Danis, D.P. Bingaman, M. Jirousek, L. Vignati, D.K. Ways.
Department of Ophthalmology, IndianaUniversity School of Medicine,
Indianapolis, Indiana, USA.
We tested the inhibition of preretinal and optic nerve head
neovascularization from an ischernic stimulus by PKCP inhibition to
determine the therapeutic potential of this strategy. Orally-
administered LY333531 was employed in a porcine model of
neovascularization from branch retinal vein occlusion. Branch retinal
vein occlusion was produced in 20 eyes of 10 pigs using Rose Bengal
photodynamic therapy and argon laser treatment. Five animals with
branch retinal vein occlusion were untreated as controls and five were
fed LY333531 1 mg/kg twice daily. The eyes were followed clinically
for 12 weeks by fundus photography and fluorescein angiography.
The neovascularization was graded from fundus photographs and
histopathology in a masked manner. Untreated eyes had a mean
neovascularization grade of 1.9, and LY33353 I-treated eyes had a
mean grade of 3.1. Treatment resulted in significant inhibition of
neovascularization (p=0.04 by t-test). The drug was well tolerated.
PKCP inhibition with LY33353I effectively inhibited preretinal and
optic nerve head neovascularization in the pig model of branch retinal
vein occlusion, consistent with known signal transduction pathways by
angiogenic growth factors, including VEGF. PKC(3 inhibition maybe
effective in the therapy of diabetic neovascular eye disease, which is
also ischemia-mediated.

60
EVALUATING RISK OF PROGRESSION TO PHOTOCOAGULATION
BY RETINAL PHOTOGRAPHY OR DIRECT OPHTHALMOSCOPY.
I.M. Stratton', D.R. Matthews', E.M. Kohner 2, S. Aldington2, R.R. Holman', and
R. C.Turner' . University of Oxford' and Hammersmith Hospital, London z, U.K.
The UK Prospective Diabetes Study is a randomised controlled trial of therapies of
Non Insulin Dependent Diabetes. Four field 30° stereo photographs of each eye are
graded centrally using the modified Wisconsin `191' scheme. This analysis is
restricted to 788 subjects who had both eyes photographed and graded at each of the
diagnosis three, and nine year visits and direct onhthalmosconv at diaenosis.

Progression to photoeoagulation
Retinopathy level n 3 years 9 years
No retinopathy 478 0.4% 2.5%
Microaneurysms only 190 1.0% 6.3%
Haemorrhages or hard exudates 58 12.1% 32.8%
Cotton wool spots or IRMA 62 41.9% 71.0%

Progression to photocoagulation
O hthalmoscopy report n 3 years 9 years
No retinopathy 701 1.0% 5.1%
Microaneurysms 32 15.6% 33.0%
Haemorrhages 10 30.0% 40.0%
Hard exudates 21 42.9% 61.9%
Cotton wool spots or new vessels 24 66.7% 83.0%
The sensitivity of increasing retinopathy levels from retinal photographs for
progression to photocoagulation at 9 years is 0.86, 0.72 and 0.51 respectively
and for ophthalmoscopy severity 0.59, 0.43, 0.38 and 0.23 respectively. We
conclude that: progression to photocoagulation can occur within 3 years in
newly diagnosed NIDDM subjects even when there is none at baseline; that
baseline retinopathy level is a strong predictor of progression; that graded
photography is a more sensitive method of identifying those who will progress
than routine ophthalmoscopy.
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EFFECT OF MODIFIED LOW DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN CHOLESTEROL
AND a-TOCOPHEROL ON MESANGIAL CELL VIABILITY.
T.J. Lyons, T. Dean, W. Li, D. Gates, A. Jaffa, J-x. Ma, M. Willingham, S.R. Thorpe,
J.W. Baynes and A.J. Jenkins. Medical Univ. of South. Carolina, Charleston, U.S.A.
Background: Low Density Lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol has been implicated in the
development of glomemlosclerosis. LDL modified by glycation and/or oxidation,
may contribute to diabetic nephropathy. a-tocopherol may ameliorate vascular
damage. Previously we have shown that modified LDL toxicity to cultured retinal
microvascular cells is abolished by a-tocopherol enrichment of LDL.
Aims: To determine the effects of modified LDL on mesangial cell viability, and if
cell death is observed to determine if it is by apoptosis or necrosis.
Methods: Mesangial cells were cultured from non-diabetic Sprague-Dawley rats.
Pooled LDL from non-diabetic humans was enriched in vitro with a-tocopherol, and
subsequently modified by glycation, and/or minimal oxidation, and/or marked (Cu++

catalyzed) oxidation. Non-enriched modified LDL was also studied. Passage 3-6
cells were studied in growth phase and in quiescence, in triplicate. After 3 days
exposure to LDL (protein 200 µg/ml) cell counts were determined by
hemocytometer. Differences between cell counts (day 3/day 0) were assessed by 1
way ANOVA, with post-hoc analysis by Tukey's test. Video microscopy, flow
cytometry and DNA fragmentation were used to evaluate cell death mechanism.
Results: Relative to unmodified LDL, that modified by glycation, minimal oxidation,
and by the combination (glycoxidation) did not affect cell viability of quiescent cells
(n = 3) or of cells in growth phase (n = 2) p>0.05. Relative to these LDL conditions
markedly oxidized LDL and oxidized-glycated LDL was highly toxic p<0.001.
Supplementation with a-tocopherol had no effect. Preliminary results suggest that
growing cells die by apoptosis, and quiescent cells by necrosis.
Conclusions: Mesangial cell viability is not reduced by glycated, minimally oxidized
and/or glycoxidized LDL. Markedly oxidized and oxidized glycated LDL is highly
toxic. a-tocopherol supplementation of LDL has no effect. Death of growth phase
cells is by apoptosis, while that of quiescent cells is necrosis.

THE EFFECT OF BLOOD PRESSURE RHYTHM ON THE PROGRESSION

OF DIABETIC NEPIIROPATHY.
C Farmer, J Cox, P Dallyn, P Sharpstone, J Kingswood, J Quin and D Goldsmith.
Trafford Department of Renal Medicine, Brighton, England.

The aim of this study was to assess the contribution of an abnormal blood pressure
diurnal rhythm on the progression of diabetic nephropathy. We retrospectively
studied 26 patients with diabetic nephropathy between 1990 and 1996. Patients
underwent ambulatory blood pressure monitoring and were classified as either
`dippers' or `non-dippers' according to their blood pressure diurnal rhythm. Dippers
were those patients whose mean sleeping blood pressure (systolic and diastolic) was
10% less than blood pressure whilst awake. Weight, glycated haemoglobin, serum
creatinine,blood pressure and antihypertensive regime was recorded on a three
monthly basis, with annual creatinine clearance and 24 hour urine protein excretion.
The rate of decline of creatinine clearance was derived from serum creatinine
estimation. Creatinine clearance was calculated using the Cockcroft-Gault formula.
The two groups were compared using the Mann-Whitney U test,p<0.05. There were
13 patients in each group. There was no statistical difference between the the ages in
each group (dippers:55, non-dippers:52), mean glycated haemoglobin (dippers:
7.4%, non-dippers: 8.5%), body mass index (dippers: 27kg/m 2, non-dippers:
29kg/m2), 24 hour protein excretion (dippers: 2.7g/24hrs, non-dippers 3.5g/24hrs),
starting serum creatinine (dippers: 105pmol/l, non-dippers: 95µmol/l) and numbers
with Type 1 diabetes (Dippers:3, non-dippers:4). Mean clinic blood pressure and
mean daytime ambulatory blood pressure were not statistically dirrerent in each
group. Night time blood pressure was significantly higher in the non-dipper group
as expected. The rate of decline of creatinine clearance (dipper: 2.9ml/min/yr, non-
dipper 7.9 ml/min/yr, p<0.05) and the serum creatinine at the end of the study were
significantly higher in the non-dipper group. In conclusion we found that there was
a profound effect of non-dipping upon the rate of decline of creatinine clearance in
patients with diabetic nephropathy.

63
A NEW HUMAN ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE GENE C/T POLYMOR-
PHISM CORRELATES WITH MICROALBUMINURIA IN IDDM PATIENTS.
M. Nannipieri, G. Penno, L. Pucci, A. Bertacca, G. Canunarota, L. Rizzo,
S. Bandinelli, L. De Giorgio*, R. Navalesi. Pisa University, *La Spezia Hospital.
Diabetic nephropathy develops in 30% of type 1 (IDDM) diabetic patients and carries
an increased risk of early mortality from renal failure and cardiovascular disease.
Microalbuminuria predicts clinical nephropathy and increases the long-term risk of
cardiovascular disease. Based on the physiological actions on the kidney and in
searching for a candidate gene for susceptibility to diabetic nephropathy, we studied
the gene encoding for the human Atrial Natriuretic Peptide (hANP) in IDDM patients
and in healthy controls. A fragment of 640 bp (from exon Ito exon H) of the hANP
gene was amplified by Polymerase Chain Reaction (primers: sense 5'-AGAC-
AGAGCAGCAA-GCAGTG-3', antisense 5'-CATTTCCATCCCCAGTTCC-3'). To
detect for point mutations, non-isotopic Single-Strand Conformation Polymorphism
and direct sequencing have been used. We detected a new point mutation (708 C/T) in
the hANP gene, introducing a new restriction site for BstXI. Alleles' and genotypes'
frequencies of this polymorphism were studied by RFLP analysis in 442 IDDM
unrelated patients (216 M, 226 F) and 58 healthy controls (C) (28 M, 30 F). 313
IDDM subjects were normoalbuminuric (NA, AER <20 µg/min), 79 persistently
microalbuminuric (mA, AER 20-200 pg/min), 50 macroalbuminuric (MA, AER
>200 pg/min). The four groups were well matched for sex, age and BMI. Diabetes
duration (years) was: 16±9, 18±7, 24±6; SBP (mmHg): 120±14, 121±16, 155±15,
120±12; DBP: 77±9, 78±12, 95±9, 75±8; serum creatinine (mg/dl): 0.86±0.2,
0.86±0.1, 1.82±1.5, 0.88±0.1; HbAlc (%): 7.6±1.9, 7.8±2.3, 8.9±1.4, 5.2±0.8, in
NA, mA, MA and C, respectively. Alleles' frequencies were: NA: allele wild (W)
95.3%; allele mutant (M) 4.7%, mA: W 89.3%, M 10.7%; MA: W 96%, M 4%; C:
W 96.5%, M 3.5%, p=0.001. Genotypes' distribution was: NA: W/W 90.4%, W/M
9.6%, M/M 0; mA: W/W 77.2%, W/M 21.5%, M/M 1.3%; MA: W/W 92%, W/M
8%, M/M 0; C W/W 93.1%, W/M 6.9%, M/M 0; p=0.001. The significant
difference of the polymorphism distribution between microalbuminuric subjects and
the other groups (NA, mA and C) persisted also when within NA patients were
included only patients with a diabetes duration above 20 years (low risk of diabetic
nephropathy). No difference was observed in the C/T polymorphism distribution in
IDDM with or without hypertension and in IDDM with different degree of diabetic
retinopathy. In conclusion, the new polymorphism in the hANP gene is not
associated with overt nephropathy, but results associated with microalbuminuria.
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METABOLIC AND GENETIC PREDICTORS OF PROGRESSION OF
DIABETIC KIDNEY DISEASE.
A. Alaveras, S Thomas, M Margaglione', S de Cosmo', D Burt and G.C. Viberti.
Unit for Metabolic Medicine, UMDS, UK,'Division of Endocrinology IRCC
`Casa del Sollrevo della Sofferenza' San Giovanni Rotondo, Italy.
Hyperglycaemia, raised blood pressure and an in.sertion/deletion (1/D)
polymorphism in the ACE gene, have all been implicated as risk factors for the
development of diabetic kidney disease(DKD) but their relative role as promoters
ofprogression remains unresolved. Aim: To assess in a cohort of IDDM patients
with DKD the relative importance of blood glucose, blood pressure (BP) and the
ACE genotype on disease progression. Methods: All IDDM patients with
persistent albuminuria (> 300mg/24 hours) attending the diabetic clinic at Guy's
Hospital between 1977 and 1993 were recruited. Measurements of BP, HbA 1 and
GFR were performed six monthly until end - stage renal disease or death. The
mean follow up period was 8 years (range 1.5 - 15.5 years). 58 patients were
followed and ACE genotype was determined by PCR in the 34 surviving subjects
still resident in the UK Baseline and time dependent variables were related to the
rate of change of GFR using weighted linear regression and stepwise multiple
regression analysis. Analysis of co-variance was used to adjust for the effect of
confounders. Results: Patients had well controlled BP throughout the
observation period (mean arterial pressure 97 ± 8 mmHg) and the mean rate of
fall of GFR was 4.32 t 4.08 mils/min/year. Patients with a higher HbA ; lost GFR
at a faster rate. In stepwise multiple regression analysis both mean HbA, and mean
diastolic BP were significantly and independently related with a faster rate of
progression (p< 0.0001 and p=0.019 respectively). The I I genotype was
independently associated with a slower rate of GFR fall (p< 0.05) Conclusions:
In IDDM subjects who develop DKD, those with the II genotype have a slower
rate of progression, a process modifiable by blood glucose and BP control.
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INCREASED ALBUMIN EXCRETION RATE IN NON-DIABETIC OFFSPRING
OF NIDDM PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY.
C. Forsblom, C. Saloranta, S. Karanko, and L. Groop, The Botnia Study Group.
Helsinki University, Helsinki, Finland, and Lund University, Malmo, Sweden.
Diabetic nephropathy (DNP) clusters in families with both IDDM and NIDDM.
Offspring of NIDDM patients have an increased risk of developing diabetes and have
also been shown to have an increased albumin excretion rate (AER). It is not known
whether this is a general feature of NIDDM or a consequence of increased AER in
the diabetic parent. To address this question we studied non-diabetic offspring of 16
(10M/6F) NIDDM patients with (DNP+), and 49 (22/27) NIDDM patients without
any sign of diabetic nephropathy (DNP-). Both groups of NIDDM patients had

similar age (73±1 vs 70±1 yrs), BMI (28.2±1.1 vs 27.5±0.5 kg/m 2), and diabetes
duration (9.1±1.3 vs 10.7±0.6 yrs). Data presented are mean±SEM. Offspring of
DNP+ were more obese (p=0.0002) and had increased AER vs offspring of DNP-
even after adjustment for BMI (p=0.01).

OffspringDNP+ OffspringDNP-	 p-value (adj.BMI)
n (M/F)	 26(8/18)	 90(30/60)
Age (yrs)	 42.0±1.2	 41.4±0.8

BMI (kg/m2)	 28.4±0.9	 24.4±0.3	 0.0002
Waist/hip	 0.924±0.016	 0.882±0.009	 0.025 (0.3)
SBP / DBP (mmHg) 124±3 / 78±2 	 124±1 / 79±1
FBG (mM)	 5.1±0.1	 5.0±0.1
AUCgluc	 165±30	 144±13
FSI (pM)	 52±7	 43±2
AUCins	 29040±2760	 28020±1800
1nAER (µg/min)	 1.94±0.19	 1.23±0.08	 0.002 (0.01)
In conclusion, a genetic predisposition to both DNP and NIDDM, is associated with
increased AER and obesity, particularly abdominal obesity, in the offspring.
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PROGRESSION OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY DURING LONGSTANDING ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING
ENZYME INHIBITION - THE IMPACT OF POLYMORPHISMS IN THE BENIN ANGIOTENSIN SYSTEM
L.Tarnow, P.Rossing, F.S.Nielsen, F.Cambien* and H: H. Parsing. Steno Diabetes Center,
Copenhagen, Denmark; *INSERM SC7, Paris, France.
We tested the concept, that polymorphisms in the genes coding for angiotensin converting
enzyme (ACE) (ACE/ID), angiotensinogen (Ang235 and Ang174) and the angiotensin-Il-Type
1 receptor (AGT1R " 65) predicts the therapeutic efficacy of ACE inhibition on progression
of diabetic nephropathy. Sixty six IDDM patients with diabetic nephropathy were
investigated before and during ACE inhibition for a median of 8 (range 3-12) years. No
difference in glomerular filtration rate (GFR), albuminuria, blood pressure and haemoglobin
A,, was observed between patients with DO-genotype (n=20) and patients with ID or II
genotype (n=46) at baseline. In 80% of patients a loop-diuretic was added to captopril
(mg/day)(DD: mean 59 (SD 26) and 10 +11: 48 (30), NS). Captopril induced nearly the
same reduction in mean arterial blood pressure (mm Hg) to mean 102 (SD 8) vs 100 (10)
in DD vs ID+Il,respectively. Geometric mean albumin excretion (Ng/min) remained
unchanged in the DO group 567 (antilog SE 1.2), while it decreased from 820 (1.1) before
to 419 (1.1) during ACE inhibition in the ID+II group, (p=0.04, comparing changes
between groups). The sustained rate of decline in GFR (linear regression of all GFR
measurements during ACE inhibition, mllminlyr) was significantly steeper in DD than in
I0+II patients, 4.1 (13.0 to -1.0) vs 2.7 (19.3 to -1.0), respectively (p= 0.03). Patients
with the AA genotype of the AGT1R gene polymorphism (n=34) tended to progress at a
faster rate than AC+CC patients)n=32), 3.9 (19.3 to -1.0) vs 2.5 (13.0 to -0.7)
mllminlyr, respectively (p= 0.05), while no difference in decline in GFR was observed
between the different genotypes of the Ang235 or the Ang174 polymorphisms. The lowest
rate of progression was found in patients with ID+II and AC+CC genotype, 2.0 17.6 to
-0.7), (analysis for trend, p= 0.02). Our study suggests that the deletion polymorphism
in the ACE gene reduces the longterm beneficial effect of ACE inhibition on albuminuria
and the progression of diabetic nephropathy in IDDM patients. The impact on deterioration
of kidney function from the Ang235, Angl74 and AGT1R polymorphisms are less
important.

Coagulation and Lipids
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HYPERGLYCEMIA ACTIVATES BLOOD COAGULATION IN
NORMAL SUBJECTS INDEPENDENT OF HYPERINSULINEMIA
G. Boden, X. Chen, V. Chouhan and A.K Rao. Temple University
Hospital, Philadelphia, PA, USA
Patients with NIDDM have increased blood coagulability. It was the
purpose of this study to investigate in healthy males whether hyper-
glycemia or hyperinsulinemia may contribute to this defect.
Hyperglycemic clamps (glucose - 11 mM, insulin - 1000 pM) were
performed for 48 h in 4 subjects. Hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamps
(insulin -1000 pM) were performed for 48 It in 5 subjects and served
as controls. Plasma factor Vila (FVIIa, measured with soluble tissue
factor), FVIIC and FVIIIC (measured by one stage clotting assays),
tissue factor pathway inhibitor antigen (TFPI) and prothrombin
fragment F1.2 (reflecting thrombin generation) all rose during
hyperglycemic/hyperinsulinemic clamps but remained unchanged
during hyperinsulinemic/euglycemic clamps.

Hyperglycemia	 Hyperinsulinemia

	

Baseline	 48 hrs	 Baseline	 48 hrs

	

FVIIa (mU/ml) 14.3±1.14	 80.3±17.7*	 33.7±3.21	 33.6±333

	

FVIIC(U/ml) 09.0±0.05	 1.64±0.16*	 0.81±0.08	 0.81±0.08
FVIIAg (%)	 68.3±2.8	 62.1±0.74	 72.2±5.02	 69.1±3.61

	

TFPI (ng/ml) 68.0±7.02 	 105.0±15.95* 74.6±6.85 	 74.8±458
FVI1IC(U/ml	 1.11±0.05	 1.37±0.02*	 1.10±0.07	 1.10±0.07
F1.2 (nM)	 0.81±0.09	 1.25±0.14*	 1.22±0.16	 1.64±0.46

Comparison of baseline vs 48 hrs: *p<0.05
We conclude that hyperglycemia per se can activate blood coagulation
in healthy subjects and may be a factor predisposing chronically
hyperglycemic patients for cardiovascular complications.
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SUPPRESSION OF FIBRINOLYSIS AND INCREASED
FACTOR VII CONCENTRATIONS WITH DYSGLYCAEMIA.
P.J.Grant', S.Karunakaran r and R.R.Holman t on behalf of the EDIT
study group. Leeds General Infirmary' and the University of
Oxford t , UK

Subjects with non-insulin dependent diabetes (NIDDM) or impaired
glucose tolerance (IGT) are at increased vascular risk. Tissue
plasminogen activator (tPA) Ag, plasminogen activator inhibitor-1.
(PAI-1) Ag and factor VII Ag are haemostatic risk factors that cluster
with insulin resistance in relation to dysglycaemia. Plasma
concentrations were assayed in 248 subjects with increased fasting
plasma glucose (fpg) levels (5.5 - 7.7 mmol 1 - ') recruited into the
Early Diabetes Intervention Trial (EDIT). The mean of two oral
glucose tolerance tests (OGTT) showed 19% to have NIDDM, 36%
IGT and 45% normal glucose tolerance (NGT). tPA Ag levels (mean)
correlated with OGTT status (NIDDM 11.2, IGT 10.7, NGT 9.2 ng
ml', p=0.0014) and were higher than in 164 non-diabetic (fpg <5.5
mmol 1"') controls (7.6 ng ml - '). PAI-lAg levels were higher than
controls (7.7 ng ml') and showed a similar OGTT trend (NIDDM
40.1, IGT 38.9, NGT 32.8 ng ml', n.s.) as did factor VII Ag
(NIDDM 132.8, IGT 126.9, NGT 124.8 ng ml"', n.s.). Ln PAI-1 Ag,
tPA Ag and factor VII Ag were significantly correlated with insulin
resistance features including body mass index, triglyceride and Ln
fasting RIA insulin. Factor VII Ag levels were higher in females
(132.4 vs 122.3 ng mI - ', p=0.006) and tPA Ag levels higher in males
(10.9 vs 9.2 ng ml - ', p=0.0002). PAI-1 Ag levels did not differ with
gender. These results indicate that haemostatic risk factors are
increased in early dysglycaemic states and may contribute to IGT
associated atherothrombotic risk.
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GENETIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINANTS OF FACTOR VII
ACTIVITY IN HONG KONG CHINESE DIABETIC PATIENTS
KSL Lam, ED Janus, OCK Ma and C Bourke. Dept. of Medicine, Clinical
Biochemistry and Pathology, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong.
We studied the effects of genetic and environmental influences on factor VII
coagulant activity (VIII) in Chinese diabetic patients (264 NIDDM and 78 IDDM)
and 143 normal controls. VIII was measured by one-stage biological assay. The
Arg-.Glu mutation at residue 353 of the factor VII gene, which leads to loss of an
MspI restriction site (M2 allele) and lower VIII levels, was detected after Mspl
digestion of polymerase chain reaction-amplified genomic DNA. In both diabetic and
control Chinese subjects the allele frequencies for Ml and M2 were 0.96 and 0.4
respectively, the corresponding reported frequencies in Caucasians being 0.89 and
0.11 respectively. As in Caucasians, VIII levels were 22% lower in Chinese controls
with M1M2 versus MIMI genotype (p<0.01). The corresponding difference was
4% for NIDDM and 24% for IDDM patients respectively (p=NS). Despite similar
genotypic distributions, NIDDM patients had higher mean VIIe levels than controls
and IDDM patients (p <0.01); they were also older, and had higher serum creatinine,
triglyceride, apo B (all p <0.01) and HbAlc (p <0.01 and <0.05 respectively), and
lower HDL-cholesterol and apo Al (both p <0.01). VIlc levels were similar between
IDDM and controls. On multivariate regression analysis, serum triglyceride was the
most significant independent determinant of VIII (p <0.0001), contributing to over
25% of the variability in controls and diabetic patients. The contribution of the
Arg353-.Glu genptype, although significant (p <0.001) was only 2.1 % for all subjects
and 1% for diabetic patients. Other significant environmental determinants included
age, female sex, total cholesterol, serum creatinine, mean albumin excretion rate and
HbAlc. VIII was higher in diabetic patients with macroangiopathy (p <0.005) and
retinopathy (p <0.0001). In conclusion, the M2 allele is apparently less common in
Chinese than in Caucasians. Plasma Vlle is determined by both genetic and
environmental influences such that in NIDDM patients, the effect of environmental
factors, particularly that of hypertriglyceridaemia predominates, almost negating the
genetic influence. High VIII may contribute to the development of macroangiopathic
complications and perhaps also retinopathy in patients with NIDDM.

HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA IS AN INDEPENDENT PREDICTOR
OF ELEVATED ENDOTHELIN-1 AND BLOOD PRESSURE LEVELS
IN SUBJECTS WITH PLURIMETABOLIC SYNDROME. P.M. Piatti,
L.D. Monti, C.V. Phan, G. Valsecchi, B. Guazzini, L. Baruffaldi, B. Dallagrassa, E.
Fochesato, A. Pizzini, A.E. Pontiroli, G. Pozza. Istituto Scientifico H. San Raffaele,
Milano, Italy.
Subjects with plurimetabolic syndrome or syndrome X (sX) show higher risks to
develop cardiovascular disease and increased endothelin-1(ET-1) levels than normal
subjects. Since sX is a composite of metabolic alterations (hyperinsulinemia, insulin
resistance, hypertriglyceridemia, low HDL cholesterol, visceral obesity), it is not
completely elucidated the contribution of each component to increase ET-1 levels. To
answer this question we studied one hundred forty subjects divided in three groups.
Group I included patients with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT: n=10) or non-insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM: n= 30) with sX and group 2 included patients
with IGT (n=8) or NIDDM (n=32) without sX. Groups 1 and 2 were matched for age,
sex, fasting and 120 min post OGTT blood glucose (BG) levels, HbAlc, physical
activity, duration of diabetes and diabetic complications. Group 3 included 60 normal
subjects as control. Triglycerides, insulin levels, insulin resistance index (HOMA),
waist/hip ratio and mean blood pressure were significantly higher (p<0.05) in group 1
than in groups 2 and 3. In contrast, only BG, HbAlc, insulin levels and HOMA were
significantly different between group 2 and 3. ET-1 levels were higher in group I than
in groups 2 and 3 (9.8±06 vs 8.0±0.5 and 7.0±0.4 pg/ml, p<0.01; NS between group
1 and group 2). At single regression analysis, ET-1 levels significantly correlated with
triglyceride (r= 0.35; p<0.000I), insulin levels (r=0.26; p<0.002), body weight
(r=0.18; p<0.003), HOMA (r=0.22; p<0.009) and mean blood pressure (r=0.23;
p<0.005). On the contrary, at multiple regression analysis, only triglyceride levels
remained independently correlated with ET-1 (p<0.001) and mean blood pressure
(p<0.001). In conclusion, our data seem to suggest a strong role of chronic
hypertriglyceridemia as an independent predictor of increased ET-I levels and
hypertension in subjects with syndrome X.
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IMPROVED METABOLIC CONTROL MAKES LDL MORE RESISTANT TO
OXIDATION IN SUBJECTS WITH NIDDM.
WA Oranje, GJWM Rondas, GNM Swennen and BHR Wolffenbuttel.
Dep of Endocrinology, University Hospital Maastricht, The Netherlands.

Oxidised LDL may play an important role in the development of athe-
rosclerosis because it can induce foam cell formation and exerts cyto-
toxic and immunogenic effects. Studies on LDL oxidation in NIDDM
have yielded controversial results. We studied whether improvement of
metabolic control, achieved by insulin therapy, reduced LDL oxidation,
assessed by two parameters (Thiobarbituric Acid Reactive Substances
(TEARS) and production of Conjugated Dienes after Cu 2 +-induced
oxidation). Twenty subjects with NIDDM and secondary failure to oral
antihyperglycaemic agents (age (mean ± SD) 58 ± 12 yrs; median time
from diagnosis of diabetes 9 (range 1-38) yrs, body mass index
30.2±7.1 kg/m 2; HbAlc 10.5 ±1.0 %) participated. Serum total
cholesterol was 6.6±0.9 , HDL 0.9±0.3, LDL 3.8±0.7 and TG
(median,range) 3.07 (0.95-7.09) mmol/l. While HbAlc level decreased
to 8.0±0.6 % (p<0.001) after on average 4 months, lag phase, as a
measure of the resistance to oxidation, was prolonged from 60.7±6.2
to 67.5±8.0 min (p<0.003). Dienes production rate decreased from
16.9±2.3 to 14.8±1.9 umol/g protein (p=0.001). T max (time at
which maximum production of dienes is reached) was prolonged from
108±9 to 121±11 min (p<0.001). The change in lag phase did not
correlate with the decrease in HbAlc, fasting glucose, triglycerides,
total cholesterol or LDL cholesterol. Serum TBARS levels did not show
any change. We conclude that resistance of LDL to oxidation is impro-
ved in subjects with NIDDM when better metabolic control is achieved.
This is not reflected by lowering of TBARS levels, which can be explai-
ned by the fact that TBARS is an overall index of oxidation and does
not measure solely lipid peroxidation.
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LDL SIZE, INSULIN RESISTANCE, AND CORONARY HEART

DISEASE IN AMERICAN INDIANS: THE STRONG HEART STUDY

R. Stuart Gray, David C. Robbins, Wenyu Wang, Jeunliang L. Yeh,
Richard R. Fabsitz, Linda D. Cowan, Thomas K. Welty, Elisa T. Lee,
Ronald M. Krauss, Barbara V. Howard; Medlantic Research Institute,
Washington, DC

Small, dense LDL has been associated with the insulin resistance
syndrome and coronary heart disease (CHD). The aim of the study was
to examine the distribution of LDL size and phenotype within a
population-based sample of American Indians to determine relationships
with prevalent CHD and to examine associations with hyperinsulinemia
and other components of the insulin resistance syndrome. Data are
available for 4505 men and women 45-74 years of age who are members
of 13 American Indian communities in three geographic areas. Diabetes,
CHD, and CHD risk factors were assessed by standardized techniques;
LDL size was measured by gradient gel electrophoresis. LDL size was
smaller in men compared to women, and in diabetics compared to
nondiabetics. In multivariate analysis, LDL size was significantly related
to several components of the insulin resistance syndrome, including
triglycerides (inversely) and HDL cholesterol (positively). Although
univariate relations were positive, LDL size was not significantly related
to fasting insulin concentrations or body mass index in the multivariate
model. LDL size also showed no relationship to apoE phenotype. When
LDL size was compared in those with and without CHD, no significant
differences were observed in nondiabetic or diabetic individuals. We
conclude that LDL size is most strongly related to lipoprotein
components of the insulin resistance syndrome, especially plasma
triglycerides. However, in this population with low LDL, it is not
related to cardiovascular disease.
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CHOLESTERYL ESTER TRANSFER PROTEIN GENE POLYMORPHISMS IN
CHINESEPATIENTS WITH NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
KCB Tan, SWM Shiu and KSL Lam. Department of Medicine, University
of Hong Kong, Hong Kong.
We determined the effect of variation at the cholesteryl ester transfer
protein (CETP) gene locus on plasma lipid levels in 129 healthy
volunteers and 191 Chinese patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus (NIDDM). The TagIA restriction fragment length polymorphism
(RFLP) generates two alternative fragments of 7.5kb (Al) and 9.Okb (A2)
whereas the Tag1B RFLP produces fragments of 4.4kb (B1) and 5.3kb
(B2). There were no significant differences in the allele distribution at
these polymorphic loci between the controls (A1=0.86, A2=0.14;
B1=0.56, B2=0.44) and the diabetic patients (A1=0.91, A2=0.09;
B1=0.65, B2=0.35) and the allele frequencies were similar to those
described in Caucasian populations. Diabetic patients with the genotype
1-1 of the TagIA polymorphism had significantly lower HDL cholesterol
(HDL-C) than those with the genotype 1-2 (male: 1.05±0.31 mmol/l vs
1.29±0.45, p <0.05; female: 1.14±0.30 vs 1.32±0.42, p <0.05). No
significant differences were observed in age, body mass index, total
cholesterol, triglyceride, LDL cholesterol or HbAlc levels between the
two genotypes. A similar association between TagIA polymorphism and
HDL-C was not seen in the controls. Fasting lipid levels between subjects
with different genotypes of the TagIB polymorphism were not significantly
different in either the diabetic patients or the controls. In summary our
data indicate that there is an association between TagIA polymorphism of
the CETP gene and plasma HDL-C concentration in Chinese patients with
NIDDM.
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EFFECTS OF POSTMENOPAUSAL HORMONE REPLACEMENT THERAPY
ON SERUM LIPIDS AND LIPOPROTEINS IN NIDDM WOMEN
S. Landenpera, J. Saltevo, J. Puolakka and M.-R. Taskinen, University of
Helsinki and Jyvaskyla Central Hospital, Finland
Postmenopausal hormone replacement therapy (HRT) is associated with a
decrease in coronary disease risk in nondiabetic women. However, the effects of
postmenopausal hormone replacement therapy on the common CAD risk factors
in women with NIDDM are still unknown. Therefore, the aim of the present study
was to evaluate the effects of HRT with transdermal or oral estrogen/progestin on
serum lipoproteins in postmenopausal women with NIDDM. Twelve
postmenopausal NIDDM women (age 54.4±4.0 years, BMI 31.3±5.3 kg/m 2)

receiving oral hypoglycemic medication participated into this cross-over study.
All the study subjects received oral HRT (estradiol 2 mg/day plus norethisterone
acetate 1 mg/day) for 3 months and transdermal HRT (patches delivering
estradiol 50pg/day) for 3 months. Active treatment phases were separated by a
placebo period of 3 months. Blood samples for serum lipoprotein measurements
were obtained at the end of each treatment period.

Baseline	 Transdermal Placebo 	 Oral HRT
HRT

HbAlc,%	 7.7±1.4	 8.1±1.3	 8.2±1.4	 7.6±1.0
Cholesterol,mM	 6.0±1.0	 6.1±1.2	 5.8±1.1	 5.4±1.0*
Triglycerides,mM	 1.8±0.7	 1.7±0.7	 1.7±0.7	 1.8±0.7
HDL-Chol,mM	 1.06±0.25 1.06±0.18	 1.03±0.21	 1.02±0.22
LDL-Chol,mM	 4.1±1.0	 4.2±1.0	 4.0±1.1	 3.4±0.8*
ApoB,mg%	 110±21	 109±16	 110±14	 109±25
Lp(a), mg%	 260±287	 203±230	 264±269	 231±234*

*p<0.05 vs Baseline, Transdermal HRT, and Placebo

We conclude that 1. The route of HRT administration determines the effects on
lipoproteins, and 2. postmenopausal HRT with continuous oral administration of
estradiol and progestin induces antiatherogenic changes in serum lipoproteins
without any deterioration in glycemic control.
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THE SARDINIAN SCHOOL CHILDREN - IDDM (SSI) STUDY.
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ISLET-RELATED AUTOANTIBODIES
IN 7574 HEALTHY SCHOOL CHILDREN.
V Sepe, A Loviselli*, F Velluzzi', MA Cambosu*, S Mariotti*, G Fanciulli**, G
Delitala", M Shattock, R Foxon, M Songini***, GF Bottazzo & the SSI Study
Group. Dept of Immunology, St Bartholomew's & The Royal London School of
Medicine & Dentistry, UK; * Dept of Internal Medicine, Cagliari University &
Dept of Endocrinology, Sassari University & "" Centre for Metabolic Diseases
and Atherosclerosis, Cagliari, Italy.
In order to identify high and low risk areas of pre-IDDM in Sardinia, 7574 school
children (sc) have been recruited in 27 towns (t) of the 4 Sardinian provinces,
Cagliari (CA, t=7, sc=2628), Oristano (OR, t=5, sc=1727), Nuoro (NU, t=12,
sc=1908) and Sassari (SS, t=3, sc=1 311). The sera collected were tested for
ICA (7574), GADA (5408) and IA-2icA (5411) respectively. CA showed the
highest prevalence of ICA for titres z5 JDFu (5.7%; p<0.01 vs OR=2.8% and
NU=3.5%), whereas CA (1.4%) and OR (1.2%) had the highest prevalence of
ICA* for titres >20 JDFu (p<0.05 vs NU=0.5%). OR also had the highest
prevalence of GADA' (2.1%; p<0.05 vs CA=1.1 %, NU=0.7% and SS 0.7%) and
IA-2icA' (1.5%; p<0.05 vs SS=0.3%). Combination of autoantibody specificities
was always higher in OR than in the 3 other provinces. The prevalence of ICA'
& IA-2icA' in OR was 0.9% (p<0.01 vs SS=0.1 %), GADA+ & IA-2icA' was 1.0%
(p<0.05 vs CA=0.2%, NU=0.0% and SS=0.1 %) and ICA' & GADA' & IA-2icA'
was 0.7% (p<0.05 vs CA=0.2%, NU=0.0% and SS=0.1 %). The identification of
OR as an area with the highest prevalence of islet-related autoantibodies is
consistent with the EURODIAB data, also showing the highest incidence of
IDDM in OR (45 new cases /100,000 inhabitants /0-14 yrs) when compared with
CA (38), NU (35) and SS (30). NU and SS, with the lowest incidence of IDDM,
had the lowest prevalence of islet-related autoantibodies, either when analysed
as individual or combined specificities. Our data showed that, within the island
of Sardinia, the geographical pattern of potential pre-IDDM individuals, identified
thought islet-related autoantibody determination in a large sc cohort, seems to
follow that of the incidence of the disease.
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IA-2 ANTIBODIES IN GENETICALLY HIGH AND LOW RISK SIBLINGS OF
CHILDREN WITH IDDM
P. Kulmala, K. Savola, H. Reijonen, E. Tuomilehto -Wolf, J. Ilonen, H.K. Akerblom, M. Knip
and the DiMe Study Group. Department of Pediatrics, University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland,
Department of Virology, University of Turku, Turku, Finland, National Public Health Institute,
Helsinki, Finland, and the Children's Hospital, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
To explore the relation between IA-2 antibodies (IA-2A) and genetic risk markers of
IDDM, 703 siblings (323 boys) of children with newly diagnosed IDDM were
examined. The mean age of the siblings was 9.9 years (range 0.8-19.7 years). IA-2A
were tested with a radioligand assay. All siblings with available samples were typed
for HLA A, B, C, DR and DQB1 alleles. Data on HLA DQB1 alleles were available
for 447 siblings. Thirty-six siblings (5.1%) tested positive for IA-2A in their first
sample (cut-off level 1.46 relative units based on the outer fence of 374 healthy
control children). il% of HLA identical siblings had IA-2A compared to 3.1% of
haploidentical and 3.5% of non-identical siblings (p=0.0005). 15% of HLA DR3/DR4
heterozygous individuals had IA-2A, compared to 6.6% of DR4/x positive (x=other
than DR3), 1.1% of DR3/y positive (y=other than DR4) and 2.3% of siblings negative
for DR3 and DR4 (p=0.0002). HLA DR3/DR4 heterozygous siblings had higher IA-
2A levels compared to the others (p=0.029). Only one (0.8%) of of those 118 siblings
with the protective HLA DR2 allele tested positive for IA-2Acompared to 6% of the
other siblings (p=0.021). 21% of siblings with the DQB1*0201/0302 genotype tested
positive for IA-2A, compared to 10% of those positive for DQB1*0302/x (x=other
than 0201), 4.8% of those positive for DQB1*0201/y (y=other than 0302), and only
1.4% of the remaining siblings (p=0.00002). Siblings heterozygous for
DQB1*0201/0302 tended to have higher antibody levels than the other siblings
(p=0.069). Two (1.6%) out of 126 siblings positive for the protective DQB1*0602 or
0603 alleles were IA-2A positive compared to 8.1% of the remaining siblings
(p=0.011). These results indicate that IA-2A are more frequent in siblings HLA
identical with the diabetic proband than in haplo- and non-identical siblings. IA-2A
positivity is associated with HLA DR and HLA DQB 1 risk alleles, and the frequency
of these antibodies increases as a function of enhanced genetic risk for IDDM.
Subjects with the strongest genetic risk seem to have higher IA-2A levels than the
other siblings. The protective HLA DR and DQB1 alleles are inversely associated
with IA-2A, but do not provide a complete protection against these antibodies.
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COMPARISON OF PROTEIN TYROSINE PHOSPHATASES: EXPRESSION,
PROCESSING AND ANTIGENIC DETERMINANTS
A.L. Notkins, J. Lu, H. Xie, B. Zhang, Q. Li, and M.S. Lan. National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, Maryland U.S.A.

To identify protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs) present in pancreatic islets,
transcripts isolated from aTC-1 (glucagon-secreting) and (3TC-I (insulin-secreting)
cell lines were used as templates. A pair of degenerative primers, based on the
conserved regions of known PTPs, was used to amplify the transcripts by polymerase
chain reaction. A total of 1,620 clones was examined by restriction enzyme analysis
and cDNA sequencing. Twenty-one different PTPs were found to be expressed in
islet cells: 18 known PTPs and 3 previously unknown PTPs. Some of these PTPs
were expressed predominantly in (3 cells and others in a cells. The degree of
relatedness of these PTPs to each other and their differential expression in tissue will
be discussed in relationship to their reactivity with autoantibodies in IDDM sera. To
analyze in more detail the molecular processing of PTPs, one of them IA-2, was
expressed in baculovirus-infected Sf9 insect cells. A 120 kDa IA-2 protein was
detected during the early, but not late, phase of the infection. Tunicamycin treatment
revealed that the 120 kDa protein was glycosylated, and pulse-chase experiments
showed that the it was processed into a 64 kDa doublet and then into several smaller
fragments in the 20 to 40 kDa range. Sera from IDDM patients reacted with several
of these fragments. The location of the antigenic determinants on these various
fragments was analyzed by expressing different portions of IA-2/IA-2p in a
reticulocyte transcription/translation system. Immunoprecipitation with IDDM sera
revealed that the major antigenic determinants reside in the C-terminus and minor
antigenic determinants in the N-terminus of the intracellular domain. It is concluded
that many PTPs are expressed in pancreatic islets and that IA-2/IA-2(3 are the
precursors of islet cell antigenic fragments to which autoantibodies in IDDM sera
react.

IDENTIFICATION OF ISLET-RELATED MIMOTOPES BY SCREENING RANDOM
PEPTIDE LIBRARIES ON PHAGE WITH TYPE I DIABETIC SERA
A. Fierabracci , P.A. Biro, Y. Yiangou, D.R. Hurst and G.F. Bottazzo. Dept of
Immunology, St Bartholomew's and the Royal London School of Medicine and Dentistry,
London, UK
Random peptide libraries on phage (RPL) represent a powerful tool for the identification
of disease-specific mimotopes reacting with antibodies in human sera. Type I diabetes-
specific mimotopes could provides set of novel reagents for diabetes prediction and could
also lead to the identification of novel autoantigens or antigens related to possible
environmental agents involved in the pathogenesis of the disease. With this aim we
screened random nonapeptide libraries of epitopes fused to the major coat protein p VIII
of the filamentous bacteriophage F 1. Affinity selection with a newly diagnosed Type I
diabetic serum, immunological screening with 2 other diabetic sera and ELISA re-
screening using different human sera (58 newly diagnosed, 23 long-term, 21
polyendocrine, 15 autoimmune organ-specific, 9 autoimmune non-organ specific and 50
normal controls) lead to the selection of 5 phage clones bearing mimotopes (phagotopes)
that show a significant difference in the frequency of reactivities between diabetic and
normal individuals. Comparing their amino acid sequences with protein bank databases
did not show any significant homology with known autoantigens. Among the 5 clones
selected, we have characterized phagotope CH I p which we showed to be a mimotope of
osteopontin, an islet-related autoantigen expressed by somatostatin cells. In continuing
the characterisation of the others, phagotope 195Dyn was represented in 20% of newly
diagnosed IDDM sera, but completely negative in normal controls. A rabbit antibody
raised against the its encoded synthetic peptide: I) stained human islets with a classical
ICA pattern; and 2) recognized a specific band of approximately 70kD in Western Blot
analysis of human pancreatic islet preparations. Absorption studies of ICA positive sera
with known IDDM-related autoantigens have indicated that their staining is not completely
abolished, thus 195Dyn phagotope may mimic the epitope of a still uncharacterized islet-
related autoantigen.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF GAD-REACTIVE T-CELLS IN IDDM AND IN
AUTOIMMUNE POLYENDOCRINE DISEASE TYPE 1 (APECED)
O.Vaarala, P.Klemetti, J.Paronen, J.Kantele, E.Savilahti,
J.Perheentupa and H.K.Akerblom. National Public Health Institute,
Children's Hospital, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland.
Cellular immunity to GAD is found in IDDM but also in patients with
APECED, many of whom do not have IDDM. Characteristics of
GAD65-reactive T-cells, such as T-cell proliferation response to
GAD65 and IFN-y secretion of GAD65 stimulated T-cells by EIA were
studied. Expression of gut-specific homing receptor a4137- integrin on
GAD65-reactive T-cells was analysed by immunomagnetic depletion
of T-cells with high expression of a437. T-cell proliferation to GAD
(SI>3) was more common in children with newly diagnosed IDDM than
in healthy children (15/28 vs 7/27; p=0.05), as well as in patients with
APECED than in healthy adults (15/44 vs 3/28; p=0.03). IFN--y
secretion by GAD stimulated T-cells was found in 50% (5/10) of
children with IDDM and in 57% (16/28) of patients APECED. T-cell
proliferation or IFN-y response to GAD did not associate with IDDM in
APECED (8 of 44 patients had IDDM). Depletion of a4p7 high T-cells
resulted into a significant decrease (mean 70%) in reactivity to GAD in
4 of 7 children with IDDM. In three APECED patients, a decrease of
37% in reactivity to GAD was found only in the patient with IDDM. In
contrast, reactivity to tetanus toxoid increased in the majority of the
patients studied. Our results indicate that occurrence of GAD-reactive
T-cells is a common finding in IDDM but also in patients with APECED
without IDDM. Thus, occurrence of IFN-y secreting GAD-reactive T-
cells did not imply clinical IDDM in APECED. Association of a437-
integrin expression on GAD-reactive T-cells with IDDM suggests that
gut-specific homing properties of 3-cell reactive T-cells may be
important determinant in development of IDDM.

ALTERED IMMUNE RESPONSE TO INSULIN IN NEWLY DIAGNOSED
VERSUS INSULIN TREATED PATIENTS AND CONTROL SUBJECTS
N. Schloot, B.Roep, D.Wegmann, L.Yu, H.Chase, T.Wangand G.Eisenbarth
Barbara Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes, Denver, Colorado, USA;
University Hospital Leiden, Dept.of Innnunohematolgy & Bloodbank, NL
Insulin dependent diabetes mellitus is the result of a T-cell mediated
autoimmune B-cell destruction,which is accompanied by autoantibodies. We
analyzed the cellular and humoral immune response to insulin and insulin
peptides in recent onset IDDM patients, IDDM patients treated with insulin,
non-diabetic first degree relatives and unrelated control subjects. There were no
differences in T-cell reactivity to whole insulin or insulin peptides in general
between age matched groups of IDDM patients, relatives or healthy control
subjects. In contrast to investigations in NOD mice, no imunodominant or
disease specific insulin peptide could be identified. Surprisingly, a positive
correlation of T-cell responses to insulin with age was noted (p<0.005). This
resulted in an inverse relation of IAA and insulin reactive T-cells (p<0.00 1)
together with the well described negative correlation of IAA with age.
Interestingly, insulin treated patients differed from age matched recent onset
IDDM: First, simultaneous immune recognition of insulin with T-cells and IAA
was only seen in patients treated for 6 months with insulin, second, insulin
treated patients rarely responded to whole insulin; third, they displayed less
determinant spreading, and finally, recognition of multiple insulin peptides was
not accompanied by crossreactivity to whole insulin. These distinct
observations in insulin treated IDDM patients, together with the inverse
correlation between humoral and cellular responses to insulin, may result from
activation or modulation of different T-cell subsets, and may be of relevance to
insulin therapy trials, in which selective activation of non-destructive T-cell
subsets may be a key to successful intervention.
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MOLECULAR DISSECTION OF THE INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH
FACTOR AXIS IN THE HUMAN THYMUS
V. Geenen, 0. Kecha*, I. Achour, B. Goxe, R. Winkler* and P.J. Lefèbvre
Department of Medicine, Laboratories of Neuroendocrine-Immunology and Molecular
Oncology*, University of Liège, B-4000 Sart Tilman, Belgium.
Our previous studies identified immunoreactive (ir) insulin-like growth factor-II (IGF-
B) as the dominant polypeptide of the insulin hormone family expressed in the
thymic epithelial environment. Preliminary data have revealed a defect of ir IGF-II
expression in the thymus of diabetes-prone BB rats. The objective of the present work
was to characterize at the molecular level the components of the thymic IGF system,
i.e. IGF-II gene transcripts, IGF receptors and IGF-binding proteins (IGFBPs).
Specific binding of radiolabelled IGF-II was observed on a murine pre-T cell line
(RL12-NP), as well as on thymocytes extracted from 4 month-old mice. Only IGF-II,
but neither IGF-I nor insulin, could compete with [ 125I]-IGF-II, with an ED50
around 10 nM. The human Jurkat T-cell line also exhibits a specific binding of IGF-
II with an ED50 of 1.5 uM. By affinity cross-linking, the IGF-II receptor protein
detected in murine T cells and Jurkat T cells was found to have a molecular weight
around 260 KDa. By ribonuclease protection assays, IGF-II gene transcripts were
detected in the human thymus, as well as in cultures of human thymic epithelial cells
(TEC). Using reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction and specific primers, the
promoters of IGF-II expression in the thymus were found to be the same as in other
fetal and adult extrahepatic tissues. IGFBP3 to 6 mRNAs were detected by Northern
blotting in human TEC with a marked dominance of IGFBP4. With the exception of
IGFBPI and 2, an analogous pattern of expression was observed in the human liver
used as a positive control tissue. Interestingly, the human Jurkat T-cell line did not
express any IGFBP mRNAs. Altogether, these data confirm that IGF-II is the
dominant member of the insulin family synthetized by human TEC, and that there
exists a parallel dominance of IGF-II and IGFBP4 in this cell type. Similar
investigations are currently performed on the thymus of diabetes-prone and diabetes-
resistant BB rats. These observations further support our hypothesis that the thymic
IGF axis (in particular IGF-II) is intimately involved in the central T-cell self
education to the insulin family.
(Supported by the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation International and the National Fund
for Scientific Research of Belgium.)
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DEFECTIVE MONOCYTE-DERIVED DENDRITIC CELLS FROM
HIGH-RISK IDDM RELATIVES
K. Takahashi, M. C. Honeyman and L. C. Harrison, The Walter and
Eliza Hall Institute, Melbourne, Australia
Dendritic cells (DC) play a key role in antigen presentation. Defective
DC function in the autologous mixed lymphocyte reaction (MLR) in
human insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) has been postulated
as a cause of defective regulatory T cell maturation. Therefore, we
investigated functional and phenotypic characteristics of monocyte-
derived DC generated in the presence of GM-CSF and interleukin-4,
from high-risk IDDM relatives and HLA-, sex- and age- matched
controls (n=12). Adherent cells were obtained from peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMC) by 2-hour adhesion, and cultured for 7
days in medium containing 600 U/ml rhGM-CSF + 400 U/ml rhJL-4.
The yield of DC was significantly lower in IDDM relatives (8.0 ± 3.3 x
106 DC from 107 PBMC) (p<0.001, U test) than in controls (15.4 ±
4.8 x 106 DC from 107 PBMC). 90 ± 8.8 % of culture adherent cells
from the relatives and 95 ± 3.6 % from controls exhibited the
DR+CD14- phenotype. CDla expression on these cells was
significantly lower in IDDM relatives (72 ± 20%) (p<0.01, U test) then
in controls (90 ± 11%). B7-1 and B7-2 expression was also
significantly lower in the relatives (36 ± 26% and 34 ± 24%) (p<0.01,
U test) than in the controls (67 ± 21% and 62 ± 22%). DC from IDDM
relatives displayed significantly lower stimulatory capacity to
autologous CD4 cells (27596.2 ± 14691.4 cpm) (p<0.04, U test) than
DC from controls (42308.6 ± 10893.3 cpm), but not to allogeneic
responder cells. In conclusion, DC from high-risk IDDM relatives are
generated less efficiently and display defective expression of
phenotypic markers and antigen presenting capacity.
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BASAL HEPATIC GLUCOSE PRODUCTION IS REGULATED BY THE
PORTAL VEIN INSULIN CONCENTRATION
D. K. Sindelar, C. A. Chu, D. S. Edgerton, D.W. Neal, A. D. Cherrington,

Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, Nashville, TN, USA
The ability of portal insulin to regulate hepatic glucose production (HGP) is greatly

debated. The aim of our study was to determine if the liver responds to a selective de-
crease in portal vein insulin. Isotopic ( 3H-Glucose) and A-V difference methods
were used to measure HGP in conscious overnight fasted dogs. A pancreatic clamp
(SRIF, basal portal insulin and glucagon) was used to control the endocrine pancreas.
A 40 min control period was followed by a 180 min test period. During the latter,
portal vein insulin was selectively decreased and while arterial insulin was
maintained by turning off the portal insulin infusion and giving insulin peripherally at
half the basal portal rate (IPI, n=5). In .(PI, a selective decrease of 138 pmol/l in
portal vein insulin was achieved while arterial insulin levels did not change (42±7
pmol/1). Portal glucagon remained unchanged (63±8 ng/I) and glucose SA was
clamped. In response to the selective decrease in portal vein insulin, net hepatic
glucose output (NHGO) increased significantly from 8.1±0.5 (cont) to 30±5.5 by 15
min and eventually reached 14.2±2.3 µmol/kg-min (last 30 min, p<0.05). Tracer data
confirmed NHGO. Since NHGO increased, arterial plasma glucose increased from
5.9±0.2 to 10.5±0.4 mmol/l. Non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) dropped from
804±122 (tont) to 420±92.tmol/l (last 30 min, p<0.05). Since NEFA levels fell,
another group (API+FAT n=5) had intralipid infused during the test period to
maintain NEFA levels. In API+FAT, a selective decrease of 93 pmol/l in portal
insulin resulted, while arterial insulin (42±6 pmol/l) and portal glucagon (49±4 ng/I)
did not change. NEFA level rose slightly [(470±77 (cont) to 864± 87 µmol/I (last 30
min)]. NHGO again increased quickly from [10.8±2.5 (cont) to 30.2± 6.0 by 15 min
and eventually reached 13.4±2.6.tmol/kg-min (last 30 min, p<0.05) and arterial
plasma glucose increased from 6.0±0.2 to 14.4±0.7 mmol/l. Thus, the liver responds
quickly to decreases in portal insulin and NEFA levels play no role in this response.
These studies indicate that HGP is acutely regulated by the portal insulin level.
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CAUSAL LINK BETWEEN SUPPRESSION OF LIPOLYSIS VERSUS
HEPATIC GLUCOSE OUTPUT SUGGESTS INDIRECT INSULIN ACTION
S. Mittelman, Y. Fu, and R Bergman. University of Southern California, USA.
We have previously shown that insulin suppression of hepatic glucose output
(HGO) is prevented by the concomitant infusion of Liposyn, supporting the
hypothesis that HGO suppression is not a direct effect of insulin on the liver, but
rather an indirect effect mediated by suppression of lipolysis in the adipocyte.
To examine whether acute suppression of lipolysis independent of insulin
increase will suppress HGO, we infused the adenosine analogue N6-
cyclohexyladenosine (CHA) into 4 conscious dogs. Following a 2 hour basal
period (1.0 mg/min/kg somatostatm, 0.2 mU/min/kg portal insulin, and 1.0
ng/min/kg portal glucagon), CHA was infused in three sequential doses (0.167,
0.500, and 1.667 µg/kg/min) lasting 1 hour each. CHA suppressed NEFA levels
in a dose dependent marmer (see figure, p< 05 ANOVA), causing HGO to fall
(p<.05 ANOVA) in a nearly identical nmanner. The correlation between NEFA

and HGO was linear with an R value of 0.97
To control for additional effects of CHA,
Liposyn (20%, 0.5 ml/min) and heparin (250
U + 25 U/mm) were infused with CHA in 2
experiments to maintain NEFA levels above
basal,	 Indeed, Liposyn infusion yielded
NEFA levels over basal (891±49 vs.
537±287 pM average of steady-state values
vs basal) and prevented the fall in HGO
caused by CHA alone (2.2±0.3 basal vs.
1.9±0.1, 2 1±0.1, and 2.1±0.1 at each
successive dose, p=n s.). 	 Thus, CHA
suppresses lipolysis and HGO similarly, and
the suppression of HGO depends on the fall in
NEFA levels. However, a decline in glycerol
cannot yet be ruled out as contributing to this
HGO suppression.
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INSULIN INHIBITS GLUCONEOGENESIS PREDOMINANTLY
THROUGH SUPPRESSION OF PHOSPHOENOLPYRUVATE
CARBOXYKINASE
R.A.Dickins, G.Rosella, J.Zajac and J.Proietto. The University of Melbourne,
Department of Medicine, Royal Melbourne Hospital, Parkville, Australia 3050.

Insulin is known to inhibit endogenous glucose production but the exact
mechanism by which it achieves this is not known. It may act at several sites
within both the gluconeogenic and glycolytic pathways, or alternatively it has
been suggested that the prime mechanism is via the peripheral actions of insulin
to inhibit substrate availability. A rat overexpressing an insulin insensitive
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK) gene was recently developed (1).
This animal model provides a tool for investigating the role of PEPCK in
insulin suppression of endogenous glucose production (EGP). After 3 days
recovery from surgery, overnight fasted, chronically catheterised, conscious 16
week old rats were studied using the hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic clamp
technique combined with tracer methodology to quantitate glucose turnover.
Basal plasma glucose was the same in both groups (5.1±0.2 vs 5.1±0.2 mM in
control and transgenic rats respectively), however transgenic rats were
hyperinsulinaemic (8.3±0.5 vs 12.6±1.6 tU/ml, p<0.02, n=13). During the
clamp, plasma glucose was not different between the two groups of rats
(7.0±0.4 vs 6.1±0.3 mM, p=ns). Insulin levels were significantly increased
during insulin infusion but were the same in both groups (30.8±5.7 vs 43.9±6.9
.tU/ml, p=ns). As expected, hyperinsulinaemia resulted in significant
suppression of EGP by insulin in control rats (44±4 to 24±6 tmol/kg/min,
p<0.05, n=10). However, EGP was not decreased by insulin in transgenic rats
(43±5 to 45±6pmol/kg/min). It is concluded that insulin suppresses
gluconeogenesis predominantly by inhibition of PEPCIC.
1. Rosella G. et al Molecular Endocrinology 9: 1396-1404 1995.
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INSULIN REGULATION OF RENAL GLUCOSE METABOLISM IN HUMANS.
E. Cersosimo, P. Garlick and J. Ferretti. State University of New York, Stony
Brook, NY, USA.
We investigated whether simultaneous renal glucose production (RGP) and
utilization (RGU) occur in humans, and whether these processes are
responsive to physiologic hyperinsulinemia, using arteriovenous balance
measurements combined with tracer technique. After approval by the
Institutional Review Board and informed consent, six healthy subjects
(3F/3M), mean age 36 yrs, mean BMI 26 kg/m2, were admitted to the
Clinical Research Center following an overnight fast for arterialized hand vein
and renal vein catheterization under fluoroscopy. Systemic and renal glucose
and glycerol kinetics were measured with peripheral infusions of [6-
2H2]glucose and [2-13C]glycerol before and after a 2-h period of peripheral
insulin (0.125 mU/kg.min) and variable dextrose infusions to maintain arterial
glucose concentration and plasma enrichment constant. Renal plasma flow
was determined by PAH clearance. Plasma insulin concentration increased
from 29±5 to 43±12 pmol/l (p<0.05) during the experiment, but there was no
change in either arterialized (4.8±0.6 vs 4.7±0.7 mM/I, p=NS) or renal vein
(4.7±0.7 vs 4.6±0.7 mM/I, p=NS) plasma glucose concentration. Following
insulin infusion endogenous glucose production decreased from 9.9±1.5 to
6.9±1.0 umol/kg.min (p<0.01); RGP decreased from 2.4±0.5 to 1.5±0.2
umol/kg.min (p<0.05); RGU decreased from 2.6±0.5 to 1.4±0.2 umol/kg.min
(p<0.05); and renal gluconeogenesis from glycerol decreased from 0.26±0.04
to 0.16±0.06 umol/kg.min (p<0.05).
These results indicate that renal glucose production and utilization account
for 25% of glucose turnover in postabsorptive humans. Mild physiologic
hyperinsulinemia suppresses renal glucose production and utilization by 40%.
We conclude that the kidney makes a major contribution to systemic glucose
metabolism which is in part regulated by insulin.
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HUMAN KIDNEY SUBSTRATE UTILIZATION AND GLUCONEOGENESIS
C. Meyer, M. Stumvoll, S. Welle, M. Kreider, S. Nair and J. Gerich, University of
Rochester, Rochester, NY, USA
Recent studies indicate that the human kidney may be as important for
gluconeogenesis (GN) as the liver. We therefore investigated renal net balance
(NB), fractional extraction (Fx), uptake, release and incorporation into glucose of
various GN precursors, lactate (N = 17), glutamine (N = 16), glycerol (N = 9) and
alanine (N = 9), in relation to their systemic turnover (ST) and systemic GN (SGN)
10 43 normal postabsorptive subjects using a combination of isotopic (6-3H glucose,
U-14C glutamine, U-14C glycerol, 3-13C lactate and 3-13C alanine) and organ
balance (renal vein catheterization) techniques. Our results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1.	 Glucose Lactate	 Glutamine Glycerol	 Alanine
ST (pmol/kg/min)	 11.4±0.3 11.8±0.4 5.2±0.3	 2.1±0.1	 4.6±0.3
SGN (pmol/kg/min) 	 1.88±0.15 0.46±0.02 0.53±0.09 0.68±0.07
RGN (µmol/kghmn) 2.57±0.19 0.89±0.09 0.33±0.02 0.16±0.02 0.02±0.01
% of SGN	 52.9±8.1 72.2±3.1	 33.6±4.1	 3.3±1.1
% of renal uptake	 61.7±6.0 62.6±6	 54,6±6.9	 10.7±3.5
NB (pmol/min)	 -43±8.0 191±23 39±5	 37±6	 13±10
Fl (%)	 2.2 ± 0,2 27.4±1.9 9.7±0.8 	 53.5 ± 2.7 8.8±1.0
Uptake (pmol/min) 145±11	 256 t 25 55±6	 40±6	 44±9
% of ST	 17.3±1.3 30.413.1 14.7±1.1	 31.7±4.5	 12.7±2.3
Release (µcool/min) 185±12	 65±9	 16±2	 3±1	 31±10
% of ST	 22.3±1.4 8.1±4.1	 4.3±0.6	 2.9±1.1	 10.2±3.4
Our data indicate that lactate is the major renal GN precursor followed by
glutamine and glycerol; renal alanine GN is negligible. The fact that the proportion
of lactate, glutamine and glycerol uptake used for GN was comparable (= 60 %)
suggests that substrate availability is rate limiting for renal GN. The kidney uses
and produces lactate, glutamine and alanine but only uses glycerol. Since renal
uptake accounts for - 30 % of systemic lactate and glycerol disposal, the kidney is a
major organ for utilization of these substrates.
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CONTROL OF GLUCOSE-6 PHOSPHATASE mRNA AND ACTI-
VITY IN SMALL INTESTINE OF FASTED AND DIABETIC RATS.

G. Mithieux, N. Bruni, S. Tarpin and C. Zitoun. Institut National de In
Santo et de la Recherche Medicale (U.449), Lyon, France.

Glucose-6 phosphatase is the last enzyme of gluconeogenesis and
glycogenolysis. In agreement with the concept that only liver and kidney
express glucose-6 phosphatase (Glc6Pase), it has been recently
reported, using a RT-PCR approach, that Glc6Pase mRNA was not
detectable in 9 other tissues. Using the same approach, we demonstrated
the presence of Glc6Pase mRNA in duodenum (DUO) and jejunum
(JEJ) of normal fed rats, whilst Glc6Pase mRNA was not detected in
stomach, ileon, colon, brown adipose tissue, adrenals and bladder.
Glc6Pase mRNA and activity were also evidenced in human small
intestine. We studied the effect of diabetes and fasting on Glc6Pase
mRNA (by Northern blot) and activity (using a highly specific G1c6Pase
assay) in small intestine in rats. The Glc6Pase mRNA abundance was
increased by 8 times and 6 times (p<0.01) in DUO and JEJ in
streptozotocin diabetic rats. It was normalized in both tissues upon
insulin treatment for 10h. Glc6Pase activity was increased by 300 % in
DUO (2.6±0.8 vs 0.83±0.09 U/g wet tissue, mean±S.E.M., n=4,
p<0.05) and JEJ (1.9±0.3 vs 0.63±0.03 U/g, p<0.01) in diabetic rats
as compared to normal rats. The Glc6Pase mRNA abundance was
increased by 8 and 7 times in DUO and JEJ of 48h-fasted rats. It was
normalized in both tissues upon refeeding for 7 hours. Glc6Pase activity
was significantly increased in fasted rats (2.5±0.6 and 1.3±0.2 U/g in
DUO and JEJ, means±S.E.M., n=5, p<0.05 vs normal fed rats). In
addition, Glc6Pase mRNA and activity were also expressed in ileon
during fasting (1.3±0.4 U/g). These data show that small intestine
might possess the capacity to produce endogenous glucose in portal
blood. This should have important implications in various metabolic
situations.
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ASPECTS OF SYNDROME X DEVELOPING IN RATS WITH GENETICALLY
ENGINEERED HEPATIC INSULIN RESISTANCE.
M. Baldwin, A. Thorburn, D. Myers, G.Rosella, J Zajac and J.Proietto.
University of Melbourne Department of Medicine, Royal Melbourne Hospital,
Parkville Australia 3050
Central obesity, glucose intolerance, hyperlipidaemia and hypertension form a
cluster of disorders (Syndrome X) affecting a large number of individuals. It has
been hypothesised that these various abnormalities are all caused by insulin
resistance, but definitive proof is lacking. One approach to investigate this
hypothesis is to study the development of Syndrome X in animals in which insulin
resistance has been produced by genetic engineering. We have made transgenic rats
overexpressing an insulin unresponsive PEPCK gene, the rate-limiting enzyme in
gluconeogenesis, and shown that they are hyperinsulinaemic (1). The aim of this
study is to investigate which aspects of Syndrome X develop in these animals and
how a cafeteria (high fat) diet interacts with this genetic defect. Male and female
transgenic and control rats aged 26 weeks were studied. Rats were fed either a
standard rat chow, or rat chow plus a selection of palatable foods such as potato
chips, biscuits and chocolate. Total percent fat measured using DEXA scanning was
higher in chow fed (12.0 ± 0.9 vs 17.1 ± 0.9 % p < 0.05) and cafeteria fed (34.1 ±
1.4 vs 42.6 ± 1.6% p < 0.05 ) female transgenic rats while in male transgenic
animals % body fat was not different in chow fed rats (15.2 ± 0.5 vs 14.4 ± 1.4 % but
was higher in cafeteria fed transgenic rats (24.5 ± 1.9 vs 35.3 ± 2.7 % p <0.05).  At
this age, transgenic rats were not hyperglycaemic but had fasting hyperinsulinaemia
(7.6 ± 0.7 vs 11.6 ± 1.4 mU/L p = 0.017 n = 10). Chow fed transgenic rats had
elevated triglyceride (0.6 ± 0.06 vs 1.0 ± 0.1 mmol/1 p = 0.014) and cholesterol (2.9
± 0.1 vs 3.7 ± 0.2 p = 0.006 n = 11) levels. Cafeteria feeding increased insulin and
triglycerides but not cholesterol levels in both control and transgenic animals. Blood
pressure was not different in chow or cafeteria fed rats. It is concluded that rats with
genetically engineered insulin resistance develop several aspects of Syndrome X,
strongly supporting the hypothesis that insulin resistance is the initiating defect in
this cluster of disorders.

1. Rosella et al Molecular Endocrinology 9:1396-1404 1995
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE BETACELLULIN RECEPTOR IN
PANCREATIC AR42J-B20 CELLS
N.Ishiyama, M.Kanzaki*, M.Furukawa*, J.Miyagawa**,
T.Hanafusa**, M. Seno#, H.Yamada#, I.Kobayashi and I.
Kojima*. Dept of Lab Med, *Inst for Mol & Cell Regl, Gunma
University,**2nd Dept of Med, Osaka University, # Dept of
Biosci & Biotech, Okayama University, Japan.

Betacellulin (BTC) is a member of the EGF family and is shown
to exert its mitogenic action via the EGF receptor (Erb-B1). In
pancreatic acinar AR42J cells, BTC induces differentiation and
converts them into insulin-secreting cells. The effect of BTC is
not reproduced by the same concentration of either EGF or

TGF-a, suggesting that BTC acts on its own receptor. The
present study was conducted to identify the receptor system
through which BTC induces differentiation in AR42J-B20 cells.
In these cells, two classes of binding sites for 125 1-recombinant
human BTC with the Kd values of 4.6x10 -11 and 2.9x10-10 M
were observed. When affinity crosslinking was done by using
125 1-BTC and disuccinimidyl suberate, followed by immuno-
precipitation using antibodies against Erb-B1,2,3, and 4, only
Erb-B1 was crosslinked with 125 1-BTC. BTC induced tyrosine
phosphorylation of the Erb-B1, B2 and B4 whereas EGF
induced tyrosine phosphorylation of the Erb-B1 and 62 but not
B4. In the presence of activin A, nearly 100 % of AR42J-B20
cells converted to insulin-producing cells by 100 pM BTC. In
contrast, only about 20% of the cells became insulin-positive by
much higher concentrations of EGF. The results suggest that
the differentiation-inducing activity of BTC is exerted via both
Erb-B1 and other type of receptor possibly Erb-B4.
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MECHANISM BY WHICH INSULIN INHIBITS NET HEPATIC
GLYCOGENOLYSIS IN MAN K. Falk Petersen , D. Laurent, D. L. Rothman,
G. W. Cline and G. I. Shulman, Department of Internal Medicine, Yale University
School of Medicine, New Haven, CT

13C NMR spectroscopy was used to assess rates of hepatic glycogen synthesis and
glycogenolysis under different plasma concentrations of glucose and insulin. Subjects
were infused for 6 bra with insulin (4mU/m 2-min or 40mU/m2-min), somatostatin
(0.1 tg/kg-min) to inhibit endogenous insulin and glucagon release, and 1 - 13C glucose
(20% 13C enriched) to establish one of three conditions: A) Hyperglycemia (10mM)-
basal insulin (30pM), n=6; B) Euglycemia (5mM)-hyperinsulinemia (480pM), n=5; C)
Hyperglycemia (lOmM)-hyperinsulinemia (480pM), n=8. In a fourth group (D) rates of
hepatic glycogenolysis and glycogen turnover were monitored during an overnight fast
under basal conditions of glucose (5mM) and insulin (30pM), n=5. Hyperglycemia per
se(A) caused a 92% inhibition of net hepatic glycogenolysis compared to basal
conditions (D) (from basal 0.25±0.09 to 0.02±0.03mmol/liter liver-min, p<0.05)
mainly through inhibition of glycogen phosphorylase flux. In contrast,
hyperinsulinemia per se (B) caused a 100% inhibition in net hepatic glycogenolysis
exclusively through activation of glycogen synthesis (0 to 0.43±0.05mmol/liter liver-
min, p<0.05). Hyperinsulinemia per se had no inhibitory effect on phosphorylase
(basal 0.25±0.09 vs. 0.27±0.06mmol/liter liver-min) resulting in extensive glycogen
cycling. The glycogenolytic rate (0.27±0.06 mmollliter liver-min) was -55% of the
glycogen synthetic rate (0.43±0.05mmol/li.ter liver-min, p<0.05) and rates of net
hepatic glycogen synthesis were relatively low [0.16±0.Olmmol/liter liver-min].
Combined hyperglycemic-hyperinsulinemia (C) resulted in relatively high rates of net
hepatic glycogen synthesis (0.36±0.03mmollliter liver-min) through stimulation of
glycogen synthesis (0.40±0.04mmollliter liver-min) and inhibition of glycogenolysis
(0.04±0.02mmol/1 liver-min).  Conclusions: 1) Insulin and glucose work through
different mechanisms to promote hepatic glycogen synthesis, 2) Both substrate and
hormonal signals are simultaneously required to cause significant rates of net hepatic
glycogen synthesis, 3) Promotion of hepatic glycogen cycling may represent the
principal mechanism by which insulin suppresses net hepatic glycogenolysis and
glucose production in man.
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DISTURBED DIFFERENTIATION, MIGRATION AND PROLIFERATION
OF PANCREATIC B- CELLS IN MICE LACKING EGF RECEPTORS
P.J. Miettinen, J. Ustinov, T. Koivisto, S. Rasilainen, M. Huotari, E.
Lehtonen and T. Otonkoski, Transplantation Laboratory, Department of
Pathology and Children's Hospital, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland.
All pancreatic epithelial cell types, including acini and islets, are believed
to differentiate from common ductal precursors. Little is known about the
regulators of these processes. Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGF-R)
is expressed throughout the developing pancreas and its ligands,
particularly transforming growth factor-alpha, are also abundantly present.
We have now analyzed the pancreatic phenotype of EGF-R deficient mice
(E-), which generally die within the first postnatal week from epithelial
immaturity. The knock-out mice were identified from their open-eye
phenotype and their normal littermates were used as controls. The E-
pancreata were smaller but otherwise appeared normal. Although the DNA
content of E- pancreata was 33% lower, the insulin/DNA ratio was 34%
higher than in controls. Based on BrdU labelling, proliferation of neonatal
f3-cells was only half of that in controls (2.6±0.4 vs. 5.8±0.9 %, p<0.01)
and the difference persisted even at the age of 7-10 days. A similar
proliferation defect was present also in the exocrine pancreas. The most
striking feature of the islets in the E- pancreata was that instead of forming
circular clusters, the islet cells were mainly located in streak-like structures
directly associated with pancreatic ducts (direct duct-association 63±8 %
in E- vs. 36±9 % in contr, p<0.05). All endocrine islet cells were detected
in 6-day cultured explants of E12 embryonal pancreata. However, in E- the
most common cell was the glucagon cell (39 % of all endocrine cells) and
the proportion of insulin cells was lower than in controls (27±6 vs. 48±8 %,
p=0.05). PP cells were nearly as abundant as insulin cells in E- (24 % vs.
14 % in controls) and somatostatin cells were equally frequent (8 vs. 10
%). Our findings suggest that the absence of EGF-R mediated signalling
leads to a generalized proliferation defect of gastrointestinal epithelia, a
moderate delay in B-cell development, and possibly to disturbed migration
of the developing islet cells as they differentiate from their precursors. As a
whole the pancreatic islet phenotype is relatively mild, possibly due to an
important contribution of signalling through the other three EGF-R (erb-B)
tyrosine kinases.
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IMPAIRED B CELL DEVELOPMENT IN THE FETAL GK RAT:
IMPACT OF DIABETIC INHERITANCE
P. Serradas, M.-N. Gangnerau, M.-H. Giroix and B. Portha - Lab.
Physiopath. of Nutrition, CNRS URA 307, University Paris 7, Paris, France.

We have previously reported that the lack of insulin secretory response to
glucose is a very early defect in the GK rat since it is detectable in vivo as
early as fetal age. GK fetuses had an increased plasma glucose
concentration, a decreased plasma insulin level and a reduced pancreatic 13-
cell mass. The aim of the current study was an attempt to discriminate
between gestational effects (such as maternal hyperglycemia) and genetic
factors on this defect. For this purpose two crosses were performed:
normoglycemic Wistar (W) female with GK male (W/GK) and hyperglycemic
GK female with W male (GK/W). Fetuses were named respectively f-W/GK
and f-GK/W and they were compared to fetuses issued from W mother and
father (f-W/W) and GK mother and father (f-GK/GK). In hybrids f-W/GK
plasma glucose and plasma insulin levels were almost normal and their
pancreatic 13-cell mass was slighty reduced. Hybrids f-GK/W exhibited
higher plasma glucose levels than f-W/W but plasma insulin levels and
pancreatic 13-cell mass were normal. In vivo 13-cell reactivity to glucose was
studied in the fetuses using an hyperglycemic clamp protocol applied to the
mothers during 60min. This techique allowed to obtain a steady-state
hyperglycemia in the corresponding fetuses. Under these conditions after
5min hyperglycemia f-W/W increased their plasma insulin level which
remained high at 60min compared to basal level before hyperglycemia. By
contrast, plasma insulin in the GK fetuses remained at the basal level
despite hyperglycemia similar to that in f-W/W. Hybrids f-W/GK and f-
GKIW increased their plasma insulin levels in response to hyperglycemia in
vivo. The incremental insulin response to glucose over the 60min
experiments period were normal (18.4±3.7, 17.2±2.3 and 22.1±3.4ng/ml in
f-W/GK, f-GK/W and f-W/W respectively). In summary, our data suggest
that hyperglycemia in utero does not influence the severity of the decrease of
the 13 cell mass, neither the lack of the insulin secretory response to glucose.
Moreover, they indicate that conjunction of both maternal and paternal
genes are necessary in order these defects to appear in the GK model.
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IAPP (AMYLIN) NULL MUTANT MICE; PLASMA LEVELS OF
INSULIN AND GLUCOSE, BODY WEIGHT AND PAIN RESPONSES

S Gebre-Medhinl, H Mulder2 , M Peknyl, Y-Z Zhang2 , J Tbrne11 3 , P
Westermark4 , F Sundler2 , B Ahrens and C Betsholtzl, Medical Bio-
chemistry) and Physiology3 , Goteborg; Physiology & Neuroendocrine
Science2 , Lund; Pathology4 , Linkoping and Medicines, Malmo, Sweden.

Islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP), also termed amylin, is stored and
released together with insulin in response to nutrient stimuli. IAPP-
expression is also found in the sensory nervous system. Several biological
effects have been reported for IAPP such as inhibititon of insulin release
and action, food intake and gastric emptying. To assess the physiological
role for IAPP, we have investigated the consequences of a targeted
disruption of the IAPP-gene. Until 7 months of age, mice lacking IAPP
(IAPP-null) had normal basal levels of glucose. However, in IVGTT tests
(Ig/kg), the glucose elimination rate was found to be increased in IAPP-
null animals. Thus, at 30 minutes after glucose administration, plasma
glucose levels were 10.9±0.4 mmol/1 (n=60) in IAPP-null animals versus
12.3±0.4 mmol/l (n=65) in controls (p<0.001), the difference being
more pronounced in males. LAPP-null males also presented a
simultaneous increase in plasma insulin response to glucose (at 1 minute:
4.2±0.6 nmol/l in IAPP-null animals, n=6 versus 1.9±0.3 mnol/l in
controls, n=6, p<0.01). Moreover, IAPP-null males developed a 29%
increase in body weight by the age of 18 weeks (44.2±1.7g, n=16 versus
34.2±0.7g in controls, n=25, p<0.001). We also report that IAPP-null
mice (n=12) reacted less to pain stimuli than controls (n=10) showing a
24% reduced licking duration (p=0.025) in the late phase of the paw
formalin test. The IAPP-null phenotype described, relate to two major
expression sites for IAPP; the pancreatic (3-cells and dorsal root ganglion
neurons, and suggests a dual role for IAPP as a regulator of glucose
metabolism and insulin release and as a novel sensory neuropeptide.
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REDUCED ISLET AMYLOID POLYPEPTIDE RELEASE IS A
CHARACTERISTIC OF IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE AND NIDDM.
S.E. Kahn, C.B. Verchere, S. Andrikopoulos, P.J. Asberry, D.L. Leonetti, E.J. Boyko,
R.S. Schwartz, M.A. Austin, W.Y. Fujimoto, University of Washington, Seattle WA,
U.S.A.

Islet amyloid is a characteristic feature of NIDDM. Its major component is the
normal B-cell secretory peptide islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP) or amylin which is
normally coreleased with insulin in a molar ratio of approximately 1:100 or 1%. To
determine whether increased release of IAPP may explain the propensity for amyloid
deposition in NIDDM, we measured plasma IAPP-like immunoreactivity (IAPP-LI)
and immunoreactive insulin (IRI) release in response to an oral glucose load in 78
Japanese-American subjects with normal glucose tolerance (N: n=43), impaired
glucose tolerance (I: n=10) and NIDDM (D: n=25) as defined by WHO criteria, who
were matched for age (mean±se: 56.0±1.4 y) and body adiposity (BMI: 25.6±0.5
kg/m 2). The incremental increase in IAPP-LI, IRI and glucose (G) at 30 minutes
following oral glucose ingestion was used to calculate AIAPP-LI/AG and DIRI/4G as
measures of B-cell function. As expected, plasma glucose concentrations at both
fasting (N: 5.1±0.5,1: 5.5±0.1, D: 6.1±0.3 mM, p<0.0001) and 2 hours (N: 6.7±0.1,1:
9.3±0.3, D: 13.2±0.5 mM, p<0.0001) were elevated in individuals with IGT and
NIDDM. In response to glucose ingestion, plasma IAPP-LI and IRI increased in all
subjects but these increments were lower in individuals with reduced glucose
tolerance as reflected in the AIAPP-LI/AG (N: 2.8±0.2, I: 2.0±0.3, D: 1.2±0.2 pM,
p<0.001) and AIRI/AG (N: 118±10, I: 90±29, D: 49±6 pM, p<0.0001). Moreover,
these reductions in the 30 minute incremental IAPP-LI and IRI responses were
proportionate such that the molar ratio of IAPP-LI to IRI was not different among the
three groups (N: 2.5±0.2, I: 2.6±0.4, D: 2.7±0.4 %, p NS). We conclude that the
reduced B-cell function of impaired glucose tolerance and NIDDM includes
proportionate reductions in both IRI and IAPP-LI release. Thus, it is unlikely that the
development of islet amyloid in NIDDM is the result of increased release of IAPP-LI.
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PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF PANCREATIC B-CELLS TO FREE FATTY
ACIDS IN VIVO INCREASES GLUCOSE-INDUCED INSULIN SECRETION
AND B-CELL MASS IN RATS
C. Magnan*, M.F. Berthault*, M.C. Laury*, J. Leveteau**, L.
Penicaudi, A. Ktorza* and °F. Assimacopoulos-Jeannet, *Universite
Paris 7, **Universite Paris 6, Paris, lUniversite Paul Sabatier,
Toulouse, France, °Centre Medical Universitaire, Geneve, Suisse
Free fatty acids (FFA) exert divergent short and long term effects on
insulin secretion. To investigate the mechanisms of long term effects of
FFA on glucose-induced insulin secretion, intralipid and heparin
(hyperlipidemic rats, HL rats) or saline (control rats, C rats) was
infused to normal rats for 48h. At the end of infusion, intra gastric
glucose tolerance test (500 mg/kg) was performed. Insulin secretion
calculated as the insulinogenic index (4I/AG), was dramatically
increased in HL rats compared to C rats (C rats: 2.17±0.4; HL rats:
14±2, P<0.001). B-cell responsiveness to glucose was related at least in
part to an increase in the B-cell mass which was -1.5 fold higher in HL
rats than in C rats, as measured by an histomorphometric method (C
rats: 4.6±0.4, HL rats: 7.1±1.3 mg, P<0.05). These data contrast with
the rather deleterious effect of FFA on B-cell function in vitro and may
therefore reflect the role of extrapancreatic factors, especially nervous
factors controlling insulin secretion. To test this hypothesis we recorded
parasympathetic and sympathetic firing rate at the end of infusion at
the level of the thoracic branch of the vagus nerve and the superior
cervical ganglion, respectively. We found a decrease in both
parasympathetic (C: 2.20±0.3; HL: 0.60±0.07 spikes/s, P<0.001) and
sympathetic nervous activity (C: 2.80±0.30; HL: 0.24±0.03 spikes/s,
P<0.001) in HL compared to control rats. This decrease was more
marked in sympathetic nerve. In conclusion, prolonged exposure of
pancreatic B-cell to high FFA levels in vivo results in an increase in
both B-cell mass and insulin response to glucose, which can be related
in part to alterations of autonomic nervous system activity, especially a
sharp decrease in the sympathetic one.



CCAAT/ENHANCER-BINDING PROTEIN BETA (C/EBP(3) IS INDUCED BY
HYPERGLYCEMIA AND INHIBITS TRANSCRIPTION OF THE RAT INSULIN
I GENE THROUGH INTERACTION WITH E2A TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS
J. Seufert, M. Lu and J. F. Habener. Massachusetts General Hospital, Howard
Hughes Medical Institute, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA

A reduction of insulin gene transcription by sustained high glucose levels is due in
part to a loss of the stimulating transcription factors IDX-1 and RIPE3b 1 as has been
shown in the (3-cell lines HIT-T15 (1), (3-TC6, INS-I and in the rodent diabetes
model of partial pancreatectomy (2). We recently reported the inhibitory actions of
the stress induced transcription factor C/EBP(3 on insulin gene transcription (3). Here
we examine the regulation of C/EBP(3 in response to sustained high glucose levels in
(3-cell lines as well as during the time course of development of diabetes in the
Zucker diabetic fatty (ZDF) (fa/fa) rat. C/EBP(3 expression was asessed by Western
blotting in HIT-T15 and INS-1 cells , exposed to high glucose levels (11.1, 25mM)
for 25 weeks (long term) or 96 hours (short term). Expression in pancreatic tissue
sections of ZDF rats (fa/fa) at the age of 6 and 12 weeks, Lean Littermates (fa/+)
(ZLC) or Wistar Rats (WR) were examined by fluorescence immunocytochemistry
and image quantitation. Interaction of C/EBP(3 with E47 on the rat insulin I promoter
was examined by Electrophoretic Mobility Shift, GST-pulldown, and
immunoprecipitation assays. In (3-cells exposed to high glucose for long term,
C/EBP(3 expression is irreversibly upregulated whereas a reversible upregulation is
observed during short term exposure. A similar upregulation of C/EBP(3 concomitant
with the loss of insulin expression is seen in ZDF rats during the development of
diabetes at 6 and 12 weeks of age, as opposed to ZLC and WR controls. GST-pull
down and immunoprecipitation from INS-1 cells with GST-C/EBP(3 and antibody to
E47 provide evidence for a direct interaction of these two factors. Our in-vitro and
in-vivo findings suggest that C/EBP(3 may contribute to the glucotoxic reduction of
insulin gene transcription via inhibitory interactions with the E47 transcription factor
on the Far- and Nir-elements of the rat insulin I gene promoter. (1) Sharma A, et al.
(1995) Mol Endo 9: 1127-1134; (2) Zangen DH, et al. (1996) Diabetes: in press; (3)
Lu M, Habener IF (1996) Proc Internat Congress Endocrinol: OR19-6
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THE GLP-1 RECEPTOR ANTAGONIST, GLP-1 (9-36AMIDE), IS A
PRIMARY PRODUCT OF THE INTESTINAL L-CELL.
JJ Holst, L Hansen and CF Deacon. Department of Medical Physiology,
the Panum Institute, University of Copenhagen, Denmark.
The initial metabolism of exogenous GLP -1 consists of deletion of its 2
N-terminal amino acid residues catalyzed by the enzyme dipeptidyl
peptidase IV (DPP IV). The product GLP-1 (9-36amide) acts as a GLP-
1 receptor antagonist with sufficient potency to influence GLP-1 activi-
ty and occurs in equal or higher concentrations than GLP-1 in the
circulation. We studied the molecular nature of newly released GLP-1
using isolated perfused porcine ileum (n = 7), stimulated by either
intraluminal glucose or intraarterial bombesin infusion, both robust
stimuli for GLP-1 secretion. The stimuli were repeated in the presence
of specific DPP -IV inhibitors (diprotin A or pyrrolidide derivatives)
infused a) intravascularly and b) intraluminally. GLP-1 was analysed
by differential radioimmunoassay techniques, capable of measuring
intact or intact plus degraded GLP-1 and by analytical HPLC. Newly
released GLP-1 consisted of 54 ± 10 % intact GLP-1 and 44 ± 9 %
GLP-1 9-36 amide (no other metabolites identified). Addition of DPP-
IV inhibitors , regardless of route, completly prevented cleavage of
GLP- 1. All stored GLP-1 (extracted from ileum before and after
experiments) was intact. Measurable degradation neither occurred in
perfusion medium sampled from the arterial nor the venous line. We
conclude that large amounts of GLP-1 9-36 are formed at the stage of
L-cell exocytosis. Being a primary secretory product, specific actions of
GLP-1 (9-36amide) should now be sought.
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EFFECT OF RECENT, ANTECEDENT HYPOGLYCAEMIA AND
RESPONSE OF CORTISOL PER SE', ON RESPONSES TO
SUBSEQUENT HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN HUMANS.
S.Pampanelli, C.Lalli, P.Del Sindaco, M.Lepore, M.Ciofetta, C.Fanelli,
P.Bmnetti and Geremia B.Bolli. University of Perugia, Perugia, Italy.
Cortisol response to antecedent hypoglycaemia (hypo) mediates some of the
suppressive effects of hypo on responses to subsequent hypo, but the relative
roles of antecedent response of cortisol "per se" and hypo are not known. To
establish the effect antecedent response of cortisol independent of hypo, 5
normal volunteers were studied on 4 occasions at 1 month intervals (Studies
1-4) with the hyperinsulniaemic-hypo clamp (plasma glucose, PG, decreased
stepwise from 5.0 to 2.2 mmol/1). On the day prior to study, either
euglycaemia was maintained (S1); or 2 episodes of insulin-induced hypo (PG
2.7 mmolIl, 13.00-15.00 and 21.00-23.00 h) (S2); or S2 + blockade of
cortisol response (oral metyrapone, S3), or S3 + cortisol replacement to
mimic cortisol response of S2 (S4) were performed. As compared to S2, lack
of response of cortisol to antecedent hypo in S3 resulted in greater adrenaline
(4.51±0.64 vs 3.1±0.45 nmol/1) and glucagon (150±18 vs 118±15 pg/ml)
(p<0.05), but not growth hormone and cortisol responses, although all
responses remained more suppressed than in Si (p<0.05). In S3, autonomic
(but not neuroglycopenic) symptom score was greater than in S2 (10.5±2.5 vs
6.4±1.9, p<0.05) and no longer different from 51 (p=NS). However,
deterioration of cognitive function (CF) was not affected in S3 vs S2, and was
consistently less evident than in Si (p<0.05). In S4 responses were no
different from those of S2 (p=NS). Conclusions: responses of cortisol to
antecedent hypo largely mediate suppression of adrenaline and glucagon and
autonomic symptoms. In contrast, responses of growth hormone and cortisol
and neuroglycopenic symptoms, and deterioration of CF are mediated by
antecedent hypo "per se" independent of cortisol responses.
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SYMPTOMS, COUNTER-REGULATORY HORMONE RESPONSES AND
COGNITIVE FUNCTION DURING HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN NIDDM

D. Hopkins', A. Korzon-Burakowska', J. Lomas', A. Pemef, M. Evans', K.
Matyka', I. Macdonaldb and S. Amiel'. 'King's College School of Medicine &
Dentistry, London, bQueens University Medical School, Nottingham, UK.

To determine the effects of glycaemic control on responses to hypoglycaemia in
NIDDM, we have measured hormones, symptoms and cognitive function during
stepped hypoglycaemia (nadir 2.4 mmol 1"5 in 7 poorly controlled patients (mean
HbA,c 11.3 ± 0.5 %) before and after improving control with insulin treatment, and
in 7 non-diabetic control subjects. In poorly controlled NIDDM, counter-regulatory
hormone responses were brisker than in health (AUC for adrenaline 690 ± 107 vs.
391 ± 57 nmol(180 min)F', p= 0.027), and started at higher plasma glucose (PG)
levels (adrenaline 4.4 ± 0.2 vs. 3.7 ± 0.2 mmol l" 1 , p= 0.023; growth hormone 4.2 ±
0.2 vs. 3.4 ± 0.1 mmol 1"', p= 0.018). Following insulin treatment, significantly
improved glycaemic control (mean HbA,c 8.1 ± 0.4 %, p <0.001) was achieved
without severe hypoglycaemia. Hormonal responses were significantly reduced
(AUC adrenaline 306 ± 93 vs. 690 ± 107 nmol(180 min)I " t , p= 0.036; AUC cortisol
50822 ± 10050 vs. 85211 ± 7646 nmol(180 min)l - ', p= 0.010) and started at much
lower PG (adrenaline 3.5 ± 0.3 vs. 4.4 ± 0.2 mmol I "', p= 0.005; growth hormone
3.2± 0.2 vs. 4.2 ± 0.2 mmol l"', p <0.001; cortisol 3.7 ± 0.2 vs. 2.9±0.1 mmol F',
p= 0.004). PG at which hypoglycaemic symptoms developed fell from 3.6 ± 0.2 to
3.0 ± 0.2 mmol 1"' (p= 0.019). In contrast, PG at which cognitive impairment
occurred did not change significantly (3.1 ± 0.1 vs. 2.8 ± 0.1 mmol F', p= 0.125).
We conclude that:(1) counter-regulatory responses but not cognitive impairment
begin at normoglycaemia in poorly controlled NIDDM; (2) glucose thresholds for
responses to hypoglycaemia are determined by recent antecedent glycaemic
experience; (3) intensified therapy lowers PG threshold for hypoglycaemic
symptoms to levels associated with cognitive impairment; (4) severe hypoglycaemia
is not an inevitable association with this change but patients are likely to be at
increased risk of asymptomatic hypoglycaemia.
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Hyperglucagonemia Accelerates Protein Catabolism in Type 1 Diabetes
Mellitus. Charlton MR and Nair KS. Mayo Clinic and Foundation and the
University of Vermont. USA

Background: Hyperglucagonemia in the presence of insulin deficiency
increases leucine oxidation in nondiabetic subjects. Patients with type I diabetes
have both high glucagon levels and increased rates of leucine oxidation.
Hypothesis: We hypothesized that increased glucagon levels contribute to the
increased leucine oxidation seen during insulin deficiency. Methods: To test this
hypothesis we used a primed continuous infusion of L[1-13C] leucine to measure
leucine oxidation in 6 insulin deprived, C-peptide negative type I diabetic patients
during a) insulin deprivation and suppressed endogenous glucagon levels (INS
DEP + SRIH) and b) insulin deprivation and suppressed endogenous glucagon
levels with high level of glucagon replacement (INS DEP + SRIH + GGON).
Paired 1-tests were used to compare hormone levels and leucine kinetics between
nrotocol.c. Results:

INS DEP + SRIH INS DEP + SRIH + GGON
baseline	 plateau baseline	 plateau

insulin <35 <35 <35 <35
glucagon 105+1-14 84 +/- 12* 110 +/-11 225 +/- 38t
less oxidation 40+/-2.5 32 +/- 2.7* 36 +/- 1.6 48+/- 3.0 t

all results expressed +/- SEM, *denotes lower (p<0.02) vs. baseline, tdenotes
higher (p<0.009) than either baseline or INS DEP + SRIH plateau.
Leucine oxidation was significantly higher during the plateau period of the INS
DEP + SRIH + GGON (when glucagon levels were high) studies than either
baseline period or the plateau period of the INS DEP + SRJIH studies (when
glucagon levels were lower). The mean values of other hormones (GH, cortisol,
IGF-1, epi- and norepinephrine) did not differ between studies. Leucine oxidation
was seen, by multiple regression analysis, to correlate with glucagon levels
(R2=0.85). Condusions: While insulin deficiency increases protein breakdown,
hyperglucagonemia is primarily responsible for increased leucine oxidation. The
protein catabolic state in insulin-deprived type I diabetic patients is contributed to
not only by insulin deficiency but also by elevated glucagon levels.
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EFFECTS OF HYPER- AND HYPOOSMOLALITY ON WHOLE BODY
PROTEIN METABOLISM IN MAN
K. Berneis, S.Vosmeer, S.Sansano, R.Ninnis and U. Keller
Departments of Research and Internal Medicine, University Hospital
Basel, Switzerland
Diabetic subjects frequently experience changes of extracellular
osmolality. Cell volume alterations due to alterations of osmolality
have recently been recognized to represent a new principle of
metabolic control. To investigate the effects of acute hyper- and
hypoosmolality on whole body protein metabolism, leucine kinetics
were determined in 10 postabsorptive healthy male subjects 3 times in
randomized order: hyperosmolality was induced by fluid restriction
and additional NaCI 2-5% iv (w/v); hypoosomolality by i.v.
administration of a synthetic analog of vasopressin (Minirin®), liberal
water drinking and infusion of NaCl (0.4%); the control study consisted
of water ad libitum. Whole body protein kinetics measured using the 1-
13C-leucine infusion technique, demonstrated that leucine flux-a
parameter of protein breakdown-decreased under hypoosmolal
conditions compared to controls (from 1.91±0.05 to 1.78± 0.06
pmol/kg/min, p<0.02). Leucine oxidation-a parameter of irreversible
catabolism-decreased in the hypoosmolality group (from 0.34±0.01 to
0.27±0.01µmol/kg/min, -19±6% p<0.005 vs controls) and remained
unchanged in the hyperosmolality group (+4±8%) and in controls
(+9±7%). Plasma concentrations of insulin and glucose were lower,
and plasma glycerol and ketone bodies higher under hypoosmolal
conditions than in controls (p<0.05 or less). Indirect calorimetry
demonstrated that utilization of fat as percentage of nonprotein energy
expenditure was increased (54±9% vs. 34±5%) and that of protein
and glucose decreased during hypoosmolality (p<0.05 or less vs
controls). During hyperinsulinaemic euglycemic clamping glucose
metabolic clearance rate was decreased during hypoosmolal
conditions (4.39±0.35 vs 3.26±0.17 ml/kg/min p<0.05 vs controls). It is
concluded that acute hypoosmolality exerts a protein sparing effect
with increased utilization of fat and decreased insulin sensitivity of
peripheral glucose metabolism; these alterations resemble those
observed during prolonged starvation.
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LEPTIN TREATMENT DOES NOT PREVENT THE DEVELOPMENT
OF OBESITY IN BROWN FAT DEFICIENT TRANSGENIC MICE
A. Hamann, B. Busing, C. Kausch, H. Greten and S. Matthaei.
Department of Medicine, University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany.
Transgenic mice (TG) in which the uncoupling protein promoter
drives expression of diphtheria toxin A-chain in brown adipose tissue
(BAT) have primary BAT deficieny and subsequently develop severe
obesity, insulin resistance and late-onset hyperphagia. The aim of the
present study was to investigate whether leptin treatment of BAT
deficient mice could prevent the development of the obese pheno-
type. Starting at the age of 6 weeks, when body weight, food intake,
plasma leptin, insulin and blood glucose of TG and controls were not
significantly different, leptin (5 pg/g) or saline were injected i. p. once
daily. During the following 6 weeks, leptin-treated controls lost 0.5 g
of weight, while saline-treated controls gained 2.9 g. Saline-treated
TG gained 13.5 g and leptin-treated TG gained 13.4 g body weight.
Body lipid was 2.36 g compared to 0.65 g in leptin-treated controls
(p<0.01), and markedly elevated in both TG groups after saline (11.3
g) or leptin treatment (10.7 g). This was accompanied by a 46%
decrease in plasma leptin in leptin-treated controls, while both groups
of TG revealed a -9 fold increase in plasma leptin. In leptin-treated
controls, total food intake was reduced by 10.6 % (p<0.05) while
significant hyperphagia was observed in TG both under saline
(+27.3%) and leptin treatment (+29.6%). Compared to controls,
glucose, insulin, triglycerides and cholesterol levels were significantly
elevated both in saline and leptin treated TG, but as for the data
mentioned above, none of the measured parameters were
significantly different between TG treated with either saline or leptin.
In conclusion, chronic leptin administration cannot prevent the
development of marked obesity, hyperphagia and abnormal glucose
and lipid metabolism in BAT deficient mice. These data suggest that
intact BAT function is of critical importance for leptin's role in the
regulation of energy homeostasis. (Supported by DFG Ha 2093/2-1).
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ACUTE HYPERGLYCEMIA WITHOUT HYPERINSULINEMIA
CAUSES SYMPATHOEXCITATION AND VASODILATION.
RP Hoffman, CA Sinkey, M Hausberg, EA Anderson. University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa, USA.
Chronic hyperglycemia plays a role in the development of autonomic
neuropathy and macrovascular disease in diabetes. To learn more about
the acute effects of hyperglycemia we measured muscle sympathetic nerve
activity (MSNA, microneurography), forearm vascular resistance (FVR,
air plethysmography) in 7 normal humans (age: 28±1 yrs; mean±se)
before and during 60 min hyperglycemic clamp (12.5 ± 0.6 mmol LU').

Octreotide (250 ug/hr), insulin (4 mU m Z min'), and 20% dextrose
infusions to maintain euglycemia (5.4 + 0.2 mmol L - ') and fasting plasma
insulin levels (67±29 pmol L - ') were started at least 90 min before the
clamp. Subsequent studies with equal volume infusions of 20% mannitol
and 0.2% saline to control for the effects of hyperosmolarity and volume
of dextrose infusion were performed in each subject. Mean arterial and
central venous pressures did not vary during any of the sessions. Results
for MSNA (bursts/min) and FVR (units) are shown in the table below.

Hyperglycemia	 Mannitol	 0.2% Saline
MSNA FVR MSNA FVR MSNA FVR

Baseline 15+2	 66+6	 19±3 49+10	 18+2	 42+7
60 min	 25+3* 45+7* 22+1 35+8*	 22+3	 43+_8

*p<0.01 versus baseline
These results indicate that acute hyperglycemia causes sympathoexcitation
and peripheral vasodilation even without changes in plasma insulin
concentration. The increase in MSNA appears to be independent of both
osmolar and volume effect but the vascular action may be partially
mediated by increased osmolarity.
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INSULIN AND GLUCOSAMINE INCREASE O-LINKED GLYCOSYLATION
OF SKELETAL MUSCLE PROTEINS IN VIVO
Hannele Yki-Jarvinen`, Antti Virkamaki", Marc C. Daniels, Don McClain-,
and W. Kirby Gottschalk-. `University of Texas, San Antonio, Texas, USA
Minerva Foundation Institute for Medical Research, Helsinki, Finland,
University of Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, Mississippi, USA, and
Glaxo Wellcome Research and Development, North Carolina, USA

0-linked N-acetylglucosamine (O-GIcNAc) is an abundant post-translational
modification of serine/threonine residues of nuclear and cytoplasmic proteins.
We determined whether insulin, or coinfusion of glucosamine (GIcN) with
insulin alters O-linked glycosylation. Three groups of conscious fasted rats
received 6-hour infusions of either saline (BAS), insulin (18 mU/kg•min) and
saline (INS) or insulin and GIcN (30 Nmol/kg•min, GLCN) during maintenance
of normoglycemia. Insulin increased whole body glucose uptake from 49±5 to
239±8 Nmol/kg•min, p<0.001), glycogen in abdominis muscle from 138±11 to
370±26 mmol/kg dry, p<0.001), the amount of cytosolic N- and O-linked
glycosylation by 56 % from 362±30 to 564±45 dpm/pg protein•100 min
(p<0.02), and O-linked glycosylation from 221±16 to 339±27 dpm/Ng•100 min
(p<0.02). Glycogen content was positively correlated with the amount of total
(r=0.90, p<0.005) and O-linked glycosylation in the insulin infused animals.
Coinfusion of GIcN with insulin increased muscle UDP-GIcNAc 3-4-fold
(196±43 nmol/g) compared to insulin (56±10, p<0.05) or saline (66±11,
p<0.05) infused animals. GIcN also decreased glucose uptake over 6 hours
by 30 % to 168±8 Nmol/kg•min (p<0.001 for GLCN vs INS), and muscle
glycogen to 292±24 mmol/kg dry (p<0.05 for GLCN vs INS). Both total
(635±60 dpm/ug•100 min, p<0.002) and O-linked (375±36 dpm/Ng•l00 min,
p<0.002) cytosolic glycosylation were significantly higher in the GLCN
(635±60 dpm/pg) than the BAS rats (p<0.002). As in the INS rats, muscle
glycogen and O-linked glycosylation were positively correlated in GLCN rats
(r=0.54, p<0.05). Variation in total and 0-linked glycosylation in the GIcN
infused rats was due both to glucosamine (p<0.02) and variation in the
glycogen content (p<0.005).
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EFFECT OF LIVER TRANSPLANTATION (LTx) ON INSULIN RESISTANCE IN
CIRRHOTIC-DIABETIC PATIENTS.
G. Perseghin, D. Baratti, L. Piceni Sereni, E. Regalia, V. Mazzaferro and L. Luzi. San
Raphael Scientific Institute and Liver Transplantation Unit, National Cancer Institute,
University of Milan, Italy.
Liver cirrhosis is frequently complicated by overt diabetes mellitus and the most
important pathogenic mechanism is considered to be insulin resistance. The aim of this
study was to assess the effect of successful LTx on glucose homeostasis and on insulin
action in 19 cirrhotic-diabetic. 14/19 subjects (74%) withdrew insulin therapy within
10±2 ms and the remaining 5 patients (26%) reduced the insulin regimen by 28% and
60% respectively 12 and 18 ms after Tx. 7 cirrhotic-diabetic (CIR: Child Pugh B,
age=53±2 ys, BMI=27±2 kg/m 2 , plasma glucose=l 56±13 mg/dl), 5 transplanted patients
still on insulin treatment (DM-LTx: age=54±2 ys, BMI=27±l kg/m 2 , PG=114±9 mg/dl,
Insulin Dose=28±6 U/day, Tx age=8±2 ms, prednisone=5±3 mg/day, cyclosporin
A=4.4±0.7 mg/[kg.day]) and 4 transplanted patients who discontinued insulin treatment
12±4 ms following the transplant (LTx: age=56±3 ys, BMI=24±2 kg/m 2, PG=100±8
mg/dl, Tx age=33±12 ms, CyA=3.4±0.4 mg/[kg•day] but no prednisone) were studied
by means of the euglycemic-hyperinsulinemic (40 mU/[m 2•min]) clamp to measure
glucose uptake (GU) in combination with bolus-continuous infusion of [3-'H]glucose
to measure endogenous glucose production (EGP). 6 subjects with chronic uveitis on
the same immunosuppressive therapy of transplanted patients and 6 normal healthy
subjects (NOR) served as controls. CIR showed hyperinsulinemia (29±5 µU/ml;
p=0.01), insulin resistance (GU: 2.3±0.2 mg/[kg.min]; p=0.01), increased EGP at both
fasting (3.2±0.3; p=0.01) and clamp (1.0±0.2 mg/[kg•min]; p=0.01) conditions, when
compared to NOR. DM-LTx normalized EGP (2.1±0.3 mg/[kg•min]; p=0.002 vs CIR
and p=0.87 vs NOR), reduced insulin levels (8±1 µU/ml; p=0.01 vs CIR and p=0.91
vs NOR) and improved, but did not normalize insulin resistance (GU: 3.5±0.3
mg/[kg.min]; p=0.03 vs CIR and p=0.04 vs NOR). Finally, LTx normalized insulin
levels, EGP and moreover insulin sensitivity when compared to NOR (GU: 6.2±0.4 vs
7.5±0.9 mg/[kg.min]; p=0.41). In summary, liver transplant normalizes 1) insulin levels,
2) endogenous glucose production and 3) peripheral insulin sensitivity. In conclusion
liver transplant is capable to cure diabetes mellitus in 74% of cirrhotic-diabetic patients
mainly acting via a marked improvement of hepatic and peripheral insulin action.
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FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH FIRST CORONARY EVENTS IN PATIENTS
WITH NON-INSULIN-TREATED DIABETES IN A COMMUNITY SETTING
HW de Valk, JG Blankestijn, HJ de Bruin and DW Erkelens. University
Hospital, Utrecht, The Netherlands.
Coronary heart disease is a major source of morbidity and mortality in patients
with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). Identifying factors
associated with the occurrence of coronary heart disease can provide directions
for preventive strategies. Since most patients with NIDDM are treated in general
practice, studies concerning this setting are needed. We have studied 728 patients
with NIDDM treated in general practice without previous clinically manifest
cardio-vascular disease. Mean age at baseline: 64.3 years (25-93); male: 336;
median duration of clinical disease: 1.5 years (0-34). Median follow-up: 24
months (1-79). New coronary events were defined as objectively-proven angina
pectoris, myocardial infarction, coronary artery bypass grafting, percutaneous
transluminal angioplasty, and sudden unexpected death. Association between
events and baseline variables were tested using the log rank test. Continuous
variables were dichotomised using median or accepted cut-off points. Variables
tested: sex, age _<65 years, duration of disease > 1.5 years, smoking, alcohol
use, plasma creatinine >90 µmot/l; glycemic control: HbAlc>7.0%; lipids:
total cholesterol >6.5 mmol/l, LDL-cholesterol >4.5 mmol/l, triglycerides
> 2.0 mmol/l, low HDL; blood pressure: systolic hypertension (> 150 mm Hg),
diastolic hypertension (>90 mm Hg), or high pulse pressure (PP) (>60 mm
Hg); obesity (Body Mass Index >27); high fasting C-peptide (> 1.10 nmol/1);
use of sulphonurea or biguanides. Significant factors were entered into the Cox
model to test for independence. A total of 34 events were observed. Younger age
(p=0.01), low HDL (p=0.001), systolic hypertension (p=0.006), and high PP
(0.0009) were associated with events, with creatinine> 90 (p=0.058) of
bordeline significance. Low HDL, high PP, and creatinine> 90 were
independently associated with events (p=0.001, p=0.004, and p=0.042).
Substituting systolic hypertension for high PP yielded similar results. First
coronary events in non-hospital-treated patients with NIDDM initially not on
insulin are independently associated with low HDL, elevated systolic pressure or
pulse pressure, and higher plasma creatinine. Preventive intervention strategies
aimed at these factors are warranted to assess their benefit.
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DETERMINANTS OF SEVERITY AND EXTENT OF CORONARY
DISEASE IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC AND NONDIABETIC PATIENTS
M. Syvanne, P. Pajunen and M-R. Taskinen. University of Helsinki,
Helsinki, Finland.
To elucidate whether the determinants of the severity and extent of
coronary artery disease (CAD) differ in Type 2 diabetic CAD patients (DM)
compared with nondiabetic CAD patients (non-DM), we used quantitative
coronary angiography (QCA) to grade the severity (tightness of stenoses)
and extent (proportion of the coronary tree involved in stenoses) in 55 DM
patients (48 men and 7 women) and in 55 non-DM patients matched for
sex, age, and body mass index. We also calculated per-patient global
atheroma burden indices, which incorporate both severity and extent. We
used stepwise multivariate linear regression analysis to select determinants
of the angiographic characteristics in each group from a large number of
potential risk factors, including demographics, lifestyle variables, glucose
and insulin levels, lipoproteins separated by ultracentrifugation, major
apolipoproteins, and apoE phenotype. In the DM group, the models
selected accounted for 19%, 2%, and 11%, and in the non-DM group, 39%,
32%, and 35% of the variability in severity, extent, and atheroma burden,
respectively. For the DM group, severity was associated with duration of
diabetes (p=0.073) and IDL-cholesterol (C) (p=0.080); extent had no
predictors; and atheroma burden had an inverse relation to HDL-C
(p=0.017). The following predictors were found in the non-DM group: for
severity, duration of CAD (p<0.001), smoking (p=0.002), and LDL-C
(p=0.008); for extent, apoE phenotype (4/3 associated with milder CAD
than 3/3, p=0.001) LDL-C (p=0.004), and apoA-II (inverse, p=0.011); and
for atheroma burden, respective predictors were apoE phenotype
(p=0.003), apoA-II (inverse, p=0.010), LDL-C (p=0.020), and HDL2
triglycerides (inverse, p=0.040). We conclude that determinants of CAD
severity and extent are different in Type 2 diabetes compared with
nondiabetics and that conventional risk factors have greater predictive
power in nondiabetics than in diabetic patients.
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VISCERAL ADIPOSITY, BLOOD PRESSURE, AND GLUCOSE ARE
INDEPENDENT RISK FACTORS FOR CORONARY HEART DISEASE
W. Fujimoto, E. Boyko, K-W. Chen, D. Leonetti, L. Newell, and P. Wahl, University
of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA
The "insulin resistance syndrome" is associated with increased risk for coronary
heart disease (CHD) and non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM).
Baseline risk factors were examined in relationship to the development of CHD
(clinical history or ECG consistent with Minnesota Code categories 1.1, 1.2, or 7.1)
over 10 yr of followup of 174 Japanese-American men without CHD at baseline, 54
of whom also had NIDDM at baseline (clinical history or WHO criteria for a 75-g
oral glucose tolerance test). Fasting plasma was collected at baseline to measure
insulin, C-peptide, glucose, cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol, and
triglycerides (TG). Computed tomographic scans of the thorax, abdomen, and thigh
were done to assess body fat distribution. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated
from weight (kg)/heightz (m2). There were 51 new cases of CHD. NIDDM and
hypertension (systolic blood pressure [BP] ?140 and/or diastolic BP >_90 nun Hg) at
baseline were significantly related to CHD. Univariate logistic regression analysis
showed these baseline variables to be associated with CHD, adjusting for NIDDM at
baseline (odds ratio for 1 S.D. increase, 95% C.I.): intra-abdominal fat (IAF, 1.52,
1.06-2.16), glucose (1.82, 1.12-2.95), HDL (0.66, 0.45-0.97), TG (1.49, 1.03-2.16),
systolic BP (1.72, 1.20-2.47) and diastolic BP (1.97, 1.33-2.91). Notably, insulin, C-
peptide, cholesterol, and LDL-cholesterol were not significantly associated with
CHD. IAF, BP, and glucose remained independent risk factors in multivariate age-
and BMI-adjusted logistic regression analysis of models that included IAF, NIDDM,
insulin, C-peptide, glucose, hypertension, BP, IIDL, and TG. Thus the association
between IAF and CHD is very strong and independent of lipids and hyper-
insulinemia. Both BP (hypertension) and glucose (diabetes) were also independently
associated with CHD risk. Conclusion: These findings are consistent with the
hypothesis that visceral adiposity and not insulin resistance (hyperinsulinemia) is
central to the development of the metabolic syndrome associated with CHD.
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PREDICTORS OF CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE (CAD) AND
CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASE (CVD) IN NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT
DIABETES MELLITUS (NIDDM)
H. Abu-Lebdeh, D. 0. Hodge, T.T. Nguyen, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, USA
Classical risk factors do not fully explain the increased risk CAD and CVD in
NIDDM. The aim of this study was to assess the risk of future CAD and CVD in
relation to classical risk factors and other possible factors such as hyperglycemia and
Lipoprotein(a) [Lp(a)]. From 1968-82, glucose, cholesterol (chol), triglycerides
(TG) and Lp(a) were obtained in 449 Olmsted County residents with NIDDM and
were free of CAD or CVD at baseline. Lp(a) was measured by a semi-quantitative
method based on electrophoretic patterns. This cohort was followed for the incidence
of CAD and CVD events using medical index (ICD9) codes. The cohort consisted of
47% men , 53% women and 45.7% smokers. The prevalence of hypertension was
37.4%. Mean age was 57 years, mean body mass index (BMI) 29.2, mean chol 6.34
mmol/L, mean TG 2.40 mmol/L and mean glucose 9.2 mmol/L at baseline. Mean
duration of diabetes was 4 years. The frequency of distribution of Lp(a) scores 0, 1,
2, 3 (0=absent, 1= mild, 2= moderate, 3=maximally increased) were 55.9%, 26.1%,
16.5% and 1.6% at base line respectively. Mean follow up was 11.6 years. There
were 216 CAD events and 115 CVD events. On multivariate analysis significant
predictors of CAD were age (p=0.0001, HR 1.04), baseline glucose levels (p=0.0004,
HR 1.63), TG (p=0.0038, HR 1.49) and smoking (p=0.0078, HR 1.45). Duration of
diabetes, gender, hypertension, BMI and Chol did not predict CAD events.
Significant predictors of CVD were age (p=0.0001, HR 1.07), baseline glucose levels
(p=0.0264, HR 1.69), hypertension (p=0.0018, HR 1.89) and smoking (p=0.0296,
HR 1.57). Duration of diabetes, gender, BMI, Chot and TG did not predict CVD
events. Increments in Lp(a) levels were not associated with increased risk for
developing either CAD or CVD. Conclusion: In NIDDM, baseline glucose levels,
TG levels, smoking status and age were the only significant predictors of developing
CAD, while baseline hypertension, glucose levels, smoking status and age were the
only significant predictors of developing CVD. We did not find an association
between baseline Lp(a) measurements and future risk of developing CAD or CVD.
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INCREASED RISK FOR HEART DISEASE BY HIGH HOMOCYSTEINE
LEVEL IS RELATED TO GLUCOSE TOLERANCE: THE HOORN STUDY
E.K. Hoogeveen', R.J. Heine' ,', P.J. Kostense', P.J. Beks', C. Jakobs3 , L.M.
Bouter' and C.D.A. Stehouwer' ,Z.'Institute for Research in Extramural Medi-
cine,2Department of Internal Medicine and 'Clinical Chemistry, Vrije Univer-
siteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
High serum total homocysteine is an important risk factor for cardiovascular
disease. To investigate the relationship between high serum total homocyste-
ine and ischaemic heart disease independent of glucose tolerance we studied
an age-, sex- and glucose tolerance stratified sample (n=63 1) of a 50-74 year
old general Caucasian population. Glucose tolerance was assessed by means
of two oral glucose tolerance tests, except in subjects with non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) who were treated with insulin and/or
hypoglycaemic agents. Cardiovascular history and an ECG were obtained
from 288 subjects with normal glucose tolerance (NGT), 170 with impaired
glucose tolerance (IGT), 173 with NIDDM. Any ischaemic heart disease was
defined as a history of angina pectoris, myocardial infarction, coronary artery
bypass grafting, (a) Minnesota Code(s) indicative of possible ischaemic heart
disease and/or a Cardiac Infarction Injury Score > 20. High serum total ho-
mocysteine was defined as > 14.tmol/l. After stratification of the three glu-
cose tolerance categories, we performed a logistic regression analysis. After
adjustment for age, sex, hypertension, smoking and serum total cholesterol,
the odds ratios (95% Cls) for any ischaemic heart disease for high serum total
homocysteine were 0.96 (0.47-1.96) in NGT, 1.49 (0.66-3.35) in IGT and
2.72 (1.18-6.28) in NIDDM. We conclude that a high serum total homocys-
teine level is a stronger risk factor for ischaemic heart disease in non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus independent of classical risk factors, compared
with normal and impaired glucose tolerance.
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IMPACT OF RAMIPRIL ON LEFT VENTRICULAR HYPERTROPHY
IN NORMOTENSIVE NON-ALBUMINLIRIC NIDDM PATIENTS.
F. S. Nielsen, A. Sato, S. Ali, L. Tarnow, U. M. Smidt and H.-H.
Parving. Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark.
NIDDM patients have raised cardiovascular morbidity and
mortality even in the absence of albuminuria and hypertension. Left
ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) which is an ominous prognostic
sign and an independent risk factor for cardiac events is often
present in NIDDM patients. Therefore the aim of our six months
randomized, double blind, parallel study was to compare the effects
of Ramipril (R) 5 mg/day (n = 16, 10 males, 60 (9) years) with
placebo (P) (n=15, 8 males, 55 (10) years) on left ventricular mass
index (LVMI, echocardiography, Vingmed CFM725) and 24-h
ambulatory blood pressure (ABP, A&D TM2420) in normotensive
(repeated clinic blood pressure < 140/90 mm Hg), non-albuminuric
(albuminuria < 100 mg/24-h) NIDDM patients with LVH (LVMI
> 131 g/m2 in males and > 100 g/m2 in females). ABP was almost
identical at baseline, mean (SE), 132/76 (3/1) vs 133/74 (5/2) mm
Hg and remained stable during treatment 134/76 (3/1) vs 136/74
(6/2) mm Hg in the R and P group, respectively. LVMI was
comparable at baseline, mean (SE), 137.1 (7.0) vs 129.6 (3.7) g/m2

in the R and P group, respectively, and decreased significantly
more in the R group as compared with the P group, mean (SE)
17.6 (3) vs 5.7 (4.6) g/m 2, respectively, mean difference (95% CI)
11.9 (0.7 to 23.1) g/m2, (p = 0.027). In conclusion: Ramipril
induces regression of LVH in normotensive, non-albuminuric
NIDDM patients, independent of systemic blood pressure.
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MICROALBUMINURIA AND CAROTID WALL THICKNESS IN
NONDIABETIC AND DIABETIC SUBJECTS: THE IRAS STUDY
L Mykkanen, DJ Zaccaro, DH O'Leary and SM Haffner, University
of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, TX, USA
Microalbuminuria (MAB) is associated with cardiovascular mortality
and prevalent atherosclerotic vascular disease. Recent studies using
ultrasound have shown that carotid atherosclerosis, expressed as an
increased intima-media thickness (IMT), correlates with coronary
disease. It is not known whether MAB is related to an early stage of
atherosclerosis manifested as asymptomatic intimal thickening of
arterial wall. Therefore, we investigated the relationship between
MAB and IMT of the common carotid artery (CCA) in 991 nondiabetic
(nonDM) and 450 NIDDM subjects aged 40-69 years and
participating in the Insulin Resistance Atherosclerosis Study (IRAS).
Altogether 14% of nonDM and 28% of NIDDM subjects had MAB and
31% of nonDM and 51% of NIDDM subjects had hypertension.
Subjects with MAB had greater IMT of the CCA compared to those
without MAB (nonDM: 0.84+0.01 vs. 0.79+0.01 mm, p=0.010;
NIDDM: 0.89+0.02 vs. 0.86+0.01 mm, p=0.152; combined:
0.86+0.01 vs. 0.82+0.01 mm, p = 0.005). The relationship between
MAB and IMT was independent of age, gender, ethnicity, clinic, lipid
and lipoprotein levels, and smoking. Further adjustment for systolic
blood pressure in the multiple linear regression analysis decreased
the difference in IMT of the CCA between subjects with and without
MAB to borderline significant level (combined: 0.86+0.01 vs.
0.83+0.01 mm, p=0.056). In conclusion, MAB was associated with
increased IMT of the CCA. This relationship was partly mediated by
systolic blood pressure. Our results suggest that MAB is related to
atherosclerosis already at an early stage of the disease process.
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RISK FACTORS FOR STROKE IN NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT
DIABETIC SUBJECTS.
H. Millns, I.M. Stratton, R.R. Holman and R.C. Turner for UK Prospective
Diabetes Study (UKPDS) Group, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK.
Newly diagnosed, white Caucasian, subjects with NIDDM, were studied
after three months' diet to determine risk factors for subsequent stroke
(fatal or non-fatal). Of 3776 subjects, 99 had a stroke within 10 years.
Cox proportional hazards models, adjusting for age and gender,
assessed the effect of each of body mass index, waist-hip ratio, systolic
and diastolic blood pressure (BP), hypertension (systolic BP>160mmHg,
diastolic BP>90mmHg, or on antihypertensive therapy), fasting plasma
glucose, haemoglobin A15, total, LDL and HDL cholesterol, triglyceride,
insulin, exercise and smoking. Systolic BP (p=0.009) and hypertension
(p=0.001) were significantly associated with risk of stroke. In a stepwise
procedure only hypertension was included in the model in addition to age
and gender. The estimated hazard ratios (95% confidence interval) for
subjects aged 50-54, 55-59 or>_60 relative to <50 years were 1.37 (0.62,
3.00), 3.22(1.68, 6.19) and 4.78(2.56, 8.92) respectively. The estimated
hazard ratio for men relative to women was 1.63 (1.08, 2.47) and for
subjects with hypertension relative to those without was 2.47 (1.64, 3.74).
When systolic BP was included instead of hypertension, the hazard ratios
for the middle and upper tertiles, relative to the lower tertile were
1.96(1.01, 3.81) and 2.99(1.57, 5.69) respectively. In summary, in non-
insulin dependent diabetic subjects, hypertension was the major
modifiable risk factor for stroke.
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INHIBITION OF PROTEIN KINASE C CORRECTS NERVE
CONDUCTION AND BLOOD FLOW DEFICITS IN DIABETIC RATS.
N.E. Cameron', M.A. Cotter', A. Jack' and T.C. Hohman 2. 'Aberdeen
University, Aberdeen, Scotland UK and 2Wyeth-Ayerst, Princeton NJ, USA.
Increased activation of the protein kinase C (PKC) / diacylglycerol (DAG)
system has been implicated in the aetiology of vascular complications in
experimental diabetes. The aim was to test whether this mechanism was
important for peripheral nerve function in streptozotocin-diabetic rats by
examining the effects of a specific PKC inhibitor, WAY151003 (2,6-
Diamino-N-([l-(l-oxotridecyl)-2-piperidinyl]methyl) hexanamide), which is
active at the regulatory domain, and the effects of cremophor EL, a lipid
formulation that complexes DAG to prevent PKC activation. Treatment was
for 2 wk following 6 wk of untreated diabetes. An approximately 20%
deficit (p < 0.001) in sciatic motor nerve conduction velocity (NCV) in
diabetic rats was corrected by 92.4 ± 5.0% (p < 0.001) by WAY151003 (3
mg/kg) and 81.3 ± 6.3% (p < 0.001) by cremophor EL (100 mg/kg)
treatment. Similarly, a 19.2 ± 2.4% deficit in sensory saphenous NCV was
72.3 ± 7.6% (p < 0.001) and 66.1 ± 9.3% (p < 0.001) corrected by
WAY151003 and cremophor EL respectively. Sciatic nutritive endoneurial
blood flow was 50.4 ± 3.5% (p < 0.001) reduced by untreated diabetes.
This was completely (p < 0.001) corrected by WAY151003 treatment and
69.4 ± 7.2% (p < 0.001) corrected by cremophor EL. PKC inhibitor effects
on motor NCV and blood flow were completely abolished (p < 0.001) by co-
treatment with the nitric oxide synthase inhibitor N G-nitro-L-arginine (10
mg/kg). PKC inhibition did not alter motor or sensory NCV and blood flow
in non-diabetic rats. Thus, the data implicate the PKC-DAG mechanism in
the aetiology of impaired neurovascular function in diabetic rats, perhaps by
causing a deleterious effect in the nitric oxide system of vasa nervorum.
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A DOUBLE BLIND PLACEBO TRIAL OF THE EFFECT OF AN ACE
INHIBITOR, TRANDALOPRIL ON DIABETIC POLYNEUROPATHY.

RA Malik, CA Abbott, S Williamson, B Abu-Aisha, AIM Boulton. Department of
Medicine, Manchester Royal Infirmary, Manchester, UK.

There is accumulating evidence that vascular factors are important in the
pathogenesis of diabetic neuropathy. One animal study and two open label studies
have shown benefit with Angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor. A
double blind placebo controlled trial was undertaken in 41 diabetic patients who
received either Trandalopril (T) 2mg od (n=21) or Placebo (P) (n=20) over 12
months. All patients were well matched for age and degree of glycaemic control
(HbAlc (%), T(10. 1 + 0.43) and P(10.7 +_ 0.29)). Baseline Peroneal motor nerve
conduction velocity (PMNCV-m/s)(T(38.5 ± 0.98), P(37.42 +1.1)), Sural nerve
amplitude (SNAP-gv)(T (8.2 + 1.40), P(6.1 + 1.4)), Neuropathy symptom score
(NSS) (T(3.6 ± 0.5), P(3.3 + 0.5)), Neuropathy deficit score (NDS) (T(3.1 ± 0.28),
P(3.8 +_ 0.2)), Vibration perception threshold (VPT-volts)(T(20.9 ± 2.5), P(22.8 +
2.5)), 30:15 ratio (T(1.08 + 0.02), P(1.07  + 0.01)) and Heart rate variation during
deep breathing (HRV)(T(11.33 +_ 1.3), P( 9.2 +_ 1.1)) did not differ significantly
between the two groups. After 12 months of treatment a trend for improvement
was observed. PMNCV improved by +0.91  + 0.52 in T and decreased by -0.85  +
0.62 in P (P<0.04). SNAP also showed a trend for improvement in T (+1.21 +
0.78) compared to P (-0.48 +_ 0.73) (p= 0.12). Clinical evaluation of the NSS
showed no significant difference between T (-0.24 + 0.64) and P (-1.2 + 0.66) (P=
0.3). The NDS also did not change significantly between T (+0.7 ± 0.42) and P
(+0.7 + 0.33) (P= 1.0). VPT decreased in T (-1.26 + 1.29) and increased in P
(+0.32 + 1.2) (P= 0.66) favouring active treatment. Autonomic function evaluated
by the 30:15 ratio decreased by the same amount in T (-0.04 +_ 0.02) and P (-0.04
± 0.02 (p= 0.92) and the HRV increased more in T (+1.43 + 1.13) than P (+0.7  +
0.92) (p= 0.62). This short term study has shown a beneficial effect of ACE
inhibition in diabetic patients with mild to moderate neuropathy with a positive
trend for improvement in parameters assessing peripheral and autonomic
neuropathy but not symptoms or signs. The results support the potential role of
ACE inhibition in the treatment of diabetic polyneuropathy.
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A MULTICENTRE DOUBLE-BLIND TRIAL OF GAMOLENIC ACID
IN DIABETIC PERIPHERAL SENSORIMOTOR NEUROPATHY
A.J.M. Boultona, D. Ziegler", J. Scarpello°, G. Jamald, H. Keene, L.O.
Almer', A. Gamstedt5. a Department of Medicine, Manchester Royal
Infirmary, Manchester, UK, Diabetes Forchungs Institut, Dusseldorf,
Germany, `Department of Diabetes and Endocrinology, City General
Hospital, Stoke-on-Trent, UK, dDepartment of Neurology, Southern
General Hospital, Glasgow, UK, 'Guys Hospital, London, UK, (University
of Lund, Malmo General Hospital, Sweden and 'Department of Internal
Medicine, Orebro Medical Centre Hospital, Sweden.

Two trials have previously reported improved electrophysiological function
in patients with diabetic neuropathy after treatment with gamolenic acid
(GLA). This study aimed to compare the effect of gamolenic acid and
placebo in neuropathic patients. 291 patients (7 centres) were randomised
double blind to GLA (n=146) or placebo (n=145) for twelve months,
subsequently all patients received GLA single blind for a further twelve
months. At entry all subjects had clinical signs of peripheral neuropathly
with either abnormal electrophysiological (peroneal nerve mcv<42ms )
function and/or thermal perception. Twenty eight variables were assessed:
4 thermal threshold, 12 electrophysiological and 12 clinical assessments.
After 12 months 23 out of 28 assessments had improved on GLA (10 at
2p<0.05). All 28 variables on placebo had worsened (19 at 2p<0.05).
Differences between GLA and placebo were in favour of GLA (2p<0.05)
in 21 of the 28 assessments. During the second year, those previously on
GLA significantly further improved in 8 variables (2p<0.05), those
previously on placebo showed a trend to improvement in 18 assessments.
GLA did not affect glycemic control and side effects (mainly GI) were
minor. GLA appears to improve nerve function in established diabetic
neuropathy and is well tolerated.
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BENEFICIAL EFFECT OF DIETARY OMEGA 3 FATTY ACIDS ON Na,K-
ATPase AND NERVE FUNCTION IN DIABETIC NEUROPATHY.
A. Gerbi, J-M. Maixent, 0. Barbey, T. Coste, M. Pierlovisi, A. Nouvelot, P.
Vague and D. Raccah, Division of Diabetology, University of Marseille, Marseille,
France.
Omega 3 fatty acids from fish oil may help in the amelioration of cardiovascular
disease, However, there are very few studies about their preventive effects during
diabetes-induced neuropathy. The objective of this study was to assess the
preventive ability of a fish oil rich diet (rich in omega 3 long chain fatty acid) on
diabetes induced abnormalities in Na,K-ATPase activity, isoenzyme expression,
fatty acid content in sciatic nerve membranes, nerve conduction velocity (NCV) and
morphological lesions. Three groups of 15 rats were studied. In two groups diabetes
was induced by streptozotocin (STZ). Diabetic animals were fed standard rat chow
supplemented with either fish oil (MaxEPA) (DM) or olive oil (DO) at a daily dose
of 0.5g/kg by gavage during 8 weeks. Non-diabetic control animal were fed standard
rat chow supplemented with olive oil (CO). The results show that in olive oil
treated diabetic rats compared to controls, membrane phospholipids fatty acid
composition was altered, Na,K-ATPase a1 and a3 isoforms activity (a 1: CO ;
2,41±0.23 µcool Pi/h/mg Prot vs DO ; 1,09±0,07 p<0,05/ a3: CO ; 1,18±0,19 vs
DO ; 0,11±0,03 p<0,05), expression and conduction velocity of sciatic nerve were
decreased (CO ; 48,33±1,17 m/s vs DO; 34,35±0,55 m/s, p<0,05). Morphological
abnormalities in sciatic nerves were also observed. In diabetic rats fish oil restored
Na,K-ATPase activity (CO ; 4,8±0,7 vs DO ; 2,18±0,1 p<0,05 and DO vs DM;
3,56±0,16 p<0,05), al and a3 isoforms expression and activity (a1: DM
1,72±0,18 vs DO p<0,05/ a3: 0,97±0,1 vs DO p<0,05), partially conduction
velocity (DM ; 39,1±0,96 m/s vs DO, p<0,05) and some morphological lesions.
These results suggest that fish oil treatment could normalize fatty acid composition
in membrane phospholipids, and thus has beneficial effects on diabetes-induced
alterations in sciatic nerve.
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LONG-TERM EFFECTS OFACETYL-L-CARNITINE ON MYOCARDIALSYM-
PATHETIC INNERVATION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
AK Turpeinen', JT Kuikka2 , E Vanninen2 , J Yang2 and MIJ Uusitupa', 'Dept.
of Clinical Nutrition, University of Kuopio and 2Dept. of Clinical Physiology and
Nuclear Medicine, Kuopio University Hospital, Kuopio, Finland
L-carnitine and its derivative, acetyl-L-carnitine (ALC) may have beneficial
effects on cardiac performance and nerve function in diabetes mellitus. To
investigate the effects of ALC on myocardial sympathetic innervation and
autonomic nervous function (ANF), we studied 19 patients (placebo group: n
= 6, age 56 + 5 years, HbA,, 9.0 + 0.5 %; ALC group: n = 13, age 57  + 2
years, HbA,, 9.4 + 0.6 %, mean + SEM) in a randomized placebo-controlled
double-blind one-year trial. The dose of ALC was 1500-3000 mg/day. A dual-
tracer isotope single-photon emission tomography (SPET) was performed
before and after the one-year treatment to assess myocardial sympathetic
innervation ( 1231-metaiodobenzylguanidine, MIBG) in relation to perfusion
(95"Tc-methoxyisobutylisonitrile) at rest. Autonomic nervous function tests and
power spectral analysis of heart rate variability were also performed. The two
groups did not differ with respect to their ANF results or plasma catecho-
lamine levels. In patients with placebo, global myocardial MIBG uptake (100
+ 16 % vs. 77 + 6 %, p = 0.03 before vs. after treatment) deteriorated during
the one-year trial, whereas in ALC-treated patients MIBG uptake (100  + 10 %
vs. 102 + 6 %, p = NS) remained constant. Similarly, resting myocardial
perfusion was lower at the one-year examination in the placebo group, but
remained unchanged in the the ALC group. No changes were observed in
myocardial MIBG/perfusion ratio or ANF results in either group. We conclude
that long-term treatment with ALC might prevent the progressive loss of
myocardial sympathetic innervation in diabetic patients. MIBG-SPET is a
sensitive and reproducible method in assessing the development of myocar-
dial sympathetic denervation.
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Insulin affects Cardiac Sympatho -Vagal Balance: a clamp study.
L Balzani , M.De Marco, G. De Masi, * C.Macor, *E. Rella, ** K. Thomaseth,
•M. Carruba, * G. Federspil, * R Vettor and F. Bellavere. Autonomic Nervous
System Physiopath. Unit ,1st Dept. of Medicine, S. Antonio City Hospital, *Institute
of Semeiotica Medics - University of Padova ** Institute of System Science and
Biomedical Engineering (C.N.R) Padova, • Pharmacology Dept. , Milano, Italy.
The effects of insulin on cardiac neural regulation were studied in 15 subjects aged
30(5.1) (M(SD)), 8 normals aged 31.5(5.7) and 7 obese aged 29(3.9) who underwent
a euglycaemic clamp with a three step insulin infusion-rate: a) 20 mU/min/m2, b) 40
mU/min/m2, c) 80 mU/min/m2 . Power Spectral Analysis (PSA) of Heart Rate (HR)
quantified cardiac Sympatho-Vagal balance throughout the study. While there was
no significant variation (before and after insulin infusion) in HR and HR Variance,
a linear correlation was found between progressive insulin infusion rate and the
percentage increase of Low (LF) - High (HF) Frequency ratios of HR spectral
components (b = 30.4, r = 0.30, p < 0.02). This correlation was significantly higher
in the obese group ( b= 52.13, r = 0.45 , p <0.001) but it was not statistically
significant in the normal group (b = 21.09, r = 0.21, p = n.s.). Specular correlation
was found between HF values and steps of insulin infusion rate in all subjects (b = -
8.64, r = -0.26, p <0.04) and to a greater extent in the obese group (b = -13.6, r = -
0.37, p < 0.007) while statistical significance was not reached in the normal group
b = - 4.8 , r = - 0.14, p = n.s.). However no significant increases in plasma
Noradrenalin and Adrenalin concentrations were found in all subjects nor in both
groups before and after any step of insulin infusion rate. As the LF and HF
components of PSA are commonly thought to be related, mainly to the sympathetic
and entirely to the vagal influences respectively on the cardiac autonomic drive, we
found evidence that insulin per se affects the Sympatho-Vagal cardiac balance
leading to a vagal withdrawal as well as to a relative sympathetic predominance
related to the insulin infusion rate . These effects have been shown to predominate
in obese rather than in normal subjects. Specular data on hypoglicaemic clamp in
the same subjects are available but have not been discussed here.
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INCREASED AUTONOMIC DYSFUNCTION IN IDDM PATIENTS AT HIGH

RISK OF CARDIOVASCULAR MORTALITY: A POPULATION STUDY.

O. Eshoj, K.Borch Johnsen, B. Feldt-Rasmussen and H. Beck-Nielsen.

Department of Endocrinology, Diabetes Research Center, Odense Universi-

ty Hospital, Odense, Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte and Department of

Nephrology, Rigshospitalet University Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark.

BACKGROUND: IDDM patients with macroalbuminuria have a high

cardiovascular mortality and microalbuminuria is a strong predictor for the

development of macroalbuminuria. In IDDM patients, impaired autonomic

function is related to sudden cardiac death. Thus, the aim of the present study

was to investigate if patients with IDDM and raised urinary albumin excretion

rate (AER) had autonomic dysfunction more frequently compared to controls.
STUDY POPULATION AND METHODS: In an epidemiological study of IDDM
patients we identified all with raised AER and divided the material into three
groups: I. Microalbuminuria: AER=20-2001.sg!min (n=74),2. Macroalbuminuria:
AER>200 sg(min (n=53), and 3. Raised AER: >20 gg/min (n= 127). From the
same material three control groups with normal AER, matched to the above

groups according to sex, age, duration of diabetes and HbAlc (n=148, 106

and 254, respectively) were identified. AER was based upon three overnight

urine collections and autonomic function was determined by beat-to-beat

variation during deep breathing, where <_ 10 beats/min was defined as definite
abnormal (Ewings criteria). RESULTS: In the microalbuminuria group vs.
control group we found 35(47%) vs. 59(40%) with autonomic dysfunction

(Kruskal-Wallis chi-square= 163.56, p<0.0001), in the macroalbuminuria

group vs. control group 39(74%) vs. 54(51%) (Kruskal-Wallis chi-

square= 1 19.37, p<0.0001) and in the group with raised AER vs. control
group 74(58%) vs. 108(43%) (Kruskal-Wallis chi-square=290.02, p<0.0001).
CONCLUSION: We conclude, that IDDM patients at high risk of cardiovascular

mortality have increased autonomic dysfunction, which may contribute to
cardiovascular death.
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DECREASED MOTOR NERVE CONDUCTION VELOCITY (MNCV) IN
DIABETIC RATS IS LINKED TO CYTOSOLIC REDUCTIVE STRESS
Y. Ido', E. Ostrow', B.L. Mylariz, P.J. Oates', and J.R. Williamson',
'Washington University, St. Louis, and 'Pfizer Inc., Groton, USA.

Aim. To assess the role of sorbitol pathway-induced reductive stress (a decrease in
cytosolic free NAD/NADH) in mediating impaired MNCV in diabetic rats. The
effects of sorbinil (50 mg/kg bwt day in the chow), an aldose reductase inhibitor
(ARI), and CP-166,572 (200 mg/kg bwt/day in the drinking water), an inhibitor of
sorbitol dehydrogenase (SDI), were assessed on MNCV in sciatic peroneal (SP) and
distal tibial nerves (DT) 4 months after induction of diabetes (D) by iv injection of
50 mg/kg bwt of streptozotocin in male Sprague-Dawley rats (bwt -300 g). On the
day of sacrifice rats were anesthetized with thiopental and sciatic nerves were
quickly sampled for measurement of lactate, pyruvate, malate, acetoacetate, and 13-
hydroxybutyrate for estimating cytosolic and mitochondrial free NAD/NADH and
cytosolic NADP/NADPH. D rats gained less weight and had plasma glucose levels
of 33-40 mM vs -7 mM for controls (C). MNCV in D was -11 % slower
(p<0.005) than in C in both SP (65.3±4.2 m/sec in C, n=12, vs 59.0±5.0 in D,
n=8) and DT (59.2.2 in C vs 52.3±4.1 in D). SDI and ARI prevented the
decreased MNCV in both SP (68.4±7.1 for SDI, n=11, and 65.1±4.8 for ARI,
n=10) and DT (58.235.2 for SDI and 57.1±6.6 for ARI). Cytosolic free
NAD/NADH was decreased 46 % (p<0.001) in D (272±95) vs C (508±132). SDI
and ARI prevented this decrease (478±195 for SDI and 438±142 for ARI).
Cytosolic free NADP/NADPH was decreased 44 % (p<0.005) in D
(0.0090±0.0032) vs C (0.0161±0.0048); this decrease was prevented by SDI and
ARI. Mitochondrial free NAD/NADH was decreased 37% (p<0.02) in D (16.4±4.6)
vs C (26.1±7.9); it was not normalized by SDI (16.2±3.5) or by ARI (17.1±5.0).
In conclusion, in rats with diabetes of 4 months duration, decreases in MNCV and
in cytosolic NAD/NADH and NADP/NADPH (but not the decrease in
mitochondrial NAD/NADH) were prevented by ARI and by SDI. These
observations suggest a potentially important role for sorbitol pathway-induced
reductive stress in mediating decreased MNCV in diabetic rats.
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OP 17
Inflammatory Mediators and Beta-
Cell Destruction
123
ROLE OF TGF(i SECRETED FROM A CD4+ SUPPRESSOR T CELL
CLONE IN THE PREVENTION OF IDDM.
H.S. Jun, H.S. Han, C.S. Yoon, A. Kim, H.Y. Bae, T. Utsugi, S.J. Kim, and J.W.
Yoon. University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada; Ajou University, Suwon,
Korea; NIH, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.

We have previously shown that a CD4+ suppressor T cell clone (NY4.2)
isolated from islet- infiltrating lymphocytes of NOD mice prevented the
development of autoimmune IDDM. This investigation was initiated to
determine the mechanisms involved in the prevention of IDDM by the
CD4+ suppressor T cell clone NY4.2. First, we examined whether the
suppressive activity of NY4.2 T cells results from the cytokines secreted
from the cells. Measurement of several cytokines from the supernatant
of NY4.2 T cell culture using ELISA revealed that NY4.2 T cells secrete
substantial amounts of TGF(i. IL-10, and IFN-y , but not IL-2 or IL-4.
Next, we examined which of the cytokines, TGF(3, IL-10 or IFN-y are
involved in the suppression of immune responses. We treated the
supernatant from the culture ofNY4.2 cells with antibody against TGF(3,
IL-10 and IFN-y and the immunosuppressive activity of the supernatant
was measured. Most of the immunosuppressive activity of the
supernatant was abrogated after treatment with anti-TGF(3 antibody, but
not by treatment with anti-IL-10 or anti-IFN-y antibodies. Finally we
examined whether TGF(3 suppression resulted in a loss of suppressive
activity by transducing TGF(3 -expressing NY4.2 cells into TGF(i-
suppressed NY4.2 cells using a retroviral vector which expresses
antisense TGFfI genes. We found that these transduced NY4.2 cells no
longer suppress cell-mediated autoimmune IDDM in NOD mice. On the
basis of these observations, we conclude that TGF(3 secreted from CD4+
NY4.2 T cells plays a major role in the prevention of IDDM in NOD
mice.
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MODULATION OF CYTOKINE-INDUCED APOPTOSIS IN
NEONATAL RAT ISLETS. N.John J.Mabley,S. Thomas, A-M
Dunger * D. Schroder *S. Schmidt, * M. Di Matteo, and I.Green,
Univ. of Sussex, Brighton UK and *Univ. of Greifswald, Germany.

We have previously shown that treatment of rat islets with the
cytokine combination IL-1B, TNF and IFN inhibited B cell function
and decreased cell number. The aim of this study was to determine if
cytokines caused programmed cell death by apoptosis in islet beta
cells and whether pretreatment with growth factors could prevent
cytokine-induced chromatin condensation. Islets from rats aged 8-16
days were cultured for at least 2 days prior to growth factor
pretreatment (TGFB (3.3 x 10 -11 M), IGF-1 (10 -8M) or insulin
(4nM) (24h) followed by cytokine treatment (IL-1n, TNF (both
100pM) and IFN 2U/ml) for 24-48h. Dissociated single cells were
harvested and analysed; intact islets were dispersed into single cells.
Cell suspensions were mixed with acridine orange (l0}tg/ml) and
apoptotic nuclei were counted by fluorescence microscopy. This
methodology was validated using additional features of electron
microscopy and DNA laddering in both cytokine and free radical
treated cells. An increased number of apoptotic nuclei 11.6% was
observed following 24-48h combined cytokine treatment versus
2.7% in control cells, [nuclei viewed 855 and 703 respectively; 7
experiments P<0.001]. This increase was partially blocked by 24h
pretreatment with growth factors (apoptotic cells cytokine treated
15.5%; TGF+ cyt 7%; IGF-l+ cyt 6.9%; INS +cyt 5.3%.
Confirmation that beta cell nuclei were showing chromatin
condensation was made by use of a beta-cell specific antibody in
conjunction with acridine cytochemical analysis. We conclude that
cytokines accelerate programmed cell death in beta cells and that
growth factors maintain cell viability.
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DESTRUCTION OF BETA CELLS IS ASSOCIATED WITH
APOPTOSIS IN NON-OBESE DIABETIC (NOD) MICE
K. Anzai, S. Nagafuchi* and J. Ono. 	 Department of
Laboratory Medicine, Fukuoka University School of Medicine,
*First Department of Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, Kyushu
University, Fukuoka, Japan

To clarify how beta cell is injured in autoimmune diabetes,
we studied apoptosis of beta cells in cryostat sections of
pancreas from non-obese diabetic ( NOD ) mice by an in situ
apoptosis detection methods. After DNA unveiling preparation,
slides were incubated with terminal deoxynucleotidyl
transferase and digoxigenin labeled nucleotides. The
catalytically added nucleotides were visualized with a
peroxidase labeled anti-digoxigenin antibody. Female NOD
mice ( 4-35 wk-old ) were split into three groups according to
age and existence of diabetes: non-diabetic mice ( group l; 4-
10 wk and group 11;11-35 wk ), and diabetic mice (group III, 11-
35 wk). The diabetic mice were sacrificed the day after the
plasma glucose level exceeded 14 mM. The apoptotic cells
were detected within islets of non-diabetic mice of group II,
and these cells were also stained with anti-insulin antibody. No
apoptosis was observed in islets of both non-diabetic young
mice ( group I ) and diabetic mice ( group III ). The absence of
apoptosis in diabetic mice suggest that the apoptotic beta cells
are rapidly removed. Apoptotic lymphocytes were detected
among infiltrating lymphocytes in all three groups. We
conclude that apoptosis plays an important role in the beta cell
injury in autoimmune diabetes.

126
NF-CB ACTIVITY IS REQUIRED FOR TNF-a-INDUCED
APOPTOSIS OF NIT-1 INSULINOMA CELLS.
L.A. Stephens, H.E. Thomas and T.W.H. Kay. The Walter and Eliza
Hall Institute of Medical Research, Melbourne, Australia.

TNF-a is a potential mediator of (3 cell destruction in IDDM. We have
investigated the cytotoxic effects of TNF-a in NIT-1 insulinoma cells.
Apoptosis was induced in NIT-1 cells after treatment with murine
TNF-a (1-1000U/ml) for 24 hrs, and was potentiated by IFN-y. Human
TNF-a also induced apoptosis in NIT-1 cells, implying the
involvement of the p55 TNF-R in delivering the apoptotic signal.
TNF-a-induced apoptosis is generally considered to involve activation
of the Caspase (formerly ICE) family of cysteine proteases, but not the
TNF-inducible transcription factor NF-xB. NIT-1 cells transfected
with crmA, a cowpox virus-encoded inhibitor of ICE, were protected
from TNF-a-induced apoptosis. Unexpectedly, NIT-1 cells stably
transfected with a dominant negative inhibitor of NF-xB (Asp), which
lacked TNF-inducible NF-xB activity in a gel mobility shift assay,
were also protected from TNF-a-induced cell death. Asp-expressing
NIT-1 cells were deficient in ICE mRNA compared with parental cells,
consistent with a role for NF-xB in ICE regulation, and potentially
explaining their protection from TNF-mediated apoptosis. Inducible
nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) is a gene known to be regulated by NF-
KB. NO does not, however, appear to play a role in TNF-a-induced
apoptosis of NIT-1 cells, as treatment with 0.5mM NG-Methyl -L-
Arginine, a competitive inhibitor of iNOS, did not protect cells against
TNF-a-induced death. Our results show that both NF-xB and ICE
activity are required for TNF-induced apoptosis of NIT-1 insulinoma
cells, and these molecules are therefore potential targets for prevention
of cytokine-mediated beta cell destruction in IDDM.
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ERK1/2 AND p38 MITOGEN ACTIVATED PROTEIN KINASE (MAPK) INHI-
BITION BLOCKS IL-1 INDUCED RAT ISLET NITRIC OXIDE (NO) SYN-
THESIS.
T. Mandrup-Poulsen', C.M. Larsen', K. Wadt', L. F. JuhI 2, H.U. Andersen', J.
Raingeaud 3, K. Seedorf and C.A. Dinarello4. 'Steno Diabetes Center and
2 Hagedorn Research Institute, Gentofte, Denmark, 'University of Massachu-
setts Medical School, Worcester, and 4University of Colorado Health Sci-
ences Center, Denver, USA.
Interleukin-lfl (IL-1) is selectively cytotoxic to rat pancreatic fl-cells by inhib-
iting glucose oxidation, causing DNA damage and inducing apoptosis. Nitric
oxide (NO) is a necessary, but not sufficient mediator of these effects. We
have previously reported that IL-1 causes phosphorylation of Elk-1, activation
transcription factor (ATE) 2 and heat shock protein (Hap) and activates the
extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) 1/2 and the p38 MAPK in rat is-
lets and rat insulinoma (RIN) cells. Here we show that mitogen activated
protein kinases (MAP K) are involved in IL-1 signalling of NO dependent and
independent effects in S-cells. Specific ERK1/2 and p38 MAPK inhibition us-
ing the PD and VK compounds blocked Elk-1 and Hsp25 phosphorylation,
respectively, demonstrated by phosphotransferase activity assay of lysates
of IL-1 exposed rat islets, and when combined completely prevented IL-1 in-
duced phosphorylation of Elk-1, ATF2 and Hsp25, indicating that ERK1/2
and p38, but not c-Jun NH2 terminal kinase (JNK) are responsible for the
phosphorylation of these substrates. The ERK1/2 and p38 MAPK inhibitors
individually reduced, but in combination blocked IL-1 mediated islet NO syn-
thesis determined as nitrite by the Griess method. p38 MAPK, but not
ERK1/2 inhibition prevented IL-1 mediated inhibition of glucose-stimulated
insulin release. We conclude that ERK1/2 and p38 MAPK activation is nec-
essary, but not sufficient for IL-1 mediated S-cell NO synthesis and that p38
MAPK is involved in signalling of NO independent effects of IL-1 fS-cells.
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ROLE OF MACROPHAGE—DERIVED SOLUBLE MEDIATORS IN THE
PATHOGENESIS OF EMC VIRUS—INDUCED DIABETES IN MICE.
K. Hirasawa, H.S. Jun, K. Maeda, Y. Kawaguchi, S. Itagaki, T. Mikami,
H.S. Baek, K. Doi, and J.W. Yoon. University of Calgary, Calgary,
Alberta, Canada; University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan; Ajou University,
Suwon, Korea.
We have previously shown that the major population of infiltrating cells, in
mice, at an early stage of encephalomyocarditis (EMC) virus infection are
macrophages. The inactivation of macrophages prior to viral infection resulted
in the prevention of diabetes, whereas activation of macrophages prior to viral
infection resulted in the enhancement of (l-cell destruction. This investigation
was initiated to determine whether macrophage-produced soluble mediators
play a role in the destruction of pancreatic Il-cells in mice infected with a low
dose of diabetogenic EMC-D virus. When we examined the expression of the
soluble mediators interleukin -113 (IL-1(3), tumour necrosis factor- a (TNF-a)
and inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) in the pancreatic islets, we found
that these mediators were clearly expressed at an early stage of insulitis and
this expression was evident until the development of diabetes. We confirmed
the expression of these mediators by in situ hybridization using digoxygenin-
labelled RNA probes or immunohistochemistry in the pancreatic islets. Mice
treated with antibody against IL-l(3 and TNF-a, or the INOS inhibitor
aminoguanidine, exhibited a significant decrease in the incidence of diabetes.
Mice treated with a combination of anti-IL-1 13 antibody, anti-TNF-a antibody
and aminoguanidine exhibited a greater decrease in the incidence of disease
when compared to mice treated with one of the antibodies, or aminoguanidine.
On the basis of these observations, we conclude that macrophage-produced,
soluble mediators play an important role in the destruction of pancreatic (3-
cells, resulting in the development of diabetes in mice infected with a low dose
of EMC-D virus.
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CHANGES IN PROTEIN EXPRESSION DURING DISEASE OCCURENCE IN
ISLET SYNGRAFTS IN BB-DP RATS AND DURING REJECTION OF BB-DP
ISLET ALLOGRAFTS.
U. Bjerre Christensen, P. Mose Larsen', S. J. Fey', H. Ullds Andersen, T.
Mandrup-Poulsen, J. Nerup.
Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark, 'Institute of Medical Microbiology,
Arhus University, Arhus, Denmark.
IL-1 is cytotoxic to rat 5-cels, and increased expression of IL-1 mRNA is found in
the islets of Langerhans during development of diabetes in BB-DP rats and NOD
mice. IL-1 has been proposed to induce a race between protective and deleterious
proteins in the S-cells.
In this study we investigated 1) changes in protein-expression during IL-1
stimulation of islets in vitro, 2) if these changes are also induced in vivo during
disease occurrence in islet syngrafts in BB-DP rats, 3) and during islet allograft
rejection. Two-hundred neonatal BB-DP rat islets were grafted under the kidney
capsule of either 30 days old BB-DP rats killed at onset of diabetes or of 30 days
old Wistar Kyoto (WK) rats, killed 12 days after grafting. The excised islet grafts or
in vitro IL-1 exposed neonatal BB-DP rat islets were labeled with (S]-methionine,
and processed for two dimensional gel electrophoresis. Fluorographs of the gels
were analyzed by computer. Significant changes in protein expression were
defined as p<0.01 (Student's t-test).
Interleukin-1 was found to change level of expression of 82 proteins (22 up- and 60
down-regulated) in neonatal BB-DP rat islets in vitro. Of these 35 (5 up- and 30
down-regulated) also changed level during disease occurence in syngeneic islet
grafts from diabetic BB-DP rats, and 33 (5 up- and 28 down-regualted) during
rejection of BB-DP islets grafted to WK rats. Changes in the level of expression of
17 (4 up- and 13 down-regulated) of the 82 proteins altered by IL-1 in vitro were
found only in syngeneic islet grafts in diabetic BB-DP rats, and changes in the
expression level of 11 (3 up- and 8 down-regulated) were found only in BB-DP islet
allografts in WK recipients.The identity these proteins are unknown and under
study.
Identification of these proteins may be important in understanding the mechanisms
of islet destruction and be new possible immunological markers for the
development of IDDM, and islet graft rejection.
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GALECTIN-3, A LECTIN INVOLVED IN CYTOKINE-MEDIATED BETA-
CELL DESTRUCTION AND IDDM?
A.E. Karlsen*, H.U. Andersen*, P. Mose Larsen°, S.J. Fey°, M. Larseno, F.
Pociot', T. Whitmore', K. Nielsen*, and J. Nerup*. `Steno Diabetes Center,
Gentofte, °Center for Proteome Analysis and q Dept. Molecular Biology,
Odense University, Denmark,',ZymoGenetics Inc., Seattle, USA

Beta cells are exquisitly sensitive to the toxic effect of cytokines, especially
interleukin-1 beta (IL-1). Understanding of the molecular background for this
may identify new intervention strategies in IDDM.
Analysis of control and IL-1 exposed isolated rat islets by 2D-gel
electrophoresis revealed up-regulation of 52 protein-spots, three of which
were identified by mass-spectrometry as three different phosphorylation
stages of galectin-3 (gal-3), a 27 kd lectin involved in the development of the
endocrine pancreas, inhibition of apoptosis and stimulation of monocyte IL-1
and superoxide radical formation. Chromosome mapping localized the gene
for gal-3 to human chromosome 14g21, thus a potential candidate gene for
IDDM1 1. The gal-3 gene was cloned from rat islets and stably expressed in
the rat insulinoma cell-line RIN-5AH under a CMV promoter. Two-D-gel
analysis of the stable transfectants showed high expression of two different
phosphorylation stages of the gal-3 protein. Functional analysis of the
transfectants induced a significantly increased proliferation rate of the RIN-
5AH cells and high the gal-3 expression level had a protective effect on the
cytokine induced (IL-1, TNFa and IFNg) cytotoxicity otherwise seen in non-
transfected RIN-5AH cells.
In conclusion: A 2D-gel identified, IL-1 upregulated islet protein
demonstrated to be gal-3, was cloned, expressed and partially
characterized. Our in vitro studies suggest that intracellular expression of
this protein have protective effects agains the cytotoxic effect of cytokines.
Further analysis will establish its potential role in the pathogenesis of IDDM
in vitro and in vivo.

OP 18
Endothelial Function
131
BASAL INSULIN LEVELS MODULATE ENDOTHELIAL FUNCTION BY
REGULATING FREE FATTY ACID LEVELS.
H. Steinberg, M. Tarshoby, R. Learning, J. Cronin, A. Johnson, G. Hook and
A.D. Baron, Indiana University and VA Medical Centers, Indianapolis, IN, USA
Euglycemic hyperinsulinemia causes endothelium dependent vasodilation (EDV) and
enhances vasodilation to the endothelium dependent vasodilator Methacholine
Chloride (MCh). It is unclear whether basal insulin contributes to EDV. We studied
leg blood flow (LBF) responses to graded intrafemoral artery infusions of the
endothelium dependent vasodilator Mch in 8 lean subjects, age 35±2, body mass
index 22±1, mean blood pressure (86±3 mmHg) and cholesterol (175±13 mg/dl).
Each subject was studied during systemic infusion of saline (SAL) and after 2 hours
of systemic somatostatin infusion (SRIF) designed to lower basal insulin levels.
During SRIF, basal insulin levels decreased from 11±1 to 5±1 mU/L (p<0.05),
basal glucose level was 95±2 and was clamped during SRIF infusion at 94±6 mg/dl
(p=ns). Free fatty acid levels (FFA) rose from 474±22 to 1042±116 mmol/L
(p<0.01), and LBF rose from 0.211±0.018 to 0.268±0.023 L/min (p<0.05). In
response to MCh doses of 5.0, 10.0 and 15.0 mg/min, LBF increased by
79±19,120±31 and 165±25% during SAL and by 24±8, 54±15, and 83±15% during
SRIF (p<0.02, SAL vs SRIF, ANOVA). To examine the role of the SRIF induced
rise in FFA on EDV, circulating FFA levels were raised in a separate group of 7
normal subjects by infusion of Intralipid+heparin to achieve FFA levels similar to
that in the SRIF infused group(1275±224 mmol/L) and EDV measured by graded
intra-arterial infusion of Mch. Compared to basal, EDV was impaired by
50%(p<0.01), thus to a similar degree as in the SRIF infused group. These data
suggest that 1) circulating FFA elevations cause endothelial dysfunction and 2) basal
insulin action to regulate lipolysis is an important indirect modulator of EDV.
Given insulin's impaired ability to suppress lipolysis and the elevated FFA levels
observed in insulin resistant subjects, it is reasonable to suggest that elevated FFAs
are responsible at least in part for the impaired EDV observed in these patients and
thus may contribute to their increased risk of macrovascular disease.
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ROLE OF CHRONIC HYPERGLYCEMIA AND OXIDIZED LDL IN
ENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION IN PATIENTS WITH IDDM
S. Makimattila, J. Luoma, S. Yla-Herttuala, R. Bergholm, T. Utriainen, M.
Mantysaari, P. Summanen and H. Yki-Jarvinen. Universities of Helsinki
and Kuopio, Finland.
Chronic hyperglycemia and oxidized LDL have been implicated as risk
factors for impaired vascular function in IDDM. We determined the
concentration of autoantibodies against oxidized LDL (ratio between
antibodies to native vs oxidized antibodies, oxLDLab) and blood flow
responses to intrabrachial infusions of acetylcholine, sodium nitroprusside
and L-NMMA in 23 male patients with IDDM (age 33±1 yrs, body mass
index 24.3±0.6 kg/m2, HbA1c 8.5±0.3 %) and in 33 matched normal males.
Total (4.7±0.2 vs 4.4±0.2), LDL (2.8±0.1 vs 2.8±0.1) HDL (1.3±0.1 vs
1.3±0.1) cholesterol (mmol/I, IDDM vs normal subjects) concentrations
were comparable between the groups. OxLDLab were 41 % higher in
patients with IDDM than in the normal subjects (1.74±0.21 vs 1.23±0.07,
p<o.01). Within the group of IDDM patients, HbA, ° but not oxLDLab or
LDL cholesterol, was inversely correlated with forearm blood flow
response to acetylcholine (r=-0.51, p<0.02) but not to sodium
nitroprusside (r=0.06, NS). These data implicate that oxidative modification
of LDL is increased in normolipidemic patients with IDDM compared to
normal subjects. Despite this, chronic hyperglycemia, but not oxLDLab, is
an independent determinant of impaired endothelium-dependent
vasodilation in patients with IDDM. These changes could contribute to the
increased cardiovascular risk in IDDM.
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RETINAL AND GLOMERULAR ENDOTHELIAL CELL MONOLAYER

PERMEABILITY IS INCRESED BY HIGH GLUCOSE
F. Pricci ', G.Pugliese ', G. Romeo ' G. Leto 2, P. Barsotti 1, G. Galli ,
C.M. Rotella 3, G. Mazza 2, G. Fuiano 2, and U. Di Mario 2
Univ. of Rome "La Sapienza', 2 RC-Catanzaro and 3 Florence, Italy
Vascular permeability was shown to be increased in tissues targets of
diabetic complications, including the retina and the kidney. This study was
aimed at assessing whether the diabetic milieu is capable of impairing retinal
and glomerular endothelial cell barrier function directly, independent of other
factors affecting permeability, Bovine retinal endothelial cells (BREC) and
human glomerular endothelial cells (HGEC) were cultured for 10 days under
high glucose (HG) vs. iso-osmolar mannitol (M) and normal glucose (NG)
conditions on permeable PET membranes inserted in 35-mm culture dishes.
To assess the time-course or HG-induced changes, BREC were exposed to
the above conditions also for 30 days (through 3 passages) and 5 hours (i.e.
during the assessment of permeability). At confluence, monolayer
permeability was measured by a radiotracer technique using 1251-labelled
horseradish peroxidase (HRP), bovine serum albumin (BSA), IgG or
fibrinogen (FBG, to exclude an abnormal leakage of monolayers), which
were added to the upper chamber at time 0. Medium was sampled from both
chambers at 1, 2, 3 and 5 hours and percent leakage was then calculated.
BREC grown for 10 days under HG, but not M, showed increased leakage of
HRP (+35%), BSA (+44%), and IgG (+60%), but not FBG, compared with
NG control cells (p<0.001). The increases vs. NG in HRP and BSA (but not
IgG) leakage were even more pronounced in BREC grown in HG for 30
days, whereas no change was evident in BREC exposed to HG for 5 hours.
HGEC cultured in HG for 10 days also showed significant increases vs. NG
(p<0.001) in the transendothelial passage of HRP (11.7±0.5 vs. 8.1±0.9),
BSA (7.9±1.2 vs. 5.4±0.7), and IgG (5.8±1.2 vs. 4.1±0.5). DNA synthesis
and cell number did not change in response to HG, thus ruling out the
possibility that the increased permeability observed under these conditions
was dependent on reduced cell density. These results show that the diabetic
milieu directly impairs retinal and glomerular endothelial cell barrier function.
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ALTERATIONS OF GLYCOSYLATION BY GLYCATED PRODUCTS IN
RETINAL MICROVASCULAR CELLS.
N. Rellier, D. Ruggiero, M. Lecomte, E. Michoud, M. Lagarde and N. Wiemsperger.
Diabetic Microangiopathy Research Unit, LIPHA-INSERM U352 INSA-LYON,
Villeurbanne, France.
Diabetic retinopathy is a complication characterized by alterations of specific cell-
cell interactions in the retinal capillaries. Glycation, as a result of reactions between
sugars and proteins, produces advanced glycosylation end products (AGEs), known
to accumulate in basement membranes and to affect the retinal cell proliferation in
vitro. However, at the cellular level, little is known concerning the effects of the
diabetic environment on the structure and/or biosynthesis of the glycoconjugates,
making up the glycocalix, a key-structure for cellular interactions. So, we decided to
study the effects of AGEs on the glycoprotein profiles of retinal cells. Endothelial
cells (BREC) and pericytes from bovine retinal microvessels were separately
cultured in the presence of glycated albumin (AGE-BSA). The cell homogenates
were analyzed by lectin affino-blotting. The total protein content was not affected by
the glycated products. However, the lectin analysis of the glycoprotein profiles
showed specific alterations of the glycosylation pattern for the BREC cultured with
AGE-BSA. A significant decrease of a(2,3) sialylation, [3-galactosylation and a-
fucosylation was observed mainly for a 210 kDa glycoprotein, localized in a
membrane-rich fraction. Similar alterations were obtained by metabolic labelling of
endothelial cell cultures with labelled sugars (['H]ManNac, ['H]Fuc, [ 10C]Gal). The
alterations appeared AGE dose-dependent. In contrast, The 210 kDa glycoprotein
was only weakly modified in pericytes. The enzymatic glycosylation was then
studied through glycosidase and glycosyltransferase assessments : a similar trend
was observed in various enzymatic activities. Our results show for the first time that
glycated products can affect carbohydrate structures resulting from enzymatic
glycosylation. They suggest that post-translational protein modifications can be
further modulated by a subsequent change such as glycation. The resulting altered
glycoforms might exhibit modified biological properties.
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MODULATION BY HIGH GLUCOSE AND TNF-a OF APOPTOSIS
ASSOCIATED MOLECULES IN CULTURED ENDOTHELIAL CELLS
S.M. Baumgartner-Parzer, M. Artwohl, W. WaldhSusl. Dept. Med.11l, Div.
Endocrinology&Metabolism, Wahringer Gurtel 18-20, 1090 Vienna, Austria.
Using human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) we have previously
shown 30 mM glucose and TNF-a to induce apoptosis and to upregulate
protooncogene p53 expression, probably involved in the development of
vascular complications in diabetes mellitus. In this study we evaluated the
effects of high (30 mM) glucose and TNF-a on "p53-dependent genes" p21,
an inhibitor of cyclin dependent kinases, and thrombospondin (TSP), a
mitogen for smooth muscle cells and a "bridging molecule" between
phagocytes and apoptotic cells. Exposure of HUVECs to 30 mM glucose
(13±1 days) significantly increased p21 (133 +29% of control, p<0.01;n=15)
and TSP (120+23% of control, p<0.05;n=10) mRNA expression versus
control cells in 5 mM glucose. Determination of p53 and p21 in the identical
individual isolate after 30mM glucose long term culture exhibited a more
pronounced stimulation of p21 (+30%) compared to p53 gene expression with
a range between 93 and 176%, suggesting at least in part p53-independent
upregulation by hyperglycemia of p21. High glucose long term culture of
HUVECs (13+ 1 days, n=7) previously to TNF-a (13000/ml/24 h) exposure
further stimulated cytokine induced p21 mRNA upregulation from 133 +33%
to 167+31 % of control (p<0.05 each). Both, increase in p21 and observation
of reduced (-95%) hyperphosphorylation of the retinoblastoma protein (pRb),
analyzed by Western blotting, seem to mediate the antimitogenic effects of
TNF-a in HUVECs. Parallel cell cycle studies indicate more pronounced
susceptibility of HUVECs to TNF-a induced apoptosis in G1- than in S-phase.
The extent to which p21, TSP and pRb affect induction of apoptosis or
growth arrest, remains to be elucidated. These data, however, suggest
hyperglycemia and TNF-a to locally exhaust the replicative potential of
endothelial cells due to apoptosis and growth arrest, and thus could be
prerequisite for vascular lesions.
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ENDOTHELIAL CELL DYSFUNCTION IN MICROALBUMINURIC IDDM
PATIENTS; FURTHER IMPAIRMENT WITH ADDITIONAL COMPLICATIONS
AC Shore, SJ Morris and JE Tooke. University of Exeter, Exeter, U.K.
Haemodynamic abnormalities have been described in rnicroalbuminuric IDDM
patients, however the mechanisms involved are unclear. The aim of this study was to
investigate the skin perfusion responses to acetylcholine (ACh) (an endothelium-
dependent vasodilator) and sodium nitroprusside (SNP) (a smooth muscle relaxant)
in nticroalbuminuric IDDM patients (albumin excretion rate of 20-200 Itg min' on
at least 2 out of 3 occasions). In 12 microalbununuric IDDM patients (age 41.1 ± 3.3
years (mean ± sem); 4 female) and 12 age and sex matched controls forearm skin
blood flow responses to iontophoretically applied 1% ACh and 0.01% SNP were
recorded by laser Doppler perfusion imaging. ACh significantly increased forearm
skin perfusion (P<0.001, ANOVA), however the vasodilatation was significantly
lower in the IDDM patients with microalbuminuria compared with the controls
(P<0.001), e.g. the maximum vasodilatation to ACh was 1.25 ± 0.11 V in IDDM
patients vs 1.86 ± 0.11 V in the controls. Skin perfusion increased following SNP
(P<0.001) but was not significantly different between the 2 groups, e.g. at the fifth
measurement point the vasodilatation to SNP was 0.28 ± 0.06 V in IDDM patients
vs 0.32 ± 0.07 V in healthy volunteers. The response to ACh was further impaired in
microalbuminuric patients with (pre)proliferative retinopathy and/or peripheral
neuropathy (n=7) compared to IDDM patients with microalbuminuria and
background retinopathy (n=5) (P<0.05). Diabetes duration was also significantly
longer in microalbuminuric patients with (pre)proliferative retinopathy and/or
peripheral neuropathy (32.2 ± 2.5 years) compared to IDDM patients with
microalbuminuria and background retinopathy (19.2 ± 3.7 years (P<0.011), however
the maximum response to ACh did not significantly correlate with duration of
diabetes. These data suggest that skin microvascular endothelial cell function but not
smooth muscle cell function may be abnormal in IDDM patients with
microalbuminuria. The level of endothelial cell dysfunction may be related to the
degree of diabetic microangiopathy and/or diabetes duration.
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THE EFFECT OF EXERCISE ON THE ENDOTHELIAL FUNCTION OF THE

MICRO- AND MACRO- CIRCULATION IN IDDM.

R. Saouaf, R.A. Fielding, V.M. Donaghue, E.S. Horton and A. Veves.
Deaconess-Joslin Foot Center, Harvard Medical School and Boston
University, Boston, MA, USA.
Exercise is beneficial in diabetes and can reduce cardiovascular disease.
We have examined the effect of regular, intense exercise on the
endothelial function in both the micro- and macro- circulation in IDDM. For
this we studied four groups of patients matched for age, sex and Body
Mass Index: 1. Non-diabetic control regular exercisers (CE) (n=12, 9
Males, mean age 33 years) , 2. IDDM exercisers (DE) (n=15, 13 M, age 34
yrs, DM duration 16 yrs) 3. sedentary controls (CS) (n=17, 10 M, age 34
yrs) and 4. sedentary diabetic patients (DS) (n=4, 3 M, age 32 yrs, DM dur.
21 yrs). Autonomic neuropathy was present in 5 DE and 0 DS patients,
retinopathy in 4 DE and 4 DS and macro-proteinuria in none. There was no
difference in the weekly energy expenditure from exercise, evaluated by
the Harvard Alumni Health Questionnaire, between CE (6497 ± 1374
kcal/week) (mean ± sd) and DE (6437 ± 3036) but both groups were higher
compared to CS (281 ± 501) and DS (150 ± 300, p <0.0001). Similar
results were found in maximal oxygen uptake (V0 2 max) (CE 55.3 * 8.0
ml/kg/min, DE 52.4 t 10.7, CS 38.4 ± 6.0, DS 34.8 ± 10.0, p <0.0001). The
endothelial function in the microcirculation was assessed by measuring the
changes in the erythrocyte flux after the iontophoresis of acetylcholine and
in the macro-circulation by assessing the changes in the brachial artery
diameter induced by reactive hyperemia. When all diabetic patients were
considered as one group the micro-circulation endothelial function was
reduced compared to the controls (91 ± 49 % flux increase vs 122 ± 41, p
<0.05) but no difference existed between DE (95 ± 51) and DS (73 ± 42)
and between CE (117 ± 44) and CS (125 ± 40). Similarly, in the macro-
circulation a reduced response in the diabetic patients (7.0 ± 4.5 %
diameter increase vs 11.2 ± 6.6, p< 0.05) while no difference existed
between DE (6.7 ± 4.6) and DS (8.0 ± 4.7) and between CE (12.0 ± 5.8)
and CS (11.5 ± 7.3). We conclude that regular exercise does not prevent
the diabetes-induced impairment of the endothelial function.
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INSULIN INDUCED VENODILATATION IS FURTHER IMPAIRED IN TYPE II
DIABETES MELLITUS WITH HYPERCHOLESTEROLEMIA.
A. Chaudhuri, S. Rao, P. Mohanty, C. Padginton, K. Thusu, B.H. Sung, M.F.
Wilson and P. Dandona. State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, N.Y.
We have shown that insulin induces venodilatation via the endothelial dependent
NO-cGMP pathway and that this effect is impaired in NIDDM, a disease
associated with endothelial dysfunction. As hypercholesterolemia increases the
risk of cardiovascular diseases in NIDDM, we have studied the venodilatory
response to insulin in NIDDM subjects with cholesterol > and <_ 200 mg/di.
Sixteen healthy caucasians, 19-67 years old (Group 1), nine normotensive NIDDM
42-77 years old, with cholesterol 251 ± 22 mg/dl, and LDL cholesterol 147 ± 23
mg/dl (Group 2) were compared to nine matched NIDDM with cholesterol 173 ±
12 mg/dl, and LDL cholesterol 107 ± 12 mg/dl (Group 3). Cephalic vein of the left
hand was visualised 1cm distal to the cannula tip using an Acuson 128XP
ultrasonograph with 7.5 Mhz linear array transducer. Norepinephrine was infused
at 12.5, 25, 50 and 100 ng/min and this was followed by a coinfusion of
norepinephrine at 100 nglmin with regular insulin at 8, 16, 24, and 32 µu/min, each
dose for 5 mins. A blood pressure cuff was inflated at the arm to 40 mm of Hg 3
minutes into each infusion and the venous diameter was measured between 4 to
5 minutes using the M-mode image.

Baseline N12,5 N25 N 50 N,00 Mean SEM 1 8 1 16 124 1 32 Mean SEM
	Group 1 100 (2.8) 80 70 57 47 72	 2.9 71 77 90 95 87 2.0

	

Group 2 100 (2.5) 67 52 57 57 67	 3.0 45 55 64 57 64* 2.4

	

Group 3 100 (3.5) 76 66 61 55 72	 2.7 65 60 64 68 72* 2.4
Data expressed as percentage of baseline diameter (mm); *p<0.05 when
compared to Group 1. p<0.05 in comparison to Group 2. Analysis by twanova.
These data show that hypercholesterolemia further impairs the venodilatory
response to insulin in NIDDM subjects. Coexistence of these disease states have
a synergistic effect on endothelial dysfunction and this correlates clinically with the
increase in vascular risk seen in such conditions.
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Measurements of glycated haemoglobin and microalbuminuria in West -
Germany from 1988 to 1994
Hartmann, P.', Gruesser, M.2, Heuer, J.2, Joergens, V. . 'Dept. of Nutrition and
Metabolism, Heinrich-Heine-University, Duesseldorf (WHO-Collaborating Centre,
Dir. Prof. M. Berger) 2Central Institute for Ambulatory Health Care, Cologne
The number of measurements of glycated haemoglobin and microalbuminuria is an
indicator of process quality of care in people with diabetes. In Germany the number
of all determinations of glycated haemoglobin and microalbuminuria is available
through a nationwide account and information system. This system summarises all
determinations in ambulatory care for patients, who are members of the compulsory
health insurances in West-Germany (57.5 million persons). Based upon
epidemiological data the prevalence of diabetes can be assumed to be 5 % (2.875
million persons with diabetes). The number of measurements has increased signifi-
cantly since 1988 (Tab. 1). This increase cannot be attributed to an increase in the
number of insured persons nor in the number of all medical acts (indicated by EKG).
Tab. 1. Number of insured persons, EKG and determinations of IIbAs(,) and
mirrnalhnmimmria frnm 19RR in 1994.

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
Insured persons mill. 55.11 54.7 55.9 56.8 57.2 57.5
Diabetic patients mill. 2.76 2.74 2.80 2.84 2.86 2.875
HbAr 	(mill.) 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.2 2,5 2.6

Microalbuminuria
thousand

0 2.6 8.4 33.9 72.2 77.3 125.5

EKG mill. 16.0 16.0 15.6 16.1 16.4 17.0 17.2

Guidelines state that glycated haemoglobin should be determined quarterly and
microalbuminuria annually in persons with diabetes. During six years the number of
HbA,(,) measurements increased by 160 %. It would be interesting to compare our
data with population-based data of other countries, but to our knowledge such data
are not yet available. If physicians adhered fully to guidelines a maximum of 11.5
million measurements of glycated haemoglobin and at least 8.6 million
measurements of microalbuminuria would be necessary on an annual basis in West-
Germany. Authors of guidelines for better care of persons with diabetes should be
aware of the tremendous financial consequences of their application.
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SPECIFICITIES OF ORGANISATION OF DIABETES HEALTH CARE
DURING WAR TIME

Z. Metelko, M. Pragek, G. Roglic, M. Pibernik-Okanovic, I. Pavlic-Renar, N.
Car, B. Rocic, M. Rogic, M. Granic, Z. Skrabalo
Vuk Vrhovac University Clinic for Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolic
Diseases, Medical Faculty University of Zagreb, Dugi Doi 4a, 10000 Zagreb,
Croatia

The Model of diabetes health care relies on the network of diabetes
centres and continuous flow of information from highly specialised centres
to primary health care and the flow of rationally referred patients from
primary to tertiary health care. The model has shown its advantages during
the war in Croatia. The register was the basis for planning the supplies of
oral agents, insulin, and self- monitoring equipment in the war-struck
regions. In 1991 there were 111.096 diabetic persons registered, 16% of
them requiring insulin, 46% oral agents and 36% treated by basic principles
of treatment only (education, exercise, diet). All patients were provided with
a 60-day supply of insulin or oral agents. As destruction increased there was
need to modify the existing system of information exchange which
remained only on telephone communication. Use was made of existing PC
compatible equipment and the computer network created to prepare for
accepting and distributing of patients evacuated from destroyed hospitals or
dialysis centres, and to learn of movements of larger groups of displaced
persons. Written instructions were issued to patients on how to prepare
themselves for long stays in shelters, disinfection of water, lack of drugs
and food. For assessing glycaemic control, a simple method was developed
for transporting blood samples in specially prepared tubes and transporting
them at room temperature to the nearest lab for haemoglobin A1C
determination. Except for diabetic gangrene, probably due to poor hygienic
conditions in war areas, there were no more cases of acute diabetic
complications. This could be attributed to good education of diabetic
patients within the model of diabetes health care as a basic principle of
treatment, especially in the regions far from specialised centres.
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LIONS DIABETES MINNESOTA: A MODEL FOR COMMUNITY-BASED
INTERVENTIONS IN PRIMARY CARE.
R. Mazze, R. Risley, G. Castle, S. Sundem, G. Simonson, R. Bradley, and E. Strock.
International Diabetes Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA.
In 1993 the Lions Clubs of Minnesota developed a community-based approach to
public and professional education in diabetes. The purpose of this study was to
determine to what extent this regional diabetes program changed diabetes practices.
Lions Diabetes Minnesota (LDM) was created to reach all of the rural communities
of Minnesota with a 3 part program: (1) to screen for diabetes in a high risk
population; (2) to provide public education in the prevention of diabetes and its
complications; and, (3) to assess care practices in order to provide professional
education to improve care. A total of 1351 individuals came to the public screening
program, of whom 629 were in treatment for diabetes. The remaining 722 had at
least one risk factor for type II diabetes. Through the screening program and follow-
up, 72 individuals were diagnosed with diabetes. The subsequent public education
program (for 1846 individuals) focused on management of weight, exercise and life
style to prevent diabetes. These individuals came from 30 clinics which agreed to
participate in an assessment of current diabetes care. On the basis of 731 chart audits
at these sites it was estimated that 70% of the patients were at a level of glycemic
control (HbAlc >1.5% above normal) that would contribute to the development of
microvascular complications and <15% of the patients were appropriately evaluated
for complications. The follow-up professional education program at these sites
focused on appropriate classification of diabetes, therapeutic goals, treatment options
and surveillance for complications. It was attended by 684 physicians, nurses and
dietitians. The overall goal was to improve glycemic control and surveillance for
microvascular and macrovascular complications. One year follow-up showed a
significant (p<.001) decrease in HbAlc (-1.4%) and a significant (p<.Ol) increase in
surveillance for eye disease (23 to 34%) and foot disease (16 to 33%). A survey of
the sites revealed: 77% increase in SMBG, 66% increase in HbAlc to 3-4/year, 77%
increase in patient education and nutrition services and 55% increase in the rate of
screening for microalbumin. LDM was able to identify persons at risk for diabetes,
diagnose undetected cases and provide education which resulted in improved
glycemic control and complications surveillance.
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SHARED CARE FOR NIDDM PATIENTS IN GENERAL PRACTICE:
SUSTAINED GOOD GLYCAEMIC CONTROL AFTER TWO YEARS.
JJJ de Sonnaville, LP Colly, D Wijkel and RJ Heine. Research Centre
Primary/Secondary Health Care, Amsterdam Thrombosis service and
Laboratory for General Practitioners and Department of Endocrinology,
University Hospital Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
A prospective non-randomized cohort study was designed to assess
the intermediate term (2 years) effect of structured NIDDM care
with (study group=SG; 22 GPs) and without (control group=CG; 6
GPs) support from a 'diabetes service' on glycaemic control and
well-being. The 'diabetes service', supervised by a diabetologist,
included a registration system and consultation facilities of a
dietitian and diabetes nurse educator. GPs of the SG received
protocolized glucose lowering therapy advises. This included home
blood glucose monitoring and insulin therapy. In the SG 350 known
NIDDM patients above 40 years of age (206 women; mean age
65.3±SD 11.9 and diabetes duration 5.9±5.4 years) have been
followed for at least 2 years. The CG consisted of 68 patients (28
women; age 64.6±10.3 and diabetes duration 6.3±6.4 years). Mean
HbAlc (reference value 4.3-6.1%) fell from 7.4±1.6 to 7.0±1.3%
after 1 and 2 year of follow-up in SG, but rose from 7.4 to 7.6 in
CG (p=0.004). The part with poor HbAlc (>8.5%) decreased from
21.4 to 11.7% in SG but increased from 23.5 to 27.9% in CG
(p=0.008). Good control (HbAlc <7.0%) was achieved in 54.3% (at
entry 43.4%) in SG and in 44.1% (at entry 54.4%) in CG (p=0.013).
Insulin therapy was initiated in 29.9% (SG) and 8.8% (CG) (p=0.000).
The incidence rate of severe hypoglycaemia was low 0.019 /patient
year in SG and not reported in CG. General well-being, as assessed
with annual self-report questionaires, did not change during
intensified therapy. In conclusion, implementation of structured
care, including protocolized therapeutic advice, results in safe and
sustained good glycaemic control in the majority of NIDDM
patients in primary care.
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CAN PRIMARY CARE BASED REVIEWS KEEP
INDIVIDUALS WITH DIABETES OUT OF HOSPITAL?
E.C.Goyder, NA.Spiers, J.L.Botha, P.McNally and M.Drucquer.
University of Leicester, Leicester, UK.
It has been suggested that increases in routine diabetes review in
primary care could reduce hospital admission rates for individuals with
diabetes and that interventions should target those at highest risk of
admission. However recent trials of intense primary care interventions
in high risk groups have been unable to reduce overall admission rates.
This observational study explored the relationship between routine
diabetes review in primary care and risk of diabetes related hospital
admission in groups with and without comorbidity. A historical cohort
study of 1092 individuals with diabetes, from randomly selected
general practices, collected information on service contacts and
clinical, social and demographic variables using patient records and
postal questionnaires. Logistic regression modelling was used to
establish risk factors for admission during a five year period. The main
predictors of admission were the number of non-diabetic drugs
regularly prescribed (odds ratio=1.4 per drug on repeat prescription,

p<0.0001) and type of diabetes treatment (odds ratio=1.6 for insulin,

0.9 for tablets, p=0.0001). Only in the subgroup without comorbidity
(defined as those prescribed no regular treatment other than diabetes
treatment) was general practice review associated with a lower risk of
admission (odds ratio=0.30, p=0.02). Structured care for diabetes in
primary care may in the long term reduce diabetes related hospital
admissions. However interventions to increase frequency of routine
review which target high risk groups which have high levels of
comorbidity, are unlikely to reduce admission rates.
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THE COST OF DIABETIC FOOT ULCERS IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY
Zeynep Osar Ersanli, Taner Damci, Alev Yalaza, Mucahit Ozyazar, Ugur Gorpe,
Hasan Ilkova and Nazif Bagriacik. Cerrahpasa Medical Faculty, Department of
Internal Medicine, Division of Diabetes and Metabolism, Istanbul, Turkey.
The prevalance of diabetic foot ulcers is around 7 % and of amputations due to foot
ulcers is 3 %. The total direct economic burden of diabetic foot problem in the USA
is 150 million USD annually and the mean cost of a diabetic patient who undergoes
lower extremity amputation is 24700 USD. The present study was done to disclose
the main features and calculate the avarage cost of 60 randomly chosen inpatients
treated for diabetic foot ulcers. 18 patients were female (30%) and 42 were male
(70%), with mean age of 58.9+10.1 (31-84), diabetes duration of 13.5+7.6
years(0.3-30). Mean HbAlc was 9.4+2 (4.6-15). 14 patients previously had ulcers
(23.3%) and 11 had (18.3%) previous amputations. All of the 14 patients previously
had and were treated for ulcers, had received programmed education for foot care
and prevention of foot ulcers. 54 patients had neuropathy as the predominant
etiologic factor for foot ulcers ( 90%) , 4 (6.7%) had both ischemia and neuropathy
and 2 (3.3%) had ischemia solely. 36 patients (60%) had grade 3 or more severe
ulcers according to Wagner classification. Ulcers were localized on the toes in 27
patients, 9 (15%) of them being on the plantar surface of great toe, 19 (31.7%) on
the metatarsal head, 9 (15%) on the heel, 3 (5%) on volar surface of the foot, 2
(3.3%) on the wrist. Swab culture of the ulcer yielded single microorganism in 33
(55%) patients and multiple organisms in the rest. 21(35%) patients received single
antibiotic, 39 (45%) had combined antimicrobial therapy. 22 patients (36.7 %)
treated conservatively whereas 7 (11.7%) underwent grafting, 11 (18.3%)
transinetatarsal amputation, 15 (25%) wedge resection of the toes, 4 (6.7%) below
knee amputation, 1 (1.7%) above knee amputation. Mean duration of hospitalisation
was 5.45+ 4.22 weeks, grade of ulcer being the only factor affecting this. The mean
total cost of a hospitalized patient was found to be 7000 USD. In our country where
avarage income per family is below 200 USD per month and some 60% of total
population is not covered by any kind of social security, diabetic foot is even a more
severe economic and social problem than in the USA and European countries. This
urgently mandates planning and implementation of diabetic foot clinics all over the
country.
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THE USE AND THE COSTS OF ALL MEDICATIONS OF
DRUG-TREATED DIABETIC PATIENTS IN FINLAND
T Kangas 1 , T Klaukka 2 , J Martikainen 2 and A Reunanen 3 ,

1 City of Helsinki, 2 Social Insurance Institution, 3 National Public
Health Institute, Helsinki, Finland
The aim of the study was to investigate the total use and costs
of all kinds of medications used by persons with diabetes
(PWD). The persons having purchased medications for dia-
betes were identified from the Central Drug Registry which
codes and registers all prescriptions of medicines with a unique
personal identification number. The use of all kinds of
medicines by PWD was identified. The medications used in
hospitals and sold over the counter were not included. There
was a total of 125193 persons (2.25% of the population) having
purchased diabetes medicines in 1995, out of whom only
73.7% used their right for reimbursement. The total cost of
drugs used by PWD was 130.3 million US dollars (USD), or
1040.5 USD/PWD (vs. 264.5 USD/ inhabitant). 50000 had used
insulin for 31.3 million USD and 91000 oral hypoglycemic
drugs (OHD) for 20.4 million USD. Antidiabetic drugs totalled to
51.7 million USD (40% of total costs). 13000 had purchased
both insulin and OHD. The costs of other medications was 78.6
million USD (60%). The cost of all cardiovascular drugs was
33.3 million USD. 19.6% of PWD used digitalis vs. 2.3% of pop-
ulation at large. Use of cholesterol reducing drugs was 5.3% vs.
3.1%, that of ACE inhibitors 25.1% vs. 9.7% respectively. The
given figures are crude. The study has an age and sex matched
control population, but the results are in preparation. Our
preliminary results show that use and costs of medications by
PWD are remarkably higher than those of population at large.
The final results will give exact figures of the extra usage.
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POTENTIAL COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF PRIMARY PREVENTION OF
INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS.
Richard C. Eastman, Catherine C. Cowie, Joan Harmon, and the DPT-1
Study Group. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.
We analyzed the potential cost-effectiveness of primary prevention of IDDM, using
a simulation model of IDDM. We used hazard rates for diabetes from the
Diabetes Prevention Trial for Type 1 Diabetes (DPT-1) of 22.5%/year for the
parenteral insulin protocol (P), and 6%/year for the oral insulin protocol (0).
Screening costs ($1751/case found) and intervention costs ($3172/yr (P) and
$1360/yr (0)) were estimated from DPT-1. Modeled patients receive intensive
treatment if IDDM develops ($4545/yr). Incremental costs and benefits are in
present value dollars (3% discount rate). Life years are adjusted for quality of life
(QALYs) using utilities for blindness (0.69), renal failure (0.61), and amputation
(0.8). We assume IDDM reduces quality of life by 5%. The perspective of the
analysis is from a single payer responsible for all direct medical costs. The model
predicts that 99% (P) and 97% (0) progress to IDDM. The predicted lifetime risks
of visual acuity <20/100, renal failure, and amputation are 42%, 16%, and 5% (P)
and 31%, 11% and 3.5% (0). Primary prevention that reduces the risk of
progressing to IDDM by 50% delays the mean age at onset of diabetes from 12.5
years to 17 years (P), and from 22.9 to 28.8 years (0). Complications occur in
later in life; cumulative incidence is reduced to 38%, 14%, and 4.8% (P), and
22%, 8%, and 2.4% (0). Reduced treatment costs for clinical IDDM, reduced
lifetime risk of severe hypoglycemia, and reduced complications partly offset the
costs of screening and preventive treatment. We estimate that parenteral insulin
would cost$22,000/QALY gained, and oral insulin$5,800/QALY gained.
Savings of-$4,700/person treated are predicted if subcutaneous insulin alone is
effective in the parenteral insulin trial. The cost/QALY gained is stable if the
HbAlc assumed under intensive care is 7.2%-8.7%, assuming that the incremental
costs of intensive care are proportional to the HbAlc achieved. Primary prevention
is a reasonable goal to pursue from a health and economic perspective.

Insulin Action in Vitro
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IRS-2 IS THE MAIN DOCKING PROTEIN FOR PI 3-KINASE
IN ADIPOCYTES FROM NIDDM PATIENTS.
U. Smith, L. M. Wang*, P. Lonnroth, C. Wesslau, J. H. Pierce* and
C. M. Rondinone. Lundberg Lab. for Diabetes Research, Dept.
Internal Medicine, Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Gothenburg,
Sweden and *Lab. Cell and Molecular Biology, NCI, NIH, Bethesda,
MD, USA.
IRS proteins are substrates for the insulin receptor tyrosine kinase
and act as docking proteins. The aim of this study was to investigate
the role of IRS proteins in the insulin signaling pathway in adipocytes
from healthy subjects or NIDDM patients. We examined insulin-
stimulated glucose transport, protein content of key proteins involved
in insulin action and performed immunoprecipitation, immunoblotting
and PI-3 kinase assays using specific antibodies to IRS-1 and
4P5/IRS-2. Glucose transport activity in response to insulin was
reduced by 40-60% in NIDDM patients, IRS-1 protein content was
reduced by 50-90% while 4PS/IRS-2 protein content was unaltered.
In contrast, other key proteins such as the insulin receptor, PI 3-kinase
(p85 and p110), SHC or MAP kinases were unchanged in NIDDM.
Following insulin stimulation 4PS/IRS-2 was rapidly tyrosine
phosphorylated, associated with the p85 subunit of PI 3-kinase and
stimulated the activation of PI 3-kinase in NIDDM subjects. In
contrast, in anti IRS-I immunoprecipitates from NIDDM adipocytes
no clear tyrosine phosphorylated band corresponding to IRS-I or an
associated PI 3-kinase activity was detected.  Conclusion : IRS-1 is
the dominant tyrosine phosphorylated protein which binds p85 and
accounts for most of the phosphotyrosine associated PI 3-kinase
activity in adipocytes from normal human subjects. In contrast, in
cells from NIDDM subjects, which are deficient in IRS-1, 4PS/IRS-2
becomes the principal docking protein.
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PI3-KINASE ACTIVATION ALONE IS NOT SUFFICIENT FOR THE
MEDIATION OF INSULIN ACTION

A. Krook a , b, J.P. Whiteheada ,b, S. Dobsonc, J. Tavarec, M. Ouwensd,
J.A. Maasend, C. Bakera , b, S. O'Rahillya , b. Depts. of Medicines and Clin.
Biochemistryb Univ. of Cambridge, UK; Dept. of Biochemistryc, Bristol
Univ. UK; Dept. of Medical Biochemistryd, Univ. Leiden, Holland.

Two naturally-occuring mutations (Prol 178Leu and Argl174G1n) in the
insulin receptor tyrosine kinase domain, found in patients with severe
insulin resistance, retain the ability to phosphorylate IRS-1 yet fail to
mediate insulin-stimulated glycogen synthesis or mitogenesis. Further
studies were undertaken to examine the molecular basis for the defective
signalling associated with these mutant receptors. The mutant receptors
failed to stimulate any GLUT4-GFP translocation to the plasma
membrane in microinjected 3T3 fibroblasts and were unable to stimulate
activation of a reporter plasmid consisting of the fos promoter upstream of
luciferase (p <0.001 vs wild type receptor). Although at low
concentrations of insulin these receptors were impaired in their tyrosine
phosphorylation of IRS-1, at 100nM insulin cells expressing the 1174 and
1178 mutant receptors showed significantly enhanced tyrosine
phosphorylation of IRS-1, association of the p85a subunit of PI3-kinase
with IRS-1, and PI3-kinase activity in anti-IRS-1 immunoprecipitates
compared to parental CHO cells. In contrast, at 100nM insulin, no
significant enhancement of the tyrosine phosphorylation of She, GTP
loading of ras, or map kinase activation was seen. These findings indicate
that PI3-kinase activation alone may be insufficient to mediate the
metabolic and mitogenic effects of insulin and suggest that additonal
signalling events involving the she-ras-map kinase pathway may be
required for the full mediation of insulin's metabolic and mitogenic
effects. Additionally, these data provide support for the notion that
insulin's activation of ras is dependent on she, rather than IRS-1,
phosphorylation.
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DIFFERENTIAL ROLES OF REGULATORY SUBUNITS OF PI 3-KINASE IN
GLUCOSE HOMEOSTASIS IN THE P85a PI 3-KINASE KNOCKOUT MICE
Y. Terauchi, S. Sato*, H. Minoura, Y. Tsuji, K. Iwamoto, K. Murakami, A. Okuno,
K. Tobe, H. Sekihara*, H. Nakajima§, T. Hanafusa§, Y. Matsuzawa§, Y.
Akanuma#, Y. Yazaki, and T. Kadowaki. 	 Tokyo University, *Yokohama City
University, §Osaka University, and #Asahi Life Foundation. Japan.

The aim of this study is to investigate the role of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase
(PI3K) in glucose homeostasis by targeted disruption of a regulatory subunit of PI3K
gene (p85a.) in mice. Alternative isoforms of the p85a gene, p55a and p50a, were
normally expressed in this knockout mice. Total PI3K activity associated with anti-
phosphotyrosine antibody after an insulin injection was normal in the liver and 70%
of the normal in the skeletal muscle. A 5OkDa protein (p50) recognized by anti-p85
antibody, which was presumably p50a, played a compensatory role for p85a
deficiency in insulin-stimulated PI3K activation by binding to IRS-1 and p110
catalytic subunit of PI3K. Mice lacking p85a showed lowered set point of glucose
levels associated with decreased insulin levels. Steady state plasma glucose levels
after somatostatin, insulin, and glucose infusion were 125±34 and 254±15 mg/dl in
knockouts and the wild-type (P<0.01), although steady state plasma insulin levels
were indistinguishable. Studies on glucose metabolism intermediates in the liver
strongly suggested that glucose output was rather increased in response to enhanced
glucose utilization by the peripheral tissues. In fact, 2-deoxy-glucose uptake into the
soleus muscle was increased by 40% in knockouts compared with the wild-type, and
3-o-methyl-glucose uptake into the adipocyte was 2-3 fold increased with the
physiological concentrations of insulin in knockouts. These results demonstrated that
increased glucose utilization in the peripheral tissues, rather than primary reduction of
glucose output by the liver, was the main cause of hypoglycemia and increased
insulin sensitivity. Although PI3K activity associated with IRS-1 was essentially
normal, efficient targeting of PI3K activity to the GLUT4 vesicle via p50/p110
complex may have resulted in efficient glucose transport in the p85a knockout mice.
Thus, PI3K isoforms may play differential roles in glucose metabolism in the
peripheral tissues, and p85a deficient mice should give important insight into the
molecular mechanism linking PI3K activation and GLUT4 translocation.
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DECREASED IRS-1 PHOSPHORYLATION AND PI 3-KINASE
ACTIVITY IN MUSCLE FROM NIDDM PATIENTS.
J.R. Zierath, M. Bjomholm, M. Lehtihet and H. Wallberg-
Henriksson. Department of Clinical Physiology, Karolinska

Hospital, Stockholm, SWEDEN.

We examined the effect of physiological hyperinsulinemia on IRS-1
tyrosine phosphorylation and PI3-kinase activity in skeletal muscle

from six lean to moderately obese NIDDM and six healthy subjects.

A rise in serum insulin levels from -60 to -650 pmol/l increased

IRS-1 tyrosine phosphorylation 6-fold over basal levels in control

muscle (P<0.01), whereas no significant increase was noted in
NIDDM muscle. The reduced IRS -1 phosphorylation in the NIDDM
muscle was not related to changes in IRS-1 protein content, since
IRS-1 protein expression was similar between control and NIDDM

subjects (16.0±1.7 vs. 22.9±4.0 arbitrary units/mg for control and
NIDDM, respectively, N.S.). Physiological hyperinsulinemia

increased PI 3-kinase activity in control muscle 2-fold, (P<0.01),

whereas no increase in insulin-stimulated PI 3-kinase activity was

noted in the NIDDM muscle. Furthermore, in vitro insulin-

stimulated (600 pmol/1) 3-O-methylglucose transport was 40%
lower in isolated muscle from NIDDM subjects (P<0.05). The

present findings couple both reduced insulin-stimulated IRS -1
tyrosine phosphorylation and PI 3-kinase activity to the impaired

insulin-stimulated glucose transport in skeletal muscle from lean to

moderately obese NIDDM subjects.
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HYPERINSULINEMIA POTENTIATES ACT NATION OF p2lRas BY
GROWTH FACTORS.
B. Draznin, M. Goalstone, and J.W. Leitner. University of Colorado Health
Sciences Center and Denver VAMC, Denver, CO U.S.A.
Detrimental role of hyperinsulinemia has been suggested by numerous
epidemiological studies correlating insulin resistance and/or hyperinsulinemia
with atherosclerosis and hypertension. Biochemical evidence of the cause-and-
effect relationship remains, however, elusive. We have recently discovered that
insulin promotes phosphorylation and activation of the farnesyltransferase,
FTase, an enzyme crucial for preparing the Ras signaling pathway for
subsequent activation. FTase catalyzes farnesylation of p2lRas, a step
necessary for anchoring p2lRas at the plasma membrane where it can be
activated by various growth factors. Insulin in a dose- and time-dependent
manner activated FTase in fibroblasts, adipocytes, vascular smooth muscle
cells, and endothelial cells. In 3T3-Ll fibroblasts, this action of insulin on
FTase activity led to a 3 fold increase in the size of the cellular pool of
farnesylated p2lRas, which upon farnesylation is translocated to the plasma
membrane. The effect of insulin was inhibited by the a-hydroxyfarnesyl
phosphonic acid (HXPA) (1 µM), an inhibitor of FTase. The half-life of the
farnesylated p2lRas at the plasma membrane appears to be six hours. Insulin
and other growth factors stimulate GTP loading only of the membrane-
associated p2lRas. An augmentation in the plasma membrane-associated
farnesylated p2lRas by hyperinsulinemia resulted in 5-8 fold increases in
p21RasIGTP loading in response to EGF, IGF-1, or PDGF. This potentiation
effect of insulin was also inhibited by the a-HXPA. We conclude that
hyperinsulinemia increases the cellular pool of the plasma membrane-
associated and farnesylated p2lRas available for activation by other growth
factors. This increase creates a new background sufficient to elicit an
exaggerated response to various circulating growth factors.
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PROTEIN KINASE Cs (311, S and c MEDIATE INSULIN-INDUCED GLUCOSE
TRANSPORT IN CULTURED SKELETAL MUSCLE.
S. R. Sampson, L. Friedman and L. Wiksman, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-
Gan, Israel

The purpose of this study was to clarify the role of protein kinase
C (PKC) in the mediation of insulin-induced glucose transport in skeletal
muscle. Studies were performed on primary cultures prepared from
skeletal muscle of 1-2 day old rat pups. Glucose uptake was determined
by measurements of the uptake of 1 3 H1-2-deoxy-glucose (2DG), and
identification and translocation of glucose transporters and PKC isoforms
from the cytosolic compartment to the plasma membrane were
determined by western blotting. Skeletal muscle expresses GLUTs 1, 3
and 4, and PKC isoforms (311, 6, and , as well as a and 0. Insulin causes
a significant increase in 2DG uptake within 20-30 min and this is
associated with translocation of GLUTs 3 and 4. Insulin also translocates
PKC isoforms X311, 6, and S, but not or and 0. PKC activation by phorbol
esters (TPA) increases 2DG uptake, and is associated with translocation
of GLUTs 1 and 3, but not GLUT4. TPA translocates PKCS but not the
other PKC isoenzymes. PKC inhibitors (staurosporine, chelerythrine)
increase basal 2DG uptake and block effects of both TPA and insulin.
Inhibition of P13 kinase by wortmannin (WM) does not alter basal 2DG
uptake and inhibits effects of both insulin and TPA. In addition, WM
blocks the insulin-induced translocation of GLUTs 3 and 4 as well as TPA-
induced translocation of GLUTs 1 and 3, and prevents insulin-induced
translocation of PKCs (311 and 	 but not TPA-induced translocation of
PKCS.	 Thus, WM appears to inhibit both P13 kinase activated by the
insulin receptor cascade, as well as GLUT 1 and 3 translocation induced
by translocation of PKCS. We conclude that insulin-induced translocation
of GLUTs3 and 4 is mediated via PKCs 1111 and i; which are activated by
P13 kinase probably through the intracellular release of diacyl glycerol.
(Supported by funds from the Sorrel Foundation, Harvett-Aviv Research
Fund and the Ben and Effie Raber Research Fund. SRS is the incumbent of
the Louis Fisher Chair in Cellular Pathology.)
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IS PHOSPHOLIPASE C'yINVOLVED IN THE METABOLIC
EFFECTS OF INSULIN IN 3T3-Ll ADIPOCYTES?
N.J.G. Webster, A. Kayali and J. Eichhorn. UCSD/Whittier Diabetes
Research Program, University of California, San Diego and the VA
Medical Center, San Diego, USA.

The role of phospholipase C in insulin action has been debated
for a long time. Early studies used metabolic labelling to examine
phospholipid levels following insulin treatment. However, these
studies would not reveal transient changes or localized increases.
Previously, we have identified a novel autophosphorylation site in the
B isoform insulin receptor (IR) which is the isoform present in insulin
target tissues. We also found that this site allows the B isoform IR to
interact with phospholipase Cy (PLCy). The present study was
designed to investigate whether PLCy might be involved in the
metabolic actions of insulin in 3T3-Ll adipocytes. PLC hydrolyzes
phosphatidylinositol-bisphosphate to diacylglycerol (DAG) and
inositol triphosphate (1P3). Insulin caused a biphasic increase in DAG
levels in 3T3-Ll adipocytes with a transient peak (180%) at 30 sec.
followed by a second larger increase (230%) at 30 min. While we did
not measure IP3 levels directly, insulin did not cause an elevation in
intracellular Cat  levels measured by single cell FURA2 imaging.
Microinjection of PLCy SH2 domains blocked GLUT4 translocation
in an immunofluorescent localization assay suggesting a role in
stimulation of glucose uptake. A specific PLC inhibitor U73122 and
its weakly active analogue U73343 were tested for their effect on
insulin action in 3T3-Ll adipocytes. U73122, but not U73343,
inhibits insulin-stimulated glucose transport in primary adipocytes.
This inhibitor also blocks insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation and
MAPKinase activation in a dose-dependent manner but has no effect
on IR tyrosine kinase activity, IRS 1-associated PI-3Kinase activity or
p70-S6Kinase activation. Based on this data, we hypothesize that the
B isoform IR initiates an alternative signaling pathway to glucose
uptake through a transient interaction with PLC7.
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SKELETAL MUSCLE GLYCOGENESIS AFTER EXERCISE IN TRANSGENIC
MICE OVEREXPRESSING GLUT1 GLUCOSE TRANSPORTERS IN MUSCLE
J Ren* + , B Marshall#, M Mueckler 1 and G Shulman+
*Bristol-Myers Squibb, Princeton, #Washington University,
St. Louis, and +Yale University, New Haven, U.S.A.

We have shown that skeletal muscle glycogen concentration
in transgenic mice overexpressing GLUT1 is 10-fold higher
than their littermates. This marked elevation of muscle
glycogen concentration is associated with an increase in
glucose transport activity. To examine the effect of
increased glucose transport activity on the rate of
muscle glycogenesis, both GLUT1 transgenic mice and their
littermates underwent 3 h of swimming. Gastrocnemius
muscle glycogen concentration (n=6) was determined before
exercise, at 0, 5 and 24 hr post-exercise, during which
food and water were provided. Exercise resulted in a 90%
reduction of muscle glycogen in both controls (11.2±1.4
to 2.1±1.3 umol/g) and transgenic mice (99.3±4.7 to 11.8
umol/g). During recovery, the glycogen concentrations
were 38.2±7.3 (5h post) and 40.5±2.8 (24h post) in
controls and were 57.5±7.4 (5h post) and 152.1±15.7 (24h
post) umol/g in transgenic mice respectively (p<0.01).
Plasma insulin was lower in transgenics than in controls
at all time points post exercise, while plasma glucose
was lower only at 0 hr after exercise. There is no
difference in glycogen synthase activity between control
and transgenic mice (p>0.05). CONCLUSIONS: These results
demonstrate that the rate of glycogenesis after exercise
is increased in transgenic mice and the level of muscle
glycogen is determined by muscle glucose transport
activity.
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MITOCHONDRIAL ACTIVATION DIRECTLY TRIGGERS THE
SECRETION OF INSULIN IN RAT PANCREATIC (3-CELLS.

P. Maechler, E.D. Kennedy and C.B. Wollheim. Div. de Biochimie
Clinique, University Medical Centre, Geneva, Switzerland.

The mitochondria of the 3-cells are crucial in the generation of signals
coupling glucose recognition to insulin secretion. The production of
reducing equivalents by substrates in the mitochondria causes
hyperpolarization of the mitochondrial membrane potential (Asym)
permitting the rise in mitochondrial Ca t ([Caz+ ]^,) to the concentration
range for activation of the NADH-generating dehydrogenases. The
mitochondrial Ca t ' uptake is mediated by a uniporter and driven by
the A%,,. To elucidate the mechanism underlying the metabolism-
secretion coupling in the (3-cell we have monitored 1) the ATm by
Rhodamine-123 fluorescence, 2) the [Ca 2+ ] R, by transient transfection
of the Ca t'-sensitive photoprotein aequorin targeted to the
mitochondria, and 3) the insulin secretion by radioimmunoassay. Part
of these experiments were performed in permeabilized rat islet cells
with Staphylococcus a-toxin, permitting the study of cell-impermeant
metabolic substrates such as the Krebs cycle intermediate succinate
under conditions of clamped, saturating [ATP] (10 mmol/L) and
stimulatory cytosolic [Ca 2+] (800 nmol/L). In intact cells, 5 mmol/L of
the cell-permeant methyl-ester form of succinate (met-Suc) caused a
hyperpolarization of the AT E, and a transient peak of [Ca 2 '],n . These
changes in mitochondrial metabolism were accompanied by a 4-fold
stimulation of insulin secretion in perifused islet cells. In
permeabilized cells kept in an intracellular-type buffer containing
permissive [Ca 2+] (800 nmol/L), 5 mmol/L succinate induced a rapid
hyperpolarization of the Ai,, and a 4-fold stimulation of insulin
secretion in perifused cells. These results provide evidence that
activation of mitochondrial metabolism in rat pancreatic islet cells
generates factors other than Ca t' and ATP which are capable of
triggering insulin secretion.
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ATP-DEPENDENCE OF EXOCYTOSIS IN MOUSE PANCREATIC ]3-CELLS
Lena Eliasson, Carina Ammala, Erik Renstrom and Patrik Rorsman
Dept of Medical Biophysics, Goteborg University, Sweden

Cytoplasmic ATP, via closure of the ATP-sensitive K-channels, plays a central
regulatory role in glucose-stimulated insulin secretion. However, there is also evidence
that ATP interacts with the insulin secretory process at more distal stages. Here we have
explored the effects of cytoplasmic ATP on Ca p`-induced exocytosis in individual mouse
pancreatic (3-cells by a combination of the patch-clamp technique, capacitance
measurements, microfluorimetry of the cytoplasmic Ca z+-concentration ([Cap'],) and
flash photolysis of caged ATP and Cat . The standard whole-cell configuration was used
and all intracellular media were supplemented with 0.1 mM cAMP. The steady-state rate
of capacitance increase observed at a [Ca2±], of 2 pM amounted to 20±4 fF/s in the
presence of 3 mM ATP. Replacement of ATP with the stable analogue AMP-PCP
resulted in 80% reduction of exocytosis. The latter effects could be mimicked by
inclusion of 5 mM ADP in the pipette solution in the continued presence of 3 mM ATP.
In experiments utilizing photorelease of caged ATP, exocytosis elicited by 170 nM
[Ca"] ; increased (after a delay of 11 s), from an initial 1.7±0.7 fF/s to 5.1±0.8 fF/s after
appliciation of ATP (P<0.001; n=12).In the presence of intracellular ATP, elevation of
[Caz+], by photorelease from Ca/NP-EGTA produced a biphasic stimulation of exocytosis
consisting of a rapid (<200 ms) first phase and a protracted (z 10 s) second phase.
Whereas the initial phase (limited to 100 IF which corresponds to the release of 50
secretory granules) was resistant to replacement with AMP-PCP and NEM (an inhibitor
of NSF), the late phase was abolished by either of these maneouvres. We interpret the
biphasic stimulation of exocytosis as the release of granules from two different pools:
a readily releasable pool, situated in the close vicintiy of the release site, and a reserve
pool located further away from the membrane.Whereas the replenishment of the readily
releasable pool requires 10 s and ATP-hydrolysis, exocytosis of granules already sitting
in the readily releasable pool is rapid and proceed in an ATP-independent fashion. The
small exocytotic response obtained after suppression of granule mobilization finally
suggests that the pool of release-competent granules in the [3-cell is <1% of the total
population of granules.
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MUTIPLE EXOCYTOTIC PATHWAYS REVEALED BY AMPEROMETRIC
AND CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENT IN PANCREATIC 3-CELLS.
N.Takahashi, T.Kadowaki, K.Yasuda, Y.Yazaki and H.Kasai. University of
Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.
Precise time- and Call-dependence of exocytosis from single cultured mouse
[3-cells were investigated using membrane capacitance measurement and
amperometric detection of vesicular contents. Serotonin was pre-loaded into
large dense-core vesicles for the amperometry. Exocytosis was induced with
rapid elevation of cytosolic Cat' concentrations ([Ca2*],) using caged-Ca 2*

compounds. We revealed two major components in increase of membrane
capacitance, reflecting exocytosis, only the slow one of which was associated
with serotonin secretion, indicating that the slow component represent
exocytosis of the large dense-core vesicles. Consistent with this idea, the
fast (-100 ms) and slow (100ms--) exocytoses induced the characteristic
endocytoses that often followed exocytoses of small-clear and large dense-
core vesicles, respectively. The two exocytotic pathways exhibited similar
Cat dependencies; the half-maximal rates of secretion were achieved at
18-26 µM in [Ca 2+],, suggesting physiological involvement of both pathways.
Interestingly, the slow exocytosis was further decomposed into two phases.
Serotonin secretion was associated with both of the two phases in 30% of
cells, while only with the slower phase in the rest of the cells. These suggest
the presence of two types of large dense-core vesicles with distinct time
constants of exocytosis. Our data for p-cells provide a new theoretical basis
for mechanisms by which the biphasic insulin secretion takes place, and
emphasize the existence of multiple exocytotic pathways with divergent
fusion kinetics in endocrine cells
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GLUCOKINASE OVEREXPRESSION INDUCES GLUCOSE REGULATION OF INSULIN
PRODUCTION AND STIMULATION OF MITOGEN ACTIVATED PROTEIN KINASE.

S. Ferber, Y. Grimberg, R. Hemi, H. Kanety, A. Karasik and Y. Cohen. Institute for
Endocrinology, Sheba medical ctr. Tel-Hashomer Israel.

Glucokinase (GK) is suggested to play a crucial role in the glucose sensing ability of
pancreatic islets, Distal events to glucose phosphorylation have still to be
elucidated. In the present study we evaluate the role of GK in mediating the
glucose sensing ability of the rat insulin promoter-1 (RIP) activity in RIN1046-38
(RIN-38) cells, and make a first attempt to figure out whether this effect is
mediated by activation of mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK). Beta-cell type
GK gene as well as the RIP-CAT ( the reporter gene cltloramphenicol acetyl-
transferase) and the control CMV-CAT and CMV- luciferase ( cytomegalovirus
promoter, not affected by glucose) were introduced by adenoviral infection as a
gene transfer tool. We found out that RIP activity in RIN-38 cells of passage 19 is
glucose regulated, insulin promoter activity is 2-3 fold higher in 20mM glucose as
compared to 0.2mM glucose ( 21.89±0.8 vs.7.88±A.5 p<10),.t). The promoter
activity gradually decreased with time in culture and its glucose regulation was lost
together with specific dramatic decrease in GK gene expression and enzymatic
activity. RIN-38 cells of passage 30 and 52 exhibited RIP activity levels which were
2 and 5 fold lower, respectively, as compared to cells at passage 19. Overexpression
of GK in RIN-38 increased total glucose phosphorylating activity 4 fold (3.3±0.78
to 11.55±1.1 u/mg prot.) GK activity increased 5 fold (1.673-0.094 to 8.25±1.8
u/mg prot.), glucose regulation of insulin promoter activity increased 2-3 fold.
20mM glucose caused a several fold increase in endogenous activated MAPK levels
in RIN-38 cells of passage 30 (by immunobloting with antibody which recognizes
activated MAPK, Promega) overexpression of GK further increased the activated
MAPK levels. In conclusion, GK plays an important role in induction of glucose
sensing ability of insulin production. The glucose signaling pathway may be
mediated via activation of MAPK, the effect of specific inhibitors of MAPK
activity on glucose regulation of insulin promoter activity should supply important
information on the signaling pathway leading to glucose regulation of insulin
production and secretion in pancreatic islets.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE DISTAL REGION OF THE (3-CELL
PROMOTER OF THE RAT GLUCOKINASE GENE
Tilo Moede, Ingo B. Leibiger, Per-Olof Berggren and Barbara Leibiger
The Rolf Luft Center for Diabetes Research, Dept. of Molecular Medicine,
Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden

Previous studies on the promoter of the [3-A specific transcription unit of the rat gluodmase gene
have shown themwlvnnitofatleasttwo dads ctpromoterr gionsintheauiscriptionalregulation.
Whe as the proximal promoter region up to nucleotide -300bA contains cis-elearents abide are
necessary for transcription in [3-0ells, the distal promoter region, at least up to nuclowde -609 bp,
allows maximal nansaipfional activity in HIT M222 m]Is, hit times to exhtlat no cell type specific
lxgxities.
In cash to diaractisize the distal promoter region in more detail, we performed 5'- and 3'-deletion
ana-lysis and to vitro as well as in vivo DNAprotein binding studies to delineate cis-elements
contributing to t asuscriptio nal control. Deletional analysis revealed that both positive and negative
acting ciselements contributeto the action ofthedistalpromoterregion. Positive acting elements have
been mapped between -2771 206bp and -6609 bp/-63 bp. Due to the cotnbinafion of 5'- and 3'-
deletion studies
the localization of tbenegative acting cis-element could be determined betwenu -373 by and -359 bp.
This ion contains apcvWN-boxmoK which has been describeilas abinding site for the negative
acting fader HES-1. Theminimal -609/-n fragment which exhilits apositive efrt on n x gene
expression was -609/-063. This frdgmeut also oaifeaed positive hatsaiptional activity in an
orientation depatdaumanner when fusedtoahetemlogousminimal promoter. Thepositiveacticn of
this fiagment was observed in insulin producing HIT M222 and non-insulin-produdng BHK 21
cells. DNase I fxspsi rtmg analysis of the region -609/-063 by revealed the same protected region
between nucleotides -562 to -516, when using nuclear extracts prepared from HIT M222 and Big
21. This pmteaed region which ishigbly enriched in AT-bases, is also involved in protein binding in
vivo. Byperfolming a MAR assay we could show that the AT-ride region of the distal pmmcter pan
does not act as a Matrix AttadhmentRegion. This region contains putative ciselemans, which show
high homok gy to wose<Isus motifs reported fcx the transcriptional factors Pit 1, NFMR 1, HINFA,
HNF 1, HNF 3, BRN2 andHSFA.
Sitedireaedmutagenesisoftheputative asel nents within the distalprorate- p ant and DNA/pmreu
interaction studies are in progress to study the contribution of the above mentioned transcription
klcrs in thetransaiptional control of throat gluccldnaegenein insulin-producing cells.
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GLUCOSE CAUSES A COORDINATED INDUCTION OF
GLYCOLYTIC AND LIPOGENIC GENES IN B(INS-1) CELLS
E. Roche, F. Assimacopoulos-Jeannet, L.A. Witters, B. Perruchoud,
S. Thumelin, G. Yaney, M. Asfari, T. Brun, B. Corkey, and M.
Prentki. Molecular Nutrition Unit, University of Montreal, Canada.

Long term exposure of the 6-cell to elevated glucose causes a high rate
of insulin secretion at low glucose, 13-cell hypertrophy and hyperplasia.
These actions of glucose are expected to be associated with changes in
the expression level of a number of genes which must be identified. The
exposure of 13(INS) cells from 5 to 25mM glucose for 3 days induced
phosphofructokinase-l(isoforms C, M and L), glyceraldehyde 3-
phosphate dehydrogenase, L-pyruvate kinase, acetyl-CoA carboxylase
and fatty acid acid synthase proteins, whereas pyruvate dehydrogenase
(subunits Elalfa and E3) malic enzyme, pyruvate carboxylase, ATP
citrate lyase and carnitine palmitoyl-transferase I enzymatic activities
remained constant. Similar patterns were observed at the mRNA level.
These changes in metabolic genes expression were associated with an
increased 13-cell metabolic activity (indicated by the reduction of the
artificial electron acceptor MTT) at low glucose and a marked glycogen
deposition which was readily mobilized upon lowering of the ambient
glucose. Chronically elevated concentrations of citrate, malate and
malonyl-CoA with an associated sustained inhibition of fatty acid
oxidation and exaggerated fatty acid esterification as well as triglyceride
deposition also ocured. The data provide a possible mechanism for the
8-cell hypersensitivity to glucose (also named "glucose toxicity")
caused by the chronic exposure of the B-cell to elevated glucose. It is
proposed that a coordinated induction of metabolic genes by glucose
causes pleiotropic alterations in 13-cell metabolism (glycogen and
triglyceride deposition, glycolysis, Kreb's cycle activity, anaplerosis,
fatty acid oxidation and esterification) resulting in the exaggerated
production at low glucose of metabolic coupling factors regulating
insulin secretion.
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DIFFERENTIAL ROLES OF THE RHO SUBFAMILY OF GTP-BINDING
PROTEINS IN GLUCOSE- AND CALCIUM-INDUCED INSULIN SECRETION.
A. Kowluru, G. Li, M. Rabaglia, V.Segu, K. Aktories**, F.Hofmann**, and
S. Metz. University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA and **Institute of
Pharmacology and Toxicology, Freiburg, Germany
We utilized clostridial toxins (with known specificities for modification of the
rho subfamily of G-proteins) to ascertain the contribution of candidate GTP-
binding proteins in physiologic insulin secretion from (3 cells. Exposure of
normal rat islets or HIT-T1 5 cells to Clostridium difficile toxin A or B
resulted in the glucosylation of Cdc42, roc and rho, accompanied by
inhibition of glucose (>70%)- or potassium (>60%)-induced insulin
secretion. Clostridium sordellii lethal toxin (LT) specifically glucosylated
rac2 and rapt, but, like toxins A or B, attenuated glucose (-57%)- or
potassium (-58%) induced insulin secretion. In contrast, Clostridial C3-
exoenzyme (which fully ADP-ribosylated rho) did not affect either glucose
or potassium-induced secretion. These data suggest that Cdc42, rac,
and/or rap (but not rho) may be needed for glucose- or calcium-induced
secretion. These toxin effects appear to be specific for relatively late steps
in stimulus-secretion coupling, since no differences in metabolic viability
were demonstrable between control or toxin -treated cells. Also, toxin-
treatment did not alter glucose- or potassium-mediated rises in [Ca 2+],
suggesting that these G-proteins are involved in steps distal to elevations in
[Ca> ] 1. In intact cells, the carboxyl methylation of Cdc42 was stimulated by
glucose, whereas that of rap and rac was regulated by glucose or
potassium. Together, these findings provide direct evidence, for the first
time, that rho subfamily of G-proteins play key, differential regulatory roles
in insulin secretion. Furthermore, they suggest that Cdc42 may be
required for early steps in glucose stimulation of insulin release (probably
phospholipase activation), whereas rap and roc may be required for a later,
calcium-dependent step(s) in insulin exocytosis.
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EFFECT OF BOTULINUM NEUROTOXIN Cl ON EXOCYTOSIS OF

INSULIN AND SNARE-PROTEIN CLEAVAGE IN PANCREATIC p-CELLS
J. Lang,*H. Niemann and C.B. Wollheim

Div. of Clinical Biochemistry, CMU, Universite de Geneve, Switzerland;
* Institut fur Mikrobiologie, Tubingen, Germany

The botulinum neurotoxin Cl cleaves the membrane proteins syntaxin 1,2
and 3 and thereby inhibits neurotransmission and neuroendocrine
secretion. We investigated the effect of botulinum neurotoxin Cl (BoNT
Cl) on syntaxin 1 (syx) cleavage and insulin secretion/exocytosis in
pancreatic p-cells to gain insight into the function of syntaxin. As the toxin
cannot enter intact p-cells, cells were first permeabilized with streptolysin-
0 (SLO). Under those conditions recombinant BoNT C1 (3-100 nM)
cleaves syx 1 in HIT-T15, INS-1 and primary islet cells. The levels of
SNAP-25 or VAMP, known targets of BoNT A/E and tetanus toxin, remain
unchanged. The cleavage of syx by BoNT Cl is accompanied by a
progressive loss of Ca2'-stimulated exocytosis (10 pM Ca O*) in all three
cell types without alterations in basal levels of insulin release (0.1 pM
Cat*). GTP7S-induced exocytosis, which is calcium-independent, was not
reduced by BoNT Cl in INS-1 or primary islet cells and was toxin-
sensitive only in HIT-T15 cells. In contrast, BoNT E inhibited Ca t* and
GTPyS-stimulated exocytosis in all three cell types. To test whether BoNT
Cl cleavage of syx interferes with different stimuli of insulin release in
intact cells, we transiently expressed the light chain of BoNT Cl (BoNT Cl
LC) together with human preproinsulin in hamster HIT-T15 cells and
measured human C-peptide release as a marker of insulin release from
transfected cells. Under those conditions BoNT C1 LC abolished secretion
evoked by KCI, forskolin, glucose and forskolin or by the phorbol ester
PMA. Syx cleavage and light chain expression was verified by transient
cotransfection of BoNT Cl LC together with the green fluorescent protein
GFP(S65T) and subsequent fluorescent activated cell sorting of the
transfected cells. Ih conclusion are data demonstrate that (i) syntaxin is
required for Cat*_, but not for GTP7S-dependent exocytosis of insulin and
that (ii) p-cell impermeable neurotoxins can successfully be expressed in
insulin-secreting cells, which will provide a valuable tool for further
investigation of secretory mechanisms.
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LOW BIRTHWEIGHT AND GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE: A ROLE FOR
THE SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM?

DIW. Phillips and DJP. Barker. MRC Environmental Epidemiology

Unit, (University of Southampton), Southampton, UK.

We have examined the hypothesis that persisting sympathetic nervous

system (SNS) activity determined in utero could be one of the
processes explaining the link between reduced fetal growth and raised

blood pressure and glucose intolerance in adult life. We tested this by

examining the relation between birth size and resting pulse rate, an

index of SNS activity, in 449 men and women born in Preston,

Lancashire, aged 46-54 years whose birth records have survived.

Subjects were visited at home and resting heart rate recorded with an

automated recorder. Resting pulse ranged from 44-108 (mean 73)

beats per minute. It rose with increasing body mass index (r=0.14,

p=0.003) and waist to hip ratio (adjusted for sex r=0.10, p=0.003)

and correlated significantly with systolic and diastolic blood pressures

(p=0.001), fasting glucose (p=0.02), split proinsulin (p=0.001) and

triglyceride concentrations (p =0.02). Pulse rate fell progressively

from 76/min among subjects who weighed 2.5kg or less at birth to

71/min among those who weighed 3.3kg or more (p=0.01). The

association was independent of current body mass index, smoking

habit, alcohol consumption and social class. These findings suggest

that elevated SNS activity established in utero may be a mechanism
linking small size at birth with raised blood pressure and glucose

intolerance in adult life.
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LOW BIRTHWEIGHT, GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE AND FAMILY HISTORY OF DIABETES IN

SWEDISH MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

S. Carlsson, P-G. Persson, V. Grill, S. Efendic, A. Norman, C-G. Ostensson and the
SDPP study group. Departments of Epidemiology, Endocrinology, Social Medicine
and Diabetes Prevention, Stockholm County Council, Sweden.
Low birthweight has been suggested as a potential risk factor for non-insulin-
dependent diabetes (NIDDM). This could be due to the effect of fetal malnutrition.
However, the impact of other possible factors influencing birthweight and glucose
tolerance, such as family history of diabetes, particularly diabetes in the mother, and
socio-economic status, have not been elucidated in detail. The aim of this study was
to investigate the association between low birthweight and glucose intolerance taking
into account family history of diabetes and socio-economic status. We performed a
cross-sectional study of 3129 Swedish men in the age 35-56 years of whom 52% had
a strong family history of diabetes (at least one first or two second degree relatives
with diabetes). Information on birthweight and fathers' socio-economic status were
obtained by questionnaire from 2237 (71%) of these men. Oral glucose tolerance
testing detected 102 cases of impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and 35 cases of
NIDDM. After adjustment for family history of diabetes and body mass index the
relative risk of NIDDM associated with low (_<3000 g) birthweight was 3.8 (95%
confidence interval (CI) =1.7-8.4). Correspondingly, the relative risk of IGT and high
2-h glucose levels within the normal interval (5.8-7.7 mM) was 1.5 (95% CI=0.9-2.6)
and 1.6 (95% CI=1.1-2.2). Men with low birthweight (<_3500g) and family history of
diabetes had 8.1 times the risk of having NIDDM (95% CI=2.4-27.3). For IGT and
high 2-h glucose levels within the normal interval, corresponding estimates were 2.8
(95% CI=1.5-5.1) and 2.0 (95% CI=1.4-2.8). Controlling for fathers' socio-economic
status and diabetes in the mother left the results virtually the same as those already
presented. We conclude that there is an association between low birthweight and
glucose intolerance when family history of diabetes, diabetes in the mother and
fathers socio-economic status are taken into account. Furthermore, family history of
diabetes and low birthweight synergistically increase the risk of NIDDM.
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ASSOCIATION OF LOW BIRTH WEIGHT WITH REDUCED BETA-CELL
FUNCTION
7TE Shaw Department of Diabetes and Endocrinology, Princess Alexandra Hospital,
Brisbane, Australia* and Diabetes Research Laboratories, Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford,
UK. (* Address for correspondence)
Reduced growth in fetal and neonatal life has been linked with an increased risk of
developing impaired glucose tolerance and type 2 diabetes in adult life. The
pathophysiological basis of the association between impaired intrauterine growth and
type 2 diabetes has been uncertain. The aim of this study was to define the relationship
between birth weight and Beta-cell function in the first degree relatives of type 2
diabetic subjects. The study was cross sectional, and involved 101 Caucasian adults
of known birth weight from 47 families which had at least one member with type 2
diabetes. The subjects were of mean age 43 ± 7 years (± 1 SD). Glucose tolerance
was measured with the 5 mg.kg ideal body weight/min continuous infusion glucose
tolerance test. Beta-cell function and insulin sensitivity were calculated from the
fasting glucose and insulin concentrations with Homeostasis Model Assessment.
Beta-cell function was standardised to allow for the confounding effects of age and
obesity. Birth weight was expressed as a centile taking into account gestational age,
gender, birth order, and maternal height. Twenty-seven of the subjects had type 2
diabetes, 32 had impaired glucose tolerance, and 42 were normoglycaemic. Birth
weight correlated with the Beta-cell function in the complete cohort (r,=0,29,
p=0.005), in the type 2 diabetic subjects (r,=0.50, p=0.023) and in the 74 nondiabetic
subjects (r,'=0.29, p=0.013). There was no significant correlation between birth weight
and insulin sensitivity. The diabetic (n=27) and nondiabetic (n=74) subjects had
similar median (interquartile range) centile birth weight: 50% (19%-91%) and 53%
(30%-75%) respectively. However the diabetic subjects had significantly lower Beta-
cell function: 69% (48%-83%) vs 97% (86%-120%) p<0.0o1. The cause of the
association between low birth weight and reduced Beta-cell function in adult life is
uncertain. Nutritional factors determining fetal and infant growth may influence the
size or vascularity of the adult pancreatic Beta-cell complement. Alternatively, lower
birth weight may result from the phenotypic expression of genetic Beta-cell defects
associated with reduced fetal insulin secretion and reduced anabolic effect in utero.
The marked impairment of Beta-cell function in the type 2 diabetic subjects could not
be accounted for by low birth weight alone, and additional genetic and environmental
factors are likely to be necessary for the development of type 2 diabetes.
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RELATIONSHIP OF MATERNAL BIRTH WEIGHT TO ORAL GLUCOSE
TOLERANCE, INSULIN RESISTANCE AND NEONATAL WEIGHT IN
NON-DIABETIC MOTHERS.
G. Seghieri, G. Gregori, S.Sani, M.C. Breschi, and R. Anichini. Dpt. of Internal
Medicine, Hospital of Viareggio, and Diabetes Unit, Spedali Riuniti, Pistoia, Italy.
According to the hypothesis of 'thrifty phenotype' a low birth weight is associated
to the appearance of non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, as well as of other
clinical correlates of the insulin resistance syndrome in the adult life. Among
known determinants of birth weight there is the status of glucose tolerance during
the pregnancy either in mothers with gestational diabetes or in non diabetic women.
Whether maternal birth weight could be in some way related to the weight of their
neonates as well as to both glucose tolerance and insulin response after an oral
glucose load, are the questions raised by this study. Both glucose and insulin
plasma levels were evaluated basely, at 60 thin and at 120 min after an oral 100 g-
glucose load in a group of 96 non-diabetic pregnant women, between the 24th and
the 28th gestational week. Neonatal weight was, on average, significantly higher in
the group of the highest quartile of maternal birth weight (n=23; 3530±701(SD)g),
as compared to the mean value of the women of the lowest quartile (n=29;
3103±661g; p=.03). This difference remained significant even after adjusting for
gestational age, neonatal sex, maternal height or maternal caloric intake (p=.039).
No significant differences were observed in both maternal and insulin area under
the curve across the quartiles of maternal birth weight. The only further variable
significantly associated to maternal birth weight was mean blood pressure recorded
just before the oral glucose test, significantly increased in the highest quartile of
maternal birth weight. (91±6 mmHg in the highest vs 87±7 mmHg in the lowest;
p=.03). In conclbsion these results demonstrate that a higher maternal birth weight
predicts the delivery of fatter babies, being, moreover, associated with a higher
mean blood pressure duiring the pregnancy, while no relationship is shown between
maternal birth weight and glucose tolerance or insulin levels after an oral glucose
load in non diabetic pregnant women.
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IMPACT OF GESTATIONAL DIABETES ON INSULIN SECRETION,
INSULIN SENSITIVITY AND GLUCOSE EFFECTIVENESS IN AFRICAN
AMERICANS WITH FAMILY HISTORY OF NIDDM : K.Osei, and T. Gaillard,
D.Schuster, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, USA.
Prior history of gestational diabetes melltus(GDM) is an important risk factor
for NIDDM. Nevertheless, the metabolic characteristics of African Americans
(AA) with former GDM are unknown. In addition, whether a positive family
history of NIDDM impact adversely on the putative metabolic defects in AA
with former GDM is uncertain. We have measured, beta cell function, insulin
sensitivity index(Si) and glucose - dependent glucose disposal(Sg) in 15
healthy, normal glucose tolerant former GDM females (mean±sem,38.5
±2.Oyrs) who were first degree relatives of AA patients with NIDDM and had
average of 7 years after the index pregnancy. Their data were compared with
those of 35 age -, weight-, BMI - and waist - hip ratio- matched healthy first
degree AA females (mean age 43.0 ±1.8 yrs) but without prior history of
GDM(CONT). Standard oral glucose tolerance test(OGTT) and insulin -
modified, FSIGT were performed in each subject. Insulin sensitivity index(Si)
and glucose effectiveness (Sg) were determined by the minimal model
method. The mean fasting and postprandial (PP) serum glucose(G) levels
were slightly greater but not significantly different in the GDM vs. CONT.
While mean fasting serum insulin(INS) was no different, INS levels at 30-90
mins were significantly lower in former GDM vs. CONT. However, the mean
fasting and PP serum c-peptide(C-P) were not different in the GDM vs.
CONT. Following intravenous glucose load, serum G levels were not
significantly different in the former GDM vs. CONT. Mean acute first phase
insulin, but not C-P release, was blunted in the former GDM vs. CONT.
Mean Si (1.87±0.47 vs. 2.87±0.35x10^. min''/uU/ ml'', p<0.05) and Sg (2.11
± 0.15 vs 3.25 0.54 x 10 -2 .mins p<0.05) were significantly lower in the post
GDM than CONT. Conclusion: Our study demonstrates that defects in beta
cell secretion, insulin clearance, Si and Sg persist 7 years after the index
pregnancy in glucose - tolerant, first degree relatives of AA diabetic patients
with former GDM. Thus,GDM confers greater metabolic derangement
beyond that attributed to family history of diabetes'eione and could partly
explain the higher propensity for NIDDM in AA with former UD 
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GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS: DIFFERENT
OUTCOME IN WOMEN WITH ISLET CELL ANTIBODIES
M. Albareda, R. Corcoy, A. Caballero, G.
Badell, J. Morales, D. Mauricio, A. Garcia, M.
Puig and A. de Leiva. Hospital de Sant Pau,
Barcelona, Spain
Gestational diabetes (GD) is an heterogenous
entity, some women displaying positivity for
islet cell antibodies (ICA). We aim to assess
if glucose tolerance at follow—up differs in GD
women with ICA. We have followed a cohort of
183 GD women for a mean of 7.34 ± 2.8 years.
ICA were determined during pregnancy by
indirect immunofluorescence with prolonged
incubation: 22 women were ICA+ and 161 were
ICA—. According to WHO criteria 17 have
developed diabetes mellitus (DM) and 18
impaired glucose tolerance (IGT). Mean survival
time for the whole cohort to develop IGT or DM
is 14.75 years (95% CI 11.63-17.87). Despite a
mean survival time of 14.46 years (95% CI
11.03-17.88) for ICA— and of 15.48 years (95%
CI 11.51-19.45) for ICA+ GD women, the Breslow
and Tarone—Ware statistics are significant
(p<0.05) for a worse outcome in ICA+ women due
to a faster deterioration in this group. We
conclude that ICA+ GD women have an earlier
deterioration of glucose tolerance than their
ICA— counterparts.
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IS THERE A THRESHOLD OF HYPERGLYCEMIA FOR INCREASED RISK OF
CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS IN DIABETIC PREGNANCIES?
K.Teramo, L.Suhonen and V.Hiilesmaa. Univ. Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland

Several studies in humans have shown that first trimester hyperglycemia is
associated with an increased rate of malformations (MF): the higher the
hemoglobin Ale (HbAlc), the higher the risk of MF. However, a threshold of
HbAlc, under which the MF rate is not increased, is unknown. We studied 540
consecutive pregnancies of 405 IDDM patients during an 8-year period (from 1988
to 1995). The mean (range) maternal age was 29.6 years (17-44 ). HbAlc was
measured at least once before the end of the 15th week of pregnancy in 94 % of the
patients by a HPLC method with a mean (SD) of 5.0 % (0.32) in healthy non-
diabetic subjects. There were 26 cases (4.7 %) with major MF and 36 cases (6.5 %)
with minor MF among the 552 offspring of the 540 pregnancies. There were 10
twin pregnancies and 1 triplet pregnancy. A malformation was considered major
when it was lethal or needed major surgical correction. Four cases with severe MF
had pregnancy interruption between 16 and 20 weeks of gestation after ultrasound
diagnosis. These 4 cases were included in the study group. The Table shows the
frequencies of major and minor MF at different levels of HbAl c in early pregnancy.
Only 6.5 % of the diabetics had a HbAlc value within the non-diabetic range.
They had the lowest MF rate, which is roughly the same as in the general
population. The diabetics with the highest HbAlc levels had the highest MF rate
(Table). Our results suggest that only diabetics with HbAlc levels within normal
limits in early pregnancy do not have an increased risk of MF.

HbAlc N Major MF Minor MF Total MF
% SD-units N % N % N %

>9.5 >14.0 50 4 8.0 4 8.0 8 16.0
7.6-9.5 8.1-14.0 197 8 4.1 14 7.1 22 11.2
5.6-7.5 2.1-8.0 234 12 5.1 15 6.4 27 11.5

<5.6 <2.1 36 1 2.8 1 2.8 2 5.6
Unknown 35 1 2.9 2 5.7 3 8.6
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P0UVTf.STIC OVARY SYNDROME (PCOS) IN URBAN
INDIAN WOMEN: ASo:3OCIATION WITH INSULIN
RESISTANCE AND PARENTAL €i£PERGLYt:EMIA.

B.S. 3a.rdeea.i, K-M. Shelgikar,
Coyaji and C,8_Yajnik- Diabetes Unit, K_E.td.
Hospital and Research Centre, Puree, India-

We studied 55 women with P005 and their
parents for glucose tolerance (WHO 119135),
plasma irnrrrcx'ELoreact ive insulin (IRI) & lipids,
blood pressure and anthro oseetry. The cosP
women were Via' y old (mean) , 11 were obese
(BMI>25 kg/'m2 '). 13 (24%) had abnormal glucose
tolerance [4 diabetic. (3 obese), 9 IGT (4
obese)). Fasting IRI was significantly higher
in the POOS women compared to controls [149 vs
90 gmol,/l, median, P<O.0011. Fasting IRI
correlated with BMI (p<'0.001), WHR (p'<.O.001) ,
blood pressure (p=0.029), triglycerides
(p<::O.001) and luteinising hormone (P=O.036).
Thirty six of sixty four (56%) parents studied
were hyperglyeaemie[27 diabetic (13 fathers,14
mothers); 9 IGT (2 fathers, 7 mothers)]. In 27
PCOS girls (50%) either or both parents were
hyperglycaemic. Thus, Indian PCOS women suffer
metabolic syndrome even though a large
proportion are non-obese. High prevalence of
parental hyperglycaemia suggests that the
insulin resistance in P00S may be familial.
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Comparative effects of A-4166, sulfonylureas and repaglinide on meal induced
glucose excursions in normal rats.
C.J. de Souza, P. Russo, R. Lozito and B. Dunning. Sandoz Pharmaceutical Inc., East
Hanover, USA.
The ability of A-4166, a rapid onset/short acting insulin secretagogue, to augment the
early insulin response and thereby curb prandial glucose excursions during a meal was
tested and compared to glibenclamide (GB) (slow onset/long acting), glipizide (GP)
(rapid onset/short acting) and repaglinide (RP) (rapid onset/short acting). Chronically
catheterized male SD rats acclimated to a meal feeding regime were administered the
compound orally 10 min. before a 30 min. meal. Blood samples were obtained via the
jugular cannula at -10, 0, 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 45, 60, 90 and 120 min. after
commencement of feeding. Food consumed during the meal was unaffected by the
compounds. In the controls, the 30 min. meal resulted in an increase in plasma
glucose and insulin with peak levels occurring at 15 and 20 min. respectively. GB did
not augment the early insulin response (AAUC is In 3 ,,,,) and glucose excursions
paralleled those in the control. Total insulin release during the 120 min. test period
(AAUC_ 15 , 2u,ni,,.) was not significantly higher (5±0.7 v/s 7±1.4 mU•min/ml, control
and GB) but postprandial glucose levels were 30 mg lower than in controls.
Conversely, A-4166 (60 and 120 mg/kg), GP (1.0 mg/kg) and RP (0.2 mg/kg) all
augmented the acute insulin secretory response while glucose excursions during the
meal (AAUC_ I5 in 30 m,,,) were eliminated (814±91, 11±177, -415±106, 13±202 and -
122f203 mg•min/dl for controls, A-4166 at 60 and 120 mg, GP and RP respectively).
Total insulin release and postprandial glucose levels in the A-4166 treated groups
were comparable to the controls. Conversely, GP and RP resulted in greater total
insulin release and postprandial glucose levels were 33-34 mg lower that in the
controls. A lower dose of RP (0.02 mg/kg) resulted in total insulin release comparable
to the higher dose of A-4166 (10±2.3 and 10.1±1.6 mU•min/ml respectively).
However, this lower dose of RP failed to augment the early insulin secretory response
and eliminate the glucose excursion during the meal but postprandial glucose levels
tended to be lower than in the controls albeit not significantly (-5±6.1 and 11±2.8
mg/dl respectively). In conclusion, the rapid onset of A-4166 allows for an
augmentation of the early insulin response and an elimination of prandial glucose
excursions while its extremely short duration of action prevents excessive insulin
secretion and postprandial hypoglycemia in normal rats.
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GLP-1 tablet in NIDDM
M. Gutniak, H. Larsson, S. Sanders, O. Juneskans, JJ Hoist and B. Ahren.
Vallingby Med. Center, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Dept. of Medicine,
Lund Univ., Malmb, TheraTech Inc. Salt Lake City, USA, Karolinska
Pharmacy Stockholm, Sweden, Dept. of Medical Physiology, PANUM
Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark.
For establishing GLP- 1 as a therapeutic regimen in diabetes, another route of
administration would be advantageous. We showed that in healthy volunteers,
a buccal tablet containing 400 µg of GLP-1 delivered potential therapeutic
levels of the peptide. Furthermore, it reduced fasting glycaemia and increased
plasma insulin. Now we have used that delivery system for studying the effect
of GLP-1 in patients with NIDDM and poor metabolic control. In addition, we
have evaluated the effectiveness of the insulinotropic effect versus the gastro-
intestinal effect in the lowering of glycaemia. Ten NIDDM patients received a
single tablet under fasting conditions and before a standard meal in this
randomized, placebo controlled study. The mean peak GLP-1 concentration was
139.4±17 pmol/L and occurred 30 min following application. The mean placebo
adjusted AUC was 59404o764 min•pmol/L consistent with a relative bio-
availability of 6% vs i.v. injection and 46% vs s.c. injection. Half-life of total
peptide activity after buccal administration was 17 min. Placebo adjusted
glucose concentrations decreased by 1.4±0.4 mmol/L in fasting experiments
and by 4.7±0.7 mmol/L after a standard mixed meal. In fasting state, plasma
insulin increased by 185% and glucagon decreased by 20% consistently with
the increase in plasma GLP- 1 concentrations. The peptide exerted a significant
insulinotropic effect during meal (calculated as an insulinogenic index) 93.1±27
vs 45.7±19 in placebo experiments. The calculated gastro-intestinal effect of the
peptide (gastric emptying etc.) was 70% compared to 30% effect on pancreatic
islets (insulin, glucagon, etc.). We conclude that potential therapeutic plasma
levels of GLP-1 were achieved after administration of a single buccal tablet in
NIDDM patients. The peptide had marked glucose lowering effect mostly by
inhibiting gastric emptying. This new alternative treatment form may therefore
be feasible in the future for NIDDM, although a more prolonged pharmaco-
kinetic profile is required.
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INFLUENCE OF GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE 1 ON FASTING GLYCAEMIA IN
NIDDM PATIENTS TREATED BY INSULIN (SULFONYLUREA FAILURE)
A. Sauerwald, M.A. Nauck, J.J. Hoist, W.H. Schmiegel, Medizini-
sche Universitatsklinik (Knappschaftskrankenhaus) Bochum, Ger-
many and Panum Institute, University of Copenhagen, DK.

Glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) has glucose-dependent insuli-
notropic and glucagonostatic actions in NIDDM patients on diet and
on oral agents. It is not known, whether after secondary sulfonylurea
failure GLP-1 is still effective. Therefore, 10 NIDDM patients (6 fe-
male, 4 male; 65 ± 10 years, BMI 30.4 ± 5.1 kg/m2; HbAi, 8.2 ± 1.5
%; 6 ± 3 years, range 2-13 years, after starting insulin treatment) we-
re examined in the fasting state after discontinuing NPH insulin on
the evening before the two study days. GLP -1 [7-36 amide] (1.2
pmol'kg t 'min 1 ) or placebo (NaCl with 1 % HSA) were infused over
6 h. Plasma glucoe (glucose oxidase) insulin (IMx), and C-peptide
(ELISA) were measured. Statistics: repeated measures analysis of va-
riance. Fasting plasma glucose was 9.4 ± 0.7 mmol/l, and was redu-
ced by GLP-1 to 5.4 ± 0.4 (range 3.9 - 7.3) mmol/l (placebo: 8.2 ±
0.7 mmol/l; p < 0.0001). GLP-1 transiently increased insulin (from
114 ± 31 to 222 ± 65 pmol/1 at 150 min; p < 0.0001) and C-peptide
(from 1.00 ± 0.12 to 1.90 ± 0.23 nmol/1 at 120 min; p < 0.0001) with
no effect of placebo. After normalization of plasma glucose, insulin
and C-peptide concentrations became lower again during the ongoing
administration of exogenous GLP- 1. It is concluded that exogenous
GLP-1 effectively lowers plasma glucose concentrations also in ad-
vanced NIDDM (long after sulfonylurea secondary failure). These
findings may broaden the applicability of GLP-1-derived drugs as a
new treatment to nearly all NIDDM patients.
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THE AMYLIN ANALOGUE PRAMLINTIDE DECREASES POSTPRANDIAL
PLASMA GLUCOSE AND GLUCAGON IN IDDM PATIENTS.
B. Nyholm', L. Crskov', K.Y. Hove', C.H. Gravholt', N. Muller', K.G.M.M.
Albertiz and 0. Schmitz'. 'Dept. of Medicine M, Aarhus Kommunehospital,
Denmark and 'Dept. of Medicine, Framlington Place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK.
Previous reports have suggested that administration of the amylin analogue
pramlintide to IDDM subjects improves glycemic control. To further explore the
effects of treatment with pramlintide (Pr) vs placebo (P1) on glucose control and
postprandial responses of glucose, glucagon and various metabolites following
standardised meals in IDDM patients, we examined 13 male IDDM patients in a
double-blind, placebo controlled, cross-over study. Patients were treated with Pr
(120 1sg/day, 30 sg qid) or Pl for 4 weeks. On the last day of this period, a diurnal
profile (08.00-16.30 h) was performed, focusing on the postprandial response to a
carbohydrate rich breakfast. Mean serum insulin (49.5±6.5 vs 46.6±5.0 pmol/1)
on the diurnal day were comparable between treatment periods, however, mean
plasma glucose was lower after Pr (8.4±0.7 vs 10.2±0.8 mmol/1, 0.05 <p <0.10).
Furthermore, after Pr treatment, blood glycerol was lower (0.030± 0.003 vs
0.039±0.005 mmol/l, p < 0.05) and blood alanine higher (0.28 ±0.01 vs 0.25±0.01
mmol/l, p <0.05), whereas no significant differences were observed in serum NEFA
(0.26±0.02 vs 0.31±0.03 mmol/1) or blood lactate (0.73±0.03 vs 0.71±0.05
mmol/1)(Pr vs Pt). Following the carbohydrate rich breakfast, mean plasma glucose
(9.3±1.0 vs 12.5±1.0 mmol/1) and glucagon (49.4±6.6 vs 65.4 ±7.5 ng/1) were
lower after Pr vs Pl (p <0.05), and area under the curve for both plasma glucose
and glucagon were reduced by 26 % (p <0.05). In conclusion, treatment of 13 male
IDDM subjects with pramlintide (30 µg qid) for 4 weeks resulted in reductions in
plasma glucose and glucagon as well as blood glycerol following a carbohydrate rich
breakfast, while serum insulin remained constant. These observations suggest, that
Pr mediated suppression of glucagon secretion may contribute to the reduction in
postprandial hyperglycaemia observed during Pr treatment. Longer term studies are
required to ascertain whether these findings are sustained over time.
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VANADYL SULFATE IMPROVES METABOLIC CONTROL AND INSULIN
SENSITIVITY IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM.
K. Cusi, S. Cukier, R.A. DeFronzo, J.C. Pereira Redondo, M. Torres.
CEMIC, Buenos Aires,Argentina & UTHSCSA, San Antonio, TX, USA

Vanadium salts have significant insulin-like actions in vitro, reduce
hyperglycemia and insulin resistance in animal models of diabetes and may be useful to
treat subjects with NIDDM. STUDY AIM: to examine the effects of 6 weeks of
treatment with vanadyl sulfate (VOSO4) in 10 patients with NIDDM (age 59±2y, BMI
28.6±0.9 kg/m2 , fasting glucose (FPG) 187±15 mg/dl, HbAl c 8.4±0.4%). We
evaluated glycemic control, glucose tolerance (OGTT), insulin sensitivity (euglycemic
insulin clamp, 40 mU/m2•min, with 3- 3H glucose), lipids and 24h ambulatory blood
presure (ABP) before (following a 4 week run-in period) and after follow-up for 6 weeks
with VOSO4 (150mg/day). Caloric intake and physical activity were constant.
RESULTS: VOSO4 reduced FPG(191±15 to 155±1 lmg/dl), HbAl c (8.2±0.4 to
7.7±0.4%) and fructosamine (359±22 to 291±15 umol/L, all p<0.01). During OGTT,
the mean plasma glucose conc was reduced by 30 mg/dl; this was entirely accounted
for by a decrease in FPG and hepatic glucose production. Insulin clamp: glucose uptake
(M) increased by 22% (2.7±0.3 to 3.3±0.4 mg/kg•min, p<0.02), but remained less
than in non-diabetic controls (5.8±0.4 mg/kg•min, p<0.001). Total and LDL-
cholesterol decreased (223±14 vs. 202±16, p<0.01; 141±14 vs. 129±14 mg/dl,
p<0.05). Mean 24hr ABP was unchanged, but VOSO4 enhanced the nocturnal MAP
drop (p<0.05) and restored a normal circadian rhythm in 4/6 pts. Weight remained
stable (76.1±4.2 vs. 75.9±4.lkg,NS). CONCLUSIONS: VOSO4 treatment for 6
weeks in NIDDM is well tolerated, improves metabolic control and attenuates
cardiovascular risk factors. Improvements in whole body insulin-mediated glucose
disposal (muscle)-and hepatic sensitivity to insulin contribute to enhanced glucose
tolerance. The results suggest that VOSO4 may be helpful in the treatment of NIDDM.
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THE PPARy AGONIST, BRL 49653, PREVENTS PROGRESSION TO
DIABETES IN ZUCKER DIABETIC FATTY RATS.
SA Smith, CA Lister, MG Hughes and RE Buckingham, SmithKline
Beecham Pharmaceuticals, Welwyn, U.K.
The Zucker Diabetic Fatty (ZDF) rat, an animal model of NIDDM,
progresses from an obese, hyperinsulinemic and glucose intolerant state to
one of overt diabetes, with attendant impaired weight gain and secondary
complications such as nephropathy and cataract formation. In an attempt
to influence the course of the disease process, the PPARy agonist, BRL
49653 (-10 pmol/kg body weight daily), was given via the diet to ZDF
rats, aged 6 weeks (Prevention group; n=8) or 21 weeks (Intervention
group; n=7) until termination at aged 28 weeks. Untreated ZDF and lean
(ZL; n=10) rats were used as controls. ZDF control rats (n=16) were
hyperglycemic at aged 11 weeks (15.2±6.1 vs ZL 5.7±0.4 mmol/L;
mean±SD; p<0.001) and thereafter blood glucose fluctuated between
29.0±2.0 (22 weeks; n=8) and 17.9±6.8 mmol/L (25 weeks; n=8) until
termination. The Prevention group, however, maintained a
normoglycemia (eg 3.7±0.8 mmol/L vs ZL 3.0±0.9 mmol/L at 27 weeks;
p=NS). Late Intervention with BRL 49653 at aged 21 weeks failed to
influence the hyperglycemia. ZDF controls also developed marked
glycosuria and proteinuria, neither of which were seen in the Prevention
group. At aged 27 weeks, ZDF controls excreted in 24h 9.4±1.Og glucose
and 1.0±0.lg protein. By contrast, glycosuria was barely detectable in
Prevention group rats (-0.01g/24h) and proteinuria was similar to that in
ZL controls (0.081±0.013 vs 0.051±0.008 g/24h; p=NS). Late
Intervention treatment, however, failed to influence the established
glycosuria and proteinuria. These data show that early treatment with
BRL 49653 prevents the progression to diabetes in ZDF rats and
simultaneously affords protection against the development of proteinuria.
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TROGLITAZONE AND METFORMIN ENHANCE GLUCOSE DISPOSAL
THROUGH DISTINCT MOLECULAR MECHANISMS.
J. M. Lenhard, M. A. Paulik, K. D. Plunket, S. A. Kliewer, J. M. Lehmann
and J. E. Weiel. GlaxoWellcome, Inc., Research Triangle Park, U. S. A..
Troglitazone and metformin are antidiabetic agents that belong to the
thiazolidinedione and biguanide classes of drugs, respectively. These
agents enhance glucose disposal and insulin sensitivity in both animal
models and patients with NIDDM. To determine if these agents act
through similar molecular mechanisms we compared their effects in
several in vitro assays. Both drugs stimulated glucose transport and
utilization in C3H10T1/2 cells, a pluripotent mesenchymal stem-cell line
capable of differentiating into adipocytes. Troglitazone treatment
stimulated glucose incorporation into lipids (i.e., lipogenesis) and N-
adrenergic receptor-mediated lipolysis but inhibited basal lipolysis and
aerobic respiration. In contrast, metformin had no effect on lipogenesis or
adrenergic-mediated lipolysis but increased basal lipolysis, n-oxidation of
palmitoyl-CoA and aerobic respiration. Metformin was also more
efficacious than troglitazone at decreasing the extracellular pH (i.e.,
increasing acidosis) and increasing lactate accumulation in the medium
(i.e., anaerobic respiration). Insulin enhanced the effects of troglitazone,
but not metformin, on glucose and lipid metabolism. Moreover, we show
that troglitazone, but not metformin, binds and activates the nuclear
receptor peroxisome proliferator activated receptor gamma (PPARy).
Taken together, these observations provide evidence that troglitazone
and metformin affect distinct molecular pathways involved in carbohydrate
and lipid metabolism. In sum, troglitazone had an anabolic effect while
metformin had a catabolic effect on C3H1OT1/2 cells. It is proposed that
the antidiabetic action of troglitazone involves PPARy-mediated
transcription of genes involved in lipid and carbohydrate metabolism.
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THE METABOLIC EFFECTS OF TROGLITAZONE IN NON-
INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES (NIDDM). Troglitazone Study
Group (USA), Yale New Haven, CT, USA.
In a multicenter, double-blind trial, we studied the metabolic effects of
6 months troglitazone (TGZ) in 93 NIDDM patients (age 52±lyr,
fasting plasma glucose 11.3±0.3mM, body mass index 33±1kg/m 2)

randomized to take either 100, 200, 400 or 600mg of TGZ, or
placebo; and assessed with a meal tolerance test and a 5h
hyperinsulinemic (120 mU/m2.min) euglycemic clamp with systemic
di-deuterated glucose, before and after treatment. TGZ lowered
fasting (p<0.0001) and post prandial (p<0.02) plasma glucose by
~25% and —20% respectively at the high treatment doses (400 &
600mg) and lowered fasting (p<0.02) and post prandial (p<0.01)
triglycerides, and fasting free fatty acids but only at the highest
treatment dose (600mg, p<0.02). There was a lowering of plasma
insulin in the higher treatment groups (200-600mg), whereas, c-
peptide levels fell across all groups including placebo (p<0.0001). Of
interest, basal hepatic glucose production was unaffected by TGZ in
all treatment groups (p<0.001) except with the highest treatment dose
(600mg) where basal hepatic glucose production fell. More
importantly, TGZ had a most striking effect on insulin-mediated
glucose disposal rates; increasing glucose disposal (p<0.005) by
—45% above pre-treatment levels in the 400 & 600mg treatment
groups. Determining factors that predicted a favorable glucose
lowering effect, regression analysis confirmed that the stongest
predictor of a glucose lowering effect either fasting (p<0.0001) or
post prandially (p<0.02) was treatment with TGZ itself. Controlling
for TGZ effect, fasting c-peptide level was the next strongest
predictor. To conclude, TGZ has powerful glucose lowering effects in
fasting and post prandial states in NIDDM, especially in patients with
good insulin secretory reserve; this effect is mediated by enhancing
insulin-mediated glucose disposal in peripheral tissues.
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ARE ATTRIBUTABLE RISK ESTIMATES IMPORTANT FOR IDDM PREVENTION?
J.S. Dorman and the WHO DiaMond Molecular Epidemiology Sub-Project Group,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, USA

The WHO DiaMond Molecular Epidemiology Sub-Project, which is based on standardized
IDDM incidence registries, is determining the contribution of host susceptibility to the
occurrence of disease within and between populations from across the world. Using a case-
control design, data from Japan, China, Mexico, USA (PA and AL), New Zealand and
Finland have been analyzed to estimate absolute and attributable IDDM risks. This
information is important not only for understanding the epidemiologic patterns of IDDM,
but also for developing strategies for the prediction and prevention of the disease. Such
approaches have typically been targeted towards first degree relatives, known to be at high
genetic risk. However, most individuals who develop IDDM have no other affected family
members. Thus, the definition of `susceptible' individuals in the general population remains
a complex and controversial issue that may be addressed, in part, by the DiaMond
Molecular Epidemiology Sub-Project. For each racial group in these seven population,
IDDM susceptibility was uniquely defined by the specific HLA-DQ genotypes that were
significantly more prevalent among the cases than controls. Although it was consistently
observed that individuals with two high risk genotypes were most likely to develop IDDM
in all populations (1-33% through age 35 years), only 26-55% of the incidence of the
disease in any of the areas could be accounted for by these high risk genotypes. One can,
therefore, conclude that natural history studies and clinical trials, which are based upon the
enrollment of only high risk individuals, identified by similar genetic screens, represent less
than %z of future incident cases. Therefore, even if other markers, such as autoantibodies,
were subsequently utilized to improve predictive value, more than 50% of the individuals
who will develop IDDM would be missed with strategies targeted towards those who screen
at high genetic risk. Thus, attributable risk estimates provide important information that
should be utilized, in conjunction with relative and absolute IDDM risk estimates, for the
development of clinical and public health practices targeted towards the prediction or
prevention of IDDM in populations from across the world.
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CONCORDANCE FOR IDDM IN IDENTICAL TWINS IS AFFECTED BY THE `LOAD' OF
BOTH MHC AND NON-MHC SUSCEPTIBILITY GENES.
K. Metcalfea, G. Hitmana, R. Rowea, M. Hawaa, T. Stewartb, R.D.G. Lesliea
a St Bartholomew's and The Royal London School of Medicine and Dentistry.
bGenentech, USA.

The environmettal component of susceptibility to IDDM is reflected in the
discordance for disease found in monozygotic twins. Twin studies have also
provided valuable evidence for the genetic contribution to disease and might
also help elucidate the potential importance of markers for IDDM in individuals
who are `genetically susceptible' to disease. We have examined the hypothesis
that discordance in identical twins might also reflect a decreased load of
diabetes predisposing genes in discordant compared to concordant twins. We
studied 40 discordant and 40 concordant identical twins at 2 polymorphisms of
the insulin gene region on chromosome lip (INS) : the.3' untranslated region
1,127 Pst 1 and the 5' -23 Hph 1 restriction sites. Of the concordant twins
87.5% possessed the disease associated INS genotype at both polymorphisms;
of the discordant twins it was only 60% at the 5' and 68% at the 3'
polymorphisms (for Hph 1: p=0.005, RR=4.67; for Pst 1: p=0.036, RR=337).
The stronger association with the 5' Hph 1 locus is consistent with reports
implicating a functional effect of the VNTR in disease susceptibility. INS thus
appears to have an effect on disease concordance. We also studied these twins
at HLA-DQBI and found a higher frequency of the disease associated 0302
allele in the concordant than in the discordant twins (67.5 v 42.5%; p=0.027,
RR=2.8). The higher frequency of DQBI 0201/0302 heterozygosity in the
concordant twins (50 v 30%) did not, however, reach statistical significance.
Our results suggest that the `load' of both MHC and non-MHC susceptibilty
genes has an impact on the disease penetrance of IDDM.
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ROLE OF DQAI*0102/DQBI*0602 IN RISK CHARACTERIZATION: THE
DIABETES PREVENTION TRIAL-TYPE 1 DIABETES (DPT-1).
G.S. Eisenbarth, J. Krischer, C. Greenbaum, D. Schatz, J. Skyler, for the
DPT-1 Study Group, Nationwide, USA.

The aim of the study was to determine the role of DQA1*0102, DQBI*0602
(0602+) in risk characterization in relatives of patients with type I diabetes. This
haplotype was previously found "protective" for type I diabetes, and is an
exclusion criteria for DPI-I. Of >40,000 relatives screened, 3.44% are ICA
positive (> 10 JDF U). Of 909 ICA+ relatives DQ typed, 62 (6.8%) were 0602+.
Of 250 subjects with low first phase insulin response (FPIR) to IVGTT, 8 (3.2%)
were 0602+, in comparison to 54 of 659 (8.2%) with FPIR that was not low
(p<0.001). This suggests that the protective 0602+ haplotype may also be
associated with lack of progression to low FPIR. We also analyzed expression of
insulin (IAA), GAD65 (GAA), and ICA512bdc (ICA512AA) "biochemical"
autoantibodies (AAs) for the first 52 ICA+ relatives with 0602+, and compared the
results to analysis of a randomly chosen 52 similar relatives lacking 0602. Of the
subjects studied in depth, 34% percent of the 0602+ relatives were ICA- (<10 JDF
U) upon repeat ICA testing, as compared to 17% of 0602- relatives. The second
DQ "haplotype" was either 0501/0201 or 0301/0302 in 81% of the confirmed
ICA+ relatives with 0602+ in comparison to only 35% of relatives with 0602 but
with negative repeat ICA. The remainder of analyses were done only on relatives
with confirmed ICA positivity. Expression of biochemical AAs was greater
amongst 0602- than 0602+ relatives (e.g. 60% of 0602+ relatives versus 21% of
0602- relatives expressed none of the "biochemical" AAs, p<.001).

GAA IAA ICA512AA OAb >_2Ab 3Ab

0602+ 23% 23% 13% 60% 20% 6%

0602- 61% 59% 50% 21% 57% 30%

Amongst ICA+ first degree relatives of patients with type I diabetes, DQB1 *0602
appears to dramatically "delay" rather than permanently suppress the expression of
IAA, GAA, and ICA512AA.
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NON-Asp 57 RESIDUES IN THE HLA-DQB1 GENE CONTROL
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO IDDM IN INDIA.
N.Tandon, R.Rajalingam* , N.K.Mehra * . Departments of Endocrinolo-
gy and Histocompatibility & Immunogenetics , All India Institute of
Medical Sciences, New Delhi-110 029, India.

Strong association of HLA-DR3/DR4 has been reported in IDDM
patients around the world. Using PCR-SSOP, we have studied the
polymorphism of HLA-DRB1, DQA1 and DQB 1 genes in 38 patients
with IDDM and 154 unrelated healthy controls from the homogene-
ous population of North Indian Hindus. A strong association of
DRB1*03012 encoding HLA-DR3 was observed in IDDM as com-
pared to controls (60.5% vs 8.4%, Pc<O.000000001, RR=16.6). HLA-
DR4 did not reveal any deviation from controls in these patients. On
the other hand, DR2 molecules showed a significant negative asso-
ciation (13.2% vs 40.3%, Pc<0.01, RR=0.2) in patients which is
consistent with earlier studies. All HLA-DR2 positive IDDM patients
were found to be DRB1*1502-DQA1*0103-DQB1*0601 which is the
most common DR2 haplotype in Asian Indians (30%). Among DQA1
alleles DQA1*0501 occurred more frequently in diabetics as com-
pared to controls (73.3% vs 40.3%, Pc<0.001, RR=4.1). Of the 4
DQA1 alleles that carry Arg 52 (0301, 0501, 0401, 0601), two i.e.,
0301, 0501 were found to occur in 80% of IDDM patients as com-
pared to controls (55.2%, Pc<0.05, RR=3.2). Similarly, non-Asp 57
carrying DQB 1 alleles particularly. DQB1*0201 were found to be
significantly increased in patients as compared to controls (78% vs
36%, Pc<0.000001, RR=6.5). Upto 95% of IDDM patients in this
study had non Asp 57 residues in their DQ beta molecules
(DQBI*0201, 0302, 0501, 0604, 0102) as compared to controls
(55.2%, )C2=19.8, Pc<O.00001) thus giving a very high relative risk of
14.2. Further, a strong linkage disequilibrium was observed bet-
ween DRB1*03012-DQAi*0501-DQB1*0201 in all patients and
controls. The study indicates that i) IDDM in Asian Indians is
primarily associated with HLA-DR3 and not DR4, ii) that the primary
susceptibility genes lies in the DQ region represented by DQB 1 *0201
in strong linkage disequilibrium with DRB1*03012 and other non-
Asp 57 containing alleles.
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EVIDENCE FOR ASSOCIATION OF SHORTER CLASS 1 ALLELES
OF INSULIN GENE 5' MINISATELLITE WITH IDDM IN JAPAN
T. Awata', C. Kikuchi', S. Kurihara', S. Katayama', Y. Kanazawazand
R. Hagura3. Saitama Medical School, Saitama, Japan s, Omiya Medical
Center, Saitama, Japan' and Asahi Life Foundation, Tokyo, Japan'.

The role of the insulin gene-linked IDDM susceptibility (IDDM2) still
remains unclear in Japanese: majority (-95%) of Japanese are
homozygous for class 1 alleles of the variable number of tandem repeat
(VNTR) in the 5' region of the insulin gene. Therefore, we determined
their exact length in number of repeat units (RUs) of class 1 alleles by
PCR amplification of the VNTR of 152 IDDM patients and 167 control
subjects in Japan We found that the distribution of class 1 alleles in
Japanese was bimodal with one peak located at 32/ 33 RUs and the
other peak located at 41 RUs, and that 1S (25-38 RUs) alleles were
significantly increased in the IDDM group compared with the control
group (0.55 vs 0.46, p=0.032). The 1S/IS genotype was significantly
increased inthepatients (0.34 vs 0.20, p=0.005, RR2.1). Transmission
disequilibrium test (TDT) of 21 Japanese families confirmed the
association of 1S alleles with IDDM: 18 15 alleles and 7 1L (39-44
RUs) alleles were transmitted to affected offspring (p=0.028) while
1S and 1L allele transmission to non-affected offspring were 6 and 6.
The present study suggests that shorter class 1 alleles may have a role
inIDDM susceptibility in Japan. Because difference between IS and 1L
alleles is characterized by element sequence variations as well as
repeat numbers, we prefer a possibility that sequence variations of
class 1 alleles influence the disease susceptibility.
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HLA-DQB1 5 ' BUT NOT HLA-DQA1 52 ALTERATION IS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE DISEASE IN POLISH IDDM FAMILIES
H. W. W itas, M.R62alski, K.J@drychowska-Dariska, W. Mlynarski and J.Bodalski
Molecular Biology Unit, 2"" Clinic of Children Diseases, Institute of Pediatrics,
Medical University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland
Allele-specific amplification PCR method (ASA-PCR) allows to follow codon
polymorphism at HLA-DQA1 52 and HLA-DQB1 5' thus giving a possibility of
expressed amino acid identification. Frequency analysis of codon variants was
performed in IDDM children (n=97) and control subjects (n=78) of Polish origin.
45 IDDM children, their parents (n=65) and healthy siblings (n=17) were also
analyzed. Obtained results revealed aliphatic and hydrophobic amino acid residues
(phenotypes: Val/Ala and Ala/Ala) to be present at significantly higher frequency
at DQ357 in IDDM children (63%) compared to control subjects (17%; RR=8,472)
Values for parents and siblings were established at the level of 38% and 29%,
respectively. Heterozygous Asp was present in 28% IDDM patients v. 47% control
subjects (RR=0.784); in parents and siblings percentage did not exceed 58% and
65%, respectively. Homozygous Asp was not found in IDDM children while
present in 28% of controls (RR=0.014). Only one parent and one sibling (1.5%
and 6%, respectively) exhibited it. This suggests its enhanced protective effect.
Simultaneous typing of both studied codons revealed that
accompany IDDM phenotype at much higher frequency (64%) than the
physiological one (20,5%), RR=6.86; respective values for parents and siblings are
38% and 29%, respectively. The correlation between IDDM and number of
susceptible dimers DQaArg52 '/DQ(3'^PS7' one individual can assemble has been
observed in dose respective manner. The highest relative risk (RR=4.87) was
obtained for individuals who can express IV (100%) those dimers. Amino acid
residue at DQcs concerned alone was of no importance in respect to IDDM.
The crucial role of DQp s in respect to the disease was confirmed in second
approach. 16 families with at least one affected and one non-affected child were
selected from the set of subjects and subsequently analyzed. DQ(i s'"'° was present in
12/17 (71%) healthy siblings,16/31 (52%) parents, and only in 5/17 (29%)
IDDM children.

Supported by KBN grant 4 P05EO53 08
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THE EFFECT OF HLA-B ALLELE ON THE IDDM RISK DEFINED BY
DRB1*04 SUBTYPES AND DQBl*0302
S. Nejentsev'' 2, H. Reijonen', B. Adojaan3, L. Kovalchuk°, A. Sochnevs',
V. Vasina2, E. Schwartz', IlK. Akerbloms and J. Itonen'
1-Turku Immunology Centre and Department of Virology, University of
Turku, Turku, Finland; 2-Department of Medical Genetics, Pediatric
Medical Academy, St.Petersburg, Russia; 3-Department of Endocrinology,
Tartu University Hospital, Tartu, Estonia; 4-Laboratory of Immunogenetics
and Immunology, Latvian Medical Academy, Riga, Latvia; 5-Children's
Hospital, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland

In this study we analyzed at the population level the effect of DR4 subtypes and
class I, HLA-B alleles, on the IDDM risk when the influence of DQ locus was
equalized The genes encoding HLA-DQ heterodimer molecules, DQBI and
DQA1, have been found to have the strongest association with IDDM risk,
although there is cumulative evidence for the effect of other gene loci within
MHC gene region. HLA-DR locus besides HLA-DQ has most often been
suggested to contribute to the disease susceptibility. In our research DRB 1 *0401
and DRB1*0404 were the common subtypes associated with DQB1*0302 in all
three studied populations (Estonian, Latvian, Russian). DRB1*0401 was
increased and *0404 decreased among IDDM patients. DRBI*0402 was also
relatively common among Russian haplotypes, but was not associated with
IDDM risk. When HLA-B alleles were analyzed, strong association between the
presence of specific B alleles and DRB1*04 subtypes were detected, HLA-B*39
allele was found significantly more often in DRBl*0404-DQBI*0302 positive
patients than healthy control subjects positive for this haplotype: 27/54 (50%)
vs. 4/49 (8.2%), P<0.0001 in the combined series. The result demonstrates that
DQ and DR genes cannot explain all of the HLA-linked susceptibility to IDDM
and the existence of a susceptibility locus telomeric to DR is probable.
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INSULIN GENE 5' VNTR POLYMORPHISM IN BASQUE TYPE I DIABETICS
L. Castano, I. Urrutia, JR Bilbao, B Calvo and GEPVN group*, Hospital de Cruces,
Barakaldo, Spain
Genetic analysis have shown association between several polymorphic genomic regions
and susceptibility or protection to type I diabetes (IDDM). In addition to IDDMI (HLA
class II region on chromosome 6p), a polymorphic region spanning 4.1 kb around the
insulin gene on chromosome 11p (IDDM2) has been strongly related to the disease,
Basques are a population living in the W-Pyrenees (SW France and N Spain), that has
been isolated in the past. Anthropological studies have pointed out allelic frequency
differences in polymorphic genes in Basques. Our aim was to characterize IDDM2
among Basque families with IDDM. We studied 62 families of Basque ethnic origin,
including 71 diabetic patients and 203 first-degree relatives, as well as 42 healthy and
unrelated controls. For genetic analysis we studied the Variable Number of Tandem
Repeats (VNTR) region 5' to the insulin gene using Southern blot hybridization of Pvu II
digested genomic DNA with radiolabelled Phins 310 probe. Restriction fragments were
classified according to size in class 1 (<600bp), class 2 (600-1600bp), and class 3
alleles (>1600 bp). Linkage analysis were performed with TDT (Transmission
Disequilibrium Test). Comparison of the allelic frequencies between diabetic and non-
diabetic alleles, using affected family based control alleles, and of the genotypic
frequencies between diabetics and healthy controls are:

GENOTYPES 111 113 313
IDDM n= 62 71.0% 27.4% 1.6%
Controls n= 45 31,1% 51.1% 17.8%

p= 0.000017	 p= 0.000054
Relative risks (RR) for each genotype were 5.41 for 111, 0.36 for 1/3 and 0.08 for 3/3.
TDT analysis performed on heterozygous parents showed linkage of the VNTR region to
diabetes susceptibility: 35 transmissions of class 1 vs. 9 of class 3 (p= 0.000089). There
was no difference of allelic transmission between heterozygous mothers and fathers (p=
n.s.). In conclusion, the VNTR region is linked to type I diabetes in Basques, and class
1 allele is associated with the disease. No evidence of imprinting has been observed.

* Basque-Navarre Group of Endocrinology and Pediatrics
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IDDM2 ALLELE EFFECTS ON IGF2 mRNA LEVELS IN THE MAJOR TISSUES
IMPLICATED IN TYPE I DIABETES AUTOIMMUNITY.
P. Vafiadis, R. Grabs, C. Polychronakos. McGill University, Montreal, Canada.
It has been shown that a polymorphism consisting of a variable number of tandem
repeats, situated 5' to the insulin gene (INS-VNTR), is associated with type I diabetes
(IDDM2 locus). The shorter alleles (class I) predispose to diabetes, while the longer
ones (class III) have a dominant protective effect. Since the VNTR is not transcribed,
its contribution to IDDM susceptibility must be mediated by transcriptional effects on
adjacent genes. We have presented evidence of strong VNTR allele effects on thymic
(but not pancreatic) insulin expression, that may explain the effect on diabetes risk. In
addition to --or even instead of-- effects on insulin, diabetes risk could be modulated
by transcriptional effects on IGF2, the closely linked gene encoding insulin-like
growth factor II. This gene is parentally imprinted, with exclusive expression from the
paternal allele in most tissues, including pancreas and thymus. Parental effects have
been described in the transmission of IDDM2 alleles to diabetic offspring. We there-
fore, analyzed the effect of VNTR alleles on mRNA level in samples of human pan-
creas, thymus and leukocytes by quantitative-competitive-RT-PCR. IGF2 mRNA level
was 4.7 +0.9 (mean ± SEM, arbitrary units) in thymi with a paternal class III INS-
VNTR compared with 4.7 ± 1.3 in samples with a paternal class I. The same absence
of a significant difference was found in pancreas: 28.4 ±4.2 vs. 29.5 ±5.2. We also
examined control of IGF2 expression in leukocytes where, as we have previously re-
ported, IGF2 imprinting is variably relaxed. A transcribed Apal polymorphism was
used to distinguish paternal from maternal alleles in heterozygous individuals. The (+)
allele of this polymorphism was found to be associated with higher IGF2 mRNA lev-
els, when parental origin was taken into account. However, VNTR class had no effect
on IGF2 mRNA levels, as the paternal/maternal ratios were not significantly different
between subjects with a maternal class I and a paternal class III vs. maternal class III
and paternal class 1(4.2±1.5 vs. 3.1 ±1.3). Thus, we found no VNTR effects on IGF2
mRNA levels in three tissues relevant to diabetes autoimmunity. This corroborates our
previous report suggesting that the gene involved in IDDM2 is insulin.

ALLELES class I class 3
IDDM	 n= 126 84.1% 15.9%
Non-IDDM n=110 59.1% 40.9%
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HLA ASSOCIATED GENETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY TO IDDM IN ORIENTAL AND
CAUCASOID ETHNIC GROUPS IN RUSSIA

A.Zilov*, L.Alexeev, M.Boldyreva, D.Trofimov, I.Demidova*, I.Dedov* (Institute
of Immunology, *-Dept. of Endocrinology MMA, Moscow, Russia).

A comparative study, using SSP method, on the association between HLA
alleles and genotypes of the HLA DO locus and IDDM susceptibility was
conducted on two ethnic groups - Russians (Caucasoids) and Buriats
(Orients). This choice is due to the fact that IDDM morbidity in Buriats is
tenfold low as compared to Russians at the same region. Eight of HLA DQA1
and fourteen DQB1 specificities were discriminated. The genotyping had
undergone quality control in term of the XII IHWC "HLA and IDDM"
component. Among Russians the most frequent associations to IDDM are
DQA1-0301 (RR=4,21), -0501 (RR=2,90),-0301 (RR=0,01) alleles and the
genotype DQA1 0501/0301 (RR=9,13). In HLA DQB1 gene IDDM associated
are HLA DQB1-0302 (RR=6,38), - 0602 (RR=0,42) and DQB1-0302/0201
(RR=9,60). The following genotypes were found to be IDDM associated:
DQA1-0301/DQB1-0302 (RR=4,2), DQA1-0501/DQB1-0302 (RR=8,4) and
DQA1-0103/DQB1-0201 (RR=0,03). In IDDM Buriat patients the associations
with some "classical" HLA DQA1 and DQB1 "alleles-markers" we revealed
which are typical for both Oriental and Caucasian populations. So alleles
DQA1-0301 and DQB1-0302 were determined IDDM "markers" in spite of
their extremely high frequency (cca. 25% for DQA1-0301) in healthy controls.
On the other hand in IDDM Buriat patients the allele markers are typical for
the subjects of Oriental origin and include HLA DOB1-0303 as IDDM "marker"
and DQB1-0601 as the desease resistance "marker" were found. The most
important conclusion of present observations is the total absence of the
genotype HLA DQA1-0103/DQB1-0201 in healthy Buriat controls whereas
that one is most frequently detected in Buriat IDDM patients (13,75% at
RR=35,75%).
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INTERLEUKIN-1 RECEPTOR TYPE 1 GENE POLYMORPHISM IN
SPANISH SUBJECTS AFFECTED WITH IDDM
E.Mato, M.Puig-Domingo, J.Morales, M* A. Ortiz, L.Gallart,
D.Mauricio, F.Pociot*, J.Nerup* and A. de Leiva.
S.Endocrinologia, H. de Sant Pau, Barcelona,Spain and Steno
Diabetes Center, Copenhagen, Denmark.

A diallelic polymorphism of the interleukin-1 receptor
type 1 (IL1R1) gene has been differentially associated to IDDM
according to the racial origin of the populations studied. A
positive association has been found in British diabetics while not
in Finnish and South Indians. We have studied the polymorphism
of the 5'untranslated promoter region of the IL1R1 gene by using
PCR-RFLP assay in the intermediate risk Spanish population.
Analysis of samples from 100 type 1 diabetic subjects and 130
controls showed the following allelic distribution using sthe
nomenclature from Southern analysis: 1.2kb/1,2kb 44% in
diabetics and 40% in controls, 1,2kb/3.2kb 45% and 49% in
diabetics and controls respectively, and 11% in both for
3.2kb/3.2kb (X2=ns). Neither association was found when
diabetic subjects were selected according to the presence or
abscense of a high risk haplotype (DQAI*0301-B1*0302 and/or
DQAI*0501-B1*0201). In conclusion, these results suggest that
the polymorphism of the IL1R1 gene is not a valuable genetic
risk factor for IDDM in Spanish subjects. FISS 95/1065
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ANALYSIS OF HLA-DRBI,-DQAl AND -DQB1 GENOTYPE

OF KOREAN IDDM PATIENTS

H.S. Son, M.I. Kang, J.M. Lee, S.J. Yoo, K.H. Yoon, B.Y. Cha,

K.W. Lee, H.Y. Son and S.K. Kang. Catholic University Medical

College, Seoul, Korea

To evaluate the association of IDDM and HLA class II genes

in Korea, we compared allelic constitutions at HLA-DRB1,

-DQAI, -DQB1 loci of IDDM patients with that of ethnically

matched nondiabetic individuals by PCR-based reverse dot

hybridization method. In IDDM patients, the frequency of DRB1

*03, *04 (RR=5.4;2.3) and DQA1 *03, *05 (RR=3.5;2.3) was

significantly high and that of DQA1 *01 (RR=0.3) and DQB1 *06

(RR=0.4) was significantly low. Three haplotypes HLA-DRB1

*03 - DQA1 *05 - (DQB1 *02), HLA-DRB1 *04 - DQA1 *03 -

(DQB1 *04) and (HLA-DRB1 *13) - DQA *01 - DQB1 *06

were in the state of linkage disequilibrium in IDDM. Of these

three haplotypes, two (DRB1 *03-DQAI*05-DQB1*02 and

DRBI*04-DQAI*03-DQBI*04) appear to be susceptible

haplotypes, whereas the third (DQBI*13-DQAI*01-DQB1*06)

appears to be protective haplotype. These findings suggest that

DRB1*03-DQA1*05-DQBI*02 and DRB1*04-DQA1*03-DQB1*04

can be markers of IDDM in Korea.
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HLA DQA1 AND DQB1 ALLELES IN IDDM PATIENTS OF AN
ARGENTINIAN CAUCASIAN POPULATION.

MULTICENTER TRIAL: PREDI-C-DIAB:
L.Litwak, M. Herrera, V.Bernarth, A.Alvarez, A.Cayssials, A.Doval,
M.Ferraro, L.Grosembacher,M.Migliano, M.Pando, R.Papassian,
G.Perichon, H.Raizman, O.Ramos, J.Surpik,M.Tarruela,M.Tonietti,
L.Trifone,M.Vacarezza, L.Satz. Laboratory of Molecular Biology of the
Laboratorio de Medicine and Service of Inmunogenetic of the Hospital
de Clinicas. Services of Endocrinology and/or Nutrition of the: Hospital
Italiano, Hospital Posadas, Hospital Gutierrez and Hospital P.Eleizalde,
Buenos Aires, Argentina.

The frequency of HLA class II alleles was analzyed in a population of
118 IDDM Argentinian patients and compared to that of 198 controls.
Patients and controls belonged to an homogeneous Caucasian
individuals with Spanish and/or Italian ancestry. Class H alleles were
determined by DNA typing using primers and probes of the 12th
International Histocompatibility Workshop. Results: 86.3% of the
patients and 19.4% of the controls were homozygous for non-Asp57 -

DQB1 alleles (odds ratio, OR: 26.2, X2 : 64.3, p<10-5). To investigate
the contribution of HLA-DQA1 to the susceptibility in this population,
DQA1 alleles were determined in 64 patients and 180 controls: 43% of
the patients and 1.7% of the controls were homozygous for non-Asp 57 -

DQB1/Arg52 -DQA1 susceptible alleles (OR: 38.9, X2 : 38.1, p<104). On
the other hand, DQB1 *0602 was significantly decreased among patients
(0,85% vs. 18,7% in controls, OR: 0.04, X2 :20.6, p<10-5). These results
confirm for this population the primary association of IDDM with
DQA1 and DQB1 alleles. In addition DQB1* 0602 seems to be a
protective allele also in our population.

194
A CTLA4 POLYMORPHISM AFFECTS LYMPHOCYTE mRNA LEVELS BUT IS
NOT ASSOCIATED WITH TYPE I DIABETES IN A CANADIAN DATASET.
R Barnes, R. Grabs and C. Polychronakos, McGill University, Montreal, Canada.

The susceptibility locus IDDMI2, mapped to 2q33, is linked to and associated with
type I diabetes (IDDM) in Italian families. Association was confirmed in a Spanish
dataset and, although it did not reach statistical significance in US and UK datasets, it
was highly significant in combined data from all sources. The marker is an A/G
polymorphism at nucleotide 49 of the coding sequence (threonine/alanine in the leader
peptide) of CTLA4, a gene encoding a membrane receptor that mediates apoptosis in
activated T lymphocytes. We sought to confirm the association in a group of diabetic
children from Montreal. A PCR-based Fnu4HI RFLP was used to compare the fre-
quency of the G allele in 128 IDDM patients to the control frequency in the two paren-
tal chromosomes not transmitted to the child. There were 161 A alleles transmitted
(tr), vs 153 not tr and 95 G alleles tr vs. 103 not tr. This lack of association in our
population may be due to different linkage disequilibrium of A/G with the susceptibil-
ity locus. Alternatively, if A/G is the true susceptibility locus, the population differ-
ences may be due to interactions with other loci. As a first step in examining possible
differential biologic function of the A vs. G alleles, we measured relative, allele-
specific CTLA4 mRNA levels in human peripheral mononuclear cells (PBLC) from
five A/G heterozygous diabetic subjects. The G/A allele intensity ratio in the internally
radiolabeled RT-PCR product, measured in triplicate, was compared to the same ratio
in genomic DNA, where both alleles are present in equal concentrations. The genomic
DNA ratio was 0.419±0.024 (mean±SEM.) as expected by the smaller size of the di-
gested G allele. The ratio was higher in RNA from both unstimulated (0.709±0.064,
p=.002) and stimulated (0.568±0.022, p=.003) lymphocytes (paired (-test). This indi-
cates a higher level of the G allele in CTLA4 mRNA, which can be due an increase in
either transcription level or mRNA stability. It provides a plausible mechanism of
susceptibility to diabetes and other autoimmune disease, such as Grave's. The lack of
association in our population may be due to population differences at other loci.

196
NO LINKAGE OF THE CTLA-4 GENE REGION (IDDM12) TO TYPE 1
DIABETES IN THE DANISH POPULATION
Z.M. Larsen, O.P. Kristiansen, J. Johannesen, J. Nerup, F. Pociot, DSGD
and DIEGG. Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark

Insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) is a multifactorial disease with
polygenic susceptibility. Results from genome-wide screenings and partial
ones have presented some evidence of linkage with several non-HLA
linked loci. Recently, IDDM12 was mapped to chromosome 2q making
this chromosomal region particularly abundant of IDDM-linkage markers.
CTLA-4 is the candidate gene for IDDM12. We have analysed this locus
in Danish IDDM family materials. Initially, we typed 152 families (688
individuals) with at least 2 IDDM affected siblings for the (AT),
microsatellite in the 3'untranslated region of the CTLA-4 gene. An
extended transmission disequilibrium test (TDT) for multi-allele marker loci
was used to assess transmission from heterozygous parents to offspring.
No evidence for neither allele-wise or genotype-wise transmission
disequilibrium was found (p=0.6 and p-0.2, respectively). However, a
distorted transmission of the (AT)„ -allele was observed; p=0.007
(uncorrected). A point mutation in exon 1 of the CTLA-4 gene (A-G
transition) was analysed as well. Previously this polymorphism has
revealed transmission disequilibrium in Italian and Spanish populations,
but not in UK and US populations. In this analysis, the 152 sib-pair
families and additionally 105 families (429 individuals) with only one IDDM
affected offspring were included. Although a tendency towards a skewed
transmission: 145 'A' passed and 166 'G' passed to IDDM offspring and
96 'A' and 88 'G' passed to unaffected offspring, this did not reach
statistical significance (p=0.2 for IDDM offspring). In conclusion, we were
not able to replicate the observation of linkage of the IDDM12 locus to
disease in a large Danish IDDM family data set. If the CTLA-4 gene is
important for conferring susceptibility to IDDM, the present data combined
with previous data from UK and US, indicate that the A-+G transition is
unlikely to be the aetiological mutation.

195
IS THERE A METABOLIC. GENETIC OR IMMUNOLOGICAL

CONNECTION-13ETWEEN IDDM AND-NIDDM IN SOUTH
INDIAN FAMILIES

Ramachandran A?, Snehalatha C 1 , Sanjeevl C.02,
Tuomiahto-WoifE3, Vldgren G4, Ogunkolade W4, Hibnan GA4.

1 Ø 	 Research Centre, Madras, indle.2 Korollnake
Institute, Sweden .3 National Pubilc Heal h Institute, Hetstnke,
Finland. 4The RoO.London School of Medicine, London, UK.

We atudled 170 south Indlanfamllles consisting of parents
and a proband arithIDDM (Type 1) to Investlgetewhether there
would be an Increase In prevalence of NIDDM in the parents and
the relatlonehip,ot glucose tolerancewith eltherHLA43Q or OAD65
antibodies (DADA). AmongtBe parents 11.2% tied NIDDM and
13.6% had IGT on oral OTT and this.was skniar to that In age
matchedpopuleton ofSouth-kntla. DNA.samples were typed
for &ielilc variation at HLA.DQB I to the families and studied
using.the transmission dlaequfWrlum test.l3otb HLA.DQBI
*0201(p 0.0003)andDQB1 `0302 (psO.002) were associated with
IDOM. There was n correlatton-of *0201 or *0302 with glucose
tolerance In theparents excluditga genetk:link between NIDDM
and IDOM inthesefamilies. GADAwese measured hya
radfobtnding.assay. GADAwas positive ini6.S%of the probands
against 7% of controi.(p<0.0001) and in 33%-of the parents. There
was no correlation of DADA with glucose tolerance Inparents.
In conclusion in South Indian families wit an IDDM proband,
there is no overlap between 1DDM and NIDDM. The high rates of
GADA In the parents are yet to be explained.
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GENETIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN TYPE I (INSULIN-DEPENDENT)
DIABETES MELLITUS IN CHILEAN CHILDREN.

Perez-Bravo F (1), Santos JL (1), Calvillin M (2), Carrasco E. (2).

(1) Molecular Biology and Epidemiology Department. Nutrition and Food
Technology Institute (INTA), University of Chile. (2) Faculty of Medicine,
Diabetes Unit, Hosp. SJ. de Dios. University of Chile. Santiago, Chile.

HLA class II alleles play an important role in the genetic susceptibility to
develop insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). Some environmental factors
such as viruses prevalence and breast-feeding duration have been associated with
the disease. Our objective was to clarify what heterodimers account for the higher
risk of IDDM, and assess their interaction with the breast feeding duration (BFD). 63
IDDM children and 74 non diabetic children were recruited for this study. Alleles
determinations were performed by means of PCR with oligospecific probes, while
BFD and prevalence of infectious diseases were ascertained by retrospective survey.
In diabetic patients, we found a significant different frequency of risk heterodimers
(H4) regard to non diabetic children (0.59 vs 0.19, p<0.0001) with an OR=13.7 (IC
95%: 4.4-42.7) respect to the HO group that serves as the reference category. HO
was more frequent between controls children (0.35 vs 0.08, p<0.01). In relation of the
environmental factors, both groups had a similar prevalence for rubella, measles and
mumps. For the BFD, the IDDM group showed a reduced average of effective breast
feeding compared with the control group (21.5±15 vs 33.8± 20 weeks, p<0.01) and a
early exposure to cow milk (15.9± 12 vs 21± 13, weeks, p<0.05). When stratifying
by BFD, we observed a high OR for H4 respect to HO in the group of children with
breast-feeding < 3 months (OR 20.25, p<0.0001). For BFD > 3 months, the OR
comparing H4 with HO was 14 (IC 95%: 1.5 - 128). In conclusion, the H4
combinations is strongly associated with high risk for IDDM, and the long period of
BFD could be very important as protector factor in the low incidence of IDDM in
Chilean children.

198
ASSOCIATION OF CT LA-4 GENE POLYMORPHISM WITH AUTO-
IMMUNE THYROID DISEASE BUT NOT WITH IDDM IN JAPAN
S. Kurihara', T. Awata', S. Katayama', Y. Kanazawa' and R. Hagura'.
Saitama Medical School, Saitama, Japan', Omiya Medical Center,
Saitama, Japan' and Asahi Life Foundation, Tokyo, Japan'.

CTLA-4 (cytotoxic T lymphocyte associated-4) gene on chromosome
2q33 (IDDM12) is a good candidate for autoimmune disease. Recently,
associations of CTLA-4 genepolymorphisms with Graves' disease and
IDDM were reported in Caucasian populations. Therefore, in this study,
we determined an A/G polymorphism in exon 1 of CTLA-4 gene in
Japanese patients with IDDM (n=97), autoimmune thyroid disease
(AITD; Graves' or Hashimoto's disease)(n=142) or both(n=23). Allele
frequencies of the G allele, which was increased in Caucasian patients
with Graves' disease and IDDM, were 0.67 in the IDDM group, 0.71 in
the A1TD group (0.70 in Graves, 0.73 in Hashimoto) and 0.65 in the
IDDM+AITD group. Compared with the control group, in which the
frequency was 0.63, significant increase of the G allele was only
observed in the A1TD group (p=0.031). The G/G genotype was
significantly increased in the A1TD group (p=0.017, RR 1.7). Although
further confirmation is required, the CTLA-4 gene region may have a
susceptibility role in AITD but not in IDDM in Japan.

199
DNA ANALYSIS OF HLA CLASS II GENES IN INDONESIAN IDDM
PATIENTS

Judajana Fill, Askandar Tjokroprawiro', Suhartati IS', Netty EP',
DeVries R', Verduyn W2, Schipper. R 2, Class FH.F.

Diabetes & Nutrition Center Medical School, Airlangga University, Surabaya,
Indonesia

Z Dept of Immunohematology, Hospital Univ. of Leiden, Netherlands

The incidence of Diabetes Mellitus in Indonesia is obviously increasing every
year, this is due in part to the following factor effect of different gene system,
race, sex and patient age at the time of onset. The aim of this study was to
determine the distribution of HLA Class 11 polymorpnism based on molecular
investigation in Indonesia IDDM patients. Although, serological studies have
investigated the association of HLA DR-3 and DR-9 antigen with the predispo-
sition to IDDM, furthermore I{LA DR-5 has been associated with a protection
from IDDM.
In this study HLA class H alleles (DRB, DQA and DQB) were detemtined by
PCR-SSO method in 64 unrelated IDDM patients, and 82 unrelated healthy
controls. All samples originated from Java and Bali island. The results were
observed in particular, a predisposing effect of the 14LA DRBI * 0301 (RR
14.8 p = 0.0014), DQA * 0501 (RR7.5, p = 0.00256), DQB I * 0201 (RR 11.7,
p = 0.000002) DRB3 * 0202 (RR 3.5, p = 0.04). Based on these study, it is
shown in Indonesian IDDM patients , that DRB 1 * 04 was not associated with
a susceptibility to IDDM and HLA DRB I * 1202, DRB3 * 0301 DQA * 0601,
DQBI * 0301 with a protection from IDDM. Conclusion: the data in Indone-
sian diabetics together with data on European IDDM patients, suggest agradi-
ent of various HLA class II predisposing and spesific protective markers link
these populations.
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CTLA-4 GENE (IDDM12) POLYMORPHISM IN
JAPANESE PATIENTS WITH IDDM
T. Yanagawat), T. Maruyama2), K. Gomit), H. Hirose 3 , S.
Nakano-), K. Nakamura-), H. Maruyama 3 ) and T.Saruta3 t.
Nerima General Hospitaltl, Saitama Chuo Hospital 2 >,

Keio University 3 ), Tokyo, Japan.
Susceptibility to IDDM is determined by environmental
and genetic factors. The main gene associated with a
predisposition to IDDM is HLA and at least 12 other
genes-unlinked to HLA contribute to the development
of IDDM. Recent studies described linkage and
association of IDDM to the CTLA-4 gene (IDDMI2) in
Caucasians. CTLA-4 is a candidate gene for T cell
mediated autoimmune diseases because it is a negative
regulator of T cell proliferation. As CTLA-4 association
with IDDM may be influenced by the racial composition
of the population, it is important to study it in other
ethnic groups. We investigated the distribution of
CTLA-4 gene polymorphism in 59 Japanese patients
with IDDM and 59 controls. An A/G transition at
position 49 of exon I was analyzed by the PCR-RFLP
method. There was no significant difference in the
distribution of CTLA-4 alleles between patients and
controls (y 2 =1.69, P=0.43, 2 d.f.). The present study
did not support the association of CTLA-4 gene with
IDDM in Japanese, however this negative finding should
be confirmed with increased number of subjects.



THE FREQUENCY OF HLA-DR4 IS NOT INCREASED IN FAMILIES WITH
IDDM MOTHERS AND MALFORMED CHILDREN
P Onkamo, E Tuomilehto-Wolf, J Tuomilehto, J Mills, K Teramo (National Public
Health Institute, Helsinki, Finland)

The association between IDDM of the mother and the risk of congenital
malformations of her children has been acknowledged for decades. The metabolic
control of the IDDM mother is known to have a major effect on the risk. Despite
the improvement in metabolic control of pregnant IDDM women achieved this far,
the risk of malformations still continues to be 2-3 times higher than the risk of non-
diabetic women. This study was undertaken to find out whether HLA, the major
genetic contributor to the IDDM susceptibility, also exerts an additional risk for
congenital malformations. Twenty families with an IDDM mother having child or
children with congenital malformations were PCR-typed for DR and DQ loci. The
malformations included different types of both minor and major birth defects. We
expected that the strongest diabetogenic alleles, DR4 and DR3 would be more
frequent in the case children and/or in their mothers. However, compared with our
population-based study of HLA haplotypes of diabetic families, there were no
differences between the diabetic malformation case families and the diabetic families
with non-malformed offspring. Of the diabetic mothers of the malformed offspring,
15/19 (79 %) were DR4-positive; of the diabetic mothers with the non-malformed
offspring 56/74 (76 %) were DR4-positive. Interestingly, 6/16 cases with
malformations were DR4-positive, whereas the expected number based on mendelian
segregation of DR antigens in the families would be 10. The frequencies of DR4 in
the families with malformed offspring were the following: diabetic mothers 0.42,
non-diabetic fathers 0.22, malformed offspring 0.28. In conclusion, it seems as if the
DR4-antigen is not increased in the children with malformations, nor in the diabetic
mothers of the malformed cases.

CHROMOSOME 2 MARKERS AND IDDM IN SOUTH INDIAN
FAMILIES
W. Ogunkolade, G.A. Hitman, M.F. McDermott, *C. Snehalatha
and *A. Ramachandran. The Royal London Hospital, London,
United Kingdom and *Diabetes Research Centre, Madras, India.
A number of IDDM chromosomal regions have been assigned to the
long arm of chromosome 2 including around the interleukir 1 gene
cluster, HOXD8, D2S152 and CTLA4. We have pi,,viously
investigated a South Indian population and failed to find an
association between IDDM and either the insulin gene or the
interleukin-1 receptor type gene using a case control study design.
The aim of our studies was to investigate 82 IDDM probands and
their parents for excess transmission of microsatellites in the regions
on chromosome 2 that might harbour IDDM susceptibility genes.
DNA was amplified by the polyrnerase chain reaction and primers for
D2S160, D2S410, D2S326, D2S1244, D2S152, D2S72 and
D2S206. Microsatellites were run on a polyacrylamide gel using an
ABI373 sequencer and alleles sized using GENESCANNER
software. The data was analysed using the extended transmission
disequilibrium test (TDT). To date we have full data sets for
D2S326, D2S1244 and D2S152; the Chi squared for allele wise
TDT was 0.58, 0.59 and 0.21 for each of the loci respectively. In
conclusion, the current results suggest that an IDDM locus is not
located around HOXD8 or D2S152 on chromosome 2 in the South
Indians.
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DOES INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS OCCUR TOGETHER
WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS IN FINLAND?
G. Vidgren, E. Tuomilehto-Wolf, and J. Tuomilehto. Diabetes and Genetic

Epidemiology Unit, National Public Health Institute, Helsinki, Finland.

Finland has the highest incidence of diabetes mellitus (IDDM) in the world

(40/100 000/year in 1991). The prevalence of multiple sclerosis (MS) is

also high in different parts of the country. The genetic susceptibility to
both IDDM and MS is conferred by genes in the HLA region on

chromosome 6 although by different - mutually exclusive - alleles. Certain
DR4,DQ8 haplotypes are specific markers for IDDM whereas
DR1512),DQ6 haplotypes - supposedly "dominant protective" in IDDM -

are markers for MS. Our aim was to find out wheather IDDM and MS
occur together in Finland and wheather DR17(3),DQ2 haplotypes might
play a role in both diseases as suggested by Olerup. IDDM and MS were

found to co-segregate in 23 of the 801 families (3%) ascertained in the
DiMe Study, a nationwide population-based IDDM study of children under
the age of 15 years. Second degree relatives of the DiMe probands were
most likely to have MS. In three families the fathers had MS and in one
family an IDDM mother had a child with MS. None of these parents
transmitted known IDDM susceptibility haplotypes. DR17(3),DQ2 was not

observed more frequenty in these Finnish families whereas B18 (or
B35),DR1,DQ5 haplotypes were.

204
LINKAGE ANALYSIS OF /DDMI3IN DANISH IDDM MULTIPLEX FAMILIES
O.P.Kristiansen, Z.M. Larsen, J. Johannesen, T. Mandrup-Poulsen, J. Nerup, F.
Pociot, DSGD and DIEGG. Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark

Genetic susceptibility to insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) is polygenic
and caused by both HLA and non-HLA loci. Several studies of linkage between
non-HLA loci and IDDM have focused on the long arm of chromosome 2. Recently
a locus at 2g34 providing some evidence for linkage to IDDM in a mixed population
from UK and Australia was described and denominated IDDMI3. The aim of the
present study was to investigate if linkage between IDDM13 (D2S164) and IDDM
could be demonstrated in a large Danish IDDM multiplex material comprising 149
IDDM sibpair multiplex families with at least 2 IDDM affected siblings per family and
a total of 676 individuals. Genotyping of the D2S164 microsatellite was performed
by PCR followed by PAGE, blotting and visualization utilizing a streptavidine-
peroxidase catalysed ECL reaction. Statistical analysis was performed using the
extended transmission disequilibrium test (ETDT Version 1.1) for multi-allele marker
loci. Borderline evidence for allele-wise transmission disequilibrium to affected
offspring was found (X2=24.7; 15 df: p=0.054). No evidence for genotype-wise
transmission disequilibrium to affected offspring was found (p=0.13). Normal allele-
and genotype-wise transmission to unaffected offspring were observed.
Transmission analysis of individual alleles, revealed a distorted transmission of the
285bp and the 297bp alleles to affected offspring. The 285bp allele was transmitted
62 and non-transmitted 42 times: p,, j=0.05 (uncorrected) and the 297bp allele was
passed 5 and non-passed 15 times: p s=0.016 (uncorrected). Both alleles displayed
normal transmission to unaffected offspring. In conclusion, marginal evidence for
linkage of IDDM13 to IDDM in a Danish IDDM multiplex population was
demonstrated. The data suggested that the 285bp and the 297bp alleles may be
in linkage disequilibrium with aetiological mutations that confer susceptibility and
(partial) protection to IDDM, respectively.
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NO INDEPENDENT ASSOCIATION OF HLA-DP POLYMORPHISMS
WITH SUSCEPTIBILITY TO DEVELOP IDDM IN NORWAY
B.A. Lie', H.E. Akselsen', G. Joner2, 0. Sovik3, K.S. Ronningen", E. Thorsby'and
D.E. Undlien'. 'Institute of Transplantation Immunology, The National Hospital,
Oslo, Norway. 2Aker Diabetes Research Center, Aker University Hospital, Oslo,
Norway. 3Department of Pediatrics, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway.
°Department of Population Health Sciences, National Institute of Public Health,
Oslo, Norway.

It is well established that the 1 ILA complex (in particular DR and DQ) is involved
in genetic susceptibility to develop IDDM. Polymorphisms within the HLA class II
gene DPB1 have in recent studies been suggested to be associated with disease
susceptibility. These studies have found the DPB1*0301 allele to be increased
among patients, apparently independently of linkage disequilibrium to high risk
HLA-DR or DQ alleles. To overcome the problem of linkage disequilibrium we
have genotyped 237 IDDM patients and 285 HLA-DRBI-DQAI-DQB1 carefully
matched controls, carrying high risk DR-DQ genotypes, from an ethnically
homogenous population. We observed no significant differences between patients
and controls comparing DPA1 or DPB1 allele frequencies. The frequency of
DPB1*0301 is 12% in patients and 10% in controls (p,,=0.2) in this selected
population. Among DRBI*0301-DQA1*0501-DQBI*0201/DRB1*0404-
DQAl*03-DQBl*0302 individuals there is a tendency of increased frequency of
DPB 1 *0301 (19% in patients vs. 11% in controls; po0).07) among patients. Taken
together, our data suggests that there is no independent effect of DPB1*0301 on
IDDM susceptibility, suggesting that the DPB1 associations observed in previous
studies may not reflect an independent effect of DPB1, but rather be secondary to
linkage disequilibrium to high risk HLA-DQ and/or DR alleles. In conclusion, our
data do not support previous reports on a primary association between HLA-DP
polymorphisms and IDDM developmentand suggests that if such an association
exists, it has to be a very minor one.

KiI:

THE VITAMIN D RECEPTOR; A CANDIDATE GENE FOR
IDDM
G.A. Hitman, M.F. McDermott, *A. Ramachandran, E. Aganna, W.
Ogunkolade, D. Curtis, B. Boucher and *C. Snehalatha. The Royal
London Hospital, London, United Kingdom and *Diabetes Research
Centre, Madras, India.
Vitamin D has important immunomodulatory properties and prevents
the development of diabetes in the NOD mouse. We have
investigated 96 probands with IDDM and their parents for an
association with the Vitamin D receptor (VDR) gene (12g14). DNA
was amplified using two separate pairs of primers to the VDR gene
and at D12S85 (within 2 Cm from VDR). The VDR gene fragments
were digested with BsMI, ApaI and TaqI and RFLPs, subjected to
agarose gel electrophoresis and detected by ethidium bromide
staining. D12S85 was analysed by polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis on a ABI 373 DNA sequencer using
GENESCANNER software. Excess transmission of polymorphic
markers was tested using the extended transmission disequilibrium
test (TDT). There was significant excess transmission of VDR
alleles containing the BsMI restriction site to affected offspring in
these families (p = 0.016) as well as BsMI/TaqI haplotypes
(p = 0.01). In contrast, in the first 60 families no excess transmission
ofD12S85 alleles were found. In conclusion, the vitamin D receptor
gene or a nearby locus on 12q14 determines susceptibility to IDDM
in South Indian subjects.
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Analysis of the HLA-DMB gene frequency in Japanese IDDM patients
by PCR-RFLP method.
Shizuhiro NIIHIRA, Emi WATUKA, Kumiko HIRANO, Noboru NABEYA,
Kengo NISHIMAKI, Kyoko YAGAWA, Hirosi INADA, Tomoyuki KAWAMURA,
Gen ISSHIKI (Osaka City University, Osaka, JAPAN), Yoshisuke NOSE
(Hyogo Red Blood Center, Hyogo, JAPAN), Taeko NARUSE, Hidetoshi
INOKO (Tokai University, Kanagawa, JAPAN)

The role of HLA class II antigens (DR, DQ, DP) is important
to the onset of IDDM. We newly analized of HLA-DMB gene by
PCR-RFLP methods ( Tissue antigens 1996: 47: 530 ).
Materilas and methos: The genomic DNAs were isolated by phenol
extraction of SDS-lysed and proteinase K-treated cells. After
PCR-amplification of the third exon of DMB gene using a pair of
primers, aliquots from reaction mixtures were digested with rest-
riction endonucleases, ApaLl, Bsrl, and Hinp1I (PCR-RFLP methods).
Results: The Japanese 89 IDDM patients typed for HLA-DMB alles by
PCR-RFLP methods (TABLE). We compared the frequency of the normal
Japanese populations (by Naruse etc.) to Japanese IDDM and listed.
The DMB*0101 frequence of IDDM is higher than normal populations.
The DMB*0102 of IDDM is significantly (P<0.035) lower than normal.
Discussions: HLA-DM is required for peptide loading into other
HLA class II molecules, so by our data, it is possible to be
related to the onset of IDDM.
TABLE. The HLA-DMB allels (%) in normal and IDOM Japanese.

IDDM	 normal	 X2	 P value

DMB*0101 56.2 % 49.3 % 2. 6 p<0. 105
DMB*0102 17.4 % 23.2 % 4.4 p<0.035
DMB*0103 26.4 % 23.2 % 0.004 NS
DMB*0104	 0.0 %	 0. 4
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POLYMORPHISM OF ALDOSE REDUCTASE GENE IN RUSSIAN

JUVENILE IDDM AND NIDDM PATIENTS: COMMON RISK MARKER?
D.A.Chistyakov l , R.I.Tourakoulov', N.M.Gorashko', L.M.Demurov l ,
Y.Y.Kondratiev 1 ' 2, L.N.Scherbacheva2 I.I.Dedov2, and V.V.Nosikovl .
'National Research Centre `°GosNII genetika" and 2Endocrinology
Research Centre, Moscow, Russia

Aldose reductase (ALR2) is a key enzyme of polyol (sorbitol) pathway of
glucose metabolism which activation results from hyperglycaemia in
diabetes condition. Polymorphism of (CA)n dinucleotide microsatellite at
the 5' region of ALR2 gene in DNA from 112 healthy Russian controls, 64
childhood IDDM and 46 NIDDM patients was studied using PCR
technique. Seven alleles (from Z-6 to Z+6) were observed. The Z+4
allele was shown to be the most frequent in the Russian healthy
subjects. A Russian population was characterized by strongly increased
frequency of the Z+4 allele in comparison with one in British Caucasians
(24.6% vs. 2.3%). Frequency differences between groups were
estimated using two-tailed Fisher's exact test. The significant decrease
of Z+4 allelic frequency was observed in both diabetic groups compared
to healthy controls (10.2% vs. 24.6%, p=0.00056, and 15.2% vs. 24.6%,
p=0.04443, for IDDM and NIDDM patients, respectively). Patients with
juvenile IDDM had significantly increased frequency of both Z/Z-4 (10.9%
vs. 2.7%, p=0.02845) and Z/Z-2 (21.9% vs. 10.7%, p=0.0387) genotypes
compared to those in the non-diabetic group. The Z/Z-4 genotype was
also increased in NIDDM subjects compared to normal controls (10.9%
vs. 2.7%, p=0.04685). These preliminary data allow us to suggest that in
a Russian population the particular ALR2 gene alleles might be
associated with susceptibility or resistance to diabetes mellitus of both
types, or to vascular complications characterized for IDDM and NIDDM
in different extent.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE NON-HLA-DR-DQ CONTRIBUTION TO
IDDMI
CL Perry, CH Mijovic, C Cockram, D Jenkins, and AH Barrett. Dept Medicine,
Birmingham University, Birmingham, England.

The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) on chromosome 6 encodes the
major determinant of genetic susceptibility to IDDM, (IDDMI). The HLA-DR
and DQ genes are likely to contribute to this susceptibility but there is evidence
that one or more additional MfiC-encoded genes are also involved. Our previous
studies have identified a DR/DQ haplotype (DR4/DQ4) which is predisposing to
IDDM in the Japanese but is neutral in the Chinese. The aim of this study was to
compare DR4/DQ4 haplotypes from each race at other MHC loci. Any allelic
differences would implicate that locus as a candidate susceptibility determinant,
this could then be tested in a case/control study. The Japanese subject was
homozygous at all loci studied: DR4-DQ4-TAP2*0201-DMB*0101-
DMA*0102-DPAI*02022-DPB1*0501. The Chinese individual was also
homozygous at DR, DQ, TAP1, LMP7 and LMP2 with alleles identical to the
Japanese individual, but heterozygous at the other loci: TAP2*0201/0302-
DMB*0101/0103-DMA*0102/0101-DPAl*o103/N-DPBl*-N/N ( N = new
allele). One Chinese DR4-DQ4 haplotype identified is thus identical to the
Japanese DR4-DQ4 haplotype from DRB1 to DMA. The divergence at DP is
consistent with the recombination hotspot between DMA and DPBI. This study
excludes a role for the TAP1, LMP7 and LMP2 alleles in determining the
difference in susceptibility noted between Japanese and Chinese DR4/DQ4
individuals. Our previous population study of TAP2 alleles excluded a role for
this locus. The DM and DP loci cannot be excluded as susceptibility
determinants without population studies. Further population studies and
comparison of other MHC loci on these haplotypes should allow us to map non-
DR/DQ loci contributing to IDDMI.
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GLN-ARG 192 POLYMORPHISM OF PARAOXONASE IN
IDDM
E.Schwartz, T.Markova, D.Demidova, S.Akhmedova and
S.Nejentsev.
St. Petersburg Institute of Nuclear Physics, St. Petersburg, Russia.

Paraoxonase (PON) is an enzyme protecting organism from
organophosphate poisoning and capable of lipid peroxides
hydrolyzing. According to relative enzyme activities, two isotypes, A
and B, have been defined. The actual molecular basis for the PON
polymorphism is a Gln-Arg substitution. Serum paraoxonase
activity is decreased in IDDM and NIDDM. We investigated 206
unrelated IDDM patients from St.Petersburg with mean age 18±9
years and 148 age-related healthy controls. In order to determine
the amino acid 192 substitution the fragment 99 bp of genomic
DNA was PCR amplified, then digested by Mbol restrictase and
subsequently analyzed on a 12% polyacrilamide gel. In PCR
amplified fragment we have one original Mbol restriction site and
the second one forms in case of Gln-Arg (A-G) substitution. We
have found the following PON genotype distribution : AA-50.5%,
AB-41.25%, BB-8.25% in IDDM and AA-56.1%, AB-37.1%, BB-
6.8% in control group. We used xz test to compare frequencies in
analyzed groups. No any statistically significant differences were
obtained in IDDM patients compared to healthy controls, though
there was a tendency of Arg allele increase in IDDM. Thus, the
observing decrease of PON activity may be due the present of some
epigenetic factors.
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EXAMINATION OF HUMAN (32-MICROGLOBULIN ((3z-m) GENE AS A
CONTRIBUTOR TO DEFECTIVE IDDM ANTIGEN PRESENTATION•
A. Penfornis*, L. Ma and D. Faustman. *University of Franche-Comtd,
Besancon, France and Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Ma, USA.
We have shown that IDDM patients have a defect in antigen-presentation, in part,
characterized by an altered conformation of surface class I molecules. Besides MHC
class I genes themselves and genes coding for proteins involved in the processing
of endogenous peptides (LMP and TAP), the 3 2-m gene which encodes for the L
chain of class I molecules, is a candidate for a polymorphism contributing to this
altered conformation. 132-m is required for normal class I surface expression and, in
the mouse, can regulate the cell surface conformation and expression of class I H
chains. The mouse (3 2-m locus is polymorphic with 8 alleles. Some studies have
suggested that one of these alleles can affect class I molecules/antigen
conformation, and presentation and recognition by T cells. Furthermore, mouse f3 -
m is linked to the autoimmune diabetes non-MHC locus Idd 13. In humans, 6
nucleotide discrepancies, including 2 with amino acid (AA) substitution, have been
reported. It is not known whether they are true polymorphisms. Here, we report the

-m sequences from 4 IDDM patients shown to have the antigen presentation
defect characterized by altered class I conformation. mRNA was isolated from B cell
lines, RT-PCR was performed and a 132-m cDNA probe was used for Northern
blots. Specific PCR products of the 132-m cDNA were transfected into E. Coli
vectors and 5 inserts sequenced. The level of IDDM 3-m mRNA was identical to
non-diabetic control, making the presence of a functional polymorphism in the
promoter region unlikely for constitutive 3-m mRNA expression. The sequences
of 4 (3z m cDNA coding regions uncovered no difference and the deduced AA
sequence is in agreement with the commonly submitted one. We have not found
any of the previously reported nucleotide discrepancies. In conclusion, the HLA
class I presentation defect observed in our patients is unlikely to be explained by a
f12 m gene polymorphism. We cannot rule out a mutation affecting the induced %-
m mRNA expression or yet unreported alternative splicing with induction with
interferon-a.
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ANALYSIS OF THE FAMILIES OF IDDM-MOTHERS WHOSE
CHILDREN SUFFER FROM DIABETES
L. Dvolakova and H. Piibylova KlinLab Ltd Prague and Insti-
tute for the Care of Mother and Child,Prague,Czech Republic

The aim of our study was to analyse the occurrence of diabe-
tes and its types in the families of IDDM-mothers with diabe-
tic children (15 families A) and without them (115 families
B). In our long-term follow-up of 177 adult children of IDDM
mothers (CDM) we found 15 diabetic CDM: 9 IDDM and 6
NIDDM from 11 mothers, another 4 CDM of 4 mothers had
transient gestational diabetes. In group A the diabetic girls
were more frequent (73.7%) than in group B (46.7%),
p <0.01. In A mothers IDDM manifested in 21.112.1 years, in
B mothers in 17.1±0.6 years. IDDM was diagnosed in preg-
nancy in 46.7% of A mothers and in 13.9% of B mothers
(p<0.001). In families A the occurrence of diabetes, mostly
NIDDM, was higher than in families B. A mothers had also
diabetic mothers (60%) and their parents (26.6%), B mo-
thers had lower frequency of diabetic mothers (18.3%) and
their parents (5.2%), p<0.001 and <0.01 resp. A mothers had
diabetic fathers in 26.7%, B mothers in 16.5%. Diabetes in fa-
thers of CDM (husbands of diabetic mothers) in 20% of
group A and In 10.4 % of group B was present. Conclusion:
We found high risk of diabetes of both types in offspring of
those mothers, in whose families the high occurrence of di-
abetes Is present and whose IDDM began in pregnancy. The
special attention to this families should be paid.
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LACK OF MHC CLASS I POLYMORPHISMS IN NON-OBESE
DIABETIC MICE
W. Karges', R. Gaedigk 2, B, O. Boehm', J. C. Gorga 3, and H. M.
Dosch2 'Dept. of Internal Medicine I, Univ. of Ulm, Germany.
2Dept. of Immunology, Hospital for Sick Children, Univ. of Toronto,
Canada. 3Children's Hospital, University of Pittsburgh Medical
School, U.S.A.

Genetic susceptibility to autoimmune diabetes is predominantly
linked to the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes. While
the role of polymorphic MHC class II antigens in human and murine
experimental diabetes has been extensively studied, the
contribution of class I MHC is less defined. We here cloned and
analysed MHC class I antigens of the non-obese diabetic (NOD/Lt)
mouse, an animal model immunogenetically related to human
autoimmune diabetes. From a (dT) primed NOD brain cDNA phage
library 34 independent clones containing H-2 K° , H-2 D b and class
associated genes were isolated. When compared to wild type
sequence, all H2-K° NOD clones showed a single base exchange
(T--*G) at position 430, leading to a non-conservative amino acid
substitution at position 114 (His—>Gln 14) located in the extracellular
a2 domain involved in antigen presentation and TAP interaction. To
confirm this finding, wild type Ks cDNA was RT-PCR generated from
DBA/2 mice and cloned. Complete sequence identity to NOD
derived K° was found, thus correcting the previously published
DBA/2 sequence. In addition, no base exchanges were detected in
NOD H2 D b and class I associated cDNAs. In conclusion, MHC
Class I antigens are not polymorphic in NOD mice compared to
non-autoimmune strains, further emphasizing the contribution of
class II polymorphisms to MHC associated diabetes risk.
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NUMBERS OF SAMPLES DESIRABLE IN LINKAGE
DISEQUILIBRIUM MAPPING FOR DIABETOGENIC GENES.
Y. Kawaguchi, H. Ikegami, Y. Nakagawa, H. Ueda, J. Fu, G.-Q.
Shen and T Ogihara, Department of Geriatric Medicine, Osaka
University Medical School, Suita, Osaka, Japan

To isolate disease-predisposing genes for insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus (IDDM), linkage disequilibrium mapping is
essential. It is desirable to estimate the number of subjects
which is enough to detect significant results before
conducting linkage disequilibrium mapping, and it is
important to use an analytical method with a higher
statistical power, especially when subjects available for
analysis are limited. To investigate the number of subjects
necessary to obtain significant results, and to compare the
power of case-control study and transmission disequilibrium
test (TDT), we conducted simulation studies. Genetic
parameters, such as allele frequencies and penetrances, are
calculated using the data from our extensive analysis on
IDDM2 (TH) and IDDM7 (D2S152), which showed significant
association with IDDM in Japanese population. In IDDM2,
when 0.001 is adapted as the significance level, the power of
case-control study using 200 patients and 200 control subjects
is 0.70, and that of TDT using 200 patients and their parents
was 0.50. In case of IDDM7, the power of case-control study
using 400 patients is 0.38, and that of TDT using 400 patients is
0.26. Case-control study had higher power than TDT in any
case studied, suggesting that it is a powerful method provided
that there is no population stratification.
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ASSOCIATION OF TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR-B IN INSULIN-
DEPENDENT DIABETES (IDDM) PATIENTS FROM LATVIA.
P. Dhabadghao, A. Shtauvere, I. Rumba, I. Dzivite, P. Hjelmstrom and
CB. Sanjeevi. Dept of Molecular Medicine, Stockholm; Dept of
Pediatrics, Riga; Sweden, Latvia.

TNF -A and -B genes have been shown to be associated with IDDM in
Caucasians. TNF genes are located close to the HLA-B genes in the
short arm of chromosome 6. The aim of our study was to determine
the frequency of TNF-B gene polymorphism in IDDM patients
(n=105) and healthy controls (n=114) from Latvia.. TNF-B was
genotyped by PCR-RFLP which identifies two alleles, allele I and allele
2. Allele 1 is positively associated with IDDM in Latvian patients and is
present in 87/105 (83%) patients and 80/114 controls (Odds ratio 2.05;
p<0.05). Analysis of TNF-B genotypes showed positive association for
genotype 1/2 present in 77/105 (73%) patients and 68/114 (60%)
controls (OR = 1.86; p<0.05). The genotype 2/2 is negatively
associated, seen in 18/105 (17%) patients and 34/114 (30%) controls
(OR = 0.49; p<0.05).

TNF-B is a cytokine gene that plays an important role in the
inflammation and immune regulation. The polymorphism of the TNF-
B gene linvolves Ncol polymorphism in intron 2 and is associated with
substitution at amino acid position 26 encoded in exon 3 of the TNF-B
gene. It is not clear how this polymorphism influences the secretion of
TNF-p. We conclude that in IDDM patients from Latvia, TNF-B allele
1 and TNF-B genotype 1/2 is positively associated and TNF-B
genotype 2/2 is negatively associated with the disease. It is not clear
whether this association is primary or secondary to linkage with HLA-
class II or class I region.
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GENETIC ANALYSIS OF AUTOIMMUNE TYPE I DIABETES
IN THE KDP RAT

N. Yokoi', M. Kanazawa2, K. Kitada', A. Tanaka 2, Y. Kanazawa3, S.
Suda2, H. Ito2, T. Serikawa', and K. Komeda", 'Institute of Laboratory
Animals, Faculty of Medicine, Kyoto University, Kyoto, 'Third
Department of Internal Medicine, Tokyo Medical College, Tokyo, 'Omiya
Medical Center, Jichi Medical School, Omiya, "Division of Laboratory
Animal Science, Animal Research Center, Tokyo Medical College, Tokyo,
Japan

Komeda Diabetes-Prone (KDP) rat has been established as a diabetes-
prone substrain of the Long-Evans Tokushima Lean (LETL) rat, a desirable
animal model for human IDDM. An MHC-linked gene has been reported to
be involved in the pathogenesis of insulitis of the LETL rat. To detect non-
MHC IDDM susceptibility genes in the KDP rat, we generated the three
crosses: (TM x KDP) x KDP, (LETO x KDP) x KDP and (BN x KDP) x KDP
backcrosses. Animals were checked for glycosuria and non-fasting blood
glucose levels until 18 weeks of age. We genotyped markers throughout the
rat genome on animals generated from the TM cross (54 diabetics, 114 non-
diabetics), and detected strong evidence of linkage to IDDM on chromosome
(Chr) 11 (D11M16Mit14, x 2=62.0, p<0.001). To confirm these findings, we
genotyped Chr 11 markers on animals generated from the LETO (64
diabetics, 127 non-diabetics) and BN (9 diabetics, 48 non-diabetics) crosses.
In these crosses, strong evidence of linkage to IDDM was found in the same
region on Chr 11 (DllMgh5 in the LETO cross, X 2=64.8, p<0.001; Mox2 in
the BN cross, x 2=9.0, p<0.01), indicating that a recessively-acting gene
on rat Chr 11, termed Iddm/kdpl, is a major diabetogenic factor in the KDP
rat irrespective of the cross. Comparative mapping suggests that homologs
of Iddmlkdpl are located in the region between D16Mit14 and Dl6Mit46 on
mouse Chr 16 and in the human Chr 3p11-q13 region. To our knowledge,
there are no potential candidate genes around these regions. Iddm/kdpl on
rat Chr 11, therefore, seems to be a novel IDDM susceptibility gene.
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THREE TNF MICROSATELLITE MARKERS IN FINNISH IDDM
HAPLOTYPES
S. Koskinen, M. Sjoroos, H. Reijonen, J. Ilonen,
H.K. Akerblom and Childhood Diabetes in Finland
Study Group. Departments of Virology and Bio-
technology, University of Turku, Turku, Finland,
Childrens' Hospital, University of Helsinki,
Helsinki, Finland

The polymorphic gene region encoding and regula-
ting tumor necrosis factor is located between
class I and class II HLA genes. It is a candida-
tefor an additional susceptibility gene in IDDM.
We studied within HLA gene region three TNF mic-
rosatellite markers (a-b-c) in DiMe (Childhood
Diabetes in Finland Study) families. TNFabc mar-
kers were identified in 249 IDDM associated and
202 control haplotypes. We used PCR and ABI
PRISM 377 DNA sequencer GENESCAN fragment analy-
sis program to identify these markers. TNF2-3-1
was significantly increased among IDDM haploty-
pes 16.4 % vs 8.9 0 (p=0.0260) and TNF5-5-2 de-
creased 11.4 o vs 5.6 % (p=0.0408). TNF2-3-1 was
associated with DQB1*0201 allele and there was
no significant difference in the frequency of
this TNF combination between IDDM associated and
control DQB1*0201 posite haplotypes. When TNF
microsatellite markers were compared in other
haplotypes with defined DQB1 alleles with IDDM
risk, no significant differences were found. In
conclusion, we didn't find any conclusive evi-
dence for an independent role of TNFabc micro-
satellite polymorphism in IDDM susceptibility.
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THE INCIDENCE OF INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS (IDDM)
IN THE UNDER 16'S IN DEVON AND CORNWALL FROM 1985 TO 1996

H Zhao , C Soper, P Hughes, E Sanderson, H Baumer, AG Demaine and BA Mill-
ward. Departments of Diabetes, Paediatrics and Medicine, University of Plymouth,
Plymouth, UK.
We aimed to study the incidence rates of insulin dependent diabetes mellitus
(IDDM) in children under 16 years of age living in Cornwall (C)and Plymouth
Health District (PHD) from 1985 to 1996. 310 children with IDDM were
identified from 2 independent sources; a)paediatric and adult diabetes registers
from Treliske and Derriford Hospitals, b) admissions for IDDM recorded in
hospital records. All were diagnosed between 01/01/1985 - 3/12/1996.
Ascertainment was 99%. Overall incidences were calculated using the 1991
census. The average annual incidence rates per 100,000 in C was 17.1
(boys 17.8, girls 16.5); in PHD was 19.7(boys 17.4, girls 22.3). The
incidences differed between districts , lowest in the far south-west ( 10.2
Restormal), and highest in Caradon (25.4) around the Tamar Valley . These
differences in incidence mirrored the prevalence of the HLA haplotype
conferring low risk for IDDM (B44 DR4 *0301) which are most prevalent
in the Celtic population . These observations may help us tounderstand
the aetiology of IDDM
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THE RISK OF INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS IS
INDEPENDENT OF BIRTH WEIGHT - A DANISH TWIN-CONTROL
STUDY.
Instituttet, Copenhagen and Odense University, Denmark. I. Bache, K.O.
Kyvik, K. Buschard, A. Green and H. Beck-Nielsen. Bartholin
A relationship between birth weight and risk of developing insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) has been suggested. We conducted a
nested twin-control study in order to investigate this. Twin partners of
discordant pairs are matched for gestational age, maternal age, weight and
parity. Furthermore, monozygotic twins are genetically identical.
In the 1953 through 1982 birth cohorts of the population-based Danish
Twin Register, 95 twin pairs (26 monzygotic and 69 dizygotic) where one
or both had IDDM were identified. These twins were found by sending
questionnaire to the 20888 pairs of these birth cohorts. Zygosity was
determined by questionnaire and by using serological methods. Information
about birth weight and -length, prematurity, maternal age and parity was
obtained from mid-wives records for the birth cohorts 1953 - 72 (incl.) and
from the Danish Medical Birth Registry for the cohorts 1973 - 82 (incl.).
Data regarding birth were available for 82 diabetic and 50 healthy twin
individuals (67 twin pairs: 21 monozygotic and 46 dizygotic).
A paired t-test of discordant twins showed no difference in mean birth
weight between diabetic and non-diabetic twin partners (2538 g vs 2549 g, p
> 0.05, n = 51 pairs). Twin pairs divided according to zygosity showed a
similar pattern. Paired t-test of twins who were born full term did not show
any significant difference in birth weight between diabetic and non-diabetic
twin partners (2911 g vs 2904 g, p> 0.05, n = 20 pairs). Concordant and
discordant twin pairs did not differ significantly in gestational age (p > 0.05).
In conclusion, no significant differences were found in birth weight between
the twin individuals who later developed IDDM compared to the non-
diabetic individuals in this material.
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INCIDENCE OF IDDM IN MERIDA, SPAIN, DURING THE
PERIOD 1983-92.
A.Becerra, A.Colorado, V.Lechon, G.Piedrola, R.Villar, O.Gonzalez
and G.Maldonado. Ramon y Cajal Hospital, Madrid, Spain.
We studied prospectively the IDDM incidence in Merida Health Care
region of Extremadura, Spain, during 10 years (1983-92). Inclusion
criteria of cases were those of IDDM, age at onset less than 30 years
and residence in Merida at diagnosis. All cases were identified by four
sources: endocrinologists, general physicians, diabetes societies and
diabetic summer camps (criteria of WHO). Population at risk (0-29 y)
was 71.233 inhabitants (total population 158.296). The degree of
ascertainment was 95%. Male/female ratio was 1.08. Age specific
incidence rate/100.000 in the age group 0-14 were 8.00 (C.I. 95%:
7.95-8.07) and in the age group 0-29 were 7.80 (C.I. 95%: 7.79-7.94),
with great variations between the years of study. There was a seasonal
onset pattern, with highest incidence in spring (Mar-May). The highest
incidence occurred in the age group 10-14 years. We conclude that
incidence of IDDM observed in Merida during the period 1983-92 is
lower than that previously reported in other Spanish regions (Madrid or
Catalonia), but similar to those of some Mediterranean countries
(France, Portugal or Algeria). The highest incidence was observed in
the age group 10-14 years, as in other studies. The hypothesis of the
called "north-south gradient" in diabetes risk remains to be confirmed,
having important regional differences in the same country.
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IDDM IN CHILDREN IS ASSOCIATED WITH EARLY NEONATAL
COMPLICATIONS, LOW APGAR SCORE AND HIGHER MATERNAL AGE.

R Parslow, PA McKinney, K Gurney, G Law, HJ Bodansky and DRR
Williams. Paediatric Epidemiology Group, Centre for Health Services
Research, University of Leeds, UK.
Environmental risk factors for childhood IDDM may operate early in
life. This study aimed to investigate neonatal exposures of children (0-
15) diagnosed with IDDM in Yorkshire, UK, during 1993-4, using data
from obstetric records of 521 mothers participating in a population-
based case control study. Using 196 case control sets, matched for age
and sex, univariate analyses were conducted on variables including
birthweight, Apgar score, vitamin K, neonatal complications, jaundice
and admission to a Special Care Baby Unit. Significant odds ratios
(OR) were restricted to illness in the neonatal period (cases n=61;
controls n=73; OR 1.61, 95% CI 1.06-2.44) and an Apgar score
between 4 and 7 at one minute (cases n=49; controls n=57; 1.62, 1.04-
2.51). No specific condition accounted for the risk of neonatal illness.
Adjusting for mothers with pre-existing IDDM (cases n=4; controls
n=0) did not effect the OR or significance of neonatal illness but
removed statistical significance for low Apgar score. In a multivariate
model, including mother's age a priori, only higher maternal age
retains a significantly positive association. This study suggests
complications in the neonatal period may contribute to the risk of
IDDM in childhood, already associated with older mothers.
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PRELIMINARY DATA ON THE INCIDENCE OF DIABETES MELLITUS TYPE
I IN THE PROVINCE OF BADAJOZ (SPAIN); Morales Perez, FM., Barquero
Romero J., Aguila Lopez MA., Diaz Perez de Madrid J. and Group of study of IDDM
in the province of Badajoz( GEDIDB). Hospital "Infanta Cristina", Badajoz, Spain.

Introduction: The incidence of IDDM in Spain (10.6-12-5/100.000) has been shown to
be higher than expected for countries in the south Europe area. Badajoz is the largest of
Spanish provinces with a highly rural or semi-rural population.
Objective: To detect the incidence, geographic distribution, and seasonal variation of
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) in the province of Badajoz (Spain). Research
design and methods: The study population involve all persons aged 0-29,9 years and
diagnosed in the province of Badajoz since the 1st of January 1992 to 15th December 1996.
IDDM was defined on the basis of a clinical diagnosis of idiopathic diabetes by a physician.
Cases meeting these criteria were included if insulin treatment was started before their 30th
birthday and had been living in the study area during at least six months before the
diagnosis was made. The prunmy source of ascertainment were reports made by adult and
pediatric diabetologists, and second source was the notification of Diabetes Associations.
We present results of data referred to one of the four sanitary areas of the province, which
includes Badajoz city, and comprising 251.520 of the 671 774 inhabitants of the province.
Results: Sixty-eight patients (39 males and 29 females) up to 30 years of age have been
diagnosed of IDDM in this sanitary area during the study period. The age-adjusted
incidence of IDDM was 10,8/100.000 (males: 11,8/100.000; females: 9,8/100.000). The
sex-specific incidence ratio was 1.34. The incidence in the pubertal age-group of 10 to 14,9
years of age (16,58/100.000) was higher than for other age-groups. The incidence was
higher in metropolitan (13,01/100.000) than in rural (6,2/100.000), semi-viral
(9,2/100.000), or urban areas (11,3/100.1100). A seasonal variation in the incidence of
IDDM was observed with the lowest rates during the spring and summer. Conclusion:
Awaiting results for the whole province, picliminary data on one complete sanitary area
suggest that the incidence of IDDM in the province ofBadajoc is similar to that of other
regions or Spain. There was a significant pubertal peak and an impressive clustering of
cases was observed in metropolitan area of the Badajoz city (117. 834 citizens) compared
with the rural (<2.000 citizens) and semirural areas (2.000-10.000 citizens).
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COMPLICATED PREGNANCY AND LABOUR MAY PREDISPOSE TO
THE DEVELOPMENT OF IDDM IN CHILDHOOD.
PA McKinney, R Parslow, K Gurney, G Law, HJ Bodansky and DRR
Williams.Paediatric Epidemiology Group, Centre for Health Services
Research, University of Leeds, UK.
Environmental risk factors for childhood IDDM have been investigated
in Yorkshire, UK, using data from hospital obstetric records of mothers
participating in a population-based case control study of children (0-
15), diagnosed with IDDM during 1993-4. Univariate analysis of 196
age and sex matched sets of cases and controls gave significantly raised
odds ratios (OR) for mothers over 35 years (OR 2.13, 95%CI 1.04-
4.36). Antenatal risk factors included amniocentesis (3.85, 1.34-11.04),
'oedema, proteinuria and hypertension' (1.62, 1.03-2.54), excessive
weight gain (7.12, 1.50-33.79) and labour complications (1.49, 1.00-
2.21). The risk associated with oedema, proteinuria and hypertension
was greatest when present throughout pregnancy. For the first trimester
none of the cases (n=8) or controls (n=2) had IDDM but 4/8 cases and
1/2 controls had pre-existing hypertension. Caesarean delivery
increased risk (1.90, 1.12-3.23), particularly for elective procedures
(2.23, 1.03-4.81). Adjustment for mothers with IDDM (4 cases, 0
controls) did not affect the pregnancy risk factors or caesarean delivery
but for labour complications and elective caesarians statistical
significance was lost. In a multivariate model of significant OR, only
excessive weight gain retained significance. This study presents a risk
profile of older mothers whose babies may be exposed to adverse
intrauterine conditions and caesarean delivery.
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INCIDENCE OF CHILDHOOD TYPE 1 (INSULIN-
DEPENDENT) DIABETES IN COIMBRA, PORTUGAL,1987-95
F.J.C. Rodrigues', F.G. Costa', L.S. Moura`, B. Pinto', L. Gomesa,
M. Carvalheiroa, M.M.A. Ruas' and Coimbra Diabetes Epidemiology Study
Group. aServico de Endocrinofogia e Diabetes, University Hospital of
Coimbra, ° Coimbra Regional Health Administration, `Children's Hospital of
Coimbra, "Hospital ofFigueira da Foz Portugal
In order to investigate the epidemiology of insulin-dependent diabetes in the
age group 0-14 years, a prospective, population based registry was
established in Coimbra in 1990 (WHO DIAMOND project). Prior to the
institution of that registry we undertook a retrospective study for the period
1987-89. Included were cases diagnosed between 1987-95, with age at onset
less than 15 years and residence in the district of Coimbra at diagnosis. The
population at risk was 76,784 and the total population 427,839 at the 1991
census. As the primary source of cases we used hospital admissions. Two
other independent sources were used for validation of case ascertainment by
the primary source (general practitioners of the Public Health System and
endocrinologists who have a private practice in the region). The degree of
ascertainment by the hospital source alone was 100%. The overall incidence
rate (1100,000/year) was 8.5 (Poisson 95% Cl: 6.5-11.0). The age-adjusted
(world standard) incidence rate was 7.5 per 100,000 per year. The age group
10-14 years showed the highest incidence rate, 10.8 (95% C.I.: 7.3-15.4).
The incidence rate was slightly higher in females, 8.7 (95% Cl.: 5.9-12.5)
than in males, 8.2 (95% Cl.: 5.5-11.8). This difference was not statistically
significant. The incidence of IDDM in the district of Coimbra is in the middle
range of the incidence observed throughout the world and is comparable to
those found in several Southern European countries and Brazil.
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FAMILIAL, PERINATAL AND DIETARY RISK FACTORS FOR
INSULIN-DEPENDENT-DIABETES-MELLITUS (IDDM) IN
CHILDREN AND JUVENILES IN VIENNA, AUSTRIA

Rami B. 1 , Schneider U. 1 , Imhof A.', Waldhoer T. 2, Patterson C. 3 ,
SchoberE.'
'University Children's Hospital, 2 Institute for Tumorbiology, Vienna Austria,
3 Queens University, Belfast, Northern Ireland

Environmental factors seem to play a role in the pathogenesis of insulin-
dependent-diabetes-mellitus. In our case-control study the parents of all
IDDM-patients with manifestation of the disease between 1989 and 1994 in
Vienna were asked to complete a questionnaire (n = 119, mean age = 11.9
± 3.4 yr). Control children (n = 476, 11.8 ± 3.4 yr) were recruited by random
from all schools in Vienna matched for age and sex. The response rate was
87.4% in diabetics and 79.8% in controls. Additionally the obstetric hospital
records could be traced in 72.3 and 68.1% respectively.
Both, fathers (mean age = 31.7 ± 6.7 yr) and mothers (27.8 ± 5.5 yr) of
diabetic children were significantly older (p<0.05) than parents of controls
(fathers: 30.0 ± 6.1 yr, mothers 26.9 ± 5.1 yr). There was no significant
difference concerning duration of gestation (39.5 ± 1.5 vs 39.4 ± 1.8 weeks),
birth weight (3348 t 457g vs 3289 ± 510g), percentage (80.8% vs 81.3%)
and duration (5.4 ± 4.4 vs 4.6 ± 4.3 months) of breast feeding. Neonatal
icterus (40% vs 26%, p<0.05) and neonatal infections (7.1% vs. 2.6%,
p<0.05) were significantly more often observed in children who later on
developed IDDM.
Our results do not support the hypothesis of early introduction of cow milk
and IDDM-development. Larger multicenter studies (EURODIAB) may help
to clarify whether there are regional differences in the importance of trigger
factors for the manifestation of IDDM.
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THE INCIDENCE OF INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS IN
SOUTH BRAZIL;THE PASSO FUNDO REGISTRY REPORT.
ARK Lisboa, R. Graebin, L. Butzke C. Rodrigues and LA. Kurtz.  Universidade
de Passo Fundo. Faculdade de Medicina. Passo Fonda RS Brazil.

The frequency of Insulin-Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (1DDM) varies among
countries. The WHO is trying to access these differences, through standardised
recommendations of the Multinational Project for Childhood Diabetes
(DIAMOND), in order to identify possible environmental causes. In this context,
we have studied the incidence of IDDM in Passo Fundo, a city with 152, 110
inhabitants in highland region in Southern Brazil (latitude 28.10S, longitude
52.20W) in 1996. The eligibility criteria were that the person had to be born in
the city or be a resident for at least one year, be under 15 years old, using insulin
and his diagnosis of 1DDM had to be made by a physician. The technique of
capture and recapture was used. The primary source (capture) consisted of
paediatricians (n=39) and endocrinologists (u=5) who were contacted by mail and
telephone calls and, the secondary source (recapture) was information obtained
at basic and nursery-schools. Also for recapture, a message was sent to the whole
population in December through the newspapers, the radio and the television
reaching respectively 20, 60 and 84% of the local population. The primary source
identified 6 patients and all the 3 patients from secondary source were common
to both sources. The variance and confidence intervals were not computed since
all cases from the secondary were included in primary source. This situation
indicates the necessity tp improve our secondary source in the future using
hospital registries and insulin selling The incidence of IDDM was 12
cases/100,000/year. The degrees of ascertainment were 100, 50 and 100% for the
primary, secondary and both sources. Therefore, our preliminary findings places
our city in the middle range of incidence, together with Italy, Spain, New Zeland
and Netherlands.
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PANCREATIC FIBROCALCULOUS DIABETES BUT NOT
MALNUTRITION RELATED DIABETES HAS DISTINCT FEATURES
WHEN COMPARED TO IDDM.

P.Aschner, I.Escobar, J.Guerrero and C.Rosselli. Colombian Diabetes
Association and Javeriana University, Bogota, Colombia.

Malnutrition related diabetes mellitus (MRDM) may be difficult to identify
among our patients with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) who have
low income, deficient nutrition and difficulty to obtain adequate control with
moderate insulin doses. We selected 35 patients who additionally had shown
to be resistant to ketosis. 14 had pancreatic calculi on X Rays and their

diabetes was classified as fibrocalculous (FPD). Their age range was 14 to 37
yrs at onset and 10 were males. 7 had been initially diagnosed as NIDDM but

finally required insulin. 7 out 01 10 could recall manutrition during childhood and
all had a BMI < 20 at onset.12 had a history of abdominal pain.10 had
neuropathy, 2 had retinopathy (after 6&12yrs) and 4 had nephropathy (after
3,5,7&12yrs). When compared with 48 IDDM patients matched for age at
onset and duration, FPD patients were leaner (BMI 16.8±2.9 vs. 20 ±2.5

kglmt2,p<0.001), required higher insulin dose (1.08±0.61 vs. 0.70±0.20

unitslkg.day, p<0.001) and still had higher blood glucose (252±72 vs. 192±51
mg/dL,p=0.001). On the contrary, the 21 patients suspected to have MRDM
but with negative X Rays, although also leaner (BMI 18.6±2.6,p=0.01)

required similar insulin dose as IDDM patients (0.78±0.28 unitslkg.day) for a

not so high blood glucose (215±75 mg/dL). We conclude that FPD is a distinct

entity which may only be recognized if searched systematically (including X

Rays). On the contrary, we believe that MRDM may just be the reflection of
poor environment and poorer treatment among IDDM patients.
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ONE OF THE LOWEST VALIDATED INCIDENCE RATES OF INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS IN THE AMERICAS: SANTIAGO,
CHILE

Carrasco E (1), Perez-Bravo F (2), Santos JL (2), Lopez G (1), Calvilian M
(1), Wolff C (1), Garcia de los Rios, M (1).

(1) Faculty of Medicine, Diabetes Unit, Hosp. SJ. de Dios. University of
Chile (2) Molecular Biology and Epidemiology Department. Nutrition and
Food Technology Institute (INTA), University of Chile. Santiago, Chile.

There is an extraordinary variation in the incidence rates of Insulin-
Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (IDDM) in different countries and ethnic groups. Lithe
is known, nevertheless, about the incidence of IDDM in Latin America, and Chile.
These are the first reported data from Chile using the standardized methodology
from the Multinational Project in Childhood Diabetes (DiaMond). The goal of
this study was to estimate the average annual incidence rate of IDDM in
Santiago from 1 January 1986 to 31 December 1992. The rates were
calculated among subjects under 15 years of age, through a retrospective
search and confirmation method from Hospitals and private offices of
endocrinologists and specialists. A total of 252 registered cases were found,
118 boys and 134 girls, for an annual incidence of 2.361100,000 hab.year
(IC95%: 2.07-2.67). The maximum incidence was found in girls 10- 14 years
(3.91; IC95%: 3.0 - 5.02). The estimated incidence in Santiago de Chile
represents one of the lowest validated rates in the Americas.

Supported by Grant Fondecyt 1960395
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FOOD/NUTRIENT CONSUMPTION AND THE INCIDENCE OF INSULIN-
DEPENDENT DIABETES IN CHINA.
Z. Yang', K. Wang', T. Li', YF. Chang 2, J. Dorman 2, R. LaPorte Z. 'Chinese
Academy of Preventive Medicine, Beijing, China. 2 University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, USA.

The association of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) incidence and
25 food items and 25 nutrients was examined in China. The China IDDM
registry had 22 centers and monitored more than 20 million children under age
15. There was an enormous geographic variation in the IDDM incidence rates
across China. People living in different areas of China have quite different
eating habits; thus this study provided a good opportunity to investigate the
relationship of IDDM and food consumption. The food and nutrient
consumption data were obtained from the third Chinese National Nutrition
Survey. A three-consecutive-day dietary survey was carried" out by a weighing
method and a 24-hour dietary intake recall. Among the food items studied, 9
were found to be significantly correlated with IDDM incidence (5 positively and
4 negatively correlated with IDDM). These food items were milk (r =0.72),
vegetable oil (r =0.5), cake/dessert (r = 0.51), sugar (r =0.77), paste/seasoning
(r =0.46), dark colored vegetable (r = -0.46), animal fat oil (r = -0.42), rice (r
= -0.41) and dry legume (r =-0.4). There were also 4 nutrients identified to be
significantly positively correlated with IDDM (energy intake (r =0.46), fat (r
=56), alpha tocopherol (r =53), vitamin E (total) (r =0.46). However, no
nutrients were found to be negatively correlated with IDDM. The current study
suggested that the huge geographic differences of IDDM incidence rates across
China could be in part contributed to certain food consumption which is
consistent in part with known risk factors (e.g. milk) but in an extremely low
risk country. The existence of possible susceptible and protective foods toward
IDDM may provide us directions to the prevention and treatment of IDDM.

IC,

STUDY ON THE INCIDENCE OF INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES IN THE
LAZIO REGION (CENTRAL ITALY) FROM 1989 TO 1995. N. Visalli*,
L.Sebastiani*, E. Adorisio*, A.L. De Cicco*, P. Pozzilli** and the IMDIAB
Group'. *Institute of Hygiene, **Institute of II Clinica Medica, University of Rome
"La Sapienza", Rome. Italy.
As part of the EURODIAB Subarea A, the study was carried out over a period of
seven years, from January 1, 1989 to December 31, 1995. Evaluation of new cases of
IDDM under 15 years of age was conducted at the region's antidiabetic centers and
validated at centralized health centers. In seven years, 467 new cases of IDDM were
identified, 230 female patients and 237 male patients; the average annual incidence
was 8.431100000 (in males 8.34/ 100000 and in females 8.53/ 100000). The incidence
rates for each year, standardized on the data of Italian Statistical Year Book (1991)
were: 8.09/100000 in 1989; 7.96/100000 in 1990; 7.84/100000 in 1991;
9.74/100000 in 1992; 7.58/100000 in 1993; 8.47/100000 in the 1994 and
9.36/100000 in 1995; differences by years are not significant. The incidence by age
group was 6.84/100000/year in the 0-4-year-old age group, 10.09 in the 5-9-year-old
age group and 8.33 in the 10-14-year-old age group. The age at which the most cases
were shown was 9 years (10.7%). No statistical differences were observed in sex
distribution. Place of residence of patients varied within the region, but the majority
(66%) of them live in main towns in the Lazio region, 24% in smaller towns and
10% in rural areas, thus reflecting the distribution of the population in this region.
The seasonal trend of incidence confirms that cases occurred more frequently
during the winter (35.8%) and in spring (25.3%), whereas they diminished during
summer and autumn (20.1% and 18.8%, respectively). 72.1% patients had been
breast fed while the remaining 27.9% had been bottle fed. Family history of
patients revealed that 23% of them have relatives who suffer from type 1 diabetes,
while 55% have relatives with type 2 diabetes. With regard to the disease severity
at diagnosis, the majority of patients (86.9%) were in ketosis and only 18 (3.9%)

,patients were in a state of coma. In conclusion, incidence of IDDM was found to be
remarkably constant over the period of observation, higher in the 5-9-year-old age
group, and in the winter period.
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COW'S MILK CONSUMPTION ASSOCIATED WITH DISEASE SPECIFIC
AUTOANTIBODIES IN SIBLINGS OF CHILDREN WITH IDDM
S.M.Virtanen, E.T.Hypponen, M.Knip,P.Vahasalo, P.Kulmala,
H.K.Akerblom and Childhood Diabetes in Finland Study Group.
Tampere School of Public Health and Medical School,
University of Tampere, Tampere, Department of Pediatrics,
University of Oulu, Oulu, The Children's Hospital,
University of Helsinki, Helsinki,Finland.
The association of infant feeding patterns and milk consumption with
IDIN specific autcentibodies was studied in initially non-diabetic
siblings of children with 10111. The siblings were followed at half-year
intervals for 4 years since the diagnosis of IDDM in the index child. At
the end of follow-up 17.2 % (127/737) of the siblings were positive for
ICA ( >2.5 JDF-units), DADA (>6.6 relative units), or IAA (>54 nU/ml).
Those children who were positive for at least one IDEM specific auto-
antibody at the end of follow-up (m99) were ccsrpared to antibody
negative ones (n=376') so that only one child frost each family spas
included. Overall or exclusive duration of breast feeding were not
associated with antibody positivity, neither was the age at introduction
of cow's milk supplanentary feeding. Cow's milk consumption during
childhood was positively associated with antibody positivity, also when
adjusted for age and sex (highest quartile vs. lowest OR =2.6,
95 % CI 1.2-5.5). To conclude, high consumption of cow's milk during
child tray be a risk determinant of seroconversion to positivity
for BEN specific autcentibodies.
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LOW INCIDENCE OF IDDM DURING 1985-1995 IN THE
REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
M. Kocova, M. Konstantinova and A. Demirdzieva. Pediatric Clinic,
Medical Faculty, Skopje, Republic of Macedonia

Nation wide registry for IDDM in childhood (0-14 years of age)
has been set up for the Republic of Macedonia since 1985. This country
is a cold spot for IDDM incidence in Europe and among Caucasian
populations as a whole, since the overall incidence for the period 1985-
1991 was 2.45 (95%CI 2.03-2.96) per 100 000 per year. Majority of the
population is of Slavic origin. Genetic analysis of HLA DQBl, DQA1
and DR genes has confirmed high percentage of resistant and neutral
haplotypes in the general population. The objective of the present
study was to evaluate the dynamics of IDDM incidence over an eleven
year period. Overall yearly IDDM incidence in the period 1985-1995
was in the range 1.84-4.11 (3.11+0.79)/per 100 000 per year. The
IDDM incidence was lowest in the age group 0-4 years, 1.50 (95% CI
0.55-2.45), and highest in the age group 10-14 years, 4.46 (95% CI 2.84-
6.08). Although the incidence among females was slightly higher 3.43
(95% CI 2.24-4.62), sex difference was not statistically significant.
There were two sharp increments of the number of newly diagnosed
patients during September 1995 and February 1996 (3-4 times
compared to the number of cases in those months during previous
years). Enteroviruses were isolated from all blood cultures at diagnosis
during these events. Concerning the seasonality, the lowest incidence in
this population appears in the period March-May, and the highest in
December -February. We conclude that overall incidence during the
last 11 years shows stable patterns in this population with a very low
IDDM incidence.
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IMMUNOSUPPRESSING EFFECT OF COW MILK BETA=
CASOMORPHINE IN PREDIABETIC MICE AND HUMANS
R.B. Elliott*, H. Wasmuth* and J. Hill**. * Dept Paediatrics,
School of Medicine, Auckland, New Zealand and the **Dairy
Research Institute of New Zealand, Palmerston North, New Zealand.

Type 1 (IDDM) diabetes results from a genetically determined
immune destruction of islet beta-cells, following early exposure to a
diabetogenic environmental agent. The strong correlation of national
milk consumption with diabetes incidence suggests cow milk (CM) as
such an environmental agent. This notion is supported by the
promotion of diabetes in the NOD mouse by CM casein in a diabetes
prone rodent model (NOD mouse). This diabetes promoting activity
is found solely in At beta casein not the A2 variant. At beta casein
alone yields beta-casomorphine-7 (BCM) after intestinal digestion.
The diabetogenic effect of At casein is neutralised by the u-opioid
antagonist naloxone. Synthetic BCM is shown to inhibit the PMA
stimulated oxidative burst of macrophages derived from prediabetic
NOD mice or (islet antibody positive) children, but not Swiss mice or
control children. BCM depresses lymphoblastic responses to Con-A
by normal human peripheral blood and intestinal cells.
The primary immune response to ovalbumin is totally extinguished by
co-administered BCM in the NOD mouse, but not Swiss mice.
The marked opioid like immunosuppression found with this peptide
product of cow milk At beta casein digestion, in IDDM predisposed
mice and humans is likely to be causally related to the specific
diabetogenic effect of the At cow milk variant.
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THE INCIDENCE OF CHILDHOOD-ONSET
INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES IN ROMANIA
V. Serban and A. Green, for the ONROCAD study group,
University of Medecine and Pharmacy, Timisoara, Romania

A Romanian collaborative study group (ONROCAD) has
been established to provide descriptive epidemiological
information on insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM
)in nationwide Romania. Based upon submission of data
from all 41 Romanian districts, 706 new cases (302 boys
and 404 girls ) of IDDM with onset 0-14 years were
registered during 1992-1995 (4 years ). The overall
completeness of ascertainment was estimated at 93.5%
91.6%- 95.3% ) with no major differences between the 3
main regions of Romania (Transilvania, Moldova and
Muntenia). For whole Romania, the incidence of childhood
onset was estimated at 3.57 per 100 000 per year. We found
statistical differences in the incidence of IDDM between
these 3 regions, after stratification for sex
( p< 0.05 ). Girls had higher incidence than boys for each of
the age groups 0-4, 5-9 and 10-14 years (p< 0.05). Between
these age groups, the incidence showed statistically
significant heterogeneity ( p< 0.0001), due to a low rate for
the age group 0-4 years. The incidence at district level
showed significant variation, evident in girls, but not
particularly in boys. We conclude that the incidence of
childhood- onset IDDM is among the lowest recorded in
Europe, with so far unexplained variability between
Romanian districts.
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INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS AND MILK'S CONSUMP-
TION: A CASE-CONTROL STUDY IN SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
S. G. A. Gimeno; J. M. P. de Souza. Department of Epidemiology,
School of Public Health, University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil
A case-control study was conducted to test the assumption that bre-
ast feeding protects against insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, and
that the early introduction of cow milk into the infant diet is a risk
factor for the disease. Three hundred and forty-six diabetic children,
less than 18 years old at the moment of the interview, were identified
in two institutions in the city of Sao Paulo. The duration of exclusive
breast feeding and the age of introduction of cow's milk products in
the infant feeding of the cases were compared with 346 paired con-
trol cases for sex, age and place of residence. The ages of the pa-
rents when the child was born, the history of congenital rubella, the
duration of gestation, the weight and the height at birth, the vaccina-
tion status, the child's viral disease history, the child's history of se-
vere attacks of diarrhoea, the date of insulin therapy, previous fami-
lial history of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus and non-insulin-de-
pendent diabetes mellitus, the per-capita income of the family, and
the order of birth of the child were considered as possible confou-
ding variables. All comparisions between diabetic and control chil-
dren were done using paired tests. The findings of this study indicate
that the lack of exclusive breast feeding, particularly during the first
week of life, is a risk factor to insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(OR=2.13; 95% IC:1.28-3.55) and that the age at introduction of milk
products, particularly when these products are introduced during the
first seven days of life, is a risk factor for the disease (OR=2.29; 95%
IC: 1.37-33.83).
Grant 94/0943-0 from Fundacao de Amparo a Pesquisa do Estado
de Sao Paulo (FAPESP)
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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF DIABETES: INCIDENCE, PREVALENCE AND
MORTALITY IN MOSCOW CHILDREN.

Gubanov N., Cherbatheva L., Sunzov U., Dedov I.

Endocrinology Research Center, Moscow, Russia

Epidemiolodgy study incidence, prevalence and mortality in group
children with IDDM aged 0-15 years in Moscow population. Two
sources of information were used: Children Hospitals records and
annual reports from all city's pediatric endocrinologists, to estimated
we used capture-recapture method. Incidence was 5.17 per 100000
in 1967 - 1977 and during 1978-1990 - 9.7., 1990-1995 - 12.6 The
increase in epidemiological "peak" was noted in 1985; number of new
cases of IDDM 149, (incidence 10.1 per 100000). In the end of 1992
the prevalence was 50.9 per 100000 in Moscow-city, (children
population was 1.772.581), the 1995 61,6. Mortality survival rate
(Jan.1980- Dec.1989). All cases were verified by autopsy reports.
In whole 28 deaths (20 girls and 8 boys) were revealed 12 cases
occurred at the clinical onset of diabetes, and this makes 1.07 % of all
diabetic children diagnosed during this 10 years. Mortality in 1995
was 0,06 per 100000. The remaining 16 deaths were classified as
following: diabetic ketoacidosis -9,cases, infections-3, accident-1,
cancer-1, others-2. Diabetic ketoacidosis was the main reason of
death in analysed group. The above study is the first step of the
National Register IDDM in Russia.
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NO IDDM PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF BREAST FEEDING IN ISRAEL.
A.Arbel, E.Sprecher, Z.Josefsberg, N.Weintrob, M.Karp and P.Vardi, SCMCI,
Petah-Tikva, Israel.
This study's aim was to evaluate effects of breast feeding and cow's milk
introduction and their interaction with ethnicity on incidence of IDDM in
Israel. Environmental factors, in addition to major genetic effects, likely have a
crucial role in triggering beta cell autoimmnnity in IDDM. Early introduction
of cow's milk is suggested to predispose for, and breast feeding (BF) to be
protective against, IDDM development. In Israel IDDM incidence varies
among the different ethnic groups; thus, we initiated a study to evaluate the
role and interaction of genetic and non-genetic factors in this disease. We
obtained data concerning BF and cow's milk introduction in 199 IDDM
patients (mean age 15.7 yrs±10.6 s.d.) and in 151 healthy controls (15.5±6.6).
We applied several logistic regression models which initially examined feeding
factors and their interaction with ethnic factors. As ethnic factor interactions
had no significant effects, subsequent regressions applied reduced factor
models as appropriate. The final resulting model contained only independent
variables describing whether or not subjects were breast fed, and delay
(months) of introduction of cow's milk. The overall regression model was
significant (-2 log likelihood chi-square=9.575, df=2, p=0.0083; Score chi-
square=9.497, df=2, p=0.0087). BF was significant (Wald chi-square=4.66,
p=0.0309), with an odds ratio of 2.018 (95% CI 1.066 to 3.818) indicating BF
as predisposing to development of IDDM. Delay of cow's milk introduction
was also significant (Wald clri-square=7.08, p=0.0078), with odds ratio of
0.924 (95% CI 0.873 to 0.980) indicating a protective or sparing effect of 0.924
per month's delay. In conclusion, our results show that both BF and early
cow's milk introduction are associated with development of IDDM in all ethnic
groups in Israel,suggesting that the effect of feeding on IDDM development is
not associated with a specific factor and that it spans across ethnicity.
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EPIDEMIOLOGICAL ASPECTS IDDM IN MOSCOW REGION
A.V.Dreval, Yu. A.Redkin and I.V.Misnikova. Moscow Regional
Research Clinical Institute, Moscow, Russia.
OBJECTIVE: This study was designed to estimate the
prevalence and incidence of IDDM and its main complications in
Moscow Region. METHODS: During 1994-1995 years was
created Regional Diabetes Register (RDR). RDR include all
patients with IDDM in Mytishinsky District of Moscow Region.
RESULTS: the prevalence of IDDM was 85,39 per 100 000. The
prevalence level among teenagers from 14 to 17 years (88,11
per 100 000) was little high than among adults (85,22 per
100000). Study of IDDM distribution on age has shown heaviest
prevalence in the age groups 20-24 years old (221,45 per 100
000), 35-39 years old (123,26 per 100 000) and 45-49 years old
(158,12 per 100 000). We have estimated the incidence of Type
1 diabetes. The IDDM incidence in 1994 was 3,28 per 100 000,
that is comparable with data of the national registers of many
countries. The high incidence level was in age groups 14-15
years old and 18-19 years old (22,66 and 39,22 per 100 000).
The analysis of a structure of IDDM complications has shown,
that 59.23 % of patients has retinopathy, 55.38 % - neuropathy
and 23,84 % - nephropathy. The HbA1 level was 14.86±3.40%

(n=50). The prevalence of microalbuminuria was 52.28%.
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BREAST FEEDING, DEVELOPMENT OF DIABETES MELLITUS.
T.H.KURBRNOV and A.R.GAISINA. Institute of
Physiology, Baku,Rzerbaijan,
The ails of this study was to determine the
prevalence of infant feeding patterns and to
compare the humoral immune response to bovine
serum albumin (BSA) in patients with IDDM and
NIDDM in Azerbaijan popi-ilation.By the ran-
domize method performed epidemiological ana-
lysis of „c4 patients card.This data were the
basis of study of serum samples from 90 pati-
ents with IDDM and 50 patients with NIDDM for
anti—BSR—antibodies level by enzyme—linked im-
munosorbent assay (EL.ISR)..Dy us was establish
that nonexclusive breastfeeding was prevalent
amongst patients with IDDM and constituted
60,5% and was rare occurence among patients
with NIDDM (only 4,8%),P 0,001. The patients
with IDDM who have had nonexclusive breast fe-
ed:ing in infancy had higher level of antibodi-
es to BSA (in 1,5 time more) than did patients
with IDDM but were exclusively breast fed.Fur-
thermore,the level of anti—$SA—antibodies did
not significantly differ between patients with
I\IIDDM and IDDM, who have had only breast feed--
ing in infancy. Results of researches confirm
the provoke role of nonexclusive feeding in
manifestation of IDDM and immediately partici-
pation of BSA in the autoimmune pathophysiolo-
gical processes of induction of this disease.
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THE PECULIARITY OF TYPE 1 DIABETES INCIDENCE AT
NOVOSIBIRSK AREA ACCORDING TO REGISTRY DATA
J.Choubnikova,L.Kalashnikova. and. E.Shubnikof.
Center	 "SibDiab", Institute	 of	 Therapy,
Novosibirsk, Russia
The main aim of the study was to compare the
Type 1 diabetes incidence at big Novosibirsk
City and other smaller places of Novosibirsk
Area. The analysis of. incidence among children
from 0 to 14 years was conducted for 1980-1994
years according to "DIAMOND" protocol.. We have
revealed significant statistical difference in
incidence of IDDM among children from
industrial Novosibirsk-City(total population
about 1,5 million) in comparison with children
living in smaller places: 6.1±0,5 (95% CI:5,0 -
7,1) and 3.9±0,4 (95% CI:3,1-4,6) cases per 100
000 children respectively. Also the mean annual
incidence of Type 1 diabetes was significantly
higher in 1990-1994 study period-7,9 per 100
000(95% CI:6,0-9,8) than in 1980-1984 study
period where it was 4,4 per 100 000(95%
CI:3,2-5,6) only among Novosibirsk City
children. We have not found the time trends of
incidence of Type 1 diabetes among children of
small towns and villages (with the same genetic
background) around the Novosibirsk City. The
most likely reason for these phenomena are
presence and increasing power of still unknown
casual agents at the big Cities in Siberia.
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ENHANCED T-CELL RESPONSE TO COXSACKIE VIRUS B4 IN
PATIENTS WITH NEWLY DIAGNOSED IDDM
P.Klemetti, M.Roivainen, H.Hyoty, J.Ilonen, H.K.Akerblom and
O.Vaarala. The Children's Hospital, University of Helsinki, National
Public Health Institute, Helsinki, University of Turku, Finland.
Enterovirus infections are associated with insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus (IDDM). We studied T-cell proliferation response from
patients with newly diagnosed IDDM and from healthy children to a
purified Coxsackie virus B4 (CBV4) (1 µg/ml) and to two vaccine anti-
gens, a purified polio virus 1 (PV1) (1 ,tg/ml) and tetanus toxoid (TT)
(10 µg/ml). IgG-antibodies to CBV4 were measured by RIA. HLA
DQB1 genotyping was done in a subgroup of patients (n=36) and
controls (n=23). T-cell reactivity to CBV4 was found in 27% patients
and in 10% control children (20/74 vs 5/48 p=0.04), when the cut off
was three multiples of median SI (SI>7.1) in the controls. No
difference in the T-cell reactivity to PV1 (4/28 vs 0/16; p=0.3), or to
TT was found between the groups. In IDDM patients, T-cell
responses to enteroviral antigens, CBV4 and PV1, correlated (r=0.70,
p<0.0001); the correlation was weaker in controls (r=0.49, p=0.05).
The levels of antibodies to CBV4 did not differ between the groups
(16.5 EIU vs 21.0 EIU; p=0.8). Correlation between humoral and
cellular responses to CBV4 was better in patients than in controls
(r=0.23 and r=-0.04). T-cell reactivity to CBV4 was found in 9 of 30
patients with HLA DQB1 `0201 and/or 0302, whereas in none of 6
patients without risk alleles. Enhanced T cell reactivity to CBV4 was
found at the time of IDDM diagnosis, although no increased levels of
IgG-antibodies to CBV4 could not be demonstrated. Our results
suggest that HLA risk alleles may influence to T cell reactivity to
CBV4. Alternatively, enhanced T-cell response may reflect preceding
enteroviral infection(s) as suggested by prospective studies.
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DATA FROM IDDMREGISTRY- BANGALORE DISTRICT (URBAN)

Mala Dharmalingam, Aravind S, Munichoodappa C and Prasanna kumar K M,
M. S.Ramaiah Medical College, Bangalore, India.

Aim to know incidence and mortality of IDDM in Bangalore district Urban and
other data, The IDDM registry is maintained at M.S.Ramaiah Medical College,
as per the specification of Diamond Project. The primary objective is to register
all known cases of childhood diabetes in Bnagalore, to know incidence and
mortality. Secondary objective to analyze other data, The area studied - Bangalore
district Urban- 2,1990 sq kin with population 4,807,019 (census 1991) covering
Anekal, Bangalore North and South and Bagalore city. Registry maintained by
capture recapture method from primary and secondary sources. 214 patients
registered till Nov 1996. 116 boys and 98 girls. In the year 1995 -96 18 new
cases registered. Incidence 1.68/100,000/year. Age group 0 - 4 yr. - 6%, 5 - 9 yr. -
68%, 10 - 14 yr. 36%. Maternal age 21 - 25 yr. 26 %, 26 - 30 yr. - 54% more
than 30 yr. - 30%. Rural urban ratio 52:162. Socioeconomic status 48.15% -
middle income group 23.56% lower income group, 28.29%, upper income group.
Complications- Nephropathy 3, Hypertension 1, Diabetic foot 3.retinopathy-3.
Mortality -DKA 2 Nephropathy 1, Lung abscess 1, GI Bleed 1. Intensive insulin
treatment 53.1% other endocrine abnormalities 15% had positive thyroid
antibodies, 82.1% showed positive height compared to parental height. 11.1%
height less than 3 SD. PCOS -1, Turner 1. Conclusion incidence of IDDM in
Bangalore distirct Urban a south Indian district of Karnataka is
1.68%/100,000/year. Mortality is 2.33%.The age group most coomonly
presenting is 5-9 yr.The maternal age and income was not significant.There was
a positive corellation for height in 82.1% of IDDM.DKA was the most common
cause of death.
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HLA RESTRICTED T-CELL RESPONSE TO ENTEROVIRUS
ANTIGENS IN NEWLY DIAGNOSED IDDM PATIENTS
S. Juhela, H. Hyoty, M. Roivainen, O. Simell, J. Ilonen. Turku
Immunology Centre and Departments of Virology and
Pediatrics, University of Turku, Turku; National Public Health
Institute, Helsinki, Finland.
Enterovirus infections may trigger the beta cell damaging
process leading to clinical IDDM. Cellular immune response is
important both in the elimination of the virus and in the
autoimmune destruction of beta cells. In the present study
lymphocyte proliferation responses to enterovirus antigens
were analysed in 46 newly diagnosed IDDM patients and in 25
control subjects using standard blast transformation test and
highly purified coxsackievirus B4, poliovirus types 1 and 3 and
adenovirus hexon protein as antigens. There was no
significant difference in enterovirus or adenovirus responses
between IDDM patients and control subjects. However,
proliferation responses to coxsackievirus B4 and poliovirus
types 1 and 3 were significantly modulated by the HLA
genotype. HLA- DRBI*03 positive patients had significantly
lower responses than DRBI*03 negative patients (p<0.05-
p<0.0o1). Median stimulation indices for coxsackievirus B4,
poliovirus types 1 and 3 were 7.0, 3.0 and 1.6 in DRB1*03
positive patients compared to 11.4, 11.0 and 13.1 in DRB1*03
negative patients. No HLA association was found in adenovirus
responses. T cell responses were not correlated with antibody
levels to corresponding virus antigens. The results suggest
that the DRB1*03 genotype is associated with weak cellular
immune responsiveness to enterovirus antigens.
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INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES IN CHINA AS PART OF THE WHO
DIAMOND PROJECT.
Z. Yang', K. Wang', T. Li', YF. Chang 2, J. Dorman Z, R. LaPorte z . 'Chinese
Academy of Preventive Medicine, Beijing, China. 2 University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, USA.

The current study investigated the incidence rate of insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus (IDDM) in China. The China IDDM registry was established in 1991
as part of the WHO DiaMond project. Twenty-two centers were setup to
monitor the IDDM incidence cases for children under age 15. The population
under investigation was more than 20 million, which represents about 7% of
children in China. Seven major ethnic groups were involved in the study. At
least two sources were employed to identify IDDM cases and capture-recapture
method was used to adjust for the underascertainment. The primary source was
the hospital medical records. The secondary source includes the records from
school health program, Family Planning Committee, insurance company, Child-
Woman Care Network and anti-epidemic station. The investigation period was
from 1985 to 1994. A retrospective registration by reviewing the records from
the primary and secondary sources was employed to identify the cases diagnosed
before 1991. In total, 592 IDDM cases were identified from 22 centers with an
annual crude incidence rate 0.48/100,000. The capture-recapture method
estimated that there were 630 IDDM cases with an ascertainment corrected
incidence rate of 0.51/100,000. The sex-specific rates were 0.47/100,000 for
boys and 0.59/100,000 for girls. There was a 12-fold difference among 22
centers (0.13 - 1.61/100,000), the largest within country variation even seen.
In general, the incidence rates were higher in the north and in the east. There
was also a 7-fold difference among various ethnic groups (highest: Mongol
2.12, lowest: Zhuang 0.32/100,000). The current study showed that China had
the lowest IDDM incidence rate ever reported, as well as the largest within
country variation in the largest IDDM registration system.
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ENTEROVIRUS RNA AND IDDM-RELATED
AUTOANTIBODIES IN PREDIABETIC CHILDREN
M.Lonnrot, K.Salminen, M.Knip, T.Hyypia, M. Hiltunen,
H.K.Akerblom, H.Hyoty and the DiMe Study Group
Dept. Virology, Univ. Turku, Dept. Pediatrics, Univ. Tampere,Dept.
Int.Medicine, Univ.Tampere, Second Dept. Pediatrics, Univ. Helsinki,
Finland

We have previously shown that enterovirus infections may
initiate and accelerate the beta cell damaging process several years
before clinical IDDM. In the present study the presence of
enterovirus RNA was studied in the sera of initially healthy
children who were followed until they manifested clinical IDDM,
as well as in newly diagnosed IDDM patients and age- and sex-
matched control subjects.

Altogether 33 follow-up samples from 7 prediabetic
children were analysed using an RT-PCR method able to detect 1
PFU of virus per serum sample. Enterovirus RNA was found in 3
of these children in altogether 6 samples, taken 0.75 -3.4 years
before the diagnosis of IDDM. In two children increases in
IDDM-related autoantibodies were observed coincidently with the
presence of enterovirus RNA in their serum. These findings are in
line with our previous findings of enteroviruses as initiating and
accelerating factors in the pathogenesis of IDDM. However, our
analyses did not show an excess of enterovirus RNA in children
with newly diagnosed IDDM (4 positive out of 35) as compared
with control subjects (5/35). This suggests that the diabetogenic
effect of enteroviruses may be most important during the early
phases of the pathogenesis.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF CHILDHOOD DIABETES IN HONG KONG: A
PROSPECTIVE STUDY
G.W.K. Wong and T.F. Leung. Department of Paediatrics, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong, Shatin, Hong Kong.
Epidemiological data on childhood diabetes in Chinese are limited. A
registry of childhood IDDM was established in 1991 to collect new cases of
childhood IDDM from four districts in the northeast region of Hong Kong.
Data were collected according to the WHO DIAMOND protocol. The
registry currently covers a population base of approximately 1.1 million. Of
these, 250,000 are under 15 years of age. Data were collected retrospectively
from 1986 to 1990 and prospectively from 1991 onwards. Primary
ascertainment was based on review of medical records at a regional hospital
serving the area. Independent school surveys validated the registry data.
Capture-recapture estimates indicated the overall level of ascertainment was
94%. A total of 35 cases of childhood IDDM were diagnosed between Jan,
86 to Dec, 95. The mean yearly incidence rates of childhood IDDM were
1.7/100,000 (95% CI 0.5-4.3) during 1986 to 1990 and 1.3/100,000 (95% CI
0.3-3.8) during 1991 to 1995. The yearly incidence rate for females was
1.9/100,000 (95% CI 0.2-7.0). For males, it was 1.0/100,000 (0.0-5.7). In
conclusion, the incidence for childhood IDDM in Hong Kong Chinese is low
and females appear to have a slightly higher incidence rate than males.
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CHILDREN WITH DIABETES SHOW NO TIME-SPACE
CLUSTERING AT BIRTH
G. Law, P.A. McKinney, H. J. Bodansky, and D.R.R. Williams,
Paediatric Epidemiology Group, Centre for Health Services Research,
University of Leeds, UK.
The aetiology of IDDM remains largely unclear, but it is known the
disease process involves an environmental component. Recent research
has suggested perinatal events may be important, and the present study
aimed to detect evidence of space-time clustering of births in children
subsequently developing IDDM. Such a pattern would be suggestive of
an infectious agent acting around the time of birth. The population
basedYorkshire Childrens Diabetes Register collected details of
children diagnosed with IDDM between 1978-1994 and is estimated as
97% complete. The residential address of the mothers at the time of
birth of each child on the register was ascertained from birth certificates
via the National Health Service Central Register and assigned a
National Grid Reference. The Knox-Mantel test was applied to detect
space-time clustering in the births of 1711 cases. Forty-two
combinations of a wide range of spatial and temporal thresholds were
tested (90-900 days, 1-20km). No evidence for space-time clustering
was found (p<0.05) in the pattern of births of those children going on to
develop IDDM during childhood. This the first UK study examining
this issue and the results do not support the hypothesis of perinatal
infections having an aetiological role in childhood IDDM.
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PREVALENCE OF INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
AMONG YOUNG FINNISH MALES IN 1975-1995
V.Jormanainen, M.Korpela, J.Tuomilehto and T.Sahi. Finnish Defence
Forces and National Public Health Institute, Helsinki, Finland.
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Finland has the highest incidence of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(IDDM) in the world. In Finland, all the males are ordered by the law to enter
call-ups for common military service at the age of 18 years. The aim of the
study was to describe the prevalence of IDDM among Finnish males at call-
ups by municipality and year (birth cohort), during the study period 1975 -
1995. We used data provided by Finnish Defence Forces, Division of Health
Care (FDF). The data contained aggregated information by district, service
class, diagnoses, and numbers of checked males at annual call-ups. IDDM
persons are without exceptions classified into service categories C or D (re-
lieved from service in peace or wartime, respectively) since 1973, and they
enter call-ups only once.A case of IDDM was defined as a person, who at the
time of the check-up had a well verified diagnosis of diabetes (ICD-8 or
ICD-9: 250), and was classified into service category C or D. We calculated
prevalence (i.e. cumulative incidence) per 1,000 persons by municipality and
in the whole country. During the study period of 1975-1995, there were 4,281
IDDM cases among 715,212 males producing a crude prevalence of 6.0 per
1,000. The crude prevalence corresponds to an approximate annual inciden-
ce of 33.3 per 100,000. The lowest annual prevalence of 5.1 was observed
in 1977, while the highest (6.9) in 1987. There was no clear trend in preva-
lence. By administrative municipality, the highest prevalences of IDDM were
found in Eastern and Central Finland, and the lowest in Northern Finland.
The observed variation between municipalities by study year was small as
was variation by year within municipalities. Thus, the cumulative risk of
IDDM in boys by age 18 remained unchanged while in young children the in-
cidence has clearly increased during this period.
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MORTALITY IN YOUNG DIABETIC SUBJECTS. A TWELVE - YEAR
LITHUANIAN CHILDHOOD COHORT STUDY
B.Urbonaite, R.Zalinkevicius and R.Lounamaa*. Kaunas Medical Academy,
Institute of Endocrinology, *Bristol University, UK
Patients with IDDM are known to have increased risk of dying mainly
because of acute and late complications of diabetes. The aim of present study
was to determine mortality and causes of death among young patients with
IDDM in Lithuania. The patients (n=698) were identified through the
childhood register from 1983 to 1995. All these patients were young subjects:
360 males, age range (1.21-25.83 yrs) and 338 females (3.49-25.15 yrs). M/F
ratio - 1.065. Cohort distribution by age was normal (skewness-0.096).
Standard DIAMOND criteria for the diagnosis of IDDM were used. During
the period of 01.01.95 - 01.06.95 the status of the cohort members was checked
for `alive' status. Search for IDDM onset deaths was a separate activity of
mortality study in Lithuania. All deaths were coded according ICD-9 criteria.
Totally, 25 deaths (2 onset) were registered. Hyperglycaemic coma was registered
as a cause of death for 10 cases (40%). The observed/expected numbers of deaths
(O/E ratio) of all cause mortality was 7.71 (CI 95% 2-sided 4.83-11.67,
p<0.001), and 4.91 (CI 95% 2-sided 2.68-8.23, p<0.001) not directly
attributed to diabetes. O/E ratio of all cause-mortality depending on duration
of diabetes - for 0-5 yr duration group - 6.45 (CI 95% 2-sided 3.33-11.27,
p<0.001), 6-13 yr duration group - 10.07 (CI 95% 2-sided 4.83-18.51,
p<0.001). O/E ratio for causes not directly attributed to diabetes - 3.23 (CI
95% 2-sided 1.18-7.02, p=0.012) and 8.05 (CI 95% 2-sided 3.48-15.86,
p<0.001), respectively. Conclusions: 1. Mortality risk for childhood onset
diabetes in Lithuania is very high; 2. Mortality risk increases with longer
duration of diabetes.
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SEASONAL VARIATION OF INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES
MELLITUS IN SARDINIA AND FINLAND
Sa. Muntoni*, M. Karvonen, V. Elomaa, M. Stabilini*, L. Stabilini*, S.
Muntoni* and J. Tuomilehto. * Centre for Metabolic Diseases and
Atherosclerosis, Cagliari, Italy. Department of Epidemiology and Health
Promotion National Public Health Institute, Helsinki, Finland.
The aim of this study was to compare the seasonal variation at the clinical
onset of IDDM based on 1405 cases in Finland and 425 cases in Sardinia
diagnosed at 14 years of age or under during 1989 to 1992. The average
annual incidence of IDDM in Finland was 36.4/100,000 and 34.4/100,000
in Sardinia. Seasonal patterns were estimated presenting the data as short
Fourier series up to three harmonics together with a possible linear trend.
Likelihood ratio tests and Akaike's information criterion were used to
determine the number of harmonics necessary to model the seasonal
pattern. Seasonal patterns in both countries were compared between sexes
and between the three 5-year age groups each controlling for the other's
effect. In both countries, during a calendar year a significant seasonal
pattern was found for the sexes combined and for two age groups (0-9 and
10-14 years). In Sardinia, two distinct cycles were found among the
younger age group with a decreased incidence during May-August and a
higher incidence during the autumn months. Two cycles were apparent for
the older group with a nadir occurring during June-September. In Finland,
one cycle with a decreased incidence in the summer was found in the
younger age group. In the older age group, there were two distinct cycles
with a decreased incidence in June and in the September-December period.
The seasonal variation in the incidence of IDDM was clear in both
countries, however, the pattern of variation was different. Although
Finland and Sardinia have the highest IDDM incidence in the world, they
are geographically remote from each other and therefore the difference in
seasonal variation of IDDM incidence can be explained by climatic
factors.
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CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPE 1 DIABETES AT ONSET IN
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS

J. Rosenbauer, A. Dobroslayski and G. Giani. Department of Biometrics and
Epidemiology, Diabetes Research Institute at Heinrich-Heine-University
Diisseldorf, Germany.

Objective: Aim of this study was to describe the clinical presentation of Type 1
diabetes at diagnosis in a population-based cohort of children and adolescents and
to analyse the association of clinical characteristics and age at onset. Methods:
During 1993-95 291 new cases of Type 1 diabetes diagnosed under the age of 15
years were prospectively registered via an active surveillance system in a geograph-
ically well defined region around Dusseldorf. Detailed information on demographic
data, duration of symptoms before onset, and clinical and biochemical presentation
at diagnosis were obtained from hospital records. Results: Hospital records of 233
patients (80% of all eligible, 123 boys) could be evaluated. The distribution of age
at onset was 0-4yrs: 22.7%, 5-9yrs: 34.3%, and 10-14yrs: 42.9%. The most
frequently reported symptoms were polyuria (93,6%), fatigue (66.1%), weight loss
(59.7%), and abdominal pain (15.9%). Polyuria was the first symptom in 85.8% of
the patients with a mean duration of 3.3 ± 3.0 (± SD) weeks. Mean weight loss
before diagnosis was 9.3 ± 5.7% of body weight. Weight loss was significantly
higher in the youngest age group (p < 0.05). 35% of the children had a reduced
skin turgor at clinical examination and 21.7% an impaired consciousness. Mean
values of plasma glucose and glycosylated haemoglobin (relative to upper normal
value) at diagnosis were 451 ± 197 mg/dl and 191 ± 50.6 %, respectively. Whereas
glucose levels were significantly higher in the youngest age group (p < 0.05),
glycosylated haemoglobin values were significantly higher in the oldest age group
(p < 0.05). Ketonuria was present in 80.5%, plasma bicarbonate values < 20
mmol/l in 48.3% and acidosis (pH < 7.2) in 16.8% of the children. Prevalence of
acidosis was more common in children under 5 years than in the older age groups
(0-4yrs: 20.8%, 5-9yrs: 15.1%, 10-14 yes: 15.6%). Conclusions: This population-
based analysis showed less severe clinical symptoms and metabolic dearrangement
at disease onset than previously reported in other studies. For the most part the
degree of metabolic decompensation was relatively minor. Ketonuria and acidosis
were more frequent in the youngest age group.
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THE SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF BIRTH OF PATIENTS WITH
IDDM IS IDENTICAL TO ALL BIRTHS IN FINLAND
S. Vaananen, M. Karvonen and J. Tuomilehto
National Public Health Institute, Helsinki, Finland

It has been suggested that environment, e.g. virus infections, very early in
life or even in utero would be important for the causation of IDDM. The
aim of this study was to compare the seasonal distribution of birth of
children with IDDM with all births in order to examine the possible
differences in these distributions. The seasonal distribution of birth of 3604
children with IDDM diagnosed <15 years of age during 1987-1995 and
born during 1976 to 1995 was compared with the seasonal distribution of
births of 1,283,306 healthy children (children without IDDM) born in the
same period. The fitting of the monthly distribution of births of children
with IDDM and healthy children was tested using the X 2-test. The test was
carried out for both sexes together and for boys and girls. Results showed
that these two distributions did not differ from each others. Thus, in
Finland, the monthly distribution of births of children with IDDM followed
the monthly distribution of the healthy children born in the same period.
The clear seasonal variation of IDDM incidence in Finland can hardly be
explained by climatical factors or early exposure to certain infectious agents
which are seasonal in the environment.

Distribution of births of children with IDDM and healthy children per
month during 1976 to 1995 in Finland

J F M A M J J A S 0 N D Tot

IDDM	 n	 321 278 305 342 313 311 296 291 301 312 264 270 3604

	

%	 8.9	 7.7	 8.5	 9.5	 8.7	 8.6	 8.2	 81	 84	 8.7	 7.3	 7.5	 100

	

Healthy %	 8.1	 7.8	 9.2	 8.9	 8.8	 8.5	 8.6	 8.4	 8.3	 80	 7.6	 7.8	 100
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THE DIABETES PREVENTION TRIAL-TYPE I DIABETES
(DPT-1): PROGRESS REPORT.
DPT-1 Study Group, Nationwide, USA

The DPT-1 is a nationwide study designed to determine whether insulin
based therapies can delay or prevent the clinical onset of Type I diabetes
in relatives found to be at high risk of development of the disease.
Parenteral insulin is used in relatives with >50% projected 5-year risk.
Oral insulin is used in relatives with 26-50% projected 5-year risk.
Screening began in February 1994. Randomization began in December
1995 for the pareuteral protocol and in September 1996 for the oral
protocol. By November 30, 1996 there were 43,544 samples received for
screening, of which 40,657 (93.4%) were eligible samples, a rate consistent
with initial projections of screening 15,000-20,000 subjects per year. Of
the 40,381 samples analyzed for islet cell antibodies (ICA) by 11/30/96,
1391 were positive. The rate of positive samples, 3.44%, is virtually
identical to that projected in calculating sample size (3.6%). Of the 937
individuals who were staged for risk, 259 (27.6%) had low first phase
insulin response (FPIR) to IVGTT, a slightly lower percentage than
projected (35%), but within an acceptable range. Of the subjects who
completed Staging for risk categorization, 14I were eligible for the
parenteral study, and of these 131 (92.9% of those eligible) were
randomized to the parenteral study. Of the 28 subjects eligible for the oral
study, 26 (92.9% of those eligible) were randomized. Overall enrollment
rates are 74.4% of that projected for the parenteral study and 89.7% of that
projected for the oral study, by this point in time. These enrollment rates
are comparable to those found in most multi-center randomized clinical
trials. These data indicate that the statistical projections used in the design
of DPT-1 are appropriate. DPT-1 is proceeding as planned.
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MOLECULAR MECHANISMS FOR THE PREVENTION OF AUTOIMMUNE
IDDM BY TREATMENT WITH A SUPERANTIGEN IN NOD MICE.
M. Lee, H.S. Jun, H.W. Lim, and J.W. Yoon. University of Calgary,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada; Ajou University, Suwon, Korea.
We have previously shown that exogenous superantigens prevent the
development of autoimmune IDDM in NOD mice. This investigation was
initiated to determine the mechanisms involved in the prevention of IDDM by
the superantigen staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB). First, we examined
whether clonal deletion or clonal anergy of T cells is involved in the
prevention of IDDM. We observed a mild but selective expansion of V(l8
cells at three days after SEB injection, followed by a deletion of T cells at 14
days after injection. However, the number of V(38 cells and the proliferative
responses of splenic T cells return to normal four weeks after SEB injection.
Thus, the mild and transient effect of SEB is not a major factor in the
prevention of autoimmune IDDM. Next, we examined whether SEB induces
suppressor T cells when injected into NOD mice. We found that SEB induces
CD4+ suppressor T cells. Finally, we examined the cytokine gene expression
of the immunocytes that had infiltrated the pancreatic islets at different times
after SEB treatment. We found an immediate increase in the expression of
many cytokines, including IL-2, IFN-y , IL-4, IL-10, IL-12 and TNF-a, as well
as iNOS. With the exception of IL-4 and IL-10, expression of these cytokines
and iNOS returned to normal three days after injection. At three weeks after
injection a persistent increase in transforming growth factor (3 (TGFII), IL-4,
and IL-10 was observed. On the basis of these observations, we conclude that
SEB persistently activates CD4+ suppressor T cells, which secrete increased
amounts of IL-10, IL-4 and TGF-p. The increased secretion of cytokines may
result in the prevention of cell-mediated autoimmune IDDM.
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PREVENTION OF INSULIN -DEPENDENT DIABETES BY

CD8 yS T CELLS INDUCED BY AEROSOL INSULIN
L.C. Harrison, M. Dempsey-Collier, K. Takahashi, P. Augstein and

D.R. Kramer, The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Parkville,

Australia

Cellular immune hyporesponsiveness can be induced by the

presentation of soluble protein antigens to mucosal surfaces. When

we administered insulin aerosol to NOD mice even after the onset of

sub-clinical disease, pancreatic islet pathology and diabetes

incidence were both significantly reduced. Insulin-treated mice had

increased circulating antibodies to insulin, and reduced splenic T-

cell proliferation to the major epitope, insulin B chain amino acids

9-23, associated with increased IL-4 and particularly IL-10

secretion, as well as reduced proliferation to glutamic acid

decarboxylase. The ability of splenocytes from insulin-treated mice

to suppress adoptive transfer of diabetes by diabetogenic T cells

were shown to be due to small numbers of CD8 'yS T cells. These

cells also inhibit cyclophosphamide-accelerated diabetes and may be

responsible for regulating the natural history of islet autoimmunity

in NOD mice. Induction of regulatory CD8 yS T cells by aerosol

insulin has implications for the prevention of human IDDM.
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THE EFFECT OF SUPERANTIGEN ADMINSITRATION ON THE
NATURAL HISTORY OF IDD IN NOD MICE.
J. Schiffenbauer, T. Xie, M. Clare-Salzler and M.A. Atkinson.
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, U.S.A.
A recent study examining islet infiltrating cells from patients who
succumbed to diabetic ketoacidosis at the onset of IDD showed a
selective expansion of T cells bearing the V(37 T cell receptor (TCR);
an observation consistent with a superantigen driven expansion of
lymphocytes. Such a superantigen (if any) responsible for initiating
or exacerbating human IDD is unknown. In order to identify the
potential effects of superantigen in the pathogenesis of IDD, split
litters of female NOD mice (10 per group) were intraperitoneally
injected with normal saline alone or with 50µg of staphylococcal
enterotoxin B (SEB) in normal saline @14  (i.e., pre-insulitis), 10 (i.e.,
established insulitits), or 4 & 10 weeks of age. Functional studies of
SEB administration demonstrated that V(38+/CD4+ T cells respond
to this dose of SEB, although to a lesser degree than other mouse
strains. Life-table analysis revealed that treatment of NOD mice
with SEB at 4 (P=0.4) or 4 & 10 (P=0.5) weeks of age did not alter
the natural history of progression to IDDM. Interestingly, SEB
injection into 10 week old animals significantly delayed rather than
exacerbated the onset of IDDM (P=0.04). In addition to contrasting
the hypothesis suggested by the aforementioned human results,
this observation was in marked contrast to our previous findings in
experimental allergic encephalomyelitits (EAE) where SEB
administration re-induced disease in mice which had resolved a
previous clinical episode. Therefore while provocative, the role for
a superantigen driven pathogenesis of IDD is not supported by
these studies and remains controversial.
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FEASIBILITY OF A MULTINATIONAL DIABETES PREVENTION
TRIAL IN FIRST DEGREE RELATIVES OF A CHILD WITH IDDM
WP Moore, EAM Gale and the ENDIT Group, University of Bristol, U.K.

The European Nicotinamide Diabetes Intervention Trial (ENDIT) set out to
screen 40,000 first degree relatives of individuals who developed IDDM
before age 20 yrs, with the aim of recruiting 528 high risk relatives to a 5
year randomized placebo-controlled trial of nicotinamide. Recruits were aged
5-40 years, non-diabetic by OGTT, positive for ICA on two occasions with
one value >_ 20 JDF units (JDFu), and fulfilled other eligibility criteria. The
end point is development of diabetes (WHO criteria). Primary ICA screening
was carried out in 10 laboratories, and eligibility confirmed at a central
reference laboratory. By December 1996, 449 individuals had been
randomized in 16 countries. 62% were under the age of 20 and 48% female.
29% were parents, 59% siblings and 10% children of the proband. 29% had
ICA >_80 JDFu, 55% had GAD autoantibodies (Ab), 38% IA-2 Ab and
29% insulin Ab >_ 99th centile of 3000 schoolchildren. 43% had at least 2
Ab >_ 99th centile in addition to ICA. OGTT was normal in 88%, and
showed IGT in 12%. Of 263 IVGTT analysed, 17% had FPIR (1'+3'
insulin) < 50 mU/l (standardized to the Seattle assay). Individuals <20 yr
had more risk markers than those ? 20 yr. ICA > 80 JDFu were found in
31% vs 23 % (p = NS); 3-4 Ab >_ 99th centile in 41 % vs 23 % (p <0.001),
and FPIR < 50 mU/l in 26% vs 9% (p <0.001). 30 of those recruited have
developed diabetes, and 35 withdrawn from the trial. Recruitment is
expected to end in 1997, with completion of the trial in 2002. Conclusion:
multinational collaborative intervention trials are feasible in pre-IDDM.
Simple robust entry criteria are essential. ICA have proved their value, but
future trial entry will probably be based on multiple antibody testing. The
ENDIT group are currently planning their next intervention trial.
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DOWN-REGULATION OF ISLET ANTIGEN EXPRESSION IN INSULIN
STRATEGIES OF PREVENTION IN THE LD-STZ DIABETES MODEL.
E. Anastasi, F. Dotta, C. Tiberti, E. Ponce and U. Di Mario. Universities "La
Sapienza" and "Sacro Cuore" of Rome/ University ofRC-Catanzaro, Italy.
Aim of this study was to investigate in the LD -STZ mouse model of diabetes a
preventive insulin administration evaluating its effects on disease onset, on the
severity of the insulitis and on the pattern of islet antigen expression (ICA-target
antigen, A2B5 monoclonal antibody recognizing islet glycolipids, GM3 and GM2-1
gangliosides) in different time points of the disease. Diabetes has been induced in
male mice C57B16/J with LD-STZ. Seventy-one male C57B16/J mice were grouped
as follows: Group A (n=25) injected i.p. with STZ only, Group B (n=21) injected
subcutaneously with insulin in addition to STZ, Group C (n=15) injected with
insulin only, Group D (n=10) used as normal control. Glycemia, insulitis and
pancreatic islet antigen expression were evaluated at 12 and 24 days. At day 12 and
24 differences in mean glycemia and insulitis score between Group A and B were
statistically significant (p<0.001, p<0.05), (p<0.001). At day 12 pancreas sections
collected from Group B and Group C and incubated with 5 ICA+ human and normal
mouse sera showed a lack of binding of these sera, at day 24 only sections from
Group B showed positive reaction with the sera. At day 12 we observed in Group B
and Group C the absence of the expression of monoclonal A2B5, in contrast at day
24 pancreata from both groups gf mice showed positive binding to A2B5. Analysis
of the pattern of ganglioside expression revealed that GM3 was equally expressed in
all groups of treatment; in contrast expression of GM2-1 at day 12 was greatly
reduced in Group B, while was not changed in animals belonging to Group C. At
day 24, GM2-1 expression was reduced in Group C while was not unchanged in
Group B of animals. In conclusion, our study confirmed that prophylactic insulin
treatment is able to reduce diabetes and insulitis in the LD-STZ mouse model.
Interestingly we showed that this effect was paralleled by a down regulation of the
expression of some islet molecules, some of which, such as the cytoplasmic ICA
antigens and the GM2-1 ganglioside, have been shown to be major targets of the
autoimmune response leading to type 1 diabetes.
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MULTI-CENTER RANDOMIZED TRIAL AT DIFFERENT DOSES OF
NICOTINAMIDE IN PATIENTS WITH RECENT-ONSET IDDM. The IMDIAB
Group, Rome, Italy.
Recent evidence has suggested that nicotinamide (NA) when given at
IDDM diagnosis may protect against residual beta cell damage. Studies in
animal models indicate that when high doses of NA are given, beta cells are
better protected from destruction. The aim of this study was to compare
the efficacy of standard doses of NA (25 mg/Kg b.w., GROUP A) vs. high
doses of NA (50 mg/Kg b.w., GROUP B) on residual beta cell function and
the parameters of metabolic control (insulin dose and HbAlc) in patients
with recent-onset IDDM (less than 4 weeks after diagnosis). A multi-center
trial was carried out in 42 IDDM patients (20 females and 22 males, mean
age 13.6 ± 8.1 years), who were randomized to one or the other dose of
NA which was administered daily in addition to intensive insulin therapy.
Data on the integrated parameters of metabolic control were collected at
entry and after 3- and 6-month intervals. Patients are expected to be
followed-up for up to 1 year. No significant differences were observed in C-
peptide secretion, insulin dose or HbAlc levels at each interval. C-peptide
values were 0.77 ± 0.57 ng/ml (baseline), 0.86 ± 0.77 ng/ml (3 months)
and 0.72 ± 0.4 ng/ml (6 months) in GROUP A vs. 0.55 ± 0.53 ng/ml
(baseline), 0.90 - 0.62 ng/ml (3 months) and 0.78 -_ 0.59 ng/ml (6 months)
in GROUP B (NS), with comparable good metabolic control (HbAlc = 6.2
±0.8 in GROUP A and 6.3% ± 0.9 in GROUP B, after 6 months of therapy).
Adverse effects were not reported in either group of patients. We
conclude that NA is equally effective at doses of either 25 or 50 mg/Kg in
maintaining residual beta cell secretion 6 months after diagnosis in patients
with IDDM.
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TROGLITAZONE REDUCES DIABETES INCIDENCE IN NOD
MICE.

P.Beales, A.Giorgini, K.Batchelor and P.Pozzilli. Dept
Diabetes & Metabolism, St Bartholomew's Hospital, London
UK.

Troglitazone (TGL) is a thiazolidinedione compound which
increases sensitivity to insulin and is used to treat insulin
resistance in NIDDM. Insulin resistance is also a feature of
IDDM and may have pathogenic relevance as increased
antigen expression on beta cells may occur as a consequence
of insulin release. TGL was given to NOD mice, a
spontaneous model of IDDM, to determine if increasing
insulin sensitivity using this compound could reduce
diabetes incidence. TGL was given by gavage in a methyl
cellulose carrier (MCC) to 32 female NOD mice 5 x per week
from 3 to 30 weeks of age at a dose of 800 mg per kg body
weight. A further group of 32 age, sex and litter matched
NOD's served as controls and received MCC alone. By 16
weeks of age there was a significant reduction in diabetes
incidence in the treated vs control group (0 vs 5) (p<0.03 -
comparison of proportions) this level of difference was
maintained up to the conclusion of the study (treated vs
controls = 5 vs 16) . However there was no difference in
insulitis levels, nor in the destructive pattern of insulitis
between treated and control groups. In vitro data
(presented elsewhere) suggests that lymphocyte activation
is altered by TGL by changing cytokine secretion patterns.
Therefore we conclude that TGL may be effective in
preventing IDDM in NOD mice by modifying cytokine
secretion of TH1/TH2 lymphocytes.
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NICOTINAMIDE PREVENTS THE DEVELOPMENT OF INSULIN
DEFICIENCY IN STREPTOZOTOCIN-TREATED NEWBORN RATS
N. Gorbenko, V. Poltorack, A. Gladkih and O. Borodina.
Ukrainian Scientific Research Institute of Endocrine Diseases
Pharmacotherapy, Kharkov, Ukraine
It has been shown that nicotinamide (NA), an inhibitor of poly
(ADP-ribose)synthase and free radical scavenger, offers protec-
tion to pancreatic beta cells against a variety of toxic or immune-
mediated insults. The aim of the study was to evaluate the pro-
tective effect of NA on the development of absolute and relative
insulin deficiency in streptozotocin (STZ)-treated newborn rats.
NA (500 mg/kg/day) was given to offspring's mother in diet for 10
days before and 5 days after STZ-injection (100 mg/kg i.p.). Pre-
and postnatal treatment with NA prevented basal hyperglycemia
(5.3±0.6 vs 11.4±0.5 mmol/l, p<0.01) and hypoinsulinemia
(127.0±10.4 vs 78.0±5.5 pmol/l, p<0.02) on the absolute insulin
deficiency stage (at day 5 after STZ-injection). NA administration
also protected basal hyperglycemia (p<0.05) and forming of glu-
cose intolerance on the relative insulin deficiency stage (at day
56): integral glycemia over the i.p. GTT was 32.1±1.4 vs 55.7±1.5
mmol/l, p<0.02 in untreated diabetic controls compared to
30.1±2.0 mmol/l in intact controls. All animals were sacrificed at
2 months of age and histological examination of pancreas re-
vealed normalisation of morphological structure of islets with
clear stimulation of beta-cells regeneration in rats treated with
NA. Moreover, there were no differences in ascorbate and
NADPH-dependent lipid peroxidation in liver of NA-treated ani-
mals and intact controls. We conclude that pre- and postnatal
treatment with NA protects the development both absolute and
relative insulin deficiency in STZ-treated newborn rats.
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Effect of testosterone on development of diabetes
S. Takei', H. Toyoda', K. Negishi', T. Awata',
S. Katayama' and J. Ishii' '4th Dept. of Int. Med.,
Saitama Med. Sch. Saitama, Japan 'Cedars-Sainai
Medical Center Los Angeles CA. U.S.A.

Nonobese diabetic (NOD) mouse strain has been utilized
as a model for type 1 diabetes. The autoimmune diabetes
is caused by lymphocytic infiltration and p -cell
destruction mediated by inflammatory T-cells. The
incidences of diabetes in female and male NOD mice are
65% and 5% at 30 weeks of age, respectively. This sexual
dimorphism suggests that sex-steroid hormones may play
an important role in the development of the disease. We,
therefore, investigated the effect of a male steroid
hormone, 5a -dihydrotestosterone(5DHT), on disease

development, T-cell phenotype, T-cell proliferation,
cytokine profiles and gene expression in female NOD mice,
All mice (n=8) that recieved 5DHT for 120 days did not
develop insulitis, whereas all untreated mice (n=8)
developed the disease. The percentage of CD4+ T cells in
peripheral blood mononuclear cells was decreased in the
5DHT treated mice compared to controls (37.1± 4.8% vs.
51.3± 9.3 %, p<0.02). Results of a syngeneic mixed
lymphocyte reaction (SMLR) demonstrated an increased
expression of a cytokine gene (IL-4) representing Th2
cell populations in splenic T cells obtained from 5DHT-
treated mice. These results suggest that SORT may have
direct effects on the expansion of Th2 cell populations
with subsequent restoration of normal immune responses.
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PORCINE BRAIN GAD AND CFA MAY PREVENT
INSULITIS AND DIABETES IN NOD MICE

Z.G. Zhou, W.Yang, Z.L.Yang, and J.X.Wen. Institute of Metabolism &

Endocrinology, Hunan Medical University, Changsha, China

This study aimed to investigate the preventive effect of glutamic acid
decarboxylase (GAD) and complete Freund's adjuvant (CFA) on insulitis
and diabetes in non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice. Six female NOD mice
were injected once intraperitoneally with 10 3g purified porcine brain GAD
at 4 weeks of age, 4 female NOD mice as control were injected once
intraperitonearlly with 10-3 g bovine serum albumin (BSA) at the same age; 5
female NOD mice were injected in the hind footpad with 0.05 ml CFA at 4
weeks of age, 6 female NOD mice as control were injected in the hind
footpad with 0.05 ml normal saline (NS) at the same age. The severity of
insulitis of GAD-treated mice were less than that of BSA-treated mice by 19
weeks of age (insulitis scores: 1.28±0.51 vs 2.36±0.93, P<0.05). By 30
weeks of age, none of 5 CFA-treated mice, compared with 3 of 6 control
mice, had developed diabetes. The severity of insulitis of CFA-treated
mice were less than that of control mice (insulitis scores: 1.84±0.75 vs
3.00±0.80, P<0.05). These data showed that porcine brain GAD purified
by our laboratory and CFA may be able to lessen insulitis severity of NOD
mice, and CFA may decrease incidence of diabetes in NOD mice.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: This study was funded by grant from the National

Natural Science Foundation of China (No. 39370343).
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Serological Markers of IDDM
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Detection of autoantibodies to the diabetes-associated antigen IA-2 with
non-radioactive assays compared to a validated radioligand assay
K. Löbner, N.G. Morgenthaler, U.Y. Khoo-Morgenthaler, M.R. Christie, J.
Seissler and W.A. Scherbaum. Department of Internal Medicine III,
University of Leipzig, Germany, and Department of Medicine, King's
College London, UK.
Autoantibodies to the tyrosine phosphatase-like protein IA-2 (IA-2A) are
important markers of IDDM. IA-2A are currently measured in radioligand
assays (RIA) using in vitro synthesised 35S-labelled antigen. We have
investigated non-radioactive methods for the detection of these antibodies
using E. coli derived IA-2 (Pinpoint, Promega). Intracytoplasmic IA-2 (IA-
2ic) and a control protein (non-sense protein produced by a frameshift)
were affinity purified, and used to coat ELISA plates. Additionally IA-tic
was dot-blotted directly onto nitrocellulose, or subjected to SDS-PAGE
followed by Western blotting. We tested 45 sera of RIA positive or negative
IDDM patients and 47 control sera. The results are summarized in the table;
all sera were negative in assays using the control protein.

The sensitivity of the ELISA and the dot blot was comparable to the
radioligand assay, but the dot blot had a lower specificity. The values of the
radioligand assay and the ELISA correlated (r=0,75; p<0,0001). Only one
third of IDDM patients was"positive in the Western blot, indicating that the
majority of I)^DM patients has autoantibodies to conformational epitopes,
and autoantibody binding to IA-2 may be heterogeneous in some patients.
These non-radioactive assays are potentially useful for the screening of
antibodies to IA-2 where radioactive facilities are not available.
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TEN DIABETES ASSOCIATED HUMAN MONOCLONAL GAD65-
AUTOANTIBODIES DEFINE SIX DISTINCT EPITOPES IN GAD65.
K. Syren, *L. Lindsay , B. Stoehrer, K. Jury, *S. Baekkeskov and W.

Richter, University of Ulm, Ulm, Germany and Hormone Research Institute,
University of California, San Francisco
Autoreactive islet cell antibodies (ICA) directed to distinct target antigens
are well-established markers for prediction and diagnosis of insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). We attempted to isolate human
monoclonal ICA to unknown islet cell antigens from patients newly
diagnosed with IDDM but no stable ICA-reactive B cell lines could be
obtained from 3 GAD-antibody-negative individuals. In contrast, four new
human monoclonal ICA-reactive B cell lines (MICA 7-10) were stabilized
from 2 out of 3 GAD-antibody-positive individuals tested. MICA 7 was
derived from an HLA DR4/11 * patient, MICA 8-10 were isolated from an
IDDM patient (HLA DR3/3) who also suffered from Graves' disease. MICA
7-10 were specific for GAD65. Therefore, they completed a set of six
GAD65-reactive human monoclonal ICA (MICA 1-6) which were derived
previously from an HLA DR1/7' individual. This suggests a high frequency
of GAD65-specific B cells compared to other ICA-reactive B cells in
peripheral blood at diagnosis of IDDM. Analysis of 5 N-terminal and 3 C-
terminal deletion mutants of GAD65 and blocking experiments by direct
immunohistochemistry demonstrated that MICA 7-10 define three novel
conformation dependent autoantigenic epitopes in GAD65. Using chimeric
molecules constructed of GAD65 and GAD67 fragments we further
narrowed down the epitopes of MICA 1-10. We identified three regions of
distinct immunogenicity in GAD65: a) an NH 2-terminal region spanning
amino acids (aa) 1-244 which was not sufficient for any epitope but
contributed to the binding of MICA 8 and 9 requiring aa 39-585; b) the
middle region encompassing aa 245-449 and harbouring the epitopes of
MICA 4, 6 and MICA 10 and c) the COON-terminal 135 aa which contained
the epitopes recognized by MICA 1, 2, 3 and MICA 7. In sum, three
analytical approaches demonstrated that MICA 1-10 define at least 6 distinct
autoreactive epitopes associated with IDDM and detect two domain
boundaries in GAD65.
Supported by grants of Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft Ri 707/1-2 to
WR and NIH grant #DK47043 to SB and an HFSP grant to SB and WR.
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IA-2 ANTIBODIES IN RELATION TO OTHER AUTOANTIBODIES AND
GENETIC RISK MARKERS IN CHILDREN WITH RECENT-ONSET IDDM
K.Savola, E.Bonifacio, E.Sabbah, P.Kulmala, P.Vahasalo, J.Karjalainen,
E.Tuomilehto-Wolf, H.K.Akerblom, M.Knip. University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland,
Scientific Institute of San Raffaele, Milan, Italy, National Public Health Institute,
Helsinki, Finland and the Children's Hospital, University of Helsinki, Helsinki,
Finland.
To study the role of antibodies to IA-2 (IA-2A) in IDDM we analyzed 756 newly
diagnosed patients younger than 15 years (mean age 8.5) for IA-2A, GAD65
antibodies (GADA) and insulin antibodies (IAA) with radiobinding assays, for islet
cell antibodies (ICA) with immunofluorescence and for HLA DR alleles by
serology. 73.4% of patients tested positive for IA-2A, 73.1% GADA, 48.6% for
IAA and 84.2% for ICA. Boys and girls had similar frequencies and levels of IA-
2A. There were no significant differences in the IA-2A frequencies between three
age groups (0-4.99, 5.0-9.99 and 10.0-14.99), but patients aged 5.0-9.99 years had
higher IA-2A levels (p<0.05) than the youngest children. There was a relatively
strong correlation between IA-2A and ICA levels (r-0.45; p<0.001), while no
relation was observed between IA-2A and GADA levels. A modest correlation was
seen between IA-2A and IAA (r-0.20; p<0.001). A higher proportion of the patients
tested positive for IA-2A and/or GADA than for ICA alone (91.5% vs. 84.2%;
p<0.001). This difference was most conspicuous in the oldest age group (92.9% vs.
77.4%; p<0.001). An overwhelming majority of the patients (87.5%) tested positive
for at least two disease associated autoantibodies. Only one antibody was detected in
8.8% of the children, and very few patients (3.7%) tested negative for all four
autoantibodies. The patients carrying the DR4/x phenotype (x is other than DR3 or
DR2) had higher antibody levels (p<0.001) than the other cases. Only about one
third (35.3%) of the patients with DR 3/y phenotype (y is other than DR4 or DR2)
tested positive for IA-2A and they had decreased antibody levels (p<0.001). These
results indicate that the combination of IA-2A and GADA has a higher sensitivity
for IDDM than ICA alone, especially in subjects older than 10 years. IA-2A are
closely associated with the DR4 allele in contrast to GADA, which have been shown
to associate with the DR3 allele.
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EPITOPE SPECIFIC PRESENTATION OF GLUTAMIC ACID
DECARBOXYLASE, GAD,,, IN HUMAN B-CELL LINES

Reijonen H 1), Masewicz S'), Wicker L 2), Elliott J3), and Nepom G ')
^ 1 Virginia Mason Research Center, Seattle, USA 2) Merck Research Labs,
Rahway, NJ, USA;') Department of Medical Microbiology and Immunology,
University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Antigen processing and presentation of two immunogenic epitopes of GAD65
was analyzed using DRB1*0401 restricted murine T-cell hybridomas specific
for peptides corresponding to GAD 274-286 and 114-126. Using immortalized
B-lymphoblastoid cell lines derived from diabetic patients, subjects with GAD
autoantibodies or healthy individuals, presentation of exogenously added GAD65

protein was investigated. Two B-cell lines pulsed with GAD protein were
efficient for processing and presentation of both epitopes, but interestingly, four
other B-cell lines displayed an epitope specific presentation pattern: The GAD
274-286 epitope was efficiently presented whereas stimulation of the T cell
hybridoma specific for GAD 114-126 was not induced. All B-cell lines
efficiently presented peptides corresponding to the particular epitopes, indicating
that the differences occurred at the level of antigen processing. The deficiency
of presentation in terms of epitope 114-126 generated from GAD protein was not
due to a global defect in the processing machinery since these cell lines were
capable of presenting exogenously added human serum albumin (HSA) protein
equally well. These differences suggest either quantitative or qualitative
variation in the intrinsic ability of antigen-presenting cells from different
individuals to process and present specific antigenic peptides derived from an
important autoantigen. Epitope specific presentation of GAD 65 in human B-cell
lines may have implications for events involved in triggering of the autoimmune
response against dominant GAD 65 epitopes or in determinant spreading towards
subdominant epitopes during the disease course.
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CAN BIOCHEMICALLY BASED ASSAYS FOR ISLET
AUTOANTIBODY DETECTION REPLACE THE CLASSICAL ICA
TEST?
D. Lazard, N. Weintraub, S. Assa, K. Bloch, N. Abramov,
Z. Josefsberg, M. Karp and P. Vardi. The National Center for
Childhood Diabetes, SCMCI, and FMRC, Tel Aviv University, Israel.

Islet cell antibodies (ICA) continue to serve as the principal serological
test for definition of active autoimmunity of the beta-cells. In the last
decade biochemically-defined beta-cell antigens were described, leading
to the development of sensitive and specific autoantibody assays, to be
used in prediction of insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). The
aim of our study was to examine the value of using combinatorial
biochemically-based serological assays such as autoantibodies to insulin
(IAA), glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) and ICA512 in replacement
of the traditionally used ICA assay. Blood samples of 114 newly
diagnosed IDDM patients aged 12±5yrs (range 2months - 29 years)
taken at or soon after diagnosis (mean 5±4 days, range 0 -30 days)
were tested for ICA (indirect immunofluorescence), IAA, GAD and
ICA512 (radiobinding assay). The latter 2 assays were performed using
recombinant human [35S]-labelled antigen produced by in vitro
transcription/translation. Using these tests we found that 90.3%
(103/114) of our patients expressed 1 or more, 78.9% (90/114) 2 or
more and 58.8% (67/114) 3 or more markers. Despite the improvement
provided by an enlarged battery of assays, 9.6% of the tested sera did
not react in any of the tests performed. We found that a lower number
of sera scored positive for ICA and/or IAA (80.7%, 92/114) than for 1
or more of IAA, GAD, or ICA512 (88.6%, 101/114). Interestingly,
only 2/114 (1.7%) were positive for ICA and negative for the other 3
markers. We conclude that combinatorial testing for IAA, GAD and
ICA512 can advantageously replace the traditionally used ICA/IAA test
for prediction of IDDM.
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Molecular mimicry in IDDM: The PEVKEK motif of coxsackie B
virus protein 2C and glutamate decarboxylase binds to HLA-DR3.
G.R. Vreugdenhil l, A.Gelukz, T.HM Ottenhoff, W.JG. Melchers', B.O.
Roep2and JMD. Galama 1 . University of Njmegen, Nijmegen, The
Netherlands; 2 University of Leiden, Leiden, The Netherlands.
Molecular mimicry between coxsackievirus B4 protein 2C and the
autoantigen glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD65) has been proposed to
play a role in the pathogenesis of insulin dependent diabetes mellitus. To
investigate whether the sequence homology between GAD6 5 and p2C
(PEVKEK) is restricted to coxsackie B4 we studied conservation of the
homologous sequence within the family of enteroviruses. Sequence
analysis of the p2C encoding genome of a number of coxsackie B-like
enterovirus isolates showed that the mimicry motif and flanking
sequences are highly conserved in different members of the coxsackie B-
like group. In the polio-like enteroviruses no homology to GAD65 was
found. Molecular mimicry is therefore restricted to the coxsackie B-like
enteroviruses, which represent the most prevalent enteroviruses.
Furthermore, the relevance of the mimicry motif for induction of
autoimmunity to GAD6 5 was studied in an HLA-peptide binding assay
using the diabetes-associated HLA-DR3, DR4 and DRI molecules.
Peptides derived from GAD65 and p2C, containing the PEVKEK motif,
were found to bind with equal affinity to DR3. Replacement of amino
acids in the motif showed that PEVKEK binds within the peptide binding
groove of the DR3 molecule and thereby can be presented to the immune
system. No binding was found with DR4 or DRI. These results suggest
that molecular mimicry indeed may play a role in the development of
diabetes. Furthermore, although exposure to the motif is frequent,
molecular mimicry might be restricted to HLA-DR3 positive patients.
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GAD65 AND ICA512 AUIOANIIBODIES AS DISEASE MARKERS AND TIIQR NATURAL
HLS1DRYINAPOPULATIONOFYOUNGINSUUN-DEPENDENTDIABETiC PATIENIS.
MM Zanone, M. Pietropaolo*, E. Catalfamo, R Quadri, M Peakman*, S. James*, L
Chiandussi, F. Cemtti** and M. Tmcco*. Depts. of Internal Medicine and **Paediatrics, Univ.
of Torino, Italy, *Dept of Immunogenetics, Children's Hospital, Pittsburgh, USA.
Circulating autoantibodies to islet autoantigens, glutarnic acid decatboxylase (GAD65) and
tyrosine phosphatase ICA512, measured in conflation, have been proposed as predictive
markers of IDDM To analyse their potential for screening children with these markers, we
examined their sensitivity in identifying IDDM in a population of 59 children at diagnosis of
IDDM (mean (SD) age 7.5 (4) years). We also examined the natural history of the
autoantibodies amongst childhood diabetics in 91 adolescents with IDDM (age 14.7 (1.6) years;
mean duration of IDDM 7 (3.5) years). 42 normal adolescents (age 14.6 (1.8) years) without
family history of IDDM were the control group. GAD65 and ICA512 autoantibodies were
assessed by a quantitative radioimmunoprecipitation assay, using in vitro transcribed/translated
proteins and expressed as indices derived using standard positive and negative sem. GAD65
and ICA512 autoanubodies were detected in 53% and 64% of newly diagnosed IDDM
children There was no correlation between levels of C peptide and levels of autoantibodies.
80% had at least one autoantibody, but the autoantibodies occurred together in only 37"/0.24"/0
of ICA negative patients had at least one of the two autoantibodies. 1/42 of controls (2%) had
GAD65 autoantibodies and another control had ICA512 autoantibodies. GAD65 and ICA512
autoantibodies were present in 44% and 45% of diabetic adolescents, and occurred together in
21% of the adolescents. The mean ICA512 index was significantly higher amongst the newly
diagnosed patients (p<0.001), and levels tended to decline with diabetes duration (p 0.058). At
diagnosis, levels of GAD65 autoantibodies correlated with age (p0.05), and in the adolescent
patients levels did not decline with diabetes duration In the adolescent patients, the presence of
ICA512 was significantly associated with ICA (p<0.05) and mean ICA512 index was higher
in ICA positive than in ICA negative patients (p<0.005). Our findings indicate that positivity
for either GAD65 or ICA512 autoantibodies is a highly sensitive marker of IDDM in the
paediatric age group, while positivity for both has a diagnostic sensitivity of 37%. The
association between presence and levels of ICA512 autoantibodies and ICA suggests tyrosine
phosphatase atone of the ICA target autoantigens, supported by the finding of higher levels of
ICA512 at diagnosis, declining with diabetes duration
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STRUCTURAL PREREQUISITES OF ANTIGENIC MIMICRY BE-

TWEEN ICA69 (TEP69) AND BSA (ABBOS)
H.-M. Dosch, J. C. Gorga*, R.K. Cheung, J. Gay* and D. J. Becker*,

Departments of Pediatrics, Univ. of Toronto and *Pittsburgh
ICA69 is a neuroendocrine protein with maximal expression in (3-cells.
The function of the 4 ICA69 isoforms is unknown, but it is a frequent

target of diabetic
autoimmunity. There are

% maximal T cell response (n=7) 	 3 regions of homology
between ICA69 and

	CDEFQADEKKFWGKYLYE	 bovine serum albumin

	

CDEFKADE.&KFWGKYLYE	 (BSA), one of several
n 	 CDEFKADEKLFWGKYLYE	 cow milk constituents

	• 	 that engender abnormal
immune responses in

	• 	 diabetes. Studies of
autoreactive T cells in

	TKQAFIQATGKKEDEHVV	 newly diabetic children
•	 TKQAFIKATGQKEDEHVV	 and NOD mice have

	

^YsUIKATGKEDEHVV	 delineated two dominant
T cell epitopes in these

	

„,	 two molecules that show
fully reciprocal antigenic
mimicry as well as cross-
tolerance (in NOD mice):

ABBOS (in BSA) and Tep69 (in ICA69). A model was proposed, where
early exposure to dietary BSA would generate ABBOS-specific T cell
repertoires that could target beta cell ICA69. As shown in the figure, the
linear homology between ABBOS and Tep69 consists of 4 identically
spaced amino acids (KA..KK). Here we have used ALA mapping with
replacement peptides in patient T cell proliferation assays and find that
these 4 residues are absolutely critical for the observed T cell mimicry.
These and experiments in NOD mice define the structural constraints of
mimicry between BSA and ICA69.
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ANTIBODIES TO ICA512 AND GAD65 IN INSULIN-DEPENDENT
DIABETES (IDDM) PATIENTS FROM LATVIA.
A. Shtauvere, I. Rumba, I. Dzivite, A Falorni and CB. Sanjeevi. Dept of
Molecular Medicine, Stockholm; Dept of Pediatrics, Riga; Dept. of Internal
Medicine, Endocrine & Metabolic Sciences, Perugia. Sweden, Latvia, Italy.

Antibodies to tyrosine pyrophosphatase (ICA512) and glutamate
decarboxylase 65 (GAD65) are most prevalent in Caucasians with IDDM.
The aim of our study was to determine the prevalence of ICA512 and
GAD65 antibodies (Ab) in IDDM patients (n=87) and 90 healthy controls
from Latvia.. ICA512Ab and GAD65Ab were evaluated by RIA using in
vitro translated recombinant human 35S-ICA512 and 35S-GAD65
respectively. In controls, ICA512Ab were present in 5/90 (5%) and
GAD65Ab in 3/90 (3%). In IDDM, ICA512Ab were present in 36/87
(41%a)(p<0.0o1 vs controls) and GAD65Ab in 58/87 (67%) (p<0.001 vs
controls). The frequency of ICA512Ab in 0-5 years age was 8/16
(50%)which is higher than that observed in older (>5 years) patients
(28/71,39%)(p=ns) whereas GAD65Ab was lower in patients with 0-5 years
of age (6/16, 38%) than in older (>5 years) patients (51/71,72%)(p<0.01).
Both ICA512Ab and GAD65Ab were higherin frequency in female (20/42,
48% and 32/42, 76% respectively) than male patients (16/45, 35% and
26/45, 58% respectively). Both ICA512Ab and GAD65Ab were found
simultaneously in 22/87 (25%); both Abs were absent in 15/87 (17%);
either ICA512Ab or GAD65Ab was present in 72/87 (83%); A total of
12/87 (14%) IDDM patients was ICA512Ab+/GAD65Ab-, whereas 36/87
(41 %) patients were ICA512Ab-/GAD65Ab+.
We conclude that IDDM patients from Latvia, have ICA512Ab and
GAD65Ab at a significantly high frequency as compared to healthy
controls. In conformity with previous observations in Swedish IDDM
patients, GAD65 appears to be major autoantigen in Latvian IDDM.
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CONSTRUCTION OF AN ANTIBODY PHAGE DISPLAY LIBRARY
FROM 7 PATIENTS WITH TYPE - I DIABETES MELLITUS
K. M. Jury, P. Sohnlein, A. Kurkhaus, U. Scheidt, B.O. Bohm and W.
Richter, University of Ulm, Ulm, Germany
The panel of human monoclonal IgG antibodies (hmabs) related to insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) is still small. The prediction of IDDM
and the standardization of islet cell autoantibody (ICA) assays will be
improved when hmabs specific for diabetes-related autoantigens and their
characteristic epitopes will be available. The phage display technology is a

powerful tool for the generation of recombinant human antibody fragments
(Fragment antigen binding, Fab). Aim of our approach was 1.) to generate a
large combinatorial Fab phage display library characteristic for the humoral
immune response at onset of IDDM and 2.) to isolate from this library new
human islet cell autoantibody fragments directed to any relevant autoantigen
in IDDM. To validate the applied techniques we established phage display of
Fab and expression of soluble Fab molecules for MICA 2 and MICA 4, two
human monoclonal GAD65-reactive IgGI autoantibodies obtained by
conventional methods. The genes of the light chains (L) and of the variable
region plus first constant region (Pd) of the heavy chains (H) were cloned into
phagemid pComb3HSS. The antibody fragments were expressed as fusion
proteins with the coat protein cp III of bacteriophage M13 (Phab) and as
soluble Fabs in E. coli. Phabs and soluble Fabs derived from MICA 2 and
MICA 4 bound to human GAD65 in an indirect ELISA with immobilized
antigen and in a dot blot analysis with immobilized phages. This demonstrates
that the chosen phage display system is suitable for enrichment and
production of IDDM-related Fab. The antibody phage display library was
generated from 10 8 peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) pooled from seven
individuals with high ICA titers at onset of IDDM. The library is now ready
to be screened for high affinity Fabs to any autoantigen relevant for IDDM.
The approach we described may be useful in identifying new IDDM-related
antibody specifities to known and unknown islet cell antigens in type-I
diabetes. Supported by grants of DFG Ri 707/1-2 and HFSP 361-95 to W.R.
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ANTIBODIES TO ICA512 AND GAD65 IN INSULIN-DEPENDENT
DIABETES (IDDM) PATIENTS FROM EASTERN INDIA.
CB. Sanjeevi, A. Shtauvere, A. Kanungo, K.C. Samal, B.B. Tripathy, and
A. Falorni. Dept of Molecular Medicine, Stockholm; Dept of
Endocrinology, Cuttack; Dept. of Internal Medicine, Endocrine and
Metabolic Sciences, Perugia. Sweden, India and Italy.

Antibodies to tyrosine pyrophosphatase (ICA512) and glutamate
decarboxylase 65 (GAD65) are frequently present in Caucasian patients
with IDDM. The prevalence of ICA512 and GAD65 antibodies (Ab) in
IDDM (n=74), and 123 healthy controls from Cuttack in Eastern India.
was determined. ICA512Ab and GAD65Ab were evaluated by RIA using
in vitro translated recombinant human 35S-ICA512 and 35S-GAD65
respectively. In controls, ICA512Ab were present in 3/123 (2%) and
GAD65Ab in 8/123 (7%). In IDDM, ICA512Ab were present in
32/74(43%)(p<0.001 vs controls) and GAD65Ab in 12/74
(16%)(p<0.001 vs controls). In IDDM, the frequency of ICA512Ab was
lower in patients with short term (0-4 years) (14/44,32%) than long term
duration (>4 years)(18/30, 60%)(p<0,05) whereas GAD65Ab frequency
was higher in patients with short-term (0-4 years) (9/44, 20%) than with
long-term duration (>4 years) (4/30, 13%)(p=0.42). Both ICA512Ab and
GAD65Ab were higher in frequency in male (20/42, 48% and 9/42, 21%
respectively) than female patients (12/32, 38% and 3/32, 9% respectively).
In IDDM patients, 30/74 (41%) were both ICA512Ab and GAD65Ab
negative; 4/74 (5%) were both Abs positive; 36174 (49%) were either
ICA512Ab or GAD65Ab positive; 28/74 (38%) were ICA512Ab positive
and GAD65Ab negative; and 8/74 (11%) were ICA512Ab negative and
GAD65Ab positive.

We conclude that patients from Cuttack in Eastern India, have ICA5I2Ab
and GAD65Ab in IDDM at a low but significant frequency compared to
controls. ICA512 and not GAD65 is the major autoantigen in the IDDM
patients from Eastern India. ICA512Ab and GAD65Ab account for only
49% of patients suggesting that an additional major autoantigen is
involved in the etiopathogenesis of IDDM in this population.
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ACTIVITY DEPENDENT BIOSYNTHESIS AND EXPRESSION OF SULPHATIDE
IN ISLET CELLS
A.Ekblond, P.Fredmann and K.Buschard, Bartholin Instituttet, Kommunehospi-
talet, Copenhagen K, Denmark.
The aim of this study was to describe activity dependence of sulphatide, 3'-
sulphogalactosylceramide, which has been identified in insulin granules of
beta cells in the islets of Langerhans in the pancreas. Sulphatide is thought
to play a role in the pathogenesis of IDDM, as circulating sulphatide
antibodies are found in both BB rats and diabetic patients. It has been
suggested, that beta cell activity is of importance during the development of
IDDM. In fact, islet cell activity dependent cytotoxicity has been shown. This
might be explained by certain antigens being co-released or expressed with
insulin. By FACS analysis, glucose stimulated activity dependent islet cell
expression of sulphatide was examined using a sulphatide specific monoclo-
nal antibody, Sulph I. Activity dependent islet cell synthesis of sulphatide
was also examined. This was done by adding radiolabelled precursors to islet
culture medium followed by extraction of lipids and TLC-ELIZA of the purified
sulphatide fraction. FACS analysis showed a significant influence of glucose
stimulation upon sulphatide expression. After 12 h, the mean percentage±-
SEM of Sulph I positive cells after glucose deprivation (4 mM) was 23±8%,
whereas the percentage of positive cells after glucose stimulation (18 mM)
was 33±7%, P=0.01 (n=4). After 18 h incubation the picture is reversed,
as 42±2% beta cells are positive after deprivation and only 37±6% are
positive after stimulation, P=0.3 (n=4). Chromatography and colometric
scanning of the Sulph I positive bands showed, that after 24 h in culture, the
sulphatide content in stimulated islets was half (1 nmol/600 islets) that
observed in glucose deprived islets (2 nmol/600 islets). In conclusion,
expression of the beta cell antigen sulphatide is activity dependent, but
exhaustion after a longer period of glucose stimulation is acompanied by an
insufficient capacity to synthesize and express sulphatide.
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HIGH CONCORDANCE OF GAD 65 ANTIBODIES AND
ISLET CELL ANTIBODIES IN RECENT ONSET IDDM
PATIENTS AND IN IDDM OF LONG DURATION
C. Jaeger, J. Allendorfer, E. Hatziagelaki, K Federlin and R.G.
Bretzel. Medical Clinic 1II and Policlinic, Justus-Liebig University,
Giessen, Germany

In recent onset IDDM most of the islet cell antibody positive patients
are also positive for GAD 65 antibodies. In this study we investigated
the frequency and levels of co-existence of GAD 65 antibodies and
ICA in 105 longterm IDDM patients (median duration: 21 years;
range: 10-46 years) compared to 259 recent onset IDDM patients.
GAD 65 antibodies were detected in a radioligand-binding-assay,
using recombinant human GAD 65 as tracer and islet cell antibodies
were determined by indirect inununofluorescence on human pancreas.
Among the long-term IDDM patients GAD 65 antibodies were pre-
sent in 32%, whereas, islet cell antibodies were observed in 20%
(p<0.05). By contrast, in the group of recent onset IDDM patients
78% were positive for GAD 65 antibodies but there was no signi-
ficant difference in the frequency of islet cell antibodies which were
found in 82% of the patients. In both groups of patients autoanti-
bodies to GAD 65 were significantly more frequent in ICA positive
individuals (p<0.01) and the index levels of GAD 65 antibodies were
positively associated with higher ICA titres (p<0.01). In summary
humoral autoimmunity to GAD 65 is closely associated with the pre-
sence and higher titres of ICA and tend to disappear more slowly than
islet cell antibodies. The high concordance of GAD 65 antibodies with
islet cell antibodies is striking supporting the hypothesis that there is
an overlap in the humoral immune response directed to islet specific
antigens although the time course appears to be different.
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MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES AGAINST THE SURFACE OF INS-1
INSULINOMA CELLS
C. Konidaris' and G.K. Papadopoulos2. Laboratory of Biological Chemistry
and zlmmunology, University of Ioannina Medical School, Ioannina,
GREECE
INS-1 is an established eel line from the rat (parent cell RIN tumour), R-
mer- captoethanol dependent, characterised by functional and
morphological properties similar to the rat 43-cell. Confluence of cultured
INS-1 cells is reached by 10-11 days and the doubling time is 100 hours. In
this study we generated monoclonal antibodies to INS-1 in order to study
the various functional and differentiation antigens of this line. Balb/c mice
were immunised with whole cells and fusion of immune spleen cells with
NSO myeloma cells generated several hybrids. Screening of hybridoma
supernatants for reactivity in an ELISA assay of INS-1 extract or whole
cells yielded a number of positive clones. After two rounds of cloning by
limiting dilutions two clones, 2F8 and B2D6, that were positive in both
assays were selected for further analysis. Both clones are of IgM class
and are positive for cell surface immunofluorescence. Analysis by flow
cytometry revealed that antibody 2F8 reacted with INS-1 cells in a time-of-
culture-dependent manner (% positive cells from the 7th to the 11th day of
culture 24 and 65 respectively). B2D6 was also reactive on this assay.
Dilutions for flow cytometry for both assays were from 1:1000 to 1:4000,
with a less than 10% decrease in staining at the latter dilution. By contrast,
both antibodies were reactive with RIN-5AH cells throughout the culture
period of 3 days (e.g. on day 2, 44.3% pos. with 2F8, and 75.0% with
B2D6). Neither antibody reacted with rat splenic lymphocytes or
monocytes. These antibodies could not inhibit the growth of RIN-5AH cells
in culture, in three-fold dilutions of 1:2500 up to 1:202500, when added
concurrently with or 24, or 48 hrs after the seeding of the cells. The
antigenic specificity(ies) of these antibodies and their possible effect(s) on
INS-1 and RIN-5AH function is currently under investigation.
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FREQUENCY OF AUTOANTIBODIES AGAINST SIX DIABETES-RELATED
AUTOANTIGENS IN NEWLY DIAGNOSED TYPE 1 DIABETIC PATIENTS.
C.Tiberti, E.Anastasi, P.Torresi, E.Vecci, M.L.Loffredi, F.Dotta and U.Di Mario.
University of Rome "La Sapienza"and University of RC-Catanzaro, Italy.
Several autoantibodies have been found in sera of patients at or before the onset of
type 1 diabetes; despite that various studies showed that a number of new onset type 1
diabetics at diagnosis (15-20%) seem to be autoantibody negative (whatever the test
used); this finding could reflect the use of low sensitivity assays or more probably the
study of an insufficient number of autoantigens in each patient serum. In this work
we have combined the search for autoantibodies towards both protein and non protein
antigens to better characterize this potential subgroup of autoantibody negative
patients. Antibodies to islet pancreatic cells (ICA), glutamic acid decarboxylase
(GAD65Abs), insulin (CIAA), amino acid residues 256-976 of the IA-2 molecule
(ICA512bdc). monosialoganglioside GM2-1 (GM2-lAbs) and disialoganglioside
GD3 (GD3Abs) were investigated in 78 new onset type 1 diabetic sera (45 males,
mean age 12.9±8.0; 33 females, mean age 11.3±8.2). ICA were measured by indirect
immrmofluorescence, CIAA by a competitive fluid-phase radioassay, GAD65Abs and
ICA512bdc by radioassay using in vitro transcribed and translated recombinant
human GAD65 or ICA512 bdc respectively, GM2-lAbs by an immuno-TLC method
and GD3Abs by ELISA. ICA were detected in 56.4% (42/78), CIAA in 57.7%
(45/78), 'GAD65Abs in 70.5% (55/78), ICA512bdc in 53.8% (42/78), GM2-lAbs in
61.5% (48/78), GD3Abs in 35.9% (28/78) type 1 diabetic sera respectively. Patient
sera positive for at least one autoantibody were 97.4% (76/78). 9.0% of type 1
diabetic sera were positive for one, 19.2% for two, 19.2% for three, 26.9% for four.
15.4% for five and 7.7% for all the antibodies tested; it is of note that of the 7 patients
with only one autoantibody positivity, 3 were GM2-lAbs positive and none
ICA512bdc or GD3Abs positive. In conclusion, the combined study of a large panel
of diabetes-related antibodies against protein and non protein antigens at disease
onset restricts to less than 3% the percentage of type 1 diabetics apparently without
humoral autoimmune phenomena.
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CLASSICAL INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES VERSUS LATENT
AUTOIMMUNE DIABETES IN ADULTS: TWO DIFFERENT ENTITIES?
I.Libman, D.Becker, M.Pietropaolo, J.Gay, J.MacGregor, R. Phillips,
S.Pietropaolo, K.Riley, M.Smith, R.Vergona, A.Drash and R.LaPorte. University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USA

We evaluated conversion to diabetes in 53 individuals from a cohort of 5034 first
degree relatives who have been followed for periods up to 17 years and who
presented signs of B-cell autoimmunity, either islet cell antibody (ICA), antibodies
to glutamic acid decarboxylase 65kd (GAD65) or to ICA512 (IA-2). We were
struck by the fact that 14 appeared to be latent autoimmune diabetes in adults
(LADA) and thus we prospectively investigated differences between the classical
IDDM and the LADA group. The 53 converters were classified into two groups:
group I (classical), who started insulin treatment immediately or within 1 year of
diagnosis (n=39) and group II (LADA), who started insulin treatment 1 - 8 years
after diabetes diagnosis (n=14). The mean age at start of insulin treatment was 23
years in group I and 43 years in group II. The frequency of antibodies in the first
blood drawn prior to diabetes diagnosis was:

Group I	 Group II
(n=39)	 (n=14)

ICA* 92.3% (36) 64.2% (9)
GAD* 87.2% (34) 50.0% (7)
IA-2 53.8%(21) 35.7%(5)
ICA + GAD* 84.6% (33) 42.9% (6)
ICA + IA-2 51.3% (20) 28.5% (4)
ICA + GAD + IA-2 46.1% (18) 28.5%u (4)
* significant at 0.05 level, when comparing group I vs group II

We conclude that the characteristics of these two groups before the onset of diabetes
are different in that the prevalence of ICA and GAD 65 autoantibodies is lower in
LADA as compared to the classic converters. These results clearly suggest the
existence of a slow progressing autoimmune form of diabetes which has been called
LADA and which can occur in families of pediatric IDDM probands.
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CORRELATION BETWEEN THE PRESENCE OF IAA, GAD-AB AND

ICA AND AB-BSA IN CHILDREN WITH NEWLY DIAGNOSED IDDM.

D. Cislak, A. Bgkowska, J. Drufynska, B. Dorant, and C. Wojcikowski;

Department of Endocrinology, Institute of Obstetrics and Gynecology,

Medical University, Gdansk, Poland.

It has been suggested that anti-bovine serum albumin (BSA) antibodies may

participate in the autoimmune process leading to the destruction of pancreatic

B-cells. The aim of the present study was to assess correlation between the

frequency of a,sti-islet cell autoantibodies (ICA), anti-insulin autoantibodies

(IAA), and anti-glutmnic acid decarboxylase (GAD) autoantibodies with

anti-BSA-antibodies in newly-diagnosed diabetic children.

We examined 67 children (age 4-16) during 1 month after diagnosis of

IDDM. Anti-IAA and GAD autoantibodies were measured with RIA, and

anti-ICA and BSA antibodies were measured with FIA.

Anti-IAA, GAD and BSA antibodies were found in 13%, 31% and 22%,

respectively. Anti-BSA-positive subjects were anti-IAA and anti-GAD

positive in 44°%% and 57%, respectively. In 5 cases all kinds of examined

antibodies were found.

Our results confirm the possible role of BSA antibodies in the IDDM

development.
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DEFINING DIFFERENCES IN ANTIGEN-SPECIFIC ANTIBODIES
ASSOCIATED WITH TYPE 1 AND TYPE 2 DIABETES
D.Favat. 3 , M.I.Hawat, A.L.Notkins 2 , G.Sacchetti 3 'G.De Mattia3 ,
R.D.G. Lesliet, tLondon, UK, 2Bethesda, Maryland, USA. 3Roma,
Italy.
Islet antigens associated with Type 1 insulin dependent diabetes (IDDM)
include a protein tyrosine phosphatase-like molecule, IA-2 of 979
aminoacids containing an intracellular fragment from 603 to 979 (IA-
2ic) and glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD 65). The extent of the
immune response, reflected by a combination of antibodies to these two
antigens is highly predictive of IDDM. GAD 65 antibodies have also
been found in patients with non-insulin dependent diabetes (NIDDM)
who can progress to insulin dependency. To determine for the first time
whether antibody responses to different antigens or different
specificities of the same antigen distinguish NIDDM and IDDM patients
we studied antibodies to IA-2, IA-2ic and GAD 65 in: a) 260 NIDDM
subjects, b) 60 newly-diagnosed IDDM patients, c) 156 Controls. Of
the 260 NIDDM patients antibodies to both IA-2 and IA-2ic were tested
in 115. In NIDDM and IDDM, antibodies to GAD 65 were detected in
10% (26/260) and 77% (46/60) respectively, to IA-2ic in 5% (12/260)
and 67% (40/60) respectively, and to either in fewer NIDDM 10%
(26/260) than IDDM 87% (52/60) patients (p<0.0001); 1/156 controls
had IA-2 but no other antibodies. Combinations of GAD 65 and IA-2ic
antibodies were less prevalent in NIDDM 27% (7/26) than IDDM 63%
(32/51) ; p<O.002). Of the NIDDM patients with antibodies to IA-2 or
IA-tic only 4/17 had antibodies to both, compared with 37/40 IDDM
patients (p<0.01). In summary, antibodies to IA-2ic and GAD 65 in
NIDDM compared to IDDM patients are less prevalent, less likely to
occur in combination and, for IA-2, show a more restricted specificity.
Thus, antibodies in NIDDM patients show restricted specificity both
between antigens and within an antigen.
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GLUTAMIC ACID DECARBOXYLASE AND ISLET CELL ANTIBODIES
IN IDDM AND FIRST-DEGREE RELATIVES IN ANDALUSIAN
J. Ortego, F. Guerrero, C. Rodriguez, M. Aguilar, I. Gavilan, L.
Escobar, MJ. Palomo, JM. Freire, M. Carrasco and JA. Brieva.
Endocrinology and Immunology Units. H Puerta del Mar, Cadiz, Spain

The aim of this study was to evaluate the frequency of glutamic acid
decarboxylase and islet cell antibodies (GADA and ICA) in IDDM and
first-degree relatives (FDR). 136 subjects with IDDM, 280 FDR and
100 controls were analyzed as a part of the European nicotinamide
diabetes intervention trial. GADA were measured by RIA, and ICA
were determined by indirect immunofluorescence. Age, sex and
IDDM duration were analyzed and related to both GADA and ICA. In
IDDM group, GADA were positive in 38.5% (35/91; males: 16; age:
22±10; IDDM duration: 3.3±3.9), and ICA were positive in 20.5%
(25/122; males: 12; age: 14.7±6.1; IDDM duration: 1.7±2.6), and
both antibodies were positive in 13% (10/77). Age and sex were not
related to the presence of these autoantibodies. However, IDDM
duration was related inversely to ICA and GADA. In FOR group,
GADA were positive in 5.6% (11/195; males: 6; age: 17.8±9.5),
and ICA were positive in 1.5% (4/271; males: 3; age: 19.2±11.3),
and both antibodies were positive in 1.1 % 12/186). All controls were
negative. The frequency of GADA and ICA in Andalusian affected
IDDM and relatives is similar to other Caucasian population. Both
autoantibodies could be useful for diagnosis of IDDM and screening
of high risk subjects to prevention trials among first relatives.
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DIAGNOSTIC SENSITIVITY OF AUTOANTIBODIES TO TYROSINE
PHOSPHATASE-LIKE PROTEINS IA-2 AND IA-28 IN IDDM AND NIDDM
J. Seissler, N. G. Morgenthaler, H. Steinbrenner, U.Y. Khoo-Morgenthaler, M.S. Lan',
A.L. Notkins', W.A. Scherbaum. Department of Internal Medicine III, University of
Leipzig, and 'Laboratory of Oral Medicine, NIH, Bethesda, USA.

To evaluate the diagnostic sensitivity of antibodies to tyrosine phosphatase-like proteins
IA-2 (anti-IA-2) and IA-2I1 (anti-IA-211) for IDDM and latent insulin-dependent
diabetes in adults (LADA) we tested sera from IDDM patients (age 0-40, median 17
years) and patients classified as non insulin-dependent diabetes (NIDDM, age 40-66,
median 53 years) with diet failure 0.5-10 years after diagnosis who had preserved
residual beta cell function (C-peptide >0.6 mnol/1). Autoantibodies were measured by
radioligand assay using the recombinant intracytoplasmic IA-2 or IA-211 and were
compared to antibodies to glutamic acid decarboxylase (GADA) and cytoplasmic islet
cell antibodies (ICA). Out of 200 patients with IDDM, 112 (56.0%) had anti-IA-2
and 76 (38.0%) were positive for anti-IA-211. The frequencies of anti-IA-2 and anti-
IA-28 were 70% and 49% in young children below age 10, 70% and 48% in patients
aged 11-20 years but only 34% and 21% in patients above 20 years of age. Among
subjects with anti-IA-20 73 of 76 (96.1%) were found positive for anti-IA-2. In all age
groups both anti-IA-2 and anti-IA-26 were significantly associated with the presence of
ICA but not with GADA (p<0.o01). Combined screening for anti-IA-2 and GADA
identified 89% of all patients with IDDM and 94% of ICA positive subjects. In patients
classified as NIDDM 19% (36 of 200) were found positive for one autoantibody
specificity suggesting the presence of LADA. Only a few sera of LADA patients had
anti-IA-2 (n = 3) or anti-IA-H, (n = 1) whereas GADA were present in 18 and ICA in
27 patients. All sera positive for anti-IA-2 or anti-IA-213 had ICA, 18 patients had ICA
alone and l lwere positive for GADA alone.
Our data indicate that antibodies to IA-2 are a sensitive marker for IDDM in childhood
and adolescence but are of only limited value for IDDM in adults. The low prevalence
of anti-LA-2 in NIDDM emphasizes the importance of both ICA and GADA to identify
patients with LADA. Anti-IA-28 may indicate a heterogeneous autoimmune response
in a subgroup of anti-IA-2 positive individuals whose significance is still unknown.
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MEASUREMENT OF GADA USING RADIOLIGAND BINDING
ASSAY, RIA AND IRMA IN KOREAN PATIENTS WITH
IDDM. HW Lee, KC Won, IH Cho, Hy-W Lee and IK Lee * .
Yeungnam University, Keimyung University % Taegu, Korea.

IDDM is an autoinimune disease in which serum antibodies
against islet antigens have been recognized. These include insulin
autoantibodies, cytoplasmic islet cell antibodies (ICA), ICA 512 and
GAD antibodies(GADA). Recently, there is increasing interest in the
use of GADA for identification of subjects at increased risk of
developing IDDM. However, because the classic assays of GADA
are still rather time-consuming, a more simple and reproducible
radioligand binding assay is widely used recently. Also, RIA and
IRMA for GADA using 121 - labelled human GAD have been
developed. To evaluate the prevalence of GADA (measured by
radioligand binding assay, radioimmunoassay and IRMA) in Korean
patients with IDDM and to observe the associations of GADA
with ICA, we tested 26 IDDM sera (M:F=10:16, mean age 14±3)
and 20 control sera (M:F=10:10, mean age 15±1) for GADA (using
radioligand binding assay, RIA and IRMA) and ICA (using indirect
inununofluorescence method). The results are follows : The overall
prevalences of ICA and GADA in Korean patients with IDDM were
46% (12/26) and 31%(8/26)-38% (10/26) respectively. In a subset of
these patients with recent onset IDDM (<lyear), the prevalences of
ICA and GADA were 50%(2/4)-75% (3/4). The frequency of
GADA (by RBA, RIA and IRMA) increased as the JDF unit of ICA
increased. There is significant correlation between ICA titer and
GAD index (by RBA) & GAD concentration (by RIA and IRMA).
There is significant correlation between GAD index (by RBA) and
GAD concentration (by RIA and IRMA). These results suggest that
GADA (by RIA, IRMA or Radioligand binding assay) test is useful
for screening and diagnosis of Korean patients with IDDM.
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LATENT AUTOIMMUNE DIABETES IN THAI NIDDM PATIENTS WITH
SECONDARY ORAL HYPOGLYCEMIC AGENTS FAILURE.
C Rattarasarn,M Diosdado*and S Sunthornpun. Prince of Songkla University
Songkhla,Thailand and * Hospital Universitario Puerta del Mar,Cadiz,Spain.

To study the clinical characteristics of and the prevalence of
glutamic acid decarboxylase antibody (GAD-Ab) in Thai NIDDM patients who
had secondary oral hypoglycemic agents (OHA) failure. Sera from 40 adult
NIDDM patients who were followed at out-patient diabetic clinic of
Songklanagarind University Hospital and had history of successful
treatment, for at least a year, with and currently failed to respond to OHA
were obtained for analysis of fasting c-peptide and GAD-Ab. Clinical
characteristics of all patients were obtained by reviewing medical records
and/or direct patient interview. Of 40 patients, 10(25.0%) were positive
for GAD-Ab with a mean level of 59.9 U/ml (median 58.5, range 3.4-127).
Patients with GAD-Ab(+) had a significantly lower fasting c-peptide levels
than those with GAD-Ab(-) albeit shorter duration of diabetes (0.21 ±
0.19(SD) VS 0.52±0.33 nmol/L; p=0.003). Duration of treatment with OHA
in patients with GAD-Ab(+) was also shorter (4.6±3.5 VS 10.4±5.5 years;
p=0.001). Age of onset of diabetes did not differ between these two groups.
Forty percent of patients had insulin deficiency (fasting c-peptide level
<0.33 nmol/L); 50% of which had GAD-Ab(+). Patients with insulin
deficiency had significantly lower BMI before insulin therapy regardless of
their GAD-Ab status (18.6±2.8 VS 22.9±4.3 I<g/m 2 ;p=0.002). Among
insulin-deficient patients, those with GAD-Ab(+) had significantly shorter
duration of OHA treatment (3.3±2.3 VS 10.0±7.9 years;p=0.018). In
conclusion, the prevalence of GAD-Ab in Thai NIDDM patients with
secondary OHA failure was 25%. Almost all GAD-Ab(+) patients had insulin
deficiency and most had been initially treated with OHA for a few years
before depending on insulin. This group represents a slowly pregressive
form of IDDM or latent autoimmune diabetes in adult diabetic population.
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PREVALENCE OF GAD -ANTIBODIES IN A SELECTION-FREE
DIABETIC POPULATION (JEVIN)
R. Schiel and U.A. Muller; University of Jena Medical School,
Department of Internal Medicine II, Jena, Germany
Up to the present only a few data have been available concer-
ning the prevalence of diabetes specific autoantibodies (anti-
GAD, ICA, IAA, IA-2) in closed populations. Hence, the aim of
the present trial is to determine the prevalence of anti-GAD in
a selection-free population of diabetic patients (IDDM n=127,
NIDDM n = 117) aged 16 to 60 years and living in the city of
Jena (100,247 inhabitants). In order to test sera for anti-GAD,
serum samples were taken in 75% of IDDM (n=95) and in
80% of NIDDM (n=94) patients. Results: In the group of
IDDM patients, according to a cut-off of 8 U/ml, 55% of all
the patients tested positive for anti-GAD 1102.9±141.5,
range, 8.3-585.0 U/ml). In the group of NIDDM a total of 21 %
were positive (153.0±212.8, range, 9.2-626.0 U/ml). In
IDDM patients anti-GAD titers were strongly correlated to
diabetes duration (r=-0.23, p=0.024) and the duration of
insulin therapy (r=-0.23, p=0.025), but not to HbAlc, BMI
and insulin dose/kg body wt. In NIDDM patients there were no
correlations. Also, no correlations were found between diabe-
tes long-term complications (retino-, neuro- and nephropathy)
and anti-GAD titers, neither in IDDM, nor in NIDDM. However,
looking at the high number of anti-GAD positive NIDDM pati-
ents, although these patients showed no differences (p<0.05)
in clinical parameters (HbA1 c, age at diabetes onset or time up
to initiation of insulin therapy), it must be suggested, that a
part of them are patients with latent autoimmune diabetes
mellitus in adults (LADA).
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ANTIBODIES TO ICA512 AND GAD65 IN MALNUTRITION-
RELATED DIABETES (MRDM) PATIENTS FROM EASTERN INDIA.
K.C. Samal, A. Shtauvere, A. Kanungo, B.B. Tripathy, Falorni and CB.
Sanjeevi. Dept of Endocrinology, Cuttack; Dept of Molecular Medicine,
Stockholm; Dept. of Internal Medicine and Endocrine and Metabolic
Sciences, Perugia.. India, Sweden and Italy.
Antibodies to tyrosine pyrophosphatase (ICA512) and glutamate
decarboxylase 65 (GAD65) are major markers for IDDM in Caucasians.
The prevalence of ICA512 and GAD65 antibodies(Ab) in MRDM (n=128)
and 123 healthy controls from Cuttack in Eastern India. was determined.
MRDM was subdivided into Protein deficient diabetes (PDDM)(n=71) and
Fibrocalculous pancreatic diabetes (FCPD)(n=47). MRDM patients are
typically young at onset with low body mass index, require insulin
treatment for glycemic control, have insulin resistance and do not develop
ketosis on withdrawal of insulin. FCPD, but not PDDM, patients have
abdominal pain and calculi in the pancreas. ICA512Ab and GAD65Ab
were evaluated by RIA using in vitro translated recombinant human 35S-
ICA512 and 35S-GAD65 respectively. None of the FCPD patients were
positive for GAD65Ab suggesting that they have secondary form of
diabetes. In controls, ICA512Ab were present in 3/123 (2%) and GAD65
Ab in 8/123 (7%). In PDDM, ICA512Ab were present in 17/71(24%)
(p<0.001 vs controls) and GAD65Ab in 11/71 (16%)(p<0.001 vs controls).
In PDDM, the frequency of ICA512Ab and GAD65Ab was higher in
patients with short-term (0-4 years) (12/46, 26% and 7/46, 15%
respectively) than with long-term duration (>4 years) (5/25, 20% and 3/25,
12% respectively)(p=ns). ICA512Ab was higher in frequency in male (12/
44, 27%) than female patients (2/27, 19%) while GAD65Ab was higher in
frequency in female (5/27, 19%) than male patients (6/44, 14%). In PDDM
patients, 53/71 (75%) were both ICA512Ab and GAD65Ab negative; 5/71
(7%) were both Abs positive; 23/71 (32%) were either ICA512Ab or
GAD65Ab positive; 12/71 (17%) were ICA512Ab+/GAD65Ab-; and 6/71
(8%) were ICA512Ab-/GAD65Ab+. We conclude that PDDM patients
from Cuttack in Eastern India, have ICA512Ab and GAD65Ab at a low but
significant frequency compared to controls. ICA512 and GAD65 are
important autoantigens in PDDM patients. ICA512Ab and GAD65Ab
positivity suggest an autoimmune pathogenesis suggesting that protein
deficiency may induce p-cell autoreactivity in susceptible individuals.
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AN ELISA FOR ANTIBODIES TO GLUTAMIC ACID
DECARBOXYLASE IN DIABETES MELLITUS PATIENTS

He Jungging.Cheng MingQing.Lin LiXiang
Fujian Provicial Hospital Fuzhou,P.R.China

Many data suggested that insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus (IDDM) is marked by
circulating antibodies to a 64000-Mr islet
cell antigen identified as glutamic.acid de-
carboxylate(GAD),antibodies to GAD were mea-
sured by ELISA using recombinant GAD as an-
tigen in 30 healthy subjects,30 autoimmune
disease,37 IDDM and 30 NIDDM(non-insulin de-
pendent diabetes mellites) patients.The pre-
valence of GAD antibodies was 83.8%(31/37)
in IDDM patients and 16.7%(5/30) in NIDDM
patients but the prevalence of GAD antibodies
was in none of the other antoimmune disease
patients and healthy subjects.islet-cell an-
tibodies(ICA) were measured by immunofluore-
scence the results showed the prevalence of
antibodies to GAD in IDDM patients was sig-
nificantly higher than that of ICA(P<0.05)the
antibodies to GAD will be of clinical value
in the diagnosis and indicate of diabetes
mellitus patients.
Key words:Diabetes mellitus,Glutamic acid De-
carboxylase.	 Islet-cell antibodies.
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ISLET CELL AND GLUTAMIC ACID DECARBOXYLASE ANTIBODIES
IN FIBROCALCULOUS PANCREATIC DIABETES

Mohan V. Deepa R, Bhatia E, Hitman G, Mackay IR and Zimmet PZ,
Madras, Lucknow, London and Melbourne.

Fibrocalculous Pancreatic Diabetes (FCPD)- is a type of diabetes
secondary to tropical, chronic non-alcoholic pancreatitis. Little is
known about etiopathogenesis of FCPD. We studied islet cell
antibodies (ICA-b) and Glutamic Acid Decarboxylase antibodies
(GAD-Ab) in healthy controls and patients with Fibrocalculous
Pancreatic Diabetes, Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (IDDM)
and Non Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (NIDDM) seen at our
centre in southern India. Prevalence of ICA-b was 4.7% in controls,
0% in FCPD, 54% in IDDM and 9.9% in NIDDM. Prevalence of
GAD-Ab was 0% in controls, 7% in FCPD, 47.5% in IDDM and
5.6% in NIDDM. Combined ICA-b and GAD-Ab positivity was seen
in 0% of controls, 0% in FCPD, 40% of IDDM and 1.4% of
NIDDM. The data suggests that in FCPD the frequency of
auto-antibodies is low and its etiology is probably not linked to
auto-immunity.
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CLINICAL VERSUS LABORATORY CLASSIFICATION OF
DIABETES TYPE IN YOUNG ADULTS
M.Landin-Olsson, H.Arnqvist, G.Blohme, A.Lernmark, F. Lithner,
B.Littorin, L.Nystrom, B.Schersten, G.Sundkvist, L.Wibell and
J.Ostman, University Hospital, Lund and others, Sweden.
The classification of diabetes is based on descriptive clinical signs and the
uncertainty in the classification increases with age of the patient. In this
study a combination of clinical based criteria and laboratory tests for the
classification of the type of diabetes are studied.
Methods: Blood samples from consequtively diagnosed patients with
diabetes in the ages 15-34 years were collected during two years. A
clinical classification of the diabetes was done at diagnosis by the doctor
who treated the patient, without knowledge of the laboratory results. ICA
(islet cell antibodies), GAD65-ab (glutamic acid decarboxylse antibodies)
and C-peptide were analysed.
Results: Of 586 patients classified as Type 1 236 were negative for ICA
and GAD65-ab (Type 1-), and these showed higher C-peptide
(0.38±0.27 nmol/1) compared with autoantibody positive Type I patients
(Type 1+) (0.30±0.21 nmol/l; p<0.001). Among Type 1- patients 20
(8%) were found to have C-peptide >0.50nmol/1 and BMI>25. Of the 110
clinically classified Type 2 patients, 37 (34%) had ICA or GAD65-ab
(Type 2+) and 51% were on insulin. C-peptide in Type 2+ were lower
than in Type 2- (0.51±0.40 nmol/l vs 0.87±0.50; p<0.001), but higher
than in Type 1+ patients (0.30±0.21; p<0.001).
Conclusion: The levels of C-peptide and BMI indicated that both Type 1
and Type 2 patients are misclassified. The estimated frequency of
clinically classified Type 2 who are Type 1 is about 8%, and even higher,
about 30%, are initially classified as Type 2 but should be in the Type 1
group. An identification of combined clinical and laboratory criteria are
needed for an improved classification of diabetes in these ages.
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PERSISTENT GAD 65 ANTIBODIES IN LONGSTANDING IDDM1.
ARE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH RESIDUAL BETA CELL
FUNCTION, NEUROPATHY OR A CERTAIN HLA-DR STATUS
C. Jaeger, J. Allendorfer, E. Hatziagelaki, T. Dyrberg*, K. Federlin and
R.G. Bretzel, Medical Clinic III and Policlinic, Justus-Liebig University,
Giessen, Germany. *Novo Nordisk, Bagsvaerd, Denmark.

Persistent humoral autoimmunity to the enzyme glutamic acid decarboxylase
(GAD) has been described in a substantial proportion of patients with
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) of long duration. The source of
the stimulus for this autoimmune reactivity is still unknown. Because the
GAD 65 isoform is mainly expressed in pancreatic beta-cells and in the
nervous system we investigated in 105 patients with longstanding IDDM
(median duration: 21 years; range: 10-46 years) the presence of autoanti-
bodies to GAD 65 (radioligand-binding-assay) and their relationship to a
residual C-peptide response (Hendriksen's criteria) or peripheral and auto-
nomic neuropathy. Additionally we studied the FILA-DR status relative to
GAD 65 antibodies in 86 individuals. Autoantibodies to GAD 65 were pre-
sent in 32% of the long-term diabetic patients, 82% of the recent onset
IDDM patients and in 3% of the healthy control subjects. A preserved C-
peptide response was observed in 23%, autonomic neuropathy was found in
67% and peripheral neuropathy in 79% of the patients. The HLA specificity
DR 4/X was observed in 47% and HLA-DR 3/X in 22%. Patients who were
heterozygous for DR3/DR4 were found in 23% of the cases. Diabetes
duration showed a significant negative correlation with GAD 65 antibody
index levels (r-0.22; p<0.01). Interestingly, GAD 65 antibodies were not,
significantly correlated with residual beta cell function or neuropathy and no
particular HLA-DR status was associated with persistent GAD 65 anti-
bodies. In conclusion neither residual beta-cell function nor diabetic neuro-
pathy or a certain HLA-DR specificity are exclusively associated with per-
sistent autoimmunity directed to GAD 65 in longstanding IDDM. The stimu-
lus for the persistent humoral immune response and its significance for the
disease process and its complications remain to be established.
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C-PEPTIDE LEVELS IN AUTOIMMUNE DIABETES DURING THE FIRST
TWO YEARS AFTER DIAGNOSIS
C.Torn, M.Landin-Olsson, H.Arnqvist, G.Blohme, A.Lernmark, F.
Lithner, B.Littorin, L.Nystrom, B.Schersten, G.Sundkvist, L.Wibell and
J.Ostman, Lund University Hospital, Lund, Sweden and DISS.
The aim of this study was to follow the C-peptide levels, the influence
of autoimmune markers and other factors that may predict the course
of C-peptide during the first two years after diagnosis of Typ 1 diabetes.
Method:In1992-93 all new onset diabetic patients aged 15-34 years,
donated a blood sample.Only patients positive for either ICA (islet cell
antibodies) or GAD65-ab (glutamic acid decarboxylase-antibodies) or
both were included. 890 patients were registered of whom 607 were
positive, 8,4% were classified as Type 2 and 7,5% unclassifiable. ICA
were analysed with IF, GAD-ab and C-peptide with RIA. The reference
range for the C-peptide was 0,25-1,0 nmol/l.
Results:At onset 57% had C-peptide values within the reference range,
after one year it was 54% and after two years 39%. The mean value of
the C-peptide levels was 0,33±0,25 nmol/1 at diagnosis and unchanged
after one year, 0,34±0,26. However, after two years the levels decreased
with a mean of 0,05±0,28 to 0,28±0,26 nmol/1 (p=0,003). The decline of
the C-peptide during the first two years positively correlates to the
initial level (rs=0,60;p<0,001), and also to age (rs=0,15;p=0,007). The
initial levels of ICA or GAD65-ab and the decline of the C-peptide levels
do not correlate.
Conclusion: Young adults with Type 1 diabetes have the same C-
peptide levels after one year as at onset, but during the second year the
levels decline. After two years 39% have C-peptide levels within the
reference range. The decline of the C-peptide is larger if the initial level
is high. The levels of ICA and GAD65-ab do not correlate to the
decrease.
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"The UK and Padua Polyendocrine Prospective Study". Association of
antibodies to IA-2 and phogrin with progression to IDDM.
M Lai, M Christie*, C Bettede"', R Foxon, R Zanchetta", A Spadaccino** and
GF Bottazzo. Dept of Immunology, St Bartholomew's and the Royal London
School of Medicine & Dentistry, London, UK; * Dept of Medicine, King's
College Hospital, London, **Istituto di Semeiotica Medica, University of
Padua, Padua.
Almost all ICA positive patients with polyendocrine (PE) autoimmunity have
antibodies to GAD, but only a proportion (approximately 30%) develop IDDM.
Previous studies have shown that antibodies to 40kD and 37kD fragments
of islet antigens, now identified as tyrosine phosphatase (PTP)-like proteins
IA-2 and phogrin respectively, can identify those PE patients with highest risk
for IDDM. In this study, we have analysed antibodies to IA-2 and phogrin
using assays with in vitro translated recombinant antigen in a larger
population of PE patients to re-evaluate the value of these antibodies in
prediction of IDDM. Of 154 ICA positive PE patients, 19 developed acute
onset IDDM and a further 11 required insulin after a period of >1 year of non-
IDDM. 37 of the PE patients, had antibodies to IA-2, of whom 10 developed
acute onset and 7 slow onset IDDM, whereas 38 had antibodies to phogrin,
9 of whom developed acute onset and 5 slow onset IDDM. The sensitivity,
specificity and positive predictive value for IDDM development within the PE
population for IA-2 antibodies were 57%, 84% and 46% and for phogrin
antibodies 47%, 80% and 36%. The majority (26/49) of PTP-antibody
positive patients had antibodies to both IA-2 and phogrin, but a higher
proportion of patients who developed acute onset IDDM (42%) were positive
for antibodies to both IA-2 and phogrin than those who progressed to IDDM
slowly (18%). However, 11 patients were positive for IA-2 antibodies in the
absence of phogrin antibodies, and 12 patients were positive for phogrin
antibodies alone; in spontaneous IDDM patients, individuals with phogrin
antibodies alone are rare. Thus, antibodies to IA-2 and phogrin are markers
for IDDM in PE patients and can develop independently, suggesting that
autoimmunity to phogrin is not always the result of cross-reactivity between
these two homologous proteins.
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PANCREATIC RESERVE AND GAD ANTIBODIES IN
MALAYSIAN YOUNG DIABETICS.
W.M. Wan Nazaimoon, B.A.K. Khalid, I. Faridah, I. Ikram Shah,
W.B. Wan Mohamad, R. Letchuman, M. Singaraveloo and T.T. Tan.
Institute for Medical Research, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia,
Universiti Malaya, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Malaysia.
In Malaysia, it can be difficult to categorize and treat young diabetics.
We investigated the pancreatic reserve and GAD antibodies in 320
diabetics, between the ages of 12 and 40 years and diagnosed within 5
years. Blood samples for GAD antibodies, C-peptides, insulin and IGF-
I were taken at fasting and 6 minutes post-lmg glucagon, IV. Post-
glucagon stimulated C-peptides of less than 600 pmol/L was used as the
criteria of B-cell deficiency. 93 (29%) were treated as IDDM and 227
as NIDDM. 60 patients (18.8%) were GAD positive, 29 in the IDDM
(31 %) and 31 in the 227 NIDDM (13.7%). 23/29 of the GAD positive
IDDM had low C-peptides (79.3%), the other 6 (20.6%) had
adequate reserve. Conversely, 38/61 (62.3%) IDDM with low C-
peptides were GAD negatives. Of the 227 NIDDM, 59(26%) had low
and 168 (74%) had high C-peptides. 16/59 (27.1%) of the NIDDM
with low C-peptides and 15/168 (8.9%) with high C-peptides were
GAD positive. The GAD-positive NIDDM were older and had
significantly higher mean BMI, waist-hip ratio (WHR) and C-peptides
than GAD positive IDDM. GAD antibodies had negative correlations
with WHR and C-peptides only if the C-peptides were low. Using
criterion of GAD positivity, 13.7% young NIDDM in Malaysia were
latent autoimmune diabetes in adults. Conversely, 28% of young
IDDM were GAD-negative and had adequate C-peptides, implying
NIDDM.
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METABOLIC, AUTO IMMUNE AND GENETIC MARKERS IN IDDM

PATIENTS AND THEIR FAMILY

CE de Beaufort, R. Humbel, G. Michel, R. Wirion, EPIDID-CRP,
Luxembourg.

In a prospective family study (over 3 years) we screened 45 families of
IDDM patients (diabetics : 28M, 17F,age : 21 ± 2 yrs ; duration of IDDM : 7
± 6 yrs ; siblings : 45M, 23F, age : 19 ± 2 yrs, parents : 40M, 41 F) for the
presence of metabolic, autoimmune and genetic markers. Despite higher
sHbAlc levels (HPLC) in the diabetics (7.2 ± 0.2%, versus 4,6 ± 0,04%),
cholesterol and triglyceride levels were slightly higher in the nondiabetic
subjects (182 ± 5 vs 203 ± 5 mg/dl and 94 ± 7 mg/dl vs 114 ± 5 mg/dl).
IAA are present in most diabetics (84%) and in 3,3% of the control group.
GAD Ab and ICA are still present in 40% of the IDDM patients compared to
6.7% and 2% respectively in the controls,
A high prevalence of auto Ab against colon (13% vs 21%), thyroid (15% vs
24%), and ANF (17,8% vs 13,4%) are found as well in patients as in family
members. No antibodies towards other endocrine glands have been
demonstrated. In all diabetic patients at least 2 genetic high risk alleles
(DQ(3 and DQa) are present. In family members only one has not at least
one high risk allele. During the study period, the sib with ICA and GAD Ab
developed IDDM. In two parents NIDDM was diagnosed. One patient with
ANF developed SLE.
In conclusion : we observed a high prevalence of autoimmune markers in
IDDM patients and their family members. Whether this is related to a higher
prevalence of other autoimmune diseases remains to be evaluated. All
subjects with positive antibody titers need further follow up.
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EFFECTS OF ANTIBODIES TO GLUTAMIC ACID DECARBOXYLASE
(ANTI-GAD) ON /3-CELL FUNCTION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS.
Y. Maruyama', M. Morimura', Y. Kishitani 2, T. Saika2, H. Hiramatsu
M. Imamura Z, Y. Ohno 2 and N. Aoki'. ' Dept. of Medicine, Bell Land General Hospital,
S skai, Osaka, Japan. ' Dept. of Medicine, Kinki University School of Medicine,
Osaka-Sayama, Osaka, Japan.

To determine the effect of antibodies to glutamic decarboxylase (Anti-GAD) on /3 -cell
function, we measured Anti-GAD and pancreatic 0 -cell secretory function in diabetic
patients. Materials and Methods : Anti-GAD antibody titers in serum were measured
using ELISA kits. The increment of serum C-peptide at 6 min after 1 mg glucagon injection
(ACPR), 24 h urinary C-peptide excretion (UCPR), HbA,c, the duration ofDM, and daily
insulin dosage were evaluated in insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) (11 males
and 14 females) and in non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) (16 males and 15
females on insulin, 13 males and 20 females on SU agents). Results : The prevalence of
Anti-GAD was 44% in patients with IDDM (11 GAD positive, 14 GAD negative) and

1.5% in patients with NIDDM. The values of ACPR (ng/ml) in GAD positive and
negative groups (IDDM groups) were 0.4±0.1 and 0.3±0.1, respectively, being

significantly lowerthan those in NIDDM patients on insulin and on SU agents (2.3 ±0.2,
2.8±0.2). UCPR (a g/day) levels in GAD positive and negative groups were 9.9±2.3
and 4.8 ± 1.3, being significantly lowerthan those in NIDDM patients on insulin and SU
agents (46.0±1.9, 61.2±3.2). The values of ACPR and UCPR in GAD negative
patients were significantly (P<0.05) lower than those in GAD positive patients. The
duration (years) ofDM in GAD negative group was significantly (P<0.05) greaterthan that

in GAD positive group (10.3±0.8 vs 4.2±1.2). Daily insulin dosage (U/day) in GAD
positive, GAD negative and NIDDM patients on insulin were 29± 1.5, 32±2.6 and

17.9 ± 1.3, in which the level of the last was significantly lower (P<0.0 1) than the others.
No significant differences in HbA,c value were found between any groups except that the
value in GAD positive group was significantly (P<0.035) higher than that in NIDDM
patients on SU agents. Conclusion : The prevalence of Anti-GAD in IDDM patients

decreases gradually with a progressive functional exhaustion of pancreatic /3-cell.

GAD ANTIBODIES ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THYROID ANTIBODIES IN
CHILDREN WITH IDDM AND IN THEIR SIBLINGS
P.Vahasalo', A.Miettinen °, P.Kulmala', E.Sabbah', H.K.Akerblom °, M.Knip'
and the Childhood Diabetes in Finland (DiMe) Study Group. University of
Oulu', Oulu and University of Helsinki', Helsinki, Finland
We have earlier reported no or only weak associations between ICA or IAA and
other signs of humoral organ-specific or non-organ-specific autoimmunity. To
explore the possible relationship between antibodies to glutamic acid decarboxylase
(GADA) and other autoantibodies we analysed GADA and parietal cell (PCA),
reticulin, adrenal, thyroid microsomal (TMsA) and thyroglobulin (TgA), smooth
muscle, anti-nuclear and mitochondrial antibodies in 656 0-15-year-old children
with IDDM and in their 588 3-19-year-old healthy siblings at the time of diagnosis
of the index case. GADA were detected in 74.2% of the children with IDDM and in
6.5% of the siblings, TMsA in 11.1 and 7.9%, TgA in 5.3 and 3.3% and PCA in 6.7
and 4.6%, respectively. Diabetic children with TMsA tested more often positive for
GADA than those without at the clinical manifestation (91.8 vs. 72.0%, p=0.0003)
and they had higher GADA levels than those negative for TMsA (medians 46.2 vs.
22.0 RU, p<0.001). GADA positivity was also more often seen in TgA-positive
index cases than in TgA-negative ones (88.6 vs. 73.4%, p=0.046). Siblings positive
for TMsA were more often positive for GADA than those testing negative for
TMsA (15.2 vs. 5.8%, p=0.012), but there was no significant difference in the
GADA levels between TMsA-positive and negative siblings. A trend of association
was also seen between GADA and PCA in siblings: 14.8% of PCA-positive tested
positive for GADA, whereas only 6.1% of those negative for PCA (p=0.07). A
similar trend was observed when comparing GADA levels in PCA-positive and
negative siblings (medians 0.8 vs. 0.0 RU, p=0.075). No other associations were
found between GADA and other autoantibodies. Our observations indicate that
humoral autoimmunity against GAD may be determined by the same factors as
those controlling susceptibility to thyroid autoimmunity, and GADA may predict
susceptibility to thyroid disease in diabetic children and in their siblings who are at
risk for IDDM.
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COMPLEMENT DEPENDENT ANTIBODY MEDIATED CYTOTOXICITY IN
TYPE 1 DIABETES: WHAT'S HAPPENING UNDER THE ICEBERG?

B.Kiran, N.Akis, I.Yaylim, A.O.Giirol, A.O.Ozdemir, $.Karadeniz,
I.Satman, and M.T.Ydmaz.

Institute for Exp. Med., Istanbul University, Istanbul-TURKEY.

In order to investigate the activation system of the classical and
alternative pathway of complement, circulating immune complexes (cIC),
human IgG and its subgroups, and ICA this study was conducted in 78
patients with Type 1 diabetes (mean age 28.4±12 yrs, duration of
diabetes 2.1±1.1 yrs) and in 20 non-diabetic controls (mean age
27.1±11yrs). CHSO and AHSO were determined using immune haemolytic
assay by microcomplement technique, cIC by microcomplement fixation
test. The precipitation of cIC is accomplished by caprilic acid-ammonium
sulphate method, purification of IgG by agarose gel filtration
electrophoresis, fractioning of IgG using protein A sepharose column in
HPLC, ICA by indirect immunofluorescence technique. Activation of
classical pathway and cIC was significantly elevated in Type 1 diabetics
compared to the controls (CHSO (ml) 271.2±122.1 vs 208.6±34, p<0.05;
cIC (%) 21.5±11.1 vs 10.8±4, p<0.001), but the alternative way was not
activated. In 86.2% of elevated CHSO group, cIC was found to be high
(p<0.001). In the group with ICA>2OJDF CHSO and cIC were significantly
higher than in the ICA(-) group (CHSO (ml) 332.8±119 vs 226.9±104.5,
p<0,001; cIC (%) 28.7±11.8 vs 16.2±7.1, p<0.001). In 77.4% of patients
with ICA(+) cIC was high. Human IgG which is obtained by precipitation
and purification of cIC was significantly higher in diabetics than in non-
diabetics (3.9±1 vs 1.72±0.8mg/ml). IgG1 x had the highest peak (52.7%)
in fractions of IgG. IgGlk was significantly elevated in Typel diabetics
compared to the non-diabetics (2.03±0.9 vs 1.03±0.23mg/dI, p<0.001). In
conclusion, complement dependent antibody mediated cytotoxicity
(C'AMC) which is activated by beta cell antibodies cIC play an important
role in the destruction of beta cell. IgGix is a reliable indicator for the
activation of C'AMC.
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PREVALENCE OF SUBCLINICAL HYPOTHYROIDISM IN SIBLINGS
OF PATIENTS WITH TYPE I DIABETES.

J. Libman, A. J. Muniagurria and A. M. Libman. University
of Rosario. Rosario, Argentina

A higher prevalence of clinical hypo and hyperthyroidism
as well of subclinical hypothyroidism (SCH) has been
reported in IDDM. In order to evaluate the prevalence
of SCH in siblings of patients with IDDM not previously
suspected of having thyroid disease, TSH levels before
and following the administration of TRH and thyroid
microsomal (MCS -Ab) and thyroglobulin (TGB - Ab)
antibodies were determined in 70 controls (C) (AGE 27±9,
41 F and 29 M), 42 patients with IDDM (AGE 24 ± 7, 25 F
and 17 M) and 54 non-diabetic siblings (AGE 29 ± 10,
34 F and 30 M). TSH was measured by RIA, thyroid Ab by
hemoaglutination. The prevalence of increased TSH
concentrations (Basalw 5 uU/ml and/or post TRH 25 uU/n:l)
was 2.8, 19.0 and 10.9 5, MCS-Ab were positive (- 1/100)
in 4.2, 25.1 and 145, and TGB-Ab in 2.8, 14.2 and 5.25
in C, patients with IDDM and their healthy siblings,
respectively (p<0.01). Goiter was detected in 2.8, 14.2
and 7.8 5 in the 3 groups. These results support the
existence of a higher prevalence of SCH both in patients
with IDDM and in their non-diabetic siblings, emphasizing
the need to look for it in both groups.
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THE DIABETES PREVENTION TRIAL-TYPE 1 DIABETES (DPT-1):
DEMOGRAPHICS OF RELATIVES SCREENED AND ICA POSITIVE.
DPT-I Study Group, Nationwide, USA

The DPT-1 is a nationwide study designed to determine whether insulin based
therapies can delay or prevent the clinical onset of Type I diabetes in relatives of
patients with established disease found to be at high risk of diabetes development.
Parenteral insulin is used in relatives with >50% projected 5-year risk. Oral insulin
is used in relatives with 26-50% projected 5-year risk. Screening for islet cell
antibodies (ICA) began in February 1994. By November 30, 1996, there were
40,381 samples which had been received and analyzed for ICA. The age and
gender distribution of subjects tested is as follows:

Age Female Male Unknown Total
0-9 5677 6268 3 11948

10-20 6455 6355 12810
21-45 10434 5189 15623
Total 22566 17812 3 40381

Rates of ICA positivity are:
Age Female Male Total

0-9 3.3% 4.0% 3.7%
10-20 3.2% 4.5% 3.9%
21-45 2.6% 3.6% 2.9%
Total 3.0% 4.1% 3.4%

to terms of ethnicity, of subjects screened, 83.7% were non-Hispanic White, 8.2%
were Hispanic, 2.5% were non-Hispanic Black, 0.8% were Asian or Pacific
Islander, and 0.2% were native American Indian or Alaskan. Rates of ICA
positivity were: 3.6% for non-Hispanic Whites, 2.3% for Hispanics, 3.4% for non-
Hispanic Blacks, 2.2% for Asian or Pacific Islanders, and 1.0% for native
American Indian/Alaskans. The rates of ICA positivity vary only slightly amongst
different age, gender, and ethnic groups. Differences may be accounted for either
by ascertainment bias or real biological variation.
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GAD ANTIBODIES IN LONG TERM DIABETICS WITHOUT OVERT
ENDOCRINOPATHY: A MARKER OF THYROID IMMUNITY AND DISEASE.
D Maugendre, C Massart, M Delamaire, JY Poirier, I Guilhem, H
Allannic. Dep. of endocrinology, Lab, of hormonology and of humoral
immunology. Rennes, France.

Persistent pancreatic antibodies have been described in diabetic patients
with overt autoimmune thyroid disease. In diabetics without clinical
thyroid disease, contradictory results have been reported about
predictive value of persisting ICA in developpment of thyroid
autommunity and disease . We have studied pancreatic markers (ICA
and GAD antibodies), TPO antibodies and TSH values in 115 long
standing (> 5 years) diabetic patients without known clinical and
biological endocrinopathy Results: 16 of the 41 patients who were
positive for ICA and/or GAD antibodies displayed also TPO antibodies
(40%) versus only 5 of the 74 other subjects (7%, p<10-4).This result
was also found when ICA positivity alone was analysed (p<0.05) but
also for GAD antibodies with a greater significativity (p<10-4). ICA
fluorescences in patients with ICA >_20 units were restricted to B cells
and were totally or partially blocked after preincubation with brain
GAD extracts. Eight patients, all with TPO antibodies, displayed
abnormal TSH values, 6 of the 41 patients with persistent pancreatic
autoimmunity (15%) versus only 2 of the 74 patients without ICA or
GAD antibodies (3%, p=0.03). Among the 6 patients with persistent
pancreatic immunity, 4 developped overt clinical thyroid disease (one
hypothyroidism and 3 Graves'disease) in the next year. In conclusion,
persistence of a humoral GAD reactivity is not only found in diabetic
patients with overt clinical thyroid disease but is also associated with
markers of thyroid autoimmunity and risk of further developpment of a
thyroid dysfunction in diabetic patients without known clinical or
biological autoimmune endocrine disease.
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ADHERENCE OF FINNISH FAMILIES TO FREQUENT ISLET CELL
ANTIBODY FOLLOW-UP OF CHILDREN AT GENETIC DIABETES RISK.
P. Muona, T. Simell, A. Kupila, M. Torma, J. Hakalax, M. Knip, J. Ilonen and 0.
Simell. University of Turku, Turku, Finland, and University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland.
The Finnish Diabetes Prediction and Prevention (DIPP) project, which began in
1994, is a population-based, prospective trial aiming at 1) recognizing the newborn
babies who are at genetic risk for IDDM, 2) determining the onset of autoimmune
destruction of beta cells at an early stage, and 3) preventing/delaying the onset of
clinical IDDM. Cord blood samples are examined for 2 susceptibility and 3
dominant protective HLA-DQB1 alleles associated with IDDM risk. Children with
genotype associated with increased IDDM risk are invited for islet-cell antibody
(ICA) follow-up. ICA titers are measured at 3-month intervals for 2 years, then
every 6 months. The aim of this study was to evaluate 1) the parental acceptance of
genetic screening of newborn babies for IDDM susceptibility, and 2) the adherence
of Finnish families to immunological follow-up of the children at genetic IDDM
risk. Altogether 6977 babies were born in the University Hospital of Turku between
11/94 and 11/96 (non-Caucasian babies excluded). Informed consent for the genetic
screening was obtained from the parents of 6860 (98.3%) newborns. By 11/96, the
genetic IDDM risk of 6438 babies has been determined. Of these, 811 (12.6%) carry
an increased IDDM risk. In 11/96, 179/811 (22.1 %) of the at-risk children have
been lost from ICA follow-up. The majority (134/179 = 74.9%) of these families
were unwilling to participate the follow-up either immediately after they had been
informed. about their child's increased IDDM risk by phone, or after the first
counseling visit. When the children reach the age of 9 months, drop-outs become
extremely rare; so far only two children have been lost from the follow-up after the
9-month visit, and none after the 15 -month visit (to date, more than 500 children
have visited at 15 months of age). In conclusion, the cord blood screening for
genetic IDDM susceptibility is well accepted by Finnish families, and the adherence
of families of the at-risk children to the rather laborous ICA follow-up is excellent,
especially after the child has reached the age of 15 months.
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HIGH PREVALENCE OF GAD65 ANTIBODIES IN JAPANESE
IDDM PATIENTS BY A NEW IMMUNOPRECIPITATION ASSAY.
H. Akamine, I. Komiya, T. Shimabukuro, T. Asawa, N. Yagi, T. Taira,
K. Nagata and N. Takasu. University of the Ryukyus, Okinawa, Japan.

Marked differences have been reported in the prevalence of glutamic
acid decarboxylase (GAD) antibodies between Caucasian (63-84%) and
Japanese (30-50%) or Asian (5-50%) IDDM patients. Using a new
immunoprecipitation assay based on 125I-labeled recombinant human
GAD65, we reassessed prevalence of GAD65 antibodies in Japanese
patients. GAD65 antibodies were detected in 83.3% of sera taken
within 1 year of onset, comparable to the prevalence reported in
Caucasian patients. Positivity decreased to 66.7% after 2 to 3 years
and to 54.3% after 3 years from onset, still higher than previously
reported Asian prevalence. Except in one patient, high antibody levels
persisted chronically, up to 12 years. GAD65 antibodies were detected in
2.6% (1/38) of new-onset NIDDM sera, in 2.6% (1/38) of untreated
Graves' disease sera, and in 1.5% (1/65) of normal subjects sera.
GAD65 antibodies were not found in 18 Hashimoto's thyroiditis and 36
SLE patients sera. Even it positive, levels of GAD65 antibodies were
very low. There was no difference in GAD65 antibodies between
Japanese IDDM patients with and without autoimmune thyroid disease
(AITD). The difference in positivity in Asian IDDM patients between
present and previous reports arose from the sensitivity of our assay for
GAD65 antibodies. Additionally, the patients we studied had classic
IDDM with a well-defined onset. We conclude that prevalence of
GAD65 antibodies in Japanese patients with IDDM is comparable to that
in Western studies. There was no relationship of GAD65 antibody
positivity to coexistence of AITD. Our results suggest that
autoimmunity is the most significant cause of Japanese IDDM.
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SEROCONVERSION TO AUTOANTIBODY POSITIVITY OF CHILDREN AT
GENETIC RISK FOR INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES.
0. Simell, T. Simell, P. Muona, A. Kupila, P. Arvilommi, M. Knip, J. Ilonen and
H. Hyoty. University of Turku, Turku, Finland, and University of Oulu, Oulu,
Finland.
The Diabetes Prediction and Prevention (DIPP.) project alms at finding the
newborns at genetic risk for IDDM development, recognizing early the appearance
of autoimmune markers preceding clinical IDDM, and delaying the onset of the
disease. In the population-based DIPP trial, which began in 1994, cord blood
samples of all newborns are examined for 2 susceptibility and 3 dominant protective
IDDM-associated HLA-DQB1 alleles. As 85-90% of new cases of IDDM occur in
subjects with no family history of the disease, effective prevention has to be based
on screening of genetic susceptibility and/or analysis of preclinical IDDM markers
in the entire population. HLA-DQB1 allele combinations *0302/*0201 and
*0302/*x (*x z *0602, *0603 or *0301), which associate with —7% and —3%
IDDM risk (risk of background population 0.66%), respectively, before the age of
15 years, define a population which in Finland includes 60-80% of those who
develop IDDM in childhood. Children with these genotypes are followed for
development of islet-cell antibodies (ICA) at 3 to 6 month intervals. By November
1996, the genetic IDDM risk of 6438 newborns has been determined in Turku. Of
these, 811 (12.6%) carry an increased risk. Eight at-risk children have been ICA
positive at 3 months; 3 of them have lost ICA by 6 months, 2 children by 9 months,
2 by 12 months, and 1 child by 15 months of age. Now that the oldest children are
24 months of age, 7 have seroconverted to ICA positivity at the age of >_6 months;
these titers often fluctuate. First rapidly-rising ICA titers appeared in 2 children
between 9 and 12 months of age; these children have also antibodies against GAD
or insulin. In conclusion, ICA detectable at birth are lost by 15 months of age in all
children with increased genetic IDDM risk. Positive "own" ICA titers were first
recognized between 3 and 6 months of age, but these titers often fluctuate. First
aggressive-looking ICA titer curves appeared between 9 and 12 months of age.
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ISLET CELL CYTOPLASMIC ANTIBODIES, GAD ANTIBODIES, AND
ANTI — THYROID ANTIBODIES IN JAPANESE IDDM PATIENTS.
K. Takahashi, M. Fujita, T. Yokota, T. Kusumoto and Y. Miyake.
Kurashiki Chuoh Hospital, Kurashiki, Japan

Onset of insulin—dependent diabetes mellitus(IDDM) is in consequence
of autoimmune B— cell destruction. Islet cell cytoplasmic antibodies(ICA)
and anti— GAD antibodies as immunological markers of the B— cell damage
detected in sera from patients with IDDM in early stage were reported
during the past decades. In Japan, it is well known that Hashimoto's
thyroidis, an organ—specific autoimmune disease, is often co—existent with
IDDM, so we investigated frequency of anti— thyroid antibodies in Japanese
IDDM patients, and relations of the antibodies to anti— islet antibodies. In
46 IDDM patients, ICA, anti— GAD, thyroglobulin antibody, and TPO anti-
boby were determined in same serum samples, and inter— relationships of
these antibodies were analysed in respect of antibody titer and positivity.
In 50 non— diabetic patients with thyroid disease, these antibodies were
also measured as control study. Of 46 IDDM, ICA were found in 36(78. 3%),
anti— GAD were in 28(60.9%), thyroglobulin antibody was in 23(50. 0%), and
TPO antibody was in 22(47.8%). Thyroglobulin antibody or TPO antibody
were frequently positive in patients having high titer ICA(160<_ ) than in
those having low titer or negative ICA(80>_ )(P <0.001). Furthermore,
these thyroid antibodies were also frequently positive in patients having
high titer anti—GAD(700U/ml < ) than in those having low titer or negative
anti— GAD(700U/ml > )(P <0.01). In 50 non— diabetic controls, ICA and
anti— GAD were detected in only one (2.0%) and two (4.0%) patients, re-
spectively. The results that frequency of anti—thyroid antibodies in IDDM
is associated with high titer of anti— islet antibodies indicate close relation
of the two organ— specific autoimmune diseases in Japanese subjects. It
should be resolved what is common immunological abnormality lying bet-
ween two autoimmune diseases, IDDM and Hashimoto's thyroiditis.
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DIRECT COSTS OF COMBINED GENETIC AND IMMUNOLOGICAL
PREDICTION OF INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES IN CHILDREN.
T. Simell, J. Hahl, P. Muona, J. Hakalax and 0. Simell. University of Turku, Turku,
Finland, and Economics Department, Turku School of Economics and Business
Administration, Turku, Finland.
In the Diabetes Prediction and Prevention (DIPP) project two HLA-DQB1 alleles
associated with IDDM risk and three dominant protective alleles of all newborns in
Turku and Oulu (8,500 annual births) are analysed in cord blood. The screening
finds 60-80% of those who will develop IDDM before the age of 15 years. Islet-cell
antibody (ICA) titers of the at-risk children (12.6% of the newborns) are measured
in cord serum, then at 3-month intervals for 2 years, and thereafter at 6-month
intervals.. The aims of this study were to analyse the direct costs of genetic screening
for IDDM risk, to analyse the direct costs of repeated ICA follow-up, and to
compare the direct costs of the approaches based on A) genetic screening with
subsequent ICA follow-up of the at-risk children and B) repeated ICA screening of
the entire population. The major part of the costs was caused by collection and
handling of samples and by counseling of the families. The mean fixed (i.e.,
overhead costs 65%) and variable direct cost of one risk allele determination in our
project is US$83. The direct cost of finding one child at genetic IDDM risk is
US$653. If the at-risk child remains ICA negative, the direct costs of ICA follow-up
are $239, $212 and $117 in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd year, respectively. lithe child is
ICA positive in all measurements, the costs increase to $478, $404 and $212,
respectively. The 10-year costs of genetic screening and subsequent ICA follow-up
of the at-risk children are in the mean $261/child; without genetic screening the
mean costs of ICA follow-up are $680/child. Using 5% discount rate the present
direct costs are $232 and $557 per child, respectively. At Finland's annual birth
rate (65,000) the 10-year direct costs of extending the trial to all newborns and
using the two approaches would be $15.0 million and $37.7 million, respectively. In
conclusion, population-based genetic screening for IDDM risk is clearly cost-saving
compared to the approach based on repeated ICA screening of the entire population.
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IN NEW-ONSET IDDM PATIENTS THE PRESENCE OF IA2-ANTIBODIES
IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED THYROID AUTOIMMUNITY
I. De Leeuw, C. Vandewalle and the Belgian Diabetes Registry, University of
Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

In previous studies a strong association between the presence of anti-thyroid
peroxidase antibodies (aTPO) and a positive level of islet-cell antibodies (ICA
>_ 12 JDFU) has been demonstrated in new-onset IDDM patients aged 10-39 yr
but this observation could not be confirmed in patients with GAD 65 Ab
positivity. Since recently a liquid phase radiobinding assay became available
to measure autoantibodies against a transmembrane PTP-ase, IA2, a known
antigen in IDDM, it seemed interesting to look after a possible relation with
aTPO positivity. In 105 new-onset IDDM (71 men, 34 women, ages 10-39 yr)
49% showed an increased level of IA2-Ab (?0.51% of tracer binding). The
median age of the IA2-Ab positive group was significantly lower (21 yr versus
26.5 yr, p = 0.02). The distribution between men and women was not different
in the IA2-Ab+ and - groups. Positive thyroid autoimmunity (aTPO > 100
Uml- ) was equally distributed between both groups (10/51 IA2-Ab+ versus
11/54 IA2-Ab-). Although more women (35%) showed aTPO positivity as
compared to men (12.8%, p<0.01) no sex differences could be disclosed for
thyroid autoimmunity in the IA2-Ab+ group. When patients of this group
were subdivided in a young (10-25 yr) and an older group at onset (26-39 yr)
the equal distribution of aTPO positivity was maintained in contrast to
previous observations where ICA and IAA positivity were significantly
associated to aTPO+ in the older group. Finally in this limited number of
patients Fisher Exact Test showed a significant relation (p=0.02) of the risk
haplotype HLA-DQ DQAI*0301-DQBI*0302 with aTPO positivity but not
with IA2-Ab positivity (p=0.1246). In conclusion it looks that IA2-Ab
positivity at onset of IDDM does not permit a prognosis of future increased
thyroid autoimmunity.
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THE SARDINIAN SCHOOL CHILDREN - IDDM (SSI) STUDY. PREDICTIVE
VALUE OF IDDM-RELATED AUTOANTIBODIES IN A COHORT OF
HEALTHY SARDINIAN SCHOOL CHILDREN.
F Velluzzi, A Loviselli, P Mete, A Pilleri, A Pilo, S Serra, MA Calia, S Mariotti,
M Shattock*, R Foxon*, V Sepe*, M Songini", GF Bottazzo* and the SSI Study
Group. Dept of Internal Medicine, Cagliari University, Italy; 'Dept of
Immunology, St Bartholomew's & The Royal London School of Medicine &
Dentistry, UK; — Centre for Metabolic Diseases and Atherosclerosis, Cagliari,
Italy.
In order to define the predictive value of islet-related autoantibodies, as single
or combined specificities, over 10,000 sera have been collected from school
children living in the 4 provinces of Sardinia. To date, 3080 of them (from the
3 provinces of Cagliari, Oristano and Nuoro), have been followed-up for a
period of 2 to 10 years. Their sera were tested for ICA, GADA and IA-2icA.
10 (M:F=1) developed IDDM between 2 and'60 months since they were
recruited into the study. All but 1 were 'sporadic' cases of IDDM and none live
in the province of Nuoro.
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INSULIN AUTOANTIBODIES BEFORE AND AFTER CARBIMAZOLE
THERAPY IN ASIAN INDIAN PATIENTS WITH GRAVES' DISEASE.
R Goswami, A Jaleel, N Jayasurayan, N Tandon, and N Kochupillai. Dept. of
Endocrinology, All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, India
Spontaneous occurrence of Insulin autoantibodies(IAA) has been reported in
patients with Graves' disease (GD). Also in Japanese patients with GD, IAA
has been reported to be induced with carbimazole (CBZ) therapy. However
CBZ has not been shown to cause induction of IAA in Caucasians. The HLA
haplotypes associated with GD in Asian Indians have been reported to
resemble Caucasians rather than Japanese. We assessed IAA levels in 114
north Indian patients with GD before and after CBZ therapy (mean duration
6.2 + 3.9 months). We also evaluated the functional significance of IAA in
them by assessing insulin response to intravenous glucose (IVGTT) and oral
glucose tolerance test (OGTT). Thyroid hormones and insulin were measured
by in-house radioimmunoassays. IAA was measured using radioligand assay
and expressed in standard deviation scores (SDS) above healthy controls. On
participation in the 5th IAA proficiency program (University of Florida,
U.S.A.) our assay had 100% specificity and 90% sensitivity. Thyroid
microsomal antibody (TMA) was measured by haemagglutination method.
Pretreatment, 22 of 114 (19%) GD patients had positive IAA (mean +SD 5.5
+_ 4.4 SDS). After CBZ therapy additional 11 (9.6%) showed IAA positivity
(mean±SD, 3.5 + 1.0 SDS). Of the 22 patients with IAA +ve before
treatment, 12 became negative after CBZ therapy. The fasting insulin levels
and area under insulin curve in IVGTT (mean+SD) were comparable in
IAA+ve and -ve GD (43.7  + 64 vs 56 ± 33 pmol/L and 3142 ± 215 vs 3458 +
2195 pmol/lomin respectively). OGTT results and %TMA positivity were
also comparable in the IAA+ve and -ve groups. Thus, north Indian GD
patients, though resembling Caucasians in HLA haplotypes, behave like
Japanese in co-prevalence of IAA and their tendency to become IAA +ve on
CBZ therapy.

All were positive for ICA, 7 were
positive for IA-2icA and 4 had also
GADA. The overall results are
summarized in the Table, which
indicates that: 1) ICA alone, z5 JDFu
(100%) or >20 JDFu (80%) showed
the highest values of Se for pre-IDDM
and 2) combination of ICA >20 JDFu
and IA-2icA can still be regarded as a
promising test for pre-IDDM (Se 70%
& Sp 99%) also showing the highest
PPV (32%). In summary, it is only by
consistenly following these children,
that prediction of IDDM among sc will
be assessed in Sardinia.
Se sensihviry, Sp Speaficity, PPV pstive predictive value
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THE SARDINIAN NEWBORN - IDDM (SNI) STUDY. EARLY ONSET OF IDDM.
CORRELATES WITH THE APPEARANCE OF ISLET-RELATED
AUTOANTIBODIES IN A COHORT OF YOUNG CHILDREN FOLLOWED UP
FROM BIRTH.
MF Mules, G Guaita, I Pelligra, E Cossu, R Cirillo, M Shattock*, R Foxon*, V
Sepe*, M Songini", CF Bottazzo* & the SNI Study Group. Dept of Infernal
Medicine, Cagliari University, Italy, `Dept of Immunology, St Bartholomew's &
The Royal London School of Medicine & Dentistry, UK; "Centre for Metabolic
Diseases and Atherosclerosis, Cagliari, Italy.
In order to study the natural history of IDDM in reference to the appearance of
islet-related autoantibodies, between Nov 1993 and Sep 96, 15,939 newborn
were recruited and 12,858 cord blood sera were tested for ICA. Their
prevalence was 2.4% (314) for titres z5 JDFu and 0.7% (86) for titres >20 JDFu,
with a similar trend in the 3 provinces studied (Cagliari, Nuoro and Sassari). To
date, of the 12,858 children initially recruited, 1897 blood samples have been
collected at year 1 and 278 at year 2. The sera were tested for ICA (yrl=1853;
yr2=238), GADA (yrl=1893; yr2=277) and IA-2icA (yr1=1894; yr2=275). The
results are mtmmari7ed in the Tahle

At year 1, 8 children were positive for
GADA. At year 2, 4 of them did not attend
the pre-IDDM Clinic, 4 were followed-up
and confirmed GADA positivity, 3 showed
ICA and 2 had also IA-2icA. To date 6
children (M:F=1) developed IDDM. They
were between 11 and 29 months old and
all but one were ICA negative at time of
birth. At year 1,2 out of 5 attended the pre-
IDDM Clinic, and both were ICA positive,
together with GADA or IA-2icA. At the time
of onset, sera from 3 newly IDDM out of the
6 were available and all were positive for
ICA and GADA, I was also positive for IA-
2icA. In summary: 1) GADA developed
before ICA and IA-2icA at year 1:

2) there is a significant increase in the appearance of islet-related
autoantibodies at year 2, when compared with year 1; 3) children developing
IDDM before the age of 3 years appeared to be ICA negative at birth, but islet-
related autoantibody positive at the onset of the disease. In conclusion, a
possible increase of incidence of IDDM under the age of 3 is presently
monitored in Sardinia.
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CO-APPEARANCE OF ANTINUCLEAR, MITOCHONDRIAL AND ISLET

CELL ANTIBODIES IN HUMAN PANCREAS SECTIONS
S. Bilgic, I. Satman, G. Ys lar, G. Isrtmangil, Y. Tiitunciz, and M.T. Yrlmaz.

Department of Immunology and Diabetes Research Unit, Institute of Experimental
Medicine Research, Istanbul University, Istanbul - TURKEY.

In order to evaluate possible relationships between islet cell antibody (ICA) and
antinuclear antibody (ANA) we screened totaly 1359 sera using I.F. technique in
human pancreas sections. Sera were belonged to 378 non-diabetic (non-DM) first
degree relatives of Type 1 DM cases and 491 Type 1 DM patients at different stages
(177 early-clinical; < 3 months, 255 clinical; 3-12 months, and 59 late clinical
period; >- 5 years). Specifically stained small clusters of islet cells (Askanazy cells;
mitochondrial antibody, "MITO") were also investigated in the same sections.
Results were compared with data of 305 non-DM first degree relatives of Type 2
DM cases, 146 Type 2 DM patients, and 38 healthy control subjects who have no
diabetic relative. Antibody frequencies were shown as follows:
Type 1 DM	 ICA?10 JDF ICA?20 JDF ANA MITO

I°st non-DM relatives	 15.1	 4.0	 2.6	 0.003
Early clinical period 	 60.5	 15.9	 1.7	 0.8
Clinical period	 34.5	 13.7	 1.6	 0.4
Late clinical period	 20.3	 1.7	 -	 -

Type 2 diabetes	 6.8	 3.4	 -	 -
l°st non-DM relatives	 7.5	 5.9	 1.3	 -

Control group	 7.9	 2.6	 -	 -
Both low and high titre ICA were most frequent in early period Type 1 DM patients,
the frequency have shown a continuously decreased trend as expected from early to
clinical, and to late periods (p<0.005 and p<0.0o1). ICA positivity among 1°st
relatives of Type 1 DM were more prevalent than l'st relatives of Type 2 DM, Type
2 DM patients and control subjects. Frequency of ANA was high both in 1°st
relatives of and in early and clinical stages of Type 1 DM cases as compared to late
period Type I DM, 1°st relatives, and clinical Type 2 DM and control subjects.
MITO showed a similar trend to ANA This antibody pattern might have suggest
activaton of autoimmunity along with high titre ICA.
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THE ULM SCHOOLCHILDREN STUDY: RISK ASSESSMENT FOR IDDM
BY COMBINED ANALYSIS OF GAD65 AND IA2 ANTIBODIES.
W. Richter, U. Hartmann, K. Berling, R. Hartmann, U. Wiest, J. S e i ss l er*,

W.A. Scherbaum* and B.O. Boehm, University of Ulm, Ulm and University of
Leipzig*, Leipzig, Germany

Risk assessment and prediction of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(IDDM) in the Ulm schoolchildren study of 1988 was based on islet cell
autoantibodies (ICA) detected by the classical immunofluorescence test on
human pancreatic tissue. We here developed a new strategy to replace the
laborious and difficult to standardize histochemical ICA test in large scale
screening programs for risk assessment of IDDM in the general population.
We established radioimmunoassays for separate detection of autoantibodies
to GAD65, the cytoplasmic part of IA2 (IA2 0 ) (one parameter tests) and for
combined detection of GAD65-A and 1A2 0- A in a single-step assay (tow
parameter test). Sera from 93 patients needy diagnosed with IDDM and 695
healthy controls were used to optimize the tests and to determine the optimal
decision threshold levels for each assay by receiver operating characteristics
(ROC) plot analysis. The cut-off value of the combined assay was selected in
a way that no sera positive in the one parameter tests escaped detection in
the two parameter test. This allowed to discriminate antibody-positive sera
from antibody negative sera in one step. Only positive sera had then to be re-
analysed in the GAD65- and 1A2 0- A to determine their exact antibody
specificity. By retrospective analysis, 4021 sera from the Ulm schoolchildren
study sampled in 1988 were evaluated by our new tests. 31 sera (0.77%)
were positive for GAD65-A and 7 sera (0.17%) were positive for IA2-A
compared to 44 of 4287 sera (1,05%), which had been found ICA-positive. 5
sera were positive for ICA, GAD65-A and IA2,-A; 4 sera showed 2 antibody
specificities. 5 individuals developed IDDM during the follow up according to
a questionaire sent out to all participants of the 1988 study. The data
demonstrate that our strategy based on quantitative, reproducible and
combined detection of GAD65-A and IA2,- A allows cost-saving and most
effective large scale screening of sera for prediciton of IDDM.
Supported by grants of Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft Ri 707/1-2 to W. R.
and Bo 849/6-2 to B. O. B and the Deutsche Diabetes Gesel/schaft to W.R..
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AUTOANTIBODIES TO THYROID PEROXIDASE AND THYROGLOBULIN

MEASURED BY HIGHLY SENSITIVE RIA IN PATIENTS WITH JAPANESE

DIABETES MELLITUS.

Y. Hayashi, M. Matsumura, R. Uchida, M. Okamoto, Y. Kokubun,

N. Ogiwara, M. Kawakatsu, T. Murakami, A. Asaoka, and Y. Arakawa

Nihon University, Tokyo, Japan

We studied frequency of autoantibodies to thyroid

peroxidase (TPO-Ab) and thyroglobulin (Tg-Ab), and examined

the relationship between these antibodies and antibodies to

glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD-Ab) in Japanese patients

with type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus. TPO-Ab and Tg-Ab

were measured by highly sensitive radioimmunoassey (RIA),

and GAD-At by Anti GAD RIA Kit of Hoechst Japan. The subjects

of our study was 70 patients of type 1 diadetes and 138

patients of type 2 diabetes.

The frequency of GAD-At was observed in type I diabetes

(47%) and in type 2 diabetes (11%). The frequency of TPO-Ab

and Tg-Ab was observed in type 1 diabetes (48%, 24%) and

in type 2 diabetes (19%, 23%). The frequency of GAD-Ab was

observed in type I diabetes with Tg-Ab (negative 54%,

positive 50%) and with TPO-Ab (negative 47%, positive 56%)

but the frequency of GAD-At was observed in type 2 diabetes

with Tg-Ab (negative 9%, positive 21%) and with TPO-Ab

(negative 9%, positive 37%). We concluded that 48% of type

I Japanese diabetes has relationship with thyroid

autoimmunity and, 20-30% of type 2 diabetes with GAD-At

positive has relationship with thyroid autoimmunity.
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Combined analysis of GADAs, IAAs, IA-2As and ICAs in a general population
of schoolchildren
M. Strebelow, P. Augstein, U. Jacobi, B. Ziegler, M. Schlosser and M. Ziegler
Institute of Diabetes "Gerhardt Katsch" Karlsburg, University of Greifswald
Identification of subjects at risk for developing IDDM is based on detection of
AAbs to fl-cell antigens. In order to identify high risk individuals for developing
IDDM sera from 8,592 schoolchildren (6-17 years) were screened for GADA, IAA
and IA-2A using 125I-labelled antigens and ICA measured by indirect immuno-
fluorescence. 5% (433/8,592) exceeded the cut-offs of 99, 99 and 98 percentiles for
GADA, IA-2A and IAA, respectively and 5 JDFU for ICA. Up to now 351 children
initial positive for at least one AAb were re-examined after 8-12 weeks. For 69%
(242/351) the AAb positivity was confirmed. We found 78% (189/242) to be
positive for only 1 AAb, 13.2% (32/242) for only 2 AAbs, 6.1% (15/242) for 3
AAbs and 2.5% (6/242) positive for all 4 AAbs as follows:
I AAb:	 prevalence 2AAbs:	 prevalence 3 AAbs:	 prevalence
GADA:	 46.7% GADA+IA-2A:	 2.06% GADA+IAA+IA-2A: 	 0%
IA-2A:	 1.2% GADA+IAA:	 1.65% GADA+IA-2A+ICA:	 4.1%
IAA:	 11.5% GADA+ICA:	 4.95% GADA+IAA+ICA: 	 1.6%
ICA:	 18.5% IA-2A+ICA:	 2.00% IAA+ICA+IA-2A: 	 0.4%

IA-2A+IAA:	 0%
IAA+ICA:	 2.47%

64.8% (157/242) of the re-examined children were positive for GADA and/or IA-
2A and only 27.2% (66/242) for IAA and/or IA-2A. 19.4% (47/242) were positive
for at least 2 AAbs. Among these children the most frequent combination of AAbs
measured by 125I-antigen binding assays was the combination GADA+IA-2A
(8.7%) followed by GADA+IAA (5.7%) and IAA+IA-2A (2.9%). 45/242 were
found to be of high risk for developing IDDM (defined by 1. positive for >_3 AAbs;
2. ICA?20 JDFU and GADA or IAA positive, or IA-2A and 1 further AAb is
positive; 3. ICA>-40 JDFU, or GADA?29xcut-off, or IA-2A?2xcut-off). 76%
(34/45) of them were positive for at least 2 AAbs, 53% (18/34) for GADA+IA-2A,
26% (9/34) for GADA+IAA and 20% (7/34) for IAA+IA-2A. From our
preliminary results we conclude, for initial screening of large populations for risk
for developing IDDM the easily measured AAbs GADA and IA-2A should be used,
followed by the measurement of IAA and ICA in subjects positive for one or both of
these.
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LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF ANTICARDIOLIPIN AUTOANTIBODIES IN
CHILDREN WITH INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
P. Ciampatini, L. Giovannelli , S. Corbi, D. Glanni, S. Spera and A. Crind.
Dept. of Endocrinology and *Lab. of Immunology, "Bambino Ges6" Hospital,
Rome, ITALY

Insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM), like other endocrinopathies, is
characterized by an increased prevalence of organ and non-organ-specific
autoantibodies. Recently, high levels of anticardiolipin antibodies (aCL) have
been found in IDDM, but there are no reports on the follow-up of autoantibodies
in these patients. We evaluated aCL-IgG and aCL-lgM (by ELISA assay) in 77
children and adolescents with IDDM (31 m, 46 f; age 9.6±4.6 yrs; duration of
disease from onset up to 12 yrs; HbAlc 8.2±1.5%). In 51/77 diabetic patients
aCL were periodically checked (every 3-4 months) for a period of 2.8±1.7 years.
102 age and sex-matched healthy subjects served as control group. ACL-IgG
>20GPL and aCL-IgM >1 OMPL values were considered positive. ACL IgG or IgM
were positive (at least once) in 28 patients (36%) (p<0.0001 vs control group),
while aCL-IgG and IgM were positive respectively in 23 (30%) and 11 (14%)
patients (p<0.0001 and p<0.005 vs control group). Only in 6 out of 77 (8%) IDDM
patients aCL IgG and IgM were both positive. During the follow-up aCL-IgG were
confirmed positive in 9/51 (18%) while aCL-IgM were positive in 4/51 (8%). The
frequencies of aCL (IgG and IgM), in diabetic patients during the follow-up and in
controls are reported in the table:

n. 77
once pos.

n. 51 (follow-up 2.8±1.7 yrs)
twice pos.	 3 times pos.	 >3 times pos.

n. 102
ControlsaCL

IgG(>20GPL) 23 (30%) 4(8%) 3(6%) 2(4%) 8(8%)
IgM(>I OMPL) 11 (14%) 2(4%) 2(4%) 0 2(2%)

ACL (IgG and IgM), when positive, were always at lower levels and no correlation
was found between aCL and sex, chronological age, metabolic control, and
duration of the disease. Most of the patients had occasionally positive aCL (IgG
or IgM), and in some of them they were fluctuating in time. Only 2 patients
(males) had positive aCL-IgG during the whole follow-up tending to increase, but
not significantly, with the duration of IDDM. In conclusion, aCL are significantly
more frequent in young diabetic population fluctuating with time without clinical
evidence of any specific autoimmune disorder.
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SCREENING OF RISK FOR DEVELOPING IDDM IN SCHOOLCHILDREN BY
AUTOANTIBODY ANALYSIS IN COMBINATION WITH GENOTYPING
M. Ziegler, M. Strebelow, R. Wassmuth*, M. Arnold*, M. Schlosser, and B. Ziegler
Institute of Diabetes „Gerhardt Katsch" Karlsburg, University of Greifswald and
*Institute for Clinical Immunology, University ofErlangen-Niirnberg, Germany
Islet cell autoantibodies precede the onset of IDDM. The aim of our study is, to assess
as an alternative to ICA the predictive diagnostic power of risk for developing type I
diabetes of AAbs against the three 13-cell antigens, namely glutamic acid
decarboxylase (GADA), protein tyrosine phosphatase (IA-2A) and insulin (IAA) by
screening of a general schoolchildren population of an age range from 6 to 17 years.
Up to now, sera from 8,592 children were screened for GADA, IA-2A and IAA by the
use of 1251-antigen binding assays. The cut-offs used were 99, 99 and 98 percentiles,
respectively. ICA (cut-off = 5JDFU) were detected by immunofluorescence technique.
In the last AAb proficiency programs the sensitivity/specificity of these assays were
100%/100% for GADA and IAA and 100%/87% for ICA. The AAb screening of
GADA, IA-2A, IAA and ICA revealed 5% (433/8592) AAb positive children. 397
(4.6%) were positive for only one AAb, 25 (0.29%) for two, 8 (0.09%) for three and 3
(0.03%) for four AAbs. By re-examination of primary positive children the AAb
positivity was confirmed by 69%. By AAb determination, 0.52% (45/8592) of
schoolchildren studied were found to be of high risk for developing IDDM. Four out
of them - all positive for GADA and ICA, 3 additionally positive for IA-2A and 1 for
IAA - followed already to IDDM. 9 out of the 45 (20%) high risk children are only
positive for ICA (40 - 160 JDFU). 25 of 26 (96%) high risk individuals and 13 of 14
(93%) IA-2 antibody positive children bear the HLA DRQB 1 genetic IDDM markers
0201 and 0302, and but not any child was positive for the protective genetic marker
HLA DRQBI 0602. From our preliminary results we conclude, that the combined
AAb detection by 1251-antigen binding assays is useful for initial screening of large
populations and offers an alternative to the ICA screening assay. However, ICA is
further needed to recognize individuals of risk for developing IDDM with highest
diagnostic sensitivity. The predictive diagnostic power increases with the number of
AAb species occurring and with their titres. The risk for developing IDDM is
additionally increased by the absence of protective genetic markers and by the
occurrence of HLA DRQB I genetic markers of type I diabetes.
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SELECTED MARKERS OF INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE IN NEWLY
DIAGNOSED TYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS
D.Zozuliriska, A.Majchrzak, M.Sobieska*, K.Wiktorowicz* and
B. Wierusz-Wysocka. Poznan Diabetic Center, *Laboratory of
Cellular Immunology. Academy of Medicine in Poznan, Poland
Evidence suggest that mediators of inflammatory response play an
important role in pathology of diabetes and diabetic vascular
complications. The aim of our study was to estimate some markers of
the acute-phase reaction in newly diagnosed type I diabetes. The study
was conducted in a group of 10 patients aged 31.3±8.5 years, with
duration of diabetes 19.2+20.7 days. We estimated serum
concentration of CRP, alpha-1 acid glycoprotein (AGP) and alpha-1
antychymotrypsin (ACT) and glycosylation profile of AGP and ACT
(microheterogeneity). Microheterogeneity of AGP and ACT were
studied by affinity electrophoresis with concanavalin A as the ligand.
The results were expressed as reactivity coefficients (RC). CRP, AGP
and ACT serum concentrations were similar to noticed in healthy
subjects. We observed significantly lower values of AGP-RC and
ACT-RC in patients with type 1 diabetes (1.08+_0.10 and 2.99±0.71) in
comparison with healthy individuals (1.27 +0.08 and 4.12+0.89)
(p<0.05) (p<0.05). In conclusion, the AGP and ACT glycosylation
profile noticed in our study is characteristic for persistant
inflammatory process.
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LESSONS FROM ISTANBUL FAMILY STUDY:

ARE RELATIVES OF YOUNGER ONSET DIABETES MORE RISKY?

G. Yillar, I. Satman, S. Bilgig, Y.Tiituncu, G. Igitmangil, S. Gedik, and
MT. Yilmaz. Department of Immunology and Diabetes Research Unit,

Institute of Experimental Medicine Research, Istanbul University,
Istanbul - TURKEY.

In this study we aimed to determine the prevalence of islet cell antibody (ICA)
in first degree relatives of Type I diabetes patients. The study included 382
first degree relatives from 209 families (parenths; 134 -mother/father 86/48,
siblings; 192 -female/male 100/92, and offsprings; 55 -female/male 27/28).
Positive ICA was defined as >_10 JDF u. and overall prevalence was 14.4% (55
relatives); however, only 15 subjects (3.9%) had a high titre ICA (20 JDF u.).
Based on age at onset in the index case, family members were divided into two
groups. 322 relatives of patients diagnosed <_20 years of age composed group I,
and 60 relatives of patients diagnosed > 20 years composed group II.
Comparison of the two groups have shown that high titre ICA in group I was
more frequent than in the group II (4.3% vs. 1.7%, p<0.005). Low titre ICA
was also frequent in this group, but did not reach to a significant level.
Although no difference was observed for ICA among parenths and siblings
between two groups, frequency of ICA was found to be higher in offsprings of
group I than in the group II (22.2% vs. 8.7%, p<0.05). Moreover, ICA was
more prevalent among mothers, male siblings and female offsprings of group I
(ICA in the same order; 16.7% vs. 0.0%, p<0.001, 13.6% vs. 0.0%, p<0.001,
and 20.0% vs. 4.5%, p<0.005). In contrast, only fathers of group II were
noticed to be more frequently ICA positive (33.3% vs. 11.1%, p<0.001). Our
results have indicated that compared to relatives of older onset patients, ICA is
more prevalent among first degree relatives of younger onset Type 1 diabetes
patients. Particularly, mothers, male siblings, and female offsprings are seems
to be utmost risk.
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EVIDENCE FOR IMMUNOREGULATORY DEFECTS OF
GLYCATED LYMPHOCYTES IN DIABETES

G. O. Ifere, J. Spoke and C. Odigwe. University of
Calabar, Calabar, Nigeria.

Various in vivo and in vitro data indicate that, nonenzymatic glyco-
sylation of membrane proteins may be implicated in the changes
observed in intrinsic and exposed group properties in diabetic state.
Similarly, glycosylation of lymphocyte membrane proteins may
have far reaching immunological implications, considering the
role of membrane receptors in immunological activity. To
evaluate the role of glycation in the immunoregulatory defects
of diabetic lymphocytes, we measured both humoral and
cell-mediated immune responses in diabetic and nondiabetic
subjects. For humoral response, Widal test was used to estimate
somatic and flagellar antibody levels in 30 diabetic and 20 non-
diabetic individuals. To evaluate cell-mediated immune response,
tuberculin test was performed on 32 and 20 diabetic and nondia-
betic subjects respectively. The role of glycosylation in the com-
promised immune response was ascertained by colorimetric assay
of lymphocyte membrane protein glycosylation. The impaired
humoral and cell-mediated immune responses with glycosylation
was reflected in the significant (P<0.01) negative correlation
coefficient (r = - 0.62 and r = - 0.65, respectively) but not in the
control group. This glycosylation - induced immunoregulatory
defects may bring to light reasons why lymphocytes of diabetic
subjects were observed to exhibit decreased immunoregulatory
factors like interleukin, HLA among others.
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PS 4
Cellular Markers and Inflammatory
Mediators in IDDM
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PROLIFERATIVE T CELL RESPONSES TO PEPTIDES OF IA-2 BY
IDENTICAL TWIN PAIRS DISCORDANT FOR IDDM
M.Hawa2 , R.M.Schulzt, R.D.G.Leslie 2. F.Sinigaglia3, N.Passini3, ,

L.Rogge 3 . and M.Londeil. 1 Kennedy Institute for Rheumatology,
Sunley Division, London, U.K. 2St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London,
U.K., 3 Roche Milano, Milan, Italy.
To define T lymphocyte reactivity to an islet antigen IA-2 associated
with IDDM we tested identical twins discordant for IDDM. Ten
peptides were selected from the IA-2 molecule due to their predicted
ability to bind HLA-DR4. We demonstrate that 18 IDDM twins, their
non-diabetic twins and 15 control subjects can respond to IA-2 peptides.
Two peptides were of interest: peptide 11 and peptide 16. The majority
(72%) of 51 subjects (both with and without IDDM) responded to
peptide 11, unrelated to disease duration in IDDM twins. Responses to
peptide 16 were detected in 81% of twins, both diabetic and non-
diabetic, within 6 years of the onset in the index twin but after 12 or
more years in only 15% of twins, both diabetic and non-diabetic
(p<0.001). Magnitude of T cell responses correlated with disease
duration in the index twin in both IDDM twins (r2= 0.34; p < 0.01) and
their non-diabetic twins (r 2= 0.35; p< 0.05) but not with age, HLA
status or IA-2 antibodies. T cell reactivity to peptides 11 or 16 did not
correlate between identical twins consistent with the changes being non-
genetically determined. Thus, we demonstrate in IDDM patients an
epitope-specific down-regulation of T cell responses to an autoantigen
that is disease-related but not disease-dependent and associated in non-
diabetic twins with low-disease risk. Identification for the first time that
an altered T cell response to an epitope of a disease-related antigen,
peptide 16 of IA-2, is associated with protection from developing IDDM
raises the possibility of designing therapeutic agents to prevent IDDM.

BETA-CELL DIFFERENTIATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH AN INCREASED
SENSITIVITY TO STREPTOZOTOCIN AND INTERLEUKIN 1-BETA
K.Nielsen, P.Serup, O.D.Madsen, T.M. Poulsen, J.Nerup & A.E. Karlsen. Steno
Diabetes Center and Hagedorn Research Institute, Niels Steensensvej, 2820
Gentofte, Denmark.
Interleukin 1-beta (IL-1(i) and streptozotocin (STZ) are toxic to the beta- cells,
partly through the induction of the inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS).
Increased sensitivity to STZ is caused by release of NO after uptake by GLUT-2.
AIM: To determine the effect of STZ and IL-113 on the cytotoxicity and NO
production in a pluripotent MSL-tumour cell-line, which express the GLUT -2, and
a low GLUT-2 expressing MSL-AN cell-line transfected with Insulin Promotor
Factor 1 (IPF-1). METHODS: Specific cytotoxicity was measured by the release
of LDH (% of controls) and NO as accumulated nitrite (FM). The MSL-cell line
obtain a pre-beta and a beta-cell phenotype dependent upon culture conditions.
The glucagon producing MSL-AN cell-line was transfected with IPF-1, inducing
insulin-secretion. RESULTS: Table 1: Dose dependent cytotoxicity to STZ in the
beta-cells, and no effect on the pre-beta cells, despite PCR analysis shows
GLUT-2 exuression in both nhenotvnes. (N=3 in trinlioatesl_
Table 1 1,0 mM STZ 2,5 mM STZ 5,0 mM STZ 7,5 mM STZ
MSL beta 16,98+1-6,03 20,56+/-8,74 35,86+/-4,63 57,14+/-11,73
MSL pre-beta 0,44+1-0,76 0,00+/-0,00 1,00+1-1,74 1,83+/-1,72

p<0,02 p<0,03 p<0,01 p<0,01

In contrast after exposure of MSL-AN cells +/- IPF-1 expression to STZ, no
significant differences were found. Table 2 shows increased cytotoxicity in the
IPF-1 +cells. dacnita anual amnnntc of indu' ri NO (NI—B in trinlinntn \

Table 2 150 pg/ml	 IL-1 1500 pg/mI	 IL-1 3000 pg/ml	 IL-1
MSL-AN + IPF-1 5,06+/-1,23 37,38+/-1,19 39,24+/-5,04
MSL-AN - IPF-1 0,71+1-0,00 12,43+/-9,83 15,90+/-9,03

p<0,02 p<0,02 p<0,ot
CONCLUSION: Maturation from a pre-beta to a beta-cell phenotype is
associated with acquired sensitivity to STZ, dependent upon the number of
GLUT-2 receptors. The IPF-1 induced change from an alpha- to a beta-cell-like
phenotype results in increased sensitivity to the toxic effect of IL-1.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HUMORAL AND CELLULAR
IMMUNITY TO IA-2 IN INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES
T.M. Ellis, D. Schatz, M.S. Lan, E. Ottendorfer, C. Wasserfall, A.L.
Notkins, N.K. Maclaren and M.A. Atkinson. University of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida, U.S.A.; The National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A.
Autoantibodies to the neuroendocrine molecule IA-2, a 105kD
transmembrane protein of the tyrosine phosphatase family, have
been observed in individuals with IDD. We determined the levels
of humoral and cellular immune reactivity to this autoantigen in
order to further define its role in the pathogenesis of IDD.
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from individuals with
newly-diagnosed IDD and healthy controls were stimulated in
vitro with recombinant IA-2, a series of control antigens
(glutathionine-S-transferase, tetanus toxoid, Candida albicans,
mumps, bovine serum albumin) and a mitogen
(phytohemagglutinin). Whereas proliferation of PBMC to IA-2 was
significantly higher (mean stimulation index; frequency of
response) in newly-diagnosed IDD subjects (3.5 + 3.3 H 10µg/ml ;
11 of 26 (42%)) compared to controls (1.5 + 1.1, P= 0.02 ; 1 of 12
(8%), P = 0.03), reactivities to all other antigens were remarkably
similar (all P= not significant). Autoantibody frequencies in newly-
diagnosed subjects (when sera were available) were 11 of 19 (58%)
for IA-2, ICA 65% (13/20), IAA 20% (3/15), and GADA 50%
(10/20); frequencies similar to the reported literature: Despite
anecdotal cases suggesting an inverse association between humoral
and cellular immune reactivities against IA-2, no such overall
relationship was observed (r, = 0.18, P = 0.39). These studies
support the autoantigenic nature of IA-2 in IDD and suggest the
inclusion of cellular immune responses as a marker for IDD.
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More pronounced activation of mitogen activated protein kinases (MAPK) by
IL-1 in (3- than in pre-p-cell lines.
A. Jonsson*, C. M Larsen*, A. E. Karlsen*, K. Nielsen*, O. D. Madsenu and T.
Mandrup-Poulsen*. *Steno Diabetes Center and uHagedorn Research Institute,
Gentofte, Denmark.
IL-I causes destruction of rat 1-cells partly by inducing expression of inducible
nitric oxide (NO) synthase and NO synthesis in [3-cells. Continous cytokine
mediated activation of the JNK and p38 subgroups of MAPKs signals programmed
cell-death in other cells. In rat I-cells IL-1 induces activation of the MAPKs. A
subclone of the MSL islet stem-cell clone, AN #697C1, has two derived cell lines
#2.9-AN (pre-(3-cell phenotype) and after transfection with the transcription factor
(TF) STF-1, #1.10AN/IN (I-cell phenotype). These cell lines produce similar
amounts of NO in response to IL- 1, but only 1.10 is susceptible to IL-I toxicity.
The aim of this study was to investigate if the two cell lines exhibited differential
IL-1 induced MAPK activation with the hypothesis that MAPK activation is a
necessary second signal for IL-I induced cell-death in the I -cell phenotype. 150.000
cells of either cell line were incubated with 0-3500 pg/mI of recombinant human IL-
I for 20 minutes after which the cells were lysed. The lysates were investigated for
the phosphorylation of the substrates Elk-1, ATF-2 and the heat shock protein HSP-
25 by [J2P] incorporation in the substrate proteins. The TF Elk-1 is phosphorylated
by the MAP Kinases ERK 1/2 and JNK, the TF ATF-2 by ERK 1/2, JNK 1 and
p38 whereas HSP-25 is phosphorylated only by p38 via a down-stream kinase
MAPKAP-2 The proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and visualized by
autoradiography. IL-I caused a marked dose dependent biphasic phosphorylation of
ATF-2 and HSP-25 in 1.10 cells starting at 50-150 pg/mI and peaking at 2500-
3000pg/ml of IL-I with a 12-14 fold increase. In contrast, IL-I (150-3000pg/ml)
only caused a 2-3 fold increase in ATF-2 and HSP-25 phosphorylation in 2.9 cells.
These data suggest that IL-I signalling in islet cells depends upon the differentiation
stage and that JNK/p38 activation may provide a necessary second signal which
together with NO causes IL-I mediated I-cell apoptosis.
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TYROSINE PHOSPHATASE IA-2 SPECIFIC CYTOTOXIC T
CELLS FROM HIGH RISK IDDM RELATIVES
K. Takahashi, M. C. Honeyman and L. C. Harrison, The Walter and
Eliza Hall Institute, Melbourne, Australia
Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) are proposed to play a key role in beta-
cell destruction in insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). Beta-
cell antigen-specific CTL activity could therefore reflect destructive islet
autoimmunity and predict the development of IDDM. To facilitate the
generation of human antigen-specific CTL, we derived dendritic cells
(DC) from peripheral blood adherent cells from HLA-A2 positive high-
risk IDDM relatives, in the presense of 600 U/ml GM-CSF and 400
U/ml IL-4. The DC were pulsed with a HLA-A2-restricted tyrosine
phosphatase IA-2-peptide (MVWESGCTV) and cultured with
autologous CD8 cells for 14 days. CTL specific for this peptide were
generated in two out of six HLA-A2 positive at-risk IDDM first-degree
relatives (Table, Subject 1: female, 11 y.o., HLA A2,2; DR4,4;
DQ8,8. Subject2: female, 16 y.o., HLA A1,2; DR3,4; DQ2,8). In
conclusion, this strategy may be a useful tool for investigating the
diagnostic and predictive value of CTL in IDDM.

Table. Cytotoxic T lymphocyte activity against IA-2 peptide
IAA	 anti-GAD	 anti-IA-2 % Specific killing

(-17- 35	 (0-3	 (0-5 Effector and target ratio
nU/ml)	 units)	 units) 50:1	 10:1	 2:1

Subjectl	 82	 75	 15	 45±3.5* 29±4.2* 26±5.4*
Control 1	 n.d	 n.d.	 n.d.	 8.7±1.7	 8.2±1.8	 2.3±1.2
Subject 2	 400	 29	 20	 41±3.0* 31±5.9*	 12±7.3
Control 2	 n.d	 0	 -1.7	 20±1.9	 9.1±3.1	 1.6±0.7

* p<0.02 vs HLA-, sex- and age- matched controls
n.d.: not done
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INHIBITION OF NITRIC OXIDE PRODUCTION AFTER INDUCTION OF
HEAT SHOCK PROTEINS PREVENTS DNA STRAND BREAKS
A. Dunger, S. Berg, B. Ziegler and U. Fischer*. Gerhardt Katsch Institute of
Diabetes Karlsburg and * Inselklinik Heringsdorf, Germany
Nitric oxide (NO) is suggested to be a presumed mediator of interleukin Ill (11_1)-
induced I-cell damage. Therefore it was the aim of this study (1) to prove whether
the interruption of intracellular NO generation may prevent ILl-induced DNA
damage, and (2) to elucidate the potential role of heat shock proteins (HSP) in
protecting 6-cells from ILl-related injury. Study (1): RINm5F cells were treated for
18h either with human ILl (25 U/ml) or N-nitro-L-arginine methylester (NAME, I
mmol/1), a competitive inhibitor of NO synthase, alone or with a combination of
both. Control cells remained untreated for the same period of time. Study (2): to
attain maximal induction of HSP, RINm5F cells were maintained at 44°C for 30
min and transferred to 37°C for the following 5h. HS expression was confirmed by
means of autoradiography of SOS-PAGE separated [ 5SI-labelled RINm5F proteins
and Western blotting. After HSP induction, the cells were either incubated for 18h
with ILl (HS-IL1), or they were cultured without any treatment (HS-Controls).
Results: ILl exposure of RINm5F cells resulted in a more than 20-fold stimulation
of NO generation measured by nitrite release into the culture medium
(0.263±SEMO.016 vs. 0.012±0.002 µmol/10" cells in the controls, p<0.001). NO
production was not altered by the addition of NAME or by the heat shock (HS)
procedure alone. Both measures, however, totally prevented the ILl-stimulated NO
generation. The abundance of cytoplasmic histone-associated DNA fragments
(HADF) which were assessed by means of a sandwich ELISA was 2.5-fold increased
in ILl-exposed cells as compared to controls (p<0.01). HADF were not influenced,
neither by NAME alone nor by the HS procedure as such. Also, after these two
treatments, no alteration of HADF was elicited by ILI. In conclusion, both the
inhibition of ILI-stimulated NO production and the induction of HSP are effective
in preventing ILI-induced DNA strand breaks. The mechanism underlying the
protective effect of HSP seems to involve inhibition of intracellular NO generation.
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T CELL RESPONSES TO THE NOVEL AUTOANTIGEN IA2 IN IDDM
PATIENTS AND HEALTHY CONTROLS.
T. Lohmann, T. Halder', N.G. Morgenthaler, U.Y. Khoo-Morgenthaler, J. Seissler,
J. Engler, K. Dahn, W.A. Scherbaum, and H. Kalbacher'. Dept. of Medicine III,
University of Leipzig, Germany;'Medical Research Center, University of
Tuebingen, Germany.
Insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) is probably mediated by T-
lymphocytes recognizing critical (3-cell autoantigens. Recently, a novel autoantigen
in IDDM was described as the tyrosine phosphatase IA2. Antibodies to IA2 are
detected at the peripheral blood of IDDM patients and prediabetic subjects. Nothing
is known so far about epitope specific T cell reactivity to 1A2. We studied T cell
responses to the intracytoplasmatic domain of IA2 protein (IA2,,) and predicted
DR4- and DQ8-binding motifs (13mers) of the whole IA2-molecule in 12 IDDM
patients less than 4 years from diagnosis and 5 HLA matched (DR4/ DQ8) healthy
controls. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells of the probands were stimulated for 4
days by peptides and for 7 days by protein before measuring 3H-Thymidine incorpo-
ration. Antibodies to IA2 ;. were measured by an immunoprecitation assay (sensiti-
vity 72%). 10 out of 12 IDDM patients and 2/5 controls responded to IA2 ;, protein
with stimulation indices (SI) >3. No correlation of T cell and antibody responses to
IAZ, was seen. The HLA restriction (DR or DQ) of the T cell responses to IA2;.
was investigated by antibody blocking experiments. 11 out of 12 IDDM patients
and 3/5 controls responded to the selected IA2 peptides with SI>2. There were
dominant responses to 2 DR4-motif and 1 DQ8-motif IA2 peptides. The DQ8-
motiv peptide was recognised by 9/12 IDDM patients and 2/5 controls, one DR4-
motiv peptide by 5/12 patients and 1/5 controls and the other DR4-motiv peptide by
2/12 patients and 0/5 controls. The binding of the peptides to either DR4 or DQ8
was confirmed by binding competition assays. Remarkable sequence homologies of
all three IA2 peptides to a number of virus protein sequences were observed. The
latter demonstration may be important for a molecular mimicry priming the
immune response to 1A2 following certain virus infections.
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INHIBITION OF NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE, GUANYLYL CYCLASE OR PROTEIN HINASE G
ATTENUATES INTERLEUKIN-Ip-INDUCED APOPTOSIS IN HIT-T15 CELLS.

A. Loweth, G. Williams, J. Scarpello and N. Morgan. Keele University, Staffs., UK.

We have previously shown that the nitric oxide donor, GSNO, induces apoptosis in
clonal pancreatic B-cells in a cGMP- and protein kinase G (PKG)-dependent
manner. Since interleukin 1-p (IL-1(i) is known to induce nitric oxide synthase in
pancreatic B-cells we have now examined the possible dependence of interleukin-
induced cytotoxicity on cGMP-signalling mechanisms. HIT-T15 cells were incubated
for 24 hours in the absence or presence of 2pg/µl of human recombinant IL-1(3.
Attached cells were harvested, stained with acridine orange and scored as apoptotic
or non-apoptotic, as judged by nuclear morphology, using fluorescence microscopy.
IL-lp treatment resulted in a consistent increase in apoptosis in HIT-T15 cells and
this effect was reversed by pre-incubation with the nitric oxide synthase inhibitor, L-
NMMA (Number of apoptotic cells/ml: Control: 3032 ± 427; + 100µM L-NMMA:
1702 ± 146; + 2pg4el IL-1(3: 14245 ± 1661*; + IL-1(3 + L-NMMA: 4329 ± 780**
(n=6).*=p<0.001, compared to controls,**=p<0.001, compared to IL-lit alone). Pre-
treatment of HIT-T15 cells with the guanylyl cyclase inhibitor, ODQ, was also able
to reverse IL-1(3-induced apoptosis (Control: 2552 ± 245; + 101AM ODQ: 1237 ±
165; + 2pg/µl IL-1(i: 10662 ± 1250*; + IL-1(3 + ODQ: 2046 ± 206** (n=6).*=
p<0.001, compared to controls,**=p<0.001, compared to IL-lp alone). Furthermore,
the specific PKG inhibitor, KT5823, significantly inhibited IL-lp-induced apoptosis
(Control: 891 ± 116; + 0.5µM KT5823: 506 ± 64; + 2pg4µl IL-1(i: 4949 ± 231*; +
IL-113 + KT5823: 2225 ± 335** (n=6).*=p<0.001, compared to controls,
**=p<0.001, compared to IL-lp alone). By contrast, the use of a protein kinase A-
specific inhibitor, KT5720, had no effect on apoptosis (Control: 2593 ± 176; + 2µM
KT5720: 2669 ± 218; + 2pg/ of IL-113: 9696 ± 519*; + IL-1(3 + KT5720: 8295 ±
564** (n=6). *= p<0.0o1, compared to controls, **=p<0.001, compared to IL-113
alone). We conclude that interleukin-lp is able to induce apoptosis in HIT-T15 cells
and that activation of the apoptotic mechanism is dependent on signalling pathways
involving nitric oxide and cGMP generation and protein kinase G activation.
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T-CELL REACTIVITY AGAINST IA-2 PROTEIN AT DIAGNOSIS OF
TYPE 1 DIABETES
F. Dotta, V. Viglietta, S. Dionisi, B. Carabba, P. Cerrone, O. Diaz-Horta, MC.
Matteoli, L. Lueentini and U. Di Mario. University of Rome "La Sapienza",
Rome; Ospedale Bambino Gesd, Palidoro; University of RC, Catanzaro, Italy.
Several studies performed in animal models of autoimmune diabetes have
indicated that the selective islet 9 cell destruction is a T-Iymphocyte
mediated event. However, despite the importance of the T-cell response in
the pathogenesis of type I diabetes, the target antigens of such a response
remain largely uncharacterized. Among the diabetes-associated autoantigens
identified so far starting from circulating autoantibodies, a specific T-cell
reactivity has been reported against GAD65 and insulin, both in man and in
the NOD mouse. In the present study we aimed to study the T cell response
to the IA-2 islet tyrosine phosphatase autoantigen at the onset of type I
diabetes. To this end, by participating to a T-cell workshop, we tested in
blind a series of antigens (insulin, GAD65 and IA-2) for their reactivity with
peripheral blood lymphocytes obtained from 8 newly diagnosed type I
diabetic patients and from 9 age and sex-matched normal control
individuals. A T-cell proliferation assay was performed in triplicate
employing freshly isolated cells at a concentration of 150,000 cells/well,
using RPMI containing 10% human autologous serum; after incubation for
72 h in presence or absence of the antigen to be tested, 3H-thynlidine was
added, left for 16h and plates were counted in a f3-counter. Among the
antigens tested, a specific T-cell proliferation (defined as a Stimulation Index
>3) was observed against IA-2 in 4/8 type I diabetic patients and in 0/9
control subjects (p<0.01 by Fisher extact test). A statistically significant
difference (p<0.01 by Wileoxon test) was also found between the mean S.I.
with IA-2 in patients (3.0±1.5) and that in controls (1.1±0.3). No difference
was found between patients and controls in the T-cell proliferative response
against insulin or GAD65. In conclusion these data show that a T-cell
response against the IA-2 protein can be observed at type I diabetes
diagnosis, suggesting that this islet molecule represents a target antigen not
only at B-Iymphocyte but also at T lymphocyte level.
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IS PGE2 RELATED TO THE PANCREATIC 0 CELL DAMAGE?: THE
POSSIBLE INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IL-1-p, PGE2 AND NO.
Ma A. Ortiz, J. Rosello*, C. Xaus*, E. Mato and J.M' Pou. Institut de
Recerca of HSCSP (UAB) and * CSIC, Barcelona, Spain.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the possible interrelationship of
PGE2 (prostaglandin E2) and NO (nitric oxide) on the isolated neonatal
rat islets incubated with IL-1-(3 (Interleukin-l-13). Neonatal rat islets were
isolated by collagenase digestion and cultured for six days in RPMI 1640
with 10 % of FCS. Islets were incubated with IL-1-(i at 20, 60 and 200
U/mL concentration for 24 hand the isletys incubated with 60 U/mL were
also incubated with NAME 100 pM for 18 h.. (3-cell damage was
evaluated by measuring insulin secretion rate after incubation in KRB
with 16,7 mM glucose. Insulin (pmol/mL), NO (pmol/islet) and PGE2
(pg/mL(isletxh)4 ) were determined by RIA, Greiss reaction and ELISA
respectively. Insulin secretion rate (S.R.) was calculated as the percentage
of secreted insulin versus total insulin .IL-1-(3 promoted a significant and
dose dependent decrease in the insulin S.R. (C: 4.84 ± 0.31, 20 U/mL:
1.51 ±0.15, 60 U/mL: 1.17±0.11* and 200 U/mL: 0.98±0.07* * = p<
0.001). NO levels rose in incubated islets at 60 and 200 U/mL of IL-1- fl
C: 4.51 ± 1.21, 60 U/mL: 9.13 ± 2.73* and 200 U/mL: 11.23 ± 2.23* * _
p<0.01). The PGE2 production was also increased after IL-1 -R incubation
at 60 U/mL (c: 10.62 ± 0.83 and 60 U/mL: 44.40 ± 4.61. NAME partially
normalized insulin S.R., PGE2 (12.93 ± 1.39) and NO. PGE2 and NO
presented a good correlation with insulin S.R. (PGE2: r = -0.654, p <
0.001 and NO: r = -0.478 ± 0.01. In conclusion , the IL-1 -5 induced
inhibition of the insulin secretion rate could be related not only to the
increase of NO but also to the PGE2 increase.
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ANALYSIS OF PEPTIDES ELUTED FROM IDDM-SUSCEPTIBILITY CLASS II
MHC MOLECULES OF ANTIGEN PRESENTING CELLS PULSED WITH IA-2
M Peakman, EJ Stevens, M Trucco and JC Gorga. Children's Hospital of
Pittsburgh, USA and King's College School of Medicine & Dentistry, London, UK

The nature of the mechanism by which class II MHC molecules such as DR4 and
DQ8 confer susceptibility to IDDM is not known, but probably relates to
presentation of key epitopes of autoantigens and/or microbes to T cells. In order to
examine these events in detail, we have developed a system for the analysis of
peptides eluted from antigen presenting cells (EBV-transformed B cells) pulsed
with native autoantigen. EBV cells homozygous for DR4 and DQ8 grown in vitro
were washed, resuspended in balanced salts and pulsed at 4°C sequentially with
lectin/avidin followed by recombinant biotinylated IA-2ic (intracellular domain).
The lectin binds preferentially to disulphide-linked surface proteins with
inununoglobulin-like domains (eg slg, CR2). Cells were then incubated for 6 hours
at 37°C, by which time the complex was almost completely internalised, and
harvested. HLA-DR4 was affinity purified from detergent extracts from
approximately 2x10 10 cells and a and (3 chains acid-dissociated. Peptides
occupying the binding groove were separated from intact DR4 a and (3 chains by
selective ultrafiltration and analysed by reverse-phase HPLC. IA-2 derived
peptides were identified by comparing HPLC profiles of cells pulsed with
lectin/avidin/IA-2 and lectin/avidin alone (control elution). In the control elution,
six major discrete peptide peaks and numerous minor peaks were identified,
spanning different degrees of peptide hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity. HPLC
fractions were analysed by mass spectroscopy, and 85 novel peptide masses
identified to high mass accuracy (0.01%) in the pulsed but not the control fractions.
The 85 masses matched sequences in IA-2, often as "nested sets" of peptides around
a core motif which was DR4 compatible. Our results suggest that it is possible to
purify peptides naturally processed from IDDM-related autoantigens. The sequence
analysis of these presented peptides will provide an insight into the role of HLA-
DR and -DQ molecules in determining diabetes susceptibility and protection.
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The effects of TNFa and IFNy on activation of the mitogen activated protein
kinases (MAPK) in rat islets of Langerhans.
N. Aa. Andersen*, C. M. Larsen*, T. Mandrup-Poulsen*. *Steno Diabetes
Center, Gentofte, Denmark.
IL-1 causes destruction of rat f3-cells partly by inducing expression of in-
ducible nitric oxide (NO) synthase (iNOS) and thereby production of toxic NO
radicals in the 6-cells. IL-1 activates the MAPKs JNK 1 and p38 through ge-
neration of ceramide. As for IL-1 TNF signalling leads to generation of cera-
mide, activation of NF,B and MAPKs. IFN signalling is dependent upon ac-
tivation of the JAKS and a downstream phosphorylation of the STAT proteins.
The aim of this study was to investigate if TNFa and IFNy activates MAPKs
in rat islets of Langerhans with the hypothesis that stimulation with TNFn but
not with IFN7 would lead to an activation of the MAPKs. Rat islets of Langer-
hans from 4-8 days old Wistar rats isolated by collagenase digestion and
handpicking were precultured in RPMI 1640 with 10% fetal calf serum for 4-7
days. 150 islets were wasched in RPMI 1640 with 0.5 % human serum and
incubated with 0.5-1000 U/ml of human recombinant TNFa or rat recombinant
IFN7 for 20 minutes after which the cells were lysed. The lysates were in-
vestigated for the phosphorylation of the substrates Elk-1, ATF-2 and HSP-25
by 32P incorporation in the substrate proteins. The transcription factors Elk-1
and ATF-2 are phosphorylated respectively by the MAP kinases ERK and
JNK 1, and by ERK, JNK 1 and p38 wheras HSP-25 is phosphorylated by
p38 via a downstream kinase MAPKAP-2. The phosphorylated proteins were
separated by SOS-PAGE and visualized by autoradiography. TNFa caused
a marked dose dependent increase in the phosphorylation of both ATF-2 and
HSP-25. IFN caused a significant dose dependent, decrease in the phosp-
horylation of Elk-1 and ATF-2, but did not have any significant effect on the
phosphorylation of HSP-25. These data suggest that TNFa signalling in islets
of Langerhans is dependent on activation of JNK/p38 MAPKs but not on
activation of ERK and that IFNy inhibits JNK and ERK but not p38 MAPKs
via unknown mechanisms.
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ENHANCED DETECTION OF T CELL PROLIFERATION TO IA-2 BY
TARGETING ANTIGEN PRESENTING CELLS
E.J.Stevensl, C.J.Hawkes2, M.Christie2 and M.Peakmant. Depts. of Immunology )

and Medicine2, King's College School of Medicine and Dentistry, London, UK.

The pivotal role of the T cell in the pathogenesis of IDDM has led to an increased
interest in the detection of autoantigen-specific T cells. The First International
Workshop on Autoreactive T Cells (Canberra, 1996) indicates that conventional
proliferation assays remain hampered by poor sensitivity and specificity. Our aim
was to examine whether targeting of test antigens directly onto the antigen
presenting cell surface enhances the detection of T cell proliferation. We developed
an antigen delivery system (ADS) comprised of biotinylated polyclonal goat anti-
human IgG, streptavidin and biotinylated test antigen at a range of concentrations
(recombinant human biotinylated IA-2ic at 0.4-200 pg/ml or biotinylated tetanus
toxoid at 0.05-10 pg/nil). By FACS analysis, anti-IgG binds almost 100% of
monocytes, presumably through occupied FcgammaR, and B cells via surface
immunoglobulin. Freshly isolated PBMC were obtained from newly diagnosed
IDDM patients and age- and sex-matched controls. Cells were pulsed on ice for 30
minutes sequentially with each ADS component prior to incubation at 37 0C, 5%
CO2 for 5 days. Assays with the ADS were performed in parallel with
conventional T cell assays using antigen added directly to PBMC in culture
medium. Peak proliferation to tetanus toxoid was at least doubled using the ADS
(range of stimulation indices 5-56) compared with the conventional assay (15-235).
In patients with IDDM (n=3 to date) peak proliferation responses to IA-2ic were
increased 2.4 to 7 fold in the assays using the ADS (range of SIs 4-29) compared to
conventional assays (1-10). In all subjects use of the ADS gave enhanced
proliferation compared to the conventional assay. The increased responses via this
system were specific as only minimal proliferation was detected with either the
ADS alone or an irrelevant biotinylated antibody. These results suggest this novel
ADS method offers a greatly enhanced sensitivity of detection of autoreactive T cell
proliferation, which may be of value in the diagnostic use of these assays.
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ISLET CELL CYTOTOXICITY AND DISEASE PROGRESSION IN
THE BB RAT

A.J. Bone, P.R. Hitchcock and A. Dunger'. University of Brighton,
Brighton, UK and * University of Greifswald, Karlsburg, Germany

(3-cell response to autoimmune attack determines subsequent
progression to diabetes in genetically susceptible individuals. The
extent to which this response is genetically predetermined or directly
modified by the disease process is not known. We have isolated
neonatal islets from diabetes prone (DP- BB/OK/RTlu) and diabetes
resistant (DR - Lewis/RTla) rat strains and monitored islet function
(nitrite production, insulin release, DNA synthesis) after 20 hr
treatment with a combination of cytokines (IL-1(3, TNF-a, IFN-y).
Control islets were cultured (20 hr) in the absence of cytokines. Media
accumulation of nitrite, in the absence and presence of cytokines, was
lower in DP vs DR islets (control, 2.5±0.61 vs. 3.9±0.09pmol/islet;
treated, 7.5±0.9vs. 13.7±0.8pmol/islet: mean±SE) and islet DNA
synthesis was similarly reduced in DP compared to DR rats (control
470.1±43.2 vs. 1460.3±194.9 DPM/µg DNA; treated, 374.2±50.0 vs.
997.5±157.4 DPM/µg DNA: mean±SE). Cytokine treatment
stimulated nitrite production and inhibited insulin release and DNA
synthesis to the same degree, relative to control values, in both DP
and DR islets. Reg gene expression is upregulated during
diabetogenesis in BB rats and NOD mice. We have determined Reg
mRNA levels (RT-PCR) in untreated and cytokine-exposed neonatal
DP and DR rat islets. No significant differences in Reg gene
expression were observed between any of the DP or DR islet groups
studied. Results suggest that islet functional state, response to
cytotoxic attack and disease progression may depend both on genetic
predisposition to IDDM and modification by an active insulitis
process.
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T CELL RESPONSES TO IDDM AUTOANTIGEN PEPTIDES
SHARING HOMOLOGOUS REGIONS.
E. Sarugeri, N. Dozio, F. Meschi, M.R. Pastore, E. Bosi and E.
Bonifacio. Scientific Institute H. San Raffaele, Milan, Italy.
Glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) is a major autoantigen in IDDM.
Regions of homology exist between GAD (residues 250-273) and the
Coxackie P2-C protein (residues 28-50) and between GAD (residues
506-518) and proinsulin (residues 24-36). The demonstration of T cell
responses against these regions have substantiated postulates of
molecular mimicry acting in the autoimmunity associated with IDDM.
The aim of this study was to determine whether these homologous
regions are shared targets of T lymphocyte reactivity in individual IDDM
patients. Proliferative responses against two sets of peptides (50 µg/ml):
GAD254-276 and Coxackie P2-C32-54, and GAD506-518 and proinsulin 24-
36 were measured in peripheral blood mononuclear cells from 17 newly
diagnosed IDDM patients and 11 control subjects. Responses (SI>3)
were found against each of the peptides in both patients and control
subjects, and no differences were observed between groups. A strong
positive correlation was found between responses to GAD254-276 and
Coxackie P2-C32-54 (r2 = 0.85, p<0.0001), and between responses to
GAD506-518 and proinsulin24-36 (r2 = 0.87, p<0.0001), suggesting
shared reactivity to the homologous regions in individual subjects.
However, a similar correlation was also observed between responses to
Coxackie P2-C32-54 and proinsulin24-36, (r2 = 0.97, p<0.0001) which
do not share homology, suggesting that reactivity may not be due to
mimicry. Examination of HLA DR and GAD antibody status in subjects
showed responses in those with either DR3 or DR4, and in patients with
and without GAD antibodies. These data suggest that 1. T cell responses
to peptides containing putative autoreactive epitopes of GAD and
proinsulin are not specific for IDDM, 2. correlation between T cell
reactivity to peptides is not restricted to those containing homologous
regions, and 3. non-antigen specific factors are important determinants of
in vitro measurements of T cell reactivity.
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DIFFERENTIAL CYTOKINE EFFECTS IN INS-1 AND RIN 1046-
38 INSULINOMA CELLS:
H.E.Hohmeier', A. Thigpen' and C.B.Newgard'. University of
Texas Southwestern Medical Center' & BetaGene Inc. Dallas,
Texas'.

We are interested in engineering of cell lines that might serve as
surrogates for islets in IDDM therapy. A possible problem for in vivo
use is the well documented cytotoxic effect of cytokines such as IL-
lb and y-IFN on islet (3-cells. We have therefore investigated the
cytotoxic effects of these cytokines on two insulinoma cell lines,
RIN1046-38 and INS-1. Whereas exposure of INS-1 cells to IL-lb
for 48 h killed 50% of cells, no cytotoxic effect of this cytokine was
observed on RIN1046-38 cells, even though both cell lines produced
large quantities of nitrite (10 and 30 µM/mg protein/24 h,
respectively). Northern blot analysis revealed that mRNA for
inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) was induced by IL-lb
treatment in both lines within 4 h, but while expression faded quickly
in RIN 1046-38 cells, it was sustained in INS-1 cells out to 18 h.
Inhibition of iNOS by N-monomethyl-arginine (NMMA) blocked the
cytotoxic effect of IL-lb on INS-1 cells. Opposite to its effects on
iNOS expression, IL-lb treatment caused an induction of Mn
superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) mRNA in RIN1046-38 cells that
persisted for 18 h whereas in INS-1 cells MnSOD mRNA waned by
12 h. Rat y-IFN had a cytotoxic effect on both insulinoma lines, but
nitrite and iNOS mRNA could only be detected in the RIN1046-38
cells. NMMA did not block the cytotoxic effect of y-IFN on the latter
cell line. These data suggest that: 1) The higher MnSOD:iNOS ratio
in RIN 1046-38 cells may explain their resistance to the cytotoxic
effects of IL-lb; 2. The cytotoxic effect of y-IFN is independent of
iNOS induction and NO production in both cell lines.
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HIGH T-CELL RESPONSES TO THE GLUTAMIC ACID
DECARBOXYLASE (GAD) ISOFORM 67 REFLECT A HYPER-
IMMUNE STATE THAT PRECEDES THE ONSET OF IDDM
M.C. Honeyman, N. Stone, H. DeAizpurua, P.G. Colman, M.J.
Rowley * L.C. Harrison, Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Parkville;
*Centre for Molecular Biology and Medicine, Monash University,
Clayton, Australia

Pancreatic (3-cell destruction leading to insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus (IDDM) is an autoimmune T cell-mediated process.
Peripheral blood T cells which proliferate to islet antigens such as
glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD), (pro)insulin or tyrosine
phosphatase IA-2, can be detected in at-risk, first-degree relatives of
people with IDDM. However, cross-sectional studies cannot define
the relationship between T-cell responses and progression to IDDM.
Longitudinal studies were therefore undertaken on 50 at-risk, first-
degree relatives tested at least yearly for up to four years, during
which time five developed IDDM. Peripheral blood T-cell responses
to GAD67(aa 208-404)-glutathione-S-transferase (GST) fusion
protein, GST, insulin and tetanus toxoid were measured, together
with antibodies to islet cells, GAD, insulin and IA-2. High levels of
antibodies to GAD or insulin were generally associated with low T-
cell responses to these antigens. Relatives who developed IDDM
were characterised by high levels of antibodies to insulin and/or islet
cells, and high T-cell responses to GAD67-GST and tetanus, but not
insulin, in the 24 months before clinical diagnosis. Cross-sectionally,
T-cell responses to GAD67(aa208-404)-GST and to full-length
GAD65-GST were highly correlated (R=0.75, p<0.002). In
conclusion, increased cellular immunity to the mid-region of GAD67
was a marker of late pre-clinical IDDM but appears to reflect a more
general, transient state of cellular immune hyper-responsiveness.
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INTERFERON-y SIGNAL-TRANSDUCTION IN RINm5F CELLS

AND HUMAN PANCREATIC ISLETS
M. Flodstrom' and D6cio L. Eizirik'. 2 .'Department of Medical Cell Biology,
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden; 2Department of Metabolism and
Endocrinology, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium.

The radical nitric oxide (NO) may be a mediator of 13-cell damage in IDDM. The
cytokines IFN-y and IL-1B are required for expression of the enzyme nitric
oxide synthase (iNOS) and NO production by human pancreatic islets.
Possible mechanisms by which IFN-y potentiates IL-1 13-induced iNOS mRNA
expression are: a. stabilization of iNOS mRNA; b. activation of the nuclear
factor-KB (NF-KB); c. increased expression of interferon regulatory factor-1
(IRF-1). Addition of IFN-g (1000 U/ml), before or after arrest of IL-1 B-induced
iNOS gene transcription, did not prolong NOS mRNA half life in the rat insulin-
producing cell line RINmSF (50-60% decline in NOS mRNA after 2-4 h, with or
without the presence of IFN-g). IFN-g also failed to modify IL-1(25 U/ml)-
induced NF-kB activation in RINm5F cells, as determined by electrophoretic
mobility shift assay (optical density; n = 2-3): control, 82 ± 33; IFN-y, 101 ± 50;
IL-1 B, 4531 489; IL -1 B + IFN-y, 4844 ± 633. However, IFN-y induced a 19-
fold (P<0.01 vs control) increase in nuclear IRF-1 protein content in RIN cells,
an effect further potentiated by IL-1 13(37-fold  increase; P<0.01 vs control).
The total cellular content of IRF-1 protein increased by 30-50-fold (P<0.05 vs
control at 2h) in human islets exposed for 2, 4 or eh to IFN-y or IFN-y+ IL-16.
IL-1B alone induced a marginal and transient increase in IRE-1. It has been
previously described that nicotinamide prevents IL-1B-induced IRF-1
expression in rat pancreatic islets. However, nicotinamide (20 mM) presently
failed to prevent IL-1B + IFN-y-induced IRF-1 protein expression in human
pancreatic islets. In conclusion, the effects of IFN-y on iNOS expression can
neither be explained by iNOS mRNA stabilization nor increased NF-kB
activation. However, IFN-y induces an early increase in cellular IRE-1 content,
and this may contribute to increased iNOS mRNA expression.
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PROBABLE RECOGNITION OF HUMAN INSULIN IN THE
CONTEXT OF HLA-DRB1*0406 MOLECULE BY V 138 T-
CELLS
Y Uchigata, J Chino, H Katoh*, T Uchiyama*, K Tokunaga** and Y
Omori. Diabetes Center, *Dept. of Microbiology and Immunology,
Tokyo Women's Medical College and **Dept. of Human Genetics,
Tokyo University, Tokyo, Japan

Insulin autoimmune syndrome (IAS, Hirata's disease) is thought
to be an ideal model for investigating autoimmune mechanisms,
especially human insulin autoantibody production. G1u74 in HLA-
DRB 1*0406 molecule revealed a crucial amino acid residue for the
presentation of a human insulin epitope, and a posterior part of human
insulin a chain after disulfide-bond cleavages were crucial for the T
cell presentation. Here, we analyzed T-cell receptor (TCR) V 13
usages in cloned T cells which proliferated in autologous mixed
lymphocytes reaction (MLR) of peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMC) with DRB1*0406 in the presence of human insulin. Human
insulin-specific T cell clones by limiting dilution technique using
PBMC from 2 donors with DRB1*0406 were established from blast
cells in autologous MLR in the presence of 40/i M human insulin for
the first week and 40 u M human insulin and 100 U/ml of rIL-2 for the
following weeks. mRNA was isolated from the T cell clone and was
analyzed by RT-PCR with 22 TCR V 13 specific primers. We found
that there was a striking monoclonal increase in the amount of V ,3 8
TCR gene product in the different T cell clones. It suggests that in
this model, a limited number of T-cells cause the insulin autoantibody
production.
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IL-1 AND TGF(3, AFFECT THE EXPRESSION OF TYPE I AND II IL-1
RECEPTORS IN THE RAT INSULINOMA CELL LINE RIN-5AH.
P. Mitliangal, K. Varelil, and G.K. Papadopoulos 2. Lab. of 'Biol. Chemistry
and 2 lmmunology, Univ. of Ioannina Medical School, Ioannina, GREECE
Earlier studies from this laboratory had shown that the combination of IL-lp
and TGF(II was inhibitory to the logarithmic growth of RIN-5AH insulinoma
cells, while either cytokine alone was without any effect. The aim of this study
was first to document the presence of IL-1 receptor (types I and II) expression
and then to investigate the effect of these cytokines on receptor expression at
the mRNA level. RIN-5AH cells were grown logarithmically in high glucose-
Dulbecco's MEM, with TGF(3, (80 pM) and IL-1 (5 nM) added, 2 or 26 hrs
respectively after seeding of the cells (added in same order in combination
experiments). Cells were harvested at given times and polyA+ cellular RNA
was isolated. The effect on the mRNA IL-1 receptor levels was monitored by
northern blotting of polyA+ RNA probed with specific probes. The RIN-5AH
cells showed a gradual increase of RI mRNA with a doubling of the signal after
72 hrs of culture (near confluence). IL-113 showed a dramatic decrease in RI
mRNA, that was evident at 6 hrs post-addition and maintained until 72 hrs of
culture. TGF(31 showed a complex pattern of RI mRNA expression, with a
substantial reduction in message by 8 hrs, an increase above controls at 24
hrs and a decrease well below background levels by 72 hrs. By contrast, the
combination of the two cytokines leads to a very rapid (3 hrs) increase in RI
mRNA. This is followed by severe down regulation of the message, making it
undetectable by 72 hrs of culture. The cytokines, alone or in combination, have
the same effect on RII mRNA for the first 24 hrs of incubation, yet by 72 hrs
TGFP and the combination of IL-10 and TGF(3 1 lead to an increase in RII
message, compared to untreated cells. However, IL-1(3 incubation results in a
severe downregulation of RII mRNA, making it undetectable at 72 hrs. In
summary IL-1(3 causes severe down-regulation of-RI and RII mRNA in RIN-
5AH cells, while TGF(3 1 incubation leads to a more complex pattern that
eventually results in down regulation of RI and upregulation of RII. The
combination of the two cytokines leads to final down regulation of RI and
upregulation of Rh. We conclude that these two cytokines have quite complex
pattern of interactive signal transduction that must be further investigated to
determine the cause of the resulting inhibition of cellular growth.
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CELLULAR IMMUNE REACTIVITIES AGAINST PROINSULIN
IN INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES.
T.M. Ellis, D. Schatz, E. Ottendorfer, C. Wasserfall, N.K. Maclaren
and M.A. Atkinson. University of Florida, Gainesville, U.S.A.
Investigations of animal models for insulin dependent diabetes
(IDD) suggest that insulin may serve as a key autoantigen in the
pathogenic events which culminate in this autoimmune disorder.
In addition, recent studies of humans have suggested that
proinsulin and/or a fragment from the region spanning C-peptide
and the B-chain of insulin may serve as an autoantigen of IDD.
Therefore, we analyzed cellular immune reactivities to proinsulin
in order to clarify the role of this molecule in the pathogenesis of
IDD. In vitro peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) responses
(7 day, 105 PBMC/well) against proinsulin, insulin, control
antigens (tetanus toxoid, Candida albicans, mumps, bovine serum
albumin, and a mitogen (i.e., PHA) were determined in 32
individuals with newly-diagnosed IDD (s one day from diagnosis)
and 17 healthy non-diabetic individuals. Unlike previous reports
by ourselves and others suggesting IDD associated elevations in
cellular immunity to (3 cell antigens (e.g., glutamic acid
decarboxylase, IA-2, etc.), we observed equivalent levels of PBMC
proliferation against every antigen in this panel including
proinsulin (all P = not significant). Specifically, the mean
stimulation index (± SD) and frequency of reactivity to proinsulin
for controls and IDD patients (respectively) was: 1µg/ml (1.6 f 1.1,

1/17(6%); 2.8 ± 3.2, 6/32 (18%)); 10µg/ml (1.7 f 1.3, 1/17 (6%); 1.5
t 0.8,1/27 (4%)); and 50µg/ml (1.1 f 0.7,1/14 (7%); 1.4 ± 1.4, 1/25
(4%). Taken together with our previous studies reporting only rare
occurrences of autoantibodies to proinsulin, the role of immunity to
this molecule in the pathogenesis of IDD in humans is unclear.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF DIABETOGENIC, GAD65-SPECIFIC
T CELL CLONES ESTABLISHED FROM NOD MICE.
D. Wegmann, N. Schloot and P. Gottlieb, Barbara Davis Center for
Childhood Diabetes, University of Colorado Health Sciences Center,
Denver, Colorado, USA
The autoimmune destruction of beta cells which leads to insulin
dependent diabetes in NOD mice and human subjects appears to be
mediated primarily by T cells. Recent reports have implicated
glutamic acid decarboxylase 65 (GAD65) as an important antigen in
the pathogenic T cell response to beta cells in NOD mice. The goal
of these investigations was to determine the role of GAD65-specific T
cells in beta cell destruction in NOD mice. Beta cell destruction in
human subjects and in NOD mice is preceded by lymphocytic
infiltration of islets and it is presumably these infiltrating cells that are
directly responsible for this destruction. Therefor, the approach taken
was to establish panels of GAD65-specific T cell clones from the islet
infiltrates of NOD mice. Isolated islets from prediabetic NOD mice
were trypsin digested to release the infiltrating cells an these cells
were used to establish GAD65 specific T cell lines and clones by in
vitro stimulation with antigen and APCs. A mixture of three synthetic
peptides of GAD 65 identified as dominant epitopes in this response
by and designated 17 (residues 247-266), 34 (residues 427-446), and
35 (residues 435-456) was used as antigen. Thus far we have
established GAD65-specific T cell lines from individual mice 7, 8,
and 9 weeks old at the time of islet isolation, and have cloned the line
from the 8 week mouse and analyzed the resultant clones. These
clones responded to peptide 17, were predominantly of the TH1-like
phenotype, and responded to islet cells in vitro. More importantly,
the clones that have been analyzed thus far are capable of acceleration
of diabetes in young NOD recipient mice in adoptive transfer
experiments. These finding suggest that GAD65 specific T cells
participate in beta cell destruction in the spontaneous disease process.
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SULPHATIDE AND ITS PRECURSOR, GALACTOSYLCERAMIDE,
INFLUENCE THE PRODUCTION OF CYTOKINES IN HUMAN MONO-
NUCLEAR CELLS
K. Buschard, M. Diatnant, L.F. Bovin, J.-E. Manson, P. Fredman and K.
Bendtzen. Bartholin Instituttet, Kommunehospitalet and Institute for Inflamma-
tion Research, National University Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark; Depart-

ment of Clinical Neuroscience, Section of Psychiatry and Neurochemistry,

University of Goteborg, Molndal, Sweden.

Sulphatide is expressed in the central and peripheral neural system, in islets of
Langerhans, and in tissues affected by late diabetic complications. Autoanti-
bodies to sulphatide are present in patients with insulin-dependent diabetes and
the Guillain-Barre syndrome. Cytokines influence these disease processes, and
we therefore studied whether sulphatide and its precursor galactosylceramide

(gal-cer) influence the in vitro production of cytokines by blood mononuclear
cells (MNC) originating from 15 healthy persons. Using lipopolysaccharide
(LPS)-stimulated cells sulphatide increased the IL-2 production (163±17% of
controls without sulphatide, p=0.02), and gal-car increased the IL-la
production (145±13%, p=0.006), whereas neither gal-cer nor sulphatide had

effect on the production of IL-6, IL-10 or TNFa. When stimulating cells with
phytohemagglutinin (PHA), suiphatide decreased the production of IL-6
(88±5%, p=0.009), IL-10 (66±3%, p=0.000003), and TNFa (75±9%,
p=0.02). Gal-cer, however, increased the production of IL-6 (188±13%,

p=0.000006), and decreased the production of TNF(i (80±6%, p=0.007).
Neither gal-cer nor sulphatide had effect on the production of lL-2 or IFNy

from PHA stimulated cells. Northern blot analysis using an IL-6 probe showed

similarly an increased amount of IL-6 mRNA after gal-cer incubation (range

469%-150%, n=3, of PHA-stimulated control). Thus, sulphatide and gal-cer

influence the production of several cytokines thought to be involved in

immunoinflammatory disease processes.
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A REDUCED IN VITRO GENERATION OF CDB + T CELLS BY SPLENIC DENDRITIC
CELLS FROM THE BB RAT, BUT NOT FROM THE NOD MOUSE

H.A. Drexhage, F.G.A. Delemarre, K. Radosevic, Dept. of Immunolog, Erasmus
University Rotterdam, the Netherlands

Development of type 1 diabetes results from an autoimmune attack of, primarily, effector T
cells towards the 0 cells of the islets of Langerhans. Antigen presenting cells (APCI, including
dendritic cells (DC) and macrophages, play an important role in the regulation of 7 cell function.
Intrinsic disturbances in DC function have been suggested in both human and animal (NOD
mouse, BB rat) type 1 diabetes. Suboptimal activity of DC may lead to an insufficient activation
of suppressor T cells whereas autoimmune T cells are fully activated.
In this study we investigated (1) the accessory cell function in syngeneic MLR (sMLR) of DCs
from B8 rats and NOD mice, (21 the in vitro generation of CD4+ and CDs + T cell subsets, and
13) the expression of MHC class I, II and ICAM -1 on the DCs.
Splenic DCs (enriched by Nycodenz density gradient centrifugation) were cocultured with nylon
wool-purified splenic T cells for 5 days at a radio 15. Proliferation of T cells was measured
after adding Tritiated thymidine for 16 hrs. Expression of surface markers on T cells and DCs
were studied with FACS.
The stimulator capacity of DCs from control Wistar rats (age 307 wks) cocultured with either
Wistar or BB T cells was 142029 ± 59091 resp. 9862 ± 4456 opm. DCs from BB rats (age 3-7
wksl had a significant lower stimulatory capacity (35108 ± 57617 resp. 3333 ± 2330; n =6,
p<0.05(. DCs from the BB rat were unable to maintain particularly CDs + T cells in culture
(n =6(, resulting in an increased CD4/CD8 ratio. The expression of MHC class 1, 11 and ICAM -1
on DCs from both rat strains did not differ. Regarding the NOD, DC from both spleen and lymph
nodes, were as good stimulators of syngeneic MLR as control C57BL/10 DC. Moreover NOD
DC as well as C57BL/10 DC stimulation of T cells induced a similar increase of the CD4/CD8
ratio in syngeneic MLR.
In conclusion, accessory cell function of splenic DCs from the BB rat is abnormal in young
animals (before disease). This abnormality is not due to differences in MHC class 1, class II and
ICAM-1 expression on the Des. Since DC function in the sMLR is related to the induction of
regulatory or suppressive T cells, the reduction in the number of CD8 + T cells in the MLR is
suggestive for a defect in the generation of such T cell populations by DCs from the BB rat in
vivo. The accessory cell function of DCs from the NOD mouse was normal, indicating that the
immune disturbances in both models of spontaneous type 1 diabetes are dissimilar.
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IN VITRO RELATIONSHIP OF LYMPHOCYTES FROM TYPE I DIABETIC
CHILDREN AND RAT ISLET CELLS
N. Kvirkvelia, I. Vturina, M. Kiknavelidze, N. Poraldshvih and R. Vasilov.
Tbilisi State University, Tbilisi, Georgia, Institute of Biotechnology, Moscow,
Russia
In order to investigate the cell mediated mechanisms of immune damage of
beta cells we used a xenogeneic model of human peripheral blood lymphocytes
(PBL) and rat islet cells. It is known that PBL form Type I diabetics inhibit the
insulin secretion of cultured rat beta cells. Islet cell function was assessed by net
insulin release in the presence of basal or stimulatory media and was expressed
as the insulin release index-III. After coculturing PBL from Type I diabetic
children with rat islet cells, the islet cells lost their ability to repsond to
stimulatory medium. The fit index in the group of diabetic children was
1.04±0.05, whilst the III index for the nondiabetic control subjects was
1.8±0.05 (p<0.01). To elucidate the nature of the effector cells responsible for
inhibition of in vitro insulin secretion PBL were treated with anti-CD3, anti-
ganuna-delta T, anti-CD25 or anti-LFA-1 antibodies. All suppressed the
inhibition of insulin secretion by rat islet cells. However, treatment with
antibodies to MHC Class I or lI failed to suppress insulin secretion. The effects
of anti-CD3 (IR index: 1.75±0.07), anti-gamma-delta T (IR index: 1.82±0.09),
and anti-CD25 (IR index: 1.50±0.10), antibodies indicated a role for activated
T cells expressing the CD3 associated gamma-delta receptor. In addition, the
effect of anti-LFA-1 antibodies (III index: 1.92±0.11), suggests that direct
contact between PBL and rat cells is of importance. To examine this possibility
we studied rosettes formed between PBL of diabetic children and rat islet cells
(no rosettes form with PBL from control subjects and rat islet cells). Electron
microscopy revealed a close association of PBL with the rat islet cells. In
conclusion, our data suggest that at least one mechanism for the damage of beta
cells is via their direct contract with non-MHC restricted activated gamma delta
T lymphocytes.
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SKIN TEST FOR DETECTION OF CELLULAR AUTOIMMUNITY
TO GAD65 IN IDDM: A STUDY IN NOD MOUSE.
Y. Muto, S. Kure, Y. Sakata, T. Masuda, T. Shinka, Y. Matsubara,
J. Satoh and K. Narisawa. Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan.

Cellular autoimmunity to GAD65 is closely associated with
development of IDDM in human and NOD mouse. The cellular
immunity has been detected by radioactive thymidine uptake into T-
cells in presence of GAD65. To simply detect the cellular
autoimmunity to GAD65, we devised a novel method by a skin test
and examined its reliability and usefulness in NOD mouse. For an
antigen of the skin test, a mouse GAD65 C-terminal peptide (86 amino
acids) was expressed in E. coli and purified. Ten micrograms of the
peptide was injected into the mouse footpad together with the crystal of
alum potassium. The delayed type hypersensitivity reaction measured
by footpad swelling was observed with peak at 48 h after the injection
in NOD mice, but not in five normal mouse strains. Two recombinant
peptides unrelated to the IDDM autoantigens, rat cyclophiline and
bacteria] carboxyl carrier protein, did not elicit the footpad reaction.
Polymorphonuclear and mononuclear cell infiltrations were observed
in the intradermal tissues injected with the GAD65 peptide, but not
with the alum. Spleen cell proliferation to the GAD65 peptide
measured by thymidine uptake was significantly higher in the NOD
mouse than that in the other normal mouse strains. There was a
significant correlation between the footpad swelling and thymidine
incorporation (r=0.89, p<0.01). These results suggest the feasibility
of detection of anti-GAD65 cellular immunity by the skin test and the
potential clinical application of the GAD65 skin test for prediction and
diagnosis of IDDM.
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CD4 T LYMPHOCYTE SUBSETS DETERMINE DURATION OF CLINICAL
REMISSION IN RECENT-ONSET INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES
N.M.Lalic, *M.L.Lukic,**D.Kosec, M.Zamaklar, K.Lalic, A.Jotic and P.B.Dordevic
Institute for Endocrinology,'Institute for Microbiology and Immunology and
* .Center for Immunological Research, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
Previous studies have suggested that changes in CD4' T lymphocyte subsets might
influence the clinical course of the disease in patients with recent-onset insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). The aim of this follow-up study was to
compare changes in CD4' T cell subsets between two groups of recent-onset IDDM
patients, exhibiting a long-term (>6 months)(group A, N=16) or a short-term (< 6
months) clinical remission (CR) (optimal metabolic control without insulin lasting
>30 days) (group B, N=18) and with those in age-matched healthy controls (group
C, N=10). The percentage of CD4' T cell subsets was analysed in the peripheral
blood by using two-color in munofluorescence staining with monoclonal antibodies
defining helper-inducer (CD45RO') and suppressor-inducer (CD45RA') subsets of
CD4* T cells and flowcytometry analysis. In each IDDM patient, the analysis was
done sequentially (a) in initial insulin-requiring state (IRS I); (b) in CR and (c) in
relapse of IRS after CR (IRS II). We found that percentage of CD4CD45R0' T
cells in the state of CR was higher in group A than in group B (32.7`/-2.2 vs 28.4`/-
2.0%, p<0.05), while simultaneously CD4+CD45RA' T cells did not differ between
the groups (25.8'/-1.9 vs 24.2'/-2.1%,p=NS). In both groups, the percentage of
CD4'CD45R0+ T cells was lower in CR than in IRS I and IRS II (group A: IRS I:
35.7/-1.9, IRS II: 34.7/-2.2 %, p<0.05; group B: IRS I: 34.9'/-1.8, IRS II: 35.3'/-
1.6 %, p<0.05; A vs B = NS) and it always remained higher than in controls
(C:24.9'/-1.4%;p<0.05). However, the percentage of CD4`CD45RA' T cells was
higher in CR than in IRS I and IRS II (group A: IRS I: 22.8'/-1.6, IRS II: 23.1'/-
2.1 %, p<0.05; group B: IRS I: 23.2'/-1.9, IRS II: 22.9`/-1.9 %, p<0.05; A vs B =
NS) and did not differ from controls. Our results signify that increased number of
CD4'CD45R0' T cells inversely correlates with shorter duration of CR, while the
correlation between the number of CD4*CD45RA* T cells and the duration of CR
has not been found. The results imply that duration of CR could be modulated on
the level of T helper-inducer activity.
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DIABETOGENICITY OF INSULIN SPECIFIC, TH2 T CELL CLONES IN NOD
MICE.
D. Wegmann and D. Daniel, Barbara Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes,
University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, Denver, Colorado, USA

Insulin-specific T cells are a predominant component of the infiltrates that
accumulate around pancreatic islets of NOD mice during the pathogenesis of insulin
dependent diabetes. The great majority of nominally insulin specific T cell clones
derived from these infiltrates (290/312, 93%) recognize epitopes contained on
residues 9 - 23 of the B chain (B:9-23) of mouse insulin. Administration of B:9-23
to NOD mice by either subcutaneous or intranasal routes confers potent protection
from diabetes. The aim of these investigations was to determine the mechanism by
which B:9-23 protects NOD mice from diabetes. The cervical lymph nodes of NOD
mice treated with intranasal B:9-23 were harvested and the resultant cell suspensions
were cultured in vitro with B:9-23 to establish B:9-23 specific lines from four
individual mice. All four lines produced the TH2 cytokines IL-4 and IL-10 upon
stimulation with antigen and syngeneic splenic APCs. One of these lines was
cloned and a panel of B:9-23 specific clones with TH2 cytokine production profiles
was obtained. Many lines of evidence imply that TH2 cytokines protect NOD mice
from diabetes, however, adoptive transfer experiments indicated that the TH2 clones
were as potent as THI clones in transfer of diabetes to young NOD mice. In order
to determine the fate of THI and TH2 clones in vivo, the cell tracking dye CFSE
was used to label these clones. Mice were injected with CFSE labeled clones and
total pancreatic infiltrating cells were isolated after the desired interval of time and
analyzed by flow cytometry for various surface markers and cytokine production.
The results of these experiments indicated that both THI and TH2 clones recruited
large populations of other cells to the pancreas which outnumbered the injected
clones by 10 to 200 fold. The recruited cells included: CD8 T cells, B cells,
macrophages, and of interest, both THI and TH2 CD4 T cells. These results
suggest beta cell destruction by TH2 cells is mediated by the recruited cells and that
the recruited cells also contribute to pathogenicity when THI clones are injected.
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INCREASED CD69 AND HLA-DR EXPRESSION IN IDDM OF LONG
STANDING
A. Gessl and W. Waldhausl. Department of Medicine III, Division of
Endocrinology and Metabolism, University of Vienna, Austria.

To better define activation of circulating T-cell subsets in IDDM of recent
onset (N=30) and of long standing (N=27; duration of disease >36
months), CD4` and CD8' T-cells were differentiated as to naive and
memory cells, and expression of HLA-DR, interleukin-2 receptor (IL-2R,
CD25) and CD69 was analyzed by three-color flow cytometry. Twenty-six
healthy subjects of similar age and sex served as controls. No significant
deviation was seen in IDDM vs. controls in CD25 expression on CD4' or
CD8' cells, nor in their CD45RA' or CD45RA subsets. CD8' cells,
however, showed significantly increased amounts of HLA-DR molecules
in newly manifested IDDM, both on CD45RA' CD8 + cells (+ 45%) and
the total population (+ 39%), but not on CD45RA CD8' cells (+ 34%,
NS). The same observation could be made in IDDM of long standing
(CD45RA`, + 76%; total CD8 + cells, + 57%), where also CD45RA' CD8'
cells exhibited increased HLA-DR expression (+ 40%, p<0.04). These
patients also expressed increased amounts of HLA-DR molecules on CD4'
cells (+ 29%), with CD45RA - cells being largely responsible for that
elevation (+ 32%). CD69 expression in IDDM was not different from
controls, but was higher in IDDM of long standing (p<0.05) for CD69
expression on CD4' (. 48%), CD8 + (+ 40%), and CD45RA- CD4+ (+ 50%)
cells than in IDDM of recent onset. Enhanced HLA-DR expression on T-
cells was mainly due to their expression on naive CD8' T lymphocytes and
was similar in both longstanding and newly manifested IDDM, whereas
CD69 was slightly decreased at disease manifestation, but increased in
longstanding disease. The observed peripheral T cell activation suggests an
ongoing immune process in IDDM both at the time of its clinical
manifestation and after 136 + 109 months of duration.
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MADCAM-1 IS REQUIRED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
DIABETES IN NONOBESE DIABETIC MICE
A. Hanninen, I. Jaakkola and S. Jalkanen. MediCity Research
Laboratory, University of Turku, and National Public Health Institute,
Turku, Finland
Environmental antigens may trigger the activation of self-destructive
T cells in insulin-dependent diabetes via molecular mimicry. Many of
the proposed antigens enter the body via gastrointestinal tract and are
therefore presented to T cells in the gut-associated lymphoid tissue
(GALT) wherein lymphocytes enter by interacting with the mucosal
vascular addressin MAdCAM-1. The aim of this study was to
investigate if the development of diabetes in nonobese diabetic (NOD)
mice can be prevented by blocking lymphocyte homing to GALT. We
show that an early blockade of MAdCAM-1 function prevents
diabetes. While ineffective if started later, blockade started at 3 weeks
age resulted in a near-complete reduction in diabetes incidence (p <
0.01). The blockade affected GALT by depleting Peyer's patches of
naive (CD44'°"",CD45RBs'g`') T cells, inhibited the development of
diabetogenic cells and also selectively diminished pancreatic homing
of lymphocytes derived from GALT of young donors. These results
show that MAdCAM-1 is required at two distinct steps of diabetes
pathogenesis in the NOD mouse: for the development of diabetogenic
lymphocytes and for the homing of the early-developing effector cells
to the pancreas. Thus, MAdCAM-1-mediated homing of lymphocytes
to, and activation in the GALT is critical for the development of early
diabetogenic lymphocytes which use MAdCAM-1 also for their
homing to the pancreas.
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EXPRESSION OF SURFACE CD8 AND CD23 AND PRODUCTION OF
SOLUBLE FORMS IN IDDM PATIENTS WITH ANTIBODIES TO GAD
M.Itoh, K.Shimazaki, N.Hayakawa, R.Kato, Y.Ito, S.Kato, T.
Mokuno, and A.Nagasaka. Fujita Health University, Toyoake,
Japan.
Autoreactive T cells and anti-GAD antibodies may participate in
the autoimmune-mediated process in IDDM. T cell activation
markers are increased in IDDM, but B cell activation remains
uncertain. To investigate the roles of B cell activation the
production of soluble (s)CD8 and B cell-derived autocrine growth
factor, sCD23, and expression of surface T and B cell antigens
were examined. Peripheral mononuclear cells were obtained from
5 patients with anti-GAD antibody(+) IDDM, 8 patients with
Graves' disease, and 12 normal controls. The cells were incubated
with or without anti-CD40 monoclonal antibody and IL-4 for 7
days. The sCD8 and sCD23 in the supernatant were measured by
enzyme immunoassay and cell surface antigens were measured by
FACS using monoclonal antibodies. Anti-GAD antibodies were
measured by radioimmunoassay. The production of sCD 8 and
sCD23 were increased after 7 days of Incubation with anti-CD40

and IL-4 in IDDM (sCD8:95±38—>142±49U jml; sCD23:2.4±0.4—>

12.5±2.ing/ml) as well as in other groups. The percentages of
CD8(+) cells were significantly decreased in patients with Graves'

disease(21.6 ± 2.4 —^ 12.0 ± 2.7%), and slightly decreased in the

normal controls (23.7±1.6 --X20.0±1.5%), but was not changed in

anti-GAD(+)IDDM (24.7±3.6-24.9±4.3%). The percentages of
CD4(+) and CD23(+)cells remained unchanged during the
incubation. Anti-GAD antibodies were not detected in the
supernatant after the incubation. Thus, B cell activation
mediated by CD40 and IL-4 is involved in the increase of soluble
forms of CD antigens in autoimmune endocrine disease but
differently in IDDM and Graves' disease.
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ROLE OF MACROPHAGE-DERIVED CYTOKINES IN THE PATHOGENESIS
OF KRV-INDUCED AUTOIMMUNE DIABETES IN DR-BB RATS.
Y.H. Chung, H.S. Jun, Y. Kang, K. Hirasawa, B.R. Lee, N. Rooijen, and J.W.
Yoon. University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada; Ajou University, Suwon,
Korea; Free University, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
The diabetes-resistant BioBreeding (DR-BB) rat, derived from DP-BB
forebears, does not normally develop spontaneous insulitis or diabetes, but
when infected with Kilham rat virus (KRV) this animal develops autoimmune
diabetes similar to the DP-BB rat. In this study, we attempted to determine
whether macrophages and macrophage-derived cytokines play any role in the
development of KRV-induced diabetes in DR-BB rats. 78% of DR-BB rats
treated with KRV and Poly I:C developed diabetes; whereas, depletion of
macrophages with liposome- encapsulated dichloromethylene diphosphonate

(Cl,-MDP) in KRV and Poly I:C-treated DR-BB rats resulted in the near
complete prevention of insulitis and diabetes. Measurement of the
macrophage-derived cytokines IL-12, TNF-a, and IL-l13 revealed a selective
increase of expression, after KRV infection, in the splenic lymphocytes and
the pancreatic islets. Measurement of CD4+ T cell-derived cytokines revealed
that IL-2 and IFN-y cytokine gene expression closely correlates with an

elevation of IL-12, but IL-4 and IL-10 did not change. Inactivation of CD8+
T cells using anti-CD8 antibody resulted in a significant decrease in the

incidence of diabetes and severity of insulitis. Depletion of macrophages
before the isolation of splenic lymphocytes from DR-BB rats treated with
KRV and Poly I:C resulted in the loss of ability to transfer diabetes to young
DP-BB rats. On the basis of these observations, we conclude that
macrophages and macrophage-derived cytokines play a critical role in the
cascade of events leading to the destruction of pancreatic 13-cells, culminating
in the development of IDDM.
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GAD-PEPTIDE STIMULATES TH1 LYMPHOCYTES IN DIABETIC
CHILDREN, WHILE ABBOS STIMULATES BOTH TH1 AND TH2.
M. Karlsson and J. Ludvigsson, Department of Pediatrics, Faculty of Health Sciences,
Linkoping University, Linkoping, Sweden
Background: The insulitis at the clinical onset of IDDM involves CD4+
lymphocytes or Th-lymphocytes with at least two subpopulations: Thl-lymphocytes
which produce e.g. IFN-y and Th2-lymphocytes which produce e.g. IL-4. Glutamic
Acid Decarboxylase (GAD), and especially a peptide with similar amino acid sequence
as the Coxsackie B virus, may trigger the autoimmune process. Other studies have
suggested the ABBOS-peptide from bovine serum albumin (BSA) in cow's milk.
Aim: To identify if Thl and/or Th2-lymphocytes are activated by the Coxsackie-virus
associated GAD-peptide or by the ABBOS-peptide in children with recent onset of
IDDM.
Patients and Methods: Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from
20 children with recent onset of IDDM and from ten healthy HLA-matched children
and adults (DR3, DR4 or DR3/4) were isolated by Ficoll Paque and stimulated with
the specific GAD-peptide a.s. 247-279 or the ABBOS-peptide a.s. 152-169. The first-
strand cDNA, achieved by reversed transcription, was diluted in different
concentrations. Reversed transcriptase coupled to the polymerase chain reaction (RT-
PCR) was used to give a semi-quantitative mRNA expression of IL-4 and IFN-y. C-
peptide was determined by radioimmunoassay (RIA).
Results: No increased mRNA for GAD and only weak IL-4 mRNA for ABBOS
could be seen in healthy controls, while the GAD-peptide caused mRNA for IFN-'y in
8/20 patients (p<0.05); of whom 5/10 at diagnoses and 3/10 after 3-15 months
duration. No mRNA for IL-4 was noticed except in 2/4 after 9-15 months duration. A
high C-peptide at three months of duration seems to be correlated to a low IFN—y
mRNA response (p=0.07). The ABBOS-peptide produced IFN-y mRNA alone in
4 patients, IL-4 mRNA alone in 2 patients and both in 7 patients.
Conclusion: The specific GAD-peptide causes a Thl response which may damage
the p-cells, while the ABBOS-peptide causes a mixed Thl/Th2 response which may
just reflect either intolerance to cow's milk or an activated immunesystem.
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ACTIVATION OF Syk TYROSINE KINASE PLAYS A KEY ROLE IN
THE EXPRESSION OF THE IL-1(3 GENE IN CY-TREATED NOD MICE.
M. Imamura, N. Aoki, H.S. Jun, H.S. Han, K. Hirasawa, and J.W.
Yoon. Kinki University School of Medicine, Osaka, Japan; Ajou
University, Suwon, Korea; University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta,
Canada.
We and others have previously shown that activation of macrophages
with cyclophosphamide (CY) resulted in the upregulation of IL-I 13 gene
expression, which mediates inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and
nitric oxide (NO) production. iNOS and NO are known to be associated
with the destruction of 13-cells and the inhibition of 13-cell function,
leading to the acceleration of diabetes in NOD mice. This investigation
was initiated to determine whether the enhanced expression of the IL-I 13
gene by CY is a result of the activation of Syk tyrosine kinase in NOD
mice. First, we examined the cytokine gene expression (IL-1(3, IL-12,
IFN-y, IL-4 and IL-l0) of the splenocytes, peritoneal macrophages and
pancreatic islets containing immunocytes. We found that IL-113 was
significantly increased in the splenocytes, peritoneal macrophages, and
pancreatic islets containing immunocytes in CY-treated NOD mice. In
addition, IL-12 and IFN-y , but not IL-4 or IL-l0, increased in the
pancreatic islets containing immunocytes. Second, we examined whether
Syk tyrosine kinase is increased in Macl+ cells in CY-treated NOD mice.
We found that Syk tyrosine kinase clearly increased in Macl+ cells
prepared from splenocytes and peritoneal macrophages of CY-treated
NOD mice. On the basis of these observations, we conclude that CY
may activate macrophages, resulting in an increase of IL-1(3 gene
expression due to the activation of Syk tyrosine kinase.
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DECREASED IN VITRO IL-4 AND IL-10 PRODUCTION BY PERIPHERAL
BLOOD IN FIRST DEGREE RELATIVES AT HIGH RISK OF IDDM
A.Kr@towski, M.Szelachowska and I.Kinalska, Department of Endocrinology,
Medical School, Bialystok, Poland

There is an accumulating evidence that the imbalance between Thl and Th2
lymphocyte subsets plays a key role in the development of autoimmune diabetes in
NOD mice, but it is possible also in humans. The aim of the present study was the
estimation of in vitro production of Thl-(INF-y, IL-2) and Th2-derived (11-4, IL-
10) cytokines by peripheral blood in high risk of insulin-dependent diabetes
subjects ( preclinical stage ), since alterations in their secretion could represent
early events in the immune-mediated islets destruction. The study was performed
in 25 first degree relatives of type 1 diabetes patients with high (>20JDF),
persistent ICA titres and 21 age and sex-matched healthy controls. Cytokines
concentrations in supernatants of whole blood cultures with PHA (bug/ml) were
quantified by ELISA. We observed a lower concentrations of IL-4 in culture
supernatants in ICA positive relatives as compared with the control group, both at
48h (p<0.05) and 72h of incubation (p<0.05). Similary in the prediabetic group
lower IL-10 levels at 48 and 72h of culture (p<0.05) was found. We did not
observe statistical differences in in vitro production of IL-2 and INF-y by
peripheral blood in high risk diabetes mellitus subjects and healthy controls. In
subjects at increased risk of type 1 diabetes levels IL-4 positively correlated with
IL-10 ( R=0.342, p<0.03). There were negative correlation between IL-10
concentrations after 48 h of incubation and levels of HbAlc (R=-0.437, p<0,05).
In conclusion our study has shown decreased IL-4 and IL-10 production, but
normal secretion of Thl-derived cytokines by peripheral blood of prediabetic
humans. It could suggest that the early stage of autoimmune process in type 1
diabetes in humans is associated with decreased function of Thl-cells rather than
overactivation of Th2 subset in the peripheral blood.
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SPECIFIC REG II GENE OVEREXPRESSION IN THE NOD
MOUSE PANCREAS DURING ACTIVE DIABETOGENESIS.

N. Baeza, D. Sanchez, B. Vialettes and C. Figarella: University of Marseille,

FRANCE

The reg genes, normally expressed by acinar cells, have been shown to be associated

with beta cell regeneration. We have described an overexpression of reg genes in the

Non Obese Diabetic (NOD) female mice pancreas suggesting that the regenerative

process may be involved in autoimmune aggressed beta cells (Diabetes, 1996, 45,

67-70). Since two reg genes have been characterized in the mouse genome, we have

quantified the respective pancreatic reg I and reg II mRNA using specific probes and

the Dot blot method. We firstly found a significant higher level of both reg genes

before 130 days of age in non diabetic NOD mice compared to older animals. In

addition reg II expression was prevalent to reg I (females: 4.97 ± 1.34 A.U. vs 2.39

± 0.4 A.U., p<0.05, n=11 ; males: 3.41 ± 0.79 A.U. vs 1.55 ± 0.27 A.U., p<0.05,

n=11) which is the opposite pattern to that found in OF1 control mice of the same

age (reg II/reg I= 0.24). Secondly a much higher expression of reg II gene, but not of

reg I, was observed in other animals at high risk of diabetes (cyclophosphamide

injected males, n=6, reg II: 21.6 ± 6.86 Al., reg I : 1.38 ± 0.47 A.U. or overtly

diabetic females, n=13, reg II: 8.44 ± 2.4 A.U., rag I: 2.07 ± 0.43 A.U.). In

diabetic animals, reg II overexpression was present despite undetectable insulin

mRNA suggesting that this phenomenom does not depend on the persistance of beta

cells. In conclusion, this observation confirms that autoimmune diabetogenesis is

associated with reg gene overexpression in the exocrine pancreas and also

demonstrates that the two reg genes are modulated by different regulations.
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DECREASED CD3-MEDIATED PROLIFERATION IN TYPE 1
DIABETES COULD BE DUE TO A CONSTITUTIVE DEFECT OF
THE TRANSDUCTION SIGNALING PATHWAY
S. Nervi, C. Gepner,L. Hermite,J. Nunez, C. Mattei and
B. Vialettes. Laboratoire de Diabetologie,Hopital Sainte
Marguerite, Marseille, France.
CD3- mediated proliferative response of PBMC of IDDM adults
patients (newly diagnosed patients n= 25, long-standing patients
n= 19) was studied and compared to healthy control subjects
(n= 36) , type II diabetic patients (n= 12) and non diabetic first
degree relatives of IDD patients (n= 19). The effect of addition of
costimulative signals (i-e PMA and exogenous cytokines IL-2 or
IL-4) was evaluated. Proliferative response to anti-CD3 mAb was
significantly lower in IDDM patients (mean SI 4.21± 2.55
in newly-diagnosed IDDM and 2.75± 3.03 in long-
standing IDDM) compared to other groups (mean SI 5.85±
3.51 in control subjects,5.96± 5.80 in type II diabetic
patients, 5.26± 4.47 in first degree relatives). Addition of
either PMA or exogenous cytokines was unable to
overcome the defective proliferative response. Production of
IL-2,IFNy and IL-4 of CD3- stimulated PBMC was not
different in IDDM patients and controls. Furthermore, there
was no correlation between the stimulation index and degree
of metabolic control (HbA1C), genetic background (MHC
class II DR or DQ),persistence of autoantigenic
stimulation(C- peptide, ICA, GADA, IA2A).
In conclusion, because this low proliferative response was found
whatever duration of symptoms, aconstitutive defect of
the CD3-TcR signaling pathway is suspected and is
currently studying.
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BETA-CELL REPLICATION IN INSULIN-INDUCED REMISSION OF
IDDM IN BB/WOR//TKY RATS
C. Ishii', S. Kawazuz , K. Negishi', S. Katayama', J. Ishii', T. Ohno 2 ,

T. Utsugi2 , N. Kato2 , Y. Ito2 , S. Tomono2 and K. Komeda'
'4th Dept. of Int. Med., Saitama Med. Sch. 22nd Dept of Int. Med., Gunma
Univ. Sch. of Med. 3 Animal Research Center, Tokyo Med. Col. JPN

In this study, we investigated the biochemical and histological characteristics
of remission in diabetic BB/Wor//Tky rats. Plasma glucose levels (PG),
pancreatic insulin content (PIC), histological severity of insulitis (i.e. area of
islet occupied by mononuclear cells; score 0: 0%, 1: 1-24%, 2:25-49%, 3:
50-100%, 4:atrophied), and islet beta-cell volume (%/pancreas) were
determined in non-diabetic rats (aged 7-10 weeks), newly diabetic rats (onset
day; aged 11-12 weeks), rats in remission (aged 12-15 weeks), and non-
remission diabetic rats (> 7 days after the onset; aged 11-12 weeks). Beta-cell
replication was also estimated using the 5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU)
pulse labeling method. In rats in remission, PIC were higher than in newly
diabetic rats, as evidenced by the near normalization of PG. Mean insulitis
scores were significantly lower and beta-cell volume was significantly higher
in rats in remission than in newly diabetic rats (mean insulitis score: 0.93±

0.64 vs. 3.02 ± 0.39, beta-cell volume: 0.46 ± 0.12 vs. 0.12 ±
0.08 %/pancreas, respectively). In newly diabetic rats, both the mean
insulitis score and beta-cell volume were heterogeneous (insulitis score range:
2.38-3.87; beta-cell volume: 0.02-0.36 %/pancreas). BrdU labeling index
significantly increased 3- to 4- fold in newly diabetic rats and also in rats in
remission, compared with young adult non-diabetic rats (aged 9-10 weeks).
Beta-cells may therefore still be present even in newly diabetic animals, and
at the very early stage of insulitis the suppression of insulitis by insulin
treatment and the compensatory replication of beta-cells might possibly
contribute to IDDM remission in BB/Wor//Tky rats.
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RESTORATION IN VITRO OF INSULIN SECRETION FROM
NOD MOUSE ISLETS WITH SEVERE INSULITIS
J. Sternesjo and S. Sandler, Department of Medical Cell
Biology, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.

Pancreatic islets isolated from 12 wk old prediabetic NOD mice
have a suppressed glucose stimulated insulin release. This can be
be reversed by culture of the islets. In this study we have
examined whether islets isolated from much older animals with
advanced insulitis also can recover. We also studied whether
supplementing the culture medium whith the cytokine IL-12 (10
ng/ml), which accelerates diabetes development in vivo in NOD
mice, alone or in combination with the T-cell stimulating cytokine
IL-2 (4 ng/ml) affected this recovery. Islets were isolated from 5,
12, 20 and 26 wk old female NOD mice. Some islets were used
immediately after the isolation process for insulin release
determination while others were cultured for 7 days with or
without cytokines. Medium was changed on day 2, 4 and 6. In
the age groups above 5 wk the glucose stimulated insulin release
(ng/10 islets x I h) was lower in freshly isolated compared to
cultured islets (5wk:4.1±0.9 vs 7.3±1.2, NS; 12wk:6.9±1.6 vs
14.3±3.6, p=0.014; 20wk:9.3±1.6 vs 17.0±3.4, p=0.045;
26wk:5.0±1.1 vs 14.9±1.1, p=0.003). Culture with IL-2 + IL-
12 induced a minor decrease in glucose stimulated insulin release
in islets from 12 wk old animals (10.9±3.2 vs control 16.4±5.6,
p=0.025 paired t-test). With increasing age islet DNA content in
freshly isolated islets increased due to immune cell infiltration.
Islet DNA content in cultured islets was decreased by 40-60%
(p<0.01) compared to freshly isolated islets in the age groups
over 5 wk. This study shows that islets from NOD mice, as old
as 26 wk, have an ability to recover from suppressed islet
function when removed from the autoimmune in vivo
environment.
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INCREASED IN VITRO INTERLEUKIN-12 PRODUCTION BY
PERIPHERAL BLOOD IN HIGH RISK IDDM FIRST DEGREE
RELATIVES
M.Szelachowska, A.Krgtowski and I.Kinalska, Department of
Endocrinology, Medical School,Bialystok, Poland

Cytokines secreted by antigen presenting cells, lymphocytes T and
pancreatic (3 cells are considered as the major mediators in pathogenesis of
IDDM. It is suggested that cytokines released by macrophages/monocytes
could have initial role in (3-cell damage. The aim of the present study was the
estimation of in vitro production of macrophage-derived cytokines:IL-1(3,
TNF-a, IL-12 by peripheral blood in high risk IDDM first degree relatives,
since it could reflect early events leading to the development of type 1
diabetes in humans. The study was performed in 25 high risk IDDM subjects
and 21 age and sex-matched healthy controls.IL-1(3, TNF-a and IL-12
concentrations in supernatants of whole blood cultures with PHA(10ug/ml)
were quantified by ELISA. In the ICA positive relatives of IDDM subjects
levels of IL-12 were significantly higher as compared with the control group,
both at 48h (p<0.02) and 72h (p<0.05) of incubation and positively
correlated with TNF-a and IL-lp (R=0.46, p<0.002 and R=0.32, p<0.05).
We did not observe statisitcal differences in in vitro production of TNF-a
and IL-1(3 between the study groups. In conclusion we suggest that our
finding support the hypothesis, that IL-12 is involved in the pathogenesis of
human IDDM. If the involvement of Thl cells is confirmed in the destruction
of islet (3-cells, it is possible that IL-12 antagonists will have a role in the
future prevention of insulin dependent diabetes mellitus.
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Is the assumed TH1/TH2 imbalance at diabetes onset reflected by serum
total and specific IgE-levels?
O. Kordonouri, M. Schmitt, T. Danne, B. Niggemann, U. Wahn, and B.
Weber. Kinderklinik, Charite-Virchow Klinikum, Humboldt Universitat, Berlin,
Germany
Introduction The development of type I diabetes mellitus (IDDM) has been
assumed to be mediated by T helper 1 (TH1) cells, while TH2 cells have been
considered to possess some protective potency. In contrast, atopic diseases
are TH2 mediated, and IgE-production is regulated by TH2 cytokines.
Therefore, a relative TH2 deficit, as assumed in IDDM, could well be reflected
by low serum IgE-levels at the time of IDDM onset. Material and Methods

Total IgE and specific IgE to seven frequent inhalative allergens (Phadiatop® ,
Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden) were measured in sera of 59 children [26 boys,
33 girls; median age 9.6 years (1.8-14.6)] at IDDM onset by the Pharmacia
CAP system. Furthermore, glutamic acid decarboxylase-antibodies (GADA)
and insulin-auto-antibodies (IAA) were simultaneously determined by
radioimmuno-assays (Brahms Diagnostica GmbH, Berlin, Germany). Results
Total IgE was elevated in 11 patients (19%). Specific IgE was found to be
elevated in 25% of the children (see table), which is not markedly different
from its prevalence in the age-related general population. Moreover, GADA-
and IAA-positivity was as frequent in patients with normal and elevated
specific IgE-levels.
Age group Total IgE(kU/I) Upper normal Elevated 	 Elevated
(years)	 mean±SD	 values	 total IgE	 specific IgE
<4.0	 75.9 ± 85.7	 66 kU/I	 2/5(40%)	 0/5(0%)
4.D-6.9	 94.7 ± 77.6	 118 kU/I	 4 / 15(26.6%) 4 / 15 (26.6%)
7.0-10.9	 137.4 ± 313.8	 330 kU/I	 1 / 18 (5%)	 3 / 18 (16.6%)
>_ 11.0	 115 ± 135.3	 240 kU/I	 4 / 21(19%)	 8 / 21(38%)
Message We conclude that patients at IDDM onset have the potency to
produce specific IgE-antibodies indicating appropriate TH2 mediated
immunity.
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A REDUCTION IN THYMIC B-LYMPHOCYTE NUMBER IS

ASSOCIATED WITH AUTOIMMUNITY IN THE RAT.

L. Hornum, P. Farris, S. Tullin and H. Markholst, Hagedorn Research

Institute, Gentofte, Denmark.

A thymic B-cell deficiency (TBD) was originally found in the diabetes-

prone BB-rat (DP) by differential screening using thymic cDNA

libraries from DP and NEDH rats. TBD is inherited in a recessive mode,

and the gene responsible for the trait, Tbd, was found to be tightly

linked to the diabetes susceptibility gene Lyp. To investigate whether

Tbd is identical to Lyp, we have analyzed several rat strains for presence

of TBD using immunolabelling of single cell suspensions followed by

FCM and immunohistochemistry. Brown Norway (BN) and NEDH rats

was used as control strains. Four rat strains, diabetes-resistant BB, Lewis,

PVG and Wistar Furth rats showed thymic B-cell numbers significantly

lower than the control strains (p < 0.05 for all strains) - although higher

than DP rats. The first three of these are known to be susceptible to

induction of autoimmune diseases such as type I diabetes. This is in

agreement with the role of thymic B-cells in negative selection. We

speculate that Tbd may be a new diabetes (or autoimmune)

susceptibility gene of the rat, since none of the four strains carries the

DP allele of the Lyp gene, indicating that Tbd is not identical to Lyp.
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TROGLITAZONE ALTERS THE CYTOKINE PRODUCTION OF
ACTIVATED LYMPHOCYTES FROM HUMAN DONORS.

A.Giorgini, * D.Scott, R.Liddi, P.Beales and P.Pozzilli.
Dept Diabetes & Metabolism, St Bartholomew's Hospital,
London UK. and * NIBSC, South Mimms, Potters Bar, UK.

Troglitazone (TGL) is a thiazolidinedione compound which
increases sensitivity to insulin and is used to treat insulin
resistance in NIDDM. This compound also has anti-
inflammatory properties which make it of interest as an
immunomodulator. In vivo experiments have shown that the
compound reduces diabetes incidence in NOD mice, an animal
model of IDDM. This study aimed to investigate the ability of
TGL to interfere with pathological processes mediated by
cytokines which play a critical role in TH1/TH2 switching
(IL-4, IFN-1 and GM-CSF) . Lymphocytes were collected from
healthy human donors and cultured with different
concentrations of TGL (0-62500 ng/ml) . The cells were then
stimulated with PHA and the resulting culture supernatant
assayed by determining its ability to support the growth of
a GM-CSF/IL-4 dependent cell line (TF-1) . The presence of
IFNy was determined by ELISA technique. The results
indicate that IL-4 levels were unchanged when lymphocytes
were cultured in presence of different TGL concentrations.
However IFN-y and GM-CSF levels were reduced in the
presence of high TGL concentrations (12500-62500 ng/ml).
IFNy and GM-CSF are secreted by TH1 lymphocytes,
therefore we suggest that TGL  could reduce diabetes
incidence in vivo by reducing TH1 cytokine production.
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ANTI-CD38 AUTOANTIBODY: A NEW MARKER FOR POTENTIAL

IDDM - A STUDY WITH NON-OBESE DIABETIC(NOD) MOUSE.

T.Taminato,T.Itoh,H.Natsume,H.Katoh and T.Yoshimi.

Hamamatsu University School of Medicine, Japan.

We have shown that pretreatment of pancreatic B
cell with anti-CD38 antibody inhibited D-glucose-
induced insulin release and [Ca 2 ']i rise, indicating
the involvement of CD38 antigen, an ecto-enzyme ADP-
ribosyl cyclase, in insulin secretion. The present
study was aimed to know the possible existence of
autoantibody against CD38 in diabetics.

A method to detect CD38 antibody(CD38-AB) was
developed in which two fragment peptides(287-297;Ag-
1), 241-255;Ag-2) as antigen and a biotin-avidin
method using ARTS as detection system were employed.
NOD mice aged 5-12 weeks were sacrificed to obtain
sera and pancreases. Higher values of OD than mean
+2SD of control samples(sera from B6 mice) was
judged as "positive".

Sera of 5-week old mice, whose pancreatic islets
were normal, were CD38-AB negative. After 7 weeks,
varying degree of lymphocytic infiltration around
the islets were observed in all subjects tested, and
84 % of mice were shown to be positive for CD38-AB.
A majority of CD38-AB exhibited stronger binding to
Ag-1 than to Ag-2. Most of mice older than 11 weeks
became diabetic, and remained CD38-AB positive.

These results clearly indicate a diagnostic value
of CD38 autoantibody to predict the onset of IDDM.
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PLASMA INSULIN AND PROINSULIN CONCENTRATIONS IN
IGTAND NIDDM
K. Suzuki and Y. Goto. Tohoku Kosei-nenkin Hospital, Sendal,
Japan
Disproportionate hyperproinsulinemia was observed in non-
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). Diminished
proinsulin (PI) and insulin (IRI) responses to a glucose load
(75 g OGTT) are also predictive of worsening to diabetes. In
the present study, we performed a study in 72 subjects with
varying degrees of glucose tolerance to clarify $ -cell
dysfunction. Proinsulin and insulin were measured by a
radioimmunoassay. The antibody against proinsulin was
cross-reactive with 65-66 split proinsulin. At baseline,
NIDDM (12) subjects had disproportionate
hyperproinsulinemia (PI:IRI ratio;16.2± 1.3%) as compared to
that in subjects with normal glucose tolerance NOT (13;9.0±
1.1%) and with IGT (45;9.7 ± 0.9%). Proinsulin and insulin
index (A IPI: A BS30; A IRI: A BS30) in NIDDM (4.7 ± 1 .2;1 2.5
±3.4) were significantly lower than those who have NGT(8.2
±1.6,p<0.05;56.0±10.8,p<0.01) and IGT (10.8±3.4; 66.5
±17.2,p<0.01) in OGTT. Although OGTT in NIDDM showed
a significant correlation between both A IPI: A BS30 (r=-
0.6,p<0.05) and A IRI:A BS30(r=-0.7,p<0.01) and 120-
min glucose levels, this not the case in NGTnor in IGT. Both
proinsulin and insulin responses to OGTT revealed a gradual
decrease according to the degrees of glucose tolerance.
The present findings suggest that an intracellular
abnormality of pancreatic B-cell function, which reduces the
conversion of PI to insulin and the release of
disproportionately large amounts of PI relative to insulin.
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HEPATIC INSULIN CLEARANCE AND B CELL SECRETION
DURING THE PROCESS OF AGING IN MAN.
K. Dgmbe, W. Karnafel, P. Pacula and A. Czyzyk. University
School of Medicine, Warsaw, Poland.

The aim of the study was to evaluate the secretory activity
of pancreatic beta cell and the hepatic clearance of insulin in
healthy subjects during aging. In 100 subjects (males and
females) in age range 17 to 92 years with BMI <27 kg/m 2 ,

divided in four groups according to age: (I: 18 aged 17 - 59
years, Il: 23 aged 60 -69 years, 111: 33 aged 70 - 79 years, IV: 26
aged from 80 to 92 years) oral glucose tolerance test (75g) and
the i.v. glucagon test (1 mg) were carried out, and the blood
glucose, serum insulin (IR)) and serum C-peptide (CP) were
measured in fasting state and over 2 h after oral glucose and
after glucagon. The hepatic insulin clearance was calculated
from CP/IRI ratio. With advanced age the increase in fasting
blood glucose and in blood glucose area under the curve after
both stimuli, a decrease in fasting and stimulated serum CP,
with no differences in fasting and stimulated serum IRI
concentrations was observed. Consequently, the serum CP/IRI
ratio decreased from 10±3.8 (SD) in group Ito 5.4±1.7 in
group IV, p<0.05. These results indicate that process of aging
is associated with reduced hepatic clearance of insulin probably
expressing a compensatory adaptation to the age-dependent
decrease in pancreatic beta cell secretory activity.
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PLASMA PROINSULIN RESPONSE IN OBESE INDIVIDUALS WITH

VARYING DEGREES OF GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IN KOREA.

YS. Kim, MS Nam, MR Kim, and YJ Kim. Inha University, Incheon, Korea.

Controversy continues as to the role of (3-cell function in the etiology of

noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus(NIDDM). The 13-cell function of

NIDDM includes alterations in proinsulin levels, an observation made in

several ethnic groups. We have performed a cross-sectional study evaluating

proinsulin response after 75g oral glucose tolerance test(OGTT) in obese

individuals(>27 kg/r2 in body mass index, BMI). ALL 37 subjects were

classified as 3 groups(obesity with normal glucose tolerance;12, obesity with

IGT;10, obese NIDDM;15 cases). The patients were all new-onset diabetics.

We measured proinsulin, specifc insulin, and c-peptide by radioimmunometric

assay. The age and BMI were similar between groups but NIDDM group had

lesser in basal c-peptide and insulinogenic index(p=0.01). The basal proinsulin

level did not have difference (0.14, 0.13, 0.19 pM)between 3 groups, but the

plasma proinsulin response in NIDDM group at 30 minutes after OGTT had

greater than in other groups(j)=0.05). 	 And the ratio of

proinsulin/(proinsulin+insulin) in NIDDM group at 30 minutes after OGTT

also had greater than of other groups(0.07±0.03, 0.08±0.01, 0.15±0.06, p=0.01).

These results show that the 13-cell dysfunction of new-onset obese NIDDM

includes increased proinsulin response after OGTT. And the proinsulin

response at 30 minute after OGTT maybe an indicator of early onset NIDDM.
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DIABETES MELLITUS IN THE ELDERLY: CLINICAL ASPECTS, BETA CELL
FUNCTION AND IMMUNOLOGY PROFILE. Nasri, F.; Sá, J.R; Pimenta,W.;
Russo, E.K and Dib, S.A. UNIFESP-EPM Sao Paulo Brazil
The prevalence of Diabetes Mellitus (DM) are high in the elderly. Although the
NIDDM is the most common type of DM in this population 30-40% of these patients
are non obese and 5-1% are IDDM. Also in this group we have a less family history
of DM and chronic complications. The aim of this study its to promote a better
characterization of DM with diagnostic after 65 y.o. We studied 2 groups: Group I-
normal elderly (10 (9 F/1M) - 76.1±5.7 y.o) Group 2- Elderly patients with 1 year or
less of clinical DM, without retinopathy (15(11F/ 4 M) - 72.0 ± 4.9 y.o). In these 2
groups we studied: HbAlc, Anti-Islet cell (ICA protein A) antibody, C-peptide(RIA)
before and 60' (In 8 diabetic patients and 8 normal we measured the C pep at 90'
and 120') after Sustacal' (360Kcal/dose), also we used the C-peptide index (C-
Pep/glucose). We stopped the oral hypoglycemic agents 3 months before the Sustacall
Test. We used the non-parametric tests: Mann-Whitney and Wilcoxon and values of
p < 0,05 were considered to statistic significance. Results: There were not difference
between age, family history of diabetes (I:40%;II:53.3%),BMI (1:27.2+3.3;
II:29.3+4.5Kg/m'), HbAlc(r:5.8+0.3; 11:6.43+ 1.7%), ICA (positive 1:20%
;II:26.6%),were similar in the 2 groups. The C-peptide levels also were similar
between the 2 groups in the basal condition and after Sustacall : basal - I: 0.21 + 0.15
and II: 0.23 ± 0.24 pmollml and high value- I: 0.47 ± 0.39 and II: 0.41 ± 0.49 Before
x after : p < 0.05 in I and II. The C-peptide index increased in 1.64 (90') fold in the
control group and in 2.84 (90') in the diabetic group, after SustacalF . After 3 months
on diet treatment we observed a group(IIA) of diabetic patients that answered to diet
with glucose levels < 7 mmol/1 (8 patients: HbAlc: 5.6±1.8) and another group (IIB)
with no answer to diet (gluc.>7.0),(7 patients: HbAlc: 7.1  + 1.8). The basal (IIA:
0.32±0.24; IIB: 0.19+_ 0.22 pmollml) and highest value (HA: 0.45+0.47 and
0.37+0.38 pmollml) were similar but the increase in C-peptide index after SustacalR
was higher in the group that answered to diet (IIA: 3.2 fold and IIB: 2.2 fold). Our
data did not shown differences between clinical, HbAlc and C peptide secretion
between normal control and elderly diabetic patients. Also a high prevalence of ICA
in this age group. So others studies are need to verify the difference pathogeneses of
hyperglycemia and the real significance of autoantibodies in the elderly.
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INTACT PROINSULIN CONVERSION IN PATIENTS WITH INSULINOMA.
M E. Reder, B. Dinesen , P. Houssa*, F. Sodoyez-Goffaux*, and M Nauck+. Steno
Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark; *Centre Hospitalier Universitaire, Liege, Belgium;
and +Medizinische Universitatsklinik, Bochum-Langendreer, Germany.
The nature of proinsulin processing and secretion in insulinoma patients is incompletely
understood. Levels of intact proinsulin (IPI) and total proinsulin immunoreactivity
(PIM)(intact proinsulin and conversion intermediates) were measured by specific ELISA
methods in the fasting state and under exogenous hypennsulinaemia with and without
hypoglycaemia. Nine msulinoma patients were compared with 10 healthy control subjects
matched for body adiposity (BMI 26.7±3.9 vs. 25.5±4.8 kg/m2). In the fasting state plasma
(P) glucose levels were lower in insulinoma patients: 3.2±0.9 vs. 5 4±0.3 mmol/I in
controls, p<0.001. However, both IPI and PIM were increased 20-30-fold in insulinoma
patients: 76±47 vs. 2.4±0.3 pmol/l and 168±102 vs. 7.8±0.8 pmol/l in controls,
respectively, p<0.001. The fasting ratio of IPI/PIM was also significantly elevated in
insulinoma: 45±3 vs. 31±2% in controls, p<0.001. During a 180-min hyperinsulinaemic
euglycaemic clamp (P-glucose 4.4-5.0 mmolll) levels of both IPI and PIM were
remarkably constant in the insulinoma patients. Thus, at the end of the clamp (180 min)
IPI/PIM was unchanged 44±4%. In contrast in the controls both IPI and PIM decreased
as expected: 180-min: 1.3±0.2 and 4.0±0.7 pmol/l, respectively, p<0.01, IPI/PIM 35±3%.
Hypoglycaemia (P-glucose 2.2-2.5 mmol/1) was then introduced and kept constant for 60
min (210-270-min). During this part both IPI and PIM were still unchanged in insulinoma,
thus IPI/PIM at 270 min was 47±5%. In controls there was a further suppression of IPI and
PEA levels: 0.6±0.1 and 1.5±0.2 pmol/l, IPI/PIM was 42±7%.
We conclude, that since intact proinsulin is disproportionately increased in insulinoma
patients, conversion of intact proinsulin is impaired. However a significantly proportion
is further converted to proinsulin conversion intermediates. The study support the
autonomous nature of intact proinsulin secretion in insulinoma.
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HOW MUCH IS POSSIBLE RECOVERY OF INSULIN SECRETION IN
INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETICS AT TIME OF CLINICAL REMISSION?
M.Zamaklar,N.LaEc A.Jotic,KLalic,S.PopoM.Bogic,Lj.Luldc,N.Rajkovic and
P.Djordjevic. Institute for Endocrinology and diabetes ,Belgrade,Yugoslavia
It was known that lost of first phase of Insulin secretion precede onset of IDDMAt time
of clinical remission patients have not got recovery of this phase.The aim of this studywas
to estimate how much we can expect recovery of beta cells secretors capacity at time of
remission.IVGTT was performed to estimate Acute Insulin Response-AIR. Glucose
0,5g/kg BW as 30% solution was fast infused and blood samples were drawn at 0,1,3,6,10,
15,30 and 60 minutes.We measured C-peptide in daily profile also.Investigations were
performed in 21 newly diagnosed IDDM patients(group A), treated by intensified
insulin Pen therapy. In 11 patients IVGTT was repeated at time of clinical remission
(group B).Results were compared withlO patients who did not have clinical remission
(Group C),one month after IDDM diagnosis(8h after last regular insulin doses).At time
of IDDM onset,5rst phase was impaired, as at time of remission.No significant improve
of both phases of insulin secretion at time of remission(differences for all values were no
significant (p>0,05 ).Patients without remission had very similar insulin levels also.Values
of Insulin(m1U/1) are on table:
Groups 0'	 1'	 3'	 6'	 1(1	 15'	 30'	 60'
A 16,2+22 18,4+3,5 20,6+5,4 15,9+4,4 14,8+3,2 23,3+4,5 18,6+5,6 7,6+4,2
B 16,8+ 3,3 19,2+23 21,2+4,4 18,3+4,7 10,4+22 20,4+4,5 20,5+3,5 18,5+25
C 17,2+3,4 17,4+3,5 17,4+27 13,4+3,5 14,2+3,5 19,6+3,7 19,6+29 19,3+4,3
We found significant differences in C-peptide(nmol/I) values during daily profile at time of
IDDM onset and at time of remission(p<0,01),except forvalues at 131L
Time	 8h	 10h	 13h	 15h	 18h	 20h	 24h
Onset 0,43+0,02 0,69+0,03 0,42+0,02 0,59+0,04 0,61+0,05 0,71+0,10 0.59+0,1
Remiss, 0.17+0.03 0,36+0.02 0,48+0,10 029+001 024+003 033+002 022+01
Our results suggest that AIR during clinical remission is veryweak and satisfied metabolic
control at that time probably dependent of beta cells stimulation with other stimulator;
such as maybe amino acids.
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LEVELS OF DES 64, 65 PROINSULIN IN SUBJECTS WITH
HISTOLOGICALLY PROVEN INSULINOMAS
V.Mohamed-Ali`, J•Thornton', P.Sawicki'and J.S.Yadkin'. iUriversity College
London Medical School, London, UK; =Medizinische Klinik and Poliklinik,
Dusseldorf, Germany

We investigated the relative contribution of the proinsulin-like molecules,
intact, des 31, 32 proinsulin and des 64, 65 proinsulin, to the
hyperinsulinaemia in 20 subjects with histologically proven insulinomas
(male:feinale, 4:16; age median (range) 58.0(32 - 82)yrs; and BMI 25.5(20.1 -
38.4)kg.m 2). Insulin, intact and des 31, 32 proinsulin were determined by in-
house immunometric assays. Des 64, 65 proinsulin was assayed with a novel
in-house two-site immunoradiometric assay based on it guinea-pig polyclonal
antibody against des 64, 65 proinsulin and an anti-proinsulin monoclonal
antibody. The assay showed less than 5% cross reaction with intact proinsulin
(at 250pmol.l i), and no cross-reaction with insulin (tip to 2500pmol.t') or des
31, 32 proinsulin (up to 250pmol.l''). The sensitivity of the assay was 0.12 to
0.06pmol.P1 . Recovery of the des 64, 65 proinsulin added to human plasma or
5% BSA/Tris buffer at 2.Spmol.f' was 98.4% range 92 -105%, at 7.6pmol.1'
was 89.0 range 84 - 95% and at 16.0pmol.l -  was 102.8 range 98 to 104%. The
inter and intra-assay CVs at 3.0pmol.l" were 12.3 and 9.3%, at 8.Spmol.l - '
were 7.4 and 8.2% and at 15.6pmol.t' were 6.9 and 11.0% respectively. The
proinsulin-like molecules as a proportion of total immunoreactive insulin
ranged from 7.5 to 89.8%. Intact proinsulin was the predominant insulin
precursor in 9 of the subjects and in Ii of the subjects the des 31, 32 species
was predominant. While des 64, 65 proinsulin was detected in all the samples
assayed it was not the predominant precursor in any of them. Des 64,65
proinsulin only comprised 4% (range 1 -11%) of immunoreactive insulin ill
these subjects.These results support the findings that 1) proinsulin to insulin
conversion occurs primarily via the des 31,32 branch , 2) the des 64,65
proinsulin form may be of little physiological significance and 3) assays for
insulin that show only cross-reaction with the des 64,65 species may be
considered largely specific for insulin.
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LESSONS SHOULD BE TAKEN FROM 60 COMPLETE REMISSION

PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES
M.T.Ytlmaz , 1, Satman, K. Karstdag, N. Dinccag, c. Karaca , M. Sargtn,
A.M. $engiil, $. Karadeniz. Diabetes Division, Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, and
Institute for Experimental Medicine, Diabetes Research Unit, Istanbul University,
Istanbul-TURKEY

In this study we aimed to define clinical and laboratory characteristics of 60
complete remission cases with Type I diabetes (F/M 13/46, age 17.4±6.1 yes, BMI
19.5±2.6 kg.m2 and ICA +/- ; 36/18). Remission was induced by multiple
subcutaneous insulin injections (MSCII) and defined as no insulin requirement with
daytime normoglyceamia for at least 15 days. Results were compared with data of
10 incomplete remission [ICR: <_0.25 IU.kg -l.day' insulin requirement, (F/M 6/4,
age 18.0±5.6 yrs, and BMI 19.1±2.2 kg.m2 ICA +/- 4/6) and 19 non-remitted
(F/M 13/6, age 15.4±5.0 yrs, and BMI 18.3±2.0 kg.m2, ICA +/- 12/7)] cases,
Compared to florid period, mean fasting blood glucose (FBG) and HbA. levels
were decreased (p=0.000 ), while basal C-peptide (BCP) and insulin autoantibody
(IAA) levels were increased significantly at clinical remission (p0.000). Stimulated
C-peptide (SCP) was also increased but did not reached to a significant level. Mean
time to starting of remission was 53 ±29 daXe. Compared to remission values, mean
FBG, HbAic, and BCP did not change at 3' month, and no change was observed in
HbAtc and BCP at 6 t ' month (p=0.007). However, at 12`' month mean FBG
increased (p=0.036) and BCP decreased (p=0.04), HbAc did not changed from
remission values. Insulin requirement in J.kg'.day' have shown a slow trend
from 0.6±0.3 at entry to 0.1±0.1 at 3`d month and 0.3±0.2 at 6 th and 12`s month
(p=0.000 , p=0.007, and p=0.03 respectively). Results of insulin induced CR
patients were also compared to 25 spontaneously occured CR patients while under
conventional insulin therapy (F/M 4/21, age 21.1± 7.6 year, BMI 21.0 ±3.7 kg.m2,

ICA+/-17/3 and time to remission; 211.4± 128.1 days, florid and remission
BCP/SCP in ng.ml -' were respectively 0.5±0.4 /1.7±0.3 and 1.3±0.5/2.3±0.7).
Both BCP and SCP in spontaneous CR were increased more remarkably at
remission. Trends in decreasing insulin requirement was slower than insulin
induced CR patients. We conclude that male gender, older age at onset, normal
BMI, lesser insulin requirement at onset are predictors of CR. Moreover, there is at
least another form of CR occured spontaneously, the parameters mentioned above
are even more remarkable along with better beta cell reserve than insulin induced
CR.
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FIRST-DEGREE RELATIVES OF NIDDM SUBJECTS HAVE
REDUCED INSULIN SECRETION.
TW van Haeften, S Dubbeldam, ML Zonderland, and DW Erkelens.
Utrecht University Hospital, Utrecht, The Netherlands.
We aimed to study insulin release in first degree relatives of
NIDDM patients. Twenty-one normo-glucose tolerant relatives
(mean± SEM age 45.4±1.3 yr, BMI 26.4±0.8kg/M2, waist-hip ratio

0.803±0.015, aerobic capacity (V02Max) 29.1±1.4 ml/kg/min) of

NIDDM patients, and 21 normo-glucose tolerant controls matched

individually for gender, age, BMI, waist-hip ratio and VOZMax

underwent a hyperglycemic clamp (10 mMol/L, 180 min). First

phase insulin release (0-10 min) was not significantly lower (loga-

rithmic transformation, MANOVA, p=0.11). Second phase insulin

release was lower in relatives (MANOVA, F =4.18, p=0.047).
ANOVA showed lower plasma insulin levels from 120 minutes

onwards in the relatives (all p<0.05); at 180 min geometric mean

(95 %CI) plasma insulin levels were 55 (45 to 67) and 77 (61 to
97) mU/L. Insulin action assessed as Glucose Infusion Rate (GIR)

divided by mean plasma insulin (I) during 2nd and 3`' hour of the

clamp (GIR/I) was not different (both p>0.20); GIR/I3 was 0.17-
±0.01 vs 0.18±0.02 mg/kg/min/mU/L.
Conclusion: Normo-glucose tolerant first-degree relatives of
NIDDM subjects have a decreased second phase insulin release. In-

sulin action is not markedly decreased.
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INSULIN SECRETION AND RESISTANCE IN URBAN SOUTH
INDIANS: ASSESSMENTBY HOMEOSTASIS MODEL ASSESSMENT
(HOMA)

Mohan V. Premalatha G, Revathi S. Padma A, Deepa R,
M.V.Diabetes Specialities Centre and Madras Diabetes Research
Foundation, Madras, India.

A house to house survey was done in 3 areas in Madras city. A
total of 613 subjects were studied. Investigations included fasting
and post glucose (2 Hr) plasma glucose estimations and fasting and
2Hr plasma insulin levels. Insulin resistance and insulin sensitivity
were derived by HOMA model. Fasting insulin levels were highest
in those with Impaired Glucose Tolerance (IGT) (n=98) 11.2 ± 20
Uu/ml followed by diabetics (n=144) 7.0 ± 5.6 Uu/ml and those
with Normal Glucose Tolerance (NGT) (n=371) 6.7 ± 6.6 Uu/ml.
However insulin secretion as assessed by HOMA was lower in
diabetics compared to subjects with NGT 0.06 ± 0.05 vs 0.09 ±
0.08 but IGT subjects had higher values 0.14 ± 0.25. Insulin
resistance was significantly higher in diabetic and IGT subjects
46.1 ± 45.6 and 47.5 ± 87.4 respectively compared to NGT
subjects 26.1 ± 27.8 (P <0.001). Use of HOMA model provides
reliable estimates of insulin secretion and resistance in
epidemiological studies.
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INSULIN SENSITIVITY, INSULIN SECRETION AND GLUCOSE
EFFECTIVENESS IN SUBJECTS WITH NIDDM IN KOREA: A
MINIMAL MODEL ANALYSIS

Yoon, KH., Jang, YJ., Ahn, YB., Han, JH., Lee, JM., Son, HS., Kang,
MI., Cha, BY., Lee, KW., Son, HY., and Kang, SK., Catholic
University Medical College, Seoul, Korea

The clinical characteristics of patients with non-onsulin dependent
diabetes mellitus(NIDDM) in Korea are different from that of western
countries and most of them are non-obese. Obesity is well known
cause of insulin resistance. So insulin secretory defect would be more
important role for the developement of diabetes in Korean NIDDM
patients. Twenty subjects with NIDDM(8 male, 12 female: mean age
38.4 yr) were performed the 75 gram oral glucose tolerance
test(oGTT) and insulin administration-modified frequently sampled
intravenous glucose tolerance test (FSIGT). The insulin and glucose
dynamics were analyzed by MINMOD computer program. The peak
insulin levels after i.v. glucose load(PI) were significantly decreased in
diabetic patients(98±77 pmol/L vs 361±290 pmol/L, p<0.05). Si and
Sc of diabetic patients were significantly lower than those of control
subjects(SI : 1.84±1.13 vs 6.51±4.24 x 10 4 min'/ (uU/ml), p<0.05,
SG: 0.0191±0.0066 vs 0.0445 ± 0.0136 per min., p=0.0002) There was
significant inverse correlation between Si and waist/hip ratio(p<0.05,
r=-0.4). These results suggest that insulin resistance may be an
important risk factor for obese old age onset NIDDM, while
impairment of insulin secretion could be a major risk factor for
non-obese young age onset NIDDM in Korea. Exogenous insulin
administration-modified FSIGT is a useful tools for the assessment of
insulin secretory capacity and resistance in normal and NIDDM
patents with well controlled blood glucose levels.
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QUANTIFICATION OF PANCREATIC RESPONSIVENESS DURING A

STANDARDISED MEAL TOLERANCE TEST

R. Hovorka, L. Chassin, S.D. Luzio, D.R. Owens, City University, London,

University of Cardiff College of Medicine, Cardiff, UK

We have quantified pancreatic responsiveness employing a novel

model of C-peptide secretion during a standardised meal tolerance test

(MTT). The model relates C-peptide secretion in a linear fashion to

glucose concentration during MTT and defines (1) pancreatic

sensitivity M 1 as an increase in C-peptide secretion per unit increment

in plasma glucose concentration and (ii) basal pancreatic sensitivity M o

as C-peptide secretion per unit plasma glucose concentration at

fasting plasma glucose level. A population (standard) was used to

derive values of transfer rate constants of a two compartmental model

of C-peptide kinetics. MTT (75g CHO, 500kcal) was performed after

overnight fast In 60 normal subjects (M:F: 27:33; age: 50±10 yrs; BMI:

26.4±5.0 kg/m2 ; fasting plasma glucose: 5.2±0.5 mmol/L; mean±SD) and

26 subjects with newly diagnosed NIDDM (M:F: 20:6; age: 49±10 yrs;

BMI: 31.0±4.0 kg/m2; FPG: 11.9±3.0 mmoUL). Plasma C-peptide and

glucose were measured every 10 to 30min over 180 min and employed

to estimate indices M, and M e. Subjects with newly diagnosed NIDDM

showed reduced pancreatic sensitivity M, (21.8 ± 12.9 vs 87.2 ±37.0 x

10"s/min; NIDDM vs normal; p < 0.001) and basal pancreatic sensitivity

Mp (6.6 ± 3.1 vs 10.7± 4.0 x 10'9/min, p < 0.001). M, and M o were

estimated with excellent precision (CV < 15%) and were significantly

correlated (r=0.50, p<0.001). Additional model -independent

calculations confirmed that C-peptide secretion is linearly related to

glucose concentration during MTT. We conclude that pancreatic

responsiveness can be quantified with precision during MTT in both

normal subjects and subjects with newly diagnosed NIDDM.
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LEUCINE IS A BETTER PRIMING AGENT THAN ARGININE FOR
INSULIN SECRETION IN GLICLAZIDE TREATED NIDDM
D R Matthews & 0 Boland - Oxford Diabetes Centre, Radcliffe
Infirmary, Oxford OX2 6HE
Both branch chain amino acids and charged ionic amino acids stimulate
insulin scretion from the beta-cell, but the mechanisms are different: we
wished to examine synergistic effects with sulphonylurea therapy. Eight
gliclazide-treated non-insulin-dependent diabetic patients were studied on
two occasions with a protocol of basal observation for 30min, 60 min infusion
of randomised leucine or arginine and a further 90 min hyperglycaemic clamp.
Basal glucose concentration was the same on both occasions (mean
7.82mmol/l leucine study vs 7.79 mmol/1 arginine study; p=ns.) and the
glucose declined to 7.50 mmol/1 and 7.25mmol/1 respectively by 30min. After
leucine infusion the declination of glucose continued, but levelled out or
reversed with arginine, such that by the end of the infusions, glucose levels
were 6.63±0.69mmoU1 (leucine) and 7.62±0.67mmol/1 (arginine);p<0.02.
Arginine caused a sharp rise in insulin secretion (17.8.mU/l to 43.8mU/l in six
minutes) at the onset of the infusion and thereafter insulin secretion was not
significantly different throughout either the amino acid or hyperglycaemic
clamp periods (mean 42.1 mU/1, vs. 44.7 mU/I respectively; p=ns). By
contrast the leucine infusion caused little acute change in secretion but
augmented with time from basal 17.2 mU/I to end of infusion 29.4mU/l..
During the hyperglycaemic clamp period there was significant further
augmentation of insulin secretion rising to 81.6±16mU/l at the end of the
study. Leucine significantly augmented insulin secretion compared to arginine
(81.6±16 vs. 54.0±8.4 mU/I respectively p<0.002). These data suggest that
leucine is a better priming agent for sulphonylurea than arginine. Additive
effects on insulin secretion may allow one to use combinations of branch chain
amino acids and sulphonylureas to augment insulin secretion in the presence
of hyperglycaemia.
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INTERIM REPORT FROM AN INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP FOR THE
COMPARISON OF AMYLIN ASSAYS
S.E. Manley and C.N. Hales on behalf of the participating laboratories, Oxford
UK and Cambridge, UK
Amylin is a 37 amino acid peptide that is cosecreted with insulin by pancreatic 3-cells in
response to nutrients. Since amylin's discovery in 1987 many researchers have initiated
studies to investigate its potential biological functions and physiological roles. Several
laboratories have reported plasma anrylin concentrations using different immunoassay
techniques. We therefore established a workshop to compare the antylin assays since it is
important to know to what extent they produce comparable results. A total of 10 amylin
assays were compared from S separate participating laboratories. The represented
methodologies included both ELISA and RIA with either solid phase, liquid phase, or no
pre-assay extraction requirement. Six different primary antibodies or antibody pairs were
represented. Blinded plasma samples including pools from Type I diabetic, fasting non-
diabetic (F), glucose stimulated non-diabetic (S) and glucose stimulated IGT subjects
were analyzed by each laboratory using both the individual laboratory's standard curve
and a supplied common standard (F and S were each submitted as 3 blinded individual
samples in order to assess intra-lab imprecision). The median (interquartile range) intra-
lab °/%C. V was 11.1% (4.6%-38.3%) and 8.4% (4.2%16.6%) for F and S respectively
when the common standard was used Results between labs, however, had several fold
differences in values for samples in the quantitative range of the assays (see table
below).

Sample	 Median	 Interquartile Range 	 Min - Max
(PM)	 (PM)	 (PM)

TypeI	 1.6	 0.3-3.6	 0.1-5.4
F (mean of 3)	 4.4	 2.1- 6.9	 1.4-14.3
S(meanof 3)	 8.9	 5.6-11.8	 4.1-18.5
IGT	 13.3	 8.6-25.3	 3.5-33.3

We conclude that variation between individual laboratories makes it currently difficult tc
compare plasma amylin results between labs. Since it has been reported that circulating
amylin is heterogeneous, it is possible that the variation seen in this comparison is due, at
least in part, to differences in assay specificity. Further investigation, including additional
sample comparisons, will be completed before recommendations are made.
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THE EFFECT OF ONE MONTH CORTICOTHERAPY ON GLUCOSE
TOLERANCE AND INSULIN SECRETION

J. Krassowski,M. Godziejewska,P. Soszynsld,H. Jastrzpbslca,M. Gietka-Czemel
and T.Gorowski. Dept. of Endocrinology, Medical Centre of Postgraduate
Education,Warsaw,Poland.

Chronic corticotherapy deteriorates glucose tolerance and induces insulin
resistance. Earlier reports suggested that chronic effects of corticotherapy may
be less pronounced than the acute ones. The aim of the sudy was to compare
the acute (one week) and chronic (one month) effects of corticotherapy on

glucose tolerance and insulin secretion. Three glucose tolerance tests were done
in a group of 12 euthyroid patients with Graves' ophthalmopathy: before

therapy, after one week and after one month of prednisone administration in a
daily dose of 60mg. Basal glucose levels did not change during therapy.
Glucose levels at 60 and 120 min were higher than pretreatment values but the
differences were not significant. Glucose levels at one week and at one month
were not different. In 5 patients glucose tolerance was unchanged during
therapy, in 5 patients it deteriorated, in one patient glucose tolerance improved
after prednisone and in one patient diabetic curve was noted. Basal insulin (IRI)

levels increased from 24.3 pU/mi to 42.2 pU/ml (p<0.001) after a week and to

35.8 µU/ml (p<0.01) after a month. IRI levels at 60 and 120 min were
significantly higher during treatment when compared to pretreatment IRI levels
but again there was no difference in IRI levels at one week and at one month.
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed significant difference in insulin

response during treatment (F=17. 6248 l,p<0.00001),while this cannot be
demonstrated for glucose levels. It is concluded that 1) the administration of

prednisone 60 mg/d for one month markedly increases insulin response while

only slightly deteriorating glucose tolerance and 2) glucose tolerance and
insulin response at one week and at one month are not different.
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MEASURING INSULIN SECRETION: ACCURACY AND EFFECT OF

SAMPLING SCHEDULE

R Hovorka, E Koukkou, D Southerden, JK Powrie, and MA Young, City
University, London, St Thomas' Hospital, London, Glaxo Wellcome plc,

Greenford, UK

We have evaluated the accuracy of calculations of pre-hepatic insulin

secretion during a simulated meal tolerance test (MTT) using the

standard population model of C-peptide kinetics (POP-MOD). Five

normal male subjects (N) (age: 36±2 yrs; BMI: 22.7±0.8 kg /m2 ;

mean±SE) and five male diet-treated patients with NIDDM (D) (age: 49±4

yrs; BMI: 26.8±2.1 kg/m2) received a variable infusion of biosynthetic

human C-peptide (I-BHCP) mimicking pre-hepatic insulin secretion

during MTT while endogenous C-peptide secretion was suppressed.

Plasma C-peptide was measured every 5 min for 240 min. POP-MOD

and a deconvolution method were used to reconstruct I-BHCP from the

measurements. Total infusion rate was estimated with clinically

acceptable bias (N: 13±9; D: 19±4%; meanaSE) which was not

significantly different from zero. Similar bias (p=NS, ANOVA) was

observed when calculations were based on samples taken at 15 min

intervals (N: 8±8; D: 20t4%) and 30 min intervals (N: 13±9; D: 21±4%).

Root mean square error measuring the average deviation between the

infused and calculated BHCP was also independent of the sampling

frequency (N: 1.2±0.2; D: 1.3±0.2 pmol/kg/min). We conclude that this

methodology can accurately estimate post-prandial total C-peptide

secretion both in normal subjects and subjects with NIDDM thus

obviating the need for individual estimates of C-peptide kinetics.

Plasma C-peptide samples need only be drawn at 30 minute intervals.
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INSULIN SECRETORY CAPACITY AND EXOCRINE PANCREATIC FUNCTION IN
PATIENTS WITH MALNUTRITION-RELATED DIABETES MELLITUS
L. Rossi 1 .2, S. Parvin2 L. Aliz, Z. Hassan2 , A.K. Azad Khan2 and K Gyr+. University
Hospital, Basel+, Switzerland, and Bangladesh Institute of Research and Rehabilitation in
Diabetes, Endocrine and Metabolic Disorders (BIRDEM) 2 , Dhaka, Bangladesh.
The relationship between endocrine and exocrine pancreatic functions in patients with
Protein Deficient Diabetes Mellitus (PDDM) and Fibrocalculus Pancreatic Diabetes
(FCPD), the two subtypes of Malnutrition-Related Diabetes Mellitus (MRDM), is still
unclear. Recent ERCP data of cases with FCPD and TCP (non-alcoholic Tropical Calcific
Pancreatitis without diabetes) suggest that the severity of pancreatic damage does not
follow a straightline relationship with the development of diabetes. The present study was
undertaken to explore this relationship in greater detail using arginine stimulation test as a
measure of insulin secretory capacity and secretin stimulation test as an indicator of
exocrine pancreatic function, Six patients with PDDM (5male/lfemale; BMI 17±1
(M±SD); HbAlc 15.6±3.1%) and 3 patients with FCPD (3m; 16±3; 15.2±3.9%) along
with 6 nondiabetic controls (6m; 18±1; 5.1±0.4%) and 3 patients with TCP (2w/If; 20±3;
5.4±0.5%) were studied. Arginine HCI (1.4 mval/kg/30 min) was infused i.v. and blood
taken at 15 min. intervals to assess plasma C-peptide (EIA) and glucose. Secretin (1
CUlkgl60 min) was infused i.v. and duodenal juice collected at 15 min, intervals via a
duodenal tube using marker perfusion technique. Bicarbonate output was measured and
is presented as area under the curve. The results (M±SD) are as follows:

BIC (AUC)
mmol/60min

C-PEPTIDE	 mol/I GLUCOSE mmol/I
0 min 30 min 0 min 30 min

Control (n=6) 248±79 636±113 1173±257t 4.5±1.2 5.1±0.7
PDDM (n=6) 180 ± 129 301±138 604±315$ 15.2 ± 2.1 16.3±3.4
FCPD (n=3) 37 ± 17* 361±104 607±203 12.3±4.5 13.6±3.5
TCP (n3) 28±16 753 ± 351 1754 ± 829 4.5 ± 0.5 5.2±0.1
P < 0.01 vs. Control. t P < 0.01 vs. 0 min. t P < 0.05 vs. 0 min.

The data shows that exocrine pancreatic function is fairly well-preserved in PDDM cases,
and insulin secretory capacity may be highly dissimilar in FCPD and TCP groups inspite
of similar levels of exocrine dysfunction. Although the patient numbers are very low the
present data reinforces the earlier impression that factors other than generalized
pancreatic damage are also involved in the development of diabetes in FCPD.

{J;̂]

INTERFERENCE BYANTI-MURINEANTIBODIES INC-PEPTIDE ASSAY KITS

T.Shimizu, F.Sasakuma, K.Hasegawa and A.Sasaki. Osaka Medical Center
for Cancer and Cardiovascular Diseases, Osaka, Japan.
Anti-murine antibodies (HAMA) are known to interfere immunoassay using
mouse monoclonal antibodies (mmab). We have studied the interference by
HAMA in three commercial C-peptide assay kits sold in Japan: Daiichi C-

peptide kit III(method 1), Tosoh IIC-peptide (method 2) and Shionogi C-
peptide RIA (method 3). Method 1 is atwo antibody competitive RIA and
uses mmab for the second antibody. Method 2 is atwo-site immunometric
assay and uses mmab for detection antibody. Method 3 is aone antibody
competitive RIA and uses rabbit polyclonal antibody. Serum HAMA level was
assayed using Immunostrip HAMA IgG(Immunomedics, USA). Case 1 was a

3-year-old DM and case 2 was a74-'ear-old DM. Both cases were HAMA (+).

Interference was noticed in method 1. In case 2, peak of the interference

came 16 months after that of HAMA. No interference was observed in

method 2. Treatment of serum by polyethyleneglycol or protein A eliminated
interference in method 1. When the second antibody of method 1 was

changed to rabbit polyclonal antibody, CPR values were close to those by

method 3. Addition of mouse immunoglobulin (mlg, -2000 pg/ml) to assay
buffer decreased interference, although weak interference still remained.
Pretreatment of serum with magnetic particle bound mig (150pg/ml) complete-
ly eliminated interference, showing that all interference was due to HAMA.

We conclude that method 1 is vulnerable to interference by HAMA.

[case 11	 [case 210	 5	 21	 29	 42 Months
R1	 4.1	 1.0	 4.2	 14	 8.0	 2.7
R2	 0.91	 -	 -	 0.94 0.94	 0.97
HAMA 45 3 460 287 65 12 (no/roll

R1 and R2 denote the ratio of CPR values by method 1 and by method 2 to
those by method 3, respectively.
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ALTERED ANTIOXIDANT/PRO-OXIDANT HOMEOSTASIS AND INSULIN
SECRETORY RESPONSE IN DEVELOPMENT OF DIABETES FROM OBESITY
G. Kocic, D. Pavlovic, R. Kocic, T. Cvetkovic, M. Milenovic, S. 2ivi6, S. Radenkovi6
and D. Mikic. University of Nil, Nis, Yugoslavia.

The study was performed with the aim to obtain the evidence whether
decreased antioxidative defence mechanism, accompained with increased oxidative
stress, can reflect an evolution of diabetes from obesity; to establish the possible
relationship between insulin secretory response and antioxidant/pro-oxidant
homeostasis, as well as the extent of changes in their responsivity during glucagon
stimulation. The study included 24 obese healthy subjects(BMI=35.81±4.33) and 12
obese patients considered as diabetics (BMI=33.66±5.67), as well as 20 control normal-
weight, age-matched subjects (BMI=20.03±3.12). Total plasma antioxidative capacity
(TPAC) progressivelly decreased from obesity toward diabetes (66.05±5.21% p<0.001
in obese diabetics vs 72.3±245% p<0.05 in obese and 84.8±5.09% in control
subjects), together with plasma GSH (4.0810.81 p<0.05 in obese diabetics vs
4.96±2.07 in obese and 6.3±1.12 nmol/l in control) and marked decrease of Er GSH
(0.72±0.12 p<0.001 in obese diabetics vs 1.05±0.03 p<0.05 in obese and
1.25±pmol/rn1RBC in controls).The increase of plasma MDA was significant in obese
diabetics (6.28±1.56 p<0.001) compared with obese (4.1210.76) or controls
(3.67±1.02µmol/1). The increase of Er lipid peroxidation was shown to occur in basal
state (3.53±0.28 p<0.05 in obese diabetics vs 3.2310.36 p<0.05 in obese and
2.75t034nmo1MDA/ml in control) and increased suscceptibility to oxidative stress
(7.92±0.44 p<0.05 in obese diabetics vs 7.66±0.28 in obese and
7.12±0.83nmo1MDA/ml RBC). All parameters were measured simultaneously in basal
state and after glucagon stimulation. Glucagon-stimulated insulin release was
accompained with the increase of plasma GSH (29.64±7.05% p<0.05 in obese vs
6.13±1.95% in obese diabetics) and decrease of plasma and Er MDA (-13.26±-7.93 in
obese vs -7.94±5.33% in obese diabetics). Positive correlation was found between the
percent of rise of C-peptide and plasma GSH (r-0.58 p<0.05). Obtained results suggest
that the insulin-secretory potential could be functionaly dependent on the plasma and
Er redox state. The progressive deterioration of TPAC, plasma GSH and Er GSH from
obese subjects to obese diabetics, could point to evolution of diabetes from obesity and
progressive loss of insulin secretory reserve due to increased oxidative stress.
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FASTING GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION HAS A GREATER EFFECT
THAN BMI ON INSULIN PULSATILITY IN NORMAL SUBJECTS
S. Ahmed and D.R. Matthews. Oxford Diabetes Centre, Radcliffe
Infirmary, Oxford, England.
Basal insulin pulsatility, which is found in normal individuals, is known to be
reversibly diminished in both mild hyperglycaemia and obesity. To address the
question of the importance of obesity or glucose concentration on this effect
we have studied 23 normoglycaemic subjects (11F,12M) for 120 minutes in
the basal state taking 1—min samples assayed for glucose and insulin. Data
were analysed by mean concentration and by Fourier Transform analysis to
examine for insulin pulsatility. Overall insulin pulsatility could be detected
with a peak oscillatory periodicity between 9 and 15 min. When split by mean
fasting glucose level of 5.lmmol/1 (range 4.51 to 5.87mmol/l; group size 11
and 12 subjects) there was less oscillatory activity in those with the higher
basal glucose concentration which was significantly different (ANOVA 3-20
rains: p=0.037) and most significant at 15min oscillatory period p<0.025
(paired t). This was reproduced by sub—group analysis where the changes were
more apparent in a best—six v worst—six comparison. By contrast, when the
data were divided by median Body Mass index 25 (BMI range 19.3 to
37.53kg/m 2; group size n=11 & 12) there was no differences in the FT profile
(p NS). Thus we conclude that even within the normal range, those with a
higher fasting plasma glucose have less oscillatory insulin activity. It is not
possible from these data to decide whether the reduction of oscillations is the
cause or the effect of the elevated glucose concentration.
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Insulin Secretion in Vitro:
Ion Channels and Oscillations
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K-CELL DYSFUNCTION IN THE 'FINNISH TYPE' OF NEONATAL HYPERINSULINISM
WITH NO IDENTIFIED MUTATIONS IN K ATP CHANNEL GENES.
K. Cosgrove, T. Otonkoski, J.C. Chapman, M.N. Hashmi, C. Ammala, R.M. Shepherd, J.
Komulainen, H. Huopio, P. Thomas, and M.J. Dunne. Children's Hospital, Helsinki
University, Finland, Pediatrics Departments, Kuoplo University, Finland, Michigan University
at Ann Arbor, USA and Biomedical Science, Sheffield University, UK.
Mutations in the genes encoding subunits of the li-cell K ATP channel (i.e. SUR1 and K 1R6.2)
cause familial persistent hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia of infancy (PHHI). In Finland, the
phenotype of the disease is generally severe, necessitating pancreatectomy in the affected
infants. Other unique clinical features include high frequency of premature birth (47%) and
gestational diabetes (28%). The majority of the known cases (n=19 since 1983) originate
from a limited area in central Finland, suggesting a common recessive gene. Two cases
were analysed by direct sequence analysis of the SUR1 and K IR6.2 genes. None of the
known mutations were found, and 19 (of 39) SUR1 exons and the entire coding sequence of
K 1R6.2 revealed wild-type sequence. We have now examined the function of insulin-
secreting cells in a familial Finnish patient with a severe form of PHHI. The patient did not
respond to treatment with diazoxide, and responded poorly to octreotide. Near-total
pancreatectomy was performed, and islet-like cell clusters (containing -15% K-cells)
isolated for in vitro studies of ion channels and intracellular Ca 2' homeostasis. In situ patch-
clamp recordings, whole-cells and inside-out patch studies consistently revealed the
absence of functional K ATP channels in the presence of the channel agonists diazoxide
(0.5mM, n=10), and somatostatin (100nM, n=8) and under'ATP-free' conditions (n=8). The
loss of KATp channel function was associated with the appearance of action potentials in
intact cells, consistent with an inability of PHHI K-cells to maintain a normal resting
membrane potential. [Cal'], responses to glucose (15mM), KCI (40mM), tolbutamide
(0.1 mM), and diazoxide (0.5mM), all of which affect K-cells through depolarization-response
coupling, were not seen in PHHI SS-cells. Islets were, however, responsive to agonists that
are not strictly dependent upon voltage-gated Ca" influx, such as acetylcholine. In
summary, isolated 9-cells from patients with the 'Finnish' PHHI phenotype lack functional
K51 channels and this is associated with generation of Ca t' action potentials.

387
DEMONSTRATION OF TETRODOTOXIN-INSENSITIVE Na+
OSCILLATIONS IN GLUCOSE -STIMULATED (3-CELLS

E. Grapengiesser. Department of Medical Cell Biology, Biomedicum,
Box 571, S-751 23 Uppsala, Sweden.

Glucose promotes the turnover of Na+ in 13-cells both by enhancing
the entry of the ion and providing the ATP required for the extrusion
by the Na/K pump. Recent studies have demonstrated glucose-
induced oscillations of the cytoplasmic Na concentration ([Na+] ;),
which were amplified by opening of the voltage-dependent Na+
channels by veratridine. In the present study it was analyzed if
glucose-induced [Na+]; oscillations are affected by cyclic AMP, which
has been proposed to facilitate entry of Na* through an unspecific
cation channel. [Na+]; was measured in individual mouse 13-cells with
dual wave-length fluorometry using the indicator SBFI. Small
oscillations of [Na+]; (amplitude 1-4 mmol/l; frequency 0.2-0.5/min)
were observed in the presence of 11 mmol/l glucose during perifusion
with media containing either 1.3 mmol/l Cat or 5 mmol/1 Sr 2+. The
amplitudes of the oscillations increased to 5-15 mmol/l after
introduction of 10 nmol/l glucagon or 1 mmol/l 8-Br cAMP. These
oscillations remained unaffected by 3 pmol/l tetrodotoxin. However,
the oscillations disappeared when lowering glucose to 3 mmol/l or
adding 10 pmol/l methoxyverapamil, 400 gmol/l diazoxide or 0.1
pmol/l donidine. It is concluded that glucose-stimulated pancreatic
13-cells exhibit oscillations of [Na+]t also in the presence of tetrodo-
toxin and that this rhythmicity will be particularly pronounced after
raising cyclic AMP.

388
REGULATION OF PHOSPHOLIPASE C - LINKED CAM-SIGNALING AND
INSULIN SECRETION BY KATp-CHANNELS IN CLONAL BETA CELLS

C. Schofl, T. Mader, J. Borger, A. von zur Muhlen, and G. Brabant. Abteilung
Klinische Endokrinologie, Medizinische Hochschule Hannover, Germany.
Modulation of the ATP-sensitive K+ current (IyA- p) is central to glucose-
induced Ca.2+ signaling and insulin secretion. Agonists coupled to
phospholipase C (PLC), like arginine-vasopressin (AVP) and bombesin, cause
frequency-modulated Ca2+ transients and enhance insulin release under
conditions where glucose is elevated. Thus, modulation of IK,gTp activity by
glucose may interact with PLC-linked Ca2+ signaling and insulin secretion.
To test this hypothesis we investigated the effects of IKATp modulation on
AVP or bombesin-induced Ca2+ signals and insulin secretion. Intracellular
free Ca2+ ([Ca 2+] I ) was measured in single fura-2 loaded HIT cells and
insulin secretion was determined from cell populations. In the presence of
glucose (10 mM) tolbutamide (3-300 FCM) which inhibits IKATP by binding
to the sulfonylurea receptor increased the frequency and sometimes the
amplitude of the AVP- and bombesin-induced Ca2+ transients, or switched the
Cat transients to a plateau-like rise in [Ca 2+]i. Diazoxide (10-100 ytM),
which activates IKATP, lowered [Ca2+]i in the presence of glucose (10 mM),
reduced the frequency and sometimes the amplitude of the Ca2+ transients, or
stopped them in a subset of cells. Glucose deprivation decreased the frequency
and amplitude of AVP-induced Ca2+ transients and lead to their complete
cessation, which was partly antagonized by tolbutamide. In the presence of
glucose (10 mM) AVP or bombesin-induced insulin secretion from
populations of HIT cells was potentiated by tolbutamide and inhibited by
diazoxide. In glucose-free medium, AVP or bombesin-stimulated insulin
release was reduced, but was potentiated by tolbutamide. Thus, modulation of
IKATp by glucose or pharmacological interventions critically regulates PLC-
linked Cat signaling and insulin secretion from HIT cells presumably by
modulating voltage-gated Ca 2+ influx. (Supported by DFG Scho 466/1-3)
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GLUCOSE -INDUCED PULSATILE RELEASE OF INSULIN
INDEPENDENT OF ATP -SENSITIVE K+ CHANNELS

J. Westerlund, H. Ortsater, F. Palm, T. Sundsten and P. Bergsten;
Department of Medical Cell Biology, University of Uppsala, Uppsala,
Sweden

Glucose-induced cyclic variations in the permeability of the ATP-
sensitive K+ channel in pancreatic p-cells result in periodic depolarization
and entry of Ca2+ and oscillations in the cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration
([Ca2+] 1). These oscillations occur in parallel with the pulsatile release of
insulin and have been suggested to regulate the secretory pulses.
However, pulsatile release of insulin has also been observed under
conditions with a stable [Ca2+]i such as at non-stimulatory glucose
concentrations or after depolarization with tolbutamide or K+. We have
now investigated whether variations in the ATP-sensitive K+ channel
activity are required for the generation of glucose-induced pulsatile
insulin release from individual islets of Langerhans using a sensitive
ELISA for determination of insulin. When the islet 13-cells were
depolarized by 30.9 mM K+ and their ATP-sensitive K+ channels were
continously opened by 400 pM diazoxide, insulin release was oscillatory
with a frequency of 0.41 ± 0.04 per min whereas [Ca 2+]; was stable and
elevated in the presence of 3 mM glucose. When the glucose
concentration was increased to 11 or 20 mM glucose, the amplitude of
these insulin oscillations increased whereas their frequency was
unaffected. The results show that glucose-induced pulsatile release of
insulin can occur independently of variations in the ATP-sensitive K-'-
channel activity or [Ca2+]; of islet R-cells and indicate that other factors,
possibly an oscillatory metabolism, are important for the generation of
pulsatile release of insulin.
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PROPERTIES OF ION CHANNELS AND THE REGULATION OF INSULIN SECRETION
IN THE NOVEL GLUCOSE-RESPONSIVE 3-CELL LINE, BRIN-BD11,
J.C. Chapman, K. Cosgrove, N.H. McClenaghan, C. Ammalaf, P.R. Flatt and M.J. Dunne.
Biomedical Science, Sheffield University, Sheffield, UK, and School of Biomedical Science,
Ulster University, Coleraine, N. Ireland, UK.
We recently cloned a 3-cell line by the electrofusion of normal rodent (3-cells and the
immortal RINm5F insulin-secreting cells. These cells - BRIN-BD11, display a normal
concentration-related glucose-responsiveness. In this study we have extensively
investigated the properties of K' channels in BRIN-BD11 cells using patch-clamp
techniques, and also characterised the effects of pharmacological regulators of ion channels
on insulin release. At sub-stimulatory concentration of glucose (2mM), openings from K51

channels were routinely observed in the intact cell-attached patch configuration (n=40).
These channels were inhibited by the presence of higher glucose concentrations (15mM)
and by tolbutamide (TOL, 0.2mM) and the imidazolines efaroxan (EF, 0.2mM) and
phentolamine (PHE, 0.2mM). At equivalent concentrations TOL, EF and PHE were all able
to initiate insulin secretion from BRIN-BD1 1 cells (2mM glucose) and potentiate the actions
of higher glucose concentrations (n=6). This is consistent with the inhibition of K 51

channels. In addition, K 51 channels were activated by both diazoxide and pinacidil (0.2-
0.4mM), and both compounds inhibited glucose-, TOL-, EF- and PHE-induced insulin
secretion in parallel experiments (n=6 replicates each). Whole-cell studies revealed the
presence of inward currents (carried by Ca'' and/or Na') and outward K' currents resulting
from voltage-gated K c, and delayed rectifier K' channels; these currents were sensitive to
TEA' and quinine (n=6). Finally, inside-out patches (n=42) were used to assess the
biophysical properties and nucleotide-dependent regulation of K 5TP channels. Current-
voltage relationship plots revealed an inward rectification to the IN profile with a linear
inward conductance of approximately 60pS. In isolated patches K ATP channels underwent
'run-down', they were inhibited by ATP (10µM-1mM; IC 50 -30µM), and were sensitive to
ADP (0.01-1mM) added alone and in combination with ATP. In summary, BRIN-BD11 cells
show many features of ion channel function that resemble native (1-cells indicating that they
are an important model cell for in vitro studies of the regulation of insulin secretion.
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VOLTAGE—INDEPENDENT Ca2' CHANNELS DO NOT

MEDIATE THE SLOW Ca2' OSCILLATIONS IN 13-CELLS

S. Dryselius, E. Gylfe and B. Hellman. Department of Medical

Cell Biology, Uppsala University, Sweden

Single pancreatic p-cells respond to stimulating concentrations of
glucose with 2-5 min oscillations of the cytoplasmic Ca' concentration.

It is generally believed that these oscillations reflect periodic entry of
Ca2+ into the 13-cells. There is extensive evidence that repetitive

depolarization with opening of voltage-dependent Ca2* channels

(VDCCs) is the underlying phenomenon. However, it has also been

claimed that the oscillations are mediated by specific voltage-

independent channels (VICCs). The latter conclusion was based on lack

of effect of the L-type VDCC blocker nifedipine and the observation

that Mn2+, which supposedly does not enter VDCCs, permeates into

glucose-stimulated 13-cells. We have now used these tools to evaluate

the possible involvement of VICCs in the generation of glucose—

induced slow Ca2+ oscillations. It is demonstrated that rapid influx of
Mn' into mouse 3-cells requires depolarization and is blocked by 5

.tmol/l nifedipine. This concentration also abolished the glucose—

induced Cat* oscillations. Moreover, parallel measurements of
cytoplasmic Cat` and electrical activity demonstrated that the oscillations
occur in synchrony with bursts of action potentials. We conclude that

the slow oscillations of Ca2' in glucose—stimulated 13—cells reflect

periodic openings of VDCCs.
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HIGH EXPRESSION OF TRP, A PUTATIVE CALCIUM-RELEASE
ACTIVATED CHANNEL IN MOUSE INSULINOMA CELLS
H. Sakura and F.M. Ashcroft. University Laboratory of Physiology,
Oxford, UK

Insulin secretion is stimulated by glucose, hormones and
neurotransmitters. Both activation of a non-selective cation current
and activation of a Ca" current in response to depletion of
intracellular Ca2' stores have been suggested to play a role in this
stimulation. The properties of these currents resemble those reported
for the Drosophila gene trp. The aim of this study was to determine
whether trp-related genes are expressed in pancreatic 13-cells. We
used RT-PCR and Northern blot analysis to examine expression of trp
genes in the mouse insulinoma cell line (MIN6) and in pancreatic
islets. Of the six known mammalian trp-related genes (trpl-6), only
trpl was expressed at high levels in MIN6 cells. We cloned the
murine trpl cDNA from a MIN6 cDNA library and identified four
variants (a, 13, y and S), generated by alternative splicing near the N-
terminus. In vitro translation showed that only the a and 13 splicing
variants are efficiently expressed. The (3 variant is the dominant form
in MIN6 cells and mouse pancreatic islets, whereas the a variant is the
major type in the mouse brain. Functional studies suggest that the
human trpl 13-variant encodes a non-selective cation channel,
activated by depletion of intenal Ca 2' stores. This suggests that
murine trpl may also encode a non-selective cation channel in 13-cells.

393
POTENTIATION OF SULPHONYLUREA-INDUCED INSULIN SECRETION BY
EFAROXAN INVOLVES BLOCKADE OF a2-ADRENOCEPTORS.
M. Mourtada, C.A. Brown, S.L.F. Chan, S.A. Smith*, V. Piercy* and N.G. Morgan. Dept.
of Biol. Sri., Keele University, Staffs ST5 5BG.*Dept. of Vascular Biology, SmithKline
Beecham Pharmaceuticals, Welwyn, Herts.
Intidazoline compounds and sulphonylurea drugs each stimulate insulin secretion
from the pancreatic B-cell and can also interact functionally to generate an
enhanced secretory response in vivo and in vitro. In the present study we have
used the two enanliomers of the imidazoline efaroxan (e&) to investigate whether
potentiation of the secretory response to glibenclamide (glib) reflects binding to
the islet imidazoline receptor or whether a2-adrenoceptor antagonism is more
important. (+)Efx is a potent a2-antagonist and when administered to Wistar rats
(3.5mg/kg) together with glib (2.5mg/kg), it caused a marked increase in
circulating insulin beyond that in response to glibenclamide alone. (-)Efx (the
more potent imidazoline ligand) failed to potentiate the insulin response to glib.
Equivalent data were obtained with isolated rat islets incubated in vitro where
(+)e& did not alter insulin secretion itself at concentrations up to 50µM but dose-
dependently enhanced the response to 1 µM glib ((+)Efx: 0.7±0.06 ng/islet/h; glib:
1.2±0.15; (+)Efx&glib: 2.3±0.2; P<0.0o1) . By contrast, (-)efaroxan (25µM)
provoked an insulin secretory response but did not further enhance the response to
glibenclamide ((-)Efx: 1.4±0.15 ng/islet/h; glib: 1.25±0.15; (-)Efx&glib:
1.5±0.18). When isolated islets were treated with 1µM phenoxybenzamine to
block the a2-adrenoceptors, (+)efaroxan failed to potentiate the secretory response
to glibenclamide ((+)ELr: 1.3±0,10 ng/islet/h; glib: 2.3±0.2; (+)Efx&glib:
2.1±0.2). Similar results were obtained when the a2-adrenoceptors were down-
regulated by exposure to the agonist UK14304 (10µM) or when they were
uncoupled by treatment with 200ng/ml pertussis toxin. None of these treatments
prevented the stimulation of insulin secretion by (-)efaroxan or glibenclamide,
alone. Thus, the results indicate that the ability of efaroxan to enhance the insulin
secretory response to glibenclamide does not result from interaction with
imidazoline receptors but suggest that it occurs as a consequence of the blockade
of islet a2-adrenoceptors.
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EXPRESSION OF CALCIUM CHANNEL SUBUNITS IN
PANCREATIC 13-CELLS OF OLD RATS
J. Hildenbrand, M. Ronfeldt-Buttel and H.P.T. Ammon. Department of Phar-
macology, Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Tubingen,
Federal Republic of Germany.
Age in men is often associated with the development of NIDDM (non insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus). One of the major pathological effects in NIDDM
is a reduction in the ability of pancreatic 13-cells to respond appropriately to an
increase in the blood glucose. Cat influx through voltage dependent L-type
calcium channels and consequent increase in cytosolic calcium are accepted as
crucial steps in insulin secretion. Islets of old rats have been shown to exhibit
decreased Cat influx and impaired insulin secretion. The aim of our study is to
investigate the influence of age per se on the subunit expression of the L-type
calcium channel. We characterized in islets of 2 year old rats the a rc, an), 03

and a213 subunit messages of the L-type calcium channel representing the sub-
types which have been shown to be mainly expressed in the pancreas. Oli-
gonucleotide primers were designed to amplify by RT-PCR regions specific to
the subunits. The amplification products were verified by southern blotting and
non-radioactive hybridization. Compared to young rats the cardiac isoform a rc
message was found in islets of old rats at much lower levels. The expression of
the neuroendocrine subtype a ID was in age also significantly reduced. The
levels of the a26-complex detected in old rats were slightly different compared
to young rats. But the expression was also reduced. In contrast to the other
subunits we observed for the (3 3 in both tissues equal expression. This down-
regulation of L-type calcium channel subunits suggests that the changed ex-
pression may contribute to the impaired insulin secretion associated with age.
Our results indicate that this defect may be caused by decreased transcription of
genes encoding 13-cell L-type calcium channel subunits. These alterations in the
stimulus secretions coupling process during aging could therefore have
important implications for the development of NIDDM.
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IMPAIRED EFFECT OF SULFONYLUREA ON ATP SENSITIVE K+
CHANNEL BY INHIBITION OF METABOLISM IN (3 CELLS
E Mukai, H Ishida, Y Tsuura, N Yasuda, S Ueda, K Tsuda and
Y Seino, Kyoto University Faculty of Medicine, Kyoto, Japan.

Sulfonylureas becomes less potent to reduce blood glucose levels
according to the severity of NIDDM. We have reported that glucose
metabolism in pancreatic (3 cells is impaired under NIDDM. Using

dinitrophenol (DNP) which inhibits mitochondrial metabolism, we
examined insulin secretory capacity, Kim' channel activity and binding
for sulfonylurea receptor (SUR) or K. n' channel protein (BIR) using
glibenclamide and cibenzoline. The augmentation of insulin secretion by
glibenclamide was disappeard under 100uM DNP, but that by
cibenzoline was intact. In experiments using patch-clamp techniques, the
dose dependency of glibenclamide for KArP channel inhibition was
observed to shift the right from ICso of 3.04nM to 51.3nM under 10uM
DNP in cell-attached mode. In inside-out mode, dose-dependent
inhibition of KATP channel was observed under 10/uM ATP, but under
0.1uM ATP KArP channels were not closed even at high concentration of
glibenclamide (1µM). On the other hand, cibenzoline also inhibited KATr

channels dose-dependently in cell-attached mode, but IC5o was not
changed under 100,uM DNP (41.5,uM vs 40.7uM). The binding of [3 H]-
glibenclamide to 13 cells was equally displaced by unlabelled

glibenclamide with and without 100,uM DNP. In bindng experiment
using expressed protein of SUR or BIR, glibenclamide bound to SUR
only, but cibenzoline also bound to BIR. These data indicate that
uncoupling between SUR and BIR is involved in impaired inhibition of
Kim' channels and dissappearance of insulin secretory augmentation by
glibenclamide under inhibiton of metabolism in pancreatic (3 cells.
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c h
NA+ ENTRY THROUGH VOLTAGE-GATED CHANNELS IS ESSENTIAL FOR
SULFONYLUREA-INDUCED INSULIN RELEASE FROM PANCREATIC B CELL.
S. Saha, H. Ishida, Y.Tsuura, Y. Seino. Kyoto University, Japan.
Freshly isolated pancreatic islets from Wister rats (male,2-3 ma)
were batch-incubated to assess the role of Na+ in insulin secretion
by estimating IRI (µU/islet/30 min) using RIA.Glucose stimulated
insulin secretion at all concentrations beyond the basal supply of 5.5
mM (G5.5).Neither TTX(4µM), the Na + channel blocker, nor its
activator veratridine (VT, 1001sM), altered the glucose effect on
insulin secretion (G16.7=40±12, G16.7+TTX=60±11, G16.7+Vf=43±8; p=
ns). However, when Na was removed from outside of islets (Na +O),
the glucose effect disappeared by about 80%: the residual 20%
stimulatory effect (4.7± 0.5 at basal vs 11±2 at G16,7;p=0.002) could be
ascribed to stimulation of Ca 2+ entry through reversely operated
Na + /Ca 2+ exchanger that occurs under Na + O conditions. In the
absence of TTX , both glibenclamide (10µM) and gliclazide (100µM)
stimulated insulin release (for glibenclamide IRI being 6±0.7, for
gliclazide 7±0.4 at p=0.02 and 0.01 respectively vs IRI 3.4±0.5 at G
5.5).When the toxin was added in presence of the hypoglycemic
agents, the latter became completely ineffective (glibenclamide+
TTX=4.3±0.7, gliclazide+TTX =2.88 ±0.4; p=ns both vs G5.5 as well as
G5.5+TTX). Na+O mimicked the effect of TIX on glibenclamide but
unlike glucose it had no residual effect. Moreover, a dose-reponse
experiment revealed a concentration-dependent decrease in
insulin release by glibenclamide (at 100 nM 10±0.5, at I pM 7.5±0.8
and at 10 pM 6.7±0.6: a significant decrease between 100 nM and 10
pM at p=0.006 was observed). Vt not only counteracted this fall but
also showed a tendency to significantly increase the effect of
glibenclamide at 1 pM (7.5±0.9 to 10±0.9 at p=0.06).We conclude that
No+ entry through voltage-dependent channels are essential for
sulfonylurea-induced insulin release.
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INTRA-ISLET GLUCAGON IS A DETERMINANT FOR THE
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF PANCREATIC fl-CELLS

E. Gylfe, Y.J. Liu, A. Tengholm, S. Dryselius, E. Grapengiesser and B.
Hellman. Dept. of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala University, Sweden

Pancreatic islets exposed to 11 mM glucose exhibit complex variations of
the cytoplasmic Cat concentration ([Ca2+] 1 ) with slow (0.3-0.9 min t)

or fast (2-7 min- ') oscillations or with a mixed pattern. It is well
established that the regular fast oscillations correspond to the electrical
burst activity in islets, and we now show that the slow oscillations are
explained by very long bursts of action potentials. Using confocal
microscopy it is demonstrated that the mixed pattern with slow and
superimposed fast oscillations is due to simultaneous presence of cell
populations with the respective responses. In islets with mixed [Ca 2+] i

oscillations, exposure to the intracellular Cat+-ATPase inhibitors
thapsigargin or DTBHQ resulted in selective disappearance of the fast
pattern and amplification of the slow one. Islets exhibiting only the slow
oscillations reacted to low concentrations of glucagon with induction of
the fast pattern and sometimes the typical mixed one. Also the glucagon-
induced fast oscillations were counteracted by DTBHQ. In the absence of
added glucagon the fast oscillations decreased with the duration of islet
culture and were more common in large islets. Since glucagon-releasing
a-cells are more abundant in large islets, the fast oscillations seem to
require the presence of this cAMP-elevating hormone. We have recently
demonstrated that cAMP amplifies intracellular Cat mobilization evoked
by inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate. The data indicate that glucagon-facilitated
mobilization of intracellular Cat, with or without capacitative Ca t+

influx, is a determinant for the glucose-induced electrical activity of
13-cells located within pancreatic islets.
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THE MECHANISM BY WHICH NALIDIXIC ACID INHIBITS
INSULIN RELEASE FROM RAT PANCREATIC ISLETS.
T.Tamagawa, N.Maeda, K.Uemura, S.Yoshioka and N.Hotta.
Department of Internal Medicine, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.

We previously reported that the hypoglycemic effects of new quinolone
antibiotics might be ascribed to an increase in Ca influx. In the present
study, we studied possible effects on insulin release of the oldest
quinolone, nalidixic acid (NA), which was reported to induce
hyperglycemia. Rat pancreatic islets were isolated by collagenase
digestion and incubated for 1 h. When the effects of NA (1-1000 uM)
on insulin release induced by 10 mM glucose was examined, the
maximal inhibition (ca. 50% of the control, p<0.01 ) was observed at
0.1 mM. Either an increase in glucose concentration from 10 to 20 mM
or addition of forskolin (5 uM) or TPA (100 nM) completely
antagonized the inhibitory effect of NA. At 3 mM glucose, TPA (100
nM) induced insulin release, which was not affected by 0.1 or 1 mM
NA. In conrast, high K (25 mM) induced insulin release, which was
augmented by NA (0.25-1 mM) dose-dependently. The oxidation of D-
[U- 14C] glucose was not affected by 0.1 mM NA at 3 or 10 mM
glucose. At 10 mM glucose, cyclic AMP accumulation was inhibited by
17 % (p<0.01) with 0.1 mM NA. This inhibition was disappeared
when glucose concentration was increased to 20 niM. In the presence of
0.25 mM diazoxide and 25 mM K, insulin release induced by 10 mM
glucose was doubled compared to that observed in the usual KRB
buffer. The release was not affected with 0.1 mM NA but inhibited by
20% with 1 mM NA. These data suggest that NA inhibits insulin release
at the step(s) distal to an increase in cytosolic Ca concentration and that
it may be due to inhibition of adenylate cyclase and protein kinase C.

400
SPECIFICITY OF CAPACITATIVE Caz+ ENTRY INTO fl-CELLS

Y.J. Liu and E. Gylfe. Department of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala
University, Sweden

Capacitative influx of Cat is believed to be important in the signal
transduction of pancreatic 3-cells. We have now used the fluorescent
indicator fura-2 to characterize the specificity of this capacitative Cat+
entry pathway. To avoid interference with voltage-dependent Cat entry

the cells were hyperpolarized with 400 ttmol/l diazoxide and the channel
blocker methoxyverapamil was also present in some experiments. The
cytoplasmic Caz+ concentration ([Ca2 `]i) of the hyperpolarized mouse
fl-cells was strikingly resistant to changes in external Caz+ . In cells
exposed to 20 mM glucose, stimulation with 100 zmol/l carbachol
induced an initial [Ca2 ']; peak followed by a sustained increase due to
capacitative influx of the cation. Capacitative influx was also permanently
induced by the intracellular Ca t+-ATPase inhibitor thapsigargin. In the
presence of capacitative influx [Ca2+]i became markedly sensitive to
variations in external Caz+, but this sensitivity was blocked by La 3+. In
(3-cells exposed to both Cat and Mn2+ there was slow Mn2+ quenching
of the fura-2 fluorescence, which was accelerated upon stimulation of
capacitative influx. In 13-cells equilibrated in 5 mmol/l Sr2+, carbachol
exposure resulted in a pronounced [Sr2+] i peak due to intracellular
mobilization but little or no sustained elevation. Moreover, after activation
of the capacitative pathway by exposure to thapsigargin, variations in
extracellular Si 2+ in the 0-20 mM range had only marginal effects on
[Sr2+];. 13-cells equilibrated with Sr 2+ exhibit almost normal signaling due
to influx through voltage-dependent channels and release from internal
stores. However, since there are some intriguing differences compared to
Ca2+, Sr2+ may become an important experimental tool for elucidating the
role of the capacitative pathway in 13-cell signal transduction.
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THE ANTIMALARIAL DRUGS MEFLOQUINE AND HALOFANTRINE
INHIBIT ATP-SENSITIVE POTASSIUM CHANNELS
FM Gribble, C Higham, A Clarke, FM Ashcroft and TME Davis.
University Laboratory of Physiology and Diabetes Research
Laboratories, Oxford, and University Department of Medicine,
Fremantle Hospital, Western Australia.

The cinchona alkaloids quinine and quinidine are known to cause
hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia. In a recently-published placebo-
controlled volunteer study, the commonly-used quinoline methanol
antimalarial drug mefloquine also reduced plasma glucose and
increased serum insulin significantly (Davis TME et aL, B J Clin Pharm
1996;42:415-421). The aim of the present study was to investigate
whether the cellular mechanism of action of mefloquine and the
chemically related phenanthrene methanol drug halofantrine on
pancreatic beta cells is through closure of ATP-sensitive potassium (K-
ATP) channels. Experiments were carried out using the cloned beta cell
K-ATP channel which comprises two subunits (Kir6.2 and the
sulphonylurea receptor SUR1). Both subunits were co-expressed in
Xenopus oocytes and K-ATP currents examined in giant inside out
patches. The intracellular membrane surface was exposed to a range of
drug concentrations and the vehicle alone. Mefloquine at 10 µM
inhibited K-ATP channel currents by a mean ± SEM of 80 ± 4% (n=9).
Halofantrine (10 pM) inhibited activity by 34 ± 2% (n=5). The chemically
unrelated sequiterpene lactone antimalarial artesunate had little
inhibitory effect at 10 µM (7 ± 2%, n=5). The drug vehicle was without
effect. These data show that, consistent with the effects of cinchona
alkaloids, mefloquine and halofantrine close pancreatic beta cell K-ATP
channels. In certain clinical situations, this may predispose to
hypoglycaemia through enhanced insulin secretion.
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INSULIN SECRETION IS DOMINATED BY COMPOUND EXOCYTOSIS IN
MOUSE 13-CELLS.
K. Bokvist and M. Holmqvist*. Islet Cell Physiology, Novo Nordisk,
Copenhagen, Denmark and *Brandeis University, Waltham, USA.

The aim of this study was to correlate changes in cell capacitance with
amperometric detection of secretion in mouse pancreatic 13-cells. We used
amperometry to detect 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) which is taken up by the
13-cell granules and co-secreted with insulin. Glucose induced electrical
activity which was accompanied by spikes of 5-HT release. Voltage-clamp
pulses initiated 5-HT release within 100-400 ms of the onset the depolari-
sation. Peak 5-HT levels were attained w200 ms after the commencement of
the response although secretory events could be observed several seconds
after the end of the stimulation. Capacitance increases occurred
simultaneously with and were proportional to the 5-HT responses. The basic
secretory event seen in conjunction with 5-HT release was a step increase
followed by an mono-exponential decline. There was an easily detectable
minimum size of these events which compares favourably to what can be
estimated for the release of a single vesicle. A typical 5-HT transient had a
jagged appearance resulting from the summation of several basic secretory
events of various size and latency tune. Both single and aggregates of
vesicles appear to participate in the secretory response. The vesicle
aggregates contributed with >90% to the response. In n25% of the cells, 5-
HT release occurred without any simultaneous increase in cell capacitance
thus indicating that endocytosis and exocytosis occur simultaneously.
Regions of the cell which were rich in granules (as indicated by quinacrine
fluorescence) exhibited, on average, a 40% larger 5-HT response than
regions poor in granules. Our data suggests that amperometric detection of
secretion, when combined with capacitance measurements, provides useful
additional information on the processes involved in insulin secretion.
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Direct stimulation of insulin release from the MIN6 13 cell line
by a new imidazoline compound, S-21663, via an original site
L. Le Brigand*, A. Virsolvy *, K. Peyrollier*, D. Manechez**, J.J. Godfroid***,
B. Guardiola-Lemaitre **, and D. Bataille *. Inserm U376, Montpellier. **Institut
International de Recherches SERVIER, Courbevoie., *** Laboratoire de
Pharmacologie Moleculaire, Paris, France.
The MIN6 cell line derived from in vivo immortalized insulin-secreting
pancreatic B cells was used to study the insulin-releasing capacity and the mode of
action of S-21663, a newly synthesized imidazoline compound known for its
hypoglycemic effect in vivo and its ability to release insulin from perfused
pancreas. S-21663 (10 -5 M to 10-3 M) released insulin from the MIN6 cells with
a maximal effect observed at 10-4 M; a drop in the stimulation factor was noted
between 10-4 and 10-3 M. Its efficacy, which did not differ whatever the glucose
concentration (stimulatory or not), was higher than that of the other secretagogues
tested (glucose, sulfonylureas or the peptide tGLP-1). In contrast to tGLP-1, S-
21663 did not modify the cyclic AMP content. On the other hand, it increased
Ca2+ influx via verapamil- and nifedipine-sensitive voltage-dependent calcium
channels, the insulin release being a direct consequence of this Ca2+ entry. The S-
21663-induced Ca2+ influx appears to be the consequence of a closure of
potassium channels distinct from the K-ATP channels, as determined by
measurement of 86Rb efflux and use of a K-ATP channel opener. Considering the
actions of S-21663 on insulin release and ion fluxes as compared to that of other
secretagogues, including efaroxan (an imidazoline compound which was shown to
act on insulin release in a glucose-dependent manner viaa binding site distinct
from the imidazoline Il and I2 sites), we conclude that S-21663 acts through a
novel site linked to an original intracellular pathway. The unique features
displayed by S-21663 (an efficient secretagogue acting through a novel site linked
to non-K-ATP K+ channels) indicate that this compound, or new drugs derived
from it, might be the basis for a new type of pharmacological management of
NIDDM.
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OSCILLATORY SIGNALLING FOR INSULIN RELEASE IN MAN

B. Hellman, E. Gylfe, P. Bergsten, E. Grapengiesser, A. Berts, Y-J. Liu,
A. Tengholm and J. Westerlund. Department of Medical Cell Biology,
University of Uppsala, Sweden.

Single human islets are known to respond to glucose with oscillations of
cytoplasmic Cat  and insulin release. So far there is no evidence for a
corresponding rhythmicity in unequivocally identified human 13-cells.
In the attempts to characterize signalling of importance for pulsatile
release of insulin in man advantage was taken of the Ca t+ analogue
Sr'', which is particularly useful for demonstrating oscillatory
activities in islet cells. Dual wavelength fluorometry with the
indicator fura-2 was used for measuring cytoplasmic Sr' in 3-cells
taken from cadaveric organ donors and identified by immunostaining
for insulin at the end of the experiments. Glucose-induced slow
oscillations (frequency 0.1-0.5/min) were sometimes seen in individual
13-cells already at a concentration of 3 mmol/l of the sugar. Addition of
10 nmol/l glucagon resulted in a broadening of the oscillations and
sometimes in their transformation into sustained increase. Moreover,
the presence of glucagon resulted in the appearance of short transients
of Sr" , which disappeared after exposure to the intracellular Ca' -
ATPase inhibitor thapsigargin. Digital image analyses indicated that
the slow oscillations are synchronized among cells in small aggregates
and entire islets. Measuring insulin in the perifusate from single islets
with a sensitive ELISA technique the slow oscillations were found to
correspond to pulsatile release of the hormone. It is concluded that the
human 13-cell has similar type of oscillatory signalling for insulin
release as observed in experimental animals.
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THE SIGMA RECEPTOR LIGAND (+)-3PPP EXHIBITS IMIDAZOLINE-LIKE INSULIN
SECRETAGOGUE ACTIVITY IN RAT ISLETS OF LANGERHANS
S.L.F. Chan & N.G. Morgan. Cellular Pharmacology Group, Dept. of Biological
Sciences, University of Keele, Staffs., ST5 5BG, UK.

The insulin secretagogue activity of imidazoline compounds is mediated by an
imidazoline receptor, that is functionally associated with K-ATP channels. This
receptor has eluded complete characterisation but recently, it has been
suggested that it may be similar to the sigma-2 site found in brain. Thus, we
have studied the effects of sigma receptor ligands on insulin secretion to
investigate the involvement of sigma receptors in the insulin secretagogue
activity of imidazolines. In contrast to imidazoline secretagogues, the potent
sigma ligands haloperidol and ifenprodil markedly inhibited glucose-stimulated
insulin release. Three other compounds, ketamine, phencyclidine and (+)-
MK801, partially reversed the inhibitory action of diazoxide on glucose-induced
insulin release (a characteristic of imidazoline agonists acting at the islet
imidazoline receptor), despite exerting slight inhibitory effects on secretion
alone. However, one compound, (+)-3PPP ((R)-3-(3-hydroxyphenyl)-N-
propylpiperidine hydrochloride), reported to be a sigma receptor agonist, did not
inhibit glucose-induced insulin release, but rather, it potentiated the insulin
secretory response of islets incubated at 6mM glucose, in a dose-dependent
manner. (+)-3PPP was also able to reverse the effects of diazoxide on insulin
release. Significantly, both the direct stimulatory effect on secretion (6mM
glucose: 2.38 ± 0.29 ng/islet/h; + 100pM (+)-3PPP: 5.46±0.57; + (+)-3PPP +
50pM KU14R: 3.55 ± 0.37* (7); * P<0.01 relative to (+)-3PPP alone) and the
reversal of diazoxide (20mM glucose plus 200pM diazoxide: 0.65 ± 0.07; +
100pM (+)-3PPP: 3.41 ± 0.35; + (+)-3PPP+ 5OpM KU14R: 2.33 ± 0.19* (12):
*P<G.01 relative to (+)-3PPP alone) by (+)-3PPP were antagonised by the
specific imidazoline secretagogue antagonist KU14R. Thus, (+)-3PPP appears
to behave like an imidazoline secretagogue in isolated rat islets. The results with
(+)-3PPP suggest that the islet imidazoline receptor may share certain
pharmacological characteristics with the sigma receptor found in brain.
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UNMASKING OF GLUCOSE-REGULATED Caz+ TRANSIENTS
IN PANCREATIC (3-CELLS BY REPLACING K+ WITH Cs+

M. Eberhardson and E. Grapengiesser. Dept. of Medical Cell
Biology, Uppsala University, Sweden

The glucose-induced movements of Cat resulting in insulin release
are known to depend on the K+ permeability of the pancreatic (3-cell.
We have examined how equimolar replacement of 5.9 mmol/1 K+
with its less permeable analogue Cs+ affects the cytoplasmic Cat+
concentration ([Ca2+] 1) in isolated mouse (3-cells loaded with the
fluorescent indicator fura-2. Whereas the presence of Cs+ did not
affect [Caz'] i in resting 13-cells, it transformed the slow [Ca 2+] ; oscill-
ations seen at 11 mmol/l glucose into sustained elevation. When Cs+
was allowed to equilibrate with the (3-cells during 40 min in the
presence of 3 mmol/l glucose, a subsequent rise of the sugar to 5-7
mmol/l resulted in sustained elevation of cytoplasmic Caz+ with
initial 5-10 min periods of superimposed transients (frequencies 3.4
±0.4/min). These pronounced transients persisted after depletion of
intracellular Cat stores by thapsigargin. However, after elevation of
glucose from 3 to 20 mmol/l there was sustained elevation of [Ca 2'];
without transients. Both the sustained elevation and the transients
were immediately eliminated by blocking the L-type Cat channels
with 50 .tmol/l methoxyverapamil. It is suggested that the short
transients reflect the depolarisation-dependent entry of Cat in
response to the reduction of K+ permeability obtained by Cs+ and
glucose. When sufficiently pronounced the depolarisation will
counteract the Cs+ blockage, explaining the gradual disappearance of
the Caz+ transients and their absence at 20 mmol/l glucose.

!ill]

OSCILLATIONS IN CYTOSOLIC CA" BY GASTRIN RELEASING
PEPTIDE IN SINGLE INSULIN PRODUCING HIT-T15 CELLS
S. Karlsson and B. Ahren, Dept Med, Lund Univ, Malmo, Sweden.
Gastrin releasing peptide (GRP) occurs in islet nerves and stimulates insulin
secretion by a phospholipase C-dependent mechanism. The effect of the
neuropeptide on cytosolic Cat ([Caz^],Y^) is, however, not established. We
therefore investigated the effect of GRP on [Ca 2+],Y, in FURA-2-loaded,
superifused, single insulin-producing HIT-T15 cells at 3.3 mM glucose. GRP
(100 pM) induced an initial peak in [Ca2+], followed by either a sustained
increase (44% of cells) or a variable pattern of oscillations (56% of cells).
GRP-induced oscillations had a frequency of 1.1±0.1 per min (range 0.63-1.9)
and an amplitude of 113±11 nM (range 33-250 nM; n=31). When
extracellular Caz+ was chelated by EGTA (2 mM) during GRP-induced
oscillations, one transient of [Ca2+],yt still appeared, whereafter oscillations
stopped but reappeared promptly when extracellular Ca t* was normalized.
EGTA added to cells exhibiting a GRP-induced sustained increase in [Ca 2+]wt
reversibly lowered the [Ca2'],yt. Depletion of intracellular Ca t ' stores by the
Caz+ ATPase-inhibitor thapsigargin (1 pM) stopped GRP-induced oscillations.
Similarly, the protein kinase C activator 12-O-tetradecanoyl-phorbol-l3-acetat
(TPA; 20 nM) markedly reduced the frequency of GRP-induced oscillations
(0.14±0.1 per min during TPA+GRP compared to 1.05±0.3 per min during
GRP alone, P<0.05). It is concluded that 1) GRP induces oscillations in
[Ca2'],Y, in a majority of HIT-T15-cells, whereas other cells respond with a
sustained increase in [Ca 2+],y, 2) the oscillations are caused by repetitive
mobilization of Ca t ' from intracellular stores but extracellular Ca'' is required
to maintain oscillations 3) the GRP-induced sustained increase in [Ca l+],,, is
dependent on Caz+-uptake 4) the frequency of GRP-induced oscillations is
negatively modulated by direct protein kinase C activation. Hence, two major
separate actions are exerted by GRP on [Ca2+],Y1 in insulin producing cells, the
nature of which is determined by the individual cell.
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THE IMIDAZOLINE RX871024 AND THE SECRETIN GLP-I INDUCE
GLUCOSE DEPENDENT INSULIN SECRETION IN TC-6 CELLS

J. Schloos, B. Steckel, A. Raap, M.R. Jirousek*, G. Gold* and H.-J. Mest.
Beiersdorf-Lilly, Hamburg, Germany and *Lilly, Indianapolis, USA.

The (3TC-6 cell is a glucose sensitive insulin secreting clonal line of pancreatic
islet f3-cells derived from transgenic mice. Modulators of insulin secretion like
the imidazolines phentolamine and RX871024 (RX) as well as the glucagon-like
peptide-1 (GLP-1) were studied with respect to their glucose dependent insulin
secreting properties. In the absence of glucose 100 gM RX induced a 1.9-fold
insulin secretion in (3TC-6 cells (p<0.05). However, in the presence of 10 mM
glucose the secretion of insulin was concentration-dependently enhanced by RX
(EC50 = 14.2 µM) which was 2.8-fold (p<0.05) at 100 µM RX. This RX induced
insulin secretion could be attenuated by the addition of cs -adrenergic agonists
like epinephrine and UK 14,304 (p<0.05). In the presence of 150 pM diazoxide
the RX stimulated insulin secretion in the absence of glucose was reduced about
50% (p<0.05). In the presence of stimulatory concentrations of glucose,
however, the RX induced insulin secretion was not influenced by diazoxide.
GLP-1 (7-37) was more potent (EC 55 = 0.9 nM) compared to RX with respect to
insulin secretion in ITC-6 cells. In the presence of 10 mM glucose 30 nM GLP-1
increased the insulin secretion about 1.9-fold (p<0.05). Thus, the maximal
stimulation obtained with GLP-1 was about 2-fold lower compared with the
maximal effect obtained with the imidazolines phentolamine and RX (p<0.05).
Insulin secretion stimulated by glucose, RX and GLP-1 was markedly increased
in the presence of 25 pM of the PDE inhibitor IBMX. Thus, cAMP may be a
common intracellular mediator in the process of insulin secretion of [3TC-6 cells.
In conclusion, the insulin secretion stimulated by RX is dependent on the glucose
concentration used and shows striking similarities to GLP-1 induced insulin
secretion. This indicates a second mechanism of action of RX despite blockade
of ATP-sensitive K`-channels. The data presented may provide further insight
into the mechanism of the insulinotropic effect of RX and other imidazolines.
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INSULIN RELEASE AND GENE EXPRESSIONS OF INSULIN II AND GLUT2
ARE DIFFERENTLY MODULATED BY GLUCOSE EXPOSURE IN INS! CELLS
B Brock and K Hermansen, Dept. of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Aarhus
County Hospital, Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus, Denmark.

We have previously shown that long term exposure to high glucose down regulates
the gene expressions of GLUT2 and insulin as well as the glucose stimulated insulin
secretion in the glucose sensitive 13 cell-line INS-1. The aim of the present study was
to detect if there was a differential impact on the gene expression of GLUT2 and
insulin II as compared to insulin release of 1 and 4 days exposure to a graded range
of glucose levels between 1.0 and 26.6 mM. Cells were cultured in a modified
RPMI 1640 medium containing the different glucose levels. Total RNA was
analysed by northern blotting and insulin release analysed by RIA. Students
unpaired one-tailed t-test was used to test the degree of significance. After I day we
found no difference in the GLUT2 gene expression in cells cultured at this broad
range of glucose. The amount of insulin II mRNA was equally high at glucose
levels between 1.0 and 13.3 mM whereas higher glucose caused a down regulation
of insulin II gene expression.This contrasted to the uniform high insulin release at
glucose concentrations at or above 6.6 mM and the reduced insulin release found in
cells cultured at 3.3 mM glucose or less (p<0.0002). After 4 days GLUT2 gene
expression was down regulated in cells cultured at 13.3 mM glucose or more. The
amount of insulin II mRNA was lower at glucose levels below 6.6 mM or above
13.3 mM than to the expression found at concentrations in between. This is in
agreement with the pattern of insulin release. Thus the maximal insulin release
appeared at 6.6 mM glucose being reduced at lower (p=0.0000) as well as at 10 mM
(p<0.02) or higher glucose concentrations (p=0.0000). In conclusion: The insulin
release surprisingly correlates better to the amount of GLUT2 mRNA than to the
amount of insulin II mRNA at glucose levels higher than 6.6 mM. In contrast, the
insulin release corresponds better to the level of insulin II mRNA than to the
GLUT2 mRNA level at low glucose concentrations as expected. This points to a
putative importent role for GLUT2 in the development of glucose desensitization.
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FUNCTIONAL AND IMMUNOHISTOLOGICAL SPECIES SPECIFICITY OF

Gaolf AND Gai EXPRESSION IN PANCREAS, ISLETS AND B-CELLS
H. Phan, M. Pessah, C. Boissard, N. Ferrand, A. Astesano, S. Emami,
W.J.Malaisse*, N. Yanaihara# and G. Rosselin INSERM U55, Paris, France. *Lab. of
Exp. Med., Brussels, Belgium. #Res. and Dev. Yanaihara Inst. Fujinomiya-Shi Japan

Proteins Ga are part of trimeric G proteins which transduce the regulatory signals of
the pancreatic islet B cell function. Our aim was to evidence in different rodent species
and B cell lines, the presence of Gaolf and of Gai isotypes likely to be coupled to
adenylate cyclase stimulation and inhibition. Immunodetection studies were coupled to
western blot analysis and ADP-ribosylation by cholera toxin (CTX) or pertussis toxin
(PTX). The presence of Ga olf was doubly checked by antibodies raised against 23-38
(Y27) or 100-118 (SC) sequences, and that of Gai3 by antibodies against 345-354
(SC) or 105-127 (Y45) sequences. Specific immunofluorescence of aolf was localized
in the B cell lines HIT-T15 and RINm5F and almost exclusively in B cells of rat,
mice, hamster and human and in endothelial cells of small vessels. Some a-cells are
slightly labeled. By western blot only one or two bands in the 43-48 kD zone were
detected in islets and B cell lines, with differences according to the species of the
animals or the passages of the cell lines. The same band was detectable in neonatal rat
pancreatic membranes due to the abundance of islets. Ga s was present in both exocrine
and endocrine pancreas. Specific bands were detected in hamster islets and rat islets at
the expected place at 52 and 46 kD, with additional bands in the 28-30 and 18-20kD
zones. After CTX the [ 32P]-labeled bands corresponded to the major immunoexpression
of Gaolf and as with some additional labeling above 80 Kd or around 28kD. Gai was
almost exclusively present in B cells and the Gai3 isotype was found in normal B cells
and HIT cells. This study indicates that the diversity of the functional a subunits
present in normal B-cells is shared by different mammal species and that, their specific
role in the answer of B cells remaining unknown.
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THE CALCIUM SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION PATHWAY

REGULATES CRE-BP1 TRANS-ACTIVITY.

Y.Yamada, N.Ban, Y.Someya and Y.Seino, Kyoto University, Kyoto,

Japan

We have previously shown that transcription factor CRE-BP1

activates insulin gene expression. In this study we investigate the

regulatory mechanism of CRE-BP1 trans-activity. Fusion proteins

of the GAL4 DNA-binding domain and the CRE-BP1 activation

domain (amino acids 1-345) were introduced with expression

plasmids encoding the catalytic domains of protein kinase A (PKA),

calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII), or calmodulin-

dependent protein kinase IV (CAMKIV). The 5xGAL4-luc reporter

plasmid contains tandem repeats of the GAL4-binding site and the

coding sequence of luciferase. CaMKIV alone activated CRE-BP1

trans-activity 4.7-fold. CRE-BP1 seems to be phosphorylated by

CaMKIV on two closely spaced threonine residues (Thr-71 and Thr-

73), since replacement with alanine inhibited the trans-activity of

CRE-BP1. Moreover, co-transfection of CBP or p300 co-activator

increased the transcriptional activity of CRE-BP1 further. These

results suggest that the increased intracellular calcium ion

concentration elicited by glucose might activate CaMKIV and CRE-

BP1, which in turn increase insulin gene expression through their

association with CBP and p300 co-activator.
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FUNCTIONAL AND MOLECULAR CHARACTERIZATION OF

B-CELL Gaolf GENE USING OLIGO ANTISENSE
S. Emami, A. Astesano, F. Shimizu*, N. Ferrand, M. Bendayan#, N.
Yanaihara*, and G. Rosselin, *Japan, #Montreal, INSERM U-55 Saint
Antoine Hospital, Paris, France.

We have undertaken molecular characterization and functional studies of Ga s
and Gaolf in various B cell lines and pancreatic tissues. Antisense (-36-1,
upstream of ATG) for in situ hybridization (ISH) were used in combination
with specific antibodies raised against the 100-118 sequence for western blot to
comprehend the Gaolf topology from mRNA to functional protein. The
validity of the probes was attested by its specific expression in adult rat
striatum. Here, we show that Gaolf mRNA was expressed in rat pancreatic B
cells by ISH using the digoxigenin-labeled antisense probe. This further extend
our previous results demonstrating the presence of the Gaolf protein in
pancreatic B cell obtained by optical and ultrastructural studies. We next
assessed the effectiveness of the antisense using HIT-T15 cells in which Gaolf
protein was expressed. Fifteen bases of the phosphothioate specific 5'
noncoding region covering the ATG translation initiation codon of Gaolf as
antisense templates were selected. Antisense RNA blocks the expression of
the targeted protein by hybridizing Gaolf mRNA, preventing translation.
Antisense and sense oligonucleotides were transfected into HIT-T15 cells for
72 hours by simple diffusion or lipofection and tested for Gaolf expression by
immunoblotting. Cells containing antisense Gaalf showed a decrease in the
expression of Gaolf when compared to either the control cells or cells
containing sense oligonucleotides. Staining of immunoblot with specific
antibody to Gas demonstrated that this inhibition was specific to Gaolf in
HIT-T15 cells. Immunofluorescence of Gaolf antibody was also shown Lobe
much lower in antisense-transfected cells. Further studies are undertaken to
elucidate the role of Gaolf protein in the control of the pancreatic B cells
development and in the regulation of insulin secretion with the prospect to
obtain a B-cell line where the Gaolf antisense will be permanently expressed.
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3 CELL DYSFUNCTION IN THE MOUSE WITH THE (3
CELL-SPECIFIC GLUCOKINASE GENE DISRUPTION.
T.Aizawa, 1 N.Asanuma, 1 Y.Terauchi,2 T.Kadowaki,2
K. Yamauchi,1 and K.Hashizume 1 . 1Shinshu University,
Matsumoto, and 2University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.

The role of glucokinase (GK) in the pancreatic (3 cell was
systematically examined in the heterozygous mouse with
targeted disruption of the (3 cell-specific GK gene at the age
of 20-40 weeks. The heterozygotes were with significant hy-
perglycaemia (the mean random sample plasma glucose,
13.3 mM) with normoinsulinaemia and with normal body
weight; the microscopic appearance and insulin content of
the islets were unchanged. In the heterozygotes islets, both
the first and second phases of insulin release was reduced
upon stimulation with 16.7 mM glucose; when the concen-
tration-dependency was examined with 3-40 mM glucose,
the EC50 was elevated with the maximum response being
unaltered. The K+ATP channel-independent glucose action
was exaggerated, if any, in the heterozygotes' islets, how-
ever, the EC50 was elevated in this branch too. Discrimina-
tion of a and (3 glucose was impaired in the heterozygotes'
islets. A daily sc insulin injection for 2 weeks resulted in
modest but significant lowering of plasma glucose in the
heterozygotes, which was accompanied by a dramatic de-
pression of glucose-stimulated insulin release by the islets.
The data is compatible with the GK glucose sensor concept
inasmuch as glucose sensitivity is reduced in the hetero-
zygotes' (3 cell. Preservation of K +ATP channel-independent
glucose action and anomeric malaise in the heterozygotes'
(3 cell are likely due to chronic hyperglycaemia.
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EFFECT OF ISLET CATECHOLAMINE RELEASE ON INSULIN SECRETION
M.I. Borelli, I. Armando, M. Barontini and J.J. Gagliardino. CENEXA (UNLP-
CONICET), La Plata and CEDIE, Buenos Aires Argentina.
The presence of catecholamines (CAs) as well as the enzymes involved in their
synthesis (tyrosine - hydroxylase [TH] and dihydroxyphenyl- alanine [DOPA]-
decarboxylase) suggest that CAs can be synthesized by insular cells. Furthermore, we
have previously shown that normal adult rats fed for a week only with carbohydrates
increased the TH activity and decreased the norepinephrine (NE) content in their
pancreatic islets, together with a significant reduction in the release of insulin in
response to glucose. The aim of this work was to study the role of endogenous CAs
on the control of insulin secretion. Thus, we studied the release of DOPA, dopamine
(D), and NE (measured by HPLC) as well as of insulin (measured by radioimmuno-
assay) in response to glucose (3 or 16 mM) in islets isolated from normal rats. Insulin
secretion was also studied in islets incubated with 3 or 16 mM glucose in the absence
or presence of oc2 (yohimbine [Y], 0.01 to 1 µM), and a t (Prazocin [P], 0.01 to 0.5 µM)
adrenergic receptor antagonists. Medium DOPA concentration was lower in islets
incubated at a high glucose concentration (313 vs 1.0 pg/ml ), whereas D and NE
concentrations were higher at 16 mM glucose than in those islets incubated at slow
glucose concentration (D: 70.4 vs. 133.2 pg/ml; EN: 28.6 vs. 75.0 pg(ml ). Islets
incubated in the presence of Y significantly enhanced the insulin response to high
glucose (Y = 0.1 µM: 14.31 t 2.71; 1 pM: 21.32 5 2.19 vs. control : 7.85 f 1.21
ng/islet(h, p <0.05 );conversely, the addition of P in the incubation media significantly
diminished insulin secretion in the presence of 16 mM glucose (P= 0.1 µM: 3.98
± 0.63; 0.5 µM:3.41 ± 0.34 vs. control: 7.37 ± 0,87 ng/islet(h, p<0.025).These results
suggest that endogenous CAs can be synthesized and released by insular cells in
response to glucose, contributing to the paracrine regulation of insulin secretion.
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EXPRESSION OF GLUCOKINASE IN GLUCOSE-UNRESPONSIVE
HUMAN FETAL ISLET-LIKE CELL CLUSTERS
J. TU and B. E. TUCH, The Prince of Wales Hospital, Sydney, Australia

Glucokinase (GK) is the glucose sensor in the adult (3 cell resulting in fuel for

insulin synthesis and secretion. Defects in this enzyme in the (3 cell are
responsible for the genetic disorder maturity-onset diabetes of the young
(MODY) with the (3 cell being unable to secrete insulin appropriately when
challenged with glucose. The human fetal 3 cell is also unable to secrete
insulin when exposed to glucose but whether GK is present and functional in
this developing cell is unknown. To determine the expression of GK in
human fetal pancreatic tissue, cytosolic protein was extracted from human
fetal islet-like cell clusters (ICCS) at 17-19 week gestation and examined for
protein content and enzyme activity. On Western blots a single band
corresponding to GK was seen at 52-kDa, and this was similar in amount to
that obtained from human adult islets. GK was measured fluorometrically,
the Vmax being less in fetal ICCs than adult islets: 8.7 vs 20.7 nmol/mg
protein/h; similar Km values were found in both ICCs and islets. No attempt
was made to determine which cells in an ICC contained GK. Glucose
utilization was determined radiometrically, the Vmax of the high Km
component being less in ICCS than islets: 31.3 pmol/ICC/h vs 101.4
pmol/islet/h. Culturing of ICCs for 3-7 days in medium containing 11.2
mmol/1 glucose resulted in a 3.7-fold increase in the Vmax of GK and a 1.8-
fold increase in glucose utilization. These enhanced activities of glucose
phosphorylation and glycolysis, however, did not lead to the (3 cell being
able to secrete insulin when exposed to glucose. In conclusion, glucokinase
is present and functional in human fetal ICC5 but the inability of the human

fetal (3 cell to secrete insulin in response to an acute glucose challenge is not
due to immaturity of this enzyme.
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Effect of Neuroendocrinological and Second Messenger Signals on Insulin
Secretion in BTC Cells. VALERIE K. WILLIAMS, CECILE M. GONZALEZ,
GERALD GOLD, LAWRENCE E. STRAMM, JUERGEN SCHLOOS AND
MICHAEL R. JIROUSEK, Indianapolis, IN, USA and Hamburg, GERMANY

Clonal beta cell lines, such as 13TC6-f7 cells, that maintain glucose sensitive
insulin secretion allow a greater understanding of the cellular mechanisms that
induce glucose potentiated insulin release (GPIR). We have characterized the
effect of selective agonists and antagonists at the histamine, serotonin, dopamine.
acetylcholine, CCK, GLP-t, f3-adrenergic, and a-adrenergic receptors, in addition
to intracellular second messenger activity such as arachidonic acid metabolite~ on
GPIR. Insulin secretion (IS) from cultured (ITC6-17 cells (passage 48-52) was
quantified using a scintillation proximity assay (SPA). Conditions that simulate
low (0 mM glucose 25 (eM IBMX) and high (10 mM glucose and 25 pM IBMXI
glucose were used to obtain dose response relationships for each agent and
compared in each assay with the IS induced by the imidazoline RX871024 (RX).
Some of the most interesting responses were: chlorpheniramine, an H-I
antagonist, induced a GPIR (EC50 = 23 µM, 2.5 fold increase in IS at the
maximal dose 100 µM) comparable to RX (EC50 = 21 .tM, 2.5 fold increase in
IS at the maximal dose 100 µM). Additional H agonists and antagonists will he
discussed. 3-PPP, a dopamine agonist, induced a lower maximal GPIR (2 fold)
and higher EC50 (40 µM) than RX, 6-7 ADTN, a dopamine agonist inhibited IS.
Muscannic agonist, APE, had a five fold lower EC50 (4 4M) and was glucose
sensitive. Atropine blocked this effect and by itself did not have an agonistic or
antagonistic effect on IS. Alprenolol, a f3-adrenergic antagonist, induced GPIR
similar to RX. GLP-I has a nM activity (EC50=5 nM) although a small fold
induction (IX) of IS in this cell line. Sulfonylureas. CCK, prostaglandins have
also been examined and dose response GPIR for these agents will be discussed.
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DISSOCIATED EFFECTS OF 3-O-METHYL-D-GLUCOSE UPON D-
GLUCOSE UPTAKE, METABOLISM AND INSULINOTROPIC ACTION
IN RAT PANCREATIC ISLETS
A. Sener, O. Scruel, K. Louchami, H. Jijakli and W.J. Malaisse. Laboratory
of Experimental Medicine, Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium.
The transport of D-glucose across the B-cell plasma membrane is currently
considered not to represent a rate-limiting factor in the metabolism and,
hence, insulinotropic action of the hexose. In the present study, however, 80
mM 3-0-methyl-D-glucose (30MG) was found to inhibit insulin release
evoked, over 90 min incubation, by D-glucose. This effect, which was
concentration-related in the 30 to 80 mM range, was not reproduced by 80
mM D-fructose or D-galactose. Moreover, 30MG failed to affect insulin

release evoked by 2-ketoisocaproate (10 mM) or the association of L-leucine
and L-glutamine (10 mM each). In islets exposed for 90 min to 16.7 mM D-
^lucose, 30MG also decreased both D-[5 3H]glucose utilization and D-[U-

4C]glucose oxidation. The fractional inhibition of insulin release, relative to
that of glucose metabolism, was comparable in islets exposed to either
30MG or D-mannoheptuIose (1 mM). In perifused islets exposed to a
sudden rise in D-glucose concentration, 30MG delayed the early secretory

response, which was more markedly affected than the second phase of
insulin release. Yet, whether over 5 or 20 min incubation, 30MG failed to
decrease, and even slightly increased, the radioactive intracellular content of
islets exposed to 16.7 mM D-[U- 14C]glucose. Likewise, D-glucose (16.7
mM) tended to augment the radioactive intracellular content of islets
exposed to 80 mM 3-0-[ 14C-methyl]-D-glucose. The phosphorylation of D-
[U- t4C]glucose by islet homogenates was slightly but significantly
decreased, however, by 30MG. These findings suggest that, except during
the early secretory phase, the inhibition by 30MG of glucose-stimulated
insulin release is not merely attributable to an impaired hexose transport into
the B-cell.
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1,25-DIHYDROXYVITAMIN D 3 INFLUENCE ON ISLETS INSULIN
RELEASE AND PKC PATHWAY IN VITAMIN D 3 DEFICIENT RATS.
Sutter, B.Ch.J., Dussert-Faure, A., and Billaudel, B. Laboratoire
d'Endocrinologie, Universite Bordeaux I, Avenue des Facultes, F-33405
Talence Cedex, France.
As previous works with islets from normal (N) rats and 4 week-vitamin
D3 deficient rats (-D) showed a more rapid stimulatory influence of 1,25-
dihydroxyvitamin D3 [1,25(OH)2D3] on insulin response to acetylcholine
(Ach) than to glucose stimulus, we studied the in vitro insulin release
(RIA assay) in similar conditions, taking into account the Ach-induced
activation of the PKC pathway. A 45 min induction time of 10 $ M
I,25(OHi2D3 induction was not sufficient to improve the insulin response
over basal release to 16.7 mM glucose of 50 perifused islets from -D
(+0,69±0,15 vs N rats: +2,88±0,25 ngfmin ; n=7; p<0.001), whereas the
insulin response to glucose could be restored when same groups of islets
were first submitted to both influences of 1,25(OH)2D 3 and 10 pM Ach
before glucose stimulation whatever it concentration was: 16.7, 11.1 or
8.3 mM. When D islets were pre-exposed to l0$ M 1,25(OH)2D3 and
8.3 mM glucose before a stimulation by Ach, their insulin release
increased, especially during the PKC-dependent Z° d phase of Ach
stimulation. This potentiating effects could be suppressed by the addition
of H7, a PKC inhibitor (+0,60±0.06 vs +1.44±0.19 ng/min without H 7;
n=7; p<0.001). Prior exposure of -D islets to 8.3 mM glucose, 10 µM
Ach and 50 µM MOG (a diacylglycerol kinase inhibitor) rendered
glucose much more efficient on insulin release from islets preexposed to
10$ M 1,25(OH)2D3 (+0,38±0.07 ng/min; n=8) versus control islets
(+0.13±0.04 ng/min; n=8 ; p<0.01) with 10 .12 M inactive concentration
of the steroid. These results sustained the hypothesis that the beneficial
influence on insulin release of prior exposure to 1,25(OH)2D3 and Ach
was mediated via the activation of PKC pathway.
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EVALUATION OF THE ROLE OF GTP IN GLUCOSE STIMULATION
OF INSULIN SECRETION
P. Detimary and J.C. Henquin. Unite dBndocrinologie et Mdtabolisme,
University of Louvain, Brussels, Belgium.

Glucose metabolism in pancreatic (3 cells leads to an increase in the
ATP/ADP ratio which may participate in the regulation of insulin secretion.
We have reported recently that good correlations also exist between guanine
nucleotide levels in islets and insulin secretion. However, to determine
whether variations in GTP concentration play a specific role in stimulus-
secretion coupling, this concentration should be modified selectively. This
was attempted by culturing mouse islets overnight in the presence of
mycophenolic acid (MPA), an inhibitor of GMP synthesis at the level of
IMP-dehydrogenase. The drug (25-50 pg/ml) did not affect the insulin
content, but decreased the GTP content of the islets (by 65 %, P< 0.001).
During subsequent incubation, glucose (15 mmol/l)-induced insulin
secretion was inhibited (by 50 %, P< 0.001), while basal secretion (3 mmol/1
glucose) was unaffected. However, MPA also lowered the ATP/ADP ratio
in the islets. Addition of guanine to the culture medium (to stimulate the
salvage pathway of GTP synthesis) restored normal GTP levels corrected the
ATP/ADP ratio, and partially prevented the inhibition of insulin release. In
contrast, attempts to stimulate ATP synthesis specifically (by provision of
adenine or adenosine) failed to reverse any of the effects of MPA. It is
concluded that guanine and adenine nucleotide pools are tightly linked in
islet cells and cannot be specifically affected by MPA probably because of
the activity of the nucleoside diphosphate kinase and of the role of GTP in
several reactions leading to adenine nucleotide generation. MPA is not an
adequate tool to support or exclude a specific role of guanine nucleotides in
the control of insulin release.
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AUTOANTIBODIES AGAINST CD38 (ADP-RIBOSYL CYCLASE
/CYCLIC ADP-RIBOSE HYDROLASE) IN DIABETIC PATIENTS.
H. Okamoto, F. Ikehata, J. Satoh, S. Takasawa, A. Tohgo, K.
Nata, I. Kato and T. Toyota. Tohoku University School of
Medicine, Sendai, Japan.
Glucose is the primary stimulus of insulin secretion. We have
proposed a model for insulin secretion by glucose via cyclic
ADP-ribose (cADPR)-mediated Cat mobilization in pancreatic
B-cells: In the process of glucose metabolism, millimolar con-
centrations of ATP are generated, inducing cADPR accumu-
lation by inhibiting the cADPR hydrolase activity of CD38, and
cADPR acts as a second messenger for intracellular Cat mo-
bilization from the endoplasmic reticulum for insulin secretion.
In the present study, we expressed human CD38 (amino acid
residues 45-300) in E. co/l and purified it to homogeneity. Using
the purified CD38, we examined the presence of autoantibodies
against CD38 in the sera of 466 Japanese diabetic patients and
75 controls by immunoblot. In the diabetes group, 19% of IDDM
patients and 15% of NIDDM patients had autoantibodies
against CD38, while only 1 in 75 (1.3%) in the control group
exhibited a extremely low level of autoantibody. When sera of
patients with autoantibodies against CD38 were added at 10%
to the enzyme assay, the cADPR metabolizing enzyme activity
of CD38 was inhibited (43-84% of control). Some sera with the
anti-human CD38 antibodies reacted with recombinant rat
CD38 and inhibited glucose-induced insulin secretion from rat
isolated islets (44-86% of control). Therefore, it is quite
possible that autoantibodies against CD38 in diabetic patients
suppress the cADPR metabolizing enzyme activity of CD38 in
pancreatic islets and inhibit insulin secretion to develop and
exacerbate diabetes.
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MODULATION OF GLUCOSE-INDUCED INSULIN SECRETION BY
CYTOSOLIC REDOX STATE IN BRIN-BD 11 CELLS

A.P. Salgado', A.P. Fernandes', F.C. Pereira', R.M. Seiga" 5 P.R. Flatt', R.M.
Santos''2, L.M. Rosirio' 2 and R. Ramasamy4 . 'Centre for Neurociences of
Coimbra, Portugal; 'Dept. Biochemistry, Fac. Sciences and Technology,
University of Coimbra, Portugal: 'School Biomed. Sci.,Univ. Ulster, Northern
Ireland, UK; "Division of Cardiovascular Medicine, University of California at
Davis, USA; S School of Medicine, University of Coimbra, Portugal.

Stimulation of (3-cell metabolism plays a crucial role in glucose-induced insulin
secretion, but some of the underlying mechanisms remain unresolved. Previous
studies either did not detect measurable effects of glucose on cytosolic
NADH/NAD or did detect them, albeit with a discrepant time course in relation
to insulin secretion. We have now assessed the role played by cytosolic redox
state in glucose-induced insulin secretion, using the novel glucose-sensitive cell
line BRIN-BD11. Exposing the cells to glucose (2-16 mM) for 45min caused a
dose-dependent increase in insulin release rate and lactate/pyruvate (L/P) ratio
(ie. a measure of cytosolic NADH/NAD' ratio). Glyceraldehyde (10 mM)
mimicked the stimulatory effect of 16 mM glucose on both insulin release and
L/P ratio. Pre-incubating the cells with the NAD' precurssor niacin (100 µM) for
45 min supressed the glucose-evoked rise in the L/P ratio and inhibited (40%) the
concomitant increase in insulin release. Niacin nearly suppressed the rises in
cytosolic free Ca'-' concentration ([Ca'],, assessed from single cells by fura-2
microfluorometry) evoked by acute (5 min) exposure to 16 mM glucose. Niacin
had no effect on tolbutamide (100 µM) - or high K' (30 mM)- evoked [Ca2 ], rises
and insulin release. Thus, the drug did not interfere with either voltage-sensitive
Caz+channels, intracellular Ca t' buffering or more distal events in the stimulus-
secretion coupling cascade. The data indicate that changes in cytosolic redox
state of the pancreatic (3-cell account for a significant part of the insulinotropic
capacity of glucose, by a mechanism that may involve direct shuttling of reducing
equivalents into the mitocl,ondria.
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ANTI-CD38 ANTIBODY MODULATES INSULIN SECRETION
THROUGH SOME MECHANISM OTHER THAN K-ATP CHANNEL.
T. Itch, T. Taminato, Y. Kato, H. Natsume, Y. Suzuki, G. Sarwar, T. Yoshimi,
*A. Hazama and *Y. Okada. Hamamatsu University School of Medicine,
Hamamatsu,Japan. *:Cellular and Molecular Physiology, National Institute.

[Aim] We made sure that cyclic ADP-ribose (cADPR; cADPR synthetase is
nearly equal CD38 antigen ), which recently drew the public attention as a
newly second messenger of intracellular calcium regulation, had might act
against the membrane potential (K-ATP channel) in the early phase of insulin
secretion with patch-clamp technique. [Method] We practiced a patch-clamp
technique (on-cell configuration) to pancreatic beta cells isolated from Wister
Rat. In on-cell experiments extracellular solution (PBS: phosphate buffer
solution) with or without each loaded substance ( D-glucose 20mM, diazoxaide
0.3mM, glibenclamide 0.1 p M ) was applied. Two types of anti-CD38
antibodies, both anti-T10 monoclonal antibody and anti-CD38-fragment ( 287-
297: N-CVKNPEDSSCT-C ) polyclonal antibody, were preloaded for 1 hour
before patch-clamp experiments. The activity of K-ATP channel was compared
each open-provability value ( Po value). [Result] The Po values were 0.057
±0.076,0.020±0.022,0.070±0.072 and 0.001±0.005 in control group and
0.133±0.109, 0.011±0.017, 0.111±0.062 and 0.001±0.003 in anti-CD38
antibody preloaded group, for PBS, high glucose, diazoxaide and
glibenclamide, respectively. The Po value for each loaded substance (D-glucose,
diazoxaide, glibenclamide) was not distinguishable between the control group
and anti-CD38 antibody preloaded group. [Conclusion] The effect of anti-CD38
antibody preloading on insulin secretion is not present directly against K-ATP
channel. So, we guess that that effect may be present against another step of
insulin secretion, for example, voltage-dependent calcium channel or
mobilization of intracellular calcium or the other.
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POSSIBLE MECHANISMS OF THE K-ATP CHANNEL-INDEPENDENT
STIMULATION OF INSULIN SECRETION BY GLUCOSE
Y. Sato, Y. Miura, P. Detimary, M. Nenquin and J.C. Henquin. Unite
d'Endocrinologie et Mdtabolisme, University of Louvain, Brussels,
Belgium.

Glucose controls insulin secretion by regulating Ca2+ influx in B cells
through changes in K'^-ATP channel activity and membrane potential, and
by modulating the effectiveness of cytoplasmic Ca2+ on exocytosis. The
second mechanism is still poorly understood and was investigated in the
present study. Insulin release from mouse islets stimulated by 30 mmol/l K+
(and 250 pmol/l diazoxide) was sustained in the presence of high glucose,
but only transient in its absence in spite of a sustained rise of [Ca2+]i in B
cells. This progressive decline of the secretory response might suggest that
the releasable pool rapidly empties unless it is refilled by glucose. However,
stimulation of microtubule polymerization (taxol) or depolymerization
(nocodazole) similarly decreased the secretory response to low or high
glucose, without changing the pattern. Contrary to previous suggestions, the
effect of glucose could not be ascribed to activation of PKC because it was
resistant to three inhibitors which antagonized the effect of a phorbol ester.
No evidence could be found for the intervention of a recently described
ATP-sensitive phospholipase A2, for a signal originating from the
endoplasmic reticulum, or for a role of the nitric oxide pathway. In contrast,
the effect of glucose was decreased by okadaic acid and calyculin A, two
inhibitors of protein phosphatases which did not influence the ATP/ADP
ratio. In conclusion, numerous possible mechanisms of this second effect of
glucose have now been ruled out. The best correlations remain with the
changes in adenine nucleotide levels. This study further indicates that
phosphatases might be involved at a stage that has yet to be identified.
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NITRIC OXIDE MODULATES INSULIN AND GLUCAGON
SECRETION INDUCED BY CHOLINERGIC STIMULATION
B. Akesson and I. Lundquist, Department of Pharmacology,
University of Lund, Lund, Sweden
Immunohistochemical evidence has been obtained for the occurrence of
a constitutive nitric oxide synthase (cNOS) in both endocrine cells and
nerves in the pancreatic islets. By a combined in vivo and in vitro
approach we have studied the role, if any, played by nitric oxide (NO) in
insulin and glucagon secretion induced by cholinergic stimulation.
Carbachol-induced insulin release from isolated islets in the presence of
basal glucose (7mmoU1) was greatly enhanced by the NOS inhibitors N°-
nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME) and No-monomethyl-L-
arginine (L-NMMA). In contrast, carbachol-induced glucagon release
was suppressed by the NOS-inhibitors. A similar effect by L-NAME on
insulin release induced by the protein kinase C activator TPA was
observed. Glucagon release was not affected. Carbachol-induced
hormone release was not influenced by the enantiomer D-NAME, which
is devoid of NOS inhibitory properties. Carbachol-induced insulin
release from islets depolarized by 30 mmol/l K+ in the presence of 250
gmol/l diazoxide was still increased by L-NAME, although the response
was less pronounced. The intracellular NO donor hydroxylamine
suppressed insulin release and enhanced glucagon release. Moreover, in
vivo studies showed that the insulin secretory response to an i.v. injection
of carbachol was greatly enhanced by pretreatment with L-NAME. In
contrast, carbachol-induced glucagon response was suppressed by a
previous injection of L-NAME. The data strongly suggest that NO is an
important regulator of cholinergically stimulated insulin and glucagon
secretion, being a negative modulator of insulin and a positive
modulator of glucagon release. The effect on insulin release is, at least
partly, independent of membrane depolarization events.
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EFFECTS OF PROTEIN KINASE ON INSULIN SECRETION VIA
ATP-SENSITIVE K+ CHANNEL-INDEPENDENT PATHWAY.
M Nishimura, H Ishida, S Kato, Y Tsuura, N Mizuno, S Fujimoto and
Y Seino, Kyoto University Faculty of Medicine, Kyoto, JAPAN.

We examined the possibility that glucose-induced insulin secretion
can be elicited by protein kinase activations by a pathway independent
of ATP-sensitive K+ channels (KATP channels), using 100µM
diazoxide-hyperpolarized islets. No detectable [Ca 2+]i changes were
observed by Fura-2 fluorometry under these conditions. Protein kinase
C (PKC) activation was found to augment KATp channel-independent
insulin release even at a lower glucose concentration (1.6 mM or 3.3
mM; p<0.01). On the other hand, protein kinase A (PKA) activation
augmented KATp channel-independent insulin release at higher glucose
concentrations (a 11.1 mM; p<O.01). Meanwhile, protein kinase G
activation did not involve the mechanism. These facts indicate that the
two mechanisms depend on phosphorylation of functionally distinct
target proteins. Because mannoheptulose depressed PKC or PKA
related insulin release, some intracellular metabolic signals derived
from the sugar should be necessary for these pathways. This study
clearly shows the existence of a novel regulatory system in pancreatic B
cell: glucose augments insulin release in a dose-dependent manner
within a range of physiological concentration through a pathway
independent of KAIT channel closure under protein kinase activations

without detectable [Ca2+]i elevation.

A ROLE FOR PARACRINE NITRIC OXIDE IN THE EARLY PHASE OF
GLUCOSE-STIMULATED INSULIN SECRETION
R. Laffranchi', M. Reinecke2, I. David2, C. Richter' and G. A. Spines'.
'University Hospital Zurich, 2 University of Zurich, S ETH Zurich, Switzerland.
Nitric oxide (nitrogen monoxide, NO) acts as a signal transducer in a variety of
cells. There is substantial evidence to suggest that NO could also be involved
in the insulin secretory pathway of pancreatic 13-cells. In this study the effect of
NO on acute glucose-stimulated insulin secretion from isolated islets of
Langerhans and the localization of constitutive NO-synthase were investigated.
Newborn rat islets were precultured in RPMI-1640 for 5-6 days and perifused
with Krebs-Ringer buffer (KRHB) at a flow rate of 600µI/min in a 300µI
perifusion chamber. After an equilibration period of 45min in KRHB + 1.6mM
glucose, 0.5mM L-methylarginine (L-NMMA), or 10µM carboxy-PTIO, respec-
tively, was added to the buffer. Glucose concentration in the perifusion medium
was kept at 1.6mM for another 10min, was then raised to 16mM for 40min and
was finally reduced to 1.6mM for 15min. For light- and electron-microscopic
studies semithin and ultrathin sections, respectively, were analyzed with anti-
NO-synthase antibody and antibodies against the classical islet hormones.
Perifusion in the presence of the NO synthase inhibitor, L-NMMA, resulted in
an inhibition of the early phase of glucose-stimulated insulin secretion by 66%:
area under the curve (AUC) 12.2±3.2pg/islet x min vs. 35.4±3.8pg/islet x min in
control islets (p<0.001). The second phase was not influenced by L-NMMA:
AUC 34.6±3.8pg/islet x min and 36.1±9.2pg/islet x min in control and L-NMMA-
exposed islets, respectively. Addition of 10µM carboxy-PTIO, a NO scavenger,
to the perifusion medium resulted in an inhibition by 49% of the first phase of
insulin secretion. The AUC was 34.4±7.3pg/islet x min and 17.5±5.3pg/islet x
min in controls and carboxy-PTIO-exposed islets, respectively (p<0.05). The
second phase was not affected, the AUC being 38.7±17.2pg/islet x min and
34.0±15.2pg/islet x min in controls and carboxy-PTIO-exposed islets, respec-
tively. Light- and electron-microscopic studies revealed that pancreatic islets
constitutively express NO-synthase in a- and 6-cells, where it is confined to the
secretory granules. These data, thus, indicate that NO is important in the signal
transduction pathway of the early phase of glucose-stimulated insulin secretion
and that NO is likely to act in a paracrine and not in an autocrine manner.
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PARTICIPATION OF CREATINE KINASE IN CONTROL OF INSULIN
SECRETION
K. Gempel', D. Brdiczka2, R Kaddurah-Daouk3, T. Wallimann°, P. Kaufhold' and
K.D. Gerbitz'; 'institutes of Clinical Chemistry and Diabetes Research, Munich,
Germany; 'University of Konstanz, Germany; 3Avicena Group Inc., Cambridge,
USA; 4ETHZiirich, Switzerland
We have shown that the rat insulinoma cell line INS-1 contains brain type-
creatine kinase (CK) as well as the mitochondrial CK isoform. The aim of
this study was to elucidate whether the CK system takes part in the control of
energy flow from the mitochondrium to energy-dependent sites of insulin
secretion. To this end, INS-1 cells were loaded with the creatine analogue
cylcocreatine (cCr) which is readily phosphorylated by CK and can serve as
an energy donor at ATP-consuming sites, but at a severely lower rate
compared to creatine phosphate. After loading cells for 24 hours with cCr
ATP content of perchloric acid extracts of whole cells was measured by the
firefly luciferase/luciferin method. Insulin secretion and insulin content were
determined in parallel. Results: Incubation of INS-1 cells with cCr leads to
dose-dependent intracellular accumulation of cCr. Percentage of phosphory-
lated cCr was generally greater than 90 %. With 5 mM extracellular cCr,
cCr phosphate accumulated to 20 mmol/l cell water. ATP in these cells was
0.9 mmolIl cell water which was not significantly different from non-treated
cells. However, insulin secretion in cCr-loaded cells was enhanced 3-fold
(p <0.05), while insulin content was unchanged. Enhanced insulin secretion
and cCr content were almost fully reversible after 24 hours of incubation in
cCr-free medium. In conclusion these results suggest that in clonal beta cells
CK participates in mitochondrium-plasma membrane energy transfer
believed to be necessary for glucose-stimulated insulin secretion. Energy
transfer cannot be demonstrated on the sole basis of ATP measurements and
may be better explained by kinetic analysis as has been recently shown for
adenylate kinase-catalyzed phosphotransfer (JBC 271:16544-52, 1996).
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ISLET ACID GLUCAN-1,4-a-GLUCOSIDASE IN RELATION TO
NITRIC OXIDE AND INSULIN SECRETION
H. Mosbn, A. Salehi and I. Lundquist, Department of Pharmacology,
University of Lund, Sweden
We have previously shown that activation of the islet lysosomal enzyme acid
glucan-1,4-a-glucosidase increases, whereas nitric oxide (NO) inhibits,
glucose-induced insulin release. Isoforms of a-glucosidehydrolases contain
several cystein-residues being possible targets for NO-induced thiol
inactivation processes. We therefore investigated, in isolated islets, the
influence of NO on insulin release and islet acid a-glucosidehydrolase
activities. It was observed that the intracellular NO donor hydroxylamine
(300 lamol/l) markedly inhibited glucose-induced (16.7 mmol/1) insulin
release. At the same time hydroxylamine strongly suppressed the activities of
acid glucan-l,4-a-glucosidase, acid ce-glucosidase and N-acetyl-(i-D-
glucosaminidase. The activities of acid phosphatase as well as neutral a-
glucosidase were unaffected by the NO donor. Islet homogenates exposed to
the spontaneous NO donor sodium nitroprusside (SNP) lost approximately
20-50% of their acid a-glucosidehydrolase activities during a 60 min
incubation period. Acid phosphatase decreased by 25%, whereas N-acetyl-(3-
D-glucosaminidase was unaffected. When isolated islets were incubated at
16.7 mmol/l glucose in the presence of the specific NO synthase inhibitor N o

-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME; 5 mmol/1) the activities of the acid
a-glucosidehydrolases were markedly increased, compared with the 16.7
mmol/l controls. Concomitantly there was a large increase in insulin release.
Other lysosomal enzyme activities and the neutral a-glucosidase were not
influenced. The data suggest that a possible mechanism for NO-induced
inhibition of glucose-stimulated insulin release is exerted through an NO
mediated inactivation of time acid glucan-1,4-a-glucosidase activity.
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STIMULATION OF INSULIN RELEASE BY MICROMOLAR
CONCENTRATIONS OF A NOVEL SUCCINIC ACID ESTER
W.J. Malaisse, L. Ladriere, J.A. Garcia-Martinez*, C. Vinambres*, M.L.
Villanueva-Penacarrillo*, I. Valverde* and F. Bjorkling**. Laboratory of
Experimental Medicine, Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium,
*Fundacion Jimenez Diaz, Madrid, Spain and **Leo Pharmaceutical
Products, Ballerup, Denmark.
Esters of succinic acid are currently under investigation as possible tools for
stimulation of insulin release in NIDDM. They are indeed well suited to
bypass site specific defects of D-glucose metabolism in diseased B-cells. In
recent studies, two potential limitations of this therapeutic approach were
already dealt with. Thus, it was first shown that several esters of succinic
acid not susceptible to lead to the undesirable generation of methanol by
intracellular hydrolysis are, like the methyl esters, potent insulin
secretagogues. Second, some esters of succinic acid remain able to stimulate
insulin release after enteral administration. The present work deals with two
other objections to the use of succinate esters in NIDDM, namely the
necessity of administering high amounts of these esters and, hence, their
utilization as gluconeogenic precursor. In isolated rat pancreatic islets, 1,2,3-
tri(methylsuccinyl)glycerol ester (3SMG) stimulated both biosynthetic and
secretory activities. The release of insulin was increased by 3SMG both in
the absence and presence of D-glucose. At a close-to-physiological hexose
level (7 mM), as little as 10 µM 3SMG significantly augmented insulin
output. Likewise, in anaesthetized rats, the plasma insulin concentration was
increased by 2.72 f 0.26 ng/ml (n = 6) two min after the intravenous
injection of only 0.07 pmol of 3SMG per g body wt. With such a low
amount, the risk of an untoward increase in gluconeogenesis is probably
negligible. In conclusion, therefore, the present work provides essential
support to the proposal that suitable esters of succinic acid could be used as
insulinotropic agents in the treatment of NIDDM.
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CITRULLINE-ARGININOSUCCINATE-ARGININE CYCLE IN (3-CELLS

COUPLED TO Cat+-SIGNALING AND INSULIN RELEASE VIA NITRIC OXIDE

M. Nakata 1 L2 I. Maruyamal, and T. Yada2,3 . Departments of
1Laboratory Medicine and 2Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, Kagoshima
University, Kagoshima, 3Cellular Metabolism, National Institute for
Physiological Sciences, Okazaki, Japan.

In the presence of stimulatory glucose (8.3 mmol/1), L-citrulline at
physiological concentrations (0.1-1 mmol/1) under arginine-deficient
conditions increased the cytoplasmic Cat concentration ([Caz+]i) in rat
pancreatic (3-cells and HIT cells, an insulinoma cell line, as demonstrated
by ratiometric fura-2 microfluorometry. The enzymes involved in
citrulline metabolism, argininosuccinate synthetase (ASS) which
metabolizes L-citrulline to L-argininosuccinate, and argininosuccinate
lyase (ASL) which metabolizes L-argininosuccinate to L-arginine, as well
as the cerebellar-type NOS, were immunohistochemically localized in rat
islets. The mRNAs of all three enzymes were also expressed in rat islets.
Argininosuccinate and arginine at 0.1-1 mmol/1 also increased [Ca 2+]i in
rat (3-cells. An NO-donor increased [Ca2+]i in rat (3-cells. Furthermore,
citrulline also increased insulin release from rat islets in 8.3 mmol/1
glucose. The citrulline-induced [Ca 2+]i increase and insulin release were
inhibited by NMMA, an inhibitor of NOS. We propose that citrulline and
arginine at physiological concentrations are recycled through ASS-ASL-
NOS circuit, thereby activating a NO-mediated Cat signalling pathway,
which appears to be linked to potentiation of glucose-induced insulin
release.
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FAILURE OF D-FRUCTOSE TO STIMULATE PROTEIN
BIOSYNTHESIS IN RAT PANCREATIC ISLETS
C. Vifiambres, M.L. Villanueva-Penacarrillo, I. Valverde and W.J.
Malaisse*. Fundacion Jimenez Diaz, Madrid, Spain and *Laboratory of
Experimental Medicine, Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium.
Under suitable experimental conditions, D-fructose displays a modest but
sizeable insulinotropic action. For instance, it was recently documented that,
even in the absence of any other exogenous nutrient, D-fructose stimulates
insulin release from rat pancreatic islets provided that the ketohexose is
present in the incubation medium at a 240 mM concentration. Some doubt
was expressed, however, on the view that the insulinotropic action of D-
fructose would involve the same coupling factors as those currently
incriminated in the process of glucose-induced insulin release. For instance,
an apparent dissociation was observed between the secretory and metabolic
effects of D-fructose in islets prepared from normal rats. These findings led
us to investigate, in the present study, whether D-fructose, tested in high
concentrations, mimics the stimulant action of D-glucose on biosynthetic
activity in rat pancreatic islets. The islets were incubated in the presence of
L-[4-3H]phenylalanine (3.7 µM) and, as required, D-glucose (16.7 mM) or
D-fructose (80 and 240 mM). After 90 min incubation, the islet content in
tritiated TCA-soluble material was not significantly different in islets
deprived of exogenous nutrient or exposed to either D-glucose or D-fructose.
The amount of tritiated TCA-precipitable material found in the islets after
incubation in the presence of 16.7 mM D-glucose was much higher (P <
0.001) than the basal value. D-fructose, however, whether tested at a
concentration of 80 mM, which is close to the threshold value for the
insulinotropic action of the ketohexose, or at 240 mM failed to stimulate the
labelling of islet peptides. These findings reinforce the view that the
stimulation of insulin release by D-fructose does not entail the same
metabolic determinants as those operative in glucose-stimulated islets.
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BIOCHEMICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS ON ISLET
HAEM OXYGENASE ACTIVITY AND CARBON MONOXIDE
FORMATION.
R. Henningsson and I. Lundquist. Department of Pharmacology,
University of Lund,Sweden.
Nitric oxide has been the molecule of the last decade, and its role as
an endocrine modulator in the pancreatic islets is still controversial.
The last few years yet another two-atomic gas, carbon monoxide
produced from heme under the influence of the heme oxygenase (HO)
enzyme, has been postulated also to function as a neuroendocrine
modulator. In the present study we have detected and quantified CO
production in mouse islet homogenate using a sensitive gas
chromatographic method. Islet hormone release studies using the CO
precursor hemin and the HO inhibitor zincprotoporphyrin IX indicate
that CO is a positive modulator of both insulin and glucagon
secretion. Exogenously applied CO also stimulates islet hormone
secretion, in contrast to exogenously applied NO, which inhibits
insulin secretion. The effects of CO seem mainly to be mediated
through an elevation of intracellular cGMP levels. Further, hemin has
been shown to potentiate L-arginine stimulated insulin secretion, an
observation which could reveal a possible connection between the
heme-CO and L-arginine-NO pathways. CO produced from heme
might inhibit the nitric oxide enzyme activity and thereby L-arginine
derived NO formation. We have previously shown NO to be a
negative modulator of insulin release. In conclusion, mouse
pancreatic islets contain a constitutive heme oxygenase enzyme
producing detectable amounts of CO, which stimulates both insulin
and glucagon secretion. There seems tube an important connection
between the CO - system and the NO - system in islet tissue.
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DO TOLBUTAMIDE AND DIAZOXIDE INFLUENCE INSULIN
SECRETION BY MODULATING Ca2+ EFFICACY IN B CELLS?
P. Gilon, M. Nenquin and J.C. Henquin. Unite dEndocrinologie et
M6tabolisme, University of Louvain, Brussels, Belgium.

Sulfonylureas trigger insulin secretion by blocking K-ATP channels of the B
cell membrane, thereby causing depolarization, Ca 2+ influx and rise in
cytoplasmic Ca2+ ([Ca2+]^). It has recently been suggested that they also
potentiate the action of CaZ+ on exocytosis. We have already challenged this
hypothesis, but further tested it here with normal mouse islets cultured
overnight in RPMI medium containing 10 mM glucose. Depolarizing islet
cells by raising extracellular K from 4.8 to 15, 30 and 60 mM, abolished
[Ca2 ']i oscillations induced by 15 mM glucose and progressively raised
[Ca2+]i. The effect of 100 pM tolbutamide on [Ca2] i was marked in 4.8
mM K, smaller in 15 mM K, minor in 30 mM K and absent in 60 mM K.
The effect on insulin secretion paralleled that on [Ca 2+]1. Tolbutamide was
also ineffective in islets depolarized with 60 mM K in the presence of only
0.5 mM CaC12 (instead of 2.5 mM), without or with dibutyryl cAMP, or in
the presence of low (3 mM) instead of high (15 mM) glucose. Repaglinide is
a non-sulfonylurea drug that blocks K-ATP channels but does not potentiate
the action of Ca2+ on exocytosis. In the presence of meglitinide, a parent
compound, tolbutamide did not affect [Ca 2 ]i (expected from the common
action on K-ATP channels) and did not increase insulin release further
(unexpected if tolbutamide also increases the efficacy of Ca2+). In contrast
to sulfonylureas, diazoxide has been reported to decrease the effectiveness of
Cat+. However, 250 pM diazoxide was without effect on [Ca 2+]1 and
insulin release in islets depolarized by 60 mM K in 0.5 or 2.5 mM external
CaC12. In conclusion, no evidence for a modulation of the Ca 2+ action on
exocytosis by tolbutamide or diazoxide could be found in normal mouse B
cells.
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PACAP AS AN INTRA-ISLET AMPLIFIER OF GLUCOSE-
INDUCED INSULIN SECRETION.
T. Yada1 '6, M. Sakurada4, H. Ishihara4, M. Nakata1 '2, K. Yaekural ,3

M. Kikuchi4 and Y. Okay. 1Physiology, 2Laboratory Med. and 3Intemal
Med. I, Kagoshima Univ. Sch. of Med., Kagoshima, 4The Institute for
Adult Diseases, Asahi Life Foundation, Tokyo, 5Intemal Med. III,
Yamaguchi Univ. Sch. of Med., Ube, 6Cellular Metabolism, National
Institute for Physiological Sciences, Okazaki, Japan.
It has been shown that pituitary adenylate cyclase activating polypeptide
(PACAP) is localized in the pancreas and potently augments glucose-
induced insulin release by increasing cytosolic Ca 2+ concentration
([Ca2+] 1) in islet 13-cells. We examined whether PACAP is involved in
the regulation of glucose-induced insulin secretion by islets. High
glucose (8.3-20 mM)-stimulated insulin release from isolated rat islets
was attenuated by a specific anti-PACAP antiserum. The islet incubation
medium with high glucose possessed a capacity, which was neutralized
by PACAP antiserum, to increase [Ca 2+] ; in rat 13-cells, as measured by
fura-2 microfluorometry. PACAP-immunoreactivity was localized in the
entire region of rat islets. Furthermore, PACAP mRNA expression and
PACAP biosynthesis were detected in islets and a 11-cell line, MIN6. The
(type-I) PACAP receptor was immunohistochemically observed in islets.
[Ca2 ] 1 measurements revealed a substantial population of glucose-
unresponsive 1-cells, many of which were recruited by 10 -13 M PACAP
into [Ca2*]; responses. These results indicate that PACAP is a novel islet
hormone, which is synthesized and released by islets and then, in an
autocrine manner, arouses and potentiates (3-cell responses to glucose,
thereby amplifying glucose-induced insulin secretion in islets.
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CALCIUM SIGNALLING IS INVOLVED IN THE INSULIN-
RELEASING EFFECT OF 4-HYDROXYISOLEUCINE
P. Petit', YJ Liu', C. Broca , Y. Sauvaire2, G. Ribes' and F. Gylfe 3 . 'Lab.
Pharmacol., Fac. Medicine (UPRES 1677 & UMR 9921 CNRS); 'Lab. Rech. Subst.
Nat. Vegetales (UPRES 1677), Universite Montpellier II, Montpellier, France and
3Depart. Med. Cell Biology, Biomed. Center, Uppsala University, Sweden.

The novel amino acid 4-hydroxyisoleucine (4-OH-Ile), extracted from Trigonella
foenum graecum L seeds, stimulates insulin release from pancreatic islets; it also
increases insulin secretion from isolated rat pancreas, in a glucose-dependent
manner. This study was aimed at evaluating more precisely the influence of
glucose in the insulinotropic effect of 4-OH-Ile, and investigating the role of
calcium signalling in this effect. Insulin secretion was studied using the perfused
rat isolated pancreas and cytoplasmic Cat  ([Ca2^] 1) was measured in mouse 13-cells
loaded with the indicator fora-2. In the presence of 5 mmol/l glucose, 4-OH-Ile
(200 pmol/l) did not modify insulin secretion. The difference in the area under the
curve for insulin secretion compared to controls (A AUC 10.mjn) was 0.5 ± 0.4 ng. In
the presence of 6.6, 7.4, 8.3 and 10 mmol/l glucose, the A AUC 1s.m,, were 5.6 ±
2.4, 57.5 ± 12.1, 77.1 ± 20.0 and 186.1 ± 14.4 ng, respectively. At concentrations
of 0.5-1.0 mmolll, 4-OH-Ile was ineffective on the cytoplasmic Caa+ concentration
of 5-cells exposed to 3 mmolll glucose. Elevation of glucose to 11 mmol/l resulted
in large amplitude oscillations of [Ca 2+] ; , which were unaffected by the presence of
0.5 mmolll 4-OH-Iie. In contrast at 7-8 mmolll glucose, 0.5 mmol/l 4-OH-Ile
induced large amplitude oscillations of [Ca2+] ;. Reduction of glucose from 11 to
7 mmol/l inhibited the large amplitude [Ca 2+] ; oscillations in most 3-cells but they
could be restored by 0.5 mmolll 4-OH-Ile. In conclusion, the results show clear
glucose dependence of the insulin-releasing effect of 4-OH-Ile. Moreover, the
[Ca2 ] 1 data indicate that the amino acid potentiates the effect of intermediary
glucose concentrations on Ca 2+ signalling.
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CALCIUM AND SODIUM DEPENDENCY OF THE
INSULINOTROPIC EFFECT OF PACAP38 IN HIT-T15 CELLS
K. afKlinteberg and B. Abren. Dept. of Medicine, Lund Univ., Malmo, Sweden.

Pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide (PACAP) is a pancreatic neuro-
peptide, which stimulates insulin secretion. Although the mechanism of its insulino-
tro ,ic action is far from clear, the peptide raises cellular CAMP, increases cytosolic
Ca and induces formation of inositol phosphates (IPs) in insulin producing HIT-T15
cells. Earlier studies have shown that the mechanism of the insulinotropic effect of
glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) not only involves cAMP, but is also Na' and Ca"
dependent. Therefore, in this study, we examined the dependency of Na' and Ca 2' for
the increases in insulin, cAMP and IPs after activation by PACAP38 in insulin pro-
ducing HIT-T15 cells. IPs were measured from cells prelabeled with [2-'H]-
myoinositol, and eluted by anion chromatography. Removal of extracellular Ca 2' at
10 mM glucose abolished the insulinotropic effect of PACAP38 completely, without
affecting the increase in cellular cAMP (44±8.9% in controls vs. 64±20% in the
absence of Ca2', n=5, n.s.). PACAP38 increased IPs formation in the presence of Ca"
(60±25%, n=3), but not in the absence of Ca t* (-1±5.3%, n=3). Furthermore, removal
of Na' from the medium and replacing it with N-methyl-D-glucamine reduced the
insulinotropic effect of PACAP38 (430±48% in controls vs. 150±17% in the absence
of Na', n=12, P<0.001) and the increase of cellular cAMP (100±13% vs. 24±7.9%,
n=5, P<0.01), but the formation of IPs was not affected (81±8.9% vs. 95±23%, n=3,
n.s.). In contrast, the markedly stimulated IPs formation induced by gastrin releasing
peptide at 100 nM was diminished in the Na` free medium (980±150% vs. 213±39%,
n=3, P<0,01). We conclude that the insulinotropic effect of PACAP38 in HIT-T15
cells, like that of GLP-1, is both Ca 2' and Na* dependent, whereas the PACAP38
induced formation of cAMP is dependent of Na' but is independent of Ca 2'. The
results therefore suggest that after stimulation by PACAP38, Na' is required for the
formation of cAMP whereas Ca'+ is required for the distal events of exocytosis in
insulin producing HIT-T15 cells. Finally, we also suggest that formation of IPs is not
of mechanistic importance for the insulinotropic action of PACAP38 in these cells.
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INSULIN RELEASE DEPENDS ON GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION, INCUBA-
TION TIME, TEMPERATURE, AND PH TESTED IN MOUSE AND RAT ISLETS

K.Wahls and H.-J.Mest. Beiersdorf-Lilly, Hamburg, Germany.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the differences in insulin response
of isolated mouse and rat islets under different conditions.The islets of both species
were isolated and tested under the same conditions.Insulin was measured by means of
RIA.The statistic was made by means of SIGMASTAT package. The numbers of
experiments were between 16 and 24 for each point of different series. Insulin
secretion was strongly dependent on glucose concentration for both species:3.3mM
glucose did not induce insulin release (about ing/ml/islet) whereas 16.7mM glucose
induced the same insulin release as 30mM glucose secreted insulin after 2 hours was
2-fold higher, p<0.05 in isolated mouse islets (about 6ng/ml/islet) than in rat islets
(3ng/ml/islet).Insulin release was also dependent on incubation time:a longer
incubation time elicited insulin secretion constantly, after 6h at 16.7m1 glucose the
insulin secretion of mouse islets was nearly 4-fold higher (30 ng/ml/islet), p<0.05
than of rat islets (8ng/ml/islet).Insulin release was enhanced in isolated pancreatic
mouse and rat islets at higher temperatures. At 40°C the insulin release was 1.5-fold,
p<0.05 increased compared to the insulin response at 37°C. The insulin content
released by mouse islets was about 10 ng/ml/islet compared to 6 ng/ml/islets, p<0.05
whereas the rat islets released 7 ng/ml/islet at 40°C and 4 ng/mllislet. p<0.05 at 37°C.
We also demonstrated that alkaline pH reduced insulin secretion. In the range of
pH7.2 to pH7.6 insulin release was almost the same for mouse and rat islets.At a pH of
8.0 there was a dramatic increase of insulin release in mouse islets (6.1 to 11.9
ng/ml/islet,p<0.05) whereas the rat islets (3.7 to 4.1 ng/ml/islet,p<0.05) did not release
as much insulin as mouse islets. In conclusion, both mouse and rat islets released
insulin in a time- and glucose concentration-dependent manner, insulin secretion was
enhanced at higher temperatures and alkaline pH, but the released insulin content was
much higher in mouse islets than in rat islets. The present data have demonstrated that
the mouse islets seem to be more sensitive compared to rat islets under different
conditions.
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SPECIFICITY OF ADENYLYL CYCLASE ISOFORMS
EXPRESSION IN PANCREATIC ISLETS AND ACINI

N. Ferrand, T. Demongot, G. Rosselin, S. Emami. INSERM U-55, Saint
Antoine Hospital, Paris, France.

Eight adenylyl cyclase (AC) isoforms were described specifically in mammalian
tissues, from broadly distributed types II and IV, to brain specific types I and
VIII, but not in pancreas. In the present study we have investigated the presence
and the distribution of six different isoforms, AC-I, II, III, IV and V/VI in
neonate and adult mouse, rat, and hamster pancreas using antibodies raised
against the C-terminal h817-836, rh1071-1090, r1125-1144, r1045-1064,
hm1149-1165 sequences, respectively. Localization of AC in pancreatic
endocrine cells, was performed using double labeling with either insulin or
glucagon. The specific AC protein band was evaluated by western blotting in
RINm5F cell line. AC-H was: (1) the most prominant protein expressed in rat
and mouse pancreas, (2) strong expression was restricted to A and B cells of rat
and mouse and (3) exclusively seen in A cells of adult hamster pancreas. In adult
rat, ultrastructural study revealed the abundancy of AC-H isoform with a more
pronounced labeling in the secretory granules and the plasma membrane of A and
B cells. A marked fluorescence was observed with AC-III in A and B cells of 3-
day-old mouse pancreas, with a lower intensity in 3-day-old rats and not detected
in adult rats. Isoforms IV and V/VI were also expressed in B and A cells of 3-
day-old mouse and with a lower intensity in 3-day and adult rats. Furthermore,
scattered labelings were detected in exocrine area. AC-I was faintly, if any,
expressed both in rat and mouse islets. This isoform as well as AC-III and IV
was not detected in adult hamster. Western blots show 120, 100, 155, 110-135
and 105-140 kD bands corresponding to the AC-I, 11, 111. IV and V/VI isoforms,
respectively. Coexistence of AC-III with G off, and of AC-II with Gs, Gi, Gq in
the B cells suggest a possible association of these molecules into complexes
required for the transduction of signal in B cells.
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ROLE OF THE CYSTEINE STRING PROTEIN CSP IN
INSULIN SECRETION FROM PANCREATIC p-CELLS

H. Zhang, W. Kelly*, L. H. Chambetlain5 , R. Bourgoyne 8 , C.B. Woliheim
and J. Lang

Div. of Clinical Biochemistry and * Dep. of Medical Biochemistry, CMU,
U. of Geneva, Switzerland; ° Physiological Laboratory, U. of Liverpool,

U.K.

We investigated the putative function of CSP in insulin sceretion as this
protein has previously been implicated in the regulation of neuro-
transmission. In addition, two splice variants have been cloned recently
from chromaffin cells, localized to exocytotic vesicles and proposed to
function via their DnaJ-domains as chaperones in the folding of proteins
required to induce secretion by membrane fusion of secretory granules
with the plasma membrane. Western blot analysis demonstrates the
presence of a 36 kDa CSP in HIT-T15, INS-1, RINm5F and MINE cells.
Subcellular fractionation and immuno-cytochemistry using confocal
microscopy localizes CSP mainly on secretory granules and on synaptic-
like microvesicles in INS-1 and primary p-cells. Despite its knovm high
degree of palmitoylation in its cysteine string domain CSP was removed
from membranes only by detergent (Triton-X100) but not by
ethanolamine and, therefore, behaves as an integral membrane protein.
Upon transient coexpression of human insulin gene and myc-tagged
CSP splice variants, both CSP forms are localized to vesicular structures
in hamster HIT-T15 cells. Furthermore both splice variants inhibit insulin
release evoked by Cat°-influx as measured by the release of human C-
peptide used as a reporter gene. In contrast, a point mutation in CSP
(G91V) abolished its inhibitory effect although its subcellular distribution
was comparable to the wild-type. Transient overexpression of antisense
CSP in HIT-T15 cells largely reduced stimulated insulin release. We are
currently investigating the effect of highly conserved residues in the
DnaJ-domain by the use of different point mutations. In conclusion, CSP
is a secretory granule protein in insulin-secreting cells and the functional
observations are compatible with a chaperone function of CSP on the
secretory machinery required for insulin secretion.
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GLUCOSE DEPENDENT INSULIN SECRETION BY THE ADENYLATE
CYCLASE (AC) / cAMP-SYSTEM IN THE INSULINOMA CELL LINE BTC6,F7.

M. Hamann, B. Steckel and H.-J. Mest, Beiersdorf-Lilly GmbH, Hamburg, Germany

It is well known, that compounds that enhance intracellular cyclic adenosin-
monophosphate (CAMP) are able to stimulate insulin secretion of beta cells only in
the presence of high glucose concentrations (glucose dependent). However the
mechanisms underlying this effect are remain controversal. The aim of the present
study was to investigate the glucose dependent insulin secretion by the AC/cAMP-
system on the recently developed insulinoma cell line IITC6,F7 (passages 54-85).
All experiments were carried out by static incubations of the cells in the absence and
in the presence of 10 nmM glucose. In contrast to glucose, that had no effect on
insulin secretion itself, the phosphodiesterase inhibitor IBMX (25 pM) stimulated
insulin secretion in the presence of glucose by 1.5-fold (p<0.001). The AC-
stimulator forskolin enhanced insulin release in the presence of glucose dose
dependently with an ECso of 1µM and its maximal stimulation at 3 pM (2.2-fold,
p<0.001). In the absence of glucose, IBMX and forskolin had only a slight effect on
insulin release. GLP-1 (7-36) as a physiological insulin secretagogue was also able
to potentiate insulin release only in the presence of glucose and IBMX (1.5-fold,
p<0.001). In contrast GLP-1 had no effect on insulin release with or without IBMX
in the abscence of glucose. 8-bromo-CAMP the stable analogue of cAMP stimulated
insulin release in the presence of glucose at higher concentrations by 1.5-fold
(100µM, p<).001). Surprisingly, all glucose dependent insulin secretions by the
above-mentioned secretagouges were completly blocked by 200 pM Diazoxid. 9-
(tetraltydro-2-furyl)adenin (SQ22536) an AC-inhibitor was able to inhibit the
forskolin induced but not the IBMX induced insulin release. The glucose dependent
insulin releasing effects of forskolin and IBMX were not inhibited by 100 nM of the
proteinkinase A inhibitor H89. We conclude that at first the glucose dependent
insulin secreting AC/cAMP system in BTC6,F7 insulinoma cells is functional and
secondly cAMP exerts its effect on insulin secretion in a glucose dependent
mechanism at the beta cell membrane that does not include proteinkinase A.
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THE 55 kDa CA 2 +/CALMODULIN KINASE II 62 (CaMkin III COMI-
GRATES WITH INSULIN SECRETION GRANULES IN INS-1 CELLS
M. Mohlig, S. Wolter, J. Lang*, M. Osterhoff, H. Schatz and A. Pfeiffer,
Dept. Int. Medicine, Univ. clinic Bergmannsheil, Bochum, Germany and
*Div. Clin. Biochemistry, Univ. Geneva, Switzerland
CaMkin II phosphorylates insulin secretion granule proteins including
synapsin in 11-cells and is activated by glucose. The mRNAs of CaMkin II
52, 56, f33 and y were found in insulinoma cells. We investigated the in-
tracellular distribution of CaMkin II to assess its role in insulin secretion.
Methods: Antibodies were generated in rabbits against the bacterially ex-
pressed C-terminal 200 amino acids of CaMkin II 62 which crossreact
with bacterially expressed CaMkin y. INS-1 cells were fractionated on 5
to 20 % sucrose gradients or on metrizamide step gradients. Insulin, sy-
naptophysin (synaptic-like vesicles), Na/K-ATPase, 78 kDa heat shock
protein (ER), arylsulfatase (lysosomes) were determined as marker en-
zymes. Results: A 55 kDa CaMkin II immunoreactivity corresponding in
size to the recombinant S2 variant was present predominantly in the de-
tergent insoluble compartment and fainter in cytosol. Fractionation of
postnuclear supernatant on sucrose gradients showed close comigration
with insulin granules and no comigration with synaptic-like vesicles,
plasma membrane, ER or lysosomal markers. On metrizamide step gradi-
ents the 55 kDa CaMkin II also apperard in the insulin granule fraction.
Conclusion: The comigration of CaMkin II 62 with insulin secretion gra-
nules suggests a role in insulin secretion. The poor detergent solubility
may indicate cytoskeletal components which may localize CaMkin II in
granule recruitment. Other isoforms of CaMkin II should be larger (y, 93)
or smaller (56) but were not detectable with our antibody. Remarkably,
CaMkin 11 S2 was not present on synaptic-like vesicles containing GABA
in contrast to its association with synaptic vesicles in brain.
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B-CELLL INSENSITIVITY LINKS TO CaZ -INDEPENDENT DECREASE IN cAMP
GENERATION AND RIGHT-SHIFTIN cAMP-INDUCED INSULIN RELEASE

A Bjbrklur4 V Grill Dept Endocrinology, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden

Diazoxide (D) blocks glucose-induced insulin secretion and thereby protects
against excessive stimulation, which is a major cause of hyperglycemia-
induced B-cell insensitivity. D was used to explore the role of the

adenylatecyclase-cAMP system for insensitivity. Rat pancreatic islets were
cultured for 22 h in RPMI with 27 mM glucose (G) and with or without 325

tM D. In the presence of 3.3 mM G previous D increased forskolin-induced
islet cAMP from 18.3±2.2 to 23.0±2.1, from 46.2±10.6 to 68.1±15.5 and from
163±21 to 231±37 fmol/islet for forskolin concentrations 0.1, 1 and 25 µM

respectively, p<0.05 or less. These effects were not due to D per se since co-
culture with D and 6 mM G failed to influence cAMP levels. In islets cultured

at 27 mM G, co-culture with D enhanced insulin secretion only at 0.1 tM and
not at higher concentrations of forskolin. Omission of Cat+ to preincubation (30
min) and final incubation media did not diminish the cAMP response to 25 µM

forskolin and did not reduce the enhancing effect of previous D. Insulin

responses to the cAMP analogue (Sp)5,6-dichloro-l-p-D-ribofuranosyl-

benzimidazole-3',5-cyclic monophosphorothioate (BIMPS) were tested in 60
min final incubations together with 6 mM G. At concentrations 0.01, 0.025 and

0.05 mM previous D increased insulin responses by 73, 217 and 69%

respectively, p<0.025 or less. However, previous D failed to affect insulin
responses to 0.1 mM BIMPS. Omission of calcium reduced the insulin

response to 0.05 mM BIMPS comparatively more after previous D than in
islets cultured without D. Conclusions: Averting excessive stimulation by D

moderately increases forskolin-induced cAMP responses. This effect is not
secondary to perturbations in calcium inflow. Furthermore, previous D left-

shifts insulin release in dose-response to elevations of cAMP but does not alter
maximal responses.
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ABNORMAL cAMP CONTENT AND INSULIN RELEASE IN
ISLETS OF SPONTANEOUSLY DIABETIC GK RATS.
N. Dachicourt, P. Serradas, D. Bailbe and B. Portha
Lab. Physiopathol. Nutr. CNRS-URA 307 - Paris, France.

We have tested the possibility that a defect in the islet cAMP production
could be involved in the failure of the glucose-induced insulin release in
the diabetic GK rats, a recognized model of NIDDM. Exposure to
increasing glucose concentrations induced a rise of the cAMP content in
the control islets. In the GK islets, cAMP content was 1.6-fold higher as
compared to controls at 2.8mM glucose and increasing glucose
concentrations elicited no further increase. This coincided with a very low
glucose-induced insulin release by the same GK islets. Forskolin
markedly enhanced both cAMP and insulin release at 16.7mM glucose in
GK islets and to a lesser extent in control islets. IBMX increased the
cAMP content to the same extent in both type of islets. Nevertheless,
insulin release was significantly higher in the GK islets as compared to
control islets. GLP-1 amplified the cAMP content and insulin release to
the same extent in both type of islets. Somatostatin decreased cAMP
content and insulin release more efficiently in GK islets that in control
islets. Kinetics of insulin release in vitro by islets were tested using
perifusion procedure. Following exposure to 16.7mM glucose a biphasic
pattern of insulin release was observed in the control islets whereas it
induced only a modest increase in insulin output in GK islets.
Accordingly, the incremental insulin response to 16.7mM glucose was 4-
fold decreased in GK as compared to control rats. IBMX and GLP-1
enhanced the secretory response to 16.7mM glucose respectively by 5-fold
and 4-fold in control rats and by 12-fold and 5-fold in GK rats. Under
these conditions a clear biphasic pattern of the insulin release was
regained in GK islets. In summary, 13-cell of diabetic GK rats showed 1)
an increased cAMP content already at 2.8mM glucose 2) a defective
glucose-stimulated cAMP generation. However it is possible to regain
competence of the GK 8-cells to glucose with agents that artificially rise
their intracellular cAMP.
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Effect Of Protein Kinase C(3 Selective Inhibitors On Insulin Secretion
and Beta cell activty. CECILE M. GONZALEZ, VALERIE K.
WILLIAMS, GERALD GOLD,* LAWRENCE E. STRAMM,* AND
MICHAEL R. JIROUSEK*, Indianapolis, IN, USA

Phorbol esters such as 4-p-phorbol-l2-myristate-l3-acetate (PMA)
have been shown to stimulate insulin secretion under high glucose
conditions from pancreatic islets presumably by activation of protein
kinase C (PKC). Staurosporine has been shown to inhibit high
glucose/PMA induced insulin secretion in pancreatic islets. Likewise,
we have found potentiated insulin secretion to occur under high
glucose conditions on phorbol ester, 4-(3-phorbol-12,13-dibutyrate
(PDBu), challenge (ED50=10 nM) in transformed beta cells (BTC6-f7).
Staurosporine was able to inhibit insulin secretion on PDBu challenge
in BTC6-f7 cells (IC50=30 nM). However staurosporine is a more
potent inhibitor of both calcium calmodulin (IC50=4 nM) and src
tyrosine kinase (IC50=1 nM) than most PKC isozymes (PKC(iII
IC50=19 nM). We tested the effect of several of the PKC p isozyme
selective antagonists we have developed, such as LY333531, on
insulin secretion under basal, high glucose, and on phorbol challenge
in BTC6-f7 cells. Cells were treated with PDBu, staurosporine, and
various PKC inhibitors for one hour. Activity of the compound was
assessed by measuring insulin secretion via insulin RIA. Cell viability
was assessed by testing the compound in low glucose. LY333531 as
well as other analogues from the series inhibit PKC activity but were
unable to inhibit PDBu stimulated insulin secretion. In the absence of
PDBu these PKC(i selective inhibitors stimulated insulin secretion
under high glucose concentration in BTC6-f7 cells. The above results
indicate that a PKC (3 selective antagonist does not inhibit insulin
secretion and is capable of stimulating insulin secretion only under
high glucose conditions, from transformed BTC6-f7 cells.
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INDUCIBLE OVEREXPRESSION OF CA 2 +/CALMODULIN KINASE II 62 IN
INSULINOMA CELLS BY MEANS OF RETROVIRAL INFECTION
P.A. Horn, M. Mohlig, C. Stocking, J. Hofmann, H. Schatz and A. Pfeiffer,
Medizinische Universitatsklinik Bergmannsheil, Bochum, and Heinrich-
Pette-Institut fur Exp. Virologie and Immunologie, Hamburg, Germany
Ca2 +/calmodulin-dependent kinase II (CaM kinase II) participates in sti-
mulated insulin secretion. A promising approach to elucidate its exact role
is overexpression in insulin secreting cells. Retroviral vectors allow clean
and stable insertion of single copies of foreign genes. Inducible gene ex-
pression permits to investigate effects of inserted genes without variations
introduced by clonal differences. Methods: Retroviral producer cell lines of
a replication deficient retroviral vector with an estrogen responsive 5' LTR
driving a neomycin resistance and the CaM kinase II 12 cDNA were gene-
rated and used to infect the RINm5F insulinoma which was previously in-
fected with estrogen receptors (ER). CaM kinase expression levels were
quantified by immunoblotting with antibodies generated in rabbits and ki-
nase activity was measured by 32P-transfer. Results: After infection and
selection of RIN cells expressing ERs, the E2 response was tested by tran-
sient transfection with an E2 responsive luciferase reporter plasmid yiel-
ding an up to 20-fold increase in luciferase counts, while no stimulation
was detected in normal RIN cells. ER positive cells were subsequently in-
fected with the E2 responsive CaM kinase II 62 vector and selected. CaM
kinase II immunoreactivity in transduced but unstimulated cells was almost
twice that of untransduced RIN cells. Stimulation with 10 nM E2 led to a
5- to 6-fold increase. CaM kinase phosphotransfer activity increased 6-fold
upon stimulating with E2 over normal FIN cells. Conclusion: Stable insuli-
noma cell lines with E2 inducible overexpression of CaM kinase 11 62 can
be generated using a novel E2 inducible retroviral vector. This inducible
overexpression will allow detailed studies on the physiological role of CaM
kinase II in insulin secretion. Supported by DFG.
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POTENTIATION	 BY	 FORSKOLIN	 OF	 GLIQUIDONE
INSULINOTROPIC ACTION IN THE PERFUSED PANCREAS OF
NORMAL AND GK RATS
V. Leclercq-Meyer and W.J. Malaisse. Laboratory of Experimental
Medicine, Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium.
The insulinotropic action of hypoglycemic sulfonylureas is modulated by the
metabolism of nutrients in the B-cell, and could thus be altered in NIDDM
because of an impaired sensitivity of the B-cell to glucose. The present
study deals with a possible modality for potentiation of the B-cell response
to the hypoglycemic agents in NIDDM. It indeed explores the influence of
forskolin upon gliquidone-induced insulin release in the perfused pancreas of
normal and GK rats. The effect of gliquidone (1 FM) upon insulin and
glucagon output was examined, at a low concentration of glucose (2.8 mM),
in the absence or presence of forskolin (1.3 pM). In normal rats, the
diterpene exerted little effect upon basal insulin release but markedly
augmented gliquidone insulinotropic action. Such a potentiation was
observed whether the response to the sulfonylurea was examined first in the
absence and then in the presence of forskolin, or in the reverse sequence. In
GK rats, forskolin dramatically augmented both basal and gliquidone-
stimulated insulin output. In relative terms, forskolin increased to a much
greater extent the response to gliquidone in GK rats than in control animals.
Forskolin enhanced basal glucagon output, especially in normal rats, and
unmasked the glucagonotropic potential of gliquidone in GK rats. These
findings suggest a dual mechanism -metabolic and energy-independent- for
the response of islet cells to the forskolin-induced generation of cyclic AMP.
They also draw attention to the improvement by endogenous cyclic AMP of
the B-cell secretory response to hypoglycemic sulfonylureas.

INSULIN SECRETION FROM PANCREATIC (3-CELLS: CONTRADICTORY
EFFECTS OF PROTEIN KINASE C INHIBITORS
T.E. Harris, S.J. Persaud and P.M. Jones. Biomedical Sciences Division, King's
College London, London, U.K.
Previous studies that have used chemical inhibitors of protein kinase C (PKC) in
(3-cells have yielded conflicting evidence as to the importance of PKC in
nutrient-stimulated insulin release (IR). There are many types of chemical PKC
inhibitors available, which interact with various regions within the enzyme
structure. We have investigated the effect of three PKC inhibitors on IR from
intact rat islets. Two of the inhibitors target the ATP-binding site of PKC: Ro 31-
8220 (Ro), which is selective for PKC but not for individual isoforms; and
Go 6976 (Go), which preferentially inhibits Cat -dependent PKCs. The third
inhibitor safingol (S) competitively interacts with the phorbol ester binding site
of PKC. Ro (10 µM) inhibited phorbol ester (PMA)-induced IR (20 mM G,
100±6.5%; 20 mM G+500 nM PMA, 142.5±5.7%; + Ro, 101.4±3.6%,
p<0.001, n =9) and partially inhibited glucose (G)-stimulated IR by 38.5±2.2%
(p<0.001, n =9). Similarly, Go also inhibited PMA-induced IR (10 mM G +
500 nM PMA, 292.1±21.9% of G-stimulated response; + 1 pM Go,
130.7±21.4%; p<0.01, n =7) but unlike Re, did not compromise G-induced IR
(10 mM G, 2.12±0.36 ng/islet/h; + 1 pM Go, 2.21±0.38; p>0.2, n =8). In some
experiments, S (1-100 FM) inhibited PMA- and G-induced IR in a
concentration-dependent manner (10 mM G + 500 nM PMA, 183.7±26.3% of
G-induced response, + 100 µM S, 94.1±5.4%, p<0.01, n =7; 10 mM G,
100±13.4%, + 100 µM S, 25.5±4.6 %, p<0.0o1, n =6). However, unlike Ro and
Go, the effects of S tended to be irreproducible between experiments and on
some occasions these concentrations of S were without effect on either PMA- or
G-induced IR. These apparently contradictory results using different PKC
inhibitors presumably reflect non-selectivity of some or all of the inhibitors and
reinforce the conclusion that caution should be applied when using chemical
inhibitors of PKC in pancreatic (3-cells.

448
DISSOCIATION BETWEEN CYTOSOLIC Cat AND INSULIN
RESPONSES IN GLUCOSE-STIMULATED ISLETS FROM DIABETIC GK
RATS

R.M. Santos' 2, R.M. Seica'•', A.P. Salgado', F.C. Pereira', C.M. Antunes', K.
Suzuki4, and L.M. Rosario". 'Centre for Neurociences of Coimbra; 2Dept.
Biochemistry, Fac. of Sciences and Technology, University of Coimbra; 3School of
Medicine, University of Coimbra; 4Dept. of Medicine, Tohoku Kosei-Nenkin
Hospital, Sendai, Japan.

Goto-Kakizaki (GK) rats have been extensively used as an animal model to study
defective insulin release in NIDDM. Since impaired (3-cell metabolism appears to
be a major contributing factor to the GK diabetic syndrome, it has often been
assumed that intracellular Cat  signalling might also be compromised in 13-cells
from GK rats. We have assessed this hypothesis by undertaking a comparative
study of cytosolic free Ca" concentration ([Ca 21;, via fora-2 microfluorometry)
and insulin secretion in glucose-stimulated isolated islets from normal Wistar and
GK rats. GK rats from the Coimbra colony (11-14 weeks) were overtly
hyperglycemic in the fasting state and displayed pronounced glucose intolerance.
Raising glucose concentration from 2 to 11 nilvl evoked a biphasic insulin response
from normal islets (10-fold stimulation over basal at 20 min) and a feeble
monophasic response from GK islets (0.2- and 2-fold stimulation over basal at 20
and 50 min, respectively). hn contrast, the depolarizing aminoacid arginine (20
nzlvl) and the KATP channel blocker tolbutamide (500 µM) stimulated insulin
release and [Ca i*]; to about the same extent in normal and GK islets. Glucose
raised the [Ca241, to the same final extent in normal and GK rats, albeit with a
different time course (notably slower for GK islets). In contrast to normal rat islets,
GK islets often displayed fast [Ca 21], oscillations. We conclude that long term
stimulation of glucose metabolism in 13-cells from diabetic GK rats is sufficient to
elicit an appropriate Ca" signal while being insufficient to provide full support to
the Ca2'-dependent reactions leading to exocylosis (for example, in the form of
adequate cytoplasmic ATP levels).
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Effects of PD098059, an inhibitor of the MAPK cascade, on insulin secretion
from pancreatic 13-cells.
C.J. Burns, E. Hogan, S.L. Howell, P.M. Jones and S.J. Persaud
Biomedical Sciences Division, King's College London, London, UK
We have investigated the expression of members of the MAPK cascade in a
glucose-responsive pancreatic (3-cell line (MIN6) and examined the effects of
modulation of signalling through the cascade on insulin secretion in response
to nutrients and an activator of protein kinase C (PKC). Western blotting
studies using specific antisera demonstrated that MIN6 cells express MAPK
(42 and 44kDa isoforms), MEK (45 and 46kDa isoforms), the activator of
MAPK, as well as raf-1 (-70kDa) and MEK kinase (--76kDa), which activate
MEK in the cascade. The MAPK cascade is blocked by PD 98059 (PD), a
highly selective inhibitor of the phosphorylation and activation of MEK. MIN6
cells showed a dose-dependent increase in insulin secretion in response to
glucose (2mM: 2.2±0.2ng/5000 cells/h; 8mM: 2.9±0.2; 14mM: 5.0±0.5;
20mM: 5.7±0.7; n=9; P<0.001 by ANOVA) and also responded significantly to
10mM ketoisocaproate (KIC; 162±7% basal; n=9; P<0.001). Pre-treatment of
MIN6 cells with 50µM PD for 1-2 hours did not significantly affect insulin
secretion in response to 20mM glucose(G) (20mM G: 5.2±0.31ng/15,000
cells/h; 20mM G+PD: 6.1±0.39; n=7; P>0.1) nor to 10mM KIC (10mM KIC:
5.78±0.39ng/15,000 cells/h; 10mM KIC+PD: 5.7±0.22; n=6; P>0.8). Similarly,
pre-exposure of islets to a range of PD concentrations (0.16-50µM) had no
effect on glucose-stimulated insulin secretion from normal rat islets (2mM G:
0.44±0.10ng/islet/h; 20mM G: 2.21±0.30; +1.6µM PD: 1.96±0.10; +501iM PD:
2.54±0.32; n=8-9; P>0.7 by ANOVA). Activation of PKC with 500nM PMA
potentiated glucose-stimulated insulin secretion from both MIN6 13-cells and
islets, and this was not significantly affected by inhibition of the MAPK
cascade with 501.tM PD (MINE: 20mM G+PMA: 7.85±0.62ng/15,000 cells/h;
20mM G+PMA+PD: 6.66±0.77; n=8, P>0.1; Islets: 20mM G+PMA:
3.27±0.45ng/islet/h; 20mM G+PMA+PD: 2.61±0.50; n=8, P>0.3). These
results suggest that 13-cells express components of the MAPK cascade, but
that signalling through this pathway is not essential for secretion in response
to nutrients, nor to activators of PKC.

450
GLUCOSE TOXICITY ON PANCREATIC 13-CELLS IS NOT DUE TO INSULIN

ACTION OR HYPEROSMOLARITY AND IS COUNTERACTED BY PACAP.

K. Yanagidal' 2 T. Arima2 and T. Yada 1 ' 3 . Departments of 1 Physiology

and 22nd Internal Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, Kagoshima
University, Kagoshima, 3Cellular Metabolism, National Institute for
Physiological Sciences, Okazaki, Japan.

Whether the glucose toxicity on pancreatic 13-cells is produced directly by

hyperglycemia or via high levels of insulin or hyperosmolarity induced

secondary by hyperglycemia was examined. Isolated single 13-cells from

Wistar rats were cultured in a normal condition (5.6 mM glucose) and in

conditions with high glucose (22-33 mM), insulin (10 -5 M) or mannitol

(27.4 mM). After culture for 2-3 days, the 13-cell response to glucose

(8.3 mM), tolbutamide (300 RM) and arginine (10 mM) was assessed by

measurement of the cytoplasmic Cat+ concentration ([Ca 2+]i) by fura-2

microfluorometry. Percentage of 13-cells responding to glucose with an
increase in [Ca2+]i was significantly lower (40%) in the high glucose

culture group than in control group (70%), whereas no difference was

observed between the insulin, mannitol and control groups. The

responsiveness to tolbutamide and arginine was not different between all

the control and test groups. When pituitary adenylate cyclase activating

polypeptide (PACAP) was added in high glucose culture, the

responsiveness to glucose was partially restored (50%) and [Ca2+];
oscillations were frequently superimposed on the [Ca2+]i increase in
response to glucose. In conclusion, the glucose toxicity is not due to the

action of high levels of insulin or hyperosmolarity but primarily to the

hyperglycemia itself. PACAP has an ability to protect 13-cells against

hyperglycemia.

451
REGULATABLE CARBOXYL METHYLATION OF THE CATALYTIC SUBUNIT
OF PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 2A IN THE PANCREATIC 13 CELL
A. Kowluru and S. Metz, University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA
Recently, we identified that the 36 kDa catalytic subunit of protein phosphatase
2A (PP2Ac) undergoes carboxyl methylation (CM) in normal rat islets and INS-
1 cells, an effect accompanied by increased PP2A activity. Recent studies
have described adenine and guanine nucleotides, or glycolytic intermediates,
as modulators of PP2A activity in the pancreatic (i cell. Therefore, we
examined whether these molecules regulate the CM of PP2Ac in p cells. ATP
(-82%), ADP (-81 %), GTP (-83%), or GDP (-88%) all inhibited PP2Ac CM.
Moreover, the latter was also inhibited by mM concentrations of glucose-6-P
(-64%), glucose-1,6 P2 (-44%), fructose-6-P (-18%) or fructose-l,6-P 2 (-53%),
compatible with described inhibitory effects of these modulators on the
phosphatase activity. Additionally, however, the CM of PP2Ac was significantly
stimulated by divalent metal ions (Mn 2  >Mg 2 > Cat+> control); furthermore,
the nucleotide phosphate-mediated inhibition of CM of PP2Ac was completely
reversed by Mn 2+or Mg', suggesting that the effects of phosphorylated
molecules are generalized and non-specific. In most cells, acetyl CoA
carboxylase (ACC) is regulated by phosphorylation (inactive)-
dephosphorylation (active) and indeed, recent studies have implicated PP2A in
the regulation of hepatic ACC activity by dicarboxylic acids and Mg"'.
Therefore, we investigated whether dicarboxylic acids and metal ions regulate
the CM of PP2Ac (and its activity) and ACC in p cells. Glutamate or succinate
stimulated (+ 42-84%) the CM of PP2Ac and increased ACC activity (+ 150%)
in 13 cell homogenates. Okadaic acid (50 nM), a specific inhibitor of PP2A,
abrogated the CM of PP2Ac as well as MgZ*- or glutamate-stimulated ACC
activity in p cell homogenates. These data imply that CM -derived changes in
PP2A activity may contribute to regulation of key enzymes (e.g., ACC) of p cell
intermediary metabolism.

452

GOTO-KAKIZAKI RAT, A MODEL OF GLUCOSE
PRIMING RATHER THAN GLUCOSE TOXICITY?
N.Suzuki, T.Aizawa, N.Asanuma, M.Komatsu and
K.Hashizume. Shinshu University, Matsumoto, Japan.

This study was designed to delineate the nature of (3
cell dysfunction in a model ofenetically determined non-
obese diabetes, the Goto-Kakizaki (GK) rat. Pancreatic (3 cell
function was analyzed immediately after weaning and 5
weeks thereafter, comparing animals with or without insu-
lin treatment during the interval. In 3.5 week-old GK rats,
fasting plasma glucose was significantly elevated with nor-
moinsulinaemia, and the islet insulin content was reduced
by 33%. When incubated with 3-30 mM glucose in vitro, the
islets from 3.5 week-old GK rats showed reduced glucose
sensitivity, i.e., the EC50 values were 19.5 and 15.9 mM, and
the Hill constants for the positive cooperativity 2.1 and 4.2,
in the islets of GK and the control rats, respectively. On the
other hand, the maximum response to glucose was not at-
tenuated when reduced islet insulin content was consid-
ered. In 8.5 week-old GK rats, hyperglycaemia worsened
and glucose-stimulated insulin release by the islets more
severely impaired. A daily sc insulin (Novolin U®) injec-
tion from the age of 3.5 to 8.5 weeks significantly prevented
worsening of hyperglycaemia, which was accompanied by
a near-total obliteration of glucose (6-30 mM) -stimulated
insulin release by the islets: An acceleration of 13 cell dys-
function by insulin treatment in the GK rat implies the 13
cell dysfunction is not due to glucose toxicity in this model.
On the contrary, the rat may well be a model of (3 cell glu-
cose priming.
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G-PROTEIN-mRNA REGULATION: A MECHANISM FOR HETEROLOGOUS
DESENSITIZATION OF INSULIN SECRETION IN INS-1 CELLS
E. J. Verspohl, S. Kesper, Dept. Pharmacol., Inst. Pharm. Chem., Miinster, Germany

Prolonged exposure of cells to an agonist usually results in an attenuation of the
cellular response. We investigated the regulation of mRNA levels of G-protein a s-
and a0-subunits in an insulin-secreting cell line (INS-1) and its influence on

insulin secretion by northern blot analysis using specific DIG-labeled DNA probes
and by RIA. Exposure to epinephrine (50 µM) for 8 h decreases a s- and a0-

mRNA levels to 58% and 72%, resp. After 24 h exposure a0-mRNA levels are
increased to 150%, whereas as-mRNA levels reach control levels. Isoprenaline
(10 IuM) does not influence either mRNA level. Treatment with the specific a 2-

agonist UK 14.304 (1 µM) (5-bromo-6-[2-imidazolin-2-ylamino]-quinoxaline)

shows the same effects as epinephrine indicating that epinephrine actions are
mediated via a2-adrenoceptors. Exposure to either incretin hormone glucagon-like
peptide I (GLP-1) (10 nM) and gastric inhibitory polypeptide (GIP) (10 nM)
increases as- and a0-mRNA levels (GLP-1: 129% and 137%; GIP: 131% and
182%). The Cat+-channel blocker verapamil causes a reduction of a0-mRNA

(85%). Incubation with either GIP or GLP-1 together with verapamil decreases
a0-mRNA levels (54% and 77%) showing that the increase of ao-mRNA depends
on Cat -influx into the cell. This regulation of mRNA levels is accompanied by
reciprocal changes in insulin secretion. Looking at heterologous desensitization an

8 h preincubation with UK 14.304 leads to an increased insulin secretion due to

stimulation with GLP-1 (227%) or 8.3 mM glucose (137%) compared to non-

pretreated cells (143%, 100%).The GIP effect on insulin release is decreased by

pretreatment with GLP-1 (239% to 123%), the UK 14.304 effect from 37% to

27% and the glucose effect from 100% to 47%. Similar results were obtained for

GIP-preincubation. The modulation of insulin secretion parallels the regulation of
a0-mRNA levels. We, therefore, conclude that a 0-mRNA regulation plays an
important role in heterologous desensitization of insulin secretion.
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B-CELL GLUCOTOXICITY AND HEXOSAMINE BIOSYNTHESIS PATHWAY
Y. Sako, K. Iwashige, Y. Yoshikawa, T. Shimoike, T. Sano, T. Kuroki,

Y. Ono, T. Hashimoto, F.Umeda and H.Nawata: The Third Department

of Internal Medicine, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan

We tested the hypothesis that glucosamine, a putative activator

of glucotoxicity in vitro through acceleration of the hexosamine

biosynthesis pathway, may also play a role in glucose-induced

impairment of B-cell function. Pancreatic islets were isolated

by collagenase digestion from 220-280g male Wistar rats. After

48h islets culture with DMEM containing 5.5 or 22mM glucose,

16.7mM glucose-induced insulin secretion from the islets was es-

timated by static incubation. 16.7 mM glucose-induced insulin

secretion of islets cultured with 22mM glucose was significantly

decreased compaired with that of islets cultured with 5.5mM glu-

cose (50.8± 10.8 vs. 89.5±7. 9, p U/islet/h, p<0. 01) . This impair-

ment of insulin secretion by high glucose culture was partially

improved by co-culture with 10µM azaserine, a specific inhibit-

or of the rate-limiting enzyme(glutamine:fructose 6-phoshate

amidotransferase) of hexosamine pathway(68.2±6.7 vs. 50.8±10.8,

p<0.05). 16.7mM glucose-induced insulin secretion of islets cyl -

tured with 5.5mM glucose was significantly inhibited by co-cul-

ture with 5 or 20mM glucosamine in a dose-dependent manner (106,8

±9.6 vs. 63.7±8.8, 33.4±5.6, p<0.05), whereas 20mM arginine-

induced insulin secretion was unaffected by co-culture with glu-

cosamine. On the other hand, 5mM mannosamine or 5mM galactosa-

mine, added to the same protocol, had no significant effects on

16.7mM glucose-induced insulin secretion. These results indicate

that an increase of glucosamine in B-cell hexosamine biosynthe-

sis may play an important role in B-cell glucotoxicity.
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ACTIVATION BY GLUCOSE OF THE CARBOXYL METHYLATION OF y
SUBUNITS OF TRIMERIC G-PROTEINS IN PANCREATIC 13 CELLS
A. Kowluru, G. Li, and S. Metz, University of Wisconsin -Madison, USA
Like most low molecular mass G-proteins, y subunits of trimeric G-proteins
undergo post-translational modifications (e.g., carboxyl methylation; CM) at
their C-terminii. Herein, we examined whether CM of Gy is regulatable in
isolated II (HIT-TI 5) cells. Using selective antisera, we localized y,,y2.y5, and
y7 isoforms in 13 cells. Of these, GTP[S] significantly stimulated the CM of y 2

and y5 in broken cells. Acetyl farnesyl cysteine (100 pM), a competitive
inhibitor of prenyl cysteine methyl transferases, completely inhibited the CM of
these proteins. Exposure of intact HIT cells to either glucose (11.1 mM) or KCI
(40 mM) resulted in a rapid (within 30 sec) and sustained (at least up to 60
min) stimulation of y subunit CM. Immunoprecipitation studies indicated that
glucose and KCI differentially modulated the carboxyl methylation of each of
the four isoforms. Either removal of extracellular calcium (via EGTA) or
depletion of intracellular GTP (via the synthesis inhibitor, mycophenolic acid)
markedly attenuated the ability of glucose or KCI to stimulate the CM of these
proteins. Pretreatment of intact HIT cells with pertussis toxin (PTx; 100 ng/ml
overnight), which selectively inactivates G, and G o, markedly attenuated the
stimulatory effects of glucose or potassium without altering the concomitant
rises in [Ca2'],. Glucose-induced CM of isoforms y 2 and y5 was abrogated by
coprovision of (2 pM) indomethacin. Conversely, PGE 2 (10 pM), which is
known to activate G, and G o in HIT cells and thereby would dissociate a from
Rye stimulated the CM of isoforms y Z and y5 in intact and broken HIT cells.
These data indicate that the CM of y subunits of trimeric G-proteins in insulin-
secreting cells may be facilitated by dissociation of the trimer into a and 3y.
Regulation of such a cascade by glucose, an effect dependent on calcium
influx and the consequent activation of phospholipases releasing arachidonic
acid, implies a role for the CM of y subunits in [i cell function.
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DIFFERENTIAL IMPACT OF PALMITATE AND GLUCOSE ON INSULIN
RELEASE FROM INS-1 CELLS.
K.K Alstrup, B.Brock and K.Hermansen, Department of Endocrinology and Metabolism,
Aarhus University Hospital, Tage-Hansen gade 2, DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark.

Studies in 13-cell lines and islets have demonstrated that elevated glucose concentrations
have a detrimental effect on the ability of the 13-cell to secrete insulin. In vivo and in vitro
studies have furthermore revealed that elevated levels of free fatty acids induce impaired
13-cell function corresponding to the abnormalities being present in NIDDM. Since
increased glucose and lipid levels often operate concomitantly in diabetes, it is important
to clarify how the combination of elevated glucose and fatty acids influence insulin
secretion from 13-cells. The aim of the present study was to elucidate how the exposure to
high palmitate and glucose in combination influences the insulin release from INS-1 cells.
Firstly, we focussed on insulin output after culturing for 4 days at either 3.3, 6.6, 11.0, or
16.7 mM glucose with concomitant addition of 0, 0.05, 0.1 or 0.2 mM palmitate
respectively. Subsequently, we tested the responsivness of the INS-1 cells to 3.3 mM
(basal secretion) and 16.7 mM glucose (stimulated secretion). Cells were cultured in a
modified RPMI 1640 medium containing different glucose and palmitate concentrations.
Insulin secretion was measured by RIA. Mann-Whitneys nonparametric test was used for
comparisons. At all glucose concentrations applied (3.3-16.7 mM) the addition of 0.05
mM palmitate for 4 days caused an increase in insulin output (p<0.05), whereas the
exposure to higher palmitate concentrations (0.2 mM) resulted in decreased insulin output
(p<0.05) compaired to culturing without palmitate. After 4 days culture in the prescence
of 3.3 mM glucose and 0.1 mM palmitate basal insulin secretion was increased compaired
to culturing without palmitate (p<0.05), whereas the addition of 0.2 mM palmitate had no
influence on basal insulin secretion. In contrast in the prescence of higher glucose levels
(6.6-16.7 mM) palmitate (0,1-0.2 mM) caused an inhibition of basal insulin release
(p<0.05). When culturing the INS-1 cells in increasing glucose levels (from 3.3 to 16.7
mM) the glucose stimulated insulin secretion declined. The simultanous addition of an
increasing amount of palmitate resulted in a more pronounced suppression of glucose
stimulated insulin secretion. In conclusion We have demonstrated, that the inter-
relationship between glucose and pahnitate plays a crucial role for the INS-I cell function.
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ROLE OF MAP KINASE IN THE FORMATION OF INSULIN-
PRODUCING CELLS FROM PANCREATIC AR42J CELLS
M.Furukawa, H.Mashima and I.Kojima. Institute for Molecular &
Cellular Regulation, Gunma University, Maebashi 371, Japan.

Rat pancreatic AR42J cells are derived from an acinar cell
tumor and possess properties characteristic of both exocrine
and neuroendocrine cells. When AR42J-B13 cells, a subclone
of AR42J, are exposed to a combination of activin A and
hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), they stop growing and convert
into insulin-secreting cells within three days. The present study
was conducted to identify the signal transduction pathway
involved in the differentiation of AR42J cells induced by activin
A and HGF. AR42J cells were incubated for three days with
activin A and HGF in the presence or absence of wortmannin,
rapamycin or PD098059. Then insulin-producing cells were
determined by immunocytochemistry. Wortmannin, an inhibitor
of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase did not affect the formation of
insulin-positive cells induced by activin A and HGF. Likewise,
rapamycin, an inhibitor of activation of p70 S6 kinase, did not
affect the effect of activin A and HGF. In cotrast, PD098059, an
inhibitor of activation of MAP kinase kinase, inhibited the
formation of insulin-positive cells in a concentration-dependent
manner. In AR42J-B13 cells, HGF but not activin A induced a
sustained activation of MAP kinase, which was blocked by
PD098059. These results suggest that the MAP kinase
pathway is involved in the formation of insulin-secreting cells
from amylase-secreting AR42J cells.

458
REDUCED INSULIN RELEASE FROM MICROENCAPSULATED
PANCREATIC ISLETS AFTER TRANSPLANTATION.
J. Druzynska, M. Cybal and C. Wojcikowski. Department of Endocrinology,
Institute of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical University, Gdansk, Poland

The application of a semipenneable membrane as a mechanical barrier is an
attractive approach to the protection of transplanted tissue from the host's immune
system. The present study was undertaken to assess the function of islets
microencapsulated in alginate-poly-L-lysine-alginate (APA) membranes after their
transplantation into streptozotocin-diabetic and normal, non-diabetic recipients.
Isolated rat pancreatic islets were microencapsulated in APA-membranes and
transplanted intraperitoneally into recipients. Islet containing microcapsules were
recovered by peritoneal lavage 14 days after transplantation into diabetic mice and
after 1, 7 and 14 days after implantation to normal recipients. Recovered
microencapsulated islets were subjected to determination of the in vitro insulin
release during incubation.
Microencapsulated islet transplantation restored normoglycemia in diabetic
recipients. In contrast, the freshly-prepared free islet grafts were rapidly rejected.
The microencapsulated islet implants removed from diabetic recipients showed a
significant response to 20 mM glucose plus 1 pM forskolin challenge during
incubation in vitro, although the amount of insulin released to the incubation media
was significanti) reduced as compared to freshly-microencapsulated islets.
Reduction of insulin secretion was also found during incubation of
microencapsulated islets retrieved from normal recipients 1, 7 and 14 days after
transplantation. The insulin secretion from islet explants from diabetic mice did not
differ from that of normal controls (0,68±0.2 vs. 0.9310.2 ng/45 min/islet;
p>0.05).
Our results suggest that islet transplantation into peritoneal cavity may impair islet
function. This finding may explain why the relatively large number of islets is
required to achieve normal or near-normal blood glucose control in diabetic
recipients.
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Properties of Human Pancreatic (3-Cell-Lines Developed Using
Retroviral Vectors Expressing SV40 T-Antigen and H-rasva 112

F. Levine, S. Wang, G.M. Beattie, M.I. Mally, V. Cirulli, A.D. Lopez,
and A. Hayek. University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, USA
Our goal is to develop cell lines from human (3-cells for diabetes
therapy and for research on pancreatic endocrine cell biology. We have
created human pancreatic endocrine cell lines, HAP-5, TRM-1, and
TRM-6, from 18 week ICCs and 24-week fetal islets, respectively.
They were isolated using a retroviral vector expressing SV40 T-antigen
and H-ras"^ 12 . This vector, LoTPRRNLo, contains a lac repressor
binding site in the LTR for inducible oncogene expression. The cell
lines express markers consistent with their origin from endocrine cells
and endocrine cell precursors, including low levels of insulin in early
passages. However, insulin expression was lost over time. Interestingly,
later passages of the adult fl-cell line HAP-5 expresses glucagon and
somatostatin, but not insulin, by both RT-PCR and radioinnnunoassay.
The fact that cell lines from mature endocrine cells produce only low
levels of pancreatic hormones suggests that oncogene expression is
causing dedifferentiation. We have found that primary pancreatic
endocrine cells undergo similar changes in differentiation state when
grown in monolayer culture on extracellular matrix in the presence of
hepatocyte growth factor, suggesting that the signal transduction
pathways that are being stimulated in the primary cells and in the cell
lines are overlapping. Expression of the lac repressor gene in the cell
lines results in growth arrest due to oncogene downregulation. Current
efforts are focused on inducing differentiation in the cell lines as well
as developing new cell lines using oncogenes that may permit retention
of differentiated function. In summary, we have developed an efficient
system for creating human pancreatic fl-cell lines, but more work needs
to be done on maintaining differentiated characteristics.

460
SUCCESSFUL ISLET TRANSPLANTATION USING PLANAR TYPE DIFFUSION
MEMBRANE DEVICES
K. Suzuki', S.Bonner-Weir', N.TrivediI, K-H Yoon',
J. Hollister-Lock', C. K. Colton' and G. C. Weir'.
Joslin Diabetes Center, Harvard Medical School', Boston and
Massachusetts Institute of Technology', Cambridge, USA.

Immunobarrier devices may protect transplanted islets from im-
mune destruction in diabetic recipients, but there are questions
about the number of islets that be supported within these de-
vices. Alginate (1%) solution was used to form a gel to prevent
clumping of islets in the devices (two laminated PTFE membranes
held together by titanium rings, Baxter Healthcare). Varying
numbers of syngeneic mouse islets (1000,750,500,250) were load-
ed into each device, which were implanted into epididymal fat
pads of streptozocin diabetic B6AF1 mice. Some mice received two
devices containing 500 islels each. After transplantation random
blood glucose levels and body weight were measured for 4 weeks.
The percentage of mice achieving glucose levels <200mg/dl were
34.2%(1000), 29.6%(750), 43.8%(500), 18.8%(250) and 59.3%(500X2).
The mean insulin content of these devices for these groups
ranged from 2.5 to 12.9 ug, with there being no correlation with
the initial number of islets. Many mice maintained euglycemia
for 12 weeks. These results provide new information about opti-
mal packing density for these devices. With this approach 500
islets appears to be the optimal number with no benefit being
obtained from adding larger numbers. Limitation of oxygen supply
is likely to be responsible for this limitation in packing den-
sity. These results provide information about the sizes (surface
area) of diffusion devices that are required for successful
transplantation.
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Ex vivo expansion of human pancreatic endocrine cells on HTB-
9 matrix.
G M Beattie, V Cirulli, A D Lopez and A Hayek, The Whittier
Institute, UCSD, la Jolla CA USA
Cell transplantation, as a therapy for diabetes, will be facilitated by ex

vivo expansion of cells without loss of differentiative characteristics.

The aim of this study was to determine the optimal conditions for in vitro
growth of functional human pancreatic endocrine tissue. We examined

the mitogenicity of matrices from a variety of cell lines. Proliferation
was more pronounced in cells growing on matrices from bladder
carcinoma cell lines and significantly higher in monolayers grown on
matrix from the human cell line HTB-9 (p>0.05). After 14 days there

was a >100 fold proliferative increase, augmented to >200 fold when
hepatocyte growth factor/ scatter factor was added. However,
hepatocyte growth factor/ scatter factor induced a rapid decrease in
insulin content. Without the growth factor, fetal cell monolayers

increased 4 fold without insulin loss and 12 fold with insulin levels still at
40% of unexpanded cells. Adult islet cells increased 3 fold without insulin

loss and 5 fold with insulin levels still at 75%, while retaining a normal

response to secretagogues. Together, these results show that HTB-9

matrix provides the best stimulatory effects on replication of human
endocrine cells with little loss of in vitro function.
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A BIO-ARTIFICIAL ENDOCRINE PANCREAS ( BIO-AEP ) FOR
THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES.

H.Ohgawara, S.Hirotani and S.Karibe. Tokyo Women's Medical
College, Tokyo, Japan.

Immunoisolation is a potentially important approach to transplanting
islets without any immunosuppressive therapy. Immunoisolation
systems have been conceived in which the transplanted tissue is
separated from the immune system of the host by an artificial barrier

A diffusion chamber for a bioartificial endocreine pancreas ( Bio-
AEP ) was constructed by placing pancreatic B-cells trapped in a
mixed matrix containing agarose and collagen-gel, supplemented with
nicotinamide, in the center of a ring holder sandwiched between
nuclepore membranes , which were shielded by silicone.
In vivo experiment, we studied nucleopore membranes of different

pore size ( 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05um ) employed as the
semipermeable membrane providing a mechanical barrier between the
endocrine pancreatic graft and the host's immune system. In a
twenty-week experiment, a return to normoglycemia was observed in
STZ-diabetic rats implanted with Bio-AEPs fitted with membranes of
pore size 0.1 um. However, in other rats implanted with Bio-AEPs
with membranes of differeant pore sizes, normoglycemia continued for
only a very short period.
The experiment was evaluated a suitable pore size for the nuclepore
membrane for immunoisolation during xenoimplantation of the Bio-AEP.
The protective effect of the Bio-AEP from humoral immunity was
determined in vitro, using sensitized sheep erythrocytes (EA5 ). A
compliment protein could not destroy the cell membranes of EAs in the
diffusion chamber with 0.1 um pore size.

The results indicated that the Bio-AEP with a 0.1 um pore size
membrane should be useful for the implantation of xenograft pancreatic
endocrine cells in diabetic animals and may open a new field in the
therapy of human IDDM.

463
LONG-TERM INCUBATION OF HUMAN FETAL ISLETS WITH GROWTH
HORMONE: A DOSE DEPENDENT EFFECT ON INSULIN SECRETION
P.B.Dordevic, N.M.Lalic, A.Jotic, K.Lalic, I.Paunovic, M.Zamaklar,V.Dimitrijevic,
Lj.Lukic and N.Rajkovic, Institute for Endocrinology, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
In our previous studies we have shown that a long-term in vitro incubation with
growth hormone (GH) preserves the insulin secretion capacity of isolated human
fetal islets in the pretransplantation period, but the dose dependency of this effect
has not yet been clarified. The aim of this study was to analyse the effect of a long-
term (15 days) incubation with 250 µg/1 (protocol A) , 500 µg/1 (protocol B), 1000
µg/1 (protocol C) and 2000 µg4 GH (Genotropin, Kabi Phannacia) (protocol D) on
glucose+theophyllin-stimulated insulin response of isolated human fetal islets. The
islets were obtained from pancreata originating from 16 - 24 old fetuses by
collagenase digestion, and cultured in the media containing 10% fetal calf serum at
37°C, 5%CO2. The insulin secretion capacity was evaluated by determining insulin
levels in the culture media after one hour incubation with 1.67 and 16.7 mmol/l
glucose+5mmol/l theophyllin sequentially and expressed as the percentage of the
increase in insulin levels after stimulation. We found that in protocols A and B the
glucose+theophyllin-stimulated insulin response declined significantly, showing
similar patterns of the decline in the islets incubated with GH and in those without
GH (A: GH+: day 0: 736.5+/-61.6%, day 15:478.9+/-39.4%, p<0.05; GH-: day 0:
342.6+/-31.6%, day 15: 235.7+/-29.7%, p<0.05; B: GH+: day 0: 747.5+/-72.6%,
day 15: 513.8+/-45.8%, p<0.05; GH-: day 0: 331.2+/-29.5%, day 15: 219.8+/-
34.6%, p<0.05). However, in protocols C and D, the insulin response did not
decline in the GH-incubated islets (C:day 0: 731.7+/-69.5%, day 15: 735.5+/-
64.8%; D: day 0: 737.8+/-67.8%, day 15: 734+1-72.8%; p=NS respectively).
Simultaneously, the secretory response remarkably declined in the control islets
incubated without GH (C: day 0: 357.6+/-37.9%, day 15: 232.8+/-27.8%; D: day 0:
332.6+/-39.3%, day 15: 253.2+/-28.4%, p<0.05 respectively). Our results have
demonstrated that the long-term incubation with GH was efficient in preventing the
decline of the in vitro insulin secretory capacity of isolated human fetal islets, but
this beneficial effect was dose dependent and it could not be achieved with very low
GH concentrations.

464
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ALLOXAN TOXICITY IN ISLET

GRAFTS PREPARED FROM DIFFERENT SPECIES

B. Tyrberg and A. Andersson. Department of Medical Cell Biology,
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.

Alloxan has for long been known as a diabetogenic substance in experimental ani-

mals, but we recently showed that human islets are resistant to alloxan. There are, at
present, no systematic comparative studies with regard to the alloxan sensitivity of
3-cells in different species. Therefore, we compared the alloxan sensitivity of grafts
prepared from adult human, mouse, rat, dog, guinea pig and fetal pig islets.

For this purpose the islets were transplanted under the kidney capsule of nude mice.
Two weeks later (eight weeks in case of fetal pig islets) alloxan (85 mg/kg) or

saline (controls) was injected i.v. One week thereafter the mice were killed and the

islet grafts and pancreata fixed for immunohistochemistry. The number of 13-cells
was then evaluated with a semi quantitative method in sections immunostained for

insulin. As expected the endogenous pancreata showed total 13-cell destruction in all
alloxan injected recipients. The morfology of the human islet grafts did not differ

from that seen in the saline controls. The same hold true for the 13-cells of the guinea
pig and pig islet grafts. Quite in contrast, the fl-cells of the islet grafts from mouse
(p<0.001 vs control, non-parametric Mann-Whitney test), rat (p<0.001) and dog

(p<0.05) were almost totally destroyed. Preliminary data suggest that in alloxan-

exposed guinea pig islets there was a high proliferative activity evidenced by auto-
radiographical examinations.

This study shows that there are distinct species differences with regard to the 3-cell
sensitivity to the classical diabetogenic substance alloxan. The mechanisms involved

have so far not been possible to identify, but it is obvious that the present experi-

mental protocol lends itself very suitable for such studies. The finding that, in

relation to man, both close (pig) and more distant (guinea pig) species have alloxan-
resistant 13-cells might implicate that different mechanisms, evolved separately,
underly this resistance.
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DISTRIBUTION AND DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGE OF ANNEXIN V IN RAT
PANCREATIC ISLETS
R. Miyoshi, M. Tokuda, M. Ohnishi, N. Uemura, Y. Hosokawa, H.
Hosokawa, K. Kawanishi, 0. Hatase, T. Ishida, and J. Takahara. Kagawa
Medical University, Kagawa, Japan
Annexins are a family of structurally related proteins which bind to

phospholipids in a Ca2 +-dependent manner. Annexin V is a member of
the annexin family and it has recently been reported to form Cat+-
channels and may act as a regulator of protein kinase C. Thus, annexin
V may play a role for hormone secretion and differentiation in
endocrine tissues. In this study, we investigated the expression
patterns and the dynamic changes of annexin V in the rat pancreatic
islets during postnatal development by both Western blot analysis and
immunohistochemistry using polyclonal anti-annexin V antibody. We
performed the isolation of pancreatic islets from 3 weeks-old (w.o.) to
15 w.o. of male Sprague-Dawley rats for Western blot analysis. Also
rat pancreas from 1 w.o.to 15 w.o. were fixed with 4%

paraformaldehide in PBS and embedded in paraffin for
immunohistochemistry. Pancreatic islets were exclusively shown to
express annexin V, while exocrine tissues were not. Capillary
endotherial cells in pancreas were also stained. Annexin V was present
in both a and (3 cells in islets. Strong staining was detected on the cell
membrane and in peri-membranous area of islet cells. The expression
level of annexin V in pancreatic islets gradually increased with
postnatal development, but it became constant after 12 weeks-old. The
present study suggested that annexin V may be related to the
maturation of the function of pancreatic islets.

466

NORMAn PANREATIC ISLETS TRANSPLANTATION IMPROVES
DIABETIC PROGRESSION OF NIDDM MODEL(OLETF) RATS
I.Katsuragi, T.Okeda, H.Sakino, N.Noda, K.Tsuda, T.Seguchi,
T.Noguchi, K.Ina and T.Sakata, Oita Medical University, Oita, JAPAN
To investigate the effect of normal islets transplantation on NIDDM, we
employed Otsuka Long Evans Tokushima Fatty (OLETF) rats which
manifest obesity, degeneration of pancreatic islets, proliferation of
mesangial matrix and nodular lesion of renal glomeruli as a NIDDM
model rat. Normal islets from Wister King A rats were implanted into
the portal vein of OLETF rats at their age of 12 weeks before onset of
diabetes (n=7). Normal 1500 islets were cultured at 24 °C for 7 days and
transplanted into the liver. Fasting plasma glucose and insulin, body
weight, and histopathological changes in the pancreas and kidneys
were evaluated 33 weeks after transplantation. Body weight gain in the
transplanted group rats was started to be suppressed 6 weeks after
transplantation (p<0.05). Islets transplantation lowered fasting plasma
glucose level 20 weeks after grafting (p<0.05), but leaving fasting
insulin levels unaffected. Hyperplastic and fibrotic changes in pancreatic
islets of the transplanted group were suppressed 33 weeks after
grafting. The proliferation of the mesangial matrix in gromeruli of the
transplanted group was suppressed in comparison to those of controls
(normal gromeruli 10.9% vs 24.6%, proliferation of the mesangial
matrix: mild 44.2% vs 52.7%, moderate 24.6% vs 14.5%, diffuse
20.2% vs 6.9%; control vs transplanted group, respectively). These
results indicate that transplantation of normal pancreatic islets into the
portal vein of OLETF rats improves progression of the NIDDM model.

467

13-CELL MASS DYNAMICS DURING GLUCOSE INFUSION
D.T. Finegood, D. Tzur, W.E. Fieldus, M.D. McArthur, N. Dhatt and
A. Dunichand-Hoedel. Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British
Columbia, Canada.

Bonner-Weir and colleagues previously demonstrated that infusion of
50% dextrose for 4 days resulted in a 60% increase in 13-cell mass, a 5
fold increase in 13-cell replication rate and a 60% increase in
individual cell size. Although no morphologic evidence of apoptosis
was found, calculation of cell numbers after 4 days of glucose or
saline infusion suggests that the increase in mass was not due to an
increase in the number of cells and that the 5 fold increase in
replication must be balanced by a 5 fold increase in cell death.
Presently, we have re-examined this paradigm in an effort to elucidate
the dynamic changes in 13-cell mass. 50% dextrose was infused at 2
ml/min. Cohorts of glucose infused rats were killed on days 0 (n=3),
1 (n=4), 2 (n=3), 3 (n=4), 4 (n=4), 5 (n=2) and 6 (n=2) and compared
to similar cohorts of control animals. During glucose infusion, tail
vein plasma glucose levels rose from 6.9 ± 0.1 mM to 25.4 ± 0.8 mM
after 1 day. Plasma glucose remained elevated after 2 days of
infusion (24.4 ± 1.7 mM) but was reduced by day 3 (11.6 ± 1.1 mM)
and persisted at this level for the remainder of the infusion period.
There was no significant effect of glucose infusion on plasma free
fatty acid levels (P > 0.05). 13-cell mass was increased in response to
the glucose infusion (P < 0.05). 13-cell mass dynamics were complex,
giving the best fit to a 3rd order polynomial of 13-cell mass versus
time. There was an initial increase in 13-cell mass in the first day (6.1
± 0.8 versus 4.2 ± 1.0 mg), a plateau between days 2 and 5, and a
further increase to 9.9 ± 0.4 mg on day 6. These data suggest that [3-
cell mass dynamics during glucose infusion do not mirror changes in
plasma glucose. The presence of hyperglycemia may restrain the
growth in the 13-cell mass until sufficient adaptation has occurred.
(Supported by Medical Research Council of Canada).
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Inefficacy in prolonging pancreatic islets allograft survival after multiple
oral administrations of low doses of highly purified islets.
B.Senesi, V. Curiale, L. Lione, A. Puddu, A. Pedemonte, A. Pastorino*
and G.L. Viviani. D.I.M.I., Dipartimento di Medicina Intern, *Istituto di
Anatomia Patologica, University di Genova, Italy.
Oral antigen administration has been shown to prolong allograft
survival. The aim of this study was to investigate the implications of the
effects which repeated administrations of purified antigenic material in
inducing immunologic tolerance of islets transplantation. We used
genetically and antigenically distant strains of inbred rats such as Lewis
and PVGs. Streptozotocin-induced diabetic PVG rats received daily an
intragastric administration of purified islets from donors Lewis rats.
These injections were performed from 7 days before TX until rejection
occurred. No immunosuppressive agents were administred. Rats were
injected with 3000 fresh Lewis islets into an affluent of their superior
mesenteric vein. We did not find any significant difference between islet
survival rates in the tolerized and control groups: mean graft survival
was 3 days (range 0-4) for the tolerized group and 2 days (range 0-7)
for the control group. Histological analysis from the animals with the
shortest survival of the graft shows the presence of endothelitis in
association with large infiltration of monocytes in the liver. On the
other hand, animals with a longer survival of the graft did not have the
endothelites. These results suggest that multiple oral administrations of
low doses of highly purified islets is not as effective in achieving islets
survival rate as those reported for single dose administration of low
purified pancreatic tissue. The results obtained make us believe that at
this moment in time this experiment is not apt to induce allograft
immunologic tolerance.
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LIMITED REPLICATION OF PANCREATIC B-CELLS
CHRONICALLY EXPOSED TO HIGH GLUCOSE.
M.Raurell, V.Nacher, M.Biarnes, JF.Merino, O.Aranda, J.Soler
and E.Montanya. Laboratori de Diabetis i Endocrinologia
Experimental. CSUB-Hospital de Bellvitge. Barcelona. Spain.

To study the effects of chronic exposure to high glucose
on pancreatic B-cell replication, rat islets were cultured at 11.1
and 22.2 mM glucose for 7 or 14 days with or without human
growth hormone (hGH) (1 sg/ml). BrdU was added for the final
24 hours of culture; B-cell replication was expressed as
percentage of BrdU positive B-cells. Insulin secretion was
measured by RIA. B-cell replication was increased after 7 days
of culture at 22.2 mM glucose (11.1 mM: 1.01±0.19%; 22.2
mM: 1.64±0.19%, p<0.05), but not after 14 days (11.1 mM:
0.21±0.04%; 22.2 mM: 0.33±0.09%). However, islets cultured
at 22.2 mM glucose for 14 days maintained a higher insulin
secretion (11.1mM: 1.98±0.18 ng/h/islet; 22.2mM: 3.03±0.41
ng/h/islet, p<0.05). hGH increased B-cell replication both in
islets cultured at 11.1 mM glucose (7 days: 4.24±0.48%,
p<0.001; 14 days: 1.99±0.18%, p<0.001) and 22.2 mM glucose
(7 days: 2.64±0.23%, p<0.01; 14 days: 1.89±0.10%, p<0.001)
compared to islets cultured with no hGH. In summary, when
B-cells were chronically exposed to high glucose the capacity
to increase replication in response to glucose became limited,
but islets were able to respond to other mitogenic factors,
suggesting that the limited B-cell replication was specific for
glucose.
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EFFECT OF VASOACTIVE INTESTINAL POLYPEPTIDE ON INSULIN
SECRETION FROM ISLETS AFTER TRANSPLANTATION OR PROLONGED
CULTURE
C.-L.Shil, S.Person-Sjogrenl, I.-B.Taljedall, S.Forsgren 2 and U.Kj6re11 2 .
Department of Histology and Cell Biologyl and Department of y atomy 2, Umea
University, Umea, Sweden.
Transplanted mouse islets loose their responses to cholinergic and adrenergic
stimulation. To test whether the peptidergic response is also modified by prolonged
denervation, we studied the effect of vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) on
glucose-induced insulin release from islets kept in culture or transplanted under the
kidney capsule of syngeneic BALE /c mice. Insulin secretion induced by 16.7 mmol/1
D-glucose was potentiated by VIP (10 nmol/1) by 56±10% (mean±SEM; p<0.05) in
fresh islets hand-picked directly after collagenase digestion. When islets were purified
by dextran density centrifugation (dextran islets) and cultured overnight, the VIP
potentiating effect was lost (12±9%). When dextran islets were transplanted to the
kidney for 4 days, removed, and perifused in vitro, the VIP potentiating effect was
partially recovered (31±9%, p<0.05). The VIP effect was eventually lost 21 -day after
transplantation (-2±10%). When islets were hand-picked without dextran (hand-picked
islets) the potentiating effect of VIP was not affected by overnight culture (56±16%,
p<0.02). Four days of culture abolished the potentiating effect of VIP in both dextran
and hand-picked islets (- 19±22%, and -7±16%). When VIP (10 nmol/1) was added to
culture medium, the VIP potentiating effect was diminished in both overnight
cultured dextran and hand-picked islets (- 14±11%, and - 13±24%). However, a marked
potentiating effect of VIP was observed in 4-day cultured dextran or hand-picked islets
(440±170%, and 249±49%). The content of VIP extracted from 4-day islet transplants
(423±123 pg/mg wet) was larger than that from 12-week transplants (2.3±0.1) or
fresh islets (64±16). In conclusion, the effect of VIP on glucose-induced insulin
secretion from islets was diminished by transplantation, dextran and prolonged-in-
vitro-culture. The improved response to VIP in 4-day transplants might be related to
the high VIP content in the grafts. This concept is supported by the fact that an
enhanced VIP response was achieved in 4-day cultured islets by exogenous VIP. We
suggest that local neurocrine release of VIP is important for the secretory function of
transplanted islets.

471
LATE FETAL AND EARLY POST-NATAL MALNUTRITION
IMPAIRS RAT R-CELL DEVELOPMENT
B. Brdant, A. Garofano and P. Czernichow, INSERM U457, Paris, France

A rat model of perinatal malnutrition was developped to study the
role of nutrition on the development of the endocrine pancreas. Severe
caloric restriction (50% of control intake) beginning on day 15 of
pregnancy, was applied to female rats. Three offspring groups were
studied: control group (C), R group (maternal restriction until the end of
lactation) and R/C group (maternal restriction until birth and nursing by
control mothers). At day 1, 7 and 21, pups (5-7) were studied for their
insulin content, B-cell volume fraction and proliferative capacity (analysed
by quantitative morphometry and incorporation of BrdU in vivo).
Maternal caloric restriction led to small-for-gestational-age newborns and
severely growth-retarded weanlings (R pups). Rapid catch-up growth was
observed in R/C pups. At all time points, significant reduction in pancreatic
insulin content, B-cell volume fraction and total I3-cell mass were observed:

	

Ins content, tg/gland	 f3ce11 massing/gland	 %labeled nuclei
dl	 d21	 d1	 d21	 dl	 d2I

C	 8.4±1.2 48.5±2.9	 1.07±0.06	 2.78±0.42	 3.0±0.1	 1.2±0.2
R	 5.2±0.9 17.9±4.3	 0.70±0.06	 0.87±0.23	 3.0±0.3	 1.3±0.2
R/C	 -	 38.5±4.5	 -	 1.58±0.18	 -	 1.0±0.1

At d2l, total f3-cell mass and number were reduced by 70% in R pups and
45% in R/C pups, suggesting long-lasting impairment of this cell
population. Beta-cell BrdU labeling index at each time point was not
different between groups, suggesting malnutrition did not affect the ability
of 13-cells to proliferate. At 3 weeks of life, the calculated mean islet
number was reduced by 50% in R pups and 37% in R/C pups, accounting
largely for the decrease in 13-cell mass.

In conclusion, perinatal caloric restriction impairs f3-cell
development; impaired islet neogenesis can be suggested in this rat model.

472

TYROSINE HYDROXYLASE IN RELATION TO
SOMATOSTATIN IN THE PANCREAS AND ISLET GRAFTS
S. Persson-Sjogrenl, S. Forsgren2 and I.-B. Taljedall.
Department of Histology and Cell Biologyl and Department of
Anatomy2 , Umea University, S-901 87 Umea, Sweden.

During prenatal development, islet progenitor cells coexpress
tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) and somatostatin (SOM). To study
the co-localization of cellular TH-like innnunoreactivity (LI) with
somatostatin in differentiated cells under changed environmental
conditions, islets from C57BL/6 mice were transplanted to the
kidney of syngeneic hosts. For comparison, freshly isolated
islets, cultured islets and islets in adult pancreas were also
examined. TH-LI cells were demonstrated in all groups. The
cells were about the same size as islet endocrine cells and were
randomly scattered in the islet tissue. In the grafts TH-LI cells
decreased after 3 days, whereas at all the other time points, up to
52 weeks, the number of TH-LI cells appeared to be the same as
in adult pancreas. In the transplanted islets some of the TH-LI
cells exhibited TH-LI long smooth nerve fiber like extensions.
Restaining revealed co-localization of TH-LI and SOM-LI in islet
cells. In normal islets in situ, 5 ± 2 % (mean ± SEM, 4 mice) of
the cells coexpressed TH-LI and SOM-LI, while in 52-week old
grafts the corresponding figure was increased (p < 0.05) to 29 ±
7 (5 mice). None of the TH-LI cells with nerve fiber like
extensions exhibited SOM-LI. The results indicate that there are
two populations of somatostatin cells in the islets, and that
transplantation induces an increased expression of TH-LI in
somatostatin cells.
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Alteration of B and a cells development in the pancreas of GK
rats. A quantitative study.

J. MOVASSAT, C. SAULNIER, P. SERRADAS, D. BAILBE and B.
PORTHA. Lab. Physiopathologie de la Nutrition. CNRS - URA 307; Paris
France.

In the GK rat, a genetic model of NIDDM, available histological informations
concerning the development of the endocrine pancreas are conflicting. We have
previously reported that total pancreatic insulin store in GK adult rats from our
colony was depleted by 62% and that 13 cell mass in GK pancreases was
decreased to a similar extent (51%, p<0,05).The aim of this work was to
extensively study the development of the endocrine pancreas in GK rat from
late fetal life until adulthood.We have determined the relative volume and the
mass of B and a cells by immunohistochemistry and morphometry in 21.5 day-
old fetuses, 4, 7 and 14 day-old newborns and 4 month-old adult rats in both
GK and Wistar groups. Our results demonstrate that: 1) there is a very early
alteration of B cells development in the pancreas of GK rat: the total 13 cell
mass in fetal GK pancreas represents only 30% of control value. In newborn
GK rats, the total 13 cell mass was decreased by 60% compared to that of
control newborns. In adult GK rats, the reduced 13 cell mass was associated
with a noticeable alteration in the architecture of large islets which displayed
fibrosis, together with signs of disorganization of the mantle-core relationship.
Concerning a cells, the alteration of their development is a late phenomenon
compared to the 13 cells alteration. A significant decrease of pancreatic
concentration of a cells is detectable in 14-day-old GK rats and persists at
adult age. In conclusion, these data indicate that the reduction of 13 cell mass in
GK rats is a n early event and not a consequence of diabetes (hyperglycaemia)
and should be considered as a primary feature in the pathological sequences
leading to diabetes in GK rats. It is now important to determine the reasons for
the delayed fetal B-cell growth in the GK model and to identify the respective
involvement of 6-cell neogenesis and 13-cell replication in the determinism of
this alteration.

474
DONOR AGE DOES NOT INFLUENCE THE OUTCOME OF
ISLET TRANSPLANTATION.
J-H. Juang, R-S. Hsu, C-H. Kuo and H-S. Huang. Division of
Endocrinology and Metabolism, Chang Gung Memorial
Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.

To know the influence of donor age on the outcome of
transplantation, we isolated islets from C57BL/6 mice, aged
32 weeks (Gr. A) or 8 weeks (Gr. B). The islet number isolated
from Gr. A was higher than that from Gr. B (219±22 vs. 97±4
islets/mouse, P=0.0001). In addition, Gr. A had larger size
(0.129±0.001 vs. 0.117±0.001 mm 2 , P=0.0001) and contained
more insulin (0.92±0.07 vs. 0.47±0.09 tg/150 islets, P<0.005)
as compared with Gr. B. Three hundred islets isolated from Gr.
A or Gr. B were syngeneically transplanted under left kidney
capsule of streptozotocin-diabetic mice. Both groups had
similar patterns of the decrease of blood glucose levels and
the increase of body weights after transplantation.
Normoglycemia was achieved at 4 weeks in both groups and
maintained lifelong (43±4 and 42±4 weeks, respectively). In
conclusion, the islets isolated from donors with different ages
have different characteristics but both of them are effective on
transplantation.
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OFFSPRINGS FROM STREPTOZOTOCIN DIABETIC RATS.LAN-
GERHANS'S ISLETS AFTER BIRTH.
R.R.Rodriguez,A.Renauld,D.Celener,M. C.Susemihl
and R.Perez.Depart.of Physiology and Histology,Me_
dical School,Buenos Aires University,Argentina.
Female Wistar rats,were injected with streptozoto
cin i.p;one week later they were divided in 3
groups:A)severely diabetic blood sugar level abo-
ve 16.5mM/1,B)mildly diabetic between 6.5 and
16.5mM/1,and C)nondiabetic controls.All were ma-
ted with normal males.The areas of pup's Langer-
hans islets were measured 1 and 5 days after par-
turition.On the 1st day,in pups from mildly and
severely diabetic mothers they were smaller than
those from the nondiabetic controls(P(0.001);the
areas in neonates from severely diabetic mothers
showed a more intense decrease than those from
mildly diabetic rats(P40.0o1).On the 5th day,the
areas of Langerhans islets in offsprings from nor
mal mothers decrease and those in pups from diabe
tic mothers tends to normalize(P(0.01)particulary
those from the severely sick group(P40.o1).35% of
65 offsprings from diabetic mothers had fasting
hyperglycemia at that time.Inmunohistochemically
determination of C-peptide in pancreas shows a
significative reduction in pups 1, 5 and 15 days
old compared with controls.In summary diabetes du
ring pregnancy markedly reduced the development
of the islets of Langerhans in fetus,with a ten-
dency to normalize after birth.

476
OPTIMAL INSULIN TREATMENT IN ISLET
TRANSPLANTATION
V.Nacher, JF.Merino, M.Raurell, O.Aranda, J.Soler and E.Montanya.
Laboratori de Diabetis i Endocrinologia Experimental. Endocrine
Unit. CSUB-Hospital de Bellvitge. Barcelona. Spain.

We have previously shown that insulin treatment reduces the
beta cell mass needed to achieve normoglycemia in islet
transplantation (Tx). To identify the optimal insulin treatment
protocol, 6 groups of streptozocin-diabetic C57B1/6 mice Tx with
100 syngenic islets, an insufficient beta cell mass to restore
normoglycemia, were treated with insulin as follows: group 1 (n=9):
day 10 before Tx to day 14 after Tx (-10 to 14); group 2 (n=11):
day 6 before Tx to Tx day (-6 to 0); group 3 (n=11): Tx day to day
6 (0 to 6); group 4 (n=7): Tx day to day 14 (0 to 14); group 5 (n=8):
day 10 to day 24 after Tx (10 to 24); group 6 (n=18): Tx but not
treated with insulin. Grafts were harvested 60 days after Tx, and beta
cell mass was determined. On day 60, normoglycemia had been
achieved in 100% mice in groups 1, 4 and 5, in 73% in group 2,
and in only 45% and 33% in groups 3 and 6 respectively (p<0.05
vs the other groups). Intraperitoneal glucose tolerance, determined
only in normoglycemic mice, was similar in groups 1, 2, 4 and
normal controls; groups 3, 5 and 6 showed high glucose values after
glucose injection (p<0.05 vs normal controls). Beta cell mass was
similar in grafts of normoglycemic mice. In summary, the beneficial
effect of insulin was maximal when insulin treatment was initiated
before Tx day and maintained 2 weeks after Tx. Transient severe
hyperglycemia after Tx (groups 3, 5 and 6) had a deletereous effect
in beta cell function that was not fully corrected when
normoglycemia was achieved.
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TRANSPLANTED FETAL SHEEP PANCREAS: A USEFUL
MODEL TO STUDY ENDOCRINE CELL DEVELOPMENT
B.E.TUCH & F.M.PETCI-IELL Prince of Wales Hospital, Sydney, Australia

The potential of the fetal sheep pancreas as a transplantable source of
insulin-producing cells to reverse diabetes after it is grafted, for example,
into athymic mice, has been investigated and found to be wanting. This
is because B cells do not differentiate well after they are transplanted.
Glucotoxicity is a potential explanation for this because the blood
glucose level of recipient mice is higher than that of fetal sheep (7 vs. 1.5
mM). To test the effect of approximating these fetal conditions blood
glucose levels of recipient athymic mice were lowered for 4 weeks from
7.3 ± 1.6 mM to a nadir of 3.7 ± 1.7 mM by administration of ultralente
beef insulin pellets. This resulted in a 2.7-fold increase in B cells as a
percentage of epithelial-like cells in the graft (controls 17 ± 5, treated 46
± 14%; P = 0.05) and a 5.9-fold increase in the number of glucagon-
containing a cells (controls 7 ± 5, treated 42 ± 14%; P = 0.03). The
increase in endocrine cells was probably due to improved formation from
undifferentiated cells, but greater proliferation of the mature cells is also
a possibility. The effect was transient with endocrine cell numbers
diminishing once the effect of insulin administration ceased: B cells -
controls 12 ± 5, treated 10 ± 3; a cells - controls 26 ± 9, trated 11 ± 7%;
P = not significant. The predominance of the a cell has been noted
previously in transplanted fetal sheep pancreas and is a feature of the
adult sheep islet. It is concluded that while transplanted fetal sheep
pancreas may not be suitable for reversal of diabetes, it is a useful model
for studying how pancreatic endocrine cells develop.
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AN EFFICIENT AUTOMATED METHOD FOR ISOLATION
OF PANCREATIC ISLETS

Y.Nutku(1), A.O.Gtirol(2),G.Yillar(2), N.Oncan(3 ), I.Satman(2) and
M.T.Yrlmaz( 2).

( 1 )TUBITAK, Izmit, (2)Institute for Experimental Medicine, Diabetes
Research Unit, Istanbul University, and (3) Faculty of Science, Istanbul
University, Istanbul-TURKEY

The first step in transplantation of islands of Langerhans from healthy
donors to diabetic individuals requires an efficient automated method for
isolation of the pancreatic islets from donors. Such a mechanism has been
developed by Ricordi et al. This automated method has two main
chambers, one for isolation and another for recirculation and collection.
Recently, we have repeated this work building such an apparatus from
glass. We observed that there was considerable loss of pancreatic islets due
to path traveled from the isolation chamber to the collecting flask. This
was experimentally checked by simply increasing the length of tubing.
The shortest path between these chambers is obviously zero! We have
therefore reconfigured the apparatus of Ricordi et al so that collection of
the islets can take place at the isolation chamber. The isolation chamber
remains the same as in Ricordi et al and it is kept at 37° C by immersion
in a water bath kept at this temperature which in turn is located on top of
a shaker. When tests from a stopcock on the isolation chamber reveal that
islets are detected, the whole chamber is lifted from the water bath at
37° C and immersed in ice. There is the added advantage that in this way
the number of filters required to isolate the islets reduces to one. The
yield of islets obtained through this simplification of Ricordi et al
increases even though the digestion chamber is not kept at 37° C
continuously, provided extra care is taken in the isolation chamber in ice.
The optimum time for stopping the digestion must be determined
experimentally. As a conclusion, at this new method, the recovery for
count of intact isolated pancreatic islets is found to be higher (p<0.01)
than the classical reference method.

479

MECHANISM OF DESTRUCTION OF FETAL PIG PROISLET
XENOGRAFTS IN DIABETIC NOD RECIPIENT MICE
J.D. Wilson, C.J. Simeonovic, M.J. Townsend, K.U.S. McKenzie, J.C. Zarb
and I.G. Young
Endocrinology Unit, The Canberra Hospital and Divisions of Molecular
Medicine and Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, The John Curtin School
of Medical Research, Canberra ACT., 2601, Australia.

Analyses of the cytokine mRNA expressed specifically during acute rejection
of pig proislet xenografts in CBA/H mice have previously revealed a Th2-
type cytokine profile. Autoimmune destruction of islet isografts in diabetic
NOD mice has been characterised by others as a Thl-type response. The
present study examines the susceptibility of pig proislet tissue to disease
recurrence in diabetic NOD mice by comparing the intragraft cytokine mRNA
profiles expressed during the destruction of NOD-acid islet isografts, SLAdd
pig proislet xenografts and SLAdd fetal pig skin xenografts in diabetic NOD
hosts. Isografts of NOD-scid skin were analysed in parallel as controls for
the non-specific inflammatory response associated with the surgical
procedure. Enhanced cytokine mRNA expression was defined as detection
of transcripts at least 5 PCR cycles before corresponding NOD-scid skin
isografts. NOD-acid islet isografts at days 3 - 8 post transplant showed
enhanced expression of cytokine mRNA for IL-2, IL-3, IFN-y, IL-4 and IL-5;
by day 10 only IFN-y and IL-2 transcripts were specifically enhanced (i.e.
TH1-type profile). Histological analyses revealed the presence of damaged
islet tissue from day 3. In comparison, pig proislet xenografts showed a
marked delay in both graft damage (from day 8) and the enhanced
expression of cytokine transcripts i.e. days 5-10 (IL-3) and days 6-10 (IL-2,
IFN-y, IL-4, IL-5, IL-10)i.e. ThO -type profile. Absence of significant cytokine
mRNA expression in NOD-acid skin isografts together with their histological
integrity confirmed lack of disease susceptibility. Significantly, pig skin
xenografts showed the same kinetics of enhanced cytokine transcript
expression as pig proislet xenografts, suggesting that the cytokine profile in
the latter grafts reflected xenograft rejection. This study suggests that pig
proislet xenografts may be disease-resistant and that their destruction in
diabetic NOD hosts is probably due to xenograft rejection.
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A CONTROLLED STUDY OF SIMULTANEOUS ISLET-KIDNEY
(SIK) TRANSPLANTATIONS IN EIGHT IDDM PATIENTS.
R.G. Bretzel, B.J. Hering, W. Ernst, S. Friemann, W. Padberg, C. Kelm, D.
Brandhorst, H. Brandhorst, H. Jahr, A. El-Ouaghlidi, M. Eckhard, M.
Brendel, K. Federlin
Centers of Internal Medicine and Surgery, Justus-Liebig-University of
Giessen, Giessen, Germany

Simultaneous islet kidney transplantation is aimed at optimizing metabolic
control, prevention of diabetic secondary complications, and improvement
of quality of life. We report a controlled study on our last 8 consecutive
simultaneous islet-kidney - transplanted IDDM patients and as a control
group 8 IDDM patients with kidney transplants alone (KTA). A special
immunosuppressive protocol was used and the study was carried out with a
mean follow-up of approx. one year. Both patient groups were matched for
sex, mean age, body mass index, mean time on dialysis and mean duration
of diabetes. Islets were implanted by embolization into the liver via
percutaneous-transhepatic catheterization of the portal vein system under
local anesthesia. One year survival rate was 100% for patients in both
groups, for kidney grafts 8/8 (KTA) and 8/8 (SIK), respectively, and for
islet grafts 7/8 (86%). So far, 2 of 8 islet graft recipients (25%) achieved
insulin independence, 10 and 12 months after islet implantation,
respectively. Kidney rejection episodes were observed in 1/8 and 0/8
recipients, respectively. Mean HbAlc levels were 6.4% in SIK patients and
7.9% in KTA cases, respectively. Mean daily insulin requirement was 10
units in SIK, but 48 units in KTA cases. The number of hypoglycemic
episodes per year in kidney transplant alone cases did not change
significantly (> 2 pre and post tx) whereas none of the SIK recipients
experienced hypoglycemic episodes thereafter (2.6 episodes pre tx). To
summarize, ongoing islet allograft function has been documented for an
average period of one year after islet grafting in 86% of our SIK recipients
with insulin independence achieved in two cases. In contrast to kidney
transplanted alone controls, no SIK transplanted patient experienced
hypoglycemic episodes during one year follow-up and these patients
demonstrated much better metabolic control.
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DEOXYSPERGUALIN REVERSES XENOGRAFT
REJECTION OF ENCAPSULATED ISLETS
Brend R.S. Hsu, J.H. Juang, S.H. Fu, Y.Y. Huang, M.K.
Ting, J.S. Tsai and H.S. Huang. Chang-Gung Medical
Center, Lin-Kou, Taiwan.

To study whether 15-deoxyspergualin (DSG) reverses
xenograft rejection of alginate-polylysine-alginate (A-P-A)
microencapsulated rat islets, we subcutaneously injected
DSG of 0.625 mg/kg body weight daily for 14 days to
graft-failed diabetic BALB/c mice that had been
intraperitoneally transplanted A-P-A microencapsulated rat
islets. Significant decrease of blood glucose (BG) level
was found at the 5th day of DSG injection when
compared with BG before DSG rescue (11.96±1.31 vs.
14.92±0.79 mmol/L, n=12, p< 0.05). The mean BG level at
14th day of DSG injection was 9.52±1.75 mmol/L. Five
days after ceasing DSG injection, BG raised to level similar
to that of before DSG injection. The mean body weight of
these mice before and after two weeks of DSG injection
was 23.5±1.1 and 23.2±1.2 gm, respectively. In
conclusion, DSG reverses xenograft rejection of A-P-A
encapsulated islets even when overt hyperglycemia has
developed.

482
LONG-TERM RESULTS OF ISLET-AFTER-KIDNEY (IAK)
TRANSPLANTATIONS IN IDDM PATIENTS.
B.J. Hering, D. Brandhorst, H. Brandhorst, M. Brendel, M. Eckhard, H.
Jahr, A. El-Ouaghlidi, K. Weimar, W. Rau, K. Federlin, R.G. Bretzel
Centers of Internal Medicine and Radiology, Justus-Liebig-University of
Giessen, Giessen, Germany

Islet transplantation in IDDM patients with established kidney grafts is
aimed at optimizing metabolic control in order to prevent recurrence of
diabetic glomerulosclerosis in the kidney transplant, to halt the
progression of secondary complications and to improve quality of life.
We report long-term results of 14 consecutive IAK-transplants in IDDM
patients. Mean age (yrs) 38.7 ± 2.0, sex (m/f) 10 m, 4 f; body weight (kg)
64.9 ± 2.0, body mass index 23.1 ± 0.4; diabetes duration (yrs) 26.7 ±
1.7; years post kidney tx 5.2 ± 0.7. Number of islet equivalents (IEQ)
transplanted per recipient per kg bodyweight 8,230 ± 934 yielded from a
mean of 1.5 ± 0.3 donor pancreata. Islets were embolized into the liver
(in one case into the spleen) after percutaneous-transhepatic catheter
injection via the portal vein in local anesthesia. Primary islet function in
terms of basal C-peptide >_ 0.5 ng/ml after 2 weeks of islet implantation
was observed in 14/14 cases. Six patients experienced islet graft failure
after day 16, 17, 62, 120, 164, and 301. One patient died of recurrent
silent myocardial infarction. Ongoing graft function was observed in the
remaining 7 cases with basal C-peptide levels of 0.5-3.2 ng/ml and good
metabolic control (HbAlc 6.3-8.2%). In 2 cases insulin-independence
was achieved, 230 and 400 days post islet tx, respectively, In the other
cases daily insulin requirement is so far reduced by 29-73%. No patient
experienced hypoglycemic episodes. To summarize, ongoing islet
allograft function has been documented for an average period of 2 years
after islet implantation in 50% of our IAK recipients and insulin
independence was achieved in two cases. These are, in our experience,
remarkable results that strongly support the notion that islet replacement,
even if not complete, is associated with very beneficial effects and the
absence of hypoglycemia requiring assistance.

483
AN IMBALANCE BETWEEN BETA-CELL BIRTH AND BETA-CELL DEATH
CONTRIBUTE TO FAILURE OF ENCAPSULATED ISLET GRAFTS
P. De Vos, A. Nieuwenhuizen, B.J. De Haan and R. Van Schilfgaarde.
Surgical Research Lab, University Hospital Groningen, The Netherlands.
Alginate-polylysine microencapsulation allows for successful transplantation
of allo- and xenogeneic islets in the absence of immunosuppressive therapy.
However, the survival of microencapsulated islet grafts is limited, even if
capsular overgrowth is restricted to a small percentage of the capsules. In
search of other processes than overgrowth contributing to graft failure we
have studied the islets in non-overgrown capsules at several time points
after allotransplantation in the rat. All recipients of islet allografts became
normoglycemic. Grafts were retrieved at four and eight weeks after implan-
tation, and at 15.3 ± 2.3 weeks postimplant i.e. two weeks after the mean
time period at which graft failure occurred. Overgrowth of capsules was
complete within four weeks postimplant. It was usually restricted to less
than 10% of the capsules. During the first four weeks of implantation, 40%
of the initial number of islets were lost. Thereafter, we observed a decrease
in function rather than in numbers of islets, as illustrated by a decline in the
ex vivo glucose induced insulin response. At four and eight weeks post-
implant, Beta-cell replication was ten-fold higher in encapsulated islets than
in islets in the normal pancreas. But, these high replication rates were
insufficient to prevent a progressive increase in the percentage of necrotic
tissue in the islets. This necrosis mainly occurred in the center of the islets,
which indicates insufficient nutrition as a major causative factor. Our study
demonstrates that not only capsular overgrowth but also an imbalance
between Beta-cell birth and Beta-cell death contribute to the failure of
encapsulated islet grafts. Our observations' indicate that we should focus on
finding or creating a transplantation site which, more than the unmodified
peritoneal cavity, permits for close contact between the blood and the
encapsulated islet tissue.
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EFFECT OF ISLET TRANSPLANTATION ON HYPOGLYCEMIA
AWARENESS AND COUNTERREGULATION IN IDDM PATIENTS.
C. Meyer, B. Hering, R. Grossmann, H. Brandhorst, D. Brandhorst, K.
Federlin, R.G. Bretzel
Third Medical Department and Policlinic, Justus-Liebig-University of
Giessen, Giessen, Germany

Iatrogenic hypoglycemia is the most frequent acute complication in
patients with insulin-dependent diabetes (IDDM). The major risk factors
include the clinical syndromes of defective glucose counterregulation,
hypoglycemia unawareness and elevated glycemic thresholds. Therefore,
intraportal islet transplantation alone (ITA) was performed in three non-
uremic, non-kidney transplanted IDDM patients prone to severe
hypoglycemia in whom defective glucose counterregulation and
hypoglycemia unawareness have been demonstrated. We used the stepped
hypoglycemic clamp technique to determine both the magnitude and the
glycemic threshold of the secretory response of the major counter-
regulatory hormones and of autonomic and neuroglycopenic symptoms
during hypoglycemia and post ITx. Control data were obtained from 10
matched non-diabetic volunteers. Prior to ITx, the secretory response of
glucagon and of epinephrine was either absent or severely impaired while
the secretory response of cortisol was markedly delayed in all patients. No
patient noticed any significant autonomic warning symptoms during
hypoglycemia. When the same test was repeated one month after
successful ITx (exogenous insulin treatment reduced by about 50%), no
improvement of the secretory response of glucagon was observed.
However, in two patients, both the magnitude (793 vs 75 and 691 vs 58
pg/ml) and the glycemic threshold (64 and 59 mg/dl vs unmeasurable) of
the secretory response of epinephrine were even normalized. In one
patient only the magnitude increased (241 vs 179 pg/ml) but without any
change in the glycemic threshold (54 vs 55 mg/dl). Moreover, the
glycemic threshold of the secretory response of cortisol was reduced in all
patients (51 vs 45, 55 vs 49, 52 vs 44 mg/dl). All patients noticed
autonomic warning symptoms well before severe neuroglycopenia
occurred at a glycemic threshold of 48, 52 and 56 mg/dl, respectively. We
conclude that intraportal islet transplantation seems to improve the
sympatho-adrenal regulatory mechanism and hypoglycemia awareness
even in patients with long-standing IDDM by a yet unknown mechanism.
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DECREASED IMMUNOGENICITY OF NEONATAL COMPARED TO
ADULT PIG ISLET ANTIGENS IN NEWLY DIAGNOSED IDDM
PATIENTS
K. Bloch, S. Assa, D. Lazard, N. Abramov, B.
Sandomirsky *, N. Weintraub, Z. Josefsberg, M. Karp and
P. Vardi. The National Center for Childhood Diabetes, SCMCI &
FMRC, Tel-Aviv University, Petach-Tikva, Israel; *Institute for the
Problems of Cryobiology and Cryomedicine, Kharkov, Ukraine

Porcine islets may substitute human sources for the purpose of islet
transplantation to diabetic patients. The aim of our study was to determine
whether pig islets derived from neonates differ in their immunogenicity
from adult islets through evaluation of T-cell proliferation in newly
diagnosed IDDM patients and healthy controls. In addition, we studied
the correlation between T-cell reactivity to pig islet antigens and human
insulin and the titer of various islet autoantibodies such as ICA, IAA,
GAD, and ICA512. T-cells and sera of 16 IDDM patients and 15 healthy
controls were studied. Adult pig islets were isolated using the collagenase
method while a non-enzymatic procedure was used for the neonatal
tissue. Purified islets underwent sonication and adjustment to an
appropriate protein concentration. A stimulation index >2 was considered
as a positive T-cell response. The percentage of positive responses in the
two ertnms is nresented in the table below:

Insulin Adult pig islets Neonatal pig islets
0.5µg/ml 5µg/ml 1µg/ml 10µg/ml 11g/ml l0µg/ml

Controls 0% 0% 20% 29% 0% 14%
IDDM 38% 40% 50% 60% 6% 27%

No association was found between a positive proliferative 'l'-cell response
and the titer of the various islet antibodies tested. In conclusion, our
results suggest that neonatal pig islets induce a significantly lower T-cell
proliferative response as compared to adult islets, indicating that the
neonatal source may be immunologically more appropriate for the
purpose of future islet xenotransplantation.
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POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT OF VON WILLEBRAND FACTOR IN PANCREATICGRAFI'
THROMBOSIS IN SIMULTANEOUS KIDNEY-PANCREAS TRANSPLANTATION

L. Kessler', M.L. Wiesel 2 , K. Boudjema3 , E. Lutun4, B. Moulins, J.P. Cazenave4 ,
Ph. Wolfe, M. Pinget'. IService d'Endocrinologie, 2ETS, 'Transplantation, 4Clim-
nique Bethesda, SNephrologie, H8pitaux Universitaires, 67000 Strasbourg, France.

Early post operative graft thrombosis remains the second main cause of failure in
pancreas transplantation. Thus, the aim of this study was to compare retrospectively
coagulation and fibrinolysis in groups of simultaneous kidney and pancreas
transplanted type I diabetic patients having, or not, experienced thrombosis of their
pancreatic vein. From December 1990 to January 1996, 26 simultaneous kidney-
pancreas transplantations with bladder drainage were performed in 26 uremic type I
diabetic patients. Acute thrombosis of the pancreatic vein was observed in 4 patients
(group A) whereas 22 patients did not develop thrombosis (group B). The control
groups, composed of 15 patients each, were: kidney transplanted (group C) or
haemodialysed (group D) non diabetic patients and type I diabetics with HbA1C <
8% (group E) or a 8% (group F) who were not in end stage renal failure. Begining
at least 6 months after transplantation, we analysed haemostatic factors (fibrinogen,
thrombin and prothrombin times), coagulation inhibitors (C and S proteins),
fibrinolysis (plasminogen inhibitor) and endothelial cell abnormalities (Von
Willebrand factor: VWf). Micro- and macro-vascular complications were evaluated
using a score ranging from 0 to 12. Haemostatic factors, coagulation inhibitors and
fibinolysis were similar in both groups A and B. In contrast, VWf differed
significantly in group A: 3.49'0.93 IUlml versus group B: 2.04±0.92 IUlml
(p<0.05). VWf in group A was also significantly higher than that of control groups
C, D, E and F. The score of vascular complications increased in both groups A and
B but was significantly higher in group A: 9±0.81 versus 6.07±1.75 (p<0.01). A
correlation (R=0.812, p<0.05) between the severity of vascular complications and
VWf was observed. These results suggested the possible involvement of VWf in
the pathogenesis of pancreatic graft thrombosis in kidney-pancreas transplantation.
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CHEMOTAXIS OF MURINE MACROPHAGES TOWARDS ENCAPSULATED
PANCREATIC ISLETS : IN VITRO AND IN VIVO STUDIES.
V. Karsten, C. Lencioni*, L. Kessler, P. Marchetti*, A. Belcourt, N. Navalesi*,
M. Pinget. CeeD, Strasbourg, France - Istituto di Clinica Medico, Pisa, Italy
The aim of the present work was to study, in vivo and in vitro, the involvement of
pancreatic islets in the cellular reaction observed at the surface of biocompatible
artificial membrane after transplantation of encapsulated islets. Two hundred
pancreatic rat islets encapsulated with the AN69 membrane (Hospal, France) by
means of PT FE rings were cultivated at 37°C in RPMI medium or implanted for 2
and 7 days in the peritoneal cavity of diabetic mice (streptozotocine induced). Empty
devices and free islets served as controls. In vivo, the cellular reaction observed on
removed devices (empty or filled) was identified by SEM and phagocytosis tests. In
vitro, a modified Boyden chamber was used to evaluate the migration of activated
peritoneal murine macrophages toward the supernatant of cultivated islets. The
chemotactic index was expressed as the ratio : number of cells attracted by the
supernatant I number of cells attracted by culture medium. After 2 and 7 days of
implantation, only few cells adhered on the empty devices while numerous cells,
mainly macrophages (80%), colonized the devices containing the islets. The cellular
adhesion did not modify the fiber network of the membrane (SEM). After 2 days of
implantation, macrophages covered 45% of the surface of devices filled with islets
versus 5% of the empty ones. These values reached respectively 65% and 15 % after
7 days, In vitro, after 2 and 7 days of culture, the chemotactic indexes of
encapsulated islets were respectively 1.51±0.31 and 1.37±0.39 whereas that of free
islets were higher: 2.40±0.42 and 2.63+0.47 respectively. In vitro, preliminary
studies showed a stronger chemotactic effect of the supernatant of free islets after 1
hour incubation in 4gIl glucose in comparison with the effect observed with lgll
glucose. Encapsulation of pancreatic islets decreases the chemotactic effect of islets
suggesting that the artificial membrane blocked the chemotactic factor of islets.
Insulin in high concentration is suspected to be one of these factors.
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GLUCAGON LEVEL AFTER PANCREAS AND KIDNEY
TRANSPLANTATION. SEVEN YEARS FOLLOW UP.
G.Rosinski, J.Krzymieti, A.Dworak and M.Bak. University School
of Medicine, Warsaw, Poland.
The aim of the study was to assess the level of glucagon in plasma
of IDDM patients after simultaneous pancreas and kidney
transplantation. The study group comprises 6 individuals (2 males
and 4 females) aged 30-40 years. These patients had IDDM for 9-26
years complicated by chronic renal failure. Since the transplantation
they are on the immunosuppressive treatment. Every 12 months the
fasting level of C-peptide was measured to evaluate beta-cells
secretion and the level of glucagon as indicator of alpha-cells
function was controlled. The average value of fasting glycaemia was
5.0±0.2 mmol/l (90±3.6 mg/dl). HbA tc fell from 8.3% in the first
year after transplantation to 6% in subsequent years. Serum
C-peptide values were in normal range (0.95-3.0 ng/ml).
In all patients more than 2-fold increase of plasma glucagon level
was observed immediately after transplantation. High levels plasma
glucagon sustained during whole period of observation. Plasma
glucagon rose significantly - in average by 239.5 % (the lowest 350
pg/ml (124%) - in 4th year and 580 pg/ml (284%) in 7th year
(normal range 50-200 pg/ml). This increase of plasma glucagon did
not correlate with the serum plasma C-peptide levels. Conclusion:
Successful pancreas transplantation in patients with IDDM led to
hyperglucagonemia which had no influence on carbohydrate
tolerance. The reported high levels of glucagon might result from
double quantity of alpha cells.
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ISLET MICROENCAPSULATION USING A PIEZOELECTRIC
DROPLET GENERATOR
W. Zhang, R. Pommersheim, Ch. Laue, M. Doring, W. Vogt and
J.Schrezenmeir. Federal Research Center, Kiel, Germany and
Gutenberg University, Mainz, Germany
For islet transplantation the size of microcapsules may play a crucial
role. The diameter should preferably approximate that of the islets for
an optimal diffusion of oxygen, nutrients and insulin. In this study we
report a new encapsulation technique that produces small barium-
alginat capsules. A piezoelectric droplet generator developed in our
laboratory was used instead of the earlier air-jet procedure, by which
a minimal diameter of about 700pm can be realized due to inevitable
turbulence at the outlet of the nozzle. To evaluate the efficacy of the
new method, a comparative study was performed. Porcine islets were
microencapsulated in barium alginate beads using the new or old
droplet generator. The piezoelectric resulted in 350-500pm
transparent, spherical droplets. The whole encapsulation time did not
exceed five minutes. comparatively, the diameter of microcapsules
made by air-jet were 750 pm and the procedure took more than thirty
minutes. Ten days later, the functionality of microencapsulated islets
was assessed by determination of the glucose-dependent insulin
secretion. The stimulatory insulin response did not differ between
both groups (p>0.05). It was 140.08138.04% over the basal secretion
(n=38,p<0.01) with the piezoelectric generator and 96.98±19.72%
(n=41,p<0.001) with the air-jet procedure. Haematoxylin-Eosin-
stained sections of microencapsulated porcine islets confirmed the
well-preserved viability. We conclude that the use of new droplet
generator allowed the time-saving-production of small microcapsules
and did not impair viability and glucose-dependent insulin secretion of
porcine islets in vitro. Due to the 4-fold more diffusion-surface it might
improve survival of encapsulated tissue after transplantation.

491
INSULIN SECRETION AND PERIPHERAL SENSITIVITY ESTIMATED BY
CIGMA IN PANCREAS-KIDNEY TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS
YFC Smets, JW van der Pijl, M Frolich, J Ringers, JW de Fijter, and HHPJ
Lemkes, Leiden University Hospital, Leiden, The Netherlands
After successful simultaneous pancreas-kidney transplantation (SPK)
normoglycemia is established in spite of the presence of insulin resistance
and reduced (3 cell secretory capacity. To assess insulin sensitivity (IS) and p
cell secretory capacity (BC) posttransplant, we introduced Continuous
Infusion of Glucose with Model Assessment (CIGMA), as described by
Turner (Oxford, UK). We performed CIGMA in 29 bladder-drained SPK
patients with systemic insulin delivery (24 male/5 female) >1 year
posttransplant and in 32 non-diabetic patients (21 male/11 female), matched
for impaired creatinine clearance, with a kidney transplant and
immunosuppression (KTx, n=18) or without a transplant (NoTx, n=14). The 3
groups were comparable with respect to mean±SD age (44±9 years), BMI
(24±3 kg/m 2), HbA1 (5.6±0.5%), and endogenous creatinine clearance
(64±28 ml/min). Mean±SD glucose and insulin values after 1 hour infusion of
5 mg.min.kg IBW 1 glucose stimulation, were 8.6±1.8 mmol/I and 43±20
mU/I in the SPK group and 7.3±1.0 mmol/I with 36±21 mU/I and 8.4±1.6
mmol/I with 28±14 mU/I in KTx and NoTx respectively. Stimulated c-peptide
measurements were 2.2±0.9(SPK), 2.9±1.1(KTx), and 2.6±0.9 (NoTx)nmol/I,
and were inversely correlated with creatinine clearance (r=-0.49;p<0.001).
Estimated IS was equal in non-diabetic KTx (69±39 U) and NoTx (71±36 U),
indicating immunosuppression did not cause insulin resistance in KTx.
However, IS was clearly diminished in the SPK patients (42±15 U). C-peptide
values, corrected for creatinine clearance, were used to estimated BC to
eliminate the effect of the liver's insulin extraction bypass. CIGMA showed no
differences in BC between SPK (131±89 U) and NoTx (135±51). We
conclude that, using this simple and accurate test, SPK recipients suffer from
more insulin resistance than KTx patients, probably mainly due to the pre-
existing diabetic state and hyperinsulinemia per se. The effect of
immunosuppressive agents appears to be limited. Pancreas graft function is
able to reach non-transplanted levels.

TRANSPLANT THERAPY FOR END-STAGE DIABETIC NEPHRO-
PATHY: A SINGLE CENTRE EXPERIENCE
F. Saudek, M. Adamec, V. Banos, P. Boudek, Z. Vlasakova, J. Koznarovd, S.
Vitko. Institute for Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Prague, Czech
Republic.
The aim of the present study was to compare the patient and graft survival rate,
occurence of complications and metabolic control in 4 groups of transplant
(Tx) recipients treated for end-stage diabetic nephropathy. Since 1983, isolated
primary kidney Tx was performed in 56 Type I (group KI ) and 26 Type 2
(group K2) recipients. In 38 recipients, combined kidney and segmental duct-
occluded pancreas Tx was done (group Ps+K). Other 42 patients were treated
by combined kidney and whole pancreas Tx with bladder drainage of pancre-
atic duct and extraperitoneal placement of the pancreatic graft (group Pw+K).
Cummulative 2-year survival rates (%) are shown in the following table:

Group n Recipients Kidney Pancreas

K1 56 86 72 -

K2 26 74 54 -

Ps+K 38 72 56 35
Pw+K 42 90 80 78

The highest complication rate was found in the Ps+K group. After switching to
the whole-organ technique (group Pw+K) the post-operative morbidity re-
mained significant, but the number of serious complications was reduced. One
year after Tx glycosylated hemoglobin was found to be in the normal range in
Ps+K and in Pw+K groups but not in the KI and K2 groups (mean +SE
6.28+_10, 4.85±0.09, 9.01 +0.12 and 8.95 +0.12 %, respectively). Glycosylated
hemoglobin was lower and K value higher (intravenous glucose tolerance test)
in the Pw+K than in the Ps+K group (p<0.01 ). We conclude that the results of
Tx therapy in diabetic recipients have improved considerably in the recent time
and that the combined whole-pancreas and kidney Tx is the most favorable
treatment option for the majority of Type 2 uremic diabetic patients.
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DIPEPTIDYL PEPTIDASE IV RESISTANT ANALOGUES OF GLUCAGON-LIKE
PEPTIDE-1: IN VITRO AND IN VIVO STUDIES
CF Deacon, *L Bjerre Knudsen, *N Langeland Johansen, *K Madsen and JJ Hoist. Dept
Med Physiol, Panum Inst, Univ Copenhagen & *Novo Nordisk A/S, Malt v, Denmark.

The insulinotropic hormone glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) is a substrate for dipeptidyl
peptidase IV (DPP IV), which is responsible for GLP-I inactivation in vivo. The enzyme
removes a dipeptide from the N-terminus to form GLP-1 (9-36)amide, which is an
antagonist in vitro. DPP IV is highly specific and has strict substrate requirements. This
study was undertaken to examine whether small modifications of the N-terminus of GLP-1
would confer resistance to degradation by DPP IV. Modified GLP-1 analogues were
prepared by solid phase peptide synthesis, substituting the alanine at position 8 of GLP-1
with either threonine, glycina, serine or a-aminoisobutyric acid (Aib). All 4 analogues
stimulated cAMP production in BHK cells transfected with the GLP-1 receptor.
Incubation of the analogues with porcine plasma in vitro at 37°C revealed a prolonged
tl compared to GLP-1 itself (GLP-1, 28.3±1.5; thr'GLP-1, 202±19; gly 5 GLP-1, 161±21;
ser" GLP-1, 173±12 min) whilst degradation of Aib5 GLP-1 was undetectable after 6 hr.
The analogues were studied in 4 groups of halothane-anaesthetised pigs, in which each
group (n=4) received separate 30 min iv infusions of GLP-1 and one analogue, in a cross-
over design with 80 min between each infusion. Blood samples were assayed for GLP-1
immunoreactivity using both C- and N-terminally directed antisera, except for Aib 5 GLP-1
which could be measured only with the C-terminal assay. For all 4 groups, there was no
difference between the C-terminal t'h for GLP-1 or the analogue (4.0±0.1 vs 4.2±0.4, thr"
GLP-1; 4.3±0.5 vs 3.5±0.7, gly" GLP-1; 4.1±0.2 vs 4.2±0.2, set" GLP-1; 4.3±0.3 vs
4.4±0.2 min, Aib 5 GLP-1), but the N-terminal tl/z for each analogue was prolonged (p <
0.01) compared to GLP-1 (0.7±0.2 vs 3.9±0.2, thr 5 GLP-1; 0.9±0.003 vs 3.3±0.4, gly"
GLP-1; 0.9±0.06 vs 3.7±0.4 min, ser 5 GLP-1). For all 4 groups, the N-terminal t'/z was
shorter (p < 0.01) than the C-terminal th for GLP-1, but there was no difference between
N- and C-terminal N/x for the analogues. These results indicate that modification of the
N-terminus of GLP-1 makes the peptide resistant to DPP IV action. However, the plasma
6/2 in vivo cannot be extended beyond that determined by the C-terminal assay, due to the
presence of other non-DPP IV-mediated degradation pathways.

493
EFFECTS OF GLP-1 ON REGULARITY, FREQUENCY, AMPLITUDE, AND MASS OF
COORDINATE PULSATILE INSULIN SECRETION IN HEALTHY HUMANS.
N. Porksen, T. Grefte, B. Nyholm, J.D. Veldhuis, J.J. Hoist, 0. Schmitz and P.C.
Butler. Medical Department M, Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark, Department
of Medicine, Charlottesville, VA, Department of Medical Physiology, University
of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark, and Department of Endocrinology,
University of Edinburgh, Scotland, UK.
GLP-1 is a peptide hormone released from the gut upon luminal stimulation. It is
a potent insulin secretagogue, and a potential future drug in the treatment of
NIDDM. The majority (-70%) of insulin is secreted as series of punctuated
secretory bursts superimposed on a basal insulin secretion. In healthy humans insulin
secretion is mainly regulated through perturbation of mass and frequency of the
secretory bursts, and the mode of delivery of insulin into the circulation seems
important for insulin action. To assess effects of GLP-1 on mass, frequency,
amplitude and overall contribution of pulsatile insulin secretion, we applied a
recently validated deconvolution model on insulin concentration data before and
during infusion of GLP-1 and saline in 8 healthy humans. Following GLP-1 infusion
there was an abrupt increase in the peripheral serum concentrations of C-peptide
(696±65 vs 1538±165 pM) and insulin (49±8 pM vs 138±21 pM). This increase
was mainly due to an increase in secretory burst mass (28.2±4.4 vs 100.1±15.8
pmol/L/pulse, p<0.001), and amplitude (4.3±2.2 vs 12.7±7.7 pmol/L/min,
p <0.002), whereas the secretory burst frequency was not affected by the infusion
of GLP-1 (11.5±0.7 vs 12.6±0.6 pulses/hour, p=0.4). Consequently the detected
contribution of pulsatile to overall insulin secretion was increased from 56±4 to
77±4 percent (p <0.005). The regularity of the oscillating insulin secretion was not
perturbed by GLP-1 as estimated by ApEn values (p=0.7). None of the above
parameters changed during saline infusion (p>0.3) We conclude that GLP-1
infusion stimulates insulin secretion through amplification of the mass and amplitude
of the insulin secretory bursts, amplifying the pulsatile component of insulin
secretion.
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THE RECEPTOR MECHANISM INVOLVED IN NEURO-
INCRETIN EFFECT OF GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE-1
M. Nishizawa 1 , H. Nakabayashi2, K. Uchida' and A. Niijima3 .

Kanazawa Medical University, Uchinada, Kanazawa University 2

, Kanazawa, and Niigata University3 , Niigata, Japan.
We have recently found that an intraportal appearance of
glucagon-like peptide-I (7-36)amide (tGLP-1), but not full-length
GLP-1, is specifically recognized by the hepatic vagal nerve, and
this recognition further augments the pancreatic vagal efferent
activity in a reflex way, suggesting a novel neuroincretin effect of
the peptide. To clarify further the receptor mechanism involved
in the hepatic vagal recognition of tGLP-1, the effect of exendin
(9-39)amide (EX), a specific antagonist of tGLP-1 receptor in the
beta cells, on the recognition was examined. A 1-min bolus
intraportal injection of tGLP-1, but not the vehicle, increased by
ca. 2-fold the impulse discharge rate of the hepatic afferent
vagus for >90 min at a physiological (0.2 pmol) or a pharmaco-
logical (4.0 pmol) dose in rats anesthetized with urethan and
chloralose (P<0.01 vs. the preinjection value, n=6 and n=7,
respectively). When a 100 times molar dose of EX to tGLP-1
known to inhibit the insulinotropic effect of the tGLP-1 was
administered intraportally 5 min before the tGLP-1 injections, the
facilitating effect of the tGLP -1s on the vagal afferents was
observed without any modification in the amplitude and time-
course of the afferent activities (n=5, each). Moreover, when the
EXs were administer-ed 10 min after the tGLP -1s, where the
afferent activities had already started to increase by tGLP-1, the
tGLP-1s again increased the hepatic vagal afferent activities
unmodifiedly (n=5, each). The present results shows that the
tGLP-1 receptor system involved in the hepatic vagal recognition
for tGLP-1 is different from that in the beta cells, implying
existence of subtype(s) in the receptor.

495
STIMULATION OF PULSATILE SECRETION OF INSULIN AND GLP-1(7-36)AMIDE
FOLLOWING BY ORAL GLUCOSE.
HJ Balks* , JJ Holstl, G Brabant, and A Von zur Miihlen. Dept. of Clinical
Endocrinology, MH-Hannover Hannover, FRG.
GLP-1(736)amide (GLP-1) is secreted from inestinal L-cells of the distal jejunum,
ileum and colon within a few min following nutritional stimulation in a pulsatile fashion,
as shown previously. As GLP-1 has insulinotropic properties in vivo and in vitro we
were interested in the coregulation of GLP-1 and Insulin (I) secretion. This topic was
investigated in 5 healthy volunteers (mean age 27.8±3,6 y, BMI 23.4±1.2 kg/mz). A
standardized oral glucose load with 100 g glucose (OG; Dextro-O.G.T, Boehringer,
FRG) was performed after an overnight fast (app. 10 h) and after 1 h investigation of
basal hormone secretion. The changes in plasma concentrations and dynamics of
the secretion of GLP-1 and I induced by the glucose challenge were investigated for
1 h. Plasma hormone concentrations were determined radioimmunologicaly, GLP-1
using the C-terminally specific antiserum 89890 and I using an insulin specific ria.
Pulsatile elements of GLP-1 and I secretion were determined by deconvolution with
the DESADE program. Under fasting conditions we found 5.4±1.95 GLP-1 and
5.20±0.841 pulses per hand pulse amplitudes for GLP-1 of 8.60±3.76 pmol and for I
of 21.7±9.15 pmol. GLP-1 and I plasma levels increased app. +8 min following the
OG . the frequency of GLP-1 and I pulses remained unchanged while pulse
amplitudes of GLP-1 increased to 19.34±7.42 pmol and of I to 222.2±55.9 pmol
(P<0.05, ANOVA). The integrated amount of hormone secreted (AUC) was basally
248±17.7 pmol x min for GLP-1 and 1337±50 pmol x min for I. During the 1 h after
the OG the AUC of GLP-1 increased 10 688±35 and of Ito 10485±866 pmol x min.
Crossoorrelation analysis revealed no correlation of the basal GLP-1 and I pulses,
but a significant crosscorrelation after the OG for a time-lag -2.0±6.3 min;
R=0.70±0.28; P<0.05). Conclusion: I and GLP-1 secretion is increased in parallel by
glucose ingestion. A significant cosecretion of both peptides is found only after
nutritional stimulation, but the time-lag between the pulse maxima of GLP-1 and
varies individually. Factors involved in the coregulation of GLP-1 and I might include
neuronal or humoral mechanisms.
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IMMUNOCHARACTERIZATION AND FUNCTION OF GLUCAGON- LIKE

PEPTIDE -1 ISLET RECEPTOR IN SYRIAN HAMSTER .
C.Boissard, V.*Leclercq-Meyer, M.Pessah, J.-M.Garel, G.Rosselin and W.J.Malaisse*
INSERM U55, France. *Lab. of Exp. Med., Brussels Free University, Belgium.

Molecular and functional analyses were performed to show the presence of glucagon-
like peptide -1 islet receptor (GLP-1R) in normal syrian hamster (SH). Three bands of
44, 71 and 134 kDA were detected using a polyclonal antibody (S. Mojsov) raised
against the extracellular part of the rat GLP-IR detected in isolated SH islets (SHI) and
HIT-T15. In cryptic intestinal cells and fibroblasts only one unspecific band of 134 kD
was observed. Western blot of rat islets and RINm5F cells revealed a similar pattern
except the addition of a band at 95 kD. A GLP-1R mRNA in SHI of 2.7 kb was
detected using a human cDNA probe of 1.6 kb pair in low stringency conditions. A
cDNA probe of 219 bp coding for the rat transmembrane stretchs IV and V of GLP-1R
gave no signal in SH although both probes showed the expected transcripts at 2.7, 3.4
and 3.7 kb in rat islet and RINm5F extracts. In perfusion experiments, after 3.3 mM
glucose for 25 min, the response at 8.3 mM (min 27-42) was biphasic. tGLP-1 at 10 - 9
M, for 25 min of exposure, caused a dramatic increase in insulin output reaching 705 ±
28 % of controls at 8.3 mM whereas the effect of glucagon reached only 207±8 %
(P<0.001). Glucagon values, which significantly decreased at 8.3 mM glucose
compared to the basal values (3.3 mM) did not decrease further upon perfusion of tGLP-
1. In comparison, a human insulinoma showed a similar response to glucagon and
tGLP-1 reaching 3.6 and 3.9 times the basal level i.e. 800 and 825 microU insulin /10 6

cells, respectively. Our data demonstrate the presence and the species specificity of the
SHI GLP-1R. A GLP-1R recognizing part similar to that of rat with a 44 and a 71 kD
forms corresponding to the immature peptidic and the glycosylated peptidic receptor
respectively was observed. For mRNAs the nature of the transcripts differs from that of
rat and human. The insulinotropic activity of tGLP-1 through its receptor is five times
that of glucagon. Thus, evidence for the presence of a functional GLP-IR in the SHI
was provided by our experiments.
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ATROPINE BUT NOT a- OR 13-ADRENERGIC BLOCKERS EXERT
EFFECTS ON GLP-1(7-36)AMIDE AND INSULIN SECRETION IN HUMANS.
H.J.Balks, B. Hoffmann, J.J. Hoist, and A. von zur Miihlen
Dept. of Clinical Endocrinology, MH-Hannover Hannover, FRG
Within a few min following nutritional stimulation GLP-1(7-36)amide is
secreted in man in a pulsatile manner as shown previously. Intestinal delivery
of glucose seems not to be major mechanism for the stimulation of GLP-1
secretion. Neuronal e.g. vagal mechanisms are under debate and were
investigated in the present study in 5 healthy male volunteers (BMI 23.4±1.2
kg/r2, age 27.8±3.6 y) during 60 min under resting conditions and during
another 60 min following an oral glucose load (OGL, 100g dextrose/400 ml)
with and without blockage of cholinergic and a- or (3-adrenergic transmission
using atropine, propranolol or phentolamine infused from 30 min before and
throughout the OGL. Blood was collected every 2 min for the estimation of
plasma glucose (G), GLP-1(7-36)amide (GLP-1) and insulin (I). The plasma
concentrations were integrated in segments of 30 min (AUC). Basally no
effect of the various blockers was detected comparing segment 1 (-blocker)
and 2 (+blocker). Following the OGL the GAUC was reduced to 83/86 % of
control (segment 3/4), the 'AUC to 55/57 % , the GLP-1AUC to 47/63%
(P<0.005) by atropine, whereas propranolol or phentolamine had no
significant effect. Atropine induced a delay in gastric emptying that was not
seen after propranolol or phentolamine. But, the inhibitory effect on GLP-1
and I secretion exceeded the motility effect. From our data we conclude that
nutrient dependent GLP-1 and also I secretion is modulated by the
parasympathetic nervous system in humans in vivo.

498
SOMATOSTATIN IS A MAJOR, PARACRINE REGULATOR OF
GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE -1 (GLP-1) SECRETION.
L Hansen, H Mineo, T Bisgaard, PN Jorgensen, JJ Hoist. Department
of Medical Physiology, the Panum Institute, University of Copenhagen,
Denmark.
GLP-1 secretion from the endocrine cells of the ileum is stimulated by
unabsorbed luminal nutrients. Meal responses are rapid, suggesting
neural or endocrine control of secretion. We studied GLP-1 secretion
from isolated porcine ileum, perfused with synthetic Krebs-Ringer
bicarbonate, in response to electrical stimulation (8 Hz, 10 mA, 4 ms

imp. duration) of the mixed extrinsic nerves, and infusion of noradrena-
line (10 nM) , acetylcholine (I uM), GRP (gastrin-releasing polypepti-
de 18-27 (10 nM), intraluminal administration of HCI, and inflation by

air ( a distension stimulus) with and without alpha-adrenergic blockade
(phentolamine , 10 uM). Finally, we infused a high-capacity (final

perfusate binding capacity: 6 nmol/ml), high affinity (Kd = 10 pmol /1)
monoclonal antibody against somatostatin. Nerve stimulation (n = 6)
inhibited GLP-I secretion to 77 ± 3 % of basal, an effect which was

abolished by phentolamine (99 ± 2 %). Noradrenaline (10 nM) inhibited

(to 74 ± 6 %) and Ach stimulated secretion (to 136 ± 5 %), abolished

by atropine. GRP increased GLP-1 secretion (14-fold). HCL and air

distension grossly stimulated motility but weakly increased GLP-1
secretion. Somatostatin antibody infusion increased basal GLP-1 secre-

tion between 5- to 12-fold, but the response to GRP, and nerve stimula-
tion was unchanged. We conclude that GLP- 1 secretion is inhibited by
sympathetic, noradrenergic nerve activity and tonically inhibited by
somatostatin in a paracrine manner. Lifting of sympathetic and soma-
tostatinergic inhibition could provide a powerful stimulus for GLP-1

secretion..
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IMPAIRED SECRETION OF GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE 1 AFTER ORAL
GLUCOSE IN ACROMEGALIC AND GH-DEFICIENT PATIENTS
C. Drewes, J. Leu, J.J. Hoist, W.H. Schmiegel, M.A. Nauck, Medizini-
sche Universitatsklinik (Knappschaftskrankenhaus) Bochum, Germany
and Panum Institute, University of Copenhagen, DK,

Glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP -1) is an incretin from the lower gut
with important glucoregulatory actions. It was the aim of the present
study to examine plasma glucose, insulin, and GLP-1 responses after
oral glucose in patients with acromegaly (growth hormone excess), GH-
deficiency (pituitary disease) and normal subjects. In 7 acromegalic (49
± 11 y.; BMI 31.3 ± 4.6 kg/m2), 11 GH-deficient patients (57 ± 11 y.;
BMI 29.0 ± 1.4 kg/m2), and 11 normal controls (53 ± 12 y.; BMI 26.9 ±
3.6 kg/m2), the glucose (glucose oxidase), insulin (IMx), and GLP-1
(RIA) response to oral glucose (75 g/300 ml) was determined over 4 h.
Statistics: repeated-measures analysis of variance. Fasting GLP- 1 was
11 ± 2 pmolll in controls vs. 5 ± 1 pmol/1 in both acromegalic and GH-
deficient patients (p = 0.016). Likewise, the AUC over 6 h was 3961 ±
254 in controls, and 2517 ± 319 in acromegalic, and 2562 ± 300 pmol
1 -1 min in GH-deficient patients (p = 0.0015). In a multivariate regressi-
on analysis, both basal GLP -1 (p = 0.034) and the GLP-1 AUC (p =
0.025) were significantly related to cortiocotropic insufficiency (present
in 3/7 patients with acromegaly and 10/11 GH-deficient patients). There
was no significant difference in glucose or insulin responses. In conclu-
sion, GLP-1 release is impaired in patients with acromegaly and growth
hormone deficiency. Their common background is pituitary disease.
Deficiencies in the corticotropic axis may be especially responsible for
reduced basal and nutrient-stimulated GLP- 1 release. This points to a
hitherto unknown interaction of pituitary and gut hormones.
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GLUCOSE ABSORPTION AND GLP-1 SECRETION.

H. Manaka, K. Sugiyama, K. Hama, K. Yamatani and H. Sasaki

3rd Department of Internal Medicine, Yamagata University School of

Medicine, Yamagata 990-23, Japan.

GLP-1 secretion from the intestine is stimulated by glucose
ingestion in man. The intraluminal administration (IL) of 2DG or

sucrose did not affect GLP-1 secretion from the isolated perfused
canine ileum, and stimulated GLP-1 secretion by IL glucose was

decreased with IL phlorizin and intraarterial administration of ouabain.
Thus, GLP-1 secretion is tightly related with glucose absorption and

may be coupled with Na/glucose cotransporter (SGLT-1). However, it
has been unknown whether SGLT-1 exists in L cell. In this study, we

examined SGLT-1 in L cell by immunohistochemical technique.

[Materials & Methods] Rat was fixed by transcardiac perfusion with

10% formalin in phosphate buffer. Small intestine was enbetted in
paraffin and cut into 10 .tm sections. Anti-SGLT-1 rabbit serum and

anti- GLI guinea pig serum were used as double immunostaining on
the same section. TRITC conjugated anti- rabbit IgG goat -y-globulin

and FITC conjugated anti-guinea pig IgG goat 'y-globulin were used as

second antibodies. Epithelial cells were observed by a conforcal

microscope. [Results] SGLT-1 was observed on the brushborder of the

epithelium. The basolateral side was not stained by SGLT-1 antiserum.

Although L cell was stained GLI antiserum, the luminal side of L cell
was not stained with SGLT-1 antiserum. [Conclusion] L cell could not

absorb glucose from the intestinal lumen through SGLT-1, and glucose
absorption may indirectly regulate GLP-1 secretion from L cell.
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The ethanol augmentation of glucose-induced insulin secretion is abolished by
calcium-antagonism with Nifedipine. No evidence for a role of GLP-1.
J. Svartberg, J.J. Hoist*, M. Gutniakt and N. Adner (Karolinska Institute,
Department of Internal Medicine, Endocrinology Section, Sodersjukhuset;
tVallingby Medical Center, Stockholm, Sweden and the *Panum Institute,
Department of Physiology, University of Copenhagen, Denmark).
Ethanol in itself does not affect basal insulin secretion in man. However, ethanol
given before a glucose challange, augments the early insulin response by an
unknown mechanism. Ethanol might affect the (3-cell directly, or indirectly
modulate insulin secretion through hormonal or neuronal activation. The aim of
the present study was to examine if the ethanol augmentation of insulin secretion
to an intravenous glucose challange could be modified by use of the calcium
blocking agent nifedipine, and if that effect was mediated by GLP-1. Eight healty
subjects volunteered for the study and in each subject four experiments were
performed (control, ethanol, nifedipine and combination) in random order.
Intravenous glucose tolerance test was performed with and without pretreatment
with oral ethanol and nifedipine. Ethanol pretretment was followed by increased
insulin (ethanol 5113,0 ± 863,7 vs control 3160,6 ± 413,8 pmol/l; p<0,01, n=8)
and C-peptide (ethanol 29,6 ± 3,5 vs control 22,7 ± 1,5 mmol/l; p<0.05, n=8)
areas after intravenous glucose (0-20 min.), indicating that ethanol augments
insulin secretion. Calcium antagonism with nifedipine abolished the ethanol
augmentation of insulin secretion, (insulin area 0-20 min, ethanol 5113,0 ± 863,7
vs combination 3730,6 ± 433,2; p<0,05, and C-peptide area 0-20 min, ethanol
29,6 ± 3,5 vs combination 22,1 ± 1,3; p<0,01). The GLP-1 response (area 0-90
min, n=6) was not significantly affected by ethanol. In conclusion, ethanol
augmentation of insulin secretion to a glucose challange is supressed by
nifedipine. Our results do not suggest that ethanol affects insulin secretion by
stimulating GLP-1 secretion.
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GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE 1: EFFECTS ON GASTRIC EMPTY-
ING AND ABSORPTION OF SUCROSE IN CONSCIOUS SWINE.
J. Radziuk, J. Davies, S. Pye, S. Myers and L. Stramm Ottawa Civic
Hosp., Ottawa, Canada, Lilly Res. Lab, Indianapolis, USA
Glucagon-like peptide 1 (7-37)OH (GLP-1) may participate in the
mechanisms, comprising the ileal brake, which slow gastric emptying
in the presence of nutrients in the distal bowel. In order to
characterize this property of GLP-1, gastric emptying of a lg/kg
sucrose solution was assessed in conscious swine using the dilution of
sequential intra-gastric injections of phenol red during the infusion of
(a) 0 (b) 0.5 (c) 1 and (d) 4 nmol/kg of GLP-1 (7-37) over a 4h
period. The sucrose was labelled with ["C] glucose and the first
appearance of label in the portal or peripheral circulation was used to
assess absorotion.

Peak lime Peaks	 C
Dose % remaining in stomach at time (min) Glucose (1°C Glucose
nmol/kg (tnmol/L) glucose Time
/4h 30	 60	 120	 240 >0) dpm/inl	 Min

n (min)
0 8 53±7 20±5 7±3 1±1 9.4±0.9 15 465±63 60
0.5 5 50±11 22±8 5±1 0.5±0.2 9.7±0.4 15 640±14230
I 5 72±12 64±13 30±9 18±8 6.3±0.8 0±8 357±67 120
44 78±17 70±17 79±11 59±21 5.8±0.3 104±6 86±39 180

I nere Is a Gose-aepenaent slowing of gastric emptying with a result-
ing decrease in both the glucose and (normalized) label peak. Both
the time of first appearance and peak of the label are delayed with
increasing dose. The dose-dependent delay in first appearance of
label, not correlated to gastric emptying, suggests a separate effect of
GLP-1 on glucose absorption. Thus, both gastric emptying and glu-
cose absorption may be independently delayed by this gut peptide.

1,Ic]

IV GLP-I LOWERS BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVELS IN NIDDM PATIENTS
REGARDLESS OF FASTING GLUCOSE, BMI, AND INSULIN CAPACITY.
M. Toft-Nielsen' Z, S. Madsbad and J.J. Hoist. Dept. of Endocrinology,
Hvidovre Hospital and 'Dept. of Medical Physiology, the Panum Institute,
Copenhagen, Denmark.
GLP-1 administration has been shown to lower blood glucose in small groups
of patients with NIDDM, but it is not known how this effect is related to the
degree of obesity, the fasting blood glucose (f-BG) concentrations or the insulin
secretory capacity of the patients. In this study we infused GLP-1 (1.2
pmol/kg/min) intravenously for 4 to 6 hours into 50 fasting NIDDM patients
(age: 40 - 71 yrs.; BMI: 20 - 45 kg/m 2 ; fasting plasma glucose: 5.7 - 24.5
mmol/1; HbA, c : 5.7 - 13.3 %). Antidiabetic treatment was discontinued 3 days
before the infusion. Blood samples were drawn every 30 min, and plasma were
analysed for glucose, insulin (ELISA), C-peptide (ELISA), and glucagon.
Groups were categorised on the basis of A) BMI (groupl: 20 - 25.0 kg/m2; group
2: 25 - 30.0 kg/m2 ; group 3: 30 - 35.0 kg/m2 ; group 4: > 35 kg/ni), B) fasting
blood glucose concentrations (group 1: < 10.0 mmol/l; 2: 10 - 15.0 mmol/l; 3:
> 15 mmol/1), C) fasting plasma insulin concentrations (group 1: < 25 pmol/l;
group 2: 25 - 50 pmol/l, group 3: > 50 pmol/1) and C-peptide responses. GLP-1
lowered blood glucose in all patients (12.1±0.6 to 7.0±0.4 mmol/1) at rates
ranging between 1-2 mmol/h independent of their fasting blood glucose, fasting
insulin concentrations, BMI or insulin secretory capacity. However, because of
the similar fall rate in all groups the blood glucose decrements obtained after 4
hs of infusion were for fasting blood glucose group BI: 8.0±0.2 to 5.3±0.5
mmol/l; group B2: 12.3±0.2 to 6.6±0.2 mmol/l; group B3: 17.9±0.4 to 10.4±0.5
mmol/l. We conclude that GLP-1 may effectively normalize blood glucose in all
NIDDM patients presumably as a result of its glucagonostatic activity.
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LIPOLYTIC AND LIPOGENIC ACTIONS OF GLP-1 IN HUMAN ADIPOSE
TISSUE
L. Marquez, M. Diaz-Miguel, A. Perea, M.L. Villanueva-Pefiacarrillo and
I. Valverde. Fundacibn Jimenez Diaz, Madrid, Spain.

Insulin-like effects of GLP-1 (7-36lamide (GLP-1) in rat liver, skeletal muscle
and adipose tissue, have been documented. Also, a lipolytic effect of GLP-1
in rat adipocytes was reported. In this work, we have studied the lipolytic
and lipogenic effect of GLP-1, and the adenylate cyclase activation, in
adipocytes isolated from human subcutaneous fat tissue obtained, previous
informed consent given, from eight patients undergoing abdominal surgery.
For lipolysis, 10 5 cells were incubated during 60 min in 300/1 KRB-HEPES
buffer, pH 7.4, containing 3% BSA and 3.3 mM D-glucose, in the absence
(control) and presence of GLP-1 or glucagon; the glycerol released was
enzymatically determined. For cellular cAMP content, assayed by RIA,
adipocytes were incubated as above, in the presence of 0.1 mM IBMX,
during 5 or 60 min. For lipogenesis, cells were incubated during 2 h in 1 ml
of the medium containing 0.4 umoles "C-Na acetate (0.05 /pCi) as
precursor, in the absence and presence of GLP-1 or insulin; cell associated
radioactivity was toluene extracted and 5-counted. GLP-1 exerted a
significant dose related stimulation of glycerol release in the 10-i '-10 5 M
range, from 127±11% of control, n=12, to 154±11%, n=14,
respectively, similar to that obtained with glucagon. GLP-1 also induced a
rise in lipids generation in the 10 - ' 3-10-5M range, from 116±5%, n = 18, to
130±8%, n = 18, respectively, being the latter value not different to that
of 10 9M insulin. 10 8 M GLP-1 increased the adenylate cyclase activity in
adipocyte plasma membranes to the same extent than 10 8M glucagon.
Furthermore, GLP-1 exerted a significant dose related stimulation of cAMP
content in adipocytes, in the 10 -12-10-5 M range after either 5 min incubation,
from 186±17%, n=3, to 621 ±30%, n=3, or 60 min incubation, from
130±11%, n =9, to 156±17%, n =17, respectively. These data document
in human adipocytes that physiological levels of GLP-1 exert own
counteracting effects on lipid metabolism, suggesting that at least the
lipolytic action maybe mediated by cAMP.

505
GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE-1 RESTORES ACUTE PHASE INSULIN
RELEASE TO AGED RATS.

J.M. Egan, K. De Ore, N. Greig, H. Holloway, Y. Wang, and R.
Perfetti. Diabetes Section, NIA/GRC, Baltimore, MD, USA.

Glucose intolerance is a common feature of the aging process and

aging per se is an etiologic factor for Type II diabetes mellitus. To
characterize the beta cell abnormalities that occur with aging, we

looked at the serum glucose and insulin levels of six young (3-
month) and six old (22-month) Wistar rats at 0, 2, 4, 7,10,15,
20, and 30 minutes after an intravenous glucose load (IVGTT,
0.5g/kg glucose). We found that the fasting glucose and insulin
levels were not significantly different between young and old rats.
However, peak glucose levels were significantly higher in the old

(349 ± 10 mg/dl) compared to the young (250 ± 7 mg/dl)

animals. Insulin levels in the young animals peaked at 2 minutes

(859 ± 171 pmol/I) with a quick return towards fasting levels by
7 minutes. The old animals had a delayed and blunted insulin

response to glucose, achieving lower peak insulin levels (656 ±
164 pmol/)) 7 minutes after the glucose load. As insulin levels are
also positively modulated by incretin hormones, we quantitated the

fasting insulin responses of young and old animals to 0.05, 0.1,
0.2, 0.4, and 0.5 nmol/kg intravenous glucagon-like peptide-1
(GLP-1), the most potent incretin known. Insulin responses were

similar in both age groups with maximum insulin responses seen at
0.4 nmol/kg. GLP-1, in conjunction with the IVGTT, restored the
acute insulin response to glucose and increased the clearance of

glucose in the old animals. It therefore appears that old animals

have an impaired glucose-mediated insulin release but maintain

their insulin responsivity to GLP-1. This makes it a potentially

useful agent for Type II diabetes in the elderly.
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GLYCOGENIC EFFECT OF GLP-1 ON HUMAN SKELETAL MUSCLE
M. A. Luque, L. Marquez, M. Morales, 1. Valverde and
M.L. Villanueva-Penacarrillo. Fundacion Jimenez Diaz, Madrid, Spain.

A potent glycogenic effect of GLP-1(7-36(amide (GLP-1) in rat
skeletal muscle has been documented. In this work we have
studied the effect of L.P-1 on glycogen synthesis in normal human
skeletal muscle cells and cremaster muscle, both obtained,
previous informed consent given, from subjects without alterations
of carbohydrate metabolism, undergoing surgery. Cell cultures
were stablished from satellite cells of dissociated muscle tissue
(vastus latera)is), grown in SKGM with 2% FBS and 1 % antibiotics
up to near confluence, and then fused for 4 days in alpha-MEM
with 2% FBS and 1 % antibiotics. Differentiated myotubes were

used in the first pass only. We measured the incorporation of D-[U-
'"C]glucose into glycogen during 60 min at 37 °C, in myotubes

incubated in alpha-MEM containing 5.5 mM D-[U- 14C)glucose
(0.545trCi/Nmol), and in muscle strips (ca. 2mg protein) incubated
in KRB containing 5mM D-[U- 14Clglucose (0.047NCi/pmol) and 1 %
BSA, in the absence (control) or presence of GLP-1 or insulin. In

human myotubes from four subjects, the control glycogen

synthesis (9.6 ± 1.2 nmol/mg protein, n = 15) was increased

(p<0.01) by GLP-1 at 10 -10M (169±12% of control, n=41) and
at 10 -5M (128 ± 8%, n = 41), with an apparent higher potency than
that of insulin (126±7%, n=24, p<0.01 and 166±17%, n=28,
p<0.001, respectively). In muscle strips from three subjects, the
control glycogen synthesis (15.6 ± 4.1 nmol/mg protein, n = 7) was

also increased by 10-t0M GLP-1 (129±5% of control, n=7,
p<O.001), as it was observed with 10 -9M insulin (123±9, n=7,
p<0.05). These results document the insulin-like effect of GLP-1

upon skeletal muscle glucose metabolism in man.
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EFFECTS OF VOGLIBOSE AND ACARBOSE ON GLUCOSE HOMEOSTASIS AND

GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE-1 SECRETION IN NIDDM PATIENTS

B.Gdke, P.Kleist', T.Littke', E.Stridde' and E.Haupt'. University of Marburg, Marburg,

Germany;'Takeda Euro, Frankfurt, Germany; 2Saale Clinic, Bad Kissingen, Germany.
The a-glucosidase inhibitors voglibose (AO-128) and acarbose are effective

antihyperglycemic agents and were shown to increase plasma glucagon-like peptide-1

(GLP-1) levels in healthy volunteers. The aim of this double-blind study was to compare

their effects in diabetics. 170 hospitalized NIDDM patients were randomly allocated to

six parallel groups and received 7 days treatment with either three times daily voglibose

(0.5, 1, 2, 5 mg), acarbose (100 mg) or placebo. Blood was saved before and 15, 30, 60,

120, 180, and 240 minutes after a standardized test meal on day -1 and day 7 to analyse

serum glucose, insulin, plasma gastric inhibitory polypeptide (GIP) and GLP-1. 157

patients (mean age 54,4 years; 135 male) could be analysed. Maximal postprandial serum

glucose rise (mean Cmax = 15.2 mmol/I on day -1) was statistically significantly

prevented by all active treatments as compared to placebo on day 7 (p ( 0.005; unpaired

one-sided t-test). The strongest effects were seen under 5 mg voglibose (-4.2 mmol/l e

-26%; p ( 0.0001); even I mg voglibose (-2.5 mmolll a -16%; p ( 0.0001) was superior to

acarbose (-1.7 mmol/1 a -12%; p = 0.0044). Voglibose exerted its antihyperglycemic

effect over the total observation period, in contrast to acarbose which did this only for the

first two hours. Postprandial increases of insulin (area under the curve = AUC 0-4h;

Cmax) were significantly reduced by 1, 2, and 5 mg voglibose in a dose-dependent

manner (-34% and -41% under 5 mg; p ( 0.0001),whereas acarbose did not achieve

statistical significance (-9% and -12%; p = 0.19 and 0.06). The endogeneous secretion of

GIP was suppressed in all active groups. Voglibose increased GLP-1 mean AUC 0-4h by

29 % (under 0.5 and 1 mg) up to 47 % (under 5 mg); due to the high SD only 0.5 and 2

mg voglibose became statistically significant versus placebo (p ( 0.005). Acarbose

induced a weaker increase of 12 %. It is concluded that voglibose >_ I mg three times

daily has stronger influence on postprandial glucose / insulin reduction and GLP-1

secretion than acarbose (100 mg three times daily) in NIDDM patients.
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CHOLECYSTOKININ-INDUCED INSULIN SECRETION MEDIATED BY PLA 2

ACTIVATION IN ISLETS IS CA Z^-INDEPENDENT BUT PKC-DEPENDENT
E. Simonsson, S. Karlsson and B. Ahren. Dept. Med., Lund Univ., Malmo, Sweden.

Cholecystokinin (CCK) induces insulin secretion through stimulation of phospholi-
pase C (PLC), subsequent increase of cytosolic Ca t' and activation of protein kinase
C (PKC). Recently, we showed that also activation of phospholipase A 2 (PLA2) is
involved in the insulinotropic effect of CCK. However, the mechanism of CCK-
induced PLA2 activation is not known. Therefore, we examined the importance of
Ca" and PKC in CCK-mediated PLA 2-activation and insulin secretion in isolated rat
islets. CCK-8 (100 nM; at 5.6 mM glucose)-mediated arachidonic acid (AA) forma-
tion, measured as efflux of radioactivity from islets prelabelled with [ 3H]AA, was
unaffected by the Cat ATPase inhibitor thapsigargin (1 1sM; n.s.; n=6) as well as by
the Ca" channel antagonist verapamil (100 µM; n.s.; n=6), indicating that intracel-
lular Cat stores and influx of extracellular Ca" are of no major importance in CCK-
8-mediated PLA 2 activity. This was in sharp contrast to the AA formation due to the
cholinergic agonist carbachol (100 4M), which was reduced by verapamil by 36±6%
(p<0.001; n=6), implying a mechanistic dissimilarity between CCK-8 and carbachol
when activating Ca t -independent PLA2 . Moreover, PKC down regulation, induced
by overnight incubation with 12-0-tetradecanoyl phorbol-13-acetate (TPA; 500 nM),
reduced CCK-8-induced AA formation by 17±5% (p=0.031; n=6), and insulin secre-
tion by 40±16% (p=0.021; n=15-16). Furthermore, the specific PLA 2 inhibitor p-
amylcinnamoylantranilic acid (ACA; 50 tM) diminished CCK-8-stimulated AA
formation by 40+8% (p<0.001; n=6), and insulin secretion by 57±17% (p=0.002;
n=15-16). No additive action was seen by combined PKC down regulation and PLA 2

inhibition, regarding neither AA formation (n.s.; n=6), nor insulin secretion (n.s.;
n=16). In conclusion, our results suggest that CCK-induced activation of PLA 2 is
Caz+-independent, whereas carbachol-stimulated activation of PLA 2 is dependent on
Cat -influx, that the PLA2 activating and insulinotropic effects of CCK is partly
PKC-dependent, and that CCK-mediated insulin secretion involves at least one addi-
tional signalling pathway, which is independent of both PLA 2 and PKC.
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INFLUENCE OF ACARBOSE ON GLP-1 RELEASE AFTER A
SUCROSE LOAD IN NIDDM PATIENTS.
C. Seifarth, J. Bergmann, J.J. Holst, R. Ritzel, W. Schmiegel and
M.A. Nauck. Med. Universitatsklinik (Knappschaftskrankenhaus)
Bochum, Germany; Panum Institute, University Copenhagen, DK.

In healthy volunteers, a-glucosidase inhibition leads to delayed
digestion and to absorption of disaccharides also in the lower gut. As
a consequence, release of glucagon-like peptide- 1 (GLP- 1) after oral
sucrose is augmented. This could contribute to the glucose-lowering
action of acarbose especially in hyperglycemic NIDDM patients. It
was the aim of the study to evaluate the influence of acarbose on
GLP-1 release and its possible consequences on plasma glucose,
insulin and glucagon levels in NIDDM patients. In a crossover-
design, 100 g sucrose were administered orally with 100 mg acarbose
or placebo to 11 fasting NIDDM patients (6m/5f; age 62 ± 9 years,
HbAI c 9.6 ± 1.5 %) on different days. Plasma levels of glucose,
insulin, GLP-1 and glucagon (RIAs) and H2-exhalation (breath test)
were measured over 6 h. The increment in plasma glucose (basal: 166
± 10 mg/dl) was reduced from (peak) 277 ± 15 (placebo) to 230 ± 15
mg/dl (acarbose; p < 0.001). After 60-90 min, H2-exhalation
increased under acarbose (p < 0.001). From that time on, acarbose
increased GLP-1 plasma levels (6 h AUC) by about 28% (6786 ±
1021 vs. 5302 ± 738 pmol 1 -1 min, p = 0.04, significant by ANOVA
from 210 to 360 min, p < 0.05) without enhancing insulin or
lowering glucagon concentrations during this time. In conclusion,
acarbose augments GLP- 1 responses after oral sucrose also in
NIDDM patients.
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IMPROVED INSULIN SECRETION AND ORAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
AFTER IN VIVO INHIBITION OF DPP-IV IN OBESE ZUCKER RATS.

B. Balkan, L. Kwasnik, R. Miserendino, M. Mane, T.E. Hughes and X. Li.
Sandoz Research Institute, E. Hanover, NJ, U.S.A.
Glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1), a potent incretin, plays a pivotal role in prandial
insulin secretion. GLP-1 is rapidly (t„2 :1-2 min) inactivated by the protease
dipeptidyl peptidase IV (DPP-IV). DPP-IV is believed to be the sole inactivating
enzyme of GLP-1, though a slower process removes both active and inactive GLP-1
from the circulation. Here, we investigated whether DPP-IV inhibition is a feasible
approach to improve glucose homeostasis through an enhancement of GLP-1 action.
Firstly, the effects of DPP-IV inhibition on insulin secretion stimulated
by exogenous GLP-1 were studied in conscious, cannulated rats after 2 hrs food
deprivation. Infusion (iv)of GLP-1 (5pmol/kg/min in saline with 2% glucose @
150µl/kg/min for 30 min.) evoked a profound but transient insulin response (area
under the curve (AUC)o- io ,r,,, +375±61µU/ml*10 min) after which plasma insulin
concentrations returned to basal. Administration of the specific DPP-IV inhibitor
SDZ 272-070 (ISgmol/kg, iv@15min) immediately inhibited plasma DPP-IV
activity by 85% and elicited a second insulin response (AUC15-25„,,, 223±80 vs
45±63gU/ml*10 min (vehicle), p<0.05). Thus, DPP-IV inhibition augments the
effects of exogenous GLP-I on insulin secretion. Secondly, the effects of DPP-IV
inhibition on oral glucose tolerance were investigated in cannulated female insulin
resistant, glucose intolerant, obese Zucker rats and lean controls (8-9 weeks of age).
SDZ 272-070 (100pmol/kg, po, @ t=-30min) was given 30 min before glucose
(lg/kg, po, t=Omin). DPP-IV inhibition significantly amplified the early phase of the
insulin response in obese fa/fa rats and all but normalized glucose excursions. In
contrast, DPP-IV inhibition produced no significant effects in FA/?. It is concluded
that DPP-IV inhibition improves insulin secretion and impaired glucose tolerance,
probably through augmentation of the effects of endogenous GLP-1. This suggests
that DPP-IV inhibition might be a useful tool in the treatment of NIDDM.

AUC= area under  TyMar fa/fa fa/ffa+DPP-IV FA/? FA/? +DPP-IV
the curve	 n=7	 inhibitor n=7	 n=9	 inhibitor n=8

Insulin AUC	 1322±778	 4940±775	 567±141	 546±212
(µU/ml*15min)
Glucose AUC	 2556±272" 	 1647+205**	 1294±146	 1018±104
m	 gin)

, . p<0.05, p<0.01 vs lean control; *,**: p<0,05, p<0.01 vs obese control
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GASTROINTESTINAL REGULATORY PEPTIDES IN CHILDREN
WITH IDDM: DOES THE GLYCEMIC CONTROL MATTER?
A Vazeou, A Papadopoulou, E Pergantou, E Kitsiou* and C Bartsocas
Pediatric Department, Faculty of Nursing, Athens University, "P & A
Kyriakou" Children's Hospital & *Laiko Hospital, Athens, Greece

Gastrointestinal disorders are common in patients with IDDM and
hyperglycemia has been accused to be a predisposing factor. Gut regulatory
peptides (GRP) are well known to be associated with motility disorders.
However, their relationship with the glycemic status in children with IDDM is
poorly defined. We therefore measured fasting glucose, motilin, neurotensin,
and glucagon levels and HbAlc in 52 children (mean age 15.3 years, 22 males)
with IDDM (mean duration 7.1 years). Thirty eight patients (73%) had
persistent gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms: recurrent abdominal pain 15;
chronic constipation 13; chronic dyspepsia 9; recurrent vomiting I. Twenty
three patients (44%) had fasting serum glucose 4.1-8.3 mmol/L and 29 (56%)
>8.3 mmol/L. Fasting motilin levels (mean ± SEM: 62.2 ± 5.2 pmol/L) were
significantly lower (p<0.0001) in IDDM patients compared with 26 healthy
controls (mean ± SEM: 162.7 ± 7.2 pmol/L). However, motilin levels were not
different between patients with or without GI symptoms, as so as with or
without hyperglycemia. Motilin levels had a significant negative correlation
with duration of IDDM (r=-0.38; p=0.005) but no correlation was found with
HbAlc. Neurotensin levels were lower than the previously published lower
normal level (<6 pmol/L) in 62% of patients (mean ± SEM: 9.4 ± 2.9 pmol/L);
glucagon levels were higher than the upper normal level (>200 pmol/L) in 60%
of patients (mean ± SEM: 213.1 ± 13.0 pmol/L/) . No significant correlations
were found between glucose levels or HbAlc and neurotensin or glucagon
levels. In conclusion, under conditions of euglycemia or hyperglycemia GRP
do not directly depend on glycemic status. However, their role in IDDM
patients should be further investigated.
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GLUCOSE- AND TOLBUTAMIDE-INDUCED INSULIN SECRETION IN
ADULT RATS TREATED WITH NICOTINAMIDE AND STREPTOZOTOCIN.
P. Masiello 1 , C. Broca2 ' 3, R. Gross3, M. Roye3, M. Manteghetti 3 , D.
Hillaire-Buys2, M. Novelli 1 , G. Ribes3 . '1st. Patologia Generate, Univ.
Pisa, Italy; Lab. Pharmacol., Fac. Med. UPRES EA 1677, Bd. Henri IV
and 3UMR 9921 CNRS, Montpellier, France.
We have previously shown that graded doses of nicotinamide (NA) can
partially protect adult rats against the beta cell toxicity of streptozotocin
(STZ). On this basis, the aim of the present study was to select and test
the best NA dose suitable to produce a mild hyperglycaemia without
severe reduction in pancreatic insulin stores. Among the various doses
of NA (in the range 180-260 mg/kg) tested in 3-mo-old Wistar rats, the
dose of 230 mg/kg (NA 230) given i.p. 15 min before STZ injection
(65 mg/kg i.v.) yielded a maximum of animals with moderate elevation
of non fasting plasma glucose levels (166 ± 12 vs 119 ± 3 mg/dl in
controls, p < 0.01). Pancreatic insulin content was about 35% of that of
controls. IVGTTs revealed glucose intolerance and abnormal insulin
response which remained stable for at least 9 weeks after diabetes
induction and interestingly appeared to be sensitive to tolbutamide
administration. In the isolated perfused pancreas of STZ plus NA-treated
rats, insulin response to an increase in glucose concentration (5 to
11 mmol/I) was significantly reduced versus controls (p < 0.05),
whereas the response to 0.19 mmol/l tolbutamide was similar to that
observed in normal pancreas. Furthermore, pancreatic (3 cells exhibited
hypersensitivity to arginine infusion (7 mmolIl) in the presence of
2.8 mmoUl glucose (105 ± 20 vs 10 ± 4 ng insulin x 20 min in controls,
p < 0.001). In conclusion, our results indicate that adult rats treated with
STZ plus NA 230 show a relative deficiency in insulin secretion which
is corrected by sulphonylureas, and might represent an attractive
experimental model of NIDDM.
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PROINSULIN BIOSYNTHESIS AND PROCESSING IN
NIDDM HUMAN ISLETS
E.F. Usac, B. Nadal, R. Gasa, J. Fernandez-Alvarez and R.
Gomis. Fundacid Clinic. Endocrinology and Diabetes Unit,
Barcelona, Spain.
It has been shown that one of the conversion intermediates
together with intact proinsulin are abnormaly secreted by the beta
cells of certain NIDDM patients. The aim of our study was to
investigate the biosynthesis and conversion of proinsulin on
NIDDM human islets. Results: Pulse-chase and
immunoprecipitation techniques gave an evidence 4-fold decrease
of proinsulin biosynthesis on the islets from the diabetic vs. islets
from two control pancreases. Morphometry analysis shown that it
cannot be explained by the loss of beta cell mass. 0-cell
mass/pancreas from NIDDM vs. controls: 1.9±0.2% vs.
2.4±0.7% and 2.8±0.1%. We observed, by northern blot, that
this defect seems to be focused at the translation level since islets
from the diabetic have same proinsulin mRNA content as controls.
No particular defects are observed at the proinsulin conversion
ratio and neither proinsulin or proinsulin intermediates are secreted
into the medium. This low proinsulin synthesis does not seem to
be a glucose toxicity related defect because pulse-chase studies
performed with control islets exposed for 8 days at 24.4 mM
glucose didn't show any diferences on proinsulin biosynthesis,
conversion or secretion when were compared to those exposed at
5.5mM. In conclusion i) proinsulin mRNA translation is partially
bloked on those NIDDM human islets; ii) chronic hyperglicaemia
does not affect proinsulin synthesis or conversion, and neither
promote proinsulin secretion.
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EFFECTS OF GLUTAMATE ON GLUCOSE TOLERANCE AND INSULIN
SECRETION IN A RAT MODEL OF TYPE II DIABETES.
G. Bertrand', M. Ravier', R. Puech', M.M. Loubatieres-Mariani 2 and J. Bockaert 1 .

'UPR9023 CNRS; 'Lab. Pharmacol. Fac. Med.; Montpellier, France.
We have previously shown that glutamate stimulates insulin release via
a glutamatergic receptor and improves glucose tolerance in normal rats.
In this study, we investigated the effect of glutamate in a rat model of
type II diabetes obtained by an i.v. injection of a low dose (35 mg/kg)
of streptozotocin (STZ). Glutamate was tested on glycaemia and/or
insulin secretion in vivo and in vitro. After one week, in the
postabsorptive state, STZ rats exhibited a moderate hyperglycaemia and
a slight decrease of plasma insulin levels (6.9 ± 0.3 mmol/l and 2.6 ±
0.5 mU/1, respectively) compared to controls (5.5 ± 0.1 mmol/l and 4.6
± 0.7 mU/1, respectively). In STZ rats, during an i.v. glucose tolerance
test (0.5 g/kg), insulin response and glucose tolerance were impaired:
the increase in insulinemia for 10 min was +40 ± 10 vs +146 ± 29 mU/1
(p<0.01) and the glucose increment for 30 min was +235 ± 11 vs +191
± 8 mmol/l (p<0.01) in normal rats. The addition of glutamate
(9 mg/kg) to the glucose solution increased the insulin response during
the first 10 min (p<0.05), reduced the hyperglycaemia (20%; p<0.05)
and increased the glucose disappearance rate (p<0.001). In vitro, on the
isolated perfused pancreas, the biphasic insulin response to a glucose
rise from 4.2 to 16.6 mmol/l was reduced by 55% in STZ rats compared
to normal animals. Glutamate (400 µmol/l), added simultaneously with
glucose 16.6 mmol/l, provoked a 3.6-fold increase of the first phase
(5 min) of insulin response (p<0.001). In conclusion, glutamate is able
to stimulate insulin release and to improve glucose tolerance in
moderately diabetic rats. Thus, glutamate receptors of B cells could be a
new target for antidiabetic insulinosecretory agents.
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ACCELERATED PROINSULIN CONVERSION IN HUMAN B-CELLS AFTER
OVEREXPRESSION OF PC2 OR PC3 BY RECOMBINANT ADENOVIRUS.
P. Halban, K. Meyer and J.-C. Irminger. Laboratoires do Recherche Louis
Jeantet, University Medical Center, Geneva, Switzerland.
Proinsulin conversion involves cleavage at the B-chain/C-peptide and C-
peptide/A-chain junctions. Cleavage (and trimming of basic residues) at just
one junction leads to generation of des-31,32-split proinsulin (des-31,32) and
des-64,65-split proinsulin (des-64,65) respectively. In man, des-31,32 is the
major intermediate. Two endoproteases, PC2 and PC3 have been implicated
in proinsulin conversion. These enzymes display specificity for just one
proinsulin junction in vitro, but little is known regarding their substrate
specificity and relative activity in vivo within human B-cells. To study this,
human pancreatic islets were trypsinized, the cells cultured 2-3 days and then
infected (1h) with increasing multiplicity of infection (moi) of adenovirus
expressing PC2 (Ad-PC2), PC3 (Ad-PC3) or pgal as control (Ad-[3gal). After
24h, cells were pulse-labelled (10 min label [3H]Leu) and chased. Radioactive
products were separated by hlpc. Expressing (i-gal did not affect proinsulin
conversion. For controls (AdjI-gal, moi of 200) after 60 min chase there was
38.5% insulin, 25.0% des-31,32, 2.8% des-64,65 and 33.7% proinsulin. For
AdPC2: insulin = 48.4, 78.0, 86.6%; des-31,32 = 15.7, 2.7, 1.0%; des-64,65
= 4.7, 5.3, 3.7%; proinsulin = 31.1, 14.0, 8.7% at moi of 2, 20 and 200
respectively. For AdPC3: insulin = 43.3, 69.4, 86.8%; des-31,32 = 21.3,
14.8, 3.7%; des-64,65 = 3.1, 0, 0.7%; proinsulin = 31.1, 14.0, 8.7 at moi of 2,
20 and 200 respectively. Whereas each enzyme shows the same substrate
specificity previously observed in vitro, with PC2 cleaving preferentially at the
C-peptide/A-chain junction and PC3 at the B-chain/C-peptide junction, both
endoproteases appear to be able to cleave at both proinsulin junctions (at
least when expressed at supraphysiologic levels). The data thus show that
PC2 and PC3 when overexpressed in human B-cells accelerate to an equal
extent the conversion of proinsulin to fully processed insulin.
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REDUCED ISLET INNERVATION IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC HAMSTERS
K.D. Kohnert, U. Myrsen, F. Sundler, I. Kloting and B. Ahren, University of
Greifswald, Karlsburg, Germany and Lund University, Malmo and Lund, Sweden
It is known that pancreatic islets are innervated and that nerves are involved in islet
function. However, whether islet innervation is altered during the development of
type 2 diabetes is not known. We therefore examined the adrenergic and
cholinergic innervation of the islets in different phases of glucose intolerance in a
new sublins (CHIG/Han) of the Chinese hamster. The animals were characterized
by their glucose tolerance, plasma insulin levels and glucose-stimulated insulin
secretion in vitro. Pancreas sections were immunostained for neuropeptide Y
(NPY) and tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) as markers for adrenergic nerves, for
vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) presumably localized in cholinergic nerves, and
the main islet hormones. The animals were grouped according to their nonfasting
plasma glucose levels into nondiabetic (< 7.2 nunol/L), mildly (7.2-15 mmol/L)
and severely diabetic (> 15 mmollL). Severely diabetic hamsters had marked
glucose intolerance and impaired glucose (15 mmol/L)-stimulated insulin secretion
(-76%, p<0.01) of islets. The group with mild diabetes had a glucose tolerance
between these two groups, and glucose-stimulated islet insulin secretion was
decreased by 54% (p< 0.05) when compared with the nondiabetic group. Plasma
insulin was increased in nondiabetic (+81%, p< 0.05) and mildly diabetic (+119%,
p< 0.01) hamsters, while approaching basal levels (354.9±37 pmol/L) in the
severely diabetic animals. Humunostaining of the pancreas sections revealed that
innervation by both adrenergic and cholinergic nerves was markedly reduced in
severely diabetic hamsters, whereas the innervation pattern in the mildly diabetic
ones was virtually unaffected. Insulin was reduced in the diabetic animals, whereas
glucagon staining was increased. Immunostained somatostatin, pancreatic
polypeptide (PP) and peptide YY (PYY) was unchanged as compared with the
nondiabetic pancreases. In this animal model, the autonomic nerves (adrenergic as
well as nonadrenergic) disappear with the loss of glucose-stimulated insulin
secretion. This suggests that altered islet innervation is involved in type 2 diabetes.
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CELL-FREE TRUNCATION OF C-PEPTIDE TO des-(27-31)C-PEPTIDE
M. Paoletta and P.A. Halban. Laboratoires de Recherche Louis Jeantet,
University Medical Centre, Geneva. Switzerland.
Recent studies have shown secretion of a novel form of C-peptide (Cp),
truncated C-peptide (tCp), which lacks its 5 C-terminal residues. Truncation of
Cp to tCp occurs in both primary and transformed rat B-cells but to a greater
extent in the latter. In order to confirm that truncation is a granular event and to
establish a cell-free assay to characterize the truncation enzyme, we have now
studied rat Cp truncation in two in vitro systems. Granules from INS
(transformed rat B-) cells were purified by subcellular fractionation using a
Percoll gradient and disrupted by freeze-thaw. Rat Cp was biosynthetically
labelled in INS cells and purified by HPLC before use as a substrate. When
labelled Cp was incubated with granule contents at pH 6.0 and 37°C there was
production of tCP amounting to 30% of total (tCp + Cp) by 4h. There was,
however, also extensive degradation of Cp possibly reflecting contamination
of granules with lysosomes. To limit such contamination and in order to
determine whether truncation activity in granules was soluble or membrane
bound, INS cells were incubated for 1h in Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate in
presence (stimulated) or absence (control) of a cocktail of secretagogues
previously shown to stimulate release of insulin stores (and thus also of
soluble but not membrane anchored granular contents). The conditioned
medium was concentrated prior to use. Incubation (pH 6.0, 37°C) of the
labelled Cp in stimulated conditioned medium led to production of 12.7±4.2%
tCp in 4h but only 6.7±0.7% for control. There was no significant difference
between control and stimulated medium at 2h. Taken together the data
confirm that B-cell granules contain soluble enzyme(s) able to cleave Cp
between residues 26 and 27 and demonstrate that the truncation event can
be faithfully reproduced in a cell free system.
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LONG-TERM TOTAL PARENTERAL NUTRITION REDUCES ISLET ACID
GLUCAN-1,4-a-GLUCOSIDASE ACTIVITY AND INSULIN RELEASE
A. Salehi', B.G. Fang, G. Nordin, M. Ekelundz and I. Lundquist, Dept of
Pharmacology and Surgery'', University of Lund, Lund, Sweden and Dept of
Clinical Chemistry3, Helsingborg Hospital, Sweden
To study the effects of long term elevation of serum lipids on nutrient-stimulated
insulin secretion and the islet acid glucan-l,4-a-glucosidase system, normal
healthy rats were subjected to total parenteral nutrition (TPN) for 10 days. Control
rats received saline and had free access to food and water. The levels of serum FFA,
triglycerides and cholesterol were greatly elevated by TPN infusion. Pancreatic
islets isolated from TPN infused rats and then incubated in vitro showed a greatly
reduced insulin release when stimulated by glucose or KIC. The insulin response to
the muscarinic agonist carbachol, however, was of similar magnitude as observed
in controls. The inhibitory effect of TPN treatment on glucose-induced insulin
release (-55%) was only slighly ameliorated by exposure to the carnitine
palsnitoyltransferase I inhibitor, etomoxir. Further, isolated isles from TPN infused
rats displayed a markedly reduced activity of the lysosomal enzyme acid glucan-
1,4-a-glucosidase, a putative key enzyme in nutrient induced insulin release. This
depression of acid glucan-l,4-a-glucosidase activity was accompanied by a similar
reduction of several other lysosomal enzyme activities e.g. acid phosphatase , N-
acetyl-(3-D-glucosaminidase, (3-glucuronidase and acid a-glucosidase. In contrast,
in liver tissue from TPN infused animals all these enzymes displayed markedly
increased activities. The impaired insulin response to glucose was not readily
reversible and persisted in islets isolated 12 h after TPN treatment. Also the in vivo
insulin response to an intravenous glucose load at 12 h after TPN treatment was
impaired. The present data show that TPN treatment for 10 days induced a severe
impairment of nutrient-induced insulin release being accompanied by a marked
suppression of the islet acid-glucan-l,4-a-glucosidase activity and other lysosomal
enzymes. In contrast, the lysosomal system/lysosomal enzyme activities in liver
tissue was greatly increased. The results strongly suggest that the islet lysosome-
acid glucan-1,4-a-glucosidase system is of key importance for nutrient-induced
insulin release and that long term elevation of serum lipids greatly impairs this
signal system.
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NK-lysin, an endogenous antibacterial peptide, exerts an
insulinotropic effect in isolated pancreatic islets.
J-C Martel, S. Darquy2 , N. Dachicourtl, C Saulnierl, G. Reach 2
M. Andersson3 , B. Porthal
CNRS-URA 307 1 & INSERM U.341 2 , Paris, France. Karolinska
Institute3 , Biochemistryll, Stockholm, Sweden.

We investigated whether a recently isolated 78 residue
porcine antibacterial peptide, NK-lysin, could have an
insulinotropic effect on pig and rat islets. Initially, batches of
either pig or rat islets were tested in static incubations at 37°C
for 60 minutes. The KREBS-BSA (K-B) buffer contained a low
glucose concentration 2.8mM with and without (control) the
presence of NK-lysin. A 2-fold increase in insulin release from
pig and rat islets was induced by NK-lysin as from 0.1µM as
compared to control values. Also, freshly isolated rat islets were
perifused at 37°C in K-B buffer containing either 2.8 or 16.7mM
glucose. When 0.1µM NK-lysin was present in 2.8mM glucose
perifusion studies, it induced a first phase peak of insulin release.
This response corresponded to 46% of that induced by 16.7mM
glucose only. When NK-lysin was studied in presence of 16.7mM
glucose the biphasic pattern of insulin release was amplified.
Under these conditions, NK-lysin enhanced only the second
phase by 2.5-fold as compared to the measured secretory
response with 16.7mM glucose alone. Further, this enhancement
returned to normal basal secretory rates upon removal of NK-
lysin and in presence of 2.8 mM glucose. These data suggest that
this endogenous antibacterial peptide is a novel insulinotropic
agent. The mode of action of NK-lysin in stimulating insulin at
low and high glucose concentrations remains to be established.
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ALTERATIONS IN ISLETS' INSULIN SECRETION OF FETUS
FROM PREGNANT RATS FED AN ISOCALORIC LOW
PROTEIN DIET
H. Cherif, B. Reusens, S. Dabri, C. Remade and J.J. Hoet. Univ.
Catholique de Louvain, B 1348, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium.

Fractional insulin release (IR) in vitro of fetal islet cells is
significantly reduced when mother is fed a low protein diet (8%)
(LP) instead of 20% (C). cAMP content in LP islets is also
diminished. Neither forskolin nor theophyline did restore the IR of
LP islets but both normalised the cAMP content. To determine the
site of alterations of IR in fetal LP islets, the latter were cultured
during 7 days in RPMI and were challenged thereafter during 120
min with various secretagogues which stimulate IR at different sites
and compared with control islets. Acetylcholine (ACh) (100 mm),
cytochalazine B (Cytoc) (10 mM), glutamine (Glut) (10 mM),
leucine (Leu) (10 mM), Ba2+ (4.54 mM) and a high K+ (50 mM)
were tested. In C as well as in the LP group, all secretagogues
significantly increased IR (%). However, when IR % of LP fetal
islets was compared to C, it was significantly reduced in response to
Glut+Leu (15.83 ± 1.96 vs 8.30 ± 1.35 p<0.01), KCl (17.14 ±
1.33 vs 10.70 ± 1.38 p<0.01), or to ACh (15.92 ± 0.68 vs 4.71 ±
0.88 p<0.01). But, IR (%) of fetuses from LP group was restored
when their islets were stimulated with Cytoc B (10.16 ± 0.82 vs
9.23 ± 0.99) or with Bat (15.55 ± 0.70 vs 12.01 ± 1.78). The
results show thus that the lack in the secretory mechanism of LP B
cells should be located in the late phase of the insulin secretion. Ca2+
movements might be involved in this B cells secretory alteration and
are being investigated.
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INSULIN RELEASING EFFECTS OF CITRULLUS COLOCYNTHIS
FRUIT EXTRACTS IN ISOLATED RAT PANCREAS
R. Gross', R. Nmila2, H. Rchid', Roye M.', M. Manteghetti', P. Petit', G. Ribes'
and Y. Sauva re2. 'Lab. Pharmacol., Fac. Medicine (UMR 9921 du CNRS and
UPRES 1677), Universitt Montpellier I; 2Lab. Rech. Subst. Nat. Vegttales
(UPRES 1677), Universitt Montpellier II, Montpellier, France.

Infusions of the fruits of Citrullus colocynthis Schrad., cucurbitacceae are
traditionally used in Morocco and mediterranean countries as antidiabetic
medications. The present study was designed to investigate the possible
insulinotropic properties of these fruits. For this purpose, different extracts
of the components of Citrullus colocynthis fruits were obtained: RN I1

(crude extract), RN, (hydro-alcoholic extract) and RN x (purified extract).
The insulin secretory effects of these three different extracts were
evaluated in vitro in the isolated and perfused rat pancreas in the presence
of 8.3 mmol/I glucose. These extracts were perfused for 20 min. RN,, at
0.1 mg/ml induced an immediate and significant stimulation of insulin
secretion. The increase reached + 90% at min 3 (P < 0.01) but was
transient (5 min). The area under the curve (AUC) for the first 5 min was
2444 ± 170 ng versus 1941 ± 101 ng in control experiments (P < 0.05).
The same amounts of RNv, and RNx (0.1 mg/ml) also elicited an
immediate and monophasic increase in insulin output (maximum + 40%
and + 60% respectively). AUC for RN, was 2331 ± 150 ng (P < 0.05) and
for RNx 2339 ± 100 ng (P < 0.05). Moreover, a significant and persistent
increase in pancreatic flow rate appeared during RN vj and RNx infusions:
AUC for the 20 min perfusions were 51.0 ± 1.2 ml and 55.9 ± 0.7 ml
respectively versus 46.2 ± 0.5 ml in control experiments (P < 0.01). In
conclusion, our results show that the three different extracts from
Citrullus colocynthis fruits display an insulinotropic effect which may, at
least in part, account for the antidiabetic activities traditionally described
for these fruits.
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THE EFFECT OF POOR FOETAL AND NEONATAL NUTRITION ON ISLET
FUNCTION IN NEONATAL RATS.
MR Wilson and SJ Hughes, Department of Physiology, Imperial
College School of Medicine at St. Mary's, London, UK.
It has been suggested that poor foetal-neonatal nutrition may
predispose adult animals to impaired glucose tolerance and diabetes.
We have previously shown that feeding a low protein (5%) diet to
pregnant and lactating rats leads to altered islet function in the adult
offspring. To investigate further we have studied islet function in
offspring aged 6-7 days from mothers fed a low protein or control diet
during pregnancy and lactation. Low protein offspring were smaller
than control offspring (10.3±0.3 vs 17.1±0.8 g in controls, n=50,
p<0.001). Insulin release in response to lommol/l glucose was
significantly impaired in islets isolated from low protein offspring in
both batch incubations (14.1±2 (n=7) vs 35.9±3.4 (n=27) µU/islet/hr
in controls, p<0.001) and in perifusion (15±12 vs 181±102 4U/40min
in controls, n=4, p<0.001). This was not due to a decreased secretory
capacity, as responses of islets to ketoisocaproate and arginine were
not significantly reduced. Also, islet insulin content was not reduced
(0.69±0.12 vs 0.93±0.09 mU/islet in controls, n=7, NS). To attempt
to identify the underlying defect, islet glucose metabolism was
measured. Mitochondrial oxidation of glucose was not impaired in
low protein offspring (6.73±0.84 vs 7.32±0.73 pmol glucose
oxidised/islet/hr in controls at l0mmol/1 glucose, n=12, NS). Glucose
utilisation, a measure of glycolytic rate, however was reduced
(73.4±11 vs 129±15 pmol glucose utilised/islet/hr in controls at
10mmolll glucose, n=12, p<0.01). These data suggest that poor
foetal-neonatal nutrition causes an impairment in glucose stimulated
insulin release in islets from neonatal rats, due possibly to a defect in
the glycolytic pathway.
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ENDOTHELIN-1 AND ENDOTHELIN-3 STIMULATE INSULIN
RELEASE FROM ISOLATED RAT ISLETS OF LANGERHANS
E. De Carlo, J. Bounds, A. Milanesi, C. Martini, P. Maffei, N.
Sicolo*, C. Scandellari. Institute of Semeiotica Medica, Chair
of Internal Medicine, *Chair of Endocrinology, University
of Padova, Italy

It has been reported, by different experimental models, that
insulin induces Endothelin-1 (FT-1) release. Recently, ET-1
has been shown to increase circulating insulin and lower
blood glucose in rats. At present, it has not been
demonstrated whether this peptide may act at an insular
level or influence insulin concentrations by indirect
mechanisms. Aim of the present study has been to clarify
whether: 1) ET-1 influences insulin release from isolated rat
islets, 2) other isoforms of endothelin, like Endothelia-3
(ET-3) show the same action.
Isolated rat islets of Langerhans were employed. 120
minutes incubations with increasing concentrations (10-12

to 10-9 M) of ET-1 and ET-3 were performed both in presence
and in absence of 5.5 mM glucose. At the end of incubation,
insulin concentrations were assayed in the medium. No
increases of insulin release were observed when islets were
incubated in glucose-free medium. Both ET-1 and ET-3 were
able to enhance insulin release in presence of 5.5 mM
glucose and the increases were statistically significant at
10-10 M concentration for ET-1 (p<0.05) and at 10-9 M
concentration for ET-3 (p<0.05).
We conclude that ET-1 is able to stimulate directly, in
presence of physiological glucose concentrations, insulin
release from isolated rat islets. ET-3 exerts, at the insular
level, an action similar to that of ET-1.
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MYELIN BASIC PROTEIN STIMULATES INSULIN SECRETION IN RATS IN
VIVO
E. Kolehmainen and H. Leskinen. University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland
Myelin basic protein (MBP) stimulates insulin and glucagon release from pancreatic
islets in vitro. Effects of MBP in vivo were studied in anaesthetized rats (n=6-8).
A reference sample was withdrawn at -10 min from a. femoralis, M13P (10mg/0.5
ml of 0.9% NaCI) was injected at 0 min via v. femoralis, and blood samples were
withdrawn in exp A at 10, 20, 30 and 40 min, and in exp B at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12
min, and replaced with fresh blood from a donor rat. The control rats (n=6) received
0.9% NaCl with similar protocols. The control levels of insulin and glucose were
unchanged in exps A and B except for the 12-min glucose value in B (p<0.05:
repeated-measures ANOVA/Bonferoni t-test). MBP stimulated insulin release in A
by 108±10% at 10 min, 163±17% at 20 min, 192±28% (p<0.01) at 30 min and by
164±28% at 40 min (means±SE) over the -10 min level. The changes in individual
animals ranged from 133% to 508% stimulation at 30 min. The blood glucose level
rised from 6.5±0.3 mM to 8.2±0.3, 8.4±0.6 (p<0.01), 8.0±0.8 and 7.2±0.9 mM at
the aforementioned times. In exp B, the glucose level rised from 6.5±0.4 mM to
7.0±0.4 mM at 2 min, 8.4±0.4 mM (p<0.01) at 4 min, 9.1±0.4 mM (p<0.01) at 6
min, 9.8±0.4 mM (p<O.Ol) at 8 min, 10.0±0.6 mM (p<0.01) at 10 min and 10.5±0.5
mM (p<0.01) at 12 min. Insulin plasma values exhibited oscillatory changes in 7 out
of 8 rats, one increasing without oscillations. Three out of the 7 oscillating exhibited
maxima at 4 and 8 min, the rest showing one maximum at 4 min and/or additional
maxima in reverse phase. The combined data showed stimulation of 123±24%,
243±41% (p<0.01), 203±35% (p<0.05), 263±54% (p<0.01), 204±40% and236±35%
(p<0.01) at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 min, respectively. Since previous studies have
shown that MBP injected into rat circulation enters the liver and accumulates in the
pancreas, the changes may result from a combined effect of MBP on these tissues.
They could explain idiopathic hyperglycaemia in stroke and head injury patients and
disturbances in glucose homeostasis in some multiple sclerosis patients.
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LACK OF EFFECT OF LEPTIN ON INSULIN SECRETION. STUDY IN THE
PERFUSED RAT PANCREAS.
J Rodriguez-Gallardo, RA Silvestre and J Marco. Clinica Puerta de Hierro,
and Dept. Physiology, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain.
In human obesity, as well as in some models of rodent obesity, elevated
plasma concentrations of both leptin and insulin have been found. Insulin
regulates leptin mRNA and increases plasma leptin concentration. Recently,
it has been reported that leptin receptor mRNA is expressed in primary rat
pancreatic islets and in the insulinoma cell line BTC-3. These observations
raise the possibility of an adipose-insular B cell axis modulating insulin
release. Thus, we have investigated the effect of rat leptin on insulin
secretion in the perfused rat pancreas. Perfusate consisted of Krebs-
Henseleit buffer supplemented with albumin (0.5%), dextran T-70 (4%) and
glucose (5.5 mmol/I). Insulin was analysed by RIA. Synthetic rat leptin (a gift
from Amylin Pharmaceuticals, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA), at 10 nmol/l - a
concentration close to the upper plasma levels found in obese subjects -
failed to modify the insulin response to an increase in perfusate glucose
level from 5.5 mmol/I to 9 mmol/I (incremental area: 58±13, Mean±SEM,
ng/20 min, N=5 vs. 49.4±11 ng/20 min, N=10 in control experiments;
p=0.7). At a supraphysiological concentration (100 nmol/I), leptin was
without effect on insulin release in pancreases perfused at 5.5 mmol/I
glucose (F25.,=0.63) or stimulated by increasing glucose levels from 5.5
mmol/I to 9 mmol/I (Incremental area: 71±5 ng/20 min, N=3, vs. 72±17
ng/20 min, N=7 in control experiments; p=0.96). Our results would rule out
an obvious effect of leptin on insulin secretion in the normal rat pancreas,
thus challenging the concept of leptin as a direct signal from the adipocyte
to the pancreatic B-cell.
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CONSTRUCTION AND EXPRESSION OF RECOMBINANT INSULIN

FROM HUMAN INSULIN GENE AND MAMMALIAN EXPRESSION
VECTOR PRC/CMV

H Wang, XH Xiao and Q SuriPeking Union Medical College Hospital, Beijing, China

To develop a model somatic gene therapy system for diabetes, we
constructed a human insulin expression vector in non p cells. As the first

step, a insulin cDNA fragment, generated by a complete digestion of PBCA

with EcoR I and BamH I, was inserted into the EcoR I/BamH I site of

plasmid PBS•SK by ligation of cohesive-ended DNA, which constructs a

transition plasmid PBS•INS. Then the plasmid PBS•INS was completely

digested by Hind III and Xbal I. A small DNA fragment containing insulin

cDNA gene, was subcloned into the expression plasmid PRC/CMV to form

recombinant PRC/CMV.INS. Cultured mouse fibroblasts of the LtK cell line

were transfected with human insulin expression plasmid PRC/CMV•INS,

which contains a gene conferring resistance to the antibiotic G418. Finally,

12 clone of the Ltk cells named Ltk•PRI-12, was selective because of its

higher insulin-releasing activity compared with other clones. Release of

human insulin was assessed through a specific human c-peptide

assay(RIA). After culturing for 24 h in the RPMI 1640 medium containing

10mM glucose, Ltk .PRI-12 cells release c peptide at about 98 pmol/10 6

cells per 24 h. The study offers a potential somatic gene therapy approach to

insulin delivery in diabetes mellitus.
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ISLET AMYLOID POLYPEPTIDE KNOCK OUT MICE DEVELOP A MORE
SEVERE FORM OF ALLOXAN-INDUCED DIABETES

H Mulder', S. Gebre-Medhin2, C. Betsholtz2, B. Ahr& and F. Sandler'. Depts. of Physiology
and Neuroscience', Ltmd; Medical Biochemistry', Gothenburg; Medicine', Malmo; Sweden.

Several studies have shown that islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP; amylin) is over-
expressed in experimental forms of diabetes. This may be harmful in diabetes,
because of IAPP's propensity to form amyloid in islets and its negative effects on
insulin release and sensitivity. Alternatively, IAPP over-expression could arise as a
protective mechanism in diabetes. We recently generated mice with a targeted dis-
ruption of the IAPP gene (knock out; KO); this allowed us to examine experimentally
induced diabetes in the absence of IAPP. Thus, male IAPP KO (n=10) and wild type
(WT) mice (n=10) were given alloxan (70 mg/kg iv). Whereas both KO and WT
mice became hyperglycaemic, a more pronounced diabetes gradually evolved in KO
mice. At day 7, plasma glucose was 31±3 and 27±4 mM in KO and WT mice
(P=0.4), respectively, whereas at day 35 it was 33±3 and 23±4 mM (P<0.05).
Furthermore, at day 35, weight loss was greater in diabetic KO than in WT mice
(9.0±2 vs 1.9±2 g; P<0.001). IVGTT (lg/kg) was performed at day 7 and 35; glucose
and insulin levels were not different in the two diabetic groups. In contrast, control
KO mice displayed lower glucose levels than control WT mice at 10-60 min (P<0.05-
001), which indicates an enhanced glucose elimination in KO mice. Quantitative in
situ hybridization revealed that insulin mRNA levels at day 35 were 14±9 and
27±11% of control in diabetic KO and WT mice, respectively (P<0.001 for both); the
reduction of insulin gene expression was greater in diabetic KO mice (P<0.001). In
conclusion, lack of IAPP in mice is associated with a more severe form of alloxan-
induced diabetes. The results suggest that the perturbation of islet function by alloxan
is aggravated, because insulin gene expression was lower in diabetic KO mice and
the enhanced glucose elimination seen in control KO mice was lost in diabetic KO
mice. To speculate, the previously shown ability of IAPP to enhance microcirculation
by vasodilatation, which is lacking in IAPP KO mice, may promote islet survival/
regeneration after a diabetic insult, such as alloxan.
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MOUSE PANCREATIC ISLETS CULTURED ON ECM IS A GOOD
PREPARATION FOR MICROFLUOROMETRY
P. 0. G. Arkhammar, H. Kofod, B. R. Terry and 0. Thastrup. BioImage,
Novo Nordisk A/S, Copenhagen, Denmark
We have examined the use of extracellular matrix (ECM) as a substratum
for NMRI mouse islet cultures with special reference to microfluorometry.
The techniques for obtaining and maintaining ECM-producing cell cultures
and subsequent coating of glass is straightforward. Islets seeded out onto
ECM attached readily, firmly and with time spread out. Single islet
cultures (1/7/14 days, RPMI 1640) were monitored for glucose-induced
changes in [Cau] ; (Fura-2), NAD(P)H and FAD fluorescence,
mitochondrial membrane potential (Vmit, Rhodamine 123) and insulin
release. After an increase in glucose from 3 to 9-10 mM, the well-
established initial changes in [Ca"], , as well as oscillations upon
prolonged exposure, were observed. Measurements of Vmit showed
hyperpolarisation under similar conditions. Cultured islets remained
responsive to the sugar over at least two weeks, but the tendency to display
[Ca2 '], oscillations at 10 mM glucose was decreased at 2 weeks.
Simultaneous measurements of NAD(P)H and Flavine Adenine
Dinucleotide (FAD) fluorescence changes in response to glucose stimulation
showed rapid increases in NAD(P)H fluorescence and decreases in FAD
fluorescence. Stable and dose-dependent NAD(P)H/FAD fluorescence ratio
levels were observed after prolonged incubation, similar at 7 and 14 days.
The islets responded to glucose challenges from 0-3 mM to 10 and 20 mM
glucose with increases in insulin release of about 10- and 30-60 fold,
respectively (p<0.05) . In conclusion, we find this preparation excellent for
microfluorometry applications. The fact that the islets are still glucose
responsive when they become more flat gives an opportunity to single cell
imaging with conventional microscopy techniques. In addition, we suggest
that the NAD(P)H/FAD ratio may be a useful parameter when monitoring
metabolic activation of pancreatic islets.
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Hypoglycaemic and insulinotropic effects of stevioside in the non-
insulin dependent GK rat.
P. B. Jeppesen, S. Gregersen and K. Hermansen. Dept. of
Endocrinology and Metabolism. Aarhus University Hospital, Tage-
Hansens Gade 2, DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark.

Stevioside, is a glycoside contained in the leaves of Stevia rebaudia-
na Bertoni that has been used in the traditional treatment of diabetes
in Brazil. Recently we found that stevioside potently stimulates
insulin secretion from mouse islets. The aim of this study was to in-
vestigate the impact of stevioside on blood glucose and insulin
levels in vivo in the non-insulin dependent GK rat. Students
unpaired t-test has been applied for statistical analysis. During an
i.v. infusion of glucose (2.0 g/kg body weight) over 1 min without
or with stevioside (0.2 g/kg body weight) we observed a pronoun-
ced increase in the insulin response to stevioside (51116±10967 vs
21548±3101 u,U*120 min; p<0.05) and a concomitant suppresion
of the blood glucose responses (648±50 vs 958±85 mM*120 min;
p<0.05) in the diabetic GK rat. Also in the normal Wistar rat
stevioside potently stimulated the insulin response (79913±3101 vs
17347±2882 uU*120 min; p<0.01) whereas no change in the
blood glucose response was found (416±43 vs 417±47 mM*120
min). In the GK rat insulin levels were steadily increasing during
the entire 120 min observation period. Despite the prominent insulin
response to stevioside no increment in the liver glycogen content
could be detected in either the normal or diabetic rat. In conclusion
the glycoside, stevioside, possess hypoglycaemic and insulinotropic
effects in the non-insulin dependent GK rat and may have a
potential as a hypoglycaemic drug.
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THE POTENT INSULINOTROPIC EFFECT OF ENDOTHELIN-1 IS NOT
MEDIATED VIA DIRECT ACTION ON THE ISLET (3-CELLS: EVIDENCE
FOR AN IMPORTANT ROLE FOR a-CELLS.
Gregersen', S., Brock', B., Buschard, K., Kofod, H., Thomsen, J.L. and
Hermanen', K. Dept. of Endocrinology and Metabolisih , Aarhus University
Hospital, Bartholin Instituttet', Kommunebospitalet, Copenhagen, Novo
Nordisk', Bagsvaerd, Denmark.
The potential involvement of the endothelium derived peptide endothelin-1 (ET-1) in
the patophysiology of diabetes has been further strengthened by our recent finding
that ET-1 has potent insulinotropic effects on mouse islets. However, the mechanism
of action has not yet been clarified. We aimed at exploring if ET-1 interacts directly
with the ncells. For this purpose the action of ET-1 on insulin secretion and insulin
mRNA in (3-cell lines and purified islet cells was studied. First, we investigated the
possible effect of ET-1 (10-6 M to 10 .12 M) on (3-cell lines INS-1, (3TC-3 and MIN6.
At all concentrations studied no significant effects of ET-1 on insulin secretion were
found. Corresponding to this, there was no change in insulin mRNA in INS-1 cells.
To fmtber strengthen this finding we performed ligand-binding studies on TC-3
cells with 151-ET-1 and "'I-glucagon as control. No specific binding of 'uI-ET-1 was
found on the [3-cells at the concentrations studied. This was in contrast to the
displaceable binding of "nI-glucagon. Thus we found no evidence of specific ET-1
receptors on the [3-cells. In an attempt to study whether these quite unexpected
"missing" effects on the (3-cells might be due to the use of insulinoma cell lines we
used FACS-purified fl-and non-fl-cells from normal rats. Using the purified (3-cells
no action of ET-1 on insulin secretion was found. Interestingly, however, when
purified [3- and non-[3-cells (preferentially a-cells) were mixed ET-1 (100 nM) did
increase glucose-stimulated insulin secretion. The a-cells therefore seems important
for the effects of ET-1 on insulin secretion. In conclusion, the results indicate that
the potent insulinotropic effect of ET-1 is not mediated through a direct action of
ET-1 on the fl-cells but is elicited indirectly via stimulation of the a-cells.
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DELAYED ONSET OF DIABETES AND PRESERVED INSULIN
SECRETION IN TROGLITAZONE-TREATED OLETF RATS.
S. Hokama, I. Komiya, H. Akamine, N. Yagi, K. Yoneda, T. Asawa,
M. Shimabukuro and N. Takasu. University of the Ryukyus, Okinawa,
Japan.

Troglitazone is thought to improve insulin-resistance. We analyzed
whether long-term treatment of troglitazone to insulin-resistant OLETF
(Otsuka Long-Evans Tokushima Fatty) rats prevented the development
of diabetes or not, and preserved glucose-induced insulin secretion or
not. Male OLETF and non-diabetic LETO (Long-Evans Tokushima
Otsuka) rats were treated with troglitazone as a 0.2% food admixture
from 7 to 60 (65) weeks of age (OLETF+ and LETO+). Others were
fed with standard chow (OLETF- and LETO-). Blood samples were
taken every 3-4 weeks. At 60-65 weeks of age, rat pancreas was isolated
and perfused with 20 mM of D-glucose or 10 mM of Lrarginine for 15
min. Post-prandial insulin levels were 606 ± 159 pM (OLETF-) and 260
± 111 pM (OLETF+) at 30 weeks of age, and 35 ± 4 pM (OLETF-) and
213 ± 151 pM (OLETF+) at 50 weeks of age. Post-prandial plasma
glucose levels were gradually increased with age, and reached to 26.3 ±
10.9 mM (OLETF-) and 12.3 ± 1.9 mM (OLETF+) at 50 weeks of age.
At 60-65 weeks of age, however, fasting plasma glucose were 12.8 ±
3.0 mM (OLETF-) and 11.0 + 5.1 mM (OLETF+) (statistically not
different). In perfusion study, arginine-induced insulin secretion was
preserved in both groups of OLETF rats but glucose-induced insulin
secretion was significantly decreased in OLETF- than in OLETF+ rats.
In histological examination, loss of islets was less significant in
OLETF+ than in OLETF- rats. Troglitazone delayed the onset of diabetes
and preserved insulin secretion in OLETF rats. Long-term treatment of
troglitazone to OLETF rats appears to attenuate the exhaustion of
pancreas caused by insulin-resistance.
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DIVERSITY OF THE TRANSDUCTION SYSTEM EXPRESSION IN

PANCREATIC A CELLS
A. Astesano, N. Ferranti, A. Arimura*, M. Bendayan# G.Rosselin and S. Emami,
INSERM U55, France *US Japan Lab, US # Univ. de Montreal.

High glucagon levels unaffected by glucose were observed in diabetes, leading us to
investigate the molecules involved in the signal transduction in glucagon-secreting
pancreatic islet A cells of adult rats. Immunodetection was performed by light and
electron microscopy using antibodies (abs) raised against PACAP receptors (R) C-
terminal which takes into account the different subtypes of PACAPR which in
preliminary study showed three bands around 42, 50 and 60 kD on western blot of
pancreatic extracts of newborn mouse. Other abs used, were raised against the 13-29,
13-29, 291-302, 385-394, 100-119 and 100-118 sequences of a q , al 1, a02, as/aolf,
as and golf, respectively. PACAPR was seen in A cells and in pancreatic islet B
cells, by light and electron microscopy. The labeling intensity appeared specific of
each antibody used, 93093-2 (mainly A cells) or 93094-2 (mainly B cells). Gall and
Gaol were highly expressed in A cells, and in vascular endothelial system but not in
insuline, and somatostatin or in pancreatic exocrine cells. Galt and Ga ol were
mainly present in the core and the periphery of glucagon granules. The subunits are
likely to be coupled to the ml and m2 acetylcholine receptors, respectively. Ga q,
probably linked to the ml cholinergic receptor, was not found in A cells but was
detected in B cells, being expressed mostly in the cytoplasm at the vicinity of the
ribosomes. A slight labeling in A cells was found with both as/aolf, as and aolf
specific antibodies. Among the adenylate cyclase, AC-II alone was expressed in A
cells. These findings indicate that Ga subunits are differentially expressed in A and B
cells. Colabeling of AC-II with Gas and perhaps Gall in the A cells suggests a
possible association of these molecules required for the signaling of A cells.
PACAPR might interfer with both of these pathways through a transduction system
involving Gas or Gall.
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HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES OF CGRP-IMMUNOREACTIVITY IN
OLETF RAT PANCREATIC ISLET.
Y. Manakal>, H. Manakaz>, T. Kato 2>, K. Yamataniz>, K. Yamaguchi'>
and H. Sasaki2> Department of Radiology'>, and 3rd Department of
Internal Medicine2>, Yamagata University, Yamagata, Japan

Calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) is a 37 amino acids

neuropeptide translated from the calcitonin gene. In the present study,
we demonstrate sequential changes of CGRP immunoreactivity in the
pancreatic islets of the non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM)
model rat. [Materials and Methods] Otsuka Long-Evans Tokushima
Fatty (OLETF) rat were used as NIDDM model rat and Long-Evans

Tokushima Ohtsuka (LETO) rat as control. Histopathological changes in
the OLETF rat pancreas were classified into three stage, the early stage
(6-20 weeks of age), the hyperplastic stage (20-40 weeks of age) and the
final stage (over 40 weeks of age) (Kawano et al. 1992). Animals were
killed at 7, 16, 24, 32, 50, 65 weeks of age, and were fixed by

transcardiac perfusion with 10% formalin in phosphate buffer. Specific
CGRP antiserum which does not crossreact with rat amylinl-37 and islet
amyloid polypeptide was used. [Results] Diabetes mellitus in OLETF
rat was obvious after 24 weeks of age. CGRP immunoreactivity in the
pancreatic islets of OLETF rat and LETO rat was localized in the

pancreatic D cell and nerve fibers at all three stages. CGRP positive
nerve fibers of OLETF rat were more abundant than those of LETO rat
in the early and hyperplastic stages. In the final stage, the pancreatic
islets of OLETF rat became atrophic due to the decrease of B cells, and
CGRP positive cells of OLETF rat were relatively increased in number.
[Conclusion] It is suggested that CGRP is one of factors controlling
pancreatic islets function.
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EFFECTS OF DEHYDROEPIANDROSTERONE IN RATS INJECTED
WITH STREPTOZOTOCIN DURING THE NEONATAL PERIOD.
M.-H. GIROIX, F. MALAISSE-LAGAE * , B. PORTHA, A. SENER* , and W. J.
MALAISSE*. Laboratory of Physiopathology of Nutrition, University Paris 7, Paris, France,

* Laboratory of Experimental Medicine, Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium.

Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), an adrenal steroid precursor of both
androgens and estrogens, could reportedly bring a fountain of youth in
advancing age. Anti-diabetic and anti-obesity effects of DHEA have been
documented. Interestingly, this steroid has been shown to induce in the liver
the thermogenic enzymes mitochondrial FAD-linked glycerophosphate
dehydrogenase (m-GDH) and cytosolic NADP-malate dehydrogenase
(malic enzyme). A deficiency of the former enzyme in the insulin-
producing B-cell has been identified in several animal models of NIDDM,
including that found in adult rats that were injected with streptozotocin
during the neonatal period (STZ rats). Therefore, it was investigated whether
DHEA may also affect the activity of the above-mentioned enzymes in
pancreatic islets of STZ rats and, hence, improve their metabolic and
secretory responsiveness to D-glucose. Control and STZ rats were either
maintained on a standard diet or given access to food supplemented with
DHEA (0.2 %) for 11 days before sacrifice. In both control and diabetic
animals, DHEA feeding augmented the activity of the m-GDH and malic
enzyme in liver, but not so in either the parotid gland or pancreatic islets.
DHEA lowered, also in both control and diabetic rats, the ratio between
D-glucose oxidation and utilization and the rate of insulin release in
pancreatic islets exposed to a high concentration of D-glucose, as well as the
insulin concentration and insulin/glucose ratio in plasma. These findings
support the view that, in diabetes, DHEA doesn't improve the metabolic and
secretory responses of islet B-cells to D-glucose but, by increasing
extra-pancreatic sensitivity to insulin, may allow insulin-producing cells to
avoid the otherwise unfavourable consequences of chronic hyperactivity.
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IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY OF THE PANCREAS IN
FIBROCALCULOUS PANCREATIC DIABETES

Mohan V, Govindarajan M, Ashok S and Pitchumoni CS.
M.V.Diabetes Specialities Centre, R & D Histopathology Lab and
General Surgical Clinic, Madras, India and Our Lady of Mercy
Medical Centre, New York, U.S.A.

Nine patients with Fibrocalculous Pancreatic Diabetes (FCPD) had
pancreatic biopsies done at time of surgery for abdominal pain.
Routine histopathology of all cases and immunohistochemistry in
six cases using antibodies to insulin, glucagon, pancreatic
polypeptide and somatostatin were carried out. Histology revealed
severe atrophy of the entire lobule with replacement by extensive
fibrocollagenous tissue. Two cases had evidence of
nesidioblastosis. Total number of islets were significantly reduced
compared to the normal controls. On immunohistochemistry, the
percent of cells positive for insulin, glucagon and somatostatin in
each islet was not significantly different from normal, but the
overall positivity for these hormones was reduced due to decrease
in total number of islets. Pancreatic polypeptide was markedly
reduced in all the six cases. In conclusion, in FCPD the islets are
destroyed secondary to the inflammatory process. However those
that are not destroyed tend to maintain their normal physiological
functions.
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SER 994 IN THE (3-SUBUNIT OF THE HUMAN INSULIN
RECEPTOR (HIR) IS INVOLVED IN RECEPTOR TYROSINE
KINASE REGULATION.

*V. Strack, +B. Bossenmaier, *B. Stoyanov, *H.U. Haring
*Eberhard-Karls-Universitat, Tubingen, Germany
+Boehringer Mannheim GmbH, Mannheim, Germany

Human insulin receptor (HIR) is known to be phosphorylated on tyrosine,
threonine and serine residues. The functional significance of serine
phosphorylation is not understood in detail. We prepared serine to alanine
mutations at various candidate positions of HIR to study whether any of
these serine residues has an influence on the level of the receptor auto-
phosphorylation or substrate phosphorylation by HIR. The tyrosine phos-
phorylation pattern in 293 cells overexpressing HIR wild-type (HIR-wt) or
the respective HIR mutants were determined by immunoblots using
phosphotyrosine antibodies. HIR serine to alanine at position 994 (HIR-
994) caused a 2-fold increase both in the receptor autophosphorylation and
substrate tyrosine phosphorylation. Our data suggest that serine 994 is a
potential inhibitory serine phosphorylation site. In order to evaluate
whether this serine is required for the inhibitory effect of high glucose we
incubated 293 cells overxpressing HIR-994 with 25 mM 2-deoxyglucose
(2-DOG). 2-DOG was able to induce an inhibition of the insulin receptor
to the same extent as it was seen with HIR wt. This suggests that serine
994 is not directly involved in the inhibitory effect of hyperglycemia.

537
INSULIN-INDUCED ACTIVATION OF PHOSPHOLIPASE D IN RAT
ADIPOCYTES.
M. Ishizawa, T. Ishizuka, Y. Kanoh, A. Miura, K. Kajita, S.
Itaya, M. Kimura, K. Yamada, and K. Yasuda. Gifu University
School of Medicine, Gifu, Japan.
It has been reported that activation of phospholipase D (PLD) is
thought to be an important role for agonist-induced signal
transduction. It is still controversial whether insulin-induced
diacylglycerol (DG) production is associated with
phosphatidylcholine (PC) hydrolysis by PLD and PLC. DG
activates protein kinase C (PKC), which regulates insulin action.
In the present study, we investigate whether insulin and phorbol
ester (TPA) provoke PLD activity in rat adipocytes.
PLD activity was. measured by the formation of
phosphatidylethanol (PEt) in the presence of ethanol or the
formation of choline during stimulation with insulin. Adipocytes
were stimulated by 10nM insulin or 1 u.M TPA after prelabeled
with [3H] paimitic acid or [3H] choline, and then [3H] PEt and [3H]
choline formation was analyzed by thin layer chromatography.
Insulin-stimulated PLD activity was increased by approximately
2-fold for 5 min, and reached maximum by 3-fold for 10 min
and continued for 20 min. On the other hand, TPA-induced PLD
activity was increased by 2-fold for 5 min, and continued for
20 min. These results suggest that insulin provokes PLD
activation and subsequent PKC activation which synergistically
stimulates PLO activity. Finally, insulin-induced PLD activation
contributes to continued DG formation and chronic PKC activation
in rat adipocytes.
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SERINE RESIDUES IN THE C-TERMINAL TAIL OF THE HUMAN
INSULIN RECEPTOR (HIR) DETERMINE THE INTERACTION
WITH TYROSINE PHOSPHATASE 1D.

+B. Bossenmaler, *B. Stoyanov, *V. Strack, J. Mushack and
*H.U. Haring
+Boehringer Mannheim GmbH, Mannheim, Germany
*Eberhard-Kars-Universitat, Tubingen, Germany

HIR is phosphorylated on tyrosine, threonine and serine residues. The
functional significance of serine residues is not understood in detail. We
prepared serine to alanine mutations at various candidate positions of HIR.
To study whether any of these serine residues is important for substrate
phosphorylation by the HIR the tyrosine phosphorylation pattern of 293 cells
overexpressing HIR or the respective HIR mutants were determined by
immunoblots using anti phosphotyrosine antibodies. HIR serine to alanine at
position 1293/94, 1308/1309 and the C-terminal deleted HIRACT caused an
altered pattern of tyrosine phosphorylated proteins. Increased tyrosine
phosphorylation was seen for several bands between 60 and 80 kDa. Using
specific antibodies one of the bands at 70 kDa was identified as tyrosine
phosphatase ID (PTP1D). Following the idea that the C-terminal serine
residues might be important for the interaction of HIR and PTP1D we
cotransfected 293 cells with HIR1293/94, HIR 1308/09, HIRACT and
PTP1D. We found that expression of HIR1293/94 and 1308/1309 with•
PTP1D caused a strong tyrosine phosphorylation of PTP1D which is very
weak with HIR wildtype and all other HIRser->ala mutants. The data suggest
that the C-terminal serine phosphorylation sites are important for the
interaction of HIR with PTP1D. An insufficient activation of PTP1D with
these receptor constructs might explain the tyrosine phorphorylation of other
proteins which is normally supressed by PTP1D.
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EFFECT OF PROTEIN KINASE C ON INSULIN
RECEPTOR SUBSTRATE-1 (IRS-1)	 AND
PHOSPHATIDYLINOSITOL 3-KINASE (PI 3-
KINASE) ACTIVATIONS IN RAT ADIPOCYTES
T. Ishizuka, A. Miura, K. Kajita, Y. Kanoh, M. Ishizawa, S. Itaya,
M. Kimura, K. Yamada and K. Yasuda. Gifu University School of
Medicine, Gifu, Japan

Insulin stimulates tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-1 and PI 3-
kinase via activation of receptor tyrosine kinase. On the other
hand, insulin also stimulates protein kinase C(PKC) by synthesis of
diacylglycerol (DG) via activation of phospholipase C and D which
are coupled by GTP binding protein to receptor. To clarify the
relationship between IRS-I-PI 3-kinase and DG-PKC signaling,
we studied the effect of protein kinase C (PKC) on PI 3-kinase
activity and IRS-1 tyrosine phosphorylation in rat adipocytes.
Phorbol ester (TPA) provoked the increase in PI 3-kinase activity
using thin layer chromatography and p85 subunit of PI 3-kinase
immunoreactivity after anti-phosphotyrosine antibody
immunoprecipitation like insulin in time- and dose-dependent
manner. TPA also increased IRS-1 immunoreactivity after
phosphotyrosine immunoprecipitation like insulin. Incubation of
purified conventional PKC containing PKCes, B and y with IRS-1
immunoprecipitates using anti-IRS-1 antibody resulted in the
phosphorylation of 180 and 165 kDa proteins in the presence of

0.5 mM Ca+ +/40 µg phosphatidylserine, and 0.4 gg/ml diolein.
These results suggest that conventional PKC phosphorylates IRS-i
and increases tyrosine phosphorylation, followed by PI 3-kinase
activation. Finally, activation of PKC and PI 3-kinase by insulin
simultaneously induces the translocation of glucose transporter in
rat adipocytes.
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THE INSULIN RECEPTOR RK MOTIF CONTROLS RECEPTOR
ASSOCIATION/ACTIVATION OF MULTIPLE PKC ISOFORMS.
P.Formisano, F.Oriente, C.Miele, D.Polese, F.Andreozzi,
G.Condorelli, and F.Beguinot. University of Naples, Naples, Italy.
We have previously shown that insulin receptor (IR) phosphorylation by
protein kinase C (PKC) is critically dependent on a short consensus
(Argtt52 - G1 n1153; RK motif) in the receptor regulatory domain. Neutral
for basic amino acid substitutions in the RK motif lead to constitutive
activation of the IR kinase. In the present study, we have used RK
mutant IRs to investigate the mechanisms of PKC activation by the IR.
After exposure to 10 -7 M insulin for 30 min., NIH-3T3 cells expressing
human wild-type IRs (WT) showed a 2-fold increase in plasma
membrane-associated PKC activity (P<0.001). In contrast, insulin
treatment of cells expressing a similar number of any of three RK mutant
IRs (Argt152->Ala; Lys1153->Ala; Argi152/Lystt53->Ala) decreased
membrane PKC activity by >50% (P<0.01). IR immunopreciptates from
insulin-stimulated WT cells showed a 2-fold increased recovery of PKC
activity compared to those from basal cells (P<0.001). In the mutant
cells, IR-associated PKC activity was 40% higher than in WT fibroblasts
(P<0.01), but decreased by 60% upon exposure to insulin (P<0.01).
Western blotting of IR immunoprecipitates from WT cells followed by
probing with isoform-specific PKC antibodies revealed receptor
association with PKC a, b, and . IR association with these three
isoforms increased by 3-, 1.5-, and 2.5-fold, respectively, upon insulin
exposure of the cells (P<0.001). Association of PKC a, S, and with the
RK mutant receptors was 40% higher compared to WT (P<0.01)
decreasing by 2-fold in insulin-stimulated cells (P<0.001). Thus, in
NIH-3T3 cells, insulin elicited association of its receptor with multiple
PKC isoforms. IR-PKC association is controlled by the RK motif and
correlates with insulin-induced PKC activation.
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HYPERGLYCAEMIA MEDIATED COMPLEX FORMATION BETWEEN PKC
AND THE INSULIN RECEPTOR DEPENDS ON PKC ACTIVATION
G.S. Olsen, A.K. Busch, *H. Haring, K. Seedorf and L. Mosthaf.
Hagedorn Research Institute, Gentofte, Denmark and *Eberhard-
Karls-University, Tubingen, Germany.

High levels of glucose inhibit insulin stimulated insulin receptor
autophosphorylation. This effect can be observed in skeletal muscle as
well as in a number of cell culture models. The exact mechanism of
this inhibition is still unclear, however protein kinase C (PKC) seems
to play a crucial role. We have shown previously that hyperglycaemia
leads to the formation of a stable complex between the insulin receptor
(IR) and PKC a and (. Using A293 cells which were simultaneously
transfected with the IR and PKC we have now examined all known
PKC isoforms with respect to coimmunoprecipitation with the insulin
receptor. Using a monoclonal antibody against the IR we detect a basal
level of PKC coprecipitation for all isotypes. In response to high
levels of glucose (25mM 2-Deoxyglucose) we see in addition to what
we observed earlier increased IR/PKC complex formation also for
PKC 131, (32, s and 0. Next we were interested to understand whether
complex formation with the IR in itself is sufficient to mediate PKC 's
effect on IR kinase inhibition, or whether it requires activation of the
enzyme. To address this question we constructed kinase negative
versions of PKC by introducing a point mutation in the ATP binding
site. In all cases, this mutation totally abolished the glucose induced
complex formation with the IR. In summary, we show that
hyperglycaemia leads to increased formation of complexes between the
JR and PKC a, (31, (32, s, 0 and 1. This association is dependent on an
intact kinase activity of PKC. We speculate that PKC mediates its
effect on 1R kinase by covalent modification of the IR 13-subunit. This
might contribute to the normal termination of the insulin signal.
Prolonged or increased activation of this complex formation might
result in insulin resistance.
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INSULIN ACTIVATION OF INSULIN RECEPTOR KINASE IN INTACT BLOOD CELLS IS
NOT IMPAIRED IN NIDDM AND IS NOT INFLUENCED BY HYPERGLYCEMIA.

H. H. Klein, R. Muller and H.L. Fehm. Medical University of Lubeck, Lubeck, Germany

Recent studies suggest that hyperglycemia impairs the insulin effect on insulin recep-
tor kinase(IRK)-activation in certain tissues. The present study explored whether IRK-
activation is impaired in blood cells of NIDDM patients and whether a reduction of hy-
perglycemia in these patients leads to improved IRK-function. Blood was collected
from 21 nondiabetic control subjects and 22 patients with NIDDM. Moreover, in 11
NIDDM patients with poor metabolic control blood was collected before (day 1) and
after (day 8.6±0.4) therapeutic reduction of hyperglycemia. During this period, mean
daily preprandial blood glucose measured at 7 am, 11 am and 5 pm decreased from
16.4±1.2 to 7.7±0.4 mmolll. Aliquots of the heparinized blood were incubated for
15min at 37°C with insulin (0-400 nmolll) to activate the IRK in the intact blood cells.
The cells were then rapidly solubilized under conditions that preserved the in situ"-
activity state of the insulin receptors. The receptors were then immobilized to mi-
crowells coated with anti-insulin receptor antibody. IRK-activity towards recombinant
insulin receptor substrate-1 and insulin binding activity were measured in these wells.
Control experiments with leukocyte filters showed that insulin binding and IRK-
activity stemmed almost exclusively from the erythrocytes. IRK-activities (expressed
as amol P1 min I fmol insulin binding activity) were similar in the nondiabetic (2.1±0.3
and 34.2±1.2 at 0 and 400 nmolll insulin, respectively) and NIDDM subjects (2.1±0.3
and 35.1±1.4 at 0 and 400 nmolll insulin, respectively). Activities were also similar
before (2.4±0.4 and 32.2±2.0 at 0 and 400 nmolll insulin, respectively) and after
improvement of metabolic control (2.4±0.5 and 32.0±2.3 at 0 and 400 nmolll insulin,
respectively). There were also no differences at submaximal insulin concentrations.
Conclusions: (1)Insulin stimulation of intact blood cells results in a 15-fold stimula-
tion of IRK-activity. (2) IRK-activation in blood cells of NIDDM patients is not impaired.
(3) Our data indicate that, at least in blood cells, hyperglycemia does not impair in-
sulin-induced IRK-activation.
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ROLE OF THE JAK-STAT PATHWAY IN INSULIN-SECRETING
CELLS
N. Sekine', T. Ishikawa', T. Okazaki', C.B. Wollheim 2 and T. Fujita'.
'University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan, 2University of Geneva, Geneva,
Switzerland.
It is well established that the JAK-STAT pathway is implicated in the
intracellular signalling of a number of cytokines. We have already shown
that two mitogenic factors for pancreatic 13-cells, growth hormone (OH)
and prolactin (PRL), activate JAK2 tyrosine kinase in the differentiated
insulinoma cell line, INS-1. In this study, activation of the STAT proteins
by these hormones was investigated -in INS-1 cells, since differential
activation of these proteins might determine the tissue-specific response to
the ligands. Both GH and PRL were found to promote tyrosine
phosphorylation of STAT 1 and STAT5. Gel mobility shift assay was
performed using oligonucleotides representing interferon (IFN)-y-
activation sites (GAS) to examine DNA-binding activities of STAT
proteins in INS-1 cells stimulated with either Gil or PRL. Both (liE and
PRL were capable of stimulating the DNA binding to [3-CAS (1l-casein gene
promoter) GAS, a binding site of STAT5. Interestingly, DNA binding
activity to IFN-regulatory factor 1 (IRF-1) GASprobe wasrather decreased
by GH or PRL, whereas no change was observed in the binding to the m67
sis-inducible element (SIE).. In contrast to the two hormones, IFN-y failed
to promote tyrosine phosphorylation of JAK1 or JAK2, although this
cytokine significantly inhibited glucose-induced insulin secretion and
augmented the induction of inducible NO synthase by tumor necrosis
factor-a in INS-1 cells. In conclusion, the JAK-STAT pathway, possibly
through activation of JAK2 and STATS, mediates the mitogenic effects of
GH and PRL. The inhibitory effect of IFN-yon insulin secretion as well as
induction of iNOS induction are not associated with an activation of this
pathway.
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EXPOSURE TO HIGH GLUCOSE LEVELS IMPAIR INSULIN
ACTION IN THE L6 SKELETAL MUSCLE CELLS.
M.Caruso, G.Bifulco, A.Oliva, R.Auricchio, C.G.Tocchetti, and
F.Beguinot. University of Naples, Naples, Italy.
The mechanisms responsible for the impairment of glucose metabolism
by high glucose levels are still unclear. We have addressed this issue in
differentiated L6 muscle cells expressing human insulin receptors
(L6h1R). Increasing glucose in the medium from 7.0 to 25.0 mM in the
absence of insulin led to a 40% increase in total glucose disposal/12h by
these cells (P<0.01). This effect was accompanied by an 80% increase
in 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2-DG) uptake, and by a 2- and 0.5-fold increase
in glycogen accumulation and glucose oxidation to CO2, respectively
(P<0.001). Following the exposure to the high glucose medium, the
activities of glycogen synthase (GS) and pyruvate dehydrogenase
(PDH) in the L6hJR also increased by 2- and 0.4-fold, respectively
(P<0.01). In cells exposed to 7 mM glucose, insulin exposure (100nM;
12h) increased total glucose disposal, oxidation, glycogen accumulation
and GS and PDH activities to a similar extent as 25 mM glucose alone.
In contrast, in cells exposed to 25 mM glucose, insulin had no effect on
any of these functions. With the L6hJR, increasing glucose in the culture
medium from 7.0 to 25.0 mM in the absence of insulin determined a 2-
fold increase in IR kinase toward IRS-1 anb2 (P<0.01). Subsequent
exposure of the cells to insulin did not further activate the receptor. hIR
preparations from cells exposed to the high glucose concentration also
exhibited little insulin responsiveness. Glucose effect on hIR kinase was
maximum in 20 min and not duplicated by xylose. Thus, high glucose
concentrations, per se, may activate glucose metabolism in muscle by
affecting insulin signalling at the level of IR substrate phosphorylation.
In the L6hIR, however, the effect of high glucose concentration on
glucose metabolism is accompanied by an inhibition of insulin action.
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VANADATE BUT NOT INSULIN STIMULATES MAP-KINASE IN INSULIN
RESISTANT ADIPOCYTES FROM AGED RATS
J.C.Molero, C.Martinez*, A.Andres* and J.M.Carrascosa. Dept. Biologia
Molecular, C. B.M.S.O.,Universidad Autdnoma,Madrid (Spain); * Area de
Bioquimica,Univ. Castilla La Mancha, Ciudad Real (Spain)
Vanadate is a well-known insulin mimetic agent both in vivo and in vitro.
Although there is some controversy about its mechanism of action, available
data suggest that,in the absence of insulin, it acts at a post insulin receptor
level. This fact allows its use as a tool to explore specific changes in the
insulin signaling cascade that result in cellular insulin resistance. We have
previously shown a decreased insulin effect in adipocytes from old rats
concerning the stimulation of glucose conversion to CO and triglyceride,
hexose transport, MAP-kinase(MAPK), and in vitro autophosphorylation of
insulin receptor. Since vanadate is able to stimulate partially the hexose
transport in this insulin resistant fat cells, we have investigated whether it also
stimulates MAPK. Adipocytes were isolated from 3- and 24-month old rats and
MAPK was determined as the 32Pi incorporation into myelin basic protein. Fat
cells were preincubated alternatively with or without 16 nM insulin or 1mM
vanadate, for 5 and 20 min in both cases. Wortmannin (1µM) and
PD98059(100iM),an inhibitor of MAPK kinase(MEK), were added in some
experiments 10 and 30 min before the hormones, respectively. Phosphorylated
MAPKs were immunodetected with an anti-phospho MAPK antibody. In young
rats adipocytes insulin transiently stimulates MAPK (1.7 fold) whereas the
stimulation induced by vanadate (1.8 fold) remains constant for at least 20
min. In fat cells from old animals the stimulation by insulin reaches 1.2 fold at
5 min and is not observable after 20 min of incubation. In contrast, vanadate
fully stimulates MAPK (1.8 fold) and this effect is still relevant (1.55 fold) after
20 min. Preincubation with wortmannin does not modify the stimulation of
MAPK in all cases studied whereas PD98059 abolishes the stimulatory effect
of both, insulin and vanadate indicating that the later acts via MEK. Changes
in MAPK activity correlated well with the amount of phosphorylated erk-1 and
erk-2 proteins. These results strongly indicate that MAPK is fully activable in
insulin resistant adipocytes from old rats and suggest that the impairment in
insulin signaling to this enzyme must be located upstream of the stimulation of
MEK and MAPK.
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INSULIN RECEPTOR TYROSINE-KINASE AND PC-1 CONTENT IN
FIBROBLASTS OF HEALTHY NONOBESE NONDIABETIC SUBJECTS
L. Frittitta, D. Spampinato, B. Costanzo, A. Solini§, R. Nosadini§, R. Vigneri,
ID. Goldfine*, and V. Trischitta. Instit tnt Med, Univ of Catania and §Padua,
Italy,' Diab and Endocr Res, Univ of San Francisco, CA, USA.
A reduced insulin receptor tyrosine-kinase activity (IR-TK) and an increased
content of membrane glycoprotein PC-1 is found in both muscle and adipose
tissue of healthy, nonobese (nonOb) nondiabetic (nonD) subjects with low
insulin sensitivity, suggesting that these two defects are early events in the
development of insulin (Ins) resistance. Aim: to verify whether these two
defects are intrinsic and/or irreversible or acquired and/or reversible. Methods:
In cultured fibroblasts from 17 nonOb (BMI<28), nonD (by OGTT) subjects
with a wide range of Ins sensitivity, assessed by either i.v. Ins tolerance test
(Kitt values:4.2-8.8, n=9) or euglycemic clamp (M values: 4.6-11.6, n=8). Ins
effect (0-100 nM) on both glycogen synthesis (GS, 14C-glucose
incorporation into glycogen) and IR-TK activity (autophosphorylation detected
by ELISA), was measured as well as PC-1 content (by ELISA). Subjects were
classified as high-sensitive (HS, n=8) or low-sensitive (LS, n=9) depending on
K or M value, being higher or lower than the median value obtained in larger
series of nonOb and nonD subjects studied by either ITT (n=67) or euglicemic
clamp (n=64). Results : 1) At all concentrations tested ins stimulation of both
GS and IR-TK was reduced in LS subjects (p<0.05 by 2-way ANOVA, for both
measurements); moreover in LS a significantly higher ED50 of Ins stimulation
of IR-TK was observed in LS (0.36±0.02 nM vs. 0.14±0.03, p=0.01). No
difference of 1251-Ins binding was found between HS and LS. 2) PC-1
content was significantly higher in cultured fibroblasts from LS (57,2±6.15
ng/100 mg protein vs. 25.72.33, p<0.01) and correlated to the ED50 of Ins
effect on IR-TK (r=0.78, p<0.01). In all these measurements, very similar data
were obtained in HS vs. LS, whatever measurement of Ins sensitivity.
Conclusions: cultured skin fibroblasts of healthy nonOb, nonD subjects
having low Ins sensitivity have a reduced IR-TK and an increased PC-1
content, associated to a reduced Ins action on glucose metabolism. The
present data demonstrate that these defects are intrinsic and/or irreversible. In
accordance with data obtained in muscle and adipose tissue they suggest that
a reduced IR-TK and an increased PC-1 content may play a primary, early role
in the development of Ins resistance.

547
INSULIN MODIFIED TGF- p ACTION IN ENDO-
THELIAL CELLS AND SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS.
K. Yamauchi, S. Shigematsu, K. Nakajima, S. lijima, T.
Aizawa and K. Hashizume. Shinshu University, Matsumoto,
Japan

Insulin is known to have mitotic activity as well as
regulating activity of glucose homeostasis. But, it is not clear
whether hyperinsulinemia contributes to atheroscrelosis.
Otherwise, transforming growth factor-beta (TGF- /3) is a
potent regulator of cell growth and differentiation. As the
result from the inhibition of the smooth muscle cells
proliferation, TGF- /3 may suppress progression of
atherosclerosis. We have examined whether insulin modified
TGF- (3 signaling cascade. We used a human endothelial cell
line (PAIEC) or a human smooth muscle cell line (PAISMC)
which were stably transfected with an expression construct
containing a plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 promoter
fused to luciferase reporter gene (PAI- 1-Luc). TGF- j3 rapidly
increased PAI-1-Luc activity —3 to 5-fold at 6 to 12 h which
subsequently declined to basal levels within 48 h following
the treatment. There is no effect of insulin itself on PAT-1-
Luc activity. Surprisingly, physiological dose of insulin was
found to strongly inhibit the TGF- (3 stimulation of PAI-1-
Luc activity. Next, we examined PM-1 synthesis and
secretion in the smooth muscle cells. Insulin also inhibit the
PAT-1 synthesis and secretion in the presence of TGF- /9.
These results suggested that insulin accelerates
atherosclerosis through inhibition of TGF- 9 activity.
Currently we are investigating the relationship of insulin-
modified PM-1 activity to the SEK/p38 cascade.
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ALANINE SCANNING MUTAGENESIS OF INSULIN

C.Kristensen', T.Kjeldsen', F.C.Wiberg', L.Schaffer*, M.Hach',
S.Havelund', J.Bass #, D.F.Steiner #@, A.S.Andersen'. *Insulin
Research, Novo Nordisk A/S, Bagsvaerd, Denmark. @ Howard Hughes
Medical Institute, # University of Chicago, Chicago, USA.

Although a large number of insulin analogs have been studies to date,
no comprehensive analysis of the insulin side chains involved in
receptor binding has been reported. We have applied alanine scanning
mutagenesis to further elucidate the role of individual amino acid
residues in receptor binding. A total of 21 new insulin constructs with
alanine substitutions were expressed as single-chain insulin precursors
in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Yeast culture medium was
treated with Achromobacter Lyticus protease to yield mature insulin
and then used directly in the binding assay. Binding data on the new
analogs revealed that the alanine mutations that were most disruptive
for binding were at positions TyrA19, GIyB8, LeuB11, and GIuB13
resulting in decrease in affinity of 1000 fold, 33 fold, 14 fold, and 8
fold respectively relative to wild-type insulin. In contrast alanine
substitutions at positions GIyB20, ArgB22, and SerA9 resulted in an
increase in affinity for the insulin receptor. The most striking finding
is that B20Ala insulin retains high affinity binding to the receptor.
GIyB20 is conserved in insulins from different species and in the
structure of the B-chain it appears to be essential for the shift from
the a-helix B8-819 to the fl-turn B20-B22. Thus substituting GIyB20
with alanine most likely modifies the structure of the B-chain in this
region but this structural change appears to enhance binding to the
insulin receptor. Compiling these data with data in the literature on
alanine analogs allows an extensive overview covering the effect of
single alanine substitutions at a total of 38 positions of the insulin
molecule.
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EFFECTS OF BACTERIA TOXINS ON INTRACELLULAR PROCESSING
OF INSULIN IN HUMAN UMBILICAL VEIN ENDOTHELIAL CELLS

Y.B. Ahn, K.H. Song, J.M. Lee, H.S. Son, K.H. Yoon, M.I. Kang, B.Y. Cha,
K.W. Lee, H.Y. Son and S.K. Kang. Catholic University Medical College,
Seoul, Korea

Guanine nucleotide binding proteins(G-proteins) are critically important
mediators of many signal transduction systems in hormone action.
Recently, possible role of G-protein in insulin action was proposed. So
we studied effects of cholera and pertussis toxins on insulin binding,
internalization of insulin-insulin receptor complex, and insulin receptor
recycling in cultured vascular endothelial cells obtained from human
umbilical veins. All experiments were performed on confluent cells
attached to the 35-mm multi-well plates at a density of approximately
1 x 10' cells/well after one passage. The results were as follows ; 1.
Specific insulin bindings to receptors of endothelial cells were
time-dependent and reached their maximal levels after 60 min in all
cells. The maximal specific insulin binding of control, cholera
toxin-treated group, and pertussis toxin-rested group were 2.38±
0.24%, 2.28±0.18%, and 1.86±0.25%, respectively. 2. The internalization
of 125I-insulin into endothelial cells assessed by acid washing
dissociation method occured rapidly. There was no significant
difference in the internalized radioactivity of 125I-insulin among three
groups. 3. The recycling of insulin receptor of the pertussis
toxin-treated group, was significantly decreased compared with that of
control. But there was no significant difference in receptor recycling
between control and cholera toxin -treated group. In conclusion, in view
of the fact that pertussis toxin inhibited the recycling of insulin
receptor, pertussis toxin sensitive G-protein may be closely associated
with the insulin receptor and appears to be important in both insulin
action and intracellular processing of insulin receptor in endothelial
cells.
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a2-HS-GLYCOPROTEIN INHIBITS TRYPSIN-ACTIVATED
INSULIN RECEPTOR TYROSINE KINASE ACTIVITY
G. Grunberger, S.T. Mathews, and P.R. Srinivas. Wayne State
University, Detroit, MI, USA
a2-HSG is a specific inhibitor of the mitogenic arm of insulin signaling
at the insulin receptor tyrosine kinase (IR-TK) level. In our search for
molecular basis of this effect, we took advantage of the previously
shown trypsinization of IR. Trypsin treatment of intact cells and
partially purified IR activates (3-subunit autophosphorylation. Trypsin
treatment cleaves the IR-a subunit at Arg576 -Arg577 , thereby making
the (3-subunit constitutively active. To understand the mechanism of a2-
HSG action, we compared its IR-TK inhibitory function on insulin- or
trypsin-activated IR-TK. Confluent dishes of HIRcB cells were treated
either with PBS or 0.5 mg/ml trypsin at 4°C for 30 min. Trypsin
treatment of cells prior to isolation of IR resulted in proteolytic
modification of the a-subunit. Removal of insulin binding site by
trypsin treatment was confirmed by lack of 125I-insulin binding. From
non-reducing gels, it was evident that trypsin treatment separated the a2-
132 heterotetramer into heterodimers. The holoreceptor from untreated
cells had an Mr -400 kDa compared to a Mr- 116 kDa of trypsin-treated
IR. Trypsin-activated IR's showed a 10-fold stimulation in basal IR-TK.
Insulin did not increase trypsin-activated IR-TK any further. a2-HSG
(0.1-0.3 .tM) completely inhibited both insulin-induced IR
autophosphorylation and trypsin-activated IR autophosphorylation to the
same extent. These findings indicate that the mechanism of IR-TKA
inhibition by a2-HSG is not by an alteration of the conformational
change brought about by insulin binding. This study also suggests that
a2-HSG's inhibitory role might be mediated through the IR (3-subunit.
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EFFCT OF PERTUSSIS TOXIN ON INSULIN-INDUCED SIGNAL
TRANSDUCTION IN RAT ADIPOCYTES AND SOLEUS MUSCLES
Y Kanoh, T Ishizuka, M Ishizawa, A miura, K Kajita, S Itaya,

M Kimura, K Yamada, and K Yasuda. Sawada Hospital and Gifu
University School of Medicine, Gifu, Japan.

It has been reported that pertussis toxin (PTX) suppresses the
function of trimeric GTP binding protein. We examined the effect of
PTX on insulin-induced glucose uptake, diacylglycerol (DG)

production, protein kinase C (PKC) activation and phosphatidyl-
inositol (PI)3-kinase activation to clarify the role of trimeric
GTP binding protein for insulin-mediated signal transduction

mechanism in rat adipocytes and soleus muscles. Isolated adipocytes
and soleus muscles were preincubated with 0.01-i ng/ml PTX for
2 hr, followed by stimulated with 10- 1 OOnM insulin, 10-1 OOnM
IGF-I or 1 u M tetradecanoylphorbol 1 3-acetate (TPA).
Pretreatment with PTX resulted in the dose responsive decreases in

insulin- and IGF-I-stimulated [ 3H]2-deoxyglucose (DOG) uptake,

and unchanged TPA-stimulated [ 3H]2-DOG uptake. In adipocytes
insulin-induced DG production, PKC /3 translocation from cytosol

to the membrane, and PI 3-kinase activation were suppressed when

treated with PTX, despite of unchanged [ 1251] insulin specific

binding. When soleus muscle protein was incubated with [ 32P]NAD
and activated PTX, 40 kDa a-subunit of Gi was detected in
autoradiography. These results suggest that Gi a may interact with
phospholipase C, and G $ T may couple insulin receptor with PI 3-
kinase activation in insulin sensitive tissues.
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REGULATION OF GLUCOSE UPTAKE AND GLUT4 GENE
EXPRESSION BY CYCLIC AMP AND VANADATE IN 3T3-
F442A CELLS.
Z.-W. Yu and J. W. Eriksson, Department of Medicine, Umea
University Hospital, Umea, Sweden.

To further elucidate the mechanisms for cAMP induced-insulin
resistance we investigated long-term effects of cAMP, the tyrosine
phosphatase inhibitor vanadate or the combination of both in cultured
3T3-F442A adipocytes. Eight days after reaching confluence, 3T3-
F442A cells were treated with insulin (10 mU/ml) for 16 h leading to a
..50% decrease in 125I-insulin binding at the cell surface (p<0.05).
The cAMP analog 8-bromo-CAMP (4 mM), in contrast, increased cell
surface insulin binding (p<0.05), whereas vanadate (10 .tM) alone
had no effect. Insulin-stimulated 14C-deoxyglucose (DOG) uptake
was reduced by -50%, whereas basal DOG uptake was increased (-2-
fold, p<0.05) after cAMP pretreatment for 16 h. Neither short- (30
min) nor long-term (16 h) vanadate treatment altered basal DOG
uptake, but insulin-stimulated DOG uptake was clearly enhanced by
vanadate pretreatment (10 RM). Northern blots showed an enhancing
effect of insulin (10 mU/ml) on GLUT4 mRNA level and this was
found when a low (5.6 mM) but not high (25 mM) glucose was
present in the culture medium, whereas 8-bromo-cAMP produced a
marked, dose-dependent reduction in basal and insulin-stimulated
GLUT4 mRNA. Vanadate (10 µM) alone stimulated GLUT4 gene
expression, and was also found capable of preventing the cAMP-
induced reduction in GLUT4 mRNA levels.  Conclusions: 1) Tyrosine
phosphorylation of insulin signalling peptides may be involved in
GLUT4 gene expression and this may be opposited by cAMP leading
to insulin resistance. 2) A low, physiological glucose concentration
surrounding the cells is a prerequisite for the stimulating effect of
insulin on GLUT4 gene expression. Insulin insensitivity following
high glucose may partly be due to an impaired insulin effect on
GLUT4 gene expression.
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FAILURE OF TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR-a TO DIRECTLY AFFECT
INSULIN-STIMULATED GLUCOSE METABOLISM IN RAT MUSCLE.
S.Neschen, O.Wagner*, M.Roden, M.Bisschop, W.Waldhausl and
C.Furnsinn.	 Dept.Med.11l,	 Div.Endocrinol.Metab.,	 and	 `Dept.Med.
Chem.Lab.Diagn., Univ.Vienna, Vienna, Austria.

To better understand the effects of tumor necrosis factor-a. (TNFa) on insulin
sensitivity in vivo, direct interaction of the peptide with isolated rat soleus
muscle strips was investigated. Biological activity of TNFa was validated by
accumulation of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 in the supernatant of
cultured human umbilical vein endothelial cells (ng/ml after 24h: control,
56±11 vs. 1.4 nmol/I TNFc, 275±23; p<0.01). Muscles were exposed to TNFc
at concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 5 nmol/I and rates of insulin-stimulated
glucose metabolism were determined after TNFa-pretreatment for 30 min, 6
h, and 24 h. Independent of exposure time, TNFa failed to exert any
significant effect on the rates of 3H-2-deoxy-glucose transport (stimulation by
100 nmol/I insulin after preincubation without vs. with 5 nmol/I TNFa,
cpm/mg/h: 30 min, 779+.29 vs. 725±29; 6 h, 652±56 vs. 617±60; 24 h, 911±47
vs. 936±31) or glucose incorporation into glycogen (µmot/g/h: 30 min, 5.19±
0.22 vs. 5.25±0.41; 6 h, 2.08±0.10 vs. 2.09±0.17; 24 h, 2.51±0.21 vs. 2.41±
0.26). In parallel, TNFa neither affected insulin-stimulated rates of CO2
release (from µmot glucose/g/h: 30 min, 0.39±0.03 vs. 0.42±0.03; 6 h,
0.83±0.06 vs. 0.98±0.06; 24 h, 2.59±0.24 vs. 2.28±0.10) and lactate release
(µmol/g/h: 30 min, 15.9±0.6 vs. 17.0±0.8; 6 h, 17.4±0.6 vs. 19.4±0.9; 24 h,
15.4±0.6 vs. 17.0±1.1), nor did it induce any change in muscle glycogen
content (µmot glucosyl units/g: 30 min, 10.4±0.5 vs. 12.4±0.6, 6 h, 11.6±0.9
vs. 11.3±1.0, 24 h, 8.7±0.8 vs. 7.5±0.3). In conclusion, our findings do not
support the hypothesis of muscle insulin desensitization by TNFa via
autocrine or paracrine mechanisms. The obtained data favour the concept
that TNFa-dependent muscle insulin resistance in vivo depends on indirect
effects rather than direct interaction of the peptide with skeletal muscle.
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IN VIVO TISSUE-SPECIFIC MODULATION OF RAT INSULIN RECEPTOR
GENE EXPRESSION BY MINERALOCORTICOIDS.
J. Campi6n, B. Maestro, V. Lahera, V. Cachofeiro, N. Davila and C. Calle.
Depts. Bioquimica and Fisiologla. Fac. Medicine. UCM. and Hospital
C.P.H. Madrid. Spain.
We have recently reported that aldosterone decrease insulin receptor (IR)
mRNA levels in U-937 human promonocytic cells. Nonetheless, there are
no studies on the possible "in vivo" effects of mineralocorticoids on IR
gene expression. For these reasons, in the present work we comparatively
analyze IR gene expression at the mRNA level in liver, hindlimb skeletal
muscle and epididymal adipose tissue of rats uninephrectomized and
treated with deoxycorticosterone acetate (DOCA) 20 mg/kg, 2 times at
week during four weeks (n=8) in relation with sham-rats (n=6). All the
animals were killed without anesthesia. Trunk blood samples were
collected, and the three tissues in study were immediately removed and
frozen in liquid nitrogen. Rat body weights were unafected by DOCA
treatment, and plasma insulin and glucose levels were decreased and
increased respectively, as compared to sham rats. Moreover, the DOCA
treatment induced hipokalemia with normal plasma sodium concentrations
and decreased plasma protein. For Northern blot assays, RNA samples of
the tissues were electrophoresed in agarose-formaldehyde gels, blotted
onto nitrocellulose membranes, hybridized with a 32P-labeled probe (the
0.98 kb rat IR specific EcoRl fragment of the prlR p16 clone) (Gift from
Prof. Goldstein) and autoradiographed. The autoradiographs were scanned
with a laser densitometer and the readings normalized with the amount of
28S RNA, as revealed by ethidium bromide staining. Northern assays
revealed two IR mRNA species of approximately 9.5 and 7.5 kb, in the
three tissues. DOCA treatment induced an approximately 50% increase
in the levels of both RNAs in the liver, 20% decrease in adipose tissue but
not changes in skeletal muscle. These results provide evidence for an "in
vivo" tissue-specific regulation of IR gene expression at the mRNA level,
in rats under an experimental condition of excess of mineralocorticoids.
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EFFECT OF TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR- a (TNF- a) ON
INSULIN SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION IN RAT ADIPOCYTES
A.Miura, T.Ishizuka, K.Kajita, Y.Kanoh, M.Ishizawa, S.Itaya,
M.Kimura. and K.Yasuda. Gifu University School of
Medicine, Gifu, Japan.

Although much evidence has been accumulated, suggesting
that TNF- a is the important mediator of insulin resistance,
the precise mechanism is still unclear. Recently, it has been
reported that insulin-induced glucose uptake is mediated by
each activation of insulin receptor substrate-1 (IRS-1) and
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K), and diacylglycerol-
protein kinase C (PKC).

We have examined the effect of TNF- a on insulin-induced
glucose uptake, activation of IRS-1 and PI3K, and PKC
activation in rat adipocytes. Pretreatment with 10 -8 M TNF-
a for 60 min resulted in a decrease in l0nM insulin- or
10 -6 M phorbol ester (TPA)-induced [ 3H1 2-deoxyglucose
uptake without affecting basal glucose uptake. Insulin- or
TPA-stimulated activation of IRS-1 and PI3K after
immunoprecipitation with phosphotyrosine antibody, was
suppressed by preincubation with TNF- a for 60 min.
TNF- a pretreatment also suppressed insulin- and TPA-
induced increases in membrane-associated PKC 13.

These results suggest that TNF- a inhibits insulin- or
TPA-stimulated both tyrosine kinase, IRS-1 and P13K
activation, and PKC activation in rat adipocytes.
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INSULIN RESPONSIVENESS IN MICE LACKING LAR PROTEIN
PHOSPHATASE ACTIVITY.
A.R, Sorensen, R. Schaapveld, C.L. Brand, B.F. Hansen, N.P.H. Mailer,
P. Jensen, B. Hansen, S. Rasmussen and W. Hendriks. University of
Nijmegen, Netherland and Novo Nordisk A/S, Denmark.
Introduction: Insulin binding to the alpha subunit of the insulin receptor
(IR) results in phosphorylation and activation of the intracellular beta
subunits. Subsequent inactivation by dephosphorylation is achieved by
protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs) and the cell adhesion molecule-like
PTP LAR has been implicated in the inactivation of the IR on the basis of
in vitro studies. Our aim was to test this involvement by studying the
insulin response in mice that are deficient in LAR signalling. LAR Knock-
out: Gene targeting in mouse embryonic stem cells generated mice
lacking sequences encoding both LAR phosphatase domains (LAR-/-).
Blood glucose response: Post-prandial LAR-/- (n=12; 38-44 weeks old)
and age matched control (C57B1/6; n=10; 43 weeks old) male mice were
subjected to an insulin tolerance test (ITT) (1 U/kg, s.c.). Blood samples
were obtained 120 and 0 min pre-dose and at 30 min intervals for 2 hours
post-dose enabling calculation of the Aglucose-AUC. LAR-/- mice showed
no differences (t-test) in pre-dose (120 min) plasma glucose (8.8±0.3 vs
9.5±0.3 mmol/l in controls, ns) (all values are mean±SE) or insulin
concentrations (316±54 vs 393±55 pmol/I in controls, ns) nor in their
response to the ITT (-344±38 vs -452±93 min • mmol/I in controls, ns).
Lipogenesis: Adipocytes isolated from epididymal fat pad were used to
determine the ED50 for insulin in both control mice and LAR knock-out
mice. No significant difference was observed, ED50 for both groups were
approx. 100 pM. Insulin Receptor Tyrosine Kinase (IRTK): The basal
IRTK was measured in hindlimb muscles using a microtitre well assay. No
significant difference was seen between LAR-/- and controls (2.0±0.5 vs.
3.2±1.1). Conclusion: The data provide no evidence of increased insulin
signalling in LAR-/- in vivo nor in vitro compared to controls suggesting
that LAR is not solely responsible for down regulating the IR signal.
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A MOLECULAR BASIS FOR INSULIN RESISTANCE: ELEVATED
SER/THR PHOSPHORYLATION OF IRS-1 AND IRS-2 INHIBITS
THEIR BINDING TO THE JUXTAMEMBRANE REGION OF THE
INSULIN RECEPTOR (IR) AND IMPAIRS THEIR ABILITY TO
UNDERGO INSULIN-INDUCED TYR PHOSPHORYLATION.
H. Kanetyl, K. Paz2, R. Hemil, .A. Karasikl, and Y. Zick2 From lthe
Institute of Endocrinology, Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel-Hashomer,
and 2the Department of Molecular Cell Biology, the Weizmann Institute
of Science, Rehovot , Israel

Tumor narcosis factor-a (TNF) gained recognition as a key
mediator of insulin resistance in obesity and NIDDM. We have previously
shown that one important mechanism by which TNF and other insulin-
resistance-inducing agents interfere with insulin signaling is through
increased Ser/Thr phosphorylation of insulin receptor substrate-1 (IRS-
1). To unravel the molecular basis for these inhibitory effects we
undertook to study the interaction of Ser/Thr -phosphorylated IRS-1 and
IRS-2 with the insulin receptor. We could demonstrate that similar to
IRS-1, IRS-2 also interacts with the juxtamembrane (JM) domain (a. a.
943-984) but not with the C-terminal region (a. a. 1245-1331) of IR,
expressed in bacteria as (His)6-fusion peptides. Moreover, incubation of

rat hepatoma Fao cells with TNF, sphingomyelinase, TPA, or other P-
Ser/Thr-elevating agents, reduced insulin-induced Tyr phosphorylation of
IRS-1 and IRS-2, elevated their P-Ser/Thr levels, and significantly
reduced their ability to interact with the JM region of IR. Similar
inhibitory effects were obtained when Fao cells were subjected to
prolonged (20-60 min) treatment with insulin. These findings suggest that
insulin resistance is associated with enhanced Ser/Thr phosphorylation of
IRS-1 and IRS-2, which impairs their interaction with the JM region of
IR. Such impaired interactions abolish the ability of IRS-1 and IRS-2 to
undergo Tyr phosphorylation by the insulin receptor kinase, and further
propagate insulin signaling.
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NATURAL IRS-1 MUTATIONS WITH IMPAIRED FUNCTION AT
DIFFERENT STEPS OF INSULIN SIGNALING PATHWAY
R. Yoshimura, E. Araki, S. Ura, M. Todaka, and M. Shichiri
Department of Metabolic Medicine, Kumamoto University School of
Medicine, Kumamoto, Japan

IRS-1 is one of the major substrates of insulin receptor (IR) tyrosine kinase
and mediates various insulin signals downstream. To examine if the natural IRS-
1 gene mutations contribute to the developement of NIDDM, we have studied the
impact of three mutant IRS-1s (G971R, P170R and M209T in which Gly971,
Pro170 and Met209 are substituted by Arg, Arg and Thr, respectively) on insulin
signaling. 32D-IR cells, stably overexpresing human IR, were transfected with
wild-type (WT) or three mutant IRS-1 cDNAs, and analyzed. Cells expressing
three mutant IRS-is exhibited significant decrease in insulin stimulated thymidine
uptake as compared with WT. Upon insulin stimulation, cells expressing G971R
showed 39% decrease (p<0.005) in Pl3-K activity and 22% decrease (p<0.05) in
MAP-K activity, while cells expressing P17OR and M209T showed slight decrease
[17% and 14% (p<0.05)] in PI3-K and greater decrease [41% and 43% (p<0.005)]
in MAP-K. In addition, both P170R and M209T showed significant decrease in
phosphorylation [41% and 43% (p<0.005)] and association with 1R [32% and
38% (p<0.05)], while G971R showed normal phosphorylation and association
with IR compared with WT.

In conclusion, two mutations, P17OR and M209T, occuring in the PTB domain
of IRS-1, showed impaired mitogenic response mainly due to reduced association
wiih IR, while G971R showed impaired mitogenic response mainly due to reduced
association with P13-K. These data suggested the contibution of IRS-1 mutations
to the development of NIDDM in humans.
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OXIDANT STRESS INDUCED IMPAIRMENT IN INSULIN ACTION IS DUE TO
DEFECTS IN DISTAL COMPONENTS OF INSULIN SIGNALING CASCADE.
A. Rudich , A. Tirosh, R. Potashnik, N. Kozlovsky and N. Bashan. Dept. of Clinical
Biochemistry, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva, Israel 84103.

Accumulating evidence suggest a link between increased oxidant stress in diabetes and
insulin resistance. We have previously demonstrated that exposure of 3T3-L1
adipocytes to prolonged, low grade oxidant stress result in impaired insulin action. In
this study we aimed at elucidating the cellular mechanisms underlying this observation.
Insulin Receptor Substrate 1 (IRS-1) content was reduced dose-dependently by
incubation with glucose oxidase (GO) for 18 hours, reaching 60±5% reduction with 50
mUlml GO. Immunoreactivity of IRS-I with anti-phosphotyrosine antibodies
following insulin stimulation was not affected by GO, suggesting an increased ratio of
phosphotyrosine per IRS-1 protein following oxidation. However, this effect of GO did
not impair PI3 Kinase activation through its interaction with IRS-1, as P13 Kinase
activity in immunopercipitates of IRS -1 was unchanged following GO treatment. In
addition, activation of MAP Kinase by insulin was not altered by GO treatment, as
assessed by immunoblot with anti active MAP Kinase Antibodies. As defects in the
early events of the insulin signaling cascade did not seem to explain the oxidant stress
-induced reduction in insulin action, we assessed the status of the two glucose
transporters isoforms GLUT! and 4. GLUT4 protein and mRNA were reduced
following GO treatment by 43±6% and 40±4%, respectively. Concomitantly, GLUT1
protein and mRNA were increased 3.5±0.2 and 4.2±0.3 fold, respectively. GLUT4
down-regulation appeared to represent an independent effect of oxidant stress, as it was
observed under inhibition of GLUT 1 elevation by co-administration of cycloheximide.
Hence, both down-regulation of GLUT4 content and/or a defect in its translocation to
the plasma membrane may explain the observed insulin hypo-responsiveness. In
conclusion, prolonged oxidant stress appears to impair insulin stimuation of glucose
transport by interference with distal effectors of the insulin signaling cascade.
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EFFECTS OF WORTMANNIN AND OKADAIC ACID ON
INSULIN REGULATED GLUCAGON SECRETION
K. Kaneko, T Shirotani, M. Uehara, T. Taguchi, N. Miyamura,
E. Araki, H. Kishikawa, and M. Shichiri, Department of Metebolic
Medicine, Kumamoto University School of Medicine, Kumamoto,
JAPAN

We have previously demonstrated the insulin induced negative
regulation of glucagon secretion and the expression of functional insulin
receptors in glucagon secreting cell lines. However, the mechanism of
these phenomenon is still unknown. In this study, we evaluated the
involvement of insulin receptor signaling pathway in glucagon secretion
from In-R1-G9 and a TC clone 6 cells, using okadaic acid (an inhibitor
of tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-1) and wortmannin (an inhibitor of
phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase (PI3K)). In the presence of insulin (10-7
moUl), the contents of glucagon secreted into culture medium
significantly (p<0.05) decreased as compared with those without insulin
(by 33, 59 and 48% in In-RI-G9 cells at 2, 6 and 12 hours after
incubation, and by 23, 43 and 33% in a TC clone 6 cells, respectively).
On the other hand, in addition of wortmannin (100nmol/l), glucagon
secretion returned to the almost same level as those without insulin (99,
102 and 104% vs. those without insulin at 2,6 and 12 hours in In-RI-G9
cells, and 94, 91 and 97% in a TC clone 6 cells, respectively). Addition
of okadaic acid (1µmoU1) also recovered the glucagon secretion to the
almost same level as those without insulin (97, 87 and 99% vs. those
without insulin at 2, 6 and 12 hours in In-Rl-G9 cells, and 107, 89 and
88% in a TC clone 6 cells, respectively). In conclusion, insulin might
be involved in the negative regulation of glucagon secretion through
PI3K, which is an important component in insulin signaling pathway.
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INSULIN-INDUCED NITRIC OXIDE AND SUPEROXIDE FREE RADICAL PRODUCTION
OF HUMAN PLATELETS
I.Wittmann, 'T.Kószegi, J.Kétai, L.Wagner, M.Molnár, J.Nagy. Second Department of
Medicine, 'Department of Clinical Chemistry, Medical University of Pécs, Hungary.
Recent data support the possible role of nitric oxide (NO) in the development of insulin
signaling. The aim of this study was to examine the effect of insulin on the NO production of
platelets. We measured the chemiluminescence of platelet-rich plasma, prepared from the
blood of healthy volunteers, in the presence of luminol. Detection of NO by luminol is
possible in the form of peroxinitrite produced from NO and superoxide. The results are
expressed in percent of area under curves (AUG), taking the AUG of 84 pmolll of insulin as
100 % (Figure 1). In case of insulin + Nm -nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME, inhibitor of
nitric oxide synthase enzyme, Figure 2), or insulin + superoxide dismutase (SOD, Figure 3)
the AUG of insulin was taken as 100 %. Data are shown as mean±SD, n=9.
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Figure 1.	 Figure 2.	 Figure 3.
Summarizing this data, insulin evoked a concentration dependent chemiluminescence
increase, which was inhibited by L-NAME and SOD. As conclusion, we suppose that the
insulin-induced increase of chemiluminescence was due to increased production of NO and
superoxide free radicals forming peroxinitrite. This is the first direct evidence demonstrating
stimulation of NO-release by insulin.
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INSULIN STIMULATES THE ASSOCIATION OF P13 -KINASE SERINE
KINASE WITH THE INSULIN RECEPTOR AND PDE3 IS A SUBSTRATE.
C. M. Rondinone, E. Carvalho, T. Rahn*, E. Degerman* and U. Smith.
Lundberg Lab. for Diabetes Research, Dept. Internal Medicine,
Sahlgrenska Hospital, Gothenburg and * University of Lund, Sweden.
Pl 3-kinase, a heterodimer consisting of a 85 kDa regulatory
subunit and a 110 kDa catalytic subunit, is a dual enzyme with both
lipid and serine kinase activities. The aim of this study was to
elucidate the effect of insulin on PI 3-kinase lipid and serine kinase
activities and the association with insulin receptor (IR) and IRS-1
in human adipocytes. Insulin stimulated the association of p85 and
p110 with both IR and IRS-1. Insulin increased-20-fold the PI
3-kinase lipid kinase activity associated with IRS-1 but not with
IR. Protein kinase activity was also assayed in the presence of

Mn 2+ in the same immunoprecipitates in the presence or absence of
wortmannin. The results showed that IR, but not IRS-1
immunoprecipitates from cells treated with insulin contained a
wortmannin-sensitive kinase that phosphorylated several proteins
including p85, p110 and a 135 kDa protein To investigate if this
protein could be cGI-PDE (PDE3) we performed protein kinase
assays in IR immunoprecipitates using recombinant PDE3. Insulin
stimulated the phosphorylation of cGl-PDE by the
immunoprecipitates and this activity was inhibited by wortmannin.
In conclusion: A) The p85 and p110 subunits of PI 3-kinase are
associated with both IR and IRS-1 in response to insulin, B) Insulin
stimulated only the PI 3- kinase lipid kinase activity associated with
IRS-1, C) Insulin stimulated only the PI-3 kinase serine kinase
activity associated with IR that phosphorylated several proteins
including p85 and PDE3 suggesting a role of the PI 3-kinase serine
kinase in the antilipolytic effect of insulin in human adipocytes.

563
INSULIN INDUCES THE EXPRESSION OF HUMAN ENDOTHELIAL NITRIC
OXIDE SYNTHASE
A. Aljada, M. Wagner, K. Thusu, E. Abdel-Rahman, I. Davidson and P. Dandona.
Millard Fillmore Health System, Buffalo General Hospital and the State University
of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York.
It has recently been shown that insulin induces vasodilatation in human arteries
and human veins. This effect of insulin has been shown to be a direct one on the
human vein. In view of these observations and the fact that insulin induced
vasodilatation is impaired in insulin resistant states like Type II diabetes and
obesity, we have now investigated the hypothesis that insulin may induce the
expression of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (NOS) in endothelial cells grown
from human aorta. Human aortic samples were obtained from transplant donors.
Endothelial cells were harvested following collagenase digestion and were grown
in 2% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) containing media. Identity of endothelial cells
was confirmed by their cobblestone morphology, positive staining for EN4, Factor
VIII and Ulex europaeous and negative smooth muscle a-actin staining. When
the cells reached 90% confluency, media was changed to 10% charcoal/dextran
treated FBS containing media and cells were induced with insulin, Media was
changed every two days for six days. Cells were homogenized, electrophoresed
and blotted. Blots were treated with monoclonal antibody for endothelial NOS. In
four separate experiments it was clearly demonstrated that there was a dose
dependent induction by insulin of NOS in the endothelium (see figure). We
conclude that insulin induces a dose dependent induction of nitric oxide synthase
in human aorta and endothelial cells and that this effect may be contributory to the
overall vasodilatory effect of insulin directly at the vascular level.
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TAXOL® INHIBITS INSULIN ACTION WITH A DECREASE IN
PHOSPHATIDYLINOSITOL-3-KINASE ACTIVITY.
M. Dea, R. Bergman, M. Hamilton-Wessler, E. Heart, and C. Sung.
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, USA.
Paclitaxel (Taxol), a clinical anti-neoplastic agent, stabilizes microtubules,
inhibiting intracellular vesicular trafficking. In our previous studies in dogs,
interstitial concentration of 8 pmol/l Taxol caused a reduction in the rate of
glucose disposal during hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamps. However, this
reduction was not due to reduced transendothelial transport of insulin. To
study possible cellular mechanism(s) by which Taxol caused insulin
resistance, we employed mouse 3T3-Ll adipocytes and studied the insulin
signaling pathway for glucose uptake. Incubating cells with 100 nmolll
insulin increased [3H] 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) uptake 1.8-fold compared to
basal. Preincubation of 3T3-L1 cells with Taxol resulted in a dose-dependent
decrease in 2-DG uptake with insulin. At 10 µcool/l Taxol, there was
complete suppression of insulin-stimulated 2-DG uptake (p=0.36 compared
to basal). Insulin receptor (IR) tyrosine kinase activity was measured by
immunoadsorption plate assay using poly (Glu, Tyr) (4:1) as an exogenous
substrate, and IR tyrosine phosphorylation was measured by Western blot
analysis with anti-phosphotyrosine antibodies (a-PY). Insulin stimulation
resulted in 5.0-fold increase in IR tyrosine kinase activity and 2.7-fold
increase in IR tyrosine phosphorylation. Taxol did not affect either IR
tyrosine kinase activity or tyrosine phosphorylation (p=0.31 and 0.87,
respectively). Since phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K) activity has been
reported to be crucial for insulin-stimulated glucose uptake, we measured
insulin-stimulated PI3K activity in a-PY immunoprecipitates. There was a
decrease in PI3K activity with Taxol with a linear correlation between
decreases in 2-DG uptake and PI3K activity (r2=0.99). These data suggest
that Taxol inhibits insulin-stimulated glucose uptake via suppression of
PI3K activity.
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CHOLESTEROL IS REQUIRED FOR SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION VIA
GLYCOSYL PHOSPHATIDYLINOSITOL(GPI)-ANCHORED PROTEINS
TM. Stulnig, M. Berger, H. Stockinger, V. Horejsf, and W. Waldhausl. Dept. of
Internal Medicine Ill and Inst. of Immunology (H.S.), University of Vienna,
Vienna, Austria; Czech Acad. Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic (V.H.).
Glycosyl phosphatidylinositol(GPI)-anchored proteins are cell surface proteins
which have no transmembrane domain but are anchored to the outer leaflet of
the plasma membrane by a phospholipid moiety. GPI-anchored proteins can
transduce signals to the cytoplasm after crosslinking on the cell surface or
following release of inositol phosphoglycan which may also serve as an
alternative second messenger for insulin action. Moreover, GPI-anchored
proteins are clustered in distinct membrane domains, which are formed by an
unique lipid composition requiring cholesterol, but the exact mechanism of
signal transduction following crosslinking of GPI-anchored proteins is not yet
elucidated. Therefore, we studied the influence of metabolic alterations of
cellular cholesterol content on the calcium response via GPI-anchored
proteins CD59 and CD48 in human Jurkat T-lymphocytes. Lowering
cholesterol by different inhibitors of cellular cholesterol synthesis suppressed
calcium response via GPI-anchored proteins by about 50% whereas
stimulation viathe transmembrane CD3 complex was only minimally affected.
The decrease in overall calcium response via GPI-anchored proteins was
reflected by an inhibition of the release of calcium from intracellular stores. Cell
surface expression of GPI-anchored proteins was not changed quantitatively
by the treatment, neither was the pattern of immunofluorescence in
microscopic examination. In addition, the distribution of GPI-anchored
proteins in detergent-insoluble complexes was not altered. In conclusion,
cellular cholesterol is an important prerequisite for signal transduction via GPI-
anchored proteins beyond formation of membrane domains.
Supported by the Austrian Science Foundation (P11404Med).
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ALTERED EXPRESSION OF INSULIN SIGNALLING COMPONENTS
IN ADIPOCYTES FROM FETALLY MALNOURISHED MALE RATS.
S.E. Ozanne, B. Nave, C.L. Wang, P.R. Shepherd and G.D. Smith,
University of Cambridge, Cambridge, U.K.
Epidemiological studies have suggested that there is a relationship
between fetal growth and the subsequent development of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus. In the present study insulin action on rat
adipocytes was studied in the offspring of mothers who had been fed
either a control (20 % protein) or a low (8 %) protein diet during
pregnancy and lactation. Adipocytes isolated from low protein offspring
had a significantly higher basal glucose uptake (1202 ± 116 pmol
/min/mg protein compared to 584 ± 24 pmol/min/mg protein; p < 0.01)
and a significantly higher insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (2002 ± 213
pmol/min/mg protein compared to 1598 ± 207 pmollmin/mg protein; p <
0.05) than controls. This may be related to a three-fold increase in
insulin receptors in low protein adipocytes. Consistant with these
observed changes in glucose transport, adipocytes from low protein
animals had significantly higher basal (p < 0.001) and insulin stimulated
(p < 0.001) IRS-1 associated PI 3-kinase activities. There was also
more p85 associated PI 3-kinase activity in these adipocytes (p <
0.005). There was no difference in expression of the p85 regulatory
subunit or the p1 lOre  catalytic subunit of PI 3-kinase. In contrast there
was a six fold reduction in the p1 100 catalytic subunit of PI 3-kinase in
adipocytes from low protein animals. These results suggest that poor
fetal nutrition during pregnancy and lactation can have long term effects
on glucose transport and on the expression of key components of the
insulin signalling pathway in adipocytes.
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THE EFFECT OF INSULIN ON POLYMERISATION
OF ACTIN IN RAT SKELETAL MUSCLE CELLS
S. Lynn, P. Tong, and T. Thomas, Univeristy of Newcastle upon Tyne, United
Kingdom.
We have shown that the effect of insulin on cell membrane dynamics is abolished by
disrupting the cytoskeleton in cultured rat skeletal muscle cells (L6 myotubes) and
human mononuclear leukocytes. The interaction between insulin and the
cytoskeleton remains unclear though the microfilaments may be involved. We
therefore developed a novel technique to study the effect of insulin on the
polymerisation of filamentous (F) and globular (G) actin in L6 myotubes. L6
myotubes on glass coverslips were studied after 6-10 days in culture. The F and G
actin were labelled with fluorescent phalloidin and DNase I respectively. The
morphological distribution of the F and G actin in the cell membrane was examined
by a confocal laser scanning microscope. The fluorescent intensities per unit area
were measured and the ratio of F and G actin (F/G) was compiled using a computer
controlled image analyser. The results are expressed as means [S.E.M.] from five
experiments.

Insulin
Control	 lOnM	 100nM	 500nM	 I000nM

F/G	 1.432	 1.710	 3.924a	 2.719	 1.473
[0.3591	 [0.711]	 [0.191]	 [0,465]	 [0.343]

a: p<0.01 vs control ; paired t-test
Insulin (100nM) caused a significant change in the F/G actin ratio of L6 myotubes. A
bell-shaped concentration effect of insulin on F/G actin was observed. This could be
secondary to cross-reaction with other growth factor receptors at higher
concentrations of insulin. Insulin has been shown to modulate membrane fluidity and
cause a major reorganisation of the actin network in L6 myotubes. Our result
suggests that changes in polymerisation of actin may be the underlying mechanism
whereby insulin affects cell membrane dynamics in L6 myotubes.
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DIFFERENTIAL SUB CELLULAR LOCALIZATION OF p110
PI 3-KINASE SUBUNITS IN 3T3-L1 ADIPOCYTES
B.T.Nave and P.R.Shepherd, Dept of Biochemistry,
University College London, London,UK
In the current study we have investigated whether
differential patterns of sub cellular location of the PI 3-kinase
catalytic subunits exist in insulin responsive 3T3-L1
adipocytes. We have previously shown that differential
regulation of PI 3-kinase at distinct sub cellular locations may
explain differences observed in the PI 3-kinase dependent
responses that can be stimulated by insulin compared with
those that can be stimulated by other growth factors. In
particular sub cellular fractionation studies have shown
insulin and PDGF both stimulate PI 3-kinase activity and the
level of the p85 adapter subunit in the plasma membrane
(PM) while only insulin stimulates these in microsomal
membranes (MM) that in 3T3-L1 adipocytes (Nave et.al.
Biochem J 318 55-60). In the current study we have
characterised antibodies specific for both p110a and p11013 .
Using these it was found both p110a and p1101 are
upregulated during fat cell differentiation. The subcellular
distribution of p110(i closely matched that of p85a with = 10%
present in PM, - 20% present LDM and the the bulk being
present in the cytosol. Surprisingly though approximately
70% of the immuno-reactive pl10a was found in the MM
fraction with less than 10% present in the PM and 20%
present in the cytosol. The implications for insulin
signalling of this differential distribution of pllOa and p1101
is being investigated.
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EXTRAPANCREATIC EFFECT OF GLIBENCLAMIDE

ON PYRUVATE DEHYDROGENASE ACTIVITY.
Y.Sakamoto , O.Mokuda and N.Shimizu . 3rd. Department of
Internal Medicine, Teikyo University, Ichihara, Japan

To know the mechanisms of extrapancreatic action of

sulfonylurea, pyruvate dehydrogenase(PDH) activities and

2-deoxy glucose uptake were measured in mouse adipose

tissues. Glibenclamide (3mg/kg/day. SU) was orally

adminstrated for 10 days prior to the experiment. Basal

PDH activity was 5- 6 folds increased in SU treated mouse

and PDH activity by the incubation with insulin(250 pU/ml)

was 2 times higher in (SU) compared to that in control.

2-deoxy glucose uptake was significantly increased in the

adipocytes from (SU) in the presence of high

concentration of insulin (0.1-1mU/ml), but there were no

effects in low concentration of insulin (0-25 pU/ml).

Addition of phlorizin(4mM) did not inhibit insulin-stimulated

PDH activity in (SU). No effect of direct addition of SU on

PDH activity was observed in the control adipose

tissue.There were no differences in insulin binding activity

in adipocytes and blood IRI levels between (SU) and

control. These results suggest that SU acts on post-insulin

receptor systems in insulin action.
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EFFECT OF TROGLITAZONE ON TROMBIN-INDUCED
PLATELET AGGREGATION MECHANISM IN VITRO
S.Itaya, T.Ishizuka, H.Wada, M.Kimura, M.Ishizawa, Y.Kanoh,
K.Kajita, A.Miura and K.Yasuda.
Gifu University School of Medicine, Japan

Troglitazone(CS-045), antidiabetic thiazolidinedione, is known to
improve insulin resistance. However, it is not unclear the effect of
troglitazone on platelet aggregation. We studied the effect of
troglitazone on thrombin-induced platelet aggregation, phosphoinositide
metabolism, protein phosphorylation and phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase
in vitro in human platelet.
Maximum platelet aggregation by ADP, collagen and thrombin was
suppressed by the pretreatment with 0.1" 1,UM troglitazone for
60min. Pretreatment with troglitazone resulted in decreases thrombin-
induced phosphatidic acid production, hydrolysis of
phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate by phospholipaseC, and 47kDa
protein phospholylation. Troglitazone alone stimulated
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase(PI3K) activity, but thrombin-induced
PI3K activation was suppressed by the pretreatment with troglitazone
for 60 min.
These results suggest that troglitazone has a potent inhibitory effect of
platelet aggregation via suppression of both thrombin-induced activation
of phosphoinositide metabolism and PI3K activation in human platelet.
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INSULIN STIMULATES GLYCOGEN SYNTHESIS IN BAKERS" YEAST
Gunter Muller, Stefan Welte, Natacha Rouveyre, Claire Upshown
Hoechst-Marion-Roussel, TA Metabolic Diseases, Frankfurt a.M., Germany
Yeast harbors homologs of many human genes involved in transmembrane
signalling. This study was performed to test for the putative existence of
elements of insulin signaling in yeast. 1) The effect of insulin on glucose
metabolism of wild type yeast cells grown in rich glucose medium in the
absence or presence of 1 pM human insulin during the transition from late
exponential to stationary phase was assayed. Glycogen accumulation was
increased by 40-60% in the insulin-induced (85+ 11 mg/g cells) compared to
basal cells (53+8 mg/g cells). The decrease of glycogen phosphorylase
activity (45.9+3.8 mU/mg protein) was significantly more pronounced in
insulin-induced (5.5 +0.9) compared to basal cells (12.0 + 1.9). Glycogen
synthase activity ratio (68.7±7.6 %) declined to 34 +8 %, only, in the presence
of insulin vs. 18 +5 % in its absence. Thus, insulin (EC50=150-250 nM)
present during logarithmic growth, already, causes glycogen phosphorylase
and synthase to become more sensitive and resistant, respectively, to
inactivation when the culture reaches saturation. 2) A putative insulin
receptor-like protein was partially purified from solubilized plasma
membranes by wheat germ agglutinin and insulin-agarose affinity
chromatography. It was specifically crosslinked to 1251-labelled porcine insulin
using a bifunctional crosslinker. Equilibrium binding using precipitation and
subsequent filtration of the receptor revealed specific binding of human
insulin and mouse IGF-1 (Kd=1.5 +0.5 pM and 0.6 +0.3 pM, respectively). 3)
Western blotting with anti-phosphotyrosine antibodies of receptor incubated
in vitro with ATP demonstrated stimulation of autophosphorylation on tyrosine
residues in response to 0.5 pM insulin (3.8 +0.9-fold vs. basal), which was
blocked by 0.1 mM Na 3VO4. Understanding the interaction of the insulin
receptor-like protein with downstream components in yeast may help to
understand metabolic insulin signalling in mammalian cells.
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GLUCOSE OXIDASE IMPAIRS INSULIN STIMULATED GLUCOSE
TRANSPORT IN DIFFERENTIATED 3T3-L1 ADIPOCYTES.
A. Tirosh, A. Rudich, R. Potashnik and N, Bashan. Dept. of Clinical Biochemistry,
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva, Israel 84103.

In 3T3-Ll adipocytes, various inducers of insulin resistance including prolonged
exposure to insulin and TNF-a were shown to reduce expression of the insulin
sensitive glucose transporter GLUT4, while increasing GLUT I expression. As oxidant
stress was recently suggested to be linked to impairment in insulin action, we assessed
the effect of prolonged exposure of 3T3-L1 adipocytes to an enzymatic 11202
generating system. We observed that 18 hours exposure of 3T3-L1 adipocytes to
glucose oxidase (GO) resulted in a reduced capacity of insulin to increase glucose
transport above basal activity. This could not be attributed to defects in early events of
the insulin signaling cascade, but was associated with a 45% reduction in the
expression of GLUT4 protein and mRNA, accompanied by a 3.5 -fold increase in
GLUT1 protein and mRNA content. In this study we assessed whether this
impairment in insulin stimulated glucose transport (ISGT) can be attributed to the
alterations in expression of the two glucose transporteres isoforms. 3T3-L1 adipocytes
were exposed to GO for up to 4 hours. While exerting no significant effect on basal
glucose transport activity, ISGT was reduced by 50% following for 2 hour exposure
to 100 or 50 mU/ml GO, respectively. ISGT was completely abolished by increasing
exposure time to 2 and 4 hours, respectively. Under these conditions, no significant
changes in total membrane GLUT 1 and GLUT4 content were observed. This effect of
GO could not be inhibited by co-administration of okadaic acid (3 nM), H7 (0.1 or 1
mM), or MAP Kinase inhibitor (PD98059, 10 FM), suggesting that neither activation
of class 1 phosphatases, PKC or the MAP kinase cascade explains oxidant stress
induced ISGT defect. In conclusion, GO induces insulin resistance in 3T3-Ll
adipocytes. This relatively early effect appears to represent impaired insulin stimulated
translocation of existing glucose transporters to the plasma membrane, by mechanism
which remain to be elucidated.
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THE EFFECT OF ACUTE HYPERGLYCAEMIA AND GLUCOSAMINE
ON gp160 AND PI3-IGNASE DISTRIBUTION
A. Filippis', S.Clark2, G. Eckardt' and J. Proiettol.'The University of
Melbourne, Department of Medicine, Royal Melbourne Hospital, Parkville,
Australia and 2The Baker Medical Research Institute, Prahran, Australia
We have previously shown that high glucose (HG) and to a greater extent
glucosamine (GLN) can acutely cause the internalisation of GLUT4, an effect
mediated via the hexosamine biosynthesis pathway, however how this occurs is not
understood. Two possible regulators that may be involved include: 1) gpl60, a
glycoprotein found exclusively on GLUT4-containing vesicles in rat adipocytes and
2) PI3-kinase, which is believed to be required for insulin-stimulated GLUT4
translocation. The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of acute
hyperglycaemia and GLN on the intracellular distribution of gp160 and PI3-kinase.
GLUT4 and gp160 levels were measured in total lysates, high density microsomal
(HDM), low density microsomal (LDM) and plasma (PM) membranes, while PI3-
kinase activity was measured in cytosolic and particulate fractions of rat adipocytes
pre-incubated with HG (30 mM) in the presence of insulin (0.7 nM) or GLN (3
mM) for 2 hours. GLUT4 and gp160 levels were detected by Western blotting using
rabbit polyclonal antibodies. PI3-kinase activity was detected by thin layer
chromatography of a 32P-labelled phosphatidyl inositol substrate. HG and GLN
reduced the basal level of GLUT4 on the PM by 50 ± 9% (p < 0.005 n=5) and 80 ±
5% (p < 0.005 n=5) respectively, with a concomitant increase in the LDM,
suggesting intracellular retention of GLUT4. Lysates and HDM GLUT4 levels were
unaltered. HG and GLN reduced the basal level of gp160 by 72 ± 2% (p < 0.001
n=4) and 71 ± 2% (p < 0.0005 n=4) respectively in LDM, with a concomitant
increase in HDM, suggesting retention of gp160 in the endoplasmic reticulum.
Lysate gp160 levels were unaltered, suggesting that total gp160 was unchanged.
The glycosylation rate of gp160, measured using 'H-mannose incorporation was
normal in adipocytes treated with GLN. GLN caused a redistribution of PI3-kinase
activity from the particulate, (decreasing by 55 ± 8%, p=0.01 n=4) to the cytosolic
fraction. It is concluded that the intracellular retention of GLUT4 caused by acute
hyperglycaemia is associated with a hexosamine biosynthesis pathway-mediated
decrease of gp160 in LDM and with a redistribution of PI3-kinase activity to the
cytosol. It remains to be determined if these events are causally related.
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EFFECT OF TRIYODOTIRONINE ON GLUT1 mRNA EXPRESSION AND
ON ITS SUBCELLULAR DISTRIBUTION IN 3T3—L1 ADIPOCYTES.
E. Rodriguez, R. Romero, B. Casanova, N, Pulido, A. Suarez and
A. Rovira.
Triyodotironine (T3) has an important role in the regulation of
glucose metabolism. The aim of this work was to know the effect
of T3 on glucose transport and on the glucose transporter GLUT1
in 3T3—L1 adipocytes. Differentiated cells were incubated in the
absence and presence of T 3 (50 nM) for three days. [3H]-2 deoxy-
glucose uptake was measured in basal situation. Plasma
membranes, low density microsomes and high density microsomes
were isolated in order to see the GLUT1 subcellular distribution.
Protein GLUT1 was measured by Western—blot and its mRNA
levels by Northern—blot. T3 produced a 4—fold increase (0.5±0.12
vs 0.13±0.05 nmol/500,000 cell/6 min, Mean±EEM, p<0.05, n=10)
in the basal glucose uptake. Cells treated with T 3 had higher
GLUT1 protein levels (761±106 vs 406±108 AU/15 µg of protein,
p<0.05, n=5) although its percentage in the three subcellular
fractions was not modified by this hormone. The specific mRNA
levels were similar in the absence and presence of T 3 (2.6±0.7 vs
1.6±0.3 AU/15 µg total RNA, n.s., n=4). In conclusion, thyroid
hormone stimulates glucose uptake due, at least in part, to an
increase in GLUT1 protein content. The striking discrepancy
between GLUT1 mRNA and GLUT1 protein abundance indicates
the importance of post—transcriptional regulatory mechanism in the
control of GLUT1 expression.
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5-AMINO-4-IMIDAZOLECARBOXAMIDE RIBOTIDE IS A POTENTIAL
MEDIATOR OF GLUCOSE TOXICITY
W. Kirby Gottschalk, Ph.D., GlaxoWellcome, RTP, North Carolina, USA.
Marshall and colleagues demonstrated that a co-product of glucose and
glutamine metabolism mediates glucose-elicited desensitization of the glucose
uptake system, and identified the likely mediator as glucosamine or a
metabolite. Key to their reasoning were the facts that azaserine, an inhibitor of
de novo glucosamine biosynthesis, blocked desensitization while exogenously
added glucosamine induced desensitization in the absence of glucose. Glucose
and glutamine metabolism interact at a number of additional azaserine-
inhibitable reactions, including key steps in the de novo biosynthesis pathway
of purines. 5-amino-4-imidazolecarboxamide ribotide (ZMP), an intermediate
in this pathway, is a structural analogue of AMP that has significant effects
on intermediary metabolism. To learn whether ZMP desensitizes the insulin-
stimulated glucose uptake system, primary rat adipocytes were incubated for 5
hours in HEPES buffered salt solution (HBSS) containing 20 mM glucose
without or with either 10 ng/mL insulin or 500 pM 5-amino-4-
imidazolecarboxamide riboside (AICAR, the dephosphorylated precursor of
ZMP), and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was measured following a 30
minute recovery period in HESS alone. Incubation with either AICAR or
insulin during the induction period reduced subsequent insulin-stimulated
glucose uptake by 70% (from 1300 (HBSS w/o AICAR or insulin) to 325
(+AICAR) or 400 (+insulin) dpm, Ave of 3 independent experiments).
AICAR was similarly effective in HBSS without added glucose. The AICAR
effect was dose-dependent, with an ED50 of 250 µM, and the Tl/2 was 30
minutes. By contrast the Tl/2 for glucose+insulin mediated desensitization
ranged from 50 to 65 minutes (3 independent experiments). The effects of
maximal insulin and AICAR were not additive. These data suggest that ZMP
may contribute to glucose toxicity as an additional intracellular mediator of
glucose-induced desensitization of the glucose transport system.
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MECHANISMS OF INSULIN RESISTANCE IN OBESE
ZUCKER RATS- TYROSINE PHOSPHORYLATION OF IRS-1
AND P13-KINASE BINDING AND ACTIVATION ARE
REDUCED
Eugenia Carvalho, Cristina Rondinone and Ulf Smith.
Lundberg Lab. for Diabetes Research, Depart. of Internal
Medicine, Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Gothenburg,
Sweden.
The aim of this study was to elucidate the molecular
mechanisms for the insulin resistance in obese Zucker rats.
Glucose uptake, Glut4 translocation, cellular content of key
proteins in the insulin signaling cascade as well as P13-kinase
binding and activity were measured in fat cells from lean and
obese Zucker rats of similar age. Insulin increased glucose
uptake 4-5 fold in lean animals while obese cells were virtually
completely unresponsive to insulin. Glut4 protein content was
also reduced accounting for the impaired translocation of the
transporters to the plasma membrane in response to insulin.
The most pronounced difference in proteins involved in the
insulin signaling cascade between lean and obese cells was the
marked impairment in insulin-stimulated tyrosine
phosphorylation of IRS-1. This impairment far exceeded the
slight reduction in IRS-1 protein content in obese cells. Insulin-
stimulated PI3-kinase activity was also markedly impaired in
the obese cells. Conclusion: Cells from obese Zucker rats
exhibit several perturbations in proteins involved in insulin
action. However, the most prominent are the low Glut4
protein content and the marked impairment in tyrosine
phosphorylation of IRS-1 which in turn is associated with a low
binding and activation of P13-kinase.
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HIGH PALMITATE, HIGH GLUCOSE, AND HIGH INSULIN ADDITIVELY
BLUNT INSULIN ACTION IN ISOLATED RAT SKELETAL MUSCLE.
M.Bisschop, M.Roden, P.Nowotny, W.Waldhausl and C.Fiirnsinn
Department of Medicine III, Division of Endocrinology & Metabolism,
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria.

Circulating factors believed to contribute to insulin resistance prevailing in
obesity and diabetes mellitus include high concentrations of free fatty acids,
glucose, and insulin. After 5 h preexposure to high palmitate (1.5 mM),
isolated rat soleus muscle strips exhibited decreased rates of insulin-
stimulated (10 nM) 3H-2-deoxy-glucose transport (cpm/mg/h, "GT": control
vs. high palmitate, 667±41 vs. 529±27, p<0.05) and glycogen synthesis (µmol
glucose incorporated into glycogen/g/h, "GS": control vs. high palmitate, 2.09
±0.16 vs. 1.64±0.18, p<0.02). Insulin desensitization was also found after
pretreatment with high glucose (50 mM) (control vs. high glucose: GT, 620±
41 vs. 532±29, p<0.005; GS, 1.68±0.14 vs. 0.90±0.08, p<0.001) or high
insulin (10 nM), which affected glycogen synthesis only (control vs. high
insulin: GT, 633±22 vs. 585±37, n.s.; GS, 2.70±0.37 vs. 0.89±0.05, p<0.005).
We examined the mode of interaction of these factors, and observed a further
decrease in insulin action in muscle strips rendered insulin resistant by high
palmitate, when additionally exposed to high glucose (high palmitate vs. high
palmitate + high glucose: GT, 608±31 vs. 458±23, p<0.001; GS, 1.55±0.18
vs. 0.97±0.10, p<0.005) or high insulin (high palmitate vs. high palmitate +
high insulin: GT, 520±25 vs. 533±36, n.s.; GS, 1.76±0.21 vs. 1.03±0.09,
p<0.01). Likewise, high insulin induced a further decrease in insulin action,
when combined with high glucose preexposure (high glucose vs. high
glucose + high insulin: GT, 556±30 vs. 436±38, p<0.05; GS, 1.69±0.08 vs.
0.60±0.05, p<0.001). In conclusion, high concentrations of palmitate, glucose,
and insulin decrease insulin-stimulated muscle glucose metabolism in an
additive fashion, and will thus independently contribute to insulin resistance in
vivo.
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Glucose transporter levels in a spontaneously NIDDM model rat of the
male Otsuka Long-Evans Tokushima Fatty (OLETF) strain
K. Toide, Z-W. Man, Y. Asahi, T. Sato, Y. Noma**, Y. Oka*, and K. Shima**
Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., University of Yamaguchi*, and University
of Tokushima* *, Tokushima, Japan
OLETF rats are NIDDM model animals. To evaluate the role of glucose
transporter (GLUT) in the development of diabetes in this model, we
examined the action of insulin on the translocation of GLUT4 in isolated
adipocytes, GLUT4 protein and GLUT4 mRNA levels in muscles. Long-
Evans Tokushima Otsuka (LETO) rats were used as a control strain. In the
adipocytes, GLUT4 protein levels in OLETF rats at 30 weeks of age and at
a diabetic stage were considerably lower than for the LETO rats. In the
prediabetic stage (7 weeks), there were no significant changes in GLUT4
protein levels for either LETO and OLETF rats. The degree of GLUT4
translocation in OLETF rats was lower than that in LETO rats at 7 weeks. In
muscles, the decrease in GLUT4 protein was observed in OLETF rats at 30
weeks of age. However, there was no marked difference in GLUT4 mRNA
levels between OLETF and LETO rats. The issue of whether such a change
is under the influence of hyperglycemia was also examined using rats
which were rendered diabetic by 70% pancreatectomy(Px). OLETF rats
aged 7 weeks were assigned to partial Px and sham. 4 weeks after surgery,
GLUT4 decrease was observed for both tissues of hyperglycemic Px rats
compared with euglycemic sham. These findings suggest a defect early in
the insulin resistance of OLETF rats probably reflects impaired GLUT4
translocation, intrinsic activation, and/or insulin signaling pathway leading
to glucose transporter translocation. GLUT4 decrease, which occurs later in
the process appears to be a consequence, rather than a cause of diabetes in
OLETF rats.
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AMYLIN ACTS AS A GROWTH FACTOR DURING THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE RAT KIDNEY
Tikellis C , Wookey P J, Darby I A and Cooper M E. Department of
Medicine, University of Melbourne, Austin & Repatriation Medical
Centre, Heidelberg West 3081. Australia.

Amylin is a 37-amino acid peptide expressed principally in
pancreatic 6-cells in the adult. We have previously demonstrated high
affinity binding sites for amylin in the rat renal cortex which have been
localised to the proximal tubules. The aim of the present study was to
assess gene and protein expression of amylin during embryogenesis
with a particular focus on the developing kidney using in situ
hybridisation and immunohistochemical techniques. Amylin mRNA
was transiently expressed between embryo day 17 and postnatal day 7.
The location of these amylin gene transcripts was below the
nephrogenic zone, associated with the primitive tubules of the
developing nephrons. There was no evidence of expression in the
normal adult kidney. In the developing kidney (metanephros), amylin
peptide could also be detected by immunohistochemistry using a rabbit
polyclonal anti-rat amylin antibody (1:2,500), in these primative
tubules. In primary cultures of tubular epithelial cells isolated from
postnatal day 4 pups, amylin (10 -7M) stimulated proliferation of these
cells by 125±6% versus control as assesed by incorporation of tritiated
thymidine. This stimulation was inhibited by the amylin peptide
receptor antagonist, AC512 (91±7% of control). In conclusion amylin
is biosynthesized in the developing proximal tubules and acts to
stimulate the proliferation of epithelial cells. This role for amylin has
implications for our understanding of developmental and pathological
processes in the kidney including diabetic nephropathy.
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ACTIVATION BY NORADRENALINE OF GLUCOSE TRANS-
PORT INTO CULTURED BROWN ADIPOCYTES FROM RATS.
T. Shimazu, Y. Shimizu, H. Yano, Y. Minokoshi and S. Satoh.
Department of Medical Biochemistry, Ehime University School of
Medicine, Ehime, Japan.

Glucose uptake into brown adipose tissue has been shown to be
enhanced directly by noradrenaline (NA) released from sympathetic
nerves. In this study we analyzed the mechanism of NA-induced
increase in glucose transport using cultured brown adipocytes, which
responds to NA as well as insulin. NA and insulin independently
stimulated glucose uptake. The effect of NA was mimicked by the (3 3 -

adrenergic agonist, BRL37344, at concentrations much lower than NA.
Dibutyryl-cAMP also mimicked the stimulatory effect of NA, and the
antagonist of cAMP, cAMP-S Rp-isomer, blocked the NA effect.
Insulin caused the increase in the content of GLUT4 glucose
transporter in the plasma membrane, whereas NA did not affect the
subcellular distribution of GLUT4 as well as that of GLUT1. NA
decreased pronouncedly the Km value for glucose uptake.
Photoaffinity labelling of the exofacial glucose binding sites of GLUT'
and GLUT4 with a membrane-impermeant bismannose derivative
revealed that NA increased the labelling of cell surface GLUT1, but
not of cell surface GLUT4, without increase in the GLUT1 protein in
the plasma membrane. The NA-induced increase in photoaffinity
labelling of GLUT1 was completely suppressed by the cAMP
antagonist. These results suggest that the mechanism by which NA
stimulates glucose transport into brown adipocytes is not due to the
recruitment of GLUT' or GLUT4, but due to an increase in the
functional activity of GLUT', which is mediated by a cAMP-
dependent pathway.
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B CELL PEPTIDES INFLUENCE ISLET AMYLOID POLYPEP-
TIDE (LAPP) FIBRIL FORMATION IN VITRO
S. Janciauskiene', S. Eriksson', E. Carlemalm2 and B. Ahren',
'Departments of Med., Lund University, Malmo and 2The Electron
Microscopy Unit, Lund University, Lund, Sweden
Amyloid deposits in pancreatic islets in noninsulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus (NIDDM) consist mainly of islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP).
The mechanism of the LAPP fibril formation is unclear. We examined
whether the B cell granule peptides, insulin, C-peptide and pancreastatin
affect the formation of B-pleated sheet fibrils in vitro from human IAPP.
Samples of 32 ttmol/l IAPP in Tris buffered saline, pH 7.4, with or
without each of the three peptides, were incubated for 48 hrs and fibril
formation was examined by electron microscopy, by measuring the
radioactivity of soluble LAPP after adding trace amount of 125I-labelled
IAPP and by thioflavine (ThT) fluorescence spectroscopy. Under
control conditions, IAPP spontaneously formed fibrils, as evident by all
three techniques. As judged by electron microscopy, insulin and pan-
creastatin at ratios 10:1 or 100:1 (peptide:IAPP) inhibited fibril forma-
tion, whereas C-peptide had no effect. In contrast, at ratios 1:10 or
1:100, i.e., IAPP in excess, all three peptides increased fibril formation.
As quantified by radioassay and ThT fluorescence spectroscopy, insulin,
C-peptide and pancreastatin inhibited fibril formation by 60-100% at
ratio 100:1 (peptide:IAPP), whereas a potentiated IAPP fibril formation
was observed at ratios of each of the three peptides to IAPP of 1:10 and
1:100, i.e., IAPP in excess. We conclude that IAPP fibrillisation is
influenced by other B cell secretory granule peptides in a molar ratio
dependent manner, which might be of importance for IAPP fibril for-
mation and the cause of islet amyloidosis in NIDDM.
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DIRECT STIMULATION BY a-LIPOIC ACID OF GLUCOSE
TRANSPORT IN SKELETAL MUSCLE OF ZUCKER RATS.
R.S. Streeper, S. Jacob, D.L.Fogt, H.J. Tritschler, and E.J. Henriksen.
University of Arizona, Tucson, U.S.A.; Eberhard-Karls-Universitat,
Tubingen, Germany; and ASIA Medica, Frankfurt, Germany

a-Lipoic acid (ALA), a potent biological antioxidant, improves
insulin action of skeletal muscle glucose transport and metabolism in
both human and animal models of insulin resistance. In order to
obtain further insight into the potential intracellular mechanisms for
the action of ALA on insulin-stimulated glucose transport in skeletal
muscle, we investigated the effects of direct incubation with ALA on
2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) uptake by epitrochlearis muscle from either
insulin-sensitive lean (Fat-) or insulin-resistant obese (fa/fa) Zucker
rats. ALA (2 mM) stimulated 2-DG uptake in muscle of lean animals
by 76%, whereas ALA stimulated 2-DG uptake by only 48% (p<0.05
vs. lean) in muscle from the obese animals. The stimulation of 2-DG
uptake due to ALA was enhanced 30-55% in the presence of insulin
in muscle from lean and obese animals. In contrast, ALA action on
2-DG uptake was not additive with the effects of electrically-
stimulated muscle contractions in either insulin-sensitive or insulin-
resistant muscle. Wortmannin (1 IM), an inhibitor of phosphotidyl-
inositol-3-kinase, completely inhibited insulin action on 2-DG
uptake, but had no effect on contraction-stimulated 2-DG uptake.
Wortmannin inhibited ALA action on 2-DG uptake by only 25% in
muscle from either lean or obese Zucker rats. Collectively, these
results indicate that although a portion of ALA action on glucose
transport in skeletal muscle is mediated via the wortmannin-sensitive
insulin signal transduction pathway, the majority of the direct effect
of ALA on this process is insulin-independent.
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IS NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE OF THE ISLET?
J. Janson, J.E. Parisi, R.C. Petersen and P.C. Butler*. Mayo Clinic,
Rochester MN, U.S.A. and *University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh,
Scotland.

Brain dysfunction in Alzheimer's disease (AD) is associated with loss
of cortical neurons with deposition of amyloid deposits of a locally
expressed protein (B protein). Impaired insulin secretion in non-
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) is associated with loss of
B cells with deposition of islet amyloid polypeptide derived amyloid
deposits. Both AD and NIDDM have strong genetic components with
increased phenotype expression with aging. It has been proposed that
islet and cerebral amyloidosis are cytotoxic and important in
pathogenesis of these diseases. A defect may be common to both
diseases. We therefore asked the question is islet amyloid increased in
patients with AD? We studied pancreas obtained at autopsy from 28
AD cases (diagnosed in life and confirmed at death) versus 21 cases
without AD (non-AD, also diagnosed in life and at death) matched for
age but selected at random for presence or absence of diabetes.
Prevalence (%) and extent (scale 0-4) of islet amyloid was compared
on Congo red sections of the tail of pancreas. Islet amyloid was more
prevalent (13.9 vs. 4.4, P < 0.05) and extensive (0.40 vs. 0.10, P <
0.05) in AD versus non-AD despite a lower BMI (24.3 vs. 27.1 kg/m2

AD vs. non-AD, P = 0.06). Prevalence of NIDDM and mean fasting
plasma glucose were slightly (but not significantly) higher in AD than
non-AD. We conclude that islet amyloid is increased in patients with
Alzheimer's disease implying that there may be an underlying defect in
protein trafficking in AD and NIDDM.
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BRADYKININ ENHANCES GLUT4 TRANSLOCATION IN DOG
SKELETAL MUSCLES AND RAT L6 MYOBLASTS
M. Uehara, T. Taguchi, K. Kaneko, N. Miyamura, H. Kishikawa and M.
Shichiri. Department of Metabolic Medicine, Kumamoto University
School of Medicine, Kumamoto, Japan

We previously demonstrated that bradykinin infusion could increase
glucose uptake into dog peripheral tissues(Diabetologia 37:300-307), and
that bradykinin could potentiate insulin induced glucose uptake through
GLUT4 translocation in dog adipocytes(Diabetologia 39:412-420). How-
ever, it is well known that skeletal muscle is the predominant tissue for
insulin mediated glucose disposal. In this study, we evaluated whether
bradykinin B2 receptor was expressed in dog skeletal muscles and rat L6
myoblasts, and how bradykinin can affect glucose uptake especially in
the insulin signalling pathway and translocation of GLUT4. The bradyki-
nin receptor binding studies revealed that dog skeletal muscles and L6
myoblasts possessed significant numbers of bradykinin receptors (Kd =
88, 76 pmol/l, Bmax=2.5, 20 fmol/mg protein, respectively). An RT-
PCR amplification showed the mRNA specific for bradykinin B2 recep-
tor in each cells. Bradykinin significantly increased 2-deoxyglucose up-
take in a dose dependent manner in the presence of insulin (10 -' mol/1).
Bradykinin also enhanced insulin stimulated GLUT4 translocation, and
insulin induced phosphorylation of insulin receptor JI subunit and IRS-1
without affecting the binding affinities or numbers of cell surface insulin
receptors in both cells.

It is concluded that bradykinin could potentiate the insulin induced
glucose uptake through GLUT4 translocation. This effect could be ex-
plained by the potency of bradykinin to upregulate the insulin receptor
tyrosine kinase activity which stimulates phosphorylation of IRS -1, fol-
lowed by GLUT4 translocation.
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INTACT BUT NOT TRUNCATED des(27-31) RAT C-PEPTIDE
STIMULATES (3-CELL Na',K'-ATPase ACTIVITY.
J. Wahren, A. Bertorello, S. E. Kahn, C. B. Verchere, B-L.
Johansson and P. A. Halban. Karolinska Institute, Stockholm,
Sweden; University of Washington, Seattle, USA; University
of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland.
Recent experiments have demonstrated that C-peptide exerts
a stimulatory effect on Na+,K+-ATPase activity in several
tissues including renal, (l- and nerve cells. It has also been
found that C-peptide (produced during conversion of
proinsulin to insulin) may be truncated in secretory granules
and this truncated form lacking the last 5 amino acids (des-
(27-31)C-peptide) is released from 13-cells in response to
classical secretogogues. In the present study the possible
effect of such truncation on C-peptide's ability to stimulate
Na+,K'-ATPase was examined. Single microdissected islets
from adult normoglycemic ob/ob mice were used as they are
made up almost exclusively of (3-cells. Na+,K+-ATPase activity
was determined from the hydrolysis of 32P-ATP in the
presence and absence of ouabain. When islets were incubated
with synthetic rat C-peptide II there was a linear,
concentration dependent stimulation of Na',K*-ATPase
activity in the range 10-so - 10- 7M. Thus, 10- 7M C-peptide
increased Na+,K+-ATPase activity 2.3 ± 0.1 fold above basal (P
< 0.01). In contrast, synthetic rat des(27-31) C-peptide II
exerted no detectable stimulatory effect (2±2% of C-peptide's
effect) even at 10 -7M. These findings suggest that truncation
of C-peptide in granules prior to secretion may be a
physiological mode of C-peptide inactivation.
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GLUCOSE METABOLISM IS STIMULATED BY PRIOR CONTRACTION
IN INSULIN RESISTANT SKELETAL MUSCLE
B. Leighton, J. Franch, D. Leendertse, R. Aslesen, M.E. Young, P. Cassidy and J
Jensen. University of Oxford, U.K. and University of Oslo, Norway

Both during and after exercise there is increased glucose utilization in skeletal
muscle. The mechanism(s) responsible for stimulation of glucose metabolism
post-contraction (PC) require(s) identification. The aim of this study was to
determine whether glucose metabolism is altered in skeletal muscle by prior
contraction. We measured rates of glycogen synthesis (from [14C]glucose, pmol/h/g
dry wt.) in soleus (Type I fibres) and epitrochlearis (Type II fibres) muscles rested
for 1 h, after being contracted in vitro for 30 min. The greatest effects on the rates
of glycogen synthesis were by PC in epitrochlearis muscles and by insulin in soleus
muscles. The effects of insulin and PC were additive in both muscle preparations.

[Epitrochlearis] [Soleus]
Basal (no insulin) 	 2.2±0.3	 3.3±0.4
Insulin (10000 gU/ml)	 16.6±1.4'*	 34.5±1.7' *P<0.0001 from basal
PC	 19.9±1.7"	 11.9±1.0' +P<0.0002 from soleus
PC and Insuli9	 30.1±2.4"	 41.2±0.9'
The PC effects on glucose transport (3H-2-deoxyglucose uptake, 2-DOG) were
determined in insulin sensitive (lean, Fa/?) and resistant (obese, fa/fa) epitrochlearis
muscles isolated from Zucker rats. In the presence of a basal insulin concentration
(10 gU/ml), rates of 2-DOG transport (all results given as dpm/h/mg wet wt.; n>_5)
were lower in epitroclearis muscles from obese (127±8, P<0.001) versus lean
(206±18) rats. The rates of 2-DOG transport were significantly increased in resting
muscles during the hour after 30 min of contraction for both lean (393±34, PC,
versus 206±18, not stimulated, P<0.001) and obese (192±8, PC, versus 127±8, not
stimulated, P<0.001) rats. This demonstrates that PC effects occur in both insulin
sensitive and insulin resistant skeletal muscle. The present study highlights the
significant post-contraction effects on glucose metabolism in muscles with Type II
fibres that causes increased rates of 2-DOG transport in insulin resistant muscle.
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C-PEPTIDE FRAGMENTS STIMULATE RENAL TUBULE
Na+,K+-ATPase ACTIVITY.
J. Wahren, Y. Ohtomo, B-L. Johansson, T. Bergman, A.
Aperia, H. Jornvall, Karolinska Hospital, St. Gorans Hospital,
Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden.

C-peptide has been shown to stimulate Na+,K+-ATPase (NKA)
activity in tissues including renal tubule cells, glomeruli, (3-
cells and nerve. Active sites in the C-peptide molecule have
not been determined. Consequently, in the present study the
influence of several different fragments of C-peptide on rat
renal tubule NKA activity was examined. NKA activity was
assessed as ouabain-sensitive ATP hydrolysis in single
proximal tubule segments dissected from collagenase perfused
rat kidneys. Rat C-peptide elicited a dose dependent increase
in NKA activity in the range 10-8 - 10-6M. The C-terminal
penta (EVARQ) and tetrapeptides (VARQ) of C-peptide also
stimulated NKA activity at 5.10 -7M, possessing 103 ± 5% and

92 ± 6%, respectively, of the equimolar intact C-peptide's
activity. Likewise, fragments from the middle portion of the
C-peptide molecule (ELGG, 36 ± 3%; ELGGGP, 46 ± 5%;
ELGGGPEAG, 80 ± 7%) were able to significantly stimulate
NKA activity. The non-native d-form of the dipeptide LG but
not its 1-form stimulated NKA activity. The findings are
consistent with specific activity and binding interaction of a
C-terminal segment of C-peptide as well as other non-specific
effects possibly reflecting the complex enzyme assay.
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EFFECTS OF GLUCOCORTICOIDS ON THE SENSITIVITY OF
GLUCOSE DISPOSAL TO INSULIN IN SKELETAL MUSCLE
G. Dimitriadis*, B. Leighton, S. Sasson + , M. Young, E. Azas*, V.
Komesidou*, S. Raptis* and E. Newsholme. Departments of
*Medicine, Biochemistry and + Pharmacology, Universities of
*Athens, Greece, Oxford, UK and + Jerusalem, Israel.
Glucocorticoids induce resistance of glucose disposal (GD) to in-
sulin, but the mechanisms are unclear. We examined the effects of
in-vivo injections of dexamethasone (DX) to rats (0.5 mg/day i.p., 5
days) o,1 the sensitivity to insulin of glucose transport (GT, 3-0-
methyl[ H]glucos^d glycogen synthesis (GS, [ C]glucose), glucose
oxidation (GO, [ Cl glucose) and on the total content (CGLUT4,
Western blots, [WB]) and insulin-stimulated (100 mU/I) translocation
of GLUT4 transporters to the plasma membrane (TGLUT4, surface
biotinylation of muscle and WB) in soleus muscle incubated in-vitro.
DX decreased GT (2.1±0.1 and 2.6±0.1 vs 3.0±0.2 and 3.9±0.3
pmol/h/g), GS (1.0±0.1 and 1.6±0.1 vs 2.6±0.2 and 4.0±0.2
pmol/h/g), and GO (0.4±0.05 and 0.3±0.01 vs 0.5±0.07 and
0.7±0.03 pmol/h/g) vs control at 10 and 100 mU/I insulin respec-
tively, p<0.01; all rates at 1000 mU/I insulin were normal. CGLUT4
was not decreased after DX (scanning analysis of WB band den-
sities, arbitrary units: 1089±30 vs 1226±39 in control for the 54 kDa
and 413±59 vs 461 ±30 for the 44 kDa GLUT4); however, TGLUT4
was lessened by 60% (fold-increase in WB band density: 1.68±0.04
and 1.77±0.06 in control and 1.07±0.06 and 1.08±0.10 in DX for the
54 kDa and 44kDa GLUT4 respectively, p<0.01). Conclusions: 1)
Glucocorticoids decrease GD in muscle by inducing resistance of
GT, GS and GO to insulin. 2) The effect on GT is due to a decrease in
insulin-stimulated translocation of GLUT4 transporters to the plasma
membrane.
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GIP stimulates the secretion of GLP-1 from canine L-cells
through a Protein Kinase A dependent pathway.
A. B. Damholt", A.M.J. Buchan', H. Kofod".'Diabetes Discovery, Novo Nordisk
A/S, Denmark.", Dep. Physiology, University of British Columbia, Canada.
We have studied the secretion of Glucagon Like Peptide I (GLP-1) from canine L-
cells in short term culture. The response of the cells to increasing concentrations of
Glucose-dependent Insulinotropic Peptide (GIP) was compared with response to For-
skolin and Phorbol Myristate Acetate (PMA) in the presence or absence of Protein
Kinase A inhibitor 118 and Protein Kinase C inhibitor Staurosporin, respectively.
Single L-cells were isolated by centrifugal elutriation from epithelial cell
preparations of canine ileum (Beagle). The cell fractions enriched for GLP-1 content
were maintained in culture for 2 days in growth medium prior to the initiation of the
release experiments. The cells were then serum-starved for 2 hand then incubated for
2 It under the following conditions: GIP (10-12-10-' M); PMA (10404x10' M) in the
presence and absence of Staurosporin (10 -6 M); GIP (10 M) in the presence and
absence of Staurosporin (106 M) and PMA (4x10 -' M); Forskolin (1091Q6 M) in
the presence and absence of H8 (10-6 M); GIP (10' M) in presence and absence of
118(10-6 M) and Forskolin (10-6 M). The glucose concentration was 5.5 mM in all
experiments. Immunoreactive GLP-1 in supernatant and in extract from attached cells
was measured and the results presented as percent of total GLP-1 normalised to either
basal or GIP (10 -' M). Compared to basal, GLP-1 was dose-dependently released from
the L-cells by GIP (2 fold at 10' M), PMA (4 fold at 4x10 -' M) and Forskolin (3
fold at 10 6 M). The two latter were significantly inhibited by Staurosporin and H8,
respectively. The effect of GIP (10' M) was additive to PMA and not changed by
Staurosporin. The combined effect of the GIP and PMA was reduced by Staurosporin.
The effect of GIP (10 -' M) was not additive to Forskolin but significantly inhibited
by H8. The inhibition of GIP effect was not altered by the presence Forskolin.
Based on these data we suggest that the secretion of GLP-1 from canine L-cells can
be stimulated both through a Protein Kinase C and A dependent pathway, and that the
effect of GIP is mediated through a Protein Kinase A dependent pathway.
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EFFECT OF THE ADDITION OF GLICLAZIDE TO INSULIN TREATMENT
ON MUSCLE GLUCOSE UPTAKE FROM DIABETIC RATS
N. Pulido, A. Suarez, B. Casanova, R. Romero, E. Rodriguez and
A. Rovira. Fundaci6n Jimenez Diaz (U.A.M.). Madrid. Spain.
We have previously shown that gliclazide directly stimulates
glucose uptake in perfused rat hindquarters. The aim of this work
was to determine whether the addition of gliclazide at the insulin
treatment in diabetic rats leads to an increase in muscle glucose
uptake. Streptozotocin diabetic Wistar rats were treated for 12 days
with either insulin alone (3 units NPH s.c./day, Group I, n=5) or
oral gliclazide (5 mg/Kg twice a day p.o.) plus 3 units insulin/day,
Group G+I, n=5). A non-diabetic group was used as a control
(Group C, n=11). Mean glycemic value throughout the treatment
period was lower in Group G+I than in Group 1(98±5 vs 139±15
mg/dl, mean±SEM, p<0.05) without changes in serum C peptide
levels. After 12 days of treatment, both basal and insulin-stimulated
(10-' and 10-7 M) glucose uptake by the perfused hindquarters were
measured. Basal glucose uptake in both groups of diabetic rats were
similar to the control group. Insulin stimulated glucose uptake in
Group G+I was significantly higher than Group I (Ins 10 -9 : 8.0±0.3
vs 5.8±0.6, Ins 10-7: 12.0±0.6 vs 8.5±0.6 tmol/g/h, p<0.05) and
similar to Group C (Ins 10 -9 : 9.2±0.6, Ins 10-': 13.4±0.9 tmol/g/h).
In partially purified solubilized receptors from skeletal muscle, the
insulin binding and the tyrosine kinase activity were similar in the
two groups of diabetic rats. In conclusion, the addition of gliclazide
to the insulin treatment in diabetic rats normalized the insulin-
stimulated glucose uptake by a post-receptor mechanism.
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EFFECTS OF GLP-1 ON THE KINETICS OF GLYCOGEN SYNTHASE
ACTIVITY IN HEPATOCYTES FROM NORMAL AND DIABETIC RATS.
M.I. L6pez-Delgado, M.L. Villanueva-Perlacarrillo, W.J. Malaisse* and I.
Valverde. Fundaci6n Jimenez Diaz, Madrid, Spain and *Laboratory of
Experimental Medicine, Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium.
Glucagon-like peptide 117-36)amide IGLP-1) was previously found to
activate glycogen synthase in hepatocytes from both normal and diabetic
rats. In the present study, the kinetic aspects of such an activation were
investigated. Hepatocytes were isolated from overnight fasted male
normal Wistar rats and animals that had been injected with streptozotocin

either during the neonatal period or at the adult age. The hepatocytes
were incubated for 15-20 min, being exposed to 16.7 mM glucose and,
as required, either insulin or GLP-1 during the last 5-10 min of incubation.
The reaction velocity was measured in cell homogenates over 15 min
incubation, at which time it had reached a steady-state value. In both

normal and diabetic rats, the increase in glycogen synthase activity

caused by GLP-1 was concentration related in the 10 .12 to 10'8 M range,
progressively rising from 18 ±31037  ±3%. At all hormone concentrations
the relative extent of enzyme activation was lower in fed rats than in
overnight fasted animals, the former value averaging 63.8 ± 2.5 % of the
latter one. In the starved rats, the relative extent of synthase activation
by either insulin or GLP-1 progresively decreased when the glucose
concentration of the incubation medium was lowered to 8.8 mM or less.
At high concentrations of the hormones, activation of synthase reached
a steady-state value within 1-5 min exposure of the hepatocytes to either
insulin or GLP-1, in both normal and diabetic rats. At increasing
concentrations of UDP-glucose 10.1 to 5.0 mM), the reaction velocity
yielded a Km close to 0.4 mM. The affinity of synthase a for UDP-glucose
tended to be higher in diabetic than in normal rats, and to be lowered by
GLP-1. These findings indicate that the activation of liver glycogen
synthase by GLP-1 displays attributes of rapidity, sensitivity and
nutritional dependency that are well suited for both participation in the
physiological regulation of enzyme activity and therapeutic purpose.
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CONCOMITANT EXPRESSION OF TWO RAB PROTEINS IS
REQUIRED FOR INSULIN-STIMULATED GLUCOSE TRANSPORT
IN CARDIAC MUSCLE CELLS
O. Dransfeld, L Uphues, H. Lammerhirt, A. Schurmann*, H.G. Joost* and J.
Eckel. Molecular Cardiology, Diabetes Research Institute, Dusseldorf and
*Dept. of Pharmacology, University of Aachen, Aachen, Germany
The major mechanism mediating insulin induced glucose uptake in adipocytes,
skeletal and cardiac muscle is known to be translocation of the glucose transporter
isoform GLUT4 from an intracellular storage site to the plasma membrane. Several
lines of evidence suggest that Rab.proteins could also be involved in the regulation of
this mechanism, however, functional implications of these small GTP-binding
proteins in cardiac glucose uptake have not been investigated so far. H9c2 cardiac
myoblasts stably overexpressing the glucose transporter isoform GLUT4 (H9c2-K6)
were transiently transfected with Rab4A-cDNA, Rab3C-cDNA or co-transfected with
both Rab-cDNAs and basal and insulin stimulated 2-deoxyglucose (2-DOG)
transport was assayed. In transfected cells Rab4A and Rab3C were markedly
overexpressed, both were not detectable in the controls transfected with blank vector.
These controls exhibit basal 2-DOG uptake increased by about 100 % with no further
effect of insulin. In cells transfected with Rab4A-cDNA basal 2-DOG uptake was
decreased by about 25 % and 60 min insulin stimulation had no significant effect. In
contrast, myoblasts transfected with Rab3C-cDNA showed no significant decrease in
basal 2-DOG uptake but insulin stimulation resulted in a slightly increased transport
rate. Under basal conditions the co-transfection of Rab4A- and Rab3C-cDNAs
together resulted in a 55 % decreased 2-DOG uptake in the GLUT4-overexpressing
clone in contrast to control H9c2-myoblasts, which showed no change in glucose
transport under the same conditions. Furthermore stimulation with insulin resulted
in a 2fold increase in 2-DOG uptake in the clonal cell line transfected with both Rab-
cDNAs.
In conclusion, our data show that neither Rab4A nor Rab3C alone are sufficient to
mediate insulin stimulated glucose uptake but that co-expression renders the cells
insulin sensitive. Thus, we suggest that these Rab isoforms are involved in the
regulation of both basal and insulin activated glucose transport in a coordinated and
synergistic fashion. (Supported by DFG, SFB 351 C2)
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EFFECT OF GLP-1 ON GLUCOSE TRANSPORTERS IN LIVER,
MUSCLE, AND ADIPOSE TISSUE OF DIABETIC RATS
J. Puente, F. Clemente, A. Redondo, I. Valverde and M.L.
Villanueva-Penacarrillo. Fundacion Jimenez Diaz, Madrid, Spain.

GLP-1 (7-36)amide (GLP-1) has been proposed as a therapeutical
agent in NIDDM, and it was found that the peptide exerts insulin
actions in some extrapancreatic tissues. In this work we have
explored, by Dot-Blot analysis, whether GLP-1 treatment affects the
levels of glucose transporters in liver (GLUT-2 and GLUT-1), muscle
and adipose tissue (GLUT-4 and GLUT-1) membranes, from rats
treated with streptozotocin in the adult age (IDDM) or at day 1 of
birth (NIDDM), receiving no treatment or either GLP-1 (0.4 nmol/kg/h)
or insulin (450 mU/kg/h) through an osmotic pump during three days.
Tissues from untreated normal rats were included as controls. In the
liver, GLUT-2 was augmented in IDDM (126±11 % of normals, n = 3,
p<0.05) and decreased in NIDDM (39±5, n=3, p<0.05), and its
levels were normalized in both types of diabetes by either GLP-1 or
insulin treatment; GLUT-1 was decreased in NIDDM rats (55±4%,
n=3, p<0.05) and neither treatment modified its level, while in
IDDM, insulin treatment increased by 2-fold the GLUT-1 content. In
the muscle, GLUT-4 was reduced in IDDM rats (55±3%, n=6,
p<0.001), and insulin or GLP-1 treatment normalized its level, and
induced a 2-fold increase in GLUT-4 and GLUT-1 content in NIDDM
rats. In adipose tissue, GLUT-4 levels were decreased in IDDM
(50± 10%, n = 3, p <0.001) and in NIDDM (24±4%, n =3, p<0.001)
rats, and either insulin or GLP-1 treatment normalized them; GLUT-1
was also decreased in IDDM (59±4%, n=3, p<0.001) and NIDDM
(46±7%, n=3, p<0.001) rats, and the treatment with insulin
decreased, even more, the GLUT-1 content in NIDDM rats. These
results add support to the role of GLP-1 in the in vivo overall glucose
disposal.
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INSULIN AND CYCLIC AMP REGULATION OF GLUT4 TRANSLOCATION
TO THE CELL SURFACE OF INTACT ADULT MYOBLASTS
A. B. Bentz and C. Reynet. Diabetes Discovery, Novo Nordisk, Denmark
Insulin and contraction are the major physiological stimuli of the glucose transport
system in skeletal muscle. They each act mainly by recruiting GLUT4 transporters
from intracellular vesicles to the plasma membrane, but apparently by different, and
as yet unknown, mechanisms. We investigated the regulation of glucose transport
and GLUT4 translocation in C2C12 adult murine skeletal muscle cells stably
expressing myc-epitope tagged GLUT4 (GLUT4myc). We measured in parallel 2-
deoxyglucose (2-DG) uptake and cell surface GLUT4myc content (by myc-antibody
binding) in intact cells. Insulin stimulated 2-DG uptake in C2C12 myoblasts
expressing GLUT4myc in a concentration-dependent manner from 3.7±0.6 nmol/mg
protein/min without insulin to 5.9±0.7 nmol/mg protein/min with 10 "6 M insulin
for 20 min incubation (in parental myoblasts which have no endogenous GLUT4,
the corresponding values were 1.9 and 2.6 nmol/mg protein/min). In C2C12-
GLUT4myc myoblasts, insulin increased cell surface GLUT4myc content in a time-
and concentration-dependent manner with a maximum 2.7±0.3-fold increase after 20
min incubation with 10 -6 M insulin. We then examined the effect of cyclic AMP
(cAMP) levels on GLUT4 translocation using forskolin, a direct activator of
adenylate cyclase. Ipereasing concentrations of forskolin stimulated concomitantly
intracellular production of cAMP (2.7±0.3-fold increase at 10' M forskolin) and cell
surface GLUT4myc content (1.6±0.1-fold increase at 10 -5 M forskolin). Furthermore,
the forskolin effect on GLUT4 translocation appeared to be additive to the effect of
insulin (3.6±0.1-fold increase with forskolin 10' M plus insulin 10'M vs 2.2±0.1-
fold increase with insulin alone). In addition, wortmannin, an inhibitor of
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase, suppressed the action of insulin on 2-DG uptake and
GLUT4 translocation in a dose-dependent manner (maximum effect 50-100 nM), but
not the action of forskolin. Forskolin and cytochalasin B, which both bind to
glucose transporters, inhibited 2-deoxyglucose uptake, however cytochalasin B did
not increase cell surface GLUT4myc content. Thus, our data suggest that cAMP
stimulates GLUT4 translocation to the plasma membrane independently of insulin,
and that the C2C12-GLUT4myc myoblasts are a useful system for studying different
signalling mechanisms leading to activation of glucose transport.
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SOMATOSTATIN BUT NOT INSULIN IS AN IMPORTANT PARACRINE
REGULATOR OF GLUCAGON SECRETION IN RAT A-CELLS

Erik Renstrom, Jesper Gromada & Patrik Rorsman. Dept. Islet Cell
Physiology, Novo Nordisk, Fruebjergvej 3, Copenhagen, Denmark.

High-resolution capacitance measurements were used to explore the effects
of somatostatin and insulin on Ca t -dependent exocytosis in glucagon-
secreting rat pancreatic A-cells obtained by fluorescence-activated cell sorting.
This was investigated using the perforated patch whole-cell configuration and
increases in cell capacitance were recorded in response to 500 ms voltage-
clamp depolarizations from -70 mV to 0 mV applied at 2 min interval.
Membrane depolarization was associated with activation of voltage-gated Ca t+

current, increased cytoplasmic free Cat ([Ca24"] ;) and stimulation of Ca"-
dependent exocytosis. Addition of the (3-adrenergic agonist isoprenaline or the
gut hormone glucagon-like peptide 1(7-36)amide [GLP-1(7-36)amide]
potentiated Cat -dependent exocytosis by > 3-fold. The stimulatory actions
of isoprenaline and GLP-1(7-36)amide were completely antagonized by
somatostatin (400 nM) which was only associated with approximately 25%
reduction in the whole-cell Ca' current and the increase in [Ca 2+] 1 . The
strong inhibition of somatostatin was reproduced in the standard whole-cell
patch-clamp configuration in which the cytoplasmic cAMP concentration was
clamped to 0.1 mM. This suggests that the ability of somatostatin to suppress
exocytosis is unlikely to reflect inhibition of adenylate cyclase or involves a
diffusional messenger. Interestingly, insulin (10-100 nM) had no effect on
either depolarization-evoked whole-cell Ca" + current or the associated
exocytotic response. We propose that somatostatin is an important paracrine
regulator of glucagon secretion from the A-cell which principally reflects
interference with a late step in the stimulus-secretion coupling and that release
of somatostatin from the D-cells, rather than insulin, accounts for the reported
inhibitory action of GLP-1 on glucagon secretion in vivo.
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IMPAIRED STIMULATION OF THE NITRIC OXIDE/cyclicGMP SYSTEM AND
GLUCOSE UPTAKE IN INSULIN RESISTANT MUSCLE
M.E. Young, G.K. Radda and B. Leighton. University of Oxford, U.K.

Nitric oxide, which is generated in skeletal muscle by nitric oxide
synthase, stimulates glucose transport and metabolism. Nitric oxide release
from skeletal muscle is stimulated by contraction. Nitric oxide probably
stimulates glucose utilisation by activation of guanylate cyclase leading to
increased cyclicGMP formation. Zaprinast inhibits the enzyme, cyclicGMP
phosphodiesterase (which hydrolyses cyclicGMP), thus leading to an
increase in cyclicGMP levels in skeletal muscle. Since increasing
cyclicGMP levels are associated with increased rates of glucose utilisation
the main aim of the present study was to investigate the effects of zaprinast
(27 .tM) on glucose utilisation in soleus muscles isolated from insulin
sensitive (lean Zucker) and insulin resistant (obese Zucker) rats. Zaprinast
significantly increased the rates (all results given as units µmol/h/g wet wt.)
of °C-lactate release (a good indicator of glucose transport) (7.38±0.68 (6),
zaprinast (Z) versus 4.68±0.47 (6), control (C); P<0.01) and glycogen
synthesis (3.42± 0.39 (Z) versus 1.79±0.05 (C); P<0.001) in soleus muscle
preparations from lean Zucker rats . Zaprinast failed to stimulate 4C-lactate
release (3.11±0.32 (Z) versus 2.59±0.23 (C)) or glycogen synthesis
(1.02±0.08 (Z) versus 0.99±0.13 (C)) in incubated soleus muscle
preparations isolated from obese Zucker rats. Zaprinast caused a significant
increase in cyclicGMP content (80%) in soleus muscles isolated from lean
rats, but zaprinast had no effect on cyclicGMP content in soleus muscles
isolated from obese rats. These results suggest that in resting skeletal
muscle from obese Zucker rats the activity of the endogenous nitric
oxide/cyclicGMP system is altered. Future studies will establish if this
system can be activated in insulin resistant skeletal muscle (e.g. by
contraction) to yield increased rates of glucose utilisation.
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CATECHOLAMINE MODULATION OF GLUCAGON SECRETION
IN CLONAL PANCREATIC ALPHA CELLS

A.S.Rajan, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, USA

In diabetes, the frequent and often dangerous occurrence of
hypoglycemia is attributable to impaired glucose counterregulation,
which is normally mediated by several hormones including the
catecholamines and glucagon. The difficulty in using normal pancreatic
a-cells and the lack of good alternate in vitro models have retarded our
understanding of the hormonal regulation of a -cell glucagon secretion. In
earlier studies, I have established that the clonal cell line aTC -6, is a
useful practical tool for studying the regulation of a-cell glucagon
secretion, by demonstrating that the physiological secretagogues arginine
and potassium modulate glucagon release in these cells. In the present
study I have further characterized the physiology of aTC-6 cells by
examining the effects of amino-acids and the catecholamine, epinephrine.
The aTC-6 cells were plated in conventional tissue culture- ware and
glucagon secretion monitored in static incubation assays. Arginine
stimulates glucagon release in a dose-dependent fashion (1-10 mM) with
a maximal 2-fold increase over basal levels at 10 mM arginine. An
amino-acid mixture consisting of alanine, glutamine and arginine (total 6
mM) also enhances glucagon release. The amino-acid mixture induced a
1.6-fold increase in secretion over basal levels (basal: 20.0 + 5.8 (S.E.),
amino-acid mix: 31.3 ± 2.9 pg/min/well). Epinephrine (1 µM) by itself
had no appreciable effect on basal glucagon release (20.3 ± 7.5
pg/min/well). However, in the presence of the amino-acid mixture,
epinephrine induced a synergistic effect with a potentiation of stimulated
glucagon release to a 2-fold increase over basal levels (40.6 ± 7.0
pg/min/well). In contrast, epinephrine inhibited insulin secretion from
clonal beta (HIT) cells. These results are consistent with earlier
observations in purified alpha cells by Pipeleers and coworkers. Our
results demonstrate the interplay between counterregulatory hormones
and further studies with this alpha cell model (aTC-6) may enhance our
understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in the glucose-
counterregulatory response and its aberration in diabetes.
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ROLE OF OXIDATIVE STRESS IN THE REGULATION OF

GLUCOSE TRANSPORT IN VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS

S. Sasson, A. Davarashvili, *N. Kaiser, *E. Cerasi and R. Reich.

Departments of Pharmacology and *Endocrinology & Metabolism,

Hebrew University-Hadassah Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel.

This study was designed to investigate the mechanism by
which high D-glucose affects the glucose transport system in bovine

aortic smooth muscle cells (SMC). High glucose levels downregulate

the rate of glucose transport and the plasma membrane content of the

glucose transporter GLUT-1 in these cells. Inhibition of 12- and 15-

lipoxygenase by esculetin reverses the effects of high glucose by

increasing the total cell content of GLUT-1 and its plasma membrane

content. Moreover, the free radical scavenger nitroxide inhibits the

glucose-induced downregulation of the hexose transport system when

added together with 20 mM glucose to the cells. Treatment of SMC

maintained at 20 mM glucose with both esculetin and nitroxide

combines the effects of both agents: While nitroxide abolishes the

glucose induced downregulation of the glucose transport system,

esculetin increases the rate of hexose transport to the control level

observed in cells maintained at 5 mM glucose. We suggest that free

radical formation by high glucose levels increases the activity of 12-

and 15-lipoxygenase. The products of these enzymes (12- and 15-

HETE and/or lipoxins) affects the expression and cellular distribution

of GLUT-1. Thus, elimination of free radicals with nitroxide
abolishes this effects of high glucose.
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A MUTANT HUMAN IGF-I RECEPTOR AS A DOMINANT
NEGATIVE MUTANT IN L6 MYOBLASTS
H. Yamasaki, Y. Yamaguchi, H. Takino, N. Abiru, H. Kondo, K. Izumino,
H. Sakamaki, S. Akazawa, S. Nagataki. University of Nagasaki, Japan.

We previously demonstrated that L6 myoblasts underwent glucose uptake
through GLUT1 with the activation of endogenous IGF-I receptor. To
clarify the IGF-I signal Iransduction, mutant human IGF-I receptor was
generated to stably transfect into L6 myoblasts. 950 tyrosine in NPXY
motif localized in juxta-membrane domain of the IGF-I receptor was
substituted for alanine, resulting in failure of the phosphorylation of IRS-
1 molecule. The receptor was increased in number at 2.8 fold in wild type
expressing L6 transfectants and at 3.4 fold in mutant expressing
transfectants. IGF-I stimulation to wild type transfectants induced both
IGF-I receptor (3-subunit and IRS-1 phosphorylation. In contrast, for the
mutant transfectants, IGF-I did not induce IRS-1 phosphorylation but (3-
subunit phosphorylation. 2DOG uptake was assessed after 24 hours IGF-I

stimulation to these transfectants. As compared to the untransfectants at

2.1 nM with ED50 , wild type transfectants showed 1.1 nM and mutant

transfectants 3.3 nM with ED 50 . These results indicate that 950 tyrosine is
essential for the phosphorylation of IRS-1, and the IRS-1 is required for

IGF-I signaling to glucose uptake in L6 myoblasts. The finding that
mutant transfectants were less sensitive to IGF-I than that of

untransfectants suggests that the 950 tyrosine mutant receptor may play as
a dominant negative mutant against to the endogenous intact rat IGF-I

receptor by the mechanism of wild-mutant hybrid formation.



CHRONIC HYPERLACTATEMIA DECREASES MUSCLE GLUCOSE
UPTAKE AND GLUT4 mRNA IN FREELY MOVING RATS.
A.M. Lombardi, *A. Leturque, R. Fabris, F. Bassetto, R. Serra,
G. Federspil, *J. Girard, R. Vector
Institute of Semeiotica Medica - University of Padova
*CNRS Meudon Paris
An increased basal plasma lactate concentration is present
in obesity and diabetes. It has been hypothesized that
hyperlactatemia may influence glucose metabolism, thus
playing a role in the development of insulin resistance. We
previously demonstrated that acute lactate infusion in
normal rats is able to induce insulin resistance at muscular
level. The present study was carried out to elucidate the
mechanism of the appearence of insulin resistance. In freely
moving, cronically catheterized rats, a 24 hrs sodium lactate
or sodium bicarbonate infusion was performed. To study the
glucose uptake in different skeletal muscles, a bolus (30
IsCi) of 2-deoxy- 3 H-glucose was injected in basal condition
and at the end of a euglycaemic hyperinsulinemic clamp.
GLUT4 and PDH mRNA levels were assessed by Northern blot
in skeletal muscles. Our results show that hyperlactatemia
decreases glucose uptake in skeletal muscles (i.e. soleus:
lactate 6.15±1 vs control 16.55±1.7 p<0,0005). Besides, the
GLUT4 mRNA levels were decreased in the same tissues (i.e.
soleus: lactate 13671±7154 vs control 37327±4603
p<0,005), whereas the PDH mRNA risulted significantly
increased in lactate infused animals. These results indicate
that lactate deeply influences peripheral glucose
metabolism and suggest a role in the development of insulin
resistance.
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4-HYDROXY-2-NONENAL DOES NOT AFFECT GLYCOLYSIS
I. Miwa and K. Adachi. Meijo University, Nagoya, Japan.

4-Hydroxy-2-nonenal (HNE) is one of the major products
of the peroxidative decomposition of polyunsaturated fatty acids
of membrane lipids. HNE possessing a number of adverse
biological effects is increased under conditions, e.g. diabetes,
of increased oxidative stress. It is possible that the compound
is involved in the vicious cycle of hyperglycemia in diabetes. To
address this issue, we examined whether HNE exerts an
inhibitory effect on glycolysis. HNE inactivated the rate-limiting
enzymes (from animal sources) of the glycolytic pathway and
the pentose phosphate pathway when incubated at 37°C for 1 h
in the absence of glutathione (GSH). The HNE concentration
for half-maximal inactivation of 6-phosphofructokinase (PFK)
and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase was 3-10
µM; and that value for pyruvate kinase, glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase, and hexokinases I and II was 0.15-0.6 mM. In
the presence of 5 mM GSH, however, only PFK, irrespective of
the source (muscle, liver, or erythrocyte), was inactivated by 40-
50% by 0.1 mM HNE. Even PFK was not inactivated in the
presence of both GSH and its substrate, ATP (2 mM).
Glycolysis in the human erythrocyte as a model cell was not
affected by treatment of cells with 0.1 mM HNE at 37°C for 30
min. The results indicate that HNE, at concentrations
observable under physiological and pathological conditions,
does not affect glycolysis in cells.
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THE ROLE OF GLUCOSE TRANSPORTERS AND IGF1

RECEPTORS IN IMPAIRED BONE GROWTH IN DIABETIC MICE.
E. Karnieli and G. Maor Tecnion Inst. of Technology, and Rambam

Medical Center, Inst. of Endocrinology & Metabolism' Haifa, Israel. Tecnion

Inst. Of Technology, Dept. of Morphological sciences, Haifa, Israel.

Uncontrolled IDDM children are characterized by a slow growth rate, which

improves upon adequate therapy. While skeletal growth is an energy

consuming process involving high glucose utilization, the role of glucose

transporters (GLUT) and their regulation in the bone formation process, are

not yet fully understood. Thus, we studied both in vivo and in vitro early

endochondral bone formation in control and in STZ- induced young diabetic

mice before and after insulin therapy. Using in situ hybridization and

immunohistochemistry techniques, we demonstrated the existence of

GLUT4, the insulin 'sensitive GLUT, as well as GLUT1, in neonatal-derived

murine mandibular condyles and in the humerus growth plate - two models for

endochondral bone formation. Compared to control, while the expression

(mRNA and protein) of the core protein of cartilage specific proteoglycans

(CSPG) were diminished in diabetic growth centers, osteocalcin gene

expression were enhanced. This presents an uncoupling between the

chondrogenesis and osteogenesis processes. Further, in the bones of

diabetic mice GLUT4 levels, IGF-I and its receptor, but not GLUT1, were

markedly reduced and associated with severe histological changes in the

mandibular condyles and humerus growth plate. Thus, we propose that

GLUT4 and IGF-I receptor have an important role in early bone growth.
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IDENTIFICATION OF THE MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN THE POTENTIATING EFFECTS OF

METFORMIN ON INSULIN-INDUCED GLYCOGEN SYNTHASE ACTIVITY INXENOPUS EGGS.
D. Detaillel, P. Devosl and N. Wlernsperger2 . lUniversity of Namur, Belgium. 2Lipha, Lyon, France,

In this study, we focused our attention towards the ability of metformin to improve the
biological function of insulin in Xenopus laevis oocytes. Addition of metformin alone (20µM)
to oocytes had no effect on the basal rates (n=4) of glucose uptake (143± 16.5pmol/h/oocyte

versus 129,1±8.9pmol/h/oocyte) or of glycogenesis, measured by [ 14C] glucose incorporation
into glycogen (14.8±1.7pmol/h/oocyte versus 11.4±0.2pmol/h/oocyte). In contrast, the drug
clearly enhanced insulin action on both metabolic events (glucose uptake: 426.8±293pmol/h/
oocyte versus 301.8±28.2pmol/h/oocyte and glycogen synthesis: 92.6±8.lpmol/h/oocyte
versus 513±4.9pmol/h/oocyte, n=4). A short term preincubation of oocytes with metformin,
but in the absence of glucose, also increased the percentage of glycogen synthase (GS) active
form above insulin(50nM)-induced level (basal 17.4±5.7%, metformin 21.3±4.1%, insulin 31.2±
4.6%, metformin + insulin 62.7±4.2%, n=5). Interestingly, metformin microinjected into eggs
(at a final concentration of 20nM) amplified equally the same biochemical process, whereas a
previous injection of tyrphostin B46 (a specific inhibitor of receptor tyrosine kinase activity)
prevented the stimulatory effect of this biguanide. As the activation of GS in oocytes might
involve a kinase/phosphatase cascade initiated by insulin at the level of its receptor, we further
investigated the role of metformin within the insulin signaling pathway. While having no effect
alone, metformin together with insulin was able to decrease significantly (P<0.005) the level
of cAMP in the oocytes (basal 1.83±0.52pmoVoocyte, metformin 1.63±0.49pmol/oocyte,
insulin 1.42±0.35pmol/oocyte, metformin + insulin 0.69±0.2pmol/oocyte, n=9). This
reduction of cAMP content might lead to the dephosphorylation of GS and hence to its
activation, Our results strongly suggested that the potentiating effect of metformin on GS
activity was more closely correlated to an alteration of pathways regulating the activity of this
rate-limiting enzyme rather than to a secondary effect dependent upon an increased glucose
uptake, Together with other data from recent literature, this allows us to conclude that
metformin could act at an intracellular site most likely linked to the tyrosine kinase domain
but located before the branching of individual signaling pathways of insulin,



STUDIES ON THE MOLECULAR EVOLUTION OF
GLUCOSE TRANSPORTER GENE FAMILY
Wang Hua, Zhang Zhengxian, Chai Jianhua and Chen
Jia-wei. First Affiliated Hospital of Nanjing Medical
University, Nanjing, P.R.China
Glucose transporter gene family which was involved in the
glucose metabolism in the body has been considered as
candidate gene in the development of diabetes mellitus. We
compared the nucleotide and amino acid sequences of the
family in different species; deduced the hydrophilicity and
hydrophobicity distribution of the amino acid; calculated
the genetic distance and constructed the phylogenetic trees
by UPGMA and N-J method. The results show that the
member of glucose transporter gene family are homologous;
all the members of this family have a similar topology; It is
suggested that the family may derived from a remote
common ancestor in which the gene duplication events of
different origins took place; this evolutionary process is
advantageous to the stability of the structure. The different
branch length in the phylogenetic trees constructed by the
N-J method indicated difference of evolutionary rates in the
process of evolution. Also, the difference between the trees
at protein and nucleotide level may result from the hidden
substitution in the genome.
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NITRIC OXIDE LEVELS ARE RESPONSIBLE OF GLUCOKINASE
ACTIVITY IN CULTURED RAT HEPATOCYTES. G. Valsecchi,
L.D. Monti, P.M. Piatti, S. Costa, C. Stangalini, V.C. Phan, E. P.
Sandoli, C. Socci and G. Pozza. Istituto Scientifico H. San Raffaele,
Milan, Italy.
Aim of the study was to evaluate the influence of endothelial factors
(endothelin-1 and nitric oxide) on glucokinase (GK) activity, a key
regulatory enzyme on hepatic glucose fluxes. To this scope, we
evaluated the effects of endothelin-1 (ET-1, 2.0 nmol/l) and L-NAME
(4x10 -5 mol/1), an inhibitor of nitric oxide synthase, on GK activity and
glycogen content in cultured rat hepatocytes. Nitric oxide levels
significantly decreased by 20% both after ET-1 (p<0.01) and L-NAME
(p<0.01). Concomitantly, GK activity decreased by 52% after ET-1
(from 0.56±0.07 to 0.29±0.02 nmol/µg protein/h; p<0.05) and by 43%
after L-NAME (from 0.56±0.07 to 0.32±0.02 nmol/µg protein/h;
p<0.05). On the contrary, ET-1 was less effective than L-NAME in
decreasing glycogen content (from 47.3±2.2 to 40.5±5.1 mg/g tissue
with ET-1, NS; and to 35.4±0.8 mg/g tissue with L-NAME, p<0.001
vs basal; NS vs ET-1). When ET-1 and L-NAME were added together
in the culture medium, no synergistic effects were observed. In fact,
under these conditions, nitric oxide levels, GK activity and glycogen
levels decreased by 17%, 45% and 30%, respectively (NS vs ET-1 and
L-NAME). L-Arginine (1.72 mmol/1), by increasing nitric oxide levels,
was able to report GK activity and glycogen content to basal levels
(0.67±0.1 nmol/µg protein/h; NS and 42.1±3.6 mg/g tissue; NS;
respectively). In conclusion, nitric oxide pathway seems to be an
important regulator of GK activity and glycogen content in cultured rat
hepatocytes. ET-1 seems not active per se but its activity seems
mediated by a decrease in nitric oxide levels.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF GLUT1-CONTAINING MEM-
BRANE VESICLES DERIVED FROM FIBROBLASTS OF A
PATIENT WITH DEFECTIVE INSULIN-STIMULATED
GLUCOSE TRANSPORT ASSOCIATED WITH MALINSER-
TION OF GLUT1 INTO THE PLASMA MEMBRANE.
C.Kausch*, I.Uphues t, A.Hamann* , H.Greteri , J.Eckel t , and S.Matthaei °

Dept. of Medicine, University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany;
§Diabetes-Forschungsinstitut, University of Dusseldorf, Dusseldorf,
Germany.
The aim of this study was to prepare and characterize GLUT1-containing
membrane vesicles derived from fibroblasts of a patient with clinical
features of Werner syndrome and defective insulin-stimulated glucose
transport associated with malinsertion of GLUT1 into the plasma
membrane in an attempt to examine the molecular cause of the defective
docking/fusion process. Microsomal membrane fractions (200 µg) were
incubated with protein G-beads for 16h at 4°C. After centrifugation
anti-GLUT 1 antiserum was added to the supernatant and the mixture was
further incubated for 5h at 4°C. Nonspecific adsorption was monitored
by identical treatment with a preimmune serum. The precipitate was
pelleted, resuspended and incubated with beads for further 16h at 4°C.
After centrifugation vesicle proteins attached to beads were washed and
subjected to SDS-PAGE, blotted to nitrocellulose and the following
proteins were immunodetected: VAMP-2, SNAP-25, Synaptotagmin and
interestingly the p85 subunit of PI-3'kinase. Preliminary results suggest
that the expression of p85 subunit of PI-3'kinase was reduced in
GLUT1-containing membrane vesicles prepared from fibroblasts derived
from the patient VH when compared to controls. In conclusion,
GLUTI-containing membrane vesicles include VAMP-2, SNAP-25,
Synaptotagmin as well as the p85 subunit of PI-3'kinase. Further study
is necessary to investigate whether the decreased expression of p85 of
PI-3'kinase in vesicles from the patient VH is responsible for the defective
insertion of GLUT1 into the plasma membrane.

607
PRESENCE OF ALDOSTERONE RECEPTORS IN U-937 HUMAN
PROMONOCYTIC CELLS.
B. Maestro, J. Campion, F. Mata, N. Davila, M.C. Carranza and C. Calle.
Depts. Bioquimica I and III. U.C.M. and C.P.H. Madrid. Spain.

Earlier studies of our laboratory have demostrated that aldosterone
decreases insulin receptor gene expression at the RNA level in U-937
human promonocytic cells. In the present work we examine if such an
effect could be mediated by specific aldosterone receptors. U-937 cells
were grown in suspension in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with
fetal calf serum, glutamine and antibiotics. For experiments, 10 9 M
aldosterone was directly applied to the cultures for 36 and 48 h. Binding
studies were performed using cells previously washed with incomplete
1640 medium to remove endogenous steroids and serum proteins. Then,
the cells (12 x 106 cells/ml) were incubated from 60 up to 180 min at
37°C with [ 3H]- aldosterone (0.5 x 10" ° M) either in the absence or
presence of unlabeled aldosterone (10 -10 - 10"' M). After that, U-937 cells
were treated with 1 % Triton X-100, and centrifuged at 1800 rpm for 10
min at 4°C. Finally, the supernatant cytosols were separated for
scintillation counting. The results were expressed in terms of specific
binding, subtracting the nonspecific binding in the presence of 5 x 10'
M unlabeled aldosterone. The binding of aldosterone was found to be
time-dependent. The maximal percentage of fraction bound (45%) was
obtained at 120 min of incubation. Scatchard analysis revealed the
presence of a single class of binding sites with high affinity (Kd: 1.1 x
10 -° M) and limited capacity (2400 sites per cell). Treatment with
aldosterone for 48 h, clearly decreased aldosterone binding in U-937
cells. These findings represent the first demonstration of the presence
of aldosterone receptors in U-937 cells, and also, the indication that
aldosterone is involved in the homologous regulation of aldosterone
receptors in these cells.
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METABOLIC EFFECTS OF IGF-I AND INSULIN IN
THE PERFUSED RAT LIVER
R Englisch l , R Wuizinger2, C. Fiimsinn l , J. Giaf2, W. Waldhausl l & M. Rodent
'Dept. Internal Medicine Ill,ZDept. Exp. Pathology, Univ. Vienna, Austria
Human recombinant insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) has been shown to exert
antidiabetic effects mainly by increasing peripheral glucose uptake, glycogen
synthesis and glycolysis in skeletal muscle and adipocytes. This study was
designed to compare the effects of IGF-I with those of insulin on glucose
metabolism, the release of cyclic AMP and cyclic GMP as well as changes in
intracellular calcium concentration [Ca 2+]; (surface photometry using the Fura-2
fluorescence technique) in the perfused rat liver (Krebs-Henseleit buffer, flow-
through, 3 mUg liver.min). Basal incremental glucose-production (area under the
curve, AUC within 30 min) was decreased by IGF-I (1nM) by 64% (p<0.05
Dunnett test) and by insulin (1M) by 62% (p<0.05). Epinephrine (0.05 µM) -
induced incremental glucose-production (control, CON: 42.2±4.5 pmol/g) was
inhibited by IGF-I (1M, 28.0±1.9 µmol/g, p<0.05 vs. CON) and insulin (1M,
16.8±2.1 pmol/g, p<0.05 vs. CON). Basal and epinephrine-stimulated lactate
release were not affected by insulin and IGF-I. Under basal conditions release of
cyclic AMP was reduced by 27% (p<0.05, paired t-test) in response to IGF-I and
by 40% (p<0.001) in response to insulin, while epinephrine elicited an increase by
75% (p<0.05 vs. basal). In contrast, cyclic GMP release was not affected by
IGF-I, insulin and epinephrine. Insulin and IGF-I constantly increased (+15%)
basal [Ca2li (p<0.05, Wilcoxon test), but reduced the rapid epinephrine-
dependent increase in [Ca 2+]; by 43%. These results show IGF-I to act similar to
insulin on basal and epinephrine-stimulated hepatic glucose-metabolism and to
counteract intracellular epinephrine mediated signal transduction.

610
NO DETECTION, BY REVERSE TRANSCRIPTION-POLYMERASE
CHAIN REACTION, OF GLUT 7 mRNA IN RAT LIVER.

N. Bruni, M.C. Rey and G. Mithieux. Institut National de la Sante et de
la Recherche Medicale (U.449), Lyon, France

Glut 7 is the most recently described glucose transporter,
identified in rat liver. We aimed to study the effect of diabetes and
insulin-treatment on the abundance of Glut 7 mRNA. Because of the
high homology with Glut 2 mRNA (75% between the two coding
sequences) present in the same tissue, only a strategy based on RT-PCR
in competition might be suitable. As a first approach, we tried to amplify
Glut 7 mRNA specifically with regards to Glut 2 mRNA, involving two
18-mer oligonucleotide antisense primers exhibiting almost no
homology (located in exon 10, based on Glut 2 sequence, the Glut 7
gene being not known) and two 18-mer non-homologous sense primers
(located in exon 6). Temperatures for annealing were tested from 46 to
62°C and MgC12 concentrations from 1 to 5 mM. The expected 616 bp-
long cDNA product was amplified in all cases, but one, from Glut 2
specific primers and in no cases from Glut 7 primers. Identical results
were obtained using : 1) two other non-homologous sense primers
located in exon 7 and an other common antisense primer located in a
region of complete homology between the two sequences (exon 11) ; 2)
other combinations of aforementioned sense and antisense primers ; 3)
Taq polymerases from different origins; 4) reverse transcription at high
temperature (70°C) with thermostable reverse transcriptase
5) additional PCR runs from prior RT-PCR amplification mediums
6) total RNAs from other tissues which express Glut 2, eg. kidney,
small intestine and pancreas. We conclude that Glut 2 mRNA may be
very easily amplified by RT-PCR, whereas Glut 7 mRNA, if existing,
may not be detected using the same approach, in spite of its high
structural homology with the former.

THE EFFECT OF PROGESTERONE ON 2-DEOXYGLUCOSE UPTAKE IS
MEDIATED BY CERAMIDE

K. Nakatani, K. Ito, K. Otake, A. Katsuki, M. Fujii, K.

Tuchihashi, H. Goto, Y. Yano, EC. Gabazza, and Y. Sumida.

Third Department of Internal Medicine, Mie University
School of Medicine, Tsu, Japan.

Ceramide was reported to induce insulin resistance as a TNF -a

mediated intracellular mechanism. The aim of this study
was to assess the effect of ceramide on progesterone-induced
insulin resistance in vitro. L-6 myocytes were treated with

progesterone and membrane permeable ceramide analogs

(C2) for 16 hours, and then the intracellular ceramide

concentration andthe 2-deoxyglucose uptake were measured.
Progesterone increased dose- dependently the intracellular

ceramide concentration. The maximum effect was observed

at more than 0.1 tsM of progesterone. Although
progesterone augmented the basal 2-deoxyglucose uptake, it

suppressed the insulin stimulated 2-deoxyglucose uptake.
The maximum effect was observed at more than 0.1 µM. C2 ( 5
FM) mimicked the effects of progesterone on 2-deoxyglucose

uptake. The additive effect of progesterone and C2 was not
observed. In conclusion, progesterone was suggested to

inhibit insulin-induced 2-deoxyglucose uptake by
intracellular ceramide.
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NON-ISOTOPIC TECHNIQUE FOR STUDYING MICROSATELLITE GENETIC
MARKERS; APPLICATION TO BRITISH SIB-PAIRS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES.
J.C. Alcolado, E.J. Sherratt, J.W. Gagg, S. Davies and A. W. Thomas. University of
Wales College of Medicine, Cardiff, Wales UK.
A polymorphic microsatellite marker (D2S125) on chormosome 2 was recently
reported to show significant linkage to NIDDM in a population of Mexican
American affected sib pairs. We have used a simple non-isotopic screening
technique employing the polymerase chain reaction with a biotinylated primer to
study the genetic linkage and allele frequency distribution of the D2S 125 marker in a
population of 109 Europid subjects with NIDDM (62 possible affected sib pairs: 47
sibships with 2 affected and 5 with 3 affected members). Subjects were genotyped
using a 5' biotinylated forward amplimer AFM112yd4a
(GCAACAGAGTGAGACCCTGA) and the reverse primer AFM112yd4m
(TTCTGAGAACCAGATTGTGATTG). After electrophoresis 00 6% agarose gels,
PCR products were blotted onto a nylon membrane by capillary action for 6 hours.
The biotinylated PCR products were detected using the Tropix detection kit
(Cambridge Bioscience).
Results;
Allele size (bp)	 frequency	 Allele size (bp)	 frequency
1	 102	 0.013	 5	 94	 0.243
2	 100	 0.116	 6	 92	 0.158
3	 98	 0.046	 7	 90	 0.095
4	 96	 0.134	 8	 88	 0.196
Sib-pair analysis provided no evidence for linkage of the D2S125 marker in the
limited number of sib-pairs we have currently available (M LS = 0.029, p>0.05). The
PCR screening method proved to be a safe and reliable alternative to the
radiolabelling of PCR products.

612
MUTATION SCREENING OF THE HEPATOCYTE NUCLEAR FACTOR -la
AND -4a GENES IN MODY FAMILIES: SUGGESTION OF THE EXISTENCE
OF AT LEAST A FOURTH MODY GENE.
JC CHEVRE, E HANI, P BOUTIN, N VIONNET, M VAXILLAIRE, K
YAMAGATA and P FROGUEL. CNRS EP10, Lille, France; HHMI University of
Chicago, II, USA.
Maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY) is a genetically heterogeneous
subtype of non-insulin-dependant diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) characterized by early
onset, usually before 25 years of age, autosomal dominant inheritance and a
primary defect in insulin secretion. At least 3 genes are responsible for MODY:
the glucokinase gene (MODY2) on chromosome 7p, MODYI and MODY3 genes
on chromosomes 20q and 12q respectively. Recent studies have shown that
mutations in the two functionally-related transcription factors, hepatocyte nuclear
factor 4a (HNF-4a) and -la (TCF1) are responsible for the MODYI and MODY3
forms of diabetes.We previously described 8 MODY families with no mutation in
the GCK gene and with no evidence of linkage to MODY1 or MODY3 markers.
Therefore the aim of our study was to investigate that the MODY phenotype in
families with non-conclusive Lod-score (-2 to 0.5) at the MODY loci is not caused
by mutations in one of the two HNF genes. Probands from 4 and 5 of those
families were screened for mutations in the HNF-la gene (10 exons) and in the
HNF-4a gene (11 exons) respectively by direct sequencing. We also scanned 15
probands from newly recruited MODY families. The exons and flanking intronic
sequences of these genes were amplified by PCR using specific primers. After
purification, PCR products were sequenced directly from both directions using an
AmpliTaq FS dye terminator cycle sequencing kit and an ABI prism 377 automated
DNA sequencer. A G to A transition in codon 161 of exon 2 was identified in one
of these new families resulting in a Ala to Thr substitution. This new missense
mutation localised in the DNA-binding domain of the HNF-la protein co-
segregated with diabetes in this family. Previously described polymorphisms in
exon 4 and 7 were also found in other families. Thus we confirmed the existence of
at least one other locus responsible for the MODY phenotype. We have identified
22 french families suitable for the search of other MODY genes.
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NO EVIDENCE FOR EXCESS ALLELE-SHARING ON CHROMOSOME 2q (REGION
OF NIDDMI) IN A LARGE SIBSHIP COLLECTION
P Cassell', PJ Saker2, M Armstrong 3 , T Kumarajeewat, RC Turner 4, S O'Rahilly5 , M
Walker3 , AT Hattersleyt, GA Hitman' and MI McCarthy 2 . 'St Bartholomew's & Royal
London Hospital School of Medicine, London? Imperial College School of Medicine,
London; 3 University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne; 4 Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford;
5 Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge; 6 Royal Devon & Exeter Hospital, Exeter, UK.
Recent analysis in Mexican Americans families has suggested that a susceptibility
locus for NIDDM lies on chromosome 2q (NIDDMI). To determine whether a 2q locus
influences susceptibility to NIDDM in Europeans, we conducted an initial study of
families from the British Diabetic Association (BDA) Warren 2 NIDDM repository.
Ascertainment into this collection requires that all grandparents be of British/Irish
origin and that affected sibs have NIDDM diagnosed between 35 and 70: the
resource currently (Dec 1996) stands at-700 collected pedigrees. To date, we have
typed the first 224 pedigrees from the resource (471 affected sibs, 278 possible
sibpairs) for markers in the NIDDMI region. Microsatellite markers from the telomeric
25cM of 2q (D2S125, D2S336, D2S338, D2S2285, AFMA064ZF9) were assayed by
fluorescent genotyping methods: marker order was taken from the Whitehead
Institute integrated map, release 11. Multipoint nonparametric analysis was
performed using GENEHUNTER and allele frequencies were estimated from the
family data. Overall genotyping accuracy was confirmed by close correspondence
between interlocus distances inferred from the observed data and those published .
Between 63% and 75% of inheritance information was extracted across the region.
We found absolutely no evidence for excess allele-sharing across the terminal region
of 2q - indeed, NPL scores were negative throughout (peak NPL -1.01, p=0.86).
Though we plan to extend this analysis to include additional markers and families,
these data indicate that any locus on 2q has little influence on NIDDM susceptibility in
this European population. The data obtained are clearly consistent with significant
ethnic heterogeneity in the genetic basis of NIDDM and emphasise the problems in
replicating positive linkages obtained in diverse ethnic groups.

614
MUTATIONS IN HEPATOCYTE NUCLEAR FACTOR la GENE
IN MATURITY ONSET DIABETES OF THE YOUNG (MODY3)
P.J.Kaisaki, N.Oda, S.Menzel, H.Furuta and K.Yamagata. The
University of Chicago, Chicago, U.S.A.
AIM: To characterize the genomic structure of human hepatocyte

nuclear factor 1 a (HNF-la) and identify mutations in the HNF-1 a
gene in MODY3 patients. METHODS: Fragments of the PAC clone
254A7 which contain the HNF- 1 a gene were sequenced to determine
exon-intron organization and promoter region sequence. This
information was used to design PCR primers to amplify and screen
each exon of HNF-lain MODY3 patients for mutations by direct
sequencing of both strands of the PCR product. RESULTS: The
human HNF-1 a gene is comprised of 10 exons that span about 23
kb, of which 6.2 kb were sequenced including 490 bp of the 5'-
flanking promoter region. In eight unrelated MODY3 families, eight
different mutations were found: three rnissense mutations (R131Q,
C241G, P447L), two splice site mutations (IVS5nt-2A-G,
IVS9nt+1G-A), and three frameshift mutations (P291fsinsC,
P379fsdelCT, T547E548fsdelTG). Family members were screened
for mutations and the mutations were found to cosegregate with
affected status. Point mutations changed conserved amino acids and
were not seen upon screening 50 unrelated nondiabetic subjects.

CONCLUSION: Mutations in the HNF-1 a gene are the cause of

MODY3. Information on the sequence of the human HNF-la gene
and its promoter region will facilitate the search for mutations in other

subjects as well as studies of its role in normal (3-cell function.
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615
Genome scan for linkage to pre-diabetic traits in Pima Indians
R.E. Pratley, D.B. Thompson, M. Prochazka, L. Baier, D. Mott, E.
Ravussin, H. Sakul, T. Foroud, M.G. Ehm, D.K. Burns, W.T.
Garvey, W. Knowler, P.H. Bennett and C. Bogardus. NIH, Phoenix,
AZ, Sequana, LaJolla, CA, Indiana University, Indianapolis IN,
Glaxo, Research Triangle Park, NC, MUSC, Charleston, SC, USA
To investigate the genetic basis of selected risk factors for

NIDDM, we performed a genome-wide scan in a group of healthy,
non-diabetic Pima Indians who participated in a longitudinal study
of the predictors of NIDDM. Glucose (G) and insulin (I) responses to
a 75g oral glucose challenge (OGT), a mixed meal (MM) and a 25g
intravenous glucose challenge (IVGTT) were measured as was
insulin action (2-step hyperinsulinemic glucose clamp). 363
subjects (221 M/142F) from 109 families (388 sib-pairs) were
genotyped at 524 polymorphic DNA markers evenly distributed
throughout the genome (average distance = 8 cM). Two-point
linkage analyses (SIBPAL, SAGE) indicated that one marker,
D3S1764, was significantly linked (LOD=3.7) to glucose disposal
during the low dose of the clamp. However, this linkage was not as
significant (LOD=1.6) by multipoint interval mapping (Fulker et al.).
An additional 29 markers showed suggestive evidence of linkage to
one or more sub-phenotypes in two-point analyses. Of these, 6
regions also showed suggestive linkage (LOD>2.2) in multipoint
analyses (Table).

Marker	 Phenotype	 2-point LOD Multipoint LOD
D 1 S1646	 OGT-G	 3.1	 2.9
D1S2125	 IVGTT-G	 2.7	 3.3
D4S2382	 Fasting-I	 2.8	 2.6
075798	 IVGTT-G	 3.2	 2.3
GATA35	 OGT-I	 2.7	 3.2
D18S535	 MM-G	 2.7	 2.2

The results of this genome-wide scan suggest several regions
which may be linked to aspects of glucose metabolism. Specific
genes in these areas may contribute to the high prevalence of
NIDDM in the Pimas.

616
MUTATIONS IN THE HEPATIC NUCLEAR FACTOR-la GENE ARE A
COMMON CAUSE OF MODY IN DANISH CAUCASIANS

M. Fridberg', T. Hansen', H. Eiberg', A.M. Moller', S.K. Rasmussen', S.A.
Urhammer', J.J. Hoist', K. Almind', S.M. Echwald', L. Hansen' and 0.
Pedersen'. 'Steno Diabetes Center and Hagedorn Research Institute, Copenhagen,
Denmark; 'University Institute of Medical Biochemistry and Genetics, Department
of Medical Genetics, University of Copenhagen, Denmark; 'Department of
Medical Physiology, University of Copenhagen, Denmark;

One form of maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY3) results from
mutations in the hepatic nuclear factor-la (HNF-1a) gene, located on
chromosome 12q24.2. The objective of the present study was to examine for
genetic variability in the HNF-la gene in 9 non-related Danish Caucasian subjects
with MODY. Direct sequencing of the coding region and intron-exon boundaries
of the HNF-la gene revealed 2 novel ((I128N and H143Y) and 1 previously
reported (P447L) missense mutations and 2 novel frameshift mutations
(P379fsdelT and A559fsinsA) in 5 of 9 MODY subjects. These 5 mutations were
neither found in 84 NIDDM patients nor in 84 control subjects. One glucose
tolerant lean male, with a P447L missense mutation which in his relatives caused
MODY, underwent an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT), a tolbutamide
modified frequently sampled intravenous glucose tolerance test and a glucagon
test in order to examine for a possible early beta cell abnormality. He had a low
insulin secretion during an OGTT, but a 2 fold increase in pancreatic beta cell
response after intravenous glucose and a 2.5-4 fold increase in beta cell response
after either intravenous tolbutamide or intravenous glucagon loads when compared
to matched control subjects. In conclusion: 1) mutations in the HNF-la gene are
common in Danish Caucasian MODY patients, and 2) early stages in the
pathogenesis of MODY3 caused by the P447L mutation may be characterized by
a hyperexcitability of beta cells to intravenous secretagogues.

617
MULTIPOINT LINKAGE ANALYSIS OF NIDDM IN 534 FINNISH FAM-
ILIES IN THE FUSION STUDY.
S. Ghosh, E.R. Hauser, V.L. Magnuson, D.S. Ally, T. Valle, R.M. Watanabe,
S.J. Nylund, K. Kohtamaki, R.N. Bergman, J. Tuomilehto, F.S. Collins
and M. Boehnke for the Finland-United States Investigation of NIDDM
Genetics (FUSION) study. NCHGR, Bethesda, MD, USA; Univ. of Mich.,
Ann Arbor, MI, USA; National Public Health Institute, Helsinki, Finland;
USC School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA, USA.
The FUSION study is a collaborative effort to map genes for NIDDM in
the Finnish population. We are performing a genome scan with an initial
450 microsatellite markers in 734 NIDDM-affected sib pairs (ASPs) from
534 families. To minimize the number of families with late-onset IDDM
we excluded families in which an affected individual had low C-peptide lev-
els, high GAD autoantibody levels, and required insulin therapy < 4 years
after diagnosis. Our analysis strategy includes nonparametric linkage anal-
ysis using both single point and multipoint identity-by-descent methods,
identity-by-state methods, and association analysis. To date no major sus-
ceptibility loci for NIDDM have been identified on chromosomes 1, 2, 7, 8,
11, 12, 15 and 16. In the course of the genome scan, we have investigated in
particular two regions recently identified in linkage analyses of NIDDM in
other studies: a region on chromosome 2q identified in Mexican-Americans
(Hanis et al., Nat Genet 13:161-6) and a region on chromosome 12 near the
MODY3 locus in families from the Botnia region of Finland (Mahtani et al.,
Nat Genet 14:90-4). Using multipoint linkage analysis on the entire set of
ASPs we exclude (LOD< —2) both regions at low relative risk to sibs (a):
a 76 centiMorgan (cM) region including the chromosome 2q telomere and
D2S125 at a = 1.32; and a region at least 13 cM on either side of D12S76
at a = 1.25. We are exploring linkage relationships on a subset of our ASPs
and their offspring with several measures of glucose tolerance, including
glucose effectiveness, insulin action, and impaired insulin secretion.

618
MUTATIONS IN THE HEPATIC NUCLEAR FACTOR I ALPHA IN
MATURITY-ONSET DIABETES OF THE YOUNG
M.P.Bulman', T.Frayling', S.Ellard', M.Appleton', M.J.Dronsfield z, G.I.Be113 ,

S.C.Bain2 and A.T.Hattersley'.

'Institute of Clinical Science, University of Exeter, Exeter, UK.
'Department of Medicine, University of Birmingham, Binninghani, UK.
'Howard Hughes Medical Institute and Departments of Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology and Medicine, The University of Chicago, USA.

Mutations in the gene encoding the transcription factor hepatic nuclear factor
la (IINF-la) have recently been shown to cause maturity-onset diabetes of the
young (MODY), a monogenic subgroup of non-insulin dependent diabetes
mellitus (NIDDM). The incidence of HNF-la mutations is unknown. We
performed mutation analysis on fifteen probands from MODY families. All ten
exons and flanking introns were amplified by PCR and alterations characterized
by direct automated sequencing. We identified six novel mutations, one
frameshift (A443fsdelCA) and five missense mutations (P129T, R13 1 W,
R159W, P519L, T620I) which involved conserved amino acids. Two
previously described mutations (P379fsdelCT and P291fsinsC) were found in
one and four families respectively. These mutations cosegregated with diabetes
within pedigrees, were not seen in any non-diabetic family members with the
exception of one individual who was not diabetic at age 42, and were not
present in fifty normal chromosomes. We have demonstrated that mutations in
the HNF-la gene are the most common cause of MODY in UK families.
Mutation detection based genetic counselling can now be offered to most
patients with MODY.
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ASSOCIATION OF IRS-1 Asp 972->GIy VARIANT WITH INSULIN
RECEPTOR MUTATIONS IN INSULIN RESISTANT DIABETES

F. Grigorescu, M. Rouard, F. Macari, O. Bouix, J. F. Brun, E.
Renard, P. Lefebvre, C. Lautier, J. Bringer and C Jaffiol.
Molecular Endocrinology Laboratory, IURC and Endocrinology
Dept., Lapeyronie Hospital, Montpellier, France.

To understand how mutations in the insulin receptor (IR) gene may
be pathogenically involved in severe as well as mild forms of insulin
resistance we have investigated first-degree relatives of patients with
Type A syndrome and acanthosis nigricans. The insulin resistance
was analysed in vivo by minimal model of IVGTT and mutations in
IR and IRS-1 genes were scanned by ABI 373A DNA sequencer. A
genetic condition of compound heterozygocity for two mutations
Asp59->Gly and Leu62->Pro in the insulin binding site (exon 2),
reasonably explained the severity of insulin resistance (Si<0.15) and
the deterioration of IR functions (insulin binding, tyrosine kinase,
Ptdlns 3' kinase activity) in the 24 years Type A proband. Paternal
mutation Leu62->Pro was associated in the father with obesity
(BMI=34), hyperinsulinemia and Si value (3.39) in the range of
nondiabetic obese controls (4.3±1.05). Maternal mutation Asp59-
>Gly was associated with obesity (BMI=38), NIDDM and insulin
resistance (Si=0.1) in the mother whereas in the 29 years proband's
brother, carrying the same heterozygote mutation the phenotype was
normal (Si= 10.3), except overweight (BMI=28). Sequencing of
IRS-1 gene revealed heterozygote Asp 972->Gly variant in the
proband and mother while being absent in the brother and father.
These data suggest that cumulative genetic defects in proteins
involved in insulin signaling may represent a plausible explanation
of variable expression of IR mutants and give new insights in the
pathogenic mechanism of more common forms of insulin resistant
diabetes.

620
IDENTIFICATION OF A BALANCED TRANSLOCATION t (3 ; 20)
(p21.2; q12) AT THE CHROMOSOMAL LOCATION (20gl2) OF THE
HNF-4a GENE IN A FAMILY WITH MATURITY-ONSET DIABETES
OF THE YOUNG (MODY)

S. Ellard', M. Appleton', P. D, Tumpenny2 and A. T. Hattersley'.
'Institute of Clinical Science, University of Exeter, Exeter, 2Department of
Clinical Genetics, Royal Devon & Exeter Hospital, Exeter

Maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY) is a sub-group of non-
insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) which is characterised by an
early age of onset and autosomal dominant inheritance. Linkage studies
have localised MODY genes on chromosomes 20q (MODYI ), 7p (MODY2/
glucokinae) and 12q (MODY3). MODY] and MODY3 have recently been
shown to be genes encoding the transcription factors HNF-4a and HNF-la
respectively. MODY1 is a rare form of MODY, with an estimated
prevalence of less than 5%. We have studied a MODY family where two
members suffered recurrent miscarriages and were diagnosed with
NIDDM at age 15 and 19 years. Karyotypic analysis revealed a balanced
translocation t (3 ; 20) (p21.1 ; q12) in both family menbers. Fluorescent
chromosome painting showed that MODY co-segregated with the
translocation in five pedigree members. We propose that this balanced
translocation has disrupted the HNF-4a gene on 20g12. To our knowledge
this is the first balanced translocation reported to cause diabetes. Further
studies are in progress to determine the precise position of the
translocation breakpoint in relation to the HNF-4a gene.

621
ANALYSIS OF TYPE-1 PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE GLYCOGEN-TARGETING
SUBUNIT mRNA IN SKELETAL MUSCLE OF PIMA INDIANS
X. Xia, C. Bogardus and M. Prochazka, CDNS-NIDDK-NIH, Phoenix, USA
It has recently been proposed that mRNA level of type-1 protein phosphatase
glycogen-targeting subunit may contribute to mechanisms of insulin resistance in
Pima Indians. Glycogen-bound type-1 protein phosphatase (PPIG) plays a key
role in the insulin stimulation of glycogen systhesis, and a decrease of the
enzymatic activity correlates with insulin resistance in the Pima Indians. PP1G in
skeletal muscle is a heterodimer between an isoform of the catalytic subunits,
and the muscle-specific glycogen-targeting subunit which is encoded by the
PPPIR3 gene. We have previously found an association of amino acid
polymorphisms at codon 883 and 905 in PPP1R3 with insulin resistance and
non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) in Pima Indians. We have now
quantitated PPPIR3 mRNA by reverse transcription PCR in skeletal muscle
biopsies from 20 non-diabetic Pimas, using J-actin as an internal standard. We
found that the mRNA is positively correlated with the maximal insulin-mediated
glucose uptake rate measured by the hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp
(r-0.51; p=0.02). We detected by PCR and sequencing of genomic DNA a T-sA
substitution approximately 2 kb 5' from the start of PPPIR3 coding sequence,
and a 5-base polymorphism involving an ATTTA motif in the 3' untranslated part
of the gene. Both polymorphisms are in linkage disequilibrium (p<0.001), and
they can be combined in two alternate haplotypes. We determined that the
mRNA levels are significantly different between subjects homozygous for either
combination (p=0.03). Measurements of PPPIR3 protein are currently in
progress to determine its relationship with the mRNA levels. The ATTTA motif
may affect mRNA stability, and we conclude that the polymorphism at this site in
PPP1R3 is a reasonable candidate that could cause the observed mRNA
differences, and contribute to mechanisms of insulin resistance in the Pima
Indians.

622
50 YEARS OBSERVATION OF THE CLINICAL PHENOTYPE IN A GERMAN
MODY3 FAMILY (MUTATION IN HEPATOCYTE NUCLEAR FACTOR-la)
R. Menzel*, Rjasanowski*, S. Menzel, P.J. Kaisaki and W. Kerner*, Klinikum
Karlsburg, Germany*; Howard Hughes Medical Institute, The University of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, USA

We have shown that mutations in the gene encoding the transcription factor HNF-
la are the cause of one form of maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY3).
One of the German families (G16) with a recently identified missense mutation
(R272H in exon 4 ) has been in our care since 1947. The aim was to characterize the
clinical phenotype, especially the long-term course of diabetes in the affected
carriers of the mutation. Grandfather: Diabetes since 1925 (age 19 ys), treatment in
Karlsburg-Garz 1947 (start of insulin therapy), 1949 and 1962 (severe proliferative
retinopathy, begin of renal insufficiency, severe neuropathy, claudication). 1971
blindness, amputation, death due to renal failure. In 1996 we identified the mutation
of the HNF-al gene in half of his 12 descendants. Years before, either IGT or
diabetes had been diagnosed through careful family screening, in each case around
the age of 6 (one exception: a premarital daughter had become ill with typical
symptoms at 12), during the 2 to 25 years after diagnosis OGTT, IVGT or glucose-
glucagon tests were regularly carried out. Glucose tolerance fluctuates (normal,
impaired, diabetic), shifting towards low response of insulin secretion and towards
diabetes at differing rates from individual to individual; three receive insulin. 15 and
25 years after diagnosis two have a retinopathy (grade II). HbAlc 6.7 ± 0,1 %.
MODY3 caused by mutation in the HNF-la gene can later be aggravated by serious
diabetic complications despite the initially long-term mild course. Complications
may possibly be avoided by early diagnosis in the identified carriers and by an
extremely good control of the metabolic disorder, diabetes as well as IGT. It is
unclear whether additional genetic defects contribute to the diverse clinical
appearance of MODY3.
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ANALYSIS OF A MET-> ILE SUBSTITUTION IN THE REGULATORY SUBUNIT
OF P13-K IN PIMA INDIANS
LJ Baier, C Wiedrich, R Hanson and C Bogardus. National Institutes of
Health, Phoenix, USA
Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (P13-K) is one of the signaling molecules
activated by IRS-1, and has been implicated in linking the insulin receptor to
translocation of glucose transporters. We have begun structural analysis of
the gene encoding the regulatory subunit of P13-IC, p85a, in Pima Indians to
determine whether any genetic variants can be identified which could explain
the high prevalence of diabetes and insulin resistance in this population. We
have begun sequencing the entire coding region of p85a in cDNA derived
from muscle cells from Pimas. To date, we have identified one missense
polymorhism at nucleotide 1020 (G->A) which alters a Met to a lie at codon
326. This polymorphism was initially reported in a Danish population, and
was found to be significantly associated with glucose disappearance (Kg) and
glucose effectiveness (Sg) in 380 unrelated healthy Danish Caucasians. In
the Danish population, the allelic frequency of the Ile variant was 0.15 in
NIDDM patients and 0.16 in matched glucose tolerant subjects; therefore,
this substitution does not appear to confer an increased risk of diabetes in
this population. In 331 Pima Indians we have found the allelic frequency of
the lie variant to be higher than that observed in the Danish 10.24). In
addition, we have noted a difference in the allelic frequency of the Ile variant
between Pimas with NIDDM (0.20) and non-diabetic Pimas (0.281, where the
prevalence of NIDDM is higher (68%) in individuals homozygous for the more
common Met, and lower (38%) in individuals homozygous for the variant Ile.
The contradictory associations for this variant in p85a between the Danish
and Pima studies could represent true population differences for this variant
or could be biased due to the small number of individuals who are
homozgous for the variant (2% of Danish population and 5% of Pimas). We
are continuing to sequence additional Pimas to confirm our findings.
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MUTATIONS IN HEPATOCYTE NUCLEAR FACTOR 1 ALPHA GENE
ASSOCIATED WITH NIDDM IN FRENCH MODY3 FAMILIES
M. Vaxillaire, J.C. Chevre, J. Philippe, J. Timsit, G. Charpentier, G.
Velho and P. Froguel. CNRS EP10, Institut Pasteur and C.H.U., Lille,
France; Hopital Cantonal Universitaire, Geneva, Switzerland; Hopital
Necker, Paris, France; Hopital Gilles de Corbeil, Corbeil-Essonnes,
France; INSERM U358, Paris, France.
Maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY) is a genetically
heterogeneous subtype of NIDDM characterised by early onset,
autosomal dominant inheritance and a primary defect in insulin
secretion. Recent studies have shown that mutations in the two
functionally-related transcription factors, hepatocyte nuclear factor
4 alpha (HNF-4a) and hepatocyte nuclear factor I alpha (HNF-1a)
are associated with the MODY1 and MODY3 forms of diabetes
respectively, whereas mutations in the enzyme glucokinase are the
cause of the MODY2 form. We have examined 10 unrelated
Caucasian families in which MODY/NIDDM co-segregated with
markers on chromosome 12q (MODY3 region) for mutations in the
HNF-1a gene (symbol - TCF1). Ten different heterozygote
mutations were observed in these families, all of which co-
segregated with diabetes. These mutations in HNF-1a are highly but
not completely penetrant and result in a subtype of MODY
characterised by a severe insulin secretory defect. There were no
obvious relationship between the nature of the mutations observed
(i.e. frameshift, nonsense, or missense) or their location in the gene
with clinical features of diabetes (age at onset, severity) in these
families. The mechanisms whereby these mutations cause diabetes
are unknown, but might include abnormal foetal development of
pancreatic islets, as well as impaired transcription of genes
implicated in beta cell function. In conclusion, HNF-1a is a major
gene for MODY with mutations in this transcription factor being
present in 25-50% of French MODY subjects.
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CODON 972 POLYMORPHISM OF THE IRS-1 GENE AND
INSULIN RESISTANCE IN THE JAPANESE POPULATION.
K. Ito, K. Nakatani, A. Katsuki, M. Fujii, K. Tsuchihashi, H. Goto,
Y. Yano and Y. Sumida. Third Department of Internal Medicine, Mie
University School of Medicine, Tsu, Japan
To determine the relationship of polymorphism at the locus for insulin
receptor substrate-I (IRS-1) with insulin resistance and susceptibility to
NIDDM in the Japanese population, we examined 130 patients with
NIDDM and 143 control subjects with normal glucose tolerance for the
most common GGG(Gly) to AGG(Arg) substitution at codon 972 of
IRS-1 by PCR-RFLP. Six (4.6%) of the patients with NIDDM were
heterozygous for the Gly972Arg mutation. Within the control subjects,
six were heterozygous and only one was homozygous for the mutation
(4.9%). There was no difference in the prevalence of this mutation
between patients with NIDDM and control subjects. The age of onset of
NIDDM was not different between subjects with and without the
mutation (43:0±14.5 vs 43.8±11.8 years). Insulin sensitivity was
evaluated by the hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp in patients with
NIDDM. Glucose infusion rate (GIR) did not differ between subjects
with and without the mutation (50.2±3.0 vs 51.3±12.1,u
mol/kg/min). Fasting plasma insulin concentration in the control
subjects did not differ between subjects with and without the mutation
(31.0±11.0 vs 27.9±16.4imol/ml). A 25-year-old man with
Gly972Arg homozygotes, whose parents were both heterozygous for
the mutation, had no family history of NIDDM and showed normal
glucose tolerance in the 75gOGTT and high insulin sensitivity by the
hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp (GIR=67.2,u mol/kg/min). Thus, it
appears that the GIy972Arg mutation of the IRS-1 gene may not play an
important role in the pathogenesis of NIDDM and insulin resistance in
the Japanese population.
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Studies of the Genetic Variability in the Hepatic Nuclear

Factor 1-a Gene in Patients with Late-Onset NIDDM

A.M. Moller', S.A. Urhammer', S.K. Rasmussen', M. Fridberg', T.
Hansen', L. Hansen' and O. Pedersen'. ' Steno Diabetes Center and
Hagedorn Research Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark.

NIDDM2, a gene for late-onset non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus
(NIDDM) associated with an insulin secretion defect was previously
mapped to chromosome 12q in Finnish families. Recently it has been
shown that the type 3 form of maturity-onset diabetes of the young
(MODY3) is caused by mutations in the hepatic nuclear factor-la (HNF-
1a) gene which is located in the same chromosomal region. The
objectives of this study were to examine for genetic variability
in the HNF-1a gene in 84 Danish Caucasian subjects with NIDDM and
in an association study to test whether genetic variants are
associated with NIDDM. Single strand conformational polymorphism
and heteroduplex analysis of the coding region and the intron-exon
boundaries of the HNF-1a gene and subsequent sequencing revealed
3 missense polymorphisms (127L, A98V and S487N), 1 missense
mutation (R583Q) and several silent polymorphisms in the NIDDM
population. An association study demonstrated that the R583Q
mutation was present in 2 of 245 NIDDM patients and in none of 242
control subjects. The missense polymorphisms were equally
prevalent in diabetic and control subjects (allelic frequencies:
127L: 31.5% (95% CI: 27.4-35.6%) vs. 26.3% (22.4-30.2%); A98V:
3.7% (2.0-5.4%) vs. 4.4% (2.6-6.2%) and S487N: 28.0% (24.0-32.0%)
vs. 26.4% (22.5-30.3%)). In conclusion: Genetic variability in the
HNF-1a gene is not a common cause of late-onset NIDDM in Caucasians
of Danish ancestry.
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ASSOCIATION OF A VARIANT OF THE VITAMIN D BINDING PROTEIN WITH
PLASMA GLUCOSE LEVELS IN NON-DIABETIC PIMA INDIANS
U Baler, A Dobberfuhl, P Thuillez and C Bogardus. National Institutes of
Health, Phoenix USA.
To identify chromosomal regions containing susceptibility genes for NIDDM,
we have undertaken an autosomal genome-scan for DNA markers linked to
pre-diabetic metabolic phenotypes in non-diabetic Pimas Indians. 363 Pimas
from 109 nuclear families (comprising 388 sib-pairs) were genotyped with
517 microsatellite DNA markers. Sib-pair linkage analysis identifed 4 markers
(D4S3255-D4S3248-D4S1645-D4S2367) within a 10 cm region on
chromosome 4 which are potentially linked to fasting plasma glucose
concentrations (p<0.0051, the glucose response to a 75g oral glucose
tolerance test (p <0.04), the glucose response to a 25g intravenous glucose
bolus (p<0.006), the fasting plasma insulin concentration (p<0.02), and
maximal insulin action in vivo (p<0.0003), after adjusting for age, sex and
obesity. The Gc locus, which encodes the vitamin D binding protein, maps to
this region on 4q.12. Since this locus has previously been associated with
NIDDM in a German and 7 southwest Pacific Island populations, and has been
associated with fasting plasma insulin and glucose levels in 2 Native American
populations, we analyzed this locus as a candidate gene for our linkage
findings in Pimas. We sequenced all 12 exons of this gene and identified two
polymorphisms. A GAG->GAT polymorphism at codon 416 (frequencies =
0.41 and 0.59) results in a Glu->Asp, while a ACG->AAG polymorphism at
codon 420 (frequencies = 0.86 and 0.14) results in a Thr-> Lys. Sequencing
of these codons in 1200 Pimas identified an association between the
polymorphism at 420 and measures of plasma glucose. Homozygotes for the
ACG/ACG genotype had higher plasma glucose levels during a 75g OGTT
(p<0.04), higher plasma glucose responses to a mixed meal (p<0.002) and
higher glucose levels during an intravenous glucose tolerance test (p <0.01)
when compared to AAG/AAG homozgotes combined with the heterozygotes.
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CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HNF1a (MODY3) AND
GLUCOKINASE MUTATIONS
M.Appleton, S.Ellard, M.Bulman, T.Frayling, R.Page' and A.T.Hattersley
University of Exeter, Exeter & 'University of Nottingham, Nottingham
England.

Maturity Onset Diabetes of the Young (MODY) is characterised by young
onset, non insulin dependent diabetes and autosomal dominant
inheritance, We have shown that HNFla mutations are the commonest
cause of MODY in the UK (73%). The clinical characteristics of these
patients have not been described. We compared the clinical characteristics
of 41 patients with HNFla mutations (34 diabetes or fpg > 6mmol/1) with
18 patients with a missense Glucokinase mutation (GCK) (17 diabetes or
fpg > 6mmoL/1). Both groups had an early diagnosis (22.6 ± 14 v 30.5 ±
17 years) (HNF1a GCK) and were non-obese (BMI 24.5 ± 4.6 v 25.5 ±
5.5kgra 2). HNFla mutations results in more sever hyperglycaemia than
GCK mutations as shown by osmotic symptoms at diagnosis (18/34 v
1/17, p < 0.05) and increased treatment requirements (7 diet, 13 OHA, 14
insulin v 15, 3, p<0.001) to achieve a similar fasting blood glucose (8.0 ±
3.5 v 7.3 ± 1.7 mmol/1- ', p>0.05). Significant retinopathy (registered blind
or laser therapy) was seen in 5/34 HNFla patients (0/17 GCK). We have
shown that patients with HNF1a mutations have different clinical
characteristics to those with glucokinase mutations. HNFla has a
progressive clinical course with increasing treatment requirements,
whereas glucokinase show stable mild hyperglycaemia throughout life. In
MODY a molecular genetic diagnosis has important implications for
clinical management.
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LINKAGE ANALYSIS AND MOLECULAR SCANNING OF
THE PC3 GENE IN NIDDM
K.Kalidas , E.Dow2, P.J.Saker , M. Walker', S.V.Gelding", M.I.McCarthy'
and D.G.Johnston . 'Imperial College School of Medicine at St.Mary's,
London, 2 Ninewells Hospital, Dundee, 3University of Newcastle, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne, 'London Hospital Medical School, London. UK.

Proinsulin is processed by the enzymes PC2 and PC3 to produce mature
insulin.. Hyperproinsulinaemia observed in some NIDDM patients suggests
an underlying impairment in proinsulin processing, which may be caused by
mutations in the PC2 and/or PC3 genes.The PC3 gene, mapping to
chromsome 5q 14-21, was therefore examined as a candidate for
susceptibility to NIDDM. Twenty-six large pedigrees of Europid, Afro-
Caribbean and Asian ethnicities, segregating for NIDDM, were screened
with five polymorphic markers for evidence of linkage. The markers
D5S401, Afm205wg7, GATA48A11, D5S409 and D5S433 spanned a 15cM
interval in the chromosome 5g14-21 region with genetic distances of 7cM,
4cM, 2cM and 2cM between subsequent markers. Standard two-point
linkage analysis using several models, excluded linkage across the region
under all models (LOD scores < -2). Multipoint nonparametric analysis
with GENEHUNTER revealed no evidence for allele sharing in the region
(max NPL scores in the interval containing gene=0.31, P=0.36). In addition,
all 14 exons of the PC3 gene were screened for novel and known mutations
(exon 2 and exon 14 variants described in Japanese) amongst affecteds
(n=80), unaffecteds with high proinsulin levels (n=10) and unaffected
spouses (u=25) from the pedigrees, using heteroduplex and PCR-RFLP
analysis. No new variants were evident. The exon 2 variant (Arg 33 -Asne3)

was not observed and the exon 14 variant (G1n 3$ -G1u638) occurred at a
similar frequency in diabetic and non-diabetic subjects. These results
indicate that genetic variation in the PC3 gene is not likely to contribute to
NIDDM in these pedigrees.
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Phenotype of Human Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor la
Mutations: Diabetes, Late Complications, and Glucosuria.
S.Menzel, P.Kaisaki, R.Menzel*, I.Rjasanowski*, J.Sahm§,
H.Ledermann§, G.Sachse9[, W.Kerner* Howard Hughes
Medical Institute, University of Chicago, U.S.A., *Clinic for
Diabetes and Metabolic Diseases, Karlsburg, Germany, §Eleonoren-
Klinik Lindenfels-Winterkasten, Germany, ¶Deutsche Klinik fur
Diagnostik, Wiesbaden, Germany
As we have recently shown, a form of early-onset type 2 diabetes
(MODY3) is caused by mutations in the Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor 1 a
(HNF-1a). We also demonstrated that HNF-la mutations occur
frequently in families with overt early onset type 2 diabetes in a
Caucasian (German) population, i.e. probably in more than 30% of
these families. Interesting is the comparison of the human phenotype
and a mouse model of a homozygous disruption (knockout) of the
HNF-la gene. The knockout mice develop hepatic failure,
phenylketonuria (PKU) and Fanconi syndrome with massive
glucosuria. The aim of the present study is to evaluate initial data on
clinical phenotype and progression of diabetes in 20 patients carrying a
mutation in the I-INF- Ia gene originating from seven families with
inheritance of early-onset type 2 diabetes/MODY. Though initially the
diabetes seems to be mild, eight of the patients required insulin
treatment within 10 years after diagnosis of the diabetes.
Complications (retinopathy, nephropathy, neuropathy) developed in 3
out of 6 patients with a known diabetes duration of more than 15
years. A lowered descending kidney threshold for glucose could be
demonstrated in at least one of the families studied, and in a different
family PKU is present in a twin pair carrying a HNF-la nonsense
mutation. This suggests that a partial overlap of phenotypic features
with the mouse model might be present in selected families.
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A MUTATION OF MUSCLE GLYCOGEN SYNTHASE GENE IS
RELATED WITH INSULIN RESISTANCE IN JAPANESE NIDDM
T.Sanke, H.Shimomura, K.Ueda, S.Ohagi, T.Hanabusa, and K.Nanjo.
Department of Medicine, Wakayama University of Medical Science,
Wakayama, Japan
Muscle glycogen synthase (GYS) is a key enzyme of non-oxidative pathway of
glucose metabolism which has been reported to be related with insulin
resistance in NIDDM patients. It has also been considered that impaired
GYS activity in the skeletal muscle is an inherited trait in patients with
NIDDM. We therefore scanned the GYS gene for mutation in non-obese and
late-onset Japanese NIDDM patients (n=244) by polymerase chain
reaction/single strand conformational polymorphism analysis and direct DNA
sequencing. We detected two types of missense mutation ; Met at position
416 to Ala (M416V mutation) in the exon 10 and Pro at position 442 to Ala
(P442A mutation) in the exon 11. The P442A mutation (heterozygote) was
found only one NIDDM patient treated with sulfonylureas. She had
hypertension and ischemic heart disease. The M416V mutation was also
found in non-diabetic subjects (non-DM : n=181, >60 years, non-obese, no
family history of diabetes). The M416V mutant allele frequency was slightly
high in NIDDM patients (13.7 %) but not statistically significant from non-

DM subjects (9.7 %). However, the insulin sensitivity index [SI:10 -4/min

(ft U/ml)] estimated by the Minimal Model analysis in the NIDDM patients
carrying the mutation was significantly lower than that in NIDDM patients

without the mutation (1.16±0.28, n=21 Vs 2.20±0.20, n=60, Mean±SE,
p<0.01). The glucose effectiveness (SG), age, body mass index and levels of
HbAlc and serum lipids were not significantly different between the two
groups. The same trend was observed in non-DM group. These findings
suggest that the M416V mutation of GYS gene is one of the factors
contributing to reduced insulin sensitivity in Japanese NIDDM patients.
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DIMINISHED INSULIN AND GLUCAGON SECRETORY RESPONSES TO
ARGININE IN MODYI SUBJECTS
WH Herman, SS Fajans, MJ Smith, KS Polonsky, GI Bell, and JB Halter, Ann Arbor,
MI and Chicago, IL, USA
Nondiabetic (ND) subjects who carry the MODY1 gene have impairment of glucose-
induced insulin secretion. The purpose of this study was to ascertain the effects of the
nonglucose secretagogue arginine on plasma concentrations of insulin, C-peptide and
glucagon and on glucose potentiation of arginine-stimulated insulin secretion in 14 ND
subjects of the RW pedigree, 7 of whom are MODY1 gene marker positive (+) and 7
negative (-), and in 4 mildly diabetic (DM+) MODYI subjects. Arginine (A) was given
as a 5 gram pulse followed by a 25 minute infusion of 2.9 mM/kg before and after a
pulse plus infusion of glucose (G) to clamp plasma glucose at 11 mM. The acute
insulin responses (AIR) to secretagogue pulses and the 10-60 minutes areas under the
curves (AUC) were compared for the 3 groups. Results: (mean±SEM), insulin in
pmol/l, glucagon in ngll
Group	 AIRA„s	 AIRA,o	 AUC,,g	 AUCA,o
ND(-)	 288± 60	 1626±198	 12252±1194 97890±10710
ND(+)	 438±114	 972±216	 3990± 858 23256± 6300
p<	 NS	 .05	 .0001	 .0001
DM(+)	 162± 42	 300± 60	 582± 120	 3888± 1086

vsND(-)p<	 NS	 .001	 .0001	 .0001
Similar differences were obtained when C-peptide levels were compared. The acute
glucagon responses were similar for the three groups. AUC glucagon (10-60 minutes)
was greatest for ND(-), intermediate for ND(+) and lowest for DM p<.04 (7549 vs 5772
vs 4778). Conclusions: The decreased insulin and C-peptide areas in ND(+) compared
to ND(-) subjects in response to constant arginine infusion, magnified by glucose
potentiation, indicate that the MODY1 gene defect affects the signalling pathway for
arginine-induced insulin secretion. The decrease in glucagon area in response to arginine
infusion suggests that mutations in the gene for HNF4, the MODY1 gene, leads to
alpha, as well as beta cell defects or reduction in the mass of pancreatic islets.
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EXPRESSION OF TWO MUTATIONS IN THE GLYCOGEN SYNTHASE
(GS) GENE
M. Orho t, H. Shimomura2, and Leif Group'. The Department of Endocrinology,
Lund University, Malmo, Sweden' and The First Department of Medicine,
Wakayama University of Medical Science, Wakayama Japan2 .
Although association between the GS gene and NIDDM has been found in several
populations, only two aminoacid polymorphisms, M416V (in Japan) and G464S (in
Finland) have been identified in the gene. Our aim was to study the frequency of
these aminoacid variants in different populations and the biological consequences of
these mutations by expressing them in COS cells. M416V was determined by RFLP
in 369 unrelated NIDDM patients and 285 controls from Finland and in 95 unrelated
NIDDM patients and 91 controls from Sweden. Glucose disposal rate was studied
during an euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp in a subset of 137 nondiabetic
subjects. G464S was determined by RFLP in 518 unrelated NIDDM patients and 274
controls from Finland and in 231 unrelated NIDDM patients and 122 controls from
Sweden. The mutated cDNAs (GS-M416V, GS-G464S) were created by PCR, cloned
into pcDNA3 vector and expressed in COS7 cells. GS activity was analysed at 0.1
and 10 mM G-6-P with 0.3 and 7.1 mM UDPG. KM was studied with 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6,
1.2 and 7.1 mM UDPG at 0.1 mM G-6-P. The allele frequency of M416V
polymorphism did not differ between NIDDM patients and controls (3.3 vs. 4.2%)
from Finland and it was detected only in one Swedish subject. Glucose disposal rate
did not differ between the nondiabetic subjects with the MM or MV genotypes
(6.5±2.6 vs. 5.9±2.1mg/kg.min). The frequency of G464S polymorphism was low in
Finnish NIDDM patients and controls (0.6% and 0.7%) and was not detected at all in
Swedish subjects. No significant differences were observed in the GS fractional
velocities of the wild type GS, GS-M416V or GS-G464S at 0.3 mM UDPG
(22.0±3.5, 20.3±2.1 and 19.4±2.1%) or at 7.1 mM UDPG (18.3±2.3, 16.5±0.7 and
16.1±0.8%). Also the KM (1.1±0.1, 1.2±0.1, 1.1±0.1 mmol/1) and Vmax (V to :
47.8±4.7, 46.7±3.5 and 43.9±1.7 or V(Ioo): 264±28, 283±25 and 273±2 nmol/min.mg
pros.) did not differ significantly between the expressed enzymes. Conclusions: The
observed aminoacid variants had no significant effect on the function of the glycogen
synthase enzyme, which is consistent with the normal insulin sensitivity observed in
the nondiabetic sujects with the M416V mutation.
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HEPATIC NUCLEAR FACTOR Ia MUTATIONS RESULT IN
BETA-CELL DYSFUNCTION
Hattersley A.T. a, Appleton M. a, Smith S.M b, Burrows J.A.b, Ellard

S. a, Frayling T. a, Bulman Ma, Clark P.M." aInstitute of Clinical

Science, University of Exeter, UK.

bRegional Endocrine Laboratory, Sellyoak Hospital, Birmingham,

UK.

We have demonstrated that mutations of HNFla are the major cause of
Maturity Onset Diabetes of the Young (MODY) in the UK. The underlying
pathophysiology is unknown. We used specific insulin and proinsulin
assays to study 21 patients with HNFla mutations and 20 age matched,
family members without mutations. The hyperglycaemia seen in subjects
with mutations (7.2±2.8 v 4.9+0.6 mmol/l [mean ± SD)] p<0.005) resulted
from severe beta cell impairment as shown by HOMA analysis of fasting
insulin and glucose values(65±48 v 121±79%B p<0.05). Proinsulin levels
were not significantly increased (PI/I ratio 0.32±0.26 v 0.21±0.18). There
was no difference in insulin sensitivity (HOMA 89±51 v 94±105). Not all
patients with HNFla mutations had fasting hyperglycaemia. To determine
the determinants of FPG we compared 10 subjects with an fpg< 6.0 mmol/l
(9.3±2.0) with 11 subjects fpg>6.0 mmol/l. (4.8±0.8). The hyperglycaemic
group had marked beta cell dysfunction (30±24 v 100±41) and were more
obese (BMI 24.8±3.4 v 1.6±3.2kg/m2). These results indicate that the
primary determinant of hyperglycaemia in patients with HNF 1a mutations
is beta-cell dysfunction but obesity may modify the phenotype. Weight
loss should be considered as a strategy for delaying or treating non-insulin
dependent diabetes in patients who have inherited mutations of HNF Ice.
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Diabetic complications in patients with MODY3 diabetes
Bo Isomaa, Marianne Henricsson, Markku Lehto, Carol Forsblom, Anti Hyrkkb,
Leena Sarelin, Maja Haggblom, Leif Groop and the Botnia Research Group.
Jakobstad Hospital (Finland), Narpes Health Center (Finland), Helsingborg Hospital
(Sweden), Helsinki University Hospital (Finland), University of Lund, Malmo
(Sweden). -

MODY3 diabetes, which is caused by a mutation in the HNF ice gene on
chromosome 12 represents a relatively common monogenic form of diabetes in
Finland. Age at onset of diabetes can vary from 10 to 60 years. Therefore, previously
most cases have been misdiagnosed as IDDM or NIDDM. The possibility of an
etiological diagnosis allows for the first time a description of the natural course of the
disease. In order to examine the prevalence of chronic diabetic complications in this
form of diabetes, we examined 42 carriers of the MODY3 mutation (38 with
diabetes and 6 with IGT) for the presence of retinopathy (Wisconsin retinopathy scale
through fundus photography), neuropathy (clinical score and vibration threshold with
Biothesiometer), microalbuminuria (AER> 20 µg/min in ovbernight urine) and
hypertension (mod pressure > 160/95). Of 38 MODY3 patients 21 (55%) were free of
retinopathy, while 12 (32%) had mild non-proliferative retinopathy (NPDR) while
5(13%) had severe NPDR or proliferative retinopathy. The prevalence of retinopathy
did not differ from a group of 76 NIDDM patients matched for age, duration of
diabetes and HbAlc. Distal sensory neuropathy was found in 8 patients (21%),
whereas 9 patients (24%) had AER > 20 1g/min (4 of them had
macroalbumi.nuria), which is similar to the prevalence in a group of 138 NIDDM
patients with diabetes duration of 8 years (22%). Eight patients had hypertension
(21% vs 75% in NIDDM patients). As well retinopathy (r— 0.66;p=0.001) as
neuropathy (r-0.38; p=0. 19) correlated with HbAlc. In a logistic multiple regression
analysis both HbAlc (FR =2.5, 95% CI 0-6.1) and duration of diabetes (FR 1.11,
95% CI 1.0-2.0) were associated with an increased relative risk of retinopathy.
In conclusion, microangiopathic complications are observed with the same frequency
in MODY3 as in NIDDM and strongly related to glycemic control. In contrast,
hypertension is 3 times less commmon than in NIDDM.
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NEW VARIANTS IN THE GLYCOGEN SYNTHASE GENE (GIn71His,
Met416Val) IN PATIENTS WITH NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES
J. Rissanen, J. Pihlajamaki, S. Heikkinen, P. Kekalainen, L. Mykkanen, J.
Kuusisto, A. Kolle and M. Laakso. University of Kuopio, Kuopio, Finland

Impaired glycogen synthesis after insulin stimulation accounts for most of
the insulin resistance in patients with non-insulin dependent diabetes
(NIDDM). The glycogen synthase gene (GS), which encodes the rate-
limiting enzyme for glycogen synthesis, is a promising candidate gene for
NIDDM. Therefore, we screened all 16 exons of this gene by single-strand
conformation polymorphism analysis in 40 patients with NIDDM (age 67±2
years, body mass index 28.2±0.6 kglm 2) from Taipalsaari, eastern Finland.
The Gly464Ser mutation (exon 11) and a silent polymorphism TTC342TTT
(exon 7) have been reported previously. In addition, we found a new
mutation GIn71 His (exon 2) and a new amino acid polymorphism Met416Val
(exon 10). An additional sample of 65 patients with NIDDM and 82
normoglycemic men (age 54±1 years, body mass index 26.3±1.4 kg/m 2)
were screened. The allele frequency of the TTC342TTT silent polymorphism
was 0.29 in both NIDDM and normoglycemic subjects. The GIn71His
mutation was found in 1 (1%) of the 105 NIDDM patients and in none of the
82 normoglycemic men. Correspondingly, the GIy464Ser mutation was
present in 3 (3%) of the 105 NIDDM patients and in none of the 82
normoglycemic men. The Met416Val polymorphism was found in 16 (15%)
of the 105 NIDDM patients and in 14 (17%) of the 82 control subjects (all
heterozygous). None of the allele frequencies of the variants differed
significantly between NIDDM and control groups. In addition, the Met416Val
polymorphism was not associated with insulin resistance in two groups of
normoglycemic subjects. In conclusion, the new GIn71 His and Met416Val
substitutions and other variants of the glycogen synthase gene are unlikely
to make a major contribution to insulin resistance and NIDDM in diabetic
patients from eastern Finland.

638
MOLECULAR SCANNING OF p85a REGULATORY SUBUNIT OF 913-KINASE
IN HUMAN SYNDROMES OF SEVERE INSULIN RESISTANCE
K.C.R. Baynes and S. O'Rahilly. University of Cambridge, Departments of
Medicine and Clinical Biochemistry, Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge, U.K.

Insulin receptor mutations are the only known genetic cause of severe insulin

resistance, but account for only 10% of subjects with Type A insulin

resistance syndrome. Phosphatidyl inositol 3-kinase (P13-kinase) activation

appears necessary for insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. Using mRNA from

skin fibroblasts or Epstein-Barr virus transformed lymphocytes from 21

subjects with features of the Type A syndrome, we have examined the gene

encoding the regulatory subunit of P13-kinase (p85a) by RT-PCR-SSCP.

Four subjects were heterozygous for the common amino acid polymorphism

Met 326 Ile. Two subjects had a common silent polymorphism at nucleotide

663. One subject with typical Type A insulin resistance was heterozygous for

a novel amino acid change Arg 409 GIn. This was shared with her only sibling,

who also had acanthosis nigricans. Within the family, median fasting plasma

insulin in those with the mutation (n=4) was 218 pmol -1 and in those with the

wild-type sequence (n = 2) was 69.5 pmol -1 (reference range <60 pmol -1 ).

The position of this mutation within the N-terminal SH2 domain provides

further support for the notion that it may be contributing to insulin resistance

in this family. This is the first scanning study of P13-kinase in severe insulin

resistance and the first description of a naturally-occurring mutation in a

known functional domain.
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Association of glucokinase gene with non-insulindependent

diabetes mellitus in Chinese

Zhou Jiagiang Ton-- Zhonghan He Yingging eta!

Department of Endocrinology, First Affiliated hospital
Zheiiang medical University, Hangzhou, 310003

Abstract Using polymerase chain reaction, the microsatellite
repeat polymorphisms in the 3'-flanking region (GCK1) of the
human glucokinase gene from 60 non-diabetic, 61 \IDD\1
and 22 IGT subjects were typed. The differences in allelic
frequencies among the three groups were compared. The Z-4
allele was found more frequently in NIDDM patients than :n
nondiabetic subjects ;p<0.005). The frequency of Z-4 allele
was 9% in IGT group, between NIDDM (16%) and control
group (4%%), but it didn't reach statistical significance. The
presence of the Z^4 allele was estimated to increase the risk
of NIDDvI by 4.5 times. The frequency of the Z-2/Z-4
:genotype was greater in the NIDDNI group (p<0.001) and the
frequency of the Z/ Z-2 genotype less (p<(l.005) compared
with those in the nondiabetic group. The results indicate that
GCK1 is associated with NIDDM in Chinese.
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Identification of Glucokinase Mutations in Subjects with

Post-Renal Transplantation Diabetes Mellitus

Lee RC, Nam LB., Song Y.D., Lim S.K, Kim KR, and Huh KR, Korea

Background: Mutations in the glucokinase(GK) gene are considered as
possible cause of maturity-onset diabetes of young. The purpose of this study
was to evaluate the contribution of this gene to the development of post-renal
transplantation diabetes mellitus(PTDM) patients.

Method: Identification of GK mutation was attempted on 58 selected
renal allograft recipients with PTDM and 45 normal controls. The exons in
the glucokinase gene were examined by the polymerase chain reaction(PCR),
and by analysis of the single-stranded DNA conformational
polymorphism(SSCP). DNA sequences were also performed by direct
sequencing analysis. The exons of affected family members were also
investigated for the mutations of GK gene.

Results: Two of 58 PTDM patients(3.2%) were found to have mutations
on exon 5, and one patient on intron 7 whereas one control subjects on
intron 9. The mutation of exon 5 was identified substitution of CCT(pmline)
for CTT(leucine) at codon 164 which has not ever reported. The family
members of PTDM with mutation of exon 5 were analyzed by PCR followed
by SSCP, and two of the family had same mutation. The abnormal band on
the SSCP analysis of exon 7 was identified the insertion of base C/T at 39th
nucleotide in intron 7. Two of the family had same band on SSCP. The 45
normal controls were also analyzed by PCR-SSCP and had one mutation of
G--*C located 9th nucleotide in intron 9.

Conclusion: We found the glucokinase mutations in subjects with the
PTDM and we speculate that glucokinase mutation may be one of the
contributing cause of PTDM,

640
COMPOUND HETEROZYGOSITY OF NOVEL INSULIN RECEPTOR

MUTATIONS IN A PATIENT WITH LEPRECHAUNISM.

J.P. Whitehead, R. Jackson, M.A. Soos and S. O'Rahilly. University of

Cambridge, Cambridge, UK

A patient with leprechaunism, the most severe form of insulin resistance,

was identified as a novel compound heterozygote of the insulin receptor

gene, Argl 174Trp & Cys274Tyr, by PCR-SSCP and direct sequencing.

In order to characterise these mutant receptors we have reconstructed the

1174 and 274 mutants in the expression vector pRc.CMV and performed

transient transfections into CHO cells. The 1174 mutant is defective in

tyrosine kinase activity, (p=0.0286, compared with wild-type receptor)

as determined by in vitro tyrosine kinase assays and the absence of

receptor autophosphorylation in anti-phosphotyrosine blots. The 274

mutant exhibits significantly decreased pro-receptor processing, insulin

binding and cell surface expression compared to wild-type receptor ( all

p<0.03) as determined by Western blotting, in vitro binding studies and

cell surface biotinylation respectively. These data indicate that it is the

combination of the 2 receptor mutations that are responsible for the

patient's most severe form of insulin resistance and represent the first

case of such a combination being identified.

641
NO RELATION BETWEEN INSULIN SECRETION AND p—CELL SPECIFIC

GLUCOKINASE PROMOTER VARIATION IN GESTATIONAL DIABETES. IT

Woo, HC Chang*, SW Kim, IM Yang, JW Kim, YS Kim, YK Choi, Kyung-Hee

University, Samsung Cheil Hospital*, Seoul, Korea

There is a large body of evidence that many women with gestational diabetes

mellitus(GDM) have abnormal pancreatic p-cell function. Very little is known about

processes that underlie the defects in insulin secretion. Therefore we investigated

whether the G/A variation at position -30 of the [3-cell glucokinase gene promoter is

related to insulin secretion in patients with GDM. Twenty six patients with GDM

were selected according to NDDG recommendation. The variation of the p-cell

glucokinase gene promoter was determined by single-strand confirmation

polymorphism and direct sequencing. Pancreatic p-cell function was evaluated using

the ratio of the incremental response in immunoreactive insulin(IRI) to that of

glucose during the first 30 min of the 75 g oral glucose tolerance test(AIRI[30 min -0

min/Aglucose[30 min - 0min]] performed at postpartum 8 week. Fourteen patients

were G/G homozygote for this variant(56 %). G/A heterozygote was determined in 9

patients(36 %), A/A homozygote in 2 patients(8 %). Their BMIs before pregnancy

did not differ between patients with G/G and patients with G/A or A/A(22.5+ 2.3 vs

23.8± 2.9 P = 0.283 ). Fasting IRI(67.6 pmolll vs 61.9 pmol/1 as median, P = 0.775)

and AIEJ[30 min -0 min/Aglucose[30 min - 0min](40.1x10 -9 vs 62.8x10-9 as median,

P = 0.224) did not differ between groups. These results suggest that the variation at -

30 of the n-cell glucokinase gene promoter is not associated to reduced insulin

secretion in Korean patients with GDM.
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ANTIBODIES TO ICA512 AND GAD65 IN PATIENTS WITH NON
INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES (NIDDM) FROM EASTERN INDIA.
A. Kanungo, A. Shtauvere, K.C. Samal, B.B. Tripathy, A. Falorni and CB.
Sanjeevi,. Dept of Endocrinology, Cuttack; Dept of Molecular Medicine,
Stockholm; Dept. of Internal Medicine, Endocrine and Metabolic Sciences,
Perugia. Sweden, India and Italy.
Antibodies to tyrosine pyrophosphatase (ICA512) and glutamate
decarboxylase 65 (GAD65) are markers for IDDM. The aim of our study
was to determine the prevalence of ICA512 and GAD65 antibodies (Ab) in
NIDDM patients (n=218) and 123 healthy controls from Cuttack in Eastern
India.. Early onset (EO) NIDDM (onset <35 years) were 128 and late onset
(LO) NIDDM (onset >35 years) were 90. ICA512Ab and GAD65Ab were
evaluated by RIA using in vitro translated recombinant human 35S-ICA512
and 35S-GAD65 respectively. In controls, ICA512Ab were present in 3/123
(2%) and GAD65Ab in 8/123(7%). ICA512Ab were present in
85/218(39%) of all NIDDM patients (p<0.001) and 51/128 (40%) (p<0.001
vs controls) EO-NIDDM with a male preponderance and 34/90 (38%)
(p<0.001 vs controls) LO-NIDDM with a female preponderance.
GAD65Ab were present in 15/218 (7%) of all NIDDM (p=ns) and
12/128(9%) (p=ns vs controls) of EO-NIDDM and 3/90(3%) of LO-
NIDDM (p=ns vs controls). When ICA512Ab and GAD65Ab positivity was
analyzed in relation to age, 0/3 in <20; 30/41(73%) in 20-30; 25(97 (26%)
in 31-40; 12/39(31%) in 41-50; 14/23(60%) in 51-60 and 4/15 (26%) in
>60 years were ICA512Ab positive showing a distinct peak in 20-30 and
51-60 years. GAD65Ab were found in 0/3 in <20; 7/41(17%) in 20-30;
5/97 (5%) in 31-40; 2/39(5%) in 41-50; 0/23 in 51-60 and 1/15 (7%) in
>60 years. Both ICA512Ab and GAD65Ab were negative in 66/128(52%)
EO-NIDDM and 53/90(59 %) LO-NIDDM; both Abs were positive in
3/128(2%) EO-NIDDM and 0/90 LO-NIDDM; either ICA512 Ab or
GAD65Ab were positive in 60/128(47%) EO-NIDDM and 37/90 (41%)
LO-NIDDM; ICA512Ab+/GAD65Ab- in 48/128(38%) in EO-NIDDM and
34/90(38%) in LO-NIDDM; and ICA512Ab-/GAD65Ab+ in 9/128(7%)
EO-NIDDM and 3/90(3%) in LO-NIDDM. We conclude that patients from
Cuttack in Eastern India, have GAD65Ab at a low and ICA512Ab at a
significant high frequency in NIDDM compared to controls. ICA512Ab
and GAD65Ab account for 47% of NIDDM patients indicating the
presence of autoimmune process in the etiology of NIDDM.
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SCREENING OF SULPHONYLUREA RECEPTOR 1 (SUR1) FOR
MUTATIONS IN DIFFERENT TYPES OF NIDDM

Y Hashim, A Gloyn and RC Turner. Diabetes Research Laboratories,
Oxford University, Oxford, UK.

Sulphonylurea receptor 1 (SUR1) is a subunit of the pancreas islet p-cell
K-ATP channel that regulates glucose-induced insulin secretion. As
mutations in a nuclear binding fold (NBF-2) cause neonatal
hyperinsulinism, other mutations could impair insulin secretion. Two
population association studies have shown that polymorphisms in SUR1,
at exon 22 (T761T) and intron 24 splice acceptor site -3 tag GCC to -
3cag GCC were significantly more prevalent in patients with NIDDM than
normal control subjects, the combined polymorphisms having an odds
ratio of 21 (95% Cl 2.9 - 160). These polymorphisms thus could be in
linkage disequilibrium with a pathogenic mutation In SUR1. We have
screened SUR1 for mutations by SSCP in different types of white
Caucasian patients with NIDDM who have neither ICA nor GADA: (i) 20
non-obese (BMI <27 kg.m 2) who presented age <50 yrs with fpg <8
mmol/I (i.e. similar to glucokinase deficient, MODY2 patients) (ii) 20
non-obese subjects who presented with fpg >12 mmol/I who had marked
ji-cell deficiency and a family history of diabetes (iii) 20 NIDDM subjects
with both the exon 22 and intron 24 mutations (iv) 20 randomly selected
patients with NIDDM. No mutations were identified in the exons of any of
these subjects. This indicates that mutations in SUR1 are unlikely to be
a common cause of diabetes in NIDDM in white Caucasian subjects, but
does not exclude mutations in the promoter region of SUR1 or in
neighbouring genes on chromosome 11 p15.1.

644

The phenotypes, genotypes and antibodies to glutamic acid decarboxylase
(GAD) in young Chinese diabetic patients
JCN Chan, VTF Yeung, CC Chow, KTC Ko, KY Li, WY So, MSW Lau, SH
Cheng, JAJH Critchley, *P Zimmet, **AH Barnett and CS Cockram. The
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, *International Diabetes
Institution, Australia and **University of Birmingham, UK.

The prevalence of diabetes amongst Hong Kong Chinese aged less than
40 years old is 1.3%. The incidence of childhood IDDM is 1.8/100,000/year. In a
clinic-based population, 16% of adult patients had onset of disease before 35 years
old. In these young patients, 10% had IDDM compared to 2% in patients with
disease onset after 35 years. The prevalence of obesity (36% vs 28%), positive
family history (42% vs 17%, p<0.01) and insulin treatment (50% vs 20%,
p<O.0I) also tended to be higher in these young patients. We examined the
phenotypes, auto-immune status and genotypes in a cohort of 140 Chinese
diabetic patients with disease onset before 35 years and aged less than 40 years.
IDDM was defined as presentation with diabetic ketoacidosis or ketonuria (>3+)
or continuous insulin treatment within one year of diagnosis. Insulin deficiency
was defined as a post-glucagon plasma C peptide concentration <0.6 nmolll. The
prevalence of insulin deficiency was 50% but anti-GAD (>18 units) was 12%
only. The prevalence of anti-GAD was 23% in IDDM and 7.2% in NIDDM
[sensitivity: 23% (10/43); specificity: 93% (9097)1; 18.5% in insulin deficient and
6.7% in non-insulin deficient patients [sensitivity: 18.5% (12/65); specificity:
93% (70/75)]. The prevalence of anti-GAD was 29% in patients who had both
insulin deficiency and IDDM presentation compared to 6% in those who were non
insulin deficient and had NIDDM. The anti-GAD negative patients had higher
BMI (26 vs 23 kg/m2, p=0.05), systolic BP (114 vs 107 mmHg, p=0.03),
triglyceride (1.26 vs 0,7 mmol/l, p<0.01), and lower HDL-C (1.23 vs 1.48
mmol/l, p<0.01), HbA1, (7.7% vs 9.3%, p=0.04) and prevalence of insulin
deficiency (43% vs 71%, p<0.05). Over 50% of these patients had evidence of
microangiopathic complications. In the anti-GAD negative group, 4 patients had
mitochondrial DNA mutation. None of the patients had glucagon receptor gene
mutation. These findings confirm the rarity of classical IDDM and heterogeneity
of both phenotypes and genotypes in young Chinese diabetic patients.

645
IDENTIFICATION AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANT SURI IN
JAPANESE WITH NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
Y. Tanizawa, Y. Ota, H. Inoue, V.P. Repunte, M. Yamada, K. Ueda, J. Nomiyama,
Y. Kurachi, M.A. Permutt, J. Bryan, L Aguilar-Bryan and Y. Oka. Yamaguchi
University, Ube, Japan, Osaka University, Suita, Japan, Washington University, St.
Louis, U.S.A., Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, U.S.A.
Mutations of the sulfonylurea receptor I (SURI) gene were examined by means of
single strand conformation polymorphism analysis in 100 Japanese subjects with non-
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). After examining all 39 exons of this
gene, we identified 5 amino acid substitutions and 19 silent mutations. A Set to Ala
substitution, located in the second nucleotide binding fold (NBF-2), was common
(allelic frequency 0.41) and was also found at an equal frequency in non-diabetic
control subjects. Four other missense mutations were rare: an Arg to GIn substitu-
tion in exon 6 (6RQ), a Val to Met substitution in exon 12 (12VM), an Asp to Asn
substitution in exon 20 (20EN) and an Arg to Cys substitution in exon 21 (21RC)
were identified in one patient each, all in the heterozygous state. The 6RQ and 20EN
were not found in 67 control subjects. The 21RC and I2VM were present in one and
three control subjects, 'respectively. The 6RQ, 12VM and 21RC did not appear to
cosegregate with NIDDM in the probands' families. To analyze possible functional
alterations, we introduced 4 rare mutations at the corresponding positions of mouse
SUR1 cDNA. We then co-expressed the SUR1 mutants with mouse BIR, a channel
subunit of the 6-cell ATP sensitive K channel (IKATp), in HEK293T and COS-7 cells,

and examined the channel activities by the patch clamp technique and 86Rb+ efflux
measurements. The 20EN and 21RC, both located in the NBF-1, did not alter Ki for
the ATP of IKATp regardless of the presence or absence of Mg2+. Inhibition of 86Rb+

efflux by glibenclamide and activation by metabolic inhibition or diazoxide did not
differ between the cells expressing the wild type SURI and either of the two mutants.
Functional studies of the other two mutations are currently underway. In conclusion,
SURI mutations impairing IKATp function are rare in Japanese NIDDM patients, and
do not appear to be major determinants of the susceptibility to NIDDM in the
population.

646
GENETIC INTERACTION BETWEEN IDDM AND NIDDM
H. Li, T. Tuomi, M. Orho, C. Forsblom, L. Groop and the Botnia Research
Group, Diabetes and Endocrine Research Laboratory, Dept. Endocrinology,
Malmo University Hospital, Sweden and Helsinki, Finland

An overrepresentation of IDDM in the offspring of NIDDM patients supports a
genetic interaction between IDDM and NIDDM. To investigate whether sharing
an HLA haplotype with an IDDM proband influences insulin secretion in other
family members, we studied 26 mixed IDDM/NIDDM Finnish families. HLA
DRBI-DQAI-DQB1 haplotypes were typed by PCR and dot-blot hybridisation
using oligonucleotide probes. The 173 GAD-antibody negative 2nd or more
distant degree relatives (105 NGT, 24 IGT, 44 NIDDM) of 23 unrelated IDDM
probands were assigned into 2 groups according to whether they shared one or
zero HLA-haplotype with the IDDM proband. The shared haplotype was 0401/4-
0301-0302 or 17-0501-0201 in 75% of the families. 80% of the relatives sharing
an HLA haplotype with the IDDM proband had an IDDM susceptibility
haplotype. Relatives with NIDDM sharing IDDM HLA haplotypes had a lower
insulin-response to OGTT (Incremental area 3489.4±1615.2 vs. 8287.6±6919.5
mU/L, p=0.034), and a higher fasting glucose level (8.9±2.9 vs. 7.5±3.2 mmol/l,
p=0.048) compared with those not sharing. In response to OGTT, nondiabetic
relatives sharing IDDM HLA haplotypes had higher glucose values than those
not sharing (glucose area 243.7±141.5 vs. 180.6±134.7, p=0.044). To examine
whether the reduced insulin response was due to the presence of the IDDM
susceptibility haplotype in general or whether it had to be shared with the IDDM
proband, we also studied 101 unrelated NIDDM patients (66±11 yr, 44M/57F)
and 205 nondiabetic subjects (104 NGT/101 IGT, 54±15 yr, 93M/1 12F) without
family history of IDDM. The insulin and glucose responses did not differ between
subjects with or without IDDM susceptibility HLA haplotypes.
Conclusions: Sharing an HLA haplotype with an IDDM proband is correlated
with impaired insulin secretion and elevated glucose response in NIDDM patients
and nondiabetic subjects. The findings indicate the presence of a genetic
interaction between IDDM and NIDDM, which cannot be explained solely by the
presence of IDDM susceptibility HLA haplotypes in the NIDDM population.
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ASSOCIATION OF SULFONYLUREA RECEPTOR (SUR)
GENE VARIANTS WITH JAPANESE NIDDM.
M.Odawara,M.Asano,Y.Tachi,and K.Yamashita.
University of Tsukuba,Tsukuba,Japan.
Sulfonylurea receptor(SUR) has been
suggested to play a crucial role in the
regulation of insulin secretion. SUR gene
abnormalities may result in impaired insulin
secretion,leading to glucose intolerance.
A recent observation indicates that SUR gene
variants are associated with NIDDM in
Caucasian populations. We investigated
whether three variants of the SUR gene are
associated with Japanese patients with
glucose intolerance by using PCR-RFLP method.
We screened 599 Japanese subjects (NIDDM,
n=383,non- diabetic controls,n=216). The c/c
mutant genotype in intron 24 splice acceptor
site was significantly increased in NIDDM
patients compared with that in non-diabetic
control subjects (chi square=6.01, p=0.014).
A silent variant (Thr76lThr) in exon 22
was not detected in 373 NIDDM patients
but was present in only one control subjects,
unlike the association•of it with Caucasian
NIDDM patients. An association of a SUR gene
variant with Japanese NIDDM patients,as well
as an association of another SUR gene variant
with Caucasian counter- part, suggest an
important role of the SUR gene in the
pathogenesis of NIDDM in Japanese as well
as in Caucasian subjects.

648
INSERTION / DELETION POLYMORPHISM IN ANGIOTENSIN CONVER-
TING ENZYME GENE IN HEALTHY THAIS AND PATIENTS WITH NIDDM
Ploybutr S*, Nitiyanant W*, Sriussadaporn S*, Bejrachandra S".
Department of Medicine* and Department of Tranfusion Medicine**, Faculty
of Medicine Siriraj Hospital, Mahidol University, Bangkok,Thailand.

Insertion/deletion (l/D) polymorphism in the angiotensin converting enzyme
(ACE) gene has been shown to associate with various cardiovascular
disorders in diabetic and non-diabetic patients. Its association to the
development of NIDDM has been raised. This study was aimed to examine
prevalence of I/D ACE genotypes in healthy Thai subjects and patients with
NIDDM. The I/D ACE genotypes were determined by polymerase chain
reaction technique. Healthy unrelated subjects were hospital staffs and blood
bank donors who had no known medical illness at the time of study. They
were 151 males and 147 females, aged 17-70 years old (mean +SD =
37.5+ 10.4). The unrelated diabetic patients were 42 males and 66 females,
aged 20-79 years old. (mean +SD = 54.7 + 12.0). The results were shown in
the Table below. There were no differences in the prevalence of l/D ACE
genotypes between healthy males and females (p = 0.86), diabetic males
and females (p = 0.98), as well as healthy and diabetic subjects (p = 0.81).
The frequency of I and D alleles in diabetic patients were 0.69 and 0.31,
respectively which were similar to those of healthy subjects, 0.70 and 0.30,
respectively (p = 0.69). The frequency of I and D alleles in healthy Thai
subjects were similar to those of Japanese (0.66 and 0.34) but different from
those of Caucasians (0.44-0.46 and 0.56-0.54). In conclusion, the frequency
of I and D alleles may possess a racial difference. The similar frequency of
both alleles in diabetic patients and healthy subjects suggests that there is no
association between I/D polymorphism of ACE gene and diabetes mellitus in
Thai individuals.

Genotypes 	Healthy Subjects (%)	 Diabetic patients (%)
males females all	 males females all

DD	 9.3	 10.9	 10.1	 9.5	 10.6	 10.2
ID	 40.4	 38.1	 39.2	 42.9	 42.4	 42.6
II	 50.3	 51.0	 50.7	 47.6	 47.0	 47.2
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A NOVEL MUTATION OF AMYLIN GENE (SER20GLY) IDENTIFIED IN
JAPANESE NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS.
S. Sakagashira, T. Sanke, T. Hanabusa, S. Ohagi, and K. Nanjo. Department of
Medicine, Wakayama University of Medical Science, Wakayama, Japan
Non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) is a multifactorial disease, and
the amyloid deposit in pancreatic islets is one of the characteristic finding in NIDDM
patients. Amylin, a 37 amino acid peptide which is co-secreted with insulin from
islet 8 cells, is a major constituent of islet amyloid in NIDDM patients. Although its
true action(s) is still unclear, recent studies suggest that amylin may have the
possible pathogenesis of NIDDM. We therefore scanned the amylin gene for
mutations in 294 unrelated Japanese NIDDM patients using PCRISSCP analysis,
and found a single heterozygous missense mutation at the position 20 of amylin
molecule (AGC 5"to GGCG": Ser2OGly mutation) in 12 NIDDM patients. None of
187 non-diabetic subjects (over 60 years old and negative family history of diabetes)
and 59 patients with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus had the mutation. Eight
out of the 12 patients carrying the mutation were diagnosed as having NIDDM
before 35 years old, and they had treated by insulin and each of them had a parent
having late-onset NIDDM. On the other hand, the remaining 4 patients were
diagnosed as having NIDDM after 51 years old. They had mild diabetes without
family history of diabetes. Family studies disclosed the mutation was transferred
from the parent having impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), not from the parent having
NIDDM. The frequency of the mutation among whole NIDDM was 4.1 % and it
reached to 10.0 % (8/80) in relatively early onset (:35 years) NIDDM patients.
Amylin immunoreactivities extracted from affected patient's plasma were appeared
at the position corresponding not only to the normal amylin (16.0 %) but also to the
synthesized G1y20-amylin (84.0 %) in HPLC analysis. These data suggest that
Ser2OGly mutation can cause mild diabetes on its own; however, when it is
combined with unknown susceptibility genes for late onset NIDDM, it contributes to
the earlier onset of the NIDDM and makes it more severe. We present the first report
referring to a missense mutation of amylin gene in Japanese NIDDM patients. This
Ser2OGly mutation may play a important role in the pathogenesis of early onset
NIDDM in Japanese population, and may provide a good model to investigate and
interpret the true physiological action(s) of amylin.

650
I/D POLYMORPHISM OF THE ACE GENE IN PATIENTS WITH
HYPERTENSION, NIDDM AND CORONARY HEART DISEASE.
L.M. Chuang, K.C. Chiu, F.T Chiang, K.C. Lee, H.P. Wu, B.J. Lin and T.Y.
Tai. Department of Internal Medicine, National Taiwan University Hospital,
Taipei, Taiwan; Division of Endocrinoloty and Metabolsim, UCLA School of
Medicine, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.
An insertion/deletion (I/D) polymorphism of the angiotensin converting
enzyme (ACE) gene has been identified which determined most of the plasma
ACE activity genetically. Association of the D-allele with insulin sensitivity,
and D/D genotype with coronary heart disease (CHD) have been reported in
various ethnic populations. To study the role of this genetic polymorphism in
patients with hypertension, non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM),
and NIDDM with CHD in Taiwanese population, we employed a
polymerase-chain-reaction-based genotyping technique with an
insertion-specific primer for confirmation of the I-allele. One hundred and
ninety-seven unrelated normal controls, 67 subjects with hypertension, 107
subjects with NIDDM, and 70 NIDDM with CHD were recruited for this
study. All of them were Han Chinese. Subjects without a history of diabetes
were studied by a standard 75 g oral glucose tolerance test. Hypertension was
diagnosed according to the 5th INC criteria and CHD was confirmed by the
history of acute myocardial infarction and coronary angiographic intervention.
The frequency of I-allele of the ACE gene in the normal population was
64.2% which was higher than those reported in the Caucasian populations.
The prevalence of the I-allele of the ACE gene was not significantly increased
in subjects with hypertension (73.1%), NIDDM (62.1%), and NIDDM with
CHD (65%) as compared to that of healthy controls. I-allele of the ACE gene
did not correlate with demographic and metabolic variables. The I/D
polymorphism of the ACE gene is not a marker for hypertension, NIDDM or
CHD in Taiwanese population.
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ABSENCE OF THE S20G MUTATION OF THE AMYLIN GENE IN
PATIENTS WITH GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS (GDM).
M. Alevizaki, E. Anastasiou, L.Thalassinou, S.I.Grigorakis, G.Philippou
and A.Souvatzoglou. Dept Medical Therapeutics and 1st Endocrine
Unit & Diabetes Centre, ALEXANDRA University Hospital, Athens, GR.
A missense mutation in the amylin/IAPP gene has recently been re-
ported in 4.1 % of Japanese patients with NIDDM (Ser to Gly at position
20). When this mutation is not combined with other hereditary factors,
it is associated with mild glucose intolerance. The aim of the present
study was to investigate whether the S20G mutation of the amylin
gene could be one of the factors responsible for the development of
GDM, which represents a mild form of glucose intolerance, unmasked
because of the pregnant state. So far, we have studied 115 patients
with GDM (age range 20-46 yrs), who were diagnosed according to the
NDDG criteria. All patients were reevaluated 2-12 months after delivery
by a standard 75g OGTT; none of them had overt diabetes. 62% had a
positive family history for NIDDM (either paternal or maternal side or
both). In parallel, we have studied 15 patients with NIDDM with early
(<35yrs) onset of the disease, a subgroup in which the original paper
from Japan reported a higher (10%) frequency of the mutation. DNA
was extracted from peripheral lymphocytes using standard methods.
The third exon of the IAPP gene was amplified by PCR and tested for
the presence of the S20G mutation by RFLP using the enzyme Mspl,
which recognises the mutated sequence. In the sample we have studi-
ed so far, no S20G mutation of the amylin gene has been observed in
neither the GDM nor the NIDDM group. One explanation is that this
mutation may not be present in the Greek population at all, although
the NIDDM group is still very small. From the results in the GDM group
one may conclude that this mutation is not associated with a temporary
disturbance of glucose metabolism. It is therefore possible that the
S20G mutation, if present in Caucasians at all, should be looked for in
patients with glucose intolerance persisting outside pregnancy.
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THREE CANDIDATE GENES FOR DIABETIC ANGIOPATHY IN
GENERAL MOSCOW POPULATION AND NIDDM PATIENTS

V.V.Nosikov', D.A.Chistyakov', R.I.Tourakoulov', Y.Y.Kondratiev"2, L.M.Demu-
rov', G.G.Mamaeva2, M.I.Balabolkkin2, and I.I.Dedov2 . `National Research Centre
"GosNII Genetika" and 2Endocrinology Research Centre, Moscow, Russia

Vascular tone abnormalities, polyol pathway activation, and oxidative stress are
known to involve in diabetic angiopathy (DA) development. We have begun to
study genetic susceptibility/resistance to DA using a set of polymorphic markers
attributed to such candidate genes as angiotensin I-converting enzyme (ACE),
aldose reductase (ALR2) and catalase (CAT). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was
used to detect insertion/deletion (I/D) polymorphism of ACE gene and polymorphic
microsatellite at 5'-region of ALR2 gene (7 alleles; 132-144 bp). To identify a
polymorphic marker nearby CAT gene we used STS (sequence-tagged site) develo-
ped for CAT gene. This STS was used for identification of individual YAC clones
in a YAC library developed in CEPH (Paris) in collaboration with Dr.
I.M.Chumakov. It was shown that YAC clone AFM109ya1 contained both CAT
gene STS and Dl1S907 polymorphic microsatellite (7 alleles; 161-173 bp). The
first aim of this work was to study distribution of alleles and genotypes of these
markers in control donors from general population and in a group of subjects with
NIDDM. The latter composes vast majority of diabetic patients highly predisposed
to DA. Distribution of ID/ACE alleles and genotypes in general population (n=168)
and NIDDM patients (n=48) was very similar. We observed significant difference
in allele distribution for ALR2 and CAT genes between general population and
NIDDM patients: ALR2 allele Z+4 frequency was 0.246 vs. 0.152, respectively
(p <0.05); and CAT 169 bp allele frequency was 0.321 in general population
vs. 0.118 in NIDDM patients (p <0.0002). Differences in distribution of another
alleles and genotypes for ALR2 and CAT loci did not reach significance level.
In conclusion, the observed differences allow us to suggest that either ALR2 and
CAT genes or some another genes located in the same chromosome regions might
be implicated in NIDDM and/or its complication development.

653
ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A COMMON CYS282TYR
VARIANT OF THE HEREDITARY HAEMOCHROMATOSIS GENE AND
NIDDM
S. K. Rasmussen', S. M. Echwald', L. Hansen', T. Hansen', S. Urhammer , J. O.
Clausen', R. Wolff2 and O. Pedersen. 'Steno Diabetes Center and Hagedorn
Research Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark; 2Mercator Genetics Inc., California,
USA.
Hereditary haemochromatosis (HH) is an autosomally inherited recessive disorder
causing excessive iron uptake and deposition in various organs including liver
and pancreas, ultimately leading to organ failure in untreated cases. Recently, the
HH causing gene, HLA-H was cloned, and a Cys282Tyr variant was shown to be
responsible for most cases of HH in a US population. Since HH is often associated
with decreased glucose tolerance or overt diabetes most likely due to the iron
deposition in the pancreas we examined the hypotheses that the Cys282Tyr
variant of the HLA-H gene was associated 1) with an increased prevalence of
NIDDM, 2) impaired insulin secretion or 3) impaired insulin sensitivity.
We screened for the codon 282 variant by RFLP using Rsal restriction enzyme in
2 Danish cohorts: I) In a cohort of 246 NIDDM patients (mean age 55 years) and
in 242 age matched glucose tolerant control subjects; the allele frequency of the
282 variant was 3.1 % and 4.8 % respectively (p > 0.1). Measurements of fasting
insulin, and results of OGTT from all 242 control subjects showed no correlation
between specific phenotypes and the Cys282Tyr variant and II) In a cohort of 377
young healthy Caucasians, the allele frequency of the 282 variant was 5.2 %. All
participants in this study were tested with an intravenous glucose tolerance test
with addition of tolbutamide (Minimal model). Analyses of insulin secretion,
insulin sensitivity and glucose effectiveness with or without gender stratification
failed to show any significant relationship between the presence of the Cys282Tyr
variant and the measured variables. The distribution of genotypes in both cohorts
were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and only one homozygous carrier was
identified in each cohort.
In conclusion: 1) The codon 282 variant of the HLA-H gene is common in the
Danish population with an allele frequency of about 5 %. 2) However, this
common variant is not associated with an increased prevalence of NIDDM or
alteration in insulin sensitivity or insulin secretion.

654
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACE GENE POLYMORPHISM AND

OBESITY IN JAPANESE NIDDM PATIENTS

K. Nakamura, H. Hirose, A. Kasuga, H. Maruyama, and T. Saruta.

Keio University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

Since Cambien reported angiotensin-I converting enzyme (ACE)
gene polymorphism was associated with ischemic heart disease (1992),

many investigations were carried out about ACE gene D/I polymorphism

related to diabetic nephropathy. However, there is no confirmative

agreement. We examined age, sex, BMI, blood pressure, plasma

glucose, lipid profiles (TC, TG, HDL-C, LDL-C. FFA), UA, duration of

diabetes, nephropathy (plasma creatinine, and proteinuria) and

retinopathy in 104 NIDDM patients (aged 57.4± 10.8, BMI 24.2± 4.5,

HbAlc 7.5± 1.7% (SD)). D/I polymorphism was analysed by the PCR

method. There was increase in BMI in DD type (11 24.1±3.9, ID 23.6±3.4,

DD 26.6±6.9, P=0.049 ) by ANOVA. Plasma leptin concentration (n=37)

was also significantly higher in DD type (II 4.4±2.0, ID 6.1±5.4, DD 9.1±6.

4 ng/ml). There was no correlation between ACE gene polymorphism

and blood pressure, glucose, lipid profiles, UA, duration of diabetes,

nephropathy or retinopathy. In conclusion, the data suggest that ACE

gene polymorphism is associated with body mass index and plasma leptin

concentration in Japanese NIDDM patients. We found no correlation with

blood pressure, diabetic control or severity of complications in this study.
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AMINO ACID VARIANTS IN HUMAN GIP RECEPTOR AND
THEIR IMPACT ON THE PANCREATIC B-CELL RESPONSE
K. Almind', L. Ambye', S. A. Urhammer', T. Hansen', S. M. Echwald',
J. J. Holst2 and 0. Pedersen'. 'Steno Diabetes Center and Hagedorn
Research Institute, 'Department of Medical Physiology, University of
Copenhagen, Denmark
The two incretins, glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide (GIP) and glucagon-
like peptide- 1 (GLP-1), are insulinotropic factors released from the small intestines
to the blood stream in response to oral glucose ingestion. The insulinotropic effect of
GLP-1 is maintained in patients with NIDDM, whereas, for unknown reasons, the
effect of GIP is diminished or lacking in NIDDM patients. We performed a
mutational analysis of the GIP receptor to test the hypothesis that genetic variability
of the GIP receptor: 1) affects the pancreatic (3-cell responses in the fasting state or
after oral glucose and 2) is associated with an increased prevalence of NIDDM. The
primary screening of 61 random Caucasian NIDDM patients revealed two amino acid
polymorphisms, A207V and E354Q, in the GIP receptor gene. In an association study
of 227 Caucasian NIDDM patients and 224 matched glucose tolerant control subjects,
the allelic frequency of the A207V polymorphism was 1.1% in NIDDM patients and
0.7% in control subjects (p>0.2), whereas the allelic frequency of the codon 354
polymorphism was 24.9% in NIDDM patients versus 23.2% in control subjects. The
phenotype of the glucose tolerant heterozygous carriers of the E354Q polymorphism
was indistinguishable from that of the wildtype carriers. Interestingly, however,
compared to subjects with the wildtype GIP receptor the 6% of the glucose tolerant
control subjects who were homozygous for the codon 354 variant had a 14% decrease
in fasting serum C-peptide level (p=0.014) and an 11% decrease in the same variable
30 min after an oral glucose load (p=0.034). The 3 control subjects carrying the
heterozygous A207V polymorphism also tended to have lower serum C-peptide
responses during an OGTT. In conclusion: the reduced fasting serum C-peptide level
in homozygous carriers of the common codon 354 amino acid polymorphism in the
GIP receptor may suggest, that GIP even in the fasting state exerts a regulatory
impact on the (3-cell secretory response.

656
POLYMORPHISM OF THE ALDOSE REDUCTASE GENE IS ASSOCIATED WITH ALDOSE
REDUCIASE PROTEIN LEVELS AND DIABETIC MICROANGIOPATHY.

M.Ogata, N.Iwasaki, M.Kanamori * , T. Itch, Y.Takahashi, H.Ohgawara, and Y.Omori,
Tokyo Women's Meidcal College, Toho University*, Tokyo, Japan

AIM: Glycation affects the development of diabetic complications such as retinopathy,
nephropathy and neuropathy. Aldose reduclase (AR) is a key enzyme which plays an
essential role in the polyol pathway. We have measured erythrocyte aldose reductase
(AR) protein levels and genotyped AR gene polymorphism in 140 NIDDM patients
without overt renal dysfunction or a history of taking AR inhibitors. METHODS:
Erythrocyte AR protein levels were measured by highly sensitive two-site ELISAusing
recombinant human AR. Among the NIDDM patients, 53 were without retinopathy,
51 had simple retinopathy, and 36 had preproliferative or proliferative retinopathy (PDR).
Microsatellite polymorphisms in the 5'-flanking region of theAR gene were typed using
the polymerase chain reaction. RESULT: The average AR protein level in these
patients was 9.7±3.2 (mean aSD) ng/mgHb, which is nearly equal to the reported levels
of the normal controls. Tandem C-A repeats of the AR gene were highly polymorphilic,
9 alleles were observed in the NIDDM group and 10 alleles were seen in 74 normal
control subjects. Patients who had alleles 5 and 10 (the latter one is not observed in the
Chinese population) showed higher AR levels. The relationship between AR levels
and rate of retinopathy were estimated using the Cox's proportional hazard model.
Proliferative retinopathy were significantly associated with AR levels. The frequency
of PDR was 4.85 fold higher in patients whose AR levels were over 12.0 ng/mgHb
compared to whose levels were lower than 7.4ng/mgHb. This result suggested that high
levels of AR may play a role in the development of proliferative retinopathy. Patients
with allele 5 of 136 bp in size were the most common in the group with PDR, which
corresponded to the size previously reported to be associated with retinopathy in a
Chinese population. Allele 10 was found to be significantly associated with PDR in
patients with NIDDM (p<0.03). CONCLUSION: These observations show that

AR protein levels are regulated by genetic factors and are also associated with the
development of retinopathy (and nephropathy) in NIDDM.

657
Is abnormal expression of mitochondrial genes in skeletal muscle genetically
determined?

X. Huang, L. Koranyi, K.F. Eriksson, M. Lehtovirta, A. Vaag and L. Groop.
Dept of Endocrinology, Univ of Lund, Malmd, Sweden

Decreased	 associated with insulin resistance in muscle of NIDDM patients
suggests the existence of defects in mitochondrial respiration. We have isolated
four mitochondrial genes (NADH dehydrogenase subunit 1, cytochrome c oxidase
subunit 1, tRNA'w , and D-Loop region ) with abnormal expression in muscle by
eDNA differential display. It is, however, not known whether these defects are
acquired or inherited. To address this question, we examined the expression of
these genes in muscle biopsies from 15 NIDDM patients ( age: 65 ± 1 yrs, BMI:
28.2 t 0.9 kg/m2 , FBG: 10.8 ± 1.0 mmol/l ), 15 IGT patients ( age: 66 ± 1 yrs,
BMI :27.1 ± 1.0 kg/m2 , FBG: 5.4 ± 0.2 mmol/1), and 14 control subjects ( age:
65 ± 1 yrs , BMI: 27.6 ± 0.8 kg/m2 , FBG: 4.7 ± 0.1 mmol/l ) and 12 monozygotic
twin pairs discordant for NIDDM but concordant for insulin resistance. Muscle
biopsies were taken at the end of an euglycaemic insulin clamp combined with
indirect calorimetry. As expected glucose disposal (control 6.29 ± 0.64; IGT 4.35
± 0.45; NIDDM 2.82 ± 0.42 mg/kgmin; p < 0.01), glucose oxidation (control
2.12 ±0.15; IGT 1.95±0.14; NIDDM 1.47 ± 0.17 mg/kgmin; p = 0.01) and
VO2,,, ( control 31.00 t 2.06; IGT 28.54 ± 1.44; NIDDM 23.55 t 1.89 mI/kg;
p = 0.02 ) were decreased in NIDDM and IGT vs controls. NADH dehydrogenase
subunit 1 (NADH DH 1) mRNA expressed relative to cytoplasmic (I-actin was
decreased by 54 % in NIDDM and by 14 % in IGT vs controls (p <0.05),  while
the expression of the other genes was not different between the groups. NADH DH
I mRNA content correlated positively with VO y,,,x ( r = 0.44, p <0.01).  However,
there was no difference in expression of NADH DH 1 between the twins. In
conclusion, decreased expression of genes encoding for mitochondrial respiratory
chain enzymes may contribute to decreased aerobic capacity in NIDDM. This is
an acquired rather than an inherited defect, possibly an adaption to the reduced
amount of glucose taken up by the cell.
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MUTATION OF THE CALCIUM-BINDING DOMAIN OF THE
MITOCHONDRIAL GLYCEROPHOSP14ATE DEHYDROGENASE GENE
IN A FAMILY OF DIABETIC SUBJECTS
J. Vidal, A. Novials, C. Franco, F. Ribera, A. Sener*, W.J. Malaisse* and R.
Gomis. Diabetes Unit and Hormonal Laboratory, Hospital Clinic,
Barcelona, Spain, and *Laboratory of Experimental Medicine, Brussels Free
University, Brussels, Belgium.
The Cat+-sensitive and mitochondrial enzyme FAD-linked glycerophosphate
dehydrogenase (mGDH) represents an essential component of the pancreatic
B-cell glucose-sensing device. This report deals with the first identified case
of mutation in the calcium-binding domain of the mGDH gene in a family of
diabetic subjects. The diabetic proband was a normal weighed 62 year old
male recently found to display an abnormally low activity of mGDH in
CD3+ T lymphocyte homogenates. He was examined together with his 60
year old non-diabetic wife, a 65 year old non-diabetic sister, a 30 year old
non-diabetic daughter, his 68 year old diabetic brother and a 57 year old
glucose-intolerant half sister (same mother). Single-strand conformation
polymorphism analysis of the eDNA sequence of interest, namely that
coding for the Ca '-binding domain of mGDH, revealed an abnormal
mobility pattern of the 32P-labelled PCR product in the diabetic proband and
his glucose-intolerant half sister, such being not the case for the four other
members of the same family. In the two affected subjects, base pair
mutations were observed at positions 2018, 2069 and 2136, corresponding to
Phe635Ser and GIn649Pro amino acid changes. In CD3+ T lymphocyte
homogenates incubated in the presence of 0.1 mM L-[2- 3H]glycerol-3-
phosphate and 0.05 mM FAD, the relative extent of enzymatic activation by
Caz+ (10-7 to 10 -4 M) was lower in the diabetic proband than in his diabetic
brother with a normal mGDH gene sequence. This anomaly in the intrinsic
properties of the enzyme could conceivably represent a contributing factor in
the perturbation of islet B-cell responsiveness to D-glucose.
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ABNORMAL VITAMIN D BINDING PROTEIN FRAGMENT IN BLOOD CF
FIRST DEGREE RELATIVES OF PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES
MELLITUS
M. Matsuda, K. Sugaya, L. J. Mandarino, H. Marusawa, and R. A.
DeFronzo. University of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio,
Texas, USA
We examined the whole blood protein pattern to identify the existence
of specific marker proteins which may relate to genetic or metabolic
abnormalities in type 2 diabetic individuals of Mexican American
descent. Whole blood was obtained from 29 first degree relatives
(including individuals with normal GT, IGT, and overt NIDDM) of
patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (age: 42±15 y; BMI: 30±6
kg/m 2 ) and from 21 control subjects (age: 29±10 y; BMI: 25±10
kg/m 2) without family history of diabetes mellitus. Blood samples
were drawn into a tube containing protease inhibitors and were
analyzed first by isoelectric point focusing, followed by molecular
weight using high resolutional 2D-gel electrophoresis. Several spots
were found to exist more frequently in relatives of NIDDM patients.
One of these spots (MW = 20 kDa, pl = 4.9), which was found in
80% of relatives and 32% of controls (p<0.05 by Chi-square test),
was targeted for further analysis by electrophoretic blotting onto 20
PVDF membranes. The amino acid sequence of the target spot was
determined and identified to have a sequence similar to that of
vitamin D binding protein. Since the mol wt of this spot was smaller
than that of vitamin D binding protein, this spot was considered to
represent a fragment of vitamin D binding protein. This finding is
consistent with a recent genetic analysis in Pima Indians and suggests
that increased production of the vitamin D binding protein may play a
role in the pathogenesis of NIDDM in certain ethnic populations.

661
PREVALENCE OF BLOOD AND MUSCLE MT DNA ANOMALY IN
A HIGHLY SELECTED DIABETIC POPULATION AT RISK OF
MITOCHONDRIAL CYTOPATHY
B. VIALETTES, H. NARBONNE, V. PAQUIS-FLUCKLINGER, D.
BENDAHAN, J.F. PELISSIER, M.F. MONFORT, P. SILVESTRE-
AILLAUD, C. DESNUELLE, UNIVERSITY OF MARSEILLE AND NICE,
FRANCE

Mitochondrial diabetes (MIDD syndrome) has been recently described.
The aim of the study is to evaluate the prevalence of anomaly of mt
DNA in a highly selected population of 13 diabetic patients presenting at
least 2 parameters of MIDD syndrome : maternal inheritance (observed
in 10), neurosepsorial deafness (in 12), macular pattern dystrophy (in
11) and clinical myoencephalopathy (in 4). In blood cells deletions, 3243
and 14709 mutations of mt DNA were searched in every patient. The
3243 mutation was found in 3, the 14709 in 1, deletion in none. In 12
subjects a deltoid muscle biopsy was performed and in 8 cases anomalies
suggesting a mitochondrial cytopathy were observed. The measurement
of activity of the complexes of the respiratory chain was abnormal in 5.
The molecular analysis in muscle sample confirmed the presence of the 4
mutations and showed the presence of 2 additional deletions (by large
fragment PCR). In 9 patients a 31-P MR spectroscopy was performed,
showing oxidative defect in 6 (4 mutations and 1 deletion). In
conclusion, diagnosis of mitochondrial diabetes is difficult as long as all
the diabetes-prone anomalies are not extensively identified . Study of
muscle by invasive (biopsy) and non invasive (31- PMR spectroscopy)
can be useful for this diagnosis.
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FAMILIAL ASSOCIATION AND 2s FOR DIABETES, OBESITY, HIGH
TRIGLYCERIDES & LOW HDL-CHOLESTEROL IN SIBS OF NIDDM PATIENTS
JC Levy, BA Barrow, DE Lever, RJ Morris and RC Turner. Diabetes
Research Laboaratories, Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford UK

The Diabetes in Families Study (DIF), a population-based collection of
sibships of NIDDM patients ('siblings') together with a age and sex-matched
randomly selected sample from the same general population ('controls')
provides a resource for the study of the heritability and genetics of Type 2
diabetes. To date, 111 sibships and 78 controls have been recruited. The
frequency of diabetes (measured fasting plasma glucose >7.8 mmol.1 -' plus
known diabetes) was 21.4% and 6.4% in the siblings and controls,
respectively: relative risk (2) = 3.3 (p=0.001). The siblin s were more obese
than the controls: BMI 28.2 (SD 4.9) and 25.4 (4.0) kg.m , respectively
(p=0.0002). 37% of probands were obese (BMI > 30 kg.m 2). The frequency
of obesity amongst siblings of obese type 2 diabetic probands and among
controls was 46.8% and 7.3%, respectively: relative risk (?) = 6.4%
(p<0.00001). The siblings had higher triglycerides than the controls: 1.59
(1 SD range: 1.39-1.82) and 1.15 (1.04-1.27) mmol/I (p<0.0001). 25% of
probands had plasma triglycerides greater than 2.15 ('HighTrig': 90th centile
of controls). The frequency of HighTrig amongst siblings of diabetic
probands with HighTrig was 40%: relative risk (?,^) = 4.0 vs controls
(p<0.00001). The siblings had lower HDL-C than the controls: 1.19 (1SD
range: 1.15-1.24) and 1.39 (1.32-1.46) respectively (p=0.0002). 25 % of
probands had HDL-C less than 0.94 mmol/l ('LowHDL': 10th centile of
controls). The frequency of LowHDL amongst siblings of diabetic probands
with LowHDL was 35%: relative risk (X5) = 3.5 vs controls (p<0.00006). BMI,
HDL-C (corrected for sex and BMI), triglycerides (corrected for sex, glucose
and HDL) showed significant familial association by ANOVA, with 48%
(p<0.0001), 59% (P<0.0001) and 47% (p<0.0003) of the variance accounted
for by family membership. Conclusion: In addition to the higher risk of
diabetes, siblings of NIDDM patients have a higher risk of obesity, high
triglycerides and low HDL-C, with a significant family association of these
factors.
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A central European population can be characterized by certain mtDNA
haplogroups: one is associated with syndromic diabetes (DIDMOAD)
Sabine Hofmannz, Michaela Jakschi, Re/mar Bezold2 and Klaus-Dieter Gerbitz1. 2
Institutes of Clinical Chemistry' and Diabetes Research2, 80804 Munich, Germany
Wolfram (or DIDMOAD) syndrome is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by juvenile-
onset diabetes mellitus and optic atrophy as the essential features. The phenotypic
characteristics of the syndrome and the systemic involvement suggest an underlying
mitochondrial dysfunction. Although Wolfram syndrome has recently been linked to
chromosome 4p, there is evidence for heterogeneity (1). On the other side, sporadic cases
with DIDMOAD have been ascribed to a distinct defect of the mitochondrial (mt) DNA. In a
systematic approach, we screened the mtDNA of eight DIDMOAD patients for known and
unknown mutations in all ND, tRNA and cyt b genes by RFLP and SSCP/direct sequencing,
respectively. We could not detect any causative mutation, however, we found the DIDMOAD
patients being frequently associated with a distinct mtDNA haplotype consisting of the
transition mutations at nucleotide positions (nps) 4216, 11251, 4917, 10463, 13368, 14233,
14905, 15607, and 15928(5/8 patients). As a reference we used the haplotype distribution in
a healthy German control group (n=67). The bulk of the controls could be described by a few
defined mtDNA haplogroups. The ,DIDMOAD-associated haplogroup", presumptively
consistent with the European-specific haplogroup T in the nomenclature of Torroni at al. (2),
represents 9% of our healthy German controls, but 63% of our DIDMOAD patients (Fisher's
exact test: p=0.009). Besides Leber hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON), which has been
shown to be frequently associated with a distinct European haplogroup (nps 4216+13708) (3),
this is the first report linking another neurodegenerative disorder with a specific mtDNA
haplogroup. Since certain haplotype backgrounds might act as susceptibility factors in
hereditary disorders, we initiated a respective analysis in a group of selected type II diabetic
patients (with a material background, n=50). This approach should reveal whether distinct
mtDNA haplotypes contribute to the reported predominance of maternal transmission in type
II diabetes. The results will be discussed.
(1) Collier at at. (1996) Am. J. Hum, Genet. 59: 855-863; (2) Torroni eta!, (1996) Genetics
144, in press; (3) Brown et al. (1995) Hum. Mut. 6: 311-325
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INSULIN SECRETION AND INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN MONOZYGOTIC
AND DIZYGOTIC TWIN PAIRS
M.Lehtovirta', JKapriot, CForsblom', J.Eriksson", JTuomilehto" and L.Groop.
Department of Medicine * and Department of Public Health§, University of
Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland. National Public Health Institute", Helsinki, Finland.
Department of Endocrinology, University ofLund, Malmo, Sweden.

There is plenty of evidence that NIDDM is an inherited disease. Both impaired
insulin secretion and impaired insulin action are considered to contribute to the
development of the disease, but there are conflicting data on which defect is under
stronger genetic control. To address this question, we quantitated insulin secretion
and insulin sensitivity in 22 monozygotic (MZ) (7 female, 15 male, age 55-73 yrs,
BMI 26.6±0.56 kgm2) and 21 dizygotic (DZ) (8 female, 13 male, age 61-68 yrs,
BMI 26.8±0.53 kgm 2) non-diabetic twin pairs of same gender with an intravenous
glucose tolerance test (IVG F, serum insulin response 0-60 min after an i.v. bolus
of 0.5g/kg of 50% glucose) and a euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp
(45mU/m2min).

Results: Intrapair correlations

MZ n	 DZ n
Incr. insulin area (0-60min) 0.84 <0.00001 0.32 n.s.
Glucose disposal 0.53 <0.05 -0.03 n.s.
BMI 0.61 <0.005 0.12 n.s.
Waist-hip -ratio 0.87 <0.00001 0.53 <0.05
Height 0.95 <0.00001 0.74 0.0001
Weight 0.73 0.0001 0.51 <0.05

Conclusion: As well measures of insulin secretion as of insulin sensitivity show
significant intrapair correlation in MZ but not in DZ twins, indicating that they are
under genetic control, which seems to be stronger for insulin secretion than for
insulin action.
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THE MITOCHONDRIAL DNA (tRNA Leu(UUR)) MUTATION
IN ITALIAN NIDDM PATIENTS.
D.Cucinotta,L.Rigoli,A.DiBenedetto,G.Romano,F.Corica,S.Campo
and G.Squadrito.University of Messina,Messina,Italy.

A point mutation of the mitochondrial tRNA Leu(UUR)
gene,consisting in an A to G transition at nucleotide pairs (np)
3243,has been observed in some diabetic patients,especially in those
with maternally inherited diabetes.No data,however,concetning the
prevalence of this mutation in Italy are actually available.In this study
231 consecutive non-insulin-dependent (NIDDM) diabetic
patients,attending an outpatient clinic,were recruited. They were born
and lived in Sicily or Calabria regions (South Italy);their mean age
was 59+8 years and known diabetes duration was 13±7 year. Of them
87 were treated with insulin and 118 had at least one diabetic
parent:72 had the mather,15 had the father and 31 had both
^parents.Mitochondrial DNA was extracted from peripheral blood and
the region encompassing nucleotides from 2770 to 3456 was
amplified by means of Polimerase Chain Reaction (PCR).PCR
products were then digested with ApaI enzyme,which cleaves the
mutant but not the wild-type sequence at np 3243.A positive digestion
control with a standard lambda DNA was also included.With this
method the tRNA Leu (UUR) mutation was never detected,neither in
those patients with maternally inherited diabetes.These results
indicate that the 3243 mitochondrial DNA mutation is at least
extremely rare,or insufficiently expressed on peripheral blood cells,in
Southern Italian diabetic patients and do not suggest a major role for
this mutation in our NIDDM population.
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FAMILIAL DIABETES MELLITUS IN LAGOS NIGERIANS.
A.E. OHWOVORIOLE, A. OSA, A.O. FASANMADE AND S.F.
KUKU. DEPARTMENTS OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF
LAGOS AND EKO HOSPITAL, LAGOS, NIGERIA.

Several studies have shown that relatives of diabetic patients have an
increased risk of developing diabetes mellitus (DM). Familial DM in
Black Africans appears to have received little attention. We
determined the frequency of a family history of DM (FHDM) among
Nigerian subjects with and without DM. About 5% of non-diabetic
subjects had a positive FHDM in the first degree relatives (FDRs) vs
about 25% occurrence in the diabetic subjects (p<0.001). Parents of
diabetic probands were more likely to have DM than the children of
the same probands. Of all FDRs, the siblings had the highest a history
of DM. The more educated the proband, the more likely was the
occurrence of a positive FHDM ; this might suggest that among the
uneducated, the frequency of positive FHDM might have been
underestimated. Probands diagnosed at age 40 yrs, or less showed a
higher rate of FHDM than patients diagnosed at older ages. In
Nigerians, a positive FHDM is significantly more common in diabetic
than in non-diabetics. The positivity rate of FHDM appears similar to
reports from other cultures but may be an underestimation due to a low
degree of diabetes awareness. Detailed family studies of DM are
needed to provide a comprehensive insight into familial DM in
Nigerian and other parts of Black Africa.
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VARIATIONS OF GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE- 1 RECEPTOR IN JAPANESE
PATIENTS WITH NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS

J. Nomiyama, Y.Tanizawa, Y.Ota, K.Ueda, K. Noda and Y. Oka.
Yamaguchi University, Ube, Japan.

Glucagon-like peptide-l(GLP-1) stimulates glucose-induced insulin secretion and

may regulate feeding behavior. GLP-1 binds to a specific receptor (GLP- 1R), which

belongs to a Gs protein coupled receptor family, and activates adenylyl cyclase

system. GLP-lR-1- mice created by the targeted disruption of the gene, showed

increased levels of blood glucose following oral glucose challenge test in
association with diminished levels of circulating insulin. Therefore, to assess the

possible role of mutations of the gene in the defective insulin secretion in humans,
we examined human GLP-1R gene in Japanese patients with non-insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) at a single nucleotide level. We first determined the
nucleotide sequences of exon-intron boundaries of 13 exons of the human gene by

analyzing genomic clones we isolated previously. Based on the sequences,
oligonucleotide primers were synthesized and polymerase chain reaction-single
strand conformation polymorphism analysis was conducted for the entire coding

region of the gene in 100 Japanese NIDDM patients. We found three missense
mutations (Pro7-sLeu, Arg44-4His, Phe266-,Leu266), and seven silent mutations

including polymorphisms in introns. Among the three missense mutations, Leu7

and His44 are present in the corresponding positions of the rat GLP-1R, suggesting
that these substitutions are functionally silent. Since Phe266 was conserved
between human and rat GLP1R, we compared the frequency of the Phe 266- Leu266

mutation between NIDDM patients (n=100) and non-diabetic controls (n=96). The
allelic frequencies of Phe266 did not differ between the two groups (0.50 vs 0.50).
We conclude that mutations in the GLP-1R gene are not major contributor to the

inherited basis of NIDDM in Japanese, confirming the previous linkage and
association studies in Caucasians and African Americans.
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INSULIN RESISTANCE AND BLOOD PRESSURE IN OFFSPRING OF
TYPE II DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH AND WITHOUT NEPHROPATHY

K.Strojek, W. Grzeszczak, E. Morawin, M. Adamski, B. Lacka,
*0K Keller, "S.Schmidt and"E. Ritz
Dept. of Internal and Occupational Diseases, Silesian Med. Academy,
Zabrze, Poland and *Dept of Internal Medicine, Ruperto Carola University,
Heidelberg, Germany.

Family studies point to an important genetic element in the genesis both to
diabetes and diabetic nephropathy. The aim of the study was to assess
insulin resistance and blood pressure of healthy offspring of type 2 diabetic
patients with and without nephropathy. We examined 425 consecutive
type II diabetic patients and examined all available normotensive,
normoglycemic, non smoking offspring (n=56; 30 of whom without parental
history of nephropathy- nDN, and 26 with- DN) and compared them to 30
healthy offspring of non diabetic parents (controls). All groups had similar
age and BMI. Measurements in offspring and controls included: tissue
glucose uptake-TGU (euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp), 24-h
ambulatory blood pressure-ABP and polymorphism I/D of ACE gene (PCR
technique). TGU was significantly lower in both DN and nDN groups when
compared to controls (6.3+2.5, 5.6±2.2 and 9.5±2.2 mg/kg/min
respectively; p<0.005). No difference between DN and nDN groups was
found. 24h systolic ABP was significantly higher in DN group when
compared to nDN and controls (124.5±16.7, 117.2±12.9 and 114.1±8.5
respectively; p<0.05). When estimated all examined subjects (n=86)
significantly higher risk of systolic BP above 95 percentile was found in DD
homozygotes of ACE gene (OR-3.15; Cl- 0.68-14.7). No significant relation
of ACE ID polymorphism was found in relation to insulin resistance. We
conclude: (i) predisposition to type 2 diabetes is manifested by insulin
resistance in offspring, (ii) higher blood pressure may be the clinical sign of
predisposition to nephropathy, (iii) insulin resistance is not related to
nephropathy and ACE I/D gene polymorphism.
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NO ASSOCIATION BETWEEN THE GLY40SER MUTATION
(GCG-R GENE) AND JAPANESE NIDDM.
Y.Tachi, M.Odawara, and K. Yamashita.
University of Tsukuba,Tsukuba,JAPAN.
Significance of a glucagon receptor gene
variant in the pathogenesis of NIDDM has been
implicated in Sardinian and French populations
with NIDDM. The mutation was present with
significantly higher prevalence in subjects
with NIDDM compare with non-diabetic controls.
We investigated 242 randomly selected Japanese
NIDDM patients whether a G123A mutation causing
Gly40Ser substitution is associated with
Japanese NIDDM. We also searched for unknown
mutations or deletions in GCG-R gene by SSCP
method. We could not find any abnormalities
in 30 patients with glucose intolerance and
with a family history of NIDDM. By using PCR-
RFLP method,no one carried the Gly40Ser
mutation in with Japanese NIDDM patients.
The C-to-G substitution in exon 5 proved to
be very rare in Japanese,unlike Sardinians
and French populations. These observations
indicate that marked ethnic differences
exist between Caucasians and Japanese.
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NON INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES AND PARENTAL HISTORY.
N.R.Oliva, C.D.Gonzalez, M.H.Figueroa, S.R.Oliva and J.
Bortz.UDH Gilemes and Dept.of Pharmacology,University of
Buenos Aires,Argentina.

Some authors have noticed that diabetic mothers generate
as many as twice diabetic sons than diabetic fathers.With
the aim of determine the frequency of the parental ante-
cedent and its sexual distribution in a diabetic sample,
we analized data from 286 NIDDM patients assisted by one
of us (to avoid potential biases) between 1970 and 1996.
The studied sample came from a Buenos Aires city suburb.
For each patient was registered the familial history,BMI,
age,diabetes duration,complications and other relevant
clinical data.Satistical analysis:Fleiss quadratic 95%
confidence interval(FQ95%CI) was obtained.X 2was performed
to determine differences between groups.Soft:CSS/Statis-
tica, StatSoft,Tulsa,1993. Results :parental. antecedents
were distributed as follows:

Male Patients(n=142) Female Patients(n=144 )
ANTECEDENT	 Proportion FQ95%CI Proportion FQ95%CI
None	 40.1%	 32.1-48.7	 43.0%	 34.9-51.5
Mother	 26.7%	 19.8-34.9	 28.4%	 21.4-36.7
Father	 16.9%	 11.3-24.1	 7.6%	 4.0-13.5
Both	 8.4%	 4.6-14.6	 5.5%	 2.6-11.0

Others	 7.7%	 4.1-13.7	 15.2%	 10.0-22.4

Between sexes difference:p=0.04.The main contribution to
between sexes significance was the difference in the
paternal antecedent. Conclusion : although maternal antece-
dent was more frequent than the paternal one in both
sexes,paternal history was significantly more frequent
among men.
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INHERITANCE OF DIABETES IN A NEW MOUSE MODEL OF
NIDDM, THE NSY MOUSE
H. Ueda, H. Ikegami, Y. Kawaguchi, E. Yamato, Y. Hamada,
J. Fu, G.-Q. Shen, T. Fujisawa, K. Nojima and T. Ogihara
Department of Geriatric Medicine, Osaka University Medical
School

The NSY (Nagoya-Shibata-Yasuda) mouse is an inbred
strain of mice with spontaneous development of diabetes
mellitus with moderate obesity (Ueda H et al. Diabetologia
1995). NSY mice spontaneously develop diabetes mellitus in
an age-dependent manner. The cumulative incidence of
diabetes is 98% in males and 31 % in females at 48 weeks of
age. Both insulin resistance and impaired insulin secretion
contribute to the development of diabetes in NSY mice. To
determine the mode of inheritance of diabetes in NSY mice,
two reciprocal crosses, female C3H x male NSY F1 (C3NF1)
and female NSY x male C3H F1 (NC3F1) mice, were
performed. The cumulative incidence of diabetes reached
100% (25/25) in male C3NF1 mice and 97% (29/30) in male
NC3F1 mice at 48 weeks of age, indicating that diabetes in
NSY mice was transmitted to F1 hybrids in an autosomal
dominant manner with high penetrance. Insulin resistance
also showed an autosomal dominant mode of inheritance. In
contrast, impaired insulin secretion in response to glucose in
NSY mice showed an autosomal recessive mode of
inheritance. BMI and fat accumulation showed a co-dominant
mode of inheritance. These data suggested that NSY mice
were polygenic animal model of diabetes and were expected
to be a useful animal model of NIDDM to clarify genetic
susceptibility to NIDDM.
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PATHOGENESIS OF NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES
MELLITUS IN THE URBAN BLACK COMMUNITIES OF
SOUTHERN AFRICA
B.I. Joffe and V.R. Panz. Carbohydrate and Lipid Metabolism Research
Group, University of the Witwatersrand Medical School, Johannesburg,
South Africa.
Urban black South Africans show an escalating incidence of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) (age-adjusted prevalence
approaching 7%). The aim of this study was to examine underlying
pathogenic mechanisms. We reviewed data from black and white subjects
with normal glucose tolerance, obesity, impaired glucose tolerance (IGT)
and NIDDM. Stimuli to insulin secretion included oral glucose and
maximal beta-cell stimulation. The homeostasis model assessment
(HOMA) was used to calculate insulin resistance. Molecular scanning of
the insulin receptor (INSR) and insulin-receptor-substrate 1 (IRS-1) genes
was undertaken with single-stranded conformation polymorphism and direct
DNA sequencing. Insulin secretion was significantly reduced in black
subjects compared to white after all stimuli. Calculated insulin resistance in
black subjects increased from a low mean value of 1.24 in nonobese to 2.48
in obese nondiabetic, 2.42 in IGT and 6.55 in NIDDM (p<0.001).
Molecular scanning of INSR and IRS-I genes revealed polymorphisms with
similar frequencies in nondiabetic and diabetic black and white subjects.
We conclude that NIDDM in urban black Africans is due to progressive
insulin deficiency, with ac c_ u insulin resistance developing as a late
contributory factor.
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COENZYME Q 10 TREATMENT PREVENTS PROGRESSION OF
INSULIN SECRETORY DEFECTS IN MATERNAL-INHERITED
DIABETES MELLITUS WITH MITOCHONDRIAL DNA
MUTATIONS.
M. Chiba, S. Suzuki, Y. Hinokio, M. Hirai, A. Hirai, Y. Sato, T. Toyota.
Third Department of Internal Medicine, Tohoku University School of
Medicine, Sendai 980, Japan)
Progressive insulin secretory defect is a clinical feature of diabetes mellitus
with mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) mutations. This study investigated
the effects of coenzyme Q 10 (CoQ) treatment on insulin secretory capacity
and clinical symptoms of the Japanese diabetic patients with mtDNA
mutations. 44 diabetic patients, 12 impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) ,
and 20 normal glucose tolerance (NGT) subjects with the 3243 (A-G)
mutation, 7 diabetic patients with the 8344 (A-G) mutation, and 7 diabetic
patients with multiple deletions, were treated for 3 years with daily oral
administration of 150 mg of CoQ. After the CoQ therapy, insulin secretory
response assessed by 24 hour urinary C-peptide excretion and glucagon-
induced C-peptide secretion were significantly improved in the diabetic
patients with multiple deletion and 3243bp mutation, but not changed in
the IGT and NGT subjects with the 3243bp mutation and diabetics with
8344bp mutation. Blood lactate concentrations after exercise were
significantly reduced in the diabetic patients with multiple deletion, but
not changed in the subjects with the 3243bp and 8344bp mutations. CoQ
treatment did not improve diabetic complications nor neurosensory
deafness. These data demonstrates therapeutic usefulness of CoQ on
insulin secretory defects in diabetic patients with mitochondrial DNA
multiple deletions and 3243bp mutation.
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CASE REPORT
WERNER'S SYNDROME

S. GULER, B. cAKIR, R. SERTER, G. GORSOY and Y.
ARAL. Department of Endocrinology and Metabolism,
Ankara State Hospital, Ankara, Turkey.

Werner's syndrome is a rare disorder resembling
premature aging. This autosomal recessive disorder is
frequently associated with endocrinological problems,
particularly diabetes mellitus and hypogonadism. Although
the diagnosis is not difficult when it is kept in mind it may
be so because of its rarity. In this report we present a case
of Werner's syndrome who has been hospitalized in our
clinic because of diabetic foot. Detailed physical and
laboratory examinations revealed that this 53 years old
male patient also had hypergonadotropic hypogonadism,
gynecomastia and mild mental deficiency. Details of the
syndrome with regard to clinical characteristics, diagnosis
and therapeutic modalities are also discussed.
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INCREASED INSULIN STIMULATED GLUCOSE DISPOSAL RATE IN 1161
CAUCASIAN MALES: INTERACTION BETWEEN OBESITY AND THE
ASP905TYR VARIANT OF THE GLYCOGEN ASSOCIATED SUBUNIT OF
TYPE 1 PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE
L. Hansen, R. Renelandz, T. Hansen', L. Berglund2, S. K. Rasmussen, K. Busch',
H. Lithe112 and O. Pedersen'. ' Steno Diabetes Center, Denmark. 2 Department of
Geriatrics, Uppsala University, Sweden.
The allelic frequency of the E905Y variant of the glycogen associated subunit of
type 1 protein phosphatase (PP1G) is 43% in the Pima Indians and it has been
reported that the E905Y polymorphism in this ethnic group is associated with
NIDDM and in the non-diabetic subjects with increased insulin mediated glucose
disposal during a euglycaemic and hyperinsulinaemic clamp. The aim of the present
study was therefore to look for an interaction between the E905Y polymorphism
and obesity (defined as body mass index (BMI) >_ 80% percentile) on insulin
sensitivity in 1161 Caucasian men born 1920-24 and participating in the Uppsala
health survey study and characterized with a euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemic clamp.
At the time of examination 174 subjects had developed NIDDM and 147 impaired
glucose tolerance (IGT). All participants were genotyped for the E905Y
polymorphism of PP1G by PCR-RFLP. The allelic frequency of the E905Y variant
of the PP1G was 11%. Subsequent test for interaction showed an interaction of
obesity and E905Y on insulin sensitivity index (p < 0.021). Furthermore, when
obese carriers (n = 50) of the E905Y polymorphism were compared to obese non-
carriers (n = 173) they had a 24% increase in insulin sensitivity index (p < 0.009).
However, the E905Y variant was not associated with an altered prevalence of
NIDDM or IGT. We conclude that the E905Y variant of PP1G in obese males of
Caucasian origin is associated with an increased insulin sensitivity.

PPARy EXPRESSION IS DOWN-REGULATED BY VITAMINS A
AND D DURING ADIPOCYTE DIFFERENTIATION
T.Kawada, Y.Hida, S.Kayahashi, Y.Kamei, T.Fushiki and
E.Sugimoto#, Dept. of Food Sci. & Technol., Kyoto University,
Kyoto, Japan and #University of Shiga Prefecture, Hikone, Japan.

Recently, it was leveled that the characteristics of trans-acting
proteins and their presumptive roles in the program of transcriptional
activation of genes expressed during adipocyte differentiation. We and
other investivators reported that active forms of vitamins A (retinoic
acid; RA) and D (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3; VD) inhibit adipocyte
differentiation. At the early stage of adipocyte differentiation, ligand-
dependent transcriptional factors, especially peroxisome proliferator-
activated receptor (PPAR), regulate positively the expression of target
differentiation genes.

So we investigated the effect of RA and VD on the expression of
master regulator, PPARy , during adipocyte differentiation by Western
and Northern blot analyses in 3T3-Ll cells. We revealed that the
receptor members of retionoid (RAR,RXR) / vitamin D (VDR) / PPAR
subfamily genes expressed during adipocyte differentiation. These cells
were strongly inhibited differentiation by the addition of RA or VD3
even in the presence of PPARy specific ligans, thiozolidinediones (a
new class of antidiabetic agents). These agents strongly stimulate
adipocyte differentiation via PPAR. The expression of PPARy2 was
increased during adipocyte differentiation with or without
thiazolidinedione. At that time, the presence of RA or VD led to
strongly inhibition of the expression of PPAR12. Concomitantly, at
this stage the presence of RA or VD3 causes the increase of RAR or
VDR. These findings suggest that the signal of these ligands may be
cross-talked at the level of nuclear receptors (RAR/VDR/PPAR) and
then regulate positively and negatively the signal transduction of
adipocyte differentiation at the level of gene transcrition.
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NO ASSOCIATION OF INTESTINAL FATTY ACID BINDING PROTEIN

POLYMORPHISM WITH INSULIN RESISTANCE IN JAPANESE

H. Mochizuki, G. Egusa, M. Okubo, H. Hara, M. Yamakido

Hiroshima University School of Medicine, Hiroshima, Japan

A mutation from alanine (A1a54) to threonine (Thr54) at codon 54 of

intestinal fatty acid binding protein (FABP2) was identified. FABP2 has
been reported as a possible genetic factor in determining insulin resistance
in Pima Indians, a population known to have higher prevalence of diabetes.

We investigated the association of polymorphism at FABP2 codon 54
mutation with insulin resistance in Japanese subjects. 75g oral glucose
tolerance test (75gOGTT) was performed and serum lipids, blood pressure
and percentage of body fat (%BF) were measured in 133 unrelated
individuals who underwent regular medical examination (male/female
=118/15, mean age 50.5 years old, mean BMI 24.0kg/m 2). Of these 133
subjects, 13 were diabetic and 120 were nondiabetic. DNAs were isolated
from white blood cells and typed as FABP2 codon 54 restriction fragment
length polymorphism (RFLP) by Hhal after PCR proliferation. Allele
frequencies of Ala54 and Thr54 were 0.68 and 0.32, respectively. The

frequencies did not differ from those of Pimas and Caucasians. RFLP of

FABP2 did not show any association with BMI, %BF, plasma glucose,

plasma fasting and 2-h insulin concentrations, HbA,c, total cholesterol,

HDL-cholesterol, or category of glucose tolerance. Subjects with Thr54 allele

showed higher triglyceride levels (164±73mg/dl) than those with A1a54
(142 ± 58mg/dl), but the difference was not significant (p=0.07). We

conclude that FABP2 codon 54 polymorphism may not be significantly
associated with insulin resistance in Japanese subjects.

678
MELANIN CONCENTRATING HORMONE STIMULATES LEPTIN SECRETION
FROM ADIPOCYTES
V. Emilsson, N. Cheung, M. Sennitt and M.A. Cawthorne,
Clore Laboratory, University of Buckingham, Hunter Street,
Buckingham, Bucks. MK18 lEG. UK

The mouse obesity gene (ob) product (leptin), which is
expressed exclusively in white adipose tissue (WAT)
inhibits food intake and stimulates energy metabolism.
Leptin acts at sites in hypothalamus, but non-neuronal
tissues are also targeted. Thus, we have previously shown
that administration of leptin inhibits insulin secretion
from perfused pancreas and isolated pancreatic islets of
mice and suggest that high leptin production, associated
with adiposity, could lead to development of overt
diabetes. Another molecule associated with hypothalamic
regulation of food intake is melanin concentrating hormone
(MCH). In contrast to leptin, it has been shown to
stimulate food intake in mice. Furthermore, the hypo-
thalamic concentration of MCH is drastically increased in
ob/ob mice, which are deficient in functional leptin. We
have studied the effects of MCH on the secretion of leptin
in freshly isolated adipocytes from Sprague Dawley rats.
Adipocytes were incubated for 6h in Hepes pH 7.5 (10aM),
bovine serum albumin (5tng/ml), FCS (5mg/ml) and penicillin/
streptomycin with or without 100nN 11CH. MCH significantly
increased leptin release into the medium from 0.06 ± 0.02
to 0.17 ± 0.02ng/10-6 cells, P < 0.001. These results
demonstrate a novel interaction between MCH and leptin
that could help in understanding how body weight homeo-
stasis is maintained. It is suggested that MCH and leptin
might participate in a feedback loop between the
hypothalamus and WAT to regulate body weight in mammals.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TRP64ARG MUTATION OF THE S 3-
ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR GENE IN INSULIN RESISTANCE.

N.Azuma, Y.Yoshimasa, H.Nishimura, Y.Yamamoto, J.Suga, H.Masuzaki,
K.Hosoda, S.Nishi and K.Nakao. Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan.

It has been shown that the Trp 64 Arg mutation of the human A 3-adrenergic
receptor ( 83-AR) gene is related to an earlier age of onset of non-insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus ( NIDDM ), features of insulin resistance and weight gain in
morbidly obese patients. However, such findings have not been consistent in different
ethnic populations.

In the present study, we investigated the frequency of the Trp 64 Arg mutation
in Japanese control subjects ( n=253 ), NIDDM ( n=314 ) and impaired glucose
tolerance ( IGT) patients (n=100). We compared the frequency of the mutation with
the body mass index ( BMI) in these groups,and with the metabolic clearance rate
MCR) of glucose in the NIDDM patients. A Trp 64 Arg mutation was observed in
36.7%, 31.6% and 37.0% of the control, NIDDM and IGT subjects, respectively. The
frequency of the homozygotes for the mutation was 4.3%, 4.8% and 3.0%,
respectively. Neither the genotype frequency (Trp/Arg, Arg/Arg ) nor the frequency
of the mutated allele was significantly different among the three groups. The BMI of
the subjects with the mutation was not significantly higher than that of the subjects
without the mutation in each group. Futhermore, the allele frequency (A ) was not
different among the subjects with different BMI (BMI <22.0, 22.0 SBMI %26.4,
BMI > 26.4 ) in each group. In a separate group of NIDDM patients, the MCR of the
subjects with intermediate BMI ( 22.0 SBMI 5 26.4 ) with the mutation tended to
be lower than that of those without the mutation, In addition, the MCR of the
subjects with the mutation in this group was significantly lower compared with that
of those with a BMI less than 22.These results indicate that the Tip 64 Arg mutation
of the $ 3-AR gene may not contribute to the development of NIDDM or be a
determinant of obesity in the Japanese population. However, the mutation may
contribute to insulin resistance in NIDDM patients with intermediate BMI.
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INSULIN ANTAGONIZES THE STIMULATION OF OB GENE EXPRESSION
BY DEXAMETHASONE IN CUTURED EXPLANTS OF HUMAN VISCERAL
ADIPOSE TISSUE.
S.M. Brichard, B. Reul, I. Servais and C. Halleux. Unite d'Endocrinologie et
Metabolisme, University of Louvain, Brussels, Belgium.

The ob gene, specifically expressed in fat cells, encodes leptin, a hormone which
induces satiety and increases energy expenditure. Visceral fat plays a determinant
role in obesity-linked disorders. To assess the direct role of hormones on the
expression of fat genes, cultured explants of adipose tissue have decisive
advantages over clonal cell lines or stromal cells differentiated by long-term
exposure to pharmacological doses of "adipogenic cocktails" : the approach is
more physiological, the model highly responsive to insulin and interactions
between cells are preserved. We thus investigated the hormonal control of ob gene
expression in explants of human visceral adipose tissue cultured in MEM
supplemented with FCS for up to 48h. We more particularly focussed on the
interactions between insulin and glucocorticoids. Adipose tissue (15-100g) was
obtained from patients undergoing elective abdominal surgery (age: 51 ± 9 yr;
BMI: 25.6 ± 2.5 kg/m2). In response to dexamethasone, ob mRNA levels rose
progressively to a maximum of - 10-fold starting values after 48h. This increase
was concentration-dependent : the glucocorticoid was effective at concentrations
above 1nM and, if the effect of 100 nM dexamethasone was maximal, half-
maximal stimulation was produced by 10 nM. Unlike dexamethasone, insulin
added to the medium at 100 nM, for up to 48h, did not stimulate ob gene
expression. Unexpectedly, insulin prevented the dexamethasone-induced
accumulation of ob mRNA. Thus, after 24 and 48 It of culture, the effect of
dexamethasone was respectively 55% and 50% inhibited by 100 nM insulin. In
conclusion, unlike dexamethasone, insulin had no direct stimulatory effect on ob
gene expression in cultured explants of human visceral adipose tissue. On the
contrary, insulin even inhibited dexamethasone-induced accumulation of oh
mRNA. This suggests that the in vivo stimulatory effect of insulin on ob gene
expression is ind recty mediated.
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POLYMORPHISMS IN THE UNCOUPLING PROTEIN (UCP) AND (33
ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR (p3-AR) IN NONDIABETIC (ND) AND NIDDM
SUBJECTS.
M. Carlsson, M Orho and L. Groop. Department of Endocrinology, Malmo
University Hospital, University of Lund, Malmo, Sweden
The mechanisms linking obesity and insulin resistance are not known. Genes
influencing basal metabolic rate and weight gain, as the UCP and (33-AR, could
be putative candidate genes for NIDDM. To test this hypothesis, using PCR-RFLP

we studied whether the A->G (-3826) polymorphism in the UCP gene,
previously claimed to be associated with weight gain, or the Trp64—aArg64
mutation in the p3-AR, could influence prevalence of obesity and NIDDM in
Swedish subjects. UCP gene polymorphism was determined in 1097 subjects from
257 families (652 NIDDM, 364 ND first degree relatives and 8l unrelated
healthy controls). The frequency of the G allele was increased in the NIDDM
subjects compared to the controls (25% vs 20% p= 0.04) In ND relatives and
controls, carriers of the G allele, had higher incremental glucose area during
OGTT compared to the AA genotype carriers (267 vs 231 mmol/l; p= 0.02). No
differences were seen in insulinarea, BMI or lipids between the carriers of G
allele, compared 'A allele carriers. (33-AR mutation was determined in 1063
subjects from 253 families (643 NIDDM, 360 ND relatives and 60 controls). No
differences in allele frequences of the Arg mutation were seen between NIDDM
subjects (7%), ND relatives (7%) and controls (6%). Sibpairs discordant for the
Arg mutation (n=47) were also discordant for BMI (27.0 vs 26.0 p=0.05) and
waist hip ratio (males n=18, 0.99 vs 0.96 p=0.04; females n=22, 0.89 vs 0.85
p=0.02). Five subjects homozygous for the Arg allele were found (I NIDDM, 3
relatives and I control). No subjects homozygous for both UCP G allele and p3-
AR Arg allel were found but 5 of the NIDDM patients vs none of the ND subjects
had the genotype combination GG (UCP)/ ArgTrp ((33-AR). In conclusion the
study proposes a role for the UCP gene in the pathogenesis of glucose intolerance
and NIDDM and confirms in a sibpair study the association of the (33-AR
Trp64—sArg64 mutation with abdominal obesity.
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PERIPHERAL ACTIVITY OF LEPTIN: DESENSITIZATION OF
ADIPOCYTES IN VITRO FOR INSULIN ACTION

G. Preibisch, J. Ertl, and G. Muller. HMR TA Metabolism, Frankfurt,
Germany

Leptin, an adipocyte hormone, reduces food intake and increases
metabolic rate in rodents by a central mode of action. Aim of this
study was the search for leptin actions on metabolically relevant cells.
Isolated rat adipocytes were kept for 15 h in primary culture in the
presence or absence of recombinant murine leptin and then key me-
tabolic pathways were tested. Leptin per se had no significant effect
on glucose uptake, glycogen synthase activity, lipogenesis, lipolysis,
and protein synthesis but impaired insulin effects on these pathways.
Leptin preincubation caused an increase of insulin EC50 from 0.2 nM
(without leptin) to 0.45 and 1.6 nM (at 0.5 and I nM leptin, resp.) for
glucose transport. At 10 nM leptin, the stimulation of glucose uptake
by 10 nM insulin was reduced from 13.5-fold to 3.6-fold. Insulin at
higher concentrations could not overcome this decrease of respon-
siveness. The antilipolytic effect of insulin on isoproterenol-induced
lipolysis was also antagonized by leptin. The IC 50 of leptin for the
inhibition of insulin effects was around 3 nM in all these assays.
Time-course for onset of leptin-induced desensitization of adipocytes
for insulin action is slow, reaching its maximum only after 15 h at 2
nM leptin. Leptin effects are reversible and regain of insulin sensiti-
vity is more rapid than desensitization. Stimulation of glucose uptake
or lipogenesis by vanadate can not be inhibited by leptin preincuba-
tion. We conclude, that leptin at physiological concentrations reduces
sensitivity of adipocytes for insulin action after long-term incubation in
primary culture. At higher concentrations, leptin also reduces insulin
responsiveness. Leptin might be involved in the development of
insulin resistance in obese people.
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ASSOCIATION IN THE 9 3-ADRENERGIC-RECEPTOR GENE WITH
CLINICAL FINDINGS IN JAPANESE NIDDM SUBJECTS.
R.Ito,A.Tanaka,T.Miwa,KArai,G.Fuku da,S. Shi rabe,J. Sato,M. Kanazawa,
Y.Notoya and T.Hayashi. Tokyo Med.Coll.,Tokyo,Japan
<Purpose> There are reports that the Trp64Arg mutation of the (3 3-Adrenergic-

Receptor ((3 3AR) is associated with obesity and the onset of diabetes mellitus.In the
present study, we examined association in the (3 3AR gene with diabetic complications

in Japanese NIDDM subjects. <Methods> We studied the frequency of the Trp64Arg
mutation of the /3 3AR and investigated diabetic complications in 182 Japanese
NIDDM subjects,84 male patients (the mean duration of diabetes was 10.6 years),98
female patients(the mean duration of diabetes was 10.1 years) .Genotic DNA was
extracted from leukocytes,we determined genotype using method ofE. Widen et al(1995).

<Results> A Trp64Arg mutation was detected with allelic fmquencies of 0.16 in
Japanese NIDDM subjects. When we compared patients with normal homozygotes and
Trp64Arg homo- or heterozygotes,there was no significant difference in the Body Mass
Index, the mean age at the onset of NIDDM and chemical data. There was no difference
in diabetic retinopahy,neuropathyornephropatlry. <Conclusion> Enviromnentandlife

history are more important role than the Trp64Arg mutation of the (3 3AR for diabetic
complications.

with mutation	 without mutation	 p value

(n=51)	 (n=131)

	

Age at onset(yr) 	 50.9	 50.0	 0.8452

BMI	 22.61	 23.43	 0.0992

	

Retinopathy (+/-)	 16/35	 51/80	 0.3260

	

Neuropathy (+/-)	 20/31	 46/85	 0.6053

	

Nephropathy (+/-)	 10/41	 32/99	 0.4883
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FAILURE OF LEPTIN TO COUNTERACT THE EFFECTS OF GLUCOSE
ON INSULIN AND GLUCAGON RELEASE BY THE PERFUSED RAT
PANCREAS
V. Leclercq-Meyer and W.J. Malaisse. Laboratory of Experimental
Medicine, Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium.
It was recently postulated that leptin may inhibit insulin release, as part of an
adipoinsular feedback loop. This proposal was based on the finding that
leptin receptor mRNA is present in rat islets and that unlabelled leptin
decreases the binding of 125I-leptin to insulinoma cells. In subsequent work,
however, we documented that the prevailing leptin receptor in rat islets
corresponds to the ubiquitous short isoform, for which no signalling activity
has yet been assigned. Moreover, when tested at a 1.0 nM concentration,
human leptin failed to affect glucose-stimulated insulin release from the
isolated perfused rat pancreas. The concentration of leptin used in these
experiments was not higher, however, than that found in the plasma of obese
human subjects. Therefore, we have now examined the effect of a ten times
higher concentration of leptin upon both insulin and glucagon release from
the isolated perfused pancreas of fed female Wistar rats. The glucose
concentration of the perfusate was raised from 3.3 to 8.3 mM between min
25 and 70 and leptin (10 nM) administered from min 40 to 55. The rise in
glucose concentration provoked a biphasic stimulation of insulin release and
rapid and sustained suppression of glucagon output. Leptin failed to affect
the release of the two hormones. Whether in the absence or presence of
leptin, the rate of insulin release progressively increased during stimulation
by 8.3 mM glucose. The paired ratio in secretory rate at min 55/min 40
averaged 243 ± 36 % (n = 4) in the presence of leptin, as compared (P > 0.1)
to 180 ± 6 % (n = 3) in its absence. These findings reinforce the view that
leptin does not exert any direct and immediate effect upon the secretory
activity of the endocrine pancreas.

685
GENETIC VARIATION IN /33- ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR AND FATTY ACID
BINDING PROTEIN IN JAPANESE.
Tetsuo Hayakawa, Erika Nohara, Haruhisa Yamashita, Yukihiro
Nagai and Ken-ichi Kobayashi. First Department of Internal
Medicine, Kanazawa University, Kanazawa, Japan.

A mutation of (3s- adrenergic receptor gene (Trp64Arg) has
been reported to be associated with obesity,insulin
resistance and earlier onset of NIDDM. It has been reported
that a polymorphism at codon 54 of the intestinal fatty acid
binding protein locus (FABP2) was associated with insulin
resistance in Pima Indians. We therefore studied the
frequency of these mutation and polymorphism in Japanese, and
investigated the association of genetic variation with
obesity, dyslipidemia and hypertention. 114 Japanese subjects
were recruited from the general health check-up center (92
male, 22 female, mean age 53.2 years, NGT 58 IGT 49 NIDDM 7).
The allele having.Trp64Arg mutation or Ala54Thr polymorphism
was detected by PCR-RFLP method using restriction enzyme
BstNI and IIhaI. The frequencies of Trp64Arg and Ala54Thr were
0.27 and 0.38, respectively. Both frequencies were similar
among NGT, IGT and NIDDM. There were no differences in BMI,
systolic and diastolic blood pressure, fasting insulin levels
and dyslipidemia between subjects with and without these
mutation and polymorphism.

These data suggest that /33- adrenergic receptor gene
mutation and polymorphism of FABP2 may not be associated with
obesity and dyslipidemia in Japanese.

686
GLUCOCORTICOID AND GENDER REGULATE

PLASMA LEPTIN LEVELS IN HUMANS
Hiroaki Masuzaki, Kiminori Hosoda , Yoshihiro Ogawa, Takashi Miyawaki,

Junko Hiraoka, Ikuko Hanaoka, Akiko Yasuno, Kohshi Natsui, Akira Sugawara, Shigeki
Arii, Yasunao Yoshimasa, Shigeo Nishi, Yukio Yamori, and Kazuwa Nakao.
Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan.

Using the radioimmunoassay (RIA) specific for human leptin, which we have
developed, we showed that a significant amount of leptin was present in the circulation,
and that the plasma leptin levels were positively correlated with adiposity. In order to
assess the mechanisms regulating leptin secretion in humans other than adiposity, we
have studied plasma leptin levels in subjects without metabolic or endocrine diseases.
At the same percentage of body fat, plasma leptin levels in premenopausal females
were doubled and significantly elevated as compared with those in age-matched males
by analysis of covariance (p<0.05), and the levels in premenopausal females were almost
equivalent to those in age-matched postmenopausal females at a given percentage of
body fat. Furthermore, suppression of estradiol by LH-RH analogue did not at all
decrease the plasma leptin levels. These results indicate that there is evident sexual
dimorphism in the plasma leptin levels, although estrogen is unlikely, at least directly,
to affect the gender difference. Moreover, in the patients with Cushing's syndrome of
various causes including adrenal adenoma, pituitary adenoma and iatrogenic Cushing's
syndrome with collagen diseases, plasma leptin levels were approximately doubled and
significantly higher than those in control subjects at a given percentage of body fat
(p<0.05). The resection of adrenal and pituitary adenoma caused remarkable decrease
in plasma leptin levels with concurrent attenuation of plasma cortisol levels. In the
organ culture of human adipose tissue, dexamethasone potently induced the leptin gene
expression and subsequent secretion of leptin from adipose tissue. The results presented
here demonstrate that glucocorticoid and gender are involved in the regulation of plasma
leptin levels in humans.
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GENETIC VARIATION IN THE R3-ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR
GENE AND NIDDM
J. Vendrell, C. Gutierrez, M. Broch, C. Aguilar, I. Simon and C.
Richart. Endocrinology Unit and Research Unit. Hospital
Universitari Joan XXIII. Tarragona. Spain.
Introduction: Obesity is the most powerful risk factor for Non-
Insulin-Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (NIDDM) and, like NIDDM,
has clear genetic determinants. Recent works have evidenced
that molecular abnormalities in the l 3-adrenergic receptor may
lead to obesity and NIDDM; however, some studies have failed in
finding such associations. We have studied the possible
association between the Trp64Arg mutation in the I 3-adrenergic
receptor gene and either NIDDM and its long-term complications
in a Mediterranean population. Material and methods: We have
used the polymerase chain reaction to amplify a region of the
gene for the l3 3-adrenergic receptor to analyze the frequency of
a CT mutation that results in a replacement of Trp by Arg at
position 64 (Trp64Arg) in 187 NIDDM patients and 87 healthy
controls. A plasmatic lipidic profile, glycated haemoglobin and
microalbuminuria were quantified. Results: The frequency of the
Trp64Arg allele was similar in the controls and in the NIDDM
patients (0.096 and 0.075, respectively). Neither was the mutation
associated with a greater body mass index nor with an earlier age
at onset of NIDDM. There were not any differences in the NIDDM
group when studying the presence of either nephropathy or
retinopathy. Conclusions: The Trp64Arg mutation of the 133

adrenergic receptor is not associated with NIDDM and with any of
its long-term complications in our population.

688
LEPTIN INHIBITS INSULIN BINDING IN ISOLATED
RAT ADIPOCYTES.
K. Walder', A. Filippis 2 , S. Clark', P. Zimmet4 and G. R. Collier'. 'School of
Nutrition and Public Health, Deakin University, Geelong, Australia, 2Deparunent of
Medicine, Royal Melbourne Hospital, Parkville, Australia, 3Institute of Human
Nutrition, Deakin University, Toorak, Australia, and 4International Diabetes
Institute, Caulfield, Australia.

Leptin is thought to be an important regulator of energy balance and
body weight homeostasis. It is secreted from adipose tissue and
circulating levels correlated with body weight, BMI and plasma insulin
concentration in humans. Leptin is thought to act centrally to reduce
food intake and increase energy expenditure. However, leptin has also
been shown to affect fertility and neuroendocrine function, and leptin
receptors have been found in various tissues outside the hypothalamus,
including liver, lung and adipose tissue. These findings suggest that
leptin may have significant effects on peripheral tissues, and several
studies have investigated a possible link between leptin and insulin in the
regulation of metabolism. In this study we investigated the effects of
leptin on insulin binding by isolated rat adipocytes. Sprague-Dawley rat
adipocytes were isolated by collagenase digestion and incubated with
varying amounts of unlabelled insulin (0, 2, 10 & 40 ng/ml, 10.tg/ml)
and 125I-labelled insulin, with or without 50 nM murine leptin (kindly
supplied by Amgen Inc, California, USA). Leptin reduced total insulin
binding (no unlabelled insulin present) by 25%. In addition, 50 nM
leptin reduced insulin binding at each insulin concentration by between
15 and 25%. Analysis of the binding data suggested that leptin affected
the affinity of insulin for its binding site. In summary, leptin directly
inhibited insulin binding by adipocytes, and therefore may impair insulin
action in fat cells. These results raise the possibility that the
hyperleptinemia found in obese states could contribute significantly to
adipose tissue insulin resistance which is characteristic to obesity. The
precise effects of leptin on adipocytes, and on other peripheral tissues,
requires further investigation.

689
SIGNIFICANCE OF 03-ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR GENE
POLYMORPHISM IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF NIDDM IN KOREANS.
KJ Ahn*, Kit Kim, YS Kim, JH Jung, YK Min, MS Lee, MK Lee and KW
Kim. Samsung Medical Center, Seoul, Korea.

The (33 adrenergic receptor (13-AR) may play an important role in the
regulation of energy expenditure and lipolysis. A mutation of the 113-AR
gene(Trp64Arg) has been reported to be associated with early onset of non-
insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM), obesity and syndrome X which
are related with insulin resistance. It is well known that Korean NIDDM patients,
in contrast to Caucasians, are mainly non-obese and have experienced severe
weight loss during the course of disease. We studied the frequency of the
mutation in Korean NIDDM patients and non-diabetics control and evaluated
the clinical characteristics of Korean obese NIDDM patients. We investigated the
frequency of the mutation in NIDDM patients and clinical characteristics of the
patients with the mutation in order to elucidate the significance of the mutation
in the pathogenesis of NIDDM in Koreans. We studied 401 NIDDM patients and
99 controls. The NIDDM patients were divided into two groups, non-obese
group and obese group, according to their body mass index at diagnosis of the
disease. The Trp64Arg mutation was detected by the PCR/RFLP method using
restriction enzyme Mva I. The Trp64Arg allele frequency (16%) of NIDDM did
not differ from that (16%) of controls. Although the mutant allele frequency was
not different between non-obese and obese group both in NIDDM patients and
controls, the frequency of patient with the mutant allele was significantly higher
in obese NIDDM patients than in non-obese NIDDM patients (38.5% vs. 26.9%q
p=O.04). However, no significant difference was found in clinical and laboratory
findings between the NIDDM patients with the mutant allele and those without
the mutant allele.These data suggest that X13-AR mutation might be associated
with Korean obese NIDDM, and other factors might also be associated with the
development of obesity and insulin resistance in NIDDM patients.

690

LEPTIN DIRECTLY STIMULATES BASAL INSULIN
RELEASE FROM PANCREATIC 13 CELLS.
S. Okuya, Y. Tanizawa and Y. Oka. Yamaguchi University,
Ube, Japan

Leptin, a 16-kDa peptide released from adipocytes, plays an
important role in regulating body weight via its effect on the
satiety center in the brain. There are strong positive
correlations among the percentage of body fat, plasma leptin
levels and fasting plasma insulin levels. We hypothesized that
the increased leptin levels contribute to fasting
hyperinsulinemia in obese subjects, and thus examined the
possibility of direct leptin effects on insulin secretion from
pancreatic 13 cells. The leptin receptor isoforms, a and b, are
present in the pancreatic 13 cell line MIN6 and in rat pancreatic
islets, based on RT-PCR. Incubation with 1 nM recombinant
mouse leptin, the concentration observed in obese subjects,
stimulated basal (at 5 mM glucose) insulin secretion by
approximately 40 % in both MIN6 and rat islets. Stimulatory
effects of leptin were dose-dependent, and not observed
without glucose, while 1 nM leptin did not induce an increase in
insulin mRNA or tyrosine-phosphorylation of STAT3 in the
presence of 5 mM glucose. In conclusion, leptin acts directly on
pancreatic 13 cells, and this stimulatory mechanism may account
in part for the fasting hyperinsulinemia observed in obese
subjects.
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ASSOCIATION BETWEEN POLYMORPHISM OF THE 63-ADRENERGIC
RECEPTOR GENE AND BODY WEIGHT GAIN IN PREGNANT DIABETICS
Yanagisawa K.', Iwasaki N.', Sanaka M. ', Minei S. ', Kanamuro R. , Suzuki N.
Nagashima T.', Kanamori M 2,Omori Y. Tokyo Women's Medical College' and Toho
University', Tokyo JAPAN
AIM: Obesity is arisk factor for toxemia and hyperglycemia during pregnancy in diabetic
women, and also affects fetal growth. However, the pathogenesis of obesity during
pregnancy has not been elucidated. The 33-adrenergic receptor (133-AR) plays an essential
role in fat metabolism and thermogenesis. Polymorphism of the 133-AR gene has been
reported to be associated with body weight gain in NIDDM subjects. The aim of this
study was to clarify the relationship between the 63-AR gene and body weight gain during
pregnancy. MATERIALS AND METHODS: The 127 subjects consisted of 81 NIDDM
patients and 46 IDDM patients treated in the pregnancy clinic of the Diabetes Center.
Their mean age at the onset of diabetes was 22.1 ±7.7 years (mean±SD), and their
average age at delivery was 29.5 ± 4.4years. Genomic DNA was prepared from peripheral
blood leukocytes. Polymorphism of the 133-AR gene was detected by restriction fragment
length polymorphism after polymerise chain reaction using Bst 0I, which recognizes
Trp64Arg substitution. RESULTS: The allele frequency of the Trp64Arg allele was 0.19
in NIDDM and 0.16 in IDDM. The prevalence of heterozygotes and homozygotes was
25% (20) and6% (5), respectively, in theNIDDM subjects, and24% (11) and4% (2), in
the IDDM subjects. The basal BMI before pregnancy was 21.5 ± 3.2 in the wild type, 21.1

±3.4 in heterozygotes and 23.0± 3.2 in homozygotes (NS). Among the NIDDM
subjects, excess weight gain during pregnancy, judged by maximum BMI minus basal
BMI exceeding 5, was observed in 8.9% (5) in the wild type, 25.0% (5) in the
heterpzygotes and 40.0% (2) in the homozygotes. The homozygotes were significantly
associated with excess weight gain during pregnancy (Odd's ratio: 6.80; 95% confidence
interval: 1.10-41.71). None of the IDDM homozygotes showed excess weight gain.
CONCLUSION: These results provide evidence that the 133-AR gene is a genetic factor in
the pathogenesis of body weight gain during pregnancy in NIDDM in Japanese.

692
HUMAN SKELETAL MUSCLE NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHSE
CHARACTERIZATION AND ITS ACTIVITY IN OBESE SUBJECTS.
Zecharia Madar, Juleen R. Zierath Lorraine A. Nolte, Anders Thorne
Hillary Voet and Harriet Wallberg-Henriksson Hebrew University,
Faculty of Agriculture, Rehovot, Israel and Karolinska Institute,
Clinical Physiology, Stockholm, Sweden.

Recent observations have identified nitric oxide (NO) as a physiologic modulator of
skeletal muscle metabolism. The enzyme responsible for NO production is nitric
oxide synthase (NOS). Three isoforms of NOS are known to exist. The constitutive
enzymes, neuronal and endothelial NOS, are calcium-calmodulin dependent, while
the inducible NOS is independent of calcium levels. The main aim of the present
study was to characterize the NOS activity in human skeletal muscle and its
mexmial activity in obese subjects muscle. Tissue was homogenized in 50 mM
Tris-HCI, pH 7.4 containing protein inhibitors and centrifuged at 20000 x g (10
min, 4'C).  The pellet was washed with 1M KCI and centrifuged for 20 min. Both
supernatants were combined. The NOS activity was determined in both pellet and
supernatant by conversion of [14 C]-L-arginine to [14C]-L- citrulline. Results are
expressed as pmol of citnslline per min per mg protein. We demonstrated that (a)
the pellet contains most of the NOS activity (90%); (b) human skeletal muscle NOS
is calcium and calmodulin dependent, reaching maximum activity with 1.25 mM
and 10 U, respectively; (c) NOS activity was inhibited by EGTA (2mM) and by the
calmodullin antagonist (100µM); (d) the apparent Km Values for arginine is 25
pM. Muscle strips from hyperinsulinemic (23.8±3.1 µU/mt) obese subjects with
BMI Of 40.6±3.4 %, demonstrated a dramatic decrease in insulin sensitivity as
expressed by glucose transport and glucose oxidation. NOS activity in obese
subjects (n=9) was significantly lower (30%) than in healthy subjects . In
conclusion, human skeletal muscle contains a constitutive NOS regulated by Ca-
and calmodulin. The reduced NOS activity demonstrated in skeletal muscle from
insulin resistant obese subjects may lead to decreased NO availability. Ills
suggested that this alteration may play a role in skeletal muscle insulin resistance
associated with obesity.

693
ASSOCIATION OF THE GLN223ARG POLYMORPHISM IN THE LEPTIN
RECEPTOR GENE WITH PLASMA LEPTIN LEVELS, INSULIN
SECRETION AND NIDDM IN PIMA INDIANS. DB Thompson, RA
Norman, E Ravussin, WC Knowler, P Bennett, and C Bogardus, NIDDK,
NIH, Phoenix, AZ, USA.
The human leptin receptor gene (LEPR) lies on chromosome 1, just distal
to the microsatellite marker, 018198, where we previously mapped a locus
that contributes to variation in insulin secretion in the Pima Indians. The
Gln223Arg polymorphism of LEPR was typed in 1244 Pima Indians, allele
frequencies Gln=0,33 and Arg=0.67, compared to 54 Caucasians, Gin =46
and Arg =.54. This polymorphism was not associated with body mass
index or percentage body fat as determined by underwater weighing. In
a subset of non-diabetic individuals, after adjusting for obesity, sex and
family membership, the GIn homozygotes (N=22) had lower fasting plasma
leptin concentrations than the heterozygotes (N=137) or the Arg
homozygotes (N=135) - geometric means 13, 18 and 23 ng/ml,
respectively (p<0.002). Also, the mean fold Increase in plasma insulin
concentration 2 hours after ingesting 75g glucose was 24% lower in the
Gin homozygotes (N=28) compared to the heterozygotes and Arg
homozygotes combined (N=311), (p <0.03), after adjusting for obesity, sex,
insulin action and family membership. Among full-blooded Pimas, the Gin
homozygotes (N = 100) had a higher prevalence of NIDDM (72%) compared
to the heterozygotes and Arg homozygotes (N=896) (58%) (P=0.007).
Whether these associations are causally related to the Gln223Arg
polymorphisms per se, or due to another polymorphism in LEPR, or
another gene in linkage disequilibrium with LEPR, remains to be
determined.

694
LIPOLYTIC CATECHOLAMINE RESISTANCE IN NON-OBESE
WOMEN WITH POLYCYSTIC OVARY SYNDROME
H Wahrenberg, I Ek, A Bergqvist, K Carlstrom and P Amer.
Departments of Medicine and Gynecology and Obstetrics,
Huddinge University Hospital, Huddinge, Sweden.

The polycystic ovary syndrome (PC OS) is characterized by
a high rate of metabolic disturbances and cardiovascular
mortality. Lipolysis regulation was investigated in isolated
abdominal subcutaneous adipocytes from 10 non-obese women
with PCOS and 11 age and BMI matched healthy women.
Eight PCOS women were re - investigated after 3 months treat-
ment with combined oral contraceptives (OC). PCOS women
showed a marked resistance to the lipolytic effect of noradre-
naline due to defect at two different levels in the lipolytic
cascade. First, the seven-fold reduction in sensitivity of the
beta2-selective agonist terbutaline (p<0.005) which could
be ascribed to a 50% lower beta2-adrenoceptor density (p<0.02).
Second, the maximum lipolytic response was also 40% lower
(p<0.02) in the PCOS women compared to the healthy women
regardless if lipolysis was stimulated with beta-adrenergic
agonists or post-receptor acting agents as forskolin and dibutu-
ryl-cyclic AMP. There was no difference as regards betal
or alpha2-adrenoceptor functions or densities. Neither of
the lipolytic defects or receptor density reduction was restored
by 3 months of OC treatment. The results indicate the existan-
ce of marked impairment of catecholamine induced lipolysis
in non-obese PCOS women displaying an, early feature of
the insulin resistance syndrome due to multiple lipolysis defects
as a lower beta2 adrenoceptor density and reduced function
of the protein kinase-hormone sensitive lipase complex.
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AMINO ACID POLYMORPHISMS IN THE LONG ISOFORM OF THE LEPTIN
RECEPTOR IN JUVENILE ONSET OBESITY.
S.M. Echwald', T. Duelund', T.I.A. Sorensen , T. Andersen, A. Tybjarg-Hansen,
W.K. Chung3 , R.L. Leibel 3 L. Hansen' and 0. Pedersen'. 'Steno Diabetes Center
and Hagedorn Research Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark, 3Danish Epidemiological
Science Center at the Institute of Preventive Medicine, Copenhagen University
Hospital, Denmark, 3 Rockefeller University, NY, USA
The recently uncovered putative lipostat system controlled by leptin and its
hypothalamic receptor provides good candidate genes for the molecular basis of

inherited obesity in humans based upon the profound obesity observed in obese,
diabetes, and fatty rodents in which leptin or its receptor are mutated. Numerous
studies have shown that obesity prevails in spite of increased circulating leptin
levels and the concept of leptin resistance as a basis of obesity has evolved. In this
study we tested the hypothesis that juvenile onset obesity in humans may be caused
by leptin resistance mediated through genetic variations in the hypothalamic leptin
receptor. One hundred and fifty-eight obese subjects were selected at the draft board
examination having a BMI > 31 kg/m 2 and for having a history of juvenile onset
obesity. From the same geographical area, a matched cohort of 200 lean subjects
were selected. Single strand conformational polymorphism (SSCP) scanning of the
entire long isoform of the leptin receptor in 60 subjects with juvenile onset obesity
on genomic DNA revealed a total of three frequent amino acid variants located in
coding exons 2, (Lysl09Arg), 4 (Gln223Arg) and 12 (Lys72lAsn), respectively.

The frequencies of all variants were determined in the cohort of 158 subjects with
juvenile onset obesity and 200 lean subjects, shown in the table.

Exon Position
base #

Variant Allele frequency (%)
Obese	 Lean

Carrier frequency (%)
Obese (ho/he) Lean (ho/he)

2 326 K109R 24,5 19,5 7,0/35,0 7,0/25,0
4 668 Q223R 44,0 44,7 19,5/49,2 17,2/51,8
12 1968 K72IN 17,0 15,0 3,6 / 26,6 2,7/25,0

The prevalence of the three mutations was not significantly different between the
obese and the lean cohorts both in regards to allele- and carrier frequency (p> 0.1
in each case). The distribution of the alleles was in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium
(not shown). In conclusion: It is unlikely that mutations in the coding region of the
long isoform of the leptin receptor are a common cause of juvenile onset obesity.
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ADIPOSE CELL APOPTOSIS IS REGULATED BY TUMOR NECROSIS
FACTOR -a AND INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH FACTOR 1

JB Prinsa ,b, CU Nieslerb, S O'Rahillya ,b and K Siddlea. Departments of Medicinea
and Clinical Biochemistryb, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, U.K..

Adipose tissue mass reflects the balance of factors affecting average adipose cell
volume (triglyceride content) and adipose cell number. Adipose cell number is
determined by relative rates of preadipocyte proliferation/differentiation and adipose
cell apoptosis. We have investigated the roles of serum deprivation, TNF-a and IGF-
1 in the induction and modulation of adipose cell apoptosis in vitro. Apoptosis was
assessed using morphological (light and electron microscopy, acridine orange
staining) and biochemical (DNA fragmentation and annexin V staining) criteria, and
apoptotic indices were determined by cell counting. Cell types studied were cultured
human adipocytes (in explants), human preadipocytes and murine 3T3-Ll
preadipocytes. Under control conditions in serum-containing medium, apoptotic
indices were low (<2%) in all cell types. Human adipocytes cultured in 50-500 pM
TNF-a for 12-24 hours had apoptotic indices of 16-24 % (p < 0.01), whilst serum
deprivation of 4-12 days induced apoptotic indices of between 2-14 % (p <0.05).
Human preadipocytes showed maximum apoptosis of 5.6% (p<0.05) after 4 hours
culture in TNF-a, but the cells showed resistance to serum deprivation of up to 96
hours. Apoptosis of 3T3-L1 cells was induced by serum deprivation or addition of
TNF-cc (5 nM), reaching levels of 8.6% (p <0.01) and 12.6 % (p<0.01) respectively
after 24 hours. The combined effects of serum deprivation and TNF-a were additive.
IGF-1 (100 ng/ml) inhibited apoptosis induced by serum deprivation (by 50%, p
<0.05) but not TNF-a, indicating that distinct apoptotic biochemical pathways may
be utilised by these stimuli. We conclude that apoptosis of adipose cells is
modulated by endocrine/paracrine factors, and suggest that this process may be an
important determinant of adipose tissue mass.
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THE PUTATIVE ROLE OF THE LEPTIN RECEPTOR GENE IN THE
PATHOGENESIS OF LEPTIN RESISTANCE
T. Tuomi r, M. Orho r, P. Kleyn2, S. G. Kovats2, O. Tayber2 and L. Groop'.
The Department of Endocrinology, Lund University, Malmo, Sweden' and
Millennium Pharmaceuticals Inc, Boston, USA 2 .
Mutations in the leptin-receptor gene cause leptin-resistance, obesity and diabetes
in several rodent strains. To evaluate the role of leptin receptor gene in the
pathogenesis of leptin resistance, obesity and NIDDM we screened 30 obese
NIDDM patients and 30 control subjects for mutations in this gene by
heteroduplex analysis. We also measured serum leptin levels (S-LEP), BMI,
fatmass (FM), and glucose and insulin response to oral glucose tolerance test in
404 unrelated NIDDM patients (186M, 218F) and 233 control subjects (115M,
118 F) from a population-based NIDDM family study in Western Finland (Botnia
Study). We identified two polymorphisms; in exon 2 (E2; A—^G; Lys to Arg) and
in exon 4 (E4; A—*G; Gin to Arg). These polymorphisms were typed by PCR-
RFLP in 404 unrelated NIDDM patients and 233 controls. The main
determinators of S-LEP in both NIDDM patients and controls were sex, FM and
fasting insulin; in NIDDM patients also fasting glucose (p<0.00001). After
adjustment for these confounders, NIDDM men, but not women, had higher S-
LEP levels than controls (mean ± SEM 5.75±1.0 vs. 4.81±1.0, p=0.018). The E2
and E4 polymorphisms, in marked linkage-disequilibrium with each other, did not
significantly affect the S-LEP levels or measures of obesity. However, the E4 1/I
genotype was significantly associated with higher fasting and 2-hour glucose
levels in NIDDM patients (median [interquartile range]: 1/1 vs. 2/2
homozygotes: 8.2 [3.5] vs. 7.4 [3.1], p=0.008; and 13.8 [7.4] vs. 12.3 [6.4],
p=0.005) and with 2h-glucose in control women (5.4 [1.3] vs. 4.7 [1.4],
p=0.021). We conclude that the aminoacid variants in the leptin receptor gene do
not explain leptin resistance in obesity, but could contribute to the development of
glucose intolerance. Sex, fat mass and insulin levels are the main determinants of
serum leptin levels.

[!J:]

TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR U AS A LINK FACTOR BETWEEN
OBESITY AND NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES
MELLITUS
G.Winkler (1), F. Salamon (2), 1. Szilvasi (3), D. Salamon (3), G.
Speer (3), 1. Karadi (3), L. Romics (3) and K. Cseh (3). 1" Department
of Medicine (1), 2"d Department of Medicine (2), St. John Hospital, 3rd
Department of Medicine, Semmelweis University (3), Budapest
Hungary.
In animal models of obesity and NIDDM the overexpression of tumor
necrosis factor alfa (TNFa) in adipocytes led to insulin resistance by
decreasing the signal transduction of insulin receptors. The aim of the
study was the investigation of the role of TNFa in the human obesity-
diabetes link. In a follow up study of 9 months (samples taken in every
6 weeks) plasma TNF bioactivity was measured by using the L929 cell
cytotoxicity assay in the following groups: 59 patients with NIDDM
(group 1), 16 patients with IDDM (group 2), 28 patients with obesity
(BMI>30, group 3) and 30 matched healthy controls (BMI<24, group
4). TNF concentrations were compared to the patients' basal C-peptide
and glucagon levels. Recombinant human TNFa (Sigma) was used as a
standard. Monoclonal neutralizing anti-TNFa immunoglobulins
(Boehringer) were applied to detect the TNFa cytotoxicity in the
samples. A significant elevation of the TNFa concentration was
observed in group 1 (x±SE pg/mL:90±10) and group 3 (78±12) as
compared to group 2 (40±11) and group 4 (22±8). TNFa levels
positively correlated with the BMI values in the NIDDM and obesity
groups A positive correlation between TNFa and the increased
C-peptide concentration in these groups was also found. These
correlations were not observed in group 2 and 4. The increased plasma
TNFct levels in NIDDM and obesity can contribute in humans to
hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance.
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Identification of variants in the genomic leptin receptor sequence, and a
comparison of frequencies in African American NIDDM and control probands

PS Behn, CA lannotti, WK Chung, H Inoue, K Clement, C Welling, J McGill,
P Froguel, RL Leibel, MA Permutt.

Obese, non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) phenotypes are
manifest in animals with mutant leptin receptor, suggesting that leptin
feedback may play an important role in an adipocyte-hypothalamus-beta cell
axis of metabolic regulation. We have tested the hypothesis that genetic
variations in the leptin receptor may be associated with human obesity and
NIDDM, by screening a population of 15 morbidly obese hyperleptinemic
French probands (diabetic and non-diabetic) for variants in the 5 leptin
receptor isoforms, using single stranded conformation polymorphism (SSCP)
analysis. Six variants were found, including 3 missense, 1 silent and 2
intronic variants; SSCP analysis of 15 African American obese (NIDDM and
non-diabetic) probands revealed seventh variant, a 5 bp insertion in the leptin
receptor b isoform 3'UTR. A population of 94 diabetic and non-diabetic
African Americans (controlled for age and sex) were genotyped for the
missense and 3'UTR variants, using PCR-RFLP and length polymorphism
assays. Although allele frequencies in the lean and obese or NIDDM and
non-diabetic phenotypes were not significantly different, evaluation using age
of diabetes onset (<_ 45 vs. > 45) yielded a p=0.026 for the K109R (26% vs.
12%) variant and p=0.026 for the Q223R variant (67% vs. 51 %).
Stratification of the diabetic age groups using BMI did not a show significant
difference for either variant. Evaluation of the other 5 variants revealed no
significant difference within the diabetic group (age of onset or BMI) or
between the diabetic and control groups (diabetic status or BMI). These
results suggest that an association may exist between early onset NIDDM
and leptin receptor sequence variants.
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ASSOCIATION BETWEEN A POLYMORPHISM IN THE HORMONE-
SENSITIVE LIPASE GENE AND THE METABOLIC SYNDROME
M. Klannemark', M. Orho', C. Holm 2, H. Laurelh and L. Groop'. Dept. of
Endocrinology and Dept. of Cell and Molecular Biology', University of Lund,
Sweden.
Clustering of glucose intolerance, abdominal obesity and hypertriglyceridemia has
been described as the metabolic syndrome (MS) and considered to have strong
genetic background. Hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL; chrom 19q13.2) is the key
enzyme in adipose tissue lipolysis. Genetic alterations in the HSL gene could
therefore be involved in the pathogenesis of MS. To address this question we have
studied whether a polymorphism in intron 7 of the HSL gene (15 alleles, amplified
with radioactive PCR) is associated with MS in 101 unrelated patients with MS
(53M/48F, age 60±13yrs, BMI 30.0±3.9 kg/m 2, WH 1.00±0.07 (men) and 0.89±0.05
(women), plasma triglycerides (TG) 4.8±2.6 mmoUl, 75% with NIDDM and HbAl 2

7.6±2.1%), 204 unrelated patients with NIDDM but without signs of MS (99M/105F,
age 63±15yrs, age at diagnosis 53±17yrs, BMI 23.9±2.0 kg/m 2 , WH 0.92±0.05 (men)
and 0.82±0.04 (women), TG 1.2±0.4 mmolll and HbA1 6 7.5±1.8%) and 197 unrelated
healthy controls with no family history of NIDDM (100M/97F, age 56±1lyrs, BMI
23.6±2.2 kg/m2, WH 0.91±0.05 (men) and 0.79±0.05 (women), TG 1.0±0.4 mmol/l
and HbAl 0 5.2±0.5%). A significant difference in the allele frequency distribution
(DF:7, p<0.005) was found between patients and controls but not between NIDDM
and controls (cells of <5 alleles were combined). We therefore performed a linkage
study in 39 Scandinavian families including 100 affected subjects (55M/45F, age
59±14yrs, BMI 30.0±4.0 kg/m2, WH 1.00±0.05 (men) and 0.90±0.06 (women), TG
4.0±2.2 mmol/l, 60% with NIDDM and HbAI, 7.6±2.4%) and 87 unaffected subjects
(49M/38F, age 53±19yrs, BMI 26.6±4.8 kg/m 2 , WH 0.96±0.05 (men) and 0.85±0.06
(women), TG 1.7±0.7 mmol/1 and HbAl. 5.4±0.9%). Using an IBD-APM approach,
no linkage between the HSL gene and MS could be shown (Z-score -0.51). Finally,
we screened the 9 coding exons of the HSL gene for mutations using SSCP in 30
subjects with MS. No variant forms of the gene were found. In conclusion, the
association between a polymorphic site in the HSL gene and MS suggests a role for
HSL in the pathogenesis of MS. Absence of linkage points at a polygenic etiology of
MS, in which HSL together with other genes may increase the susceptibility to MS.
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AUTOSOMAL GENOME-SCAN FOR GENETIC LINKAGES
TO ENERGY METABOLISM IN PIMA INDIANS
R. A. Norman, P. A. Tataranni, C. Bogardus, and E. Ravussin
and the Pima Diabetes Gene Group, CDNS, NIDDK, Phoenix
AZ 85016 USA.

Since both a low "relative" metabolic rate and a low
fat/carbohydrate oxidation ratio are risk factors for weight gain
and are familial traits, an autosomal search for linkages of
energy metabolism to DNA markers was completed in Pima
Indians, a population with a high prevalence of obesity. 24-
hour energy expenditure (24EE), sleeping metabolic rate
(SMR) and 24-hour respiratory quotient (24RQ) were measured
in a respiratory chamber. 24EE and SMR were adjusted for fat-
free mass, fat mass, age and sex; whereas, 24RQ, a measure
of average daily fat vs carbohydrate oxidation, was adjusted for
the effects of energy balance and percent body fat. Trait
values were selected from multiple measures at the lowest
body weight and when subjects were non-diabetic. Genetic
linkage (236 sib-pairs from 82 families) was tested by single-
marker sib-pair linkage (sM) and by multipoint interval mapping
(MI) to quantitative traits. Two regions showed evidence of
possible linkage to metabolic rate: a region near D20S103 to
24EE (LOD=2.7 by sM) and a region near D4S1629 to SMR
(LOD=2.2 by SM). For 24RQ, possible linkages were found in
in three regions: near D1S1631 (LOD=2.7 by sM), near
D10S189 (LOD=1.5 by MI) and near D3S2387 (LOD=2.2 by
MI). Searching for candidate genes underlying the variability in
energy metabolism seems warranted in these regions of the
genome.
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GENETIC POLYMORPHISM OF LIPOPROTEIN LIPASE GEN IN AN ABORIGINAL
GROUP FROM TEMUCO, CHILE.
Perez-Bravo F (1), Santos JL (1), Calvillan M (2), Larenas G (3), Carrasco E (2).
(1) Molecular Biology and Epidemiology Department. Nutrition and Food
Technology Institute (INTA), University of Chile. (2) Faculty of Medicine, Diabetes
Unit, Hosp. SJ. de Dios. University of Chile. Santiago, Chile. (3) Faculty of
Medicine, University of La Frontera, Temuco, Chile.

Lipoprotein lipase (LPL) plays a crucial role in the lipoprotein metabolism. Several LPL
gene polymorphisms have been found associated with lipid disturbances, premature
atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease. We have been investigating for the first
time, the genotype distribution of LPL polymorphism in the Mapuche population, an
aboriginal group from Chile, and their relation with lipids levels and obesity. We have
determined the Hind III and Pvu II polymorphism by means of PCR and restriction
fragment lenght polymorphism in 50 mapuche Indians upper 20 years old without non
insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). The homozigous genotype for Hind III
with cut (+l+) was more frequent in this group (+/+=0.56, +/-=0.36 and -I-=0.08,
p<0.05) for the Pvu II genotype the frequency between homozigous and heterozigous
was similar (+I+= 0.46, +l-=0.54) We analyzed the impact of both genotypes on
plasma lipid levels and we found that the Hind III (+l+) genotype was associated with
high levels of total cholesterol (TC) (54% of the Indians with TC>200 mgldl) and with
high levels of Triglycerides (TG) (78% of the indians with TG>150 mgldl were Hind III
+l+). We did not find this relationship for the Pvu II polymorphism. Finally, we
determine the association of these genotypes according to body mass index (BMI) and
waist/hip ratio (WHR) respect to obesity in this population. Hind III (+l+) polymorphism
was effectively associated with increase in BMI and high WHR (56% of the indians
with BMI>30 Kg/m 2 and 60% of the Indians with WHR>0.9, were +I+ for Hind III). Pvu
II polymorphism was also related with high WHR in this group. In conclusion, we
confirmed the association of genetic variation of LPL locus (Hind 111 polymorphism) with
high lipid levels and with possible predisposition to obesity in this aboriginal population.
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AUTOSOMAL GENOME-WIDE SCAN FOR OBESITY
SUSCEPTIBILITY GENES IN PIMA INDIANS
R. A. Norman, D. B. Thompson, C. Bogardus, and E. Ravussin

and the Pima Diabetes Gene Group, CDNS, NIDDK, Phoenix AZ
85016, USA.

An autosomal search for linkages of obesity to DNA
markers was completed in Pima Indians, a population with a very
high prevalence of obesity and NIDDM. Data collected on non-
diabetic Pima Indians from 127 nuclear families provided 451
sib-pairs for linkage analysis. Fat distribution was assessed by
waist/thigh circumference ratio and body composition by
hydrostatic weighing. Trait values were selected from multiple
measures at the highest body weight and adjusted for the
effects of age and sex by linear regression. Genetic linkage for
quantitative traits was tested by single-marker and multipoint
sib-pair linkage. Regions containing markers or intervals
showing evidence of linkage (LOD>1.2) were further analyzed by
the multipoint methods of Mapmaker/Sibs. For waist/thigh ratio,
four markers in intervals) — D1 S2127, D3S1307-D13S218 and
D13S887 — showed single marker linkage (1.2<LOD<2.6).
Multipoint analyses did not result in improved evidence for
linkage. For percent fat , eight markers (seven intervals)-
D2S1363, D2S427, D5S1716, D11S2366, D14S1280-D14S617,
D17S785 and D18S877 — showed single marker linkage
(1.2<LOD<2.4 ). Multipoint analyses did not result in notably
improved LOD scores for any region except the region near
D11 S2366. Here, the LOD score increase from 1.8 to 2.5 when
analyzed by the variance estimation method. This linkage at
11g21-q22 is the best evidence for a gene influencing body
composition in Pima Indians.
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The novel lipoprotein lipase(LPL) activating compound NO-1886 prevents

weight gain in high-fat fed NIDDM model rats

M. Kusunoki, T. Hara, F. Sakakibara, K. Chikada, K. Usui, K. Yamanouchi, Y.

Nakaya, S. Kakumu and -L.H.Storlien. 1st Department of Internal

Medicine, Aichi Medical University, Aichi, Japan. 'Tokushima University,

Tokushima, Japan. -University of Wollongong, Wollongong, Australia.

[Aim] The accumulation of fat in the internal organs is an important risk factor of

diabetes. We examined wether the novel LPL activating compound NO-1886

prevents the accumulation of fat in the internal organs or not.

[Method] SD rats(9 months, n=6) were fed a high fat diet containing

NO-1886(50mg/kg) for 3 months. After 3 months we measured respiratory

quotient (R.Q.) and took blood sample, heart and fat in the internal organs and

subcutaneous tissue. We also measured the LPL activity and the total amount

of fat in the organs and subcutaneous tissue.

[Result] After high-fat feeding, the total amount of fat in the internal organs

increased 3.3 times of normal rats. High-fat fed rats with NO-1 886 increased 1.5

times of normal rats. At the same time NO-1 886 prevented the accumulation of

subcutaneous fat. NO-1886 increased the activity of LPL in heart, but did not

increase the activity of LPL in fat tissue. R.Q. decreased significantly in

NO-1886 administrated gruop (by Dunnett's-test).

[Conclusion] The novel LPL activating compound NO-1886 prevented the

accumulation of fat in the internal organs and subcutaneous tissue. This

phenomenon is thought to result from the increased combustion offal as

evidenced by the decreased rate of R.Q.
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CANDIDATE GENES FOR HUMAN OBESITY: ASSOCIATION AND 5115-
PAIR STUDY
L. Oksanen, M. Ohman, K. Kainulainen, P Mustajoki, J. Kaprio, M. Heunan,V.
Koivisto, M. Koskenvuo, O.A. Janne, L. Peltonen and K. Kontula. University of
Helsinki, National Public Health Institute; Helsinki; University of Turku; Turku; Eli-
Lilly Research Laboratories, Indianapolis
The aim of our study is to identify major genes predisposing to human obesity and to
investigate their metabolic effects. We studied the possible association between
microsatellite markers near the ob gene and morbid obesity in 252 morbidly obese
patients (mean BMI 43 ± 7 kg/m) and 151 lean controls (mean BMI 22 ± 2 kg/m 2).
The genomic regions homologous to murine obesity genes ob, db, tubby, agouti and
RII/3 were analyzed in 102 affected sib-pairs (BMI z 32 kg/m y). Highly polymorphic
microsatellite markers flanking the areas of interest were analyzed on polyacrylamide
gels using radioactive PCR products. Serum leptin levels of the probands were
determined by radioimmunoassay. Markers of the human ob gene region failed to show
association with morbid obesity, whether tested in the case-control study or the affected-
sib-pair analysis. There was a strong positive correlation between serum leptin levels
and BMI in morbidly obese women (r = 0.41, p = 0.0001) and men (r = 0.56, p =
0.0001). A carrier status for either of the two most prevalent alleles of the microsatellite
marker D7 S530 in the vicinity of the ob gene were associated with serum leptin levels
in the obese subjects (p = 0.04). One allele of the ob gene marker D7S649 showed a
statistically significant association with the amount of weight lost (p = 0.006) on a 16-
week weight-loss program. The affected-sib-pair study of the murine homologous
regions failed to show linkage, In conclusion, in contrast to some earlier studies we
were not able to find any association between the ob gene area and obesity although two
different approaches were used. Serum leptin levels were statistically significantly
associated with BMI even in morbidly obese subjects, and allelic variation near the ob
gene is associated with minor variations in leptin levels and response to treatment for
obesity. A candidate gene approach based on murine obesity genes could not provide
evidence favoring the role of equivalent genes in human obesity.
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LIPOPROTEIN LIPASE (Asn291- Ser) MUTATION IN CZECH
NON–INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS PATIENTS
B. Bendlovd, J.V6ela'lc, I. Mazura and J. Peru"sicova. Institute of
Endocrinology, Prague, Czech Republic.

Lipoprotein lipase (LPL) is the key protein in the clearance of plasma
triglycerides. Recently seven genetic variants of the lipoprotein lipase
gene has been found, which may affect the individual's lipaemia in
obesity and NIDDM and other hyperlipidaemias. The LPL
(Asn291-*Ser) mutation was found in 9,3% of Dutch patients with
familial combined hyperlipidaemia and those carriers had signif. higher
plasma and VLDL-triglycerides, VLDL- and HDL-cholesterol.
Therefore we searched for the occurence of this mutation in Czech
NIDDM patients (n=95). The LPL (Asn291-+Ser) mutation was
detected by PCR and Rsa I restriction. Six of NIDDM patients were
heterozygous for this mutation (6,3%). Our carriers and non-carriers
did not differ in levels of total serum cholesterol (6,40 ± 2,00 vs. 6,64
±1,42 mmol/1), HDL cholesterol (1,22 ± 0,32 vs. 1,32 ± 0,38 mmol/l)
and triglycerides (2,61 ± 1,91 vs. 2,42 ± 2,15 mmol/1). The only
difference between those two groups was found in systolic blood
pressure (130 ± 14 vs. 141 ± 24 mmHg, p=0,04, Student's t test). It is
obvious that the LPL (Asn291-3Ser) mutation could contribute to
elevated plasma lipids, but this polymorphism is the only one out of
several causes giving rise to this pathological state.
Supported by grants IGA MH CR 3414-3 and COST B.5.



SCREENING OF CANDIDATE GENES INVOLVED IN REGULATION OF

THERMOGENESIS AMONGST GESTATIONAL DIABETIC SUBJECTS.

PJ Saker', E Kousta', DG Goulis', S Robinson', A Dornhorst 2, DG Johnston', GA
Humana and MI McCarthy'.' Imperial College School of Medicine at St Mary's

London, UK; 2 Royal Postgraduate Medical School, London, UK; 3 St Bartholomew's
and Royal London Hospital School of Medicine, London, UK.
Women with previous gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) have a substantially-

increased risk of overt NIDDM in later Iife.GDM is associated with a reduction in

postprandial thermogenesis (PPT) compared to pregnant control women: this
reduction continues in the non-pregnant state. This defect in PPT may reflect

variation in genes regulating thermogenesis and contribute to progression to NIDDM.

We are screening the genes B3AR ((33 adrenergic receptor) and UCP (uncoupling
protein) to document the total extent of candidate genetic variation in (i) 40 women

with GDM (mixed ethnicity) and (ii) a cohort of Bengali women, 21 with GDM and 50

with normal glucose tolerance during pregnancy. Single-stranded conformational

analysis has not identified any novel significant variations in the coding regions of the

B3AR gene; four variants found within exons of the UCP gene are under evaluation.
In the small cohorts used for mutation screening, we see no increase in prevalence

of the previously-reported variants in B3AR (Trp64-Arg) and UCP (A-G;-3826bp)
in GDM subjects. However, within the Bengali control women, we find significant
associations between weight at 30 weeks' gestation (the only weight measure

available for these women) and presence of each of the variants (B3AR: 58.0
(12.7)kg [frp/Trp] vs 63.8 (20.9)kg [frp/Arg], p=0.035; UCP: 55.0 (9.6)kg [NA] vs

59.5 (13.0)kg [G/-], p= 0.034) (data as median (IQR): analysis by Mann-Whitney U).
To the extent of the survey completed and the sensitivity of the methods employed,

we have identified no novel variants in either the B3AR or UCP genes thus far. The
associations with weight seen with the known mutations offer confirmation of

previous findings in a new ethnic group: this supports a direct pathogenic role for

these variants. Further studies of additional aspects of these genes in larger cohorts

are in progress.
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LDL PARTICLE SIZE AND APOLIPOPROTEIN E POLYMORPHISM IN

NONDIABETIC JAPANESE-AMERICANS

T. Watanabe, M. Okubo, G. Egusa and M. Yamakido

Hiroshima University School of Medicine, Hiroshima, Japan

Small dense LDL is associated with insulin resistance syndrome and is

considered a risk factor of coronary heart disease. A recent study suggested

that LDL particle size is associated with apolipoprotein E (apoE)

polymorphism. We examined the LDL particle size, apoE phenotype and

lipid metabolism in nondiabetic Japanese-Americans. LDL particle size was

determined on plasma samples by the method of Krauss and Burke. The

apoE phenotype was determined on plasma samples by using isoelectric

focusing followed by immunoblotting. Phenotypes were subdivided into

three groups : E2 phenotype (E2.2+E3.2), E3 phenotype (E3.3), and E4

phenotype (E4.3+E4.4). The mean LDL particle size was similar in men

being 254.4, 259.7, and 258.2 A for phenotypes E2, E3, and E4,

respectively, but the women with the E4 phenotype showed significantly

smaller LDL particle size (259.6A) than those with the E3 phenotype (264.2

.4)(p<0.05). LDL particle size did not show any correlation with fasting insulin

(FIRI), triglyceride (TG), or HDL-cholesterol (HDL-C) in either men or women

with the E2 phenotype. On the other hand, LDL particle size was

significantly associated with HDL-C positively and with TG and FIRI

negatively in both men and women with the E3 and E4 phenotype

(p<0.0005). Furthermore, LDL particle size was significantly correlated with

FIRIin women (p<0.05) but not in men with E4 phenotype after adjustment

of TG, HDL-C and body mass index (BMI). Thus, FIRI, TG and HDL-C might be

associated with LDL particle size in both men and women with the E3 and E4

phenotypes. Insulin resistance might play an important role for determining

LDL particle size in women with the E4 phenotype.
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T RAZOLIDINEDIONES PROMOTE THE DIFFERENTIATION OF HUMAN
BROWN PREADIPOCYTES IN VITRO.
J.E. Digby, S. O'Rahilly, C.T. Montague, W.O. Wilkison*, E. Foot*, J. Prins., L.
Sanders, and C. Sewter, Department of Medicine, Unversity of Cambridge,
Cambridge, U.K., and *Molecular Biochemistry, Glaxo Wellcome, Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina, U.S.A.

Thiazolidinediones are insulin-sensitizing compounds effective in the treatment of
NIDDM. They are ligands for the nuclear hormone receptor PPAR 7, a transcription
factor expressed at high levels in white and brown adipocytes. Thiazolidinediones are
adipogenic in vitro but animal and human studies do not indicate significant
increases in total fat mass. One possible explanation for this could be that the
compounds stimulate brown adipose tissue, as demonstrated in animal studies, and
hence increase overall energy consumption. Using UCP as a specific marker, we
have investigated the distribution of brown adipocytes in adult humans. Using RT-
PCR, UCP mRNA was measured in total RNA from isolated adipocytes prepared
from perirenal, omental and subcutaneous adipose tissue biopsies. UCP mRNA was
detected in 7 out of 10 omental, 3 out of 3 perirenal and 5 out of 12 subcutaneous
samples. We have also investigated the effect of thiazolidinediones on differentiation
of brown adipocyte precurser cells obtained from the same depots. UCP mRNA
abundance was compared by semi-quantitative RT-PCR in total RNA isolated from
cells differentiated for 10-20 days in the presence of thiazolidinedione compound BRL
49653 or vehicle. Compared to the vehicle-treated cultures thiazolidinedione
treatment induced an increase in UCP gene expression in 4 out of 5 omental
samples, 7 out of 8 subcutaneous and 3 out of 3 perirenal samples. In addition,
immunocytochemistry demonstrated UCP protein in perirenal preadipocytes cultured
for 5 days in the presence of BRL 49653. The detection of UCP mRNA in total
RNA from cells isolated from adult human'white' adipose tissue depots demonstrates
that brown preadipocytes and brown mature adipocytes are present within these sites.
This is the first demonstration of UCP in human subcutaneous adipose tissue.
Furthermore, these data suggest that thiazolidinediones promote the in vitro
differentiation of human brown preadipocytes derived from different adipose depots.
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TRIVANDRUM DISTRICT DIABETES SURVEY:PREVALENCE
OF KNOWN DIABETES IN DIFFERENT POPULATION

A. Cheriyan and A.A. Cheriyan, St. Vincent
Diabetes Centre, Trivandrum, India.

This study for the prevalence of known
diabetes was carried out to get an insight in
to the depth of diabetes problem in Trivandrum
District of Kerala State in South India. A
house to house survey for patients with known
diabetes was made at all residents with in the
defined areas of urban Trivandrum City,
Semiurban Nedumangad Muncipal Town and the
rural Karode Panchayath of Trivandrum
District. 15250 urban, 31349 Semiurban and
17128 rural people were surveyed and the
number of known diabetic patients among them
were 610,504 and 103 respectively. The
prevalence of known diabetes was 9.8% for
urban, 3.4% for semiurban and 0.9% for rural
in all subjects aged 40 or over and the
prevalence rose to 19.2%, 8.1% and 1.4%
respectively in those aged 60-69. The overall
crude prevalence of known diabetes was 4% for
urban, 1.6% for semiurban and 0.6% for the
rural population. The findings reveal the
high magnitude of diabetes problem in the
urban population when compared to the
semiurban and rural population.
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ANALYSIS OF MORTALITY IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
COMPARED TO THE GENERAL POPULATION
C. Weng, D.V. Coppini and PH. Sonksen. Department of
medicine, St. Thomas' Hospital, London, U.K.

We calculated the standardised mortality ratio (SMR) in a sample of
diabetic patients based on the annual death rates of the general
population from England and Wales. Using a computerised diabetic
clinical records system which has been recently linked to the
National Health Services Central Register in U.K., we have
identified all patients who died between 1980 and 1995. 802 out of
4633 patients (17.5% ) attending the clinic died over this 15 year
period. The cause of death was retrieved from death certificates.
The overall SMR was 1.47 [95% Confidence interval 1.31-1.62]
for women and 1.14 [95% Confidence interval 1.04-1.25] for men.
The SMR was 2.11 [95% CI 1.67-2.55] for ischaemic heart disease
and 2.77 [95% CI 2.24-4.961 for cerebrovascular disease in
patients <65 years. The SMR was 0.89 [95% CI 0.65-1.25] for
cancer related deaths. We conclude that excess mortality in diabetic
patients is higher mainly due to increased mortality in diabetic
women compared to the general population. As expected vascular
events contributed to the high mortality seen in diabetic patients,
but cancer related mortality was not significantly different from that
in the general population.
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THE PREVALENCE OF DIABETES AMONG ABORIGINAL
POPULATION OF CHUKOTKA PENINSULA
E.Shubnikof, E.Kotyt	 and	 J.Choubnikova.
Institute	 of	 Therapy,	 Center	 "SibDiab",
Novosibirsk, Russia
The main task of the study was to reveal the
prevalence of diabetes among Chukotka Natives
according to data of official statistics and
screening. The first diabetic native person was
registered in 1983. At this moment the
prevalence of diabetes among people older than
15 years does not exceed 2 cases per 1000
inhabitants. The survey, with the use of
standard (75 g) glucose load, was conducted at
1991 year. Overall 55% of native male and
female costal population of Chukotka, 25-64
years old, in four villages, were randomly
selected and invited to participate. The
response rate was 65,5%. We examined 170 men
and 192 •women. The average fasting glucose
level among women-5,05 mmol/1(95% CI 4,92-5,18)
was higher than among men-4,77(4,65-4,89), as
was true of the average postloading level and
of the fasting insulin level. We confirmed just
one case of NIDDM concerning e.skimo woman
during the screening. The prevalence of IGT was
1.2% in men and 4.2% in women, These data
indicate the lowest diabetes prevalence among
Natives of Chukotka in comparison with the
other circumpolar native populations.
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CAUSES OF DEATH AMONG DIABETICS IN THE STATE OF SAO
PAULO, BRAZIL: AN ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE CAUSES OF DEATH.
LJ Franco; H Pagliaro; C Mameri; LC Iochida; P Goldenberg and SRG
Ferreira. Federal University of Sa"o Paulo - Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Death certificates from the State of Sao Paulo, an industrialized area
in the Southeast of Brazil with a population of 30 million inhabitants, were
analysed through the system ACME - Automated Classification of Medical
Entities, for the year 1992. From 202,141 deaths, diabetes was mentioned in
13,786 (6.8%), being the underlying cause in 5,303 (2.6%). The proportion
was higher for women than men (10.1 vs 4.6% as mentioned and 6.1 vs. 2.9%
as underlying cause). Among deaths with mention of diabetes, the main
underlying causes were diabetes (38.5%), cardiovascular (37.2%) and
respiratory diseases (8.5%), and neoplasias (3.8%). When diabetes was the
underlying cause, the most common associated causes were cardiovascular
(42.2%) genitourinary (10.8%) and respiratory diseases (10.7%). As
associated cause, the most common underlying causes were cardiovascular
(62.9%) and respiratory diseases (12.6%), and neoplasias (6.9%). Among
deaths by neoplasias, with diabetes associated, it calls attention the high
proportion of pancreatic cancer (10%), corroborating the hypothesis of a
possible role of diabetes as a risk factor for this neoplasia. In spite the
limitations of death certificates they could provide useful information about
the importance of diabetes as a health problem. Also, the analysis by multiple
causes of death gives an idea of the morbidity profile associated with diabetes
by the time of the death, emphasizing the high frequency of cardiovascular
diseases among these individuals.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF DIABETES , IMPAIRED GLUCOSE
TOLERANCE AND CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS IN NORTH-
EAST MALAYSIA
M. Mafauzy, N. Mokhtar, W.B. Wan Mohamad and M. Musalmah.
Universiti Sains Malaysia, Kota Bharu, Malaysia.

Two thousand five hundred and eight subjects from the state of Kelantan in
North-East Peninsular Malaysia were included in this study to determine the
prevalence of diabetes mellitus and impaired glucose tolerance and their
association with cardiovascular risk factors. Oral glucose tolerance test was
performed on all subjects. The overall prevalence of diabetes mellitus was
10.5% and impaired glucose tolerance was 16.5%. There was no difference in
the prevalence of diabetes mellitus between the males (10.5%) and females
(10.5%) but the prevalence of impaired glucose tolerance was higher in the
females (19.0%) than in the males (11.5%). The prevalence of both diabetes
mellitus and impaired glucose tolerance was higher in those above 60 years' age
group (DM- 30.3%; IGT-36.9%). Subjects with diabetes mellitus were more
obese (38.4%) than normal subjects (24.1%). They also had a higher prevalence
of hypertension (14.8%) and hypercholesterolaemia (71.9%) than normal
subjects (hypertension-7.0%; hypercholesterolaemia-57.0%). Subjects with
impaired glucose tolerance also had a higher prevalence of obesity (35.5%),
hypertension (10.4%) and hypercholesterolaemia (63.0%) than normal subjects.
Females were more obese than males in the diabetes mellitus (42.6% vs 29.9%),
impaired glucose tolerance (38.5% vs 26.3%) and normal subjects (27.4% vs
18.1%).
In conclusion, the prevalence of diabetes mellitus and impaired glucose
tolerance was high and they were associated with a high prevalence of obesity,
hypertension and hypercholesterolaemia.
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MORTALITY OF JAPANESES-BRAZILIAN WITH AND WITHOUT NON -
INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS IN A COHORT STUDY.
SGA,Gimeno; SRG,Ferreira; LJ,Franco; Miunes; K,Osiro and JBDSG. Department
of Preventive Medicine, Federal University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
As a part of a prospective study on Japanese migrants, living in a
developed city in the Southeast of Brazil, we describe and compare four-
years experience of mortality among diabetic and non-diabetic subjects. In
1993, a cohort of 530 first and second-generation of Japanese-Brazilians
of both sex, aged 40 to 79 years old, were identified; at the beginning, 91
subjects (17%) were classified (according to WHO criteria) as non insulin-
dependent diabetics (NIDDM), 90 (17%) as impaired glucose tolerance
(IGT) and 349 (66%) as normals. An up date of mailing list allowed to
identify those who died during this period. Family information and death
certificates were used to record the date and the causes of death. The
mortality rates for all causes and for specific causes (ICD-9 code 390-459:
circulatory disease and ICD-9 code 580-599: renal disease) were obtained
for the three groups of subjects. Proportional hazards regression models
were used to compare the mortality rates, adjusted to several covariates
(sex, age, generation, hypertension, dyslipidemia, obesity and plasma
creatinin). The crude mortality rates for all causes for NIDDM, IGT and
normal subjects were 31.5, 6.9 and 10.7 per 1,000 person-year and the
mortality rates for specific causes were 24.7, 3.4 and 5.4 per 1,000 person-
year, respectively. After simultaneous adjustments to the covariates, no
difference was observed in the mortality experience for all causes between
NIDDM and IGT subjects as compared with normals. However, higher
mortality rates due to specific causes were observed among NIDDM than
in the normal subjects (Incidence Density Ratio: 3.86; 95%CI: 1.11 -
13.38). These results in Japanese-Brazilians are consistent with previous
reports of increased mortality in other diabetic populations, independently
of other classical cardiovascular risk factors.
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NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS IN KUWAIT - A
PREVALENCE STUDY
N. Abdellal, M. Al-Arouj2, A. Al-Nakhi2 , ,A.Al-Assousi2 , A. Shaltoutl and

M. Moussal• 1Faculty of Medicine, Kuwait University, and 2 Ministry of Public
Health, Kuwait.
Non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) is a major public health
problem in Kuwait. The objective of the study is the estimation of the prevalence
rate of glucose intolerance among a sample of the national adult population aged
20 years and above in two out of the five Governorates of Kuwait. A total of
3007 subjects (1106 men and 1901 women) were interviewed by a physician
who completed a standard questionnaire and carried out a physical examination
which included height, weight and blood pressure measurements. Blood tubes
were centrifuged immediately and refrigerated. Interpretation of oral glucose
tolerance tests were based on the WHO diagnostic criteria for DM, 1985. The
study span was between September 1995 to June 1996. The denominator used for
computing the prevalence was obtained from the 1995 Kuwait census. The
overall prevalence of glucose intolerance (IGT and NIDDM) in this study was
found to be 17.78 (17.3% in men , 18.1% in women). In the population survey
glucose intolerance was presented at a relatively young age, prevalence rate in the
age group 20-39 was 8.18% (95% CI, 6.6-9.7) and in the age group 40-59 was
22.10% (95% CI 19.6-24.6). Obesity was a significant risk factor, (p <0.001;
as a consequence of recent life style and dietary changes. The strong association
in patients with a positive family history of NIDDM (adjusted odds ratio = 2.4,
p < 0.001) strongly suggests a genetic component. Hypertension was markedly
associated with the relative risk of developing NIDDM (adjusted odds ratio = 1.5,
p < 0.001) with the demographic transition which already started among the
Kuwaiti population and if the prevalence of glucose intolerance remains the same,
ageing of the population will contribute to an even more accentuated upward
trend in the prevalence of glucose intolerance and its serious impact on the
morbidity and mortality among the Kuwaiti population. The strong association
between hypertension and NIDDM may recommend a common approach to the
prevention and control of these two conditions.
This study was supported by grant MM 024 from Kuwait Universiy.
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TRENDS OF METABOLIC EMERGENCIES ADMITTED IN A CENTRALISED
INTENSIVE CARE UNIT FOR DIABETIC PATIENTS. M.Grigorescu, E. Farcasiu ;

A. Barnes, I.Limbasanu and C.Ionescu-Tirgoviste, Clinic of Diabetes, Institute
"N.C.Paulescu", Bucharest, Romania
The aim of our study was to analyse the demographic characteristics of diabetic
patients admitted consecutively for various types of metabolic emergencies in three
different years at ten years interval (1974,1984,1994). The main data are presented in
the following table:

Characteristics 1974 1984 1994
No. of cases 825 931 762
Sex distribution (M/F) 382/543 411/520 351/411
Mean age ± SD 42.3 ± 21.6 49.5 ± 19.6 56.5 ± 22.1
< 20 yrs. 292 274 82
21-42 Yrs. 316 317 199
> 40 yrs. 217 340 481

Type of diabetes:
IDDM 572 478 346
NIDDM 253 453 416

Type of emergency:
Diabetic ketoacidosis 511 391 232
Hypoglycemic coma 76 85 109
Hyperosmolar coma 29 56 72
Myocardial infarction 28 76 114
Cerebrovascular accident 67 71 94
Others 114 252 141

Conclusions: The principal changes noted along the years were: dimunition of the
frequency of emergencies in youths and an increase in older age groups; reduction of
the percentage of ketoacidosis with an increase in the percentage of hypoglycaemic
and hyperosmolar comas (the latter is often associated with myocardial infarction and
cerebrovascular accidents). Mortality in the first 24 his, decreased from 12%,7% and
5% respectively.
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INCIDENCE OF NIDDM AND THE EFFECTS OF GENDER, OBESITY
AND HYPERINSULINEMIA IN TAIWAN CHINESE S.-L. Wang and
W.-H. Pan. Institute of Biomedical Sciences, Academia Sinica, Taipei,
TAIWAN
Objective: The aim of this study is to determine NIDDM incidence in Taiwan
and to examine its relation to obesity and hyperinsulinemia in men and women.
Methods: A total number of 995 men and 1195 women aged 35-74 years free
from diabetes in two townships in Taiwan were followed up to 5 years from
1991 to 1996. Baseline data include a questionnaire on general and metabolic
information, the assessment of detailed anthropometric parameters and plasma
glucose and insulin. Multivariate regression analysis was performed to examine
the effect of the risk variables on NIDDM incidence. Results: The age-
standardized incidence rate was 9.45/1,000 in men and 9.13/1,000 in women.
Plasma glucose at baseline had RR of 3.0 in men and 2.9 in women. In men,
waist circumference (RR=2.2) and plasma insulin level (RR=2.1) had the
highest standardized RR values for diabetes incidence next to glucose. In
women, both sub-scapular skinfold and Body Mass Index (BMI) had a notable
impact on diabetes incidence with relative risk of 3.1 (C.I. 2.1-4.6) and 2.8(C.I.
2.1-3.8) respectively; whereas insulin had a moderate effect with RR of 1.5 (C.I.
1.1-1.9). In women the incidence increased with a dual occurrence of obesity
and hyperinsulinemia (12 folds, compared to 3 folds in men) compared to those
with only obesity (2.8 folds, 3 in men) or hyperinsulinemia (4.4 folds, 3 in men).
Discussion: The present study demonstrated a slightly larger incidence of
NIDDM in Taiwan than in western countries with comparable age distributions.
The importance of obesity is indicated in preventing NIDDM in the community.
Hyperinsulinemia played a significant role in NIDDM incidence independent of
obesity. Moreover, the effect of synergistic interaction of hyperinsulinemia and
obesity was profound in women.
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Diabetic admissions in rural Zaire.
J.T. Burdon. Centre Medical Evangelique, Nyankunde, Zaire.

Case records of diabetic admissions to the Centre Medical Evangelique were
reviewed in the light of clinical observation that suggested diabetres presented
in a different manner to that seen in 'Western countries'. The case records were
retrieved for 60 out of 61 diabetic admissions between November 1994 and
February 1996. 53 patients were admitted once, 2 were admitted twice and 1
patient was admitted 3 times. 56 individuals needed inpatient treatment for
their diabetes during the study period. 59% were male and 41% were female.
Median age at admission was 47 years (range 16 - 74 years). Diabetes was
relatively uncommon below the age of 35 years (17% stating an age of onset
below 35 years). 35 % of admissions were new cases of diabetes. The main
reason for admission was symptomatic hyperglycaemia without ketoacidosis
(71.6%). Other reasons for admission included ketoacidosis (8.3%) and
various infections (11.7%). 5 (8.3%) patients died during their admission, 2
from renal failure and three from infection. There were no deaths from
ketoacidosis. On admission the majority of patients were taking no treatment
but 71.7% needed insulin to control their symptoms and return the blood
glucose to normal. The two most striking observations were firstly the rarity of
ketoacidosis even amongst younger diabetics and secondly the high proportion
of patients who needed insulin to control their symptoms and normalise their
blood glucose levels. Insulin was relatively expensive ($20-30 a month) during
the study period and so it was only used after a full trial of available oral
hypoglycaemic agents had failed to control the situation. Many of these
patients do not fit readily into Type- I or Type-2 diabetes and it may be that
so-called 'Tropical Diabetes' is the predominant form of the disease seen in
Northeast Zaire. Tropical diabetes has been linked to cassava consumption and
this crop provides the main staple diet in the region. A further prospective trial
may help to clarify the situation.

721
DIABETES IN JAPANESE POPULATIONS - A COMPARISON BETWEEN
JAPAN AND BRAZIL. LC lochida, LF Marcopito, LJ Franco, A Sekikawa,
M Tominaga, H Eguchi and H Sasaki. Universidade Federal de Sao
Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil and University of Yamagata, Yamagata, Japan.

Migrant studies are powerful tools in epidemiological studies. However,
comparisons between data obtained in different countries are difficult,
due to differences in methods and populations. Japanese were
considered of relative low risk for NIDDM, until the early 1980's, but
ethnic Japanese migrants showed very high prevalences of the disease.
This study compares two genetically identical Japanese populations
(Yamagata, Japan and Bauru, Brazil), in the same age-group and with
the same diagnostic criteria. Data were collected during 1991-93 in
Japan and in 1993 in Brazil. Individuals of both sexes, aged 40-79 years,
were submitted to OGTT with 75g glucose load after fasting for 10-16 hs.
Plasma glucose was determine by the glucose-oxidase method on
fasting and 2h after load samples. DM and IGT were diagnosed by WHO
criteria. Poisson regression was used to analyze the data. Participation
rate was of 74.5% in Japan and 83.3% Brasil. Number of participants (n)
and cases, and prevalences of DM and IGT (%), are shown in the table.

Japan 	Brazil
n	 DM	 IGT	 n	 DM	 IGT

Men	 1146	 104/ 9.1	 137/12.0	 263 60/22.8* 37/14.1
Women 1478 160/10.8 244/16.5 267 33/12.4 	 49/18.4
Total	 2624 264 / 10.1	 381 / 14.5	 530 93 / 17.6* 86/16.2
*p<0.05
The Japanese-Brazilians showed significantly higher prevalence of DM,
with a higher prevalence in males, controlling for age. The higher
prevalence of DM in the Japanese-Brazilians points to the influence of
the "western" environment in the development of the disease.
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Hospitalized diabetic patients. Clinical epidemiology
Bragagnolo JC, Marti ML, Lobo P, Ferrari N. Hospital de Clinicas, Buenos Aires
Argentina.

The aim of the study was to determine the prevalence and clinical characteristics of
the diabetic patients hospitalized in the Hospital de Clinicas and to compare them with
the non diabetic patients in a one day survey. A census was taked at the whole
hospitalized population. The patients were divided in: 1) Non diabetics (Nd) and 2)
Diabetics (D).The group Nd was analyzed in age, sex and hospitalization length. The
group D was studied about living place, hospitalization area and clinical and diabetic
characteristics (type, metabolic control, chronic complications, treatment). The
statistic analysis was the non paired t test (significative ps 0.05). The prevalence was
13.3% of hospitalized D patients (37:279). The duration of hospitalization was 25
days for D vs. 21 Nd. The age was 65 years vs. 61 in D and Nd respectively. The ratio
male/female 2,7/1 in D y 0,98/1 in Nd. The admission was related with diabetes in
51% (59% in male and 30% in women). The chronic complications and predominant
related illness were: hypertension (19%), peripheral artery disease (12%), infections
(12%), coronary artery disease (11%), diabetic foot (11%), retinopathy (10%),
amputation (10%).The ratio of diagnostic age <30/>30 years was 1/10. The diabetes
duration was over 10 years in 46%, 27% between 1 and 10 years and 27% less than
1 year. There were 24% insulin users (71% pork), 66% take oral hypoglycemic agents
and the 85% were in a dietetic plan. The diabetic population of the Hospital de
Clinicas has its own characteristics related with the kind of patients that consult or are
referred, and the specialized servicies. There is a high prevalence of diabetes in
hospitalized patients, 20% in males, mainly with podal and vascular pathology.
Frecuently coexist cardiovascular disease, insulinic treatment and frecuent
hospitalizations, denoting a high risk population that need special atention.
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NORTHERN CYPRUS: ANOTHER HIGH PREVALENCE AREA OF DIABETES
AND IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

I.Satman( 1 ), N.Dincgag(l), M.T.Ytlmaz(l), A.M.^Sengul(l), G.Yillar(l),
S.Salman(l), F.Salman( 1 ), Y.Tutuncii( 1 ), S.Gedik(l), K.Karpdag(l),
^S.Karadeniz(l), A.Ta§yiirek(z), and H.Sav( 2).
( 1 )Division of Diabetes, Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, and Institute for Experimental
Medicine, Diabetes Research Unit, Istanbul University Istanbul-Turkey,

(2)Dr.Burhan Nalbantoglu Hospital, Northern Cyprus.

A nationwide epidemiology study was carried-out to determine the prevalence of
diabetes mellitus and impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) in randomly selected 2726
(urban; 52%, rural; 48%) Cypriot subjects, aged 20 years (overall response rate
73%). Female to male ratio was 1678/1048. Based on WHO's criteria (2h capillary
blood glucose after 75g OGTT), subjects were defined as diabetic (DGT), IGT, or
normal glucose tolerant (NGT). According to "SEGI's world population" (95%
confidencelimits), an overall prevalence of 11.3% (11.3% female, 11.3% male) for
DGT and 13.5% (16.1% female, 9.2% male) for IGT was found. No urban/rural
difference was observed. Diabetes prevalence increased with age, being highest in the
75 years age group (36%), no gender difference was noticed. In contrast, IGT was
found to be highest in the 70-74 years age group and more prevalent among female
than in male (20% vs. 15%). The prevalence of known diabetes was 7.3%,
additionaly nearly one-third of the diabetics was unaware of their disease (4%). Of the
screened population, a positive family history for diabetes was found in 49% of
DGT, in 47% of IGT and in 41% of NGT subjects. Prevalence of hypertension was
higher both in DGT (34%) and in IGT (20%) than in NGT (13%). The age-
standardized prevalence of diabetes increased clearly across tertiles of both body mass
index and waist to hip ratio and it was also found to be higher in subjects with lower
physical activity, lower income and lower education (p=10-8). Compared to other
Eastern Mediterranean countries, particularly to Turkey, this study have indicated that
diabetes is a common health problem in Northern Cyprus. The finding of higher
prevalence rate of both DGT and IGT will certainly have an implication in
establishing a national diabetes program in order to improve the quality of diabetes
care in this country.
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NONINSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES OF YOUNG (NIDDY)-
OVERLAP WITH MALNUTRITION RELATED DIABETES(MRDM)
: S.S.GUPTA, DIABETES CARE CENTRE, NAGPUR, INDIA

Study aims to correlate factors which might be
responsible for some of differences seen between
young diabetics of tropics and of West. Of 1760
diabetics, 237 NIDDY and MRDM with onset of
diabetes(DM) before 40Yrs age were selected and
correlated clinically. NIDDY were 190(80.2%),
PDDM 39(16.5%) F^PD 8(3.3%). BMI in ITIDDY2 male
(m)-24.7„.4.3kg/m ,female(f)-26.9±5.4;kg/m ;PDDII
m-17.9±3.4,f-16.9±2.5;FCPD m-20+2.3,f-18.2 Waist
hip ratio in NIDDY ra-0.97±D.07,f-0.95±0.l3;PDDM
m-0.89±0.05,f-0.87+0.06;FCPD m-0.92±0.02,f-0.86.
Duration of DM in NIDDY-4.4±5.6Yr PDDM 2.8+3.7Yr
FCPD-4.3±4.9Yr. Family history of Dli present in
69.7% NIDDY and 25%FCPD while absent in PDDM.80%
NIDDY and 50% FCPD responded to sulfonylurea(SU)
while PDDM didn't. 25.8% NIDDY had hypertension
(HT),3.7% had coronary artery disease which
were absent in MRDM. Macroangiopathy was absent
in NIDDY;12.5% FCPD & 5.1% PDDM had retinopathy
+ nephropathy.Thus, tropical KIDDY have more of
central than generalised obesity seen in West.
FCPD have genetic predisposition, they do
respond to SU,thus overlap NIDDY.Microangiopathy
appear early while macroangiopathy and HT is
rare in MRDM. Meaning,tropical diabetes, though
not a homogenous entity, does have certain
characteristics of it's own.
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PREVALENCE OF DM IN DEAN FUNES,CORDOBA,ARGENTINA.De
Loredo,L;Luquez,H;Madoery,R;Rolter,H;Sereday,M de;Libman,C. Universidad
Nacional de C6rdoba.
The objective was to assess the prevalence of DM and his association with others
risk factors of cardiovascular disease,mainly obesity, hypertension,
dislipidaemia,insulin resistance and sedentarism.A random sample of 388 persons
aged 30-70 y, was selected by a multietapic,sistematic and sex-age representative
method,from a population of 18511 inh.with 95 and 2.3% precision. Fasting
capillary glucose was measured by Haemoglukotest 20-800 and Reflolux
(].Values>_7.8 mmol/l were, confirmed by venous plasma glucose by
autoanalizer.Values_>5.5<7.8 mmol/l and one every six <5.6 mmol/l were
submitted to the OGTT.WHO recommendations and diagnostic criteria for DM
were applied.Known diabetics were identified as having a confirmed diagnosis and
were treated.Obesity was diagnosed by NHANES III criterion:BMI ? 27.3 for
women and 27.8 for men. Insulin-resistance was measured by fasting plasma
insulin by ELISA.WHO criteria was applied for hypertension and Argentine
Forum for Dislipidaemia criteria for lipids alteration.The X 2 test was used to
characterize significant differences.The total prevalence of DM was
8.2%(9.7%M,6.9%W)and increased with age from 3.4%(30-39y)to 19.2%(60-
69y);62.5% were known diabetics.Obesity was present in 68.8% of
diabetics(D)and 47.2% of non diabetics(ND)(RR 1.45 CI 1.12-1.88). Hypertension
was associated with DM in 56.3% and in 38% with ND.(RR 1.48 CI 1.06-
2.0).Fasting insulin was higher in D:x 14.06,uU/ml(SE 1.52) than in ND: z 10.84
µU/ml(SE 0.40)p<0.02.There was sedentarism in 43,8% of D and in 27,2% of
ND(RR 1.94 Cl 1.0-3.7).There was no significant differences for
dislipidaemias.In conclusion the prevalence was similar to the most recent data
from South America. As a expected there was a significant association of DM with
obesity,hypertension,fasting insulin and sedentarism.
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PREVALENCE OF DIABETES BY THE CAPTURE-RECAPTURE TECHNIQUE-
ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS
AI.Aziz, 6.8111, N.Beeching and S.Macfarlane.
The University of Liverpool, Liverpool, England.
Capture-recapture (C-R) is a promising method for
assessment of diabetes prevalence, but has not been widely
used or validated. Aims: We have explored the accuracy
and feasibility of C-R in determining community diabetes
prevalence in an urban area of North Liverpool, UK. In a
recent 12 months period, we obtained lists of diabetic
patients from three sources - Diabetic Clinic, Hospital
Discharges and General Practioner (GP) lists. Other
clinical data was recorded where possible. Names were
computer-matched by surname, date of birth and post-code.
C-R calculations were determined by log-linear modelling.
Total population sampled was 178,365. Diabetes "captures"
were 1,692 (Diabetes Centre), 486 (Hospital Discharges)
and 702 (GP lists). Estimated known diabetes prevalence
was 2.63% (95%CI 2.56-2.70%). Mean age was 57.6 years
(SD=16.1); fe male:male ratio was 1:1.2; 82% were NIDDM
and 18% IDDM; treatment was diet 25%, tablets 42%, insulin
33%; and prevalence increased markedly with age. This
study shows a relatively high diabetes prevalence, with
close confidence intervals. C-R is a rapid and cheap method
for diabetes prevalence determination, provided easily
computer-accessible lists are available. Ideally, results
should be validated by other epidemiological techniques.
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HIGH PREVALENCE OF DIABETES MELLITUS SECONDARY TO
ACUTE NECROTIZING PANCREATITIS
K. Sandholzer, A. Festa, S. Kriwanek, A. Schwarzmeier, C.
Armbruster, P. Beckerhinn and G. Schernthaner. Dept. of Med. 1 and
Dept. of Surgery 1, Rudolfstiftung Hospital, Vienna, Austria
The prevalence of diabetes mellitus (DM) secondary to chronic pancreatitis
is known to be high, whereas few and controversial information exists
about the diabetogenic potency of acute necrotizing pancreatitis (ANP).
A follow-up study was performed to investigate prevalence and risk
factors of impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) in patients after ANP. Of 124
patients with a single episode of ANP 28 had died, 19 were lost for
follow-up and from the remaining 76 patients glucose tolerance and
clinical parameters were assessed in 37 patients (follow up: 4.0±2.9
years). After exclusion of patients with overt diabetes an oGTT was
performed according to WHO criteria, with a result defined as borderline
if blood glucose was >200mg/dl in any of the measurements. A clinical
risk score including family history of DM, signs of metabolic syndrome
before ANP and initial therapy was defined for each patient (range: 0-5).
Only 11 (30%) out of 37 patients had normal glucose tolerance, 14 (38%)
had overt diabetes, 6 impaired (16%) and 6 borderline (16%) glucose
tolerance. All patients with risk scores 0 and I (n=8) had normal glucose
tolerance, whereas risk scores 4 and 5 (n=9) were 100% predictive for
IGT/DM. In surgically treated patients (n=30) IGT/DM was found
significantly more often than in patients with a conservative (n=7)
treatment (67%vs. 0%, p<0.002). Fasting blood glucose (117±35 mg/dl
vs. 98±8, p<0.02) and fructosamine levels were higher (262.68 mol/l vs.
218±12, p<0.03), whereas fasting insulin was lower (11±6 ptU/ml vs.
17±5, p<0.03) in surgically treated patients, with no differences in age
(46±11 years vs. 51±20) and follow up duration (4.3±3 years vs. 2.9-2).
In summary, we found a high prevalence of abnormal glucose tolerance in
patients after a single episode of ANP, comparable to the prevalence
found in chronic pancreatitis. Patients at risk were identified with an easily
applicable clinical score. Our data strongly support recent trends in the
initial treatment of patients with ANP towards a conservative approach.
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PREVALENCE OF DIABETES MELLITUS AND IMPAIRED GLUCOSE
TOLERANCE UTILIZING TWO DIFFERENT METHODS
MR Rifaie, NI Laymon, M Abul Magd, N Sayed-Ahmed. Mansoura
University, Mansoura, EGYPT.

The aim of this work was to evaluate the size of the problem of both
diabetes mellitus (DM) and impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), as
diagnosed according to the WHO (1985) criteria, in an Egyptian rural
area. Five hundreds villagers, chosen at random from a village in
Dakahlia province, were screened by measuring blood glucose both
fasting and 2-hour following a 75 gm glucose load (Method 1). Another
group of 500 age- and sex-matched villagers were screened by
measuring blood glucose both fasting and post prandial following the
ordinary breakfast meal (method 2). The prevalence of DM was found to
be 6.2% and that of IGT 7% by method 1, while by method 2 the
respective prevalences were 5.2% and 6.2%. The differences between
both methods of screening were found statistically insignificant (p>0.05)
in both conditions. This suggests that the 2-hour post prandial blood
glucose estimation can be a good substitute for that following a 75 gram-
glucose load. The former is certainly more convenient, physiological and
palatable, and less expensive method for screening in mass
epidemiological studies.
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PREVALENCE OF DIABETES MELLITIIS AND VASCULAR RISK
FACTORS IN THE URBAN POPULATION OF THE NORTHWEST
OF B.A. PROVINCE, ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.

Giorgini, D; Carretero, L; Mon, M; Sereday, M. de;
Libman, C; DIAFA Pehua 6.

OBJETIVES: To establish prevalence of DM and IGT in the city
of Pehuajo(B.A.) and its spreading according to sex and age.
To know the percentage of IDDM, NIDDM and IGT. To set the
proportions of new diabetics and the known ones. To establish
the prevalence of other factors of vascular risk and its
association with Diabetes Mellitus.

MATERIAL AND METHODS: Random sample from subjets aged 20-80
(from no Institutions), located in Pehuajo, was determined
by a multistage technic, by ranking sex and age (n: 603), a
glucemia postloading was done, according to WHO recommenda-
tions. Cholesterol, triglycerides, blood pressure and BMI
were tested.

RESULT: Prevalence of 08: 7.8% (n:47); 5,3% known and 2.5%
new diabetics. Prevalence of IGT: 1%. The 25% of the known
diabetics are under insuline treatment. The risk of present-
ing arterial hypertension increases according to age, high
cholesterol and high EMI, and so is the risk of developing
a heart attack as becoming older and DM. (Multivariate
Logistic Regression).

CONCLUSION: An increase in the prevalence of DM is observed
in relation to previous research carried out in Latindmerica
The high percentage of known diabetics, puts in evidence the
efficient community educational work. The Diabetes Mellitus,
high BMI and high Cholesterol increase the profile of the
vascular risk.
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APPROPRIATE FASTING PLASMA GLUCOSE LEVEL FOR DETECTION
OF DIABETES MELLITUS
Nitiyanant W*, Ploybutr S*, Sriussadaporn S*,Yamwong P**,Vannasaeng S.
Department of Medicine* and Preventive Medicine, Faculty of Medicine
Siriraj Hospital, Mahidol University, Bangkok, Thailand.

Inconsistency in the prevalence of diabetes mellitus (DM) diagnosed by
current WHO recommended guideline has been observed. This study was
aimed to determine fasting plasma glucose (FPG) level that can be
appropriately used for early detection of DM. Standard 75 gm OGTT was
performed in 393 subjects. They were 84 males and 309 females, aged 14-
76 years old (mean+SD = 43.8+12.7 years). All of them had one or more of
the following indications to undergo OGTT: DM in first degree relatives,
overweight, hypertension, dyslipidemia and previous abnormality of glucose
tolerance. Plasma glucose levels were determined in NaF preserved plasma
using glucose oxidase method. Plasma glucose levels of >11.1 mmol/I at
two hours after 75 gm oral glucose load were used as a gold standard for
diagnosis of DM. Diagnosis of DM was made in 24.7% of cases by gold
standard criteria compared to that of 5.8% by FPG values of >7.8 mmol/I
(WHO criteria). Using various FPG values as cut-off points for diagnosis of
DM gave different prevalence rates with varying degree of sensitivity and
specificity as shown in the Table below. Diagnosis of DM by FPG of >7.0
mmol/I had improved sensitivity of 37.1 % while retaining specificity at 100%.
Cut-off value of FPG at 6.0 mmol/I gave nearest prevalence rate of DM to
the gold standard criteria with Youden index (sensitivity + specificity - 1) of
0.63. Receiver operating characteristic curve revealed the best cut-off value
being 6.2 mmol/l. We concluded that FPG of 7.0 mmol/I or more can be
accurately used for detection of DM. Individuals with FPG values between
6.0-6.9 mmol/I should have OGTT for definitive diagnosis of DM.

5.9 6.0 6.2 6.6 7.0 7.4 7.8
lence of DM 25.4 21.6 17.8 14.2 9.2 7.9 5.8EFPG(mmol/1)

tivity 74.2 69.0 63.9 54.6 37.1 32.0 23.7
ficity 90.5 93.9 97.3 99.0 100 100 100
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FREQUENCY OF CARBOHYDRATE METABOLIC DISORDERS
IN PERIMENOPAUSAL AND POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN IN LOD2
(POLAND)
1. Nadel, K. Cypryk, T. Stetkiewicz, T. Pertynski, A. Sobczuk and
J. Wilczynski. Polish Mother's Memorial Hospital, t6dz, Poland
The prevelance of diabetes mellitus (DM) and impaired glucose tollerance
(IGT) in perimenopausal and postmenopausal women in Poland is unknown.
Aim of study:Evaluate the prevelance of carbohydrate metabolic disorders
in perimenopausal and postmenopausal women admitted to Polish Mother's
Memorial Hospital in LOd2 during 1995-96
Materials and methods: The study group consists of 500 women
aged between 45 to 65, mean 52,3 ± 5,3 admitted to the Department
of Menopausal Diseases and Outpatient Clinic of PMMH for menopausal
signs and symptoms. All women underwent clinical examination. Fasting
blood glucose levels were evaluated in all cases. When FBG level was more
than 105mg%, 75 gms OGTT was administered according to WHO protocol
guidelines. Selected diabetes mellitus risk factors were evaluated.
Results: In the study group DM was diagnosed in 4,8%. For nearly 2/3
of the women this was the first time DM had been diagnosed. IGT was
diagnosed in another 8%. In 87,2% of the women there was no carbohydrate
metabolic disorder. Elevated Body Mass Index (BMI) was noted in 52,4% of
women. Hypertension was observed in 18,2%
of women and coexisted with DM and IGT in 13 and 10 cases respectively.
Hypercholesterolaemia and hypertriglyceridaemia was noted
in 27% of DM and 7% of IGT women. In the study group lipid metabolic
disorders occured in 25 (39,1%) of women with carbohydrate disorders.
Conclusion: Screening for DM and IGT leads to the detection of most
unknown cases of these deseases. Approximately 5% of perimenopausal
and postmenopausal women have DM and additional 8% have IGT.
Common associated disorders were hypertension and dyslipidaemia.
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CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CHINESE YOUNG
NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETICS IN TAIWAN
K-W. Chen, W-T. Lu,J-H. Juang, Y-H. Wu, J-D. Lin and
H-S. Huang. Chang Gung Memorial Hospital Taipei, Taiwan,
R.O.C.

To know the clinical characterastics of young non-insulin-
dependent diabetics (NTDD), we studied 50 cases (24M, 26F)
who had been admitted to our metabolic ward from 1985 to 1996.
The criteria for patient selection included: onset of diabetes before
the age 30 years; absence of history of diabetic ketoacidosis;
fasting or postprandial serum C-peptide >_ 1.0 ng/ml; and no
insulin requirement for over 2 years. There were 60% patients
had body mass index (BMI) over 27 kg/m2, and 54% had
hypertriglycemia. Family history of diabetes in first degree
relatives was noted in 35 (70%) patients. As compared with
patients with shorter duration, those cases with history over 10
years had lower BMI (25.1 vs 30.0 kg/m 2, p=0.04), lower
triglyceride (143.8 vs 310.0 mg/dl, p=0.006), and higher
occurrence of retinopathy (50.0% vs 18.4%, p=0.03). In
conclusion, NIDDM may develope in young age among Chinese.
Most of them are obese, hyperlipidemic and family history of
diabetes. Retinopathy occurs significantly higher in patients with
longer duration.
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CLINICAL PRESENTATION OF YOUNG DIABETES IN BANGLADESH

F. Pathan, L. Nessa and A.K. Azad Khan. Bangladesh Institute of Research and
Rehabilitation in Diabetes, Endocrine and Metabolic Disorders (BIRDEM), Dhaka -
1000, Bangladesh

Four hundred and fifty three diabetic subjects with onset on age below 30 years of age
has been studied on the first day of diagonsis. 67 (14.8%), 22 (4.9%), 159 (35.1 %) and
205 (45.3%) were diagnosed as FCPD, IDDM, PDDM and NIDDY subjects respectively
according to WHO criteria. Male predominancy was found in FCPD, IDDM and PDDM
and female in NIDDY subjects. Subjects of first three classes reported mostly from rural
areas and NIDDY mostly from urban areas. NIDDY subjects had higher age 26+2
(M+SD) than FCPD, IDDM and PDDM subjects with identical age 21 +1 (M+SD) years
(p<0.05). Sixty six percent of FCPD, 46% of IDDM and 53% of PDDM subjects had
education below class V contrast to 83% of NIDDY subjects above class V. Fifty two
percent FCPD, 46% IDDM and 43% PDDM subjects were unskilled labour. Mean
annual income (in US Dollar) of FCPD (813+136), IDDM (873+213) and PDDM
(904+94) subjects were much lower than NIDDY (2258+163) subjects (p<0.05). Typical
symptoms of diabetes mellitus (DM) were obtained in 97%, 95% and 93% of FCPD,
IDDM, PDDM subjects respectively in comparison to 63% of NIDDY subjects. Signs of
malnutrition were revealed in 93% of FCPD, 91% of IDDM, 92% of PDDM subjects in
contrast to 40% of NIDDY subjects. Ninety four percent of FCPD and 91% of IDDM
subject had BMI<19 whereas only 27.3% of NIDDY and 4.5% of IDDM subjects had
BMI >25. History of DM in family were obtianed in 56% of NIDDY, 19% of FCPD, 14%
of IDDM and 24% of PDDM subjects. Glycemic status (FPG and HBA1c) was
significantly higher in FCPD (21.9+0.8, 11.3+1.1), IDDM (22.2+1.5, 11.3+1.2) and
PDDM (20.0+0.6, 10.6+0.4) subjects compared to NIDDY (11.4 +0.3, 8.1+0.2) subjects
(p<0.05). Retinopathy was observed in 6%, 3.8% and 2.9% in FCPD, PDDM and
NIDDY subjects respectively. Neuropathy was found in 56%, 45%, 43% and 4.5% of
FCPD, IDDM, PDDM and NIDDY subjects. Twenty three percenr of IDDM, 7.5% FCPD,
8.8%PDDM and 9.3% NIDDY subjets had clinical proteinuria. Detailed biochemical
investigation is needed to correlate clinical behavior and etiopathogenic mechanism.
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THE EFFICACY OF Q SINGLE SCREENING METHOD FOR
THE METABOLIC SYNDROME X
T.Halmos,I.Suba, L.Kautzky Koranyi Institute for
Pulmonology Budapest, Hungary
A simple method, was adopted for studying the oc-
currence of the features of syndrome X and for
early detection of the syndrome in jeopardized
individuals.Out of 343 patients 255 vith central
obesity and hypertension /group 1/,24 with obes-
ity /gr.2/,35 with hypertension /gr.3/,29 without
obesity and hypertension /gr.4/ were examined.
Blood sugar and immunoreactive insulin levels dur-
ing oral glucose tolerance test,fasting plasma
lipids,body mass index,waist/hip ratio,blood pres-
sure were determiried.Hypertension,central obesi -br
and high blood sugar levels for corresponding in-
sulin levels were regarded as basic criteria of
the syndrome.89/ of gr.1 patients met these cri-
teria.Type 2 diabetes mellitus,impaired glucose
tolerance or"diabetoid"glucose curves could be
detected in in 53-45-28-20%,hyperinsulinism in85
-70-61-41/,dyslipidemia in 80-62-71-45%, high
blood sugar / insulin levels (presumably insulin
resistance)in 90-83-66-52/0 of the groups 1-2-3
and 4.Syndrome X could be effectively screened
byinspection and hypertension in 89% of gr.l,but
fragments of the syndrome were present in lesser
amount in the other groups as well.A delayed k
and slow decline of insulin curves could be seen
in patients with glucose intolerance including
"diabetoid"individuals compared to normals sug-
gesting an early abnormality of the beta-cell
function and/or insulin resistance
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METABOLIC CONTROL AND QUALITY OF LIFE FOR DIABETES PATIENTS
IN VILJANDI, ESTONIA - A POPULATION BASED STUDY
H Videsi>, P Nilsson°, V Sarapuu' T Podar' , A Isacsson2 , and B Scherstdn 2 .

1 City Policlinic, Viljandi, Estonia, 2 Department of Community Health Sciences,
Lund University, Lund, Sweden, and 3Department of Endocrinology, University of
Tartu, Tartu, Estonia.
Objective - To investigate aspects of metabolic control, treatment and complications,
as well as the quality of life, in patients with diabetes mellitus from a defined
population in Estonia.
Design - We invited 220 randomly selected diabetes patients from a local diabetes
register of 1,100 patients, to a clinical investigation.
Setting - The city Policlinic in Viljandi, Estonia.
Main outcome measures - Medical history, physical examination (height, weight,
blood pressure), laboratory variables (blood glucose and glucated hemoglobin A 1 ,

serum cholesterol and creatinine, urinary protein), questionnaire on quality of life
variables.
Results - In all 181 diabetes patients were investigated, of whom 90% were non-
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). Mean diabetes was 8.9 years, and
mean HbA1 level 7.3%. The overall proportion of patients treated with insulin was
20.4%, and with anti-hypertensive drugs 27.6%. Smoking was present in 14%. The
proportion of patients with various diabetes complications was high (73.5%), mostly
consisting of different manifestations of cardiovascular disease. Foot ulcers or
gangraende were observed in 11.7%. A low level of quality of life was registered in
many patients, mostly due to difficult living conditions. QoL and subjectively
perceived health was significantly lower than for Swedish patients.
Conclusion - Diabetes patients in Viljandi showed an acceptable degree of glucose
metabolic control, but reported a high degree of diabetes complications, as well as
impaired quality of life. The diabetes complications may therefore be due to other
detrimental factors than hyperglycaemia, e.g. the standard of care during previous
years and current living conditions.
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IMPACT OF GENDER AND OVERWEIGHT ON PARAMETERS OF THE
METABOLIC SYNDROME IN NIDDM RELATIVES.
E. Ryder, H. Florez, H. Valbuena, G. Campos, V. Fernandez, S. Castillo, L.M.
Morales, M. Sempnin-Fereira, M.E. Gomez and X. Raleigh.
University of Zulia, Maracaibo, Venezuela.
First degree relatives of NIDDM patients present metabolic disturbances that can
be taken as predictors for developing diabetes, depending of ethnicity. Being
hispanic more prone to develop NIDDM we studied 24 non-obese first degree
relatives (14 F/10 M) of N1DDM patients (DR) matched for age, gender and body
mass index (BMI) with 22 controls (12 F/ 1OM) from Venezuelan families, to
compare with other hispanic groups. In DR, the subscapular (SC) and tricipital
(TC) skinfolds measurements were higher. Separating by gender and BMI, this
increase was observed mainly in overweight women (SC = 30,5 ± 1.9 vs 19.3 ±
3.5 mm TC = 27.9 ± 3 vs 20.0 ± 2.8 mm) indicating upper body and peripheral
adiposity. Diastolic blood pressure (DBP) was elevated in DR but mainly in
overweight men, who represented 70% of the total. None of DR had glucose
intolerance, however the insulin was elevated at fasting and in response to a
glucose load, resulting a high I/G ratio. The M30/ AG30, indirect measure of
insulin secretion, was elevated in overweigth men (87.9 ± 3,4 vs 76.2 ± 2.9). In
women, it was observed a lower increment in the first phase insulin release as
the BMI increases. Most lipid parameters were elevated in DR, except Chol and
LDL-C. TG was elevated in normal as well as in overweight women (< 25 BMI
1.5 ± 0.2 vs 0.7 ± 0.1 mmol/l; > 25 BMI 2.3 ± 0.5 vs 1.3 ± 0.2 mmol/1) . Low
HDL-C was seen in both, women and men (women 1.0 ± 0.1 vs 1.2 ± 0.1
Wino]/; men 0.8 ± 0.1 vs I ± 0.1 mmol). Insulin was significantly correlated
with TC and lipid parameters in women, mainly in overweight, while in men the
association was observed with lipids and DBE. (CONDES-CONICIT).
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PREVALENCE OF DIABETES MELLITUS ON PYGMIES IN KRIBI SUBDIVISION, SOUTH
CAMEROON (CENTRAL AFRICA)

Sone Mpondo, P.Receveur, J.Solle, S. Boni Mbassi,H.Achu Joko, H.Luma Namme, Kouda Ze,
J.C.Mbanya, M.Amouretti; H6pital Laquintinie de Douala, Cameroun

On June 29th and 30th 1996, we conducted a screening exercice for diabetes mellitus in the
pygmy population in Kribi Sub-division South Cameroon (Central Africa). The objectives were
to find out if this condition existed the pygmy population and determine it's prevalence. Five
camping villages were visited. Two of them were located deep into the forest, while the three
others because of their proximity to the roads and Kribi toen, have undergone relatively on
modernization (Lends, Dibamba and Bibuba). Capillary blood glucose, analysis, with rapid
reading on Gucometer (AMES) was used as a scrrening tool. The population was informed to
come fasting, but because we reached Kilombo and Bibuba late, the villagers had eaten two to
three hours prior to our arrival. A total of 108 Pygmies were examined, comprising 63 females
and 45 males, 41 of whom were children under fifteen years, while 67 were adults. We found
5 cases of high blood glucose levels (>1.40 g/l). None however attained 1.80 g/l. We estimated
the diabetes prevalence at 4.6% for the whole and 7.5% if only the adult population was
considered. All the positive cases were observed in the relatively modernized camping villages:
Lende (5 cases), Dibambe (1 case) and Divuba (3 cases).In these camping villages, we noticed
the presence of non-Pygmies who came for native treatment (the Pygmies are reputed to be
very good herbalists). From this intermingling may result changes in food habits of Pygmies or
mixted born babies into the Pygmy population. No child was seen with signs or symptoms of
diabetes; probably because insulin dependent diabetes is absent in this population or because
affected childen die rapidly due to the lack of insulin. All the adults with abnormal blood sugars
were asymptomatic. Was this because the renal threshold for glucose was lower than 1.8 g/I or
did the Pygmies benefit from some protection against diabetes mellitus through the use of
traditional drugs. This study shows that diabetes exist among the Pygmies. The prevalence
found in this study was 4.6%. However these are preliminary results which must be confirmed
by other studies using more standardized methodolgy.
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SYNDROME X IN JAPANESE-BRAZILIANS: IS INSULIN OR ITS
PRECURSOR INDEPENDENTLY ASSOCIATED TO HYPERTENSION?
SRG Ferreira, LJ Franco, SGA Gimeno, LC Iochida, Hirai A, M Iunes and
JBDSG. Federal University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil.

Hyperinsulinemia and hypertension are associated in the spectrum of
syndrome X, but large studies adjusting for confounders are still required.
Japaneses living outside Japan are more susceptible to chronic diseases; our
group has previously reported high prevalence of NIDDM among Japanese-
Brazilians. The present study aimed to evaluate if insulin (I) or proinaulin (PI)
is associated with hypertension after adjustment for other risk factors, in first
(1G) (n=238) and second (2G) (n=292) generation Japanese-Brazilians, aged
40-79 yrs. Blood pressure (BP) was measured by random-zero sphygmo-
manometer. Persons with systolic/diastolic BP >_ 140/90 mmHg or taking
antihypertensive drugs, were considered hypertensives. Diagnosis of diabetes
was based on oral GTT by WHO criteria. Fasting and 2-hr after glucose load
I and PI were determined by immunofluorimetric assays. 1G was older than
the 2G (65.6±9.2 vs 53.6±8.4 yrs, p<0.01) and male/female ratios were 1.14
and 0.87, respectively. Age-adjusted prevalence of hypertension was 29.2%
with no difference between genders or generations. Higher BMI, waist/hip
ratio, plasma glucose and cholesterol were found among the hypertensives.
Logistic regression showed that 2-hr I remained associated with hypertension
(OR=1.43, 95%CI 1.13-1.81) after adjustment for age, gender, generation,
family history, smoking, obesity, waist/hip ratio, glucose intolerance, and
dyslipidemia. Japanese-Brazilians have higher prevalence of hypertension
than the general population in Brazil. This finding, associated to the increased
rates of NIDDM, reinforced the unfavorable impact of westernization to
syndrome X. 2-hr hyperinsulinemia, seen in hypertensives, may be interpreted
as an independent risk factor for hypertension in this population.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF ALLOPATHIC ANTIDIABETIC
---- TREATMENT IN INDIA

PRADEEP G. TALWALKAR AND VIRA7 SALGAONKAR,
TALWALKAR CLINIC, MUMBAI, INDIA.

With estimated 20 million people with diabetes,
India is already world's most populated country as
regards people with diabetes. Even though tradi-
tional systems of medicine are widely practiced and
are the mainline systems in rural areas, they do
not offer a single effective antidiabetic medica-
tion. We decided to estimate the number of Indians
with diabetes, who are on allopathic antidiabetic
medications coral Hypoglycemic Agents (OHA),
belonging to sulphonylurea and biguanide families
and insulinsDThe Operation Research Group published
all India Sales figures of all the OHAs and insulins
marketed in India, were studied to work out total
number of OHA tablets/capsules and insulin vials
sold in India during October'95 to September '96.
By allocating average daily dose for each agent, we
estimated the number of patients on each antidiabetic
medication. We then worked out formulas to account
for polytherapy and calculated total number of
patients with allopathic antidiabetic medications.
in our estimation only 474000 patients (out of 20
million) were receiving allopathic antidiabetic
medications. We conclude that only a small
fraction (approx. 2.5%) of Indian patients with
diabetes are taking allopathic medications. The
dual task of identifying undiagnosed and
untreated persons with diabetes and providing
them with appropriate medications, needs to be
tackled on war footing.
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BASAL INSULIN LEVELS ACCORDING TO AGE, SEX AND BODY
MASS INDEX IN NORMAL SUBJECTS IN KOREA

SA Chang, KH Song, JM Lee, HS Son, BY Cha, KW Lee, HY Son
and SK Kang. Catholic University Medical college, Seoul, Korea

To determine the basal insulin levels in normal Korean subjects and the
factors influencing with basal insulin levels, 1917 normal subjects whose
fasting blood sugar levels were below 6.4 mmol/L, were assessed basal
insulin levels, total cholesterol, triglyceride and their anthropometric
charateristics (body weight, height and body mass index). Mean basal insulin
levels was 34 pmol/L, the basal insulin levels in men and women were 35±1
and 32±1 pmol/L, respectively. Fasting blood sugar levels was 5.4±1 mmol/L
and insulin(uU/ml) to glucose(mg/dl) ratio was 0.06. The basal insulin levels
of obese (BMI>— 25) subjects was significantly higher than that of non-obese
subjects (43 ± 1 pmol/L vs 31 pmol/L p< 0.001). Basal insulin levels
according to age and body mass index was as follows;

utn(pmol/L)"
Age (years)

Men (n=1235) Women (n=682)
obese (BMI?25) non -obese obese ( BMI>25) non -obese

20-29 74 ±13 (n=12) 29± 3 (n=34) 45± 18(n=2) 30±2 (n=54)
30-39 48-2 (n=121) 32±1 (n=269) 39± 5 (n=22) 29 ±1 (n=153)
40-49 42±2 (n=142) 31 ±1 (n=322) 39± 4 (n=46) 29+1 (n=172)
50-59 41±2 (n=73) 30 ±1 (n=183) 37± 2 (n=60) 31+2 (n=113)
>60 36±5 (n=21) 29±2 (n=51) 44± 5 (n=15) 35±2 (n=46)

Values are mean±S.E.M.
There were no significant difference in the basal insulin levels between the

age group, however the basal insulin levels of obese group in each age group
was significantly higher than that of nonobese group. In a multiple stepwise
regression analysis, body mass index, fasting blood sugar and triglyceride
were significantly positive contributing factors on the basal insulin levels,
and age was significantly negative contributing factors on the basal insulin
levels.
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DIABETES MELLITUS IN THREE ALASKAN ESKIMO POPULATIONS
C. Schraer, S. Ebbesson, P. Risica, A. Adler, and A.M. Mayer. University of Alaska
and Alaska Native Health Service, Anchorage, Alaska, U.S.A.
Diabetes has historically been relatively uncommon among Alaskan Eskimos
compared to other populations. However, no large scale screening involving glucose
tolerance testing of all subjects had been carried out. The objective of this study, a
population based survey, was to determine the prevalence of glucose tolerance
abnormalities, body fat content and distribution, and insulin levels in three Alaskan
Eskimo populations, >=25 years age, in the Bering Straits region of northwestern
Alaska. Data included body mass index, waist-hip ratio, glucose tolerance status by
World Health Organization criteria, fasting insulin and lipid levels, and family,
dietary, and exercise histories. A total of 454 of 899 (51%) eligible participants were
screened, including 239 Siberian Yupik, 106 Central Yupik, and 109 Inupiat Eskimo
people. The prevalences of diabetes in these groups were 9.6%, 2.8%, and 3.7%
respectively, while the rates of impaired glucose tolerance were 7.5%, 13.2%, and
6.4%. Mean insulin levels were 45 and 38 pmol/I for men and women respectively.
Age-adjusted overall rates of diabetes in these populations were 9.2% for women and
6.6% for men, similar to 8.8% and 7.8% for U.S. white women and men. Compared
with Siberian Natives across the Bering Straits ages 45-64, our diabetes rate was much
higher (8.2% versus 0.8%). Our mean insulin levels were much lower than those in
the Strong Heart Study of American Indians which ranged from 114 to 165 for women
and 97 to 128 for men (measured in the same laboratory, same units). In summary,
our data indicates that: diabetes among Alaskan Eskimo people is more common than
previously thought; our rates are higher than those among closely related populations
across the Bering Straits; and lower insulin levels may indicate a lower degree of
insulin resistance than among American Indians. Further comparisons of our findings
to those among other indigenous populations should help define the relative
contributions of genetic and life style related risk factors, which hopefully can lead to
preventive strategies.
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PREVALENCE OF INSULIN RESISTANCE IN METABOLIC DISEASES.
RESULTS FROM A POPULATION-BASED STUDY (BRUNECK STUDY).
E. Bonora, S. Kiechl, J. Willeit, F. Oberhollenzer, Georg Egger, M. Muggeo.
University of Verona, Italy, University of Innsbruck, Austria, Hospital of
Brunico, Italy.
Insulin resistance is thought to be a common finding of several clinical
conditions, including IGT, NIDDM, hypertension, dyslipidemia and
hyperuricemia. This concept emerged from case-control studies in which
insulin sensitivity was assessed by insulin clamp or alternative methods. We
examined the prevalence rates of insulin resistance in the above mentioned
clinical conditions among subjects participating in the Bruneck Study, a
population-based study including 888 subjects aged 40-79 years in whom
insulin sensitivity was estimated by homeostasis model assessment
(HOMA). Subjects in the top quintile of HOMA distribution values (n=177)
were regarded as insulin resistant. The prevalence of IGT, NIDDM,
hypercholesterolemia, hypertrigliceridemia, low HDL cholesterol,
hyperuricemia and hypertension (as defined by conventional criteria)
significantly increased (p=0.05-0.0001) across quintiles of HOMA. This was
found in either nonobese and obese individuals, in both men and women
and in younger (40-59 years) like in older (60-79 years) subjects. The
prevalence of insulin resistance was 41.2% in IGT, 62.9% in NIDDM, 24.6%
in hypercholesterolemia, 53.9% in hypertriglyceridemia, 57.1% in subjects
with low HDL cholesterol, 37.2% in hyperuricemia, 29.3% in hypertension.
The prevalence of insulin resistance in subjects with the combination of
glucose intolerance, dyslipidemia, hyperuricemia and hypertension (n=21,
2.4% of the entire population) was 81%. Twenty-eigth subjects (3.1% of the
whole population) were insulin resistant but free of IGT, NIDDM,
dyslipidemia, hyperuricemia and hypertension. These results document in a
population-based sample that i) insulin resistance in hypertriglyceridemia is
as common as in glucose intolerance (50-60%) whereas it is less frequent in
hypercholesterolemia, hyperuricemia and hypertension (25 to 35%); ii) the
vast majority of subjects with multiple metabolic defects are insulin resistant;
iii) in a significant proportion of the general population insulin resistance
can be found even in the absence of any metabolic diseases.
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INCIDENCE OF DIABETES AND ITS RISK FACTORS IN AMERICAN
INDIANS -- THE STRONG HEART STUDY

ET Lee, IL Yeh, and OT Go for the Strong Heart Study Investigators. University of
Oklahoma, Oklahoma, USA

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is very common in American Indians. Results
reported are from the Strong Heart Study (SHS), a cohort study of cardiovascular
disease and its risk factors in American Indians. Phase I (baseline) data of the SHS
show that the prevalence rates of diabetes in American Indians, aged 45-74 years, in
Arizona (AZ), Oklahoma (OK), and South and North Dakota (SD/ND) were 70%,
40%, and 40%, respectively. The prevalence rates of impaired glucose tolerance
(IGT) were respectively 14%, 17%, and 17%. DM and IGT status were defined by
the WHO criteria. At Phase II, after an average of 4±0.7 years of follow-up, 3638 of
the original 4549 participants (413 died before examination, 499 refused re-
examination) completed the study. The cumulative incidence of DM from
participants with normal glucose tolerance (NGT) and IGT are given below:

WOMEN	 MEN
AZ	 OK SD/ND	 AZ OK SD/ND

NGT to DM	 17% 10% 17%	 8%	 8%	 11%
IGT to DM	 45% 33% 33%	 53% 36% 27%

Stepwise logistic regression was used to determine the risk factors for the
development of DM. In women with NGT at baseline, fasting plasma insulin level
and degree of Indian blood were found to be significantly associated with the
incidence of DM. Whereas in men, only body mass index was significant. In
women with IGT at baseline, only fasting plasma insulin level was significantly
associated with the development of DM. In men with IGT, age was the only
significant risk factor. The data indicate that diabetes is continuing to plague the
American Indians. There is an urgent need to implement effective preventive
programs and intervention strategies to reduce the burden of this devastating disease
in this population.

744
BLACK-WHITE DIFFERENCES IN INSULIN METABOLISM IN YOUNG
NON-DIABETIC SUBJECTS.
R Ratner, R Katz, R Cohen, E Eisenhower, D Verme. Medlantic Research
Institute, George Washington University, Washington DC, USA.
As part of a study on the pathogenesis of coronary artery disease, we profiled
glucose handling and (3-cell secretory dynamics in 79 Blacks (36 males, 43
females) and 84 Whites (54 males, 30 females) <55 years old (mean 47) without
diabetes. Subjects underwent a 3hr, 75gm oGTT with measurement of glucose,
specific insulin (INS,pU/ml) and C-peptide (C-pep). Fasting glucose and glucose
tolerance were similar across ethnic groups (mean fasting glucose 100 mg/dL in
Blacks and 99 mg/dL in Whites). Fasting INS was higher in Black vs. White
males (15.5±9.2 vs 11.3±7.0, p<.Ol) and Black vs. White females (15.2±7.7 vs
13.0 ± 10.4, p= .04); however, Black females had the highest BMI (32.2 kg/m 2).
After adjusting for BMI, fasting and post glucose load INS (±SE) were compared
by race and gender: (*=p<.05 Blacks vs. Whites)

Fasting INS	 30 min INS	 Area under curve
Males	 Females Males Females 	 Males	 Females

Blacks 14.3 + 13.8 + 72.5 + 72.6 + 17760 + 15625 ±
1.1* 1.1 9.7 7.4 2006* 1446

Whites 11.9 ± 15.2 ± 51.7 ± 63.6 ± 11455 + 14514 +_
0.9 1.3 7.9 9.2 1634 1753

Although differences disappeared between females after adjustment for BMI,
differences in fasting, 30 minute, and AUC INS persisted at p < 0.05 when
adjusted only for waist/hip ratio. (3-cell secretion did not differ as manifested by
similar glucose and C-pep responses. We conclude that INS elevation observed
in these Black women is attributable to obesity, independent of body fat
distribution. In contrast, fasting and AUC INS are high in Black men without
increased C-pep, independent of either obesity or body fat distribution. These
finding suggest greater intrinsic insulin resistance and reduced INS distribution
and/or metabolism in non-diabetic Black males.

745
CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF
93.000 DIABETIC PATIENTS FROM AN ITALIAN REGION
M.E. He Feo, F. Palumbo, G. Fabbrocuu , F. Santonastasi*, R. Boni and P.
Marinello; XI Dept. of Med. and Diabetology "A. Cardarelli" Hospital; *Reg.
Epidem. Obs.- Assessorato alla Sanity Regione Campania; " *Medical Statistic-
Dept. of Biology and Pathology Molecular-Federico II University- Naples - Italy
Following a national legislation that hypotizes a personal card for each diabetic
patient (D), in our region (Campania in southern Italy) we activated a regional
data-bank with anagraphical, anthropometric and therapeutical informations.
From 1989 to 1994 we collected data about 92.758 D (F 56.3%, M 43.7%); we
believe that our sample can represent half of diabetic population of the region
(inhabitants=5.2 milions): the aim of this study was to evaluate these data.
Statistical univariate analysis performed on all data showed that the distribution
for age is different between the two sex (males are more represented in age's
range 0-49 yrs, over this age the ratio is inverted). The 11.7% of patients were
insulin-dependent (ID), 88.1% were non-insulin-dependent (NID) and 0.2% had
a secondary diabetes. The D were treated by General Practitioners (GPs) in
57.9% of cases and in 25.1% by specialists, diabetologists or diabetes centre
(DC), 17% of D were treated by both. Referring to therapy 6.5% of D was only
on diet, 66.5% was in therapy with oral agents (OH), 22.4% was on insulin (I)
therapy (median dosage 32 U.I./die) and 4.6% was in therapy with both drugs.
Only 20.7% of D performed blood glucose self-monitoring. Body mass index
(BMI) calculated for each patient showed that 42% of D was overweight and
28% was obese with an high prevalence of females among obese(F 33% vs M
21.6%). We found a statistical significative difference (p<0.001) between the
BMI values of patients from different towns (obeses in the 5 region's chief
towns 27.8% vs obeses in the other towns and rural zone 31.4%). On 4093
randomly selected patients we performed a stepwise logistic regression using as
dependent variable the BMI (non obese <30, obese ?30) and as independent
variables: sex, age, type of therapy, type of diabetes, and glycaemic self-control.
The results showed an higher risk of obesity among the females (Odds
ratio=2.00), among the diabetics in therapy with OH (OR=1.64) or with OH+I
(OR=1.96). The risk of obesity is lower among ID (OR=0.4).
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GLIJt:s)SE TOLEF;AtIICE Ill THE ELDERLY i >40 YRS't It3
F;IJF;AL INDIA-

A.A.,7aglekar, S.Rolls, H.Hirve, K.A1.Shelgilrar,
c. V.,7oglekas' and Ya,jnils C.S. Diabetes Unit,
1 .BII. Hospital Sr. Research Centre. Furze,
India.

We studied glucose tolerance in 321 subjects
>40y it the village of Pimpale iagtap near
Pune ,.r ( 158 men: 58 y, 3 . GB in, 52 kg, E141I 19.5
kg,/in2 and WHR 9.88; 163 women: 53 y, 3..5Otn, 45
kg, 19.3 kg:/m° and (L78). In men 2h plasma
glucose was related to age (r=±3.24, p<0.01),
BNI (r=O.23, p,<O. 0l) , WHHFt (r=O.21, p<O.Ol) ,
and to height (r=-(u16, p e.:O. u5) ; in women to
BMI (r=v.15) and head circumference (r=-09.15,
p=0.07 both). Four percent (7 men, 7 women)
had diabetes, 4% (5 men, 8 women) had IGT (WHO
1985). Hyperglycaemic subjects (IGT+diabetic)
were alder and more - obese - (men 22.3 & women
21.8 lkg,,'m- 1, men had higher WHR and women a
smaller head circumference compared to
normoglycaelnia subjects; they also had higher
2h plasma immunoreactive insulin &
triglycerides, lower HILL cholesterol and
higher blood pressure. Thus, in the elderly of
rural India diabetes and IGT are relatively
rare but are associated with other
cardiovascular risk factors suggesting a
metabolic. syndrome.
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Diabetes mellitus Survey in Zhejiang Province

Tong Zhonghang	 Gu Weizheng

Department of Endocrinology, First Affiliated hospital
Zhejiang medical University, Hangzhou, 310003

According to the operating rules of national
dibetes epidemiologic survey formulated in 1993. We

investigated over 25yrs 7949 subjects in Zhejiang

province, among them, 1060 persons in Hangzhou city,

1158 people in Xhao Shen Village, 1846 subjects in

Wenzhou City and fisherman village, 1846 subjects in

Ningpo Urban and rural areas, Dong Yong Hang Dian
industrial group and 1000 subjects in pu two
fisherman Village.

In this survey we discovered newly diagnosed
Diabetes mellitus 73 cases (54 males, 14 females) ,

Known diabetes 93 cases (male 65, female 28) all
diabetic patients were NIDDH except one was IDDM.
The overal diabetic prevalence is 2. 71%,
standardized prevalence is 3.1% (male 3.40%, female

2.54%), newly diagnosed IGT 99 case (66 males, 33

females). The prevalence is 2. 09% ( male 2. 6%,

fhmele 1.64%). Standardized prevalence is 2. 04%
(male 2.33%, female 1.47%).

The diabetic prevalence in those over 55 increases
sharply, peaking at 64-74 yrs in both sex. The
ratio between the prevalence in overweight and

nonoverweight group after standardization is 3.54%.
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PREVALENCE OF GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE IN BERMUDA.
M.H.Tan, D.J.Jones, L. Andrew-Koolkin, G.Smith and B.Willis. Bermuda
Diabetes Association, Hamilton, Bermuda.
Diabetes is a major health problem in Bermuda. To assess its magnitude we
determined the prevalence of glucose intolerance (known diabetes [KD],
undiagnosed diabetes [UD] and glucose intolerance [IGT] ) in a random sample
(n=999) of adults (19+ years) in a nation-wide survey. All subjects, except those
with known diabetes, had a 75 gm oral glucose tolerance test. The prevalence of
KD = 8.5%, UD = 3.3% and IGT = 6.2%, giving an overall prevalence of glucose
intolerance of 18.0%. For each group, the prevalence was higher in the females
KD: 5.5 vs 3.0, UD: 2.2 vs 1.1 & IGT: 3.4 vs 2.8%). The prevalence of KD &
IGT were low in the 19-30 yrs group (2.1 & 2.1% respectively), peaked in the 61-
70 yrs group (15.1 & 13.2%) and decreased thereafter (11.5 & 10.2%). The
prevalence of UD increased steadily from 0 % in the 19-30 yrs group to 0.5% in
the 31-40 yrs group and to 14.1% in the 71+ yrs group. All 3 groups had higher
serum total cholesterol [ KD = 5.34 + 0.21 mM, M + SEM, UD = 5.14 + 0.16 &
IGT = 5.24 + 0.11 vs Normal = 4.77 + 0.03 ], and triglycerides [KD = 1.69 +
0.15 mM, UD = 1.72 + 0.15 & IGT = 1.65 + 0.16 vs Normal = 1.09 + 0.02 ] but
lower HDL-cholesterol [ KD = 1.1 + 0.04, UD = 1.12 + 0.08 & IGT = 1.1 + 0.05
vs Normal = 1.19 + 0.011 than the normal group. Only the KD [ 3.5 + 0.19 mM]
and IGT 13.43 + 0.1] had higher LDL-cholesterol than the Normal [3.08 + 0.03 ]
group. The glucose intolerant groups did not have higher serum apo A-I levels
than the Normal group. However, all 3 groups had higher serum apo-B levels [
KD = 112 + 3, UD = 108 + 5 & IGT = 112 + 3 mg/DL] than the Normal group [
97 + 1]. Glucose intolerance is common in Bermuda. The prevalence of UD is
highest in the 71+ yrs group. Bermudians with KD, UD, and IGT have higher
serum cholesterol, triglycerides, LDL-cholesterol and apo-B but lower 813k-
cholesterol levels than those without glucose intolerance.
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Prevalence and incidence of diabetes mellitus in Japan
Yoshiharu Akazawa, on behalf of Japan diabetes study group of Prevention and
Epidemiology.
The purpose of this study is to obtain accurate data on the prevalence and incidence of
IDDM and NIDDM. In order to make international comparisons, the survey had to
be performed to the same internationally recognized standard methods using WHO
criteria. The data are taken from 1989 to 1995. The prevalence and incidence of
childhood IDDM are chiefly derived from the records of patients who received free
medical care for diabetes, which is available for children younger than 18 years of age.
The mean prevalence of childhood IDDM per 100000 is 14.7 which is rather uniform
for the different areas of Japan. From 1974 to 1994, childhood diabetes increased
from 577 to 6146 children. The incidence per year was about one tenth of the
prevalence, that is to say about 1.5 per 100000.
The population-based survey of NIDDM among adults aged 40 years or older using
WHO criteria showed mean 9.4% (Male 10.0% Female 6.0%) from northern
Japan(YAMAGATA) to Southern Japan(OK[NAWA).
The incidence, rate of adult NIDDM calculated from the new recurrence of diabetes in
subjects who had previously been examined was 0.8 to 4%. On the other hand, the
person year incidence rate calculated from several years trends showed 2-3 per 1000
person years. The IGT group comprises the group at high risk of developing diabetes
and macrovascular diseases. The prevalence of IGT ranged from 17 to 26% in most
surveys, about 2 to 2.5 times higher than diabetes. These studies showed the number
of Japanese diabetic patients reached more the 6 million people. Another survey of
our study group showed Japanese Americans who live in Hawaii and Los Angels
suffered from diabetes 2 to 3 times more than Japanese in Japan. These data suggest
that a westernized life style promotes the development of diabetes in Japan. The
traditional Japanese life style may prevent the incidence of diabetes and its
complications.
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PREVALENCE OF GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE IN
NORTH EASTERN REGION OF INDIA

SHAH SHEKHAR KUMARa , SAIKIA M., BARMAN N.N.,
RAMCHANDRAN Ab

a - Diabetes Clinic 8 Research Centre, Guwahati,
India.

b - Diabetes Research Centre, Chennai, India.

There is no epidemiological data on the prevalence of
diabetes from North Eastern India. Therefore, a survey
was conducted in the urban population of the city of
Guwahati, Assam to evaluate the prevalence of glucose
intolerance and associated risk factors. In a total of
1016 randomly selected adults aged 20 years & above
(595 men, 421 women) glucose tolerance was tested by
2 hr post glucose (75 gm) plasma glucose estimation
(WHO criteria). The age-adjusted prevalence of NIDDM
was 8.2% in total, 8.7% in men, 7.8% in women. The
age-adjusted prevalence of IGT was 4%, 4.1% in men
and 3.4% in women. In 83.3% of NIDDM, diabetes was
detected earlier. In the multiple regression analysis
age, family history, increasing socio-economic strata
and decreasing physical activity were significantly
associated with NIDDM. Sex and BMI were not
contributory. In the IGT group, the results were
similar to NIDDM but BMI also was a contributory
factor. This study showed that the prevalence of
NIDDM in urban areas of Assam was also high, as
reported from urban population in Southern India.
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TROPICAL PANCREATITIS FROM WESTERN INDIA
Joshi SR, Shah PS, Menon M, Deshpande AK, Shah SC,
Pitchumoni CS*. Department of Gastroenterlogy & Medicine,
Grant Medical College and Sir JJ Group of Hospitals, Bombay.
*Department of. Gastroenterlogy, Our lady of Mercy Medical
centre, NY 140 60.
AIM: To study Tropical pancreatitis and prevalance of
Malnutrition - Related Diabetes Mellitus (MRDM) from ethnic
population of Western India.
METHODS & MATERIALS :-40 cases meeting the following
inclusion criteria viz (1) Abdominal pain (2) Evidence of chronic
pancreatitis on ERCP (3) Evidence of Pancreatic calcification on
plain x-ray abdomen, ultrasound, CT scan (4) Excluding all
known causes of chronic pancreatitis viz alcoholism, biliary etc.
were included in the study.
OBSERVATIONS: There were 36 males and 4 females .30 were
from Maharashtra (18 Maharashtrians, 8 Gujarathi,3 UP ites, 3
Apites); 8 from Gujarat (7 Gujaratbi,l Kern) &1 each from
MP and UP. Abdominal pain was the predominant presenting
complaint. Diabetes was seen only in (3/40) 7.5% and
Malabsorption (5/40) 12.5 %. ERCP revealed (22/40) 55% had
dilated pancreatic ducts ,(12/40) 30% stricutre in pancreatic
duct and (6/40) 15% normal pancreatic duct apart from
calcification in all. Mean duration of symptoms in dilated
pancreatic duct group was 42 months, 9 months in stricture
pancreatic duct group and 23 months in normal pancreatic duct
group. Mean duration of follow-up was 70 months.
CONCLUSION : This study highlights that western Indian
population behaves differently in its manifestations of tropical
pancreatitis & MRDM as compared to classical features as
described from South India. Abdominal pain predominates,
malnutrition, parotid enlargement and diabetes were rare and
overall prognosis was good in the Western Indian population.
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A SEARCH FOR IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IN INDIVIDUALS
WfIT-IHYPERTINSIONANDOBESII YAND'IHffiiOFF'SPR1NG
G Mw&uwicz, J k opatyiBki, Z Bali A Abramczyk -Medical A any of
I,ub1Bl,PolmK1
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EPIDEMIOLOGICAL	 ASPECTS	 OF	 NONINSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS IN MOSCOW REGION.
I.V.Misnikova, A.V.Dreval and Yu.A.Redkin, Moscow Regional
Research Clinical Institute, Moscow, Russia.
The first stage of this work was the creation of the NIDDM
patient's register in Mytishinsky district of Moscow Region.
Up to now all the NIDDM's patients are registered. In total
the quantity of these patients is 1345 persons. The
anticipated results of this work were the description of
general situation of mobidity in Mytishinsky district and the
treatment received data as a model. Computer's treatment
of the register's data has permit to represent the invalidity
structure of the NIDDM's patients. Desease, which are not
connected with diabetes mellitus, is at the first place in this
structure. Diabetes mellitus, as a reason of invalidity, is on
the second place. Cardiac decease is on the third place.
From this, NIDDM is developing on the background of the
existing hard deseases. The carried out large-scale
investigation have permitted prevalence of complication

among NIDDM's patients The quantity of autonomous

neuropathy was negligible. Which can be connected with

imperfection of the diagnostic methods. The analysis of
medicines, which subscribed of the patients, had show the
following: injections of insulin were subscribed 1.43% of
patients, first generation's sulfanilamides were used by
8,4%, 71.68% got second generation sulfa drugs, 1,18% got
biguanids drugs. These will permit to formulate the nessasary
recommendations as well.
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RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE
AMONG WOMEN ATTENDING FOR ANTENATAL CHECKUP

Y RAMU , SANDAL, S BHASKAR and E . TANUJA
RAMAKRISHNA DIABETES CENTRE, NELLORE, INDIA

AIMS OF STUDY: To evaluate the prevalence of
Glucose intolerance in high risk group of women
attending for Antenatal Checkup (A.N.C.)

DESIGN METHODS: Women attending for A.N.C. were
subjected to a common questionnaire. Data
regarding family history of Diabetes, Past
Obstetric history, height, weight, B.P. and
B.M.I. were documented. Ultra sound screening
was done on routine basis. Risk group women
were identified and were subjected to O.G.T.T.
according to N.D.D.G criteria.

RESULTS: TOTAL NO.OF PATIENTS	 835	 --
TOTAL O.G.T.Ts DONE	 324	 38.75%
I.G.T.	 34	 4.06%
G.D.M.	 11	 1.31%
KNOWN CASES OF NIDDM	 4	 0.57%

Out of 49 patients with Glucose intolerance, 17
patients required insulin for better Glycemic
control.

CONCLUSION:	 The	 prevalence	 of	 glucose
intolerance among women attending for A.N.C. at
an Obstetric clinic in Nellore is 5.86%
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EPIDEMIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DIABETES
MELLITUS IN CHINA
Ke—An Wang, et al. Chinese Academy of
Preventive Medicine, Beijing, P. R. China

To investigate the prevalence characteris-
tics of diabetes, a community based prevalence
study on diabetes mellitus was carried out in 12
provinces of China, the study population comp-
rised 45,000 persons, who lived in the community
for no less than five years, and with age of 20-
74 years. 2-hour venous blood was collected
after an oral glucose load (75 g) for each sub-
ject. Diabetes and IGT was defined according to
diagnostic criteria proposed by the WHO Study
Group on diabetes mellitus. The preliminary data
showed: l.The prevalence rate of diabetes was
3.4* for males, 3.0% for females, and it was
3.1% for the whole population. The prevalence
rates of. IGT were 4.1%, 4.4% and 4.3% respec-
tively. 2.The prevalence rates of diabetes or
IGT were related to the economic status, diet
habits, physical activities•and education levels
Detailed information on nutrition and diet was
also investigated. 3.There was a positive corre-
lation between age and the prevalence rate of
both diabetes and IGT. The highest age-specific
prevalence rate was 10.1% for diabetes, and
12.1% for IGT, both of which were found in the
age—group of 60 years or more. 4.The prevalence
rates also varied in different ethnic groups.
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LOWERED CARBOHYDRATE INTAKE IMPAIRS GLUCOSE
TOLERANCE IN HEALTHY ADULTS.

T. Kaneko', P.-Y. Wang', M. Tawata2, T. Onaya2 and A. Sato'
Department of Environmental Health, 2 Department of Internal Medicine,
Medical University of Yamanashi, Tamaho, Yamanashi, Japan.

Eight volunteers (21.6±1.2 years, 58.9±11 kg, 3 females and 5 males)
were recruited for this study. They underwent medical examinations and
found to be "healthy". Written informed consent was obtained from each
participant. Eight subjects consumed either a high-carbohydrate (CH) diet
(CH calorie; 80 %) or a low-CH diet (CH calorie; 10 %) at predetermined
times (08:30, 13:00, 18:00) for 3 days with a 2-week interval. Total
caloric intake of the each diet was 30 kcal/kg/day. They were told not to
exercise and consume any other food or beverages except for non-caloric
drinks during the experimental periods. Subjects underwent 75 g oral
glucose tolerance test (OGTT) at 10:00 on the day following the end of
the diet. The result of OGTT was that 6 subjects showed impaired
glucose tolerance (5 borderline and I diabetic) after a low-CH diet,
although all subjects showed normal glucose tolerance after a high-CH
diet. Hemostatic model assessment and fasting insulin values (both;
indices of insulin sensitivity) did not significantly differ between the two
test diets. However, insulinogenic index (ability to secrete insulin) was
significantly different between the two test diets (low-CH diet < high-CH
diet). Fasting plasma free fatty acid level after a low-CH diet was
significantly higher than that after a high-CH diet. Fasting plasma
triglyceride and total-cholesterol levels were not significantly different
between the two test diets. These results indicate that decreased insulin
secretion, not deterioration of insulin sensitivity, is likely associated with
impaired glucose tolerance after a low-CH diet. Randle effect, which is
the activation of glucose-free fatty acid cycle, is thought to be one of the
mechanism of impaired glucose tolerance after a low-CH diet.
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THE PROGRESSION OF IGT TO NIDDM IN CHINESE - IS THERE A ROLE IN
DIET AND DRUG TREATMENT?
J.K.Y.LI, G.T.C.KO, J.C.N.CHAN, V.T.F.YEUNG, C.C.CHOW, W.Y.SO and
C.S.COCKRAM. Diabetes and Endocrine Centre, Department of Medicine, Prince
of Wales Hospital, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong.
The effect of drug treatment on the progression of IGT to NIDDM remains
controversial. We examined the effects of glipizide on the progression of glucose
intolerance over a seven-year period in 68 Chinese subjects diagnosed to have IGT
according to the WHO criteria. The study design was single blind, randomized and
placebo-controlled. 35 subjects received glipizide 2.5 mg daily and 33 subjects
received placebo. Neither of the two groups received dietary advice. A 75g OGTT
was performed yearly. At each 3-monthly follow up visit, fasting plasma glucose,
blood pressure, heart rate and BMI were measured and diet and drug compliance
was assessed by direct questioning and tablet counting. All data are expressed as
mean±SEM. The treatment group had similar clinical and biochemical
characteristics as the control group. No difference was found in the age(37±1 vs
34±1 years,p=0.11), BMI(25.98±0.73 vs 25.40±0.79kg/m 2, p=0.59), systolic
BP(117±3 vs 108±4 mrngg,p=0.06), diastolic BP(76±2 vs 71±3mmHg, p=0.17),
fasting plasma glucose (5.6±0.1 vs 5.6±0.9 mmol/l,p=0.72)and insulin(11.9±1.7
vs 17.9±5.81U/ml, p= 0.33).The mean follow up period was 3.15 ± 0.21years. The
last available OGTT was used for analysis. Of the 68 subjects, 57 were followed up
for 2 years or more and 43 subjects were followed up for 3 years or more.During the
study period, 14 subjects (40%) in the treatment group and 13 subjects (39.4%) in
the control group developed NIDDM. Six subjects(17.1%) in the treatment group
and eight subjects(24.2%) in the control group remained having IGT. 15
subjects(42.9%) and 12 subjects (36.4%) in the treatment and control group had
normal OGTT(p" 0.74).The mean time to develop NIDDM was 4.74 and 4.96 years
for the treatment and control group (p=0.75) respectively.The rate of conversion of
IGT to NIDDM is 12.7 % per year, which is comparable to other ethnic groups such
as the Dutch(13.8%) and the South African Indians(12.6%).Our study suggests that
there is no effect of glipizide on the progression of IGT to NIDDM. However, since
the number of our patients is relatively small, further large scale studies are
necessary.
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DISORDERS OF CARBOHYDRATE AND LIPID METABOLISM IN RELATION TO
CHROMIUM STATUS. M.Vrtovec', J.Stupar2, A.Briski 3, A.Kocijancicl ,
A.Gantar4. Dept.of Endocrinol. &Metab. l, University Medical Centre,
Ljubljana, Institute Jozef Stefan2, Ljubljana, Laboratory of the University
Medical Centre Ljubljana 3, Laboratory of the IUV Tannery4, Vrhnika,
Slovenia.

The presence of chromium in man has been shown to be necessary for
maintaining normal carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. In our study, the
incidence of disorders of carbohydrate and lipid metabolism was compared
between the population of tannery workers (n=149, M58/F91) and workers in
wood industry (n=150, M55/F95) from the same region. There were no
statistically significant differences between the two groups regarding age
(40.6±8.11 Vs 41.5 ± 7.04 years), sex and body mass index (27.28±4.34
Vs 27.48 ± 4.52 kgm 2). Assessment of the chromium status of both
populations was made on the basis of chromium content of their scalp hair.
The mean chromium content in tannery workers was significantly higher
(2.68 ± 1.85 Vs 0.24 ± 0.32 pgCr/g). We found significantly lower fasting
blood glucose (5.36 t 0.86 Vs 5.71 ± 1.3 mmol/1) and lower incidence of
diabetes mellitus (3 Vs 5) in the group of tannery workers but higher incidence
of impaired glucose tolerance (6 Vs 4). Serious hypertriglyceridemia (TG >
2.2 mMolll) was also less frequent among tannery workers (12.1 % Vs 18 %;
average 1.57 ± 1.17 Vs 1.85 ± 1.81). Lower incidence of serious
hypercholesterolemia (chol > 6.5mMol/1) was also found among tannery
workers (10.7% Vs 12.7%; average 5.32 ± 1.19 Vs 5.42 ± 0.97) but it can be
at least partly attributed to the lower HDL cholesterol levels (1.15 ± 0.33 Vs
1.32 ± 0.29 mmol/1) in the group of tannery workers (p< 0.05). Conclusion:
The lower fasting blood glucose values and lower incidence of serious
hypertrigliceridemia in tannery workers could be attributed with high
probability to the protective role of chromium in human metabolism.
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DIET IN ASIAN INDIANS WITH GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE.

P.V. Rao and M.M.S. Ahuja.
Nizam's Institute of Medical Sciences, Hyderabad and
Sitaram Bhartia Institute of Science and Research,
New Delhi, India.

Diet information in Asian Indians by recall, estimates of
cooked food in a day and monthly purchases was obtained from
85 diabetics at four teaching hospitals in a 1988 Pilot Study,
142 subjects with abnormal glucose tolerance by OGTT in the
National Diabetes Survey of 1989, 10 IGT and 4 diabetics
diagnosed in a High Altitude Center Study of 1989, and 37
newly ascertained diabetics of a Tropical Diabetes Study of
1991. The minimum and maximum mean daily intakes among
these populations were - total calories (1156-2586 C),
carbohydrates (720-1981 C, 53-69 %), cereals or complex
carbohydrates (486-1478 C, 55-70 % of total carbohydrates),
refined sugars (0-137 C, 0-8 % of total carbohydrates), proteins
(177-302 C, 11-16 %), animal proteins (52-121 C, 18-46 % of
total proteins), fats (259-693 C, 17-32 %), animal fats (54-
503 C, 30-54 % of total fats). These population nutrient intakes
among rural Asian Indians were within the limits set by WHO
recommendations for 'population nutrient goals in relation to
effects of chronic, non-deficiency diseases in 1990. There is
as yet insufficient evidence to allow specific dietary goals in
primary prevention of diabetes to be given in Asian Indians.
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PROINSULIN, IMMUNOREACTIVE INSULIN AND SPECIFIC INSULIN IN
RELATION TO CONVERSION TO NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT
DIABETES MELLITUS: THE MEXICO CITY DIABETES STUDY
SM Haffner, C Gonzalez, L Mykkanen and M Stern, University of Texas
Health Science Center, San Antonio, Texas.
Although insulin resistance and decreased insulin secretion are
characteristic of established non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus
(NIDDM), which of these metabolic abnormalities is the primary
determinant of NIDDM is still controversial. A disproportionate increase in
the proinsulin to insulin ratio has been proposed as a marker for
compromised insulin secretion. We examined the association of fasting
immunoreactive insulin (which cross-reacts with proinsulin), specific insulin
(which does not cross-react with proinsulin), proinsulin, and the fasting
proinsulin/specific insulin ratio to the risk of developing NIDDM in the 3.25
year follow-up of the Mexico City diabetes Study. These measurements
were made in 85 subjects who subsequently converted to
NIDDM("prediabetics") and in 95 age and gender matched subjects who
remained non-diabetic at follow-up ("controls"). Immunoreactive insulin,
proinsulin and the proinsulin/specific insulin ratio were significantly higher
in prediabetic than in control subjects. However, the relation between
specific insulin and the development of NIDDM was weaker than for
proinsulin or immunoreactive insulin. After further adjustment for obesity,
body fat distribution and glucose tolerance status, proinsulin and the
proinsulin/specific insulin ratio (but not specific or immunoreactive insulin)
predicted conversion to NIDDM. A high proinsulin/specific insulin ratio
predicted conversion to NIDDM both in subjects with normal and those with
impaired glucose tolerance at baseline. We conclude that in prediabetic
subjects increased proinsulin, a marker of islet cell distress or
compromised insulin secretion, is associated with rapid conversion (within
3.25 years) to NIDDM even in obese populations.
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DYNAMIC OBSERVATION OF PATIENTS WITH IMPAIRED
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE

H. Khanina-Drozdov. Maccabi Hospital, Be'ersheba. Israel.

The paper is concerned with preventing diabetes mellitus (DM) at early
stages. Our aim was to assess the effect of diet and biguanides on patients
with impared glucose tolerance (IGT). The method of patient selection
was employed, where 275 patients with IGT were diagnosted among 3,312
people underwent an epidemiologic study with the standard glucose tol-
erance test (GTT). To estimate the reliability of statistical results, the
X2- and Fisher criteria were employed. The patients have been under our
observation during 3 years. A diet instruction was provided for all the
patients, but only 91 (33%) followed these recomendations. 154 patients
(56%) run there usual meal habits, and 30 patients (11%) were treated
with diet and biguanide during 6 months. All these groups had no statis-
tically significant differences in family histories of diabetes mellitus, ages,
and obesity. During the observation period none of the biguanide treated
patients had developed DM. The GTT normalization was observed in 21
cases (70%), and 9 cases (30%) remained with IGT. Among those fol-
lowed diet, 1 (1%) developed NIDDM, 64 (70%) had normal GTT, and
26 (29%) remained with IGT. Among 154 patients which run their usual
diet, NIDDM was diagnosted in 15 cases (10%), while normal GTT in 70
cases (45%); 69 patients (45%) remained with IGT. In the group treated
with biguanide, weight loss and positive changes in lipidogramms .were
more significant than in the group treated with diet only (P < 0.05%). In
the group with free diet, nonsignificant weight gain was observed. As a
conclusion, we would like to emphasize that biguanide treatment may be
useful in the DM prevention for patients with IGT, obesity, and abnormal
lipidogramms.
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GUT HYPERPLASIA AS A POSSIBLE FACTOR TO INDUCE
POSTPRANDIAL HYPERGLYCEMIA IN NIDDM MODEL RATS.
H. Kojima, A. Kashiwagi, Y. Fujita, K Matumura, IL Hidaka and R Kikkawa.
Shiga University of Medical Science, Ohtsu, Japan.

Otsuka-Long-Evance-Tokushima-Fatty (OLETF) rats are useful model
animals for the study of the development of non-insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus (NIDDM) with hyperphagia and obesity. We found that gut in
OLETF rats was enlarged compared with that in its non-diabetic control
(LETO; Long-Evance-Tokushima-Otsuka) rats. To clarify the relation of
intestinal enlargement and glucose absorption efficacy, we examined oral
glucose tolerance test (OGTT) and oral xylose test (OXT) in these animals.
Both rats were pair-fed for 2 weeks (4-6 week age). Significant increases of
intestinal area (1.4-fold), wet weight (1.3-fold) and cell numbers on a villus
column (1.3-fold) were observed in OL ETFcompared with LETO, indicating
that epithelial hyperplasia was independent of hyperphagia in OLETF
(p<0.01). Though OLETF in this stage did not have increased fasting plasma
glucose level and was free from insulin resistance by glucose-clamp technique,
both plasma glucose level at 1 hr by OGTT and plasma xylose level at 1 hr
by OXT were significantly (p<0.01) increased in OLETF in comparison
with LETO by 1.5-fold and 1.4-fold, respectively. Since plasma insulin levels
during OGTT had no significant difference among those animals, and
increased plasma xylose levels during OXT did not cause the increase in
plasma insulin levels, glucose and xylose increments after oral loading in
OLETF may reflect increased glucose absorption from the small intestine.
These results indicate that gut epithelial hyperplasia may have important
roles for the pathogenesis in both the postprandial hyperglycemia and the
resulting NIDDM in this model animal.
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INSULIN RESISTANCE AND METFORMIN
Rosas J., * Navarrete P. *, Aceves P., Navarro J.', Herrera C*.
Centro de Espec.Med.de Celaya* y CDM*", Celaya, Gto., Mexico.
Objective: To investigate in a group of patients without Diabetes
Mellitus but insulin resistance, anthropometric (weight, body mass
index [BMI]), ratio of waist to hip circunference [RWH]), metabolic
(glucose, insulin, ratio glucosefinsulin, cholesterol, HDL, LDL, VLDL
cholesterol, triglicerides, urea, uric acid and aspartate
aminotransferase [AST]) and clinical changes (tolerance, side
effects, vital signs, etc.) with the administration of different doses
and withdrew period of Metformin. Participants: 12 obesity and/or
hypertensive patients without diabetes mellitus, age average 49
years old (24 to 72 years), with BMI 31.24 +/- 5.4 and RWH 0.95 +/-
0.13. They were in good arterial hypertensive control. Measurments
and laboratory described above were taken basal and at the end of
each period (1 month each). We considered insulin resistance those
with ratio of glucose/insulin < 6. We prescribed metformin 850
mg/day the first month. Increase the dose to 850 mg twice a day the
second month and 850 mg tid the third month, and at the end of the
3 months we withdrew the metformin and take the measurments at
the end of the fourth month. Results: Metformin lowered the levels
of insulin (178.2+/-84 vs. 55.2+/-32.4 pmolil, P=0.0007),cholesterol,
triglicerides and LDL cholesterol; raised the ratio glucosefinsulin from
3.4+/-1.1 to 10.56+/-6.2. P=0.001, was well tolerated and minimun of
side effects. 850 mg/day of metformin got an important decline of the
variables above. No hypoglucemia was reported. Conclusions:
Metformin is an effective drug to lower insulin resistance and the
metabolic changes seen in obese or/and hypertensive patients.
Maybe it's possible with the correction of this abnormality to prevent
or modify the natural clinical history of non-insulin dependent
diabetes mellitus, and other entities related to insulin resistance.
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POSSIBLE ASSOCIATION OF DIABETES MELLITUS
AND HELLP SYNDROME
R.Weitgassert, D.Spitzer2, M.Zajc2, I.Kartnigt, S.Sailert and A.Staudach2.

2nd Dept. of Medicines and Dept. of Gynaecology and Obstetrics 2,
Salzburg General Hospital, Salzburg, Austria

Following the observation of development of type 1 diabetes mellitus in a patient
with HELLP syndrome, a rare but severe form of preeclampsia with haemolysis,
elevated liver enzymes and low platelet count, we assumed a possible disease
association based on autoimmune pathogenesis. We therefore investigated all 55
women with HELLP syndrome who were admitted to our hospital during the last
4 years for the presence of diabetes and autoimmune diseases. An oral glucose
tolerance test (OGTT) with 75g glucose load, HbAlc, islet cell antibodies (ICA),
insulin auto-antibodies (IAA), anti-glutamate decarboxylase antibodies (GAD),
free thyroxine index, T3, thyroid stimulating hormone, thyroglobuline antibodies,
thyroperoxidase antibodies, antinuclear antibodies (ANA), anti DNA antibodies
and routine laboratory parameters, were determined during their post parturtt stay
in hospital. In 5 patients diabetes mellitus was diagnosed, 13 patients showed im-
paired glucose tolerance, only one being borderline-positive for ICA and antiGAD.
In 6 of these cases a positive history of type 2 diabetes in parents or grandparents
was reported. 7 patients were repeatedly found positive for ANA titers of 1:160 to
1:2560, four of which were patients within the group who's glucose tolerance was
impaired. 3 patients had a history of Hashimoto's thyreoiditis. In 4 patients hypo-
thyroidism was detected, 2 patients of which had impaired glucose tolerance.
Thus we found abnormal glucose tolerance in about 30% and features of auto-
immunity other than preeclanipsia in about 20% of patients. In conclusion we may
say that our data shows evidence for a correlation of autoimmune disease other
than diabetes with HELLP syndrome. In addition a high prevalence of impaired
glucose tolerance was found, but a true association with autoimmune diabetes
seems unlikely. If impaired glucose tolerance is due to insulin resistance or other
causes remains to be determined by further investigation.
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THE COMMUNITY DIABETES PREVENTION PROJECT (CDPP)
R Bergenstal, A. Monk, S. Leite, J. Nelson, S. List, P. Upham,
International Diabetes Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA.

The CDPP characterized a population at risk for NIDDM before the development
of the complete insulin resistance syndrome (IRS). CDPP is using lifestyle
interventions to alter this progression. Using a diabetes risk assessment tool, we
identified 418 people (321 F, 91 M, mean age of 46 ± 9.8 yrs.) After a baseline
evaluation, they were randomized into a standard (S) and intervention (I) group.
The I group received an annual assessment with feedback, quarterly newsletters,
behavior change program and monthly phone calls for motivation to change diet,
exercise and stress behaviors. After one year 7 people developed NIDDM, 5 had
IGT, 27 dropped and 13 pregnant couldn't be assessed. Below, are the baseline
and year 1 data. 	 Raseline	 Vear slue

Variables Intervention Standard Intervention Standard
BMI (k mZ) 29.6+_6.5 29.1+_5.6 29.6+_6.8 29.0±6.0

Cholesterol (mg/dl) 207 + 37 209 + 37 205 +_ 37 214 + 45

LDL-C (mg/dl) 130 +_ 31 128 + 31 134 + 28 129 + 32
HDL-C (m dl) 48 ± 17 46 ± 15 46 + 14 46± 14
Tri 1 ceride (mg/dl) 166 + 108 155 +_ 110 166 +_ 98 149 +_ 91

Glucose (mg/dl) 99 +_ 10 100 +_ 12 99 + 10 101 +_ 13

BP Systolic (mmHg) 126 +_ 15 127 + 14 125 + 14 123 +_ 16

BP Diastolic(mmH) 80+_8 81+8 80±8 78 + 11

Waist/Hi Ratio 84±8 84 ± 9 83 ± 12 82 ± 10
V02max (m	 min) 21±66 22 +_ 7 21±77 21 + 8

Insulin ( U/ml) 7.9 + 5.5 7.3 + 5.4 7.4 + 4.8 7.4 + 4.8
C-Pe tide(n ml) 2.7+_2.4 2.3±1.3 2.2 + 1.0 2.2±0.9

HbAlc (%) 5.4 + 0.4 5.3±0.5 5.6+_0.4 5.5+0.7

Alb./Creatinine Ratio 9.2 + 11.4 9.3 + 11.5 13.9 + 33.5 8.5 + 12

The CDPP study is defining the natural history of the development of IRS and
whether lifestyle interventions over 5 years can prevent the progression to NIDDM.
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MATERNAL DIABETES STATUS DOES NOT INFLUENCE ENERGY
EXPENDITURE NOR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IN 5-Y OLD CHILDREN.
AD Salbe, AM Fontvieille, DJ Pettitt, and E Ravussin.
NIH/NIDDK/CDNS, Phoenix, AZ, USA.

Offspring of women who have diabetes during pregnancy have a
greater prevalence of obesity in early adulthood than offspring of
women who are normoglycemic. Obesity can result from excess food
intake, low levels of energy expenditure, or both. We tested whether
maternal diabetes status influences resting metabolic rate (RMR, by
ventilated hood), total energy expenditure (TEE, by doubly-labeled
water) or the level of physical activity (TEE/RMR) in 95 5-y old Pima
Indian children. Maternal diabetes status was assessed by an oral
glucose tolerance test using a 75 g glucose load during pregnancy.
Twenty-four women had diabetes (2 h plasma glucose >_ 11.1 mmol/I)
and 71 had normal glucose tolerance (2 h plasma glucose <7.8
mmol/I with no past history of abnormal glucose tolerance).

	

Diabetic Mother	 Normoglycemic Mother
Number/Sex of Offspring 	 (13 M/11 F)	 (31 M/40 F)
Weight (kg)	 26.4 ± 6.9	 24.1 ± 6.0
Relative Weight (%)	 127 ± 25	 p =0.07	 118 ± 22
Percent Fat ( 80)	 33 ± 8	 31 ± 7
Birth Weight (kg)	 3.9 ± 0.8	 p <0.02	 3.5 ± 0.5
TEE (kJ/d)	 6508 ± 1109	 6097 ± 957
RMR (kJ/d)	 4674 ± 786	 4491 ± 678
TEE/RMR	 1.40 ± 0.12	 1.36 ± 0.13
TEE and RMR were similar in both groups after adjustment for body
size and sex by linear regression analysis, indicating that maternal
diabetes does not affect energy expenditure nor physical activity in
young children. Thus, increased energy intake is the likely cause of
obesity in early adulthood among offspring of women with diabetes.
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LIFE STYLE INTERVENTION IN NIDDM: FIRST REPORT OF
JAPAN DIABETES COMPLICATIONS STUDY (JDCS)
N. Yamada, K. Ohashi, Y. Akanuma. JDC Study
Group, Tokyo, Japan
Rapid changes in life style such as diet and
physical activity in last 50 years are a major
cause of an increasing number of diabetic
subjects with diabetic complications in Japan.
In the present study, we have performed life
style modification to prevent the progression of
diabetic complications including retinopathy,
nephropathy, and macroangiopathy in 2066 non-
insulin dependent diabetes mellitus without
complications or with background retinopathy
whose HbAlc is greater than 6.5%. 2066 diabetic
subjects were randomly divided to two groups; a
group of intensive life style modification and a
group of conventional treatment. In a group of
intensive life style modification, diet and
physical activity are intensively managed to
achieve a following goal of treatment; HbAlc,
BMI, blood pressure, plasma cholesterol,
triglyceride levels, W/H ratio should be less
than 6.0%, 22 kg/M2 , 140/85 mmHg, 220 mg/dl, 150
mg/dl, 0.9 for men, 0.8 for women, respectively,
and plasma HDL cholesterol level should be
greater than 40 mg/dl, and patients should quit
drinking alcohol and smoking. We have started
the JDCS since April in 1996, and initial HbAlc
was 7.8 t 1.2% in intensive group and 7.9 t 1.3%
in conventional group. This is the first report
of JDCS which is a prospective study performing 6
year-follow up.
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AUTOIMMUNE PROFILE OF NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT
DIABETES IN NORTH INDIANS
E Bhatia, K Modi, P Dabadhghao and P G Colman*,
Sanjay Gandhi Postgraduate Institute of Medical
Sciences, Lucknow, India and *Royal Melbourne
Hospital, Victoria, Australia.
Non-insulin-dependent diabetes in the young
(KIDDY) is frequent among North Indian Asians
and differs clinically from MODY.	 NIDDY may
have a heterogenous etiology.	 We studied
pancreatic islet cell antibodies (ICA) and
glutamic acid decarboxylase antibodies (GADA)
in NIDDY subjects and in patients with Type 1
diabetes and healthy controls. ICA were
measured by indirect immunofluorescence and
GADA by immunoprecipitation of 35 S recombinant
human GAD. Results: The frequency of
autoantibodies is s— hown ,in the table.

KIDDY 	Controls 	Type 1 DM
ICA	 1/49 (27)	 4/130 3%)	 22/62(36/,)*
GADA	 16/28 (57%)** 1/67 (1%)	 -
* pLO.00l vs NIDDY	 ••* p L 0.001 vs controls
When NIDDY patients having duration of diabetes
of > 2 years (42/49) ware compared to Type 1
diabetic patients of similar duration the ICA
frequency was similar (1/42 vs 4/20, p=0.06).
Mean GADA titre in KIDDY subjects was 25±33 U
vs 3±2 U in controls (p L0.001). Conclusion: A
significant proportion of KIDDY patients have
GADA positivity, suggesting that in North
Indian Asians this entity may 'pa heterogenous.
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LONG-TERM TOLERABILITY PROFILE OF ORLISTAT, AN INTESTINAL
LIPASE INHIBITOR. W. Canovatchel, Pharma Research Clinical, Hoffmann-La Roche,
Nutley, New Jersey.

The risk of Type 2 diabetes is increased 2-10 times in obese individuals, as a result of
various factors, including insulin resistance, impaired glucose tolerance and
dyslipidaemia. In a 1-year Phase III study of 322 diabetic obese patients, orlistat 120 mg
tid in conjunction with a hypocaloric diet (estimated energy expenditure minus 600
kcal/day, minimum 1200 kcal/day, with 30% of calories as fat) resulted in maintained
weight loss and significantly improved glycaemic control. The long-term tolerability of
orlistat was assessed in a meta-analysis including this study and 6 Phase III studies of
obese non-diabetic patients. All studies had a 4 or 5 week single-blind lead-in period
with placebo and a hypocaloric diet, Patients were then randomised to a double-blind,
placebo-controlled treatment period lasting up to 2 years. A total of 1740 patients
received placebo; 2038 patients received 120 mg orlistat tid with meals. Significantly
increased incidences of adverse events (AEs) were only reported in the gastrointestinal
(GI) tract, as expected from orlistat's mode of action and negligible absorption. Most
of the GI AEs were of mild intensity and experienced within the first week of treatment.
The incidence of GI AEs reduced greatly after 12 weeks of treatment, indicating that
long-term treatment does not increase the risk for these events. Indeed, there was a
substantial decrease in reported GI AEs in year 2 compared with year 1; GI AEs with
the highest frequencies (8-27%) in year 1 decreased by 6-22 percentage points in year
2. During year 1, 35% of patients in the placebo group withdrew prematurely from the
trial versus 29% of orlistat-treated patients. The rates of premature withdrawal were
lower for all treatment groups in year 2 compared with year 1. Moreover, over 1 year
of treatment, only 7% of patients in the orlistat 120 mg group withdrew because of GI
AEs. Statistically significant decreases in plasma levels of vitamins D, E and beta-
carotene were reported following orlistat treatment, however, these values remained
within the normal clinical range. In conclusion, a large patientpopulation with extensive
exposure to orlistat has been assessed for tolerability. Although there was an increase
in GI AEs; these were well tolerated and did not lead to an increased drop-out rate
overall compared with placebo. There were no major CNS or cardiovascular events.
Orlistat 120 mg tid is well tolerated for long-term use in the treatment of obese patients
at risk of Type 2 diabetes.
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THE LONG TERM EFFECTS OF ORLISTAT, A NEW LIPASE INHIBITOR, IN
TREATMENT OF OBESE NIDDM PATIENTS
P.Hollander (on behalf of the NM14336 Study Group). Ruth Collins Diabetes Center,
Dallas

A strong association between obesity and the development of NIDDM has been well
established. Weight loss can improve glycaemic control and lower cardiovascular risk
in such patients. Orliistat, a new agent for the long-term management of obesity,
decreases the absorption of fat through inhibition of lipase in the gut. A 57-week
multicentre, randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled group study was undertaken
to determine its effect in obese NIDDM patients treated with oral hypoglycaemic
agents. After one year of treatment, patients receiving 120 mg orlistat lid (n = 162)
lost an average of 6.2±5.7% of initial body weight compared with 4.3±6.2% for
placebo (n = 159), a difference of 2.4 kg (p<0.05). Moreover, 49% of orlistat-
treated patients lost more than 5% of their initial body weight versus 23% of the
placebo group. Fasting blood glucose fell by 0.02 mmol/l in the orlistat group and
increased in the placebo group by 0.54 mmol/l (p <0.05). A significant improvement
in HbAlc was seen in the orlistat group, a decrease of 0.2% compared to an increase
of 0.3 % in the placebo group (p < 0.01). Patients with HbAlc >8%  at baseline on
orlistat had a mean decrease of 0.5% compared to a mean decrease of 0.05 % in the
placebo group. A significant reduction in the dose of oral agent was seen in the orlistat
group (p=0.0019). Improvement of mean levels of total cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol,
triglycerides, LDL/HDL ratio and apoliprotein B were seen in the orlistat group as
compared to the placebo group (ps0.04). The incidence of adverse events was similar
in both treatment groups in all body systems other than the gastrointestinal (GI)
system. As was expected, due to the mechanism of the drug, a higher incidence of
mild GI events, 20.5 % greater than the placebo group, were reported in the orlistat
group. There were no clinically significant decreases in vitamin levels in the orlistat-
treated patients. The study showed that orlistat is well tolerated and effective in causing
weight loss in NIDDM patients with attendant improvement of glycaemic control and
lipid parameters. It also demonstrates that anti-obesity drugs provide an additional
approach for the treatment of NIDDM.
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TITLE: FACTORS INFLUENCING THE CONVERSION OF IMPAIRED
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TO DIABETES MELLITUS
Authors: AS Mollah, AKA Khan and H Mahtab. Bangladesh institute of
Research and Rehabilitation in Diabetes, Endocrine and Metabolic
Disorders(BIRDEM),Dhaka, Bangladesh
Abstract: The aim of this study was to find out the infulence of certain
factors like age, sex, family history of diabetes, blood pressure, obesity
and'glycaernic status on the conversion of impaired glucose tolerance
(IGT) to diabetes mellitus. All newly diagnosed IGT (according to WHO
criteria) subjects attending the outpatient depertment of BIRDEIMI,
Dhaka, Bangladesh were considered for the study. One hundred thirteen
subjects with IGT were followed for 4 to 13 months (mean 10.3 months).
Diabetes mellitus developed in 23 (20.35%), glucose tolerance remained
impaired in 69 (61.01%) and glucose tolerance returned to normal in 21
(16.53°!0). Of the baseline variables examined , plasma glucose and
HbAl c levels at the time of the initial examination were consistent in
predicting conversion of IGT to diabetes, when the data were examined by
univariate method. Both fasting (P< 0.00I) and 2-h (Pc 0.001) plasma
glucose levels were useful predictors. Although HbAl c level was within
the normal range, but it was highly predictive in conversion to diabetes
(P< 0.001). The IGT subjects with family history of diabetes in their first
degree relatives showed a higher tendency to become converted to
diabetes. None of the other baseline variables was found predictive for
conversion of IGT to diabetes. Chi-square and student's 't' test were used
for statistical analysis. We conclude from our study that glycaemic status
at the initial examination in subjects with IGT has an influence on the
conversion of IGT to diabetes mellitus. We also conclude that heredity
may be a predictive factor in conversion of IGT to diabetes mellitus,
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SMOKING, GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE AND INSULIN LEVELS IN
SWEDISH MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
P-G. Persson, S. Carlsson, V. Grill, S. Efendic, A. Norman, C-G. Ostenson and
the SDPP study group. Departments of Epidemiology, Endocrinology, Social
Medicine and Diabetes Prevention, Stockholm County Council, Sweden.
Smoking is suggested to cause non-insulin-dependent diabetes (NIDDM) by way
of insulin resistance. It is not known whether smoking also affects insulin
secretion. The aim of this study was to study the association between glucose
tolerance, insulin levels and smoking accounting for body mass index (BMI) and
family history of diabetes. We performed a cross-sectional study of 3129 men
aged 35-56 years selected from four communities in Stockholm. The sample
consists of 52% with at least one first or two second degree relatives with diabetes
and 48% without relatives with diabetes. In a glucose tolerance test (WHO) we
detected 55 men with NIDDM (previously not diagnosed) and 172 with impaired
glucose tolerance (IGT). We also identified 502 men with glucose concentrations
in the upper part of the normal range defined as 2h plasma glucose levels 5.8-
7.7mM. Information on body weight, length, cigarette smoking and other life
habits were obtained by a questionnaire. The analyses were done with adjustment
for age, BMI and family history of diabetes. The relative risk of NIDDM was 1.7
(95% confidence interval 0.8-3.4) for cigarette smokers and 2.7 (1.3-5.7) for men
smoking 16 or more cigarettes per day. Corresponding estimates for IGT were 1.1
(0.7-1.6) and 1.2 (0.7-1.9). These estimates were also close to unity for high
normal glucose concentrations. The relative risks associated with smoking were
more pronounced for lean men and for men without a family history of diabetes in
NIDDM. The results indicate that smoking was not significantly associated with
indicators of insulin resistance (fasting insulin ?2lmU/1) or low insulin response
(delta 2h insulin <60mU/l) in IGT. In conclusion, high consumers of cigarrettes
have increased risk of NIDDM after controlling for age, BMI and diabetes in the
family. It is unclear, however, whether this increase in risk is due to insulin
resistance, a decreased insulin response or both.
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THE EFFECT OF ORLISTAT ON GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IN OBESE NON-
DIABETIC INDIVIDUALS. T. Taylor, Georgetown University Medical Center,
Division of Endocrinology, Washington, D.C.

Obesity is often associated with a series of metabolic disturbances, including insulin
resistance and impaired glucose tolerance. Indeed, insulin resistance and impaired
glucose tolerance are the fundamental links between obesity and the development of
diabetes. A new compound, orlistat, an inhibitor of dietary fat absorption, has been
shown to promote maintained weight loss in obese diabetic patients. This weight loss
was also associated with a significant improvement in patients' glycemic control. In
order to investigate the effects of orlistat on glucose tolerance in obese (average BMI
35 kg/m2) non-diabetic patients, a meta-analysis of 1 and 2-year Phase III USA and
European clinical trials has been undertaken. In total, 1096 patients received placebo
and 1521 patients received orlistat 120 mg tid, both in conjunction with a hypocaloric
diet in year I and a eucaloric diet in year 2. After 1 year, the average loss from initial
body weight was 6.2 % for orlistat-treated patients and 4.3 % for placebo (p <0.05).
After 2 years, orlistat-treated patients had lost 6.7 % of initial body weight versus 3.7 %
for placebo (p < 0.05). Of patients who had normal OGTT values at baseline, 1.3%
of the placebo sub-group and none of the orlistat sub-group were classed as diabetic
at the end of 104 weeks. Similarly, of patients with impaired glucose tolerance at
baseline, 25 % of the placebo sub-group and 4.3 % of the orlistat sub-group were
diabetic at the end of 104 weeks. The overall changes in fasting insulin after 104 weeks
from initial values for placebo and orlistat were -8.9 and -20.3 pmol/L, respectively.
There was a statistically significant difference in fasting glucose between the placebo
and orlistat groups after 1 year (p=0.001; difference -0.07 mmol/L). Also after 1
year, oral glucose tolerance tests (OGTT) revealed there was a mean increase in
incremental glucose area under the curve (AUC) level of 0.23 for placebo-treated
patients compared with a mean decrease from baseline of -1.51 for orlistat treated
patients (p <0.001). Furthermore, in year 1, insulin AUC only decreased by 18.26 in
placebo recipients compared with 263.8 in the orlistat group (p < 0.001).These results
suggest that orlistat may assist in reverting impaired glucose tolerance to normal,
which may delay or prevent progression to Type 2 diabetes in non-diabetic obese
individuals.
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PREDICTING CHANGE IN VISCERAL ADIPOSITY: A PROSPECTIVE STUDY
IN JAPANESE AMERICANS
E.J. Boyko, L. Newell-Morris, D.L. Leonetti, and W.Y. Fujimoto. University of
Washington, Seattle, USA.
We hypothesized that baseline insulin resistance and lower insulin secretion would
predict change in visceral adiposity over 6 years of follow-up in third generation
Japanese Americans. At baseline, 115 nondiabetic men and 115 nondiabetic women
had a 75 g oral glucose tolerance test (WHO criteria for glucose tolerance); body
mass index (BMI) (weight in kg/height in m2); visceral adiposity as measured by
intra-abdominal fat area (IAF) at the level of the umbilicus using computed tomogra-
phy; and fasting and 30 minute plasma glucose, insulin, and C-peptide levels. Insulin
secretion (IS) was defined as the (30 - 0 minute insulin)/30 minute glucose. Measure-
ment of BMI and IAF was repeated after 6 years of follow-up. The outcome was
defined as change in IAF (IAF) over 6 years of follow-up (6 year IAF - baseline
IAF). Baseline characteristics were as follows: mean age women (W) 40.1 yr, men
(M) 40.1 yr; mean BMI W 22.8, M 24.9; mean IAF W 42.6 cm2, M 74.8 cm2; IGT
prevalence W 31.1%, M 19.1%. Overall and visceral fatness increased on average
over 6 years (ABMI W 1.3, M 1.0; 4IAF W 19.0 cm2, M 13.5 cm2). Among women,
AIAF was positively correlated with the following baseline variables: fasting insulin
(FI) (r-0.27, p=0.008), fasting C-peptide (FC) (r=0.29, p=0.004), IAF (r=0.31,
p<0.001), and BMI (r=0.33, p=0.001). In a multiple linear regression model among
women that adjusted for baseline age, IAF, and IGT status, both baseline El (coeffi-
cient (B) =0.130, 95% confidence limits (CL) 0.003 to 1.257, p=0.046) and IS (B=
-0.14, 95% CL -0.25 to -0.04, p=0.009) were significantly related to AIAF. Among
men, similar weaker, nonsignificant associations were noted between 4IAF and base-
line Fl, FC, and IS in univariate and multivariate analyses. We conclude that gain in
visceral adiposity was related to higher fasting insulin (reflecting lower insulin
sensitivity) and lower insulin secretion in women, but this effect was not oh served to
the same degree in men. In this population, patterns of insulin sensitivity and secre-
tion associated with higher subsequent NIDDM risk predict gain in visceral adiposity.

GLUTAMATE DECARBOXYLASE ANTIBODIES IN CHINESE
PATIENTS WITH NIDDM DO NOT IDENTIFY LATENT IDDM
AC Thai, WY Ng and KF Lui. Dept of Medicine, National University of
Singapore.
NIDDM is a heterogeneous condition, with patients having varying age-at-
onset, body weight and need for insulin treatment. It has been suggested
that in Asians patients with NIDDM, a significant subset of patients may have
latent or slow-onset IDDM, characterised by presence of autoantibodies to
GAD, eventual loss of B-cell function and need for insulin treatment. The
objective of this study was to determine the prevalence of GADab in
Chinese NIDDM patients and evaluate them with patients with classical
IDDM. Autoantibodies to GAD were tested in 168 Chinese NIDDM patients
(mean age 40±15.3yr, mean duration 2.3±4.3yr), and 134 IDDM patients
(mean age 22.1±12.9yr, mean duration 4.6±6.6yr). GADab was measured
with an ELISA (rated 83% valid, 100% specific and 75% sensitive;Ist GAD
Proficiency Program, USA). The prevalence of GADab was 16.1 % in the
NIDDM patients and 39.6% in IDDM patients (p<0.0001). GADab titre in
NIDDM was similar to IDDM (31.3±29.4 vs 42.6±41.1 relative units).
GADab[+] NIDDM patients compared to those GADab[-] had similar age-
onset (39.3±16.5 vs 38.3±15.1yr), body weight (BMI 23.2±4.0 vs
24.6±4.Okg/m2), duration of diabetes (2.8±5.2 vs 2.2±4.3yr) and fasting C-
peptide concentrations (0.62±0.30 vs 0.69±0.32 nmol/I). In contrast,
GADab[+] IDDM had significantly younger age-onset (18.1±11.5yr), lower
body mass index (18.1±3.3 kg/m2) and fasting C-peptide concentrations
(0.20±0.lnmol/I) compared to both the GADab[+] and GADab[-] NIDDM
patients.Six of 27 (22.2%) GADab[+] NIDDM patients required insulin
treatment for glycaemic control compared to 26 01 141 (18.4%) GAD[-]
NIDDM patients (p=NS). In conclusion, 16 % of our Chinese NIDDM patients
had presence of GADab compared to 1.7% reported in Koreans and 8.3% in
Thais.The presence of GADab in Chinese NIDDM patients did not
distinguish a sub-group who may have latent or slow-onset IDDM.
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SICK GENES, SICK INDIVIDUALS OR SICK POPULATIONS WITH CHRONIC
DISEASE? AN INTERNATIONAL EXAMPLE FROM STUDYING DIABETES.
J.K. Cruickshank 1 , JC. Mbanya 2 , R. Wilks 3 , T. Forrester 3 , B. Balkau4 ; Univs of:
2Yaounde, Cameroon; 3West Indies, Jamaica; IManchester, UK; 4Inserm U21, Paris
Intensive searches for genes predisposing to or "causing" chronic disease are based on
a premise that familial patterns indicate gene-based inheritance. Rose's alternative,
less popular with clinical scientists thinking in individuals only, is that populations
give rise to their deviations and extreme values who become patients. NIDDM is an
example where population-based twin registers (e.g. Denmark) show little mono-di-
zygotic difference, suggesting major hospital ascertainment bias in ascribing a genetic
basis. Here, we examined geographically dispersed populations of West African origin
of similar genetic background to test how much environmental exposures can
contribute to diabetes prevalence. Careful representative samples (n=400 per site, 200
men) aged 25-74 years were drawn from local population registers at rural and urban
sites in Cameroon, Jamaica and among African-Caribbean (AfC) migrants to
Manchester, UK who are mainly of Jamaican birth. Standardised methods, including
cross-site training, were used to ascertain blood pressure (BP) and diabetes status by 2
hour GTT, on WHO criteria. Nutritional intakes were also characterized in each site.
',World age-adjusted NIDDM prevalence rose considerably within Cameroon, rural
(0.8%, 95% CI 0.1-3%) to urban (2, 0.4-5 %) despite younger urban mean age, was
higher again in Jamaica (7.4, 4-12 %) where male body mass indices (BMI) were
lower than in Yaounde perhaps related to recent economic difficulties. Results were
highest in Manchester (11.2, 8-19,%) where physical activity rates were minimal.
Across-site population attributable risk for known diabetes from obesity (>25kg/m 2)
ranged from 20-40%. Hypertension rates also rose sharply across site (6% rural Cam.-
28%,UK), closely related to BMI. Occurring on closely similar genetic backgrounds
within Cameroon and between Jamaica and Manchester suggests factors affecting
energy balance (intake versus expenditure) rather than gene differences determine
diabetes and hypertension rates in these and likely in most populations.
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IS INSULINOPENIA IN AFRICAN NIDDM IMPORTANT?
W J Kalk. University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
To test the hypothesis that severe
hyperglycaemia at presentation in Africans with
NIDDM (A) is a consequence of insulinopenia,
associations with plasma glucose at diagnosis
were sought in 127 A and 74 caucasian patients
(C) with similar BMI (±30 kg/m 2 ). A had higher
glucose (A 18.2, IQR 13-32 mmol/l; C 15.0, 12-
19 mmol/l, p<0.001); were more often ketonuric
(A 35.2%; C 14.3%, p<0.001), acidotic (A 16.5%;
C 8.5%, p=0.015), and significantly infected (A
29.1%;. C 13.5%, p=0.01). Ischaemic heart
disease was present in 15% of C, but was absent
in A. Regression analysis showed independent
associations with glucose in A only - with
infections, p=0.003, and with BMI (neg)
p=0.02). After stabilization C-peptide was 1.9
ng/ml in A,. vs 4.0 ng/ml in C (p<0.001), and
was associated with BMI in both A (glucose 10.2
mmol/1) and C (glucose 10.2 mmol/1). In a
parallel study, C-peptide was significantly
(p<0.05) lower in A vs C in each quartile of
BMI. Conclusions: at diagnosis of NIDDM in A,
severe hyper-glycaemia 1) is more frequent in
C; 2) is associated with infections and weight
loss; 3) is not associated with C-peptide
levels. Insulinopenia does not cause severe
hyperglycaemia in A, who are more insulin
sensitive than C.
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Sequential changes in serum insulin concentration during
development of non-insulin dependent diabetes in Japanese
Suzuki ,S.,Chino,T.,Tsumagari,K.,Shimizu,T.,Inoue,M.,Ishihara,H.
Sato,T.,Makino,H.,Gomi,Y.,Hisaoka,T.,Yoshimoto,M. and Inoue,T.
Showa University Fujigaoka Hospital,Yokohama,Japan

Changes in serum insulin concentrations during deterioration
of glucose tolerance were studied in 38 male Japanese workers
serving in a Japanese company who changed from IGT to NIDDM
according to WHO criteria. When they had IGT, they were follow-
ed at 0.5 to 1 year intervals and had an OGTT, in which venous
plasma glucose and serum insulin concentration were measured
after an overnight fast and 1 and 2h after ingestion of a 75 g
glucose. In 23 subjects(48.0 ± 6.5years and body mass index,BMI
23.8 ±2.4,means± SD) fasting and glucose-stimulated insulin
concentrations decreased progressly with increased glycaemia
until glucose concentrations reached the range that defines
IGT. Progression from IGT to NIDDMM was associated a further
decrease in fasting insulin concentrations and insulin respon-
se. On the other hand,in 8 subjects(46.9 ± 6.4 years and BMI
28.1±3.6) the onset of IGT or NIDDM was associated with an
increase in fasting and glucose-stimulated insulin concentra-
tions. In 7 subjects(50.4±3.2 years and BMI 24.1±1.7) the
onset of IGT was associated with high insulin concentrations,
but progression from IGT to NIDDM was associated with a decline
of insulin concentrations. In Japanese NIDDM, there is hetero-
geneity in the patogenesis of NIDDM. Some people destined to
develop diabetes have primary defect in j3-cell function, some
people have primary defect in insulin sensitivity and others
have diabetes because of both diminished insulin sensitivity
and impaired /3-cell  function.
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GLUCOSE TOLERANCE AND OTHER METABOLIC PARAMETERS IN
SIBLINGS OF NIDDM PATIENTS (PRELIMINARY RESULTS)
E. Chala, P. Tsapogas, D. Perrea, V. Alevizou, E. Kitson and N.
Katsilambros 1 st Dept. Propaedeutic Medicine, Athens' University
Medical School, Athens, Greece.
Aim of the study was to investigate in which extent relatives of NIDDM
patients present an impaired metabolic profile. 17 siblings of NIDDM
patients and 16 controls, matched for sex, age and BMI, underwent oGTT
(WHO criteria). Lipids and uric acid (UA) were also measured. Male
siblings, as compared to controls, had higher concentrations of UA
(303.35±27.58 vs. 249.82±21.44pmoUl, p=0.029). No significant
differences were noted in triglycerides, total-, HDL-, LDL-cholesterol,
apoAI and apoB. Female relatives had higher waist-to-hip ratio (4.3R)
and fasting c-peptide levels than respective controls (0.88±0.075 vs.
0.79±0.085, p=0.018 and 2.51±0.96 vs. 1.45±0.45ng/ml, p=0.008
respectively). Areas under glucose curves (AUGC) were significantly
higher in siblings (1208.48±213.59vs. 988.82±174.86 mmoUU120min,

p=0.003). In addition, 13 out of 17 siblings but only 2 out of 16 controls
had impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), (Chi-square=13.60, p=0.0002,
RR=6.12). Relation between BMI and AUGC was significant in siblings
(r=0.72, p=0.003) but not in controls (r=0.18, p=0.512). In addition c-
peptide was positively related to age in controls (r=0.59, p=0.031) and
negatively in siblings (r= -0.68, p=0.007).This was confirmed by
subsequent multiple regression analysis (independent variables: age, BMI,
WHR). Conclusions: Siblings, compared to controls, present a) higher
frequency of IGT, b) greater AUGC values, c) higher UA(males), d)
higher fasting c-peptide levels (females), e) similar lipid levels.
Furthermore, there was a positive relationship between c-peptide and age
in controls and a negative one in siblings.
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RISK FACTORS OF NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS,
IMPAIRED GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE AND HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA IN CHINESE

Jia lteiping,Xiang Kunsan,Din Wei,Lu Junxi,Tang Junlin and Li Jie
Shanghai Sixth People Hospital, Shanghai, P.R.China

In order to ascertain whether visceral obesity is a risk factor for
non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM), impaired glucose
intolerance (IGT) and hypertriglyceridemia In Chinese, regional
adipose tissue distribution was measured by magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) in 44 patients with NIDDM, 28 with IGT, 18 with
hypertriglyceridemia and 79 healthy controls.All were male with age
from 40 to 70 years old.The influences of insulin-glucose homeostasis
indices, body mass index (BMI), blood pressure, serum lipids and
regional adipose tissue distribution indices on NIDDN, IGT and
hyperglyceridemia were analyzed by logistic regression method.Results:
I.Fasting plasma insulin (P=0.0004), ratio of insulin to glucose
at 30 after 75g oral glucose load(P=0.0183), fasting insulin resistance
index ( FIRI=fasting glucose Xfasting insulin/25) (P=0.0000), molar
ratio of C-peptide to insulin area under curve after glucose challenge
(P=0.042), serum triglyceride (P=0.0139) and systolic blood pressure
(P=0.0176) were independent variables for NIDDN. 2.C-peptide at 2h after
glucose challenge (P=0.0536), FIRI (P=0.0001), molar ratio of C-peptide
to insulin in fasting state (P=0.0815), systolic blood pressure
(P=0.0776), BMI (P=0.0011) and visceral adipose tissue area (P=0.09)
were risk factors for IGT. 3.Viscerai adipose tissue area (P=0.0145)
and molar ratio of C-peptide to insulin in fasting state (P=0.0575)
were independent variables for hypertriglyceridemia. Our study
suggested that in Chinese insulin resistance,abnormalities of insulin
secretion and insulin clearance were also the common characteristics
of NIDDM and IGT, while visceral adipose tissue accumulation was an
important risk factor for IGT and hypertriglyceridemia.
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ARE NUTRITIONAL FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE INCREASED
PREVALENCE OF NIDDM IN JAPANESE MIGRANTS IN BRAZIL?
MB Costa, LJ Franco, M Iunes, SGA Gimeno, Chain R, SRG Ferreira and
JBDSG. Federal University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Genetic and environmental factors may be involved on the genesis of
NIDDM. We confirmed the increased prevalence of glucose intolerance in a
Japanese community aged 40-79 yrs living in Brazil, using OGTT and WHO
criteria. The present study aimed to evaluate the association of nutritional
aspects with glucose intolerance in this population. Nutritional questionnaires
(food frequency data from the 2 months) were obtained from 506 subjects and
computed by specific software. 335 subjects were normals, 88 impaired
glucose tolerants (IGT) and 83 were diabetics, being 51 previously and 32
newly diagnosed (ND). Nutrients intake and clinical parameters of ND and
IGT subjects (intolerant group) were compared with the normals. Intolerant
group showed higher BMI, waist/hip ratio, plasma cholesterol and triglyceride
and higher frequency of obesity, hypertension and dyslipidernia (p<0 05).
Normal and intolerant groups, respectively, did not differ concerning total
energy intake (EI) (medians: 2802 and 2779 Kcal), percentages of energy
derived from *fat (Fl) (31.9 and 31.6%), protein (14.2% for both) and
carbohydrate (53.5 and 53.2%), polyunsaturated / saturated ratio (P/S) (0.53
and 0.51) and had similar acculturation scores. Intolerant group tended to
have lower level of physical activity. Considering adjustments for sex, age,
generation, EI, FI, P/S, hypertension, waist/hip, physical activity and
acculturation, logistic regression showed that only hypertension and waist/hip
remained associated with glucose intolerance and reinforce a lack of
association with FI. This methodology did not differentiate the groups by food
intake patterns, which could be in part due to the sample size. On the other
hand, our data could be reflecting the importance of genetic factors for
NIDDM, expressed by a western type diet.
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THE PRELIMINARY EPIDEMIOLOGIC STUDY OF
RISK FACTORS IN 50 CHINESE NIDDM FAMILIES

Wang Hua, Mu Lijun, Chen Jiawei Yu Hao and Zhang
Zhengxian. First Affiliated Hospital of Nanjing Medical
University, Nanjing, P.R.China

Diabetes has become a major public health problem for
people of any age and in any country in the world. In order
to estimate the environmental factors for NIDDM patients,
investigation was carried out in 50 Chinese NIDDM
families. There are at least two sips with NIDDM in every
family. The other members of the family were divided into
normal or IGT (impaired glucose tolerance) group
according to the test of OGTT. Comparison of the means
was done by X test using SPSS package. The results
showed that ages, BMI, w/t rates and blood pressure in
NIDDM. patients (119 cases) have significant difference
compared with those of the normal group (131 cases). We
also found 41 IGT patient in those families. It is suggested
that the development of NIDDM was closed associated
with ages, obesity and hypertension. Further studies are
proceeding, especially in screening of the candidate genes
in these families.
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EVIDENCE OF ACCULTURATION IN FIRST AND SECOND -GENERATION
JAPANESE AND JAPANESE-BRAZILIANS: ASSOCIATION WITH NIDDM?
lunes M, Kikuchi M, Wakisaka K, Ferreira SRO, Franco LJ, lochida
LC and JBDSG. Federal University of Sdo Paulo, SP, Brazil.

Japanese migrants are more susceptible to NIDDM, that may occur
in response to environmental factors, many of which reflect
acculturation. We have reported increased prevalence of NIDDM in
Japanese-Brazilians especially in the second-generation (IG). The
present study evaluate the acculturation process from the first (IG) to
the 110 and a possible association with NIDDM. The sample
comprised 238 IG and 292 110 subjects; male/female ratios were 1.14
and 0.87, and mean ages were 66±9 years and 53±8 years, respectively.
Diagnosis of NIDDM was based on oral OTT using WHO criteria. An
acculturation score (0 or I or 2) was attributed to each subject based
on a sociodemographic questionnaire, using a socionletric scale. Score
2 corresponded to those who considerably changed to western lifestyle.
Higher number of subjects with score 0 was seen in the IG when
compared to 110 (47% vs 26%) and higher frequency of score 2 in the
11G (20°%b vs 42%) (p<0.0001). Dividing in three groups (normals:
n=349; impaired glucose intolerants (IGT): n=90 and diabetics: n=91),
the same pattern of acculturation score was observed for each single
group and no association with their glucose tolerance state. We
conclude that our methodology was able to demonstrate the higher
degree of acculturation in the tIG Japanese-Brazilians, but not to
ditlerentiate the 3 groups according to the acculturation scores.
However, our results could be pointing to the importance of genetic
factors, whose expression was manifested when a high risk population
is exposed to an unfavorable environment.
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BODY MASS INDEX, WAIST TO HIP RATIO AND OTHER RISK

FACTORS FOR DIABETES IN CHONGQING, CHINA
Long/ian LIU"3 , Weikai SHI2 and Xiaoyan YIN2 . 'Dept of Epidemiology of

Chongqing University ofMedical Sciences. 2Dept ofInternal Medicine of
Chongqing Yangtze Navigation Hospital; Chongqing, China. 'Dept of

Community Medicine of The University of Hong Kong
Objectives: To investigate the prevalence of diabetes mellitus (DM) and its
risk factors in Chinese people. Methods: A cross-sectional survey was
conducted in 1996 in Chongqing people, aged ?35 years old. DM was
diagnosed based on 2-hour plasma glucose >_11.1 mmol/L or DM patients on
treatment. Age-adjusted mean was used in statistic test. Results: (1) A total of
489 subjects was randomly selected (241 in men and 248 in women). Mean
(SD) age was 49 (10.3) in men and 48 (9.6) in women. (2) Prevalence of DM
was 12.5% in men and 9.7% in women. (3) Age-adjusted mean (SE) for
significant factors between subjects with and without DM is shows in Table 1.
Table 1 Age-adjusted mean (SE) in subjects with and without diabetes by sex

Non-Diabetes	 Diabetes	 P

Males
Body mass index (BMI) 23.98 (0.23)	 26.29 (0.63)	 <0.001
Waist to hip ratio (WHR) 0.88 (0.01) 	 0.93 (0.01)	 <0.001
HDL-cholesterol (HDL) 1.20 (0.02) 	 0.97 (0.06)	 <0.001
Triglyceride (TG)	 1.40 (0.07)	 2.08 (0.19)	 <0.001

Females
Waist to hip ratio (WHIR) 0.81 (0.004) 	 0.85 (0.01)	 <0.001
Systolic BP (SBP) 	 118.32 (1.19)	 132.17 (3.73) <0.001
Diastolic BP (DBP) 	 74.63 (0.71)	 79.51 (2.23)	 <0.05
HDL-cholesterol (HDL) 1.39 (0.02) 	 1.19 (0.07)	 <0.01
Triglyceride (TG)	 1.05 (0.04)	 1.79 (0.13)	 <0.01

Conclusion: The findings suggest that increased WHIR, TG and decreased
HDL are associated with risk of DM in both sexes. BMI in men and blood
pressure in women are associated with risk of DM, respectively.
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WESTERNIZED LIFESTYLE INCREASING INSULIN RESISTANCE

DURING DEVELOPMENT OF NIDDM INJAPANESE SUBJECTS.
G. Egusa, H. Hera, M. Okubo and M. Yamakido
Hiroshima University School of Medicine, Hiroshima, Japan

Both insulin resistance (I R) and insufficient insulin secretion play an important role
in the development of NI DDM. The present study investigates how more westernized
lifestyle has influenced the association between IR and NIDDM in Japanese subjects.
Japanese - American originally from Hiroshima who are now living in Los Angeles (JA,
N = 1,020, age 61±8 (SD) yrs) and Japanese currently residing in Hiroshima (JH, N=
962, age 59 ± 4 yrs) were surveyed between 1980 and 1993. Serum glucose (SG),
insulin (I RI) and C - peptide (CPR) levels were measured before and after a 75-g
glucose load. In the 1980 study, I Rl and the SG ratio were measured over the first 30
min after the glucose load (A I / 030) as a marker of insulin secretion. Age•sex
-adjusted prevalence of diabetes (WHO criteria) was significantly higher in JA than
JH (13.4% vs. 6.2%, p < 0.01). Waist -hip ratio, as well as fasting (F)-I RI, F-CPR, I-
IRI and F-CPR were significantly higher and F-CPR / F-IRI molar ratios were
significantly lower in JA than JH when age, BMI and glucose tolerance state were
adjusted (p <0.05 - p < 0.001). IR (evaluated by homeostasis model assessment)
associated with increasing 2hr-SG post glucose load was significantly higher in JA (p
< 0.01 - p < 0.001). The highest incidence of diabetes during the 6 ± 3 yr follow-up
period was observed in the low A I / G30 (s 0.5) and high F-I RI (a 9 pU/ml, a marker of
IR) group (36.4 per 1,000 person / year) followed by the low A I / 030 and low F-IRI
group (16.1 per 1,000 person / year) . Thus, the hyperinsulinemia observed in JA
appears to be associated with higher CPR levels, suggesting the presence of I Rand
compensatory excretion of insulin. Central obesity may also play an important role in
IR in JA. The present results also suggest that increased IR associated with a
westernized lifestyle in subjects with decreased insulin secretion play an important
role in the development of diabetes in Japanese subjects. Thus, an increased
westernized lifestyle appears to greatly impact the development of NI DDM through an
increase in IR in Japanese subjects.
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HYPERINSULINAEMIA AND DIABETES:
A FAMILY STUDY OF NIDDM IN NEW
ZEALAND MAORI
A Daniels,M.W kite, C. Kyle. And J. Wong. Diabetic Clinic,
Dept of Medicine, Middlemore Hospital, Auckland, N.Z.

Aim: We investigated a diabetes prone Maori family with a histon of earls onset
diabetes to determine the pre alcnce of hvperinsulinaemia. niddm. and igt.
Methods: A mulugenerational family was enrolled for this cross-sectional study
All but one of the subjects studied had a physical examination and an oral GTT
with total insulin) levels at time 0 (fasting). 30.60 and 120 minutes.
Results: 64 studied. Raised ft (fi>liFuJnsl 2 SD above normal mean) was present
in 34/64. 7/33 with raised ft had abnormal glucose tolerance(agt) and 5131 of
normal insulin grp. Generation l(n=9):4 nidds. 2 igt. 3 normal oggt (ngt). Three
nidds. 2 igt were newly diagnosed. Generation 2(n=31) 3 nidds. 2 igt. 26 ngt. Two
nidds and both igt were nett. Prevalence of abnormal glucose tolerance varied from
16% (gen 2 ) to 67% (gen 1).Generation 3(n=26):26-ngt. Of 52 ngt: 26 (grpl) had
raised ft and 26 normal ft (grp 2 controls). Relative risk for diabetes in grp I vs grp
2' 1. 17(ci: 0.28 to 0.48). Factors associated with raised h were: Grp l: systolic bp
(p<o 02.ci:0.Ito 0 9). Grp 2:bmi (p<0.03).age (p<0.03) and male gender. Oggt
insulin levels at 3t). 60 and 120 minutes but not fasting were reduced (p <u.0l) in
nidds and glucose levels were increased (p<0.000 I) vs ngt. The area under the
glucose and insulin curves were not different for grp I s grp 2.
Conclusions: In this Maori pedigree.raised ft confers increased risk of diabetes and
is inherited as autosomal dominant. Prevalence of agt increases by generation.
Raised ft and systolic bp may be an early feature of a familial insulin resistance
s} ndrome. Factors other than bmi. age, sex appear to determine the insulin
resistance in a subgroup of this family with ngt. The high prevalence of
undiagnosed diabetes suggests regular screening is required in these fanulies.
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MATERNAL AND PATERNAL DIABETES CONFER SIMILAR
RISKS OF TYPE II DIABETES TO CHILDREN.
CF Weijnen, JH Warram, and AS Krolewski, Joslin Diabetes Center,
Boston, USA.
The occurrence of Type II diabetes in siblings of 743 Type II
patients (aged 42-86 years and diagnosed between ages 35-74) was
ascertained by questionnaire and verified by interview. For 681
families (91.7%), the index case had knowledge of the diabetes
status of both parents as well as siblings. Siblings with diabetes
were reported by 222 (32.5%) index cases, giving a study group of
362 cases among 1816 siblings (20%). Life table estimates of
cumulative incidence of diabetes by age 70 years in siblings
(excluding index cases) was used as the measure of lifetime risk of
Type II diabetes according to parental diabetes status. For 44.5 % of
the families, neither parent was affected, and for 8.7% both were.
For the remaining 46.8%, only one was affected; mothers accounting
for 30.2% and fathers for only 16.6%. The risk of Type II diabetes
among siblings was significantly higher if both parents rather than
one was affected (43±5 vs. 27±2, p=0.003), and significantly lower if
none rather than one was affected (16±2 vs. 27±2, p=0.0002). If one
parent was affected, the parent-specific risks were:
Diabetic Father only, 23+_4, vs. Diabetic Mother only, 28±2; p=0.29.
The risk was similar regardless of which parent was affected . It is
an error, therefore, to interpret the prevalences of maternal vs.
paternal diabetes in cross sectional studies as a measure of
probabilities of transmitting diabetes. Most likely, the difference is
due to more complete ascertainment of maternal than paternal status.
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MASS SCREENING FOR NON INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES
MELLITUS [NIDDMI AND RISK FACTORS IN THE COMMUNITY
F.Hemraj,N.Joonas,N.Gopaul,S.Hunma and C.Teeluck.
Biochemistry, Central Laboratory Candos,Mauritius.
A mass screening programme was carried out at community
level to explore the relationship between NIDDM and
various risk factors.A previous national survey in the
Island of Mauritius had revealed a high prevalence of
NIDDM (12.8%) in the adult population aged 25 and
over.Adults residing in the catchment area of sixteen
area health centres throughout the island were selected
for the present study .Methodology included measurement
of blood pressure,body mass index,and determination of
fasting plasma glucose and lipids.Of the 3929 adults
screened ,57% were female,43% were males and 51% were
aged between 30-50.NIDDM occurred in 8% of the
screenees.30% of the subjects were overweight and 13 %
obese .High blood pressure was common (16%). Significant
hypertriglyceridemia(25%) and hypercholesterolemia(11%)
were also found. Logistic regression analysis gave an
estimated risk of each factor with an NIDDM as
follows :Dependence of NIDDM on age was highly
significant	 (chi-square	 128.84,	 p<	 0.0001);no
significant difference in probability of NIDDM between
sexes (chi-square=0.5);weight status was significant
(chi-square =l9.83,p<0.001);high blood pressure was
found to be significant but less so than other factors
(chi-sq= 6.l2,p=0.01);a strong association was found
with the triglyceride level (chi-scr 39.44, p<
0.001).The study showed that "mass screening" programme
in a community with a high prevalence rate of NIDDM can
provide a simple means to investigate relationship of
the disease with various risk factors.
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RISK FACTORS FOR DIABETES IN CHINESE PEOPLE
Xiao-Yan Yin. Department of Internal Medicine of

Chongqing Yangtze Navigation Hospital; Chongqing, 630041, China.
Objectives: To investigate the risk factors for non-insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus (NIDDM) in Chinese people. Methods: A total of 48 NIDDM
patients were newly diagnosed (27 in male and 21 in female). Controls
(N=102) were randomly selected from healthy people and matched to cases
based on the date, age at diagnosis and sex. Results: Mean body mass index
(BMI), systolic and diastolic blood pressure and triglyceride were higher and
high density lipoprotein (HDL) was lower in male cases than that in controls
(P<0.05). In females, mean triglyceride was higher and HDL was lower in
cases than that in controls (P<0.05). After adjustment for a wide range of
covariates, multiple logistic regression analysis indicated that: (1) In males,
BMI and triglyceride were independently associated with a high risk of
NIDDM. (2) In females, only triglyceride showed to be an independent risk
factor for NIDDM. (3) Significant interaction effects between triglyceride and
total cholesterol (TC) on the risk of NIDDM were observed in both sexes.
Table 1.

Table 1 Multiple logistic regression model for risk factors of NIDDM
	B (SE) 	 OR	 OR 95%CI

Males
Body mass index	 0.31 (0.09)	 1.36	 1.14- 1.63
Triglyceride	 0.79 (0.28)	 2.64	 1.27-3.81
Triglyceride*TC	 1.46 (0.66)	 4.31	 1.18-15.69

Females
Triglyceride	 1.38 (0.41)	 3.96	 1.78-8.89
Triglyceride*TC	 1.69 (0.26)	 5.43	 3.26- 9.02

Conclusion: The study suggests that BMI and triglyceride in men; and
triglyceride in women are independent risk factors for NIDDM. The
interaction effects between triglyceride and total cholesterol are associated
with high risk of NIDDM in both sexes.
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SCREENING FOR NTDDM IN SUBJECTS WITH FASTING
PLASMA GLUCOSE OF 110-139 MG/DL
J.M. Gonzalez-Clemente, G. Galdon, J. Ortiz, *J•I• Conget, *A.
Costa and **M.P. Delgado. CAP Les Corts. *Endocrinology Unit.
**Biochemistry Laboratory. C. Sanithria Clinic. Barcelona. Spain.

Subjects with fasting plasma glucose (FPG) of 110-139 mg/dl (SFPG)
have a high prevalence of IGT and NIDDM. Screening requires oral
glucose tolerance tests (OGTTs) which are time-consuming. To reduce
OGTT number, tests may be performed mainly in high risk SFPG
identified by other criteria. Aim: To find factors associated with
NIDDM in SFPG. Methods: In 1995-96 SFPG were identified in a
primary care unit of an urban area (15,000 people). NIDDM family
history, physical activity, age, sex, BMI, blood pressure, ischaemic
heart disease, B blocker or thiazide treatment, FPG, lipid profile and
HbAlc were recorded. All subjects underwent an OGTT not later than
3 months after FPG determination (WHO criteria). Results: 334
SFPG (63.4±0.7 yr, 53.0 % females) were evaluated and formed three
groups: 139 (41.46%) had normal OGTT, 102 (30.5 %) IGT and 93
(27.8 %) NIDDM. NIDDM subjects were (p<0.05) older (59.6±1.2,
63.7±1.2, 68.5±1.2 yr, respectively), had hypertension (40.6, 43.1,
62.4 %) and were on B blocker treatment (5.0, 4.9, 15.1 %) more
frequently. They also had (p<0.05) higher FPG (117.9±0.5,
121.1±0.8, 125.5±0.9 mg/dl), HbAlc (5.2±0.1, 5.3±0.1, 5.8±0.1
%) and tryglicerides (128.0±6.3, 144.7±6.4, 162.1±8.9 mg/dl) and
lower HDL (54.9±1.4, 51.9±1.6, 47.9±1.4 mg/dl). In the logistic
regression model the presence of NIDDM was associated positively
with FPG, HbAlc and B blocker treatment; when HbAlc was excluded
from the model, age (positively) and HDL (negatively) were included.
Conclusions: NIDDM was positively associated with FPG, HBAIc,
B blocker treatment and age, and negatively with HDL.
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FASTING PLASMA TOTAL AMYLIN CONCENTRATION PREDICTS

DETERIORATION IN GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OVER 4.5 YEARS.
D.E.M. Williams', N.J. Wareham', M.S. Fineman 3, J.E. Koda', S.G. Anderson',
N.E. Day and C.N. Hales 2. Departments of Community Medicine' and Clinical
Biochemistry', University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK and Amylin
Pharmaceutical Inc.', San Diego, USA.

A strong cross-sectional association between fasting total plasma amylin
concentration and glucose tolerance has been demonstrated. This prospective study
was undertaken to examine whether baseline fasting total plasma amylin
concentration predicts deterioration in glucose tolerance over 4.5 years. 723
volunteers who had a non-diabetic oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) in 1990-92,
were followed up at 4.5 years and their OGTT repeated. Fasting plasma amylin was
measured at baseline by an assay which assessed both glycosylated and non-
glycosylated amylin species.

Geometric mean fasting total amylin (and 95% confidence interval) (pmol/1) by
baseline and follow-WHO category.

Follow-WHO catego ry

Baseline WHO Category Normal	 IGT	 NIDDM
IGT	 (n=129) 4.21 (3.36-5.28) 	 6.28 (4.68-8.41)	 7.68 (5.33-11.03)

Normal (n = 594) 4.12 (3.81-4.45) 	 4.52 (3.27-6.24) 	 6.91 (4.78-9.97)

ANOVA of fasting total plasma amylin by follow-up WHO category (adjusting for
baseline WHO category) was F=4.04, p-0.02. Subjects were grouped into quintiles
by change in 120 min. plasma glucose, adjusted for regression to the mean. A
significant association was found between baseline amylin and deterioration in
glucose tolerance (odds ratio per quintile of fasting total plasma amylin
concentration 1.16, 95% CI = 1.02-1.34). We conclude that baseline amylin
concentration predicts change in glucose tolerance over 4.5 years. Whether this
association reflects a causal relationship remains to be determined.
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IS IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE A RISK FACTOR FOR DE-

VELOPING TYPE II DIABETES MELLITUS?

S.L.Xue, J.S.Ding and W. Wu. Lanzhou Medical College, Lanzhou, China.

53 subjects of impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and 43 of type II diabetes

mellitus (NIDDM), over 40 years of age, were detected by stratified sam-

pling of 1800 of adult population, diagnosed by WHO's criterions with

standard 75g. -OGTT, in an epidemiological surveying in Jiu-Quan

County, China. Statistical evaluation of blood pressure (B.P.), waist-hip

ratio (WHR) and body mass index (BMI) of the IGT in compare with the

NIDDM and 63 normals by multiple linear regression analysis studied in

this paper to identify whether IGT is a risk factor for developing

NIDDM. The results showed: 1)There were linear relationships in the

regression analysis in the inspected subjects with the 3 factors (B.P.,

WHR, BMI). The variance analysis F= 12.03,  P < 0.01. 2) The standard-

ized regression coefficiency of the WHR was the largest (0.2709) which

suggested that WHR was the most important factor of the three. 3) By t

test: the WHR in IGT (X=0.91± 0.07SD) and NIDDM (0.91± 0.07)

were significantly larger than that of the normal (0.85± 0.07), P< 0.01,

but no differance between IGT and NIDDM, P> 0.05. 4) There were no

significant differences of BMI in between IGT, NIDDM and normal

group (24.67 ± 4.04, 24.49 ± 3.16, 23.19 ± 3.12, respectively). In conclusion:

IGT is a risk factor for developing NIDDM, and WHR is a critical risk

factor for NIDDM rather than BMI.
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INSULIN RESISTANCE AND SECRETION INDEPENDENTLY
PREDICT 4.5 YEAR DETERIORATION IN GLUCOSE TOLERANCE.
N.J.Wareham', C.D.Byrne 2 , D.E.M.Williams', N.E.Day' and C.N.Hales 2 .

Departments of Community Medicine' and Clinical Biochemistry 2 ,

University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK.

To study the relative roles of insulin resistance and insulin secretion in the
pathogenesis of glucose intolerance, a population-based cohort of 1071
caucasian subjects who had a non-diabetic oral glucose tolerance test in
1990-92 were traced and invited to attend for a repeat test 4.5 years later.
937 volunteers attended for rescreening. The crude incidence of diabetes in
this population was 6.3 per 1000 person years of follow up. The probability
of changing between WHO categories is a function of baseline glucose
tolerance, regression to the mean and true change. To separate these effects,
we analysed the 2 hour plasma glucose as a continuous variable after
adjusting for regression to the mean. Subjects were grouped into quintiles for
regression to the mean adjusted change in the 2 hour plasma glucose.
Subjects in the top quintile were compared with those in the middle 3
quintiles by logistic regression. The probability of deterioration was
independently associated with increasing baseline age, body mass index and
2 hour plasma glucose and change in body mass index from baseline to
follow up. The probability of deterioration in glucose tolerance, adjusting for
these factors, was independently associated with increasing baseline fasting
insulin (Odds Ratio per log unit 2.08, p < 0.0001), a measure of insulin
resistance, and with a lower 30 minute insulin incremental response (Odds
Ratio 0.54, p<0.0001), a measure of insulin secretion. We conclude that
measures of insulin resistance and insulin secretion independently predict
deterioration in glucose tolerance over 4.5 years.
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THE IMPACT OF MENOPAUSE AND AGING ON THE DEVELOPMENT
OF GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE IN PERIMENOPAUSAL WOMEN
S. T. Tsai, S. I. Wu and P. Chou. Veterans General Hospital-Taipei
and Institute of Public Health, National Yang-Ming University,
Taipei, Taiwan, ROC

There is a sharp rise of prevalence of diabetes mellitus and
impaired glucose tolerance in women aged 45-55. To investigate
the possible impact of menopause and aging on the development
of glucose intolerance in perimenopausal women, a community-
based epidemiologic study was conducted in Kinmen. 1100 adults
(56.7% postmenopausal) were screened by single fasting plasma
glucose (FPG) followed by an OGTT undertaken in subjects with
FPG >5.5 and <7.8mM. According to the WHO criteria, the overall
prevalences of DM and IGT are 7.2% and 5.8% in the age group of
45-49 (n=584) and 9.9% and 4.8% in the age group of 50-54
(n=516), respectively. With multivariate analysis, in women
aged 45-49, hypertension (SBP>160mrHg and/or DBP>95mmHg)
is significantly associated with the diagnosis of IGT (vs normal
glucose tolerance, odds ratio=2.83 ) while hypertriglyceridemia
(>2.3mM, OR=1 1.59), family history of diabetes (OR=1 1.02) and
menopause (OR=2.61) are associated with the development of
diabetes mellitus. On the contrary, in women aged 50-54, family
history (OR=8.67), hypertriglyceridemia (OR=5.53) and regional
adiposity (waist-hip ratio >0.89, OR=2.36) are identified as risk
factors for diabetes. It is concluded that relatively early
menopause is an independent risk factor for diabetes in women
less than 50 years of age.
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF DIABETES IN THE INITIAL STAGE: CAN WE

PREDICT THE EARLY GLYCEMIC STATUS FOLLOWING DETECTION?

M. A. Sayeed, M. G. Kibriya, P. A. Khanam and A. K. Azad Khan.
BIRDEM, Dhaka, Bangladesh

To determine the association of glycemia with the increasing age and obesity of
newly detected non-insulin-diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) and to quantify the predictors
of the risk variables for glycemic status in the initial stage we investigated 107,743
(men 71,512, women 36,231) subjects of age >_30yr. According to WHO diagnostic
criteria (1980), oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) was done in these subjects during
registration. The mean (SD) values for age (yr), blood glucose (mmol/1)), fasting
(FBG) and 2h after glucose (2-hBG) of men were comparable to that of women 48.7
(10.8) vs 47.7 (10.7), 11.3 (4.7) vs 11.4 (4.5) and 18.6 (6.4) vs 18.8 (4.0),
respectively. Although the men had significantly higher height (Ht, p<0.0001) and
weight (Wt, p<0.001) than women the mean BMI (body mass index = kg/m sq) was
significantly lower in men than women (22.4 (3.6) vs 24.4 (4.4), p<0.001). Glycemia
was significantly associated with increasing age but only in women (FBG, <50 vs
>_50y: X2 123 p<0.0001). Both FBG and 2-hBG showed significant negative
correlation with Wt, Ht, BMI, systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressure (for
each variable, p <0.001) in either sex. These observations were further analyzed by
stepwise multiple regression model which estimated these variables for the predictive
values of 2-hBG and FBG as dependent variables. In men, the predictive value for
log-2-hBG (mmol/1) was 57.5 + 0.090(wt, kg) + 0.026(DBP, mmHg) - 0.027(age, yr)
- 0.680(BMI) - 0.038(SBP, mmHg) - 0.153(ht, cm) [Adjusted R sq = 0.09, F 1156,
p<0.0001 ]. Similar observations were also noted in women. When FBG was taken as
a dependent variable the results were almost the same. Regardless of sex the
significant inverse relationship of glycemia with Ht, BMI and SBP may be attributed
to the detection of diabetes in a very advanced stage with moderate to a very high
blood glucose level in the study population. These findings suggest that the glycemic
status in early stage of diabetes does not relate to obesity, particularly in developing
communities, where the detection of diabetes are too late when hyperglycemia is not
infrequently associated with low BMI.
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EFFECT OF YEARLY FOLLOW-UP OF POTENTIAL DIABETICS
H. Platilova, K. Vondra and *L.Waldmannova. Institute of Endocrinology,
*Diabetic Outpatient Center, Prague, Czech Republic.
In 1967, we began to follow-up the patients with "border diabetes", since 1981
only with IGT, founded with "case finding" of clinically silent diabetics in an
area of Prague-West since 1961. They were as potential diabetics educated and
yearly (until to onset of NIDDM) examined. In 1993, all these living 331
patients (group AB) were matched against 654 Type 2 diabetics (group C) living
in the same area, in whom this diagnosis (DG) was established at their first
examination. Group AB was devided into 2: subgroups: A = 142 (43%) of them,
in whom this DG was already established and B = other 189 (57%) still as IGT
followed-up. The main results: at inclusion, group AB was younger than C
(56.6±14.4 and 60.9±10.9 yrs p < 0.001), had a lower BMI (29,4±5.7 and
30.4±5.0 kg/m p < 0.01) and the same duration of follow-up: 7.9±7.4 yrs and
8.0±6.4yrs. Subgroup A was younger than subgroup B (53.8.113.9 and
58.7±14.4 yrs p <0.01), but had a higher BMI already in younger age (30.5±5.5
and 28.5±5.8 kg /m p < 0.01) and longer duration of follow up: A 12.4±7.9 yrs
= 6.0±5.7 before + 6.4.3 yrs after the DG of NIDDM, B only 4.6±4.8 yrs, p
< 0.001. In 1993, subgroup B was already 2,4 yrs older (63.3±13.7 yrs p <
0.05) than group C at the DG of NIDDM, but still only with IGT. At DG. of
NIDDM, age of subgroup A (59.8,+_l2.1 yrs) and that of C did not differ. BMI
of A was also the same as of C, but A reached this value of BMI already in
younger age. In 1993, duration of treatment after the DG of NIDDM was in A
shorter than in C (p <0.01). At this time, more patients of group A needed still
only diet to good control (55.5% and 33.0% in C, p < 0.001) and less OAD
(31.1% and 49.7% p < 0.001). No significance was found in need of insulin:
13.4% and 17.3%! A shorter time since the DG of NIDDM to indication of
insulin (or insulin + OAD) in A: 5.6±3.3 yrs than in C group: 8.2±6.1 yrs (p <
0.05), could correspond with more of patients with the LADA Type in subgroup
A.
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DIABETIC PATIENTS ASSOCIATED WITH POSITIVE GAD-ANTIBODIES
AND MITOCHONDRIAL DNA ABNORMALITY IN JAPAN
M.Kitatani, K.Yagi, A.Inazu, A.Nakagawa, K.Kajinami, J.Koizumi and
H.Mabuchi. University of Kanazawa, Kanazawa, Japan.
Mitochondrial tRNALeu(uuR) gene (mtDNA) mutation is one of important
causes of diabetes in Japanese patients, and manifests a wide range of
diabetic phenotype, from NIDDM to IDDM. Glutamic acid decarboxylase
antibodies (GADab) is a useful screening test for IDDM. To study the
frequency and the clinical characteristics in the diabetic patients
associated with positive GADab and mtDNA mutation (A to G transition
at nucleotide pair 3243), diabetic patients whose onset of the disease
were under 50 years were examined. MtDNA was isolated from the
peripheral leukocytes, and the mtDNA 3243 mutation was detected by
Apa I digestion. GADab was measured by radioimmunoassay using
Hoechst GAD kit. Four patients (3.3%) with mtDNA mutation and 10
(8.3%) GADab positive patients were found in 120 diabetic patients.
There were no patients associated with both mtDNA mutation and
positive GADab. The onset age and body mass index of 4 patients with
mtDNA mutation were 29±6 years and 16.4±1.5 kg/m 2 . The diabetic
phenotype of 2 patients were clinically 1DDM. The other 2 patients
were NIDDM, but a patients started insulin injection at 11 years since
onset of DM. Six of 10 patients with positive GADab showed IDDM
phenotype and 3 patients had been considered to be NIDDM. The onset
age in patients with positive GADabwere 33±14 years, and 3 NIDDM
patients were associated with obesity at the onset of DM. Eight of 10
patients were treated by insulin injection. In conclusion, mtDNA
mutation and positive GADab accountfor 12% of early onset diabetes in
Japan. The patients with mtDNA mutation are characterized by early
onset diabetes with loss of body weight, and most of the patients with
positive GADabshow IDDM-like phenotype.
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GLUCOSE TOLERANCE STATUS OF BLACK SUBJECTS WITH IMPAIRED
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE AFTER 4 YEARS. WF Mollentze, JM Koning, G
Joubert, GM Oosthuizen, M Steyn, TI Muller, DJV Weich. Departments of
Internal Medicine, Biostatistics and Chemical Pathology, University of the Free
State, Bloemfontein, South Africa.

At least in Europids IGT confers an increased risk of progression to diabetes and
also to the development of coronary heart disease. The meaning and longterm
implications of IGT in black populations are still unknown. The aims of the study
were to determine the glucose tolerance status of a group of black subjects with
IGT after 4 years. The addresses of one hundred and three blacks (72 females, 31
males) with IGT identified 4 years earlier in a survey to determine the prevalence
of diabetes mellitus in the black community of Mangaung were revisited by a
health care worker. Available subjects were requested to undergo another
standard 75g oral glucose tolerance test. They were also once more subjected to
the same research protocol as was previously followed. Death certificates of
deceased subjects were obtained. Seventy eight subjects (54 females, 24 males)
participated in the follow-up study. Of the remaining 24 subjects, 12 had died, 4
had left the area, 6 refused and 2 were to ill to participate. Of the 78 subjects with
IGT 12 (15%, Group 1) became diabetic, 26 (33%, Group 2) remained in the IGT
category and 40 (52%, Group 3) reverted back to normal glucose tolerance.
Median two-hour plasma glucose levels of the respective groups were 13.76
mmolll, 8.51 mmol/l and 6.66 mmol/l. Median fasting serum insulin levels were
significantly lower after 4 years in all three groups. Median differences between
present and previous fasting serum insulin levels were -7.7 uIU/nil for Group 1
(95% CI -23.9; -5), -4.7 ulU/ml for Group 2 (95% Ci - 10.6; -1.8) and -5.2 uIU/ml
for Group 3 (95% CI -9; -4.5). IGT also confers an increased risk of diabetes in
black subjects. No direct cause-and-effect relationship between IGT and death was
evident. Irrespective of glucose tolerance status subjects became significantly
more insulinopaenic as judged by fasting serum insulin levels.
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Glucose tolerance in first degree relatives of NIDDM patients in a
mediterranean area. Main determinants.
I.Conget, A.Costa, *R.Casamitjana and R.Gomis. Endocrinology and
Diabetes Unit, *Hormonology Unit, Hospital Clinic. Universitat de
Barcelona. Barcelona, Spain.

First degree relatives of NIDDM patients are at increased risk to
developing the disease. Metabolic abnormalities have already been
described in such a subjects. The aim of our study was to characterize the
main determinants of glucose tolerance in subjects with family history of
NIDDM. One hundred and ninety one first degree relatives (38.8 + 14,8
year-old, 61 % women / 39 % men) were included in the study. In all of
them body mass index and blood pressure were evaluated. After 12-h
fasting, an oral glucose tolerance test was performed , obtaining basal
glucose and insulin (IRI) in order to calculate fasting insulin resistance
index (FIRI), % B (HOMA insulin secretion) and % S (HOMA insulin
sensitivity). In 32 % of subjects , an abnormal glucose tolerance was
found: 22 % impaired glucose tolerance and 10 % NIDDM (WHO
criteria). A stepwise regression analysis demostrated that 120' glucemia
was independently related to basal glycemia, FIRI, % B and % S. When
those variables calculated from IRI determination were excluded, basal
glucose was the only main determinat of glucose tolerance.  Conclusions :
Abnormal glucose tolerance is a highly common finding in subjects with
family history of NIDDM; fasting glycemia, as well as, insulin sensitivity
and secretion capacity being the major determinants of it.
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PROGRESSION OF IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TO DIABETES
MELLITUS IN NORTH—EASTERN PENINSULAR MALAYSIA

W.B. Wan Mohamad, A.M. Zaimah, M. Mafauzy, M. Musalmah,
N. Mokhtar and B.E. Mustaffa. School of Medical Sciences,
University Sains Malaysia, Kota Bharu, Malaysia.

Impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) is associated with an
increased risk of atherosclerosis and of developing Non—
Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (NIDDM). NIDDM has
been found to occur in 10%-70% of patients with IGT
followed for 14 years. In order to investigate the
contributing factors and the conversion rate of IGT to
NIDDM, we reexamined 79 IGT subjects diagnosed between
1991-1994 after interval of 20 months.
A total of 2284 subjects, aged more than 20 years old were
chosen from 9 districts of the region by cluster sampling.
176(7.7%) patients were diagnosed to have NIDDM and 379
(16,6%.) patients were IGT (using WHO criteria). Measure-
ment of Body Mass Index (BMI), blood pressure (BP), oral
glucose tolerance test (OGTT), lipid and lipoprotein
levels were repeated.
After 20 months, 31(39.2%) of 79 subjects with IGT has
normal glucose tolerance, 32(40.5%) maintained the IGT
stage and 16(20.3%) persons developed to NIDDM. Fasting
blood sugar (FBS) and BMI were positively correlated to
the development of NIDDM (p<0.007 and p<0.006 respectively).
However, other parameters such as age, 2h post—glucose
challenge blood sugar, lipid, lipprotein levels and BP
were not significantly correlated.
The result of the survey revealed a high prevalence of
IGT in this region and 11.8% of these subjects developed
NIDDM each year. BMI and FBS positively related to
prognosis of IGT.
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HERITABILITY ESTIMATES AND ETIOLOGICAL MODELS FOR NON-INSULIN-DEPEN-

DENT DIABETES MELLITUS (NIDDM) AND ASSOCIATED METABOLIC PARAMETERS.
P. Paulsen, K. 0. Kyvik, A. Vaag and H. Beck-Nielsen. Diabetes Research Center and
Genetic Epidemiological Research Unit, Odense University Hospital, Odense, Denmark.
Non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) is a heterogen disease with a
multifactorial etiologi comprising genetical and environmental factors. Epidemiolo-
gical and metabolic studies of twins and first degree relatives have indicated genetic
components in the development of NIDDM. Among a population-based twin mate-
rial (n=604 twins) we have estimated the heritability and best fitting models for
NIDDM and indirect derivatives of glucose tolerance (0 min and 2 h OGTT plasma
glucose), insulin secretion (30 min OGTT plasma insulin) and insulin resistance (0
min plasma insulin). The methodology permits models with additive genetic (A), do-
minance (D), shared environmental (C) or unique environmental (E) sources of vari-
ance to be fitted and the magnitude of each contributor to variance can be estimated.
Phenotype Best model Parameter estimates

a2	 c2	 e2
NIDDM	 ACE	 0.27	 0.41	 0.33
IGT+NIDDM	 AE	 0.61	 -	 0.39
F-glucose	 AE	 0.27	 -	 0.73
2h-glucose	 AE	 0.42	 -	 0.58
F-insulin	 'AB	 0.53	 -	 0.47
30 min-insulin AE 0.27 0.73
Concordance rates for NIDDM based on this population suggested a major impor-
tance of environmental factors in the etiology of NIDDM, which is supported by the
estimated ACE model, in which additive genes only contribute 27% to the total vari-
ance, with 41% and 33% from common and unique environment, respectively. How-
ever, the model for IGT+NIDDM indicates a relatively greater genetical component
in the etiology to abnormal glucose tolerance compared to NIDDM per se. The heri-
tability estimates for the metabolic parameters suggest an importance of environ-
mental factors for the phenotypes glucose (in)tolerance and insulin secretion, how-
ever for insulin resistance, the proportion of variance determined by genetic factors
is greater, confirming the importance of a genetic component. In conclusion the re-
sults confirm the multifactorial etiology of NIDDM, but emphasizes the importance
of environmental factors. "Susceptibility genes" for NIDDM appears to be found
among genes coding for insulin resistance.
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PREDICTORS OF IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IN
OFFSPRING OF PARENTS WITH CONJUGAL NIDDM.
T.Kasperska-Czyzyk, K.Jaskolska-xadosz, K.Stgpien and R.Nowaczyk.
Central Clinical Hospital, Warsaw, Poland

In the group of 56 adult normoglycaemic non-diabetic subjects, whose
both parents had NIDDM, impaired glucose tolerance (World Health
Organization criteria) occurred during the 5-year follow-up (1990-95)
in 18 (group A), and in 38 the tolerance to glucose remained normal.
At the initial examination (1990) the group A didn't differ from the
group B in mean age, BMI, serum C-peptide area under curve (AUC)
after oral glucose (75g), nor in fasting serum levels of triglycerides, total
cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol, apolipoprotein B and Al. The former
group was, however, characterized by higher glycaemia AUC [18.3±0.67
(SEM) vs 16.7±0.40 mmol • 1 -' • h-r, p=0.019] and higher serum insulin
(IRI) AUC [1.18±0.10 vs 0.98±0.40 nmol • 1 -' • h°, p=0.027], and by
lower serum level of HDL-cholesterol [1.05±0.07 vs 1.28±0.06
mmol • 1 -', p=0.019]. The onset of impaired glucose tolerance (1995)
was associated in this group with the increase in serum insulin (IRI)
AUC [1.8±0.22 vs 1.18±0.10 nmol I - ' • h -1 , p=0.008) and the decrease
in serum C-peptide AUC [9.43±0.57 vs 10.75±0.58, nmol • 1 t • h,
p=0.057], and with increase in serum apolipoprotein B [164±8.6 vs
105±6.1 mg/dl, p=0.000] and the decrease in serum apolipoprotein Al
[135±6.2 vs 150±6.5 mg/dl, p=0.04]. Conclusion: The slight elevation
of blood glucose (within the normal range) and of serum insulin (IRI),
and the decrease in serum HDL-cholesterol seem to be significant
predictors of impaired glucose tolerance in healthy offspring of parents
with conjugal NIDDM.
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AN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY OF OBESITYAND DIABETES IN
JAMAICA

D. Bagoobirsiagh, E. Lewis-Fuller, and E. Morrison, University Of The
West Indies Diabetes Outreach Project, and Ministry Of Health,
Kingston, Jamaica.

The aim of this survey was to determine the prevalence and pattern of
obesity in the Jamaican adult population and how these relate to the
incidence of diabetes mellitus . This Caribbean Isle has an area of
11,460 kin, with a population of over 2 million, which is predominantly
of Afro origin. A two stage stratified random sampling design, in which
each dwelling had an equal probability of being selected was employed
Selected households were visited in which subjects 15 years and over,
from whom informed consent was obtained, were interviewed The
control group included one person in every twenty seen. A questionnaire
which included medical and family histories was administered. In
addition, anthmpometric and fasting capillary blood sugar (FBS)
measurements were done using standard techniques. An abbreviated
oral glucose tolerance test after an overnight fast, was performed on all
subjects with FBS >6.1 mmol/L. The data was analysed using Epi 5, an
advanced statistical program specific for epidemiological data Non-
response was documented and factored in the final analysis of the data.
The prevalence of obesity in the adult population was 36.6 %; which
had the following patter: 30.0 % with Body Mass Index(BMI) > 25
kg/ma and normal Waist Hip Ratio (WHR), 3.0% had normal BMI
but WHR > 1, and 3.6% with BMI > 25 Ig/m 2 and WHR > 1; of
which 22.0 %, 24.9 % and 46.0 % respectively were diabetic. The data
of this study show that 36.6 % of the Jamaican adult population is
obese 48.5 % of which is diabetic. It is also apparent that tonal
obesity is a greater(P<0.05) risk factor, and WHR perhaps a better
predictor, for diabetes in Afro Caribbean people.
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IN ELDERLY SUBJECTS WITH IMPAIRED
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OR NEWLY DIAGNOSED DIABETES MELLITUS
CA Baan, RP Stolk, EJM Feskens. Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Several studies report that physical inactivity is a risk factor for developing diabetes
mellitus type II. However, these studies are based on adult populations, excluding
elderly subjects. Therefore we studied the association between physical activity and
diabetes mellitus in 1107 subjects, aged 55-80 years. The study was performed as
part of the Rotterdam Study, a population-based cohort study in elderly subjects.
The participants were classified as diabetes (known or newly diagnosed), impaired
glucose tolerance and normal glucose tolerance, according to the WHO criteria.
Physical activity was assessed with a self-administered questionnaire. Physical
activity was expressed as hours/week as well as categories of intensity: light,
moderate and heavy. For these analysis the known diabetic patients were excluded.
The mean age of the study population was 66.8 years (SD 5.5), 745 subjects (68%)
had normal glucose tolerance (NGT), 153 IGT (14%) and 118 newly diagnosed
diabetes (11 %). The mean total activity time was 22.9 hr/wk (SD 21.9) for newly
diagnosed diabetes, 21.6 hr/wk (SD 18.3) for IGT and 25.5 hr/wk (SD 18.3) for
NGT. Housekeeping, work (paid or volunteer), walking and bicycling together
contributed 80% of the mean total activity time in all groups. Sporting activities
contributed 4% to the total time spent on physical activity for NGT, 3% for IGT
and 1% for newly diagnosed diabetes. The diabetic subjects (17%) and subjects with
IGT (15%) spent less time on heavy activities as compared with the NGT (20%).
After adjustment for age and sex, a significant trend for the three groups was shown
for sporting activities (p=0.001) bicycling (p=0.03) and heavy activities
(p=0.006). Preliminary results showed that physical activity in elderly subjects,
newly diagnosed with diabetes, is lower as compared to subjects without diabetes,
but this difference did not reach statistical significancy. However, intense physical
activity was significantly less in newly diagnosed diabetes patients, which suggest
that also at higher ages physical inactivity is associated with the development of
diabetes mellitus.
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AGING AND VISCERAL ADIPOSITY ACROSS TWO GENERATIONS OF
JAPANESE-AMERICAN WOMEN
L. L. Newell-Morris, E.J. Boyko, J.B. Shofer and W.Y. Fujimoto. University
of Washington, Seattle, USA.
Increasing age and adiposity (subcutaneous and visceral) contribute to the risk
of developing NIDDM and CHD. We explored the effects of these parameters
on the risk factors of fasting insulin (FI), C-peptide (FC), triglycerides (Tg),
LDL-Cholesterol (LDL-C) and HDL-Cholesterol (HDL-C) among 158 second-
generation (Nisei) and 95 third-generation (Sansei) Japanese-American women.
Glucose tolerance status was determined by a 75g oral glucose tolerance test and
WHO criteria. Subcutaneous adiposity was represented by triceps skinfold
thickness (Skfld) and visceral fat by intra-abdominal fat area (IAF) at the
umbilical level as measured by computed tomography. Mean age of Nisei was
62 yrs vs Sansei, 40 yrs; frequencies of IGT and NIDDM were 37 % and 29 %
(Nisei) vs 31% and 0 (Sansei), respectively. Nisei were significantly fatter than
Sansei: Skfld 24 vs 22 mm, t-test p= .03; IAF 94 vs 44 cm z, p <.0001. The
two generations did not differ in FI or HDL, but Nisei had significantly higher
FC (.93 vs .79 nM, p.<.0001), Tg (131 vs 109 mg/dl, p= .0008) and LDL
(145 vs 121 mg/dl), p <.0001. Within generation (Gn), subjects were assigned
by terciles of IAF into high (H), medium (M) and low (L) groups (Gp) for
which mean values of risk variables were calculated. Mean FI (pM) for Nisei
by Gp: (L) 64 (M) 100 (H) 122, Sansei: (L) 64 (M) 62 (H) 120 (ANCOVA of
Gp by Gn adjusted for Skfld: Gp effect p < .0001). A similar trend was seen
for FC and Tg, and a reverse trend for HDL. The two H-Gps were
indistinguishable by generation. In this population of Japanese-American women,
the interactive effects of older age with high levels of visceral adiposity are
associated with adverse risk profiles for NIDDM and CHD. A subset of
premenopausal Sansei women, identified by high visceral adiposity, present a
risk profile more typical of postmenopausal Nisei, who average over 20 years
older.
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ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY WITH GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE AMONG NATIVE

HAWAIIANS IN NORTH KOHALA, HAWAII.

HK Chang, A Grandinetti, JD Curb, MK Mau, EK Kinney*, RF Arakaki, and the
NHHR Consortium, RCMI Program, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii,
*Hui Malama Ola Na'Oiwi, Hilo, Hawaii, U.S.A.
Specific Aims : The Native Hawaiian Health Research (NHHR) Project characterized
glucose intolerance and heart disease risk factors among 350 adult Hawaiians, ages
>30 years old. Our clinic screening included an assessment of glucose tolerance, body
mass index (BMI), waist-hip ratio (WHR) and physical activity levels. Physical
activity has been associated with glucose intolerance in previous population-based
studies. We report a comparison of physical activity among native Hawaiians with and
without glucose intolerance. Methods : Glucose tolerance status was assessed by 2-hr
OGTT using WHO criteria, or by medical history. Physical activity was estimated
with the Pima Indian Questionnaire (PIQ) (Kriska, 1990), which was modified to
include traditional Hawaiian activities. Modified versions of this instrument have been
used in a variety of populations. Age, WHR, and BMI were regressed on metabolic
equivalents (METS) for past week and past year activity calculated from the frequency
and duration. Prevalence odds ratios for glucose intolerance were estimated using
logistic regression. Results : WHR and BMI were not associated with either past year
or past week activity. Age (mean=47.9±12.7 y.o.) was inversely and statistically
associated with past week activity only (13=-0.412,p<_0.001). Participants with glucose
intolerance had significantly lower past week activity levels than participants with
normal glucose tolerance (17.1±3.06 METS vs. 27.5±2.28 METS, respectively;
p<_0.01). Prevalence of glucose intolerance was higher in less active participants (POR
= 2.07, 95 Percent CI 1.33-3.23). The age-adjusted POR was unattenuated, and
remained statistically significant (adjusted POR=1.95, 95 Percent CI 1.23-3.11).
Conclusion:  Prevalence of glucose intolerance was higher among adult native
Hawaiians reporting lower levels of past week activity, even after adjustment
for age. Lack of association between physical activity and BMI or WHR suggests that
physical activity may be beneficial to glucose tolerance regardless of body mass.
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BODY FAT CHANGES WITH DIET AND EXERCISE DIFFER BETWEEN MEN
AND WOMEN
D. Leonetti, J. Shofer, E. Boyko, and W. Fujimoto, University of Washington, Seattle,
WA, USA

Change (d) in body fat deposits and general adiposity over 2.5 y were examined in
relation to diet and exercise in non-diabetic Japanese American men (n=146) and
women (n=I30), ages 45-74 y at baseline. Computed tomography (CT) measured
subcutaneous fat for the thorax (TX), abdomen (AB) and mid-thigh (TI), and intra-
abdominal fat (IAF). Weight and height provided body mass index (BMI, kg/m2).
Food frequency questionnaires estimated baseline animal fat (BAF) and plant fat
(BPF) intakes. Questions at follow-up on dietary changes targeted sources of fat
(dairy, red meat, oils, etc.). Questionnaires covered daily activity levels which were
converted to estimates of energy expenditure at baseline (BEE) and follow-up (LsEE).
Adjusting for baseline body fat values, partial correlation coefficients were
calculated. BPF was significant only in women: 4TX (-0.27, p<0.01), DAB (-0.19,
p<0.05), ABMI (-0.23, p<0.05), and Aweight (-0.23, p<0.05). AEE was significant
only in men: STX (-0.22, p<0.01), DAB (-0.22, p<0.05), and AIAF (-0.18, p<0.05).
Reduction in red meat intake was also only significant in men: OTX (-0.31, p<0.00l),
©AB (-0.18, p<0.05), AIAF (-0.21, p<0.05), ABMI (-0.27, p<0.001), and Aweight
(-0.31, p<0.001). BEE was significantly correlated with 4TX in women (-0.19,
p<0.05) and men (-0.19, p<0.05). BAF was correlated with 4AB in women (0.30,
p<0.001) and men (0.20, p<0.05) and with ATX in women (0.32, p<0.001). No
factors were significantly related to ATI. In summary, baseline energy expenditure
and animal fat intake were associated with gains at subcutaneous truncal fat sites in
both sexes. In addition, for men exercise and reduction in red meat intake appear to
be the most important avenues toward adipose tissue reduction, while for women,
baseline plant fat intake appeared to be most associated with loss of adipose tissue.
Thus we conclude that in both men and women avoidance of gain of truncal fat may
be best attained by exercise and low animal fat intake, whereas approaches to
adipose tissue reduction seem to differ between men and women.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPORTS ACTIVITY AND INSULIN
RELEASE IN RELATIVES OF NIDDM PATIENTS
S. Dubbeldam, M.L. Zonderland and T.W. van Haeften. Department
of Medical Physiology and Sports Medicine, and Internal Medicine,
Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands.

The relationship between regular physical activity and insulin
release after an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) was studied in
first-degree relatives of NIDDM patients and in control subjects.
Relatives (7M, 20F) and control subjects (5M, 17F) did not differ
for age (45.4 ± 6.3 vs 46.2 ± 7.0 years), body mass index (BMI)
(26.3 ± 3.8 vs 26.2 ± 3.3 kg/m2), and waist-hip ratio (0.82 ± 0.07 vs
0.82 ± 0.07). Subjects underwent an OGTT (75 g) and completed a
questionnaire for sports activity yielding a sports index (SI). Insulin
sensitivity was assessed as glucose infusion rate (GIR) divided by
mean plasma insulin (I) during the 2 "d and 3rd hour of a
hyperglycemic clamp (10 mmol/l, 180 minutes). All subjects had a
normal glucose tolerance. There was no significant difference

between relatives and controls for SI (2.5 ± 0.7 vs 2.6 ± 0.6). After

the OGTT, the time-to-peak-insulin and the plasma insulin at 120
minutes were inversely correlated with the SI in relatives, but not in

controls (r=-0.52, p=0.011 and r=-0.43, p=0.039; partial correlation,

gender, age, and BMI as covariates). In relatives, the SI was
positively related to the GIR/I during the 2n d (r=0.50, p=0.013) and
3rd (r=0.54, p=0.006) hour of the clamp. SI and GIR/I were not
correlated in controls. In conclusion, in NIDDM relatives, but not in
controls, regular sports participation is related to an earlier decline
in insulin release after an OGTT, presumably due to an enhanced
insulin sensitivity.
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OBESITY IN JAPANESE DIABETICS AND THE IMPLICATIONS.
H.Kurahachi,M.Kajikawa,H.Kobayashi,T.Ishihara and K.Moridera
Kobe City General Hospital, Kobe, Japan.

With rapidly developed life style into modernization-
westernization in Japan, NIDDM is enormously increasing.
In this study, we undertook to know what resultant obesity
has influenced on diabetes. 100 diabetics(male 44 and fem-
ale 56, mean age 62±13 yr, mean duration 10±6 yr) without
other peculiar diseases were unintentionally chosen. They
included NIDDM 58, insulin requiring diabetes(N/1) 25 and
IDDM 17 and were subdivided into 4 groups by the present
BMI(kg/m 2 ), I(BMIS18,n=2), 1(18<BML26,n=74), 1(26<BMI530,
=20) and 1P(30<BMI,n=4),respectively. Their maximum BMI in
the past were 1(n=0),l<(n=53)J(n=26) and N(n=21). Inherent
diabetic pictures in 7 subgroups classified by the combin-
ation of both BMI were investigated. Personal history
of obesity was recognized in only 3/17(17.6%) of IDDM, but
in 40/83(42.8%) of both NIDDM and N/I. The more marked
obesity in the past was, the higher prevalence of N/I was
especialliy shown even if the present BMI is within normal
limits. Microangiopathic complications were frequently
shown in IDDM mostly classified in I at present, but
their frequencies were the highest in both NIDDM and N/I
of I at present whose BMI reduced from I in the past beca-
use of poor diabetic control. Complications of ischemic
heart disease, hypertesion and hyperlipidemia were more
frequently involved in the groups not only being obese
right now, but also being overweighted solely in the past.
Detailed clinical courses in some obese NIDDM followed
for a long term revealed a close parallel to these find-
ings. It was suggested that we should have a strategy to
prevent positively obesity and to provide against the exp-
losive increase of diabetes, by asking ourselves to recon-
sider what the changed mode of life has brought on.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF NIDDM IN RELATION TO OTHER
CARDIOVASCUJLAR RISK FACTORS IN LEBANON.
I.Salti, M.Khogali,S. Alain and Amal Masri MPH. ,Faculty of
Medicine, American University of Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon.

The aim of the study is to define the prevalence and current
epidemiological features of NIDDM, impaired glucose tolerance
and other cardiovascular risk factors in the adult Lebanese
population. Cluster sampling technique was used in two urban
settings representing low and high socioeconomic groups and one
semi-rural setting. Chi square and T-test was used in order to
correlate Diabetes with other risk factors.A total of 2518 Lebanese
subjects aged 30 years and above were studied and showed an
over-all prevalence of diabetes and impaired glucose tolerance of
13.15 % and 6.0 % respectively with no differences between males
and females. The results are similar to those reported from studies
reported recently from some Middle Eastern and other countries.
The prevalence was very low (< 1 %) below the age of 40 and
increased steadily with age. The main risk factor was obesity
(especially abdominal) which probably accounts, at least in part,
to the observed increased prevalence with age and amongst lower
socio-economic groups.A positive family history of diabetes but not
consanguinity was another risk factor. Subjects with diabetes and
IGT were more likely to have heart disease, had a slightly higher
mean systolic and diastolic pressure and serum triglycerides. An
increase in total and LDL-cholesterol and lower HDL-cholesterol
was seen only in female but not in male subjects with diabetes and
IGT.

811
CARDIOVASCULAR RISK OF BODY MASS INDEX (BMI)
IN ELDERLY RURAL INDIJi11S_ A NEED TO REASSESS
OBESITY 'CRITERIA?

K.M.tihelgikar and C.S.Yajnik. Diabetes Unit,
K.E.M. Hospital and Research Centre, Pune,
India.

We studied glucose tolerance, plasma lipids,
blood pressure and resting EcSs in people :,40
y in the village of Pimpale Jagtap near Punf,
(1573 men: 513 y, 2-63 an, 52 kg, BMI 19.5 kg/m`'
and WHR O.Q8, 1633' women: 53 y, 1.SOa, 45 kg,
19.8 kg/m" and 0.713). Four percent had
diabetes and 4% IST, only 1 had cholesterol
`•6.2 ermrol/l, 6% had triglycerides >2.3 mmol/l
and 14% were hypertensive (.>140/90 nnn Hg
and/or treatment). 15% (16 men & 31 women)
showed an is^haemic ECG (coronary probable
4, possible. 43; Minnesota 1982). Plasma
glucose, triglycerides, cholesterol and blood
pressure were all related to Biy1I (ps O.O1) -
There was a U shaped distribution for
triglycerides, ISV and 'isahaemic' ECCs, but
not for diabetes, hypertension and cholesterol
which showed a continuous rise with BMI . Ip
the highest chart Ie of Et4I (median 22.9 kg/m2
men, 24.5 kg /rn 't omen) 8% had IST, 10%
diabetes, 33% hypertension and 28%'ischaemic -
ECG,, Thus, the cardiovascular risk in rural
Indians is related to relatively low I'.11I. This
could be related to their past nutritional
e. perienoes . (int.ratiuterine as well as
subsequent) -
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CIGARETTE SMOKING IS THE RISK FACTOR FOR
METABOLIC DISTURBANCES IN THE OBESE
Jagoda B.Jorga, M.Cutovic, D.Micic. School of Medicine , Belgrade
University, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Cigarette smoking is well known risk factor for CVD. The aim of this
paper was to find out its potential role in the metabolic disturbances
especially those concerning glucose metabolism in the obese. The
investigation was conducted in the group ( N=146) of the obese persons
(BMI>30 kglm2) aged 20 to 64 years, devided in two subgroups:
smokers(S) and nonsmokers (NS). BMI was used as an index of
obesity, waist circumference (W), waist to hip ratio (WHR) and Sagittal
diameter (Sd) as indices of fat distribution. The following parameters of
glucose metabolism were measured: fasting glucose and inslin levels as
well as glucose and insulin levels during OGTT. The results obtained
show no difference in BMI between smokers and nonsmokers (35.5 v.s
35.2 ) but smokers tend to dispose more fat in deep abdominal region
and all the parameters of fat distribution were significantly higher like
W,WHR and Sagittal diameter (p<0.02, p<0.009, p<0.0001). Fasting
glucose was 5.40 mmol/L v.s 4.69 what is significantly higher (p<0.04)
as well as glucose area under the curve (930.5 v.s 790.7 mmol/L/min)
and fasting insulin: 25.4 mUlL in smokers v.s 17.2 in nonsmokers
(p<0.001). The insulin area under the curve was higher but not
significantly. Systolic blood pressure was 141.7 msuHg v.s 132.5
(p<0.004) and diastolic was also higher but not significantly. It can be
concluded that smoking cigarette is a risk factor for metabolic
distrurbances especially in obese with abdominal type of fat
distribution..
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COMPARISON OF BMI AND WHR BETWEEN JAPANESE
POPULATIONS IN JAPAN AND BRAZIL
A Sekikawa, LC Iochida, H Eguchi, H Sasaki, M Tominaga, LF Marcopito,
JF Franco Yamagata University School of Medicine, Yamagata Japan, and
Universidade Federal de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo Brazil

Migrant studies measure the impact of environmental factors on the
development of diseases. We reported that prevalence of NIDDM in
Japanese Brazilian in Baum, Brazil is much higher than that in Funagata,
Japan (17.6 % vs 10.1 %). These two Japanese populations are considered
genetically identical. Both are population-based study with high
participation rates (74.5% in Japan and 83.2% in Brazil). Both employed a
75 g oral glucose tolerance test as a primary test with 1985 WHO
diagnostic criteria. This study compares body mass index (BMI) and waist-
to-hip ratio (WHR) between these two populations in the same age group
(40-79). Body height (m) and weight (kg) were measured while subjects
were wearing light clothing without shoes. Waist and hip circumferences
were measured at the level of the umbilicus and at the level of the greater
girth, respectively. BMI was calculated as weight divided by the square of
height. WHR was calculated as waist divided by hip. Student's t-test was
used to compare the data. Means and standard deviations are shown in the
below table.

Japan	 Brazil
BMI Men	 23.5 (3.0)	 24.2 (3.5)

Women	 23.9 (3.3)	 24.3 (3.6)
WHR Men	 0.89 (0.06)	 0.99 (0.08)

Women	 0.88 (0.06)	 0.90 (0.08)
Both BMI and WHR showed significantly higher value in Japanese
Brazilian than in Japanese in Japan. Higher prevalence of NIDDM in
Japanese Brazilian can probably be attributed to obesity.
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DIABETIC CHRONIC COMPLICATIONS IN TYPE 2 DIABETES: A
MULTICENTRIC STUDY. X. Mundet, JF. Cano,M. Mata, J. Franch, M.
Bundo, M. Berenguer and the GedapS Group Catalan Famiy and Community
Medicine Society. Barcelona (Spain)
Aims: To assess prevalence of diabetic chronic complications in type 2 diabetic
patients attended in Primary Health Centres (PHC) and to know the compliance
of screening measures.Patients and methods: Cross-sectional study carried out in
1993-94 in 76 PHC (34.1% rural and 65,9% urban) attending 1.092.532 people.
Patients were selected by systematic sampling from 21,556 adults registered as
type 2 diabetics. Final sample included 2,595 patients with a mean age of
66,8+/-10 years and a mean evolution time of 8,1+/-5,9 years from the
diagnosis.Results: Nephropathy: Screening for microalbuminuria was performed
in 34% of diabetics. Microalbuminuria was confirmed in 17% (IC95%: 14-20),
proteinuria in 5,3% (IC: 4-6) and renal insufficiency in 5%. Retinopathy:
Fundoscopy was performed in 55% of patients, finding some kind of diabetic
rethinopaty in 37% of them (IC: 34-40), blindness was present in 2%. Ischemic
Heart and Cerebrovascular Disease were present in 12% (IC: 12-14) and 6%
(IC: 5,3-8). Diabetic Foot was reported in 10% of cases (IC: 8,8-11,1), the acute
lesions raised 7,9% (6,8-8,9) and amputations were 2,1% (IC: 1,5-2,6). Varience
analysis showed a close relationship between microvascular complications and
age (p: .006), diabetes average evolution time (p:.00001), current level ofHbAlc
(p:.0004) and systolic Blood Pressure (p:.0001). Macrovascular disease was
correlated with age (p:.00001), evolution time of diabetes (p:.00001) and current
level of total cholesterol (p:.0004). Conclusions: 1. The frequency of
complications is similar to the found in other country studies. 2. The detections
of the complications must be improved. 3. As it is already known, the age and
the average evolution time of diabetes are strongly correlated to the
complications. Furthermore, we found that the metabolic control, Total
Cholesterol level and Systolic Pressure have an important influence in its
development.

815
Accuracy and Reliability of Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry
(DEXA) for rat body composition measurement.
E. Bertinl, J.C. Ruiz2 , J. Mourot3 , D. Bailb8 1 , B. Porthal.

1Lab Physiopathol Nutrition CNRS-URA307, Paris; 2 Av Lesueur,
Paris; 3INRA, St-Gilles; France.
Rat is a current model for nutrition studies. One limitation in its use is
the accurate determination of the total body fat mass which can only be
determined with the tiresome chemical extraction technique (CE)
which requires sacrifice of the animal. Usefulness of DEXA in human
nutrition investigations suggest that it could be suitable also for rat
studies. Therefore we have tested intra- and inter- assay reliabilities of
the DEXA technique (coefficient of variation: CV) and its accuracy as
compared to the gold standard CE procedure (linear regression analysis
with correlation coefficient: r). 26 rats (18 Wistar; 8 GK) with age
ranging from 2 to 24 months and body weight (bw) ranging from 130
to 500 g, were screened in triplicate after anaesthesia on a QDR 4500
absorptiometer (Hologic). After sacrifice their lipid content was
determined by CE (mean of 3 determinations/sample). 1/ Comparison
of the two techniques (DEXA vs CE) showed a strong linear
correlation (r=0.975; p<0.0001). 2/ During intracalibration studies, CV
value for boneless lean mass was found lower than 1%, except for the
case of animals with bw lower than 150g (CV: 1.4 ± 0.9%, n=5). CV
value for % of total body fat mass CV was 6.8±3.3% for bw <150g
(n=5), 4.2±3% for bw in the range 150-250g (n=9), and 2.6±1.1 % for
bw beyond 200g (n=14). There was no significant difference
concerning reliability between the two techniques. 3/ Intercalibration
reliability was lower and induced an increase of CV values (up to 8%
for the % fat mass value, in the animals with bw beyond 200g).
However, this limitation can be circumvented by using a quality
control, and correcting the results using a standard. Therefore, DEXA
can be considered as an accurate, reliable and non aggressive technique
for body composition determination in rat, as far as rigorous
methodology and inter and intra-assay quality controls are taken into
account.
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DOES A CLINICAL PHENOTYPE AT RISK FOR DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS
EXIST? A 20 YEAR FOLLOW UP STUDY IN A NORTH EASTERN ITALIAN
REGION
G.Bax, Fagherazzi C., Cospite A., Piarulli F., Marie N., Fedele D.
Department of internal Medicine Chair of Diseases of Metabolism Padua University

To verify if clinical phenotypes prognostic for diabetic complications exist or only the
good metabolic control can prevent these alterations we 100 type 2 diabetic patients
59 males (M) and 41 females (F), randomly chosen on 540 patients who were
diagnosed type 2 diabetes between 1974-1984,were analyzed with a retrospective
study. The multiple logistic regression verifies the Odds ratio (OR) (I.0 5-95°) of
some clinical parameters (CP);: A) age at the diagnosis (AD) BMI ; Systolic and
diastolic blood pressure; fasting glucose and glycated hemoglobin (Hbalc) (evaluated
three time every year) respect to ischemic heart disease (angina or myocardial
infarction), retinopathy (evaluated by fandus), Lower Extremity artery disease
(LEAD) (evaluated by ankle brachial index (ABI), and neuropathy (evaluated by
Diabetes neuropathic index and Biotesiometer).
Clinical Parameter	 HID	 Retinopathy	 LEAD	 Neuropathy
AD (<55/>55)	 0.69(0.18-2.5) 0.61 (0.19-1.9) 0.35 (0.24-1.0) 0.39 (0.11-1.0)
SEX (FMI)	 0.11(0.01-0.9) 0.84 (0.25-2.8) 0.49 (0.15-1.5) 0.34 (0.13-0.9)
BMI(>26/<26)	 1.12(0.26-4.7) 1.21 (0.33-4.3) 0.30 (0.10-0.9) 0.50 (0.18-1.3)
SDP(<160/>160) 1.61 (0.36-7.1) 2.61 (0.72-9.4) 3.20 (1.02-10) 1.40(0.40-4.1)
DBP(<90/>90) 4.59 (0.86-24) 1.41 (0.25-7.9) 1.83 (0.39-8.5) 1.42 (0.31-6.4)
FG (<140/>140) 0.77 (0.20-2.8) 1.77 (0.51-6.0) 1.92 (0.65-5.6) 1.61 (0.63-4.1)
HbA,c(<7.1/>7.1) 0.86(0.23-3.2) 0.86 (0.23-3.2) 0.79(0.26-2.37) 0.67(0.22-1.6)
We conclude that in these patients with the diabetes showed a phenotype at risk for
neuropathy and Lead (male, lower weight at the diagnosis); instead the metabolic
control and blood pressure increased the risk to develop ischemich heart disease and
retinopathy.
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INCREASED INCIDENCE OF HYPERTENSION AND DYSLIPIDEMIA
IN MIDDLE-AGED MEN WITH HYPERINSULINEMIA OR DIABETES

J.T. Salonen, H-M. Lakka, T.A. Lakka, V-P. Valkonen, S.A. Everson and G.A.
Kaplan. Research Institute of Public Health, University of Kuopio, Kuopio,
Finland; Human Population Laboratory, Western Consortium for Public Health,
Berkeley, California; Human Population Laboratory, California Department of
Health Services, Berkeley, California.

We investigated the association of diabetes and hyperinsulinemia with the
incidence of future hypertension and dyslipidemia in the Kuopio Ischemic Heart
Disease Study (KIHD), a population-based study of middle-aged men from
eastern Finland. Subjects were 558 unmedicated men with resting blood
pressure < 165/95 mmHg, or 786 men with serum triglycerides < 2.3 mmol/l
and HDL cholesterol > 1.0 mmolll at baseline and whose hypertensive status
and blood lipids were assessed at 4-year follow-up. In logistic regression models
adjusting for age, resting blood pressure, obesity, weight change and other
predictors, diabetic men (blood glucose of? 6.7 mmol/I or clinical diagnosis of
diabetes with either dietary, oral or insulin treatment) had a 6.0-fold (95%
confidence interval 1.8 to 20.2, p = 0.004) risk of subsequent hypertension (>
165/95 mmHg) compared to non-diabetic men. Men with hyperinsulinemia
(fasting insulin of? 12mU/1) had 2.0-fold (p = 0.015) risk of hypertension,
2.1-fold (p = 0.002) risk of dyslipidemia and 2.8-fold (p = 0.026) risk of the
combination of these two insulin-resistance-related conditions in four years.
These preliminary findings demonstrate the role of hyperinsulinemia and
diabetes in hypertension and dyslipidemia and suggest that both hypertension
and dyslipidemia can be associated with insulin metabolism disturbance,
independent of body weight and obesity.
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MONITORING THE INCIDENCE OF LOWER EXTREMITY AMPUTA-
TIONS: APPLICATIONS OF CAPTURE-RECAPTURE TECHNOLOGY.
Spichler, ERS., Spichler, D., Franco,LJ., Chang,Y-F.,and LaPorte,RE. Health
Ministry, Health State Secretariat of Rio de Janeiro,Federal Fluminense Univer-
sity of Rio de Janeiro, Federal University of Sao Paulo,Brazil & University of
Pittsburgh,USA.

Lower Extremity Amputations (LEAs) are a major health problem in the
diabetic population.The Capture-Recapture (C-R) method was used in this report
to estimate the LEAs incidence rates in the city of Rio de Janeiro, for the 1992-4
period. This amputee register (AR) is carried out in the city of Rio de Janeiro
(population of ± 9,500,000 inhabitants).Diagnosis were recorded according to
the WHO ICD-9.The AR data were classified into:.peripheral vascular disease
(PVD), diabetes mellitus (DM) trauma, neoplasms, gangraena emphysematosa
(G.Emphy) and ostheomielitys (Osteo).The LEAs reporting cases came from:
Source 1 (SI)-! 19! cases from records of 23 hospitals, and Source 2 (S2)-157
cases from a limb fitting center. An additional source (S3) was a larg rehabilita-
tion center (34 cases). Log-linear models were applyed to the C-R technique when
more than two sources were used. Amputee death certificates from SI were
reviewed with the identification of 257 deaths.To estimate LEAs incidence models
were evaluated with 2 and 3 sources,and including or excluding deaths. Applying
C-R with 2 sources (SI and S2), excluding deaths, the results are: S1=934 cases;
S2=193 cases, and common to SI and S2=50 cases, with an estimation of 3,555
cases (95% CI: 2,748 - 4,362). Applying log-linear models for SI (1,191 cases),
S2 (157 cases) and S3 (34 cases), the estimated total number is 5,040 cases.
Excluding deaths, the total number of estimated cases are 3,954, that is an annual
incidence rate of 13.8/100,000. Altogether, 1,383 patients with LEAs were
identified as having: DM =379 (27.4%), PVD = 804 (58,1%) G.Emphy = 36
(2.6%), Osteo =44 (3.1%), trauma=103 (7.4%), neo=16(1.1%). These findings
showed a high incidence of LEAs and that DM is one of the leading causes; must
of the LEAs maybe preventable with the provision of adequate health care.
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS AND
CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS IN AFRICAN AMERICANS
T.R. Gaillard, D.P. Schuster, B. Bossetti, P. Green, and K. Osei, The Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio, USA
The rate of diabetes mellitus (DM) in African Americans (AA) is reaching epidemic
proportions. AA with type 2 DM suffer more from cardiovascular diseases (CVD)
associated with diabetes than the general population. Lower socioeconomic status (SES),
family history, obesity, and hyperinsulinemia are often cited as contributory factors to the
premature development of DM and CVD in this population. However, we are not aware
of any shady that has examined the relationships between SES and CVD risk factors (i.e.
Syndrome X) in a genetically-enriched AA population at high risk for type 2 DM.
METHODS: We studied 200 healthy first degree relatives of AA patients with type 2
DM, age range 25-65 years, 42 males and 158 females. Standard OGTT, metabolic and
anthropometric parameters and questionnaires on SES and demographics were obtained
in each subject. SES was divided into quartiles based, on annual income, ranging from
410,000 to>$100,000. To examine the impact of insulin on CVD risk, we examined the
clinical characteristics and metabolic parameters according to quartiles of fasting insulin
concentrations. RESULTS: There were no significant differences in any of the clinical
characteristics, metabolic, lipid and lipoprotein concentrations and anthropometric
parameters among our SES quartiles. When examined as insulin quartiles, body mass
index (BMI), waist hip ratio (WHR), % body fat tended to be greatest in the 4th quartile
when compared to the lower quartiles. Fasting serum and postprandial glucose and c-
peptide levels were significantly higher in the 4th quartile when compared to the lower
quartiles. We observed greater very low density lipoprotein cholesterol (VLDL-C) and
triglycerides (TRIG) and lower high density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) in the 4th
when compared to the lower quartiles. Serum cholesterol (CI-IOL) and low density
lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) levels were not associated with increasing insulin
concentrations. CONCLUSION: Our present study demonstrates no SES/income effect
on CV risk factors in AA at high risk for type 2 DM. Clustering of the components of
Syndrome X was only seen in those individuals in the highest quartile of insulin. We
conclude that AA at high risk for type 2 DM especially those with clinical and metabolic
characteristics similar to those found in subjects in the 4th quartile should be evaluated
for CV risk, as well as, considered for DM and CVD prevention programs, regardless
of their SES.

820
PREVALENCE OF DIABETES AND RISK FACTORS FOR CORONARY
HEART DISEASE AND STROKE IN PERUVIAN MESTIZO POPULATION.
S.Seclen, A.Villena, J.Leey and 3E-NT Group, Institute of Gerontology,
Peruvian University Cayetano Heredia, Lima-Peru.

Since 1994 has been designed a national epidemiologic study
which aim is to examine the prevalence of the main risk factors
which provides coronary heart disease (CHD) and stroke in our
population.

The present pilot study was done at ingenlerla urbanization, Lima
which population is 26,497. A sample population of 158 people
up to 18 years old was chosen by multiphase cluster through a
descriptive, prospective and cross-sectional research during
October-December 1995.
The chosen people was visited In their homes by a previously
capacitated health team making them an epidemiologic question-
naire, anthropometric measures and determination fasting blood
sample for blood glucose and lipidic profile. The statistic program
STATA was used for calculated the distibution of frecuencles,
Ch12, the correlation analysis and the association measures.

The prevalence of diabetes mellitus was 7.5%, hypertension
37.8%, hypercholesterolemia . 21% and obesity 28.7%. 18% of
subjects were smokers, 39% alcohol drinkers, 70% sedentarlan
life and 72% coffe drinkers.

The results explain the contribution of diabetes and associated
risk factors In the elevated morbiUty and mortality by CHD and
stroke in the peruvian mestizo population.

821
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, PREVALENCE OF DIABETES AND
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS IN CHINESE
Gary T.C. Ko, *Juliana C.N. Chan, Vincent T.F. Young, Chun-Chung Chow, June
K.Y. Li, Wing-Yi So, Lynn L.W. Tsang and Clive S. Cockram. Departments of
Medicine and *Clinical Pharmacology, The Chinese University of Hong Kong,
The Prince of Wales Hospital, Shatin, N. T., Hong Kong

Low socio-economic status is associated with increased prevalence of
diabetes mellitus (DM), coronary heart disease and early mortality in Caucasians.
We studied 2847 Hong Kong Chinese subjects undergoing oral glucose tolerance
tests (OGTT) and examined the relationships between socio-economic status,
glucose intolerance and other cardiovascular risk factors. Of the 2847 subjects,
473 (16.6%) were men and 2374 (83.4%) were women. They were classified
according to their education level and occupation. When analysed according to
education level and after adjustment for age, women in the lowest socio-economic
group had the highest body mass index (BMI), systolic and diastolic blood
pressure (BP), fasting and 2-hour plasma glucose (PG), prevalence of DM and
obesity. After further adjustment for BMI, alcohol and smoking, the differences in
systolic BP, 2-hour PG and prevalence of DM lost their significance. Men with the
lowest education level had the highest prevalence of diabetes and smoking after
age adjustment. The difference in prevalence of DM in men also lost significance
when BMI, alcohol and smoking were adjusted as covariates. When categorised
according to occupation and after adjusting for age, women in the lowest socio-
economic group had the highest fasting and 2-hour PG, glycated haemoglobin,
prevalence of DM, alcohol intake and obesity. After further adjustment for BMI,
alcohol and smoking, women in the lowest socio-economic group still had the
highest fasting PG and prevalence of DM. Men in the lowest sorbo-economic
group had the highest prevalence of smoking and alcohol intake after adjusting for
age and BMI. In conclusion,, Hong Kong Chinese in the lower socio-economic
group have increased risk of glucose intolerance and cardiovascular risks. Obesity,
tobacco and alcohol are important factors within these associations.
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GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE AND PATIENTS WITH CORONARY ARTERY
DISEASE: DO THE WHO CRITERIA NEED REEVALUATION?
MR Rifaie, H El Soutoh( M Abul-Magd, N Sayed-Ahmed, H 7illmans*,
and H Laube". Mansoura University, Mansoura, EGYPT; and * der
Justus Liebig University, Goissen, GERMANY).
The aim of the present work was to study the role of glucose intolerance
and the metabolic condition In patients with coronary artery disease
(CAD). Forty four non diabetic patients with CAD, verified by coronary
angiography, were screened with oral glucose tolerance testing.
According to the WHO (1985) criteria, 11 (25%) patients were found to
have impaired glucose tolerance (IGT group) while 33 (75%) were
euglycemic (non-diabetic non-IGT group). A control group of 10 age- and
sex-matched euglycemic subjects, with angiographic evidence of absent
CAD, was also studied. All individuals were subjected to biochemical
tests including complete lipid profile, oral glucose tolerance test and
serum insulin and C-peptide levels, and anthropometric measurements
including body mass index, waist/hip ratio and skin fold thickness, as well
as estimation of body composition by near-infrared intetactance
technique to assess the percentage of total body as well as abdominal
fat. The non-diabetic non-IGT CAD patients showed a significantly lower
HDL (p<0.001) and a significantly higher glucose area (p<0.05) than the
respective parameters of the matched control group, although both were
not significantly different regarding the anthropometric measurements.
This could suggest that values of glucose tolerance test lower than that
of the WHO (1985) might still impose risk for developing CAD and raises
the question whether the IGT figures of the WHO (1985) needs
modification or a term like "pre-IGT' be considered, especially in CAD
patients: A concept that still needs more work on a larger scale.

823

LIPOPROTEIN(A) LEVELS IN OBESE SUBJECTS WITH AND WITHOUT
NON INSULINDEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS

C.I.lor, C. Bichart, JJ.Vendrell, C.Gutlarrez, E.Satue and
M.Cots. Hospital Joan XXIII Tarragona and ABS Valls, Spain

The aim of this study Is to compare lipoprotein(a) levels
(Lp(a)) in obese individuals with non insulindependent
diabetes mellitus with obese subjects without diabetes
mellitus. We also describe if the increase in the body mass
index IBMI) goes along with higher concentrations of Lp(a)
in both groups. A cross-sectional survey was set out in our
centre in which 224 obese subjects (BMI > 25 kg/m2 ) were
analyzed (56 subjects with non insulindependent diabetes
mellitus and 168 without diabetes). t-tests and simple
regression were performed: only p-values of less than 0.05
were reported as significant. Mean Lp(a) values were lower
in obese people with non insulindependent diabetes (11.3
mg/dl versus 12.7 mg/dl). No statistical differences were
observed comparing age and fender. Among people with DMI
ranging from 25 to 29.9 kg/m , mean Lp(a) levels were 13.7
mg/dl in patients with non insulindependent diabetes and
14.9 mg/dl in those without diabetes mellitus. The result
observed in subjects with DMI between 30 and 34.9 kg/m
were 12.4 mg/dl and 13 mg/dl and in people with HMI greater
that thirty-five were 10.6 mg/dl and 11.8 mg/dl. The
correlation observed comparing Lp(a) levels with DMI was
the same in both groups (r :0.09). No statistical
differences were achieved. Lp(a) is considered as an
Independent risk factor for developing ischaemic heart
disease. Depending on the results observed in this survey
mean Lp(a) values are not significantly modified when an
increase, In BMI is produced either in people with non
insulindependent diabetes or without diabetes mellitus.

824

STUDY ON DIAGNOSTIC VALUES FOR ORAL GLUCOSE
TOLERANCE TEST BASED ON COMPLICATIONS
C. Ito. Hiroshima Atomic Bomb casualty Council Health
Management Center, Hiroshima, Japan
To prevent DM complications, diagnostic values of GTr
were investigated using long term follow-up observation.
Subjects were 19,734 GTT examinees between 1965-1995.
Diabetics under treatment and gastrectomy and liver
dysfunction cases were excluded. Results :1) DM develop-
ment rate increased with increasing 2hr-PG and reached
a plateau at 2hr-PG of 18omg/dl or more. 2) Incidence of
retinopathy rose with increasing 2hr-PG. in the 180-199
mg/dl 2hr-PG group the rate was 6.1/1000 PY, significantly
higher than that for the 140-159mg/dl group but little
different from that for the 200-239mg/di group. 3) There
was no difference with respect to incidence of hyper-
cholesterolemia between the 18o-199mgid12hr-PG and the
200-239mg(di groups. 4) incidence of ischemic changes in
ECG was significantly higher in the 180-199 mg/dl than in
the normal group, but no difference was observed bet-
ween the 180-199mg/d1 and the 2hr-PG 200-239mg(dl groups.
5) incidence of hypertension was higher in the 180 -199mg
/dl than in the 140- 159mg/di group, but no difference was
observed between the 180-199mg/di and the 200-239mg/di
groups. 6) CHD mortality rate was higher in the 180-199
mg/dl than in the normal and 140-159mg/dl groups. Con-
clusion:DM diagnostic 2hr-PG value was 18omg/dl or more.

825

SERUM LIPOPROTEIN(A) CONCENTRATION IN CHINESE
NIDDM PATIENTS WITH ALBUMINURIA
C.J. CHANG, J.T. KAO, F.H. LU, T.J. WU, J.S. WU and T.Y. TAI
National Cheng Kung University, Tainan, Taiwan
Our study was to determine the relationship and distribution of Lp(a)
levels in NIDDM patients with different urinary albumin excretion
rates (AER) compared with healthy nondiabetic subjects. Diabetic
patients were grouped in normoalbuminuric, AER< 20 /t g/min
(n=126), microalbuminuric, AER 20-200It g/min (n=56) and
macroalbuminuric, AER> 200,u g/min (n=52) categories. Within the
diabetic patients' population, we examined the relationship between
Lp(a) concentration and the rates of urinary albumin excretion. We
measured lipids, lipoproteins, Lp(a) and blood pressure, and urinary
albumin excretion in the 234 subjects with NIDDM and 100 healthy
nondiabetic subjects. Non-insulin-dependent diabetic patients with
normo-, micro- and macroalbuminuria were compared with healthy
nondiabetic subjects. The macroalbuminuric diabetic group had
significantly higher Lp(a) levels than the normoalbuminuric diabetic
group and healthy nondiabetic subjects (28.0±19.5 vs 21.1±21.9
mg/dL; 28.0±19.5 vs 20.7±18.7mg/dL, respcctively).(P<0.05,
P<0.05). The prevalence of is chemic heart disease was higher in
macroalbuminuric as compared to normoalbuminuric diabetic patients
(P<0.05). Importantly, there were positive correlations between
Lp(a) and the urinary albumin excretion rate in the macroalbuminuric
diabetic group (P<0.00001) and in all diabetic patients (P<0.0001).
In conclusion, Lp(a) level is significantly elevated in NIDDM patients
with macroalbuminuria.
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DETERMINANTS OF CHANGE IN PLASMA TRIGLYCERIDE LEVEL
OVER 4.5 YEARS IN THE ELY PROSPECTIVE STUDY
CD.Byrnel, DEM Williams2, NE Day2, CN Hales' and NJ Wareham2

1 Depts of Clinical Biochemistry and 2Community Medicine, University of
Cambridge Cambridge, UK

Increased plasma triglyceride (TG) levels are a cardinal feature of the insulin
resistance syndrome (IRS) and therefore the increased risk of IHD associated with
the IRS may be mediated by abnormalities of TG metabolism. To study
determinants of change in plasma TG concentration with time we have
undertaken analyis, stratified by gender of follow-up data from a population-based
cohort, established in Ely, Cambs, UK. 1071 Caucasian subjects known to have
either normal glucose tolerance or IGT in 1990-1992 were traced and invited to
attend for a repeat test 4.5 years later. 937 volunteers attended for rescreening. In
men the mean change in fasting plasma TG concentration was 0.026 mmol/l
(range -4.6 to +10.5) and in women the mean change was 0.11 mmol/l (range
-2.3 to +6.0). As the probability of change in TG concentration is affected by
baseline TG concentration, regression to the mean and true change, we analysed
TG concentrations as a continuous variable taking into account each of these
factors separately. Subjects in the top quintile in whom plasma TG deteriorated
were compared to subjects in the middle three quintiles in whom there was no
change in triglyceride level. By logistic regression analysis the probability of
deterioration was independently associated only with measures of obesity;
baseline BMI (or WHR) and the increase in BMI (or WHR) over 4.5 years. (For
baseline BMI; adjusted odds ratio 1.13 (95%CI 1.04-1.23, p=0.003 [men];
adjusted odds ratio 1.03 (95%CI 0.98-1.08, p=NS [women]. (For change in BMI
with time adjusted odds ratio 1.22 (95%CI 1.02-1.46, p=0.028 [men]; adjusted
odds ratio 1.17 (95%aCI 1.04-1.33, p=0.01 [women]. These results show that
increasing levels of obesity with time mediate adverse changes in triglyceride
metabolism and suggest that a reduction in fat mass would improve the
cardiovascular risk factor profile.

827

THE RISK FACTORS IN ADULT PROGENY OF PATIENTS
WITH NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
CC.Fu, JD.Chen, CJ.Chen and TY.Tai. Provincial Taoyuan
Hospital, Taoyuan, Taiwan.
The major risk factors for coronary heart disease is amplified
in diabetic patients and their families. To explore the
occurrence of risk factors in the progeny of diabetes, 88
patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus and 86
control subjects were recruited from a health center of
northern Taiwan. Their adult progeny were invited to have
the screening about the risk factors through a structured
questionnaire and blood check-up to measure plasma glucose,
cholesterol, triglyceride, HDL-cholesterol and HbAIC.
Totally, there were 168 and 165 adult progeny in diabetic and
control groups respectively. In univariate analyses, the
diabetic progeny had higher percentage of parental hypertensive
history than the control group. Besides, the male progeny of
diabetes had higher mean BMI, blood pressure, HbAIC, serum
cholesterol and triglyceride levels. Multiple regression
analyses showed paternal diabetes was positively associated with
HbAIC, systolic and diastolic blood pressure while maternal
diabetes was associated with higher diastolic blood pressure
and HbAIC in the male progeny. There was no risk factor
associated with parental diabetes in the female progeny. In
conclusion, our study demonstrated that the male progeny of
both paternal and aternal diabetes were associated with more
coronary risk factors including higher blood pressure and
HbAIC.
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PREVALENCE OF ASYMPTOMATIC BACTERIURIA IN NIDDM
FEMALES AND ASSOCIATION WITH RISK FACTORS.
A.Sotiropoulos,Th.A.Peppas,D. Voutsinas,E.Tamvakos,O.Apostolou,D.Panayotu,
V.Sotirchou, V.Kotsini and S.Pappas.G.Hospital of Nikaea, Piraeus, GREECE.
Aim of our study was estimating the prevalence of asymptomatic bacteriuria
(AB), a well-known and described condition in NIDDM females, and associate it
with any relevant parameters. We prospectively enrolled 363 patients (image
61.3±10.5 yrs range: 32-81, m.duration of Diabetes 10.8 yrs) followed in our
Diabetes Clinic and screened them for the presence of AB and associated the
results with their demographic, history, complications and glucaemic control
data . Analysis was done via an IBM compatible computer using the EPI5-INFO
(CDC/WHO) 1993 program. Statistical analysis was performed with Yates
corrected chi square test. We found AB in 35 patients (9.7%) with Ecoli (28),
Proteus (3), Klebsiella (2) and Citrobacter and Enterococcus 1 each, been the
isolated organisms. There was no difference found in the age and Diabetes
duration of AB+ v no AB patients. (64.3 and 11.3 v 61.1 and 10.6 years
respectively).or with the kind of Diabetes treatment or glycaemic control. The
prevalence of AB by age group did not differ significantly, with the exception of
the 70-79 yrs age group where AB was more prevalent (p=0.02). The presence of
Diabetes complications was not associated with AB, including individual
analysis for those with Diabetic nephropathy and neuropathy. The prevalence of
AB among the sexually active women was 9/128 (7%) less than the overall
percentage. The factor that was more strongly associated with AB was the
history of previous urinary tract infections, whereAB was found in 73% of those
with such history (p<0.001). In conclusion AB was found in a considerable
percentage of NIDDM females, should be sought for in all age groups. It is also
of critical importance that screening for AB must not be omitted in patients with
previous urinary tract infection history.

829
SEVERE HYPERGLYCEMIA AND MACROALBUMINURIA IS MORE
PREVALENT IN THE RURAL AND AMONG THE POOR DIABETICS

F. Mahtab, H. Mahtab, M. A. Sayeed and A. K. Azad Khan
BIRDEM, Dhaka, Bangladesh.

In the developing countries, compared with the urban and the rich, diabetes
awareness is less in the rural people and least among the poor socio-economic class
which leads to late detection of diabetes among them. To compare the glycemic
status and macroalbuminuria (as one of the diabetic complications) between the rural
and the urban subjects we investigated 8879 (M=5405, F=3474) non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) subjects over 29 years of age. Among these
newly registered subjects in 1995, the urban and rural diabetics were 70 and 30%,
respectively. According to social class the rich, the middle and the poor were 29.9,
66.0 and 4.1%, respectively. Compared with the urban subjects, the mean (±SD)
duration of hyperglycemic symptoms (typical: polyuria, polydipsia, weight loss) was
significantly higher in the rural diabetics (21.6 ±15.6 vs 18.1 ±13.2 mo, p=0.03). The
mean age (±SD) of rural subjects of either sex was also significantly higher (men: 50
±11 vs 47 ±10yr, p<0.001; women: 49 ±11 vs 46 ±10, p<0.001). Rural subjects had
also significantly higher fasting plasma glucose (FPG in mmol/I: men, 12.2 ±5.3 vs
11.0 ±4.3, p<0.001; women, 12.2 ±5.0 vs 10.9 ±4.2, p<0.001). Similarly, 211 after
glucose load (2h-PG) was significantly higher among them (p<0.0001). In contrast,
adjusting for sex, the rural subjects had significantly lower body mass index
(BMI±SD) than their urban counterpart (men: 21.5 ±3.8 vs 23.3 ±3.3, p<0.001;
women: 23.0 ±4.6 vs 25.2 ±4.1, p<0.001). Hyperglycemia (2h-PG) over 20.1 mmol/l
was more frequent among the rural than the urban subjects (42.2 vs 34.4%: X 2 46.0,
p<0.001) and also more frequent among the poor than the rich (47.3 vs 32.3%,
p<0.001). In addition, compared with the urban and the rich, macroalbuminuria was
significantly associated with the rural (11.4 vs 13.8%, p=0.01) and with the poor
(11.5 vs 15.4%, p=0.03) diabetics. Therefore, this study suggests that regardless of
diabetes prevalence in rural and urban population, severe hyperglycemia with typical
symptoms and low BMI is more frequent in the rural area and among the poor social
class. Similarly, macro-albuminuria, an indicator of advanced stage of diabetic
nephropathy is also more prevalent in these subjects.
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Low Birthweight and
Gestational Diabetes
830
LOW BIRTHWEIGHT AND RAISED PLASMA CORTISOL
CONCENTRATIONS IN ADULT LIFE
DIW.Phillips ° , DJP.Barker° , CHD.Fall° , CB.Whorwood°, B
R.Walkert and PJ.Wood ° . °MRC Environmental Epidemiology Unit
(University of Southampton) UK, bDepartment of Medicine
(University of Edinburgh) UK and °Regional Endocrine Unit,
Southampton General Hospital,UK.

Low birthweight in babies born at term is associated with insulin
resistance, glucose intolerance and raised blood pressure in adult life.
Because there is evidence from animal models that undernutrition in
utero could lead to persisting alterations in the hypothalamic-pituitary-
adrenal axis, we have investigated whether low rates of fetal growth
are associated with altered plasma cortisol in adult life. In a follow-
up study of 370 men born in Hertfordshire during 1920-30 whose
birthweights were recorded and who attended a local clinic for oral
glucose tolerance tests, fasting plasma cortisol concentrations rose
with increasing age (p<0.001) and fell with increasing body mass
index (p= 0.05). Plasma cortisol fell progressively with increasing
birthweight from 408nmol/I among those who weighed _<2.5kg at
birth to 309nmol/l among those who weighed ?4.3kg (p=0.007), a
trend that was independent of age, body mass and levels of cortisol
binding globulin. Higher fasting plasma cortisol concentrations were
associated with insulin resistance estimated by HOMA (p=0.006),
raised systolic blood pressure (p=0.02), and higher 2-h plasma
glucose (p=0.04). Low rates of fetal growth are associated with
increased circulating concentrations of cortisol throughout life. This
may be one mechanism underlying the association between low
birthweight and diabetes and hypertension.

831
GESTATIONAL DIABETES AND NEONATAL OUTCOME:
EFFECTS OF PREPREGNANCY BMI
G. Di Cianni*. L.Volpe*. P. Orsini*. I. Casadidio*,
L.Marselli*, P.Bottone°, S. Murru°, G.Teti°, L.Benzi*.
*Departement of Metabolic Desease; °Departement of
Obstetric-Gynecology. University of Pisa. Pisa, Italy.

This study investigates the clinical characteristics of
gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) and neonatal outcome
in relaction to prepregnancy body mass index (BMI). Data
were obtained using a computerized data system for all
deliveries (n.4171) that occurred at the Departments of
Obstetrics and Gynecology of the University of Pisa (Italy)
from Jan.1. 1987 through to Dec. 31. 1992. 93 women
with GDM (prevalence 2.3%) were found and divided into
three groups in relation to their pre-pregnancy BMI:
normalweight (Nw), overweight (Ow) and obese (Ob). 110
matched control subjects were also evaluated. GDM was
diagnosed earlier in Ow and Ob than in Nw (p<0.01) and
insulin treatment was used in 86% of Ob-GDM and 91% of
Ow-GDM patients in respect to Nw-GDM women (77%,
p<0.001). Preterm deliveries and cesarean sections
resulted significantly increased in all B.M.I. categories of
GDM patients in respect to normal controls. Prevalence of
neonatal macrosomia was higher in GDM patients (44.6%)
compared with normal controls (15.4%) and correlated
(p>0.01) with prepregnancy BMI in both groups. The body
weight increase during pregnancy was not associated with
neonatal macrosomia. In conclusion, this study shows that
the degree of overweight is related to an earlier diagnosis
of GDM. Moreover prepregnancy BMI is more predictive of
macrosomia than weight gain specially in women suffering
from GDM.

832
INTRAUTERINE GROWTH RETARDATION AND PRENATAL
GLU COSE INFUSIONS: RISK FACTORS FOR NIDDM AND
SYNDROME X?
S. Brand *, U. Haase, F. Pulzer, K. Hessel, Wetzig, J. Kratzsch and E.
Keller. *University-Hospital Munich-Grolihadern and University of Leipzig,
Germany.

Recent epidemiological studies in adult populations suggest that
intrauterine growth retardation (IUGR) is a risk factor for developing
NIDDM and syndrome X later in life. Two groups of children and
adolescents (aged 9.6 to 20.3 years) with low birthweight were compared:
an IUGR group (groupl, n=50) and another group of low birth weight
children (group2, n=50) whose mothers received a minimum of 5 iv.
infusions of 2000 ml 10% glucose during pregnancy to compensate a
suspected fetal malnutrition because of placental insufficiency. All subjects
underwent an OGTT and IVGTT.
In the OGTT we observed a high prevalence of IGT according to WHO
criteria. In group1 16% and in group2 22% had IGT. Subjects with IGT
showed significantly higher insulin levels at 60 min (p=0.007), 90 min
(p=0.0001), 120 min (p<0.0001) and higher proinsulin levels at 0 min
(p=0.003), 30 min (p=0.01), 60 min (p=0.0002), 90 min (p<0.000I), 120
min (p<0.0001). The birthweight correlated inversely with the diastolic
blood pressure (r= -0.25; p=0.01) and the serum uric acid (r— -0.25;
p=0.015). Systolic and diastolic blood pressure were correlated with serum
creatinine (r=0.51 and r=0.45; p<0.0001) and serum uric acid (r=0.60).
The early phase of IVGTT did not reveal any abnormalities in our patients.
Our results suggest a higher risk of developing diabetes and syndrome X
later in life in persons with IUGR because there is an association of low
birthweight and impaired glucose tolerance, insulin resistance (hyper-
insulinemia and hyperproinsulinemia) and high blood pressure. There were
no significant differences in the glucose metabolism of the both test groups.
We conclude therefore that the prenatal glucose infusion therapy did not
have an additional diabetic effect on these children and adolescents.

833
SERUM LIPID AND LIPOPROTEIN LEVELS IN WOMEN WITH
GESTATIONAL IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
M.M.S.Britto, J.M.D.Carreiro Pousada, S.Mengue and M.I.Schmidt. Federal
University of Bahia, Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul-Brasil
A progressive increase in serum lipids and lipoproteins has been observed in
pregnant women. However, variable results in pregnancies complicated by
pregestational diabetes mellitus (PGDM) and gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM)
had been previously reported. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect
of pregnancy on serum concentrations of lipids and lipoproteins in gestation
impaired glucose tolerance (GIGT). The WHO 75g glucose tolerance protocol test
and criteria were used between 24 and 28 weeks of pregnancy to diagnose GIGT.
Fasting serum concentrations of lipids and lipoproteins were measured. As a result
219 consecutive laboratory tests were conducted and evaluated on women in a public
prenatal care center in Salvador-Bahia, Glucose tolerance tests were normal in 200
pregnant women and GIGT was observed in another 19. The mean concentrations
of lipids and lipoproteins shown in the normal glucose tolerance pregnant group
(NGT) and GIGT were as follows:

TC	 TG	 LDL	 HDL	 VLDL
(mmol/1)	 (mmol/1)	 (mmol/1)	 (nunol/1)	 (mmol/1)

NGT n=200	 4.63	 1.27	 2.95	 1.09	 0.25
GIGT n=19	 4.08	 1.19	 2.40	 1.13	 0.24
Pvalue	 0.07	 0.44	 0.05	 0.38	 0.47
Body mass index (BMI) was significantly higher in GIGT women as compared to
the NGT. Maternal age weight gain during pregnancy and parity were similar in
the two groups. LDL levels were significantly higher in NGT than in GIGT. No
hypertriglyceridemia was present in the GIGT women. Serum lipids showed a trend
towards lower levels in GIGT women and were especially significant in LDL levels
The absence of an increase in triglyceride levels detected thus far during pregnancy
was unexpected. Additional researches are needed to assess the effect of abnormal
glucose tolerance on the metabolic regulation of lipids in pregnancy.
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Low birth weight does not predict metabolic syndrome in adult life.

P Vanhala', M Vanhala', E Kumpusalo 2, J Taka1a2; Pieksamaki Health
Centre, Z Department of Public Health and General Practice, University of
Kuopio, Finland

It has been proposed that there is an association between low birth weight and
metabolic syndrome (MBS) in adult life. In order to test this hypothesis, we
screened all subjects aged 36, 41 and 46 years (N= 1008) in Pieksamaki, a town
in central Finland, for MBS, and collected data on birth weight, and weight and
height of seven years of age. MBS was defined to be present in those subjects
having simultaneously dyslipidemia (hypertriglyceridemiaz 1.70 mmol/l and/or
low high density lipoprotein cholesterol <1.00 mmol/1 in men and <1.20 mmol/1
in women) and insulin-resistance (impaired glucose tolerance or non-insulin-
diabetes or hyperinsulinemiaz 13.0 mU/1). We determined the occurrence of
MBS in adult life according to quintiles of birth weight, and to quintiles of
body-mass index (BMI) at the age of seven years. Chi-squared test was used for
analysis. In all,712 (71%) subjects participated in the screening. Data on birth
weight and BMI at age of seven years were obtained for 428 (42%) subjects. In
these, MBS was present in 31/210 (15%) men and in 23/218 (11%) women.
The prevalence of MBS was 9% in both the lowest and the highest quintile of
birth weight, and ranged from 14% to 17% in three middle quintiles without
there being any statistically significant difference between quintiles
(p=0.32).The prevalence of MBS was 8% in the lowest quintile of BMI at seven
years of age and increased up to 21% in the highest quintile. This increasing
trend according to quintiles was statistically significant (p=0.026). Conclusion:
we could not identify any evidence that there would be on association between
low birth weight and MBS in adult life. However,a high BMI at seven years of
age predicted MBS in adulthood.
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LIPID PROFILE OF WOMEN WITH GESTATIONAL DIABETES AND
IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
N.Bikas, A.Hall, J.Anastasiou, A.Mermiri and S.Bousboulas. Department of
Diabetic Endocrinology, "Mitera" Maternity Hospital, Athens, Greece
It is known that during pregnancy changes occur in the plasma lipid profile, in
particular, increases in the levels of triglycerides (TG), cholesterol and phos-
pholipids, with corresponding changes in the lipoproteins-mainly VLDL. The
aim of this study was the evaluation of the level of lipids and lipoproteins in
pregnant women with gestational diabetes or impaired glucose tolerance. A co-
hort of 136 women in the 28th to 32nd week of pregnancy were selected. Fol-
lowing a 12 hour fast and a 3-day measured intake of 150 g/day carbohydrate,
each woman was subjected to a glucose tolerance test (OGTT) with 100 g
glucose. Plasma glucose was measured colorimetrically at baseline and at 1, 2
and 3 hours after glucose load, and levels of CHOL, TG, HDL, LDL and VLDL
were measured colorimetrically in the plasma prior to the OGTT. Using the
diagnostic criteria of O'Sullivan and Mahan and according to the results of their
OGTT, the women were divided into 3 categories: (i) 40 with confirmed gesta-
tional diabetes (GD). (ii) 63 with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT). (iii) 33 nor-
mal controls. Statistical analysis was by the student "t-test". It was confirmed
that in relation to the normal controls, the women with GD (t=4.86, p<0.0001)
and those with IGT (t=4.53, p<0.0005) had significantly increased levels of TG
in their plasma, with parallel increases in the levels of VLDL, GD (t=3.72,
p<0.001), IGT (t=3.72, p<0.001). Between the 2 groups of women with disturb-
ed glucose metabolism (GD and PGT) there was not a significant difference in
the levels of plasma TG and VLDL, as similary, there was not between these
two groups and the normal controls when the plasma levels of CHOL, HDL and
LDL were compared. In conclusion, the characteristic phenomenon of increa-
sed levels of plasma TG and VLDL in pregnant women with gestational diabe-
tes or impaired glucose tolerance was confirmed.
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SIZE AT BIRTH AND CORONARY HEART DISEASE
MORTALITY IN FINNS BORN DURING 1924-33.
Forsen' T.J., Tuomilehto' J., Teramo2 K., Reunanen' A., Nissinen'
A., Osmond° C., Barker" D.J.P., Eriksson' J.G. 'National Public
Health Institute 2Helsinki University Central Hospital 'University of
Kuopio °University of Southampton.
Diabetes is a major risk factor for coronary heart disease (CHD).
Impaired fetal growth, as measured by low birthweight and low
ponderal index (birthweight/length3, a measure of thinness at birth)
has been associated with an increased risk of both NIDDM and
CHD mortality. To study the impact of early life on CHD mortality
we collected birth data from 11704 hospital births during 1924-33 in
Helsinki. Of these 9578 subjects were identified in the population
register, which was computerised in 1971. Birth weight could be
measured in 9545 and ponderal index in 6987 subjects. During
follow up since 1971 there have been 1463 deaths, of which 543
were due to CHD (448 male, 95 female). The impact of size at birth
on CHD mortality was assessed using Cox's proportional hazards
model. Risk of CHD death was 5.4 times higher in men (p=0.0001),
decreased by 15.3 % (0.2%-28.1%, p=0.0479) for each additional kg
of birthweight, and decreased by 3.5 % (1.2%-5.7%, p=0.003) for
each additional unit (kg/m3) of ponderal index. Dividing ponderal
index into equal fourths, risk of CHD death ranged from 2.0(1.4-
2.9)- 1.6(1.1- 2.3) - 1.5(1.0- 2.2) -1.0(baseline) in men and from
1.3(0.6- 2.8) - 0.8(0.3- 2.0) -1.2(0.53- 2.669) -1.0(baseline) in
women. Studies concerning the impact of impaired fetal growth on
glucose metabolism are in preparation. Conclusion: thinness at birth
predicts death from CHD in adult life.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF A FAMILY HISTORY OF DIABETES MELLITUS IN
RELATION TO THE AGE OF THE WOMAN IN THE MANIFESTATION OF
GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS
N.Bikas, K.Vrionis, A.Zarkadoulias, J.Andreou, N.Spirtos and A.Kollias. De-
partment of Diabetic Endocrinology, "Mitera" Maternity Hospital, Athens,
Greece
The aim of this study was the appraisal of the importance of a family history of
diabetes mellitus (DM), both independently and in correlation with age, in the
manifestation of gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM). A cohort of 295 pregnant
women were selected aged from 20 to 44 years, of whom 178 (60.3%) had a
family history of DM, while 117 (39.7%) did not. Each woman was subjected to
an OGTT using 100 g of glucose and plasma glucose was measured colorime-
trically at baseline and 1, 2 and 3 hours after the load. According to the criteria
of O'Sullivan and Mahan, out of the 178 women who had a family history, 21
(11.8%) had a normal OGTT, 83(46.6%) had an impaired OGTT, while 74
(41.6%) had an abnormal OGTT. Out of the 117 women with no family history of
DM, 23 (19.7%) had a normal OGTT, 52 (44.4%) had an impaired OGTT and
42 (35.9%) had an abnormal OGTT. The statistical comparison was obtained
using the chi-squared test after the correction of Yates and the student "t-test"
from which it was confirmed that the women with no family history of DM had a
significantly increased frequency of normal OGTT (x2=4.08, p<0.05). When
this statistical exercise was applied to the ages of the women, it was found that
only in this group of women (no history) was there a particularly significant cor-
relation for the manifestation of gestational diabetes mellitus (t=2.68, p<0.01).
We conclude that: 1) All pregnant women with a family history of DM, indepen-
dent of age, should be subjected to an OGTT, 2) Pregnant women who have
no family history of DM but are relatively advanced in years should be sub-
jected to an OGTT.
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MATERNAL CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND REDUCED FETAL GROWTH
A.Caruso, G.Paradisi, and S.Ferrazzani. Catholic University
School of Medicine, Rome, Italy.
Our purpose was to determine the inpact of maternal
carbohydrate metabolism and anthropometric characteristics on
fetal growth in pregnancies with small for gestational age.
We studied 8 women with unexplained small for gestational age
and 10 with normal pregnancies using an oral glucose
tolerance test and hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp in the
third trimester of pregnancy. These data and maternal
anthropcmetric characteristics were subsequently related to
neonatal birth weight and percentile. The women with small
for gestational age were relatively more insulin sensitive
compared to controls (p<0.05) and showed a reduced insulin
and glycemic area (p<0.01 and p<0.04, respectively). Insulin
sensitivity had the strongest correlation with neonatal birth
weight and percentile in the small for gestational age (1=-
0.77, p<0.03 and r--0.73 p<0.04 respectively). In contrast,
in control women the best correlatign between birth weight
and birth weight percentile was seen with maternal weight
gain (r=0.83, p<0.01 and r-0.71, p<0.03 respectively).
Including all variables in the stepwise model we found that
insulin sensitivity, insulin area and fasting insulin
together explained 80% of the variability of neonatal weight
in women with small for gestational age. On the contrary, in
the controls the independent predictor accepted in the model
was maternal weight gain and parity that explained 75% of the
variability of birth weight. We conclude that insulin
sensitivity seems to be a determinant factor for fetal growth
in women with small for gestational age.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE AGE OF THE WOMAN IN THE
MANIFESTATION OF GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS
N.Bikas, A.Hall, S.Bousboulas, V.Sotiracopoulos and D.Kella-
ris. Department of Diabetic Endocrinology, "Mitera" Maternity
Hospital, Athens, Greece
The aim of this study was the appraisal of the importance of
the age of the woman in the manifestation of gestational
diabetes mellitus. A cohort of 556 pregnant women, aged from
18 to 44 years were selected and subjected to an OGTT with
100 g glucose following a 3-day diet including 150 g/day carbo-
hydrates. Plasma glucose was measured colorimetrically at
baseline and 1, 2 and 3 hours after the glucose load. The as-
sessment of the results was according to the diagnostic crite-
ria of O'Sullivan and Mahan. Results: Nine out of 65 women
(13.8%) aged up to 24 years, 29 out of 165 (17.6%) aged 25-
29 years, 66 out of 203 (32.5%) aged 30-34 years, 37 out of
102 (36.3%) aged 35-39 years and 21 out of 47 (44.7%) aged
40-44 years were diagnosed as having gestational diabetes
mellitus. The statistical comparison was performed using the
chi-squared test after the correction of Yates. It was subse-
quently proven that women aged 30-34 years had a significant
difference from women aged 25-29 years (x2=11.4, p<0.01). A
still greater effect on the diagnostic outcome was observed in
women aged 35-39 and 40-44 years. Overall, the women who
were over 30 years of age had a significantly different and pa-
thological OGTT from women aged under 30 years (x 2=25.2,
p<0.001). We conclude that for women aged over 30 years
extra vigilance for the onset of gestational diabetes mellitus is
required during a pregnancy.

840
MATERNAL SIZE, NUTRITION AND FOETAL GROWTH IN
RURAL INDIA.

C.S.Yajnik, K.J.C•oyaji,Shobha Rao, 	 C.H.D.
Fall, and D.J.P.Barker. 	 K.E.M. Hospital
Research Centre, Pune,lndia, Agharkar Research
Institute, Pune, India and Institute of Human
Nutrition,' Southampton, U.K.

Recently described association between poor
intrauterine growth and adult diabetes may be
particularly relevant in India. We studied
maternal size, nutrition and foetal growth in
6 villages near Puna. 814 pregnant women (age
21.3 y, height 1.52 m, weight 41.7 kg and
haemoglobin 119 g/L; mean) delivered 771 live
babies (weight 26i3g, length 47.4 cros,
placenta 357g). Average maternal intake was
1790 kcal, 45 gm proteins and 18 mg iron. In
addition to the length of gestation and sex,
birthweight was related to maternal
preconceptional weight (r=0.23, Y*<0.O01) and
height (r=0.16, p<r:O.01), and to weight gain
(r=0.15,pc:O.O1), haemoglobin (r=-O.12, p<0.05)
and fasting plasma glucose concentration
(r=0.09, pe.-O-05) at 28 wlrs and to placental
weight (r=0.8l. P(O.O01). It was, not related
to maternal intake of calories, proteins and
iron. Maternal size and weight gain though
significant determinants, together made a
relatively small contribution to the
variability of birth weight (' ..5%).

841
INSULIN SECRETION AND SENSITIVITY IN WOMEN WITH
GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS AT FOLLOW-UP
R. Corcoy, A. Garcia, J. Rodriguez, M. Albareda,
A. Caballero and A. Leiva. Sant Pau, Barcelona
In women with gestational diabetes (GD), abnormal
insulin secretion (SEC) and sensitivity (SI) have
been described. We aim to assess the contribution
of these factors to GD and to abnormal glucose
tolerance postpartum. At postdelivery follow-up,
a 75 gr oral glucose tolerance test (0'30'60'120'
glucose and insulin) has been performed in 55 GD
women and a control group (C) with negative GD
screening. SEC has been estimated as the ratio of
insulin to glucose incremental areas 0-30' and SI
as the index described by Cederholm. Mann-Whitney
test is used for comparison. GD women have a SI
lower than controls (50.5±12.2 vs 69.0±4.1
mg.l.l.mmol -'.mU-'.min-', p<0.05) but a similar SEC
(16.5±17.0 vs 20.7±16.4 mU/mmol, ns). According
to NDDG criteria, glucose tolerance is abnormal
in 12 GD women (GD_AGT) and normal in 43(GD_NGT).
From C to GD_NGT to GD_AGT, there is a stepped
decrement in SI (69.0±4.1 mg.l.l.mmol -'.mU- .min'
vs 53.9±11.2 vs 38.3±6.6, C vs GD_NGT p=0.05,
GD_NGT vs GD_AGT p<0.001). For SEC the only
decrease is between GD_NGT and GD_AGT (20.7±16.4
mU/mmol vs 18.8±18.6 vs 8.5±3.3, C vs GD_NGT ns,
GD_NGT vs GD_AGT p<0.01). We conclude that the
main feature of GD is low SI whereas both low SI
and SEC contribute to AGT in women with prior GD.
FIS 94/1538
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ASSOCIATION BETWEEN BIRTH WEIGHT AND ADULT METABOLIC PROFILE IN THE
OFFSPRING OF NIDDM SUBJECTS
T. Valle', C.D. Langefeld', E.R. Hauser', R.M. Watanabe', S. Ghosh 3 , K. Kohtamaki', T.
Forsen', J. Tuomilehto', T.A. Buchanan", and J.G. Eriksson', for the Finland-United States
Investigation of NIDDM Genetics (FUSION) study. 'National Public Health Institute, Helsinki,
Finland; 'University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA; 3NCHGR, Bethesda, MD, USA; 4USC

School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA, USA.
Impaired and disproportionate fetal growth has been associated with an increased risk for
NIDDM, coronary heart disease, and hypertension in large-scale epidemiological studies. To
determine whether a similar risk profile occurs across a spectrum of birth weights (BWs) in
individuals at high risk for NIDDM, we analyzed data from the FUSION study. 466 adult
offspring of a diabetic parent who were products of singleton pregnancies delivered at term
participated in a clinical examination with an oral glucose tolerance test (75 g glucose load)
and a frequently-sampled intravenous glucose tolerance test (FSIGT) using the Minimal Model
approach. The offspring were divided into two groups depending whether the affected parent
was the mother (AFMO) (n=172) or the father (AFFA) (n=294). Birth weight did not differ
between the two groups (AFMO 3606g, SD 582; AFFA 3548g, SD 442; p=0.26). The
relationship between BW and systolic and diastolic blood pressure, fasting and 2-hour post-
load plasma glucose and serum insulin, FSIGT measures (acute insulin response, insulin
sensitivity, glucose effectiveness) and serum lipids (total and HDL-cholesterol, triglycerides)
were tested using Generalized Estimating Equations, adjusting for gender and age of the
offspring. In the AFMO group there was a positive nonlinear relationship between BW and
acute insulin response (p=0.032). Furthermore, a negative nonlinear relationship between BW
and fasting insulin was observed (p=0.0051). We found negative relationships between
systolic (p=0.0010) and diastolic blood pressure (p=0.0042) and BW in the AFMO group. In
the AFFA group, the study showed evidence for a positive relationship between birth weight
and fasting insulin value (p=0.0234). All the other variables failed to show a significant
relationship to BW. Thus, the offspring with diabetic mothers showed a stronger association
between factors associated with fetal growth and adult metabolic risk factor profile than those
with diabetic fathers. These findings suggest an important influence of intrauterine
development on blood pressure and hyperinsulinemia in families with NIDDM.
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PREGESTATIONAL DIABETES : INSULIN MULTIPLES DOSES AND
CONTINUOUS SUBCUTANEOUS INSULIN INFUSION
J.E.Costa Gil, C.L6pez, M.C.De los Santos. Hospital Matemo Infantil de San
Isidro. Centro de Reproduction y Planificacion Familiar. La Plata, Argentina
OBJECTIVE. To compare the results between the usage of combination of
intermediate and regular insulin multiple doses (IMD) and continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusion with pumps (CSII) during pregnancy in intensified
insulin therapy treated type I diabetic patients, in two medical centers of
Argentina,
MATERIAL AND METHODS. From 1984 to 1996, 94 pregnancies in 68 women
with IDD were evaluated. IMD was used in the course of 59 pregnancies (Mean
and SD of: 1) the age at the time of pregnancy: 24.8 +/- 4.9 yr.; 2) the age at the
beginning of IDD : 14.7 +1- 6.7 yr. 3) the IDD evolution time: 10.2 +/- 5.7 yr.) and
CSII was used in 35 (Mean and SD of: 1) the age at the time of pregnancy: 25.8
+/- 4.1 yr., 2) the age at the beginning of IDD: 16.4 +1- 6.9 yr. and 3) the IDD
evolution time : 9.3 +/- 5.6 yr.). In the study, 74.5% of the patients with IMD and
52.4% with CSII went through her first pregnancy. Statistical methods: Student,
Fisher and Mantel-Haenszel Tests.
RESULTS. The mean newborn weight was 3508 +1- 562 g in the 37.4 weeks in
the IMD group and 3586 +/- 401 g in the 38.4 weeks in the CSII group. Statistical
difference between groups was not found to exist in the age at pregnancy, the
age at the beginning of IDD, the IDD evolution time and the newborn weight, but
there was difference at the moment of delivery. The following difficulties were
observed:

	

IMD	 CSII
Abortion or in uterus fetal death	 15	 3	 p = 0.044
Newborn complications	 18	 4	 p = 0.035
Congenital abnormalities	 6	 4	 p = 0.550

CONCLUSIONS. In a study of comparable groups of pregnancies in IDD patients
treated with IMD or CSII, there was not difference in the weight of the son at born,
but there was a week of difference in the mean of the date of delivery. The
frequency and severity of congenital abnormalities were similar in both groups,
but in patients with CSII the number of abortions and in uterus fetal death and the
complication of the newborn (hypoglycemia, polycythaemia,etc) were significantly
less, maybe because the CSII would permit the extension of the pregnancy and
would facilitate a more tightly glycemic control near the time of delivery.
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PARENTAL #3L-TrXISE TOLERANCES AND FOETAL # ROWWsWTTH.
IN REPEAL INDIA-

S.ILKale, M.Shah, D.S.Bhat, C.H.D. Fall and
C.S.Yajnik. 11.E.M. Hospital, Pune, India,
Inst.of Human Nutrition, Southampton, U.K..

We studied glucose tolerance (75g OGTT, WHO
1985) in 597 pregnant women (mean age 21.5 y,
height 1.52 m,,preeaneeptional weight 42.01 kg,
BMI 18.1 kg/m") at 28 solos gestation, in 6
villages near Pune. Mean fasting plasma
glucose concentration was 4.0 mmol/1 and 2h
post glucose 4.4 mmol/l, neither were related
to age, SE status, weight, $MI, waist hip
ratio and weight gain. Four women (0.07%)
showed IGT, none diabetes; one woman had
pregestational diabetes. Fasting but not 2h
plasma glucose concentration was related to
birth weight. (r=0.09, p<O-05). 1,n husbands
( 29y, 1.65 as, 52.9 kg, 19.5 kg/m 2 ) , fasting
and 2h plasma glucose concentration was 5.0
mmol/l and 5.1 mmol,/l , 13 (2.3%) showed IGT
and I diabetes. Paternal glucose was also
related to birth weight (r=O.O8, p<O.O53. Our
findings show a very low prevalence of
gestational diabetes in rural India, probably
because of low caloric intake and high level
of physical e'cercise (farming). Maternal
plasma glucose though a significant relation,
is not a major determinant of birth weight in
this population.
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FASTING GLUCOSE LEVELS AT DIAGNOSIS PREDICT INSULIN
REQUIREMENTS IN GESTATIONAL DIABETES(GDM).
E.Wright, J.James, C.O'Meara and J.D.Wilson. School of
Nursing, University of Canberra and Department of
Endocrinology, The Canberra Hospital, ACT, Australia.

Data on 330 women with GDM and a singleton fetus was
analysed to determine the efficacy of the fasting
plasma glucose level (FPG) at diagnosis for identifying
women likely to require insulin therapy during
pregnancy.The diagnosis of GDM was made on a FPG
25.5mmol/l and/or a two hour level >8.Ommol/l during a
75G oral glucose tolerance test.The women had a mean
age of 34 years,BMI of 25.7 and parity of 2 (R 1-
9).Seventy one percent of the women were Caucasian,11%
Asian, 8% Mediterranean, 8% Indian, and 2% Maori.
Fifteen percent had a previous history of GDM
and 50% had a family history of diabetes. Diagnosis was
made at a mean of 30 weeks gestation and insulin was
commenced if fasting capillary blood glucose levels

were repeatedly ?5.Ommol/l or Z6.5mmol/l two hours
postprandial in spite of dietary intervention. Seventy
two of these women required insulin with a mean dose of
34 III per day, commencing at a mean of 31 weeks
gestation. Mean birthweight was 3400G. Twelve percent
of the babies were >4000G. A 50% probability for
requiring insulin was reached with a FPG at diagnosis
of 3.5 mmol/l if tested at 10 weeks gestation,5mmol/l
at 20 weeks and 5.7 mmol/l at 30 weeks (p<.001). It is
concluded that the FPG level at diagnosis may identify
a subgroup of women more likely to require greater
intervention during the pregnancy.
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SCREENING FOR GESTATIONAL DIABETES

MELLITUS. RELATIONSHIP WITH THE GESTOSIS

DEVELOPMENT. N.V.Trusova, A.S.Ametov, L.E.Mourashko

Russian Academy of Advanced Med.Studies, Moscow, Russia.

Gestational Diabetes Mellitus(GDM) connected for mothers with an

increased risk of subsequent overt diabetes mellitus and in addition to

the well-known perinatal risk may be associated with an increased risk

of childish obesity and NIDDM development in later life. That's why

the early diagnostic of GDM is very important and provides not only

a healthy baby, but a unique opportunity to identify individyals at

high risk of NIDDM at the time when the change of lifestyle can

reduce overall diabetic morbidity. But at the present time it's no

international agreement regarding diagnostic criteria for GDM and

its treatment. We screened 600 pregnant women with and without

risk factors at 24-28 weeks of gestation. Our programme includes

50gGCT, 100g OGTT, self-monitoring blood glucose(glucometer

One Touch II (LifeScan)). Another problem is that women with

GDM have an increased rate of gestosis cases. The mechanism

underlying the association is not comletely understood. We obtained

all women undergoing glucose challenge test to determine connection

between plasma glucose level in screening and frequency of gestosis

development. Our study defines the importance of uniformity in

screening, diagnosis and management programme. Also we marked

increase of the GDM rate in Russia and developed the programme

of this disease management adapted to our conditions.
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DIABETIC KETOACIDOSIS IN GESTATIONAL DIABETICS

Arguedas C., Jimenez F., Palma 0., Fuchs J. Intern Medicine Hospital
Mexico, San Jose, Costa Rica

The diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) is an uncommon complication of the
pregestational diabetic (less than 1.5%) and is almost anecdotal
in gestational diabetic mellitus (GDM). In a period of 3 years we
had 4 cases of DKA in GDM. The principal data was:

Age 19 17 22 29
Glycemia (mg/dl) 810 765 778 857
Arterial pH 7.10 7.01 7.28 7.27
Bicarbonate mmoi/I 7.4 2.0 9.0 8.0
I.C.A's (-I O (	 ) (	 )

O.G.T.T. (-) (+) (+) (+)
Preeclampsia (+) (_) (+) (+)
B.M.I. 23 24 21 30

I.C.A's: Islet cell antibody; O.G.T.T.: Oral Glucose Tolerance Test;
B.I.M.: Body Mass Intex

Because of ICA's were negative aloud us to classify these patients
as NIDDM. After 6 month of delivery, 3 patients remain with diabetic
OGTT according with the OMS criteria (1985), and are on insulin
therapy. Only 1 patient is been treated for hypertension. One of
them is prenant again (8th month). Four patients had infection as
the cause of diabetic derrangemet and have the DKA after week 28th
of pregnancy. Two had fetal death. The diagnosis of GDM is very
easy to do and must be established in any health system. We do not
have, an explanation why these patients developed DKA. The DKA in
GDM is a very important cause of fetal death and very dangerous for
the mothers.
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SCREENING AND INTERVENTION IN GESTATIONAL DIABETES
MELLITUS

l.Pavlic Renar, M. Tomid, B. Horvat, 2. Metelko
"Vuk Vrhovac" University Clinic for diabetes, endocrinology and metabolic
diseases, Medical faculty University of Zagreb
Dugi do] 4a, 10 000 Zagreb, Croatia

Referred incidence of gestational diabetes (GDM) in the country is lower
than 1%. Current practice of screening for GDM is OGTT (WHO criteria) in
24-28 week in women with risk factors. The aim of the study is an
evaluation of this approach.
Data from 60 of total 122 women with GDM or impaired glucose tolerance
(IGT) in 24-28 pregnancy week was compared with a group of 60
randomly selected from 2000 referred in the same period with normal
OGTT. Fifty percent of women were less than 24 weeks pregnant. Women
with IGT or GDM were older (95%ci: 31-32 years) and heavier
(prepregnancy body mass index (BMI): 95% ci 26-28) than controls (95% ci
age: 22,9-25,1 years, 95% ci BMI: 29-32). There were no differences in
family history or history of stillbirth and miscarriages. All women with
abnormal OGTT were treated targeting mean blood glucose <6,1 mM.
Birth weight was insignificantly higher in IGT and GDM group. There were
more caesarean sections (14) and maternal complications (6) than in
controls (3 and 2 res.). There were no stillbirths, one major malformation
was present in IGT and GDM group.
Even with intervention, pregnancy outcome in GDM differs from controls.
By the present approach around four- fold reduction in number of screened
women is expected. However, a large number of gestational diabetes is
missed and it seems better to screen all the pregnancies.
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GLOMERULAR AND TUBULAR DYSFUNCTION IN WOMEN WITH
PREVIOUS GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS
Gy.Bibok, Gy.Tamds, A.Tabak, A.Nadasdi*, P.Stella* and Zs.Kerenyi*.1st.Dept.of
Medicine, Semmelweis University and Szent Imre Hospital*, Budapest, Hungary
Our aim was to study the occurrence of late diabetic renal complications in two
groups of women with previous gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) after
reclassifying their carbohydrate metabolism. Women first insulinized during
pregnancy (GDM-I [n=75]; mean age 38 [range: 24-52]yrs, time elapsed since
diagnosing GDM: 7.1 [3-14]yrs) were investigated. Patients on diet during gestation
served as controls (GDM-D [n=29]: age 37 [26-52]yrs, follow up 6.9 [4-10]yrs).
Serum creatinine, beta-2-microglobulin [b2ml; urinary albumin, creatinine and b2m
were measured. To increase the sensitivity of microalbumin and urinary b2m
measurements albumin/creatinine [UA/CR] and b2m/creatinine [B2M/CR] ratio
were also calculated. None of the cases had elevated serum creatinine (mean
[range]: GDM-I 81 [51-112]gmol/l; GDM-D 82 [69-93]). Microalbuminuria (MAU)
[30-300 mg/day] was found in 15 GDM-I cases (one macroalbuminuria too): in
10/45 of verified diabetic patients (22.2%), 4/23 (17.4%) in non-diabetic persons
(P=0.2, NS.) and in 1/6 IGT; in 2 GDM-D cases (1/6 diabetes, 1/6 IGT). UA/CR and
B2M/CR ratio was significantly higher in GDM-I (average 6.8 ± 14.1 mg/mmol;
and 0.014±0.018inghmaol) than in GDM-D (1.9 L. 2.9 mg/imnol; and 0.007±0.004,
resp ); (P<0.05). However, the ratio of UA/CR and B2M/CR did not provide further
information than measuring their concentration only, if the data were analized one
by one. Urinary b2tn concentration was significantly elevated but still in normal
range in diabetic patients of GDM-I (0,068±0.07) compared to GDM-D
(0.035±0.016) group; (P<0.05). One patient had pathological urinary b2m in GDM-
I. Based on these data we suggest that similar prevalence of MAU in both diabetic
and non diabetic patients with high frequency of hypertension may indicate that
MAU could be an early cardiovascular risk marker rather than the sign of early
renal impairment. On the other hand, slightly elevated urinary b2m among diabetic
patients may reflect an early tubular dysfunction.
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SCREENING OF GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS

Tofail A*, Rabman H*, Mahtab H*, Karim A**, Kabir T**

*Bangladesh Institute of Research and Rehabilitation in
Diabetes, Endocrine and Metabolic Disorders, Dhaka

**Dhaka Medical College Hospital, Dhaka.

To know the incidence of Gestational Diabetes Mellitus (GDM) in
our population, 1000 pregnant women were screened for glucose
intolerance by a Glucose Challenge Test (GCT) and Oral Glucose
Tolerance Test (OGTT). Of them 67 (6.7%) were found to have
GDM. The GDM mothers were significantly elderly (p <0.001) and
overweight (p <0.001) than the non-diabetics. Family history of
diabetes was significantly more among the GDM group. They also
belong to comparatively higher socio-economic class than the non-
diabetic group (p <0.001). Bad Obstetric History (BOH) was more
among GDM (P <0.01) but the two groups did not differ by parity.
Analysis documented overweight, diabetic family and BOH as
individual risk factor for GDM. Mothers without any of these three
risk factors had lowest rate of GDM (1.68%). Underweight or younger
age were not protective for GDM; combination of risk factors increase
the rate. A diabetic family history plus other risk factor(s) showed
significant susceptibility than any other combination. After delivery
4.5% (n=3) became diabetic, 16.4% (n=11) IGT and rest 79% (n=53)
normal.

Key Words: GDM, IGT, GCT, OGTT, Diabetic family, BOH.
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ACCURACY OF THE MEDISENSE PRECISION BLOOD GLUCOSE METER IN
GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS (GDM)
L. Molyneaux, J Overland, K Willey, R Zilkens, D.K. Yue. Royal Prince Alfred Hospital,
Sydney, Australia

The accuracy of blood glucose meters used in GDM is of prime importance, especially when
haematocrit changes in pregnancy may be a source of error. The aim of this study was to
measure agreement of the Medisense Precision meter(MPM) versus the Yellow Spring
Instrument (YSI) in women with GDM. Due to the controversy regarding whether whole
blood or plasma glucose should be used to monitor GDM, this study also compared the
MPM, which used whole blood, with plasma glucose derived from the YSI after adjustment
for haematocrit [calculated plasma glucose = (capillary whole blood result)/[1.0-(2.4x10'
x haematocrit%)]l. 200 sL of capillary blood was collected into a lithium heparin microlette
CB 1000 from 50 women with GDM (gestation 10-39 weeks). Repeat blood glucose
readings were obtained on both the MPM and YSI. Mean haematocrit was 36% (range 31-

42%). The mean capillary blood glucose using the

^im .i m F«^ < KW °"0 ry MPM and Microflo test strip was 6.5 ± 2.5

	E ° 	<°^ m	 mmol/L compared to 5.8 ± 2.4 mmol/L (r=0.98;
p<0.0001) or 6.3 - 2.6 mmol/L for calculated

	

„ °	 plasma	 glucose	 (r=0.98;	 p<0.0001).

	

e 5 	"'°°':"' Agreement/difference between the MPM and YSI
is shown in Figure 1. The mean difference

	5 	between the instruments was 0.7(95% CI: 0.6 -
 0.9) mmot/ L for whole blood- This difference
- 	 _s'-no was reduced to 0.2 (95% CI: '0.05-B.3) mmol/L

°	 a	 when MPM whole blood was compared with
calculated plasma glucose. This study showed a
strong agreement between the MPM and YSI over

a wide haematocrit range. The agreement was even stronger with calculated plasma glucose
after adjustment for haematocrit, indicating that the MPM is an accurate instrument with
which to monitor diabetic control in women with GDM.

852
DIAGNOSTIC VALUE OF THE MULTIPLICATION OF THE FASTING LEVELS
OF GLUCOSE AND TRIGLYCERIDE IN WOMEN WITH GESTATIONAL
DIABETES
N.Bikas, A.Ha[I, S.Bousboulas, J.Anastasiou and K.Kanellopoulou. Department
of Diabetic Endocrinology, "MITERA" Hospital, Athens, Greece
In a previous paper we proved that the concentration of the fasting blood gluco-
se (FBG) upto a level of 105 mg% does not confirm or exclude the diagnosis of
gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM). In another research project we found that
increased levels of triglyceride (TG) are a characteristic finding in gestational
diabetes mellitus. Therefore the aim of this work was the evaluation of the diag-
nostic value of multiplying the FBG with the TG (mg/dl) in cases of GDM. To this
end, 191 women in the 28th to 32nd week of pregnancy and without a family
history of hypertriglycemia were subjected to an oral glucose tolerance test
(OGTT) using 100 g of glucose after three days of carbohydrate intake (150g
daily) and a 12 hour fast immediately prior to the test. Glucose by the glucose
oxidase methods and triglyceride by a colorimetric method were measured in
the plasma of the fasting blood with further samples for the OGTT being taken
at 1, 2 and 3 hours after the administration of the glucose load. Using the diagno-
stic criteria of O'Sullivan and Mahan, the women were categorised into 3
groups: 1) 66 with overt GDM, 2) 84 with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), 3) 41
with normal OGTT. For each woman the FBG X TG was calculated and a stati-
stical relationship was determined using the student "t-test". It was found that in
comparison with the women who had a normal OGTT, women with GDM had a
significantly increased value when the FBG was multiplied by the TG (t=5.77,
p<0.0001) and women with poor glucose control also had an increased value
but to a slightly lesser extent (t=4.7, p<0,0005), Furthermore, betwen the wo-
men with GDM and those with IGT the values for FBG X TG were significantly
different (t=2.1, p<0.05). Conclusion: The multiplication of the FBG by the TG in
pregnant women has a high diagnostic value for gestational diabetes mellitus.

853
SPECIFIC INSULIN ASSAY TO MEASURE INSULIN RESISTANCE AND GLUCOSE
EFFECTIVENESS IN GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS (GDM)
J. Castro-Soares, C. Hensen', 0. Jones', V. Anyaoku, C Kong, C. Prendergast, S.
Batty, J. Higham, R.W. Beard, R.S Elkeles', D.G. Johnston and S. Robinson.
Department of Obstetrics and Unit of Metabolic Medicine' St Mary's Hospital, London.

Insulin insensitivity and hyperinsulinaemia are recognised features of normal pregnancy
and GDM. The proportion of biologically inactive insulins, detected by RAI, is increased
in GDM. We therefore aimed to measure insulin secretion and insulin action in women
with GDM using a specific insulin assay after performing an insulin modified frequent-
sampling intravenous glucose tolerance test. Eight women with GDM were compared
with 8 control pregnant women and 8 non-pregnant controls; body mass index was
similar in the pregnant groups but lower in controls (median[IQR]) (non-preg 23.6[20.4-
29.6] vs preg 28.0 (25.1-31.1] vs GDM 32.9 [26.4-35.2] kg -m - ', p<0.05), gestational
age was similar in the pregnant groups ( preg 32[30-34] v GDM 33[30-3]). A specific
insulin ELISA and minimal modelling were used to assess insulin sensitivity (0) and
glucose effectiveness (S 9). Fasting plasma glucose concentrations were similar in the
three groups (non-preg 4.9 [4.7-5.2] vs, preg 4.7 [3.9-5.4 ], GDM 4.5 [3.9-4.7 ]mmol.l- 1 ).
Fasting plasma insulin was raised in GDM compared to non-pregnant women (non-preg
3.4[1.1-5.6 ], preg 13.6 [10.1-30.4], GDM 13.5 [7.0-21.9 ]pmol/l), as was insulin area
under the curve 2-24 minutes (non-preg 97[53-444], preg 393[237-885], GDM 394 [172-
6141 pmol per 24 min, p<0.05). Glucose tolerance (Kd) was decreased in pregnancy
and further decreased in GDM (non-preg 2.4 [1.5-3.0], preg 1.8 [1.5-2.21, GDM 1.1 [0.7-
1.3[%, p<0.05). S, was decreased in pregnancy and further decreased in GDM (non-
preg 18.3 [6.2-26.6], preg 4.2 [2.5-5.2], GDM 2.2 [1.3-3.3]10 -^ m- 1 per pM.l- 1 , p<0.05).
S9 was decreased in GDM (non-preg 2.5 [1.7-3.0], preg 3.1 [2.1-4.6], GDM 1.4 [0.4-
2.1]10-2 -min- ', p<0.01). Triglyceride concentrations were increased in pregnancy and
further increased in GDM (non-preg 0.63 [0.57-0.67], preg 1.46 [1.14-2.16] ' GDM 2.21
[1.98-3.00]mM.l -1 ,p<0.01). The use of a specific insulin assay with minimal modelling
has demonstrated insulin resistance and reduced glucose effectiveness in women with
gestational diabetes.
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PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF FASTING BLOOD GLUCOSE FOR GESTATIONAL
DIABETES MELLITUS
N.Bikas, S.Bousboulas, A.Hall, P.Valsamopoulos and N.Linardos. Department of
Diabetic Endocrinology, "Mitera" Maternity Hospital, Athens, Greece
The aim of this study was the appraisal of the prognostic value of a fasting blood
glucose (FBG) <130 mg% in the diagnosis of gestational diabetes mellitus, given that
two separate measurements above this threshold is regarded as being diagnostic for
the condition. A cohort of 728 pregnant women were studied aged from 20 to 42
years. Following 3 days of carbohydrate intake of 150 g/day, each woman was sub-
jected to an OGTT using 100 g of glucose and measuring plasma glucose at baseline
and 1, 2, and 3 hours after the load. According to the criteria of O'Sullivan and Mahan
the results of the women were divided into the following categories: (i) 159 women
(21.8%) with normal OGTT. (ii) 347 (47.7%) with impaired glucose tolerance. (iii) 222
(30.5%) with gestational diabetes mellitus. Also, the women were divided into groups
according to their fasting blood glucose: (i) up to 89 mg%. (ii) 90-105 mg%. (iii)106-
130 mg%. Each group was then divided into 3 sub-groups depending on whether the
OGTT was normal, impaired or abnormal. Results: There were 67 women (17.7%)
with confirmed GDM in group 1, 84 women (32%) in group 2 and 71(81.6%) in group
3. Statistical comparison was obtained using the chi-squared test after the correction
of Yates. The women in group 3 had a statistically significant difference in the effect
of confirmed GDM on their FBC from the women in group 2 (x 2=66.97, p<0.005) and
an even greater difference from the women in group 1 (x 2=141.83, p<0.0001). Also,
the results of the women in group 2 were statistically different from those of the
women in group 1(x2=18.60, p<0.005). We conclude that: 1) A fasting blood glucose
(FBG) of 106-130 mg% in a pregnant woman is indicative in a relatively high per-
centage of cases of gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM). 2) A FBG of 90-105% con-
ceals the incidence of 1 in 3 cases of GDM. 3) A FBG less than 90 mg% does not
exclude GDM, and for this reason, if it is to be aided by other tests for the diagnosis
of impaired glucose tolerance, then an OGTT is the test of choice.

855
SPECIFIC INSULIN ASSAY DEMONSTRATES INSULIN RESISTANCE
IN WOMEN WHO HAVE HAD GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS
E. Kousta, V. Anyaoku, D.G. Goulis, S. Batty, C. Kong, D.G. Johnston, M.
McCarthy and S. Robinson. Unit of Metabolic Medicine, Imperial College
School ofMedicine at St Mary's, London, UK.

NIDDM in women is often preceded by gestational diabetes (GDM). We
investigated insulin action and secretion in healthy women with previous GDM
(median months after pregnancy 17 (IQR 38)). An insulin-modified frequent-
sampling intravenous glucose tolerance test was performed in 8 women with
previous GDM and 9 control women with similar BMI (median 26.4 (IQR 7.9) vs
26.0 (8.1) kg •nit) and age (35.5 (3.5) vs 40.0 (9.8) yes). Specific insulin was
measured by ELISA as opposed to the more conventional but less specific insulin
RIA; minimal modelling was used to measure insulin sensitivity (Si) and glucose
effectiveness (Sg). Fasting triglycerides were higher (1.1 (0.5) vs 0.7 (0.1)
rnM -L, p=0.0008) and HDL cholesterol lower (1.1 (0.3) vs 1.5 (0.3) mM -L -',
p=0.01) in previous GDM. Fasting insulin was also higher (14.0 (11.0) vs 4.8
(5.2) pM -L-', p=0.008). The lower Si in women with previous GDM (4.2 (6.5) vs
14.7 (18.3) 10'" -rein l per pM -L-') was not statistically significant (p= 0.07).
Glucose tolerance (Kd) was not significantly decreased in previous GDM (1.4
(0.9) vs 2.4 (1.1) %, p=0.07). There was no difference in Sg (1.9 (1.0) vs 2.3
(1.1) 1(12 min) nor in the area under the curve for insulin. In conclusion
women who have had gestational diabetes have fasting hyperinsulinaemia and
suggest insulin resistance, using the specific insulin ELISA.

856
GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS IN KOREA: PREDICTION OF
SUBSEQUENT GLUCOSE INTOLERNACE AT EARLY POSTPARTUM
H. Jang, H. Jung, I. Han, and H. Min, Samsung Cheil Hospital, Seoul, Korea

To determine the prevalence of impaired glucose tolerance and diabetes, and
identify clinical and metabolic parameters that can predict the risk of glucose
intolerance at early postpartum in women with gestational diabetes mellitus
(GDM), we performed 75 g oral glucose tolerance test between 6 and 8 weeks
postpartum in 149 women with GDM. The recommendations from
International Workshop-Conference on GDM were used for screening,
diagnosing, and subclassifying GDM. National Diabetes Data Group criteria
were used for classification of glucose tolerance postpartum. Among 149
women with GDM, 109 were GDM class A,, 27 were GDM class A2, 13 were
GDM class B, in antepartum oral glucose tolerance test.

Thirty-eight (25.5%) of the patients had abnormal glucose tolerance in the
early postpartum period; 16 (10.7%) had impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and
22 (14.8%) had diabetes. Those who had IGT or diabetes at early postpartum
had significantly higher antepartum glucose levels at 0, 1, 2, and 3 h compared
with those who had normal glucose tolerance at postpartum. They had also
significantly lower insulin levels at 1, 2, and 3 h than those with normal
glucose tolerance at postpartum. However fasting insulin levels were not
different between women with normal glucose tolerance and women with
abnormal glucose tolerance at postpartum. The gestational age at diagnosis of
GDM in women with diabetes postpartum was significantly lower than those
with normal glucose tolerance at postpartum. Logistic regression analysis
showed that abnormal glucose tolerance at early postpartum testing was
independently associated with prepregnant BMI (P<.05), gestational age at
diagnosis of GDM (P<.05), and 2 h glucose and 1 and 2 h insulin levels at
antepartum glucose tolerance test (P<.05, P<.001, P< 5, respectively). Our
results demonstrated that impaired P -cell function and obesity at diagnosis of
GDM were associated with the abnormal glucose tolerance at early
postpartum.
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MATERNAL AUTOIMMUNE THYROIDITIS DOES NOT
ELEVATE STREPTOZOTOCIN SENSIBILITY IN OFFSPRING
J.Lementa, V.Poltorack. Ukrainian Scientific Research Institute
of Endocrine Diseases Pharmacotherapy, Kharkov, Ukraine
In order to evaluate the impact of autoimmune thyroiditis (AT)
during gestation on streptozotocin (STZ)-reactivity in offspring
the maternal (CBA/J x C57B1/KsJ)F, mice with AT, gestational
diabetes (GD), AT+GD, or controls and their progeny were used.
AT was induced by s.c. injection of human thyroid antigen with
Freund's adjuvant, the maternal mice were rendered diabetic by
an i.p. injection of STZ (50 mg/kg) on the first day of pregnancy.
To characterise the sensibility to STZ in offspring the i.p. GTT (2
g glucose/kg) was performed at 2 and 3 months of age (before -
and a month after a single injection a nondiabetogenic dose STZ-
35 mg/kg i.p.). The used dose of STZ did not induce any altera-
tions of basal blood glucose levels (BGL) and tolerance to glucose
I month after STZ-injection in control mothers offspring (n=7)
compared to vehicle-injected ones (n=8). In offspring of diabetic
mice (n=11) this dose of STZ resulted in an increase of BGL
(8.3±0.2 mmol/1 vs 5.7±0.1 mmol/1 in controls, p<0.001) and a de-
crease of tolerance to glucose (integral glycemia during i.p.GTT
at 0, 30, 60 and 120 min was 39.8±3.2 vs 25.6±1.6 mmol/1 in con-
trols, p<0.01). The single maternal AT did not increase offspring
sensibility to STZ: integral glycemia in offspring of AT-mothers
was like to controls (28.2±1.2mmol/1). Moreover, it was revealed
significant decrease both basal and integral glycemia in offspring
of (AT+GD) mothers (n=9) as compared with GD-mothers off-
spring (respectively, 7.3±0.4 mmol/l, p<0.05; 30.9±1.7 mmol/l,
p<0.05). Thus the maternal AT during gestation does not enhance
reactivity to STZ in offspring of mice with -and without GD.
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GLUCOSE TOLERANCE AFTER GESTATIONAL DIABETES
IN SRI LANI<AN WOMEN

D.J.S. Fernando, S.H. Siribaddana. , University of Colombo
Sri Lanka

Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) has long term
implications for the health of the mother. We assessed the
rate of recurrence in GDM and the subsequent development
of diabetes mellitus (DM) in a cohort of 220 women with
GDM (group A) who were followed up for a period of 5
years and a cohort of 220 women who had no GDM in the
index pregnancy (group B) matched for age and parity.

75g oral glucose tolerance tests were performed at 5 years.
A second pregnancy occurred in 116 of A and 121 in B.
GDM recurred in 31.8% in A and occured in 9% in B.
(p=0.01). DM was diagnosed in 72 (32.7%) in A andl4(6.3%)
in B (p= 0.01) An increase in weight of 2.3Kg between
pregnancies, maternal age 30 yrs and a higher parity were
associated with a higher rate of recurrence in GDM weight
gain =1.5Kg. age=30 were associated with a higher risk of
developing DM.

GDM recurrs in one third of Sri Lankan Women and one
third develop DM within 5 years of GDM in an index
pregnancy.

859
LEVELS OF IGF-1, IGFBP-1,INSULIN C-PEPTIDE IN UMBILICAL
CORD SERUM: CORRELATION WITH BIRTH WEIGHT
L. Volpe*, G. Di Cianni', L. Benzl*, I. Casadidio•, L.Marselli•,
M.Fantoni°, AA.Perutelli,AP.Bottone. S.MurruA, G.TetiA, M.
Ferdeghini>, R.Navalesi. •Department of Metabolic Disease;
ADepartment of Obstetric and GynecologyA: ° Departement of
Neonatology. Institute of Nuclear Medicine,University of Pisa,
Pisa, Italy
Our purpose was to the determine the correlation between birth
weight . Insulin, insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) and Its binding
protein (IGFBP-1) in neonates from 49 normal pregnancies (NW)
and 21 complicated by pregestational (n.5) and gestational (n.16)
diabetes (DW) . The two groups were similar as for age, BMI, weight
gain during pregnancy and gestational age. Immediately after
delivery umbilical venous blood was taken from clamped cord.
Samples were collected for insulin, C-peptide, IGF-1 and IGFBP-1.
DW showed higher glucose (104.4±29 vs NW 77.5±9.7 mg/dl, p<0.001)
and higher HbA1 (5.58±1.6 % vs NW 4.5±0.38%, p<0.001) levels by
36-38 weeks. The neonatal weight was similar In DW (3448±485 gr.)
and NW (3392±542 gr.), as the prevalence of macrosomia (LGA) (DW:
38.09% vs NW: 30.6%). Levels of insulin and C-peptide were higher
in newborns from DW than in NW (28.8±60 vs 10.6±12.9 eU/ml,
p<0.04:1.37±1.25 vs 0.9±0.3ng/ml, p<0.02, respectively). There were
no differences in IGF-1 and IGFBP-1 concentrations in both groups.
LGA newborns (n. 23) had higher levels of IGF-i than normal size
babies (79.5±22.9 vs 60.9±37.1 ng/ml, p<0.03). LGA newborns from
DW had higher insulin levels (LGA-DW 19.3±8.6 vs LGA-NW 9.5±5.5
µU/ml, p< 0.005). Birth weight was positively correlated with cord
serum IGF-1 (r--0.38, p>0.001), but negatively with IGFBP-1 (r=-0.28,
p<0.01 ). Serum levels of IGFBP-1 in umbilical cords from all
neonates were negatively correlated with cord serum IGF-1 (r=-0.55,
p<0.0001), but no correlation was found with insulin.We conclude
that cord serum IGF-1 is related to fetal growth in newborns from
both NW and DW. while cord serum insulin is mainly related to
diabetic macrosomia. Cord serum IGFBP-1 may be a growth
Inhibitor in the fetus and it seems to be insulin-independent in fetal
life.

GESTATIONAL DIABETES DETECTION PROGRAM - RAMOS MEJIA HOSPITAL
P.Tesone, N.Del Hoyo, A.Dunaiewsky, E.Fiora, F.Castelli, A.Hakim, S.Righi, K.Giase
and H.Vaili. Ramos Mejia Hospital, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Objective: to assess prevalence of Gestational Diabetes (GD) among pregnant
women who attend the ambulatory consultation of Ramos Mejia Hospital and to relate
it to the presence of Risk Factors (RF). Design and Method: from July 26, 1995 to
September 9, 1996, 269 pregnant women were studied according loan algorhythm
recommended by the Argentine Diabetes Society. Pregestational diabetic women
were excluded from this study. Initial screening test (ST) (weeks 24-28) was
considered positive if, 1 hour after an oral load of 50g glucose, glycemia was,140
mg/dl. Negative ST with positive history of RF was repeated at week 32. A 100g oral
glucose tolerance test (OGTT) was done in all cases with positive ST. Results were
considered positive when 2 or more values exceeded the following: basal 105, 1 h: 190,
2hs: 165, 3hs: 145 mgldl (O"Sullivan and Mahan). When initial ST was positive and
OGTT negative, a second OGTT was done at week 32. All positive OGTT were
considered as diagnostic of GD. Results: 218 women completed the full algorhythm.
Out of 55 women with RF, 35 had positive ST; some patients showed 2 or more RF;
these were: age, 30 (26); body mass index (BMI), 26 (26); 1 st. degree relatives with
diabetes (25); personal history: macrosomic faetus (9), perinatal mortality (3), GD (2),
gestosis (11). GD was diagnosed in 5 of 218 (2.29 %). Conclusion: in our Country it is
difficult to perform an OGTT in all pregnant women; this is a major cause of motivation
for doing the ST, which we consider an efficient method in programs of collective
detection of GD applied to the general population of pregnant women, since searching
for GD only in women with RF considerably decreases its efficacy. The ST is simple,
cheap and useful in relation to a population study. Prevalence found in our initial
program agrees with data published in our Country and abroad, thus encouraging us to
proceed with this Program.
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CORD BLOOD C-PEPTIDE LEVEL IN NEWBORNS OF
DIABETIC MOTHERS.
E. Wender-02egowska,M.Pietryga, W. Meissner, K.Hansz and R. Biczysko,.
Institute of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Karol Marcinkowski University School of
Medical Sciencies, Poznan, Poland

Purpose of our study was to determine the correlation between mothers' glycemia
and newborns weight and cord blood C-peptide level. 116 cord serum samples,
taken from 80 patients with GDM and 36 with PGDM, were analyzed for C-peptide
level and correlated with mothers' glycemia (MBG, HbA 1e, FA), pregnancy
trimester at which the intensive care was started and newborns weight.
In the two analyzed subgroups (GDM and PGDM) the results of mother's metabolic
control pertaining to all trimesters were as follows: GDM group-HbA,, (normal
range < 6,3%) in I trimester-5,08%, II- 5,5%, II1-6,10/ FA (normal range < 2,7
mmol/1) in I trimester-2,8 mmo14, II- 2,2 mmol/l, III 192 mmol/l. In the PGDM
group HbA1e concentration was: I trim, - 7,1%, II- 6,6%, II1-6,9%, FA -in I
trint.-2,5 mmol/l, 11-2,5 mmol/l, III- 2,3 nunol/l. Mean mothers' diurnal glycemia in
III trimester reached 86,5 mg%in the GDM group, but in the PGDM as much as
103,9 mg%. All intergroup differences were statistically significant. Newborns' body
weight in the GDM group amounted to 3300g and in PGDM to 3380g (difference
n.s.), but the newborns' glycemia in GDM-43 ntg% and PGDM-34 nrg%
respectively differed significantly. C-peptide levels ranged from 0,79±o,54ng/ml in
newborns with IUGR, over 1,06±1,38ng/ml in the AGA newborns, up to 1,41±1,87
in the LGA newborns. In newborns of the GDM group presenting with IUGR,
c-peptide levels were 0,6±0,26 ng/ml, in those from AGA group 0,81t0,47ng/ml
and in those from the LGA group 0,59±0,22 ng/ml. In the PGDM group c-peptide
in IUGR newborns amounted to 1,09±0,8ng/ml, in those of the AGA group to
1,95±2,67ng/ml, and in those belonging to the LGA group to 1,87t2,27ng/ml. The
analysis of results pertaining to C-peptide in cord blood in dependence of the onset
and or duration of the mothers' treatment has shown a negative correlation between
these parameters.
C-peptide in cord blood is a parameter correlating with diabetic mother's metabolic

control and fetal birth weight but is mainly related to fetal IUGR.
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Reevaluation of Diabetes Mellitus or glucose tolerance in
Women after gestational diabetes.
Schirmer, J.
Silo Paulo/Brasil

A study with (39) women who had diabetes mellitus (DM) during

pregnancy, who were attended at a State Hospital in Sao Paulo

City from 1983 to 1993, and reevaluated on average at a seven year

time interval, allowed the conclusion that 53,8 of those who

developed DM or impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) were over 35

years old, overweight or obese, and had a higher birthrate than the

women from the control group, and higher number of caesarean

operations, only the OGTT-2h and not the glicemia on fasting allowed

the identification of the alterations in both instances; the family history

of diabetes did not constitute a significant risk factor for the later

development of diabetes did not constitute a significant risk factor for

the later development of alterations of glucose tolerance (AGT),

unlike insuline therapy during pregnancy; the values of the anti-insulin

antibodies did not exceed the limits of normality, but were greater in

the group with diabetes in repeated pregnancies with current AGT in

relation to those with a single pregnancy and AGT. The HbA1 values

were altered in all women with AGT on re-evaluation, whilst the

insulin dosage did not differ from that of the control group. The

recurrency of diabetes during pregnancy did not appear as a risk

factor int the prevalence of the DM or IGT during the average seven

year time interval.
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AMNIOTIC FLUID GLUCOSE AT 14-16 WEEKS PREDICTS
SUBSEQUENT GESTATIONAL DIABETES
W.Ricart, C.Bach, JM.Fernandez-Real, D.Cabrero, M.Ob6n and
J.Cebria. Hospital Universitario Doctor Josep Trueta. Girona. Spain.
Glucose, insulin and C-peptide have often been measured in amniotic
fluid (AF) during late gestation, but little is known about their
concentrations during early pregnancy. We examined the predictive
value of amniotic fluid glucose (AFG) and maternal serum glucose
(MSG) at 14-16 weeks gestation for subsequent gestational diabetes
(NDDG criteria) and macrosomia in unselected 336 gravidas (mean age
34.5±4.7 years) with chromosomopathy risk. In a randomized subgroup
of 73 cases amniotic fluid insulin (AFI) and maternal serum insulin (MSI)
were also analyzed. They were classified as normal glucose tolerance
(group-I, n=148), 1 abnormal value (g-II, n=120) and >1 abnormal value
(g-lll, n=68). Birth weight (BW) was expressed as % of the 50th
percentile adjusted by sex and gestational age. Large for age (LGA) was
defined when BW above 90th percentile for sex and gestational age.
There was a significant correlation between AFG and glucemia post 50
g glucose test (r=0.32, p=0.0001) and between AFG and MSG (r=0.45,
p=0,0001). The correlation between AFI and MSG and MSI was also
signifcant (r=0.46, p=0.0001 and r=0.42, p=0.001 respectively), but not
with AFG (r=0.19). The AFG and MSG values (95 Pct Con) between
groups were progresively higher (AFG: g-1:44.6 to 47.6, g-11:47.2 to 50.7
and g-111:53.7 to 62.7 mg/dI, p=0.00001; MSG: 9-1:741080, g-11:79 to 88
and g-111:83 to 101 mg/dl, p=0.0004). BW was similar between groups
(101.1%, 101,1% and 101.2%). LGA were detected in 41 cases (12%).
No significant differences in AFG, AFI, MSG and MSI between LGA
neonates and normal BW neonates were found. In summary, gestational
diabetes is associated with increased AFG at 14-16 weeks, suggesting
that altered glucose metabolism is present in early fetal period.
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INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH FACTOR-1 IN AMNIOTIC FLUID OF
WOMEN WITH AND WITHOUT GESTATIONAL DIABETES.
D. Romano, I. Schadek, U. Lang, H. Laube and T. Linn. Justus-Liebig-
University of Giellen, Giellen, Germany.
Insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) is known as a potent mediator and
regulator of cell growth and development, whereas diabetes and
gestational diabetes are characterized by an increased incidence of
intrauterine growth alterations. Thus the aim of this study was to examine
IGF-1 in the amniotic fluid (reflecting fetal situation) of 20 women with
gestational diabetes (GD) and compare them with 96 healthy control
women (no pathological serological or cytogenetical screening results)
representing different gestational ages (subgroups: 15/16.(C1); 17/18.
(C2); 19/20. (C3); 21-25.wk (C4)). Both groups were matched in BMI
before pregnancy (24.3±0.8(GD) vs. 23.0-FO.4(C) kg/m 2 ; mean ± SE;
p=0.36), parity (1,1±0.2 vs. 1,0±0.1 (C)), age (36.3±0.6 vs. 34.0±0.4 (C);
p=0.06) and delivery on term (38-42 wk). IGF-1 was determined by a
RIA method (Fa. Nichols, Cal., USA) after acid-ethanol-extraction.
Results: We found an increase in amniotic IGF-l-content depending on
gestational age (83.6(C1); 121.2(C2); 291.2 (C3); 355.4(C4) ng/mL;
geometric means; p<0.0001), confirmed by regression analysis which
showed a log-log-linear relationship (p<0.0001; r=0.61). Women with
GDM showed also this time-dependent increase, but on a much lower
level (30.5(GD1); 77.6(GD2) ng/mL; log-log-regression p=0.0082; GD1
vs. C1 p=0.019). Further analysis of obstetrical data showed similar mean
values for birthweight (3690(GD) vs. 3411 g(C); p=0.25) and height of
the infants with a higher incidence for SGA- and LGA-babies in the GD-
group, whereas regression analysis could not show a relationship between
IGF-1 content and obstetric measurements. Thus the impact of decreased
IGF-1 in GDM remains unclear and further investigations are necessary
to determine the role of IGF-1 in intrauterine growth alteration.

864
PREVALENCE OF RISK FACTORS FOR GESTATIONAL DIABETES IN ZSIREAN WOMEN. ES.

Sinamut N.F. Tandu-Unba and K. Kandjingu, Univesfly of Kmshass, Kinshasa, Zafre.

Gestational Diabetes Mellitus is still a worrying among pregnant

women in Zaire. To determine the prevalence of diabetic features in

the high-risk population, a study has been realized from January 1984

to December 1993 at the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology of
University Clinics of Kinshasa. 58 gestational diabetic women have

been compared with 32 insulino-dependent diabetes pregnant women

and 84 normo-glycaemic pregnant ones with diabetic risk factors.

Family and obstetrical stories and perinatal complications have been

checked out. Statistical analysis ( chi- square and Pearson tests)

shows very significant differences of predictive values of family
obesity, high blood pressure, perinatal mortality( p<0,005

respectively) and macrosomia (pc0,025) during previous pregnancies

on the one hand and hydramnios, glycosuria, excessive weight gain

and fasting glucose level (pc 0,005 respectively) on the other hand.

This finding suggests the possibility of interven-
tion in high-risk groups.
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PREVALENCE OF GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS: IMPACT ON
FETAL MACROSSOMIA IN A BRAZILIAN POPULATION.
Spichler, ERS., Martins,CSF., Guerra,F., Carvalho,NV.,and Franco,LJ. Health
Ministry, Health State Secretariat of Rio de Janeiro, Fernandes Figueira Institute,
Federal University of Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Gestational Diabetes Mellitus (GDM) is defined as carbohidrate intoler-
ance of variable severity first diagnosed during pregnancy. There is no agreement
to the most appropriate way to diagnose GDM. This study (Brazilian Gestational
Diabetes Study Group - BGDSG - Rio de Janeiro) considered the WHO criteria
(oral glucose tolerance test - OGTT - 2h, 75g) for both GDM and gestational
impaired glucose tolerance (GIGT). The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
prevalence of GDM and GIGT, the influence of maternal age, obesity and alcohol
intake to the severity of the disease, and the consequence of GDM and GIGT on
birth weigth. The BGDSG - Rio de Janeiro enrolled a sample of 508 pregnant
women (December 1992 to August 1994), aged 20 years or older, followed at the
prenatal clinic amongst 1314 women. The selected women were tested with a 75g
OGTT between the 24 th and 28 th gestational weeks. Prepregnancy body mass
index (BMI) as >_ 25 Kg/ma was used to define obesity. 450 deliveries during this
study were analyzed for perinatal morbity, specially macrossomia. Fetal macrosso-
mia was considered as a birth weight ? 4000 g. Significant differences were
detected with Mann Whitney test, t-test, and Fisher test. Prevalence of gestational
glucose abnormalities was 12.0% (CI 95%= 9.4%- 15,2%) (GDM = 0.4% and
GIGT=l 1.6%) maternal age strongly influenced prevalence (12.5% to 31.8%, for
30-34 yrs and >_ 40 yrs). Alcohol intake and pre pregnancy obesity also influenced
prevalence significantly(p < 0.005). All 450 pregancies delivered 24 macrossomic
newborns. Prevalence of macrossomia was 5.3% (CI 95%= 3.5% - 7.9%). GIGT
influenced the prevalence of macrossomia (11.4%) when compared with control
group (4.3%) p< 0.005.These data support the importance of diagnose GDM and
GIGT. These findings suggest that, given contemporary antenatal medical care,
GDM and GIGT do not adversely affect their outcomes.
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Is There a Genetic Link between MODY and Gestational Diabetes
Mellitus?.

RRIrving, A. MullingS`, S. Kulkami° , E.Choo-Kang'°, E.Y.St.A. Monvsoa'
Departments ofBiochemistr, , Obstetrics ,Gynaecology and Child Health' and
Pathology, University of the West Indies, Mona.

MODY is defined as adult onset diabetes of the young ,associated with
sutosomal dominance inheritance and detected before age 25 years; Gestational
Diabetes Mellitus (GDM) is usually detected in pregnant women older than
25yean:.MODY and GDM are classified as subtypes of NIDDM.

While screening patients for gestational diabetes at The Antenatal
Clinic,University Hospital of the West Indies it was noticed that some patients
who were diagnosed with gestational diabetes mellitus had unexplained
hyperglycemia but not diabetes in previous pregnancies. The hyperglycemia was
detected before age 25 years and treated by diet alone. All had family history of
diabetes consecutive in thine generations. Most of these patients fulfilled the
criteria for MODY.

The patients with previous hyperglycemia later diagnosed as gestational diabetes
showed varied heterogeneity; some had high fasting glucose and normal postprandial
values others had both high fasting and high postprandial values.The insulin and c-
peptide values ranged from subnormal to supranormal.Three patients had
hypoinsulinemia with a 1 hour mean insulin value of 20+9 uUml which when compared
with normal pregnant women (140±24 uU/ml )was statistically significant (p< 0.0005).
Four patients showed marked hyperinsulinemia with mean insulin value of 325uU/ml
(pm.002). Regression analysis confirmed the heterogeneity of the metabolic response.

The genetic heterogeneity of MODY could possibly explain the metabolic
heterogeneity of these patients with GDM as they fit the criteria for MODY.It has been
shown that polymorphisms in the glucokinase(GCK) gene on chromosome 7 are tightly
linked with hyperglycemia in a panel of French MODY family. MODY Patients with
mutation in the GCK gene demonstrated a milder insulin secretory defect than MODY
associated with polymorphic DNA markers on chromosome 20 which causes an
inability to increase insulin secretion as the plasma glucose value rises above 7-
8mmot/l.

Determining the genetic makeup of these special patients could help us in
understanding the possible relationship between these two subtypes of NIDDM .
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RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF ORAL
CONTRACEPTION AND VASCULAR EVENTS IN WOMEN WITH
IDDM.
R.Linkeschova and R.Kimmerle, Heinrich-Heine-University, Dusseldorf,
Germany
Oral contraception (OC) ("pill") is rarely recommended for type I diabetic
women (D). In D with microvascular complications, smoking and poor
metabolic control OC are even considered to be contraindicated because in
such women they are presumed to be associated with an excess risk of
vascular events. However, so far, this assumption is not based upon valid
data. The aim of our study was to assess for type I diabetic women actual and
previous use of contraceptive methods, risk factors and their association with
vascular events. 1028 consecutive diabetic women (age 16-46 yrs) attending a
structured treatment programme for intensified insulin therapy from 1989-92
were mailed a multiple choice questionaire in 1993. 409 non-diabetic women
served as a control group. 808 D (79%) answered the questionaire (age
31.5(7.2)yrs., duration of diabetes 14.4(8.2) yrs). Of all women who used any
contraception in either group OC were used by 44% in the diabetic group and
by 57 % in the control group. Of 202 diabetic OC-using women (age
27(5)yrs) 65% had at least one "contraindication" to OC-use (proteinuria,
hypertension, retinopathy, smoking, poor metabolic control). During a total of
3945 diabetic women-years of OC-use (in 301 previous and 202 actual users)

'there had been 5 cases of deep vein thrombosis, i.e. a risk comparable to non-
diabetic OC-users. 12 diabetic women had a history of major vascular events
(7 myocardial infarctions, 5 cerebrovascular events), 11 of which had occured
without actual OC-use. One event (thromboembolic stroke) had occured
during actual OC-use in a 21 yr old smoker with nephropathy. In Germany,
OC are a popular method of contraception in type I diabetic women paying
little attention to traditional "contraindications" other than age. The data
suggest that OC-use in young diabetic women without nephropathy is not
associated with an excess rate of vascular events.
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GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS: AN IMMUNOLOGICAL AND
METABOLIC FOLLOW UP FOUR YEARS AFTER PREGNANCY.
C. Betterle" A. Lapolla*, M. Sanzari, R. Zanehetta, S. Marini*, F. Florian, D. Fedele*
Dpt of Laboratory Medicine, *Dpt of Internal Medicine-Metabolic Disease, "Institute
of Semeiotica Medica, Padova University (Italy)
Many studies have been performed to identify the presence of serological markers of
pancreatic autoimmunity in gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM), but the results
obtained are quite variable. We want to verify in GDM the presence of serological
markers of pancreatic autoimmunity and HLA fenotype in an itafian population. islet
cell antibodies (ICA), complement fixing-ICA (CF-ICA), insulin autoantibodies
(IAA), other organ-and non organ specific autoantibodies, circulating lymphocyte
subpopulations and BLA fenotype were evaluated in 68 women with GDM at 37 5

week of gestation and compared to 38 matched controls. ICA-IgG were found in 2/68
(2.9%) and IAA in 1/68 (1.5%) GDM patients. Other organ and non organ specific
autoantibodies, lymphocyte subpopulations and ELA fenotype were not significantly
different when compared to matched controls. 38 patients (the 3 with pancreatic
autoimmunity and 35 negative) were followed up for 4 yrs after delivery by re-
evaluating their immunological status and OGTT. During follow up, 8/38 patients
(21"%) became diabetics: 6/8 (75%) developed diabetes 1 year after pregnancy, 1/8
(12.5%) 2 years and 1/8 (12.5%) 3 years after pregnancy. Four of them required
insulin therapy (basal C-peptide 0.8-ing(ml), I was treated with oral hypoglycemic
agents and 3 were on diet (basal C-peptide 2.3-3nglml); all patients were in fair good
metabolic control. Furthermore 6/38 (16%) patients showed an impaired glucose
tolerance (IGT) and 24/38 (63%) a normal glucose tolerance. During follow up all
patients maintained unchanged their serological reactivity, but one of the two ICA-
positive patients became diabetic (50%). In the 14 patients who developed IGT or
diabetes the mean values of activated T-lymphocytes (HLA-Dr+CD3+) during
pregnancy were significantly higher than those of pregnant control pregnant women
(8.5+3.3 vs 2.4+0.5%; p<0.05). Moreover four years after delivery no significant
differences were found in the number of activated T-lymphocytes. So GDM lacks of
both immunological and genetic markers of type 1 diabetes, but progression to IDDM
is more frequent in patients with serological signs of pancreatic autoimmunity. The
high frequency of diabetes one year after pregnancy strongly support importance the
importance of a "strict' post partum follow up in GDM patients.
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THE INCIDENCE OF GESTATIONAL DIABETES USING TWO
DIFFERENT CRITERIA

John MF Adam. Diabetes and Endocrinology Section. Faculty of
Medicine, Hasanuddin University, Ujung Pandang Indonesia.

Until now there is no universally accepted criteria for the
diagnosis of gestational diabetes.The mostly used screening
procedures and criteria are the NDDG and the WHO. When we
started our first screening we used the NDDG criteria and later on
we changed to more simple criteria. We report the results of these
two different methods.

Glucose challenged test with 50 gram glucose were performed in
both methods.Those with challenged test positive were followed by
OGTT. The NDDG used 3-hour OGTT and our criteria only 2-
hour OGTT. The NDDG criteria needs two abnormal values for
the diagnosis of gestational diabetes. In our new criteria , as a
normal value for fasting < 100 mg/dl, 1-hour < 170 mg/dl and 2-
hour < 140 mg/dl. Gestational diabetes is diagnosed if there is one
abnormal value.

2074 pregnant women were screened using NDDG procedure, 42
women were positive for gestational diabetes or an incidence of
2,0%. Using our new criteria, from 1041 pregnant women , 27 were
gestational diabetes or an incidence of 2,6%.. In the NDDG group
cessarian section was 17,7%, and perinatal mortality 7,1%. From
our new criteria, cessarian section was 22,2% and perinatal
mortality 7,4%.

In conclusions, the incidence of gestational diabetes as well as
perinatal mortality were not different between these two different
methods of screening for the diagnosis of gestational diabetes.

871
FL .EPt Q4{tFLOTtVES AND AUTOPNIIBODIES IN PORTUGUESE GESTATION 5L I3ABE1C WOMEN
MCavatso',A4 t ldH rMOlFaeIa,L&ra;AFa, E&,SPEAESdra"ACcaly;
M At s 3Cas c( O&rti, P ST& F Cady', VAtes; H B,anJjCmtra? Mom J
FxE&,,MŶ14R--̂/ 'L$tcfFF Cni LWadA c0tUmi * e_b4Z^Cetr
lC 3'^^}"°C9',*3'cYLLLm7 ,g /L Cfd A earifl ttkCi darnC uaHq Caiar

Aim: to assess HLA DRIDQ-li otypes and autoantibodes (AAs) ICA, IAA, GAD Band correlate them in
GDM worsen, Material and Methods: a Caucasian population of 111 GDM, 240 healthy conhols (C) for
HIA-analysis and 54 for AAs and 32 IDDM, were sttxied. HIAa dsjds was performed by PCR-
Oligot ping, ICA by indrect immuncluaescence, IAA by RIA and GAD by IRMA-RSR Results: GDM is
strongly associated with DR8 vs C is IDDM @<0.05) and DR7 with C vs IDDM (p<0.02). A positive
association of DQA1*0401-DQB1*0402 and DQA1*0501-DQB1*0201, was found in GDM aiC vs IDDM
(p<0.05) and of DQA1*0101-DQB1"0H1, DQA1*0201-DQB1'0201 and DQAIB 1-DQB1*0301 in GDM
and C vs IDDM (p<0.05), being the DQA1*0300-DQB1*0302 the most common in IDDM vsGDM and C
(p<0.05). The haplotype DR8-DQA1*0401 DQB1*0402 (DR8/DQ4) was present and positively associated
only in GDM vs C and IDDM (p<0.05), DR11-DQA1*0051-DQB1*0301 (DR11-DQ7) was the more
prevalent in GDM (20%) and C (28%) vs IDDM (1.8%) (p<0.05) and DR14DQA1*0101-DQB1*0503
(DR14-DQ5) in C vs GDM and IDDM (p<0.05). DR4DQA1*0300-DQB*0302 (DR4-DQ8) was the most
frequent in IDDM (40%) vs GDM (14%) and C (15%) (p<0.05). Heterodgotia DR4-DQ8/DR17-DQ2 was
found in GDM and C only in 4.5% and 3.9% ts36% in IDDM (p<0.02). Stuceptblity to IDDM determined
by non-Asps/ and Arg52 in DO molecules was weakly present in GDM and C and strongly associated with
IDDM. Theftecjencyofautaanibotiespositive (AAs+) in GDM was 4.5 %and in C 1.8%: ICA 3.6 and 0%,
GAD 1.8% and 1.8% and IAA ON%, respectively. One GDM with ICA and GAD+ was DR4DQ81DR9-
DQ9. The others ICA+ were DR16-DQ5/DR17-DQ2, DR17-DQ2/DR4-D08 and DR7-DQ9/DR12-DQ7.
The after GAD+was DR16-DQ5'DR4-DQ8. At least ate susceptibility factor was present in the phenotype
Cordusbn: GDM was similar to healthy controls in terra of immunogeiefic markers except for the
baplotype DR81DQ4 that was significantly increased only in GDM. The suscqttiNlity genes and haplotypes
as well as AAs+for IDDM were found in GDM in a small percentage of cases, what makes the disease as a
vMe heteaogenic but not immunogenetic. In spite of the results these sissies are very important to select
the GDM women more prone to insulin needs daring pregnancy and later IDDM.
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RISK FACTORS FOR GESTATIONAL GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE. THE
BRAZILIAN STUDY OF GESTATIONAL DIABETES (EBDG).
M.I. Schmidt, L. Branchtein, J.M.D.C. Pousada, E.R. Stambovsky, A. Costa e
Forti and B.B. Duncan for the EBDG Study Group, UFRGS, Porto Alegre, Brazil.
Risk factors for gestational glucose intolerance (GGI), as defined by WHO
criteria, have been little investigated using multivariable techniques. To do so, we
studied consecutive pregnant women, age 20 years or more, without history of
diabetes mellitus outside pregnancy, in selected clinics of 6 major Brazilian cities,
analyzing here the 4909 with complete data. Interview and anthropometric data
were obtained and a standardized 75g oral glucose tolerance test was uniformly
applied between gestational weeks 24 and 28. GGI was defined as a 2h plasma
glucose > 7.8 mmol/L, and obesity as the sum of 4 skinfold thicknesses. Odds
ratios (OR) were obtained through multiple logistic regression. Independent
positive associations (p<0.05) were found for increased age (4th vs. 1st quartile
OR=3.3), increased skinfold thickness (4th vs. let quartile OR=2.7), a positive
history of gestational diabetes (OR=2.9), and a positive family history of diabetes
(OR=1.6). Independent protective associations were found for those with 4 or
more previous pregnancies (compared to none: OR=0.61), for those with black
skin color (OR=0.50), and for those with greater maternal height (4th vs. 1st
quartile OR=0.66). In conclusion, greater maternal height, black skin color and
greater gravidity were important independent factors associated with lesser
prevalences of GGI in Brazilian women. The traditional risk factors of age,
obesity, a family history of diabetes, and a personal history of previous gestational
diabetes, were associated with increased GGI prevalences. This pattern of
associations is similar to that seen for NIDDM in Brazil, highlighting the similar
nature of these two conditions.
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MORPHOMETRIC EVALUATION OF THE ISLETS OF LANGERHANS IN
AN EXPERIMENTAL MODEL OF GESTATIONAL DIABETES.
L. Aerts, L. Vercruysse and F.A. Van Assche. Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,
Leuven, Belgium.

Diabetes during pregnancy induces alterations in the fetus with persisting
consequences for the glucose tolerance in the offspring, including gestational
diabetes. The aim of the present study is to quantitate the mass and composition
of the islets of Langerhans in adult offspring of streptozotocin-diabetic rats in order
to look for a morphological origin for these alterations. Pancreatic biopsies were
collected from non-pregnant and tern-pregnant youngsters of mildly (MD) and
severely (SD) diabetic mothers, stained immunologically for insulin, glucagon,
somatostatin and pancreatic polypeptide, and examined morphometrically with an
automatic image-analyzer. Total islet mass and islet size distribution were
evaluated and related to islet neogenesis and replication of differentiated cells. The
contribution of the different endocrine celltypes was measured and related to the
metabolic condition of the animals. In the MD-offspring the amount of islet and
B-cell mass and the islet size distribution are normal, and can not explain the
deficiency in stimulated insulin output, which must be related to alterations in the.
islet composition: more glucagon cells (18% versus 13% in controls, P = 0.004)
and less pancreatic polypeptide cells (2,1% versus 4,6%, P = 0.0002). In the SD-
offspring the excessive insulin output is associated with an increase in total islet
and B-cell mass (438.644 p 2 versus 267.150 p2 for the islets, P = 0.006; 367.082
It2 versus 142.835 µ' for the B-cells, P = 0.004), mainly due to islet neogenesis
(preponderance of small islets). During normal pregnancy islet and B-cell mass
double theire size (550.230 µ2 versus 267.150 p2 for the islets, P = 0.001;
301.060 p2 versus 142.835 g 2 for the B-cells, P = 0.001), by a combination of
islet neogenesis and replication of differentiated cells. Also the glucagon and
somatostation-positive tissues increase in the same proportion, while the PP-cell
mass does not change. In both MD- and SD-youngsters, the occurrence of
gestational diabetes can not be attributed to a deficiency of these adaptations since
islet size and composition are normal, but must be related to the factors that
induce the increased B-cell function of pregnancy.
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COMPARISON OF SOMATIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIRST YEAR
OF LIFE IN THE CHILDREN OF MOTHERS WITH EITHER
GESTIATIONAL (GDM) OR INSULIN DEPENDENT (IDDM)
DIABETES MELLITUS
M .Zawodniak-Szalapska, K. Cypryk, E. Jgdrzejewska, J. Wilczynski,
Department of Diabetology, Polish Mother's Memorial Hospital, L6dz, Poland
SUMMARY
The somatic development was assesed in the first year of life in the children of (GDM)
and (IDDM) mothers. For each group , 26 children were assesed. All the children were
full-term infants and norme suffered from illnesses with effects on somatic
development. The social and economic conditions did not differ between groups. The
BMI, assesed before pregnancy was higher for GDM mothers. The BMI for fathers did
not differ significantly. The following somatic values were measured in the lot, 6th and
12th month of the child's life: body mass, length, head circumference and chest
circumference. For both groups the harmonic development and state of nsrtrition were
assesed. 21 children (40.3%) were born with a birth mass above 90 centile (c) and this
was disproportionately weighted towards children of GDM mothers. In the 12th month,
6 children (11.5%) were obesqe and they were all LGA children. The body lenght above
90c was more often observed for children of GDM mothers. The head circumference
below 10c was statistically more often observed for children of IDDM mothers.
Basing on this study the fillowing conclusions were drawn:
1. For both GDM and IDDM children somatic development for the majority of

children below the 12th month was within the broad range of the norme medical
standard.

2. All the children showed a harmonic development.
3. In the 12th month 11.5% of the children were obesqe and the obesity was more often

present in children born with macrosomatic features (p<0.05).
4.The type of mother's diabetes seems to have a significant influence on somatic

development.
CONCLUSIONS
1. For both GDM and IDDM children somatic development for One majority of

children below the 12th month was within the broad range of the norme medical
standard.

2. All the children showed a harmonic development.
3. In the 12th month 11.5% of the children were obesqe and the obesity was more often

present in children born with macrosomatic features (p<0.05).
4.The type of mother's diabetes seems to have a significant influence on somatic

development.
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PREGNANCY OUTCOMES OF WOMEN WITH PREGESTATIONAL DIABETES IN
NORWAY AND NORTHRHINE (GERMANY) AND ORGANISATION OF CARE
R. Kimmerle 1 , R. von Kries2 and L. Irgens3 . ' Dept. of Metabolic Diseases and

Nutr., Heinrich-Heine-University, Dusseldorf; 2lnst.. Soc. Paediatrics and
Adolescent Medicine, Ludwig-Maximilian-University, Munich, Germany;

3Medical Birth Registry of Norway, University of Bergen, Norway.

To eliminate excess perinatal complications of mothers with pregestational
diabetes (PD) is feasible and a WHO target for diabetes care (St. Vincent
declaration). The aim of our study was to compare the outcome of these
pregnancies to nondiabetic (ND) mothers in two European countries and to
identify factors in the health care systems that may explain differences. Data
of the Perinatatalerhebung Northrhine (NRPE) and the Medical Birth Registry
of Norway (MBRN) from 1987-1992 were analysed. NRPE and MBRN are
quality assurance programmes of pre- and perinatal care covering 93-100% of
all births (annual birthrate w100.000 (Northrhine) and e59.000 (Norway)).
Both countries have similar, highly structured, free-of-charge standard
prenatal care systems, but different systems of diabetes care (in Norway
centralized (14 centres) and in Germany mostly with local physicians). PD

was present in 0.41 (0.35-0.57) % (mean (range)) of all births in Norway, and

in 0.39 (0.35-0.45) % in Northrhine. In Northrhine, perinatal mortality rate in

births of PD mothers was twice as high as in Norway (2.4 vs. 1.2 %); in the

ND it was only slightly higher (0.7 vs. 0.6 %) . The higher perinatal mortality
in PD in Northrhine was mainly due to stillbirths. The rates of prematurity,
macrosomia and caesarian section in Norway and Northrhine were similar (18
vs. 19 %, 25 vs 24 % and 45 vs 40 %) and 2-3 times higher than the respective

rates in the ND. Only 40 % of PD in Northrhine but 90 % of those in Norway
attended specialized diabetes and pregnancy centres. In Germany and Norway

1 of 200 to 250 births is complicated by PD. In Norway, the excess perinatal
mortality has nearly been eliminated, probably due to centralisation of
diabetes care and reaching out to noncompliant patients. Reduction of other
perinatal complications will require further sophistication of specialized care.
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C-PEPTIDE AND INSULIN LEVEL IN WOMEN IN LABOUR AND UMBILICAL VEIN

DEPENDING ON BIRTH WEIGHT AND LABOR PARITY.

N.Beridze, R.Kurashvili, M.Japaridze and M.Dundua. Diabetes

Center of Georgia, Tbilisi Georgia.

To study insulin secretion in non-diabetic women in labour and their

infants in relation to the body weight of the newborns, fasting IRI

and C- peptide levels were measured in 415 healthy non - diabetic

women in labour aged 18-36 years (161-first delivary, 254 - repeated

delivery; physiologic gestation 38-40 weeks). Umbilical vein blood of

192 normal weight (NW) neonates and 223 overweight newborns were

tested immediately after birth. Body weight of 4000g and more we

considered excessive. Infants of primapara were overweight in 30%

of cases, while in repeated delivery this number increased to 66 %.

Not depending on the delivery parity women with large newborns had

apparently more excessive weight gain during the given pregnancy

(p<0.05). IRI blood level in women in birth never exceeded that of the

nonpregnant group (0.75±0.04 ng/ml). C - peptide level, C- peptide/IRI

ratio in primapara with NW infants were 2- fold higher comparing to

controls and to women with large newborns (4.4 +3.2 ng/ml;5.5+0.18;

respectively p<0.05) IRI and C-peptide levels and IRI/C- peptide ratio

were apparently higher in the umbilical blood of the large infants than

in NW ones (0.47+0.08 ng/mg; 5.3+0.09ng/ml, respectively). Thus,

pregnant women, especially those with repeated parity, showing

considerable body gain during given pregnancy and lack of the fasting

compensatory insulin hypersecretion, comprise the risk group of

gestational DM, and in their healthy newborns together with excessive

body weight, insulin hypersecretion, as in macrosomic infants of

diabetic mothers, is observed.
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THE OUTCOME OF PREGNANCY IN A GROUP OF DIABETIC
PATIENTS IN A RURAL HOSPITAL IN JAMAICA, 1993-96
C.BURREL, R.PARKES AND B.DIXON, Cornwall Regional
Hospital and University Hospital of the West Indies
The aim of the study was to determine the
outcome of pregnancy in a group of 60 diabetic
patients admitted to the Obstetric Ward at the
Cornwall Regional Hospital, 1993 - 1996. Patients
were chosen randomly and followed through to
delivery. They were matched with non-diabetic
pregnant patients admitted to the Obstetric
Ward with an acute episode of urinary tract
infection. Controls were matched for race, same
clinic attendance and time of admission. The mean
age and gravidity in the diabetic group was 32.20 yrs.
and 4.25 respectively while that in the control
group was 23.70 yrs . and 3.02. There was a
significant difference (p < 0.01) between the mean
birth weights for the diabetic population (mean
3.85 kg ± 0.64 SD) and the control group (mean 2.92 kg
± 0.37 SD) . In the diabetic group, 46.7% had lower
segment caesarean section. Indications included
macrosomia (57.14°%) and previous caesarean section
(14.29°%). In the control group, 15% had lower
segment caesarean section. Indications included
fetal distress (44.44%) and previous caesarean
section (33.33%). In the diabetic group,, post
partum haemorrhage was the only maternal
complication (13.3%). Seventy-eight per cent of
infants of diabetic mothers had complications;
macrosomia 42.60%, hypoglycemia 27.66% and
intrauterine death 14.89%.

878
INSULIN RESPONSE TO GLUCOSE IS SELECTIVELY MAGNIFIED BY
PARITY IN WOMEN WITH NORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE.
R.Anichini, M.C.Bresclu., S. Sans, A.Gironi, and G.Seghieri. Diabetes Unit and
Dpt. of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Spedali Riuniti, Pistoia and Dpt. of Internal
Medicine, Hospital of Viareggio, Italy.
The importance of parity in modifying both glucose tolerance and insulin secretion
during the pregnancy is a matter of debate. This longitudinal study was aimed to
verify the hypothesis that parity leads to a progressive modification in glucose
tolerance and/or insulin secretion or sensitivity in non diabetic women. In a cohort
of 45 mothers without gestational diabetes, glucose tolerance, as well as basal and
post-load plasma insulin and C peptide were tested by means after a 100-g OGTT
in two consecutive pregnancies between the 24th and the 28th gestational week. On
the second pregnancy (40±17(SD) months on average from the previous) the
women had higher pre-pregnancy (61±11 vs 59±8 Kg, mean±SD) and final body
weight (71±10 vs 69±9 Kg, p=.o6 for both), and delivered larger babies (3,486±473
vs 3,242±506 g; p=.002). As compared to the previous pregnancy, there was a
significant increase in basal plasma C peptide (1.6±0.7 vs 1.3±0.4 nghnl; p=.004)
and in the area under curve for insulin: AUCI, (52±13 vs 48±8 nmo11-1 2h; p=.04),
but no significant change in the area trader curve for glucose AUCG (0.78±0.18 vs
0.77±0.16 mol C 1 2h). The percent increase in AUCI was not related to either
maternal or neonatal weight, and was independent from difference in age, AUCG,
increment in maternal weight, or parity. This finding is compatible with the
concept that each additional pregnancy in mothers with normal glucose tolerance
amplifies the insulin response after an oral glucose load by about the 8%, likewise
inducing an additive stress to beta-cells. Furthermore, the parity-induced increment
in neonatal weight appears unrelated to both modifications in glucose tolerance and
to insulin response to a standardised oral glucose load.
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DIABETIC PREGNANCY: PREPREGNANCY CARE AND
PREGNANCY OUTCOME
A. Garcia, R. Corcoy, M. Albareda, A. Caballero,
J. Adelantado, 0. Altirriba, X. Demestre and A.
Leiva. Hospital de Sant Pau, Barcelona, Spain.
In diabetic pregnancy, preconceptional clinics
(PC) have shown a great impact in reducing the
rate of congenital malformations (CM). Our aim
is to summarize our experience in PC since its
initiation in 1986. Up to 195 pregnancies of
women with pregestational diabetes have been
attended with 74 (37.9%) having enrolled in PC.
Attenders had a longer diabetes duration
(11.2±7.1 vs 8.6±6.6 years, p<0.05) and non-
attenders had a higher first pregnancy HbAlc (in
SD around the mean) (4.0±3.2 vs 2.7±2.6,
p<0.01). The final HbAlc was in the normal range
in both groups. Pregnancy outcome (abortion
14.9%, caesarean section 59.7%, preterm delivery
24%, hypertension 21.8%, perinatal mortality
1.8%, 1 min Apgar <7 15.7%, birthweight >P90
27.2%, obstetric trauma 5.6%, hypoglycemia
23.5%, hypocalcemia 0.6%, respiratory distress
11.1%, neonatal jaundice 19.8%, polycythemia
9.0%) was similar in both groups. The rate of CM
was 8.9% in non-attenders vs 3.3% in attenders
(OR 2.89, 95% CI 0.60-13.8). We conclude that:
1) A similarly fair glycemic control at the end
of pregnancy allows for a similar outcome in
terms of diabetic fetopathy 2) Even in women in
moderate glycemic control at the beginning of
pregnancy, PC seems to lower the rate of CM
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ALIMENTATION AND OBESITY DURING PREGNANCY
AND MATERNAL INSULIN SECRETION
G.Pudar, S. Janosevich and G. Gregorich
University Hospital, Dept. of Endocrinology, Beograd, Jugoslavia

The alimentation during pregnancy may be very important for the
development of maternal metabolic abnormalities, including impaired
secretion of insulin. The role of insulin in fetal development remains
uncetain. The aim of this study is to evaluate the importance of obesity
in development of insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia during
pregnancy. The study included 51 healthy pregnant women, mean age
27/5.2yr (22-37yr). Depending on increase in body weight (+ w) in
pregnancy, all examined women were divided in three groups: A - n=18,
+w<15 kg; B - n=19; +w 15-25kg; C - n=14, +w>25kg. Insulin levels (by
RIA) in the sera of pregnant women and newborns (umbilical venous)
were determined post partum. For statistical analysis Mann-Whitney,
Spearman's rho i ANOVA tests were used. We found a significantly
higher insulin levels in pregnant women in B i C groups than in group A
(48.02/27.65 and 51.59/18.7 vs 36.87/15.27;p<0.05). Insulin levels were
similar in all newborns (groups: A - 16.59/7.52; B - 15.05/6.92; C-
17.00/8.57; p>0.05), but were not correlated with maternal insulin
concentration. Birth weight (F=4.56;p<0.05) and lenght(F=4.95;p<0.05)
were significantly increased in newborns of mothers from group C. We
found the relationship between fetal insulin levels and: a) birth
weight(R"O.73;p<0.05) and birth lenght(R=0.65;p<0.05) in these babies.
Also, neonates with birth weight greater than 4000g were significantly
higher in group C(50%) than in A(21 %) and B(21 %) groups of
pregnant women. We conclude that obesity in ease insulin resistance
and secretion in pregnant women.
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CUTCOME OF PREGNANCY WITH DIABETES IN A DEVELOP-
ING COUNTRY. C. Munichoodappa and Ashok Gurudas
The Bangalore Hospital, Bangalore, India.

We reviewed 253 patients having impaired gestational
glucose tolerance (IGGT 1 18, gestational diabetes mellitus
(GDM) 112, pregestational diabetes (PGDM) - White Class
A 66, Class B 46 and Class C (Insulin dependent) 11 having
270 pregnancy and 273 fetuses ( 3 had twins). Age ranged
from 19 to 38 years. None had microangiopathy or macrovas-
cular disease. Two with IGGT were on diet alone. One
GDM chose to continue sulphoylurea (SU) throughout gest-
ation. The rest were continued or switched over to mostly
purified insulin. Glycemic control was excellent to good
in 197 pregnancies (73%) and was unsatisfactory in 73
(27%) mainly PGDM, 250 fetuses survived and 23 (8.5%)were
wasted. The latter due to 11 abortion, 3 congenital heart
disease, cardiomyopathy and premature birth and death 2
each, respiratory distress, intrautrine infection and
hypocalcemia, intrautrine death, still birth and multiple
congenital anamoly one each. Despite good control there
was a tendency to macrosomia in IGGT and GDM. Associated
hypertension in 3 PGDM resulted in small for gestational
age infants. Twenty eight with previous bad obstetrical
events had successful outcome. The use of SU at concep-
tion in 22 and till term in one had no adverse effects.
Delayed detection of IGGT and GDM, unplanned pregnancy in
PGDM and late referals appear to have caused 8.5% fetal
mortality
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SERUM LEPTIN CONCENTRATION IN WOMEN WITH

NORMAL PREGNANCY AND PREGNANCY COMPLICATED

WITH GDM.

K. Lukaszuk, E. Kusiak, J. Druzynska, Cz. Wbjcikowski, Department

of Endocrinology Institute of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical

University, Gdansk, Poland.

The aim of the study was to examine serum leptin levels in III trimester

of normal pregnancy and pregnancy complicated with gestational

diabetes mellitus (GDM) and compare them with normal non-pregnant

women. We examined 19 healthy non-pregnant women (the blood

samples were taken twice - in follicular and luteal phase), 25 healthy

pregnant women (III trimester) and 14 women with GDM. Serum

leptin and progesterone concentrations were measured with RIA. The

mean serum leptin concentrations in non-pregnant women was 11.9 f

5.8 and 16.6 ± 9.1 ng/ml in follicular and luteal phase, respectively.

Pregnant women had serum leptin levels 25.1 ± 11.9 ng/ml. The mean

serum leptin levels in women with GDM were slightly higher, 27.8 ±

11.4 ng/ml. The serum leptin concentration was positively correlated

with plasma progesterone level.

In conclusion, results of the present study suggest the possible role of

steroids in the regulation of leptin release.
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OUTCOME OF DIABETIC PREGNANCY IN MAURITIUS 1993-1996.
S.Ramtoola ,B.H.Damry . Dr A.G.Jeetoo Hospital, Port-Louis, Mauritius.
Mauritius has prevalences of NIDDM and impaired glucose tolerance of
13.2% and 15.6% respectively. To evaluate the effect of such diabetes and
IGT on pregnancy outcome , prospective data has been collected on all
ongoing and new diabetic pregnancies since 01.10.93 at Dr A.G.Jeetoo
Hospital, one of the four regional hospitals of Mauritius. 293 pregnancies
were registered at 30.09.96. Outcome was analysed in 266 pregnancies ,
excluding patients not yet delivered and those lost to follow-up . 93 cases
were of pregestational onset, including 5 women with IDDM. 85 of the
173 patients diagnosed during pregnancy had diabetes by classical WHO
criteria. 17 pregnancies resulted in 1" or 2"d trimester abortion, including
one therapeutic termination for anencephaly. There was one maternal
death at 32 weeks' gestation preceded by intrauterine fetal death. Perinatal
mortality rates in the remaining 248 pregnancies were 141.0/1000 for
pregestational diabetes and 117.6/1000 for gestational diabetes ,
compared to whole island background rates of 26.8/1000 for 1995.
There was no excess perinatal mortality in gestational IGT at
23.5/1000 . Intrauterine death in untreated or poorly controlled DM
accounted for a significant part of the excess perinatal mortality in the 2
diabetes groups , with stillbirth rates of 76.9/1000 and 82.3/ 1000 for
pregestational and gestational diabetes compared to 14.8/1000 background
population rates. Prematurity with its complications was the commonest
cause of neonatal mortality (5 0%) and congenital malformation accounted
for 14.3% of the perinatal mortality. In conclusion, the exceedingly high
perinatal mortality rate in pregestational and gestational diabetic pregnancy
at 4.8 times the background rate calls for review of antenatal booking
practices and referral patterns, and suggests the need for early screening
for diabetes to ensure earlier institution of appropriate treatment.
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SERUM LEPTIN IN WOMEN AND ob GENE EXPRESSION IN RATS IN
RELATION WITH INSULIN LEVELS DURING PREGNANCY.
M.-Th. Sutter-Dub" , S. Samec +' D. Dallay°, J. Seydoux+, A.-L. Sutter'
and B.Ch.J. Sutter. 'Universite Bordeaux I, Talence (France) +Centre
Medical Universitaire, Geneve (Switzerland), °Maternite C, CHR
Pellegrin, Bordeaux, '; CH Charles Perrens, Bordeaux (France).
A long-term effect of insulin was demonstrated on serum leptin
production and on ob gene expression in humans and in rodents.
Furthermore, it has been suggested that insulin regulates ob gene
expression and leptin production indirectly, probably through its trophic
effect on adipocytes. Since the size of adipocytes during pregnancy is
increased, this study was undertaken to further investigate the
relationship between insulin and leptin levels.This was done under
conditions of hyperinsulinemia, as it occurs during pregnancy, by
measuring serum leptin levels in women and ob gene expression in
female rats. In pregnant women (35-40 weeks) serum insulin levels
were increased as previously shown: 2.17 a 0.23 ng/ml (n = 80) versus
0.65 ± 0.07 (n = 10) ( p<0.02) with no change in glycemia, and serum
leptin levels were also found to be increased : 24.65 ± 1.82 ng/ml (n =
82) versus 13.21 ± 1.75 in controls (n = 12) (p<0.02). No correlation
was observed between leptin and insulin levels. Compared to control
female rats, at day 20 of gestation serum insulin was increased : 5.66 ±
1.01 mg/nil (n = 13) versus control rats : 3.3 ± 0.22 (n = 13) (p<0.05),
and serum glucose was decreased: 0.94 ± 0.04 g.l" versus 1.22 ± 0.03
(p<0.001), due to the increased uptake of glucose by the fetuses.
However there was no significant change in ob mRNA levels in
parametrial adipose tissue. These data suggest that the increased levels
of insulin during pregnancy may regulate, probably indirectly, human
leptin production but this increase had no effect on the expression of ob

mRNA at day 20 of gestation in the rat.
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CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS IN NFWRORNS OF PRF-PRF(,NANCY
NON INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETIC MOTHERS.
R.M.Botta, G.Pagano, F.Cammilleri, B.Di Giovanni and B.Todaro. University
of Palermo, Palermo, Italy.
The aim was to determine if the use of sulphonylureas and/or biguanides
during early pregnancy is associated with an increased risk of congenital
anomalies in newborns of non insulin-dependent diabetic mothers before
pregnancy. From 1980 to 1995 we followed prospectively 110 pregnancies in
non insulin-dependent diabetic women before conception. Of these, 41
women were taking during early pregnancy oral hypoglycemic agents (21
sulphonylureas, 4 biguanides and 16 sulphonylureas+biguanides) and
stopped these drugs at 8.89 ± 5.57 weeks of pregnancy. 69 non insulin-
dependent pregnant women were treated with insulin or diet alone. At first
examination all the patients started the diet and the insulin therapy and they
were monitored by means of blood glycemic self-monitoring. Their newborns
were examined at birth. At first examination glycosylated hemoglobin was
7.11 ± 1.66% and 8.0 ± 2.1% in oral hypoglycemic drugs treated patients and
in insulin or diet treated patients respectively. In these series we observed 7
congenital anomalies: talipes equinovarus, syndactyly, microcephaly and
microphtalmy in insulin/diet treated patients; right tibia agenesis, right
diaphragm agenesis and pulmonar hypoplasia, and 2 interatrial defect in
sulphonylureas+biguanides treated patients (interruption week range: 5th-
21th week of gestation). Univariate logistic regression analysis and chi-
square test were used for statistical analysis. The percentage of congenital
malformations was 5% in offspring of non insulin-dependent diabetic mothers
treated with insulin or diet, 0% in patients treated with sulphonylureas and
20% in patients treated with sulphonylureas+biguanides (p< 0.01). The higher
percentage of congenital malformations in newborns of non insulin-dependent
diabetic women treated with sulphonylureas+biguanides can be attributed
partly to biguanides influence on embryogenesis period.
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FETAL MACROSOMIA IS ASSOCIATED WITH HIGH
MATERNAL INSULIN SENSITIVITY AND GESTATIONAL
WEIGHT GAIN.
O. Giampietro, M. Ferdeghini*, P. Bay°, C. Bertoni, E. Boldrini, and
E. Matteucci. Clin. Med. II, Med. Nucl.*, Clin. Ostet.°, Pisa, Italy.
Increased perinatal morbidity-mortality are associated with
gestational diabetes (GDM). We investigated glucose tolerance over
the course of 69 pregnancies (by oral glucose tolerance test, OGTT,
and hemoglobin Alc, HbAlc) as well as fetal intrauterine growth (by
ultrasound) and pregnancy outcome.
In the 3rd trimester, 7 women had abnormal OGTT, but none of the
12 mothers of large babies (>3.9 kg) had GDM. Among fifteen
pregnants with basal BMI>25 kg/m2 , 2 developed GDM, 5 had
babies>3.9 kg, 8 had normal birthweight babies. In normal
pregnancies (n=42), area under glycemic curve (AUGC, g min/dl)
changed from 4.8±2.7 (1st trim) to 6.9±2.4 (3rd trim), area under
insulinemic curve (AUIC, mU min/ml) from 6.6±3.8 to 9.3±4.9; in
mothers of large babies (n=12), AUGC changed from 3.6±3.4 to
5.4±1.9, AUIC from 5.5±1.5 to 8.9±3.7; in mothers with GDM (n=7),
AUGC increased from 6.6±3.4 to 12.3±1.6, AUIC from 8.3±5.3 to
9.7±5.5; in obese mothers of normal birthweight infants (n=8),
AUGC changed from 6.0±3.1 to 7.3±3.0, AUIC from 8.1±2.7 to
10.6±2.5. Neonatal body weight was correlated (p<0.001) with
maternal gestational weight gain, placental weight, 3rd trimester
AUIC/AUGC ratio and lst-2nd trimester HbAlc. Fetal growth
indices (femur length, biparietal diameter and abdominal
circumference) were correlated with both HbAlc and 2h OGTT
glycemia.
Fetal growth rate is confirmed to be associated with maternal
glycemic equilibrium, but one of the main determinants of high infant
birthweight seems to be an enhanced maternal insulin sensitivity,
accompanied with remarkable gestational weight gain, apart from
glucose tolerance or the absolute level of serum insulin.
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PLASMA a -TOCOPHEROL LEVELS IN DIABETIC WOMEN
DURING PREGNANCY.
M.Sanaka, S.Minei, K.Yanagisawa and Y.Omori. Diabetes Center, Tokyo
Women's Medical College, Tokyo, Japan.

It has been clarified that administration of Vitamin E decreases the rate of
embryo malformations in animal studies. To investigate the changes of a -
Tocopherol in pregnancy which is a main component of Vitamin E, and
elucidate the correlation between fetal anomaly and plasma a -Tocopherol
level, we measured plasma a -Tocopherol levels in 52 diabetic pregnant
women in the first, the second and the third trimester by using HPLC. Their
glycemic controls were good (average level of HbAic was 6.2% in the first,
5.1% in the second and 5.7% in the third trimester). The control group
comprised 20 healthy non-pregnant women, 40 normal pregnant women and
239 diabetic non-pregnant women.

Non-pregnant state : The average level of plasma a -Tocopherol in 20
healthy non-pregnant controls was 0.7±0.lmg/dI. The average level of
plasma a -Tocopherol in diabetic non-pregnant women was 0.9±0.3mg/dl
(p<0.005 vs healthy non-pregnant controls).

Pregnant state : In the first trimester a -Tocopherol level was 0.8±
0.lmg/dl in normal pregnant women and 0.8±0.2mg/dl in diabetic pregnant
women. No difference in plasma a -Tocopherol level was found in diabetic
pregnant women when compared to normal pregnant women in the first, the
second and the third trimester. There was a significant cooperative
correlation between plasma a -Tocopherol level and gestational week in
both normal and diabetic pregnant women. Two diabetic pregnant women
had the baby with cardiovascular defects, but their plasma a -Tocopherol
level was within normal range in the first trimester which is important period
of organogenesis.

To elucidate the protective effect of Vitamin E against anomaly in human
diabetic pregnancies, we have to establish a -Tocopherol level in the fetus.
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ANTITHROMBIN III ACTIVITY IN IDDM AND NIDDM PREGNANTS
A.Bronisz, D.Roic, M.Kotschy, A.Graczykowska-Koczorowska and E.Wisniewska
University School of Medical Science in Bygoszcz, Poland
The antithrontbin III (AT III) - very important inhibitor of blood that inhibits
thrombin, factor Xa, XIa, IXa. XIIa and VIIa. Data about AT III activity in diabetic
pregnants are controversial. The aim of our study was to compare AT III activity in
pregnants with IDDM and NIDDM. The study was carried out in: 31 pregnants
with IDDM (17 without microangiopathy - mean age: 26.9±5.5 and 14 with it -
mean age: 28.0±7.0); 10 with NIDDM (mean age:36.5±5.5) and in 24 healthy
pregnants (mean age: 25.6±4.5), Blood was obtained in the first, second and third
trimester, post-partum and after puerperium. Chromogenic substrats of Behring
were used for determinations of AT III activity. The values of AT III activity during
pregnancy, post-partum and after puerperium in healthy pregnants were in normal
range (112.8-120.2%). The pattern of AT III activity in IDDM patients (without
regerding vascular complications) was similar to that of healthy pregnants (115.5-
127.5%). The AT III activity in IDDM diabetics without microangiopathy in the
first trimester was significantly lower than in pregnants with microangiopathy
(107.8±32.Ovs142.9±35.2%, p<0.05). It increased in the second and third trimester
of pregnancy and decraesd post-parhuu. AT III activity in IDDM diabetics with
microangiopathic complications was very high in the first trimester and it was
significantly decraesd in the second one (142.9±35.2 vs 101.0±23.4%, p<0.05). The
level of AT III activity in the second trimester in group without microangiopathy
was 139.2±52.1 and it was 101.0±23.4% in the group with microangiopathy. The
difference was significant (p<0.05). AT III activity in NIDDM pregnants in the
first and second trimester was significantly lower than in healthy and IDDM pre-
gnants. In the first trimester: NIDDM-98.2±23.3 vs healthy-120.0±24.9%, p<0.05
and NIDDM-98.2123.3 vs IDDM-123.4±37.1%, p<0.05; in the second trimester:
NIDDM-97.4±18.0 vs healthy-115.4±28.1%, p<0.05 and NIDDM-97.4±18.0 vs
IDDM-122.0±45.2%, p<0.05. AT III activity in IDDM pregnants with microangio-
pathy decreased in the second trimester and in NIDDM pregnants in the first and
second trimester. It could indicat its consumption during increased fibrin formation
in pregnancy.
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MATERNAL DIABETES AND FETAL MACROSOMIA IN MAURITIUS.
J Balls, S Ramtoola and S Robinson'. Dr AG Jeetoo Hospital, Port Louis,
Mauritius and Unit of Metabolic Medicine', St Mary's Hospital Paddington,
London.

Maternal diabetes and maternal obesity are associated with fetal macrosomia.
There is evidence that all babies of diabetic mothers are macrosomic in that
their weight is greater than predicted. We hypothesised that maternal obesity
and triglyceride concentrations would predict macrosomia in Mauritius.
Absolute weight and neonatal skinfolds were used to assess macrosomia.
Nineteen diabetic pregnancies (I lAsian Indian: 8 Europid) were compared
with 67 control non-diabetic (43 Asian Indian: 24 Europid). Mothers with
diabetes were older (dm31.0±7.2 v control 24.7±5.2 years, p<0.05) and more
obese (BMI dm30.5±3.3 v control 27.3±4.lkg.m 2, p<0.05). Birthweight was
similar in the two groups (dm 3089±141 vs. control 3082±226 gm, NS) but
mean 4 point neonatal skinfold was increased in infants of diabetic mothers
(dm 5.71±1.14 vs. control 4.92±0.93mm, p<0.001). Models were constructed
to predict birthweight or neonatal skinfold thickness on the basis of the
presence of maternal diabetes, maternal age, maternal body mass index,
glucose and triglyceride concentrations. Birthweight correlated with these
variables (r=0.48 p<0.01); maternal BMI (p<0.01) and gestational age
(p<0.05) contributed significantly. Likewise neonatal skinfold correlated
with these variables (r=0.44 p<0.01) with maternal BMI (p<0.05) and
maternal diabetes (p<0.05) contributing significantly. Maternal obesity
therefore influeneces both birthweight and neonatal subcutaneous fat whereas
maternal diabetes influences predominately subcutaneous fat in this
population.
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PERINATAL AND INFANT MORTALITY IN CHILDREN OF

FINNISH WOMEN WITH TYPE I DIABETES.

G. Nikolakaros*, A. Reunanen**, K. Teramo***.

*University of Turku, Turku, **National Public Health Institute,

Helsinki, ***University Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland.

Perinatal mortality is increased in diabetic pregnancy but little is known

on survival of the children later in life. From the Diabetes Drug

Registrer of the Finnish Social Insurance Institution we identified all

Finnish women born after 1940 that were diagnosed until the end of

1993 with insulin-treated diabetes when under 30 years of age. From

the Finnish Population Register and the Finnish Central Statistical

Office we identified all liveborn children and all stillbirths of these

women from 1987 until 1994. We ascertained all deaths among these

children until the age of one year. During the study period there were

1630 live births and 26 stillbirths in women with Type I diabetes

diagnosed before pregnancy. Perinatal mortality was 2,2% (n=36). The

relative risk (RR) compared to non-diabetic pregnancies was 2,9 (95%

CI 2-4). Late neonatal mortality was 0,25% (n=4), RR=3,4 (95% CI

0,93-8,7). Post-neonatal infant mortality was 0,43% (n=7), RR=2,5

(95% CI 1,02-5,2). Perinantal mortality is elevated in pregnancies of

women with pregestational diabetes and the children are at increased

risk of dying also during infancy.
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PAI-1 ACTIVITY IN PREGNANTS WITH TYPE 1 AND TYPE 2 DIABETES.
A.Bronisz, D.Ro§c, M.Kotschy and A.Graczykowska - Koczorowska; University
School of Medical Science in Bygoszcz, Poland
Plasminogen activator inhibitor type 1 (PAI-1) iishibits tissue plasminogen activator
(tPA) and urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA). In the last decade it became
evident that PAI-I plays an important role in iishibition of fibrinolytic system.
There are few data about the PM-1 in diabetic pregnants. The aim of the study was
the estimation of PM-1 activity in type 1 and type 2 diabetics during pregnancy,
post-partmn and after puerperium. The study was carried out in: 31 pregnants with
IDDM (17 without microangiopathy - mean age: 26.9±5.5 years and 14 with
microangiopathy - mean age: 28.0±7.0 years); 10 with NIDDM (mean age:36.5±5.5
years) and in 24 healthy pregnants (mean age: 25.6±4.5 years). The patients were
normoglycaemic (HbA 0<6.5%).
PAT-1 activity was determined in blood plasma at the end of the first, second and
third trimester of pregnancy, post-partum and after puerperium. To determine of
PAI-1 activity the amidolytic method of Bioopol (Sweden) was used. PM-1 activity
in healthy pregnants from the first trimester (5.1±4.7 IU/ml) significantly increased
in second (12.0±11.6 IU/ml) and third ones (17.6±9.4 lU/ml), it decreased post-
partum (7.9±7.6 IU/ml) and reached values of the first trimester after puerperium
(6.5±6.7 IU/ml). PAI-1 activity in NIDDM patients at all time points of
investigation except of values detected in the third trimester was significantly
higher than in healthy group (10.0±4.4, 12.9±3.4, 22.2±8.2, 14.0±2.8, 13.6±4.0
lU/ml respectively) and in IDDM pregnants (4.0±3.9, 7.6±5.7, 15.9±11.4, 6,1±9.4,
7.6±8.7 [U/ml respectively). The PAT-1 activity in IDDM pregnants without
microangiopathy was lower than in patients with microangiopathy, but the
differences were not significant. Conclusions 1.The highest values of PAI-1 activity
were observed in NIDDM pregnants. 2.In both healthy and diabetics pregnants the
highest PM-1 activity was found in the third trimester of pregnancy. 3.No
significant differences of PM-1 activity between IDDM pregnants without and with
microangiopathy were observed.
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PREGNANCY OUTCOME IN WOMEN WITH GDM TREATED ACCORDING TO
STAGED DIABETES MANAGEMENT IN LODZ AND RADOM (POLAND).

K.Cypryk*, G.Penza**, J.Wilczyhski*, B.Cyranovvicz*, L.Czupryniak***,
M.Zawodniak-Szatapska* and M.Sobczak* - Polish Mother's Memorial Hospital,
Lodi", Regional Hospital, Radom**, Gastroenterology and Diabetology Dept.,
Medical Academy of kod2*•* - Poland

To compare the pregnancy outcome before and after Staged Diabetes
Management (SDM) implementation. Research design and methods: In 1995-96
the SDM was introduced to screen pregnant women for gestational diabetes
mellitus (GDM). It is based on a two-step diagnosis: 50 g GCT performed between
the 24-28th gestation week (with the threshold 140 mg/dl) and - on GCT being
positive - 75 g OGTT, according to WHO criteria. Previously the same criteria were
recommended in Poland, but they were not widely used. Upon diagnosis of GDM
all women were treated according to SDM protocol in two centers in Lodi and
Radom. The study subjects were divided into three groups: I - non-screened GDM
women (n=67, mean age 30±6.8); II -women with GDM found in active screening
performed at our centers (n=205; mean age 30±4.7); and III - healthy pregnant
women (n=104, mean age 29±4.6). Results: Mean (LSD) pregnancy time before
GDM diagnosis was: I - 33.0±1.6; II - 30.1±5.2 wks (p<0.05). Insulin treatment was
more frequently used in group I than in 11(43.6% and 22%, respectively; p<0.05).
There was no difference in pregnancy duration between the groups: I - 39.0±1.0;
II - 39.2±1.1; III - 39.3±1.3 wks (p>0.05). Neonatal birth weight was significantly
lower in groups II and III than in 1: 1 - 3788±449; II - 3467±461; III - 3368±383 g
(p<0.05). LGA features were found in 29.6% of children born in group I, in 12.5%
of II, and 4.8% of III (p<0.05). Neonatal hypoglycemia occurred most frequently
in group I: I - 48.1%; II - 20.8%; III - 1.9% (p<0.05 ). Conclusions: Upon SDM
implementation, GDM was diagnosed earlier in pregnancy and the number of
insulin-treated women decreased significantly. Both birth weight and macrosomia
rate were lower in the GDM group, which had been screened, than in the non-
screened population. The routine screening of pregnant women for GDM and
proper treatment results in lowering pregnancy and neonatal complication rates.

894
CHANGES IN SODIUM-HYDROGEN EXCHANGE ACTIVITY
DURING NORJVIO-TENSIVE NON-DIABETIC PREGNANCY.
C. Bertoni, E. Matteucci, P. Bay*, E. Biasci, F. Piazza, F. Ruberti,
and O. Giampietro. Clinica Medica II, Clinica Ostetrica*, Pisa, Italy.
Pregnancy is associated with a 30-50% rise in cardiac output and
50% increase in blood volume: the contribution of changes in the
activity of primary and secondary active transporters to these
hemodynamic adaptations remains unknown. For the first time, we
measured sodium-hydrogen exchange activity over the course of
normal pregnancy. Eighteen healthy pregnant women were studied at
14, 24 and 33 weeks of gestation and compared with 18 nonpregnant
healthy women. No pregnancy was complicated by hypertension. At
each antenatal visit, body weight and blood pressure were recorded;
blood and 24 h-urine samples were taken to control renal function
and metabolic equilibrium; maternal glucose tolerance was evaluated
by oral glucose test and HbAlc; erythrocyte sodium-hydrogen
antiport was also measured.
Erythrocyte antiport activity resulted 10.0±3.0, 9.6±2.9 and 8.4±3.5
mmol/L cells h in the three gestational trimesters, respectively,
significantly higher at each trimester than in control women
(6.8±2.5). The clearances of urea and creatinine were constantly
elevated in pregnant women; at each trimester, their serum
concentrations were lower than in nonpregnant women. Serum
potassium significantly decreased during pregnancy. Serum total
cholesterol and triglycerides, already above the normal range from
the first trimester, further increased until the third one. Area under
glycemic curve became larger during pregnancy, the area under
insulinemic curve increased to a lesser extent. There was a significant
association of antiport activity with serum triglycerides.
The observed hyperactivity of the transporter, peaking at the 14th
week of gestation, may be a contributing factor to the hemodynamic
adjustments attending upon normal pregnancy.
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OUTCOMES OF IDDM PREGNANCIES : SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS
ASSOCIATED WITH CONCEPTION PLANNING.
E. Renard, M.T. Baccara, P. Boulot*, P. Lefebvre, J. Bringer and C. Jaffiol,
Endocrinology and Obstetrics* Depts, University Hospital, Montpellier, France.

Whereas good metabolic control during early IDDM pregnancy is recommended
to prevent congenital anomalies, utility of specific pre-pregnancy care to reduce
perinatal morbidity has been poorly investigated. To assess the effects of
conception planning of IDDM pregnancies on overall pathological pregnancy
outcomes (PPO), we analyzed the cumulated occurrence of
spontaneous/therapeutical abortions (S/1'AB), perinatal and neonatal mortality
(PN/NNMORT), congenital anomalies (CONAN), and perinatal morbidity
(PNMORB) among 61 IDDM pregnancies. Group A included 21 planned
pregnancies and group B, 40 unplanned pregnancies, with similar distribution of
cases according to White's classification. Group A was characterized by earlier
booking (6.7 ± 1.8 vs 11.1 ± 5.3 wks, p<0.01), lower GIyHb at conception (2.4
± 2.6 vs 4.7 ± 4.2 SD above normal mean, p<0.05) and at 24th wk (1.0 ± 1.1 vs
1.9 ± 2.1 SD, p<0.05) and later delivery (36.8 ± 1.1 vs 35.8 ± 1.5 wks, p<0.05).
Cumulated PPO were less frequent in group A : 7/21 (2 SAB and 5 cases of
PNMORB) vs 25/40 (4 SAB, 1 TAB, 3 severe CON, 2 cases of PN/NNMORT,
19 cases of PNMORB) (p<0.05). Moreover, the comparison between the
subgroups of group A (A', n=15) and B (B', n=16), both characterized by
GlyHb<3SD above normal mean at conception, showed less frequent PPO in A'
(1 SAB, 5 cases of PNMORB) than in B' (2 SAB, 1 case of PNMORT, 9 cases of
PNMORB) (p<0.05). Lower occurrence of obstetrical complications
(hypertension, premature labor, hydramnios) in group A (vs B, p<0.05) and A' (vs
B', p<0.05) might be involved in the corresponding reduction of PNMORB.
These data suggest that significant reductions of PPO, mainly related to
PNMORB, can be expected from conception planning. Thus, providing specific
pre-conceptional counseling to IDDM women can result in additional benefits to
those obtained by good metabolic control in conceptional period and prenatal care.
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TRIMESTER-RELATED RANGES FOR FRUCTOSAMINE AND GLYCATED

HAEMOGLOBIN IN CAUCASIAN NON-DIABETIC PREGNANT WOMEN
A.J.Hartland' , J.Webber a, P.M.S.Clark `, J.M.Smith°, T.Chowdlmry b and
F.Dunneab . Diabetes Unita and Department of Clinical Biochemistry `, University
Hospital Birmingham NHS Trust (Selly Oak) , Birminghatn , UK and Department of
Obstetrics , Birmingham Womens Hospital , Birmingham ,UKb

This study was designed to determine trimester-related reference ranges for
fructosamine and glycated haemoglobin (HbAlc ) for a Caucasian non-diabetic
population.The importance of strict glycaemic control during diabetic pregnancy is
well recognised. Fructosamine and glycated haemoglobin are used as markers of
control but quoted reference ranges are generally determined using a non-pregnant
population'. Between September - November 1996 , fructosamine and HbAlc was
measured in 259 non-diabetic pregnant women attending routine ante-natal clinics.Of
these 96 were < 12 weeks ( TI) , 100 were 12-24 weeks (T2) and 63 were 25weeks-
terni (T3 ) . Only normally progressing singleton pregnancies were included.Women
with known or suspected renal , cardiac ,liver or other metabolic diseases were
excluded.Fructosamnine was determined cotorimetrically. . A latex enhanced
turbidometric immunoassay (Roche Unimate 3) was used to measure HbAlc .In TI
and T2 mean HbAlc was 5.1% ( range 4.6-5.6 %). In T3 mean HbAlc was
significantly higher at 5.3% ( range 4.4-6.1%). These ranges are lower than the
reference range presently quoted ( range 3.5-6.5 %) , being that for a general non-
diabetic population. Fructosaminc levels decreased throughout pregnancy. In TI ,
mean = 220 umol/IL( range 185-255 umol/L) , T2 mean = 212umol/L ( range 172-
25lumol/L ) and T3 mean = 188umol ( range 158-218 umol/l ). Tl versus T2 p<0.001
and T2 v T3 p<0.001 .These ranges are also lower than the quoted reference range
(210-280umol/L). This study suggests that trimester-specific reference ranges should
be established to enable truer monitoring of diabetic control throughout pregnancy.
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DIABETES AND PREGNANCY PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

IN GEORGIA.

N.Asatiani, R.Kurashvili, M.Natsvlishvili, K.Johtaberidze and
L.Shelestova. Diabetes Center of Georgia, Tbilisi, Georgia.

In 1996 a Project Diabetes and Pregnancy was started in
Georgia. The Project is sponsored by Novo - Nordisk and is
realized in accordance with the Izrael - Georgian Twinning
Program. The aim of the Project is to develope a completely
new conception, as during last 70 years young women with
diabetes were discriminated. Treatment and education in pre-
gesational DM were organized.14 women with IDDM (aged 21-
32 yrs) were supervised. All of them were educated at the
Diabetes School, and intensive preconception treatment for
minimum 2 months prior to a planned pregnancy was carried
out. Patients received multiple insulin injections (4- 6 daily) to
achieve fasting, preprandial and postprandial euglycaemia
(<105mg/dl and <120mg/dI, respectively). HbAlc levels prior to
the planned pregnancy were 7.5+0,3%. Throughout the
pregnancy all women were examined once a week at the Center.
HbA1c, blood pressure, body weight and renal parameters were
determined, and insulin doses were adjusted. Insulin doses were
based on home blood glucose monitoring data. The fetus was
assessed by serial iltrasound imaging, fetal growth and anomalies.
Target metabic control was achieved in12 out of 14 women (12%)
Sever hypoglycaemia occured in 3 patients. The gestational age
at delivary was 38,0+1.6 weeks, with an average birth weight of
3.200 + 660g (2.600-3.800g) No cases of respiratory distress were
observed. Cesarean section was used in one case. Thus, the
Project, including patient education, preconceptional treatmen
and care throughout the pregnancy gave positive results. The
project is being continued.

THYROID PEROXIDASE AUTOANTIBODIES :METABOLIC CONTROL
AND NEED FOR THYROID TREATMENT IN PREGNANT IDDM WOMEN
ML Fernandez-Soto, A. Gonzalez, JA Lobon, JA Lopez, CM Peterson*, F.
Escobar-Jimenez.Endocrine and Metabolic Unit. Department of Medicine.
Universitary Hospital. Granada, Spain. *Sansum Medical Research Foundation.
Santa Barbara, CA
OBJETIVE: To study whether the presence of antithyroid peroxidase antibody
(TPO-Ab) before gestation in IDDM affects thyroid function and metabolic
control during pregnancy and early pospartum as well as neonatal outcome.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS: A prospective study at an outpatient
Endocrine-Obstetric Unit was carried out in twenty pregnant IDDM women.
Free T4, TSH, TPO-Ab and HbA 1 , were assayed before gestation, during the
first, second and third trimester of pregnancy and 3 months postpartum.
RESULTS: HbA^ was significantly higher in TPO-Ab positive women than in
those who were TPO-Ab negative during the second (p<0.01) and third
trimesters (p<0.05). HbA 1 levels significantly decreased in TPO-Ab negative

patients when the second (p<0.0]) and the third trimester (p<0.05) were
compared with before pregnancy and the first trimester. There was a significant
increase in the dosage of insulin for TPO-Ab positive vs negative patients
during the second (p<0.05) and third trimester (p<0.01) and three months
postpartum (p<0.05). TSH was significantly increased in the second (p<0.001)
and third trimester (p<0.05) and 3 months postpartum (p<0.01) when compared
to TPO-Ab negative patients. 7.6% of the TPO-Ab negative group and 29% in
the TPO-Ab positive group presented postpartum thyroid dysfunction and 42%
of the TPO-Ab positive women required thyroid treatmeit.CONCLUSIONS:
Pregnant women with IDDM who have a positive test for TPO-Ab before
gestation have poorer glucose control and a high prevalence of hypothyroidism.
Therefore we recommend that pre-pregnant IDDM be screened for anti TPO-
Ab. Those with a positive result should be followed with serial monitoring of
free T4 and TSH levels during each trimester as well as the postpartum period.
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GLUTATHIONE-DEPENDENT ANTIOXIDANT
SYSTEM IN DIABETES-INDUCED EMBRYOPATHY
S. Akazawa, H. Sakamaki, M. Ishibashi, K. Izumino, N. Abiru, H. Kondo, H.
Takino, H. Yamasaki, Y. Yamaguchi, T. Kondo,S. Nagataki, NAGASAKI, JAPAN
We have recently shown that the mechanisms of hyperglycemia-induced embryonic
malformations are mediated through increased free radical formation and depletion of
intracellular glutathione (GSH) in embryonic tissues during organogenesis(Diabetes
44:992,1995). In this study, we investigated the role of glutathione-dependent
antioxidant system and GSH on diabetes-related embryonic malformations.
Embryos from streptozotocin-induced diabetic rats on gestational days 11 showed a
significantly high frequency of embryonic malformations (neural lesions 21.5 vs.
2.8%, P<0.001) and growth retardation compared with those of normal mothers.
The formation of intracellular free oxygen radical species increased in isolated
embryonic cells of diabetic rats on days 11. The concentration of intracellular GSH
in embryonic tissues of diabetic pregnant rats on day 11 was significantly low
compared with those of normal rats. The activity of r -glutamylcysteine synthetase
(y -GCS), the rate limiting GSH synthesizing enzyme, in embryos of diabetic rat

was significantly low, associated with reduced expression of y-GCS mRNA.

Administration of buthionine sulfoxamine (BSO), a specific inhibitor of -r -GCS,
during the period of maximal teratogenic susceptibility (6 to 11 day of gestation ) to
diabetic rats reduced GSH by 46.7% and increased the frequency of neural lesions
(62.1 vs. 21.5%, P<0.01). Administration of GSH ester to diabetic rats restored
GSH concentration in the embryos and reduced the formation of free oxygen radicals
leading to normalization of dysmorphogenesis (1.9 vs.21.5%) and improvement in
growth retardation. Administration of insulin in another group of pregnant rats
during the same period resulted in complete normalization of dysmorphogenesis (4.3
vs.21.5%) and growth retardation. Our results indicate that GSH depletion and
impaired responsiveness of GSH-synthesizing enzyme to oxidative stress during
organogenesis, are critical in development of embryonic malformations in diabetes.
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FIRST TRIMESTER METABOLIC CONTROL AND PERINATAL
OUTCOME IN WOMEN WITH IDDM
N. Dozio, E. Sarugeri, S. Rosa, G. Lo Popolo, P. D'Ambrosio, F.
Bombelli, A. Ferrari, A. Beretta, G. Pozza and M.Castiglioni - H. San
Raffaele Scientific Institute - University of Milan - Milan Italy
Metabolic control in IDDM women during pregnancy has greatly
lowered maternal and perinatal mortality. Increasing evidence has
strengthened the importance of metabolic control for adequate foetal
development. Aim of the study was to evaluate foetal outcome in 93
consecutive pregnancies in women with IDDM referring to our Institute
within 12 weeks after last menstrual period. Four patients were excluded
because of nephropathy. Patients were allocated into 3 groups with 1)
HbAlc <_ 6% (n=24), 2) HbAlc >6.1<_7 (n=30), 3) HbAlc >7 (n=35)
(normal <6%) determined at 12 week corresponding to the organogenic
period. Mean HbAlc decreased in all groups by the third trimester to
5.5%±0.7, 6.0%±0.6 and 6.6%±0.9 in groups 1, 2 and 3 respectively
but remained statistically different in the 3 groups. Age and diabetes
duration did not differ among groups whereas BMI was higher in group
3. Patients of group 2 and 3 delivered earlier than those of group I and
% of delivery before week 35 was 0% in group 1 vs 15.3% in groups 2
and 3 (p<0.05). The % of macrosomia was 16.7%, 36.7% and 51.4%
in group 1, 2 and 3 respectively, p=0.025). Similarly the rate of
caesarean sections was increased in group 2 and 3 (55% vs 29% in
group 1 p<0.05). Pathological NST where more frequent in group 2 and
3 than in 1 (24.6% vs 4.2%, p<0.05) and hypertension or preeclampsia
were observed only in groups 2 and 3. This data suggest that metabolic
control early during gestation is associated with increased rate of
macrosomia, earlier and preterm delivery, increased rate of caesarean
sections and gestational hypertension/preeclampsia also in the group of
patients in whom a value below 7% is reached by the 12th week.

SELF-MONITORING BLOOD KETONE WITH PAPERSTRIPS AND REFLECTANCE
METER IN DIABETIC PREGNANCY AND GESTATIONAL DIABETES YELLITBS.
Honda I. ,Yogi Y.,Takano Y.,Amemiya T,Ko C., Yokosuka K.,Aiba S. and
Nakabayashi J. Siseikai Daini Hospital and Maternal and
Perinatal Center of Tokyo Tomau s Medical College

Controlled diet is important in the management of pregnancy with
impaired glucose tolerance. However, such calorie restriction during
pregnancy could produce maternal ketonemia that cause central nervous
function depression and endangers the fetal well-being. Recently,
a paper-strip sheet (ketofilm) and reflectance meter (ketometer) for
blood ketone (3-OHBA) have been developed - In this study, we have
evaluated the clinical usefulness of paper strips and reflectance meter
in monitoring the blood ketone levels in diabetic pregnancy and GDY.
Ten pregnant diabetic roman and three GDY, 8 of them were obese (B1I>25)
and 5 were non-obese were the subjects of this study- All the subjects
followed a strict diet of 1200-1600 kcal/day. The blood ketone,
measured using the ketofilm/ketometer system, and the urinacy ketone
were measured at the same time.
The normal blood ketone level is less than 100pmol/L. Before breakfast,
the 5 non-obese diabetic subjects showed blood ketone levels of less
than 100pmol/L and negative for urinary ketone body, whereas the 8
obese patients showed higher blood ketone levels (150-38ORmo1/L), 4 of
them were negative for urinary ketone body. Addition of 160 -240 kcal
to the basic meal maintain the normal blood ketone level and negative
urinacy ketone. Our results also showed that daily profile lowered the
blood ketone level.
Our findings suggest that self--monitoring of blood ketone levels would
motivate the patients to maintain the normal range and control their
diet, especially t'ie obese, thus reducing fetal risks in diabetic

pregnancy and GOIL
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PROBLEMS OF PREMATURE DELIVERY IN DIABETIC
PREGNANCY

E.Wender-Ozegowska, M. Pietryga, W. Meissner, E. Biegafiska and R.
Biczysko, Institute of Obstetrics and Gynecology , Karol Marcinkowski
University School of Medical Sciences, Poznan, Poland

A population of 535 diabetic pregnancies treated in our department
over a period ranging from 1.01.1990 to 29.02.1996, was analyzed
with respect to the incidence, reasons and consequences for the
newborns of premature deliveries. The analyzed group consisted of
205 (38,3%) pregnat women classified as G,DM (treated with diet),
116 (21,6%)- as GDM (treated with nsulin), 90 (16,8%)- as cl. B, 61
(11,4%) - as cl. C, 28 (5,2%) - as cl. D and 35 (5,5%)- as cl. R/F.
Premature deliveries occurred in 89 instances, that is in 16,6% of the

analyzed diabetic pregnancies. In classes G,- C, the percentage of
premature deliveries ranged from 12,2% - 14,7%, in class D it
amounted to 25%, while in cl. R/F to as much as 54%. Spontaneous
premature deliveries occurred in 25 (27%) cases and 65 (73%) had to
be delivered by cesarean section. Fetal distress was the most frequent
indication for operative delivery. The mortality rate in the premature
group of newborns reached 7,9% and that in the mature group of
newborns rated 3,2%. We want to stress our findings that
malformations (3 cases) and RDS (3 cases) were the most frequent
reasons for the death of prematurely delivered newborns.
Pregnancy in diabetic women is still a high risk for premature delivery,
especially in the group with vascular complications.

904
Blood Pressure Monitoring in Diabetic Women: Their Pregnancy
Outcome
Napoli A., Sabbatini A. La Torre R.*, Di Biase N., Fallucca F.
Cattedra di Diabetologia, II Clinica Medica, * Istituto II Clinica Ostetrica
Pregnancy induced hypertension (PIH) which is more frequently found in
pregnancies complicated by diabetes mellitus, still worsens the pregnancy
outcome. Our previous observations in 124 diabetic pregnant women,
showed a relationship between the blood pressure (conventionally
investigated) and microalbuminuria. Prospectively, we observed the blood
pressure (ABP) profile for a 24-hour period (by using an automatic blood
pressure monitoring system: TAKEDA Medical TM2421) in 54 out-patients
(age 30.4±5,2) (WC: 7GDM, 19B, 10C, 18 D/R) (Type: 7GDM, 13 type 2,
34 type 1) consecutively enrolled, during pregnancy (<13, 20-22, 33-35
week of gestation). We investigated the mean of 24hour Systolic and
Diastolic BP as well as Day/Night BP. A slight decrease of blood pressure
was observed at the second trimester of pregnancy both in diabetic and non
diabetic women (n=40), followed by an increase at the third trimester when
the values reached those recorded in early gestation. In diabetic pregnant
women we recorded higher ABP levels than in non diabetic women, even if
they did not reach the level of significance. Among the diabetic patients,
significantly higher values were observed in type 1 in comparison with
gestational (GDM) or GD+type 2 diabetic women (III trim Diastolic ABP: 67;
4±2 vs 58; 1±2; 7 or 60; 3±2; 1 mmHg). In type 1 diabetic women a strong
correlation was found with the diabetes duration whereas, in type 2 diabetic
women with patients'age. Furthermore, several significant increases of ABP
(Systo/Diastolic) were seen throughout the pregnancy, in the women whose
diabetic duration had lasted for over 10 years as opposed to the patients of
less than 10 year duration (1st Trim Total ABP: 115.5±4.6/73.2±2.5 vs
103.8±4.1/64.9±2.4 mmHg; 3rd Trim Total ABP: 115.9±3.2/70.9±1.9 vs
104.1±2.2/64.6±1.4 mmHg). Finally, early in pregnancy (<13 week of
gestation), we noticed higher ABP values in those subjects who developed
PIH. This finding could have a prognostic clinical meaning also because it
was associated with an evident alteration of BP circadian biorhythm.
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SOCIAL STRESS DURING EARLY PREGNANCY INDUCES CHANGE OF
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR IN MALE
OFFSPRING
G. Brizgalova, L. Sergienko, I. Sidorova, T. Bondarenko,
Y. Gunchenko and O. Kartavceva. Ukrainian Research Institute of
Endocrine Diseases Pharmacotherapy, Kharkov, Ukraine.
The aim of the study was to assay the influence of social stress
during early pregnancy on glucose tolerance and sexual behaviour
in male offspring. Pregnant Wistar rats were exposed social stress —
every day rat was placed in another rat's association during the first
7 days of pregnancy. In 3-month-old offspring the i.p. GTT and
sexual behaviour were examined. Then, the offspring were
decapitated and blood plasma, corticosterone levels were measured
by fluorimetric method. After i.p. GTT the offspring have been
divided into 2 groups. Group 1 had fasting plasma glucose levels
and glycaemic pattern like to control rats (from intact mothers).
Group 2 showed higher fasting plasma glucose levels (6.2±0.3 vs
3.9±0.2 mmol/I in control, p<0.001) and "plane" glycaemic pattern.
Sexual behaviour was evaluated on the results of the 4th test.
Group 1 had sexual activity, but number of mountings was elevated
by 3-fold (p<0.001 vs control). Latency of intromissions and
ejaculations was significantly lengthened (p<0.001 vs control), that
resulted in the decrease of ejaculation frequency (p<0.001 vs
control). Group 2 showed a loss of sexual activity during test.
Maternal stress provoked the increase of corticosterone content both
Group 1 and Group 2 (1.19±0.06 and 1.84±0.05 mmol/l, respectively
vs 0.64±0.04 mmol/I in control, p<0.001). We conclude, that social
stress during early pregnancy induces of glucose tolerance
modification and sexual behaviour suppression in offspring and
corticosterone may be one of the possible factors mediating these
disorders.
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EFFECT OF STRICT DIETARY CONTROL OF DIABETES
MELLITUS IN PREGNANCY.
M.S. El-Nasr; N. Shoukry and A. Amin, Al-Azhar
University, Cairo, Egypt.

Seventy diabetic pregnant women were followed
during pregnancy with strict dietary control
(1800 - 2500 KCal/day according to ideal body
weight). All received human insulin in a mixture
of short and intermediate acting forms in
morning and evening doses. Measurement of plasma
glucose was done every two weeks by glucose
oxidase method. During the last three months of
pregnancy, the mean plasma glucose averaged 5.21
mmol/l. Patients were allowed to go as close to
term as possible, with 50% being delivered at or
beyond 38 weeks. 21.4% were delivered by C.S.,
Forceps or vacuum extraction deliveries were
performed in 11.4% of cases. Perinatal mortality
rate was 1.28%. Only 2 babies ( 2.8% ) were
delivered because of deterioration of feto-
placental function tests. 17.9% of live born
babies had neonatal hypoglycemia. 71.4% of live
born babies had congenital anomalies mainly
renal, cardiac or caudal regression syndrome.
Our results suggested that strict metabolic
control during pregnancy may decreases the
incidence of perinatal morbidity and mortality,
fetoplacental function abnormalities and
neonatal hypoglycemia.

908
THE IMPACT OF PRECONCEPTUAL CARE IN WOMEN WITH
INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS (IDDM)?
F.Dunne Fab J.Webber a" T. Smith ab M. Essex a"A. Hartland
T.Chowdhury'band H.Nicholson b . Diabetes Unit' and Department of
Clinical Chemistry`, University Hospital Birmingham NHS Trust and
Department of Obstetrics" Birmingham Womens Hospital,
Birmingham UK.
Between April 1994-96, 47 women with IDDM attended our
antenatal clinic, 12(26%) of whom attended the preconceptual
clinic(PC). We analysed the latter by comparing pregnancy outcomes
between the 12 attenders (PC) and the 35 non attenders (NA).The
groups were similar for age, ethnicity, duration and complications of
diabetes. Marital status was different between groups (100% (PC) v
54%(NA) married. There were less smokers (8% v 28%) and mean
booking HbA IC was lower (8.1% v 10%) in the PC group. 58% of
babies were delivered at term (>_37weeks) and 42% preterm (30-36
weeks)(PC group) compared to 57% and 43% respectively (NA
group), although 17% of the latter were between 26-30 weeks. The
incidence of macrosomic babies was lower in the PC group (25% v
39%) and there were no major congenital anomalies.There were no
neonatal deaths and 17% required neonatal unit care (NNU)(PC
group) compared with two neonatal deaths and 30% requiring NNU
care (NA group). This clinical service has improved periconceptual
control (HbA,C 8.1% v 10%), reduced neonatal morbidity(17% v
30%)(NNU) and mortality (0% v 5.7%) and decreased the number of
macrosomic infants (25% v 39%) and deliveries before 30 weeks (0%
v 17%). In view of these beneficial effects all women with IDDM
should be encouraged to attend.

907

FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE ATTENDANCE AT A
PREPREGNANCY CLINIC
D.W.M. Pearson, G.D. Lang and H.W. Sutherland. Combined
Obstetric Diabetic Clinic, Aberdeen Maternity Hospital,
Aberdeen Royal Hospitals NHS Trust, Aberdeen, Scotland.
Because optimal glycaemic control in early pregnancy is of
proven benefit to improve outcome in diabetes, educational
strategies should be developed to encourage attendance at
prepregnancy clinics. Methods : In a single geographic region
325 consecutive pregnancies in 194 women with established
IDDM were investigated to assess registration at a well
advertised pre pregnancy clinic(PPC). Availability of this clinic
was emphasized in the educational program for newly
diagnosed women with IDDM, teenage girls transferring to
adult clinics and at the post natal multidisciplinary clinic.
Results : Out of 325 pregnancies, 121(37.2%) were preceded by
registration at the PPC. No significant relationships were found
between registration and age at diagnosis( 1 6.3±7.5vs 15.2±7.3
yr), parity, pregnancy number , previous adverse outcome or
prepregnancy weight (65.9±8.6 vs 64.6±8.9kg). Registrants
were older (28.2±3.4 vs 26.4±4.4yr. p<0.0001) and had fewer
smokers (20% vs30% p<0.002). Few women with advanced
complications attended (Class F 0%,R 23%).  Conclusion :
Women of reproductive age with complications of diabetes
should be particularly targeted for prepregnancy care.
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GLYCAEMIC RESPONSE TO A STANDARDISED TEST MEAL
IN PREGNANCY
DWM Pearson, GD Lang and HW Sutherland,Aberdeen Royal
Hospitals NHS Trust, Aberdeen, Scotland.
Two groups of pregnant women with (Group A n=982) and without
(Group B n=192) risk factors for gestational diabetes mellitus had
timed post prandial glycaemic responses measured following a
standardised test meal. The meal(453kca1, cho 61.3%, plot 15.6%,
fat 17.8%) was well tolerated. Dietary advice was given to group A
when fasting or 120min glucose was >97%ile of group B. When
dietary management failed to normalise blood glucose insulin was
prescribed. Results:The differences betwee-i mean fasting and mean
120min glucose were A 1.0mmol/l and B 0.7mmol/l. Group B were
younger (27.3±3.9 vs 28.6±5.lyr), had a lower BMI (23.0±3.4 vs
26.8±6.6), fasting (4.3±0.37 vs 4.7±0.66mmol/1) and post prandial
glucose(5.0±0.5 vs 5.7±1.lmmol/1) than group A. 49%(451) of
women in group A had dietary advice and 4%(37) insulin. Offspring
of mothers in group A were heavier (3602.3 ±586 vs 3365± 410g,
centile 53.9±29.1 vs 44.3±25.5), had more neonatal hypoglycaemia
(7% vs 3%) and were more often admitted to the SCBU.
Conclusion: This novel approach to the detection of hyperglycaemia
in pregnancy provides a physiological basis for intervention.

910
THE COMPARISON OF THE THERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES IN DIABETIC
CARE OF PREGNANT WOMEN IN THE LAST DECADE.
Cz. Wojcikowski, A. Szczurowicz, K. Lukaszuk, M. Kowalczyk and J. Liss,
Department of Endocrinology Institute of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
Medical University, Gdansk, Poland.

The aim of the work was the comparison of the procedures used in diabetic
and obstetric care of pregnant women in the last decade. Study was performed
on the group of 246 patients (127 with diabetes mellitus type I [DM] and 119
with gestational diabetes mellitus [GDM]). Pregnant women were divided into
3 groups depeding on the date of delivery. To group I - 30 patients were
included (who delivered within period 1985-88) - before establishing the
central system of obstetric and diabetic care and intensive insulin therapy. To
group II - 129 patients were included (who delivered within 1989-93). It was a
transitory period when centralization of care and intensive monitoring (NST,
Doppler test, profile of glycemia, HbAI c) were successively included, Group
III - 87 patients delivering within 1994-95. At this time our regional center
was totally organized. During the period of our investigations we achieved
decrease in the mean fasting blood glucose concentration between groups I
and III in 1st, I1nd and IIIrd trimester from 200.3 to 122.0 mg/dl, from 173.9
to 110.0 mg/dl and from 157.3 to 95.7 mg/dl respectively. The rate of preterm
deliveries decreased from 54% to 21%; macrosomia from 50% to 20%. The
mean duration of gestation increased from 35.5 to 38.7 weeks. The amount of
neonates with Apgar score higher than 7 increased from 46% to 90%.
Hospitalization in specialized center with adequate equipment and with
experienced staff improved prognosis and results in treatment of gestation
complicated with DM and GDM.

911
Determinants of Glucose Intolerance during
Pregnancy in Barbadian Women.

a
A. Hennis 2 , 1P,Doyle l ,P,Shetty 1 N.Maconochie and
H,Fraser .	 L2ndon School of Hygiene & Tropical
Medicine,UK,	 Faculty of Medical Sciences,
University of the West Indies, Barbados.

A cohort of 342 pregnant Barbadian women was
studied to evaluate determinants of glucose in-
tolerance.Nutritional status of participants was
assessed by measurement of plasma glucose and
serum insulin in response to a 75 gm oral
glucose load at 18 and 28 weeks gestation.Multi-•
variate analyses indicated that age (p< 0.0001)
and body mass index (BMI)(p= 0.0034)were indepen-
dent determinants of glycaemic status at 18
weeks gestation.Similar associations were evident
at 28 weeks gestation for both age (p< 0.0001)
and BMI(p= 0,0067),Change in glucose curve area
between 18 and 28 weeks gestation was independ-
ently determined by weight change adjusted for
age,BMI and parity (p= 0,028)-Fat mass gain over
this period did not predict hyperglycaemia,but
independently predicted increased insulin
secretion(p= 0.016).Thus age and BMI were deter-'
minants of hyperglycaemia.Weight change deter-
mined changes in glycaemic status between visits
whereas changes in fat mass determined changes
in insulin secretion.

912
EMBRYONIC CONCENTRATION OF PHOSPHATIDYLINOSITOL
IS NOT ALTERED BY MATERNAL DIABETES.
C. M. Siman, and U. J. Eriksson, Department of Medical Cell
Biology, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

Children of mothers with diabetes are at risk of being born with
malformations. Embryos cultured in high glucose concentration
have a decreased myo-inositol uptake into the lipid fraction and
are protected by myo-inositol supplementation. Hence, an
involvement of decreased concentration of phosphatidylinositol
(PI) in the etiology of congenital malformation have been
suggested. This study aimed to test the validity of this hypo-
thesis by direct measurements of PI in offspring of diabetic rats.

Phosphatidylcholin, phosphatidylethanolamin+sphingomyelin
and PI were measured with HPLC in rat embryos on gestational
day 11 and in fetal liver, brain and placenta on gestational day
20. The fraction of PI was calculated as a percentage of all
phospholipids.

In general, embryos had less phospholipids per wet weight
than fetal tissue, and these levels were not affected by maternal
diabetes. Furthermore, embryonic tissue had the highest fraction
of P1(11.7±0.5%) compared to fetal liver (6.7±0.6%), fetal brain
(5.6±0.9%) and placenta (0.7±0. %). Diabetes in the mother
slightly decreased the PI fraction in fetal liver (5.4±0.3%) but
not in embryos (12.3±0.2) or any other of the tissues examined.

In conclusion, embryos have a higher concentration of PI
compared to fetal tissue. The data suggest that diabetes does not
reduce the concentration of PI in embryonic tissue. Therefore,
maternal diabetes probably interferes with inositol metabolism
rather than the absolute concentration of PI in embryos of
diabetic rats.
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CONTRACEPTIVE PRACTICE IN 93 INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES
MELLITUS WOMEN.
A. Muller, K. Boireau, S. Fieuzal, S. Fradet and R. Marechaud.
Endocrinologie et Maladies Metaboliques, CHU Poitiers, France.

The aim of this study was to determine the contraceptive practice of IDDM
women. From december 1995 to august 1996, we consecutively interwiewed
104 IDDM women 15-50 year-old. Four of them have had hysterectomy and 7
were pregnant. Among the 93 remaining patients, 17 did not use any
contraceptive method (18%) and 76 used a contraceptive method (82%):
hormonal compounds (HC) in 39 cases (51.3%), Intra-Uterin Device (IUD) in
19 cases (25%), sterilization in 11 cases(14.5%), and local contraception in 7
cases (9.2%). The 39 HC users took low dose progestogen only pills (POP) in
25 cases (64%), Oral Combined Pills (OCP) in 9 cases (23%), and high dose
progestogen pills in 5 cases (12.8%). Age of patients and duration of IDDM
were significantly higher in patients using non hormonal contraceptives
methods, compared to those using HC (age: 36.8 +/- 9.52 vs 28.2 +/- 8.41
years, p<0,0003 ; duration of diabetes: 16.8 +/- 10.82 vs 10.4 +/- 7.17 years,
p<0,003). HbAIc, BMI, daily insulin requirement were similar between these
two groups. All of the women using IUD or who were sterilizated had >1 child,
whereas 46% of the HC users had > 1 child. Microangiopathy was present in
10/39 HC users and in 18/37 non hormonal contraceptive users. Macro-
angiopathy was present in 2 patients (one using IUD, one sterilizated woman).
Among the 9 OCP users, 1 had a diabetic retinopathy, and 5 had I or 2 other
cardiovascular risk factor(s) associated with IDDM. A variable cycle length
was present in 30/76 patients, more frequently in POP users (p<0,05). In this
study, 58 patients were satisfied with their contraceptive method (63%), OCP
administration was unadapted in 5 patients, and POP was the less comfortable
contraceptive method. These results confirm that the contraceptive practice of
IDDM women must be frequently reevaluated according to its safety, efficacy
and acceptability.
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DISTURBED PROSTAGLANDIN METABOLISM IN RAT
EMBRYOS CULTURED IN A DIABETIC ENVIRONMENT
P. Wentzel and U. J. Eriksson, University of Uppsala, Uppsala,
Sweden.
Previous studies have suggested that disturbed arachidonic acid
metabolism may be associated with embryonic dysmorphogene-
sis in diabetic pregnancy. The aim of this study was to investi-
gate the relationship between morphologic development and
prostaglandin metabolism in day-9 embryos subjected in vitro to
high concentration of glucose, arachidonic acid, PGE2, or
cyclooxygenase inhibitors for 48 hours. Increasing the glucose
concentration from 10 to 30 mmol/1 caused embryonic dysmor-
phogenesis (from 2 % to 86 % major malformation). Addition of
either 20 µmoll arachidonic acid or 28 nmolll PGE2 protected
from the glucose-induced maldevelopment (12 % or 21 % major
malformation). Culture in the presence of the cyclooxygenase
inhibitors indomethacin (100 gmol/1) or acetylsalicylic acid
(1 mmol/1) in low glucose yielded embryonic dysmorphogenesis
of a comparable degree to that caused by high glucose alone (82 %
or 100 % major malformation). Addition of either arachidonic
acid or PGE2 to the low glucose culture medium with cyclooxy-
genase inhibitors normalized the embryonic development (0-6 %
major malformation). In contrast, only PGE2 addition could
normalize the development of embryos cultured in high glucose
with cyclooxygenase inhibitors (4-21 % with PGE2, 93-100 %
major malformation with arachidonic acid).
In conclusion, a diabetic environment disturbs both embryonic
development and arachidonic acid metabolism in vitro. The re-
sults suggest a causal relationship, and that the prostaglandin
disturbance includes an inhibition of the enzymatic activity of
embryonic cyclooxygenase.

915
FETAL INSULINISATION IN RELATION TO MATERNAL
ANTHROPOMETRY AND BODY COMPOSITION

H.Soltani-K., C.Bruce and R.B.Fraser. University of Sheffield, Sheffield,
England.

Insulin functions as the major anabolic factor in the regulation of intra-
uterine growth. Factors affecting fetal insulinisation are not fully
characterised. This prospective study was designed to examine the
relationship of maternal body composition on fetal metabolism. Cord blood
samples were collected from 60 infants of non-diabetic, healthy women.
The samples were centrifuged and the plasma was pipetted and stored at -
20°C. Where haemolysis had occurred only C-peptide was measured. In
non-haemolysed specimens (n=48) both C-peptide and insulin were
measured. Maternal weight, height and body composition (by Skinfold
thickness measurements and Bio-electrical Impedance) were assessed at
13-15 weeks gestation. A positive correlation was observed with both cord
insulin and/or C-peptide levels and maternal early pregnancy body mass
index (r=0.44, p=0.002 and r=0.33, p=0.008 respectively). The result of
multiple regression analysis (forward method) revealed that maternal fat
mass in early pregnancy would explain the variation in cord insulin (0.002)
and C-peptide levels (0.02) rather than the lean mass. We did not see a
positive correlation between cord insulin/C-peptide levels and birth weight
or birth centile. However, dividing the infants to three groups of SGA, AGA
and LGA (small, average and large for gestational age) based on birth
centiles, a significantly higher values of insulin was observed in LGA infants
than the second group((mean; pU/I ): 4.46 >1.31, p<0.05). In conclusion,
reducing maternal BMI (in particular maternal fat mass) at prepregnancy,
might have an impact on the care of overweight diabetic women, in the
sense that it might reduce the risk of fetal hyperinsulinemia and
macrosomia. Further investigation on this specific group is required.

916
HIGH 3-DEOXYGLUCOSONE (3-DG) CONCENTRATION IN
MALFORMED RAT EMBRYOS IN VITRO
U. J. Eriksson, P. Wentzel, H. S. Minhas* and P. J. Thornalley,*
University of Uppsala, Uppsala, Sweden and University of Essex,*
Colchester, UK.

Diabetic pregnancy is associated with increased risk of fetal malfor-
mation. High ambient glucose concentration has been identified as a
teratologic agent in experimental studies, but possible effects of em-
bryonic protein glycation have not been investigated. We measured
the concentration of the glycating agent 3-deoxyglucosone (3-DG) in
rat embryos after 48 h in vitro culture in 10, 30 or 50 mM glucose.
These glucose concentrations produce a graded response of embryonic
dysmorphogenesis. 3-DG is formed from the degradation of fructos-
amines and fructose-3-phosphate and reacts with proteins to form
cysteinyl hemithioacetal adducts and advanced glycation endprod-
ucts. After in vitro culture, the embryonic content of 3-DG was:
0.3 nmol (10 mM glucose), 1.7 nmol (30 mM glucose), and 5.5 nmol
(50 mM glucose). Furthermore, addition of 3-DG to culture medium
with 10 mM glucose caused disturbed development. Embryos cul-
tured in 10 mM glucose with no 3-DG had 29.6 somites and a malfor-
mation score (MS) of 0.1. (None or major malformation scored MS 0
or MS 10, respectively, therefore 0<_MS<_10). Addition of 100 iiM
3-DG yielded embryos with 24.3 somites and MS 4.0, addition of
500 gM 3-DG gave 23.1 somites and MS 6.2 whereas 1 mM 3-DG
produced embryos with 18.8 somites and MS 7.7.

In conclusion, we have shown that increased ambient glucose
concentration leads to increased embryonic concentration of the gly-
cating agent, 3-DG. We also find 3-DG to be teratogenic in vitro, and
suggest that protein glycation may have an important role in diabetic
embryopathy.
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HYPERANDROGENISM AND HYPERINSULINEMIA AFTER
PRE-ECLAMPTIC PREGNANCY
R. Kaaja, H. Laivuori and O. Ylikorkala. Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecolog y , Helsinki University
Hospital, Helsinki, Finland.

Pre-eclampsia is known to be accompanied by
metabolic changes similar to those in insulin
resistance syndrome. We have recently demonstrated
that some of the changes such as hyperinsulinemia is
detectable 17 years after pre-eclamptic pregnancy. As
hyperandrogenism is often related to insulin resistance
we studied further this same study population and
examined the serum concentrations of testosterone,
estradiol (E2), dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate
(DHEAS),androstenedlone (ADIONI), calculated serum
free testosterone and free androgen index (FAI), sex
hormone binding glubulin (SHBG), insulin-like g rowth
factor binding protein 1 (IGFBP), plasma endothelin-1
insulin related binding proteins as well as the
p roduction of vasoactive endothelin.
Twenty-one women who had had previous pre-eclamptic
first pregnancy and 20 BMI matched control women
were studied. Women with prior pre-eclampsia had
significantly elevated fasting	 serum insulin (7.1±0.6
vs 5.3±0.4 mU/I, mean ±SE, P=0.02) free testosterone
levels ( 20.1±2.2 vs 15.1±1.2 pmol/l, P=0.03) and FAI
(3.1 ±0.5 vs 2.0±0.2, P=0.04) whereas other parameters
did not differ between the study groups. We conclude
that a history of pre-eclampsia is associated with
hyperadrogenism and hyperinsulinemia.

918
INSULIN SENSITIVITY OF MUSCLE GLYCOGEN SYNTHASE DURING LATE PREGNANCY
IN THE RAT
M.C. Sugden, L.G.D. Fryer and M.J. Holness. Biochemistry Department, Queen Mary &
Westfield College, London, U.K.
During late pregnancy, maternal metabolism adapts to maintain an optimum fuel mix for
presentation to the developing foetus, and a major adaptation involves the development of
maternal insulin resistance in skeletal muscle with respect to glucose transport and
phosphorylation. The present study examined the effects of pregnancy on skeletal-muscle
glycogen synthase (GS) activation by insulin in vivo. The aim was to evaluate whether maternal
glycogen storage is, or is not, resistant to the action of insulin in pregnancy through effects at
the level of muscle GS. GS activity was measured in the absence (GSa) or presence (GSa+b)
of 10 mM glucose 6-phosphate (G6P). Results are expressed as activity ratios (±G6P). The
euglycaemic-hyperinsulinaemic clamp technique was used to produce a sustained elevation of
the insulin concentration in the absence of any change in glycaemia. Muscles were sampled at
15 min after steady state had been reached. GSa and GSa+b activities were measured in three
skeletal muscles containing predominantly fast-twitch fibres and in two skeletal muscles
containing predominantly slow-twitch fibres. At 130-170 µU/ml insulin, mean %GSa for the
three fast-twitch skeletal muscles were 46.7 ± 2.5 (n=1 5) for unmated rats and 51.0 ± 2.5 (n=1 8)
for pregnant rats (n. ^). The trend towards higher %GSa activities after insulin stimulation in the
pregnant group achieved statistical significance for the slow-twitch muscles (unmated rats, 33.7
± 2.9 [n=10]; pregnant rats, 55.7 ± 3.3 [n=12]; P<0.001(. Insulin resistance at the level of GS
activation is therefore not a feature of skeletal-muscle metabolism in late pregnancy at insulin
concentrations in the high-physiological range. The findings are consistent with a lower EC50
for activation of GS than for stimulation of glucose transport by insulin. The possibility is raised
that GS activation may play a role in carbohydrate homeostasis even when insulin
concentrations are suboptimal for glucose clearance, possibly through limiting net
glycogenolysis. By giving priority to maternal glycogen storage, loss of carbon is minimised
and, under conditions where the carbohydrate supply is restricted and glucose oxidation
suppressed, lactate and alanine derived from muscle glycogenolysis will be made available for
gluconeogenesis.

919
EVIDENCE AGAINST A ROLE FOR HYPERINSULINAEMIA IN THE
GENESIS OF GESTATIONAL INSULIN RESISTANCE
A.G. Nieurvenhuizen', A. Bonen', A.M.J. Paans', W. Vaalburg', C.A.
Schuiling' and T.R. Koiter'
'Dept. of Obstetrics & Gynaecology and 'PET center, Univ. Hospital Groningen,
the Netherlands, and 'Dept. of Kinesiology, Univ. of Waterloo, Canada.
During pregnancy hyperinsulinaemia is associated with diminished insulin action.
It has often been suggested that hyperinsulinaernia may cause insulin resistance.
This hypothesis was tested in pregnant rats, which were treated with insulin (4.8
IU/day) from day 8 to 14 of gestation while normoglycaemia (5.0 nunol/1) was
maintained by i.v. infusion of D-glucose. Despite constant elevated plasma insulin
levels, the amount of glucose infused daily to maintain normoglycaemia increased
from 12 ± 1 g/day on day 8 to 20 ± 1 g/day on day 14, suggesting improvement
of insulin action. Saline-infused controls showed increased insulin responses to an
i.v. glucose load (0.5 g/kg body weight; area under curve [AUC]: 243 ± 29 vs
57 ± 10 ng/ml mm, p<0.05) accompanied by unchanged glucose disappearance
on day 15 of pregnancy compared to virgin controls, suggesting decreased insulin
action. This was associated with reduced 2-"Fluor-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG)

uptake, as measured by PET scanning, in heart (0.48 ± 0.10 vs 1.81 ± 0.20
rmnol/I min, p<0.05) and brown adipose tissue (BAT: 0.11 + 0.02 vs 0.30 ±
0.08 mmol/l min, p<0.05), but not in liver, brain and skeletal muscle.
Furthermore, the relative GLUT4-protein content was diminished in heart (112 ±
23 vs 209 ± 25 %, p<0.05), BAT (114 + 11 vs 175 ± 6 %, p<0.05) and
white adipose tissue (WAT: 10 ± 4 vs 56 ± 21 %, p<0.05), but not in white
gastrocnemius, red gastrocnemius and soleus muscle. 24 h after cessation of the
combined insulin/glucose treatment, glucose-stimulated insulin secretion (AUC:
158 ± 16 vs 243 ± 29 ng/ml min, p<0.05) was diminished while glucose
disappearance remained unaffected when compared to saline-infused day 15-
pregnant controls, suggesting improved insulin action. This was associated with
increased FDG uptake in BAT (0.28 ± 0.03 vs 0.11 ± 0.02 rmnol/I min,
p<0.05), and increased GLUT4 content of WAT (54 ± 10 vs 10 ± 4 %,
p<0.05). Thus, prolonged hyperinsulinaernia exerts beneficial effects on glucose
uptake and insulin action during pregnancy, presumably mediated by actions on
(brown and white) adipose tissue. This argues against a causative role of
hyperinsulinaemia in the impairment of insulin action during pregnancy.

920
VITAMIN E TREATMENT INCREASE CuZn-DISMUTHASE ACTIVITY IN
DIABETIC RAT PREGNANCY.
B. Wysocka-Solowiej, M. Kinalski*, W. Zarzycki, J. Gorski** and I. Kinaiska
Institut of Obstetrics and Gynecology* Department of Endocrinology and
Department of Physiology**, University Medical School Bialystok, Poland
The damage of antioxidant system in diabetic pregnancy is postulated as one of the
main mechanisms that play an important role in the disturbances of embryonic
development in human pathology as well as in the experimental animal models of
the diabetic pregnancy. Tocopherol in a dose of 40 mg/kg/day acts as prophylaxis
providing the metabolis changes in the experimental diabetic pregnancy. The aim
of the study was to establish, if moderate, physiological doses of vitamin E could
play a role in the prevention of antioxidant system disturbances in a rat diabetic
pregnancy. In 30 female Wistar rats, diabetes were induced 7-12 days before
conception using streptozootocin in one dose 40 mg/kg. The mean plasma glucose
level in this group was 16 +- 8 mmol/l. These animals were divided into two gruops
of 15 each. The first group was treated with vitamin E oil solution orally in a
dose of 3 mg/kg of chow, and the second group was given only standard diet.
Control groups consisted of 10 healthy pregnant animals treated with the same dose
of vitamin E, 10 pregnant rats fed standard diet as well as 10 non pregnant rats. In
both experimental and control groups the activity. of CuZn-dismuthase was
estimated according to Misra and Fridovitch in tissues of uterus and liver in mother
rats and in liver and lungs in neonates in the first day of live. The mean weight of
neonates in diabetic pregnancy was found to be higher in comparison to control
groups. The activity of dismuthase in animals treated with vitamin E was
significantly higher in comparison to diabetic pregnancy without vitamin E - in the
mothers liver 1.11 +- 0.45 ng/mg of protein vs 1.90 +- 0.39 ng/mg of protein
(p<0.01); mothers uterus 0.59 +- 0.21 ng/mg of protein vs 0.93 +- 0.21 ng/mg of
protein (p<0.05); neonatal liver 0.74 ng/mg of protein vs 0.96 +- 0.14 ng/mg of
protein (p<0.05); neonatal lungs 0.50 +- 0.09 ng/mg of protein vs 0.74 +- 0.13
ng/mg of protein (p<0.05). In both groups of diabetic animals, activity of estimated
enzymes was lower in comparison to the control groups. In conclusion, the study
shows that administration of moderate doses of vitamin E to the diet of diabetic
pregnant rats elevated the activity of antioxidant system and diminished the
complications of diabetic pregnancy - the fetal macrosomia and hypoglycemia in
the rats neonates.
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INCREASE IN SERUM PROINSULIN CONCENTRATION AND
PROINSULIN/INSULIN RATIO IN PREGNANT WOMEN
R. Kanamuro, Y. Iwamoto, K. Yanagisawa, T. Nagashima, N. Suzuki,
M. Sanaka and Y.Omori. Tokyo Women's Medical College,Tokyo, Japan
Serum proinsulin is disproportionately elevated both at fasting and
after an oral glucose load in non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus.
We investigated the effect of pregnancy on serum proinsulin level and
the proinsulin/insulin ratio (PI/IRI) during an oral glucose tolerance
test in pregnant women. Forty-six pregnant women with normal
glucose tolerance (NGT), 60 pregnant women with borderline glucose
intolerance (BGI), and 10 nonpregnant healthy controls were
examined by 75g-oral glucose tolerance test(OGTT). Serum proinsulin
was measured by radloimmunoassay using specific antiserum for
human proinsulin. Fasting proinsulin levels in nonpregnant controls,
NGT in early gestational period, NGT in late gestational, BGI in early
gestational and BGI in late gestational were 5.2 ± 1.2, 6.1 ± 5.9, 8.9±
4.5, 8.6 ± 5.5 and 10.9±4.4 pmol/l(mean±SD), respectively. Fasting
PI/IRI ratios in these groups were 0.12±0.04, 0.12±0.09, 0.19±0.10,
0.19±0.13 and 0.27±0.14, respectively. In both NGT and BGI, fasting
proinsulin levels and the PI/IRI ratio in late gestational period were
significantly higher than those in early period. In 27 cases with BGI ,
OGTT was repeated in the late gestational period. Amelioration of
glucose tolerance was observed in 6 cases (group A), but not in 21
cases (group B). Summed values of the serum PI/IRI ratio during
OGTT in early gestational period in group A was lower than group B
(0.08±0.02 vs 0.15±0.07, p<0.05). The results suggest that serum
PI/IRI increases during pregnancy and that serum PI/IRI in early
gestational period in BGI case serve as a predictor of glucose tolerance
in late gestational period.
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INFLUENCE OF VITAMINE E TREATMENT ON ANTIOXIDANTS
SYSTEM ACTIVITY IN THE RAT DIABETIC PREGNANCY.
M. Kinalski*, W. Zarzycki, B. Wysocka-Solowiej, J. Gorski** and I.
Kinalska
Department of Endocrinology, Institut of Obstetrics and Gynecology* and
Department of Physiology**, Medical University, Faculity of Medicine,
Bialystok, Poland
Diabetes mellitus decreases the activity of antioxidant systems in both, human
and experimental diabetes animals. It is concomitant with dysmorphogenesis
observed in diabetic pregnancy. The aim of the study was to estimate the
influence of the vitamin E treatment on the antioxidant systems in the rats
diabetic pregnancy. 30 pregnant Wistar rats were divided into two different
groups of 15 each. The first group was treated with vitamin E oil solution
orally in a dose of 40 mg/kg /day. The second group of animals was given
only oil with the stanndard diet. On the 7th day of pregnancy streptozootocin
in a dose of 40 mg/kg/day was given to induce diabetic conditions. The mean
plasma glucose level in this group of animals in the day of delivery was 15
mmol/l +- 4 mmol/l and there was no difference between diabetic rats recived
vitamin E and that not recived it. A control group consisting of 10 healthy
pregnant animals treated with this same dose of vitamin E, 10 pregnant rats
fed with standard diet and 10 non pregnant female rats. In all groups of
animals the activity of glutatione peroxidase was estimated accdording to
Paglia and Valentine and CuZn-dismuthase was estimated according to Misra
and Fridovitch in tissues of mother and neonatal liver, mothers liver and
neonatal lungs. The mean weight of neonates born to diabetic mother was
higher then the control group. The mean activity of dismuthase and
glutathione-peroxidase in animals treated with vitamin E was significantly
higher. For example in the mother liver 1.55 +- 0.31 IU/mg of protein in
comparison to diabetic pregnancy without vitamin E treatment 1.82+-0.33
IU/mg of protein (p<0.05) and adequately glutathione peroxidase 9.34 +- 2.21
ng/mg of protein vs 12.12 +- 2.12 ng/mg of protein (p<0.05). In both groups
of diabetic animals, the activity of estimated enzymes was lower in
comparison to control groups. We conclude, that the administration of vitamin
E to the rats with diabetic pregnancy is effective and increase the activity of
antioxidant enzyme system and decreased the complication of diabetic
pregnancy.
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EFFECT OF DURATION OF RECENT, ANTECEDENT
HYPOGLYCAEMIA ON RESPONSES TO SUBSEQUENT
HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN HUMANS.
C.Fanelli, S.Pampanelli, M.Ciofetta, C.Lalli, P.Del Sindaco, M.Lepore,
P.Brunetti and G.B.Bolli. University of Perugia, Perugia, Italy.
It is generally accepted that recurrent hypoglycaemia (hypo) may induce hypo
unawareness, but the number and/or duration of antecedent hypo required to
exert the effect are not known. To assess the effect of duration of recent,
antecedent hypo on responses of counterregulatory hormones (CR-H) and
symptoms (Symp) to, and onset of cognitive dysfunction (CogDys) during,
hypo, 8 normal volunteers were studied with the hyperinsulinaemic-hypo
clamp (plasma glucose, PG, was decreased stepwise from 5.0 to 2.2 mmol/l)
on 4 different occasions at 1 month intervals (Studies 1-4). On the day prior
to studies, either euglycaemia (S 1), or 1 insulin-induced hypo (PG 2.7 mmol/l,
21.00-23.00 h) (S2), or 2 hypo (13.00-15.00 hand 21.00-23.00 h) (S3), or 3
hypo (08.00-10.00, 13.00-15.00 and 21.00-2300 h) (S4) were performed. In
S2, increase in CR-H initiated at lower PG (i.e. thresholds were higher) and
maximal responses of adrenaline, glucagon, growth hormone and cortisol
were all lower (p<0.05), but neither autonomic nor neuroglycopenic Symp
and CogDys (battery of 12 different tests) were affected vs S 1 (p=NS). In S3,
and to larger extent in S4, not only CR-H, but also Symp (both autonomic
and neuroglycopenic) and CogDys had thresholds greater and maximal
responses lower than in S1 and S2 (p<0.05). Conclusions: the duration of
recent, antecedent hypo (i.e. the number of hypo multiplied the duration of
single hypo) is the main determinant of loss of responses of CR-H, Syrup and
CogDys to subsequent hypo. A single episode of hypo does not induce hypo
unawareness, but only mild impairment in CR-H responses. Multiple, recent
episodes are required to induce hypo unawareness. There is a hierarchy of
loss of responses to hypo after multiple episodes of recent, antecedent hypo,
i.e. responses of CR-H are lost first, and responses of Syrup and CogDys
second.

924

SYMPATHETIC AND PARASYMPATHETIC ACTIVITY DURING
HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN OBESE AND LEAN SUBJECTS
C. Macor, E. Rella, M. De Marco*, F. Novo, P. Bondiolotti §, I. Balzani*, De Masi
G.*, M. Carruba §, F. Bellavere* and R. Vettor
Institute of Semeiotica Medica-Patologia Medica III, University of Padua,
Autonomic Nervous System Physiopathology Unit, 1st Medicine Dep., S. Antonio City
Hospital, Padua, § Pharmacology Dep., University ofMilan, Italy
Abnormalities of the sympathetic nervous system has been hypothesized in
the aetiology or maintenance of obesity. However conflicting results,
describing either a reduced or an increased sympathetic activity, are reported
in obesity. Since hypoglycaemia is a powerful stimulus of both sympathetic
and parasympathetic nervous systems, our study was designed to examine the
effects of insulin-induced two-stepped hypoglycaemia on norepinephrine
(NA), epinephrine (A) plasma levels and on the neuroautonomic function,
evaluated by power spectral analysis (PSA) of heart rate variability in obese
subjects and healthy lean controls. PSA comprised two frequency domain
components: high (HF) and low (LF) frequency power, reflecting respectively
parasympathetic and sympathetic activity; the LF:HF ratio reflects the
sympatho-vagal balance. A modified glucose clamp technique (insulin
infusion rate 40mU/min/m zbs) was used to produce a standardized fall in
glycaemia in 10 obese and 8 lean subjects. NA and A response and PSA were
collected at baseline and during the two steps of hypoglycemia. Obese
patients had a decreased response to hypoglycaemia regarding plasma NA
and, in particular, A in respect to controls. In the lean group an increase in
heart rate was showed (p < 0.005), but this finding was not observed in the
obese group. The LF:HF ratio was increased in both groups (p< 0.01), in
particular in the controls. While HF values decreased at the same extent (b= -
8.9 vs h= - 8.7, p=0.02 vs (1.04), LF values increased only in normal subjects
(p<0.05). In conclusion, obese subjects seem to have a similar vagal
withdrawal, but a decreased sympatho-adrenal function and a depressed
cardiac sympathetic responsiveness to insulin-induced hypoglycaemia.
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EFFECTS OF LACTATE INFUSION ON HEPATIC AND MUSCLE
GLUCOSE METABOLISM UNDER HYPOGLYCAEMIA.

Pagano C., Granzotto M., Sagrillo E., Federspil G., Vetter R.
Endocrine-metabolic lab., Inst. of Semeiotica Medica, via Ospedale 105, 35100
Padova, Italy

Hypoglycaemia is characterized by several metabolic alterations involving glucose
metabolism in skeletal muscle and liver. Moreover several hormonal and cognitive
responses to hypoglycaemia are reduced by administration of lactate in humans and
animals. Little is known about the metabolic interactions between lactate and glucose
under hypoglycaemia. In order to clarify the effect of hypoglycaemia and lactate on
glucose metabolism we studied anesthetized normal rats under euglycaemic and
hypoglycaemic clamp and infused with either sodium lactate or buffer solution. 3
experimental designs were carried out: 1) euglycaemic hyperinsulinemic clamp
combined with the 3-'H-glucose technique. 2) hypoglycaemic hyperinsulinemic clamp
combined with the 3-3H-glucose technique. 3) hypoglycaemic hyperinsulinemic clamp
combined with the 2-deoxyglucose technique. In study 1 and 2 we calculated glucose
rate of disappearance, hepatic glucose release, glucolytic flux and glycogen storage. In
study 3 glucose utilization index was evaluated in individual skeletal muscles.
Results from our experiments show that hypoglycaemia per se reduced glucose rate of
disappearance (24.5±0.5 vs 12.4±0.9 mg•min 1 •kg'; p<0.01) reducing to a similar
extent both the glycolytic flux and glycogen storage. Also muscle glycogen content was
reduced at the end of hypoglycaemic compared to euglycaemic clamp. Lactate infusion
under hypoglycaemia did not alter overall glucose rate of disappearance (12.4±0.9 vs
13.9±0.8 mg•min'ekg 1) while inhibited the suppression of hepatic glucose release by
hyperinsulinemia (-1.0±0.9 vs 9.3±1.6 mg•min'•kg'; p<0.01). No differences were
observed in glucose utilization index neither in individual skeletal muscles.
In conclusion our results show that hypoglycaemia inhibits both glycolysis and
glycogen storage in skeletal muscle. Moreover lactate may influence hepatic glucose
metabolism under insulin-induced hypoglycaemia by enhancing glucose release without
affecting overall glucose disposal. We speculate that lactate may potentially be a
protective mechanism against hypoglycaemia providing 3 carbons substrates for hepatic
gluconeogenesis thus enhancing hepatic glucose production.
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EFFECT OF HYPOGLYCAEMIA ON BETA ADRENERGIC
SENSITIVITY
A. Fritsche*, M. Stumvoll*, M. Grub*, S. Sieslack*, R.M. Schmulling*, H.U.
Haring and J.E. Gerich° *Med. Klink IV, Universitat Tubingen, Germany;
°University of Rochester, USA
Reduced peripheral tissue sensitivity to catecholamines is suggested to be one
of the mechanisms contributing to hypoglycaemia unawareness. It has been
shown that a single episode of hypoglycaemia reduces awareness of
hypoglycaemia. Therefore we tested the hypothesis that a single episode of
hypoglycaemia reduces hypoglycaemia awareness by reducing beta adrenergic
sensitivity. 10 healthy subjects (7 male, 25±4 years old) were studied twice
using an isoproterenol test (IT) (0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2,5 pg
isoproterenol i.v. every 20 minutes) at 7:00: once after a hyperinsulinaemic,
euglycaemic clamp (E) and once after a hyperinsulinaemic, hypoglycaemic
(blood glucose 3 mmol/1) clamp (H) with 1 mU/kg/min insulin performed
between 19:00 and 22:00. Heart rate and blood pressure were recorded
continuously with computerized devices, blood glucose and free fatty acids
were measured 5 minutes before and after isoproterenol injection. Increment
of heart rate during IT was significantly higher after H (p=0.002,
MANOVA), the dose required to increase heart rate by 25 beats per minute
was 0.83±0.22µg after H and 1.13±0.21µg after E (p= 0.036). Systolic and
diastolic blood pressure during IT increased (p=0.02) but showed no
difference concerning preceeding H or E. Blood glucose levels didn't change
during IT and showed no difference between H and E whereas overall fatty
acids during IT were higher after H (0.054±0.02mmol/I) compared to E
(0.45±0.01 mmol/l, p<0.001). We conclude that in normal subjects antecedent
hypoglycaemia does not impair but increases sensitivity to catecholamines of
heart and adipose tissue. This positive feedback is probably one factor
preventing hypoglycaemia unawareness in normal subjects.
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LACTATE AND HYPOGLYCAEMIA INHIBIT INSULIN -MEDIATED
GLUCOSE UTILIZATION BY HEART MUSCLE.

Ferretti E., Pagano C., Granzotto M., Fabris R., Sagrillo E., Lombardi AM.,
Marzolo M., Federspil G., Vettor R. -- Endocrine-metabolic lab., Inst. of
Semeiotica Medica, via Ospedale 105, 35100 Padova, Italy

Heart muscle can oxidize different energy-providing substrates to meet
energy requirements. Several pathological conditions including diabetes, are
characterized by an increased concentration of plasma lactate. The aim of this
study was to investigate the role of increased lactate availability on glucose
utilization in heart muscle under different plasma glucose concentrations
ranging from mild hypoglycaemia (2.8 mmol/1) to hyperglycaemia (13
mmol/1). Sodium lactate or sodium bicarbonate were infused in anesthetized
rats and animals underwent a euglycaemic, hypoglycaemic or hyperglycaemic
clamp study. At steady state glucose concentration, a bolus of 2-deoxy-(1-
3H)-glucose was administered accumulation in of 2-deoxy-(1- 3H)-glucose-6-
phosphate in heart muscle was measured. Results show that lactate inhibits
glucose uptake in all the three conditions studied (euglycaemia: 17.5±4.5 vs
45.9±6.5 ng•mg '•min , p<0.01, hypoglycaemia: 11.2±2.6 vs 32.6±3.0
ng•mg t•min 1, p<0.01, hyperglycaemia: 15.7±1.6 vs 30.6±3.6 ng•mg 1•min

p<0.01). Moreover hypoglycaemia per se significantly reduced glucose
utilization by 30% compared to euglycaemia. These results show that lactate
may reduce heart glucose utilization regardless of glucose concentration and
support the role of lactate as the preferred substrate for myocardial
metabolism. Moreover they show that glucose utilization by heart muscle is
reduced under hypoglycaemia. Taken together these results suggest that
competition between lactate and glucose may reduce insulin sensitivity in
heart muscle and may possibly play a pathogenetic role in the impaired
glucose utilization in the diabetic heart.
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The effect of nocturnal hypoglycaemia on susceptibility to
fatigue the following day

P. Kmg,a H. Parkin, b M-F. Kong,a IA Macdonald, b and RB Tattersall'.
Diabetes Unit, University Hospital, bDepartment of Physiology and
Pharmacology, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK

This study assessed the effect of nocturnal hypoglycaemia on physical
fatigue the next day using 10 subjects with Insulin Dependent diabetes.
After an initial visit to determine workloads corresponding to 30 and 60%
Voz max (estimated from heart rate using bicycle ergometry), subjects were
studied twice 4 weeks apart. One night blood glucose was lowered to 2.3-
2.7mmol/l for 1 hour and during the other hypoglycaemia was avoided.
Subjects underwent bicycle ergometry the next day initially for 30 minutes
at the predetermined workload corresponding to 30% Vol max, and then at
60% V02 max until exhaustion. Fatigue was assessed every 10 minutes
using the Borg scale. Although there was no difference in exercise capacity
between visits (mean time 35.3+1.2min hypoglycaemic vs 38.2+1.8min
control night, p>0.05), higher Borg scores were obtained after the
hypoglycaemic night (p<0.05, ANOVA). There was no difference in
glucose, potassium or catecholamine concentrations between visits either
before exercise (mean glucose 14.9+0.84mmol/I vs 14.31+1.Ommol/l;
potassium 4.5+0.14mmoU1 vs 4.2+0.13mmoU1; adrenaline 0.17+0.04rimol/I
vs 0.3+ 0.03nmol/1; noradrenaline 1.7±0.26nmol/l vs 1.46+0.25nmol/1 for
hypoglycaemic and control nights respectively, all p>0.05) or at any point
during exercise (p>0.05 ANOVA). Thus although l hour of nocturnal
hypoglycaemia has no effect on exercise capacity, subjects feel more
fatigued. This cannot be explained by differences in glucose, potassium or
catecholamine concentrations.
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FATTY ACID UTILIZATION INFLUENCES THE COUNTERREGULA-
TORYRESPONSE TO INSULIN-INDUCED HYPOGLYCEMIAIN RATS.
S.D. Bouman, J.E. Bruggink, A.J.W. Scheurink, J.H. Strubbe and A.B.
Steffens; Department of Animal Physiology, University of Groningen,
Haren, The Netherlands.
Changes in the availability of energy substrates such as glucose and fatty
acids (NEFA) lead to counterregulatory responses (CRs) to maintain energy
homeostasis. The aim of the present study was 1) to characterize the
counterregulatory response to insulin-induced hypoglycemia, and 2) to
investigate the effects of changes in NEFA utilization on this CR. In the first
set of experiments, four different concentrations of insulin (0.25, 0.5, 1.0
and 2.0 lU/h Velosulin® respectively) were infused for 90 minutes. In the
second set of experiments, NEFA utilization was reduced by injection of the
NEFA oxydation blocker mercaptoacetate (600 pmol/kg) during insulin-
induced hypoglycemia (0.5 IU/h insulin). In control studies saline was
administered. All studies were performed in permanently cannulated rats.
Blood samples were withdrawn for determination of glucose, insulin,
glucagon, adrenaline, noradrenaline and corticosterone levels. Hypoglycemia
induced a dose-dependent increase in glucagon and adrenaline (peak values
of glucagon 89 ± 7, 73 ± 9, 110 ± 13 and 151 ± 18 pg/mI and of adrenaline
38 ± 16, 5 ± 4, 105 ± 64 and 400 ± 134 pg/mI respectively (average ±
SEM; Mann-Whitney U p-values all < 0.05)). Glucose levels were not
different for the different concentrations of insulin (nadir levels 3.4 ± 0.2,
3.4 ± 0.1, 3.2 ± 0.2 and 3.0 ± 0.1 mmol/l, p > 0.05). Blockade of NEFA
utilization during hypoglycemia significantly increased the glucagon response
(peak values 93 ± 9 vs. 182 ± 13 pg/ml, p < 0.05) and the adrenaline
response (peak values 5 ± 4 vs. 756 ± 108 pg/ml, p < 0.05). Blood glucose
levels were slightly higher than in the control experiment. The data reveal
that the counterregulatory response to insulin-induced hypoglycemia depends
on the availability not only of glucose but also of fatty acids as energy
substrates.
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HIGH PREVALENCE OF NOCTURNAL HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN CHILDREN
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES : ANALYSIS OF SLEEP PHYSIOLOGY
K Matyka', C Crawford2, L Wiggs2 , G Stores2 and D B Dunger'. University
Departments of Paedratncs' and Psychiatry 2 , Oxford, UK.
Nocturnal hypoglycaemia in young children with IDDM may disturb sleep and
subsequent cognitive function. In order to determine the prevalence of
hypoglycaemia in prepubertal children and to examine its effects on sleep
physiology and cognitive function two metabolic profiles were performed at home,
20:00 - 0800 hours, in children aged 8.7 (5 9-12.9) years, duration of diabetes of
4.1(1.2-10.2) years. Blood was taken for glucose every 15minutes, every 60 minutes
for insulin and metabolites and sleep EEG was recorded during the profile.
Uncooked cornstarch was administered to those hypoglycaemic on night 110 avoid
hypoglycaemia on night 2 17 out of 23 were hypoglycaemic on one night (70%)
The hypoglycaemic episodes were both profound, median glucose nadir 2 2(1.1-3.4)
mmol/l and of long duration, median duration 210(15-630) minutes, despite
waning insulin levels. Sleep recordings were analysed in 12 subjects (8
hypoglycaemic on night 1 and 4 on night 2). There were no significant differences,
using Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test (two-tailed), in total sleep time,
8.4(7.1 - 9.2) vs 8.6(68- 9.7)hours, p=0.784 [median (10th -90th centile),
hypoglycaemic vs non-hypoglycaemic nights, respectively]. There was a trend for
reduced percentage of REM sleep, 11.6(5.7 -26.3) vs 15.2 (8.9 - 27.5)%, p=0.158,
and increased number of arousals 6.5 (2 - 12.8) vs 3 (0 - 10. 1)%, p=0 136, on the
night of hypoglycaemia. There were no associations between severity of the
hypoglycaemic episodes and any of the sleep variables, perhaps reflecting apparent
loss of adequate glucose counterregulation. However, overall the diabetic children
had altered distribution of sleep with increased slow wave sleep (p<O 0001) and
increased number of arousals (p<0.005) compared to laboratory controls which
could relate to recovery from previous hypoglycaemia This is being verified with
controls undergoing home recordings.
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A POSITIVE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE MAGNITUDE OF THE SOMOGYI
EFFECT AND THE DOSAGE OF INTERMEDIATE ACTING INSULIN.

O.K. Hejlesen', S. Andreassen', R. Hovorka', D. Meeking' and D.A. Cavan'
Dept. of Medical Informatics', Aalborg University, Denmark. Dept. of Systems

Science', City University, London, UK. Dept. of Endocrinology', St. Thomas'
Hospital, London, UK.

Somogyi suggested that insulin-induced hypoglycaemia can lead to

hyperglycaemia in insulin-dependent diabetes, and the main aim of our study
was to analyse the temporal relation between spontaneous episodes of

hypoglycaemia and hyperglycaemia. There is little support, however, from
clinical studies for significant hyperglycaemic 'counter-regulations' following
hypoglycaemia. Using a physiologically based compartment model of the
carbohydrate metabolism, we have analysed data on measured blood glucose,
insulin injections, and meals from 20 inpatients with insulin-dependent
diabetes and found evidence to support the occurrence of counter-regulations
typically beginning 6-8 hours following hypoglycaemia and lasting for 16-18
hours with a magnitude of 4-10 mmol/l above expected blood glucose levels.
We found a significant correlation between the dose of intermediate-acting

insulin (as a fraction of total daily dose, F) and the magnitude of the counter-

regulations (C, in mmol/l) according to the equation C = 0.73 + 9.79 x F (r =
0.67, p < 0.001). Other studies have suggested that elevated blood glucose

levels following hypoglycaemia could be explained by reduced insulin

absorption from subcutaneous depots in patients with insulin-dependent

diabetes. Our data indicate that counter-regulations are related to the type of
insulin treatment. We suggest that reduced absorption or subcutaneous

inactivation of injected intermediate-acting insulin, rather than a direct effect
of counter-regulatory hormones, may be a cause for the post-hypoglycaemic
counter-regulatory response of elevated blood glucose concentrations.
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EFFECT OF HIGH GLUCOSE ON COUNTER_ REGULATION
HORMONE RESPONSE IN NIDDM VERSUS DMID.

F.Arrieta, N. Pulido,A.Suarez, P.Saavedra,A. Rovira, (.Valverde,
J.L. Herrera. Fundacion Jimenez Diaz.Madrid.

Diabetes mellitus induces defects in counterregulatory
responses to reductions in glucose plasma levels.The
important of these response has only been recently
appreciated. We have study in 13 DMNID with BMI 38.7±7%
(mean±ds) age 49.7±10 years and 8 DMID with BMI 23.6±5.1
age 31±10 years the response of glucagon,GH and cortisol to
the infusion of 0.1 U/Kg insulin bolus after an overnight fast,
basal glucose level DMNID vs DMID (226±65 vs 273 ±
67mg/dI, pns).We extraction sample at - 15 ,0,15,30,45,60,90
and 120 min. Basal plasma insulin level was higher in DMNID
vs DID (33±16 vs 8±6.5, p<0.05), after insulin infusion insulin
increased in DMNID vs DID to (563±158 vs 446±22, pns) at 15
min. and declined to basal level at 90 min.The lowering of
blood glucose were not significantly between both group.
During the hypoglycemic period glucagon level lower from the
basal level (187±96 vs 163±80 pg/ml, pns) and was
significantly lower at 120 min DID vs DMNID (102±69 vs
168±70 ,p<0.05). An absence of increase of cortisol and GH
levels from basal levels was observed in both group DMNID
and DID.In conclusion: insulin in hyperglycemic patients led to
a decrease of glucose and glucagon with absence of cortisol
and GH response.This observation provide new insights in the
counter-regulatory response to hypoglycemia in diabetic
patients.
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DIVERSITY OF HYPOGLYCEMIC THRESHOLDS FOR EPINEPH-
RINE SECRETION IN VARIOUSLY CONTROLLED DIABETES
K.Nonaka,Y.Imamura,S.Kohno,S.Shouji,N.Tomari and K.Yamada
Kurume University School of Medicine, Kurume, Japan.

In daily diabetes practice, we often observe hypoglycemic symp-
toms due to epinephrine secretion to occur at wide hypoglycemic
ranges. Some patients may perceive them at 90 mg/dl, while others
don't at even as low as 40 mg/dl. To elucidate this diversity, we
determined glycemic thresholds for counterregulatory hormone(epi-
nephrine, GH, cortisol, glucagon) secretion, autonomic and neuro-
glycopenic symptoms by using artificial pancreas. Nineteen diabet-
ics, aged 17-58 y.o., were analyzed. They were divided into 3
groups; high(H),low(L) and ordinary(0) threshold groups for epi-
nephrine secretion. H was defined as having thresholds more than
mean+2 S.D.(61.6 mg/dl) of normal controls, L less than mean-2 S.
D.(40.6 mg/dl) and 0 in between H and L. H had significantly high-
er HbAlc level, 12.0 ± 3.5%, than 0, 8.2 ± 0.6%. The HbAlc of L,
7.8 ± 1.5%,was not different from that of H, however had more
hypoglycemic episodes( less than 40mg/dl in SMBG, 6.2 ± 2.9 time
s/month) than H, 0.5 ± 1.2 times/month. In general glycemic
thresholds for epinephrine secretion pararell glycemic control,
hypoglycemic episodes change this tendency. Therefore, those with
poorly controlled diabetes usually having high thresholds could
have normal or lowered thresholds for epinephrine secretion if they
experienced recent hypoglycemia attacks. By knowing these facts
we could develope better therapeutic means to avoid excess epi-
nephrine secretion to minimize worsenig of diabetic angiopathies.

934
THE BLOOD GLUCOSE ESTIMATION ACCURACY TRIAL PROVIDES A
RELEVANT MEASURE OF HYPOGLYCAEMIA UNAWARENESS
M.M.J. Janssen, F.J. Snoek, R.J.Heine. Research Institute for Endocrinology,
Reproduction and Metabolism. Vrije Universiteit. P.O. Box 7057, 1007 MB
Amsterdam.
In several studies hypoglycaemia unawareness (HU) has been identified as the
main cause of severe hypoglycaemia (SH). Investigation of HU is complicated by
the wide range of definitions and assessment methods used. Often patient self-
reports are used, providing a subjective measure of HU. Possibly a more reliable
measure of HU can be derived from the "blood glucose estimation accuracy trial"
(BGET), developed by Cox et al. The aim of this study was to determine the
relationship of the BGET-derived measure of HU and of the self-reported degree
of HU with the number of SH in the preceding year (as a clinically important
consequence of HU) and with the level of fear of hypoglycaemia. So far we
studied 11 insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus patients (6 men, 5 women, age
(average) 32.5 (SD: 7.5) years, duration of diabetes 15.6 (6.1) years, HbAlc 7.8
(0.6) %, number of SH 1.8 (2.3), range 0-7) .For the BGET patients estimate
and subsequently measure their blood glucose level 4 to 5 times a day during a
period of 2 to 3 weeks. Both estimate and measurement are entered in a hand-
held computer. The percentage of accurately estimated hypoglycaemic readings
(% A-zone hypos) are used as a measure of hypoglycaemia awareness. During
the initial visit patients filled in the worry scale of the HFS-95 and were asked to
rate their ability to recognize hypoglycaemia on a scale from 0 to 5. They were
given instructions for the BGET and made 70 estimates during the following 2 to
3 weeks. Data from two patients could not be analyzed because of early drop-out
and lack of hypoglycaemic readings. A preliminary data analysis shows a highly
significant correlation between % A-zone hypos and number of SH (r = -.9, p <
0.0001), but no significant correlation between self-reported hypo awareness and
number of SH. Furthermore, a significant correlation was found between the
HFS-95 worry score and self-reported hypo unawareness (r = .9, p = 0.001). The
worry score did not correlate significantly with % A-zone hypos. These data
suggest that the BGET may provide a clinically more relevant measure of HU
than patient self-reporting. Furthermore, results so far suggest that BGET is
applicable in clinical practice.
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COUNTERREGULATORY HORMONE AND SYMPTOM RESPONSES
TO HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN DIABETIC CHILDREN
M.Bjargaas', T.Vik', T.Sandl , G.Sager2 , H.Veaz ,
K.Birkeland3 and R.Sorde 2 , University
of Trondheim', Tromso 2 and Oslo', Norway
We investigated hormonal and symptom responses
to hypoglycaemia in 19 diabetic (age 14.2±1.4
years; mean±SD) and 16 nondiabetic children
(14.4±1.0 years) with the glucose clamp
technique. The hypoglycaemic thresholds for
adrenaline, and for autonomic and total
symptoms, were similar in the diabetic and
nondiabetic groups, and were found at plasma
glucose levels between 3.4 and 3.7 mmol/l. An
increase of cortisol, growth hormone and
glucagon was triggered at lower (p<0.01) glucose
levels in the diabetic than in the nondiabetic
children. Adrenaline, cortisol and glucagon
increased less in the diabetic than in the
nondiabetic group. In the diabetic children, BMI
was positively correlated with the glycaemic
thresholds for autonomic and total symptoms
(r=0.64, p<0.01 and r=0.72, p=0.001,
respectively). We conclude that hormone
responses to hypoglycaemia are attenuated in
diabetic as compared to nondiabetic children,
whereas symptom recognition mainly is unaffected
in the diabetic group. Diabetic children with a
high BMI seem to have increased awareness of a
declining plasma glucose level.
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EFFECT OF BLOOD GLUCOSE AWARENESS TRAINING ON EPINEPHRINE
RESPONSES TO HYPOGLYCEMIA IN INTENSIVELY TREATED DIABETES
M. Bajaj, BT. Kinsley, K. Weinger, CJ. Levy, M. Waters, DC. Simonson, D. Cox,
and AM. Jacobson. Joslin Diabetes Center, Brigham and Women's Hospital,
Boston and University of Virginia, Charlottesville, USA.
To determine the effect of Blood Glucose Awareness Training (BGAT) on
epinephrine (EPI) responses to hypoglycemia (HYPO) in IDDM during Intensive
Diabetes Therapy (IDT), 36 subjects with uncomplicated IDDM (duration 3-15 yr;
HbAlc = 9.02+_0.22) were enrolled in a 4 month outpatient IDT program. Subjects
were randomized to classes in BGAT or cholesterol awareness (CONTROL). All
subjects underwent stepped hypoglycemic clamp studies prior to (Clamp 1) and at
completion of IDT (Clamp 2). BG was lowered from 6.7 mmoliL (baseline) to 4.4,
3.9, 3.3, 2.8 and 2.2 mmol/L over 190 minutes. 18 subjects reduced their HbAlc
by > 1% with IDT. In this subgroup the mean HbAlc fell from 9.44±0.49 to 7.50
+ 0.23 (p<0.001) for BGAT (n=9) and 9.73 +_ 0.48107.7±0.38 (p<0.001) for
CONTROLS (n=9) (p=NS between groups). EPI responses to HYPO were lower in
the CONTROL group following IDT and this difference was most marked at the
3.3 mmol/L level (p=0.05). EPI responses to HYPO did not differ in the BGAT
group.

Epinephrine pmollL
Controls

Glucose	 Clamp 1	 Clamp 2
3.3 mmol/L	 1334 ± 538	 787 ± 349	 p=0.05
2.8 mmol/L	 1512±421	 922±210	 p=0.08
2.2 mmol/L	 3012 ± 670	 2073± 395	 p=0.2

BGAT
3.3 mmol/L	 840±218	 802±143	 p=0.8
2.8 nunol/L	 2075 ± 607	 1890± 454	 p=0.7
2.2 mmol/L	 2367 ± 437	 2923± 702	 p=0.3
BGAT is associated with preservation of the EPI response to HYPO in IDDM
subjects who achieved substantial improvement in glycemic control with IDT.
BGAT maybe useful in reducing the risk of iatrogenic hypoglycemia and blunted
counterregulatory responses associated with strict glycemic control of IDDM.
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GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE IN HAMSTERS IS ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED
TURNOVER OF SEROTONIN AND NORADRENALINE IN THE VENTROMEDIAL
HYPOTHALAMUS (VMH).

S. Luo, J. Luo, A. Meier and A. Cincotta. Ergoscience, Boston, USA
The VMH is known to have a role in regulation of feeding, and of
carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. Increases in noradrenergic activity within
the VMH have been associated with increased hepatic glucose output and
increased lipolysis, which may potentiate increased insulin resistance.
Moreover, increases in central serotonergic activity has been shown to
increase substantially both hypothalamic noradrenaline turnover and blood
glucose concentrations. The present study employed in vivo microdialysis to
investigate whether there are differences between the monoamine profiles in
the VMH of freely moving naturally glucose-tolerant and glucose-intolerant
Syrian hamsters. Male Syrian hamsters (ave BW 190 ± 10g) held on 14 hr
daily photoperiods were divided into these two groups based on the results of
glucose tolerance tests. Microdialysis cannula were implanted in the right
VMH of each hamster. Dialysate samples were collected every hour for 24 hr
through the microdialysis probe (perfused with Ringer's solution at 0.12
ul/min), and analyzed by HPLC with electrochemical detection. In glucose
intolerant hamsters, the VMH extracellular levels of the metabolites of
serotonin	 (5-hydroxyindolacetic 	 acid)	 and	 noradrenaline
(3-methoxy-4-hydroxy-phenylglycol) were 43% and 25% higher,
respectively, than in glucose tolerant hamsters (p<0.05). There was no
significant difference in VMH extracellular levels of a metabolite of
dopamine (homovanillic acid). These findings demonstrate that increases in
both serotonergic and noradrenergic activity within the VMH are associated
with and may promote glucose intolerance. This conclusion is further
substantiated by our recent study wherein treatment with bromocriptine, a
dopamine agonist, improved glucose tolerance in obese hamsters while also
reducing VMH serotonin and noradrenaline turnover.
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INSULIN INDUCED HYPOGLYCEMIA IN IDDM PATIENTS
ADMITTED TO AN EMERGENY ROOM
A. Hvidberg, N.J. Christensen and J. Hilsted Hvidovre University Hospital and
Herlev University Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark.

The aim was (1) to describe hormone responses in iatrogenic hypoglycemia and
(2) to investigate if a combined treatment of insulin induced hypoglycemia with
intravenous dextrose and intramuscular glucagon (A) would improve glucose
recovery as compared to treatment with intravenous dextrose alone (B). Twenty
adult patients with IDDM (age 47±4 y, BMI 23±1, diabetes duration 20±4 y,
Hemoglobin Alc 7.8±0.5) admitted to the Emergency Room were randomized to
one of the above treatments and plasma glucose and counterregulatory hormones
were measured before and 30-120 min after treatment. Plasma glucose was
1.18±0.03 mmol/1 on admission. Pretreatment counterregulatory hormone
concentrations were significantly lower than concentrations during hypoglycemia
in healthy control subjects (age 30±3 y, BMI 22±1) yet pre-treatment
counterregulatory hormone concentrations were significantly above fasting
concentrations in healthy control subjects for plasma epinephrine (p=0.00024),
glucagon (p=0.0012), growth hormone (p=0.00052) and for cortisol (p<0.00001).
Thirty min after treatment A plasma glucose had risen to 5.44±1.02 mmol/1 and
after treatment B 8.12±1.12 mmol/1 (p=0.042). Despite access to food two of six
patients in group A and one of five patients in group B had plasma glucose below
4.0 mmol/l after 120 min. In conclusion (1) the present study confirms low, yet
significantly elevated concentrations of epinephrine and glucagon in diabetic
patients admitted with hypoglycemia to an emergency room. (2) Plasma glucose
concentrations were higher 30 min after a combined treatment of insulin induced
hypoglycemia with both intramuscular glucagon and intravenous dextrose as
compared to treatment with intravenous dextrose alone. (3) Regardless the initial
treatment regimen a strict food regimen must be advised to prevent late recurrent
hypoglycemia.
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EFFECT OF NICOTINOYL-GABA ON BRAIN METABOLIC STATE AND
NEUROTRANSMISSION IN STREPTOZOTOCIN INDUCED DIABETES

T.Kuchmerovskaya, G.Donchenko, 	 N.Kuchmerovsky, I.Obrosova,
A. Yefimov and A. Klimenko. Institute of Biochemistry, Kiev,Ukraine

We previously reported that serotonin-, dopamine- and GABAergic
system functions deranged by diabetes. The aim of the study was to
assess the mechanism of neurotropic action of nicotinoyl-
GABA(pycamilon,P) in CNS-disfunction in diabetes.Four rat groups
were studied: control and three groups of rats 1 month after induction
of diabetes by STZ(70 mg/kg of body weight), two treated by P (20
and 200 mg/kg daily, 14 days) the forth untreated. The blood glucose
level of diabetic rats was 312 mg/dl. The findings showed that both
low- and high-dose P administration was accompanied by restoration
of [U- 14C]GABA release by brain cortex synaptosomes, while for
dopamine-and-serotoninergic systems his effect was absent. It was
demonstrated that as a result of 6 hours injections of NA, GABA and
P in low-dose brain NAD level increased to 0.204±0.014, 0.181±0.013,
0.220±0,015 vs 0.170±0.012 pmol/g, p<0.05 in diabetes respec-
tively,while GABA level was almost unchanged. Brain ATP level in
control was 2.07±0.07 tmol/g. The P increasead this level to 1.62±
0.05 vs. 1.41±0.02 pmol/g, p<0.05 in diabetes. However, the P effect
on cytosolic redox imbalance free NAD(P)-couples was negligible. It
was shown that P inhibited NAD specific binding by diabetic
synaptic membranes by 27%, besides NAD(lmM) inhibited P specific
binding by 32%, as compared with diabetes. These results suggest that
P was able to increase the NAD permeability into synaptosomes of
diabetic rats. Our study suppouse that P plays an important role in
improving the GABA-release mechanism and brain functional state in
diabetic rats. Thus P is involved in the regulation of the processes in
the brain streptozotocin-induced diabetes.
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DRUG INDUCED HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN DIABETIC PATIENTS -A
REVIEW OF 114 HOSPITALISED PATIENTS
W.Y.So, V.T.F.Yeung, C.C.Chow, G.T.C. Ko, J.K.Y.Li and
C.S.Cockram.Diabetes and Endocrine Centre, Department of Medicine, Prince of
Wales Hospital, Hong Kong.
We retrospectively evaluated 114 diabetic patients admitted to hospital with
hypoglycaemia during the period Jan 95 to Mar 96 as defined by plasma glucose
concentration 5 3.0mmol/l together with hypoglycaemic symptoms. It accounts
for 0.5 % of all admissions to the department of Medicine of Prince of Wales
Hospital. All data were expressed as mean±SEM. The laboratory glucose on
admission was 1.94±0.07mmol/l compared to 1.91±0.08mmol/1 for capillary
blood testing using a reagent strip. Sixteen patients wwere recieving OHA-insulin
combination therapy. The remaining were divided into two groups for analysis-62
on oral hypoglycaemic agents (sulphonylurea± metformin,OHA) and 36 on
insulin(INS). In the OHA group, 37 were on sulphonylurea alone and 25 on
sulphonylurea plus metformin. These patients were older(71.4±1.56 vs
63.0±2.39years,p<0.001), mostly female(67.8%), and had a poorer premorbid
state with multiple complications. Contrary to previous experience, the newer
agents, gliclazide(n=13) and glipizide(n=10) accounted for 39% of
hypoglycaemic episodes among the OHA group, while the remainder were
receiving glibenclamide. These shorter-acting sulphonylureas were believed to be
safer and hence selected for patients who were older and more complicated.
Nevertheless, considerable hypoglycaemia still occurred. Restricted carbohydrate
intake(64.04%), concurrent infection(32.2%), and other illness(45.7%) were
commonly found predisposing factors. More severe clinical presentation in terms
of duration of dextrose infusion was associated with plasma
creatinine>15opmol/1(p=0.06), low albumin <30g/dl(p=0.03) and dependent
premorbid state(p=0.01). Drug interactions were not common, but ACEI therapy
coexisted in 10%. We conclude that short acting sulphonylureas carry a
significant risk of severe hypoglycaemia especially when used in elderly or
complicated patients.
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FUNCTIONAL MRI CHANGES IN THE HYPOTHALAMUS OF
STREPTOZOTOCIN-TREATED RATS AFTER GLUCOSE LOADING
K. Torii, T. Kondoh and M. Mori. Torsi Nutrient-Stasis Project,
ERATO,JRDC, Yokohama and Ajinomoto Co. Inc.,Kawasaki, Japan
Functional MRI changes in the brain of streptozotocin(STZ)-
treated diabetic rats was reported as follows; the hippocampus
20min, the paraventricular nucleus 40min., the dorso-medial
hypothalamus(H). 60min. and the ventromedial H 100min.
after insulin 1.p.	 Overnight fasted male Sprague-Dawley
strain rats. weighing 150g, treated with or without STZ(30 and
60mg/kgBW) i.p., were used, settled in a functional MRI(4.7 T).
The metabolic change of each particular brain area was
visualized chronologically by the magnetization, prepared
rapid gradient echo pulse sequence method, following 2m1
isotonic glucose solution injected, i.p., through the catheter.
From 20 to 30min after glucose treatment, quite vivid
metabolic change as the decrease of intensity was observed at
the area between the hypothalamus and thalamus, especially
the subfornical organ in case of rats injected with low dose or
without STZ(control).	 These changes were recovered at 45min
after glucose treatment.	 When rats were treated with high
dose STZ, glucose treatment never caused any metabolic
change in the same area of brain. These data suggested that
fasted rats with glucose hunger could elicit certain metabolic
change in the hypothalamus during glucose uptake into the
brain and the neuronal activity of nuclei in these areas were
declined due to recognition of sufficient glucose intake
concurrently with insulin release, but STZ-induced diabetic
rats never did because of insufficient glucose utilization
peripherally.
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LONG-TERM ADMINISTRATION OF THEOPHYLLINE AND
GLUCOSE RECOVERY AFTER HYPOGLYCEMIA IN IDDM.
A. Hvidberg, A. Rosenfalck, N.J. Christensen and J. Hilsted, Hvidovre University
Hospital and Herlev University Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark.

We tested the hypothesis that long term administration of theophylline augments
glucose recovery after insulin induced hypoglycemia. The metylxanthine
theophylline increases intrahepatic c-AMP. The major glucose counterregulatory
hormones epinephrine and glucagon use c-AMP as second messenger when
increasing hepatic glucose production. We have previously demonstrated an
increase in glucose recovery when intravenous theophylline was administered
during insulin induced hypoglycemia. Eleven healthy subjects (mean (range):
BMI 24 (20-27), age 28 (22-34) y) and eight insulin dependent diabetes patients
(BMI 24 (21-30) age 31 (22-37) y duration of diabetes 3 (1-10) y hemoglobin
Ale 8.2 (5.8-12.1)) participated in two hypoglycemia experiments (intravenous
insulin infusion for 60 min) preceeded by (in a randomized, placebo controlled
double blinded design) the ingestion of theophylline or placebo for two weeks,
The dose of Teophylline was adjusted to maintain serum levels of 55-85mi.croM.
We found an increase in plasma glucose area under the curve (calculated from
the start of the insulin infusion to 150 min thereafter) after theophylline
treatment (p=0.03 and p=0.02, healthy subjects and diabetes patients
respectively). However, there were no significant concomitant increases in
incremental area under the curve for plasma c-AMP (p=0.60 and p=0.32), for
glucose production rate (p=0.16 and p=0.71) or for glucose disappearance rate
(p=0.20 and p=0.21). As regards counterregulatory hormones no significant
changes were observed except for a decrease in incremental area under the curve
for plasma glucagon after theophylline in healthy subjects (p=0.0007). In
conclusion: the biological significance of long term phosphodiesterase inhibition
is limited in the counterregulation of hypoglycemia. Thus theophylline is not
suitable for the prevention of insulin induced hypoglycemia.
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HYPOGLYCAEMIA DETECTION BY ECG RECORDING:
REPRODUCIBLE EFFECTS ON T AND R WAVES

J. Meinhold, T. Heise and L. Heinemann; Dept. of Metabolic Diseases
and Nutrition, Heinrich-Heine-University of Dusseldorf, Germany

ECG changes induced by hypoglycaemia might be used for
hypoglycaemia detection. We compared reproducibility and magnitude
of these changes between the 12 leads of a conventional ECG. On two
study days 8 healthy volunteers (age 23+3 years, BMI 21.6±1.4 kg/m2)

received a s.c. injection of 0.15 U/kg regular insulin. During the
subsequent 60 min blood glucose, insulin, potassium, and ECG changes
(CS 3000, Picker-Schwarzer, Munich, Germany; amplitudes of R- and
T-waves and QT-interval) were measured in 15 min intervalls. 60 min
after insulin injection, blood glucose had declined from baseline values
of 4.5 to 2.8 mmol/l, insulinaemia had increased from 41 to 193 pmol/l,
while potassium levels fell from 3.9 to 3.7 mmol/l (all p<0.05). The
ratio of R/T amplitudes showed a significant increase predominantly in
the left precordial leads: 58 % in lead I (p<0.01), 55 % in lead V3
(p<0.02) and 63% in lead V5 (p<0.005). Repetition of the
hypoglycaemic episode on study day 2 resulted in comparable changes
in all measured parameters (R/T amplitude changes: 27 % in lead I, 70%
in lead V3 and 135% in lead V5 (p<0.05)). The frequency-corrected
QTc-intervals did not change in comparison to the initial values during
the hypoglycaemic epsiodes. In conclusion, insulin-induced
hypoglycaemic episodes resulted in reproducible ECG-changes in
healthy subjects. These changes may be useful for a hypoglycaemia
detection system.
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RESPONSE DIFFERENCES FOR RECOMBINANT GLUCAGON IN DOGS.
R. Bowsher, J. Woodworth, A. Wilke, W. Smith, R. Yordy, and R. Lynch.
Lilly Research Laboratories, Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, USA.

A study of recombinant DNA-derived (rDNA) glucagon was conducted in
beagle dogs for 2 weeks. This study was a placebo-controlled dose-ranging trial,
with 3 dogs of each gender receiving daily subcutaneous doses of 0, 0.02, 0.06,
and 0.2 mg/kg. Blood samples were collected for 2 hours after dosing for
determination of serum glucose concentrations on study days 0 and 13. We
calculated the maximum absolute blood glucose excursion from baseline (MAE),
time to MAE (TM ,gi, and the glucose excursion area under the curve (AUC..).
Statistical comparisons were made across dose, gender, and day of measurement.
Mean data are summarized below:

Day 0 Day 13
MAE, TMAE, AUCex, MAE, TM,n , AUCex,Dose,

m Sex mg/dL min m •min/dL mg/dL min m •min/dL
0 F -3.0±19 50±61 -17±334 26±7 90±30 ---

0.02 F 50±22 13±6 1038±966 109±16 23±12 5721±1578
0.06 F 44±4 10±0 593±208 76±6 10±0 2926±2001
0.2 F 103±34 23±12 5281±1145 115±28 27±6 8127±2669
0 M -9.3±19 38±26 -144±301 8.3±20 87±58 ---

0.02 M 40±18 10±0 542±219 41±13 17±6 1663±1151
0.06 M 58±4 10±0 627±214 76±9 10±0 2972±2028
0.2 M 74±25 37±21 971±613 82±4 10±0 3108±1010

Serum glucose concentrations peaked rapidly after subcutaneous injection of
rDNA glucagon. Even though the glucodynamic response lasted for up to 2
hours, the response was greater on study day 13. A gender difference was
detected with a greater response in females. In conclusion, rDNA glucagon is
active and exhibits a dose-response in beagle dogs following a single
subcutaneous injection.
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Well being and cerebral function the day after
nocturnal hypoglycaemia

P. King,' H. Parkin, b M-F Kong, IA Macdonald,' and RB Tattersall a

'Diabetes Unit, University Hospital and bDepartment of Physiology /
Pharmacology, University of Nottingham Medical School,
Nottingham, UK.

This study assessed the effect of nocturnal hypoglycaemia on well
being and cerebral function the next day. Ten subjects with Insulin
Dependent Diabetes were studied twice 4 weeks apart. One night
blood glucose was lowered to 2.3-2.7mmoU1 for one hour, and at the
control visit, hypoglycaemia was avoided, The following morning,
well being was assessed using the Minor Symptom Evaluation Profile
(MSEP) and cerebral function with PASAT, Digit Symbol
Substitution Test (DSST), Trail Making B, Four Choice Reaction
Time (RT) and Auditory P300 latency. All 3 components of the
MSEP scored higher after the hypoglycaemic compared with the
control night (mean scores 226+37.8 vs 168+24.7 contentment,
p<0.01; 182+26.2 vs 126+_18.9 vitality, p<0.001; 183+_14.7 vs
135+_24.4 sleep, p<0.05 for hypoglycaemic and control nights
respectively). None of the cerebral function tests performed the next
day were affected by nocturnal hypoglycaemia (mean Trail Making
55.9+_6s vs 54.9+7.5s; DSST score 66.5+3.4 vs 69.2+_4; PASAT
2.56+0.ls vs 2.57+0.19s; RT 414+17.7ms and 411+15.6ms ; P3o0

309+5.34ms and 321+9.lms for hypoglycaemic and control nights
repectively, all p>0.05). Thus 1 hour of hypoglycaemia at night
affects well being but not cerebral function the next day.
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INTRA-NASAL AND INTRA-MUSCULAR GLUCAGON IN
HYPOGLYCAEMIC INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETIC
SUBJECTS
E. Bell, P. Chester, K.R. Paterson, Diabetes Centre, Royal
Infirmary, Glasgow, Scotland and Novo-Nordisk
Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Crawley, England.

Glucagon treatment of severe hypoglycaemia could be
facilitated if injection were obviated. Intra-nasal
insufflation of a dry powder human glucagon (2.5 mg)
formulation (NG) was compared to intra-muscular (IM)
human glucagon (1 mg) in an open-label, random
sequence study in 10 adult subjects with IDDM. Subjects
were made hypoglycaemic (median glucose nadir 2.0
mmol/I (NG), 2.4 mmol/1 (IM), NS (Wilcoxon)) by
continuous intravenous insulin infusion, discontinued
at the time of glucagon administration. A rise in
plasma glucose was seen after glucagon in all subjects
(median increment 1.5 mmol/l (NG), 1.2 mmol/1 (IM),
NS), the peak glucose occurring after 30 minutes in
both groups. Peak plasma glucagon levels (median 1626
mg/l (NG), 1753 mg/l (IM), NS) occurred 15-20 minutes
after administration by both routes. Mild-moderate
nasal irritation of short duration was noted by 8
subjects immediately after nasal administration with
mild erythema at rhinoscopy in 3 subjects. Intra-nasal
and intra-muscular glucagon show equivalent
metabolic responses and patient acceptability in
hypoglycaemic adults. Easier administration by intra-
nasal insufflation could extend the availability of this
treatment option.
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MILD HYPOGLYCEMIA-INDUCED COGNITIVE DYSFUNCTION IS
INDEPENDENT OF ANXIETY AND IS LIMITED TO DIABETIC SUBJECTS.
DJ becker, C Suprasongsin, I Jadour, S. Arslanian and C Ryan
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USA
To examine the relationship between anxiety, autonomic nervous system (ANS)
responsivity and cognitive functioning during mild h}poglycemiain in adolescents
and adults, we studied in 25 individuals with IDDM (age = 18.6.4 yrs (range
12-28yrs); duration = 8.9±9.5 yrs; M ± SD) and 16 age-matched nondiabetic
controls. Each subject participated in a euglycemic (Eu) and a Hypoglycemic
(Hypo) clamp, in random order, 2 months apart. During the Hypo, serum glucose
was clamped at 5.6mm/L for 90 mins, dropped to 3.3mm/L and maintained for 60
min. Plasma epinephrine (Epi), norepinephrine(Nor) and pancreatic polypeptide
(HPP) were measured every 15 min. A battery of cognitive function tests including
Letter Rotation Reaction Time Test (LR), Digit Vigilance (DV) and Trail making
B (Trail B) and self-reported anxiety (Spielberger State Anxiety Inventory) were
performed during the last 30 mins of both hypo and eu clamps. The increment in
anxiety levels during hypo was significant in both groups, but greater in controls.
However significant declines on cognitive function were limited to IDDM subjects.
In neither group was cognitive change correlated with age or anxiety. The mean
nor during this time was significantly correlated with anxiety levels in both
groups. Cognitive function deterioration correlated with ANS hormones only
within the control group.

The table represents correlations with mean epi, nor and HPP levels
during the 30min testing period.

	

HPP : r (p)	 EPI : r (p)	 NOR- r (p)
control	 IDDM	 control	 IDDM control	 IDDM

Anxiety	 .2(.2)	 -.2(.2)	 3(.1)	 .1(.4)	 6(.004)	 .2(.2)
LR	 .5 (.02)	 .2(.2)	 6 (.008)	 .1(.4)	 .5 (.02)	 -1(.4)
DV	 -.7 (.001)	 -.1(3)	 -.1(.3)	 -.1(.3)	 -. 3(.1)	 -.03(5)
Trail B	 .5 (.03)	 -.2(.2)	 .3 (.1)	 -.04(4)	 3 (.l)	 .1(.3)
Conclusion: Only IDDM subjects showed significant cognitive deterioration which
was independent of their level of anxiety and age.We speculate that the differences
in cognitive function during hypoglycemia between subjects with and without
IDDM may relate to differences in adaptation of glucose transport into the brain.
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HELICOBACTER PYLORI-INDUCED GASRITIS MAY
CONTRIBUTE TO THE OCCURRENCE OF POSTPRANDIAL
SYMPTOMATIC HYPOGLYCEMIA

0. Agbay, A. F. Qelik and S. Giindogdu. Department of Internal
Medicine, Division of Endocrinology, Division of Gastroenterology,
Cerrahpaga Medical Faculty of Istanbul University, Istanbul, Turkey.

We have previously shown that Helicobacter pylori (HP) gastritis
enhances glucose and meal-stimulated insulin release. Furthermore, in
our clinical experience, postprandial symptomatic hypoglycemic (PSH)
patients with HP gastritis showed a substantial improvement in their
hypoglycemic symptoms after the eradication of HP. Therefore, in this
study we have investigated whether HP gastritis may contribute to the
occurrence of PSH. For this purpose, we have evaluated below
parameters in 10 PSH patients with HP gastritis before and one month
after the eradication therapy: a) the number of PSH attacks occurred in
a one month period using 30 day diary, b) the total symptom score
following a mixed meal using visuel scale analogue questionnaire
(VSAQ), and c) the glucose and insulin responses to the mixed-meal.
Before the eradication, all the patients had repetitive symptoms, 2-4
hours after their regular meals, consistent with chemical hypoglycemia
(glucose values less than 60 mg/dL in at least three different
symptomatic periods). After the eradication of HP, the areas under the
curve for serum insulin decreased by 14.2% (p<0.001) whereas for
plasma glucose increased by 9.4% (p<0.001) following the mixed meal.
The mean±SD number of PSH attacks occurred in one month period
decreased significantly from 35.6±7 to 16.5±3.8 (p<0.0001) and the
mean±SD of the total symptom score in VSAQ decreased significantly
from 5.8±1.7 to 2.9±1.2 (p<0.0001). In conclusion, our data suggest
that HP gastritis may contribute to the occurrence of PSH.
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Plasma endothelin response to acute hypoglycaemia in insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDIVI).

MacLeod K.M.a, Perros P b, Webb D.J.c, Frier B.M.b.
a. Department of Vascular Medicine, University of Exeter.
b. Department of Diabetes, Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh
c. Clinical Pharmacology Unit and Research Centre, University of
Edinburgh

Acute hyypoglycaemia induces major haemodynamic changes
mediated principally through activation of the sympatho-adrenal system and
secretion of catecholamines and vasopressin. The endothelins are the most
potent vasoconstrictor agents known, and have a central role in
cardiovascular regulation.

The aim of the study was to determine whether acute insulin-
induced hypoglycaemic provokes detectable alterations in peripheral plasma
endothelin concentrations (ET) in patients with IDDM.

Plasma immunoreactive ET concentrations were determined in 20
patients with IDDM during insulin-induced hypoglycaemia, at baseline, at
the onset of the autonomic reaction to hypoglycaemia (R) and at 15, 30, and
60 minutes thereafter. A significant increase in plasma ET concentrations
was observed: from 3.81 ± 0.32 pg ml -1 at baseline to 6.72 * 1.47 pg ml -1
at 60 minutes after the onset of the hypoglycaemic reaction (p<0.05).

Acute insulin-induced hypoglycaemia induced a rise in plasma ET
concentrations in patients with IDDM occurring after the onset of the acute
autonomic activation. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis of a
putative role for ET in the mediation of hypoglycaemia-induced
vasoconstriction, and possible precipitation of macrovascular or
microvascular events.
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COMPLEX CARBOHYDRATES CAN PREVENT NOCTURNAL
HYPOCLYCEMIAINDIABEITCCfaDRENANDADOLESCENIS.
A.Verrotti, M.Magri, B.Angelozzi, G.Morgese* and F.Chiarelli.
Paediatric Departments, Universities of Chieti and *Siena, Italy.

Common risks for hypoglycemia in children with type 1 diabetes
mellitus are exercise, decreased food intake or excess insulin
administration. in order to prevent nocturnal hypoglycemia in
patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus with complex carbohydrates, a
pilot-study was designed with 8 children 9.1-17.4 years old; the
patients were selected from a group of diabetics with personal history
of frequent symptomatic nocturnal hypoglycemia. We studied the
patients twice, once for test and once for control study. On the test
day the standard evening snack, was replaced by a test "snack" not
containing mono- or disaccharides. Both the snacks, standard and
test, were equivalent in energy and total carbohydrate content was
similar. Blood samples were collected and when the patient had
blood glucose < 60 mg/dl or symptoms of impending hypoglycemia,
intervention with extra carbohydrates occurred. Six out of 8 children
needed intervention after the standard snack. After the test snack this
intervention was necessary in 3 out of 8 children. The time of
intervention ranged from 11 p.m. to 4 a.m. and 10 p.m. to 12 a.m.,
respectively, on the day of the standard and test snack. Raw
cornstark, as a source of complex carbohydrates, can be useful in the
prevention of nocturnal hypoglycemia; moreover, blood glucose
levels dropped more slowly than those after the standard snack. A
combination of complex and semi-complex carbohydrates in the last
evening snack or meal might be effective for the prevention of
nocturnal hypoglycemia.

951
MICROCIRCULATION DURING INSULIN INDUCED HYPOGLYCEMIA
- THE IMPACT OF ENDOTHELIN
T. Haak, E. Haak, K. Kusterer, C. Nickel, M. Engel and K H. Usadel,
Med. Department I, University-Hospital, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
In order to investigate whether hypoglycemia might influence
microcirculation, and if so, whether the endothelium derived vasocon-
strictor endothelin [ET] might participate in these mechanisms 8 male
healthy volunteers (sage 21 - 34, mean 25 + 4 years, body mass index
22.4 + 0.6 kg x m') were studied. Subjects received in random order
either 0.1 IU/kg body weight regular insulin (hypoglycemia) or 0.1 IU/kg
body weight regular insulin plus glucose 10 % (glucose clamp) or 1 ml
sodium chloride 0,9 % (placebo) intravenously on three separate days
according to a double-blind, randomized study protocol. For the following
60 minutes we determinined in 10-minutes intervals blood glucose, ad-
renocorticotropin [ACTH], cortisol and ET as well as heart rate and blood
pressure. Microcirculation was assessed at the same time points by
measuring capillary blood cell velocity at rest using nailfold capillarosco-
py of the left hand. Thirty minutes after insulin injection ischemia (200
mmHg for 2 minutes using a cuff around the hand ankle) was performed
as a provocative test in which the time to peak capillary blood cell veloci-
ty [tpCBV] during reperfusion was measured. Hypoglycemia (blood
glucose 38±4 mg/dl, p < 0.001 vs placebo and glucose clamp) resulted
in a significant increase in the tpCBV as compared to glucose clamp or
placebo (23 + 4s vs 8 + 2 and 10 + 2s respectively, both p < 0.01) as a
parameter of an impaired capillary perfusion. In the hypoglycemia expe-
riments only there was a subsequent rise in ET [p < 0.05 vs before insu-
lin injection] as well as ACTH and cortisol [both p < 0. 01 vs before insu-
lin injection] as a sign of an activated pituitary-adrenal axis. Capillary
blood cell velocity at rest as well as blood pressure and heart rate re-
mained unchanged in all experiments. These results demonstrate that
not insulin per se but the hormonal response to hypoglycemia is the
cause for the impaired microcirculation. An increased release of the po-
tent vasoconstrictor ET might participate in the mechanisms of the de-
creased capillary perfusion.
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THE HYPOGLYCEMIC / HYPERGLYCEMIC EFFECTS OF
ANACARDIUM OCCIDENTALE (CASHEW)
R.L.Lindo,E.Y.St.A.Morrison and M.Nair. University of the West Indies,
Mona, Jamaica and Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan.
The use of herbal medicines in diabetes treatment is still an ongoing
practice in Third World Countries. The Bark of the Cashew tree is widely
used as an oral hypoglycemic agent. Preliminary studies by a group at the
University of the West Indies, showed that a crude extract from the bark of
the Cashew plant exhibited the hypogycemic principle. This investigation
sought to isolate, purify and elucidate the structures of compounds found
to show activity. Three compounds have been isolated with
hypo/hypergycemic activities and the identity of these will be discussed.
The isolation method involved solvent extraction while purification
was performed using various chromatographic techniques. The structures
will be confirmed by spectral and chemical methods, using High
Resolution Fourier Transformation (FT-NMR), Heteronuclear Multiple
Bond Correlation (HMBC), Heteronuclear Multiple Quantum
Coherence (HMQC) and Total Correlation Spectroscopy (TOCSY) etc.
The activities were assayed by the use of Oral Glucose Tolerance Test,
using the glucose oxidase method to determine, the blood sugar
concentrations. The compounds were administered intravenously in
dimethyl sulfoxide to the dogs (n=10) in a concentration of 1.0-3.5mg/kg
body weight. In all experiments,each dog was used as its own control
where only dimethyl sulfoxide was administered intravenously. When
compared to the controls, two compounds showed significant blood sugar
lowering effects where all the values obtained for the extract curve, from
FBS II to 2 hours inclusive are significantly less (p < 0.05 at 95%
confidence limit). However, the third compound displayed significant
increase in blood sugar (p < 0.01) at FBS I. The combined effect of the two
hypoactive compounds thus produced an overall hypoglycemic effect.
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REGULATION OF PRO- AND CONTRAINFLAMMATORY
CYTOKINES DURING HYPOGLYCEMIA.
I. Koop; P. Preuss, S. Will, C. Loefler, S. Schreiber, S. Nikolaus, and
P. Jehle*. Depts. of Internal Medicine, *University Ulm, and University
Hospital Charite, Berlin, FRG.
Hypoglycemia can be regarded as a situation of stress inducing several
Immoral rescue mechanisms to prevent damage from the organism. We were
interested whether hypoglycemia causes activation of the immune system.
Methods: Ten healthy volunteers (6m, 4f, age:22-25, BMI: 21±0.6) were
studied by means of a stepwise hypoglycemic hyperinsulinemic (1mU/kg/min)
clamp. In 7 volunteers, a euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp (5mM serum
glucose) of the same duration was performed as control. Plasma cytokine and
cortisol levels were determined by ELISA, epinephrine was measured by
HPLC. Results: During hypoglycemia, leukocyte count increased nearly 3-
fold with a relative rise of granulocytes. IL-10 concentrations increased
significantly, whereas TNF-a, IL 1-I! and IL-6 concentrations remained

hypoglycemic clamp 5mM glucose 2.3mM glucose
Leukocytes, GPT/l 6.8 ±0.4 14.4±0.8**
IL-10, pg/ml <7.8 14.6±3 2*
Epinephrine, pM 0.2±0.01 6.1±0.2**
Cortisol, nM 0.39±0.01 1.1 +0.05**

[*:p<0.01, **:p<0.001] unchanged. During euglycemia, leucocyte count and
cytokine levels remained constant. Discussion: Hypoglycemia causes secretion
of the contrainflammatory cytokine IL-10. As IL-10 is a potent downregulator
of adhesion molecules this cytokine may be involved in the release of
leukocytes from vessel walls or bone marrow.Whether counterregulatory
hormones directly induce IL-10 secretion under hypoglycemic conditions is
subject to future studies. This study shows that modulation of blood glucose
levels can substantially alter invmmoregulation.
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In vivo Studies Of The Effects Of Capsaicin On Blood
Glucose Levels And Insulin Binding Using Dog Models.
I.A. Tolan , D. Ragoobirsingh and E. Y. St. A. Morrison ;Biochemistry,
University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica
A number of plants have been used in Jamaica to treat diabetes by traditional
healers One of them is Capsicum frutences whose active agent, capsaicin is
already being used to treat Diabetic Neuropathy. This study was designed to
determine if capsaicin has any effect(s) on blood sugar, insulin levels,as well
as insulin binding using leucocytes. A capsaicin fraction which was isolated from
Capsicum frutences when fed to dogs (n = 13) caused hypoglycemia that is stastically
significant when compared to a control, at the 2.5 hr time interval of an Oral
GlucoseTolerance Test. (5.38 mot/dl ± 0.49 versus 6.79 mol/dl±0.34, p <0.05
for the control). These results were comfumed by using a capsaicin standard
(4.53 mol/dI ± 0.45 versus 6.6 mol/dl f 0.46, is = 11, p < 0.05 for the control).
Blood Sugar was measured by the Glucose oxidase method. Insulin concentration
measured by the Coats Count method at the same time showed an increase of insulin
levels when compared to the control (18.83 µl/mol± 3.6, versus 6.9p1/mol f 1.25,
n = 11, p>0.05  for the control). Insulin binding was done by the Gambir et al method
in which isolated, washed leucocytes were incubated with varying concentration of non-
radioactively labeled insulin and a fixed quantity of radioactive labelled insulin. After
the 3 hr incubation, cells were washed with buffer and radioactivity determined in a
autogamma counter. The results showed that there was a stastically significant
decrease in insulin binding of theleueocytes of the dogs injected with the capsaicin
fraction when compared to the control. Binding for the capsaicin fraction was 27 %f
2.69 compared with 8%f 1.25 (n = 10, p>0.05) for the control. In conclusion, it is
apparent that capsaicin has a hypoglycemic effect which is mediated by a
comcominant increase in blood insulin levels. The decreased insulin receptor binding
may be compensatory mechanism in response to the latter and serves to prevent rapid
depletion of blood glucose level which could result in a hypoglycemic coma.
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GLUCONEOGENESIS IS NOT INCREASED IN MILDLY HYPERGLYCEMIC
NON-INSULIN-DEPENDANT DIABETIC PATIENTS.
F. DIRAISON, V. LARGE, H. BRUNENGRABER, M. BEYLOT. Laboratoire
de physiopathologie m&tabolique et renale, LYON, FRANCE and the
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, USA.
The enhanced endogenous glucose production (EGP) of non insulin
dependent diabetic subjects (NIDDM) is generally considered to result
from an increased gluconeogenesis (GNG). We infused (post-
absorptive state) 5 normal subjects and 5 NIDDM (glycemia 11,1 ± 1,0
mM) with [6,6-2H2] glucose (150 min) and [3 - 13C] lactate (6 hours).
Liver glutamine was non invasively sampled with phenylacetate and its
labeling pattern determined (mass spectrometry) after purification of the
glutamine part of urinary phenylacetylglutamine. After correction for
labeled CO2 reincorporation by pyruvate carboxylase (PC) (control test
with NaH 13CO3 infusion) this labeling pattern was used to calculate a
correction factor for isotopic exchange in the oxaloacetate pool and flux
through liver Krebs cycle. NIDDM had increased lactate Rt (15,3 ± 0,7
vs 10,0 ± 0,7 µmol/kg/min, p<0,01) and EGP (15,22 ± 0,90 vs 12,52
± 0,33 mmol/kg/min, p<0,05). Uncorrected contribution of GNG to
EGP were 28 ± 3 % (control) and 19 ± 4 % (NIDDM). Correction
factor were comparable in controls (1,34 ± 0,02) and NIDDM (1,46 ±
0,04) and the correted relative and absolute contribution of GNG to
EGP were not increased in NIDDM (27 ± 5 % and 4,1 ±0,5
pmol/kg/min) compared to controls (38 ± 3 % and 5,0 ± 0,6
pmol/kg/min). The calculated PC over pyruvate dehydrogenase activity
ratio, were comparable (12,1 ± 0,6 vs 13,0 ± 1,3). Lastly hepatic fatty
acid oxidation, as estimated by this model, was not increased in
NIDDM. Conclusion, despite an increased lactate Rt we found no
increase of GNG in the diabetic patients studied.

956
RELEASE OF GLYCEROL FROM MUSCLE TISSUE IS ONLY MINOR
IN OBESE AND NORMAL SUBJECTS.
M. Sjostrand, Lena Strindberg, A. Holmang and P.

Lonnroth. Lundberg Laboratory for Diabetes Research,
Department of Internal Medicine, Gothenburg, Sweden

Recently, a microdialysis study reported molar con-
centrations of glycerol in adipose as well as muscle
tissue. Since this should result in non-physiological
plasma concentrations of glycerol we performed
calibrated microdialysis measurements in three subject
groups. In six normal weight non-diabetic subjects
fasted over night arterial glycerol and abdominal adi-
pose tissue interstitial glycerol was 39±1 and
176±25umol 1 - ', respectively(p<0.001). Interstitial gly-
cerol in medial femoral muscle (50±6 timol' -) was signi-
ficantly (p<0.05) higher than in arterial plasma but
lower (0.01) than in adipose tissue. Also, we measured
muscle interstitial glycerol during a euglycemic
hyperinsulinemic clamp in obese (BMI:33±4, n=10) and
normal weight (BMI:23t1, n=10) subjects. At steady

state obese subjects had p-glucose 5.8±0.2mmoll - ', p-

insulin 480±52 mU l - ', arterial glycerol 31±3pmol-l - ' and

muscle interstitial glycerol 54±10}unoll -', (arterial vs
interstitial p<0.01). Normal weight subjects: p-
glucose 5.7±0.1, p-insulin 297±29, arterial glycerol
16±1 and interstitial glycerol 64±20 (arterial vs
interstitial p<0.05). The data conclude that glycerol
is released only to a minor extent from muscle tissue
in normal weight and obese subjects. The data do not
confirm molar interstitial glycerol levels in either
adipose or muscle tissue.
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EVALUATION OF THE DYNAMIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FFA
AND ENDOGENOUS GLUCOSE PRODUCTION IN NORMAL AND
OBESE SUBJECTS. L.D. Monti, P.M. Piatti, A. Caumo, G. Valsecchi, C.
Stangalini, F. Magni, S. Costa, M. Galli-Kienle, A.E. Pontiroli and G. Pozza.
Istituto Scientifico H. San Raffaele, Milano, Italy.
Recent studies have suggested that free fatty acids (FFA) are the link in the
suppression of endogenous glucose output (EGP) by insulin. However, the dynamic
relationship between the time courses of FFA and EGP has not been fully
investigated. To clarify this issue we studied FFA decline and EGP inhibition during a
low-dose (0.4 mU/kg/min) hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic clamp in normal (n=6;
age=34±2 yrs; BMI=25.0±1.4 kg/m 2) and in obese subjects (n=5; age=42±4 yrs;
BMI=35.7±1.1 kg/m2). Dideuterated glucose was infused to trace glucose turnover and
the hot-GINF technique was employed to obtain a reliable assessment of EGP. FFA
and EGP measurements were available at 5,10,15,20,25,30,45,60,75,90,105, and 120
min. A kinetic model was used to relate FFA decline to EGP inhibition during the
nonsteady state. It provided metabolic indices such as the sensitivity of EGP to FFA.
SEPA, and the time delay between FFA and EGP changes, tFFA. In the fasting state,
FFA levels were lower in normal subjects (0.46±0.04 vs 0.64±0.06 mmol/l;p<0.05)
while EGP (1.95±0.18 vs 1.61±0.11 mg/kg/min) was similar in the two groups. At
120 minutes, no differences in the percentages of inhibition either of FFA (66.0±6.9
vs 75.5±6.6 %) or of EGP (83.1±5.2 vs 71.5±4.1%) were found. When the
nonsteady-state period was considered, differences in the FFA vs EGP relationships of
the two groups emerged. In normal subjects the model fit was good and the metabolic
indices were precisely estimated: Sp A was 6.2±1.1 mg/kg min per mmol/1 and tFFA
was 11.5±5.6 min. In contrast, in four out of five obese subjects FFA decline did not
account accurately for EGP inhibition. In fact the model fit was poor, especially
during the first 30 min of the clamp when FFA decrease was slower than EGP
inhibition. We conclude that during a hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic clamp FFA
decrease is tightly related to EGP inhibition in normal subjects. In obese subjects
some other factor is likely to be involved in the suppression of EGP.

958
INSITULIPOLYTIC RESPONSE TO PHYSIOLOGIC STRESSORS AND
ISOPROTERENOL IN PIMA INDIANS AND CAUCASIANS.
S Snitker, J Hellmer*, M Boschmann*, OE Odeleye, MB Monroe,
E Ravussin. CDNS/NIDDK/NIH, Phoenix, AZ, USA. *Rockefeller Univ.
New York, NY, USA
Pima Indians have a high prevalence of obesity and NIDDM. We
hypothesized that lipolytic responses to stimuli would be lower in Pima
Indians than in sex-, age-, and body composition-matched Caucasians.
Lipolysis was measured by microdialysis in situ in non-diabetic Pima
Indians (12 M115 F, 30±7y, 85±18kg, 38±10% body fat; means±SD) and
Caucasians (11 M/10 F, 34±7y, 105±26kg, 41±12% body fat). Glycerol
concentration was measured in the dialysate of a probe inserted in the
abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue during a 30 min baseline and 1) 30
min exercise at 41±12% VO2max, 2) 30 min mental stress (color-word
test), and 3) 40 min local infusion of isoproterenol added to the perfusate
(10µM). Plasma epinephrine and norepinephrine were measured during
baseline and in response to exercise and mental stress. Baseline dialysate
concentrations of elveerol were similar in the two erouus.

Relative change in dialysate glycerol concentration over baseline (%)

Pima Indians Caucasians t-test

38±38 41±41 NSExercise

Mental stress -2±11 -If12 NS

Local isoproterenol 66±31 72±31 NS

The groups were also similar after correction for changes in local blood flow
(n=44). Plasma catecholamines increased similarly in the 2 groups in
response to exercise and mental stress. In conclusion, a lower lipolytic
response to stimuli does not seem to explain the high susceptibility of Pima
Indians to weight gain.

959
ROLE OF FFA IN THE REGULATION OF BASAL GLUCOSE METABOLISM
IN CONTROL AND DIABETIC RATS.
L. Morviducci, L. Pastore, §D. Zorretta, §A. Buongiorno, G. Tamburrano
and *A. Giaccari. Endocrinology, II Inst. of Medicine, Univ. "La Sapienza"; §Ist.
Superiore di Sanity and *Div. of Endocrinology, Catholic University; Rome, Italy.

Increased FFA concentration, experimentally induced during an
hyperinsulinemic clamp, is able to inhibit glycolysis and reduce glucose uptake,
finally determining insulin resistance. Hyperinsulinemia, however, markedly
lowers FFA concentration. The aim of this study was to clarify the effects of high
plasma FFA on glucose uptake (GU), hepatic glucose production (HGP), and
gluconeogenesis (GN) in control (C) and diabetic (90% pancreatectomy) rats (D) in
presence of identical basal insulin and euglycemia. In order to acutely reach
euglycemia without insulin, D rats received an infusion of phloridzin (inhibitor of
glucose reabsorption in the kidney: glycosuria). After a 6h fast, all rats were
infused for 120 min with [3 3H]-glucose, [U - 14C]-lactate plus a concomitant
infusion of triglyceride emulsion (Intralipid plus heparin) or saline. At tracer/tracee
steady state, GU was calculated as the rate of disappearance of glucose minus
glycosuria. The minimal estimation of GN was calculated as the ratio between
plasma 14C-glucose and 2 • plasma 14C-lactate multiplied HGP (glucose rate of
appearance). Saline infused D rats, as expected, showed reduced GU (D: 37.1±3.3
vs. C: 66.8±3.9 ltmol•kg -1 •min -1 ). Elevated FFA did not modify GU in both
groups (D: 32.2±2.2; C: 62.3±1.7 pmobkg - '•min- '). HGP was markedly increased
in D rats compared with C (D: 89.5±3.8 vs. C: 61.8±3.9 gmol.kg'•min'') and
remained unaffected by FFA infusion in both groups (D: 78.9±4.4; C: 60.1±2.8
µmol•kg - '•min -t). GN relative contribution to HGP was almost doubled by
increased FFA in C (from 18.7±6 to 34.5±8 %, or from 11.7±1.7 to 20.6±2.2
gmol•kg -1 •min 1 ); it was already increased in saline infused Brats (either relatively:
54.4±4 %, or as absolute flux: 21.1±1.7 gmol•kg t•min -1) but remained unaffected
in FFA infused D rats (52.3±5 %, 18.7±2.2 Emol•kg - '-min 1 ). In conclusion, this
results suggest that, in presence of basal insulin and euglycemia, an acute elevation
of FFA concentration: 1. is not able to modify GU and overall HGP, either in
diabetic or control rats and 2. increases GN in control rats, but not in D rats, where
it is already elevated. In perspective, other mechanism(s) than just increased FFA
and GN are responsible for augmented HGP, at least in this model of diabetes.

960
FREE FATTY ACIDS METABOLISM IN HUMANS : CONTRIBUTION OF
OXIDATION, INTRAHEPATIC AND EXTRAHEPATIC REESTERIFICATION.
F. DIRAISON, C. PACHIAUDI, M. BEYLOT, Laboratoire de
physiopathologie metabolique et renale, et C.R.N.H. de LYON, FRANCE.
Plasma FFA can be either oxidized or reesterified into triglycerides (TO).
This reesterification can take place in liver (the TG being then secreted as
VLDL-TG) or in extrahepatic tissues. To measure these metabolic
pathways five normal subjects drank deuterated water (for measurement
of lipogenesis) in the evening and were infused the following morning in
the post-absorptive state with [1-' 3C] palmitate (4 hours). We determined
: 1) FFA turnover rate (from the enrichment of plasma palmitate), 2) FFA
oxidation rate (from the excretion rate in expired gas of 13CO2), 3) total
lipid oxidation (by indirect calorimetry, corrected for the measured
lipogenesis), 4) intrahepatic reesterification (from the kinetic of 13 C
palmitate incorporation into TG during [1- 13C] palmitate infusion), 5) TG
turnover rate ( from the kinetic of 13C palmitate disappearance in TG after
the end of [1- 13C] palmitate infusion). FFA oxidation rate (calculated
using the acetate correction factor of Sidossis) was 2,76 ± 0,65
pmol/kg/min, accounting for 45% of FFA Rt (6,04 ± 1,04 pmol/kg/min)
and 90 % of total lipid oxidation (3,02 ± 0,5 pmol/kg/min). Total FFA
reesterification was therefore 3,27 ± 0,54 pmol/kg/min). TG turnover rate
was 0,11 ± 0,05 pmol/kg/min). Lipogenesis accounted only for 4% of
TG secretion rate whereas hepatic FFA reesterification accounted for
about 50% representing only 0,16 ± 0,02 pmol/kg/min of plasma FFA
utilisation. Extrahepatic reesterification was therefore 3,11 ± 0,53
pmol/kg/min. Conclusion: 1) FFA oxidation account for near the totality
of lipid oxidation. 2) oxidation and reesterification contribute each about
one half to FFA utilization. 3) lipogenesis and reesterification account for
only 50-55% of TG secretion. 4) most of FFA reesterification takes place
in extrahepatic tissues.
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NITRIC OXIDE INHIBITS HEPATOCYTE GLUCOSE METABOLISM.
F. Sprangers, A.J. Meijer, J.A. Romijn and H.P. Sauerwein; Metabolic
Research Unit and Dept. of Biochemistry, Academic Medical Center,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
There is increasing evidence in literature for the existence of intrahepatic
regulation of glucose production by Kupffercell products as cytokines and
prostaglandins. The role of nitric oxide (NO), another Kupffercell product, is
less well studied. NO has been described to influence gluconeogenesis
from lactate by inhibiting rate-limiting gluconeogenic enzyme fluxes of
PEPck and PC. It is not known whether NO influences other pathways of
intrahepatic glucose metabolism. We aimed to study the influence of NO on
gluconeogenesis from dihydroxyacetone (DHA) and on glycogen synthesis
from either DHA or glucose by adding a low dose of the chemical NO-
donor S-Nitroso-Acetyl Penicillamine (SNAP) to fasted, isolated rat
hepatocytes. Cells were incubated for 1 hour with mentioned substrates
and with or without proline or glutamine to stimulate glycogen synthesis.
For results see the table:

substrate

SNAP mM

addition

GLUCONEOGENESIS

isotonic	 glutamine	 praline

GLYCOGEN SYNTHESIS

glutamine	 praline

DHA 10 mM 0 259(5±7) i 280(533) i 317 1±391 77,1 (±7,2)	 1	 81,7 (±1)

0,25 2641±49) i 273(±45) i 3071± 41)
i	 1

15,7 (±14,^ )* i 11,5 (±19,9)*

glucose 20 mM 0 113 (±15,1) 	 120 (±15,6)All expressed as umol/gdw

0,25 * P <0,05 17,91±211* : 39,6 (t35) *

We found that: 1.) Gluconeogenesis from DHA was not affected by SNAP.
2.) Glycogen synthesis from DHA and glucose was 80-90% inhibited by
SNAP. 3.) Total cell ATP levels were not affected by SNAP.
Conclusion: SNAP-derived NO causes inhibition between glucose-6-
phosphate and glycogen, presumably by inhibiting glycogen synthase.

962
REGULATION OF LIPOLYSIS STUDIED BY MICRODIALYSIS IN
NORMAL AND SPINAL CORD INJURED SUBJECTS.
AK Karlsson, M. Elam, P. Friberg, L. Sullivan and P.
Ldnnroth. Departments of Clin. Neuroscience, Clin.
Physiology and Medicine, Univ. of Goteborg, Sweden

Stress reactions with increased sympathetic activity
may cause insulin resistance whereas reduced lipolytic
rates due to an inherent reduced adrenergic sensiti-
vity has been proposed to cause obesity. To elucidate
the role of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) we
studied a spinal cord injured (SCI) group with
decentralised SNS and a weight and age-matched control
group. Subcutaneous microdialysis and blood flow mea-
surements ("'Xe-clearance) were performed in umbilical
and clavicular region during centrally mediated
sympathoexcitation. The SCI group showed an increased
fat mass (26.8 kg vs 16.1 kg, p<0.01), higher p-glyce-
rol (82±7 vs 61±4, p<0.05), p-insulin (9.0±2 vs
5.0±0.7 mU/l, p<0.05) and lower p-noradrenaline (NA)
(0.78f0.2 vs 1.23±0.14 nmol/1 p<0.05) concentrations.
Sympathoexcitation increased blood flow and glycerol
release (rest:98t41, excit:167±43 nmol/min/100g,
p<0.05) in umbilical region among controls, whereas no
reaction was found in the decentralised region in
the SCI group. P-glycerol, -FFA, -insulin, -NA and -
adrenaline increased in control subjects. In spite of
this, lipolysis rate was similar in both groups in
both regions. In conclusion: The insulin resistance
and increased adipose tissue mass found in SCI seem
not to be caused by the decentralisation of the SNS.
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EVIDENCE, IN ISOLATED MICROSOMES, FOR THE INHIBITION
OF GLUCOSE-6 PHOSPHATASE AFTER REFEEDING.

N. Daniele, C. Zitoun and G. Mithieux. Institut National de la Sante et
de la Recherche Medicale (U.449), Lyon, France.

It has been recently shown that the activity of liver glucose-6
phosphatase (Glc6Pase), the final enzyme of gluconeogenesis and
glycogenolysis, was inhibited (Vmax) after refeeding. The inhibition
was observable in homogenate and not in isolated microsomes,
suggesting it was either labile or due to a metabolite lost during the
isolation process. To distinguish between both hypotheses, we designed
a very rapid microsome isolation procedure (less than 1 hour), from a
small amount (=1g) of fresh liver sampled in anesthetized rats.
Microsomal Glc6Pase Vmax in 48h-fasted rats (0.35±0.01
µcool/min/mg prot., mean±S.E.M. n=12) was inhibited after 7h-
refeeding (0.27±0.01 lumol/min/mg, n=12, p<0.01). The inhibition was
also observable after detergent-treatment of microsomes (0.6±0.03 vs
0.45±0.2 llmol/min/mg prot., before and after refeeding, respectively,
n=12, p<0.01). The Km of Glc6Pase (=2.5 mM in intact membranes,
1 mM in detergent-treated membranes) was not affected by refeeding.
Once they had been rapidly isolated, microsomes could be further
washed, inhibition was retained. Glc6Pase inhibition was not removed
upon incubation in the presence of BSA (1 mg/ml), ruling out that it
could be mediated by unsaturated fatty acids or fatty acyl-CoA esters
(known inhibitors of the enzyme) bound to the membrane. Our results
strongly suggest that the inhibition of Glc6Pase after refeeding is not
dependent on a metabolite present in homogenate and lost in
microsomes. This inhibition, which might involve a covalent
modification of the enzyme, is stable after rapid removal of microsomes
from homogenates.
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CAN INSULIN MEDIATED SUPPRESSION of FFA AND GLYCEROL BE

USED TO EVALUATE THE LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITY DURING I.V. INSULIN
TOLERANCE TEST?

U.Korugan', Y. Altuntai', N. Hekim2

'University of Istanbul, Medical Faculty of Cerrahpaia, Department of
Endocrinology and Metabolism, 2 Pakize Tarzi Laboratuary,

Istanbul -TURKEY

NIDDM and obesity are also characterized by resistance to the antilipolytic
effects of insulin. To determine whether the insulin mediated suppression of
FFA and glycerol are an indicator of the degree of insulin sensitivity, we
measured FFA, Glycerol, Plasma glucose disappearance rate (K rrr) during
IV. insulin tolerance test (MITT) non-diabetic obese young women
(Age:41±3 yr, BMI: 28±3.3 kg/m2, WHR: 84±0.05). Insulin sensitivity was
measured with IVITT (Regular insulin 0.05 ]U/kg) The glucose levels were
determinedd at 3 min intervals for 15 min before and after insulin
administration. The FFA and glycerol levels were determined at 15 min
intervals for 60 min before and after insulin administration. Kn-r was
4.11±1.6 %.min' .FFA were 590±254, 460±245, 260±133, 292±147,
350±190 pEq/L, Glycerol were 8.57±2.6; 5.9±1.5; 5.67±2.1; 5.76±2.3;
6.1±1.8 mg/L at 0, 15, 30, 45, 60min respectively. Suppression of FFA were
24±22 %, 54±20 %, 45±26 %, 10±4 % and suppression of glycerol were
27±19 %, 33±26 %, 31±25 %, 8±3 % at 15, 30, 45, 60 min, respectively
K11-r correlated only with 30 min -FFA level (s= -0.72, p=0.012) not
correlated any glycerol levels. As a conclusion, levels of glycerol are
insufficiently suppressed according to FFA levels during IVITT. At least 50
% decrease in FFA level at 30 min during IVTTT may reflect insulin
sensitivity in android obesity.
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Tbl. 2. Renal net balance (NB), uptake (OPT), release (REL) (µmol•kg `•min) and
fractional extraction (FX) (%):

	11.8	 9.0	 2.8 .48	 .13	 .35 72	 .69	 .03

	

15.8'	 10.3 	 5.5' .69'	 .06	 .64' 1.70'	 1 . 62*	 . 08*

Tbl. 1. Systemic (cyst), hepatic (he) and renal (ren) rates (smol.k `-min)

' p<0 OS Glucose Release Glutamine GN Alanine GN
soB	 hap	 ren s st	 hap	 ren s st	 hap	 ren
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SMALL AMOUNTS OF FRUCTOSE AUGMENT NET HEPATIC GLUCOSE
UPTAKE DURING HYPERGLYCEMIA IN INSULIN DEFICIENCY.
M. Shiota, P. Galassetti, M. Monohan, D. W. Neal, and A. D. Cherrington.
Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, Nashville, U.S.A.
Fructose activates glucokinase by releasing the enzyme from its inhibitory protein in
the liver. We showed previously that intraportal infusion of small amounts of
fructose markedly augmented net hepatic glucose uptake during hyperglycemic
hyperinsulinemia. In this study we examined whether small amounts of fructose
augment net hepatic glucose uptake during hyperglycemia with normoinsulinemia in
conscious 42 h-fasted dogs. Isotopic and A-V difference methods were used. Each
study consisted of an equilibration period (-140 to -40 min), a control period (-40 to 0
min), and a test period (0 to 240 min). During the latter glucose (6.5 mg.kg min ^)
was continuously given intraportally with (0.4 mg-kg - '.min -1 ) (+F) or without
fructose (-F). During the study, somatostatin (0.8 .tg.kg'.min t ) was given along
with basal insulin (0.25 mU.kg" t .min ^) and glucagon (0.6 ng.kg t .min t )
intraportally. In the +F group, fructose increased the sinusoidal blood fructose level
(nmol/ml) from <16 to 139 ± 11. The average rate of net hepatic fructose uptake and
fractional extraction during the test period were 2.1 ± 0.2 tmol•kg' min t and 46 ±
2 %. The infusion of glucose alone elevated arterial blood glucose (µmol/ml) from
4.3 ± 0.3 to 11.2 ± 0.6 during the first 2 h after which it remained at 11.6 ± 0.8. In
the presence of fructose glucose infusion elevated arterial blood glucose (µcool/ml)
from 4.3 ± 0.2 to 7.4 ± 0.6 during the first 1 It after which it decreased to 6.1 ± 0.4
(3 h). With glucose infusion, net hepatic glucose balance (µmol kg min ^) switched
from output (8.9 ± 1.7 and 13.3 ± 2.8) to uptake (12.2 ± 4.4 and 29.4 ± 6.7) in -F
and +F, respectively. Average net hepatic glucose uptake (µmol•kg 1 .min' 1 ) and
fractional extraction (%) (last 3 h of the test period) were higher in +F (30.6 ± 3.3
and 14.5 ± 1.4) than in -F (15.0 ± 4.4 and 5.9 ± 1.8). In conclusion, small amount
of fructose markedly reduces hyperglycemia during intraportal glucose infusion by
increasing net hepatic glucose uptake even when plasma insulin levels remain at the
basal.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FREE-TESTOSTERONE LEVELS AND
GLUCOSE EFFECTIVENESS AFTER AN ACUTE DECREASE IN
FFA LEVELS IN OBESE WOMEN. M. Conti, P.M. Piatti, A. Caumo, L.D.
Monti, B. Guazzini, B. Dallagrassa, E. Fochesato, A. Pizzini, A.E. Pontiroli and G.
Pozza. Istituto Scientifico San Raffaele, Milano, Italy
Androgen hormones (i.e. free testosterone: FT) seem to decrease insulin sensitivity
with an effect probably mediated by an increase in FFA levels. To evaluate whether an
acute decrease in FFA levels may induce a reduction in FT levels and in turn increase
insulin sensitivity, 21 women affected by obesity (age 41±2 yrs, BMI 37.3±0.9
kg/m 2, waist/hip range between 0.76 and 0.91) underwent two IVGTT studies
separated by a one week interval. Placebo or acipimox (to inhibit lipolysis) were
administered orally before the beginning of the IVGTT. Glucose and insulin
concentration profiles obtained during the IVGTT, were analyzed with the minimal
model of glucose disappearance which provides indices of both insulin sensitivity (SI)
and glucose effect per se or glucose effectiveness (SG). After placebo, basal FFA were
0.8±0.5 mM and decreased to 0.2_+0.03 mM after acipimox p<0.0001). Basal insulin
(I) levels were 13.4±1.1 µU/mI after placebo and decreased to 11.0±1.2 ltU/ml after
acipimox (p<0.05). basal FT levels were 1.0±0.1 ng/ml after placebo and significantly
decreased to 0.73±0.09 ng/ml after acipimox (p<0.05). During IVGTT and placebo, SI
and SG were 2.26±0.36 10-4 min-1/µU/ml and 0.013±0.001 min - I, respectively.
After acipimox, SI increased to 2.92±0.40 10 -4 min-1/µU/ml (p=0.058) and SG to
0.018±0.002 mim 1 (p<0.01). Interestingly, the increment in SG significantly
correlated with the decrement of basal FT levels (r=0.45, p<0.05). In conclusion: 1)
fasting FFA concentrations seem to modulate fasting FT and insulin levels; 2) an acute
decrease in FFA increase both SI and SG; 3) the increase in SG after an acute decrease
in FFA levels seems related to a simultaneous reduction in FT levels.

967

HUMAN SYSTEMIC, HEPATIC AND RENAL GLUCOSE, GLUTAMINE
AND ALANINE METABOLISM: EFFECTS OF EPINEPHRINE.
M. Stumvoll, C. Meyer, G. Perriello, M. Kreider, S. Welle and J. Gerich. Tubingen,
Germany, and Rochester, NY, USA.

Glutamine (GLN) and alanine (ALA) are the most important gluconeogenic amino
acids. Recent studies indicate that in humans liver and kidney are equally gluconeogenic
organs. It has been proposed that epinephrine stimulates gluconeogenesis (GN) by
increasing substrate availability. To test this concept we used a combination of isotope ([6-
'H] glucose, [U-'"C] glutamine, [3-"C] alanine) and renal balance techniques before and
during infusion of epinephrine (E) in 9 normal postabsorptive volunteers.

Glutamine Alanine
NB	 FX	 UPT	 REL NB 	FX 	UPT	 REL
49	 9.2	 .73	 .24 .16	 8.4	 .55	 .44

.80'	 15.1'	 1.29'	 .49 .01	 15.0'	 .81`	 1.01'

Summary and conclusions: GLN GN is predominantly renal (73 ± 3 % basal, 90 ± 4 % with
E) whereas ALA GN is almost exclusively hepatic (96 ± 1 % basal, 95 ± 2 % with E). E
increased fractional extraction of both amino acids. The resultant increase in uptake
completely accounted for the increase in renal GN from ALA and GLN. Contrary to current
opinion, these results demonstrate that E increases GLN and ALA GN by increasing their
transport. Isotopic use of these gluconeogenic precursors permits individual assessment of
hepatic and renal GN.
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The Correlation between Insulni Resistance and the Visceral Fat vs. Skeletal
Muscle Ratio (VFSMR) in Middle-Aged Women

Huh KB, Cho BS, Song YD, Lee JH, Lim SK, Kim KR, and Lee HC, Korea

In addition to visceral fat accumulation, bulk of skeletal muscle mass
may influence insulin sensitivity via its capacity to store glucose load. We
evaluated 129 non-diabetic middle-aged women to investigate the
relationships between VFSMR and metabolic variables representing insulin
resistance.

Visceral and subcutaneous fat areas at the umbilical area and skeletal
muscle areas at the mid-thigh were measured by computed tomogram and
VFSMRs and visceral fat vs. subcutaneous fat area ratios (VSR) were
calculated. 75gm oral glucose tolerance tests were performed with
measuring plasma glucose, insulin and free fatty acid(BFA) levels, and areas
under the curve of glucose (Glu-AUC), insulin (Ins-AUC), FFA (FFA-AUC)
and glucose/insulin ratio (GIR=Glu-AUC/Ins-AUC), were calculated.

Mean age of the subjects was 50.1±5.2 years and mean VSR and
VFSMR were 0.38±0.15 and 0.57±0.26, respectively. Among the
metabolic variables, Glu-AUC, FFA-AUC, total cholesterol (TC) and
triglyceride (TG) levels were more significantly correlated with VSR than
VFSMR, but his-AUC, OW and sex hormone-binding globulin (SI-IBG)
levels were more significantly correlated with VFSMR than VSR. After
multiple linear regression analysis with adjustment of age and BMI, VFSMR
was the most important anthropometric parameter in Ins-AUC, GIR and
SHBG level and VSR in FFA-AUC and TG level. In subjects with VFSMR
more than 0.6, age and Ins-AUC were significantly increased(p<0.001) and
GIR and SHBG levels were significantly decreased (p<0.001, p<0.01) than
in subjects with lower VFSMR. Regardless of the magnitude of VSR,
subjects with VFSMR higher than 0.6, were older and showed higher
Ins-AUC, GIR and SHBG levels than in subjects with lower VFSMR.

In conclusion, VFSMR may be a better anthropometric parameter
indicative of insulin resistance than VSR in middle-aged women.

+: p<0.05
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A DEFECT OF SUPPRESSION OF ENDOGENOUS GLUCOSE PRODUCTION
CONTRIBUTES TO LIPID-INDUCED GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE.
Rigalleau V, Beylot M, Pacciaudi C, Guillot C, Deleris G, Gin H.
Service de Nutrition et Diabetologie, Hopital Haut-leveque, Pessac,
and Centre de Recherche en Nutrition Humaine de Lyon, France.

In normal subjects, a lipid infusion does not greatly impair glucose
tolerance, because the inhibitory effect on glucose oxidation seems
matched by a rise of non oxidative disposal. But an influence of lipids
on Endogenous Glucose Production (EGP) has not been examined
during an Oral Glucose Tolerance Test (OGTT). In 6 normal subjects
(age 23±2 y; Body Mass Index 21.5±0.4), we performed doubly

labelled OGTT (1 g.kg-1 maize glucose, naturally enriched in 1 3C, to
measure exogenous glucose appearance RaE), with a primed-
continuous dideuterated glucose infusion to measure total glucose
appearance RaT; EGP was calculated as RaT-RaE. Each subject
underwent 2 OGTTs, first during a saline (Sa), second during an

"Ivelip 20%" ( Iv) infusion (0.015ml.kg - 1 .min- 1 , started 90
minutes before oral glucose charge). The lipid infusion produced a
marginal (NS) rise in glucose and insulin levels, but EGP was less

suppressed at time 90 min (Sa:0.94±0.38 mg.kg - 1 .min 1
Iv:1.77±0.53; p<0.05), and 330 min cumulation of EGP suppression

was lower (Sa: -409±24 mg.kg 1 , Iv: -298±43; p<0.05). Despite
identical oral charges, RaE was higher under "Ivelip" (330 min

cumulation: Sa:872±53 mg.kg- 1 ,lv:1025±82; p<0.05), suggesting

an increased recycling of 1 3C. Increased gluconeogenesis may
therefore be the cause of the impaired suppression of EGP under lipid
infusion.
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LIPOPROTEIN LIPASE IN MUSCLE OF hHTg RAT IS RELATED TO
FATTY ACID COMPOSITION OF MUSCLE PHOSPHOLIPIDS
E. Sebokovd, D. Gasperikova, P. Bohov, P. Langer, M.T. Clandinin l and I. Klimes
Institute of Experimental Endocrinology SAS, Bratislava, Slovak Republic and
'Nutrition& Metabolism Research Group, Alberta University, Edmonton, Canada
Hypertriglyceridemia is closely linked to insulin resistance. Indeed, raised dietary
intake of omega-3 (n-3) polyunsaturatedfatty acids (PUFA) which leads to lower
plasma triglyceride (TG) levels is associated with improvement in insulin action.
In order to evaluate the role of lipoprotein lipase (LPL) in the
hypotriglyceridemic effect of long chain n-3 FA, the expression of LPL has been
measured in skeletal muscle of hereditary hypertriglyceridemic(hHTg) rats which
underwent an euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp. Before the clamp, groups of
animals were fed a basal or a high (63%) sucrose diet with or without fish oil
supplement for two weeks. Results were compared to data obtained from control
animals subjected to an identical protocol. The expression of LPL was increased
in the soleus muscle when the n-3 FA acids were included into the basal or high
sucrose diet [B: 6.6±1.1 AU; FO: 24.2±1.8 AU p< 0.001; HS+FO: 46.2±2.5 AU,
p < 0.0011. In addition, similar stimulation of LPL mRNA levels by n-3 FA was
found also in hHTg rats [B: 7.9±0.7 AU; FO: 26.2±2.5 AU p< 0.001; HS+FO:
24.4±1.5 AU p< 0.001]. mRNA levels correlated negatively with plasma TG
levels (r= -0.60, n= 16, p<0.01). Moreover, we have found a very significant
positive correlation (r= 0.87, n= 32, p< 0.001) between the muscle LPL
expression and the GIR (= glucose infusion rate) as a measure of insulin
sensitivity. In addition, when the LPL expression was correlated with the content
of long chain PUFAs, a highly significant positive correlation between the LPL
mRNA and the total percentage of E20-22 PUFA in skeletal muscle phospholipids
(r= 0.85, n= 32, p< 0.001) was obtained. On the other hand, the LPL mRNA
correlated negatively (r= -0.86, n= 32, p< 0.001) with the ratio of n-6/n-3 PAS
in muscle phospholipids. Thus, our results indicate that a) increased removal of
triglyceride by muscle through the activation of LPL may contribute to the TG
lowering effect of fish oil, and the b) incorporation of long chain PUFAs into
muscle phospholipids could be an important long-term modulator of the skeletal
muscle LPL.
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UNDETECTABLE CONTRIBUTION BY KIDNEY TO GLUCOSE
PRODUCTION IN POSTABSORPTIVE AND 60 H FASTED STATES.
K. Ekberg, B. R. Landau, S. Efendic, A. Wajngot and J. Wahren.
Depts of Clinical Physiology and Endocrinology, Karolinska Hospital
Stockholm, Sweden.
A-V net balance of glucose across kidney and liver and 3H uptake after
3 h infusion of (6-'H)glucose or (3- 3H)glucose were determined in
healthy men (n=16), age 28±1 yrs, BMI 23.2±0.4 kg/m 2 after 12 and
60 It of fasting. Individual means were calculated from 9 determinations
between 115 and 180 min. Net renal and splanchnic balance were
calculated as A-V blood glucose differences times regional blood flow.
Glucose uptakes were calculated as A-V difference of 3H-activity in
plasma glucose, divided by the 3H-activity in arterial plasma glucose,
multiplied by arterial concentration of glucose and regional flow.
Results (.tmol/kg/min):

12h	 60h
Glucose	 6-3H	 3-3H	 6-3H	 3-3H
n	 4	 6	 7	 3

Glucose Ra	 11.3±1.3 9.3±0.9	 8.1±0.2 7.2±0.4

Sp1 3H-uptake	 1.9±0.2	 0.3±0.4

Spl Net Balance	 -9.6±1.4	 -6.7±0.8

Renal 3H-uptake	 -0.5±0.5 1.0±0.9	 -0.1±0.2 0.6±0.9

Renal Net Balance -0.2±0.3 1.0±1.8	 -0.8±0.7 -1.0±0.3
Postabsorptive net balance across splanchnic bed was 9.6 and glucose
uptake 1.9, equal to Ra glucose. In accord negligible net production and
fractional extraction of glucose across kidney were found. In the 60 h
fast 6.7 net balance across splanchnic bed, and 0.3 uptake, accounted
for 92 % of total glucose production. Glucose production by kidney
was not demonstrated. It is concluded that, postabsorptive contribution
of renal glucose production to whole body glucose turnover is
negligible; after 60 h of fasting it is about 10 % of total glucose
production.

972
TRIGLYCERIDE INDUCED DIABETES MELLITUS DUE TO LIPOPROTEIN
LIPASE DEFICIENCY. G.Mingrone, tF.L.Henriksen, t L.N.Krogh, E.Capristo,
G.Benedetti, M.Castagneto, G.Gasbarrini, A.V.Greco and 5H.Beck-Nielsen. Dept. Internal
Medicine & CNR-Dept. Surgery, Catholic University, Rome-Italy; ±Dept. Clinical
Biochemistry & Genetics and °Dept. Endocrinology, Odense University Hospital, Odense,
Denmark.
The complete reversal of diabetes mellitus (DM) in two sisters with familial lipoprotein
lipase (LPL) deficit and normal apolipoprotein CII levels is reported. All the family
members, father aged 48, mother 44, and 3 sisters (Sib1 18, Sib2 16, Sib3 11) were
studied Postheparin plasma LPL was 76.0 mU/ml in Sib1, 117.1 in Sib2, 205.7 in Sib3,
145.0 in the father and 101.7 in the mother. GC-clamped PCR-amplified DNA from the
promotor region and 1 to 10 LPL gene exons were screened for nucleotide substitution by
denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis. Two polymorphies were found in father's exon 4
(GAG to GAA) both coding for Glu' `s and in mother's exon 8 (ACC to ACA) both for
Thr" while a stop mutation was in mother's exon 9 (TCA to TGA) coding for termination
instead of Sei '. The polymorphies in exon 4 and 8 were inherited by Sib I and 2. HDL,
and HDL2 were lower than normal in the whole family, but particularly in the father and
Sib 1 and 2. One to 2 years after development of severe chylomicronemia with diffuse skin
lesions, insulin-resistant DM ensued in Sib I and 2. Current medical therapy failed
normalize triglycerides (TG) and glycemia; thus a modified bilio-pancreatic diversion
operation was employed to induce lipid malabsorption. Within three weeks after surgery,
plasma TG and cholesterol levels decreased from 56 mM and 12.9 (with dietary
restrictions) to <6.2 and 2.84 mM (on free diet) respectively. Fasting glycemia decreased
from> 16.6 (under daily doses of insulin z 150 IC) to 4.4-4.5 mM (without any therapy).
Body weight and fat-free mass were maintained in Sibs after surgery. Glucose uptake (M)
by euglycemic hypetinsulinemic clamp (EHC) and end-clamp glucose oxidation (ECGO)
were significantly lower than normal before (M=Sib1;5.61 and Sib2;12.5 pmoles/kgbw/
min; ECGO = Sibl; 5.08 and Sib2; 9.24) and not significantly different from normal after
surgery (M=Sibl;16.7 and Sib2;20.7 pmoles/kgbw/ min; ECGO = Sib1; 16.3 and Sib2;
19.2). In conclusion our data provide, for the first time, a direct evidence that insulin-
resistant DM is determined by high levels of TG and that it can be reversed by decreasing
circulating lipid concentration through a lipid malabsorption.
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Feeding suppresses gluconeogenesis significantly less in Mexican-Americans than
in European-Americans: a mass isotopomer analysis study.
A.Balasubramanyam, P.Nadkarni, A.Garza, V.Pavlik, J.A. Herd, A.Rajan, F.Jahoor

and P.J.Reeds. Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX, USA.
In a previous study we used mass isotopomer analysis to measure gluconeogenesis in
healthy Mexican-American men and found that gluconeogenesis was suppressed only
modestly after feeding. The aim of this study was to compare the effect of feeding on
gluconeogenesis in Mexican-Americans vs. Caucasians. Five Mexican-American
men (age 33-63 years, BMI 26-30) and six European-American men (age 35-64, BMI
24-28) were infused intravenously for 6 h with U13C-glucose on two occasions, in the
fasting and fed states. All were normoglycemic and normoinsulinemic, with negative
history of NIDDM in the immediate family. The infusion rates were 12.5 zmole/kg/h
for the "fasting" study, and 20 µmole/kg/h for the "fed" study (when the subject
consumed each hour a balanced enteral formula supplying 15 µmole of
carbohydrate/kg/min). Mass isotopomer analysis of the pentaacetate derivative of
plasma glucose was carried out following positive chemical ionization gas
chromatography mass spectrometry. Glucose flux was calculated from the isotopic
enrichment of the [M+6]-isotopomer. The enrichments of the [M+l]-[M+3]
isotopomers were used with the equations of Katz et alto estimate gluconeogenesis.
In the Mexican-Americans, the rate of gluconeogenesis via pyruvate in the fasting
state was 5.81 +_ 1.51 pmole/kg/min [mean  ± SD] and contributed 60% of glucose
flux; in the fed state the absolute rate of gluconeogenesis did not change (6.01 ± 0.63
pmole/kg/min) and its contribution to total glucose flux decreased to 37%. In the
European-Americans, the rate of gluconeogenesis via pyruvate in the fasting state was
7.08 ± 1.5 µmole/kg/min and contributed 76% of glucose flux; in the fed state the
absolute rate of gluconeogenesis decreased significantly (4.29 ± 0.95 .cmole/kg/min)
and its contribution to total glucose flux decreased to 27%. The effect of feeding on
suppression of gluconeogenesis was therefore significantly greater in the European-
Americans than in the Mexican-Americans. There were no significant differences
between the two groups in plasma insulin levels. The results suggest that ethnic
differences exist in the ability to regulate gluconeogenesis in response to feeding. The
underlying factors may involve differential hormonal regulation of gluconeogenesis,
or variable delivery of enteral glucose to the metabolic pool in the form of 3-carbon
precursors.
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IMPORTANCE OF ALCOHOL FOR THE TRIGLYCERIDE RESPONSE
AFTER INGESTION OF AN ORAL METABOLIC TOLERANCE TEST (oMTT)
S. Fenselau, A. Moers, Ch. Laue, W. Sturmer, W. Bauer, J.
Schrezenmeir, Inst. of Physiology & Biochemistry of Nutrition, Federal
Research Center, Kiel, Germany
The metabolic syndrome is characterized by a cluster of diseases
which often coexists: impaired glucose tolerance, NIDDM,
dyslipidemia, hypertension and obesity. To prevent these diseases an
early detection of predisposition is desired. After ingestion of a liquid
formula which contains 4221 KJ energy, 58g mainly saturated fat, 75g
carbohydrates, 30g protein and 10g alcohol in a volume of 500 ml
(oMTT), in a group of 25 year old men without family history 15% of
subjects (High Responders, HR) showed higher pp triglycerides (TG),
higher insulin, proinsulin and glucose values which indicates an early
state of the metabolic syndrome. This risk profile could be confirmed
by a study in sons of parents with complete metabolic syndrome. The
oMTT seems to detect the metabolic syndrome at a stage where the
oGTT is not yet impaired and might be helpful to early diagnose
patients high of risk. To differentiate the impact of its alcohol content
we studied 15 Normal Responders (NR) and 8 HR after the ingestion
of oMTT with 10g alcohol (WA) and without alcohol (oA). Blood for
determination of TG was drawn before, 0.5h and lh-9h pp.The pp TG
values were lower in all subjects in the test without alcohol (AUC ATG
oA: 372±47 mg/dl vs. ATG WA 438±68 mg/dl). HR showed significant
higher pp TG after oMTT with alcohol (AUC ATG WA: 726±148 vs.
LTG oA: 387±72 mg/dl, p=0.05). So is was only possible to
discriminate NR and HR significantly in the test with alcohol ( WA:
AUC ATG NR: 353±43 vs HR: 726±148 mg/dl; p=0.006 - oA: AUC A
TG NR: 364±63 vs HR 387±72 mg/dl, p= 0.82). Addition of alcohol to
fat seems to be essential for discovering the phenomenon of TG High
Response. This may indicate a crucial role of the metabolic response
to alcohol (and fat) in the pathogenesis of the metabolic syndrome.

975
ASSESSMENT OF HEPATIC SENSITIVITY TO GLUCAGON IN NIDDM
Michael Nielsen, Steven Wise, Sean Dinneen, W. Frederick Schwenk,
Ananada Basu, and Robert Rizza, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN
NIDDM is associated with increased rates of endogenous glucose production
(EGP) in both the postabsorptive and postprandial states. In order to determine
whether these excessive rates of EGP are due to increased hepatic sensitivity to
glucagon, 9 NIDDM and 10 nondiabetics (ND) were studied on three
occasions. Endogenous hormone secretion was inhibited with somatostatin and
replacement infusions of glucagon and growth hormone were given. Constant
"basal" insulin infusions (defined as that necessary to maintain glucose at.'. 5
mM) were established in each individual. On one occasion, the glucagon
infusion was maintained at 0.65 ng/kg/min ('.100 pg/ml). On two different
occasions the glucagon infusion was increased to 1.5 and 3.0 ng/kg/min for
four hours elevating the glucagon concentrations to — 150 and 300 pg/ml,
respectively. [6,6?H2] glucose and H 14CO3 were infused systematically to
trace EGP and CO2 incorporation into glucose (an index of gluconeogenesis).
Glycogen was labeled via the direct pathway by having subjects ingest [6 -3 H]
galactose the evening prior to study. Each increase in glucagon resulted in a
concomitant but transient (0-120 min) increase in EGP in both groups. The
integrated increase in glucose concentration, EGP and CO 2 incorporation into
glucose did not differ between groups implying comparable stimulation of
EGP and gluconeogenesis. However the ratio of the release of [6- 3H} glucose
to EGP was lower in the NIDDM than nondiabetic subjects indicating that a
smaller portion of glucose released from glycogen was derived from the direct
pathway. Glucagon did not alter carbohydrate or lipid oxidation in either
group. We conclude that a) glucagon stimulation of glucose production,
gluconeogenesis and by implication glycogenolysis, is equivalent in NIDDM
and nondiabetic humans and b) a lesser portion of glycogen is derived from the
direct pathway in NIDDM. These data indicate that the excessive rates of
hepatic glucose release in NIDDM are unlikely to be due to enhanced
sensitivity to glucagon.
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FREE FATTY ACIDS IN DIABETIC KETOACIDOSIS AND DIFFERENT

CONTROL OF TYPE II DIABETES MELLITUS
A. Protopopova, L. Koeva and V. Mihova. Medical University, Varna, Bulgaria

The relationship between insulin resistance, glycemia, free fatty acids
(FFA) and ketogenesis substantiates a following-up the changes of total and
main FFA such as C14:0, C16:0, C16:1, C18:0, C18:1, C18:2, and C20:4 using
the gas-liquid chromatography during diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) 2 days after
its coping and 2 months later on after achieving a good control of diabetes
mellitus (DM). The study covered 39 patients (21 females and 18 males) with
type II DM (mean age of 59±3.1 years, BMI of 26.5±0.8, and ideal body weight
of 113.4±0.8%). Ten age, gender and BMI-matched controls were used. During
DKA (BGL of 15.32±1.38 mmol/I; HbA/C of 11.3±0.5%, pH of 7.120±0.09;
BE of -8.362±4.62; K of 4.093±0.59 mmol/l, and Na of 141.25±1.75), total
FFA increased up to 1131.1±170.4 pmol/l. Two days after DKA they reduced
down to 826.63±133.98 µmol/l (mean daily fasting Blood Glucose Level (BGL)
of 12.0+1.2 nimol/l and postprandial BGL of 19.1±2.7 mmolll). After 2 months
at mean daily fasting BGL of 6.9±0.8 mmolll, postprandial one of 8.3±1.4
mmol/l and HbA/C of 6.9±0.33%, the total FFA decreased down to
627.036±144.3 pmohIl remaining, however, by 16.1% higher than control
values of 539.8±72.5 pmol/l. In DKA and poor control of DM, the elevation of
oleic, linolic and palmitic acids and the reduction of arachidonic acid (down to
18.6±2.9 µcool/I) was most outlined. It increased 2 days after DKA up to
20.42±8.8 pmol /1 and at improved control up to 25.8±13.8 pmol/1 without
reaching the control levels of 36.0±20.1 tmolll. There was no essential
dynamics in the percentage ratio of single FFA, of saturated and unsaturated
FFA, and of monoenic and polyenic FFA. The changed ratio between the linolic
and arachidonic acid was well manifested being 11.6 with DKA, 5.5 with good
control, and 2.7 in healthy subjects. The significant changes of FFA in different
DM control states confirm metabolism lability.
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NICOTINE IMPAIRS INSULIN-MEDIATED HEPATIC GLUCOSE
HANDLING IN CONSCIOUS DOGS.
M. Matsuhisa, T. Tomita, I. Nakahara, M. Iida, Y. Shiba, M. Wada*,
M. Motomura*, T. Kanda*, M. Kubota, and Y. Yamasaki , M. Hori
Osaka University School of Medcine, and *Osaka Prefectural General
Hospital, Osaka, Japan
To determine the acute effect of nicotine on insulin-mediated glucose
metabolism, we investigated hepatic and peripheral glucose disposal during
portal glucose infusion with euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp in seven
healthy beagle dogs. These dogs were canulated into the femoral artery,
portal, hepatic, splenic, and jejunal veins and, were implanted Doppler flow
probes around the hepatic artery and portal vein ten days before the
experiment. During experiments, insulin was infused intraportally (13.5
pmol/kg/min) and exogenous glucose was administered peripherally to
maintain arterial euglycemia. After 120-min metabolic equilibration period
and 30-min basal period (period B), glucose (38.9 pmol/kg/min) was
administered into the portal vein for 180 min. During portal glucose infusion,
nicotine (0.3 µg/kg/min) was administered peripherally for last 90 minutes
(period PN(+)) after 90-min of period PN(-). Arterial plasma glucose and
insulin levels were comparable among three periods (5.2±0.04 mM, 170±7
pM, respectively). In period PN(+), plasma nicotine concentration was
5.7±0.4 ng/ml and equal to that observed after smoking. Hepatic plasma flow
was stable throughout the experiment (B, 18.2±1.8; PN(-), 19.1±2.0; PN(+),
19.8±2.4 ml/kg/min). Peripheral glucose disposal rates were comparable
among three periods (B, 70.6±7.8; P, 60.6±5.0; N, 76.7±6.7 µmol/kg/min).
Net hepatic glucose uptake was 4.4±1.7 in basal period, and increased to
15.6±1.1 µmol/kg/min by portal glucose delivery in period PN(-). Nicotine
administration decreased net hepatic glucose uptake to 8.9±1.7 pmol/kg/min
in period PN(+). In conclusion, increase in plasma nicotine levels induces
insulin resistance in the liver rather than in the peripheral tissues.
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THE EFFECT OF 48 HOUR STARVATION ON MUSCLE
CARBOHYDRATE AND LIPID METABOLISM IN RAT MODEL OF NIDDM.
I.Kowalska, M.Strgczkowski, J.Gorski* and I.Kinalska. Department of
Endocrinology, Department of Physiology*, Medical School, Bialystok, Poland

NIDDM is heterogenous disorder characterised by defect in insulin
action and secretion, affecting carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. A rat model of
NIDDM can be produced by neonatal injection of a low dose of
streptozotocin(STZ) combined with later introduction of a high fat-diet. The aim of
the present study was to estimate whether the 48-h starvation influence the
glycogen and triacylglycerol (TG) concentrations in muscle and liver in rats with
experimental NIDDM. To test this, the glycogen and TG concentration was
estimated in the liver and red and white part of the gastrocnemius muscle in basal
conditions and after 48-h fasting.Experiments were carried out on male Wistar
rats fed from 8 to 11 week of age with isocaloric standard or high - fat diet (59%
calories as fat ) with previous injection of low dose of STZ (45mg/kg) or vehicle
at 2 days of age (I - control group: vehicle + standard diet, II - STZ + standard
diet -STZ, III - vehicle + high-fat diet-HFD, IV-STZ+high-fat diet-STZ/HFD). In
all groups fasting plasma glucose, insulin, NEFA and TO were measured. Marked
hyperglycemia was observed in STZ/HFD group (p<0.05). 48-h fasting decreased
significantly glucose level in all studied groups. The highest insulin concentration
was observed in HFD group, but the difference was not significant. Insulin level
decreased after starvation in all studied groups, but statistical difference was
observed only in HFD group (p<0.05). After starvation glycogen concentration fell
significantly in both parts of gastrocnemius muscle in all studied groups vs starved
control rats. Basal liver glycogen was markedly lower in HFD (p<0.05) and
STZ/HFD group(p<0.05) than in the control. Fasting caused significant decrease
in liver glycogen concentrations in all studied groups vs basal conditions. A
significant TG accumulation in examined tissues was observed in all studied
groups in comparison to control. 48-h starvation decreased TG concentrations in
white and red part of gastrocnemius muscle and liver in STZ group and
STZ/HFD group. Plasma TG decreased markedly after starvation in control and
STZ group (p<0.01, p<0.01). 48-h starvation did not affect plasma NEFA level in
studied groups. We conclude that 48-h starvation increase TG utilization in rat
model of NIDDM.

979
INSULIN EFFECTS ON HEPATIC GLUCOSE PRODUCTION:
EXTENT AND PATHWAYS. J. Radziuk and Z. Zhang Ottawa
Civic Hospital, Ottawa, Canada
The extent to which insulin affects hepatic glucose production
(HGP) and the pathways by which this occurs were assessed using
dose response determinations during a 120 min recirculating
perfusion of livers from twenty-five, 20h fasted rats. The
perfusion medium consisted of donor rat erythrocytes in a BSA
Krebs Ringer buffer. Initial concentrations of glucose were 100
mg/dl and lactate 40 mg/dl. Lactate was infused at 1 mg/min
together with [U-14C]-lactate. Insulin was infused to maintain
levels of 0, 70, 175 and 1050 pmol/L. Inflow and outflow
concentrations of labelled and unlabelled metabolites were
measured. A mathematical model relating lactate, glucose and
glycogen fluxes indicated an unchanged fractional flux from
lactate to glucose and an insulin dose-dependent increase in the
corresponditJg glycolytic flux (12±4, 17±1, 21±2 and 42±6
X10-3min-') and glycogen synthesis (1.7±0.5, 1.6±0.1, 4.4±0.6
and 6.6 ±2.3 X10-3min'). This was corroborated in dispersion-
corrected estimates of net glucose production: 0.89±0.07,
0.93±0.04, 0.49±0.08 and 0.33±0.08 smol; mean lactate
extraction: 38±2, 42±5, 37±3 and 38±3% and glycogen
formation: 0.14±0.04, 0.12±0.02, 0.23±0.04 and 0.32±0.06
pmol glucosyl units. These data indicate, that in the fasting rat
liver perfitsed with lactate as the principal substrate, insulin
decreases net HGP by - 60%. It does this in the face of an
unchanged gluconeogenetic flux from lactate by increasing net
glycogen synthesis as well as glycolysis.

980
ALTERED RATIOS OF GLYCOLYTIC TO OXIDATIVE
MUSCLE ENZYME ACTIVITIES IN OBESITY
D. Kelley, J. -A. Simoneau, B. Goodpaster, L. Thaete, and N.
Mazzei. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA

Reduced enzymatic capacity for substrate utilization by skeletal
muscle could contribute to the pathogenesis of obesity. To examine
this hypothesis, the relationship between glycolytic (Gly) and
oxidative (Ox) enzyme activities within skeletal muscle were
determined and the proportionality of Gly to Ox was calculated.
Enzyme activities were compared to patterns of fat deposition by
regression analysis and adjusted for important co-variables. Vmax for
hexokinase (HK), citrate synthase (CS), phosphofructokinase (PFK),
glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) were determined
in 50 glucose-tolerant adults (24 M, 26 F), ranging from lean to obese
(BMI = 19 to 41 kg•m 2). Visceral fat (VFat) was determined by CT
and overall adiposity by DEXA. Insulin sensitivity (Rd) was measured
using euglycemic clamps (40 mU•m -2•min - I), and VO2max by cycle
ergometry. PFK/CS, HK/CS ,,• 'and GADPH/C$_ were positidely
correlated with VFat (r=0';32 to 0.38, p<0.05), and total adiposity
(r=0:15 to 0.39,pi10.05)• Q)ycolytic capacities were correlated with
,Fat, though -not as strongly as the Gly/Ox ratios. Correlations
between Gly/Oz ratios and VFat remained after adjusting for oxidative
capacity of muscle, i.e. C$ activity. Gly/Ox ratios were also correlated
with VO2max, yet signjfi'cant correlations with VFat remained after
adjusting for this parameter. Gly/Ox ratios were negatively correlated
with insulin sensitivity; the relationship of Gly/Ox with VFat was not
independent of insulin resistance. In summary, the Gly/Ox enzyme
ratios are altered in visceral obesity, reinforcing the concept that
perturbations in the capacity of skeletal muscle to oxidize substrates,
especially in proportion to its capacity for glycolysis, may have an
important role in obesity and its metabolic complications.
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LOSS OF FUNCTIONAL ZONATION IN HEPATIC ACINUS IN
DIABETIC BB RATS.
K. Yamatani, Y Ikezawa, K. Hama, H. Yamaguchi, M. Daimon,
H. Manaka and H. Sasaki
Third Dept. of Internal Medicine, Yamagata Univ., Yamagata, Japan

In the normal rat liver, gluconeogenesis is predominat in the periportal
hepatocytes (PPH), whereas gycolysis predominant in the perivenous
hepatocytes (PVH) of the hepatic acinus. To know if a diabetic state
modify this functional zonation in the hepatic acinus, PPH or PVH was
isolated selectively by a digitonin-collagenase method from IDDM
model-BB rats, and cultured in 35 mm dishes for 1 h.

Gluconeogenesis from 5 mM lactate, 0.5 mM pyruvate and 5 mM
alanine was greater in PPH than PVH (50.3±5.8 vs 33.2±4.1 nmol/mg
prot/30 min without glucagon, p<0.05, and 66.6±6.0 vs 43.3±4.7 with
100 nM glucagon, p<0.05) from non-diabetic BB rats, but was not
different between PPH and PVH (56.8±6.9 vs 51.6±5.7 without
glucagon, NS, and 98.5±7.6 vs 93.9±6.1 with 100 nM glucagon, NS)
from diabetic BB rats.

Lactate release by the addition of 20 mM glucose into the medium was
greater in PVH than PPH (21.3±2.0 vs 10.5±1.7 ug/mg prot/60 min,
p<0.05) from non-diabetic BB rats, but was not different between PPH
and PVH (10.1±3.6 vs 9.1±3.0, NS) from diabetic BB rats.

Gycogen content when 20 mM glucose was added into the medium
was not different between PPH and PVH from non-diabetic BB rats
(33.5±2.1 vs 34.7±2.4 ug/mg prot, NS), or from diabetic BB rats
(24.9±10.6 vs 18.2±5.8, NS), respectively.

In conclusion, the functional zonation in the hepatic acinus was lost in
diabetic BB rats. This might be responsible for hepatic glucose
overproduction in diabetes mellitus.

THE ROLE OF LONG CHAIN POLYUNSATURATED FATTY ACID
IN THE MODULATION OF INSULIN ACTION IN hHTg RAT
D. Gasperikovd, E. Sebokovd, P. Bohov, P. Langer, M.T. Clandinin' and L Klimes
Institute of Experimental Endocrinology, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava,
Slovak Republic and 'University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada
We have shown previously that the in vivo insulin action in muscles of hereditary
hypertriglyceridemic (hHTg) rats correlated negatively with the concentration of
circulating triglycerides (Tg). Raised dietary intake of n-3 polyunsaturated fatty
acid (PUFA) had been accompanied by increased insulin sensitivity of hHTg rats.
The aim of this study was to test the role of long chain PUFA in muscle
phospholipids for the modulation of in vivo insulin action and glucose transport
under conditions of hereditary fixed and diet-induced hypertriglyceridemia.
Groups of hHTG rats were fed for 2 weeks 4 types of diets: a) basal diet /BD/,
b) BD with marine fish oil (BD+FO), c) high sucrose /= HS; 63 cal%/ and d)
HS+FO. Then, euglycemic hyperinsulinemic (6.4 mU/kg/min) clamps were
carried out in conscious rats equipped with permanent cannulas in the carotid
artery and jugular vein. Skeletal muscles and the heart (collected after the clamp)
were used for analyses of FA composition (gas chromatography) of skeletal muscle
phospholipids(thin layer chromatography) and GLUT4 gene expression (Northern
blot). Correlation analysis of fatty acid composition of skeletal muscle
phospholipidswith the in vivo insulin action of hHTg rats showed a tight positive
relationship between the percentage of long-chain PUFAs (C20-22 PUFAs) and
the glucose infusion rate (GIR) (n= 16, r= 0.93, p<0.001), and a negative
correlation between the ratio of n-6/n-3 PUFA and GIR (n= 16 r= -0.89,
p <0.001). HS feeding decreased the GLUT4 mRNA levels of hHTg rat in soleus
muscle [HS: 6.9±0.2 arbitrary units (AU); BD: 13.0±1.0 AU; p< 0.05] and heart
[HS: 1.8±0.3 AU; BD: 3.2±0.3 AU; p< 0.051. Supplementationof HS diet with
FO increased GLUT4 mRNA in both tissues [Soleus: 15.6±1.4 AU, p< 0.05;
Heart: 3.4±0.2 AU, p<0.05]. The GLUT4 gene expression correlated positively
with the long chain FA content in skeletal muscles (n= 16, r= 0.55, p <0.05) and
in the heart (n= 16, r= 0.68, p <0.01). In summary: 1) the in vivo insulin
resistance of the hHTg rats decreases with increasing proportionof the long-chain
PUFAs in muscle phospholipids. 2) Data on GLUT4 mRNA tissue levels point
also to a regulatory effect of C20-22 PUFAs on the gene expression for GLUT4.
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METABOLIC CONTROL OF MUSCLE GLUCOSE DISPOSAL:
MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY STUDY IN HUMANS
G. Velho, R. Roussel, P. G. Carlier, C. Wary, G. Bloch. INSERM
U-358, Hopital Saint-Louis, Paris; SHFJ, CEA, Orsay, France

Although the absence of muscle intracellular free glucose (ICG)
in euglycemic conditions is direct evidence of glucose transport
being the rate-limiting step for glucose disposal, post-transport
steps might be involved in the metabolic control of muscle
glucose disposal during hyperglycemia. We have previously
shown a significant accumulation of ICG (=0.8 mmol/I) in human
muscle during hyperglycemia (=22 mM) at basal insulinemia.
The present study was designed to evaluate muscle ICG
accumulation during hyperglycemic hyperinsulinemia in the
physiological range. Five healthy men were studied during a
hyperglycemic (=10mM) hyperinsulinemic (=60mU/I) clamp,
with an infusion of somatostatin and 13C-glucose. Extracellular
glucose, ICG, and glycogen were measured by 13 C Magnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy (SMR) of the leg muscles. ICG
concentration was calculated from the SMR signal, and from the
plasma glucose concentration and 13 C enrichment. No
significant ICG accumulation was observed: muscle
concentration was 0.09±0.07 mmol/I during the second hour of
the clamp. Over the same time period, muscle glycogen
synthesis rate was 0.26±0.03 mmol/min.l reflecting a rapid
glucose uptake. The finding that ICG does not accumulate in
conditions mimicking the hyperglycemic hyperinsulinemic
situation occuring after a large carbohydrate oral load, strongly
supports the predominant role of glucose transport in controlling
the overall rate of muscle glucose disposal, not only at
euglycemia but also during physiological hyperglycemia.
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EFFECTS OF SHORT-TERM AEROBIC EXERCISE ON SERUM
LIPID LEVELS AND LDL PARTICLE SIZE IN YOUNG MEN.

T. Kazumi, A. Kawaguchi, T. Hozumi, Y. Ishida and G. Yoshino, Hyogo
Rehabilitation Center Hospital, Hyogo Medical Center, Kobe University
of Mercantile Marine, Toho University School of Medicine, Kobe,
Akashi, Tokyo, Japan.

To determine the effects of short-term aerobic exercise on serum levels
of lipids, lipoproteins and apolipoproteins (apo), and LDL particle size,
31 nonobese men (mean ± SE body mass index; 22.1 ± 0.6 kg/m 2) aged
18 to 20 years had blood samples obtained just prior to and within 20
min of completion of 3 days of swimming exercise (4h/day). They
consumed same diets (4300 kcal/day) during the entire study period.
With exercise, they lost their weight from 66.3 ± 1.8 to 65.7 ± 1.8 kg (P
< .001) and plasma glucose decreased from 4.83 ± 0.06 to 4.17 ± 0.17
mM (P < .0001) whereas nonesterified fatty acids increased from 463 ±
37 to 1078 ± 64 pM (P < .0001). Levels of total cholesterol decreased
9% from 4.44 ± 0.16 to 4.06 ± 0.10 mM (P < .001), LDL cholesterol
decreased 14% from 2.74 ± 0.13 to 2.35 ± 0.10 mM (P < .001), apoB
decreased 17% from 90 ± 4 to 75 ± 3 mg/dl (P < .001). Although LDL
particle size decreased, postexcercise peak LDL diameter averaged 26.6
± 0.4 nm, a figure that was shown to be less susceptibility to oxidative
modification (pre-exercise, 27.1 ± 0.3 nm). Levels of triglyceride de-
creased 13% from 0.81 ± 0.05 to 0.71 ± 0.05 mM (P < .1), apoCll
decreased 40% from 2.5 ± 0.2 to 1.5 ± 0.1 mg/dl (P < .001), apoCIiI
decreased 30% from 8.8 ± 0.4 to 6.2 ± 0.4 mg/dl (P < .0001), apoE
decreased 14% from 5.0 ± 0.2 to 4.3 ± 0.2 mg/dl (P < .01). However,
serum levels of insulin, HDL cholesterol and apoAI did not change
significantly. Lp(a) levels decreased from 55 ± 10 to 46 ± 8 mg/dl (P <
.005) in a top-tertile group whereas they did not change in the other two
groups. These observations may explain in part the reduced risk of
developing vascular disease in individuals who are physically active.
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MODELS TO MEASURE FLUORODEOXYGLUCOSE TRANSPORT AND
PHOSPHORYLATION IN HUMAN SKELETAL MUSCLE FROM PET DATA
S. Lovisatti, P. Nuutila, T. Utriainen, H. Yki-Jarvinen and C. Cobelli. University of
Padova, Padova, Italy; Turku Medical PET Center, Turku, Finland; University of
Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland.
Measuring glucose transport and phosphorylation in skeletal muscle is crucial for
understanding of diabetes. Dynamic PET [°F] fluorodeoxyglucose (["F]FDG) data
contain information on transport and phosphorylation of glucose analogue FDG, but a
model is required. Several FDG models and numerical identification approaches have
been proposed in brain and heart. However these models have never been evaluated in
human muscle tissue [18F]FDG data. Here we assess the performance of two of these
models. DATA. 5 normal subjects in the basal state received 8 mCi [ 18F]FDG and
dynamic scanning and plasma sampling were performed for 40 min. MODELS.
Sokoloff et al. model parameters are 3 (3K model): transport in (ml/min-gram muscle)
out (k2, mir '), phosphorylation (k3,min'). Phelphs et al. model assumes that
phosphorylation (k4,min') is also present (4K model). In addition we added to both
models a volume term (V,%). Parameters were estimated in each subject by weighted
nonlinear least squares with optimal weights, i.e. equal to the inverse of measurement
error variance (assumed proportional to counts, inversely to scanning time with a scale
factor estimated a posteriori). RESULTS. The 3K model rate parameters were
successfully identified: kl=0.031±0.006 (SE), mean precision 10%; k2=0.409±0.0129,
9%; k3=0.032±0.004, 6%. Also V was successfully estimated: 1.1±0.5(16%). The
extraction coefficient (ml/min-gram muscle) was 0.23±0.02(3%). The 4K model rate
parameters exhibited different values with expected deteriorated precision:
kl=0.043±0.012(9%); k2=0.617±0.232(11%); k3=0.053±0.006(16%);
k4=0.017+0.002(29%). V was reliably estimated only in 2 subjects. The extraction
coefficient was 0.29±0.02(39%). The Akaike parsimony criterion was slightly in
favour of 3K model. CONCLUSION. The 3K model with an additional volume term
looks the most parsimonious one. The addition of the volume term and an accurate
description of the measurement error are of utmost inportance for arriving at a reliable
assessment of parameters and their precision. Additional work is required to i) evaluate
other models in the basal state; ii) extend the models for studying elevated insulin
states; iii) move from an FDG to a glucose picture by measuring the Lumped Constant
under different experimental conditions.
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EFFECTS OF ENDURANCE TRAINING ON MYOCARDIAL
AND SKELETAL MUSCLE FATTY ACID BETA -OXIDATION.
T.O. Takala, P. Nuutila, M. Luotolahti, M. Haaparanta, J. Bergman, M.
Maki, J. Knuuti. Department of Medicine and PET Center, University of

Turku, Finland.
We have previously shown, that endurance training reduces myocardial

and increases skeletal muscle glucose uptake. To measure whether

myocardial or skeletal muscle fatty acid oxidation is altered by training,
we studied eight male endurance athletes (age 27±2.3 yrs, BMI 21.4±1.0

kg/m'" VO2max 68±3.4m1/kg/min), and nine sedentary controls matched

for characteristics other than VO2max (49±8.0 ml/kg/min, p<0.001).

Myocardial and femoral muscle fatty acid oxidation rates were measured

during euglycemic hyperinsulinemia (serum insulin 60mU/L) with

14(R,S)-[1eF]Buoro-6-thia-heptadecanoicacid (["F[FTIIA) and positron

emission tomography (PET). During hyperinsulinemia whole body glucose

uptake was 49 % higher in the athletes than in the controls (59±9.5 vs

40±9.4 tmolIkg/min, p<0.001). Myocardial fatty acid beta-oxidation

indexes per kilogram of myocardium calculated by multiplying fractional

[18F]FTIIA uptake and serum free fatty acid concentration were similar in

the athletes and controls (10.1±5.1 vs 10.2±3.8 amol/kg/min, ns). Skeletal

muscle fatty acid beta-oxidation index in femoral region was 1.68±0.76

cmol/kg/min in the athletes and 1.15±0.41 tmol/kg/min in the controls

(ns). Myocardial or skeletal fatty acid beta-oxidation rates were not

correlated with VO,max. In conclusion, myocardial and skeletal muscle

fatty acid beta-oxidation rates per gram of tissue during euglycemic

hyperinsulinemia are not altered in endurance athletes compared to

sedentary controls.

987
EXTRACELLULAR AND INTRACELLULAR GLUCOSE UNDER BASAL
CONDITIONS IN MAN
F. Shojaee-Moradie, °D.A. Cavan, H. De La Paz , *R. Hovorka, S. Imuere, N.C.
Jackson, R.H. Jones and A.M. Umpleby, Dept of Medicine, UMDS, London,
°Bournemouth Hospital, Bournemouth, *MIM Centre, City University, London,
UK
The glucose analogue, 3-0-methyl glucose (30MG), is transported by glucose
transporters but is not metabolised by intracellular enzymes. It can therefore be
used to estimate the rates of glucose transport across the plasma membrane, and in
a two compartment model of glucose metabolism it provides a measure of the flux
from the central to the remote compartment. Using 30MG and U-13C-glucose
(U13CG) we quantified whole-body glucose kinetics in two fasting normal male
subjects each on two occasions using a two compartment model. After basal blood
sampling a bolus of U13CG (5 mg/kg) and 30MG (8 mg/kg) was administered
intravenously without perturbing fasting insulin concentrations. Blood samples
were taken every two minutes for 20 min, then every 5 min to 90 min. Plasma
concentrations of the two tracers were measured by GC-MS analysis. The
parameters of the proposed model of glucose kinetics with removal from both
compartments were estimated with precision. The fractional rate constants for
removal from the central and peripheral compartments were similar
(kon :0.93±0.11; ks2: 0.95±0.26 x10 2 min'; mean±SD ) and both central to
peripheral and peripheral to central compartments were k21 : 3.38±1.26; k, 2 :

5.14±2.19 x10-2 min'. The distribution volume of the central compartment
(148±16 mL/kg) indicated that this compartment can be associated with the
extracellular volume. The peripheral compartment was considered to represent the
intracellular volume. The model indicated that 36% of the total glucose (1.22±0.23
mmol/kg) is distributed in the intracellular fluid resulting in an intracellular
glucose concentration of 1.1 mmol/L (intracellular volume of 400 mL/kg
assumed). Intracellular irreversible removal represented 36% of total glucose
uptake. The kinetics of glucose transport into and out of the cells is rapid (26±11
and 22±10 zmol/kg/min) compared to hepatic glucose output (11±2 µmol/kg/min).
The model suggested that under basal conditions in man intracellular glucose
concentration is an important contribution to the total glucose pool.

988
AEROBIC CAPACITY AND INSULIN ACTION
Turpeinen J-P., Lappalainen J., Rantala A., Lilja M., Ikaheimo M., Ebeling T.,
Savolainen MJ. and Kesaniemi YA. Department of Internal Medicine and
Biocenter Oulu, University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland

In this study we focused on the relationship between oxygen uptake in volitional
maximal exercise treadmill test and insulin and glucose levels in oral glucose
tolerance test ( OGTT) in a population based sample of healthy, non-smoking,
middle-aged (45 - 65 years) men ( n=89). An inverse relationship was observed
between Vozmx and 2-hour insulin level: the regression coefficient was
-0.067 ( SE 0.023, p=0.00 ). The relationship was -0.051 (SE 0.023, p=0.02 )
between anaerobic threshold oxygen uptake (AnT Vol ) and 2-hour insulin level,
-0.112 (SE 0.029, p=0.00 ) between aerobic threshold oxygen uptake
( AerT Vol) and 2-hour insulin level. When adjusting V0 2 and 2-hour insulin
level to the body weight, age, exercise amount and intensity, left ventricule mass
(LVM/BMI), stroke volume ( SVBMI ), volitional effort ( respiratory exchange
ratio, RER and maximal heart rate, MHR) and smoking history no significant
relationship (p=0.11-0.80 ) was observed between Vol and 2-hour insulin level.
When comparing Vol and AUC for glucose we could find significant inverse
relationship between Vo2,,, and AUC for glucose -0.151 (SE 0.074, p=0.04 ),
between AnT Vol and AUC for glucose -0.193 (SE 0.073, p= 0.01 ) and between
AerT Vol and AUC for glucose -0.397 ( SE 0.091, p=0.00 ). When adjusting Vo,
and AUC for glucose to the body weight, age, exercise amount and intensity,
LVM/BMI, SVBMl, volitional effort ( RER and MHR) and smoking history
AUC for glucose at the AerT contributed significantly to this relationship
( p=0.00 ). Comparing the means of glucose and insulin values (oneway
ANOVA) between different exercise amount and intensity groups no statistically
significant relationship (p=0. 14 - 0.92 ) in any exercise amount or intensity level
was observed. In conclusion: 1. poor physical fitness described as AerT Vol is
inversely associated to AUC for glucose. 2. In these sedentary subjects no
relationship between exercise amount, intensity and insulin or glucose levels was
noted.
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MATHEMATICAL DEMONSTRATION THAT INSULIN RESISTANCE IN OBESE
SUBJECTS IS NOT DUE TO SLOW INSULIN TRANSFER ACROSS CAPILLARIES.
D. Araüjo, D.A. Garcia-Estévez and J. Cabezas-Cerrato. S. de Endocrinología. C.H U S.
Santiago de Compostela University. Santiago de Compostela. Spain
As implemented in their program MINMOD, some of the parameters and variables
of the equations representing Bergman's minimal model of glucose metabolism have no
simple rational relationship with the kinetic constants and constants of proportionality of
the minimal model as such. In this work we implemented the original version of the
minimal model, which does not suffer from this problem, and used it to investigate the
source of insulin resistance among obese but otherwise healthy subjects. A frequently
sampled intravenous glucose tolerance [FSIGT] test was performed in 38 healthy subjects
of varying degrees of obesity [standard FSIGT test in 21 and tolbutamide FSIGT test in
17 subjects] in order to compare MNMOD and "modified" equations [Ml]. The
implementation of the original Bergman's minimal model leads the follow equations:
dG/dt = -[p,N"+XM'].G + paM' and dXMI/dt = -p,M'•XM'+p,M'.I, being p, M': glucose
effectiveness at zero insulin; Xb,,, = [p, ß' /p,M' ] .Ii and p,M' = [p,u'+XM' b.,^]Gb.,,. Since
there was no significant difference between the lean and obese groups as regards p 2M', the
lower insulin sensitivity of the obese subjects maybe attributed entirely to the difference
in p,", i.e. to differences in k2 and/or [ka + kb ]. Assuming that interstitial insulin [I'] is
higher in obese subjects than in lean subjetcs, we have mathematically demonstrated that
the proportionality constants of the model [k, and kb] were lower in obese subjects than
in lean subjetcs, but not the rate constant for insulin transfer across capillaries, k,. This
conclusion follows from the ratio observed between the average p, values of lean and
obese [ob] subjects,p, M1 1,,,/p,M', = 1 22 [1]; the ratio observed in this work between
[XMi e,,]auc 

and [XMIDb]AUC, the area under the curve [AUC] of X' ° (t) during the FSIGT
test, of lean and obese subjects, [X"" , m]A°c/ [XM'as]AUC = 1.39 [2]. Writting explicitly
equation 2 [(k4 +kb) IiAUC]^^^, / [(k., +k,)1' A"],b = 1.39 [3]. Since r,E,, m / I, AUC < I
this implies that [k,+ k^], / [k,+ k,],,> 1 and hence [k4 + k,] 1,,> [k4 + k,],. Moreover,
since explicitly equation I is:[k, (k, + lc q)],,,, / [k, (lr, + kó )],, = 1.22 [4],replacing
equation 4 in equation 3:[k ob / k, 1oß,] / [1f, A°c/ I obAUC] = 1.14. Since I'„,,A°c/ I'o,AUC

< 1, we concluded that k,,, > k, 1,,,. In conclusion,our results suggest that low insulin
sensitivity in these subjects is due to receptor and/or post-receptor events rather than to
slow transfer of insulin across capillary endothelium into the interstitial space.
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AEROBIC CAPACITY, INSULIN ACTION AND MUSCLE
MORPHOLOGY
Turpeinen J-P i ., Rantala A'., Leppävuori J2., Kaila K3 ., Salo J"., Lilja M'.,
Savolainen MJ'. and Kesäniemi YA'. Department of Internal Medicine and
Biocenter Oulu', Department of Sport Medicine, Deaconess Institute of Oulu2,
Department of Pathology', Department of Anatomy, University of Oulu4, Oulu,
Finland

The purpose of the study was to investigate the relationship between oxygen
consumption in volitional maximal exercise treadmill test, insulin and glucose
levels in oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) and distribution of muscle fiber type
(I and H) in m. vastus lateralis in a population based sample of healthy, non-
smoking, middle-aged (45-65 years) men (n54). Marginal relationship was
observed between 1-hour insulin level and muscle fiber type I: the regression
coefficient was -0.079 (SE 0.043, p=0.07 ). A significant relationship was
observed between muscle fiber type Tand capillary/muscle fiber ratio: 25.4 ( SE
10.3, p=0.01 ). Capillary/muscle fiber ratio was related to Vo 2,,, 0.837 (SE
0.251, p=0.00 ) and AnT Vo, (anaerobic threshold) 0.407 (SE 0.182, p=0.03 ).
An inverse relationship was observed between muscle fiber type I and PER
( respiratory exchange ratio) at AerT ( aerobic threshold) -119.6 ( SE 57.9,
p=0.04 ). A significant relationship was observed between average muscle fiber
type I surface area ( µm2 ) and body weight (kg) 0.005 (SE 20.6, p=0.01 ). Body
weight was also related to capillary/muscle fiber ratio 0.005 (SE 0.02, p=0.03 ).
In conclusion: 1. One hour insulin level in OGTT might be affected by the
histologically determined proportion of muscle fiber type I and thus indirectly by
the capillary/muscle fiber ratio. 2. Energy metabolism in maximal treadmill
exercise test in sedentary subjects is affected by both muscle fiber type I and
capillary/muscle fiber ratio. 3. Size of the muscle fiber type I and capillary/muscle
fiber ratio is affected by the body weight.
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DIFFERENCES IN KINETICS OF INTRACELLULAR pH AND 31P CELL
METABOLITES IN SKELETAL MUSCLE OF NIDDM AND CONTROLS

S. Jacob'', S. Widmaier'•2, T. Hoess' 2, E. J. Henriksen', M. Bunte", H. J.
Tritschler',W.-I. Jung' 2, 0. Lutz', H.-J. Augustin', and G. J. Dietze' , 'Hypertension
and Diabetes Research Unit, Max Grondig Clinic, Bühl, 2Institute of Physics,
University of Tübingen, 'Dept. of Internal Medicine, Baden-Baden,  'ASTA Medica,
Frankfurt, Germany, 'Dept. Physiology, University of Arizona, Tucson, USA

"P NMR spectroscopy provides a noninvasive and very precise tool to monitor
intracellular pH (pH) and cell metabolite concentrations such as PCr, Pi, and G6P.
The aim of the present study was to investigate these parameters under hyperglycemic -
hyperinsulinemic clamp conditions (DeFronzo protocol with minor modifications) by
32 P NMR spectroscopy of the human calf muscle using a Siemens 1.5 T whole-body
imager. The spectra of four patients with NIDDM (D) and three normal healthy
subjects (N) were recorded at a time resolution of 3.2 min in order to get insight into
the time-course of potential biochemical changes.
We found clear differences in the changes of pH, (see Fig. 1) and PCr between N and
D both parameters were found to decrease markedly more in N as compared to D.
Only in the control group N the corresponding kinetics of G6P exhibits a marked
elevation during the first 30 min and remains then almost constant. Pi increases by
almost 20 % with minor differences between both groups.
Thus, this technique is capable of detecting incredibly small changes of the
intracellular homeostasis of H', PCr, Pi, and G6P. Furthermore, the differences found
provide additional insight into the impaired glucose metabolism in NIDDM patients.

Fig. 1: Relative changes of pH, in
patients with NIDDM (means
± SEM, n=4) and controls (n=3).
The time resolution of the original
data was 3.2 min per spectrum. To
match the clamps in each group, a
linear interpolation was carried
out leading to an appearantly
higher time resolution of] min.
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EFFECTS OF AEROBIC CAPACITY AND FAT MASS ON THE
INSULIN RESPONSE AFTER AN ORAL GLUCOSE LOAD

Y.Higaki, N.Shono and M.Nishizumi Dept. of Community Health
Science, Saga Medical School, Saga, Japan.

The effects of aerobic capacity and fat mass on the insulin response after
an oral glucose load were investigated in 21 college students. The
maximal oxygen uptake was measured on a cycle ergometer by the
leveling off criterion. Fat mass was measured with an impedance
technique. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated as weight divided by
squared height. All subjects underwent an oral glucose tolerance test after
the overnight fasting period of 12 h. Their subjects were divided into
three groups based on their insulin response after an oral glucose load:
the first group showed a hyper- and prolonged-insulin response; HI
(n=6), the second group showed a lower-insulin response; LI (n=6), and
the third group consisted of other subjects; MI (n=9). The maximal
oxygen uptake in the HI group (29.6±3.3 ml/kg/min) was significantly
lower than that in the LI group (42.5 ± 3.1 ml/kg/min, P<0.03).
Although no significant difference was observed in the body mass index
between the HI (24.6±1.9) and the LI groups (22.2±0.4, p>O.05), the
body fat and the waist hip ratio were significantly higher in the HI group
(26.8±3.5 %, 0.87±0.03) than in the LI group (16.2±1.1 %, 0.76
±0.01, P<0.05). All subjects in the LI group performed regular exercise,
while none of the subjects in the HI group performed any regular exercise.
These results may thus suggest that an inactive life style, a decreased
aerobic capacity and an increased body fat accumulation all appear to
result in an increased insulin response after a glucose load.
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IN VIVO MICRODIALYSIS WITH 2-( 8F)FLUORO-2-DEOXY-D-GLUCOSE
FOR STUDYING GLUCOSE METABOLISM: A NEW METHOD
R. Paul, M. Haaparanta, J, Bergman, E.-L. Kamarainen and O. Solin. Oy Eli
Lilly Finland Ab, Vantaa; Turku PET Center, University of Turku; Helsinki
University Central Hospital; and Accelerator Laboratory, Abe Akademi Uni-
versity, Turku, Finland
2-( 8 F)Fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG) has been validated as a radioactive
tracer for measuring glucose metabolism (intracellular uptake and phospho-
rylation) by positron emission tomography. Microdialysis, again, is a tech-
nique for measuring extracellular fluid (ECF) concentrations of substances in
tissues in vivo. METHOD: We have combined microdialysis and FDG to fol-
low changes in the extracellular FDG concentration in fasting (N=5) and
nonfasting (N=5.) healthy adult Sprague-Dawley rats given a bolus injection
of insulin. Anesthetized rats were inserted with microdialysis probes in the
jugular vein, liver and femoral muscle. 5-min fractions of the dialysate were
collected for 110 minutes; 2 IU of insulin were injected iv. 70 min after the
injection of 2.0 - 3.0 mCi (specific activity 2 Ci/ng) of FDG. The proportion of
FDG and FDG 6-PO 4 in tissue homogenates at the end of the experiments
were determined by HPLC. RESULTS: The elimination T 1 ,2 in muscle of
fasting rats was lower than fed rats (25+2 min vs. 34+9 min) indicating that
glucose is mobilized more slowly from the ECF into the myocytes of fed than
fasted rats. Insulin reduced the T 112 in all tissues by about 60 % implying that
insulin mobilizes glucose from the plasma into the tissues and from the ECF
of muscles into the myocytes. Insulin raised the proportion of FDG 6-PO 4 in
all tissues - most markedly in the liver - which agrees with the concept that
insulin promotes glycogen synthesis. COMMENT: These and other results
obtained by our method (data not shown) agree what is known about the ki-
netics of glucose and the effects of insulin on glucose kinetics and metabo-
lism. The microdialysis + FDG method is a new and valid method for study-
ing the kinetics and metabolism of glucose in the ECF and agrees well with
the results obtained with PET in humans. Pharmacological manipulations
can be measured reliably with this method, as shown by the effects of insulin
on FDG metabolism. Our method offers also a new approach for studying the
effects of drugs on glucose metabolism.
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THE EFFECT OF SINGLE BOUT OF ENDURANCE EXERCISE ON MUSCLE
CARBOHYDRATE AND LIPID METABOLISM IN RAT MODEL OF NIDDM
M.Strgczkowski, LKowalska, I.Kinalska, J.Gorski.* Department of Endocrinology,
Department of Physiology*, Medical School, Bialystok, Poland

A rat model of NIDDM can be produced by neonatal injection of a low
dose of streptozotocin (STZ) combined with later introduction of a high fat-diet.
The aim of the present study was to estimate whether the single bout of
endurance exercise influence the glycogen, triacylglicerol (TG) and phospholipid
concentrations in muscle and liver in rats with experimental NIDDM. To test this,
the glycogen, TG and phospholipid concentration was estimated in the liver and
red and white part of the gastrocnemius muscle in basal conditions and after
endurance exercise on a treadmill. Experiments were carried out on male Wistar
rats fed from 8 to 11 week of age with isocaloric standard or high - fat diet ( 59%
calories as fat) with previous injection of low dose of STZ (45mg/kg) or vehicle
at 2 days of age (I - control group: vehicle + standard diet, II - STZ + standard
diet -STZ, III - vehicle + high- fat diet-HFD, IV-STZ + high-fat diet-STZ/HFD).
In all groups plasma concentrations of fasting glucose, insulin, NEFA and TG
were measured. Marked hyperglycemia was observed in STZ/I4FD group
(p<0.05). Exercise decreased significantly glucose level in all studied groups.
Insulin levels decreased after exercise in all studied groups, but no statistical
difference was observed. Basal liver glycogen was markedly lower in HFD
(p<0.05) and STZ/BFD group(p<0.05) than in the control. Glycogen concentration
after exercise fell significantly in examined tissues in all groups in comparison to
basal conditions, but did not differ markedly with control group. A significant TG
accumulation in examined tissues was observed in all studied groups in
comparison to control. Single bout of exercise decreased TG concentration in white
and red part of gastrocnemius muscle in STZ/HFD group (p<0,05, p<0.002) but
it remained still significantly higher in studied groups vs respective control
values. Exercise did not change significantly plasma TG and NEFA
concentrations.A significant decrease of phospholipids concentrations was
observed after exercise in all examined tissues in STZ group vs basal
conditions.We conclude that single bout of exercise has a beneficial effect on TG
metabolism in rat model of NIDDM.
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THE EFFECT OF BLOOD FLOW ON MUSCLE GLUCOSE
UPTAKE DURING ACUTE INSULIN RESISTANCE IN
RAT
M Niklasson, A Holmang and P Lonnroth', The Wallenberg laboratory
and 'The Lundberg laboratory for Diabetes Research, Sahlgrenska
Hospital, Gothenburg, Sweden

The influence of blood flow on muscle glucose uptake during acute
epinephrine (E) induced insulin resistance and B-adrenergic blockade
with propranolol (P) was investigated during an euglycemic
hyperinsulinemic clamp in female rats. To assess the interstitial glucose
concentration and the local skeletal blood flow, microdialysis was
performed in medial femoral muscle in both legs with perfusion by 1%
albumin containing ' 4C-ethanol. The blood flow was assessed indirectly
by means of the ethanol outflow: inflow ratio (%). E caused a significant
decrease in glucose infusion rate which was completely restored during
P-infusion (12.9±1.6 vs. 4.5±0.7, and 13.4±1.7 mg/kg/min, p <
0.0001). Interstitial glucose concentrations were significantly higher
during B-adrenergic stimulation (4.7±0.2 vs. 5.5±0.2 mmol/l, p < 0.05)
which decreased during infusion with P (4.6±0.3, p < 0.05). Ethanol
outflow : inflow ratio remained unchanged during B-adrenergic
stimulation ( 8.3±0.7 vs. 9.0±0.8 %, n. ^) but decreased significantly
during infusion with P (11.1±0.77, p < 0.05).
Data show that the rapid reduction of muscle glucose uptake is
accompanied by an increase in interstitial glucose concentration without
any alterations of the local blood flow. The results indicate that the
mechanisms behind acute insulin resistance resides in the muscle cells
and that the microcirculation becomes less rate-limiting for the glucose
disposal in this state.
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EXERCISE INCREASES PANCREATIC B-CELL MASS IN THE
OLETF RAT, A MODEL OF NIDDM

K. Shima, I. Kuroda and M. Zhu

University of Tokushima, Tokushima, Japan

Both caloric restriction (D) and exercise training (Ex) ameliorate the
diabetic state via similar mechanisms, one of which is an increase in
insulin sensitivity. In order to determine if exercise training causes an
increase in the f3-cell mass in OLETF rats that show decreases in the
proliferative capacity of f3-cells and their mass (Diabetes 45:941, 1996)
and whether these interventions act differently, B-cell masses and insulin
content in the pancreata of male OLETF rats were determined after a 9
week period of 70% caloric restriction or spontaneous exercise training
using a training wheel. B-cell mass was quantified by manual point
counting of insulin immunostained sections.

Both interventions caused a similar increase in insulin sensitivity in
the control OLETF rats [GIR µmol • kg -1 • min-1 : 53.9±5.7 (control)
vs. 83.8±6.8 (D) and 98.8±10.7 (Ex)], which resulted in lower plasma
IRI concentrations for the D group (229±33 pM) and for the Ex group
(274±45 pM) as compared to the controls (371±48 pM). The B-cell
mass, adjusted for body weight, was significantly higher for the
excercise trained group than for the other two groups [33.6±6.6 (Ex)
vs. 24.9±4.9 (D) and 25.4±2.7 mg/kg BW (control)]. In terms of
insulin content, a similar trend was found [50.1±8.9 (Ex) vs. 40.8±6.3
(D) and 27.8±8.7 µg/kg BW (control)].

These data suggest that exercise training has a positive effect in terms
of ameliorating the diabetic state and that it results in an increase in both
(3-cell mass and insulin sensitivity.
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STEADY STATE INTERSTITIAL MUSCLE INSULIN CONCENTRATION
IS LOWER THAN IN PLASMA.
M. Sjostrand, A. Holmang and P. Lonnroth. Lundberg
Laboratory for Diabetes Research, Department of
Internal Medicine, Gothenburg, Sweden

Measurements in lymph and adipose tissue have
indicated that interstitial insulin concentration is -
40e lower than in plasma. Hitherto, measurements of
insulin in muscle interstitial fluid have not been
performed. We have developed a new calibrated
microdialysis technique allowing correct assessments
of interstitial peptide concentrations and this was
employed to estimate the insulin concentration in
medial femoris muscle in 10 individuals (age:37t3,
BMI:25.1t4.3) during an euglycemic hyperinsulinemic

clamp. At steady state, b-glucose was 5.7±0.2 mmol'l - ',
p-insulin was 188±20 mU'l -' and interstitial muscle

insulin was 99±22 mU•l - ', (p<0.01) . At a higher insulin
infusion rate steady state p-insulin concentration was

444±52 mU'l - ', and interstitial insulin 330133 mU l'
(p<0.01). The data show for the first time that high
physiological and supraphysiological plasma insulin
levels give 30-50% lower interstitial concentrations
of insulin in the muscle and, further, suggest the
importance of capillary delivery as a regulating step
for the insulin effect.
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COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF A PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
PROGRAMME FOR PATIENTS WITH NIDDM
N. Latham, M. Dudfield andH.J.Bodansky.
Regular exercise is an accepted component of the management of
NIDDM, but despite the benefits of exercise, few patients follow an
exercise prescription. This study aimed to measure the cost and
benefits of a holistic programme designed to encourage NIDDM
patients to take regular exercise. Over 6 weeks, 234 consecutive
outpatients previously diagnosed with NIDDM (107 female, 127 male;
age 57 ± 10; age range 31-78,) were invited to attend a local leisure
centre for exercise testing, lifestyle counselling and participation in a
supervised physical activity programme. Only 27 (11%) attended
testing and counselling with 14 (6%) participating in the physical
activity programme for 3 months. Costs incurred were: leisure
professionals time £187; exercise testing and screening £420; activity
classes £272; administration £263; total cost £1142 (f81 per person).
After 3 months participation, according to a questionnaire appraisal, 13
subjects benefited from enhanced physical, mental and social well
being. In conclusion, the initial costs of this method were high for such
a low participation rate, yet, it is clear, that individuals attending greatly
valued the holistic benefits and their involvement. Alternative less
expensive strategies are urgently required to encourage and motivate
more NIDDM patients to exercise regularly.
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SKELETAL MUSCLE, A SITE FOR THE ANTIDIABETIC EFFECT OF S15261.
AN IN SITU MICRODIALYSIS STUDY.
O. Della-Zuana, E. Douillet and J. Duhault, Institut de Recherches Servier, Suresnes,
France

In obese, insulin-resistant ageing rats and in a model of NIDDM (sand rat), chronic
treatment with L-3 [2- [2- [4- [a - fluorenylacetylaminoethyll benzoyloxy]
ethylamino] 1-methoxyethylltrifluoromethylbenzene (515261) resulted in an increase
of peripheral insulin sensitivity as revealed by the intravenous glucose tolerance test
and by euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemic clamp. It could be considered that up to as
much as 70 % of the glucose supplied i.v. is metabolized in the muscles. Since the
clamp showed no effect of the drug on hepatic glucose production skeletal muscles
are a putative target for S15261. Aim of the study: Microdialysis was used to gain
insight into the substrate exchanges in the interstitial space of skeletal muscle of
anesthetized (Forene®) male Sprague Dawley rats treated with vehicle or S15261
10mg/kg or 25mg/kg orally. Methods: The dialysis probes were inserted parallel to
the muscle fibers between the soleus and the gastrocnemius and perfused with 5mM
ethanol in Ringer buffer. The dialysis perfusion flow was 111min. Following a
stabilization period (40 min) the animals were treated with the vehicle or the drug
and samples were collected every 20 min during the subsequent three hour-period.
Ethanol, lactate and glucose in the dialysate were measured by enzymic methods.
Results: The inverse ethanol outflow/inflow ratio (initial 5.06±0.4) remains constant
throughout the study in any group, indicating the absence of variation in the local
blood flow. Basal dialysate glucose concentration (mM) were 5.55±0.48, 4.77±0.38
and 4,78±0.19 in control, S15261 10mg/kg and S15261 25mg/kg treated rats
respectively. Only in the latter two groups was a significant decrease in glucose
concentration in the dialysate observed (-16% p_<0.01 and -31% p<_0.001
respectively). Similarly the lactate concentration (0.96±0.08 MM) in the dialysate
was decreased only in the treated groups (a 38% decrease p_<0.001 and a 48%
decrease p<_0.001 respectively) versus the initial values. Conclusion: The ethanol
technique provides a valid measure of change in local tissue blood flow. No change
was observed in control or treated groups. Both glucose and lactate concentration
were decreased in S15261 treated rats only. The present results taken together with
previous data favour a peripheral site of action for this drug, although the exact
mechanism of action remains unknown.
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RESISTANCE TRAINING IMPROVES THE METABOLIC

PROFILE IN INDIVIDUALS WITH NIDDM.
J.Eriksson, A.Honkola and T.Forsen. Soini Primary Health Care
Center, Soini, Finland and National Public Health Institute,
Helsinki, Finland.

Background and objectives: Aerobic endurance exercise has
traditionally been advocated in the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) while the potential role of
resistance training has often been overlooked. The aim of the
present study was to determine the effect of circuit-type
resistance training on blood pressure, lipids and long-term

glycemic control (HbA1c) in NIDDM subjects.
Methods: Thirty eight NIDDM subjects were enrolled in the
study; 18 NIDDM subjects participated in a 5 month

individualized progressive resistance training program (moderate

intensity, high-volume) twice a week, while 20 NIDDM subjects
served as controls.
Results: The exercise group showed improvements in total

cholesterol (6.0±.3 to 5.3±.3 mM; p<0.01), LDL-cholesterol
(3.90±.22 to 3.35±.21 mM;p<0.01) and triglycerides
(1.91±,25 to 1.53±.22 mM; p<0.01). Also the difference

between the change in HbA1 c (0.5%) between the groups reached
statistical significance (p<0.01).
Conclusions: Circuit-type resistance training seems to be

feasible in moderately obese, sedentary NIDDM subjects and the
inclusion of circuit-type resistance training in exercise training
programs for NIDDM subjects seems appropriate.
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BLUNTED VASODILATORY EFFECT OF INSULIN IN HYPERTENSIVE OBESE
SUBJECTS
K. Magnusson, H. Siebecke, T. Heise, C. Weyer, L. Heinemann and P.T. Sawicki;
Dept. of Metabolic Diseases and Nutrition, Heinrich-Heine-University of Dusseldorf,
Germany
We studied the vasodilatory effect of insulin in obese patients with insulin resistance
and essential hypertension. The reproducibility of insulin induced changes in blood
flow was measured in 8 obese hypertensive subjects (age 32±9 years; BMI 31.8±5.8
kg/ml, systolic BP 149±16 mm Hg, diastolic BP 89±13 mm Hg (mean+SD)) and 10
healthy subjects (age 22±2 years (p=0.119); BMI 22.612.0 kg/m& (p=0.002); systolic
blood pressure 125+11 mm Hg, diastolic 74+10 mm Hg (both p<0.01)) by means of
venous occlusion plethysmography (Compactus 712, Gutmann, Eurasburg, Germany)
on two different study days. Blood flow was measured in 10 min intervals during
hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic glucose clamps (target blood glucose 5.0 mmol/l,
study duration 6 h) with three different insulin infusion steps (120 min each): 0.5, 2.5

and 5.0 mU/kg/min. Mean blood flow values of both legs were calculated. Insulin
resistance of the obese hypertensive patients was indicated by a significantly lower
insulin sensitivity index (1.6+0.4 ml/min/I.73 m / pU/ml) in comparison to healthy
volunteers (2.9±1.0 ml/min/1.73 m' / µU/ml; p=0.002). No significant differences
were observed between both days within the groups (p=0.300 and 0.676). Infusion of
insulin increased blood flow significantly (p<0.05) in healthy subjects from 3.2±0.6
ml/min/100 ml tissue during infusion step 1 (serum insulin 132±30 pmol/1) to 4.4±0.6

(802±125 pmol/1) in step 2 and 4.7±1.0 (1782±362 pmol/l) in step 3. In contrast, blood
flow did not change in obese hypertensive subjects from 3.3±0.6 ml/min/100 ml tissue
during infusion step I (serum insulin 275±167 pmol/l) to 3.7±0.5 (1267±157 pmol/1)
in step 2 and 3.9±0.6 (3638±1568 pmol/t) in step 3, indicating lack of major dilatory
effect of insulin on vasculature of obese hypertensive subjects. The blood flow values
and their changes registered on day 2 were comparable to those registered on day 1. In
conclusion, a consistant resistance to the vasodilatory effect of insulin was observed in
obese hypertensive subjects. This may contribute to the development of essential
hypertension in these patients.
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LOW HABITUAL TOTAL ENERGY EXPENDITURE IS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE METABOLIC CARDIOVASCULAR
SYNDROME N.J.Wareham', S.H.J.Hennings', C.D.Byrne 2, N.E.Day'.
Departments of Community Medicine' and Clinical Biochemistry',
University of Cambridge.

To investigate the role of habitual energy expenditure in the aetiology of the
metabolic cardiovascular syndrome (MCS), 164 randomly selected volunteers
aged 30-40 years were recruited from a population register and underwent
a standard 75g oral glucose tolerance test. 4-day total energy expenditure
were assessed using the heart rate monitoring method with individual
calibration of the relationship between energy expenditure and heart rate.
This method has previously been validated against doubly-labelled water and
is an accurate, cheap, non-invasive and objective method for estimating
energy expenditure. Energy expenditure was expressed as physical activity
level (PAL), a weight independent measure where PAL = total energy
expenditure (MJ/day) / basal metabolic rate (MJ/day). A sub-group of 22
subjects underwent 4 day heart rate monitoring on 3 further occasions at 4
monthly intervals. From these repeat tests the reliability coefficient for PAL
was determined. This coefficient is required to adjust the odds ratio for
measurement error in the exposure. The MCS was defined as the presence
of one or more of 4 features of the syndrome (hypertriglyceridaemia, low
HDL cholesterol, impaired glucose tolerance or diastolic hypertension). The
odds ratio between increasing quartiles of PAL and the MCS was 0.68 (95 %
c.i. 0.47-0.99, p=0.043). Adjustment for measurement error corrected this
odds ratio to 0.40. We conclude that low habitual energy expenditure is
associated with this syndrome and that the strength of the association is
heightened by adjusting for measurement error.
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MYOCARDIAL GLUCOSE UPTAKE IS ENHANCED IN ESSENTIAL
HYPERTENSION INDUCED LEFT VENTRICULAR HYPER

-TROPHY.
H.Laine, P. Nuutila, M.Luotolahti, A. Jula, I. Kantola, H.Yki-Jarvinen
and J. Knuuti. Turku University Departments of Medicine and Turku
PET-Center, Turku, Finland.
We have previously shown that insulin stimulated myocardial glucose
uptake (GU) is increased in untreated patients with essential
hypertension without left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH-). In the
present study we determined whether hypertension, with or without
LVH, alters insulin stimulated glucose uptake via alterations in heart
oxygen consumption. For this purpose, heart GU, flow and oxygen
consumption were measured in 7 nondiabetic hypertensive men with
LVH (LVH+; age 42±2 yrs, LV mass 161±9 g/m 2) treated with ACE-
inhibitors or/and Ca-antagonists (BP 136± 15/81±5 mmHg), in 10
similarly treated hypertensive patients without LVII (LVH-,LV mass
109±14 g/m2 , BP 134±16/86±10 mmHg) and in 6 normotensive normal
men (CONT, 129±10/79±6). Myocardial GU and oxygen consumption
were measured during euglycemic hyperinsulinemia (insulin "70 mU/L)
using PET. Myocardial GU (µmol•100g'•min I) was 38% higher in LVH+
(109±26) than in CONT (79±18, p<0.05) and averaged 96±8 Itmol•100g'
'min' in LVH-. Myocardial blood flow was similar in all groups.
Myocardial oxygen consumption (mL•100g'•min') was positively
correlated with myocardial glucose uptake (r=0.59, p<0.01). When
glucose uptake was compared between groups using oxygen consumption
as a covariate, glucose uptake rates did not anymore differ between the
groups. These data demonstrate that the impact of hypertension on
insulin stimulated heart glucose uptake can be attributed to differences
in cardiac energy requirements as determined by direct measurement of
heart oxygen consumption in vivo.

1004
EXCESS PURINE DEGRADATION DURING SEMI-ISCHEMIC
FOREARM TEST IN DIABETIC PATIENTS.
Y.Tanakal, I Hisatomel, K Narasakil, S Teshimal, H Ochil,
T Ikedal, Shigemasal, and A Takeda2 1: Tottori University, Yonago,
Japan. 2: Matsue Red Cross Hospital, Matsue, Japan.

The aim of this study was to investigate whether the microvascular
abnormality exists in the skeletal muscle of diabetic patients. In eleven
diabetic patients and six healthy controls, forearm exercise was
performed by squeezing a hand dynamometer for 2 minutes at one
second interval under semi-ischemia by pressing upper arm with mean
arterial pressure. Venous blood samples were collected from the
antecubital vein to measure blood lactate, plasma ammonia (NH3) and
hypoxanthine (HX) at 0, 2, 6, 12, and 60 minutes after exercise. We
defined seven patients as the excess response group (E) in whom
plasma HX increment exceeds the mean+2S.D. levels of the control
group (C) and the other four patients as the normal response group (N).
The maximum increments in plasma HX and NH3 in E (16.8±3.2
µmol/1 and 122±60 j mol/1) were significantly greater (p<0.05) than
those in C (3.6±3.0 ycmol/1 and 32±34 ysmol/l) and N (2.9±2.9 ymol/1
and 27.4±12.7 µmot/1). There were no significant differences in plasma
HX and NH3 between N and C. The maximum increment in plasma
lactate was observed at 2 minutes in all three groups. The maximum
increments in plasma lactate both in E (5.4±1.5 mmol/1) and N
(3.6±1.0 mmol/1) were significantly higher (p<0.05) than that of C
(1.7±0.5 mmol/I). Plasma lactate level in N promptly decreased to the
level of C at 4 minutes. In E, however, plasma lactate level was kept
still higher than those in other groups even at 10 minutes. The
prevalence of diabetic retinopathy was higher in E than in N (86% vs.
25%). These data indicate that microvascular abnormality was
developed also in the skeletal muscle of diabetic patients.
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Insulin resistance and hypertension: role for microcirculation?
E.H. Serné, C.D.A. Stehouwer, J.C. Ter Maaten, P.M. ter Wee, J.A. Rauwerda,
A.J.M. Donker and R.O.B. Gans. Department of Internal Medicine AZVU, ICaR,
Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
The association between hypertension and insulin resistance is well established but
presently unexplained. Among several possible explanations, a connection between
the two abnormalities can be envisioned at the level of the microvasculature in
skeletal muscle (Figure). To test this hypothesis skin microcirculatory function was
assessed in a group of 14 healthy, normotensive, glucose tolerant and non-smoking
subjects, age 33±14.5 yrs (mean±SD), BMI 24.3±3.1 kg/r2 showing a wide range
in insulin sensitivity. Insulin sensitivity was assessed with the hyperinsulinaemic
euglycaemic clamp technique and expressed as M/Ix100 in mg/kg/min per pmol/1.
Videomicroscopy was used to measure skin capillary density and capillary
recruitment after occlusion. Skin blood flow responses to acetylcholine (Ach, which
acts via the endothelium) and sodium nitroprusside (SNP, a smooth muscle re-
laxant) were evaluated by iontophoresis in combination with laser Doppler
fluxmetry. 24-h ambulatory blood pressure monitoring was used to measure blood
pressure. Insulin sensitivity showed a large variation (0.87-4.41) and correlated
with mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) during daytime (r--0.50, p=0.05).

Percentage capillary recruitment corre-
lated with 24-h MAP (r=-0.58, p<0.05)
and insulin sensitivity (r—+0.82,
p<0.01). Furthermore, Ach-mediated
vasodilation correlated with insulin
sensitivity (r= +0.84, p<0.01) and
percentage capillary recruitment (r=
+0.69, p<0.01) but not with MAP. SNP-
mediated vasodilation did not show a
correlation to MAP or insulin
sensitivity. In conclusion, micro-
circulatory function may link insulin
resistance to elevated blood pressure.

1006
abstract has been withdrawn.

1007
SUPPRESSION OF INSULIN-INDUCED VASODILATION IN
INSULIN RESISTENT NIDDM PATIENTS.
J. KINOSHITA, Y. TANAKA, T. TOJIMA, T. ONUMA and
R. KAWAMORI. Dept. of Medicine, Juntendo University,
Tokyo, Japan.
Aim and Methods. To evaluate the vasoactive effect
of insulin on insulin resistance, blood pressure,
cardiac output and total vascular resistance of 16
NIDDM patients without macroangiopathy were investigated
by non-invasive pressure wave analysis in forearm
during hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp study.
Results. During the clamp study, mean blood pressure
(MBP) remained unchanged. Cardiac index (CI; cardiac
output/body surface area) significantly increased by
31% (P<0.01) at 2 hour after initiating insulin
infusion. In contrast, total peripheral resistance
(TPR) decreased by 23% (P<0.01) at that time.
Although no significant correlation between glucose
infusion rate (GIR) as a marker for the muscular
insulin sensitivity and the increasing rate of CI
during clamp study was observed, the decreasing rate
of TPR showed positive correlation with GIR (r=0.59
at 1 hour and r=0.65 at 2 hour; both P<0.05.
Conclusion. These results suggest that an impairment
of insulin-induced vasodilation may associate with
muscular insulin resistance. Thus, increment of
cardiac output and suppression of insulin-induced
vasodilation may contribute to pathogenesis of
hypertension in insulin resistent NIDDM patients with
hyperinsulinemia.

1008
DIVING ON INSULIN
U. Thurm, C. Lutrop, M. Lerch and R. Landgraf, University Clinic, Munich,
Germany

Until now insulin - dependent diabetics are banned from every scuba - diving activity
by the majority of the scuba diving associations and the majority of physicians. No
study has been performed, to investigate, if diabetics can dive safely under controlled
conditions. Based on some basic research a special open water scuba diving course
for IDDM has been organized. The training included detailed metabolic control ( i.
e. blood glucose, hematocrite, blood pressure, fluid intake, pulse rate and lactate
testing prior and after each dive, detection of exertion level and mean air
consumption) in seven diabetic divers and age, sex and diving experience matched
seven non - diabetic control persons. The participants for the course came from
Australia, Europe and the United States. They had been selected carefully,
considering their general physical and medical fitness and the quality of diabetes
control and care and knowledge and management of their disease. It was found
diabetic divers had to drink additional amounts of fluid ( up to twice the amount
required for non - diabetic divers ) to effectively avoid dehydration. All diabetic
divers had to reduce their short - acting insulin between 30% to 70 % before each
dive and their long - acting insulin up to 50% to avoid hypoglycaemia. The reduction
had to be increased according to the numbers of dives per day and the amount of
diving days. Additionally they had to increase their daily carbohydrate intake up to
200 %. All adaptations had to be done with each diver on an individual basis,
according to his/ her blood glucose levels measured 60, 30 minutes and directly
before and after every dive - the blood glucose levels prior to the dive were aimed to
be in a range between 180 - 240 mg/ dl, afterwards around 100 - 140 mg/ dl. By
these limits any episode of hypoglycaemia under water was avoided and ketones were
not present at any time. This research project showed that careful selection of the
participants in combination with a structured training programme including special
under water carbohydrate intake ( glucose gel ) can enable insulin - dependent
diabetics to dive safely.
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INCREASED NORADRENERGIC PRESSOR RESPONSE, BUT NORMAL
PERIPHERAL VASCULAR NORADRENERGIC RESPONSE IN NIDDM.
FC Huvers, CHA de Haan, AJHM Houben, PW de Leeuw, BHR Wolffenbuttel, NC
Schaper; Dept. of Int. Medicine, university hospital Maastricht, The Netherlands.
Introduction: An increased pressor response to an i.v. infusion of noradrenaline
(NA) has been reported in NIDDM, compatible with an increased vascular smooth
muscle cell (VSMC) responsiveness to NA. Since systemic (i.v.) infusions are
difficult to interpret as no distinction can be made between central and peripheral
effects, we performed both systemic (i.v.) and local NA infusions in normotensive,
non-obese, NIDDM patients to determine blood pressure, forearm arteriolar and
peripheral venous NA responsiveness. Patients and Methods: 16 NIDDM patients,
median age 61(57-63) yrs. (interquartile ranges), BMI 25.2 (24.3-26.1) kg/m 2 ,

mean arterial pressure (MAP) 93 (89-98) mmHg, and 17 healthy volunteers (HV),
58 (53-63) yrs., BMI 24.9 (23.0-25.7) kg/m 2 , MAP 93 (85-100) mmHg were
studied. In study I (n=9 and 10, resp.) the response of forearm blood flow (FBF) to
3 doses of i.a. NA (0.025, 0.1, 0.4 µg/min) was measured by strain gauge
plethysmography. Subsequently, the systemic i.v. NA dose which elevated MAP by
20 mmHg was determined (NA20). In study II (n=14 and 14, resp.) the venous
constrictor response to a cumulative local infusion of NA was measured in a dorsal
handvein.The maximal venous constrictive response (Emax) and the drug dose
generating half maximal response (EC50) were calculated. Results: In study I no
differences were observed in FBF responsiveness to i.a. NA. The NA20 dose was
lower in the NIDDM patients relative to HV: 5.3 (4.1-7.6) vs 8.0 (6.1-10.0)
µg/kg/min, p <0.04. In study II no differences were observed in EC50 and Emax
between the NIDDM subjects and the HV: 1.09 (0.82-1.35) vs 0.81 (0.60-1.02) log
ng/min and 94 (82-107) vs 87 (79-94)%, respectively. Conclusions: Non-obese
normotensive NIDDM patients have an increased pressor response to NA. This
increased response is not related to a defect in skeletal muscle resistance arterioles
or peripheral veins. Probably a defect is present in the baroreceptor system and/or
other vascular beds in NIDDM.
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INCREASE IN ENDOGENOUS LACTATE IN RESPONSE TO EXERCISE
DOES NOT PROTECT THE BRAIN DURING HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN
HUMANS.
P.Bottini, C.Lalli, A.Baccarelli S.Pampanelli, M.Ciofetta, P.Del Sindaco,
M.Lepore, P.Brunetti and G.B.Bolli. University of Perugia, Perugia, Italy.
Experimental infusion of exogenous lactate (LACT) protects brain metabolism and
function during insulin hypoglycaemia (hypo). To test the hypothesis that also
spontaneous increase in endogenous LACT, such as that occurring during exercise,
exerts similar effects, plasma counterregulatory hormones (adrenaline and
noradrenaline, A and NA; glucagon, IRG; growth hormone, GH; cortisol, CORT)
and autonomic and neuroglycopenic symptoms score (AS, NS) were measured in 7
normal volunteers during hypo+exercise (Study 1, Sl), or hypo without exercise
(Study 2, S2) or exercise without hypo (Study 3, S3) (random order). Steady-state
exercise (cycloergometer, 80 min at 110 watts) was performed in Si and S3,
whereas in S2 subjects remained seated. Insulin (1 mU/kg/min) + variable glucose
were infused iv from 20 to 80 min to induce hypo in St and S2 (plasma glucose 2.8
mmol/1) or maintain euglycaemia in S3. Results.

	

Hypo+Ex+ (Si)	 Hypo+Ex- (S2)	 Hypo-E+ (S3)

(min)	 0	 80	 0	 80	 0	 80

	

LACT(mmolll) 1.1±0.1 3.2±0.4 	 1.2±0.1 1.8±0.1	 1.3±0.1 2.8±0.3
A(nmol/1)	 0.3±0.1 8.1±1.1	 0.2±0.04 3.7±0.8 	 0.3±0.1 0.6±0 2
NA(nmol/1)	 2.3±0.2 7.7±0.9	 1.7±0.2 2.4±0.3 1.74±0.2 6±0.9
IRG (pg/ntl) 	 242±23 407±44	 212+24 302±43	 252±21 251±26
GH (µg/1)	 2.7 ±1.2 80±10	 1.4±0.6 37±10	 1.4±0.2 31±10

	

CORT (nmol/1) 386±93 552±83	 386±83 469±83 386±138 303±140
AS (score)	 1.5±0.4	 9±1.1	 1±0.3 6.9±1.6	 1.6±0.8 5.3±1.1
NS (score) 0.6±0.2 8±1.3 0.4±0.2 6.6±0.3 0.2±0.1 3±0.8
Conclusions. In the only physiological condition in which endogenous LACT
increases, i.e. exercise, counterregulatory hormone and symptom responses to hypo
are not blunted. The fact that the brain responds to decrease in plasma glucose, not
to increase in LACT, indicates that the former, not the latter is critical for brain
metabolism and function.

1011
EVIDENCE OF BLUNTED INSULIN KINETICS IN
NIDDM PATIENTS - A MICRODIALYSIS STUDY
P.-A. Jansson, P. Sandfloo and P. Lonnroth, Lundberg Laboratory
for Diabetes Research, University of Goteborg, Goteborg, Sweden.
Previous studies have shown that capillary delivery might be
ratelimiting for the effect of insulin in both animals and man. These
findings suggest that the capillary endothelium could be a regulating
step of importance for mechanisms behind insulin resistance. In the
present study we employed abdominal subcutaneous microdialysis
(BAS ultrafiltrating membrane, cut off 30kD, 1 ll/min) during a two-
step euglycemic insulin clamp. Ten male non-insulin dependent
diabetic (NIDD) and 10 male non-diabetic control subjects (C) were
studied after fasting overnight (Age: 57±2 (Mean±SE) vs 57±2 yrs,
BMI: 29.3±0.90 vs 30.4±1.6 kg/m? P-Insulin: 12±2 vs 10±2 mU/i
and B-HbAlc: 7.1±0.4 vs 4.7±0.2 % (p<0.001), respectively).
During a low insulin infusion rate (L) (120-mU/m2/min) mean
peripheral steady state insulin concentrations during the last hour were
217±40 vs 207±15 mU/l (n.s.) and after a rapid switch to a high
insulin infusion rate (H) (240-mU/m2/min) mean peripheral insulin
levels were 452±96 vs 543±49 (n.s.), respectively. There was a
significant delay in Tmax for interstitial insulin in NIDD (129±9) as
compared to C (73±10 min) (p<0.01) but no significant differences
between the groups in the subcutaneous insulin levels at each step
were seen. Furthermore, glucose infusion rate (GIR) during the
insulin clamp was lower in NIDD than in C at both L (7.16±0.78 vs
9.27±0.78 mg/kg/min, p<0.05) and H (8.60±0.85 vs 10.59±0.63,
p<0.05). In conclusion, the data indicate similar abdominal
subcutaneous insulin levels but a slower increase in interstitial
subcutaneous insulin in NIDDM compared to non-diabetic subjects
during an insulin clamp. Capillary delivery of insulin seems, thus, to
be delayed in NIDDM.

1012
SCIATIC NERVE SEVERANCE PRODUCES HAEMODYNAMIC
CHANGE AND INSULIN RESISTANCE IN MUSCLE
J.M. Youd, S. Rattigan, M.A. Vincent and M.G. Clark. University of
Tasmania, Hobart, Australia
Severance of the sciatic nerve in vivo leads to insulin resistance in

previously innervated lower leg muscles. In the present study a
modified constant-flow perfused rat hindlimb technique (femoral veins
cannulated) was used to assess intrinsic vascular resistance, oxygen
uptake, and insulin sensitivity of the 24 h-denervated lower leg (DL)
compared to the sham-operated contralateral lower leg (CL) and sham-
operated (both leg) control hindlimbs (S2L). Insulin (2 mU.ml - ')-
mediated 2-deoxyglucose uptake was impaired in tibialis anterior,
extensor digitorum longus, gastrocnemius white, plantaris and soleus of
DL when compared to CL. There was evidence for changes in vascular
resistance: perfusate flow from DL (1.87±0.2) was lower than that from
CL (3.04±0.20; P<0.05, n=5) which was higher than that of either leg

of S2L (2.2±0.1 ml.mir '.leg P<0.05, n=5). Perfasate aorta-femoral

vein oxygen differences were unchanged [585±24 (DL), 610±15 (S2L)

and 513±121.tM (CL)], and thus the oxygen uptake (V02) was less for

DL (66.0±8.2) than CL (93.3±6.0 .tmol.h - '.leg 1 ;P<0.05, n=5). It is
concluded that sciatic nerve severance in one leg leads to a loss of
insulin sensitivity when compared to the contralateral leg. Perfused
hindlimb studies reveal a haemodynamic change with decreased flow in
the denervated lower leg, compensated by an increased flow in the
contralateral lower leg. Decreased V02 by the denervated lower leg is
consistent with a decrease in muscle nutritive flow, which may account
for the apparent insulin resistance.
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RESTING ENERGY EXPENDITURE IN SOUTH ASIANS
AND WHITES WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS.
P. Pacy, V. Bhardwaj and Robinson A.C.J. 1	Edward V11
Hospital, Windsor, UK and 1 St Mary's Hospital, London, UK.
Insulin resistance syndrome is more common in South Asians
than whites. This study was designed to examine whether this
reflects differences in energy expenditure. Resting energy
expenditure (REE) was measured between 5-45 minutes by
indirect calorimetry (Deltatrac) after a 10h overnight fast.
There were no differences in clinical characteristics (mean ±
SD) between South Asians (19M, 1OF; age 54 ± 10 years;
weight 78 ± 20 kg; body mass index 29 ± 7 kg/r 2 ; diabetes 6
± 5 years; fat 29 ± 13%; HbAlc 8 ± 2%) and Whites (19M,
1OF; age 57 ± 8 years; weight 79 ± 12 kg; body mass index
29 ± 5 kg/m 2 ; diabetes 5 ± 5 years; fat 29 ± 10%; HbA1c 8 ±
2%). In comparison to whites, South Asians had lower
measured REE (1547 ± 258 versus 1684 ± 203 kcal/d,
unpaired t-test p< 0.05) with Department of Health predicted
values of 1631 ± 245 and 1641 ± 197 kcal/d respectively. In
contrast REE/fat free mass was similar (30 ± 7 versus 31 ± 5
kcal/kg). We suggest that the lower REE in South Asians not
only predisposes them to positive energy balance and hence
weight gain and ultimately insulin resistance but will reduces
the therapeutic impact of calorie restriction.

1014
INSULIN ACTION IN ADIPOCYTES FROM BLACK AND WHITE WOMEN:
RELATIONSHIP TO VISCERAL FAT AND INSULIN SENSITIVITY INDEX, Si.
J Albu, JA Johnson, SK Fried, and FX Pi-Sunyer, Columbia University, New York,
NY and Rutgers University, New Brunswick New Jersey, USA.
We assessed adipocyte insulin resistance in 23 black (B) and 23 white (W) obese (BMI
35±1 vs. 36±1, mean+SEM), age-matched, premenopausal, non-diabetic women when
body fat distribution was characterized by magnetic resonance imaging of visceral
(VAT) and subcutaneous abdominal (SCAT) adipose tissue. B and W groups were not
different with regard to VAT area (119±11 vs. 142±13 cm z, range 33-239 in B and 25-
258 in W) or VAT/SCAT area ratio (0.29+0.03 B, 0.30+0.03 W). In vivo insulin
sensitivity of glucose metabolism was also measured as sensitivity index (Si) by the
minimal model (2.3±0,5 B and 2.5+0.5 W, p=NS). In vitro, insulin's effects on glucose
metabolism and on lipolysis were measured in collagenase-isolated abdominal
subcutaneous adipocytes. Insulin sensitivity (as ED50) and responsiveness (as the
difference between response at baseline and the maximal insulin concentration) were
measured against lipolysis stimulated by either adenosine deaminase (ADA) or 8-
bromo cyclic AMP (8brcAMP), and for glucose transport (GT) using trace amounts of
' ^C-glucose. Insulin ED50 for ADA-stimulated lipolysis was related to VAT/SCAT
ratio (p<0.05), similarly in B and W women. Insulin ED50 for either ADA- or
8brcAMP-stimulated lipolysis was also related to Si (p<0.05) similarly in B and W
women. In contrast, VAT/SCAT and Si did not correlate with ED50 of insulin to
stimulate GT, but it did relate to the responsiveness of GT to insulin (GTR) in W
(p<0.05) but not in B women. In W women, both Si and GTR decreased with a high
VAT/SCAT, while B women maintained a uniformly lower responsiveness of GT to
insulin in adipose tissue. We conclude that a) abdominal subcutaneous adipocytes from
B and W women with comparable levels of visceral adiposity are equally sensitive to
the antilipolytic effect of insulin; and b) there is a dissociation between the effect of
insulin on lipolysis and on GT in adipose tissue of B women. This may relate to the
higher propensity to obesity and diabetes for B as compared to W women, independent
of adipose tissue distribution.

1015

RESTING . ENERGY EXPENDITURE IN NON INSULIN
DEPENDENT (NIDDM) DIABETIC MEN
P. Pacy, A.C.J. Robinson, V. Bhardwaj, R.Gray t and R Scott.
Edward V11 Hospital, Windsor, UK, 'St Mary's Hospital,
London, UK.
Dietary manipulation remains the cornerstone of management
in NIDDM. Daily calorie intake is calculated from resting energy
expenditure (REE) and physical activity levels. The limited
ability to measure REE results in this variable being derived by
predictive equations. This study was designed to examine the
validity of this approach. The clinical details (mean ± SD) of the
NIDDM men were: n = 69; age 57 ± 10 years; weight 85 ± 18
kg; body mass index 28 ± 5 kg/m2 ; HbA1c 8 ± 2%; duration of
diabetes 5 ± 5 years). REE was measured (MREE) after 10h
overnight fast by indirect calorimetry (Deltatrac) between 5-45
minutes and compared with that derived from Schofield (S),
Harris-Benedict (HB), Owen (0), Department of Health (DH)
and Mifflin (M). Overall no significant differences (paired t-test)
were noted between MREE (kcal/d), 1752 ± 289 and 1736 ±
278 (S), 1722 ± 306 (HB), 1746 ± 188 (0) or 1789 ± 243 (DH)
although that of 1656 ± 243 (M) was lower (p< 0.0001). The
limit of agreement between measured and derived values (bias
± 95% Cl) was very wide highlighting the problems in using
predictive REE to calculate energy requirements in individuals
although they appear satisfactory in NIDDM as a group. This
finding is similar to non diabetics.

1016
IN VIVO LIPOLYSIS IN OBESE, NONDIABETIC, BLACK AND WHITE WOMEN:
RELATIONSHIP TO VISCERAL FAT DISTRIBUTION
J Albu, DE Matthews, and FX Pi-Sunyer. Columbia University, New York, NY and
University of Vermont, Burlington, VT, USA.
We examined the relative contribution of visceral vs subcutaneous abdominal adipose
tissue (VAT and SCAT areas, by magnetic resonance imaging) to the systemic lipolytic
rates (LIPO), measured in vivo with deuterated glycerol and 13C-palmitate infusions (as
turnover rates, RaGlyc, RaPalm). LIPO was measured in the basal state in 21 black (B)
and 18 white (W), obese (BMI, mean±SEM, 35±land 34+1; % fat by DEXA, 45±1 and
46±1), premenopausal (36±land 34+1 yrs), nondiabetic women and, in a subset of
subjects (10B and 10W), during a pancreatic euglycemic clamp, at lower (42±18 pM)
and then higher (114±30 pM) insulin (I) levels. B and W women were matched by
VAT(116+10 and 125±13; range 33-239 and 25-258 cm 2) and VAT/SCAT. Basal
RaPalm was same(139±10 vs 135±8 umole/L, p=ns) while basal RaGlyc was slightly
lower in B women (244+14 vs 285±15, umole/L, p<0.06). The degree of suppression
of LIPO by I during the clamp (%S) varied widely (56-72% and 14-69% for RaGlyc,
and, 28-55% and 19-64% for RaPahn, for B and W groups, respectively). The slopes
of the relationship between basal RaGlyc, basal RaPalm, %S of palmitate or glycerol
and regional fat were not different between groups, even after adjusting for age, total
fat mass (FM) and fat free mass (FFM), therefore results of multiple regression are for
the groups combined. Basal RaPalm related significantly to WHR (r-0.32, p<0.05) and
SCAT (r-0.43, p<0.01) but not to VAT(r=O.I, p=ns), while basal RaGlyc related
significantly to VAT(r=0.4, p<0.05) and not to SCAT (r=0.22, p=ns). After adjusting
for age, FM and FFM, none of the body fat distribution variables significantly
predicted RaPalm or RaGlyc. %S did not relate to SCAT; only VAT was a predictor
of %S after adjusting for age, FM and FFM, partial r= -0.76, p<0.001 for RaGlyc and
partial r=-0.62, p<0.05 for RaPalm). In obese, nondiabetic women, the absolute
amount of VAT accumulation does not appear to significantly contribute to the basal
FFA turnover rates, although VAT is the best predictor of the ability of insulin to
suppress lipolysis systemically.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HUMAN LEPTIN AND
SUBCUTANEOUS FAT BUT NOT VISCERAL FAT
S. King, J. Bryson, C. Bums, R. Donnelly and I. Caterson. Dept of
Endocrinology, Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Camperdown, NSW,
Australia.
Leptin, the protein product of the obese (ob) gene produced by adipocytes
has been shown to be elevated in obesity and related to body mass index
(BMI) and % body fat. Central visceral obesity is associated with many
metabolic defects, including insulin resistance. The aim of this study was
to investigate the relationship between circulating leptin levels, the type of
body fat and insulin resistance in nondiabetic obese subjects before and
after 12 weeks on a dietary regime. 22 subjects were included in the study
(10M, 12F; BMI: 38.3 ± 0.95 ; Age 20 - 52 years). Insulin sensitivity
was measured by hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic clamp (40mU/m 2/min).
Subcutaneous and visceral adipose tissue areas were determined by a
single scan computerised tomography at L4. Fasting serum leptin was
measured using a human leptin RIA kit (Linco). Before intervention,
fasting serum leptin levels ranged from 8.13 - 81.33 ng/ml, with females
having significantly higher levels than males (F: 49.0 ± 5.6; M: 17.2 ±
1.3, p < 0.0001). Leptin was associated with BMI (r = 0.519, p =
0.0134) and WHR (r = - 0.564, p = 0.0063) but not fasting insulin (r =
0.274, p = 0.2166) or insulin sensitivity (r = 0.198, p = 0.3762). Leptin
was highly correlated with subcutaneous fat (r = 0.612, p = 0.0065) but
not visceral fat (r = 0.010, p = 0.9643). Insulin sensitivity was negatively
correlated with visceral fat area (r = - 0.508, p = 0.0158). Weight loss
was accompanied by reduced subcutaneous and visceral fat areas and
improved insulin sensitivity. Serum leptin levels fell significantly in the
males but not in the females. The same relationships seen pretreatment
between leptin levels, fat distribution and insulin sensitivity were
maintained after intervention. These studies confirm the relationship
between insulin resistance and visceral abdominal adiposity and suggest
that circulating leptin is not related to the degree of insulin sensitivity or
visceral obesity but is related to the amount of subcutaneous fat.
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DO GENES OR ENVIRONMENT EXPLAIN THE RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN CENTRAL FAT, INSULIN AND GLUCOSE?.
K Samaras', TV Nguyen', AB Jenkins 2, PJ Kelly3 and LV Campbell'. 1
Garvan Institute of Medical Research, 2 University of Wollongong,
NSW, Australia; Twin Research Unit, St Thomas' Hospital, London UK.

Central adiposity, a pivotal component of Syndrome X, is under strong
genetic influence and closely relates to fasting insulin and glucose.
Whether these inter-relationships are due to shared genetic or
environmental influences is not known.

To address this, we studied a group of 220 healthy female twins (59 MZ
pairs, 51 DZ pairs, mean age (±SD) 52±14 years, BMI 25.4±4.2kg/m2).
Fasting glucose was measured by the glucose oxidase method, insulin by
radioimmunoassay and central fat by dual energy X-ray dispersive
absorptiometry.

Central fat was positively related to log insulin (r=0.59, p=0.0001.) and
glucose (r=0.49, p<0.001). Log insulin related to glucose (r=0.25,
p=0.0002). Univariate model-fitting indicated the heritability (proportion
of phenotypic variance attributed to genetic factors) for central fat, insulin
and glucose was 57%, 44% and 77% respectively. Multivariate modelling
(Cholesky decomposition analysis) indicated 27% (of the 57%) of the
genetic variance of central fat is due to genes shared with insulin, while no
genetic influence is shared with glucose. On the other hand, the majority
of heritability of glucose (73%) is due to specific genes that regulate
glucose and only 4% is shared with genes that affect insulin. Shared
environmental influences explained 46% of the covariance observed
between insulin and central fat and 57% of the covariance between
glucose and insulin. The reciprocal model of glucose influencing fasting
insulin levels fit the observed data best, rather than the converse model
where insulin regulates glucose.

These data suggest the relationship between insulin and central fat is not
solely genetic but that substantial common environmental influences exist.
These results reinforce the need for ongoing work to modify
environmental influences whilst the respective genes are being identified.

1019
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLASMA LEPTIN LEVEL, ANt)

FAT DISTRIBUTION IN JAPANESE NIDDM PATIENTS

H. Maruyama, H. Hirose, K. Nakamura, and T. Saruta.

Keio University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

Leptin, recently discovered peptide secreted exclusively from

adipocytes, regulates appetite and energy expenditure. In this study,

we investigated the relationship between plasma leptin level and

blood pressure (SBP and DBP), plasma glucose and lipid profiles

(TC, TG, HDL-C and FFA) and fat distribution (V-fat and S-fat) in

mildly- to moderately-obese Japanese NIDDM patients (aged 57±13,

BMI 26.7±3.4, HbAlc 7.3±1.5% (SD)). Plasma leptin and insulin

were measured with RIA (Linco and Eiken Co., respectively). In

men, plasma leptin (5.0±2.6 ng/ml, n=73) was correlated with BMI

(r=0.64), DBP (r=0.34), IRI (r=0.43), FFA (r=0.31), S-fat (r=0.77)

and V-fat area (r=0.67): and in women (6.2±1.0 ng/ml, n=38) with

BMI (r=0.63), IRI, (r=0.70) and S-fat area (r=0.67) (p<0.05 for

all). There was no correlation between leptin and FPG or HbAlc.

These data suggest that plasma leptin is associated with insulin, DBP.

FFA and fat distribution in Japanese NIDDM patients.

HYPERSECRETION OF GASTRIC INHIBITORY POLYPEPTIDE IN
PREDIABETIC MEN WITH VISCERAL FAT ACCUMULATION.
H.Akai, K.Hayasaka, M.Hirai, A.Hirai, Y.Sato, S.Suzuki, S.Oikawa,
M.Sasaki and T.Toyota, Sendai Kousei Hospital, Sendai, Japan.

Visceral fat obesity in which lots of fat deposit in adipose tissue on
mesenterium is frequently observed in patients with diabetes mellitus or
other insulin resistant syndrome. It is unknown which factor contributes
to the accumulation of visceral fat. Gastric inhibitory polypeptide (GIP)
is known as an incretin. The peptide released from small intestine
perfuses mesenterium to portal vein. Besides, it has direct metabolic
effects on adipose tissue to incorporate fatty acids. In this study, we
investigated relationship GIP secretion and clinical features of insulin
resistant syndrome. All subjects were non-obese (BMI<25) men
younger than 65 years of age with or without impaired glucose tolerance
whose pancreatic beta cell function kept well. The fat distribution was
analyzed by measuring visceral fat area / subcutaneous fat area ratio (V/S
ratio) on computed tomography pictures of umbilical level. Insulin
sensitivity (Si) was assessed by Bergman's minimal model method.
Plasma GIP were measured by RIA system specific for human GIP.
Fasting plasma insulin or incremental insulin response after 75g glucose
ingestion (Y- RI) had no correlation with V/S ratio or Si. Other
metabolic markers; fasting plasma glucose, triglyceride and cholesterol
had no significant correlation with those either in this case. The other
hand, incremental GIP response after glucose ingestion (I GIP) had
significant negative correlation with Si (R=- 0.637, P=0.046), and had
significant positive correlation with V/S ratio (R=0.606, P=0.0086).
It had no correlation with BMI. These findings demonstrate the
relationship between visceral fat accumulation, insulin resistance and
hypersecretion of GIP, that is not mediated by insulin. We propose GIP
as a promising candidate factor which accumulates visceral fat.
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IS LEPTIN RELATED TO ABDOMINAL FAT DISTRIBUTION AND
INSULIN RESISTANCE IN NIDDM PATIENTS ?
J.F. GAUTIER*, N. LAHLOU**, A. MOURIER`, E. DE KERVILER*,
and G. CATHELINEAU *. * Endocrinology and Radiology Department,
Saint-Louis Hospital, 75010 PARIS ; **INSERM 342 , Saint-Vincent de
Paul Hospital, 75014 Paris, France.
Leptin is a protein secreted by the adipose tissue. The aim of the present
study was to evaluate the relationship of abdominal adipose tissue distribution
measured by magnetic resonance imaging and insulin resistance to plasma
leptin concentration in NIDDM subjects. Plasma leptin concentrations were
measured by radioimmunoassay with a detection limit of 0.1 ng.ml -H. Areas
of abdominal fat were calculated from axial magnetic resonance images
obtained atthe level of umbilicus (L4-L5 vertebrae) in 21 men with NIDDM
treated with either hypoglycemic agents (n = 17) or a diet alone (n = 4) : age
46 ± 8 (DS) months, BMI 29.3 ± 4.5 kg.m 2 (range 20.2-36.9), total body fat
(skinfold thickness) 26.8 ± 5.4%, waist-to-hip ratio 0.97 ± 0.07, duration of
diabetes 59 ± 47 months. The insulin tolerance test (ITT, 0.1 U/kg of
intravenous regular insulin) was performed after an overnight fast, at least 48
hours after the withdrawal of metformin. The areas of subcutaneous and cI
deep abdominal fat were respectively 212 ± 99 em 2 and 135 ± 55 em 2 .

Plasma leptin levels averaged 8.4 ± 6.8 ng.ml -1 (range 1.77 - 32.2) and
were positively related to areas of subcutaneous abdominal fat (r = 0.731, p
< 0.001), BMI (r = 0.669 , p < 0.01) and total body fat ( r = 0.589 , p <
0.01). In contrast, the areas of visceral adipose tissue, the waist-to-hip ratio
and the blood glucose disappearance rate K Tr were not related to plasma
leptin concentrations. In conclusion, plasma lepin levels is not associated
with deep abdominal fat and insulin resistance in the NIDDM patients of this
study.

1022
THE ASSOCIATION OF INSULIN RESISTANCE WITH MUSCLE
AND ABDOMINAL FAT IN OBESITY
KI.Ryomoto, T.Imakita, A.Kanazawa, M.Suzuki and Y.Harano.
Department of Atherosclerosis, Metabolism and Clinical Nutrition,
National Cardiovascular Center, Osaka, Japan
Object: To investigate the association of insulin resistance with muscle
and abdominal fat in obesity. Methods: 18 male (BMI>26.4: n=9,
<26.4: n=9) and 13 female (BMI>26.4: n=8, <26.4: n=5) obese subjects
were studied. Insulin resistance was determined with the method of
steady-state plasma glucose (SSPG). Visceral fat (V) and subcutaneous
abdominal fat (S) were evaluated by a single scan made at the level of
the navel. To measure muscle fat, triple 1 cm thickness cross-sectional
scan of the mid-thigh was obtained by CT. Thigh fat inside and outside
fascia (MF, SF), V and S were electronically measured by using
commercially available CT software, with the region of interest
window set to attenuation values of -150 to -50 Hounsfield units (HU).
The mean attenuation values of thigh tissue except bone tissue inside
fascia (mCT) was measured by using the same software. Increased MF
correlated with low mCT and the lower mCT correspond to more fat
content in muscle. Results: When the higher and lower SSPG groups
were analyzed, the higher group shared increased V and MF in male,
while in female, the more V.

Male SSPG(mmol/dL) V(cm) MF(cm) Female SSPG(mmolIL) V(cm)
n=9	 7.7±0.7	 156±14 8.4±0.5	 n=7	 9.8±0.8	 111±12
n=9	 143±0.4* 198±13* 12.0±15*	 n=6	 16.8±1.1* 159±13*

*p<0.05 vs lower SSPG
SSPG was significantly correlated positively with V (r=0.57, p<0.05)
and MF (r=0.63, p<0.05), and negatively with mCT (r=-0.52, p<0.05)
in male. In female, SSPG was significantly correlated positively with V
(r-0.71, p<0.05). Conclusion: Insulin resistance was associated with
not only visceral fat but also thigh fat inside fascia in male.

1023
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEPTIN AND INSULIN SENSITIVITY
IN A POPULATION-BASED STUDY IN MAURITIUS.
M. de Courten, P. Zimmet, V. Collins, A. Hodge, G. Collier, G. Dowse, K.
Alberti, J. Tuomilehto, F. Hemraj, H. Gareeboo and D. Fareed. International
Diabetes Institute, Melbourne, Australia.

It has been shown that fasting serum leptin and insulin concentrations are
highly correlated, and in a small clinical study insulin sensitive men had
lower leptin levels than insulin resistant men when matched for fat mass. Our
aim was to examine the association between insulin resistance (assessed by
HOMA model) and leptin after controlling for overall and central adiposity in
a population-based cohort. Subjects were participants of a 1957 non-
communicable diseases survey conducted in the multiethnic population of
Mauritius. 1227 men and 1310 women of Asian Indian, Creole and Chinese
ethnicity had normal glucose tolerance and fasting serum leptin
measurements. Leptin levels were compared across insulin resistance
quartiles within tertiles of body mass index (BMI) by analysis of covariance,
and multiple linear regression models were used to assess the relationship
between leptin and insulin resistance after adjusting for BMI and waist/hip
ratio (WHR). Mean serum leptin concentration increased across insulin
resistance quartiles in each BMI group and each sex, after controlling for
BMI, WHR and age (p<0.001 for each comparison). Furthermore, insulin
resistance was a significant determinant of serum leptin concentration,
independent of BMI and WHR, in both men and women. These results
suggest that insulin resistance and/or concentration may contribute to the
relatively wide variation in leptin seen at similar levels of body mass or
alternatively, leptin may play a role in the etiology of insulin resistance. In
future work it will be important to determine whether the
hyperleptinemia/insulin resistance relationship has a role in the natural
history of obesity, NIDDM, and the other metabolic phenomena associated
with insulin resistance.

1024
VISCERAL FAT IS ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED PLASMINOGEN
ACTIVATOR INHIBITOR-1 LEVELS IN WOMEN.
B.Janand-Delenne, C.Chagnaud, M.C.Alessi, I.Juhan-Vague
and P.Vague. Timone Hospital, Marseille, France.
Increased plasma Plasminogen Activator Inhibitor-1 (PAI-1)
levels are a risk factor of myocardial infarction and are
considered as one of the parameters of insulin resistance
syndrome. The metabolic disorders observed in insulin
resistance are associated with android obesity and most
particularly with abdominal visceral fat accumulation. To
clarify the relationship between PAI-1, insulin-resistance and
visceral fat, 40 women (age:18-65 years, BMI:21-49 kg/m 2 )

have been studied. We have measured visceral and
subcutaneous abdominal fat by computed tomography at the
level of umbilicus, plasma PM-1 activity and insulin sensitivity
by hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp method (1mU/Kg/mn).
This results show that PM-I levels are positively correlated to
fasting insulinemia and negatively to insulin sensitivity index
(r=0,48, p<0,01 and r=-0,33, p<0,05). PAI-1 levels are more
strongly correlated to visceral fat (r=0,51, p<0,001), whereas
no correlation is found with subcutaneous fat (r=0,23, NS).
Moreover, visceral fat is positively correlated to fasting
insulinemia (r=0,62, p<0,001) and negatively to insulin
sensitivity index (r=-0,64, p<0,001). Stepwise multiple
regression analysis showed that after adjustement for visceral
fat, correlation between PAI-1 activity and fasting insulinemia
disappears. These results suggest that visceral fat contributes
PM-1 elevation in insulin resistance syndrome and strengthen
other data showing that in animals, PAI-1 is produced by
adipose tissue, particularly visceral adipose tissue.



1025
FAT DISTRIBUTION AND SERUM LEPTIN LEVELS IN NON-
DIABETIC OFFSPRING OF NIDDM PATIENTS
I.Vauhkonen', L. Niskanen', S. Kainulainen 2 , S. Haffner', M. Uusitupa° and M.
Laakso' , Departments of Medicine ', Radiology' and Clinical Nutrition ",
Kuopio University Hospital and University of Kuopio, Finland, University of
Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio', San Antonio, Texas
Serum leptin levels have been associated with fat mass. Moreover, women have
higher leptin levels than men. The impact of fat distribution on leptin levels,
however, is a controversial issue. We studied the association of fat distribution on
leptin levels in 20 non-diabetic offspring (M/F 5/15; mean age 41.3 yrs) of
NIDDM patients with insulin secretion deficient phenotype (IS-group), 18 non-
diabetic offspring (M/F 7/I I; 40.5 yrs) of NIDDM patients with insulin resistant
phenotype (IR-group) and in 14 control subjects (M/F 5/9; 41.1 yrs) without a
family history of diabetes. The abdominal fat distribution (subcutaneous fat =
SCFAT and intra-abdominal fat = IAFAT) was measured with computed
tomography, the total fat mass (TFM) bioelectrical impedance and the whole
body glucose uptake (WBGU) with the euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp
technique. Control IS IR ANOVA

(adj. forgender'+TFM)
BMI, kg/m2	25.0	 24.6	 28.8	 p<0.05
TFM, kg	 19.0	 20.5	 26.4	 p<0.05'
WBGU, mg/kg/min	 11.1	 10.1	 7.5	 p<0.01
S-leptin, ng/l	 12.9	 13.4	 23.2	 p<0.001
SCFAT, cm 2 	204	 215	 310	 p =NS
IAFAT, cmz	 72	 84	 123	 p =NS
In control and IS-group, but not in IR-group, serum leptin levels correlated with
SCFAT (r=0.81, p<0.01 for controls; r=0.46, p<0.05 for the IS-group; r=0.05,
p=NS for the IR-group). The significant correlations persisted after adjustment
for age, gender and TFM. No relationship between IAFAT and leptin was
observed. In conclusion, SCFAT was a more important determinant of serum
leptin levels than IAFAT. This may explain higher leptin levels found in women
than in men.
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PROSPECTIVE EXERCISE AND WEIGHT LOSS STUDY IN TYPE II DIABETIC
SUBJECTS IMPROVED INSULIN RESISTANCE, LIPIDS AND LEPTINS
F. Smith, C. Whitney, E. Friedlander, C. Mullooly, J.Hill, S.- E. Bursell and G.King.
Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, MA, USA
Type II Diabetes Mellitus is characterized by obesity, hyperglycemia, insulin
resistance, hyperlipidemia, and increased risk for cardiovascular disease. Risk factors
could be reduced by diet and exercise but chronic adherence to a weight loss program
or a specialized diet is known to have low success rates. The following study was
designed to determine if triglyceride self-monitoring combined with an intensive 16
week exercise, weight loss and diet modification program would improve outcomes.
Obese Type II DM males and females over 40 years of age, not treated with insulin or
lipid lowering agents were randomized to monitored or non-monitored groups.
Weight, glucose, glycohemoglobin AIC, lipids, fasting and stimulated insulin levels,
leptin levels, and exercise tolerance (Max 02 levels) were measured at the beginning
and end of the program. Statistical analysis was performed using a paired student's
t test. Results from all subjects (n=24), showed highly significant decreases in weight
(95.7±20.7 kg to 91.0±18.4 kg, p=0.001) which strongly correlated with decreases in
leptin levels (r-0.4). Significant improvements were also found in fasting glucose
(177.4± 40.5 to 161.3}33.3, p=0.006), triglyceride (235.0±94.6 to 179.2±70.9,
p=0.003), and total cholesterol levels (219.7±24.7 to 199.9±28.7, p=0.001). Changes
in glycohemoglobin Alc, HDL cholesterol and LDL cholesterol levels were not
significant by 16 weeks. Fasting insulin levels were significantly decreased (22.8±
13.2 to 17.0±9.5, p=0.02) but 2 hour sustacal stimulated levels were unchanged. A
significant improvement in exercise tolerance was also found by Max 02 testing
(26.6±7.4 to 31.1±8.5, p=0.003). The triglyceride meter group had lower average
triglycerides, however the variance in the data indicates that more subjects need to
be recruited in order to show a significant effect. In summary, an intensive exercise,
weight loss and diet program for Type II Diabetic patients significantly improves
glucose control, lipids, insulin resistance and increases exercise tolerance, all risk
factors for the cardiovascular complications of diabetes.

1027
PLASMA LEPTIN ASSOCIATED WITH BODY MASS INDEX AND INSULIN

IN HEALTHY MALE ADOLESCENTS

H. Hirose, I. Saito, K. Nakamura, H. Maruyama, and T. Saruta. Keio

University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

Leptin, recently discovered peptide secreted exclusively trom

adipocytes, regulates appetite and energy expenditure. Plasma leptin

level is reported to increase in obese adults. In the present study, we

measured plasma leptin, height, weight, blood pressure (SBP and DBP),

heart rate, blood cell counts, plasma glucose, insulin, lipid profiles (TC, TG

and HDL-C), UA and creatinine in 366 healthy male high school students

(aged 16.2±0.4 and BMI 20.8±2.5 (SD)). Plasma leptin and insulin were

measured with RIA (Linco and Eiken Co., respectively). Plasma leptin (2.8

±1.6 ng/ml) was strongly correlated with body weight (r=0.48), BMI

(r=0.55) and insulin (r=0.46) (P<0.001 for all). There was also correlation

with age (r=0.14), SBP (r=0.21), DBP (r=0.14), heart rate (r=0.19), WBC

(r=0.20), RBC (r=0.17), Hct (r=0.17), TC (r=0.16), TG (r=0.20), HDL-C (r=-

0.16) and UA (r=0.20) (P <0.01 for all). Stepwise regression analysis

revealed significant correlation with BMI (F= 108.7), insulin (F=57.2) and

WBC (F=5.9) (p<0.05 for all). We conclude that plasma leptin is associated

with BMI and insulin also in healthy male adolescents. Relationship with

blood cell counts was considered to need further study.

1028
EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM TOTAL FASTING AND INSULIN ON OB GENE
EXPRESSION IN OBESE PATIENTS
P.H. Andersen', K. Kristensen", S.B. Pedersen4 , E. Hjellundt, O. Scbmitz and B.
RichelsenTM. Medical Department M, , Aarhus Kommunehospital`, Division of Endo-
crinology and Metabolism, Medical Department C, Aarhus Amtssygehus, Aarhus
University Hospitals", Aarhus, Divisionof Internal Medicine, GrenS Centralsygehus,
Grenht, Denmark.
The aim of the present study was to explore the regulation of obese (ob) gene
expression in severe obese females during long-term fasting (6 days). Furthermore,
the effect of insulin on serum leptin levels was examined before and after fasting.
Nine females were included. Age was 34 ± 3 years and BMI 46,4 ± 2.3 kg/m 2 ,

Six days of fasting induced a significant weight loss (126.8 ± 5.3 vs. 120.5 ± 5.1
kg, p < 0.0001). Insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (hyperinsulinemic, euglycemic
clamp, insulin infusion rate 1.5 mU/kg/min) was markedly reduced following fasting
(M-value 5.96 ± 0.74 vs. 2.79 ± 0.23 mg/kg/min, p < 0.0001). Ob mRNA/B-
actin concentration (quantitated by quantitative PCR) in fat biopsies from abdominal
subcutaneous adipose tissue was unchanged after 6 days of fasting (1.50 ± 0.40 vs.
1.47 ± 0.36 arb. units, NS), whereas serum leptin levels decreased significantly
from 53.8 ± 4.7 ng/ml to 30.7 ± 2.0 ng/ml, p < 0.0001 during the same period.
Serum leptin levels were unchanged by hyperiusulinernia for 3 hrs during the clamp
prior to the fast, while hyperinsulinemia for 3 has after six days of fasting increased
serum leptinby 25 %, p < 0,01. In conclusion: Six days of fasting reduced serum
leptin by about 40 %. In contrast ob mRNA in abdominal subcutaneous adipose
tissue was unchanged. The decrease in serum leptin levels after long-term fasting
may be due to posttranscriptional events like decreased translation, increased
clearance or decreased half-life. Finally, the effect of insulin on serum leptin levels
seems to be dependent on the nutritional state.
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CIRCULATING LEPTIN CORRELATES TO ISLET FUNCTION
IN NON-DIABETIC SUBJECTS
B. Ahren and H. Larsson, Dept. Medicine, Lund Univ., Malmo, Sweden
It is known that circulating leptin correlates to body fat content and that
administration of leptin reduces food intake. Leptin might thus be a hu-
moral signal from fat affecting feeding behaviour, and, consequently, fac-
tors influencing the nutritional status might operate through changes in
circulating leptin. We have previously shown that circulating leptin cor-
relates to fasting insulin, to maximal insulin secretory response to a glu-
cose + arginine challenge and to the glucose sensitivity of B cell secre-
tion, indicating a relation between leptin and insulin secretion. In this
study, we examined whether circulating leptin also correlates to other
islet hormones. We therefore injected arginine i.v. (5 g) at fasting glu-
cose and after raising circulating glucose to 14 and 28 mmol/l in 106
postmenopausal women, aged 58 years. We confirmed our previous
results that circulating leptin correlates to BMI (r=0.70, p<0.001), to
fasting insulin (r=0.36, p<0.001), to circulating insulin at 14 mmol/l glu-
cose (r=0.28, p=0.004) and 28 mmol/l glucose (r=0.33, p<0.001), as
well as to the insulin response to arginine at all three glucose levels
(r>0.29, p<O, 003 for all) in a multivariate analysis controlling for the
influence of BMI. Furthermore, we demonstrated that leptin, independ-
ently of BMI, also correlates to fasting glucagon (r=0.36, p<0,001), to
plasma glucagon at 14 mmol/l glucose (r=0.20, p=0.047) and to plasma
glucagon at 28 mmol/l glucose (r=0.25, p=0.040) as well as to the glu-
cagon response to arginine at all three glucose levels (r>0.22, p<0.025
for all). In contrast, circulating leptin did not correlate to plasma levels
of pancreatic polypeptide (PP) (t=0.13, p=0.187). We conclude that cir-
culating leptin correlates to both insulin and glucagon secretion but not
to plasma PP in a large group of postmenopausal women. This suggests
that islet function is related to circulating leotin in humans.

1030
LEPTIN LEVELS DO NOT PREDICT WEIGHT GAIN: A PROSPECTIVE STUDY
AM Hodge, MP de Courten and PZ Zimmet on behalf of the Mauritian NCD Group.
International Diabetes Institute, Melbourne, Australia.

Human obesity is associated with high leptin concentrations, but at any level of body
fat leptin varies widely. Relatively low leptin levels may indicate leptin deficiency
and risk of weight gain. Alternatively, high leptin could indicate leptin resistance and
also increased risk of weight gain. Whether one or both of these mechanisms operate
in humans was examined in a longitudinal study of 1988 normoglycaemic Mauritians
aged 25 to 45 years who participated in population-based surveys in 1987 and 1992.
Changes in BMI, waist/hip ratio (WHR) and waist circumference were compared
between leptin `resistant' 'normal' and `sensitive' groups. Leptin 'resistance' and
`sensitivity' were defined on the basis of the Studentised residuals (SRESID) from the
regression of log, oleptin on BMI. If SRESID > 0.9, leptin was considered high or
`resistant'. If SRESID was < -0.9, subjects were considered leptin `sensitive' or
`deficient'. There were no consistent trends in age or BMI across leptin `resistant',
`normal' and `sensitive' men and women. Fasting insulin decreased significantly
(p<0.001) with increasing leptin sensitivity in men and women. After adjusting for
age and BMI by analysis of covariance, there were no significant differences in the
changes in BMI (percentage or absolute), waist circumference or WHR between
leptin `resistant' and 'normal' subjects except that in men WHR increased more in the
leptin `resistant' group (p=0.001). However, there was a tendency for smaller
increases in other measures of obesity among the leptin `resistant' subjects compared
with the `normal' subjects. Leptin `sensitive' subjects tended to experience greater
increases in the obesity parameters than 'normal', but the differences were not
significant. Further adjustment for insulin did not change the results. Redefining
leptin `resistance' and `sensitivity' as SRESID>1..2 or <-1.2 did not enhance the slight
trends observed above. These findings do not support a role for leptin concentration,
either high or low, in predicting weight gain. Leptin's main role in humans maybe in
protecting against the effects of starvation rather than over consumption, consistent
with the conditions encountered during most of human evolution.

1031
INSULIN AND LEPTIN ARE RELATED INDEPENDENT FROM BODY MASS
INDEX.
R.P. Stolk, J.A.M. Janssen, H.A.P. Pols, P. Inglaro, W.F. Blum, A.M.F.
Attanasio, D.E. Grobbee and S.W.J. Lamberts. Department of Epidemiology,

Utrecht University & Department of Internal Medicine, Erasmus University
Rotterdam, The Netherlands.

We investigated the associations between the components of the insulin
resistance syndrome and leptin levels in a sample of participants of the
Rotterdam Study: 549 men and 558 women (mean age 66.8 years (SD 5.5).

As part of the baseline examination immunoreactive insulin was measured
after a non-fasting oral glucose load. At the follow-up examination after 2.1
years a fasting oral glucose tolerance test was performed. Insulin and leptin

were measured by highly specific radioimmunoassays.
Serum leptin levels in men and women were 6.14 ng/ml (SO 4.5) and

21.7 ng/ml (15.5), respectively (p < 0.0011. Leptin levels were associated
with all components of the insulin resistance syndrome both assessed at

baseline and at follow-up: body mass index, waist/hip ratio, fasting and post-

load glucose, fasting and post-load insulin, triglycerides, HDL-cholesterol,

and blood pressure, as well as with the presence of diabetes mellitus and

hypertension (all associations: p < 0.001, adjusted for age and gender).

When the analyses were further adjusted for body mass index, leptin

remained associated with insulin only: in men an increase of 0.06 ng/ml per

mU/I fasting specific insulin (95% confidence interval 0.03; 0.08, p<0.001)

was found, whereas in women this was 0.50 ng/ml per mU/I (0.39; 0.62,
p<0.001). The independent associations between insulin and body mass
index with leptin were also present in the longitudinal analysis.

The results of this population-based study indicate that insulin levels (but
not the other components of the insulin resistance syndrome) are associated
with increased leptin levels independently of body mass index. This suggest
that hyperinsulinemia plays a key in increased leptin levels.

1032
ARE LEPTIN AND OLEOYL-ESTRONE EQUIVALENT PONDEROSTAT
SIGNALS IN LEAN AND OBESE SUBJECTS?
J.M. Fernandez-Real, D. Sanchis*, W. Ricart, J. Blarnes, R. Casamitlana=*,
F. Balada*, M. Fernandez-Castanet"**, J. Soler"**, and M. Alemany*.
Department of Endocrinology, Hospital of Girona and ***Bellvitge, Barcelona.

*Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Barcelona.
**Hormonal Laboratory, Hospital Clinic, Barcelona. SPAIN.

In a recent study, a white adipose tissue component, oleoyl-estrone, induced
a dose-dependent loss of weight and decreased food intake in Wistar

female rats. We studied plasma concentrations of oleoyl-estrone in 17 lean
subjects (8 females), and 25 obese (14 females), matched for age and

fasting glucose. Obese female subjects had significantly higher percent body
fat, serum leptin (p<0,01), and plasma oleoyl-estrone (p=0.02) than obese
men. Both leptin and oleoyl-estrone strongly correlated with BMI, and with

measures of central fat distribution. Serum leptin strongly correlated with
percent body fat (PBF, bioelectric impedance) and insulin sensitivity (minimal

model analysis; r=0.72, p<0.0001 and r=-0.63, p=0.003, in males; r=0.85

and -0.86, p<0.0001 in females). The same relationships were observed

concerning oleoyl-estrone with percent body fat (r=0.52 and r=0.69, in males

and females, respectively) and with insulin sensitivity (r=-0.72 and -0.76, in
males and females, respectively). The associations between leptin and

oleoyl-estrone with insulin sensitivity persisted after controlling for percent
body fat (r=-0.63, p=0.003 in males; and r=-0.45, p=0.04 in females, for

oleoyl estrone; and r=-0.49, p=0.03 in males, and r=-0.58, p=0.007 in
females, for serum leptin). Fasting serum leptin correlated with plasma
oleoyl-estrone (r=0.64, p<0.0001), which persisted after controlling for insulin
sensitivity (r=0.52, p<0.0001) and fat mass (r=0.38, p=0.01). In summary,
plasma oleoyl-estrone levels are strongly correlated with PBF and insulin

sensitivity in humans, in parallel to the same associations described for

serum leptin. The relationship between oleoyl-estrone and leptin levels hints
at their functional relationship within the framework of body weight control.
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SERUM LEPTIN IN ELDERLY PEOPLE
H.A. Koistinen, V.A. Koivisto, S-L. Karonen and R. Tilvis. Helsinki
University Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland.
The recently discovered leptin is a novel hormone, which regulates
energy intake and expenditure. Aging is associated with various
alterations in food intake and energy metabolism. To investigate
whether aging affects serum leptin levels, we measured serum leptin in
elderly people with radioinununoassay. The study population (n =159)
included 19-20 men and 20-21 women from each of the four birth
cohorts aged 65, 75, 80 and 85 years. The groups were similar with
respect to body mass index (BMI), serum total and HDL cholesterol,
triglyceride, insulin and blood glucose concentrations. Serum leptin
concentration was similar in different age groups, but in each group it
was 2-3 fold higher in females (average for all 14.8-!16.2 .tg/l,
mean±SD) than in males (5.9±3.3 µg/1) (p<0.05 or less in all groups).
In women, who lived longer, serum leptin concentration was 62%
higher than in those, who died within 5 yrs after blood sampling
(17.6±16.9 vs 10.9±11.2 µg/1, respectively, p<0.02). Leptin correlated
positively with BMI (r=0.40, p<0.001) and insulin concentrations
(r=0.31, p<0.001), as previously shown in younger population. In
conclusion: 1) Leptin gender difference is present also in the elderly.
2) Aging does not affect serum leptin levels or its correlation with
adiposity. 3) Higher leptin concentrations in women living longer may
indicate a better nutritional status rather than be a primary factor for
survival.
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LEPTIN IN NORMAL WEIGHT, OBESE AND OBESE DIABETIC SUBJECTS:
EFFECT OF HYPERINSULINEMIC CLAMP AND BODY WEIGHT LOSS
E. Bobbioni-Harsch, F. Assimacopoulos, R. Munger, T. Lehmann and A. Golay.
Treatment and Teaching Division for Chronic Diseases. Department of Medical
Biochemistry. University Hospital Geneva, Switzerland.
Leptin plasma levels were measured in normal weight (n = 9) and in obese (n = 50)
subjects in basal conditions; after two hour cuglycemic, hyperinsulinemic clamp
(n = 30) or after weight loss (n = 12). In basal conditions, leptin was significantly
lower in lean than in obese subjects (p<0.001). When obese were subdivided in
three groups according to their glucose tolerance (i.e. normal, inpaired glucose
tolerance and diabetics), no differences were observed in leptin levels. Obese
females showed significantly higher leptin values than males (p<0.001). Leptin
was significantly (p<0.0001) linked to fat body mass (FBM) when expressed both
in Kg and as percent of total body weight. No significant relationships were found
between plasma leptin and basal Energy Expanditure (EE) nor lipid oxidation, when
these values were expressed in function of the lean body mass (LBM). Two hour
euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp did not modify leptin levels in either lean or
obese group, independently of their glucose tolerance. After four weeks hypocaloric
diet, a group of obese patients (n = 12) showed a body weight loss of 7.9±1.7 Kg,
corresponding to a 12.8±2.3 % decrease of their initial fat mass; at the same time
leptin levels were reduced from 77.7±15.0 ng/ml to 55.6±10 ng/ml, i.e.
30.0±7.3% decrease of the initial values. No significant correlation was observed
between the amount of fat loss and the reduction in plasma leptin. In conclusion,
circulating leptin is, in basal conditions, influenced by sex and fat mass but not by
glucose intolerance or diabetes; leptin is not affected by two hour
hyperinsulinemia, but is strongly modified by fat loss.

i111CR
PLASMA LEPTIN LEVELS DO NOT CORRELATE TO PLASMA PROINSULIN

LEVELS IN NORMAL ADULTS. Jeong-Taek Woo, Woo-Sik Kim, Seung-Jae Hong,

Sung-Woon Kim, Myung-In Yang, Jin-Woo Kim, Young-Seol Kim, Young-Kil Choi.

Kyung-Hee University, Seoul, Korea

It has been demonstrated that plasma leptin levels strongly correlate to body fat

content. Increased body fat content, especially intraabdominal fat is accompanied

by insulin resistance, We questioned whether plamsa leptin levels is correlate to

insulin sensitivity in normal adult individuals. We measured fasting plasma leptin,

insulin, proinsulin, C-peptide, glucose and waist/hip ratio in 213 normal

subjects(men = 100, women = 113). Their fasting plasma glucose levels were below

6.1 mmol/l and they had no previous medical history and family history of diabetes

mellitus. Body fat amount was determined with impedance method. BMIs were 22.4

± 2.46 in men, 22.4 ± 2.60 in women respectively. Log fasting plasma leptin levels

strongly correlate to body fat amount(r = 0.63, P = 0.000). Log fasting plasma

proinsulin levels weakly correlate to body fat amount(r = 0.34, P = 0.000) and

waist/hip ratio( r = 0.25, P = 0.000). However plasma leptin levels did not correlate

to plamsa insulin, proinsulin, c-peptide and waist/hip ratio by partial correlation

study controlling body fat amount. Fasting plasma leptin levels were significantly

higher in women than men(6.45 f 4.02 ug/ml, 2.45 ± 1.58 ng/ml, P = 0.000)

although body fat amount was not differ between two groups(12.3 ± 4.0 kg in men,

15.7 ± 4.6 kg in women, P = 0.308). In conclusion, plasma leptin reflects body fat

amount and may be affected by sex but does not correlate insulin sensitivity

independently of body fat amount.

1036

POST-GASTROPLASTY RECOVERY OF IDEAL BODY WEIGHT
NORMALIZES SERUM LEPTIN LEVELS OF OBESE WOMEN
M.R. Letiexhe, A.J. Scheen, J.F. Caro and P.J. Lefebvre. Division of
Diabetes, Nutrition & Metabolic Disorders, University of Liege,
Belgium and Division of Endocrinology & Metabolism, Thomas
Jefferson University, Philadelphia, Pen, USA.

In order to better understand the significance of obesity-associated
elevated serum leptin in humans, fasting leptin concentrations were
measured in 8 obese women before (BMI = 37.7 ± 0.5 kg/m2) and 14
± 2 months after successful gastroplasty restoring ideal body weight
(BMI - 23.7 ± 0.6 kg/m2). Before gastroplasty, obese women showed
markedly higher serum leptin levels (36.8 ± 4.8 versus 8.9 ± 1.8
ng/ml, P < 0.001) when compared to lean controls (BMI = 23.6 ±
0.7 kg/m2). After gastroplasty, serum leptin concentrations dramatically
decreased to 6.4 ± 1.6 ng/ml (P < 0.0001) and became similar to
those of controls. The minimal model-derived insulin sensitivity index
St (10-5 min r/pmol.l-t) was lower in obese subjects (4.74 ± 0.74, P <
0.01) when compared to that of controls (11.79 ± 1.74), but returned
to normal levels after gastroplasty (9.15 ± 0.96). Serum leptin levels
were positively related to BMI (r = 0.882; P < 0.0001; n = 24) and
to basal plasma insulin levels (r = 0.516; P < 0.01), and inversely
related to the insulin sensitivity index S t (r = - 0.379; P = 0.068).
However, these two latter correlations disappeared after adjustement for
BMI. In conclusion, elevated serum leptin levels return to low normal
values in post-obese women, and such normalization might contribute
to favour weight regain after dieting in case of central resistance to
leptin.
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SERUM LEPTIN IS INDEPENDENTLY ASSOCIATED WITH
INSULIN RESISTANCE IN LEAN AND OBESE SUBJECTS
R. Casamitjana*, W. Ricart, M. Fernandez-Castaner", Joan Soler # and
J.M. Fernandez-Real. Department of Endocrinology, Hospital de
Girona "Dr Josep Trueta", 'Hormonal Laboratory, Hospital Clinic,
Barcelona. #Department of Endocrinology, Hospital de Bellvitge,
Barcelona.

Serum leptin is elevated in most overweight individuals in parallel
with increased plasma insulin levels. We evaluated oral glucose
tolerance, insulin sensitivity (frequently sampled intravenous glucose
tolerance test with minimal model analysis), acute insulin response
to glucose (AIRg), 0-10 minutes after the IV glucose bolus, and
serum leptin levels in 19 lean [9 males (BMI 22.3, range 20.1-25),
and 27 age-matched (mean 34.5 ± 2.1 years) obese (12 males; BMI
32.4 ± 0.6, range 30.1-37.2] subjects. Percent body fat (PBF) was
measured using bioelectric impedance. As previously described, log
transformed serum leptin was significantly associated with BMI
(r=0.66, p<0.0001), PBF (r=0.83, p<0.0001) and fasting serum insulin
(r=0.61, p<0.01). A strong linear association between Log, serum
leptin and insulin sensitivity (r=-0.65, p=0.002 in males; r=-0.86,
p<0.0001 in females) was found. AIRg correlated with leptin levels
only in those subjects with normal glucose tolerance. A Multiple
Linear Regression Analysis showed that both SI and PBF,
independently contributed to 52% (males) and 75% (females) of the
variance of serum leptin (for SI, p=0.02 in males; p=0.005 in
females). In summary, differences in leptin levels cause, or are the
consequence of, differences in insulin sensitivity.

1038
HYPOLEPTINEMIA IN POST-OBESE WOMEN: A POSSIBLE
CAUSE FOR RELAPSE OF BODY WEIGHT,
P.A. Tataranni, G. Mingrone, G. Cizza, A.V. Greco, M. Castagneto and G.
Gasbarrini. CDNS-NIDDK-NIH, Phoenix, USA; DEB-NICHD-NIH,
Bethesda, USA; Catholic University, Rome, Italy
It has recently been proposed that relatively low plasma concentrations of
leptin, a hormone produced by the adipose tissue that decreases food intake and
increases energy expenditure in rodents, may predispose humans to obesity.
To test this hypothesis, we measured body composition (bioimpedance), energy
intake (7-day food diary), energy expenditure (indirect calorimetry) and fasting
plasma leptin concentration (RIA) in 6 morbidly obese women (0, 40±ly,
115±17kg, 54±3% body fat, mean±SD), 8 post-obese women 3y after surgical
treatment for obesity, i.e. biliopancreatic diversion (P0, 38±9y, 73±9kg,
40±10% body fat), and 8 never-obese women (NO, 35±12y, 57±5kg, 24±7%
body fat). After adjusting for metabolic rate, i.e. metabolic body size, energy
intake was higher in PO than in both 0 (excess=2604±284kcal/d; p<0.01) and
NO (excess=2973±263 kcal/d; p<0.01). Plasma leptin concentration was
9.0±4.1 ng/ml in P0, 12.2±6.7 ng/ml in NO and 46.2±14.5 ng/ml in 0 and
correlated positively with % body fat (n=22, r=0.56; p<0.01) and fat mass
(n=22, r=0.63; p<0.01). After adjusting for fat mass, mean plasma leptin
concentration was 10.0±2.8 ng/ml lower in PO than in NO, and 16.5±7.8
ng/ml lower in PO than in 0. Adjusted plasma leptin concentration was
negatively correlated with adjusted energy intake (n=22, r--0.45; p=0.03). In
conclusion, our data indicate that post-obese women, who underwent
biliopancreatic diversion, have higher energy intake and lower plasma leptin
concentration than morbidly obese and normal weight women. These
observations suggest that hypoleptinemia may promote body weight gain or
relapse (after weight loss) in humans by increasing energy intake.

1039
PLASMA LEPTn4 LEVELS IN OBESE SUBJECTS WITH GLUCOSE

I BTOLERaNCE.

R- Kawahara, M.Yoshino, Y.Tasaka, Y.Omori, Diabetes Center,
Tokyo Women's Medical College, Tokyo, Japan

The aim of this study was to evaluate the clinical signifi-
cance of leptin in obese subjects with glucose intolerance.
We sutdied 54 obese subjects (37 women, 17 men, body mass
index(BMI) 33.3±6.5 kg/m2 , age 40.9±14.1 years, mean ±SD)

and 18 non-obese control subjects (24 women, 4 men, DMI 19.9
±2.3, 30.7± 14.2 years). Obese subjects were divided into
three groups according to WHO criteria for 75g oral glucose
tolerance test; with normal glucose tolerance(NGT, n =18),
impaired glucose tolerance (IGT, n=16) and diabetes (N=20)-
Plasma leptin levels were measured using a human leptin RIA

kit (Linco Company) . Percent body fat was measured by impedance
methods. Insulin resistance(IR) and 8-cell function (B -CF)

were calculated using HOMA model of Matthews et al. Plasma
leptin concentration in obese subjects was higher than in
control subjects and was higher in women than in men (Women: 23.4
±5.7 ng/ml vs 3.9±1.2 ng/ml,P<0.0001, Men ;9.1± 7.ing/ml vs
2.7± 0.9ng/ml, P<0.03). Leptin correlated significantly
(9<0.0001) with 8MI (r=0.57), fat precent (r=0.74) and fat
mass (r=0,58), but not with fasting plasma glucose level and
HbA1c- Leptin levels in the three obese groups were not
significantly different. In the NOT group leptin level
correlated significantly (P<0.01) with fasting insulin
(r0.73), IR (r=0.69) and /3 -CF (r=0.72) , but did not in the lGT
and DM group. In conclusion, plasma leptin was strongly
correlated with body fat accumlation, but not with glucose
intolerance.

1040

THE LONGITUDINAL CHANGES OF THE RESTING ENERGY

EXPENDITURE IN THE ELDERLY DIABETIC FEMALES.

J.Inoue and H.Ito.Tokyo Metropolitan Geriatric Hospital, Tokyo,

Japan.

We examined wheather the resting energy expenditure (REE)

in the elderly diabetics changed with age, using the

longitudinal study. The REE of 7 diabetic females (age:72+/-9

(mean +/-S.D.) YO; BMI:24.7+/-2.7 kg/m2), treated by diet or SU

agents, were measured before and after 2 to 3 years (mean

period: 1034 days). The REE was measured by the indirect

calorimetry. The total lean body mass (TLBM) was examined by

dual energy X-ray absorptiometry. The total body fat mass per

kg body weight decreased from 35+/-5.0 % to 32.6+/-7.1 during

the follow-up period. TLBM did not change (31.8+/-4.8 kg vs.

32.3+/-5.1 kg).The REE per kg TLBM did not change also (31+/-

5 kcal/kgday vs. 31+/-6 kcal/kgday). However, the respiratory

quotient significantly decreased from 0.89+/-0.06 to 0.83+/-0.04

(p<0.01). The carbohydrate oxidation rate per REE significantly

decreased from 51+/-11 % to 38+/-9 (p<0.01). The fat oxidation

rate per REE significantly increased from 32 +/-15% to 50+/-15

(p<0.01). The protein oxidation rate per REE did not change.

Therefore the elderly diabetics might decrease their fat mass

due to acceleration of their fat oxidation during aging.
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INCREASED PLASMA LEPTIN CONCENTRATIONS IN
PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC HYPERINSULINEMIA DUE
TO INSULINOMA.
P. Sbraccia, M. D'Adamo, M. Mellozzi, A. Paoloni, E. Maroccia§,
A. Buongiorno§, and G. Tamburrano. Division of Endocrinology 1,
University "La Sapienza", §Clinical Biochemistry Laboratory,
Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Rome, Italy.

Leptin is a new hormone secreted by adipocytes which decreases
food intake. The role of insulin in the regulation of leptin secretion
is poorly understood and is still a matter of debate. Insulin increases
leptin mRNA synthesis in rodents whereas in humans the available
data are discordant. To investigate the role of chronic
hyperinsulinemia in the regulation of circulating leptin
concentrations we studied 13 patients with surgically confirmed
insulinoma (8F/5M; aged 42.9 yr; range 19-80; BMI 26.7+1.2
kg/m2 ; fasting plasma insulin 146.2+_27.5 pM; mean±SEM) and 6
healthy subjects (4F/2M; aged 37.8, range 22-54, BMI 25.8+0.8
kg/m2, fasting plasma insulin 30.7+_6.3 pM, mean+_SEM).
Immunoreactive human leptin plasma levels were measured by
radioimmunoassay. Fasting plasma leptin concentrations were
significantly higher in insulinoma patients than in controls (16.7±2.7
vs 3.1±04 ng/ml respectively; p<0.01). In patients with insulinoma
fasting plasma leptin concentrations positively correlated with
fasting plasma insulin levels (r=0 685; p<0.01). In contrast, leptin
levels correlated neither with fasting plasma glucose nor,
unexpectedly, with BMI. In summary, in patients with insulinoma:
1) plasma leptin levels are elevated; 2) a direct relationship exist
between leptin and insulin concentrations. These data, therefore,
support a role for insulin in the chronic regulation of leptin
secretion.

1042

EFFECT OF WEIGHT LOSS ON RESTING ENERGY
EXPENDITURE IN HYPERTENSIVE OBESE WOMEN
W H-H Sheu, H-M L Chin*, H-Y Su* and C-Y Jeng*.
Taichung Veterand Gen Hosp, Taichung; Tri-Service Gen
Hosp*. Taipei; Taiwan

Hyperinsulinemia and the associated increased
sympathetic nervous activity have been proposed to the
development of hypertension and obesity. The role of
hyperinsulinemia in mediated resting energy expenditure
(REE) and the effect of weight loss on REE between
hypertensive (HO) and normotensive obese (NO) women are
not understood. We measured fasting plasma glucose,
insulin (FPI), lipids concentrations, REE and body
composition before and after a weight loss program in 9
newly diagnosed HO and 10 NO women. As compared with
age-matched lean controls, obese subjects had higher
fasting plasma glucose, FPI and REE values. Although REE
and FPI concentrations correlated well in simple
correlation (r= 0.708, p<0.001), this relationship disappeared
after adjusting for values of fat free mass. Weight loss for
10% of initial weight led to significant decreases of blood
pressure and FPI concentrations in both obese groups.
Fasting plasma cholesterol, LDL cholesterol and
triacylglycerol concentrations decreased in HO individuals.
Significant fall of REE in HO (p<0.05) and NO (p<0.02) were
observed following weight loss. However, the ratio of REE to
FFM decreased significantly only in HO subjects (114.6±9.2
KJ/day. Kg 1 to 108.2±4.6 KJ/day. Kg 1 , p<0.05). In
conclusion, 1). HO and NO women had higher FPI
concentrations and REE than those of lean controls, 2). No
significant relation between FPI and REE could be found,
3).Weight loss produced a significant decrease of REE/FFM
only in FIO women.
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ITssIc]
SERUM LEPTIN CONCENTRATION IS HIGHER IN MALE BUT NOT IN
FEMALE SUBJECTS WITH CUSHING SYNDROME
A. Widjaja, T. Schurmeyer, A. von zur Mnhlen and G. Brabant. Hannover Medical
School, Germany.
Corticosteroids and insulin increase leptin expression in vivo and in vitro. To
investigate whether increased serum cortisol influence leptin concentrations in
humans, we analysed fasting serum leptin (RIA) and insulin (RIA) in 34 females
(27 pituitary and 7 adrenal Cushing, 41.6 ± 2.7 yrs, BMI 29.6± 1 2 kg/m 2) and 16
males (16 adrenal, 39.2 ± 3.1 yrs, EMI 26.3 ± 23 kg/ m 2) with Cushing syndrome
and fasting leptin in controls, matched for BMI and gender (34 females: 38.2 ± 2.4
yrs, 29.6 ± 2.0 kg/ m2,16 men: 36.8 ± 3.1 yrs, 26.3 ± 1.9 kg/m 2). Cortisol in
Cushing subjects was taken in 10 minute intervals over 24 hours and the mean of
144 samples was calculated for each subject. Leptin was higher both in healthy
(p<0,001) and Cushing (p<0,01) females than in males. Leptin concentration was
normal in female Cushing subjects (geometric mean (SEM range) 200 (163-245)
pmol/l vs controls 209 (170-257) pmol/l, p=0,51) but higher in male Cushing
subjects (106 (74-150) pmolfl vs 67 (44-101) pmol/l, p<0,05). Total testosterone in
male Cushing subjects (2,11 ± 0,34 ng/ml) was below the normal range (>3,0
ng/ml). No difference in leptin concentration between female subjects with pituitary
and adrenal Cushing was detected, Leptin correlated positively with BMI in healthy
females (r=0,79, p<0,01) and males (r=0,82, p<0,01). This correlation was weaker
in female (r=0,41, p<0,05) and male (r=0,51, p<0,05) Cushing subjects. Insulin
correlated positively with leptin in female (r=0,54, p<0,05) and male (r=0,72,
p<0,01) Cushing subjects. No correlation was observed between leptin and cortisol
concentrations in subjects with Cushing syndrome. We conclude that chronic
hypercortisolmemia does not affect serum leptin concentration and that insulin and
adiposity are the major regulators of serum leptin levels in Cushing syndrome.
High androgen levels may inhibit leptin secretion in men; this effect could possibly
explain the difference in leptin concentration between male Cushing and healthy
subjects,

1044
TOTAL ENERGY EXPENDITURE AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL
CORRELATE WITH FASTING PLASMA LEPTIN IN CHILDREN,
AD Salbe, M Nicolson and E Ravussin. NIH/NIDDK/CDNS, Phoenix,
AZ and AMGEN, Inc., Thousand Oaks, CA, USA

Leptin, the product of the mouse ob gene, is a hormone secreted
by adipocytes that is known to decrease food intake and increase
energy expenditure in rodents. In humans, variants in the 08 gene
have not been detected and very little is known about the action of
leptin on energy expenditure and food intake. The purpose of this
study was to assess the relationship between fasting plasma leptin
concentrations and energy expenditure in 123 5-year old Pima Indian
children (67 M176 F). Total energy expenditure (TEE) and resting
metabolic rate (RMR) were measured using doubly-labeled water and
indirect calorimetry, respectively. The physical activity level (PAL)
was calculated as the ratio of TEE/RMR.

Mean ± SD	 Range
Weight (kg)	 23.3 ± 5.8	 14.6-42.9
Body Fat ( 15O dilution, %)	 29.7 ± 7.5	 17.0-49,8
TEE (kJ/d)	 5982 ± 961	 4243-9326
PAL (TEE/RMR)	 1.34 ± 0.14	 1.03-1.75
Leptin (ng/ml)	 8.7 ± 10.5	 0.5-56.1
Plasma leptin concentrations were positively correlated to percent
body fat (r=0.84; p<0.0001) and were similar in males and females
after adjusting for percent body fat. Most importantly, independently
of percent body fat, leptin concentrations correlated with TEE (in
absolute values [r=0.37; p<0.0001] or adjusted for body size [r=0.42;
p<0.0001]) and with PAL (r= 0.26; p<0.01), but not with RMR. These
results in young children suggest that, as in animal models, leptin
plays a role in energy expenditure and more specifically, with energy
expenditure for physical activity.
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Serum leptin levels are not affected by neuropeptide Y applications
despite supression of cortisol levels and promotion of sleep in man
A. Widjaja, G. Brabant, S. Bohlhalter*, I. Antonijevic*, F. Holsboer*, A.
Steiger* Dept. Clin. Endocrinol. Hannover Medical School and Max
Planck Institute of Psychiatry, Munich, FRG

In animal studies ICV infusions of neuropeptide Y (NPY) exert important
effects on energy consumption and basal metabolic rate. Leptin
counteracts these effects, thus a close interconnection of both regulators
can be anticipated. No data are available on a potential interaction of
NPY on the leptin system in man. To further explore a physiological role
of NPY in humans we tested the effect of iv bolus injections of NPY ( 4
x 50 or 4 x 100 µg) in 11 healthy young men (age 20 to 31 yrs; BMI 22.9
± 3.6 kg/m2, mean ± SD). Plasma ACTH and serum levels of cortisol,
Gil, prolactin and leptin were measured every 20 mins between 22h00
and 07h00 and sleep was polygraphically recorded. Meals were allowed
until 19h00. The secretion of ACTH (p < 0.02) and cortisol. (p<0.05) was
significantly reduced with the lower dose and with the higher dose of
NPY sleep architecture was altered with a shortened sleep onset latency
and an increased sleep period time (p < 0.05). All other hormones
especially serum leptin levels remained largely unchanged during the 9 hrs
of follow-up. These data suggest that despite significant effects of NPY
on sleep and the ACTH-cortisol axis leptin may not be acutely altered by
NPY in man.

1046
TWENTY-FOUR-HOUR RESPIRATORY QUOTIENT IS NEGATIVELY
RELATED TO PLASMA LEPTIN CONCENTRATION IN PIMA MALES.
P.A. Tataranni, M. Nicolson, S. Snitker, R.E. Pratley and E. Ravussin.
CDNS-NIDDK-NIH, Phoenix, and AMGEN, Thousand Oaks, USA.
A high respiratory quotient (RQ), i.e. a low lipid-to-carbohydrate
oxidation ratio, is a predictor of body weight gain in humans. Leptin, a
hormone produced by the adipose tissue, is known to be involved in
the regulation of body weight, but its impact on energy and substrate
metabolism in humans is unknown. We measured fasting plasma leptin
concentrations by ELISA and 24-h RQ, 24-h energy expenditure, and
spontaneous physical activity in a respiratory chamber in 68 non-
diabetic, male Pima Indians (27±6y, 100±22kg, 34±7% body fat).
Leptin was positively correlated with %body fat (r=0.72; p<0.01).
There was no correlation between 24-h energy expenditure adjusted
for body composition and age and plasma leptin concentration
adjusted for %body fat. Similarly, spontaneous physical activity was
unrelated to plasma leptin concentration. In contrast, 24-h RQ, in
absolute value or adjusted for energy balance, %body fat and age,
correlated negatively with adjusted plasma leptin concentration
(r--0.24 and r=-0,28; p<0.05, respectively). The negative correlation
between 24-h RQ and plasma leptin concentration was not observed in
29 non-diabetic, female Pima Indians. In conclusion, our results
indicate that a high 24-h RQ, i.e. low lipid oxidation rate, is associated
with relatively low plasma leptin concentrations in male Pima Indians.
This may provide an explanation for the predictive effect of a high RQ
on body weight gain.

IlITh
LEPTIN LEVELS IN CHILDREN WITH DIABETES MELLITUS. W. Kiess, M.
Anil, W. Blum, P. Englaro, A. Attanasio, and W. Rascher. Children's Hospital,
University of Giessen, Germany, and Lilly Germany, Bad Homburg.

Leptin is produced by adipocytes and is thought to act as an afferent satiety
signal regulating appetite and weight. Insulin is a potent regulator of leptin
expression. To investigate whether or not leptinconcentrations in children and
adolescents with diabetes (IDDM) were related to metabolic status, body
weight and insulin treatment, we have measured leptin concentrations in
serum from 13 newly diagnosed IDDM patients before the beginning of insulin
treatment (8 girls, 5 boys, aged 4.7-17.5 years) and in 134 patients with IDDM
during treatment (64 girls, 70 boys, aged 2.6-20.1 years) using a specific
radioimmunoassay (RIA). Serum from children with newly diagnosed diabetes
had significantly lower levels of leptin (mean 1.28±1.60 ng/ml, range 0.14-6.13
ng/ml) than healthy children (0.1 and 33.3 ug/L, median 2.2 ug/L (N=713) and
than insulin treated children and adolescents (mean 5.18±5.48 ng/ml, range
0.26-29.77ng/ml) (p<0.0001). Leptin serum levels in patients with IDDM
significantly correlated with BMI (r=0.42, p<0.0001). Multiple regression
analysis showed that age and BMI were significantly correlated with ,{eptin
levels, while duration of diabetes, mean HbAlc levels, insulin dose and
plasma glucose, triglyceride and cholesterol levels were not. Surprisingly and
most importantly, leptin levels in young adult (Tanner stage 5) patients were
significantly higher than values found in the healthy nondiabetic reference
population even when adjusted for age, sex, Tanner stage and BMI. In
conclusion, (1) leptin levels in children and adolescents with IDDM are directly
related to body adipose tissue and age. (2) Leptin serum concentrations are
low at diabetes manifestation. (3) Leptin serum concentrations in young adult
patients are higher than in the reference population even when corrected for
age, sex, Tanner stage and most importantly for BMI. We hypothesize that the
weight gain that is observed during intensified insulin treatment regimens in
adolescents and young adults with IDDM is related to high leptin levels.

1048
The Effect of Acarbose on Body Weight Regulation.
A.Lee& J.Morley,St Louis University,Missouri,USA.

Acarbose blocks absorption of carbohydrates(CHO)
by inhibiting enzymes needed to digest starch. It
decreases insulin responses after CHO loads. One
report showed the importance of CHO ingestion for
the expression of its antihyperglycemic effect.
To test its efficacy in inducing weight loss, 32
obese diet-treated NIDDM women(age:59+3,HbAlc:8.2
+.3%,&BMI:40+2kg/m2) were studied.Subjects were
placed on a standard 1400 ADA diet to follow with
%CHOO50%. Subjects were randomized to receive
acarbose(AC)100 mg or a placebo(PL)thrice daily
in a double-blind fashion for 24 wks. Subjects
reported monthly their meals ,  6 days of the month
for calculations of %CHO,ofat,oprotein,&daily
calorie intake. There were no significant differ
-ences between groups in age,BMI,& HbAlc.Analysis
of variance,& Student's t test were used for data
analysis. Our data showed 1)AC-treated group
continued to lose weight over 24 wks;their mean
weight loss(98.7+4.3.91.9+4.5kg)was significantly
greater than PL group (96.0+5.6 95.0+5.3kg)(P 4
.03) at 24 wk.2)At the end of treatment,AC group
had significantly lower HbAlc than PL group (7.4
+.3 v 8.1+.3%),&3)No significant changes in %CHO
& daily calories were detected before & after 24
wks of treatment in both AC & PL groups.

These results indicate the ability of acarbose
to produce weight loss in obese NIDDM in whom the
% CHO intake is high, and confirm its efficacy as
an effective antiobesity agent.
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COMPARISON OF PLASMA LEPTIN CONCENTRATIONS IN
PATIENTS WITH TYPE I AND TYPE II DIABETES MELLITUS
C. Ludwig, P. Nowotny, C. Furnsinn, H. Vierhapper, A. Roden, W. Waldhausl
and M. Roden.
Div. Endocrinol. & Metab., Dept. Internal. Med. III, Univ. Vienna, Austria.
Leptin, the gene product of the ob gene, is secreted by adipocytes and its plasma
concentrations are correlated with the body mass index (BMI). Mice
homozygous for mutations in the ob gene do not produce leptin and develop
obesity, hyperglycemia, and hyperinsulinemia. The aim of this study was to
compare the plasma leptin concentrations in patients with type I diabetes
mellitus (n=42: BMI: 24.8±0.7 kg/m 2, HbAlc: 7.5±0.4%), with type II diabetes

mellitus (n=119: BMI: 29,2±1.0 kg/m 2, HbAl c: 8.0±0.6%) and in nondiabetic

humans (control, n=74: BMI: 28.8±1.5 kg/m 2, HbAl c: 5.3±0.2%). Obesity was

defined by a BMI >_ 27.8 kg/m2 in women and ? 27.3 kg/m2 in men,
respectively. Leptin was determined radioimmunometrically (Linco, St. Charles,
MO). Mean leptin levels were 8.7±2.6 ng/ml (obese: 13.6±3.4 ng/ml, lean: 8.0±
1.3 ng/ml) in patients with type I diabetes mellitus, 15.1±2.6 ng/ml (obese: 19.0
±1.3 ng/ml, lean: 10.1±1.0 ng/ml) type II diabetes mellitus, and 21.5±4.5
(obese: 35.2±4.3 ng/ml, lean: 11.6±2.3 ng/ml) in nondiabetic subjects. In all
groups the expected strong correlation between BMI and plasma leptin
concentration was found (p<0.0001, Wilcoxon test). Even when corrected for
BMI, women presented with higher plasma leptin levels than men (type I
diabetes mellitus: 12.4 vs 4.2 ng/ml, type II diabetes mellitus: 17.9 vs 11.4
ng/ml, control: 26.1 vs 9.0 ng/ml; p<0.0003). Plasma leptin concentrations were
also correlated with total serum cholesterol in type II diabetes mellitus
(p=0.015), and with serum triglyceride in type I diabetes mellitus (p=0.0032).
Conclusion: In addition to the correlation with BMI and sex, mean plasma
leptin concentrations were shown to be lower in obese type I and type II diabetic
patients compared with obese nondiabetic humans suggesting a defect in leptin
production/secretion by adipose tissue in diabetes mellitus.
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THE EFFECT OF GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE 1 (GLP-1) ON INSULIN
SENSITIVITY IN DIABETIC DOGS.
A. Giacca, H. Sandhu, S. Wiesenthal, R.H. McCall, V. Tchipachvili, Z.Q. Shi, M.
Vranic and S. Efendic. University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada and Karolinska
Hospital, Stockholm Sweden

GLP-1 is a potent incretin. It is also known to have other glucose-lowering effects
which might include an increase in insulin sensitivity. To address this issue, we
performed hyperinsulinemic glucose clamps with or without GLP-1, in totally
depancreatized dogs. These dogs were made moderately hyperglycemic (-10mM)
by abasal intraportal insulin infusion (2.04 ± 0.34 pmol.kg t.min') which mimicked
the residual endogenous insulin secretion in NIDDM. Since GLP also inhibits
glucagon secretion, extrapancreatic glucagon was inhibited with somatostatin (0.8
ug.kg'.min') and glucagon levels were clamped with intraportal glucagon (0.65
ng.kg'.min `). At time=0, an additional infusion of insulin (5.4 pmol.kg'.min')
was infused to determine glucose production and utilization. During the glucose
clamp, plasma glucose specific activity was kept constant by the "hot ginf" method.
In 12 paired experiments, GLP-1 infusion resulted in higher glucose requirement
during the clamp than saline infusion (GLP-1: 60.9 ± 11.0 umol.kg'.min' vs
saline: 43.6 ± 8.4 umol.kg'.min', p<0.001). This was due to a significantly
greater glucose utilization. GLP-1: 72.6 + 11.0 umol.kg'.min' vs saline: 56.8 ±
9.7 umol.kg'.min', p <0.001) whereas the suppression of glucose production was
not increased with GLP-1. These data suggest that: 1) GLP-1 increases insulin
sensitivity in moderately hyperglycemic depancreatized dogs, independent of the
incretin effect. 2) The increase in insulin sensitivity is due to GLP-l's potentiation
of insulin's effect on glucose utilization.

1051
PLASMA HUMAN LEPTIN IN OBESE AND DIABETIC SUBJECTS AND
ITS DIURNAL VARIATION
Y. Tasaka, K. Yanagisawa, R. Kawahara, Y. Omori
Tokyo Women's Medical College, Tokyo Japan
In order to clarify the relation between the plasma leptin level (IRL)
and obesity or diabetes mellitus and it's diurnal variation, 51
untreated diabetics, 21 subjects with impaired glucose tolerance and
8 normal were studied. Most of them were examined 50g OGTT or
breakfast test. Plasma IRL was determined using an immunoassay kit
together with plasma glucose and I12I. Plasma IRL levels were
correlated significantly with body mass index(BMI,kg/ rn) (p<0.01), and
the value in female was higher than that in male (regression line
0.526x-6.76 and 0.458x-7.38, respectively). For the confirmation of
sex difference of plasma IRL value, BMI was divided into three grade:
less than 25, 25 to 30 and more than 30. The sex difference of plasma
leptin was most significant in BMI 25 to 30 (p<0.002). The plasma IRL
concentration was determined also in 50g OGTT of untreated
diabetics. Diabetics were divided according to the fasting plasma
glucose: more than 200, 140-200 and less than 140mg/dl. No
significant difference of plasma IRL response was found in these
groups, however, plasma IRL was decreased slightly during OGTT
(p<0.01), and this decrease was also found in breakfast test. In the
diurnal variation of plasma IRL, the plasma IRL increased during
midnight, peaking at am 2 or am 4 and then decreased gradually to
the dawn. In conclusion, plasma IRL increased together with the
increase of body weight, especially high in female, and had no relation
with the severity of diabetes. The plasma IRL decreased during daytime
and increased during night, peaking at am 2 or am 4.

1052
GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE-1 RECEPTOR AGONIST INDUCE AN
INHIBITORY SIGNAL FOR FOOD INTAKE IN OBESE ZUCKER RATS.
F. Rodriguez de Fonseca, M. Navarro, E. Alvarez, I. Roncero, J.
Chowen*, 0. Maestre and E. Blazquez. Complutense University
and * C.S.I.C., Madrid, Spain

Because we and others have reported that GLP-1(7-36)
amide reduces both food and drink intake through a central
mechanism, this study was designed to determine the possible
role of GLP-1 receptor in the feeding behavior of obese
diabetic Zucker rats. Accordingly, identification of GLP-1
receptor in brain and the effects of receptor agonist on
feeding behavior were studided in Wistar, obese (fa/fa) and
lean (fa/+) littermates Zucker rats of 12-16 weeks of age. In
situ hybridization showed, specific labeling of the mRNA for
GLP-1 receptors in several brain regions from the three
group of animals, mainly in hypothalamus. Same tissue
distribution of the GLP-1 receptor was obtained after Western
blot whith a specific antiserum developed by us. These results
indicate that GLP-1 receptors are actually synthesized in
Wistar and Zucker rats. For the i.c.v. administration of
peptides, stainless steel guide cannulas that were aimed at the
lateral ventricle were implanted in the rats. Food and water
intake were registered for 4h after the i.c.v. administration of
placebo or 5, 25 or 100 ng of GLP-1(7-36) amide or exendin-4.
i.c.v. administration of both peptides results in dose-dependent
reduction of both food and water intake in Wistar and in
Zucker rats. These findings indicate that the synthesis of GLP-
1 receptor in the hypothalamus of obese Zucker rats, permit to
their agonists modulate both food and water intake through a
central mechanism. Therefore, the obesity of Zucker rats may
not related to alterations in the effects of GLP-1(7-36) amide in
the brain.
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PLASMA LEPTIN IS INCREASED PROPORTIONALLY TO ADIPOSITY
BY PHYSIOLOGIC INSULINEMIA IN INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES:
P.J. Havel, M.H. Connors, C. L.Acerini, E.C. Crown, and D.B Dunger. Departments
of Pediatrics and Nutrition, University of California, Davis, CA, U.S.A. and
University of Oxford, U.K

High dose insulin infusion increases circulating leptin concentrations within 4-6 hr in
nondiabetic, IDDM and NIDDM subjects. The effects of a low dose regular insulin
infusion which lowered glucose, but did not produce hypoglycemia, on plasma leptin
was examined in 7 subjects with insulin-dependent diabetes (IDDM; 3 Female/4 Male;
BMI = 24.9 * 1.4 kg/m2; Age =18-25 years). Long-acting insulin was withdrawn for
36 h prior to the insulin infusion which increased plasma free insulin to 187 a 23 pM
for 4 h and decreased plasma glucose from 14.8± 1.7 mM to 8.0± 1.6 mM. Plasma
leptin increased from 7.0 t 2.0 to 9.8 a 3.3 ng/ml (%A = +32 * 9, p< 0.01).
Subsequently, the insulin infusion rate was decreased; plasma free insulin averaged 78
± 17 pM and plasma glucose was stabilized at 5.3 * 0.3 mM from 6-12 h. Plasma
leptin increased progressively peaking at 12.7 t 5.1 ng/ml at 10 h (%A _ +50 a 20,
p< 0.025). Plasma leptin did not increase during the same time period in 9 other IDDM
subjects (7 Female/2 Male; BMI = 23.2 a 1.0 kg/m2; Age =12-22 years) infused with
somatostatin (Octreotide; 300 ng/kg/hr) plus growth hormone replacement (GH; 9.6
mIU/kg/hr x 1 hr) at 2, 5, and 8 b, however, leptin was significantly increased by 2.7
a 0.7 ng/ml (%A = +39 a 9, p< 0.005) after 14 h. The addition of rhlGF-1 (40 µg/kg)
to this protocol reduced the 14 h leptin response to insulin infusion by 79 a 36% (p<
0.05). Overall, in 16 subjects the increase of plasma leptin during insulin infusion was
positively correlated with BMI (r = 0.65, p< 0.01) or the baseline leptin concentration
(r = 0.77, p< 0.0005). We conclude: 1) Low dose insulin infusion producing
physiologic levels of insulin and euglycemia increases plasma leptin concentrations in
subjects with IDDM. 2) The increase of leptin is proportional to adiposity. 3)
Somatostatin plus GH, along with IGF-1, inhibit the leptin response to insulin
administration in IDDM. (Supported by the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation, Int.)

1054
MELANIN CONCENTRATING HORMONE (MCH) CONCENTRATION
IS INCREASED IN THE HYPOTHALAMUS OF OBESE ZUCKER RATS

M Rossi, C7 Small, AP Goldstone, MA Ghatei and SR Bloom. Division of
Endocrinology, Royal Postgraduate Medical School, Hammersmith Hospital,
London, UK

The neuropeptide MCH has recently been implicated in the hypothalamic
regulation of body weight. MCH mRNA was found to be overexpressed in
ob/ob mice and this was further increased by fasting in both obese and normal
mice. Central administration of MCH has been shown to stimulate food
consumption in rats. The aim of this study was to determine if hypothalamic
MCH levels are altered in the obese Zucker (id/Id) rat compared to lean (fa/+)
control and to assess if an increase occurs on starvation. Adult male obese and
lean Zucker rats (n=16-20/group) were caged with free access to water and
food. After 7 days, 8-10 animals from each group underwent a 48hr fast. All
animals were sacrificed after this period and MCH levels in the hypothalamus,
brain stem and cortex were measured by RIA. Hypothalamic MCH levels were
significantly increased in the fed obese compared with fed lean rats
[(mean±SEM) 70.4±5.0 vs. 43.1±4.5pmol/g wet weight; p<0.001j. Fasting
caused MCH levels to increase in the lean rats [60.5±5.3 vs. 43.l±4.5pmo1/g;
p<0.05] although no further increase was seen in obese animals. There was no
difference in MCH levels in the brain stem and cortex of all animals studied [all
6-9pmoUg]. We conclude that there is an increase in MCH concentration in the
hypothalamus of obese Zucker rats compared to lean controls which may
contribute to their abnormal regulation of energy balance. Furthermore there
appears to be dysregulation of MCH release since levels are not altered on
fasting.

1055
LEPTIN SECRETION AFTER ORAL GLUCOSE LOAD AND AFTER
MIXED MEAL TEST IN YOUNG, HEALTHY SUBJECTS

G.A. Brunner, S. Fleck, A. Wutte, G. Sendlhofer, A, Siebenhofer, and
T.R. Pieber. Department of Internal Medicine, Diabetes and Metabolism,
Karl-Franzens-University Graz, Austria

AIM: Leptin is a hormone secreted by adipocytes, which may play an
important role in human obesity. Aim of this study was to investigate
leptin secretion in the postabsorptive state.
METHODS: We measured leptin secretion in 23 young and healthy male
subjects. After an overnight fast an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT; 75
g glucose) and a mixed meal test (MMT) (fat 43%,carbohydrate 51%,
protein 6%) over 4 hours were performed in all subjects on 2 different
days. Plasma leptin levels were measured at baseline and after 2 and 4
hours using a specific RIA.
RESULTS: Mean age (±SD) in all subjects was 20±2 years. Mean body
mass index (BMI) was 23±2.5 kg/m2 . As expected, fasting plasma leptin
levels were highly significant correlated with BMI (r-0.774; p<0.0001).
After OGTT plasma leptin levels did not change [baseline: 3.9±2.9 ng/ml
(range 1.5-11.4); 2 hrs: 4.0±2.9 ng/ml (range 1.5-11.1); 4 hrs: 3.9±2.8
ng/ml (range 1.1-10.6)1. After MMT plasma leptin levels increased in all
but 1 subjects [baseline: 3.8±2.9 ng/ml (range 1.3-11.6); 2 hrs: 4.0±3.4
rig/ml (range 1.4-11.8); 4 hrs: 4.6+3.9 ng/ml (range 1.4-14.7); p<0,05 (4
hrs vs. baseline)]. In MMT average increase of plasma leptin levels after
4 hours was 17% when compared to baseline (p<0,001).
CONCLUSION: We could show an acute increase of plasma leptin levels
after an oral fat load (mixed meal test) whereas no acute changes in
plasma leptin levels were seen after an oral glucose load (OGTT). Lipids
or free fatty acids may contribute to this effect.

1056
WEIGHT LOSS AND INSULIN SENSITIVITY:
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT DIETARY PROGRAMMES
J Bryson, S King, S Swaraj, R Donnelly and I Caterson. Dept of
Endocrinology, Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney, NSW, Australia.
Obesity and insulin resistance are associated with dyslipidemia,
hypertension and increased risk of cardiovascular disease and so a
secondary aim of weight loss programmes is to improve insulin
sensitivity. In this study, the effects of 2 dietary programmes were
compared. 11 obese non-diabetic subjects (5M/6F) were placed on a very
low calorie diet (VLCD) (400kcal/day) for 8w followed by a 4w
normalisation period. Another 11 subjects (5M16F) were placed on a low
fat (30g/day) diet (LFD) with no calorie restriction for 12w. Using
indirect calorimetry and the hyperinsulinemic, euglycemic clamp
(40mU/m2/min), total (TGD), oxidative (GOX) and non-oxidative
(NOX) glucose disposal (mg glucose/ min/g body wt/pM insulin) were
determined before and after intervention. Abdominal subcutaneous (sc)
and visceral (visc) fat distribution were determined by single cut CT
scan.

VLCD pre VLCD post 	 LFD pre	 LFD post
Body Wt 106.8 ± 2.7 94.1 ± 3.0* 107.4 ± 3.6 101.0±3.3*
sc (cm2) 539.3 ± 45.4 427.6 ± 55.4* 550.3 ± 44.8 473.5 ± 45.0*
vise (cm2) 178.7 ± 24.4 118.3 ± 16.1* 168.2 ± 14.5 141.9 ± 16.3*
TGD	 5.60 ± 0.80 8.62 ± 1.35* 4.70 ± 0.68 6.88 ± 0.80*
GOX	 2.64 ± 0.20 3.51 ± 0.32* 2.56 ± 0.22 3.06 ± 0.28*
NOX 2.98 ± 0.65 5.10 ± 1.13* 2.14 ± 0.53 3.83 ± 0.62*
*p<0.05, pre vs post. Wt loss was significantly greater on VLCD than
LFD, but the differences between VLCD and LFD in the changes to other
parameters were not significant. Wt loss was strongly correlated with the
decrease in Sc (r=0.716, p=0.0002) and visc (r=0.688, p=0.0004) areas,
the increase in TGD (r=0.527, p=0.0117) and GOX (r=0.617,
p=0.0022), and to a lesser extent the increase in NOX (r=0.397,
p=0.0673). These results show that improvements in insulin sensitivity
are related to the degree of wt loss regardless of the dietary regime used.
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HYPERINSULINEMIA STIMULATES LEPTIN RELEASE
INDEPENDENT OF HYPERGLYCEMIA IN NORMAL SUBJECTS
X. Chen, J.W. Kolacyznski and G. Boden. Temple University and
Thomas Jefferson University Hospitals, Philadelphia, PA USA
We have previously reported that serum leptin levels increased during
72 h of clamped hyperglycemia (- 12.6 mM) in normal subjects. It
was the objective of this study to determine whether this increase was
caused by hyperglycemia or by hyperinsulinemia. To this end, we
measured serum leptin (by radioimmunoassay) at 2 h intervals for 72
h during euglycemic clamping (glucose - 5 mM, insulin - 67 pM,
n=4), during hyperinsulinemic clamping (glucose -5mM, insulin -880
pM, n=4) and during hyperglycemic clamping (glucose - 8.8 mM,
insulin - 286 pM, n=5) in healthy non-obese young males. During
euglycemia (low insulin), serum leptin decreased by 18% over 72 It
(from 3.8 to 3.1 ng/ml, p < 0.05); during euglycemia (high serum
insulin), serum leptin rose by 70% over 72 h (from 3.4 to 5.8 ng/ml,
p < 0.001); during hyperglycemia (moderate hyperinsulinemia), serum
leptin conc. remained unchanged (5.3 to 4.9 ng/ml, NS). These data
show that insulin stimulated leptin secretion dose dependently and
independent of hyperglycemia. We conclude that insulin stimulated
leptin secretion and that this may be a mechanism which could be
responsible, at least in part, for the close relationship between serum
leptin levels and obesity (which is typically associated with
hyperinsulinemia).
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CONTINUOUS VERSUS INTERMITTENT VERY LOW CALORIE DIETS IN

THE TREATMENT OF OBESE WOMEN.0 Filozof,C Gonzalez,S Burastero,P
Sanchez,C Murua,P Postel and M Perntan,University of Buenos Aires,Argentina

Very low calorie diets (VLCD)are useful in the treatment of severe obesity, as
they rapidly provide substantial weight losses, improving metabolic
abnormalities .However, the difficulty to maintain them for long periods have
limited their use.The ob/ective of this study was to compare continuous(C) vs
intermittent(I) VLCD in the treatment of severe obese females.Outcomes were:
magnitude and composition of weight lost, adverse effects, and metabolic
parameters.Group I(n=11, 41.4 ±6.8y, BMI: 40.4 ±6.1Kg/m 2 ), received for S
weeks, alternating each week, a formula diet of 408 Kcal , or a low calorie diet
LCD of 960 Kcal ;group C (n=11, 40.6±S.6y, BMI: 39.9 ±5.9Kg/m2) received
a formula diet of 550 Kcal for 5 weeks At day 0 and 35, body composition
(bioelectric Impedance, sum of skinfolds,diameters and perimeters , dual X-ray
absorptiometry) and fasting plasma concentrations of glucose,triglycerides,
cholesterol and fibrinogen were determined. Resting energy expenditure
(REE)and respiratory quotient were determined by indirect calorimetry.
Adverse effects were assessed by self report on a standardized questionnaire
Results: Weight lost was similar in both groups(9.2 ±2.5 vs 8 ±2.7 Kg ).It
was accompanied by a significant reduction in sistolic (p<.01) and diastolic
blood pressure(p<.001) in both groups . Significant decreased in s-
triglycerides(p<.0l) , total (p<.001), LDL(p<.01) and HDL cholesterol
levels(p<.001) was found both in group C and I In contrast, we found
significant increased(p<.05) in fibrinogen levels with mean ± SEM
increasing from 3.3± 0.4 to 3.7± 0.5g/l in C and 3.1±0.2 to 3.3± 0.4g/l The
composition of weight lost was similar in both groups and there was not
difference in the reduction of REE: LBM ratio between groups Adverse effects
and drop out were less frequent in I. Conclusions: Intermittent treatment was
as effective as continuous VLCD in achieving weight loss and reduction of
blood pressure,glucose and lipid levels with lower incidence of side effects.
Increment in plasma fibrinogen concentration was found in both groups.

1059
J. W. Kolaczynski and R, V. Considine. LEPTIN AND
DEXAMETHASONE IN VIVO; EFFECT OF
HYPERINSULINEMIA. Thomas Jefferson University,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA.
Background: Insulin and dexamethasone play a pivotal role in the
control of leptin production by human fat in vitro. Dexamethasone
and insulin acting solo but not together stimulate the Ob gene
expression in and leptin production by isolated human adipocytes in
the primary culture. The in vivo studies on the effect of
dexamethasone and insulin on circulating leptin levels in humans are
conflicting. Aim: We investigated effect of dexamethasone on
circulating leptin levels with and without short-term exposure to
supraphysiological exogenous hyperinsulinemia. Method: Four
healthy male volunteers participated (age 26.5±1.5 yrs; BMI
27.1±1.4 kg/sq.meter; body fat 17.3±1.1%). Dexamethasone 10
mg in five equal doses was given twice, 8 days apart, beginning
7.00 a.m. on day 1 and ending at 7.00 a.m. on day 2 combined
with or without (control) isoglycemic hyperinsulinemic (300
mU/sq. meter BSA/min) clamp commencing at 9.00 a.m. and
ending at 1.00 p.m. on day 2. Results: Oral dexamethasone had no
acute (up to 5 hours) effect on circulating leptin levels; in contrast,
leptin levels doubled and continued to rise 24 hours later (p<0.05).
In the three participants the elevation of leptin persisted until 8.00
a.m. of the following day (24 hours after the last dose). Short-term
isoglycemic hyperinsulinemia had no apparent additional effect on
the leptin rise. Summary: 1. 24-hour administration of
pharmacological doses of dexamethasone has a marked stimulatory
effect on circulting leptin levels; the effect appears to be sustained
for the next 24 hours. Short term supraphysiological
hyperinsulinemia neither potentiates nor abrogates this effect.
Conclusion: The study does not support the existence of interaction
of insulin and dexamethasone on leptin production by human fat in
vivo.

iI'I.lIN;
Objective: VERY LOW CALORIE DIET (VLCD) IN WEIGHT REDUCTION OF
OBESE DIABETICS
Authors: MW Tsang, KK Chan, S Lo and S Chung, United Christian Hospital,
Hong Kong.
Method : Prospective intervention study.Wilcoxon Matched-paired for analysis.
13 consecutive patients with BMI over 30, associated with non-insulin dependent
diabetes mellitus, and hypertension were recruited after conventional diet weight
reduction therapy for at least 3 months. Parameters monitored were body mass
index (BMI), waist hip ratio (WHR), fasting sugar(FBS), insulin sensitivity index
(1 /insr.lin), serum cholesterol(Chol), triglyceride(Tri), systolic blood pressure(sbp),
diastolic blood pressure(dbp) and subcutaneous fat thickness over; triceps, biceps,
subscapular (Sscap), and superior iliac (Siliac) and total body fat(Fat). Changes in
these parameters were recorded after two week of VLCD program. Result one
patient stopped prematurely because of intolerance to the liquid diet and one
patient was rejected because of poor compliance history. Ten individuals
completed the program and followed up for two at least one year. Summary of
results were tabulated as followings : four female and 7 male

BMI WHR triecp bie,p sseap Sdiac fat

pre-vlcd 34.36±
5.12

1.03±
.06

39.13±
7.11

21.59±
5.06

42.74±
17.83

34.94±
6.93

41.743.
35

post-vlcd 32.79±
5.40

.99±

.06
3253±
6.78

18.19±
4.04

38.71±
17.13

32.04±
7.98

39.07±
439

P .0033 .0109 .0117 .03 .1159 0911 .018

sap dip FBAs I/insulin Chol Trio _
pre-vied 125±

15.81
80.5±
11.17

6.72±2.1 67.33±
55 45

5.57±
74

1 75±.
75

post-vied 1185±
12.92

73.70±
10.81

6.54±2.2 148±
96.89

4.60±
.65

2.08±
2.03

p 0587 .1386 7989 .0173 .028 .3525

Conclusion : We concluded that VLCD is safe and effective in grossly obese
patients The decreased in body weight is mainly due to lost of fat and it was
associated with improvment in insulin sensitivity as showed clinically by reduction
of insulin or oral hypoglycaemic agent requirement and by improvement in insulin
sensitivity measured by 1 /fasting insulin level.
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MARKED AND RAPID DECREASE OF PLASMA LEPTIN IN
INSULIN DEFICIENT DIABETES: REVERSAL BY INSULIN.
P.J. Havel, J.Y. Uriu-Hare, K.L. Stanhope, J.S. Stem, and C.K. Keen.
Department of Nutrition, University of California, Davis, CA, U.S.A.

Evidence for regulation of circulating leptin by insulin is conflicting. We examined
plasma leptin concentrations before and after the induction of insulin deficient
diabetes with streptozotocin (STZ; 40 mg/kg/day x 2 days) in 22 male Sprague-
Dawley rats weighing 430 a 8 g and in 14 saline injected control rats. Within 24
hr after STZ, plasma insulin decreased from 480±30 pM to 130 a 10 pM (A = -
73 ± 3%, p< 0.0001) and plasma glucose increased from 7.0 m 0.2 mM to 24.8
mM. Concomitantly, plasma leptin decreased from 3.2 a 0.2 ng/ml to 1.2 a 0.1
ng/ml (A = -63 t 3%, p< 0.0001) despite a small increase of body weight (+9 t 1
g). Seven days after STZ, plasma insulin was 80 m 10 pM, glucose was 25.4 m
0.8 mM, and leptin was 0.6 a 0.1 ng/ml (A = -77 a 6%, p< 0.0001), while body
weight had slightly declined by 7% to 400 g. Plasma leptin remained at this level
for the 16 days of the study. Hypetphagia was significant at 4 days and food intake
at 7 days was increased by 70% (from 34± 1 to 58±2 g/day, p< 0.0001). Plasma
insulin, glucose, leptin, and food intake were unchanged in control rats (All p<
0.001 vs STZ). A subset of STZ diabetic rats (n=8) were treated with subcutaneous
lente insulin (12 U/kg twice daily) from days 14-16. Plasma glucose decreased to
11.7 t 3.9 mM, leptin increased from 0.5 m 0.1 to 2.9 m 0.6 ng/ml (A = +445 m
139%, p< 0.01), and food intake decreased by 21 f 3% (p< 0.0001). The change of
leptin was correlated with the degree of glucose lowering (r = 0.75, p< 0.05). There
was less than a 3% increase of body weight. We conclude that insulin deficient
diabetes induced by STZ produces a rapid, marked, and sustained decrease of
circulating leptin that does not appear to be related to weight loss. Insulin
treatment reverses the hypoleptinemia and the increase of plasma leptin after
insulin is proportionate to the reduction of hyperglycemia. We hypothesize that
low circulating leptin concentrations in STZ diabetes: 1) area consequence of
hypoinsulinemia; 2) could contribute along with hypoinsulinemia to diabetic
hyperphagia. (Supported by the Juvenile Diabetes Association, International).

1062

HYPOCALORIC DIET PLUS GROWTH HORMONE THERAPY
INDUCES INSULIN RESISTANCE WITHOUT BENEFIT IN
SPARING LEAN BODY MASS. B. Dallagrassa, P.M. Piatti, L.D. Monti, F.
Magni, I. Fermo, R. Paroni, M. Galli-Kienle, A.E. Pontiroli, G. Pozza. Istituto
Scientifico H. San Raffaele, Milan, Italy.
Previous studies have shown that Growth Hormone (GH) administration during
hypocaloric diet determines an important decrease in fat mass (FM) sparing fat free
mass (FFM). However, little it is known about the effects of chronic GH therapy
during hypocaloric diet on glucose metabolism in obese subjects. The aim of the study
was to investigate the chronic effects of GH during hypocaloric diet on body weight
reduction and composition, insulin sensitivity and proteolysis in 14 normal glucose.
tolerant obese women. They were divided in two groups matched for age, BMI, FFM
and FM. All subjects underwent a hypocaloric high-protein diet (45% protein, 35%
carbohydrate and 20% fat) for 21 days. GH therapy (0.1 mg/Kg IBW s.c., every 48
hours; group 1: 6 subjects) or placebo (group 2: 8 subjects) were also administered. A
euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemic (25 mU/Kg/h) clamp (ec) combined with indirect
calorimetry and dideuterated glucose infusion was performed before and after the
hypocaloric diet in the two groups. Before diet, during ec, M-value (M), Glucose
oxidation (GO), Lipid oxidation (LO) and Hepatic Glucose Production (HGP) were
similar in the two groups. After diet, body weight, FM and FFM significantly
decreased by 5%, 13% (p<).001 vs before diet) and 2.5% (NS vs before diet) in both
groups. During ec, M and GO were lower in group 1 than in group 2 (1.6±0.2 vs
2.9±0.2, p<0.01 and 0.3±0.3 vs 1.8±0.2 mg/kg.FFM/min, p<0.01; respectively)
while LO and HGP were higher in group 1 than in group 2 (1.1±0.7 vs 0.510.1,.
p<0.01 and 1.6±0.3 vs 0.3±0.3 mg/kg.FFM/min, p<0.01; respectively). 3-
Methylhistidine excretion, an index of proteolysis, was decreased by 46 and 36% in
groups I and 2, respectively (NS). In conclusion GH therapy associated to hypocaloric
diet induces insulin resistance without further benefit in sparing lean body mass
compared with a hypocaloric high-protein diet.

1063
PLASMA LEPTIN CONCENTRATIONS AND INTENSIVE INSULIN THERAPY
IN INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS.
M.G.Carlson, W. Snead, and A. Oeser. Vanderbilt University, Nashville, USA.

Intensive insulin therapy (IIT) in IDDM is associated with excessive weight
gain and increased adiposity due to reductions in glycosuria, energy
expenditure, and daily fat oxidation. In order to determine the effect of IIT on
plasma leptin and the role of leptin in the weight gain and increased adiposity
in intensively treated IDDM patients, we measured basal plasma leptin
concentrations before and after 4 wks of insulin pump therapy in 6 weight-
stable, poorly controlled IDDM patients (2M/4F, age 33*4 yrs, weight 74.6±6.5
kg, body mass index [BMI] 24±1 kg/m 2, diabetes duration 14±4 yrs). Energy
intake was adjusted to prevent weight gain. Plasma leptin was measured by
a specific radloimmunoassay (Linco, St. Louis). Body fat mass (BFM) was
assessed by hydrostatic weighing. After 4 wks of IIT, mean daily blood glucose
(11.4±0.5 mM vs 8.6±0.8 mM) and HbAlc (10.4±0.7 vs 8.7±0.6 %) improved
(both P < 0.01) despite no change in daily
insulin dose (34±5 vs 34±3 units/day). 	 100

Body weight, BMI, % body fat, and BFM	 P=0.05

did not change. Fasting free insulin levels
tended to increase with IIT (30 ± 8 pM vs 	 °- - - °
57±16 pM, P= 0.1). Basal plasma leptin
levels increased with IIT (10±5 vs 13±4 	 to	^°
P = 0

.
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in body E	 F^^ /°
P = 005espi n o 	 in body
weight or adiposity. Overall, plasma leptin
concentrations were positively correlated 3
with % body fat (r = 0.59, P < 0.05) and
HbAlc (r = 0.67, P < 0.05). In addition, 	 t	 Pie-sT	 Post-[[T
baseline leptin levels (pre-IIT) were weakly
correlated with baseline fasting free insulin (r=0.72, P =0.1). In summary,
plasma leptin increased by over 40% from baseline in this group of intensively
treated IDDM patients despite no change in body weight or adiposity. These
results suggest that insulinemia and/or glycemia per se may regulate circulating
leptin levels in IDDM independently of adiposity.

1064

EFFECTS OF MELATONIN SUPPLEMENTATION ON
PLASMA LEPTIN LEVELS.
T.C. Wascher, S. Habersack-Wallner, B. Bahadori, M. Roden*, P.
Novotny*, H. Toplak. Dept. Internal Medicine, Univ. of Graz and
*III. Dept. Internal Medicine, Univ. of Vienna, Austria

Leptin, as many other hormones, shows a diurnal variation with
higher night-time levels. However, the regulation of this cyclic
variation is largely unknown. Melatonin, a L-tryptophane derivative
that is involved in the regulation of activity and mental disposition,
has a similar cyclic regulation as leptin. Since both physical activity
and mental disposition are known to influence eating behaviour, the
aim of the present study was to investigate whether administration
of melatonin affects plasma leptin levels during prolonged fasting.
The study was done twice in 6 healthy, normal weight subjects (3
males, 3 females, mean age 26±2 years, BMI 222.8±0.9 kg/m 2 )
after a 12 hour overnight fast. Subjects remained fasting for
additional 6 hours and blood samples were taken every 30 to 60
minutes. At the beginning of the second test 30 mg melatonin were
administered orally. In the absence of melatonin, as already shown,
plasma leptin concentration declined significantly from 8.6±2.4
ng/ml to 6.9±1.9 ng/ml (p<0.01, ANOVA for repeated measures).
However, administration of melatonin did not affect the decline of
plasma leptin concentration over the 6 hour observation time (from
9.1±2.6 to 7.0±2.1 ng/ml, p<0.01 vs. baseline, ns vs. without
melatonin). No significant changes of serum glucose and insulin
concentrations were observed under both conditions. In conclusion,
our results suggest that acute administration of high dose melatonin
does not influence plasma leptin concentrations in lean healthy
subjects.
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INTRAPERITONEAL INSULIN REDUCES PLASMA LEPTIN
CONCENTRATION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS ON CAPD.

J.T.Lahtela, A. Pastemack, P. Nevalainen and J. Mustonen. Department of
Medicine, University of Tampere, Tampere, Finland.

Leptin, the product of ob gene, has been suggested to regulate food intake.
High levels associate with obesity, insulin resistance and hyperinsulinaemia.
We studied the effect of subcutaneous and intraperitoneal insulin therapy, with
clearly different peripheral insulin concentrations, on plasma leptin. A group
of 11 type I diabetic patients (6 women) with terminal kidney failure and
continuous peritoneal dialysis (CAPD) therapy participated. The mean age
was 45.4 ± 2.8 yrs (mean ±SE) and the duration of diabetes 28.3 ± 2.1 yrs.
The patients were on CAPD and subcutaneous insulin 3-6 months prior to the
studies. The study protocol included a 3-month period alternatively with
subcutaneous or intraperitoneal insulin during CAPD. Insulin sensitivity was
measured with hyperinsulinaemic (80 mU/m 2/min) euglycaemic clamp and
other studies included body weight, HbA lc and serum insulin concentration.
During the 3 months with intraperitoneal insulin HbA1 5 improved (from 9.49 ±
0.40% to 8.13 ± 0.37%, p<0.01) and glucose disposal rate enhanced (from
7.13 ± 0.80 mg/kg/min to 8.24 ± 0.82 mg/kg/min, p< 0.01) significantly.
Fasting insulin concentration declined (from 17.5 ± 2.2 mU/1 to 14.5 ± 2.3
mU/1, p<0.05). Average plasma leptin level was 20.1 ±6.2 ng/ml during
subcutaneous insulin and 13.2 ± 6.4 ng/mt after 3 months with intraperitoneal
insulin (p<0.01). There was a modest decrease in body weight during
intraperitoneal insulin therapy (68.0 ± 3.9 kg to 65.9 ± 4.2 kg, p<0.05).
Leptin concentration did not correlate to body weight, fasting insulin level,
glucose disposal rate or HbA,,. The change in leptin level were related to the
change in insulin level and body weight. In conclusion intraperitoneal insulin
reduces plasma leptin level possibly via inducing lower peripheral insulin
concentration.
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1066
BRAIN UPTAKE OF LEPTIN IN RABBIT IS SATURABLE IN
VIVO
S-L. Karonen, H.A. Koistinen, P. Nikkinen and V.A. Koivisto,
Helsinki University Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland.
Leptin is a peptide hormone produced by adipocytes, which provides
a negative feedback signal to control body fat depot. Leptin is thought
to mediate its action on food intake and weight loss by interacting with
its hypothalamic receptor. We examined the biodistribution and brain
uptake of radioiodinated mouse leptin (s nI-leptin) by dynamic gamma
imaging in anesthezised New Zealand white rabbits. Leptin uptake was
seen in the brain, lungs, liver and in the kidneys. In the brain increased
radioactivity as a function of time was seen in the hypothalamic area.
Hypothalamic to brain ratio (HT/BR) in radioactivity increased up to
approximately 30-55 minutes after which a steady state in HTBR of
approximately 2.5 was achieved. When unlabelled leptin was injected
40 min after the 123I- leptin, HT/BR leptin uptake ratio began to
decline and remained at a lower level of approximately 1.2 thereafter.
In conclusion: 1) A major proportion of leptin uptake in vivo occurs in
the hypothalamic region of the brain with minor uptake in the lungs,
kidney and the liver. 2) The uptake of leptin in the hypothalamic
region is specific and saturable as indicated by the displacement after
administration of unlabelled leptin.

1067
SERUM LEPTIN AFTER SHORT AND LONG TERM INSULIN
ADMINISTRATION TO SUBJECTS WITH NIDDM.
KI Birkeland, J Falch , S Vaaler , JP Berg . Department of Endocrinology and
Hormone Laboratory, Aker Diabetes Research Centre, Aker Hospital, Oslo,
Norway.

Aim: To correlate serum leptin levels to body fat and assess the effect of
short and long term insulin administration on leptin levels in patients with
NIDDM. Material and methods: Serum levels of the ob gene product leptin
were analysed in 31 men and 22 women with NIDDM treated with diet and
sulphonylurea, and related to their body mass indexes and per cent body fat
measured by dual X-ray photoabsorptiometry. A subset of the subjects were
randomly assigned to treatment with insulin or to continue sulphonylurea for
one year. Serum leptin levels were measured in the fasting state and during a
euglycaemic, hyperinsulinaemic glucose clamp before and after the treatment
period. Results: Serum leptin levels at baseline correlated highly significantly
to body mass index (r=0.53, p<0.001) and per cent body fat (r=0.86,
p<0.001). Insulin infusion during euglycaemic, hyperinsulinamic clamp at
baseline, produced a slight increase in serum leptin concentration towards the
end of the clamp (from 6.1 ±0.8 ng/ml to 6.8 ±1.0 ng/ml (p=0.0001) after a
mean clamp-duration of 270 min. During one year on insulin therapy, HbA I0

were lowered from 8.8 t 0.4 to 8.0 ± 0.4 (p<0.05), body mass index
increased by 6% (from 26.7 ± 0.8 to 28.3 ± 0.8 kg/m 2 ,p<0.001), and fasting
levels of serum leptin nearly doubled (from 7.0 ±1.3 to 13.1 ±2.0 ng/ml,
p<0.0001). Conclusion: In NIDDM patients, serum leptin levels correlate
strongly to per cent body fat and BMI. Insulin has only a weak acute effect to
increase serum levels of leptin, while long term insulin therapy increases
serum leptin more than can be accounted for by the increase in BMI.

1068
THE REGULATION OF LEPTIN RECEPTOR LEVELS IN
DIABETES.
A. de Silva, G. Morton, K. Walder, P. Zimmet * and G.R. Collier. School of
Nutrition and Public Health, Deakin University, Geelong, Australia, and *International
Diabetes Institute, Caulfield, Australia.

The leptin receptor (Ob-R) has several alternatively spliced isoforms which
are expressed in a wide variety of tissues. Of these isoforms, Ob-Ra has
been shown to be involved in leptin transport, while the Ob-Rb isoform
appears to be involved in signal transduction in the hypothalamus.
Recently Ob-Ra was found in human liver, and leptin treatment of hepatic
cells in vitro was shown to decrease insulin action. These results, together
with our own epidemiological evidence, suggests a possible role for leptin
in the development of insulin resistance. In the current study we
investigated the level of Ob-Ra gene expression in the Israeli Sand Rat, an
animal model of obesity and NIDDM, using semi-quantitative RT-PCR.
The level of Ob-Ra mRNA was measured in the liver, adipose tissue and
hypothalamus of animals with varying degrees of obesity and insulin
sensitivity. Correlations between Ob-Ra gene expression and total body fat,
insulin and glucose concentrations are shown below.

Ob-Ra mRNA expression
n=l3 Hypothalamus Adipose Tissue Liver
Total body fat r=0.67* r=0.59* r= -0.45; n.s.
Insulin r=0.37; n.s. r= r=
Glucose r=0,30; n.s. r=0.11; n.s. r= -0.55*

*p<O.05; p< .

Both hypothalamic and adipose tissue Ob-Ra receptor Ievels increased with
body fat and insulin levels, suggesting increased transport and uptake of
leptin into these tissues. In contrast, Ob-Ra gene expression in the liver
decreased as body fat, insulin and glucose increased. The decline in the
level of Ob-Ra gene expression in the liver may reduce the impact of
hyperleptinaemia on hepatic insulin action. In vivo studies are required to
further explore the effect of leptin on insulin action and the regulation of
leptin receptors.
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IGF-I TREATMENT OF NORMAL RATS SUPPRESSES LEPTIN
mRNA IN FAT TISSUE.
M. Boni-Schnetzler, Ch. Hauri, and J. Zap£ University Hospital of
Zurich, Div. Endocrinology and Metabolism, Ramistr. 100, 8091
Zurich, Switzerland.
In previous studies we found that hypophysectomised (hypox) rats
have low serum insulin and reduced leptin mRNA levels and that
rhIGF-I treatment further suppresses leptin mRNA without changing
serum insulin levels. The aim of the present study was to examine
whether rhIGF-I has similar effects on leptin mRNA expression in rats
with normal serum insulin and leptin mRNA levels. Methods: Leptin
mRNA was determined by Northern blotting of RNA from epidydimal
adipose tissue of normal rats infused s.c. for 6 days with rh IGF-I
(lmg/d ), GH (200 mU/d) or solvent (0.1 M acetic acid) using
miniosmotic pumps. In addition, fat pad weight, serum insulin, FFA,
IGF-I and food intake/d was determined. Results: In normal rats, leptin
mRNA levels were markedly suppressed (38.8 ± 11.7 % of controls)
by treatment with rhIGF-I, whereas GH had no significant effect (80 ±
13.1 % of controls). RhIGF-I also suppressed serum insulin levels
(1.07 f 0,51 vs 1.89 ± 0.7 ng/ml in controls) and the fractional fat pad
weight (0.52 ±0.13 vs. 0.31 ± 0.03 g/100g of body weight), whereas
GH had no effect. Both GH and rhIGF-I treated animals had reduced
FFA levels (207 ± 34 and 278 ± 42 vs 561 f 222 in controls). There
was no difference in food consumption and body weight. Conclusions:
In both, hypox and normal rats, rhIGF-I treatment resulted in a marked
suppression of leptin mRNA. In contrast to hypox rats, IGF-I
decreased leptin mRNA together with serum insulin levels in normal
rats consistent with the present concept that insulin is a major positive
regulator of leptin mRNA expression in rat adipose tissue.

1071
SEASONAL WEIGHT VARIATION IN PEOPLE WITH
DIABETES - FACT OR FICTION?
K. R. Paterson, S. A. Bremner, J. Davidson, E. McKenzie and G. C.
Gettinby, Diabetes Centre, Royal Infirmary, Glasgow, Scotland
and Department of Statistics and Modelling Science, University of
Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland.

To assess the contention of many people with diabetes that they
gain weight in winter and lose weight in summer we have
investigated 10836 weights recorded during all the routine clinic
visits of 3119 patients (age 18-93 years, 51.7% male, 31.2% diet
controlled, 32.8% on oral hypoglycaemic agents, 36.0% on insulin)
between February 1992 and July 1995. Efforts to fit a sine-
waveform to the weight data (raw and log transformed) plotted
against time of the year were unsuccessful and a smoothed mean
weight plotted over time closely matched the overall mean. Linear
modelling was applied to data from each clinic visit relating log
transformed weight to age, gender, diabetes therapy, random
plasma glucose and the interactions of these terms. The best fitting
model accounted for 23.3% of the observed variability with
gender, diabetes therapy, age, age squared and interactions
between these as the key factors; interpatient variation accounted
for over 95% of the residual variance from the model. Addition of
time of year as a continuous variable or as 12 discrete factors (_
months) did not improve the fit of the model. We conclude that
there is no general tendency to seasonal weight variation in people
with diabetes.

1070
AN INCREASED ENERGY EXPENDITURE PREDICTS
INCREASE IN BODY FAT IN GIRLS. D. Harsha, and G.A.
Bray. Pennington Biomedical Research Center, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana 70808

Studies in Pima Indiana and in infants have suggested
that high energy expenditure predicts increases in body fat.
This study was designed to test this hypothesis in girls as they
entered puberty. A group of 69 girls in 4"' and 5' grade were
recruited to include equal numbers of black and white girls with
a range of body composition. Body composition was measured
with dual energy x-ray absorptiometry. Total daily energy
expenditure (TDEE) was measured by doubly-labeled water and
resting metabolic rate (RMR) was measured with a metabolic
cart. Change in % body fat over two years was the primary end-
point. Since it was determined that there was no main effect of
race, ethnic groups were combined for the remaining analyses.
A high TDEE and a high RMR predicted fat gain in these girls.
When analyzed by body fat grouping, this relationship was only
apparent in the obese girls. Since it was a higher energy
expenditure that predicted increased body fat gain, this suggests
that these girls ate proportionately more calories than the other
girls.
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INSULIN SENSITIVITY AND SODIUM HANDLING IN OFFSPRING OF
HYPERTENSIVE PARENTS
D. Kopf, I. Mullen, G. Kroning*, I. Sendzik, B. Nestler, and H. Lehnert.
Department of Endocrinology and Metabolism, *Department of Clinical Chemistry,
Otto von Guericke University, Magdeburg, Germany
Insulin mediated sodium retention has been proposed to be one link between insulin
resistance and hypertension. We examined the influence of insulin sensitivity and
acute hyperinsulinemia on renal sodium excretion and pressor hormones in
normotensive subjects who are at risk of hypertension. Design: 22 fasting healthy
offspring (Oft) of at least one hypertensive parent and 16 controls (Con) were
examined. After initial rapid infusion of 1000 mi, isotonic saline, fractional sodium
excretion, urinary catecholamine excretion, plasma resin, aldosterone and immune
reactive insulin concentrations were measured in 60 min intervals. During the
second and third hour after sodium loading, a euglycemic, hyperinsulinemic clamp
with a constant insulin infusion rate (1 mU/min/kgBW) was performed. All results
are given as means +_ SEM. Results: Both groups were closely matched for all
possibly confounding variables, such as age (Con 24.2+2.3; Off 23.6 +2.4 y), blood
pressure (Con 112.5+2.6 / 73.3+2.3 mmHg; Off 113.2-3.2 / 68.8+2.1 mmHg), BMI
(Con 22.9+2.3; Off 22,5+_2.5 kg/m 2), fasting glucose and lipid parameters (all
parameters not significantly different at p<0.05). Parameters of insulin sensitivity,
i e. steady state glucose infusion rate and sensitivity index, correlated well with
baseline lipid parameters (p < 0,01), WHR and fasting insulin (p<0.05), but did not
differ between both groups (Con 51.6 +3.9; Off 51.5+3.lpmoI/min/kgBW). Urinary
sodium excretion and fractional sodium excretion were independent of family
history, insulin sensitivity and steady state insulin concentration. Pressor hormones
did not change significantly in response to hyperinsulinemia. Conclusions: In
young, nonnotensive offspring of hypertensive patients, who are at increased genetic
risk, but have not yet developped clinical or laboratory features of the metabolic
syndrome, we could not find decreased insulin sensitivity. In this very early state,
insulin mediated sodium retention obviously does not reach functional significance.

1073
INSULIN RESISTANCE IN METABOLIC CLUSTERS OF FAMILIAL
HYPERURICAEMIA
A.Paetzold, J. Graessler, H.-E. Schroeder, G. Siegert and S. Bergmann.
Technical University of Dresden, Med. Faculty, Med. Clinic III, Dresden,
Germany

Metabolic clusters in 20 families (204 individuals) with hyperuricaemia and
gout have been established by multivariat analysis of age- and sex-adjusted
clinical and metabolic data using factor analysis, cluster analysis and
analysis of variance (MANOVA). Regarding the degree of impairment of
uric acid excretion and hyperlipoproteinaemia (HLP) six clusters could be
differentiated. Highest prevalence of arteriosclerotic signs (by duplex
sonography of Aa.carotes and femorales) have been found in clusters 3
(17/35 49%) and 5 (10/24 42%). Whereas individuals in cluster 3 were
characterised by pronounced combined HLP, individuals in cluster 5 had
minor deteriorations in lipid metabolism but, in contrast, the highest values
for body mass index (BMI) and fasting insulin. Dividing investigated
population in low (LI; <0;11 mmol/1) and high (HI; ? 0,11mmol/1) fasting
insulin groups, prevalence of HI varied from 10-14% in clusters 1,2,4 to
40% in clusters 5 and 6. High fasting insulin was accompanied by
significant higher BMI, waist-to-hip ratio, uric acid, systolic and diastolic
blood pressures, triglycerides, ApoB, glucose and lower HDL-cholesterol.
Furthermore, clusters 5 and 6 were characterised by highest values for area
under the curve for glucose and insulin in oral glucose tolerance test.
Insulin resistance in clusters 5 and 6 was accompanied by significant lower
activity of t-plasminogen activator as well as significant higher values for
a2-antiplasmin and antigen of plasminogen activator inhibitor.
These data indicate, that insulin resistance could be proved for 2 of 6
metabolic clusters found in families with hyperuricaemia and is
accompanied with metabolic and hemostatic deteriorations that are known to
be involved in arteriosclerosis.
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EFFECTS OF ENDOTHELIN-1 INFUSION ON INSULIN SENSITIVITY AND
INSULIN SECRETION IN NORMOTENSIVE LEAN SUBJECTS
A.U. Teuscher, M. Lerch, S. Shaw, and P. Weidmann. University of Bern,
Bern, Switzerland.
Elevated plasma endothelin (ET)-1 levels have been described in different
insulin resistant states such as syndrome X, obesity, non-insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus (NIDDM), and essential hypertension. To investigate
whether physiological to pathophysiological increases in circulating ET-1 can
modulate insulin levels and/or insulin sensitivity in humans, we assessed
these variables during low, non-pressor dose ET-1 as compared to placebo
infusion in lean normotensive healthy subjects. Ten healthy, caucasian
males, age 20-30 years and with a body mass index (BMI) of 20-26 kg/m 2

were included in the study. Insulin sensitivity was assessed dynamically by
the Minimal Model Approach with use of the modified frequent sampling
intravenous glucose tolerance test (FSIGT). In a randomized, single blind
cross-over fashion the subjects then received either an intravenous infusion
of ET-1 dissolved in polygeline, or a control infusion of polygeline only
(=placebo). The acute insulin response (AIR) was calculated as the average
of the three peak values between 2 and 5 min after injection of glucose from
which the, basal insulin levels were substracted. The index of insulin
sensitivity (Si) measured during ET-1 infusion was 11.1±1,9x10' /min/mU/I
versus 10.8±2.1x104/min/mU/I'during placebo infusion (p=NS). ET-1 infusion
markedly reduced plasma insulin levels during the FSIGT compared to
placebo (ANOVA p < 0.0001). The acute insulin response (AIR) to glucose
during ET-1 infusion was 34.8±4.3 versus 49.3±6.9 pU/ml during placebo
(p=0.017). In conclusion, we have demonstrated that short term moderatly
increased ET-1 levels do not impair insulin sensitivity. However, ET-1
markedly diminished the acute insulin secretion. Our data suggest that ET-1
decreases pancreatic (3 cell function.

1075
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HYPERURICEMIA AND INSULIN
RESISTANCE
M. Iwatanil), T. Wasada22, K. Katsumori^1 and A. Sato 2) . Institute of
Rheumatology'° and Diabetes Centers. Tokyo Women's Medical
College, Tokyo, Japan.

Hyperuricemia is often associated with obesity, hypertension and
dyslipidemia, and is considered to be a risk factor for cardiovascular
disease, thus being similar to the insulin resistance syndrome. A low,
but significant correlation was found between serum uric acid
concentration and the degree of insulin resistance (GIR) estimated by
the euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp method in 67 subjects with
combined normal glucose tolerance and impaired glucose tolerance
(IGT, r=-0.278, p<0.05). In a separate group of 30 non-obese subjects
including 7 with IGT, UA was correlated with GIR(r=-0.518, p<0.01).
Plasma HDL-C and triglyceride (TG) levels were also correlated with
uric acid levels. One hundred and sixty non-insulin dependent diabetes
mellitus (NIDDM) patients who had undergone the clamp study were
classified into 5 groups according to serum uric acid level. In the top
quintile (UA:7.8±0.8), body mass index (BMI), male prevalence,
plasma TG, HDL-C, fasting IRI and total IRI response (0+60+120)
during the meal tolerance test were significantly higher, while age and
GIR were lower than those in the bottom quintile (UA:3.4±0.5), but
the differences were not significant. These findings indicate that
elevated serum uric acid is a feature of the insulin resistance syndrome.
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EARLY PROTEIN RESTRICTION AND SUBSEQUENT OBESITY
ARE INDEPENDENT RISK FACTORS FOR HYPERTENSION
C.J. Petry, S.E. Ozanne, C.L. Wang and C.N. Hales. Clinical Biochemistry Dept.,
University Of Cambridge, Cambridge, England.
Recent epidemiological studies have revealed a link between fetal and early post-natal
growth retardation and the development of hypertension and glucose intolerance in
later life. The aim of this study was to assess whether growth retardation, caused by
early protein restriction, is a risk factor for the subsequent development of
hypertension that is independent from any risk associated with obesity. Pregnant
Sprague Dawley rats were given either a 20% protein ('control') diet or an isocaloric
8% protein ('LP') diet throughout pregnancy and lactation. The female pups were
weaned onto the diets that their mothers had been given and remained on these diets
until 70 days of age. Then some of the rats were given a standard laboratory chow
('pellet') diet whilst other rats were fed a cafeteria-style high calorie ('cafeteria') diet.
The rats remained on these diets throughout the remainder of the study. At one year of
age the rats underwent an intra-peritoneal glucose tolerance test and had their blood
pressures measured using a tail cuff technique. The body weights at this age (g) were
as follows (mean (SD)): control-pellet 421.7 (31.5) (n=7), control-cafeteria 799.9
(131.3) (n=6), LP-pellet 333.7 (23.6) (n=9), LP-cafeteria 594.1 (127.1) (n=9) (early
diet p<0.001, adult diet p<0.001, interaction p=0.110; 2-way ANOVA). Neither early
(p=0.829) nor adult (p=0.221) diets were associated with alterations in glucose
tolerance at this age (2-way ANOVA). Systolic blood pressures (mmHg) (mean (SD))
were: control-pellet 128 (25), control-cafeteria 157 (29), LP-pellet 158 (28), LP-
cafeteria 182 (40) (early diet p=0.025. adult diet p=0.026, interaction p=0.815; 2-way
ANOVA). The data suggest that both early protein restriction and subsequent diet-
induced obesity are independent risk factors for the development of hypertension,
which can present without an associated worsening of glucose tolerance at one year of
age.

1077
PHYSIOLOGICAL LEVELS OF RAT C-PEPTIDE IMPROVES GLUCOSE
UTILIZATION IN DIABETIC RATS
Y. Sato, Y.Oshida, L. Li, J. Sato, N.Yanaihara*, B-L Johansson**
and J.lfahren**,Nagoya University, Nagoya,*Yanaihara Institute,
Shizuoka, Japan,**Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden
Recent study suggests that supraphysiological amounts of human

C-peptide (20-40nmol/1) augments glucose utilization in STZ in-
duced diabetic(STZ-D) rats. The present study was undertaken to
determine the influence of physiological cone. of rat C-peptide
on in vivo glucose utilization in STZ-D (60mg/kg) rats by using
an euglycemic clamp technique. Two different insulin infusion
rates, 3.0(low-dose) and 30.0(high-dose) mU/kg•min, were used.
Rat C-peptide I or II was infused at a rate of 0.05 nmol/kg•m_n,
which increased plasma levels from 0.15±0.03 to 0.37±0.03 nmol
/1, from 0.13±- 0.03 to 0.40±0.06nmol/l, respectively. (fasting
levels in controls were 1.53±0. 06 nmol/1).Plasma insulin levels
during the low- and high-dose insulin infusion were 40 and 400/
U/mi, respectively, and blood glucose was clamped at 7.5mmol/l
by periodic adjustment of the 1. v. glucose infusion rate.Gluco-
se metabolic clearance rate (MCR) was 160% greater (P<0.05) in
STZ-D rats recieving C-peptide I during the low-dose insulin
period(17.9 ± 4.0 ml/kg•min, n=6) than in STZ-D control rats(7.2
± 0.8ml/kg•min, n=6). Likewise, MCR in STZ-D rats given C-peptide
II (13.6±1. lul/kguin) tended to be greater than in STZ-D cons-
rol rats (0.05<p<0.1). MCR of STZ-D rats infused with either C-
peptide I or II was similar to the MCR found in the non-diabetic
control rats (15.1±2.0 ml/kg•min). C-peptide I and II did not
significantly influence MCR during the high-dose insulin period.
It is concluded that phyiological amounts of rat C-peptide I
and II improves glucose utilization in STZ-D rats.

1078
INSULIN RESISTANCE IN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION AND ITS
ASSOCIATION TO ASYMPTOMATIC ATHEROSCLEROSIS
M. Suzuki, A. Kanazawa, D. Zhao, M. Tsushima, and Y. Harano.
National Cardiovascular Center, Suita, Japan
Insulin sensitivity was determined in subjects with essential hypertension,
and effects of antihypertensive drugs on insulin sensitivities were
evaluated. Furthermore, the relation between carotid atherosclerosis and
insulin resistance was studied. Using SSPG method, insulin sensitivity
was measured in non-obese and non-diabetic subjects with essential
hypertension. SSPG was significantly (p<0.05) higher in subjects with
borderline HT (n=86) and HT (n=90) compared with normal (n=24)
subjects. SSPG was significantly (p<0.01) correlated with systolic
(r=0.37) and diastolic (r=0.31) blood pressures in hypertensive subjects.
In essential hypertension, with normal glucose tolerance, insulin
resistance was noted in 75%. Intra-platelet Cal+ after collagen stimulation
was higher in subjects with HT. Intra-platelet Ca2+ after collagen
stimulation decreased during insulin infusion, and basal Ca2+ correlated

with SSPG. SSPG reduced significantly by al blocker, bunazosin (-

26%), ACE inhibitor, cilazapril (-26%), (3-blocker (K-channel opener),
tilisolol (-18%), and long acting Ca antagonist, amlodipine (-20%) &
benidipine (-20%). The relation between early asymptomatic carotid
atherosclerosis and these risk factors was examined in 72 non-diabetic
subjects with essential hypertension aged 50-59 years. Intima-media
thickness of carotid artery was assessed by B-mode ultrasonography. By
multiple regression analysis, steady state plasma glucose was the
strongest risk, followed by lower high density lipoprotein and systolic
blood pressure. In hypertension, insulin resistance which is presumed to
be derived from intracellular Cal+ derangement, further elevates blood
pressure and aggravates atherosclerosis. The above antihypertensive
drugs help to correct the vicious cycle.

1079
HYPERINSULINEMIA IN MICRO VASCULAR ANGINA IS
COMBINED WITH HIGH Na+/Li+ COUNTERTRANSPORT.
G.DeMattia,*A.Gaspardone,*F.Crea, C.Ferri, L. De
Siati, O.Laurenti, C.Bravi, *F.Tomai, *M.Iamele,A.
Santucci and P.A. Gioffre'. I Clinica Medica &
*Cardiosurgery Dept. Universities "La Sapienza" and
"Tor Vergata", Rome, Italy.
Stimulated hyperinsulinemia during OGTT has been
demonstrated in patients with microvascular angina
(MA). Insulin resistance is frequently associated
with overactivity of red blood cell Na+/Li+
countertransport (Na+/Li+ CTT), a specific marker of
in vivo Na+/H+ antiport activity. The present study
was aimed to assess this system in 12 females (mean
age 57+6 years) with MA and in 10 sex and age-
matched controls. Na+/Li+ CTT was evaluated as Li.,-
efflux from Li+ loaded erythrocytes. Insulin levels
were evaluated by RIA. Results:
TESTS	 CONTROLS	 MA	 p
Na+/Li+ CTT
(umol /L/h)	 320±49	 6421220 0.0001
Glucose (mg/%)

Fasting	 76±15	 85*7	 0.2455
90 min.	 95±43	 129±47	 0.1444

180 ml	 74±20	 102±39	 0.0855
Insulin (uU /ml)

Fasting	 10±2	 22±23	 0.0443
90 min.	 41±20	 102±73	 0.0006

180 min.	 16±8	 62±46	 0.0159
As is shown, hyperinsulinemia is combined with an
accelerated Na+/Li+ CTT. This overactivity may cause
microvascular dysfunction through intracellular
alcalosis which may decrease insulin sensitivity and
increase vascular response to constrictor stimuli.
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BLOOD PRESSURE CIRCADIAN RHYTHM IN "NORMOTENSIVE"
INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS.
G.Burlando,A.Garcfa,S.Vasta,J.Alvarinas and C. Gonzalez, Servicio de
Nutricidn,Hospital Tornd and Dept of Pharmacology, University of Buenos
Aires,Argentina
Objective: To assess the strength of the association between the alterations of
blood pressure circadian rhythm and the presence of microalbuminuria(M) in
"normotensive"(according manometric INC V criteria) IDDM patients. As a
secondary goal, to assess the correlation between hypertension (determined by
ambulatory blood pressure monitoring [ABPMI) and several clinical and
biochemical covariates.Methods: We studied 84 IDDM patients, normotensive in
manometric tests (INC V criteria), 42 male, aged 36.8±13.0 yr.; in them we
performed a 24 hours ABPM study. The level of metabolic control was
established through HbAlc determinations.M was determined by RIA (cut-off
point: 15 micrograms/minute). Statistical analysis: 1)univariate methods (t-
test,Mann-Whitney,Pearson and non-parametric correlations);2) Factor Analysis
(varimax rotation);3) multiple logistic regression (Quasi-Newton; Maximum
likelihood). Soft: CSS/Statistica,StatSoft,Tuisa,1993.Results:58.4 % of the sample
showed alterations of circadian rhythm (non-deeper status); positive M was
observed in 30.9%.In factor analysis, a consistent link was found among systo-
diastolic (SD) alteration of circadian rhythm , positive M, retinopathy, diabetes
duration and LDL levels. SD alteration was positively and significantly associated
with the presence of M both in the univariate correlation model (R=0.25;p = 0.02)
and in the logistic regression (OR=2.94;95%CI=1.13-7.69;p=0.03).Isolated
diastolic rhythm alterations correlated significantly with diabetes duration in the
logistic model (p = 0.01). Hypertension determined by ABPM according mean
blood pressure (JNC V criteria),was associated (logistic regression) with age, first
degree relatives positive antecedents and HbAlc level.Conclusions:l) SD
alterations of circadian rhythm were significantly associated to positive M. 2)
High blood pressure values by ABPM correlated with age, family history of
hypertension and HbAlc levels. 3)ABPM may be an useful method for precocious
detection of blood pressure alterations. Further studies should demonstrate the real
potential of this method in this field.
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EFFECTS OF TWO PHARMACOLOGICAL THERAPIES FOR ISCHAEMIC HEART DISEASE
ON INSULIN SENSITIVITY.
G Piddrola, A Becerra, E Novo, 0 Gonzalez, ML De Teresa, R Garcia Robles. Hospital
Virgen de las Nieves, Granada. Hospital Ramon y Cajal, Madrid. Spain.
Aims: To evaluate insulin sensitivity (IS) in patients with ischaemic heart disease (IHD)
and to study its evolution with two conventional pharmacological therapies. Patients and
Methods: We have studied 20 patients with IHD demonstrated by treadmill exercise test
(ST depression >0.1 mV) and/or coronary angiography. Patients with history of glucose
intolerance, body mass index (BMI) >30 Kg/m2, fasting plasma glucose (FPG) >140 mg/dl
or under any medication with potential effects on IS were excluded. Fifteen healthy
volunteers, matched for sex, age and BMI were considered as controls. To assess IS, an
insulin suppression test (IST) was performed both in controls and patients. IHD patients
were then randomly treated with ether acetylsalicilic acid (ASA)(200 mgld)+atenolol (50
mg/d) (Group BETA; n=10] or ASA (200 mg/d)+isosorbide mononhrate (40 mg/d)+captopril
(25 mg/d) [Group ACEI; n=10]. After 6 months, they underwent a second IST. Steady-state
plasma glucose (SSPG), insulin sensitivity index (ISI=1000xglucose infusion rate/SSPG)
FPG and fasting plasma insulin (FPI) were considered as a measure of IS. Results: As a
group, IHD patients (n=20) showed higher SSPG (237,90t36,04vs123,36±24,43mgldl;
p<0,001) and lower ISI (25,81±4,35 vs 50,33±9,37 dl/kg•min; P<0,001) values than Control
Group. After 6 months, 8 patients from the ACEI Group and 7 patients from the BETA Group
could be reevaluated. Data are summarized below (*p<0,001 vs Before Treatment):

SSPG	 ISI

ACEI

BeforeTreatment,23 After 93 ,34 I Before	 4̂ment Aft^2 ,7	 nt,83 

There were no differences among groups in age, sex, BMI, FPG, FPI. Conclusions:
Preliminary results of this study show that IHD patients have a decrease in IS. Six months
treatment with isosorbide mononitrate and captopril, but not atenolol, improve IS. Finally,
SSPG and ISI obtained from IST are more powerful markers of IS than FPG and FPI.

1082

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 24-h AMBULATORY BLOOD PRESSURE AND URINARY
ALBUMIN EXCRETION IN PATIENTS WITH IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE

Pan Changyu, Li Chunlin, Lu Jumin, et al. Department of Endocrinology,
Chinese PLA general hosipital, Beijing, China

In order to investigate the relationship between UAE and change of
ABPM in IGT patients, ABPM was performed in 18 subjects with high UAE
(UAE>10ug/min) and in 26 subjects with normal EAR (UAE (10ug/min). The
occasional blood pressure, biochemical index and UAE were measured, and
heart autonomic nerve function was evaluated.

The results showed that the occasional DBP and MBP were significantly
higher in the IGT with elevated UAE than that of IGT with normal UAE(DBP
88±2.3mmHg vs 80±2.1mmHg, MOP: 103±2.7mmHg vs 95±2, 6mmHg, P<0. 05) .
The peak value of SBP (173 ±6 vs 153 ±4mmHg) , DBP (134 ±7 vs 108 ± 4mmllg)
and abnormal SBP load (29. 6±5.85 vs 14.3±3.19%) were higher in high
UAE group than that of normal UAE group in ABPM examination. 24-h DBP(
87±3 vs 81 ± 2mmllg) and nighttime DBP( 80 ± 3 vs 71 ± 2mmHg) were
increased, Nocturnal blood pressure fall of SBP(5. 73±2. 12 vs 11.5±1.82
mmHg) and MBP (7.22±2.18 vs 13. 2±1. 73mmHg) were decreased in high
UAE group. The reduction of nocturnal blood pressure was decreased (P<
0.05) and the profile of 24-h blood pressure was smoother compared with
normal UAE group. A significant positive correlation was found between
the UAE and nighttime DBP, blood pressure load of SBP and DBP, 24hDBP
and 24hSBP, r=0.4860--0. 3070, P< 0. 05; and there was a negative
correlation between the UAE and the decrease rate in nighttime blood
pressure (SBP, DBP and MBP), r=-0.3977--0.4670, p<0.01. No correlation
was found between UAE and occasional blood pressure, autonomic nerve
score, BMI, Ch, Tg, blood glucose or insulin level,

Conclusion: Our data suggests that the change of ABPM in high UAE
group was similar to diabetic nephropathy and the UAE level was
correlated with most index of ABPM.

1083
PARTICULARITIES OF INSULIN ACTION ON MYOCARDIAL
FUNCTION AND METABOLISM IN DIABETIC DOGS
A.P. Nescheret, I.V. Gonchar, N.V. Okhrimenko and A.I. Kho-
mazjuk. Institute of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Vyshgorod-
ska 69, Kiev, Ukraine, 254114.
The aim of this investigation was to evaluate the action of insulin
(I) on myocardial metabolism and function in diabetes (D).
Experiments were performed on 18 control dogs and 12 dogs with
alloxane induced D. Catheterization and extracorporal auto-
perfusion of coronary artery, catheterization and continuous drai-
nage of coronary sinus (CS) were used without opening the chest
under anaesthesia. The heart reactions to I were estimated by chan-
ges of heart contractility (HC), coronary artery resistance (CAR),
coronary arterio-venous difference (CAVD) by p02, pCO2, pH,
glucose (G) and FFA. In control dogs I injection (1.0 IU/kg, i.v.)
initially on 5-10 min of reaction induced slight and unstable
increase of CAR and HC (+4.8±0.3% and +9.2±1.2%, rsp.) which
later were followed by more pronounced their decrease (-12.0 +0.9
and -13.5±2.5%, rsp.). The latter changes were accompanied by the
increase of CAVD by G (from 0.4+0.06 to 0.7 +0.07 mmol/t),
reduction of CAVD by FFA (from 0.18 +0.05 to 0.07+0.02 mmol/1)
and elevation of CS blood 02 saturation (+15.5±4.28%). The heart
reaction changes in mild and moderate D were similar to those in
control dogs but their magnitude was accentuated. On the contrary
in dogs with severe D (G - 14.6±0.38 mmol/1) during the first
hour after I injection only slight decrease of CAR (- 2.0±0.4%) and
increase of HC (+5.2±0.5%) took place while CAVD by G and FFA
as well as CS blood 02 saturation remained practically unchanged.
These data indicate that secondary insulin resistance in severe D
includes also attenuation of I action on myocardial function and
metabolism.
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ANGIOTENSIN -CONVERTING ENZYME GENOTYPING,
INSULIN RESISTANCE IN HYPERTENSIVE YOUNG MEN.
E.Fomicheva, V.Popov, Y.Kovalev and E. Schwartz. St. Petersburg
Institute of Nuclear Physics, RAS, St. Petersburg, Russia.

Recent studies have reported that angiotensin-converting enzyme
gene (ACE) polymorphism to be connected with altered sensitivity
of tissues to insulin. We studied the insertion/deletion (I/D)
polymorphism of ACE gene among 131 young males with
borderline hypertension (BHT) and 87 normotensive (Ni) young
males as a control group using polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
The frequencies of insertion and deletion ACE alleles for NT and
BHT groups were 0.448 and 0.552 , 0.443 and 0.557, respectively.
These differences were not significant. OGTT was performed
among 47 BHT patients and 40 NT persons. BHT patients with II
genotype had higher average glucose concentration in two hours
after glucose loading compared to ID and DD genotypes patients
(statistical significant difference was between II genotype and ID
genotype). There was some increase in glucose concentration of 40
NT patients with II genotype (point 30, 60 and 120 min) compared
to other genotypes, but not statistical significant. There was the
most increment of glycemia during OGTT in two hours in NT
persons with II genotype to other genotypes (II vs ID, p<0.01).
Levels of insulinemia obtained during OGTT (point 0, 60, 120 min)
were not significant difference among persons with various
genotypes in both groups. We have concluded that BHT patients
with II genotype and NT persons with II genotype have less insulin
sensitivity compared to persons with DD and ID genotypes.

1085
INSULIN SENSITIVITY STUDIES IN OFFSPRING OF PATIENTS WITH CORONARY HEART DISEASE.

D Tripathy, P Shah, AC Ammini, and KS Reddy*. Departments of Endocrinology and
*Cardiology, All India Inst Mad Sci, New Delhi, India.
Background: Insulin resistance is proposed to be a risk factor for development of coronary
heart disease. Cross sectional studies demonstrating correlation between fasting insulin levels
and presence of coronary heart disease fail to look at the temporal relation required to
demonstrate causation.
Aim: to determine whether significant insulin resistance predates clinical manifestation of
CHD (offspring of CHD taken as surrogates for pre-CHD)1
Design: Case control; cases: 7 offspring of coronary heart disease patients; controls: 6
controls without any family history of CHD; matching: group, for age and gender. Outcome

measure: M value on hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic clamps at insulin infusion rate of

4OmUlm2 ( insulin concentration: 89mU/L and 100mU/L).
Results: There was no significant difference between cases and controls as regards
anthropometry [BMI: 21.5+1.45 vs. 20.3+1.69, p=0.6; waist to hip ratio: 0.877+0.51 vs.
0.873+0.50, p=0.90); glucose area under curve after oral glucose load (11407+26.7 vs.
12045+25.0 mg.min.dL -1 , p=0.184); and M value [(mg/kg/min( 5.2+1.7 vs. 6.9+1.9, p=0.167.
There was no significant difference between cholesterol, HDL and triglyceride levels.
Conclusions: The offsprings of patients with CHD did not have different glucose disposal
rates on hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic clamp studies than controls, The cause effect relation
between insulin resistance and coronary heart disease remains to be proven.

1086

CIRCARDIAN BLOOD PRESSURE, CORTISOL AND PROLACTIN
IN DIABETIC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
N. Kosti6,M.Kocijan6i6,D.Simi6,Z.Caparevi6,S.Jel-
i6 and G.Bojkovi6, Department of Endocrinology
KBC"Dr Dragisa Misovi6"—University of Belgrade
The aim of the study was to investigated the rel-
ationship between circardian rhythm of blood pre-
ssure (BP) and autonomic neuropathy in noninsulin
dependent diabetes mellitus. Ambulatory blood pre-
ssure (ABP) was measured every 15 min for 24 h in
50 diabetics without hypertension and in 40 heal-
thy controls. The autonomic control in diabetics
was evaluated by R.R interval measurements during
deep breathing and uprising. The diurnal cycle of
BP was assessed by the difference of BP between
daytime and nighttime, the night/day ratio of BP
and the percent decrease in nighttime BP. We inve-
stigated diurnal rhythms of cortisol and prolactin
determined by RIA method. The results of our stu-
dy showed significantly smaller diurnal noctural
differences in diabetics than in nondiabetic co-
ntrols. A subgroup of diabetics with autonomic ne-
uropathy showed significantly smaller diurnal noc-
tural differences of BP, lower ratio between day/
night in diastolic BP (0,98 v.s 0,86; p	 0,001)
and significantly lower parcent ( 10%) decrease
in diastolic BP compared to the group without au-
tonomic neuropathy. A significant decrease of the
daily levels of cortisol and increase of prolactin
were present in investigated diabetics. It seems
that vagal dysfunction may be the main cause of

", la r ni httime BP i	 utonomi n uropathy.mo i oring may be usefu^ in evaTu nEuro
diabetic autonomic neropathy.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INSULIN SENSITIVITY AND DEHYDROEPIANDROSTERONE-
SULFATE IN PATIENTS WITH ISCHAEMIC HEART DISEASE.
A Becerra, G Piedrola, E Novo, 0 Gonzalez, ML De Teresa and R Garcia Robles . Hospital
Ramon y Ca(al, Hospital Virgen de las Nieves, Granada. Madrid. Spain.
Decreased insulin sensitivity (IS) has been related with the pathogenesis of ischaemic
heart disease (IHD). Dehydropiandrosterone-sulfate (DHEA-S) has been suggested as
the possible link between these two entities. Aims: To clarify the relationship between IS
and DHEA-S in patients with IHD and without known metabolic disorders. Patients and
Methods: We have studied 32 male patients with typical coronary angina and IHD
demonstrated by treadmill exercise test (ST depression >0.1 mV) and/or coronary
angiography. Patients With history of glucose intolerance, body mass index (BMI) >30
Kg/m2, fasting plasma glucose >140 mg/dl or under any medication with potential effects
on IS were excluded. Eleven healthy male volunteers, matched for age and BMI were
considered as controls. Insulin sensitivity was assessed by an insulin suppression test,
and DHEA-S levels were measured before the test (basal) and at the end of it (during
hyperinsulinemia). Steady-state plasma glucose (SSPG) and insulin sensitivity index
(ISI=1000xglucose infusion rate/SSPG) were considered as a measure of IS. Results:
Insulin resistance, defined by an ISI below the mean•2SD of the control group, was
present in 78% of IHD patients. As a group, they displayed lower ISI (30,62±12,11 vs
49,82±9,62 dUkg•min; P<0,0001) and higher SSPG (217,74±59,76 vs 124,67±24,98 mgldl;
p<0,0001) than controls. DHEA-S values were lower in IHD than in controls, both basal
(1224±796 vs 1935±1260 nglml; P<0,05) and during hyperinsulinemia (1083*761 vs 1683±10X1
ng/ml; P<0,05). DHEA-S levels decreased with hyperinsulinemia, both in patients
(1224±796 vs 1083±761 ng/ml; P<0,0005) and controls (1935±1260 vs 1683±1051 ng/ml;
P<0,0005). The magnitude of that decrease was the same in both groups. No correlation
between ISI or SSPG and DHEA-S was found. Conclusions: IS is decreased in patients
with IHD, even when metabolic abnormalities associated with reduced IS are excluded.
These patients also show decreased DHEA-S levels, which are even more reduced when
acute induced hyperinsulinemia is achieved although, as the decline was similar to that of
controls, there does not seem to be resistance to that particular action of insulin.
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ALTERATIONS IN CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM IN A SAMPLE OF
THE ARGENTINE HYPERTENSIVE POPULATION. A. Garcia,
G.Burlando,E.Ldpez Gonzdlez,L.de Loredo, C.D.Gonzalez and Committee of
Hypertension, Argentine Society of Diabetes, Argentina.
Objective: to evaluate the distribution of the alterations in carbohydrate
metabolism (determined through oral glucose tolerance test [GTT]) in a sample of
hypertensive subjects, determining also the strength of the association between the
presence of an abnormal test result and several clinical and biochemical
independent covariates.Methods: We studied 292 hypertensive patients (according
JNC V criteria),105 women (age:55.2±11.7) and 187 men (age: 54.4±10.0)
without a previously known alteration in carbohydrate metabolism. GTT was
performed according WHO criteria. Statistical analysis: 1) univariate methods (t-
test, Mann-Whitney, Pearson and non-parametric correlations) and, 2) multiple
logistic regression [MLR] (Quasi-Newton; Maximum
Likelihood).Soft:CSS/Statistica , StatSoft,Tulsa, 1993. Results:29.8% of the total
sample showed glucose intolerance (Fleiss quadratic 95% confidence interval:
24.7-35.4%). Both in uni and in multivariate analysis, this intolerance was
significantly associated to: age (adjusted [MLR] OR=1.03 per yr;95 %CI=1.01-
1.05;p=0.01), BMI (adjusted OR= 1.99 per Kg/mm ; 95 %CI=1.12-3.51; p=0.01)
and first degree relatives antecedents of diabetes (adjusted OR=2.61;
95%C1= 1.50-4.52, p=0.0006). Male sex correlated significantly only in the
univariate analysis (rS=O.11,p<0.05).Conclusions:1) Approx.30% of studied
patients showed impairment of glucose tolerance. 2) In this sample, this
intolerance was positively associated with age, BMI and first degree relatives
history. 3)May be of great importance to evaluate glucose tolerance in
hypertensive patients, specially in obese over 50 yes with a positive family history.
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FREQUENCY OF HYPERTENSION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS IN
CONGO

Service maladies Metabolique et Endocriniennes
C.H.U. BP 2725 BRAllAVILLE

H. MBADINGA—MUPANGU ; H. MONABEKA ; P. KIBEKE

The objective is to study the frequency of hypertension in diabetic patients
of Congo. It is a retrospective study of diabetic patients admetted in our
Service between July 1991 and June 1996..

The hypertension criteri are the the ones World Health Organisation
160/95.	 (W.H.O.)

This studey conmed 1297 patients, 874 men, 423 wonen divided into two
groups : group I : diabetc patients with hypertension, groupe II: diabetc
without hypertension.

Hypertension was diagnosed in 152 (11,71 %) of 1297 diabetic patients
There are 73 men (39,91 %) and 79 women (60,09 %).

The patients' age in comprised between 30 and 70 years old.

Among those suffnng of hypertension, 2,5 % have an increase in diastolic
blood pressure only, 6% that of systolic and 91,5% that of both (diastolic
and systolic). In 25% hypertension precedes the discovery of diabetes and in
75 % its discovery coincide with that of diabetes. Twenty seven (1,17,76 %)
are requirin insulin, 125 (82,23 %) not requiring insulin, 4(2,6%) of thise
requiring insulin are related to malnutrition and 9 five (3,6%)
fibrocalculous.

In conclusion; the frequency pf hypertension in low in the diabetic patients
followed in our Service. The weakness can be explained by existence of a
carodiology service which also takes care of some diabetic patients with
hypertension.

1091
USEIFOf.LNESS OF A MODIFIED LOW DOSE INSULIN TOLERANCE TEST
FOR EVALUATION OF INSULIN SENSITIVPIY IN MDDNL
L. Millot*, P. Margaillan*, H. Gin**, N. Vergely*, V. Brulport*, A. Caillot* and B.
Estour*, *Bellevue Hosp., Saint Etienne; **Haut Leveque Hosp., Bordeaux, France
Background: The assessment of insulin sensitivity by glucose clamp technique is the
reference method, but is unusefullness in clinical practice. The conventional insulin
tolerance test (ITT) using an insulin dose of 0.1 unit/kg is a simple and rapid method
and correlate with glucose clamp, but may result in hypoglycaemia in patients
without insulinresistance. In order to avoid this problem, we describe an ITT
technique using a lower dose of insulin on a 3h continuous IV infusion (0.04
U/kg/h). Since a direct negative feed-back of insulin on Hells was described,
Tl/2PCP (time necessary to decrease initial plasma C peptide by half) is considered
to correlate with insulin resistance (IR). Design and methods: 1) Eleven healthy
normal weight control subjects underwent an ITT. 2) Six subjects (three healthy
volunteers and three NIDDM patients) were studied with an ITT and a euglycaemic
hyperinsulinaemic clamp. With that technique, insulin sensitivity was derived from
the average amount of glucose infused at the steady state. 3) ITT was carried out in
88 NIDDM patients. Three tertiles were defined according to the Tl/2 PCP: A (<I10
tun; n=28), B (110 to 150 tun; n=31) and C (>150 tun; n=29). Clinical and metabolic
data were compared in A and C subgroups. Results: 1) Mean T1/2PCP in controls
range from 25 to 72 inn. 2) There was a good negative correlation (r=0.88; p<0.05)
between insulin resistance derived from the TI/2 PCP and that obtained from the
clamp study (glucose disposal rate). 3) In the subgroups A and C of NIDDM
patients, there was no difference in age, known duration of diabetes, fasting insulin
concentration, urinary C peptide and cholesterol. Body mass index, blood pressure at
rest, average glycaemia (based on a 8 points monitoring during 2-3 days), HbAlc,
PCP before and 10 mu after 1mg glucagon IV infusion and fasting triglycerides were
significantly higher in subgroup C, but there was a consistent overlap of individual
values between the two subgroups. Conclusion: 1) The decrease of plasma C peptide
during a short insulin tolerance test employing 0.4 units/kg/h insulin correlate with
euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemic clamp results in controls and NIDDM patients. 2)
TI/2 PCP results are concordant with clinical and biological parameters of insulin
resistance in NIDDM patients. This test seems to be a simple and reliable method for
assessment of insulin sensitivity in NIDDM.
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INCIDENCE OF INSULIN RESISTANCE SYNE ROME IN CHIIARIN
AGED 7-16 FROM FAMILIES WfIH HYPERTENSION AND
OBESIT
G. Matdazovvicz, J.1otyitski, W. Szydowsld -Medical Acadenry ofthblh
Poland

During the examination. of villagers from Eastern Poland 105 school age
children caning finm 30 families were exa mtled wilete both parent had
I 'lntnsion and/or obesity. The aim of the study was to search for family
at on ofir^sulirl t e syltclmtne nerds. Bodweigl*1it , waist
to tip ratio meastran and oral gltmsetol ate,blood lipids,lb tgsenutl
frtsu In and n1ianabunnuria estimations  were fiin Dubetes M eAinLLS
(DM) was recognised in 8,8%, unpatted glttcose tolerance (IGT) in.15,5% of
p0ttt'l15. NOIIC Of1^]C eKallttle{^ l^ll^l did not bave1^K 1617 ' or bAxrt=On
36% ofthe examittad had obesity. 45% puVed to have low HDL cholesterol
lecelbelow 1tnM1L. In 39% faslinginstilinlewi was above 10 mlUdnl and ni
10 o-abova20mlU/ml In 18%oftheoilvefotwdcoexistenceof low
HDL level and bAxin suIham ia. 7,3% of the had nwria xuni uda > 50
pghnl. Every fifh child from the families with 1uesssien and obesity in
pettnds showed the syinionis which can be connected with the prime of
hNl1kataceeho1ne.Chtkienfinsuctfamilesslmuidbest jatttonn
ear]yMietesp wriion
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DERMAL GLUCOCORTICOID SENSITIVITY IS ASSOCIATED WITH INSULIN
RESISTANCE AND RELATED CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS
DIW Phillips, BR Walker b and JR Seckl b. 'MRC Metabolic Programming
Group, University of Southampton, Southampton, UK and bUniversity of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK.

The cluster of cardiovascular risk factors comprising the metabolic syndrome
(hypertension, glucose intolerance and dyslipidaemia) resemble the effects of
Cushing's syndrome or glucocorticoid administration but cannot be explained
by increased circulating levels of glucocorticoids. Recent evidence, however,
suggests that in hypertension tissue sensitivity to glucocorticoids may be
increased, as judged by more intense dermal vasoconstriction following topical
application of glucocorticoids. To determine whether increased glucocorticoid
sensitivity might be associated with other components of the metabolic
syndrome, we studied 32 men (aged 50-57 years) of whom 8 had impaired
glucose tolerance (IGT). Forearm dermal blanching was measured on a visual
analogue scale after overnight application of beclomethasone dipropionate.
(13µl/cm2, 0.1-10µg/ml) Increased dermal glucocorticoid sensitivity correlated
with higher systolic BP (r=0.34, p=0.05), higher 120min plasma glucose after
75g oral glucose (r=0.54, p<0.001), greater insulin resistance as measured by
a short insulin tolerance test (r=0.43, p=0.016), increased fasting triglyceride
(r=0.36, p=0.04) but not BMI or waist/hip ratio. In regression analyses the
associations between glucocorticoid sensitivity and glucose intolerance/insulin
resistance were independent of obesity and persisted after exclusion of the
subjects with IGT. As dermal vasoconstrictor sensitivity reflects tissue
sensitivity to glucocorticoids, thus the present data suggest an increase in tissue
sensitivity to glucocorticoids mediates the association between cardiovascular
risk factors and insulin resistance.

1093
Measurement of Insulin Resistance in a Group of Obese Versus Non
Obese Costaricans, Usein Harano's Method of Steady State Plasma Glucose

Arguedas C., Manley D. Department of Internal Medicien, Mexico
Hospital, Costa Rica.

Background: Insulin resistance (IR) is a phenomenon of great interest,
to the point of having the World Health Organisation recommend its
study, specifically as to the need of "conducting large population
studies to determine the real prevalence of the syndrome by age and
sex". In Costa Rica no large estudies of IR have been conducted,
since classic methods for its measurement are expensive and time
consuming. In this study we applied a simple method of steady state
plasma glucose (SSPG) to evaluate IR in a population of obese and
non obese patients, both to prove the applicability of the method
in our country and to evaluate the effects of obesity on insulin
resistance.
Method: The SSPG method of Harano was used, with personal modifications
to simplify equipment requirements. 	 After a 12 hour fasting, a
solution of ocreotide acetate (Sandostatin(R)) (50ug bolus, infusion
at 75 ug/h), insulin (7.5 mu/kg bolus, infusion at 0.77 mU/kg/min),
glucose (6 mg/kg/min), potassium (0.5 mmol/kg/min), water and blood
(25 cc) was infused for two hours, with measurement of blood glucose
at 0 and 120 minutes. Glucose level at 120 minutes correlate directly
with the degree of IR. The method was applied to 13 patients, 7
with body mass index (BMI)> 25 (obese), and 6 non obese (880< 25).
Results: No significant difference in initial glucose level was found
between the obese and non obese groups (94.929 mg% versus 80.5 mg%,
p ).0.1 respectively), but at 2 hours the difference was clear (244.429
mg% versus 129.5 mg%, p< 0.0004, respectively).
Conclusions:
1) Obese Costarican subjects have significantly higher levels of

insulin resistance than non obese subjects.
2) Harano's SSPG method can be applied with existing equipment in

Costarican national hospitals to measure insulin sensivity.

1094
IMPROVEMENT IN INSULIN SENSITIVITY BUT NOT IN GLUCOSE
EFFECTIVENESS FOLLOWING CHANGES IN BODY COMPOSITION.
AM Rosenfalck, H Hendel, M Hojby, T Almdal, J Hilsted and S Madsbad.
Department of Internal Medicine and Endocrinology, Hvidovre University
Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark.
In normal subjects insulin sensitivity is related to the body composition with

a positively correlation to the relative muscle mass and a negative correlation

to the relative fat mass. The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the

relation between changes in insulin sensitivity and noninsulin mediated

glucose disposal (glucose effectiveness, So) and the changes in body

composition following weight reduction. 12 obese subjects (11 P, 1d'), age

45.8 ± 10.5 years, body weight (OW) 99.7 ± 13.3 kg, BMI 35.3 ± 2.8
kg/m2 were examined before and one year after treatment with Orlistat

(pancreaslipase inhibitor) for 12 month. At inclusion and two years later an

oral glucose tolerance test, a frequently sampled intravenous glucose

tolerance test (FSIVGTT) and a DXA whole body scanning was performed.

The included subjects obtained quite different changes in weight ranging

from a loss of 18.9 kg to a gain of 6.2 kg. Corresponding ranges for changes

in lean body mass (LBM) were -4.6 to 0.9 kg, in fat mass (FM) -17.9 to 8.7

kg, relative FM -12.2 to 5.5% , insulin sensitivity (SI) from -2.6 to 2.1

10-4mia 'uU - 'ml- ' and So 0 - 0.027 mitt'. No significant changes in S was

observed. A stepwise multiple regression analysis revealed that the strongest

predictor for change in SI was delta FM (r =0.81, p <0.003), explaining
67% of the variation in SI.

Conclusion: There is a strong correlation between change in insulin

sensitivity and change in body weight. Change in total body fat mass is the
strongest predictor for change in insulin sensitivity. S o seems to be

independent of changes in body composition.

1095
THE BREATH TEST USING PURE [1-"C] GLUCOSE: A NEW SIMPLE METHOD FOR

EVALUATING THE GLUCOSE OXIDATION CAPACITY.

M.Hirai'-, T.Shimosegawa', A.Hirai"-, KSatoh', A.Takasu', A.Masamune', H.Akaiz, KIida 3 ,

K.Takatori3 , MKajiwam3 and T.Toyota'. Tohoku University School of Medicine', Sendai Kosei

Hospital', Sendai, Meiji College of Pharmacy', Tokyo, Japan

Stable isotope of carbon, "C has been widely used as a tracer of metabolic analyses, and breath tests

using the isotope have become valuable clinical tests, in which "C-labeled compounds are

administered and the the "C/ 12C tatio(b"C) of the expired CO2 is measured. The aim of this study

was to examine the glucose oxidation capacity in non insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM)

patients using [1-"C] glucose. After an overnightfast, aqueous solution of 75g of usual glucose and

lg of pure [1-"C] glucose was administered orally and the S"C was measured in the NIDDM

patients and the controls at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 his using gaschromatography-mass spectrometer. The

glucose oxidation capacity was impaired in the NIDDM group compared with the control group.

The delta over the baseline (A13C) of 8°C in the expired COS at 3hrs after the load was significantly

lower in the NIDDM group (37.21±8.13, nom) than the control group(50.73±7.76, n=4) (pxi).017).

The glucose oxidation capacity was also measured under the insulin-nonstimulating condition,

wherein only Ig of [1!'C] glucose dissolved in saline was ingested, and the 8°C in the breath CO2

was determined in the 2 groups. The A"C at2hrs was 51.53±16.17 in the NIDDM patients(n=11)

and 76.54±16.58 in the controls(n=4) (p=O.02), suggesting that the glucose oxidation capacity at

the basal state was also impaired in the NIDDM compared with the controls. We also examined the

glucose oxidation in the NIDDM patients before and after treatments using lg of [1"C] glucose.

The A'3C in the breath CO2 at 2hrs was 46.97±13.99 before treatments(n=9) and 58.595,9.83 after

treatments(n-6). In conclusion, the breath test using [1"C] glucose is a simple and useful method

for evaluating the glucose oxidation capacity. The present results suggest that the glucose oxidation

capacity is impaired in NIDDM under both endogenous insulin-stimulating and nonstimulating

conditions. The impairment of glucose oxidation at basal state may be partly reversible by treatments

of hyperglycemia
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NO EVIDENCE OF SEASONAL VARIATION IN INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN
YOUNG ADULTS
C.H. Gravholt', P. Hoick', B. Nyholm', E. Christiansenzand 0. Schmitz'.'Medical
Department M, Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus; 'Medical Department A,
Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Insulin resistance is of pathogenetic importance for the development of NIDDM and
essential hypertension. Not much is known of the variation in insulin sensitivity in
the individual over longer periods. We measured insulin sensitivity (Si) and glucose
effectiveness (Sg) in healthy male adults (24.2±1.8 y, mean±SD) (N=10) five
times over a period of 15 months. Data from a FSIVGTT (minimal model), indirect
calorimetry, BMI, maximal aerobic capacity (V,, 2-max), 24-hour blood pressure and
fat free mass (FPM) was measured. ANOVA was used to detect differences between
examinations and linear regression analysis to examine the slope of individual Si and
Sg for every patient, Slopes were compared by T-test. Regression coefficients for
Si and Sg for every single person did not differ from zero (Si: p=0.7; Sg: p=0.3).
The coefficient of variation (CV) for Si was 24.0 % and the fractional SD was 3.7 %
(SD: 2.51), whereas the CV for Sg was 26.0% and the fractional SD was 16.0%
(SD: 6.4). The seasonal pattern in presentation of NIDDM can be described as
following a sinus curve. Applying a very flexible multiple linear regression model
to explain any kind of seasonal variation in SI and S, did not reveal any trends in
variation. The model, expected to follow a sinus curve, was without restrictions as
to when the insulin sensitivity might be highest or lowest and allowed for different
levels of insulin sensitivity (or glucose effectiveness) between individuals and
different phases, e.g. individuals could have high and low insulin sensitivity at
different times of the year. The model also allowed us to test the impact of
covariates, e.g. the additional variables measured in the study. Si (p=0.38), Sg
(p=0.71), fasting insulin (p=0.98), maximal aerobic capacity (p=0.13), BMI
(p=0.64), energy expenditure (p=0.19), 24-hour blood pressure (systolic: p=0.37
and diastolic: p=0.48) and fat free mass (p=0.92) were constant over time. In
conclusion we observed no significant seasonal variation in insulin sensitivity and
glucose effectiveness in healthy sedentary young men. Therefore indices of these two
variables obtained at different times of the year, appear to be comparable.
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COMPARISON OF EUGLYCAEMIC CLAMP AND LOW-DOSE INSULIN
INFUSION IN ASSESSING INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN NIDDM PATIENTS.
J. Webber, D. Whitelaw, J. Smith and M. Nattrass. Selly Oak Hospital,
Birmingham, UK.
The hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic clamp is widely used as the gold
standard in the assessment of insulin sensitivity. However, although it
provides a good index of insulin-mediated glucose-uptake, lipolysis is
completed inhibited at much lower concentrations of insulin than are
commonly obtained during the clamp. The low-dose insulin infusion,
which achieves physiological insulinaemia, allows more detailed
assessment of NEFA metabolism. The aim of this study was to compare
clamp measures of insulin sensitivity (M values) with those obtained
during low-dose insulin infusion. 13 men with NIDDM (age 56.2 ±
2.4 (mean ± SEM); BMI 28.7 ± 0.8 kg m -a), treated with diet alone
were studied. During the clamp insulin was infused at 2 mU kg - ' min- '
for 180 min, whilst during the low-dose protocol insulin was infused
sequentially at 0.005, 0.01 and 0.05 U kg -1 min- ' for 60 min at each
dose. Insulin concentrations during the clamps were 183 ± 9 mU L - ',
whilst during low-dose infusion they were 15.9 ± 2.0, 22.1 ± 2.7
and 62.8 ± 4.5 mU L -1 respectively. Blood glucose and plasma NEFA
during the low-dose insulin infusion were plotted against log plasma
insulin, and the glucose and NEFA concentrations at an insulin level of
30 mU L- ' were calculated and used as measures of insulin sensitivity
(1 3 0). Mean M value was 33.4 ± 2.2 pmol kg BW- ' min- '. The
correlation between clamp M values and insulin infusion 1 30 values for
glucose was 0.64 (p < 0.05). There was no correlation between either
of these indices of glucose metabolism and the 130 values for NEFA. The
low-dose insulin infusion demonstrates that insulin sensitivity, as
assessed by measures of glucose metabolism, may not equate with
other actions of insulin such as inhibition of lipolysis.

1098
CHRONIC CIGARETTE SMOKING AND INSULIN RESISTANCE IN
PATIENTS WITH NIDDM.
G. Targher, M. Alberiche, M.B. Zenere, R.C. Bonadonna, M. Muggeo and E.
Bonora. Division of Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases, University of
Verona, Verona, Italy.
Aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of chronic cigarette smoking
on insulin sensitivity in patients with NIDDM. We examined 28 smokers
and 12 nonsmokers with NIDDM. The two groups were comparable for
sex, age, body mass index, waist/hip ratio, alcohol consumption, degree of
physical activity, glycometabolic control as well as diabetes duration and
treatment. Plasma glucose, insulin and C-peptide concentrations following
an oral glucose load were measured. Total, non-oxidative and oxidative
rates of insulin-mediated glucose disposal were assessed by using a 4 hour
euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp (20 mU/min.m 2 body surface area) in
combination with [ 3 H1-3-D-glucose infusion and indirect calorimetry.
Insulin and C-peptide responses to oral glucose load were significantly
higher in smokers than in nonsmokers, while glucose levels were not
substantially different. During insulin clamp total glucose disposal was
markedly reduced in smokers than in nonsmokers (19±1.2 vs 33±5
µmol/min•kg fat free mass; p<0.001), in a dose-dependent manner (F=6.8,
p<0.001 by ANOVA when subjects were categorized for number of
cigarettes smoked per day). Oxidative (9±1 vs 14±2 gmol/min•kg fat free
mass; p<0.01) and non-oxidative (10±1 vs 19±4 pmol/min•kg fat free mass;
p<0.01) pathways of insulin-mediated intracellular glucose metabolism
were similarly reduced in smokers vs nonsmokers. Plasma free fatty acid
levels (240±33 vs 130±23 pEq/L; p<0.05) and lipid oxidation rate (1.39±0.1
vs 0.95±0.2 pmol/min•kg fat free mass; p<0.05) were less suppressed by
hyperinsulinemia in smokers than nonsmokers. In conclusion, chronic
cigarette smoking seems to markedly aggravate insulin resistance in
patients with NIDDM. Smoking cessation might favourably affect
cardiovascular risk and long-term glycometabolic control through an
improvement of insulin sensitivity in NIDDM.

1099
Insulin Sensitivity in NIDDM: Insulin Modified Intravenous
Glucose Tolerance vs Isoglycemic Hyperinsulinemic Clamp
G. Mehring', PA Coates2, PC. Brunel3, SD. Luzio 2, P. Beck' and
DR. Owens2 'Biometrics and 'Medicine and Clinical Research Dept,
Ciba-Geigy, Basel, Switzerland; 'Diabetes Research Unit,
Llandough Hospital, Penarth, U.K
This study compares estimates of insulin sensitivity derived from
minimal modelling (MINMOD) of a 4-h insulin-modified frequent
sampled intravenous glucose tolerance test (FSIVGTT) with the
isoglycemic glucose `clamp' in subjects with NIDDM, also
assessing the reproducibility of the FSIVGTT Twelve men aged 59
±2.6 years, time from diagnosis 6.3±0.6 years, BMI 28 1±1 0 kg/m 2
(mean±SE) after a 12-hour overnight fast, underwent a FSIVGTT
(300 mg/kg glucose at 0 min; 0.05 U/kg insulin at 20 min) and an
isoglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp (40 mU.min- Im-2) in random
order 2-4 weeks apart. Reproducibility of the FSIVGTT was tested
in four patients carried out on three separate occasions. FSIVGTT
data were assessed by means of standard MTNMOD and both
univariate and multivariate techniques. The sensitivity index for the
FSIVGTT ranged from 0.162 to 3.292 (mean 1.378) * 10 - 4 *ML/
(min*µU) for the standard approach and from 0.163 to 2.727 (mean
1.180) * 10- 4 *mL/( min*4U)] for the multivariate analysis. For

mean  theea 6.19* 101
	 was

4 *L 2/(m n *p ol) tThe correlation ot the insulin
sensitivity indices between the clamp and the FSIVGTT was 0.51
(p=0.056, n.s.) for the univariate and 0.67 (p=0.017) for the
multivariate analyses. Repeated FSIVGTTs showed a lower
variability for the multivariate than for the standard approach.
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SMOKING AND MUSCLE BLOOD FLOW AND GLUCOSE
UPTAKE ASSESSED BY POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY
E.M. Ronnemaa, T. Ronnemaa, M. Raitakari, H. Laine, T.
Utriainen, O.-P. Pitkanen and P. Nuutila. Department of Medicine,
University of Turku, Turku, Finland
Previous studies have suggested that smoking is associated with
decreased insulin sensitivity. We hypothetized that this might be
caused by decreased muscle blood flow. We studied 22 healthy non-
diabetic men, eight smokers and 16 non-smokers. Mean age was 37
years and BMI 24.8 kg/tn2 in both groups, VO 2 max was 35±9
1nL/kg/min in smokers and 42±8 mL/kg/min in non-smokers
(p=0.11). Basal and insulin-stimulated femoral muscle blood flow
was measured using [ °O]-water and glucose uptake using ['$F]-
fluorodeoxyglucose with positron emission tomography. Whole body
glucose uptake was assessed using the hyperinsulinemic
(5 mU/kg/min) euglycemic clamp technique. Fasting plasma insulin
was 9.4±3.4 mU/L in smokers and 6.3±2.4 mU/L in non-smokers
(p=0.016). In the basal state, muscle blood flow was 50% lower in
smokers (18±4 mL/kg/inin) than in non-smokers (36±20
mL/kg/min; p=0.006). Respective insulin-stimulated values were
30±10 and 53±36 mL/kg/min (p=0.038). There was no difference
between smokers and non-smokers in whole body glucose uptake
(49±13 vs 48±10 µtnol/kg/tnin) or in femoral glucose uptake
(116±32 vs 106±39 gmol/kg/min). We conclude that differences in
skeletal muscle blood flow between smokers and non-smokers are
not reflected in differences in insulin sensitivity. Our finding does
not support the idea that muscle blood flow is a major determinant
of insulin sensitivity.

1101
ASSESSING GLUCOSE EFFECTIVENESS WITH THE MINIMAL MODEL:
INSIGHTS FROM AN IVGTT AT BASAL INSULIN
A. Caumo, G. Meregalli, R. Ghelardi, S. Scotto, R. Mangili, A.E. Pontiroli, and
(*) C. Cobelli. Istituto Scientifico San Raffaele, Milano, and (*) Dipartimento di
Elettronica ed Informatica, Universita di Padova, Padova, Italy.
The minimal model estimate of glucose effectiveness (SG) is affected by an error that
is related with the monocompartmental approximation of the model and is dependent
on the insulin profile during the IVGTT. It is commonly believed that SG can be
accurately estimated by maintaining insulin at the basal level during the test.
However, a recent theoretical analysis by our group, showing that glucose decay at
basal insulin is two-exponential (and not monoegponential as predicted by the
minimal model), casts doubts on SG validity even under such optimized conditions.
In this study we assessed the validity of SG estimated from an IVGTT at basal
insulin against a model-independent measure of glucose effectiveness. For this
purpose we analyzed IVGTT studies in 12 NIDDM subjects who showed no
incremental insulin response to the glucose bolus. We found that glucose decay was
two-exponential (with fast and slow time constants equal to 0.2 and 0.01 min,
respectively) and that the model well-described the glucose data only from 20 min
onwards, i.e. when the contribution of the fast time constant became negligible.
When the model was identified ignoring the glucose data collected in the first 20 min
of the test, SG resulted similar to the slow time constant of the two-exponential
decay in each subject. SG validity was tested against a model-independent measure of
glucose effectiveness (GE). GE was derived from the area under the glycaemic
excursion and was mathematically shown to be equivalent to the clamp measure of
glucose effectiveness. To allow a comparison with GE (mlkg min), SO (min 1 ) was
multiplied by the minimal model volume (V, ml/kg). SGV and GE resulted similar
(3.5±0.6 vs 3.4±0.6 ml/kg min) and highly correlated (r=0.98). In conclusion,
although the minimal model suffers from the monocompartmental approximation,
SGV estimated from an IVGTT at basal insulin is equivalent to a model-independent
measure of glucose effectiveness directly derived from the glucose curve.

1102
PARADOXICAL ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN SMOKING AND GLUCOSE
METABOLISM
J.B. Ruige. J.M. Dekker. S J.L. Bakker. J.M. Moot'. L.M. Boater and R.J. Heine.
Institute for Research in Extramural Medicine, Vrije Universiteit. Amsterdam. The
Netherlands.

We studied the relationship between smoking and glucose metabolism in
non-diabetic subjects. Glucose tolerance was assessed in a general population
sample of 2.484 subjects, aged 50-74, with an oral glucose tolerance test. Subjects
with diabetes (n=200. WHO-criteria) were excluded. Multiple linear regression
analyses were performed using fasting- (FPG) and post-load plasma glucose (21r-
PG) levels and HbA^, as dependent variables. Smoking and ex-smoking were used
as independent variables and adjusted for age, gender. BMI, waist to hip ratio.
triglycerides. HDL-cholesterol, hypertension, alcohol consumption, fasting specific
insulin and plasma glucose levels. After adjustment, there was no association
between smoking and fasting plasma glucose. Smokers. as well as ex-smokers, had
a lower post-load plasma glucose and smokers had a higher HbA, .Thus, while
smokers had a similar fasting plasma glucose and a lower post-load glucose, they
had a higher HbA,,. Increased glycosylation caused by smoking seems to be the
most logical explanation. Apparently, smoking dissociates glucose levels and levels
of glycosclation. The underlying mechanism remains to be established.

Table - Glucose and HbA 1 , according to smoking categon
non-smokers ex-smokers smokers

n=756 n=770 0=730 
FPG (mmol/l) 5.4(05) 5.5 (0 6)* 5.5 (0.6) *
2h-PG (mmol/1) 5.8 (1.6) 5.6 (1.7)* 5.3 (1.6) *
(3 -0.2(-0.3-0.0)* -0.5(-0.6--0.3)*
HbA,, (%) 5.3 (0.5) 5.3 (0.5) 5.5 (0.5) *

13 0.0(0.0-(1.1) 0.2(0.2-0.3)*

Data are non-adjusted mean values (SD). and adjusted regression coefficients (3
(95% Confidence Interval)
*) p <0.05 vs non-smokers.

1103
ESTIMATING INSULIN SENSITIVITY FROM ORAL GLUCOSE
TOLERANCE TEST
M.A. Boroujerdi, S.B. Bowes, A.M. Umpleby, D. L. Russell-Jones, R.H.
Jones, C. Lowy, P.H. Sonksen. United Medical and Dental Schools of Guy's
and St Thomas' Hospitals, London, United Kingdom.
A kinetic model of glucose distribution and metabolism was used to explore
whether the plasma glucose and insulin measurements following a 75 g oral
glucose tolerance test (OGTT) can provide a useful measure of insulin
sensitivity. The glucose kinetic model is non-linear incorporating glucose
transporters as a mechanism for glucose uptake such that glucose
disappearance rate becomes saturable. The glucose entry to the model
assumes that 50% of the ingested glucose will appear in the systemic
circulation within two hours as an output flux of a cascade of three
compartments. During the OGTT the increment in plasma insulin
concentration above basal acting from a remote compartment controls the
number of available glucose transporters and the rate of glucose uptake while
reducing hepatic glucose production rate from its basal steady state value.
Mean values of plasma glucose and insulin concentrations were taken from
published OGTTs in three groups of subjects. A controls group, a group with
impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and a group with NIDDM. Simulation of
these results indicates an increase in glucose production rate in NIDDM
(14.43 pmol/min/kg) compared to the value in controls (9.06 Itmol/min/kg)
and (10.12 gmol/min/kg) in IGT. During the OGTT only the controls and
IGT groups increased the number of functioning glucose transporters and the
rate of glucose uptake by (60% and 60%) and (30% and 30%) respectively.
Basal glucose production rate was reduced by 80% in the controls and by
60% and 40% in IGT and NIDDM groups. The insulin sensitivity defined as
the ratio of the change in glucose utilisation rate (maximum value minus
basal) to the increase in plasma insulin concentration from basal value were
0.37, 0.16 and 0.16 in the controls, NIDDM and IGT groups respectively.
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SMOKING IS ASSOCIATED WITH HIGHER INSULIN LEVELS AND
LOWER SEX HORMONE BINDING GLOBULIN IN NIDDM MALE PATIENTS
A.Vrionidou,A.Garidou,V.Loi,S.Papavergis,T. Koursouba and C.Phenekos
Department of Endocrinology, Red Cross Hospital,Athens,Greece.

Both insulin resistance and normal insulin action have been reported in
smokers.ln view of the great importance of insulin resistance in the
pathogenesis of NIDDM,we investigated the concentrations of fasting plasma
insulin (IRI) and sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG),both indices of insulin
action,in 95 male NIDDM patients (mean age 62.06,range 30-75 years) on
treatment either with diet or/and oral hypoglycemic agents.In the study group
68 patients neither smoked nor had been smokers in the past 10 years
whereas 27 consumed at the time of the investigation up to 20
cigarettes/day (range 8-20) for more than 5 years.We applied multiple
analysis of variance to detect differences between means and the LSD test
for post-hoc comparisons.The groups did not differ significantly in the degree
of glycaemic control,as assessed by fasting glucose and HbAlc levels nor in
the body mass index.The latter,as well age and duration of the disease,were
entered as covariates in the statistical model.It was found that IRI
(Mean-±SEM) was higher in the smokers group (109.56±11.2 versus
86.8±8.06 pmoI/L),p=0.05,whereas SHBG was significantly lower(33.6±5.06
versus 41.8±6.84 nmollL),p=0.03.No difference was detected in total,HDL
cholesterol and triglycerides levels.lt is concluded that chronic cigarette
smoking may exacerbate the inherent insulin resistance characteristic of the
diabetic syndrome as shown by the increased fasting insulin and low SHBG
concentrations detected in our study group.
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VALIDATED MEASURE OF GLUCOSE EFFECTIVENESS AND ITS
METABOLIC COMPONENTS FROM I.V. GLUCOSE INJECTION.
M. Ader, T.-C. Ni, and R.N. Bergman. University of Southern California,
Los Angeles, CA, USA.

Glucose effectiveness (GE) is a major determinant of glucose toler-
ance, and is particularly important to the determination of tolerance in
the prediabetic state. To quantify GE, and its components of glucose-
mediated stimulation of glucose uptake (GElupt ke)) and suppression of
hepatic glucose output (GE(HGO)), we injected cold glucose (0.3 g/kg),
into which 3-3H-glucose (1.2 gCi/kg) was added (n=8 dogs). The dy-
namic insulin response was prevented by somatostatin, and basal hor-
mones were replaced. After rising with injection, glucose fell towards
basal, with a ti 01 28±4 min (Ko = 0.88 min - '); tracer decline was more
rapid (ti = 20±1 min; p=0.047). Cold and hot data were analyzed with
a validated 2-compartment model of glucose kinetics: compartment 1
reflects the plasma pool, from which Rd is considered independent of
insulin; compartment 2 is the remote, interstitial space, the primary site
of insulin-stimulated Rd. Total GE, expressed as a fraction of the
plasma glucose pool, averaged 0.0298±0.0022 min - ' (range: 0.0202 to
0.0409). Glucose's action on R d (GE I.P,akel) dominated overall GE, av-
eraging 0.0206±0.0014 min - ' (71.6±6.1% of total); GE(HGO) was
0.0092±0.0024 min' (28.4±6.1% of total). Model-based GE estimates
were confirmed by independent measures in the same dogs obtained
from hyperglycemic clamps at basal insulin (p>0.38 by paired t-test,
after all measures converted to similar units of dllmin). These data in-
dicate that glucose-stimulated R d , not suppression of HGO, dominates
glucose effectiveness. Also, similar values are found from dynamic
and steady-state protocols. Glucose effectiveness is a major compo-
nent of glucose tolerance which can be accurately measured. Its
overall role in the pathogenesis of NIDDM remains to be elucidated.
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INSULIN RESISTANCE IN FAMILIAL COMBINED HYPERLIPIDEMIA.
J.F. Ascaso, A. Merchante, S. Lorente, J. Real, M. Tolosa, A. Priego, J. Mar
tinez-Valls, FJ Ampudia and R. Carmena. University of Valencia. Valencia.
Spain.

Goals. To study the insulin sensitivity index (Si), using the Minimal model
method, and its relationship with central obesity in 31 non-smokers, nor-
motensive Familial Combined Hyperlipidemia (FCH) male subjects.
Subjects: 31 FCH males, mean age 48.2±9.6 y., with central obesity
(WHR >_0.95; n=23) were compared with 20 control subjects of similar
age, gender and body weight. Secondary hyperlipidemia was ruled out
and plasma TC, TG, HDL-C, Apo B, FFA, glucose and insulin at baseline
and during OGTT (75 g glucose) were measured. Intravenous glucose
tolerance test (Minimal model method) modified with insulin was per-
formed. Results: The Si index was 1.65±0.96 x10-4 min -' mU/I in FCH
subjects and 2.86±1.22 x10 -4 min' mU/I in controls (p<0.01^. In the 8
FCH subjects with WHR <0.95 Si was 2.66±0.96 x10 -4 min - mU/I and
AUC glucose 858±99 pmol/l/min, significantly different (p<0.01) from
FCH with WHR ?0.95 and Si 1.30±0.68 x10 -4 min' mU/I and AUC glu-
cose 1203±201 pmol/l/min. In this group, fasting and 120 min plasma
glucose, triglycerides and 120 min plasma insulin were significantly
higher (p<0.01) than in FCH with WHR <0.95. In all FCH subjects the Si
index correlated negatively with the BMI, WHR, FFA and triglyceride
concentrations. Conclusions: Insulin resistance (expressed as low Si val-
ues) is a frequent finding in patients with FCH, with or without abnormal
glucose tolerance. Central obesity exacerbates the hyperglycemia, hy-
perinsulinemia, and hypertriglyceridemia. These abnormalities could
predispose to the elevated cardiovascular risk present in FCH subjects.
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COMPARISON OF INSULIN TOLERANCE TEST WITH VARIOUS SIMPLE
AND SAFE METHODS IN THE PREDICTION OF INSULIN SENSITIVITY.

Y. A1tunta *',U. Korugan2,N. Hekim3

1Haseki State Hospital, 2University of Istanbul, Cerrahpa;a Medical Faculty,
Department of Endocrinology and Metabolism,'Pakize Tarzi Laboratuary,

Istanbul-TURKEY

In the measurement of insulin sensitivity, intravenous insulin tolerance test
(IVITT) has been shown to have a high correlation with the euglycemic
hyperinsulinemic clamp method. We compared IVITT with levels of plasma
Insulin/Glucose ratio (IGR), levels of plasma insulin/C-peptid ratio (ICR),
fasting and 1-h postload insulin levels in 58 nondiabetic obese subjects (Mean
BMI :28.9±3.4 kg/m2, Age: 42.8±8.5 yrs). The glucose levels were
determined at 3 min intervals for 15 min after insulin injection. Insulin
sensitivity was estimated with blood glucose disappearance rate (KITT).
KITT 3.52±2.38%.min-1; fasting IGR 35.2±25.8 pM/mM;l-h postload IGR
138.5±74 pM/mM; fasting ICR 0.14±0.13 pM; 1-h postload ICR
0.25±0.15 pM, fasting and 1-h post load insulin levels were 124.2±48,
882±364 pM, respectively. KITT correlated only with fasting insulin level
(r=0.52, p<0.05) and fasting IGR (r=-0.47, p<0.05). Fasting insulin level
correlated with 1-h postload insulin level (r=0.58, p<0.05) Fasting IGR
correlated with 1-h postload IGR (r=0.55, p<0.05) and fasting ICR (r=0.65,
p=0.003) Fasting ICR correlated with 1-h postload ICR (r=0.67,p<0.001). As
a conclusion, fasting IGR, in terms of having a good correlation with IVITT,
is shown to be a simple and safe method in the measurement of insulin
resistance in obesity in epidemiological studies.
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LONG-TERM AMYLOPECTIN FEEDING CAUSES TISSUE-SPECIFIC
CHANGES IN INSULIN RESPONSIVENESS
J. Higgins, J. Brand Miller and G. Denyer. University of Sydney, Australia.
Dietary starch consists of a mixture of amylose (AMOSE) and amylopectin
(AMPEC). AMOSE is more slowly digested and absorbed than AMPEC. We
have previously shown that long-term AMPEC feeding causes whole body
insulin resistance with respect to AMOSE feeding. The present study was
conducted in order to define the tissue-specific effects of long-term AMOSE-
or AMPEC-feeding and thereby identify the primary lesion responsible for
the onset of insulin resistance in the AMPEC-fed rat, Male Wistar rats were
maintained on AMOSE or AMPEC diets for a period of 26 weeks, at which
time hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamps were performed at either basal
(50 gU/ml) or mid-physiological (150 µU/ml) plasma insulin concentrations.
Immediately following sacrifice, the liver, soleus muscle and adipose tissues
were excised and frozen until assayed for the rate of glucose uptake, glyco-
genesis and lipogenesis. At physiological plasma insulin concentrations,
glucose metabolic flux was significantly greater in AMOSE-fed than
AMPEC-fed animals in all tissues but brown adipose tissue (BAT). In
particular, glycogenesis was impaired in AMPEC animals relative to AMOSE
animals. For example, the rate of glycogenesis in liver from AMOSE-fed
animals (117± 10 nmol glucose incorporated/min/g) was double that
observed in AMPEC-fed rats (54±8 nmol glucose incorporated/min/g;
p < 0.01). Despite this extensive decrease in tissue-specific insulin
responsiveness, AMPEC-fed animals displayed no impairment in whole
body glucose disposal due to compensatory glucose flux through lipogenesis
in BAT. The rate of lipogenesis in BAT from AMPEC-fed rats (443 ± 77 nmol
glucose incorporated/min/g) was more than double that from AMOSE-fed
animals (203 ± 34 nmol glucose incorporated/min/g; p < 0.05). These tissue-
specific changes in glucose metabolic flux may be indicative of a'pre-insulin
resistant' state similar to that which occurs during the onset of obesity.

1109
CONSEQUENCES OF UNDERMODELING ON GLUCOSE
EFFECTIVENESS AND INSULIN SENSITIVITY FROM THE MINIMAL
MODELS ASSESSED BY MONTE CARLO SIMULATION.
Paolo Vicini', Andrea Caumo2 and Claudio Cobelli'. 'Department of
Electronics and Informatics, University of Padova, Italy, and 2Scientific
Institute San Raffaele, Milano, Italy.
The cold (CMM) and hot (HMM) minimal models of the IVGTT are a
powerful tool to investigate glucose metabolism in vivo. They allow to
estimate, from glucose, tracer glucose and insulin data, metabolic indices of the
glucose-insulin system, namely glucose effectiveness (GE) and insulin
sensitivity (IS) (of peripheral uptake & endogenous production those of the
CMM, Sc and S1, of peripheral uptake only those of the HMM, S G and St).
Recently, the MM single compartment approximation of glucose kinetics has
been questioned on a theoretical basis. Here, its consequences are investigated
via Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, by using a physiologically based two
compartment model of the glucose-insulin system as a reference model (RM).
The RM allows to generate a high number of noisy synthetic data sets of
glucose, tracer glucose and insulin plasma concentrations during an IVGTT,
which are then analyzed with the CMM and the HMM. The CMM and HMM
indices are then compared with the "true" ones from MC simulation. Results
(mean of 400 runs) show that: A) correlation of S 0=1.99 10"2 nun' with the
RM GE=1.33 10"2 dart' is weak (r=0.54), B) S,=2.39 l0' min' per iIU ml"` is
well correlated with the RM IS=6.46 10' min' per µU ml -' (r=0.92), but
severely underestimates it, C) S'=1.01 10 .2 min' is correlated (r=0.68) with
the RM clearance rate FCR=1.59 10-2 min', but not with the RM GE
GE*=0.89 10-2 min' (r=0.34), D) HMM insulin sensitivity S,'=3.66 10 -4 min'
per µU ml -1 is well correlated (r=0.91) with the RM index IS'=5.02 10 -4 dart'
per µU ml- '. Correlations and comparison of means improve, for the HMM
indexes only, if a volume of distribution is used. These results show that S o is
the parameter most affected by the single compartment approximation and that
the indices of HMM are much more robust than those of the CMM.
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TIME-DEPENDENT REGULATION OF INSULIN RECEPTORS,
GLUT4, HEXOKINASE 11, AND GLYCOGEN SYNTHASE BY
INSULIN IN RAT MUSCLES
A. Handberg, L. Koranyi, L. Groop, J. Vinten and S.J. Koopmans.
University of Copenhagen, Denmark, Wallenberg Institute, Malmoe,
Sweden and University Hospital Leiden, The Netherlands
Our aim was to study the time-course of insulin-dependent regulation and
expression of the insulin receptor (IR), insulin dependent glucose
transporter (GLUT4), hexokinase 11(1-1K II), and glycogen synthase (GS)
in skeletal muscle of rats. Conscious rats were exposed to euglycemic (6
mM) hyperinsulinemia (100 mU/1) for 0, 0.5, 2, 4, 8, or 12 hours, and
subsequently soleus, gastrocnemius, and rectus muscles were freeze
clamped and studied in vitro. Insulin receptor number and affinity for
insulin was unaffected by in vivo insulin exposure, and receptor number
correlated with basal glucose uptake (r=0.9, p<0.025). IR tyrosine kinase
activity (IRTK), however, was increased almost twofold (p<0.01) after in
vivo insulin stimulation (0.5-12 h), and correlated with insulin levels
during the clamp (r=0.4, p<0.01). A transient, muscle-type dependent
reduction (4 and 8 h, p<0.05) of GLUT4 and no change in GS protein
levels were found. GS activity in both soleus and gastrocnemius muscles
showed a transient increase (0.5 h, p<0.01) in fractional velocity with no
change in Vmax. This was accompanied by a transient increase of
GLUT4, GS, and HK II mRNA (0.5 h, p<0.1) after in vivo insulin
exposure. Insulin levels during the clamp correlated with GLUT4 protein
in gastrocnemius muscles (r=0.4, p<0.05) and with GLUT4 mRNA in
soleus muscles (r=0.67, p<0.005). These data indicate that primary insulin
receptor signalling is unaffected by prolonged in vivo insulin stimulation
in muscle, whereas the insulin response can be modified at the post-
ieceptor level by transient effects of insulin on mRNA or protein levels
and enzyme activities in certain effector systems.

1111
AGGRAVATING EFFECT OF FATTY MUSCLE AND FATTY LIVER ON
HYPERINSULINEMIA IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM

S. Katoht, Y. Mori 1 , J. Yokoyama 1 , N. Tajimat, Y. Ikeda t and K.

Ikeda2 . I Jikei Univ. Sch. of Med., Tokyo, 2 Kawaguchi Municipal
Medical Center, Saitama, Japan
Recently, triglyceride deposition in skeletal muscle has been
reported to be associated with insulin resistance in obese patients.
In the present study, we examined the effect of triglyceride
deposition in muscle and liver, which is the major target organ of
insulin, on plasma insulin level in patients with NIDDM. For 37

NIDDM patients (BMI 24.28±11.13kg/m 2 , 21 men, 16 women), the
abdominal CT was performed to evaluate mean hounsfield unit of
psoas muscle (PmCT) of the umbilical region, liver (LmCT) and
spleen (SmCT). We evaluated fatty muscle and fatty liver by the
ratio of PmCT/SmCT and LmCT/SmCT respectively. Visceral fat
area (V), subcutaneous tat area (S) and V/S ratio were measured by
the abdominal CT of the umbilical region. Furthermore, we
evaluated insulin response by the oral glucose tolerance test.
Fasting plasma insulin level (FIRI) inversely correlated significantly
with PmCT/SmCT ratio and LmCT/SmCT ratio (r=-0.59; r=-0.66,
p,0.05, respectively). There were no significant relationship
between V/S ratio and FIRI. In 16 female cases, FIRI inversely
correlated significantly with PmCT/SmCT ratio and LmCT/SmCT
ratio (r=-0.75; r=-0.83, p,0.05, respectively). In conclusion, not only
fatty muscle but also fatty liver may contribute to fasting
hyperinsulinemia in patients with NIDDM.
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GLUT 4 EXPRESSION IS MUSCLE GROUP SPECIFIC IN TYPE II
DIABETES MELLITUS. D.S. Hardin and J. Karczewski. University of Texas,
Houston,TX USA.
Significance: We have previously described muscle group specificity of GLUT 4
expression in rats and in human controls and athletes. However, to date, muscle
group specificity of GLUT 4 expression in human diabetics has not been
evaluated. Such specificity could have ramifications for the interpretation of data
regarding the relationship of GLUT 4 and insulin sensitivity in humans. We
hypothesized that expression of GLUT 4 is muscle-group specific in human
diabetics. Methods: In order to test our hypothesis, 9 non-insulin dependent
diabetes mellitus subjects, "NIDDM" (ages:39-53;HbAIc=5.9-11.4;BMI=21-52)
underwent percutaneous biopsies of 3 separate muscle groups: vastus lateralis
(V), gastrocnemius (G) and biceps (B). Each muscle sample was snap-frozen in
liquid nitrogen for future quantification of GLUT 4 content, GLUT 4 was
isolated by SDS-PAGE and immunoblot analysis and was quantified with I 125 -

labelled anti-rat GLUT 4 antibody and radionucleotide counting. Results:
Muscle-group specific expression of GLUT 4 was determined by calculating a
percentile for each muscle group (% of total gamma counts relative to the total
counts in all three muscle groups) in each individual subject. Results for all
patients reveal significant and consistent differences between expression of
GLUT 4 in the leg muscles (G=40±9%, V=33±7%, and B=34±6%; p<0.05
between V and the other two muscle groups). Also noted was a positive
correlation between BMI and GLUT 4 content in all muscle groups
(G:r=0.64,V:r=0.71,B:r-0.75). A negative correlation was noted for HbAlc with
biceps (r--.65) and vastus (r= -.61); however this relationship was not observed
in gastrocnemius (r=-.29). Summary: 1) Muscle-group specific expression of
GLUT 4 was observed in these NIDDM subjects; 2) GLUT 4 expression was
significantly lower in V than in G or B; 3) Positive correlation was observed
between GLUT 4 and body mass index in all muscle groups; 4) negative
correlation was observed between GLUT 4 content and HbAlc in V and B.
Speculation: In humans, V is the most commonly sampled muscle group for
determining the role of GLUT 4 in mediating insulin resistance. Perhaps
additional muscle groups should be studied before dismissing down-regulation of
GLUT 4 expression as a mechanism of human insulin resistance.

1113
EFFECT OF MATERNAL DIABETES ON BETA CELL FUNCTION
AND INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN NON DIABETIC OFFSPRINGS.

J. Blames, I. Camps*, JM. Fernandez-Real, J. Soler** and M.
Fernandez-Castaner**. Endocrinology Unit, Hospital Josep Trueta
de Girona, * Endocrinology Unit, Hospital Arnau de Vilanova de
LLeida, ** Endocrinology Department, CSU Bellvitge, Barcelona,
Spain.

The aim of our study was to analyze the effect of paternal and
maternal antecedents of NIDDM on beta cell function and insulin
resistance parameters in non-diabetic offsprings of NIDDM. Ninety-
nine non-diabetic first-degree offsprings: 31 with a NIDDM father
(Group A) and 68 with a NIDDM mother (Group B) were studied.
We measured total and HDL-cholesterol, triglycerides, fasting
serum glucose, insulin and C-peptide. We performed a 5 mg/kg
ideal weight continous infusion of glucose (CIGMA) to evaluate beta
cell function and insulin sensitivity from achieved values of glucose,
C-peptide and insulin respectively. The groups were matched by
age, sex and BMI. Group B have higher waist/hip ratio (0.93 ± 0.08
vs 0.87 ± 0.08, p = 0.007), higher fasting (96.1 ± 54.9 vs 77.6 ±
20.5 pmol/l, p = 0.01) and achieved (243.0 ± 142.1 vs 195.6 ± 77.5
pmol/l, p= 0.03) insulin levels than Group A. Blood pressure,
triglycerides, cholesterol, fasting and achieved serum glucose, C-
peptide, beta cell function and insulin sensitivity were not different.
We concluded that offsprings of NIDDM mothers exhibit higher
waist/hip ratio and hyperinsulinemia, factors that are linked to an
increase risk for NIDDM.

1114
EVIDENCE OF AN INCREASED NUMBER OF TYPE Ilb MUSCLE FIBRES
IN INSULIN RESISTANT RELATIVES OF NIDDM PATIENTS.
B.Nyholm', Z.Qu2 , A.Kaal', S.B.Pedersen', C.H.Gravholt' J.L.Andersen z ,
B.Saltin2 and O.Schmitz'.' Dept. of Medicine M, Aarhus Kommunehospital, Aarhus
and 'Copenhagen Muscle Research Centre, Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Insulin resistance is a common feature in healthy first-degree relatives of NIDDM
patients. To explore the mechanism(s) behind this condition in more detail, a
percutaneous muscle biopsy (vastus lateralis) was performed in 25 first-degree
relatives of NIDDM patients (R) and 21 matched controls (C) to examine muscle
fibre composition and capillary density. Insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (Rd) was
measured employing a hyperinsulinaemic (insulin infusion rate 0.6 mU/kg/min)
euglycaemic clamp and maximal aerobic work capacity (VO 2max) was determined
using a bicycle ergometer test. All had a normal OGTT. Rd (5.76±0.35 vs
8.06±0.36 mg/kg LBW/min, p<0.001) and VO 2max (49.3±2.8 vs 57.2±3.5
ml/kg LBW/min, 0.05 <p <0.10) were decreased in R vs C. An increased number
of type Ilb fibres (29.5±2.5 vs 21.0±2.8 %, p<0.05) was observed in R
compared to C, whereas no significant differences were found in the other muscle
fibre types or the capillary density between the two groups. Correlations were
observed between number of type I fibres (positive), number of type IIb fibres
(negative) and capillary density (positive) vs Rd (Type I fibres: r=0.39, p <0.01;
type IIb fibres: r= -0.51, p<0.00l; capillaries/ type 1 fibre: r=0.44, p<0.01;
capillaries/Ill, fibre: r=0.35, p <0.05) as well as VO 2max (Type I fibres: r=0.47,
p<0.0l; type IIb fibres: r= - 0.42, p<0.01; capillaries/type I fibre: r=0.39,
p<0.05; capillaries/IIb fibre: r=0.45, p<0.01). In a multiple linear regression
analysis with Rd as the dependent variable, VO2max (p <0.001), family history of
NIDDM and number of type IIb fibres (p <0.05) significantly determined the level
of Rd (r2 =0.64), whereas capillary density did not. In conclusion, insulin resistant
first-degree relatives of NIDDM patients are characterized by an increased number
of type IIb muscle fibres. Wether this finding reflects a reduced physical activity
level and fitness in R or is of primary genetic origin remains to be determined.

1115
FACTORS WHICH DETERMINE THE WORSENING OF INTRAVENOUS
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IN THE OFFSPRING OF PATIENTS WITH NIDDM
D. Aradjo, D A. Garcia-Estevez and J. Cabezas-Cerrato. S. de Endocrinologia.
C.RU S Santiago de Compostela University. Santiago de Compostela. Spain.
Objective. In order to evaluate the factors which determine the worsening of
intravenous glucose tolerance in subjetcs at high risk for developing NIDDM 15
glucose-tolerant offspring of NIDDM patients and 21 control subjects were
studied. Research design and methods. Each subject underwent a frequently
sampled intravenous glucose tolerance [FSIGT] test. KG index was calculated
between 10 and 40 min of an FSIGT test. Insulin sensitivity [S,1, glucose
effectiveness at zero insulin [GEZI1 and first and second phases of insulin
responsiveness [0, and',] were estimated using glucose and insulin kinetics
minimal models. The acute insulin response to glucose [AIRg] was calculated as
the area under the insulin curve above basal betwen 0 and 10 min., and the
suprabasal insulin effect was determined by the product of S, times AIRg.
Results. Offspring showed slower S, [14.1 ± 75 vs 9.25 ± 4.20 x l0 -s min - '(pmol'l -
')", p<0.01] and a similar AIRg [3284 ± 2280 vs 3105 + 1499 pmol'N, NSj than
controls. Sample division according to median of K 5 showed that control subjects
with low tolerance had slower AIRg [4417 f 2531 vs 2043 ± 1068 pmol'l -', p<0.05]
and lower suprabasal insulin effect [0.057 ± 0.03 vs 0.023 ± 0.009 min', p<0.05
] than controls with high tolerance. Offspring with low tolerance had a lower AIRg
[2574 ± 1197 vs 3707 f 1656 pmol'l', p<0.05] and slower GEZI [0.101 ± 0.05 vs
0.212 ± 0,08'-10 -' min', p<0.05] than offspring with high tolerance. Offspring with
high and low tolerance showed lower 0, [375 f 155 vs 272 ± 181 vs 698 ± 336
(pmohl')min(mmohl-t), NS] than controls with high tolerance. Conclusions. Our
data suggest that a decrease in GEZI and in AIRg are the main factors responsible
for the worsening of intravenous glucose tolerance in offspring of NIDDM patients.
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ACUTE AND TISSUE SPECIFIC REGULATIION OF GLUTAMINE:
FRUCTOSE-6-PHOSPHATE AMIDOTRANSFERASE BY INSULIN IN VIVO
*E. Rissanen, *A. Virkamaki, *S. Hamalainen and H. Yki-Jli vinen. *Minerva
Foundation for Medical Research and Department of Medicine, University of
Helsinki, Helsinki, FINLAND
Previous studies have shown that chronic changes (4 days) in glycemia and
insulinemia can regulate glutamine:fructose-6-phosphate amidotransferase
(GFA) in human and rat skeletal muscle. We examined whether GFA regulation
by insulin exhibits tissue specificity and whether it responds to acute
hyperinsulinemia induced by a 2-hour insulin clamp (insulin infusion rate 18
mU/kg"min) in nondiabetic (glucose 6.6±0.5 mmol/l, n=16) and STZ-diabetic
(20.1±1.4 nunol/l, n=16) rats. In the nondiabetic rats, 2 hours of
hyperinsulinemia increased liver GFA activity by 21 % from 244±16 to 295±14
pmol/mg'min (p<0.02). In the diabetic rats, both basal (182±17, p<0.o1) and
insulin-stimulated (241±10, p<0.01) GFA activities were significantly lower than
in the nondiabetic rats. The insulin induced 32 % increase in GFA was
significant also in the STZ rats within the 2 hour period (p<0.01). In hindlimb
muscle, GFA activities were 50-54 % lower in the diabetic vs nondiabetic rats
both basally (18.9±5.5 vs 34.9±4.3, p<0.02) and during hyperinsulinemia
(21.1±2.3 vs 31.7}4.4, p<0.05) but insulin didn't change GFA acutely in either
group. In the brain, GFA activities were comparable both basally (80113 vs
93±6) and during hyperinsulinemia (84±7 vs 83±4, diabetic vs control rats).
These data demonstrate that GFA is chronically downregulated by the
combination of hyperglycemia and hypoinsulinemia in insulin sensitive tissues
such as liver and in skeletal muscle but remains unaltered in the brain, which is
insulin insensitive. In the liver, GFA activity is acutely increased by insulin
implying that the time course for insulin regulation of GFA is shorter than has
been previously thought.

1117
CAFETERIA DIET CAUSES FEATURES OF INSULIN RESISTANCE

IN MATERNAL PROTEIN-RESTRICTED RAT OFFSPRING
M.Desai, CD.Byrne, K.Meeran*, ND.Martenz, SR.Bloom*

and CN. Hales. University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK;
*Hammersmith Hospital, London, UK.

The aim of the present study was to investigate whether the interaction
of early maternal protein restriction combined with a subsequent
cafeteria diet would affect the glucose and lipid metabolism in the
offspring. Rats were exposed to either a maternal 20% (C) or an
isocaloric 8% (LP) protein diet during fetal and postnatal life. All
offspring were weaned on to a normal laboratory chow until 6 weeks,
at which time they continued on either the same diet or were fed a
cafeteria diet. After 48hrs starvationt, at 12 weeks of age, significantly
increased plasma insulin concentrations were seen in LP rats on a
cafeteria diet compared to male C rats on the same diet [606 (479-766)
vs 462 (392-542) pmol/l, geometric mean (95% CI) of n=10 per
group; p=0.03]. This was despite a 16% reduction in body weight in
LP rats compared to C rats (p<0.001). Nevertheless, in both C and LP
rats fed cafetria diet, the blood glucose (6.0 ± 0.1 vs 5.9 ± 0.1
mmol/l, mean ± SEM, respectively), plasma triglyceride [1.82 (1.64-
2.23) vs 1.27 (1.00-3.36) mmol/1] and non-esterified fatty acid
concentrations [1.28 (1.12-1.46) vs 1.36 (0.97-1.90) mmol/1] were
comparable. Furthermore, cafeteria diet did not result in a significant
increase in insulin concentrations in the female LP rats compared to C
rats, suggesting that some factor(s) associated with gender protected
these rats [174 (111-274) vs 221 (180-273) pmol/l, respectively].
Thus, male rats exposed to maternal protein-restricted diet during early
development and fed a high fat-high calorie diet in later life were
becoming insulin resistant at only 12 weeks of age although this was
not sufficient to affect their blood glucose levels or lipid profile.

1118
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IS RELATED TD LIVER PROTEIN
KINASE A ACTIVITY IN NORMAL AND DIABETIC MONKEYS.
N.L. Bodkin and H.K. Ortmeyer. University of Maryland at
Baltimore, Baltimore, MD USA

It is well known that impaired glucose tolerance is a hallmark of
insulin resistant states, including older age and type 2 diabetes
mellitus. We have previously shown that the basal activity of liver
protein kinase A (PKA), a serine/threonine kinase, was strongly
inversely related to age in a group of monkeys (age between 13 to 29
years) with a wide range of insulin sensitivity. In these same
monkeys (4 were normal, 5 were hyperinsulinemic, and 7 had type 2
diabetes) we now report that the basal activity of liver PKA (1.8 to
39.1%) is positively related to glucose tolerance (glucose
disappearance rate from 0.6 to 4.3 %/min) as measured during an
intravenous glucose tolerance test (r=0.54, p<0.05). In order to
determine whether PKA activity was related to glucose tolerance
without age as a confounding variable, basal fasting PKA activity was
measured in liver samples from 10 young adult (7 yr old) monkeys.
The monkeys ranged in body weight from 7 to 12 kg, in body fat
from 4 to 19 %, in fasting plasma glucose from 2.6 to 3.6 mmol/1, in
fasting plasma insulin from 162 to 462 pmol/l, in glucose
disappearance rate from 2.2 to 5.3 %/min, and in acute (0-10 min)
insulin response to intravenous glucose (AIR) from 510 to 1704
pmol/l/min. Basal PKA activities ranged between 2.2 to 21.8 %.
PKA activity was strongly positively related to glucose disappearance
rate in these young adult monkeys (r =0.78, p<0.005). We conclude
that the impaired glucose tolerance associated with aging may be due
in part to a decrease in basal liver PKA activity, and that basal liver
PKA activity may determine glucose disappearance rates in lean young
adult rhesus monkeys.

1119
INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN FIRST DEGREE RELATIVES OF NIDDM
PATIENTS.
Ali Abbassy, Gamal EI-Bassiouny, Ahmed Gamal, Aida Saleh. Soheir
Said, Mona Abou El-Soud.
This Study was designed to predict whom of the first degree relatives
of type II Diabetes is Vulnerable to become diabetic.
The Study was conducted on 15 obese (groupr) and 15 non obese
(group II) obese first degree relatives of type II diabetics compared
with 10 healthy control Subjects of matched age and sex with no
family history of diabetes or other endocrinopathies.
Intravenous glucose tolerance test. C peptide levels after Intravenous
glucagon, glucose decay constant, incremental areas under glucose
and insulin curves were determined. Also, first and second phase
insulin secretion were estimated and insulin sensitivity (Si), glucose
effectivenes (SG) were calculated using MINMOOD computer
program. Our results revelead only a significant change in insulin
senstivity between group I & II (Reduction 40.91, P< 0.028) while
there was no significant change on comparing between group I &
controls & group II & controls.
These results indicate that the obese first degree relatives of NIDDM
patients are more suceptible to diabetes than non obese relatives.
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IN VIVO INSULIN INCREASES THE ACTIVITY OF SKELETAL
MUSCLE PROTEIN KINASE A IN PREDIABETIC MONKEYS.
H.K. Ortmeyer, N.L. Bodkin and B.C. Hansen. University of
Maryland at Baltimore, Baltimore, MD USA.

Insulin activation of skeletal muscle glycogen synthase and
glucose disposal is defective in both prediabetic and diabetic
primates. The reduced activation of glycogen synthase by insulin
could be the cause of lower glucose disposal rates, and could be the
result of the failure of insulin to inhibit cAMP-dependent protein
kinase activity, a.k.a. protein kinase A (PKA). To examine this
proposed mechanism, PKA activity was measured in skeletal muscle
(vastus lateralis) samples freeze-clamped in situ before (basal fasting)
and during a euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp in 27 rhesus
monkeys. Nine of the monkeys were normal (normal fasting
glucose and insulin), 8 were prediabetic (normal fasting glucose and
hyperinsulinemia) and 10 had spontaneous type 2 diabetes
(hyperglycemia). Insulin lowered PKA activity in normal monkeys
(basal vs insulin-stimulated, 14.4 ± 3.2 vs 8.1 ± 1.8%, p<0.05), but
raised PKA activity in prediabetic monkeys (5.4 ± 1.4 vs 10.5 ±
2.6, p<0.05). PKA activity was unaffected by insulin in the diabetic
monkeys (6.7 ± 1.8 vs 7.5 ± 1.4%). Basal PKA activity was higher
in normal monkeys compared to prediabetic (p<0.05) and diabetic
monkeys (p<0.05). Basal PKA activity was inversely related to the
insulin-stimulated minus basal change in PKA activity (r=-0.72,
p<0.001). We conclude that in vivo insulin during a euglycemic
hyperinsulinemic clamp decreases skeletal muscle PKA activity in
normal monkeys but is unable to decrease the activity of PKA in
insulin resistant (prediabetic and diabetic) monkeys. Also, the
insulin resistant state is characterized by low basal fasting skeletal
muscle PKA activity.

1121
THE INFLUENCE OF FAMILY HISTORY ON INSULIN SECRETION
AND SENSITIVITY IN NORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANT OFFSPRING
OF NIDDM PROBANDS

F.J. Pixie, M.A.K. Omar, A.A. Motala, A. Amod, G.M.B. Berger and
E. Gouws. University of Natal, Durban, South Africa.

Normal glucose tolerant first degree relatives of non-insulin dependent diabetic
probands have been shown to have metabolic abnormalities including impaired
first phase insulin secretion, insulin resistance and hyper-proinsulinaemia. The
current study aimed to evaluate insulin levels at fasting and 2 hours after 75g
oral glucose in relation to the family history of NIDDM
Patients and methods:
109 subjects, normal glucose tolerant by the WHO criteria were drawn from an
incidence study cohort. 38 had maternal inheritance, 24 paternal, 16 hi-parental
and 31 nil inheritance of NIDDM on history. Basic demographic data was
collected and all subjects underwent a standard 75g oral glucose tolerant test.
Homeostasis model assessment and the insulinogenic index at 120 minutes were
used to estimate 11-cell function and insulin sensitivity.
Results:
The groups were matched with respect to age, gender, systolic and diastolic
blood pressure. Body mass index was marginally different between groups
(p=0.062). There was a significant difference between groups for waist-hip
ratio (p=0.021). No significant differences were found between the groups for
fasting insulin (p=8601), insulin at 120 minutes (p=0.587), insulin-glucose
ratio at 0 and 120 minutes (p=0.1589 and p=0.8478), the insulinogenic index
at 120 minutes (p=0.9748), % I3-cell function or insulin sensitivity as assessed
by the HOMA model (p=0.6989 and p=0.1994).
Conclusion:
The presence of a single or hi-parental family history of NIDDM does not
confer a special risk for the disorder in terms of 11-cell function or insulin
resistance as computed by the HOMA model in the Durban Indian population.
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INCREASED ACTIVITY OF MEMBRANE GLYCOPROTEIN PC-1
IN JAPANESE NIDDMPATIENTS WITH INSULIN RESISTANCE

S. Teno, Y. Iwamoto, H. Kanno, S. Kumakura, A. Yokokouji,
R. Kanamuro, A. Sato and Y. Omori. Tokyo Women's Medical

College, Tokyo, JAPAN.
Insulin resistance is one of the characteristic features of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). Recent studies revealed that the
membrane glycoprotein PC-1 inhibited insulin receptor tyrosine kinase
and played a role at leas tin part in the insulin resistance of NIDDM. In
order to know whether PC-1 activity of fibroblasts is also elevated in
Japanese NIDDM patients, we measured the PC-1 activity of cultured
fibroblasts obtained from 12 NIDDM patients (BMI; 27.5±7.8, mean
±SD) including 7 insulin resistant patients with reduced glucose
infusion rate (GIR; 1.45±0.26 mg/kg/min) during euglycemic clamp
study and 7 nondiabetic controls (BMI; 23.8 ±2.6). A diabetic patient
with Werner's syndrome (WS; 29yr, male; GIR 1.21 mg/kg/min) was
also a subject of this study. Dermal fibroblasts taken from these
subjects by forearm skin biopsy were cultured in DMEM with 10%
FCS, and the PC-1 activity of the fibroblasts were measured using
[ 35 S] 3'-phosphoadenosine, 5'-phosphosulphate as a substrate.
Levels of PC-I activity of 12 NIDDM patients and 7 insulin resistant
patients were 98.3±31.8 and 107.9±26.3 nmol/mg/min, and were
higher than controls (42.6±13.8 nmol/mg/min, p<0.01). PC-1
activity of the patient with WS was also elevated (99.0 nmol/mg/min).
The results suggest that the insulin resistance is correlated with PC-1
activity of skin fibroblasts in Japanese NIDDM patients and a patient
with WS.

1123
EARLY INSULIN SECRETORY DEFECT RATHER THAN INSULIN
RESISTANCE AS A METABOLIC DEFECT IN OFFSPRING OF NIDDM
Y-S. Chung, K-W. Lee and H-M. Kim. Department of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, Ajou University, Suwon, Korea
Pathogenesis of non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus(NIDDM) is
heterogeneous; both insulin secretory defect and peripheral insulin resistance
contribute to the development of NIDDM. The purpose of this study was to
clarify the mechanism of early metabolic defect causing NIDDM in the
offspring of Korean NIDDM patients. Eight control subjects(age 25.5±1.6;,
BMI 22.8±0.9) and six healthy offspring of NIDDM patients(age 25.4±2.7;
BMI 22.9±1.7)participated in this study. 75g oral glucose tolerance test(GTT)
with C-peptide and insulin response, euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp test,
and hyperglycemic clamp test were performed. First and second phases of
insulin secretion were defined as the mean of 0-10min and 10-120min. insulin
secretion during hyperglycemic clamp test, respectively. Oral GTT revealed
that all of the study subjects had normal glucose tolerance levels. The
offspring of NIDDM and control subjects showed similar insulin secretory
capacity in oral GTT(insulin area under the curve; control 75.4±14.6 vs.
offspring 72.6±21.1 pU/ml x hr). There was no significant difference in
peripheral insulin sensitivity between control and offspring groups(control
8.13±1.42 vs. offspring 8.34±1.01mg/kg/min). Two out of the six offspring
of NIDDM had decreases in first and second phases of insulin secretion in
hyperglycemic clamp test compared to normal control subjects, and the mean
values were slightly lower in offspring group (first 27.7±7.1, second
46.4±10.4µU/ml) compared to control group (first 37.7±5.8, second
71.9±19.9µU/ml). In conclusion, early metabolic defects of Korean
offspring of NIDDM maybe related to insulin secretory defect rather than
peripheral insulin resistance.
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SKELETAL MUSCLE TRIGLYCERIDES IN IMPAIRED
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE AND NIDDM.
K-F. Erikssonl, E. Laurilal, B. Kiens2 and L. Groopl. Dept of
Endocrinology, Lund University, Malmo, Swedenl and August
Krogh Institute, Copenhagen University, Denmark2 .

Increased triglyceride content is believed to be an important factor
for insulin resistance m skeletal muscles. In the Malmo study 125 65-
year old men, originally identified in a health screening project, were
subjected to a hyperinsulinaemtc euglycaemic 2-h clamp combined
wit indirect calorimetry and a needle biopsy of the vastus lateralis
muscle at the end of the clamp. Muscle triglycerides were analysed
with a fluorometric assay and expressed in mmol/kg dry muscle
weight. At the preceding OGTT 56 men had NIDDM, 34 unpaired
glucose tolerance (IGT) and 35 normal glucose tolerance (NGT)
(WHO criteria). All groups were well matched for BMI 27.6, 27.8
and 27.1), for percent body fat (25.1, 24.0 and 22.5) and fat
distribution (wart to hip ratio 0.99 0.98 and 0.97) whereas maximal
oxygen uptake was lower in the I'IDDM and IGT groups (2.1, 2.3
and 2.4 1/min, p=0.004). Mean fasting glucose was 8.6, 4.8 and 4.6
mmol/l and serum triglycerides 2.2, 1.5 and 1.4 (p=0.003). Total
glucose disposal was lower in the NIDDM and IGT groups (3.2, 4.2
and 5.7 mg/min/kg, p-0,0001), affecting both non-oxidative (1.6,
2.4 and 3.6 mg/mm/k p=0.0001) and oxidative (1.6, 1.8 and 2.1
mg/min/kg, p=0.00015 glucose metabolism, but lipid oxidation was
increased in the NIDDM group (0.6, 0.4 and 0.5 mg/min/kg,
p=0.0008). The muscle triglyceride concentration was similar in all
groups (63 4, 76.2 and 65.1 mmol/kg) but higher in normalweight
(BMI 22.9) IGT subjects (62.2, n=6) than in both normalweight
NGT (37.1, n=8) and NIDDM subjects (30.5, n=12) (p=0.02 and
p=0.04). Considering all subjects muscle triglycerides correlated
with BMI (r=0.42, p=0.0001), waist to hip ratio (r=0.24,
p=0.02), total glucose disposal (r=-0.18, p=0.04), non-oxidative
glucose metabolism (r=-0.19, p=0.03) but not with serum
triglcyerides. In a general linear model muscle triglycerides were
dependent upon BMI (p=0.0001) and inversely upon lipidoxidation
(p=0.03) but not upon the glucose metabolism. In conclusion muscle
triglycerides are not increased in NIDDM when taking body weight
into account but may be increased in IGT.

1125
INCREASED SPLANCHNIC GLUCOSE OUTPUT AFTER ORAL GLUCOSE IN
NIDDM WAS BASED ON THE SECONDARY INSULIN RESISTANCE
T.Ishida,S.Horikawa,H.Daikuhara,H. Hosokawa, Y.Sayou and
J.Takahara.Kagawa Medical University, Kagawa, Japan.
The both pre and postprandial hyperglycemia in NIDDM are

based on both impaired peripheral glucose clearance(PGC) and
increased splanchnic glucose output(SGO). The different tissue
of insulin(Ins) resistance(IR) was studied with either hyper-
insulinemic euglycemic clamp combined with oral glucose(OG)
(0.2-0.75g/kg) or hyperglycemic clamp with OG(0.1-O.Sg/kg)
with or without basal Ins replacement. The rate of SGO after
OG(%SGO) was analysed. Attitude of Ins release was analysed by
the delta increment of Ins after OG(75g). These studied were
performed before and after glycemic control. Before glycemic
control,most of non-obese NIDDM(N=66) have IR on both
peripheral and hepatic tissue. Hepatic IR was well negatively
correlated with the delta increment of Ins in non obese NIDDM.
NIDDM with subcutaneous fat syndrome(N=12) have marked
decrease of PGC and mild increase of %SGO(85-90%)(control
value of 60-70%),while NIDDM with visceral fat syndrome(N=14)
have marked increase of %SGO(95-100%) and mild decrease of PGC.
Mitochondrial abnormal DM(N4) had markedly increased SGO(90-
96%) and mild decreased PGC. After acute replacement of basal
Ins,half of increased SGO was normalized. After reaching
excellent glycemic control, the DM whose delta increment of Ins
was over 30µU/ml obtained the improvement of SGO. We founded
that the increased SGO was normalized by both replacement of
basal Ins and improvement the daily profile of blood glucose,
though the attitude of Ins secretion after OG was not
normalized despite the excellent daily glucose profile.

1126
INOSITOL GLYCAN IN INSULIN ACTION AND RESISTANCE.
J. Lamer, G. Allan, M. Sleevi and L.C. Iivang,
Insured Pharm., Richmond, Va. and University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, Va., U.S.A.
Insulin interacts with its receptor and prov,::_as
a series of multiple intracellular events.
Defects in these signaling pathways can lead to
insulin resistance. The formation of low
molecular weight substances termed insulin
mediators is one of the products of the signaling
events. We have purified and characterized one of
these insulin mediators as an inositol gl/can
(IG). This mediator has been idenitified as 3-0-
mothyl--D-chiroinositol-galactcsamine (IG). Chic
pseudo disaccharide acts as potent stimulator of
phosphoprotein phosphatases which control key
enzymes in glucose metabolism. Several lines of
evidence have demonstrated -chat a defect in its
generation contributes to insulin resistance. YG
isolated from hemodialysate, urine, and autopsy
muscle is deficient in Type II diabetics when
compared to control subjects. Similar data have
been obtained in both rodent and primate models.
Infusion of IG to streptozotocin-diabetic rata
restored eucglycemia without hypoglycemia.
Chemically synthesized IG can mimic insulin action
in vivo and in human ovarian cells. In conclusion,
we have demonstrated that a IG isolated from
bovine liver or synthesized chemically has
insulin-like action in vivo and in vitro.

1127
ENHANCEMENT OF GLUCOSE TURNOVER AND OF SUPPRESSION
OF 13EPATIC GLUCOSE PRODUCTION WITH PORTAL INSULIN
DELIVERY IN RATS WITH RENAL SU13CAPSULAR ISLET GRAFTS
J. Guam, M.T. Behme, P.F. Zucker, R Thong, P. Atkison, and J. Dupre.
University of Western Ontario, London, Canada.
We have demonstrated decreased metabolic clearance of insulin, and insulin
resistance, in rats with syngeneic renal subcapsular islet grafts (REN), that
reversed streptozotocin diabetes. These abnormalities were absent with portal
delivery of insulin after renal-mesenteric-vein anastomosis (RMA). In the present
study, glucose turnover (GTR) was determined by 3H-glucose infusion during
euglycemic hyperinsulinentic clamps, with matching steady state insulin levels in
similar rats with REN with or without RMA. Two months after transplantation,
GTR was assessed in 4 REN and 4 RMA conscious fasted rats. After priming of 4
gCi 3H-glucose, 3H-glucose (0.4 µCi/min) was infused for 240 minutes and insulin
(REN: 10, and RMA: 20 pmol/kg/min) was infused from 60 to 240 min with 25%
dextrose infusion adjusted to maintain euglycemia. Mean values over 45 to 60 min
were used for basal state; and over 180 to 240 min for insulin-stimulated steady
state (INS-SS). Basal plasma glucose levels were similar (REN: 5.9±0.3, RMA:
6.2±0.1 mM); however insulin levels were higher in REN (132±18 pM) than in
RMA rats (70±3), p<.005. During INS-SS, plasma glucose (REN: 4.4; RMA: 4.5
mM) and insulin levels (571±46; RMA: 574±25 pM) were similar. GTR, hepatic
glucose production (HGP), and glucose infusion rate (GIR) are tabulated.

	

REN	 RMA
Basal	 GTR=HGP,	 min 6.9± 1.2	 8.7± 1.0	 NS

INS-SS	 GTR, mg/kg/min	 6.5±0.8	 11.6± 1.0	 0.006
GIR, mg/kg/min	 4.1 f 1.0	 15.8 f 0.9	 0.0001
HGP, min 2.4 ± 0.5 -4.2 t 0.7 0.0002

Thus we conclude that chronic systemic delivery of insulin from islet grafts results
in insulin resistance with impairment of both suppression of HGP and stimulation
of GTR. These abnormalities are prevented by portal delivery of insulin.



1128
A TYROSINE PHOSPHATASE AND PKC CONTRIBUTE TO INSULIN
RECEPTOR KINASE INHIBITION BY HYPERGLYCAEMIA
A.K. Busch, L.L. Hansen, G.S. Olsen and L. Mosthaf. Hagedom Research
Institute, Gentofte, Denmark.
Cells incubated in high glucose develop an impaired insulin receptor
kinase (IRK) activity. Several studies suggested that the activation of
serine/threonine kinases might be involved in this effect. It has been
speculated that an analogous mechanism is responsible for the reduced
IRK activity in NIDDM. We therefore designed a study with a range of
specific pharmacological inhibitors of different serine/threonine kinases
to identify the crucial proteins involved in IRK modulation. As reported
earlier, a relatively unspecific PKC inhibitor (H7), which also inhibits
PKA, prevented the negative effect of glucose on IR
autophosphorylation. We have now used three specific PKC inhibitors
with inhibitory activity to different PKC isotypes: R0318220 (PKC
a,(31,y,e), Bisindolylmaleimide (PKC a,131,e,y) and Go6976 (PKC 6,c,^).
IR tyrosine phosphorylation was reduced to about 51% in cells incubated
in 25mM 2-Deoxyglucose. Pre-treatment with RO318220 (100nM) and
Bisindolylmalemide (250nM) abolished or reduced this inhibition (110%
and 81% of insulin stimulated (100%), whereas G66976 had no effect.
This most likely indicates that additional PKC isotypes are inhibited by
RO318220. After downregulation of PKC with TPA for 16 hrs the IRK
inhibition was retained, suggesting that a TPA insensitive isoform can
mediate the effect. We could not detect a reversal of the glucose effect
with the PI3-kinase inhibitor Wortmannin, the PKA inhibitor H89, the
Cam-kinase inhibitor KT5926 or the serine/threonine phosphatase
inhibitor ocadaic acid. Treatment of the cells with the tyrosine
phosphatase inhibitor vanadate (100µM) abolished the glucose induced
inhibition. We also used an antibody that recognises the active form of
the stress kinase p38, however, since p38 was not activated a role of this
pathway can be excluded. In summary, we can demonstrate that the
glucose induced IRK inhibition is regulated by at least two different
mechanisms, a PKC isoform that is resistant to downregulation by TPA
and a tyrosine phosphatase. We speculate that changes in the expression
level or function of these proteins could contribute to the insulin resistant
state in obesity and NIDDM.
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INSULIN SENSITIVITY AND PANCREATIC fl-CELL RESPONSIVENESS IN

NEWLY DIAGNOSED NON INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETICS

L. Chassin, S.D. Luzio, R. Hovorka, D.R. Owens, University of Cardiff

College of Medicine, Cardiff, City University, London, UK

We have evaluated insulin sensitivity and pancreatic fl-cell

responsiveness in newly diagnosed non-insulin dependent diabetics

(NIDDMs) and made comparison with BMI-matched normals. A

frequently sampled insulin-modified IVGTT (0.3g glucose, 0.05 or 0.03

insulin per kg body weight) with minimal model (MINMOD) assessment

of insulin sensitivity (S i and So) was performed in 20 NIDDMs (age:

54±9 yrs, BMI: 28.5±3.6 kg/m 2, FPG: 12.6±3.5 mmol/L; mean±SD) and 20

normals (age: 47±11 yrs, BMI: 28.5±3.7 kg/m2 , FPG: 5.0±0.5 mmol/L). A

standardised meal tolerance test (MTT, 75g CHO, 500 kcal) was

performed in 16 NIDDMs (age: 50±9 yrs, BMI: 29.3±3.7 kg/m 2, FPG:

12.6±3.2 mmol/L) and 16 normals (age: 50±10 yrs, BMI: 29.2±3.6 kg/m 2 ,

FPG: 5.1±0.5 mmol/L). Pancreatic sensitivity M, (increase in C-peptide

secretion per unit increase in plasma glucose concentration) and basal

pancreatic sensitivity M o (fasting C-peptide secretion per unit fasting

glucose concentration) were calculated employing a novel model of

pancreatic responsiveness during MTT. In comparison with normals,

insulin sensitivity S, and pancreatic sensitivity M, in NIDDMs were

reduced by -80% (S i : 0.8±0.5 vs 3.8±1.8x104/min per mU/L, p<0.001; M i :

17.7±11.4 vs 90.0±43.3x10-9/min, p<0.001; NIDDMs vs normal), glucose

effectiveness S by -25% (1.6±1.0 vs 2.2±0.6x10 -2 /min, p<0.05), and

basal pancreatic sensitivity M o by -50% (5.4±2.2 vs 10.3±4.9x1119/min, p

< 0.005). We conclude that in newly presenting NIDDM there is a 4 to 5

fold reduction in both insulin and pancreatic sensitivity.

1130
MUSCLE GLYCOGEN SYNTHASE AND PHOSPHORYLASE IN OBESE
SUBJECTS WITH AND WITHOUT DIABETES
R. Munger, A. Golay, F. Assimacopoulos, E. Bobbioni, E. Jequier, J.P. Felber.
University Hospital Geneva and Institute of Physiology Lausanne, Switzerland.
The purpose of the present study was to verify in muscle biopsies, in obese subjects
± NIDDM, previous observations in normal subjects where a rise of plasma FFA by
means of a neutral fat infusion was inducing during a glucose-insulin clamp a
negative correlation between glycogen concentration [gly] and glycogen synthase
activity (GS) and a positive correlation between [gly] and glycogen phosphorylase
activity (GP). A euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp, associated with indirect
calorimetry, was performed in 18 non-diabetic obese, 6 obese diabetic and 9 lean
subjects taken as a control. Muscle biopsies were performed in vastus lateralis for
measurements of GS, GP and [gly]. Results showed a negative correlation between
[gly] and GS (p=0.007) and a positive correlation between [gly] and GP (p<0.001),
both in the obese group but not in the control group (NS). The positive correlation
between the rise in GS (AGS) and [gly] (A[gly]) during the clamp in the control
group (p=0.05), which might correspond to stimulation of glycogen synthesis by
GS, was absent in the obese groups (NS). Plasma FFA were higher (186 ± 24 vs 60
± 9 µmol/L, p=0.004) in the obese compared to the control group, total glucose
disposal (M) lower (3.67 ± 0.42 vs 7.24 ± 0.68 mg/kglbm.min, p=0.0002) and
glucose storage lower (1.15 ± 0.42 vs 3.70 ± 0.64 mg/kglbm.min, p=0.004). This
study suggests that the negative correlation of [gly] to GS might correspond to
inhibition of GS in obese subjects (retrograde regulation of GS) while the positive
correlation of AGS to A[gly], which normally correspond to the stimulation of
glycogen synthesis by GS (anterograde regulation), was blunted. The resultant of
these two opposite forces in obese subjects and even more pronounced in obese
diabetic patients would lead to a lower rise in GS and lower glucose storage in
response to the glucose-insulin infusion. The positive correlation of [gly] to GP
classically represents stimulation of GP by glycogen concentration. It might
possibly oppose inhibition of GP by increase in G-6-P resulting from decreased
glucose oxidation. These results present a mechanism which might participate to the
decrease in glucose disposal (lower M) and lead to insulin resistance in obesity and
type II diabetes.

1131
INSULIN RESISTANCE, HYPE,RINSULINEMIA AND SALT SENSITIVITY
IN NORMOTENSIYE, OBESE TYPE 2 DIABETICS AND NONDIABETICS.
L. Majkowska,W. Wieliczko, E. Andrysiak, B. Krzy±anowska, J. Gozdzik, R.
Bohatyrewicz, and S. Czekalski. Dept. of Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases,
University School of Medicine.
The aim of the study was an evaluation of the relationship between insulin
resistance, hyperinsulinaemia, and blood pressure response to salt intake (salt
sensitivity) in normotensive, obese (BMI>25,0) patients with and without type II
diabetes. Material: 10 newly diagnosed, obese, normotensive type II diabetic patients
(DM), aged 18-41 ys (x=35,7±7,2 ys) and 21 obese normotensive subjects (OB),
aged 19-43 ys (x=33,1±8,1 ys) without diabetes. BMI and basal 24-h blood pressure
measurements were similar in both groups. Plasma insulin levels were measured on
fast and during oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT). Insulin sensitivity was estimated
by steady-state plasma glucose concentrations (SSPG) achived during infusion of
somatostatin, insulin, and glucose. Salt sensitivity was defined as an increase of
mean arterial blood pressure > 5% after 7 days of a high vs. 7 days of low dietary
Na intake. Insulin resistance was significantly higher in DM than in OB group
(SSPG: 11,70±1,2 mmol/L vs. 7,9± 2,4 mmol/L, respectively, p<0,05). Fasting
insulin levels were 32,8±12,0 mU/L and 19,1±11,1 mU/L, respecitvely, p<0,01;
while insulin secretion measured as area under the curve (AUC) during OGGT wes
similar in DM and OB groups (62,9±18,3 mUIL/ntin and 58,2±17,2 tnU/L/tnin,
respectively). Salt sensitivity was found in 6 of DM patients and in 10 of OB
patients. SSPG levels in DM group were similar in SS and SR group (11,8±0,6
mmol/L and 11,6 ±1,9 mmol/L, respectively). Fasting insulin levels in DM were
higher in SS than in SR group (38,0±8,9 mU/L vs. 25,1±8,2 mU/L, respectively,
p<0,05) . In DM patients AUC of insulin during OGTT was also higher in SS than
in SR group (71,3±12,1 mU/L/min and 50,2±16,0 mU/L/min, respectively, p<0,05),
In OB subjects insulin resistance was higher in SS than SR group (SSPG levels
9,54±1,2 mmol/L vs. 6,82±2,4 nunol/L respectively, p<0,01) while insulin levels
and insulin secretion were similar in both SS and SR groups. Conclusion: Salt
sensitivity of blood pressure seems to be related to hyperinsulinaemia in
normotensive, obese, type II diabetics and to insulin resistance in normotensive,
non-diabetic obese subjects.
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1132
SKIN FIBROBLAST PC-1 mRNA CONTENT AND INSULIN
SENSITIVITY IN KOREAN NIDDM PATIENTS
H-M Kim, D-B Park, Y-S Chung, and K-W Lee. Department of
Endocrinology and Metabolism, Ajou University, Suwon, Korea

The pathogenesis of non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus(NIDDM)
consisted of decreased insulin secretion and insulin resistance. The
cellular mechanism causing insulin resistance is not fully understood.
Recently, It is reported that overexpression of PC-1 is related with
insulin resistance in NIDDM patients. The present study was
undertaken to determine whether skin fibroblast PC-1 is related with
insulin resistance in Korean NIDDM patients. We have measured
insulin sensitivity by euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp test and
PC-1 mRNA content(arbitrary densitometric unit, ADU) of skin
fibroblast in 13 Korean NIDDM patients(Age, 31.9±5.0 yr; BMI, 24.7
=2.5 kg/m') and 8 healthy control subjects (Age, 29.4±5.2 yr, BMI,
22.4±2.2 kg/rn'). Insulin sensitivity in NIDDM patients was slightly
lower than that of control subjects(5.4±2.6 vs. 7.8±4.2 mg/kg/min,
p>0.05). 2. PC-1 mRNA content in the NIDDM patients was slightly
higher than that of control subjects(2.4+1.6 vs. 1.9±0.8 ADU,
p>0.05). 3. There were significant positive correlation between BMI
and PC-1 mRNA content(r=0.51, p<0.05), and negative correlation
between BMI and insulin sensitivity(r=0.49, p<0.05). However, there
was no significant correlation between insulin sensitivity and PC-1
mRNA content. This data suggest that skin fibroblast PC-1 is not
related with insulin resistance in Korean NIDDM patients.

1133
INSULIN SENSITIVITY AND BODY FAT DISTRIBUTION IN A GROUP
OF VARYING GLUCOSE TOLERANCE SUBJECTS.

R. Lichiardopol and C. Dumitrescu , Clinic of Diabetes "N. Malaxa"
Hospital Bucharest, Romania

The body fat accumulation is associated to insulin resistance. The aim of
our study was to evaluate the influence of body mass index ( BMI ) and
of visceral fat accumulation on the insulin resistance and some
associated cardiovascular risk factors. After an overnight fast an insulin
tolerance test (0.1U.Kg -1 ), in 28 subjects with varying glucose tolerance,
was performed. The mean ( ± SD ) value of the blood glucose
disappearance rate ( K ITT ) was significantly reduced in non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM: 1.53 ± 0.4 ;n=13 ) as compared to
normal glucose tolerance (NGT: 3.68 ±1.9 n = 6; p<0.02 ) impaired
glucose tolerance ( IGT: 2.72 ± 0.9; n=5 ; p<0.02 ) and insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM: 3.65 ± 0.5; n = 4; p<0.001
subjects.
The visceral fat accumulation (waist to hip ratio :W/H ) was greater in
NIDDM (1.00 ± 0.07) versus IDDM (0.88 ± 0.07; p<0.01) and NGT (0.87
± 0.09; p<0.01) subjects. It was no significant difference in BMI between
NIDDM (28.7 ± 5.6) IGT (31.6 ± 2.1 ) and NGT (30.5 ± 4.2 ) subjects.
IDDM subjects had lower BMI ( 21.8 ± 2.6; p<0.01 ) as compared to
NIDDM, IGT and NGT groups. W/H was correlated to K ITT (r = -0.70;
n=28;p<0.001), basal insulin levels (r=0.69 ; n=13 ; p<0.05), Total
cholesterol/HDL cholesterol ratio (r=0.61;n=23;p<0.01) systolic and
diastolic arterial blood pressure (r=0.44; n=28; p<0.05).Between BMI and
K ITT , W/H, arterial pressure and lipid parameters it was no significant
correlation.
Our data suggest that visceral fat accumulation is associated to insulin
resistance and some vascular risk factors, independent of BMI variation.

1134
INSULIN RESISTANCE IN NIGERIAN SUBJECTS WTH NIDDM.
O.A. FASANMADE, A.E. OHWOVORIOLE, T.O. JOHNSON
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE, LAGOS UNIVERSITY
TEACHING HOSPITAL, LAGOS, NIGERIA.

Insulin resistance is now well documented to be closely related to the
onset and course of NIDDM. Nigerians are generally thought to be
very sensitive to insulin. No previous studies have looked into the
insulin sensisitivity status of Nigerians. A study was thus carried out
to measure insulin sensitivity (IS) in uncomplicated NIDDM subjects..
The glucose disposal rates (GDR) of the study subjects was compared
with a control group. Forty-three (22 males, and 21 females) people
with NIDDM were recruited. The two groups of subjects had their IS
determined by short insulin tolerance tests. The mean (SEM) of the
GDR (the index of insulin sensitivity), for the control subjects was
3.20 (1.06) and 3.17 (1.07) in males and females respectively; in the
non diabetics GDR correlated negatively with age, BMI and WUR.
The mean (SEM) values for GDR in the NIDDM subject was 1.73
(1.04) and 1.80%(1.06) in males and females respectively. The GDR
in NIDDM subjects was significantly lower (pcD.05) than in the
control subjects. 700%0 of NIDDM subjects had insulin resistance by
comparison with the controls. We conclude that in Nigerians insulin
resistance is commoner than generally thought among people with
NIDDM.

1135
BASAL C-PEPTIDE IN ORALLY-TREATED, FAIRLY CONTROLLED
NIDDM.
F. Losada, F. Relimpio, A. Pumar, D. Acosta, F. Morales and R. Astorga. Servicio
de Endocrinologia. Hospital Universitsio Virgen del Rocio (Seville, Spain).

We aim at elucidating the relationships of C-peptide and the C-peptide/glycaemia
ratio with known surrogate markers for insulin resistance in NIDDM patients in
good to fair control obtained without the use of exogenous insulin. To achieve such
a purpose, 130 orally-treated patients with aHbA, 0 level<7.5%have been studied.
Non-stimulated C-peptide levels (RIA) and the C-peptide/glycaemia have been
determined, and their relationships with the blood pressure status, blood pressure
figures, estimates of adiposity, age, known duration of diabetes, current therapies,
plasma lipids, glycaemic control, urinary albumin excretion rate, uric acid and
creatinine have been ascertained. C-peptide levels were significantly (p<0.05)
correlated with systolic (t=0.21) and diastolic blood pressure (r=0.19), BMI
(r=0.21), HDL (r=0.22) and non-HDL-cholesterol (r=0.23), apolipoprotein B
(r=0.29), log of triglycerides (r=0.39) and uric acid (r=0.35); and almost
significantly (p<0.1) with waist-to-hip ratio (r=0.18) and total cholesterol (r-0.17).
The C-peptide/glycaemia ratio had significant correlations with known duration of
diabetes (r= -0.23); diastolic blood pressure (r=0.21), BMI (r 0.22), log of
tdglycerides (5=0.23) and uric acid (r=0.36). Hypertensives had significantly higher
C-peptide levels than normotensives (1.04±0.04 vs. 0.88±0.04 nmol/ml, respectively
(mean±SE), p<0.05), and this difference remained significant after adjustment for
age and known duration of diabetes, and almost significant after adjustment for the
previous variables and BMI. The C-peptide/glycaemia ratio was almost significantly
greater in hypertensives only after adjustment for age and known duration of
diabetes. In conclusion, in well-controlled NIDDM patients not receiving exogenous
insulin, both C-peptide levels and the C-peptide/glycaemia ratio have significant
relationships with surrogate markers for insulin resistance.
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CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH SERUM CPR LEVELS IN
PAIIENIS WITH NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES  MEI UTUS.
T.Inukai, Y.Fujiwara, K.Tayama, Y.Aso, K.Ogino and Y.Takemura. Koshigaya
Hospital, Dokkyo University School of Medicine, Koshigaya, Japan

Syndrome X is defined as a concept including hyperinsulinemia, impaired
glucose tolerance, lipid metabolism disorder and hypertension, and it advances
atherosclerosis and then leads to ischemic heart disease. We designed that some
of patients with non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) might reveal
the pathogenesis similar to syndrome X. We therefore analysed clinical
characteristics of NIDDM patients showing high serum CPR levels. Studies
were conducted in 116 NIDDM patients (male:62, female:54, mean age:54.3 ±
2.4 y-o) therapied by diet alone or oral hypoglycemic agents (OHA). Serum
CPR were measured at fasting in the morning by RIA method and then we
divided into two groups as follows: one is a high CPR group with values more
than 2.3 ng/ml (group A) and another is a normal or low CPR group with those
less than 2.3 ng/ml (group B). All patients were measured body weight, blood
pressure, and serum lipids. Twenty eight percent of all patients showed high
serum CPR levels (Diet:15%, OHA:31%). There was the tendency of a positive
correlation between CPR levels and the mean blood pressure. Prevalence of the
complication with hypertension in group A was 38%, whereas that in group B
was 23%, and therefore a significant discrepancy was observed between both
groups. Body mass index in group A was obviously high compared with that in
group B, and prevalence of the complication with obesity in group A was
significantly higher than that in group B. In lipid, serum triglyceride levels in
group A was significantly high compared with that in group B (p<0.05).
Conclusions: Diabetic patients with high serum CPR levels were frequently
complicated with hypertension, obesity and hypertriglyceridemia, and therefore
they might possess a critical risk to provoke the atherosclerosis.
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INSULIN RESISTANCE MEASURED WITH SPECIFIC INSULIN ASSAY
AND MINIMAL MODELLING IN SUBJECTS WITH NIDDM
C.Kong. V.N. Anyaoku, S. Batty, P. Chong, D G. Goulis, D.G. Johnston, R S.
Elkeles and S. Robinson. Unit ofMetabolicAfedicine, Imperial College School of
Medicine at St Mary's, London, UK.

NIDDM patients have impaired insulin sensitivity (Si) and glucose effectiveness
(Sg) when estimated by minimal modelling. However insulin measurements in
previous studies were performed using radioimmunoassay, therefore including
biologically less active substances eg. split-32,33 proinsulin. We measured insulin
action and secretion in 20 NIDDM and 10 normal subjects using a specific insulin
assay measured by ELISA ( BMI 24.9 (IQR 24.1-26.5) vs 24.0 (20.7-28.8) kg ni
2 . Fasting glucose, insulin and lipid concentrations were measured while Si and
Sg were derived from Bergman's minimal model applied to an insulin-modified
frequently-sampled intravenous glucose tolerance test. NIDDM had significantly
higher fasting glucose 9.7 (8.4-10.8) vs 4.9 (4.7-5.3) mmol 1 .1 . p<0.001; as well
as fasting total cholesterol 5.6 (4.8-6.2) vs 4.7(4.1-5 4) mmol 1 -', p<0.05, and
triglyceride levels 1.63 (0.90-2 59)] vs 0.64 (0.57-0.68) mmol 1", p<0.005. I-1DL-
C was significantly lower 1.03 (0.90-1.21) vs 1.49 (1.27-1.66) nmsol 1 - ', p<0.05
Glucose tolerance as well as first phase insulin response were significantly
impaired in NIDDM, 0.60 (0.46-0.77) vs 2.33 (1.57-2 68) mmol min ', p<0.001;
24 (12-146) vs 107 (94-599) pmol 1 -1 , p<0.05 but there was no significant
difference in fasting insulin levels, 1.8 (1.0-11.8) vs 5.0 (1.4-6.7) pmol . 1 - '.
NIDDM also had reduced Si and Sg compared to normals, 3.08 (0.98-6.52) vs
18.26 (5.93-26.90) 10 '4 miri5 per pmol . l', p<0.005: 1.2 (0.9-1.4) vs 2.5 (2.0-
2.9) 10' .miri', p<0.001. Impaired insulin sensitivity and glucose effectiveness
have therefore been demonstrated in NIDDM using our assay for specific insulin
which is more logical for modelling purposes
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INSULIN RESISTANCE, HIPERINSULINEMIA, OBESITY, HYPERTENSION,
AND DYSLIPIDEMIA IN NIDDM SUBJECT IN INDONESIA, S.Ndraha, M.
Oemardi, I.Subekti, P.Soewondo, S.Sugondo, S. Waspadji, A.B.Ranakusuma,
S. Suyono, Metabolism and Endocrinology Division, Department of Internal
Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, University of Indonesia Jakarta, Indonesia
Non Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (NIDDM) is recognized to be
associated with obesity, hypertension, dyslipidemia, hyperinsulinemia and
insulin resistance. This cluster of metabolic-cardiovascular disorders is
known as the Insulin Resistance Syndrome. However, insulin resistance in
NIDDM subjects in Indonesia has not evaluated, A cross sectional study was
conducted to find it. The correlation between insulin resistance and obesity,
fasting insulin level, hypertension and dyslipidemia were also evaluated.
A body mass index, blood pressure and lipid profile studies as well as
euglycemic clamp technique were performed in 20 NIDDM subjects (8
women and 12 men, mean [±SD] age, 46,1 ± 3,5yrs, mean [±SD] BMI, 25,1±4,3
kg/ma). The mean [±SD] fasting insulin level, insulin sensitivity (M) and
sensitivity index (M/I) were 14 ± 6 mU/L, 6,4±2 mg/kg/min and 5,6±2,
respectively. BMI had significant inverse correlation with insulin sensitivity.
There was a significant correlation between M value and fasting insulin level.
However, no significant correlation between systolic, diastolic blood pressure,
serum triglyceride, cholesterol HDL and total cholesterol.
The result suggest that (1) fasting insulin level was lower than non diabetic
Asian subjects, (2) insulin sensitivity was higher, (3) obesity was associated
with insulin sensitivity (4) insulin sensitivity was related to fasting insulin
level, but not related to blood pressure, triglyceride, HDL cholesterol and total
cholesterol level. As conclusion, insulin sensitivity in NIDDM subjects in
Indonesia was higher compared to the previous studies, and no significant
correlation between insulin sensitivity and blood pressure, plasma
triglyseride, HDL cholesterol and total cholesterol. However, insulin
sensitivity was associated with hyperinsulinemia and obesity.
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CLINICAL REMISSION IN TYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS
RESULTS FROM ENHANCEMENT OF INSULIN SENSITIVITY

K.Karltdag, I.Arslanoglu,Y.Altmta9, I.Satman, N.Dinccag, A.R.Odaba1,
F.Salman, M.Sargm, A.M.$engUl, $.Karadeniz and M.T.Yilmaz.

Division of Diabetes, Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, and Insitute for
Experimental Medicine, Diabetes Research Unit, Istanbul University, Istanbul-

Turkey

In this study, we aimed to investigate peripheral insulin resistance (PIR) and
beta cell functions in 8 Type I diabetic patients with clinical complete remission
(F/M; 1/7, mean age; 23.8 ± 8.9 year BMI; 22.3 ±3,1 kg.m 2 , and Hb A r ,;
5.82±1.1 %). Remission was induced by multiple subcutaneous insulin
injections (MSCII) and defined by no insulin requirement in spite of daytime
normoglycaemic for at least 15 days. Results were compared with data of 4
healty control subjects (F/M; 3/1, mean age 21.2±6.5 year, BMI; 19.8±2.2
kg.m z, and HbArc; 5.6±1.2 %). PIR was assessed with hyperinsulinemic
euglycaemie clamp technique and beta cell functions with first phase insulin
release (FPIR) to IVGTT and C-peptide stimulation test (after 1 mg Glucagon
i.v. injection).'No difference was observed in glucose disposal rate (M value)
between remission and control subjects (6.76±1. and 7.11±1.1 mg.kg r min -r)
On the contrary, FPIR [(1'+3' min. insulin)-2x basal insulin] was almost
completely lost in remission patients (6.01 ± 6.5 mU.ml -r , compared to
98.19 ± 23.2 mU.ml -r in control group). Moreover, both basal (BCP) and
stimulated C-peptide (SCP) levels in the remission group were found to be
significantly lower than in the control group (BCP; 0.6 f 1.9 and 1.9±0.5
ng/ml, p<0.005, and SCP; 1.9±0.7 and 3.4±0.5 ng/ml, p<0.01 in remission and
control groups respectively). No correlation was noticed between M value and
FPIR. As a conclusion, our study suggested that improvement in peripheral
glucose utilization induced by removal of glucose toxicity with MSCII rather
than relieved endogen insulin secretion capacity might have impact on
appearance of clinical remission in Type I diabetes.
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IMPAIRED PROTEIN-INDUCED CATEC;HOI,	 _E (CA)
EXCRETION IN DIABETIC RATS,
B.N.	 o%s *, J.B. Young""', end I1,E. Metzger"'*. *JustjftIte
of Endocrinology and Metabo m, Kiev,U ` c; **I orth peestern
Uni'ersltf, Chicago, USA

It was shown earlier that protein supplementation to diet results
in an increase of CA excretion in normal humans and mduais ,
However, there is no data regarding the influence of protein on
CA secretion in diabetes mellitus. We investigated urine excretion
of epinephrine (E), norepinephrine (NE), and dopamine (D) in 18
streptozotocin induced diabetic (1 month duration of disease) and
18 control rats fed with chow and protein diets. CA were
measured by HPLC in urine collected for 24 hours 4 days before
and dining protein (casein) supplementation. Results were
analyzed using ANOLA-test. Basal CA levels were significantly
increased in diabetic rats compared to controls. The
supplementation of protein led to an increase of CA excretion in
control animals with the most pronounced elevation of D
excretion. However, in diabetic rats protein induced significant
rise of NE excretion only. Urine D levels rose from 27026±2399
to 54275±5130 pmol/mi (mean±SEM), p<0.01 in controls, and
from 36740±7309 to 70715±12025 pmol/nd, p>0.0S in diabetic
rats. NE excretion changed from 4014±152 to 4598±222,
i<0<05 in controls, and from 7404±317 to 9276±990 pmol/nd,
p<0,05 in diabetics. E excretion did not change significantly in
diabetics while it increased in controls by 29.5%. Thus, short-Lena
diabetes mellitus is associated with diminished response of D and
E excretion to protein supplementation to diet and these changes
may reflect impairment of CA secretion in diabolic rte.
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INSULIN RESISTANCE IN CHRONIC LIVER DISEASE WITH
IMPAIRED GLICOREGULATION

M.Motocu, D.Sampelean, M.Sampelean, University of Medicine and
Pharmacy Cluj-Napoca, Romania
The aim of this study was to investigate the action of exogenous

insulin on glucose metabolism in a group of patients with liver cirrhosis (LC)
and chronic hepatitis (CH) in correlation with the altered glucose tolerance
(DGT/DM) and the degree of liver damage (LC/CH). Material and method.
The study was carried out in a group of 36 patients with LC and CH with or
without DM or DGT. 11 patients with LC (Child class B and C) also had DM, 4
patients with LC presented DGT after OGTT with 75g powder glucose. The
17 patients with CH, of the same etiology, presented normal oral glucose
tolerance. All the patients were submitted to insulin tolerance test (ITT) with
i.v. 0,1 ID insulin/Kg body weight, determining the rate of serum glucose
disappearance (K-ITT) and the insulin sensitivity index (Delta
Glucose/Glucose=DG/G). The area under the curve was also calculated

(AUC-TAI method). The results were statistically interpreted using the
ANOVA test and the Student t test, comparing the 3 groups. Results. 1. A
significant decrease of the mean K-ITT in LC with DM was found, compared

to CH without DM (2,21 vs. 3,53, p<0,05) and a slow rate of serum glucose
disappearance. 2. Significantly modified AUC in chronic liver disease with
DM, compared to that without DM or DGT (table). 3. Insulin sensitivity index
(DG/G) was correlated with the degree of glucose tolerance impairment and
liver damage (DG/G=0,24 in CH without DM, versus 0,40 in LC with DM,
p<0,05). Conclusions. 1. Patients with LC and DM present a more marked
insulin sensivity. 2. The degree of insulin resistance is correlated with level of
glucose tolerance and liver function.

LC with DGT (4 patients) 	237 1 mg/41/30'	 T _
LC with DM (11_atients	 __ ^__v __4024 mg/d1/30'

CH without DMIDGT (17 patients)	 2180 mg/dl130'
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SEVERE INSULIN RESISTANCE IN A MODEL OF CRITICAL ILLNESS AND
PARENTERAL NUTRITION
Tim Heise, Lutz Heinemann, Achim A.R. Starke, Clinic of nutrition and metabolic
diseases, Heinrich-Heine-University Dusseldorf, Germany

During parenteral nutrition critically ill nondiabetic patients often show elevated blood
glucose levels despite high doses of insulin. This is most likely due to insulin resis-
tance caused by high concentrations of insulin-counteracting hormones. As studies in
such patients are difficult to perform we tried to simulate hormonal and carbohydrate
metabolism of critically ill patients and quantified insulin resistance in this model. 6
healthy volunteers received an i.v. infusion of 4 insulin-counteracting hormones
(epinephrine 100 ng/kg/min, glucagon 16 ng/kg/min, cortisone 5 pg/kg/min, growth
hormone releasing hormone 8 ng/kg/min) for 4h together with glucose (260
ng/kg/min) as simulation of parenteral nutrition. In a control experiment only glucose
was infused. In a second study insulin sensitivity was estimated by means of a two-
step hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic glucose clamp (blood glucose 5.0 mmol/l, insulin
infusion rates 2.5 and 5.0 mU/kg/min with hormone infusion; 1.0 and 2.5 mU/kg/min
in the control experiment without hormone infusion). This model established a meta-
bolic situation comparable to that seen in critical ill patients as indicated by highly
elevated concentrations of the infused hormones (epinephrine 1085±89 pg/ml
(mean±SEM), glucagon 1100±114 pg/ml, cortisol 1004±32 ng/ml, growth hormone
21±6 pg/ml), blood glucose concentrations (20.2±2.1 mmolJl), insulin concentrations
(90±32 ItU/ml), FFA (1073±159 µcool/1), lactate (5.7±0.4 mmol/l), pyruvate (188±20
pmol/l) and 13-hydroxybutyrate (143±1 µcool/1). In the control experiment blood glu-
cose and insulin concentrations increased slightly (blood glucose 6.9±0.8 mmol/l,
insulin 18±7 µU/ml, p<0.001 vs. hormone infusion), wheras the metabolites remained
stable (pyruvate, lactate) or decreased slightly (FFA, 13-hydroxybutyrate), p<0.05 vs.
hormone infusion, resp.). Infusion of insulin-counteracting hormones led to a app.
90% decrease of the insulin sensitivity index (0.6±0.4 vs. 4,5±1.3 mI/min x m 2 /
µU/ml, p<0.001). This model is able to establish a metabolic situation as observed in
critical illness under parenteral nutrition. The 90% decrease in insulin sensitivity ex-
plains the hyperglycaemia seen in nondiabetic critically ill patients.
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TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS AND HCV-Ab+ CHRONIC ACTIVE
HEPATITIS: EFFECT OF RECOMBINANT a-2b-IFN TREATMENT
S. Gentile, A. De Bellis, S. Turco*, T. Salvatore, M. Persico, S. Conte, A.
Panariello, M. De Seta, L. Gesue', A. Bizzarro and R. Torella. 1'* and
2nd University of Naples, Naples, Italy.

It has reported that the Interferon (IFN) treatment (tr) of Chronic
hepatitis (CAH) in patients with diabetes mellitus could interfere with
insulin action/secretion. AIM: to evaluate in NIDDM pts with biopsy-
proven HCV+ CAH the effect of recombinant IFN-a-2b (INTRON-A®,
Schering-Plough) on: 1) glycemic control, 2) autoimmune responses of
islet cell antibodies (ICA),  PATIENTS: 15 ICA- NIDDM pts (12F/3M) with
mean age 58±4y, diabetes duration 9±4y. All had had serum ALT
persistently > twice the upper normal limit for at least 6 months (mo.),
ad had fasting glycemia 142±65 mg/dl, mean daily glycemia (MDG; on 7
values) 158±71, HbAlc 7.6±1% . METHODS: All subjects received 3
MU IFN thrice weekly (tw) for 2 mo., then 5 MU tw for 10 mo. MDG,
HbAlc (Bio-Rad, n.v.<6.6), body weight (BW), ICA (indirect IF on
human pancreas according to the 3`d Int. Workshop Stand. of ICA), were
measured before, 6 and 12 mo. after IFN starting. IFN efficacy was
assessed on persistent ALT normalization for at least other 6 mo.
RESULTS: compared to baseline, IFN Tr produced no impairment of
glycemic control (this being improved in 10 pts and unchanges in 5),
MDG was -9.5±3% (141±9 vs 156±7, p n.s.), HbAlc -6.3±0.6% (7.1±0.6
vs 7.6±1, p n.s.), body weight -5±2.5% (74±7 vs 79±9, p n.s.). Apon IFN
withdrawal, 4 pts were sustained responders (26.7%), 6 early rsponders
with relaps (40%), and 5 non-responders (33.3%). All had no significant
changes of ICA titres. CONCLUSION : the effect of recombinant IFN-a-
2b Tr that we observed in ICA- NIDDM pts: 1) is similar to that already
reported by other, 2) does not affect the glycemic control, and 3) does
not induce ICA+, therefore it may be safely used in NIDDM pts with
HCV+ ICA- CAH.
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INSULIN SENSITIVITY AFTER CHRONIC PREDNISONE
TREATMENT
BRUNO A., FORNENGO P., DE SALVIA A., PACINI - G., CAVALLO-
PERIN P., PAGANO G.
INTERNAL MEDICINE DEPARTMENT - UNIVERSITY OF TURIN -
LADSEB-CNR - UNIVERSITY OF PADUA - ITALY
Glucocorticosteroid treatment produces glucose intolerance combined with higher
insulin levels. Peripheral hyperinsulinemia can be due to an enhanced beta-cell
secretion, to a reduced hepatic extraction or to a combination of both. The simple
observation of the peripheral values of the hormone does not provide further
information on the level at which the impairment occurs. Aim of the study is to
evaluate the beta-cell insulin production and his hepatic clearance, in normal
glucose tolerance subjects treated with a long term prednisone (PN) therapy. We
studied 6 subjects (2 males, 4 females; BMI 26.9±2.6 kg/m 2; 49.3±9.0 yrs), with
normal oGTT, without family evidence of diabetes mellitus, not in therapy with
any drugs in the last 6 weeks, with normal renal and liver function, affering to the
Pneumology ward for sarcoidosys or chronic obstuctive pulmonary disease and
needing for prolonged prednisone treatment (50 mg orally for 30 days). They
received a Frequent Sampling Intra-venous Glucose Test (FSIGT: 0.33 g
glucose/kg) the day before the beginning (BT) ant after thirty days of treatment
(AT), minimal model is used. Fasting plasma glucose, insulin, C-peptide levels,
glucose effectivness (SG) and basal insulin delivery rate (BDR) during FSIGT
were not modified by PN treatment, whereas insulin sensitivity (SI = BT:
44.2±25.9 vs AT: 35.9±22.4 ruin ' 2 /(pmol/L) MEAN±DS; p < 0.05 Student's t test
for paired data) and sensitivity of the first-phase C-peptide secretion (OIC =
BT:106±52 vs AT: 193±62 pmol mind mg' l dl; p<0.003) were significantly
modified. These results suggest that chronic prednisone treatment induces a
reduction of insulin sensitivity with higher insulin secretion and normal hepatic
extraction without hyperglicaemia.
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DIABETES MELLITUS AND LIVER TRANSPLANTATION IN
MALNOURISHED HCV-Ab+ CIRRHOTIC PATIENTS
S. Gentile, S. Turco*, T. Salvatore, F. Sasso, M. Persico and R.
Torella. Liver Unit, 	 * and 2nd University of Naples, Italy.

The asociation between non insulin dependent diabetes mellitus
(NIDDM) and liver cirrhosis (C) has been frequently described. In
addition, transient diabetes mellitus has been reported after orthotopic
liver transplantation (OLT) in C as a consequence of prednisone
treatment (PT). NIDDM is more frequent in decompensated than in
compensated C. In tum, a close relationship is reported between liver
function (LF) and nutritional status (NS), the prevalence of malnutrition
(Ma) increasing as liver function deteriorates. AIM: evaluate a possible
relationship between changes of NS and glycometabolic equilibrium
(GE) in 5 malnourished HCV+ C pts (Child C) with NIDDM before and
during 24 months after OLT. Mean age pre-OLT was 57±6, and b wt
62±5 (BMI 23±3 even though with acites), diabetes duration 8±3y and
cirrhosis known by 5±2y. METHODS: lean body mass (cm, MAMC:
mid-arm muscle circumference), triceps skinfold thickness (mm, TSF:
fat deposit), muscle arm area (cm2, MAA, extrapolated) were
measured and insulin dosage (IU) (U/kg b wt) was recorded.
RESULTS: compared with pre-OLT values, a significant increase of
MAMC (23±7 vs 28±4, p<0.01), TSF (7.5* vs 10.2±4, p<0.05), and
43±8.9 vs 51.4±9.4, p<0.05) and a significant decrease of ID (0.9±0.5
vs 0.2±0.2, pe0.05) were observed in parallel with prednisone
reduction; 2 out of 5 pts withdrown insulin. The correlation coefficient
between the reduction of ID and MAMC was -0.738, p<0.01.
CONCLUSION: a significant increase in lean body mass is associated
with a reduction of insulin need in C pts with NIDDM, probably due, in
addition to prednisone reduction, to an improvement of insulin-
resistance of malnourished and decompensated cirrhotic patients.
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INSULIN ACTION IN PRIMARY HYPERALDOSTERONISM
J. Skrha, G. Sgindelka, J. Widimsky and J. Hilgertova. Dept. of Internal
Medicine 3, Faculty of Medicine 1, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic

The impaired insulin sensitivity has been repeatedly described in patients with
essential hypertension. The aim of this study was to evaluate insulin action at
receptor and postreceptor levels in hypertensive patients with primary
hyperaldosteronism (PH). This diagnosis was confirmed in six patients (mean
age 50 yrs, range 38-61 yrs, body mass index 28.2±2.8 kg/m 2) by clinical and
laboratory test. Their blood pressure was monitored during 24 hrs by Spacelab
tonometer (SBP 159±13 mm Hg, DBP 98±8 mm Hg), plasma aldosterone
concentration in supine position was 344±168 pg/ml (normal value below 150
pg/ml) and serum potassium concentration 3.0±0.3 mmol/l, All patients had
normal fasting plasma glucose (4.6±0.4 mmol/1) and fasting serum insulin
concentration (15.5±4.3 mU/l). Isoglycaemic hyperinsulinemic clamp on
Biostator (insulin infusion rate 1.0 mU/kg/min) and insulin receptors on
erythrocytes were evaluated in all of them. Plasma potassium concentration
was maintained within the normal limits during the clamp. Control group
consisted of 7 healthy persons of appropriate age and body mass index. A
decreased glucose disposal rate (21.0±6.6 vs 34.9±10.2 pmol/kg/min, p<0.01),
metabolic clearance rate of glucose (4.6±1.6 vs 7.6±1.9 ml/kg/min, p<0.01) and
insulin sensitivity index (23.8±9.8 vs 39.4±13.7 µmol/kg/min per mU/1x100,
p<O.02) were found in patients with PH as compared to healthy persons. No
changes in the insulin receptor binding characteristics were present in these
patients. An inverse relationship between plasma aldosterone concentration and
insulin sensitivity index (r=-0.36, p=0.05) was observed in PH patients. We
conclude that primary hyperaldosteronism is accompanied by insulin
insensitivity at postreceptor level. Further research will be necessary to discover
possible underlying pathogenetic mechanism.
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POST TRANSPLANT DIABETES MELLITUS IN LIVE RELATED RENAL
TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS
F. Jawad, R. Shaikh, A. Naqvi and A. Rizvi, Sindh Institute of Urology and
Transplantation (SIUT), Dow Medical College, Karachi-Pakistan

Post Transplant diabetes mellitus (FFDM) is a major sequelae secondary to
glucocorticosteroid therapy in renal transplant recipients. The aim of this study was to
determine the prevalence of PTDM in the early post transplant period in two groups of
patients, in relation to dosage of steroids. Group I on a high dose (0.6 mg/kg/day) and
Group 11 onlow dose (0.3 mg/kg/day). Each group comprised of 62 patients with a renal
allograft from a live related donor. The follow-up period was one year Cydosporin was
given to both groups in the dose of 10 mg/kg/day. Each recipient was subjected to a
fasting and 2 hours post prandial blood glucose on every follow-up visit. The WHO
criteria of fasting blood glucose >7.8 mmol/1 and 2 hours post prandial blood glucose >
11.1 nnnol/I (venous plasma) was diagnostic for diabetes mellitus. Patients with doubtful
values were subjected to a formal Oral Glucose Tolerance Test as recommended by
WHO. Body mass index (BMI) of all cases was calculatedby the formula : wt fit kg / ht in
m 2 .  Family history of diabetes was inquired and HLA-DR antigens noted. The male to
female ratio (4.6:1 vs 4.2:1) and the mean age (302 yrs vs 29.25 yrs) was similar in both
groups. Thirteen patients from Group I and 4 from Group II developed PIDM. The
mean time period between transplantation and appearance of PIDM was 79 days in
Group I and 106 days in Group II. The mean dose of methyipsednisolone taken by
PTDM subjects of Group I (36.5 mg/day) was significantly higher than those with a
normal glucose tolerance (28.1 mg/day) p< 0.001. In Group II the mean dose in PIDM
subjects was 16mg and in non PTDM 14mg daily. BMI was significantly higher in the
PIDM subjects of both groups compared with non PLUM (Group 1: 21.8 vs 18.4, p <0.01
and Group 11: 21.02 vs 17.9, p< 0.01). Other factors as HLA antigens, family history of
diabetes and gender did not influence the development of PIDM. Satatistical analysis
included Chi Square Test and Student t Test. The study concluded that steroid dose was
directly related to the development of PTDM in the early post transplant period and
obesity (raise BMI) was also an associated risk factor.
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CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS IN ADULT TURNER SYNDROME
AND THE INFLUENCE OF SEX HORMONE SUBSTITUTION
C.H. Gravholt`, R.W. Naeraaz, B. Nyholm', U. Gerdes', E. Chistiansen°, O.
Schmitz' and J.S. Christiansen'. 'Medical Department M, ZPaediatrics and 'Clinical
Chemistry, Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus Kommunehospital, Aarhus; "Medical
Department A, Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Turner syndrome is associated with abnormalities of glucose metabolism and
epidemiological data show increased frequency of NIDDM, ischaemic heart disease
and osteoporosis. Since most women with Turner syndrome are treated with sex
hormone substitution we examined the impact of this treatment on cardiovascular
risk factors. We performed OGGT and FSIVGTT (minimal model), as well as 24
hour ambulatory blood pressure and measurement of circulating lipids. The patients
(N=26, 33.1±7.9 y (mean±SD)), were examined twice before (TB) and after (TA)
sex hormone treatment, while controls (N=24, 32.7 ± 7.8 y) were examined once.
Women with Turner syndrome received either oral (0) or transdermal (T) 17-/I-
estradiol (17-/3-E) and oral norethisterone (0-17-p-E: N= 14; T-17-/I-B: N= 12) for
6 month after 4 month washout. AUC,,,(TB) from OGTT was significantly higher
than in controls (7.7±2.3 vs 4.9±2.0 mmol/L*3 h, p <0.0005), and increased after
treatment (p <0.02). AUC(TB) from OGTT was also significantly higher than in
controls (622±380 vs 441±152 pM*3 h, p=0.05), while there was no difference
before and after treatment. SI(TB) was similar to controls, and unchanged after
treatment. First phase insulin secretion was deficient compared with controls
(p=0.03) and did not increase with treatment. No change in S G and circulating levels
of cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol and triglycerides was seen. 24-hour systolic,
diastolic BP and diastolic night/day (N/D) ratio were all significantly elevated in
Turner syndrome before treatment compared with controls, and 24 hour diastolic BP
decreased, while diastolic N/D ratio increased significantly with treatment, as did
LBM (p=0.0005). No differences could be attributed to route of administration.
Glucose intolerance and deficient insulin secretion are prominent characteristics in
Turner syndrome. Elevated blood pressure, partly normalized by sex hormones, and
increased diastolic N/D ratio, suggesting that Turners are non-dippers, and a normal
lipid metabolism was seen. In conclusion, women with Turner syndrome have
several of the characteristics seen in the metabolic syndrome.
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DISTURBANCES IN CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AMONG
PATIENTS WITH SHEEHAN'S SYNDROME

F.Bayram, K.Unluluzarci and F.Kelettimur. Erciyes University, Kayseri,
Turkey.
Sheehan's syndrome is a clinical picture due to postpartum necrosis of
anterior pituitary gland with various degree of pituitary insufficiency.
Tendency to hypoglycemia is an expected situation because of counter-
regulatory hormone deficiencies such as growth hormone (GH) and
cortisol. Although fasting blood glucose levels and insulin values were
reported as normal, impaired glucose tolerance and reduced stimulatory
effect of glucose on insulin secretion were also reported in GH deficient
states. In order to determine the prevalence of glucose intolerance, an oral
glucose tolerance test (OGTT) was carted out and blood glucose, insulin
and C peptide values were determined at 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 240,
300 minutes in six incomplete (three of them have normal ACTH reserve)
and 13 complete ; total 19 patients with Sheehan's syndrome. All cases
were GH deficient. Average age (year) and body mass index (BM1= kg/m')
for control group was 45.6± 9.1 and 31± 2.2 and for the patients with
Sheehan's syndrome was 45.9± 7.7 and 28.1± 6.6 respectively. All patients
had normal fasting blood glucose levels , however, three (15.8%) of them
showed diabetic curve after OGTT. Thirty minutes blood glucose values
(188.7± 16.6 ; 155.4± 33.3 nnnol/1) and 150 and 180 minutes insulin
values (6.0± 2.4 / 19.8± 14.4 ; 3.6± 1.8 / 22.2±28.8 nmol/1) were
significantly (p<0.05) different in control and patient groups respectively,
as determined by area under curve (AUC) at 30 minute intervals and
results are expressed as means± SD. In conclusion; like OH excess, GH
deficiencies, meanwhile Sheehan syndrome, may cause glucose
intolerance although the underlying mechanism is not completely clear.

1150
ANDROGEN STEROID PATTERN IN NORMAL WEIGHT MEN WITH
INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS. EWCM van Dam,
EWGM Lentjes and HMJ Krans. University of Leiden, Leiden, The Ne-
therlands.
Androgens, insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia are supposed to be
factors involved in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis. Current litera-
ture suggests that insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia are accom-
panied by decreased serum concentrations of Testosterone (T), Sex
Hormone Binding Globulin (SHBG) and Dehydroepiandrosterone
Sulphate (DHEAS). Persons with IDDM have increased (peripheral)
insulin levels and develop insulin resistance. Therefore we compared
fourty-seven men with IDDM of 2 to 15 years duration, in the age of 30
to 45 years, without complications or other diseases, with 44 sex-, age-
and weight-matched controls, who have no relatives (up to third
degree) with Diabetes Mellitus. The following results were obtained (t-
test for independent samples):

control (n)	 IDDM (n)	 p-value
Insulin say (U/day)	 -	 58.1±1.9(47)	 -
glucose1 , t,,g (mmol/I)	 4.8±.1 (44)	 11.7±.8 (46) 0.000
HbAlc (%)	 5.2±.1 (44)	 8.1±.2 (45) 0.000
testosterone (nmol/I) 22.7±.8 (43)	 25.2±.9 (47)	 0.036
SHBG (nmol/I)	 27.9±1.47(44) 41.7±2.42 (46) 0.000
FAI (Tx100/SHBG)	 86.7±5.1 (44) 67.5±3.5 (46) 0.002
DHEAS (umol/I)	 7.5±.3 (44)	 6.7±.3 (47)	 0.189
We found a slightly increased T, a clearly increased SHBG, a decrea-
sed free androgen index (Tx100/SHBG) and an unchanged DHEAS in
IDDM. These findings suggest that 1) there is no support for a direct
connection between hyperinsulinemia or insulin resistance and DHEAS
2) peripheral hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance are accompanied
by unsuppressed SHBG and 3) the FAI and thus bioavailablility of T is
lower in longstanding hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance, as a
consequence of a strongly increased SHBG and less increased total T.
Further statistical analysis, eg logistic regression will be performed on
these factors and other involved hormonal factors.
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SEVERE INSULIN RESISTANCE IN PITUITARY APOPLEXIA.
M.J.M, Ursich, R.T.Fukui, M.E.R.Silva, G.B. Ruggeri, L.M. Barros, M.
Knoepfelmacher, L.R. Salgado, B.Liberman and B.L.Wajchenberg.
Laboratory of Medical Investigation, University of Sao Paulo Medical
School, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
A 27 year old non diabetic acromegalic man developed severe insulin
resistance after pituitary apoplexia. Large doses of human regular insulin
(700-900 U/day) intravenously were necessary for glycemic control for 3
days when the insulin doses were progressively decreased and 14 days
after the acute event the glycemic levels became normal without insulin
therapy . During acute phase fasting C peptide was 4.63 nM , GH 85
ltg/L, IGF-1 1730 ng/ml, 	 and insulin antibody levels negative. To
investigate if a factor present in serum could be responsible for this
unusual insulin resistance, TNF a was measured (bioassay) and patient's
sera during acute phase (S 1) and 30 days after apoplexia (S2)(IGF-1 905
ng/ml) were incubated during 60 minutes with rat epididymal adipose cells.
To avoid the IGF-1 influence a control serum (C) in which IGF-1 was
added to reach similar concentration to that in patient's serum was also
incubated with the adipocytes. After incubation cells were washed five
times in Krebs-Ringer III buffer. Insulin binding was determined incubating
1251 -insulin with the adipose cells and glucose transport by incubation with
D-U- 14C-glucose with increasing amounts of insulin for 60 minutes.
Glucose transport(nmoles/2xlO5cells)	 %Binding)	 TNFa

Ins (µU/ml)	 0	 50	 100	 (2xl05cells	 IU

Si	 16.6	 49.6	 78.2	 5.0	 2,560
S2	 19.6	 80.3	 124.1	 3.8	 4
C	 20.2	 86	 117	 4.6	 <8

Impaired glucose transport was observed in spite of increased insulin
binding in the adipocytes treated with the patient's serum with high TNFa
levels. However when the cytokine level became normal, glucose
transport was restored. TNFa at very high concentration was probably
an important factor for the insulin resistance presented by the patient.
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ALBUMIN-SEX HORMONE-BINDING CAPACITY IN IDDM

FWF Hanna', WG Nicola2 , KM Ibrahim2 , J Peters' and A Rees'. (1) Department of

Medicine, University Hospital of Wales, Cardiff, UK. (2) Endocrine and Diabetes

Unit, National Research Centre, Cairo, Egypt

It has been recently recognised that the bioavailable testosterone (T) includes not only

the free but also 55% of the albumin-bound fraction. Forty and 60 % of T and

oestradiol (E2) respectively are carried by albumin. Our aim was to investigate if the

albumin-bound T and E2 will be affected in IDDM and if there will be any correlation

with the degree of albumin glycation. Twelve male and 18 female IDDM patients

38.5±6.6 years (mean±SEM) with a mean duration of DM of 15.1±5.4 were compared

with 23 age & sex matched controls. Fasting blood samples were withdrawn from both

groups for measurement of serum albumin, serum fructosamine (as an indicator of

albumin glycation), serum total and albumin-bound T in males and E2 in females.

Serum albumin was similar in controls and DM. Albumin-bound T in IDDM

(mean+SEM nmol/L) was 2.4±0.7 compared to 5.17±0.2 in controls (p< 0.001). In

females, albumin-bound was similarly reduced in IDDM compared to controls; 46.99

± 2.83 pmol/L and 120.01 ± 3.82 respectively (p< 0.001). Serum fructosamine

showed significant negative correlation with the albumin-bound sex hormone fractions

with a correlation coefficient (r) of 0.62 in males and 0.87 in females. Glycated

albumin sex hormone- carrying capacity is significantly impaired in DM, with a

reduction in the bioavailable fractions. The clinical relevance and impact of DM

control merit further investigation.

1153
PLASMA INSULIN GROWTH FACTOR 1 CONCENTRATION AND INSULIN ACTION IN
HEALTHY CENTENARIANS
G.Paolisso,M.R.Rizzo,M.R. Tagliamonte, F.Turano,F. Saccomanno, A. Gambardella,
A. Del Buono, C. Carella and F. D'Onofrio-II University of Naples-Naples-Italy.

Independently of anthropometric characteristics healthy centenarians (HC) have
been shown to have an insulin-mediated glucose uptake (IMGU) better than aged
subjects (AS). Since IGF-1 affects insulin action one can not exclude that difference
in plasma IGF-1 concentration might provide an explication. Thus, in 30 (13M117F)
healthy AS (mean age=78±0.7 yrs) and in 19 (8M11 1F) HC (mean age=102±0.8)
anthropometric characteristics were assessed by bioimpedance analysis, plasma
leptin,insulin,insulin growth factor I (IGF-1) and insulin growth factor binding
protein-3 (IGFBP-3) concentrations determined by radioimmunoassay and insulin
action measured by euglycemic glucose clamp. Total plasma IGF-1 concentration was
not different between AS and HC (82±53 vs 65±49 pg/L p=NS) while plasma IGFBP-
3 concentration was greater in AS than HC (2993±1129 vs 1789±1007 pg/L
p<0.0o1). Consequently, plasma IGF-1/IGFBP-3 molar ratio, expression of unbound
plasma IGF-1, was greater in HC than AS (0.18±0.08 vs 0.11±0.05 p<0.02).
Similarly, IMGU was greater in HC than AS (32.4±0,8 vs 22.4±0.4 pmol/Kg FFM x
min p<0.01).In HC plasma IGF-1/IGFBP-3 molar ratio correlated with body fat
(r=-0.62 p<0.003), fasting plasma leptin (r=-0.63 p<0.004), fasting plasma glucose
(r=-0.46 p<0.02), fasting plasma triglycerides (T) (r- -0.58 p<0.0l) and fasting
plasma free fatty acids (FFA) (r=-0.64 p<0.005) concentrations. The correlations
between plasma IGF-1/IGFBP-3 molar ratio and plasma T (r= -0.44 p<0.05) and FFA
(r= -0.53 p<0.03) concentrations persisted after correction for daily carbohydrate and
fat intake and IMGU. Finally, in HC plasma IGF-l/IGFBP-3 molar ratio correlated
with IMGU (r--0.64 p<0.005). This latter correlation persisted after adjustment for
body fat, daily carbohydrate and fat intake and daily physical activity (r-- 0.55
p<0.009) but not after further adjustment for plasma FFA (r=0.33 p=0.17). In
conclusion, HC have unbound plasma IGF-1 concentration greater than aged subjects.
Such difference might explain a better IMGU in HC through an inhibition of
glucose-fatty acids cycle.

1154
The roles of DHEA and DHEAS in NIDDM patients
: a possible modulator of glucose metabolism
K.Hamano, M.Ajima, R.Okazaki and Y.Totsuka,
Kanto Teishin Hospital, Tokyo, Japan
Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) and dchydroepiandrosterone sulfate
(DHEAS) are the most abundant steroids and have been shown to ameliorate
diabetes in experimental animals. Insulin seems to play a regulatory role in
DHEA(S) metabolism according to the results from hyperinsulinemic clamp
studies. However, the exact roles of these hormones in NIDDM have not
been elucidated so far. To clarify this, DHEA and DHEAS levels were
determined in various conditions in middle aged NIDDM male patients
(n=21). When glycemic control was poor(FPG199±54mg/dl,mean±SD),
basal morning DHEAS, but not DHEA levels were lower in NIDDM (1622
±655ng/ml) when compared to the age and the BMI matched controls
(2071±635,p<0.001). In the course of diabetic treatment period(29days),
the DHEAS levels did not change significantly. Postprandial acute elevation
of insulin levels, either endogenously or exogenously, caused a concomitant
decrease in DHEA not in DHEAS. This was also observed after the glycemic
control was achieved. However, there was no significant correlation between
basal insulin and DHEA or DHEAS levels throughout the treatment course. In
contrast, there was a significant positive correlation between DHEAS and
fasting glucose both before(r=0.599,p=0.005) and after(r=0.496,p=0.029)
treatment. In conclusion, 1) in the middle aged male NIDDM patients, the
basal DHEAS levels were diminished compared to controls. 2) Acute
elevation of serum insulin was accompanied with a decrease in DI-IEA
irrespective of glucose levels. 3) There was a significant positive correlation
between fasting glucose and DHEAS. From these observation,there is a
difference between acute and chronic insulin action on adrenal androgen
metabolism in diabetes. DHEAS may serve as a modulator of glucose
metabolism in chronic hyperglycemic state.
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ARAPID RISE ININSULIN3.IKE GROWIFIFACI OR I AND AD ECREASE ININSULIN-
LIKE GROWTHFACTORBINDINGPROTEIN 1 AFFERALCOHOL WITHDRAWAL.
M. Paassilta, K. Kervinen and Y. A. Kesaniemi. University of Oulu and Biocenter
Oulu, Finland.

Moderate alcohol intake may improve insulin sensitivity, whereas insulin resistance
has been reported in alcohol abusers. We studied the possible mechanisms behind
the altered carbohydrate metabolism in alcoholics. Blood glucose, serum insulin,
plasma insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) and IGF-binding protein-I (IGFBP-1)
were measured in 27 male alcoholics at the end of a drinking period, and thereafter,
during three consecutive days along the abstinence. A single blood sample was
obtained from 26 healthy male controls. The groups were similar for age and BMI.
Insulin/glucose (JIG) -ratio was higher in the alcoholics at the end of the drinking
period compared with the controls (3.1±1.9 vs. 2.3±0.9, respectively, p<0.05),
whereas IGF-I levels tended to be lower in alcoholics (8.8±2.9 vs. 10.3±4.3 nmol/L,
p=NS). I/G -ratio increased by +61 %, and IGF-I increased by +41% during the
alcohol withdrawal (p<0.0land p=0.001 after ANOVA, respectively). In alcoholics,
an inverse correlation between insulin and IGFBP-1 (r=-0.43, p<0.05) was seen
only at the end of the drinking period. Cessation of drinking induced a decrease of -
59% (p<0.001) in IGFBP-1 levels. In conclusion, alcohol abuse is associated with
decreased insulin sensitivity. Immediately after the cessation of drinking, insulin
sensitivity is even more deteriorated. Acute alcohol intake has been suggested to
stimulate the secretion of IGFBP-1 in the liver. Our data supports such an effect
also in chronic alcohol abusers, since alcohol withdrawal is associated with a
dramatic decrease in the IGFBP-1 plasma levels. A loss of the normal inhibitory
regulation of IGFBP-1 by insulin during the withdrawal is suggested in the present
study.

1156
DEHYDROEPIANDROSTERONE—INSULIN RELATIONSHIP IN
MINIMAL MODEL BASED IVGTT ANALYSIS
S.Svacina, M.Kvapil, T.Haas, D.Wichterle,
D.Bendlova, P.5tolba, J.Sonka, 3rd Medical Cli-
nic, 1st Medical Faculty, 1st Medical Clinic,
2nd Medical Faculty,Institute of Endocrinology,
Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic

Dehydropepiandrosterone (DHEA) deficiency is
related to aging, hypertension, obesity and
diabetes. Possible DHEA—insulin interactions we-
re investigated in 8 normal men and 6 diet trea-
ted normoglycemic type 2 diabetic men during in-
travenous glucose tolerance test (0.3g/kg gluco-
se). A minimal model based calculation of insu-
lin sensitivity (SI) was performed. A signifi-
cant correlation between SI and basal DHEA level
was found (r=0.65, p=0.02). Linear regression
indicated that SI is linearly related to the ba-
sal DHEA level, SI= —0.534 + 0.105 x DHEA.'An
early DHEA elevation within first 30 minutes was
observed in most patients. Using stepwise reg-
ression we obtained model where DHEA elevation
area (DA) was a function of early insulin peak
(IP) and early insulin peak time (IPT). DA =
—159.7 + 2.885xIP —2.651xIPT. Age, BMI, SI and
calculated remote insulin level failed to enter
the equation. No changes in and correlation bet-
ween DHEA—sulphate levels were found. We conclu-
de that basal DHEA level is related to insulin
sensitivity. DHEA response during IVGTT is
induced by the first phase insulin secretion.

1158
PERIPHERAL GLUCOSE METABOLISM IN POLYCYSTIC OVARIAN
SYNDROME BEFORE AND AFTER TREATMENT WITH GnRH
ANALOGUE. M.C. Foss, M.T. Torquato, G.M. Paccola, L.M. Gouveia, F.
Menezes, C.E. Piccinato, A.C. Moreira, C.E. Martinelli Jr, M.S. Villanova
and M.F. Sá. School of Medicine of Ribeirao Preto - Sao Paulo University,
Ribeirao Preto (SP), Brazil.

The aim of this study was to investigate the peripheral glucose
metabolism and the serum levels of IGF-I, IGFBP-1 and insulin in patients
with polycystic ovarian syndrome before and after treatment with GnRH
analogue. Eight normal (N) women and sixteen patients with polycystic
ovarian syndrome (PCOS) were studied after an overnight fast (12-14 h) and
during 3 hours after ingestion of 75 . g of glucose. Five PCOS patients were
studied before and after treatment with I mg of leuprolide acetate daily
during 8 weeks. The study was performed using the forearm technique
combined with local indirect calorimetry. The hyperinsulinemia detected in
the PCOS patients after the oral glucose stimulus (AUC-N = 4836 ± 902 vs
PCOS = 11151 ± 1632 µU/3 b) did not determine a proportional increase in
forearm glucose uptake and utilization, which were similar to the normal
levels, suggesting an insulin resistance state in PCOS. Comparing the PCOS
patients before and after the treatment with the GnRH analogue, the glycemic
profiles did not change significantly and the forearm glucose uptake showed
no significant difference in the PCOS patients before and after treatment.
However, the serum insulin levels decreased significantly (AUC: 12948 ±
3449 vs 8589 ± 1130 gU/3 h, before and after, respectively), resulting in I/G
index significantly different (131.3 ± 24.6 vs 108.7 ± 25.9 pU.ml -1/mg.100
ml forearm I , before and after, respectively). The serum levels of IGF-I did
not change significantly, but the serum IGFBP-I concentrations showed a
trend to decrease during the treatment. These data suggest that the
suppression of the hyperandrogenism may decrease the insulin resistance of
nonobese patients with polycystic ovarian syndrome.

1157
ACUTE REGULATION OF FREE INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH
FACTOR-I BY INSULIN.

B.L.G. Nyomba, L. Berard and LJ Murphy, University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

Exogenous insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-I suppresses insulin
secretion and causes hypoglycemia by an insulin-independent
mechanism. Long term insulin treatment of type 1 diabetes results in
increased circulating total IGF-I concentrations. Little is known,
however, about the short term effects of insulin or glucose on
circulating free IGF-I. We have evaluated the effects of a single
bolus intravenous injection of glucose and insulin on serum free
IGF-I in 11 normal subjects (6 men and 5 women, age 27.4 + 7.4,
BMI 23.2 ± 2.3 SD). After an overnight fast, subjects had a 180-min
insulin modified frequently sampled glucose tolerance test (FSIGT)
with injection of glucose at time=0 and of insulin at 20 min Serum
free IGF-I, total IGF-I, IGF-binding protein (IGFBP)-1 and IGFBP-
3 were measured by immunoradiometric assays. IGFBP-3 remained
constant during the first 30 min, then slowly increased following
insulin injection to 20% above the basal value by 180 min. IGFBP-I
remained constant during the first 60 min, but fell steadily thereafter,
resulting in an undershoot by 100 min. IGFBP- I then sharply
increased to 3-fold the basal levels by 180 min. Total IGF-I
remained constant during the 180 min of the experiment. Free IGF-I
decreased by 20% below basal levels following glucose injection and
decreased further by 40% after insulin injection. After insulin, but
not glucose injection, the decrease of free IGF-I was concomitant to
the rise of IGFBP-3, and the percent change of free IGF-I was
greater than that of IGFBP-3. In a cross-sectional analysis, free IGF-
I was inversely correlated with serum glucose (r,0.55, p<0.05) and
IGFBP-1 (r, 0.64, p<0.025). Free IGF-I, thus, is suppressed by
insulin and may play a physiological role in glucose homeostasis.
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THE ROLE OF GLUCAGON ON GLUCOSE
I NTOLERANCE IN PATIENTS WITH ACROMEGALY
Chi zuko Yokota, Yukichi Okuda, Shi ger u Yatoh,
Kamej iro Yamashita. Univ. of Tsukuba, Department of
Endocrinology and Metabolism, Tsukuba, Japan.

It is known that the incidence of glucose intolerance with
insulin resistance in acromegaly is high. Various factors are
suggested t o p] ay a rol e i n i nsul i n resi st ance i n acromegal y, and
plasma glucagon (IRG) may be one of those factors. We
investigated the off ects of IRG on glucose intolerance before
and of t er Hardy's operation, using 7 5 g - OGT T in 6 patients (DM
pattern; 1 patient, IGT pattern; 5 patients) with acromegaly.
Serum GH levels werenormalized in all patients after surgery.
1 patient still remained DM pattern and 3 patients, IGT
pattern, but the degree of glucose intolerance was improved,
and 2 patients with IGT returned to a normal pattern after
surgery. The plasma IRG concentrations during OGTT ( mean
± SE) bef ore surgery w ere 0:80 ± 27, 30:86 ± 32, 60': 79
± 22, 120: 60 ±16 pg/ ml, which were not inhibited even
though plasma glucose levels were increased. After surgery,
they were 0': 62 ± 43, 30:47 ± 23, 60:45 ± 24, 120:42 ±
19 pg/m[, which were inhibited through the increment of
plasma glucose. In conclusion, after the removal of pituitary
adenoma in 6 patients with acromegaly, glucose intolerance
was improved, and plasma IRG levels and response to
increment of glucose were normalized concomitantly with
normalization of serum GH levels. Thus, it is suggested that
hypersecret i on of IRG might play a rol e i n insulin resistance i n
patients with acromegaly.
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SPECIFIC INSULIN SECRETION AND INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN SUBGROUPS OF WOMEN
WITH POLYCYSTIC OVARIES (PCO) AND WOMEN WITH NORMAL OVARIES.
S Batty, V Anyaoku*, R Joseph-Horne, S Robinson*, D Johnston* and S Franks. Dept.
Obstetrics & Gynaecology and Unit of Metabolic Medicine*, Imperial College School of
Medicine at St Mary's, London W2 1 PG.

Hyperinsulinaemia and reduced insulin sensitivity (S,) are recognised features of PCOS.
Insulin secretion measured using RIA has been shown to be abnormal in women with
anovulatory PCO. We aimed to assess insulin secretion, Si and glucose effectiveness (S A) in
both ovulatory (ov) and anovulatory (anov) women with PCO and controls, using an assay
for specific insulin. 45 women with PCO (18 on and 27 anov) were compared to 18 (BMI
matched) control subjects (N). Si and S, were measured with an insulin modified, frequent
sampling intravenous glucose tolerance test and minimal modelling. Median [interquartile
range] given. Fasting insulin levels (Fins) were higher in anov compared to N but not on (ov
11[32] pmol.l-', anov 17[33] vs N 3[16] p<0.03). First phase insulin area (AUC) was greater
in anov but not in on compared to N (ov 523[1112] pmol.l -1 , anov 572[1044] vs N 282[403]
p<0.02). Si was lower in anov in comparison to N and on (anov 4.27[12.35] x10 -4 .min -

'.pmol.l -1 . vs on 5.98[35.49] p<0.04 no N 9.09[20.82] p<0.03). S 9 showed no significant
difference between groups (ov 0.033[0.028] min - ', anov 0.024[0.015], N 0.023[0.015]).
Anon had higher testosterone (T) levels compared to N but not on (ov 2.0[0.8] mmol.l -1 ,
anov 2.5[1.25] p<0.01 vs N 1.6[0.71). However, anov and on were more hirsute than N (ov
9[11] (Ferriman Gallwey score) p<0.03, anov 18[10] p<0.01 vs N 5[1]). There was no
correlation between T and AUC or Fins in any group. Triglyceride levels in anov (but not N or
ov) were correlated to AUC (p<0.05) and F,,, (p<0.03). HDL levels were negatively
correlated in anov and N but not on to AUC (anov p<0.01, N p<0.05) and F,, (anov p<0.01,
N p<0.02). In conclusion, hyperinsulinaemia and decreased 5 were confirmed in a group
of anovulatory women with PCO in comparison to women with normal ovaries. S, however,
was similar in these groups. Although the group of ovulatory women with PCO were equally
hyperandrogenaemic they did not display the same degree of insulin abnormalities, In this
group of women, high testosterone levels were not associated with hyperinsulinaemia.

1161
INSULIN RESISTANCE IN CUSHING'S SYNDROME AND
ACROMEGALY - THE ROLE OF ENDOGENOUS BETA-ENDORPE N.
B.Krzyzanowska, M.^miarowska, M.Robaczyk J.Goidzik and S.Czekalski.
Dept. of Endocrinology, Pomeranian Medical Academy, Szczecin, Poland.
Insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia (HI) are common features in Cushing's
syndrome (CS), Cushing's disease (CD) acromegaly (A) and in human obesity
with abdominal body fat distribution (ABF-D). It has been demonstrated that
endogenous beta-endorphin (B-EP) may be responsible for HI in ABF-D obesity
and that opioid receptors blockade by naloxone (NAL) decreases insulin (flU)
secretion and improves insulin sensitivity in obese subjects. To assess the
possible influence of endogenous B-EP on the basal IRI secretion in patients
with CS and CD and in A we evaluated IRI, cortisol (C), growth hormone (GH)
and B-EP secretion and blood glucose concentration (as area under the 4 point's
curve-AUC) during 60 min of 0.9% saline infusion (basal secretion) and during
60 min after NAL administration (0.8 mg iv.). Six patients with CS and
impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), 8 persons with CD and normal glucose
tolerance (NGT), 14 acromegalic patients (4 with NGT and 10 with type III
diabetes) and 6 healthy subjects in similar age participated in the study. Serum
or plasma hormone levels were evaluated by RIA. In all patients HI and insulin
resistance were found. Patients with CS demonstrated markedly (p=0.03) lower
basal IRI secretion than patients with CD. B-EP basal secretion was
significantly higher only in patients with CD than in healthy subjects. Patients
with A demonstrated lower basal JET and C but higher basal GH secretion than
patients with CD. NAL administration resulted in a marked decrease of basal
IRI secretion in patients with CD and acromegalic patients with NGT (from
40.9 to 24.7 mU/l/min 1 , p=0.003 and from 27.4 to 23.6 mU/1/min-1 p=0.04
respectively) and basal C secretion (from 833.7 to 674.3 nmolfl/min - ', p'=0.017
and from 339.2 to 237.8 nmol/l/min -1 respectively). In all groups of patients
NAL administration did not change blood glucose levels as well as basal
secretion of GH and B-EP. These results suggest that endogenous B-EP may be
in part responsible for HI in patients with CD and acromegaly with NGT and
that opioid receptors blockade might improve insulin sensitivity in these
syndromes.

1162
HYPERINSULINISM IN WOMEN WITH OVARIAN POLICYSTIC
DISEASE ON TREATMENT WITH FLUTAMIDE.
P. Sanchez-Cervigdn', C. Alonso2 , J.I. Fernandez', J.J. Gorgojo'
and E. Cancer'. 'Dept. Endocrinology Hospital General Gregorio
Maranon. 2Dept. Endocrinology Hospital Universitario del Aire.
Madrid. Spain.
Hyperinsulinism has been depicted in association to policystic
ovarian disease PCOD). In this study we have assessed the effects
of flutamide, a non steroid antiandrogen on the glucose and insulin
plasma levels on women diagnosed with hirsutism due to PCOD. A
standard oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) measuring plasma
glucose and insulin every 30 minutes during 2 hours after oral
administration of 75 g. of glucose was conducted in 12 nondiabetic
and non obese women, BMI 22.3*2.4,aged 18 to 34, with mild to
severe hirsutism secondary to PCOD, prior and after six monts of
treatment with flutamide 250 mg bid. Contraception was guaranteed
by means of an intrauterine device in 8 patients and by tube ligature
in 4 cases. A control group of 10 women of the same age and BMI
was also studied. Statistical study was done using the T-student test
and the Spearman rank correlation coefficient. Plasma free
testosterone which was elevated in the study group in relation to
controls (p<0.01),significantly decreased after flutamide treatment
(p<0.01). The basal plasma insulin levels did not change but the
insulin levels at 120 minutes after OGTT significantly decreased
after treatment (from 99.2±66.6 to 68.2±35.0,p<0.05), as well as the
area under the curve of insulin (from 11875±7684.5 to 9132±3910,
p<0.05). We found significant correlation between the plasma levels
of free testosterone and the area under the curve of insulin (r :0.56,
p<0.05). Hyperinsulinism associated to PCOD significantly
decreases on treatment with the antiandrogen flutamide.
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THE PREDICTORS OF THE INCREASE OF BLOOD GLUCOSE IN
HUMANS WITH NORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE.
D.Piniewska, M.B8k, W.Bonicki and A.Czyzyk. University School of Medicine,
Warsaw, Poland.
The purpose of the study was to find the predictors of blood glucose levels
(Bgl) during oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) in insulin resistant patients
(active acromegaly n=15) and in healthy people (n=30), both groups with
normal OGTT according to WHO criteria. We considered fasting serum insulin
(INS), C-peptide (CP), growth hormone (GH) and plasma glucagon (GG) as
predictors of blood glucose in OGTT. Analysis of variance with repeated
measurements was used in statistical analysis. From the above parameters
fasting INS was the predictor of the higher values of blood glucose in OGTT
in insulin resistant patients (p<0.03), but not in healthy people.

Insulin resistant group 	 Healthy group
INS (pmolil) glucose in OGTT (mmol/1) 	 INS glucose in OGTT
>59	 5.4 8.6 8.7 6.9 5.0	 >36	 4.67.77.25.54.8

59	 4.27.26.35.54.9	 _<36	 4.27.26.66.15.3
We found that interrelation among fasting molar INS, CP, GG concentrations
expressed as the index = (CP/GG) /(INS/CP) occurred to be the predictor of
increased Bgl in OGTT. Lower values of this index both in insulin resistant
patients (<517) and in healthy people (<170) was significantly accompanied
with elevated blood glucose levels in OGTT (p<0.01 and p<0.056 respectively).

Insulin resistant group 	 Healthy group
Index	 glucose in OGTT (mmol/I) 	 Index glucose in OGTT
.5517	 5.28.3 8.27.05.3	 _5170 4.48.17.76.15.0
>517	 4.1 7.1 5.5 4.8 4.5	 >170 4.47.16.45.55.0
Conclusion: Proposed index allows to predict the inclination to development of
impaired glucose tolerance in insulin resistant patients, furthermore indicates
the group prone to the higher blood glucose in healthy people as well.

1164
ORAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST BEFORE AND DURING
HORMONE REPLACEMENT THERAPY IN MENOPAUSAL WOMEN
Drezgid M, Vujovié S, Milid G, Stojanovié M, Penezid Z, Beleslin B. and
Ne"sovid M. Institute of Endocrinology, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
The main aim of this study was evaluating sex steroid concentration
(estradiol and rogesterone) influences on glucose and insulin metabolism
in menopausal women before and during hormone replacement therapy
(HRT). We have examined 22 women 52±3 y's old, BMI=26.6±3, 85
kg/m2, 2±1 year in the menopause. Standard 75g oral glucose tolerance test
(OGTT), with glucose and insulin determination, was performed before
and one year later during the HRT with Gynodian depot amp. I i.m.
monthly. Insulin concentrations were detected by RIA. Statistics: Student's
T test. Glucose and insulin, during OGTT were shown on Fig. 1 & 2.
CONCLUSION: There were no statistic significant differences in OGTT
characteristics in menopausal women before and during HRT.

1165
MECt)ANISMS OF EFFECTS OF INSULIN AND HYPERTHYROIDISM TO
MODIFY TISSUE PYRUVATE DEHYDROGENASE KINASE ACTIVITIES
M.C. Sugden, D.A. Priestman, E. Donald and M.J. Holness. Biochemistry
Department, Queen Mary & Westfield College, London, U.K.
Pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase (PDHK) catalyses the phosphorylation
(inactivation) of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDHC). PDHK
activity in rat hepatic and cardiac mitochondrial extracts is increased = 2
fold by the induction of hyperthyroidism by tri-iodothyronine (T3)
administration. Studies with cardiomyocytes and hepatocytes have shown
direct tissue effects of T3 to enhance PDHK activity which are opposed by
insulin and by inhibition of mitochondrial il-oxidation. The aim was to
determine whether increased PDHK activities elicited by hyperthyroidism
are due to changes in enzyme concentration or specific activity, and
thereby to gain insight into mechanisms by which insulin might suppress
PDHK activity. Antibodies were raised to purified recombinant PDHKII.
The antiserum was specific to PDHKII, with negligible cross-reaction to
PDHKI as assessed by Western Blots. E.I.i.s.a. assays of PDHKII were
conducted over a range of PDH activities (from 0.03 to 4 m-units/well). The
amount of mitochondrial immunoreactive PDHKII in heart was unaffected
by hyperthyroidism; however, the amount of mitochondrial immunoreactive
PDHKII in liver was significantly increased (by 1.5 fold; P<0.001) together
with a 2.2 fold increase in PDHK activity (1.7±0.1 min' to 3.6±0.3 min';
P<0.001). Total PDHC activity was unaffected. In conclusion,
hyperthyroidism increases cardiac PDHKII specific activity, but has a long-
term action to increase PDHK concentration in liver. Since the increase in
hepatic PDHK concentration and activity occurs without a change in
PDHC total activity, the results demonstrate that the expression of
individual PDHC components are regulated independently. Additionally,
hepatic PDHK can be added to the cohort of gene products whose
expression is regulated by insulin and thyroid hormone.

1166
POSTMENOPAUSAL ESTROGEN REPLACEMENT THERAPY MAY
IMPROVE GLUCOSE TOLERANCE?
A. Karjalainen', J. Heikkinen, A. B5ckström3, M. Salinto' and YA. Kesäniemi'.
Department of Internal Medicine and Biocenter Oulu, University of Oulu' and Oulu
Deaconess Institute2, Orion Corporation Orion Pharma', Oulu, Finland
Previous studies concerning the effect of estrogen replacement therapy (ERT) on
glucose metabolism have suggested that non-oral delivery of estrogen might be
more beneficial due to the bypass of the first-pass effect of liver, but the results have
been controversial. To compare the effects of peroral estradiol valerate 2 mg/d with
percutaneous estradiol gel lmg/d, (Divigel, Orion Pharma), 79 hysterectomized,
non-diabetic postmenopausal women aged 48 to 62 years were randomized to a
double-blind, double-dummy trial. After overnight fast glycosylated hemoglobin
(GHbAl c) and standard 75 g oral glucose tolerance test including fasting and
postchallenge blood glucose, serum insulin and C-peptide (at 30, 60 and 120
minutes) measurements, were determined at baseline and after six months of ERT.
Area under the curve (AUC) was calculated for parameters of glucose tolerance
test. Minor weight gain, +0.6 kg, and increased body mass index, +0.21 kg/r 2 ,

were noticed in percutaneous estrogen group, but not in peroral therapy. Both
percutaneous and peroral estrogen reduced GHbAl c, mean change -0.15 %

(p<0.01) and -0.17 % (p<0.01), respectively. The mean decrease of AUC for C-
peptide (µgil h) was 0.95 (p<0.05) in gel group and 1.0 (p<0.01) in peroral group.
No other significant changes were noticed in fasting or postchallenge glucose and
insulin levels or AUCs for glucose and insulin. In conclusion, after six months of
ERT both regimens reduced GHbAl c and AUC for C-peptide, but glucose and

insulin levels remained unchanged. No differences between treatments were
noticed. Decreased GHbAt c suggests long-term beneficial effects on glucose and

insulin metabolism, which may be obtained by lower endogenous insulin (C-
peptide) secretion as suggested by reduced AUC for C-peptide.



1167
RELATION BETWEEN THYROID FUNCTION AND CYTOKINE

LEVELS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS.

Y. Ohno, Y. Kishitani, A. Nishimura, K. Ikeda, T. Saika and N. Aoki.
Department of Medicine, Kinki University School of Medicine, Osaka-Sayama,
Osaka 589, Japan

In non-thyroidal illness including diabetes mellitus, euthyroid sick syndrome

or low T3 syndrome is sometimes found. Recent reports demonstrated that

several cytokines may modulate thyroid function. In an atempt to elucidate the

mechanisms of abnormalities of thyroid hormone metabolism in diabetic pa-

tients, we have studied the relationship between thyroid function parameters
and cytokines.

Subjects and Methods: Peripheral blood was obtained from 39 diabetic patients

who had no endocrine disease including thyroid and autoimmune diseases.

Serum TSH, free T4 (FT4), free T3 (FT3) and reverse T3 (rT3) were measured
by radioimmunoassay kits. Plasma interleukin (IL) -1(B, IL-6, IL-1 receptor an-

tagonist (IL-1 ra) and tumor necrosis foctor-a (TNF) were measured by ELISA
kits. Results: TNF levels were positively correlated with HbA1 c levels (p<0.05).

TNF levels were neither correlated with thyroid hormones nor TSH. IL-6 levels
were positively correlated with rT3 (p<0.01). IL-1 ra levels were positively cor-

related with rT3 (p<0.05). IL-6 and IL-1 ra were not correlateded with any dia-
betic control markers. IL-1(3 levels were not correlated with thyroid hormones

and diabetic control states. All the cytokines measured were not parallelly asso-
ciated with FT3 or FT4.

Conclusion: Our results suggest that IL-6 and IL-Ira may increase serum rT3
levels in diabetic patients.
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EFFECT OF TESTOSTERONE REPLACEMENT THERAPY ON INSULIN SENSITIVITY AND OTHER CARDIO-
VASCULAR RISK FACTORS IN MALES WITH IDIOPATHIC HYPOGONADOTROPHIC HYPOGONADISM f HH)
D Tripathy, P Shah, AC Ammini. All India Inst Med Sci, New Delhi, INDIA
Background: Women in child bearing age have 2-3 times lower incidence of coronary heart
disease (CHD) compared to men; the rates equalise after menopause, and, with
hyperandrogenism. It is not clear whether testosterone is predisposing or oestrogen's are
protective to CHD. Aim: to look at the role of testosterone in development of insulin resistance
and other cardiovascular risk factors. Design: prospective, "before-after" study on ten IHH
males pre- and post-testosterone replacement therapy; outcome measures: anthropometry,
lipoprotein profile and M value (whole body glucose disposal rates on standard
hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic clamp; insulin infusion rate: 4OmU/mz), Results: Base line
upper segment (77.8 ± 1.73cm), was less than lower segment (96.3±1.73); body span was
182 ± 2.96cm; mean weight was 62.1kg; BMI was 20.5 ± 1.86kg/m 2; waist-hip ratio was 0.865
± 0.25; none had anosmia. Pre-treatment serum testosterone was 0.43 ± 0,24 ng/ml, LH was
1.29 ± 0.721U/L and, FSH was 1.42 ± 0.79 IU/L. None had glucose intolerance. After
replacement testosterone levels increased to 9.3 ng/ml (p=0.0005), weight increased by 5.0 kg
(p=0.140), BMI increased to 21.7 ± 1.79 kg/ms(p=0.285), no change was seen in WHR (0.863
± 0.266); skin fold thickness decreased (triceps to 24.3± 2.92 vs. 22.3 ± 2.84mm, p=0.85).
There was no change in testicular volume p=0.14. M-value (mg/kg/min) did not change after
testosterone therapy (5.72 ± 1.58 vs. 5.33 ± 1.26, p=0.766). Insulin levels (mU/L) achieved
during the clamps were 89.5 ± 6.7 before and 146 ± 10.3 after androgen therapy (p=0.127).
There was no change in glucose area under curve (mg.min.dL -1) 14406 ± 39.8 vs. 12557 ±
51.1, p=0.312). On testosterone replacement therapy total and LDL cholesterol levels
declined (123.1 ± 6.5 vs. 91.6 ± 3.94, p=0.007; 65.9 ± 31.7 vs. 39.4 ± 23.7, p=0.045); Ratio
of total cholesterol to HDL ratio also decreased significantly (p=0.05). No changes were seen
with triglyceride (p=0.247), HDL cholesterol levels (p=0.198). Conclusions: Testosterone
replacement therapy of IHH was associated with decrease in total cholesterol, LDL
cholesterol, and cholesterol to HDL ratio. There was no change in HDL and triglycerides.
Insulin sensitivity did not decrease on testosterone replacement. The gender difference in
coronary heart disease has to be explained by some mechanism other than testosterone
causing insulin resistance.

1169
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE GLYCEMIC CONTROL AND THE
HYPOTHALAMUS-PITUITARY-THYROID AXIS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS

N.Gitrsoy, E Tuncel, EErtlbk, v .I,uamoklu and A.Artruk, University of Uludag,
School of Medicine, Department,t, Endocrinot dl Metab, Barsq Turkey

Diabetes mellitus, similar to other nonthyroidal illness, is associated with
circadian rhythm abnormalities of serum TSH and thyroid hormones.
In this study, we investigated the effect of good and poor metabolic control on
the nocturnal serum TSH peak and the TSH response to TRH stimulation in
diabetic patients. 32 diabetic patients ( insulin dependent,n=9; noninsulin
dependent,n=23;18 men,14 women ; the mean age :45.8110.5 yrs) with either
poor glycemic control (n=22) or good glycemic control (n=10) were enrolled in
this study. The nocturnal serum TSH peak (2230-0200h) was abolished in the
poor glycemic control group ,whereas there was statistically significant peak in
the other group(p=0.0001).The morning serum TSH value in diabetics with the
poor glycemic control group did not differ from that in the other group, but the
serum TSH and TT4 were significantly higher in the good glycemic control
group than the other group and no differences were found in the increase of the
serum FT4,TT3 and FT3 levels between the two groups after TRH
stimulation.The morning serum TT4 and TT3 levels were significantly higher in
the good glycemic control group than the other group (p'O.04,p-0.007) whereas
the morning serum FT4, Ff3 and TSH values did not differ in the two
groups.The increase of the serum TSH and TT4 levels after TRH stimulation
were significantly higher in the good glycemic control group than the other
control group whereas there were no difference in the increase of the serum TT3,
FT4 and FT3 levels between the two groups.
In conclusion,the metabolic control affects the hypothalamus-pituitary-thyroid
axis and the metabolic decompensation in diabetic patients leads to the
impairment of TSH secretion, thyroid hormones secretion their response to TRH.

1170
GENDER DIFFERENCE IN THE RELATIONSHIP BETIPEEN INSULIN RESISTANCE
AND SHBG LEVELS IN SUBJECTS AT INCREASED RISK OF DEVELOPING NIDD0.
T.Goto, S.Kumagai, H.Sasaki, T.Ilinata, T.Onuma and T.Suda,
Hirosaki University School of Nedicine, Aomori, .Iapan.
Decreased plasma SHBG levels predicts noninsulin dependent diabetes,

frequently accompanied with insulin resistance, in women but not in
men. Thus the relationship between insulin resistance and StIBG may be
different in men and in warren. However, there has been Few data is

vivo on the relation of insulin reaislanr.e to SUN in men. to clarify
this issue, 114 subjects (50 men ,end 63 women) with borderline glu-
cose tolerance, proposed by .lapan Uiahetus SocieLii and proven to be
at increased risk or developing INIDDI, received 'Thr of euglycemic
hype.rinsulinemic clamp studies under primed and continuous infusion
of insulin at a rate of 4D inU /m 7/min. Circulating SllBG levels were
measured before and 2hr after the beginning of the clamp studies.
Glucose infusion rat( , during the last 30 minutes of clamp studies
G1R) and basal SHBG levels correlated positively both in men (r=0.40,
p< 0.01) and in women (r=0.45, p< 0.01). As expected, age, BMI and
0110 correlated with SHBG and with GIR in men and/or in women. ^lulti-
pie regression analysis, selecting SHBG as dependent variable and
age, B111, 0110 and GIR as independent variables, disclosed that 510
related to SING independently in women but not in men. Thus the posi-
tive correlation between GIR and SHBG in men may be an epiphenomenon.
On the other hand, during Lhe clamp procedure, circulating SIIBG lev-
els decreased significantly only in women (60±30 nmol(L-?50± 34, 11±
SI), p<0.025) but not in men (30±t4-e28±12, p>0.05). These results
indicate that the relationship between insulin resistance and SHBG,
and acute effect of insulin on circulating SHBG levels are different
in men and in women, which could explain the gender difference in the
role of decreased SHBG predicting the development of 010011 .
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INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN MALNUTRITION DUE TO ANOREXIA
NERVOSA - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HORMONAL DISTURBANCES.
B.Krzy2anowska, M. Robaczyk, M. Smiarowska, L.Majkowska, M.Gulinska
and S.Czekalski. Dept. of Endocrinology, Pomeranian Medical Academy,
Szczecin, Poland.
In obese persons with abdominal body fat distribution (ABF-D) and in some
subjects with anorexia nervosa (AN) impaired insulin sensitivity and
hyperbeta-endorphinemia were found. It has been demonstrated that
endogenous beta-endorphin (B-EP) may be in part responsible for
hiperinsulinemia (HI) and insulin resistance in ABF-D obesity. To assess
the possible relatonship between insulin resistance and hormonal
disturbances in patients with anorexia nervosa we evaluated basal
serum/plasma insulin (IRI), glucose (G), growth hormone (GH), B-EP and
cortisol (C) concentrations and their response to oral glucose load (OGTT).
Eight patients with AN and normal glucose tolerance (NGT), 10 AN
patients with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and 6 healthy subjects at
similar age participated in the study. Serum or plasma hormone levels were
evaluated by RIA and blood glucose by oxidase method. Patients with AN
and IGT demonstrated markedly (p=0.03) higher basal IRI secretion than
patients with NGT but insulin response to OGTT in both groups did not
differ. In patients with AN and IGT insulin resistance assessed as IRI/G
ratio in basal condition showed significant linear correlations with basal B-
EP (r=0.76; p=0.01) and cortisol (r=0.68; p=0.03) plasma levels. In this
group of patients basal plasma B-EP concentrations correlated with basal
serum IRI levels ( r— 0.70; p=0.01). In AN patients with NGT such
correlations were not found. Both groups did not differ in terms of basal B-
EP, GH, cortisol and glucose levels as well as BMI. These results suggest
that increased opioid sensitivity and hypercortisolemia may be in part
responsible for insulin resistance in some patients with anorexia nervosa.

1172

SEX DIFFERENCES IN GLUCOSE DISPOSAL IN NIGERIANS
A. Osa, A. E. Ohwovoriole and T.O. Johnson, Department of

Medicine, Lagos University Teaching Hospital, Lagos, Nigeria.

There appears to be a dearth of studies on glucose disposal rate in
Nigerians. This study was carried out to assess the effect of sex and
anthropometric indices on glucose disposal rate, an index of beta-cell
function. One hundred and two non-diabetic subjects (50 males and
52 females) aged 13 - 47 years were tested. Age, sex, body mass
index, and waist hip ratio were recorded. Each subject had an
intravenous glucose tolerance test using 25g of a 50% dextrose
solution, and the decay in plasma glucose levels was utilised in

deriving the glucose disposal rate. Females had a significantly higher
mean (SD) glucose disposal rate [2.14 (0.56) % per minute in females,

1.9 (0.49) per minute in males, p < 0.001). Glucose disposal rates

decreased with age (r = -0.25 in males, p >0.05, r = -0.17 in

females, p > 0.2); with body mass index (r - 0.15, p > 0.05 in

males, r = - 0.29, p < 0.05 in females). There was no correlation
between glucose disposal rate and waist hip ratio. This study shows a

significant sex difference in glucose disposal rates and that Nigerian

females dispose of glucose more efficiently than the males.

1173

ACQUIRED INSULIN RESISTANCE IN EARLY HIV AND ASYMTOMATIC AIDS
R Arakaki, J McKeague, N Baker-Ladao, A Kindrick, and C Shikuma. University of Hawaii'
Manna, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA

HIV-infected individuals are susceptible to opportunistic infections as their immune system
deteriorates in the face of increasing viral burden. It is now clear that there is a prolonged
latency period of HIV infection with progressive deterioration of immune function prior to
the onset of AIDS. Separate metabolic and endocrine evaluations of HIV-infected individuals
at different stages of immune may allow for the characterization of processes that result in
increased morbidity and mortality. Thus, we have performed anthropometric measurements
and assayed for various endocrine and metabolic factors in HIV-infected individuals with
various clinical manifestations. Five cohorts of male participants were established as
follows; Controls (HIV seronegative individuals, N=4, BMI=24.8, Age=38), Early
HIV(infected individuals with CD4 counts> 500 cells/mm3, N=5, BMI=23.7, Age=41),
Asymtomatic AIDS (infected individuals with CD4 counts < 200 cells/mm3, N=9, BMI 24.4,
Age 42), AIDS with wasting (N=3, BMI=19.5, Age 48), and AIDS with wasting and active
opportunistic infection (N=4, BMI=18.6, Age 45). As compared to age and BMI matched
controls, fasting plasma insulin levels [142.08±43.2 pmol/L vs 40.44±1.8 pmol/L
(p<.0055(] and percent body fat [24.5i1.2%vs 17.9±2.6% (p<.049)] were significantly
greater in Asymtomatic AIDS patients. In Early HIV individuals, insulin levels and percent
body fat (52.8±12 pmol/L and 20.4±2.3 %, respectively) were increased compared to
controls, but not significantly. Insulin levels were increased in both AIDS with wasting and
AIDS with wasting and opportunistic infection cohorts despite smaller BMI and lower
percent body fat as compared to controls, however these differences also did not reach
statistical significance. Fasting blood glucose and triglyceride levels, and basal and
stimulated cortisol and ACTH levels were similar among the five cohorts. The results of this
small study suggest that fasting hyperinsulinemia/insulin resistance is observed among HIV.
infected individuals with decreasing immune function. This acquired insulin resistance before
the onset of wasting with and without opportunistic infection appears to be associated with
increased percent body fat without an increase in weight. We speculate that progressive
HIV infection and the resultant deterioration of immune function rather than increased
glucocorticoid levels account for insulin resistance. We conclude that with new anti-
retroviral therapy that increase long-term survival among the HIV-infected population, the
acquisition of insulin resistance may present significant increases in glucose intolerance and
cardiovascular disease.

1174

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DHEA-S AND INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN
PATIENTS WITH NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS.
Takashi lizuka, Terukazu Miyamoto, Hiroko Ito, Masao Omura and Tetsuo
Nishikawa. Department of Medicine, Yokohama Rosai Hospital, Yokohama
City, Kanagawa 222, Japan.
The circulating level of dehydroepiandrosterone-sulfate(DHEA-S) which is
thought to have anti-atherogenic action has been reported to be inversely
related to death from any cause, especially cardiovascular disease in men.
Little was known about the mechanism of the effect of DHEA-S on insulin
sensitivity in the patients with NIDDM. We, therefore, attempted to
investigate the effect of DHEA-S on insulin sensitivity and lipid metabolism
in patients with NIDDM. Blood levels of DHEA-S and various lipids were
estimated before hyperinsulinemic euglycemic glucose clamp(HEGC) in
158 patients with NIDDM. Those subjects were divided to two groups
according to the serum level of LDL-cholesterol(LDL-C) and HDL-
cholesterol(HDL-C) as follows: 81 diabetics showed high level of LDL-C
more than f 20mg/df(H-LDL) and 77 cases did low level of LDL-C less than
120mg/dl(L-LDL); 71 subjects showed high level of HDL-C more than
5Qmgldl(H-HDL) and 87 cases did two level of HDL-C less than
50mg/di(L-HDL). M values during HEGC which are reflecting insulin
sensitivity in whole body were significantly higher in H-HDL than in L-HDL.
it was also observed that serum levels of DHEA-S was significantly
decreased by aging. There was significantly a positive correlationship
between M values and serum DHEA-S levels in both of H-LDL(*) and L-
LDL(*) groups, while there was not observed in L-LDL and H-HDL groups.
There was a significant and positive correlation between serun levels of
total cholesterol and DHEA-S in H-LDL(*) and L-HDL(*) groups. (*p<0.05).
In conclusion, DHEA-S may play a crucial role in the regulation of insulin
sensitivity and lipid metabolism in diabetics.
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DIFFERENCE IN BONE DENSITY ACCORDING TO SEX IN NIDDM
K. C. Sung, S.H. Kwon and S. J. Lee.

Kangbuk Samsung Hospital, Seoul, Korea.
Recently, study on relationship between diabetes mellitus and
osteoporosis is gaining background due to increased interest in
osteoporosis among general population. The authors achieved following

results by comparatively analyzing bone mineral density (BMD) and
number of factors considered to have influence on BMD in 137

participants. BMD measured by dual x-ray absorptiometry at lumbar
spine. Among 24 men and 113 women, 8 men and 79 women had

normal glucose tolerance but 16 men and 34 women had NIDDM. Men
with NIDDM had BMD level similar to those men with normal glucose

tolerance, whereas women with NIDDM had significantly higher BMD

levels than age matched control group. The mean BMD in women with

NIDDM compared with normoglycemic women was 1.08±0.lg/cm2 vs
0.91±0.2g/cm2 at lumbar spine. Both group and sex had similar body

mass index and their mean age was 57.2±9,9years. Mean estrone,
SHBG, free testosterone level in women with NIDDM compared with

control group are 129.13±78.lpmol/L vs 95.8±92.SpmoVL, 53.7±30.5
nmol/L vs 81.5±36.4nmol/L, 0.039±0.013nmol/L vs 0.037±0.009nmol/L,
respectively. But the difference had no statistical significance. In female
NIDDM patients, BMD and SHBG showed negative correlation. In
conclusion, older women with NIDDM or hyperglycemia had better
BMD than women with normal glucose tolerance but no difference in

bone density by diabetic status were observed in men. Further study is
suggested to clarify the relationship between sex hormone and BMD
through extended study and appropriate analysis.
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THYROID FUNCTION IN SUBJECTS WITH MALNUTRITION RELATED
DIABETES MELLITUS

L. Ali+, F. Mollah 2, M.A. Khaleque9 , J.M.A. Hannan+, S. A11 2 , N.S. Chowdhuryl and
A.K. Azad Khan+. IBIRDEM,; 2PGMR, 3NDN, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Patients with malnutrition related diabetes mellitus (MRDM, as defined by WHO Study

Group), although clinically euthyroid, have earlier been shown to have significantly lower
levels of both serum T3 and T4 and higher levels of TSH as compared to age-matched
Control. NIDDM patients of similar age group showed only lowered levels: T3, IT4 and
TSH were similar to Control. The present study aimed to assess the thyroid function of
MRDM patients by measuring the functionally important fractions of thyroid hormones
(FT3 and FT4) and also to elucidate whether any change in these hormones are related to
the serum levels of thyroxine binding globulin (TBG). Seventeen newly diagnosed MRDM
(9 PDDM, 8 FCPD), 24 NIDDM and 20 Control subjects were studied. Serum C-peptide
was measured by ELISA; T3, T4, FT3, FT4 and TSH by microparticle enzyme
immunoassay (MEIA); TBG by radial immunodiffusion (RID), and HbAa by HPLC
methods. T3 in all diabetic groups were lower as compared to Control (NIDDM 1.88+0.05,
PDDM 0,99+0.33, FCPD 0.66+0.32 and Control 2.06+0.34 nmolll, M+SD). However
MRDM subgroups showed the lowest values which differed significantly from Control as
well as from NIDDM (p<0.05) patients. NIDDM group had values of FT3 and FT4 similar to
Control, but MRDM subgroups still showed significantly deficient thyroid function (FT3,
pmoUl, M+SD: Control 4.43+0.54; NIDDM 4.33+0.84; PDDM 2.68+0.68; FCPD 2.56+0.62;
p<0.05, Bonferroni t-test and FT4, pmol/I,M+SD: Control 14.53+2.30; NIDDM 16.96+3.00;
PDDM 12.30+3.60; FCPD 13.08+2.25; p<0.05). TBG was similar in all the groups (TBG,
mg/I, M+SD: Control 8.93+2.40; NIDDM 8.78+3.00; PDDM 8.36+2.50; FCPD 6.80+1.60)
showing that abnormalities of this transport protein may not account for the thyroid

dysfunction in these patients. Serum T3 and T4 in all diabetic subjets showed a significant
negative correlation with the degree of hyperglycemia as measured both by glucose and
HbAr^. Fasting serum C-peptide showed a positive correlation (r=0.034, p<0.05) with T3
in the diabetic subjects. The results suggest an abnormality of thyroid function in MRDM
patients which may be related to their severe hyperglycemia and deficient insulin

secretory capacity.

1177
AMYLIN INHIBITS PENTAGASTRIN-STIMULATED GASTRIC ACID SECRETION AND
PROTECTS AGAINST ETHANOL-INDUCED GASTRIC MUCOSAL DAMAGE IN RATS
B.R. Gedulin, R.L. Lawler, C.M. Jodka, M.L. Grazzini, and A.A. Young, Amylin
Pharmaceuticals Inc, San Diego, CA, USA

Amylin, a peptide hormone secreted from pancreatic )3-cells in response to nutrient
stimulation, is a physiological regulator of gastric emptying. To investigate whether
amylin exerted other gastric actions, we examined its effects on pentagastrin-
stimulated acid secretion and on ethanol-induced gastritis in fasted Sprague
Dawley rats. To study acid secretion, rats chronically implanted with gastric
cannulae were injected subcutaneously with 125pg/kg pentagastrin. Gastric
contents obtained by flushing the cannulae every 10 min were titrated to measure
acid production. 40 min after pentagastrin, rats were injected subcutaneously with
rat amylin and the aggregate acid secreted over the next 60 min measured. Amylin
suppressed acid secretion by 93.3% from that in saline treated rats (60 min after
amylin; P<0.001; n=5,6). The ED5o for this effect was 0.027pglrat ± 0.07 log units, a
dose calculated to result in physiological changes in plasma amylin concentration.
To study a potential gastroprotective effect of amylin, rats were injected
subcutaneously with amylin 20 min before gavage with lmL absolute ethanol and
sacrificed 30 min later. The stomachs were excised, washed and everted for
grading of injury by observers blinded to the treatment. Amylin reduced the injury
score by up to 67%. The EDeofor the gastroprotective effect of amylin in this
experimental system was 0.036Hglrat ±0.4 log units, similar to that for inhibition of
gastric acid secretion. We propose that endogenously secreted amylin may play a
role in restraining gastric acid secretion and the protection of gastric mucosa.
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MECHANISM OF KETOSIS RESISTANCE IN MALNUTRITION RELATED
DIABETES MELLITUS

S. Parvin', L. Ali+, M.A. Mottaleb2, J.M.A. Hannan+, N.S. Chowdhuryl, M.S. Alit and
AK. Azad Khan+. IBIRDEM,; 2DeptofBiochemistry, IPGMR, Dhaka, Bangladesh
To understand the mechanism of charactersric ketosis resistance in malnutrition ralated
diabetes mellitus we have studied the ketogenic responses of to oral fat in 17 MRDM
subjects (FCPD 7 and PDDM 10) along with 15 age-matched NIDDM and 10 control
subjects. Overnight fasting subjects were fed with a dairy fat 'Ghee' (1g per kg body
weight) and serum was collected at 0, 120 and 240 min. Although the BMI of FCPD
(Mean 13.7) and PDDM (16.2) patients were markedly lower than the NIDDM (21.4)
and Control (21.6) and although FBG of FCPD (16.9+4.2, mmol/l, M+SD) and PDDM
(18.1+3.1) patients were considerably higher than those of NIDDM (12.8+4.9) and
Control (5.4+1.5), the fasting S (3-HBA levels did not vary significantly among the
groups (Median (3-HBA, mg/dl: Control 1.5, FCPD 2.2, PDDM 1.6, NIDDM 1.5). (3-HBA
level was maintained in spite of very low S C-peptide in FCPD (0.4+0.3 ng/ml, M+SD)
and PDDM (0.7+0.1) subjects (NIDDM 2.1+0.8 and Control 2.2+0.5). The S glucose
response to oral fat was almost flat in Control, but there was a gradual rise at 120 min
and gradual fall at 240 min in the 3 diabetic groups. The S C-peptide paralleled the rise
and fall of glucose only in NIDDM; in FCPD and PDDM there was almost flat responses,
and in Control there was a rise and fall of C-peptide. The 3-HBA response in the
Control clearly differed from the 3 diabetic groups with a sharp rise of levels at 120 min
(about 62% increase) and equally sharp fall near the baseline at 240 min. In contrast (3-
HBA continued to rise at 240 min in the 3 diabetic groups which had similar levels and
the values differed significantly (p<0.05) from that of Control. TG levels showed a
similarity among all the 4 groups at all time points. Conclusions: a) Depleted body fat
store do not lead to decreased fasting ketone bodies in MRDM, b) The effect of NEFA
(from oral fat) on glucose metabolism varies between nondiabetic and diabetic subjects
and MRDM subjects do not show any peculiarity in this respect, c) The (3-cell function
MRDM subjects is severely compromised, and d) Re-esterification and ketone body
synthesis pathways seem to be comparable among MRDM and NIDDM and, thus,
factor(s) other than these probably contribute to the development of ketosis resistance
in MRDM subjects.
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STUDIES USING NEUTRALIZING ANTIBODY AND THE ANTAGONIST AC187
REVEAL THAT ENDOGENOUS AMYLIN INHIBITS GLUCAGON SECRETION.
B. Gedulin, A. Percy, C. Jodka and A. Young. Amylin Pharmaceuticals, Inc., San

Diego, CA, USA.

The 8-cell hormone, amylin, like its partner hormone, insulin, inhibits pancreatic
glucagon secretion. We have recently published that infused amylin can inhibit L-
arginine-stimulated glucagon secretion by over 60% with an EC so of 18 pM ±0.3 log
units. To examine whether endogenous amylin tonically inhibits glucagon secretion, we
measured plasma glucagon while blocking the effects of endogenous amylin by either
neutralizing the ligand (amylin) by infusion of a specific amylin monoclonal antibody, or
by neutralizing the receptor using the potent and selective competitive amylin
antagonist, AC187. For the monoclonal antibody studies, we injected male Harlan
Sprague Dawley rats intraperitoneally with 3mg of specific amylin monoclonal
antibodies (n=5) or nonspecific antibodies (n=5) 24 hours before testing, For the amylin
antagonist studies we infused with either AC187 at 3mg/h (n=8) or with saline (n=30)
during testing. Testing comprised measurement of plasma glucagon in overnight-fasted
halothane-anesthetized rats before and after 60 min of euglycemic clamp (glucose
5.8mM, primed/continuous insulin infusion of 12mU +5mU/kg/min). In animals
administered the specific (25-27) anti-amylin antibody the previous day, plasma
glucagon levels were 61 % higher throughout the clamp procedure than those in
animals administered the non-specific (40-6) antibody (93±14 vs 58±5pM, p0.03, t-
test, Welch correction for different SD's). In animals infused with the amylin antagonist,
AC187, or saline, plasma glucagon concentrations were similar before the clamp (82±9
vs 80±7pM, respectively, X0.9). After 60 min, plasma glucagon had doubled in the
AC187-infused group (160±3OpM, F<0.03 vs t=0) and were higher than in the saline-
infused group (103±9pM, P0.02 between groups). Blockade of amylin action with a
specific monoclonal antibody or with a selective amylin antagonist, AC187, increased
glucagon secretion, Together, these data support the idea that endogenous amylin
regulates glucagon secretion.

1180
HYPERINSULINAEMIC EUGLYCAEMIC CLAMP STUDIES
IN 'MALNUTRITION RELATED DIABETES MELLITUS'.
MK Garg', D Tripathi l , P Shah', KC Samal 2 , and BB
Tripathi2 . 1 All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi,
and 2 SCB Medical College, Cuttack, INDIA.
Background: High insulin requirements have been
proposed as a diagnostic criterion for malnutrition related
diabetes mellitus. This has been taken as a marker of insulin
insensitivity.
Aim: to demonstrate whether these subjects have insulin
insensitivity
Design: case control; Cases: ten ketosis resistant young
onset (<30 years at onset) diabetic subjects; controls: six
young onset classical ketosis prone diabetic subjects.
Outcome measure: M value on hyperinsulinaemic
euglycaemic clamps (40 mU.m 2 , intended insulin
concentration 100uU.mr1 ) (mean c.v. for plasma glucose 60-
120 min of clamp: 3.58%+/-0.38)
Results: The cases and controls were matched for age
23.4 ± 1.8 vs. 19.8 ±2.5 years) and BMI ( 16.7±0.6 vs. 18.5
±0.6kg/m2). HbA1 (12.1± 0.5 vs 10.5± 1.2%), serum
triglydendes(147±13 vs 1 10±9mg/dL) and cholesterol
(145±11 vs 167±21 mg/dL) of the cases and controls were
comparable. With adequate euglycemia the glucose disposal
rate (M value, mg.kg-1.min-1) were 7.06±0.80 in cases and
7.43 ± 1.34 in controls (p=0.67).
Conclusions: ketosis resistant diabetes of young
(malnutrition related diabetes mellitus) is not associated with
insulin resistance.
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COMPARISON OF EFFECTS OF AMYLIN, GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE-1 AND
EXENDIN-4 TO INHIBIT PENTAGASTRIN-STIMULATED GASTRIC ACID SECRETION
B.R. Gedulin, R.L. Lawler, , C.M. Jodka and A.A. Young. Amylin Pharmaceuticals
Inc., San Diego, CA, USA

Amylin, a peptide hormone secreted from pancreatic S-cells, is a physiological
regulator of gastric emptying. Exendin, a component of the venom of the Gila
monster, is as potent as amylin in regulating gastric emptying, while glucagon-like
peptide-1 (GLP-1) is -20-fold less potent. Here we compared the effects of amylin,
GLP-1 and exendin on pentagastrin-stimulated gastric acid secretion in rats. Acid
production from the stomachs of chronically cannulated fasted rats was measured
by titration of contents flushed every 10 min. Forty min after subcutaneous injection
of 125pg/kg pentagastrin, rats were injected subcutaneously with rat amylin, human
GLP-1 [7-361NH2, or exendin-4 and the aggregate acid secreted over the next 60
min measured. Amylin potently inhibited gastric acid secretion with an EDeo of
0.027pg ±0.07 log units. GLP-1 was 180-fold less potent (ED5o 4.9pg ± log units).
Exendin-4 failed to inhibit acid secretion at any dose. Thus, the order of potencies
for inhibition of gastric acid secretion by amylin, GLP-1 and exendin (amylin> GLP-
1>>exendin) differed markedly from that previously obtained for gastric emptying
(exendin>_amylin>>GLP-1). This result suggests that structures responsible for
exendin-inhibition of gastric emptying are distinct from those responsible for
inhibiting gastric acid secretion. Structural distinctions could include differences in
access to receptors mediating gastric emptying vs. acid secretion, and could even
indicate different receptor subtypes mediating these responses.
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SERUM AND ERYTHROCYTE MAGNESIUM IN NEWLY DIAGNOSED
MALNUTRITION RELATED DIABETES MELLITUS SUBJECTS
S Sattar, L Ali, Z Hassan, AK Azad Khan; Research Division, BIRDEM, Dhaka,

Bangladesh
Hypomagnesemia is implicated in the pathogenesis of insulin resistance in diabetic

patients. Recent data from our group suggest that patients with Protein Deficient Diabetes
Mellitus (PDDM) [a subgroup of Malnutrition Related Diabetes Mellitus (MRDM), the third
major class of diabetes recognized by the WHO Study Group] suffer from a more severe
degree of hypomagnesemia compared to NIDDM ones. Since these patients presenting
with severe degree of hyperglycemia (serum glucose usually >16 mmol/l) need a
relatively large amount of insulin for controling diabetes. It is important to study their Mg
metabolism in a greater detail for a possible link with insulin resistance. The Erythrocyte
(E) Mg content is a more specific marker of total body Mg compared to serum levels and
this has been measured in the present study in 15 PDDM, 10 NIDDM and 12 age-
matched nondiabetic Control patients. RBCs were washed twice with 300 mM ice-cold
sucrose to get rid of extracellular Mg and the content of the element in the homogenized
cells was measured by an enzymatic-colorimetric method. Protein content of the cells was
measured by a detergent compatible Kit using spectrophotometric technique. Although

NIDDM patients had lower S Mg compared to control (S Mg, mmol/l, M+SD, 0.89+0.04 in

Control vs 0.86+0.76 in NIDDM) the two group did not differ statistically. However the
level in PDDM Group (0.84+0.05) was significantly lower compared to Control (p= 0.004).
The Mg content of RBC demonstrated the Mg deficiency in diabetic patients more
unambiguously. The PDDM and NIDDM subjects showed similar values which were
significantly lower than those of Control (E Mg, pmollmg protein, M+SD, Control:

0.16+0.02, PDDM: 0.12+0.05, and NIDDM: 0.12+0.0). The closely similar E Mg values in
PDDM and NIDDM patients were maintained in spite of marked difference in their S
glucose values (S GI, mmol/l, M+SD, Fasting: 18.17 in PDDM vs 10.62+3.79 in NIDDM;
Postprandial : 26.34+8.01 in PDDM vs 19.27+4.54 in NIDDM). The results suggest the
following: a) E Mg is a more sensitive marker of Mg-deficiency in diabetic subjects; b) Mg-
deficiency may be related to the need for high deses of insulin in MRDM subjects and c)
the theory is that hypomagnesemia caused by sequestration of Mg within RBCs as a

consequence of hyperglycemia may not be compatible with the present findings.
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PLASMA AMYLIN CONCENTRATIONS IN RATS: UTILITY OF A MONOCLONAL

IMMUNOENZYMOMETRIC ASSAY

W. Vine, E. Blase, P. Smith, R. LaChappell, A. Percy, J. Koda and A. Young. Amylin

Pharmaceuticals, Inc., San Diego, CA USA

Reported values for plasma amylin concentrations in the rat vary widely. Some of this

variation may be attributable to concentrations that are artifactually elevated, a

difficulty often inherent in polyclonal antibody-based competitive RIA. We have
measured basal and stimulated plasma amylin concentrations in a variety of rat

strains using a monoclonal antibody-based fluorescent immunoenzymometric assay

(IEMA). In the IEMA the capture antibody binds to the N-terminal and the detection
antibody (alkaline phosphatase/4-methylumbelliferyl-PO4) to the C-terminal ends of

amylin, and both have < 0.5% cross-reactivity to calcitonin or calcitonin gene-related
peptide. The standard curve (0, 1.25, 2.5, 5.0, 10 pM) was fit by SD-weighted linear

regression: relative fluorescent units (RFU)=pM*17.57+6.66, R 2=0,989. The zero

standard (11.9±1.2 RFU (±SEM); n=53) was distinguishable from the 1.25 pM

standard (22.4±3.1 RFU; n=12; p0.001), enabling measurement into this range.

Amylin concentrations (pM) in plasma obtained by cardiac puncture were lower in

fasted vs fed anesthetized rats of different strains: Harlan Sprague Dawley (HSD):

1.40±.17 (n=8) vs 4,81±0.56 (n=8); Pt0.0001: Lewis: 1.02±0.09 (n=11) vs

3.08±0.34 (n=8); P<0.0001: Wistar: 1.63±0.15 (n=9) vs 7.70±0.80 (n=9); Fr0.0001.

Plasma amylin concentration was significantly strain-dependent (ANOVA, fk0.01 for
fasted animals; Pr0.0001 for fed animals). Plasma amylin concentration increased by
1.88±0.28pM in fasted anesthetized HSD rats (n=9) after intravenous injection of

5.2mmol/kg of glucose (F<0.0001 vs saline-infused controls; n=8) and by
4,02±0.83pM in fed rats (n=6; P0.005 vs controls; n=6). In conclusion, a sensitive

monoclonal antibody-based IEMA revealed plasma amylin concentrations that were

lower than values that have been reported using some other less sensitive assays,
but which are internally consistent in regard to patterns of (3-cell secretion after food

or glucose stimulation of fasted or fed rats.
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NON DIABETIC SUBJECTS FROM M kTERNAL INHERITANCE, DIABETES AND DEAFNESS
FAMILIES DEMONSTRATE INSULIN I tESISTANCE ON I.V. GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TESTING
DJ Holmes-Walker', GM Ward', J Bnrtonz and SC Boyages'. Departments of Diabetes and
Endocrinology, Westmead Hospital', Sydney and St Vincent's Hospital', Melbourne, Australia

Conflicting reports exist as to the rrecise pathogenetic mechanism of diabetes mellitus in
subjects with the A3243G tRNAleu UURI mutation (the 3243 mutation) of mitochondrial DNA
with some studies favouring islet cell failure and others suggesting insulin resistance, We
aimed to determine whether nondiabetic subjects with the mutation demonstrated any
abnormalities of insulin sensitivity (Si), insulin secretion (first phase, phil) or glucose
effectiveness (SG) as a precursor to the diabetic state. Initially we performed a 75g oral
glucose tolerance test (GTT) in 12 subjects from four kindreds (all subjects carried the 3243
mutation) and twelve age, sex, BMI and lean body mass matched controls with no family
history of NIDDM. We found subjects with the 3243 mutation had identical glucose and
insulin responses compared with controls in the first 30 mins of the oral GTT but were more
hyperinsulinemic and hyperglycemic from 90-180 mins. We used the IVGTT with minimal
model analysis in six 3243 mutation subjects and their controls to determine the relative
contributions of insulin secretion, Si and SG to overall glucose tolerance (Kg). There was no
difference in Kg between the 3243 mutation and control groups (1.61±0.65 and 1.51±0.62,
x 10 -2 min - ' respectively; NS). The 3243 mutation group had reduced Si c.f. controls
(5.98±3.99 vs 11.7±7.14 , x 10- 4 min-' per mU/L; p=0.05). Fasting insulin, however, was not
increased in the 3243 mutation group (6.6±2.2 vs 6.7+2.3, mU/L,NS) nor was phil altered
(4.0±2.0 vs 3.4±2.5 mUIL min-' per mg/dL, NS). SG was increased in the 3243 mutation
group but was not significant (2.03±1.05 vs 1.12±0.65, x 10 -2 min- ', p=0.15). Using
regression analysis, Phil was strongly associated with Kg in the 3243 mutation group
(regression coefficient -0.003, 95%Cl -0.004 to -0.002, p=0.004, R 2 =0.83) as was SG
(regression coefficient -0.50, 95% Cl -0.1 to -0.9, p=0.02, R 2=0.83). There was no significant
association between SG and Phil in the 3243 mutation subjects (R 2= 0.41, p=0.11) although
there was in the controls (R2= 0.75, p=0.03). Lastly, there was no difference in insulin
mediated glucose disposal between the two groups (Si x Phil, p=0.8). We conclude
alterations in glucose disposal are present in nondiabetic subjects with the 3243 mutation.
Abnormalities include insulin resistance and increased glucose effectiveness but normal
insulin secretion. We conclude insulin resistance plays a pathogenic role in the
development of DM in subjects with the 3243 mutation.
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ISLET AMYLOID FORMATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH
DIMINISHED n-CELL FUNCTION IN FAMILIAL NON-
INSULIN DEPENDANT DIABETES.
C.M.M°Namara, R.C.L.Page, R.C.Tumer and A.Clark.
Diabetes research Laboratories, Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford,
U.K
Islet amyloid is found in 96% of subjects with NIDDM at postmortem. The aim
of this study was to try to determine the relationship between amyloid deposition
and the physiological changes which take place in the development of NIDDM.
As part of a longitudinal study of families with NIDDM, 5 male siblings
underwent physiological testing using a 1 hour infusion of glucose in 1984 and
again in 1994. At baseline the eldest sibling (D.Y.)-was already diabetic. The
other siblings showed typical characteristics of the Metabolic Syndrome with
obesity, hypertension, hyperinsulinaemia and dyslipidaemia. Mean fasting
glucose was 4.7rmnol/1(±0.16), mean %S was 48(32-78) and mean %f3 was
150(130-180). An esimate of %S and %(3 was made using CIGMA-(Continuous
Infusion of Glucose with Model Assessment). During the 10 year follow-up
period, D.Y. died and pancreas was obtained at postmortem. His identical twin

E.Y. developed NIDDM in 1989. At follow-up in 1994 a third sibling R.Y. was

also found to be diabetic. In 1994 %(3 had markedly declined in the two siblings

who had developed NIDDM(<30%) but %S remained unchanged. Fasting
proinsulin levels in the diabetic siblings were markedly elevated(>6opmol/1)

compared with the nondiabetic siblings(<20pmolIl). Fasting LAPP (islet amyloid

polypeptide)was raised in the newly diagnosed diabetic R.Y. but was below
normal in E.Y. who was on sulphonylurea treatment. Sibling E.Y. subsequently
died and pancreas was obtained at postmortem. Islet amyloid immunoreactive
for islet amyloid polypeptide was found in all islets of postmortem pancreas in

both diabetic subjects. In conclusion islet amyloid deposition is associated with
a decline in (I-cell function and elevated proinsulin secretion; IAPP levels appear
to be elevated in the early stages of NIDDM.
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INSULIN RECEPTOR BINDING KINETICS IN PATIENTS
WITH MYOTONIC DYSTROPHY.
B Casanova, M.N. Pulido, R Romero, A Suarez, F
Arrieta, E Rodriguez and A Rovira. Fundaci6n
Jimenez Diaz (U.A.M.). Madrid. Spain.
Myotonic dystrophy (MD) is a multisystemic
disease where endocrine abnormalities are found,
and may be associated to insulin resistance. We
studied the dissociation kinetics and the effect
of pH upon insulin binding to lymphocytes
transformed with Epstein-Barr virus in 6 patients
with MD (BMI:17-22 kg/m 2 ; basal plasma insulin:8-
78 µU/ml). Results were compared with those from
healthy subjects (n=4, BMI:21-•23 kg/m 2 . basal
plasma insulin:8-24 pU/ml). Either, maximal
specific ' 25I-insulin binding (34±2.7% /10 7 cells,
Mean±SEM), maximal insulin binding capacity
(0.8±0.3 nM/10 7 cells) and affinity (0.8±0.2 nM)
in EBV-lymphocytes were within the normal range.
Also, all the insulin binding parameters were
within the normal range in partially purified
receptors. The ' 25I-insulin dissociation rate in
the absence or in the presence of 500 or 100,000
ng/ml of insulin (20.7±2.1; 69.4±2.4; 37.2±1.2
%/5 min) was similar to that observed in control
subjects. The '261-insulin dissociation rate at pH
6.8 and 6.0 (26.2±7.6 and 59.7±1 %/ 5 min at 4°C)
was in the normal range. Our results suggests
that the characteristics of the interaction
between insulin and its receptor in MD patients
is not different from normal subject and
therefore the insulin resistance associated with
this disease is due to defects located at post-
receptor levels.
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COMPARISON OF CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL ADMINISTRATION
OF AMYLIN ON REDUCTION OF FOOD INTAKE IN RATS.
S. Bhaysar, J. Watkins and A.Young. Amylin Pharmaceuticals
Inc., San Diego, USA.

Amylin, a 37 amino acid peptide co-secreted with insulin from
pancreatic (3-cells, is reported to decrease food intake in rodents.
Amylin binds to certain areas within the central nervous system,
including the area postrema and nucleus accumbens, and some
of amylin's actions may be centrally mediated. To investigate the
site of amylin's effect on food intake, we compared inhibition of
food intake following intraperitoneal (IP) or intracerebroventricular
(ICV) administration of rat amylin in Sprague-Dawley rats (weight
300-350g) in which lateral ventricular guide cannulae had been
implanted. At least ten days after implantation, rats were injected
just before the onset of the dark cycle with 0-10pg of rat amylin via
either the ICV route (2iUdose; n>5/dose) or IP route (n=4/dose).
Food intake was measured by the difference in food weight 2
hours after presenting it to the injected rats. ICV amylin totally
inhibited food intake at the 1 opg dose, and the ED50 was
0.19pg/rat ± 0.07 log units. The 10pg IP dose inhibited food intake
by 34%, compared to saline-injected controls. Assuming that total
inhibition of food intake could have eventually been obtained with
a high enough IP dose, the ED50 for the IP route of administration
was 10.2pg/rat ± 0.18 log units. Thus, ICV amylin was 53-fold
more potent than IP amylin in inhibiting food intake. This result
supports the idea that amylin may regulate food intake via a
central structure in rats.
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Study of Insulin Receptor Gene Variations in Patients
with Acanthosis Nigricans and Close Relatives
JW Chen, J Shen, OX Ding, M.Zhuang, H.Xia and Q.Yang.
First Affilated Hospital of Nanjing Medical University
Nanjing, China.
Insulin resistance clearly exists in patients with
acanthosis nigricans(AN) so it is importamt to find
the defect in insulin receptor(IR) gene in the pa-
tients and their pedigrees. We used technique of
RR-SP and DNA direct sequencing to examine the
mutations and polymorphisms in the exons 17 and 20
of IR gene in 9 patients with AN and their 23 first
degree relatives. Among them, 7 patients with diabe-
tes, 13 associated with obesity, 6 with hypertrigly-
ceridemia, and 6 with hypertension. In total, 14
variant SSCP patterns were detected. Direct sequencing
revealed eight point mutations and six silent poly-
morphisms. Seven mutations appeared not mentioned in
the literatures, such as Val to Met 983 (G'IG-*ATG)
Gin 1004 to Lys (CAG-AAG), a homozygous for Stop to
Glu 1185 (GAA--TAA), a heterozygous for Arg to Gly
1185 (GGG->AGG), polymorphisms in Gly 1008(GGC-*GGT),
Glu 1034 (GAG-GAA) and Cys 981 ('PGC-s-ThA), homozygous
Ile to Met 1153 (ATG->ADC), missense mutations Gin
1004 - Lys (CAG-^AAG), Glu 1035 to Stop (GAG-->TAG),
Lys 1004 for GIn (AAG for CAG) , Gly 1023 — Lys (GAG
--AAG)
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THE EFFECT OF 300 AND 600 MG OF VITAMIN E ON INSULIN ACTION
IN OBESE TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
G. gindelka, J. Hilgertova and J. Skrha. Dept. of Internal Medicine 3, Faculty
of Medicine, Prague, Czech Republic

Increased insulin sensitivity was described previously after pharmacological
doses of vitamin E. We evaluated the effect of two doses of vitamin E
administered in obese Type 2 diabetic patients in which the insulin resistance
was documented. Diabetic patients on oral agents or on dietary regimen alone
were treated 3 months either by 300 mg of vitamin E (Group A, n=6, BMI:
40.3±8.9 kg/m2, age 50±8 yrs) or by 600 mg of vitamin E (Group B, n=11,
BMI: 31.4±3.7 kg/m2, age 46±9 yrs).Control group consisted of 12 healthy
non-obese persons. Isoglycaemic hyperinsulinemic clamp on Biostator (insulin
infusion rate I mU/kg/min) was performed during 90 min after previous 60 min
stabilization phase in all of them before and after vitamin E treatment. The
insulin receptor characteristics on erythrocytes were evaluated too. No
significant changes of diabetes control expressed by fasting plasma glucose or
glycated hemoglobin and of metabolic parameters like glucose disposal rate
(M), metabolic clearance rate of glucose (MCRG) or insulin sensitivity index
(M/I) were observed in Group A using 300 mg of vitamin E. On the contrary,
600 mg of vitamin E caused a decrease of basal serum insulin concentrations
(29±15 vs 19±8 mU/1, p<0.01), glucose disposal rate (29.5±11.0 vs 22.6±9.0
umol/kg/min, p<0.02) and metabolic clearance rate of glucose (3.7±1.7 vs
2.9±0.8 mUkg/min, p<0.05). An increase of insulin receptor binding capacity
observed in Group A (268±65 vs 325±116 pmol/l, p<0.02) contrasted with a
significant decrease of insulin binding capacity in Group B (284±84 vs 171±95
pmol/l, p<0.01).We conclude, that 300mg of vitamin E had no significant
influence on metabolic parameters in obese Type 2 diabetic patients whereas
further worsening of insulin action was demonstrated in patients treated with
600mg of vitamin E.
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INSULIN RECEPTOR DEFECT IN INDIAN WOMEN WITH
TYPE A INSULIN RESISTANCE.
A.R.Marita, N.Sawant and N.Rais, Sir H.N.
Medical Research Society, Mumbai, INDIA.
The study aims to identify erythrocyte
insulin receptor defects in Type A insulin
resistance using reticulocyte count to corre-
ct for changes in red cell age. Six Indian
women with hypothalamic disorders and Type A
phenotype (Acanthosis Ni gricans, Hirsuitism,
Hyperandrogenism) and six normal women were
given oGTT. 1125-Insulin binding to erythro-
cytes was measured.Subjects with Type A pheno
type had impaired glucose tolerance, hyper-
insulinemia and higher free fatty acid levels
(680 ± 180 Vs 182 ± 28umol/L p<0.05 and 783 ±
160 Vs 381 ± 97umol/L) in GTT. Maximal speci-
fic insulin binding was 6.46 ± 0.75%/3.5 x 10 9
erythrocytes in controls. Displacement curves
revealed marginal reduction in Type A sub-
jects when data are expressed in terms of red
cell count. However, when binding was norma-
lised for reticulocytes, a greater, 50% decre -
ase was seen. Scatchard analysis revealed the
presence of 180 receptors/cell with KD
5.5 x 10- 9 M in controls. Subjects with
Type A phenotype exhibited 60% decrease in
receptor number with similar KD (3.1 x 10 -9M).
The data suggest the presence of fewer rece-
ptors in .erythrocytes of Type A subjects
identified more precisely using reticulo-
cyte count. Reduced receptor number and
defective lipolysis are likely causes of
syndrome "X" observed in these subjects.
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ANTIOXIDANT VITAMIN LEVELS IN WELL CONTROLLED TYPE 2
DIABETES MELLITUS
E. Szaleczky, L. Braun, B. Sarman, P. Pusztai, Zs. Tulassay and A. Somogyi.
Semmelweis University, 2 nd Department of Medicine, Budapest, Hungary

Oxidative stress may effect the development of the late complications in diabetes
mellitus. Antioxidant vitamins, despite of their relatively low concentrations in
plasma, play important role in protection against oxidation. The aim of the study
was to find out weather the plasma level of the antioxidant vitamins (A, E and C)
was different in well controlled type 2 diabetics from that in control subjects. The
vitamin levels of 78 type 2 diabetic subjects (39 men and 39 women, mean age:
59,0±10,04 y. o.) were tested and compared with that of 44 healthy controls (19
men and 25 women, mean age 38,3±14,4 y. o.). The measurements were carried
out by HPLC method. HbAlc levels were 4,66±0,04% in the control and
6,86±0,19% in the diabetic group. The patients were divided into four groups on
the basis of lipid parameters: control, hyperlipaemic control, diabetes mellitus,
diabetes mellitus with hyperlipaemia. Vitamin E levels were significantly
increased in the diabetic group (Control: 28,55±1,388µM vs. DM:
32,14±0,941µM, p<0.05). Vitamin A concentrations were also higher in diabetic
subjects (Control: 1,954±0,075µM vs. DM: 2,383±0,100µM, p<0.01) and in
men. Vitamin E/cholesterol, Vitamin E/LDL, Vitamin A/cholesterol, and
Vitamin A/LDL ratio did not differ in the two groups. In diabetics with
hyperlipaemia both Vitamin E, and A levels were significantly elevated. A
significant positive correlation could be observed between serum cholesterol,
triglyceride, and the levels of the lipid soluble vitamins. The difference in
Vitamin C levels (Control: 37,59±4,392µM vs. DM: 29,64±4,027µM) did not
reach significancy. No correlation could be detected between parameters
reflecting carbohydrate metabolism (fasting glucose and HbAlc) and Vitamin A,
E, C concentrations. We assume that the increased lipid soluble antioxidant
vitamin concentrations in diabetes - due to the higher lipid levels - show only
apparent relation with an increased antioxidant defence.
This work was supported by the PhD fellowship grant ofSemmelweis University.
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DIFFERENT PATHWAYS OF INSULIN ACTION IN LEPRECHAUNISM
A.Battezzati, E,Bonora, M,Muggeo and L.Luzi
Universities of Milan and Verona, Milan and Verona, Italy.
The insulin sensitivity of glucose and protein metabolism, and of
circulating FFA, potassium (K) and c-peptide concentrations, were
investigated in a leprechaun female (age 12 yr, weight 24 kg, height 130
cm). The subject has two mutant alleles of the insulin receptor gene,
that inhibit the post-translational processing and the transport of the
receptors to the plasma membrane. The mutations do not affect the
insulin affinity and the insulin-stimulated phosphorylation of the
receptors. The subject was studied with a primed-continuous infusion
of [6,6 -2H2} glucose and [1- 13C]ieucine during a basal period followed by
two steps of insulin infusion (1 and 10 mU/kg/min) of two hours each.
The glucose concentration decreased from 131 mg/dl in the basal period
to 116 and to 93 during the 1 mU and the 10 mU insulin steps
respectively. Glucose flux was almost unaffected by insulin, decreasing
from 3.84 to 3.62 and to 3.40 mg/kg/min. The endogenous leucine flux,
an index of proteolysis, was completely insensitive to insulin (from 182
to 189 and 180 pM/kg/h). The FFA concentration changed from 1135
to 799 and 917 pM/I. In contrast, the concentration of K dropped from
4.1 to 3.2 and to 3.3 mEq/I during the 10 mU insulin step, and an
infusion of 20 mEq/h of KCI was necessary to prevent further
hypokalemia. Finally, the c-peptide concentration was suppressed from
1.85 to 0.97 and 0.29 pmol/ml. In summary 1) the insulin action on
proteolysis is completely absent in leprechaunism, 2) the effect on
glucose and FFA metabolism is severely impaired, 3) the insulin
sensitivity of K concentrations is maintained and 4) the feed-back
inhibition of insulin on its own secretion is still effective. These data
suggest two possibilities: 1) the activation a minimal number of
receptors is sufficient to elicit the insulin effects on circulating K and on
insulin feed-back inhibition, but not sufficient to affect the intracellular
signaling pathways for protein and glucose metabolism, 2) insulin can
affect circulating K and can suppress its own secretion using pathways
alternative to the activation of its own receptor.

1193

ANTIOXIDANT DEFENSES ARE REDUCED DURING OGTT IN
NORMAL AND NIDDM SUBJECTS.
A. Russo, N. Bortolotti, A. Crescentini, E. Motz, S. Lizzio, Z.
Ezsol, L. Tonutti, C. Taboga and A. Ceriello.University of Udine,
and Udine General Hospital, Udine, Italy
Free radical production has been reported to be increased in patients
with diabetes mellitus and it has been suggested that hyperglycemia
may directly contribute to the generation of an oxidative stress. In this
study an OGTT was performed in 10 NIDDM patients (7 males and 3
females; age 55.1±1.7 years, mean±SE; duration of diabetes
10.0±1.5 years; BMI 25.8±1.1 Kg/m 2) and in 10 healthy normal
subjects (6 males and 4 females) matched for age (56.1±1.8 years)
and body mass index (25.9±1.6 Kg/m2). In diabetic patients, during
OGTT, SH groups (p<0.03-0.005), and vitamin C (p<0.01) were
significantly decreased at 30 to 120 min, and uric acid at 60 to 120
min (p<0.05-0.01),Total plasma radical-trapping activity (TRAP),
which evaluates plasma antioxidant capacity due to known and
unknown antioxidants present in the plasma as well as their mutual
cooperation, was also significantly reduced at 30 to 120 min
(p<0.001). Vitamin E was not affected. In normal subjects, during
OGTT, TRAP (p<0.05-0.005), SH groups (p<0.001) and vitamin C
(p<0.05) were significantly decreased at 30 to 120 min, uric acid
(p<0.01) at 90 and 120 min, while vitamin E did not change. Adding
glucose to a pooled plasma sample did not interfere with plasma
TRAP assay (before: 827.5±45.2 µcool/l; after: 836.4±51.7 ysmol/l
).This finding supports the hypothesis that hyperglycemia may, even
acutely, induce an oxidative stress.
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ACUTE EXPRESSION OF TNFa mRNA IN SKELETAL MUSCLE AND THE
HEART: RELATION TO ENDOTOXIN-INDUCED INSULIN RESISTANCE
A. Virkamaki, T. Jaatinen, T. Nyman, T.Wahlstrom and H. Yki-Jarvinen,
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland.
TNFe is an established insulin-antagonist, which may contribute to insulin
resistance in both obesity and acute infections. We determined whether
endotoxemia induced by lipopolysaccharide (LPS) acutely induces
expression of TNFcc in skeletal muscle and the heart. Chronically
catheterized awake rats received an intavenous bolus injection of either
LPS (1 mg/kg, LDio, n=8) or saline In=8) at 0 min. Insulin sensitivity was
thereafter followed for 2 hours using the euglycemic insulin clamp
technique (insulin infusion rate 18 mU/kg•min). At 2 hours, abdominis and
heart muscles were freeze-clamped and analyzed for TNFu, mRNA
concentrations using a competitive reverse transcriptase PCR technique.
Serum TNFa concentrations increased from 38 ± 23 pg/mL to a
maximum of 16043 ± 2154 pg/mL at 60 min in the LPS rats but
remained unchanged in the control rats (19 ± 17 vs 32 ± 23 pg/mL, 0
vs 60 min, NS). Whole body glucose uptake during hyperinsulinemia was
42 % lower in the LPS (90 ± 6 tmol/kg•min) than in the saline (156 ±
8 pmol/kg•min, p < 0.01) rats, and was inversely related to changes in
circulating TNFa concentrations. In the heart, TNFa mRNA, normalized to
actin mRNA, was 10-fold higher in the LPS than in the saline (TNFa/actin
mRNA ratio 20±1 vs 2±0.1, LPS vs saline rats, p<0.001) rats. In
abdominis muscle, TNFa/actin mRNA was 25-fold higher in the LPS (140
± 37) than the saline (6 ± 2, p<0.001) rats. Immunohistochemical
staining using a rabbit anti-ratTNFa antibody showed intense staining in
Kupffer cells in the liver while no positive staining was observed in heart
or skeletal muscle. These data demonstrate that TNFa mRNA is expressed
acutely within 2 hours in skeletal and heart muscles during endotoxemia.
During this time frame, whole body insulin resistance is, however, more
likely to be due to circulating than locally produced TNFce.

1195
EVALUATION OF OXIDATIVE STRESS IN STREPTOZOTOCINE
DIABETES MELLITUS IN RATS

N. Ovcharova, P. Angelova-Gateva, D. Koev and G.Dachev
Clinical Center of Endocrinology and Gerontology, Sofia, Bulgaria
The aim of this study was to evaluate some indexes characterizing
the oxidative stress in streptozotocine (STZ)-induced diabetes
mellitus.
Methods: Diabetes mellitus was induced with a single dose of STZ
60 mg/kg b.w. in 21 Wistar rats aged 2 months, killed sixty days after
the onset. Total tissue homogenates from the heart, liver and kidneys
were prepared at pH 7.4. Total protein, superoxide dismutase (SOD)
and total antioxidative capacity (TAOC) in the serum and homo-
genates were investigated. Controls were 21 animals at the same age.
Results: The blood glucose, serum fructosamine and HbAI values
were significantly higher in diabetic rats compared to the controls.
Serum SOD was 27,3±6,5 U/1 in diabetic rats and 46,8±8,7 U/1 in
controls (p<0,001). There was a significant difference in SOD in
kidney tissue homogenates between diabetic rats (37,8±2,8 U/g prot)
and controls (51,6±8,7 U/g prot, p<0,05), while SOD in the livers
and hearts tissues homogenates were similar in both groups. TAOC
in the serum of diabetic rats was 29,2±7,1 jemol/H202/ml/min -1 and
58,1±17,0 gmol/H202/ml/ min -1 in controls. TAOC in kidney tissue
homogenates was 82,7±23,3 U/g prot in diabetic rats and
145,2+25,6 U/g prot in controls (p<0,001). TAOC levels in livers
and hearts homogenates were similar in both groups.
Conclusion: Antioxidative defense capacity in STZ-diabetes mellitus
in rats is diminshed according to the SOD and TAOC levels in the
circulation and kidneys. The similar SOD and TAOC levels in livers
and hearts homogenates in diabetic rats and controls may be due to
an adaption and mobilization of antioxidative defense systems.

1196
ENDOTOXEMIA CAUSES A GLUT 4 TRANSLOCATION DEFECT IN
RATS. D.S. Hardin`,A. Virkamaki',J. Karczewski' and H. Yki-Jarvinen*.
`University of Texas, Houston,Tx USA and 'University of Helsinki, Helsinki,
Finland.
Significance: Acute infection is associated with decreased insulin sensitivity. Our
current study evaluates the hypothesis that the mechanism of decreased insulin
sensitivity during infection is due to decreased function of the insulin-responsive
glucose transport protein, GLUT 4. Methods: In order to test our hypothesis, 17
chronically catheterized, freely moving rats were injected with either
lipopolysaccharide "LPS",(S. typhimurium, LD10, lmg/kg i.v.) or saline "SAL".
A hyperinsulinemic euglycemic (insulin 18mU/kg min) clamp (120min) was
started immediately after the injection. Blood samples were withdrawn at
0,30,60, and 120 min for insulin concentrations. At 120 min, the animals were
sacrificed. Heart (H) and rectus abdominis (A) were dissected and immediately
freeze-clamped for subsequent determination of GLUT 4 translocation. To assess
subcellular GLUT 4 localization, membrane subtractions were prepared using
sucrose gradients and immunoblots. Radionucleotide counting was employed to
determine GLUT 4 quantity in each subfraction. Results: Whole body glucose
uptake (M) was decreased in LPS compared to SAL (LPS=88±5, SAL=135±23;
p<0.01). Insulin stimulation resulted in decreased GLUT 4 in the 35% sucrose
fraction (intracellular)and increased GLUT 4 in the 30% (intermediate) and 25%
(plasma membrane) fractions to a greater degree in SAL than in LPS in both A
and H (%GLUT 4 in layer 25:A SAL=13%,LPS=2%;p= 0.02; H SAL=18%,
LPS=9%;p= 0.03). In LPS, recovery of GLUT 4 in sucrose layer 35 was higher
than in SAL by 25% in H and 20% in A. In both LPS and SAL, GLUT 4
content in the 25% fraction was positively correlated with maximal glucose
uptake (H:r-0.55, A:r=0.57). Summary: 1) GLUT 4 in the plasma membrane
enriched sucrose fraction correlated with in vivo insulin responsiveness in both
SAL and LPS; 2)When compared to SAL, LPS rats had less GLUT 4 in the
plasma membrane enriched sucrose fraction and more GLUT 4 in the intracellular
dense sucrose fraction indicative of an endotoxemic-specific abnormality in
GLUT 4 trafficking. Conclusion: Defects in GLUT 4 translocation and
trafficking in skeletal muscle may contribute to insulin resistance associated with
acute infection.

1197
NITRIC OXIDE INVOLVEMENT IN IMPROVEMENT OF GLUCOSE
TOLERANCE WITH A CYTOKINE INDUCER IN KK-AY MICE
G. Muto, J. Satoh,Y. Muto, M. Sagara, S. Miyaguchi, T. Nakazawa, Y.
Sakata, F. Ikehata and T. Toyota. Tohoku University, Sendai, JAPAN
Nitric oxide (NO) produced in the vascular wall was indicated to be
involved in insulin sensitivity. Diminished NO response to insulin is a
component of insulin resistance. Therefore we investigated whether NO
is involved in improvement of glucose tolerance with cytokine induc-
ers, complete Freund's adjuvant ( CFA). We had found that CFA sig-
nificantly improved glucose tolerance without affecting insulin secre-
tion, indicating improvement of insulin resistance. In addition, long-
term treatment with CFA inhibited development offatty liver and renal
glomerularlesionin KK-Ay mice. However the mechanism remains un-
known. We performed intraperitoneal glucose tolerance tests (2 g glu-
cose/kg) of the mice which were treated 1 day before with or without
CFA and/or NO synthase inhibitor (5 mg/kg of N-monomethyl argi -
ine; NMMA) or saline for control. Postload 2h-glucose levels of the mice
treated with saline, NMMA & CFA, CFA were14.0 ± 1.2, 8.6 ± 2.9, 4.7 ±
0.6 (mmol/L ), respectively, significantly differing each other by
ANOVA (P<0.001) . In addition, weekly CFA injections for a month
recovered cyclic guanosine monophosphate ( cGMP ) production in the
liver and muscle. cGMP contents in the liver & muscle of control KK-
Ay, CFA-treated KK-Ay and Balb/c mice werel9.4 ± 14.0 & 20.3 ± 6.4,
48.2 ± 32.8 & 35.0 ± 29.2,132.6 ± 85.1 & 68.4 ± 62.8 ( fmol/mg protein),
respectively; significantly differing each other by ANOVA (P<0.05 ). In
conclusion, CFA improve insulin resistance, which is reflected in glu-
cose tolerance, partly by involvement of the sequential NO production
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A TNF-a GENE POLYMORPHISM IS RELATED WITH INSULIN
RESISTANCE, PERCENT BODY FAT AND INCREASED LEPTIN
C. Gutierrez*, W. Ricart, R. Casamitjana**, J. Blames, M. Fernandez-
Castaner***, J.Vendrell*, C. Richart*, J. Soler*** and J.M. Fernandez-Real.
Department of Endocrinology, Hospital of Girona, *Tarragona and ***Bellvitge,
Barcelona. **Hormonal Laboratory, Hospital Clinic, Barcelona. SPAIN.

The aim of this study was to investigate whether the Ncol polymorphism of
the TNF-a gene influences the relationship between insulin resistance,
percent body fat and serum leptin levels. A sample of 26 subjects [(8 lean
subjects, 4 females, age 33.6 ± 2.0; BMI 22.9 ± 2.0, range 19.1-25), and 18
obese, 10 females, age 37.1 ± 1.9; BMI 32.5 ± 0.6, range 30.1-37.9)] was
divided into two groups on the basis of the Ncol genotype. Fifteen subjects
were (+/+) homozygotes for the presence of the Ncol restriction site, 9
subjects were (+/-) heterozygotes and 2 (-/-) homozygotes for the absence
of the restriction site. TNF-1 (+/+) and TNF-2 (+/- and -/-) groups of subjects
were comparable in sex, age, proportion of lean/obese subjects, BMI,
waist/hip ratio, and several skinfold measurements. Basal serum insulin was
slightly greater (14.5 ± 2 vs 10.1 ± 0.8 mu/L, p=0.05) in the TNF2 group in
the presence of comparable serum glucose concentration. The integrated
area under the curve of serum insulin concentrations after oral 75 g glucose,
and the percent body fat were significantly increased in TNF-2 subjects (276.6
± 44.7 vs 170.9 ± 16.7 m U/L, p=0.021; and 37 ± 3.3 vs 26.3 ± 2.6%, p=0.01,
respectively). TNF-2 subjects also showed a decreased insulin sensitivity
index as determined by the frequently sampled intravenous glucose tolerance
test with Minimal Model Analysis (1.6 ± 0.2 vs 3.13 ± 0.4 min'/mU/L, p=0.04).
Paralleling the known relationship between insulin and leptin levels, serum
leptin concentration was clearly increased in the TNF-2 group (22.3 ± 4.3 vs
12.3 ± 2 ng/mL, p=0.03). Therefore, (+/-) heterozygotes and (-/-)
homozygotes may be more susceptible to develop insulin resistance and
increased percent body fat. Results of the present study suggest that TNF -a-
Ncol polymorphism may exacerbate the alterations in leptin levels normally
found among insulin-resistant subjects.
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in vivo Studies of Nitric Oxide (NO) using S-Nitroso-
Giutathione (GSNO) in Dog, Animal Model.

D. McGrowder, D. Ragoobirsingh and T. Dasgupta.
Department of Biochemistry and Chemistry, U.W.I., Mona
Kingston 7, Jamaica W.I.
This study investigated the pharmacological effects of
GSNO (a carrier of NO) on blood glucose levels in ten
mongrel dogs using the glucose oxidase method, and
measured the plasma nitrate concentration(the oxidative
product of NO) using an automated method. Each dog acts
as its own control. Then results are expressed as Mean
± S.E., with p<0.05 as statistically significant. GSNO
elicited a dose-dependent increase in blood glucose level
which was parallel with an increase in plasma nitrate
concentration (35-100%). Post-prandial blood glucose
levels(after administration of 35mg/kg of GSNO and
glucose load) after 2hrs and 2.5 hrs were significantly
higher than in controls(7.2±0.9mmol/l and 7.1±0.7mmol/l.
vs 5.3±0.3mmol/l and 4.6±0.2mmol/l, p<0.05). Post-
prandial levels after administration of 50mg/kg of GSNO
were 8.6±0.9 and 9.2±0.7mmol/l, p<0.05). The basal
plasma nitrate concentration was 12.4±0.4Pmol which
increased on administration of 35mg/kg and 50mg/kg of
GSNO to 16.8±1.0frrol and 24.0+_0.5pmol respectively
(p<0.05). Co-administration of Ascorbic Acid and GSNO
enhanced the hyperglycaemic effect of N0(9.2±oi7mmol/l
and 9.3±0.3mmol/l, p<0.05). This data provides evidence
that GSNO caused persistent hyperglycaemia in normal dogs
which is associated with an increase in plasma nitrate
concentration.

1200
INSULIN RESISTANCE SYNDROME AND ENDOTHELIAL DAMAGE -
ROLE OF ADIPOSE TISSUE DERIVED PROINFLA>V MATORY CYTOKINES.
J.S.YUDIUN, C.D.A.STEHOUWER, J.J.EMEIS AND S.W.COPPACK.
University College London Medical School. London. UK

Insulin resistance clusters not only with hypertension and dyslipidaemia, but
also with fibrinogen, an acute phase protein. We have tested the hypothesis that
circulating levels of prointlammatory cytokines, tumour necrosis factor-c, and
interleukin 6, are related to insulin resistance. Circulating concentrations of
insulin, lipids, fibrinogen, C-reactive protein and cytokines, blood pressure and
albumin excretion rate, were measured in 107 non-diabetic subjects.
Concentrations of von Willebrand factor, thromhomodulin and cellular
fibronectin were measured as markers of endothelial dysfunction. A sum score
of insulin resistance variables was closely correlated to that of acute phase
markers (r=0.59, p<0.001101), but more weakly to an endothelial dysfunction
score (r=0.32, p=0.0005). There were correlation.., of each of time components
of the insulin resistance cluster with levels if both TNF-n and C-reactive
protein, and more weakly with IL-6. Moreover von Willebrand factor and
fibronectin concentrations were related to levels of C-reactive protein and TNF-
a. In pursuing the source of the cytokines, these levels and those of C-reactive
protein were strongly related to measures of global and central obesity (r=0.19-
0.51) but not (or weakly) to titres of Helicohacter, Chhunydia and
cytomegalovirus. Adipose tissue expresses both TNF-a and interleukin-6. We
have recently shown production of interleukin-6, but not TNT-a, by
subcutaneous human adipose tissue in vivo, and this cytokine is largely
responsible for hepatic production of C-reactive protein. Both cytokines increase
lipolysis and may influence insulin signalling, as well as producing endothelial
dysfunction. We propose that prointlammatory cytokines originating from
adipose tissue may be responsible for the association of insulin resistance,
endothelial dysfunction and cardiovascular risk.

1201
GLUTATHIONE EFFECTS ON INSULIN RESISTANCE IN
NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS.
0. Laurenti, M. C.Bravi, M. Cassone Faldetta, C. Ferri,G. Bianco,
A.Armiento and G.De Mattia. Institute of I Clinica Medica,
University "La Sapienza", Rome,ltaly.
Insulin resistance and increased oxidative stress are features
of non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). To
investigate the relationship between insulin resistance and
oxidative stress we evaluated the effect of an antioxidant
agent, glutathione, on insulin action. We studied 10 lean
NIDDM patients (7 M and 3 F; mean age 58,81-8,5 yrs; HbAlc <
7%). After an overnight fast, patients underwent a three hour
euglycaemic clamp; during the last hour glutathione (1,35
g/m2 Tationil, Boeringher Mannheim) was infused. After one
week, a second euglycaemic clamp was performed with
placebo (isotonic saline 0,9% NaC1) infusion in five patients,
randomly selected from the above group. During each clamp,
insulin sensitivity and erytrocyte GSH/GSSG ratio was
evaluated at baseline, 120 min and 180 min. Total glucose
uptake after glutathione infusion was significantly increased
(M from 4,5±1,6 at 120 min to 5,5±1,8 at 180 min; p<0,0001;
percentage increment 24,5±11,8 p<0,002 vs placebo group),
consistently with an improvement in insulin sensitivity. No
difference was found after placebo (M from 4,7±1,5 at 120 min
to 5,1±1,7 at 180 min; p=ns; percentage increment 4,8±2,6).
Moreover a significant erytrocytes GSH/GSSG ratio percentage
increment after GSH infusion was found (42,9±22,5 p<0,005 vs
placebo). Our data demonstrate that glutathione improves
cellular redox status and insulin action in NIDDM patients
supporting a link between oxidative stress and insulin
resistance.
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DESYNCHRONIZATION OF CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS OF MELATONIN,
ENDORPHINE, ACTH AND CORTISOL BY TRANSMERIDIAN FLIGHTS IN
DIABETIC AND HEALTHY PASSENGERS.
B. Muller-Bardorff, M. L. Nielsen, W.-D. Thoma, B. Stumpp, M. Pfohl, W. Reran, C.

Torkler, S. Rahmer, L. Bergau and R.-M. Schtnulling. Univ. Tubingen, Germany.
In order to test the influence of desynchronisation of circadian hormones by time shift
on the blood glucose metabolism of type-I diabetic patients (D) we transported 14 D
and 14 normals (N) from Tubingen to Los Angeles - 9 hours western time shift - and
to Tokyo - 8 hours eastern time shift -using airliners for an 11 hours non-stop flight.
The hormones were analyzed by radio immune assays, statistic analysis by MANOVA.
In east-west direction it took one day for melatonin to adapt to the new time zone that
is low values during sun light and high values at night. Endorphine, ACTH and cortisol
are desynchronized to the new time zone until the 4th day but are in resonance to
eachother. After flighing in eastern direction endorphin, ACTH and cortisol are
synchronized on the 2nd day, but melatonin showed a disturbed rhythm during the hole
7 days stay at Tokyo with low values at night and high values in the morning. There
were no clinically significant differences between the well controlled D (HbAI c 7,1 %)
and the N. Blood glucose(BG) control showed larger excursions in D during the first
4 days in the new time zone compared to the control period. The adaptation of NPH
insulin to the time shift on the travel days prooved feasable. The reduction of normal
insulin was necessary to prevent an increase of the the percentage of BG below 3,9
rmnol/1(20 % of 3812 measurements). The frequency of BG values over 13,9 mmol/l
increased from 6 to 18%. We conclude that the adaptation of circadian rhythms is
similar in diabetic and healthy persons. An east-west time shift with a prolongation of
daylight is inducing a quicker adaptation of melatonin to the new time zone whereas
the other hormones take longer to adapt to the new local time. A west-east flight with
a shortening of the night provokes a distortion of the melatonin rhythm for at least 6
days while the other mentioned hormones are in resonance to the new local time in 2
days. The distorsion of internal rhythms is accompanied by a labilization of BG control
in D which can be managed by adaptating the insulin dosage to the time shift.
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PIOGLITAZONE AMELIORATES INSULIN RESISTANCE IN NIDDM. THE ACARBOSE TREATMENT OF TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS

R. Kawamori, J. Kinoshita, M. Ikeda,M.Kubota, M. Wada, T. Kanda,
ASSOCIATED WITH LIVER CIRRHOSIS
S. Gentile, S. Turco*, M. Persico, A. Panariello, S. Conte, M. De Seta,

M. Ikebuchi,R. Todo and Y. Yamasaki, Tokyo and Osaka, Japan L. Gesue, E. Rossi and R. Torella. 1s t * and 2"d University of Naples,
Naples, Italy

To evaluate the effect of pioglitazone on the organ-specific insulin The association between type 2 diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) and

resistance in NIDDM, a double-blind placebo-controlled trial was carried
liver cirrhosis (LC) with hyperinsulinemia and insulin-resistance is well
known. Acarbose (Ac) is an unabsorbable inhibitor of intestinal

out. By using euglycemic (5.2 mmol/1) hyperinsulinemic (1200pmol/l) glucosidase activity,	 lowering both post-prandial hyperglycemia and

clamp method combined with oral glucose load (Kawamori R et al : Diab. hyperinsulinemia. AIM of the study was to evaluate the safety and
efficacy of Ac treatment in a series of patients with NIDDM and well

Res. Clin. Pract. 23 : 155,	 1994), insulin-stimulated hepatic glucose compensated LC. PATENTS were 18F and 12M, with mean age 57±8

uptake (HGU) and peripheral glucose uptake (PGU) were examined. years; 19 were in Child's class B and 11 in class A; NIDDM duration
was 7±5 years, without significant complications related to NIDDM. A

Twenty-one subjects received 30 mg pioglitazone and nine subjects doublle blind cross-over PROCEDURE was followed with two

received placebo, once daily for 12 weeks. Patient background (mean age alternative two-month treatment schedules: A) Ac 100mg! thrice daily,
and B) placebo thrice daily (PI). Pts with irritable bowel disease were

58.5 yr, BMI 22.7) showed no significant differences between the two excluded. At baseline and at 2-month intervals, assays of the blood

groups. Pioglitazone group showed ; 1) an increase in HGU from 28.53 levels of Hemoglobin AIc (HbAlc), fasting (FG) and post-prandial

±19.37 to 59.35±27.12 %, p=0.010 ; and 2) an increase in PGU from
glucose (PG), postprandial C-peptide (PC), and routine serological
tests of liver function (RST) were measured. RESULTS: compared

8.23±2.23 to 9.20±- 1.99 mg/kg • min, p=0.003. Placebo group showed no with PI, Ac treatment significantly reduced HbAlc (-0.1% vs -0.9%,

significant change in either HGU or PGU. The increment of HGU was
p<0.05), FG (-3% vs -11%, p<0.01), PG (-5% vs -19%, p<0.001), PC (-
0.2 vs -9%, p<0.05) and, surpisiling, blood ammonia and clinical signs

significantly greater in the pioglitazone group than in the placebo group of enchephalopathy. No significant variations in RST were observed in

(p=0.042), whereas no significant difference between the two groups in both PI and Ac treatment groups. CONCLUSION: since Ac treatment
improves glycemic control in NIDDM cirrhotics and reduces the

the	 increment of PGU was	 observed.	 The	 results indicate	 that intestinal ammonia-producers bacteria, and is neither absorbed by the

pioglitazone is effective in ameliorating insulin resistance in NIDDM by bowel nor metabolized by the liver, 	 we propose its use in the
treatment of NIDDM in patients with liver cirrhosis.

enhancing hepatic glucose uptake after meal-intake as well as peripheral

glucose uptake.
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TROGLITAZONE IMPROVES ADIPOSE INSULIN
RESISTANCE IN NIDDM RATS. S. Tagami, T. Honda,
H. Yoshimura, S. Sakaue, K. Aoki, Y. Furuya, J. Ishii,
J. Hirokawa and Y. Kawakami. First Department of Medicine,
Hokkaido University School of Medicine, Sapporo, Japan

Several recent studies have provided evidence that protein-
tyrosine phosphatases ( PTPases ) have integral role in the
regulation of insulin signal transduction. In diabetes mellitus,
PTPase activities in liver and skeletal muscle were well-
investigated. However, PTPase activities in the adipose tissue
are not well-known.

In the present study, the change of PTPase enzyme activities in
adipose tissue from OLETF ( Otsuka Long-Evans Tokushima
Fatty ) rats were investigated. Cytosol and particulate adipose
fractions were prepared from visceral and epididymal, subcuta-
neous tissue of OLETF and their lean control rats. Troglitazone
was given as a food admixture (0.2 % ) for a week.

Cytosol PTPase activities of the viceral tissue ( 5.99 ± 1.03 vs
34.46 ± 2.80 mUnits/mg protein, mean ± SD) and the epi-
didymal tissue ( 12.39 ± 2.01 vs 17.04 ± 2.71 mUnits/mg
protein ) were decreased in the diabetic tissue in comparison
with normal subjects. Particulate PTPase activities of the
visceral tissue ( 32.70 ± 1.90 vs 6.68 ± 0.75 mUnits/mg protein )
and the epididymal tissue ( 16.44 ± 1.86 vs 8.60 ± 0.83 mUnits
/mg protein ) were adversely increased in the diabetic tissue in
comparison with normal subjects. Troglitazone treatment
restored these changes towards normal. Cytosol and particulate
PTPase activities in the subcutaneous tissue were not changed.
These results indicated that troglitazone normalizes the PTPase
activities in the visceral and epididymal tissue.
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EFFECT OF ACARBOSE ON ADDITIONAL INSULIN THERAPY OF TYPE II
DIABETICS WITH LATE FAILURE OF SULPHONYLUREA THERAPY
E. Stand!, H.J. Baumgartl, M. Fuechtenbusch and J. Stemplinger. Institute of
Diabetes Research and Department of Endocrinology, Academic Hospital
Schwabing, Koelner Platz 1, Munich, Germany.

The aim of this 24-week study was to investigate the effects of acarbose on the
primary success rate of a combination therapy with insulin and sulphonylurea
(SU), and on the insulin requirements of patients with type II diabetes who had
late-term failure of SU therapy. Forty-eight patients entered the study, which
was double-blinded and placebo-controlled for acarbose. All patients had to be

40 years of age, with a duration of diabetes ? 5 years, SU therapy >- 3 years, a
HbAl c > 8.5%, fasting blood glucose ? 160 mg/dl, and 1-hour postprandial
blood glucose >- 250 mg/dl. Morning fixed combination therapy with insulin
(regular/NPH) was started, together with acarbose or placebo, the daily dose
of which was increased in a standardized manner from 100 mg up to 600 mg.
The main efficacy parameters were the number of responders and the daily
insulin dose in these responders after 24 weeks. Responders had a final HbA lc

< 8%, or a HbAl c level at least 15% below the patient's baseline value. There
were significantly more responders in the acarbose-treated group compared
with the placebo-treated group (20 out of 24 patients vs 10 out of 19 patients;
p < 0.05). The decrease in mean HbA1 c did not differ between the acarbose-
treated group (from 10.9 ± 1.0% to 8.5 ± 1.2%; mean ± SD) and the placebo-treat-
ed group (from 11.0 ± 1.2% 10 8.6 ± 1.0%). Daily insulin requirements at the end
of the study, however, showed a difference of borderline significance between
the acarbose-treated group compared with the placebo-treated group (9.9 vs
16.5 IU/day; p = 0.07). These results suggest that acarbose may have utility in
improving the response to additional therapy with insulin in patients with type
II diabetes and SU failure, perhaps even at a lower dose of insulin.

1207
BRL 49653 PREVENTS PANCREATIC ISLET (3-CELL
DEGENERATION IN ZUCKER DIABETIC FATTY RATS.
RE Buckingham, CDN Toseland, MG Hughes, CA Lister and SA Smith.
SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals, Welwyn, U.K.
The Zucker Diabetic Fatty (ZDF) rat is an animal model for NIDDM,
developing hyperglycemia, glycosuria and secondary complications such
as nephropathy and cataract formation. To investigate the possibility that
the PPARy agonist, BRL 49653, may change the course of this disease
process, the drug (-10 umol/kg body weight daily) was given in the diet
to ZDF rats, aged 6 weeks (Prevention group; n=8) or 21 weeks
(Intervention group; n=7) until termination at aged 28 weeks. Untreated
ZDF (n=16) and lean (ZL; n=10) rats served as controls. At aged 28
weeks, the pancreata of ZDF controls, compared with ZL rats, contained
fewer and smaller islets with a disorganised architecture involving
changes to (3-cell morphology, apoptotic (3-cells (in the centre of some
islets), a clear decline in insulin content and increased prominence of a-
cells. The (3-cell morphological changes comprised hypertrophy with a
compartmentalization of the cytoplasm into a perinuclear, slightly
acidophilic zone, and a peripheral basophilic region containing most of
the residual insulin. In ZL rats, a-cells were confined to the periphery of
the islet, but in ZDF controls these cells were located randomly in
prominent apparently hyperplastic clusters, perhaps indicating an inward
collapse of islet structure resulting from apoptosis of (3-cells. Pancreata in
ZDF control rats showed similar changes at aged 21 and 28 weeks. In the
Prevention group, the islets displayed a normal morphology and were
indistinguishable from those in ZL rats, but late Intervention treatment
with BRL 49653 failed to influence the established changes. The results
demonstrate that early treatment of ZDF rats with BRL 49653 prevents
the series of events which results in pancreatic islet p-cell degeneration.

1208
ACARBOSE CAN ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR BETWEEN-MEAL SNACKS
IN TYPE I DIABETES.
M. Franks, N. Sneige2 and J. Koglmeier2. 1 Klinik 'Bergfried' Saalfeld, Zum
Fuchsturm 20, Saalfeld and 2Universitatsklinik Homburg, Homburg, Germany.

This study investigated whether acarbose, taken before breakfast, can obviate
the need to split morning carbohydrate demands between a main breakfast and
a mid-morning snack in patients with type I diabetes. Twenty-six patients on
standard insulin regimens were randomized in a double-blinded, cross-over
manner to receive either acarbose, 100 mg, or placebo with one of two meal
regimens. Patients were studied on 4 days, each separated by a 1-week wash-
out period. On days 1 and 2, patients received a single breakfast; while on days
3 and 4 the breakfast was split, with a third of the calorific value being taken
120 minutes after the first intake. Acarbose or placebo was taken before the first
meal. Insulin doses were constant for the 4 study days and given 30 minutes
before the first meal. Plasma glucose and insulin concentrations were measured
at baseline (before the insulin dose); before the first meal (t = 0); and at
30-minute intervals for 210 minutes after the first meal. Comparison of the
AUCO-3.5 h for patients receiving a split meal plus placebo, with those
receiving a single meal plus acarbose revealed no statistically significant differ-
ence between regimens (-3.84 mmol.h/l vs +0.35 mmol.h/l, respectively,
p = 0.062). Comparison of the change in plasma glucose level between baseline
and 90 minutes after the first meal, showed that acarbose induced a decrease
(-1.09 mmol/l from 7.0 mmol/l baseline) in patients given a single meal, while
an increase was seen in patients given placebo with a split breakfast
(+1.05 mmol/l from 8.72 mmol/l). This difference between treatment groups
was statistically significant (p = 0.0034). These results indicate that acarbose can
eliminate the need for a split breakfast in these patients and prevent hypergly-
caemia when breakfast is taken as a single meal.
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EVIDENCE FOR TROGLITAZONE, A NOVEL ANTI-DIABETIC AGENT,
ACTING AS AN INSULIN ACTION ENHANCER.
E.A.Foot, S.Lettis and D.J.A.Eckland Glaxo Wellcome Research & Development
Ltd., Greenford Road, Greenford, Middlesex. UB6 OHE UK
Insulin resistance is a key feature of type 2 diabetes which preceds and predicts its
development in the non-diabetic population. Troglitazone represents a new class of
compounds effective in improving metabolic control in type 2 diabetes primarily by
enhancing the insulin sensitivity of the peripheral sites to insulin. Evidence in
support of this was obtained from studies in euglycaemic healthy subjects. Using a
double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group study design, eighteen healthy adult
male subjects (age 19-40yr, weight 64-92Kg) were randomised to receive
troglitazone 200mg (n=12) or matching placebo (n=6), given three times daily with
the relevant meal for 13 days. On days 0 and 13 blood samples for glucose and
insulin were taken just prior to, and over the 3 hours following each of breakfast,
lunch and dinner. The weighted mean and peak values, and ratio of weighted mean
insulin to weighted mean glucose following each meal, were calculated. Analysis
was performed on log transformed data using analysis of covariance allowing for
effects due to baseline (covariate) and treatment. On day 13, no effect was observed
for any glucose parameter but was associated with a clear trend for weighted mean
and peak insulin, and the weighted mean insulin to weighted mean glucose ratio to be
reduced. This suggests that insulin sensitivity was improved resulting in less insulin
required to maintain euglycaemia. Results are presented as % change compared to
placebo on day 13 (95% Cl):

Time period Wt. mean insulin 	 Peak insulin	 Wt. mean insulin/
Wt. mean glucose

Breakfast	 -13% (-32, 12)	 -10% (-39, 32)	 -9% (-26, 12)
Lunch	 -3% (-27, 29)	 -4% (-29, 30)	 -8% (-28, 18)
Dinner	 -20% (-43, 14)	 -25% (-52, 18)	 -20% (-38, 4)

Conclusions: these results in euglycaemic subjects provide evidence that troglitazone
acts to improve insulin sensitivity and suggest that in type 2 diabetes the drug acts on
the underlying pathophysiology of the disease to improve metabolic control.

1210
VOGLIBOSE DOES NOT MODIFY PHARMACODYNAMICS OR
PHARMACOKINETICS OF WARFARIN IN HEALTHY MAN.
H. Fuder, P. Kleist*, E. Stridde*, A. Ehrlich, S. Emeklibas, W. Maslak,
G. Wieckhorst, M. Birkel, and N. Wetzelsberger. Institute for Clinical
Pharmacology Prof. Liicker GmbH, Grunstadt, and Takeda Euro R&D
Centre*, Frankfurt, Germany
Voglibose (AO-128) is a new and potent inhibitor of disaccharidases
used for treatment of diabetes mellitus. Since voglibose increases
gastrointestinal motility, the aim of this study was to investigate its
influence on the anticoagulant effect and the pharmacokinetics of
warfarin under steady state conditions.
12 healthy male volunteers were given individually adjusted doses of
warfarin over 15 days to achieve stable Quick's values of 30-40 % of
normal. Between day 9 and 15, warfarin doses were kept constant.
From day 11 to 15, 5 mg voglibose t.i.d. was administered
additionally. Quick's values from days 15 and 16 (test) were
compared to those of days 10 and 11 (reference). Pharmacokinetics
of S- and R-warfarin of day 15 was compared with that of day 10.
Lack of interaction was concluded if the point estimate and 90%
confidence interval of the ratios (test/reference) for Quick's value,
AUC and Cm < was within the range of 0.8-1.25.

Mean (and 90% confidence interval) of ratio (test/reference):

Quick's S-Warfarin S-Warfarin R-Warfarin R-Warfarin
value AUC C AUC C
0.97 1.05 1.08 1.01 1.04

(0.90-1.04) 1.00-1.10 (1.00-1.16) (0.97-1.05) (0.97-1.11)

It is concluded, that voglibose had no influence on the pharmaco-
dynamics and the pharmacokinetics of warfarin enantiomers.

1211
EFFECT OF TROGLITAZONE ON INSULIN-INDUCED VASODILATION AND
ENDOTHELIAL FUNCTION IN INSULIN-RESISTANT OBESE SUBJECTS
C.J.J.Tack, K.E.M. Ong, G. Vervoort and P. Smits6. Dept. of Internal Medicine and
#Pharmacology, University Hospital, Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
Insulin-induced vasodilation is nitric oxide dependent and is diminished in
type 2 diabetes and obesity and, might reflect endothelial dysfunction.
Troglitazone, improves insulin resistance and may thus improve insulin-
dependent and/or endothelium-dependent vascular function in insulin
resistant obese subjects. Therefore, 14 obese subjects (8M:6F, age 37.2+4.9
yr, BMI 31.6±3.0 kg•m - ') were treated with troglitazone 400 mg od or
placebo for 8 weeks, in a randomised, double-blind cross-over design.
Forearm vasodilator responses [venous-occlusion plethysmography] to intra-
arterially administered acetylcholine and sodium nitroprusside, insulin
sensitivity and insulin-induced vasodilation [euglycemic hyperinsulinemic
clamp] and vasoconstrictor responses to L-NMMA were investigated.
Ambulatory 24-hour blood pressure (ABPM) was also measured. Baseline
data (placebo) were compared with that of a matched group of 13 lean
individuals (BMI 21.9+0.6 kg•m - '). Obese subjects were insulin resistant
when compared with leans (whole body glucose disposal: 26.9+3.2 versus

53.9+4.3 lumol• kg -1 •min-1 , p4).001). Troglitazone improved insulin sensitivity

(to31.8+3.6l.unoI-dL-1 •min-1 , p<0.05). Insulin-induced vasodilation was blunted
in obese subjects (increased flow 11.3+_12.3%, versus 66.5+23.0% lean,
p<0.05), but did not improve during troglitazone (to 2.2+4.9%, p=0.71).
Vasodilator responses to acetylcholine and sodium nitroprusside, and
vasoconstrictor responses to L-NMMA did not differ between the obese and
lean group, nor between placebo and troglitazone. During troglitazone,
ABPM systolic blood pressure remained unchanged, diastolic decreased
(84.4+ 1.3 to 81.1±1.8 mmHg, p<0.05). Conclusion: whilst endothelial function
was normal in insulin resistant obese subjects, insulin-induced vasodilation
was impaired. Troglitazone did not affect vascular reactivity. These data do
not support an association between insulin resistance and endothelial function.

1212

a-GLUCOSIDASE INHIBITOR (VOGLIBOSE) SAVES ENDO-
GENOUS INSULIN AND IMPROVES INSULIN SENSITIVITY
M. Taniyama, Y. Suzuki, C. Murata, E. Sugita, and Y. Ban
Showa University, Saiseikai central Hospital, Tokyo, Japan

To protect diabetic patients from cardiovascular diseases,
management of blood glucose alone is not sufficient. Relief of
insulin resistance is also important. We investigated the effect of
Voglibose (a-glucosidase inhibitor) on the endogenous insulin
secretion and insulin sensitivity in NIDDM patients. Twenty-
seven patients (21 men and 6 women, aged 40-71 years) whose
control of blood glucose was not sufficient with diet therapy
alone or with sulfonylurea were given 4-6 mg daily of
Voglibose for 6 months, and the fasting plasma glucose (FPG),
HbAlc, fasting serum IRI, lipids, DHEA-S and urinary excretion
of C-peptide were measured before and at the end of the study.
FPG decreased from 9.3 mmol/L to 8.7 mmol/L, while decrement
of HbAlc was very small. Fasting IRI decreased from 60 pmol/L
to 43 pmol/L. U-CPR decreased from 28.2 nmol/day to 23.4
nmol/day. In male patients, DHEA-S, which is thought to be a
marker for insulin sensitivity in male, significantly increased at 3
months but the increment was not significant at the end of the
study (2.65, 3.13, 2.89 Rmol/L respectively). Mean fasting TG
level also significantly decreased. TG levels decreased in all 8
patients whose initial TG were high. The reduction of fasting
WI level as well as decrement of urinary excretion of CPR in the
face of improvement of blood glucose control indicate that
treatment with Voglibose saved endogenous insulin secretion
and improved insulin sensitivity in glucose metabolism. Increase
of serum DHEA-S and decrease of fasting TG levels also support
the improvement of insulin sensitivity.



1213
TROGLITAZONE IMPROVES INSULIN SENSITIVITY THROUGH INCREASED
MUSCLE GLYCOGEN CONTENTS IN ZUCKER OBESE RATS
Y. Oshida, M. Kako, L. Li, X. -C. Hu, N. Nakai, Y. Shimomura*, Y. Sato
Nagoya University,*Nagoya Institute of Technology, Nagoya, Japan
Recent studies have demonstrated that troglitazone has the ca-

pacity to improve insulin resistance. The present study was un-
dertaken to determine the effect of troglitazone on in vivo
insulin action, the activities of pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH)
complex and 3 - hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase (HADH) in muscle,
and muscle GLUT4 and glycogen contents in Zucker obese and lean
rats. Rats were fed normal chow diet with and without troglita-
zone as a food admixture(0.3%).In vivo insulin action was measu-
red by the sequential euglycemic clamp technique at two differe-
nt insulin infusion rates, 6.0 (L) and 30.0 (H) mU/kg•min. Pla-
sma insulin concentrations during the L and the H insulin infu-
sion were 100-150,u U/ml and 1, 000-1, 400 u U/ml, respectively, and
blood glucose was clamped at fasting levels by periodic adjust-
ment of the i. v.glucose infusion rate. After the clamp studies,
the activities of PDHcomplex and HADH and GLUT4 and glycogen co-
ntents in red gastrocnemius muscles and heart were determined.
Troglitazone treatment produced a significant rise in glucose
disposal rate (GDR) during the L insulin clamp study (14.7±2.2
vs 7.1± 1.lmg/kg•min, P<0.05)in obese rats, but not in lean rats
(26.5± 0.3 vs 29.0 ± 1.7 mg/kg•min). No effects of Troglitazo-
ne on GDR during the H clamp study, the activities of PDH comp-
lex and HADH or muscle GLUT4 contents were observed in obese
and lean rats. However, Troglitazone increased muscle glycogen
contents in obese rats (6.8±0.4 vs 5.4±0.4mg/g, P<0.05). These
results suggest that troglitazone improves insulin sensitivity
through increased muscle glycogen contents.
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ACARBOSE IN AMBULATORY TREATMENT OF NIDDM ASSOCIATED
TO IMMINENT SULFONYWREA FAILURE.
C. Pinol, B. Costa, N. Garcia, C. Barajas and Acarbose and Diabetes
Research Group. Institut Catala de la Salut. DAP Reus-Altebrat. Hospital
Mora d'Ebre. Tarragona. QF Bayer SA. Barcelona (Catalonia, Spain)

To asses the efficacy and safety of acarbose as an adjunct to high sulfonylurea
(SU) doses, a randomised, multicentric, 6 month double-blind, parallel and
placebo-controlled trial was performed in primary health care. NIDDM patients
aged>40 year-old, BMI <35 kg.m2, HbAlc levels between 8-12% (N: 4-6%)
and more than 3 years of diagnosed diabetes were included. After a month
placebo run-in period, all patients were randomly allocated in two groups of
treatment (acarbose 100 mg tid vs placebo). HbA1c levels, lipid profile, fasting
and postprandial blood glucose levels were performed and adverse events were
recorded. SPSS/PC as well as ANCOVA analysis were used. The study included
65 patients and 48 of them were randomized (22 for acarbose and 26 for
placebo). No statistical differences were found on age (60.3 vs 61.7), BMI (28.6
vs 27.5) and SU doses (14.0 vs 145 mg glybenclamide/day). Acarbose-treated
patients significantly reduced HbAlc levels (9.1/8% vs 8.6/8.6%; p<0,01), based
upon a marked decrease in mean postprandial plasma glucose levels (11.7/9.2
vs 12.6/11 mmol.l -'; p=0,07). No significant differences among fasting plasma
glucose (9.6/8.4 vs 10.7/10 mmol.P'), total cholesterol (5.7/5.5 vs 5.9/5.6
mmol.£'), triglycerides (2,1/1.6 vs 2.2/2 mmol.U1) and HDL cholesterol (1.5/1.5
vs 1.4/1.4 mmol.U') were detected. Thirty patients (46.1%) of the total group
presented adverse events, 10 (15.4%) placebo-treated patients and 20 (30.7%)
acarbose-treated patients. In 14 (21.4%) patients of the second group it was
probably or possibly due to acarbose, although no one was reported as severe
event. Only 7 (10.7%) patients, 6 (9.2%) with acarbose and 1 (1.5%) with
placebo, withdrew the study because of the adverse events. Thus, despite the
side effects, acarbose seems to be a useful option in order to improve HbAlc
levels in NIDDM with imminent SU failure.

1215
OVERVIEW OF THE SAFETY PROFILE OF TROGLITAZONE, AN
INSULIN ACTION ENHANCING AGENT
S. Kench and P. Beranek. Glaxo Wellcome Research and Development
Ltd., Greenford, U.K.
Troglitazone is a new insulin action enhancing agent, under development
for the treatment of type 2 diabetes. Troglitazone (10 -800 mg) has been
investigated at once, twice and three times daily doses in more than 7706
patients to date in Europe / USA and 1058 patients in Japan. This abstract
presents adverse event data collected from four phase II studies conducted
in 1066 patients throughout Europe (age 39 - 85 years) for up to 16 weeks.

Placebo [P] Troglitazone	 [T]
(all doses)

n =210 n=856
Patients with any adverse events 126 (60%) 405 (47%)
Patients with any drug-related adverse 56 (27%) 230(27%)
events

The incidence of adverse events was similar in the troglitazone and placebo
populations. Most adverse events were mild to moderate in severity. The
most common adverse events were malaise (P 11%, T 7.9%), thirst/fluid
intake (P 8.1%, T 1.2%), and polyuria and diuresis (P 6.2%, T 0.5%).
Adverse events, including drug-related serious adverse events ( T 1% , P
1%), showed no age, sex, dose frequency or dose dependency. Although
there have been three reports of symptomatic hypoglycaemia (1 P, 2 T)
these were not verified by blood glucose measurements. In conclusion,
troglitazone is well tolerated, with a good safety profile which supports the
further investigation of troglitazone for long-term treatment of type 2
diabetes.

1216
Effect of metformin on impaired glucose tolerance patients

Chun-Lin Li, Ju-Min Lu, Chang-Yu Pan, et al.
Department of Endocrinology, 301 hospital, Beijing, China, 100853.

In order to evaluate the effect of metformin on glucose metabolism,
insulin sensitivity and conversion rate of DM in IGT patients , a
total of 70 subjects with IGT were given metformin in 33 or placebo in
37 each for one year period in a double-blind, placebo-controlled study.
The dose of metformin was 0.25g, three times daily.

The results showed that 1 IGT patient converted into DM(3.13%) ,3
remained unchanged (9. 38%) and 28 became normal (87. 50%) one year later
in metformin group. While in placebo group the above data were 7
(21.21%), 8(24.24% and 18(54.55%), respectively (P<0 ,05). Metformin
treatment was associated with improvement of FBS (from 6.89±0.15
mmol/L to 6.23±0.15mmol/L, p<0.05) and insulin sensitivity ( IAI)
(from -3. 27 to -3. 01, P<0. 01) at 3 months. At 6 months, both AUCg
(from 19.67±0.53 to 17.75±0.51, P<0. 05) and AUCi (from 42.66x/ : 0.32
to 36.31x/+0.29, P<0.01) were decreased significantly. After 12
months of metformin treatment, the FBS, IAI, AUCg and AUCi were
further improved and the UAE was decreased from 5 .89x / : 0.36ug/min
to 5.01 x / .-0.  34u g/min , WHR from 0. 854±0. 01 to 0. 840±0.01 and BMI
from 26.08±0.40 kg/m° to 25. 04 ± 0. 39 kg/m ' with statistical
significance(P<0.05) compared with placebo group.

Conclusion: Our results indicated that metformin, for one year
treatment, could reduce the conversion rate of DM in IGT patients and
could improve glucose metabolism, insulin sensitivity BMI,WHR and UAE
in the IGT patients. Therefore, metformin might be some benefit for
intervention of IGT patients.
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ACUTE NON-INSULIN-LIKE STIMULATION OF GLUCOSE
TRANSPORT BY TROGLITAZONE IN ISOLATED RAT MUSCLE.
C.Filrnsinn, M.Bisschop, M.Roden, B. Schneider* and W.Waldhausl
Dept. Medicine III, Div. Endocrinology & Metabolism, and *Inst. Medical
Statistics & Documentation, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria.

Investigation of direct and acute action of troglitazone on glucose
metabolism of rat soleus muscle strips revealed insulin-independent
stimulation of glucose transport (cpm 3H-2-deoxy-glucose/mg/h:
control, 307±22; vs. 3.25 ItM troglitazone, 380±32; p<0.01). Although
an acute insulin-mimetic potential of thiazolidinediones has been
suggested by others, our findings indicate that troglitazone mimicks the
effects of hypoxia and muscle contractions rather than those of insulin
in that: (i) Troglitazone-induced glucose transport was accompanied by
increased glycolysis (µmol lactate released/g/h: control, 7.1±0.5; vs.
3.25 µM troglitazone, 12.3±0.7; p<0.01), but not glycogenesis (µmol
glucose incorporated into glycogen/g/h: control, 1.40±0.09; vs. 3.25 isM
troglitazone, 1.32±0.09; n.s.) demonstrating intracellular glucose
handling in a catabolic non-insulin-like fashion beyond glucose
transport. (ii) While insulin retained its stimulatory effect on glucose
transport in hypoxia-stimulated muscle (cpm/mg/h: hypoxia, 852±77 vs.
hypoxia + 100 nM insulin, 1229±75; p<0.01), troglitazone failed to
increase glucose transport under hypoxic conditions (cpm/mg/h:
hypoxia, 789±40 vs. hypoxia + 3.25 sM troglitazone, 815±28, n.s.)
suggesting that hypoxia and troglitazone trigger glucose transport via
an identical non-insulin-like mechanism. (iii) No differences of
troglitazone vs. hypoxia were identified in respective interactions with
insulin. It remains to be elucidated, whether such potential of
troglitazone to acutely stimulate muscle glucose metabolism in a non-
insulin-like fashion is instrumental for its long-term antidiabetic action in
vivo or is to be regarded as an independent pharmacologic effect.

1218
REACTION OF METFORMIN WITH REDUCING SUGARS AND
DICARBONYL COMPOUNDS
D. Ruggiero, M. Lecomte, N. Rellier, M. Lagarde and N. Wiemsperger.
LIPHA-INSEAM U352, INSA, bldg 406, 69621 Villeurbanne Cedex, France

The reaction between reducing sugars and amino structures in proteins (also
called Maillard reaction or glycoxidation) has been shown to play a role in the
development of the characteristic tissue pathology of diabetes. Guanidine
compounds such as aminoguanidine, inhibit this process by blocking the
reaction of amino groups with glucose or the dicarbonyl compounds derived
from glucose. Despite the fact that the antidiabetic metfonnin is a guanidine-
like compound, it has never been investigated for possible inhibitory effects
on the formation of advanced glycation end products (AGES). Metformin was
incubated in the presence of various reducing sugars and dicarbonyl
compounds (glyoxal and methylglyoxal). Reaction kinetics were assessed by
analysis of the spectrometric changes, and reaction products analyzed by
TLC. The results showed that metformin reacts with glucose, fructose or
glucose 6-phosphate. The metformin reactivity is 400-times higher with
glyoxal (one of the main intermediates of the Maillard reaction), and even
more strongly with methylglyoxal which is increased in diabetes mellitus.
Reaction of metformin with glucose was oxygen dependent whereas glyoxal
reaction was not. Glycoxidation of albumin by dicarbonyl compounds in the
presence or absence of metformin was also studied. Albumin glycoxidation
either by glyoxal or methylglyoxal, was decreased by about 30 % and 50%
respectively, in the presence of ImM metformin. These results suggest that
besides its known antihyperglycaemic effect, metformin could also decrease
AGE formation by reaction with reducing sugars or glycoxidation
intermediates,

1219
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF TROGLITAZONE WITH SULPHONYLUREAS
: NO EFFECT ON CARDIAC MASS
M.M.R. Young', L. Squassante', W.D.H. Carey', R.H. Mohiaddin' and D.N. Firmia'.
'GlaxoWellcome Research and Development Ltd., Greenford, U.K., 'Chelsea and
Westminster Hospital, London; 'Magnetic Resonance Unit, Royal Brampton
Hospital, London, U.K.
Troglitazone (TR) is a thiazolidinedione under development for the treatment of type
2 diabetes. In clinical studies TR reduces hyperglycaemia and is well tolerated. In
animal studies compounds of this class have been associated with reversible
increases in cardiac mass. Echocardiography data from early clinical studies
indicated that TR had no adverse cardiac effects, Here, magnetic resonance imaging,
a highly accurate method of determining anatomical and functional parameters of the
heart, was performed to assess cardiac mass and function in patients receiving TR or
a sulphonylurea (SU). Six month interim data from a 1 year study is presented. This
study is a randomised, open, parallel-group design in which 34 type 2 diabetic
patients, stable on glibenclamide or gliclazide either continued on pre-existing SU
treatment (n=18) or switched to TR 600mg once daily (n=16) for one year. Left
ventricular (LV) mass, right ventricular (RV) wall thickness and ventricular function
parameters are being measured at baseline, 2, 6 and 12 months. A 6-month interim
analysis of the LV mass index (LV mass corrected for body surface area) was
performed using analysis of covariance allowing for effects due to treatment and
baseline values.

LV mass index (g/m )
TR (n=12)	 SU (n=15)

Baseline mean	 79.9	 77.1
6 month adjusted mean	 79.7	 80.5

The difference between LV mass index for TR and SU was not statistically
significant (95% CI: -7.8, 6.2). TR was well tolerated during this period. These data
clearly demonstrate that, over the 6-month period, there was no difference in LV
mass index between patients treated with TR and those taking a sulphonylurea.
Changes in RV wall thickness or adverse effects on ventricular function are therefore
not anticipated.

1220
DOUBLE—BLIND, PLACEBO—CONTROLLED, DOSE—RESPONSE STUDY OF
METFORMIN HYDROCHLORIDE COMPARED TO PLACEBO IN TYPE II
DIABETES MELLITUS D.Cryer,M.D.;J.Rohlf,M.D.;D.Mills,BSN;
A.Garber,M.D.,Ph.D.; Princeton, N.J. and Houston, TX
Although metformin (M) has been used to treat type II
diabetes for more than 30 years, a dose—response study
was never undertaken. Following a three—week lead—in
period, four hundred fifty—one patients were randomized
to receive either placebo (P) or a single dose level of
M for 11 weeks. The M doses used were 500, 1000, 1500,
2000, 2500 mg/day. Lab evaluations included FPG at base-
line and wks 1, 2, 3, 7 and 11; and HbA1C at baseline,
and wks 7 and 11. Adverse event (AE) monitoring was done
at each visit. Results: Compared to P, treatment with M
resulted in dose—dependent decreases in FPG and HbA1C at
wks 7 and 11. Maximal reductions of FPG and HbAi c were
achieved at 2000 mg M and averaged —80.2 mg/dL and —2.01%
at wk 11, respectively (pD0.001). There was no
statistical difference between metformin and placebo in
the number of patients reporting an AE. The most
frequently reported AE was G.I. related symptoms which
occurred 8% more frequently in M vs. P treated patients
(p=0.20). Also, M treated patients exhibited a 12%
increase of diarrhea vs P treated patients (p-0.02).
Conclusion: All dose levels of M tested were well—
tolerated and demonstrated statistically significant
and clinically important decreases in FPG and HbAic.



1221
TROGLITAZONE HAS NO EFFECT ON THE RED CELL MASS OR
OTHER ERYTHROPOIETIC PARAMETERS
M.M.R. Young, L. Squassante' and J. Werner 2 . GlaxoWellcome Research
and Development Ltd., Greenford, U.K.; 2Pharma Bio-Research Int. BV,
Zuidlaren, The Netherlands.
Troglitazone (TR) is a novel treatment for type 2 diabetes. In large scale
clinical trials TR reduced hyperglycaemia and was well tolerated. Minor,
reversible decreases in red blood cell indices were observed, consistent with
animal studies where this effect was thought to be associated with an
increase in plasma volume. To formally assess these effects, 24 healthy
male subjects (age 19-26yrs, weight 64-90kg) were randomised into 3 groups
to receive TR 200mg or 600mg, or placebo once daily for 6 weeks in a
double-blind, parallel-group study. Red cell mass, determined by dilution of
radiochromium-labelled red blood cells and plasma volume, determined by
dilution of radioiodinated albumin, were measured pre-study and after 6
weeks of treatment. Additional haematological parameters were also
measured. Statistical analysis was performed using analysis of covariance
allowing for effects due to baseline and treatment. Results showed no
changes in haemoglobin, erythrocyte count or haematocrit. The red cell
mass was not reduced, with adjusted mean values of 27.0 ml/kg (200mg
group), 25.6 ml/kg (600mg group) and 25.1 ml/kg (placebo). These data,
combined with a lack of effect of TR on reticulocyte count, erythropoietin or
soluble transferrin receptors indicate that TR does not affect erythropoiesis,
There was no evidence of increased red cell destruction or haemolysis. The
adjusted mean plasma volume increased by 5.7% (2.5mUkg, 95% CI -1.6,
6.6) in the 200mg group and by 7.8% (3.4m1/kg, 95% CI -0.8, 7.6) in the
600mg group compared to placebo (p=NS for both). Conclusion:
Troglitazone had no effect on red cell mass. Dilutional effects, related to
modest increases in plasma volume may explain the haematological changes
seen in clinical studies.
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1222
THE HYPOGLYCAEMIC EFFICACY OF METFORMIN.
A META—ANALYSIS.
Klaus Johansen, Hvidovre Hospital, University of
Copenhagen, DK -2650 Hvidovre, Denmark.
Background: The results of randomized, controlled trials
of the effects of metformin on blood glucose regulation
and body weight varies. In order to get a systematic over-
view a metaanalysis of the efficacy of metformin was per-
formed by comparing metformin with both placebo and sulfo-
nylurea.
Methods: All randomized controlled trials published since
1957 were selected by searching Current List of Medical
Literature, Cumulated Index Medicus, Medline and Embase.
Meta-analysis was performed using weighted mean differen-
ces in fasting blood glucose, glycosylated haemoglobin and
body weight.
Results: Eight randomized, controlled trials comparing
metformin with placebo and eleven with sulfonylurea were
identified. The weighted mean difference between placebo
and metformin in fasting blood glucose was 3,1 mmol/L
(95% Cl-3.7;-2.6) and in glycosylated haemoglobin 1.3%
(95% Cl -1.6; -1,0). Body weights were not different. Sul-
fonylurea and metformin lowered blood glucose haemoglobin
equally while there was a lower weight (3 kg) after met-
formin treatment (95% Cl -4.1; -1.9).
Conclusions: Metformin lowers blood glucose and glycosyla-
ted haemoglobin significantly compared with placebo. Met-
formin and sylfonylurea have an equal effect on fasting
blood glucose and glycosylated haemoglobin but the body
weight was significantly lower after metformin.

1223
SUPPRESSIVE EFFECT OF TROGLITAZONE ON DEVELOPMENT OF
TYPE I DIABETES INDUCED BY MULTIPLE LOW-DOSE
STREPTOZOTOCIN INJECTION IN MICE.
T. Fujiwara, S. Takahashi, J. Ogawa, J. Fukushige, T. Hosokawa, S. Kurakata
and H. Horikoshi. Pharm. & Mol. Biol. Res. Labs., Sankyo Co., Ltd. Tokyo,
Japan

Troglitazone is a new class of antidiabetic agent that ameliorates
hyperglyeemia.in NIDDM patients by enhancing insulin action. In the present
study, the effect of troglitazone on development of type I diabetes and
cytokine-induced pancreatic B cell dysfunction was investigated both in vivo
and in vitro. Type I diabetes was induced by injecting DBA/2 mice with multiple
low doses of streptozotocin( 40 mg/kg/day for 5 days). In one group of
diabetic mice, troglitazone was administered for 3 weeks as a 0.2 % food
admixture( 290 mg/kg/day) from the start of streptozotocin treatment. The
second group received no additional treatment (control diabetic mice). Four
weeks after the final streptozotocin injection, control diabetic mice had
elevated plasma glucose(615±8 mg/dI, n=8) and their pancreatic B cells were
infiltrated by lymphocytes. Troglitazone treatment markedly reduced
hyperglycemia in diabetic mice(232±30 mg/dl, n=8) by suppressing
lymphocyte infiltration. In vitro studies using hamster insulinoma cell line(HIT
T-15 cells) revealed that TNF a (10 pg/ml) and IL-1 (3 (1 pg/ml) treatment for 7
days decreased insulin secretion and mitochondrial activity (as estimated by
MTT assay). Troglitazone addition(0.3 µM) during cytokine treatment with TNF
a and IL-1 fi increased insulin secretion by 1.6 fold and mitochondrial activity
by 1.5 fold compared with cytokine treatment. These findings suggest that
troglitazone prevents development of type I diabetes by suppressing
lymphocyte infiltration into pancreatic B cells and the subsequent TNF a and
IL-1 /3-induced B cell damage.

1224
METFORMIN IN INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
WITH INSULIN RESISTANCE
Z.Rusavy, S.Lacigova, P.Tesinsk , R.Karova. University hospital, Pilsen,
Czech Republic
Metformin potentiates the insulin action (sensitivity) in IDDM patients,
hyperinsulinemia is probably a risk factor of atherosclerosis. Aim: To
examine the effect of metfonnin added to established treatment of insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) patients with high daily insulin dose and
poor glycemic control. Methods: In 20 young IDDM patients
(Cpeptide<0,01nmo14) with normal body weight (BMI=24), normal
cholesterol and triglycerides level treated with intensified insulin therapy (IIT)
(4-6 insulin doses daily), an euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp (insulinemia
100mIU/1) was performed together with measuring of energy expenditure by
indirect calorimetry. A dosage of 850 mg of metformin twice a day was
added to the established IIT. Second clamp with indirect calorimetry was
repeated 3 month later. Results: There was a significant decrease of insulin
dose (by 22%) in metformin treated patients, prandial requirement of insulin
especially. The decrease was directly dependable on insulin dose at the
beginning of the study. The glucose uptake was significantly higher
(M=3.9±1.6, resp. 5.1± 2.1 mg.kg'.min') which represented increase by
29%. There was insignificant decrease of body weight, no change in HbAlc,
triglycerides, cholesterol, free fatty acids. The basal insulinemia remained
unchanged as well as the energy expenditure. Patients reported lower
frequency of hypoglycemia in the last month of the therapy compared to
previous treatment. Only 3 patients did not tolerate the treatment well -
diarrhea, dyspeptic problems. The level of lactate was not significantly
changed. Conclusions: The treatment of IDDM patients with IIT and
metformin is safe and it leads to decrease of insulin dose, mainly the prandial
one.
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1225
EFFECTS OF TROGLITAZONE ON BONE METABOLISM IN ZUCKER
DIABETIC FATTY(ZDF) RATS.
M.Miyamoto,C.Fukuda,F.Okada, A. Kiyokawa, Y.Hagisawa and T. Fujiwara.
Pharmacology and Molecular Biology Research Laboratories, Sankyo Co., Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan.

Although the concept that IDDM is a risk factor for osteopenia is well
established, little is known about the effects of NIDDM on bone metabolism.
The aims of the present study were 1) to determine if Zucker diabetic fatty
(ZDF) rats, a new animal model of NIDDM characterized by insulin resistance,
have any disorders in bone metabolism; and 2) if so, to examine the effects of
troglitazone, a novel antidiabetic agent, on their bone metabolism. When
compared at 19 weeks of age, ZDF rats had significantly lower femoral bone
mineral density (BMD)(157.0±2.2 g/cm2, n=6) than control Zucker lean
(Lean) rats(187.4± 1.5 g/cm 2 , n=6). Serum BGP, a marker for bone turnover,
was also significantly lower in ZDF rats compared to Lean rats(8.4±2.2
vs.50.0±3.0 ng/ml). Treatment with troglitazone as a food mixture (132
mg/kg/day) for 13 weeks completely prevented diabetes onset and significantly
increased femoral BMD and serum BGP in ZDF rats, while no changes in
these parameters were observed in Lean rats. In contrast, pioglitazone,
another antidiabetic agent assumed to share its mode of antidiabetic action
with troglitazone, in a dose (53 mg/kg/day as a food mixture), which
suppressed diabetes onset, markedly lowered femoral BMD both in ZDF and
Lean rats after a 13-week treatment period. Pioglitazone slightly increased
serum BGP in ZDF rats, but not in Lean rats. Histologically both agents
promoted conversion of hematopoietic to fatty marrow in the femur of ZDF
and Lean rats. With respect to the degree of the conversion, pioglitazone was
far more potent than troglitazone. These results demonstrate that ZDF rats
have osteopenia, which is ameliorated by troglitazone, but further aggravated
by pioglitazone, indicating that these structurally similar antidiabetic agents
have completely opposite effects on bone metabolism.

1226
METFORMIN IMPROVES METABOLIC CONTROL IN NON-INSULIN-
DEPENDENT DIABETICS WITH ACARBOSE MONOTHERAPY
M. Hanefeld', K. Bdr2, G. Mertes' and R. Berlinghoff . 'University of Dresden,
2Tessin,'Wuppertal, 4Berlin
Acarbose has been proven to be an effective adjunct in NIDDM insufficiently treated
with sulfonylureas or metformin alone. So far no data exist from prospective studies
where metformin was used as the second antihyperglycemic agent in combination
with acarbose. The rational of this treatment is a synergistic action of metformin on
hepatic gluconeogenesis resulting in reduction of fasting blood glucose whereas
acarbose mainly reduces postprandial hyperglycemia. We therefore tested in a double
blind placebo-controlled prospective trial with NIDDM subjects successfully treated
with acarbose as a first line drug whether addition of metformin could help to
optimise metabolic control.  Inclusion criteria were: response to acarbose pre-treatment
- 0.6 % points decrease in HbA 1 with ? 100 mg tid, prevalue > 8.5 % HbA,.
Major exclusion criteria: contraindications for metformin.  Examination schedule:
subjects with at least 12 weeks acarbose monotherapy, 6 weeks 100 mg acarbose tid
plus 850 mg metformin or placebo. If after 6 weeks the HbA 1 level was still >9.0%
the dosage of metformin was increased to twice 850 mg or placebo for the following
6 weeks. Evaluation: HbA I , fasting blood glucose and 90' after a test meal, serum
insulin, C-peptide, lactate, safety parameters, compliance and adverse events. 49
subjects were randomised, 47 of them were valid for the intention to treat analysis.
Metformin reduced HbA, from 10.3 % 109% (p < 0.001). Placebo: 10.1 	 10.4 %
after 12 weeks. Fasting blood glucose was decreased from 9.1 to 8.2 mmol/1 but
remained unchanged with placebo (9.8 vs. 9.7 mmol/1). The corresponding levels for
pp BG were 11.4 and 9.6 with metformin and 12.3 vs. 12.6 mmol/1 with placebo.
Serum insulin and C-peptide levels were not affected. Neither metformin nor placebo
changed average lactate levels. In three cases with metformin plus acarbose we
observed gastrointestinal side-effects. There were no serious adverse event or drop out
in both groups nor relevant changes in safety parameters.  In conclusion: in Pat. with
NIDDM and unsatisfactory acarbose monotherapy perfect metabolic control can
safely be achieved by a combination with metformin.

1227
TROGLITAZONE IMPROVES ALBUMINURIA IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC
PATIENTS
D.J.A. Eckland, L. Frith, M. Starkie and C. Alderton. Glaxo Wellcome
Research and Development Ltd., Greenford, U.K.
Albuminuria is a risk marker for cardiovascular and renal disease in type 2
diabetes. Troglitazone is an insulin action enhancing agent in late phase III
development for the treatment of type 2 diabetes. It has a therapeutic dose-
range of 200-600 mg once daily. Week 12 urinary albumin levels from 219
type 2 diabetic patients taking troglitazone 200-600 mg daily or placebo in
3 dose-ranging, double-blind, placebo-controlled studies were collected.
Urinary albumin to creatinine ratio was calculated for data collected after
16 weeks from 231 patients in a double-blind, placebo-controlled study of
troglitazone 100 or 200 mg daily added to a sulphonylurea (SU). Adjusted
geometric means are presented here as ratio to placebo (95% CI):
ALBUMINURIA,	 URINARY ALBUMIN TO
TROGLITAZONE	 CREATININE RATIO,
MONOTHERAPY, WEEK 12 	 TROGLITAZONE ADDED TO SU,

WEEK 16
• 200 mg	 ' 100 mg
• 400 mg	 • 200 mg

• 600 mg

p=0.032

p,0.044
p=0.011

5	 1	 0.1	 5	 1	 0.1

0.5	 0.5

Ratio to placebo	 Ratio to placebo

The improvements in albuminuria with troglitazone 200-600 mg daily
compared to placebo provide further evidence that troglitazone may be of
value in the prevention of complications associated with type 2 diabetes.

1228
EFFECTS OF STOPPING METFORMIN IN CHINESE NIDDM PATIENTS ON
INSULIN-ORAL HYPOGLYCAEMIC AGENT COMBINATION THERAPY FOR
SECONDARY DRUG FAILURE
C.C. Chow, J.K.Y. Li, G.T.C. Ko, V.T.F. Yeung, J.C.N. Chan, L.W.W. Tsang, L.N.
Jorgensen* and C.S. Cockram. Diabetes and Endocrine Centre, Prince of Wales
Hospital, Hong Kong; *Novo Nordisk A/S, Asia Pacific Centre, Singapore.
Recent evidence suggests that in NIDDM patients with secondary drug failure,
insulin-oral hypoglycaemic agents (OHA) combination therapy can achieve similar
glycaemic control at a lower insulin dose and less weight gain when compared to
insulin therapy alone. The importance of metformin in insulin-OHA combination
therapy, however, remains unestablished. As a second phase of a randomized,
open, parallel trial, we examine the effects of metformin in Chinese NIDDM
patients stable receiving combination therapy for secondary OHA failure. 45
subjects (20 on half maximal sulphonylurea and 25 on maximal sulphonylurea-for
details see other abstract), after a 20-week insulin re-adjustment phase, entered into
a second phase whereby subjects who were previously on metformin stopped the
metformin (n=26) and were compared with subjects who had not been treated with
metformin (n=19) for a duration of 5 weeks without any adjustment of insulin or
other OHA. At baseline, the No-metformin group had a shorter duration of OHA
therapy (9.9±4.9 vs 13.5±3.8 years, p=0.007) and a higher HbA lc (8.8±1.2 vs
8.2±0.9%, p=0.039) despite using a larger dose of bedtime insulin (21.9±8.3 vs
13.3±6.7 U p<0.001). At the end of 5 weeks, the group stopping metformin
showed a significant deterioration of glycaemic control when compared to the No-
metformin group (AFPG 3.85±2.95 vs -0.58±1.75 mmol/l, p=0.0001; AHbAic

1.59±0.93 vs -0.02±0.44%, p=0.0001). We conclude that in insulin-OHA
combination therapy for secondary failure, patients not on metformin need a
significantly larger dose of insulin to maintain glycaemic control than those
patients with metformin. Regardless of whether patients were using full or half
maximal dose of sulpbonylurea, stopping metformin induces a significant
deterioration in glycaemic control within 5 weeks. Thus metformin is a useful and
important component of insulin-OHA combination therapy regimes.



1229
TROGLITAZONE IMPROVES GLYCAEMIC CONTROL IN PATIENTS
ON SULPHONYLUREAS ALONE
M. Buysschaertl, G. Rayman 2, E. Bobbioni3 , J.C.N. Correa4, M. Starkie5
and L. Friths. 1 Cliniques Universitaires UCL St Luc, Bruxelles, Belgium,
Bruxelles, Belgium, 2Ipswich Hospital, Ipswich, U.K. 3 Hopital Cantonal
Universitaire, Geneve, Switzerland; 4Hospital de Curry Cabral, Lisboa,
Portugal; SGlaxo Wellcome Research and Development Ltd, Greenford,
U.K.
Troglitazone is an insulin action enhancer which improves metabolic
control of type 2 diabetic patients as monotherapy. This 16-week,
multicentre, parallel-group, double-blind, placebo-controlled study
investigated the addition of troglitazone (T) 100 and 200 mg once daily to
sulphonylurea (SU). 259 type 2 diabetes patients (mean age 60 yrs, range
34-85 yrs) with fasting capillary glucose >- 7 and <- 12 mmol/l and taking a
stabilised SU regimen were randomised. Median daily doses of SUs were
not different between treatment groups. After 16 weeks', fasting blood
concentrations (adiusted seometric mean) were:

is HbAlc
(%)

Glucose
(mmolII)

Insulin
(pJU/ml)

Proinsulin
(pIU/ml)

SU alone 79 8.2 11.5 9.1 15.2
SU+T100 mg 79 7.7* 10.4** 8.0* 14.0
SU+T200 mg 84 7.4*** 9.2*** 8.0* 12.5*
-peu.u^, --p<u.ul,°p<u.uul vs. placebo
T was well tolerated. Symptoms of hypoglycaemia were not markedly
different between the 3 groups (SU 12%, SU+100 mg 7%, SU+200 mg
15%, p=NS). Thus troglitazone added to a SU improved metabolic control
without adversely influencing the safety profile.
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1230
TROGLITAZONE IS SUPERIOR TO METFORMIN OR INSULIN IN ANTIDIA-
BETIC EFFICACY AND ARRESTS PROGRESSION OF NIDDM IN ZDF RATS
M. A. Hashim, H. Brown, J. Binz, W. Harrington, P. Novak, R. Wiard, C. Goss, R.
Crumrine, R. Harper, H. Pink, W. Faison, D. Reynolds, D. Anderson and K. Brown.
Glaxo Wellcome, Inc., Research Triangle Park, U. S. A.
Antidiabetic efficacies of Troglitazone (Trog), metformin (Mtfn) and insulin (Ins)
were evaluated in 9-week-old male Zucker diabetic fatty (ZDF) rats. Glucose (glu)-
matched groups were treated twice daily for 14 days. Seven groups (n=10/group)
received Trog (50, 150 or 500 mg/kg), Mtfn (50, 150 or 250 mg/kg; LD 55= 1000
mg/kg/day) or vehicle (Veh; 0.5% methylcellulose) by gavage and 2 groups
(n=16/group) received Ins or NaCl (154 mmol/I), s. c. Metabolic variables were
monitored weekly and blood samples for fed glu, insulin, triglycerides (tg), NEFA,
lactate and drug levels were obtained on days 0, 7 and 14. Unless noted otherwise, all
values (mean ± SEM) given here are for day 14, expressed as % change from day 0,
and significant at p<0.01. In Veh and NaCl groups, glu, tg and NEFA remained
elevated while insulin levels declined (by 71 ± 4% due to loss of pancreatic (3 cell
function). Trog at 150 and 500 mg/kg decreased glu (by 43 ± 10 and 69 ± 1%), tg (72
± 8 and 90 ± 1%) and NEFA (39 + 10 and 80 ± 2%). In contrast, Mtfn at 250 mg/kg
decreased glu by 24 ± 8% (p<0.05) on day 7, but by only 5 + 12% (NS) on day 14; tg
and NEFA remained elevated while lactate increased by 108 ± 28%. Serum insulin
declined in Trog and Mtfn groups similar to Veh group. Ins treatment lowered glu by
72 ± 3% and NEFA by 26 ± 9% but raised insulin levels by 635 + 128% and did not
lower tg. Histology revealed a normalization of pancreatic islet and renal morphology
and an absence of cataracts with Trog or Ins, unlike all other treatments. Elevated tg
with Ins treatment, despite decreased lipolysis in adipose tissue, is likely due to
enhanced de novo hepatic lipogenesis. These findings suggest that derangements of
glucose and lipid metabolism in the ZDF model of NIDDM are normalized by Trog
but not by Mtfn or Ins and that Trog may reverse or at least arrest the progression of
NIDDM by novel mechanisms which are manifest in vivo as enhanced glucose and
lipid (meal) tolerance and increased insulin sensitivity as assessed by the glu/ins ratio.

1231
Troglitazone Restores Free Fatty Acids-Induced

Insulin Resistance in Rat Muscles.

O.Mokuda, and Y.Sakamoto

Teikyo University, Ichihara-City, Japan

Effects of troglitazone on the peripheral

insulin resistance were studied. Rats were

maintained on the chow with/without 0.2 %

troglitazone for 2 weeks. The hindquarter was

isolated and re-perfused for 30 min (6cycles),

using perfusate containing 15 mM glucose, 0-1000

)IU/ml insulin, 0 or 1.0 mM palmitate. Under the

palmitate-free conditions, glucose uptake by the

hindquarter was similar between the control and

the troglitazone-treated rat at each insulin

level. The addition of palmitate markedly

suppressed the glucose uptake in the control rat

hindquarter, but did not reduce that in the

troglitazone-treated rat hindquarter (58 ± 8 vs

101 ± 12 }mol at 1000 ltU/ml, P<0.01). It is

concluded that troglitazone restores the FFA-

induced insulin resistance in the peripheral

tissues.

1232
WEIGHT LOSS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS TREATED WITH
METFORMIN.
D.Bell and M. Mayo. The University of Alabama
at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama.
The availability of metformin in the USA allow-
ed patients previously treated with insulin or
sulfonylureas alone to be transferred to combi-
nation sulfonylurea and metformin therapy. A
control group of non-insulin-dependent diabetes
patients who remained on twice-daily mixed in-
sulin were identified. Over an average of 10
months there was a loss of 0.3 kg (p=0.53) in
the control group (C), a loss of 1.6 kg (p=0.03)
in the group with metformin added to sulfonyl-
ureas(B) over 8 months and 4.7 kg (p=0.0001) in
the group transferred from twice daily mixed in-
sulin to combined sulfonylurea and metformin
therapy(A) over 6 months. When subjected to
multivariable analysis allowing for age, initial
weight and length of follow-up there was still
statistically significant weight loss in group
A compared with groups B and C (p=0.0001).
Weight gain was seen in 24 of 57 patients in
group C, 15 of 46 in group B, and 6 of 56 in
group A. Conclusion: Conversion from insulin
to a metformin-utilizing regimen results in
significant weight loss in the patient with
non-insulin-dependent diabetes.
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1233
PHARMACOKINETIC AND PHARMACODYNAMIC PROFILE OF
TROGLITAZONE IN NIDDM PATIENTS WITH GLIBENCLAMIDE

K. Puchler, K. Sasahara, P. Laeis and A. Plenker, Sankyo Europe GmbH,
Dusseldorf, Germany

A randomised, double-blind, double dummy, 3-way cross-over study was
conducted in 26 NIDDM patients. After co-administration of troglitazone (T) and
glibenclamide (G) safety, tolerability, pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics
were assessed following daily oral doses of 200 mg T and 2 x 1.75 mg G alone
or in combination for 12 days. The plasma pharmacokinetic profiles of T and G
and insulin profiles were determined after the last dose of each treatment
period and blood glucose concentrations were evaluated during treatment. All
treatments were well tolerated with no major differences in ADRs. Those
occured were mild or moderate in severity. The ratios of the mean AUCO -24h
(pg.h.mr'), Cm,, (pg.ml - '), T,,,,, (median, h) and t,4 (h) were: T/T+G 7.5/7.2,
0.97/0.85, 2.0/1.0, 22.8/29.9; G/T+G 0.60/0.57, 0.22/0.21, 1.0/1.5, 2.4/3.1. The
90% confidence intervals (Cl) caculated for the ratio of T+G/G and T+G/T for
AUC and Cma, were all within the acceptance ranges (ANOVA). Mean blood
glucose profiles, including post prandial blood glucose concentrations were 20-
30% higher after multiple doses of T alone, compared to G alone and G+T,
whose values were similar. Compared with co-administration, plasma insulin
concentrations were up to ca 30% lower after T alone and up to ca 30% higher
after G alone with the greatest differences occurring up to on 3.5 hr post dose.
Overall, co-administration of T and G was well tolerated with no or little change
in the pharmacokinetics of either drug. Administration of 3.5 mg G appeared to
override the action of 200mg T during co-administration in accordance with the
putative of both drugs, ie T increases the sensitivity of the insulin receptors
resulting in a lower requirement for insulin to improve the metabolic status of
the patient, whereas G stimulates insulin production by the pancreas.

1234
EFFECTIVENESS OF METFORMIN TREATMENT IN OBESE TYPE II
DIABETIC PATIENTS
J.Pawelska, D.Zozuliriska, E.Lukomska and B.Wierusz-
Wysocka. Poznan Diabetic Center, Poznari, Poland
The aim of the study was to evaluate the effectiveness of metformin in
the treatment of obese type H diabetic patients, who had been
previously unsuccessfully treated with diet and ghbenclamide. The
study was performed in a group of 23 patients, aged 34 -72 years, 16
female and 7 male, with mean diabetes history 3.9+2.9 years. The
model of treatment in the group was changed from diet and
glibenclamide 3 times daily to diet and metformin given twice daily.
Before and after 6 month of the study body mass index (BMI), blood
pressure (BP), fasting plasma glucose (FPG), postprandial plasma
glucose (PPG), HbA 1,, total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, triglycerides
(TAG) and fibrynogen (Fg) were estimated. We observed the blood
pressure normalization, significant body mass reduction (BMT:
34.02+5.46 vs 32.91+5.14 kg/m2, p<0.05), improved metabolic control
of diabetes (no glycosuria, FPG: 10.66+1.96 vs 6.77±0.84 mmolIl,
p<0.05, PPG: 11.70+_2.35 vs 9.37+1.78 mmol/l , p<0.05, HbA I,:

8.24+0.79 vs 6.71+0.52 %, p<0.05, Ch.: 6.16+_1.16 vs 5.99+_0.86
mmol/l , p>0.05, HDL: 1.05+_0.20 vs 1.17+0.21 mmol/l , p<0.05,
TAG: 2.73+_1.00 vs 2.39+1.11 mmol/l , p>0.05) and decrease in Fg
concentration from 4.36+0.91 to 4.14+0.94 mg/dl, p<0.05. The study
performed indicates, that in obese patients with type H diabetes and
short history of the disease metformin allows to reduce body mass and
to reach good metabolic control of diabetes.

1235
TROGLITAZONE IS A PEROXISOME PROLIFERATOR ACTIVATED RECEP-
TOR yAGONIST: A NOVEL MECHANISM FOR AN ANTIDIABETIC AGENT
J. Cobb, S. Kliewer, J. Lehmann, S. Blanchard, D. Parks, L. Moore, J. Lenhard, K.
Beck and S. Thomson Glaxo Wellcome Inc., Research Triangle Park, USA
Aim: To determine whether non-thiazolidinedione antidiabetic drugs activate
Peroxisome Proliferator Activated Receptor y (PPARy). PPARy is a member of the
super family of ligand-activated nuclear receptors. It is most abundant in adipose
tissue and plays a key role in adipocyte differentiation and in the expression of a
number of genes involved in fuel metabolism. Recently we showed that the
thiazolidinedione class of antidiabetic drugs were PPART agonists and that the
potency of PPARy agonism in vitro correlated with their antidiabetic action in vivo.
These data suggest that PPARy is the relevant biochemical target for the
thiazolidinediones and that activation of PPARy is responsible for the enhancement
of insulin action seen with them in vivo. The most clinically advanced
thiazolidinedione, troglitazone, is a PPARy agonist with a Ki for binding to PPARy
of 3.0 IiM, an EC,, of 0.43 rM for activation of PPARy in a transient transfection
assay and an EC 50 of 0.48 pM in an adipogenesis assay. A number of alternative
chemical classes of molecules with antidiabetic activity in NIDDM patients (or in
rodent models of NIDDM) have been evaluated for potential PPARy agonism.
These include agents with known and unknown (e.g; glibenclamide (KATP Channel)
and metformin, respectively) biochemical targets. The following drugs were found
to have no effect on PPARy (either in binding or in vitro functional assays) at 10 tM
sulfonylureas: glibenclamide, tolbutamide, glipizide; biguanides: metformin,
phenformin; (3, agonist: CL316243; miscellaneous: M16209, BM130907.
Conclusion: When compared with a number of structurally different antidiabetic
drugs, troglitazone and other thiazolidinediones are unique in their ability to activate
PPARy.

1236

COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTS OF ME7'-
FORK111 AIID SUIPHON'Y'LUREA.
R MISSOV, H tETHOVA and V KROUIVIOVA. Centre of
Diabetes, Sofia, Bulgaria.
The purpose of the study is to compare the me-
tabolic effects of Metformin with Sulphonylurea
(Glipizide, Gliclazide). In a randomized para-
llel-group trial 57 obese type 2 diabetic pa-
tients are allocated to receive lyIetformin (29)
or Sulphonylurea (28: Glipizide - 13, Glicla-
zide - 15) and are followed for six months. The
inclusion criteria are: age470 yoars,body mass
index> 27 kg/m' (men) and 26 kg/rca (women) ,pre-
prandial blood glucose 410 mmol/l, lack of con-
traindications for biguanides or sulphonylurea.
After six months of follow-up the mean change
in the body mass index, the levels of glycated
hemoglobin, lipids (total and HDZ cholesterol,
triglycerides), liver enzymes (ALAT, ASAT),
creatinine and lactate are compared across the
two groups (two sample t-test or non parametric
Maim-Whitney test are used). We find that Met-
formin has greator:potential to reduce body
weight: 1.25 v/s 0.5 kg/mr decrease in the body
mass index (p < 0.05). The Eletformi.n's effect on
glycemic control seems to be,less pronounced:
glycated hemoglobin (Hbac) 8.91% v/s 7.87% (p=
0.05). No significant difference across the two
groups is observed in the other characteristics.
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1237	 1238
EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF ACARBOSE IN THE TREATMENT OF TYPE II EFFECT OF 6 WEEKS TREATMENT OF METFORMIN ON INSULIN

DIABETES: A 2-YEAR SURVEILLANCE STUDY. SENSITIVITY IN GLUCOSE INTOLERANT OBESE PATIENTS

G. Mertes. Medical Department, Bayer AG, Leverkusen, Germany. Y. Morel, T. Lehmann, L. Vadas, C. Pasik and A. Golay. Treatment and
Teaching Division for Chronic	 Diseases. University	 Hospital	 Geneva,
Switzerland.

The aim of the study was to assess the efficacy and safety of acarbose in patients The biguanide metformin is still considered as the first choice treatment in
with diabetes over a 2-year period, focusing particularly on patients with type non-insulin-dependent diabetes (NIDDM) associated with excess weight.
II diabetes. A total of 2035 patients were enrolled in the study; approximately Insulin sensitivity and blood lipid profile could be improved, as well as

95% were classified as having type II diabetes. Physicians had sole control of weight reduction. If this improvement could be applied to glucose intolerant

the doses of acarbose prescribed to their patients. Efficacy and safety were patients, progression to overt diabetes mellitus which occurs in 30% of

evaluated by assessing changes in fasting blood glucose levels, 1-hour and
these patients after 10 years could be prevented.
19 obese subjects (BMI 36.5±1.3	 kg/m2)	 aged 47±3	 years,	 glucose

2-hour postprandial glucose levels, HbA lc or HbA1, glucosuria, and a range of intolerant (OMS criteria), received metformin (850 mg 2x/day) in a double
other clinical parameters, such as blood cell counts and liver enzyme levels, blind study, cross over with placebo.
Patients were ideally evaluated every 3 months. Over the 2-year study period, Insulin sensitivity was measured by a modified insulin suppression test and

in patients with type II diabetes, the mean fasting blood glucose level decreased glucose oxidation rate by indirect calonmetry. Fasting 	 plasma glucose

by 2.40 ± (SEM) 0.11 mmol/l, while mean 1-hour and 2-hour postprandial improved significantly 	 after metformin	 treatment (6.1±0.1	 mmol/l	 vs

blood glucose levels both decreased by 3.57 ± (SEM) 0.17 mmol/l. There were
5.8±0.1	 mmol/l;	 p = 0.02).	 This improvement was not due to 	 an
improvement in insulin sensitivity (13.4±0.7 mmol/L placebo vs 13.1±0.8

also decreases in HbAl and HbA lc values, of 2.0 ± (SEM) 0.44 and 1.1 ± (SEM) mmol/l metformin).
0.14 percentage points, respectively. The drop of HbAl/HbAi c was sustained Body weight, blood lipid profile, basal plasma insulin and blood pressure did
throughout the 2 years. These effects were generally achieved at relatively low, not improve after treatment. However, the systolic blood pressure was

and hence well-tolerated, doses. The incidence of adverse effects and with- significantly improved after the metformin treatment (p<0.01).

drawals was low, at 7.5% and 2.5%, respectively. There were no sustained
In conclusion, 6 weeks metformin treatment improve significantly fasting
plasma glucose in obese glucose intolerant. This effect was not due to an

adverse changes in laboratory parameters. The results of the study indicate that improvement	 in	 insulin	 sensitivity.	 Further	 studies	 are	 required	 to
acarbose has a good efficacy and safety profile when used long-term in the day demonstrate if improvement in fasting plasma glucose with metformin
to day treatment of patients with type II diabetes. could prevent, in obese glucose intolerant sujects, the progression to overt

diabetes mellitus.

1239
EFFECT OF ACARBOSE ON GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE
IN NIDDM PATIENTS. K. Nodes Harasanshin Hospital,
Japan.

We evaluated the effect of acarbose, an of - glucosidase
inhibitor, on glucose intolerance in patients with NIDDM.
Acarbose was given orally (300 mg/day) for 24 weeks to
20 NTDDM patients. Data in 75 g OGTT were evaluated
before and after 24 weeks of treatment using principal
component analysis (PCA), a statistical method that can be
used to reveal the general properties of multiple variables.
Acarbose administration significantly reduced the postprandial
plasma glucose during 24 weeks of treatment. PCA indicated
an index of insulin response and insulin resistance and these
indices separated our patients into responders (n = 14) and
nonresponders (n = 6). The responders had a significantly
smaller initial BMI than the nonresponders. There was a
significant improvement of fasting and postprandial glucose
level after 12 and 24 weeks of treatment in the responders,
but not in the nonresponders. Plasma glucose level in the
75 g OGTT significantly improved after 24 weeks of
treatment in the responders (Hotelling T z value = 47.098,
P = 0.022500), but not in the nonresponders. The IRE level
did not change in either group. Results thus indicated that
acarbose improved insulin resistance in the responders,

1240
METFORMIN DECREASES BODYWEIGHT AND INSULIN LEVELS BUT NOT
CIRCULATING LEPTIN LEVELS IN NON-DIABETIC SUBJECTS.
I Felling, SM Carlsen and V Grill. University Hospital of Trondheim, Trondheim,
Norway.
Background: Metformin reduces bodyweight and insulin levels in obese type-2
diabetic as well as in obese non-diabetic subjects. Leptin, a recently discovered
hormone produced in fat cells, has anorectic and weight reducing effects which are
probably exerted at the hypothalamic level. Circulating leptin levels correlates well
with BMI as well as fasting insulin levels. Aim of the study: To investigate whether
metformin treatment influences circulating leptin levels. Design: Sixty non-diabetic
men with coronary heart disease were treated with diet and lifestyle advice and
lovastatin 40 mg/day during a four week run-in period. At week 0 metformin was
added for twelve weeks in half of the subjects while lovastatin treatment was
continued both in the metformin group (M) and control group (C). The mean daily
metformin dose at week 12 was 1759 mg. Results: In non-obese subject (BMI < 27
kg/m2) weight was unchanged both in the M and C group. In obese subjects (BMI >
27 kg/m2) weight was reduced by 2.3 ± 0.6 kg (p<0.005) in the M group while in the
C group weight increased insignificantly by 0.8 ± 0.5 kg. Fasting insulin decreased
by 16.5% (p=0.07) in the M group while it increased insignificantly by 3.9% in the C
group. However, metformin treatment did not affect leptin levels (means ± SEM;
ng/ml):

Both in the M and C group changes in leptin levels correlated with changes in fasting
insulin levels. Only in the C group BMI correlated with changes in leptin levels.
During the study 55 to 75 % of variations in leptin levels was explained by BMI and
fasting insulin (multiple linear regression analyses). Conclusion: Despite that
metformin lowers bodyweight and fasting insulin levels, this treatment do not affect
circulating leptin levels.

Subjects Treat
ment
group

Change from
week 0 to 4

P-values for
difference

from week 0

Change
from week

0 to 12

P-values fo
difference
rom week

All C -0.49 ± 0.34 ns, -0.06 ± 0.49 ns.
M -0.34±0.34 ns. -0.10±0.43 ns.

BMI < 27 C -0.38 ± 0.34 ns. 0.12 ± 0.26 ns.
M -0.12±0.37 ns. -0.09±0.32 ns.

BMI>27 C -0.60±0.59 ns. -0.24±0.95 ns.
M -0.49±0.52 ns. -0.10±0.71 ns.
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LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF VOGLIBOSE IN NIDDM PATIENTS
T. Inoue, K. Nishino, O. Koshimura and Y. Sako. Shizuoka General
Hospital, 4-27-1 Kita-Ando,Shizuoka, JAPAN

We investigated clinical benefits of long-term treatmentwith Voglibose,
a -glucosidase inhibitor, in NIDDM patients.
Subjects; Ninety nineNIDDMpatientsatout-patientclinicsof Shizuoka
General Hospital undergoing diet and exercise therapy(59 male, 40
female). The average age was 58.1.
Methods; Voglibose(0.9mg/day)was administeredfor one year. BS,
HbAlc, TC, HDL-C, TG, BMI were measured before and 3 , 6, 12
months after the beginning of treatment. The subjects were divided in
terms of age (65), HbAlc (8.5%), BMI (23) or combination(+/-) and the
statistical analysis was performed between these groups.
Results; HbA1 c and TG levels were decreased to the similar extent in not
only younger group (age<65) but also elderly group (age>=65). The
decrease rate of HbAlc level at 12M was greater in the higher gaup of
HbAlc levels (>=8.5%) than the lowergroup (<8.5%) (-22% vs -6.2%).
In the obese group (BMI>=23), lower HDL level and higher TG level
were observed and the decrease rate of HbAl c levelin this group was
similar to the non-obese group (-9.7% vs -10.7%). The difference in
improvement of HbAl c level between Voglibose alone and combined with
SU or insulin was not significant (-6.7% vs -13%). Nineteen cases
dropped out.
Conclusion; In NIDDM patients, one-yeartreatmentwith Voglibose
was very effective on not only glycemic control but also improvement of
serum lipids levels despite of age, glycemic control levels, obese or non-
obese and alone or combination.

1242
METFORMIN IMPROVES GLUCOSE OXIDATION

IN NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
H.G. Wahl, D. Overkamp, M. Stumvoll, A. Fritsche, H.U. Haring and R.M.
Schmulling. Medizinische Universitatsldinik Abt. IV, Tubingen, Germany.

Although the metabolic effects of Metformin are still not fully understood it has
been shown to improve insulin sensitivity. Metformin decreases hepatic glucose
output by inhibiting gluconeogenesss and at the same time it increases the rate of
lactate oxidation. The aim of our study was to investigate the effect of metformin
on glucose oxidation in NIDDM patients by stable isotope methodology. U-13C
glucose (7mg/kg) was used to asses total glucose oxidation in addition to hepatic
glucose output (m+6 mass isotopomer) and glucose recirculation (m+3 mass
isotopomer). 3-13C glucose (300 mg) was used in a second experiment to asses
more specific the effects of metformin on the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex
involved in the oxidative decarboxylation of pymvate to Acetyl-CoA. Glucose
oxidation was determined by indirect calorimetry (VCO2) and mass spectrometry
("CO,) Patients were admitted to the clinic the night before the first experiment
and stayed for three days until the end of the second tracer experiment. After 10
weeks of metformin treatment this experimental setup was repeated. The initial
dose of 850 mg of metformin was increased every second week up to a final dose
of 2550 mg unless the patient had a fasting plasma glucose (FPG) below 120
mg/dL, which did not happen in this first five patients (age 42 ± 8 years, duration
of diabetes 5 ± 1 years). The effect of metformin on metabolic profile is shown in
the following table (Choi=cholesterol, TG triglycende FFA=free fatty acids).

HbAlc FPG Insulin Lactate BMI I Chol	 TG	 FFA
I%	 mg/dL	 pmol/L]	 Immol/L1	 lkt/m'l I l ,,t1dLlmg/dL	 mmol/L

	before 8.7±0.6 177±13 213±50	 1.22±0.04 42±5	 209±7 251±63 1.3±0.3
after 7.5±0.1 155±14 202±331.68±0.31 	 41±4	 184±6 195±43 0 5±0.1D 	...............	 ......	 ........

The cumulative dose recovery of CO 2 over the six hours of experiment increased
by 8% (p=0.03) for U-13C glucose and by 16% (p=0.04) for 3-13C glucose. This
increased glucose oxidation with a lower insulin level after metfonnin treatment
suggests improvement of insulin sensitivity in NIDDM patients. Differences in
glucose oxidation increase between the two tracers 3-13C and U-13C glucose
points to the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex as one possible site of metformin
action.

1243
USEFULNESS OF VOGLIBOSE ADMINISTRATION ON DIABETIC

PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE.

H. Shimizu, A. Shouzu, T. Yonemoto, Y. Miyake, S. Tabata, T. Hayakawa
S. Omoto, N. Sakaguchi, T. Tokoro, T. Takagi, M. Nishikawa and M. Inada.
Kansai Medical University, Osaka, Japan.

Diabetic nephropathy resulting in chronic renal failure (CRF)
often accompanies diabetic retinopathy leading to visual disturbance,

and to the difficulty in frequent insulin injection. The purpose of the
present study was to evaluate the effect of voglibose on diabetic patients

with CRF. Nine such patients with poorly controlled blood glucose (7
treated with hemodialysis and 2 untreated) were selected: seven

received voglibose plus insulin concurrently and two voglibose alone.

The dose of voglibose was 0.2 -0.6 mg/day. HbAi c was measured by

HPLC at -1 , 0, 1, 3 and 5 months after the administration. The mean

HbA1 c of the nine diabetic patients before the administration (9.1 ±

2.1%; Mean±SD) began to decrease one month after and significantly

(P<0.05) decreased to 7.2±1.1% 3 months after the administration of

voglibose plus insulin or voglibose alone. The mean HbAlc (7.3±1.1)
five months after the administration was also significantly (P<0.01)

lower than that before the administration. No severe adverse effects
were noted other than mild abdominal fullness. The administration of

insulin plus voglibose or voglibose alone was thus effective in
controlling blood glucose. These findings indicate that voglibose is a
useful therapy for diabetic patients with end stage renal insufficiency.

1244
TREATMENT WITH METFORMIN IN NIDDM PATIENTS
LOWERS PLASMA AMYLIN LEVEL
B.Zapgcka-Dubno, A.Czyzyk, A.Dworak and M.I.Bgk
University School of Medicine, Warsaw, Poland.
This study was undertaken to investigate if the kind of oral treatment
of NIDDM can affect the level of plasma amylin (AMYLIN).
AMYLIN (Peninsula Lab.kits), serum C- peptide and insulin in fasting
state and 6 min after 1 mg i.v. glucagon injection were measured in 3
study groups: healthy volunteers (CON, n=10), NIDDM patients with
glibenclamide treament (GLIB, n=10) and patients with metformin
treatment (MET, n=13). AMYLIN (in pM, mean±SEM) was: in CON
1.6±0.24 and 6.5±1.6, in GLIB 3.1±0.4 and 5.5±1.2, in MET 1.8±0.3
and 2.3±0.3, in fasting state after glucagon stimulation, respectively.
In another group of 20 patients with newly diagnosed NIDDM the
above test and measurements were carried out twice: before (GLIB-0,
MET-0) and after 2 weeks of treatment with either metformin or
glibenclamide (GLIB-2, MET-2).
The fasting and stimulated amylin levels in plasma were:

0 min	 6 min after glucagon
GLIB-0	 2.5±0.2	 3.3±0.4
GLIB-2	 3.2±0.3	 4.6±0.4
MET-0	 2.6±0.6	 3.5±0.6
MET-2	 1.3±0.4*	 2.8±0.9*
*There was a marked decrease in baseline and stimulated AMYLIN
in metformine group. In the light that increased amylin level can
contribute to insulinresistance the present results suggest that
metformin therapy can be beneficial in this type of diabetes.
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EFFECT OF ACARBOSE COMBINED WITH SULPHONYLUREA AND
BIGUANIDE; A DOUBLE BLIND, CROSSOVER STUDY.
S.K.Hong, C.S.Choi, J.Y.Park and K.U.Lee. University of Ulsan, Seoul, Korea.

Acarbose, an alpha-glucosidase inhibitor, is known to improve glycemic control
inpatients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) managed with
diet alone, or other antidiabetic agents. However, it is controversial whether this
drug is effective when combined in patients treated with sulfonylurea and
biguanide (metformin). This study was undertaken to test the efficacy of acarbose
in combination with sulfonylurea and metformin. The trial was double-blinded,
and consisted of a 4-week run-in period, a 12-week test period, a 4-week wash-
out perid and a 12-week crossover-test period. Thirty patients with NIDDM,
insufficiently treated with sulfonylurea (n = 10) or sulfonylurea plus metformin
(n = 20) were randomized into two groups. During the test or crossover-test
period, 100 mg of acarbose or placebo were given three times per day
respectively. Before and after 12-week test and crossover-test period, mixed meal
glucose tolerance test was performed. Twenty six patients completed the study.
Among these, 9 were being treated with sulfonylurea (group A) and 17 with
sulfonylurea and metformin (group B). Compared with baseline, acarbose
treatment resulted in a significant decrease in the fasting and postprandial I and 2
hr serum glucose levels (11.5 + 1.9 vs. 9.8 + 2.2, 17.5 +_ 2.2 vs. 14.5 + 3.2, 16.5 +
2.9 vs. 14.0 + mlvi,m, P < 0.05 respectively) and Hb A, level ( 11.8 +_ 1.5 vs.
10.6 + 2.0 %, P < 0.05). This improvement in glycemic control was noted both in
group A and in group B. There was no statistically significant change in these
values during the placebo period. The incidence of side effects (mainly
gastrointestinal symptoms such as flatulance and abdominal pain) was higher in
the acarbose treatment period (48 % vs. 11 %, P < 0.05) than in the placebo
period, but there was no significant difference between group A and B. These
results show that acarbose is effective in improving glycemic control in NIDDM
patients when used in combination with sulfonylurea, or sulfonyhuea and
metformin,

1246
EFFECT OF SULFONYLUREA ON WASHOUT RATE OF
201THALLIUM WITHIN MYOCARDIUM CELLS IN NEWLY
DIAGNOSED NIDDM PATIENTS

G. Ayvaz, N. cakir, I. Yetkin, M. Kitapgi, S. Atavci and M. Arslan.
Gazi University Medical Faculty, Ankara, Turkey.

Functional KATP channels existing in cardiovascular system are
closed or inactive under physiological circumstances. During
hypoxia and/or ischaemia these channels are opened and leads
the myocardium to relax in order to protect the myocardium
against ischaemia and reperfusion damage. Because the
endothelium cell function is disturbed in diabetes mellitus, this
relaxation can not be observed as in the healthy subjects which
may be attributed to the failure in opening the KATP channels. In
the recent study we performed myocard perfusion scintigraphy
with 201Thallium which acts via KATP channels to 10 newly
diagnosed diabetic patients and 10 healthy controls. The mean
WORs (washout rate) of 10 diabetic patients before and 3
months after starting sulfonylurea were 43.05 and 27.01
respectively while the mean WOR of normals was 47.09. The
washout of 201Thallium in myocardium of diabetic patients was
equal to the values of normal subjects (p>0.05) whereas after
the treatment with sulfonylurea for 3 months the WOR of
diabetics decreased to 27.01 that was statistically significant
when compared to the pretreatment values (p<0.05). This
preliminary study suggested us that sulfonylureas act as a KATP
channel closer so the washout of 201Thallium from myocardium
decreased after treatment in diabetic patients.
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THE EFFECTS OF ACARBOSE ON INTESTINAL PROTEIN ABSORPTION
T.Miwa, M.Kume, J.Hayashi*, A.Amaya, A.Kanazawa, M.Kanazawa, Y.Notoya,
and T.Hayashi. Tokyo Medical College, Kyorin University,* Tokyo, Japan.
Background It is well known that glucose absorption needs the energy derived from

Na -K ' ATPase at the basement membrane, and that sodium ion is mandatory for
the glucose transport In these aspects, the absorption of amino acids and dipeptides is
similar in nature to that of glucose. Therefore, we investigated the effect of the
administration of acrabose, a-glucosidase inhibitor, on protein-metabolism. Method
Sprague-Dawley rats aged eight weeks were divided into the following four groups:
(1) normal control group (group C; n=8), (2) acarbose-treated normal group (group A;
n=8), (3) non treated diabetic group (group DM, n=8), (4) acarbose-treated diabetic
group (group DMA, n=7). Diabetes was induced by streptozotocine at 60 mg/kg (i.p.)
Group A and DMA were fed with the same standard diet as given to group C and
DM, except for supplementary acarbose at 200 mg/kg. These groups were observed
for 28 days. During the last three days of the observation penod, we measured food
and intake, urine volume, and fecal volume. After freeze drying, physiological saline
was added to a certain amount of each fecal specimen, homogenized, and centrifuged.
The resulting supernatant was used as a fecal extraction solution for the quantification
of total amino acids, total proteins, and glucose. Data were analaysed by Scheffe's
multiple comparison; a P value less than 0.01 was considered to be statistically
significant. Result 1) Blood glucose levels did not differ between group C (101 ± 7.8
mg/dl, means ± SE) and A (67 ± 7.5) or between group DM (388 ± 35.4) and DMA
(416 ± 51.3), showing no effect of the administration of acarbose. 2) Total amino
acids in feces significantly increased in groups DM (954 ± 121 nmol/day) and
DMA (1331 ± 171), compared with group C (397 ± 104) and A (322 ± 58.9), but
no significant differences were seen between group DM and DMA. 3) Urine protein
significantly increased only in group DM, whereas no significant differences were
seen among other groups. Conclusion Our data suggested that diabetes may cause
impaired protein absorption in the digestive tract, and that the administration of
acarbose may influence not only glucose absorption, but protein absorption as well.

1248
GLIBENCLAMIDE BETA -CYTOPHILOUS EFFECT IN MICE
UNDER DIFFERENT TREATMENT SCHEDULES
V. Natarov, A. Gladkih, V. Poltorack and O. Brindak. Ukrainian
Scientific Research Institute of Endocrine Diseases Pharmaco-
therapy, Kharkov, Ukraine
In our previous study pancreatic beta-cells alteration with auto-
immune insulitis development has been shown in animals after
long term glibenclamide (Glib) using. The aim of this study was
to investigate whether Glib discontinuous treatment schedule can
reduce the deleterious impact of chronic continuous treatment
with Glib in C57BL/KsJY-db/m mice. Glib was given once daily
per os (1 mg/kg) within 3 months (Group 1, n=10) or one-month-
ly courses three times each separated by four weeks (Group 2,
n=8). The study was placebo controlled (n=12). Glib treatment in
Group I decreased the tolerance to glucose (mean blood glucose
levels were 5.8±0.2, 17.9±1.3, 18.3±1.2, 10.8±1.5, 6.7±0.2 mmol/l
at 0, 30, 60, 120, 180 min after i.p. glucose challenge, respectively
vs 5.2±0.2, 10.3±1.3, 9.1±1.0, 4.6±0.2, 4.3±0.3 mmol/l in controls,
p<0.05 at 30, 60, 120 min), attenuated the insulinaemic reaction
(integral immunoreactive insulin content over i.p. GTT at 0, 30,
60, 120 min was 345±25 vs 598±72 pmol/1 in controls, p<0.05),
increased (3 fold, p<0.05) the complement-dependent antibody-
mediated serum cytotoxity (CDAMSC) directed to neonatal rats
pancreatic islet cells, induced dystrophy in beta-cells of 70% islets
and lymphocytic infiltration (mainly IA and IB grades) in the
third part of islets. In Group 2 we did not observe a decrease in
tolerance to glucose, any insulitis; dystrophic pancreatic islets
were recognised in 12% and CDAMSC was increased by 1.5 fold.
Thus the discontinuous treatment with Glib attenuated sharply
the unfavourable beta-cytophilous impact of Glib chronic using.
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EFFECT OF A NEW a - GLUCOSIDASE INHIBITOR, VOGLIBOSE, IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH LIVER CIRRHOSIS
M. Yoshitsugu, T. Hiyoshi, and F. Akasu. Japanese Red Cross
Medical Center. Tokyo, Japan.
In patients with liver cirrhosis, there is often postprandial

hyperglycemia. The effect of a new a - glucosidase inhibitor
(voglibose) on blood glucose levels was evaluated in 8 diabetic
patients with liver cirrhosis. The patients received voglibose (0.6mg
/ day) orally immediately before each meal for 4 weeks. It
significantly reduced postprandial blood glucose levels (after
breakfast : 203.2 ± 62.2mg/dl to 141.0 ± 70.lmg/dI, p < 0.02, after
lunch: 179.5 ± 99.8 to 141.5 ± 39.1, p < 0.05, after dinnner: 187.8 ± 78.
6 to 147.0 ± 44.3, p < 0.05), accompanied by a decrease in HbA,^
(Before : 6.5 ± 2.8 %, After 4 weeks : 5.6 ± 1.7 %, not significant).
Fasting Serum total cholesterol and triglyceride levels which were
lower in pretreatment period tended to increase during 4 weeks but
the differences were not significant, whereas fasting serum HDL
cholesterol levels were unaffected. Fasting serum GOT (AST), GPT
(ALT), -t - GTP, ChE and albumin levels tended to improve after
voglibose treatment (not significant), but fasting blood ammonia
levels were significantly decreased after the treatment (90.4 ± 29.9 g
g/dl to 58.8 ± 17.4 p g/dl, p < 0.01). Blood ammania levels were
increased following a meal in diabetic patients with liver cirrhosis.
The peak values were seen at 1 hour after breakfast without
voglibose treatment, but at 3 hours after breakfast with the
treatment. Voglibose did not cause any side effects except for 2 cases
who showed mild hypoglycemic attacks at the early stage of the
treatment. These results suggest that a new a - glucoidase inhibitor
voglibose has a beneficial effect on postprandial hyperglycemia and
liver function tests in diabetic patients with liver cirrhosis.

1250
SULFONYLUREA EFFECT ON INSULIN RECEPTOR TYROSINE KINASE OF
DIABETIC PATIENTS IN DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF GLUCOSE CONTROL.
R.F.Santos, E.M. Oliveira, R. Nomizo,W.L.Wajchenberg.University
of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil
The aim of the present study was to investigate the influence of plan
ma glucose concentrations on glyburide action on insulin receptor
tyrosine kinase activity(IRTK)of patients with diabetes type 2(NIDDM).
The patients were divided in four groups according to be or not under
treatment, and according to their different plasma glucose concentra
tions.Group A without treatment, and B, C, and D under Glyburide.Plas
ma glucose, insulin and glycated haemoglobin(HbAlc) were measured.
The insulin binding(Bmax) and( IRTK )toward PolyGlu(4:1)Tyr was eva
luated in solubilized receptors from erythrocytes of the patients, Statis
tical analysis by ANOVA,P <0.05. Glucose(mMol/L) was for A(n=7)15.54
+/-2.49;B(n=12)6.35+/-0.31;C(n=10)9,31+/-0.28;D(n=9)14.16+/-1.00,
P=0.001. Insulin(pMol/L),for A=7S+/-15;B=68+/-10;C=120+/-38;D=70
+1-15; NS. HbAlc(%) for A=13.4+/-1.8; B=7.4+/-0.4; C=9.8+/-0,7; D=11.5
+/-1.1, P=0.004 The Bmax(nMol/mg protein)was not different between
the groups for A=1.13+/-0.31; B=1.35+/-0.25; C=1.80+/-0.31;D=1.25+/-0.23 ;
NS, Kd(nM) for A=9.56+/-2.5; B= 4.23+/-0.94; C=4.80+l-01.10; D=5.11+/-1.20
It was higher in A than in B, P< 0.05. The IRTK activity stimulated by
insulin( pMol/min/mg protein)was lower in untreated, than in treated
groups: A=10.5+/-2.5; B=24.0+/-2.7; C=29.8+/-5.3; D=22.4+/-3.6, P= 0.01.
The Ka(nM) was lower in the treated group with best glucose control
than, in treated and untreated groups with high glucose concentra
tions, for A=2.3+/-0.3; B=1,7+/-0.2; C=3.6+/-0.8; D=2.4+/-0,4, P=0.04.
In conclusion,NIDDM patients treated with glyburide presented
higher insulin-stimulated IRTK activity without significant changes
in insulin binding. Plasma glucose concentrations did not interfer
on insulin-stimulated IRTK activity of patients under glyburide
treatment,but the treated patients with best glucose control presented
higher sensitivity to insulin for IRTK activation.

1251
THE EFFECT OF a- GLUCOSI DASE INHIBITOR  ON

HYPERINSULINEMIA IN DUMPING SYNDROME
Chizuko Yokota, Joh-ichi Usui, Yuko Shimizu,
Kaoruko Tada, Akimitsu Takahashi, Yasushi
Kawakami, Chieko Bannai, Teruhiko Matsushima,
Yukichi Okuda, and Kamejiro Yamashita. Univ. of
Tsukuba, Department of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, Tsukuba, Japan.

A 55-year-old, skinny woman was referred because of
syncope attack. She had received partial gastrectomy 30 years
ago. In recent years, she exhibited marked post-prandial
hypoglycemia An abdominal computed tomograph could detect
no pancreatic tumor. H er thyroid and adrenal functions were
normal. Anti-insulin antibodies were not detectable. 72
hour-fasting test did not induce hypoglycemia. G I ucagon and
arginine loading tests showed normal pancreatic 13-cell
functions. 50g-OGTT showed oxyhyperglycemia associated
with insulin (I RI) hypersecretion (0 -->60; plasma glucose
(PG) : 90-3237 mg/dl, I RI: 4-300 [tQ ml). Iv.- GTT showed
normal IRI secretion even though PG levels were as high as
those in OGTT. Administration of a- glucosidase inhibitor
(a- GI) showed desirable of f ect s on loading of 400 kcal mixed
meal (without a- G I ; 0->30'; PG :79- 174, I RI : 3-s61,
with a-GI; PG : 79-138, I RI : 2-22, respectively). These
results suggest that the hypersecretion of I RI during OGTT
was induced by gl ucagon- I i ke peptide- 1 (GLP-1), because
GLP- 1 is considered to play an important role in dumping
syndrome. Our results also suggest that a-GI blunted
hyperinsulinemia-reactive hypoglycemia, through inhibiting
i ncret i n secretion.

1252
PHARMACOKINETICS OF GLIBENCLAMIDE AND ITS METAB-
OLITES IN DIABETIC SUBJECTS WITH NORMAL AND WITH
IMPAIRED RENAL FUNCTION
Musson A, Rydberg T, Sterner G, Melander A. Departments of Internal
Medicine, County Hospital Ryhov, Jonkoping, Malmo University Hos-
pital, The NEPI Foundation and the National Corporation of Pharma-
cies, Malmo and Stockholm, Sweden.
The pharmacokinetics of glibenclamide (gb), 4-trans -hydroxy-(M 1) and
3-cis -hydroxy-gb (M2) were compared in 2 x 11 diabetic subjects with
impaired (IRF iohexol clearance 7-42 ml/min/1.73 m 2) or normal renal
function (NRF; iohexol clearance 75-140 ml/min/l.73 m 2). Serum (48
h) and urine (24 h) samples were obtained after administration of 7 mg
gb orally. Concentrations of gb, Ml and M2 were determined by
HPLC. All comparisons between groups were analysed by paired non-
parametric Wilcoxon test, a two-tailed p<0.05 considered significant.
Peak serum values of Ml (24-85 vs. 16-57 ng/ml), M2 (7-22 vs. <5-18
ng/ml) and M1 + M2 (32-100 vs. 23-76 ng/ml) were higher in the IRF
group. Gb AUC (I153±241 vs. 2086±707 µgh/L) and Cmax (302±88
vs. 463±226 ng/L) were lower and Cl/F (6.31±1.30 vs. 3.70±1.15 L/h)
higher in the IRF group. Ml AUC (307±140 vs. 210 ±117 sgh/L and
Cmax (36±14 vs. 26±10 ng/L) were higher and Cl/F met (27.5±12.5
vs. 40.7±1.8 L/h) lower in the IRF group. Much lower amounts of the
metabolites were excreted in urine in the IRF group than in the NRF
group (7.2 vs. 26.4% in 24 h) and there was a strong correlation
between metabolite excretion and renal function. No other pharmacoki-
netic differences were found. The differences in AUC, Cmax and CL/F
of gb can be explained by a higher free fraction in the IRF group, which
would increase metabolic gb clearance. The inverse findings regarding
M1 can be explained by the fact that the metabolites are totally eliminated
by the kidneys. After a single dose of gb, neither gb nor its metabolites
seemed to accumulate in IRF subjects. As only small amounts of Ml
and M2 were excreted in the urine, this indicates one or more comple-
mentary non-renal elimination routes (probably biliary excretion).



1253
THE USEFULNESS OF COMBINATION ON THERAPY WITH INSULIN

INJECTION AND a-GLUCOSIDASE INHIBITOR IN NIDDM PATIENTS
WITH SECONDARY FAILURE ON SULFONYLUREAS AGENTS

T.KANDA,E.IMANO,Y.YAMAZAKI and R.KAWAMORI*,Osaka,Tokyo*,Japan

We investigate the effect of combination thrapy with
preprandial rapid-acting insulin injections and a
-glucosidase inhibitor(a -GI),which is known to suppress
postprandial hyperglycemic,on discontinuation of insulin
treatment in non-obese NIDDM patients with secondary
failure on oral hypoglycemic agents.
Thirty-six hospitalized patients with NIDDM who showed

poor glycemic control during 2 weeks of diet and exercise
therapy with almost maximal doses of sulfonylureas were
divided into a group treated with rapid-acting insulin
injection plus a-GI before each meal(group I ;n=19),and a
group treated with rapid-acting insulin injection
alone(group II ;n=19).There were no significant
differences in daily insulin requirements,FPG,HbAlc or

serum fructosamine between groups I and II. However,both
meal-related and premeal glycemia was normalization in
group I and the piriod of insulin treated was 12.7 days
shorter than in group U.
These obsevation indicate that combination therapy with

preprandial rapid-action insulin injection and a-GI can

shorten the period of insulin therapy and facilitate
discontinuation of insulin treatment through
normalization of postprandial hyperglycemia as well as
the resting state of pancreatic beta cells in NIDDM
patients with secondary failure on oral hypoglycemic agents.
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1254
HAEHODYNAIIC EFFECTS OF GLINEPIRIDE AND GLIBENCLAXIDE IN DOGS
I. P6sa, E. Kocsis, M. Z. Koltai and G. Pogatsa, National Institute of Cardiology,
Budapest, Hungary
The aim of the study was to compare the haemodynamic effects of glibenclamide (GB;
n=6) and those of the latest low daily dose sulphonylurea compound, glimepiride
(GM; n=61 in the coronary circulation. Mean arterial blood pressure, heart rate,
myocardial tissue flow, myocardial contractile force, and the rate of change of
myocardial contraction and relaxation were measured in pentobarbital anaesthesia
(Nembutal, CEVA, 133 pmol kg - ), during iv. administration (0.4-2-5-8 µcool kg )
of the drugs in dogs. Furthermore, cardiac work was calculated. Both compounds
proved to be hypotensive (GM: -21%, p<l.881; GB: -38%, p<0.111) and reduced the
heart rate (GM: -6%, p<0.05; GB: -32%, p<0.05). Myocardial tissue flow was
influenced oppositely by the compounds (p<8.85): it was increased by glimepiride
(+14%, p<0.05), while it was diminished (- 39%, p<0.801) by glibenclamide. Both
compounds was found to be negative inotropic (GM: -52%, p<0.081; GB: -49%,
p<0.85). The rate of change of myocardial contraction was reduced by glimepiride
and glibenclamide (GM: -56%, p<0.05; GB: -52%, p<8.05(, but the rate of change of
myocardial relaxation was decreased only after glimepiride (- 39%, p<0.081).
Cardiac work was reduced by both drugs (GM: -21%, p11.111; GB: -57%, p<0.01).
According to the results, glimepiride decreases mean arterial blood pressure less,
than glibenclamide does; this newly developed drug practically does not influences
heart rate and its cardiac work lowering effect is weaker, than that of
glibenclamide, although these differences in the present study were not
significant. However, glimepiride exerts an obviously favourable side-effect on
the microcirculation of the myocardium. Taking these findings and its very low
daily dose into account, glimepiride may also be recommended for the treatment of
non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus.

1255
EFFICACY OF MONOTHERAPY WITH ACARBOSE,GJ IBENCLAMIDE,
GLICLAZIDE, METFORMIN OR PLACEBO IN NIDDM PATIENTS
A.N.Kamel, B.Cetinarslan, A.RUysal, N.Bagkal, D.corapstoglu, V.Tonyukuk
Ankara University Medical School, Department of Endocrinology & Metabolism
This study was planned to compare the different oral antidiabetic agents in NIDDM
patients with dietary failure. 43 NIDDM patients (35-65 years of age, BMI<35 kg/m 2,

HbAlc 7-9%, duration of diabetes>6 months) were randomized into five groups and
treated for 24 weeks with acarbose (A) (n=10), gliclazide (Ge) (n=9), glibenclamide
(Gb) (n=8), metfonnin (M) (n=6) or placebo (P) (n=10) and were evaluated every 6
weeks. No change during 24 weeks of treatment with P (p>0.05) could be seen for
fasting plasma glucose (FPG), postprandial plasma glucose (PPG) and HbAlc levels
(9.3±-0.8 vs. 9.0±0.8 mmol/L;10.6t1.0 vs. 10.3±0.4 mmol/L; 8.1±0.5 vs. 8.0±0.7%,
respectively).Significantly lower mean values for FPG,PPG and HbAlc levels were
obtained on treatment with A (9.6±1.4 vs. 7.8±1 mmol/L; 13.0±2.1 vs. 9.3±1.2
mmol/L; 8.5±0.8 vs. 7.0±0.7%, p<0.001,respectively), Gc (10.4±1.8 vs. 8.1±1.2
mmol/L; 13.4±2.1 vs. 9.7±1.3 mmol/L; 8.4±1.1 vs. 7.4±1.3 %, p<0.0ol,respectively),
Gb (10.3±2 vs. 8.1±0.6 mmol/L; 13±2.1 vs. 9.9±2.5 mmol/L; 8.4±1.1 vs. 7.2±0.9 °/y
p<0.05,respectively), M (10.8±1.2 vs. 7.8}0.6 mmol/L;12.5t1.8 vs. 8.7±0.6 mmolIL;
8.4±0.7 vs. 6.9±0.7%, p<0.01,respectively). While the significant increases were
observed in the postprandial serum insulin levels following treatment wish P, Gc, Gb
(19.8±1.2 vs. 22±1.5; 20.5±1.2 vs. 31±1.6; 24.3±1.2 vs. 42±1.5 pmol/L,
p<0.05,respectively), no significant changes were found following treatment with A
and M (20.4±1.4 vs. 16.3±1.3; 21.6±5.5 vs. 16.3±6.2 pmol/L, p>0.05,respectively).
No marked differences were observed between groups with respect to fasting serum
insulin and c-peptide levels after treatment. Our results indicate that A, Gc, Gb and
M are effective drugs for the monotherapy of NIDDM patients when diet alone fails.
Because postprandial insulin increase has been shown to be associated with increased
risk for cardiovascular disease, A and M may be superior to Gc and Gb, which
elevates postprandial insulin levels.

1256
COMPARATIVE INVESTIGATIONS OF THE EFFECTS OF GLIBEN-
CLAMIDE AND ACARBOSE ON CIRCADIAN INSULIN LEVELS IN NIDDM
S. Fischer', M. Hanefeld', C. Kohler', M. Spengler', P. Heyen 2 , K. Facker'
and M. Menschikowski'. Medical Faculty, Technical University Dresden' and
Bayer AG Leverkusen 2 Germany.
Glibenclamide as insulin secretion stimulating drug and acarbose as
antihyperglycemic agent represent different mode of actions. Little is known
of their effects on circadian levels of insulin and lipids under long term
treatment.Therefore we investigated 76 NIDDM patients (average age 58.9
years, average BMI 27.6) before and after a 16 week treatment with
acarbose (3x100 mg/d) or glibenclamide (3xl mg/d) or placebo (3x1 tablet/d)
in a double blind fashion. All patients were treated by diet alone, antidiabetic
drug therapy was interrupted 4 weeks before the start of the investigation. 24
hours profiles of insulin, blood glucose and lipids (fasting and than of all 3
hours) were carried out under standardized diet and Metabolic Ward
conditions. After 16 weeks acarbose therapy the insulin area under the curve
decreased slightly (8.8 vs. 8.3 nmol*I" 1 *24h, n.s.), whereas after gliben-
clamide therapy the insulin area under the curve increased significantly (9.6
vs. 12.1, p < 0.001) and under placebo it decreased (8.7 vs. 7.9, p < 0.01).
Hyperinsulinemia persisted up to 4 a. m. in glibenclamide treated patients. In
comparison with the initial values the blood glucose area under the curve
decreased (after acarbose 317.8 vs. 289.9 mmol*1 -1 *24h, p < 0.01, after
glibenclamide 356.9 vs. 236.5, p < 0.01), but increased in the placebo group
(339.2 vs. 346.3, n.s.), the triglyceride area under the curve decreased
slightly under acarbose (66.5 vs. 65.9 mmol*I - '*24h) more so under gliben-
clamide (71.6 vs. 62.5 mmol*l*24h) and increased under placebo (52.8 vs.
61.8 mmol*1' 1 *24h). Glibenclamide leads to long lasting hyperinsulinemia up
to dawn whereas acarbose reduces hyperinsulinemia. Both drugs reduce
hypertriglyceridemia obviously due to improved diabetes control.
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ACARBOSE IMPROVES THE METABOLIC ENVIRONMENT OF
NIDDM PATIENTS WITH THE PLURIMETABOLIC SYNDROME.
R.Scott, C.Lintott. P.Zimmet, L.Campbell, K.Bowen, T.Welborn
The New Zealand and Australian Investigators c/o International Diabetes
Institute. Melbourne, Australia.

NIDDM subjects (n=105; age 36-71) were randomised to acarbose
(100mg tid) or placebo for 16 weeks, and changes in clinical and
metabolic parameters indicative of the insulin resistance syndrome were
monitored. Fasting levels of glucose, HbAlc, true insulin, proinsulin,
fibrinogen, and lipids were measured 4 weekly, and glucose, insulin and
triglyceride responses to a standardised 1.6MJbreakfast were determined
at 0, 1 and 2 hours post meal. Analysis of data was by ANOVA with
repeated measures on an intention to treat basis. The placebo and
acarbose treated groups were similarly matched at baseline for age / sex
distribution, duration of diabetes, hip:waist ratio but BMI was higher in
acarbose (31±3) than placebo group (29±3) group. Acarbose resulted in
significant reductions to fasting levels of glucose (p<0.0001), triglycerides
(p=0.03), and HbAlc (p<0.003) over the 16 weeks of treatment. The
mean HbAlc level was 0.4% different (p=0.003) between groups with
respect to baseline change. Fasting insulin or proinsulin levels did not
change with Acarbose treatment, but in response to the standard
breakfast meal, insulin (p=0.06) and glucose (p<0.0001) responses were
reduced. There were no significant treatment differences for fibrinogen,
fasting cholesterol, HDL, BP, weight, waist:hip ratio over time. These
data show that Acarbose reduces glucose and triglyceride levels, and
limits the insulin response to a mixed meal in NIDDM subjects with the
plurimetabolic syndrome. Acarbose may have potential to limit the rapid
progression of atherogenesis associated with insulin resistance and
diabetes mellitus.

1258
GLIBENCLAMIDE AND DAILY BLOOD PROFILES;
COMPARISON OF A SINGLE-DOSE AND DIVIDED-DOSES
SCHEDULES
K.Oba, K.Okazaki, T.Suzuki, K.Sasai, H.Nakano, and S.Metori,
Nippon Medical School, Tokyo, Japan.

The aim of this study is to clarify the optimal administration
schedule of glibenclamide. Daily blood glucose profiles were
measured in 65 Type 2 diabetic patients, on glibenclamide in
single-dose ( n=39) , on glibenclamide in 2 divided-doses (n=26).
Daily blood glucose profiles with before breakfast plasma glucose
concentrations >_ 200mg/dl were excluded. Plasma glucose
concentrations were determined at 08.00 ( before breakfast ), 10.00,
12.00 ( before lunch ), 14.00, 18.00 ( before dinner ), 20.00, 24.00,
03.00, 06.00, 08.00 hours. Mean Plasma glucose values at 08.00,
10.00, 20.00, 24.00, 03.00, 06.00 hours were not significantly
different between single-dose group and divided-doses group, but
those at 12.00, 14.00 , 18.00 hours and mean day ( 08.00-'18.00 )
blood glucose area under the daily profile were significantly lower in
single-dose group than in divided-doses group. The mean total ( all
day ) and night ( 18.00-08.00 ) blood glucose areas under the
daily profile were not significantly different between single dose-
group and divided-doses group, but mean night / total blood glucose
area ratio was significantly lower in divided-doses group than in
single-dose group . In multiple regression analysis, night/total blood
glucose area ratio positively correlated with single-dose
administration schedule.

These results suggest that blood glucose levels in the night were
lower in the divided-dose schedule than in the single-dose schedule.

1259

INTERRELATION BETWEEN THE EFFECT OF a-GLUCO-
SIDASE INHIBITOR AND URINE C-PEPTIDE IN NIDDM.
J. Nakamura, T. Hara, F. Sakakibara, R. Kitoh, Y. Hamada, H.
Sasaki, S. Chaya, T. Komori, E. Nakashima, K. Naruse, K. Kato,
Y. Kasuya, N. Koh and N. Hotta. Nagoya University, Nagoya,
Japan.
a-Glucosidase inhibitors (a-GIs) are useful agents for
maintaining good glycemic control by reducing postprandial
hyperglycemia. However, it may cause hypoglycemia by the
combination with insulin treatment. Whether or not the patients
develop hypoglycemia seems to depend on their abilities of
insulin secretion. This study was conducted to examine the
interrelation between the expression of the effect of a-
glucosidase inhibitor and urine C-peptide excretion. 40 patients
with NIDDM receiving insulin therapy were hospitalized and
administered a-GI after 3 wks when their glycemic control
become stable. Patients were divided into two groups: high
urine C-peptide (>15gg/day) group (HCP) and low urine C-
peptide (<15pg/day) group (LCP). Although a-GI treatment
improved circadian variation in blood glucose levels, resulting
in a decrease in M value in both group, the effect was
significantly more prominent in HCP (M value; HCP: 13.2 ± 0.9
to 3.3 ± 0.4, LCP: 14.7 ± 1.8 to 5.7 ± 0.6). To prevent
hypoglycemia, the dosage of insulin was reduced in both
group. The rate of the reduction in insulin dosage was
significantly higher in LCP than in HCP. These observations
suggest that the effect of a-GI can be expressed even in patients
with a severe deficit in insulin secretion, and that 15µg/day of
urine C-peptide in NIDDM patients treated with insulin can be
an indicator of reducing the insulin dosage.

1260
Pharmacokinetics and bioavailability of repaglinide, a new OHA for patients
with NIDDM

S. Oliver and S. Ahmad, Besselaar Clinical Research Unit, Leeds, UK, K. Winfeld
and V. Hatorp, Clinical Development, Novo Nordisk, Denmark.

In this open-label, randomised, four-period, crossover Phase I study using a
replicate design, key pharmacokinetic parameters (AUC, C m., Lax, t,,2) and mean
residence time (MRT) were determined following repaglinide (REP) 2 mg in tablet
form and as an oral solution. Twenty-four healthy male volunteers each received a
single dose of REP 2 mg (either tablet or oral solution) on four different occasions,
separated by a washout period of ? 7 days. All subjects received each formulation
twice. For 24 hours after dosing, subjects were monitored and blood samples were
collected for a 20-point REP serum concentration-time profile. REP was rapidly
absorbed after administration of both formulations (La. solution 32 min (SD 6.47),
and Lax tablet 50.15 min (SD 31.31)). The extent of absorption was similar in both
groups, and there was no significant difference between the tablets and oral
solution with regard to the intra-subject variation in AUC (36.03 vs 32.79
ng/ml*hours; p = 0.1127) and Cm (30.96 vs 34.46 ng/ml; p = 0.9217). The
relative bioavailability (AUC t,b!, /AUCO,, sol„5o„) was 1.10 (or 110%) with a 95%
confidence interval of 1.03-1.17. Although the total amount of REP absorbed was
significantly higher for the tablets than for the oral solution, the difference between
the two formulations was negligible. The elimination half-life based on subject
means was approximately 32 minutes, ranging from 20-60 minutes. The half-lives
determined from the individual REP profiles ranged from 11 to 110 minutes. In
conclusion, REP phannacokinetics demonstrate rapid absorption and elimination,
and the total availability of REP was the same for the two formulations, though the
rate of absorption was 57% lower for tablets, leading to a 10% lower C m,, and
35% longer MRT.
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Acarbose improves insulin sensitivity in obese
patients with IGT.
Laube,H. ,Uhlmann,M. ,Linn,Th.,Spengler,M.
Giessen,Germany.

Insulin sensitivity is impaired in obese pat,
with IGT and accompanied by hyperinsulinemia,
which is supposed to be a risk factor for athero-
sclerosis and early B-cell exhaustion.
In a double blind placebo controlled study,l2 m.
patients(BMI> 28),mean age 52 yrs,with impaired
glucose tolerance and fasting hyperinsulinemia
()27µu/ml)were treated with Acarbose loomg tid
or placebo for 6 mo.Before and 24hrs after Acar-
bose treatment insulin sensitivity was measured
by minimal model and euglycemic clamp.Insulin,
c-peptide and proinsulin were monitored as well.
Following Acarbose,c-peptide was lowered insign.
from 3.1 to 3.ong/ml compared to placebo(2.9 vs.
3.2ng/ml).Proinsulin,however,alecreased sign, from
2o.3 to 13.6pu/ml(placebo:21.9 vs2l.3).Insulin
sensitivity rose sign.after 6 mo Acarbose treat-
ment:SI 1.3 to 2.8;glucose infusion rate 3.6 to
5.2 GIR.compared to placebo:SI 1.9 to 1.7 and
GIR 4.8 vs 3.8.
Conclusion:Acarbose improves insulin sensitivity
and lowers proinsulin in obese pat.with IGT.and
may be helpful to slow down further progression
from IGT to NIDDM.

1262
Repaglinide vs glibenclamide: a 14-week efficacy and safety comparison

R. Landgraf, Klinikum Innenstadt der Universitat Munchen, Munich, Germany,
and H.J.G. Bilo, Hospital "de Weezenlanden", Zwolle, the Netherlands.

Repaglinide (REP) is a new short- and fast-acting insulin releaser. This European,
multicentre study compared the efficacy and safety of REP with the commonly-
used sulphonylurea, glibenclamide (GLIB). A total of 195 non insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus (NIDDM), sulphonylurea-treated patients (94 on REP and 101 on
GLIB) participated, of whom 161 completed the study. Prior to the study, all
subjects had an HbA 1 , value of between 6.5 and 12 %, and a fasting blood glucose
(FBG) value of between 6.2 and 12 mmol/I. The double-blind, randomised,
parallel-group study included an initial screening visit, a I- to 2-week washout
period, a 4-week titration period, and a 10-week maintenance period. Repaglinide
(0.5 mg, 1.0 mg, 2.0 mg or 4.0 mg) was administered preprandially with the three
main meals, and GLIB (1.75 mg, 3.5 mg, 7.0 mg or 10.5 mg) was administered in
the morning, with the exception of the 10.5 mg dose (7.0 mg in the morning and
3.5 mg in the evening). Mean HbA l, values decreased from 7.8 % to 7.5 % in the
REP group, and from 8.0 % to 7.6 % in the GLIB group (NS between groups).
FBG decreased from 13.1 mmol/l to 10.2 mmol/l in the REP group, and from 13.5
mmol/l to 10.1 mmol/l in the GLIB group (NS between groups). There was a
statistically significant difference in mean BG (p = 0.0003) and in the 2-hour post-
breakfast BG (p = 0.09) between the treatment groups ( mean BG REP = 11.2 ±
0.1 mmol/l vs GLIB = 11.7 ± 0.1 mmol/l; post-breakfast BG REP = 12.2 ± 0.2
mmolll vs 13.1 ± 0.2 mmolll), as shown by the 8-point BG profiles. No significant
difference was shown between the two groups in fructosamine levels, lipid
profiles, or fasting levels of either C-peptide, insulin or pro-insulin. Both
treatments were well tolerated and the frequency of all hypoglycaemic episodes
was low (35); 20 in the REP group and 15 in the GLIB group. No significant
difference in body weight was detected between the two groups. In conclusion,
REP is as well tolerated as GLIB and equally effective in controlling FBG and
HbA,, levels, together with a significant improvement in meal-related BG levels in
comparison with GLIB.

1263
An Asian multi-centre clinical trial on acarbose monotherapy in NIDDM
patients
JCN Chan, A Chan, M Emborg, LT Ho, MC Fuh, R Sheaves, TH Lee, A Panelo,
DK Kim for the Asian Acarbose Monotherapy Study Group.

This is a multi-centre study involving 7 centres in Hong Kong, Taiwan,
Singapore, Philippines, Malaysia and Korea. The objective of the study is to
evaluate the efficacy and tolerability of acarbose in Asian NIDDM patients
previously treated with diet. The design is one of randomised, double-blind and
placebo-controlled. Eligibility criteria included history of NIDDM of more than 3
months, HbA1, level between 7% and 10%, body mass index <35 Kg/m 2, no
previous anti-diabetic therapy except diet, and no severe diabetic complication.
Patients were randomly assigned to receive acarbose (50 mg tid for four weeks
followed by 100 mg tid for twenty weeks) or placebo in a double-blind fashion.
After the 24-week treatment period, an intention-to-treat analysis showed a
statistically significant difference in the mean decrease in HbA1, between the two
treatment groups: 0.74% for the 63 patients in the acarbose group and 0.26% for
the 63 patients in the placebo group (P=0.014). Mean fasting plasma glucose
concentrations changed from 8.4 mmol/l to 8.0 mmol/I in the acarbose group and
from 8.3 mmol/I to 8.8 mmol/I in the placebo group (P=0.017). Mean one-hour
postprandial plasma glucose concentration changed from 12.8 mmol/I to 11.7
mmol/1 in the acarbose group and from 12.9 mmolll to 13.7 mmolll in the placebo
group (P=0.005). Incidence of diarrhoea was 14% in the acarbose group and 13%
in the placebo group. Eleven patients from the acarbose group prematurely
withdrew from the study, six of them because of adverse reactions but none of
them was serious and one was due to a lack of efficacy. The results have
confirmed the clinical efficacy of acarbose in the management of NIDDM patients
of Asian origin.

1264
REPAGLINIDE DIFFERS STRUCTURALLY FROM THE
SULPHONYLUREAS GLIBENCLAMIDE AND GLIMEPIl2IDE.
W.Grell, M.Mark, P.Luger§, H.Nar, H. Wittneben and P.Miiller. Preclinical
Research and Development, Boehringer Ingeiheim, Biberach/Riss; Freie
Universitat Berlin§, Berlin; Germany.
Repaglinide	 (repa),	 (S)(+)-2-ethoxy-4-[2-[[3-methyl-l-[2-(1-piperidinyl)
phenyl]butyl]amino]-2-oxoethyl]-benzoic acid, and the sulphonylureas (SU)
glibenclamide (glib) and glimepiride (glim) bind to the SU-receptor. Based on
structure-activity relationships, we suggested a model for receptor binding
involving three pharmacophoric groups (COOH/SO2NH; NHCO/CONH;
piperidino/MeO or a-oxo). To gain insight into the structural basis for recently
reported differences in binding modi between repa and glib, we examined the
X-ray structures and analyzed conformational space, electrostatic and
lipophilic potentials. The X-ray structures show an extended conformation for
glib, and a more compact shape for repa; in a superposition, the
pharmacophoric groups do not significantly overlap. Therefore, we looked for
further low energy conformations via molecular mechanic calculations
(SYBYL®). Three areas of low energy conformations were identified and
further optimized (Gaussian 940) for repa: I (global minimum; __ X-ray), II
and III (2.6 and 1.8 kcal/mol higher in energy). For glib two low energy
conformations were found: I (_ X-ray) and 11 (1.3 kcal/mol). In a superposition
of repo-II and glib-II, the pharmacophoric groups fit well; the amidic oxo-
groups are located to enable hydrogen bonding to the same binding site of the
SU-receptor. To repa's (S)-isobutyl, no counterpart is found in glib. The
ethoxy (repa) and cyclohexyl (glib) groups marginally overlap. The
hydrophobic potentials calculated for repa-II and glib-II differ significantly.
We conclude that conformations II may represent a common binding
conformation, and that different binding may be due to lipophilic differences.
In addition, we determined the X-ray structure of glim. An analogous
comparison repa/glim gave similar results as obtained for repa/glib.
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EFFECTS OF ACARBOSE ON BLOOD GLUCOSE
LEVELS IN TYPE II DIABETICS

M. Donmez, B. Kavakh , K. Tuncer
Kartal Training Hospital, Clinic of Internal Medicine,

Istanbul, TURKEY.

Acarbose is an antidiabetic agent that produced a dose
dependent reduction in postprandial plasma glucose
levels following a starch meal. 100 obese outpatients
with type II diabetes (48 men, 52 women, mean age 56,
mean body mass index 31.3 kg/m2 , without serious
complication) were selected for the study. The average
duration of disease was 3 years. They were treated with
only diet. They were treated with only diet. They were
devided into two groups: the control group (50 patients)
were treated with diet (1200 calories/ day for women,
1500 calories/day for men) and placebo. The treatment
group were treated with diet as the same with the control
group and acarbose (300 mg/day) for three months. The
mean baseline fasting plasma glucose levels were 198
mg/dl at both groups. At the and of study, acarbose
produced significantly decrement in fasting plasma
glucose level from 198 to 141 mg/dl in treatment group
(p< 0.001). In the control group, fasting plasma glucose
level decreased from 198 to 180 mg/dl (Insignificant
compared with baseline level). In conclusion, we stated
that acarbose was effective in controlling the fasting
plasma glucose levels in type in type II Diabetes Mellitus.

1266

ADDITIONAL TREATMENT WITH REPAGLINIDE PROVIDES SIGNIFICANT
IMPROVEMENT IN GLYCAEMIC CONTROL IN NIIDDM PATIENTS POORLY
CONTROLLED ON METFORMIN
Moses R, Slobodniuk R, Wollongong, Aus., Boyages S, Colagiuri S, Kidson W,
Carter J, Sydney, Aus., Donnelly T, Moffitt P, Newcastle, Aus., Hopkins H.,
Novo Nordisk-Aus.
This multicentre, randomised trial was designed to compare the effect on glycaemic
control of repaglinide (REP) given in combination with metformin (MET) against the
effect of either drug given as monotherapy in patients not well controlled on MET
alone (mean HbA, c: 8.5) .Eighty three patients were included in this three-armed,
double blind, double dummy parallel group study. After a 4-5 week run-in period on
their usual dose of MET, patients were randomised to either REP therapy, MET ther-
apy, or REP+MET therapy, and the REP dose was determined through a 4-8 week
titrafion period (initial REP dose: 0.5 mg t.i.d.a.c.; maximum dose: 4 mg t.i.d.a.c.), fol-
lowed by a 3-month maintenance period. The MET dose was kept constant through-
out the study (1-3 g/daily). From the baseline to final visit, MET/REP provided statis-
tically significant (p< 0.005) improvement in glycaemic control in comparison with the
two monotherapies (mean change in HbA,,: -1.41% (MET! REP),- 0.38% (REP), -
0.33% (MET), mean change in fasting blood glucose (mmol/I): -2.18 (MET/REP),
0.49 (REP), -0.25 (MET). No statistical differences were seen between the two
monotherapies and MET/REP with respect to fasting insulin and C-peptide levels,
and the lipid profiles. MET and MET/REP treatment caused more gastrointestinal
side effects than REP treatment. No severe hypoglycaemic events were observed in
any group. There were no major side effects and a total of 9 patients withdrew from
the study for various causes unrelated to treatment. In conclusion, REP treatment
provided the same glycaemic control as MET with less gastrointestinal side effects.
REP/MET therapy induced significant improvements in metabolic control in contrast
to either REP or MET bringing HbA,^ down into the range of acceptable control . The
data also suggest that the combination of REP and MET may have synergistic prop-
erties in this type of patients.

1267

EFFECT OF ACARBOSE ON BODY MASS INDEX IN
TYPE II DIABETICS

S. Akta^s, B. Kavakh, K. Tuncer
Kartal Training Hospital, Clinic of Internal Medicine,

Istanbul, TURKEY.

In the treatment of obesity, many methods are used
either alone or in combination. On this study, the effect
of acarbose on body mass index in type II diabetics have
been evaluated. 100 obese outpatients (48 men, 52
women, mean age 56) were selected for study. They were
classified into two groups as diet plus placebo (the
control group) and diet plus acarbose (the treatment
group). Diets were 1200 calories/day for women and 1500
calories/day for men. Acarbose was administered 300
mg/day for three months. Their disease duration was
three years approximately and they have had no serious
complications. Mean baseline body mass index was 31.3
kg/m2 . Acarbose significantly decreased body mass index
from 31.3 to 28.0 kg/m2 in the treatment group
compared with control group. In controls, weight
reduction was only minimal and insignificant compared
with baseline value (The control group's body mass index
decreased 30.3 kg/m2 ). This study has shown that
acarbose is usefull in the treatment of obesity with mild
diabetes and impaired glucose tolerant.

1268

EFFECT OF ACUTE ADMINISTRATION OF GLICLAZIDE ON
INSULIN RELEASE IN NIDDM.
JJM Ligtenberg', WD Reitsma' and TW Van Haeften 2 . Groningen' and
Utrechtz University Hospital, The Netherlands.
Sulphonylureas (SU) show variations in stimulating insulin release. We
studied the effect of acute administration of 160 mg gliclazide on insulin
release during a hyperglycemic clamp in 12 NIDDM patients,
(mean±sem) age 50±2.6 yr, NIDDM duration 5.5±1.4 yr, BMI
24.1±0.6 kg/m2 . Home SU were stopped for 3 days. Baseline blood
glucose levels were 9.6±0.6 mmol/l. After a 3.5 hr hyperinsulinemic
euglycemic clamp (blood glucose 4.6±0.04 mmol/1) and a 60 min wash
out period, a hyperglycemic clamp at 8 mmol/l was started. One hour
before the start of the hyperglycemic clamp, gliclazide or placebo
(randomized, double blind, cross-over) was administered. The insulin-
and C-peptide levels did not differ from 0-10 min (first phase) (both
P> 0.5). So, it is likely that this moderate hyperglycemia does not
provoke a first phase in these NIDDM patients. However, second phase
insulin release (30-240 min) was significantly enhanced by gliclazide and
very poor on placebo. Plasma insulin levels (log-transformation) were
significantly higher from 1 hr onwards (all P<0.05); geometric mean
(95% CI) insulin increased from 13(10-18) vs 10 (7-15) mU/I at the start
of the clamp to 17(13-22) vs 11(9-13) at 1 hr, and 20(15-27) vs 13(11-
18) mU/l at 4 hr (gliclazide vs placebo). Mean (95% CI) C-peptide
levels were also increased from 0.42(0.30-0.60) vs 0.28(0.24-0.33)
nmol/I to 0.94(0.65-1.35) vs 0.75(0.59-0.96) nmol/l at 4 hr (gliclazide
vs placebo). In conclusion, in long-standing NIDDM gliclazide markedly
enhances second phase insulin release at a moderately elevated blood
glucose level.
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EFFECTS OF ACARBOSE ON LIPID PROFILE IN

TYPE II DIABETES MELLITUS

B. Kavakh, K. Tuncer
Kartal Training Hospital, Clinic of Internal Medicine

Istanbul, TURKEY.

It has been demonstrated that acarbose leads to an improvement in
insulin sensitivity by reducing postprandial plasma glucose levels,
hyperinsulinemia and hypertriglyceridaemia. Efficiency of acarbose
on lipid metabolism was evaluated in 100 type II diabetic patients (48
men, 52 women, mean age 56). They were classified into two groups
as diet plus placebo (the control group) and diet plus acarbose (the
treatment group). Diets were 1200 calories/day for women and 1500
calories/day for men. Acarbose was administered 300 mg/day for
three months. Their disease duration was three years approximately,
and they have had no serious complications. They don't have any
antilipemic treament. Acarbose decreased total cholesterol and LDL
cholesterol level significantly compared with pretreatment and
control value (pretreatment total cholesterol: 239 mg/dl, control total
cholesterol: 227 mg /dl, treatment group total cholesterol :219 mg/dl,
p< 0.01; pretreatment LDL cholesterol: 151 mg/dl, control: 142
mg/dl, treatment group: 132 mg/dl, p< 0,001). HDL cholesterol level
increased significantly compared with pretreatment and control value
(pretreatment 41.14 mg/dl, control: 41.46 mg/dl, treatment: 43.56
mg/dl, p< 0.001), Triglycerid level slightly decreased in this study,
probably the treatment duration is not enough for this effect. As a
result, acarbose leads to a reduction in total cholesterol and LDL
cholesterol levels and to an increasement HDL cholesterol level. Thus
the results suggested that acarbose might be a favorable effect for the
treatment of diabetes mellitus.

1270
CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND OUTCOME OF NIDDM
PATIENTS WITH ORAL HYPOGLYCEMIC AGENT FAILURE.
Y-S. Peng, J-H Juang and H S. Huang. Division of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, Chang Chang Memorial Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan, K O. C.

To investigate oral hypoglycemic agent (OHA) failure in NIDDM and
the relationship between (3-cell function and the outcome of short-term
insulin therapy, we studied 44 NIDDM patients treated with OHA. Of
these, 25 failed to response OHA while the other 19 responded well The
patients with OHA failure had lower body mass index (BM1), longer
duration of diabetes as compared with those with OHA success. The 13-cell
function between 2 groups was not statistically significant. Patients with
OHA faihire were further divided into poor 13-cell fimction (Gr. A, n= 9/25)
or fair (3-cell function (Gr. B, n=16/25) according to their C-peptide
responses to intravenous glucagon stimulation. Age at diagnosis, duration
of diabetes, fasting plasma glucose (FPG) and glycohemoglobin (HbAlc)
were similar in both groups. In contrast, Or. A had lower BMI (P< 0.03).
Five patients in Gr. A and 8 patients in Or. B underwent glucagon
stimulation test 1-24 months after insulin therapy. The (3-cell function was
still poor in 4/5 patients in Gr. A, however, it was stationary in all patients in
Gr. B. Successfully switching to OHA therapy was observed in 1 patient in
each group and sustained for 10 and 4 months, respectively. In OHA failure
patients who had poor (3-cell fimction, 3/5 and 1/5 patients had positive
antimicrosomal antibody and antithyroglobin antibody, respectively.
However, 2/2 patients had negative insulin antibody and only 1/2 patient
had HLA DR3. In conclusion, (1) most OHA failure patients need long-
term insulin treatment; (2) patient's 13-cell function can't predict the success
of conversion to OHA after short-term insulin. therapy.

1271
EFFECT OF ACARBOSE ON HbA1C LEVELS IN

TYPEII DIABETES MELLITUS

K.Tuncer, B. Kavakh
Kartal Training Hospital, Clinic of Internal Medicine,

Istanbul, TURKEY.

HbAlc level is one of the parameters of optimal diabetic
control. We studied the effect of acarbose on HbAlc level
in type II Diabetes Mellitus. The patients were selected
from the outpatients whom didn't receive any insulin or
sulfanilurea treatment and doesn't have any serious
diabetic complication. 100 obese outpatients with type II
diabetes (48 men and 52 women, mean age 56) were
taken in the study . They were classified into two groups
as diet plus placebo (the control group) and diet plus
acarbose (the treatment group). Diets were 1200
calories/day for women and 1500 calories/day for men.
Acarbose was administered 300 mg/ day for three
months. Their disease duration was three years
approximately. Initially, their average HbAlc levels was
9.13 %. In the treatment group , HbAlc level decreased to
7,08 %. This result were statistically significant
compared with baseline and the control value ( p< 0,001,
control group's HbAlc level is 9,02 %). We concluded
that acarbose was effective in controlling glycaemic levels
and also protective from complication in type II Diabetes
Mellitus.

1272
BLOOD GLUCOSE LOWERING EFFECTS OF REPAGLINIDE
IN RATS AND DOGS.
M.Mark, M.Epple and W.Grell. Preclinical Research and
Development, Boehringer Ingelheim, Biberach/Riss, Germany.
Repaglinide is a novel non-sulphonylurea compound for the
treatment of NIDDM. The glucose lowering effects of repaglinide
were investigated in fasted Wistar rats and fasted beagle dogs.
Furthermore, effects of repaglinide in rats were compared to those
of glibenclamide and glimepiride. Compounds were administered
orally via gavage (rats) or capsules (dogs) and blood glucose and
insulin were determined at several time points p.a.. In rats
repaglinide was administered in a dose range of 0.003 mg/kg to
0.3 mg/kg, and both glibenclamide and glimepiride were tested in a
dose range of 0.03 mg/kg to 10.0 mg/kg. ED50 values were
calculated for the effects after 120 min, the time where the maximal
glucose lowering effects were obtained with all three substances.
Repaglinide was the most potent antihyperglycaemic compound in
rats (ED50 9.9 pg/kg). Its potency was 18 times higher than that of
glimepiride (ED50 182.1 pg/kg) and 25 times higher than that of
glibenclamide (ED50 254.9 pg/kg). In dogs repaglinide (doses
tested 0.01, 0.03, 0.1 mg/kg) caused a pronounced
antihyperglycaemic effect (ED50 28.3 µg/kg). Insulin levels were
only transiently elevated. Maximal increase (about 3 fold increase
versus control) was seen at 60 and 90 min after administration with
control levels being reached after 4 and 6 hours p.a.. The activity
profile of this novel, very potent, antihyperglycaemic compound
makes repaglinide a promising new treatment for NIDDM.
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REPAGLINIDE, A NEW RAPID AND SHORT ACTING NON-
SULPHONYLUREA INSULIN SECRETAGOGUE INHIBITS ATP-.
SENSITIVE POTASSIUM CHANNELS (I,Tp) IN ISOLATED
HEART MUSCLE CELLS
W. Diederen and W. Kolb, Preclinical Research and Development,
Boehringer Ingelheim, Biberach/Riss, Germany
The effect of the non-sulphonylurea insulin secretagogue repaglinide
(repa) on Ig,, Tp was investigated in single isolated guinea pig
ventricular myocytes and compared with the sulphonylurea insulin
secretagogues glibenclamide (glib) and glimepiride (glim). Currents
were measured using the whole cell voltage clamp technique and a
negative voltage ramp from +60 to -100 mV (-20 mV/s). Igpjp was
induced by superfusing the myocytes with 30 pmol/I cromakalim in the
presence of 3, 10, 30, and 100 nmol/l repa, glib, and glim. Baseline
currents present at the beginning of the experiment were substracted to
separate Ijc p from other currents. At maximum drug effect,
concentration response curves were constructed using peak I}c jp and
IC50 values (the concentrations of half maximal inhibition of the
ITp) were calculated. The slope of the concentration response curves
did not significantly differ among the tested drugs. IC50 values (95 %
confidence interval) were: repa 10.4 (8.3-13.0) nmol/l, glib 9.2 (6.8-
12.6) nmol/l, glim 25.4 (17.8-36.4) nmol/l. The IC50 of repa and did
not significantly differ from the IC50 of glib, however, both IC50 were
significantly (p<0.01) lower than the IC50 of glim (about 2.5 times). In
conclusion: There were no qualitative differences between the non-
sulphonylurea insulin secretagogue repa and the sulphonylurea insulin
secretagogues glib and glim in their ability to inhibit Ifcrp. The
relative potency of the tested drugs to block I ,1p in cardiac cells
corresponds to that in pancreatic 13-cells, however, the absolute potency
was about 100 to 200 fold less.
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COMPARISON OF THE CLINICAL EFFECT OF DIFFERENT INITIAL DOSES OF
ACARBOSE IN DIABETES WITH RESISTANCE TO SULFONYLUREA THERAPY
G. Okuno, Itami City Hospital, Itami, Japan

Improvement of glycemic control by suppression of postprandial
hyperglycemia using acarbose (Glucobay®: GB) has been well
documented, but a problem lies in the occurrence of
gastrointestinal side effects, especially abdominal distention
and flatulence. In this study, the effect on glycemic control and
the incidence rate of adverse reactions were compared for initial
GB doses of 300 mg/ day and 150 mg/ day. [Methods] GB was
given at 300 mg/ day (study A) or 150 mg/ day (study B) as the
initial dose together with a sulfonylurea (SU) in NIDDM patients
with SU resistance. Study A (20 patients) was continued for a
mean period of 6.3±1.7 months, and was followed by study B
(8.3±1.7 months) including 19 patients different from those in
study A. [Results] In study A, 3 patients stopped treatment due
to severe side effects and the dose was decreased to 200 or
150 mg/ day in 9. In study B, all patients could tolerate the initial
dose and the dose was increased to 300 mg/ day in 7 cases.
The incidence of initial side effects was 76.5% in study A and
78.5% in study B. Side effects were far less severe in study B as
compared with study A. FPG was lowered by 15.6% in study A
and by 18% in study B, while HbAlc fell by 13% and 16%.
Another study is now in progress using an initial dose of 100
mg/ day. [Conclusion] Acarbose was administered in
combination with SU therapy to diabetics with SU resistance.
When acarbose was started at a low dose and increased after
an appropriate period, side effects decreased but the
improvement of glycemic control was similar to that achieved at
a high initial dose if the treatment period prolong.

1276
GLUCOSE-DEPENDENCY OF THE GLUCOSE LOWERING
EFFECTS OF REPAGLINIDE.
M.Mark and M.Epple. Preclinical Research and Development,
Boehringer Ingelheim, Biberach/Riss, Germany.
Repaglinide is a novel antihyperglycaemic compound which is
currently evaluated in phase III clinical trials. The aim of the present
study was to investigate the glucose lowering activities of
repaglinide under normoglycaemic as well as hyperglycaemic
conditions. Therefore, fasted Wistar rats were orally dosed with
repaglinide together with 0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 g/kg glucose as a
bolus. Blood glucose levels were determined at several time points
after administration. Glucose levels were significantly decreased
under all experimental settings with doses of > 0.01 mg/kg
repaglinide p.o.. With dosages of? 0.1 mg/kg repaglinide, the initial
increase in blood glucose which was seen after the glucose boli was
totally blunted, and glucose levels even fell below starting values.
The ED50 values calculated for the effects after 120 min were: 12.3
(0.5 g glucose/kg), 9.9 (1.0 g glucose/kg), 14.5 (2.0 g glucose/kg)
and 12.8 pg/kg p.o. (3.0 g glucose/kg), respectively. The amount of
repaglinide needed to achieve a decrease in blood glucose of I
mmol/L was calculated to be 10.3, 9.3, 7.0, 8.4, and 7.2 pg/kg p.o.
after glucose loads of 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 g/kg, respectively.
This means that less repaglinide is needed in the hyperglycaemic
state to achieve the same reduction in blood glucose levels. As also
supported by published in vitro data, repaglinide turns out to be
more effective in lowering blood glucose levels in the
hyperglycaemic state.
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BLOOD GLUCOSE CONTROL WITH ACARBOSE (COMPARISON WITH
SULFONYLUREAS OR INSULIN THERAPY)
T. Osonoi, M. Saito and A. Boku, Mito Kyodo General Hospital, Mito, Japan

Acarbose is an a -glucosidase inhibitor expected to possess many advantages
as a novel means of controlling blood glucose levels, quite distinct from
sulfonylureas (SUs) and insulin preparations. To investigate the advantages of
acarbose, patients well-controlled (mean HbAlc over three months < 7.5%) on
either diet alone, relatively low doses of SUs (6glibenclamide 2.5 mg/day) or
insulin ( 10 U/day), were subsequently treated for one year with acarbose (300
mg/day) and results compared to prior treatment. Subjects consisted of 77
NIDDM outpatients with 24, 23 and 30 cases, respectively, who had previously
been controlled on SUs (Group S), insulin (Group I) or diet therapy (Group D).
Mean age was 59.5 years, while the mean duration of NIDDM was 8.2 years.
Improved HbAlc levels were noted in the D group, but remained unchanged in
the S or I group. Total cholesterol (TC) and HDL (HDL-c), had increased from
187.7±28.4 and 49.8±45.4 mg/dl to 200.1±33.3 and 57.3±18.2 mg/dl,
respectively, while triglycerides (TG) decreased from 96.3±45.4 mg/dl to 80.4
±30.5 mg/dl. In Group I, both TC and TG remained unchanged, while HDL-c
increased from 49.8±12.5 to 54.1±14.3 mg/dl. Baseline TC and HDL-c in the
D group increased from 200.7±35.0 and 53.4±11.8 mg/dl to 217.7±34.6 and
57.7±12.2 mg/dl, respectively, while TGs decreased from 113.3±43.7 to 84.3
±33.8 mg/dl. Apoprotein-AI in group S increased from 108.4±19.7 to 115.1±
20.8 mg/dl and apoprotein-B in groups S and I decreased from 91.9±20.6 and
85.8 ± 22.1 mg/dl to 82.2 ± 19.0 and 80.2 ± 19.5 mg/dl, respectively.
Improvement was also noted in the 19 patients with abnormal urinary protein
excretion (trace albumin ?30 mg/g,Cr); urinary albumin levels falling from
51.5±37.6 to 30.7±22.8 mg/g.Cr. Acarbose (300 mg/day) is as effective as 2.5
mg/day of glibenclamide or 10 U/day of insulin for controlling the blood
glucose level. Acarbose also showed a potential to improve serum lipid profiles
and reduce urinary excretion of proteins.

1278
REPAGLINIDE, A POTENT AND ORALLY ACTIVE HYPOGLY-

CAEMIC BENZOIC ACID DERIVATIVE.
W.Grell, R.Hurnaus, G.Griss+, E.Rupprecht, M.Mark and P.Luger§.
Preclinical Research and Development, Boehringer Ingelheim, Biberach/Riss;
Freie Universitat Berlin§, Berlin; Germany.
Aiming to improve hypoglycaemic activity and pharmacokinetic properties of
benzoic acid derivatives I and II, we have investigated the effect of an
additional ethoxy or methoxy substituent (compounds Ia, Ha). The
compounds, synthesized by acylation of the corresponding amines, were
orally administered to fasted female rats via gavage. Blood glucose was
determined at several time points post administration (p.a.). Compounds Ia
were found to be less active than I, whereas compounds Ha (RI = alkyl,
phenyl) showed higher activity and longer duration of action than II.
Structure activity relationship studies revealed that hypoglycaemic activity of
IIa is optimal when R = ethoxy and RI = lower alkyl, co-alkenyl, or
(cycloalkyl)methyl. Racemic AG-EE 388 ZW (R = OEt; RI = isobutyl)
represents one of the most active compounds IIa, maximum hypoglycaemic
activity was observed 2 hours p.a. (ED50 = 22 µg/ kg). Its R-enantiomer,
AG-EE 624 ZW, lowered blood sugar only marginally after 1 mg/kg, whereas
the S-enantiomer, AG-EE 623 ZW (repaglinide), was found to be highly
active (ED50 = 9.9 µg/kg). Being more potent than the sulphonylureas
glibenclamide (ED50 = 255 µg/kg) and glimepiride (ED50 = 182 µg/kg),
repaglinide was selected for development and is currently undergoing phase
III clinical trials.
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THE BLOOD GLUCOSE LOWERING EFFECT OF ACARBOSE IS NOT
INFLUENCED BY A SIMULTANEOUS THERAPY WITH MAALOX °70
M.Hopfner', B.Durani', M.Spengler2 and U.R.Folsch'. Department of Medicine,
University of Kiel', Medical Department, Bayer AG, Leverkusen'.

Aim of this single-centre 4-fold double-blind crossover study was to investigate the
influence of 10ml Maalox 70 (antacid) on the pharmacodynamics of the a-glucosi-
dase inhibitor acarbose after administration of 75g sucrose. 24 healthy male volun-
teers were randomized in four treatment groups and received 100mg acarbose, or a
placebo tablet, or the combination of 100mg acarbose plus loml Maalox °70, or a
placebo tablet plus 10ml Maalox°70. Wash out phases of 6-10 days separated the
various successive treatments. Venous blood glucose concentration was determined
using the hexokinase method and serum insulin was determined by radioimmuno-
assay. Standard laboratory investigations for the judgement of safety were done be-
fore and after the study. To assess a possible interaction of 10ml Maslox® 70 and
acarbose, postprandial blood glucose and serum insulin levels were compared as
maximal concentrations and area under the curve" (AUC) over 4 hours. Integrated
blood glucose and serum insulin response were calculated using the log linear
trapezoidal approximation. Decision of bioequivalence (= no pharmacodynamic
interaction) was based upon two one-sided t-tests. Adverse events (flatulence,
diarrhoea) were reported from 14 resp. 15 out of 24 volunteers in the acarbose
treatment groups. Only I resp. 3 volunteers in the placebo groups (headache, fla-
tulence) reported side effects. No trends in the other laboratory parameters were de-
tectable. No significant difference in blood glucose and insulin between acarbose or
acarbose plus Maalox°70 or placebo and placebo plus Maalox®70 could be found.
Testgroups receiving acarbose showed a significant decrease in postprandial blood
glucose and serum insulin increment (p<0.01). AUC- and Cmax values of acarbose
plus Maalox°70 and acarbose were almost identical. No influence of Maalox®70 in
addition to acarbose or placebo was seen. Conclusion: Maalox °70 need not to be
classified as contraindication when medicated together with acarbose.

1280
ORAL ANTIDIABETIC DRUGS ARE GIVEN BOTH
INAPPROPRIATELY AND CARELESSLY.
K.R. Hunter. Derriford Hospital, Plymouth, U.K.

A survey was made to assess the quality of initial prescribing of oral
antidiabetic drugs, with particular regard to the firm
recommendation in the British National Formulary that they should
not be given until patients have been shown not to respond
adequately to at least three months' dietary restriction. The clinical
histories of 100 consecutive patients with diabetes of more than
one year's duration attending a hospital diabetic clinic were
analysed. Patients taking insulin were excluded. Most had
received their initial advice elsewhere, either from their general
practitioner or from another hospital department: 14 were being
treated with diet alone, 46 had taken a proper period of diet
followed by tablets and 40 had started tablets immediately at the
time of diagnosis. There was no instance of inappropriate early
prescribing of tablets by members of the Diabetic Clinic team.
Sulphonylurea-induced hypoglycaemia can be an important
problem. Therefore the 81 patients in this survey who were taking
sulphonylureas were asked if they had been warned about this
when they started taking the drug: 24 (30%) remembered receiving
advice, 57 (70%) did not. Sixteen (20%) had suffered from
symptoms which probably had been due to hypoglycaemia. There
was no significant difference between the incidence of these
symptoms in the groups which could or could not remember
receiving advice about hypoglycaemia. It appears that when
doctors who do not specialise in diabetes mellitus initiate treatment
in a newly diagnosed patient too many prescribe oral antidiabetic
drugs too early and give advice about hypoglycaemia too late.
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CHOLESTYRAMINE DOES NOT IMPAIR THE EFFECTS OF
VOGLIBOSE (AO-128) ON GLUCOSE AND INSULIN
K.M. Ec1d 10 , T. Thomsen) , H.P. Backe ('/, P. Kleist, Y. Suzukit' ) and M.
Mollert2t. °ITakeda Euro R&D Centre GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany; O OiPharm
P1anNET Contract Research, Monchengladbach, Germany; t' 1Gesellschaft fur
angewandte Statistik mbH, Neuss, Germany
Voglibose(V) is a new a-glucosidase inhibitor for treatment of non-

insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. This randomised, parallel group
study was aimed at investigating whether cholestyramine(CH), which
is known to bind drugs, interacts with voglibose and thereby reduces
its effects on the postprandial rise in blood glucose(G) and insulin(I).
24 healthy subjects received 5 mg V three times daily from day 1
through the morning of day 21. 12 of the volunteers additionally
received 4 g CH once daily on day 7 and 4 g CH twice daily from day
8 through the morning of day 21. On days 7 and 21 the volunteers
received a carbohydrate rich standard breakfast. Blood samples of 10
ml were taken at -0.25, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 h relative to dose
intake for the determination of G and I. The effect of CH on the
postprandial G and I control of V was investigated by means of the
AUCO_,h (linear trapezoid rule) and C max of G and I by means of an
ANCOVA (SAS 6.11) with baseline G and I as a covariate. There was
no statistically significant difference in G and I on day 7 and day 21
with respect to AUCo.4,, (V/V+C day 7; day 21: 370/366; 347/356
mg*h/dl and 65/47, 73/521sU*h/ml) and C, x (V/V+C day 7; day 21:
103/105; 104/103 mg/dl and 25/20; 30/23 µU/ml). The adverse event
spectrum was similar in both dosing groups. It can be concluded, that
the combination of 5 mg V three times daily and 4 g CH twice daily is
safe and CH does not impair the effects of V on the postprandial rise in
G and I.

1282
BIOTRANSFORMATION OF [14C]REPAGLINIDE IN HUMAN,
CYNOMOLGUS MONKEY, DOG, RABBIT, RAT AND MOUSE
E. Bauer, K. Beschke, T. Ebner, A. Greischel, R. Heinle, A. Prox,
H. Schiller-Rankewitz, J. Schmid, J. Slangier, H. Wachsmuth, H. Wolfinger.
Preclinical Research and Development, Boehringer Ingelheim, Biberach/Riss,
Germany.
Repaglinide is presently under development as a new oral antidiabetic insulin
secretagogue. After oral or IV administration of [14C]repaglinide
(AG-EE 623 ZW) or the racemate [14C]AG-EE 388 ZW, the radioactive metabolite
profiles in plasma, urine and bile or feces were analyzed using radio-HPLC and
MS. The compound was very well absorbed after oral administration in the rat, dog
and human (80 - 100 %). In the rabbit, absorption was 50 - 100 %, in the mouse
about 45 %. In all species, total radioactivity was excreted mainly with bile, and the
excretion in urine was comparatively low: rat and dog 1 % of the dose, mouse 3 %,
monkey 6 %, human 8 % and rabbit 30 %. Repaglinide was metabolized to various
degrees according to the following pathways: conjugation to yield the acyl-
glucuronide (M7) or tauride (M6), oxidative opening of the piperidine ring (M2),
oxidative N-dealkylation of M2 with formation of the aromatic amine (Ml),
hydroxylation of the piperidine ring (M4) and N-oxidation (M12). In plasma of all
species the parent compound represented 56 - 98 % of the radioactivity. The other
metabolites mentioned above comprised up to 0.5 - 7 %. Repaglinide was excreted
almost exclusively metabolically in all species. Biliary or fecal clearance of the
metabolites was the most dominant route. M2 formation was the major pathway in
human (68 % of the dose), monkey (82 %) and rabbit (46 %). The further
formation of Ml was the second pathway in human (14 %) followed by
hydroxylation of the piperidine ring (M4). The major pathway in the dog (70 %)
and in the rat (53 %) was the conjugation with glucuronic acid (M7). M2
represented the second important metabolite fraction (dog 20 %, rat 32 %).
The metabolic clearance of repaglinide and the excretion of the metabolites with bile
may represent an important safety aspect in patients with impaired renal function.

Insulin Therapy in IDDM
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EFFECT OF DAILY DOSE OF INSULIN ON METABOLIC CONTROL AND DEVELOPMENT OF
LATE DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS IN TYPE I DIABETES.
JA Pinies, E Ugarte, B Perez, and JA Vazquez. Department of Endocrinology.
Cruces Hospital. Baracaldo. Spain.
Introduction: Type I diabetic patients with low daily dose of insulin have preserved
13 cell function or an enhancement in insulin sensitivity The effect of low daily dose
of insulin on metabolic control and late diabetic complications have not been well
established in type I diabetic patients. Objective: The aim of the study was to
determine whether daily dose of insulin in patients with type I diabetes is related
with metabolic control, chronic complications, and preserved II cell function.
Patients, material, and methods: Patients with type I diabetes (n=380) were
identified from the out-patients clinics of the Cruces Hospital. To be included,
patients had to have diabetes onset before age 32, were ketosis prone, and were
treated continuously with insulin. Two groups of patients with more than 10 yr. of
diabetes evolution were selected according to their daily dose of insulin: group 1
(n=16) with high dose of insulin (> 0.7 UI/Kg) and group 2 (n=15) with a low dose
(< 0.5 UI/Kg). Clinical data (including the presence of chronic complications),
metabolic control (HbAlc) and preserved 15 cell function were studied in the two
groups. Basal and after glucagon C peptide test was done to measure 8 cell
function. Results: No differences were found between the two groups of patients in
the sex, body mass index, years of evolution of type I diabetes (22±9 vs. 22±8 yr.
respectively), and diabetic late complications with exception of no proliferative
diabetic retinopathy (NDPR).
Group age (yr.) at Ketoacidosis 	 daily dose of	 C-peptide test (nmolA) HbAtc NDPR

diagnosis (100 patients 'r.) 	 insulin (UI/Kg)	 0'	 6'	 (%)	 (%)

13±10	 9.1	 0.97±0.22	 0.13±0.19 0.16*0.19	 9x1	 25

2	 21±8	 3.2	 0.38±0.06	 0.13±0.16 0.16x0.23	 8±1.3	 60
pc0.05	 pc0.001	 p<0.001	 p=ns	 p=ns	 pc0.05 p.0.01

Conclusions: 1. Differences in the daily dose of insulin have been found in type
diabetic patients. 2. Patients with a low daily dose of insulin were older at
disease onset than those with a high dose. 3. The degree of metabolic control was
better in patients with a low dairy dose of insulin than in those with a high dose.
Severe ketoacidosis was more frequent in the later group. 4. There were no
differences in the residual It cell cell function after 10 yr. of diabetes evolution
between patients with low and high daily dose of insulin . 5. Suprinsingly, non
proliferative diabetic retinophaty was more frequent in type I diabetic patients with
a low daily dose of insulin than in those with a high dose.

1284
SEPARATE VERSUS SINGLE GLUCOSE-INSULIN-POTASSIUM INFU-
SION REGIMENS IN DIABETICS UNDERGOING HEART SURGERY
C. Neves, A.P. Barbosa, D. Carvalho, P. Freitas, P. Bastos and J.L. Medina.
Endocrinology Unit and Cardiothoracic Surgery Center. Oporto Medical
School, University of Oporto, Sao Joao Hospital, Oporto, Portugal.

Diabetic patients undergoing heart surgery, particularly coronary artery
by-pass grafting, have an increased morbidity and mortality as compared
with nondiabetic patients. Despite the existence of a great variety of
perioperative regimens devised for the treatment of diabetics, we aimed to
compare the efficiency of 2 different perioperative insulin regimens in
diabetic patients undergoing heart surgery. Seventeen diabetic patients
(group 1) (G1) received a single intravenous (IV) 5% glucose, regular
insulin and potassium infusion plus regular insulin intramuscularly every 4h
according to the value of the capillary blood glucose. Sixteen diabetic
patients (group 2) (G2) received a separate IV infusion of 30% glucose (20
mL/h) and 0,9% saline containing regular insulin according to the hourly
value of the capillary glycemia (0,5-12U/h), delivered by independent
pumps. The results are expressed as mean ± SD. To compare the results we
used the Student's t test and the Fisher's exact test. There were lower mean
glycemic levels in G2 (201.81 ± 59.84 mg/dl) than in Gl (228.31 ± 100.75
mg/dl); however, these differences did not reach statistically significant
values (p > 0.05). The frequency of ketosis was significantly higher in G1
than G2 (7 episodes/16 patients vs. 1 episode/16 patients; p = 0.04).
Regarding the hypoglycemia, there was no significant difference between
the two groups (Gl - 2 episodes; G2 - 0 episodes; p = NS). The doses of
insulin given in the first 12h post-operatively were significantly higher in G2
than in G1 (49.40 ± 15.44 U vs. 22.76 ± 8.87 U; p < 0.0001). We conclude
that despite demanding technical equipment and specialised personnel, the
separate glucose and insulin infusions regimen makes possible to give the
adequate insulin needs in insulinresistant states, like heart surgery and to
obtain a better glycemic control with less complications.



1285
INCIDENCE OF IATROGENIC HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN

VARIOUS TYPES OF INSULIN -TREATED DIABETES

A. Giidek and 0. Gedik., Hacettepe University Department of
Endocrinology, Ankara, Turkey

Hypoglycaemia is a common and potentially dangerous side effect of
treatment with insulin in diabetic patients. The present study was
designed to evaluate retrospectively the incidence of mild and severe
hypoglycaemic episodes in various types of insulin-treated diabetes. A
total of 165 patients'medical records were analysed. The patients were
cathegorized into 3 groups as follows: 1) juvenile-onset IDDM (age at
onset <3lJyrs, n=33), 2) adult-onset IDDM (age at onset >_30 yrs, n=18),
3) NIDDM (n=114). All patients were taking conventional (mixture of
short-intermediate acting insulins twice daily) therapy for at least one
year. Incidence of mild hypoglycaemic episodes were found to be
significantly lower in NIDDM group (1.02 episodes.patienf 1 .year-1)

compared with juvenile (3.45 episodes.patient"'.yea(') and adult (1.78
episodes.patienf1 .year') onset IDDM groups (p<0.0001 and p<0.001,
respectively). However, the incidences are similar when compared
between the two IDDM groups. In contrast, incidence of severe
hypoglycaemic episodes were comparable among juvenil/adult-onset
IDDM and NIDDM groups (0.20 episodes.patienf 1 .year1 vs. 0.10
episodes. patienf'.yea(' vs. 0.15 episodes. patients .year', respectively;
p=NS). These data suggest that while mild iatrogenic hypoglycaemia
due to conventional insulin therapy is a less frequent problem in NIDDM
compared with juvenile/adult-onset IDDM, severe iatrogenic
hypoglycaemic episodes are encountered as frequently as in
juvenile/adult-onset IDDM.

1286

CHARACTERISTICS AND OUTCOME OF KETOSIS-ONSET
DIABETICS IN TAIWAN.
J-S. Hwang, J-H. Juang and H-S. Huang. Division of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, Chang Gung Memorial Hospital,Taipei, Taiwan, RO.C.

The occurrence of diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) has generally
been considered as significant (3-cell damage and patients with
ketosis-onset are usually classified as insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus. To known the characteristics and outcome of these patients,
we studies 36 cases who had DKA at diagnosis. There were 19 males
and 17 females, with age between 13 — 73 years old, body mass
index (BMI) 12.4 — 33.7 kg/m2, HbAlc 5.2 — 15 % and fasting C-
peptide 0.10 — 4.58 ng/ml. At 1 —2 weeks after DKA, these patients
received glucagon stimulation test and were treated with or without
insulin according to their J3-cell function. Eleven patients (Gr. A)
whose incremental C-peptide (A CP) > 0.7 ng/ml were treated with
diet (n=1) or oral hypoglycemic agents (OHA, n=10).Twenty-five
patients with A CP < 0.7 ng/ml were treated with insulin (Gr. B).
During 0.5 to 5 year follow-up, only 1 patient in Gr. A needed insulin
treatment. At initial, Gr A had high BMI (23.8 ± 1.5 vs. 19.8 ± 0.8
kg/m2, P <0.02) as compared with Gr. B. The age and HbAlc were
not significantly different between 2 groups. Our data indicate that
not all ketosis-onset diabetic patients need permanent insulin
treatment. Those with higher BMI and better (3-cell function may
control their diabetes with diet and/or OHA.
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CAPILLARY GLYCATED HAEMOGLOBIN ASSAY AND
IMPROVED METABOLIC CONTROL IN DIABETIC PATIENTS.
J.P.LeFloch, J.L.Thomas, L.Simon, J.L.Errant and L.Perlemuter.
Hospital Manhes and University Hospital Mondor, Paris, France.

Because the results are available at the time of the visit, capillary
assays of glycated haemoglobin could help physicians in the
ambulatory management of diabetic patients. In order to test the
outcome on insulin prescription and metabolic control, a prospective
study was conducted in 50 insulin-treated diabetic patients with
HbAIO < 8%, randomised into two groups. In the first group, patients
and physicians were informed of the result of the capillary assay
(group I). In the control group (C), the assay was performed but the
result was kept unknown until the end of the study. Hb AlC (HPLC,
with a delay in result delivery), and capillary monitoring of blood
glucose were performed and used by physicians. Both groups were
followed up over 4 months. Results were compared with the chi-
square test, and with the analysis of variance. At inclusion, clinical
and biological characteristics of patients did not differ significantly
between groups. After 4 months of follow-up, Hb AlO (HPLC)
improved in (I) (mean±SE: -0,14±0,13%), whereas it was worse in
(C) (+0,30±0,14%; p<0,05). Insulin doses were most frequently
changed in (I) during visits (p<0,05). The number of
hyperglycaemia decreased in (I) (-4,5±2,5 vs. +1,6±2,1; p<0,05).
The number of hypoglycaemia did not change significantly. These
results suggest that capillary assay of glycated haemoglobin with
immediate result could help for managing insulin treatment in
ambulatory follow-up of diabetic patients. An improvement of
metabolic control could be obtained by reducing the frequency of
hyperglycaemia. The improved understanding of the results of HbAl ,

by patients could also be involved.

1288
INTENSIFIED THERAPY AFTER DCCT.
L. Barak, Michalkova D..
Children Diabetes Center of the Slovak Republic
The main interest of our study was based on the fact, that
division of insulin application from two to three or four daily
injections, can improve metabolic compensation of diabetes,
without any other changes in therapeutic approaches. The
aim of the study was also to clarify notions as intensified
therapy (IT) and multiple insulin injections (Mu).
In our study group was 51 children and adolescents with type
diabetes, treated and followed-up for 5 years in Children
Diabetes Center of the Slovak Republic. Treatment of patients
was started conventionally by two injections per day, after that,
patients were switched for MII (3 or 4 daily injections). We
compared markers of metabolic compensation, such as
glycated hemoglobin (HbAlc) and fructosamine (FAM), levels
of C-peptide (CP) and insulin autoantibodies (IAA) at the time
of the start of the study and later on, every sixth month period.
We didn't find any significant difference.
Our study group was divided into subgroups, according to
certain criterias, which can influence metabolic control, as
family history of diabetes, ketoacidosis and age of the onset of
diabetes, keeping diabetic diet and physical activity. We found
the fact, that the worth metabolic control was in the subgroup
of patients, who have diabetes in parents or siblings. We
prove importance of keeping diabetic diet and physical activity.
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1289
FAILURE OF HIGH-DOSE INSULIN TREATMENT TO
IMPROVE B-CELL FUNCTION IN DIABETIC NOD MICE.
I. Bache, K.H. Jorgensen and K. Buschard. Bartholin Instituttet,
Kommunehospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark.

High-dose insulin treatment in the first period after clinical onset of
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) has been found to improve
beta-cell function in humans. The aim of the present study was to
examine whether this finding could be reproduced in an IDDM animal
model, the spontaneously diabetic NOD mice, since, if so, the
possibility of investigating the underlying mechanism would be
provided.
Newly diagnosed diabetic female NOD mice were randomized into
three groups composed of a conventionally insulin-treated group
(n=10) injected subcutaneously with 15 IU/kg per day of NPH for 14
days followed by five days without insulin, a high-dose insulin treated
group (n=8) injected subcutaneously with 150 IU/kg per day of
Actrapid for 14 days followed by five days without insulin and an
untreated group (n=11). A reference group of age matched non-
diabetic untreated female NOD mice (n=11) was included in the study.
The amount of insulin extracted from the total pancreas, presumed to
give an indirect measure of beta-cell function, was found to be not
significantly different between the three diabetic groups, but at a level
of about 100 fold less than in the non-diabetic group. No significant
differences between the groups of diabetic mice were found in blood
glucose values at the end of the study.
We conclude that no improvement of beta-cell function could be
demonstrated in newly diagnosed diabetic NOD mice after early high-
dose insulin treatment.

1290
SAFETY AND METABOLIC CONSEQUENCES OF THE TRANSFER OF INSULIN
REQUIRING DIABETICS (IDDM AND NIDDM) FROM RAPITARD MC 40 IU/ML
TO INSULIN MIXTARD HM 40 IUIML
H. El Ghomari, M.R. Ababou, S.D. Bensouda, R. Belyazid, A. Mikou. A. Seddik, A.
Wadjinny,
1. Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases, University Hospital, Ibn Rochd Casablanca,
Monaco
2. Private Clinic for Endocrinology - Diabetology Morocco.
The study was performed in order to assess the safety and metabolic consequences of
the transfer of insulin requiring diabetics from the mixed animal insulin preparation to
the human insulin preparation. The study was an open, uncontrolled, multicenter trial
with a duration of 16 weeks. In the 4 week ron-in period, the patients were treated with
Rapitard MC and in the 12 week human inoulie.The study was performed at 6 different
centers. Totally, 86 patients were included in the trial Of these, 83 patients completed
the study. Three patients dropped out the study.
The patients included in the study were IDDM (61 patients) or NIDDM (25 patients)
with an average duration of treatment of 2.86 years, SD 2.19 years. Metabolic control
was generally stable with HbAlc levels less than 25 % above the normal ranges for the
laboiatory of the center in question.Dm -hig the study, the number and severity of
hypoglycaemic episodes were recorded in patient's visiting booklets. At visits to the
clinic, the following parameters were recorded : Adverse events, blood glucose profiles
(fasting blood glucose and preprandial blood glucose in the evening taken the day before
the visit), insulin dose, HbAlc, and weight. During both study periods, the number of
episodes reported per patient was generally low. Very few severe hypoglycaemic
episodes were reported and there were no reports of hospitalisations due to
hypoglycaemic episodes. There were no statistically or clinically significant differences
between the number of episodes reported in treatment periods. There also seemed to be
no difference in the severity of the episodes reported. For the IDDM patients and
preprandial blood glucose at the end the human insulin period was on average
approximately 20 mg/dl lower as compared with the end animal treatment period. The
decrease was apparently not related to a simultaneous increase in insulin dose. This
decrease in blood glucose level is, however, not reflected in a decrease in HbAlc level,
which did not differ significantly at the end of the 2 study periods. For the NIDDM
patients the change did not result in any changes in metabolic control as evaluated. In
conclusion, transfer of patients (IDDM and NIDDM) from the animal source insulin
preparation to the human insulin, is not associated with any change or increase in the
frequency of severity of hypoglycaemic episodes nor in metabolic control. Therefore,
patients can safely be changed from Rapitard MC to Mixtard 30 HM whilst maintaining
the same total daily insulin dose.

1291
Is Sweating a Useful Indicator of Nocturnal hypoglycaemia?

J Everett, D Cavan and D Kerr. Metabolism Unit, Royal
Bournemouth Hospital, Bournemouth, UK.

Many IDDM patients eschew tight glycaemic control because of a
justified fear of severe nocturnal hypoglycaemia. As sweating is
frequently considered a "classical" warning symptom, we have
evaluated the potential of a nocturnal alarm system which measures
small amounts of perspiration equivalent to a resistance of 75
kohms/cm2 .

12 IDDM patients (3 male, aged 22 - 52 yrs, duration of diabetes 23
[ll to 25] yrs; median [IQ] ) of whom 4 had a history of
hypoglycaemia unawareness, used the alarm each night over 4 weeks.
Patients also recorded blood glucose levels on retiring, on waking and
during any symptomatic episodes of hypoglycaemia during the night.
The alarm sounded correctly for only 50% of the 14 symptomatic
episodes ( blood glucose <3.5mmol/1). The "missed" episodes were
recorded by 5 individuals of whom 3 already had hypoglycaemia
unawareness. The alarm sounded incorrectly 17 times (blood glucose
ranging between 4 - 19mmol/1). We were concerned to note that in
patients with unawareness, 50% of retiring blood glucose values
were <7 mmol/l and 20% of waking values were <4nnnol/1,
suggesting a high rate of nocturnal hypoglycaemia.
In conclusion, detection of sweating is not a particularly helpful aid
to the prevention of nocturnal hypoglycaemia. More effort should be
directed at manipulation of diet and insulin dose adjustment to
prevent hypoglycaemia, on the basis of recorded blood glucose
levels, in patients with hypoglycaemia unawareness.

1292

NIGHT INJECTIONS OF REGULAR INSULIN IMPROVE DIABETES
CONTROL IN C-PEPTIDE NEGATIVE PATIENTS.
R. Chlup, R. Menzel, H. Keilacker, P. Heinke and E. Jutzi, Ilnd Dept. of

Medicine, Palacky University and Hospital Olomouc, Czech Republic

The main aim of the present randomized over-cross study was to compare
the short-term effects of two intensive insulin regimens differing just in
overnight therapy: 1.(R) = regular insulin at 10 p.m. and at 2.30 a.m.; 2.(L)
= long acting (Ultratard HM) at 5.30 p.m. During day, preprandial boluses
were adapted according to selfmonitoring in both regimens. Doses of

Ultratard HM were calculated individually. Thirty five type I (insulin-
dependent) diabetic men (aged 19-41 years, diabetes duration 3-26 years)
were randomized (odd numbers started with regimen R) and treated with
each regimen for 2 weeks. At the end of each test-period blood glucose
(BG) and free insulin (FIRI) profiles (16 estimations/d) and insulin dose/kg
body mass/d (INS) were registered. In the whole group the mean BG
(MEG) and the INS was lower with the R than with the L (7.78±0.323 vs.
9.05±0.375 mmol/l and 673±27 vs. 763±29 mU/kg body mass/d). There was
no difference in FIRI-medians between both regimens (0.189±0.011 vs
0.212±0.013 nmol/1, p>0.05), however, the FIRI at 19.00 h, 20.00 h and
22.00 h was higher with the L and at 5.00 h with the R. In 25 patients the
regimen R resulted in lower MBG than the L (6.88±0,413 vs 9.85±0.381
mmol/l, p<0.o1) even though the INS here was also lower (0.67±0.033 vs
0.800±0.052 u/kg/d, p<0.01). In 10 patients the R resulted in higher MBG
than the L (9.19±0.704 vs 6.99±0.489 mmol/l, p<0.05), however, under the
R less insulin (0.667±U.052 vs 0.744±0.055 u/kg/d) was injected in this
group. Conclusion: night injections of regular insulin result in better
diabetes control than Ultratard HM in 71 percent of estimations. The
lower insulin dose in the R shows better efficacy of this regimen.



1293
The pharmacokinetics of sc Semitard MC, human NPH ge,
Rapitard MC and human NPH 30:70 ge insulin in normals.
S. D. Luzio t , L George', K deAbrew', P Beck', P Chester2 and
D.R.Owens 1 . 'Diabetes Research Unit, Llandough Hospital, Cardiff,
UK. 2 Novo Nordisk Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Crawley, UK
The insulin kinetics and blood glucose responses to Semitard MC,
Rapitard MC, human NPH ge and human NPH 3 0:70 ge were
compared in healthy, non-diabetic male subjects (n=12). Mean (SD)
age was 33.9±11.1 years and BMI of 24.92.9 kg/m2 . All were
involved on four study days each one week apart. After basal
(fasting) samples were taken 0.2U/kg of the allocated insulin was
injected subcutaneously as a bolus into the anterior abdominal wall
and blood samples were taken at frequent intervals over the next 24
hours,
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EEG CHANGES IN NORMOGLYCEMIC IDDM PATIENTS TREATED
WITH HUMAN COMPARED TO PORCINE INSULIN.
A. Teuscherl), C. Roth2), HP. Landolt2), P. Achermann2) and A.A.
Borbély2). 1) Diabetes Clinic Lindenhof, Bern, Switzerland. 2) Institute of
Pharmacology, University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland.
Eight IDDM subjects (mean age 39.4 ± 2.1 y. [SEM], mean duration of
diabetes 21 ± 3.6 y., mean HbAlc 7.7 ± 0.5 %, C-peptide < 90 pmol/l and no
longterm complications) with history of serious neuroglycopenic episodes on
treatment with human insulin (1986/87) participated in a crossover trial with
human (HI) vs porcine (PI) insulin to investigate different effects on brain
functions under normoglycaemia. Sleep and sleep-EEG was ascertained in
three consecutive sessions on PI, followed by HI and again on PI. Mean
blood-glucose values before (HI: 8.8 ± 1.1; PI: 7.0 ± 0.7), during (HI: 8.0 ±
1.9; PI: 6.6 ± 0.6) and after sleep (HI: 9.8 ± 1.6; PI: 7.9 ± 1.0) (mmolll ±
SEM) were not different. Results: The insulin effects consisted in changes of
nonREM sleep EEG in the 14-Hz bin spindle freqency range. PI and HE may
produce different effects on spindle generating mechanisms in the
thalamocortical system and in sleep.

PI ,	 PI

The Cm,,, for exogenous insulin concentration was significantly
higher (p<0.05) with Semitard vs NPH and NPH 30:70 vs Rapitard,
the T,,,,x being different only between NPH 30:70 and Rapitard
(p<0.05). The transfer of patients from Rapitard to NPH 30:70 may
require a dose reduction, whereas switching from Semitard to NPH
a dose increase may be needed.

mean EEG power density as % change PI vs 1-II 	 17.1	 10.9
standard error mean [SEM]	 3.15	 4.50
p-value (compared to HI)	 <0.001	 0.047

Statistics: Analyses of variance for repeated measures was done and post-hoc
testing by paired student's t-test with Bonferroni adjustment. Conclusions: PI
and HE have different effects on the 14-Hz spindle frequency component of
the sleep EEG and therefore affect differently specific functional aspects of
the brain under nomioglycemic conditions. It is not unreasonable to conclude
that also other brain functions could be differently affected by the two types
of insulin.

1295

TWICE DAILY VS THRICE DAILY INSULIN REGIME IN
POST RENAL TRANSPLANT NIDDM PATIENTS.

S.R. Arovind & Shobo A. Diocon Hospital, Bangalore, INDIA.

Glycoemic control in Post Renal Transplant patients has always been
a challenge. A sharp raise of Blood Glucose towards evenings (4-7 pm)
& normal to low Fasting Blood Glucose values are being observed
consistently. Use of high doses of T.Prednisolone during day time is
thought to be the cause. The Aim of the study was to see the
effectiveness of Twice Daily Vs Thrice doily regime of Insulin in Glycemic
control. 16 cases of post renal transplant ore being followed up since
July 1990.10 patients ore on thrice doily regime (3 times short acting
with addition of intermediate acting insulin added to the night dose)
and 6 are on twice doily regime (split mix of short and intermediate
acting Insulin). Tab. Glipizide 5 mg lid is also being continued. FBS &
PPBS are being done every month and HbAlc once in 3 months in oll
the patients. Dosage adjustments based on SMBG has been taught to
all the patients. Though the FBS and PPBS values appear to be well
within the target (FBS < 120 mg/dl and PPBS < 180 mg/dl) in both
the groups, mean HbAlc values are significantly higher in the twice daily
regime group (Mean HbAlc 8.2) compared to the thrice doily regime
(Mean HbAlc 7.6). To conclude HbAlc values predict Glycemic control
better than FBS and PPBS values and thrice doily Insulin regime is better
than twice daily regime.
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Somatostatin and Insulin Therapy for the Treatment of Diabetic
Ketoacidosis
Cho J.H., Lee H.C., Park C.S., Chang K.H., and Huh K.B., Korea

The presence of increased concentrations of growth hormone and
glucagon accentuate diabetic ketoacidosis(DKA), so suppression of those
hormone by somatostatin may be beneficial in patients with DKA.

The effect of somatostatin analogue, octreotide, injection plus low-dose
insulin infusion in diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) was compared to that of low-
dose insulin infusion.

In fifteen patients of DKA, randomly we treated 5 patients while they
received octreotide, 50 ne every 6 hour, subcutaneous injection and low-dose
insulin infusion(4U/h). Ten patients were treated with low-dose insulin
infusion only in addition to conventional fluid therapy. 24 hour serum
glucose, urinary ketones and blood pH were monitored as parameters of
successful treatment.

All patients were recovered without episode of late hypoglycemia or
severe complications. The median time that sennn glucose levels dropped to
less than 7.8 mmol/L in octreotide and insulin group(groupl) was 20 hour
and in insulin group(group2) was 72 hour (p<0.01). Ketoacidosis
disappeared in octreotide and insulin group in 19.6 ± 7.5 hand in insulin
group in 79.5 ± 19.5 h (p<0.01). The exponential course of glycemic
decline between two groups were evaluated and the logarithmic slopes were
respectively -0.77 in groupl and -0.52 in group2.

Addition of octreotide to treatment with low-dose insulin infusion
reduced and resolved acidosis in a shorter time.
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MULTIPLE INSULIN INJECTION DURING FASTING RAMADAN IN
IDDM PATIENTS
A. Al Nakhi, M. Al Arouj, A. Kandari* and M. Morad*. Diabetic unit and
*Laboratory Department Amiri Hospital - Kuwait
Fasting the Holy Month of Ramadan represents one of the five pillars of Islam.
People with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) are usually advised
against fast, to avoid potential complications of fasting and insulin therapy, such
as hypoglycemia or diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA). Despite this advise some
patients insist on fasting thus, exposing themselves to these complication. This
trial was conducted in a group of IDDM patients, who insisted to fast, to assess
the outcome of fasting Ramadan regarding the acute complications and
glycaemic control. A group of 15 patients (male:9 - famale:6), 11 IDDM and 4
insulin treated non-insulin-dependent diabetes (NIDDM), with a mean duration
of diabetes of 8.5 years (5-12 years) were studied. All had a full clinical, and
laboratory assessment for body mass index (BMI), HbA1 and Lipid profiles
before and after Ramadan. They were started on three insulin injections a day,
2 before meals (sunset and dawn) of short acting and one in the late evening of
intermediate acting insulins. They performed daily capillary blood glucose
monitoring (4-6 times/day) and frequent daily urine testing for ketones. They
had free access to the team members throughout the study. All the 15 patients
completed the month uneventfully, with no serious acute complications (no
hypoglycemia or DKA). Although some patients showed some improvement in
HbA1, BMI and Cholesterol values, it did not however reach statistical
significance. We therefore conclude that, Multiple insulin injection therapy can
safely be used, with proper self-monitoring and close professional supervision in
IDDM patients insisting to fast Ramadan, without deteriorating the glycaemic
control. Larger controlled studies are needed to further support these findings.

1298
DIABETIC KIITOACIDOSIS
A STUDY OF 75 EPISODES

Ghaly I, Salah N, Hafez M, Atteya M, El Mougy F.
Diabetic Metabolic Pediatric Unit, Children Hospital,

Cairo University
Abstract- Seventy five episodes of diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) were

admitted to New Children Hospital, Cairo University from January 1993 to
January 1995 and managed on two protocol oriented systems were analyzed.
Fourty five episodes (60%) occurred in newly diagnosed diabetics and 30
episodes (40%) in known diabetics. The most common precipitating factors in
known diabetics were omission of insulin (86%), infection (36%) and stress
(4%). Blood sugar levels at admission was significantly correlated to the degree
of dehydration (P<0.05). The mean pH was 6.97 = 0.16 and was significantly
correlated to the respiratory rate. The serum potassium was positively
correlated to the blood glucose and negatively correlated to the pH value.
Although the serum osmolality was higher in comatosed patients compared to
conscious patients, the difference was not significant (P> 0.05). On the other
hand a significant correlation was noticed between consciousness level and both
blood glucose concentration and degree of acidosis (P<0.05). At admission, no
significant correlation was observed between hyperglycemia and either
hyperketonemia or bicarbonate level. Therefore, alleviation of hyperglycemia
should not be interpreted as an indication of reduction in insulin infusion rate.
This was also confirmed by the shorter duration of reversal of ketoacidotic state
when insulin infusion was not reduced and dextrose 10% added if acidosis still
existed (protocol II), compared to reducing the insulin dose and adding
dextrose 5% whenever pyperglcemia is corrected even in the presence of
acidosis. (Protocol I). Four patients succumbed giving a mortality rate of 5.3%
and one patient developed severe neurologic sequelae giving a morbidity rate
of 1.2%.

1299
A TRIAL OF INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH FACTOR-I AS AN ADJUNCT TO
MULTIPLE INJECTION THERAPY IN INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES
C.L. Acerini a , C.M. Patton a , A. Kernell °, M.O. Savage b , O. Westphal ° and
D.B. Dunger0 . University Departments of Paediatrics 'John Radcliffe
Hospital, Oxford; 'St Bartholomew's Hospital, London, UK; °University
Hospital, Linkoping, and °Ostra Hospital, Goteborg, Sweden.
53 adolescents with IDDM (26M, median age(range) 16.1yr (10.8 to 20.6))
were randomised in a multicentre, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of
subcutaneous rhlGF-I (Pharmacia) at two doses (4opg kg 1 day', n18 ; 20pg
kg'day', nl 8), compared with placebo (n17) for 6 months. All were on
multiple injection insulin regimens. Baseline mean(sem) HbAlc (40pg kg'
7.9%(±0.4); 2opg kg' 7.7%(±0.5); placebo 7.7%(±0.3)), insulin dose (4opg
kg' 1.11(±0.08); 2opg kg' 1.02(±0.06); placebo 1.04(±0.07) units kg'day'),
and duration of diabetes (40pg kg 7.Oyr(±2.2); 20pg kg' 8.Oyr(±2.0);
placebo 9.3yr(±2.5)) were comparable. Nine subjects withdrew (4opg kg' 1;
2opg kg 4; placebo 4). IGF-I levels were significantly increased at 6
months following rhlGF-I: 4opg kg 1 362(±22)ng/ml, 20pg kg' 263(±22)ng/ml
vs. placebo 187(±30)ng/ml ANOVA p=0.001. At 3 months HbA1 c values
were lower following rhlGF-I (4opg kg - ' 7.4%(±0.4), 2opg kg 1 7.8%(±0.5) vs.
placebo 8.0% (±0.3)), reflecting dose-related reductions from baseline :
AHbA1c median(range) 4opg kg t -0.5%(-2.8 to +0.5), 20pg kg' +0,1%(-1.4
to +1.6) vs. placebo +0.3%(-1.0 to +1.5) ANOVA p=<0.05. Sustained
improvements were less evident at 6 months (AHbA1c 40pg kg' 0.2%(-2.8
to +1.5), 2opg kg 1 0.7%(-1.1 to +3.1), placebo 0.8%(-0.7 to +2.9), p=ns).
No differences in insulin requirements, BMI, GFR or Ua/Uc were seen
(ANOVA p>0.05). Retinal appearances and hypoglycaemia frequency were
unaffected by treatment allocation. In conclusion rhIGF-I is well tolerated and
at 40pg kg - 'day can improve glycaemic control even in well controlled
adolescents on multiple injection therapy.

1300
ALLERGY TO HUMAN BIOSYNTHETIC INSULIN; Morales Perez F.M., Gonzalo
M.A, Barquero Romero J, Alvarez Barreiro J.A and Diaz-P. de Madrid J. Hospital
Regional Universitario "Infanta Cristina", Badajoz., Spain.

Introduction: Immunologic and allergic reactions used to be common with the first
preparations of animal insulin. Nowadays, however, are very unusual due to the use of
biosynthetic insulin. Immune reactions and allergy to insulin could be under genetic control.
In addition, its appearance may be related to intermittent administration of the insulin. Case
report: A 32-year's old woman was diagnosed of Type I Diabetes Mellitus in November
1995. She was put on treatment with human biosynthetic insulin (Actrapid` at breakfast and
lunch time, and Mixtard 30 before dinner). Six weeks later, she began to present, five
minutes after insulin administration, an oedematous reddish itchy lesion in the injection site
that reached 8-10 cm of diameter in hours. This lesion disappeared progressively, persisting
after 48 hours an indurated zone. Patient had no previous history of atopic syndrome or
allergy to drugs. She showed positive Prick cutaneous tests for all preparations of human
insulin, while Prick protamine latex tests were negatives. Patient had normal serum levels
of total IgE, but high levels of IgE specific for human insulin (8.11 kU/L), and also for
porcine (6.78 kU/L) and bovine (7.78 kU/L) insulin. A cutaneous biopsy showed findings
compatibles with angiodema (perivascular mononuclear, non eosinofilic, infiltration and
oedema in deep dermis). Treatment with antihistaminics (cetirizine 10mg/day) was started
with marked improvement of symptoms, but therapy could not be discontinued to date.
Summary: We present an extremely unusual case of local allergy to human biosynthetic
insulin in an IDDM patient not previously sensitization and that had been treated
continuously. Specific IgE levels and cutaneous tests demonstrate IgE mediated
sensitization to insulin. In this case permanent treatment has partially improve symptoms.
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THE INFLUENCE OF INTENSIFIED DIABETES MANAGEMENT ON
COMPLICATIONS INCIDENCE IN THECOURSE OF PREGNANCIES IN
WOMEN WITH INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS.
Sobczak M., Wilczynski J., Cypryk K., Hincz P., Pawelczyk T., SDM Group-
Lodi, Polish Mother's Memorial Hospital, Ldodz, Poland.
OBJECTIVE : The aim of this paper was to evaluate the influence of Staged
Diabetes Management (SDM) on the complications incidence in pregnant
women with type I diabetes mellitus (IDDM).
STUDY DESIGN : 176 pregnant women with IDDM took part in the study,
divided into two groups: SDM group: 88 women with well controlled
diabetes (average blood glucose level (BG) in the 24 hours glucose profile
BG<95 mg/dl) and non SDM (NSDM) group: 89 pregnant women before
Staged Diabetes Management program application (BG>95 mg/dl). The
average age and duration of diabetes between the groups was comparable..
RESULTS : The most frequent complications in the groups were urinary
tract infections (UTI): i.e. asymptomatic bacteriuria and pyelonephritis. The
incidence of UTI was: 21.6 % in SDM group and 36 % in NSDM group
(p<0.05). The SDM group patients had a lower risk of infection primarily in
the third trimester. The NSDM group had elevated infection risk during all
trimesters of pregnancy. Neither infant weight nor the time of delivery was
affected by the course of infection. NSDM group patients had a higher rate
of poorly controlled diabetes with a high predisposition to hyperglycaemia
(p<0.05). Preeclarnpsia was diagnosed in 6.9% of SDM patients, and 18% of
NSDM patients (p<0.05). Ketoacidosis and polyhydramnion occurred over
two times more commonly in NSDM women. The SDM group had longer
mean pregnancy duration (37,28±2,8 weeks) compared with NSDM group
women (36.3±3.36 weeks), (p<0.05). The caesarean section rate decreased
from 50% (NSDM group) to 29.9% (SDM group), (p<0,05). Apgar scores
differed (SDM group: 8.01±1.51 points; NSDM group: 7.49±1.69 points).
CONCLUSIONS : Good metabolic control in pregnant type I diabetes using
SDM increases the duration of pregnancy and decreases the incidence of
serious complications, i.e. urinary tract infections and preeclampsia. It has
also a positive influence on pregnancy duration and newborn health.

1302
NOVOPEN® 1.5 IN INDIAN WOMEN WITH GESTATIONAL
DIABETES MELLITUS.
V Seshaiah, Madras India, N Rais, Bombay India, L John, Bangalore
India, SR Moorthi, Novo Nordisk India, LN Jorgensen, JP Sorensen,
Novo Nordisk A/S - Asia Pacific Centre, Singapore.
The acceptance and clinical results of insulin treatment with NovoPen ®

1.5 and syringe were compared in 52 Indian women with GDM.
Gestational age was 20-30 weeks at recruitment, and GDM was defined
according to WHO criteria. Insulin (Actrapida HM or Mixtard ® 30HM)
was instituted at fasting plasma glucose > 90 mg/dl and 2 h - post 50g
glucose level > 160 mg/dl). Insulin was administered using NovoPena
1.5 with G28 needle, or syringe. The patients were followed every 2
weeks until delivery.
Results:

NovoPen® 1.5 Syringe P value

Insulin dose 25 U/day 22 U/day 0.47
HbA 1 	change -0.8% -0.7% 0.75
weight - change +4.7kg +4.7kg 0.99

There was no difference in frequency of hypoglycemia. The overall
operation and convenience of using NovoPen® 1.5 was rated high by
the majority of the patients. 32%of respondents reported that
NovoPen® 1.5 caused "less pain than expected", and 68 reported that
it caused "no pain".
Conclusion: NovoPen ® 1.5 - and syringe administration of insulin
caused similar improvement in glycemic control in Indian GDM
patients. NovoPen ® 1.5 was well accepted, and considered either
painless or to cause less pain than expected by the patients.
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CLINICAL ASPECTS IN THE TREATMENT OF IDDM
R.Hagura, Y.Yoshida, AKawai and Y.Akanuma. The Institute for
Diabetes Care and Research, Asahi Life Fondation, Tokyo, Japan.
We studied the clinical characteristics concerning treatment of 207 IDDM
patients with a mean age of 49 yrs and a mean duration of 15 yes. These
patients were categorized into the abrupt-onset type (A), 131 cases, and
the slowly -progressive type (S), 76 cases. The mean HbAic for the latest
2 yrs was 7.8 ±1.5%. The distribution of the patients with mean HbAic
value of <7, 7., 8-, 9% 5 was 27, 40, 19 and 14%, respectively. The
insulin dose (M±SD) was 34 ±14 u/day, and 70% of the subjects used
more than 4 times injections daily. The amount of insulin in the poor
glycemic control group [HbAlc 2a 9%, 30 cases, mean 10.4%] was
significantly larger than that in the good glycemic control group [HbAic
<7%, 55 cases, mean 6.5%] (39 vs 30u, p<0.01). BMI was also

significantly larger in the poor glycemic control group (22.7 vs 20.1,
p<0.01), as was the frequency of BMI larger than 23 (37 vs 9%). The
amount of insulin injected daily in the A and S groups was 35 vs 31u,
p<O.05. The distribution of patients with more than 4 insulin injections a
day was 76 vs 58% (ns) in the A and S groups, respectively. Among the
subjects with duration of diabetes more than 10 yrs, the prevalence of
retinopathy, nephropathy and neuropathy was higher in the poor glycemic
control group (n=17) than in the good glycemic control group (n=37); 77
vs 65%, 53 vs 24 and 59 vs 33, respectively. However, these differences
were not significant. These diabetic complications were not significantly
different between A and S. In summary, in our IDDM patients, 27% were
under good control and when the fair control cases were added, the rate
was 70%. Compared with the good control group, the poor control group
used a larger insulin dose and revealed a higher mean value of BMI.
Thus, overeating was speculated in the poor control group.

1303
THE INFLUENCE OF INTENSIFIED DIABETES MANAGEMENT ON
NEONATAL COMPLICATIONS INCIDENCE IN INFANTS OF WOMEN
WITH INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS.
Wilczynski J., Sobczak M., Cypryk K., Hincz P., Pawelczyk T., SDM-
Group-L6dz, Polish Mother's Memorial Hospital, L6di, Poland.
OBJECTIVE : The aim of this study was to investigate the influence of
intensified diabetes management according to Staged Diabetes Management
(SDM) on the complications incidence in newborns of mothers with type I
diabetes mellitus (IDDM).
STUDY DESIGN : 155 infants took part in the study, divided into two
groups. SDM group (n=81) was composed of infants whose mothers had
average blood glucose level (BG) in the 24 hours glucose profile of BG<95
mg/dl. NSDM group (n=74): children which were born before Staged
Diabetes Management program application (24 hours glucose profile
average BG > 95 mg/dl). The ages and diabetes duration in mothers of
infants included into different groups were comparable.
RESULTS : We found significant differences between the two groups for
duration of pregnancy (SDM group: 37.28±1.98 weeks; NSDM group.
36,3±3,36 weeks). Neonates from SDM group had significantly higher
umbilical cord blood pH (pH=7.297±0.088) than those from NSDM
(pH=7.268±0.105). Postpartum hypoglycaemia and hyperbilirubinaemia
were two times more common in NSDM group. RDS was seen more frequent
in NSDM group children (19.8%) than in SDM group (11.1%). Congenital
foetal malformations occurred almost two times less frequently in the SDM
group than in the NSDM (5.4% versus 9.8% respectively). Early newborn
death was seen only in NSDM group (incidence rate: 3.8%).
CONCLUSIONS: Good metabolic control archieved after Staged Diabetes
Management program application in the IDDM pregnant women decreased
the incidence of serious neonatal complications: newborn death, foetal
congenital malformations, hypoglycaemia and RDS .
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ORAL REHYDRATION IN THE DIABETIC CRISIS

Arguedas C., Jimenez F., Salazar S and Lopez L. Service of Internal
Nedicina, Hospital Mexico, San Jose, Costa Rica.

The OM is one of the main causes of medical consultation and hospital
admition in Costa Rica. Only the cost of admition are over $500.000
per year. This study show our experience with the oral rehydration
(OR) applied to diabetic patients with glycemias over 250 mg/dl,
and no cetosis. 18 pts were treated with 250 ml of water every 15
min and 5 to 10 ads of cristaline insulin/hour.

Average St D p

Age 49.8 19.6

IMC 28.1 5.7

Initial	 Glyc 442 90.4

Glyc 1 hr. 364 90.6 (-17%) NS

Glyc 2 hrs. 342 103 (-22%) NS

Glyc 3 hrs. 266 102 (-39%) 0.03

Glyc 4 hrs. 233 101 (-47.2%) 0.003

Glyc 24 hrs. 230 91 (-47.9%) 0.003

Glyc 48 hrs. 246 105 (-44%) 0.003

Insulin 8.3 UI

Water 5333 ml

It is showed the lowest levels of glycemia reached during the 4 hours
procedure are still present 48 hours later. Without this program
all the patients, otherwise would be addmited.

1306
HOW DO PATIENTS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS TYPE I HANDLE THE
INJECTION-MEAL INTERVAL IN DAILY LIFE?
L. Heinemann, H. Overmann and I. Mohlhauser; Dept. of Metabolic Diseases and
Nutrition, Heinrich-Heine-University of Dusseldorf, Germany
In order to compensate for the delayed onset of action of regular insulin an injection
meal interval (IMI) is often recommended for insulin treated diabetic patients.
Nevertheless, how and if diabetic patients practice the IMI in daily life was evaluated
only in a limited number of studies with selected patient groups. Within a population-
based public health study with 684 adult patients with diabetes mellitus type 1 a
random sample of 202 patients (41 % women, age 35±10 years (mean±SD)), duration
of diabetes 18111 years) was asked about their handling of the IMI. 10 patients who
practiced only long-acting insulin were excluded from the analysis. 12 patients
adapted their IMI so frequently, that they could not give a mean value for it. Of the
remaining 180 patients 64 % reported to practice an IMI of 0-15 min, 13 % used an
IMI of 20 or 25 min and only 23 % used an IMI of 30 min or longer. A flexible IMI
was practiced by 134 patients (70 %), whereas 58 patients (30 %) used a fixed IMI.
122 (91 %) of the 134 patients using a flexible IMI stated that the usual interval was
15 (0, 60) min [median (range)]. 62% of these patients practiced an interval of 0-15
min, 16 % an IMI of 20 to 25 min and 21 % an IMI of 30 min and longer. From the
patients using a fixed IMI, 67 % used an interval of 0-15 min, 7 % one of 20 or 25
min and 26 % one of 30 min and longer. Their median IMI was 8 (0, 60) min. The
patients who used a flexible IMI made the choice of the IMI according to the
following criteria: preprandial glycaemia 73 %, time of day 37 %, physical exercise
34 %, carbohydrate content of meal 25 %. 69 % of the patients selected the IMI
according to the actual situation. Patients using a flexible/fixed IMI receive
information about the choice of the IMI from: treatment and teaching programmes
62/47 %, own experience 55/38 %, physician 26/34 %. Up to now this is the largest
questionnaire for the use of IMI and the first in a randomly selected group of patients.
It shows, that more than 60 % patients with type I diabetes in daily life only practice a
short injection meal interval between 0 and 15 min.

1307
TEMPORAL RELATIONS OF GLYCOSYLATED HAEMOGLOBIN HbAlc
WITH BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVELS AND FLUCTUATIONS
B. Karamanos, G. Chaliotis, El Husban Taisir, Ch. Tountas, N.
Mavrogiannaki and A. Kofinis. Diabetes Center, Hippokration Hospital,
Athens, Greece.
Glycosylated Haemoglobin (HbAlc) is widely used as index of diabetic
control but its exact temporal relations with the daily glycaemic excursions
are not fully elucidated. In order to further investigate the above relations we
studied 78 diabetics who did self-monitoring of their blood glucose (BG) 2-5
times/daily, at 08:00, 11:00, 17:00, 20:00 and 23:00, alternatively, for two
months, while HbA1c was measured by HPLC at the end of this period.
HbAlc showed a good correlation with the mean BG of the 2-month period,
r =.5953, p<.001 and also with the mean BG at each time point, r =.5256,
r =.4474, r =.3717, r =.4797 and r =.6020, respectively, p<.001. Thus an
HbAlc value of 5.3% reflects mean 2-month BG of 5.8 mmol/L, a value of
6.0% mean BG of 7.3 mmol/L, HbAlc value of 7.0% mean BG 9.6 mmol/L
and HbAlc value of 8.4% reflects mean BG of 12.5 mmol/L. Dividing the
2-month period in four 2-weeks periods, HbAlc showed good correlation
with the mean BG of each of them, r =.4890, r =.5321, r =.5595 and
r =.5498, from the first to the fourth respectively, p<.001. Dividing the
patients in those with great daily glycaemic excursions i.e. 5.0 mmol/L
(Group A) and those with small, 1.1 mmol/L, (group B), we found that the
correlation coefficient between HbAlc and mean BG over the two months
was r =.5750 for group A and much stronger, r =.7142, for B, p<.001. The
other correlations between HbAlc and glucose values within each group
showed similar differences, beeing always stronger for group B, which had
the smallest BG diurnal variations. Conclusion: In Type 1 diabetics
a) HbAlc is associated with the mean glucose over 2 months and also with
the mean BG at different time points during the day b) The association is
much stronger in patients with stable control than in those with great daily
glucose excursions, a fact which must be considered when interpreting the
HbAlc results.

1308
GLUCOSE EFFECTIVENESS ON CSII THERAPY IN NEWLY
DISCOVERED IDDM PATIENTS : MINIMAL MODEL ANALYSIS
M.Sumarac-Dumanovic, D.Micic, Dj.Macut, A.Kendereski, S.Zorid and
M.Colid. Institute of Endocrinology, Diabetes and Diseases of Metabolism,
Beograd, Yugoslavia.
It was shown that hallmark of states of reduced glucose effectiveness appears to
be the insulopenic state. The aim of our study was to evaluate the effect of CSII
treatment (Novo Nordisk Infuser MKII using Velosulin ) in a group of 22 newly
discovered IDDM patients (age: 22.23 ± 1.19 years; BMI: 21.19 ± 0.53 kg/m 2)

on glucose effectiveness. Glucose effectiveness (Sg; 10 -' x min 1) was calculated
using MINMOD program (copyright R.N.Bergman) at 0, 2 and 12 weeks.
Obtained results were presented as mean ± SE. Student t-test was used for
statistical analysis. Patients were divided into two groups: group A (patients
entering into clinical remission; n = 6; age: 23.83 ± 2.68 years; BMI= 22,6 ±
1.52 kg/m2) and group B ( without remission; n = 16; age: 21.63 ± 1.33 years;
BMI= 20.66 ± 0.42 kg/m2). Comparing Sg in group A and B following results
were obtained: 0 week (A vs. B; 0.102±0.038 vs. 0.232±0.091, p > 0. 05 ); 2
weeks (A vs. B; 0.270±0.052 vs. 0.158±0.023, p < 0.05 ); 12 weeks (A vs. B;
0.133±0.029 vs. 0.206±137, p > 0.05). Statistically significant increase (p<0.05)
for Sg in patients entering remission was found only after 2 weeks of CSII in
comparison with patients without remission. We did not obtained increase for
Sg in 2 and 12 weeks on CSII in comparison with the beginning of treatment in
groups A and B. In conclusion, our results showed that CSII therapy had some
effects on glucose effectiveness, but this could be only one among the relevant
factors that determined the outcome of the disease in IDDM patients.
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INTENSIVE INSULIN THERAPY DOES NOT INCREASE THE INCIDENCE
OF HYPOGLYCAEMIA
D.Zozuliriska, S.Markiewicz, D.Naskrgt and B.Wierusz-
Wysocka. Poznan Diabetic Center, Poznan, Poland
We aimed to analize the episodes of hypoglycaemia in a group of well
educated patients with diabetes, who adjust doses of rapid acting insulin
before meals. 60 patients with type I diabetes, 26 female and 34 male,
aged 16-52 years, mean diabetes duration 10.74+8.67 years, treated
with intensive insulin therapy for 1.8+_1.6 years, HbA I, 7.4+0.6 % were
entered into the study (group A). 60 patients with type I diabetes
treated conventionally, with HbAI, 9.6+_1.2 %, were used as controls
(group B). We evaluated the number of hypoglycaemic episodes per
week distinguishing between mild (no third person's help required) and
severe hypoglycaemia (first aid given by family/doctor). We noticed
significantly fewer hypoglycaemic events, both mild and severe, in
group A in comparison with group B (mild hypoglycaemia 1.16+_0.68
vs 3.20+1.86 episodes/week, p<0.05; severe hypoglycaemia 0.00 vs
0.03+0.01 episodes/week, p<0.05). The results of our study suggest
that intensive insulin therapy in educated patients who adjust the doses
of rapid acting insulin before meals not only allows for more free life
style and better metabolic control of diabetes, but also decreases the
incidence ofhypoglycaemia.

1310
BETA CELL SECRETION DURING CSII THERAPY IN NEWLY
DISCOVERED IDDM PATIENTS ENTERING REMISSION
Dj.Macut, D.Micic, M.Sumarac, A.Kendere"ski, S.Zorid and M.Colid. Institute
of Endocrinology, Diabetes and Diseases of Metabolism, Beograd, Yugoslavia.
The aim of our study was to evaluate long effects of CSII treatment (Novo
Nordisk Infuser MKII using Velosulin ) in a group of 22 newly discovered
IDDM patients (age: 22.23 ± 1.19 years; BMI: 21.19 ± 0.53 kg/m 2 ) on basal
and stimulated beta cell secretion. Glucagon stimulation test (Glucagon, 1 mg
iv, Novo Nordisk) was performed at 0, 2, 12, 24 and 52 weeks and C-peptide
(RIA Inep, Zemun; nmol/1) determined at 0 and 6 min. Results were presented
as mean ± SE. Student t-test was used for statistical analysis. Patients were
divided into two groups: group A (patients entering into clinical remission; n =
6; age: 23.83 ± 2.68 years; BMI= 22.6 ± 1.52 kg/m 2) and group B ( without
remission; n = 16; age: 21.63 ± 1.33 years; BMI= 20.66 ± 0.42 kg/m 2).
Comparing basal beta cell secretion in group A and B following results were
obtained: 0 week-Omin (A vs. B: 0.186 ± 0.047 vs. 0.178± 0.029, p >0.05); 0
week-6min (A vs. B: 0.252 ± 0.052 vs. 0.276 ± 0.0469, p >0.05), 2 weeks-Omin
(A vs. B; 0.110 ± 0.037 vs. 0.184 ± 0.033, p >0.05); 2 weeks-6min (A vs. B;
0.174 ± 0.063 vs. 0.270 ± 0.043, p >0.05 ); 12 weeks-Omin (A vs. B: 0.220 ±
0.066 vs. 0.171 ± 0.057, p >0.05 ); 12 weeks-6min (A vs. B: 0.602 ± 0.204 vs.
0.282 ± 0.0295, p >0.05 ). There was no statistically increase in C-peptide levels
(basal or stimulated) between groups A and B after 2 and 12 weeks on CSII
therapy in comparison with 0 week (p >0.05). In conclusion, patients entering
into clinical remission during CSII therapy increased stimulated beta cell
secretion over course of three months. This increase was not statistically
significant comparing with stimulated C-peptide levels at 0 week as well as
comparing with beta cell secretion in patients without clinical remission.
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THE GETREM STUDY: NEW PRELIMINARY FINDINGS FOR THE CLINICAL
REMISSION IN IDDM USING LOGISTIC REGRESSION
P.D. Browne, E. Lampeter, I. De Leeuw, D. Iafusco, C. Ionescu-Tirgoviste, S.
Kolouskova, T. Linn, J. Ludvigsson, L. Madascy, A. Mrozikiewicz, T. Podar, M.
Prisco, J. Vavrinec, B. Vialettes, N. Visalli, T. Yilmaz and P. Pozzilli. (Getrem
Study Group)

Strict metabolic control within the first year of insulin dependent diabetes (IDDM) is
thought to be a key factor for achieving clinical remission (i.e. suspension of insulin
therapy according to the parameters issued by the International Diabetes
Immunotherapy Group). The aims of the GETREM project are two fold: (i) to evaluate
the frequency and duration of spontaneous clinical remission in an European population
of newly diagnosed IDDM patients (aged 5-35 years), who are followed up for a period
of 36 months, with a common protocol and without any adjunctive immuno-
intervention; and (ii) to identify the predictive factors for remission of IDDM patients
diagnosed between 5 and 35 years of age. A total of 189 consecutive patients with
newly diagnosed IDDM according to WHO criteria were recruited in a participating
centres (Belgium, Czech Republic, Estonia, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland,
Romania, Sweden and Turkey) over an extended period of 36 months. Various clinical
characteristics (age, gender, etc), history (severity, diabetic siblings, etc) and integrated
parameters of metabolic control (HbAlc, blood glucose, total home insulin dose
adjusted for body weight, etc) were obtained. So far, 33 patients (17.5%) experienced
full clinical remission; mean duration of remission was 7.4±5.8 SD months, but there
was some variation between centres. Contingency table analysis showed statistically
significant associations (P <0.05) between remitted patients and all the above measure-
ments, except age. The 'best' logistic regression fit for remission included predictive
factors such as study centre, total home insulin dose adjusted for body weight, and
gender, in that order of importance, which predicted 90 % of the patient outcomes
correctly. We conclude, that logistic regression analysis provides useful results for the
identification of factors, that are predictive of clinical remission in recent-onset IDDM.

1312
DEFINING INSULIN NEEDS BY MEANS OF CONTINUOUS SUBCUTANEOUS
INSULIN INFUSION (CSII) IN TYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS.
G Petraroli, F Dani, G Grassi, G Maghenzani, L Monge, S Pinach, E Benaduce and
Q Carta. - Diabetes Unit - A.O. San Giovanni Battista of Turin - Turin, Italy
In the treatment of Type I diabetic outpatient, even in multi-injectional therapy, we
often encounter difficulties in defining specific insulin requirements. For the purpose
of re-defining insulin doses and launching an optimized insulin treatment program
according to the DCCT model, 20 C-peptide deficient Type I diabetic patients with
poor diabetes control (age 40.7±16, duration of diabetes 18±10yrs. BMI 23.2±3,
HbAlc 9.0±1.2%) who were undergoing a therapy of four injections a day (with
intermediate insulin at bed-time) were treated by our division. Upon entry,
subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) (Microjet Quark U100, Bayer) was initiated
using the following parameters: initial basal rate correspondent to 40% of the total
daily dose administered, and the remaining 60% divided into boluses given at meal-
time and based on carbohydrate intake and the foreseen insulin requirements. No
modification to previous dietary habits which consisted of three meals a day were
made. The resulting carbohydrate amounts were: breakfast 38.5±19gr, lunch
95.5±33gr, supper 90.5±30gr. During treatment the capillary-glucose levels were
verified daily (One-Touch H, Lifescan). The basal insulin requirements, which
resulted as 0.25±0.09 U/Kg/die, was defined by researching the dose which - in the
absence of nocturnal glycemia <90 mg/dl or episodes of hypoglycemia - allowed us to
bring the glycemia to a level between 100 and 130 mg/dl at lam, bringing daily
changes which are not superior to 10% of previous dose. The insulin requirements
obtained were therefore divided into four injections a day with 60% of the daily dose
given as intermediate insulin at bed-time and the remaining 40% divided and
administred as an adjunct to the three prandial boluses of regular insulin.
The method was simple and easy. It allowed for brief periods of recovery (8.5±2.8
days) and helped us to establish that the total dose of insulin/kg/die upon release from
the hospital (POST) was significantly lower that the one at time of entry (PRE)(PRE
0.74±0.26 vs POST 0.65±0.19U p<,005). In particular, this was more relevant for the
bed-time dose (PRE 12.4±5.0 vs POST 9.5±2.9U p<.005), but also significant to the
dose given at supper time (PRE 12.4±4.9 vs POST 10.4f3.4U p<.025). The ratio
between carbohydrates and insulin (breakfast 5.0±2.3, lunch 7.9±2.4, supper 9.2±2.8
gr/U confirmed that the major need of insulin was during breakfast (p<.005).
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A NOVEL APPROACH FOR COMMENCING PATIENTS ON INSULIN
THERAPY
T. Pero, S. Partington, M. Hensley, P. Moffitt and K. Bowen; Diabetes Education
Centre, Royal Newcastle Hospital, Newcastle, NSW, Australia
We recently conducted an Australia-wide survey showing that inpatient or 1:1
outpatient education are the predominant strategies used when commencing NIDDM
patients on insulin. However, in Newcastle, NIDDM patients with Secondary Oral
Failure (SOF) are converted to insulin in an innovative group education program if
SOF is confirmed following a month-long pre-course assessment period. The
uniqueness of this course has prompted us to assess the epidemiological
characteristics of patients seen during the first 4 years of the course. A follow-up was
conducted at 1-5 years after initial attendance to see if the course met its educational
and therapeutic objectives. Patients' satisfaction with the course and costs to the
patients and the health system were also measured. During the 4 year study period the
Diabetes Education Centre converted 251 patients (129 male and 122 female; age
63±5.5yrs; duration of NIDDM 9.4±3.7 years) with SOF to insulin. Pre-course 82%
of the patients were symptomatic, with an average HbAlc of 9.2±1.6% and a mean
fasting glucose of 12.4±5.1 mmol/L. Twenty six patients died in the interim and 8
were lost to follow-up. Of the 217 patients available for follow-up 172 completed
questionnaires on different aspects of diabetes care and had their HbAlc measured. The
number of symptomatic patients, HbAlc and fasting glucose levels decreased
significantly during the follow-up period (39%, 8.1%±1.3; 10.5±4.3 mmol/L;
respectively, p<0.001). Only six patients were admitted to hospital for hypo-
glycaemia, but all were aware of the precipitating cause. All but one patient could
manage injections at home without help. The patients stated that the course met their
expectations and patient satisfaction levels were high. As expected, weight gain 1-5
years after conversion to insulin was significant (10.2±3.5kg). The course proved to
be cheaper than other commonly utilised education approaches. In conclusion, the
objectives of the course were met while providing a satisfying and inexpensive
alternative to either inpatient or 1:1 outpatient conversion to insulin.

1314
LONG TERM EFFECT OF CSII THERAPY ON INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN
NEWLY DISCOVERED IDDM PATIENTS : MINIMAL MODEL ANALYSIS
D.Micid, A.Kendere"ski, M.fumarac, Dj.Macut, S.Zorid and M.Coli.d. Institute
of Endocrinology, Diabetes and Diseases of Metabolism, Beograd, Yugoslavia.
It was postulated that strict metabolic control at the beginning of IDDM may
have effect on the subsequent outcome of the illness. The aim of our study was
to evaluate the effect of CSII treatment ( Novo Nordisk Infuser MKII using
Velosulin ) in a group of 22 newly discovered IDDM patients ( age: 22.23 ±
1.19 years; BMI: 21.19 ± 0.53 kg/m 2 ) on insulin sensitivity. Insulin sensitivity
( Si; 104 x mi.n/mU/1) was calculated using modified MIN'MOD program
( copyright R.N.Bergman ) at 0; 2; 12; 24 and 52 weeks. Data are presented as
mean ± SE while t-test was used for statistical analysis. Patients were divided
into two groups: group A ( patients entering into clinical remission; n = 6;
age:23.83 ± 2.68 years; BMI = 22.6 ± 1.52 kg/m 2 ) and group B ( without
remission; n = 16; age: 21.63 ± 1.33 years; BMI = 20.66 ± 0,42 kg/m 2 ).
Comparing insulin sensitivity between group A and B following results were
obtained: 0 week (A: 0.383 ± 0.078 vs. B: 1.85 ± 0.506; p > 0. 05 ); 2 weeks
(A: 1.592 ± 0.715 vs. B: 2.651 ± 0.396; p >0.05);  12 weeks (A: 2.783 ± 0.814
vs. B: 4.501 ± 0.984; p > 0.05); 24 weeks (A: 3.280 ± 0.741. vs. B: 2.451 ±
0.563; p> 0.05 ) and 52 weeks (A: 5.445 ± 0.944 vs. B: 4.865 ± 0.667; p>
0.05 ). Statistically increased Si in comparison with 0 week was achieved in
group A after 12 weeks ( 0.383 ± 0.078 vs. 2.783 ± 0.814; p < 0.05 ) as well as
in group B after 12 weeks ( 1.85 ± 0.506 vs. 4.501 ± 0.984; p < 0.05 ). In
conclusion, insulin sensitivity was significantly increased in newly discovered
IDDM patients after 3 months of CSII therapy. There was no significant
difference in insulin sensitivity between patients entering remission and patients
without remission after long term (52 weeks ) follow up.

1315
AN EVALUATION OF 158 DIABETICS WITH INTENSIFIED
TREATMENT ACCORDING TO THE BASIS BOLUS INSULIN
THERAPY REGIMEN
M.Francesconi
Rehabilitation Center for Diabetes, A-2534 Alland, Austria

A total of 158 diabetics (D) on basis bolus insulin therapy re-
gimen (BBIT) could be evaluated in our Diabetes Center (DC).
Of these 81 had been already admitted with the BBIT regimen
(group A=gA), 77 were transfered from several less intensified
treatment strategies to the BBIT regimen during their stay at
the DC (group B=gB). The underlaying diagnoses (gA+gB) were:
in 117 cases diabetes mellitus (dm) type 1, in 17 dm type 2a,
in 12 dm after pancreatitis, in 6 dm type 2b, in 3 gestational
dm, in 3 cases no allocation to a certain type of diabetes was
possible. Mean duration of dm was in gA 13,9±3ys (range:1-
42ys), in gB 11+3ys (range:1-4lys). During a period of 20 days
patients underwent a structured educational program counting
22 units of appr. 1 hour. Seven units were necessary to explain
basic algorhythemes, 4 for the handling of monitoring and in-
jecting devices, during the rest of the units general aspects of
diabetes were discussed. The mean dayly insulin dose at admis-
sion was 52,9±7 IU in gA and 40,9±6 IU in g6. A dose reduc-
tion could be achieved to 32,215 (-39,2%) IU by means of im-
proved algorhythmes in gA and to 30,6±5 (-25%) IU by trans-
fere to the BBIT regimen in gB. The mean number of blood
glucose tests per day (both groups) counted 7,2 (range:5-10).
As expected the mean HbAlc levels at admission were lower
in gA (8,2±2) than in gB (9,1±2). At discharge this value did
not differe significantly in the two groups (gA:7,6+2 gB:7,9±2).
The results of this analysis prove that a stay at the DC is a
good means to transfer insulin treated D to the BBIT regimen
and to improve glycemic control in patients already running on
BBIT.

1316
7 YEARS EXPERIENCES OF INTRAPERITONEAL INSULIN INFUSION
C.Riedel, and E.Austenat, Diabetes Institut Berlin, Germany
116 patients (69 female,47 male) have been treated by the CIPII using a
Titanium-Portsystem.The Portsystem was implantated intraoperative. Insulin-
infusion is regulated by an insulinpump which is connected with the system at
the Titan-button and an i.p.double score catheter.The insulin effect is directly.
Reasons for CIPII: Brittle-Diabetes, severe hypoglycaemia,skin reactions
under CSII-therapy, late complications. Basic data: Typ 1 n = 100 (86,2%),
Type 2 n = 16 (13,8%), average of age 36,1±11;7 years, diabetes duration
16±9,6 years, CIPII treatment time 4,2±2,0 years. Results: Laboratory data: In
comparison to CSII we didn't find any significant difference for creatinine,GOT,
GPT, Cholesterol, HDL, Apolip A and B until 36 month follow up.g-GT (start
13,4 ± 12,4,follow up 4 yearsl7,7±17,4 - p <,0001) and Triglyceride (start
106±64,follow up 4 years 130±97, p0006) shown statistical differences. Using
CSII HbAlc <8% in 59,5%, using CIPII <8%  in 73,7%. 48 cases had to be ex-
plantated during treatment time 01 2,85 years. Reasons:catheter occlusion,
fibrin coat around the catheter (10%) or other catheter problems (18%), skin
infection (30%) ,intraabd.infection (15%), penetration of titan button through
the skin(?%),intraabd.adhaesion (18%),briden(2%).Skin infection might be
based on mechanical irritation.Predominant Staph.aureus was found (detail
data will be shown). In less than 15% the infection is manifestated within the
first 30 days after the implantation, in nearly 50% within one year and more.
The titaninum doesn't seem to be a good material for a long time i.p. insulin
delivery via port system.To avoid problems with the intraperitoneal catheter it
is usely to change the catheter ambulatory (data will be shown).The Port-
System-acceptance is very high. Patients are content because of direct effect
of insulin,get more flexibility and spontaneous lifestyle without severe hypogly-
caemia.Conclusion: For now this Titanium-Port seems to be limited because
of the complication events which are discribed.Nevertheless we are convinced
that the CIPII-therapy has to become a fixed part in diabetes treatment.
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POSITIVE ATTITUDES AMONGST PATIENTS AND NURSES TOWARDS
'DIAS'- A TOOL FOR PROVIDING INSULIN DOSE ADVICE

Meeking D.Ra, Cradock S. 6, Dowell J.`, Hovorka Re and Cavan D.A.a. aDept. of

Endocrinology, St Thomas' Hospital, London, UK bDept. of Medical Informatics,

Aalborg University, Denmark. cMIM Centre, City University, London, UK.

DIAS is a computer model of glucose metabolism which is designed to provide
insulin dose advice for IDDM patients based upon data collected from home
(dietary intake, insulin dosage and blood glucose measurements). To assess the
attitudes of patients and specialist nursing staff towards the use of DIAS as a
clinical tool, 35 Diabetes Specialist Nurses (DSNs) and 20 IDDM patients (10
males and 10 females aged 36.3 ± 3.7 yr) were given a demonstration of the system
and asked to complete a structured response form. Responses to written statements
were recorded using a five-point Likert scale; where `1' = 'strongly disagree' and
`5' = `strongly agree'. The attitude of DSNs was positive. Most felt that by using
DIAS they would feet more confident about altering insulin doses (Mean Likert
Score (MLS) = 3.2) and would examine blood glucose levels more specifically
(MIS= 3.5). They also felt that DIAS was `a good idea' (MIS = 4.03) which they
would want to use in their patient group (MLS = 3.6). Compared to DSNs, patient
attitudes were more strongly positive, agreeing that DIAS would improve their
glycaemic control (4.0 +/- 0.13 (patients) vs. 3.27 ± 0.12, (DSNs), p < 0.01), enable
them to cope more with changes in their normal routine, (4.0 ± 0.15 vs. 3.20 ±
0.16, p < 0.01) and make them more likely to monitor blood glucose levels (3.6 ±
0.22 vs. 2.91 ± 0.13, p<0.01). Patients also agreed that by using DIAS it would be
easier to monitor their diabetes (MLS = 4.2) and they would feel more confident
about adjusting their insulin dosages (MLS = 4.1). The previous use of computer
systems to assist in providing insulin dose advice has proved relatively
unsuccessful. The benefits of analysing attitudes towards DIAS prior to
implementation are twofold; firstly by providing an indication of its likely
acceptance by potential users and secondly by highlighting important concerns
which can be addressed before the technology becomes generally available

1318
EXPERIENCE OVER THE LAST 11 YEARS WITH CONTINUOUS SUBCU-
TANEOUS INSULIN INFUSION (CSII)
E. Austenat, A. Hotzwik, C. Riedel, M. Scherwinski and S. Semmier,
Diabetes Institut Berlin, Germany
Since 1985 1033 patients got the CSII.AII patients get an each hour prepro-
gramable pump (H-TronV®) and surface stabilized insulin (H-Tronin®). Basic
data: male n= 496 (48%), female n= 537 (52%),diabetes mellitus typ 1, n=875
(85%), diabetes typ 2, n=158 (15%),age in years, (std.,range) 34,4 (± 13,4, 9 -
78 ),diabetes duration in years,(std., range)12,6 (± 9,4, 0-50),CSll treatment
time in years,(std., range)3,5(±3,1, 0,3 -11). 383 patients (41,2%) are treated
longer than 4 years. Average duration of hospitalisation in the Nightclinic (mix
from in-and outpatient management) is in nights (std, range)10,7 (±3,9, 1-30).
Indications for treatment in the Nightblinic are find out the basalrate configu-
ration and praeprandial insulin dosage,train pump handling and further
education.Results:890 patients (86,2%) accept CSII and stay at our center.36
patients (3,5%) stopped the therapy, 84 patients (8,1 %) leave center and 23
patients (2,2 %) deceased. Reduced arrise of biochemical hypoglycaemic
blood sugar levels compared with the intensive conventional therapie regime
(ICT) are observed.The mean HbA1 value before start of CSII is 10,2% (std,
range), (± 2,2,6-19). After 5 years of CSII treatment mean HbA1 value is
8,7% (std., range),(± 0,9, 6,2-12,1).Each basalrate configuration ist strictly
individual.Target is blood sugar (fasting conditions / 24 hours). We observed
no correlation between basalrate (BR) and Body Mass Index (r-squared o,51),
BR and summary IU before CSII (r-squared 0,18). Conclusions:CSll with H-
Tron® is well accepted by more than 85 %.The risk of severe hypoglycaemia
is lower than under ICT.The mean HbA1 value shows a reduction of more than
1,5% in comparison to further therapy. Pump treatment is the best
subcutaneous insulin strategy for insulin treated diabetic patients but it is not
indicated in case of non compliance, drug abusus, handicaped persons
(mental/physical) and good metabolic control by other insulin therapies.

1319
EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF HUMAN INSULIN COMPARED TO
LOCALLY-PRODUCED CHINESE INSULIN
XX Zhu, Shanghai Medical University, LNJorgensen, Novo Nordisk A/S- Asia-
Pacific Centre, Singapore.
Human insulin from Novo Nordisk is currently being introduced in China. A
number of diabetes clinics participated in a prospective observational cohort-
study, with the aim to collect data on patients who were transferred from
Chinese produced animal insulin to Novo Nordisk highly purified insulin. The
Chinese insulins were from "Xuzhou Biochemical" and "Shanghai
Biochemical". The patients were evaluated before transfer to human insulin
and 3 months after. 43 clinics submitted data on 630 patients.

Results Before After 3
Human months Difference Unit
Insulin HI

(H1)

Insulin dose 37 30 -22% median u/day
HbA,, 9.1 7.2 -18% median %
Mild hypo. 0.40 0.26 N.S. events/ptlmth
Severe hypo. 0.53 0.19 N.S. events/pt/yr
Local injection 110 5 -95% total no. of
reaction cases

Conclusion : The data should be interpreted with care; the study was an open
observational study with many possibilities for bias, and there was no quality
control of source data. However, taken as a whole, the data shows a marked
improvement in glycemic control, despite a reduction of the insulin dose.
Concurrently, the frequency of local adverse reactions dropped markedly.
The recommendation to reduce the insulin dosage by 10-30% after transfer to
human insulin is supported by the study, confirming the higher bioavailability
of highly purified human insulin compared to animal source insulin of lower
purity. The benefits in efficacy and safety of transferring patients from locally-
produced animal insulin to highly purified Novo Nordisk human insulin were
clearly demonstrated.

1320
INSULIN LISPRO IMPROVES GLYCEMIC CONTROL IN IDDM
PATIENTS UNDER CONTINUOUS SUBCUTANEOUS INSULIN
INFUSION (CSII)
U. Hoss', M. Salgado', F. Sternberg', H. Rinne 2 and E.F. Pfeiffer'.
'Institute of Diabetes Technology at the University of Ulm, Ulm, Germany.
ZBoehringer Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany.
The application of insulin lispro (LP) on CSII in IDDM patients seems to be an
ideal method for simulating physiological insulin secretion. The rapid onset of
action accounts for lower postprandial glucose values, the shorter duration of
action reduces the frequency of hypoglycemic episodes. The aim of this study
was to investigate the effect of LP with CSII by contiuous tissue glucose
monitoring under daily life condition. We included 10 IDDM patients under
CSII treatment with regular insulin (RI) in the study. 24 hours continuous
tissue glucose monitoring has been performed twice on each patient, the first
day with RI and the second with LP. For changing from RI to LP the patients
have been advised to keep the basal rate of the insulin pump as before and to
reduce bolus infusion to about 80% of their usual dosage. Continuous tissue
glucose measurement has been performed via microdialysis using the "Uhner
Zuckeruhr" system. One tissue glucose value per minute has been measured.
All patients measured capillary blood glucose with their own glucose meters
and decided independently about insulin dosage and food intake. Glucose
profiles have been evaluated by following parameters: mean blood glucose
(MBG), Schlichtkrull M-value (M) and number of hypoglycemic episodes. All
investigated metabolic parameters have been improved under lispro insulin
therapy. MBG was reduced from MBGp- 138+/-13mg/dl to MBGrr=132+/-
6mg/dl, M-value was significantly (p<0.05) improved from M m=24.1+/-4.3 to
MAP=16.8+/-1.9, indicating a more stable metabolic control. The frequency of
hypoglycemic episodes decreased not significantly from 1.1 hypo/day in the RI
group to 0.33 hypo/day in the LI group. We conclude that lispro insulin
improves metabolic control in IDDM patients wider CSH.
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CIRCULATING INSULIN ANTIBODIES IN THREE TYPES OF
YOUNG DIABETICS ON BOVINE INSULIN THERAPY.
R. Goswatni, A. Jaleel, N Jayasuryan and N. Kochupillai. Dept. of
Endocrinology, All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, India.
The WHO classifies diabetes mellitus of the young in developing countries
into IDDM and malnutrition related diabetes(comprising of protein
deficient pancreatic diabetes(PDPD) and fibrocalculous pancreatic
diabetes(FCPD). 42% of the young diabetic (age < 30 years) we see are
IDDM, while 28% and 13% of them are PDPD and FCPD respectively.
Immune modulation is reported in malnutrition. However, there is no
information on insulin antibody (IA) response in different categories of
young diabetics treated with bovine insulin. We studied 52 consecutive
young diabetics(IDDM,n=26; PDPD,n=17; FCPD, n=9) on bovine insulin
therapy. IA was measured using radioligand assay and expressed in
standard deviation scores (SDS) above healthy controls. On participation
in the 5th IA proficiency program (University of Florida, U.S.A.), our
assay had 100% specificity and 90% sensitivity. The three groups of
diabetics were comparable in age. The mean BMI in IDDM, PDPD and
FCPD were 16.7 ± 2.5, 16.0 ± 3, 17.1 ± 2.3 Kg/m2 respectively. The IA
SDS in the three groups were 70 ± 23; 65 ± 28; 72 ± 19 respectively.
The differences observed were statistically not significant. However, the
IA SDS of the entire group correlated inversely with their BMI (P < 0.05).
Total insulin dose (IU/day) required for acceptable glycemic control was
significantly higher (P < 0.05) in the patients with IDDM (35 ± 7) when
compared to patients with PDPD and FCPD (26 f 12 and 21 ± 4). There
was no significant relationship between IA positivity and the presence or
absence of microvascular complications such as retinopathy and
nephropathy. To conclude, antibody response to bovine insulin therapy is
comparable in three groups of young diabetics and there was no
relationship between IA SDS and microvascular complications in them.

1322
EFFICACY OF CONTINUOUS INSULIN INFUSION:

WHOM AND WHEN?

A.M.^Sengul, M.Sargin, N.Dinggag, I.Satman, K.Karstdag, F.Salman,
^S.Karadeniz and M.T.Yllmaz.

Division of Diabetes, Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, and Institute for
Experimental Medicine, Diabetes Research Unit, Istanbul University,

Istanbul-TURKEY.

This study was done to test efficiacy of continuous subcutaneous
insulin infusion therapy (CSII) in 19 diabetic patients (13 chronic
resistant type 1 and 6 newly diagnosed type 1 diabetics with
ketoacidotic episode) whom we could not be able to achieve metabolic
regulation with either conventional or multiple insulin injections
regimen. CSII was performed in chronic resistant type 1 diabetic
patients (mean chr. age 22±9 years, mean duration of diabetes 7.4±8.1
years) for 9 to 60 days (mean 38±16 days), in newly diagnosed type 1
diabetics (mean chr. age 21±8 years, mean duration of diabetes 1.5±1.4
months) for 14-40 days (mean 24±9 days). Before CSII therapy, daily
insulin requirement was 0.88±0.24 IU/kg/day in chronic resistant
type 1, 0.71±0.21 IU/kg/day in newly diagnosed type 1 diabetics.
Insulin requirements of both group to obtain normoglycemia is reduced
by 31% following CSII therapy and became 0.61±0.18 IU/kg/day;
0.49±0.13 IU/kg/day respectively. Although there were no significant
side-effects, we observed local skin inflammation on catheter
implantation area in one patient, hypoglycemic attack in another and a
mild ketoacidosis in another one during CSII therapy. This study shows
that CSII therapy is useful and effective in newly diagnosed type 1
diabetics with ketoacidosis, on the other hand in chronic resistant type 1
patients CSII therapy may lead to rebound phenomena at the end of
therapy. However, we believe development of new techniques is
needed to eliminate the inconvenience during the switch over to
conventional insulin therapy from CSII therapy.

1323
RELIABILITY OF THE BLOOD GLUCOSE DATA AND ITS INFLUENCE ON

GLYCAEMIC CONTROL DURING TREATMENT OF DIABETIC PREGNANT WOMEN
J.Wojcicki, J.Krzymieri*, P.Ladyzyriski, E.Jozwicka*, J.Blachowicz and A.Czyzyk*
Inst. Biocyb. & Biomed. Eng., *Clinic Gastroent. & Met. Dis.MA, Warsaw, Poland.

Pregnant diabetic women have been classified as the most motivated group of
patients for realization of the intensive insulin treatment. In order to check
reliability of the data collected by this group of patients at home and those reported
to physician during routine clinical assessment of the current metabolic control, a
study of 20 pregnant diabetic women has been carried out.. Study group was treated
by multi-injection technique with minimum 4 blood glucose (BG) measurements per
day and clinical assessment every 3 weeks. All data were recorded automatically
into memory of the Bayer glucometer M+ without knowledge of the patient.
Comparison of the data reported by the patients and recorded by glucometer M+ led
to following results: as an average for whole study group 181 values of BG per
patient were recorded by glucometers and 239 BG values per patient were reported
by patients. Generally only 53.9% of BG measurements recorded automatically by
glucometers were reported by patients. Remaining values were changed (26.7%) or
not recorded (19.4%) in the registration form. Influence of reliability of the data on
realization of the intensive insulin treatment was assessed based on comparison of
the glycaemic control described by "J" and "MBG" indices for both group of the
data. Mean values of both indices were respectively: 35.0 and 137 mg/dl for
recorded values and 26.2 and 127.0 mg/dl for reported values by patients. Much
higher and statistically significant difference was calculated for an universal "J"
index (related in part to BG variations). In conclusion obtained results indicated,
that for highest motivated group of patients in diabetes treatment reliability of data
reported to physician is low and could led to wrong realization of the treatment
regarding to diet and insulin doses. An application of the direct transmission of the
BG data from patient home to the control unit in the hospital could be in this case
beneficial. Project related to evaluation of the efficiency of the stated above telematic
transmission of the data has been started in 1996 and will be terminated in 1998.

1324
WHAT ABOUT ANTI INSULIN IMMUNOGENICITY ON A LONG TERM IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS TREATED WITH IMPLANTABLE INSULIN PUMP?
P. Belicar, V. Lassmann-Vague, C. Alessis and Ph. Vague. Timone Hospital,
Marseille - France.
Treatment with implantable pump for peritoneal insulin delivery is associated in
some cases to an important increase of anti insulin antibodies (AIA). This increase
does not seem to have a deleterious metabolic effect but it has to be carefully
evaluated on a long term. We examined the evolution of AIA level and possible
influence on metabolic and clinical parameters over a long implantation duration. In
20 type I IDD patients (m age ± SD=37y ± 13, m duration of diabetes '= ± 14)
we studied AIA level before and until 54 months after implantation of a
programmable pump (Minimed* M 2001) delivering insulin peritoneally (U 400 21
PH Hoechst*). We examined influence of discontinuous pump use on AIA level in
10 patients who temporarily stopped insulin pump treatment owing technical
problems. AIA level (measured by RIA) observed 42 months after pump
implantation was correlated with HbAlc, fasting plasma free insulin, incidence of
hypoglycemia (n of glycemia < 65 mgldl/month) and daily insulin requirements.
ALA level significantly increased as soon as the 3rd month after implantation and
this increase was sustained throughout the study period (M0=20 ± 17% (m ± SD)
M3= 28±24%*,M12= 32 + 29%* M24= 33 + 29%* M36= 37+ 25%* (n=12)
M48= 42±19%* (n=8) M54=43±17%* (n=6)*p<0.05 vs Mo). In patients who
temporarily discontinued implanted pump use, AIA level tended to decrease 3
months after switching from IP to SC insulin infusion (35+25 % vs 30+19 %
(NS)). But recovery of IP insulin infusion was associated with a significant rebound
of AIA level (45± 25 % p < 0.05). In 10 patients, under IP treatment we did not
observe any correlation between AIA level measured 42 months after pump
implantation and concordant clinical and metabolic parameters. Despite what was
suggested in some previous studies, AIA level do not tend to decrease over long
term IP insulin.Moreover, discontinuation of IP insulin infusion has a stimulating
effect. This rise of ALA level does not induce significant metabolic consequences.
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GLYCAEMIC CONTROL IN DIABETES MELLITUS
WITH OPEN LOOP INSULIN INFUSION PUMP

A.Mutha, S.Bhatia, Sasoon General Hospitals, Poona, India.
Open Loop insulin infusion therapy for earlier and smooth control
in uncontrolled diabetes was employed in patients with
ketoacidosis, infections, pregnancy or going for surgery. All the
patients underwent detailed physical examination & routine in-
vestigations for diabetic complications before they were put on
infusion therapy. Out of 101 patients included in study 42 patients
had ketoacidosis and infections or both. 7 were pregnant diabet-
ics and rest were requiring earlier control for surgical intervention.
Insulin infusion was started with Nikisso Myfuser Pump and 50
patients received intravenous while 51 received subcutaneous
insulin infusion. Initial glycemiccontrol was achived in 3to 7 hours
with minor side effects as headache, flushing, giddiness, sweat-
ing, leg cramps, etc. This was followed by intensive conventional
therapy which made surgical intervention or discharge possible in
2 to 5 days. When subjected to statistical analysis, significant
increase in insulin requirement was observed with longer duration
of diabetes, poor previous control of diabetes, ketoacidosis and
infections. In this study employing short term use of open loop
infusion followed by intensified conventional therapy not only the
initial glycemic control was smooth but it also facilitated earlier
surgical intervention or control of infection and ketoacidosis.
Application of correlation coefficient provided us with mathemati-
cal equations to predict dose of conventional insulin therapy from
the initial insulin requirement.

1326
FACTORS PREDICTING CLINICAL REMISSION IN

AUTOIMMUNE DIABETES MELLITUS
A Scholin, C Berne, E Schvarczl' F A Karlsson and E Bjork...
Departments of Medicine, Uppsala University Hospital and Orebro
Medical Centres, Sweden.

Objective: The aim of the study was to describe the course of
clinical remission in adult patients with autoimmune diabetes mellitus
treated with multiple insulin injection therapy and to identify factors
predictive for the occurrence and the length of remission periods.
Material and methods: Sixtytwo consecutive adult patients, 43
men and 19 women, with a mean age of 26.5 years, were analyzed
retrospectively. The patients, who had their diagnosis in 1986-1991,
received treatment with multiple insulin injections. Remission was
defined as maintenance of HbAlc <6.5% with an exogenous insulin
requirement of <0.4 U/kg/24 h for a minimum of one month.
Results: Thirty-eight (61%) of the patients entered remission
between 1-18 months following diagnosis, with a peak prevalence at
5 months. The duration of remission was longer in males than
females (10±12 vs. 2±3 months; p<0.01). Long duration of
symptoms prior to diagnosis was associated with shorter remissions
(p=0.05) and sub-normal serum bicarbonate levels at onset were
predictive for both shorter (p<0.01) and less frequent remission
periods (p<0.01). Age, BMI, HbAl c and blood glucose at onset did
not significantly influence the frequency or the duration of remission.
Conclusions: Multiple insulin injection therapy induces remission
in a majority of adult patients with autoimmune diabetes mellitus.
Gender as well as the length and extent of beta-cell demand prior to
diagnosis influence the duration of the remission periods.
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INSULIN THERAPY IN NIDDM: EFECTS ON THE ARTERIAL
BLOOD PRESURE AND THE ENDOTHELIN-1 PLASMA LEVELS
L. Flores,J. Manzanares,M. Fernandez, E. Esmatjes and R. Gomis.
Endocrinology and Diabetic Unit. Hospital Clinic. Barcelona - Spain.

Clinical and experimental evidences have suggested that insulin has
hypertensive effect. Stimulation of vasoconstrictor endothelin-
1 (ET-1) secretion may be the involved mechanism. The a i m of this
study was to evaluate the possible effect of insulin treatment on
arterial blood presssure (BP) and the ET-1 plasma levels in NIDDM.
Patients: Seven NIDDM patients(S males, and 2 females, mean age
64±7 years, diabetic duration 7 ±5years) admitted to hospital to
initiate insulinization due to secondary failure of oral hypoglucemic
drugs (SFOH) were studied. 24-hour arterial blood pressure
monitorization (MAPA, SpaceLabs 90207) and body mass
index(BMI) were measured before (time a), after three days (time
b) and 1 year(time c) after insulinization. Moreover ET-1 plasma
levels were determined in times a and b. Results: Insulin treatment
didn't produce any variation on systolic (124±11/120±7/127±13
mmHg in the times a, b and c, respectively) and diastolic
(72±5/71±3/71±5 mmHg in the times a, b and c, respectively) 24-
H BP. We found no difference in the systolic day/night differences,
8±11/7±7/11±13 mmHg, nor in diastolic day/night differences,
8±9/8±6/10±7mmHg in the times a, b and c, respectively. There
were no significant differences among ET-1 plasma levels in the
times a and b and no differences in the BMI were found. Conclusions:
In our patients with SFOH 1) Insulinization did not induce an increase
in BP in the short or medium term. and 2) Short term evaluation of
insulinization did not result in any variation of plasma ET-1 levels.
Therefore, our data do not support the hypothesis of exogenous insulin
as a risk factor for hypertension.

1328
EFFECTS OF COMPLEMENTARY INSULIN THERAPY ON SERUM
LIPID, LIPOPROTEINS AND APOPROTEINS
H.Vaverkova, R.Chlup, D.Novotny and J.Bartek, Palacky University and
Hospital, Olomouc, Czech Republic

The aim of this prospective study was to evaluate the effects of comple-
mentary insulin therapy, consisting of a bolus of 1 to 8 units of short-
acting insulin before each meal (4-6x daily) and sometimes at 2.30 a.m.,
on concentrations of serum lipids, lipoproteins and apoproteins in type 2
(non-insulin-dependent diabetic patients, unsatisfactorily controlled with
longacting insulin 1-2x daily (INS 1-2x/d). A group of 34 type 2 diabetic
patients (age 61,8±0,97 years, duration of diabetes 13.35±8.07 years, C-
peptid 2,5±0,15 ag/ml) completed the study. After 8-10 weeks of comple-
mentary insulin therapy, the dose of insulin per day was reduced
(49.6±22.5 U/d vs. 36.6±13.3 U/d, p<0.001) without significant change of
the glycemic control (HbAlc 9,2±0,37 vs. 8,9±0,35, p>0,05). However, the
number of proatherogenic and antiatherogenic lipoprotein particles was
improved udecreased apo B: 1.7±0,52 g/l vs. 1.5±0.94 g/l, p<0.01, apo AI/Lp
Al: 2.9±1.01 vs. 2.3±0.98, p<0.01 and increased Lp Al particles: 0.6±0.10
g/l vs. 0.7±0.12 gIl, p<0.0001) and BMI also decreased (29.4±4.28kg/m 2

vs.28.9±4.24 kg/m 2, p<0.05). Compared means±SD. These results demon-
strate that complementary insulin therapy probably induces antiathero-
genic lipoprotein changes in type 2 diabetic patients previously treated by
INS 1-2x/d. Thus, this type of therapy should be used more often and start
earlier, and should be preferred to longacting insulin. Supported by
grants MZ CR IGA 1617-3 and 0715-3.
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HYPOGLYCEMIC EFFECTS OF ORAL ADMINISTRATION OF REGULAR IN-
SULIN BY SONICATED LIPOSOMES IN TYPE II DIABETES.W.de la
Torre,R.Narv6ez,A. Guerr6n,L.Ocampo,M.Arroyo,P.P6rez, and
N. Bernal.Hospital de la Policfa and SOLCA,Av.Mariana de
Jesus, Quito-Ecuador.

We studied the hypoglycemic effects of Oral administration
of Regular Insulin (10u/ml) incorporated in to Sonicated
Liposomes (ORISL) to type II diabetic patients (n=14;age
of 59+1-8 years);seven newly diagnosed and seven with 5+/
-4 years of disease (Basal C peptide of 2,3+/-0.7 ng/ml;Hb
Al 9,8/-1% and fasting blood glucose of 231+/-32 mg/dl)in
a double blind placebo controlled fashion. Preprandial
glycemia (n=8/48h) and glycosuria (n=4/48h) were determi-
ned at stage 1 (washing), stage 2 (administration of ORISL
or placebo),and stage 3 (washing). Patients were hospita-
lizated and isocaloric diet (30 Kcal/Kg of weight:1825+/-
155 Kcal/day) was given.
Body weight ramain stable in both groups throughout the
entire study period. The glycosurias did fall at stage 2
and 3 (p=-0.05),and specially in stage 2 of the ORISL gro
up (351+269 mg/1) that placebo group (566+/-318 mg/l)p=
-0.05. Capilar glycemia fell in the same groups and same
stage 2 (-16% vs -7%, Chit: 3,9;p=0.04).
In summary,hypoglycemic effects were observed associated
to ORISL administration, however,its clinical significan-
ce remain preliminary. Miscellaneous circunstances such
as preparation,storage,administration,biodisponibility,etc
should be taken in to account when interpreting results of
ORISL. It has been demostrated that selective hepatic in-
sulinization occurs associated to use of liposomes as drug
carriers. On this basis results are encouraging for conti-
nuing the search of an alternative way to subcutaneous ad-
ministration of insulin.

1330
LONG TERM CONTROL AND WEIGTH GAIN AFTER INSULIN TREATMENT
IN ORAL HYPOGLYCEMIC AGENTS FAILURE IN TYPE 2 DIABETES.
I.Goicolea,J.Pinies,G.Villar,Y.Alonso and J.Vazquez.Hosp.Cruces.Baracaldo.Spain.

Insulin therapy after oral hypoglycemic agents (OHA) failure in type 2
diabetes is controversial because a good metabolic control is difficult to achieve
and side effects,as macrovascular risk factors can be worsened.The aim of the
study was to measure the long term metabolic control achieved by insulin
treatment in a routine management and the evolution of lipid,weigth and blood
pressure. A hundred and three type 2 diabetic patients (mean age 63,6+/- 9,6
years,14-i /- 8 years of mean diabetes evolution) were trasfered to insulin
treatment because unaceptable glycemic control (74 patients) or metabolic
symptons of hyperglycemia (28patients).After a year of insulin treatment
,Hbalc changed from 9,8+/-1,6% to 8,08+/-1,4% (p<O,00I) and to 8,38+/-
1,4% after 2 years (p<0,001).Mean weigth increment after one year was 5+/-
3,8 kg (p<0,001) and 6,8+/-4,4 kg after 2 years (p<0,001).Weigth gain was
related to Hbalc decrement after one (r=0,49 IC 95% 0,28-0,66) and two years
(r-0,46 IC 0,31-0,73)(p<0,05) but not with insulin daily dosage.Hbalc
reduction after one year was related to Hbalc at insulinization (r=0,70 IC 0,54-
0,81)and inversely to insulin dosage (r=-0,36 IC-0,56-0,12). Plasma
triglycerides were lowered by insulin treatment (p<0,05) but not plasma
cholesterol or blood pressure. At the moment of insulin introduction,patients
with metabolic symptons have higher Hbalc (p<0,01)and weigth loss (p<0,05)
than patients without, getting a similar weigth and Hbalc after a year.After
two, a new derangement in metabolic control (p<0,05)was found.Nor diabetic
education,previous or after insulin therapy,nor glycemic autoanalysis has effect
on postinsulin Hbalc.In conclusion ,a better but modest metabolic control can
be reached with insulin treatment in OHA failure without other risk factors
derangements.

1331
Comparative study of night time vs day time single dose
Insulin in NIDDM.
Dr. A. K. Sarma, MD, IOC, Guwahati Refinery Hospital.
OBJECTIVE: To compare the efficacy of a single premixed
Human insulin (Neutral: Isophane=30:70) before
breakfast or dinner in Non Insulin Dependent diabetes
mellitus(NIDDM) with secondary failure to oral
hypoglycemic agents. DESIGN 6 METHODS: Fourty four
NIDDMpatients were randomised to treatment with either
pre-breakfast(Group A) or pre-dinner(group B) single
dose Insulin alongwith Gliclazide 80mg daily. Metabolic
profiles were done at 0,8,16 and 24 weeks. RESULTS:
Glycemic control was improved significantly in both
the groups after 6 months. Fasting blood glucose was
significantly lowered compared with the baseline in
both grouyps. The mean change +_ SD in Group A was
-60.5± 12.5mgo and in Group B -42.5t 9.5mg%, the
reduction being more prominent in Group A than Group
B(P( 0.001). Glycosylated haemoglobin was lowered from
9.6± 1.6mgo to 7.2±l.4mgo in Group A(p < 0.002) and from
9.5±1.Smga to 7.8±1.6mgo in Group B(p 0001).Total serum
cholesterol and triglycerides were also lowered
significantly from the baseline value in both groups.
The weight gain was more pronounced in the Group
B(3.5±0.4Kg) than Group A(l.8±1.6Kg; A vs B, p(0.001)
and the change was inversely correlated with initial
weight. CONCLUSION: The night dose administration of
premixed Human Insulin has better control on glucose

level and serum lipids in NIDDM with combination
therapy. Weight gain was more prominent in patients
given Insulin at day time compared to the patients

using Insulin at night time.

1332
TRANSIONS TO INSULIN THERAPY DURING A 25 YEAR PERIOD,
IN IKEDA HOSPITAL
M. Kodama, K. Ida, M. Ohno and M. Ikeda.
Ikeda Hospital, Amagasaki, Japan
Ikeda Hospital has contributed to the care and management of diabetes for the
past 25 years. Insulin therapy has made rapid advances in the fields of diabetes
treatment and insulin delivery systems, Transitions to insulin therapy in Ikeda
Hospital were investigated during this 25 year span. The number of diabetic
patients that visit Ikeda Hospital for the first time, shows a marked yearly
increase,119 in 1972 and 1889 in 1996, respectively. The ratio of insulin-
treated diabetic patients to all diabetic patients was 16% in 1972, and 48% in
1996, respectively. The number of insulin-treated diabetic patients has increased
markedly since 1990. In the majority of cases, insulin was the sole source of
drug treatment until 1985. Thereafter, combination therapy of insulin and
sulfonylurea increased. However, recently combination therapy of insulin with

a -glucosidase inhibitors, Basen® and Glucobay®, has increased. With regard to
types and daily insulin injections,mtermediate insulin was injected once a
day before 1980, in the majority of cases. Later, the frequency of pre-mixed and
rapid-acting insulin usage, (twice a day) gradually increased. In 1990, the pen-
type insulin delivery system, the Novopen®, was introduced in Japan, resulting in
an increase in the frequency of intensive insulin therapy. Nowadays, 95% of
insulin-treated diabetic patients use the pen-type system, and 70% of them inject
insulin two or more times a day. The mean dosage of insulin has changed from
29U/day in 1972 to the present value of 18-20U/day. The mean age of insulin
introduction has changed from 40 years in 1972 to 58 years in 1996. Mean
fasting plasma glucose levels have changed from 170-180mg/dl in 1972 to
140-150mg/dl in 1996. The rate of progress in insulin therapy has been
especially noteworthy these past ten years. It is imperative to manage diabetic
patients correctly.
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Intensified insulin therapy improved metabolic control without chan-
ges of hypoglycemia in 64 insulin treated patients with non insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM)

B. Mertes, I. Franke*, U. A. Muller*, K. Hoffken", F. J. van der Woude

V. Medizinische Klinik, Fakultat fur Klinische Medizin Mannheim der
Ruprechts-Karls-Universitat Heidelberg; *Klinik fur Innere Medizin II,
Friedrich-Schiller-Universitat Jena; Germany

Introduction: As a result of the successful treatment of patients with insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) with intensified insulin therapy (IIT),
many diabetes care centres started to apply IIT also on younger patients
with NIDDM. However, hardly anything is known about the efficacy of such
a insulin treatment. The aim of this study was to evaluate the long-term
success of the treatment of 64 NIDDM patients with IIT. Patients and Me-
thods: 64 insulin treated patients with NIDDM participated consecutively in
a structured diabetes treatment and teaching programme for IIT [Scholz at
al. 1992]. 83 % of them could be examined 16,7 ± 6,2 month later. Data
before participation: age 52,8 ± 6,2 years, time since diagnosos of NIDDM
13,8 ± 5,6 years, HbAlc 9,95 ± 2,13 % (HPLC Diamat, normal range 4,5 -
6,3 %), body mass index (BMI) 27,57 ± 4,02 kg/m 2, number of blood gluco-
se self controls (BGSC) 3,9 ± 8,7 per week, insulin dose (ID) 0,53 ± 0,17
IU/kg, injections 3,4 ± 1,3 per day, ID self adoption (IDSA) 0,5 ± 1,8 per
week. Results: HbAlc levels decreased significantly (8,53 ± 1,63 %, p
0,0001). BMI (28,5 ± 3,52 kg/m a), BGSC (17,5 ± 10,5 per week), ID (0,67±
0,28 IU/kg), injections (4,5 ± 1 per day) and IDSA (4,6 ± 4,3 per week) in-
creased significantly (p = 0,0001). The incidence of severe hypoglycemia
remained unchanged (0,0077 per patient and year). Patients with good
metabolic control (HbAlc < median minus one SD) changed significantly
more often the ID and had significantly lower BMI than patients with bad
metabolic control (HbA1c> median plus one SD). Conclusion: Younger in-
sulin treated NIDDM patients were able to adopt the strategies of IIT and
succeeded in improving their metabolic control. Patients changing more of-
ten their ID and heaving lower BMI achieved better merabolic control.

1334

EFFECTS OF INSULIN TREATMENT IN TYPE-2 DIABETIC

PATIENTS: THE AUSTRIAN INSULIN INTERVENTION STUDY.

T.R. Pieber, G. Biesenbach, G. Kacerovsky, R. Mihaljevic, A.
Siebenhofer, G. Schernthaner. Internal Medicine, University Graz, Linz,
Vienna, Austria.

Aim: In a prospective multicenter intervention trial the effects of 4
different therapeutic strategies in Type-2 diabetic patients insufficiently
treated with sulfonylureas alone were evaluated after one year.
Methods: 134 patients (age [mean±SD] 63±5 years, diabetes duration
12±4 years) with an HbAlc between 8-11% received randomly
sulfonylureas + metformin (S+M), bedtime NPH insulin + sulfonylureas
(I+S), premixed insulin twice daily (I) or premixed insulin twice daily +
metformin (I+M).
Results: At present 93 patients reached 1 year, data of 86 subjects were
evaluated.

Group	 S+M	 I+S	 I	 I+M
(n=23)	 (n=21)	 (n=23)	 (n=19)

HbAlc Baseline	 9.6 ± 1.0	 9.6 ± 0.8	 9.5 ± 1.0	 10.0 ± 0.8
HbA1 c after 1 year	 8.9 ± 1.5	 8.7 t 1.6	 8.3 ± 1.9** 8.2 ± 1.4**
A HbA1 c	 -0.7	 -0.9	 -1.2	 -1.3
p value vs. Baseline <0.001 	 <0.001	 <0.001	 <0.001

Mean ± SD, *`p<0.01 vs. S+M
Metabolic control improved in all 4 groups, however, insulin given twice
daily showed the most favourable outcome. 6 patients in the S+M group
were switched to insulin after a mean of 8,2 months because of
insufficient metabolic control. BMI increased in all groups (S+M: +0.5,
+S: + 1.1; I: +1.3; I+M + 1.1).
Conclusion: Insulin therapy has a better metabolic effect compared to
metformin in type-2 diabetic patients insufficiently treated with
sulfonylureas, however, this is achievement is hampered by an relevant
increase in body weight in this group.
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COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTS OF TWO PPR?ARATIONS OF INSULIN

IN NIDDM PATIENTS WITH SECONDARY SULPHONYLUREA FAILURE

D.$̂ nWang,L Xu,J1s4 Ran and 'IL Ch2a.Dept. f ndocrinology,Affiliated

Hospital of Shandong Medical University, Ji Nan, P.R.CHINA

The aim of the study was to investigate the effects of Actropid

HM (Novo Nordick A/S) and Regular Insulin (Qing Dan Biochemical

Pharmaceutical Company). 16 cases of NIDDM patients with  secondary

sulphonylurea failure were divided into two groups which had no

differences in age, sex, height, body weight, duration and severity

(with homogenous Fasting Blood Glucose, 2-hour postprandial Blood

Glucose and 24 hour urinary glucose) of the disease. During the

clinical trial, all patients were administrated with stable diet

calories and activity and were prevented from hypoglycemic agents such

as Metformin and Glucobay etc. Patients of group A were injected
Regular Insulin 12, 8, 8 unites, while group B were injected Actropid

HM 12, 8, 8 unites, both subcutaneosly and 30 minutes before 3 meals

each day. 3~5 days after, blood glucose control parameters (as we

described in Chinese Medicine Journal in 1989;69:108) were evaluated.

Blood glucose were assessed by One Touch 11 (Life Scan Company).

The following data of the two groups:l.Fasting Blood Gluc(FBG); 2.

2 hour Postprandial Blood Clucc e(PBC);3.Mean Blood Glucose (MBC);

4.Mean Amplitude Glycemic Excursions (MAGE);S.M-value (Modified

Schlicht-rulVe); a Mea ; Indices of Meal Excurmi n(w, IME); 7.24 hour

urinary glucose all had significant differences (P<0.05 or P<0.01

respectively). It was found that Actropid HM had better effects

than domestic Regular Insulin in N1DDM patients with secondary

sulphonlurea failure.

1336
OBESE NIDDM PATIENTS SHOW A PROGRESSIVE INCREASE
OF INSULIN RESISTANCE THAT CAUSES SECONDARY
FAILURE OF ORAL AGENTS. AE. Pontiroli, PM. Piatti, M.Pacchioni
and R. Camisasca, Istituto San Raffaele, Universith degli Studi di Milano, Milan,
Italy
The pathogenesis of secondary failure of oral agents (SF) is still a matter for debate;
a few studies have shown that SF is due to a progressive red-uction of insulin
release in lean NIDDM, but not in obese NIDDM, sug-gesting that, in the latter,
SF is due to a progressive increase of insulin resistance, likely mediated by obesity,
ageing, duration of NIDDM, and chronic hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemia,
hyperinsulinemia. To test this hypothesis, 46 obese (BMI 26-46 kg/m 2) NIDDM
patients aged 35-65 yrs (15 on sulphonylureas, and 31 on insulin after being treated
by diet and by oral agents) were evaluated for insulin resistance by the HOMA
index (insulin/22.5-1n glucose) patients on sulphonylureas were younger (49.9±2.8
vs 55.8±1.0 yrs, p<0.05) had shorter duration of NIDDM (5.7±1.5 vs 16.8±1.6
yrs, p<0.01), and showed lower fasting BG (6.3±0.4 vs 9.6±0.4 mmol, p<0.01),
and lower HOMA (4.6 ±0.7 vs 9.8±1.4, p<0.ul) than patients on insulin; BMI,
fasting insulin and trig-lycerides were similar; HOMA and duration of NIDDM were
the only significant risk factors for SF at multiple regression analysis. In 6 pat-
ients with a significant reduction of body weight, withdrawal of insulin and
reduction of HOMA occurred, with no change of insulin levels. To evaluate the role
of obesity per se, HOMA was calculated in 65 obese subjects with normal glucose
tolerance, similar for age and for BMI, with obesity lasting <10 to >30 yrs; in
these subjects increasing dur-ations of obesity were not accompanied by an increase
of HOMA (ave-rage 3.2±0.3, p<0.01 vs NIDDM). These data suggest that a
progres-sive increase of insulin resistance, linked to duration of NIDDM, is the
main cause of SF in obese NIDDM patients, reversible after weight loss.
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CSII IN POORLY CONTROLLED NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT
DIABETIC PATIENTS

R. Vanamo, R. Harkonen: South Karelia Central Hospital, Finland.

It is evident that tight diabetic control can reduce cardiovascular
morbidity and mortality in NIDDM patients. Insulin is often needed
to achieve acceptable balance. The most efficient way to deliver
insulin conventionally is multiple insulin injection therapy. Sometimes
even this therapy seems to be ineffective. We treated 8 such
resistant patients with continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion
(CSII) using insulin pumps (Nordisk Infuser Mil, Hoechst Infusor
V100). Mean HBA1 c decreased from 10.8 % to 8.4 % in 24 months.
Mean body weight increased from 95.5 kg to 97.0 kg (BMI 34.7 -
35.6). Mean insulin dose increased from 86.5 U/d to 93.5 U/d. Only
minor technical problems were met. The patients were very pleased
with pump treatment. No ketoacidosis or hypoglycaemia was seen.
One old patient died of myocardial infarct. One very obese patient
was resistant to even this kind of intensified therapy.
Conclusion: CSII with insulin pump is an effective, reliable and han-
dy way to treat the most insulin resistant NIDDM patients.

PS 31
Childhood and Adolescence
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Coincidence of insulin-dependent diabetes

mellitus and coeliac disease.

Karczewska K.,P.Jarosz-Chobot,G.Wiedermann

T.Chorzelski,J.Sulej,B.Schneiberg,J.Porgbska,

A.Zabka,S.Ronczkowski,J.Kwiecien,A.Dyduch,

J.Kasner.Silesian School of Medicine,Katowice

School of Medicine in Warsaw,Poland.

The authors performed prospective assessment
concerning IgAEmA serum presence in 201 children
with IDDM chosen randomly among 600 patients
from Diabetic Outpatient Clinic.In 7,5% of
children serum IgAEmA were found.In 3,5% IgAEmA
and villous atrophy were found.In these children
the only clinical was growth deficit or/and body
mass deficit.In children with IgAEmA and villous
atrophy silent coeliac disease was diagnosed.
These children were put on modified diabetic
diet based on gluten-free products.Children with
IgAEmA and normal intestinal mucosa will need
observation and further genetic tests (a latent
coeliac disease was diagnosed in them).

1339
ARTERIAL HYPERTENSION IN CHILDREN AND YOUTHS WITH

TYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS

J. Vorthenns, N.Lotz and R.Petzoldt, Herz- and Diabeteszentrum NRW,
Bad Oeynhausen, Germany

Arterial hypertension contributes significantly to the progression of diabetic
sequelae such as retinopathy and nephropathy. Early registration and therapy
are thus extremely important for prevention. The frequency of arterial
hypertension (1-3% in non-selected children) in diabetic children and youths,
as well as its relationship to clinical parameters in this group as one at risk of
cardiovascular diseases, should be examined. 110 children and youths (aged
7-18 years) with type I diabetes mellitus (diabetes duration 0-16 years)
underwent ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) under clinical
conditions, with the cuff size especially adjusted. Measuring intervals of 20
minutes by day and 30 minutes by night were selected. The activity protocol
and the actual times of falling asleep were taken as a basis for calculating the
mean values. Patients with sleeping disorders were excluded from the
evaluation. The results from the workgroup "pediatric hypertension" served as
reference values. From 107 patients who could be evaluated (45 boys and 62
girls), 11(10%) showed pathological mean RR values (mean value by day
increased: n=11; mean value by night increased: n=11). The diastolic mean
values by night correlated with the diabetes duration (r-0.32, p<0.001). A
diabetic retinopathy or nephropathy existed in two of the patients in each
case, In diabetic children and youths, increased blood pressure mean values
occur during ABPM more often than in a non-selected group (10% vs. 1-3%).
Due to the cardiovascular complications to be expected, prospective
investigations must confirm these results and consistent therapy guidelines be
drawn tip.
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COELIAC DISEASE IN CHILDREN WITH IDDM.
EA Westman, GR Ambler, MRoyle, P Greenacre, NJ Howard.
Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children, Sydney, Australia.
We aimed to assess the prevalence and characteristics of children with
coeliac disease (CD) in a major paediatric and adolescent diabetes clinic.
Children with IDDM and biopsy-proven CD, aged < 17.0 years were
included and compared with control IDDM subjects without coexisting
illness, matched for sex, age and duration of diabetes. 30 patients (22
females, 8 males, age range 7.4-16.9 yrs) with CD were identified from a
total clinic population of 1148 (prevalence 2.6%). Two CD subjects had
coexisting autoimmune hypothyroidism which was adequately treated. Age
at IDDM diagnosis (overall mean ± SD 4.9 ± 3.4 yrs) and IDDM duration
(7.2 ± 3.2 years) were similar in both groups. Age at diagnosis of CD was
8.7 ± 3.1 years (range 2.8 - 13.9 years), with the diagnosis being made 3.8 ±
3.1 years (range 0 - 10.8 years) after onset of IDDM. Adequate HbAlc and
growth data were available in 26 CD subjects and their controls. Current
HbAlc was 8.9 ± 1.2 % in CD subjects and 8.7 ± 0.8 % in controls (p=NS),
with no differences between groups when analysed by age categories (< 13
and 13-17 years). HbAlc measured 8.6 ± 0.9% (range 6.8 - 10.3, n=19) in
CD subjects on the determination closest and prior to coeliac diagnosis.
These values were not different from overall total clinic HbAlc means of
8.6 ± 1.3 % (age 5 - 17), 8.8 ± 1.4 % (age 13-17) and 8.5 ± 1.2 % (age 5-
12.9). Current height standard deviation score (SDS) was -0.15 ± 1.10 in CD
subjects vs 0.12 ± 0.87 in controls, weight SDS was 0.26 ± 0.85 vs 0.51 ±
0.67 and BMI SD was 0.10 ± 0.73 vs 0.27 ± 0.63 (all p=NS). HbAlc and
growth parameters were not influenced by either duration of IDDM or CD.
Thus, in a large paediatric and adolescent diabetes clinic the prevalence of
coeliac disease was 2.6 %. HbAlc and growth parameters were not different
to controls; trends toward higher HbAlc, and lower SDS for weight, height
and BMI in coeliac subjects were not significant.
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EARLY TUBULAR INVOLVEMENT IN CHILDREN WITH DIABETES
MELLITUS TYPE 1.
A.Sufliarska, D. Michalkova, E. Tomenkova, A.Vasilenkova,
P.Ponfuch and L.Kovacs.
Comenius University Bratislava, Slovak Republic
Early tubular alterations were studied in a cross sectional study of 44
children with diabetes mellitus type 1 (IDDM) and normoalbuminuria.
The patients were divided into 4 groups according to the duration (5-
10 respectively 10-15 years) and to the metabolic compensation (mean
level of HbAlc for the last 5 years < 9% respectively >_9%). 32
aparently healthy children served as normal controls. From the
overnight urine collections, the urinary excretion of epidermal growth
factor (EGF), retinol binding protein (RBP) and N-acetyl-(3-D
glucosaminidase (NAG) were used as an index of renal tubular
function. The ratio of EGF/creatinine in urine was significantly lower
in all children with IDDM when compared to controls (p<0,0001).
The excretion of EGF was lower in children with poor control of
metabolic compensation, independently from the duration of the
disease however the difference was not statistically significant (p<0,06).
We did not find a significant difference between the groups when
comparing the excretion of albumin, RBP and NAG. No significant
correlation was found between glomerular and tubular functions.
Under conditions of maintained glomerular integrity the decrease in
urinary excretion of EGF could indicate a functional tubular damage
caused by diabetes itself or be a sign of early renal involvement.
Furthermore, the present study suggests that the predictive value of the
other markers of tubular function is relatively low for evolution of
diabetic nephropathy.

1342
HYPEROSMOLAR NON-KETOTIC DIABETES AFTER HEART
LUNG TRANSPLANT IN A CYSTIC FIBROSIS CHILD.

R.M. Hillson. Hillingdon and Harefield hospitals
Uxbridge, England.

A 13 year old boy with cystic fibrosis, hepato-
splenomegaly, and end-stage respiratory dysfunct-
ion had an orthotopic heart-lung transplant. Pre-
transplant fasting glucose was 4.6 mmol/L, weight
32.9 Kg, height 1.35 m. Post-operative broncho-
pneumonia was treated with antibiotics and pulsed
methyl prednisolone. At discharge random glucose
was 7.5 mmol/L. He was taking acyclovir,
nystatin, taurine, ursodeoxycholic acid, cotrimo-
xazole, colistin, pancrease, vitamins, frusemide,
azathioprine and cyclosporin. Six weeks later he
was re-admitted too weak to move, with severe
malaise, nausea, thirst (drinking sugary fluids)
and polyuria. Pulse was 132 bpm, blood pressure
107/61 mmHg. The transplanted organs appeared to
be functioning well. Urinalysis showed a trace
of ketones, pH was 7.3, venous plasma glucose
86.8 mmol/L, sodium 136 mmol/L, potassium 6.3 -
mmol/L, urea 26.4 mmol/L. He was treated with
continuous intravenous Actrapid insulin, 0.9%

then 0.45% saline infusion, and eventually 5%

dextrose infusion. Potassium was added to the
infusions. Recovery was complicated by hyper-
natraemia (162 mmol/L) and abdominal pain due to
severe constipation. He remains well on 21 units
of Mixtard 30 pen insulin twice daily. He weighs
35.2 Kg. Hyperosmolar non-ketotic diabetic
states are rare in children.

1343

PREVALENCE OF DYSLIPIDAEMIA IN DIABETIC CHILDREN AND
YOUNGS. EFFECT OF IMPROVED GLYCAEMIC CONTROL.
G.Carreras, A.Perez, A.Caixas, A.Caballero, J.Ordonez-Llanos,
J.Querol, JM Pou and A.de Leiva. HSCSP. UAB. Barcelona. Spain.
We studied the prevalence of dyslipidaemia in 264 children with
insulin-dependent diabetes (IDDM) (53% males, mean age 13.8 ± 3.3
years [range 3 to 18], mean diabetes duration 4.0±3.8 years; mean
HbA10 8.3±2.1%) and in 321 control subjects (53% males, mean age
13.8 ± 3.4 years). In addition, we examined the effect of 3 months
glycaemic control optimization on dyslipidaemia in a subgroup of 77
poorly controlled IDDM subjects. Cut-off for hypercholesterolaemia,
hipoalfalipoproteinaemia and desirable LDL-cholesterol were the
proposed by the National Cholesterol Education Program.
Hypertriglyceridaemia was defined as the mean + 2 SD of control
population

IDDM patients Control group
Cholesterol >5.2 mmolIL 	 20.3% *	 6.5%
Triglycerides >1.5 mmol/L 	 5.0%	 2.5%
HDL-cholesterol <0.9 mmol/L 	 7.4%	 3.7%
LDL-cholesterol >2.9 mmol/L	 44.5% *	 15.3%

(* p<0.00001. x2)

Compared to control subjects, diabetic boys, but not girls, showed a
higher prevalence of hypoalfalipoproteinaemia (12.9% vs 4.5% ;
p<0.01; x2). After glycaemic control optimization (HbA, c decreased
from 9.3 ±2.4 to 6.1 ± 1%. p<0.0001; paired t-test), the prevalence of
dyslipidaemia was similar to that in healthy children. In conclusion,
hypercholesterolaemia is common in children and young subjects with
IDDM, but disappears after glycaemic control optimization.
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IS SENSITIZATION TO LATEX THROUGH INSULIN INJECTIONS A
PROBLEM FOR CHILDREN WITH DIABETES ?

T. Danne, B. Niggemann, U. Wahn and B. Weber

Children's Hospital, Humboldt University, Berlin, Germany

The potential induction of allergic sensitization to latex from insulin vial
tops stimulated an investigation of the prevalence of specific IgE to
latex in serum and the relationship to atopic disease in children with
diabetes.

In a cross-sectional study, serum samples of 112 children with type
diabetes (age: 15 (5 -18 years); diabetes duration: 6 (1 - 14) years;
median (range)) were investigated for total IgE, IgE screening for
inhalational and nutritional allergens, and specific IgE to latex.

Specific IgE for inhalational and/or nutritional allergens was found in
42 (38%) children (atopic group). 7 children (6%) exhibited specific IgE
(0.61 (0.40-3.84) kU/L) to latex in serum although none reported
clinical symptoms of latex allergy. All latex sensitized children were
found in the atopic group. This prevalence of latex sensitization of
17% (7/42) in atopic children with diabetes is comparable to the
frequency described in atopic children without diabetes. These seven
patients had higher serum total IgE levels (328 (113-1000) kU/I) than
atopic patients without latex sensitization (n =35; 124 (24-857) kU/L;
p<0.05) or patients without atopy (n=70; 33 (2-339) kU/I; p<0.001). No
differences in age or diabetes duration were observed between either
group.

Sensitization to latex is found exclusively in children with atopic
sensitization and appears to be related to atopic disease and not to
frequent contact to latex through insulin injections. However, atopic
patients may be at risk for reactions secondary to latex from insulin
vials and syringes.

1345
CHILDHOOD INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES AND ST VINCENT DECLARATION
S. Paiva, A. Fagulha, L. Ruas, D. Rodrigues, L. Barros, C. Batista, M. Carvalheiro, M.M.A.
Rues. Department of Endocrinology, Diabetes and Metabolism, University Hospital of
Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal.
Aim: Based on the goals of the St Vincent declaration, a multidisciplinar team was created
in our department in 1992, to provide treatment and follow-up for diabetic patients
previously followed by our non specialised consultations. The goal of this work is to
evaluate the results of this approach on the follow-up of this patients.  Materials and
Methods: We selected a population of 69 patients (38 M and 31 F) with a mean age of
13.8 ± 6.6 years upon diagnosis. In 42 cases the diagnosis was done before the creation
of this team and after in the remaining 27. We evaluated and compare clinical and
laboratorial parameters before and after the creation of this unit.  Results :

Diagnosis before 1992	 Diagnosis after 1992

Age at diagnosis (y) 12.0+7.4 16.6+3.9
Duration of diabetes(y) 5.5±5.4 9.4±5.4 <0.05 1.9±1.0
BMI (kg/m2) 20.0±2.0 23.6±2.1 <0.05 21.4±3.0
BP systolic (mmHg) 116.7±12.9 117,6±20.7 no 115.0±10.9
BP dyastolic (mmHg 72.4±10.9 77.3±7.3 <0.05 71±15.2
HbAlc (%) 8.7±2.2 8.2±1.6 ns 7.6±1.5*
Retinopathy (%) 11.9 26.1 no 0
Nephropathy (%) 2.3 23.3 <0.05 0

*vs HbAlc before 1991, p<0.05; +vs hypoglycemia 1992-95, ns
Conclusions : After the creation of the multidisciplinary team an improvement in HbAlc
values was observed in patients whose diabetes was identified before 1992, although not
statistically significant. The lowest value of HbAlc was attained by diabetic patients
diagnosed after 1992 (the difference vs the other group was significant). This
multidisciplinar approach had ensured a better care of these patients and a more complete
achievement of the goals of St Vincent declaration.

1346

INTENSIVE INSULIN THERAPY AS A METHOD OF CHOICE FOR TYPE
DIABETIC TEENAGERS ACTIVELY PRACTISING SPORT.
A.Majchrzak, D.Zozuliriska and B.Wierusz-Wysocka. Poznan

Diabetic Center, Poznan, Poland
The aim of the study was to evaluate the effectiveness of intensive

insulin treatment in a group of type I diabetic teenagers with an active
sport practice. For the study, we recruited 31 patients with type I
diabetes, aged 11 - 19 years, with mean diabetes duration 5.8±4.0
years. 13 patients (group A) were treated with intensive insulin therapy,
where doses of rapid acting insulin were adjusted according to planned
meal and physical activity. 18 patients treated conventionally were used
as control subjects (group B). We evaluated: fasting plasma glucose
(FPG), mean blood glucose (MBG) and HbA 1,. Moreover, we
estimated daily insulin demand and incidents of hypo- and

hyperglycaemia (>15 mmol/1). We observed that patients in group Ain
comparison with group B presented better metabolic control of

diabetes (HbA 1, 6,76+0.68 vs 8.70+1.71 %, p<0.05, FPG 6.56+_0.90 vs
8.96+2.89 mmol/l, p<0.05, MBG 8.00 +1.56 vs 11.13±3.68 mmol/l,

p<0.05), significantly fewer incidents of hypoglycaemia (0.58 +0.61 vs

1.63+1.44 incidents/week, p<0.05) and hyperglycaemia (0.38 +0.05 vs

2.34+2.32 incidents/week, p<0.05). Our results suggest, that in the

group of young patients with type I diabetes, who actively practise

sport, intensive insulin therapy seems to be the method of choice.

1347
METABOLIC CONTROL AND SOCIAL SECURITY IN CHILDHOOD

O. Ramos, M. Ferraro and C. Canada. Children Hospital Pedro de Elizalde,
Buenos Aires, Argentina.

At the Nutrition and Diabetes Unit of the Elizalde Hospital , infant juvenile
diabetic patients are cared for. They come in 85% of the cases from the
Urban Cone of Buenos Aires; many of them with serious economic
difficulties. We part from the supposition that belonging to a Social Security
means work for the father or person that is the economic support of the
home, the possibility to go to the appointments and the better accessibility
to the necessary expenses for the control and treatment. This would lead to
a better metabolic control. With the purpose of evaluating this hypothesis,
we took 186 infant-juvenile diabetic patients treated in our Unit and
considered their dependence to some social cover , relating it with the
metabolic control submitted in 1995(X of 2 or more HbAlc measured by
ion capture, IMX Abbot). We classified the metabolic control as : very good(X
under 7.2), good (X of 7.2 to 7.99),fair(X 8 to 8.99), bad (X over 9).70% of
the patients did not have social cover. When classified, the patients of very
good control, in half of the cases (47.83%) did not have social cover. This
proportion increases in the measure that the metabolic control worsens
(81.41% in patients with HbAlc equal or over 9%, p 0.01).The fulfilment to
the programmed appointments was considered, and it was greater in patients
with social cover (ns), and it was verified that the insufficient number of
appointments (3 or less) is two times greater in patients without social cover.
Of the 59 patient with Social Security, half (50.83%) had very good or good
control and the rest of them (49.17%) had fair or bad control. The 127
patients without Social Security presented fair or bad control in 74% of the
cases. Conclusion: The metabolic control in children and young diabetic is a
variate related to situations of familiar risk, educational, emotional and
economic. The accessibility to medication and to control elements should
be a right for all persons carrying diabetes mellitus.
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EFFICACY OF TWO TIMES BASAL INSULIN INJECTION IN INTENSIVE

INSULIN THERAPY OF IDDM CHILDREN

Y.Miki. Department of Pediatrics, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

In Japan, the incidence of IDDM is very low, therefore insulin therapy is not

developed well. Many pediatricians still treat IDDM children by twice daily injection

instead of multiple daily injection (MDI). Recently, MDI (four times injection is

common in Japan) is recommended for prevention of diabetic complications.

However, starting and continuing MDI (RRR/N) instead of twice injection is very

difficult for IDDM children, because they must be taken to hospital for starting

intensive therapy and they sometimes forget bed time injection when they feel

sleepy. We tried three times injection for nine IDDM children ; mixture type insulin or

regular plus NPH insulin before breakfast and supper, regular insulin before lunch.

Two of nine children can not control their glucose level by four times injection. They

can easily accept new treatment at out patient clinic, and their HbAlc level

significantly decreased. It is likely that basal insulin level is more stable at twice

basal insulin injection comparing single bed time insulin . The division basal insulin

into two (three times injection treatment) is very useful for glucose control in IDDM

children.

1349
MICROALBUMINURIA/CREATININURIA RATIO IN A
POPULATION OF INFANT -JUVENILE DIABETICS.

O. Ramos, M. Ferraro and C.Canada. General Children Hospital Pedro
de Elizalde, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

At our Nutrition and Diabetes Unit the detection of microalbuminuria
is done in a 12-hours urine nocturnal collection. Taking into account the
uncertainty of the gathering in infant juvenile patients with results no
very reliable our objective is to validate the use of the microalbuminuria/
creatininuria ratio in a random urine sample in this population. First we
determinate the microalbuminuria/creatininuria ratio in a normal
population of 50 healthy children and adolescents with normal urine.
The mean value found was 0.019 ± 0.003 (range 0.07 to 0.029). In
1995-96 , 354 microalbuminurias were done with the Randox inmuno-
turbidimetic method; 120 samples were detected with pathologic values
over or equal to 15 microg/min, on the other hand all these samples had
a microalbuminuria/creatininuria ratio also pathologic over or equal to
0.03. From these, 23 patients registered 2 or more pathologic values
(persistent microalbuminuria). All of them were postpuberal and had a
duration of diabetes of over 4 years, (X age 17.46 , range 14.05 and
21.55 years; X duration 9.02, range 4.2 and 15.83 years). We conclude
that the microalbuminuria/creatininuria ratio is useful in the infant
juvenile diabetic patient. In our experience we value as pathologic a
ratio that is distant more than 3 standard deviation from the mean of the
normal population. Persistent microalbuminuria was not found previous
to puberty or before 4 years of desease.

1350
PATIENT PREFERENCE FOR INSULIN LISPRO VERSUS
HUMULIN R IN ADOLESCENTS WITH TYPE I DIABETES.
J. Holcombe, S. Zalani, V. Arora, A. Gill, S. Headlee. Eli Lilly and
Company, Indianapolis, IN, USA
Insulin lispro (LP) (Humalog®), an analogue of human insulin, is faster
absorbed and has shorter duration of action than regular human insulin
(HR) (Humulin R®). At the end of a randomized, crossover, open-
label, phase III study of LP versus HR involving 481 adolescents with
diabetes, patients and their parents completed a questionnaire to explore
their impressions of LP and HR. Pubertal males and females ages 9 to
18 years were studied. Treatment periods were 4 months, and consisted
of either LP or HR before meals, in addition to NPH insulin given 1,2 or
3 times/day. More than 82% of patients and their parents indicated that
LP made the patient's activities easier. Similarly, more than 85% of
patients indicated their preference to use LP in the future (p<0.001).

% of Patients Responding
Patients' Responses to 	 HR	 LP	 No	 p
"Which rapid-acting insulin.."	 Preference value
made the patient feel better? 	 11.21 65.2	 23.6	 <0.001
made the patient's activities easier? 	 6.5	 82	 11.4	 <0.001
did the patient like the best? 	 9.6	 85.8	 4.7	 <0.001
is the patient likely to use in the future? 	 7.7	 85	 4.2	 <0.001
Parents' Responses to
"Which rapid-acting insulin.."
better "controlled" the patient? 	 10.2	 69.3	 20.5	 <0.001
made the patient's activities easier? 	 4.4	 85	 10.4	 <0.001
is the patient likely to use in the future?	 6.3	 87.4	 3.2	 <0.001
made life easier?	 3.2	 85.3	 11.6

In conclusion, adolescent patients with diabetes prefer LP over HR for
their pre-meal insulin, and their parents agree.

1351
OXIDATIVE STRESS AT ONSET AND IN THE EARLY STAGES OF
DIABETES MELLITUS TYPE I IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS.

A.Carrascosa, E.Ruiz, M.Gussinye, C.Dominguez.
Children's Hospital Vail d -Hebron. Autonomous University
of Barcelona and Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Research Centre. Barcelona. Spain.

Oxidative cell damage (OxCd) was evaluated in	 45
diabetic type I patients. Twenty-four were prepubertal 2-
12 yr. old (PrpD), and 30 were adolescents and young
adults 13-24 yr. old ( AdD) without clinical symptoms of
neuropathy, retinopathy and nephropathy. OxCd was
evaluated one week after the onset of clinical symptoms in
PrpD and 2-22 years after the onset of diabetes in AdD.
The results were compared with those of 60 healthy age-
and sex-matched controls.

Plasma values of malondialdehyde (HPLC evaluation),
protein carbonyl groups and superoxide dismutase
erythrocyte activity were higher than in controls at the
onset of diabetes ( p<0.001) and in the Ado group
( p<0.0o1). In contrast, 	 plasma values of	 alpha-
tocopherol, 13-carotene, erythrocyte glutathione peroxide
activity and glutathione erythrocyte content were lower
than controls at the onset of diabetes ( P<0.002) and in
the Ado group (p<0.002).

In summary, our results show that an imbalance between
oxidant-antioxidant status is already present at the
clinical onset of diabetes in children and that this
imbalance continues thereafter resulting in increased
oxidative stress in diabetic patients The clinical
significance of this higher oxidative damage in the
development of vascular complications in type I diabetic
patients remains to be elucidated.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF INSULIN LISPRO AND REGULAR
INSULIN IN 481 ADOLESCENTS WITH TYPE I DIABETES.
J. Holcombe, S. Zalani, and V. Arora. Eli Lilly and Company,
Indianapolis, Indiana, USA.
Insulin lispro (LP) (Humalog®), an analogue of human insulin, is more
rapidly absorbed and has a short duration of action compared with
regular insulin. The safety and efficacy of LP and regular human insulin
(HR) (Humulin R®) were compared in 481 pubertal children (mean age
14.9, range 9.1 - 18.9 years) with Type I diabetes in a multinational,
crossover, randomized, open-label study. Males and females who had
achieved at least Tanner Stage II puberty were studied. Treatment
periods were 4 months, and consisted of either LP or HR before meals,
in addition to NPH insulin given 1,2 or 3 times/day. Eight-point glucose
profiles were measured at home before each visit. After breakfast, the 2
hour post prandial (2h PP) glucose values were 9.7 mM and 10.6 mM
during treatment with LP and HR, respectively (p<0.001). After the
evening meal the 2 It PP glucose values were 8.6 mM and 9.3 mM for
the LP and HR groups, respectively (p=0.003). After breakfast, the
changes in the 2h PP, as a percentage of the premeal glucose, were 0.4%
and +17.5% during LP and HR treatments, respectively. Similarly, after
dinner the percent changes in 2h PP glucose values were -10.9% and
+10.4% during LP and HR treatments, respectively (p<0.001).
Although HR, compared with LP, lowered glucose values at bedtime, 3
am, and fasting (p<0.005), the hypoglycemia rate from midnight to 6 am
was lower during treatment with LP compared with HR (p<0.001). The
number and types of adverse events did not differ between the treatment
groups. In conclusion, insulin lispro reduces nocturnal hypoglycemia and
improves post-meal glucose control in children ages 9-18 years.
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GLYCAEMIC CONTROL OF POORLY CONTROLLED INSULIN
TREATED TYPE II DIABETIC PATIENTS IS IMPROVED BY
METFORMIN THERAPY.
A.C.J. Robinson, D.G Johnston, S. Robinson, J. Burke and R.S. Elkeles. Unit
of Metabolic Medicine, Imperial College School of Medicine at St. Mary's,
London.
Secondary failure to oral hypoglycaemic medications is common and leads
to insulin therapy, often resulting in weight gain and sub-optimal glycaemic
control. We hypothesised that, in this group of diabetic patients, the addition
of metformin to their insulin regimen would improve glycaemic control. A
double blind, placebo controlled, crossover study was employed; after a 6
week run-in period recruited patients were randomly allocated to receive
either metformin 1 gin bd. or placebo for twelve weeks at which point
crossover took place. At baseline and at six week intervals during the
treatment periods fasting venous blood was taken for HbAlc, glucose,
triglyceride, HDL and total cholesterol measurement. Results are given as
medians (quartiles) and Wilcoxon-rank-sum tests were used for statistical
analysis after an order effect was excluded.

Baseline characteristics: n=19, age 64yrs (57&67), BMI 28kg/tn2

(26&31), duration of diabetes 14 yrs, total cholesterol 5.7mmol/l (5.2-6.3),
HbAlc 8.6% (8.3&9.8) and fasting plasma glucose 10.5mmol/l
(8.1&14.9). Significant improvement in glycaemic control was seen after
metformin treatment; median fall for HbAlc 0.9% (0 &1.9) p<0.003, and
for fasting plasma glucose 4.4 mmol/l (6.7&-0.2) p=0.008. Furthermore
total cholesterol improved with a median fall of O.Smmol/l p=0.02. There
were no significant changes during the placebo period. We conclude that
metformin is an effective treatment for sub-optimally controlled insulin
treated Type II diabetes. The striking fall in fasting glucose as compared to
the more modest fall in HbAlc suggests that the principal effect is to reduce
hepatic glucose output.

1354
USEFULNESS OF COMBINATION THERAPY WITH SULFONYL-
UREA AND r(-GLUCOSIDASE INHIBITOR IN NIDDM.
T.Iijima,T.Makino,H.Takahashi,Z.Miyazaki,H.Amano
K.Furukawa, K,Ohmori,M,Uchida,T.Takahashi and
S,Kuribayashi, Urayasu Hospital of Juntendo Univ
and Toukatsu Nambu Voglibose Resurch Group.Chiba
279,Japan,
Purpose: Effect of a- glucosidase inhibitor (Vog-
libose) alone or combined with sulfonylurea (SU)
therapy in patients with NIDDM in whom SU thera-
py had failed was investigated.
Methods; Subjects were 71 patients with NIDDM in
failure glycemic control under SU therapy. Con-
cerning the administration method, initially, SU
were discontinued or halved of daily doses. Af-
ter 2 weeks administration of Voglibose alone or
with SU was started. Patients were followed 20
weeks, Criteria for the effect of reducing the
dose of SU were follows; SU was no longer re-
quired, the dose of SU was decreased or the SU
could be changed another SU with a weaker activ-
ity.
Results: A reduction of SU was obtained highly
in 76.1% (54of 71 patients). Levels of postpran-
dial blood glucose, HbAlc and 1,5AG improved
significantly from 223.4±59.5 to 184.94-53.6mg/dl
from 7.81.5 to 7.2,1.2% and from 7.0±6.3 to
9.8t7.61ag/ml respectively.
conclusion; These findings suggest that this
regimen is useful as a therapy for reducing the
dose of SU, father moderate the exhaustion of
pancreatic B cell,



1355
GLYCOSYLATED HEMOGLOBINS ARE BETTER ON COMBINA-
TION ORAL THERAPY WITH OR WITHOUT EVENING OR
NIGHT INSULIN THAN ON TWICE DAILY MIXED INSULIN.
D. Bell and M. Mayo. The University of Alabama
at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama.
100 of 130 C-peptide positive non-insulin-depen-
dent diabetes mellitus patients on insulin were
successfully transferred to combination oral hy-
poglycemic therapy with glyburide and metformin.
(A) - a primary failure rate of 23%. Secondary
failure occurred in 17 patients (17%) after a
mean of 6.4 months (range 2-16 months). Two
patients restarted insulin because of cost. Of
the primary failures 6 were due to side effects,
6 were successfully managed on combination oral
therapy plus night or evening insulin (B)and 16
on twice daily insulin with Metformin (C). Of
the secondary failures, 12 were controlled on
regimen B and 5 on regimen C. There was no
difference in C-peptide regimen levels between
regimens A,B,or C. Glycosylated hemoglobin
levels (Al N5 -8%) were significantly less on A
(9.8v8.3% p=0.0001), B(11.2 %v9.7o p=0.001), and
less on C(10.3% v 9.8% p=0.45) when compared
with twice daily insulin alone. Conclusion:
Improvement in glycosylated hemoglobin in insu-
lin-utilizing non-insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus patients can be obtained on combination
oral therapy alone or on combination oral
therapy with once daily evening or night insulin
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THE COMBINATION OF INSULIN AND METFORMIN IN TREATMENT OF
NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS (NIDDM)
A. Chaudhuri, R. Tomar, P. Mohanty, E. Szudzik, A. Bandyopadhyay, M. Arian, K.
Thusu and P. Dandona. State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, N.Y.

Metformin is used alone or in combination with sulphonylurea in the treatment of
non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). We have now examined
whether in NIDDM 1) metformin with insulin can safely cause a fall in HbA 10 to 7%
or less and 2) if this may result in weight loss and lower insulin dose when
compared to insulin treatment alone. Forty NIDDM patients on insulin on their first
visit to the Diabetes Center were identified by retrospective chart reviews of all the
patients seen in the past year. These were divided into groups who were on
insulin (Group I) or insulin + metformin (Group 2) at the most recent visit. Group 2
was subdivided into those with BMI of either <_ 30 (Group 2A) or > 30 (Group 2B).
Blood glucose, HbA 10, insulin dose and weights were collected from their initial
and most recent visit. HbAl cdecreased from 10 ± 2.7% to 7 ± 1.1% (p < 0.01) in
Group 1 and from 9.8 ± 2.1% to 7.2 ± 1.4% (p <0.01) in Group 2. However, the
magnitude of decrease in HbA lc was not different between the two groups. Total
insulin dose increased from 45 ± 16 units/day to 56 ± 15 units/day (p < 0.05) in
Group 1 while it decreased from 80 ± 45 units/day to 73 ± 38 units/day in Group 2.
The median increase in insulin dose was 8 units in Group 1 while the median
decrease was 3 units (p < 0.05) in Group 2. Similar decreases were noted in
Group 2A. Individuals in Group 1 increased their weight from 75 ± 8.6 kg to 77.7 ±
9 kgs (p < 0.01) while weight decreased from 100.4 ± 23.6 kg to 98.6 ± 22.7 kgs in
Group 2. A decrease in weight was seen even in Group 2A. The increase in
weight was 3 ± 3.3 kgs in Group 1 while weight decreased by 2 ± 4 kgs in Group 2
(p < 0.01). We conclude that insulin + metformin is safe and is as effective as
insulin alone in improving glycemic control in NIDDM obese and non obese
patients. However, it lowers insulin dose and prevents weight gain which might be
of importance in lowering the cardiovascular risk factors in these subjects.

1357
EFFECTS OF THREE DIFFERENT THERAPEUTICS REGIMENS ON GLUCOSE
AND C-PEP TIDE RESPONSE TO A MIXED MEAL IN NIDDM PATIIENTS.
A.C.Santos, M.F. Goncalves,T.Dimetz, H.Gazzola and M.B.Gomes. State University
of Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
The effects of 3 different therapeutic regimens (2 months for each ) with glicazida 320
mg (G), G and insulin (GI) and insulin (I) on glucose and C-peptide response to a
mixed meal (317 Kcal: 55.7% CHO, 14.8% protein,29.5% fat), body weight (BW) and
metabolic control was evaluated in 25 NIDDM patients (18 F), age 46.1 + 7.6 yr,
diabetes duration 10.6 a 9.6 yr. During phase2 (GI) 6-10 U of NPH insulin (bedtime)
was added, at phase3 (I) only insulin was given.The following parameters of C-
peptide and glucose curve were studied: FBG, basal C-peptide (BC-p), area under the
curve for glucose (AUCg) and C-peptide (AUCp), peak value for glucose (VPg) and
C-peptide (VPp). Stastical analysis was done by Friedman and Wilcoxon test
(Bonferroni correction). The results expressed in median (range) were:

G GI I
BW (Kg) 64,8 (43,1 - 98,9) 66,7*(42,8-101,4) 65,8(42,7-104)
FBG(mg/dl) 242,5(138,5-449,5) 155 ** (86-384) 189(85-358)
Vpg(mg/dl) 290(183-535) 214*** (150-448) 278(147-479)
AUCg(x104 ) 3,0(1,18-5,97) 2,1(1,46-5,12) 2,8(1,63-5,2)
mg/dl.min
BC-p(ng/ml) 2,05(0,4-3,8) 1,9(0;6-4,8) 1,2(0,1-4,9)
Vpp(ng/mt) 2,97(0,6-5,9) 2,72(0,7-8,2) 2,54(0,7-8,2)
AUCp 311,25 256,8 203,25
(ng/ml.min) (50,4-581,7) (56,25-648,75) (54,75-669,75)
NPH(U) 12 **** (12-30) 18(11-60)
HbA1C(%) 9,2(6,8-13,8) 8,8(5-12,5) 8,8(5,5-13,4)

*p<0.005vsG;**p<0.001vsG and p=0.01vs I;*** p<0.002vsG and I, ****p<0.0001vsI

We concluded that combined therapy resulted in better glicemic response to a mixed
meal without increment in C-peptide and with a significant weight gain.

1358
EVALUATION OF GLYCAEMIC CONTROL IN NIDDM PATIENTS TREATED WITH
ORAL HYPOGLYCAEMIC AGENTS VERSUS COMBINATION WITH NPH INSULIN.
PS van der Wal, A. Scheen, L. VanGaal, H. Schmitt, RI Heine and the SWIM study group,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Liege, Antwerp, Brussels, Belgium.

In a multicentre study we compared the fasting and 2 hours post breakfast blood
glucose (FBG and PBG) and HbAlc levels with the weighted mean blood glucose
level as calculated from home blood glucose monitoring (HBGM) in 79 NIDDM
patients (38 males) who were switched from oral (15mg glipizide and 1800mg
metformin daily; ORAL) to combined oral and bedtime-NPH-insulin (COMB)
therapy. Mean age was 59.6 (SD 8.4) years, diabetes duration 10.3 (11.3) years. On
ORAL therapy, HbAlc was 1.37 (0.31) times the upper limit of the laboratory
reference range (ULR), mean FBG 9.9 (2.2), PBG 11.8 (2.9) and mean 24 hours
HBGM level 10.3 (2.4) mmol/l. On COMB, mean HbAlc was 1.28 (0.26) ULR,
mean FBG 7.7 (1.8), PBG 9.8 (2.8) and mean HBGM level 9.0 (2.3) mmolll. In a
linear regression analysis, to evaluate the effect of the therapeutic regimen on
glycaemic parameters, we used HBGM-value as dependent variable revealing a beta
of 0.76 (CI 0.57 - 0.95) for FBG explaining 49.9% (R2) of the variance of I-IBGM in
ORAL treated subjects versus a beta of 0.55 (0.36-0.74) explaining 36.2% when on
COMB treatment. PBG explained 46.4% of the HBGM variance (beta=0.56) when on
ORAL treatment and 58.3% (beta=0.45) after transfer to COMB treatment. The same
regression analysis revealed lower values when comparing HbAlc with HBGM:
beta=5.0 with R2 33.6% in ORAL and beta=3.6 with RZ 33.2% in COMB treatment.
With HbAlc value as dependent variable R 2 was lower than 22% for all glycaemic
variables. We conclude that in NIDDM patients with secondary failure to ORAL
treatment the fasting and two hours post breakfast blood glucose levels reflect
glycaemic control as measured with HBGM but not with HbAlc (gold-standard).
When bedtime insulin is part of the therapeutic regimen, post load blood glucose
levels best reflect overall glycaemic control as assessed with HBGM but not with
HbAlc. Concordance between HBGM and HbAlc values is low in these NIDDM
patients on ORAL and on COMB treatment.
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COMBINATION THERAPY WITH HUMAN INSULIN AND
SULFONYLUREA IN INDIAN NIDDM.
V Mohan, Madras-India, CS Yajnik, Pune-India, JK Joshi, Novo
Nordisk India, LNJorgensen, JP Sorensen, Novo Nordisk A/S - Asia-
Pacific Centre, Singapore.
The aim of this study was to compare three different treatment
regimens in 66 Indian NIDDM patients with insufficient glycemic
control on maximal doses of sulfonylurea alone. The following
regimens were administered for a period of 6 months:
A: Insulin only (Mixtard® 30 HM twice daily). (n=25)
B: Sulfonylurea plus insulin (bedtime Monotard) (n=23)
C: Sulfonylurea plus insulin (morning Monotard) (n=18)
Baseline values (mean, SD) were as follows:
Age: 52 years (7.7), duration of diabetes: 9 years (4.6), body weight: 64
kg (9.9) , HbA, 0: 10.2 (1.4).
Results after 6 months:

A B C P value

Insulin dose 57 U/d 18 U/d 22 U/d 0.0001
HbA<, change -1.5% -1.5% -1.8% 0.800
Weight, +2.8kg +2.4kg +2.2kg 0.696
change

Conclusion: Full insulin substitution as well as the two modes of
combination therapy resulted in comparable improvements in metabolic
control, and comparable weight gains, in Indian NIDDM patients with
unsatisfactory control on sulfonylurea only.
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BEDTIME VERSUS PRE-PRANDIAL INSULIN THERAPY FOR
SULFONYLUREA FAILURE IN NIDDM.
G. Perriello, S. Pampanelli, L. Epifano, A. Di Vincenzo, G. Calabrese,
P. Brunetti, G. B. Bolli. University of Perugia, Perugia, Italy.

It is presently controversial whether bedtime insulin (BI) or

multiple insulin (MI) therapy is more effective in NIDDM patients, in
whom oral hypoglycemic agents have failed. To assess the effects of BI
vs MI on glucose control and metabolism, and insulin sensitivity (2-step,
hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp, 60 and 240 pmol•m -2 .min- '), we

studied 14 NIDDM patients (10M, 4F; BMI=27.2±0.8) according to a
randomized cross-over design. Following a run-in period of 2 weeks,
during which body weight (BW) and fasting plasma glucose (FPG)
remained stable, NIDDM subjects were assigned to BI or MI for 3
months and subsequently switched to the other insulin regimen for other
3 months. Both treatments decreased FPG (BI, -4.4+0.8 and MI, -
3.2+_0.4 mmol/L) and hepatic glucose production (3- 3H-glucose, BI, -

2.61+0.79 and MI, -2.08+0.32 pmol•kg - •min -1) to a similar extent

(p=NS). However, mean 24-h plasma glucose concentration (BI,

12.1+_0.7 vs MI, 9.2+_0.6 mmol/L, p<0.05) and Hba 1 , (BI, 8.6+0.3 vs MI,

7.2+_0.2 %, p<0.05) were significantly lower after MI. Moreover, 24-h
plasma insulin concentration (BI, 156±12 and MI, 171 + 12 pmol/L),

body weight (BI, 79+2 and MI, 80±2 kg) and insulin sensitivity (M, 60

pmol•m-2 .min- ', BI, 4.43±0.53 and MI, 4.95±0.70 µmol•kg - '.min- l; 240

pmol•m-2 .min- ', BI, 28.69+1.50 and MI, 27.49±2.04 tmol.kg - l•min- ')

did not differ after BI or MI (all, p=NS). In conclusion, MI can be
considered a better treatment in sulfonylurea failure NIDDM, because
determines a greater improvement in glucose control without inducing
further hyperinsulinemia and increase in body weight.
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EFFECTS OF HALVING SULPHONYLUREA DOSAGE IN CHINESE NIDDM
PATIENTS ON INSULIN-ORAL HYPOGLYCAEMIC AGENT COMBINATION
THERAPY FOR SECONDARY DRUG FAILURE
C.C. Chow, J.K.Y. Li, G.T.C.Ko, V.T.F. Yeung, J.C.N. Chan, L.W.W Tsang, L.N.
Jorgensen* and C.S. Cockram. Diabetes and Endocrine Centre, Prince of Wales
Hospital, Hong Kong; * Novo Nordisk A/S, Asia Pacific Centre, Singapore.
Recent evidence suggests that in NIDDM patients with secondary drug failure,
insulin-oral hypoglycaemic agents (OHA) combination therapy may achieve similar
glycaemic control at a lower insulin dose and with less weight gain compared to
insulin therapy alone. The minimum effective dose of sulphonylurea and the long
term efficacy of combination therapy, however, remain unanswered. In a 2-phase
randomized, open, parallel trial, we evaluate the effects of halving sulphonylurea
dosage in 66 Chinese NIDDM patients on combination therapy. After a run-in
period 01 12 weeks whereby subjects already on combination therapy were reviewed
and stabilized, they were randomized to either maximal sulphonylurea dose (Full-
SU) or half the maximal dose of SU (Halved-SU) for a period of 4 weeks without
change of insulin dosage, followed by a 20-week insulin re-adjustment phase. 47
subjects (duration of DM 12.5±4.7 years and on insulin-OHA combination therapy
for 14.7±15.6 months) were included for final analysis. Both groups (25 Full-SU,
22 Halved-SU) had similar basal glycaemic control (FPG 7.8±3.7 vs 7.5±2.2
mmol/l, NS; HbAic 8.5±1.2 vs 8 6±1.1 0A,, NS) with slightly lower basal bedtime
insulin requirement for the Full-SU group (12.8±6.0 vs 16.7±6.8 U p=0.037). At
the end of 4 weeks, the 2 groups did not show any significant difference in terms of
glycaemic control, body weight parameters, blood pressure and lipids compared to
baseline. In the subsequent 20-week insulin re-adjustment phase, neither group
differed in their insulin requirement to achieve similar glycaemic control to
baseline (increment 1.64±2.96 vs 3.10±4.22, NS). In conclusion, we confirm our
previous report of the efficacy of low dose insulin-OHA combination therapy (mean
Insulatard® dose of 16 U bedtime) to achieve good stable glycaenric control for a
extended mean duration of 24 months. Halving the dose of sulphonylurea after
stabilization of combination therapy had no deleterious effect on glycaemic control
or other cardiovascular risk factors during a 6-month follow-up.
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Meal-tune insulin versus glibenclamide in type 2 diabetic patients with diet failure.
D.K.G. Andersson (1), A. Kempe (2), B. Vessby (3) and C. Berne (4). University of
Uppsala (1,3,4) and Harnosaud Hospital (2), Sweden.
We compared a short-acting meal time insulin regime with sulfonylurea treatment
during 12 months in a group of newly detected type 2 diabetic subjects, aged < 70
years at diagnosis and not adequately controlled on diet alone. The primary objective
of the study was to evaluate parameters of glycemic control, insulin secretion and
insulin sensitivity. A secondary objective was to study the feasibility of the treatment
regimes including side effects and tolerability. The study was approved by the
regulatory authorities and the local ethics comnmittee. Fifty-six patients with persistent
fasting blood glucose values > 6.7 umiol/l were recruited from two centres. The
subjects were randomised to either short-acting meal time insulin or glibenclamide. At
randomisation there were no significant differences between the two groups regarding
age, sex distribution, body mass index, waist-hip ratio, HbAlc or fasting C-peptide
values. After one year, 52 patients had completed the study. Both treatments reduced
HbAlc (insulin 1.16% versus glibenclamide 0.90 °/u) and increased weight (1.68 kg
versus 1.96 kg). In intention to treat analyses no differences could be seen between the
insulin or glibenclamide treated patients in respect to I-IbAlc (6.47 % versus 6.51 %)
and glucose values before and during a 75 g OGTT. Fasting C-peplide values were
lower in the insulin treated group (p=O.05), but not so after 120 minutes in the OGTT.
Insulin sensitivity as measured with an intravenous insulin tolerance test was not
significantly different between the groups. Urinary albumin excretion tended to he
lower in the insulin-treated group, but not in the glibenclamide group (p=0.19). No
serious adverse events were reported and both treatments were equally well accepted.
At the end of the study all patients felt motivated to continue the regimes to which they
had been randomised. In conclusion, both short-acting insulin and glibenclamide
regimes produced similar results concerning glycemic control and insulin sensitivity
with a tendency for the insulin treatment to be associated with lower fasting C-peptide
values. A longer follow up or a larger study cohort will probably be needed to further
evaluate these findings.
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IGF-I AND INSULIN: LONG-TERM CO-THERAPY IN NIDDM.
B.C. Hansen, N. Levin, B. Taylor, and N.L. Bodkin. Obesity and
Diabetes Research Center, University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD and
Genentech, Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA.
The potential value of the treatment of NIDDM patients with
recombinant human insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) and insulin has
been suggested by the reports of possible abnonnalities in the IGF-I
axis of NIDDM patients and by reports of improvements in insulin
sensitivity in IGF-I treated subjects. In the present study, we have
examined long-term treatment of NIDDM by IGF-I and insulin co-
therapy in nonhuman primates with spontaneous type 2 noninsulin
dependent diabetes using the highest effective dose found in humans to
be associated with minimal side effects (40.tg/kg b.i.d.). This dose
produced a 2.5 fold rise in fasting plasma IGF-I levels (269±26 ng/ml
vs 673±38 ng/ml, p<0.0001), and no change in IGF-I binding protein
3 (IGFBP-3) as measured by RIA. Simultaneously, insulin doses
(mean±SE: 44.4±8.3 U/day or 4.6±0.8 U/kg/day) were reduced and
adjusted as needed to maintain a consistent level of moderate glucose
control. At weeks 18-24 of treatment, insulin dose was stable at
26.1±7.2 U/day or 2.8±0.7 U/kg/day. This average reduction in
insulin dose (-32.2%) resulted in no significant increase in fasting
plasma glucose levels (basal vs weeks 18-24: 231±21 vs 239±21
mg/dl; p=n.s.) and no change in body weight. Maintenance of the
reduced insulin dose level after termination of IGF-I treatment at 26-30
weeks showed a significant rise in fasting plasma glucose, 24 hour
urine glucose, triglycerides and other parameters. We estimate that
rhIGF-I can be used as an adjunct to the clinically indicated insulin
dose and reduce overall insulin requirement by 20 to 25% without
reducing glucose control. Importantly, wide variation was seen in
IGF-I efficacy, with some monkeys requiring nearly their full
pretreatment insulin dose and others successfully maintained with a
70% reduction in insulin dose.
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What kind of patient will benefit from treatment with a combination of
premixed insulin b.i.d. and sulfonyulrea?
L. Landstedt-Hallin, P Amer, J Bolinder, H Olsen, M Carlsson, L Groop and the
SISU Research Team. Danderyds and Huddinge Hospitals, Stockholm and Dept of
Endocrinology, University of Lund, Malmo, Sweden, Finland and Norway.

Although the combination of insulin (INS) and sulfonylurea (SU) has been used in
the treatment of NIDDM for long, there is no information available on which patient
might benefit from the combination. To address this question, 175 patients (62 F/
113 M; age 59 ± 9 yrs, BMI 26.8 ± 3.0) in a randomized double-blind multicenter
study (SISU, 8 centers) treated with glibenclamide (GB) were started on premixed
insulin (Isuhuman Comb 25/75, Hoechst AG, Germany) b.i.d. (30 ± 16 U) in
addition to previous GB treatment (10.5 mg/d) for 4 mo. During this period, fasting
BG (13.1 - 8.7 mmol/1) was decreased by 33%, HbA (9.63- 7.95 %) by 25%,
serum triglycerides ( 2.67 --) 1.91 mmol/) by 29%, serum C-peptide (0.70 -+ 0.59
nmol/1) by I5%, while free insulin (21 -s 33 mU/1) cone rose by 50%. In order to
identify the patients who really showed benefit from the combination therapy, 75%
of the patients were given INS+ placebo, whereas 25% continued with INS+GB for
another 4 mo. A deterioration of 40% in FBG/HbA 1 . during insulin +PL was
considered as proof of a beneficial effect (RESP). Using this definition, 152 patients
could be classified as RESP or NONRESP. 67 01 113 patients (60%) who received
INS+PLA deteriorated vs 5 of the 39 patients (13%) who continued with INS+GB
(p<0.001). Therefore, about half of them were true RESP to combination therapy.
Baseline measurements/recordings of insulin sensitivity (insulin tolerance test) ,
fasting insulin, C-peptide, blood pressure, BMI, age, duration of diabetes were
included in a multivariate analysis to identify predictors of RESP (dependent
variable). Neither insulin sensitivity nor insulin secretion predicted the outcome.
Only a long duration of diabetes was significantly assocaited with RESP (p= 0.0008).
In conclusion, combination therapy with premixed INS b.i.d + SU is effective in
about 50% of patients who have failed on SU alone, particularly in patients with
long diabetes duration. To avoid unnecessary treatment, a trial of SU withdrawal is
indicated after a few months of combination therapy.

1365
RATE OF SECONDARY FAILURE TO SULPHONYLURIA TREATMENT
IN TYPE 2 DIABETICS AND FACTORS WHICH ARE RELATED TO IT.
A. Kofinis, A. Mavrogiannaki, Ch Tountas, El Husban Taisir, G.
Chaliotis, G. Hadjigeorgiou, E. Antoniadou and B. Karamanos.
In order to investigate the rate of secondary failure to oral
antidiabetics in type II diabetics, we followed 100 patients with mean
age of 58.5 years and mean duration of diabetes 7.5 years for 10 years.
From these, 65 were still on tablets for the whole study period and
form Group A, while 35 had started insulin and form Group B. At the
beginning the two groups did not differ in BMI 28.0vs27.6, Systolic
Blood Pressure 144.4vs135.6mmHg, Diastolic Blood Pressure
82.6vs82.6 mmHg, Cholesterol 5.9vs6.0 mmol/L,Tg 1.7vsl.9 mmollL,
while the mean annual blood glucose was higher in group B 8.5vs11.3
mmol/L and diabetes duration was longer 6.5vs9.0 years. Also no
difference was found in the presence of diabetes in first degree
relatives	 44.6vs54.2%,	 smoking	 26.2vs31.4%,	 hypertension
26.2vs40.2% and proteinuria 26.1vs45.7% (Albustix positive). The rate
of secondary failure was more or less the same during the 10 years,
being 3-4% per year. During the 10 years follow up period the patients
were examined two to three times per year. The trend of the
differences concerning all the parameters studied was the same and is
reflected to the comparison of the data at the end of the study. Thus
comparing group A and B at the 10th years we found that group B had
higher BMI 26.5vs28.3 p>.05, higher mean blood glucose 9.5vs12
mmolIL p<.001 and proteinuria 26.1vs45.7 %. Morover patients in group
B had increased their systolic blood pressure during follow up period
for 135.6 to 144.4 this difference being statistically significant.
Conclusion: 1. In type 11 diabetics the rate of secondary failure was
35% per 10 years. 2. Factors possibly related to this condition were a)
longer diabetes duration b) higher mean blood glucose values at the
beginning. 3) Insulin treatment was associated with an increase of the
systolic blood pressure and an increase in the prevalence of
proteinuria (Albustix positive).

1366
TREATMENT OF NIDDM - PROGRESSIVE REQUIREMENT
FOR POLYPHARMACY TO ATTAIN GLYCAEMIC GOALS
CA Cull, R R Holman, R C Turner for the UK Prospective Diabetes
Study (UKPDS) Group, Diabetes Research Labs. University of
Oxford, Oxford, UK

To prevent complications of diabetes, the American Diabetes
Association have suggested additional therapy when HbA l, > 8%,
aiming for HbA IC < 7%. The 5102 patients with newly diagnosed
NIDDM recruited into the UKPDS, ages 25 - 65 yrs, from 23 centres
across the UK, are representative of NIDDM in the general
population. Patients, mean (SD) age 52 (9) yrs, BMI 29 (6) kg/m 2,

median (iqr) fasting plasma glucose 11.5 (9.0,14.4) mmol/l and
HbA, C 9.1 (7.5, 10.7) %, were randomly allocated to monotherapy
with diet, sulphonylurea, metformin or insulin. The proportion (%) of
patients who achieved HbA, C < 8% (< 7%) were:

Therapy	 3 years	 6 years	 9 years
Diet	 37 (25)	 17 (10)	 8 (5)
Chlorpropamide	 55 (46)	 35 (27)	 21(13)
Glibenclamide	 52 (43)	 38 (25)	 16 (10)
Insulin	 48 (41)	 35 (27)	 21(18)

In obese patients, the efficacy of metformin was similar to that of
glibenclamide. In conclusion, at 3 years only half of NIDDM patients
can achieve HbA lc < 8% on monotherapy and at 9 years only one in
five. Polypharmacy needs to be considered early if glycaemic control
is to be maintained. Even with insulin therapy, continued
hyperglycaemia is common.
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PANCREATIC FUNCTION AND METABOLIC CONTROL OF NIDDM
PATIENTS WITH SECONDARY FAILURE TO ORAL HYPOGLYCEMIC
AGENTS.

O.Sanchez-Vilar, MA.Gonzalo, LMoreno, C.Del Peso, S.Azriel,
JLLara, A.Rovira and JL.Herrera-Pombo. FUNDACION JIMENEZ
DIAZ (UAM). MADRID. SPAIN.
In NIDDM patients with secondary failure to oral hypoglycemic
agents (SF) insulin therapy is a current indication. We have evaluated
changes in metabolic control in patients with SF treated with insulin.
43 patients (age at diagnosis:47.8±1.9yr; evolution time up to
SF:10.3±1.1 yr; body mass index (BMI):26.6±0.7 kg/M 2; mean±SE)
were studied. Plasma C-peptide before (BCP) and 6 min after iv
glucagon (6PC) were measured at starting insulin therapy (n=38) and
after two years (n=17). HbAlc(%) before treatment (9.2±0.2, n=43)
decreased at one (7.4±0.2, n=43, p<0.001), at three (8.0±0.2, n=28,
p<0.05) and at five years (8.5±0.6, n=10, p=ns). Cholesterol,
triglycerides, HDL, LDL and uric acid levels remained unchanged
during the follow-up. BMI only increased at one year (27.7±0.7
kg/m2, p<0.01). BCP decreased after treatment (0.63±0.07 vs
0.44±0.17 p<0.05) while 6CP (0.89-±0.1 vs 0.66± 0.1) and CP
increment (6CP-bCP) did not change. In conclusion, insulin therapy
in NIDDM patients with SF improved the glycemic control during the
first three years, regardless of a progressive deterioration in pancreatic
function.
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EFFICACY OF COMBINATION OF INSULIN AND SULFONYLUREA IN
NIDDM PATIENTS WITH SECONDARY SULFONYLUREA FAILURE
H.Komori, K.Oi and H.Kajinuma. Toho University, Tokyo, Japan

We studied the efficacy of combination of insulin and
sulfonylurea (SU) in the treatment of NIDDM patients with
secondary SU failure. 37 NIDDM patients were randomly
allocated to Group A (NPH insulin in the morning), B (NPH insulin
at bedtime), C (long-acting insulin at bedtime) and D (insulin only).
A, B and C were given SU. Fasting blood samples were
collected at 0, 2, 12 and 52 weeks. HbA1c showed a trend to
decrease in C but the trend didn't affect statistics. In A, B and D
HbA1c was significantly improved but there was no significant
difference among the three groups. CPR and lipids did not
change. BMI did not change significantly in A, B and C but
increased at 52 weeks in D (20.70±2.70 at start vs 23.40±1.98
at 52 weeks p<0.01). The daily insulin doses were increased at
2 weeks in D, with a trend towards a further increase thereafter
(16.4±4.3 u/day at 2 weeks vs 19.7±6.6 ulday at 52 weeks,
p<0.001). In A the insulin doses were increased significantly but
the dose gain was more pronounced in D than A. B and C
needed only 6^-7 u/day of insulin. In conclusion, 1) combination
therapy except for C and insulin only improved HbA, c and there
was no significant difference among the three groups; 2)
combination of bedtime insulin and SU needed only a small
amount of the daily insulin dose; 3) insulin only patients needed a
large daily insulin dose and weight gain was pronounced. We
recommend combination of bedtime NPH insulin and SU in
secondary SU failure patients.
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A STUDY OF MODES OF TREATMENT IN TYPE II PATIENTS
WITH DIABETES ATTENDING OUTPATIENT CLINIC

PRADEEP G. TALWALKAR, TALWALKAR CLINIC, MUMBAI, INDIA
We studied the modes of treatment in 483 consecutive
patients with Type II diabetes attending an out-
patient clinic. All the patients received detailed
diet and exercise prescriptions and were subjected
to periodic educational programmes. In addition,
Oral Hypoglycemic Agents (OHA) and/or insulin were
administered as per the individual requirement.
Inspite of detailed discussion on benefits of
persistent good control of blood glucose and advice
regarding acceptance of insulin in those whose blood
glucose is inadequately controlled with Diet+OHA
therapy, tremendous resistance was encountered
when insulin therapy was adviced. The main causes
for reluctance to accept insulin included -
1)injection phobia, 2)cost of insulin therapy,
3)fear of "addiction to insulin" and 4)fear of
severe hypoglycemia. The objections and misconcep-
tions were overcome using all the persuasive skill
developed over the years. 36.3% patients were on
insulin (5% on insulin alone, 31.3%were on insulin+
OHA therapy. 2°%, were on diet + exercise while 28.8%,
7.2%, and 25.7% were on sulphonylurea(S), Biguanide
(B), B+S therapy respectively. We conclude that
with type Ildiabeteswe used insulin in 36.3%
patients. Even though most of the patients had
strong objections to the use of insulin, theywere
overcome by detailed patient education and use of
persuasive skill.
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TROGLITAZONE ADDED TO A SULPHONYLUREA SHOWS A
DOSE-RESPONSE CONSISTENT WITH MONOTHERAPY
M.A. Young, M. Starkie, S. Lettis and D.J.A. Eckland. Glaxo
Wellcome Research and Development Ltd., Greenford, U.K.
Troglitazone is a novel once daily, oral anti-diabetic agent for the
treatment of type 2 diabetes. Clinical studies used daily doses in the
range 10 to 800 mg. Using a pharmacodynamic model, analyses of
combined data from two double-blind, placebo-controlled, dose-
ranging studies in type 2 diabetic patients have shown, in terms of
HbA,,, fasting serum glucose (FSG) and triglyceride reductions, an
effective dose range of 200-600 mg od. Dose-response data from a
16-week, double-blind, placebo-controlled study adding troglitazone
(T) 100 or 200 mg od to stable sulphonylurea (SU) therapy (baseline
fasting capillary blood glucose ? 7 and <_ 12 mmol/1) are presented.
Ratio to placebo at week 12 (95 % confidence intervals) are as
follows:

HbA1^ FSG Triglycerides
T 100 mg + SU 0.97 0.88 1.01*

n=79, *n=80 (0.93, 1.02) (0.82, 0.94) (0.9, 1.14)
T 200 mg + SU 0.91 0.79 0.95
n=84 (0.87, 0.96) (0.74, 0.84) (0.85, 1.07)

Triglyceride and FSG values fit on the existing dose-response curves.
HbA 1 , values, sensitive to random variation, were similar and within
existing confidence intervals. When added to SUs, troglitazone
displays dose-response characteristics consistent with monotherapy,
where 200 mg represents the minimum effective therapeutic dose.
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GENERALIZED ALLERGY TO HUMAN INSULIN TREATED WITH INSULIN
LISPRO
F.Hermoso',M.Vazquez', G. Chaves',J.Reviriego 2 and R.Andidn'.
'Department of pediatric. Hospital of Valladolid. 'Clinical
Research Deparment. Lilly, S.A. Madrid. SPAIN

Nowadays, insulin allergy is an uncommon complication
specially in chilhood.We communicate an 11 year-old girl
with an IDDM evolution of 8 months and poor metabolic
control even after trying different ways of insulin thera-
py. She had ketoacidosis and local skin reaction at insulin
injection areas(pain, reddening, swelling). Skin prick
tests were carried out with positive reaction to human,
porcine and beef insulins, as well as to protamine and
available commercial insulin formulations. An intravenous
insulin infusion (1,68 UI/kg/day) and oral antihistamines
were started. Ketoacidosis disappeared, and blood glucose
ranged from 200 to 300 mg/dl during 15 days. Treatment with
insulin lispro was initiated (0.96 UI/Kg/day); after 48 h.
blood glucose ranged from 60-100 mg/dl with symptoms of
clinical hypoglycemia. Subcutaneous insulin lispro adminis-
tration before the four main meals was started after 72 h,
and two doses of Ultralente insulin were used to cover
basal insulin requirements (total daily insulin = 1
U/Kg).After four months of treatment metabolic control was
markedly improved, with HbAlc levels decreased from 13,51
to 7,8%. Insulin specific antibodies kept always high
(996,92,11). The inflammation areas became gradually better
with a posterior atrophy of the subcutaneous cellular
tissue. There were no local reactions.It's important to
notice that in spite of the high range of antiinsulin
antibodies, insulin lispro achieve a good metabolic
control. Since insulin lispro is rapidly absorbed from the
cellular subcutaneous tissue, it might avoid the total
inmunological destruction process.

ACTION OF INTRAVENOUS AND SUBCUTANEOUS ACYLATED
HUMAN INSULINS IN CONSCIOUS SWINE. J. Radziuk, J. Davies,
S. Pye, D. Flora, L. Vignati, R. DiMarchi and R. Chance. Ottawa Civic
Hosp., Ottawa, CAN; Lilly Res. Lab., Indianapolis, USA
[NE-palmitoyl Lys(B29)]human insulin (C16 insulin, n=6), [N 6-myris-
toyl Lys(B29)]human insulin (C14 insulin, n=5) and [N5-myristoyl
Lys(B28)Pro(B29)]human insulin (C14 insulin, n=6) were compared
(means±sem) to regular human insulin (n=5) during a 3h i.v. infusion at
0.01nmol/kg-min in 20h fasted pigs with a concurrent infusion of soma-
tostatin (0.3 sg/kg-min) and euglycemic clamp. Total glucose require-
ments were similar for (a) insulin: 3.9±0.3, (b)C16 insulin: 3.8±0.7 (c)
C 14 insulin: 4.4±0.5 (d) C14 lispro: 4.1±0.5 g/kg. Peak total insulin (IRI)
was (a) 0.28±0.02 (b) 8.0±0.7 (c) 3.3±0.7 (d) 6.1±0.4 nmol/L. Extension
of action was characterized by the time after termination of the glucose
infusion at which it was 10% of maximum: (a) 103±12 (b) 471±34 (c)
313±19 (d) 399±37min. A similar prototcol was implemented for 840
min after s.c. injection of 3 nmol/kg of the acylated analogs or NPH
human insulin. Glucose requirements were (a) NPH: 5.4±1.1 (b) C16
insulin: 2.8±0.5 (c) C14 insulin: 6.9±0.5 (d) C14 lispro: 3.8±0.6 g/kg.
Peak total IRI levels were (a) 0.16±0.01 (b) 2.40±0.29 (c)1.77±0.17 (d)
2.08±0.22 nmol/L. Peak mean glucose requirements were (a) 11.8±2.1
(b) 5.3±1.3 (c) 14.5±3.1 (d) 7.9±1.5 mg/kg-min. The ratios of fmal
(840min) to peak glucose infusion rates were (a) 0.35 (b) 0.49 (c) 0.19
(d) 0.19 suggesting both lower peaks and longer action for NPH and C16
insulin (p<0.05). These data show that for acylated insulins, increased
albumin binding, indicated by extension of action and higher total IRI le-
vels after i.v. infusion, predicts a decreased bioavailability as indicated
by WI levels and glucose requirements after s.c. injection (p<0.05). C14
insulin is the most bioavailable and C 16 insulin has the flattest response.
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C-PEPTIDE EVOLUTION IN NIDDM PATIENTS TREATED WITH LISPRO
INSULIN FOR SECONDARY FAILURE TO ORAL HYPOGLYCEMIC AGENTS.
MA.Gonzalo, . C.Del Peso, O.Sanchez-Vilar, S.Azriel, JI.Lara,
A.Rovira and JL.Herrera-Pombo. FUNDACION JIMENEZ DIAZ
(UAM). MADRID. SPAIN.
In patients with NIDDM and secondary failure to oral hypoglycemic
agents (SF) the administration of insulin may improve insulin
secretion. We have evaluated the pancreatic B-cell function and the
metabolic control in five NIDDM patients (age:58.6±2.7 yr; evolution
of disease: 10.6±1.3 yr; mean±SE) with SF before and after treatment
with intensified insulin therapy (NPH and LIS(B28) PRO(B29)
analogue, total daily dose of 0.65±0.07 U/kg) during four months.
HbAlc values declined after insulin therapy (10.3±0,4% vs 8.4±
0.6%; p<0.05). Basal C-peptide and 6 min after 1 mg iv glucagon
were 0.53±0.1 and 0.79±0.19 nmol/L before and 0.54±0.11 and 0.88±
0.28 after insulin treatment (p=ns). Body mass index (BMI) increased
from 29.0±2.6 to 30.0±0.1 kg/m2 (p<0.001). It was observed a
significant improvement in triglyceride and HDL-c levels. Only two
patients reported hypoglycemia once. In conclusion, the intensive
treatment with human rapid insulin analogue (Lispro) and NPH insulin
improves metabolic control without changes in the pancreatic B-cell
function in patients with NIDDM and secondary failure to oral
hypoglycemic agents.

1374
ACTIVITY PROFILES OF NPH HUMAN INSULIN AND [N 6-PAL-
MITOYL LYS (B29)] HUMAN INSULIN IN SUBJECTS WITH IDDM.
J. Radziuk, L. Vignati, P. Roach, R. DiMarchi, R. Chance, B.Bradley, S.
Pye and J. Braaten. Ottawa Civic Hosp., Ottawa, CAN; Lilly Res. Lab.,
Indianapolis, USA

[NE-palmitoyl Lys(B29)]human insulin is an acylated analog of insulin
which demonstrates an extended action compared to insulin alone when
infused intravenously (IV) secondary to binding of this analog to circulat-
ing albumin. The acylated insulin (A) was compared with respect to dur-
ation and activity profile in a crossover fashion to NPH insulin (B) follow-
ing subcutaneous (s.c.) doses of (A) 6nmol/kg and (B) 1.2 nmol/kg in 9
subjects with IDDM. After overnight IV infusion of regular human insu-
lin, a.m. glucose was (A) 6.8±0.1 and (B) 7.1±0.1 mmol/L. After the S.C.
injection, IV human insulin or glucose was infused to maintain near-basal
glycemia and tracer glucose was infused for the separate assessment of
hepatic glucose production (HGP). An activity profile was deduced for
each study by expressing the glucose infusion rate at each time point, as
a positive fraction (%) of the basal (measured) HGP, and the IV insulin
infusion rate as a negative fraction (%) of the basal requirement and sum-
ming the two fractions. Basal insulin infusion rates were (A) 0.99±0.09
and (B) 1.25±0.09 pmol/kg-min and the basal concentrations were (A)
318±84 and (B) 200±45 pmol/L. Mean insulin requirement fell to < 10%
of basal by (A) 200 min and (B) 150 min. During the 13h study (A)
0.42±0.06 and (B) 1.35±0.14 mmol/kg of additional glucose were
needed. Mean endogenous glucose production was (A) 10.1±1.5 and (B)
7.8±0.9 smol/kg-min (n.^). The activity profile at 3, 6, 9 and 12h was (A)
10±10, -9±7, -9±15, and -3±3% and (B) 12±10,-6±15,27±18,26±14%
(p<0.05). These data indicate that both forms of insulin administration
exert an extended (12h minimum) action which moreover remains stable
over this period.
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REDUCTION OF SNACKS WHEN SWITCHING IDDM
PATIENTS FROM REGULAR INSULIN TO LISPRO INSULIN
T. Ronnemaa and J Viikari, Department of Medicine, University of
Turku, Turku, Finland
The small or no improvements in HbAlc during insulin lispro
treatment despite of better postprandial glucose control may be due to
inadequate dietary adjustments. We tested whether reduction of
snacks and increasing correspondingly the energy in the main meals
results in improved metabolic control when switching to lispro
treatment. We studied 141 IDDM patients, mean age 36 (SD 9) yrs,
diabetes duration 14 (10) yrs, BMI 24.5 (2.4) kg/m2. All had two
daily NPH injections throughout the study. After baseline visit the
patients used regular insulin before main meals thrice daily for 12
weeks. Thereafter they were switched to lispro (injections
immediately before meals), and advised to transfer at least 50% from
their snack carbohydrates to preceeding main meals. After the regular
period and the 12-week lispro period, HbAlc was 7.81 and 7.70 %
(p=0.088), weight 73.4 and 72.9 kg (p<0.001), NPH dose 25.9 and
27.2 U/day (p < 0.001), and short-acting insulin dose 23.9 and 23.3
U/day (p=0.035), respectively. In those patients who diminished
their snacks exactly as advised (n=67), HbAlc decreased from 7.91
to 7.66% (p=0.014). In patients with high HbAlc (>7.5%) after
regular insulin and who reduced their snacks properly (n=46),
HbAlc decreased from 8.49 to 8.13% (p=0.004). The number of
hypoglycemias (blood glucose <2.5 mmol/1) was lower during lispro
period (2.1 vs 1.4 episodes, p=0.004). We conclude that when
switching from regular to lispro insulin, transfer of snack
carbohydrates to main meals is safe, and results in improved HbAlc
especially in patients with unsatisfactory metabolic control.

1376
PREMIXED FORMULATION OF B28ASP AND NPH-INSULIN:
PHARMACODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF A 30/70-STABLE MIXTURE

C. Weyer, T. Heise and L. Heinemann. Dept. of Metabolic Diseases and Nutrition,
Heinrich-Heine-University of Dusseldorf, Germany

The pharmacodynamic properties of the novel 30/70 mixture of soluble and protamin-
retarded B28Asp have not been investigated yet, whereas the time-action profile of the
rapid acting insulin analogue B28Asp has already been studied. We compared in a
double-blind study the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of a 30/70
mixture of soluble and protamin-retarded B28Asp with a 30/70 mixture of soluble and
protamin retarded human insulin (Actraphane HM, Novo Nordisk, Denmark). 24
healthy male volunteers (age 26±2 years, BMI 23,7+1,7 kg/m 2 ; meanSSD) received a
s.c. injection of 0.3 U/kg body weight of either preparation into the abdominal wall on
two study days during euglycaemic glucose clamps (target blood glucose 5.0 mmol/l,
baseline i.v. insulin infusion 0.15 mU/kg/min). Glucose infusion rates (GIR) and
serum insulin concentrations (INS) were determined the following 24 h. Injection of
the premixed formulation with B28Asp resulted in an earlier and more pronounced
increase in metabolic activity. The metabolic effect within the first 4 It after injection
was 37 % higher, while the overall-effect was similar.

30/70 B28Asp	 30/70 Actraphane
GIRm, * (mg/kg/min)	 9.7±2.3	 7.4+1.7*
tm. (min)	 127±24	 185+52*
AUC 0-240 min (g/kg x 240 min) 	 1.77±0.43	 1.29±0.34*
AUC 0-1440 min (nu/ka x 1440 min)	 4.49+1.52 	 4 74+129

INS Cmm (pmol/l)	 183±12	 101±8*

INS tmax (min)	 115±3	 177±13*
AUC 0-240 min (nmol/l x 240 min) 	 32.9±11.2	 21.1+7.6*
AUC 0-1440 min (nmol/l x 1440 min) 	 59.3±24.7	 61.9±16.1
(mean-SD), * P<0.0001

Subcutaneous injection of a stable 30/70 B28Asp protamin retarded mixture resulted
in a more pronounced metabolic effect in the first hours after injection than an
equivalent mixture with human insulin. The overall metabolic effect of both
preparations was comparable.

1377
LOCALISATION OF ALBUMIN BINDING SITE(S)

FOR NN304

T.Kjeldsen, P.Kurtzhals, A.F.Pettersson, L.Drube, S.Havelund,
I.Jonassen and J.Markussen. Insulin Research, Novo Nordisk A/S, DK-

2880 Bagsvaerd, Denmark.

NN304: LysB29-tetradecanoyl des(B30)-insulin, is a new soluble, long-
acting insulin analogue that is protracted by interaction with the
protein albumin. Albumin is a multifunctional protein that binds and
transport various endogenous molecules including fatty acids as well

as certain drugs. The NN304 insulin analogue interact with albumin

by binding to the long-chain fatty acid binding sites. The association

constant for binding of the NN304 insulin analogue to human albumin

is in the order of 10(5) M-1. The binding affinity of NN304 to albumin

is lower than that of the free fatty acids. Domains of recombinant

human albumin was expressed in yeast to investigate the site of
interaction between NN304 and albumin as well as the difference in

binding affinity between free fatty acids and NN304. Tetradecanoic

acid and NN304 binding affinities to purified recombinant human

domains I and III were determined. Tetradecanoic acid was found to
have high affinity binding to domain III and insignificant binding to

domain I. NN304 was found to bind to recombinant human domain
III and to have minor binding to recombinant human domain I. We

conclude that the mechanism for albumin binding of tetradecanoic acid
and NN304 to be cognate and that NN304 is likely to associate with

the fatty acid high affinity binding site on human albumin domain III.

1378
IMPROVED GLUCOSE CONTROL WITH INSULIN LISPRO
DEMONSTRATED BY REDUCING GLUCOSE VARIABILITY
R.L. Brunelle, M. Trautmann, V. Koivisto and L. Vignati, Eli Lilly
and Co. Indianapolis, IN, USA and Helsinki University Hospital,
Helsinki, Finland
Accurate assessment of daily blood glucose is important in
evaluating new therapies and in estimating the sample size for a
clinical trial. The variability of a multiple daily 7 point blood
glucose profile was evaluated in a large 6 month randomized,
multicenter crossover study comparing insulin lispro (LP) to
human regular insulin (HR) in patients with IDDM (n=379) and
NIDDM (n=328). A variance components analysis was
performed to estimate the within and between patient variability
in blood glucose measurements. A large decrease in variability
was observed by increasing daily glucose readings which allows
one to decrease the overall sample size of a similar study.

2hr Post-Breakfast Blood Glucose Measurements in mmol/L.
Glucose Standard Deviation	 Sample Size*

	

Readings IDDM	 NIDDM	 IDDM NIDDM
1	 4.25	 3.76	 145	 113
4	 3.10	 2.95	 77	 70

	

% Decrease 27.1	 21.5	 46.7	 38.5
*(alpha=0.05 two-tailed, Power=80%, detectable difference=1)

Using all 4 daily blood glucose measurements, a decrease in the
mean 2 hr postbreakfast blood glucose measurement was
observed during LP therapy (LP mean 8.58 sd 3.05 vs HR mean
9.75 sd 3.11, p<0.001).
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THE FIRST CLINICAL EXPERIENCE WITH INSULIN LISPRO IN RUSSIA
M. Antsiferov, A. Majorov, S. Ristic, V. de Verga, A. Sergeev, and I.
Dedov. Academy of Medical Science, Moscow, Russia and Eli Lilly Vienna,
Austria.
The aim of the study was to assess efficacy, safety and acceptance of
insulin lispro in patients on intensive insulin treatment. Thirty-nine IDDM
patients with moderately good metabolic control (HbAlc < 10%)
participated in this study. The age of the patients was 25±9.7 years.
Duration of diabetes was 113+70.4 months. At the beginning of the
treatment with insulin lispro, patients were instructed to use basal insulin
(Humulin NPH) twice a day. The dose and number of injections of lispro
insulin were adjusted by patients based on home blood glucose monitoring.
Postprandial blood glucose control was assessed by 1- and 2- hour blood
glucose after the standard meal. After the two month treatment period with
insulin lispro significant improvement in 2-hour postprandial blood glucose
was achieved compared to the prestudy values (13.5±5.2 vs. 10.9±5.4
mmol/l, p=0.032). One-hour postprandial blood glucose decreased from
15.0±5.0 to 12.8±5.9 mmol/l. HbA1 c decreased from 8.4%+1.4 to 8.0±1.5%
. Severe hypoglycemic episodes were not reported during the two month
study period. Treatment preference questionnaire (insulin lispro vs.
regular insulin) showed that 27/39 (69%) patients observed improvement in
metabolic control on insulin lispro, 18/39 (46%) observed improvement in
hypoglycemia, 21/39 (54%) experienced benefits in planning daily activities.
When the study was completed 30/39 (75%) patients decided to continue
using insulin lispro . In patients on intensive insulin treatment insulin lispro
was preferred and superior in controlling postprandial blood glucose to their
previously used prandial insulin.
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THE CARDIOVASCULAR SAFETY PROFILE OF INSULIN LISPRO (LP)
B. Glazer, S. Zalani, S. Symanowski, G. Uminger, J. Anderson, and E. Bastyr,
Lilly Research Laboratories, Indianapolis, Indiana USA
Cardiovascular (CV) disease is a cardinal complication of diabetes. We examined
the safety profile of LP (Humalog ), the first insulin of the rapid acting class of
insulin analogs, as it related to CV disease and sudden death. Ten pivotal studies
including 3634 patients (>2000 patient years) were conducted. Adverse events were
recorded at baseline and throughout the trials and assigned a COSTART term
(specific for CV disease and subsets). There was no difference between LP and
regular insulin (HR) in the number of patients developing a new CV disease event.

u	 LP	 HR	 p-value
All CV Events	 3634	 108	 92	 0.216
Cerebrovascular	 3634	 13	 9	 0.399
Cardiac	 3634	 45	 39	 0.508
Peripheral Vascular 	 3634	 16	 16	 1.000

Patients were classified to a low or high risk group for developing a new CV event
based upon a history of a CV event prior to entry. The highest CV risk group was
identified as those high CV risk group patients who had a prolonged QTc interval at
baseline. When either a newly developed CV event or an increase in severity of an
existing CV event were considered, there was no statistical difference (Fisher's Exact
test) between LP and HR therapy for any of the three risk groups.

Risk Group	 n	 Event Risk Rate	 LP	 HR	 p-value
Low	 2381	 4%	 54	 38	 0.089
High	 1253	 10%	 65	 66	 0.927
Highest	 80	 16%	 6	 7	 0.764

Sudden cardiac death was evaluated as observed death from ventricular tachycardia
or fibrillation within 24 hours of the event. Eight cases of sudden cardiac death were
reported in the controlled and long-term trials. There was no statistical difference
between the LP versus the non-LP treated patients (3 vs. 5, p = 0.274 ).
In conclusion, there no clinical or statistical difference between LP and HR treated
patients for the development of new CV events or sudden cardiac death.

1381
INSULIN LISPRO REDUCES HYPERGLYCEMIA AFTER A TEST MEAL
BASED ON TRADITIONAL NUTRITION OF CENTRAL EUROPE
S. Ristic and V. de Verga. Eli Lilly Vienna, Austria.
The objective of the study was to compare insulin lispro with human regular
insulin in regard to glycemic control of diabetic patients on intensive insulin
treatment. 62 patients (age 35.7+9.3; BMI 24.6±3.5; 55 patients Type 1)
from 8 centers in the Czech Republic, Slovenia and Slovak Republic
participated in a 4 month open, randomized, cross-over study. Fasting, l-
and 2-hour blood glucose after a test meal were measured for insulin lispro
and regular insulin. The test meal (220-400kcal) was based on local and
individual dietary habits and consistent for each patient throughout the
study. Insulin lispro was injected immediately before the test meal while
human regular insulin was administered 30 minutes before the meal.
Fasting blood glucose value for insulin lispro was 10.2±4.2; regular insulin
10.3±4 mmol/I. Blood glucose excursions are presented in figure below.
The HbAlc (7.6±1.5 vs. 7.4±1.5 %), frequency of hypoglycemia's and daily
insulin dose (0.67+0.11 vs. 0.65+0.11 U/kg) did not differ significantly
between insulin lispro and human regular insulin treatment groups. The
study shows that insulin lispro is more effective than regular insulin in
reducing hyperglycemia after a traditional Central European breakfast.

1382
OPTIMAL COMBINATION OF INSULIN LISPRO AND BASAL
INSULIN IMPROVES GLYCEMIC CONTROL IN IDDM
P. Ebeling, P-A. Jansson, U. Smith, I. Conget, M.J. Coves, R. Gomis,
C. Lalli, G.B. Bolli, V.A. Koivisto. Helsinki University Central
Hospital, Helsinki, Finland; University Hospital, Göteborg, Sweden;
Endocrinology and Diabetes Unit Hospital Clinic, Barcelona University,
Spain; University of Perugia, Italy.
The short-acting insulin analog, insulin lispro (Humalog) has
recently become available for clinical use. We examined, if the use of
Humalog will improve HbAlc if basal insulin is optimally adjusted. 84
IDDM patients first used Humalog as premeal therapy for 5 months.
They were then randomized for another 4 months to either continue
with Humalog or to switch to human regular insulin (Humulin
Regular). Insulin doses were adjusted according to glucose self-
monitoring. During Humalog period, HbA 1, decreased from 8.8±0.1 to
7.9±0.1% (p<0.001), mean daily glucose level decreased from 9.5±0.2
to 8.6±0.2 mmol/l (p<0.001), premeal insulin decreased from 27±1 to
22±1 U/d (p<0.001) and basal insulin (NHP) dose increased from 20±1
to 27±1 U/d (p<0.001). The number of NPH injections increased from
1.4±0.1 to 2.7±0.1 per day (p<0.001). The hypoglycemia rate remained
unchanged. During the second period, in Humulin group premeal
insulin dose increased by 3.4±0.9 U (p<0.01), NPH dose decreased by
5.6±0.7 U (p<0.001), mean blood glucose increased by 0.7±0.1 mmol/l
(p<0.02) and HbAI0 rose by 0.3±0.1% (p<0.01). In Humalog group,
premeal and basal insulin doses, blood glucose and HbAIC remained
unchanged. In conclusion: 1) Humalog with optimal basal insulin
lowers HbA,, and mean blood glucose concentration without an
increase in hypoglycemia, 2) Improved control can be maintained better
with Humalog than with Humulin Regular insulin.
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COMPARISON OF THE EFFECT OF USING INSULIN LISPRO WITH
ULTRALENTE AND NPH BASAL REGIMENS IN IDDM PATIENTS.
J. Llewelyn', M. Birkett', B. Boggs', M. Roder', C. Borne' and A. Prange 3

Lilly Research Centre, Windlesham, UK'; University Hospital, Uppsala, Sweden;
Kolding Hospital, Kolding, Denmark'.
Insulin lispro (LP) has a more rapid onset and shorter duration of activity than
regular human insulin. The objective of this open label study was to compare the
effect of using preprandial LP, with both NPH and Ultralente (UL) basal insulin
regimens, on metabolic control. 167 IDDM patients (mean age 34.8 years, mean
duration of diabetes 11.4 years) participated in this crossover study. There was a 1
month run in period (LP/NPH) and each treatment period was 3 months in duration.
UL and NPH could be given in any regimen. Measurements included HbAlc, eight
point blood glucose profiles, and the incidence of hypoglycaemic episodes. There
was no significant difference in overall metabolic control at endpoint as measured
by HbAlc (mean-+SD) (7.0±0.9% [NPH] vs. 7.0±1.1% [UL], p=0.330). Breakfast
premeal glucose levels were significantly lower with NPH (8.7±2.8mmol/L vs.
9.6±3.4mmol/L, p=0.007) and with ultralente before the evening meal
(9.1±2.9mmol/L vs. 8.2±3.Ommol/L, p=0.003). However, 2hr postprandial blood
glucose excursions were not significantly different between treatment groups after
any meal. The incidence rate of hypoglycaemia (number of hypoglycaemic
episodes/patient/treatment) was significantly lower between midnight and 6AM
with UL (1.2±1.9 vs. 0.8±1.5, p=0.001) and between 6PM and midnight with NPH
(1.6±2.6 vs. 2.9±4.5, p<0.001), but there was no difference in the overall incidence
rate of hypoglycaemia (8.1±8.9 [NPH] vs. 9.1±10.9 [UL], p=0.158). The same
trends were observed whether one or more basal insulin injections were used. The
number of severe hypoglycaemic episodes did not differ between treatment groups
(NPH, n=9 in 4 patients; UL, n=9 in 6 patients). In conclusion, LP is suitable for
use in varied intensive regimens with NPH and UL basal insulins and use with UL
may reduce nocturnal hypoglycaemia. The choice of basal regimen did not affect
overall glycaemic control in this study.

1384
IMPORTANCE OF BASAL INSULIN TO IMPROVE CONTROL
WITHOUT INCREASING HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN .INTENSIVELY
TREATED IDDM USING A SHORT-ACTING INSULIN ANALOG AT
MEALS.
P. Del Sindaco, M. Ciofetta, C. Lalli, E. Torlone, G. Perriello, P. Brunetti
and G.B. Bolli. University of Perugia, Perugia, Italy.
In previous studies the short-acting insulin analog Lispro has improved 1- and
2-h postmeal blood glucose (BG), but not long-term BG control (HbAle) as
compared to human regular insulin (Hum-R). To test the hypothesis that
Lispro improves HbAlc in IDDM only when basal insulin is optimally
replaced, 12 IDDM patients on long-tern intensive therapy (run-in HbAlc
6.46±0.14%) were studied. Patients were assigned to either Lispro injected at
mealtime (n=6) or Hum-R injected 10-30 min prior to meals (n=6) (bedtime
NPH continued on both occasions) for 3 months and thereafter crossed over.
With Lispro, NPH was added to Lispro at breakfast and lunch (N=9) and also
at supper (N=3) to optimize pre-meal and bedtime BG. With Hum-R, NPH
was added to Hum-R at lunch (N=7) to optimize pre-supper BG. The total
daily insulin units were no different in the two treatments, but in the
Lispro+NPH treatment patients used 26% less short-acting insulin at meals
(5.2±0.7 U/day), but 34% more NPH (4.4±0.7 U/day) vs Hum-R+NPH
(p<0.05). The bedtime NPH dose was no different, With Lispro+NPH,
postprandial BG was lower than after Hum-R+NPH (8.3±0.2 vs 8.9±0.2
mmol/l, p<0.05) whereas pre-meal BG was no different (8.3±0.4 vs 8.4±0.3
mmol/l); HbA1c was lower (6.19±0.16 vs 6.59±0.15%) (p<O.002), but the
frequency of hypoglycaemia (BG <3.3 tnmol/I) was no different (4.1±0.9 vs
3.7±0.9 episodes/patient-month, p=NS). It is concluded that, if basal insulin
is optimally replaced, mealtime injection of Lispro improves the 24-h BG and,
longterm, HbAlc as compared to Hum-R injected 10-30 min prior to meals.
The lower HbAlc with Lispro+NPH is not associated with increased
frequency of hypoglycaemia

1385
ALGORITHM ADAPTATION UNDER FUNCTIONAL INSULIN TREATMENT
DURING SWITCH-OFF FROM REGULAR TO INSULIN LISPRO
K. Howorka, J.Pumprla and Ch.Schlusche. University of Vienna, Austria
Aim: To investigate the necessity of dosage adaptation to pre-defined criteria
during ambulatory switch-off from regular insulin R to insulin lispro L under
flexible,functional insulin treatment FIT, discriminating between prandial, basal
and correctional use of insulin. Methods: 28 insulin-dependent patients (age:
41+16, diabetes duration:16±9, FIT-duration: 5+4 years) who routinely make
acute corrections of hyperglycaemic blood glucose levels, have been switched
to L after a run-in period (R, baseline investigation 1) and were evaluated after
2 weeks (investigation 2, early adaptation) and after 11 weeks of observation
period with L (investigation 3). Results: Basal insulin including either human
insulin ultralente in the morning and NPH (51% of cases) or lente type insulin
late be-fore sleeping (32%), twice daily ultralente (11%) or twice daily NPH
(6%) was suitable for L with the exception of the latter option. The neces-
Algorithms \ Investigations 	 1: regular 2: lispro,2wk 3:lispro, I lwk
Basaldelayed-act.ins.morningU 11,4+4,4 11,4+4,4 0,60 11,8+4,0 0, 79

Morning short-act. component U 2,79+2,01 2,66±2,020 05 2,46+2,04 0,01

Delayed-acting eveningU	 11,4+5,2 11,3+5,3 0,43 11,9+4,6 0,52

Prandial insulin/50 kcal CHO U 	 1,8+0,7	 1,8±0,7 443 1,8±0,7 0,58

Correction insulin: Delta BG/1U 4, -2,4+_0,8 -2,4+0,9 0,99 -2,4+0,8 0,23

Target for corr.,premealBGmmol/l 5,7+0,4 	 5,7+0,4 0, 57 5,7±0,3 0,63

Target forcorr.,aftermealsmmol/l 9,2+0,6	 8,9±1,0 0,06 8,7 + 1,1 0,01

Effects: Ins.need:short-act.0/day 31,4+11	 30,4+12 0,24 31,1 +13,0 0,65

Delayed -acting insulin U/day	 22,7±9,5 22,8±9,4 0,54 23,4+8,3 0,69

Mean blood glucosemmol/I 	 8,4+1,2	 8,0+1,5 0,03 8,1+1,4 0, 17

Mean fasting BG mmol/l	 8,3+1,8	 8,2+1,8 0.45 8,3+1,4 0, 71

Mean postprandial BG mmol/l	 9,3+2,1	 8,2+2,1 0,02 7,9±2,0 0,01

BG values <3,3 mmolll 	 8,0+ 5,9	 6,9±47 0,06

HbAlc %, range 4,2-6,6%	 7,48+0,91	 7,25+1,01 0,05

Interval used injection: meal min	 9,3+8,5	 3,8+7,0 0, 01

sary algorithm adaptation was of minor degree (intraindividual comparison, p
vs investigation 1). Conclusions: FIT allows safe ambulatory switch-off to L, a
slight decrease in the morning dose of short-acting insulin is recommendable.

1386
HUMALOG REDUCES THE INCIDENCE OF SEVERE
HYPOGLYCEMIA IN IDDM PATIENTS
RL. Brunelle, J. Llewelyn, L. Vignati, J. Anderson, VA. Koivisto. Lilly
Research Laboratories, Indianapolis, IN, USA and Department of
Medicine, Helsinki University Hospital, Helsinki, Finland
A short-acting insulin analog, Humalog (insulin lispro), is absorbed
more rapidly, has a higher peak and a shorter duration of activity than
human regular insulin. In large clinical trials premeal therapy with
Humalog has reduced postprandial rise in plasma glucose, when
compared to regular human insulin. There was a consistent reduction
in severe hypoglycemic episodes (resulting in coma, or requiring
glucagon or intravenous glucose) during Humalog therapy, although
this was not statistically significant in any of the separate studies. A
cumulative meta-analysis using Cochran-Mantel-Hanenzel odds ratio
test was performed combining the data from all 8 large Humalog
IDDM clinical trials. The studies were 6-12 months duration, 5 with

cross-over design, using regular human insulin as a control. Each of
these clinical trials used a similar method to collect information on
hypoglycemic episodes. After combining these studies, 2327 patients
used Humalog and 2339 patients regular human insulin. At least one
severe hypoglycemic episode occurred during Humalog therapy in 72
(3.1%) *patients, and during regular human insulin treatment in 102
(4.4%) patients (p=0.024). The mean HbA t0 level was similar in the
two groups. In conclusion: 1) Humalog reduces the incidence of severe
hypoglycemia by 30% compared to regular human insulin in IDDM
patients. 2) This is probably due to a narrow time action profile of
Humalog for postprandial period with less overlapping with basal
insulin.



1387
EVALUATIONS 1- AND 2-HOUR POSTPRANDIAL GLUCOSE
EXCURSIONS AS INDICES OF POSTPRANDIAL GLUCOSE CONTROL. J.R.
Woodworth, R.K. Yordy, and L. Vignati, Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis,
IN.
The use of 1- and 2-hour postprandial glucose measurements and the change of
glucose from a premeal baseline (glucose excursions) can provide a means of
evaluating the rapid glucose control provided by insulin and insulin lispro
immediately following a meal. These measurements may also be indices to
evaluate glucose control beyond 2 hours, establishing a means to evaluate an
entire blood glucose profile with just one or two postprandial measurements. Two
previously performed studies in which multiple postprandial glucose
measurements were monitored in response to insulin and insulin lispro were used
to evaluate this premise (Howey et al, Clin. Pharmacol. Ther., 58, 459-69, 1995
[N=12]; Heinemann et al., Diabet. Med. 13, 625-9, 1996 [N=10]). Both studies
were designed to monitor postprandial glucose control in patients with diabetes.
The mean doses of insulin and insulin lispro were identical in both studies. The
maximum postprandial excursion (GE..), the time to GE.. (TGE,,), and hourly
incremental areas under the glucose excursion curve (AUC,) were calculated
from all data. Correlations were then attempted between these data and the 1- and
2-hour postprandial glucose excursions. Both the 1- and 2-hour excursion values
correlated with the GE, values, although the 2-hour postprandial excursion
provided a better correlation (r 2=0.39 and 0.59, respectively). AUC., from 0 to 4
hours postprandial correlated well with the 2-hour postprandial excursion
measurement in both studies, with nearly identical slopes from both studies
(r2=0.77 and 0.82, respectively). These correlations were independent of the type
of insulin administered. Correlations were present beyond 4 hours, although the
regression of 0-5 hour AUCex with 2-hour postprandial excursions was not as
predictive as that with the 0-4 hour AUC . TGE,, could not be reliably
predicted. In conclusion, 2-hour postprandial glucose excursions serve as an
excellent indicator parameter for evaluating glucose control allowing assessments
of 0-4 hour AUCe,,.
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PREFERENCES FOR, AND IMPROVEMENTS IN ASPECTS OF QUALITY OF
LIFE (QoL) WITH, INSULIN LISPRO IN A MULTIPLE INJECTION REGIMEN.

J.M. Janes 1 ., C. Bradley 2 and A. Rees 3 ., Lilly Industries, Basingstoke UK 1 ,

Royal Holloway, University of London, UK 2 , University of Wales, Cardiff 3

The rapid action of human insulin analogue Lispro allows injection immediately
before meals. 97 IDDM patients, participating in a 6 month, multi-centre,
randomised, cross-over trial of Lispro injected immediately pre-meal compared
with standard soluble insulin injected 30 minutes pre-meal, completed the Diabetes
Treatment Satisfaction Questionnaire (DTSQ) and Well-being Questionnaire
(WBQ) (Bradley, 1994). Significant treatment differences for the WBQ and 3/4
subscales, together with the DTSQ total scale and treatment convenience item
score all favoured Lispro.

Mean Diff.	 p	 95% CI	 Possible

	

favouring	 Range
Lispro

WBQ Total	 4.50	 0.002	 1.58 to 7.42	 0-66
Depression subscale	 -1.20	 0.006	 -2.0610-0.34	 0-18
Anxiety subscale	 -1.50	 0.001	 -2.40 to -0.60	 0-18
Energy subscale 	 0.72	 0.001	 0.30 to 1.14	 0-12
Positive Well-being subscale 0.36 	 n.s.	 -0.22100.94 	 0-18

DTSQ Total	 2.89	 0.001	 1.31 to 4.47	 0-36
Convenience score	 0.71	 0.001	 0.35 to 1.07	 0-6

There was no significant difference in HbA lc. More detailed analyses of
psychological outcomes suggest that disappointment at allocation to standard
insulin contributed to the results and that experience with Lispro was followed
by marked reduction in satisfaction with standard insulin. On completion of
the study, 83% of eligible patients elected to continue using Lispro, supporting
patient preference and QoL data favouring Lispro.

1390
INSULIN LISPRO CHANGES TREATMENT SATISFACTION UNDER
FLEXIBLE FUNCTIONAL INSULIN TREATMENT
K. Howorka, J. Pumprla, Ch. Schlusche, D. Wagner-Nosiska, M. Gabriel, S.
Reischl and C. Bradley' University of Vienna,Austria,'University of London,UK

Aim: To investigate and quantify the subjectively perceived advantages of
insulin lispro L vs. regular insulin R for Functional Insulin Treatment (FIT), dis-
criminating between basal, prandial and correctional use of insulin. Method:
55 FIT-patients (age: 41,8+ 16,0, diabetes duration:16,0+9,6, FIT-duration:
5,4+3,2 years) who routinely make acute corrections to their blood glucose
levels with extra insulin as required were recruited and randomized into two
study groups. Educational update in FIT was provided together with infor-
mation on L pharmakokinetics. After a run-in period of 8 weeks, parallel
periods of 11 weeks each (either with L or R) were compared. Psychological
measures included status (S) and change (C) versions of the Diabetes
Treatment Satisfaction Questionnaire (DTSQ of C.Bradley 1994) extended with
items designed for FIT. The DTSQ(C) relates the present treatment
satisfaction of the subject to that in the preceeding phase of investigation.
Results: While the R group did not change significantly, the L group increased
treatment satisfaction in DTSQ(S) (intragroup comparison) in total satisfaction
(p=0,01), and specifically in all categories related to correctional (speed:
p<0,001; accuracy: p=0,001; general: p=0,001) and prandial use of insulin
(efficiency to deal with blood glucose after meals; necessary timing of
injections; general; all p-values <0,001). Increased predictability (p=0,047) and
controllability (p=0,022) of blood glucose levels and increase in satisfaction
with ability to perceive hypoglycaemia (p=0,035) were also found with lispro.
DTSQ(C) augmented these perceived advantages with L (intergroup compa-
rison) particularly in categories „satisfied-with-your-current-treatment" (p=0,01),
convenience (p=0,047) and flexibility of treatment (p=0,008), understanding of
diabetes /blood glucose course/ (p=0,043), and „wish-to-continue-this-kind-of-
treatment` (p=0,006). HbA 1 , decreased significantly with L from 7,5+0,9 to
7,2+ 1,0 (p=0,049), while remaining unchanged with R (p=0,9). Percentage of
low blood glucose values tended to decrease with L (p=0,06). Conclusion:
Insulin lispro improves treatment satisfaction under flexible, functional use of
insulin while reducing HbA,3.

1389
EFFECT OF CIRCULATING FREE FATTY ACIDS ON THE

IN VIVO KINETICS OF NN304

U. Ribel, H.B. Jensen-Holm, S. Havelund and I. Jonassen.
Novo Nordisk, Bagsvaerd, Denmark.

The prolonged effect of the new basal insulin analogue NN304
(LysB29-tetradecanoyl desIB30)-insulin) is ascribed to its high affinity
for serum albumin in the interstitial fluid at the s.c. injection site and
in blood. Because NN304 is bound to serum albumin at the long chain
fatty acid binding sites, variation of the concentration of free fatty
acids may affect the equilibrium and hence the time action of NN304.
In the present study we examined the effect of high levels of circula-
ting free fatty acids on the kinetics of 1251-labelled NN304 injected
iv. or s.c. to pigs. Healthy subjects show serum values of free fatty
acids between 0.1 and 0.6 mmol/I. Low levels of free fatty acids (0.1-
0.2 mmol/I) were obtained in fed pigs (n=4, 96-108 kg), whereas
high levels (1.6-2.5 mmol/1) were induced in the same pigs after iv.
infusion of the betal -agonist, dobutamine 10 pg/kg/min for 105 min.
Both the disappearance course of 1251-labelled NN304 from a
subcutaneous depot (0.2 /iCi and 2 U) measured by external gamma-
counting, and the elimination of trichloroacetic acid (TCA) precipitable
radioactivity in plasma after i.v. injection of the labelled insulin
analogue (25 uCi and 0.5 U) were similar with and without elevated
levels of free fatty acids. In conclusion, elevated circulating levels of
free fatty acids do not alter the pharmacokinetics of NN304.
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PHARMACOKINETIC AND GLUCODYNAMIC ASSESSMENTS OF N-
PALMITOYL, LYS(B29) HUMAN INSULIN IN HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS.
D.C. Howey, J.R. Woodworth, R.R. Bowsher, and J. Reviergo, Eli Lilly and
Company, Indianapolis, IN, USA.
N-acylated insulins may provide a means of creating a sustained activity of insulin
in a soluble preparation, potentially providing less inter- and intra-patient
variability in absorption than current intermediate- or long-acting insulins. We
performed a dose-ranging trial in healthy volunteers (N=23) with N-palmitoyl
lys(B29) human insulin (C16-HI). Subcutaneous doses from 0.03 to 0.57 nmol
were tested in this 24-how, Biostator-controlled glucose clamp trial. Blood
samples were collected over the 24 hourperiod for assessment of total and
unbound C16-HI senun concentrations. Maximum serum concentrations (C m.),
time to Cm,^ (tm,„), area under the curve from 0 to infinity (AUC), and half-life (tu)
were determined from the serum concentrations. Maximum glucose infusions
(R,), time to Rm, (TR.,), and total glucose infused (G, o,) were documented
from the clamp. AUC values were linear with dose (r 2=0.85). Protein binding of
C16-HI was high, with 1.32%±0.60 (mean±SD) unbound 4 hours after dosing.
Glucodynamic response was low and, although linear across doses, highly variable
(r2=0.35), reflecting a potency of 20-25% of NPH based upon published values.
The table summarizes mean±SD data once normalized to a 0.48 ninol dose.

C.,^,	 t, , ,	 ti,	 AUC, Rte,	 TR,.,	 G.,, gm
M	 hr	 hr	 nM•hr mgJrntn	 hr

bound 4259±1346 5.2±1.9 	 4.34	 47.4±9.83 221±86.9	 5.6±2.3 75.1±65.1
unbound 65.2±39.4	 4.6±2.2	 4.20	 0.58±0.28 -	 -	 -

Attempts to relate G,0, values with total drug exposure (AUC) resulted in a
minimal correlation (r2=0.31), which improved only slightly when related to
unbound AUC (r2=0.40). In conclusion, C 16-HI showed a highly reproducible
and linear pharmacokinetic profile. The glucodynamic response was consistent
with an intermediate-acting insulin and linear across doses, but the time-action
profile was highly variable.
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COMPARISON OF THE METABOLIC ACTIVITY OF THE INSULIN ANALOGUE
B28ASP WITH SOLUBLE INSULIN IN U40 AND U100 CONCENTRATION
K. Rave, C. Weyer, O. Stiefelhagen, M. Rauhaus, T. Heise, L. Heinemann, Dep. of
Metabolic Diseases and Nutrition, Heinrich-Heine-University Dusseldorf, Germany

It is well known that rapid-acting insulin analogues like B28Asp show a faster onset
and a shorter duration of action than currently available U100 soluble insulin
preparations. Since this effect is mainly due to a lower concentration of slow-
absorbable hexamers, the metabolic profile of human insulin in lower concentration
(e.g. U40 insulin) might be more similar to that of B28Asp. Therefore, we compared
the pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic properties of U40 soluble insulin with
B28Asp (U100) and with U100 human insulin. 8 healthy volunteers (age 26±2 years,
BMI 22.8±2.1 kg/m 0) received at different study days s.c. injection of B28Asp and
U40 insulin (0.2 U/kg body weight) under euglycaemic clamp conditions (blood
glucose 5 mmol/I, basal i.v. insulin infusion 0.15 mU/kg/min). Glucose infusion rates
(GIR) and serum insulin concentrations (INS) were measured the following 600 min.
In a second study, U40 and U100 soluble insulin was administered to 9 other
volunteers (age 25±1 years, BMI 22.6±2.1 kg/m 0; N.S.) under similar conditions. No
significant differences were observed between the summary measures of U40 and
U100 insulin. B28Asp showed a faster onset and a shorter duration of action than
U40 insulin.

U40 U100 P U40 B28Asp P
GIR,,,, (mg/kg/min) 8.9±2.0 9.5+2.3 0.296 9.5±2.6 10.5±2.6 0.151
t,,,X (min) 144±23 156±29 0.228 146±18 108115 0.006
earlyt50 .(min) 61+11 65±15 0.523 60±11 43±7 0.001

late 150 , (min). 345+68 387±68 0.088 360+75 271±35 0.008

AUC 0-120 min 515±170 533±216 0.798 556±225 789±251 0.008
AUC 0-600 min 2663±512 3011±547 0.122 3002±1084 2724±558 0.395
INS C,,,,,, (pmol/I) 205±62 196±41 0.612 231±76 334±42 0 018
INS t,,,„ (min) 111±35 129±36 0.268 97±21 71+11 0.005
AUC 0-120 min 17.716.5 16.1±4.0 0.622 19.8±6.3 29.9±3.0 0.007
AUC 0-600 min 52.0±10.8 52.9±5.9 0.806 54.7±17.8 533±7.6 0.824

The metabolic activity of human insulin in concentrations of U40 and U100 is
comparable. S.c. injection of the insulin analogue B28Asp leads to a faster onset and
a shorter duration of action even in comparison to U40 insulin.
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CROSS-OVER INSULIN PUMP STUDY WITH HUMAN
INSULIN ANALOGUE [LYS(B28), PRO(B29)]
Schmauf3,S and Landgraf,R, University of Munich, Munich,
Germany.

The short-acting insulin analogue LP ( [LYS(B28), PRO(B29)] )
is absorbed from the subcutis more rapidly than regular insulin
(R) because of its monomeric structure. To compare the clinical
effectiveness of LP vs. R, 11 IDDM patients with continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) therapy (6 F, 5 M, age
30±2,5 years, diabetes duration 14±1,0 years, BMI 24,0±0,8
kg/r2 , HbAtc 6,5±0,2%) were studied in an open, randomised
cross-over study for 6 months (3 months LP and 3 months R or
vice versa). Mean fasting blood glucose was not significantly
different in both regimens (6,5±0,4 vs. 7,5±0,6 rnmolIl), but
during LP 2 hours postprandial blood glucose levels were
significantly lower compared to the R phase (6,8±0,3 vs. 8,5±0,4
mmol/l, p<0,01). There was no significant difference concerning
hypoglycaemic episodes between the two groups. No significant
differences concerning HbA 1c-levels between the two groups at
month 0 were found (LP:6,3±0,2 vs. R:6,7±0,4). Among the
patients treated first with LP HbAtc-levels improved significantly
compared to the group treated with R (at month 3: 5,7±0,3%
(LP) vs. 6,5±0,3% (R), p=0,03). In the second phase of therapy
HbAlc decreased from 6,5±0,3% to 6,3±0,3% under LP regimen
and increased from 5,7±0,3% to 6,2±0,2% in R phase. It can be
concluded that LP in CSII-treatment is safe and further improves
metabolic control.

1394
TIME-ACTION PROFILES OF PREMIXED FORMULATIONS OF INSULIN
LISPRO AND NPL-INSULIN

T. Heise, C. Weyer, A. Serwas, S. Heinrichs, J. Osinga, P. Roach•, J. Woodworth'
and L. Heinemann; Dept. of Metabolic Diseases and Nutrition, Heinrich-Heine-
University of Dusseldorf, Germany; *Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, IN, USA

Stable mixtures with insulin lispro (LP) can be prepared with the novel NPL-insulin,
i.e. a protamine-retarded formulation of LP. In an open randomised study we
investigated the time-action profile of pure LP and NPL-insulin and of three different
mixtures: High Mixture (HM) 3:1 (LP/NPL); Mid Mixture (MM) 1:1, Low Mixture
(LM) 1:3. 30 healthy volunteers (12 female, 18 male, age 2712 years, BMI 23.0±2.3
kg/m0 (mean±SD)) received a s.c. injection of 0.3 U/kg of one of these preparations
on five study days, separated by at least one week. Glucose infusion rates (GIR) were
registered during euglycaemic glucose clamps (target blood glucose level 5.0
mmol/l, i.v. insulin infusion 0.15 mU/kg/min) for 1440 min or 600 min (LP).
Whereas the maximal metabolic activity decreased with lower LP content, the time
point of maximal and of early half-maximal metabolic activity was comparable
between the three mixtures. Higher proportions of LP resulted in a more rapid
decline to late half-maximal activity and in higher AUCs within the first 360 min
after injection. Serum insulin concentrations showed a similar behaviour. This study
shows, that the pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic properties of insulin lispro
are preserved in stable mixtures with NPL-insulin.

GIR,,,,	 t,,,, early t50, late 150%	 AUC0-365,,,,,, INS-C,,,, t,,,,x

unit mg/kg/min min min min	 g/kg/360 min pmol/I	 min

LP 12.7±3.0	 107±21 44±12 266±57	 2.73±0.58 871±202 72±17

HM 10.2±2.7	 120±25 47±13 339±76	 2.45±0.52 548±99	 82±20

MM 9.0±2.8	 121+22 40±12 384±110	 2.19+0.58 407±89	 81±23

LM 7.3+2.6	 141±36 44±12 557±205	 1.87±0.62 206±79	 94+45

NPL 4.9±2.3	 252±34 70±30 941±268	 1.24±0.68 124±73	 160±98
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IGF-I RECEPTOR-MEDIATED SIGNALLING OF THE HUMAN
INSULIN ANALOGUE HOE 901
L. Liu, M. Koenen, G. Seipke* & J. Eckel, Molecular Cardiology,
Diabetes Research Institute, Dusseldorf and *Hoechst AG, Frank-
furt, Germany
HOE 901 is a novel human insulin analogue with protracted action being a promising
candidate for basal insulin substitution with a daily single injection. Insulin receptor
signalling of this analogue is not significantly different from native insulin, however,
differential interaction with IGF-I receptors may modify the mitogenic properties of
insulin analogues. H9 cardiac myoblasts, a cell line expressing a high level of IGF-I
receptors with undetectable amounts of insulin receptors, were used to investigate
IGF-I receptor signalling of HOE 901 and to compare it to native insulin and the su-
pernritogenic Asp(B10)-insulin. Competition experiments indicated a higher affinity
of HOE 901 for the IGF-I receptor when compared to regular human insulin (IC,, va-
lues: 44, 70 and 101 nM, for Asp(B10), HOE 901 and insulin, respectively). However,
the mitogenic activity of Asp(B10), as determined from 'H-thymidine incorporation,
was significantly higher than the effect of HOE 901 with the latter being esssentially
equipotent to native insulin. H9 cells were then labelled with "P-orthophosphate and
stimulated with the peptides for 24 h. 2D-analysis indicated the presence of three ma-
jor phosphoproteins (40-70 kDa) being largely dephosphorylated in the presence of in-
sulin and HOE 901. In contrast, Asp(Bl0) induced a marked increase of additional
phosphoproteins not detected in the presence of HOE 901 and insulin. Postreceptor si-
gnalling was analysed at the level of IRS-1 and She. Tyr-phosphorylation of IRS-1 in-
creased 2 fold for both insulin and HOE 901 both after 10 and 60 min, with a signifi-
cantly higher effect of Asp(B10) at 60 rein (2.6 fold, p= 0.026,n=5). One Shc protein
with a molecular mass of 52 kDa was detected in H9 cells. Both insulin and HOE 901
did not modify the tyr-phosphorylation of She, whereas Asp(B10) produced a 50% in-
crease in tyr-phosphorylation of this adapter protein.
In conclusion, IGF-I receptor signalling by HOE 901 is essentially identical to native
insulin. Activation of She and sustained activation of IRS-1 by Asp(BIO)-insulin may
explain the higher mitogenic activity of this insulin analogue. Complete understan-
ding of the action profile of insulin analogues must include analysis of IGF-I receptor
signalling.
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EFFECTS OF THE AMYLIN ANALOGUE PRAMLINTIDE ON THE
GLUCOSE RESPONSE TO A GLUCAGON CHALLENGE IN IDDM
L. krskov', B. Nyholm2 , K.Y. Hovez, C.H. Gravholtz, N. Moller 2, 0. Kolterman3 ,

K.G.M.M. Alberti° and 0. Schmitz2 . 'Dept. of Medicine C and 2M, University
Hospital of Aarhus, Denmark,'Amylin Pharmaceuticals Inc., San Diego, CA, USA
and 'Dept. of Medicine, Frantlington Place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England.
Hepatic glycogen stores have been shown to be depleted, and glucagon stimulated
hepatic glucose production (HGP) reduced in IDDM subjects, possibly contributing
to deficient counter-regulatory responses to hypoglycaemia in these patients. Co-
administration of amylin and insulin has been shown to replete hepatic glycogen
stores in diabetic animal models. To investigate the effect of amylin replacement,
employing the analogue pranilintide (Pr), on hepatic glucagon responsiveness, 13
IDDM males were studied in a double-blind placebo-controlled cross-over study
after 4 weeks of subcutaneous Pr (30µg*4) or placebo (P1) administration. Following
an overnight fast plasma glucose was kept above 5 mM from 0-240 min
(baseline =210-240 min), with an insulin infusion rate of 0.3 mU/kg/min. To control
portal glucagon levels, somatostatinwas infused at a rate of 200 µg/h, and basal GH
(2 ng/kg/min) and glucagon levels (0.7 ng/kg/min) were replaced. Glucagon infusion
was increased to 2.1 ng/kg/min at 240-360 min (step 1) and to 4.2 ng/kg/min at
360-420 ruin (step 2). Baseline mean plasma glucose (5.59±0.16 vs 5.67±0.25
mM) and HGP rates (1.32±0.22 vs 1.20±0.13 mg/kg/min) were similar and
glucagon responsiveness was unaffected by pramlintide (glucose: step 1; 6.01±0.31
vs 5.94±0.38 mM, step 2; 6.00±0.37 vs 5.96±0.50 mM, HGP: step 1; 1.91±0.18
vs 1.83±0.15 mg/kg/min, step 2; 2.08±0.17 vs 1,96±0.16 mg/kg/min, Pr vs P1).
Glucose disposal rates were similar at baseline (2.44±0.13 vs 2.28±0.09
mg/kg/min; Pr vs PI) as well as during the glucagon challenge (p>0.20). In
conclusion: Co-administration of pramlintide (120 pg/day) and insulin to IDDM
subjects for 4 weeks does not change the plasma glucose - or hepatic glucose
production response to a glucagon challenge, following an overnight fast. In
addition, pramlintide administration does not appear to alter insulin-mediated glucose
disposal. Additional studies are required to assess the impact of pramlintide therapy
on glucagon physiology in the postprandial state.
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Pramlintide Improves Glycemic Control in Patients with Type II
Diabetes Requiring Insulin
R.THOMPSON*',L.PEARSON*',S.SCHOENFELD*', and 0.
KOLTERMAN*'. Amylin Pharmaceuticals, Inc. San Diego, CA

The effects of 4 weeks of subcutaneous administration of prandintide, (Pr) an
analog of human amylin, on glycemic control in 203 patients with Type II
diabetes mellitus requiring insulin were examined in a randomized, double-
blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group trial. Statistically significant
reductions in serum fructosamine concentration were observed in the Pr 30
µg QID group (17.5±4.9 pmol/L), the Pr 60 pg TID group (24.1±4.9 pmolIL)
and the Pr 60 µg QID group (22.6±4.1 pmol/L) compared to placebo (PBO)
(3.5.8 pmol/L). There also were statistically significant shifts in the
proportion of patients with an abnormal serum fructosamine concentration at
baseline that normalized at Week 4 within the Pr 60 µg TID group (28%) and
the Pr 60 µg QID group (31%) compared to PBO (10%). Consistent with the
reduction in fructosamine, there were also statistically significant reductions
in HbA ;. in the Pr 30 µg QID group (0.53±0.07%), the Pr 60 pg TID group
(0.58±0.07%) and the Pr 60 pg QID group (0.51±0.08%) compared to
placebo (0.27±0.08%). Based on RBC lifespan, and assuming stable
glycemic control, these reductions in HbAlc in the Pr groups should increase
over the following 2-3 months. The reductions in fructosamine and HbA 1 ,

were accompanied by a statistically significant reduction in fasting total and
LDL cholesterol. In contrast to treatment with insulin alone, there were
trends towards decreased body weight in the Pr 60 µg TB) and 60 µg QID
groups. Furthermore, the incidence of hypoglycemia was no greater in any Pr
group than in placebo. In conclusion, measurement of similar changes in
both serum fructosamine concentration and HbA 10 suggests that pramlintide
therapy for 28 days improves glycemic control in patients with Type II
diabetes mellitus requiring insulin.

1398
THE HUMAN AMYLIN ANALOGUE PRAMLINTIDE INHIBITED
GLUCAGON SECRETION IN TYPE I DIABETIC SUBJECTS
M.S. Fineman, O.G. Koltetman, R.G. Thompson, J.E. Koda. CA, USA
It has been reported that Type I diabetic patients of greater than 5 years duration have a
decreased glucagon response to hypoglycemia despite elevated basal and post-prandial
glucagon secretion compared to non-diabetic controls. Rat amylin has been shown to
inhibit the glucagon secretion elicited by an intravenous bolus of L-arginine in non-
diabetic rats. Limited data, however, exists in humans. We measured plasma glucagon
from patients who were treated with the human amylin analogue, pramlintide, to determine
if similar glucagonostatic effects can be seen in human patients with Type I diabetes. The
study utilized a randomized, placebo controlled, single-blind, 2-visit crossover design in
which 16 patients received a 5 hour intravenous infusion of pramlintide at either 25µg/hhr
or 50gg/hr. Patients started the infusion at T=0 and received their normal morning insulin
dose subcutaneously at T=30 miss. At T=60 rains, patients were given a 355 kcal
standardized liquid meal challenge (Sustacal®). Plasma glucagon concentrations were
measured by RIA (Lino Research Inc.) and plasma pramlintide concentrations were
measured by IEMA. Mean steady state plasma pramlintide concentrations were 116 pM
(I10 pM - 125 pM) and 227 pM (207 pM - 253 pM) respectively [mean (range)].
Glucagon secretion from the time of Sustacal® administration to the end of the
pramlintide infusion (60-300 minutes) was significantly reduced in both groups when on
active treatment. The mean ± SEM plasma glucagon AUC60-3oo for placebo (N=16) was
15994 ± 1295 pg*min/ml compared to 14873 ± 2518 pg*min/ml and 12956 ± 72.6
pg*min/ml for the 25 pg/hr (N=8) and 50 pg/hr (N=8) pramlintide infusions respectively
(p<0.001, crossover ANOVA). Additionally, a slight reduction in fasting (pre-Sustacal)
plasma glucagon concentrations was seen after pramlintide infusion. The mean ± SEM
change in fasting glucagon post infusion was -0.69 ± 1.10 pg/ml for placebo compared to -
3.80 ± 1.31 pg/mI and -4.79 ± 0.80 pg/mI for the 25 pg/hr and 50 pg/hr treatments
respectively (p=0.11 and p=0.09, crossover ANOVA). Although these individual
comparisons did not reach significance, the pooled pramlintide results vs. placebo were
statistically different (p=0.02). We conclude that the administration of the human amylin
analogue, pramlintide, significantly reduced the elevated basal and postprandial secretion
of glucagon seen in patients with Type I diabetes. This mechanism may contribute to the
lowering of the post-prandial blood glucose that has been reported in previous studies.
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1399
PHARMACOKINETIC EFFECTS OF SYRINGE MIXING
PRAMLINTIDE, ISOPHANE INSULIN, AND SOLUBLE INSULIN.
E. Redalieu*, D. Blake, A. NUttall, and R. Thompson. M. Hurley &
Associates, Inc.*, Murray Hill, NJ, and Amylin Pharmaceuticals, Inc., San
Diego, CA, USA.
The pharmacokinetics (AUC, C.., and Tm ) of pramlintide, free insulin
and glucose following subcutaneous injections of 30 µg pramlintide,
isophane insulin (I) and soluble insulin (S), given separately or syringe-
mixed in various combinations within 5 min prior to injection, were
compared in 28 patients with Type I.diabetes mellitus. In a randomized,
open-label, five-way crossover trial, there were five treatment regimens
with a 1-week washout between each treatment: (1) placebo+I+S; (2)
pramlintide+I, separate S; (3) pramlintide+S, separate I; (4) pramlintide, I,
S, all separate; (5) pramlintide+I+S. Breakfast and lunch were given after
the morning pramlintide and insulin administration, and blood samples
were collected for 10 hours (5 hours for pramlintide analysis). Pramlintide
was rapidly absorbed and eliminated following separate injection or various
combined injections. When mixed with I, pramlintide appeared to have
increased bioavailability compared to the other treatments. The free insulin
profile following combined pramlintide+I+S injection was similar to that
following separate injections of pramlintide, I and S. Glucose C.. values
were significantly lower and Tm, x values were delayed following combined
pramlintide+I+S injection compared to combined placebo+I+S injection.
Up to 180 min after administration, the four pramlintide treatments resulted
in lower glucose profiles compared to placebo treatment. Over the entire
period (0-600 min) the glucose profile was clinically optimal with the
combination pramlintide+f in one syringe, with or without S, compared to
the other treatments. These results support the mixing of pramlintide with
isophane and/or soluble insulin in the same syringe prior to subcutaneous
self-administration.

PS 34
Devices
1400
RELIABLE BLOOD GLUCOSE MEASUREMENT WITH THE APEC
GLUCOSE ANALYSER
L. Heinemann, C. Weyer, M. Stoffels, U. Schaden and T. Heise, Dept. of
Metabolic Diseases and Nutrition, Heinrich-Heine-University of Dusseldorf,
Germany
In contrast to the large variety of glucose meters for patients' use, there is
only a small selection of glucose analysers available for rapid, reliable and
cheap glucose measurements on the ward. The APEC glucose analyser
(Ruhrtal Labor Technik, Mohnesee-Delecke, Germany) estimates glucose
concentrations by measurement of the oxygen decline with a polarographic
oxygen electrode employing the glucose oxidase reaction. This desk top ana-
lyser allows glucose measurements in blood, serum, plasma, urine (in 10 PI
samples) and in haemolysed blood (mixture of 40 µl blood, drawn up with a
heparinised capillary and 590 gl reagent) within 30 s (46 s with blood), prints
out the measurement results, performs a number of self tests and prints error
analyses in case of problems. The costs for a single blood glucose measure-
ment are 0.35 DM. We evaluated the reliability of the APEC glucose analyser
in comparison to the Beckman Glucose Analyser (Beckman, Munich, Ger-
many) by parallel measurement of 429 venous blood samples. Plasma glucose
concentrations measured by the Beckman analyser were corrected by subtrac-
tion of 10 % to blood glucose concentrations (5.0±2.1 (1.7-17.2) mmol/I;
(mean±SD (range)). These values were comparable to the results with the
APEC analyser from haemolysed blood samples (5.0±2.1 (1.1-17.3) mmol/l,
p=0.129, paired t-test), the absolute difference being 0.0±0.4 mmol/l. Linear
correlation gave a regression line of y=0.983x+2.07 and a correlation coeffi-
cient of r=0.982. With the error grid analysis 426 (99.3 %) of all results with
the APEC analyser are in zone A/a, in which differences between the results
have no clinical implications. Only one value was in zone B and two in zone
D, i.e. only three results showed clinically relevant or not acceptable devia-
tions. The APEC glucose analyser allows rapid and reliable blood glucose
estimations in small blood volumes.

1401
VALIDITY OF HbAic MEASUREMENTS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH A HIGH
DEGREE OF HYPERGLYCEMIA
R. Zinnat, N. Kamal, L.AIi, A.K. Khan; Research Division BIRDEM, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Although HbAu is now routinely used as an indicator of long-term (2 months) glycemic
status in diabetic patients, its validity in rising degrees of hyperglycemia becomes
increasingly difficult to be ascertained in human subjects in v ivo due to obvious ethical
reasons. Like many tropical developing countries Bangladesh has a group of patients
termed as malnutrition related diabetes mellitus (MRDM), who presents with an extreme
degree of hyperglycemia (fasting blood glucose values usually above 18mmolll and 2-hr
post prandial values >25 mmolll) and even without any treatment, they do not develop
ketoacidosis. In the present study HbAio level of 16 MRDM (12 FCPD and 6 PDDM), 26
NIDDM (of same age group) and 54 age-matched nondiabetic control subjects were
measured to explore the applicability of the test in MRDM patients. A three sample
OGTT was also performed in each subject Glucose was estimated by Glucose-oxidase
method and HbAu was estimated by an automated HPLC technique based on cation-
exchange (Variant, Bio-Rad, USA). HbAr in MRDM subgroups (%,M+SEM: FCPD:
17.1+1.12) and PDDM: 16.4+1.9) were much higher than those in Control (4.7+0.1) and
NIDDM (10+0.6). The values reflect the wide difference in fasting serum glucose levels
between the MRDM subgroups (mmolll, M+SEM, FCPD: 20.2+1.8 and PDDM:
16.9+2.5) and the NIDDM group (11.4+1.0) as well as between the MRDM subgroups
and Control (3.5+0.1). The mean (±SEM ) postprandial 1-hr glucose levels were
6.6+0.4, 30.9+2.2, 27.1+3.4 and 21.3+1.5 mmolll and the mean (+SEM ) postprandial
2-hr glucose levels were 5.6+0.3, 32.3+2.1, 28.3+3.3 and 23.0+1.6 mmol/l in control,
FCPD, PDDM and NIDDM patients respectively. Significant difference (p<0.001) was
found between all the diabetic groups and the nondiabetic one but not between FCPD
and PDDM regarding serum fasting and postprandial glucose and HbAio levels. The
NIDDM patients had significantly (p<0.001) lower values compared to FCPD patients in
all cases. HbAio correlated with fasting serum glucose in FCPD (r-0.71, p<0.01) and in
NIDDM (r-0.8, p<0.001) cases.The results demonstrate that HbAic is a reliable indicator
of glycemic status in all types of diabetes including those with very high blood glucose
levels.



1402
LOCAL ADVERSE EVENTS DURING LONG TERM TREATMENT WITH
IMPLANTABLE INSULIN PUMPS IN TYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS
N Jeandidier*, P Belicar**, S Boivin*, M Pinget* for the EVADIAC
Study Group. *Service d'Endocrinologie, RU Strasbourg, **Service de
Medecine Inteme, La Timone Marseille, France
The aim of the study was to assess the frequency of local adverse events
during long term therapy using implantable insulin pump, their clinical
impact and the predisposition factors. From 1989 to 1995, 352 IDDM
patients were treated with either Minimed MIP 2001(n=466), Infusaid
M1000 (n=52) or Siemens Promedos ID3 (n=30) devices. Local
incidents, implantation procedure, patients characteristics, usual physical
activity and history of allergy were recorded in a retrospective
multicentric study. Cumulative follow-up was 1180 patients.years. At
least 1 local pump pocket complication occured in 84 patients after a
mean implantation duration of 11.2 months (1-28). Mean rate of these
events was 7.1 per 100 pts.yrs, 24% of the patients were affected.Wide
variations (ns) were observed between large centers (eg>24 patients) and
small centers (6.9 vs 13.9 per 100 pts.yrs, 22.5 vs 30.9%). Main local
complications were inflammatory reactions (34.5%), skin erosions
(44%) and infections (9.5%) requiring pump explantations in 64.4 % of
these cases. None of the factors such as gender, age, BMI, diabetes
duration, physical activity, history of allergy, pump model or
implantation procedure was correlated with the occurence of local
complications. They occured for 60.2% in patients implanted for the first
time, of the non affected patients 35% were primo-implanted (p<0.05).
No prophylactic antibiotherapy was prescribed in one of the large center
with the highest frequency of local events (28.7%). Cutaneous
complications were significant regarding their frequency and their
consequences (pump explantation). No major causal factor involving
patients characteristics or clinical procedure was found.
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VALIDATION OF A VASCULAR GLUCOSE MONITORING SYSTEM
USING SODIUM CITRATE ANTICOAGULATION.
D Stein and R Dobbins. UT Southwestern, Dallas,
TX USA

The use of heparin anticoagulation in
metabolic studies may be undesirable due to a
coagulation disorder or, more generally,
artifactual elevations in plasma FFA due to its
effect on plasma lipoprotein lipase. We tested
the compatibility of using localized sodium
tricitrate (NaCit) anticoagulation with a recently
US-FDA approved in-line vascular glucose sensor
(VIA Model 121, VIA Medical, San Diego, CA) during
hyper-(11.1), eu-(5.3) and hypo- (2.5mM) glycemic
clamps in 16 subjects. We substituted NaCit for
heparin at 1.1 mg/dl in the isolyte flush solution
that was infused at 60 cc/hr. The external sensor
was attached via an 18-20 gauge -catheter to an
arterialized hand vein. Blood was sampled at 5-10
minute intervals per our usual clamp protocol from
the sensor's stop cock blood drawing port and
plasma glucose measured on a Beckman autoanalyzer.
We compared values for 21 consecutive studies (439
data points) with a glucose range of 2.3 to 16.1
mM. For the group as a whole, the bias (percent
error) was 0.9% with a precision (standard error
of the mean) of 2.25%, and an R2 of 0.985. In
conclusion, sodium tricitrate anticoagulation is
effective in maintaining vascular line patency
when frequent blood sampling is required during
physiologic studies and this additive does not
affect the accuracy of glucose measurement when
using the VIA model 121 real time monitor.

1405
LONG-TERM CLINICAL APPLICATION OF WEARABLE ARTIFI-
CIAL ENDOCRINE PANCREAS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
M.Sakakida, K. Nishida, S. Shimoda,T.Uemura,Y.Konno,K.Ichinose and
M. Shichiri. Department of Metabolic Medicine, Kumamoto University
School of Medicine, Kumamoto, Japan

To achieve the long-term blood glucose regulation and clinical ap-
plication of the closed-loop system in ambulatory diabetic patients is
essential. However, two major problems should be solved for long-term
application of wearable artificial endocrine pancreas.

1.Development of stable and reliable subcutaneous glucose sensor:
With a ferrocene-mediated glucose sensor covered with highly
biocompatible membrane, 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine-co-
n-butyl methacrylate (MPC-co-BMA) membrane, subcutaneous tissue
glucose concentrations could be monitored precisely and continuously
for up to 7 days without any in vivo calibrations, and for 14 days with
one-point in vivo calibrations.

2.Development of subcutaneous insulin infusion algorithm: Con-
sidering the management and safety of insulin delivery route when wear-
able artificial endocrine pancreas is applied to ambulatory diabetic pa-
tients for long-term basis, subcutaneous insulin infusion algorithm has
been developed by analyzing by analyzing the dynamics of subcutane-
ously injected short-acting insulin analogue (Insulin Lispro)by three com-
partment model. By applying subcutaneous insulin infusion algorithm
using Insulin Lispro which is absorbed 2 to 3 times faster than usual regu-
lar insulin, near-physiological glycemic control could be achieved in dia-
betic patients without showing any delayed hyperinsulinemia nor hypogly-
cemia.

In conclusion, wearable artificial endocrine pancreas is now recog-
nized as an excellent therapeutic tool for regulating blood glucose excur-
sions physiologically in ambulatory diabetic patients on long-term basis.

1404
INTRAVENOUS INSULIN PUMP AND AUTOMATIC RATE ADAPTA-
TION BY MEANS OF NEURAL NETWORK. PRELIMINARY STUDIES
S. Boivin*, M. Milgram**, O. Catu***, N. Jeandidier* and M. Pinget*.
Service d'Endocrinologie, Hopitaux Universitaires - Strasbourg,
**Universite Paris VI, *** S.E.T. Medical, FRANCE.

Intraveinous (iv) insulin infusion is often required in the management of acute
situations in type I and II diabetic patients. The lack of suitable algorithm for
dose adjustment in function of capillary blood glucose (CBG) represents a
limitation for this treatment, especially in non diabetologic units. We develo-
ped a new pump in order to allow i) iv insulin infusion, ii) automatic rate adap-
tation in function of patients characteristics and discontinuous CBG measure-
ments (10/day). The system is based on neural networks, educated by means
of a bank of data (10,000 examples of rate adjustments in function of CBG,
and the resulting CBG), obtained by collecting data of 711 type I or II patients
(1990 to 1994). A : Retrospective safety and feasibility study, using another
bank of data (similar conditions, more than 10,000 examples). Correlation
between the system propositions (SP) and the mecical propositions (MP) : R
= 0.979, p < 0.001. B : prospective on-site study : when SP and MP were dif-
ferent, the physician selected the rate to be applied. Correlation between SP

ans MP : R = 0.969, p < 0.001. When SP was applied (78.3 ti cases), 70.15
of the CBG obtained were between 60 and 150 mg/dl, 4.03 % were lower,

25.46 % were upper. When the rate chooses was MP, 81.5 % CBG were bet-
ween 60 and 150 mg/dl, 4.6 % were lower, 13.9 were upper. The significant
correlation was observed as early as the first day of treatment. There was no
severe hypoglycemia. A larger study is necessary to validate the system befo-
re its use in non diabetologic units.
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GLUCOMETER ®DEX`M - A NEW SMBG SYSTEM
(J.O.Noell, M,K.Musho and K.F.Yip. Bayer Corp., Elkhart, IN,
USA)
The Glucometer DEX Diabetes Care System is a convenient and
accurate home use device for the self-monitoring of blood glucose
(SMBG). The system consists of an instrument, reagent sensor discs
and control materials. It is conceptually the same as other
Glucometer products currently available for blood glucose testing.
The unique aspect of the system is that the test sensors are not
packaged individually. Rather tests are packaged ten at a time
(individually sealed) in an aluminum formed blister (Test Sensor
Disc). The user never handles the actual test sensor. The DEX test
sensor is comprised essentially of electrodes capable of making an
amperometric measurement and a reagent deposition of the enzyme,
glucose oxidase, and the electron transfer agent, potassium
ferricyanide. The DEX test sensor uses a capillary for sampling. The
volume of the capillary is 3-4 1.11. Testing time for each sample is 30
seconds. The DEX test sensor has a linear response to glucose from
10 - 600 mg/dL. The DEX system exhibits good precision across the
whole response range (less than 3mg/dL as one ad below 50mg/dL
and 3-5% CV above 50mg/dL) when tested either with whole blood
samples or controls. The test results from the DEX system correlate
very well with the SMBG devices currently available on the market
(with correlation slope between 0.957 and 1.02, correlation intercept
between -3.3 and 6.9, and standard error of estimation between 8.8
and 16.2 mg/dL). The system exhibits minimal bias from hematocrit
effect, oxygen, temperature and common interference in whole blood.

1407
HUMORAL IMMUNE RESPONSE TO POLYMERIC GLUCOSE SENSOR
MEMBRANES AS PARAMETER OF BIOCOMPATIBILITY TESTING
Schlosser, M., Ziegler, B., Abel, P., Ziegler, M. Institute of Diabetes "Gerhardt
Katsch", University of Greifswald, D-17495 Karlsburg, GERMANY
There are numerous reports on implanted glucose biosensors showing that the loss
of sensitivity to glucose after implantation is one of the major problems. One of the
possible reasons for this might be the bioincompatibility of materials used for
sensor preparation, resulting in thrombogenic, inflammatory and immunological
responses to the implant. In a preliminary study after implantation of glucose
sensors, we have detected IgG-antibodies against the outer sensor membrane
consisting of cellulose acetate suggesting a specific immune response against
polymeric materials. Therefore this study was aimed to compare the
immunogenicity of different polymeric membranes (pglyimide, pellethane,
polycarbonate, PTFE) potentially suitable for covering biosensors. Sterilized pieces
of 10x10 nun were subcutaneously implanted into female LEW. IA rats on days 1,
21 and 42. The time course of antibody formation was analyzed on days 1, 10, 21,
28, 35, 42 and 49. IgG-antibodies were detected by means of a specially developed
enzyme immunoassay technique using the respective membrane immobilized at the
bottom of a 96-well MINIFOLD I. The cut-off for antibody positivity was calculated
from mean O.D.+2SD of control animals for each antigenic target. On day 49
antibodies to polymeric membranes were detectable by 40% (4/10) with the PTFE
membranes, 36% (5/14) with pellethane, 20% (3/15) with polycarbonate, and 13%
(2/15) with polyimide. Except polyimide the antibody prevalence against all
materials could be significantly enhanced by one intraperitoneal application of
complete Freund's adjuvant on day 1 (100% (4/4) with PTFE, 60% (3/5) with
pellethane and 80% (4/5) with polycarbonate). All membranes tested in cell culture
showed no cytotoxic effect. The results demonstrate a significant but individually
varying IgG-antibody formation against different biomaterials. Polyimide has
shown the lowest immunogenicity and therefore it might be highly biocompatible.
We conclude that immunogenicity should be generally involved in biocompatibility
testing for selection of sensor membranes to improve the functional stability of
biosensors implanted.

1408

ACCEPTANCE AND EFFECT OF A COMPUTER-BASED BLOOD GLUCOSE
MONITORING DEVICE IN ADOLESCENTS WITH TYPE I DIABETES.
S. Muther, R. Hartmann, R. Lauterborn and W. Burger. Dept. of Pediatrics,
Virchow Medical Center, Humboldt University of Berlin, Berlin, Germany.

Adolescents with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) often have
problems with therapy and metabolic control. Intensive support may be useful
for this age group. Objectives: To investigate the acceptance of a computer-
based blood glucose monitoring device (Accutrend DM, Boehringer Mannheim,
Germany) and to evaluate the influence of using this device on understanding of
disease, metabolic control, and therapy. Methods: A prospective randomized
study was conducted in patients (pts) with IDDM aged 12-18 years over a period
of 10 months. 57 of 162 pts were interested in participating. They were randomly
divided into an interventional group of 29 pts receiving blood glucose monitoring
systems and into a control group of 28 pts with unchanged self-monitoring. Two
pts of each group were lost to follow-up. Thus, 27 pts of the intervention group
(12m, 15f, age 15.3±1.4 yrs, diabetes 5.2±4.1 yrs) and 26 pts of the control
group (12m, 14f, age 15.3±1.9 yrs, diabetes 4.8±3.6 yrs) were evaluable. At
begin and end of study, expectations and perceptions of pts and parents were
documented. HbA, 0- level, frequencies of metabolic control and insulin injection,
and handling and judgement of the monitoring device were registered every 3
months at regular visits. Results: 67% of the pts rated the handling of the blood
glucose monitoring device as good, 12% had problems. 32% used the internal
statistic program, and 71% reported an improved understanding of their
diabetes treatment. 67% were motivated to increase the metabolic control. 65%
of the intervention group and 60% of the control group performed three or more
blood glucose tests per day (n.s.). Numbers of insulin injections were increased
in 10 of 20 pts of the intervention group with initially less than 4 daily injections
vs. 4 of 19 pts of the control group (p=.06). HbA 1 levels were not significantly
different between both groups at any time, but improved during the course of
study in both groups. Results were not influenced by sex, age or school
education. Conclusions: In the majority of adolescents, acceptance of the
blood glucose monitoring device was positive. Within 10 months, there were
either no or only small differences in frequencies of metabolic control, insulin
therapy and HbA 1 , between pts with and without monitoring device.

1409
NO DIFFERENCE IN PAIN PERCEPTION WHEN TWO TYPES OF
LANCETS FOR BLOOD GLUCOSE TESTING WERE USED
R. Hanas, M. Hallman, P. Hanas, B. Jarlov-Hjelm and AS. Karttunen. Depart-
ment of Pediatrics, Uddevalla, Molndal and Kungsbacka, Sweden.

Aiming for a better glycemic control inevitably requires frequent blood-glucose
testing. Previous lancets are of 23G size but a 28G lancet has recently been intro-
duced. The aim of this study was to evaluate if a thinner lancet would reduce the fin-
ger-pricking pain. At a diabetes summer camp we performed a double-blind,
crossover study with 29 IDDM children aged 9-13 years. The lancets were used
only once. Pain was registered on a 10 cm VAS scale with faces and endpoints
marked "No pain" and "Much pain". The mean VAS pain score was for the 23G lan-
cets (Ames Surelite, 0.65 mm diameter, 3 mm length) 1.5 ± 1.1 cm and for the 28G
lancets (Becton-Dickinson Microfine +, 0.36 mm diameter, 4 mm length) 1.6 ± 1.1
cm (n.s. t-test). The residual pain (pain when pressing the finger the next day) was
for the 23G lancets 0.6 ± 0.8 cm and for the 28G lancet 0.3 ± 0.4 (n.s. t-test). 11.0%
of the 23G needles needed repricking to obtain enough blood with the Glucometer
GX meter (needs 30 - 40 ul of blood) compared to 2.8% with the 28G needle
(p=0.055 Chi2). 5.6% of the 23G needles needed repricking to obtain enough blood
with the Glucometer Elite meter (needs 3µl of blood) compared to 6.8% with the
28G needle (n.s. Chi2). 27.9% of the prickings with 23G lancets needed extra wip-
ing of blood after the test compared to 40.0% of the 28G needle (p=0.036 Chi 2).
There was no difference in which lancet the children preferred using. In conclusion,
we did not find any difference in pain perception or patient preference when two
lancets with considerable difference in size were tested. The 28G lancet is thinner
but also longer which might cancel each other out in pain perception. The longer
lancet needed more wiping but also slightly less frequent repricking when used with
a meter needing more blood for measuring. It seems as if the length of the lancet is
more important than the diameter for how much blood is obtained when pricking. In
this camp setting, where the group pressure of accepting blood glucose testing is
larger than at home, the children were indifferent to the types of lancets tested.
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Rapid Fructosamine Test for Use in Diabetes
C I i n i c s. G. Neyer, C. Carter, S. Miller and V. Noetzel.
LXN Corporation, San Diego, California, USA.

Diabetic patients achieve better glycemic control
when health professionals are aware of their
glycated protein levels. Now, an instrument for the
determination of glycated protein (fructosamine) has
been developed (LXN Corporation) which allows
patients or health care professionals to use a simple
procedure to obtain rapid test results from a
fingerstick drop of blood. The potential of various
interfering substances to affect system accuracy has
been studied. System accuracy was unaffected by
hematocrit values within normal physiological ranges
(between 20% and 65% hematocrit). Also, no
significant effect on accuracy was observed when
ascorbic acid (to 1.5 mg/dL), bilirubin (to 8.0 mg/dL),
hemoglobin (to 200 mg/dL), glucose (to 1200 mg/dL),
uric acid (to 17 mg/dL), triglycerides (to 800 mg/dL)
and glycerol (to 88 mg/dL) were tested within and
above physiological ranges. These results show that
the LXN Fructosamine Test is a viable alternative to
laboratory-based testing.

1411

GASTRIC BANDING AND TYPE 2 DIABETES
T.Haas, S.Svacina, J.Fried, M.Peskova, J. Sonka
3rd Medical and 1st Surgical Clinic, 1st Medical
Faculty, Charles University, Prague, Czech Rep.

22 patients (7 diabetics, 15 non diabetics) in-
dicated for gastric banding were followed for
3 years. 7 patients had less than 10 kg weight
loss, 15 patients successfull weight loss, some
with weight regain later - 7 patients. Anova
with repeated measures found no difference bet-
ween DM and nonDM in BMI: Diabetics
43.8.. .41.0.. .39.6.. .40.1 kg/m 2 , non diabetics
45.1.. .41.3 ...39.6...39.0 kg/m 2 . In Fisher test
the only variable which had borderline
significance for ability to lose weight was the
family history of type 2 diabetes. Stepwise
regression analysis for BMI changes was
performed for every interval of weight change.
The only significant result was ( BMI change
during whole 3 years)= -7.88 + 2.39 (BMI change
in 6 months). All other initial variables: BMI,
gender, history of weight oscilations, insulin,
blood glucose, T3, T4, triglycerides failed to
enter the models.
Conclusion: 1. Difference in weight change
cannot be explained by diabetes or basic
metabolic and hormonal characteristic of
patients. 2. The only type of patients with
greater benefit of the operation are
non-diabetics with family history of DM. 3. The
early weight loss can be used to predict the
final result.

1412

TELEMEDICINE IN THE CARE OF IDDM PATIENTS
E. Kilkki', L. Riihela', K. Nyholm2, J. Pajunen3 and V.A. Koivisto 4 .
'Kuusankoski District Hospital, 2 Technical Research Centre of Finland,
3Medicom Finland and 4Department of Medicine, Helsinki University
Hospital, Helsinki, Finland.
Self blood glucose monitoring is important for good control in IDDM
patients. The use of telematic information transmission could save time
and expenses related to outpatient visits. We examined the usefulness
of this method in 10 IDDM patients (age 36 yrs, rage 17-50 yrs,
duration of diabetes 12 yrs, range 1-23 yrs, mean insulin dose 31 U/d,
range 10-54 U/d). They all had previous experience in personal
computers. A software was developed to store, transfer and print out
self blood glucose monitoring data in different forms (numbers,
figures). A two—way transfer of messages was possible as well. After
initial education, the patients had a 3 month run—in period followed by
a 12 months study. Data on home blood glucose monitoring, symptoms
and large glucose excursions were transferred, and HbA10 was
determined at outpatient visits at 3-5 month intervals. The number of
home glucose determinations varied from 206 to 1902 and telematic
transmissions from 2 to 26 per patient/year. No significant changes
were observed in HbA 1^ level, total insulin dose or major fluctuations
in glycemia as compared to a 6 month period before the study. No
patients had any emergy visits to hospital due to hypoglycemia or
ketoacidosis. 9/10 patients were pleased with the system and willing to
continue it after the trial. In conclusion: 1) Telematic data transmission
can be utilized in the management of IDDM patients familiar with
computer technology. 2) The two—way use of this technology may
enhance safety, help in every—day care and save time and expenses of
outpatient visits.

1413

ACCEPTABILITY OF A `PATCH LIKE' DEVICE FOR CONTINUOUS
BASAL INSULIN SUPPLY.
J. Llewelyn`, J. Martin', M. Birkett', R. Michels' and G. Rayman' Lilly
Research Centre, Windlesham, U.K.', Academic Medical Center, University
of Amsterdam, the Netherlands2 , The Ipswich Hospital, Ipswich, UK'
Due to their relatively short time action profiles and large variations in
absorption rates, currently available basal insulin preparations are not ideal.
Subcutaneous insulin infusion pumps may provide good basal insulinisation
but are technically sophisticated and not suitable for many patients. The
objective of this study examined patient acceptability of wearing a `patch like'
device for continuous delivery of basal insulin. 38 IDDM and 7 NIDDM
insulin using patients (20 female, 25 male, mean age 38 yrs) from 2 centres
tested 4 prototypes (2 different shapes and 2 different adhesives). All
prototypes were non functional and did not have a needle attached. Each
patient tested each prototype for a period of one week in a randomised order.
Patients collected information throughout the study period in a diary and
completed a series of six questions using a visual analogue scale (VAS 1-10)
at the end of each week to assess acceptability. Patients continued to take their
usual insulin regimen throughout the study period (pen device n=38, syringe
n=7). 14 patients (31%) reported problems with fixation of the prototypes (28
reports) and 26 patients (58%) reported a prototype becoming detached (44
reports). Detachment was most commonly associated with a bath, undressing
or occurred overnight. 20 patients (48%) reported minor skin reactions,
including pruritis. There was no detectable device or adhesive effect on
acceptability but there was an observable period effect with patients more
likely to accept the prototype tested in week two. Overall, 58% of patients
said that they would consider changing their current regimen to use a `patch
like' device (VAS score >5). In conclusion, there remain technical difficulties
with the use of this device but if these can be overcome they may offer a
feasible alternative for basal insulin delivery.
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ACCURACY OF HOME BLOOD GLUCOSE METERS WITH

SPECIAL RESPECT TO DIFFERENT GLYCAEMIC RANGES

G. Sendlhofer*, M. Ellmerer**, G.A. Brunner*, A. Wutte*, L. Schaupp**, Z.
Trajanoski**, P. Wach**, and T.R. Pieber*. *Department of Internal
Medicine, Diabetes and Metabolism, University of Graz, Austria, **Institute
of Biomedical Engineering, University of Technology, Graz, Austria

AIM: Aim of this study was to investigate the accuracy of 6 home blood
glucose meters with special respect to different glycaemic ranges (low
range <3,89 mmol/l, acceptable range 3,89-9,99 mmol/l, high range >9,99
mmol/l.
METHODS: In total 1146 blood glucose monitor readings [Reflolux S
(Boehringer Mannheim), One Touch II (LifeScan), Glucocard Memory
(Menarini), Precision (Medisense), HemoCue (HemoCue) and Accutrend a
(Boehringer Mannheim)] and 191 reference values (Beckmann Glucose
Analyzer 2) were analysed. Arterialised blood samples were obtained from
5 subjects under controlled conditions (glucose clamp technique). The
correlation coefficients for each glucose meter in total and according to the
different glycaemic ranges and the percentage of measurements outside
20% were as follows:
RESULTS:

<3,89
r

3,89-9,99
r

>9,99
r

total
r

total
> 20%

Reflolux S 0,60 0,88 0,62 0,96 32%

OneTouch II 0,73 0,96 0,90 0,99 7%

Glucocard M. 0,78 0,97 0,86 0,99 13%

Precision 0,61 0,94 0,79 0.98 30%

HemoCue 0,67 0,94 0,41 0,97 8%

Accutrend a 0,70 0,96 0,81 0,98 12%

CONCLUSION: Accuracy of blood glucose meters shows substantial
differences according to defined glycaemic ranges. Therefore we suggest
separation into different glycaemic ranges, whenever accuracy of home
blood glucose meters is evaluated.

1415
On-Line Continuous i.v. Glucose Monitoring in Diabetic Patients during
Hemodialysis
M.I. Salgado', F. Stemberg', U. Hoss', J. Bican', D. Bundschu 2,

R. Kramerz, E.F. Pfeiffer'
'Institut far Diabetes-Technologie an der Universitat Ulm, Ulm, Germany

2Kuratorium far Dialyse and Nierentransplantation, Ulm, Germany
Introduction: Diabetes mellitus is one of the major causes of end stage renal
failure. The practice of continuous i.v. glucose monitoring during

hemodialysis may show the actual metabolic state of the patient and may help
correct possible hypo/hyperglycemias. Aim: To evaluate the feasibility and

profits of the on-line continuously monitoring of blood glucose during

hemodialysis in NIDDM using the i.v. Glucosensor Unitec Ulm. Methods: A
catheter for continuous blood extraction(v=20-40p Imin) was inserted into
the tubes of the artificial kidney, located immediately after the inlet of the
heparin supply pump. Blood was diluted 1:5 with a heparin saline and
pumped into a flow chamber, where a glucose oxidase membrane was
attached to a Ag/Pt electrode polarised at 700mV. The extracted blood
glucose was oxidised to H202. The latter releases e" to the electrodes
proportional to the blood glucose concentration and are measured as electric
current. In this fashion blood glucose was continuously monitored in 6
NIDDM patients(2 women and 4 men) during hemodialysis. Results: Mean
blood glucose was 197±83mg/dl. In 2 patients blood glucose was corrected
with i.v. insulin injection during hemodialysis The sensor signal correlated

very well with the reference glucose values. The major problem was the
interruption of the continuous blood extraction due to blood clotting in the
tubing system of the glucosensor (n=3). However, this problem could be
avoided in further experiments by perfusing 2000U/ heparin in the artificial
kidney before starting the monitoring. Conclusions: On-line continuous blood

glucose monitoring is feasible during hemodialysis and allows a better
metabolic control of diabetic patients.

1416
INFLUENCE OF HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION ON THE LEVEL OF

COUNTERINSULIN HORMONS IN IDDM.

Gubkina V.A, Dreval A .V ,Tischenina R.S,Molchanova

G.S,Kiselev S.O,Kolesnichenco N.V,Zafarullah khan, Moscow

Regional Research Clinical Institute, Moscow, Russia

AIM: To eualuate the possible hormonal changes in newly

diagnosed IDDM after GBO therapy which was used as

adjunctive to intensified insulinotherapy to improve tissue

oxygenation and preserve residual insulin secretion. METHODS

:Blood level of IRI ,C-peptide ,cortisol, GH ,TSH, T3, T4 were

estimated by immunoassay. Urine excretion of Ad and Nad was

detected by flurometry and 17- OCS by Porter-Silber method. 53

patients were treated by HBO (10 cessions duration 40 min at 2

ATA):mean age 24.6+67, disease duration mean 5.61+4.1.20

patients were matched control. RESULTS. GBO enable to

compensate IDDM in short period Just after GBO the level of C-

peptid was increased from0.53+0.09 to 0.91+0.09 ng/ml.

Increased Adr excretion before GBO was in 82 % of

patients(109.0 +13.2nmol/I)and significantly lowered after GBO

(to 84.5+10.2nmol/I). Nad excretion remained

unchanged.Therefore Nad/Ad ratio became normal. Increased

cortisol level preserved after GBO, but 17 -OCS excretion was in

normal range, probably as a result of disturbed cortisol

metabolism.GH level was increased only in group of patients with

retinopathy and decrease to normal after GBO. The level of other

hormone did not change significantly Data revealed may prove

the efficasy of including the GBO in the complex IDDM therapy.
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HABITUAL INSERTION VELOCITY OF INSULIN
NEEDLES IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
H Egekvist', P Madeleine2 , L Arendt-Nielsen'- , P Bjerring' and H H
Lervang3 . Dept. of Dermatology, Marselisborg Hospital, Aarhus', Center
for Sensory-Motor Interaction, Aalborg University 2, Dept. of Endo-
crinology, Aalborg Hospital 3 , Denmark.
The movement characteristics during needle insertion of diabetics have not
previously been described. This information is needed for optimal design
of automatic needle insertion devices and to perform experimental and
clinical studies investigating insertion of insulin needles - mainly related
to discomfort and pain. Different movement phases were investigated in
28 patients with IDDM (12 female, 16 male, mean age 40.9 ± 10.8 years,
mean duration of IDDM 18.2±10.2 years) during 10 habitually
performed insertions in each patient with 030 (0.3 mm outer diameter)
8 mm insulin needles. A motion analysis system with infra-red cameras
(MacReflex System, Qualisys, Sweden) was used to describe the insertion
movement. The overall mean velocity of needle insertion was 18.6 mm/s
(SD 19.9), overall range: 1.0-133.3, range of individual means 2.1-43.6.
The mean velocity of needle insertion in the thigh was 20.6 mm/s (21.9)
and in the abdominal region 16.1 mm/s (17.0). The mean velocity of
needle insertion performed with a 45 degree angle of insertion was 15.5
mints (16.4) and with a 90 degree angle 23.2 mm/s (23.6). Statistical
analysis of variance showed significant difference between insertion with
45 and 90 degree angle (p<0.05). No significant difference between the
velocity of needle insertion in the thigh and in the abdominal region was
found. There was no correlation between the velocity of insertion and the
duration of IDDM.
In conclusion these data suggest a considerable degree of individual
variability of insulin needle insertion velocities. The velocity of insertion
was related to the angle but not to the anatomical region of insertion.
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INCONSTANT RELIABILITY OF BLOOD GLUCOSE SENSORS WITH
ALTITUDE.

P. Reboul, S. Bekka and D. Huzer. Clinique "Les Sorbiers", Jallans,
France.

It is clearly established that IDDM• patients can practice even extreme
sports like mountaineering. Still, reliability of blood glucose sensors
with altitude has not been assessed. In this view, we have climbed
Kilimandjaro (5895 meters) with 4 IDDM - patients and controlled our
capillary blood glucose with different glucose sensors (One Touch Basic,
One Touch Profile, Glucometer 4, Exatech Sensor) from 1500 meters to
the top. We were the healthy references and visual measurement of
capillary blood glucose was done each time with BM test 20800 strips.
Our capillary blood glucose values during fast at 1500 meters are from
061 to 1.05 g/l according to visual measurement and much lower from
0.39 to .44 g/I at the top (visual measurement : 0.8 gil). Diabetic patients
have glycemics values with sensors near the one found with visual
measurement for near normal values. Dispersion of the values when
hyperglycemia occurs is much more important: one subject at the thop
has 2.5 gll with visual strip,1.92 g/I with Glucometer 4 and 4.3 gll with
One Touch Profile! This variability seems to be more important with
height. We have not found one sensor better than the others. In
conclusion, reliability of blood glucose sensors with altitude is bad and
visual strips should be used during mountaineering.

1419
DEPENDENCE OF THE DELAY BETWEEN BLOOD GLUCOSE
AND SUBCUTANEOUS GLUCOSE DYNAMICS ON INSULIN.
K. Rebrin, C. Kruse-Lee , W.P. Van Antwerp and J.J. Mastrototaro.
MiniMed Inc., Sylmar, California, USA.
Subcutaneous (sc) glucose sensors have the potential to greatly improve
glucose monitoring by diabetic patients. However, a sensor signal
reflects sc interstitial fluid not blood glucose. The extent to which sc
glucose differs from the plasma is not fully known. In the present study,
sc amperometric enzymatic sensors were used to monitor glucose
(MiniMed; in vitro sensitivity 0.2-0.5 nA/(mg/dl), Tt/z<30 sec). The
dynamics of the in vivo sensor current were studied during hyper-
glycemic clamps performed in 4 normal dogs. Each dog had up to 4
sensors inserted in the neck area 3hrs prior to the clamp. During the
clamp blood glucose was increased from basal to -180 mg/dl for two
hours and then allowed to return. Insulin concentration increased - 10
fold in response to glucose infusion. In a separate set of 4 experiments
somatostatin was infused to suppress insulin secretion. The in vivo
delay in sensor current was identified by a differential equation (dUdt=
-p2xl + p3xGlu) from which the T½=1/p2 and the sensitivity=p3/p2
were estimated by least-squares fits of the data separately for rise and
fall in glucose (mean±SEM). Tr/z was slower during the rise than the
fall (4.52±1.22 vs 0.97±0.2 min, n=14; p=0.026). With somatostatin Tt/z
was equal to 4.71±0.8 (n=14) for the rise of glucose. The in vivo
sensitivity of the sensors (0.35±0.02, n=28) was similar to in vitro
values. In conclusion, the time delay Tth of ISF glucose is typically
only -5min and decreases substantially with increasing insulin (<lmin).
Thus, interstitial glucose kinetics obtained with sc sensors should be
appropriate for glucose control and hypoglycemic warning in patients.
Advantages in correcting for the time delay remain to be studied.

1420
SAFETY AND ACCURACY OF BLOOD GLUCOSE MEASUREMENT IN
HEIGHTS ABOVE 3 000 METER AND TEMPERATURES BELOW 0 ° C ON A
HIKING TRIP WITH INSULIN - DEPENDENT DIABETICS
U. Thurm and R. Landgraf, Diabetes Centre, University Clinic, Munich, Germany

The aim of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of self testing of blood glucose on
a hiking trip to the Vincent Pyramid (4215 m) and establish practical guidelines for
insulin - dependent diabetics to hike safely. Six diabetic hikers , age between 26 to
45 years with a diabetes duration between 5 - 41 years and six age, sex and hiking
experienced matched control persons took part in this expedition. Before and after
every hike blood glucose, lactate, blood pressure, pulse rate and fluid intake was
measured. On the bike the diabetics and non - diabetic control persons measured
blood glucose every two hours with four blood glucose meters and collected 20 gl
blood in an end to end capillary in a prepitted hemolysate sample. Below 4 000 m
the average difference between the four blood glucose meters ( Basic, Glucotouch,
One Touch II and Profil ) and the laboratory results was 13.5%. We found
differences regarding the testing skills of the participants and divided all hikers in
two groups regarding experience and accuracy in the use of the four Lifescan meters.
The self - monitored blood glucose results differed in the experienced group by 11±
% from the laboratory results and by 16 ±% in the less trained group in heights from
1 950 m to 3 650 m and temperatures up to - 15 ° C. Above 4000 m the average
difference of the four blood glucose meters to the laboratory control was 46 ±%.
There was no difference between the diabetic and the non - diabetic hikers regarding
lactate, adaption to the height, blood pressure, fluid intake or pulse results. All
diabetics reduced their short - and long - acting insulin between 20 - 50 % and
increased their carbohydrate intake up to 300 %. During the whole trip no severe
problems occured regarding the diabetes treatment. The meters tested in our study
proofed to be reliable under those extreme conditions below 4 000 meters, but the
users of the blood glucose meter have to undergo an intensive training and
education programme to team how to use their meter properly.

1421
Development of non-invasive determination of blood sugar level using the FT-
IR
M.kanazawa, T.Inada, T.Inamura, A.Tanaka, T.Takahashi, R.Ito, Y.Notoya,
THayashi, K.Aizawa*, 3rd department of internal medicine, 2nd department of
physiology* Tokyo Medical College, Tokyo Japan

To prevent the development of complication in the diabetic patients, a strict
control of blood glucose level is the essential. For that purpose,
measurement of blood glucose level with frequent blood sampling is
necessary, which gives pains to the patients. We have developed anon-
invasive determination system of blood glucose level using the Fourrier-
transform infrared spectra.
[Method]lnfra red spectra was measured at diamond 20(Nihon Denshi,Tokyo)
using the multi-reflection method by prism. Since C-O-C structure of glucose
had a characteristic absorbance at wave number 1039cm-1, glucose
concentration could be determined quantitatively by applying the peak
intensity. To determine the glucose level the fifth finger is adhere to the prism
surface. At the same time the blood glucose level was measured by the
glucose oxidase method to compare the values obtained by our method.
[Result]ln in vitro examination, the absorbance of infrared rays increased
depending on the glucose levels and it was indicated that the determination
was possible for glucose concentration of 3.5 mM to 35mM. In the first in vivo
study using the skin of finger, when the blood volume of the finger was
constant, the determined values of glucose coincided with those of glucose
levels measured by the glucose oxidase method, but the determined values
varied when the finger was cooled or when the blood stream was blocked. In
the second study we developed anon-invasive determing method of blood
glucose level by obtaining the blood volume in finger using the amount of
hemoglobin by the near infrared rays and correcting the determined values
with the amount of hemoglobin.
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CLINICAL EVALUATION OF THE GLUCOMETER® DEX TM

BLOOD GLUCOSE MONITORING SYSTEM
S.K. Garg, M.K. Jennings and A.M. Tideman. Barbara Davis
Center, Denver, CO and Bayer Corporation, Elkhart, IN, USA.
This study evaluated a new blood glucose monitoring system
in young adults with Type I diabetes and health care
professionals (HCP). The meter sensor uses a glucose
oxidase / electrochemical method. Five males and 15
females, 15-35 years old, participated in the study. Capillary
blood results obtained with meters referenced to
plasma/serum glucose values (PS) were compared to results
of the Hitachi 747, a hexokinase chemistry analyzer
(glucoses: 2.6-32.1 mmol/L). Whole blood referenced meter
results (WB) were compared to results of the YSI 2300 Stat
Plus, a glucose oxidase / electrode method (glucoses: 2.3-
26.9 mmol/L). The hematocrit range was 36-50%. Linear
regression results were:

Operators Meter N SIgpe Intercept Std. Error B

	

20 Patients PS 105 0.94	 0.50	 1.01	 0.98
2 HCP	 PS 105 0.95	 0.62	 1.03	 0.98

	

20 Patients WB 109 0.99	 0.38	 0.85	 0.99
2 HCP WB 109 1.00 0.46 0.84 0.99

The pooled coefficients of variation for the paired patient and
HCP meter results were 6.5% and 6.4% for the PS and WB
systems, respectively. Features enhancing the clinical utility
for self-monitoring included: automatic calibration, ten-test
disc put in the meter resulting in less individual strip handling,
only 3-4 µL of blood required, and results in 30 seconds. The
meter system was found to have acceptable performance and
clinical utility for self-monitoring of blood glucose.

1423
EFFECTS OF LASER THERAPY ON THE IMMUNE STATUS OF
PATIENTS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS
S.G. Onuchin, Y. V. Benenson, S.S. Belousov, Y.L. Onuchina. Kirov
State Medical Institute, Kirov, Russia.

The goal of our study was to research effects of low energy lieui-neon laser
therapy (LEIINLT) on the immunological status (IS) of 78 patients with
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) and 26 patients with non-insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) ( the age range: 14 - 64 years; duration
of the disease: from I month to 19 years). The control group included 30
healthy individuals of the same age range and the comparative group consisting
of 100 patients with diabetes mellitus (DM) who had undergone routine
treatments. LEHNLT was performed cutaneously on the pancreas for 6 minutes
and IV for 30 minutes. The treatment included 10-15 procedures. The amount
of T-and B-lymphocytes, T-subpopulation and immunoregulation index, levels
of 1gM, IgA, IgG, the immune complex (IC), functional activity of lymphocytes
(spontanious B-lymphocyte activation and proliferative activity in response to
T-and B-mitogens) estimated by luminoscent microscopy were used to evaluate
the immunological effects of LEHNLT. Before the treatment essential changes
in the IS had been revealed only in the IDDM patients. Our findings show
that those who had suffered from IDDM for five years exhibited high
autoimmunity, and changes in other organs were revealed in those who had
had IDDM for over 5 years. Minimal immunological changes in the patients
with NIDDM resulted from metabolic disturbances at the background of
decompensation of DM or overdosage of insulin. Routine treatments for DM
without immunocorrecting drugs did not improve their IS. The LEHNLT
improved significantly the IS in over 70% of the IDDM patients (p<O,05).
The best immunocorrecting effect was revealed in the patients with a short-term
IDDM history (up to 5 years), it was stable for 3 months, correlated with a high
level clinical-metabolic remission of IDDM, and then it decreased to the initial
level within 3-6 months. To sum up, LEHNLT is effective in our complex
therapy for DM to correct the IS in IDDM patients.

1424
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF A NEW GLUCOMETER ENCORE® QA+
WORKSTATION IN NEONATAL, LABORATORY AND WARD SITES
D. Parker, N. Bradburn, J. Baum, R. Valdes, J. Eckfeldt and G. Mecklenburg.
St. Vincent Hospital, Indianapolis, IN; University of Louisville School of Medi-
cine, Louisville, KY; University of Minnesota Medical School, Minneapolis, MN;
Bayer Corporation, Elkhart, IN, USA.
A Glucometer Encore® QA+ Workstation, with optical system and calibration
algorithm enhancements developed to deal with a wide variety of hematocrit
and glucose combinations, was evaluated in the hands of intended clinical us-
ers. Encore® reagent strips were used to test heelstick capillary bloods (4 neo-
natal nurses, 4 meters), fingerstick capillary bloods (2 ward nurses, 2 meters)
and venous bloods (2 analysts, 2 meters) for glucose in comparison to the
laboratory method at each site. Results were reported as mmol/I plasma glu-
cose. Coefficients of variation with controls ranged from 5.3 to 9.6% (low), 4.3
to 5.4% (normal) and 3.4 to 5.5% (high). Hematocrits ranged from 25 to 68%,
26 to 49% and 24 to 60% at neonatal, ward and laboratory sites, respectively.
No hematocrit effects on meter glucoses were noted with neonatal bloods.
Encore® QA+ glucoses compared to laboratory plasma glucoses as follows:

n Regression Syx	 r	 Bias ±15% ±20%
Neonatal wards 97 y=0.96x+0.03 0.36 0.951 -0.13[c] 96.9% 99.0%
Diabetes ward 99 y=0.96x -0.23 0.83 0.986 -6.4% 93.0% 98.0%
Laboratory (lot 1) 70 y=0.96x+0.05 0.82 0.994 -1.7% 94.0% 100%
Laboratory (lot 2) 70 y=1.01x-0.006 0.75 0.995 	 1.6% 99.0% 100%
Plasma glucoses ranged from 0.7 to 8.0 mmol/l, 2.2 to 24.6 mmol/I and 0 to
26.3 mmol/I at neonatal, ward and laboratory sites, respectively. With Encore
QA+ neonatal specimen glucoses 5 2.8 mmol/I, all were within 12% of the
laboratory plasma glucose results. The new Glucometer Encore QA+ Work-
station system performed well in these studies with neonatal heelstick bloods,
adult capillary fingerstick bloods, and venous bloods from the laboratory site in
comparison to the laboratory plasma glucose methods at the three sites.

1425
HELI-NEON LASER THERAPY WITH ROUTINE DRUG

TREATMENTS IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS
S.G. Onuchin, S. S. Belousov, E. V Benenson, Y.L. Onuchina.

Kirov State Medical Institute, Kirov, Russia.
The main aim of our study was to investigate pathogenetic efficacy of

low energy heli-neon laser therapy (LEILT) in combination with routine
drug treatments in patients with diabetes mellitus (DM). Influence of
LEHNLT was researched on the basis of clinical, laboratory and
immunological findings in 104 patients with DM (73 insulin-dependent and
26 non-insulin dependent DM; their age spectrum: 14-64 years; the duration
of DM: 1 month - 19 years). The control group consisted of 30 healthy
individuals (the age range: 17-50 years), and the comparative group
included 100 DM patients who had undergone routine medication therapy
(diet, intensive insulin therapy or tablet-form hypoglycemic medications or
their insulin and tablet combinations). Cutaneous and intravenous laser
treatments were performed. The course of treatment consisted of 10-15
procedures. It was revealed and properly estimated that LEHNLT in patients
with DM is effective and can be characterized by clinical remission
accompanied by decrease of average daily glycemia and total compensation
in 79% of the insulin-dependent and 81% of the non-insulin dependent
patients. In addition to the total compensation, decrease of daily insulin
doses was 45,3% (p<0,001) in the patients with insulin-dependent DM, and
decrease of requirements for tablet-form hypoglycemic drugs was 58%
(p<0,001) in the patients with non-insulin dependent DM. The laser
treatment resulted in increase of insulin secretion activity of the pancreas
(p<0,005), reliable hypolipedimic effect (p<0,05) and reliable
imrnunocorrecting effect in 80% of the patients with insulin-dependent DM,
mostly with 5-year duration of DM. The best effect was revealed in the
patients with the 2-3 year duration of insulin-dependent DM. The above-
mentioned positive effects remained for 6 months. To conclude, we consider
the use of LEHNLT to be a necessary component of our complex
treatment of patients with DM.
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CALIBRATION OF HbAi DETERMINATION

BY HbA1 0 VALUES OF NON-DIABETIC SUBJECTS

P. Compagnucci, M.G. Cartechini, G.W. Mazzoli and MG Negroni.
Diabetes Clinic, Camerino, Italy. On behalf of the "Gruppo di Studio
S.I.D.-Marche per la Standardizzazione dell'HbA1 0 ".

HbAi is widely accepted as a valuable indicator of long-
term blood glucose control. At present, however, inter-laboratory
comparison of HbAi values is not possible and calibration is extensively
investigated. Here we propose the use of HbAi values found in non-
diabetic subjects as a simple mean for calibration. Oral glucose tolerance
tests (OGTT) and HbAi determination in duplicate have been performed
in ten Diabetes Clinics of the Marche region of Italy. Only non diabetic
subjects (with normal OGTT response) have been considered. For
comparison, HbAi has been assessed in a lyophilized material at low and
high concentration, and re-determined again 1-2 months apart. Intra-
assay, inter-assay and inter-laboratory coefficients of variation (CV) have
been evaluated. HbAi has been determined by High Pressure Liquid
Chromatography (HPLC). 208 non-diabetic subjects have been examined
and mean (±SEMI HbAi value was 5.10±0.07% (range 3.4-6.6%).
Mean intra-assay CV (duplicate samples in the same laboratory) was
2.18%, 2.13% and 1.57% for non-diabetics and for the lyophilized at low
and high HbAi concentration. Inter-assay CV in each laboratory was
respectively 1.98%, 2.07%, and 1.83%. Inter-laboratory CV was higher
(13.04% in non diabetics; 17.41 % and 13.12% in the lyophilized at low
and high concentration). Calibration reduced the mean inter-laboratory CV
to 5.83% wen based on the values of the lyophilized material, and to
5.77% wen based on the values of the non diabetic subjects. In
conclusion, calibration of the HbAl c determination greatly reduces the
inter-laboratory CV and makes comparable the results obtained in
different laboratories. Similar results can be obtained with HbAi values
of both non-diabetic subjects or a lyophilized material, but the latter is at
present not available in a stable and ubiquitous form.
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A HEART RATE VARIABILITY MEASUREMENT SETUP

Matti Huotari, Lauri Honkala, Ville Ruikka
University of Oulu, Dept. Physical Sciences
Linnanmaa, FIN -90570 OULU, FINLAND

A purpose of this case work is to demonstrate an
application of a time-voltage converter as a
heart rate variablity (HRV) monitoring device.
In HRV analysis technique this device detects
burst-type signal and continuous activity and
represents the results as rate vs. time directly.
HRV fluctuates over time with a personal manner
depending the balance between the sympathetic
and parasumpathetic nervous control. In diabetes
this fluctuation is changed because of e.g.
neuropathy. However, the primary cause of the
phenomenon is not known. HRV could be cured by
a surgery operation if it is of anatomical
origin. The heart rate measurement was realised
in a convertional way. The instantaneous HRV was
measured with a means of a time-voltage converter
(Tektronix TVC501 TIME-VOLTAGE CONVERTER). Three
volunteer subjects were measured and their HRV
was analyzed based on the time-voltage converter
measurement. In the healthy subjects heart rate
was 0.86 and in the diabetec 2.05 beats/s. In
the healthy subjects HRV was steady and in the
diabetec random in supine position. The HRV
clearly shows that the respirator rhythm causes
finger prints which can be left also in the
diabetec HRV power spectrum based on time-
voltage conversion. The peaks in the HRV power
spectrum move to high frequency in diabetes.

1428
INVESTIGATION OF COMMON INTERFERENCES ON HbAI USING
THE A. MENARINI DIAGNOSTICS - KDK HA-8140 ANALYSER.
W. G. John. Clinical Biochemistry Department, The Royal London Hospital,
Whitechapel, London. E1 1BB. UK.
The measurement of glycated haemoglobin has become of central importance
in the evaluation of glycaemic control. Since the introduction of the clinically
useful methods for glycated haemoglobin measurement, techniques have been
refined to improve their reproducibility and more recently their level of
automation. Although methods have improved significantly over recent years,
the presence of interfering substances remain a major problem with associated
with some techniques. A significant problem is associated with
haemoglobinopathies and with increased levels of fetal haemoglobin;
additionally the labile Schiff base remains a problem. A number of major
haemoglobin variants were studied using the HA-8140 (A. Menarim
Diagnostics - KDK), including HbS, HbC, HbE and thalassaemia. The range
of HbAi results in normal individuals did not differ significantly from that
found in non-diabetics with haemoglobinopathy. True peak separation was not
always achieved in patients who have HbE present, although in all cases this
abnormality could easily be recognised as a shoulder on the HbAs peak. Schiff
base interference was investigated by incubating (for a limited time period) red
cells in phosphate buffered saline containing a high concentration of glucose.
Haemoglobin Al. results obtained confirmed that this interfering compound
was removed by the analyser; Schiff base is removed by incubation the sample
in tetrapolyphosphate buffer, this is performed automatically on the HA-8140
analyser. The effect of fetal haemoglobin was investigated by spiking cord
blood into samples collected from a number non-diabetic and diabetic subjects,
this procedure resulted in an increase in HbF to 19%. Increased fetal
haemoglobin had no significant affect on the measured HbA1,. The results of
this investigation show that the HA-8140 analyser is not affected by interfering
compounds that adversely affect other systems.

1429
COMBINATION THERAPIES WITH INSULIN LISPRO IN
NIDDM PATIENTS AT ORAL AGENT FAILURE.

U.GUDAT*1, M.TRAUTMANN *1, A.PFUTZNER *1, J.ANDERSON *1,
L. VIGNATI *1, Lilly Deutschland GmbH, Bad Homburg, Germany and Eli
Lilly & Company, Indianapolis, USA.

Insulin lispro (LP), an analog of human insulin, shows pharmacokinetics that
may be advantageous in the treatment of type II diabetic patients with oral
agent failure. A multinational 3 way parallel study was designed to compare
the efficacy of preprandial LP when combined with once daily NPH Insulin
(LP/NPH) or sulfonylurea (LP/SH), with sulfonylurea plus NPH-Insulin
(SH/NPH). 57 patients in Germany were randomised to one of the three
treatments (31 females and 26 males, age 58±8.1 (mean±sd) years, duration
of diabetes 11±7.4 years, body-weight 81±18.5kg, HbAlc 9.8±1.6%). After 8
weeks, efficacy of the treatments was evaluated by HbAlc.

LP/NPH	 LP/SH	 SH/NPH
HbAlc (%)	 8.1±1.3	 7.7±1.2	 7.9±1.6
If at this time metabolic control did not meet strict criteria (fasting blood
glucose < 7.8 mmol/l, blood glucose 2 h postprandially > 10 mmol/I)
treatment was intensified by addition of NPH insulin and withdrawal of
sulfonylurea. Ten patients with LP/NPH were changed to preprandial LP and
NPH twice daily (LP/NPH bid); 11 patients with LP/SH and 10 patients with
SH/NPH were chanaed to LP/NPH. After 8 weeks HbAlc was reassessed.
Treatment change N HbAlc (%) HbAlc (%)

before change after change
LP/NPH to LP/NPH bid 10 8.6 ± 1.8 8.0±1.5
LP/SH or SH/NPH to 21 8.2±1.2 7.9±1.1
LP/NPH
In all treatment periods prandial blood glucose excursions were lowest when
LP was administered before meals.
The data indicate that LP is suitable for patients with oral agent failure, and
that use of LP is associated with better prandial blood glucose excursions.
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Plasma ouabain concentration in Chinese NIDDM patients
JCN Chan, *A Butt, *YK Semra, CS Ho, CS Cockram and *R Swaminathan. The
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong and *Guy's and St. Thomas
Hospital, London, UK.

Diabetes related hypertension is associated with increased exchangeable body
sodium and abnormal transmembrane sodium transport. Inhibition of the activity
of the Na',K,ATPase by endogenous sodium transport inhibitor (ESTI) may lead
to increased intracellular sodium concentration. The latter in turn can lead to
increased intracellular pH and calcium with increased vascular tone and smooth
muscle cellular proliferation. We examined the clinical, biochemical and
hormonal parameters in 152 Chinese NIDDM patients with normal renal function
(plasma creatinine <120 pmol/1) on 3 occasions during a 6-week period when all
antihypertensive medications were withdrawn. We also measured the plasma
concentrations of ESTI by 2 non-specific assays [inhibition of purified
Na',K`,ATPase (ATPI) and as digoxin-like immunoreactivity (DLS)] and by
immunoassay using antibodies against ouabain. Hypertension was defined as a
mean arterial pressure (MAP)>lo0mmHg. Hypertensive patients (n=69) had
higher plasma Na (141 vs 139 mmol/l, p<0.001), atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP)
(49 vs 35 ng/l, p<0.001), serum angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) activity
(74 vs 55 U/1), ATPI (7.5 vs 5.8 mmol/l, p<0.001), ouabain (0.92 vs 0.68 pmolll)
and lower plasma renin (31 vs 49 ng/l, p=0.02) than normotensive patients
(n=83). DLS were similar between the groups. Using stepwise regression analysis,
MAP was independently related to plasma ouabain (r2=29.6, [3=0.42, p<0.001),
plasma Na' (r2=12, (3=0.22, p=<0.01), ANP (r 2=4.2, [3=0.23, p<0.001), ACE
(r2=2.2, [3=0.16, p=0.01) and K` (r2=1.9, (3=-0.14, p=0.03). These findings
emphasis the importance of salt repletion and abnormal sodium transport in
NIDDM associated hypertension.

1431

EFFECTS OF PERINDOPRIL ON MICROPLBUMINURIA IN
HYPERTENSIVE PATIENTS WITH NIDDN
X.Zhu, 19.Z.Zhang, Y.C.Rong, Z.H.Pan, Z.J.Zhou
and J.C.5.Hou. Xin Hue Hospital,SSNU,Shanghai,
PR China
To determine the efficiency of ACEIs-Perindopril
on microalbuminuria in hypertensive patient with
NIDDN. Of 20 cases were enrolled the study, 12
males & 8 females, with mean age 57.4±8.9 yrs,
mean duration of hypertension & NIDDN as 6.8±6.1
yrs & 4.2±4.4 yrs respectively. Perindopril
Servier, France) were given 2 mg daily for 6
months in those patients, The mean values of I^BP
(diastolic BPtl/3 pulse pressure), AER (urinary
albumin excretion rate), PRA (plasma resin acti-
vity),GFR,ERPF,HbA %, FBG & FBI (blood glucose &
insulin), 80 & CR 1^blood urea & creatinine) &
serum potassium(K + ) at the start & end of the
therapeutic period were compared, Perindopril
therapy were associated reduce in mean IPOP (from
115.9±4,6 mmHg to 97.6±dd,5 mmHg, P<0.01) & AER
values (from 76.1±30,1 ug/min to 54.3±30.3 ug/
min, P<0.01), Within the total cohort the mean
FBI & hyperfiltrative GFR were improved ( 18,4±
7.1 u^/ml vs 12.6±6.2 uu/ml & 1p .9±23.lml/min/
1.73m vs 86.5±23.7m1/ruin/1,73m respectively,
P<0.01). The mean PRA value was increased (from
0.5±0.56ng/ml/h to l.56±l.3ng/ml/h, P<0.01).
There were no significant changes in mean HbP. %,
FBG, ERPF, BU & CR and K" levels during this I"
study period. In conclusion, Perindopril has a
significant reducing effect on urinary albumin
excretion in hypertensive MODS patient,

1432
ENALAPRIL ENHANCES INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN THE
OFFSPRING OF HYPERTENSIVE PARENTS.
Z.Vlasakova, J.Valek, T.Pelikinova. Institute for Clinical and Experimental
Medicine, Prague, Czech republic.

Insulin resistance is considered to be an underlying pathogenetic
mechanism of several metabolic abnormalities increasing the risk of
atherosclerosis. Familiar predisposition toward the IR syndrome may be the
cause of increased cardiovascular complications also in families of
hypertensive patients. The aim of the study was to evaluate the possibility
of changing insulin sensitivity in a group of middle-aged men from
predisposed families, after two-year lifestyle changes and subsequent
administration of angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor (ACEI).
Euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemic clamp (75 pU/ml) lasting 3 hours was
performed in a group of 15 offspring of patients with hypertension (OHP)
at the baseline and after 6 week of ACEI administration (enalapril 10
mg/day), and compared to age-, weight- and sex-matched healthy controls
(n=18). At baseline the metabolic clearance rate of glucose (MCRglu) was
significantly lower in OHP compared to controls (7.98 ± 3.21 vs 9.24± 2.25
ml/kg.min; p<0.01). Enalapril administration significantly increased the
MCRglu in OHP (7.98 t 3.21 vs 9,7 ± 3,04 ml/kg.min; p<0.05) to values,
which were comparable to the control group. We conclude that short-term
enalapril administration improved insulin sensitivity in offspring of
hypertensive patients.

1433
RENAL-PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF TEMOCAPRIL, A BILIARY EXCRETIVE
ACE INHIBITOR, IN DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY.
K. Kato, S. Midorikawa, S. Shigetomi and K. Mizuno.
Third Dept. of Internal Medicine, Fukushima Medical College, Fukushima, JAPAN

Objective There is a high incidence of hypertension as a complication of diabetic
nephropathy. The recently developed angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor
(ACEI) of biliary excretive type is expected to be the agent that inhibits directly
and more strongly advancement of nephropathy. We studied the effects of various
antihypertensive agents on proteinuria in diabetic nephropathy.
Materials and Methods Temocapril 2 mg/day (T, 6 patients), enalapril 2.5 mg/
day (E, 8 patients) or nifedipine 20 mg/day (N, 10 patients) were administered
orally for 12 weeks. Blood pressure was measured every two weeks, and excretion
amount of urinary protein in a day, blood sugar, renal function and lipids were
measured before the administration and 1, 2 and 3 months after the administration.
Results From 2 weeks after the administration, both systolic and diastolic pressures
dropped (p<0.01) in all patients. The antihypertensive effect continued thereafter.
Excretion amount of urinary protein in a day decreased significantly after the
administration of T and E compared to that before administration. In changing rates
of urinary protein calculated with preadministration values, the rates decreased in
T, E and N throughout the test periods with significant differences observed in
T and E. Three months after the administration, the decreasing rate of urinary protein
in T was significantly larger (p<0.05) than that in E. No side effects were observed
in all patients during or after the administration of each agent.
Discussion ACEI has the stronger effect of decreasing urinary protein than the

calcium antagonists. Its mechanism seems to be in lowering systemic blood pressure
and correcting glomerular hypertension by inhibition of angiotensin II production.
With its strong inhibitory action against ACE and the possible maintenance of
effective blood concentrations without being excessive owing to biliary excretion,
it is demonstrated that T has strong renal protective effect in diabetic nephropathy.
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CARTEOLOL IMPROVES BODY WEIGHT AND VISCERAL FAT WEIGHT
GAINS IN OLETF RATS, A MODEL OF NIDDM WITH MILD OBESITY
Y. Saitoh, T. Tani, Y. Asahi, Z Man, K. Kawano and H. Takahashi`.
Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Tokushima and Kansai Medical Univ.,
MoriguchC, Japan

In order to examine the effect on body weight and carbohydrate and lipid
metabolism, a non-selective /3 -blocker with ISA, carteolol, was
administered to Otsuka Long-Evans Tokushima Fatty (OLETF) rats, an
animal model of spontaneous NIDDM with visceral obesity and late onset
of disease. A high dose of 0.02% carteolol admixed in a pellet diet
suppressed body weight gain without affecting food and water
consumption until the appearance of glycosuria. Carteolol tended to
reduce the cummulative incidence of glycosuria after 26 weeks of
administration: 55% in the control, 17% at the low dose (0.002%) and
25% at the high dose. Although plasma glucose and triglyceride levels in
non-fasted rats were elevated with age, carteolol delayed the increases in
these parameters. Carteolol also suppressed the increase in plasma
glucose level, which indicated the diabetic pattern, in a 25th week OGTT.
At the 26th week of administration, carteolol decreased visceral fat
weight (retroperitoneal and epididymal adipose tissue), whereas the liver
and the kidney were not affected. In the in vitro study, carteolol exhibited
binding affinity (Ki=135±11 nM) for the membrane in a recombinant cell
line (293/p220-B4) expressing the human 133 -adrenoceptor, suggesting
that the drug might act by activating the (3 3 -adrenoceptor in rats. These
findings indicate that carteolol induces improvement in body weight and
carbohydrate and lipid metabolism in an obese condition. Consequently,
carteolol may be useful for the treatment of hypertention with obesity in
order to prevent cardiovascular events.

1435
BLOOD PRESSURE VARIABILITY DURING 24H BLOOD PRESSURE
MONITORING AND AUTONOMIC DISORDER IN NIDDM.
A.Iacovoni,E. Lattanzi,D.Damiani,A.Fava and D.Di Michele.Departement of
Internal Medicine "G.Mazzini"Teramo Hospital,ITALY.
It has been known for a long time that the autonomic neuropathy represents a
complication from diabetes . The increase in diurnal pressure variability and
tachycardia seem to be an early sign of autonomic disorder but often it is
impossible to verify this alteration with more specific tests that could
investigate the vagal and simpatic cardiovascular function.In this study we have
submitted to a 24h blood pressure monitoring(BPM),both sistolic(SBP)and
diastolic(DBP),and to heart rate (HR), 25 individuals with NIDDM in an age
group between 53±12 who have been affected by diabetes for more than 8
years,and with normal blood pressure,plus 25 individuals in a control group,age
50±12,also whit normal blood pressure. Afterwards they underwent an evalution
of the autonomic cardiovascular function with the following tests:deep-
breathing,standing to lying, postural hypotension.The subjects with diabetes
showed, conpared to the control group, a singnificant increase(p<0,005) in the
variability (standard deviation SD) of the diurnal SBP(SD SBP day=18,1±7 vs,
14,3±3,5);a significant increase(p<0,005)of the diurnal and nocturnal HR(HR
day 84±8 vs 81t9,12:HR night 70±7,2 vs 65± 6,2), while the differences in the
(SDSBP) and the differences in both diurnal and nocturnal (SDHR) were not
significat between the two groups. Moreover 22(88%) of the 25 subjectes with
diabetes showed at least I of the tests as pathological; this fact leads to the
conclusion than the diurnal pressure variability and both diurnal and nocturnal
tachycardia are good indication of autonomic cardiovascular alteration and they
correlate in most cases(88%) with the positivity of more specifc tests that
investigate the function of the vagal-simpatic nervous paths in the heart.
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LONGTERM TREATMENT WITH CANDESARTAN CILEXETIL DOES
NOT AFFECT GLUCOSE HOMEOSTASIS OR SERUM LIPID PROFILE IN
PATIENTS WITH MILD HYPERTENSION AND TYPE H DIABETES.
P. Trenkwalder, District Hospital, Stamberg, Germany, K. Dahl, Trondheim,
Norway, M. Lehtovirta, Helsinki, University Central Hospital, Helsinki,
Finland and H. Mulder, Medish Onderzoekcentrum GCP, Rotterdam,
Netherlands for the MC Study Group.
Many hypertensive patients also have diabetes mellitus or dyslipidemia
disorders, which increase the overall cardiovascular risk. The aim of the
study was to assess the effects of candesartan cilexetil (cand.cil.) a novel
angiotensin II antagonist selective for AT receptors with long lasting
antihypertensive effect on glucose homeostasis and serum lipid profile in
mild hypertensives with type II diabetes.
Men and women, aged 30-75 years with mild hypertension (sitting diastolic
blood pressure (BP) 90-100 mmHg) and type II diabetes (HbAlc 5.5-9.0%),
both measured after a 4 week placebo run-in period were randomised to
double-blind treatment with cand.cil. 8 mg once daily (o.d.) (n=83) or
placebo o.d. (n=78) (dose increased to 16 mg o.d, if diastolic BP>90
mmHg). At randomisation and after 12 weeks treatment HbAlc (primary
endpoint), blood glucose and serum lipid profile (total CH, LDL-CH, HDL-
CH, TG, ApoAl and ApoB) were assessed. The analysis of the differences
between treatments was based on the changes from randomisation to the end
of the study.
Cand.cil had no adverse effect on HbAlc, blood glucose and serum lipids
compared to placebo. The median HbAlc both at baseline and after 12
weeks was 7.1% in patients on cand.cil. The corresponding values were
7.2% and 7.1% in the placebo group. The 95% confidence interval for the
median difference in change between the groups was narrow (-0.250; 0.160),
excluding any clinically important difference. The same held true for blood
glucose (-1.10; 0.20), total-CH (-0.40; 0.20), and the other lipid parameters.
Approximately 60 % of patients reached a diastolic BP <90 mmHg. Adverse
events and withdrawals were similar in both groups.
In patients with mild hypertension and type II diabetes, cand.cil. 8 to 16 mg
o.d. for 12 weeks does not adversely affect glucose homeostasis or serum
lipid profile. Blood pressure was controlled in most patients and cand.cil was
well tolerated.

1437
AMBULATORY BLOOD PRESSURE RELATIVE TO GUIDE-
LINES FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF HYPERTENSION.
N. W. Rodger, D. DeVries and E. Rose,
University of Western Ontario, London, Canada.

To evaluate Canadian guidelines for the
management of hypertension in diabetes
mellitus, we studied 10 volunteers with
diabetic retinopathy; age 26-78 y; 6 type I, 4
type II; mean (SEM) HbAl (DCA 2000, Bayer Inc,
ref .041-.053).085±.01. BP (in 8/10) and
diabetes medications were continued. Convent-
ional (cony) BP was measured 4 times prior to
and after ambulatory BP (ABP, SpaceLabs, Model
90207) q30 min, x24h with 78-100 (median 95)0
successful readings and analysis by day
(D,0800-2200h) and night (N,2200-0800h). Cony
BP (range) was 163-110/95-61 mm Hg.

Guide	 Compromised	 Acceptable	 Optimal
Class	 >150/90	 <150/90	 <140/90

mmHg
Classification of systolic BP (SBP) and
diastolic BP	 (DBP)	 in 5 subjects was
concordant using cony BP or ABP. For SEP, 3
cases were discordant (cony BP over-classi-
fied); for DPP 3 cases were discordant (cony
BP under-classified in 2, over-classified in
1). Thus, under-classification was confined
to DBP. During ABP abnormal N/D ratios (SBP
>0.092, DBP>0.9) were found for SBP in 2/4,
and for DBP in 3/4 subjects with optimal SBP/
DBP suggesting that this qualitative problem
remains to be resolved.
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CANDESARTAN CILEXETIL, A NOVEL ANGIOTENSIN II ANTAGONIST
REDUCES MICROALBUMINURIA IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE II
DIABETES MELLITUS AND MILD HYPERTENSION.
C. Forsblom, Helsinki University Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland, P.
Trenkwalder, District Hospital, Starnberg, Germany, K. Dahl, Trondheim, Norway,
and H. Mulder, Medish Onderzoekcentrum GCP, Rotterdam, Netherlands for the
MC Study Group.
Microalbuminuria is a predictor of nephropathy in patients with type I or type II
diabetes mellitus and interventions that decrease albuminuria are likely to postpone
the development of severe renal impairment. Blocking the renin-angiotensin system
via ACE inhibition has been effective in this respect. The more direct route of
inhibiting the effects of angiotensin II by means of an angiotensin II receptor
antagonist is expected to provide at least similar reductions of albuminuria. This
study assessed the effect of candesartan cilexetil (cand.cil.), a novel, long-acting
angiotensin II antagonist, selective for the ATl receptor, on microalbuminuria in
patients with type II diabetes and mild hypertension.
The analysis was performed in a subset of patients (n=35) who had
microalbuminuria (10-100 mg in an overnight urine sample) at randomisation in a
large double-blind, placebo controlled study, investigating the effect of cand.cil. on
blood glucose homeostasis and blood lipid profile in patients with stable type II
diabetes, mild hypertension (diastolic blood pressure (BP) 90-100 mmHg) and serum
creatinine below 150 pmol/l for men and 120 pmol/I for women. Patients were
randomised, after a 4 week placebo run-in period, to 12 weeks double-blind
treatment with cand.cil. 8-16 mg (n=83) or placebo (n=78) once daily. The
difference between treatments in change in albuminuria from randomisation to the
end of the study was analysed.
Cand.cil. did not influence blood glucose homeostasis or blood lipid profile
compared to placebo. The body weight remained unchanged in both treatment
groups and in patients in whom GFR (iohexol decrease) was assessed (placebo n=32,
cand.cil. n=39) there was no significant change in GFR. The median urinary albumin
excretion decreased from 28.5 to 12.2 mg/12 h (57%) in patients treated with
cand.cil., (n=15) while it increased from 30.2 to 32.8 mg/12 h (9%) in the placebo
group (n=20, p=0.03 for the difference between treatments). In this subset of patients
the mean diastolic BP reduction was 6.4 mmHg in the cand.cil. group and 3.6 mmHg
in the placebo group.
In this placebo controlled study, 12 weeks treatment with the angtotensin II
antagonist cand.cil. reduced microalbuminuria in patients with stable type II diabetes
and mild hypertension. Thus, cand.cil. appears to have a nephro-protective potential
in this patient category.

1439
HYPERTENSIVE NIDDM PATIENTS AND ANGIOTENSIN I-CONVERTING
ENZYME: ACTIVITY, INHIBITION, AND ACE GENE POLYMORPHISM
T.Demidova', L.Demurov2, A.Ametov', and V.Nosikov2, 'Russian Academy for
Advanced Medical Studies and National Research Centre "GosNII Genetika",
Moscow, Russia

Accumulating data indicate influence of insertion/deletion (ID) polymorphism of
angiotensin I-converting enzyme (ACE) gene on clinical benefit of ACE inhibition
(ACEI) as reno- and cardioprotective therapy. The aim of this study was to evaluate
hypotensive effect of ACEI Perindopril in NIDDM patients with regard to serum ACE
activity (ACEA) and ID/ACE genotypes. 44 essentially hypertensive NIDDM patients
with the following characteristics (mean±SD): age 53.1±6 yr; NIDDM duration 7.7±4
yr; body mass index (BMI) 31±4.3; waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) 0.94±0.07; received
Perindopril during 3 months. Initial ACEA was measurated by RIA-KIT. ID/ACE
genotyping was carried out using polymerase chain reaction technique. Blood pressure
(BP) and glycated haemoglobin (HbAlc) were measured before and after ACEI
treatment. Reduction (%) of basal values of BP was calculated and statistical
differences analysed using Student's t-test. Patients were considered as II (n=8), ID
(n=16), and DD (n=20) genotype carriers, respectively. We could not find significant
difference in ID/ACE allele/genotype distribution in hypertensive NIDDM patients
and reported earlier general Moscow population. Also, all the above mentioned
characteristics did not differ signifacantly in various genotype carriers, even in
homozygous for I and D alleles. Moreover, basal ACEA levels were similar in II, ID,
and DD groups of NIDDM patients: 51.5; 45.3; and 52.6 ACE-units, respectively.
Overall patients possessed evident reduction of BP after ACEI treatment (21.9% for
systolic and 18.9% for diastolic) but decrements of systolic and diastolic BP did not,
however, differ significantly in II, ID, and DD groups. The only variables to be
influenced by ID/ACE gene polymorphism, as revealed by regression analysis, were
BMI, WHR, ACEA and diastolic BP reduction. Only in II genotype carriers the
following correlations were observed: BMI/WHR r=0.718; WHR/ACEA r=0.804;
ACEA/dPB reduction r = -470, Conclusions: 1) ID/ACE gene polymorphism is not
associated with essential hypertension in NIDDM Russian population; 2) regardless
ID/ACE genotypes and/or serum ACEA, Perindopril is effective hypotensive drug in
NIDDM patients; 3) the most evident correlation between physical, biochemical and
clinical parameters were observed in II genotype carriers.

1440
THE EFFECT OF TEMOCAPRIL ON MICROALBUMINURIA IN
HYPERTENSIVE PATIENTS WITH AND WITHOUT GLUCOSE
INTOLERANCE

H. Shionoiri , H. Oda*, S. Hiroto*, T. Takizawa, M. Naruse, S. Ueda,
I. Takasaki and G. Yasuda. Internal Medicine 2, Yokohama City
University, and *Yokohama City Bayside Hospital, Yokohama 236,
Japan.

Microalbuminuria may be a marker of early dysfunction of glomerulus
or of intrarenal vasculatures in hypertension and diabetes mellitus. This
study was conducted to examine the effect of long-term treatment with
temocapril, a new angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor, on
microalbuminuria.

The subjects were 100 hypertensive patients with or without impaired
glucose tolerance (49 men and 51 women, mean age 59.7 years) who
had been consuming antihypertensives either diuretics or calcium channel
blockers except for ACE inhibitors. Their blood pressure was controlled
149.6/88.4 (means) mmHg. Serum creatinine (s-Cr), fasting plasma
glucose (FPG) levels, and urinary excretion ratio of microalbumin
(UAE) (mg/L) to creatinine (g/L) were evaluated, then the
antihypertensive agents were switched to temocapril (2 to 4 mg) once
daily. Of 58 the patients had glucose intolerance (IGT group) and 42 had
normal glucose tolerance (NGT group) at baseline period.

After long-term (12 months) therapy with temocapril, their blood
pressure and FPG were maintained as well. On the other hand, s -Cr
(mg/dl) decreased significantly from 0.85 to 0.75 in IGT, and from 0.8
to 0.75 in NGT, respectively. UAE (mg/g Cr) was also significantly
decreased from 43 to 28.1 in IGT, and 43.6 to 26.6 in NGT,
respectively.

Long-term beneficial effects of temocapril on UAE and s-Cr are
confirmed in hypertensive patients with and without glucose intolerance,
despite similar antihypertensive efficacy with the previously used agents.

1441
THE RELATIONSHIP OF BLOOD PRESSURE TO SODIUM AND POTASSIUM
EXCRETION IN THE EURODIAB IDDM COMPLICATIONS STUDY.

H Colhoun, LK Stevens, F Collado Mesa, JO Fuller and the EURODIAB IDDM
Complications Study Group

The INTERSALT study reported a significant association between blood pressure
and both sodium and potassium intake as measured by urinary electrolyte
excretion. People with IDDM are at increased risk of hypertension but the relation
between electrolyte intake and blood pressure in IDDM is unknown. Therefore the
relations between 24 hr urinary electrolyte excretion and blood pressure were
studied in a cross-sectional sample of 3250 IDDM patients from 31 centres across
Europe (EURODIAB IDDM complications study). HbA, 0, urinary electrolytes and
urinary albumin excretion rate (AER) were measured centrally. Relations between
electrolyte excretion and blood pressure were studied within each centre using
regression analysis and results were pooled to give a summary regression
coefficient for all centres. For a difference of +10 mmol/24hr sodium excretion,
SBP was 0.1 mmHg lower in men ( p<0.05) and 0.1 mmHg higher in
women(p=0.2) (age adjusted). For a difference of +10 mmol/24hr potassium
excretion, SBP was 0.3 mmHg lower in men (p<0.05) and .04 mmHg higher in
women (p=0.8). On adjustment for confounding variables the associations between
electrolytes and SBP in men were no longer significant. The analyses were repeated
excluding those on antihypertensive therapy (10%) and those with micro or macro-
albuminuria i.e. AERz20 ug/min (30%), as these patients may have been expected
to reduce their sodium intake following diagnosis, and no significant association was
found. In conclusion, in this group of IDDM patients across Europe, neither
sodium nor potassium excretion were significantly associated with blood pressure,
in contrast to the findings in a random population sample in INTERSALT.
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RAMIPRIL INCREASES SPECIFIC INSULIN BINDING AND
METABOLISED GLUCOSE RATE IN NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT
DIABETICS WITH HYPERTENSION

V.Profozic', F.Coce', D.Babic', 2.Metelko', S.Schinzel2 and M.Reuter2

' Vuk Vrhovac Institute, Zagreb, Croatia
2 Hoechst AG, Pharmaceutical Division, Frankfurt, Germany

The aim of the study was to compare the effect of ramipril with that of
atenolol and placebo on glucose metabolism in non-insulin-dependent
diabetics with moderate hypertension treated with glibenclamide. In
euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemic clamp the specific insulin binding (SIB) at
the erythrocytes receptors and peripheral metabolised glucose (MG) were
examined before and after six weeks. Four groups of patients were
compared: ramipril 2.5 mg/die (group A-20 patients), ramipril 5.0 mg/die
(group B-20 patients), atenolol 50 mg/die (group C-20 patients), and placebo
(group D-10 patients).
The results: SIB (%), the baseline level, before and after 6 weeks:
(A): 6.78±1.29 and 7.92±1.61 (+1.13±1.54); (B): 7.58±2.51 and 7.85±2.16
(+0,28±2.61); (C): 7.66±1.78 and 7.52±2.04 (-0.14±1.83); (D): 8.56±1.62 and
7.06±0.88 (-1.50±1.53). Comparison ramipril 2.5 mg (A) vs.placebo (D) was
significant (p<0.05).
MG (mg/kg/min) between 90 and 120 min., before and after 6 weeks:
(A): 3.68±1.16 and 4.03±1.79 (+0.36±1.31); (B): 3.02±1.12 and 3.90±1.35
(+0,88±1.18); (C): 4.72±2.04 and 5.05±1.87 (+0,33±1.22); (D): 3.79±1.80
and 3.60±1.63 (-0.19±0.59). Ramipril 5.0 mg vs. atenolol 50 mg was
significant (p<0.05).
CONCLUSION: (1) The significant difference between increase in SIB after
2.5 mg/die of ramipril and SIB decrease after placebo during the 6 weeks
was achieved. (2) The increase in MG in the group (B) was significant as
compared to atenolol 50 mg. These findings favour the usage of ramipril in
hypertensive diabetics treatment.
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OSCILLOMETRIC MEASUREMENT OVERESTIMATES BLOOD
PRESSURE IN NON-COMPLICATED 1DDM.
G.Vervoort, J.Wetzels, L. Elvine, 3.Lutterman, J.Berden, P.Smits. University
Hospital St. Radhoud, Nijmegen, The Netherlands
In the management of IDDM accurate control of blood pressure (BP) is of great
importance. As such the method of BP measurement deserves more attention.
Measurement by office sphygmomanometry (sphygmo) is increasingly replaced by
new methods. We performed a study in which we compared intra-arterial BP
(i.a.), sphygmo BP, 24 hours BP (ABPM, Profilomat®, auscultatory) and
oscillometric BP (dinamap 51) in non-complicated IDDM (DP) and healthy controls
(C). The i.a recordings were used as golden standard. We studied 42 C and 51
DP. I.a. BP was registered for 5 min. (>300 registrations) in supine position.
Sphygmo BP was measured 3 times after 10 min. in supine position. ABPM was
recorded on a working day. BP between 10.00-22..00 was averaged as "day BP".

BP between 02.00-06.30 was averaged as "night BP". Dmamap^' registration was
performed during 10 min, in supine position. Results are expressed as means±SE.
Data are analyzed by -test.

	

Controls	 Diabetic Patients
SBP	 DBP	 MAP	 SBP	 DBP	 MAP

l.a	 1156«1.2	 63.2.0.9	 834±1.1	 116212	 61.7,08	 828.09

	

Sphygmo 1 165±1.5 	 67.8: 1.3	 117.7! 13	 69 8±1 3
APBM

day	 120.4:1.5	 83.7± 1.0	 120.9=1.2	 84.4±0.9
night	 103.4 , 1.5	 691'13	 102.4±1.2	 69.3±0.9

	Dutamap 1134±1.4	 65.0+1.0	 83.3'1.0	 '°1186±1.3	 66.60.7	 "85 6±07

P=0.01,'''* P=0.05 DP versus C.
There was no difference in t.a,, sphygmo or ABPM BP between C and DP.
Dinamap BP was significantly increased in DP. In C dinamap MAP was not
different from i.a, MAP (mean difference -0.10 mmHg) whereas it exceeded i.a.
MAP by 2.8 mmHg (95% Cl 0.7 to 4.5 mmHg) in DP (P<0.01). It is concluded
that i.a. BP is similar in non-complicated DP versus C. Results of BP
measurements are dependent on the method used. Auscultatory methods were
comparable in C and DP (sphygmo and ABPM). In contrast the oscillometric
device (dinamap°°) overestimated BP in DP. We hypothesize that this difference
may be caused by changes in vessel wall characteristics in non-complicated IDDM.
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UNCHANGED INSULIN SENSITIVITY WITH VERAPAMIL SR PLUS TRANDOLA-

PRIL IN LOW-DOSE COMBINATION IN NIDDM WITH STAGE 1 HYPERTENSION.

K. Rett and M. Wickhnayr. University of Tubingen, Tubingen and Schwabing Hospital,

Munich, Germany

Objective: Angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE)-inhibitors have been shown to increase

both skeletal muscle blood flow and insulin sensitivity. Calcium antagonists also increase

muscle blood flow without affecting insulin action. Since muscle blood flow might link

insulin sensitivity and blood pressure, combination therapy with both substances might have

additive effects on both haemodynamics and insulin sensitivity. Research Design and

Methods: This was a randomized double-blind placebo-controlled parallel group study in

46 insulin resistant subjects with NIDDM and mild essential (predominantly stage 1)

hypertension. The effect of sustained release (SR) verapamil (180 mg) and the

ACE-inhibitortrandolapril (1 mg) during 8 weeks monotherapy or combination on insulin

sensitivity and blood pressure was compared with placebo using the isoglycemic glucose

clamp technique and both conventional and ambulatory blood pressure monitoring.

Results: Concerning blood pressure lowering, there was no difference between the

treatment groups, no additive effect of the combination, and no difference from placebo.

Insulin sensitivity (MCR) increased by 47% with trandolapril (p=0.0015) and remained

unchanged in all other groups. Conclusion: For the first time in a controlled study in a

homogenous insulin resistant group of caucasian subjects with NIDDM and predominantly

stage 1 hypertension, combined treatment with a heart rate-moderating calcium antagonist

plus an ACE-inhibitor in apparent sub-pressor dose is shown to be neutral in terms of

clamp-derived insulin sensitivity. The insulin -sensitizing effect of ACE-inhibitor monothe-

rapy with its theoretical risk of hypoglycemia incompletely neutralized in the combination.
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TREATMENT OF LEFT VENTRICULAR DYSFUNCTION WITH
PROLONGED QT INTERVAL IN ELDERLY PATIENTS WITH DIABETES
TYPE H.
Siniscalchi N., Bellinfante E., Del Gatto A., Mirante E., Olivier! F., Oliviero F.,
Cerciello T., Carbone L.
Dipartimento di Gerontologia , Geriatria e Malattie del Metabolismo. II University
di Napoli Italy.

Elderly patients (PS) with diabetes 11 and asymptomatic diastolic left ventricular
dysfunction (LVD) show an increased risk of cardiac death. In these PS the
lenght of QT interval may be considered a target for prevention of arrhythmic
death.The aim of this study was to identify high risk elderly diabetic PS and
evaluate Ramipril capacity of reducing the lenght of QT interval and of improving
diastolic LVD.18 elderly diabetics PS (mean age 58±7 years), both males and
females, having Doppler - Echocardiographic evidence of diastolic LVD and
prolonged QT interval, were studied by an open study with a parallel randomized
group design. After two weeks of pharmacological wash out, PS were randomly
recruited to either Ramipril 5 mg /day or placebo, and followed for 12 weeks. All
patients were investigated at the beginning of the study and after 4, 8 and 12
weeks of follow up with blood samples for hematology, urea, eleetrolites,
creatinine.l2-lead ECG was carried out and QT Interval was corrected with
Bazett's formula and QT dispersion was calculated.Chest X-ray and Doppler- 2
Dimensional Echocardiography were performed at the beginning and at the end
of the study.Exercises tollerance was evaluated using bycicle ergometer during
the run-in period and after 6 and 12 weeks of therapy. All PS completed the
study.Ramipril improved significantly (pt 0,05) diastolic ventricular function
parameters and improved exercise tollerance after 12 weeks of therapy.Finally in
9 PS we observed the correction of OT dispersion.
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THE EFFECTS OF NITRENDIPINE AND ENALAPRIL ON LEFT
VENTRICULAR MASS IN HYPERTENSIVE PATIENTS WITH NIDDM.
T.A. Gerritsen, A.A.A. Bak, R.P. Stolk, J.J.C. Jonker and D.E. Grobbee.
Department of Epidemiology, Utrecht University and Rotterdam Medical Research
Foundation (ROMERES), the Netherlands.

Hypertension is a main factor promoting left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH), and
there is also a well documented increased cardiovascular risk in hypertensive
diabetics. It has been suggested that ACE-inhibitors are more effective than other
antihypertensive drugs in decreasing left ventricular mass (LVM). This random-
ized, placebo-controlled trial was designed to evaluate the effects of nitrendipine
and enalapril on LVM-index in patients with NIDDM and hypertension.
The study population comprised of patients with NIDDM treated by general
practitioners with diet and/or drugs. Inclusion criterion for blood pressure was a
diastolic blood pressure (DBP) ? 90 and _< 115 mmHg and a systolic blood pres-
sure (SBP) <_ 200 mmHg, and not using blood pressure lowering drugs for 3
weeks. LVM was measured by M-mode echocardiography. 121 patients were
randomly allocated to receive nitrendipine (n=40, 10 or 20 mg b.i.d.) or enalapril
(n=40, 10 or 20 mg o.d.) or placebo (n=41). If DBP remained >_ 110 mmHg,
acebutolol was added in either treatment group. The treatment period was 48
weeks.
Mean age was 63 ± 9 years. Nitrendipine and enalapril resulted in a significant
and almost identical reduction of SBP (157 ± 2 vs 154 ± 3 mmHg, mean ± SE)
and DBP (84 ± 1 vs 84 ± 2 mmHg). In the placebo group there was no change in
SBP or DBP. Nitrendipine resulted in a significant decrease of LVM-index from
146 ± 6 to 132 ± 5 g/m z . Enalapril did not change LVM-index. In the placebo
group LVM-index increased from 140 ± 5 to 151 ± 5 g/m 2. The difference be-
tween nitrendipine and placebo remained statistically significant after adjusting for
age, gender, LVM-index baseline, SBP baseline and difference in SBP after 48
weeks.
These results indicate that in patients with NIDDM and hypertension nitrendipine
reduces LVM-index. Enalapril appears not to induce regression, but may prevent
progression with an effect that is intermediate between nitrendipine and placebo.

1447
CLINICAL EVALUATION OF AMLODIPIN EFFECT ON

HBP FOR PEOPLE WITH DIABETES

PR. DRAOUI F., PR HAITEM N. - RABAT - MOROCCO.

The authors are presenting the results of retrospective study
including 42 diabetic subjects with HBP, aged 37-42 years, taking a
unique dose of Amlodipin as monotherapy over a 24 months period.
In 92,4% of the cases, the subject showed an evaluation of a 4 year
period for the HBP and a 6 year evolution for the diabetes. The
majority of patients have undergone several hypotensive therapies in
polytherapy with no real respect of sodium retriction.
The retrospective study of the 42 cases of patients taking
Amlodipine allows us to note following facts :
1- stabilization of HBP with no evolutive accident ,
2- a better metabolic balance with any given hypoglycaemic drugs,
3- an excellent Amlodipin tolerance with the observance of the

treatment in the majority of cases, no particular secondary effect
has been noted such as orthostatic pressure, vertgoes cephalic
troubles,

4- a monthly cost of the treatment reasonably supported by the
majority of patients.

The authors insist on the advantage of Amlodipin use as an
antagonistic remedy of calcium in the treatment of the HBP for
diabetic people, with the prevention of coronary insufficiency ; the
one doses monotherapy is as well adapted in the case of diabetes
as a chronic invalidating and costhy disease which often
necessitates other associated therapies along with the
hypoglycaemic treatment.

1448
EFFECT OF TEMOCAPRIL ON INSULIN SENSITIVITY AND
MICROALBUMINURIA IN HYPERTENSIVE NIDDM PATIENTS
M. Lerch, A. U. Teuscher, M. P. Ho, P. Gerber, C. Beretta-Piccoli f,
P. Eckenberger, A. Kaemmereit and P. Weidmann. University of Berne,
Beme, Switzerland.
In contrast to other ACE inhibitors, the metabolism of temocapril seems to be
independent of renal function. In addition, temocapril has been found to be
more potent in lowering blood pressure (BP) and to have a faster onset of
action than other ACE inhibitors. To investigate the metabolic and
antihypertensive effects of this new ACE inhibitor in diabetic hypertensives,
30 NIDDM patients with mild to moderate hypertension (diastolic BP 90 to
115 mmHg) and without azotemia (plasma creatinine <180 pmolil) were
evaluated during a randomized double-blind treatment with either temocapril,
20 mg daily (n=19), or placebo (n=11) for 6 weeks. Insulin sensitivity index
(SI), determined by the Minimal Model method of Bergman, serum
lipoproteins, plasma renin activity, fibrinogen and microalbuminuria were
assessed at the end of the placebo run-in phase and the double-blind
treatment phase, respectively. Temocapril treatment produced a significant
decrease in supine BP (152/92±5/3 vs. 162/98±5/2 mmHg, p<0.01). SI
tended to increase on temocapril (1.44±0.4 vs. 0.95±0.2
x10/min/mUA), although the difference did not reach statistical significance.
During administration of temocapril or placebo, no significant changes in
fasting plasma glucose, insulin, serum levels of total triglycerides, cholesterol
or lipoprotein cholesterol fractions and fibrinogen were observed.
Microalbuminuria decreased significantly on temocapril treatment (48.6±10
vs. 78.6±16.5 mg/24 h, p<0.01) but not on placebo. These findings
demonstrate that in hypertensive NIDDM patients, temocapril is at least
neutral with regard to insulin sensitivity, insulin, glucose, and lipoprotein
metabolism and significantly reduces microalbuminuria.

1449
PRESENCE OF NEPHROPATHY INFLUENCES THE CHOICE OF
ANTI-HYPERTENSIVES IN INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES.
S. Jelic, S. Dimkovic, M. Kocijancic, N. Kostic,
G. Bojkovic. Z. Caparevic and V.Diligenski. CHC
"Dr Dragisa Misovic", Belgrade, Yugoslavia

During one-year period we have examined anti-
hypertensive, anti-proteinuric and metabolic
effects of calcium channel blockers (nifedipine
or nisoldipine) or angiotensin converting enzyme
(ACE) inhibitors (captopril) in 45 hypertensive
type I diabetes patients. Among them 15 patients
were normoalbuminuric (A), 20 were microalbumin-
uric (B) and 10 were macroalbuminuric (C). Only
in patients with overt nephropathy (C) compared
with healthy controls (n=10) statistically high-
ly significant (p 0.01) decrease of plasma renin
(0.17+0.07 vs. 0.281+0.08 pmol/L/sec) and aldo-
sterone (0.12+0.05 vs. 0.29+0.09 nmol/L) with
insufficient response to upright posture (renin:
0.34+0.11 vs. 1.3 + 0.52 pmol/L/sec; aldosterone:
0.26+0.15 vs. 1.03+0.34 nmol/L). In this group
of patients tendency toward hyperkalemia during
captopril treatment was demonstrated as well as
significant, although transient rise of albumin-
uria. At the same time calcium channel blockers
express optimal antiproteinuric effect particu-
larly in this group (633.8+284 mg/24h before
treatment; 266.2+146.2 mg/24 h after one-year
treatment). Meanwhile, ACE inhibitors were the
treatment of choice in incipient nephropathy.
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A COMPARISON OF CARVEEDILOL AND ATENOLOL IN PATIENTS WITH

NIDDM AND HYPERTENSION
D. Giugliano, F. Nappo, P. Ziccardi, N. De Rosa and F.

D'Onofrio. Department of Geriatrics, Naples, Italy

The aim of this study was to compare the metabolic

and cardiovascular effects of carvedilol, a beta-blocker

with vasodilating properties, and atenolol in patients

with NIDDM and hypertension. This was a randomised,

double-blind, 24-week trial with parallel groups. After

a 4-week run-in placebo period, 42 NIDDM patients with a

diastolic blood pressure (dBP) between 90 and 105 mmHg

were assigned to carvedilol (25-50 mg/day) and atenolol

(50-100 mg/day). Systolic and diastolic blood pressure

and left ventricular mass significantly decreased with

both drugs, without difference between the groups. Total

glucose disposal (euglycemic clamp) increased by 9.5

umol/kg•min (95% CI, 3.5 to 15.5, p=0.02) in the

carvedilol group more than in the atenolol group. After

carvedilol, triglyceride levels decreased by 0.57 mmol/L

(95% CI, -1.02 to -0.12, p=0.01) and HDL-cholesterol

increased by 0.12 mmol/L (0.02 to 0.22, p=0.04) more

than atenolol. After carvedilol, lipid peroxidation

(thiobarbituric acid reactive substances) decreased by

0.24 umol/L (95% CI, -0.44 to -0.04, p=0.04) more than

atenolol. Glucagon and epinephrine responses to insulin

(0.15 U/kg) were similar before and after treatment with

both drugs. Carvedilol may offer advantages in patients

with NIDDM and hypertension by improving glucose and

lipid metabolism and by reducing lipid peroxidation.
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a-LIPOIC ACID ENANTIOMERS AND GLUCOSE METAB-
OLISM IN INSULIN RESISTANT RAT SKELETAL MUSCLE.
E.J. Henriksen, S. Jacob, R.S. Streeper, D.L. Fogt, and H.J. Tritschler.
University of Arizona, Tucson, U.S.A.; Eberhard-Karls-Universitat,
Tubingen, Germany; and ASTA Medica, Frankfurt, Germany.

The racemic mixture of the biological antioxidant a-lipoic acid
(ALA) enhances insulin-stimulated glucose metabolism in insulin-
resistant humans and animals. The present study determined the
individual effects of the pure R-(+) and S-(-) enantiomers of ALA on
glucose metabolism in skeletal muscle of an animal model of insulin
resistance — the obese Zucker (fa/fa) rat. Obese rats were treated
intraperitoneally for 10 days with either 30 mg/kg/day of R-(+)-ALA
or 50 mg/kg/day of S-(-)-ALA (maximally effective doses). While
chronic R-(+)-ALA treatment significantly (p<0.05) reduced fasting
plasma insulin (-17%) and free fatty acids (-35%) relative to vehicle-
treated obese animals, chronic S-(-)-ALA treatment further increased
fasting plasma insulin (+15%) and had no effect on fasting plasma free
fatty acids. Insulin-stimulated glucose transport activity in the isolated
epitrochlearis muscle was increased by 35% in obese animals treated
with R-(+)-ALA, whereas S-(-)-ALA treatment resulted only in a 16%
improvement. Chronic R-(+)-ALA treatment elicited a 26% increase
in insulin-stimulated glycogen synthesis and a 37% enhancement in
insulin-stimulated glucose oxidation. No significant increase in either
of these parameters was observed following chronic treatment with S-
(-)-ALA. These data indicate that chronic in vivo treatment with the
biological antioxidant ALA enhances in vitro insulin-stimulated
glucose transport and non-oxidative and oxidative glucose metabolism
in insulin-resistant rat skeletal muscle. Moreover, the R-(+) enantiomer
is much more effective than the S-(-) enantiomer in bringing about
these beneficial adaptations in skeletal muscle glucose metabolism.

1452
EFFECTS OF THREE NEPALESE PLANTS ON SERUM GLUCOSE LEVELS OF
NORMAL AND DIABETIC MODEL RATS

M. Nur-e-Alam', B. Rokeyal, N.S. Chowdhuryl, L. Alit, M. Mosihuzzaman 2, N.
Nahar2, A.K. Azad Khan'. 'Research Division, BIRDEM; 2Department of
Chemistry, University of Dhaka, Dhaka, Bangladesh

We have recently published an experimental approach for screening the oral
hypoglycemic effects of plant materials in rat models. The experimental result can also
indicate possible mode of action of an active extract. Following this apprach 3 medicinal
plants (Asparagus resemusus, Allium wallichi and Scorparia dulcis), used by the
traditional practitioners in Nepal, were tested on nondiabetic and, both IDDM and
NIDDM model rats. Following procedures standardized in our laboratory, freeze-dried
juice (250 mg/rat) of the plants were fed at various prandial states. Serum glucose was
measured by glucose-oxidase method. No extract showed any effect on the fasting
serum glucose levels of any rat models. In nondiabetic rats, when the extracts were fed
simultaneously with glucose no effect was seen. However, when fed 30 min before oral
glucose load A resemusus showed significant antihyperglycemic effects (sum of
increments of over basal value, M+SEM: 4.87+0.73 in the Control vs 3.81+0.55 in the A
resemusus groups, p=0.004). In NIDDM model rats, in the postprandial state, when the
extract were fed simultaneously with glucose, A wallichi showed highly significant effect
(sum of increment over basal value, M+SEM; 32.14+2.29 in the Control vs 6.13+1.77 in
the A wallichi group, p<0.001). In this condition, A resemusus also showed a marginal
effect, but S dulcis had no effect. In IDDM model rats, A wallichi showed significant
anfhyperglycemic effect (p=0.019); other two extracts did not effect the serum glucose.
The results suggest that these three Nepalese plants may contain different principles
which may serve as potential sources of antidiabetic agents.
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IN VITRO AND IN VIVO EVALUATION OF POLYAMINES INHIBITORY EFFECT
ON OXIDATIVE STRESS IN EXPERIMENTAL DIABETES MELLITUS
D. Pavlovid, G. Bjelakovid, G. Kocic, T. Galabova and S. Ribarov.University of Nis",
NE, Yugoslavia and University of Sofia, Sofia, Bulgaria.

Streptozotocin (ST) and aloxan (AL) as a selective D-cell toxins, are used for
induction of experimental diabetes, acting through a common mechanism including
generation of oxygen-derived free radicals. The occurrence of high contents of
polyamines, particularly of spennidine in rat islets, as well as the fact that pancreas
contains relatively low activities of radical scavenging enzymes, compared to the other
rat's tissues, suggests that polyamines may play a role in stabilizing islet (3-cell against
oxidative destruction. Based on these findings the protective radical-scavenger effect
of polyamines in vitro and in vivo was investigated.The inhibitory effect of
polyamines on in vitro induced lipid peroxidation in xanthine-xanthine oxidase
system, as a source of superoxide radicals, was observed in a dose-dependent manner
measured by luminol-dependent chemiluminescence. With a concentration of
spermidine (Spd) and spemilne(Sp), similar to those found in pancreatic islets the
inhibition was in range of 65-759b. For in vivo investigation, the rats were allocated to
the following groups:I-control; II-treated with single dose of ST(50mg/kg BW) or
AL(170mg/kg BW); II-treated simultaneously with Spd (50 pmol/kgBW) was given ip.
lb before administration of ST and AL as wll as continually with single daily dose
following 15 days; IV-treated with the Spd only in mentioned dose.
VARIABLES	 ST	 AL	 Spd-ST	 Spd-AL	 Control
glucose(mmol/1) 30.217.84*** 33.8±5.64***936±2.7 °°° 6.87±1.82°"	 6.5510.9

MDAp1(pmol/1) 16.49±2.3* 17.7±1.29* 12.9±2.050  l2.8±2.02 O° 	11.8311.8
MDApancreas	 13.5±1.32** 15.7±2.47**11.88±1.48 ° 12.08±2.0 ° '	 9.9±1.17
(nmol/mg pent.)
*p<0.05; **p<0.001; ***p<0.001 compared with the controls
° p<0.05 °°p<0.001 compared with the ST or AL diabetic groups
Administration of Spd alone didn't alter any of the investigated parameters. Obtained
results demonstrated that pretreatment the animals with Spd abolished the rise in MDA
and glucose induced by ST or AL. The results suggest that Spd might provide

antioxidative protection in the recovery of ST/AL-damaged islets (3-cells in vivo. It
could point to possible examination of therapeutic significance.

1454
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE HYPOGLYCEMIC EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT
EXTRACTS FROM FIVE ANTIDIABETIC PLANT MATERIALS

N.S. Chowdhuryl, M. Mosihuzzamanz, A.K. Azad Khan', B. Rokeya',
L. Ali' and N. Naharz.'Research Division, BIRDEM; ZDept of Chemistry,
Dhaka University, Bangladesh

As a part of an attempt to characterize the chemical nature and the possible
mode of action, the cold and hot water extracts and soluble dietary fibre (SDF)
from Plantago ovata, Spirulina platensis, Trigonella foenumgraecum, Syzizium
cumini and Musa paradisiaca were tested for antihyperglycemic effects on
NIDDM model rats following procedures standardized in our laboratory. Al the
test materials were fed simultaneously with glucose and blood samples were

collected at 0, 30 and 75 minutes. The cold water extracts of S platensis, S
cumini and M paradisiaca had no significant antihyperglycemic effect, but the
same extracts of P ovata and T foenumgraecum were equally highly potent
(p<0.008-0.001). The hot water extracts of all the plants showed effects exactly

parallel to those of cold water extracts. Since SDF is known to delay the

absorption of glucose from the gut, it was invesigated whether the

antihyperglycemic effects of these extracts were due to SDF fractions. Although

there was a definite tendency in case of SDF from P ovata and T
foenumgraecum, no SDF from the five plant materials showed any significant

antihyperglycemic effect. The results showed that the hypoglycemic effects of S
platensis, S cumin and M paradisiaca found in this laboratory are not due to

water soluble compounds. Whereas, P ovata and T foenumgraecum may act as

sources for antidiabetic agents and although SDF of P ovata and T
foenumgraecum, may contribute to their hypoglycemic properties, other water-

soluble active principles are present in these two plants.

1455
LONG-TERM IMPACT OF L-ARGININE ON GLYCEMIC
PATTERN AND OXIDATIVE STATUS IN DIABETIC RATS
O. Borodina, V. Poltorack, N. Gorbenko, A. Gladkih, N. Us-
tenko and V. Lipson. Ukrainian Scientific Research Institute of
Endocrine Diseases Pharmacotherapy, Kharkov, Ukraine
The imbalance between pro- and antioxidants in diabetes provides
the justification for antioxidant treatment. It has been shown that
L-arginine (L-Arg) possesses superoxide scavanging properties in
vitro. The aim of the present study was to determine effect of
long-term treatment with L-Arg on glycemic pattern and oxida-
tive status in diabetic rats. Male Wistar rats were given i.p. strep-
tozotocin (STZ) at dose 65 mg/kg. One group of diabetic animals
was untreated to act as control. The other group received L-Arg
(50 mg/kg/day) in the diet for 4 weeks. Oxidative status was as-
sessed in plasma by spectrophotometric determination of malonic
dialdehyde (MDA), diene conjugates (DC) and reduced glutati-
one (GHS) levels. Administration of L-Arg decreased basal hy-

perglycemia (7.9±0.8 mmol/l vs 14.7±0.9 mmol/l, p<0.01), in-
creased plasma immunoreactive insulin level by 40 % (p<0.02) and

protected from body weight loss (160.0±3.8 g vs 130.0±5.1 g,
p<0.05) compared to non-treated diabetic animals. After 4 weeks
treatment with L-Arg DC content was significantly reduced

(133.0±14.1 Itmol/ml vs 173.2±13.5 µcool/ml, p<0.05) and GHS
level was increased 2 fold (p<0.01) in comparison with diabetic
control. However, MDA concentration was not changed in any
groups. The results allow the conclusion that long-term treatment
with L-Arg improves metabolic control and suppresses oxidative
stress in diabetic rats. We suggest the use of L-Arg may have po-
tential therapeutic benefit in the diabetes treatment.

1456
RETARDATION OF INTESTINAL CARBOHYDRATE ABSORPTION BY
HOT WATER EXTRACT OF TRIGONELLA FONUMGRAECUMI N RATS
JMA Hannan', S. Haque', L. Ali', N. Nahar2, M. Mosihuzzaman 2, A.K. Azad
Khan';'BIRDEM, 2Dept of Chemistry,  University of Dhaka, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Trigonella foenumgraecum has been shown to possess hypoglycemic activity in both
animal models and human diabetic subjects, but the exact chemical nature of the active
principle(s) and the mechanism of the effect is still unclear. Previous reports from our
Group suggest that hot water extract of T foenum graecum and its main constituent SDF
suppressed flattened the postprandial rise of blood glucose in both IDDM and NIDDM
model rats were investigated. In the present study the effects of the hot water extract on
carbohydrate digestion and absorption in NIDDM model rats. Carbohydrate absorption
was evaluated in NIDDM model rats by measuring the amount of sucrose remaining in 6
different parts of the gastrointestinal tract of rats after oral feeding of sucrose. Sucrose
solution (2.5 g/kg body weight) was fed to 20 hrs fasted rats with or without extract (500
mg/kg body weight). The GITs of rats, sacrificed at 60 min, were removed and washed
with ice-cold normal saline. The wash-out fluid, acidified by H2SO4 and neutralized by
NaOH, was analyzed for its glucose content (by enzymatic-colorimetric methods)
liberated from sucrose (estimated by back calculation of glucose). Sucrose loading in
control rats sharply increased the blood glucose levels and was accompained by rapid
disappearance of sucrose from the upper small intestine. In the Control Group sucrose
loading led to a rapid increase of blood glucose (mmol/l, fasting 7.12±0.13 and 1 hour
14.21±0.32) whereas in the Extract Group the blood glucose response was considerably
flattened (fasting 7.79±0.21 and at 1 hour 9.19±0.41). The change in the blood glucose
were inversely related by the gastrointestinal sucrose content of the 2 groups of rats
[Sucrose, 1 hour, mg, M±SEM, stomach (2.96±0.72), upper 20 cm (0.52±0.17), middle
small intestine (0.90±0.05), the lower 20 cm (0.60±0.12), cecum (0.44±0.09) and large
intestine (0.98±0.01) in Control group vs 20.22±0.91, 2.86±0.38, 2.52±0.20, 0.62±0.05
and 0.68±0.04 respectively in Extract Group]. The results reconfirms the hypoglycemic
effect of trigonella fonumgraecum and they also indicate that this effect may be related to
the delaying of glucose absorption from the gut by agent(s) present in the hot water
fraction, probably SDF. Further experiments with different timings (30, 60, 120 and 180
min) and also experiments with oral glucose load seems to strengthen this conclusion.
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EFFECTS OF STACHYS RECTA ON METABOLIC CONTROL
AND OXIDATIVE STATUS IN DIABETIC RABBITS

Gorbenko V., Hvorostinka V., Gorshunska M. and Gopcziy T.'.
Kharkov State Medical University, 'Kharkov Agricultural Uni-
versity, Kharkov, Ukraine

Stachys recta (tuber) is widely used in traditional medicine as hy-
poglycemic agent. The aim of the study was to assess the impact
of S.recta powder (S) on glucose pattern and oxidative status in
rabbits with absolute insulin insufficiency. Male chinchilla rabbits
were made diabetic by i.v. injection of dithizone (35 mg/kg). One
group of diabetic animals was untreated to act as control (D) and
other group received S (200 mg/kg per os) for 4 weeks. At the end
of study fasted rabbits were subjected to a glucose tolerance test
(GTT, 2 g/kg i.v.). Plasma samples were collected from ear vein
at timed intervals (0,3,5,10,30,60 min) and analysed for glucose by
glucose oxidase method and for insulin by RIA. The treatment
with S decreased basal hyperglycemia by 30% (p<0.05), increased
basal plasma insulin level (160.1±10.2 pmol/1 vs D: 100.3±9.2
pmol/1, p<0.02) and protected from body weight loss (p<0.05).
Administration of S improved glucose tolerance (integral glyce-
mia over i.v. GTT was 80.0±4.7 mmol/1 vs D:119.2±6.2 mmol/l,
p<0.02). Oxidative status was assessed in plasma by spectropho-
tometric determination of diene conjugates (DC), vitamins A and
E contents. S has been shown to suppress oxidative stress reduc-
ing DC levels (0.9±0.1 .tmol/1 vs D:2.8±0.2 ltmol/1, p<0.01) and
increasing 1.5 fold (p<0.02) vitamin E contents. However, vitamin
A concentration was not changed by S. The results indicate that S
possesses hypoglycemic and antioxidant properties in diabetic
rabbits and may serve as potential source of antidiabetic agents.
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POTENT AND SPECIFIC ACTIVATION OF GLYCOGENESIS IN RAT
SKELETAL MUSCLE BY LITHIUM: COMPARISON TO INSULIN.
C.Noe, R.Herdlicka, M.Roden, W.Waldhausl and C.Fiirnsinn.
Dept.Med.11l, Div.Endocrinol.Metab., University of Vienna, Austria.

Lithium is frequently used for the treatment of mood disorders, but also
affects glucose metabolism. To elucidate lithium's antidiabetic
potential, its stimulatory effects on glucose metabolism of isolated rat
soleus muscle were compared to those of insulin. Increment over basal
glycogen synthase activity induced by 20 mmol/I lithium chloride was
4.8-fold more pronounced than that induced by 10 nmol/I insulin (nmol/l
UDP-glucose incorporated into glycogen in synthase activity
assay/g/min: lithium, +22.1±1.8 vs. insulin, +4.6±3.9; p<0.01). In
parallel, lithium was less efficient than insulin in stimulating glucose
transport (cpm 3H-2-deoxyglucose/mg/h: lithium, +211±19 vs. insulin,
+311±57; p<0.05) and anaerobic glycolysis (µmol lactate released/g/h:
lithium, +1.0±0.5 vs. insulin, +3.9±0.5; p<0.01), while similar increments
in glycogen synthesis were induced (µmol glucose incorporated into
glycogen/g/h: lithium, +3.32±0.43 vs. insulin, +3.46±0.47; n.s.). Hence,
lithium differs from insulin in that it much more specifically activates the
glycogenic pathway. Further evidence for differences in mechanisms of
action was derived from experiments demonstrating additivity of
stimulatory effects and divergent dependency on phosphatidylinsositol
3-kinase activation (relative decrease in glycogen synthesis induced by
100 nmol/I wortmannin, an inhibitor of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase:
basal, -27±8%; lithium stimulated, -21±5%, n.s. vs. basal; insulin
stimulated, -80±3%, p<0.01 vs. basal). Lithium may therefore be
regarded a candidate for the treatment of forms of diabetes mellitus
associated with primary deficits in the glycogenic pathway.

1459
GLP-1 RECEPTOR / Gs - COTRANSFEKTION : A NEW TOOL IN
SCREENING FOR GLP-1 AGONISTS.
L. Bjerre Knudsen and B. Schjellerup Wulff. Novo Nordisk, Dept. of Mo-
lecular Pharmacology, MAlov, Denmark.
The GLP-1 receptor is a very exiting new target for the treatment of
NIDDM. Unfortunately, GLP-1 is a 30 amino acid long peptide that has to
be administered by injection. Therefore, an agonist for the GLP-1 receptor
is a very interesting drug candidate. Today, functional screens where cAMP
is measured directly after adenylyl cyclase stimulation of plasma mem-
branes expressing the receptor, are difficult to use because of a rather
small fold induction in an assay. This study aimed at producing a new cell
line with an higher fold of induction for screening purposes. Human GLP-1
receptor was transfected into a Baby Hamster Kidney cell line previously
transfected with the rat long form of the Gs-protein. Cells were transfected
using the lipofectamine method. Clones were selected by western blotting
with an antibody against the Gs-protein. A cell line expressing a high level
of Gs-protein were transfected with the GLP-1 receptor. GLP-1 receptor
expressing clones were selected on high induction following GLP-1 stimu-
lation in a whole cell CAMP assay. The pharmacology of the related pep-
tides glucagon and GLP-1(1-37) on the GLP-1 receptor / Gs cell line
matched that of the GLP-1 receptor expressed in the same type of cell line.
When using plasma membranes from this cell line in a microtiter plate for-
mat functional assay,a 25-fold (24.5 ± 3.72) induction was obtained.
Plasma membranes from a normal GLP-1 receptor cell line in a similar
setup only had an 8 (7.9 ± 2.1) fold induction. This cell line will make
screening for agonists for the human GLP-1 receptor much more feasible.
The higher induction in the assay will decrease the error on the samples
and results in less false positive and false negatives. Thus, the chance of
finding agonists for this very important target will be increased.

1460

DISTINCT CATABOLIC ACTION OF THE INSULIN SENSITITZER
BM 13.0913xNa ON ISOLATED RAT SKELETAL MUSCLE.
R.Herdlicka, M.Bisschop, M.Roden, W.Waldhausl and C.Filrnsinn
Department of Medicine III, Division of Endocrinology & Metabolism,
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria.

BM 13.0913xNa ( "BM"; from Boehringer Mannheim, Germany)
belongs to a new class of compounds referred to as activated carbon
acids and exhibits distinct antidiabetic effects, when orally administered
to hyperglycemic mice (ED50-plasma levels: -70 µM). The direct acute
effects of BM on insulin-stimulated (10 nM) glucose metabolism of
isolated soleus muscle strips obtained from healthy Sprague-Dawley
rats were investigated. A concentration of 10 µM BM in the incubation
medium increased the rate of insulin-stimulated 3H-2-deoxy-glucose
transport (cpm/mg/h: control, 778±36 vs. BM, 1033±48; p<0.005). In
contrast to actions expected from an insulin-mimetic and/or insulin-
sensitizing agent, elevated glucose transport was associated with
blunted glycogen synthesis (glucose incorporated into glycogen,
µmol/g/h: control, 4.58±0.36 vs. BM, 3.42±0.21, p<0.025), and with a
distinct glycolytic response (gmol lactate released/g/h: control,
16.8±1.1 vs. BM, 26.1±1.3, p<0.001; CO2 released from µmol
glucose/g/h: control, 0.41±0.04 vs. BM, 1.70±0.11, p<0.001). At 300
pM BM, decreased rates of glucose transport (cpm/mg/h: control, 783±
55 vs. BM, 184±31; p<0.001) and glycogen synthesis (pmol/g/h:
control, 4.81±0.35 vs. BM, 0.19±0.03; p<0.001) were observed
resulting in markedly decreased muscle glycogen content after 90 min
of exposure (µmol glucosyl units/g: control, 12.9±0.4 vs. BM, 2.9±0.3;
p<0.001). It remains to be elucidated, whether such acute catabolic
potential of BM is instrumental for its long-term antidiabetic action in
vivo or is to be regarded as an independent and potentially negative
effect.
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POTENT ANTIHYPERGLYCAEMIC EFFECT OF AN IMIDAZOLINE
DERIVATIVE S-22068 IN A RAT MODEL OF TYPE H DIABETES.
A. Pelel, X Wang2 , F. Rondu2 , C. Illicl, C. Hellary, 1 A Lamoury 2 , E.
Touboul2 , R Dokhan3 ' S. Marc3 , B. Pfeiffer4, D. Manechez4, P. Renard4, B.
Guardiola-Lemaitre4, J-J Godfroid2 , L. Penicaud 5 and A. Ktorzal.
'Lab. Physiopathology of Nutrition, University Paris 7, France; 2Lab.
Molecular Pharmacochemistry, University Paris 7, France; 3LDK France,
Gif-sur-Yvette, France; 4IRIS, Courbevoie, France; UPRESA 5018,
Toulouse, France.

Several recent data suggest that some imidazoline derivatives can lower
glycaemia in experimental animal models of diabetes. We studied the
activity of the imidazoline derivative S-22068 in a rat model of type II
diabetes obtained by i.v. injection of a low dose of streptozotocin (35 mg/kg).
These rats, called STZ rats, exhibited moderate basal hyperglycaemia,
glucose intolerance and impaired glucose-induced insulin secretion. We
performed glucose tolerance and insulin tolerance tests to study a possible
effect of the compound. Glucose tolerance and insulin secretion were
measured as the AG and the AI, i.e. the respective increase over the basal
value in the glycemia and insulinemia over 30 to 120 min after the glucose
load. The insulinogenic index, was calculated as the AI/AG and the rate of
glucose disappearance as the K. After an i.p. injection of S-22068 (24
mg/kg), AG (mmol/l/min) was decreased (91.67 ± 5.83 vs 120.5 ± 3.65;
p<.001), whereas K was increased (1.74 ± 0.09 vs 1.18 ± 0.05; p<.001).
Insulin secretion was not improved: Al and AI/4G were similar in the two
groups. Oral administration of the product was even more effective on
glucose tolerance and a chronic treatement (15 days) with S-22068
increased its efficiency. In both cases, glucose tolerance was improved and
the basal hyperglycaemia was much lowered. Morever, even used at a high
dose, the product did not provoke hypoglycaemia. In the view of these data,
S-22068 can be considered as a potential antihyperglycaemic agent in
diabetes, probably acting through an extra-pancreatic effect.

1462
DOSE-DEPENDENT EFFECT OF MOXONIDINE ON GLU-
COSE TRANSPORT IN INSULIN -RESISTANT RAT MUSCLE.
E.B. Youngblood, E.J. Henriksen, S. Jacob, D.L. Fogt, and J. Godicke.
University of Arizona, Tucson, U.S.A.; Eberhard-Karls Universitat,
Tubingen, Germany; and Beiersdorf-Lilly, Hamburg, Germany

High blood pressure (BP) is frequently associated with insulin
resistance. Moxonidine (MOX) lowers BP centrally by modulation of
Il-imidazoline receptors and a decrease in sympathetic outflow. We
investigated the chronic effect of two doses of MOX - a higher dose
(6 mg/kg) that decreases BP and a lower dose (2 mg/kg) that does not
- on insulin action in the obese Zucker rat, a model of glucose
intolerance and insulin resistance. Animals were treated orally for 21
days with either vehicle, 2 mg/kg MOX, or 6 mg/kg MOX. In the 6
mg/kg MOX-treated animals, fasting plasma insulin and free fatty
acids were 17% and 36% lower (p<0.05), respectively, compared to
obese controls. During an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT), the
glucose response (area under the curve) was 47% lower in the 6 mg/kg
MOX-treated group, while the insulin response was 19% less.
Glucose transport activity (2-deoxyglucose uptake) in isolated
epitrochlearis muscle stimulated by insulin (13.3 nM) was 39% greater
than control. In contrast, the lower dose of MOX did not decrease
significantly fasting plasma insulin or free fatty acids. While the
glucose response of these animals during the OGTT was 42% lower,
this was likely partly related to the slightly greater (+11%) insulin
response. Insulin-stimulated muscle glucose transport activity was not
increased significantly following treatment with 2 mg/kg MOX.
Therefore, in this animal model of insulin resistance, the ability of
MOX to improve glucose tolerance, lower plasma insulin and lipids,
and enhance insulin-stimulated skeletal muscle glucose transport is
dose-dependent and may be related to its sympatholytic effects.

1463
TREATMENT OF OBESITY AND DIABETES IN ob/ob AND db/db MICE BY
DOPAMINERGIC AGONISTS
P. Scislowski, S. Phaneuf, E. Tozzo, Y. Liang, M. Lubkin, R. Prevelige and A.
Cincotta. ErgoScience Corp. Boston, MA, USA.
We examined the combined effectiveness of SKF38393 (SKF), a D, receptor
agonist, and bromocriptine (BC), a D 2 receptor agonist, in treating obesity and
diabetes in ob/ob and db/db mice. Daily drug injections were administered to female
C57BL/6J oh/oh and C57BL/KsJ db/db mice I hr after light onset for 14 days. Drug
treated groups received BC (16 mg/kg) plus SKF (20 mg/kg), whereas pair fed
groups (food adjusted to drug treated groups' intake) and control groups received the
vehicle. Oxygen consumption was measured in metabolic cages on day II or 12 of
treatment. Plasma glucose, FFA, and insulin levels, were measured on day 14. In the
ob/ob mice statistically significant results included: controls gained 6.9 ± 1.3g of
body weight, while the treated mice lost 7.4 f 0.4g. The average daily food
consumption of controls was 6 ± 0.2g versus 2.8 ± 0.1g of treated. Oxygen
consumption for controls and treated was 1277 ± 240 ml/kg/hr and 1623 ± 230,
respectively. Plasma glucose levels were 471 ± 42 mg/dl in controls, and 164 ± 13
in treated. FFA levels were 1.27 ± 0.1 mM in controls, and 0.37 ± 0.05 in treated.
Plasma insulin were 63.5 ± 17 ng/ml in controls, and 37.3 ± 6.6 in treated. Similar
statistically significant results were observed in db/db mice: controls gained 6.6 ±
0.4g, of body weight versus 3.4 ± 1.3g in the treated. The average daily food
consumption of controls was 10.7 ± 2.8g versus 5.9 ± 0.5g of the treated. Oxygen
consumption for control and treated was 898 ± 250 ml/kg/hr and 2322 ± 283,
respectively. Plasma glucose levels were 485 ± 29 mg/dl in controls, and 390 ± 55 in
the treated. FFA levels were 1.49 ± 0.2 mM in controls, and 0.45 t 0.04 in treated.
Plasma insulin were 9.4 ± 1.3 ng/ml in controls group, and 46.7 f 8.1 in treated.
Results from pairfed animals (in both oh/oh and db/db mice) indicate that the above
drug-induced metabolic changes are not primarily the consequence of decreased
food consumption. Our data strongly suggest for the first time that, hyperphagia,
hyperglycemia and hyperlipidemia in animals lacking either leptin (ob/ob) or a
functional leptin receptor (db/db) can be treated with the combined administration of
D 1 and D2 receptor agonists.

1464
STEREOSELECTIVE ANTIHYPERGLYCAEMIC EFFECTS OF
THE BENZOIC ACID DERIVATIVE AG-EE 388 IN VIVO.
M.Mark, M.Epple and W.Grell. Preclinical Research and
Development, Boehringer Ingelheim, Biberach/Riss, Germany.
AG-EE 388 ZW [(±)-2-ethoxy-4-[2-[[3-methyl-l-[2-(1-piperidinyl)
phenyl]butyl]amino]-2-oxoethyl]-benzoic acid] is a racemate and
was shown to be a potent insulinotropic and glucose lowering
compound when tested in vitro and in vivo. Within this class of
compounds enantioselective effects have been described in vitro. It
was the aim of the present study to investigate the
antihyperglycaemic effects of the S-enantiomer, AG-EE 623 ZW,
and the R-enantiomer, AG-EE 624 ZW, after oral as well as
intravenous administration to fasted Wistar rats. In both
experimental settings, AG-EE 623 ZW turned out to be a potent
antihyperglycaemic agent (ED50 3.4 pg/kg (i.v.) and 9.9 sg/kg
(p.o.)) whereas AG-EE 624 ZW displayed only weak glucose
lowering activity (active in doses > 0.1 mg/kg (i.v.) or > 1.0 mg/kg
(p.o.)) in rats. Since the glucose lowering effects of AG-EE 624 ZW
cannot be explained by residual AG-EE 623 ZW (which was 0.005 -
0.007 % (Annemarie Reinhardt Varming, Novo Nordisk A/S)), AG-
EE 624 ZW itself must exert antihyperglycaemic activity. It is
concluded that the glucose lowering activity of the racemate AG-
EE 388 ZW mainly resides in the S-enantiomer AG-EE 623 ZW
which displays, in the rat, a> 100 times higher potency than the R-
enantiomer AG-EE 624 ZW. For this reason the S-enantiomer
AG-EE 623 ZW (repaglinide) has been proposed for further
development.
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THE EFFECT OF CILOSTAZOL ON INSULIN RESISTANCE IN A RAT
MODEL OF NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS

BY Cha, SA Chang, SJ Yoo, KH Song, JH Han, JM Lee, KW Lee,
HY Son and SK Kang. Catholic University Medical College, Seoul,
Korea

The effect of cilostazol treatment on insulin resistance in Wistar Rats with
streptozotocin(STZ)-induced, non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM)
was examined. Two day old neonate rats were injected intraperitoneally (i.p.)
with streptozotocin (STZ) and maintained for six months at which time they
were compared with age-matched control rats for glucose tolerance, insulin
secretion in response to i.p. glucose loading (i.p. glucose tolerance test, i.p.
GTT) and for insulin resistance during glucose infusions (GINF) in
euglycemic, hyperinsulinemic glucose -clamp studies. In the i.p. GTT studies
plasma glucose levels of STZ -induced diabetic rats were significantly higher
and plasma insulin levels significantly lower than those of age - matched
control rats. Insulin resistance was increased in STZ -induced diabetic rats
since the GINF rates of these animals were significantly lower than those of
age-matched control rats. After a four week treatment with cilostazol (100
mg/kg/day) in the feed chow, the plasma glucose and insulin levels of the
STZ-induced diabetic rats after the i.p. GTT were not significantly different
from those of age matched control rats. Similarly, cilostazol treatment
reversed the decreased insulin resistance of STZ -induced diabetic rats since
the GINF rates observed during the glucose-clamp experiments were not
significantly different from those of the control rats. It is suggested that the
improvement in glucose tolerance and insulin resistance by cilostazol in
STZ-induced diabetic rats is due to the vasodilatation and accompanying
increase in peripheral blood flow brought about through the phosphodiestrase
inhibitory effects of cilostazol on peripheral vascular smooth muscle.

1466
POTENTIATION OF THE INSULINOTROPIC AND HYPOGLYCEMIC
ACTIONS OF GLIQUIDONE BY SUCCINIC ACID ESTERS
J.A. Garcia-Martinez, M.L. Villanueva-Penacarrillo, I. Valverde, F.
Björkling* and W.J. Malaisset . Fundación Jiménez Diaz, Madrid, Spain,
*Leo Pharmaceutical Products, Ballerup, Denmark, and tLaboratory of
Experimental Medicine, Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium.
Esters of succinic acid are currently under investigation as potential
insulinotropic tools for the treatment of NIDDM. The methyl esters of
succinic acid, first examined in this perspective, may lead to the undesirable
generation of methanol by intracellular hydrolysis. In recent studies,
however, several esters, not susceptible to generate methanol, were found to
remain potent insulinotropic agents. We have now explored whether these
novel esters are able to potentiate the insulinotropic and hypoglycemic
actions of the hypoglycemic sulfonylurea gliquidone. The monoethylester,
monopropylester and monoisopropylester of succinic acid were administered
intravenously (2.0 pmol/g body weight) together with gliquidone (0.2
mmol/g body weight) to fed male Wistar rats. At the 2nd min of the test, the
increment in plasma insulin concentration above paired basal value averaged
ITS ± 1.3, 13.3 ± 1.6 and 16.8 ± 2.0 ng/ml when gliquidone was
administered together with the monopropyl, monoethyl and monoisopropyl
ester, respectively, as distinct from only 8.2 ± 1.2 ng/ml after injection of
gliquidone alone. Over 30 min observation, the hypoglycemic action of
gliquidone was not significantly affected by either the monopropyl or
monoethyl ester of succinic acid, but almost doubled by the monoisopropyl
ester. These observations reinforce the idea that succinic acid esters could
be used to improve the insulinotropic potential of hypoglycemic drugs.
Moreover, the finding that some of these esters may potentiate the
hypoglycemic action of antidiabetic agents indicate that their possible role as
gluconeogenic precursor in the liver is not an insurmountable obstacle to
their use in a therapeutic perspective.

1467
BROMOCRIPTINE/SKF38393 TREATMENT IMPROVES PANCREATIC
ISLET FUNCTION IN THE db/db MOUSE.

M.Lubkin, Y.Liang, E.Tozzo, P.Scislowski, S.Phaneuf, R.Prevelige, A.Meier, and
A.Cincotta. Ergoscience, Boston, USA
Pharmacological intervention with bromocriptine improves glucose and lipid
metabolism in NIDDM animals and patients. The influence of such treatment on
pancreatic islet function has not been investigated. Here we studied the effect of
D2/D 1 receptor agonists—bromocriptine/SKF38393 (BC/ SKF) on islet function
in this diabetic model. Female db/db mice (30±lg) were treated daily for 2 weeks
at 1 hour after light onset with 1) BC (16 mg/kg) plus SKF (20 mg/kg), 2) vehicle
only (controls), or 3) vehicle plus feed restriction to match the reduced food
consumption of treated mice (pair fed). The BC/SKF treatment reduced blood
glucose (347±28 vs. 606±31 mg/dl in controls, P<0.01) and plasma free fatty
acids (0.6±0.lvs.1.1±0.1 mM in controls, P<0.01) levels, and increased plasma
insulin level by 3-fold compared with that in controls (49±5 vs. 16±2 ng/ml,
P<0.01). In pair fed mice there was a more modest (30%) reduction (P<0.01) of
blood glucose but no change in plasma insulin and a 20% increase in plasma free
fatty acids compared with control levels. The insulin release response of
pancreatic islets to secretagogues was tested in vitro. Insulin release from
incubated islets stimulated by glucose (8 and 15 mM), arginine (10 mM) and
acetylcholine (10 µM) was each 3-4 fold greater in the treated group compared
with that in controls (P<0.05). Contrariwise, secretagogue-induced insulin release
from incubated islets of pair fed mice were similar to those in controls.
Furthermore, similar BC/SKF treatment had no effect in normal mice. Addition
of BC/SKF directly to the islet incubation buffer did not enhance insulin release
from db/db mouse islets. These results demonstrate that BC/SKF given in vivo
markedly enhance islet function in the db/db but not the normal mouse. This
effect is not attributable to either a direct action on islet function or inhibition of
feeding. Available evidences from our lab suggests that this treatment ameliorates
abnormalities within the hypothalamic-neuroendocrine-axis regulating
metabolism.

1468
SIBUTRAMINE AND ITS ACTIVE METABOLITES DO NOT RELEASE
['H]-NORADRENALINE FROM RAT BRAIN SLICES IN VITRO.
Aspley S, Prow MR, Martin KF and Heal DJ. Knoll Pharmaceuticals Research &
Development, Nottingham, NGI 1GF, UK.

Sibutramine is a noradrenaline (NA) and serotonin reuptake inhibitor which is an
effective weight-loss agent. In overweight, non-insulin dependent diabetics
sibutramine improves glycaemic control and reduces weight, while in obese
hyperglycaemic (ob/ob) mice repeated sibutramine improves glycaemic control
without weight loss. Sibutramine acts in vivo predominantly via its secondary and
primary amine metabolites (BTS 54 354; BTS 54 505). The aim of this study was
to determine whether sibutramine and its metabolites release central NA in vitro
and to compare their effects with those of other weight-loss agents. Rat frontal
cortical slices, loaded with ['H]-NA in the presence of pargyline, were superfused
with Krebs buffer with or without drug (sibutramine, BTS 54 354, BTS 54 505,
d-amphetamine, d-norfenfluramine or d-fenfluramine, 10-'-10-5 M). Sibutramine,
BTS 54 354 and BTS 54 505 did not evoke release of [3H]-NA (Figure 1).
d-Fenfluramine and d-norfenfluramine enhanced ['H]-NA overflow at 10 -5 M,
whilst d-amphetamine dose-dependently released this monoamine (Figure 1).

These results provide clear evidence that sibutramine, BTS 54 354 and BTS 54 505
are not CNS NA releasing agents. These data clearly support the hypothesis that
CNS NA release does not contribute to the pharmacological action of sibutramine
and its metabolites. These data also suggest that sibutramine will be a safe,
efficacious treatment for obese diabetic patients.
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A NOVEL HUMAN 133-ADRENOCEPTOR AGONIST AD-9677
H. Kawashima, A. Nomura, M. Ohue, H. Kato, J. Kuwajima, Y. Furutani
and K. Hosoki. Dainippon Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan.

(33-adrenergic receptor (133-AR) plays a role in regulating energy
balance. 133 -AR agonists are shown to increase energy expenditure
by stimulating lipolysis, and to normalize hyperglycemia and
hyperinsulinemia in diabetic rodents. Thus the 133-AR selective agonists
that were discovered by screening for anti-obesity effects in rodent are
potential anti-obesity and anti-diabetic drug. However, due to structural
differences between human and rodent 133-ARs, many of these agents are
poor agonists against the human receptor. To discover agents with
potent activity to human 133 -AR, we have established CHO cell line
stably expressing human 133 -AR as well as rat 133 -AR. Among hundreds
of compounds screened by measuring intracellular cAMP accumulation,
AD-9677, which showed the strongest activity to human (33 -AR, was
selected. The EC5o values of AD-9677 to human and rat 133 -ARS were
0.062 nM and 0.016 nM, respectively, and therefore the compound is
seems to be one of the most active 133-AR agonist so far known. We
also have established human [3i- and 132-AR-expressing CHO cell lines to
evaluate 133 -AR selectivity. As cAMP accumulating activities of AD-
9677 in human It- and 132-AR-expressing cells were quite low, AD-9677
is a highly selective 133 -AR agonist. Preliminary experiment of chronic
administration of AD-9677 to obese-diabetic rodents certified that AD-
9677 had anti-obesity and anti-diabetic effects in vivo. Thus, AD-9677
will be a useful agent for treatment of type II diabetes and obesity.

1470
D-FENFLURAMINE-INDUCED DEPLETION OF RAT BRAIN 5-HT IS
PREVENTED BY SIBUTRAMINE OR FLUOXETINE PRETREATMENT.
Aspley S, Butler SA, Prow MR, Martin KF and Heal DJ. Knoll Pharmaceuticals
Research & Development, Nottingham, NG1 1GF, UK.

Sibutramine (SIB) is a serotonin (5-HT) and noradrenaline reuptake inhibitor,
and weight-loss agent. Weight-reducers which release 5-HT, viz. fenfluramine;
d-fenfluramine (dFEN), cause profound brain 5 -HT depletion in both rodents and
non-human primates. This study compared the effects on rat brain 5-HT of dFEN
with those of SIB and the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, fluoxetine (FLU).
Male SD rats (80-100g) received vehicle, dFEN 10 mg/kg p.o., SIB 9 mg/kg p.o.
or FLU 10 mg/kg i.p. for 4 days, bid., alone or in combination (SIB or FLU 1 h
prior to dFEN); 14 days later, brain tissue 5-HT content was determined by
HPLC-ED. dFEN decreased 5-HT levels in all regions. In striking contrast, FLU
and SIB did not alter brain 5-HT levels (Table 1) and actually prevented the
dFEN-induced decreases in 5-HT in the majority of areas (Table 1).

Frontal cortex Hippocampus Striatum	 Hypothalamus
Saline/H2O	 509±29	 420±32	 446±40	 947±55
FLU	 513±29	 446±33	 596±54	 912±53
dFEN	 176±10**	 151±11**	 250±22**	 673±39**
FLU/dFEN 507 ± 29 j f	 448±34t	 534±48j	 873±50

H2O/H2O	 675 ±39	 525 ±30	 401±25	 802±43
SIB	 644±38	 552±32	 346±22	 756±42
dFEN	 234±14**	 214±12**	 220±13**	 579±31**
SIB/dFEN	 534±31*jf 480±28jt	 354±221-1	 704±391
5-HT levels (ng/g wet tissue weight) mean ± s.e. mean (n=8-18). Comparisons
with vehicle, *p<0.05 **p<0.01, Williams' test, interactions between drugs,
tp<0.05, f fp<0.01, Multiple t-test.
These data confirm that dFEN persistently depletes brain 5-HT, but the
monoamine reuptake inhibitors, SIB and FLU do not. Taken together with
evidence from microdialysis studies which show SIB and FLU inhibit d,IFEN from
releasing 5-HT, the data argue that SIB and FLU prevent the 5-HT depleting
effects of dFEN by blocking its entry into 5-HT nerve terminals.

1471
JTT-501 IMPROVES INSULIN RESISTANCE INDUCED BY
GLUCOSAMINE AND TNF-a IN CULTURED MYOTUBES FROM
HUMAN NIDDM SKELETAL MUSCLE.
T. Komori, N. Koh, J. Nakamura, Y. Hamada, T. Hara, H. Sasaki,
S. Chaya, E. Nakashima, K. Naruse, K. Kato, N. Takeuchi, Y.
Kasuya and N. Hotta. Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.
Insulin resistance in skeletal muscle has been regarded as one
of the most important pathogenic factors of NIDDM. In this
study, the effect of a novel hypoglycemic agent, JTT-501(JT), on
glucose transport was investigated in cultured myotubes from
human NIDDM subjects from the view point of insulin signal
transduction system and intracellular Ca"'. Glucose transport
rate (GTR)was expressed by 2-deoxy-D- [3H]glucose uptake, and
the number of cell surface facilitated glucose transporters (GTN)
was evaluated by [ 3H]-cytochalasin B binding capacity.
Glucosamine(G) significantly reduced the basal and insulin
(Ins)-stimulated GTR (Basal: 100±3.2%, G: 86.4±6.9, Ins:
143.5±10.3, Ins+G: 108.7±8.5, p<0.05). JT significantly
ameliorated G-induced decrease in GTR (G +JT: 94.7±5.8, Ins
+G+JT: 122.3±9.8, p<0.05). G significantly reduced GIN, and JT
ameliorated the reduction of GIN in the presence of Ins.
Wortmannin, a P13-kinase inhibitor, abolished the effects of Ins
and JT on GTR and GTN, however dantrolene, an inhibitor of
Ca" mobilization, had no effects. Ins and JT demonstrated
similar effects on insulin resistance induced by TNF. These
results suggest that JT exerts its action by ameliorating not only
the translocation of glucose transporters mediated through the
activation of PI3-kinase, but also the expression of glucose
transporter mRNA, and that JT is a useful agent for the
treatment of NIDDM with insulin resistance.

1472
SIBUTRAMINE AND ITS ACTIVE METABOLITES DO NOT RELEASE
['H]-NORADRENALINE FROM RAT HEART SLICES IN VITRO.
Aspley S, Broughton D, Martin KF and Heal DJ. Knoll Pharmaceuticals Research
& Development, Nottingham, NGI IGF, UK.

The noradrenaline (NA) and serotonin reuptake inhibitor, sibutramine, is an
efficacious weight reducing drug which acts in vivo mainly via its metabolites,
BTS 54 354 and BTS 54 505. In overweight, non-insulin dependent diabetics
sibutramine improves glycaemic control and reduces weight, while in obese
hyperglycaemic (ob/ob) mice repeated sibutramine improves glycaemic control
without weight loss. In contrast to other weight modifying agents, sibutramine and
its metabolites do not release NA from brain tissue. The present study examined
the effects on NA release from rat heart in vitro of sibutramine and its metabolites,
in comparison with other weight-loss agents. Rat heart slices, loaded with
[311]-NA in the presence of pargyline, were superfused with Krebs buffer with or
without drug (50 mM KCI, d-fenfluramine, d-norfenfluramine, d-amphetamine,
ephedrine, desipramine, sibutramine, BTS 54 354 or BTS 54 505, all 10-5M).
Sibutramine, BTS 54 354 and BTS 54 505 had no effect on [3H]-NA release
(Figure 1). KCI (50 mM) and d-fenfluramine, d-norfenfluramine, d-amphetamine,
ephedrine and desipramine all enhanced [3H]-NA overflow at 10 -s M (Figure 1).

A KC1
B d-Fenfluramine
C d-Norfenfluramine
D d-Amphetamine
E Ephedrine
F Desipramine
G Sibutramine
H BTS 54 354
I BTS 54 505

These results clearly support the hypothesis that sibutramine, BTS 54 354 and
BTS 54 505 are not sympathomimetic drugs and, in contrast to other weight-loss
agents (d-amphetamine; d-fenfluramine) the NA effects of sibutramine are
mediated via uptake inhibition, not release. These data also suggest that
sibutramine will be a safe, efficacious treatment for obese diabetic patients.



1473
STUDY ON THE MECHANISM OF HYPOGLYCEMIC EFFECT OF

OLEANOLIC ACID IN STREPTOZOTOCIN DIABETIC RATS

Shinan Yin and Jiaqing Zhang 304th hospital Beijing China
To study the effect of oleanolic acid(OLA) on the glucose metabolism,
insulin secret and the glucose transporter 4 gene expression in
streptozotocin diabetic rats.The animals were divided into the following
experimental groups of 10 animals: CD Control CD STZ-induced diabetic
(I) OLA-treated STZ-induced diabetic(OD). After STZ was injected

seven dzys OD group was injected OLA(5omg/kg.d) subcutaneous for
7d. In the 14th experimental day all animal were killed. The whole blood
were collected and the soles muscle from each leg was removed intact,
clamp-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80 `C until analysis.

Plasma insulin concentrations were determined by RIA. Plasma glucose

were detected by Reflolux lIM (Germany) glucose meter. Total tissue
RNA was extracted using a guanidine thiocyanate method. Using the
GLUT4 eDNA as probe, the GLUT4 mRNA content in skeletal muscle
in STZ diabetic rats was detected by Dot blot analysis. The GLUT4
mRNA contents of skeletal muscle decreased 27%(P<0.05) in STZ-
induced diabetic rats. In OLA treated STZ-induced diabetic rats blood
glucose decreased from 22.20±2.53 to 16.92±1.4lmmol/L(P<0.01),
plasma insulin increased from 25.40±8.23 to 30.67±7.0lpmol//L
(P<0.05), the GLUT4 mRNA increased 15.2% in the skeletal
muscle(P<0.05) The mechanism of hypoglycemic effect of oleanolic

acid in streptozotocin diabetic rats was probably due to the improvement
of insulin secretion and for due to the relieved of whole-body insulin

resistance.
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ZUCCINIC ACID ALKYL ESTERS-NEW GENERIC ORAL ANTI-
DIABETIC AGENTS IN ALLOXAN AND STZ DIABETIC RATS
R<Koree:,Diabetea Research Labor.Fac.of Medicine.
of Univ.Kosice,Slovakia
In 1988 McDonald with Fabian discovered the insu-
lin s,eeretagogue activity of nucc:inic acid mono-
methyl estea M.10) and Malaisse with coll.repor-
ted in 1993-95 further new effects of SAIv2V and
other alkyl esters in STZ diabetic rats .Author has
tested. the hypoglycemic. activity of SA1EV in allo-
xan diabetic rats- in acute and chronic stage with
hyperglycemia between 12 and 25mmnl/l.In the acu-
te stage with glycerin over l7mmol,SAPVI was in-
effective in 14 rats ,but in mild acute diabetes
lmmol/kg of SAPS, by gavage depressed glycemia of
9 to 4-Sand1 in one and two hours.In the chronic
stage of diabetes,lmmol/kgof SAIlIE administered
by gavage,depressed hyperglycemia in 4 groups of
rats ,each of ten,determined at one,two and four
hour:In the first group from 9 up to 2,9,in the
second from 136 to 7.6,in the third from 16.9 to
9.6, 9.3 and 7mmol/l and in the fourth±rom 25.2up
to 8.9mmol,SADS administered in drinking water
or' gavage exhibited no signs of toxicity or de-
pression of food intake.Conclusdon:SAIV'IME has hy-
perglycemia and glycosuria depressing activity in
alloxan and STZ diabetic rats at unchanged food
intake and without signs of toxicity and succinic
acid alkyl esters could be tried as generically
new antidiabetic agents in human diabetes.

1475
CATALASE INACTIVATION IN THE PRESENCE OF 3-AMINO-
1,2,4-TRIAZOLE:EFFECT OF DIABET AND NICOTINAMIDE.

O.Olijarnyk, N.Gamazina and M.Veliky.University of Lviv, Lviv,
Ukraine.

In investigation of irreversible catalase inactivation by 3-
amino-1,2,4 triazole (AMT) was used the model of streptozotocine
induced diabetes of rats. Sharp catalase inactivation started by
AMT - concentration 20 mM for control rats and 10 mM for
streptozocine diabetic rats. After nicotinamide injections (250
mg/kg during 14 days) catalase inactivation started by AMT -
concentration 10 mM but was not strong.

With blood haemolysates it could be shown that incubation
with 50mM AMT did not cause any diminution of the catalatic
activity in comparison with liver suspension. However, the
addition of ascorbic acid could effectively inhibition of catalase in
the presence of AMT.

Increase of catalase inhibition in the erythrocytes of
streptozotocine diabetic rats from 40±1,2% to 54±0,9% by
concentration of ascorbic acid according from 25 to 100 pM in
comparison to control rats: from 11±0,8% to 19±1,3%. Injections
of nicotinamide to streptozotocine diabetic rats dicreased the
catalase inhibition (from 16±0,6% to 36±1,4%).

Rat liver suspension and blood haemolysates exposed in the
presence of AMT undergo AMD-dose dependent and ascorbic
acid-dose dependent inactivation of catalase. Effect of
nicotinamide was realised during descrease of catalase ihnibition of
streprozocine diabetic rats.

1476
VANADATE CANNOT REPLACE INSULIN IN ALLOXAN ,STZ OR
BB DIABETIC YOUNG OR ADULT RATS
R.Korec..Diabetes Research Labor.Fac.of Medicine'
Univ. ,Kodice,Slovakia
Aim:To show how erroneous may be estimation of ef-
fectivity of an antidiabetic agent from results
in vitro and extrapolate them to whole organism or
of diabetes from glycemia only neglecting food in-
take and output of glucose in urine.Author admini-
stered 1,2 up to 4mmolar ammonium metavanadate(VV5
NH4VO3) in drinking water to 12 young(90-110g)and
12 adult ALL,2lyoung STZ and 10 BB diabetic adult
rats ,both sexes aa,and determined daily,up to one
month,their glycemia,glycosuria,food and water in-
take.,volume of urine and glycosuria,body mass and
compared these parameters with intermittently ad-
ministered insulin.In all these three types and
age groups of diabetic rats with hypergl',cemia 18-
22mmol/ldaily food intake 15-25g,V+5containing wa-
ter intake of 40-90ml/d, urinary volume 30-70ml and
glycosuria 3-4g/d,the drinking of V+5 water caused
a decrease in food intake and glycemia but not an
increase in glucose utilization,calculated from
ingested carbohydrate and eliminated glucose.Onihe
contrary,intermittently administered insulin in-
creased food intake,assimlation of glucose,depres-
sed glycemia,glycosuria;water intake and urinary
volume ,promoted growth of young rats while V+5
retarded it.Conclusion:Although more than 11 au-
thors on the basis of experiments in vitro in un-
physiological media and high concentrations of va-
nadate,noxious to rats ,claimed insulin-like effect
of V+5,my results show that vanadate cannot repla-
ce insulin in diabetic rats.
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TUNGSTATE NORMALIZES DIABETIC STATUS BY INCRESING BETA
CELLULAR MASS.
J.Ferndndez-Alvarez, A.Truc, B.Nadal, M.Garcia, 2A.Barbara, 2 7.Guinovart
and R.Gomis. Endocrinology and Diabetes Unit, ' Hormonology Unit, Hospital
Clinic, Universilat Barcelona, Barcelona. 2 Dep.Biochemestty and Molecular
Biology, University Barcelona, Spain.
It has been described that administration of tungstate (T) to an animal model of
NIDDM, the neonatally STZ-injected diabetic rats, normalize glycemia with
concomitant increase in insulin-secretion and insulin-content. Moreover, T
treatment increase the B-cell mass in the pancreas. The aim of the study is to
investigate whether this increase in B-cell mass is accompained by B-cell
regeneration from pre-existing B-cells or from ductal cells.The animals treated
with T were given a solution of 2 mg/ml of sodium T in distilled water during 1
month. Morphometric studies were made using indirect immunofluorescence.
Beta-cell replication rate was estimated from in vivo incorporation of 5-bromo-
2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU) in B-cell and double immunofluorescence with anti-
BrdU and anti-insuline antibodies.  Results: T normalized glycemia in diabetic
animals (4.8±0.1 mmol/l v.s 8.3+1.2 mmol/l; p<0.05) and this normalization in
glycemia was correlated with an increase in blood insulin levels (18.8+6.7
uU/ml v.s 60.0+5.1 uU/ ml; p<0.005). Concomitantly a recovery in the number
of B-cell in the pancreas was observed (0.86+0.07% v.s 1.67+0.31; p<0.05).
The BrdU experiments are described in the following table:

Intra-islet (%)	 Extra-islet (%)
Healthy rats

Untreated (4)	 4.52+0.07a	 9.23± 0.90'
Treated (4)	 17.54_2.99	 33.89+2.92

Diabetic rats
Untreated (4)	 6.60+1.2	 6.60+0.92
Treated (4)	 3.03+0.03`	 59•26+7.944

p<0.001 v.s H.Treated; ° p<0.001 v.s H.Untreated; ` p<0.001 v.s H.Treated;
p<0.001 v.s H.Treated. Conclusions :Tungstate-induced normalization of
metabolic status,in diabetic animals, is associated with an increase in beta-cell
replication from extra-islet precursor cells.

1478

IN MODEL DIABETIC CATARACT, PROTECTION BY R-a-LIPOATE
INVOLVES MAINTENANCE OF LENS GLUTATHIONE.
Trevithick, JR, Handelman, G.`, Tsang, K.`, Traver, K., and Packer, L.',
Department of Biochemistry, University of Western Ontario, London,
Ontario, Canada, *Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, University
of California, Berkeley, CA.
Aims: In previous work dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA) levels in rat lenses
treated in an in vitro model of diabetes with R-, S- and Racemic- a- lipoic
acid (LA) were identical, although only the R-a-LA reduced the
cataractous damage (opacity and leakage of lactate dehydrogenase).
This work extends the work to monitor glutathione (GSH) levels and
medium lactate in this model.
Methods: Lenses from 200 g female Wistar rats were incubated in 5.5
and 55.6 mM glucose with added R-, S-, or racemic-LA. Glutathione
levels of lens homogenates were determined by DTNB, lactate by an
enzymic method, and DHLA and LA by HPLC.
Results: At 24 hr the GSH levels of lenses incubated with R-LA (1292
± 116 pmol/mg) were not significantly different from normal controls
(1222 ± 213 Kmol/mg) but were significantly greater than for lenses
incubated with S-LA (778 ± 112 pmol/mg) or racemic LA (738 ± 254
iimol/mg). At 24 hr, the levels of LA and DHLA were not significantly
different in lenses treated with R, S or racemic-a-LA. By 48 hr Lactate
levels in the medium were elevated above the 24 hr level but no
significant differences between control and LA-incubated lenses were
observed.
Conclusions: This result is consistent with specific protection of
glutathione by R-a-LA.
Supported by Asta Medica, Frankfurt.

1479

INSULIN RELEASING EFFECTS OF SOME PURE COMPOUNDS FROM
HEMIDESMUS INDICUS ON ISOLATED RAT ISLETS

B. Rokeyal, L. All', A. Banerjee9 , A.K. Azad Khan', M. Mosihuzzamanz,
S.M. Moinuddin 2, N. Nahar', N.S. Chowdhury1 and J.M.A. Hannan'. 'Research
Division, BIRDEM, 2Deparinent of Chemistry, University of Dhaka, Bangladesh;
3Dept of Chemistry, Science College, Calcutta University, India.

Hemidesmus indicus roots are used by traditional practitioners for the treatment of
diabetes. Alcohol extract of H indicus root was tested on nondiabetic, IDDM model
and on NIDDM model rats for hypoglycemic effect and was found to have significant
antihyperglycemic effect. Four compounds (H101, H102, H106 and H107), isolated
from H indicus root extracts by repeated chromatography and identified by
spectroscopic methods, were tested for insulin secretion on islets from male Long-
Evans rats isolated by collagenase digestion. Batches of 7-10 islets were studied
under static incubation at 37oC for 60 minutes in 400 ml of HEPES buffered medium
supplemented with lmglml bovine serum albumin. The compounds, dissolved in
DMSO, were used at a final concentration of 1 mM and the media contained either 3
or 11mM glucose at a pH of 7.4. Insulin concentration in the supernatant was
measured by an ELISA technique and the protein content of the islets were
measured by a detergent compatible protein assay kit. The results were expressed
as ng insulin secreted per mg of protein and the values of the experimental groups
were compared with the control by Mann-Whitney test. The median value of the
insulin at 3mM glucose concentration was 4.22 (Min 1.059-Max 15.213) and it
increased to about 5 times in response to 11mM glucose (median 21.35, Min 12.791
- Max 39.362). None of the compounds had any significant effect on insulin release
at 3mM glucose concentration. However, at 11mM glucose, compounds HI01 and
HI07 were found to possess a significant stimulating effect on insulin release
(p<0.04 and <0.004, respectively). The results showed that H indicus roots have
hypoglycemic properties which may at least partly be due to the insulin releasing
properties of these compounds.

1480
EFFECTS OF VANADATE AND INSULIN	 ON	 THE
ACTIVITY OF AMINO TRANSFERASES 	 IN	 THE
RETICULOCYTES OF DIABETIC RATS.
Salimuddin, R.L. Gupta and Najma Z. Baquer
School of Life Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi INDIA.
The enzymes of gluconeogenesis and protein
catabolism increased in diabetes leading
to an increase in the amino acid pool and
TCA cycle intermediates in the cell. Alanine
and esoar.tate aminotransferases play an
important role in the degradation of amino
acids. A significant increase in the activity
of both alanine and aspertate aminotrans-
forases was observed in ret_iclocytas isolated
from diabetic animals. The administration
of insulin and vanadate was found to reverse
the activity of these enzymes almost to
the control values. The present results
show that there is an enhanced process of
agning in diabetes a., shown by the increase
in activity of the enzymes of protein
catabolism. Vanadete is shown to be a
potential insulin mimetic and entidiabetic
agent and was found to normalize the altered
state of diabetes.
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APPROACHES TO THE THERAPY OF DIABETIC CHEIROARTHROPATHY
Denissov L., Kuraeva T., Match E., Remisov 0.
Institute of Rheumatology of RAMS(Director -Acad.V.Nassono-
va;Research Center of Endocrinology(Director -Acad.I.Dedov)
According to our data limited Joint mobility(LJM)was found
in 10.7% of examined children. There is no specially deve-
loped treatment for diabetes mellitus(DM)patients. Adequa-
te and timely dose of Insulin lessens vascular disorders,
prevents LJM progress, improves their general condition.
Taking into account pts' complaints, clinical manifesta-
tions and microcirculatory disturbances, for the first
time 40 pts were treeated with Plidol (soluble acetylsali-
cilic acid with buffer of "Pliva" company and Trental).
Control group consisted of 15 pts. Pts had Plidol 0.3 x
3 times a day for 10 days and then 0.3 x 2 times a day for
1.5-2 months.Pts were repeatedly examined in 3-6 months
after treatment,which resulted in decreasing of pain synd-
rome and constraining of motions, increasing of their fun--
ctional ability. Comparing to the control group practical-
ly all children demonstrated increasing of initial blood
circulation,decreasing of sensitivity to sympathetic stimu-
lation and response to local heating increased, though not
in all cases these indices coinsided with the norm. There
65% of cases where we found that constrained motions and
discomfort decreased. Active and passive joints motion
increased.
Conclusion:Adequate Insulin therapy combined with the
above additional methods of treatment results in notice-
able improvement of clinical symptoms of diabetic chei -
roarthiropathy
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EFFECT OF YOGA ON INSULIN SENSITIVITY.
V.Simha, P.Shah, G.Modi, U.Sachdeva and R.L.Bijlani. Depts. of
Physiology and Endocrinology, All India Inst of Med Sc,New Delhi.

In order to examine the effect of Yoga on insulin sensitivity, a
demonstrative study was conducted on five male NIDDM subjects
of mean(±SE) age 54.1(±2.74) years and having detected diabetes
for 7 7±2.2 years. Clinical examination, anthropometry, 3 hour OGTT
and hyperinsulinernic euglycemic clamp studies at serum insulin
levels of about l00uU/ml (CV plasma glucose 5.24±0.37) were
performed before and after three days intensive Yoga training camp
and home practice (30 minutes/day) for 8 weeks which had been
reinforced by a follow up camp after 15 days. The mean insulin
stimulated glucose uptake (M values) were 2.92±0.72 mg/kg/min
and 3.69±0.8 mg/kg/min respectively (p=0.29). The fasting glucose
(170.2±15.7 and 176.5±14 mg/dl, p=0.59), and insulin levels (16±3.4
and 24±7.1 uU/ml, p=0.07) or the glucose and insulin response to
3 hour OGTT (752.3±28.2 and 787.5±46.2 mg.h/dl, p=0.25;
58.4±10.2 and 99.8±27.5 uU.h/ml, p=0.07 respectively) were not
significantly different. The changes in BMI (25.8±1.2 and 25.6+1.3
kg/meter square, p=0.358), waist hip ratio (1.05±0.02 and 1.06±0.02,
p=0.86) and triceps and subscapular skin fold thickness (35.8±4.5
and 36.1±5 mm, p=0.86) were not significant. There was a marginal
decline in the diastolic and systolic blood pressures (4±1.16 mm Hg,
p=0.01 and 3.67±1.96 mm Hg, p=0.11 respectively). Though Yoga
intervention tends to induce beneficial effects, the significance will
have to be proven by a randomized trial.

1483
THE BENEFICIAL EFFECT OF NICOTINAMIDE ON BETA
CELLS FUNCTION IN INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETICS
M.Zamaklar,A.Jotic,N.Lalic,K.Lali6,N.Rajkovic,Lj.Lukic,M. Bogie
and P.Djordjevic.Institute for Endocrinology ,Belgrade,Yugoslavia
It has been shown previously that a different treatment in recent
onset IDDM patients might have beneficial effect on beta cells
function.Nicotinamide may induce clinical remission, as it was
shown.The aim of this study was to estimate residual beta cells
function(by measuring C-peptide before &6 min.after ling
Glucagone)during the first year of IDDM duration. Investigation were
performed in IDDM patients before and after clinical remission:12
were treated with insulin pump and with 250mg/day Nicotinamide
(group A)and 10 were treated with insulin pump only(group B).
Patients from group A were ages 20,28+/-4,16 yr. and from group B
16,78+/- 5,12 yr. Glucagon test were performed at time of
diagnosis,at time of remission, and in 3rd,6th and 12th month after.
Duration of clinical remission in group A was 4,3 +/-3,6months and in
group B 4,6+/-2,3 months.Mean C-peptide values(nmol/1) in 0 and 6th
minutes for both groups are shown on the table:

	

Group Time of Dg Remission 3mo 	 6mo	 12mo
A 0 min 0,33+/-0,13 0,39+/-0,03 0,48+/-0,14 0,39+/-0,17 0,33+/-0,12
B 0 min 0,22+/-0,09 0,43+/- 0,11 0,39+/-0,14 0,24+/-0,18 0,14+/-0,12

p	 <0,05	 >0,05	 <0,05	 <0,05	 <0,05
A 6 min 0,56+1-0,23 0,68+/-0,13 0,67+/-0,13 0,57+/-0,23 0,47+/-0,20
B 6 min 0,36+/-0,10 0,70+/-0,22 0,57+/-0,21 0,35+/-0,23 0,17+/-0,15

p	 <0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 <0.05	 <0.05
Our results suggest that in spite of similar duration of remission,
patients from group A who were treated with small doses of
Nicotinamide had better preservation of beta cells function during the
first years of duration of IDDM(basal & after stimulation Glucagon).

1484
RHIGF-I IMPROVES CORONARY RISK FACTORS IN TYPE II
DIABETES.
A. Moses#, L. Phillips%, P. Martha*, P. Compton*, B. Zysow* for
the RINDS & RICIS Groups, #Beth Israel Hospital, Boston, %Emory
Univ, Atlanta, *Genentech, Inc, South San Francisco

Type II diabetics suffer from an insulin resistance syndrome which
predisposes them to premature atherosclerosis. rhIGF-I increases
insulin sensitivity in patients with impaired glucose tolerance and overt
hyperglycemia. Effects of rhIGF-I on known cardiovascular (CV) risk
factors were investigated in clinical trials. In one trial, 212 patients
taken off prior therapy (insulin/ oral agents) were randomized to receive
placebo or rhIGF-I: 10, 20 40 or 80 pg/kg BID for 12 weeks. There
was a statistically significant, dose-dependent decrease in fasting
triglyceride levels (p=0.001 3). Despite significant dose-dependent
decreases in HbAlc there was no increase in body weight. In a second
trial, 139 insulin-requiring type II patients instructed to alter their
insulin regimen to meet aggressive glycemic goals were randomized to
receive co-therapy with placebo or rhIGF-I: 20/20, 40/40 or 80/40
(am/pm) pg/kg. Preliminary results demonstrate that despite a
significant decrease in HbAlc in all rhIGF-I treated groups vs placebo,
weight did not increase. However, visceral fat, determined by CT scan,
decreased by 14.7% in the 20 pg/kg BID dose groups as compared to a
0.14% increase in the placebo (p=0.023) group. PAI-1 and fibrinogen
levels decreased in all rhIGF-I treated arms; these trends did not achieve
statistical significance. Insulin use decreased in the 2 highest rhIGF-I
dose groups. The most commonly reported adverse events related to
drug treatment in both studies were edema and jaw pain. There was no
increase in incidence of CV events (angina, arrhythmia, myocardial
infarction or stroke).
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LATE PHASE II STUDY OF A NOVEL ORAL HYPOGLYCEMIC AGENT,
A-4166 IN NIDDM SUBJECTS IN JAPAN
M.Kikuchi, Y.Akanuma, T.Kuzuya, Y.Ohashi, Y.Shigeta, S,Tarui,
T.Toyota and K.Kosaka. Tokyo, Japan.
A new oral, non-SU, hypoglycemic agent, A-4166, was found to evoke a
more rapid and short-lived insulin release than SU and to decrease the
postprandial rise in plasma glucose. In a randomized double-blind
four arm comparative clinical trial, the optimal dose and safety of
A-4166 were studied in 184 NIDDM subjects, whose glycemic control
was not adequately controlled (FPG? 120mg/dl) with diet therapy.
They were randomly assigned to receive either 30, 60, 90 or 120mg
A-4166. The tablets were administered 5-10min before each meal
for 3 months. After treatment, the mean postprandial plasma glucose
level was lowered at all time points and the decrements were
progressively greater up to 60min (90mg; -57.2±37.7mg/dl at
60min). Fasting plasma glucose level and HbAlc were reduced over
the treatment period with the two higher doses (90mg; -15.5±23.0
mg/dl and -0.77±0.95 % at 12 wks). The plasma insulin level was
raised to twice the baseline value at 30min, with progressively
smaller increments thereafter (90mg; 38.1±24.0 pU/ml at 30min vs
baseline; 17.6±10.0 pU/ml). The decrease in plasma glucose
response (AUC) and HbAlc and the increase in plasma insulin response
were maximal with 90mg A-4166 and over. No accumulation of the
drug was found in the blood. No alteration in body weight was observed
during the treatment period. 21 possibly drug-related adverse events
were observed. They were reversible and not severe, and half of them
(5% of the patients studied) were probable hypoglycemic symptoms.
In conclusion, these results indicate that administration of 90mg
A-4166 before each meal is optimal in treatment of NIDDM.

1486
Effect of an aldose reductase inhibitor on membrane abnormalities of
erythrocytes in NIDDM.

MASATOMI TSUJI, MITSURU ADACHI.

1st department of internal medicine

Showa university school of medicine. Tokyo JA.

We examined alteration in erythrocyte membrane fluidity in non-insulin

dependent diabetic patients and the effects of aldose reductase inhibitor

(ART) on these changes by means of electron spin resonance(ESR) and

spin-label technique.Electoron spin resonance spectra foa a fatty acid spin

label-agent(5-nitroxy stearate) in membranes were obtained. The values

of hyperfine splitting and order parameters of the spectra were

significantly higher in erythrocyte from diabetic patients than non-diabetic

controls.(hypersplitting 60.66±2.38 VS 55.21 ± 1.60 P<0.05, order

parameters 0.778±0.009 VS 0.620±0.01 P<0.05)

The effects of aldose reductase inhibitor on the erythrocyte membrane

fluidity in non-insulin dependent diabetic patients without nephropathy

and anemia were also studied.(aldose reductase inhibitor 150mg/day X

28days) Aldose reductase inhibitor decreased the values of the hyperfine

splitting and order parameters of the spectra. (hyperfine splitting pre-

treatment 60.66±2.38 - 58.71 ± 1.10, order parameters pre-treatment

0.778±0.009 --k 0.743±0.010) These findings indicate that the

erythrocyte membrane fluidity might be decreased in diabeic patients and

aldose redutase inhibitor might improve thease membrane fluidity.
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RHIGF-I REDUCES GROWTH HORMONE SECRETION, LIPID
LEVELS & INSULIN REQUIREMENTS IN ADULTS WITH IDDM.
'PV Carroll, 'AM Umpleby,'GS Ward, 'S Imuere, 2E Alexander, 3D Dunger,
'PH Sonksen and 'DL Russell-Jones. 'Division of Medicine, St. Thomas'
Hospital, London, UK. 2Cephalon Inc., California, USA. 3John Radcliffe
Hospital, Oxford, UK.
Insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) is associated with elevated
circulating levels of growth hormone (GH) but reduced insulin-like growth
factor-I (IGF-I). The effects of subcutaneous recombinant human IGF-I
(rhIGF-I) on glycaemic control, insulin requirement, plasma lipid
concentration and GH secretion were studied in 6 adults (35±4, years,
mean±SEM) with IDDM. Patients received either placebo or rhIGF-I (50
lug/kg BID) for 19 days in a randomised, double blind, placebo controlled
trial. Overnight GH profile, serum free insulin, IGF-I, fructosamine and lipid
profile were assessed at regular intervals during rhIGF-I therapy. RhIGF-I
therapy increased IGF-I concentration (111.7±14.2 v 257.1±41.2, ng/ml,
p<0.01, day I v day 20). Plasma fructosamine concentration was unchanged
(439±32 v 429±35, lamol/1) and insulin requirement decreased by
approximately 45% (0.67±0.08v 0.36±0.07, U/kg/day, p<0.005) following 19
days of rhIGF-I treatment. After 4 days of rhIGF-I therapy, there was a
decrease in free insulin levels (8.38±1.47 v 4.98±0.84, mU/1, p<0.05), mean
overnight GH concentration (12.6±3.3 v 3.8±2.1, mU/l, p<0.05) and total
cholesterol and triglycerides (4.68±0.31 v 4.25±0.35, mmol/l, p<0.05,
1.27±0.19 v 0.95±0.21, mmol/l, p<0.001, respectively). This study
demonstrates that subcutaneous administration of rhIGF-I decreases insulin
requirements and improves the plasma lipid profile while maintaining
glycaemic control in adults with IDDM. GH secretion is also decreased by
rhIGF-I therapy. Exogenous rhIGF-I therapy may have a role in the
treatment of adults with IDDM particularly in the setting of abnormal lipids
and a high insulin requirement.
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ERGOSET IMPROVES PLASMA GLUCOSE AND LIPID PROFILE AND BODY
COMPOSITION IN WEIGHT MAINTAINED OBESE WOMEN.
A. H. Cincotta, C. Jones, J. Yip, V. Kamath, A. H. Meier, G. Reaven, and I. Chen.
South San Francisco, CA.
Bromocriptine, a sympatholytic dopamine D 2 agonist has been shown to reduce
obesity and glucose intolerance in animals in part by resetting circadian
hypothalamic neural activities known to regulate metabolism. Ergoset, a quick
release formulation of bromocriptine, in combination with a moderate hypocaloric
diet has been demonstrated to improve glucose tolerance and reduce body weight in
obese subjects when compared to individuals treated with diet alone. The present
study evaluated the metabolic response of obese patients to Ergoset while they were
on a weight maintaining diet. Following a two week run in period, thirteen obese
(BMI= 33.2 ± 0.8 kg/m 2), hyperinsulinemic, nondiabetic women were given Ergoset
once daily (1.6-4.8 mg) at 0800 for 8 weeks and were instructed to follow a weight
maintaining diet throughout the entire study. Prior to the initiation and following
termination of treatment, body composition was determined by hydrodensitometry
and circulating levels of glucose, insulin, triglyceride and free fatty acid (FFA) were
measured hourly over a 24 hour period with standardized meals eaten at breakfast,
lunch, and dinner. Ergoset treatment reduced fasting plasma glucose (5.6 ± 0.1 vs
5.0 ± 0.1 mM) fasting triglyceride (2.4 ± 0.5 vs 2.0 ± 0.4 mM) fasting cholesterol
(5.2 ± 0.3 vs 4.8 ± 0.2mM) (P< 0.05) and cholesterol to HDL cholesterol ratio (5.9 ±
0.6 vs 5.1 ± 0.5) (P=0.06). In addition, plasma levels of glucose, triglyceride, and
FFA measured hourly over a 24 hour period were reduced on average by
approximately 5%, 15%, and 10%, respectively (P<0.05). Plasma insulin levels
were unaffected by treatment other than an approximate 30% decrease in fasting and
post-lunch values which did not quite reach statistical significance. Furthermore,
body density (lean to fat mass ratio) increased following treatment (0.981 ±..0.002  vs
0.982 ± 0.002 kg/L) (P<0.05) associated with a decrease in body fat (43.7 ± 2.2% vs
43.2 ± 1.4%) even though body weight was maintained throughout the study as
intended (74.2 ±1.3 vs 73.9 ± 1.3 kg). The results of this short term (8 weeks) study
indicate that chronic treatment with Ergoset could have substantial multiple benefits
in various clinical conditions of obesity, hyperglycemia, and/or dyslipidemia
independent of dietary intervention, which however, may amplify these effects.
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THE EFFECTS OF DEXFENFLURAMDVE ON CARBOHYDRATE
METABOLISM IN OBESE NIDDM PATIENTS
A.N.Kamel, B.cetinarslan, A.R.Uysal, N.BaIkal, D.troraPSroglu, G.Erdogan
Ankara Umversty Medical School, Department of Endocrinology and Metabolism.
To observe the effects of dexfenflurantine, two groups of obese NIDDM cases with
poor glycemic regulation under treatment with either diet alone or sulfonylurea along
with appropriate diabetic diet were investigated.After an eight week period during
which the patients in both groups were observed for the state of glycemic regulation,
dexfenfluramine in group 1 (16 patients, 12 females and 4 males; mean age 50,1 ± 7,1
years) and placebo, in group 2 (14 patients; 11 females and 3 males; mean age 48,4 ±8
years) was added to treatment and the patients were followed for 24 weeks and
evaluated every six weeks.In groupl,as compared with pretreatment values,
significantly lower mean values were obtained after treatment with dexfenfl uramine for
body mass index (BMI) (33.3±4.6 v.s. 30.1±5.0 kg/m 2;p<0.001), HbA 1 , (8.9±1.2 v.s.
6.7±0.5%;p<0.001),fasting plasma glucose (FPG) (10.6±2.6 v.s. 7.07±0.8
mmol/L;p<0.001) and two hours postprandial plasma glucose (PPG) (12±3.4 v.s.
7.7±1.3 mmol/L;p<0.001) levels, serum total cholesterol (TC) (12.9±1.4 v.s. 10.9±1.1
mmol/L;p<0.001) and serum triglyceride (TG) (12.1±4.3 v.s. 8.1±1.7
mmol/L;p<0.001) levels. In group 2, no significant change was observed, following
treatment with placebo, in the mean levels of FPG (9.6±1.1 v.s. 9.3±1.6
mmol/L;p<0.05), PPG (10.9±2.5 v.s. 11.2±1.5 mmol/L;p>0.05), HbA, (8.8±1.4 v.s.
8.3±1.5 %;p>0.05) and TC (12.5±1 v.s. 12.3±1.1 mmot/L;p>0.05), while there were
significant decreases in the mean BMI (32.1±2.7 v.s. 30.7±2.6 kg/m 2;p<0.001)and
serum TG (11.4±5.3 v.s. 10.8±4.6 mmol/L;p<0.05) values. No significant changes
were found following treatment in the fasting and 2 h. postprandial serum insulin
levels which could be measured in 4 patients from group 1 (20.3±12.4 v.s. 18.2±10.4
pmol/L;50.5t23.9 v.s. 46.7±22.4 pmol/Lp>0.05,respectively)and in 6 patients group 2
(16.3±9 v.s. 14.9±7.6 pmol/L;51.4±27.9 v.s. 46.9±27,1 pmol/L,p>0.05,respectively).
Although the two groups were similar with respect to the mean BMI, FPG, PPG,
HbAlc,TC and TG values before treatment, significant differences came about between
groups with respect to the mean FPG, PPG, HbA1, and TC levels (p<0,01).Our results
suggest that dexfenfluramine can help in glycemic regulation and in the correction of
lipid anomalies in NIDDM.
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THE EFFICACY OF PIRENZEPINE IN REDUCING
POSTPRANDIAL GLUCOSE LEVELS IN PATIENTS WITH
NIDDM FOLLOWING TWO WEEKS OF THERAPY

B.G. Issa a, N. Davies a, B.M. Lewis a, K. Hill b, F. Dunstan b, J.R.
Peters a and, M.F. Scanlon a. aDepartments of Endocrinology and

Diabetes and bStatistics, University Hospital of Wales, Cardiff, Wales,
UK.
Acute cholinergic muscarinic blockade with pirenzepine (PIR) induces
dose-related reductions in plasma glucose (PG) and insulin after mixed
meals in normals and patients with NIDDM. We have investigated
further the effects of PIR in NIDDM. 24 patients (12 M, 12 F), on no
oral hypoglycaemics for at least 2 weeks, received PIR (50 mg b.d.) or
placebo for 2 weeks (randomised, double blind, crossover with 2 week
washout period between treatment arms). At the beginning and end of
each treatment period, blood was sampled over 12 hours during which
the patients received standard breakfast, lunch and dinner. The mean
(± SEM) AUG (145 ± 9 vs 155 ± 9), peak (16.5 ± 0.9 vs 17.7 ± 1.0)

and nadir (9.1 ± 0.6 vs 9.9 ± 0.7) PG levels (mmol/L) were all
significantly less (p <0.05) after PIR for 2 weeks compared with
placebo whereas insulin was unchanged.. The drug was well tolerated.
In conclusion this low dose of PIR causes a small, but significant and
sustained reduction in PG levels in NIDDM, unaccompanied by any rise
in insulin levels. On the basis of previously reported acute dose-
response studies, higher doses of PIR will probably produce greater
lowering of plasma glucose and significant reduction of insulin levels in
NIDDM. These studies should now be undertaken.
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EFFECT OF VITAMIN E (E) AND PLACEBO (P) SUPPLEMENTA-
TION (SUPPL) ON PLATELET AGGREGABILITY(PA) AND LIPID
PEROXIDE (LP) LEVELS IN TYPE-1 DIABETIC PATIENTS (D).
SK Jain, S Krueger, E Brown, R McVie, JJ Jaramillo, M Palmer and
T Smith. LSU Medical Center, Shreveport, Louisiana, USA

Hyperaggregability of platelets is a major risk factor in the
development of thrombotic disease in diabetic patients. This study
examines whether E suppl has any effect on PA and LP levels in D.
After written informed consent, D were suppl with DL-a-tocopherol
(E) capsule (orally,100 IU/day) or P for 3 months in a double-blind
clinical trials. Alternate D were assigned to E or P during regular
visits to the clinic. Fasting blood was collected before the start and
after the E or P suppl from each D. Plasma E and LP (as MDA, a
product of LP) were determined by HPLC; PA by the competitive
ELISA immunoassay of the stable thromboxane analogue (TxB2); and
platelet counts by Coulter Counter. After the analyses and code
opening data were analyzed using the paired 't' test on 12 D on E and
12 D on P suppl. Level (±SE) after E suppl versus before suppl are
as follows: E 29±1.8 vs 17±1.2 nmol/ml, p<0.001; LP 0.33±0.03
vs 0.4210.05 nmol/ml (p < 0.05);TxB 2 771 vs 1569 pg/ml (p <0.03);
there was no differences in these parameters after P suppl vs before
suppl. There was no effect on platelet counts after P or E-suppl in D.
There were no differences in the ages (12.7+1 vs 12±lyrs) or
duration of diabetes (5.7± lvs 4.7±0.8 yrs) between P- and E- groups.
This study suggests that E suppl significantly lowers cellular oxidative
damage and platelet aggregation, and may be beneficial in reducing
risk of thrombotic disease in diabetic patients.
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EFFECTS OF SEAOTONIN RE-UPTAKE INHIBITORS IN NIDDM.
A.Sanz-Paris, A.Guallar, I.Salazar, L.Calvo and R.Albero
Miguel Servet Hospital, Zaragoza, Spain
Considering the role of serotoninergic systems in the
control of food intake of obese patients, we studied the
effect of: 30 mg/d of dexflenfluramine (Df), 20 mg/d of
fluoxetine (Fx) and 75 mg/d of venlafaxine (Vx) on meta
bolic control in 3 groups of 10 obese NIDDM for 3
months by the Kruskal-Wallis test. There were side
effects that led to the interruption of treatment I.
the following cases: 1 patient in the Of group ±sick-
ness); 2 in the Fx group (anxiety and sleepless) and 8
in the Vx group (vomiting, anxiety, hypertension). Dx
significantly reduced (p50.05): body weight (9.6+2 Kg
versus 7.244 for Fx and 2.2+1 for Vx), plasma triglyce
rides (62±12 mg/dl versus 11+2 for Fx and 0 for Vx),
insulin requirement (10.5+2% versus, 5.1+1% for Fx and
0 for Vx) and C-Peptide plasma levels (1+0.5 ng/ml ver
sus 0.2+0.8 for Fx and 0 for Vx). The reduction in
blood pressure was not significant. Plasma levels of
3-0H butirate and aceto-acetate were within normal ra n

ges, The reduction of C-Peptide plasma levels to normal
ranges appears after the first month with only 3 + 1Zg
weight loss. In conclusion, this appears to indicate
important differences between different types of sero-
toninergic drugs in anorexic treatment.
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EFFECT OF MEDIUM CHAIN TRIGLYCERIDE AND
UNIQUINONE ON METABOLIC PHASE.
Kohzuld, E. ., Hyogo College of Medicine, Nisinomiya, Japan.

This experiment was performed to examine a metabolic effect of

medium chain triglyceride and unique upon diabetes miIIitus. A

test diet, MGT diet which is containing 28.05g of MGT was

administered to the subjects after for 12 hours . Blood samples

were collected before, 30, 50, 90, and 120 minutes after the diet

was administered , and observed blood lenels of sugar, acetone

body, NEFA, and total cholesterol. Thus the administration of

MGT diet to patient of disbetics seems to aggravate an acidotie

tendency uhiquinone was administered to the diabetes patients

for checking a ketotic tendency which may be caused by MGT

administration. The MGT tolerance test was restrained by the

daily administration of 120mg of Co. 0. by the oral route. In

the normal cases after administration of MGT diet with Co. 0.,

changing rates of blood sugar, acetone body, total cholesterol

were not increased, but NEFA was increased. In the case of

diabetes mill i tus an increase in changing rate of blood sugar was

observed, where as the rates of acetone body and total

cholesterol were decreased, but the rate of NEFA was no

difference. It can be assumed that therapeutic effect of MCA

with Co. 0., administration may be significant for the supply of

dietary fat to mild diabetics.
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BRADII{ININ AS A FACTOR OF THE IMPROVEMENT OF INSULIN
RESISTANCE IN NIDDM, HYPERTENSIVE PATIENTS.
T.Demidova, A.Ametov, G.Yarovaya, V.Dotsenko, E.Neshkova, V.Trusov,
E.Khatchatrian. Russian Academy for Advanced Medical Studies, Russia,
Moscow
In the larger group of NIDDM patients the dominant defect is an impairment of
the tissue sensitivity to insulin. The insulin resistance syndrome which includes
obesity, NIDDM, hypertension, hyperinsulinemia and dislipidemia is a major and
increasing cause of morbidity and mortality. The reasons why all these disorders
co-exist so frequently are still the subject of intensive research. We have examined
51 patients with NIDDM and essential hypertension on different hypoglycaemic
therapy. All of them were comparable at age, BMI, duration of NIDDM and
hypertension, without renal failure. We evaluated parameters of p-cell function
and tissue sensitivity by measuring of C-peptide, IRI, glucose levels in serum
(fasting, 60, 120 min after carbohydrate nutrition) during standard test with meal
stimulation. We also have studied a possible contribution of plasma kallikrein,
prekallikrein, ACE activity, proteas inhibitors, elastase-like activity, thromboxan
B4 in connection with improvement of insulin sensitivity by ACE-inhibitor. All
these tests were repeated after 3 months treatment by Perindopril 4-8 mg. We
determined that all the patients had high levels of basic hyperinsulinaemia, as well
as after meal stimulation which were accompanied by high C-peptide and glucose
levels, high activity of ACE, high blood pressure, as well as activity of kallikrein-
kinin system (KKS) and increased of elastase-like (1,7 times) in plasma.
Furthermore, we evaluated the influence of ACE-inhibitor Perindopril on tissue
insulin sensitivity using hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic clamp test in 7 patients
which improved markedly after 60 min taking it per os. The activation of KKS
certainly means increased concentration of bradikinin in plasma, which destroys
quickly if the ACE activity is high. After Perindopril administration ACE activity
sharply decreased but activity of KKS preserved at the same level, so as a result
bradikinin effect prolonged that was linked with decreasing of blood pressure and
concomitant improvement of glucose utilisation can be the consequence of
insulin-like action of bradikinin itself both during clamp test and after 3 month
treatment. Improvement of insulin sensitivity was proved by marked decreasing
of hyperinsulinaemia (IRI, C-peptide, glucose levels) and HbAlc.
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THE EFFECT OF DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS AND DRUGS FOR
Na-Li COUNTERTRANSPORT ACTIVITY IN RED CELLS.
K. Tsuchida, Z Makita, K. Yanagisawa, T. Itoh*, W. Fujii*`*, S. Kadota**',T.
Koike, Internal Med. II, Hokkaido Univ. School of Med., Tomakomai
Med. Lab.* and Tonan Hospital**, Sapporo, Japan
A growing body of evidence suggests that sodium-lithium countertransport
(SLC) in red blood cells (RBC), a marker of risk for essential hypertension
(HT), can serve as a maker for the risk of renal disease in IDDM. However,
the findings of SLC in NIDDM are conflicting. The purpose of this study
was to evaluate the relation. of SLC activity and diabetic complications
(nephropathy, neuropathy, retinopathy, hypertension) in Japanese NIDDM.
% also investigated that the effect of insulin, antihypertensive drugs (ACE
inhibitor: captopril, lisinopril, Ca antagonist: diltiazem, barnidipine,
nicardipine, amrodipine, to 3 blocker: amosulalol, a i blocker: doxazosin)
and protein kinase C (PKC) inhibitor (calphostin C) for SLC activity in
vitro. The levels of SLC, BP, albminuia, TG, total cholesterol (Tch), LDL,
HDL, VLDL in 142 subjects; 24 normal controls (C), 27 non diabetics with
HT, 32 diabetic without HT (DM), 59 diabetics with HT (DM-HT) were
assessed. SLC values was significantly higher in DM-HT (0.39±0.02
mmol/IRBC/hr) than in the C (0.19±0.002, P<0.0001) or in the DM (0.22
±0.01, P<0.0001). SLC were related to TG (P<0.005), systolic BP
(P<0.0001), and to diastolic BP (P<0.005). No statistical association were
seen between the levels of SLC and the levels of Tch, HDL, or VLDL. SLC
was statistically higher in NIDDM patients with retinopathy (0.4±0.02)
than in those without retinopathy (0.22±0.02, P<0.0001), however, there
was no difference in neuropathy. SLC was higher in the NIDDM with
microalbuminuria (0.36±0.17) than in those without microalbuminuria
(0.29±0.15, P<0.05). In in vitro study, only Ca-antagonist, diltiazem and
PKC inhibitor, calphostin C significantly lowered SLC activity. These
findings suggest that over activity of SLC is associated with a higher blood
pressure in NIDDM and SLC may serve as a useful marker for the risk of
renal disease and retinopathy in patients with NIDDM. Ca-antagonist
diltiszem and PKC inhibitor has an effect to lower SLC activity.
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OPEN STUDY OF CILOSTAZOL AMONG NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIA-
BETES MELLITUS PATIENTS WITH ARTERIOSCLEROSIS OBLITERANS.
D.C.BLACK,MD AND M.O.SISON, MD, A.D. LITONJUA, MD.
Makati Medical Center, Makati City, Philippines

Cilostazol is a new antiplatelet agent and also acts as a
direct arterial vasodilator. The purpose of this study is
to determine the clinical effectiveness, safety and useful-
ness of Cilostazol in NIDDM patients with chronic arterial
occlusion.
NIDDM patients diagnosed as having arterioslerosis oblite-
rans with a most frequent manifestation of Intermittent
Claudication and doppler Ankle Brachial Index of less than
0.9 were included. Patient were given Cilostazol 100 mg
PO BID for 12 weeks, Primary outcome measures included
walking performance by getting the Initial Claudication
Distance (ICD) and Absolute Claudication Distance (ACD) on
standardized treadmill testing. Hematologic exams were done
every 2 weeks as well as urinalysis. Repeated measures
Analysis of variance ANOVA was used to compare clinical
test results over time.
This interim report of 19 patients 12 of which are male and
7 female age ranged from 41 to 69 (mean 59.4 SD 7.4) showed
significant improvement in treadmill walking performance
(ICD and ACD). Presenting symptoms of pain, numbness and
cold sensation were ameliorated.
Cilostazol was considered safe in 18 patients (one patient
had elevated liver function test which improved on discon-
tinuation of the medicine) Inspite of the adverse
experience Cilostazol was still evaluated as usefull and
safe for this kind of disease.
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HAEMOSTASIS SYSTEM IN DIABETIC PATIENTS ON BACKGROUND

OF TREATMENT WITH TOPINAMBUR
R. A. Kasimalieva. Republic Endocrinology Centre, Aknaty, Karakstan
The opportunities of corrections of infringements in varies links of haemostasis
system among IDDM and MDDM patients , with topinambur , included in
conventional treatment coml:lex investigated. The patients took topinamibur
150-200 g as a salad at breai fast and lunch. Duration of diet therapy -21 day.
198 patients who took topinamibur were examined. 79 were IDDM patients, 64
NIDDM patients had obesitl, 55 NIDDM patients didn't have it. Analogous
groups of 105 patients were +:ontrol. Adding topinamibur had a clear clinical
effect, after the course of diet Lerapy all patients noted improvement : decrease
or vanishing of diabetes' symptoms. Fasting plasma glucose decreased from 9,2
mmol/L to 5,6 tumol/L. Hb/ Ic level - from 6,66% to 5,04% . Several IDDM
patients had their insulin day. diminished. Lipids level IDDM - from 5,76 to
5,66 g/L, NIDDM - from 5,01 to 4,84 g/L. Cholesterol level IDDM - from 6,47
to 5,51 tnmol/L (p < 0,05), 1'[IDDM - from 7,2 to 5,5 nrmol/L(p < 0,05). B-
lipoproteids level NIDDM - fi om 43,6 to 27,1 mmol/L (p < 0,05), IDDM - from
59,5 to 42, mmol/L(p < 0,05). Adding topinamibur led to a decrease of the daily
insulin dose for 10 of 16 patients for 4-6 IU. In the control group a decrease of
the insulin dose was possible only for 5 patients , 4 patients had it increased.
General lipids and cholesterol's level during topinamibur treatment diminished
from 5,2 to 5,7 mmol/L and from 5,52 to 1,15 mmot/L. Adding topinamibur to
the patients' ration resub ed in weakening of initial thrombocytes
hypercoagulation and hypera;lr-egation and in frbrinolysis' normalisation. The
course of treatment led to an increase in coagulation time. The level of
fibrinogen in blood plasma iwas higher than that in the control group. The
treatment resulted in decrease fibrinogen level to a norm. The therapy had a
decrease of dissolved fibrin-. nonomer complexes level as a result. Initially
decreased a number of trosbocytes increased during the course.Including
topinambur in medical comph x doesn't' just improve the general condition, but
also promotes weakening ct initial thrombocytes ' hypercoagulation and
hyperagregation and 6btinolyr is' activation. Received data allow to recommend
wide usage of topinamibur dw ing diabetes.
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THE EFFECT OF NORMOBARIC HYPDXIA ON OXYGEN-
TRANSPORT SYSTEM IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS.
Sokolov E.I.,Davydov A.L., Starkova N.T.,Koroleva A.V.
Moscow Medical Stomatology Institute. Russia.
The tissue hypoxia and disturbance of oxygen - transport influence
on development of complications of diabetes mellitus. The aim of
the work was to evaluate the effect of interval hypoxic training
(IHT) on oxygen-transport system and index of tissue hypoxia in
patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(NIDDM).The examination was carried out before and after the
IHT course. The IHT (10-11,5% 0) was performed for 19-21 days
using a hypoxicator. 21 patients 35-55 years old (2-m, 19-f) with
mild and moderate NIDDM,with good metabolic control were
examined. All patients were treated with oral hypoglucemic
agents,dosages remained unchanged during the IHT. The control
group consisted of 21 healthy women (35-55 years).
After the IHT course in NIDDM patients increase of hemoglobin
Hb (g/I) 120,2±3,42 - 138,0±4,31 (p<0,05),reticulocytes 1,2±0,13-
- 13,9±0,33 (p<0,001); decrease of anomalous fraction of
hemoglobin HbF (%) 2,04±0,08 - 1,11±0,06 (p<0,001), HbA 3c(%)
8,2±0,94 - 7,6±0,53; decrease of index tissue hypoxia: lactate
(mmol/I) 2,5±0,16 - 1,7±0,12 (p<0,01), pyruvate (mkmol/I)
75,6±0,64 - 57,1±0,9 (p<0,001)were observed. The data as
compared to the control group were statistical significant.
Therefore the IHT is a non-drug method, which exerts a beneficial
effect on oxygen-transport system and tissue hypoxia in NIDDM
patients.
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TREATMENT OF IDDM V,'ITH IMMUNOMODULIN
S.S. Abubakirova. Republic Endocrinology Centre, Almaty, Kazakstan
Clinical investigations of immunomodulin efficiency in the treatment of newly
diagnosed IDDM has been carried out. Immunogram, fasting and postprandial
glucoses, HbAIc, serum ;-peptide concentration were examined immuno-
modulin is a preparation wt ich consists of 16 highly purified natural peptides
(molecular weight 1-6 kDa), prepared from lambs fetuses' and infants' thymus. 10
patients (aged 29,5±14) took immunomodulin at the dose of 1,0 ml 0,01% sol -
10 injections for a course (first 5 injections - in a day, the rest - twice a week).
Clinical criteria corresponded to IDDM. The diabetes duration I week - 3 years.
The daily dose of insulin 3655 IU, fasting plasma glucose - 10.7±3.8 mmol/L, 2-
h postprandial glycaemia - 11.6±4.5 mmol/L. After the course of treatment with
immunomodulin patients wit diabetes duration up to 6 months (8 patients) had
been noted to have regular ypoglycaemia, a new daily dose of 20±8 IU was
enough to compensate diabet':s. Insulinotherapy for 2 patients was abolished. The
patient with diabetes duration 1,5 yrs (daily dose 38 IU didn't conmensate diabe-
tes, fasting plasma glucose 13,6 mmol/L, 2-h postprandial glycaemia - 21,6
mmol/L noted night hypoglycaemia, accordingly has insulin dose been reduced to
35 IU. The fasting plasma glt rose had decreased to 6,1 mmol/L, 2-h postprandial
glycaemia up to 6,0 mmol/L. A female patient with diabetes duration of 3 yrs
hadn't had her daily insulin dose changed but for the l' time compensation had
been reached (fasting plasma glucose 5,4±1,1 mmol/L, 2-h postprandial glycae-
mia- 6,4±1,1 mmol/L). The IIbAIc had reduced on the average from 6,9±0,41%
to 5,8±0,5%. Serum C-peptise concentration had increased from 0,078±0,035
mg/mI to 0,28±0,17 mg/ml; tie earlier the treatment had started the higher in-
crease was (patients who staved to take immunomodulin straight after manifesta-
tion had their Serum C-peptitl concentration more than 5 times increased, 2 pa-
tients had it returned to norms., a patient with diabetes duration of 3 yrs had it in-
significantly decreased). Imnnntogram indexes had improved. All patients have
been examined for more thar 6 months, their condition hadn't changed glycae-
mic level suits limits of diabetes complication criterias, insulin dose is the same.
Thus, accordind preliminary data, the immunomodulin usage for IDDM has
positive effect on carbo-hydrate exchange, insulin secretion and immune system.

1500
TREATMENT INEFFECTIVENESS OF RECTAL GLUCAGON DELIVERY
IN HYPOGLYCAEMIA.
Parker DR, Bargiota A and Corrall RIM. Department of Medicine, Bristol
Royal Infirmary, BS2 8HW, England.
Introduction: Glucagon secretion in response to hypoglycaemia is absent in
patients with more than a ten year history of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(IDDM). Previously we have shown that witepsol Hl5 base suppostories
containing 100mg indomethacin and ling glucagon produce significant plasma
glucose increments in fasting healthy volunteers. We assessed the usefulness of
rectal glucagon delivery for treating insulin-induced hypoglycaemia in IDDM
patients. Method: Five male patients with uncomplicated IDDM of at least 10
years' duration (age 21-38 years) were studied supine after an overnight fast on
two separate occasions at least 14 days apart. After 45 minutes rest, baseline
blood samples were taken for measurement of concentrations of glucose,
glucagon and catecholamines Hypoglycaemia was induced by intravenous
insulin infusion (2.5 mU/kg/min) which was stopped when plasma glucose
concentration reached 2.5 mmolIl As soon as subjects described hypoglycaemic
reaction (R), they inserted a suppository containing 100mg indomethacin
(placebo) or 100mg indomethacin plus 1mg glucagon (glucagon) into their
rectum. Measurements were repeated at intervals for 120 minutes. Local ethics
committee approval was granted for this study. Results: (Mean[seml plasma
concentration; paired t-test used to compare between-group differences.
**p=0.006).

Glucose nadir Peak glucagon Glucose recovery rate (mmol/l/hr)

	

(mmol/1)	 (ng/l)	 Over 60 minutes Over 120 minutes

	

Placebo 1.8[0.3]	 99.2[9.4]	 0.63[0.11]	 1.47[0.151

	

Glucagon 2.1[0.5] 	 175.8[12.8]**	 0.63[0.18]	 1.69[0.42]
Summary & Conclusion: Rectal glucagon administration at R induced plasma
glucagon concentrations of the order seen following hypoglycaemia in healthy
volunteers. However, this had no effect on glucose recovery rates. We conclude
that rectal delivery of glucagon is ineffective in treating insulin-induced
hypoglycaemia in patients with IDDM
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INDUCIBLE INSULIN EXPRESSION IN A HUMAN HEPATOMA
CELL LINE
A. M. Simpson*, S. Andrews*, R. Hill t, G. Hannan* and B. E. Tucha. University of
Technology, Sydney; Commonwealth Scientific & Industrial Research Organisation';
Prince of Wales Hospitalt; Sydney, Australia

Somatic gene therapy is one strategy being considered to correct patient blood glucose
concentrations in Type I diabetes. An earlier study by this group revealed that the stable
transfection of insulin cDNA under the control of a constitutive promoter into a liver
cell line (HEP G2) resulted in synthesis, storage and acute regulated release of insulin.
The aim of the present study was to investigate insulin expression and secretion under
the control of inducible promoter systems. A cDNA for human insulin (pC 2) has been
inserted into the dexamethasone (dex)-inducible mammalian expression vector pMAM-
neo (HEP G2-mam cells) and an ecdysone-inducible promoter pSP72-EcRE-insulin
(HEP G2-EcR cells). The ecdysone promoter isolated from Drosphilia melanogaster has
been shown to be inducible in CHO cells by exposure to the ecdysone analogues
ponasterone A (pon) and muristerone A (mur). The HEP G2 cells were transfected by
electroporation and stable transfectants were selected following exposure to selective
antibiotics. In the presence of I tM dex (pro)insulin (ins) secretion of HEP G2-mam
cells increased from 0.33 + 0.05 pmoles/ 10 5 cells/ day to 2.1 ± 0.4 (n=6). Increasing
concentrations of dex produced no rise in the level of ins secretion. The ins content of
HEP G2-mam cells grown in the presence of 1 pM dex (3.2 ± 0.2 pmoles/ 10 5 cells)
was significantly (P < 0.01, n=5) higher than in its absence (0.8 ± 0.1), indicating that
both the transcription and translation of the insulin gene have been stimulated. Gel
mobility shift assays indicated that HEP G2-EcR cells were capable of expressing
biologically functional ecdysone receptor protein which bound to EcRE DNA in a
hormone-dependent manner. HEP G2-EcR cells grown in the presence of 50 ltM pon or
mur overnight indicated that mRNA transcription was induced by the presence of the
hormones, none being detected in unstimulated cells. Our results indicate that the
introduction of insulin cDNA under the control of an inducible promoter system results
in transcription and translation of the insulin message.

1502
TIE EFFICACY OF D-400 IN THE TREATMM OF NON-INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETES MEILTIUS
V. Balaji, V. Sundaram, A. Moses and V. Seshiah,
Apollo Hospitals, Madras, India.

D-400 is an indegenous herbomineral formulation. To
evaluate its efficiency in controlling blood sugar in
NIDDM, an open clinical trial was conducted. The
study group comprised of freshly deducted cases
between 30 and 60 years, without any complications (n
= 15, 7 males and 8 females) who failed to respond to
meal plan and exercise for a period of 3 months. 0400
was given at a dose of 2 tablets three times a day for
6 months. D-400 significantly reduced (p<0.001)
fasting blood sugar from 186.67 + 3.6 mg/dl to 109.5
5.4 mg/dl and post prandial blood sugar from 279.13
0.9 mg/dl to 176 + 9.4 mg/dl. Reduction (p<0.001)
in Glycated haemoglobin was observed from 94 + 0.22%
to 7.0 - 0.16%. There was an increase in fasting and
post prandial plasma insulin levels. Reduction in LDL
and Serum Cholesterol (p<0.001) level was seen. There
was no change in HDL and triglyceride levels. No
alteration was seen in Body Mass Index, blood
pressure, renal and liver function tests. No adverse
effect has been reported. It can be concluded that
D-400 is an useful first line drug in treating NIDDM
patients who failed to respond to diet and exercise.
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DIET AND THE ENDOCRINE PANCREAS
S.A. Wolfe-Coote, J. Louw, and C. Woodroof.
Experimental Biology Programme, MRC, Parow, South
Africa.
Endocrine cell volumes of pancreases of Vervet monkeys
(Cercopithecus aethiops), maintained on an atherogenic
diet (Group A), were compared with those of monkeys on
a stock diet (Group S). Endocrine cell types in pancreas
sections were immunolabelled for the four major
pancreatic peptides. Using Global Lab image software,
the area of immunoreactive cells was traced for each
cell type in an average of 300 islets per monkey. It was
assumed that the ratio of the area of each endocrine
cell type to the total endocrine cell area would be
equivalent to the ratio of the volumes and these data
were used for statistical analysis. A significant
reduction was noted in B cell volume (p<0.02) in Group
A monkeys (20.65±1.31) compared with Group S
(34.72±2.59). A significant increase in A cell volume
(p<0.05) was found in Group A monkeys (55.72±5.18)
compared to Group S (29.52±4.61), interestingly
accompanied by a significant decrease in PP cells
(p<0.004). The concomitant volume increase in A cells
with decrease in PP cells supports our hypothesis that
A and PP cell volume changes represent differential gene
expression of a body of cells that are immunoreactive
for both glucagon and PP. The decrease in B and increase
in A cell volumes in Group A monkey pancreases reflects
a pattern of events that could lead to non-insulin
dependent diabetes.

1504
DIABETES NUTRITION AND TARGETS OF DIABETES
MANAGEMENT
The Diabetes and Nutrition Study Group of the
Spanish Diabetes Association (GSEDNu). Spain
In order to know the nutritional pattern of people
with diabetes mellitus in Spain, their adherence to
international nutrition recommendations and the
relationship with the targets for metabolic control
337 diabetic patients, 144 IDDPts (M/F 70/74) and
193 NIDDPts (M/F, 81/112), satisfactorily completed
the 7-day food record diaries from May 1993 to
December 1994. The median energy intake of Spanish
diabetic subjects was between 2217 and 1453
Kcal/day distributed as follows: CHO between 38-
40%; Protein between 19-23%; Fat between 36-41%
(SFAs between 11-13%, PUFAs between 4.6-5.8% and
MUFAs between 19.7-21.9 %). More than 90 % of
diabetic subjects achieved the recommended PUPAS
intake but only 45% consumed a proportion of CHO
and MUFAs >60%, 20% consumed <10% from SFAs, and
25% consumed <300 mg/day of cholesterol. In spite
of it, 69% of patients had a cholesterol level <5.6
mmol, 97% had a HDL-cholesterol level >0.9 mmol,
85% had a triglycerides level <1.7 mmol, while less
than 36% of patients had an HbAlc value >8%. In
conclusions, despite poor adherence to nutrition
recommendations our patients have a near-optimal
serum lipid levels and maintain a reasonably good
blood glucose control.
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DIFFERENCES IN THE DIETS OF TWO POPULATIONS WITH HIGH AND
LOW PREVALENCE RATES OF DIABETES MELLITUS IN RURAL INDIA
V.R.R. Kodali, Diabetes Clinic, Mustoor, India

We have reported a high prevalence of diabetes mellitus in rural to
rural migrants compared to indigenous populations(9.1 % vs 2.2%) in
South India. However, the causal factors for this are unknown. We,
therefore conducted a study to know the differences in the diet and
nutritional status in these heterogeneous populations living together in
villages in Gangavathi Taluk in Karnataka State. In a house to house
survey all the dietary components were measured in weighment and
24 hr recall methods. Heights and weights of one adult from a family
were taken. Results 1M±sa)- Indigenes:n=154, Age--40.2+1.lyrs, high
income (>3000Rs/mo)=4% and hard physical activity=27%. Migrants:
n=152, Age=40.3±0.9, high income=17% and hard physical activity=
1%. Migrants had higher BMI than indigenes:21.2 + 0.3 vs 18.9±0.2,

r-6.3, p<.001). Dietary components calculated per Consumption Unit
based on physical activity, age, sex and physiological status (eg., for
sedentary adult male C.0=1) in the indigene and the migrant are-

Energy: 1843+18.1 vs 2221.8+ 18.5 Kcal, p<.001;Carbohydrates:355.6+

3.7 vs 381.9+4.5gms, p<.001, Protein: 48.3±0.5 vs 54.3+0.6gms, p<.001,
Fat: 19.l±.2 vs 40.4±0. lgms, p<.001 respectively. Migrants consume
refined cereals. The indigenes were using unpolished cereals and
millets and hence had significantly high fibre in their diets, i.e.,18.2 +

0.2 vs 4.6+0.lgms, p<.001). Since, multiple logistic regression failed to
identify migration as a variable in the causation of diabetes, these
differences in the dietary intakes and nutritional status are important
and might account for the higher prevalence of diabetes noted in these
populations rather than the stress of migration.

1506
The effect of dietary carbohydrates and lipid lowering agent, probucol, on
opioid peptide receptors in SHR/N-cp rat - a genetic model of obesity,
diabetes and hypertension. S.J. Bhathena, O.E. Michaelis, IV and C.T.
Hansen. Agricultural Research Service, Beltsville, Maryland and Nation al
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.
The obese SHR/N-cp rat, a model of type II diabetes, devrelops severe
hyperlipemia. The lean phenotype is hypertensive but is not diabetic and
does not develop hyperlipemia. Hyperlipemia in obese rats is worsened by
dietary sucrose compared to starch. Opioid peptides acting through their
receptors have been shown to regulate carbohydrate and lipid metabolism.
Probucol has been shown to lower hyperlipemia. We tested the hypothesis
that the hypolipidemic effect of probucol may be via changes in opiate
receptors and that different opiate receptors may show differential response
to either dietary carbohydrate and/or probucol. Weaning male SHR/N-cp
lean and obese rats were fed either 54% starch or sucrose with and without
50 mg/kg/day probucol for 32 weeks. Total and µ, 6 and K receptors were
measured from cerebral cortex membranes using specific ligands. Scatchard
and competition-inhibition plots were constructed to quantify receptor
number and affinity. Dietary carbohydrates showed differential response
on opiate receptors in lean and obese rats in that dietary sucrose compared
to starch lowered total as well as p, 6 and K receptors in lean rats. In obese
rats, dietary sucrose increased total opiate receptors as measured by
etorphine binding and S receptors but not It or x receptors. Probucol
showed small but significant increase in total opiate receptoirs as measured
by naloxone binding and p receptors in obese sucrose fed rats but not in
starch fed rats. The data show that dietary carbohydrates have differential
effect on opiate receptors in different phenotypes and that though opioid
peptides are involved in lipid metabolism, the effect of probucol on lipid
metabolism is apparently not via changes in opiate tone.

1507
NUTRITIONAL INTAKE AND QUALITY OF LIFE IN THE DUSSELDORF-
PARIS-NAPLES (DPN) INTER-VENTION TRIAL IN NIDDM PATIENTS.
A. Buykent, M. Toellert, G. Slama 2 , G. Riccardi3 , S. Bramswigl, M.J. Haardt2 ,

G. Heitkamp' and A.A. Rivellese3 . I Diabetes Research Institute, Dusseldorf;
Germany 2 Dept. Diabetes, Hotel-Dieu Hospital, Paris, France 3 Institute of Internal
Medicine and Metabolic Diseases, Naples, Italy.

97 NIDDM patients (43 males, 54 females; age: 42-69 years; diabetes duration: 1-
24 years; 41 from Dusseldorf, 25 from Paris, 31 from Naples), insufficiently
controlled (HbAI>8%) by oral antidiabetic drugs, were included in a six-month
educational intervention program, which aimed at modifications towards a
healthier lifestyle. The present study evaluated to what extent changes in dietary
intake (4-day dietary records) and aspects of quality of life (four validated scales)
could be achieved. At the end of the intervention period patients had significantly
reduced their energy intake (1772±614 vs 1587±636 kcal; p=0.0001) and their body
mass index (29.8±3.5 vs 29.3±3.6 kg/m'; p=0.0001). For patients from Naples and
Dusseldorf significant changes were observed in intakes of saturated fat (12.7±4.5

vs 11.3±4.7 % of energy; p=0.0048), cholesterol (318±182 vs 237±135 mg/day;
p=0.0001) and fibre density of the diet (13.8±6.1 vs 16.5±7.9 g/1000 kcal;
p=0.0001). Pattern of nutrient intakes differed between the three centres, both at
baseline and after six months, reflecting local eating habits. After six months
patients reported a better management of their diabetes in daily life (25.3±8.3 vs

22.4±8.7, p=0.002) and a more internal control over diabetes-related health
outcomes (30.9±8.3 vs 28.7±8.1, p=0.007). Mental and physical well-being
improved significantly (10 (6,16) vs 9 (4,14), p=0.03 and 16 (6,25) vs 12 (5,21),

p=0.0001, respectively) in patients from Dusseldorf and Naples (no data from
Paris). In conclusion, NIDDM patients from Dusseldorf, Paris and Naples, treated
with an education programme involving regular attention by a physician, managed
to reduce their energy intake and body weight within a period of six months.
Overall, modifications of nutritional intake towards a more favourable pattern were
achieved. These lifestyle modifications were accompanied by positive effects on the
overall well-being

1508
NUTRITIONAL PROFILE OF NIDDM IN URBAN-WESTERN INDIA
H.B. Chandalia, M.T. Nathani, D. Vasani and S. Peswani;
Grant Medical College, Bombay, India.

Nutritional profile of 622 NIDDs seen during 1995-96
was studied. 424(68.2%) patients were lacto-vegetarians
(LV) and 198(31.8%) were non-vegetarians(NV). Most people
in NV group partook of 1 serving of 50-100 gm of lamb
meat or fish on alternate days. The average kcal/d and
%kcal from carbohydrate, protein and fat intake in the
preconsultation period vs prescribed diet were 1391 vs
1458, 65.5 vs 67.8, 14.3 vs 13.9 and 20.2 vs 18.3
respectively. Upward and downward revision of diet by
500 kcal was called for only in 8.2% and 5.5% of patients
respectively. The most common diet prescribed was about
1500 kcal/d. The BMI of 5.3,43.8, 34.4,10.1 and 6.4% of
LV group and 4.6,42.1,32.1,14.2 and 7.0% of NV group was
,9,19.1-25,25.1-30,30.1-35, > 35 respectively.

Only 7.5% of patients were controlled on diet alone.
The treatment modalities, the metabolic control (total
GHb, normal < 8%; mean ± SD, LV:9.9 ± 1.3%, NV:10.1 +
1.4%; P:NS) achieved and complications like hypertension,
angina, myocardial infarction, neuropathy and nephropathy
were not significantly different (Chi square test) in
the LV and NV groups.

This study brings out the prevalence of undernutrition
and obesity in NIDDs. It describes the pre-consultation
dietary patterns and the common diets prescribed. It
shows that metabolic control and complications are not
different in LV and NV group thus requiring equal efforts
to improve control and minimise complications in both
groups.
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W-3 POLYUNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS IN TREATMENT AND
PROPHYLAXIS OF DIABETIC ANGIOPATHIES
A.A.Serhiyenko,L.M.Serhiyenko,A.N.Nesterovich,Y.M.Vendzylovicn,
R.N.Kovalchuk, Y.S.Erin,A.M, Novosad,Y.I.Muiin and Z.Y.Kozytsley. Department
of Endocrinology, Lvty Medical Universtty,Lviv,Uklaiue
Dietary supplementation with fish oil,a source of highly long chain manne poly-
unsaturated fatty acids has been proposed as an antithrombotic and
antiatherosclerohe therapy.High dietary intake of eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA)
and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) is of special interest in the possibility of iullu-
encing the metabolism of lipids and synthesis of eicosanoids.The aim of this study
was to assess the long term effect of EPA and DHA on the activities of protein-
kinase C (PK-C), Na',K'-ATPase, Cat+,Mg"- ATPase, levels of phospholipids
and fatty acids in the membranes of erythrocytes and the levels of the " 5I-6-
ketoprostaglandin F,, (6-ketoPGF,,) and''sI-thromboxane B 2 (TXB2) in the blood
plasma, activities of hexokinase (HK), pynivatkmase (PK), lactatedehydrohenase
(LDHI ^1uc,' , '-6. t , h'' Ihate lch'..lr;'1seis:r.r (C 	 PDH) in 11w RBC ' in NIDDI.t
patient. J r, jtrcnnivc+r. r.^t , _'3m'411	 :tc.^L..c.rieJ^ur.r.„r[c.^rnn:u[ ,, r-pulp
TheI•rei „ uhin-= 51 ,ic,.rr q t .y , .uh , ,.t6.l^ „ ilc :i, [,I it _EP.- !,5
g DHA and 0,1% a-tocopherol acetate) and the 2nd group (n=21) was receiving
placebo capsules of olive oil. All patients were on the same diet.Dietary adherence
(7-day dietary history was good). After 2 months of treatment there was a de-
crease in TXB,level (136,5±19,8 pg/ml,p<0,001),activitie.s of HK,LDH,G-6-PDH
with simultaneous increases in EPA level, EPA/arachidonic acid (AA) ratio (from
0,4 to 0,7), activities of PK-C (from 13,2±3,41 to 22,49±3,13 final 12P/Mg protein
per 1 min, p<0,001), Na*,K'-ATPase (from 0,04±0,002 to 0,07±0,003 mMol Pi/
mg protein per I hour,p<0,00 1), Ca z+,Mgs*-ATPase and the concentration of 6-
ketoPGF 1q in the first group. Increases in the level of EPA and EPA/AA ratio in the
membrane lipids and the activities of membrane-bound enzymes of the blood cells
lead to an increase in their deformability and a decrease in the ability to
aggregate.This effect is conditioned also by increase prostacyclin I z production as
well as by inhibition of platelet activity Therefore it seems that a 3,5 g fish oil
treatment during following 2 months result the tendency of normalising the state
ofprostaeychn I Z thromboxane Az system,act veness of membrane-bound enzymes
in NIDDM patients.In conclusion, EPA and DHA at moderate doses may exert
antithrombic effects and may be used for prophylaxis and treatment of diabetic
angiopathies.

1510
INSULIN RESISTANCE AND N-3 FATTY ACID (FISH OIL)
SUPPLEMENT ATION.
P. Pacy, A.C.J. Robinson, S. Venkatesan, P.Bordin, R.Gray,
V.Anyaoku and D Johnston. Unit of Metabolic Medicine, St
Mary's Hospital, London, UK.
It has been observed that supplementation with n-3 fatty acids (fish
oil) may, by reducing insulin sensitivity, increase blood glucose.
Abnormalities of glucose homeostasis might reflect impaired
hepatic lipogenesis or increased proteolysis which provide
substrate for gluconeogenesis. This study was designed to examine
this. We studied serial (0, 2, 4 and 6h) fasting glucose, lipids and
insulin and whole body protein (WBP) kinetics, measured by
continuous L-(1-13C) leucine infusion, in 10 normolipidaemic non-
diabetic males (age 32 ± 6 years; weight 71 ± 10 kg; body mass
index 23 ± 2 kg/m 2) given n-3 fatty acid (Maxepa 10g/d) for one
month. Numbers are mean ± SD. Statistics by paired t-test.
Supplementation reduced fasting glucose (4.9 ± 0.4 versus 4.8 ±
0.3 mmol/l; p< 0.05), insulin (19 ± 20 versus 10 ± 11 pmol/l; p<
0.05) and triglyceride (1.0 ± 0.3 versus 0.8 ± 0.2 mmol/l; p< 0.001)
but there was no effect on WBPbreakdown (108 ± 8 versus 108 ± 8
µmol/kg/h), synthesis (90 ± 8 versus 87 ± 9 ltmol/kg/h) or balance (-
19 ± 6 versus -21 ± 6 pmol/kg/h). Body weight and fat free mass
remained unchanged. These findings imply n-3 fatty acids
promoted rather than inhibited insulin action on carbohydrate and
lipid but appeared not to influence whole body protein metabolism.

1511
DIETARY HABITS OF INDIVIDUALS WITH NIDDM
LG Lambropoulos, TE Coursoumba, M. Mavromati, P. Dogani, E.
Panagopoulou,
CL Petrogiannopoulos and I. Poulikakos. Second Medical and Dietetic Depts,
Hellenic Red Cross General Hospital, Athens, Greece.

The aim of this study is to describe the dietary habits of individuals with
NIDDM who are admitted in our hospital or are followed in the outpatient
clinic. This report is a preliminary part of a detailed analysis of eating habits
performed by the dietetic dept. Material and Methods : They were 182/389
men and 207/389 women, with mean age 65,4±20 years, BMI 27.59±9 and
mean daily caloric intake 1400 kcal. Results : Written dietary instructions
had got 199 of them and 63 had attended dietary education. The number
of daily meals was six for 28 of the individuals, five for 126, four for 42 and
three for 193. Constant meal time had got 203 of our diabetic persons.
Forty nine of them used special "diabetic food'. Sugar was used by 84 of
them and was avoided by the rest 304. Milk and dairy products were used
in the skimmed form by 35, in the semiskimmed form by 91 and with total
fat by 263 of them. Salad was eaten daily by 315, seldom by 35 and was not
eaten at all by 49. Legumes were used daily by 238, seldom by 105 and
were not used at all by 46. Sixtythree of our diabetics ate peanuts every
day, 196 of them often ate and 130 never ate peanuts. Alcoholic beverages
drank 105 persons daily, 77 persons rarely and 207 of them never drank.
Finally, 343 of them had had breakfast daily and 46 had not breakfast.
Conclusions : The reported numbers are almost similar with those
mentioned in other studies elsewhere. Unfortunately, most people with
NIDDM do not follow the dietary instructions. Most of them have got
incomplete dietary education or lack it completely.

1512
DIETARY HABITS IN NORMALS AND DIABETICS IN THE
MEDITERRANEAN BASIN.
The Mediterranean Group for the Study of Diabetes (MGSD) Multinational
Nutrition Study
The Mediterranean Diet is considered by many as the Golden Standard of
Healthy Nutrition and most of the dietetic recommendations for diabetics are
based on it, although its composition is poorly defined, mainly from data
gathered several decades ago. The MGSD Nutrition Study Group in order to
compare the dietary habits of populations of different ethnic origin (non-
diabetics and diabetics) living in the Mediterranean basin organized a
multicenter study in 6 Countries of this region. Randomly selected normals
and diabetics were studied. The protocol required anthropometric
measurements, fasting blood samples and completion of a dietary
Questionnaire comprising 74 questions. Serum lipid measurements and the
analysis of the dietary questionnaires were done in one Center. The validity
of the dietary questionnaire was assessed by comparison to the 3-days diet
diary in 119 subjects and found very satisfactory. In total 3680 subjects were
studied, i.e 1746 normals, 1934 diabetics. In normals, daily energy intake
varied significantly among Centers i.e. Italy-1 1702, Greece 2340, Egypt
2430, Italy-2 2509, Algeria 2668, Bulgaria 2865, Kcallday, ptooi, or
expressed as Kcal/Kg BW, 24, 30, 31, 36, 38 and 38 respectively. The
carbohydrate(CHO) contribution to the energy intake was for Bulgaria
43.2%, Algeria 46.9%, Greece 47.5%, Italy-2 50.4%, Italy-1 50.9% and
Egypt 58.2%, p<.001, while the Fat contribution was Egypt 26.4%, Italy-1
31.2%, Italy-2 33.0% Algeria 35.1%, Greece 38.8% and Bulgaria 40.3%,
p<.001. In all Centers energy intake, Kcal/Kg BW, was significantly lower in
diabetics by 7-12 Kcal/Kg BW, p<.001. CHO contribution to total energy was
significantly lower in diabetics by 2-7 percent units i.e. 48vs50% the lower in
Italy-1 and 41vs48% the higher in Greece. Fat contribution was not different
in 3 Centers (Italy-1, Italy-2, and Bulgaria), while it was higher in the others,
Algeria 37vs35%, Egypt 29vs26% and Greece 40vs37%, p<.001.
Conclusions: a) Total energy intake and diet composition in normals differ
among Mediterranean countries, making thus the definition of "The
Mediterranean Diet ” difficult b) Diabetics in general, compared to normals,
consume less energy and less CHO, while in some regions more fat.
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Low Glyc.emic Index Foods and Management
of Diabetes

Leonora N. Panlasigui, Food Science &
Nutrition Dept., Cc11E, Univ. of the.
Philippines, Itiliman, Quezon City,
Philippines

The latest local survey indicated a diabetes
prevalence rate of 4.8% or roughly a total of
3,130,000 cases. With the crude birth rate of
3%, about 36,000 new cases will be added to
existing cases annually. Foods with low
glycemic index (tI) have been shown to be
beneficial in the management of diabetes. The
objective of the study is to determine the
glycemic effects of locally available foods
using normal and NIDDM subjects. Local food
studied include legumes, mixed meals and foods
incorporated with rice bran and seaweed
extracts which were fed to the subjects after
an overnight fast. Blood samples were
collected at regular intervals and analyzed
for glucose using the oxidase method. Results
indicated that these foods have significantly
lower (p::.05) glycemic responses compared with
the control samples. It is concluded that
these foods may he beneficial not only in the
dietary management of NIDDM but for the
general population as well.

1514
EFFECTS OF INHIBITION OF B-OXIDATION ON HEPATIC AND
PERIPHERAL INSULIN RESISTANCE IN HIGH-FAT-FED RATS
GJ Cooney, ND Oakes S Camilieri, DJ Chisholm and EW Kraegen
Garvan Institute of Medical Research, Darlinghurst, NSW Australia

To elucidate mechanisms of hepatic and peripheral insulin resistance
induced by excess dietary fat we studied conscious, chronically high-
fat-fed (HFF) and control rats during euglycemic-hyperinsulinemic
clamps. In HFF rats hyperinsulinemia (560pM) significantly
suppressed circulating free fatty acids but had no effect on the 3-4 fold
higher levels of long chain fatty acyl CoA esters in skeletal muscle.
Acute blockade of B-oxidation using etomoxir increased insulin-
stimulated glucose uptake in muscle from HFF rats via a selective
increase in glycolysis but etomoxir did not reverse the defect in
glycogen synthesis or restore the decreased glycogen synthase activity
observed in HFF rats (HFF 3.1±0.1 vs CON 3.9±0.1 and HFF
6.6±0.3 vs CON 8.8±0.3nmol/min/mg protein at 0.1mM and
10mMG6P respectively). Etomoxir did not significantly alter the
elevated hepatic glucose production (HGP) seen in clamped HFF rats
but induced substantial depletion of hepatic glycogen content. This
implies that the other source of glucose for HGP (gluconeogenesis) had
been reduced by inhibition of hepatic fatty acid oxidation and that
factors independent of increased gluconeogenesis are involved in the
elevated HGP in HFF rats. This independent mechanism may involve
the reduction in hepatic glucokinase (GK) activity seen in HFF rats and
the inability of insulin to acutely lower glucose-6-phosphatase (G6Pase)
activity in HFF rats during the clamp. Overall a 76% increase in the
activity ratio G6Pase/GK (HFF-clamp 3.0±0.5; Con-clamp 1.7±0.2,
p<0.05) was observed which would favour net hepatic glucose release
in HFF rats. In conclusion B-oxidation is responsible for some but not
all of the components of insulin resistance induced by chronic high-fat-
feeding.

1515
THE EFFICIENCY OF DIET THERAPY BY THE COMBINATION OF VERY LOW
CALORIE DIET(VLCD) AND LOW CALORIE DIET(LCD) IN OBESE ADOLESCENTS
Y. Ohki, M. Kishi, H. Orimo, M. Irie, M. Yamamoto. Dept of Pediatrics,
Nippon Medical School, Tokyo, Japan

Thirteen adolescents of simple obesity (x age 13.4 years, x wt
79.6kg) were hospitarized and placed on diet therapy combining
VLCD and LCD for 30 days (group A: GA) or 10 days (group B: GB).
They took 420 kcal of 'Optifast 70' every day and meals containing
carbohydrate, protein and lipid in the ratio of 55: 20: 25(%).
Total calorie/day was changed every 6 days in GA and every 2 days
in GB which was 1200, 820, 420, 820 and 1200 kcal, succesively.

Following parameters monitored for change on a daily bases
showed greater decrease in GB than those in GA: body weight (BW),
%IBW; GPT, GOT, y -GTP; triglycelide, atherogenic index; plasma
glucose (PG) score based on the diabetes standard of children by
the Japanese Ministry of Health and Welfare, E PG during oral
glucose tolerance test; systolic and diastolic blood pressure.

Conversely, total cholesterol, EIRI, E CPR showed greater
improvement in GA.

%FAT measured by impedance-fatmeter showed no change in either
group during hospitalization, but markedly decreased from 36.0% to
27.3% in pts. whose BW either decreased or remained stable at 6
months after discharge. Two of 6 and all of 7 pts. in GA and in
GB, respectively, could be followed up on an outpatient basis
after discharge. None of 6 pts. in GA and 3 of 7 in GB desired to
undergo the diet therapy with hospitaliztion again.

We conclude that the diet therapy by short-term hospitarization
might be better method for children in terms of much improvement
of the daily value of each parameter, less stress, higher comp-
liance and acceptability.

1516
The effect of n -3 fatty acids on peripheric nerve in diabetic rats: a morphologic
study.

l.Okar, C.Ftcicioalu , U. Zeybek. Marmara University ,Dep.uvnent of Histology and
Embryology,University of Istanbul, Cerrahpasa Medical Faculty, Department of
Pediatrics, Istanbul, Turkey.

Forty Wistar Albino rats were included into the study. 20 of them were injected
streptozotocin to make them diabetic. 10 of the diabetic rats were in group 1 which
were given MaxEPA [ Eikosapentonoik acid (EPA) + Dekosabeksanoik acid (DHA)]
, 10 mg EPA and 7 mg DHA per day)]. The other 10 diabetic rats were in group 2
which were not on MaxEPA therapy. 20 rats were selected as the control group. 10 of
these rats were in the group 3 which were on MaxEPA. The other 10 rats of the

control group were not given MaxEPA ( group 4). After 4 mouths, their sciatica
nerve examined with electronmicroscopy. The structure of peripheric nerve was
normal in the control group (group 3-4). In the group 2 , there was dissociation
and fragmentation in myelin level in places , in addition to the normal appearance of
myelin sheath . Some findings of leukodistrophic degeneration were also seen. We
found diffused degeneration findings in diabetic rats using maxEPA in the group 1.

In conclusion, the damage seen in the peripheric nerves was more serious in the
diabetic rats using n-3 fatty acids than the diabetic rats .
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PREVENTION OF DIABETIC ANGIOPATHY BY TREATMENT WITH
INSULIN AND DIETARY FIBER
M.Yoshida,J.Sawa,T.Hozumi and K.Doi. Himeji College of Hyogo,Japan.

Aim : We evaluated histological changes in the eye and kidneys in
diabetic rats that were given a high concentration of cholesterol
(Ch) and treated with insulin (Ins) or Glucomannan (Gm), a soluble
dietary fiber. Methods : STZ(50 mg/kg, iv) was administered to SD
male rats, and diabetic rats showing an FBS of 150mg or more after
4 weeks were divided into 4 groups. Group I received no treatment.
Group II was treated with Ultralente Ins (15 u/kg/day). Group III
was given 1.5% Ch food. GrouplVwas given 1.5% Ch and 15% Gm food.
Group V consited of normal controls.	 After 12-week maintenance,
blood was collected during fasting. 	 The eye and kidneys were re-
moved, and observed by light and electron microscopy. Results: The
blood glucose levels decreased after administration of Ins or Gm.
The Ch level increased in Group IH (322± 106mg/dl), but markedly
decreased after Gm administration in Group IV(96 ± 12mg/dl).
Histologically, Group III given a high concentration of Ch showed
dilatation of retinal blood vessels, atherom of A.chorioidea and
A.iridis suggesting diabetic rubeosis and basement membrane thic-
kening of glomeruli. These changes were marked in Group III, but
slight in Group N treated with Gm. Slightly thickening of base-
ment membrane was found in Group I and II. 	 Conclusion : After
administration of a high concentration of Ch to diabetic rats ,
i.e. , in the presence of impairment in both glucose and lipid
metabolism , diabetic complications tended to occur easily , and
dietary therapy seems to be important.

1518

The effect of the ethanol on the fasted- and prandial

glucose level in conscious dogs.

K.Igawa,S.Mashiko,R.Takahashi and F.Sakurai. Kagawa

Medical School, Institute for the Metabolism about Diabetes,

Sun Labo, Kagawa and Tokyo, Japan

We investigated the effect of the ethanol on the glucose level (GL)

before and after the glucose load. Subjects were conscious

over-fasted dogs with a gastric tube and the catheter inserted into

the femoral artery. After a 15-min. basal period, a 120-min.

experimental period followed in which the ethanol(15%,5m1/kg)

(E,n=5),the glucose(2.5g/kg) (G n=5) or the mixture of ethanol

and glucose(E+G,n=5) was given via the gastric tube at 0 min. In

the E,G and E+G group, respectively,the mean ± se of the fasting

GL was 81±5 ,84±3,95±6mg/dl and the maximum GL was 85±

4 at 75 min., 209±24 at 60 min. and 308± 17mg/dl at 45min..

AUC above the basal level was 7185,12173 and 16421min.

mg/dl. The glucose level of the E+G group increased more

acutely and higher significantly than that of the G group between 30

and 75min. after the glucose load. In summary, the ethanol couldn't

change the GL alone, but enhanced the increase of the prandial GL

by interacting with the glucose.

1519
COMPUTER AIDED INTERACTIVE NUTRITIONASSISTANT- A UNIQUE
TOOL FOR IMPROVING DIABETES NUTRITION MANAGEMENT
A. Kapur* and K. Kapur. *Novo Nordisk ( India) Pvt Ltd., Bangalore, India.

Nutrition management remains an ineffective tool due to inadequate knowledge, both,
amongst patients and health care professionals. Services of nutritionists are not readily
available and there is a crying need for a cost effective, comprehensive, customizable
and interactive tool for diabetes nutrition management. We have developed a computer
based interactive nutrition assistant to meet this need. The program is modular. The first
module records anthropometeric and medical data. Using internationally accepted
nomograms and based on height, weight, waist, hip, skin fold measurementsas well as
age, sex and activity, the program records BMI, WHR, BMR, % Body Fat, Risk
indication and energy requirements. The program records diagnosis and associated
conditions such as hypertension, cardiac, renal, pregnancy, obesity, malnutrition etc.
requiring special nutritional assistance in respect to energy, salt and protein intake as
well as, medications including creating a graphic visual representation of the insulin
algorithm. The second module records a 24 h dietary recall, using simple pull down
screens and lists (can be customized by the user to suit local and regional dietary
habits), provides household measures help and necessary prompts for an effective recall.
The recall is brokenup into Calories, CHO, Protein, Fat (Sat and Unsat), Na I K , fibre
etc and is also presented as bar diagram plotted against time to allow visual comparison
between insulin algorithm and 24 caloric spread. The third module is nutritional advice.
Based on calculated energy requirements program suggests energy intake which can be
modified to accommodate changes based on clinical needs. Thus a patient with renal
failure on protein restriction will get options of protein restricted diets only. Based on
current dietary recommendations an exchange based spreadsheet is generated which can
be modified to suit individual patient and generate a daily meal plan. The daily plan can
be modified by simply replacing one food item with another in the same calorie
exchange to provide variety on different days. Additional features include flexibility to
customize database, language preference, screen specific help, easy to use screen design
and graphics. Also a diet query where nutritive value of a given food item from the data
base can be accessed as well as the feature allowing nutritive value of a known recipe to
be calculated. We and others who have used the program believe that it will be useful
not only in day to day work but also as a research tool.

1520
REGULATION OF FATTY ACID SYNTHASE ACTIVITY: EFFECTS
OF DIETARY N3 AND N6 FATTY ACIDS (PUFA) IN INSULIN
RESISTANT RATS
S.W. Rizkalla, E. Petit Jean, M. Kabir, S. Berni Canini, J. Luo, A. Chevalier and
G Slams, Department of Diabetes, INSERM U 341, Hotel-Dieu Hospital, Paris,
France

To elucidate the mechanisms implicated in decreased plasma triglycerides by
dietary n-3 PUFA (fish oil) compared to n-3 PUFA (sunflower), fatty acid
synthase (FAS)activity was evaluated in the liver and adipose tissue of insulin
resistant rats. Thirty two male Sprague Dawley rats were randomized into 4
groups. Three groups were submitted to a diet containing (w/w) : 57% sucrose
and 14% lipids as either Fish Oil (FO), Sunflower Oil (SO) or a mixture of
Standard Oils (STO). The control group was fed a diet containing 57% starch and
14% standard oils (C) After 3 week diet , body weight was comparable in the
four groups, but adipose tissue weight was decreased in the FO and SO-fed rats
(STO=0.9±0.1, S0= 0.7±0.02, FO= 0.6±0.03 g/l00g B.W p<0.01). The sucrose
fed rats showed high glycemia compared to the control group (P<0.05) Fish oil
corrected the sucrose- induced hyper insulinemia ( ANOVA,p< 0.01) but had no
effect on plasma glucose. Plasma lipids were lower in the FO fed rats than those
fed SO or S/STO diet (triglycerols p<0,0005, free fatty acids, p<0.01). In the
liver, FAS activity increased in the STO fed rats as compared to C. Fish oil
decreased this activity by 80% and sunflower oil by 33% ( C= 0.98±0.13,
S/STO= 1.74±0.16, S/FO=0.37±0.06 nmol/min/g of tissue). FAS activity in
adipocytes was weaker in STO than in C. This activity increased by FO diet, but
unaffected by the SO (C= 0.36±0.06, STO=0.2±0.02, SO=0.12±0.02, FO= 0.43±
0.09, p<0.05). In conclusion, 3 weeks of a n-3 PUFA rich diet given to sucrose-
fed rats : 1) decreased hyperinsulinemia and hypertriacylglycerolemia, 2)
prevented the increase in FAS activity in the liver, and prevented any decrease in
this activity in the adipose tissue. N-3 PUFA decreases plasma lipids by an effect
on FAS activity, and its effect was superior to that of n-6 PUFA.
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METABOLIC CHANGES AFTER INGESTION OF DIFFERENT
KINDS OF FAT (PRELIMINARY DATA).
G. Michailidou, A. Antonopoulos, D. Perea, V. Alevizou, P.
Karayanakos and N. Katsilambros. 1 5` Dept of Propaedeutic
Medicine, Athens' University School of Medicine, Athens,
Greece.
It was investigated if there is any difference in the postprandial
metabolic changes observed in diabetic subjects following the
ingestion of different kinds of fat. Two test meals were given
on separate days to 7 type-2 diabetic patients (diet alone)
after a 12-hr fast. The meals contained 100g of white bread
with either 42g of butter on day 1 (mainly saturated fat, SAFA)
or olive oil (35g, mainly monounsaturated fat, MUFA) on day
2. Plasma glucose, triglycerides, insulin and C-peptide were
measured at 30 minute time intervals for a total of 6 hours
after meal ingestion. Areas under triglyceride curves were
significantly lower after the olive oil-meal (514±11Ommol.min)
as compared to the butter-meal (617±192, P<0.05). There
was also a trend for lower glucose values after olive oil intake
(3668±978 vs 4165±933 mmol.min). No significant differences
were observed in the insulin and C-peptide values. Thus, in
type-2 diabetic persons the ingestion of MUFAs is associated
with a lower prostprandial triglyceridemia as compared to
SAFAs.

1522

METABOLIC EFFECTS OF ALTERATIONS IN MEAL
FREQUENCY IN NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES

J.I. Mann, L. Arnold and M. Ball. Department of Human
Nutrition, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand

Thirteen free-living men and women with non-insulin-dependent
diabetes participated in a randomised crossover study to determine
the extent to which meal frequency influences measures of glucose
and lipid metabolism. During experimental periods, each of 4
weeks duration, participants consumed their daily food intake as
either 3 or 9 meals per day. Nutrient intake was assessed and
fasting plasma lipids and lipoproteins, glycated haemoglobin and
glucose, insulin and triglyceride responses to a 75 g oral glucose
load were measured during the experimental periods. Nutrient
intakes and all laboratory measurements were virtually identical on
the 3 and 9 meal regimens. Thus the results of this longer term
controlled study could not confirm the findings of acute
experiments in people with diabetes and comparable 4 week
studies in non-diabetic individuals which suggest possible benefits
of increased meal frequency. However, as there were no adverse
effects of consuming 9 meals each day it would seem appropriate
that meal frequency in those with non-insulin-dependent diabetes
should be left to personal choice provided energy balance is
maintained.
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THE EFFECT OF A NOVEL DIETARY FIBRE ON POST -PRANDIAL
GLUCOSE AND INSULIN RESPONSES IN HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS

Z.X. Lu, J.G. Muir, T. Mascara and K. O'Dea
Deakin University and Bunge Industrial Cereals, Melbourne, Australia

Although dietary fibre may play an important role in the prevention and management
of non-insulin dependent diabetes (NIDDM), high fibre diets are not well accepted.
The effect of a novel dietary fibre (NF, patent pending) on post-prandial glucose and
insulin responses was therefore examined. NF extracted from cereal grains was
incorporated into white bread loaves at 5% and 10% dry weight. NF breads closely
resembled white bread in appearance and were highly palatable. Three isocaloric
breakfast meals with either white or NF bread were given to ten healthy individuals
(4 males, 6 females). Each meal comprised 75g of available carbohydrate (50g
starch, 25g sugars), lOg protein and 14g fat. Plasma glucose and insulin levels were
monitored for 120 minutes postprandially. Fasting glucose and insulin levels did not
differ significantly before each of the three breakfast meals. (Data: mean ± SEM)

Bread type	 White	 5% NF	 10% NF	 p ANOVA
. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Peak glucose (mmol/1) 	 7.22±0.33	 6.35±0.42 5.83±0.33*	 0.003
Peak insulin (µU/ml) #	 54.8±1.2	 52.7±1.1	 36.8±1.2	 0.072
Incremental glucose area	 100.0±20.4 76.7±16.5 63.0±14.9*	 0.022
Incremental insulin area # 	 3715±2	 2981±2	 2253±2*	 0.009

# geometric mean ± SEM, *p<0.05 vs white bread (t test with Bonferroni correction)

Consumption of NF reduced peak glucose levels and incremental glucose and insulin
areas in a dose-dependent fashion, although only the 10% NF bread produced a
statistically significant reduction compared to white bread. There was a trend towards
a reduction in peak insulin response following NF consumption. Given the high
palatability and acceptability of NF breads, there is potential for incorporation of NF
into a wide range of cereal products which could be used to improve metabolic
control in people with NIDDM.

1524
EFFECTS OF FRUCTOOLIGOSACCHARIDES ON LIPID AND GLUCOSE METABOLISM
IN INSULIN RESISTANT RATS
S. Berni Canini, S.W. Rizkalla, N. Agheli, M. Kabir, M. Guerre-Millo J. Lao, A. Chevalier,
F.R.J. Bernet and G. Slama . Department of Diabetes, INSERM U 341 , Hotel Dieu hospital,
INSERM U 465, Paris, France, and Eridania Beghin-Say, Vilvoorde, Belgium. .
Fructooligosaccharides (FOS) is a relatively new bulking and sweetener agent used by food
industry. It is a nondigestible fermentable product, having thus some properties of dietary
fibers. Therefore, we aimed at studying the effects of FOS on glucose and lipid metabolism
in insulin-resistant rats. Twenty four Sprague Dawley rats, 5 weeks old, were randomized
into three groups fed either a 57% sucrose rich diet. (S) the same sucrose diet
supplemented with 10% FOS (S/FOS), or a standard diet (control group :C) : After 3 weeks
of such diets there was no difference in body weight between groups. The S fed rats had
heavier liver and retroperitoneal adipose tissue and higher plasma triglyceride levels than
the control group. Effects on lipid metabolism:The addition of FOS for 3 weeks to the S
diet resulted in decreased liver weight gain by -11% (P<0.05) and retroperitoneal adipose
tissue weight gain by -25% (NS). Plasma triglycerides, chylomicrons + VLDL, and IDL
concentrations were also lower by 22%, 15%, and 45% respectively, but NS. The addition of
FOS lowered plasma free fatty acids by 28% (P<0.001) as compared to S fed rats. In the
liver the fatty acid synthase (FAS) activity was higher in S fed rats than that of controls. The
FOS supplementation prevented this increase. In the adipose tissue, however, this activity
was low in the sucrose-fed rats compared to controls and increased after the FOS diet.
Effects on glucose metabolism: The presence of FOS decreased postprandial plasma
glucose (S= 1.41± 0.05, S/FOS= 1.28± 0.05 g/l, p<0.05) and fasted plasma insulin (S= 82±
5, S/FOS=47± 5.tU/ml, p< 0,0005). Maximal insulin-stimulated glucose transport showed a
nonsignificant increase in the adipocytes of S/FOS fed rats. The quantity of both GLUT 4
proteins and their mARN were increased after SIFOS diet in adipocytes but not in the
muscle. Plasma acetate was 26% higher in S/FOS than the S fed rats. Propionate and
butyrate were not different. In conclusion: Three week addition of 10% FOS to insulin
resistant rats 1) prevented some lipid disorders observed in the sucrose fed rats and
showed a tendency to normalize FAS activity., 2) restored the quantity of GLUT 4 protein
and their mARN. The use of FOS may be of interest from a preventive and therapeutic point
of view for the pathology related to insulin resistant status and hyperlipoproteinemia.
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EFFECT OF A SHORT TIME OF DIET THERAPY
ON SERUM LIPID IN NIDDM PATIENTS. Y. Higuchi
and K. Nods. Harasanshin Hospital, Japan.

To evaluate effect of diet therapy on serum lipid, we
investigated change in TCH, HDL-ch and TG for 2
weeks of educational hospitalization in 91 NIDDM
patients. In this period, patients were given diabetic
diet (appropriate Calorie, cholesterol < 250 mg/day,
P/S > 1.0). Change in these parameters during 2 weeks
were evaluated using principal component analysis
(PCA), a statistical method that can be used to reveal
the general properties of multiple variables. All three
parameters were significantly decreased during 2 weeks
(p < 0.001, decrease rate: TCH 15.9 %, HDL-ch 12.6 %,
TG 43.8 %). These decreases were not correlated with
improvement in blood glucose control. PCA indicated an
index increasing when levels of TCH and TG were high
and level of HDL-ch was low. The principal component
scores in 75 patients were reduced after 2 weeks of
educational hospitalization. In conclusion, Three
parameters were significantly decreased with a short
time of diet therapy. PCA suggested that the diet therapy
led our patients to a preferable pattern of serum lipid.

1526

EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM HIGH VS LOW GLYCAEMIC
INDEX STARCHY DIET IN NORMAL AND DIABETIC RATS.
M. Kabir, S. W. Rizkalla, J. Luo, G. Slama, Department of
diabetes, INSERM U341, Hotel-Dieu hospital, Paris, FRANCE.
We previously found that short periods (3-5 weeks) of a high vs
low glycaemic index starchy diet led to deleterious effects on
lipid metabolism. We aimed to study the effects of the same
diets after a longer period of time (14 weeks) on glucose and
lipid metabolism. Sixteen normal and 16 diabetic (postnatal
Streptozotocin-n2) male Sprague Dawley rats were submitted to
a diet containing 57% starch as either waxy corn starch in the
high glycaemic index diet (HGI) or Mung bean starch in the low
glycaemic index diet (LGI). After the 14 week diet, body weight
was comparable with no change in either adipose tissue or liver
weights in the LGI vs HGI. Variation in the type of starch had no
effect on plasma glucose levels in either normal or diabetic rats.
The plasma insulin to glucose ratio was also nonsignificantly
different.There was no change in plasma triglycerides. Plasma
free fatty acids, however, were lower after the LGI diet
especially in normal rats (normal rat: 0.22±0.02 vs 0.38±0.05,
diabetic rat: 0.31±0.04 vs 0.38±0.06 mmol/L, LGI vs HGI,
ANOVA p<0.01). Fatty acid synthase activity tended to be
decreased after the LGI diet in normal (35±7 vs 54±9 mU/mg
protein) but not in diabetic rats. There was no detected
modification in the activity of this enzyme in the adipose tissue.
At this stage, we can only conclude that a long term low
glycaemic index diet led to only slight modifications: in normal
rats to decreased plasma free fatty acids that was associated with
a trend to decrease fatty acid synthase activity in the liver.

1527

ALCOHOL INTAKE DOES NOT INFLUENCE SHORT TERM
METABOLIC CONTROL IN TYPE-I-DIABETIC PATIENTS
C.Maisch, C.Damm, H.Hardin, V.Hofmann, N.Benda* and D.Luft,
Department of Internal Medicine IV and *Institute for Medical
Biometrics, University of Tubingen, Tubingen, Germany.
Background: Epidemiological evidence suggests that increased alcohol
intake may impair metabolic control in diabetic patients due to insulin
resistance and increased hypoglycaemia unawareness. We tried to find
correlations between measures of metabolic control and alcohol intake.
Research design and methods: We investigated 91 randomly selected
type-I-diabetic out-patients (mean age 39 ± 10 ys., mean duration of
diabetes 19 ± 8 ys., mean HbAlc 7.6 ± 1.1%; x ± SD). Alcohol intake
was estimated with an interview, the concentration of carbohydrate
deficient transferrin (CDT), mean corpuscular erythrocyte volume
(MCV), and the activity of y-glutamyltransferase (y-GT) as well.
Metabolic control was characterized by self-reported hypoglycaemic
episodes in the last 4 weeks before the investigation and the HbAlc
concentration. Results: Reported daily alcohol consumption varied
from 0 to 187 gr. and correlated with CDT (r=0.51, p<0.0001) but not
with MCV and y-GT-activity. There were no correlations between
alcohol intake (or surrogate variables of alkohol intake) and the number
of hypoglycaemic episodes or the HbAlc concentration. Medical
history did not give any indication of increased hypoglycaemia una-
wareness. Conclusion: Even excessive daily alcohol intake does not
detonate short-term metabolic control in otherwise healthy, well
educated type-I-diabetic patients treated with an intensified conventional
insulin therapy in a diabetes centre.

1528
THE EFFECT OF LOW GLYCAEMIC INDEX DIET ON INSULIN SENSITIVITY
IN WOMEN WITH A FAMILY HISTORY OF HEART DISEASE.
G. Frost', A. Dornhorst 6, G. Trew', R. Margara' and A. Leeds d . 'Departments of
Nutrition and Dietetics, °Metabolic Medicine and `Women and Children's Services,
Hammersmith Hospitals NHS Trust, London W12 OHS, 'Department of Nutrition
King's College University of London, Campden Hill Road, London W8 7AH
Decreased insulin sensitivity (IS) is a feature of both non insulin dependent diabetes
(NIDDM) and coronary heart disease (CHD). Non diabetic children with a NIDDM
parent have decreased IS. We investigate whether children with a parent with CHD
also have decreased IS, and if so, whether this is influenced by diet. Twenty-two
women (12 with a family history of CHD (FIHD) and 10 without (NHHD)) were
recruited and studied at least two weeks prior to elective tubal-surgery. In-vivo IS
was assessed twice using the short insulin tolerance test (SITT) on day 14 and one
day prior to surgery. Subjects were then randomised to a high (HGI) or low (LGI)
glycaemic index diet after the initial SITT. In-vitro IS was assessed by insulin
stimulated glucose uptake in subcutaneous (SC) and omental (OM) fat cells obtained
at surgery. The two groups were similar for age, BMI, waist:hip ratio, fasting lipids.
Results are expressed as medians comparisons made by Mann-Whitney U Test. A
increase in in-vivo IS occurred in 7/11 women on a LGI diet verses 3/11 women on
the HGI diet. Comparison of in-vitro glucose uptake in OM and SC adipocytes in
the group with, verses those, without a family history of CHD was significantly less
following the HGI diet, however with a LGI diet in-vitro IS was similar in both
groups. These results demonstrate that women at risk of CHD have decreased IS in
both peripheral and visceral adipose tissue, and that this can be favourably modified
by a LGI diet.

NHHD	 HHD
HGI	 LGI	 HGI	 LGl

B	 S	 B	 S	 B	 S	 B	 S
OM Fat	 160	 300	 74	 146	 55	 68	 183* 256*
SC Fat	 51	 56	 52	 56	 35	 34	 55*	 68*

* significant difference between LGI v HGI diet P<0.05
B = basal glucose uptake S = lnM insulin stimulated glucose uptake
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GLUCOSE AND INSULIN RESPONSES TO INGESTED CARBOHYDRATE
AND FAT COMBINATIONS AS TWO MEALS IN NIDDM PATIENTS
D.Gogas,O.Ersoz, N.Ercan and S.Akalm.Marmara University ,Istanbul, Turkey.
Plasma glucose and insulin responses to various nutrient combinations are
different between diabetic and normal individuals In normal subjects, ingestion
of butter with potato results in considerably lower blood glucose levels but
similar or higher insulin consentrations compared with those observed after
patato ingestion alone,while in subjects with NIDDM there is no change in
glucose levels despite a greater insulin response.We studied the effects of
various patato-butter combinations given as two meals in NIDDM patients.
Eight untreated NIDDM patients (6 female ,2 male ,mean age 62.2±10) enrolled
in the study. Subjects ingested two meals consisting of potatoes containing
50 gr carbohydrate either alone or with 50gr fat as butter,in four combinations
on four different days. Meals were ingested at 8:00 AM and noon.Plasma
glucose, glucagon, and C-peptide, serum insulin, triglyceride and NEFA
concetrations were determined over an eight hour period. Mean fasting plasma
glucose was 7.59±0.02 mmol /1. Peak glucose level was reached at 60 minutes
after potato ingestion in the first meal,while patato plus fat ingestion caused a
delayed glucose peak level at 120 minute. A potato -fat combination in the first
meal caused a delayed glucose peak at 120 minute after the second meal
consisting of only potatoes. Plasma glucose area responses were significantly
lower after the first meal ccmparing potato-butter with only potato
(7.99±0.85 vs 11.68±1.25 mmol.h/l, p<0.05). This was not observed after the
second meal. Plasma insulin and C-peptide responses were correlated
(r=0.59,p<0.0001),but not different for the first and second meals. Plasma
NEFA levels following the four combinations were not different either.
In summary, fat added to carbohydrate causes a delayed plasma glucose peak
after both meals and a lower plasma area response only after the first meal in
NIDDM patients. As there are no differences between insulin area responses,
this effect of added fat may be due to delayed gastric emptying time.
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DIABETES AND STARCHES: EVALUATION OF THE USE OF
CARBOHYDRATES EXCHANGES AND COMPARISON
BETWEEN IDDM, IRDM (INSULINO REQUERANT) AND
NIDDM PATIENTS.
BACLET N., ROMAND D., VEXIAU P., GAUTIER JF.,
CATHELINEAU G. Diabetes Department, Saint-Louis
Hospital, 75010 Paris, France.
Dietetic education messages about starches are: to know
quantities, to make carbohydrates exchanges, and to eat
starches in each meal. Aim of the study: check whether diabetic
patients know and use these 3 notions. 163 diabetics (57
IDDM, 42 IRDM 64 NIDDM ,82 BMI <25, 81 BMI  > 25 Kg/m2 )

answered a questionnaire and served themselves different
portions of starches: starches often eaten (Of), starches rarely
eaten (Ra), mixed starches (Mi) (ex: pizza). Then they were
asked to select an equivalent quantity of bread (Br). Results : 1/
Questionnaire: a) Starches are eaten at each meal in 100%,
95% and 79% of IDDM, IRDM and NIDDM, respectively (p<0.
0003); b) 61% IDDM, 59% IRDM and 34% NIDDM know the
recommended quantities (P< 0.0047); c) 61% IDDM, 59% IRDM
and 44% NIDDM think they know how to evaluate the quantities
(NS); d) 30% IDDM, 21% IRDM and 11% NIDDM weigh
starches (p<0.03). 2/Behaviour: a) 45% IDDM, 40% IRDM and
37% NIDDM serve theirselves a correct quantity of (Of) (NS); b)
54% IDDM, 62% IRDM and 40% NIDDM make a correct
exchange with (Ra) (NS); c) 51% IDDM, 66% IRDM and 39%
NIDDM make a correct exchange with (Mi) (NS); d) 44% IDDM,
57% IRDM and 53% NIDDM make a correct exchange with
bread (Br) (NS). conclusion: IDDM and IRDM patients eat more
starches, evaluate quantities better than NIDDM patients.

1532
T3 COMPENSATES FOR CHRONIC INSULIN DEFICIENCY IN
LEAN NIDDM UNDER LOW-CALORIE AND HIGH-CARBOHYDRATE
H.KOH, M.TSUSHIMA AND T.MATSUYAMA Division of
Atherosclerosis and Metabolism, Department of
Interal Medicine, National Cardiovascular Center,
Osaka, JAPAN
The aim of this study was to find a role of T3 for
lean NIDDM since T3 was reported to induce GLUT4.

Methods:l0 lean NIDDM (51yr,BMI:21.8 kg/m 2 ) were
included in a Diet Crossover Study: First, they
were given control diet IC) (2,012 kcal/d;CHO 299g)
for more than 3 days and then C was substituted by
low-calorie and low-CHO diet(L-CHO)(1,156 kcal/d:
CHO 139g) for 2 wk. L-CHO was subsitituted by low-
calorie and high-CHO diet (H-CHO) (1,154 kcal/d:
CHO 176g) for 2 wk and H-CHO was subsitituted by
2nd L-CHO for 2 wk. Statistical analysis was
performed by ANOVA and Fisher's test. Results:
1) Under C, glucose intolerance, impaired IRI- and
impaired T3-response (EdT3) were found.
2) Effects of CROSSOVER upon 75gOGTT parameters:
(1) EGlucose (mmol/1) decreased from 134.7±8.7(C)
to 95.9±6.3 after L-CHO and it reached the lowest
level (83.1±7.3) after H-CHO but it increased to
84.7±7.4 after 2nd L-CHO (F=10.40,p<0.0001).

(2) EIRI(pmol/1) remained unchanged(F=0.99,NS).

(3) EdT3(nmol/1) increased from -0.18±0.16(C) to
0.12±0.21 after L-CHO and it reached the highest
level (0.92±0.19) after H-CHO but it decreased to
0.36±0.21 after 2nd L-CHO (F=5.92, p<0.002(.
T3 played a compensatory role for chronic insulin
deficiency in lean NIDDM under high-carbohydrate.

1531
THE EFFECTS OF SOME F000DS ON POSTPRANDIAL BLOOD

GLUCOSE AND INSULINE LEVELS

T. GURCAN', U. KORUGAN2 , M. PALA 3 , T. YARDIMCI 4 and M.
HACIBEKIROGLU S I TUBITAK Marmara Research Centre, Dept. of
Food and Refrigeration Technology Gebze-Kocaeli/Turkey, 2 Istanbul
Univ. Cerrahpasa Medical Fac. Dept. of Endocrinology, Metabolism and
Nutrition Istanbul/Turkey, 3 Yildiz Technical Univ. Dept. of Chemical
Engineering Istanbul/Turkey, 4 Marmara Univ. Fac. of Pharmacy, Dept.
of Biochemistry Istanbul/Turkey, 5 Istanbul Univ. Cerrahpasa Medical
Fac. Fikret Biyal Lab. Istanbul/Turkey

It has been demonstrated that carbohydrate-rich foods result in
different plasma glucose responses when eaten alone by normal
subjects and patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. This
study was designed to determine and compare the glycemic and
insulinemic responses of 14 different foods in non-diabetic subjects and
to examine the relationship between the indices and food constituents.
Fifty-gram carbohydrate portions of the foods or glucose were fed to
volunteers after an overnight fast in randomized order. The resultant
plasma glucose and insulin responses were determined and compared
with glucose load. The calculated glycemic indices were highest for
banana (77±3) and potato (79±8) and lowest for white bean (28±4) and
pear (29±2). The insulinemic indices ranged from 20±4 for apple to
137±26 for macaroni. Insulinemic index values didn't have the same
order with glycemic index values. The main effect on the glycemic index
values was obtained by soluble dietary fiber expressed as g/100g dry
weight of food which explained about %39 of the variability of glycemic
indices (p<0.05). A significant negative correlation (p<0.05) was
obtained between the uronic acid content in soluble dietary fiber and
insulinemic index values.
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1533
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ACUTE
CAFFEINE WITHDRAWAL.

Watson J, Lunt M, Murphy J, Jenkins E and Kerr D. Metabolism Unit, Royal
Bournemouth Hospital, Bournemouth, UK.

Acute ingestion of caffeine can augment both the perception of and physiological
responses to hypoglycaemia in healthy volunteers and patients with IDDM. These
effects of caffeine relate to direct actions on blood glucose supply (cerebral blood
flow) and glucose utilisation by the brain. The aim of this study was to investigate
the effect of acute caffeine withdrawal on aspects of brain and peripheral function.
12 healthy volunteers (9 female, aged 20-50years) who regularly consumed caffeine
(145-790mg/day)were studied. On their normal diets, baseline measurements were
made of cognitive function (4-choice reaction time), middle cerebral artery velocity
(MCAV- an index of cerebral blood flow), blood pressure and heart rate, and mood
(UWIST mood adjective checklist), Following this, measurements were repeated 28
and 52 hours after complete caffeine abstention and 2 hours after re-introduction of
caffeine (250 mg). Measurements were also made 72 hours after re-commencing
their normal caffeine diet. Acute caffeine withdrawal was associated with a rise in
MCAV (+7% [3.6-9,6]%, mean [95% CI], p<0.02), and a fall in diastolic pressure
(-3%[l-6%], p<0.005). Heart rate was unchanged. 2 hrs after acute caffeine
ingestion, MCAV fell 14 % ([-Ito-21%], p<0.001) below the level seen during the
withdrawal period, associated with a rise in diastolic pressure (+6% [2-11%],
p<0.002). 72 hours after returning to their normal caffeine intake, MCAV and
diastolic pressure were indistinguishable from baseline. Feelings of energy fell
markedly during caffeine withdrawal ( -7 [4-10], p<0.005 vs baseline), without any
change in reaction time. Following re-introduction of caffeine, this mood change
was reversed (+l0[7-13], p<0.005) and was associated with positive feelings of
hedonism (+6[2-l0],p<0.02).In conclusion, acute caffeine withdrawal is associated
with a rise in brain blood flow, a fall in blood pressure and negative mood changes.
On restarting caffeine, the results show that this substance has a stimulant effect on
mood but not cognitive performance.

1534
PROTEIN RESTRICTION AND MICROALBUMINURIA IN NIDDM
LTJ Pijls', H de Vries', AIM Donker z and JTM van Eijk'. 'EMGO-Institute,
'Department of Intemal Medicine, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Protein restriction preserves renal function in nondiabetic renal disease and in
patients with IDDM; is it feasible and effective in NIDDM? NIDDM patients
(n=90) were selected with: a. albuminuria > 6.5 mg.l" (=detection level) in two
24hr unnes or albuminuria (ALB) >20 mg.24hr- ' in at least one, but mean ALB
<_300mg.24h - ', or b. diabetes duration >_5y. Only patients were included with
protein intake >0.80 g.kg"' according to urinary area and without leucocyturia or
nitrite-positive urine. All subjects received dietary guidance for 12 months on fat
intake, a randomly selected subgroup (E) also on protein restriction. Baseline data
for E (32,5, 132) and control group (C) (256, 20y), respectively, are (means):
age 66 and 64 y, diastolic blood pressure (DBP) 80 and 79 mmHg, systolic
(SBP) 140 and 138 mmHg, HbAlc 7.6 and 7.6 %. protein intake 1.16 and 1.11
g.kg', (medians:) ALB 16.6 and 18.7 mg.24hr', albumin-creatinine ratio (ACR)
1.39 and 1.46 mg.nnnol -1 , fractional albumin clearance (FAC) 3.0 and 3.9 .10 6 ,

and creatinine clearance (mean, while blocking renal-tubular creatinine secretion
by cimitedine, CrCI) 80 and 80 ml min'.1.731n 2. The following changes in E
and C, respectively, were observed (means): protein intake -0.06 and +0.01 g.kg'
(p<o to), DBP -4 and -1 mmHg (NS), SBP -6 and -2 mmHg (NS), CrCI -6 and +2
ml.min'.1.73m 2 (p<o.to), body weight -0.7 and +1.0 kg (p<o.o05)and (medians:),
ALB -1.84 and +0.18 mg.241af' (Na), ACR -0.03 and 0.02 mg.mmol" (Na), and
FAC -0.16 and +0.26 .10 (NS). When combining both study groups, no
significant correlations between individual protein intake and change in
albuminuria were found. From the only small contrast so far in our population
we conclude that protein restriction is difficult to put into practice, the effect of a
more substantial restriction to be assessed by intention-to-treat analysis remaining
largely unknown. The dose-response analysis, however, based on non-randomly
selected subgroups, does not suggest an effect of protein restriction.

1535
THE SEVERITY OF PARBOILING INFLUENCES THE GLYCAEMIC RESPONSE
TO RICE IN NIDDM SUBJECTS.

H.N. Larsen", S. Parvinz, S K. Biswas', F. Pathan'-, L. Ali 1, I. Tereus', S.H. Thilsted'
and K. Hermansen". ' Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University, Frederiksberg,
Denmark. 5BIRDEM, Dhaka, Bangladesh 'Bangladesh Rice Research Institute, Gazipur,
Bangladesh °Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus, Denmark.

Rice is the staple food for almost half of the world's population, and approx. 20% of the
rice is parboiled. Conflicting results have been found regarding the influence of
parboiling on the glycae ne and insulinaemic responses to rice. We hypothesize that the
discrepant findings are related to the use of different parboiling methods. Aims: to
investigate the influence of parboiling and the severity of the parboiling method on the
glycaemic and msulmaemic responses to rice in NIDDM patients. Study design: twelve
Bangladeshi NIDDM patients participated (6M, 6F): age: 52±2 years (mean±SEM);
BMI. 23.4±0.9 kg/m2; HbA,, 7.4±0 3% The subjects ingested 4 test meals: white bread
(a) and 3 meals of cooked, polished rice of the same variety being non-parboiled (b),
mildly parboiled by the method traditionally used in Asia (c) and pressure parboiled as
used in industrialized countries (d). All test meals contained 50 g available
carbohydrates The rice meals were cooked to the same degree of gelatinization. Plasma
glucose and serum insulin concentrations (ELISA method, C.V.: 1.7%) were measured
fasting and during 180 minutes after ingestion of the meal. Repeated measurements, a
multivariate-analysis of variance, followed by paired t-tests were used for statistical
analyses. Results. All rice samples gave lower glycaemic responses (b.417±39;
c:426±56; d:300±29 mmol/L*180 min) compared to white bread (a:631±42
nnnol/L* 180 min; p<0.001). Within the rice samples, the pressure parboiled (d) gave
lower glycaemic response than b and c (p<0.03). The glycaemic indices for b,c and d
were 67±6, 69±9 and 49±5, respectively. The insulin responses reflected the observed
glycaemic responses. Conclusions: in NIDDM the influence of parboiling on the
glycaemic and insulinaemic responses to rice depended on the severity of the parboiling
method All rice samples studied were low-glycaemic - the pressure parboiled sample
being most pronounced - and may be considered useful m a low-glycaemic diet.

1536
DIETARY ,HABITS IN DIABETICS WITH CENTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF
BODY FAT
M. Pavcic, M. Bohnec and M. Sporar-Tomazin, University Clinical Centre Ljubljana,
Ljubljana, Slovenia
Central distribution of body fat characterised by waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) above 0.8 for
women and 0.95 for men is linked to a greater risk of NIDDM and complications of
diabetes. The aim of this study was to analyse dietary habits of newly diagnosed
diabetics, to relate them to WHR, and to determine necessary dietary interventions, On
the first visit in the outpatient clinic 55 diabetics (33 m, 22 f) completed the
questionnaire about dietary history and food frequency for 38 items, characterising all
food and beverage groups. According to WHR the patients were classified into "Normal
WHR Group" (NWHR) (16 p, 12 m, 41) or "Increased WHR Group" (IWHR) (39 p,
21m, 18 1). The IWHR, though significantly heavier (91.3 ± 17.5 kg vs. 80.6 t 13.4
respectively), consumed significantly less meals (3.23 ± 0.84 vs. 4.06 ± 0.77
respectively). It was due to skipped breakfast (35.9% patients) and supper (20.5%
patients) which resulted in significantly longer time between evening and morning meal
(14.34 ± 2.78 vs. 12.59 ± 2.18 hours). Some food frequencies expressed by Food use
score (FUS) differed. The IWHR preferred whole to semi-skimmed milk, white to
brown and wholemeal bread, hogs grease and butter to oil, butter to margarine, beef to
fish. The consumption of other meats, meat products, offal, pasta, rice, legumes, fatty
sweets, chocolate, biscuits, fruit and vegetables were similar. In contrast to NWHR
which preferred mineral water, 1WHR drank more carbonated soft drinks, pulpy juices,
(sweetened) tea and compotes. Wrong eating patterns, selection of greasy, hidden sugar
rich and dietary fibre depleted food and excessive weight in individuals with increased
WHR ratio show that these patients need nutritional intervention, highlighting the most
important mistakes in their diets and recommending the way of reducing their weight.
For prevention of diabetes associated with central distribution of body fat, National
nutritional guidelines and education programmes based on Healthy nutrition
recommendations could be useful.
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1537
SETTING DIABETES DIETARY STANDARDS -IS IT WORTH THE EFFORT?

E. Jenkins, J. Knott, L. Scott, and D.Kerr. Metabolism Unit, Royal Bournemouth
Ftospital, Bournemouth, U.K.

Diet is the cornerstone' of diabetes management. In 1992 The British Diabetic
Association (BDA) set standards for the dietary intake of people with diabetes. The
question is, are they achievable and what measurable outcomes can be evaluated
against them? In Bournemouth, patients with newly diagnosed NIDDM attend a
series of education sessions including staged dietary instuction. Basic advice is
given at diagnosis followed by group education and then individual counselling by a
specialist diabetes dietitian and diabetes nurse specialist. Patients are managed for
the first 3 months according to pre-determind protocols without formal 'medical'
input. This study aims to determine whether patients can achieve dietary standards
and, if so, do they lead to positive clinical outcomes.

Method: 36 consecutive patients with NIDDM completed 7 day food and drink
diaries at diagnosis and after individual counselling. The results of analysis were
compared with BDA standards.

Mean % Energy Contribution

Standard Before Education After Education

Fat	 30-35 31.7 28.2 ***

Protein	 15 18.8 19.5*

Carbohydrate	 50-55 44.1 50.6***

Added Sucrose:	 <25g - 12.lg

Salt:	 <6g - 5.9g

[* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001]

After 3 months, 70% (n=25) of patients remained on diet alone. Of those on diet
alone; HbAlc had dropped from 11.7107.9; -3.7 1-4.910-2.61%, p<0.001 (mean
difference [95%CI]) associated with weight loss of-3.4 [-5.2 to -1.71Kg, p<0.001.

Conclusion: National diabetes dietary standards are achievable and can lead to
improved diabetes control without the need for formal medical intervention; They
are worthwhile!

1538

SHORT TERM VITAMIN E TREATMENT NORMALIZES LDL OXIDATIVE
SUSCEPTIBILITY IN DIABETIC SUBJECTS.
A. Consoli, F. Costantini, E. Vitacolonna, F. Capani, A. Pandolfi, E. Pennese,
G. Davi', C. Patrono, A. Mezzetti. University d'Annunzio, Chieti, ITALY.

Increased LDL oxidability might contribute to accelerated atherosclerosis in
diabetes. It has been shown that Vit E supplementation can reduce LDL
susceptibility to oxidation in diabetic subjects. It is not known, however,
whether Vit. E treatment is able to restore normal LDL oxidability in these
subjects. Aim of this study was to observe whether short term Vit E treatment
of diabetic subjects could reduce LDL peroxidation state and LDL
susceptibility to oxidation to values observed in non diabetic control subjects.
To this end we studied 9 non smoker subjects with NIDDM (M/F=4/5, age
56.4±3.1yrs, BMI 28.1±2.3.Kg/m2, duration of diabetes 12±3yrs, FBS
8.4±0.9mmol/L, HbA1C 8.7±0.7%) and 13 non-smoker non diabetic subjects
matched for gender, age and BMI. Baseline blood samples were obtained in
all subjects for determination of plasma Vit. E concentration and LDL Vit E
content (HPLC), LDL susceptibility to oxidation (lag time before propagation of
oxidation reaction with Cu++ [LAG]) and native LDL oxidative state (LDL
content of Fluorescent Lipoperoxidation Products [FLP]). Diabetic subjects
were then given a 600 mg/day Vit. E supplement for 3 weeks and
measurements were repeated As compared to controls, at baseline diabetic
subjects exhibited shorter LAG (59.5±3.8 vs 76.2±3.2 min, p< .0003)
increased FLP (13.9±1.5 vs 7.4±0.6 urf/LDL-C, p< .0001), decreased plasma
Vit. E (30.1±1.8 vs 40.9±3.1 pmol/l, p< .006) and no change in LDL Vit E
content (4.1±0.4 vs 4.5±0.2 nmol/mg LDL-C). Vit. E supplementation
determined an increase in LAG (84.0±6.6 min, p< .0007 vs baseline), a
decrease in LDL-FLP, and an increase in plasma Vit E and LDL Vit E content
(5.6±0.6 urf/LDL-C, 60.3±5.7 pmol/I and 6.2±0 6 nmol/mg LDL-C, p< .002,
p<.0001 and p< .0004 vs basal values respectively) so that no difference
between diabetics and controls was observed after Vit. E in any of the
parameters evaluated. We conclude that in NIDDM subjects short term Vit. E
treatment is able to normalize LDL susceptibility to oxidation and LDL
oxidation state.

1539

DIETARY ASSESSMENT OF AN INDUSTRIAL POPULATION SAMPLE IN NORTH INDIA
A Dudha, N Singh, P Shah, M Joshi, SK Puri, and KS Reddy. All India Inst Med Sci, N. Delhi,
India.
Background: High prevalence of diabetes and risk factors for coronary heart disease have
been reported from an industrial population in North India. Proximate principals of diet are
considered as an important modifiable risk factor.
Aim: to assess the consumption of proximate principals of diet in an industrial population, and
to determine the proportion of these contributed by the subsidised industrial canteen.
Design: Cross sectional survey of a sample of industrial population (22 Females, 25 Males)
for estimation of proximate principals of diet by a detailed 24 hour recall method. Estimates of
consumption from the industrial canteen were made by dividing total consumption by number
of consumers.
Results: Female (40 ± 4 years) and male (42 ± 5) employees consumed 1879 ± 39 and 2519
± 72 kcal/day. This included 260 ± 52 and 378 ± 14 g of carbohydrates per day (69% and
72% of total calories); 69 ± 22 and 78 ± 23 g fat (33% and 28% of total calories); and, 53 ±
16 and 75 ± 24 g of protein per day. Employees of the industrial unit consume one major meal
(of three) and one minor (of two) per day in the industrial canteen, This contributes 28% and
33% of total daily calories consumption and 12% and 11% of total daily fat consumption.
Conclusions: Coronary heart disease risk factor modification in this industrial population
requires dietary intervention strategies targeting both home and (grossly subsidised) industrial
canteen consumption patterns. It is proposed to extend this study to a larger sample and
subsequently evaluate intervention strategies.

1540
METABOLIC RESPONSE TO MEALS VARYING IN CHO AND
STARCH CONTENT IN SUBJECTS WITH NIDDM
M.C. Gannon, F.Q. Nuttall, S.A. Westphal, K.J. Sheridan, S. Fang,
and N. Ercan-Fang, VA Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN. USA

A high carbohydrate (CHO)-high starch diet has been recommended
for people with diabetes, and the population in general. Therefore, we
decided to determine the metabolic response to three identical meals
ingested at 0800, 1200, and 1700 hr, with a snack at 2100 hr, in six
male subjects with untreated non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(NIDDM). Three diets differing in type and content of CHO were
tested. On separate occasions, subjects ingested meals composed of
55% CHO, 15% protein, 30% fat (high CHO-high starch); 40%
CHO, 20% protein, 40% fat (usual CHO and starch content, typical
American); and 43% CHO, 22% protein, 35% fat (usual CHO, low
starch). They were ingested in random order. Total energy was -
2100 Kcal//day. Blood was obtained at 15 and 30 minutes after each
meal, and hourly thereafter from 0800 on the day of the test until 0800
the following morning for determination of plasma glucose, insulin,
C-peptide, glucagon, and triglycerides. The 24 hour integrated values
above the initial overnight fasting values were determined. The
plasma glucose area response was 31 mM'hr, 23 mM'hr, and 1 ml -hr,
respectively for the three diets (high CHO-starch, usual CHO, low
starch). The insulin area responses were -6000 pM'hr, 6660 pM'hr,
and 3570 pM'hr, respectively. The C-peptide data confirm the insulin
data. The glucagon area responses were 336 ng'hr/l, 1243 ng'hr/1 and
1178 ng'hrIl, respectively for the three diets (high CHO-starch, usual
CHO, low starch). The triglyceride area responses were 15 mM'hr,
16 mM'hr and 22 mM'hr, respectively. Conclusion: A diet in which
fruits, non-starch vegetables, and dairy products are emphasized
results in a much smaller plasma glucose and insulin rise, but a
modestly greater glucagon and triglyceride increase compared to a high
CHO, high starch diet. A low-starch, moderate CHO diet could be
useful for people with NIDDM.
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1541
SOME IMPORTANT REVELATIONS IN A DIET SURVEY OF SOUTH
INDIAN IDDM SUBJECTS WITH AND WITHOUT COMPLICATIONS.

Srivatsa A., Chellamariappan M., Vijayakumar G., Buchi Babu Reddy 0., Ramesh
Chandrasekaran, Mala Chettri, Jayalakshmi R., Ganesan A., Asha Bai P.V., and
Krishnaswami C.V., VHS Diabetes Department, Chennai (Madras), India.

Self reported dietary intake was estimated by 24-hours-dietary recall questionnaire,
completed by typed diabetes subjects attending V.H.S. Diabetes Department. 51
Randomly selected patients had received individual diet counselling. They were
classified for gender, economic status, physical activity, duration of diabetes and
treatment. The macronutrients were assessed based on the National Institute of
Nutrition (India), recommendations (Carbohydrate-60 to 70% : Protein - 10 to
12.5%: Fat - 18 to 25% of the total energy). Patients were grouped according to
the proportion of energy from macronutrients. 33 (65%) subjects were taking
optimal carbohydrate intake (270 gms per day), 24 (47%) were taking higher
protein (62 gms per day) and 24 (47%) were taking higher fat (57 gms per day), in
their diet. 75% of the subjects derived fat from vegetarian sources. Mean crude
fibre intake at 3.5 gms per day was very low. Persons with low income and those
with sedentary habits were consuming high carbohydrate. Intake of protein and fat
increased with increased income and activity. Contrary to our long held belief, the
prevalence of BGDR and ECG changes was found to be higher among people
consuming low fat rather than high fat, more in the vegetarian than the non-
vegetarian diet. Nephropathy was associated with higher protein intake; lower
HbA1C levels were noted with higher carbohydrate in the diet. Preliminary analysis
of the reasons for higher microvascular complications associated with lower
fat and vegetarian diet revealed that the type of oil used by these subjects
could have a bearing on the vasculopathy.

1542
ENERGY INTAKE DURING AN ISO-CALORIC LOW PROTEIN DIET IN IDDM PATIENTS WITH
DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY (ON).
E. Tauher-Lassen, P. K. Christensen, A. Klausen and H. P. Hansen. Steno Diabetes Center,
Copenhagen, Denmark.
The aim of our study was to measure compliance during a 4 weeks period of protein
restriction with a recommended iso-caloric diet in IDDM patients with ON. In a 8 weeks
prospective, randomized, controlled trial, we compared changes in energy-, carbohydrate-, fat-
and alcohol intake during law protein diet (LPD, 0,6 glkg)24 h) and normal protein diet (NPD,
1,0 glkgl24 h) in 29 IODM with ON. At baseline the patients were randomized to either NPO
Is 15) or LPD (n= 14) for 4 weeks. Between week 4 to 8, all patients received NPD. Energy
and protein intake were measured by means of a three-days dietary record; at baseline, after
4 and 8 weeks. Patients randomized to LPD were advised by a dietitian in an isocatoric, low
protein diet. All LPD food for lunch and dinner were supplied. At baseline patients in the LPD
and the NPD groups were comparable regarding age, energy-, protein-, fat-, carbohydrate- and
alcohol intake. Changes in protein (intake), weight, energy- and carbohydrate- (cho) intake from
baseline to 4 weeks and from 4 to 8 weeks, were compared between the LPD and the NPD

groups (median (range)):

Baseline to 4 weeks 4 to 8 weeks

Changes in LPD NPD p LPD NPD p

protein - 0,6 - 0,1 <0,001 0,4 -0,1 <0,001

(glkgl24 hI 1-1,3 to -0,1) (-0,6 to 0,9) (-0,1 to 0,9) (-1,0 to 0,4)

weight -1,5 -0,6 <0,05 1,1 0,3 NS

(kg) (-4,4 to 0,81 (-3,8 to	 1,8) (-1,0 to 2,6) (-1,3 to 3,2)

energy -0,6 0,2 <0,05 0,2 -0,3 NS

(NJ) (-3,0 to 2,11 (-2,3 to 5,4) (-7,3 to 3,51 (-3,8 to 1,71

cho 12 2 <0,005 -12 -2 <0,005

IE%) (-1 to 22) (-5 to	 11) (-22 to 5) (-14 to	 11)

No changes in HbA 1 ,, tat- or alcohol intake were seen netween the two groups. in
conclusion LPD was associated with a decrease in energy intake, despite a recommended

ion-caloric diet. Increased carbohydrate intake during LPD,did not affect metabolic control.
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HIGH PLASMA VALUES OF N6 FATTY ACIDS AND N6/N3 RATIO; P. RISK
FACER FOR NIDDM AND DYSLIPIDEMTAS IN URBAN ASIAN INDIANS.

B. S. Raheja, R. Taskar, M. B. Rao, R. B. Phatak and A. S. Bhoraskar.

All India Institute of Diabetes, Mumbai, INDIA.
Increased susceptibility of urban Asian Indians to coronary heart disease is
often associated with NIDDM and dyslipidemias such as high plasma
triglycerides (TG), low HDL-cholesterol (HDL-c) and elevated total cholesterol
(To) / HDL-c ratio. High values of plasma n6 fatty acids and n6/ n3 ratio
resulting from increased consumption of nO fat may be a common risk factor
for the above metabolic disorders. To test this hypothesis, we measured
various n6 and n3 fatty acids in plasma by gas liquid chromatography in 59
unselected diabetic subjects (D) with NIDDM (M=24, F=35) age 51.41 ± 7.9 yr.
and compared with 32 controls (C) non diabetic subjects (M=10, F=22) age
50.32 ± 8.34 yr. Plasma Lipid values (mg/dl) measured by enzymatic methods
showed no difference between the D and C groups in To [192.4 (50.28) vs
184.67 (26.51), P:N.S.] but D had higher TG [176.15 (98.48) vs 110.5 (31.31),
P <0.0004], Tc/HDL-c [4.43 (1.29) vs 3.52 (0.78), P < 0.001] and lower HDL-c
[44.89 (10.92) vs 53.95 (9.72), P < 0.00021. D also had higher values (mg/dl)
than C of hnoleic acid [97.91 (45.33) vs 75.5 (28.89), P < 0.02],arachidonlc
acid [24.73 (13.48) vs 17.21 (4.22), P < 0.002], total n6 [122.66 (52.73) vs
92.71 (29.04), P < 0.004] and n6/n3 ratio [100.38 (45.96) vs 78.38 (45.75),
P < 0.03] but lower values of alpha hnolenic acid [0.54 (0.37) vs 0.78 (0.49),
P < 0.01]. Regular intake of fish oil by > 50% of D was reflected in improved
values in D of eicosapentaenoic acid [0.43 (0.17) vs 0.34 (0.25), P : NS],
docosahexaenoic acid [0.35 (0.21) vs 0.35 (0.25), P : NS] and total n3 fatty
acid [1.31 (0.5) vs 1.46 (0.65), P : NS]. Results suggest adverse impact of high
plasma n6 fatty acids and markedly elevated n6/n3 ratio may not be corrected
by fish oil supplements alone and imply that increased consumption of n6 fat
may be a common risk factor for above disorders in Asian Indians.

EATING ATTITUDES IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM.
E. Mannucci, G. Bardini, V. Ricca, Tesi F. and C.M. Rotella. Section
of Metabolic Diseases, Division of Endocrinology, University of
Florence, Italy.
The present study is aimed at the identification of clinical and

psychopathological features related to eating attitudes and behavior in

NIDDM. A consecutive series of 450 patients (223 F, 227 M) with NIDDM

aged 30-70 years (m±sd 58.4±8.7), with a duration of NIDDM of 10.0±8.2
yrs, a Body Mass Index (BMI) of 27.8±4.6 kg/m2, and a HbA 1 c of
7.4±1.7%, was studied; 84 were treated with diet only, 237 with oral

hypoglycemic agents, 76 with insulin, and 53 with combinations of insulin

and oral hypoglycemic agents. A structured psychiatric interview (SCID) was

performed, using DSM-IV criteria for the diagnosis of eating disorders.

Eating attitudes were further examined with the BITE questionnaire. Anxiety

(STAI), depression (Ham-D), and diabetes-related quality of life were also

applied. 26 of the patients (20 F, 9.0%; 6 M, 2.6%) were found to be affected

by Binge Eating Disorder, and 55 (40 F, 17.9%; 15 M, 6.6%) showed

subclinical alterations of eating behavior. BITE scores were found to correlate

significantly with BMI (r=0.29, p<0.01), HbAlc (r=0.27, p<0.01), DQOL

scores (r=0.40, p<0.01), STAI-1 (state anxiety) scores (r=0.33, p<0.01),

STAI-2 (trait anxiety) scores (r=0.32, p<0.01), and Ham-D scores (r=0.38,

p<0.01), but not with age and duration of diabetes. These results were

confirmed at multivariate analysis. No significant difference was observed

between the different groups of treatment. In conclusion, disturbances of
eating behavior are common among NIDDM females, and interfere

significantly with metabolic control and quality of life. For this reason, eating

attitudes should always be evaluated, at least in overweight NIDDM patients.

Eating disorders in NIDDM are associated with high levels of anxiety and
depression.
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1545
MONITORING OFTHROMBOMODULIN LEVEL AND RENAL FUNCTION IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS DURING AFTER ANTIPLATELETS ADMINISTRATION
T. Yonemoto, A. Shouzu, H. Shimizu, Y. Miyake, T. Hayakawa, S. Tabata,
M. Nishikawa, and M. Inada. Kansai Medical University, Osaka, Japan

In order to evaluate the effect of antiplatelets (AP), we examined the

correlation between serum thrombomodulin (TM) levels and renal
function in diabetic patients during one year administration of AP. TM

levels were determined in 34 patients. They were divided into group A
who received AP (n=14) and group B who did not received AP (n=20).
14 patients in group A were further divided into group A-I who
received veraprost (n=8), and group A-II who received cilostazol
(n=6). There was a significant increase of the TM levels in group B
after the follow-up (4.0±2.1 FU/ml) compared with those before the
follow-up (3.7±1 .8) (P<0.01) without affecting renal functions. A
significant decrease was noted in group Afrom the pre-treatment (5.9
±2.4) to one month (5.4±2.2) and three months (5.0±2.1) after the
AP administration. Though there was a slight decrease of TM levels (5.6
±2.5) in group A, serum creatinine (Cr) values increased from the
pre-treatment (142±62) to the post-treatment (186±177 u
mol/L). We noted a significant positive correlation (r=0.75, p<0.01 )
between the TM levels and Cr values before the AP administration. TM
levels in the group A-I (6.9±2.7) and group A-II (4.6±1.0)
decreased to (6.7±2.7) and (4.1 ±1.3), after AP administration
respectively, although the Cr values showed a slight increase in group
A-I. These results suggest that AP administration is beneficial for
inhibiting the progression of vascular endothelial cell injuries in DM
when they do not show the worsening of renal dysfunction.

1546
MATERNAL DIABETES TOGETHER WITH A HIGH SATURATED FAT
DIET AFFECTS VASCULAR FUNCTION OF MOTHER AND OFFSPRING

E. Koukkou', L. Postonb , C. Lowy'.
Department of Endocrinology and Diabetes' and Department of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology, Fetal Health Research Lab b , St Thomas' Hospital, UMDS,
London, UK.

Maternal nutrition and diabetes may affect cardiovascular development in the
offspring. Vascular function was determined in maternal and offspring arteries
from STZ diabetic rats fed a breeding or a high saturated fat diet (30% w/w, 10
days before mating to 16 days post partum). Maternal (day 16 post partum)
mesenteric arteries and offspring (15 days) femoral arteries were mounted on a
small vessel myograph.
Maximum constrictor responses to noradrenaline were increased in maternal
and offspring arteries from high fat fed diabetic rats (DF) (mothers: 147±40 %
of K-induced contraction, n =4 v diabetics on breeding diet (DC) 102±3%, n=9,
p<0.05; offspring: 122 ±14% v 76 ±6%, p<0.01) Neither diabetes alone nor
the high fat diet alone was associated with a constrictor defect. Similarly,
endothelium-dependent relaxation to acetylcholine was impaired in the DF
animals (mothers: 70±7% reduction of NA-induced constriction v DC 94±2%,
p<0.001; offspring: 41 ±10% v 83 ±4%, p<0.001). Endothelium dependent
relaxation was also impaired in the offspring of non-diabetic mothers fed a high
fat diet.
We conclude that a high saturated fat diet in the presence of diabetes has a

deleterious effect on vascular function in mother and offspring.
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1547
The Relationship between Serum sVCAM-1 and Plasma von

Willebrand Factor (vWF) or Thrombomodulin (TM) in Diabetics
MIYAKO YOSHIZAWA, YUKIHIRO NAGAI, AZUSA HISADA,

HARUHISA YAMASHITA, MASAYOSHI OHTA, KEN-ICHI
KOBAYASHI. 1st Dept of Internal Medicine, School of medicine,
Kanazawauniv, KANAZAWA, JAPAN.

We have previously demonstrated that circulating soluble vascular cell
adhesion molecule-I (sVCAM-1) levels are increased in diabetics
compared with healthy volunteers (in 3rd IDF-WPRC, Hong Kong).
However, the mechanisms of increased serum sVCAM-1 levels in
diabetics are unknown. There are several possible mechanisms,
including endothlial activation or dysfunction. To investigate whether
elevated serum sVCAM-1 levels in diabetics may simply reflect
endothlial dysfunction, we evaluated the relationship serum sVCAM-1
levels and the markers of endothelial damage (vWF and TM).Fourteen
diabetic patients without hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and any diabetic
vascular complications were selected, and serum sVCAM-I levels were
measured by sVCAM-1 ELISA Kit (R&D Systems,Ltd). Although
serum sVCAM-1 levels (mean± SE) were elevated in diabetics
compared to healthy volunteers (1085.7± 74.9 vs 632.1 ± 118.6
ng/ml, p < 0.01), plasma levels of both vWF and TM in diabetics were
within normal limits (vWF;70-140%,TM; 1.3-2.1 FU/ml). Serum
sVCAM-1 levels neither correlated to plasma vWF nor TM levels
sVCAM-1 vs vWF : r=0.24, p=0.41 ; sVCAM-1 vs TM : r=0.31,
p=0.28). These results suggests elevated circulating sVCAM-1 may not
simply be derived from endothelial damage.

1548

Effects of Shear Stress on Glucose Transport in Vascular
Endothelial Cells
T. ARISAKA, M. KAWASUMI, S. SHIMADA, T. TOHJIMA, T.

ONUMA, Y. YOSHIDA and R. KAWAMORI. Dept.of Medicine,
Juntendo University, Tokyo, Japan

(Purpose) Hemodynamic shear stress plays an important role in
atherogenesis. It was postulated that vascular endothelium sheared in
vitro closely mimic those in vivo. Hyperglycemia has been implicated in

the pathogenesis of vascular complications in diabetes. In this study, the
effect of shear stress on glucose transport was examined in cultured
endothelial cell (EC). (Flow experiments) Porcine ECs were seeded
on a polyester sheet and cultured until cells reached confluence. Flow
experiments were performed by the methods of Levesque et al. A
confluent monolayer of EC on the polyester sheet was placed in a

parallel plate flow chamber and subjected to steady shear stress of 30
dyn/cm2 for 24 h. Control cells were grown on polyester sheets in the
same experimental medium (DMEM+10%FCS+5.5mM glucose )and
maintained in the incubator. (2DG uptake) Immediately after exposure
to shear stress, the cells on polyester sheets were placed in plastic
dishes. For the uptake studies, the cells were rinsed 5 times with PBS
and incubated for 5 min with 10 ml of PBS containing 5-10 ILCi[ 3 H]
2DG. Cell-associated radioactivity was measured after extensive washes
and solubilization of cells. (Results) A comparison of transport
activity in the two types of endothelial cells at 5.5mM glucose
concentration showed that the transport rate in sheared cell was about
1.5 fold higher than that of control cell. (cont. us sheared: 19.50± 1.20
us 29.78±4.51 dpmR.r.g protein , P<0.05)(Conclusion)It was
postulated that shear stress increased glucose transport in cultured EC.
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1549
PLASMA vWF LEVELS CORRELATE WITH SOLUBLE INTERLEUKIN-2
RECEPTOR (sIL-2R) LEVELS IN TYPE 2 DIABETICS WITH RETINOPATHY.
U. Karayalcm, A. Tjmuragaoglu, M. K. Baler, I. Karadogan, H. Altunba§ and
L. Under. Medical School of Akdeniz University, Antalya, TURKEY.

The endothelial injury and/or dysfunction in diabetes may be
associated with activation of monocyte-macrophage system and T
lymphocytes. Plasma sIL-2R level reflects mononuclear cell
activation. The aim of this study was to investigate the possible
relationship between sIL-2R and vWF levels, since the latter has been
reported to reflect endothelial injury/dysfunction in diabetic patients
with microvascular complications. Twenty-four type 2 diabetic
patients [14 females and 10 males, median age 56 years (range 29-68),
median duration of diabetes 5 years (range 0-18)] were included. Nine
patients had background retinopathy (R+), while 15 had no retinopathy
(R-). Eighteen healthy subjects [7 females and 11 males, median age
43 (range 27-64)] were also included for comparison. Plasma levels of
slL-2R and vWF were measured by EIA. Both median slL-2R [57 pM
(12-101) vs 42 pM (0-109)] and median vWF levels [118% (96-149)
vs 107%(62-140)] were comparable in R+ and R- groups. R+ patients
had higher vWF levels than healthy controls [104% (59-140)]
(p=0.027). No significant differences were found in sIL-2R levels of
patients and controls [62 pM (11-168)]. vWF levels correlated
positively with sIL-2R levels only in the R+ group (r= 0.8, p=0.008).
These findings suggest that mononuclear cells might be involved in
the pathogenesis of microvascular injury in diabetic retinopathy.
Further studies are needed to clarify the reason why sIL-2R levels do
not show any significant difference in our R+ and R- diabetic patients.

1550
THE EFFECT OF IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE AND NIDDM ON THE
FOREARM MICROCIRCULATION

A.E. Caballero, S. Arora, R. Saouaf, G.L. King, F.W. LoGerfo, E.S.
Horton and A. Veves. Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA.
The natural history of the endothelial dysfunction in diabetes is not known.
We have examined the effect of impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and
recently diagnosed NIDDM on the microcirculation. We studied three
groups matched for age and sex: 14 healthy controls (C) (3 males, mean
age 45 years), 13 subjects with IGT (4 M, age 48) and 11 recently
diagnosed NIDDM patients (DM) (7 M, age 53, mean DM duration 2.3
years). Significant differences existed in the body mass index [DM 32.4 ±
4.8 (mean ± sd), IGT 36. 9 ± 7.9, C 26.4 ± 4.6, p < 0.001], the fasting
plasma glucose levels [DM 174 ± 69 mg/dl, IGT 108 ± 10, C 96 ± 7,
p<0.001, ANOVA test], the HbAlc levels [DM 8.2 ± 2.0%, IGT 5.6 ± 0.4, C
5.7 ± 0.4, p<0.001], and the fasting insulin levels [DM 15.8 ± 9. 3µU/ml,
IGT 21.0 ± 12.5, C 5.4 ± 1.4,p <0.01]. All subjects had total cholesterol
<300 mg/di, triglycerides< 300 mg/dl, were non-smokers and
normotensive or mildly hypertensive (HTN) without anti-HTN medications.
Microalbuminuria and retinopathy were present in 3 (27%) DM subjects,
and neuropathy in none. We employed single point laser Doppler and
laser Doppler imaging scanner to measure vasodilatation at the forearm
in response to heating to 44 °C, and to iontophoresis of 1% acetylcholine
(endothelium-dependent) and 1% sodium nitroprusside (endothelium-
independent). The response to heat was reduced in the DM (825 ±90, %
of increase over the baseline) compared to IGT (1368 ± 671), and C (1561
±, 695), (p <0.05). Using the laser scanner, the response to acetylcholine,
which stimulates the production of Nitric Oxide (NO), was different among
the three groups [DM (64 ± 33 % of increase ever the baseline), IGT (98 ±
54), C (118 ± 57), p <0.05]. The response to sodium nitroprusside (a NO
donor) showed a similar trend [DM (64 ± 29), IGT (80 ± 34), C (96 ± 41)),
but failed to reach statistical significance (p = 0.09). The above data
indicate that endothelial dysfunction is present in early stages of NIDDM
and may even precede its development during the IGT phase.

1551

Modulation by High Glucose of Thrombin Stimulated
Protein Kinase C in Cultured Human Endothelial Cells
G. Reining, S. Baumgartner-Parzer and W. Waldhausl
Department of Internal Medicine III, Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism,
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria
Hyperglycemia is a major factor in the development of cardiovascular
complications in diabetic patients and has been reported to activate
Protein Kinase C in cells derived from vascular tissue. This study was
consequently designed to evaluate the effect of long term incubation
(16±1 days) in 30mM vs 5mM glucose on ligand induced activation of
PKC in paired cultures of individual isolates of human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVECs). Cells from these isolates were stimulated
with increasing concentrations of thrombin for 30 seconds and analy-
zed by immunoblotting for PKC-isoforms a, (3II, and s. An increase in
intensity of the isoform specific band in the membrane fraction was
assumed to reflect PKC activation. Thereby, longterm incubation with
30mM vs 5mM glucose caused no change of total and membrane bo-
und PKCa, PKCs, or PKC(3II. Interestingly, PKC(35, was only found in
the membrane fraction, even in resting cells. Stimulation by thrombin
(0.01, 0.1, 1, 10 and 100nM) of confluent cultures displayed a concen-
tration dependent rise in membrane bound PKCc and s. In that context
thrombin induced activation of PKCa remained unaffected by high
ambient glucose, while translocation of PKC.c in cells grown in 30mI
glucose was reduced at high thrombin concentrations (AUC: 90.4±7%
of control cells; p < 0.008; n=6) versus control cultures kept in 5mM
glucose. Cells cultured in 30mM mannitol did not show reduced
translocation of PKCs. These data suggest modulation by 30mM glucose
of ligand induced PKC activation in an isoform specific manner, whereas
basal expression of PKC isoforms remained unaffected suggesting
interference by hyperglycemia with dynamic endothelial function.

1552
EFFECT OF C-PEPTIDE ON FOREARM BLOOD FLOW IN IDDM
PATIENTS SEEM NOT TO BE ENDOTHELIUM - MEDIATED
B-L. Johansson, M. Eriksson, E.Fernqvist-Forbes and J.Wahren. Dept of
Clinical Physiology, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
Recent studies suggest that C-peptide increases blood flow in both

exercising and resting forearm skeletal muscle in patients with IDDM. To
find out whether this effect is dependent on endothelial function non-
invasive measurements of endothelium-mediated arterial response were
undertaken using a high-resolution ultrasound doppler technique. Ten
IDDM patients, age 30±2 yrs with a diabetes duration of 17±2 yrs, were
studied twice within one week. They were treated with insulin s.c. four
times per day. Their mean insulin dosage and HbAlc were 0.70±0.05
U/kg/24 hrs and 7.6±0.3%, respectively, prior to the study. No clinical sign
of neuropathy, nephropathy and retinopathy were found. They recived i.v.
insulin the night before and during the study so regulated that euglycemia
(5-6mmol/t) was achieved. Blood flow and the diameter of the brachial
artery were measured in basal state, one min after reactive hyperemia (4
min distal arterial occlusion) and 10 min later. Subsequently, C-peptide (6
pmol/kg/min) or saline was given i.v. in a randomized double blind order.
Repeated measurements were performed during 60 min of infusion as well
as after administration of sublingual glyceryl trinitrate. Close to the blood
flow measurements both before and during the infusion period left
ventricular function was measured by echocardiography. All patients
showed a blunted brachial arterial dilatation (2.0±0.5%) after reactive
hyperemia in comparison to healthy controls (9.3±0.3%), indicating a
disturbed endothelial function. C-peptide infusion compared to saline
resulted in increasead basal blood flow (+36±8%,p<0.00l) and augmented
left ventricular ejection fraction (+5±2%, p<0.05) and a tendency to
increased dilatation (+3±l%,ns) of the brachial-artery. However, the
vascular response to reactive hyperemia (endothelium-mediated) and
glyceryl trinitrate did not differ between the periods. It is concluded that
C-peptide at physiological levels (1.5 nmolll) increases resting forearm
blood flow in IDDM patients, but the effect is probably not endolhelium-
mediated.
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GLYCATION OF LOW DENSITY LIPOPROTEINS DISTURBS
THE PRODUCTION OF FIBRINOLYTIC REGULATORS IN
VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL CELLS
J.Y. Zhang, A. Angel and G.X. Shen. University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Canada
Attenuated fibrinolytic activity and increased incidence of intravascular
thrombosis are found in diabetic patients. The present study
investigated the effect of glycated low density lipoproteins (LDL) on
the production of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) and tissue
plasminogen activator (tPA) in human umbilical vein endothelial cells
(HUVEC). Native LDL moderately increased the production of PAI-1
and reduced the generation of tPA in HUVEC. Glycation further
increased the production of PAI-1 induced by LDL at both mRNA and
protein levels. The synthesis and secretion of tPA from the cells
treated with glycated LDL were significantly lower than that from
native LDL-treated cultures. The production of PAI-1 and tPA was
not affected by glycated albumin modified at the equivalent condition.
Aminoguanidine, an inhibitor of the formation of advanced glycation
end products (AGEs), effectively inhibited the glycation of LDL.
Aminoguanidine treatments of LDL during the glycation inhibited
glycated LDL-induced overproduction of PAI-1 and the reduction in
tPA synthesis in HUVEC. The results indicate that glycation enhances
LDL-induced imbalance of the production of PAI-1 and tPA in
HUVEC. AGEs may be involved in the disturbed production of
fibrinolytic regulators in vascular endothelial cells induced by glycated
LDL, that may contribute to the reduction of fibrinolytic activity and
the increase in thrombotic vascular complications in diabetic patients
(supported by grant provided by Canadian Diabetes Association in
memory of the late Archibald Mitchell).
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1554
ARTERIAL NOREPINEPHRINE IS DECREASED IN NON-COMPLICATED
IDDM
G.Vervoort, J.Wetzels, J.Lutterman, J.Lenders and P.Smits. University Hospital
St. Radboud, Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
Microangiopathy in IDDM is preceded by a state of generalized capillary
hyperperfusion. These ohservations have led to the hypothesis that changes in
regional haemodynamics contribute to microvascular complications. Up to now the
pathogenesis of the increased blood Clow is not completely understood. Studies
using microneurography showed reduced sympathetic nerve activity (SNA) in non-
complicated IDDM. A decrease in SNA is accompanied by a decrease in basal
vascular tone. Therefore we performed a study in which we investigated basal
forearm blood flow (FBF) and arterial norepinephrine (NE) concentration
reelecting total body sympathetic activity in 50 non-complicated type I diabetic
patients (D P) and 50 healthy controls (C). Forearm blood flow was measured by
plethysmography. Arterial blood samples for NE and epinephrine (E) were drawn
45 minutes after cannulation of the brachial artery in the supine position. Blood
pressure (BP) was measured intra-arterially. All subjects were in a fasting state.
Plasma glucose concentration was not corrected to avoid confounding by the
vasodilator effect of insulin. Data were analyzed by unpaired Student-r-test, Results
are expressed as means±SE. Basal FBF was increased in DP compared to C
(2.9±0.1 and 2.0±0.1 ml/dI/min, p<0.01). Arterial NE concentration was
decreased in DP (NE concentration 0.58±0.03 in DP and 0.81±0.05 nmol/I in C,
P<0.01). Epinephrine concentrations did not differ between groups (E
concentration 0.21 ±0.03 in DP and 0.21 ±0.02 nmol/l in C, NS). Systolic /
diastolic blood pressure was 116.2±1.2 / 61.7±0.8 in DP and 115.6±1.2 /
63.2±0.9 musHg in C. Heart rate was not statistically different in both groups
(66.5±1.3 in DP and 63.3±1.7 b/min in C, NS). It is concluded that forearm
blood flow is increased in non-complicated IDDM. Arterial NE concentrations are
decreased in non-complicated IDDM reflecting a decrease in sympathetic activity.
A decrease in SNA could probably play a role in the pathophysiology of the
hyperperfusion in non-complicated IDDM.

1555
OXIDATIVE STRESS AND ACE ACTIVITY IN IDDM PATIENTS
G.Marra, S.A.Santini, A.Manto, P.Cotroneo, L.Todaro, D.Pitocco,
Mordente and G.Ghirlanda. Dept Int Med and Geriatry, Dept of
Biochemistry. Rome, Italy.
Angiotensin converting-enzyme (ACE) is synthesized by endothelial cells
and play a role in vascular tone, modulating anion superoxide and
vasodilating kinins production. Elevated plasma levels of ACE have been
demonstrated in IDDM patients with microangiopathy. In addition,
oxidative stress is increased in IDDM patients and correlates with vascular
diseases. We evaluated the relationship between ACE plasma activity and
markers of oxidative stress such as lipid hydroperoxides (ROOHs),
conjugated dienes (CD) and plasma anti-oxidant capacity. 70 IDDM
patients (mean age 34±9 yrs; duration of disease 13.5±8.8 yrs; mean
HbAlc 7.4), without microvascular complications, and 30 controls
matched for age and sex were studied. Plasma antioxidant capacity was
evaluated by total peroxyl radical-trapping capacity (TRAP), ROOHs by
colorimetric assay, CD in cis-trans and in trans-trans conformation, by
second derivative spectroscopy and ACE activity by spectrophotometric
assay. TRAP was significantly reduced(663±131 vs 951±105
jsmol/L;p<0,0001), while ROOHs (7.2±2.0 vs 2.1±0.7 µmol/L;p<0,0001)
and total CD (0,0368±0,0027 vs 0.0328±0.0028 AU; p<0,0001) were
significantly augmented in IDDM. CD in trans-trans conformation were
significantly elevated (0.0340±0.0025 vs 0.0259± 0.0035
.tmol/L;p<0,0001), the ratio of cis- trans/trans-trans CD isomers
(0.088±0.038 vs 0.310±0.148;p<0,0001), a marker of altered plasma
redox status, was significantly reduced in IDDM. ACE activity was
significantly augmented in IDDM (28±6 vs 20±5 UIIL;p<0,05).
Significant direct correlations were found in IDDM between ACE activity
with total CD(r2 =0.127;p<0,002) and with trans-trans C D
isomers(r2=0.138; p<0,002). Neither markers of oxidative stress nor ACE
activity were correlated with metabolic control or diabetes duration.
Increased plasma ACE activity, possibly due to an elevated oxidative
stress, as evidenced by augmented plasma CD, may represents an early
marker of vascular injury in IDDM, without complications. The lack of
correlation of these markers with metabolic control and the duration of
disease may suggest that diabetes per s6 is a condition of altered redox
status and endothelial damage.

1556
CAPILLARY PERMEABILITY TO ALBUMIN AND ERYTHROCYTE
DEFORMABILITY ABNORMALITIES IN DIABETIC NEUROPATHY.
P. Valensi, A. Behar, F. Cohen-Boulakia, J. Sibony-Prat, J. Paries, J. Valensi and
J.R Attali. Endocrinology-Diabetology-Nutrition, Jean Verdier Hospital, Bondy
Nuclear Medicine, Hotel-Dieu, Paris, France.

Capillary permeability to albumin (CPA) is often higher in diabetic subjects,
particularly in those with peripheral neuropathy. An abnormality in the
microcirculation could contribute to an increase in CPA. The aim here was to
study how erythrocyte deformability affects the increase in CPA in diabetic
subjects with peripheral neuropathy. Thirty-eight IDD's and NIDD's with
peripheral neuropathy confirmed by electrophysiology were included in the study.
An isotopic CPA test, according to the Landis method, was performed, consisting
of an IV of 99m-technetium-labelled albumin, venous compression applied to an
arm for 12 minutes, and the analysis of the decrease in radioactivity after
withdrawal of venous compression. Interstitial albumin retention was measured 10
minutes after compression withdrawal. A lymphatic index (LF/HF) was obtained
by analysing the decreasing radioactivity curve by Fast Fourier Transform. The
erythrocyte rigidity index was determined by the Hanss hemorheometer. Excessive
albumin retention (x 8%) and an abnormality in the lymphatic function of
interstitial albumin recuperation (LF/HF , 1%) were found in 18 and 17 patients
respectively. The erythrocyte rigidity index correlated positively with the LF/HF
index (r = 0.442, p = 0.005). This study confirms the frequency of an abnormality
in capillary permeability to albumin in diabetic patients with peripheral
neuropathy and suggests that the increase in capillary pressure linked to a
rheologic abnormality may contribute to albumin hyperfiltration and saturation of
the lymphatic function.
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1557
HIGH GLUCOSE INDUCED GROWTH FACTOR RESISTANCE IN
HUMAN FIBROBLASTS CAN BE REVERSED BY ANTIOXIDANTS AND
PROTEIN KINASE C INHIBITORS
K. Hehenberger and A. Hansson.
Department of Molecular Medicine, The Endocrine and Diabetes Unit,
Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden
Insulin resistance is clinically significant both in insulin - and non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus. Hyperglycemia on its own induces insulin resistance by
decreasing the numbers of glucose transporters, but also by affecting the insulin
receptor. Hyperglycemia is correlated with a decreased kinase activity in the insulin
receptor due to a phosporylation of the insulin receptor by protein kinase C (PKC)
and! or an increased activity of cytosolic protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTPase).
Chronic diabetic foot ulcers show deficient granulation and epithelisation. We have
shown previously that fibroblasts from chronic diabetic and non-diabetic wounds
have decreased proliferation compared to those from uninjured skin. The aim of this
study was to investigate the effects of high glucose on human fibroblast
proliferation, influence of growth factors, and the effects of antioxidants, PKC
inhibitors and troglitazone. Normal human dermal fibroblasts were obtained from
biopsies taken from five patients undergoing mammary reduction plastic surgery.
Fibroblasts in 12-well plates were serum starved for 24 hours, whereafter
experiments were conducted. 1. D- and L-glucose in various concentrations were
added to the cells. 2. Serum free medium, newborn calf serum, insulin, IGF-I, EGF
in high (25.5 mM) and low (11.5 mM) D-glucose. 3. Ascorbic acid, selenite, alpha-
tokopherol, Q 10, N,N-dimethyltiourea, beta-carotene, troglitazone, H-7, isoH-7 and
bisindolylmaleimide IX were added to high and low D-glucose. DNA measurement
with a fluorometric method was performed 48 hours after the addition of glucose in
all three experiments. D-glucose but not L-glucose in a concentration >15.5 mM
inhibited fibroblast proliferation (p<0,05). The cells showed resistance against
growth factors and insulin in high glucose. Antioxidants, PKC inhibitors and
troglitazone could reverse the high glucose induced inhibition of fibroblast
proliferation. We postulate that these findings may be of importance for the
understanding and future treatment of chronic diabetic foot ulcers.

1558
EFFECTS OF CYCLpOXYGENASE INHIBITION ON THE
ENDOTHELIUM DEPENDENT RELAXATION IN DIABETIC
FEMORAL AND CORONARY ARTERIES.
G. Pogatsa E. Kocsis, j4.Z. Koltai and I. Posa.
National Institute or Cardiology, Budapest,
Hungary
Interaction lbetween arachidonic acid metabolism
and endothelium dependent relaxation in the
femoral and c r nary arterial bed in diabetes was
st died. Healthy n=10 and alloxan- iabetic
(5b60µmol/kg alloxan-tetrahydrateiv., Sigma, n=10
oung mongrel dogs of both sexes, weighing 1972
g were, use Femoral (n=5-5) an left anterior

(^esceriding LAD) coronary (n=5-5 arteries were
dissected under pentobarbital anaesthesia
(133µmol/kg Nembutal, Ceva) freed from fat and
connective, tissues, c t into 3-4 mm rin s and
suspended in organ chambers containing 5 mf Krebs
buffer (pH 7.4 37°C) areated constantly with a
mixture of 95% 6, and 5% CO2. Changes in isometric
tension were registered by a microdynamometer (F-
30, Hugo Sacfisl. Relaxation elicited by
acety lcholine (Ach, 3nmol/l-10µmo1 /1, added in a
cumulative manner) - compared to {he effect of 1
µmol/l sodium nitroprusside as 100% - was studied
in vascular rings pre ontracted with, PGF . Ach
induced relaxation did not differ si gnificantly
between diabetic ,and healthy femoral vascular
rings characterized by the maximal relaxing

i ncubatii o An i n a Krebsh buffer conytai ni ng )' pmol e/ l
indQmethacin (INDO either. In LAD rings, the
maximal relaxin g, effect, of Ach and, Ach sensitivity
waS lower (p<U.05) in the diabetic (86±2%,
6.53±0.07) than in, the he Tthy  group (92±2%,
6.80±0.14), respectively. After INDO incubation
plCgo,decreased in both groups, but the maximal
relaxing effect of Ach decreased ( p<0.05) ,in the
diabetic roup (75±5%) only, and Ach sensitivity
of he
(b etoroe di a iccnar

y arteries (6.25±0.11) was
that of healthy vessels

(6.54±0.10). These results suglgest that
arachidgnic acid meta bolism is invo l ved, in the
alteration of the vascular reactivity in diabetes.
In coronary arteries the impaired endothelium
dependent relaxation is worsened by the inhibition
of the synthesis of vasodilator prostanoids,

1559
CYTOCHROME P450 2E1 ACTIVITY IN DIABETIC AND
OBESE PATIENTS
D. LUCAS, C. FAREZ, J.R. ATTALI, J.F. MENEZ AND
P. VALENSI. Laboratory of Biochemistry-Nutrition, Brest ;
Department of Endocrinology, Diabetology and Nutrition, Jean
Verdier Hospital, Bondy, France.

Cytochrome P450 2E1 (CYP2E1) is a key-enzyme for
detoxification, induced in particular after chronic alcohol
consumption. It is also involved in carcinogen activation (benzene,
N-nitrosamines...) and the production of highly reactive free
radicals. Obesity and diabetes seem also to be induction factors for
CYP2EE1 in the rat. The aim of this study was to measure CYP2E1
activity in nonalcoholic subjects : 19 patients with NIDDM and 7
with IDDM, with poor glycemic control (HbAlc = 9.1 ± 0.6 %,
fructo amine = 385 ± 20 mol/1), 19 obese patients (BMI > 29
kg/m ) and 42 controls, by measuring the level of 6-hydroxylation
of chlorzoxazone, a myorelaxing drug, according to a method we
have previously described. CYP2E1 did not differ significantly in
the diabetic patients and controls (0.30 ± 0.02 vs 0.29 ± 0.02) and
was slightly higher in the patients with NIDDM than in those with
IDDM (0.33 ± 0.03 vs 0.21 ± 0.03, p < 0.05). In the obese patients
CYP2E1 activity was increased by 30 % compared to the controls
(0.38 t 0.04, p < 0.05). These results show that CYP2E1 induction
by diabetes or obesity is relatively weak in man unlike that in rats
with experimentally-induced diabetes (level 3 to 8 times higher) and
that in chronic alcoholism in man (level 2 to 5 times higher). This
suggests that CYP2E1 does not play an important part in the
complications of diabetes or obesity.
This study was carried out thanks to a PHRC grant (Brest, 1994).

1560
ALTERED ENDOTHELIAL FUNCTION IN DIABETIC CORONARY
ARTERIES
MZ Koltai, E Kocsis, I Posa, P Rosen and
G Pogatsa. National Institute of Cardiology,
Budapest,	 Hungary	 and	 Diabetes	 Research
Institute, Dusseldorf, Germany.
Diabetic basal coronary blood flow is known by
our previous data not to be different from that
of the healthy. However, its sensitivity to
exogenous and endogenous vasodilators is markedly
diminished. To study the mechanisms underlying the
impaired endothelial dependent relaxation (EDR),
effect of acethylcholine (Ach) (2.25-4.5-9-18-36
pmol/kg) was measured on coronary blood flow in
6 metabolically healthy and 6 allokan-diabetic
dogs. Additionally the influence of Ach (0.1-1-10
µmol/1) and L-arginine (A:1 mmol/1) on the
release of cGMP by isolated coronary rings as
parameter for the generation of NO was
determined. The increase of coronary blood flow
due to Ach was significantly (boi1 b o ; t=4.68;
p<0.01) depressed in diabetes. The basal release
of cGMP by diabetic coronaries was also less
(1.3±0.3 fmol/mg) than by healthy ones (2.2±0.4
fmol/mg). Ach stimulated the release of cGMP
dose-dependently, however the amount of cGMP
maximally released was reduced (p<0.05) in
diabetes (C: 3.54±0.5 ; D1.86±0.2 fmol/mg) ,
Accordingly, the effect of acethylcholine
inducing cGMP release is higher (p<0.05) in
healthy vessels (y=0.05 logx+3.21; r=0.9245) then
in the diabetic coronaries (y=0.0151ogx+1.69;
r=0.8990). L-arginine induced cGMP elevation only
in the controls (179±10%), without any effect
(p<0.05) in the diabetic arteries (97±40%). These
results are suggesting the diminished
vasodilation in diabetes to be developing due to
the insufficiency of endothelial nitric oxide
production.



1561
ARE SOLUBLE ADHESION GLYCOPROTEINS A MARKER FOR
CORONARY LESIONS IN THE DIABETIC PATIENT?
J.P. ALBERTINI, P. VALENSI, B. LORMEAU, F. FERRIERE, J.R. ATTALI,
L. GATTEGNO. Laboratoire de Biochimie, Hopital Avicenne ; Service
d'Endocrinologie-Diabetologie-Nutrition, Hopital Jean Verdier, Bondy, France.

The circulating level of certain soluble adhesion glycoproteins has been found to
be high in diabetic patients and could be involved in atherogenesis. The aim here
was to compare the level of 5 soluble adhesion glycoproteins : Intercellular
Adhesion Molecule-1 (ICAM-1), Vascular Cell Adhesion Molecule-1 (VCAM-1),
selectins (Sel) E, P and L in NIDD's with no inflammatory disease, but with a
symptomatic coronary disease (group 1, n = 11), silent myocardial ischemia with
significant coronary stenoses on angiography (group 2, n = 11), or who were free
from ischemic heart disease after an exercise test, a thallium dipyridamole
myocardial scintigraphy and a continuous 48-hour ECG (group 3, n = 11). Group
4 was made up of 16 poorly controlled NIDD's receiving a maximal oral
antidiabetic treatment. Results were compared with a group of 23 controls ICAM-
1 and Sel P were not different between the diabetic patients and the controls or
between the groups of diabetics. In the 4 diabetic groups VCAM-1 was
significantly higher than in the controls but without a significant difference
between the 4 groups. In group 4, Sel E was significantly higher than in the
controls (p < 0.01), and after 14 days of continuous subcutaneous insulin
treatment sel E and VCAM-1 decreased significantly. Sel L was lower in groups 1
and 2 than in group 3 (p = 0.01 and p = 0.07) and the controls (p = 0.003 and p =
0.01). If only the poorly controlled diabetic patients were compared (HbA1c > 8
%), sel L was still significantly lower in groups 1 and 2 than in group 3 (p = 0.03
and p = 0.01). These findings suggest that in NIDD's without inflammatory disease
1) the high level of VCAM-1 and Sel E is related to poor glycemic control; 2) the
low level of Sel L, linked to a reduction in its release which could favour leukocyte
aggregation and accumulation, could be a marker for coronary disease.
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1562
ABNORMALITIES IN CORONARY VASOMOTRICITY IN DIABETIC
PATIENTS AND SUPEROXIDE RADICALS.
P. Valensi, S. Ledoux, J.R Attali, and A. Nitenberg. Endocrinology-Diabetology-
Nutrition, Jean Verdier Hospital, Paris-Nord University, Bondy ; INSERM U 426,
Louis Mourier Hospital, Colombes, France.
We have already shown than an intracoronary injection of acetylcholine induces
coronary vasoconstriction in diabetics, which suggests that coronary dilatation
mediated by the EDRF is abnormal. In order to determine the mechanism for this
abnormal response, we studied the flow-dependent and cold pressor test responses
in 15 normotensive diabetic patients with no hypercholesterolemia and with
normal coronary arteries on angiography. In 7 patients the measurements were
carried out before and after an i.v perfusion of L-arginine (L-arg), a precursor of
EDRF, and in the other 8 patients before and after an i.v. perfusion of
deferoxamine (DF), an agent preventing the formation of superoxide radicals.
Quantitative angiography was used to determine the size of the proximal
interventricular artery (pIVA) at the basal state, at the end of the cold pressor test
and after an injection of 10 mg papaverine (PAP) in the distal IVA given in order
to increase coronary flow in the pIVA. At the basal state the diameter of the pIVA
decreased during the cold pressor test (p < 0.01) and did not change after PAP.
Administration of L-arg did not change the response to these two tests. After
administering DF the pIVA dilated significantly during the cold pressor test (p <
0.01) and after the PAP injection (p < 0.001). The isosorbide dinitrate injection
induced a comparable coronary dilatation in both groups. In conclusion 1) the
blood-flow-dependent and cold-induced coronary dilatation is abnormal in
diabetic patients ; 2) the absence of an L-arg effect on these abnormal responses
suggests that there is no deficit in the substrates necessary for EDRF synthesis; 3)
the improvement in the responses to the two stimuli by deferoxamine suggests that
inactivation of nitrogen monoxide by superoxide radicals could be responsible for
the subclinical abnormalities in coronary vasomotricity observed in diabetic
patients.

1563
ADRENOMEDULLIN PLASMA LEVELS IN PATIENTS WITH
INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS (IDDM)
J.A. Amado, M.T. Garcia-Unzueta, C. Pesquera, C. Montalban, F. Mateos,
F. Pazos and J.R. Berrazueta. H.U. Marques de Valdecilla. Santander. Spain

Adrenomedullin (AM) is a new vasodilatador and hypotensive peptide,
originally isolated from human pheocromocitoma. AM is widely distributed
in peripheral tissues including vascular endothelial cells. AM may have an
important role in the regulation of cardiovascular system. We measured
plasma levels of AM by radioimmunoassay (Peninsula Laboratories kit, after
Sep Pack C18 extraction) in 135 patients with IDDM classified according to
the presence of complications (91 patients without nephropathy -A-; 28 with
microalbuminuria and serum creatinine concentration <1,3 mg/dl -B-; and 16
with serum creatinine concentration >1,3 mg/dl -C-), and 54 healthy subjects.
Results are shown as mean±SD. Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney tests
were used for comparisons between groups. Spearman test was used to study
correlation.

CONTROL A	 B	 C
Adrenomedullin

tube	 7,4±3,8	 8,1±3,3	 8,8±3,6	 30,1±32,6

AM was not significantly higher when we compared all patients (A+B+C)
with controls (p=0,053); AM was higher in C group than in other groups.
There were not differences between A, B, and control groups. AM
concentration was also higher in the patients with hypertension (15±7,8) than
in the patients with normal levels of arterial pressure (10,8±14,5). AM levels
correlated significantly with serum creatinine and HbAlc levels, and with
duration of the disease. These data suggest that AM may be released from
damaged vascular tissue as a compensatory mechanism.

1564
AUTOANTIBODY AGAINST OXIDIZED LDL
AND PARTICLE SIZE: ASSOCIATIONS TO
CORONARY REACTIVITY IN YOUNG MEN.
O-P.Pitkanen, O.T. Raitakari, T. Lehtimaki, S. Landenpera, S. Yla-
Herttuala, J. Luoma, M-R. Taskinen, T. Nikkari, J.S.A. Viikari, and J.
Knuuti. Universities of Turku, Tampere, Helsinki and Kuopio, Finland.

Endothelial dysfunction is an early event in coronary atherosclerosis, and
it leads to lowered coronary flow reserve (defined as the ratio of maximal
to basal coronary blood flow). According to experimental studies oxidized
LDL particles are injurious to endothelium impairing its normal vasodilator
function. Small dense LDL particles may be especially susceptible to
oxidative modification. We studied the importance of oxidized LDL and
LDL particle size to coronary reactivity in healthy men (age 34 +3 years).
Coronary flow reserve was assessed with positron emission tomography
imaging and oxygen-l5-labelled water with intravenous dipyridamole
infusion. Autoantibodies against oxidatively modified lipoproteins were
measured with ELISA method using native LDL and copper-oxidized LDL
as antigens. The antibody titer was calculated as the ratio of antibodies to
native LDL against modified LDL. LDL particle size distribution was
determined by nondenaturing polyacrylamide gradient gel electrophoresis.
Mean myocardial blood flow was 0.8 mL•g'•min at rest, and 4.1 mL•g
'-min' after dipyridamole infusion. The mean coronary flow reserve was
4.9 (range 1.3 to 8.4). The titer of autoantibodies to oxidized LDL was
inversely correlated with coronary flow reserve (r=-0.42, P=0.02). LDL
particle diameter was not significantly correlated with coronary flow
reserve (r=0.16, P=0.40) or with the titer of autoantibodies to oxidized
LDL (r=-0.08, P=0.83). In conclusion, these data provide evidence for the
role of oxidatively modified LDL in affecting coronary vasoreactivity in vivo.
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1565
Effects of AGE on Glycosaminoglycan synthesis in Sheared

Endothelial Cells.

M. KAWASUMI, T. ARISAKA, K. MOCHIZUKI,T. TOHJIMA,T.

ONUMA, Y. YOSHIDA, and R. KAWAMORI. Dept. of Medicine,

Juntendo University, Tokyo, Japan

( Purpose )Glycosaminoglycans(GAGs) present on the surface of

endothelial cells (ECs) has long been known to be function as a

inhibitors for blood coagulation.It was postulated that vascular

endothelium sheared in vitro closely mimic those in vivo. In this study,

the effect of advanced glycosylation end product (AGE) on GAGs

synthesis was examined in sheared or static ECs. (Methods) A

confluent monolayer of ECs on the polyester sheet was placed in a

parallel plate flow chamber and subjected to steady shear stress of 30

dyn/cm2 for 24 h. Control cells were grown on polyester sheets in the

same experimental medium and maintained in the incubator. Each cells

were exposed with bovine serum albumin(BSA) or AGE which was

prepared with BSA. DNA synthesis was measured with [ 3 H]

thymidine and GAG synthesis was measured [ 35S]

sulfate.(Results)In the static condition with AGE, the amounts of

newly synthesized GAGs was significantly decreased with dose

dependent manner.Furthermore,this decrease was in proportion to that

of DNA synthesis with time dependent manner.ln the sheared

condition,these effect by AGE has not been seen.(Conclusion)These

protective effects of relative high shear stress on GAGs synthesized by

ECs under the influence of AGE may be function as an antiatherogenic

factors in vascular wall.

1566
ENDOTHELIAL FUNCTION IN COMPETITIVE ATHLETES: RELATIONSHIP
TO ANTIOXIDANT STATUS AND LDL CONCENTRATION, SIZE AND
OXI DABI LITY
Robert Bergholm, Ming-Lin Liu, Sari Makimattila, Sanni Landenpera, Miia
Valkonen, Jukka Luoma', Seppo Yla-Herttuala , Marja-Riitta Taskinen and
Hannele Yki-Jarvinen. Universities of Helsinki and Kuopio', Finland

Physical exercise induced increases in oxygen uptake is accompanied by
increased free radical generation, which may exceed the capacity of
antioxidant defenses. The functional consequences of such changes are
unknown. We determined forearm vasodilatory responses to intra-arterial
infusions of endothelium-dependent (acetylcholine, ACh) and -independent
(sodium nitroprusside, SNP) vasodilatators, and levels of antioxidants,
lipoproteins, LDL size and oxidation (diene formation, antibodies) in 8
competitive athletes (VO2max 69±2 ml/kg•min, age 24±2 yrs; BMI 21±1
kg/m2, n=8) and 13 normal men (50±2 ml/kg•min, p<0.001; 26±1 yrs; 22±1
kg/m2, n=13). Athletes had lower plasma protein thiol (SH-group) (307±31 vs
368±14 mmol/I, p<0.05) but not ascorbate or uric acid concentrations. Thiol
correlated with total plasma radical trapping capacity (r=0.49, p=0.025).
Athletes had higher serum apoAl (141±12 vs 123±3 mg/dl, p<0.05) and HDL
(1.6±0.1 vs 1.3±0,04 mmol/I), p<0.05), while LDL cholesterol (2.5±0.3 vs
2.6±0.1 mmol/I), autoantibodies against oxidized/native LDL (1.2±0.2 vs
1.0±0.1), LDL size (27.0±0.2 vs 26.8±0.2 nm) and oxidized LDL lag time
(149±8 vs 158±10 min) were comparable. VO 2max was inversely related to
endothelium-dependent/-independent vasodilatation (r=-0.45, p<0.05). In
multiple linear regression analysis (multiple r=0.61, p<0.02), both VO2max
(p=0.008) and LDL cholesterol (p=0.043) were independently associated with
impaired endothelium-dependent vasodilatation. We conclude that a high
aerobic capacity in competitive athletes may impair endothelial function,
possibly by impairing antioxidant defenses.

1567
ENDOTHELIAL INTERLEUKIN 6 SECRETION IS DOWN-REGULATED BY

SHEAR STRESS AND POSITIVELY DEVIATED BY GLUCOSE
H. Kato, M. Morohoshi, I. Uchimura and F. Numano. The 3rd Dept. of
Internal Medicine, Tokyo Medical and Dental University, Tokyo, Japan

We investigated the effect of shear stress and glucose concentration

on interleukin 6 (1L6) secretion in cultured human umbilical vein

endothelial cells (HUVEC) to clarify the mechanism of elevated plasma

fibrinogen and IL6 concentration in diabetic patients. HUVEC at 3rd

passage were subjected to laminar shear stress up to 7.3dynes/em2

loaded by static parallel plate flow chambers of 40cm2 in cell attaching

area with MCDB131 media containing 5mmol/I or 20mmol/l glucose

in humidified 37t 5% CO2 95% air. IL6 concentration of media

samples obtained before and after 24h stress load was measured with

ELISA. The rate of IL6 secretion by HUVEC was then calculated.

Statically incubated HUVEC and media were used as control. The rate of

IL6 secretion by HUVEC was reduced in accordance with increase of

shear stress in media containing 5mmol/I glucose (18.8 pg/Cm 2 /24h

in statical incubation vs 1 2.2pg/cm2/24h in 7.3dynes /cm 2 ). The

rate was elevated as 28.8pg/cmz/24h in HUVEC statically incubated in

media containing 20mmol/I glucose.

These results indicate that endothelial IL6 secretion is down-

regulated by shear stress and positively deviated by glucose. We have

reported previously that IL6 secretion is increased and IL6 mRNA

levels are elevated also in human monocytes incubated in high glucose

concentration media. Thus we suspect: 1 )the negative feed back

regulation system of plasma fibrinogen concentration through IL6

secretion by vascular endothelial cells, 2)the positive deviation by

glucose concentration in this system. This deviation may be relevant to

the development of vascular complications in diabetes.

1568
HIGH ICAM-1 IN CHILDREN WITH DIABETES MELLITUS: A POSSIBLE
ROLE OF WHITE CELLS IN ENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION IN DIABETES?
T.A. Elhadd, G. Kirk, M. McLaren, S.A. Greene and J.J.F. Belch. Ninewells
Hospital & Medical School, Dundee, United Kingdom.

Endothelial dysfunction was recognised recently to represent at early stage of
diabetic angiopathy. Children and adolescents with diabetes generally do not show
clinical evidence of such complications, and this is usually delayed to late
adolescence or early adulthood. Hyperglycaemica and advanced glycation
endproducts can cause endothelial dysfunction and this might trigger expression of
cell adhesion molecules (CAM) via the cytokines tumour necrosis factor alpha
(TNFa) and interleukin-1 (IL-1). Of CAMs, ICAM-I represents a marker of
endothelium/white cell interaction and trans-endothelial migration of white cells.
We have found high levels of ICAM in 51 children, adolescents and young adults
with insulin dependent diabetics (22 males and 29 females), mean age ± SD 14.7 ±
3.4 years, duration of diabetes 6.6 ± 4.6 years, and HbAlc of 8.6 ± 1.5% (normal
< 5.8%), compared with 22 healthy age and sex matched normal controls (9 males
and 13 females) age 15.6 ± 4.1 years. None of the diabetic patients had any
clinical evidence of microvascular disease and all had urinary microalbumin within
the normal range. The levels of ICAM-1 in the diabetic cohort were 286.5 ± 56.78
ng/ml vs 247.65 ± 71.38 ng/ml in the controls, reaching statistical significance of p
< 0.02 ANOVA. ICAM-1 didn't correlated with duration of diabetes of glycated
haemoglobin. These results support the hypothesis that microvascular disease
starts early in the course of childhood diabetes. Furthermore elevated ICAM-1
delineates possible contribution of white cells in the pathogenesis of endothelial
dysfunction in diabetes.



1569
HIGH GLUCOSE-INDUCED COLLAGEN IV UPREGULATION IS
MODULATED BY ANTISENSE OLIGONUCLEOTIDES
S. Roy, T. Roth, and K. Zhang. Schepens Eye Research
Institute, Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA

Increased synthesis of collagen IV is associated with
the development of basement membrane thickening--a
characteristic lesion of diabetic microangiopathy.
Because antisense technology offers a unique opportunity
to down regulate specific gene expression, we
investigated the effect of antisense phosphorothioate
oligonucleotides (PS oligos) directed against collagen
IV mRNA on collagen IV synthesis and proliferation in a
cell line derived from rat microvascular endothelium and
cultured in high (30mM) glucose. The rat endothelial
cells grown in high glucose for 5.6±1.3 days exhibited
increased cell proliferation compared to control cells
grown in 5mM glucose (169% of control, P= 0.038).
Collagen IV mRNA level (determined by Reverse
Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction) was increased
to 172% of control. However, when cells grown in high
glucose were transfected with 0.4 pM collagen IV-
antisense PS oligos in the presence of cationic
liposomes, the cell number and collagen IV mRNA level
decreased compared to cells grown in high glucose to 61%
and 115% of control, respectively. Actin expression,
used as control, was not affected by PS oligos. This
study indicates that antisense PS oligos directed
against collagen IV mRNA specifically reduce collagen IV
mRNA in rat endothelial cells and decrease proliferative
effects of high glucose. Since vascular endothelial
cells overexpress collagen IV in diabetes such an
intervention may provide a means to arrest collagen IV
overexpression and clarify its role in the pathogenesis
of diabetic microangiopathy.
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1570
THE EXPRESSION OF ENDOTHELIAL NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHETASE IS

REDUCED IN DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY

A. Veves, J. Primavera, C.M. Akbari, V.M. Donaghue, D. Zacharoulis,
J.S. Chrzan, U. DeGirolami, F.W. LoGerfo and R. Freeman. Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center, Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA.
Reduced production of nitric oxide has been proposed as an important
factor in the development of peripheral diabetic neuropathy. We have
studied the expression of nitric oxide synthetase activity in the skin of
diabetic neuropathic patients and healthy subjects. Five control (2/3 M/F)
and 5 diabetic subjects [3/2 M/F, 2 IDDM, DM duration 17 (range 6-33)
years] matched for age [53 (26-76) (mean, range) years vs 58 (48-71), sex
and body mass index [31.1 ± 5.0 (mean± ad) vs 28.6 ± 7.6] were included.
Nerve function measurements were impaired in the diabetic group,
including Neuropathy Disability Score ( 0 ± 0 vs 21.8 ± 5.5, p < 0.001),
Vibration Perception Threshold (15 ± 10 Volts vs 50 ± 1.3, p < 0.001) and
peroneal motor conduction velocity which was measurable in I patient.
The transcutaneous oxygen tension was similar in both groups (69 ± 7
mmHg vs 58 ± 17, p= NS) and clinical peripheral vascular disease was not
present in any participant. Full thickness skin biopsies from the dorsum of
the foot were obtained and were immunostained with antiserum to human
endothelial nitric oxide synthetase, glucose transporter I (GLUT I) and von
Willebrand factor, an anatomical marker of the endothelium. The staining
intensity was evaluated by a pathologist, who was blinded to the diabetes
status of each subject, as normal or reduced. No differences were found
between the two groups in the staining intensity of von Willebrand factor
[reduced in 1 (20%) control vs 2 (40%) diabetic patients (p=NS)] and
GLUT I [reduced in 1 control (20%) vs none (0%) diabetic patients p=NS].
In contrast, the staining intensity of nitric oxide synthetase was reduced in
1 (20%) control and in all 5 (100%) diabetic patients (p <0.01). We
conclude that in diabetic neuropathic patients the endothelial nitric oxide
synthetase activity is reduced despite the fact that the endothelium is
anatomically present indicating that endothelial functional changes may be
related to the development of neuropathy.

1571
ORGANS' VASCULARISATION IN OFFSPRING OF PREGNANT
RATS FED ANISOCALORIC PROTEIN RESTRICTED DIET
B. Reusens, V. Iglesias-Barreira, N. Bennis-Taleb, C. Remade and
J.J. Hoet. Catholic University of Louvain, B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve,
Belgium
Functional and structural changes are induced in the fetal endocrine
pancreas by derangements in maternal metabolism or nutrition such as
in low protein diet. Brain and kidney manifest also alterations which
may remain till adulthood. Vascularisation of organs have not been
analyzed and may also be affected. The aim of the study is to
investigate the blood vessel density (BVD) by morphometric analysis
and blood flow (BF) by non radioactive microspheres injection in
organs of offspring receiving 20 % protein (C) or 8 % protein (LP)
during fetal life till adulthood. A recuperation group (R) received 8 %
protein only during fetal life and a normal diet after birth. BVD of the
islets was analysed on semithin sections. BVD of the brain and the
duodenum was analysed on 30 .tm sections in animals injected with
nuclear track emulsion. Islet BVD decreased from 7.74 ± 0.47% in C
to 2.79 ± 0.34% in LP newborns (P<0.01) and from 3.34 ± 0.28 % in
C to 1.96 ± 0.11% in LP adults (P<0.01). Islet BF is reduced from 29
± 5 µ]/min/g in C to 10.3 ± 1.9 µl/min/g in LP adults (P<0.05). Islet
BVD and BF were normalized in R adults. In the duodenum, BVD was
decreased by 24 % (P<0.05) in LP while it was normal in R adults. In
the latter BF was increased by 60 % (P<0.05). In contrast, BVD in
brain of LP newborns showed a reduction of 70% (P<0,01). At
adulthood, it remained decreased respectively by 35% and 30% in LP
and R group. These results show that in the neonates, islet and brain
vascularisation is decreased when a LP diet is given during fetal life.
With a low protein diet given after birth till adulthoodthe reduction of
the vascularisation of the endocrine pancreas, the duodenum and the
brain remains. With a normal diet given after birth, vascularisation in
the adult duodenum and islet is recovered but reduced brain
vascularisation still prevails.

1572
ENDOTHELIUM-INDEPENDENT CYCLIC GMP FORMATION IN
CAROTID ARTERIES OF DIABETIC RATS
F.R.L. Crijns, B.H.R. Wolffenbuttel, D.S. van Ingen Schenau, H.A.J. Struijker
Boudier* and J.G.R. Dc Mey*. Depts. of Endocrinology and *Pharmacology,
CARIM, University Maastricht, The Netherlands.
The development of vascular complications in diabetes mellitus is often associa-
ted with endothelial dysfunction. Previously, we showed that cyclic 3'-5'-guano-
sine monophosphate (cGMP) production was reduced in denuded carotid artery
segments of diabetic rats, compared to denuded segments of control rats, during
stimulation with the NO-donor sodium-nitroprusside (SNP, 10 M).The present
study was performed to investigate whether this reduced cGMP production was
due to a decrease in sensitivity, or whether the maximal response was reduced.
Furthermore, another NO-donor, S-nitroso-N-acetyl-penicillamine (SNAP), was
examined. Diabetes was induced in Wistar Rp rats by streptozotocin (70 mg/kg,
D). Control rats (C) received vehicle only. After 3 months, carotid arteries were
isolated, mechanically denuded of endothelium and divided into 6 segments.
Segments were pre-incubated for 60 min in Krebs-Henseleit buffer (glucose 7
mM for C and 20 mM for D), and then exposed for 10 min to 3-isobutyl-l-
methylxanthine with addition of SNP (n=8-10) or SNAP (n=3) in 3 concen-
trations (10 6 , 10"5 and 10-4M) during the last 2 min. cGMP was determined by
RIA. SNP-stimulated cGMP levels (fmol/mm vessel ± SEM) were significant-
ly lower in diabetic arteries than in control vessels (10' 6M: 2117 ±302 vs 3491
±571; 10 -5 M: 2480 ±438 vs 4734±611; 10' M: 3207± 474 vs 4828 ±590 fino-
I/mm, P<0.05). SNAP-induced cGMP production was comparable in arteries of
diabetic and control rats (10 -6 M: 2545±381 vs 4161± 755; 10'5 M: 3784±652
vs 3923±531; 10'' M: 4390± 860 vs 4525±214 finol/ mm). We conclude that in
de-endothelialized carotid arteries of diabetic rats the maximal stimulation of
cGMP production that can be induced by SNP, is reduced. There seems to be no
general defect in endothelium-independent stimulation of cGMP since prelimina-
ry results indicate that SNAP-induced cGMP production is normal.
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MORPHOHISTOMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS OF PLACENTAS OF
DIABETIC PATIENTS, USING A DIGITAL ANALYSER
Michal Krekora, Jan Wilczynski, Lech Podciechowski, Katarzyna Cypryk,
Krzysztof Zielinski, Krzysztof Trojanowski. SDM Group-Lodz, Polish Mother's
Memorial Hospital, Lodz, Poland.

OBJECTIVE: We performed histomorphologic evaluation of placentas from
pregnant women with diabetes mellitus and compared them with placentas from
normal women.
STUDY DESIGN: 53 pregnant women with diabetes participated in the study
treated according to SDM Program, 42 patients with with diabetes prior to
pregnancy (PGDM) and divided into classes acc. to White, and 11 patients with
gestational diabetes (GDM), 16 women with physiological pregnancy (N), after
37th week of gestation were used as a control. For digital image analysis an
IBAS 2000 analyser (Kontron) was used with a Chalnicon B/W camera and a
custom-made image analysing program. In each analysed field the program
computed the following histomorphological parameters of selected vascular
profiles:

total area of selected profiles [FAREA],
total circumference of the selected profiles [FPERIMI,
in dividual area of each profile [AREA],
individual circumference of each profile [PERIM],
diameter of the circle inscribed in each profile [DMIN],
the number of complete vascular profiles in the microscopic field [COUNT].

RESULTS : 1. Statistically significant differences were found in the diameters
of vascular profiles [DMIN] between normal placentas and placentas of diabetic
mothers. 2. Placental vessels of diabetic mothers are wider than those of normal
placentas, except RF diabetes, acc. to White. 3. A significantly lager total area
of selected profiles [FAREAI was found in the placentas of diabetic patients vs.
normal pregnancy.
CONCLUSIONS: Statistically significance results was found between
histometric parameters (AREA, PERIM, DMIN), in studied groups [ace. to
White (B, C, D)] compared to a normal group.

1574
ABNORMAL RESPONSE OF NITRIC OXIDE METABOLITIES TO
ACUTE HYPERGLYCEMIA AND IV FUROSEMIDE IN IDDM
PATIENTS.
J. Kfizovn, T. Pelikanova and L. Kazdova. Institute for Clinical and
Experimental Medicine and Postgraduate Medical School, Prague, Czech
Republic.
Nitric oxide (NO) plays an important role in kidney function control
influencing the renal vascular tone and sodium handling. The aim of the
study was to evaluate the urinary NO /NO3 - (NO T ) a) under basal
conditions and after stimulation with iv furosemide (0.5 mg.kg 1 ) and b)
during glycemic clamp-induced normo- and hyperglycemia (5 and 12
mmol/I) in 19 patients with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM)
without microalbuminuria compared to 12 weight-, age- and sex-matched
healthy controls. Sodium excretion and renal hemodynamics using the
clearances of inulin (C,) and para-amino-hippuric acid (C PAH) were
measured during examinations in both groups. Despite comparable
baseline urinary NO x excretion in diabetics and controls, the different
response of NO was found after furosemide administration: no changes in
diabetics (228±50 vs 146±38 nmol.min 1 ) and increase NO, excretion in
controls (196±54 vs 681±146nmol.min ° ; p<0.001), although the
furosemide-induced increases in natriuresis were comparable. During
clamp-induced euglycemia, NO, excretion was comparable in diabetic and
control subjects and significantly increased during hyperglycemia in
controls (425±57 vs 560±57 nmol.min '; p<0.01), while it did not change
in diabetics (352±56 vs 323±39 nmol.min'). Fractional excretion of
sodium (FE Na) was comparable and declined significantly during
hyperglycemia in both groups (p<0.05). There were no significant
relationships between NO excretion and FE N, or renal hemodynamics. We
conclude that 1) IDDM without alterations in renal hemodynamics is
associated with blunted renal generation of NO in response to
hyperglycemia and furosemide administration, and 2) the antinatriuretic
effect of hyperglycemia is not mediated by increased renal NO production.

1575
SERUM VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH FACTOR LEVELS
ARE ELEVATED IN DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH HYPERGLYCEMIA
S.Yatoh, Y.Okuda, M.Asano, H.Sone, Y. Asakura, S.Suzuki,
Y.Kawakami, H. Suzuki* and K. Yamashita. University of Tsukuba,
Tsukuba Res. Toagosei Co.*, Tsukuba, Japan.
Diabetic complications (ex.proliferative retinopathy) are often angiogenic,
so we studied the relation between vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) levels and plasma glucose (PG) levels in diabetic patients. We
already reported VEGF level in aqueous humor of diabetic patients with
rubeotic glaucoma is markedly elevated (Diabetes Care 19: 1996). We
enrolled 108 diabetic patients (age was 59±12 years, man/woman rate
was 67:4 1) and measured serum VEGF, PG and HbAlc. Serum VEGF
levels were measured by our newly developed sensitive ELISA using the
rabbit anti-human VEGF polyclonal antibody. We checked age, sex, type
of DM and the degree of diabetic retinopathy, nephropathy and
neuropathy. We divided patients into 4 groups with PG (A: PG<200, B:
200_<PG<250, C: 250<_PG<300, D: PG?300 (mg/dl)) and into 4 groups
withHbAlc (a: HbAlc<10, b: 10<_HbAic<ll, c: 11<_HbAic<12, d:
HbAlc>_12 (%)). In 108 patients, their mean VEGF was 67.2±48.0
(mean±SD) pg/ml, PG was 178±81 mg/dl, HbAIc was 8.9±2.1 %,
respectively. In group A (n=71)/ B (20)/ C (7)/ D (10), their VEGF levels
were 58.8±37.8/ 76.9±45.8/ 63.9±35.1/ 110.6±90.2, respectively.
VEGF level in group D was significantly higher than in group A
(p=0.014). In group a (n=80)/ b (13)/ c (9)/ d (6), their VEGF levels
were 60.6±39.3/ 58.5±40.4/ 88.8±38.8/ 142.3±100.9, respectively.
VEGF level in group d was significantly higher than in group a
(p=0.0006) and in group b (p=0.003). These results suggest that
hyperglycemia (PG >_ 300 mg/d[ or HbAt c _> 12%) may up-regulate
VEGF levels in vivo and influence diabetic complications.

1576
ENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION IN IDDM IS ASSOCIATED WITH LOW
CONCENTRATION OF ACTIVE TRANSFORMING GROWTH FACTOR-p.
DR. Meekinga, M.H. Cummingsa, J.R Crookb, S. Thomec, A. Donalde, P.

Clarkson, J.E. Deanfieldc, G.F. Wattsd, K.M. Shawa. aDepartment of Diabetes,
Queen Alexandra Hospital, Portsmouth,UK., bCoronary Artery Disease Research
Group, St George's Hospital, London, UK., Cardiothoracic Unit, Great Ormond
Street Hospital for Children, London, UK. and dDepartment of Medicine, University
of Western Australia, Perth, Western Australia.

Low levels of active transforming growth factor-13 (active TGF-(3) have been
observed in non-diabetic patients with advanced atherosclerosis and it has been
proposed that active TGF-(3 might be a key inhibitor of atherogenesis. Since
endothelial dysfunction is an early event in atherosclerosis, we hypothesised
that low levels of active TGF-(3 might be associated with increased endothelial
dysfunction in patients with IDDM. To test this hypothesis, we measured
responses of the brachial artery to flow-mediated dilation (FMD) and to 400
.tg sublingual glyceryl trinitrate (causing endothelium-dependent and
endothelium-independent dilation respectively) using a high-resolution
ultrasound technique in 31 patients [17 males, 14 females; age 38.5 ± 2.1 yr
(mean ± SEM); duration of diabetes 27.6 ± 1.5 yr; HbAl 10.1 ± 0.4 %; total

cholesterol 5.3 ± 0.2 mmol 1 -1 ; triglyceride 1.8 ± 0.2 mmol 1-1 ; HDL-

cholesterol 1.3 ± 0.1 mmol l-1 , urine albumin/creatinine ratio 25.5 ± 7.0 pmo]

1.1 . Active TGF-f3 was measured by ELISA. FMD response was 103 ± 0.6 %,
GTN response was 116.8 t 1.8 %. Active TGF-13 concentration was 4.61 ±
0.53 ng.nil' There was a positive correlation between active TGF-(3
concentration and endothelium-dependent flow-mediated dilation (FMD = 101
+ 0.417,TGF -(3, r = 0.36, p < 0.05) but not endothelium-independent dilation
(p = 0.27) nor other biochemical parameters. In conclusion, these preliminary
data suggest that low levels of active TGF-(3 are associated with impaired
endothelial response in Type 1 diabetes.



1577
STUDIES OF PLASMA ECMR-III(CD44) AND PECAM-1 (CD31) LEVELS
IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
T. Saika and N. Aoki.
Department of Medicine, Kinki University School of Medicine,

Osaka, Japan.

In cases of chronic diabetic complication, highly organ-specific lesions
involving endothelial cells are frequently formed. It has been demonstrated
that vascular endothelium has various function as shown by the
participation in the blood coagulation-fibrinolysis system, lipid metabolism,
vasodilation, vasoconstriction and the immune system. As the cause of
diabetic microangiopathy, adhesion molecules derived from vascular
endothelial cells is drawing attention. In this study, plasmaECMR-III (CD44)
and PECAM-1 (CD31) levels in diabetic patients were measured using
ELISA kits, and the relation of these factors with microangiopathy was
examined. Plasma CD44 level (Mean±SD, ng/ml) in 69 diabetic patients
was 1.92±0.72 which was significantly higher than 1.22±0.18 in healthy
subjects (P<0.05). Plasma CD31 level in diabetic patients was 6.04±1.73,
which was not significantly different from 6.80±1.02 in healthy subjects.
Plasma CD44 level in the microangiopathy group of diadetics was 1.92±
0.66. Itwas 1.84 ± 0.76 in diabetics without microangiopathy. There was no
significant difference between these two groups. However, plasma CD44
level in the macroalbuminuria group was 2.34±0.96, which was significantly
elevated when compared with 1.70±0.31 in the normoalbuminuria group
(P<0.001) and 1.80±0.33 in the microalbuminuria group (P<0.05). Plasma
CD44 level in diabetic patients did not show any significant difference with
the states of diabetic control and therapeutic methods. The level did not
correlate with any of BMI, total cholesterol, HDL-C, Lp(a), and RLP-C.
Involvement of CD44 in the development and progress of microangiopathy
in diabetic patients was suggested.
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EVIDENCE FOR A DIRECT IN VIVO EFFECT OF INSULIN ON
ENDOTHELIAL CONSTITUTIVE NITRIC OXIDE-SYNTHASE
T. Monauni, L. Bertolini, A. Cretti, V. Cacciatori, M. Muggeo, E. Bonora and
R.C. Bonadonna. Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Verona, Italy.

Insulin (I) augments endothelium(E)-dependent vasodilation induced by
muscarinic (M) agonists, a finding interpreted as a proof that I stimulates
endothelial constitutive nitric oxide (NO)-synthase (cNOS). However, I could
do so also by acting at some point in the M-receptor-signal transduction
pathway upstream to cNOS. We studied 7 (6 males, 1 female) young,
healthy subjects with the forearm (F) perfusion technique and assessed the
F blood flow (FBF, measured by Cardio-Green dilution) responses to graded
intra-arterial (i.a.) doses of the M-agonist acetylcholine (ACH, 3, 9 and 30
pg/min/kg of F), of bradykinin (BK, 40, 120 and 400 ng/min/kg of F), which
activates endothelial cNOS through a receptor and a transduction pathway
completely independent of ACH, and of sodium nitroprusside (SNP, 1, 3,
and 10.tg/min/kg of F), an NO donor, during the i.a. infusion of both saline
(SLN) and I, the latter at a dose designed to raise local I concentrations to
-500 pmol/I with no systemic effects. Hyperinsulinemia enhanced both ACH
(63.9±8.3, 115±19, 192±33 vs 52±11, 81.2±13, 171±21 ml/min/kg of F,
p<0.01 by ANOVA, I vs SLN dose-response) and BK (81.3±14, 118±19,
159±13 vs 50±11, 99±20, 136±27 ml/min/kg of F, p<0.05 by ANOVA, I vs
SLN dose-response), but not SNP (45.6±5.5, 65.9±5.5, 107±11 vs 42.9±7,
64.2±11, 93.6±10 ml/min/kg of F, p=n.s. by ANOVA, I vs SLN dose-
response) effects on FBF. Identical patterns were observed when the dose-
responses of FBF, expressed as % increases over baseline, and of F
vascular resistance were examined. CONCLUSION: Since I improves the
vasodilatory effects of both ACH and BK, which converge on endothelial
cNOS through two completely independent transduction pathways, but not
of SNP, which directly releases NO, these data are most consistent with a
direct in vivo effect of I on endothelial cNOS.

1579
GLUCOSE-DEPENDENT RESPONSE OF RETINAL

ENDOTHELIAL CELLS TO GROWTH FACTORS RM Knott, M

Robertson, E Muckersie and JV Forrester. Department of
Ophthalmology, University Medical Buildings, Foresterhill, Aberdeen, AB9
2ZD

Clinical studies have demonstrated that the onset and progression of
diabetic retinopathy (DR) is influenced by the glucose control of the

patient. DR is characterised by the co-existence of impaired cell growth
and excessive cell proliferation and we wished to determine the effect

that glucose has upon these parameters. Bovine retinal endothelial cells

(BREC) were exposed to a range of glucose concentrations from 0 - 25
mmol/l. The level of DNA synthesis and cell number was then
determined using pulse labelling with tritiated thymidine and a Coomasie

blue dye based assay respectively. The level of DNA synthesis declined
significantly as the concentration of glucose increased. This effect was
shown to be dependent upon the presence of TGF-(3 and was mediated
by a PKC dependent pathway. Furthermore, in the presence of glucose
(5mmol/1), insulin failed to increase DNA synthesis in BREC while in its
absence, insulin readily induced DNA synthesis. A similar loss of IGF-1

mediated DNA synthesis was observed in the presence of 5 mmol/l
glucose. Thus, glucose impairs DNA synthesis via a TGF-(3 mediated
mechanism and also renders BREC less responsive to the growth factors

IGF-1 and insulin. This suggests that antagonistic effects of TGF-(3 and
insulin/IGF-1 can be induced in BREC which is dependent upon the

concentration of glucose that the cells are exposed to.

1580
IMPAIRED ENDOTHELIUM DEPENDENT DILATATION IN AFRICAN
AMERICAN SUBJECTS MAY CONTRIBUTE TO INSULIN RESISTANCE
D. Perregaux, S. Rao, A. Chaudhuri, A. Airen, B.H. Sung, M.F. Wilson and P.
Dandona. State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York.

Impairment of endothelium dependent NO mediated dilatation has been shown in
insulin resistant states. It has been postulated that this defect might contribute to
the decreased insulin sensitivity by altering the supply of insulin and substrate to
the tissues. As the incidence of insulin resistance is high in the African American
we have studied the dilatory response of the brachial artery following forearm
ischemia, a response that is endothelium dependent and NO mediated, in a
healthy subset of this population. Sixteen normotensive African Americans, age
20-47 years, with fasting blood glucose of 77 ± 10 mg/dl, total cholesterol 120.1 ±
31 mg/dl and twenty two age matched Caucasians were investigated. Ischemia
was induced by inflating a cuff over the arm to a pressure of 40 mm of Hg over
systolic for 5 minutes. Doppler ultrasonography (using Acuson 128XP1 0
ultrasonograph with 7.5 Mhz linear array transducer) was used to measure
brachial artery diameter and blood flow velocity at 15 seconds and 45-60 seconds
following deflation. Dilatation and hyperemia were defined as the percentage
increase over basal diameter and percentage of basal flow respectively.
Postischemic median dilatation was 0% (range 0-3.14%) in African Americans
and 4.42% (range 4.42-8.70%) in Caucasians (p<0.05). Six out of 16 African
Americans as compared to 4 out of 22 Caucasians did not dilate following
ischemia (0%) (x2=4.39, p<0.04). Hyperemic response was less than 300% in 5
out of 16 African Americans as compared to 1 out of the 22 Caucasians (p<0.05).
We conclude that vasodilatation and hyperemic response to ischemia is
decreased in a significant number of African Americans who are also likely to be
more insulin resistant. An impairment in endothelium dependent NO generation
may contribute to the insulin resistance, hypertension and vascular disease in this
population.
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TROGLITAZONE INHIBITS PROLIFERATION OF MICROVASCULAR
ENDOTHELIAL CELLS: IMPLICATIONS FOR DIABETIC RETINOPATHY
S. Danehower, A. Proia, B. Gordon, J. Barnard, S. Witherspoon and L. Ross.
GlaxoWellcome, Inc., Research Triangle Park, USA
We examined the effects of troglitazone, a novel member of the thiazolidinedione
class of oral antidiabetic drugs, on microvascular endothelial cells from human and
murine tissues. Thiazolidinediones have been shown in adipocytes to activate
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor y (PPAR y), a member of the nuclear
receptor superfamily of ligand activated transcription factors believed to play a
role in the regulation of lipid metabolism. Adipose tissue, one of the target tissues
of troglitazone, is highly vascularized but endothelial cell sensitivity has not been
examined previously. We discovered that PPAR y is constitutively expressed in
human and murine microvascular endothelial cells (MVEC), and that 20 .tM
troglitazone will upregulate the expression of PPARy. We sought to determine if
there was a corresponding phenotypic change. Human MVEC treated with
troglitazone in vitro were growth inhibited by 29.2-36.8% at 1 µM and 48.7-59%
at 20 pM twenty four hours post treatment. By contrast, large vein human
umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) and marine MVECs were not
significantly growth inhibited with 1 µM troglitazone. There was, however,
significant inhibition at higher concentrations (37% and 34% at 10 µM
respectively). There was no decrease in cell viability at concentrations up to 20
µM, the highest dose tested. Based on the in vitro results, we performed
experiments to determine if troglitazone would inhibit angiogenesis in a rat corneal
angiogenesis wounding model. There was no significant change in angiogenesis at
the doses tested (150 mg/kg and 500 mg/kg) in this rat model, but based on the
proliferation results this model may not be predictive of effects on human
vasculature. Troglitazone has a direct effect on human microvascular endothelial
cells, both upregulating PPAR y mRNA and inhibiting cell growth in vitro. These
effects may possibly result in a decrease of pathological angiogenesis and a delay
in the onset of proliferative retinopathy in diabetic patients.

1582
INSULIN-MEDIATED GLUCOSE UPTAKE IN NIDDM: METABOLIC
PARAMETERS AND ENDOTHELIAL FUNCTION.
M. Sambataro, E. Brocco, A. Carraro, M. Trevisan, A. Sfriso, M. Maioli, G.
Tonolo, P. Fioretto, G. Pacini, G.Crepaldi, and R. Nosadini. CAD Portoviro
(RO) Italy, University of Padua, University of Sassari, Institute of Systems Science
and Biomedical Engineering (LADSEB-CNR), Padua, Italy.
Introduction. It is well known that insulin resistance is a typical feature of
non insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). Insulin resistance is
worsened in microalbuminuric (>30µg/min) hypertensive (AER+) with
respect to normoalbuminuric normotensive (AER-) NIDDM patients.
However, if this phoenomenon is due to an endothelial dysfunction, i.e.
an altered insulin transcapillary passage from the blood flow to the
interstitial space, or to an impaired intracellular insulin action is not
known. Aim and Subjects (i) to quantify insulin resistance parameters in
11 AER+ and 23 AER- well matched NIDDM patients (age 59±2 vs.
59±lyr; BMI 29±2 vs. 29±1 kg/m2); (ii) to correlate insulin resistance
with endothelial function evaluated by von Willebrandt factor (vWF).
Methods. Insulin sensitivity (SI) was obtained by the minimal model
method after an i.v. glucose test, and vWF by ELISA. Disposition index
(DI) was calculated as the product between SI and the suprabasal area
under the insulin curve during first 10 min. Results Basal insulin (Ib) was
66±12(SE) pM in AER- and 102±12 in AER+ (p<0.02). Basal glucose
(Gb) was 7.4±0.7 mM in AER- and 11.8±0.9 in AER+ (p<0.005). SI
was 0.25±0.07 10 -4miri VpM in AER- and 0.08±0.02 in AER+
(p<0.032). DI was 0.22±0.006 in AER- and 0.01 ±0.002 in AER+
(p<0.04). vWF was unchanged in the two groups (140±9 vs. 169±13%)
and did not correlate with SI or DI (p>0.2). Conclusions (i) SI is impaired
in all diabetic patients, and this impairment is more enhanced in AER+; (ii)
the variability of endothelial status, in basal conditions, does not suggest
that reduced insulin-mediated uptake of glucose is due to an impaired
capillary permeability to insulin; (iii) a metabolic intracellular defect, more
evident in AER+ than in AER-, can alternatively explain some
components of insulin resistance in NIDDM.

1583
EFFECTS OF TROGLITAZONE ON EXPRESSION OF PEROXISOME
PROLIFERATOR ACTIVATED RECEPTOR y IN ENDOTHELIAL CELLS
L. Ross, S. Witherspoon, J. Barnard and S. Danehower
Glaxo Wellcome Inc., Research Triangle Park, USA
We have examined the in vitro effects of troglitazone, a member of the
thiazolidinedione class of oral antidiabetic drugs, on growth and gene expression in
human and marine microvascular endothelial cells (HMVEC and MMVEC),
human large vein umbilical endothelial cells (HUVEC) and murine heart
endothelial cells (MHEC) to explore possible beneficial effects of troglitazone in
microvascular complications of non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM).
Troglitazone is being developed as a treatment for NIDDM, as it improves
sensitivity to insulin and reduces plasma glucose and lipid levels. The antidiabetic
effects of troglitazone correlate with effects upon the peroxisome proliferator-
activated receptor y (PPARy), a member of the steroid/ retinoid/ thyroid hormone
receptor family of ligand-activated transcription factors. We have obtained and
characterized HMVEC, MMVEC, HUVEC and marine MHEC. Administration of
20 pM troglitazone for eight days results in a 2.1 +/- 0.3 fold induction of PPARy
mRNA in HMVEC (n=5), a 1.4 fold induction in MMVE cells, and a 3.7 fold
induction in MHEC, but does not upregulate PPARy expression in HUVEC.
Induction of adipocyte binding protein 2 (aP2) mRNA, an intracellular lipid binding
protein, was also examined, since it has been shown by other investigators that
transcription of aP2 can be regulated by the PPARy gene in adipocytes and
fibroblasts. Following eight days of treatment with 20 pM troglitazone, aP2 is
induced 5.8+/-2.5 fold in HMVEC and 4.9 fold in MHEC while no induction is
observed in HUVEC or in MMVEC. Induction of aP2 mRNA is not observed in all
endothelial cell types in which PPARy mRNA is induced by troglitazone treatment,
suggesting that transcriptional regulation of aP2 by PPARy may be cell type
specific, or that other factors influence expression of aP2. There may also be organ
or tissue specific endothelial cell differences to the effects of troglitazone, since
IIMVEC and MMVEC both upregulate PPARy, while HUVEC are not responsive.

1584
ACUTE HYPERGLYCEMIA REDUCES NITRIC OXIDE AVAILABILITY IN
MAN.
R. Marfella, L. Coppola, C. La Marca, F. Turano, F.
Saccomanno, F. D'Onofrio and D. Giugliano. Department of
Geriatrics, Second University of Naples, Naples, Italy

The Am of this study was to investigate whether the
increase in vascular tone induced by acute hyperglycemia
in man is related to reduced nitric oxide (NO)
availability. Acute hyperglycemia (15 mmol/L) was induced
in 12 healthy subjects. Systolic (8+3 mmlig, mean+SE) and
diastolic (5+2 mmHg) blood pressure and heart rate (6+3
beats/min) showed significant (p<0.05-0.001) increments
starting from 30 min of hyperglycemia; leg blood flow in
the femoral artery decreased at 60 and 90 min (-91+23
ml/min, p<0.05). Platelet aggregation response to ADP
(9+31) and blood viscosity (0.7+0.2 centipois) also
showed significant increments during acute hyperglycemia
(p<0.05). The infusion of L-arginine (I g/min), the
natural precursor of NO, in the last 30 min of the
hyperglycemic clamp completely reversed all hemodynamic
and rheologic changes brought about by hyperglycemia.
Neither the infusion of D-arginine (1 gjmin), which is
not used as substrate for nitric oxide synthase, nor L-
lysine (1 g/min), which uses the same amino acid
transport system as L-arginine does, changed the vascular
responses to hyperglycemia. Acute hyperglycemia in man
causes significant vascular changes which are reversed by
L-arginine, but not D-arginine or L-lysine. Acute
Hyperglycemia may reduce NO availability in man.
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ENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION IN NIDDM: ASSESSMENT BY L-ARGININE
AND REVERSAL BY ANTIOXIDANTS.

R. Marfella, n.. Acampora, M. Marfella, R. Giunta, F.

D'Onofrio, and D. Giugliano. Department of Geriatrics,

Second University of Naples, Naples, Italy.

L-arginine (L-AR) is the natural precursor of nitric

oxide (NO). In 20 healthy subjects (age range 20 to 37

yrs), mean blood pressure (MBP) fall to graded iv bolus

(1 to 5 g) of L-AR was maximal with the 3 g dose (7.6+1.3

mmHg, m+SD). D-arginine, which is not used as substrate

for NO synthase, did not change MBP or platelet activity;

L-NMMA (6 mg/min), an inhibitor of NO synthase, reduced

by 70% the MBP fall and the antiplatelt effect seen after

L-AR. In the whole population of healthy subjects (n=52,

20 to 89 yrs), there was an inverse relation between age

and MBP (r=-0.88) or platelet aggregation (r=-0.69,

p<0.001) changes after L-AR. The MBP decrease after L-AR

was lower in 20 NIDDM patients (47+7 yrs) than in 20

matched controls (-2.2+1.8 vs -4.8+1.2 mmHg, p<0.01).

There was an inverse relation between hemoglobin Ale and

both the MBP fall (r=-0.40) and the platelet aggregation

response (r=-0.52, p<0.01) to L-AR. Treatment with

vitamin E (600 mg/day per as) or glutathione (1200 mg/day

im) for one month ameliorated the endothelial dysfunction

seen in NIDDM patients. L-arginine test (3 g iv bolus)

may be a simple tool to assess both the endothelial

control of systemic vasodilation and platelet activity in

human diabetes and the effect of interventions.

1585
PROTECTION OF ENDOTHELIUM BY BIMOCLOMOL
(INCREASED EXPRESSION OF HEAT SHOCK, HSP-72 GENE)
A. Jednakovits, I. Kurucz, E. Hegediis and L. Koranyi. BIOREX
Research & Development Co., Veszprem, Hungary.
Bnnoclomol (BRLP-42) is a vasoprotective agent under development
by Biorex (Hungary) for the treatment of diabetic micro- and
macroangiopathy (Phase II clinical trials). In the present study the
effects of chronic Bimoclomol treatment on function and structural
properties of the arterial wall and on the expression of heat shock
protein (HSP-72) gene were investigated in insulin resistant rats. 3-
month-old male spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) were treated
with BRLP-42 (20 mg/kg/p.o.) for 1,2 and 3 months. The
endothelium-dependent relaxation by Ach showed an age dependent
decrease in preparations from SHRs. The maximal relaxing effect

achieved with 10µM Ach in rings from 4-, 5- and 6-month-old SHR

untreated animals were: 56,5±9,3; 42,9±10,4; 32,9±4,4%, reap. In
contrast vasodilator responses were significantly improved in aortic

rings of BRLP-42 treated rats (max. relaxation: 87,3±6,2; 79,9±4,6;

65,6±3,7%, p<0.05 for all). The endothelium of SHR aortas was
severely damaged, some of the cells were necrotized or ulcerized.
After BRLP-42 treatment the structure of the endothelium was intact,
cells grew over the discontinuities. With ageing and deterioration of
carbohydrate metabolism not only the endothelial dysfunction
became more pronounced but also the expression of HSP-72 was less
intensive. BRLP-42 treatment preserved the expression rate of HSP-

72 gene (p<0.05) and restored the function and morphology of aortic
endothelium.

1587

EFFECTS OF GLUCAGON ADMINISTRATION ON
MICROCIRCULATION IN DIABETES
R. KOMATSU, N. TSUSHIMA and T. MATSUYAMA
Department of Internal Medicine, National Cardiovascular Center
Hospital, Osaka, JAPAN
Microcirculation is very important for metabolism and

gas exchange in tissue, and microvascular diseases are
characteristic complications in patients with diabetes mellitus. It
has been reported that some rheologic abnormalities are
associated with diabetes. However it is difficult to realize the
condition of microcirculation in men. We developed an intra-
vital video-microscopic system (IVVMS) to observe
microcirculation directly on the bulbar conjunctiva. Using this
system, we investigated the effect of intravenous glucagon
administration on microcirculatory parameters such as the internal
diameter of venules, flow velocity and flow volumes in diabetic
patients. Blood viscosity and rheology factors were also
examined before and after glucagon administration. Plasma
glucose, insulin, C-peptide and cyclic-AMP were increased after
glucagon administration. The time required for erythrocytes to
pass through pores of 5 pm diameter, as well as whole blood and
plasma viscosity were decreased significantly after glucagon
administration. Flow volumes of venules were increased
significantly by glucagon. Leukocyte counts, platelet counts
and fibrinogen did not change after glucagon administration.
Changes of blood factors, such as improvement of deformability
of red blood cell or decreased viscosity, were considered to cause
increase in the blood flow. In conclusion, glucagon
administration improved blood fluidity and modified the
microcirculation in patients with diabetes mellitus.

1588
Insulin and Vasopressin Induce Vascular Endothelial Growth

Factor on Human Vascular Smooth Muscle Cells
Y. OKUDA, K. TSURUMARU, M. ASANO, Y. ASAKURA,

S. YATOH, H. SONE, S. SUZUKI, Y. KAWAKAMI, H. SUZUHI*,

K. YAMASHITA,
Inst. of Olin. Med., Univ. of Tsukuba. *Tsukuba Res Toagosei Co.,
Tsukuba, JAPAN

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a secreted mitogen for
vascular endothelial cells, and it promotes neovascularization. We

investigated how low oxygentension, pancreatic hormones and

vasoactivators could modulate the expression and production of VEGF in
human aortic vascular smooth muscle cells (SMC). Human SMC were

established from a piece of aorta obtained from non-atherogenic adult

human. Hypoxic conditions were induced using the BBL Gas Pak Plus

system at 37°C. RNAs were prepared by guanidine isothiocyanate
solubilization and centrifugation over aCsCl cushion. Ten pg of total

RNA was subjected to Northern blot analysis. Medium VEGF levels were
measured by our newly developed high sensitive enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Using rabbit anit-human VEGF/VPF

polyclonal antibody for both capture (solid) and secondary (enzyme-labeled)

antibodies. Hypoxia (0 %02) and Cobalt (10 4M) resulted in substantial

induction of VEGF transcripts at 24 hr (each, x 2.4 fold). The VEGF
production was significantly (P< 0.05) elevated (496518-76755 pg/ml) by

24h-exposure to insulin (10 1M). But glucagon (10 -6M) did not elevate

VEGF production. In addition, vasopressin (AVP) significantly

stimulated the production of VEGF in a concentration- dependent manner

(10 6-10-10M).

Our findings suggest that insulin and AVP may play a important role for
vascular remodelling by up-regulating VEGF levels of SMC.
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Aortic supersensitivity to vasoconstrictor action of phenylephrine in Zucker
diabetic fatty (ZDF) rats.
L. Caputo, T.N. Luong, F. Contard and D. Guerrier. LIPHA CRD, Lyon,
France.
The Zucker diabetic fatty (ZDF) male rat is a rodent model of NIDDM, which is
characterized by early spontaneous development of hyperglycaemia,
hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance. In the present work, we studied the
relationship between lipid profile, glucose level, microscopal vascular
morphology and arterial reactivity in male ZDF rats and their lean normal male
littermates at age 12 weeks. Arterial responsiveness to vasoactive agents
was tested on isolated thoracic aortic ring segments. The ZDF rats were
significantly obese at 12 wks of age and weighted 12% more than the lean
control animals. The obese ZDF rats were also hyperglycaemic (33.03±1.2 vs
10.09±0.14 mM, p<0.001) and hyperlipidemic (triglycerides, 6.52±0.68 vs
1.38±0.09 mM, p<0.001; cholesterol, 4.65±0.08 vs 2.28±0.03 mM,
p<0.001; HDL, 3.11±0.09 vs 1.71±0.06 mM, p<0.001; free fatty acids,
0.67±0.04 vs 0.4±0.02 mM, p<0.001, in ZDF and lean rats, respectively). No
morphological alteration of the aortic wall in both lean and ZDF rats was
observed. In isolated aortic rings, there was no difference in the
acetylcholine induced endothelium-dependent vasodilation between ZDF
and lean control rats. In contrast, the contractile capacity of the aorta in
response to phenylephrine (PE) was increased: the concentration response
curve was shifted to the left in diabetic animals (ED50: lean rats, 0.26 NM,
n=6 versus ZDF rats 0.02 NM, n=7, p<0.001). The maximum response to PE
was also enhanced in aortic rings from ZDF rats (28%±8.54, p<0.001). The
overall results indicate that prolonged hyperglycaemia in insulin-resistant 12
wks old rats does not impair aortic endothelial-dependent dilation, but
enhances vasoconstrictor responses to PE, exhibiting a change in both
sensitivity (decrease in ED50) and responsiveness (increase in maximum
response). The aortic supersensitivity to PE could precede endothelial
dysfonction and vascular morphological alterations described in type 2
diabetes with macrovascular complications.

1591
PREGNANCY INDUCED IMPROVEMENT IN VASCULAR FUNCTION
PERSISTS POSTPARTUM BUT IS REVERSED BY A HIGH FAT DIET
E. Koukkou', R. Gerber° , L. Poston', C. Lowy'.
Department of Endocrinology and Diabetes ° and Department of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology, Fetal Health Research Lab', St Thomas' Hospital, UMDS, London,
UK.

Diabetes and dyslipidaemia are both associated with vascular endothelial
dysfunction while female sex hormones, particularly oestradiol, are considered
protective of the endothelium. We have recently shown that pregnancy protects
against vascular endothelial dysfunction in diabetic rats. We have now determined
whether pregnancy induced changes persist in the puerperium and if they are
compromised by a high saturated fat diet. Mesenteric small arteries were mounted
on a small vessel myograph from the following five groups: control, STZ
diabetics fed breeding diet and STZ diabetic rats fed high saturated fat diet (16
days post partum) and virgin diabetic or virgin control rats. Endothelial function,
assessed by acetylcholine (Ach) induced relaxation, was abnormal in virgin
diabetic rats compared with virgin controls (77±5% reduction of noradrenaline-
induced constriction, n=6 v 90±3% n=13, p<0.01). In the diabetic rats on breeding
diet postpartum the ACh induced relaxation (94±6%, n=7) was similar to both post
partum controls (92±3%, n=12) and to virgin controls. However post partum
diabetic on a high fat diet had similar ACh responses to virgin diabetic rats
(70±7%, n=4). Thus, the protective effect of pregnancy persists post partum, but is
abolished in animals on high fat diet.

1590
MICROCIRCULATORY EFFECTS OF HYPERGLYCEMIC SPIKE
IN HEALTHY SUBJECTS AND DIABETIC PATIENTS.
C. LE DEVEHAT 1 ; T. KHODABANDEHLOU2 ; H. ZHA03 , M. VIMEUX 1

'Service de Diabetologie,Endocrinologie,Nutrition, Centre I-(ospitalier 58000
NEVERS France - 2Unite de Recherches d'Hemorheologie Clinique, Centre
Hospitaher 58000 NEVERS France

The present work aimed to assess the direct and immediate effects of
acute hyperglycemia on cutaneous blood flux and tissue oxygenation in 10
insulin dependent diabetic (IDDM) patients and 5 healthy control subjects.
Investigations were performed by means of GCIIS Biostator allowing the
control of blood glucose level. In fact, blood glucose level was first normalized
(<1 10 g/1), then increased to a value within 2.5 g/1 and 3.0 g/1 and maintained
at this value during 1 hour. Microcirculatory cutaneous blood flux and
vasomotion amplitude and frequency were measured by a laser doppler
fluxmeter (PF4 Perimed, Sweden) on the dorsum of the big toe at skin
temperature before, during and after an arterial occlusion (200 mmHg during
3 minutes), during both normoglycemta and hyperglycemia. The
transcutaneous oxygen pressure (TcP02) was measured at the same time by
an Oxymonitor SM 361 (Hellige, France) on the first intermetatarsal space on
the dorsum of the foot heated at 44°C Acute hyperglycemia resulted in an
increase in microcirculatory basal flux and vasomotion in IDD patients. The
increase persisted despite normalization of the glycemia No change was
observed in control subjects.
At normoglycemia, IDDM patients showed an increased duration of reactive
hyperaemia, which was further increased as a result of the acute
hyperglycemia. Furthermore, acute hyperglycemia was accompanied by a
decrease in TcP02 in IDDM patients. It is concluded that the acute
hyperglycemia leads to functional microcirculatory alterations in IDDM
patients.
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PLASMINOGEN ACTIVATOR INHIBITOR-1 ACTIVITY AND INSULIN
RESISTANCE IN 70-YEAR OLD MEN
L. Byberg, A. Siegbahn*, R. Reneland, H. Lithell. Departments of Geriatrics and
Clinical Chemistry*, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.
Increased levels of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PM-1) has been discussed as
a part of the insulin resistance syndrome and has been suggested to be the link
between insulin resistance and cardiovascular disease. It is however not clear
whether the relationship between PAI-I and insulin resistance is independent or
mediated by increased triglycerides levels. The aim of this study was to investigate
if PM-I activity is associated with insulin sensitivity independent of serum
triglycerides (sTG) and of potential confounders. 871 men aged around 70,
participants of a cohort study undergoing extensive metabolic investigations, had
blood samples taken for determination of PAI-1 activity. Insulin sensitivity was
determined by the euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp procedure. In multivariate
correlation and regression analyses, insulin sensitivity was a statistically
significant determinant of PAI-I activity (partial r=-0.14; p<0.001), independent
of sTG, BMI, waist-hip ratio (WHR), systolic and diastolic blood pressure (BP),
and treatment with lipid- and BP-lowering drugs. Levels of sTG was also
independently related to PM-1 activity (partial r=0.17; p<0.001). The
relationships between PM-1 and insulin sensitivity and sTG were not changed by
fasting glucose levels. Men with IGT and NIDDM (prevalence: 13 and 15%,
respectively) had higher PAI-1 activity than men with NGT, also after adjustment
for insulin sensitivity, sTG, BMI, WHR, blood pressure, medications, and fasting
glucose. Increasing number of risk factors associated with the insulin resistance
syndrome increased the activity of PAI-1 in men with NGT. The odds ratio for
having angina pectoris (prevalence: 14%) was 1.42 (p<0.001) for each increase of
one standard deviation in PAI-1 activity. We conclude that PAI-1 activity is
related to insulin sensitivity and serum triglycerides, independent of each other and
of other potential confounders, and that incresed levels of PAT-1 should be regarded
as a component of the insulin resistance syndrome.

1593
EVALUATION OF HYPERCOAGULABLE STATE IN DIABETIC SUBJECTS

WITH AND WITHOUT RETINOPATHY
A. Sobol, Laboratory of Haemostatic Disorders, Diagnostics Dept., Medical
University of Lodi, Lodi, Poland.

The significance of haemostatic abnormalities in the pathogenesis of diabetic
retinopathy is not clear. The aim of this study was to evaluate the potential
hallmarks of hypercoagulable state in insulin dependent (IDDM) diabetics. The
study was carried out in 50 well-controlled diabetics (aged 33.3±9.4 yrs) divided
into: group A (22 patients with retinopathy; 12 M and 10 F; mean duration of
diabetes 13.6±7.0 yrs) and group B (28 patients without any diabetic
complications, 16 M and 12 F, mean duration of diabetes 5.4±1.3 yrs). Apart
from that, a randomized group of 25 IDDM patients have been examined as a
group C (aged 35.8±7.5, 7 M and 18 F, mean duration of diabetes 9.9 ± 5.0 yrs).
The control group consisted of 22 well-matched healthy individuals (aged
32.3±5.2 yrs). All the subjects had the platelet count, activated partial
thromboplastin time (APTT), prothrombin time, fibrinogen, euglobulin clot lysis
time before and after venous occlusion, activity of antithrombin III (ATIII), the
level of thrombin-antithrombin III complexes (TAT), D-dimers, fibrin(ogen)
degradation products (FDP) plasma concentrations assessed. Results: There
was no significant difference between the patients from group A or B. All
diabetic patients (group A+B) showed significantly increased platelet count
(353,800±112,100 vs 253,000±44,000/mm 3 in controls; p<0.001), poor
fibrinolytic response to venous occlusion (114.3±60.5 vs 43.0±18.0 min in
controls; p<0.001). Other haemostatic parameters in diabetic patients did not
differ significantly from the controls. Patients from group C revealed significant
elevation in plasma fibrinogen concentration compared to groups A and B, and
the controls (333.4±103.4 vs 253.2±65.0 in groups A and B, and vs 263.0±32.0
mg/dl in controls; p<0.01). In conclusion, patients with well-controlled IDDM
showed no symptoms of hypercoagulability, whether they had retinopathy or
not. Therefore, it is possible that diabetic retinopathy is not always associated
with hypercoagulable state. The results may encourage the revision of the views
on the pathogenesis and treatment of diabetic retinopathy.
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1594
NO IMPROVEMENT IN FIBRINOLYSIS AFTER STARTING INSULIN
TREATMENT IN NIDDM PATIENTS WITH INSUFFICIENT
GLYCAEMIC CONTROL.
J.W. van der Beek-Boter, P.H.E.M. de Meijer, C. Kluft*, A.E. Meinders.
Department of General Internal Medicine, Leiden University Hospital and
*Gaubius Laboratory TNO-PG, Leiden, The Netherlands.
Fibrinolytic activity is reduced in non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(NIDDM). Since disturbances in fibrinolysis are important in the pathogenesis of
cardiovascular disease, this reduction might be responsible for the increased
cardiovascular risk in NIDDM patients. The aim of our study was to assess
fibrinolysis in NIDDM patients with poor glycaemic control and to investigate if a
relation with improved control during insulin could be found. Seventeen NIDDM
patients (10 F, 7 M, age 60.0 ± 11.2 y, diabetes duration 10.6 ± 6.6 y) with
insufficient control during maximum sulphonylurea were treated with insulin.
Variables of glycaemic control (HbAlc and fasting blood glucose) were collected
before and after six months of insulin treatment, as were variables of fibrinolysis
(plasminogen activator inhibitor I (PAI-1), tissue type plasminogen activator
(t-PA) antigen, t-PA activity and Von Willebrand factor (VWF)). Fasting blood
glucose decreased from 13.7 ± 2.0 (SEM) to 9.9 ± 0.8 mmol/l (p=0.001),
HbAlc from 10.3 ± 0.3 to 8.6 ± 0.2% (p<0.0001). Body weight increased
from 77.6 ± 4.6 to 82.0 ± 4.9 kg (p<0.0001), body mass index (BMI) from
27.4 ± 1.4 to 29.4 ± 1.4 kg/m2 (p<0.0001). At baseline PAI-1 was positively
correlated with body weight (r=0.39, p=0.04) and BMI (r=0.41, p=0.03);
changes in these variables were not correlated with changes in PAI-1. PAI-1 was
negatively correlated with tPA-activity at baseline (r=-0.71, p <0.0001) and after
insulin (r=-0.75, p<0.001) and positively with I-PA antigen (r=0.46, p=0.01
and r= 0.57, p=0.02, respectively). Fibrinolysis variables did not improve: PAI-
1 65.7 ± 9.4 to 55.7 ± 9.7 ng/nil, I-PA antigen 13.5 ± 1.4 to 13.1 ± 1.4 ng/ml
and t-PA activity 0.58 ± 0.11 to 0.75 ± 0.12 lU/ml (all NS). VWF, however,
increased from 148.2 ± 10.9 to 161.9 ± 13.4% (p=0.005).
Conclusion: Our results did not show an improvement in fibrinolysis during
insulin treatment, despite a significant improvement in glycaemic control.

1595
FIBRINOGEN IN TYPE II DIABETES: CORRELATION WITH
METABOLIC CONTROL. EFFECT OF BEZAFIBRATE.
J. Libman, M. Polenta, G. Bessone and A. M. Librran.
University of Rosario, Rosario, Argentina.

Different studies have shown a strong and independent
relation between fibrinogen (F) levels and the incidence
of arterial disease (AD), that is more severe and
frequent in DM. This study was performed in order to
measure F (immunoturbidimetric method) in patients with
NIDDM (N = 104, AGE 54±8, 45 M and 59 F) and in controls
(C) (N = 82, AGE 57±7, 35 M and 47 F), assess its
relationship with metabolic control (MC) and other risk
factors and the effect of Bezafibrate (BZ). ANOVA and
multiple regression were used for statistical analysis.
Significant differences were observed between C and
NIDDM with and without AD (249.8 ± 39.5 vs. 319.4 ± 41.6
vs 285.7 ± 45.2 mgs/dl, p--0.01). Multivariate analysis
with F as dependent variable showed that age,	 BMI,
fructosamine, HbA1, LDL and TGC contributed to 	 the
regression, with a stronger relation for the group with
AD (R' = 0.41) than without AD (R 2 = 0.27). BZ (N = 24)
lowered F from 301.5 ± 37.8 to 255.4 ± 30.6 rugs (p-0.01)
It is concluded that F increases in NIDDM, even more
in the presence of AD, that it is influenced by MC and
may decrease with BZ.
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INTERCELLULAR ADHESION MOLECULE -1 AS A PREDICTOR OF
VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS IN DIABETES MELLITUS

aEB Jude, 'MJ Young, 'CA Abbott, bj Bennett, 6R Aboygunratne, bJT
Douglas, 'ATM Boulton
'Department of Medicine/Diabetes and bDepartment of Vascular Biology,
Manchester Royal Infirmary, Oxford Road, Manchester, U.K.

Diabetes mellitus has been described as a metabolic syndrome with
vascular atherothrombosis being an important complication. Increased
levels of soluble intercellular adhesion molecule - 1 (5ICAM-1) have
been described in diabetes mellitus (DM). We compared sICAM-1
levels in 36 patients (17 IDDM, 19 NIDDM; 20 males, 16 females)
with 24 age matched controls (C). All diabetic patients were then
followed up over a five year period for development of vascular
complications (coronary, cerebral and peripheral) which occurred in 11
patients (B) (6 coronary, 3 cerebral, 2 peripheral vacular disease).
sICAM-1 levels at baseline were significantly elevated in patients who
later developed atherothrombosis (299 ± 32.9 ng/ml) compared to
patients without manifest vacular disease (A) (243 + 58.2 ng/ml)
(p<0.005). sICAM-1 levels in A vs C was not significant. At 5 year
follow-up the sICAM-1 levels were still significantly elevated in A vs B
(361 + 88.2 ng/ml vs 435 +_ 92.7 ng/ml; p=0.001).There was no
difference between diabetic groups for HbAle and cholesterol and
sICAM-1 levels between C and IDDM and NIDDM at baseline.. This
study thus shows that diabetic patients with elevated sICAM-1 levels
are more prone to develop vascular complications and possible future
therapy could be targetted against sICAM-1.

1597
INCREASED FIBRINOGEN SYNTHESIS IN TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS
WITHOUT VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS.
R. Barazzoni, M. Zanetti, G. Davanzo, M. Vettore, E. Kiwanuka, P.
Carraro', A. Tiengo, and P. Tessari. Dept. of Metabolic Diseases and
'Dept. of Laboratory Medicine, University of Padova, Italy.
Whether fibrinogen synthesis is increased in non insulin-dependent
diabetes (NIDDM), even without micro- and macrovascular complications,
is not known. Therefore, we have measured fibrinogen fractional IFSR)
and absolute (ASR) synthetic rates in 6 male NIDDM patients (age: 45 ± 5

yrs [mean ± SE); duration of disease: 11 ±3 yrs; HbA,c: 10.1 ± 1 %) under
spontaneous hyperglycemia after the overnight fast, and in 7 controls (C,
6M/1 F), matched for age, physical activity, alcohol and smoking habits (all
subjects non-smokers). FSR was determined using a precursor-product
model with i.v. radioactive leucine infusion. ASR was calculated from FSR,
measured plasma fibrinogen concentration and estimated plasma volume.
Absence of micro- and macrovascular complications was assessed with
clinical, instrumental and laboratory data. NIDDM subjects had slightly
increased BMI, mean blood pressure (MBP) and triglycerides (TG) (BMI:
28.4±2.2 vs 23.1 ±0.4 kg/m 2 , p= 0.03; MBP: 105±3 vs 97 ±2 mm Hg,
p=0.04; TG: 165±31 vs 90±14 mg/dI, p=0.04 vs C). Plasma glucose
(10.3±1.1 vs 5 ±0.2 mM/liter, p<0.01), insulin (15±2 vs 8±1 pU/ml,
p<0.05) and C-peptide (1.8±0.3 vs 1.2±0.1 ng/ml, p<0.05) were
higher in NIDDM. Fibrinogen concentration was -40% greater in NIDDM
(270±28 vs 197± 14 mg/dI, p=0.0341, while FSR was comparable in the
two groups (21.9±3.6 vs 18.2 ±2.6% per day, NSI. In contrast,

fibrinogen ASR was markedly increased in NIDDM, by = 80% (1847 ±362

vs 1020± 153 mg per day, p =0.048). In summary, NIDDM patients with-

out vascular complications have increased plasma fibrinogen levels and
synthetic rates, in spite of normal FSR, suggesting that plasma levels may
not accurately reflect the extent of fibrinogen altered turnover in NIDDM.

1598
LIPID PEROXIDATION OF LDL MODULATES PLATELET ADHESION AND PLATELET

RELEASE REACTION IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
Watala C', Bonder MA 1 , Trojanowski Z 2 , Gwozdzinski K3 and Baj Z4 'Laboratory of
Haemtostatic Disorders, 22°`r Clinic of Internal Diseases and °Deparunent of
Pathophysiology, WAMLodz, and Department of Molecular Biophysics, University of
Lddz, Poland
Nonenzymatic glycosylation of platelet membrane proteins and the interactions of platelets with
nonenzymatically modified lipoproteins have been suggested to underlie the altered expression
of platelet membrane receptors and platelet hypersensitivity in diabetic subjects. We monitored
the associations between the expression of selected platelet membrane glycoproteins and the
formation of reactive oxygen species in platelet membranes, the content of lipid peroxides in
plasma LDL, membrane fluidity and the glycation of LDL and membrane proteins. We revealed
that 1/ the expressions of GPIIb-Ilia and GMP-140 were significantly enhanced in circulating
platelets (reap., p<0.035 and p< 0 01 vs. platelets of control subjects), whereas that of GPIb was
depressed (by 23%) in diabetic patients, 2/ these changes were paralleled by the significant
increases of platelet aggregates and microparticles in diabetic individuals (p< 0.025 or less)
Platelet membrane fluidity was reduced (p< 0.02), whereas the glycation of membrane proteins,
and LDL apo-B, and the content of LDL lipid peroxides increased in diabetics (p< 0.035 or less).
The generation of reactive oxygen species was increased in diabetic platelets (p< 0.04),
especially in platelets treated with phorbol myristate acetate under in vitro conditions (p<
0.005). When control platelets were incubated in serologically-matched diabetic plasmas the
expressions of platelet membrane receptors changed according to the impairments observed in
diabetic circulating platelets, and such an activation of control platelets following their incubation
in diabetic plasma was accompanied by their reduced membrane lipid fluidity (p< 0.02) The
generation of reactive oxygen species in the incubated control platelets was slightly enhanced on
average, and correlated with LDL peroxidation in diabetic plasma. We conclude that the glycation
of membrane proteins and the interactions of plasma lipoproteins with blood platelets may
coincide in affecting platelet function in diabetic patients. The altered structure of platelet
membrane-associated components might result in the impaired metabolism of platelet
arachidonate and lead to the augmented formation of reactive oxygen species in platelet
membranes. Overall, the resulting augmented platelet activation and the accelerated release of
platelet membrane microvesicles might underlie the reduced membrane lipid fluidity, and
consequently the altered expression of platelet membrane receptors in diabetes mellitus.

1599
EFFECTS OF METABOLIC CONTROL ON FASTING AND POST-MEAL
FIBRINOGEN FRACTIONAL SECRETION RATE (FSR) IN IDDM.
P. Tessari, M. Zanetti, M. Vettore, E. loci, D. Bruttomesso, R. Barazzoni.
Dept. of Metabolic Diseases, University of Padova, Italy.
Fibrinogen, a liver-synthetized, acute-phase protein which plays a key role
in thrombus formation, is often increased in poorly controlled diabetes.
Recently, isotope-determined fibrinogen FSR was found to be stimulated
by acute insulin-deficiency in IDDM subjects, while it was decreased by
insulin infusion in both IDDM and normal subjects. However, whether a
good glycemic control can normalize fibrinogen FSR in IDDM also following
a meal, is unknown. Therefore, we have studied fibrinogen FSR in five

IDDM patients (age: 35±6 yrs; BMI: 23±1 Kg/m °; sex: 4M/1F) infused

overnight with insulin to maintain blood glucose at -euglycemic values

(=120 mg/dl) and in 6-10 controls (age: 32±4; BMI: 24±1 Kg /m 2; sex:
8M /2F). All subjects were free of clinical and laboratory signs of either

micro- or marco-angiopathy, and were not smokers. The subjects were
studied both in the postabsorptive state and following the continuous
administration of a mixed meal (=11 Kcal/Kg over -4 hours). FSR was

calculated at steady-state using precursor-product relationships with i.v.

radioactive phenylalanine tracers, and estimated intrahepatic phenylalanine
SA as precursor pool. In the fasting state, fibrinogen FSR was comparable
in IDDM (18.2±1.2 percent per day) and controls (n=10) (18.4±3.9).
During the meal, the IDDM subjects were infused with stepwise i.v. insulin
to maintain blood glucose below =170 mg/dI. Post-prandial fibrinogen FSR

tended to increase in both groups (p<0.05 by ANOVA), but it was not
different between IDDM (25.3±4.5 percent per day) and controls In=5)
(36±8.6). In conclusion, a near normal glycemic control achieved by i.v.
insulin is capable to normalize fasting fibrinogen FSR in IDDM : Meal

ingestion may be associated with increased fibrinogen FSR, which is

maintained at normal values in IDDM by physiologic insulin infusion.
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INCREASED BLOOD LEVELS OF PLAThLE '-ACTIVATING FACTOR IN
INSULIN-DEPEI YENT DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH MICIOALBUMINU-
RIA.
Gruden G, Olivetti C, Montrucchio G, Lupia.E, Camussi G,
Cavallo-Perin P.
Platelet-activating factor (PAF) has potent vaso- and
glomerular permeability properties, in experimental ani-
mals. In the present study we evaluated the intravascular
levels of PAF and of its main catabolic enzyme, the PAF-
specific plasma acetyl-hydrolase, in basal conditions and
after exercise in normo- or microalbuminuric insulin-
dependent diabetic (IDD) patients and in normal subjects.
In addition, we studied the responsiveness of platelets
in platelet-rich plasma to PAF and ADP. The results
indicate that the concentration of PAF in whole blood was
significantly increased in basal conditions, during and
after the exercise in microalbuminuric, but not in nor-
moalbuminuric IDD patients or in controls (p=<0.05). In
microalbuminuric IDD patients, the levels of PAF correla-
ted with the albumin excretion rate (pre-exercise r=0.71
p=0.000, exercise r=0.64 p=0.001, post-exercise r=0.55
p=0.007). The exercise induced an hyper-responsiveness of
platelets to PAF and ADP in both normoalbuminuric IDD
patients and controls. The hyper-responsiveness of plate-
lets to ADP was abrogated by a PAF receptor antagonist,
suggesting an endogenous synthesis of PAF within plate-
lets. In contrast, an hypo-responsiveness of platelets to
PAF was found in microalbuminuric IDD patients undergoing
exercise, suggesting an "in vivo" desensitization of
platelets to PAF. These results indicate that the increa-
sed production of PAF is associated with an enhanced
glomerular permeability in microalbuminuric IDD patients.

1601
DETERMINANTS OF SERUM FIBRINOGEN LEVELS IN MALTESE PATIENTS
WITH NIDDM

A. Schranz, J. Tuomilehto, A. Laine and M. Karvonen
St. Luke's Hospital G'Mangia, National Public Health Institute, Helsinki

Serum fibrinogen (FIB) is an independent cardiovascular (CVD) risk factor, and high
FIB levels have been reported in NIDDM. The aim of the present study was to
determine the FIB levels in 431 Maltese NIDDM patients, and the effect of the age-
at-onset (ONS), the duration (DUR) of NIDDM and the glycaemic control (ELY) on
FIB. Moreover, we wanted to find out the extent to which the variation in FIB levels
in NIDDM patients are related to other CVD risk factors. The mean FIB was 363
µmoll, the 90th percentile 470, and no sex difference in FIB was found. Overall,
the following parameters contributed significantly to the variation in FIB: Age, total
cholesterol (CHOL), DUR and waist circumference. In separate models by sex,
CHOL was significant in women, and DUR in men. In patients with DUR<6 years
only CHOL and serum uric acid were related to FIB, while in patients with ONS<40
years and in normotensive patients age and BMI were related to FIB. In
hypertensive NIDDM patients treated with antihypertensives DUR, smoking and
CHOL were the strongest predictors of FIB. In obese (BMI<30) and well-controlled
(usual blood glucose <8.2) patients DUR was the most important predictor of FIB.
In conclusion, DUR is a major determinant of FIB in NIDDM. Obesity and CHOL
are other important predictors, but there seems to be a marked variation in the
relationship between FIB and CVD risk factors among various subgroups of
NIDDM. These results also suggest that it might be possible keep FIB levels in
NIDDM low by healthy life style.

1602
POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT OF GENETIC FACTOR IN PLATELET
RESPONSE ALTERATIONS IN PATIENTS WITH IDDM
'H. W. Witas,'D.Cedzyriska,'M.Rdzalski,'E.Brzeziafiska,'W.Mlynarski,
'K.Jgdrychowska-Danska, 2C.Watala and'J.Bodalski
'Molecular Biology Unit, god Clinic of Children Diseases, Institute of Pediatrics, Medical
University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland and 'Laboratory for Coagulation Disorders, Dept. of
Medical Analytics, Medical University of Lodz, Lodz,Poland
Flow cytomertic assay using anti CD41-PE, anti CD61-FITC and anti CD62-PE
antibodies (Becton Dickinson Procedure) was applied to analyze the value of
platelet parameters in 36 IDDM families (45 patients, aged: 13.8±0.6; 65 parents,
aged: 41.4±0.8; 17 healthy siblings, aged: 15.5±1.0) and 50 unrelated controls,
aged: 10.7±1.0. The following platelet parameters were investigated: %activated
platelets, %aggregates, %microparticles, medians of fluorescence intensity of anti
CD41-PE, anti CD61-FITC and anti CD62-PE (before and after thrombin
activation). We found the activation of platelets in IDDM patients to be elevated
comparing to other studied groups. The %activated platelets were as follows:
7.535±2.314 in diabetics; 1.476±0.152 in parents; 1.297±0.204 in siblings and
1.349±0.145 in control subjects. We carried out stepwise discriminant analysis of
obtained results. The highest discrepancy was found between IDDM patients and
controls (p=O. 000001) in comparison to IDDM children and their siblings
(p=0.001016) as well as IDDM patients and their parents (p=0.008479). There
was no difference between parents and siblings (p=0.169830). A control group
representing unrelated subjects is particularly well separated from other groups
what implies involvement of genetic factor(s) modifying platelet response. For
further investigation of putative influence of hereditary factors on platelet features,
16 families with at least one affected and one not affected child (control group was
excluded) were chosen for discriminant analysis. Obtained results showed highly
marked similarity between IDDM children and parents (p=0.657803) while
statistically significant separation (p=0.015581) between IDDM children and
healthy siblings was found. It seems to suggest that similarities observed between
IDDM children and their parents result from non-genetic factors (both parents and
children as well as siblings share half genes) In conclusion, the data presented above
suggest genetic factor(s) contribution in determinig some platelet properties. Age
of patient could be the additional factor which strongly affect platelet features.

Supported by KBN grant 4 P05E053 08
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PLASMA FIBRINOGEN IN A SAMPLE OF INDUSTRIAL POPULATION OF
NORTH INDIA
R Lakshmy, P Shah, KS Reddy, All India Inst Med Sci ,New Delhi, India.

Diabetes mellitus is an established risk factor for cardiovascular diseases and
part of the increased risk in diabetic patients could be related to enhanced
thrombogenic factors like fibrinogen. The aim of the present study was to
compare the fibrinogen levels between diabetics and nondiabetics in a nested
case control design from an industrial population survey. A total number of 92
subjects were sceened (47 diabetic and 45 non diabetic).
RESULTS: Mean fibrinogen levels was not significantly different in diabetics as
compared to non diabetics (2.96 t 0.463 gll vs 2.86 ± 0.479g11). A highly
significant positive correlation was observed between fibrinogen and HBA1c
levels (r = 0.35, 95% confidence limits : 0.16< R < 0.52) though no correlation
was found between fibrinogen and fasting and postload plasma glucose levels.
None of the other variables studied correlated with fibrinogen levels. We did
observe a higher fibrinogen levels in current smokers as against exsmokers
2.98 t 0.48 vs 2.68 t 0.36 gll).
CONCLUSION : Plasma fibrinogen levels in an industrial population were
studied; there was no difference between diabetic and non-diabetic samples.
Fibrinogen levels correlated with HbA1, it did not correlate with the other risk
factors for coronary heart disease.
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REVERSAL OF ERYTHROCYTE OSMOTIC FRAGILITY WITH VITAMIN E
SUPPLEMENTATION IN DIABETICS WITH MICROANGIOPATHY

N. Batch, M. Bayraktar, B. Peblivanoglu and O. Gedtlk Department of Endocrinology
and Department of Physiology, Hacettepe University Faculty of Medicine, Ankara,
TURKEY.

Free radical mechanisms are increasingly being implicated in the pathogenesis of tissue
damage in diabetes. Various sources of free radicals nary modulate oxidative stress in
diabetes, including noneezymalic glycosylation of proteins and monosaabatide
autoosidation, polyol parthway,indirect production of free radicals through cell
damage from other causes and reduced antioxidant reserve. The present study was
designed to examine the effect of antioxidant vitamin E on osmotic fragility in
human diabetic red blood cells. Two groups of noninsulm dependent diabetic
patients matched for duration of disease and metabolic control, received daily
vitamin E supplementation of 900 mg and placebo, respectively, for 6 months.
Fasting plasma glucose and hemoglobin Ar (Hb At ), postprandial plasma glucose
and erythrocyte fragility tests in the basal state and after 6 months of treatment
were measured. In the basal stage diabetic patients without microangiopathic
complications (n= 8 ) and control group consisting of healthy people (n= 8)
showed no difference in the red blood cell osmotic fragility indices (p>0.05). On
the other hand diabetic group with microvascular complications (n= 21) displayed
significantly higher ratios (p <0.05) of osmotic fragility indices compared to the
uncomplicated diabetics and healthy subjects. Glywnric indices did not show any
significant changes during study, whereas erythrocyte osmotic fragility decreased
significantly after 6 months in patients on vitamin E supplementation. The decline
in osmotic fragility indices were especially prominent at sodium chloride
concentrations greater than 0.03% (p'0.001). This study shows that red blood cell
osmotic fragility is increased in diabetic people with mieroangiopoathic
complications and is reversible by antioxidant therapy with vitamin E.

1605
Effect of glycemic control on fibrinogen plasma levels in diabetic

subjects. Relationship with 3 fibrinogen genotype.
F. Mercuri, D. Fabbro, R. Giacomello, G. Stel, C. Taboga, L.
Tonutti, G. Damante and A. Ceriello. University of Udine and Udine
General Hospital, Udine, Italy.
Recent studies demonstrate that in diabetic subjects an increase of
plasma fibrinogen level is associated with a high risk of
cardiovascular complications. Either environmental and genetic
factors contribute to the plasma fibrinogen level. Several studies
indicate a relationship between the polymorphism in the 5' region of
the b fibrinogen gene and plasma protein levels. In this study, such
kind of relationship was investigated in 25 NIDDM diabetic patients
before and after three months of intensive insulin therapy. Hind III
polymorphism was evaluated by a PCR-based technique. On the basis
of the observed allelic combination, the patients were divided into

three groups (renal: 11, a1a2 : 9, a2a2 : 5). After insulin therapy,
the improvement of glicemic control was equivalent, in terms of

HbAlc, in all the three groups (alas: from 8.7±0.5 to 6.3±0.4%;

ala2: from 9±0.4 to 6.6±0.3%; a2a2: from 9.2±0.5 to 6.4±0.3%;
M±SD). In all the three groups a fibrinogen reduction was observed.

However, this decrease was low in alas group (from 327±25.4 to

293.6±21.4 mg/dl, -11%), intermediate in ala2 group (from
377.2±22.4 to 315.2±15.2 mg/dl, -17%), and very evident in the

a2a2 group (569.6±31.2 to 412.5±22.3 mg/dl, -28%; p<0.01
between groups). These results underline a strong relationship
between fibrinogen genotypes and glycemic control in determining
plasma fibrinogen levels in diabetic patients.

Tfi7:
VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS OF DIABETES MELLITUS:
ROLE OF ANTIPHOSPHOLIPID ANTIBODIES ?
F. Galtier-Dereure, C. Biron, M. Vies, V. Bourgeois, J.F. Schved and J.
Bringer, University Hospital, Montpellier, France.

Risk factors for micro and macro vascular disease in diabetes remain
uncompletely elucidated. Antiphospholipid antibodies (APA) are thrombogenic
and arterial thrombosis and microangiopathy are described in the APA
syndrome. The purpose of this study was to determine the frequency of APA
prevalence in diabetic patients according to the presence of micro or macro
vascular complications. We studied 141 diabetic patients classified into 3
groups:rg oup1: 53 uncomplicated diabetic patients, type 1 (n=32) or type 2
(n=21);rog upjI: 37 diabetic patients with severe macroangiopathy (n=37);
group III: 51 diabetic patients with microangiopathy, either isolated
proliferative retinopathy (n=23) or clinical nephropathy (n=28); 22 non diabetic
patients served as control. APA were considered present either if lupus
anticoagulant was positive (PTTLA and Staclot LA, Diagnostica Stago,
Asnieres, France), or if anticardiolipin antibodies IgG or IgM titers were above
15 or 12.5 units/ml respectively (ELISA, quantalite ACA, Inova Diagnostics,
San Diego, USA). In group I, the prevalence of APA was comparable to that
of control patients (type I diabetes: 9.4%; type 2 diabetes: 9.5%; control group:
4.6%; p=0.76). In group II, the prevalence of APA was significantly higher
(32.4%, p=0.006 vs group I). In group III, the prevalence of APA was
increased only in patients with clinical nephropathy (32.1%, p=0.015 vs group
I), while patients with isolated retinopathy were comparable with group I
(4.3%, p=0.66). In a logistic regression analysis, independant risk factor for
macroangiopathy were age, HDL cholesterol, Lp(a) and presence of APA. We
conclude that uncomplicated diabetes does not appear to be linked with a higher
prevalence of APA. However, our results suggest that APA could play a role in
the patients'susceptibility to complications and promote the occurence of
diabetic macroangiopathy and/or nephropathy.

1607

The relationship of arterial blood pressure values with body mass index , viscosity,
fibrinogen and microalbuminuria in children with IDDM.

K.Puluroglu, A.Aydm, C.Ftctcioglu, M. Ercan,E.Adal,F.Koca .University of
lstanbul,Cen'ahpa5a Medical Faculty, Dept. of Pediatrics, Istanbul Turkey.

Arterial diastolic and systolic pressures were measured in a group of 46 type I
diabetic patients -27 females, 19 males- whose mean age was 12±2.8 years (range:6-
16 years), duration of diabetes 4±3 years (range:0.2-2years) , and glycosylated
haemoglobin value was 7.35±1.4% The results were compared to those of two
groups comprised of 29 healthy children and 32 healthy obese children .
Furthermore, the relationship of systolic and diastolic blood pressure levels in
diabetic children with biochemical factors (blood, plasma and serum viscosities;
total protein, albumin globulin, fibrinogen , haptoglobuliu, triglyccride
,HDL,LDL,VLDL values) , urinary albumin excretion and body mass index (BMI)
was studied.
1.In diabetic children , despite short duration of illness and good metabolic control,
systolic (109±13 nunHg) and diastolic (74.3±9.5 rmnl-ig) pressures of diabetic
children were higher than systolic ( 97.9±10.3 mmHg) and diastolic (66±5.6
mmHg) pressures of healthy children irrespective of age, sex and disease duration
(p<0.05 and p<0.01, respectively).
2. No significant difference was seen between the systolic and diastolic pressure
values of diabetic and obese children.
3. In the diabetic group , a positive correlation was found between BMI, viscosity
(blood , plasma and serum), total protein, albumin , and fibrinogen values and the
systolic and diastolic blood pressures, while no such correlation was present in
microalbuminuric levels.
In multiple regression analysis, increase in systolic and diastolic blood pressure
levels was found to be most closely associated with BMI , plasma viscosity and
fibrinogen.
Conclusion: The mechanism of hypertension in type 1 diabetic patients and obese
children may be the same. High BMI , plasma viscosity and I ibrinogen levels may
be forewarning signs of developing hypertension in type I diabetic children.
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ANTITHROMBIN III ACTIVITY AND LEVEL OF THROMBINOGENESIS
MARKERS WITH RESPECT TO THE DIABETIC RETINOPATHY
E. Kozek. B. Mirkiewicz-Sieradzka* and J. Sieradzki, Depts of Metabolic Diseases
& "Ophthalmology, Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland

The aim of the study was to measure the activity of antithrombin III (AT III) and
concentrations of prothrombin fragments (F1+2). thrombin-antithrombin III
complex (TAT) and D-Dimer in patients with IDDM and NIDDM, and varying
severity of diabetic retinopathy (R). The study population consisted of 89 patients
(47 IDDM, 27 NIDDM, 15 controls) AT III was determined by using Chromo Time
System, whereas F 1+2 and D-Dimer with the ELISA method. Ophthalmoscopy with
a photograph of the eye fundus was performed, and classification of retinal changes
was based upon angiography. In IDDM a significantly decreased AT III was seen in
nonproliferative mild R as compared with preproliferative R (mean 101.19, SE
5.16% and mean 136.96, SE 8.10%; p<0 05). D-Dimer was significantly increased
in preproliferative Ras compared with nonproliferative R (mean 11.84, SE 1.06 ugh
and mean 10.65. SE 0.31 ugh: p<0.05) and patients without retinopathy (mean
11.18. SE 0.54 ug/1: p<0.05). In NIDDM a significant increase was observed in
F1+2 in proliferative R as compared with nonproliferative R (mean 3.41. SE 0.86
nmol/1 and mean 1 18. SE 0.35 nmolll: p<0.05), TAT was significantly increased in
proliferative R as compared with nonproliferative R (mean 31 05, SE 16.28 ug/l and
mean 6.17_ SE 3.12 ugh: p<0.05) and patients without retinopathy (mean 8.91. SE
6.42 ugh. p<0.05). The present study demonstrates differences in the thrombophilia
pattern in IDDM vs. NIDDM. In IDDM with nonproliferative R the decreased AT III
may indicate thrombophilia as well as increased D-Dimer in IDDM with
proliferative R. In NIDDM the markers of thrombophilia may be: increased F 1+2
and TAT.
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HAEMORHEOLOGIC DETERMINANTS OF BLOOD PRESSURE REGULATION IN
OBESE NIDDM WITH HYPERINSULINAEMIA.
M. Fioravanti,N.Cerutti,S.Severgnini,M.Locatelli,N.Schifino,
E.Ferrari and S.B.Solerte ,Department of Internal Medicine
University of Pavia,Piazza Borromeo 2,27100 Pavia(Italy)
Hyperinsulinaemia may be related to hypertension and obesi-

ty in NIDDM and might alter arterial blood pressure regula-
tion by means of several haemorheological modifications. In
59 obese NIDDM(BMI>30 kg/m ),systolic(SBP)and diastolic(DBP)
blood pressure levels were determined together with fasting
and post-prandial serum insulin(FSI and PPSI:RIA procedure),
erythrocyte deformability(ED:filtration),blood viscosity(BV
at 1,200,1/200 shear-rate xl/s,HAAKE Rotovisco CV100),fibri-
nogen(FG:nephelometry)and urinary albumin(UAER:nephelometry).

Higher FSI(mean+SD:251+67 pmol/L),PPSI(1106+_202 pmol/L),BV

(19.7+2 mPas at SR 1x1/s and 4.38+0.15 mPas at 200x1/s)and

FG(459+68 mg/dL),and lower ED(1.87+ 1.21 mL/min)were found

in obese NIDDM than in non-obese NIDDM(p<0.001)and in hea-
lthy subjects(p<0.001).Significant correlations among FSI,
PPSI and haemorheologic parameters(p<0.01 vs BV,p<O.001 vs

ED)were found in these patients.Moreover,increased BV and
FG levels and reduced ED significantly correlated with DBP.
A significant increase of UAER was found in obese NIDDM with
blood rheology alterations(145+33 ug/min),in comparison with
non-obese NIDDM(39+11 ug/min,p<O.001)and healthy subjects
(6.5+3 ug/min,p<0.001). Hyperinsulinaemia may determine hae-
morheological disturbances linked to blood pressure altera-

tions in obese NIDDM.The haemorheologic mechanism of hyper-

tension in NIDDM obese can represent a high risk factor.

1610
A PROTHROMBOTIC STATE AS A RISK FACTOR PROMOTING VASCULAR
DISEASE IN IDDM AND NIDDM PATIENTS.
B. Telejko, A. Zonenberg, I. Borejszo and I. Kinalska. Department of
Endocrinology, Medical School Bialystok, Poland.

A disturbed balance between coagulation and fibrynolysis is a proposed risk
factor for accelerated atherosclerosis and vascular complications in NIDDM
patients. Its role in type I diabetes remains unclear. Therefore the aim of the study
was to estimate selected parameters of hemostasis and fibrinolysis in both types of
diabetes. The investigation was carried out in 23 IDDM patients aged 33.7 ± 11.5
ys, in 25 NIDDM patients aged 55.4 ± 8.3 ys and in 38 healthy subjects: 16 „young"
- aged 32.5 ± 13.2 ys and 22 „old" - aged 56.2 ± 9.4 ys. In all persons fibrinogen,
plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI-1) activity, glycemia, HbAlc and
microalbuminuria were determined. Plasma fibrinogen concentration was elevated
in NIDDM subjects (390.33 ± 109.03 mg/100ml vs 331.04 ± 91.73 mg/10oml in
,,old" controls), and the highest levels were noted in overweight persons (BMI > 28
kg/m2) - 403.06 ± 105.59 mg/100ml and in the group with diabetic neuropathy,
retinopathy or arterial hypertension (435.92 ± 116.89 mg/100m1 vs 336.45 ± 71.07
mg/100m1, p<0.05). Surprisingly, similar levels were found in IDDM subjects with
nephropathy (412.0 ± 82.09 mg/100 ml, p<0.05) and coronary vascular disease
(CVD) - 401.6 ± 130.79 mg/loom! vs 307.88 ± 69.19 mg/100ml, p<0.05. There
were also positive correlations between fibrinogen level and systolic blood pressure
(r-0.3413, p<0.02), diastolic blood pressure (t--0.3809, p<0.002) and
microalbuminuria (r=0.3552, p<0.05). PAI-1 activity was slightly higher in IDDM
patients than in the other groups (19.28 ± 11.9 Au/ml in IDDM and 17.34 ± 11.77
Au/miin NIDDM vs 14.62 ± 13,2 Au/mlin young" and 17.53 ± 13.46 Au/tnlin
,,old" healthy population). This increase was mostly pronounced in patients with
type I diabetes complicated with neuropathy (25.95 ± 7.21 Au/ml), nephropathy
(32.5 ± 3.87 Au/mI, p<0.02) and CVD (26.0 ± 7.0 Au/ntl). These changes were not
so evident in NIDDM subjects. Surprisingly, the highest activity of PAI-1 was found
in overweight controls (28.87 ± 6.24 Au/ml, p<0.002). It would seem that obesity
and insulin dependent diabetes are the factors also connected with the risk of a
prothrombotic state - accelerating atherosclerosis and triggering vascular
complications.

1611
NID DIABETES ASSOCIATED TO HYPERTENSION DETERMINES THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PAI-1 AND Lp(a) PLASMA LEVELS'R, Testa,
'A.R. Bonfigli, 2C. Pieri, 2 M. Marra, 3C. Sirolla, 4R. Antonicelli, 5S. Manfrini
and sl. Testa. 'Centres of Biochemistry and 2Cytology, Gerontological
Research Dept. 3Dept, of demographic and statistical studies, 4Cardiology
Dept., INRCA Ancona 5lnstitute of Internal Medicine, University of Ancona,
Italy.
A reduced fibrinolytic activity has been found in diabetes mellitus and
hypertension. In a previous work we demonstrated a negative correlation
between two fibrinolytic inhibitors, plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1)
and lipoprotein(a) (Lp(a)) plasma levels in a NIDDM population. Present
work was aimed to investigate whether other risk factors, such as
hypertension, obesity, dislipidemia and oxidative stress, may influence the
observed correlation between PAI-1 and Lp(a). 108 NIDDM patients (age
65.1±9.5 yr.) and 49 non diabetic subjects (age 66.7±8.3 yr.) were studied.
Blood concentrations of Lp(a), PAI-1 antigen and activity and the main
parameters of lipo and glycometabolic balance were determined.
Antioxidant defense was assayed as oxygen radical absorbance capacity
(ORACoH). The subjects were divided into 4 groups based on the presence
or absence of diabetes and essential hypertension. No statistical differences
among groups were found as regards BMI and cholesterol, while, as
expected, significant statistical differences between diabetic and non
diabetic subjects were found as far as triglycerides and ORAC OH are
concerned (p<0.01). Covariance analysis was performed in order to
evaluate the entity of the relationship between PAI-1 and Lp(a) in the four
groups, considering triglycerides and ORAC OH as confounding variables. We
found the F test statistically significant in evaluating the Log PAI-1/Lp(a)
plasma levels relationship among the four groups (p<0.02), while ORAC0s
and triglycerides do not influence the above relationship. Regression
analysis of Log PAI-1/Lp(a) showed a strong correlation only in hypertensive
diabetic patients (r=-0.76, p=0.00001). These results suggest a close
association between NID diabetes and hypertension in determining PAI-1
and Lp(a) relationship.
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1612
ODAGULATION PARAMETERS IN IDDM AND NIDDX4 PATIERM
WITH AND WITHO(JJ LAM COMPLICATIONS.
P.Born,P.Olbert,P.Wallisch,P.Bottermann,R.Lorenz.
II.Med.Klinik,Klinikum r.d.ISar; Technical University
of Munich, Munich, Germany.

Introduction: The role of coagulation factors in diabe-
tes and specially in the pathogenesis of late comlications
is still unclear. Therefore we measured fibrinogen,F XIII,
F VIII,vWF,TAT,AT III,PAI-1,a2 Plasmin-Inhibitor in IDDM
and NIDDM patients with and without late complications.
Subjects and methods: We investigated 11 IDDM patients
without complications (8m,3f;27+/-6 years), 9 IDDM pa-
tients with diabetic microangiopathy (6m,3f;39+/-16), 47
IDDM adulescents (29m,18f;13+/-3) and 113 age matched
controls (44m,69f;44+/-18) and 21 NIDDM with peripheral
arterial occlusive disease (PAOD) stage IIb-IV (14m,7f;
72+/-6),10 NIDDM with microangiopathy (6m,4f;67+/-8),
9 NIDDM without complications (5m,4f;57+/-14), 62 ageadap-
ted controls (20m,42f;62+/-8) and 9 non-diabetics with
PAOD (7m,2f;62+/-7) Using commercially available kits.
Results: There was a significant (p<0.05) elevation of
fibrinogen and vWF in all patient groups, but independent
from diabetes and complications. TAT was elevated only in
the IDDM groups. In IDDM correlations between HbAlc and
vWF (r=0.27; p<0.03) and a2-PI (r=0.29,p<0.02) were seen.
Conclusion: The role of coagulation parameters in diabe-
tes and its complications remains unclear. The constant
elevation of vWF and fibrinogen seen already at an early
stage may indicate alterations (at the endothelial level?)
long before of the clinical manifestation of complications.

1613
THE EFFECT OF ALPHA-LINOLENIC ACID ON COAGULATION IN JAPANESE

PATIENTS IWITH NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS

N. Tohgi, K. Koga, S. Sumita, T. Ueshima, M. Koba and S. Kikuchi. Saisei-

kai Ohmuta Hospital, Ohmuta, Japan.

We investigated the effects of supplemental dietary linseed oil,

containing the omega-3 fatty acid, alpha-linolenic acid, on

coagulation and fibrinolysis in 12 Japanese patients with non-

insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. Five grams of linseed oil

per day containing 58% alpha-linolenic acid was administered to

each patient for 2-4 weeks. Plasmin • a 2 plasmin inhibitor complex

(PPI), plasminogen activator inhibitor-I (PAI-1) and thrombin

antithrombin HI (TAT) were measured before and after the supple-

mentation period. PPI showed a significant decrease (0.62±0.18
vs. 0.48±0.1 ug/ml,p<0.01), while PAI-1 showed a decreasing trend

(59.5+34.8 vs. 35.3+20.3 ug/ml,P=0.059). There was no significant

change in TAT. These findings suggest that the change in the

omega -3 /omega-6 fatty acid ratio caused by supplementation with

linseed oil affects on coagulation and fibrinolysis.

1614
REGIONAL ADIPOSITY AND HAEMOSTATIC PROFILE IN DIABETIC

WOMEN AND WOMEN WITH NORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
RM Stoney, JD Best, KZ Walker andK O'Dea. Deakin University, Melbourne, Australia.

Women with non-insulin-dependent diabetes (NIDDM) have a greatly elevated risk
of coronary heart disease (CHD), possibly through increased formation of occlusive
thrombi. Android obesity in women appears to be an important determinant of
increased CHD risk. We therefore examined the relationship between regional
adiposity and haemostatic profile in women with well-controlled NIDDM (HbA 1 , 7.3
± 0.3%) compared to a group of normoglycaemic women matched for age and BMI.
Body composition was assessed by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry. Two regions
of interest were delineated to depict body fat distribution: an android waist (AW)
region and a gynoid leg (GL) region. Although there were no differences between
women with NIDDM and controls in either total fat mass (30.9 ± 1.5 and 32.8 ± 1.5 kg,
respectively) or lean tissue mass (39.5±0.86 and 38.3±0.63kg, respectively), differences
in regional adiposity were evident. (Data: mean ± SEM, PAI-1: geometric mean ± SEM)

NIDDM (n=45)	 Control (n=40)	 p value (t test)

age (years)	 64 ± 1	 62 ± 1	 -
BMI (kg/m2)	 29 ± 1	 29 ± 1	 -
AW/GL fat ratio	 1.07 ± 0.04	 0.75 ± 0.03	 < 0.001
PAI-1 antigen (ng/ml) 	 26.3 ± 1.2	 12.7 ± 1.2	 < 0.005
factor VII (% activity)	 115 ± 3	 110 ± 4	 n.s.
fibrinogen (g/1)	 2.92 ± 0.07	 2.88±0.07	 n.s.

Women with NIDDM had more fat mass in the AW region and less fat mass in the
GL region, thus giving a significantly higher AW/GL fat ratio. They also had higher
levels of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) antigen, suggestive of reduced
fibrinolytic activity. Elevations in fibrinogen or factor VII were not observed in
NIDDM. A significant relationship (r = 0.37, p = 0.001, Pearson's correlation) was
evident between PAI-1 antigen levels and the AW/GL fat ratio. Upper body obesity
in women with NIDDM may contribute to increased CHD risk through impaired
fibrinolysis, rather than increased tendency for thrombosis.

1615
THE EFFECT OF INSULIN AND PROINSULIN ON THE SECRETION

OF PAI-1 BY INSOLIN-RESISTANT HEPGZ CELL LINE
G. NING,C.G. LI and Y.W. PENG. Shanghai Inst ofEndocrinol,
RuiJin Hosp., Shanghai 2nd Medical University, Shanghai , China

Abstract: High plasma plasminogen activator inhibitor-I (PAT-
1) is associated with insulin resistance. The heptoma cell line
HEPG2 has been shown to synthesize PAT- 1 in response to insulin
and proinsulin. The secretion of PAT-I by insulin-resistant HEPG2
cell were evaluated after insulin , proinsulin stimulation. The
results showed that:@PAI-1 secretion levels from insulin-resistant
HEPG2 cells were not significantly different from those observed
with control cells . OO The levels of PAI-1 by insulin-resistant
HEPG2 cells is higher than by control HEPG2 cells after
stimulation of insulin or proinsulin. In the present of 10 -4M
metformin the over stimulation effect of insulin and proinsulin on
insulin-resistant HEPG2 cells were abolished. The results indicated
that: In insulin-resistant HEPG2 cells,PAI-1 plasma levels are
largely increased after stimulation of insulin or proinsulin.
Metformin inhibites the insulin and proinsulin mediated PAI-1 over
synthesis.
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EFFECT OF TROGLITAZONE ON PLASMINOGEN
ACTIVATOR INHIBITOR ON (PAI-1)
V Fonseca, T Reynolds, D Hemphill, C Randolph,T Valiquett,
J Graveline, and L Fink. Univ of AR for Med Sciences, Little
Rock, AR, USA, Parke-Davis USA and Sankyo USA.
NIDDM is associated with impaired fibrinolysis which may
contribute to the increased incidence of cardiovascular
disease. Plasma concentrations of plasminogen activator
inhibitor (PAI-1) are elevated in patients with NIDDM and
correlate with hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance. We
measured plasma PAI-1 antigen concentrations in two groups
of patients participating in two clinical trials with the "insulin
sensitizer" Troglitazone in doses of 200 to 600 mg daily. In
one trial patients were treated with Troglitazone alone and in
the other Troglitazone was added to previous treatment with
insulin. In 8 patients on placebo (4 in each trial) the mean ±
SD plasma PAI-1 was of 72.6 ± 39.3 ng/ml at the beginning
of the study and did not change significantly by the end of the
trial (54.9 ± 30.8 ng/ml, ns). In contrast, in 18 patients treated
with Troglitazone (8 monotherapy, 10 with insulin) PAI-1
levels fell significantly from 68.8 ± 32.3 ng/ml to 40.4 ± 20.4
ng/ml (p < 0.01). The change in PAI-1 levels did not correlate
with changes in glycemic control. We conclude that
Troglitazone has a direct beneficial effect on the impaired
fibrinolysis associated with NIDDM and may, therefore,
protect patients from cardiovascular disease.
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BOTH ACUTE AND CHRONIC HYPERGLYCEMIA DECREASE
PLASMA FIBRINOLYTIC ACTIVITY IN THE RAT
A. Pandolfi, A. Giaccari*, L. Morviducci*, L. Pastore*, E. Vitacolonna,
F. Capani and A. Consoli. Universita' D'Annunzio, Chieti and
*Universita Cattolica, Roma, Italy

Decreased plasma fibrinolytic activity has been observed in diabetes
and this might contribute to accelerated atherothrombosis in this
disease. It is unclear, however, whether hyperglycemia per se is
directly responsible for this finding or whether hypofibrinolysis is a
result more than a cause of diabetic vascular complications. Aim of
this study was to determine the effect of both chronic and acute
hyperglycemia on plasma fibrinolysis in the rat. To this end, we
compared plasma fibrinolytic activity (lysis of fibrin plates) in 9
Sprague Dowley rats who had undergone a 90% pancreatectomy 5
weeks before (weight 235±14 g., blood glucose 301±9 mg/dl) and in 8
control rats (weight 208±5 g., blood glucose 119±4 mg/dl). In separate
experiments we compared rat plasma fibrinolitic activity after 4 hrs of
saline infusion (n=9, weight 285±4 g., blood glucose after saline
infusion 106±4 mg/dl) or after a 4 hrs hyperglycemic clamp (n=6,
weight 281±8 g., blood glucose clamped at 291±12 mg/dl while insulin
concentration was kept constant by infusion of octareotide 100
ng/Kg/min and insulin 0.5mU/Kg/min). Plasma fibrinolytic activity was
significantly reduced both in the pancreatectomized as compared to
control animals (mean lysis areas on the fibrin plate = 163 +23 vs
308+21 mm2 , p< 0.001) and after the hyperglycemic clamp as
compared to saline infusion (mean lysis areas on the fibrin plate =
105+ 16 vs 373+40 mm2 , p< 0.001). This data show that both chronic
and acute hyperglycemia can decrease plasma fibrinolytic activity and
suggest that hyperglycemia could be the primary culprit of impaired
fibrinolysis in patients with diabetes mellitus.

1618
CAN IDDM CAUSE ATHEROSCLEROSIS BY GENERATING
ALTERATIONS IN A SET OF PLASMA PARAMETERS?
H. W. W itas, W. Mlynars ki, M. Roialski, K. Jgdrychowska-Dan ska, D . Ced zyriska,
E.Brzeziariska and J.Bodalski
Molecular Biology Unit, 2nd Clinic of Children Diseases, Institute of Pediatrics, Medical
University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland
The studies were performed to elucidate an impact of IDDM on fibrinolytic
markers (t-PA, PAI-1, active PAL-1), thrombin/antithrombin III complex and blood
lipids distribution (TG, LDL, HDL, total cholesterol) and lipoprotein (a). 35 families
were studied including: 45 IDDM patients (aged 13.8±0.6), their parents (n=65,
aged 41.4±0.8) and non-diabetic siblings (n=17, aged 15.5±1.0), as well as 50
unrelated controls (aged 10.7±1.0) without clinical symptoms of IDDM and no
family history of the disease. Stepwise discriminant analysis and Turkey honest
significant differences test for unequal N were applied to assess the differences
between groups of subjects. Obtained results did not reveal any statistically
significant differences in concentration of fibrinolytic markers. However,
decreasing tendency of the level of both inhibitors and activators of fibrinolysis in
IDDM subjects was found. Elevated concentration of thrombin/antithrombin III
complex in parents group (mean 4.2 mg/L) and IDDM children (mean 4.07 mg/L)
was not statisical significant comparing to controls (mean 3.45 mg/L). We did not
find any influence of IDDM onset age and values of HbA,, as well as fructosamine
concetration on the value of studied parameters in IDDM patients. Discriminant
analysis showed altered distances between parents v. IDDM (p=0.0036), v. siblings
(p=0.0091) and v. controls (p=0.000034). HDL (p=0.027) and total cholesterol
(p=0.035) were found to strongly discriminate studied groups. Means of total
cholesterol concentration in parents, IDDM children, siblings and controls were as
follows: 209.9, 173.6, 174.0 and 168.1 mg/dL, respectively and means of HDL
cholesterol: 49.1, 47.6, 53.9 and 39.0 mg/dL, respectively. Average values of
lipoprotein (a) concentration in studied groups were as follows: 199.2, 209.3,
136.0 and 205.4 mg/dL, respectively, without any significant differences. Our
observations enable us to suggest the similarity between IDDM children and their
parents in recpect to plasma parameters distribution. It indicates that the age
caused atherogenic changes in blood can be accelerated by hyperglycaemic state in
IDDM.

Supported by KBN grant 4 P05E053 08
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OXIDATIVE STRESS AND FIBRINOLYSIS IN PATIENTS WITH
INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS.
JH Assink', RP Stolk z , DE Grobbee''Z , HGT Nij§ , AF Caspar(e
and HJG 1Bilo 3 , 1) Erasmus University Rotterdam, 2) Utrecht
University, 3) De Weezenlanden Hospital Zwolle, The Netherlands.
The development of diabetic complications may be related to
diminished fibrinolytic activity, which could be associated with
oxidative stress. We studied the relationship between oxidative stress
measured by malondialdehyde levels (MDA) and plasma concentrati-
ons of Plasminogen Activator Inhibitor-1, antigen and activity (PAI-ag
resp. PAI-ac), tissue type Plasminogen Activator, antigen and activity
(t-PA-ag resp t-PA-ac). The study was conducted in 278 consecutive
IDDM patients (153 men, 125 women; mean age 38.1 years (SD12.0),
duration of diabetes 17.2 years (SD 10.2), HbAlc 8.2 % (SD 1.89)).
A significant correlation was found between age and respectively
MDA-levels (r= 0.12), t-PA-ag (r= 0.13) and t-PA-ac (r= 0.40).
Duration of disease was related with PAI-ag (r= -0.14), PAI-ac
(r= -0.14), and t-PA-ac (r=0 .21), but not with MDA-concentrations or
t-PA-ag. Metabolic control, as assesses by HbAlc-levels, did not
correlate with MDA-concentration nor with the parameters of fibrino-
lysis. No relationship could be found between oxidative stress and the
fibrinolysis parameters.
These results suggest that oxidative stress, as measured by
malondialdehyde concentrations, is not related with parameters of
fibrinolysis, which does not support a role of oxdative stress in dimi-
nishing fibrinolysis.
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DAYTIME FLUCTUATIONS OF PLASMINOGEN ACTIVATOR INII]BITOR-1:
IMPAIREMENTS IN NIDDM PATIENTS WITH CORONARY HEART DISEASE
K.LaE6, P.B.Djordjevic, N.M.Lalid, D.Boskovic, M.Zamaklar, V.Dimitrijevic, A.
Joint and M.Ilic, Institute for Endocrinology, Belgrade,Yugoslavia
It has been previously shown that increased plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-
1) levels could be an important risk factor for coronary heart disease (CHD). Also,
diurnal fluctuations in PM-1 levels have been demonstrated in healthy subjects
with the highest value in the morning and the nadir in the late afternoon. However,
the relations between the daytime fluctuation pattern of PAI-1 levels and the
appearance of CHD in NIDDM patients have not yet been clarified. The aim of this
study was to analyse the pattern of diurnal changes in PM-1 levels in 38 NIDDM
patients with arteriographically documented CHD (group A), in 20 NIDDM
patients without CHD (group B), and in 15 age-matched healthy controls (group C).
The PM-1 levels were determined at 08.00, 10.00, 13.00, 15.00 and 18.00h by
using a plasminogen/chromogenic plasmin substrate assay (Table 1). In group A,
PM-1 levels did not show a significant decrease between 08.00 and 18.00h (6.2+/-
2.9%). In contrast, in group B, PM-1 levels decreased during the same interval
(26.7+/-12.7%), In group C, we detected a more profound decrease in PM-1 levels
(88.6+/-5.6%), which was significantly higher than in group B (p<0.01). Also, both
at 08.00 and 18.00h, the PM-1 levels were higher in group A than in group B
(p<0.01;respectively) and in both groups the levels were higher than in group C
(p<0.005; respectively).
Table 1. Diurnal fluctuations o(PAI-1 levels (U/ml)

08.00h	 10.00h	 13.00h	 15.00h	 18.00h
Group A	 6.3+/-0.4	 6.4+/-0.4	 6.2+/-0.5	 6.1+/-0.3	 6.0+/-0.4
Group B	 4.8+/-0.5	 4.6+/-0.4	 4.3+/-0.2	 4.2+/-0.2	 3.9+/-0.4
Group C	 2.8+/-0.2	 2.6+/-0.2	 2.2+/-0.3	 1.7+/-0.1 	 0.6+/-0.1'
Means+/-SEM * p<0.05 and ** p<0.01 (vs 08.00h in group C)
Conclusions: our results have shown the absence of diurnal fluctuations of PM-1 in
NIDDM patients with CHD, in contrast to the NIDDM patients without CHD and
healthy controls. The results imply that prolonged exposure to increased PM-1
levels might be an important determinant influencing the pathogenesis of CHD in
NTDDM.
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Abnormality of fibrinolytic system in patients
with NIDDM
H Watanabe,M Kuriki,M Iwamoto,S Niimura and S
Shigetomi. Fukushima Medical College, Fukushima
city, Japan.

The influence of the fibrinolytic system on
diabetic complications was investigated. Tissue-
plasminogen activator-plasminogen activator
inhibitor-1 complex (T-PAI-C) is a new marker of
fibrinolysis. T-PAI-C was determined in patients
with NIDDM(n=50) and normal subjects(n=9). T-

PAI-C level were higher in NIDDM(15.3±4.0

ng/ml) than normal subjects (7.8±3.5 ng/ml).
With increasing LDL,VLDL and ApoB levels, higher
prevalences of nephropathy were observed.
LDL,VLDL and ApoB were associated with raised t-
PAI-C level. But t-PAI-C level were no
significantly different between NIDDM patients

with normoalbuminuria(n=16, 14.8±5.9 ng/ml),

micro-albuminuria (n=16, 15.3±4.1 ng/ml) and
overt proteinuria(n=18, 16.3±4.4 ng/ml). With
increasing t-PAI-C levels, higher prevalences of
retinopathy were not observed. Glucose, HbAl c

and proteinuria were not associated with raised
t-PAI-C level. This results indicate that
fibrinolysis is accelerated in NIDDM patients
with and without diabetic complications.
Increase of t-PAI-C could be a primary factor of
common genetic background in NIDDM.

1621
PROGNOSTIC MARKERS OF VASCULAR DISEASE IN JUVENILE PATIENTS WITH NEWLY
ACQUIRED DIABETES - RELEVANCE TO GENETIC MARKERS OF TYPE 1 DIABETES
Watala Cl, Pietrucha T. 2 , Greger J 2, Dziatkowiak H?, Brylske U. 4, Wasik R. 5 ,

Szalewski M. 6 , Witas H. 3 , Bodalski J. 3 'Laboratory of Haemostatic Disorders,
'Department of Biochemistry and 3Institute of Paediatrics, Medical University
of Lodz, 'Department of Endocrinology of Children and Juveniles, Polish-
American Institute of Paediatrics, Krakow, 5Department of Endocrinology of
Children and Adolescents, Medical University of Wroclaw, 'Children's
Hospital, Kielce, Poland
The alterations in fibrinolytic system, are believed to play an essential role in the
pathogenesis of diabetic vascular complications, We monitored fibrinolytic disorders
in 76 juvenile type 1 diabetics (aged 5-17 yr) with a newly acquired and diagnosed
type 1 diabetes mellitus. When analysing the heterogeneous group of all diabetic
juveniles, the mean antigen levels of plasma plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI-1),
tissue-type plasminogen activator (t-PA) and lipoprotein (a) (Lp(a)) remained within
physiological ranges and were not different from those noted for control group.
However, in selected patients (13%), who were excluded in so called 'high-risk
vascular disease' group, PAI-1 and Lp(a) were drastically increased and greatly
exceeded the relevant mean values observed in 'low-risk vascular disease' group
(respectively 5-fold, 66.5±31.0 vs. 8.1±5.3 ng/ml, and 8-fold, 560±295 vs. 72±44.5
.sg/ml). The correlation between these most profound alterations in PAI-1 and Lp(a)
was insignificant, however these drastic enhancements significantly contributed to
the highly significant discrimination of two groups of diabetics. The occurrence of two
susceptibility markers predisposing to acquire type 1 diabetes, HLA-DQa52Arg(+)
(67% of which 46.5% were homozygotes) coincided in 25.6% of the examined
patients, although there was no apparent relation between HLA-DQ haplotypes and
the alterations in fibrinolytic parameters. We conclude that high PAI-1 level in the
'high-risk' group might be interpreted as the result of either single or combined
effect of endothelium damage and/or platelet release reaction. Further, the
impairments in fibrinolytic system observed in selected type 1 diabetic juveniles
might result from their proneness to develop haemostatic disorders and not
necessarily merely from the direct consequences of metabolic disorders
encountered in type 1 diabetes.



THE DETECTION OF APO CHI PROMOTER T—*C -455
POLYMORPHISM IN INSULIN RESPONSE ELEMENT
S.Anisimov, M.Volkova and E..Schwartz, St.-Petersburg Institute
of Nuclear Physics RAS, St.-Petersburg, Russia.

One of the most important problems in diabetes is investigation of
molecular bases of high level of triglycerides. W.Li et
al.(J.Clin.Invest. 1995,96:2601-2605) showed the strong influence of
the T—*C -455 polymorphism of insulin response element of apo
CIII promoter to the triglyceride level. The main aim of our work
was to create a simple method for detection of that polymorphism.
For that purpose two oligonucleotid primers were sintezed. The
downstream primer was 25-mer 5' - ATC TCA GCC TTT CAC
ACT GGA ATT T - 3', as upstream primer we used 25-mer 5' -
GTC TTC TGT GCC TTT ACT CCA AAG A - 3', ends up one
nucleotide short of the polymorphism site, and contains, as the 3'-
penultimate nucleotide, a G rather than the native C residue. Thus,
elongation of this primer must lead through a site-directed
mutagenesis (C—*G in the coding strand) to the Mbol site GATC
formation in case of the Tat position 455 (CATC—*GATC), but not
in case of the C at the same position (CACC— GACC), Genomic
DNA was PCR amplified with two described primers, cycling
conditions were: initial cycle: 93°C 1.5 min., 52 0C 1 min., 720C 1
min., 29 cycles 930C 1 min., 56°C 1 min., 720C 1 min., final
extension 72°C 5 min. Restriction products were electrophoresed in
10% polyacrilamide gel. Possible patterns were 154 bp (no
restriction, C in 455 position), 131 bp, and 23 bp long(in the case
there was T in 455 position). Using this approach, we analyzed 61
children from three schools of Saint-Petersburg. The frequencies of
T and C alleles were 55.7% and 44.3% respectively.
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STUDY ON SUSCEPTIBILITY OF SERUM TO COPPER
INDUCED OXISTRESS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
M.Kibata,Y.Mishima,A.Kuyama,M.Ando and M.Takeyama
Nat'l Sanatorium Minamiokayama Hospital, Japan

Oxidative changes of serum added 500pM CuSO4
and incubated at 37 ° C for 24 hrs (Stage 3) were
compared with of serum kept at 4 ° C (Stage 1) in
following components, that is, uric acid, total
bilirubin, total protein, albumin, lipids, apo-
lipoproteins, total fatty acid fractionation,
vitamin E, TBARS and PAG electrophoresis. Serum
were obtained from 14 normal controls and various
state of 24 NIDDM patients(DM).
The rate of changes (difference between the
value of Stage 3 was divided by the value of
Stage 1) were shown to be significantly high in
uric acid, vitamin E, apolipoproteins and PUFA
of DM.
Furthermore, in 15 DM of whom immunologically
determined anti AGE antibody levels were signi-
ficantly increased in Stage 3 compared with
Stage 1.
These data are likely to tell us that diabetic
serum are highly susceptible to oxistress.

1625
LIPID PEROXIDATION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS: RELATIONS TO
HYPERTRIGLYCERIDAEMIA, OBESITY AND HYPERGLYCAEMIA
V. Peltola, T. Vasankari, J. Viikari and M. Ahotupa. Departments of
Physiology and Medicine, University of Turku, Turku, Finland.
The relations of hypertriglyceridaemia, obesity (body mass index,
BMI) and hyperglycaemia (HbA1C levels) to LDL oxidation were
studied in 62 diabetic patients. The patients having an additional
disease to diabetes, such as a systemic infection, or using
immunosuppressive drugs were excluded from the study. Diene
conjugates (DC) were measured in LDL and serum samples to estimate
the level of lipid peroxidation. In NIDDM patients (n=43) serum
triglyceride levels correlated positively with the total amount of
oxidized LDL (LDL-DC; r=0.58, p<0.001), with the proportion of
oxidized form in LDL (LDL-DC/LDL; r=0.72, p<0.001), and with the
serum level of diene conjugates (S-DC; r=0.74, p<0.001). BMI of
NIDDM patients correlated positively with LDL-DC (r=0.36,
p<0.05), and in the analysis of the patients with serum LDL-
cholesterol less than 6.0 mmol/I (n=25), also with LDL-DC/LDL
(r=0.44, p<0.05) and S-DC (r=0.68, p<0.001). Serum triglyceride
levels of IDDM patients (n=19) correlated with S-DC (r=0.88,
p<0.001). The HbA1C values of the IDDM patients with serum LDL-
cholesterol less than 6.0 mmol/I (n=15) correlated positively with
LDL-DC (r=0.60, p<0.05) and LDL-DC/LDL (r=0.56, p<0.05). The
present	 study	 demonstrates	 connections	 between
hypertriglyceridaemia and LDL oxidation, as well as obesity and LDL
oxidation in NIDDM patients. A weak association was found between
HBA1C levels and LDL oxidation in IDDM patients with LDL-
cholesterol less than 6.0 mmol/I. The present results suggest that in
hypertriglyceridaemic and obese NIDDM patients, LDL oxidation may
be an important risk factor of atherosclerosis.

1626
EFFECT OF CHRONIC INTRAPERITONEAL VS SUBCUTANEOUS INSULIN
DELIVERY ON TRIGLYCERIDE SECRETION RATE IN STZ-DIABETIC RATS.
A. Giacca, T. Mason, B. Chan, Z.Q. Shi and G. Steiner. University of Toronto,
Toronto, Canada.

The effect of chronic insulin treatment by continuous delivery from an implant via
the intraperitoneal (IP) vs the subcutaneous (SC) route (3U-day' x 21 days) on
hepatic triglyceride secretion rate (TGSR) was examined in streptozotocin (STZ)
diabetic rats. Two control groups were used: untreated STZ-diabetic (UD) rats, and
nondiabetic (N) rats. All groups were allowed ad lib access to standard Purina chow
and to drinking water. TGSR was calculated from the linear increase in plasma
triglyceride levels following lipase inhibition by Triton WR-1339. Untreated STZ-
diabetic rats had lower insulin, higher glucose and TG levels, and lower body weight
(BW) than nondiabetic rats. However, their FFA levels were similar to controls
perhaps because their fat stores were depleted. Insulin treatment (either IP or SC)
restored fasting plasma glucose, TG, and BW to normal independent of the route of
insulin administration and did not significantly alter FFA levels. Both insulin-treated
groups were hyperinsulinemic. Peripheral insulin levels were greater in the SC
treated group (SC 273 ± 46 ILU-ml - '; IP 98 ± 25; N 70 ± 19; SC vs IP or N, p
< 0.001). Portal insulin levels were greatest in the IP treated group (IP 474 ± 91
µU•ml-1 ; SC 217 ± 51; N 260 ± 86; IP vs SC or N, p < 0.05). Despite elevated
TG levels, TGSR was reduced in the untreated STZ-diabetic rats (UD 0.44 ± 0.06
mg/min; N 0.68 ± 0.05; p < 0.05). TGSR was restored to normal following
insulin administration, regardless of route (SC 0.67 ± 0.08 mg/min; IP 0.67 ±
0.09). This occurred despite the 2-fold increase in portal insulin levels of the IP
group compared to the SC group. CONCLUSIONS: 1) In STZ-diabetes, TGSR is
decreased, probably due to insulin deficiency. 2) As the increase in TG levels in
STZ-diabetes is not due to increased TGSR, it may result from defective TG
clearance. 3) Chronic hyperinsulinemia in STZ-induced diabetes normalizes TGSR.
4) The route of insulin delivery does not affect TGSR in these rats.
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MEMBRANE FLUIDITY IS IMPROVED BY GLUCOSE
CONTROL IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
I. Tauveron, S. Hors, A. Fabricio, F. Conan*, Ph. Thieblot, C.
Motta*. Services d'Endocrinologie et Biochimie Hotel- Dieu*,
CHU, B.P. 69, F 63003 Clermont-Ferrand, France.
Diabetes is associated with a reduction in membrane fluidity which
could be implicated in the pathogenesis of diabetic vascular disease.
Yet, the role of glucose control on membrane fluidity remains
debated. Thus we analyzed in 7 type 1 and type 2 diabetics the
incidence of near normoglycaemia induced by continuous
intravenous (Day 1 to D 10) or subcutaneous (D 10 to D 20) insulin
infusion on the behaviour of the membrane phospholipids by
physicochemical changes on the lipidic dynamics of erythrocytes
and lymphocytes membranes. Fluorescence polarization (FP) and
electron spin resonance (ESR) were used to respectively measure
the FP anisotropy (r) of diphenylhexatriene (DPH) in lymphocytes
membranes, the correlation relaxation time (T c) of a 16 nitroxyde
stearic acid (16 NS) probe and the degree of order (S) with 5 NS
probe embedded in the membranes of intact erythrocytes. These
parameters are directly related to the membrane fluidity (p) at the
molecular level of resolution. Throughout the study, in conjunction
with the reduction of HbAlc and fructosamine, the seven patients
exhibit a progressive increase of the membrane fluidity, associated
to a decrease of the degree of order. Every patient exhibits a
constant trend to a progressive change of both fluidity and order,
from D10 to D 20 when compared to basal value, reaching a mean
range from 2 to 20% at D 20.
These preliminary results indicate that glucose control in diabetic
patients can improve membranes properties and may presumably
restore an optimum fluidity related to the membrane physiological
roles.
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Lipid metabolism in the hepatocellular nuclei of the diabetic rats.
M. Gorska*, M. Zendzian-Piotrowska, R. Bucki and J. Gorski.
Departments of Physiology and *Endocrinology, Medical Academy of
Bialystok, Poland.
The nuclei contain different lipids. However, regulation of metabolism
of that lipid pool remains almost unexplored. The aim of the present
study was to examine effect of insulin deficiency on incorporation of
the blood-borne 14C-Palmitic Acid into different lipid classes and on
the content of different fractions of phospholipid in the nuclei isolated
from the liver of control, 2 and 7 day streptozotocin-diabetic rats. The
rats were not treated with insulin. Incorporation of the label into the
fraction of phospholipids and 1,2-diacylglycerols increased
considerably already in 2 days after administration of streptozotocin
and remained further unchanged in 7 days. Radioactivity of the fraction
of triacylglycerols decreased in 2 days and also remained further
unchanged. Incorporation of the label into the fraction of free fatty
acids, monoacylglycerols and cholesterol esters was unchanged in 2
days and decreased in 7 days after administration of streptozotocin.
The content of total phospholipids was markedly reduced in 7 day
diabetic rats and it was accounted for by a reduction in each fraction
(sphingomyelin, phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine,
phosphatidylinositol, phosphatidylserine and cardiolipin). Specific
activity of each phospholipid fraction increased significantly though
not uniformly. The largest increase was noted in the fraction of
phosphadidylcholine (8 fold) and the smallest in the fraction of
phosphatidylethanolamine (50% increase). It is concluded that diabetes
profoundly deteriorates lipid metabolism in the hepatocellular nuclei
and that, in this way, it can effect certain nuclear functions.

1629
A RELIABLE FLOW CYTOMETRIC ASSAY FOR FUNCTIONAL LOW
DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN RECEPTORS IN HUMAN LYMPHOCYTES.
H. Hattori, N. Nagano, T. Egashira, *T. Okada. R & D Center, BML, Inc.,
Saitama, Japan, *Dept. of Pediatr., Nihon Univ. Sch. of Med., Tokyo, Japan.

A simple, specific flow cytometric method has been developed for the diag-
nosis of familial hypercholesterolemia (FH) caused by mutation of the low
density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) gene. Using this method, the LDLR
activity in 45 patients from 18 Japanese FH families was analyzed. In 43 of
45 FH patients, LDLR activity was 55±18% (mean±SD) compared to that
of control subjects (100.9±10.6%). In 2 of 45, showed normal activity of 84
and 123%, respectively. Subsequently, PCR products of the LDLR gene were
screened by DGGE. Abnormal band patterns were observed in PCR products of
exon 4, 7, 9,12 and 17. PCR products in patients with ab-normal band pattern
were subcloned and sequenced by an automated DNA sequencer. Four known
mutations of a 21 bp insertion in codon 200-206 of exon 4, C317S in exon 7,
intron 12+2 T to C and K790X in exon 17 were identi-fied. Furthermore,
three new mutations were identified: a insertion of Cat 390nt in codon 109 of
exon 4 and a 7bp deletion of GGGAAGT in codon 98-100 of exon 4, which
caused a frameshift, resulting in the introduction of a stop codon 50 and 85
amino acids (as) further downstream, respectively. Also, 5 bp inser-tion of
GGACC at 1247nt in codon 416 of exon 9 causes a frameshift, creating a stop
codon 13 as further downstream. It is suggested that these mutations intro-
ducing a stop codon resulted in a premature termination of the LDLR protein
expressed as the class 1 of receptor-negative mutations. Detection of each
mutation in their family members showed that mutations were causa-tive
for FH. The patients with these known and new mutations showed about
half the activity of normal controls but 2 of 6 patients with K790X showed
normal activity. These studies suggested that a flow cytometric pro-cedure
of the LDLR activity might be specific and reliable for the diagnosis of FH
and a useful tool to distinguish from other hypercholesterolemia.

1630
INFLUENCE OF INSULIN AND DIABETES ON THE SECRETION
OF CHOLESTERYL ESTER TRANSFER PROTEIN (CETP) FROM
HAMSTER ADIPOSE TISSUE
G.X. Shen and A. Angel. University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada

Cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP) promotes the exchange of
cholesteryl ester and triglycerides between HDL and triglyceride-rich
lipoproteins. Increased CETP activity may explain the low HDL in
diabetes. The present study demonstrates that plasma CETP activity
was increased in streptozotocin-induced diabetic Syrian hamsters.
Incubation of adipose fragments from these animals resulted in
increased secretion of CETP activity into the medium and a reciprocal
decrease in CETP activity in tissue homogenates. In normal animals,
intraperitoneal administration of regular insulin (2 U/100 g body
weight) reduced the levels of plasma CETP activity within 1-2 h and
that was associated with a reduction of CETP activity released from
adipose tissue. Chronic administration of insulin increased plasma
CETP activity due to increased plasma triglycerides without a
significant alteration in the release of CETP activity from adipose
tissue in vitro. The results of the present study suggest that the levels
of CETP activity generated from adipose tissue and that in plasma are
augmented in insulin-deficient hamsters. Acute administration of
insulin reduces the release of CETP activity from adipose tissue which
may be partially responsible for the reduction in circulating CETP.
Thus, insulin appears to be a negative regulator of CETP secretion in
adipose tissue, which may explain insulin's positive effect on plasma
HDL (This study is supported by Canadian Diabetes Association and
Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada).
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LPL MASS IS DECREASED BY ENDOTHELIAL CELL DAMAGE IN
NIDDM PATIENTS WITH NEPHROPATHY

K. Kashiwazaki, T. Hirano, Y. Moritomo, H. Naito, S.
Nagano, M. Adachi and G. Yoshino. Showa University
and Toho University, Tokyo, Japan
We examined relationship between heparin-releasable
lipoprotein lipase (LPL) mass and von Willebrand factor
(vWF), an indicator of endothelial cell damage , to
elucidate the mechanism for hypertriglyceridemia (HTG)
in NIDDM with nephropathy. NIDDMs (n=65) with normo-,
micro-, and overt- albuminuria (AU) and non-diabetic
controls with nonno AU (n=29) were studied. LPL mass
was measured in postheparin plasma by Sandwich EIA,
and vWF by ELISA. Dietary TG response was determined
in plasmas before and 3,6, 9 h after ingestion of milk fat.
Age, BMI and HbAlc were comparable between the three
NIDDM groups. Both fasting TG and dietary TG response
were significantly increased in micro-AU and further
increased in overt-AU compared to those in NIDDM with
normo-AU or controls. LPL was decreased and vWF was
increased with the pregression of nephropathy. Reduction
in LPL was markedly correlated with vWF (r=-O.694,
p<0.0001) in total MDDMs. These results suggest that
functional LPL attached to heparan sulfate proteoglycan
is decreased by widespread endothelial cell damage in
NIDDM with nephropathy. We propose this as a new
mechanism for HTG in NIDDM with nephropathy.

1632
THE EFFECT OF JlT-501 ON SERUM TRIGLYCERIDES IN OBESE ZUCKER FATTY
RATS
Y.Yamazaki',T.Murakami',T.Osaka2 ,S.Iino',Y.Mizushima' and S. Inoue°
Institute of Medical Sciences, St.Marianna University School of
Medicine', National Institute of Health and Nutrition 2 , Japan.

Purpose: JTT-501 is a new oral hypoglycemic agent which improves
blood glucose control through improving insulin resistance. It was
also found that this agent decreases triglycerides(TG) in the blood.
The aim of the present study was to clarify the mechanism of de-
creased TG in obese Zucker fatty rats after the treatment of J1T-
501. Methods: After an oral administration of JTT-501( 100 mg/kg,
once per day)to obese Zucker fatty female rats, which shows insulin
resistance with impaired glucose tolerance and hypertriglyceridemia,
and SD female rats for 7 days. Serum TG, glucose, insulin, post-
heparin plasma lipoprotein lipase(LPL) and TG secretion rate (TGSR)
using Triton 1229 were determind after overnight fast. Results: In
obese Zucker fatty rats, serum TG(392.5±145.4 vs 1331. 6 ±438.1 mg/
dl, p<0.0001) and glucose( 86.0±25.6 vs 145.1±66.2 mg/dl, p<0.01)
were significantly decreased after the treatment. On the other hand
LPL(195.9 ± 47.9 vs 59.2±60.7 ng/ml,p<0.002) were significantly in-
creased. Serum insulin level and TGSR did not change. In normal SD
rats, plasma LPL(250.3±26.9 vs 189.0 ±16.5ng/ml,p=0.0005) was sig-
nificantly increased and serum insulin(6.8±1.9 vs 13.2±8.4LU/ml,
p<0.02)was significantly decreased after the treatment. Conclusion:
The decreased serum TG levels were closely associated with increas-
ed LPL but not with TGSR in obese Zucker fatty rats. The improvement
of insulin resistance may contributed to the increased plasma LPL,
resulting in decreased TG. The results of normal SD rats also sug-
gest that this agent has the potential to increase plasma LPL.

1633
AUTOANTIBODIES AGAINST OXIDIZED LDLARE INCREASED IN IDDM
S. Makimattila, J. Luoma, S. Yla-Herttuala, R. Bergholm, T. Utriainen, M.
Mantysaari, P. Summanen and H. Yki-Jarvinen. Universities of Helsinki
and Kuopio, Finland.
Plasma lipid and lipoprotein concentrations do not generally differ between
patients with IDDM and normal subjects, although the risk of
macrovascular disease is markedly increased in IDDM. We determined
the concentration of autoantibodies against oxidized LDL (ratio between
antibodies to native vs oxidized antibodies, oxLDLab) in 38 patients with
IDDM (HbA,0 8.4±0.2 %, S-LDL cholesterol 2.9±0.1, S-HDL cholesterol
1.3±0.1, S-triglycerides 1.110.1 mmol/I) and 33 normal subjects (HbA,,
5.1±0.1 %, p<0.001, 2.8±0.1, 1.3±0.1, and 0.9±0.1 mmol/l, NS for all
lipids, respectively). OxLDLab were 1.5-fold higher in the IDDM (1.81±
0.15) than in the normal subjects (1.23±0.07, p<0.001). None of the IDDM
patients had evidence of macrovascular disease. When the IDDM patients
were divided according to their mean oxLDLab level (1.8), patients with
high oxLDLab (2.87±0.22, n=13) did not differ from those with low
oxLDLab (1.26±0.06, n=25) with respect to age (37±2 vs 38±2 yrs),
duration of IDDM (21±2 vs 25±2 yrs), LDL cholesterol (2.8±0.2 vs 3.0±0.1
mmol/I), HbA,, (8.6±0.3 vs 8.3±0.2 %), body mass index (24.2±0.9 vs
24.8±0.6 kg/r2), S-creatinine (108±8 vs 99±5 pmol/I), urinary albumin
excretion rate (377±102 vs 349±212 pg/min) or degree of retinopathy. The
patients with IDDM and high oxLDLab:s had, however, signs of more
severe autonomic neuropathy than those without (E/I ratio 1.1±0.02 vs
1.3±0.04, p<0.001; Valsalva ratio 1.3±0.04 vs 1.6±0.07, p<0.001;
orthostatic test -18.1±6.2 vs -3.8±2.9 mmHg, p<0.05; reflex vaso-
constriction to cold -24±6 vs -42±4 %, p<0.02). These data provide the
first evidence of increased oxLDLab concentrations in patients with IDDM.
Unexpextedly, high levels were significantly associated with the presence
of autonomic neuropathy but not with other microvascular complications.
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INCREASED CHOLESTERYL ESTER TRANSFER PROTEIN (CETP)
SPECIFIC ACTIVITY IN A POPULATION OF 126 NIDDM PATIENTS.
B. Verges, L.Lagrost, G.Vaillant, JM.Petit, P.Gambert and JM.Brun. University
Hospital and INSERM-CJF 93-10, Dijon, France.

Cholesteryl Ester Transfer Protein (CETP), responsible for the transfer of
cholesterol esters (CE) and triglycerides (TG) between lipoproteins, plays a
determinant role in lipid metabolism. So far, the few studies on CETP activity in
NIDDM have been performed in a very small number of patients and have given
controversial results. The aim of our study was to evaluate plasma CETP activity
and its main determinants in a large population of NIDDM patients, using normal
HDL particles as CE donor. One hundred and twenty six NIDDM patients (66 men,
60 women) were studied. These patients were treated by diet f oral hypoglycemic
drugs. CETP activity was measured as the capacity of the plasma to promote the
transfer of radiolabeled CE from HDL 3 to the endogenous apoB-containing fraction
of the native plasma. CETP mass concentration was measured by ELISA. Specific
activity of CETP, calculated as the ratio of plasma CETP activity to CETP mass was
significantly higher in NIDDM patients than in controls (125 ± 67 vs 62 ± 15
%/h/pg). In the whole diabetic population, plasma CETP activity was positively
correlated with (VLDL+LDL) cholesterol (r=0.36;p<0.000l), BMI (r='0.24;
p=0.006) and negatively with HDL cholesterol (r= -0.25;p=0.004). However, the
correlations were different in the normotriglyceridemic NIDDM (TG<150 mg/dl;
n=68) and in the hypertriglyceridemic NIDDM (TG>_ 150 mg/dl; n=58) patients. In
both groups, a correlation with (VLDL+LDL)chol was found. Triglycerides
(r=0.35;p=0.003), BMI (r=0.32; p=0.006) and HDLchol. (r= -0.36; p=0.002) were
correlated with CETP activity only in the normoTG group, and HbAlc (r= 0.26;
p=0.04) only in the hyperTG group. In the multivariate analysis, (VLDL+LDL)chol.
was the only significant determinant of CETP activity in the whole diabetic
population (t=3.02;p=0.003) and in the hyperTG group (t=5.4; p<0.0001) when, in
the normoTG group, both (VLDL+LDL)chol. (t= 2.71;p=0.008) and HDLchol. (t=-
2.36; p=0.02) were significant determinants. In conclusion: 1) CETP specific
activity is significantly increased in NIDDM. This is likely to promote the
generation of atherogenic modified lipoproteins in NIDDM. 2) (VLDL+LDL) chol.
level is the main determinant of CETP activity in NIDDM; HDL chol. is a
significant determinant only in normotriglyceridemic NIDDM patients.

1636
TRIGLYCERIDE INDUCED DIABETES MELLITUS DUE TO LIPOPROTEIN
LIPASE GENE POLYMORPFIISM. F.L.Henriksen, TG.Mingrone, L.N.Krogh, M.Horder.
rG.Gasbarrini and H.Beck-Nielsen. Odense University Hospital, Odense, Denmark and
$University Cattolica S. Cuore, Rome, Italy.

Two sisters (sibl : 18 and sib2: 15 years old) developed hyperchylomicronemia 14 years
old. Diffuse eruptive xanthomas and recurrent attacks of acute pancreatitis ensued. Both
developed an insulin-resistant diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). which were intractable on
peroral antidiabetics and insulin. A modified biliopancreatiic diversion was employed in
both sisters. After the operation triglycerides decreased to nearly normal and the eruptive
xanthomas, pancreatitis and NEDDM disappeared. The lipolytie enzyme lipoprotein lipase
(LPL) has a cental role in the metabolism of triglyceride rich chylomicrons and very low
density lipoproteins (VLDL). Decreased LPL activity caused by LPL gene polymorphism
or mutations are possible reasons for this triglyceride induced diabetes mellitus. After a
14-h overnight fast Heparin 100 IU/kg is injected intravenously, 15 minutes later post-
heparin blood were collected and catalytic LPL activity measured. GC-clamped PCR-
amplified DNA from the promotor region and exon 1 through 10 of the LPL gene were
screened for nucleotide substitution by denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE).
Exons with abnormal DGGE pattern (4 band pattern) were sequenced by an automated
laser fluorescence sequencer. HDL, HDL„ HDI, cholesterol were quantified by a
polyethylene glycol precipitation kit Quantolip, Immune. Postheparin plasma LPL activity
were low in the whole family 76.0 mU/ml in sib 1, 117.1 in sib2, 205.7 in a healthy
younger sib3, 101.7 in the mother and 145.0 mU/ml in the father. The most of the family
presented extremely low HDL cholesterol concentrations (HDL, HDL2 , HDL3 ), (0.51
mM, 0.17 mM, 0.34 mM) in sibl, (0.63, 0.19, 0.44) in sib2, (1.12, 0.32 ; 0.80) in sib3,
(1.24 , 0.38; 0.86) in the mother, (0.58, 0.14, 0.44) in the father. Two polymorphies were
found in the LPL gene, in exon 4 (GAG to GAA) coding for the same aminoacid Glu 1 s

segregating in both the father, sib 1, sib2, sib3; in exon 8 (ACC to ACA) coding for the
same aminoacid Tbr ° segregating in both the mother, sib 1, sib2; and a stop mutation was
detected in exon 9 (TCA to TGA) coding for the change of Ser 44 ' to termination
segregating in both the mother and sib3. Extremely low LPI. activity. HDL cholesterol
and the same two LPL gene polymorphisms in sibl and sib2 support the hypothesis about
genetically decreased LPL activity, hypertriglyceridemia and NIDDM.

1637
DYSLIPIDEMIA IN NON-DIABETIC SUBJECTS FROM
FAMILIES WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES
Z. Caparevic, D.Simk, S.Jelic, N.Kostic,V. Diligenski, G. Bojkovia.
Clinical Hospital "Dr Dragi"sa Mi"sovi6" Dedinje, Department of Endo-
crinology, Belgrade, Yugoslavia.

Non-diabetic subjects from families with type 2 diabetes have a prevale-
nco of dyslipidemia similar to that observed in type 2 diabetic patients.
In order to establish the type of dyslipidemia we have examined lipopro-
tein abnormalities in 20 non-diabetic subjects with family history of ty-
pe 2 diabetes. The obtained results were compared to the results of the
control group (20 type 2 diabetic patients of the same age and in a good
glycaemic control). All tested subjects were non-obese but hypertensive.
In all subjects measurements of total cholesterol (TC ), LDL-cholcstc-
rol (LDL-C ), HDL cholesterol (HDL-C ), triglycerides ( TG ), apo A,
apo B and lipoprotein (a) in the scrum were performed. According to
obtained results TG levels were elevated in both groups but significant-
ly higher in the type 2 diabetic group (p=0,01), while levels of HDL-C
were significantly lower in the both groups. We also found that lipopro-
tein (a) levels were normal to low in the both groups. Hypertrigly-
ccsidemia, which is a frequent trait in type 2 diabetic patients may ex-
plain the variability of lipoprotein (a) levels. Other observed parameters
were normal.
In conclusion we consider that according to similarities in dyslipidemia
to type 2 diabetic patients non -diabetic subjects with family history of
type 2 diabetes have to be under careful medical control for prevention
of cardiovascular complications.

1638
LPL MASSES ARE MAJOR DETERMINANTS OF CHOLESTERYL ESTER (CE) TRANSFER
AND LIPOPROTEIN CORE WEIGHT RATIO (EWE) IN TYPE II DIABETIC PATIENTS

T Murakami,S Miyamochi,T Yoshida,A Yamashita,E Miyazaki,Y Oka,S Iine,
Y Yamazaki, C R Sirtori(*), G Franceschini(*). St.Marianna University
School of Medicine,Kawasaki,Japan.University of Milan,Milan,Italy(*).

The aim of our study was to evaluate the role of LPL on CE transfer
rate(CETR) and plasma lipoprotein CWR(TG/TG+CE) in diabetic patients.
Subjects were 30 type II diabetics treated by diet alone and compared
to the 30 age-, sex-, body mass index-matched controls. Post heparin
LPL masses were measured by monoclonal antibody.CETR was evaluated by
the method of substrate dependent. Plasma CETP concentration was
measured by anti-peptide antibody. Plasma total cholesterol(TC) and
TG levels were comparable between the two groups. CETR was
significantly lower in the type II diabetics compared to controls
(42±21 vs 70±30 nmol/ml/h, p<0.01). CETP masses were not different
between the two groups(1.52±0.45 vs 1.50±0.39 ug/ml).VLDL and HDL
CWR were significantly higher in the type II diabetics (0.921±
0.040 vs 0.780±0.051,p<0.01, 0.325±0.142 vs 0.214±0.091,p<0.01,
respectively). In type II diabetics, CETR correlated positively with
plasma VLDL-TC (r=0.476, p<0. 01) and ape B (r=0.446, p<0.12),
inversely with HDL-TC/TG ratio (r=- 0.461,p<0.02), ape Al/All ratio
(r= - 0.651, p<0.001) and LPL masses(r= - 0.448, p<0.02).
Furthermore LPL masses were inversely correlated with HDL-CWR
(r=-0.476, p<0.01) and the 24/h urinary C-peptide excretion
(r=-0.425, p<0.02) . In conclusion, plasma LPL concentration was
closely associated with the net mass transfer of CE, lipid
compositions of acceptor or donor lipoprotein and endogenous insulin
secretion in the plasma of type II diabetic patients.
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HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA AND LOW HDL CHOLESTEROL IN
JAPANESE PATIENTS WITH NIDDM
K. MORIDERA, M. KAJIKAWA, H. KOBAYASHI, T. ISHIHARA and
H. KURAHATI. Department of Internal Medicine, Kobe City General
Hospital, Kobe, Japan.

The abnormalities in serum lipids commonly observed in diabetic
patients are possible risk factors for cardiovascular disease. So we
investigated the frequency of hypertriglyceridemia (h-TG) and low
HDL- cholesterol (HDL- C) level, and the relation between these
dislipidemia, BMI and blood glucose control in Japanese NIDDM
patients, and then the influence of strict diet therapy for 2 weeks
on these dislipidemia. 511 patients with NIDDM (259 male, 252
female ; 29-89 years of age) were studied. The prevalence of h-TG
(> 1.69mmol/1) was 32.5 % (83 of 257) in male and 24.2 % (61 of
252) in female. The frequency of h- TG increased paralleling an
increase of BMI in both male and female. On the other hand the
prevalence of low HDL-C (< 0.91mmol/1) was 39.7 % in male and
27.2% in female, there was no correlation between frequency of low
HDL-C and BMI in male and female. The frequency of h- TG in
poorly controled (FBS 180mg/dl and HbA1c>8.0) obese (BMI>24.2)
patients was 7.1 fold higher than that in good controled (FBS <
140mg/dl and HbAic <7.0) non-obese (BMI < 24.2) patients in male,
5.4 fold in female, but frequency of low HDL-C was 1.9 fold higher
in male and 2.5 fold in female (see table).

The percentage of diabetic patients with h-TG a nd low HDL-C
TG	 HDL-C

male	 female	 male	 female

	

non-obese good control 	 8.5 (%) 10.3	 26.0	 20.7

	

poor control	 42.8	 23.8	 47.8	 38.1
obese	 good control	 46.3	 20.7	 41.0	 24.1

	poor control	 60.0	 56.0	 50.0	 52.0
Strict diet therapy significantly reduced serum TG (from 2.21 ± 0.45
to 1.53 ± 0.29), but HDL-C did not change significantly (from 0.95 ±
0.17 to 1.02 ± 0.16). Conclusion. The frequency of h- TG in NIDDM
was strongly correlate to BMI and blood glucose control, but that of
low HDL-C was not correlate to BMI and weekly association to blood
glucose control.
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Lp(a) IS A RISK FACTOR OF WCROANGIOPA HY, BUT
INDEPENDENT FROM DIABETES

P.Born,P.Olbert,P.Wallisch,R.Lorenz,P.Bottermann.
II.Med.Klinik,Klinikum r.d.Isar; Technical University
of Munich, Munich, Germany.

Introduction: Lp(a) is an accepted risk factor of coro-
nary heart diesease (CHD) and seems also to play an im-
portant role in the pathogenesis of peripheral arterial
occlusive disease (PAOD). The influence of diabetes on
Lp(a) levels is controversly discussed.
Subjects and methods: Therefore we measured Lp(a) in
11 IDDM patients without late complications (group A: 8m,
3f;27+/-6 years), in 9 IDDM patients with diabetic micro-
angiopathy (B:6m,3f;39+/-16),47 IDDM adulescents (C:29m,
18f;13+/-3) and 113 age adapted controls (D:44m,69f;44+/-
18) as well as in 9 non-diabetics with PAOD stage IIb-IV
(E:7m,2f;62+/-7),in 21 NIDDM with PAOD (F:14m,7f;72+/-6),
in 10 NIDDM with microangiopathy (G:6m,4f; 67+/-8),in 9
NIDDM without microangiopathy (H:5m,4f;57+/-14) and also
62 age adapted controls (I:20m,42f;62+/-8). The determina-
tion was performed by enzyme iasnuno assay (Immuno, Germany)
Results: The levels of Lp(a) were: A:24+/-25 (HbAlc:8.7)
B:17+/-20 (10.6), C:20+/-4 (8.6), D:18+/-22 (5.2), E:46+/-
26 (5.3), F:35+/-34 (7.9), G:19+/-39 (8.8),H:18+/-19 (8.2)
I: 23+/-29 (5.4). A significant (p<0.05) elevation was on-
ly seen in patients with PAOD independent from diabetes.
There was no correlation with HbAlc.
Conclusion:In accordance with other studies we show that
Lp(a) is beside CHD also a risk factor of PAOD. Diabetes,
its duration and the metabolic control have no influence.

1641
LIPIDS AND OTHERS CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS IN ABORIGIN
POPULATION FROM CHILE
Carrasco E (1), Perez-Bravo F (2), Santos Jl (2), Larenas
G (3), Calvilldn M (1), Montalvo D (4), Montalvo MT (4),
Perez N (4)
(1) Faculty of Medicine, Diabetes Unit. Hosp. SC de Dios.
(2)Molecular Biology and Epidemiology Department. INTA. U.
de Chile. (3) Faculty of Medicine. U. de la Frontera. (4)
Health Dept. U. de Tarapaca. (Supported by grant Fondecyt
1960395)

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) remains as the primary cost in
terms of mortality and morbidity in industrialized nations.
The relationship between lipoprotein disorders and
atherosclerosis, specially of the coronary arteries, has
received special attention in the last decade. In the
different ethnic groups in the world, there are a great
variability in the prevalence of CVD and in the lipoprotein
profile. OBJECTIVE: Determine the lipid profile in two
aborigin populations from Chile. METHODOLOGY: Two
populations were analyzed; Mapuches In = 64) from the south
of Chile and Aymaras In = 56) from the north of the
country. We determine: anthropometric measures (BMI),
plasma total cholesterol (TC) and HDL, triglicerides (TG)
and blood pressure (BP). Data are expressed as mean ±
standard deviation (DE) or percentages. Statistical
analysis was performed by t-test and. RESULTS: Means and DE
from The Mapuche group comparing to Aymara group yielded
the following figures: TC: 191 ± 43 mg/dl vs 172 ± 53
(p<0.05); HDL: 62 ± 21 vs 45 ± 18 (p<0.001); BMI: 28 ± 5 vs
25 ± 5 (Kg/m') (p<0.01); BP: 139/86 vs 123/76 mmHg (p<0.01);
TG:156 vs 143 mg/dl (NS). in the Mapuche group, 34% of the
sample showed TC levels over 200 mg/dl while this
characteristic was seen in 16% of Aymaras (p<0.05), TG
concentration over 150 mg/dl was 30% in Mapuche group and
32% inAymara group(NS). BMI>30: 25% in Mapuche group and
13% in Aymara group(p<0.01).
CONCLUSION: Mapuche population shows higher levels of TC
and BP than Aymara population, although the latter presents
higher concentration of HDL compared to the Mapuche group.

1642
FAMILY CLUSTERING OF ELEVATED PLASMA LP(a) IN
IDDM.
R. Ghelardi, G. Zerbini, F. Ciralli, E. Bognetti, M.R. Pastore, R. Del
Giudice, G. Meregalli, C. Tettamanti, G. Ruotolo, R. Mangili and G.
Pozza. Istituto Scientifico San Raffaele, Milan, Italy.
The blood concentration of apolipoprotein(a) [LP(a)] is a quantitative
genetic trait in the general population, and elevated levels associate
with increased cardiovascular risk. Poor glycaemic control has been
suggested to increase LP(a) levels in IDDM, but whether this can
confound the parental component in LP(a) levels is unclear. We
measured LP(a) in 95 patients (42 M, 53 F) with duration of IDDM
ranging between 1 and 31 years (median = 7) and all their parents.
Albumin excretion was higher than 20 ig/min in 8 patients. The
distribution of LP(a) concentration was independent of sex in the
parents (5.9±0.8 and 6.6±0.9 mg/dl, p=ns) and was similar in the
patients (6.8±0.8 mg/dl, mean±SEM). Glycated haemoglobin levels
ranged between 5.1 and 15.3% (median = 8.0) but were unrelated with
LP(a) levels. Likewise, no correlations were found with blood
glucose, age, duration of diabetes, urinary albumin excretion and
BMI, but also total cholesterol and triglycerides. There was no
correlation in LP(a) concentrations between spouses (r2=0.02, p=ns),
but there was a strong relationship between midparental and offspring
levels (r2=0.25, p<0.0001) that was independent of glycaemic control.
A similar pattern of relationships was observed for major blood lipids.
We suggest that the presence of IDDM and poor glycaemic control
may not confound the parental, perhaps inherited component of LP(a)
levels. Whether raised LP(a) may predict cardiovascular events also in
IDDM remains to be determined by prospective studies.
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DYSLIPIDEMIA AMONG DIABETICS IN AN URBAN POPULATION IN
INDONESIA. Sarwono Wasnadii, Pradana Soewondo, Imam Soebekti, Maryantoro
Oemardi and Sidartawan Soegondo, Div. of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Dept. of
Med., Fac. of Med., Univ. of Indonesia, Salemba 6, Jakarta 10430, Indonesia.
Among diabetics, dyslipidemia is one of the important factors for the development of
premature coronary artery disease. Data on lipid profile among diabetics are often
conflicting. Population studies on lipid profile among diabetics are rarely conducted
in Indonesia. The aims of this study were to determine lipid profile among diabetics,
to compare the results with lipid profile among diabetics found in our previous
epidemiological study conducted 10 years earlier, and also to compare with lipid
profile among diabetic clinic attendees. A survey was conducted in an urban
subdistrict in Jakarta with a total population of 34,645. Adult members of the family
(age >15 years) who were randomly recruited (5 %, stratified cluster random) to join
this survey. Diabetes mellitus was determined using WHOcriteria. Lipid profiles were
measured using commercial kit (enzymatic methods). Altogether there were 58
diabetics (5.7%)among 1019 eligible respondents. The peak prevalence of diabetes
mellitus was found in the 4th-6th decades. High TC (> 240 mg/dl) was found in 24.1
% and high TG (> 200 mg/dl) in 29.3 % of the diabetics. The mean TC and TG levels
among diabetics were 211±52 mgtdl and 202±173 mg/dl respectively. In our previous
survey done 10 years earlier in an urban population adjacent to the present study site
using similar methods and criteria, we found 44 diabetics among 2704 respondents.
The peak prevalence of diabetes mellitus was also found in the 4th-6th decade's group.
The mean TC and TG in this diabetic population were 241±52 mg/dl and 183+95
mg/dl respectively. Data on lipid profile compiled from diabetic clinic Cipto
Mangunkusumo hospitals' attendees in 1995 showed the prevalence of high TC and
high TG to be 25% and 17.8 % respectively, while the mean TC and TG were
234±64.6 mg/dl and 186±104.9 mg/dl. We concluded that although the prevalence of
diabetes mellitus increases, the pattern of dyslipidemia among diabetics remains
similar.This means that the prevailing abnormal lipid profile among diabetics is
caused by diabetic condition, not due to the changing dietary pattern of the population.

1644
OVERESTIMATION OF LOW- DENSITY CHOLESTEROL BY THE
FRIEDEWALD FORMULA DUE TO Lp (a) IN DIABETIC PATIENTS.
C. Hernandez, R. Simo, L. Garcia-Pascual', R. Burgos. P. Chacon 2 and J.
Mesa. Diabetes Unit and 'Biochemistry Department. Hospital Vail d'Hebron.
`Hospital Mutua de Terrassa. Barcelona. Spain.
Serum low-density liporotein cholesterol (LDL-C) and lipoprotein (a) [Lp(a)] have
been considered independent cardiovascular risk factors; however the calculation
of serum LDL-C by the Friedewald formula includes the cholesterol associated
with Lp(a). Therefore, serum Lp(a) levels might act as a confounding factor in
epidemiological as well as interventional studies. The main aim of the present
study was to evaluate whether the overestimation of LDL-C by the Friedewald
formula could be relevant in diabetic patients. For this purpose we included 118
consecutive diabetic patients (46 type 1 and 72 type 2) with serum triglycerides
lower than 400 mg/dl. Total cholesterol and total triglycerides were tested on
unfrozen samples by an automated enzymatic method. HDL-C was determined
by assaying the cholesterol concentration in the supernatant obtained after
precipitating lipoproteins with density lower than HDL by a mixture of
phosphotungsting acid and magnesium chloride. Lp(a) was measured by ELISA.
Diabetic patiens were classified according Lp(a) serum concentrations (mg/dI) as
follows : 0-15, group A (n=73); 15-30 group B (n=33) ; 30-45 group C (n=8)
and >45 group D (n=4). LDL-C was calculated following the Friedewald
formula. Corrected LDL-C was obtained by subtracting the cholesterol portion
of Lp(a) [estimated as 0.3 x Lp(a) mass] from the levels of cholesterol calculated
by the Friedewald formula. Results : a linear correlation was observed between
Lp(a) and both, uncorrected and corrected LDL-C (r=0.30,p<0.001 and
r=0.23,p<0.0l; repectively). The overestimation of serum LDL-C levels
(mg/dl) using the Friedewald formula for the diferent groups of patients were :
1.5±1 for group A, 6.3±1.3 for group B, 10.6±1.3 for group C and 21.6±3.8
for group D. Our results suggest that overestimation of LDL-C by the Friedewald
formula is not negligible in diabetic patients with high serum levels of Lp(a) .

1645
DYSLIPIDEMIA AND CORONARY HEART DISEASE IN NATIVE
ASIAN INDIANS WITH NIDDM.
A.Sharda, GS.Narayan, MG.Mamatha, AS.Vinaya, BS.Sudha, DV.Rama,
S.Krishnamurthi, J.Srikanth, S.Nagabushan, P.Hegde, N.Nagesh, and
SS.Srikanta. Samatvam: Endocrinology Diabetes Center, Bangalore, India.
Genetic and environmental factors contribute to the higher prevalence of
NIDDM, insulin resistance syndrome (X), and coronary heart disease (CHD) in
both native and migrant Indians,. Total cholesterol (TC), HDL-cholesterol
(HDLG, triglycerides (TG) and LDL-cholesterol (LDLC) were quantitated
(mg(dl) in 231 consecutive NIDDM subjects, and results correlated with other
clinical and biochemical parameters, including urine albumin excretion (UAE:
mg/24h; immunoturbidometry). The most striking abnormality was the very high
prevalence of low ("high risk") HDL-C (19% and 43% in males and females
respectively); central obesity, inactive life style, premature menopause and
infrequent estrogen replacement therapy, besides possible genetic factors may be
contributory. The overall prevalence of incipient (IDN) and overt (ODN)
diabetic nephropathy were 68% and 11% respectively. In patients with all CHD
(22%) and major CHD (5%; myocardial infarction, heart failure, coronary
revascularisation), there was a clustering of risk factors including higher LDLC,
diabetes duration, systolic BP and UAE. UAE demonstrated a striking positive
correlation with LDLC, reflecting association of atherogenic lipid profiles with
DN. Conclusion: Dyslipidemia, including low HDLC, is highly prevalent in
Asian Indians (especially females) with NIDDM; DN and other coronary risk
factors (hyperinsulinemia, hypertension, hyperglycemia etc.), likely account for
the very high burden of CHD anal mortality.
LIPID RISK % PREVALENCE(URINE ALBUMIN E XCRETION : m 24h)
TYPE	 N vDESIRABLE BORDERLINE RISK HIGH RISK
L DLC	 201 68 (174)	 24 (189)	 8 (411)
TG	 231 57 (213)	 30 (164)	 13 (129)
HDLC(M)	 143 28 (275)	 53 (246)	 19 (135)
HDLC(F)	 8 8	 21 (63)	 36 (76) 	43 (94)

1646
LIPOPROTEIN(a)[Lp(a)] AND PROGRESSION OF ALBUMINURIA IN

TYPE 2 DIABETES - RELATIONSHIP TO FIBRINOGEN LEVEL
T-Inokuchi, Y. Tojyo, M. Sasatnoto, K. Mogami, M. Kameyama, C. Nishimura and
S. Isogai, Toho University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

To determine the potential role of Lp(a) for the development of albuminuria and to
investigate the link between Lp(a) and fibrinogen(Fbg) levels in a 4.5-year follow-up
study in patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes(NIDDM). Sixty-nine patients
with NIDDM were selected by the following criteria: age less than 70 years, urinary
albumin excretion index(UAEI) less than 300 mg/g•creatiniue(Cr) on 3 separate occa-
sions over a 3-month period and regular attendance in our outpatient clinic. The
mean values obtained in the initial and last 3 months in the follow-up were calcu-
lated as the values of baseline and end point, respectively, and the mean values(m)
of the variables and the change(A) from baseline throughout the follow-up were also
used for data analysis. The patients were divided into the following two groups: pa-
tients with baseline Lp(a)>25 mg/dl(group H, n=24) and those with Lp(a)<25
mg/dl(group N, n=45). No differences in age, sex, BMI, duration of diabetes, and the
proportion of smokers, hypertension and diabetic retinopathy were found between the
groups. With regard to intragroup differences, only log UAEI signifrcantly(p<0.05)
increased in the H group at follow-up. Comparing the two groups, Fbg at baseline
and follow-up or mFbg in the H group were significantly(p<0.05) higher than those

in the N group. The values of both m and Alog UAEI in the H group were sigmfi-

cantly(p<0.01) greater than those in the N group. Multiple regression analysis
revealed that systolic blood pressure, Lp(a) and total cholesterol at baseline, and 0

of HbAlc, HDL-c, Fbg and I/Cr were significant independent variables for Alog
UAEI (p<O 05 ). Logistic analysis demonstrated only baseline Fbg concentra-
tions(p=0.038) as a predictor of high Lp(a) values. These results indicate that raised
Lp(a) value is a significant risk marker for the progression of albuminuria in
NIDDM, independent of the other risk factors examined, and that baseline Fbg level
is a strong predictor of high Lp(a) level.



1647
RISE IN PLASMA TRIGLYCERIDES -, A SIMPLE EARLY INDICATOR OF
OXIDATIVE STRESS IN URBAN ASIAN INDIANS.
A. S. Bhoraskar, S. V. Narang and B. S. Raheja. All India Institute of
Diabetes, Mumbai, INDIA.
Presently urban Asian Indians are a high risk group for coronary heart
disease (CHD), non-Insulin dependent diabetes melitus (NIDDM) and
dystipidemias such as raised plasma triglycerides (TG) low high density
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-c) and raised total cholesterol (To) / HDL-c
ratio. Above metabolic disorders are associated with Insulin resistance
and possibly have a common pathogenic mechanism. Oxidative stress is
implicated in the pathogenesis of both CHD and NIDDM. The same may
apply ta. dyslipidemlas. However, rise in TG may appear much earlier than
other metabolic defects. We studied 42 unselected subjects (M=23, F=19),
age (47.84 ± 6.9 yr.) to see if dysfipidemias or rise in TG correlate with
parameters of oxidative stress. Care was taken to see that none of the
subjects had any antioxidant supplements. Lipids were measured by
enzymatic methods and expressed as mg/dI while oxidative stress was
assessed by measuring plasma reduced-gutathione (GSH) by method of
Beutler at at and expressed as li motes / gmHb. The values with Mean
(± SD) and correlation. with lipids are asunder:

MALES	 r FEMALES	 r
GSH	 5.51 (2.07) 5.32 (2A0)
To	 176.70 (31.24)	 - 0.38 218.89 (61.23)	 - 0.34
TG	 187.17 (187.81)	 -	 0.56 187.16 (169.64)	 - 0.34
HDL-c	 47.04 (10.53)	 NS 51.31 (9.66)	 NS
Tc/HDL-c	 3.95 (1.14)	 -	 0.37 4.40 (1.54)	 - 0.2
Result: show significant correlation of GSH, a parameter of oxidative stress
with values of TG, To and Tc / HDL-c. Since rise in TG appears much
earlier this may be a simple early indicator of oxidative stress.
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SERUM LIPOPROTEINa AND DIABETIC MACROANGIOPATHY.

A. Yoshimura, R.Takeda and J.Koizumi* KKR-Hokuriku Hos-

pi tal, Kanazawa University.*Kanazawa, 921 Japan

To investigate the possible role(s) of Lp(a) in diabetic

macroangiopathy, the relationship between serum Lp(a)

levels and echographycally assessed intima-media thickness

(IMT) and plaque formation in the common carotid and

femoral artery (CA & FA) was evaluated in 193 cases of DM

and non-DM,aged 23-to 88 yr. Arterial morphology (IMT and

plaques ) was evaluated with a Hitachi EUB-555. Serum

Lp(a) was determined by turbidimetry. The severity of arterial

plaque formations was expressed according to the score of

point 0: no plaque, 1: unilateral or 2: bilateral lesions.

Results and Conclusion ; 1) Serum Lp(a) levels showed a

positive correlation to the IMT, in either CA or FA, but the

statistic analysis did not reach a significant value. 2) In

stepwise multi-variate regression analysis, IMT and plaque

formations were significantly associated with age and

smoking. 3) When the subjects were confined to non-

smoker-NIDDM, aged 40 to 65 yr, serum Lp(a) levels showed

a significant correlation to CA-IMT (r=0.555, p< 0.02). No

significant correlation was found between serum Lp(a) and

IMT in non-smoker-non-NIDDM.

1649
INDEPENDENT ASSOCIATIONS OF GLUCOSE-INTOLERANCE AND

DYSLIPIDAEMIA WITH MORTALITY: THE HOORN STUDY
H.G. Ruhe, J.M. Dekker, F. de Vegt, C.D.A. Stehouwer, L.M. Bouter, and
R.J. Heine. Institute for Research in Extramural Medicine, Vrije Universiteit,
Amsterdam.

Glucose-intolerance and dyslipidaemia are related abnormalities, and both

associated with increased mortality. The question is whether the combi-
nation of glucose-intolerance and dyslipidaemia is associated with higher
mortality. We studied the association of glucose-intolerance, triglyceride-
levels (TG) and HDL-cholesterol (HDL) with mortality in a population-based

cohort study of 2484 men and women, aged 50 to 75 years, with a follow-up
duration of six years. Causes of death of the deceased (n= 177) were

retrieved by reviewing the medical records, and classified according to

ICD-9. Relative Risks (RR) were estimated by Cox proportional hazards
regression models. All models were adjusted for age and sex. Lipid

categories were defined as 'favourable' (top HDL-tertile and lowest TG-
fertile), 'unfavourable' (lowest HDL-tertile and top TG-tertile) or 'intermediate'
(other combinations). In 168 out of 177 the cause of death could be

retrieved. When glucose-intolerance and lipid categories were included in

one model, dyslipidaemia and abnormal glucose-tolerance were found to be

independent risk factors for mortality. Increased mortality could be attributed

to ischaemic heart disease (IHD) and sudden death (SD). Of interest is that
no significant interaction between lipids and glucose-tolerance was found.

Relative Risk 195% Cl) compared to NOT and 'intermediate' lipid group
IGT	 NDM1f	 Known DM Favourable Unfavourable

Mortalty	 (2541	 (1181	 (87)	 (464)	 (435)
Total	 1.1 (0.7-1.8) 1.7 (1.0-2.9) 3.1 (1.9-5.1) 0.7 (0.4-1.1) 	 1.3 (0.9-3.8)
(n= 175)
IHD+SD*	 1.5 (0.6-3.5) 3.0 (1.3-7.1) 4.7 (2.0-11.0) 0.8 (0.3-2.0) 	 1.4 (0.7-2.7)

9 Newly diagnosed DM at baseline. 	 * ICD-9 codes 410-414, 427.4, 427.5, 798.

CONCLUSION: In a general caucasian population, abnormal glucose-

tolerance and dyslipidaemia (high TG and low HDL) are independent
predictors of mortality due to ischaemic heart disease and sudden death.

1650
Lipoprotein (a) levels in diabetic subjects with and without ictus cerebri.

M Malaguarnera, M.Rizzo, M.P. Panebianco, P.Ruello, LGiugno, S.Restuccia.

Institute of Internal Medicine and Geriatrics - University of Catania - Catania -
ITALY

Non Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (NIDDM) is associated with a much

higher prevalence (about 2-4 folds) of coronary heart disease and ictus cerebri,
compared with health subjects. In elderly people affected by NIDDM, duration of
the disease and glucose serum levels are the main predictive factors for cerebro-
cardiovascular disease. We studied the influence of lipoprotein (a) [Lp(a)], an

indipendent risk factor for vascular disease, in NIDDM patients either affected or
not affected by ictus cerebri. Seventy NIDDM patients (34 males and 36 females;
mean age 72 4 ± 8.78 years) have been assessed and divided into two groups:
group A included 36 NIDDM subjects (20 males, 16 females; mean age 72.44 +
3.63 years; mean duration of the disease 8.66 ± 7.34 years), while group B was
composed of 34 NIDDM (14 males and 20 females; mean age 72.5 ± 12.14 years;
mean duration of the disease 20.29 ± 9.95 years) affected by ictus cerebri. The
following parameters have been evaluated in all subjects: glycaemia, total and
HDL cholesterol levels, trygliceride values, glycosilate hemoglobin levels.
Statistical analysis was performed using Student's t test. Trygliceride and Lp(a)
serum values were analyzed by Wilcoxon's non parametric test. Bivariate

regression analysis was applied to the extrapolated data. Patients included in the
group B presented higher glycaemia and glycosylated hemoglobin serum levels

and more altered lipid pattern than group A subjects. No significant differences in
Lp(a) serum levels were observed between these two groups. However, there was
a significant positive correlation of Lp(a) levels with glycosilate hemoglobin in the
group B. On the basis of this finding we postulated that glycosilation of Lp(a)
may enhance its atehrogenic potential.
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1651
Relationship between postprandial triglyceride (TG) response and
metabolic vascular risk factors in healthy subjects.
H. Cintora, C. Gonzalez, M. Machain, E. Cavallero.
Instituto de Enfermedades Metabolicas, Junin; Dpto de Farmacologia de la
Universidad de Buenos Aires and Div. Endocrinologia Hospital R. Mejia.
ARGENTINA.

The postprandial (PP) TG response_ has been shown to be increased in
coronary artery disease patients and in type II diabetics. A higher PP TG
response could be related to a complex metabolic disorder including insulin
resistance. We studied 50 normolipemic subjects (TC levels < 240 and TG <
200 mg/dl) aged 20-60 (31 w and 19 m) without any history of diabetes,
hypertension or vascular disease, before, and 2, 5, and 8 hours after a
standardized mixed meal (1145 kcal, 53 g/lipids). Subjects in the highest
quartile of the PPTG response (calculated as incremental PP area), showed a
trend to higher age, BMI, glycemia and TC/HDL-C ratio as well as a lower
glycemia/insulin ratio, when compared with subjects in the other 3 quartiles,
but only differences in age were statistically significant (p = 0.002). When
analyzing the quartiles of the fasting TG distribution the same not
significant trends were observed. In contrast, subjects in the highest quartile
of the 8th hour postprandial TG value had significantly lower HDL-C (p =
0.01) and higher TC/HDL-C ratio (p = 0.001). Also, these subjects showed
abnormal mean fasting insulin levels and glucose/insulin ratio (20.6 mUI/L
and 4.66 respectively). Median Q1-Q3 8th h PP TG values were
respectively 98, 72 and 147 mg/dl. A low late postprandial TG value may
indicate both normal TG rich lipoprotein production and clearance. In
contrast, we suggest that a high value could, better than the fasting TG,
discriminate subjects with metabolic abnormalities that increase the vascular
risk. Glucose tolerance and fibrinolytic capacity in these groups is currently
under analysis.

1652
LIPOPRROTEIN (a) LEVELS AND GLYCEMIC CONTROL IN NIDDM
SUBJECTS.

M.Yamamoto, K.Tsukiyama, H.Ishizaki and T.Yokoi. Anjo Kosei

Hospital. Anjo, Aichi, JAPAN

We examined the effects of 6 and 12-months improved glycemic

control on Lp(a) concentrations in 32 poorly controlled NIDDM

subjects. 6 subjects were treated by a-glucosidase inhibitor, 8 by

insulin and 18 by sulfonyl urea. LP(a) was measured by monoclonal

anti-LP(a) antibody technique, HbA1 c by HPLC and Fructosamine by

calorimetric method Results are shown by mean±SE.

X<0.01, XX<0.05 compared with pre-treatment values.

Before 6 months 12 months

FPG	 (mg/dl) 241 ±17 139±5X 139±6X
HbAlc (%)	 10,3±0.4 6.8±0.3X 6.9±0.2X

FRA	 (mM/L) 381±14 287±10X 304±124i

Lp(a)	 (mg/dl) 28.9±3.2 20.5±2.7X 18.4±1.9X

T-chol (mg/dl) 211±8	 193±7XX 199±8
HDL-chol (mg/dl) 50±4	 50±4	 47±4

TG	 (mg/dl) 128±13 107±10	 130±12
Apo Al (mg/dl) 116±4 127±5	 138±5

B	 (mg/dl) 100±5	 93±5	 106±7
E	 (mg/dl) 5.1 ±0.3 4.7±0.3	 5.9±0.4XX

LP(a) concentrations did not differ among subjects treated by

a-glucosidase inhibitor, insulin and sulfonyl urea. We conclude

that in NIDDM subjects, LP(a) concentrations are related to the
degree of glycemic control.

1653
PREVALENCE OF LARGE VESSEL DISEASES AMONG ADULT
DIABETICS IN SOUTHERN TAIWAN-POPULATION BASED STUDY
C.J. CHANG, Y.C. YANG, F.H. LU, J.S. WU, J.H. WU, T.J. WU and
J.T. KAO*
National Cheng Kung University Hospital, Tainan, Taiwan.
National Taiwan University*, Taipei, Taiwan
In a population-based study in Southern Taiwan during the years 1995-
1996, 1200 subjects aged 20 years or older were screened for diabetes
meliilus. Response rate was 80%. The prevalence of diabetes melllitus
was 9.9%. Diabetics had higher prevalence of large vessel diseases than
nondiabetics. (P<0.05) Prevalence of ischemic heart disease (IHD), leg
vessel disease (Leg VD) and stroke were 22.8, 2.0 and 5.1% for diabetics,
and 11.8, 1.6 and 1.5% for non-diabetics, respectively. Selected
cardiovascular variables in diabetics (non-diabetics) were systolic blood
pressure (SBP) 138.2±26.3 (114.8±23.4) mmHg, diastolic blood pressure
(DBP) 78.5+ 10.8 (60.0+ 13.1) mmHg, body mass index (BMI) 26.1±3.5
(23.3±3.5) kg/m2 and high density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C)
44.9±13.8(50.6±13.4) mg/dl. Diabetics had higher SBP, DBP, BMI but
lower HDL-C concentrations than non-diabetics. (P<0.05) Conclusions: 1.
Compared with western NIDDM, the prevalence of large vessel disease
were lower among our patients. 2. Diabetics had higher prevalence of
large vessel disease than non-diabetics. 3. Diabetics had high blood
pressure, body mass index but lower HDL-C levels than non-diabetics.

1654
PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF LIPOPROTEIN(a) AND THE RISK OF MYOCARDIAL
INFARCTION IN NIDDM WITHOUT VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS
T.Ishida,Y.Sugimoto,T.Tada,T.Kajikawa.N.Uemura,K.Kawanishi and
J.Takahara. Kagawa Medical University, Kagawa, Japan.
To assess whether lipoprotein(a)[Lp(a)] is a risk factor for

macroangiopathy in non-insulin dependent diabetic patients

(NIDDM) without any diabetic complications and they had
neither history nor sings or symptoms of cardiovascular and
cerebrovascular disease. We studied 56 NIDDM without diabetic

complications who were followed for 5^-6 years. The serum
Lp(a) levels were measured by ELISA. The distributions of
Lp(a) in the subjects were identical to that of controls,while
the median Lp(a) levels in the subjects were significantly

higher than that of control(23.6mg/dl vs 13.Omg/dl;p<0.05).

The subjects were divided two groups,one(N=36) had low Lp(a)
levels(below 20mg/dl) and other(N=30) had high LP(a)levels
(above 20mg/dl). There were no significant differences between

the two groups with respect to age,HbA1c,BMI,cholesterol and
uric acid. Of the 30 patients with high Lp(a),4 experienced a

myocardial infarction(MI),while 2 of 36 patients with low
Lp(a)had same episode. There were no significant differences
in HbAlc,cholesterol,triglyceride values between NIDDM who

developed incident MI events compared with who did not. Of the
30 patients with high Lp(a),2 experienced a cerebral infarc-
tion(CI),while 4 of 36 patients with low Lp(a) had same
episode. There were no significant differences in HbAlc.
cholesterol,triglyceride values except blood pressure between
NIDDM who developed incident CI compared with who did not. We
founded Lp(a) is a significant risk factor for cardiovascular
disease but is not a risk factor for cerebrovascular disease.
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1655
HYPERLIPIDEMIA AND OBESTPY AMONG DIABETICS

AT JUBAIL MILITARY HOSPITAL

.Dr. Khatid.Saad Alghamdi. Armed forces hospital, Jubail, Saudi
Arabia
OBJECTIVE Evaluate the pattern of dyslipidemia among diabetics,
attending the Primary care clinic.
DESIGN: Retrospective. study.
SETTING: Primary health care department of the Armed forces
hospital at King Abdul Aziz Naval Base, Jubail, Eastern Saudi
Arabia
SUBJECTS: All diabetics registered and followed up at the Primary
Care clinic.
ME'T'HODS: 282 diabetics were registered inthis clinic and
interviewed by.Primary care doctors. Weight and height were
recorsled,.fasting.blood.glucose level.and cholesterol level were
measured after 12 h fasting
RESULTS: The study revealedthat among 90% NIDDM and 10%
IDDM. 22.7% were.having a:normal Body Mass Index (BMI) 40%
overweight,.and 36.5%.obese. Females had a.sigiificantly higher
BMI than males (P< 0.005).Total cholesterol was more than normal in
26%, LDL in 27% and Triglyceride in 11% but HDL lower than
normal in 38 %.. However mixed hyperlipidemia was seen in (5%) of
the study population.
CONCLUSION: Obesity was high among diabetic patients and
require special attention as.well as dyslipidemia.

1656
ASSOCIATION OF APOPROTEIN E POLYMORPHISM
ON LIPOPROTEIN (a) LEVELS IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC
PATIENTS.
A. Durlachl,C. Clavel2 ,V. Durlach2, P.Birembaut2,M.Leuteneggerl.
1 Pol Bouin Institute, 2Medical Clinic, Reims, France.

Apolipoprotein E (apoE) polymorphism is known to modulate
cholesterol and triglycerides serum levels in diabetic as well as in non
diabetic subjects. However little is known concerning its possible
influence on Lp(a). In a groupe of 406 NIDDM patients aged 59.48 ±
10.78 years, with a BMI of 28.89 ± 5.34 kg/m2 and HbAlc=8.23 ±
1.88%, Lp(a)=21.19 ± 32.0 mg/dl with a median value of 81 mg/1, we
determined 6 apoE genotypes. Patients were separated in 3 groups
(A:2/2 and 2/3), (B:3/3), and (C:3/4 and 4/4) with 231 males
(respectively A=37, B=136, C=57) and 175 females (A=30, B=113,
C=29) and compared according to their Lp(a) serum levels assayed by
immunonephelometry. Increasing significant differences were found
between A and B (8.8 ± 15.3 vs 19.6 ± 26.Omg/dl, p<0.01), A and C
(8.8 ± 15.3 vs 20.6 ± 27.0, p<0.02) in males, in females differences
were found between A and C (14.5 ± 16.2 vs 50.6 ± 71.6mg/dl,
p<0.05). These data were confirmed after logarithmic transformation of
Lp(a). Thus apoE polymorphism seems to be responsible for a
significant modulation of Lp(a) plasma levels although differently in
male and female diabetic patients. This phenomon could be of interest
in the understanding of Lp(a) catabolism and may be of importance in
the comprehension of macroangiopathic complications.

1657
INSULIN RESISTANCE AND DYSLIPIDEMIA IN HEMODIA-
LYSIS PATIENTS
Z. Rasic, G. Perunidic, S. Pljes"a, and Lj. Bokan
University hospital Zemun/Beograd, Beograd, Yugoslavia

Dyslipidemia and insulin resistance are commom among
patients with end-stane renal failure. The aim of this
study was to evaluate lipid and lipoprotein profile, decre-
ased tissue insulin sensitivity /expressed as fasting plas-
ma insulin>18 mU/L/, and to investigate the role of insu-
lin resistance on lipid levels in hemodialysis patients. We
studied 39 patients /24F,15M/, 20 with decreased tissue
insulin sensitivity /fasting insulin 29+8,2 mU/L/ and 19
with better tissue insulin sensitivity /fasting insulin 9,7±
4,6/, with similar age and duration ofhemodialysis. First
group of patients had higher fasting glucose levels
/5,4± 0,7 vs 5,1±0,6 mmol/L,p=0.05/, fasting triglyceride
levels /2,7±1,6 vs 2,1+1,O,p<0,05/. Fasting apolipoprotein
Al was lower in the first group /1,3+0,2 vs 1,7+0,3,p<
0,05/, but there were no differences in fasting apolipopro-
tein Bl00,HDL-ch, LDL-ch, Lp/a/, between two groups.
There were significant positiv correlation between fasting
insulin and triglyceride levels /r=0.580,p<O, 05/, significant
negativ correlation between insulin and HDL-ch /r=-0.489,
p<0,05/ and fasting insulin and Apo Al /r=-0.410,p<0.05/,
in the first group only. In the second group there was
significant negativ correlation between triglyceride and
HDL-ch/r= 0,391,p<0,05/ only. We concluded thatdecrea-
sed tissue insulin sensitivity is associated with hipertri-
glyceridemia and lower Apo At and HDL-ch, in our hemo-
dialysis patients, as in other insulin resistant statments.

1658
INDEPENDENT CORRELATION BETWEEN LIPOPROTEIN (a) AND
ANGIOGRAPHIC CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE IN NIDDM.
A. Melidonis, S. Hraklianou, A. Stefanidis,G. Garoufalis, E. Bilianou, S. Foussas.
Diabetic Unit & Cardiology Dept., Tzanio Hospital, Piraeus-GREECE.

Lipoprotein (a) (Lpa) is an established risk factor for Coronary Artery disease
(CAD) in non-diabetic subjects. The correlation between serum levels of Lpa in
NIDDM patients with CAD is not yet clearly established. One of the best methods
for the assessment of the severity and extension of CAD is coronary angiography
(CA). We examined the correlation between serum levels of Lpa and CAD in
NIDDM. 43 patients with NIDDM with CAD participated in this study. Mean age
59.7+5.7, Mean BMI 27.789+3.41, 60% suffered from hypertension (A.H.) and
75% were smokers.
Patients under lipid lowering therapy and patients with albuminuria were
excluded. The estimation of the degree of stenosis and obstruction in the 11
segments of coronary artery tree (in CA) was made according to the Gensini
Score (G.S.). We also measured the ejection fraction (E.F.), total senun levels of
cholesterol, triglycerides, fractions of cholesterol, apolipoproteins A and B, Lp(a)
[Lp(a) was measured with the immunoturbidimetric method], HBA 1c and
fibrinogen.
The mean value of Lpa was 37.69+29.74 mg/dl (range 9-132), mean GS
55.72±41.88 (range 4-168). The bottom tertile of GS (range 4-18) had Lp(a)
18.18±7.77 and the upper tertile of GS (range 80-168) had Lpa 51±49.05
The multifactorial analyses between G.S. and all the other parameters indicated
statistically significant correlation between GS and Lp(a) (r-0.374, p<0.01),
serum level of fibrinogen and GS (r=0.425, p<0.005), serum level of LDL
cholesterol and GS (r=0.291, p<0.05).
There was also statistically significant correlation between E.F. and Lp(a)
(r=-0.339, p<0.025) and E.F. and fibrinogen (r--0.345, p<0.02).We concluded
that there is significant and independent correlation between serum levels of
Lp(a) and the severity and extention of C.A.D. in patients with NIDDM.
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1659
INSULIN INSENSITIVITY, MINIMAL MODELLING AND HEPATIC
LJPASE ACTIVITY IN THE DYSLIPIDAEMIA OF TYPE 2 DIABETES
C. Kong, L. Nimmo, V.N. Anyaoku, A. McColl, W Richmond, D.G. Johnston. S.
Robinson and R.S. Elkeles. Unit of Metabolic Medicine, Imperial College School
ofMedicine at St Mary's, London, UK.

NIDDM is commonly associated with insulin resistance and dyslipidaemia
characterised by hypertriglyceridaemia and low HDL. Previous studies of insulin
insensitivity have employed insulin measurements by conventional
radioinuntmoassay. We investigated insulin action and secretion in relation to
hepatic lipase activity in 23 NIDDM subjects (median age 58 (IQR 46-65) years,
BMI 25.0 (24.1-29.0) kg .1112) using an insulin-modified frequently sampled
intravenous glucose tolerance test. Specific insulin was measured by ELISA
minimal modelling was used to measure insulin sensitivity (Si) and glucose
effectiveness (Sg). Hepatic lipase (HL) activity was measured in postheparin
plasma. Si correlated negatively with BMI (r=-0.46. p<0.05), Sg (r=-0 52,
p<0.05) and with fasting triglyceride (r--0.71, p<0.001) but not with total
cholesterol nor HDL-cholesterol HL correlated positively with triglyceride
(r=0.43, p<0.05) and negatively with HDL-cholesterol (r-0.46, p<0.05) and
glucose tolerance (r=0.42, p<0.05) but not with fasting glucose, Si or Sg. There
was a negative corelation between HL and glucose tolerance (r=-0.42, p<0.05).
Fasting triglyceride was positively correlated with fasting insulin (r=0.50, p<0.05)
and first phase insulin secretion (r=0.46, p<0.05). Using a specific insulin assay,
we have shown that hypertriglyceridaemia is closely associated with insulin
insensitivity and increased hepatic lipase activity which may in turn lower HDL-
cholesterol.

1660
LIPOPROTEIN(a) LEVEL AND VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS
IN NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
M.Y.Chung, J,Y.Kim, S.W.Yang, D.J.Chung, and T.H.Lee. Division of
Endocrinology and Metabolism, Department of Internal Medicine,
Chonnam National University Medical School, Kwangju City, Korea

Lp(a) has been shown to be an independent risk factor for
atherosclerotic vascular disease in subjects without diabetes. But, in
patients with NIDDM, Lp(a) levels have been reported to be normal
or increased. In this study, we examine the following issues : the
relationship between Lp(a) levels and development of micro- and
macrovascular complications and the relationship between Lp(a) and
other risk factors of vascular complications in patients with NIDDM.
For determination of Lp(a), ApoAt, ApoBtm, triglyceride, total- and
HDL-cholesterol, blood samples were collected after an overnight fast
from ninety-five patients with NIDDM (41 women and 54 men).
Lp(a) levels in patients with diabetic retinopathy (n=41) were
significantly higher (53.6+7.9 vs 27.5±5.3mg/dL, p=0.008) than those
in patients without retinopathy (n=33). And also Lp(a) levels in
patients with macrovascular complication(s) (n=21) were significantly
higher (52.3±11.0 vs 32.2±4.3mg/dL, p=0.047) than those in patients
without macrovascular complication(s) (n=71). ApoBioa/ApoAt ratio in
patients with Lp(a) level>30mg/dL (n=34) were significantly higher
(1.20±0.09 vs 0.86±0.04, p=0.002) than that in patients with Lp(a)
level<30mg/dL (n=59). LDL-cholesterol levels in patients with Lp(a)
level>_30mg/dL (n=34) were significantly higher (131.5±9.37 vs 108.1
±5.24mg/dL, p=0,020) than those in patients with Lp(a)
level<30mg/dL (n=59). And Lp(a) levels were not related with sex,
age, body mass index, HbAic, smoking history and 24-hour urine
protein amount. These results suggest that Lp(a) levels seem to be
associated with microvascular and macrovascular complications in
patients with NIDDM.

1661
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INSULIN RESISTANCE AND ABNORMAL
LIPID PROFILE IN GREEK OBESE ADOLESCENTS
D. Damianaki, A. Melidonis, A. Tsoutsinos, J. Zika and E. Konstantelou
Paediatric Endocrinology Unit, Diabetic Unit, Tzanio Hospital, Piraeus - Greece

The present investigation was undertaken to identify metabolic variables in childhood
which may reflect independent atherogenic risk factor in obese pediatric population.
Anthropometric data reflecting overweight, fat distribution were evaluated in 41
obese adolescents and concentrations of apolipoproteins and lipids, IGF-1, C-peptide
were selected. Insulin resistance was assessed by fasting insulin level and sum of the
insulin values during 2 hours, after an O.G.T.T. in all subjects and compared with 27
lean age-matched normal children. Insulin level was determined by RIA. Results
from the two groups were ajusted for puberty, age and sex and were correlated with
multivariate analysis, Lipids and lipoprotein evaluated used z=x-x'/SD. In obese vs
non-obese mean value/SD for age (11.78 vs 10.95), Bone age (11,98 vs 9,18) BMI
(31,40 vs 18,76 kg/m 2) W/h (0,80 vs 0,77) Results: In obese vs nonobese mean value
HDL (42,6+ 15,84 vs 44,02+15,3) LDL (98,57 +27,34 vs 95,89+40,04), CHOL
(166,69+_24,39 vs 152,84 +40,04), TRYG (106,35 +45,14 vs 76,56+41,4), Lpa
(31,6+36,77 vs 29,92+37,0), IGFI (389,85 +227,26 vs 269,52 + 175,97). The obese
had significant higher values IGFI P<0,011, Tryg, P<0.04, APO-B, P<0,027 and T-
CHOL, P<0,05. Mean fasting-insuline-value (29,54 IU/L±SD 13,89 vs noobese
(10,11 IU/L+SD 7,73, P<0,01) and sum insulin 489,3 IU/L+SD 296,6 vs 208,55
IU/L±SD 178,1, P<0,01). Fasting-insulin-levels indepentendly of age and BMI were
significantly correlated with CHOL (r-0,53, P<0,0005) Lpa (r=0,498, P<0,008) and
2h insulin with LDL (r=0,35, P<0,028) and TRYG (r=0,457, P<0,009). There was a
significant difference between obese and nonobese boys and girls regarding IiDL and
insulinaemia. HDL was positively correlated to fasting and 2-h ins: in nonobese boys.
(rte 0,41, P<0,053, r,0,35, P<0,053) and girls (rte 0,5, P<0,028, 2h r,0,39, P<0,07)
and negatively related to obese boys (r,-0.53, P<0,35, 2h r,-0,49, P<0,043) and
girls (r -0,46, P<0,06 and 2h r,-0,37, P<0,092). CONCLUSION: Insulin resistance
in obese Greek young subjects is the key of atherogenic metabolic abnormality.

1662
LP(a) PHENOTYPES IN JAPANESE NIDDM

T.Naito # 1 and S.Oikawa#2 . Saka General Hospital #1 and Third
Depertments of Internal Medicine, Tohoku uniyersity School of

Medicine #2, Shiogama#1 and Sendai #2 , Japan.
In this study, we determined Lp(a) concentrations and phenotypes
in group of 121 randomized NIDDM patients under 65 y.o. and 200
controls to investigate differences of apo(a) isoform between
patients and controls, and relationship between apo(a) isoform and
diabetic nephropathy. Lp(a) phenotyping was performed by using
SDS PAGE and classified according to Utermann's classification.
Serum Lp(a) concentrations were 18.4±1.4 mg/dl (mean± SE) in
the patients and 14.7±1.2 mg/dl in controls (p<0.05,t-test). Lp(a)
phenotype frequencies in the patients and controls were

significantly different (p<0.0001,x 2-test). F:0 (0)%, B:0 (0.5)%,
S1:0.8 (2.5)%, S2:4.1 (4.5)%, S3:43.0 (28.5)%, S4:12.4 (40.5)%,
0:3.3 (5.5)%, F/S4:0 (0,5)%, B/S3:0.8 (0.5)%, S1/S3:4.1 (1.0)%,
S1/S4:1.7 (1.5)% S2/S3:9.9 (4.5)%, S2/S4:3.3 (5.0)%, S3/S4:16.5
(5,0)% ; [patients (controls)]. We classified NIDDM patients to 3
groups by qualitative urinary protein (group A:(-) n=91, group
B:(±)and(-) n=22, and group C:(2+)and(3+) n=8). Each serum
Lp(a) concentrations were 17.0±1.6, 19.4±2.7, and 31.6±8.8
mg/dl (p<0.05:group A vs. Group C). Lp(a) phenotype frequency of
group C was S3:n=5, S2:n=1, S1/S3:n=1 and B/S3:n=1. That

frequency was significantly different to group A (p<0.05,x 2-test).
These data suggest that NIDDM patiens have another apo(a)
isoform frequency than non-diabetics, and apo(a) isoform relate
with aggravation of diabetic nephropathy.
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ROLE OF BODY WEIGHT AND GLYCAEMIC CONTROL IN THE
DYSLIPIDAEMIA OF NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS.
L.Davies, G.Fulcher, P.Clifton-Bligh, E.Hibbert, A.McElduff, B.Robinson, S.Twigg
and E. Wilmshurst. Royal North Shore Hospital, St Leonards, Australia.
Dyslipidaemia, in particular raised serum triglyceride and low HDL cholesterol, is
characteristic of patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM).
Controlled clinical trials under strict laboratory conditions have demonstrated that
improved glycaemic control can also improve lipid values. In fact, the National
Cholesterol Education Panel has stated that control of hyperglycaemia is the key to
improving the lipoprotein pattern in diabetes. In this study we aimed to determine
whether improved glycaemic control under routine clinical conditions significantly
impacted on lipid values in a diabetic out-patient population.
260 patients with NIDDM (151M, 109F, age 63 ± 11 yr), who were not taking

lipid-lowering therapy were followed for 12 months with measures of fasting serum
lipids, glycaemic control and body weight. During this time, 21 patients were
commenced on lipid-lowering therapy leaving 239 patients who formed the study
group. Overall there was no change of total cholesterol (5.64 ± 1.25 vs 5.59 ±
1.12mM), triglyceride (2.37 ± 2.70 vs 2.22 ± 1.74mM), serum glucose (9.6 ± 3.3 vs
9.4 ± 3.1mM) or HbAlc (7.3 ± 1.75 vs 7.16 ± 1.52mM). Patients whose HBAIc
improved (8.39 ± 1.99 vs 6.60 ± 1.37%:P<0.001) had a significant albeit small
decrease of total cholesterol (5.83 ± 1.48 vs 5.54 ± 1.23mM, p<0.01), with no
change in HDL cholesterol or serum triglyceride. Conversely subjects whose BMI
was significantly lower at follow up (28.9 f 5.1 vs 27.5 + 4.8kg/m2) had a
significant decrease of serum triglyceride (2.53 t 2.28 vs 2.09 ± 1.64mM; p <0.01),
and increase of HDL cholesterol (1.10 f 0.28 vs 1.17 ± 0.33mM, p<0.01). The
major factor determining change of triglyceride and HDL cholesterol was the
change of body weight (p< 0.001 and p<0.01 respectively), while the change of
fasting glucose levels predicted the change of serum cholesterol (p< 0.01). We
conclude that improved glycaemic control in the absence of weight reduction is
insufficient to produce a major change of the abnormal lipoprotein pattern of
NIDDM. Consideration should therefore be given to the early introduction of lipid-
lowering therapy in patients with NIDDM, even those whose glycaemic control is
suboptimal.
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LP(a) AND OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS IN CHINESE
NIDDM PATIENTS WITH AND WITHOUT ALBUMINURIA
V.T.F. Yeung, G.T.C. Ko, C.K. Cheung t , W.Y. So, R.S.Y. Chan, K.Y. Li, C.C.
Chow, J.C.N Chan, and C.S. Cockram. Diabetes and Endocrine Centre and
Department of Chemical Pathology 1 , Prince of Wales Hospital, Shatin, Hong
Kong.
Lp(a) is a recognized risk factor for cardiovascular diseases. Its concentrations are
increased in IDDM patients with proteinuria. However, it remains unresolved
whether levels are elevated in NIDDM. To address this issue and other
cardiovascular risk factors in these patients, we have evaluated 164 Chinese
NIDDM newly referred to the Diabetes Specialist Clinic, which serves as a tertiary
referral centre to the region. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM, with the
exception of Lp(a) and triglyceride which have a skewed distribution and are thus
expressed as geometric mean x/+ antilog SEM. Diabetic patients had Lp(a)
concentrations comparable to 132 normal controls (164.7 x/. 1.1 mg/L Vs 148.4
x/- 1.1 mg /L ). Among diabetics, 43 % had abnormal albuminuria as defined by
albumin:creatinine ratio of >_3.5 mg/mmol.. There was no significant difference in
the Lp(a) values between the albuminuric and normoalbuminuric group (165.9 x/-
1.1 mg/L Vs 175.9. x/- 1.1 mg/L). Albuminuric patients had significantly higher
fasting glucose (10.9 ± 0.6 mmol/L Vs 9.1 ± 0.4 mmol/L, p<0.01) and HbAl c (9.2
± 0.3 % Vs 7.8 ± 0.3 %, p=0.001) than normoalbuminuric patients. They also had
higher systolic BP (145 ± 4 mmHg Vs 133 ± 4 mmHg, p<0.05) and mean BP (123
± 3 mmHg Vs 113 ± 3 mmHg, p<0.05). The prevalence of hypertension (systolic
BP>_140 mmHg or diastolic BP ?90 mmHg) was also significantly greater in the
albuminuric group (68% Vs 27 %, p=0.001). Albuminuric and normoalbuminuric
patients, however, had comparable BMI (24.5 ± 1.4 Kg/m z Vs 24.9 ± 0.6 Kg/m2),
waist:hip ratio (0.93 ± 0.01 Vs 0.92 ± 0.02), total cholesterol (5.83 ± 0.17 mmol/L
Vs 5.67 ± 0.15 mmo/L), LDL-C (3.70 ± 0.15 mmol/L Vs 3.63 ± 0.12 mmol/L),
HDL-C (1.27 ± 0.05 mmol/L Vs 1.33 ± 0.05 mmol/L) and triglyceride (1.62 x/+
1.1 mmol/L Vs 1.43 x/- 1.1 mmol/L). In conclusion, neither NIDDM nor
development of diabetic nephropathy significantly effects Lp(a) concentrations in
these Chinese subjects. In line with previous studies, albuminuric patients are at
greater risk of cardiovascular disease as evidenced by their poorer glycaemic
control and elevated blood pressure.

1665
INFLUENCE OF BODY FAT AND ITS REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION
ON PLASMA LIPIDS AND GLYCAEMIC CONTROL IN NIDDM.
M. Alberiche, G. Targher, F. Saggiani, V. Cacciatori, G. Formentini,
F. Calcaterra, F. Marini, L. Zenari, A. Raffaelli, M. Poli, S. Perbellini,
L. Santi, M. Muggeo and E. Bonora. Division of Endocrinology and
Metabolic Diseases, University of Verona, Verona, Italy.
Aim of the present study was to evaluate whether the presence of obesity
and a central pattern of fat distribution are significantly associated with
plasma lipid profile and glycemic control in patients with NIDDM. We
have examined 1,639 noninsulin-treated patients with NIDDM (aged 31-
91 yrs), randomly selected from those attending the Diabetes Centers of
Verona and sorroundings. Patients were grouped in quintiles of either
body mass index (BMI) or waist/hip ratio (WHR). Plasma levels of
triglycerides, total and LDL-cholesterol significantly increased across the
quintiles of BMI (p<0.001), while HDL-cholesterol significantly
decreased (p<0.001). However, when allowance was made for sex, age,
WHR, fasting insulin concentration, diabetes duration, treatment (diet vs
oral agents), and inverse of creatinine, only total cholesterol (p=0.02)
and LDL-cholesterol (p<0.01) levels retained a significant trend to
increase with the increase of BMI. Plasma levels of triglycerides
(p<0.001) increased, and HDL cholesterol (p<O.05) decreased across
the quintiles of WHR, but these trends were no longer statistically
significant after adjusting for BMI and all other potential confounders.
Glycated hemoglobin (HbAI c) did not change significantly with the
increase of either BMI or WHR. These results suggest that in
noninsulin-treated patients with NIDDM, an excess of body fat,
irrespective of its regional distribution, is independently associated with
a more atherogenic plasma lipid profile. On the contrary, neither an
excess of body fat nor a central pattern of fat distribution are
independently associated with a worse glycaemic control.

1666
LIPOPROTEIN (a) IN URBAN SOUTH INDIAN NIDDM PATIENTS

WITH ISCHAEMIC HEART DISEASE

Deepa R, Mohan V, Premalatha G, Sastri NG, and Karkuzhali K,
M.V.Diabetes Specialities Centre and Madras Diabetes Research

Foundation, Madras, India.

High rates of ischaemic heart disease (IHD) occuring at a younger
age have been well documented in several migrant Asian Indian
populations. Recently elevated Lipoprotein (a) (Lp-a) levels have

been shown to be associated with IHD in Asian Indians. However
there is no data on Lp (a) levels within the Indian subcontinent.

We compared the levels of Lp(a) in NIDDM patients with and

without IHD and non-diabetic control subjects without IHD (n=16

in each group). The mean Lp(a) levels were significantly higher

(P<0.001) in NIDDM with IHD (55.4 ± 34.1 mg/dl) compared to

NIDDM without IHD (24.2 ± 23.9 mg/dI) and control subjects

(24.4 ± 19.5 mg/dl). Thirteen of the 16 NIDDM with IHD (81.3%)

compared to 4/16 (25%) of NIDDM without IHD and 5/16 (31.3%)

of the control group had Lp(a) values above 30 mg/dl. Lp(a) levels

showed a much stronger correlation with IHD than conventional

lipid markers like total cholesterol, LDL, VLDL, and HDL

cholesterol and serum triglyceride. Lp(a) appears to be a very

good marker of IHD in South Indian NIDDM patients.
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OVERWEIGHT AND OBESITY. 1985- 1995. PATHOLOGIC ENTiTIES
ASSOCIATED
NL Perez, C. Orellana and J. Robalino. Diabetes Ecuadorian
Foundation (FED). Quito-Ecuador.
We wanted to establish the frequency of association between lipid
disorders, arterial hypertension, diabetes mellitus and impaired oral
glucosa test in a group of patients with overweight and obesity. We
realized a descriptive study with the information of 604 patients
above 19 years old with different degrees of obesity. Variables of
study were: arterial hypertension (values z 140/90), lipid disorder
(cholesterol and tryglicerids z 200 mg/dL), diabetes mellitus (basal
glucemia 2 140 mg/dL or 2 200 mg/dL at any time of the day and
two hours later of realizing glucose oral tolerance test) and impaired
oral glucose test ( values between 140 and 199 mg/dL two hours
later of the test). We used univariate analysis and Epi-Info software.
We found lipid disorders in 96.96% of the total group, 96.32% in
women and 100% in men (p NS). Arterial hypertension was observed
in 39.36% of total group, 37.02% in women and 53.65% in men (p <
0.01). Diabetes mellitus was present in 42.69% of total group, with
39.52% in women and 63% in men (p <0.01). Finally, we observed an
impaired oral glucose test in 22.28%, 22.97% In women and 16.66% in
men (p 14S). Data collected corroborate the enormous impact of this
group of pathologies In morbimortality of patients with overweight
and obesity, inside the concept of plurimetabolic syndrome. It is
necessary to realize analytical studies to determine the factors that
explain the differences observed.

1668
RELATION OF LIPOPROTEIN(A) AND DEVELOPMENT OF

DIABETIC MICROANGIOPATHY

M.Matsumoto, I. Hayaki, and T. Yamauchi. Kitakyushu Municipal

Hospital, Kitakyushu, Japan

Lipoprotein(a)(Lp(a)) has been reported to be related to

atherosclerotic vasucular diseases, Many studies have indicated that

the serum levels of Lp(a) in diabetic patients are elevated to be

associated with higher incidence of macroangiopathy such as ishemic

heart diseases, In this study we investigated the relation between Lp(a)

and development of microangiopathy in 120 NIDDM patients(69.4 ±

0.7 y. o.:M ± SE)followed for more than 10 years, In 79 patients

without retinapaty at the beginning of the observation , 45 patients

remained unchanged in no-retinapathy(NDR) but 26 patients finally

worsened to simple retinopathy(SDR) and 8 patients to pre-or

proliferative retinopathy(PDR) .Though 74 out of 109 patients without

proteinuria at the start of follow --up showed normoalbminuria(NOR)

in the end, 37 and 8 patients were developed to microalbuminuria (30

- 300mg/gcr.)(MIC)and macroalbuminuria(MAC) , respectively.,

Lp(a) levels were 25.2±3.0mg/dl in NDR, 22.3±3.4 mg/dl in SDR

, 29.8 ±7.4 n>,g/dl in PDR, There were no significant differences of

Lp(a) levels among three different diabetic retinopathy stages. On the

otherhand, theserum levels of Lp(a) were23.0±2.4 mg/dl inNOR ,

27.9± 3.8mg/dl in MIC, 46.3± 14.2mg/dl in MAC, There existed

significant differnces in serum Lp(a) concentrations among three stages

of diabetic nephropathy. In conclusion the risk of macroangiopathy

must be much more taken into consideration because of elevated serum

Lp(a) levels in diabetic nephropathy,

1669
CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ACCUMULATED VISCERAL FAT IN
PATIENEN WITH NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES  MFt71TUS.
K.Tayama, T.Inukai, Y.Fujiwara, Y.Aso, K.Ogino and Y.Takemura.
Koshigaya Hospital, Dokkyo University School of Medicine, Koshigaya, Japan

It is generally recognized that the accumualtion of visceral fat is closely
associated with hypertension, lipid metabolism disorder and impaired glucose
tolerance, and also it is one of important factors to develop the atherosclerosis.
We challenged to elucidate whether the accumulation of visceral fat would be
involved in diabetic complications in patients with non-insulin dependent
diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) or not. Studies were performed in 60 NIDDM
patients (31 men, 29 women, 54.1 ± 2.1 (mean ± SE) y-o) and 490 healthy
subjects. The thicknesses of the preperitoneal fat layer (P-fat) as visceral fat
and subcutaneous fat layer (S-fat) were measured using ultrasonography
method by Sizuki et al. and then the relationships between those fats and the
metabolic markers or the grade of diabetic complications were analysed. S-fat
in female remarkably increased that in male in all subjects. P-fat in NIDDM
patients significantly increased compared to that in healthy subjects. P-fat in
patients treated with insulin were significantly reduced compared to that with
diet alone. No significant relathionship was found between both fats and
metabolic markers such as FPG and HbA r c . A significantly positive cor-
relation was shown P-fat with MNCV in male, and also P-fat in female
showed similar results with SNCV and R-R time interval variation. The
tendency of negative correlations were obtained between both fats and urinary
albumin excretion. P-fat in NIDDM patients with proliferative retinopathy was
markedly reduced compared to that in those in no retinopathy. Daily urinary
CPR values revealed a significantly positive correlation with P-fat.
Conclusions: The present data suggest that visceral fat would be a negative
modulator against diabetic complications derived from microangiopathy and it
might be regulated by the amount of insulin secretion from the pancreas.

1670
HAND AND SHOULDER ABNORMALITIES IN DIABETIC
PATIENTS: ASSOCIATION WITH SERUM LIPIDS
PET Arkkila, IM Kantola, T Ronnemaa and JSA Viikari
Turku University Central Hospital, Turku, Finland

Hand and shoulder abnormalities have been shown to be common in conditions like
diabetes and coronary heart disease, which are related to the lipid abnormalities.
The aim of our study was to evaluate whether limited joint mobility (LJM),
Dupuytren's disease (DD) and shoulder capsulitis (SC) are associated with lipid
abnormalities in diabetic patients. We examined 291 type 1 (age±SD 33.2±10.0
years) and 139 type 2 (61.3±12.3 years) diabetic patients in terms of LJM, DD, SC,
serum total cholesterol (TC), high density lipoprotein-cholesterol (HDL-C) and
triglycendes (TG). Differences were regarded significant at p-level <0.05.
Prevalence of LJM, DD and SC were 58, 14 and 10% in type 1 and 60, 14 and 22%
in type 2 diabetic patients, respectively. The mean TC concentrations were higher
in type I diabetic subjects with moderate (5.5±1.4 mmol/L) and severe LIM
(5.2±0.6 mmol/L) than in those without LJM (4.7±1.1 mmol/L). In type 2 patients
HDL-C values were higher in subjects without LIM (1.3±0.4 mmol/L) than in
subjects with moderate (0.9±0.3 mmol/L) or severe LIM (0.9±0.3 mmolIL). No
significant association between LJM and serum TG concentration was found in type
1 or 2 patients. TC (5.4±1.4 vs. 4.8±1.1 mmol/L) and TG (1.5±1.2 vs. 1.0 ±0.6
mmol/L) concentrations were higher in type 1 diabetic subjects with than in those
without DD, whereas no associations were found in type 2 diabetic subjects. No
significant association between DD and HDL-C was found in type 1 or 2 diabetic
subjects. The mean TC concentration was higher (5.5±0.7 vs. 4.8±1.2 mmol/L) in
type 1 patients with SC than in those without, whereas no association was found in
type 2 patients. No significant associations between SC and mean HDL-C or TG
concentrations were found in type 1 or 2 diabetic subjects.
Conclusions: High TC and TG are associated with hand and shoulder
abnormalities in type I diabetic subjects, whereas only LIM was associated with
HDL-C in type 2 diabetic subjects.
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ATHEROGENIC SERUM FATTY ACID PROFILE IN TYPE 2 DIABETICS
WITH HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA
P. Bohov, I. Klimes, V. BaI62 and E. Sebokova. Institute of Experimental
Endocrinology, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava and Research
Institute of Gerontology, Malacky, Slovak Republic
Hypertriglyceridemia significantly accelerates the atherogenic risk in
diabetics, especially in non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM).
There is growing evidence that beside serum lipids the process of
atherogenesis is seriously influenced also by the abnormal serum and
tissue fatty acids (FA) composition. The aim of the study was therefore to
assess the changes in serum FA composition in NIDDM patients with
diverse types of hyperlipidemia (HLP). The groups of NIDDM patients,
treated with oral antidiabetic drugs, consisted of 21 subjects (10 men) with
normal serum lipids (DM-NLP), 11 cases (4 men) with hypercholesterolemiaN-1-1 1-P).

-CH), 43( 14 men) with hypertriglyceridemia (DM-TG) and 39 patients
 men) with combined hypercholesterolemia and hypertriglyceridemia

 21 (10 men) age-matched healthy control (C) subjects were also
investigated. Serum lipid levels and glycemia were determined with the aid
of an automatic biochemical analyzer. Fatty acid analysis of total serum
lipids was carried out by gas chromatography using a capillary column with
a highly polar stationary phase. The statistical significance of differences
among the groups were evaluated with the ANOVA test. There were no
differences between the groups in the age of subjects (mean±SEM 63.4±0.7
yrs) and in the duration of diabetes (10.1±0.43 yrs). The significantly
different serum FA composition was found in DM -TG and DM-HLP groups
compared to others. In particular, the proportion (wt%) of total saturated FA
increased compared to that of the C (C: 30.48±0.49 vs DM -TG: 32.60±0.34,
DM-HLP: 32.74±0.34; P<0.01). They had also a higher content of total
monounsaturated FA in comparison to other groups (C: 27.67±0.44, DM-
NLP: 27.67±0.76, DM-CH: 27.53±1.09 vs DM-TG: 30.80±0.44, DM-HLP:
31.84±0.59; P<0.01), and lower content of total polyunsaturated FA of the
omega-6 series (C: 37.90±0.58, DM-NLP: 37.23±1.07, DM-CH: 37.72±1.04
vs DM-TG: 32.49±0.52, DM-HLP: 31.56± 0.72; P<0.01). The latter was
mainly due to a decreased content of C18:2n-6 in these groups (C:
27.71±0.34, DM-NLP: 27.19±0.94, DM-CH: 27.12±1.16 vs DM -TG:
23.05±0.45, DM-HLP: 23.07± 0.52; P<0.01). From the long chained omega-
6 FA, a lower content of C20:3n-6 and C20:4n-6 in the DM-HLP group in
comparison to normolipidemics was noted. The data on n-3 polyunsaturated
FA revealed only a lower content of C18:3n-3 in diabetics when compared
to controls. In conclusion, the increase of serum saturated FA level at the
cost of polyunsaturated FA, especially those of n-6 serie, may together with
higher level of serum triglycerides significantly contribute to the increased
atherogenic risk commonly found in hypertriglyceridemic NIDDM patients.
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NON-DIETARY DETERMINANTS OF POSTPRANDIAL TRIGLYCERIDE
VALUES IN NORMOTRIGLYCERIDEMIC TYPE II DIABETICS.
S.J.L. Bakkert, S. Casteleijnt, A. Hattemer 2 , P.G. Scheffert, T. Teerlinkt and R.J.
Heiner. Research Institute for endocrinology, reproduction and metabolisms,
Academic Hospital Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands and Dept. of
Diagnostics2, Boehringer Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany.
In Type II diabetes, fasting hypertriglyceridemia has been shown to be a risk factor
for cardiovascular disease. The aims of this study were to assess the determinants of
postprandial triglyceride (TG) levels and the association between fasting TG levels
and postprandial TG levels in normotriglyceridemic (fasting TG <_ 2.2 mmolJl)
subjects with Type II diabetes. We included 23 (11m/12f) euthyroid, diet or tablet-
treated subjects, aged 61±7.9 years and with a BMI of 30.4±5.3 kg/m 2. The HbAlc
was 6.0±1.3% and mean fasting TG levels ranged from 0.6 to 2.2 mmol/I with a
median value of 1.5 mmol/l. All subjects performed self-monitoring of their TG
values with an Accutrend OCT (Boehringer Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany). The
following values were computed from their self-monitored TO (STG) data: A mean
fasting (F-STG), mean bedtime (BT-STG) and a mean incremental area under the
curve (A-STG). The laboratory measured fasting TG level correlated significantly
with the F-STG (r =0.65, p=0.001) and with the BT-STG (r =0.54, p=0.01 1), but not
with the A-STG. Waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) correlated significantly with BT-STG (r
=0.55, p=0.01), but not with fasting TG, F-STG or A-STG. Thyroid stimulating
hormone (TSH) correlated significantly with BT-STG (r =0.55, p=0.01) and A-STG
(r =0.55, p=0.009), but not with fasting TG or F-STG. In conclusion, in
normotriglyceridemic subjects with Type II diabetes the fasting TG levels correlate
strongly with self-monitored fasting and bedtime TG values, but not with the
incremental area under the curve. Body fat distribution (WHR) and TSH levels, even
in these euthyroid subjects, were important determinants of postprandial TG levels.
The clinical significance of these findings remains to be demonstrated.
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GENDER INFLUENCE ON LDL SUBFRACTION DISTRIBUTION
IN TYPE II (NIDDM) DIABETIC PATIENTS.
A.Caixas, A.Perez, A.Payes*, JL.Sanchez*, J.Ordonez-Llanos*,
A.Caballero, A.de Leiva. Endocrinology & *Biochemistry Dpts.
H.Sant Pau. UAB. Barcelona. Spain.

Predominance of small and dense LDL (phenotype B) is considered
a risk factor for cardiovascular disease. We evaluated the influence
of gender on LDL subfraction distribution in NIDDM patients before
(I-IbAlc 9.812.0%) and after (HbAlc 5.9±1.0%) the optimization of
glycemic control with insulin therapy. Thirty-three NIDDM (19
males, age 56.4±7.0 years, Body mass index (BMI) 26.4±3.5 kg/m 2 ;

14 postmenopausal females, age 63.9±11.4 years, BMI 25.2±3.5
Kg/r2) and 25 age-sex-BMI matched control subjects were studied.
Six LDL subfractions were isolated by density gradient
ultracentrifugation and classified as the quotient LDL,-LDL 3/LDL 4-

LDL 6 (phenotype A >1.8, AB 1.1-1.8, B < 1.1). Differences were
assessed by Mann-Whitney test. In NIDDM patients, during both
stages of glycemic control, no differences between men and women
were observed in the percentage of LDL subfractions and the
phenotype. However, compared with non-diabetic women, NIDDM
women showed a lower percentage of LDL2 (31.0±3.6 vs 24.4±8.7%,
p<0.05) and a higher percentage of LDL S (6.3±1.5 vs 10.0±4.8%,
p<0.05) and LDL6 (4.2±0.8 vs 6.1±2.3%, p<0.05) that resulted in a
lower phenotype ratio (3.4±1.1 vs 2.4±1.7, p<0.05). No differences
were observed between non-diabetic and NIDDM men during both
stages of glycemic control. In conclusion, these findings may
contribute to explain the loss of protection for cardiovascular disease
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DIABETIC MICRO- AND MACROANGIOPATHY. HOMOCYSTEINE
AND LDL-TRIGLYCERIDES COMPARED TO OTHER
LIPOPROTEIN-RELATED RISK FACTORS
W. Marz, E. Bisse, M. Nauck, N. Weickmann, and H. Wieland
Department of Medicine, Division of Clinical Chemistry, University of
Freiburg, Germany
We analysed lipids, lipoproteins and homocysteine in 200 female and
male patients with type I and type II diabetes mellitus and in age-matched
healthy controls. Blood samples were drawn after an overnight fasting
period. In contrast to healthy controls, diabetic patients had higher
HbAlc values and type II diabetics were overweighted. In female type II
diabetics, serum triglycerides were significantly higher than in female
controls (2.47 vs 1.58 mmol/L, p < 0.05); in contrast, the increase in
triglycrides in male type II diabetics was not significant (2.79 vs 1.96
mmol/L). In both, female (f) and male (m) diabetic patients, HDL-chole-
sterol was significantly reduced compared to controls. In type II diabetic
patients serum triglycerides as well as HDL-cholesterol correlated with
the severity of the diabetic macroangiopathy. None of the standard serum
lipid measurements correlated with microangiopathic lesions. However,
LDL-triglycerides were significantly elevated in female and male diabetic
patients with severe macroangiopathic (f: 0.49 vs 0.39; m: 0.42 vs 0.35
mmol/L) and microangiopathic lesions (f: 0.48 vs 0.41; m: 0,41 vs 0.33
mmol/L). Moderately elevated homocysteine levels were reported as a
risk factor for peripheral vascular and premature coronary artery disease.
In this study, however, diabetic patients showed significantly decreased
homocysteine concentrations compared to healthy controls (f: 12 vs 15;
m: 13 vs 17 pmol/L). In the group of diabetes patients, severity of
macroangiopathic lesions correlated with increasing homocysteine levels
(f: 15 vs 11; m: 15 vs 12 pmol/L); there was no correlation between
homocysteine and microangiopathic lesions. We conclude that, in contrast
to conventional lipid-related risk indicators, LDL-triglycerides could
become a powerful predictor for microangiopathy in diabetic patients.
The finding that homocysteine is generally lower in patients with
impaired glucose tolerance should be accounted for if homocysteine is
used to assess an individual's risk for atherosclerosis.

in diabetic women.
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CHANGES IN LDLA AND LDLB IN POORLY CONTROLLED PATIENTS

WITH NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
A.Kiriakov, J.Dimova, J.Kavrakova, S.Zlateva, M.Nenova and V.Christov.

Medical University, Sofia, Bulgaria.
This study attempted to reveal atherogenesis specificity in NIDDM patients
considering lipoprotein heterogenity and the strong evidence for direct
involvement of LDL subpopulations in particular LDLB subfractign's

potential for involvement in atherosclerosis.
36 poorly controlled NIDDM patients (HbA,, > 10%) were compared with
36 sex and age matched healthy control subjects. LDL subclasses were
separated by sequential ultracentrifugation. ApoAl and ApoB were
assayed using immunoturbidimetric tests, cholesterol (Choi) and
triglyceride (TG) concentrations in plasma, lipoprotein-classes and LDL-
subclasses using enzymatic methods. The comparative analysis applied
between poorly controlled NIDDM patients and controls reveals: decrease
in Chol-contents in LDLA( A%LDLA ChoI=-16.9, p<0.05) whereas in LDLB

was observed increase (A%LDLB Chol= 20.0, p<0.05 ); the increase in

TG-contents was different for LDLA (A%LDLA TG = 105.0, p<0.001 ) and

LDLB (A%LDLB TG = 56.2, p<0.001 ); the decrease in ApoB-contents is

also different for LDLA( A%LDLA ApoB = -47.8, p<0.001 ) and LDL B

(0%LDLB ApoB= -22.8, p>0.05). Significant changes in plasma TG, total

Choi, HDL-Chol ApoAl and ApoB were also observed.
Conclusion: in poorly controlled NIDDM patients were found differences
both in the size and Chol- and TG-contents of LDLA and LDLB
subclasses.
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ATHEROGENIC LIPIDS AND LIPOPROTEINS ABNORMALITIES IN
IDDM COMPLICATED BY EARLY AND LATE NEPHROPATIIY.
J.Walewski, J.Taton, J.Leowski, and A.Czech, Department of Internal Medicine
and Diabetology, Warsaw Medical School, Poland.
Assumption: Accordingly to epidemiological study in Warsaw (1995)
nephropathy increases 9 - folds the risk of cardiovascular death in IDDM. This is
much more than it could be explained by traditionally studied risk factors. The
specific for diabetic nephropathy, quantitative and qualitative lipids and
lipoproteins abnormalities could be considered as the possible explanation for this
additional atherogenic risk. The research aims were: 1. to evaluate the plasma
lipids composition - total cholesterol, VLDL - cholesterol, MDL - cholesterol,
LDL - cholesterol, total triglycerides, triglycerides in VLDL, triglycerides in LDL,
protein content of LDL; 2. to determine the oxidizability of isolated LDL
(oxidation test in vitro). 3 groups of the IDDM were studied: a. 20 patients with
overt nephropathy; b. 15 patients with microalbuminuria; c. 20 patients without
nephropathy (as control group). All patients were hospitalised for the study.
Results: I. Statistically significant differences in plasma lipids were found: 1. in
microalbuminurics vs controls - LDL cholesterol; 2. in proteinurics vs controls
a) total cholesterol, b) LDL cholesterol, c) total triglycerides, d) triglycerides in
VLDL; 3. in proteinurics vs microalbuminurics a) total cholesterol , b) total
triglycerides, c) triglycerides in VLDL. II. Statistically significant differences in
LDL oxidizability in vitro were found: 1. in proteinurics vs controls a) lag phase,
2. in all three groups - maximal rate of LDL oxidation. Conclusion: In
microalbuminurics (pre-clinical nephropathy) and proteinurics (overt
nephropathy) IDDM subjects similar atherogenic abnormalities of lipids and
lipoproteins composition and oxidizability were found. This suggests, that
atherogenic risk in diabetic nephropathy occurs very early and is not simply
related to the degree of proteinuria

1677
LDL oxidation in type 2 diabetic patients with microalbuminuria.
E. Moro, C. Zambon, S. Pianetti, G. Cazzolato, P. Alessandrini, M. Pais,
G. Bittolo Bon. Diabetes Clinic, Regional General Hospital, Venice, Italy.
The aim of this study was to evaluate if there is a relationship between LDL
oxidation and microalbuminuria, that is considered an early marker of vascular
involvement in type 2 diabetes. Twenty-four type 2 diabetics, 12 out of them
microalbuminuric (MA+) and 12 normoalbuminuric (MA-), and 12 control
subjects were selected. Microalbuminuria was defined as an urinary albumin
excretion rate of 30-300 mg/24h. There was no difference in the three groups
for age, gender, and blood pressure values. As index of in vivo LDL oxidation,
we measured the percentage of LDL- by ion-exchange HPLC. In vitro
susceptibility to oxidation of LDL was evaluated following the kinetic of
coniugated diene formation in presence of Cu++ ions (lag time). Metabolic
control was significantly worse in diabetics MA+ in comparison with diabetics
MA- (fructosamine 341+71 vs 279+53 mM/L; p<0.02). Diabetics MA+ had
triglyceride level significantly higher in comparison with diabetics MA- (2.21+
1.01 vs 1.15+ 0.39 mmoli/L, p<0.01) and controls (2.21+ 1.01 vs 1.18+ 0.61
mmoli/L, p<0.01). Diabetics MA+ had significantly higher percentage of LDL -

in comparison with diabetics MA- (5.2+1.7 % vs 3.1+1.2 %; p<0.01) and
controls (5.2+1.7 % vs 2.34+1.03 %; p<0.001). LDL isolated from diabetics
MA+ had a significantly shorter lag time in comparison with diabetics MA-
(79+11 vs 97+9 minutes; p<0.05), and controls (79+11 vs 120+24.5 minutes;
p<0.001). A significant linear correlation was observed between LDL- and
some parameters of metabolic control such as fructosamine (r=0.45, p<0.05)
and triglycerides (r=0.65, p<0.001). An inverse correlation was found between
lag phase and fructosamige (r=-0.50, p<0.01) and triglyceride (r=-0.69,
p<0.001). These data show that type 2 diabetics with microalbuminuria have
evidence of an increase oxidation in vivo and oxidability in vitro of LDL in
association with a poor metabolic control. We propose that an increased
lipoprotein oxidation could promote endothelial lesions in type 2 diabetics with
microalbuminuria.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEQUENTIAL CHANGES OF
MICROPROTEINURIA AND SERUM LIPIDS IN NIDDM
Katsuhiko Hoshi, Akinori Sasaki, Yasushi Ishigaki, Susumu Hara,
Akihiro Sekikawa, Hiroshi Midorikawa, Kyoko Hayasaka, Hidetoshi
Kotake, Shinichi Oikawa and Takayoshi Toyota The Third
Department of Internal Medicine, Tohoku University School of
Medicine, Sendai, Japan

There are many risk factors to deteriorate diabetic nephropathy.
To determine these factors, we compared sequential changes of
microproteinuria with clinical backgrounds in NIDDM. We studied
the levels of microproteinuria (microalbuminuria by
immunoturbidity method and transferrinuria by latex
agglutination method) in 204 diabetic patients. We divided them
into three groups by the levels of microproteinuria; Normal group
(N, n=77): normoalbuminuria (<20mg/g Creatinine) and
normotransferrinuria (<1.Omg/g Creatinine), Mild group (M, n=43):
normoalbuminuria and high transferrinuria, High group (H, n=84):
high albuminuria and high transferrinuria. After 3-year
observation, they were divided into three groups according to
sequential changes of microproteinuria; (1) Deteriorated group: 23
cases (N->M, N->H, M-.H), (2) Unchanged group: 78 cases (N-N, M
-M), (c) Improved group: 48 cases (H-M, H-.N, M-.N). Among
these three groups, we compared clinical backgrounds (Age,
Duration, Blood pressure, Body mass index, FPG, HbAlc, Total-
cholesterol, Triglyceride, HDL-cholesterol, BUN and Creatinine). In
the deteriorated group, triglyceride (P<0.01) and body mass index
(P<0.05) were significantly increased and HDL-cholesterol (P<0.05)
was significantly decreased compared with other two groups. We
conclude that the deterioration of microproteinuria in NIDDM will
be associated with lipids metabolism.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LDL PARTICLE SIZE AND
ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN THE PATIENTS WITH NIDDM.
N.Nagase, R.Kawahara, M.Yoshino, Y.Omori, K.Kondo#,
H.Itakura#.
Diabetes Center, Tokyo Women's Medical College.
The National Institue of Nutrition, Tokyo Japan
This study was conducted to determine the relationship

between atherosclerotic diseases and LDL particle size
in NIDDM. Method: Included in the present study were 125
NIDDM patients treated in this diabetes center, 102 male
and 23 females aged 60.1±7.7 years with BMI of 23.7±
3.6. They were divided into 4 groups: 62 with ischemic
heart disease (CHD), 17 with cerebral infarction (01D),
20 with arteriosclerosis obliterans in the lower limbs
(ASO), and 26 with no sclerotic disease(C). The healthy
volunteers were used as control(N). Plasma lipid and
lipoprotein levels and LDL particle size (Kraus & Bruke
method) were determined using over nigt fasting blood
samples. Results:The LDL particle size was 25.4±0.9,
25.4 ± 0.6, 25.4 ± 0.8, 25.2 ± 0.7, and 26.1 ± 0.7nm
respectively, in Groups CHD, CVD, ASO, C and N. It was
smaller in all 4 NIDDM groups than in Group N. The
percentage of Pattern B was statistically significantly
higher in all 4 NIDDM groups than in Group N. The plasma
lipid and lipoprotein profile showed a TG-rich tendency
in the NIDDM groups compared to Group N. In conclusion,
LDL particles were small in NIDDM patients regardless of
the presence or absence and the type of atherosclerotic
diseases. This seemed to be related to the fact that
lipoprotein profile was TG-rich.
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LIPIDE STATUS OF POORLY REGULATED DIABETES : OBESE TYPE 2
WITH AND WITHOUT MACROANGIOPATHY , TYPE 1 AND TYPE 1 WITH
NEPHROPATHY
D.Banovic, M.Dragasevic, S.Popovic, Lj.Popovic, M.Dragasevic and P.Dodevic
Institute of Endocrinology, Diabetes Center , Belgrade, Yugoslavia
Determinants of hyperlipidaemia in diabetes mellitus are numerous: age, obesity,
glycaemic control, nephropathy etc. According to PROCAM study results,
different dislypidemias have disproportional grades of risks for
macroangiopathy. Group of 20 obese(BMI=30,4=/-4,9) type 2 Diabetics without
Macroangiopatiry ( 0D2-M), 20 obese (BMI=32+/-5,1) type 2 Diabetics with
Macroangiopathy(OD2+M), 20 nonobese type 1 Diabetics (Dl) and 10 nonobese
typelDiabetics with Nephropathy (D1+N) were compared according to first level
lipidogram. Patients were not smokers, and except D1+N group were
normotensive. Duration of diabetes was 6,4+1-2,5 y. for 0D2-M; 6,1+/-3,2 y. for
OD2+M ; 8,2+/-3,1 y. for DI and 13+/-4,4 y for DI+N group. HbAlc was high and
not significantly different: 0D2-M =10,5+/-2,56%,OD2+M =9,83+1-4,3%, Dl
=11,23+/-2,7% and D1+N=10,2+/-2,6%(p>0,05).Values for triglicerides /
cholesterol/ LDL/HDL were: 0D2-M 1,7/5,62/3,62/1,31 mmol/l; OD2+M
3,94/6,36/3,91/1,19	 mmolll;	 D1	 1,88/6,68/3,95/1,33	 mmolll;	 D1+N
3,2819,26/6,49/1,12 mmol/1 (without SD here). Basal C-peptide levels were
significantly higher in DM2+M group than in DM2-M (1,73+/-0,29 vs 1,21+/-0,23
nmoUl , p<0,01) . Conclusive differences were found between significantly higher
level of triglicerides in DM2+M than in DM2-M,positively correlated with higher
C-peptide levels(p<0,01); significantly (but less) higher cholesterol as well as
LDL level in Dl than in DM2-M(p<0,05) but not DM2+M group(p>0,05);
significantly higher triglicerides,holesterol and LDL in DIN group comparing to
all other groups (p<0,01). HDL cholesterol was not found significantly different
between groups (p>0,05). It was concluded that in chronically hyperglycemic
patients hypertrigliceridaemia with higher insulin (resistance) is risk factor of
macroangiopathy in 002 patients, moderate hypercholesterolaemia in Dl
patients and frank hypercholesterolemia and hypertrigliceridemia in D1+N.
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SMALL,DENSE LDL AND EARLY STAGE OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
G.Yoshino, T.Hirano, H.Naito, T.Mori, T.Kazumi and T.
Urayama. Toho University, Tokyo, Japan
We have previously reported the decrease in LDL particle
size in NIDDMs with microalbuminuria compared to that in
those with normoalbuminuria. Therefore, the present study
was conducted to examine the influence of LDL size on the
development of early diabetic nephropathy monitoring urine
FDP(fibrin/fibrinogen drgradation products),a new candidate
for earlier marker for the nephropathy. We examined 144
NIDDMs without hypertension and 142 non-diabetic healthy
volunteers (N). Urine (early morning) FDP was measured by
chemiluminescent enzyme-linked immunoassay with dioxetane
derivative substrate for the labelled alkaline phosphatase.
The detection limit is ing/ml, which is approximately 1/100
of conventional turbidimetric method. Abnormally high level
of urine FDP (above mean+2SD of group N) was found in 68%
(45/66) of NIDDMs with normoalbuminuria. Furthermore, 90%
(30/33) of those with micro- or macroalbuminuria had
elevated urine FDP. When NIDDMs with normoalbuminuria were
divided into two groups according to thier urine FDP
levels, there were no significant differences in either
mean age, BMI, duration of diabetes, smoking rate, blood
pressure, HbAlc, FBG or plasma lipids. The only one
discriminater was LDL size ; the group with abnormally high
urine FDP levels (n=23) had smaller LDL compared to that
with normal urine FDP levels (n=22) (25.4±1.3 vs 26.3±1.2
nm, p'(0.05). Together with our previous observation it is
concluded here that small sized LDL is deeply involved in
the development of early diabetic nephropathy.
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APOLIPOPROTEIN E (APO E) GENE POLYMORPHISM IN SARDINIAN NON
INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS (NIDDM)
M.G..Melis,G.Tonolo,G. Secchi,M. M. Atzeni, M. Ciccarese,M. Maioli, M.F.Angius, P.
Brizzi, L Puddu, *G. Pala,**A. Massidda, ***M..Manai,***R.M.Pilosu and M. Maioli
Clinica Medica,Sassari, and Diabetologia, *Nuoro, ** Lanusei, *** Cagliari-Italy.
For The Sardinian Diabetes Genetic Study Group (SDGSG)
The preliminary aim of our study was to compare the frequency of ape E alleles
between the homogeneous Sardinian population and what is reported for the rest of
Italians in the mainland (James RW, Arterioscl Thromb 1993). Additionally we
compared the Centre (the most archaic area)with the rest of Sardinia, as we found a
difference in the frequency of the G1y40Ser amino-acid variant of the glucagon
receptor gene between these Sardinian regions(Tonolo et al, Diabetologia 1997 in
press). All subjects were of Sardinian ancestry for more than two generations. In
multiplex NIDDM families at least two affected siblings and, if available, unaffected
siblings were included. Additionally unrelated NIDDM and non diabetics subjects
were also enrolled. All are currently characterised for BMI, diabetic complications
(retinopathy, nephropathy, ischemic heart disease) and hypertension. Blood for DNA,
apoAl, apoB, serum total and HDL cholesterol, triglycerides, HbAlc, and urinary
albumin excretions rate were also obtained. So far a total of 950 subjects were
enrolled. We report here the preliminary data on the first 517 subjects in whom apoE
alleles were determined. No apparent allele distribution differences were evident so far
between NIDDM and non NIDDM, and data (presented as % and analysed with %')are
cumulated.
Apo E All	 North Centre South *=p<0.01vs Mainland
e2 3.6 * 5.0	 1.9	 0.9	 §=p<0.05 North vs
e3 89.2 * 87.3 § 94.8	 89.8	 Centre; #=p<0.05
e4 7.3	 7.7	 3.3 # 9.3	 South vs Centre

Total cholesterol as well LDL cholesterol and apolipoprotein B were lower, but not
significantly, in subjects with the e2 allele. Our preliminary data indicate: 1)ApoE
alleles frequency in Sardinia are different from the mainland, 2)the Centre of Sardinia
is different from the North and the South, holding one of the lowest prevalence of s4
in the world, 3) dietetic therapy in NIDDM may mask the effects of apoE
polymorphism on lipid metabolism, 4)we are in a good position to analyse the
relations between apo E alleles and cardiovascular disease in Sardinian NIDDM.
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APOLIPOPROTEIN E GENOTYPE AND CHOLESTEROL SYNTHESIS IN
NORMOLIPIDEMIC TYPE II DIABETIC PATIENTS
A. Scoppola, A. Mancini*, C. Motti°, P. Rampa°, G. Testa*, C.
Cortese' and A. Lala.
Endocrinology and 'Clinical Biochemistry, University of Rome
"Tor Vergata" - S. Camillo Hospital, Rome - Italy
The polymorphism of the apolipoprotein (apo) E gene locus
influences up to the 16% of the variance of total serum
cholesterol in the normal. population. Subjects carrying the E4
allele show decreased cholesterol synthesis and LDL receptor
activity than those carrying the E3 allele. So far, the effect of
apo E polymorphism on cholesterol synthesis in diabetic
patients is unknown. We studied 14 type II non-obese diabetic
patients in good metabolic control, with normal renal
function and treated with diet and oral hypoglycemic agents.
The patients were divided in two groups according to their
Apo E genotype. Apo E 3/3 group: 4 males and 4
postmenopausal females aged 60±8 years, BMI 27±1.7 Kg/m2 ,
HbAlc 6.3±1%, Tot. Chol. 199±19 mg/dl, HDL Chol. 51±11 mg/dl,
Tg. 140+54 mg/dl. Apo E 4/3 group: 3 males and 3
postmenopausal females aged 63±3.5 years, BMI 27±2 Kg/m2 ,
HbAlc 6.9±0.3%, Tot. Chol. 203±17 mg/dl, HDL Chol. 51±16
mg/dl, Tg. 157+49 mg/dl.. Apo E genotype was determined on
DNA extracts by restriction isotyping of PCR products. The
24/h urinary mevalonate excretion, an index of whole body
cholesterol synthesis, was evaluated by GC(CI - )MS after
exctraction by CH2C12:PrOH (9:1). The mean mevalonate
excretion was 1.43+0.18 ttmol/24h in the Apo E 3/3 group and
1.20±0.13 gmol/24h in the Apo E 4/3 group (n.s.). In
conclusion our preliminary data demonstrate no differences
of cholesterogenesis between the two most common Apo E
genotypes in a selected group of non-obese, normolipidemic
type II diabetic patients under optimized metabolic control.
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EFFECT OF INSULIN ON LOW-DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN
OXIDABILITY IN NIDDM PATIENTS.
T. Pelikanova, L. Kazdova, A. Zak and Z. Vlasakova. Institute for Clinical
and Experimental Medicine, Postgraduate Medical School and Is! Medical
Faculty of Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic.
Hyperinsulinemia and increased oxidative modification of low-density
lipoproteins (LDL) have been implicated as independent risk factors for
atherosclerosis, the most common cause of mortality and morbidity of
patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). The aim of
our study was to evaluate the effect of acutely induced hyperinsulinemia on
LDL susceptibility to in vitro Cu" induced oxidative modification in 15
NIDDM patients and 11 healthy control subjects. A 10-hour isoglycemic
hyperinsulinemic clamp (75 pU/ml) and a time-controlled study with saline
infusion were performed in all subjects. Compared to healthy subjects
NIDDM patients showed a shorter lag time of diene production (67± 19 vs
74±10 min; p<0.05), increased oxidative modification of protein moiety
measured by emission fluorescence spectra at 430 nm with excitation at 355
nm (EFS) (402±130 vs 281±115; p<0.02), although the differences in
thiobarbituric acid reactive substances (TBARS) (50 0±26 vs 45.5±26
nmol/mg of LDL protein) did not reach statistical significance. While acute
hyperinsulinemia resulted in a decrease in lag time (-18%; p<0.01), an
increase in TBARS (+ 46%; p<0.001), and a rise in EFS (+51%; p<0.01)
in controls, the LDL oxidability-enhancing effect of insulin was not
significant in diabetics. We conclude that NIDDM is associated with
increased LDL susceptibility to oxidative modification. While acutely
induced hyperinsulinemia enhances LDL oxidability in healthy subjects it
does not aggravate LDL oxidability in NIDDM patients, suggesting factors
other than insulin play a role in diabetes.

INSULIN THERAPY IN TYPE 2 DIABETES.
A. AMETOV, V. TOPCHIASHVILI. International Diabetes Program, Moscow,
Russia.
The aim of our open randomized controlled study was to assess the influence of
intensive and combined insulin therapy on insulin and lipid profile in NIDDM
patients with secondary failure (SF) to sulphonylureas (SU). The study involved 32
patients: (10m, 22f., mean age 58,9+ 0,9 y., BMI - 21,8+1,04 kg/ma). Patients were
divided into 2 groups: 1.basal-bolus insulin regimen (Actrapid® HM + Monotard®
HM), (n=18); 2.combined basal insulin/glibenclamide therapy (Monotard® HM as
basal insulin) (n=14). Lipid metabolism and pancreatic function assessment was
conducted at baseline state, and at the end of 4 and 12 week period. Marked fall in
basal and postprandial glycaemia was achieved after 4 week period in both groups.
Basal free insulin level didn't change in patients of the 1st group, but significantly
increased in the 2-nd group. Both regimes caused marked postload
hyperinsulinaemia. Plasma levels of Cholesterol (Choi.), Tryglycerides (Tg.) and
LDL-chol. were elevated in all patients. At the end of the 12 week period Tg and
VLDL chol. levels decreased significantly till normal levels in both groups. Chol.
level significantly decreased at the expense of LDL and VLDL fractions and
reached normal level only in the 1-st group. Tg and VLDL chol. levels decreased
in these patients at the end of 4 week period, while at the end of the study these
atherogenic parameters were lower, than in control group. In the 2-nd group Tg
and VLDL chol. levels decreased till normal ranges only at the end of 12 week
period, while total and LDL chol. levels at the same study point were higher than
those in control group. Marked fall in apoB/apoAI ratio was observed at the end of
the study in the I-st group, while in combined regime, decreasing after 4 week
period this parameter reached initial values at the end of the study. Phosfolipid
content of HDL was improved after 12 week period in both groups. Lp(a) level
was constant in both groups, irrespective of treatment mode. Finally, intensive
insulin therapy during 12 weeks caused optimal antiatherogenic changes in lipid
profile of NIDDM patients with SF, in spite of marked persisting
hyperinsulinaemia.
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THE EFFECT OF INTENSIVE INSULIN THERAPY ON THE SERUM
LIPID PROFILE IN DIABETIC PREGNANT WOMEN.
G.Sygitowicz, E.Jozwicka, A.Minor, J.Krzymien, J.Pachecka and A.Czyzyk.
University School of Medicine, Warsaw, Poland.
Intensive insulin therapy has improved the course of pregnancy and delivery
in women with diabetes. Additional evidence shows that hyperinsulinemia exert
effect on lipid metabolism, which undergoes specific modifications in these
patients. The present study assessed the serum lipid profile in 54 pregnant
women and 35 non-diabetic pregnant women with respect to the following
parameters: triglycerides (TG), total cholesterol (TCh), HDL-cholesterol
(HDL-Ch), LDL-cholesterol (LDL-Ch), apolipoprotein Al (apo Al),
apolipoprotein B (apo B). The metabolic control was determined by serum
fructosamine concentration. Serum lipid profiles in women at the end of I and
III trimester (TR) of pregnancy is shown in table:

Non-	 diabetic Insulin	 treated

ITR IIITR ITR IIITR
Fructosamine (mM) 2.18 1.93 2.89 2.73
TG (mM) 1.48 3.85 1.09 2.55**

TCh (mM) 6.30 8.87 4.65* 7.96
HDL - Ch (mM) 2.03 3.33 1.26* 1.57***

apo Al (mg/dl) 209.1 234.8 158.8** 168.0***

apo B (mg/dl) 113.2 167.9 95.6 164.5

*p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p< 0.001
In diabetic pregnant women serum levels of TG, TCh, HDL-Ch, apo At and
apo B were lower than those in non-diabetic pregnant patients. The reduced
TG level may result from inhibition of lipoprotein lipase due to large doses of
insulin. The decreased in HDL-Ch and apo Al does not seem so clear.
However, it may be caused by resistance of hepatic lipase to insulin, or to
down regulation mechanism occurring in states of hyperinsulinemia.

1687
BEZAFIBRATE AND SIMVASTATIN COMBINATION THERAPY FOR
DIABETIC DYSLIPIDEMIA. EFFICACY AND SAFETY
A. Rubinstein, M.Weintraub, D. Gavish. Tel-Aviv medical centre Tel-Aviv
Israel

Diabetic dyslipidemia is a principal cause of cardiovascualr morbidity and
mortality. Hypolipidemic drugs.- fibrates and statins, have been shown to
correct diabetic dyslipidemia and reduce cardiovascular morbidity.
In this study 142 patients (age 35-73) diagnosed as suffering from
NIDDM (Hg A 1C above normal levels) on diet or oral
hypoglycemic therapy with diabetic dyslipidemia which persisted in
spite of glycemic control were assigned to simvastatin 20 mg/day
for 3 months, followed by a combination therapy of 400 mg
Bezafibrate + 20 mg Simvastatin per day for a period of 6 months.
On statin alone, LDL-C decreased by 29% triglycerides by 16%
HDL-C increased by 4.2% and no significant change was seen in
Lp(a) and Fibrinogen levels. Combination therapy decreased
LDL-C by 28% (p<0.001), triglycerides decreased by 40%
(P<0.0001), HDL-C increased by 17.6% (p<O.01), Lp(a)
decreased by 10% (p<0.05), Fibrinogen decreased by 10%
(p<0.05), 11 patents had increased C.P.K. serum levels 3 patients
stopped treatment due to C.P.K elevation and minor muscle pain.
Adherence to therapy was 85% at 6 months on the combination
regimen and 98% on statins monotherapy. Our results suggest that
in diabetic dyslipidemia a combination therapy may be beneficial
due to improved atherogenic and thrombogenic profile.
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LDL MODIFICATIONS IN WELL CONTROLLED DIABETIC
PATIENTS: EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL TRAINING
A.Pdrez, M.Rigla, J.L.Sanchez*, A.Caixas, A.Payes*, R.Serra#,
J.Ordonez*, A.de Leiva. Endocrinology, Biochemistry* and Cardiology#
Dpts. H.Sant Pau.UAB.Barcelona.Spain.

Our group previously reported that the atherogenic electronegative LDL
subform (LDL-) is increased in diabetic patients and closely related to
glycemic control in IDDM patients.We evaluated the effect of a 3 month
physical training program (3-5 days/week, 1852±387 kcallweek)on LDL
composition, the percentage of LDL - and LDL susceptibility to oxidation
in fourteen type 1(7 male, 7 female, age 25 ± 6 years, BMI 23.8±3 kg/m 2 ,

HbAlc 6.6±0.8% (reference range 4.6-5.8%) and thirteen type,II diabetic
patients (9 male, 4 female, age 55±5 years, BMI 26±6 kg/m 2, HbAlc
7.3±1%). LDL wy s isolated by sequential ultracentrifugation and LDL - by
anion exchange in a Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography device. LDL
susceptibility to oxidation was measured by dienes formation induced by
CuSO2 (Lag phase). Differences were assessed by Wilcoxon test. After
three months of physical training, cardiorespiratory capacity (VO 2 max and
02 pulse) improved significatively (p<0.05), and no changes were observed
in BMI and HbAlc. The percentage of LDL - decreased from 16.2± 7.4%
to 14.04±5% (p=0.06). No changes in LDL components (total and flee
cholesterol, protein and phospholipid) and in Lag phase were observed
(43.6±6.7 min to 43.3±7 min).In conclusion, physical training may
contribute to reduce the atherogenic risk in diabetes by means of decreasing
the proportion of electronegative LDL subform.
(FIS 95/1252).
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EFFECTS OF CILOSTAZOL ON SERUM LIPOPROTEIN
PROFILES IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM
Y.Mishima, M.Ando, A.Kuyama and M.Kibata
National Minamiokayama Hospital, Okayama, Japan
Recently, the lipid lowering effects of cilost-

azol in hyperlipidemic subjects has attracted
attention. A study to evaluate the effects of
cilostazol on lipoprotein metabolism of 12 NIDDM
subjects with dyslipidemia was conducted. One
hundred and fifty mg per day of cilostazol was
administered orally for three 4-week periods.
Serum lipid and apolipoprotein concentrations
were measured during at the end of 4-week period.
Cholesterol content in the remnant like particles
(RLP-c) was measured by using monoclonal anti
apo B-100 and anti apo A-1 immunoaffinity mixed
gels. LDL particle size was analyzed based on
a new parameter (LDL-migration index, LDL-MI)
which was calculated by dividing the distance
from the VLDL peak to the LDL peak by the dista-
nce from the VLDL peak to the HDL peak on a PAGE
densitogram. Results: The triglyceride content
in serum showed a significant decrease and the
HDL-c content increased significantly. RLP-c
decreased from 11.8 to 4.0 mg/dl. LDL-MI showed
a significant decrease from 3.9 to 3.4. These
data suggest that cilostazol may have some
beneficial effects on lipoprotein metabolism by
normalizing LDL particle size in NIDDM patients
with dyslipoproteinemia.
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EFFECTS OF VOGLIBOSE AND ACARBOSE ON FASTING AND
POSTPRANDIAL PLASMA LIPIDS IN NIDDM PATIENTS
W. Marz, M. Nauck, E. Stridde, P. Kleist and H. Wieland. University
of Freiburg, Germany; Takeda Euro R & D Centre, Frankfurt, Germany
Both, impairment of glucose and lipid metabolism are components of the
insulin resistance syndrome. The aim of this study was to investigate
whether the e-glucosidase inhibitors voglibose and acarbose influence
plasma lipids in diabetics. 170 hospitalized NIDDM patients were ran-
domly allocated to six parallel groups and received 7 days treatment with
either three times daily voglibose (0.5, 1, 2, 5 mg), acarbose (100 mg) or
placebo. Blood samples were taken before and 2, 3 and 4 hours after a
carbohydrate rich standard meal on day -1 and day 7 to analyse
phospholipids (PL), triglycerides (TG), cholesterol (C) in the serum and
in VLDL, LDL and HDL as well as apolipoproteins (apo) Al, AII, B
(total, VLDL, and LDL), CIII, E, and Lp (a). The effects of the
treatments were analysed by one-factorial analysis of variance of the
difference (day 7 minus day -1). 157 patients (mean age 54 years; 135
male) could be analysed. Fasting lipids. Voglibose decreased fasting TG
(-8 % and -16 % at 1 mg and 5 mg per day), VLDL-TG (-8 % and
-12 %), VLDL-C and VLDL-PL; none of these changes, however, was
significantly different from placebo. Acarbose had no effect on fasting
TG. Voglibose (5 mg) decreased apo E (-13 %, p < 0.05) and apo CIII
(-7 %, p = 0.170). There were no consistent changes in LDL-C, apo B
and Lp(a). Voglibose did not change fasting HDL-C, but acarbose
lowered HDL-C from 0.95 to 0.90 mmol/1(-6 %, p < 0.05).
Postprandial lipids. On day -1, total TG increased in all groups by 12 %
on average 2 hours after the test meal. The 2 hours postprandial TG were
dose-dependently reduced by voglibose (from 2.1 to 1.6 mmol/l at 5 mg,
p = 0.02). Consistent changes were obtained with 5 mg Voglibose for
VLDL-TG (-16 %, p < 0.05), VLDL-C (21 %, p = 0.07), VLDL-PL
(-22 %, p < 0.05), apo E (-13 %, p < 0.01) and apo CIII (-6 %,
p < 0.05); there were only slight reductions in the acarbose group. We
conclude that voglibose is more potent than acarbose in reducing fasting
TG-rich lipoproteins and the postprandial TG response.

1691
THE EFFECTS OF CIPROFIBRATE ON PLASMA LIPIDS AND FIBRINOGEN
H.Makrygiannis, A.Mahler, Ch.Ellinas, M.Avlonitou, Th.Kara-
basis, B.Giannios and H.Kavakas. Diabetic Clinic, Sisma-
noglion General Hospital, Athens,Greece.
Increased levels of fibrinogen seems to be an independent
risk factor for cardiovascular disease. The aim of the pre-
sent study was to evaluate the effect of ciprofibrate on
plasma lipids and fibrinogen in NIDDM dyslipidaemic pa-
tients.24 patients (mean age 65±6, gender 10 Z/14q).Their
current antidiabetic therapy:	 1 diet only, 14 diet+sul
fonyluria(SU), 1SU+Metformin, 4SU+Insulin and 5Insulin.
They, if after at least one month dietary treatment period,
didn't normalize their lipidaemic profile(Total cholesterol
(TC)>5.2mmol/L and or Trigycerides(Trg)>1.7mmol/L)start ci-
profibrate treatment, 100mg daily for 6 months .Before and
at the end of the 2nd,4th and 6th month, their body weight
(BW),plasma,glucose,HBAic ,TC,HDL,Trg and also transaminases
alkaline phospatase,yGT, creatinine, uric acid and CPK we-
re measured.Statistical analysis was done by paired samples
T-test.Results:(Mean±SD before(0) and at the end of 6th
month(6) respectively and% change). Significantly reduced
levels of a.Fibrinogen(10.79±2.6 8.99±2.17umol/L, -16.6%,
p(0.0001),b.T.0 (7.23+2.4-s5.57_0.65mmol/L,-23%, p<0.0001),
c.LDL (5.03+2.38 3.70+0.69mmol/L, -26.3%, p(0.0001). d.Trg
(2.02+0.97->1.13±0.38, - 44%, p<0.0001). HDL increased
(1.14+0.26 1.39+0.36mmol/L, +17%, p=0.0015), plasma gluco-
se reduced in a smaller degree(7.6±1.7-*7.0±1.6mmol/L, -8%,
p=0.02.BW and HbAic didn't change significantly.There was
not elevetion of transaminases, creatinine and CPK.In con-
clusion: Ciprofibrate-100mg daily for 6 months-signifi-
cantly improves lipidaemic profile of dyslipidaemic NIDDM
patients. Also reduces fibrinogen levels without toxic ef-
fects on liver and muscles.

1692
LIPOPROTEIN CHANGES DURING SUBCUTANEOUS OR INTRA-
PERITONEAL INSULIN IN IDDM PATIENTS ON PERITONEAL DIALYSIS
P. Nevalainen', J. Lahtela" 2 , J. Mustonen'"2 , M-R Taskinen 3 '4 and A. Pastemack` 2 .

' Department of Medicine, University of Tampere, 2 Tampere University Hospital,
Tampere, 3 Department of Medicine, University of Helsinki, ° Helsinki University
Hospital, Helsinki, Finland

Intraperitoneally administered insulin is regarded as the most physiological
replacement therapy of insulin. Compared to subcutaneous insulin this leads to
lower peripheral insulin concentration and equal or better glycemic control. The
effects on serum lipids, a major risk factor of atherosclerosis, are conflicting. This
study was undertaken to evaluate the effects of subcutaneous vs. intraperitoneal
insulin on serum lipoproteins in type I diabetic patients on continuous ambulatory
peritoneal dialysis (CAPD). Eleven patients participated in the study. Serum lipids,
apoproteins A-I, A-II and B, and HDL subfractions were measured. While on
CAPD all patients were first treated with subcutaneous and then with intraperitoneal
insulin. The metabolic studies were repeated after three months on either treatment.
Intraperitoneal insulin decreased HDL-cholesterol (p<0.01) and increased LDL/HDL
ratio (p<0.01) significantly. HDL-cholesterol reduction was almost entirely seen in
the HDL3 fraction (p<0.05) that consists of the smallest and densest particles.
Apoprotein A-I, the major apoprotein of HDL, decreased during intraperitoneal
insulin treatment (p<0.05), and the ratio of apo A-I/HDL increased (p<0.05). Apo
B/apo A-I (p=0.06) and apo A-I/apo A-II (p(0.01) ratio diminished with the use of
intraperitoneal insulin. Glucose control was better during intraperitoneal than
during subcutaneous insulin (HbA 3 . 8.13 ± 0.39 and 9.49 ± 0.43 %, respectively,
p<0.01). Intraperitoneal insulin, while inducing lower peripheral insulin
concentration and better glycaemic control than subcutaneous insulin had
deleterious effects on the lipoprotein profile among CAPD patients. The
significance of these changes in modifying the risk of atherosclerosis is unknown.

1693
EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF FLUVASTATIN TREATMENT IN KIDNEY
TRANSPLANT, DIABETIC RECIPIENTS; 1-YEAR FOLLOW UP
L.Gero, K. Foldes, E. Maklary, P. Vargha, J. Jaray and P. Perner.
Semmelweis Medical University and National Institut for Cardiology,
Budapest, Hungary.
Organ transplant recipients treated with steroid+cyclosporine often develop
dyslipidemia which may significantly contribute to the increased
cardiovascular mordity and mortality of these patients. Therefore, we
studied the effect of fluvastatin treatment (Lescol, Sandoz, 20 mg/day) on
serum lipid levels in 21 diabetic patients (13 men, 8 women, age range 31-
63 years, BMI 25.9±4.5 kg/m2) who had underwent a successful kidney
transplantation and had dominating hypercholesterolemia. Following an 8-
week period of diet (daily cholesterol intake <250 mg) fluvastatin was
applied subsequently for 1 year. Diet alone did not cause significant
change in serum lipid levels. Fluvastatin reduced the total cholesterol,
LDL-cholesterol and triglyceride levels from 7.70±0.87, 4.87±1.05 and
2.84±0.85 to 6.40±0.70, 3.52±0.69 and 2.64±0.86 mmol/L, p<0.001,
<0.001 and <0.05, resp., while the level of HDL-cholesterol increased from
1.12±0.28 to 1.52±0.39 mmol/L, p<0.001. Lipoprotein-Al increased from
1.52± 0.29 to 1.67±0.36, lipoprotein-B decreased from 1.27±0.20 to
1.14±0.15 mmol/L, p<0.05 and <0.01. These maximum improvements
were achieved by the 12th week of fluvastatin therapy and no further
significant changes were observed until the end of the study year. Serum
concentration of Lp(a) remained unchanged throughout the study. Liver
enzymes (ASAT, ALAT) did not increase. No side effects (myositis,
myoglobinuria) was observed. Serum level of cyclosporine (using stable
doses throughout the year) was 199±89 ng/ml at start and 206±28 ng/ml at
the end of the year, i.e. no increase due to interference with fluvastatin was
found. Thus, fluvastatin seems to be a very effective and safe drug for the
treateetof kidney transplant diabetic patints receiving steroid+cyclosporine
immunosuppressive therapy.
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IMPROVEMENT OF HYPERVISCOSITY SYNDROME IN DIABETIC

PATIENTS BY HEPARIN-INDUCED EXTRACORPOREAL LDL
PRECIPITATION (HELP)
V. Mrzljak, V. Lipovac and 2. Metelko, Vuk Vrhovac Institute, Medical

Faculty, University of Zagreb, Dugi Dol 4a, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

In contrast to other selective procedures for extracorporeal LDL

precipitation, HELP can also effectively lower plasma fibrinogen and

improve blood rheology. We compared the effectiveness of short-time

HELP treatment, applied on a weekly basis in patients with:

hyperlipoproteinaemia (A) and NIDDM with hyperlipoproteinaemia (B).
Changes of metabolic and hemorheologic parameters during 5
consecutive HELP treatment were calculated as interval values (value
after HELP and before next HELP divided by two) and expressed as

percentage of the value before starting HELP(X±SD):
A (Hyperlipoproteinaemia) B (NIDDM+ hyperlipoproteinaemia)

LDL-C (mM/I)	 -13% ± 7	 -37% ± 6

TC (mM/I)	 -28% ± 7	 -34% ± 4

HDL-C (mM/I)	 +2% ±11	 -15% ± 5

TG (mM/I)	 -43% ± 7	 -28% ± 8

Fib (g/I)	 -7% ± 6	 -15% ± 6

ErcF (pi/sec)	 +9% ± 7	 +26% ± 5

PV (mPa.^)	 -16% ± 1	 -25% ± 3

Correlation between plasma viscosity and fibrinogen were r=0,758,
p<0,01 and r=0,827, p<0,003 for A and B respectively. Our results

demonstrate that HELP treatment immediately corrects hyperviscosity
syndrom and hyperlipoproteinaemia as well, suggesting the usefulness

of this method when a quick and drastic fluidification of blood is

required.
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EFFICACY OF FENOFIBRATE TREATMENT IN POLYMETABOLIC
SYNDROME (PMS) IS ASSOCIATED WITH SERUM INSULIN LEVELS
B Idzior-Walus, J. Sieradzki. W. Rostw-orowski and A. Zdzienicka, Depts. of
Metabolic Diseases & Biochemistry. Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland

Dyshpidemia. arterial hypertension (HT). central obesity (CO). impaired glucose
tolerance (IGT), hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance are the major features of
the PMS. The aim of the study was to compare the effect of fenofibrate treatment in
dyslipidemic patients with PMS divided 1) according to presence or absence of IGT
and 2) according to insulin levels: above or below the third quartile of serum insulin
distribution in the examined group. Material included 37 dyslipidemic males with
PMS (at least two of the following: HT, CO or IGT), aged 20 - 70 years. with
serum total cholesterol (TC) > 6.5 mmol/L or triglycerides (TG)>3.0 mmol/l or HDL
-cholesterol < 0.9 mmo14, treated with micronised fenofibrate 200 rig daily. Scrum
lipids and glucose were evaluated enzymatically. insulin by RIA. After 12 weeks of
therapy serum lipids changes were similar in both groups of patients:with normal
glucose tolerance (NGT) and IGT: serum TC decreased by 12.5%. TG by 37.3%,
and HDL-cholesterol increased by 10.0% of the baseline level in the IGT group and
by 9 3%. 22 5% and 17.8% respectively in the NGT group. The fasting insulin and
insulin area under the curve during the oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT)
decreased in both IGT (by 30.2% and 16.1%) and NGT (by 18.5% and 6.4%
respectively), while changes in fasting and area under the curve of glucose during
OGTT were different (p<0.0 1): decrease was observed in the IGT group only. In the
group with the fasting insulin values > 3rd quartile of insulin distribution serum TC
decreased by 11.7% TG by 32.1% and HDL increased by 3.8%, while in the rest of
the group the changes were 10.6%, 27.6% and 20.4% respectively. The difference in
increase of HDL-cholesterol was significant (p<0.02). The results suggest that in
dyslipidemic patients with PMS fenofibrate therapy 1) is associated with favourable
changes in glucose profile in IGT patients and 2) the serum lipids response is
associated with fasting insulin levels: the increase of cholesterol in antiatherogenic
lipoprotein fraction HDL is significantly higher in patients with lower insulin levels.

1696
FEASIBILITY OF INTENSIVE LIPID LOWERING IN PATIENTS WITH
DIABETES MELLITUS.
S.D.J.M. Kanters, A. Algra, T.W.A. de Bruin, D.W. Erkelens and
J.D. Banga. University Hospital Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands.

Macrovascular disease causes premature morbidity and mortality in diabetic
patients. Agressive lipid lowering may prevent macro-angiopathy. The aim of
our study was to investigate the feasibility of intensive lipid lowering in diabetic
patients and to determine the effect of this therapy on the composition of
plasma lipoproteins.Thirty-six IDDM and 59 NIDDM patients were included in
an open study at the diabetes clinic. Target values for plasma lipids were:
LDL-cholesterol <2.6 mmol/l, triglycerides < 1.7 mmol/I and HDL-cholesterol
> 0.9 mmol/I for men and > 1.1 mmol/I for women. After 6-12 weeks of diet,
lipid lowering medication (statin / fibrate / acipimox) was prescribed and
extended until all target levels were reached. Mean baseline lipid levels for
IDDM and NIDDM were: total cholesterol 5.6 and 5.8 mmol/l, LDL-cholesterol
3.6 and 3.7 mmol, HDL-cholesterol for men 1.1 and 1.0 mmol/l, for women 1.4
and 1.2 mmol/I, and triglycerides 1.7 and 2.2 mmol/l, respectively. Target
values were reached in 66% of the patients. Total cholesterol decreased by
1.3 mmol/I (95% Cl 1.0 -1.5) in IDDM and 1.7 mmol/I (95% Cl 1.4-2.0) in
NIDDM patients, LDL-cholesterol by 1.2 mmol/I (95% Cl 0.8-1.5) and 1.3
mmol/l (95% Cl 1.0 - 1.5) and triglycerides by 0.7 mmol/I (95% Cl 0.3- 1.0)
and 1.1 mmol/I (95% Cl 0.9 - 1.4), respectively. HDL-cholesterol increased
only in men and women with IDDM: by 0.15 mmol/I (95% Cl 0.01 - 0.28) and
0.34 mmol/I (95% Cl 0.02 - 0.71), respectively. The cholesterol/triglycerides
ratio decreased significantly in VLDL in IDDM and in IDL in NIDDM. The ratio
increased significantly in HDL in NIDDM patients. In conclusion, these results
show that intensive lipid lowering in diabetes mellitus is feasible and affects
the composition of plasma lipoproteins, in agreement with improved
lipoprotein metabolism and a less atherogenic lipid profile.

1697
EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF FLUVASTATIN IN PATIENTS WITH NON INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETES ON INSULIN THERAPY AND DYSLIPIDEMIA.
K.P. Router, F.L.J. Visseren, R.J.A. Diepersloot, D.W. Erkelens,
University Hospital, Utrecht, The Netherlands.
The incidence of dyslipidemia in patients with Non Insulin Dependent
Diabetes (NIDDM) is high, as is cardiovascular morbidity and mortality.
This double blind randomised placebo controlled study was initiated to
evaluate the safety and efficacy of fluvastatin in NIDDM patients on
insulin therapy and dyslipidemia (LDL>4.Ommol). Eighty-one NIDDM
patients on insulin therapy entered the study (age 61±9 years,
male/female=0,57). All patients started with 4 weeks of diet (ADA/EDA
recommendation), then they were randomised between placebo and
fluvastatin 40mg OD. The study groups were identic with respect to age,
BMI, sex, cardiovascular history and laboratory evaluations. The following
results were obtained: week 0 week 12

Baseline	 placebo	 fluvastatin
HbA	 6.2 mmol/1	 6.5	 6.4
TC cholesterol	 6.6 mmol/1	 + 2.2%	 -16,2%	 (p<0.001)
triglyceriden	 1.8 mmol/1	 + 8.6%	 -4.9%	 (p<0.05)
HDL cholesterol	 1.2 mmolIl	 - 1.9%	 -1%	 (ns)
LDL-cholesterol	 5.0 mmol/1	 + 2.8%	 -25.1%	 (p<0.001)
Lp (A)	 262 mmolIl	 + 10.6%	 +2.6%	 (ns)
ApoA1	 1.7	 no changes	 (ns)
ZUNG-scale	 34	 35	 33	 (ns)
In this double blind, randomised, placebo controlled study patients with
NIDDM on insulin therapy and dyslipidemia were treated with
fluvastatin 40mg OD. LDL-cholesterol and triglyceriden decreased
significantly in the treatment group. We observed no change in patients
mood (ZUNG scale). Adverse events were equally distributed between the
two study groups. Conclusion: Fluvastatin treatment for dyslipidemia in
NIDDM patients is effective and safe.
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EFFECT OF THE WEIGHT REDUCTION ON GENE EXPRESSION OF
LIPOPROTEIN MODIFYING PROTEINS.
M. Rantala, Y. A. Kesaniemi, M. Kairaluoma, J. Palm and M. J. Savolainen.
University of Oulu and Biocenter of Oulu, Finland.
Low FIDL-cholesterol concentration and hypertriglyceridemia are more
prevalent in obese persons than in subjects with normal body weight. To
study the regulation of serum HDL-cholesterol and triglyceride levels, we
conducted a weight reduction trial among 33 obese, postmenopausal, middle-
aged women. The intervention group (13 subjects) and control group (20
subjects) were comparable according to their age, body weights, serum lipid,
plasma glucose and serum insulin concentrations. Conventional laboratory
methods were used for analysis of lipids and lipoproteins. Cholesterol ester
transfer protein (CETP) activity was measured. A quantitative RT-PCR
method was established to measure the gene expression of CETP (biopsies
from liver and adipose tissue obtained at the end of the weight reduction
period) and lipoprotein lipase (LPL, adipose tissue only). The reduction of the
body weight among the intervention subjects averaged 4.7±0.5 kg. Serum
HDL-cholesterol concentration was reduced (-0.06±0.03 mmolIl, p<0.01),
and triglyceride (-0.14±0.09 mmol/1) and total cholesterol concentrations (-
0.14±0.12 mmol/l) tended to be reduced. Plasma CETP activity was not
affected by the weight reduction, even though the CETP gene expression was
lower both in liver (-29%) and adipose tissue (-25%) compared with
controls. In the intervention group the LPL gene expression in the adipose
tissue was 50% lower than in controls (p<0.05). After the weight reduction a
highly significant negative correlation was noted between the serum HDL-
cholesterol concentration and the amount of CETP mRNA in adipose tissue
(r= —0.76, p=0.01), whereas a positive correlation between the serum tri-
glyceride and CETP mRNA (r=0.69, p<0.05) was found, In conclusion,
weight reduction affects lipid metabolism at the gene expression level, and
adipose tissue itself seems to have a significant role in the altered lipid
transfer.
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EFFECT OF GLYCATED FIBRONECTIN ON PROLIFERATION AND IGFBP4
SECRETION BY CULTURED HUIMIAN AORTIC SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS (SMC)
MLC Correa, BL Wajchenberg, D LeRoith and D Giannella-Neto. Diabetes Branch,
NIDDK, NIH, Bethesda, MD; Division of Endocrinology and Fundacao Hemocentro,
University of Sao Paulo School of Medicine, Brazil.
The late products ofnonenzymatic glycosylation, namely AGEs, contribute to several long-
termed complications of diabetes, including vascular disease, where SMC proliferation
plays an important role. PDGF has been considered a competence factor for this cell type
and IGF-I can work as a progression factor for the mitogenic effect of PDGF. The
objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of an AGE-modified matrix protein
(fibronectin) on SMC proliferation as well as on IGF-I-IGFBP4 system after stimulation
with PDGF-BB. Immortalized human aortic SMC (AALTR-16, provided by Dr. JK
Dougall, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Res. Ctr. Seattle, WA) in culture were plated m three
different substrata (plastic, fibronectin and AGE-fibronectin) and stimulated with 10
ng/mL of PDGF-BB for 24-h. Total RNA was extracted and analyzed by ribonuclease
protection assay employing riboprobes complementary to IGF-I, IGF-IR and IGFBP4
mRNA. To study the secretion of IGFBP4, conditioned media of untreated and treated cells
were submitted to Western Blot using antibody anti-IGFBP4 (UBI. Lake Placid, NY). To
evaluate the effect of glycated fibronectin on SMC proliferation, the cells were seeded in
12-well plates coated with either fibronectin or AGE-fibronectin, grown in media
supplemented with 2% FCS, PDGF-BB (10 ng/mL), IGF-I (20 ng/mL) and EGF (20
ng/mL) and counted after 4, 10 and 14 days. There was no significant differences in the
amount of IGF-I, IGF-IR and IGFBP4 mRNA contents after stimulation with PDGF-BB
in comparison to untreated conditions in any of the, three substrata On plastic and
fibronectin substrata, the PDGF-BB elicited an increase of 63% and 40% respectively in
IGFBP4, while on AGE-fibronectm substratum, PDGF-BB evoked a decrease of 28% in
IGFBP4. SMC proliferation on AGE-fibronectin was significantly increased after 14 days
in culture. Since IGFBP4 is known to inhibit the IGF-I action, the decrease of IGFBP4
secretion (probably by a post-transcriptional mechanism) induced by PDGF-BB when
SMC are plated on AGE-fibronectin substratum can result in elevation of local free IGF-I.
This increased availability of IGF-I may exert a role in SMC proliferation and therefore
would be involved in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis in conditions of chronic
hyperglycemia. Supported by FAPESP grant 91/3617-8.
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EFFECT OFPIOGLITAZONE ON THE FATTY STRIATED PORTION IN THE
ARTERIAL WALL
K.Arai,J.Sato,G.Fukuda,H.Nishimura,A. Ta n aka,M.Kanazawa,
Y.Notoya and T.Hayashi.Tokyo Med.Coll.,Tokyo,Japan

<Purpose> We have previously reported that pioglitazone can inhibit fat
deposition in the sortie wall. In the present study, we investigate the effectofpioglitazone
on the compositions betweenmacrophages (M 0 ) and smooth muscle cells(SMC) in the
fatty striated portion. <Methods> Five male JW rabbits were assigned to group A, fed
with a diet containing 0.5% cholesterol (C), and five to group B, fed with a diet
containing C and 300 ppm pioglitazone (P). These diets were given at 200 g/day for 10
weeks. Blood was sampled at weeks 0 and 10 for the measurement of serum lipids and
other parameters. The descending aorta was removed at week 10. The obtained aorta
was sliced vertically to a long axis ofthe aorta from the site 0.5 cm above the diaphragm.
These sections were also stained immunohistochemically (anti-M 0 RAM11 antibody
and anti-SMC Actin 1A4 antibody) for the measurement in the fatty striated portion by
image analyzer (Olympus Co.). Moreover, we also measuredthe lipid deposition area
(DL) on the tunica intima ofthe aorta from 2 to 6 cm above the diaphragm. <Results>
Among serum lipids examined, T-CHO markedly increased after 10 weeks in both
groups without significant intergroup difference, while the perioxide lipid level was
significantly lower in group B than in group A. In the fatty striated portion, the number
of macrophages was lower in group B than in group A. Use of M It specific and SMC
specific antibodies demonstrated that lesions fromgroup B were significantly smaller and
less cellular than were the lesions in group A. And DL was also significantly lower in
group B (15%), compared with group A (57%). <Conclusion>From these results, it
was thought that pioglitazone is a usefirl drug for the prevention and treatment of
atherosclerosis through some mechanism, such as antioxidant action, other than
enhancement of LPL activity, as previously reported.



1701
AGEs-LDL LEAD MACROPHAGES TO FOAM CELLS VIA
MACROPHAGE SCAVENGER RECEPTOR IN VITRO
Y. Jinnouchil, R. Nagail, T. Higashil, K. Ikedal, H. Sanol, K.
Matsumoto, Y. Kawabe2 , T. Kodama2, S. Horiuchil,
( Department of Biochemistry, Kumamoto University School of
Medicine, Kumamoto, JAPAN. 2University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

Recent studies showed that modification of LDL with AGEs
(advanced glycation end products) leads to loss of its ligand activity for
the LDL receptor, suggesting the possibility that the atherogenicity of
AGEs-LDL in vivo could be explained by an increase in plasma LDL
cholesterol level due to prolonged plasma clearance of AGEs-LDL.
However AGEs-proteins are recognized by AGEs-receptors, in
particular, by macrophage scavenger receptor (MSR) in macrophages or
macrophage-derived cells. Therefore, it is also possible that AGEs-LDL
are taken up by macrophages via MSR, which might contribute to the
foam cell formation in the early atherosclerotic lesions. This possibility
was tested in the present study. (i) modification of LDL with
glycolaldehyde (GA) resulted in a time-dependent increase in its negative
charge, fluorescent activity and inununochemical reactivity to anti-AGEs-
antibodies. These physicochemical and immunological properties
resemble those of AGEs-modified proteins. (ii) GA-LDL was actively
taken up by mouse peritoneal macrophages, leading to intracellular
accumulation of cholesteryl esters. (iii) CHO cells overexpressing MSR
showed a high affinity binding not only to acetyl-LDL but also to GA-
LDL. These data obtained from in vitro experiments suggest that AGEs-
LDL may play a key role in pathogenesis of diabetic macro-angiopathy.
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EFFECT OF PIOGLITAZONE IN INHIBITING LIPID DEPOSITION
STUDIES WITH THE INSULIN TOLERANCE TEST
G.Fukuda, J.Sato, T.Inamura K.Arai, Y.Kawasaki, M.Kanazawa,Y.Notoya and
T.Hayashi. Tokyo Med.Coll.,Tokyo,Japan

<Purpose>Since the syndrome X was proposed as a risk factor for arteriosclerosis,
insulin resistance has been considered to be a serious clinical problem in the treatment of
diabetes. In the present study, we investigate the effect of pioglitazone on blood insulin
and insulin sensitivity in the presence of hypercholesterolemia for the purpose of
clarifying its effect on arteriosclerosis <Methods> Male JW rabbits, weighing about 2.5
kg, were used at the age of 10 weeks. Five animals were assignedto group A, fedwith
0.5% cholesterol-containing diet, and five to group B, fed with diet containing 0.5%
cholesterol and 300 ppm pioglitazone. These diets were given at 200 g/day for 10
weeks. Blood glucose, serum insulin, and serum lipid levels were measured at the start
of feeding (week 0) and at week 10. At the same time, the insulin tolerance test (ITT)
was also performed. Moreover, the descending aorta was removed at week 10, and the
lipid deposition area (DL) on the inner surface of the aorta was measured.
<Results>Blood glucose and serum insulin levels remained unchanged at week 10,
compared with week 0, and no significant intergroup differenceswere observed at week 10.
Areas under the curves of changes in blood glucose levels (AUC) in ITT also remained
unchanged at week 10, compared with week 0, and no significant intergroup dif erence
was observed at week 10. However, DL at week 10 was 57% in group A, compared
with 15% in group B, showing a significantly lower DL in group B than in group
A.<Conclusion> It was revealed that pioglitazone had inhibited lipid deposition in the
Aortic wall with hyper cholesterolemia. On the other hand, it could not be determined
whether pioglitazone had the effect of improving insulin resistance in the presence of
hypercholesterolemia because of the lack of significant intergroup difference in serum
insulin orAUC measured in ITT. From these results, it was inferred that inhibition of
lipid deposition in the arterial wall by pioglitazone was not achievedby the direct of hct
of this drug on insulin; howeverpioglitazone has some other effect on inhibition forlipid
deposition.

1703
INVOLVEMENT OF POLYMORPHONUCLEAR LEUKOCYTES(PMN)
IN THE OXIDATION OF LOW DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN.
H.Katoh, T.Taminato and T.Yoshimi. 2nd Dept. Medicine,
Hamamatsu University School of Medicine,Shizuoka, Japan.

Oxidized LDL, which is increased in diabetics, has

been thought to play central roles in the development of

atherosclerosis. However, precise mechanisms of
facilitated LDL peroxidation in diabetic state still
remain unclear. To investigate the early events of
oxidative modification of LDL, we tested the possible
role of glycated-LDL(G-LDL) in stimulating leukocytes

adhesion to endothelial cells(EC) and involvement of PMN
in lipid peroxidation process.G-LDL was made by

incubating native LDL(N-LDL) with 100 mM D-glucose for
70 hrs. Oxidatively modified LDL(GOX-LDL) was made by
further incubation of G with 50 mM Fe-ADP. Circulating
monocytes(M) and PMN were isolated from healthy donors,

and incubated with LDLS at 37 °C for 30 min. The degree

of lipid peroxidation was measured as TBARS and the

superoxide(02 ) was measured by MCLA-dependent chemi-
luminescence and 5202 by a scopoletin method. N-LDL and
G-LDL stimulated adhesion of PMN, but not M, to EC. G-

LDL caused 1.5 fold increase of 02- generation by PMN
pre-stimulated with phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetates

(PMA). GOX-LDL caused greater increase 02- generation
from PMN than G-LDL. TBARS assay revealed that GOX-LDL

received stronger oxidation of its own lipid by PMA-

stimulated PMN than N-LDL did(5.72±0.464 vs 2.65±0.122,

p<0.001). Results suggest that hyperglycemia increases
the oxidation of G-LDL via the PMN activation including
augmented cell-adhesion and free radical generation.

1704
EFFECT OF PIOGLITAZONE ON ATHEROSCLEROSIS
J.Sato, K.Arai, T.Inamura, M.Shizume, S.Shirabe, M.Kanazawa, Y.Notoya and
T.Hayashi. Tokyo Med.Coll.,Tokyo,Japan

<Purpose>lnsulin resistance is an etiologic factor forNIDDM and also a factor forthe
aggravation of NIDDM. In the present study, we investigated the effect of pioglitazone
on atherosclerosis in the aspects of serum lipids, histology, lipid deposition, and blood
pressure. <Methods>Five male JW rabbits were assigned to group A, fed with diet
containing 0.5% cholesterol (C), and fiveto group B, fedwith diet containing C and 300
ppm pioglitazone (P). These diets were given at 200g/day for 10 weeks. Blood was
sampled before (week 0) and 10 weeks (week 10) afterthe start of feeding formeasurement
of serum lipids. At the same time, systolic and diastolic blood pressure was measured.
The descending aorta was removed at week 10 to observe histological appearances (HE
stain and immunohistochemical stain) and also to measure the lipid deposition area (DL)
on the unfolded aorta using an image analyzer. <Results> As compared with serum
lipid levels at week 0, T-CHO significantly increased in both groups, while HDL-C
remained unchanged and T-G tended to decrease. There was no significant intergroup
difference in T-CHO, HDL-C, or T-G at week 10. Although lipid peroxide(LPO) levels
increased at week 10 in both groups, LPO at week 10 was significantly lower in group B
than in group A. In histological observation, hypertrophy of the tunica intima was
remarkable in group A, but slight in group B. Moreover, DL at week 10 was 57%in
group A, compared with 15% in group B, showing a significantly lower DL in group B
than in group A. Blood pressure at week 10 did not markedly alter in group A, as
compared with week 0, whereas both systolic and diastolic blood pressure tended to
slightly decrease at week 10 in group B, as compared with week 0. <Conclusion>
Although pioglitazone had no effect on T-CHO, IIDL-C, or T-G, this drug was
confirmed to have inhibitory efkcts on lipid deposition and hypertrophy of the tunica
intima. In addition to these results, the tendency toward decreases in LPO and blood
pressure suggested that pioglitazone had inhibitory effects on atherosclerosis.
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INSULIN SIGNALING ACCELERATES ENDOCYTIC UPTAKE OF
AGEs MEDIATED BY MACROPHAGE SCAVENGER RECEPTOR
H. Sanol, T. Higashit, Y. Jinnouchil, K. Ikedal, Y. Ebina2, H. Makino3 ,
S. Horiuchil ( Department of Biochemistry, Kumamoto University School
of Medicine, Kumamoto, Japan 2Department of Enzyme Genetics,
Institute for Enzyme Research, the University of Tokushima, Tokushima,
Japan 3Department of Laboratory Medicine, Ehime University School of
Medicine, Onsen County, Japan

Hyperglycemia is expected to accelerate the formation and accumulation
of advanced glycation end products (AGEs) in plasma and tissues, which
might be a causative factor for diabetic complications or vascular
dysfunctions. Our recent studies showed that macrophage scavenger
receptor (MSR) mediates endocytic uptake of AGEs-proteins by
macrophages or macrophage-derived cells, implicating a possibility that
the AGEs-receptor-mediated endocytic uptake of AGEs in circulation or
AGEs deposited extracellularly may contribute to some extent to protect
or reduce AGEs-accumulation in vivo. As an extension of this notion, the
present study was undertaken to examine effects of insulin signaling on
the MSR-mediated endocytic uptake of AGEs-proteins. Coexpression of
human insulin receptor (IR) with MSR in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO)
cells showed a 1.6-fold accelerating effect of insulin on the degradation
of AGE-proteins compared with wild type CHO cells, whereas insulin had
no effect on the cells coexpressing MSR with kinase-deficient insulin
receptor or insulin receptor lacking binding site for insulin receptor
substrate 1 (IRS-1). Furthermore, the insulin-induced endocytic activity
for AGEs-proteins were inhibited by phosphatidylinositol-3-OH kinase
(PI3 kinase) inhibitors such as wortmannin and LY294002. Thus, it is
suggested that insulin might accelerate the MSR-mediated endocytic
uptake of AGEs-proteins through a PI3 kinase pathway.

1706
Inhibitory Effect of 1ROGLITAZONE (CS-045) on Cytokines-Induced Monocyte

Chemoattractant Protein-1 (MCP-1) Expression in Human Mesangial Cells.
Masayoshi Ohta, Yukihiro Nagai, Haruhisa Yamashita, Miyako Yoshizawa,

Azusa Hisada and Kenichi Kobayashi First Department of Internal Medicine, School
of Medicine, Kanazawa University, Kanazawa, JAPAN

Insulin resistance is one of the risk factors for progression of atherosclerosis. In
diabetes, atherosclerosis and microvascular complications such as diabetic
nephropathy may account for the disabilities and mortality rate of this disease.
Recently, the new oral insulin sensitizing drug troglitazone (CS-045) is thought to
be hopeful for the treatment of diabetes. Monocyte chemoattractant protein-I
(MCP-1) is a recently identified cytokine, which plays an important role in the
pathogenesis of atherosclerosis, including glomerulosclerosis through the induction
of monocyte migration. However, the direct effects of CS-045 on the progression of
glomemlo -sclerosis have not been clarified yet. Thus, we investigated the effect of
CS-045 on the expression of MCP-1 in human mesangial cells (HMCs). HMCs
were treated with or without CS-045 (1-10mM) in the presence or absence of various
concentrations of cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) (50-500
ng/ml), interleukin-1(3 (IL-I 3 (1-1000 p g/ml) and p horbol m yristate acetate (PMA)
(5-100 ng/ml), and then the amount of the MCP-1 released from HMCs was
measured Although the release of MCP-1 was increased by various cytokines
(TNF-a to 55 fold, IL-1(3 to 2.7 fold and PMA to 4.9 fold vs control), CS-045
significantly inhibited the 1NF-a-induced (49.3%), IL-Ill-induced (35.0%) and
PMA-induced (33.7%) MCP-1 production. Moreover, Northern blot analysis revealed
that there was a decrease of the MCP-1 mRNA level in HMCs treated with C S-045.
Our present studies indicated that CS-045 may prevent the progression of
glomerulosclerosis by inhibition of MCP-1 expression in HMCs.

H tLIyl

MACROPHAGE SCAVENGER RECEPTOR MEDIATES GREATER
PART OF THE ENDOCYTIC UPTAKE OF AGEs
S. HoriuchiI, T, Higashi 1, 2, H, Suzuki3 . 4, T, Kodama4, M, Shichiri2
I Department of Biochemistry and 2 Metabolic Medicine, Kumamoto
University School of Medicine, Japan 3 Chugai Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd.,
Shizuoka, Japan 4 Department of Molecular Biology and Medicine,
Research Center for Advanced Science and Technology, The University of
Tokyo, Japan

Cellular interaction of advanced glycation end products (AGEs) is
mediated by the AGE-receptor. The AGE-receptors so far reported are
RAGE, Galectin-3 and MSR (macrophage scavenger receptor).
Macrophages or macrophge-derived cells are known to show the highest
endocytic activity for AGEs-proteins. Our recent study using CHO
(Chinese Hamster Ovary) cells overexpressed with MSR clearly showed
that the endocytic uptake of AGE-proteins by macrophages are mediated
by MSR (1). To strengthen this contention, the present study was
undertaken to examine the interaction of AGE-proteins with peritoneal
macrophages from MSR-deficient mice (MSR -/-). In experiments at 37°C,
thioglycolate-induced peritoneal macrophages from MSR -/- showed a
marked decrease (less than 10%) in the endocytic degradation capacity for
125 I-acetylated low density lipoprotein (acetyl-LDL). Under the parallel
conditions, the degradation activity of 125 I-AGE-bovine serum albumin
(BSA) by these MSR-deficient macrophages was less than 30% (2). The
remaining endocytic capacity of 125I-AGE-BSA by these MSR-deficient
macrophages was not inhibited by acetyl-LDL, but inhibited significantly
by AGE-BSA, AGE-hemoglobin or polyanions such as dextran sulfate and
polyinosinic acid. These results indicate that approximately two thirds of
endocytic uptake of AGE-proteins by macrophages is mediated by MSR,
while the remaining part is mediated by other AGE-receptors.

1708

PROSTACYCLIN-STIMULATING FACTOR IS REGULATED
BY PROTEIN KINASE C ACTIVATION INDUCED BY HIGH
GLUCOSE LEVELS IN DIABETES MELLITUS.
M. Kunisaki, Y. Ono, N. Sekiguchi, T. Yamauchi, F. Umeda and
H. Nawata. Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan.

Prostacyclin (PGI2) synthesized by the vascular wall is a potent
vasoactive prostanoid which regulates vascular tonus and inhibitoin of
platelet aggregation. Reduced PGI2 could play a key role in the
development of macrovascular complications in diabetes mellitus. We
have purified and cloned a newly identified PGI2-stimulating factor
(PSF) which regulates PGI2 production by endothelial cells. The
purified PSF is an acid-labile and anionic protein, with a molecular mass
of 31 kDa on SDS/ PAGE. A cloned cDNA of PSF is 1124 bp which
codes 282 amino acids from the putative first methionine with a
potential N-glycosylation site at position 171. The expressions of PSF
mRNA were decreased in the aorta from streptozotocin-induced
diabetic rats (26±5%, n=6) and smooth muscle cells from diabetic
patients (35±4%, n=5). The PSF protein expressions are decreased in
the human coronary artery from diabetic patients (44t7%, n=5). As
hyperglycemia has been shown to activate the protein kinase C (PKC)
in the vascular tissues, we investigated the effects of glucose and PKC
activation on the expression of PSF in aortic smooth muscle cells. The
expression of PSF mRNA was reduced by increasing glucose levels
from 5 to 22 mM. PKC agonist (PMA) and high glucose level (22 mM)
reduced PSF mRNA expression to 38±8% (n=3) and 27±6% (n=5),
respectively, as compared to low glucose level (5.5 mM). PKC
inhibitor (GF109203X) abolished the effect of PMA and glucose-
induced decrease of PSF mRNA levels. These findings suggest that PSF
gene expression could be down-regulated by PKC activation which may
be caused by high glucose levels, possibly resulting in the reduction of
vascular PGI2 synthesis in diabetes mellitus.
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THE RECEPTOR FOR ADVANCED GLYCATION END PRODUCTS
MEDIATES THE CHEMOTAXIS OF SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS
T. Higashi"', H. Sano', T. Saishoji', K. Ikeda', Y. Jinnouchi',
T. Kanzaki3, N. Morisaki3 , H. Rauvala°, M. Shichiri2 and
S. Horiuchi' 'Department of Biochemistry and z Metabolic Medicine,
Kumamoto University School of Medicine, Japan 3 Department of Internal
Medicine, Chiba University School of Medicine, Japan 4 Institute of
Biotechnology, University of Helsinki, Finland

Long-term incubation of proteins with glucose leads to advanced
glycation end products (AGE). We recently demonstrated the intracellular
AGE-accumulation in smooth muscle cell (SMC)-derived foam cells in the
atherosclerotic lesions. To understand the mechanism of AGE-accumulation in
SMC, we characterized the interaction of AGE-proteins with rabbit arterial
SMC. In experiments at 4°C, 1231-AGE-bovine serum albumin (AGE-BSA)
showed a dose-dependent saturable binding to SMC. In experiments at 37°C,
AGE-BSA underwent receptor-mediated endocytosis and lysosomal
degradation. The endocytic uptake of 1231-AGE-BSA was effectively inhibited
by unlabeled AGE-proteins, but not by acetylated LDL and oxidized LDL,
ligands for the macrophage scavenger receptor (MSR), and amphoterin, a
ligand for one-type of the AGE-receptor (RAGE), and 2-(2-Furoyl)-4(5)-(2-
furanyl)-1H-imidazole-hexanoic acid-BSA, a ligand for the other AGE-
receptors, p60 and p90, indicating that the endocytic uptake of AGE-proteins is
mediated by an AGE-receptor distinct either from MSR, RAGE, p60 or p90. To
examine the functional role of this receptor, the migratory effects of AGE-BSA
on SMC were tested. Incubation with AGE-BSA resulted in the dose-dependent
cell migration. This phenomenon was chemotactic, and was significantly
inhibited by an antibody against TGF 43, and the amount of TGF-(i secreted into
the culture medium from SMC was 7-fold higher than that of control, indicating
that TGF-(3 is involved in the AGE- induced SMC chemotaxis. These data
suggest that AGE may play a role in SMC migration in atherosclerotic lesions.

1710
THE TRANSCUTANEOU5 IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT FOR ASSESSMENT OF SOR=T TISSUES
ISCUAEMIA
1.1.5oirnov,V.V.Boiko,V.A.Prasol.Kharkov Research Institute of General and
Urgent Surgery, Kharkov, Ukraine.
Macrovascular disease is a common complication of diabetes mellitus.
Accordingly our data 24.35 of patients with foot problem due to blood
vessels obstruction are diabetics. Ohjectiv assessment of the degree of
ischaeeia is not a solved problem now. At the same time the division
ischaeaic foot lesious from neuroischaesic is important because of influence
clinical management. The measuring of transcutaneous oxygen pressure which
is commonly used for mentioned purpose is enough expensive. We proposed the
method of transcutaneous impedance measurement for assessment the degree of
foot soft tissues ischaemia, It`s based an the biological tissues electric
resistance. The level of impedance in nondiahetic healthy people with normal
major vessels blood flow is 49.1 +- 12.1 00.30 patients with acute ischaesia
and 30 patients with chronic ischaeeia were studied. The results of clinical
and morphological investigations were assessed as well as impedance
measuring. The localisation of obstruction was varied. Occlusia was caused
by diabetic and nondiahetic atherosclerosis, thrombangitis or trauma of
artery. It was established the results of the traoscutaneous impedance
eeasureeent were not dependent on aetiology and localisation of obstruction.
The severity of acute and chronic foot ischaesia was correlated to soft
tissues electric resistance. I degree - i5.2 +- 0.5 Oa; II degree - 66.7 +-
0.8 to; III degree - 68.3+- 0.7 Oa; IV degree - 69.4 +- 0.3 Re. The level
of impedance more then 69 Us was the sign of morphologically confirmed
necessity of amputation. We consider described method of soft tissues
ischaeaia assessment as useful and costsaving test in clinical management of
patients with diabetes.
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ELEVATION OF SUPEROXIDE DISMUTASE ACTIVITIES IN PATIENTS

WITH NIDDM
T. Shiba, E. Maehata, and S. Suzuki. Mitsui Memorial Hospital and
Shouwa University. Tokyo, Japan.

Hyperglycemia causes glycation of proteins and produce
superoxide anion radicals(OZ ), which has been postulated to

develop diabetic angiopathy. To estimate the production of O2,

superoxide dismutases (SODs), 02--scavenging enzymes, were

measured in 60 NIDDM patients and 50 healthy controls. The
NIDDM patients were divided to two groups, the good control(GC;

HbA1c6.9 %) and the poor control(PC; HbA1c7.0 %). The
serum SOD activities were examined by electron spin resonance

spectrometry using spin trapping method. The total SOD activities
were measured and then, fractionated to Mn-SOD and Cu,Zn-SOD

activities using CN -. The total-, Mn- and Cu,Zn-SOD activites
were positively correlated with HbAlc and glycated alubumin

(p<0.01) measured by the automated HPLC analyzer, HA-8131
and GAA-2000 (Kyoto-Daiichi, Kyoto, Japan). Mn- and Cu,Zn-
SOD activities were 1.98 ± 0.41 and 1.18 ± 0.55 U/ml in the

control, 3.27 ± 1.30(p<0.001 vs control) and 1.03 ± 0.79(NS

vs control) U/ml in the GC, and 3.35 ± 1.55(p<0.001 vs control)

and 1.76 ± 1.20(p<0.05 vs control) U/ml in the PC,
respectively. Significant differences were found both between the

control and the GC and between the control and the PC in Mn-SOD

activities whereas in the Cu,Zn-SOD activities, significance was
found only between the PC and the control.These data suggest that

hyperglycemia causes the production of 0 Z and resultant increase

in the SOD activities, but a different SOD is recruited depending on
the glycemic control.

1712
The effect of n-3 fatty acids on the suppression of atherogenesis in the type 1 diabetic
rats: Morphologic study.

C.Frgrcroglu, l.0kar, U.Zeybek and T.Altug. University of Istanbul,

Cerrahpaga Medical Faculty, Dept. of Pediatrics, Istanbul Turkey

Thirty two male Wistar albino rats were included into the study with the purpose of
investigating the effects of n-3 fatty acids on the development of au erosclerotic
lesions in diabetic rats.Twenty rats were randomly selected and injected
60mg/kg/sc streptozotocin to make them diabetic. Of 20 rats wills diabetes ,10 were
given MaxEPA [ Eikosapentonoik acid (EPA) + Dekosaheksanoik acid (DHA)] , 10
rng EPA and 7mg DHA per day)] .12 rats were taken into the control group. 6 rats
chosen randomly were also on MaxEPA therapy. After 4 months their aorta
examined with electronmicroscopy. In TEM findings of the aorta of the diabetic rats
the luminal surface of endothelial cells was irregular, dilation of ER was noted, as
well as decreased mitocondria number. The nuclei were pycuocytic. On the apical
side of endothelial cytoplasm different sized vacuoles were found. At SEM level
fibrin and cell wask substances were seen on the luminal surface. When N-3 fatty
acids were administrated to diabetic rats TEM findings showed a much more regular
surface when compared with the sole diabetic group. The vacuolar degeneration in

endothelial cell was lesser . At SEM level a localised zone of degeneration was
seen , evaluated as a crater developed after a treatment of N-3 fatly acid at the site
of an aterom plaque. In the control group given N-3 fatty acids , TEM and SEM
findings were similar with that of the control group which was not on N-3 fatty
acids.

In tine light of these findings , we can suggest that the use of a-3 fatty acids in
order to prevent atherosclerosis in diabetes mellitus is effective and there is no side
effects on the normal vessel structure.
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OXYDATIVE STRESS AND DIABETES CHRONIC COMPLICATIONS,
O.Pristupyuk. National Medical University, Kyiv, Ukraine.

Having as a purpouse research on correlation between
diabetes chronic complications and conditions of lipid
peroxidation studies were made on content of MDA in blood
plasma, erythrocytes membranes and HDL. Positive correlation
was determined between MDA content and diabetic
angiopathys as well as neuropathys. MDA content had positive
correlation with some degree of diabetic neuropathy (r=+0,63),
angiopathy of legs (r=+0,53), periferic somatic polyneuropathy
(r=+0,50), also vegetative cardiovascular, gastrointestinal and
urogenital neuropathy (r=+0,47). Negative correlation was
determined between MDA content and erythrocites
deformability (r=-0,51), Sustainable and long time diabetes'
compensation as well as entherosorptlon by carbon and natural
fibrous sorpents are furthering factors of the lipid peroxidation,
These sorpents re-activate the function of hepato-biliar system,
further diabetes compensation and slow the lipid peroxidation,
thus preventing development of diabetic anglo- and
neuropathies, Therefore, lipid peroxides are damaging factors
for diabetic patients. Entherosorption by carbon and natural
fibrous sorpents is a protective way in the progress of chronic
vascular and neurologic diabetes complications.

1714
Effects of insulin and Tranilast on cytosolic free Ca 2 + concentration
and DNA synthesis of aortic smooth muscle cells

Y.Asakura,Y.Okuda, M. Asano ,Y.Tachi, S.Suzuki,Y.Kawakami and K. Yamashita

University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba ,Japan.

In diabetic macroangiopathy, hyperinsulinemia induced by insulin resistance causes
atherosclerosis. An essential event in atherogenesis is the proliferation and migration
of vascular smooth muscle cells. The effects of insulin and tranilast(TRA), anti-
allergic drug (N-(3,4-dimethoxycinnamoyt)anthranilic acid), on cytosolic free Ca2+
concentration ([Ca2+li) and DNA synthesis of cultured rat aortic smooth muscle cells
(SMC) were investigated. SMC were isolated from fresh thoracic aortic media of 5-
week-old male Wistar rats by enzyme dispersion methods and cultured in DMEM
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS). Cells at passages 5-10 were used in
this study. Measurement of cytosolic free Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]i) was
performed by the Cat fura-2 fluorescence method. Insulin (IX IO 4M) significantly
increased [Ca2+li of SMC, from 20nM to 60nM. TRA (1X10- 4M) significantly
inhibited the increase in [Ca 2+li of SMC induced by Insulin, from 40nM to 2nM.
After SMC were incubated 48 h in medium without serum, SMC were incubated in
media with or without various additions of insulin (3X10 -6M, 1X10-4M), TRA
(1X10 -5M, 3X10-5M, IXI04M, 3XI04M, IXIO-3M), and 0.5 pCi [methyl- 3 H]
for 18 hrs. The [3 H]-thymidine uptake was examined. Insulin (3X10 -6M,1Xl0'4M)
significantly increased [3H]-thymidine uptake of SMC (l50%,200%) in a
concentration dependent manner. TRA inhibited the DNA synthesis of SMC induced
by insulin (3X10-6M) dosedependently. TRA (3X104M, 1X10-3 M) significantly
inhibited the DNA synthesis of SMC induced by insulin, (40%,30%) respectively.

These findings suggest that Tranilast might inhibit the proliferation of vascular
smooth muscle cells induced by hyperinsulinemia and ameliorate diabetic
macroangiopathy and prevent atherosclerosis.

`fi 11

OXIDATIVE STRESS IS PRODUCED DURING MEAL IN NIDDM
PATIENTS.
A. Ceriello, C. Taboga, N. Bortolotti, L. Tonutti, A. Crescentini, E.
Motz, A. Cavarape, M. Marra and C. Pieri, University of Udine, and
Udine General Hospital, Udine, I.N.R.C.A., Ancona Italy
Free radical production has been reported to be increased in patients with
diabetes mellitus. In this study a standard meal (600 Kcal, 49% as
carbohydrates, 40% as fat, and 11% as protein, containing 100 mg
vitamin C and 13 mg vitamin E) was aministered to 10 NIDDM patients
(7 males and 3 females; age 54.1±3.5 years, mean±SD; duration of
diabetes 10.2±3.2 years; BMI 25.9±2.1 Kg/m 2). Two h after meal, SH
groups (484.5±58.4 vs 440.7±48.3 Itmol/l, p<0.003), and uric acid
(5.3±1.3 vs 4.9±1.1 mg.dl, p<0.001) were significantly decreased,
vitamin C increased (3.34±0.9 vs 4.17±1.1 mg/l, p<0.01), while vitamin
E unchanged. MDA (2.3±0.6 vs 3.2±0.6 ysmol/1, p<0.001 ) significantly
increased, while total plasma radical-trapping activity (TRAP), which
evaluates plasma antioxidant capacity due to known and unknown
antioxidants present in the plasma as well as their mutual cooperation,
was reduced (542.4±71.7 vs 458.4 vs 47.9 µmol/l, p<0.001). LDL
oxidizability significantly increased after meal (Lag time: 81.7±23.8 vs
71.5±14.8 min, p<0.03; peak time: 141.6±31.4 vs 127.8±23.7 min,
p<0.01; rate: 9.6±1.3 vs 11.5±1.8 yrmol/minxgr protein,p<0.001) This
finding shows that in diabetic patients during meal an oxidative stress is
produced.

1716
IMMUMOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY OF MYOCARDIAL REMODELING IN
DIABETIC RATS
S.Tohyo,T.Sunaga,N.Saito.St.Marianna University School of
Medicine,Kawasaki,Japan.
<Aim>To clarify the effect of diabetes mellitus on remodeling after myocardial
infarction,experimental myocardial infarction was induced in diabetic rats,and
histological features of their heart tissues were determined by
immunohistochentical staining as well as by computed image
analysis.<Method&Materials>At six weeks of age male Wistar rats were divided
into two groups;one was the diabetic group (85mg/Kg body weight )and the other
the healthy control group. Ligation of right coronary artery was performed on rats
of both group. Eight weeks after the ligation, the heart of each rat was removed
and fixed. Specimens were stained by the Masson-trichrome stain.For evaluation
of changes in the extracellular matrix,tissues were also stained by ABC
method.Anti-rat antibodies raised in rabbits against fibronectin and collagens, of
Type I,III,IV,V and VI were used for the immunohistochemical
staining,respectively.For quantitative evaluation of the degree of fibrosis, 80
points were randomly selected in the anterior free wall of the non-injured left
ventricles,and the percentage of fibrotic area was calculated by a computer
analyzer.<Results>The degrees of deciduation and of regenerative fibrosis as well
as the major molecular species of the extracellular matrix did not show any
significant difference in areas of myocardial infarction between diabetic group and
control one. In the diabetic group,however, the fibrotic pattern developed to a
severer degree in areas without myocardial infarction than in the correesponding
areas in the control group. Percentage of fibrosis in the areas without myocardial
infarction was 2.39±0.39% in the diabetic group.The value was significantly
(p<0.05)higher than the corresponding value of 1.58±0.24% in the control
group.Immunohistochemical staining showed that the components of the fibrotic
areas in the extracellular spaces were collagens of Types III and VI and fidronectin
in the areas without myocardial infarction of the diabetic group.
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THE GLYCOXIDATION PRODUCT N`- (CARBOXYMETHYL) LYSINE IS
INCREASED IN DIABETES AND AGING

E. D. Schleicher', E. Wagner2 and A. G. Nerlich3

( Department for Internal Medicine, Endocrinology and Pathobiochemistry,
Tiibingen, Germany
2Institute for Diabetes Research, Miinchen, Germany
3Deptartment of Pathology, University of Munich, Miinchen, Germany

N`-(Carboxymethyl)lysine (CML) a major product of oxidative degradation of
glycated proteins has been suggested to represent a general marker of oxidative
stress and long-term damage to proteins in aging, atherosclerosis, and diabetes. It
was our aim to study the occurrence and distribution of CML in these conditions.
Therefore, we produced an antiserum which specifically recognizes protein-bound
CML. In-vitro studies showed that the formation of CML was dependent on the
presence of oxygen and on glycation of proteins. Furthermore, the oxidative
formation of CML from glycated proteins was reduced by antioxidants e.g. lipoid
acid and vitamin E. Immunolocalization of CML in human skin, lung, heart,
kidney, intestine, intervertebral discs and particularly in arteries provided evidence
for an age-dependent increase in CML accumulation in distinct locations, and
acceleration of this process in diabetes. Intense staining of the arterial wall and
particularly the elastic membrane was found. High levels of CML modification
were observed within atherosclerotic plaques and in foam cells. The positively
stained dermal connective tissue area was 3.1±0.9% in young adult, 22±1.5 in old
adult and 56.5±11.3% in old diabetic patients. Corresponding values for arterial
walls were 8.3±0.5%; 22.3±0.8% and 25.2±3.8%. The preferential location of CML
immunoreactivity in lesions may indicate the contribution of glycoxidation to the
processes occurring in diabetes and aging. Determination of CML-content in
normal (25) and diabetic (37) sera revealed an increase in diabetes (7.3±2.9 vs.
11.6±4.1 pmol/mg protein). CML serum values correlated weakly to HbAlc

(1--0,70), In summary, our observations, however, provide strong evidence for the
enhanced formation of CML-modified proteins in aging and diabetes glycoxidation.

Furthermore, CML may serve as an indicator for the efficiency of therapeutic
approaches for limiting oxidative reactions in human subjects.

1718

MYOCARDIAL HYPERTROPHY IN THE NEWBORN GOTO
KAKIZAKI RATS.
M. Garner, D. Mesangeau, J. Panes, F. Zkhiri and P. Valensi.
Laboratory of Nutrition and Metabolic diseases, Paris-Nord
University, Bondy and LIPHA Research Center, Chilly-Mazarin.
France.

Left ventricle hypertrophy is frequent in diabetic patients and it is
not always due to hypertension. In Goto Kakizaki (GK) rats, a
model of non-obese genetically-determined diabetes, we have
previously shown that a cardiac hypertrophy occurred without any
significant increase in blood pressure, but that hemorheological
disorders might be involved in cardiac hypertrophy . The aim of the
present study was to examine the onset of cardiac hypertrophy and
the myocardial chemical composition, using male Wistar rats as
controls. After sacrifice of the animals, at 4 or 15 days, or 3, 6, 12,
or 18 months, heart was weighed and several biochemical
parameters were measured. In the GK rats cardiac weight and
cardiac index were significantly higher than in control rats, by 4
days, and the difference was significant at each age. Heart proteins
and triglycerides were significantly lower than in control rats. Heart
sodium (at 3 months), potassium and magnesium (at 6 and 12
months) and calcium (at 6 months) were significantly lower in the
GK rats. Fibronectin was determined in the heart of 6-months
animals and was not significantly different in GK and control rats.
In conclusion this study suggests that in the GK rats, 1) cardiac
hypertrophy may be found very early and is constituted durin
foetal life ; 2) it occurs independently of any hypertension ; 31
fibrosis is not the main factor involved in cardiac hypertrophy.

1719

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN LENS PROTEIN GLYCATION AND CATARACT
DEVELOPMENT IN DIABETIC RATS
Z. Turk, I. Mifur, M.Sjepoevib and B.Rocic Institute Vuk Vrhovac, Zagreb, Croatia
To assess the temporal association between glycation of lens proteins and the
creation of polymeric products believed to contribute to the onset of cataract we
followed the formation of early and late glycated adducts in the lenses of
hyperglycaemic rats during a period of 5 months. We examined, whether phlorizin
treatment of diabetic rats by inhibiting renal tubular glucose reabsorption influences
advanced glycation process. The study groups included controls (C),untreated
diabetic rats (D), and diabetic rats receiving insulin alone (DI) or in combination with
phlorizin (DIP).Lenses were removed at 4 and 20 wk, and advanced glycated
products in alkali-soluble lens proteins were determined by their
spectrofluorescence (385/335nm).In 20-wk untreated diabetic as compared to
control rats, a significant increase was observed in the fluorescence level
(3.25±1.02 vs 1.61±0.17 FU/mg, p<0.001), while in 4-wk animals the increase was
from 1.26±0.11 FU/mg in controls to 1.80±0.25 FU/mg in diabetics, p<0.001.Daily
treatment of 20-wk diabetic rats with insulin alone (2.46±0.48 FU/mg) or in
combination with phlorizin (2.30±0.26 FU/mg) did not significantly influence lens
fluorescence level. The amount of glucose bound ketoamine linkage was estimated
after acid hydrolysis as released 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF).In 20-wk controls, it
was slightly higher than in 4-wk controls (0.57t0.31vsO.41±0.20 nmoIHMF/mg,
respectively).The diabetj.group showed a significant increase, however. In 4-wk
diabetics, a level of 1.07±0.36 nmol HMF/mg was found, while in 20-wk animals the
glycated protein amount rose to 2.46±0.79 nmol HMF/mg.ln addition to the
increases in glycated content with continuing diabetic hyperglycaemia, significant
changes in protein composition of alkali-soluble lenses developed. The SDS-PAGE
pattern showed an appearance of protein polymers of heterogeneous size (C-4wk:
3.0±1.1% vs C-20wk:17.9t2.9%; D-4wk:7.3±2.1% vs D-20wk:19.8t3.6%) and the
proteins of high molecular weight (HMW).Only a small amount of these HMW
proteins was present in controls (C-20wk: 2.5±1.2%) and short-term diabetes (D-
4wk: 0.8±0.2%), whereas in long-term untreated diabetes there was a dramatic
increase (D-20wk: 30.5±3.2%) with a corresponding decrease in other peaks. All
diabetic animals from this group had macroscopically detectable cataractous
lenses. The treatment with insulin or insulin/phlorizin followed the HMW protein level
of the untreated animals (28.2±4.0% or 27.08±3.3% vs 30.52±3.32%) without
beneficial effect.

1720

A SIMPLE METHOD FOR DETECTION OF ELASTIN PEPTI-
DES IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC MACROANGIOPATHY.

G.Nicoloff, University - School of Medicihe,
Pleven, Bulgaria

Elastin is a main protein responsible for the
elasticity of vascular wall. The elastin degra -
dation is accelerated in atherosclerosis and
soluble elastin-derived peptides (EDP) are then
released and can reach the circulating blood.
In this study was used a simple enzyme-linked
inmznosorbent assay (ELISA) for measurement of
EDP in sera of 25 patients with diabetic macro-
angiopathy. The tzicrotitre plates were coated
directly with diluted (1:10) samples, standards
or controls, blocked with 1% solution of bovine
albumin to prevent non-specific protein binding
to the plates, and EDP assigned with specific
rabbit antibody. The specific antibody was de-
tected with peroxidase linked goat anti-rabbit
IgG and the color development of o-phenylenedia-
mine was measured at 492 nn. Determinations were
carried out in. triplicate. Intra-assay variation
was less than 7% and inter-assay variation -less
than 10%. The new method was compared with san-
dwich version of EI,ISA. The mean level of EDP
by sandwich version. was 276'88 n„/ml vs. 251±76
ng/ml by new variant of ELISA (p>0.05). In con-
clusion, this modified variant of ELISA is a
simple and faster method for detection of elas-
tin degradation in diabetic macroangiopathy.
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CARDIOVASCUlAR EFFECfS OF HYPERINSULINISM AND VAGOSYMPAmETIC CONTROL

IN mE KAT wrrn VENTROMEDIAN HYPOmALAMIC LESIONS.

D. Mesangeau, L. Doare, J. Paries, J. Louis-Sylvestre and P. Valensi. LIPHA
Research Center, Chilly-Mazarin. Laboratory of Nutrition and Metabolic
Diseases, Paris-Nord University, Bondy. France.
Insulin has a well-demonstrated accelerating effect on heart rate, but its pressor
effect is still debated. The cardiovascular effects of insulin mainly result from
sympathetic activation. In order to test the cardiovascular effects of endogenous
hyperinsulinism, the model of rats with ventromedian hypothalamic lesions
(VMH) was used. Nine male VMH rats and 7 male SHAM rats were followed
until 18 weeks after operation. In VMH rats, weight was significantly higher than
in SHAM rats by the first week after operation, plasma insulin by 24 hours,
reaching 224 ± 40 pmolfl at 1 week and being maximal at 8 weeks (476 ± 62 vs 38
± 3 pmol/I in SHAM rats, p < 0.(01), blood glucose was significantly lower since
the flIst week. Heart rate (HR) and blood pressure (BP) were monitored by a
telemetric method (Data Sciences System) after implantation of an aortic catheter
and were weekly recorded during 24 hours. In VMH, HR was significantly lower
by the flIst week (p = 0.02), reaching its lowest level at 4 weeks (306 ± 7 vs 399 ±
6 beats/min before operation). Systolic BP increased slowly in both groups and
was significantly different only at 8 weeks (VMH : 129 ± 2 vs SHAM : 121 ± 3
mmHg, p = 0.03). In VMH rats a positive correlation was found between HR and
weight and plasma insulin, and between systolic BP and weight. In conclusion, 1)
VMH rats show an early, persistent and significant bradycardia, which is likely to
result from an increase in parasympathetic activity and a decrease in sympathetic
activity, and a moderate increase in BP associated with weight gain ; 2) both
bradycardia and the delayed and moderate increase in systolic BP compared with
the rapid and marked increase in plasma insulin suggests that the integrity of
sympathetic control is necessary for insulin to induce its hemodynamic effects
totally.

PS45
Macrovascular Disease 
Epidemiology and Risk Factors
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ACE GENE POLYMORPHISM AND ARTERIOSCLEROSIS IN
JAPANESE NIDDM PATIENTS
T.Tsujino, M.Kodama, T.Watarai, Y.Kajimoto, Y.Yamasaki, and
M.Hori. Osaka University School of Medicine, Osaka, Japan
AIM: There is an insersionideletion(I/D) polymorphism in the
angiotensin converting enzyme(ACE) gene. ACE gene DD type
was reported as a possible genetic risk factor for myocardial
infarction(MI) in Caucasian and Japanese. We investigated the
effect of ACE gene polymorphism on arteriosclerosis and MI in
the Japanese diabetic patients. METHODS: Subjects investigated
were 200 unrelated Japanese NIDDM patients. We measured the
averaged thickness of the intimal plus medial thickness (IMT)
of the carotid arteries of subjects using an ultrasound high
resolution B-mode imaging. The genotypes of ACE gene were
determined polymorphism using PCR amplification of the
genomic DNA. Contribution of ACE gene polymorphism to IMT
was evaluated with multiple regression analysis. Also we
analyzed the association between past history of MI and ACE
polymorphism using Kai square analysis.
RESULTS: The frequency of D allele was 0.34, which was lower
than that of Caucasian as previous reported. Multiple
regression analysis disclosed that existence of DD type
increased IMT by O. I 2 mm. In those with advanced
arteriosclerosis (IMT? 1.3 mm), the prevalence of MI observed
in NIDDM with DD type was more than that of nonDD type
(x 2=5.2, p=0.02). But this was not the case with those lacking
advanced arteriosclerosis(IMT< 1.3 mm). CONCLUSION: Co
monitoring of IMT and ACE genotype may be useful for
finding high risk individuals for MI in NIDDM patients.

1723
PREVALENCE, INCIDENCE AND FACTORS CONNECTED WITH
ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE IN IDDM AND NIDDM PATIENTS
A. Czech, P. Luiniak and J. Taton. Department of Intemal Medicine and
Diabetology, Warsaw Medical School, Warsaw, Poland.
Ischemic heart disease and myocardial infarction are the main causes of
death of diabetic patients. To assess the impact of the selected extemal
and intemal connected with diabetes mellitus factors the prospective study
was started aimed at the prevalence and incidence of ischemic heart
disease and myocardial infarction in a large cohort of diabetics. 1643
patients were examined (309 diabetics type I, 1334 diabetics type II). The
frequency of ischemic heart disease was 12.9% in diabetes type I and
35.6% in diabetes type II. The frequency of myocardial infarction was
respectively 6.1% and 16.9%. In 39.6% of diabetics type II and in 12.5% of
diabetics type I ischemia was found in ECG records in the absence of
clinical symptoms (silent ischemia). During 3 - year observation 193 cases
of ischemic heart disease were newly diagnosed (19 in diabetes type I and
174 in diabetes type II). 61 patients experienced myocardial infarction (7 in
diabetes type I and 54 in diabetes type II). Then the relations between
prevalence or incidence and the factors: age, sex, duration of diabetes
mellitus, body mass index, arterial hypertension, !sl.lal cholesterol
triglycerides and creatinine levels, fasting and postprandial glycemia and
24-hour proteinuria were analysed. The most significant risk factors
connected with development of ischemic heart disease were: age, duration
of diabetes, postprandial glycemia, arterial hypertension and creatinine
level. Conclusion. The study allowed to assess the connection between
studied parameters and ischemic heart disease. This could serve for the
practical use of the designing of the care program for the people from a
group with the highest risk.
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GLN-ARG 192 POLYMORPHISM OF PARAOXONASE GENE IS NOT RELATED
WITH CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM. YS Kim,
WS Kim, IT Woo, SW Kim, 1M Yang, JW Kim, YK Choi. Kyung-Hee University,
Seoul, Korea
Paraoxonase is located in a high-density-lipoprotein. It has been known to protect

lipoproteins from oxidation. Paraoxonase has a genetic polymorphism with single

amino acid substitution which arises from a glutamine(A isofonn) to arginine(l1

isofonn) interchange at position 192. In French Caucasian, paraoxogenase

polymorphism was reported as an independent canliovascular risk factor in patients

with NIDDM. We investigated the relevance of this polymorphism to canliovascular

disease in Korean patients with NIDDM and nonnal subjects. Of the 66 patients, 30

had continned coronary artety disease or cerebral infarction. The other 36 had no

history of such diseases and ECG abnonnality. Sixty eight nonnal subjects had no

medical history and family history of diabetes. The genotype frequency did not differ

between patients with NIDDM and nonnal subjects( AA: 13.6 % vs 16.2 0/0, AB:

44 % vs 33.8 %, BB: 42.4 % vs 50 %). There was also no difference in genotype

frequency between diabetic group with cardiovascular disease and diabetic group

without cardiovascular disease( AA: 13.9 % vs 13.3 %, AB: 47,2 % vs 50 0/0, BB:

38,9 % vs 36.7 %). Compared with subjects homozygous for the A allele(AA

genotype), the odds ratio of canliovascular disease for subjects homozygous for the B

allele was 0.8(95 % CI 1.3 - 1.7, P = 0.784) and that for those heterozygous for the B

allele was 1.3(95 % CI -1.8 - 1.2, P ~ 0.703). These data suggest that the

polymorphism of paraoxogenase is not an risk factor of cardiovascular disease in

Korean patients with NIDDM.

1726
MARKERS OF COAGULATION AND FIBRINOLYSIS ARE THE PREDICTIVE
FACTORS OF CORONARY HEART DISEASE IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM
KNISHIDA and MTSUJINO
FUCHU METOROPOLITAN HOSPITAL. TOKYO.JAPAN

AIM: Coronary hcart discasc (CHD) is one of vcry important complications in
patients with diabetes mellitus and is recently more and more notable because of its
prevalence. Howevcr. its prediction still remained to be difficult We investigated
whether several markers of coagulation and fibrinolvsis could be predictive factors of
CHD in patients with DM. METHOD: 59 patients with NIDDM (mean age GI.-l ~

I 1.0 vcars. 27 male and 12 female) were followed for -l years. At the beginning of
this study. blood samplcs were collected for measuring HbAlc. tissue factor (TF).
thrombomodulin (TM) fibrinogen (FBG), antithrombin III (ATIlI), factor VII

activil)' (FVlla). tissuc plasminogcn activator (tPA). plasminogen activator
inhibitor-I (PAl-I). PA-PAI complex (PAle). 0: ,-anti-plasmin-plasmin complex

(PIC) Urine samples were also collected for evaluation of urinary albumin index
(UAl) calculated by dividing urinary albumin by urinary creatinine. In each patient
ECG was performed at the beginning and once a year during this study. The subjects
were divided into 2 groups by onset of CHD( ischemic change of ECG. angina
pectoris or acute myocardial infarction) during this study as follows: group H (onset
(+» and N(onset(-)). Differences of HbAlc. UAI and the markers between 2 groups
werc tested bv Mann-Whitney test Discriminant analysis was performcd for
investigating marc contributablc markcrs of thc discrimination. RESULT: II
patienls(IS.6%) had ncw onset of CHD. Significant differences betwecn Hand N
were observed as follows: HbA,c(S.53 vs.9.S5%. p<0.(5) . UAI(2IG.S3

vs.1785.2mglg-Cre. P<O.OOI)· TM(l5AO vs2-l.39FU/ml. p<lJ.(l25) . FBG (2~25

vs.29Umgldl. p<O.OI) • FVlla (lOGO vsI28.1%. p<O.OI)· PIC(581-l vs.

62.jOngiml. p<O.(25) (mcan. N vs. H. p \'alue) Discriminant analysis showed that
PIC(p<0.025). ATlll (p<0.025) and UAI (p<O.OI) contributed to the discrimination.
CONCLUSION: PIC and ATlll may be significant predictive factors of CHD in
patients with NlDDM.
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RISK FACTORS FOR THE ONSET OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE

DURING THE TREATMENT OF NIDDM

M.Higa, K.lso, EXosugi, M.Arai, and T.Ujiie.

Department of Medicine, Saiseikai Kanagawa-ken Hospital,

Yokohama, Japan.

The aim of our study was to evaluate the risk factors for the onset of

cerebral infarction(CI) and myocardial infarction(MI) in NIDDM, retro

spectively. [METHOD] In 92patients (33 with CI (DM-C!), 22 with MI

(DM-MI) and 37 with no evidence of CI or MI (Control) during 3 years) ,the

following risk factors were analyzed: age, sex, duration of DM, alcohol intake,

smoking, BMI, blood pressure, serum lipid and HbAlc levels before the onset

ofCI or Ml. [RESULTS] Male was significantly higher in DM-MI (p<0.05)

than those in DM-CI . There were no significant differences in age, alcohol

intake, smoking and duration of DM among 3 groups. In DM-CI, BMI (24.4 ±

4.0Kglm' ), systolic and diastolic blood pressure (152.2 ± 18.9/86.7 ±

12.9mmHg), and serum triglyceride(TG) (167.8 ± 90.lmg/dI) were

significantly higher (p<0.01) than those in the other 2 groups. Serum HDL

cholesterol (HDL-C) was significantly lower (p<0.01) in DM-CI (40.0±S.7

mg/dI) and in DM-MI (42.1 ±9.7mg/dI), and LDL-cholesterol (LDL-C) was

significantly higher (p<0.01) in DM-CI (136.2±32.4mg/dI) and in DM-MI

(135.0±32.0 mg/dI) than those in Control (63.6± 23.5mg/dI, 117.3±24.0
mg/dI, respectively).However, total cholesterol showed no significant

difference among 3groups. HbAlc level was significantly increased during 3

years in DM-C!. (CONCLUSION] Male, obesity, hypertension, high TG and

LDL-C, low HDL-C, and HbAlc level are important predictors for the onset

of cerebral infarction in NIDDM. Moreover, high LDL-C and low HDL-C are

also predictors of myocardial infarction.

1727
EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE ON CARDIOVASCULAR RISK
FACTORS IN WELL CONTROLLED DIABETIC PATIENTS
M.Rigla, A.Caixas, T.Prat#, J.Ubeda, J.Lopez-Contreras', J.Puig,
J.M.Pou,A.perez. Endocrinology, Cardiology# and Internal Medicine'
Dpts. H.Sant Pau. UAB. Barcelona. Spain.
The aim of the study was to evalnate the effect of physical training on
cardiovascular risk factors in well-controlled diabetic patients. Fourteen
nonnotensive type I (7 male, 7 female, age 25 ± 6 years, BMI 23.8±3
kg/m2

, HbAlc ·6.6±O.8% (reference range 4.6-5.8%) and thirteen type II
diabetic patients (male 9, female 4, age 55±5 years, BMI 26±6 kg/m2,

HbAlc 7.3±1%, 84 % nonnotensive) were included in a supervised
physical training program (3-5 days/week, 1851±387 kcallweek) during 3
months. Parameters studied included fat distribution, glyc8Ulic control,
lipid profile, blood pressure and plasma homocysteine levels. Satisfactory
compliance W3l> achieved in most of the patients. Differences were assessed
by paired t-test and Wilcoxon test. V02 max increased significatively
(p<0.005). After three months, no significant changes were seen in HbAlc
levels, ap.d insulin dose decreased from 0.4 ±O.2 U/Kg/day to 0.3I±O.1
U/Kg/day (p<O.05) only in type II diabetic patients. Waist and hip (WHR)
perimeters decreased from 83.2± 12 cm and 99.7±7 cm to 81.4±11 cm and
96.9±6.5 cm respectively (p<O.05), while WHR and BMI remained
unchanged. HDL cholesterol levels increased significantly in the whole
group of patients (1.37±O.42 to 1.49±O.6; p<O.05), while LDL cholesterol
levels changed favourably only in the type II subset (3.41±1 to 3.14±O.8;
p<O.05). Plasma homocysteine levels and systolic, diastolic and mean
blood pressure were not modified after the exercise program. lit conclusion,
physical training reduces insulin requirements in type II diabetes and
improves lipid profile, even in well-controlled nonnolipidemic diabetic
patients (FIS 95/1252)
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CIRCULATING YASCULAR CELL ADHESION MOLECULE-l AS A
USEFUL MARKER FOR ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN NIDDM PATIENTS
M. Otsuki, S. Kasayama, K. Hashimoto,* Y. Morimoto*
and T. Kishimoto. Dept. of Medicine III, Osaka University
Medical School and Aizenbashi Hospital,* Osaka, Japan.

Vascular cell adhesion molecule-l (YCAM-l) has been
shown to be highly expressed in atherosclerotic lesions.
Although soluble (s) YCAM-l is detected in human sera, it
remains unclear whether sYCAM-l level is increased in
atherosclerotic patients. In this study, sYCAM-l concentra
tions were measured in sera from 65 patients with NIDDM.
The mean (±SD) sYCAM-l concentration was 908 ±132
ng/ml in 15 patients with symptomatic atherosclerotic
vascular diseases, which was significantly higher than the
age- and sex-matched patients without the atherosclerotic
vascular disease (660±139 ng/ml, P<O.OOl). Among 50
patients without symptomatic atherosclerotic vascular
disease, 22 patients (44 %) had early atherosclerosis of the
carotid arteries, based on the evaluation by high
resolution B-mode ultrasonography. Their sYCAM-l
concentration was significantly higher than that in the
patients without atherosclerosis of the carotid arteries
(755±235 ng/ml vs. 617±122 ng/ml, P<0.02). In addition,
there was a significant correlation between serum sYCAM-l
and the intimal plus medial thickness of the carotid
arteries in the patients without symptomatic athero
sclerotic vascular disease (r=0.544, p<O.OOI). These results
indicate that circulating sYCAM-l may be a useful marker
to predict atherosclerotic lesions in NIDDM patients, even
when the atherosclerosis is asymptomatic process.

1730
ANY ASSOCIATION BETWEEN LOW SERUM DHEAS LEVELS AND
ISCHAEMIC HEART DISEASE IN NIDDM IS NEGATED BY AGE
L.Davies, K.Pryor, S.Twigg, G.Fulcher, P.Clifton-Bligh, E.Hibbert,
A.McElduff, B.Robinson, and E.Wilmshurst. Royal North Shore Hospital,
St Leonards, Australia
Patients with ischaemic heart disease (IHO) are reported to have lower
serum levels of dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate (DHEAS) than control
subjects, and furthermore, DHEAS supplementation in animal models
appears to be protective for atherogenesis. Moreover non-diabetic subjects
with the insulin resistance syndrome (Syndrome X) also have lower serum
levels of DHEAS. In this study we aimed to determine the association
between DHEAS levels and IHD in a population of patients with non
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM).
Eighty-two males (59.7 ± 7.4yr) and 70 females (60.8 ± l2.2yr), known
duration of diabetes 6.8 ± 7.4 and 6.9 ± 6.8 yr respectively, had DHEAS
levels measured as part of an annual review for diabetes complications. The
presence of IHO was determined by a history of myocardial infarction,
angina or revascularisation procedure. By these criteria, 17 males (21 %) and
6 females (9%) had clinical evidence of IHO. In males with IHO, DHEAS
levels tended to be lower than those without IHO (3.05 ± 2.33 vs 4.5 ±
4.0luM; p =0.09). The findings were similar in females (1.35 ± 0.46 vs 3.22
± 2.94uM; p= 0.126), but in both groups the difference was of borderline
significance. In fact on multiple regression analysis, the major determinant
ofDHEAS levels in both males and females was age.
These data may be interpreted to indicate that low serum DHEAS levels
may be associated with IHD diagnosed using clinical criteria. Alternatively,
low DHEAS levels may be an epiphenomenon, loosely correlating with IHO
due to the association of DHEAS levels with age. Larger cross sectional
studies, and prospective studies involving DHEAS supplementation in
NIDDM subjects may more clearly define any association.

1729
CIGARETTE-SMOKING AND THE PROGNOSIS OF DIABETIC PATIENTS.
A 15- YEAR OBSERVATION OF NIDDM PATIENTS IN OSAKA, JAPAN.
A. Sasaki, M. Uehara, N. Horiuchi, K. Hasegawa aud T. Shimizu.
Osaka Seijinbyo Center, Osaka, Japan.

The prognostic effects of cigarette smoking on diabetic patients were exam
ined ntilizing a long-term follow-np stndy. The subjects studied were 1,700
NIDDM patients with age at entry ~ 35 years and with known history of smok
ing, who were first seen during 1960-1979 at our hospiW, and followed up un
til the end of 1993, with the mean follow- up period of 14.8 ± 6.5 years. Smok
ing rates were 64.8% for males and 13.1% for females. The mortality rates per
1,000 person-years in male subjects were 32.1 for non-smokers and 37.6 for
smokers, while the OlE ratios were 1.26 and 1.84 for non- smokers and smok
ers, respectively, both indicating statistically significant differences. The odds
ratio of smokers to non- smokers in males was 1.45, and a significantly in
creased risk of dying in smokers compared with non- smokers was confirmed
in Japanese male diabetic patients. But no significant increase in mortality was
observed in female smokers. The analysis of odds ratios by causes of death in
dicated a significant increase in malignant neoplasms, especially in lung cancer,
but cancer of other sites, such as stomach and liver, was appreciably increased.
Increases in cardiovascular disease, heart and cerebrovascular disease, and in
renal disease was also observed. In addition, a marked increase in pneumonia
and bronchitis was noted. The odds ratio by causes of death were further ana
lyzed in male subjects with and without proteinuria at the baseline. In the sub
jects with proteinuria, increases in heart disease, cerebrovascular disease and
renal disease were remarkable, but no increase in malignant neoplasms was ob
served. By contrast, in the subjects without proteinuria, increases in malig
nant neoplasms and pneumonia and bronchitis were notable. Thus, it was
indicated that causes of death in the smoker largely differed by presence or ab
sence of the proteinuria at entry to the study.

1731
THE RISKS RELATED TO ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASES

IN NON-SMOKER DIABETICS

A Banu, M. A. Sayeed, M. G. Kibriya and A. K. Azad Khan. Dhaka, Bangladesh

In general population obesity, hypeltension, hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemia and
smoking are known risk factors for ischemic heart diseases (IHD). But it is not
known how much of which risk factors contribute to IHD in non-smoking group of
non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) subjects. To estimate the risk,
from a total of 3,583 NIDDM subjects, we investigated 572 (M=262, F=310)
randomly selected non-smokers of age 30-60yr with mean (SD) duration of diabetes
13.6 (3.6) mo. Diagnosis ofIHD was based on cardiogram or exercise tolerance test
or both when equivocal. Compared with non-IHD group the subjects with IHD had
significantly higher age (p<O.OOI), higher waist to hip ratio (WHR, p=0.005), higher
systolic and diastolic blood pressure (SBP and DBP, p<O.OOI) and higher fasting
blood glucose (FBG, p<0.05). There was no difference of IHO prevalence between
male and female diabetics (17.6 vs 18.1%). Compared with the male subjects the
female had significantly higher body mass index (BMI, [wt in kg/ht in m'], p<O.OOI),
higher SBP (p=0.02) and total plasma cholesterol (CHOL p<O.OOI); whereas, the
male had significantly higher WHR (p=0.009) and DBP (p=0.051). Both FBG and 2h
after glucose (2-hBG) did not differ between men and women. Adjusting for age, sex
and obesity, glycemia showed no association with WHR, SBP, DBP and CHOL;
whereas, it showed signficant negative correlation with BMI (p<O.OOI). In contrast,
BMI showed significant positive correlation with SBP (p<O.OO I) and DBP (p<O.O I).
Though IHD was not associated with increasing BMI it was significantly associated
with increasing age (X' =18.2,p<0.000I) and high WHR (X' ~8.1, p<0.04). Taking
BMI, WHR, SBP, DBP, FBG, 2-hBG, CHOL and family history of diabetes or
hypertesion as the independent risk variables and IHD as a dependent one, further
analysis by stepwise logistic regression showed that high WHR «0.95 vs > 1.1: OR,
3.0 95% confidence interval (CI) 2.2-3.8) and high DBP «85 vs >95mmHg: OR,
12.695% CI 11.7-13.5) were the risks for IHO. When the age was included in the
model it confounded the effect of WHR but not that of DBP. Therefore, it appears
that the highest level of risk for IHO in non-smoker diabetics was observed with high
DBP and increasing age, and moderate risk with high WHR.
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MALE HYPERTENSIVE NIDDM PATIENTS HAVE HIGHER SERUM
INSULIN AND LOWER SEX HORMONES AND BINDING GLOBULIN.
C. Phenekos, A. Vrionidou, A. Garidou, E. Kanaki, V, LoiAKarfi and C.Tzloras.
Deparment of Endocrlnology,Red Cross Hosprtal,Athens,Greece.

Hyperinsulinemia and abnormalities of gonadal hormone concentrations
have been Implicated in the pathogenesis of cardiovascular disease in
people with normal and abnor'1ml glucose tolerance.We measured fasting
S8ru,"" Insulin (IRI).sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG),fr8e testosterone
(FT) and total estradiol (E,,) concentrations in 95 non insulin dependent
(NIDDM) male diabetic patients (mean age 62.06,range 39-75 years) on
treatment erther wrth diet orland oral hypoglycaemic agents.57 patients were
normotensive and 38 hypertensive.We applied murtlpie analysis of variance
to detect differences between means and the LSD test for post-hoc
comparisonsThere was no difference In the glycaemic control between the
groups as assessed by fasting plasma glucose and HbAlc levels. Body
mass Index was higher In the hypertensive group (28.7±O.6 versus
26.5±O.42),p=O.002,and was entered as covariate in the statistical model
together wrth age and duration of disease although the latter ones did not
differ significantly.We found that fasting insulin (Mean±SEM) was higher in
the hypertensive compared to normotensive group (113.58±11.69 versus
79.85±6.02pmoIlL),p=0.007,and SHBG was lower (34.15:t218 versus
43.H2.57 nrnoIlL).p=O.009.FT was also lower in the hypertensive group
(49.26 ±2.35 versus 58.411:2.80 pmoI/L),p=O.02 as was E, (104.9±8.03
versus 127.381H.45 prnolll_),p=O.03,No difference was found in total,HDL
cholesterol and trigiycerides concentrations between the two groups. It is
concluded that the male hypertensive NIDDM patients have higher insulin
and lower SHBG levels,both indices of Insulin resistance,and also lower free
testosterone and total estradiol levels compared to normotensive patients.

1734
CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE RISK FACTORS AMONG POST
MENOPAUSAL WOMEN. SalWono Waspadji, Maryantoro Oemardi,
Pradana Soewondo, Imam Subekti, Sidartawan Soegondo, Siamet Suyono.
Dept. of Med., School of Med., Univ. of Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia.

Post menopausal women is notorious to have higher prevalence of
coronary artery disease (CAD), especially among diabetics. Whether higher
risk factors occur in our post menopausal women is evaluated in this study
as a part of a population study done in Kayuputih Subdistrict, Jakarta.
Among 34,645 total population, 5.0% of the adults (age> 15 years) were
randomly recruited (stratified clustered random sampling) to join this
survey. Altogether there were 1,019 eligible respondents, comprising 478
male and 541 female subjects. The prevalence of CAD (ECG, Minnesota
code), diabetes mellitus (WHO criteria, 1985), hypertension (JNC V
criteria), obesity (8MI ? 27 kg/m' for male, and? 25 kg/m' for female), high
TC ~ 240 mg/dl) , high TG ~ 200 mg/dl), high LDL-C ~ 160 mg/dl), and
low HDL-C <:0 35 mg/dl) among female respondents of ? 50 years old were
22.7, 10.0, 57.3, 34.5, 9.1, 8.2, 6.4, and 49.1% respectively; while among
the younger counterpart « 50 years old) the corresponding figures were
28.3,3.0, 14.4,21.3,2.6, 1.6, and 47.3%. For the menopausal diabetics the
corresponding figures were even higher, namely 36.4, 63.6, 27.3, 36.4, 9.1,
and 45.5% respectively for the prevalence of CAD, hypertension, obesity,
high TC, high TG, high LDL-C and low HDL-C. All the differences between
the menopausal women and their younger counterpart were highly
significant (p <.01), except for HDL-C. The fasting plasma insulin level
among the ? 50 years old respondents were similar (3.7 mUlL) as
compared to the younger respondents (4.07 mUlL). As a conclusion, in our
studies population we found higher CAD risk factors among menopausal
respondents which might explain the higher occurrence of CAD in this
population subset.
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TOBACCO CONSUMPTION PATTERN IN DIABETIC POPULATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL

UNIT
NSrivastava, MJoshi, P Shah, D Prabhakaran, SK Puri, KS Reddy, All India Inst Med Sci,
New Delhi, India.
Purpose: To estimate prevalence and characterise the pattern of tobacco consumption
amongst diabetics in an industrial population of north India.
Desian: Cross sectional survey using a standardised structured interviewer administered
questionnaire (Response rate: 89%) in diabetics (includes known and diagnosed on OGTI).
Results: None of 21 (0%) female and 110 of 252 (43.7%) male diabetics were curren!
tobacco consumers; 0 and 7.5% reported to have used tobacco in the past. Of the male
diabetics 34.0% smoKed and 14.1% chewed tobacco. The mean age of smokers was similar
to consumers of non-smoking forms of tobacco and non-ronsumers of tobacco. Of the male
diabetic smokers 60 (70.0%) smoked cigarettes, 35 (40.2%) smoked beedi. Majority of
cigarette smokers used it for 6 years or more (6-9yrs: 16.4%; ;,,1Oyrs: 72.1%); data for beed;
was similar (22.9% and 68.6% respectively). Cigarettes smoked per day were less than 6 in
55.0%,6-10 in 31.7%, 11-20 in 10.0% and >20 in 3.3%. The respective numbers for beed;
were 20.0%, 37.1%, 31.4% and 11.4%. Of the male diabetic wor1lers consuming non·
smoking form of tobacco 17 (47.2%) chewed tobacco, 22 (61%) consumed It with paan, and
3 (0.8%) consumed it with paan masa/a. Majority of individuals chewing tobacco were using
it for over 6 years (58.8%). The respective numbers for tobacco with paan was 72.7%. A
graded reiationship between prevalence of tobacco consumption and socia economic status
of diabetics was observed. Thirty four, 43%, 38%, 62%, and 56% of professional, clerical,
skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled diabetic wor1lers respectively consumed tobacco.
Conclusions: Consumption of tobacco was widely prevalent amongst diabetics in the
industrial population. Beadi consumption and chewing tobacco contributed significantly to
total tobacco exposure. Higher tobacco exposure in lower socio-economic class was
apparent
Paan: Betel leaf and betel nut often taken with tobacco leaves; Paan masa/a: perfumed
powder of paan; beed/: tobacco packed in Tendu leaves.

1735
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE IN IDDM: A lRANSATLANTIC
COMPARISON OF RATES AND RISK FACTORS
T. Orchard, L. Stevens, K. Forrest and J. Fuller. University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, USA and University College, London, UK

The reasons behind the dramatically increased rates of cardiovascular
disease (CVD) in IDDM subjects are poorly understood. To better
understand the development of CVD in IDDM, data from the
Epidemiology of Diabetes Complications CEDC) study in the USA were
compared to data from the 31 centers in the European study EURODIAB.
Comparable age (mean = 28 years both studies) and duration subsamples
(EDC: N = 567, EURODIAB: N = 1215) were drawn from each study.
CVD prevalence (myocardial infarction, angina, coronary bypass surgery,
stroke, or ischemic ECG changes (Minnesota codes 1.1, 1.2, 1.3,4.1,4.2,
4.3, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 7.1) rates were similar in both studies for men
(EURODIAB 18.1% v EDC 20.1%) and for women (18.9% v 19.9%
respectively), except for angina (more frequent in EDC women, p = <
0.001). In men, hypertension and triglycerides independently predicted
CVD in EDC subjects, while age and HDLcholesterol were predictors in
EURODIAB. In women, age was a predictor in both populations along
with hypertension (EURODIAB) or renal disease (EDC). HbAlc was
negatively related to CVD in EURODIAB women but showed a weak
positive relationship in EDC women. Renal disease only related to CVD
in EDC. We conclude that while overall rates are similar, the risk factor
correlates of CVD in IDDM vary considerably by continent. The
previously reported strong association between renal disease and
cardiovascular disease is less marked in these analyses, while any
relationship with glycemic control is inconsistent.
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GENDER INFLUENCE OF MACROVASCULAR DISEASE

IN DIABETES
FWF Hanna, CJ Currie, CL Morgan, A Rees and JR Peters
Department of Medicine, University Hospital of Wales, Cardiff, UK.
We have demonstrated that diabetic (OM) women below 55 y are at
lower risk of developing ischaemic heart disease (IHD) than DM men,
while above 55, there is no significant difference. The male-to-female
age-specific relative risk (RR) ofIHD followed the same pattern in both
DM and ND population but the event rate appeared to have occurred 10
years earlier in DM. To investigate the influence of gender on
cerebrovascular disease (CVD) rates in DM vs. ND, we used primary
event rates in a diabetic population (5602 DM out of total of402,798).
The number of cases of CVD was assessed in both OM and ND male
and female populations over 4 y (1991-1995). In the OM population
below 55y, the RR was 1.05 (confidence intervals CI 0.53-2.08,
insignificant). In NO population, RR below 55 was 1.11 (Cl 0.88-1.39,
insignificant). The age-specific event rate curve in DM confirmed that
between 55 and 75y, both sexes had the same event rate. Above 75y,
however, women were more prone to CVD, presumably reflecting the
greater number of women reaching that age. Shifting the event rate curve
ofND population 10 years backwards resulted in virtual superimposition
of the event rate curve of the DM and ND populations in both sexes. We
conclude that I) DM women below 55y, are not at increased risk of
CVD, compared to OM men. 2) Unlike IHD, CVD risk is similar in both
DM men and women below 75y. 3) As in IHD, DM population have the
CVO event rate occurring approximately 10 years earlier.

1738
SERUM FOLATE AND CORONARY HEART DISEASE IN TYPE II DIABETES
V.J.McCann*, K.G.Stanton, R.W.Parsons, F.M.van Bockxmeer, and S.Vasikaran
Royal Perth Hospital and University of Western Australia, Perth, Western Australia

Mild to moderate hyperhomocysteinaemia has recently been recognised as a risk
factor for coronary heart disease and may be associated with deficiencies of vitamin
cofactors particularly folate. We assessed the risk of coronary heart disease,
mortality and serum folate levels in patients with Type II diabetes. Since 1973,
patients attending the Royal Perth Hospital Diabetic Clinic have been invited to
participate in a two yearly survey of diabetic complications and risk factors. Survival
status of survey participants was ascertained at 31 December 1993 by computer
linkage to the Registrar Generals Death Indices for 1973 to 1993 for Western
Australia. The cause of death was defined according to the International
Classification of Diseases ninth revision (lCD9) code for the underlying cause of
death. If the code was related to diabetes the cause was redefined according to the
primary cause of death. Coronary heart disease, as defined by a history of angina or
previous myocardial infarction, was present in 21% of 1391 subjects with Type 11
diabetes at the initial visit. Significant risk factors for coronary heart disease after
age and sex were triglycerides (p<O.OOI), folate (p=0.005) and cholesterol
(p~0.016). The most common cause of death was coronary heart disease, accounting
for 60% of all 542 deaths recorded. The risk factors showing the most significant
associations with death from coronary heart disease, after adjusting for age and sex,
were history of coronary heart disease at the initial visit, cholesterol (p<O.OOI,
hazard ratio=2.2), plasma glucose (p=0.007), diastolic blood pressure (p=O.008), and
folate (p=0.022). Low folate was a risk factor (hazard ratio=1.6) in those with
normal cholesterol but did not add to the risk in those with high cholesterol. It is
concluded that low serum folate is a significant risk factor for both the presence of
and subsequent mortality from coronary heart disease in Type II diabetes. This risk
may be mediated by homocysteine.

1737
IDENTIFICATION AND EFFICACY OF MULTIPlE RISK FACTOR

CONTROL IN DIABETIC MACROVASCULAR DISEASES

*Y.Hattori, M.Suzuki. **M.Takeuchi. ***T.Watarai, ***Y.Yamazaki. H.Inada,

****H.Nawata. *****H.Orlmo and Y.Harano. National Cardiovascular Center.

Osaka. Japan. *Konan University, Kobe. Japan. **Kobe City College of

Technology. Kobe. Japan. ***Osaka University. Osaka. Japan. ****Fac.. Med.,

Kyushu University. Fukuoka, Japan. *****Tokyo Hospital, Ministry of Finance.

Tokyo. Japan. MSDM group. Japan.

Using 899 subjects with NIDDM who were registered to MSDM (Multiclinical

Study for Diabetic Macroangiopathy). the correlation between diabetic

rnacroangiopathy (MA) and risk factors have been evaluated in a cross-sectional

study. In addition. a prospective study for developing MA is performed.

Hypertension. diabetic neuropathy and low HDL cholesterol in subjects with MA

were significantly more frequent compared with MA(-) when the duration of

diabetes was adjusted. Brinkman index. TG. hypertension in subjects with MA

were significantly associated with MA. The following cut-off levels were

determined. based on the discriminating value to differentiate MA(+) from MA(-)

group. BMI:24. chol: 200. TG:120. ApoB:ll0. FBS:140. S-BP:140. D-BP:90.

Those fulfilled more than 5 had significantly less MA. In the prospective study,

the existence of MI was related to the more frequent appearance of MA for

subjects who had no previous MA. In subjects with MA, MA progressed more

frequently in those who failed to auain control criteria more than 4 out of total 6

risk factors excluding ApoB. These results indicate that an effort to control the

multiple risk factors seems to be essential for the prevention of diabetic

rnacroangiopathy.

1739
ABDOMINAL FAT DISTRIBUTION AND CARDIOVASCULAR

RISK STATUS IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
D. Negreanu, N. Riincu, G. Roman and A. Cerghizan. Diabetes Center
& Clinic, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
One of the main objective in diabetes care is to reduce morbidity and
mortality from coronary heart disease (CHD) by risk factor reduction
Many studies have suggested that abdominal distribution of adipose
tissue (ADAT) may have higher predictive value for CHD. Objective:
To assess the cardiovascular risk status (CVRS) in NIDDM patients,
according to the values of a new parameter called abdominal index
(AI), this represents waist/height ratio. Method: For the assessment of
CVRS in medical practice European Task Forces on prevention of
coronary heart disease have proposed a chart, that can predict the risk
for coronary events in the next 10 years. In order to be more accurate
in diabetes mellitus, we added other parameters and called this new
chart: Eurochart '94. Patients: We have applied Eurochart '94 in 949
NIDDM patients (395 men): age 54.1±7.1 yrs.; diabetes duration
7.9±4.8 yrs. and 1082 control subjects.Waist/hip ratio and AI were
also measured. Results: CVRS score (%) has been greater in NlDDM
(21.07±1 I) than in control group (6.I±O.3). The prevalence of ADAT
(AI>O.5) has been higher vs. non ADAT in both NIDDM (85.3%) and
control subjects (58.1%), with CVRS increased accordingly. AI better
described the ADAT that waist/hip ratio (96.6% vs. 58.0% in NIDDM
patients and 87.5% vs. 40.1% in control subjects), while CVRS
remained the same. Conclusions ADAT is a common condition in
NIDDM patients. CVRS is strongly influenced by NIDDM and ADAT
AI can better discriminate abdominal vs. non abdominal distribution of
adipose tissue. AI is easier to be measured, as the errors which come
from hip measurement are avoided.
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RISK FACTORS FOR ATHEROGENESIS IN TYPE 2 DIABETES AMONG
VEGETARIANS AND NONVEGETARIANS
Mala Dharmalingam and Prasanna Kumar KM M.S.Ramaiah Medical College
Bangalore India

The aim of the study was to study the differences in risk factors for
atherogenesis among vegetarians and nonvegetarians.Total of 658 diabetic
patients ·395 men and 242 women were studied. They included 230 vegetarians
and 428 nonvegetarians.They were studied for BM! ,waist hip ratio
,hypertension and dyslipidemia. Dietary patterns were assessed, with a food
frequency questionnaire. There was no difference in cholesterol intake with
reference to total calories prescribed to them. The patients were matched for
other risk factors.23.5 % of vegetarians and 23.3% of non vegetarians had BMI
of> 27 in men and 25 in women( p <0.01). WfH ratio of> 0.85 in women and
0.95 in men was present in 30.8% vegetarian and 41.6% non vegetarians (p <
0.001) hypertension was present in 22.% vegetarians and 26.6% in non
vegetarians (p < 0.05) Cholesterol of > 200 mg/dl was present in 42.6% in
vegetarians and 55% in non vegetarians (p < 0.05) Triglycerides of> 170
mg/dl was present in 47% vegetarians and 45.8% in non vegetarians (p < 0.01)
HDL < 35 mg/dl was present in 23.5% in vegetarians and 266% in non
vegetarians (p < 0.05). It can be concluded that non vegetarians had
significantly more WfH ratio, hypertension high cholesterol and low HDL when
compared to vegetarians. BM! and Triglycerides was not significantly different.

1742
ALBUMINURIA AS A NEW MARKER OF DIABETIC PERIPHERAL VASCULAR

DISEASE. IK, Lee, KY Park, HW Lee", KC Won'. Keimyung University,

Yeungnam Uni versi t/, Taegu, Korea.

Peripheral vascular disea~e is a common campI ication of

diabetes. Recently, microalbuminuria is suggested as a new marker

of diabetic macroangiopathy,

We studied the levels of aburninuria and other risk factors of

atherosclerosis such as Lp(a). Plasminogen activator inhibitor-I,

LDL-cholesterol, triglyceride, HDL-cholesterol, free fatty acid,

Insul in, C-peptide, Hemoglobin AIC in 196 diabetic patients

with(l02) or without diabetic peripheral vascular disease(94),

which comfirmed by doppler flow velosity waveform analysis and

angi ography.

The prevalence of microalbuminuria and macroalbuminuria were

19.8% and 24.5% respectively. Risk factors for peripheral vascular

disease in diabetic patients wi th macrovascular disease were

evaluated by mul tivariate discriminant analysis and the following

factors were identi fied by statistical signi ficance of P<O. 05

duration of diabetes, low densi ty 1ipoprotein, high density

lipoprotein, male, systolic blood pressure and amount of

albuminura.

These datas suggest that the level of albuminuria in diabetic

patients can be a new marker for the peripheral vascular disease.
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OBESITY AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH RISK FACTOR
IN SCHOOLERS OF QUITO (X SYNDROME)
Moreno M., Pasquel M., Caicedo R., Naranjo E.,
Narvaez M. Central University Quito-Ecuador.
The index weist hip (ICC) is used in adults as
an indicator of the distribution of fat tissue
its relationship with the hyperinsulinism
called X sindrome. Eventhough it is an index
it has not been used or considered valid in
children. We proposed to find out its validity
in pediatric children taking the same cut
points recomended for adults by the WHO.ln a
representative population of schoolars in
Quito (n=678), anthropometric measurements
were done, EMI was calculated and the ICC to
relate then with eachother,also the arterial
tension was determined and fasting blood was
taken to value lipids (total cholesterol, LDL,
HDL and TG). The results reveal that the 68%
of the children have ICC at high risk and
21,4% al moderate risk. The relationship
between the ICC with the EMI was significative
(p=0,003), relating the risk determined by the
ICC with risk factors we found that the 93% of
the obese by EMI had an ICC at risk, the ICC at
risk was present in a 100% of the children
with high systolic and dyastolic pressure,in
94% with low HDL, in the 87% with high total
cholesterol. Conclusion: the ICC in children
has the same validity and significancy as the
adult population and that the risk found in
the studied population is high, having an
important relationship with other risk
factors.

1743
OBESITY AND BODY FAT DISTRIBUTION IN RELATION TO CHD RISK FACTORS
D Prabhakaran, P Shah, MJoshi, SK Puri, KS Reddy, All India Inst Med Sci, New Delhi, India.
Purpose: To investigate the relationship of CHD risk factors to over-weight (8MI ;'25kglm2)

and body fat distribution (Apple ;,0.85 in females ;,0.95 in males) in an industrial population.
Design: Analysis of data from a survey (N: 2420; ie. response: 84.7%) of an industrial
population of North India. Categories of body fat distribution were: 1. Pear-Lean, 2. Pear
OvelWeiaht, 3. ADole-Lean, and 4. ADDie OvelWeiaht.
Results Female Male

1 234 1 234
N1%] 71 129 44 18 42117 87 136 691 32 40 [2 731 34 714133
Diastolic BP 74 18 73 {6 75 (8 78 {8 80 (8 84 19 83 (9 87(9
SYstolic BP 11311 110{9 11311 11815 11811 12212 12214 12614
FP Glu' 9421 10331 10229 101 23 9830 10342 101 34 10537
HbA1 (%) 5.01.1 5.41.7 5.31.5 5.71.8 5.91.9 5.62.0 5.7 2.0 6.1{2.2
Cholesterol' 16340 16038 17349 172 37 17443 16445 184 44 186 45
HDl chol' 4613 46 13 4212 4313 39 12 36 10 36 11 36 11
C:H Ratio 3.71.1 3.71.3 4.41.9 4.31.8 4.8 1.8 4.81.5 5.41.9 5.7(2.0
Triglyceride' 9338 9953 9847 12470 12080 153 67 15389 173(109
DMr/.] 11.7 5.7 12.1 8.9 7.4 8.6 12.2 16.6
HT rio] 12.9 9.1 9.5 19.5 18.0 37.5 27.8 44.5
Data presented as Mean (SD) or percent [%]; FP Glu:Fasting Plasma glucose; chol:
cholesterol; C:H: cholesterol :HDL cholesterol; HT: hvoertension; DM: diabetes. ': mgldL
ConclUSIons: Weight and body fat dlstnbutlon IS related to CHD nsk factors In a graded
manner; the maximum in apple shaped ovelWeight and minimum in pear shaped lean
individuals.
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RISK FACTORS FOR CORONARY HEART DISEASE IN NON INSULIN DE-

PENDENT DIABETICS WITH ADD WITHOUTH DIAB TIC NEPHROPATHY.

P.Lazzari and G.Madini,Diabetes Center,Hospital of Cremona,
Italy

We studied 140 type 2 diabetics(71 M,69 F,age 66.7±7.1 ,yr)
of whom 54(38.6%) with coronary heart disease(CHD) and 86
(61.4%) withouth coronary heart disease.The 2 groups were

strictly comparable by sex,age and duration of disease.On
the whole 88 subjects(62.9%) showed normoalbuminuria(No)
(<30 mg/24 h),46(32.9%) microalbuminuria(Mi)(30-300 mg/24h)
and 6(4.3%) macroalbuminuria(Ma)(>300 mg/24 h).CHD was less
frequent in No(17%) than in Mi(76%) and Ma(66%)(chi—square
for trend=25.3,p<0.00001).Hypertension was more frequent

in patients with CHD in Mi(76%) than in No(18.8%,p=0.00001)
and Ma(60%,p=NS).Systolic blood pressure was higher in pa-
tients with CHD than withouth CHD in No(176.4+_26.1 vs 161+
20.1,p=0.01),but was similar in Mi and Ma.Diastolic blood
pressure,total and HDL—cholesterol,triglycerides,body mass
index,fibrinogen,smoke,duration of diabetes,fasting glice-
mia,glycosilated hemoglobin,insulin therapy and insulin da-
ily dosage were similar in patients with and withouth CHD
in No,Mi,and Ma.The study confirms a significant associa-
tion between CHD and increased albuminuria.Among the consi-
dered variables only hypertension and systolic blood pres-
sure seem to be related to different albuminuria levels
in the developement of CHD.The study suggests that their
role could be less important when renal damage is establi-
shed.
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ASSOCIATION OF CENTRAL OBESITY WITH CORONARY HEART
DISEASE, BUT NOT WITH RETINOPATHY IN NIDDM

M. Boz, A. Giuliani, G. Michel, Department of Endocrinology, Centre
Hospitaller, Luxembourg.

Obesity and especially abdominal (central) obesity is often associated with
NIDDM and the complications of this disease. In a group of 55 consecutive
non-selected NIDDM patients, 27 of 55 (49%) are severely obese (BMI >
30) and 40 of 55 (72%) have a waist-hip ratio (WHR) >_ 0.9 (mean of the
group 0,95 range 0,75-1,10). Some characteristics of the group are
summarized : mean age 61,3 ± 1,37 years, known diabetes duration : 9,64
± 0,9 years, BMI : 29,74 ± 0,62 kg/m 2 , HbA,c : 7,79 ± 0,25 %, C-Peptide
3,27 ± 0,28 ng/ml and fasting insulinemia : 11,97 ± 0,9 mU/I. 31% of the
patients have coronary heart disease (CHD), 24% have background or
proliferative retinopathy and 33% have micro- or macroalbuminuria. CHD is
statistically significantly correlated to WHR. Men present more CHD (32%
vs 29%) in the same BMI, systolic and diastolic blood pressure levels in
spite of having lower fasting insulinemias than women. There is no
statistically significant correlation between WHR and retinopathy or
nephropathy.
In conclusion : These data suggest an association of central obesity and
CHD but no association with retinopathy or nephropathy in NIDDM patients
especially male patients.
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MICROALBUMR,TURIA IS ASSOCIATED WITH PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL
DISEASE IN DIABETIC SUBJECTS ONLY IF HYPERTENSION IS PRESENT
A. Jager', J.M. Dekker', G. Nijpels', L.M. Boutef , R.J. Hein6' , C.D.A. Stehouwe'rz
'Institute for Research in Extramural Medicine, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam' Depart-
ment of Internal Medicine,Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, NL

Microalbuminuria (MA) is a risk indicator for coronary heart disease in diabetic and in
non-diabetic subjects. Whether this is also the case for peripheral arterial disease
(PAD) is hardly investigated. Our aim was to study the associations between MA and
PAD in the presence of hypertension and/or diabetes mellitus (DM). We investigated
an age-, sex- and glucose tolerance stratified sample from a 50-74 year-old general
Caucasian population (n=63 1) from the Hoorn Study. The urinary albumin concentrati-
on was measured in a first morning urine upon arising by radioimmunodiffusion, with a
threshold of 6.2 mg/I. A valid albumin/creatinine ratio could be obtained from 580
subjects. The 53 non-valid ratios were excluded from further analyses. MA was defi-
ned as a ratio above 2.0 mg/mmol. Doppler-assisted systolic blood pressures were
performed from brachial and posterior tibial arteries to calculate the anlde-brachial
pressure index (ABPI). If the highest ABPI for either leg was less than 0.90, the sub-
ject was classified as having PAD (n=68). The prevalence of PAD was 7 and 19% for
normo- and hypertensive subjects, and 8 and 15% for non-diabetic and diabetic sub-
jects, respectively. Analyses were performed by multiple logistic regression. The table
shows age- and sex adjusted OR (95% CI) of PAD in diabetic and/or hypertensive
subjects compared to a control group in the absence or presence of MA.

MA absent (n=482)	 MA present (n=68)
control	 (n=318)	 1.0	 0.7(0.09-5.9)
DM only	 (n=91)	 1.4 (0.6-3.4)	 2.1 (0.4 - 10.5)
HT only	 (n=108)	 0.8 (0.3 - 2.2)	 3.6(1.1 - 11.7)*
DM and HT	 (n=64)	 3.8 (1.6 - 9.3)*	 6.3 (2.2 - 18.3)*
* p < 0.05 Wald-test
We conclude that in this Caucasian population peripheral arterial disease is not signifi-
cantly associated with microalbuminuria in diabetic subjects. However in the co-
presence of hypertension a pronounced association between microalbuminuria and
peripheral arterial disease was observed.
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SYNDROME 'X' — MORE COMMON IN MEN OR WOMEN

S.R. Arovind, K.M. Prosonno Kumar & Molo D.,
Diacon Hospital, Bangalore, INDIA.

The Aim of the study was to see the association of Obesity,
Hypertension, Lipid abnormalities & IHD among NIDDM Men & Women.
The data of 13672 patients randomly selected from 2 different
Hospitals were studied with the help of a computer aided statistical
programme. Results showed Obesity among 44% of Women (BMI >
25) & 14% of Men (BMI > 27). Hypercholestrolaemia (> 200 mg/dI)
was present in 14% of Women & 12% of Men. Hypertriglyceridoemia
( > 170 mg/dl) was present in 12% of Women & 7% of Men.
Hypertension was present in 32% of Women & 24% of Men. (Obesity
was 52% among Women & 19% in Men in this sub group). IHD was
present in 13% of Women & 12% of Men (Obesity was 45% among
Women & 15% in Men in this sub group). Hypertension with IHD was
7% in Women & 5% in Men. (Obesity was 50% among Women & 18%
in Men in this sub group), To Conclude, Obesity parse & its association
with Hypertension & IHD is more among Women than Men.
Hypertriglyceridaemia is significantly higher among Women than Men
but, Prevelence of Hypercholestroloemio shows no increased risk.
Therefore, SYNDROME 'X' appears-to be more common among South
Indian Women than Men.
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MICROALBUMINURIA -AN INDEPENDENT NOVEL RISK FACTOR
FOR IHD IN NON-DIABETICINDIVIDUALS.
Borch-JohnsenK, Jensen JS, Feldt-RasmussenB, Strandgaard S,
Schroll M and Dan-MONICA, Centre of Preventive Medicine, Glostrup,
Denmark.

Background: Previous, cross-sectional studies suggest that "micro-
albuminuria" is associated with CVD, dyslipidaemia and increased blood
pressure. Aim: To analyze whether microalbuminuria predicts
subsequent development of IHD in a non-diabetic population based
cohort. Material: In the first Danish MONICA-studyin 1983 we collected
morning urine samples in 2,094 consecutive participants without renal
disease, urinary tract infection, diabetes or IHD at entry. We measured
urinary creatinine and albumin (ELISA-technique). All participants were
followed until death, emigration or Dec.31.1993 and IHD was defined as
a hospital discharge diagnosis or cause of death including the
diagnoses: ICD-8; 410-414). Results: 80 individuals developed IHD
during the follow-up period, and they were characterized by male
preponderance, higher age, higher BMI, BP, cholesterol and proportion
of current smokers. Microalbuminuria (MA) was defined as the 90th
centile of the urinary alb./creatinine ratio. When adjusted for other risk
factors, the RR of IHD in cases with microalbuminuria was 2.3 compared
to the controls, and the 10 year disease free survival was 91.5% and
97%. respectively (p<0.003). Interaction between the effect of
microalbuminuria and other well known risk factors was observed. RR's
for the combined effects: MA+current smoking: 4.9, MA+Syst.
hypertension: 6.3, MA+low LDL: 5.3 and MA+hypercholest: 7,1.
Conclusion: Microalbuminuria is an independent predictor of IHD.
Generalized vascular hyperpermeability (as demonstrated trough
microalbuminuria) may explain the increased susceptibility to smoking,
hypertension and dyslipidaemia in patients with microalbuminuria.
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THE COMPLICATIONS UNDER THE ICEBERG: HOW
DANGEROUS IS IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE ?

N.Ding9ag, I.Satman, K.Kar §sidag, .Karadeniz, M.Sargm, A.^Sengul,
F.Salman and M.T.Yilmaz.

Institute for Experimental Medicine, Diabetes Research Unit, and
Division of Diabetes, Istanbul Medical Faculty, Istanbul University,

Istanbul, TURKEY

Persons with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) have an increased risk
for developing type 2 diabetes when compared to persons with normal
glucose tolerance. Although it is known that long-term diabetic
complications can be rarely seen during IGT, it has not yet been
demonstrated whether IGT period has any influence on the incidence of
complications. According to WHO's criteria (75 gr standard OGTT) 68
patients (40 female/28 male; mean age 53.3±10.2 years) were defined to
have IGT and followed for an average period of 47 months before
developing clinical diabetes. They were all obese (BMI: 29.3±4.7
kg/m2), %60 of them had family history for diabetes. During follow up
period the sequence and prevalence of macro and microvascular
complications were assessed by physical examinations and relevant
laboratory tests. Hypertension developed in 29 (%42) cases,
hyperlipidemia was found in 27 (%39) of them. Although all had
normal visual acuity and normal fundus findings, they were studied by
Farnworth-Munsell 10 hue test for colour vision and Arden's contrast
gratings and found that they have significantly lower contrast sensitivity
and colour vision functions than normal persons. There was no case
with microalbuminuria by micral test. 7 patients (%10) were identified
to have subclinical polyneuropathy by EMG. As a conclusion it is
probable to say that factors other than hyperglycemia have influence on
developing long-term diabetic complications.
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CORRELATION OF MICROALBUMINURIA WITH LEFT VENTRICULAR
DIASTOLIC FUNCTION IN DIABETES MELLITUS
G.loannidis, O.Platis, M.Peppa, N.Hadjis, T.Zisis, L.Flessas and N.Thalassinos.
Departments of Endocrinology and Cardiology 2nd, "Evangelismos" Hospital,
106 76 Athens, Greece
Microalbuminuria (MA), an index of nephropathy, is associated with increased
Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) mortality and morbility in both types of diabe-
tes. Echocardiographic alterations in Left Ventricular Diastolic Function (LVDF)
are considered as an indicator of the presence of early CAD, in individuals with-
out hypertension or cardiomyopathy. To investigate the relationship between
these two indirect indices of CAD (MA and echocardiographic alterations in
LVDF) in 64 normotensive and without cardiomyopathy diabetics were studied:
23 type 1 DM aged (m±SD) 29.3±8.9 years with disease duration (m±SD)
11.5±6.5 years and 41 type 2 DM aged (m±SD) 55.7±8.6 years with disease du-
ration (m±SD) 11.7±8.2 years. No patient had clinical or ECG evidence of CAD.
The diabetics of both types were divided according the presence of MA into
groups: 16 MA normal/7 MA elevated in type 1 DM and 25 MA normal/17 MA
elevated in type 2 DM. MA was measured in an overnight 8-hour urine col-
lection by RIA while LVDF was determined as the ratio E/A waves (normal va-
lues >1) and the isovolumic relaxation time (IRT) (normal value 45-75 mm/sec)
both indirect indices of CAD, on the two dimension echocardiography. No
statistical difference was observed between the two groups in both types of
DM for the ratio E/A 1.40±0.30 vs 1.21±0.20 type I DM, 0.94±0.29 vs
0.92±0.26 type 2 DM) or the IRT (71.0±16.6 vs 70.7±18.3 type 1 DM, 90.5±16.1
vs 82.2±11.9 type 2 DM). No correlation was found between MA and E/A or
IRT in either type of DM. In conclusion these findings suggest that in both types
of DM in the absence of hypertension or cardiomyopathy, MA is not related to
echocardiographic alterations of LVDF which are considered indirect indices of
CAD.
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CORRELATION OF CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE WITH
MARKERS OF OBESITY IN DIABETES MELLITUS
N.Thalassinos, O.Platis, G.loannidis, T.Zisis, N.Hadjis, K.Alevi-
zaki and I.Flessas. Departments of Endocrinology and Cardio-
logy 2nd, "Evangelismos" Hospital, 106 76 Athens, Greece
The increased risk of type 2 diabetics to the development of Corona-
ry Artery Disease (CAD) is well known but few data are available re-
garding the relationship between CAD and specific markers of obesi-
ty as the Body Mass Index (BMI) or central fat distribution expressed
as the waist to hip ratio (W/H). To investigate this relationship 225 ty-
pe 2 diabetics, 119 males and 106 females, aged (m±SD) 57.6±10.3
years and with disease duration (m±SD) 9.9±7.1 years were studied.
The BMI was calculated in all the diabetics and in 112 of them the
W/H was also measured. Normal values were considered for the BMI
<27 and for the W/H <0.95 for males and <0.85 for females. In all
the patients the presence of CAD was established by the past history
of cardiac infarct/ischemia, ECG findings (WHO criteria) or after ma-
ximal treadmill stress test (Bruce classification), It was found that
CAD was present in the BMI overweight group in 56.8% (29/51) of
males and in 48.8% (22/45) of females whereas according to the
W/H in 50.0% (13/26) and 57.1% (12/21) respectively, without stati-
stical difference of the CAD incidence between normal and over-
weight diabetics using either marker of obesity. Comparing the inci-
dence of CAD in the patients in whom both markers of obesity were
available, this was again not statistically different between the two
markers (x2=2.17). In conclusion, obesity expressed by either the
BMI or the W/H ratio does not seem to differentiate, at least at the
moment of the study, type 2 diabetics with CAD.
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MACROVASCULAR DISEASES AND
MICROALBUMINURIA IN TUNISIAN DIABETIC OUTPATIENTS
F.Kanoun,S.Idriss,and F.Ben Khalifa.Service
d'endocrinologie Hopital La Rabta Tunis Tunisie.
The aim of this study was to estimate the preva-
lence rates of macrovascular diseases and of mic-
roalbuminuria in tunisian diabetic outpatients.
This study is related to a sample including 249
diabetic patients,(83 IDDM and 166 NIDDM),sex
ratio 1.02,mean age 45.1 +/- 6.6 years,duration
of diabetes 8.9 +/- 7 years. Cardiovascular ques-
tionnaire responses ( Rose method) and Minnesota
code for ECG were used to identify coronary
heart disease and leg vascular disease.Microalbu-
minuria was determined using turbidimetric
method. Global prevalence of macrovascular disea-
ses was 24.5% including coronary heart disease
14.5%, leg vascular disease 12.4% and stroke 1.6%
Prevalence of hypertension was 20.5%. Positive
microalbuminuria (from 30 to 300 mcg/mn)was found
in 25.3% . Macrovascular diseases except hyperten
sion were more frequent in men than in women.
Macrovascular diseases,.were slightly but not sign
ificantly more frequent in microalbuminuric pat-
ients (27% vs 23%). Prevalence rates of macrovas-
cular disease and microalbuminuria increase with

age and duration of diabetes. Cardiovascular risk
factors associated with microalbuminuria were obe
sity, hypertension and high cholesterol levels. We
conclude that microalbuminuria and macrovascular
diseases are frequent in tunisian diabetic
patients.	 Microalbuminuria is associated with
cardiovascular disease risk factors.
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INCREMENTAL FASTING PLASMA GLUCOSE LEVELS IN MALE SUBJECTS IS ASSOCIATED WITH

INCREASING PREVALENCE OF CHD RISK FACTORS.

P Shah, D Prabhakaran, M Joshi, SK Puri, KS Reddy, All India Inst Med Sci, New Delhi, India.
Pumose : To estimate CHD risk factors in relation to fasting plasma glucose and OGTT status.
Des( n: Analysis of data from a survey (N: 2043 i.e. response: 79.2%) of an industrial
population of North India. Based on fasting plasma glucose levels and plasma glucose
response to OGTT subjects were divided in to 6 groups.
Results: faster	 ina plasma alucose
[mean (SD)] <80 80 to 99 100 to

119
120 to

139
IGT fresh

DM
known

DM
N 334 629 430 88 81 363 101
Age (years) 41(6 41 7 41 7 41(6 42 6 43 5 45 5
BMI (kglm1) 23.0 3.3 23.3 3.5 23.4 3.1 24.2 3.6 24.9 3.5 24.2 3.0 24.9 3.5
Waist hip ratio 0.97

0.06
0.97

0.06
0.97

J06
0.97

j0.06
0.99

J06
0.98

0.05
0.99

0.06
Diastolic BP (mm Hg) 83 9.9 82 9.1 85 9.6 84 9.5 86 8.9 8710.2 84 9.3
Systolic BP (mm Hg) 120 14 119 12 123(1 124 12 125 13 128 17 127	 6
HbAl(%) 5.61.75.61.76.02.25.92.26.12.26.22.27.33.4
Triglycerides* 137	 8 140 79 142(7 11 155 82 187 117 235 197
Cholesterol* 1i8 182 44 182(4 181 36 182 45 186 46 181 44
HDL cholesterol * 35.812 36.911 37.411 37.510 37.612 32.8 8 36.1 11
CH ratio 5.42.0 5.32.0 5.21.8 5.11.5 5.21.9 6.02.1 5.42.1

CH ratio: cholesterol :HDL cholesterol ratio; *: mg/dL

Conclusions: Increasing fasting plasma glucose levels considered as 'non-diabetic'
correlate with increasing coronary heart disease risk factors esp. triglycerides, and BP
despite comparable waist to hip ratio.

1754
THE ROLE OF SYNDROME-27 ON DIABETIC ANGIOPATHY.
A.Tjokroprawiro, S.Adi, Hendromartono, A.Sutjahjo, H.Tandra. Diabetes And
Nutrition Center Dr. Soetomo Hospital - Airlangga University School of
Medicine. Surabaya-Indonesia.

Background: Askandar Tjokroprawiro (1996) has firstly coined the term
"Syndrome-27" or GIGULOCHIPS-SAF3ARIL-PAC3GE. This syndrome
described about 27 determinant factors responsible for the quality of blood
vessels, and it stands for Genetic, Insulin Resistance, Glucose control, Uric
acid, Lipid triad, Obesity, Cigarette, Hypertension, Inactivity, Platelet hyper-
aggregation, Stress, Sex, Age, Fibrinogen, Factor Wile & VII, Free Radicals,
Alcohol, Race, Inhibitors, Left Ventricular Hypertrophy, Platelet Activating
Factors, Androgen, Cytokines, Corticosteroid, Catecholamines, Growth
hormone, and Estrogen. These 27 risk factors might constitute a coronary risk
syndrome that could be called "Metabolic Cardiovascular Syndrome". Objec-
tive: To determine the independent risk factors, which have dominant contribu-
tion to the development of macro and microangiopathy (Diabetic
Angiopathy=DA) in NIDDM. Patients and Methods: one hundred and twenty
five NIDDM patients with DA and 125 NIDDM without DA were recruited
for case control study. Multiple logistic regression analysis were used to
determine the dominant and significant risk factors for DA. Results: The
dominant factor that significantly contribute to the development of DA was
Lipid Triad (OR:3.7 95% CI: 1.9-7.3), followed respectively by Age (OR:3.4
95% CI:1.3-8.4),Genetic (OR:3.3 95% CI:1.3-7.8),Platelet Hyperaggregation
(OR:2.6 95% CI:1.4-4.9),Hypertension (OR:2.4 95% CI:1.2-5.1),Hyperuri-
cemia (OR:2.1 95% CI: 1.0-4.0), and Insulin Resistance (OR:2.0 95% CI:1.0-
4.0). Factor analysis revealed joint effect of Lipid Triad, Age, and Inactivity
increased the risk of DA (OR: 10.0 95 % CI: 1.2-81.0). Conclusion: Lipid
Triad abnormalities was the most dominant independent risk factor for the
development of DA.

1755
GLYCEMIC CONTROL AND CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS IN
N1DDM ATTENDED IN PRIMARY CARE: A MULTICENTRIC STUDY
P.Roura, A.Muiioz, E. Hernandez, JF. Cano, C. Iglesias, M. Mata and the
GedapS Group.Catalan Family and Community Medicine Society. Barcelona
(Spain).

Aims: To assess glycemic control and cardiovascular risk factors ( Total
cholesterol, blood pressure, obesity and smoking) in NIDDM patients attended in
Primary Health Centres (PHC ) before an intervention programme. Methods:
Cross-sectional study carried out in 1993-94 in 76 PHC (34.1% rural, 65.9
urban), by systematic sampling from 31.050 registered NIDDM and a total of
875.571 adult clinical records. The targets for control were the same used by the
European NIDDM Policy Group. Results: The final sample included 2595
NIDDM patients (43.9% male). The mean age was 66,6 +/-10 years and the
average evolution time was 8.1+/-5.9 years. Glycosilated Hemoglobin was
registered in 73 % of patients, Total Cholesterol in 78 %, Blood Pressure in 95%,
BMI in78%, and interrogated smoking in 92% of patients. There was a
good/acceptable glycemic control in 50% of patients. Total cholesterol was
lower than 250 mg/dl. in 72% and blood Pressure showed a bad control in 40%
of patients. BMI was lower than 30 in 63% of cases. Smoking was present in a
13%, raising the prevalence to 29% in men and up to 42.4% in men younger
than 60. There were 26.1% of patients younger than sixty with three or more
cardiovascular risk factors with a poor control . This percentage was 15.6% in
the patients older than sixty. There were no differences between genders.
Conclusions: There was a acceptable glycemic control in more than a half of the
diabetic patients, and the percentage of patients with acceptable cholesterol was
satisfactory. The Blood Pressure control, presence of smoking and rate of patients
with three or more risk factors with a bad control (specially those younger than
sixty) can be widely improved.
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DIABETES COMPLICATIONS AND CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS IN
A REPRESENTATIVE POPULATION SAMPLE OF DIABETES SUFFERERS

Phillips P, Wilson D, Beibly J, Taylor A.
The Queen Elizabeth Hopsital & South Australian Health
Commission.

A sample of adults (n = 191), aged 40 years or older, with
non-insulin dependent diabetes were recruited to the South
Australian Diabetes Study from a representative popultion
health interview survey. They were assessed for macro and
micro-vasculr complications using well documented medical
criteria and tests. 63 percent were found to have at least
one micro-vascular problem and 62 percent at least one
micro-vascular problem, despite the fact that the mean
fasting HbA 1c level was 7.8 percent. The prevalence of
macro-vascular disease was similar in both males and females
however significantly more males suffered a micro-vascular
problem (p=0.04). 52 Percent of the sample were hyper-
tensive, 76 percent obese, 16 percent had elevated choles-
terol and 15 percent were smokers. The prevalence of these
risk factors was little changed according to the presence
of diabetes complications.
Interestingly, this study also showed that the frequency
of advice given by doctors about cardiovascular risk
factors increased when complications were present. Patient
rating of general practitioner advice was good, however,
these results suggests that more education/intervention
on cardiovascular risk factors can be done at an earlier
stage of diabetes.
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HYPERTENSION, HYPERINSULINAEMIA AND OBESITY IN ADULT FINNS
Q.Qiao, S.-L.Kivela and S.Keinanen-Kiukaanniemi. Department of Public Health
Science and General Practice, University of Oulu, Unit of General Practice, Oulu
University Hospital, Oulu, Finland
The aim of the study is to analyse the data obtained from a 2-year
follow-up study of the middle-aged Finnish subjects (n=183) with a
previous history of impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) in order to
elucidate the longitudinal relationship between hypertension, fasting
hyperinsulinaenua and obesity. Hypertension was defined as either
systolic blood pressure >_ 160 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure >_ 95
mmHg or being on antihypertensive drug treatment regardless of the
blood pressure value. Multiple logistic regression analyses shows that
the odds ratios of elevated fasting insulin concentration at baseline
were 1.14 (95% confidence interval 1.02-1.28) and 1.22 (95%
confidence interval 1.01-1.47), respectively, for the prevalence and for
the 2-year incidence of hypertension in subjects with IGT at baseline
but reverting to normal glucose tolerance at follow-up. The association
was independent of body mass index at baseline and weight gain during
the two years. Body mass index and weight gain were not
independently associated with the development of hypertension, but
were the independent risk predictors for fasting hyperinsulinaemia (?
13 mU/1) at follow-up. The odds ratio of weight gain was 1.43 (95%
confidence interval 1.03-1.98) for hyperinsulinaemia in lean (body mass
index < 27 kg/m2) and normoglycaemic subjects. It is concluded that
elevated fasting insulin concentration preceded the onset of
hypertension independent of body mass index and glucose intolerance,
and may be a link between hypertension and obesity.

1759
HYPERINSULINEMIA AND DYSLIPIDEMIA IN PATIENTS

WITH PERIPHERAL VASCULAR DISEASE
H-D.KLIMM& and S.JACOB*. $Dpt.General Medicine, University of Heidelberg,

Opt Endocrinology, Eberhard-Karls-University, Tubingen, Germany

In the pathogenesis of cardiovascular (cv) disease, the metabolic syndrome
(MS) seems to play an important role. While epidemiological studies have
identified hyperinsulinentia (H4) as a risk factor for coronary heart disease,
there are virtually no studies looking at the association between peripheral
vascular disease (pVD) and the MS. We investigated 59 elderly patients
(mean age 69,4 years) with different degrees of peripheral arteriosclerosis as
indicated by the tiblo-brachial doppler-index (DI). According to DI, 3
subgroups were formed: while a DI>1,0 indicates no pathology (=Healthy), a
1,0>DI<0,8 suggests macroangiopathy (=at Risk) and D4 <0,8 denotes

	

marked pVD 	 Vi D). In all participants an oral glucose tolerance test (I DOg)
with measurement of insulin levels was performed. Also, lipid profiles were
determined in the fasted state. GIc and Ins sums were calculated by adding
the values of the different time points (0+ 30+60 +120min). All groups were
comparable in age, body-mass-index, waist to hi ratio and Total-Cholesterol.

	S e.BP 	 Choi	 LDL	 HDL	 TG	 Gle-Sum Ins-Sum
H	 153+43	 227+62	 142+7.6	 61+26	 137+14 565+32	 248+32
R	 150+5.8	 235+8.8	 145+7.2	 50+3.6 	 172+22	 581+29	 317+4r

	

pVD 173±5.44 	247+9.4	 163±8.8'	 51±3.2*	 192+31	 586+20	 324«44"
Although gic tolerance was similar in all groups, ins levels were 30% higher in
R and pVD (*p<0,05, Wilcoxon), indicating that insulin resistance is
compensated by HI. R and pVD also showed lower HDL and higher
triglycerides (TG). LDL was elevated in pVD. Patients with pVD and those at
risk display the cv risk pattern found in MS with dyslipidemia and HL Therefore,
in both groups intensive intervention, aimed at improving insulin sensitivity, will
also improve atherogenic risk profile, as has already been shown in coronary
heart disease.
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1760
CHARACTERISTICS OF METABOLIC X-SYNDROME IN
NIDDM PATIENTS IN PRIMARY HEALTH CARE IN HUNGARY
K. Farkas, E. Noll and G. Jermendy. Bajcsy-Zsilinszky Hospital,
Budapest, Hungary.

In order to evaluate the characteristics of x-syndrome a screening
procedure was carried out in NIDDM patients registered within
primary health care. Using clinical classification a total of 804 NIDDM
patients was identified from 20 affiliated GPs within Budapest. A
coexisting history of hypertension was found in 571 (71.0%) patients.
Abnormal body mass index (>27 kg/m2 in men, >26 kg/m2 in women)
values were recorded in 520 (64.7%) patients. Abnormal casual
systolic (> 160 mmHg) and diastolic (>95 mmHg) blood pressure was
found in 292 (36.3%) and 140 (17.4%) patients, respectively. Elevated
serum total cholesterol (>6.5 mmol/l) and triglycerides (>2.2 mmol/I)
were observed in 212 (26.4%) and 325 (40.4%) patients, respectively.
Abnormal values of HDL-cholesterol (<0.90 mmol/1) were
documented in 102 (12.7%) patients. The waist-hip ratio was abnormal
(>1.0) in 105 (13.1%) patients. Clustering of abnormal clinical and
laboratory findings was found to be more prominent with women than
with men. Within this study the frequency of microalbuminuria was
25.0 % while that of macroalbuminuria was 8.6% with a significant
male predominance. More appropriate treatment should be provided at
the primary health care level to decrease the risk of macrovascular
complications in NIDDM patients with clustering of components of
metabolic x-syndrome in Hungary.

1761
INCREASED INSULIN SECRETION AND SYMPATHETIC ACTIVITY IN
NORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OFFSPRINGS OF TYPE it DIABETICS.
S. Frontoni, #S. Farrace, A. Caselli, A. Barini, M. Pellegrinotti, #C. De
Angelis, and S. Gambardella - Diabetology, University "Tor Vergata";
#D.A.S.R.S. Medicine, Pratica di Mare; `Biochemistry, UCSC, Rome, Italy.
Recent papers have shown that first degree relatives of patients with type it
diabetes (NIDDM) display insulin resistance, although with normal tolerance ;

This observation raises the possibility that some of the typical metabolic
and/or hemodynamic abnormalities of NIDDM may already be present in such
subjects. The aim of our paper was, therefore, to investigate insulin
secretion behaviour and its relationship to hemodynamic parameters in
offspring of NIDDM with normal glucose tolerance. We studied 9 offspring of
NIDDM (P), compared with 18 subjects without family history of diabetes (C),
all with normal glucose tolerance. The two groups were comparable for age
(C: 24.6±0.9 vs P: 25.1±2.3 years), sex, BMI (C: 23.6±0.5 vs P: 24.3±1.1
kg/m2). All subjects underwent a 180 min oral glucose (75 g) tolerance test
(OGTT). Continuous blood pressure monitoring was performed every 3 min
by oscillometric method, throughout the study; a continuous ECG recording
(Halter) was performed in order to calculate the heart rate variability, by a fast
Fourier algorithm. The derived LF/HF (low/high frequency) ratio is an index
of the sympatho-vagal balance. Before glucose ingestion, plasma insulin
concentration (IRI) was similar in the two groups. From time 30 min and
throughout the study, IRI was significantly increased in P (57±5.7) when
compared to C (29.6±4.2 pU/ml), p<0.005. Blood glucose (BG), basally
similar in the two groups, was also significantly increased in P (103.1±4.5) vs
C (91.6±4.9 mg/dl), p<0.05, from time 120 min on. BG/IRI ratio was reduced
in P vs C, thus suggesting the presence of hyperinsulinemia in the group of
offspring. Diastolic blood pressure significantly decreased in P, but not in C
during the first hour of the study (basal: 72.1±3.9 vs 63±2.8, p<0.002).
Finally, LF/HF ratio was significantly increased in P (2.5±0.4 vs C: 1.7±0.2)
from time 15 min. In conclusion, offspring of NIDDM with normal glucose
tolerance display an increased insulin secretion; however they are not
resistant to the hemodynamic effects of insulin, as suggested by the
reduction of diastolic blood pressure, probably due to a direct effect of
vasodilatation. This, in turn, may determine a chronic sympathetic activation,
which could be involved in the pathogenesis of type II diabetes.
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CAN SYNDROME X LEAD TO ENLARGEMENT OF VARIOUS
VISCERAL ORGANS?

H.Dogan, RYenigun, F.SSar, Y.Altuntat, c.Ordu, L.U.Temiz
Haseki State Hospital 4. Internal Medicine Departments, Istanbul, TURKEY

Syndrom X are characterized by glucose intolerance, obesity, insulin
resistance, dislipidemia and hypertension. Insulin is also a growth factor in
various tissues to determine whether insulin resistance leads to enlargement of
visceral organs, we measured fasting and postglucose 1- hour insulinemia,
cholesterol , triglyceride, HDL-cho, LDL-cho, VLDL-cho and the length of
liver, spleen and kidneys by ulrasonographic investigations in 30 patients
with Syndrome X. (Age:57.3±8.7 yrs., Body mass index: 32±4.4 kg/m 2,

Waist-Hip-Ratio:0.88±0.6) liver and renal function tests are normal in study
and healthy groups. Levels of fasting and postglucose 1 - hour insulin were
13.6±6.9 and 64±48 in study group, 8.8±3.6 and 44±28 (IU/mj in healthy
group (p<0,05). The length of liver was significantly increased according to
healthy subjects in Syndrome X (p<0.001). The length of kidneys were
increased insignificantly (p>0.05). The length of spleen was not found
different each two groups (p>0.05). Fasting and postglucose insulin levels
were not correlated with length of liver and body mass index. The levels of
triglyceride was found increased in Syndrome X (p<0.01) but not correlated
with the length of liver. As a conclusion the liver is the only organ enlarged in
Syndrome X . This enlargement was not result of hepatosteatosis and is not
correlated with body mass index and levels of insulin. It is suggested that
hyperinsulinemia may stimulate also extra-vascular growth factors in organs.
The cause of hepatomegaly may due to growth factors.
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HYPERINSULINEMIA AS A RISK FACTOR FOR CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE:

A CASE-CONTROL STUDY IN COLOMBIAN SUBJECTS
O. Alba A. Calle and J. Navia. Instituto de Seguros Sociales, Clinica Shaio;
Bogota be, Colombia

Insulin Resistance syndrome (IRS) is a novel predictor for coronary Artery
Disease (CAD). A case-control study was designed, looking for association in both
traditional risk factors and hyperinsulinemia, related to CAD. Inclusion criteria for New
incident cases , (n=77): Subjects of both sexes (M/F 60/17; mean age 52.7±9.5 SD,
interval 32 to 68 years), with CAD documented by angiography (obstruction > 70% in
at least one major epicardial coronary vessel). Exclusion criteria: Presence of NIDDM,
secondary hyperlipidemias, disease and drugs with interference on carbohydrate and
lipid metabolism (diuretics, p-Blockers, lipid-lowering drugs). Controls healthy subiects
(n=74) was chosen at random from outpatient room, (M/F 52/22; mean age 50.7±9.9
SD, interval 32 to 74 years); without NIDDM nor CAD, with normal Thorax X-rays,
normal EKG, normal exercise tolerance and someones (n=7) normal angiography.
Information about demographic variables, self-reporting physical activity degree
(working and recreational), clinical and familiar background, physical examination,
anthropometric variables, fasting plasma lipids concentration, serum uric acid and
fasting blood glucose and insulin as well as 30, 60 and 120 minutes postglucose load
(75 gr); was available for analysis. All patients were living in Bogota DC City. There
was no differences in physical activity degree in Cases vs Controls. Smoke was more
prominent in Cases than in Controls. Hyperinsulinemia was defined as a value greater
than percentile 75 in normal controls subjects for insulin levels 2 Hs. post-glucose
load (30 uUl / mL); as well as a value greater than percentile 75 in normal controls
subjects for Homeostasis Model measure (HOMA-IR) (1.50). Mean values ±SD and t-
test P values for measured parameters in Cases vs Controls are shown. A Logistic
Regression Analysis model (forward stepwise-conditional) for CAD were calculated as
we can see in the next table:

Main Predictors for Corr -,ary Artery Disease
Variable B SE Odds Ratio CI 95% S'

Insulin 2hs ('3) uUUmL 2.53 0. 12.58 4.3836.86 0.0000
Smoke 1.86	 .5229 6.43 2.3D 17.90 t 0.0004
Diastolic BP > 80 mm 2.13 0.8719 8.46 1.5246.47 0.0143
HDL-Cholest. 	 <45 	dL) 1.18 0.5088 327(1.20,8.82) 0.0197
Glucose 2 Hs > 140	 dL	 1.56 0.72	 476(1.14,19.80)	 0.0319
Variables and in the equation: Sex, BMI (> 25 K!m'), Systolic BP (> 120 mm Hg), Total
Cholesterol >220 rnaLl. T'	 >200	 dL), and HOMA-IR >1.50.

We conclude that in subjects without NIDDM, hyperinsulinemia 2hs post
glucose load, as well as Impaired Glucose Tolerance have a fundamental role as risks
factors for CAD in addition to others known factors such as smoke, diastolic
hypertension and HDL-Cholesterol.
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Coronary artery disease prevalence in diabetic persons: the effect of socio-economic
status.

V. Connolly' and CM Kesson b . 'Middlesbrough General Hospital,Ayresome Green
Lane, Cleveland, TS5 5AZ. 'The Victoria Infirmary NHS Trust, Langside Road,
Glasgow, G42 9TY

Coronary artery disease (CAD) accounts for approximately 50 % of diabetes related
mortality, which is not all accounted for by the major coronary risk factors. In
Western countries coronary artery disease is more prevalent in persons of low socio-
economic status. We studied the impact of socio-economic status on the prevalence
of coronary risk factors and CAD in persons with diabetes. A profile of CAD risk
factors was established for 1,553 individuals with diabetes. Socio-economic scores
were calculated from four measures of material wealth. The presence of CAD was
based on the Rose angina questionnaire, past medical history and resting 12 lead
ECG. Smoking was less common in the most affluent group compared to the most
deprived 19.9% v.41.1% respectively (p<0.001). The mean body mass index was
lower in the most affluent group compared with the most deprived 28.8 kg.m 2 v.
30.4 kg.m 2 (p<0.002). For individuals under 70 years of age the prevalence of CAD
in the most affluent group was 17.2 % and in the most deprived group 31.4% (chi
squared for linear trend, p<0.0002). A multiple logistic regression model was
constructed including smoking, obesity, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia and
hyperglycaemia. The calculated odds ratio for the prevalence of CAD in the most
deprived category relative to the most affluent was 1.72 (p<0.02). Coronary artery
bypass graft procedures were undertaken more commonly in the most affluent group
19.2% compared to the most deprived 7.4% (p<0.03). CAD is more common among
persons with diabetes of low socio-economic status after accounting for major risk
factors.
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The Level of Serum Insulin in Japanease Coronary Artery Disease.

S.Tomono, S.Kawazu.T.Ohno, T.Utsugi, N. Kato, Y.Itoh, Y.Ohyama,

T.Uchiyama and R.Nagai Gunma, Japan

In 224 patients with coronary artery disease(CAD:183 males

and 41 females, 34-72 years old) who underwent coronary
angiography, plasma glucose(PG) and insulin(IRI) were
concomitantly measured at 75g OGTT. Subjects were divided into
three groups as follows: normal(Nor;36 cases), impaired glucose
tolerance(IGT;136 cases) and NIDDM(52 cases) groups.

Furthermore, NIDDM was divided into two groups: 34 patients who

were newly diagnosed by OGTT (ND-DM) and 18 patients who were
already established (known DM). The severity of coronary athero-
sclerosis was evaluated as a coronary index(CI), calculated
according to Balcon's method. Although, there were no differences
both of age and body mass index, serum fasting IRI(FIRI), IIRI(
0,30,60,120 min), triglyceride and systolic blood pressure

became higher acording to the severity of glucose intolerance.
That is to say,fasting IRI were 5.4±3.8 um/mf in Nor, 6.5±4.6
µm/min IGT,7.6±6.4 em/m in ND-DM and 6.2±6.4 Frm/m4 in
known DM. EIRI were 124.1±80.7 u.m/mfl,184. 9±112.5 em/ml,155. 3

±74.7 tem/m2,90.9±80.7 Am/mlt,triglyceride were 141.2±65.5 mg
/dd,151.8 ± 66.4 mg/dl,161.8 ± 63.0 mg/dl, and systolic blood
pressure were 123±17 mmHg,128 ± 17 mmHg,133 ± 22 mmHg,
respectively. However, HDL cholesterol showed no differences

among them. In ND-DM, FIRI and EIRI were highest but they
decreased in known DM. In the former three groups whose

insuIinogenic index(JIRI/JPG from 0 up to 30 min) was 	 0. 4, the
severity of CAD was significantly correlated to fasting IRI.
We conclude that X syndrome could be seen in Japanese CAD.
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The aim	 of	 this	 prospective	 study
concerned 318 diabetics observed during 1993-
1994 is t.o evaluate the frequency,
caracteristics and evolution of the highblood
pressure (HBP) in diabetic patients. The
results show that the frequency of the HBP is
23 2 predominant. in female patients (15,5 2 VS
7,5 2). HBPis Iiyghly common with NIDDH 73,2 2,
insulinotherapie require in 30 2 Diabetes
duration is 7,8 ± 5,8 ys. HBP is common at the
same time with diabetics in 7,8 2 of patients,
before it in 3,6 o and after diabetes onset. in
67,8 2 in the majority it's a systolic
high blood	 pressure.	 The	 mean	 systolic
presssure is 151 ± 2,3 and the mean diastolic
is 80 ± 3,2 mmHg.
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CORONARY HEART DISEASE (CHD) RISK FACTORS IN
PERSONS WITH ENDOGENOUS HYPERINSULINAEMIA
Lj. Bajovic, A. Dukid, M.Vuckoviic, S.Metiljevic, M.Jovanovid,
M.Miloradovic&Dpt. of endocrinology, Medical Faculty Kragujevac
The major goal of the research was finding out the risk factors
frequency for obtaining CHD. The research enclosed 21 subject
with endogenous hyperinsulinism (HI) according following
criterion: Diabetes mellitus type II positive family history in the
first and second degree relatives and exclude the presence of CHD
(negative ergo-test). According to the insulinaemia movements
during OGTT, subject with HI were registred (Group A), as well as
subjects without HI (Group B). Next, each subject was exposed to
the number of anthropological and biochemical examination, and
the results were compared among itself, as well as against entire
population. The results emphasize the importance of the following
factors: android type of obesity (increased waist to hip ratio)
(Group A vs B:0.90+/-0.04 vs 0.86 +/- 0.12; p<0.01); impaired
glucose tolerance (Glicaemia 120 minute: Group A vs B: 8.24+/-
1.33 vs 6.4+/-1.38mmol/1, p<0.01); diastolic arterial tension (Group
A vs B: 92+/-10 vs 83+/-13 mmHg, p<0.05), atheroidic lipid
profile- low HDL-cholesterole and high triglyceride (p<0.05) and
acidum uricum (Group A vs B: 353+/-77 vs 309+/-76 nmol/l,
p<0.05). It was concluded that persons with HI (Group A) had
significaly more risk factors for CHD compared with Group B.
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Risk for death from cardiovascular diseases among Arab diabetic
patients in the United Arab Emirates
O.Siitonen and E. Timgren, Ministry of Health, Tawam Hospital
Al Ain, United Arab Emirates
We studied the prevalence of cardiovascular diseases and mortality in
diabetic and in non-diabetic subjects using medical records of expired
patients from 1993 - 1996 in Tawam Hospital run by Ministry of
Health.The diagnoses were based on previous history, medication,
laboratory findings and ECG-changes.Altogether 734 charts were
examined.Only nationals of Arab origin aged 15 yrs or more from the
UAE,Oman,Yemen and Saudi-Arabia were included.The final study
population comprised 260 men and 153 women.Of men 65(26.0%) and
of women 54 (35.3%) were diabetic.Of diabetic patients 37 men (56.9%)
and 36 women (66.6%),and of non-diabetic patients 37 (20.0%) men and
16 (16.8%) women died from a cardiovascular vascular disease.The risk
for cardiovascular death was 2.8 fold for diabetic men and 3.9 fold for
diabetic women.In diabetic subjects cerebrovascular disease was found
in 18 (27.7%) men and in 18 (33.3%) women,and in non-diabetic
subjetes in 20 (10.8%) men and in 8 (8.4%) women.In diabetic subjects
coronary heart disease was found in 34 (52.3%) men and in 31 (57%)
women and in non-diabetic subjects in 40 (21.6%) men and 14 (14.7%)
women.In diabetic subjects myocardial infarction was diagnosed in 19
(29.2%) men and in 16 (29.6%) women, and in non-diabetic subjects in
22 (11.9%) men and in 5 (5.3%) women.In diabetic subjects
gangrene/amputation was diagnosed in 7 (10.8%) men and in 3 (5.5%)
women,and in non-diabetic subjects in 9 (4.9%) men but in none of non-

diabetic women.

1769
ESTIMATES OF INSULIN SENSITIVITY AND BETA-CELL MASS AS
PREDICTORS OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE IN ELDERLY MEN
E.J.M. Feskens and D. Kromhout, National Institute of Public Health and the
Environment, liilthov€n, the Netherlands

The role of hyperinsulinaemia and insulin resistance as independent risk factors for
cardiovascular disease remains debated. We previously reported that the prevalence
of coronary heart disease is highest in subjects with the highest fasting insulin levels.
These results were derived from data assembled in 1990 on a cohort of men born
between 1900-1920. Recently the morbidity and mortality follow-up of the cohort
was completed and associations with estimates of insulin sensitivity (IS) and beta-
cell mass (BCM) as assessed by the HOMA-model (made available by prof. Turner,
Oxford, calculations based on fasting glucose and C-peptide) were determined. Men
with known diabetes were excluded from the analyses, leaving 446 subjects. Eleven
percent of the men had impaired glucose tolerance and 9% had newly diagnosed
diabetes. IS and BCM were inversely correlated (r=-0.58). In addition, BCM was
significantly positively correlated with body mass index, fasting triglycerides, resting
heart rate, serum creatinine, and inversely correlated with HDL-cholesterol. IS was
positively correlated with HDL-cholesterol, and inversely associated with body mass
index, triglycerides, systolic blood pressure, resting heart rate, and serum creatinine.
During follow-up 106 men died, of which 55 had a cardiovascular cause of death.
CVD mortality was elevated in men with IS below the median (16.2% versus 9.0%,
p=0.02). Regarding BCM, CVD mortality was highest in men with levels above the
median (17.4% versus 7.7%, p=0.002). After adjustment for age, other risk factors
and the presence of CVD at baseline, the effects of IS (RR=0.54, 95% CI 0.30-0.98)
and BCM (RR=2,26, 95% Cl 1.25-4.07) remained significant. When IS and BCM
were combined in one model, the effect of BCM was the strongest. The highest CVD
mortality was seen in men with low IS and high BCM. These results indicate that
hyperinsulinaemia is an independent risk factor for CVD and supports the hypothesis
that the insulin resistance syndrome plays a role in the etiology of cardiovascular
disease.

1770
COMPARATIVE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
IN DEFINED GENERAL AND DIABETIC POPULATIONS.
Z. Szczeklik-Kumala and J. Taton. Department of Internal Medicine and
Diabetology, Warsaw Medical School, Warsaw, Poland.
The study was aimed at epidemiological, comparative assessment of the incidence
and mortality due to acute myocardial infarction (AMI) in the strictly
demographically defined, natural population of the District of Brodno (Warsaw)
in the period between 1993 and 1995 (3 years). The incidence of AMI in general
population under study was in average 0,4% that is 335 cases. Among them were
66 cases of AMI in diabetic persons. Since the total number of diabetics living in
the District of Brodno (Warsaw) was 2320 the incidence of AMI characterizing
diabetics was 2,8% that is 7 times more than in general population from the same
enviromental conditions. The general hospital mortality due to.AMJ related to the
general population was 21% (72 cases) and in the diabetic group 41% (27 cases),
that is 1,9 times higher. The mortality in diabetic women (49%) was higher than
in diabetic men (30%). These comparative observations are analysed in the
relation to the structure of the AMI symptoms at clinical presentation, additional,
cardiovascular morbidity in both groups and chronic vascular complications in the
diabetic groups. The group of AMI patients without diabetes mellitus was
characterised by lower incidence of heart and conductivity disturbances and by
lower morbidity due to involvment of other arterial system beside the coronary.
Conclusion: results point to the very high risk of total AMI in diabetics living in
the same defined enviroment in spite of decreasing indexes of AMI incidence and
mortality for general population. It shows the necessity of separate for diabetics,
more active preventive and therapeutic programs. The results obtained in the
study may be applied as the base for such development in different localities and
defined population.

1771
IMPORTANCE OF CARDIOVASCULAR RISK ASSESSMENT IN

DIABETES CARE
A. Cerghizan, N. Hancu, D. Negreanu, M. Popitan and A. Saveanu -
Diabetes Center & Clinic Cluj-Napoca, Romania
One of the main objective of the St. Vincent Declaration is to reduce
morbidity and mortality from coronary heart disease (CHD) in the
diabetic by risk factor reduction. Objective : To assess the global
cardiovascular risk status (CVRS) in diabetes mellitus (DM) with a
method that could be further recommended for practical purposes.
Method : In 1994, European Task Forces on prevention of coronary
heart disease have proposed a chart that can predict risk level %
change of coronary events in the next 10 years. In order to be more
useful in diabetes mellitus we added other parameters: body mass
index, waist/hip ratio, HDL-cholesterol, triglycerides, retinopathy,
microalbuminuria, personal and family history of CHD. This new chart
has been called Eurochart '94_Patients : We have applied this
Eurochart '94 in 949 NIDDM subjects, 341 IDDM subjects and 1082
control subjects. Results : CVRb score (%) has been greater in
NIDDM insulin treated group (21.07±1.1) and NIDDM non insulin
treated group (19.9±0.6) than in IDDM group (10.8±0.6) and control
group (6.1±0.3). CVRS has been strong correlated with age (8.03±0.3
if age40 yrs and 17.22±0.4 if age > 40 yrs) and with diabetes duration
(18.5±0.5 at onset and 23.8±0.59 after more than 10 yrs duration of
diabetes). All the differences we found are statistically significant.
Conclusions The assessment of CVRS is mandatory in prevention of
CHD in DM. The Eurochart '94 is a useful and accessible tool, which
can be recommended for all those involved in diabetes care.
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ASIAN INDIAN WOMEN WITH DIABETES ARE
MORE PRONE FOR CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASE.

P.V. Rao, R. Sahay, A.K. Prasad and Shantaram V.
Nizam's Institute of Medical Sciences, Hyderabad, India.

Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) study of diabetes
morbidity between 1984 and 1990 on 4637 subjects (M 2783,
F 1854) with NIDDM from 9 teaching hospitals examined by
standardized methodology, reported that while coronary artery
disease (M 8.91, F 5.11 %), peripheral vascular disease (M 0.72,
F 0.37%), nephropathy (M 15.42, F 13.27%) and retinopathy (M
16.25, 14.29%) were more frequent in men, cerebrovascular
disease (M 1.63, F 1.75%) was ascertained in more women. To
identify gender differences in diabetic vasculopathy at death,
consecutive death records of 453 subjects (M 292, F 161)
diagnosed as diabetic between 35 and 64 years age (type 2) and
treated at a large University Hospital in South India were studied.
Predominant morbidity factors (and prevalence %) at death in these
diabetics were coronary heart disease (M 45.2, F 42.9%),
nephropathy (M 37.0, F 30.4%), infections (M 30.8, F 34.2%),
cerebral vessel disease (M 27.7, F 30.4%), ketosis (M 6.5,
F 12.4%), neoplasms (M 4.8, F 6.8%) and cirrhosis (M 5.5, F
3.1%). The unpublished ICMR study on diabetes morbidity and
the mortality data as presented here, suggest that Asian Indian
women with diabetes (NIDDM, type 2) are more prone for
cerebrovascular disease.

1773
RISK FACTORS AND CHRONIC COMPLICATIONS IN NON -INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS (NIDDM)
P. Ruggenenti, V. Gambara, I. Nosari, A. Perna, and G. Remuzzi
Mario Negri Institute for Pharmacological Research, Bergamo (Italy) and
"Bergamo Diabetic Nephropathy Study Group"
Our study was aimed at investigating the relation between risk factors and long
term complications in NIDDM. Analysis included 3364 patients with NIDDM
(and 159 insulin dependent diabetics as controls). History, demographic and
clinical data, mean arterial pressure (MAP), urinary albumin concentration in spot
morning urines, HbAlc and body mass index (BMI) were recorded. Micro- and
macro-albuminuria were defined as spot morning urine albumin concentration
20-200.tg/ml and >200 tg/ml, respectively. Retinopathy, neuropathy, ischemic
heart disease (IHD), and peripheral artery disease (PAD) were diagnosed by
standard procedures. Results of multivariate correlations between risk factors and
complications in NIDDM patients are in the table.

Micro Macro IHD	 PAD Retinopathy Neuropathy
Prevalence (%)	 24.6	 14.4	 19.8	 20.5	 20.5	 12.1

N.S.	 N.S.	 0.0001 0.0009	 N.S.

Sex N.S. 0.003 N.S. 0.0003 N.S. N.S.

Diabetes duration 0.03 0.0001 0.002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0004

Hypertension duration N.S. 0.01 0.0001 0.003 N.S. N.S.

HbAlc 0.002 0.0001 N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S.

Mean arterial pressure N.S. 0.0008 N.S. N.S. 0.01 N.S.

Body mass index 0.02 0.004 0.05 N.S. N.S. 0.02

N.S.: not significant, Micro: microalbuminuria; Macro: macroalbuminuria.
Retinopathy was the only complication associated with the type of diabetes
(higher prevalence in IDDM). Albuminuria and retinopathy were associated with
enhanced risk for all the other complications. Albuminuria and fundus evaluations
may help identifying NIDDM patients at risk of renal and extra-renal
complications in large population surveys.

1774
PREVALENCE OF ISCHAEMIC HEART DISEASE & PERIPHERAL
VASCULAR DISEASE IN AN URBAN SOUTH INDIAN POPULATION

Mohan V. Premalatha G, Revathi S. Padma A, Shanthi CS,
M.V.Diabetes Specialities Centre and Madras Diabetes Research
Foundation, Madras, India.

In migrant Asian Indians high prevalence rates of ischaemic heart
disease (IHD) have been recorded. There are few data from the
Indian sub-continent and particularly from South India. The
prevalence of ischaemic heart disease (IHD) and peripheral vascular
disease (PVD) in Madras city was assessed by a house to house
survey. A total of 613 individuals were tested which included 144
diabetics (DM), 98 with Impaired Glucose Tolerance (IGT) and 371
with Normal Glucose Tolerance (NGTI. Rose angina questionaire
was used for IHD and the WHO Multinational Study questionaire for
PVD. Resting 12 lead ECGs were done and coded using Minnesota
Coding system. Peripheral vascular doppler studies were done and
an Ankle/Brachial index was <0.8 considered diagnostic of PVD.
42/144 with DM (29.1%), 13/98 with IGT (13.2%) and 28/371
(7.5%) with NGT had angina. Using ECG criteria, 125/613 (20.3%l
had evidence of IHD The prevalence of PVD was low - overall
1.4% (9/6131 and among diabetics 2.1% (3/144). The reasons for
the discordance between prevalence rates of IHD and PVD in
S.Indians merits further study.

1775
HYPERCHOLESTEROLEML4 AND CORONARYHEART
DISEASE RIS%STATUS INDIABETIC PATIENTS FROM
ROMANIA
D. Dabelea, G. Bacanu, D. Motiu, N. Voian and C.
Vernic, University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Timisoara,
Romania.

The prevalence of hypercholesterolemia, according to the
National Cholesterol Education Program has been determined
in 866 diabetic patients and 900 people without diabetes. Rates
of elevated total and LDL cholesterol in persons with diabetes
are greater than in those without diabetes, after adjusting for
age and sex (39.83% vs. 27.55% and 33.14% vs. 29.33%,
respectivelly). Moreover, the prevalence of all coronary heart
disease (CHD) risk factors (except smoking) is significantly
higher in diabetes. As far as 37.99% of diabetic patients and
only 9.11% in the general population are at highest risk for
future CHD events because of prior CHD or other
atherosclerotic diseases. A high risk because of
hypercholesterolemia together with at least 2 other CHD risk
factors is present in 16.57% of diabetic subjects and 3. 78% of
non-diabetic people. No more than 2.28% of diabetic patients
as compared to 17.11% of people without diabetes have a low
risk because of high blood cholesterol but less than 2 other risk
factors. Overall, CHD risk status is twice as much in diabetes
56.84%) as compared to the general population (30%).
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REMNANT LIPOPROTEIN AND MACRO VASCULAR DISEASE
IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
Toru Hiyoshi, Fumito Akasu , Michiyasu Yoshitsugu.
Japanese Red Cross Medical Center, Tokyo Japan

OBJECTIVE - Several reports suggested that remnant like lipoproteins
(RLP) can promote atherogenesis. Recently, a new method has been
developed to measure these lipoproteins. The aim of this study is to
evaluate diagnostic advantage of RLP as a clinical marker of
atherosclerosis in diabetic patients.
METHODS - 144 NIDDM patients (Male 77, Female 67) were measured
carotid intima-media thickness (IMT) by B-mode ultrasonogram (SSA-
270A, TOSHIBA Co.). Also we measured serum RLP-cholesterol (RLPc) by
immunoseparation method using monoclonal anti-apoAland anti-apoB
(JIMRO Co.). Patients were divided in three groups according to their RLPc
level and analyzed for glycemic control, average IMT and clinical events
of macrovascular disease (i.e. cerebral vascular disease (CVD), coronary
heart disease (CHD) and peripheral vascular disease (PVD)).
RESULTS - 48 patients as Group L (RLPc<2.5mg/dl) , 77 patients as
Group N(2.5 RLPc 7.5) and Group H (RLPc>7.5) 19 were divided.
Incidence of the macrovascular diseases (CVD/CHD/PVD) were as below.
Group L 6.3%(l/1/1), Group N 16.9% (7/6/0), Group H 36.8% (1/5/1).
Significantly higher incidence of macrovascular diseases was shown in the
group of high RLPc (Average 16.7 i- I0.6mg/dl).
No significant differences of carotid IMT revealed in these 3 groups.
Although IMT of the 23 cases which has macrovascular disease revealed
greater than 121 non-macrovascular cases.
DISCUSSION - Assay for remnant lipoproteins could become an
additional marker for high risk group screening of macrovascular disease
in diabetic patients.

PS 46
Macrovascular Disease and
Atherosclerosis - Clinical Picture
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THE INFLUENCE OF INSULIN RESISTANCE ON CAROTID
ARTERIAL WALL THICKNESS IN JAPANESE NIDDM PATIENTS.

H. Bessho 1 , K. Ueda2 , R. Anaguchi 2, M. Arako2 , T. Kohnami2 ,

G. Matsumoto2 , T. Sanke2 and K. Nanjo2 'Dept of Med, Kansai

College of Oriental Medicine, Osaka, Japan; 2Dept of Med,
Wakayama Univ, Wakayama, Japan
Insulin resistance and its associated compensatory hyperinsulinemia

are considered to be etiologically related to the onset of NIDDM and
diabetic pathophysiological states such as hypertension, obesity and
atherosclerosis. The present study was designed to investigate the
relationship between carotid arterial wall thickness measured
ultrasonically and the degree of insulin resistance measured by the
minimal model analysis in Japanese NIDDM patients.
We demonstrate that the advance of carotid arterial wall thickness

(intimal plus medial thickness; IMT) of NIDDM patients was intense
compared to that of non-diabetic group. Furthermore, negative

correlation was significantly recognized between AIMT (progression

of IMT per year) and SI (insulin sensitivity index) (r=-0.489, p<0.05).

The systolic blood pressure in patients with highly advanced IMT was

significantly (p<0.05) elevated than that in patients with low

advanced IMT (141 ±3 vs 130±3 mmHg). These results suggest that

the advance of IMT is influenced by the degree of insulin resistance.
The improvement of not only hypertension but also insulin resistance
are necessary for the protection of the advance in IMT.

1778
EARLY CARDIAC STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL
ALTERATIONS IN IDDM
F. Paleari, S. Carugo, M. Failla, P. Gamba, A. Piperno, M. Pozzi, G. Mauri,
R. Busnelli, L. Scandola, A. Grappiolo, C. Giannattasio and G. Mancia.
Div.ne Medicina Generale U, Cattedra di Medicina Interna, University di
Milano e Ospedale S. Gerardo di Monza. Istituto di Fisiologia Clinica e
Ipertensione, Centro Auxologico Italiano, Milano, Italy.
IDDM is a major risk factor for congestive heart failure and ischemic heart
disease. How early abnormalities of cardiac structure and function appear in
the course of this condition in not yet clear, however. We have studied 60
nonnotensive IDDM patients (age 32 ± 1, duration of diabetes 11 ± 1 ys,
means ± SE) with no clinical evidence of diabetic complications, and 61 age-
and sex-matched healthy subjects (C). At the echocardiographic evaluation
Left Ventricular Mass Index was similar in IDDM and C (107 ± 4 and
106 ± 3 g/m2 in IDDM and C respectively) while the relative wall thickness
(H/R = SWTd +LVPWTd / LVEDD) ratio (0.41 ± 0.08 and 0.37 ± 0.08)
and the E/A (Doppler Mitral Flow peak E/A) ratio (1.3 ± 0.05 and 1.5 ±
0.05) were respectively greater and lower in the former than in the latter
group (p < 0.01). All echocardiographic values were only slightly more
abnormal in a third group of 40 IDDM patients with retinopathy or
microalbuminuria (age 34 ± 2, duration of diabetes 15 ± 1 ys). Thus in
uncomplicated IDDM patients there is already evidence of ventricular
remodeling and abnormalities in diastolic function as in complicated IDDM
patients. This suggests that alterations in cardiac structure and function are
an early phenomenon in IDDM.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CAROTID ARTERIAL WALL THICKNESS AND
INSULIN RESISTANCE IN NIDDM
T. Watarai, M. Ikeda, H. Matsushima, M. Kodama, M Kishimoto, M. Kubota,
Y. Yamasaki, and M. Hori. Osaka University School of Medicine, Osaka, Japan
To investigate whether insulin resistance play a major role in the pathogenesis of
diabetic macroangiopathy, we measured IMT (the intimal medial thickness of
carotid arteries measured with ultrasound high-resolution B-mode imaging) as the
index of atherosclerosis and evaluated its correlation with both insulin resistance of
peripheral and splanchnic tissues in 53 NIDDM patients (36 males and 17 females,
53± 10 years old, duration of diabetes 11.4±7.5 years, and average BMI 22.9±3.2).
Patients were divided to the three groups according to the grade of their leisure-time
physical activity by the questionnaire. GIR (average glucose infusion rate)
calculated from euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp was used as index of insulin
resistance of peripheral tissue. Following to the glucose clamp as above, oral
glucose was taken under the continuation of the clamp to measure HGU (hepatic
glucose uptake) as index of insulin resistance in liver. GIR (r=-0.32, p<0.05) but
not HGU (r-0.139) is significantly inversely related with IMT. Stepwise multi-
variant analysis revealed that GIR remains as an independent risk factor for IMT
(F value 3.6) following age, total cholesterol, and diastolic blood pressure (F value
19.0, 17.2, 7.4 respectively). On the other hand, FBS and HbAlc, the index of
diabetes control, did not show statistically significant F value. According to the
degree of habitual exercise, GIR was increased from 6.19±1.02 to 6.38± 1.38 to
7.44 ± 1.80 mg/kg/min, in low, moderate and high active group, respectively, while
IMT was decreased from 1.34±033 to 1.20±0.31 to 1.12±0.29 mm respectively,
in male NIDDM. These data suggest that insulin resistance in peripheral tissue
per se is one of independent risk factors of carotid atherosclerosis and habitual
exercise might reduce insulin resistance leading to attenuation of atherosclerosis.
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DIABETES AND MACROVASCULAR COMPLICATIONS. ODD RATIO
FROM HOSPITAL DISCHARGE AS POPULATION INDICATORS.
Chavez-Dominguez. Rafael, Juarez-Herrera Ursulo and Ochoa Ceres. National
Institute of Cardiology, Mexico. MEXICO
It is well known that diabetes mellitus and macrovascular diseases have strong
association; also that the selection bias introduced on admission to a highly
specialized cardiovascular center might alter the association as expected from
community. The aim of the study was to measure the magnitude of association at
hospital discharge with recent data and see whether it could be used as change
indicators for surveillance. It is assumed that optimal metabolic control of
individuals decrease complications on the population and hospital information
should follow the change. Method: information was obtained from 35,269 cases
(2,970 deaths) from 1987 to 1995 on a discharge registry. Rates and proportions
were calculated, stratification analysis was made among persons with diabetes
(3,670) and non-diabetic (31,599). The coexistent diseases taken as
macrovascular complications were: acute myocardial infarction (AMI) 4,223,
ischemic heart disease (HID) 12,458 or hypertension (HT) 6,878. Diseases taken
as control for possible confounding variable interaction were drawn from 20-59
years old congenital heart disease (C) and rheumatic heart disease (R). As
morbidity in male the odd ratio (O.R.) f 95% Cornfield confidence interval (CI)
revealed for AMI= 1.87 (1.66-2.09), HID= 4.59 (4.1-5.13) and HT= 5.81 (4.04-
8.35); in female AMI= 4.63 (3.88-5.51), IHD= 6.15 (5.46-6.95) HT= 4.99 (4.43-
5.62), As mortality in male for AMI= 2.35 (1.67-3.27), IHD= 5.47 (3.83-8.12),
HT= 5.26 (3.67-7.54); in female AMI= 4.07 (2.82-5.88), IHD= 7.39 (5.09-
10.75), HT= 3.19 (2.88-3.54). Selection of 20 to 60 year of age revealed even
higher figures, while the O.R. of C and R were below one. Therefore, the
association remains and can be measured. The selection bias from hospital
admission did not alter the known association. Hence, the indicators might work
to asses long-term induced changes on diabetic macrovascular complications of
community and to evaluate the impact of community interventions, such as the
reinforcement of preventive measures and metabolic control,

1781
The participation of coagulo-fibrinolytic system in the progress of carotid

atherosclerosis in subjects with BLDM and DM
M KODAMA, Y. YAMASAKI, K. SAKAMOTO, T. TSUJINO, K. ARAI,
T. WATARAI, M. KUBOTA and M. HORI
First Department of Medicine, Osaka University School of Medicine, Osaka,
JAPAN
AIM of Study:Whether coagulo-fibrinolytic abnormality observed in diabetics is
primary or secondary to diabetic macroangiopathy remains to be clarified. We
examined whether coagulo-fibrinolytic abnormality is responsible to diabetes
itself or to advanced atherosclerosis in diabetics.
METHODS: The profiles of coagulo-fibrinolytic system and intimal plus medial
arterial wall thickness of the carotid artery (IMT) were examined on 163
diabetic patients without any symptoms of diabetic macroangiopathy (DM; m/f:
114/26), 26 mild hyperglycemic subjects (BLDM; m/f: 20/6) and 6 normal
subjects (N/C; m/£ 1/5) using ultrasound high resolution B-mode imaging.
RESULTS:PAI-1 antigen, tPA-PAI complex, and factor VII activity were
significantly higher in BLDM with (IMT > I.lmm) and without advanced caroitd
atherosclerosis (IMT<l.Imm) than N/C. Fibrinogen concentration, vWF activity
and PIC were significantly higher in DM with and without carotid
atherosclerosis. Multivariant analysis disclosed that age, high total-cholesterol,
duration of diabetes, smoking and high PAI-1 antigen were independent risk
factors for carotid atherosclerosis in subjects with BLDM and DM.
CONCLUSION:These data showed that the coagulo-fibrinolytic abnormality in
BLDM is quite different from that in DM irrespective of presence of the
advanced carotid atherosclerosis. The high level of PAI-1 antigen might be an
independent risk factor for progression of carotid atherosclerosis in subjects with
mild hyperglycemia
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SILENT LSCHEMICHEART DISEASE IN
INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS

Castells I, Rius F, Salinas I, Fraile M', Rubio L', Pereferrer D2 and
Samnarti A. Endocrinology, Nuclear Medicine' and Cardiology Services 2 .

Hospital "Germans Trias i Pujol". Badalona (Barcelona). Spain.
Aim: To study the prevalence of silent ischemic heart disease (SM)
among patients with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) and to
identify factors influencing the developement of SM. Methods: We
studied 32 patients (16 women, age 35.5 ± 10.1 years, duration of diabetes
20.5 ± 10.1 years); of these, 16 had diabetic nephropathy (seven with
microalbuminuria and nine with overt diabetic nephropathy). Patients with
history of any cardiac disease were excluded (clinical or
electrocardiographic signs). Dipyridamole plus exercise thallium myocardial
perfusion scintigraphy was performed on all patients. A general blood
analysis was drawn and the presence of hypertension, smoking, treatment,
years of IDDM, diabetic complications and family history (diabetes,
hypertension, cardiovascular disease) were recorded. Results: We found
seven (21.8%) patients with thallium studies suggesting SKID. There were
no differences among patients with and without nephropathy. Those with
a family history of diabetes had a higher prevalence of SIHI) (6.2% vs.
37.5%, p < 0.05). There were no differences in any other analyzed variable.
Conclusions: There is a high prevalence of SIHD using
thallium dipiridamole scintigraphy in IDDM patients. The only factor
associated to this finding is the family history of diabetes mellitus, probably
as an inherited marker of cardiovascular rise. Long-term prognostic value
of these findings are not know and follow-up of these patients will be
needed. The absence of relationship with other diabetic complications is
surprising, although the group of patients is still small; an alternative
explanation would be a different pathogenesis between microvascular and
macrovascular diabetic complications.
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PROGRESSION OF EARLY CAROTID ATHEROSCLEROE

IN YOUNG IDDM PATIENTS
D. Frost, A. Friedl and W. Beischer

Bdrgerhospital, Medizinische I ]inik 3, Stuttgart (Germany)

By high-resolution ultrasound, the intima-media thickness (IMT) of the carotid
artery can be exactly determined, an increased intima-media complex is a sign of
early atherosclerosis. The IMT of the carotid artery also reflects the extent of
general and coronary atherosclerosis. In former studies, we found intima-media
thickening even in young IDDM patients. In this follow-up study we evaluated the
development (progression/regression) of the IMT over a longer period. 106 IDDM
patients (41 men, 65 women) who were not older than 40 years at the time of the
first ultrasound reading of the carotid artery, were re-studied after two to three years
(mean 28.8 ± 7.7 months; age 30.8 + 6.3 y; diabetes duration [dd] 15.5 ± 8.8 y). We
measured the IMT of the common carotid artery I to 1.5 cm proximal of the bulb
with a high-resolution wide-frequency probe (5-10 MHz) and checked the patient's
state of complications (albuminuria, retinopathy, limited joint mobility,
hypercholesterolemia, hypertension). The IMT was significantly (p<0.001) greater
at the time of the second investigation (mean of all patients: 0.64 + 0.17 vs. 0.56 ±
0.14 mm). In 40 patients (37,7%, age 29.0 + 6.6 y, dd 14.3 +_ 8.7 y) the IMT did not
increase or even decreased (mean 0.54 ± 0.09 mm, - 0.03 mm), in 66 patients
(62.3%, age 32.0 ± 5.8 y, dd 16.3 ± 8.8 y) we observed an increase of the IMT
(mean 0.70 + 0.18 mm, + 0.14 mm). Patients with a progression of the IMT
significantly more often had diabetic complications than patients with stable IMT
(one or more of the above mentioned: 88% vs. 66% at the time of the second
investigation, p<0.05) and more of them had developped new complications during
the observation period (15% vs. 5%). Multiple regression analysis showed that
besides age, hypertension and albuminuria were independent variables contributing
to the IMT (p<0.01), while there was no correlation for the other complications or
diabetes duration, HbAlc and sex. The majority of young IDDM patients shows a
progression of early carotid artery atherosclerosis over a two-to-three year period.
Several diabetic complications accelerate intima-media thickening, especially
patients with albuminuria and hypertension are at high risk.

1784
CARDIOVASCULAR PROGNOSIS FOR DIABETIC SUBJECTS WITH
SILENT MYOCARDIAL ISCHEMIA
P. Valensi, B. Harfouche, R.N Sachs, B. Lormeau, F. Paycha, M. Leutenegger
and J.R Attali. Endocrinology-Diabetology-Nutrition, Jean Verdier Hospital,
Bondy ; Robert Debr€ Hospital, Nuclear Medicine, Reims, Louis Mourier
Hospital, Colombes, France.

The predictive value of silent myocardial ischemia (SMI) for diabetic subjects has
not yet been established. The aim was here to compare the cardiovascular course
of diabetic patients with SMI (SMI+) with those without SMI (SMI-). 96
patients, 79 NIDD's and 17 IDD's, with >,. 1 additional risk factors but without
end-stage renal failure were followed for from 4 to 7 years. Thirty patients were
SMI+ according to the results of an exercise test, a thallium dipyridamole
myocardial scintigraphy and a 48-hour continuous ECG : 11 had significant
stenoses found on coronarography (group 1), 14 had a normal coronary
angiography (group 2) and 5 refused the coronarography (group 3). A
cardiovascular event (myocardial infarction, heart rate abnormalities, heart
failure, death of cardiac origin, amputation or stroke) occurred in 12 patients, 8
of whom had a cardiac event of which 3 died. Four of them were in group 1, 1 in
group 2, 2 in group 3, and 5 were SMI-. Eight of them had retinopathy, 3
nephropathy, 3 peripheral neuropathy and 5 cardiac autonomic neuropathy (out
of the 8 patients tested). The number of SMI+ patients who had a cardiovascular
event (7/30 = 23.3%) was significantly higher than that for SMI- patients (5/66
= 7.6%) (p < 0.01). The 11 SMI+ patients with coronary stenoses were treated
by vasodilative drugs or had an aorto-coronary bypass (1 case). Only one SMI +
patient complained of angor pectoris whereas 7 SMI- patients complained of this.
This study suggests that SMI has a predictive value for a poor medium-term
cardiovascular prognosis, and should be looked for in diabetic patients with
cardiovascular risks and justifies adapting active therapeutic measures.

1785
IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IS ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED
CARDIOVASCULAR RISK AND CAROTID INTIMA-MEDIA THICKNESS
T. Temelkova-Kurktschiev, C. Koehler, J. Gerber, K. Fuecker and M. Hanefeld.
Institute of Clinical Metabolic Research, Technical University, Dresden, FRG
Impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) is known to be associated with increased incidence
of cardiovascular disease (CVD), though the nature of this relationship remains not
completely understood. Intima-media thickness (IMT) of the carotid artery was
shown to be an indicator of CVD, Therefore, we decided to examine risk parameters
and carotid IMT in age and weight matched first degree relatives of NIDDM patients
with IGT or with normal glucose tolerance (NGT). Standard oral glucose tolerance
test with 75 g glucose was conducted in 470 first degree relatives of index cases with
NIDDM, aged 40-70 years and with BMI of 25-40 kg/ml. Plasma glucose, real
insulin (EIA) and proinsulin (EIA) were measured in a fasting state and 30,60,90'
and 120' postprandially. Fasting plasma triglycerides, total and HDL cholesterol,
PAT, tPA and v.Willebrand factor were measured by conventional methods. IMT of
the common carotid artery was examined by B-mode duplex-ultrasound. Results: IGT
was established in 30% of the examined subjects, whereas 59% had NGT. The IGT
subjects did not differ significantly for BMI (28.8±4.6 vs. 27.2±4.6 kg/ml), WHR
(0.94±0.09 vs. 0.92±0.09) and age (53.8±9.0 vs. 51.5±9.8). Nevertheless, these
subjects showed increased carotid IMT (0.82±0.1 mm vs. 0.62±0.1 mm). Besides,
IGT was characterized by a more expressed hyperinsulinemia (0' 107±70; 30' 572
±445; 60' 902±571; 90' 943+589; 120' 838±568 pmoUl) and hyperproinsulinemia (0'
3.5±2.9; 30' 6.5±4.4; 60' 12.1±7.8; 90' 16.3±10.1; 120' 18.6±11,9 pmol/l) in
comparison to the NGT group (insulin: 0' 83±76; 30' 553±476; 60' 697±574; 90'
550±454; 120' 396±436 pmolIl and proinsulin: 0' 2.4±2,9; 30' 5.3±5.7; 60' 8.5±7.2;
90' 9.7±7.7; 120' 9.1±6.4 pmolIl;; values in healthy controls: insulin: 0' 65, 120' 316
pmol/l; proinsulin 0' 1.5, 120' 6.9 pmol/l). 44% of the IGT group had hypertension
(vs. 16% in the NGT group). PAI was slightly higher in the IGT subjects (43±26 vs.
35±31 ng/ml), whereas tPA (10.3±2.5 vs. 10.1±3.9 ng/ml) and v,Willebrand factor
(101±32 vs. 100±45 %) did not differ. Triglycerides were moderately increased in
IGT (2.81±2.71 vs. 1.59±0.94 mmol/1), total cholesterol (5.83±1.20 vs. 5.63±1.10
mmolJl) and HDL cholesterol (1.35±0.36 vs. 1.46±0.39 mmoUl) were similar. In
conclusion: IGT subjects display an increased cardiovascular risk and carotid IMT
than age and weight matched NIDDM relatives with normal glucose tolerance.

1786
DEVELOPMENT OF ECG-ABNORMALITIES IN PATIENTS

WITH IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
M.Hoshi, I.Hatanaka, T.Takimoto & M.Sekiya,
Osaka Kosei-Nenkin Hospital, Osaka 553, JAPAN
Macrovascular lesions seem to develop in diabe-
tics with rather mild metabolic derangement corn-
paired with microvascular lesions. It has been
reported thrombotic and/or obstructive carotid
artery lesions were frequently detectable in
echogram at almost the same rate in both impair-
ed glucose tolerance ( IGT ) and non-insulin de-
pendent diabetes mellitus ( NIDDM ). We calcula-
ted the rate of cumulative ECG-abnormalities for
20 years retrospectively and found the rate was
almost the same in both IGT ( 23%,27% at 10,20
years ) and NIDDM ( 21%,29% at 10,20 years ). We
divided 82 IGT into 16 IGT-Proper whose OGTT
result stayed persistently in IGT pattern and 66
IGT/NIDDM whose OGTT result shifted transiently
to NIDDM pattern though they were judged to be

IGT retrospectively. High cumulative rate in
IGT was explained with IGT/NIDDM ( 26%,30% at

10,20 years ) vs IGT-Proper ( 13%,12% at 10,20
years ). Analysis of baseline characteristics
( IGT-Proper 16, IGT/NIDDM 66, and NIDDM 75 )

revealed serum total cholesterol ( P <.05 ) and

systolic blood pressure ( P <.005) were signi-
ficantly higher in both IGT/NIDDM and NIDDM than
in IGT-Proper. To prevent the development of
ECG-abnormalities in IGT, we emphasize to cont-
rol serum total cholesterol and systolic blood
pressure as well as blood glucose as antiathro-

genic management in IGT.
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Clinical Characteristics of Intima-media Thickness in Carotid, Femoral and
Popliteal Arteries using B- mode Ultrasound Imaging in NIDDM.
M. Ikebuchi, M. Morita, M. Katsura and R. Todo. Osaka National Hospital,
Osaka, Japan
Aim: In order to evaluate atherosclerotic changes in common carotid
arteries (CA), femoral arteries (FA), and popliteal arteries (PA) in NIDDM,
we measured intima-media thickness (IMT) in the far wall of respective
arteries using B-mode ultrasound imaging in 32 NIDDM patients. Results:
IMTs of FA were significantly higher than those of CA and PA in NIDDM.

(FA; 1.13±0.08 mm, PA; 0.88±0.05 mm, CCA; 0.84±0.04 mm).
Percent stenoses of FA and PA were significantly higher than those of CA.
(FA; 27%, PA; 28%, CA 22%). Positive correlation was evidenced between
two groups in these arteries. Simple regression analysis showed that IMTs
of FA and PA were positively correlated with age, diabetic duration, or
systolic and diastolic pressure. On the other hand, IMT of CA was
positively correlated with age and systolic pressure. Thickening degrees of
IMTs of FA and PA, which were correlated with DM duration and blood
pressure, were higher than that of CA. IMTs of PA in NIDDM patients with
diabetic retinopathy and neuropathy were higher than those in NIDDM
without any complications, respectively. IMTs of FA and PA in NIDDM
patients complicated with nephropathy were higher than those in NIDDM
without complication. IMTs of FA and PA in diabetes with more than 5
years duration were positively correlated with urinary C peptide contents.
Conclusion: These data indicated that progression of atherosclerotic
changes in lower extremities (FA and PA) were more prominent than that of
carotid artery in NIDDM while evaluation of IMTs of FA and PA using B-
mode ultrasound imaging was proved useful for estimation of severities of
atherosclerosis in NIDDM.
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INSULIN AND STRESS HORMONES IN CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE.
Aly. A. Abbassy, T. H. El-Badawy, A. G. El-Din, A. S. Omar, S. A.
Mahmoud, A. A. Al-Aghouri, S. N. Assaad. Faculty of Medicine,
Alexandria, Egypt.
The study was performed to find out the relation of insulin and
hormones to coronary artery disease. Twenty non obese, non
diabetic,normotensive men with CAD were studied [10 subjects with
acute myocardial infarction (group la) and 10 with old ischemia
(group lb)]. Ten age matched men served as controls (groupII). Blood
glucose was measured at 0,0, 60,90 and 120 min after 75g oral
glucose. Fasting serum insulin, GH, cortisol, T3 and T4, and plasma
glucagon were estimated by RIA. Serum FFA, cholesterol, HDL and
LDL cholesterol and triglycerides, and 24 hours urinary epinephrine
(E) and norepinephrine (NE) were determined. Fasting serum insulin
and blood glucose were increased in group la compared to those in
groups Ib and III (30.7 ± 20.9 uU/ml and 5.5 ± 1.3 mmol /L versus
15.2±5.9uU/m1 and 5±0.8mmo1/L, and 12.9±2.9uU and 4.3±
0.4 mmol/L, p<0.0o1 and p<0.05 respectively. The 120 min blood
glucose in group Ia was higher than that in groups lb and II (p<0.o1).
Fasting serum insulin correlated directly with fasting and 120 min
blood glucose as well as with serum LDL cholesterol in group I
patients. Mean serum GH, T3 and T4, and plasma glucagon levels
were comparable in the 3 groups; only mean serum cortisol and 24
hours urine E and NE were elevated in groups lb and II, both
correlated directly with serum FFA. p<0.001). No relation was
detected between serum insulin and other hormones. We conclude
that hyperinsulinemia with increased cortisol. E and NE secretion
occurs in acute myocardial infarction but not in chronic coronary
ischemia. The increase in the latter two hormones is responsible for
the increase in serum FFA which creates an insulin resistant state.
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RELATIOMSHIP BETWEEN THE APPEARANCE OF MIDBAND
BY PAGE AND CAROTID ATHEROSCLEROSIS
A. Ota, H. Takama, Y. Ogawa and N. Saito. St. Marianna
University School of Medicine, Kawasaki, Japan.

<Aim> We study to elucidate the relationship between the appearance

of midband and Lp(a) levels, which are risk factors for atherosclerosis,

and atherosclerosis of common carotid artery (CCA) measured by

ultrasonography in diabetic patients. < Subjects and Methods

Subjects were ninety-five patients (53 men and 42 women). Carotid

intima-media thickness (IMT) on approximately 2cm proximal to the

bifurcation of CCA was measured by ultrasonography, and classified one

to four groups according to Salonen's categories. Category 1 is no

atherosclerotic group. More category 2was regarded as an indicator of

atherosclerosis.The midband in polyacrylanvd gel electrophoresis

(PAGE) is showed abnormal band between the bands of LDL and VLDL.
<Result>(1) The appearance ratio of midband : Category 1 24.0%,

Category 2 79.6%, Category 3 73.7%, Category 4 50.0%. (2) High

Lp(a) levels were associated with midband positive group.

<Conclusion> The appearance ratio of midband increased with

progression of carotid atherosclerosis. We concluded that a positive

correlation between appearance of midband and IMT, which is used for

screening of an indicator of atherosclerosis.

1790
SIGNIFICANT GREATER FREQUENCY OF MAJOR STENOSIS IN
THE DISTAL CORONARY ARTERY SEGMENTS IN DIABETES
Okada,A., Kurosaka,K., Funakoshi,M., Iwashita,S., and Toyota,F.
Chidoribashi General Hospital, Fukuoka, Japan
To compare ang[ographically-determined coronary disease in diabetics
with controls, 2.761 people coming to cardic catheterization were
reviewed respectively. In this study, we excluded people who had
myocardial infarction, totally-occuluded vessels, intervention-history,
and over 60 years age. We found 31 diabetics (NIDDM) (15 males,
16 females) and 36 controls (25 males, 11 females). There are no
significant difference between diabetic and control groups in sex,
age, and risk factors (hypercholesterolemia, hypertension, smoking).
The localization of significant coronary artery stenosis was assessed
using comparison between proximal and distal segments. The following
results were obtained. The Gensini-score reflecting the severity of
coronary heart disease for diabetics(DM) was 19±15 compared with
18±16 for controls(N.S.). 8 of 31 DM (26%) were diseased only in
proximal segments compared with 19 of 36 (53%) for controls (P<0.03).
15 of 31 DM (48%) were diseased only in distal segments compared
with 5 of 36 (14%) for controls (P<0.01). In males, 6 of 15 DM (40%)
only in proximal segments, 13 of 25 (52%) controls (P<0.05). 6 of 15
DM (40%) only in distal segments, 3 of 25 (12%) controls (P<0.05). In
females, 2 of 16 DM (13%) only in proximal segments, 5 of 11 (45%)
controls (P<0.03). 9 of 16 DM (56%) only in distal segments, 2 of 11
(18%) controls (P<0.06). The cardiac index for DM was 4.1 ±1.1
I/min/m2 compared with 3.8±0.7 for controls(N.S.). We conclude that
stenosis of the distal coronary artery segments is more prevalent, and
cardiac index isn't decreased in diabetes.
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ULTRASONOGRAPHICALLY ASSESSED CAROTID

MORPHOLOGY IN DIABETICS

H. Takama, A. Ota and N. Saito. 	 St. Marianna

University School of Medicine, Kawasaki, Japan.

The aim of this study is to evaluate the relationship between

ultrasonographically findings of common carotid artery(CCA) and

obesity, the diabetic duration, the glycemic control and lipids in

diabetics. We evaluated the intima-media thickness(IMT) of CCA used

with ultrasonography in ninety diabetics. According to Salonen's

classification, we divided ninety patients into 4 categories. The category

I is nonstenotic CCA group, the category 2 is intimal-medial thickning

group, the category 3 is the group with nonstenotic plaque and the

category 4 is large stenotic plaque. We compared that IMT with obesity,

diabetic duration, HbAlc, serum cholesterol, triglyceride, lipoproteins,

apoproteins, Lp(a), RLP-cholesterol and aortic pulse wave velocity. Of

the 90 patients examined, the ratio of category 1 was 40%, the category

2 was 18%, the category 3 was 30%, the category 4 was 12%. The

stenotic group of IMT were associated with the history of obesity. There

were no correlation between IMT and diabetic duration or HbAlc. The

levels of serum cholesterol and triglyceride of category 4 in male were

lower than category 1 and 2. These results suggested that category 4 had

different process in arteriosclerosis compared with another categories.
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EVALUATION OF LEFT VENTRICLE DIASTOLIC FUNCTIONS WITH
DOPPLER ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN YOUNG DIABETIC PATIENTS

S.Salman I1n, F.Salman (2), MDavutoglut, G.Kantarcit'^, M.Sargur t̂ 1 ,
A.M.$engultzl, N.Erhan t ^ 1

{ll Vakif Gureba Hospital, Clinic of Internal Medicine (2) Istanbul University,
Institude for Experimental Medicine, Istanbul-TURKEY

In this study, left ventricle diastolic functions of patients with no cardiac
symptoms and its diagnostic value were investigated. It comprises 25 diabetic
patients (mean age 31.5± 5.5 yrs., BMI 24.2±4.0 kg/m2 , heart rate 77.0±9.9
/min., mean dur. of diabetes mellitus (DM) 2.42± 2.25 yrs., Type I /Type 2
DM:15/10) and 14 healthy control (mean age 30.4±4.4 yr., BMI 24.4±2.2
kg/m2, heart rate 72.9 ±9.2 /min). Two groups were matched regarding these
parameters, with using two dimensional and M mode echocardiography, the
systolic functions and heart valves were found to be normal. Doppler evaluation
was performed to the patients from the level of mitral valve. Isovolumic
relaxation time (IVRT) (ms), peak flow velocity of E and A waves (peak E,
peak A) (cmis), peak E/ peak A, integral of E and A waves (E ;, A;) (cm), E ;/A; ,
deceleration time of E wave (EDT) (ms) were measured. The results were given
below for diabetics vs controls. IVRT 84.0±15.7 ms; 73.5±7.6 ms (p<0.02),
peak E 70.5±11.6 cm/s ; 72.8±12.0 cm/s (NS), peak A 55.2±8.7 cm/s;
48.2±5.5 cm/s (p<0.001), peak E/peak A 1.3±0.2 ; 1.5±0.2 (p<0.001), E ;

10.5±2.1 cm; 10.3±2.0 cm (NS), A ; 6.0±1.3 cm; 4.7±0.7cm (p<0.001), E, /A;

1.8±0.4; 2.2±0,3 (p<0.01), EDT 182.2±18.2 ms; 163.2±13.8 (p<0.001). No
significant difference in all parameters was detected regarding Type of DM.
When diabetes regulation is considered the diastolic parameters between two
groups was not significantly different (Group I: HbA 1c<-8% n:13; Group II:
HbAlc >8%, n:12). As a conclusion, this study shows that in diabetic patients
using Doppler echocardiography, a noninvasive method, it is possible to detect
left ventricle dysfunctions in preclinical stage and this method can be widely
used as a diagnostic test.
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ORGANIC AND FUNCTIONAL CHANGES OF ARTERIAL WALL
IN NIDDM PATIENTS WITH CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES
H.Taniwaki, T.Kawagishi, Y.Nishizawa, M. Emoto, YOkuno, S. Tanaka,
K.Maekawa, and H.Morii. Second Department of Internal Medicine,
Osaka City University Medical School, 1-5-7, Asahi-machi, Abeno-ku,
Osaka, 545, JAPAN
The aim of this study is to assess the organic and functional changes of
arterial wall in NIDDM patients with cardiovascular disease and to
investigate the risk factors for these disease. The carotid intima-media
thickness (IMT) was measured using B-mode ultrasonography and the
stiffness of carotid artery wall was measured using echo-tracking system
and aortic stiffness (PWV) was measured using pulse-wave velocimetry in
178 NIDDM patients. Carotid IMT was regarded as an index of organic
change of arterial wall and carotid stiffness and aortic PWV were regarded
as indices of functional change of arterial wall. The carotid IMT and
stiffness, and aortic PWV were significantly higher in patients with CAD
or PVD than in those without CAD or PVD ( p < 0.05). The carotid
stiffness and aortic PWV were significantly higher in patients with CVD
than in those without CVD ( p < 0.05), while there was no significantly
difference in carotid IMT between patients with and without CVD.
Multiple regression analysis showed that systolic blood pressure was an
independent and common risk factor for CVD, increase in carotid stiffness
and aortic PWV but not for CAD, PVD or increase in carotid IMT. The
results suggests that CVD is related to the functional change of arterial
wall rather than the organic change and that systolic blood pressure is an
important factor for CVD and functional change of arterial wall.
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LEFT ATRIUM DILATION IN DIABETES MELLITUS : AN EARLY
MARKER OF LEFT VENTRICULAR DYSFUNCTION ?
A. Douras, C. Loupal, D. Chrissos, A. Apostolides2 , M. Kalatzil and D.
Voyatzoglou1. 2nd Dept. of Cardiology, '`Diabetes Outpatient Clinic,
2Dept. of Opthalmotogy, A. Fleming" General Hospital, Athens, Greece

One of left atrium dilation (LAD) causes is dysfunction of left ventricle
(LV). Diabetes mellitus (DM) is associated with a specific
cardiomyopathy. In this study, we investigate the prevalence of LAD in
diabetic persons and its relation to LV dysfunction and/or other factors.
We studied 27 patients (P) with DM (6 type 1, 21 type II), 17 men & 10
women, age 31 - 70 yrs (x±SD : 54.3±10.6), with no other causes of
LAD and without clinical, electrocardiographic or echocardiographic
evidence of other cardiovascular diseases and without cardiac failure.
Microangiopathy (MAG) was assessed by ophthalmoscopy. Long-term
metabolic control (MC) was assessed by HbAlc (good MC :
HbA1c<7.2%). We screened LV function by color Doppler
echocardiography study. A resting ejection fraction (EF) >50%
characterized the normal systolic function of LV. We evaluated
diastolic function by the transmitral flow indexes : isovolumic relaxation
time (normal : 60-100 msec), deceleration time of E wave (normal
160-240 msec), and ratio of peak E to atrial A wave velocity (normal
1-2.4); 2 or more abnormal indexes characterized LV diastolic
dysfunction (DD). LA dimension was estimated at the parasternal long
axis (normal < 4cm). Results : The duration (DU) of DM ranged from
0.7 to 32 yrs (9.6±3.9). 6 P had MAG. 10 P had good MC; HbAlc
ranged from 5 to 13.7% (9.03+2.9). All P had normal systolic function;
EF ranged from 53 to 70% (62.3+5.9). 15 P had DD. LA dimension
ranged from 2.6 to 4.92 cm (3.9+0.57). 12 P had LAD (44.5%), 10 P
out of whom had DD. 5 P out of the remaining 15 with normal LA had
DD. LAD was not related to MC (p=02), DU (p=0.9), MAG (p=0.6) or
age (p=0.09), but it was related to DD (x 2, p=0.03). In conclusion
Left atrium is often dilated in diabetic patients. LAD is related to
subclinical diastolic dysfunction of LV, which it may indicate.
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The Cerebral Hemodynamic Changes Measured by Transcranial Doppler in
Normotensive, Hypertensive and Diabetic Patients
Nam JR, Lee JH, Cha RS., lira SK, Lee HC, and Huh KR, Korea

Objective: This study was designed to demonstrate cerebral
hemodynamic changes as macrovascular complication related to diabetes
mellitus and hypertension.

Method: We measured systolic velocities(Vs), diastolic velocities(Vd),
mean velocities(Vsn), and pulsatility indices (PI) of the middle cerebral artery
(MCA) and the internal carotid artery (ICA) in stroke-free 37 normotensive
diabetic(DM, M:F=15:22), 33 hypertensive diabetic()MHT, M:F=16:17), 51
non-diabetic hypertensive(HT, M:F=25:26, duration >5 years) patients and 57
healthy controls(C, M:F=26:31), using a three-dimensional transcranial doppler
sonography (Trans-scan, EME, Uberlingen, Germany),

Results: DM, DMHT and HT patients showed significantly higher PI of
MCA, and DMHT patients also higher PI of ICA than C. PI of MCA in
DMHT patients was more elevated than in DM.

(cm/sec)	 C	 DM	 DMHT	 HT

	

MCA Vm	 54.23+1.26 58.03±2.99 	 52.90±3.27 47.87±1.50*

	

Vs	 76.05±1.79 85.00±4.46* 79.71±4.94 70.19+2.33*

	

Vd	 37.87±0.98 38.63±2.16 	 32.85±2.30* 31.82±1.10*

	

PI	 0.71±015	 0.81±0.21*	 0.90+0.04*# 0.80+0.02*
ICA	 Vm	 25.07+0.63 25.37+1.15	 24.00+0.97 23.70+0.71

	

Vs	 37.44±0.88 39.28±1.59 	 38.56±1.80 36.45±1.01

	

Vd	 17.43±0.53 17.44±0.87	 15.61±0.64* 16.29±0.58

	

PI	 0.83±0.02	 0.88±0.03	 0.95±0.03* 0.88±0.03

8: p<0.05 compared with C, #: p<0.05 compared with DM
Conclusion: These results showed that the cerebral hemodynamic

changes in diabetes mellitus and hypertension affect pulsatility of cerebral
arteries, especially small arteries and arterioles. These atherosclerotic changes
of cerebral arteries apppear to be more aggravated in diabetes mellitus
combined with hypertension.
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DIASTOLIC DYSFUNCTION OF LEFT VENTRICLE IN DIABETIC
PATIENTS WITH NORMAL SYSTOLIC FUNCTION
A. Douras, C. Loupal, D. Chrissos, A. Apostolides2 , M. Kalatzit and D.
Voyatzogloul. 2nd Dept. of Cardiology, 1Diabetes Outpatient Clinic,
2Dept. of Opthalmology, A. Fleming ° General Hospital, Athens, Greece

It is known that diabetes mellitus (DM) is associated with a specific
cardiomyopathy with primary & preclinical diastolic dysfunction (DD) of
left ventricle (LV). In this study, we investigate the prevalence of DD in
diabetic persons and the factors to which it is related. We studied 27
patients (P) with DM (6 type I, 21 type II), 17 men & 10 women, age 31
- 70 yrs (x±SD : 54.3±10.6), with no clinical, electrocardiographic or
echocardiographic evidence of other cardiovascular diseases and
without cardiac or renal failure. Microangiopathy (MAG) was assessed
by ophthalmoscopy. Long-term metabolic control (MC) was assessed
by HbAlc (good MC : HbA1c<7.2%). All P were screened for cardiac
autonomic neuropathy (CAN) with 5 stndard clinical tests; the
responses were graded as normal (0), borderline (0.5) or abnormal (1),
and a score of 1 or more was considered as indicating CAN. Doppler
echocardiography study was performed in all P; a resting ejection
fraction (EF) >50% characterized the normal systolic function of LV.
By the transmitral flow indexes : isovolumic relaxation time (normal :
60-100 msec), deceleration time of E wave (normal : 160-240 msec),
and ratio of peak E to atrial A wave velocity (normal : 1-2.4) we
evaluated diastolic function; 2 or more abnormal indexes characterized
DD. Results : The duration (DU) of DM ranged from 0.7 to 32 yrs
(9.6±3.9). 6 P had MAG. 14 P had CAN. 10 P had good MC; HbAlc
ranged from 5 to 13.7% (9.03±2.9). EF ranged from 53 to 70%
(62.3±5.9). 15 P (55.5%) presented DD - 14 P the pattern of delayed
relaxation (DLR) and I P that of increased stifness. Between P with
normal diastolic function and those with DD, no significant difference
was found for age, MAG, DU or MC, but it was found for CAN (x2,
Fisher : p=0.038). In conclusion : In diabetic patients with normal
systolic function of LV, more than half demonstrated DD, mostly DLR,
which is related to cardiac autonomic neuropathy. Furthermore, echo
study has a pivotal role in the follow-up of diabetic persons.
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CENTRAL ARTERIAL PRESSURE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS IN DIABETES
B. Brooks*, L. Molyneaux, M. Bonney, D. Celermajer and D.K. Yue. Diabetes
Centre & Dept of Cardiology, Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney, Australia.
Atherosclerosis is more severe in diabetes. Whether diabetic subjects have
increased arterial hardening, i.e. arteriosclerosis, is less clear. Arteriosclerosis
increases pulse wave velocity, central arterial pressure and cardiac work load. We
measured radial artery pressure waveform noninvasively by applanation tonometry
(SphygmoCorT ). Aortic waveform and pressure are derived using a transfer
function developed from previous studies during cardiac catheterization. Radial
pressure waveforms were obtained from 30 IDDM (Age 29.1 ± 7.8 yrs, HbA,, 8.1
± 2.1%, Duration 12.9 ± 9.4 yrs), 20IDDM Controls (Age 32.5 ± 9.5 yrs), 48 NIDDM
(Age 56.3 ± 9.6 yrs, HbA,, 7.9 ± 2.0%, Duration 8.2 ± 6.3 yrs) and 15 NIDDM
Controls (Age 59.6 ± 12.0 yrs). Aortic augmentation index (Aortic Aug %) is defined
as (100 + (augmentation in systolic pressure expressed as a percentage of the
pulse pressure)). Subendocardial viability (SubE Viab) is defined as ((diastolic time
x pressure)/(systolic time x oressurelt. Results shown as mean ± SD.

Heart Rate
beats/min

Aortic Systolic BP
(mmHG)

Aortic Diastolic BP
mmH

Aortic Aug SubE Viab

IDDM 74.2 m 10.8 108.2 ± 18.5 75.5x9.6 107,17.9 136 m 28.7

Control 65.4 t 9.3' 99.6 ± 11.4° 71.5 ± 8.6 107±19.2 162 ±27.S'

NIDDM 72.1 x 10.5 127.2 x 17.1 84.2 m 9.8 135 ± 18.0 137 t 22.2

Control 70.2±7.1 117.2 1 14.9` 78.8 t 8.6 132 m 24.2 140 , 18.4

a different to IDDM p <Q,00, b different to IDDM p < 0.05, `different to NIDDM
p < 0.05 (unpaired t test)
Diabetic subjects have elevated central arterial pressure but no evidence of
excessive augmentation. IDDM subjects do suffer from a relative rise in systolic
work load in relation to diastolic filling time. Therefore, subtle changes in central
cardiovascular parameters are present in diabetic subjects and could contribute to
the cardiac disease in diabetes. (Supported by the Diabetes Australia Research
Trust. SphygmoCor M was a gift of Sender Laboratories).
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DIASTOLIC FUNCTION AND ARTERIAL COMPLIANCE ARE
RELATED TO DURATION OF IDDM AND URINARY ALBUMIN
EXCRETION.
0 Snorgaard, J Faber, N Wiinberg, J Mehlsen, TJ Jakobsen and P
Hildebrandt. Frederiksberg Hospital, Denmark.
Indexes of left ventricular diastolic and systolic function (M-mode and
Doppler echocardiography) and arterial compliance (volumen-oscillo-
metric method) were studied in 55 consecutive IDDM patients, age
40.8±12.7 yrs, disease duration 16.8±12.9 yrs and HbAlc 8.4±1.0 %.
Peak velocity of late diastolic filling (Peak-A) was gradually elevated
with the severity of the stratification after urinary albumin excretion
(UAE): normoalbuminuric (N=40): 0.62±0.20 m/sec, microalbuminuric
(N=11): 0.77±0.14 m/sec and macroalbuminuric (N=4): 1.1±0.13 m/sec,
p<0.0001. Peak-A was strongly correlated to IDDM duration, inde-
pendent of the level of UAE (r=0.64, p<0.00001 for all patients and
r=0.69, p<0.00001 for normoalbuminuric patients). Peak velocity of
early diastolic filling, deceleration time, isovolumetric relaxation time,
and left ventricular ejection fraction were not correlated to disease
duration and no differences were seen between risk-groups. Like Peak-
A, Compliance (C) of the peripheral arteries at the ankle level (at trans-
mural pressure 0 and 100 mmHg) were related to disease duration and
level of UAE: CO : r= -0.42, p<0.005 and 21.3±6.6, 18.5±5.8, 13.0±7.4
µl/mmHg/10 cm, p=0.06, respectively. C100: r= -0.53, p<0.0001 and
7.6±2.3, 6.1±1.7, 4.0±0.1 µl/mmHg/10 cm, p<0.01. Stepwise multiple
regression analyses for the variation in Peak-A and compliance showed
that age, HbAlc and blood pressure were of no importance. We
conclude, that the prominent feature of diastolic dysfunction in IDDM
is an increasing peak velocity of late diastolic filling. This might be due
to an increasing stiffness of the heart, as it is seen in the major arteries.
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RENO VASCULAR HYPERTENSION IN NIDDM WITH SEVERE SYSTEMIC
HYPERTENSION
J.P Courreges, J. Bacha, E. Aboud,and R. Lamarca. Service of Internal Medecine
Diabetologia-Vascular diseases. Centre Hospitalier-1 1100 NARBONNE - FRANCE

Renal atherosclerosis can lead to severe hypertension(HT) witch is deliterius to
vessels and kidney. Does a renovascular HT(RVHT) must be searched in NIDDM
with severe HT ? witch are patients with high risk of RVHT?
70 consecutive NIDDM with severe HT (>_ 3 hypotensive drugs), 49 F/21 M (SR
2,3), mean age :65,6 ± 7,7 yrs, diabetic duration:11,1 ± 5 yrs have had metabolic,
ABPM and renal investigations : renal US - n = 70, color dupleix scan (CDS): n =
53, and/or arteriography : it = 19.
14 (20 %) renal artery stenosis >_ 70 % (RAS): 8 unilateral/6 bilateral were prouved
by arteriography. We compared classic HT vs R.V.H.T. There was no difference for
age (yrs) : 65,6 ± 8 vs 71 ± 6,3, HT duration (yrs) : 13 ± 7,5 vs 12,7 ± 6, B.M.I :
31,5 ± 6 vs 27,6 ± 3,3, HBA1C(%): 8,9 ± 2,2 vs 8,8 ± 0,9, CT (mmol/1): 5,7 ± 1,3
vs 5,5 ± 0,6. Significant difference (p < 0,05) was noticed for S.R (F/M) : 3 vs 1,
diabetic duration (yrs) : 11,2 ± 5,1 vs 16,5 ± 8,8, frequency of retinopathy (%) : 30
vs 64, smoking (%): 14 vs 43, triglycerides (mmol/I) : 1,9 ± 1,1 vs 2,6 ± 1,1, and
(p < 0,01) for blood pressure level (mmHg) (SBP : 139 ± 21 vs 154 ± 7, DBP : 80 t
14 vs 86 ± 16, MBP : 102 ± 16 vs 110 ± 6), frequency (%) of HT escape (>_
140/SBP, ? 90/DBP) on ABPM: 30 vs 75 and 24 vs 39,insulin requirance (%): 35
vs 71, macroangiopathy (%): 55 vs 100, micro/macro albuminuria (%): 34 vs 93,
creatinaemia (mmolll): 80 ± 23 vs 129 ± 47 + clearance (mmllmn): 66 ± 41 vs 39 ± 13.
We tried to determine a RVHT score for investigations : renal US : 43 % - n = 6/14
(4 uni/1 bilateral hypotrophies),and for clinic : in the group (n = 36) with a poor
control HT(SBP>_ 160 ± DBPZ 90 ± MBP >_ 120) and/or renal function decrease
(albuminuria >_ 100 mg/24 h ± creatinaemia >_ 120 mmol/1), we have found all the
RAS (n = 14) with positive diagnostic score: 39 %. In the group(n = 34) with well
controled HT + normal renal function, there was no R.A.S.
Conclusion : in NIDDM with severe HT, reno vascular HT is frequent (20%). It
must be evocated in unstable HT and/or renal injury with macro angiopathy, old
NIDDM (> 15 yrs), requiring insulin Renal U.S and colour duplex scan may lead
to arteriography to confirm renal artery stenosis.

1800
ANGIOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF CORONARY
ARTERY DISEASE IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES
P. Pajunen, MS. Nieminen, M-R. Taskinen and M. Syvanne.
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland.
The question of whether the severity or extent of coronary
artery disease is different in diabetic patients compared with
nondiabetic subjects is controversial. The aim of the present
study was to compare the angiographic characteristics of
coronary artery disease (CAD) utilizing quantitative coronary
angiography (QCA) in a well-defined group of Type 2 diabetic
patients (n=55) with those of individually matched nondiabetic
control subjects. Both groups were undergoing clinically
indicated elective coronary angiography. The QCA-derived
parameters were incorporated into global perpatient indices
describing severity and extent of CAD and overall atheroma
burden. These indices were also calculated separately for
different coronary segments, i.e. left main, proximal, mid, and
distal segments and, also, for different vessel territories: left
main, left anterior descending, left circumflex, and right coro-
nary artery. No significant differences were found between
the groups (global severity index, 51.5 ± 14.2 vs. 54.2 ± 13.2,
p=NS; global extent index, 34.2 ± 13.2 vs. 32.2 ± 12.4,
p=NS; global atheroma burden index, 26.8 ± 15.7 vs. 24.4 ±
11.9, p=NS). We also found no between-group differences in
proximal, mid, or distal segments; in separate vessel territo-
ries; or in left ventricular function. In conclusion, we found no
evidence to support the hypothesis that CAD would be more
severe, extensive, or distal in Type 2 diabetic patients, com-
pared with sex-, age, and BMI-matched control subjects, as
evaluated by QCA.
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24 HOURS AMBULATORY BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORING IN

NON—INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETICS
C.R. ANAND MOSES, S. ILANGO, M.R. SRIDEVI & A. SUNDARAM

KILPAUK MEDICAL COLLEGE HOSPITAL, MADRAS, INDIA
24 Hours ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) was
done in forty NIDDM subjects to study the diurnal blood
pressure variation and to correlate them with cardiac
autonomic neuropathy and left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH)
Of them 21 were hypertensives and 19 normotensives.
Male to female ratio was 25 : 15. Their mean age was 51.90
± 7.12 years and the duration of diabetes ranged from 0 —
15 years. All patients underwent Cardiac autonomic
function test and echo cardiography to assess left ventri-
cular mass. Antihypertensive drugs were stopped 2 days
prior to ABPM. Normally there is a 10 — 20% fall in mean
systolic and diastolic blood pressure at night, these
people are dippers. Those with less than 10% fall are
non—dippers. In this study only 5 (16.5%) of the 40
subjects were dippers. Of them 2 were hypertensives and 3
were normotensives. All the 5 dippers had normal autonomic
function. Of the 35 non—dippers 23 (65.72%) had evidence
of cardiac autonomic neuropathy. All the 7 female non—
dippers with hypertension and 3 out of 7 non—dipper
female normotensives had LVH. Among males only 1 of the 12
non—dipper hypertensive and 1 of the 9 normotensive non—
dipper had LVH. Of the 1 female and 4 male dippers 2 males
had LVH. It is concluded that in this study (1) there is
no significant difference in diurnal B.P. variation bet-
ween hypertensive and normotensive diabetics. (2) 24 hrs.
ABPM may help in early detection of Cardiac autonomic
neuropathy (3) Female diabetics especially non—dippers
are at increased risk of LVH.
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POOR GLYCAEMIC CONTROL PREDICTS CORONARY HEART DISEASE
DEATH IN PATIENTS WITH INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES
S. Lehto, T. Ronnemaa, K. Pyorala and M. Laakso. Department of
Medicine, University of Kuopio, Kuopio; Social Insurance Institution,
Turku, Finland
The aim of our study was to examine the predictive value of
cardiovascular risk factors with respect to coronary heart disease (CHD)
death in patients with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM)
without nephropathy. We examined a representative cohort of IDDM
patients (113 men and 115 women), aged from 45 to 64 years, in
eastern and western Finland in 1982-84. These patients were followed
up to 7 years. Fifty-one patients (26 men, 25 women) with urinary
excretion >300 mg/L and/or serum creatinine >110 umol/L in women
and > 120 umol/L in men were excluded. Altogether 20 IDDM patients
(13 men (7.3 %) and 7 women (3.9 %) died of CHD during the follow-
up. Univariate and multivariate Cox regression models were used to
investigate the association of cardiovascular risk factors with the
incidence of CHD death. In univariate analysis a previous history of
myocardial infarction, glycated haemoglobin A, and the duration of
diabetes were the only variables associated with the risk of CHD death
(p<0.001). In multivariate analysis a previous history of myocardial
infarction (Hazard ratio (HR) 8.0 (3.1-21.0, p<0.001), high glycated
haemoglobin A 1 (> 10.4 %, the highest tertile, HR 5.4 (1.4-20.4,
p=0.013), and the duration of diabetes 1>16 yrs, the highest tertile,
HR 4.2 (1.3-12.9, p<0.001) were significantly associated with CHD
death even after adjustment for other cardiovascular risk factors. In
conclusion, our results indicate that poor glycaemic control is a strong
predictor of CHD mortality in patients with IDDM without neuropathy.
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BLOOD PRESSURE AND TYPE I DIABETES COMPLICATIONS:
DEFINITION OF HYPERTENSION CRITERIA USING 24 h-
AMBULATORY BLOOD PRESSURE.
H. Mayaudon, B. Bauduceau, M. Ducorps, M. Pellan, G. Prevost,
X. Chanudet and P. Larroque. H6pital Begin.94160 Saint-Mande. France.

Hypertension criteria recommanded by WHO appear too high for diabetic
patients. The aim of this study was to evaluate by casual measurement and
24 hours-ambulatory monitoring (24-ABPM) the blood pressure level able to
reduce the frequency of type 1 diabetes vascular complications. Patients
and methods : 77 patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus were studied.
Physical examination, BP measurement, smoking habits and serum lipids
were realized at the beginning of the study (Y0) and two years later (Y2). In
the same time, a statement of diabetes and its complications (nephropathy,
retinopathy, coronary heart disease and arteriopathy) was performed. A 24-
ABPM was also performed at Y0. These 77 patients were divided in two
groups according to urinary albumin excretion (UAE) rate at YO either lower
than 30 (group 1; N = 56) or upper than 30 mg/ 24 hours (group 2; N = 21). At
Y2, patients of group 1 were divided in two groups according to the same
criteria (group 1a: UAE<30: N = 44 and group 1b: UAE>30: N = 12). All
parameters were compared between group 1 and 2 then between groups 1 a
and 1b. Results : No statistically significant difference was found between
group 1 and 2 for age, sex-ratio, body mass index, smoking habits and serum
lipids, diabetes duration, glycemic control as well as casual BP. The mean
systolic and diastolic 24-AMBP values were significantly higher in group 2
versus group 1 (24 h-SBP: 128±15 vs 115±14 mmHg, p<0.001 and 24 h-
DBP: 77±8 vs 73±7, p<0.05). Frequency of others complications was
significantly lower in group 1. Blood pressure evaluated by clinical measure
and 24-AMBP did not differ significantly between groups 1 a and 1 b. Patients
of group lb were older than those of group is (61±14 vs 51.7±15.8 years,
p<0.05) and diabetes duration was higher (21±7 vs 15.6±10.1 years, p<
0.02). Conclusion : This study confirms the influence of BP level on the
frequency of type 1 diabetes complications. Using 24h-AMBP and
considering our results, a level of 24h-SBP lower than 115±14 mmHg and
24h-DBP lower than 73±7 should to be able to reduce this frequency.
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HYPERINSULINEMIA, CAROTID ATHEROSCLEROSIS AND LEFT
VENTRICULAR HYPERTROPHY IN HYPERTENSIVES AND CONTROLS.
AO. Rantala, M. Paivansalo, M. Lilja, H. Kauma, MJ. Savolainen, A.
Reunanen, YA. Kesaniemi, Department of Internal Medicine, Department of
Radiology, University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland

High serum insulin levels have been associated with atherosclerotic
vascular disease and incident hypertension in the multiple metabolic
syndrome (MMS). To examine the prevalence of MMS and
hyperinsulinemia in relation to left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) and
intima-media thickness (IMT) oral glucose tolerance test, bilateral carotid
ultrasonography and echocardiography were performed in a random
sample of middle-aged (40-59 yrs) hypertensive subjects (261 men (HM),
258 women (HW)), and in age-matched controls (259 men (CM) and 267
women (CW)). The prevalence of MMS was 3.8-35.3% in HM, 0.8-13.5% in
CM, 8.5-21.7% in HW and 0.8-5.6% in CW. Insulin correlated significantly
with LVH in HW and CW but the relation was confounded by body mass
index in multivariate analysis. The mean IMT among all the 1031 subjects
was 0.83 mm (SD 0.14) being 12% higher in men than in women
(p<0.001). In HM the amount of plaques was 28% higher (p<0.003) than in
CM. In HW there were 18% more plaques than in CW (ns). IMT was
correlated significantly to age, LDL cholesterol (LDL), LVH, systolic blood
pressure (SBP) and pack-years of smoking. In univariate analysis age-
adjusted insulin parameters showed a negative correlation with IMT in HW
(p<0.03) and in HM (p<0.06). In stepwise regression analysis after
adjustment for age, BMI, LDL, and SBP only 2-hour insulin tended to be
negatively correlated with IMT (p=0.055). We conclude that in contrast to
conventional risk factors such as age, LDL, SBP and smoking, insulin had
no independent contribution to the extent of carotid atherosclerosis and
LVH in this cross-sectional population-based study.
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DUPUYTREN'S DISEASE IN DIABETIC PATIENTS: ASSOCIATION
WITH ATHEROSCLEROTIC VASCULAR DISEASES
IM Kantola, JSA Viikari, T Ronnemaa and PET Arkkila
Turku University Central Hospital, Turku, Finland

Previous studies have shown an association between diabetes related microvascular
complications and Dupuytren's disease (DD). This study aimed to clarify if DD
was also associated with macrovascular diseases in diabetic patients. We examined
297 type 1 (age±SD 33.2±10.0 years) and 139 type 2 (61.3±12.3 years) diabetic
patients. History of myocardial infarction (MI), coronary heart disease (CHD),
cerebrovascular disease (CeVD) and peripheral vascular disease (PVD) were
evaluated. DD was present in 14% of both type 1 and 2 diabetic subjects. Type 1
diabetic patients with DD were older and had had diabetes longer than those
without DD, whereas in type 2 no association between DD and age or duration of
diabetes was found. There was no association between control of diabetes (HbA,J
and the presence of DD. Proportion (%) of atherosclerotic vascular diseases in type
1 and 2 diabetic subjects with and without DD are shown in the table.

Prevalence of atherosclerotic vascular disease (%)
No DD With DD No DD With DD

Type 1 Type 2
MT 2 7* MI 17 30
Cl-]D 6 12 C1{D 39 60
CeVD 2 7* CeVD 20 40
PVD 12 30** PVD 25 39
*p<0.05 and **p<0.01, compared to diabetic subjects without DD.

Conclusions: Type 1 diabetic subjects with DD had a history of MI, CeVD and
PVD more frequently than subjects without DD, but these associations were fully
explained by the age of diabetic subjects (logistic regression analysis). No
significant association between DD and atherosclerotic vascular diseases was found
in type 2 diabetic subjects.

1806

INFLUENCE OF DIABETES ON DEVELOPMENT OF CARDIO-

GENIC SHOCK DURING ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION.
M. Ohta, T. Takano, H. Yokoyama, N. Fujita, K. Tanaka, N. Mori,

Y. Tomita, J. Nejima, M. Takayama, H. Hashimoto, M. Ohtake,

T. Aramaki, and H. Hayakawa. Nippon Medical School, Tokyo,
Japan.

To clarify the relation between diabetes mellitus (DM) and cardio-
genic shock (CS), clinical data of 458 consecutive pts hospitalized

with acute myocardial infarction (AMI) were retrospectively
analysed. Of 71 pts who developed CS, 52 had pre-hospital CS
(PCS) and 19 in-hospital CS (ICS). Incidence of DM was not dif-
ferent between PCS, ICS, and non-CS (NCS) pts (32.2%, 31.6%,
and 26.1%, respectively). However, a subgroup of ICS pts with
aggravating pump failure (n=10) had significantly higher incidence
of DM compared with another subgroup of ICS pts with re-infarc-
tion (n=9)(60.0% vs 0 %, P<0.05). Mean of maximum CPK excur-

sion (max-CPK during re-infarction minus that on admission) in

ICS pts with re-infarction was significantly greater than that in NCS

pts with re-infarction (4986 ± 58261U/I vs -737 ± 16261U/I,
P<0.001), indicating larger size of infarcts in the former group.

Elapsed time after admission to CS in each individual of ICS with
pump failure was less than 24 hours , whereas ICS pts with re-
infarction developed CS in 3.2±1.9 hospital days. It is concluded
that the influence of DM is more likely on cardiac performance than

on cardiac vasculature in already infarcted heart, and that diabetic
pts with AMI are at high risk of developing CS due to pump failure
within 24 hours after admission.
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COMPUTERIZED EVALUATION OF PERIPHERAL VASCULAR
DISEASE IN THE CLINICAL PRACTICE: THE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN ANCKLE BRACHIAL INDEX (ABI) AND DOPPLER
CONTINUOUS WAVE (DCW).
PiaruIE F., Bax G. , Fagherazzi C., Fedele D.
Dept of Internal Medicine Chair Diseases of Metabolism Padua University
Italy
The diagnosis of peripheral arterial disease is often made late in patients with
diabetes. The consensus conference (Diabetes Care 16: 1199,1993) recommends to
evaluate with DCW and/ or ABI all patients with more than 10 years of disease.
These techniques can sometimes produce wrong diagnosis (NEJM 335:46,1996)
above all in patients with diabetes where there are a lot of confounded factors
(neuropathy, Monckeberg's sclerosis). We evaluated the agreement with K of Cohen
between ABI, found with a new computerized system with three pletismographic
probes, and DCW to verify if this new tool could useful to screen correctly peripheral
arterial disease. 700 type2 diabetes patients were studied with ABI at rest and after
exercise and DCW on leg arteries. K test was applied in 246 patients selected in
four different groups: ABI very high (>1.20), normal (1-1.20) , borderline (0.80-
0.99), small (<0.80) and with equal duration of disease. The agreement (K) (5°-95°
C.I.) was evaluated in these different clinical studies between ABI's and arterial DCW
(normal or post occlusive signals). ABI's variability was 10-12%

N	 age	 Duration of Disease	 ABI at the rest K ( I.0 5°-95°)
40	 69+_7	 9+_3	 0.66+15	 0.89- 0.90
68	 69+7	 9+2	 0.88+.06	 0.74- 0.85
96	 65+6	 9+2	 1.06+.05	 0.98- 0.99
42	 61+7	 9+3	 1.28+08	 1

In patients with diabetes ABI could produce wrong diagnosis (in 15-20%) of
borderline situations respect DCW analysis. For screening peripheral arterial disease
this new computerized tool produce a correct diagnosis without operator dependence
problems of DCW. But borderline situation the specialized vascular assessment
need.

1808

THROMBOLYTIC THERAPY IN DIABETICS WITH ACUTE
MYOCARDIAL INFARCTIONS
K Shotliff, M Ferrar and SS Nussey. Dept of Endocrinology and
Diabetes, St George's Hospital, London, UK.
Thrombolysis of diabetic patients with acute myocardial infarctions
(MI) saves 37 lives per 1000 treated but may be withheld
inappropriately. We wished to see whether this occured in our unit.
We examined the medical records of all patients admitted to this
hospital with an acute MI, from 4/95 to 3/96, to see who did not
receive thrombolytic therapy. Of the 244 patients records examined,
47 (19.3%) were known to have diabetes (8 receiving insulin, 37 oral
agents, 2 diet alone) with 28% (13/47) receiving thrombolysis
compared to 39% (76/197) of the non-diabetics. Only 1/3 of patients
were thrombolysed within 30 minutes of admission. In the diabetic
group reasons for withholding thrombolysis were: 57.4% late
presentation (32% in non-DM), 6.4% non-Q wave infarct and 4.3%
contraindications. Two patients (4.3%) in the diabetic group, and 4
(2%) of the non-diabetic group, should have received thrombolysis
but did not. In our unit the majority of patients are appropriately
thrombolysed but the door to needle time needs to be reduced.
Diabetic patients present later with a median duration of symptoms
prior to admission of 15 hours compared to 6 hours in the non-DM.
Improved education of both doctors and patients is needed to ensure
earlier presentation and more rapid initiation of therapy.

1809
ULTRASOUND WAVEFORM COMPLEXES IN DORSALIS PEDIS AND
POSTERIOR TIBIAL ARTERIES IN DIABETIC PATIENTS ASYMPTOMATIC FOR
PERIPHERAL VASCULAR DISEASE
M J CICHERO AND C H LEE, TOA PAYOH HOSPITAL, SINGAPORE

Occlusive peripheral vascular disease is responsible for the development of ischemic
foot lesions in diabetic patients. Examination of waveform complexes obtained with
doppler ultrasound, particularly of their phasic characteristics, may be useful in the
assessment of the peripheral vascular system in diabetic patients. The identification
of diabetic patients with asymptomatic peripheral vascular disease may allow the
institution of early preventive measures to retard progression. In patients who
already have foot ulcers, ultrasound assessment of the perpheral vessels is helpful in
prognosticating disease outcome and directing clinical management. We compared
the doppler ultrasound waveform complexes of a cohort of 11 diabetic patients
versus a age-matched control group of 6 nondiabetic patients. Inclusion criteria for
the study group were: duration of diabetes of at least five years, age range between
35 to 65 years, no cigarette smoking, and no previous history of intermittent
claudication, rest pain or foot ulceration. The control group was matched for all these
criteria apart from diabetic status. The mean HbA, C in the diabetic group was 9.4%
compared to 5.3% in the control group (p<0.01). The dorsalis pedis and posterior
tibial arteries in both lower limbs were studied using a ES1000SPM doppler
ultrasound (Hadeco, Japan). A trace of 5 to 6 waveform complexes was obtained
and recorded for each of the four arteries in each subject. Using a calibrated rule, the
height of the first deflection in the waveform complex (the A wave), corresponding
to flow velocity in the vessel, was measured. The phasic pattern of the waveform,
particularly of the succeeding waves (B and C waves) in the complex, was also
analyzed. We found that the mean height of the A wave in both left and right
posterior tibial arteries in the diabetic group was significantly reduced compared to
the control group (left posterior tibial 14.9 vs 24.4 cm/s, P<0.05, right posterior tibial
16.3 vs 29.7 cm/s, p<0.01). There was no significant difference in this study in the A
wave height of the dorsalis pedis arteries between study and control subjects.
Diabetic patients had flatter succeeding B and C waves, suggesting a loss of
elasticity and compressibility in the arterial walls. We conclude that asymptomatic
diabetic patients may have significant stenosis in their foot vessels, and that
ultrasound vascular assessment may be useful in risk stratification.

1810
CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASE IN DIABETICS: AN EXPERIENCE AT
BIRDEM HOSPITAL

H. Sirajul, A.R. Khan, T. Ahmed and A. Haque. Bangladesh Institute of
Research and Rehabilitation in Diabetes, Endocrine and Metabolic Disorders
(BIRDEM), Dhaka, Bangladesh

From March `95 to August `96, Medical Unit I received 105 cases of NIDDM
patients of acute onset cerebrovascular disease. Of them 71 (M:F = 64:7)
under went CT scan of brain to determine the type of lesion. Factors, such
as age, sex, duration of diabetes, hypertension, smoking habit, aspirin
intake, cardiac lesion, plasma lipids etc. were studied to find their relation
with the pattern of CT lesion and outcome. The study documented infarction
is the main form of lesion, haemorrhage is the major killer, hypertension is a
common feature in all type. Cardiac lesion is more prominent infarction
group. Duration of diabetes mellitus was more in infarction group than in the
rest. Mean age of different type of lesions were almost identical.
Cerebrovascular disease is a major problem in which a diabetic is crippled in
moments is being encountered at BIRDEM Hospital round the year in a large
number. Considering this the present study was designed to see the pattern
of lesion in our NIDDM cerebrovascular disease patients and also to
evaluate the factors related to course and outcome in them. The patients
were selected from the admitted patients of acute onset cerebrovascular
complications of NIDDM.
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CARDIAC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY HAS A HIGHER PREDICTIVE VALUE FOR CARDIAC

EVENTS THAN SILENT MYOCARDIAL ISCHEMIA

P. Valensi, B. Harfouche, R.N Sachs, B. Lormeau, J. Panes, F. Paycha, M.
Leutenegger and J.R Attali. Endocrinology-Diabetology-Nutrition, Jean Verdier
Hospital, Bondy ; Robert Debre Hospital, Reims ; Nuclear Medicine, Louis
Mourier Hospital, Colombes, France.

The predictive value of silent myocardical ischemia (SMI) is not well known for
diabetic subjects. The prognostic value of cardiac autonomic neuropathy (CAN)
has been strongly suggested in the literature but has not yet been determined
according to the presence or absence of ischemic heart disease. The aim of this
study was to analyse the predictive value of these two complications of diabetes in
a series of 63 patients, who had been followed for from 4 to 7 years, 52 NIDD's
and 11 IDD's, with , 2 additional cardiovascular risk factors without end-stage
renal failure. Evidence of SMI was found in 18 of them during the initial
assessment (exercise ECG, thallium dipyridamole myocardial scintigraphy and
ECG recording for 48 hours) : 7 had significant stenoses on the coronary
angiography, 9 had a normal coronary angiography and 2 refused this examination.
Evidence of CAN was found in 26 of the 63 patients by means of 3
parasympathetic tests (Valsalva, deep-breathing, lying-to-standing). The frequency
of CAN was not significantly different in the patients with SMI (5/18), in
particular those with stenoses (2/7), and in the patients without SMI (21/45). A
major cardiac event occurred in 4 patients (death, pulmonary edema, myocardial
infarction), all of whom had CAN and two of whom had SMI. A noncardiac
vascular event (stroke or amputation) occurred in 4 patients, one of whom had
CAN and two SML This study does not provide positive proof of the involvement
of cardiac neuropathy in the silent clinical aspect of the ischemic heart disease but
suggests that CAN has a predictive value for a poor medium-term cardiac
prognosis, independent of the presence of ischemic heart disease.
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CLINICAL EVALUATION OF CEREBROVASCULAR ACCIDENT
WITH NIDDM.
H. M. Lee, S. H. Kwon and S. J. Lee.
Kangbuk Samsung Hospital, Seoul, Korea.

In patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus(NIDDM), the
risk of cerebrovascular accident(CVA) is known to be increased.
Therefore, we evaluated the significances of variables with respect to
the risk of CVA in NIDDM patients. We assessed retrospectively these
variables in 160 subjects(82 men, 78 women), divided into 3 groups; 90
CVA with NIDDM patients(50 men, 40 women), 40 NIDDM patients(17
men, 23 women) and 30 CVA patients(15 men, 15 women). We found
that the mean values of cholesterol(5.15±0.83 mmol/L), triglyceride(2.29
±0.21 mmol/L) and blood pressure(systolic B.P 158.5±30.9 mmHg,
diastolic B.P 97.5±17.3 mmHg) were higher in CVA with NIDDM
patients than the others(p<0.05). There were high incidences of lacunar
infarcts in NIDDM patients(57.8%). But, there were no significances in
the other variables(p>0.05). Thus, we suggest that hypertension,
hypercholesterolemia and hypertriglyceridemia in NIDDM patients could
be associated with increase in the risk of CVA.

1813
QT INTERVAL LENGTH AND QT DISPERSION AS PREDICTORS OF
MORTALITY IN NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
M.-A. Gall, A. Sato', A. Major-Pedersen, L. Breum', P.K. Christensen', P.
Rossing', A. Pietersen 2 , J. Kastrup 2 and H: H. Parving'. 'Steno Diabetes Center,
Gentofte, 2Cardiological Laboratory, Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark.
The aim of our prospective study was to evaluate the impact of the QT interval
length and the QT dispersion on mortality in all (n=328) Caucasian NIDDM
patients <65 years of age, attending our clinic in 1987. A resting ECG was
recorded at baseline. Normoalbuminuria (urinary albumin excretion (UAE) <30
mg/24 h) was present in 191, microalbuminuria (UAE 30-299 mg/24 h) in 86, and
macroalbuminuria (UAE >_300 mg/24 h) in 51 patients at baseline. Mean age at
entry was 54 ± 9 (SD) years. The minimum and the maximum QT intervals were
measured in a 12-lead ECG and corrected for heart rate (QTc-min and QTc-
max). QTc dispersion was defined as the difference between QTc-max and QTc-
min. QTc-max was 450 (362-671) (median (range)) ms and QTc dispersion was
56 (0-268) ms. 61% (199/328) of the patients had prolonged QT interval defined
as QTc-max >_440 ms. During the 9-year follow-up period 100 (30%) patients
had died; 44 patients from cardiac causes. 38% of patients with prolonged QT
interval had died compared with 19% of patients with QTc-max within the normal
range, p<0.05. Cox proportional hazard analyses revealed the following indepen-
dent predictors of death:

Mortality (relative risk (95% Cl))
All-cause (N=65)	 Cardiac (N=29)

Sex (males) - 2.30 (1.15-4.49)
LogUAE (factor 10) 1.69 (1.33-2.14) -
Age (1 yr) 1.08 (1.04-1.11) 1.09 (1.03-1.14)
HbA 1 ^ (1%) 1.14 (1.03-1.26) 1.19 (1.02-1.38)
QTc-max (1 ms) 1.005 (1.000-1.010) 1.007 (0.999-1.014)
s-cholesterol (1 mmol/l) 1.12 (1.00-1.24) 1.25 (1.08-1.45)
Systolic BP (1 mm Hg) 1.009 (1.000-1.018) 1.01 (1.00-1.03)
Duration of diabetes (1 yr) - 1.05 (1.01-1.09)

P=0.07

we conclude that longer QT interval, but not increased QT dispersion indicate
an increased mortality risk in NIDDM patients.

1814

ROLE OF FIBRINOGEN ON PATHOGENESIS OF THE STROKE
IN NIDDM PATIENTS.
A.Becerra, A.Luengo', E,Lopez, F.Almod6var, N.Palacios, G.Piedrola
and A.Hernandez2 .Ramon y Cajal and 'La Princesa Hospitals,Madrid,
2Dr.Peset Hospital,Valencia; Spain.
In order to examine the role of the fibrinogen (FB) on the pathogenesis
of the stroke in NTDDM patients we studied 32 consecutive patients
with previous isquemic stroke confirmed with cranial CT, that have
been examined at 48 hours of the stroke. We analized plasma glucose
(PG), cholesterol (CH), triglycerides (TG), HDL-, LDL-, VLDL-
cholesterol (VLDL), apolipoprotein (apo) Al and apo B, and FB [all by
standard methods] levels, matched for age, sex, body mass index and
arterial pressure in two groups, diabetics (n=16) and non-diabetics
(n=16). The results obtained have been processed by the mean and
standard deviation and the correlation between all them. The results
were: PG 12.2±4.6 vs 5.5±0.6 mmol/l (p<0.01); CH 5.3±1.0 vs 5.1±1.2
nnnol/l; TG 3.0±0.6 vs 2.9±0.8 nunol/l; HDL 0.9±0.2 vs 1.1±0.3
mmol/1; LDL 3.8±0.9 vs 3.4±1.1 mmol/1; VLDL 0.6±0.1 vs 0.6±0.2
mmol/l; apo Al 1.55 ±0.27 vs 1.51±0.27 g/l; apo B 1.31±0.23 vs
1.16±0.19 g/l, and FB 2.72±1.44 vs 5.34±1.49 g/l (p<0.01), in the
diabetic and non-diabetic groups, respectively. We find a positive
correlation (r=0.7; p<0.01; n=16) between FB and PG levels in the non-
diabetic group, but not in the diabetic group (r=0.1). FB levels were
lower in diabetic group than in non-diabetic group. The PG levels in
acute phase of the stroke are correlated with FB levels only in non-
diabetic group. Our results suggest a slight influence of the FB levels on
the acute phase of the stroke in N DDM patients.
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QTc INTERVAL AND QT DISPERSION PROLONGATION IN NIDDM
PATIENTS WITH AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
Y. K. Cho, S. H. Kwon, and S. J. Lee
Kangbuk Samsung Hospital, Seoul, Korea

To clarify whether QTc interval and QT dispersion can be employed
as objective and meaningful indicators for evaluating the severity of
diabetic autonomic neuropathy, we investigated the relationship between
NIDDM patients with diabetic autonomic neuropathy and QTc interval
prolongation suggested to be induced by imbalance of sympathetic
innervation on heart. Patients with NIDDM (n=60, age=61.18±10.4 yr),
nondiabetic controls(n=50, age=59.3±7.36 yr)were included in this study.
Performing standard cardiovascular autonomic function test (deep
breathing test, lying to standing test, cough test, postural BP drop
test), sixty NIDDM patients are divided into 3 groups (group I :normal
n=3, II :borderline n=10, III :abnormal n=47)by the degree of diabetic
autonomic neuropathy.We measured QT,QTc interval and QT dispersion
in each diabetic group and nondiabetic control subjects. Statistically
significant difference was observed in QTc interval and QT dispersion
between diabetic and nondiabetic control group as followings ; Patients
group QTc interval 435.7±37, controls 418.6±34 (msec) (p=0.015),
QT dispersion 48.43±9.332, 39.41±6.277 (msec) (p=0.001) respectively.
Furthermore, significant difference was observed in comparing three
diabetic groups. These data provide further evidence of a relationship
between the presence and severity of diabetic autonomic neuropathy
and degree of QTc interval and QT dispersion prolongation.We suggest
this QTc interval, QT dispersion prolongation may offer relatively
prospective means of estimating diabetic autonomic neuropathy in
patients with NIDDM.

1816
INSULIN RESISTANCE IN CORONARY ARTERY
DISEASES AND CEREBRAL INFARCTION.
Y.Harano, M.Suzuki, A.Kanazawa, K.Ryomoto, D.Zhao and

K.Shinozaki*. Dept, Atherosclerosis, Metab & Clin Nut,
National Cardiovascular Center, Osaka, Japan. *3rd Dept.
Med., Shiga University of Medical Science, Otsu, Japan.

In non-diabetic, non-obese, physically active patients with
coronary artery diseases(CAD) or atherothrombotic
cerebral infaretion(A-CI), insulin sensitivity determined
by SSPG method using Sandostatin was significantly
reduced(40-50%).	 CAD includes both vasospastic(VS)
and obstructive coronary diseases(OAP). 	 The insulin
resistance correlated with the carotid intima-media
thickness determined ultrasonographically in VSAP and
the degree of stenosis in OAP respectively. In A-CI, the
resistance is correlated with low HDL-chol and low ratio of
LDL-chol/LDL-ApoB, indicating the preponderance of
small dense LDL. Compensatory hyperinsulinemia has
been observed and subjects with these vascular lesions
suffer from vicious cycle of potentialing multiple risk
factor syndrome as well as tendency for developing
diabetes. Efforts to maintain normal insulin sensitivity
are particularly important to correct the vicious cycle and
to prevent the initiation as well as progression of coronary
and atherothrombotic cerebral diseases.

1817
HYPERGLYCEMIA, DIABETES AND AUTONOMIC CARDIAC DYSFUNCTION.
R.P. Stolk, M.C. de Bruyne, and D.E. Grobbee.
Department of Epidemiology, Utrecht University & Department of Medical
Informatics, Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands.

We studied the association between glucose and autonomic cardiac function
in a sample of 774 participants of the Rotterdam Study, a population based
prospective cohort study. An oral glucose tolerance test was performed at
baseline and at the follow-up examination after 2.1 years (range 1.2-4.51.
Cardiac autonomic function was assessed at follow-up by the heart-rate
responses on deep breathing and standing. At baseline the mean age was
64.4 years (SD 5.2), and random serum glucose 7.1 mmol/l (2.71. Mean
fasting glucose at follow-up was 6.2 mmol/l (1.71.

Glucose	 at	 baseline	 was
associated with a lower response to
deep breathing: the age-adjusted
regression coefficient was -3.5
mmol/l per millisecond difference
195%CI -6.2; -0.8, p<0.01(. The
association with glucose at follow-up
was -5.8 mmol/l per ms (-10.0; -1.5,
p<0.01(. The same trends were
observed for HbAlc, while insulin
level showed no association, nor at
baseline or follow-up. The age-adjusted difference during deep breathing
according to glucose tolerance (normal, impaired, diabetes) is given in the
figure. In subjects with diabetes cardiac autonomic function was significantly
impaired compared to normal subjects Ip<0.01). This was more evident in
the cross-sectional analyses. All associations remained after adjustment for
gender, body mass index or blood pressure. When using the heart rate
responses after standing essentially the same results were obtained.

These results indicate that cardiac autonomic dysfunction, while
associated with hyperglycemia, is the same in newly diagnosed as treated
diabetes patients, suggesting that it is related to concurrent glucose levels.

1818
ESTIMATED PREVALENCE OF DIABETES MELLITUS IN ACUTE CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASE PATIENTS:

THE CAPTURE-RECAPTURE METHOD

I Lessa, PA Mangieri, E A Reale, J Melo. Instituto de Saude Coletiva, Federal
University of Bahia, Brazil
Diabetes Mellitus (DM) has a high prevalence and is an important risk and prognostic
factor for Cerebrovascular disease (CbVD) in Salvador. It is widely underestimated in
acute CbVD patients. On the other hand, CbVD is the main cause of death in Brazil and
Salvador has the highest standardized incidence rate reported in western countries. The
study aim was to estimate the "prevalence" of DM among incident cases of CbVD using
the capture-recature (C-R) method. Data sources: lab/ glycemia results for CbV patients
and; medical records of CbV patients for identification of self-reported history of DM.
Criteria for DM lab-test: glycemia value ?160mg/dl for patients with either negative,
positive out of treatment or unknown reported history of DM and any glycemic value for
those with self-reported DM with comproved past or present treatment. Chapmann C-R
method and 95% C I were used. The medical records data were corrected by excluding
6.6% of cases (probability of a DM positive history in nondiabetic CbVD patient). The
C-R method was applied to the 3 medical assistance sectors.  Results and conclusions '
Among 1227 CbVD patients there were 331 DM cases in both sources and for the 3
assistance sectors. This figure corresponds to 70% of ascertainment of the estimated
uncorrected value (n=470, CI: 406-538). The corrected identifyed value was 324 and the
estimated = 454, CI= 399-509. The uncorrected and corrected "prevalences" were 27%
and 26,4% and its estimated correspondents = 38.3%(CI: 33-44) and 37%(CI: 32.5-
41.5). The lowest ascertainment probability was found in the public assistance sector
Since the frequencies of questioning for DM and Lab-tests for glycemia were lower than
those expected (_ 100%), the C-R method was of great value to showing a) the expected
"prevalence" of DM among CbVD patients; b) the quality of medical assistance for
CbVD/DM inpatients; c) and to allert to possible unnecessary death in unrecognized and
untreated diabetic patients with CbVD. As prevalence of DM and incidence of CbVD
increase with age, this may explain the high "prevalence" of DM among CbV
patients.These results maybe used to the improvement of DM and cardiovascular disease
programs and the quality of medical assistance.
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FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THE DEVELOPMENT OF AUTONOMIC

NEUROPATHY IN DIABETES MELLITUS: A HEART RATE VARIABILITY
STUDY

H.Kudat(l $.Demireltr), K.Karfidag(2), V.Akkayaill, AB.Sozen^^1 M.Ozcanl'
D.Atilganu) LSatman^'t O.Guven, M.T.Ydmaz(t, F.Korkut(') . (')Istanbul
University School of Medicine Cardiovascular Research Center, BDivision of
Diabetes, Department of Internal Medicine, Istanbul, Turkey.
One of the effect of diabetes on cardiovascular system with implications on
prognosis is its potential to create autonomic neuropathy. For this reason 24 hour
Holter recordings were examined for heart rate variability, a method gaining
acceptance in the diagnosis of autonomic neuropathy. The study group comprising
of 8 Type 1 and 19 Type 2 diabetic, 13 male and 14 female, with a mean age of
47.5± 10.9 (Range 30-70) (Group 1) was compared to 19 healty controls, 7 male,
12 female with a mean age of 47.8± 10.4 (Range 20-60)(Group 2). Age is not
significantly different between groups. The heart rate variability parameters of the
erouns and their sienificance are as follows:

Group 1 Group 2 p value
Mean heart rate 78.96 f 8.80 77.16 ± 6.60 0.45
Mean NN 762.11 ± 86.1 786.16 ± 67.7 0.31

SDNN 102.81± 45.3 152.10 ± 42.9 0.001

SDANN 94.22 ± 41.96 138.36 ± 42.24 0.001

SD 35.44 ± 16.70 61.42 ± 15.93 0.0001

rMSSD 18.44± 8.68 35.42 ± 14.08 0.0001

NN50 3.08± 4.42 11.19±8.61 0.001

This results show that spectral analysis parameters of sympathic and parasympatic
nervous system activity is decreased in diabetic patients compared to controls. There
is no correlation between glycaemic control as assessed by HbAlc and heart rate
variability parameters. When diabetic patients were grouped according to presence
or absence of diabetic complications, patients with diabetic retinopathy and to a
lesser extent patients with diabetic nephropathy and neuropathy formed a subgroup
of diabetics with more severely affected heart rate variability parameters. We
concluded that heart rate variability parameters for symphatic and parasymphatic
nervous system activity were impaired in diabetics and this impairment was most
excessive in the subgroup of diabetic patients with retinopathy.

1820
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CAROTID ARTERY PLAQUE AND
CEREBRAL INFARCTION IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM

T.S.PARK, K.H.LEE and H.S.BAEK

Chonbuk National University Medical School, Chonju, Korea

The aim of this study was to investigate the relationships
between extracranial carotid artery plaque and cerebral infarction
using non-invasive B-mode ultrasonography brain computed
tomography and MRI in patients with NIDDM. Ultrasound high
resolution B-mode imaging of carotid arteries was conducted on
cerebral infarction patients with NIDDM and without NIDDM, to
define the plaque of carotid artery. Concurrently, total
cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, serum triglyceride and HbAic were
measured by standard laboratory technique. The incidence of
cerebral infarction was increased in relation to extracranial
carotid artery plaque existence. The frequency of carotid artery
plaque was higher than in NIDDM patients with cerebral
infarction(63% vs 35%, p<0.05). There was no significant
difference in existence of carotid plaque in NIDDM patients and
non diabetic patients with CVD. Multiple regression analysis
showed that development of cerebral infarction in NIDDM
patients was positively related to hypertension,
hypercholesterolemia and carotid plaque. Existence of carotid
plaque is closely related to cerebral infarction. So early detection
of extracranial carotid plaque by B -mode ultrasonography is
very useful to predict cerebral infarction in NIDDM patients.

1821
JUST TO FIND THE BEST NON-INVASIVE METHOD WHILE
COMPARING CARDIAC STATUS IN NIDDM AND IDDM!
N.Keser.M.Qzyazar.F.Ayan.S.t elebi.,N.Sarm.aci and N.Barta+cak.
University of IstanbulCerrahpaga Medical Faculty,lstanbul-Turkey
The aim of the study is to find the best non-invasive method to
compare cardiac status in diabetics.15 patients with IDDM and 14
patients with NIDDM (without hypertension or any other cardiac
problem)are compared according to following parameters;Age,duration
of DM, HbA1C, albuminuria, lipid profile; Echocardiographically
obtained	 Left	 Ventricular	 Mass	 Index	 (LVMI	 reflects	 LV
hypertrophy),Ejection Fraction (EF reflects systolic function),EIA ratio
(reflects diastolic function obtained from doppler flow velocities of the
mitral valve,where E=peak LV inflow in early diastole and A=flow in
late diastole with atrial filling), Late potentials (including
t-QRS, RMS, HFLA parameters obtained from Signal Averaged ECG
which is a strong predictor of arrhythmia) and QT-dispersion (OTd) In
ECG that is claimed to be related to autonom neuropathy and reflect
high risk of sudden death.(OTd=QTmax- QTmin)._ g _ * LVMI	 EIA * 	QTd	 AlbuminurijiRlA)

(year)	 (Nc90 g/m2) (N>1) 	 (N<40ms)	 (Ne20miclmin)
NIDDM 57.1+7.8 126+34	 0a74027 37.8+233	 176.4+30.6
10DM 27.613.7 118.947.9 12510.32	 50+27.08	 28r+367

Late potentials (LP)
t- R5 	RMS ygit4g	 JIELk	"* 0.001

(N<114 ms) (N>20microvolt)	 (NG>Sms)	 *=p<0.05
1110DM 98.418.9	 76.5129.2	 25.748.6
10DM	 101.36.7	 91+172	 24+5.9
Although both groups had increased LVMI, there was no difference
between the parameters except for advanced age and diastolic
dysfunction (EIA <1) in NIDDM.Albuminuria was correlated to
LVMI(p<0.05) and LP in both groups and to QTd in IDDM.So,NIDDM
carries more risk for diastolic heart failure and both groups hold the
same risk for arrhytmia and sudden death which are correlated to
albuminuria.Serial follow up by echocardiography and albuminuria
especially in NIDDM and by OTd mainly in IDDM will be
convenient.

1822
CAROTID ARTERY STIFFNESS IN MICROALBUMINURIC IDDM.
J. Lambert, R.A. Smulders, M. Aarsen and C.D.A. Stehouwer. Dept. of
Internal Medicine, Academic Hospital Vrije Universiteit and Institute for
Cardiovascular Research, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

In IDDM microalbuminuria is a risk factor for the development of
atherosclerotic disease. We investigated arterial distensibility, as a marker of
functional or structural vessel wall properties, of the common carotid artery
in 24 microalbuminuric (MA) and 53 normoalbunrinuric (NA) IDDM
patients, and in 54 healthy control subjects (C) comparable for gender, age,
number of smokers and lipids. The IDDM patients were all normotensive
and had no signs of clinical vascular disease. Arterial distensibility was
measured with an echo-doppler method (Wall Track System). The
distensibility coefficient (DC) was different between the groups (MA:
21.6[SD7.5], NA: 24.8[5.9], C: 25.9[5.7] 101 3/kPa; P=0.018), based on lower
values in MA as compared to both other groups. In addition a difference in
body mass-index (MA:24.4[2.61, NA:23.8[2.7], C:22.1[2.1]kg/m 2 ;
P 0.0001), HbAlc (MA:8.8[1.3], NA:7.9[l.21, C:4.8[0.3]%; P<0.0001),
mean arterial pressure (MAP) (MA:93.5[7.9], NA:87.0[7.9],
C:83.9[7.3]mniHg; P<0.0001) and end-diastolic diameter (D)
(MA:6.54[0.86], NA:6.31[0.691, C:6.03[0.43]nun; P=0.0037) was observed.
Multiple regression analysis showed that only MAP, age and gender were
significant determinants of the DC. After taking these variables into
account, there was no difference left between the DC of the three groups.
Conclusions: The distensibility of the common carotid artery is decreased in
microalbuminuric, nonnotensive IDDM patients, as compared to
normoalbuminuric IDDM patients and healthy control subjects . Because the
groups were comparable for the significant determinants of DC with
exception of the MAP, it is suggested that the higher blood pressure in the
microalbuminuric patients might be the main cause of the difference in DC,
which seems not lobe caused by a change in vascular wall properties itself.
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1823
METFORMIN INCREASES TOTAL SERUM HOMOCYSTEINE LEVELS IN NON-
DIABETIC MALE PATIENTS WITH CORONARY HEART DISEASE.
SM Carlsen, a I Foiling, V Grill,' KS Bjerve a J Schneedeb and H Refsum. b University
Hospital of Trondheim,' Trondheim, Norway, and University of Bergen, b Bergen,
Norway.

Background: The metabolism of the CVD risk factor homocysteine (Hcy) depends on
the vitamins B6, B12 and folate. The peroral antidiabetic drug metformin reduces serum
vitamin B12 levels, and possibly also serum folate. Aim of the study: To investigate
whether metformin treatment affects serum total Hcy (tHcy) levels Design: 60 non-
diabetic male patients with cardiovascular disease were included in an open,
prospective, randomised study, During a four week run-in period, patients were given
diet and lifestyle advice, and treated with lovastatin 40 mg/day. At week 0 metformin in
doses up to 2000 mg/day was given to half the subjects. Lovastatin treatment was
continued throughout the study in both the metformin group (M) and the control group
(C). Total Hcy (tHcy), vitamin B12, folate and methylmalonic acid (MMA) were
measured. Results: Values given as mean ± SEM:

Variable Treat- Week 0 Change Metformin p Change Metformin p
ment week effect week effect

rou 0 to 12 1%I 0
tHcy C 128 ± 0.5 -04 ± 0.3 -1.6±0.3
(µmot/L) M 125 ± 0.5 0.5±03 7.2 0.02 00 ± 0.5 13.8 0.02

Vit B 12 C 362±16 6± 7 32±8
(pmol/IL) M 380 ± 16 -45± 10 -13.4 0.0001 -34±16 -17.7 0.000

Folate C 8.30±0.54 0.40±0.43 1 14±0.58
(nmol/L) M 8.66±0.57024 ±044 -2.0 ns. 0.50 ± 0 33 -8.0 0.06

MMA C 112±12 1±11
(nmol/L) M 122 ± 13 1 ± 14 0.0 ns.

Conclusion: Metformin treatment increases total homocysteine levels. Since MMA
levels are unaffected, it remains an open question whether the increase in tHcy levels
is secondary to reduced vitamin 612 levels, folate levels, or a combination of both.

1825
ANTITHROMOGENIC DRUG RETARED PROGRESSION OF SILENT
CEREBRAL INFARCTION (SCI) AND CAROTID ATHEROSCLEROSIS
S. Yoshida, T. Shinoda', N. Hakui', M. Kodama 2, T.Tsajino2, Y. Yamasaki2

Bell-Land Hospital, 2Osaka University School of Medicine, Osaka, Japan
AIM: Diabetics and IGT subjects showed advanced atherosclerosis and higher
incidence of cardiovascular diseases. However, there were no medication reported
to be effective in attenuating atherosclerosis in diabetics.
METHODS: A controlled randamized open trial was done on 53 subjects with
IGT and NIDDM. After baseline examination of carotid arterial wall thickness
(IMT) and number of T2-enhanced high intensity area (HIA) (diameter?: 5mm)
diagnosed by a radiologist on MRI brain imaging, an antithrombogenic drug,
cilostazol (100mg /day), was given for following 2 years on 26 subjects
(cilostazol group). The remaining 27 subjects were not given with any anti-
thrombogemc drugs (non-treatment group). After 2 years, IMT and number of
HIA were re-examined by the same physician.
RESULTS: At baseline examination, both groups showed no significant
differences in fasting plasma glucose level ( 111 ± 25 vs 125 ± 37 mg/dl), HbAlc
(6.4 t 1.5 vs 7.0 ± 1.8 %), fasting plasma insulin concentration, systolic and
diastolic blood pressure, serum lipid profiles, number of smokers, IMT, and
number of HIA. During follow-up period, annual increase rate of IMT was
significantly suppressed in cilostazol group, compared with non-treatment group
(0.016 + 0.020 vs 0.070 f 0.040 mm/yr, p<0 05). In non-treatment group,
averaged number of HIA increased from 0.34 + 0 11 to 0.91 t 0.22 In cilostazol
group, increase in number of HIA significantly (p<O.001) was suppressed (from
0.76±0.28to0.91f0.32).
CONCLUSION: Two-year administration of cilostazol effectively retarded
progression of carotid wall thickness and SCI in diabetics and IGT subjects IMT
and number of HIA are shown to be clinically useful parameters for evaluating
the effectiveness of medication on diabetic macroangiopathy.

1824
CAROTID INTIMA-MEDIA THICKNESS IN SUBJECTS
WITH IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
K.Keven, S.Gullu, M A.Gurses, S.Aytaq, G. Erdogan, N. Kamel
and V.T. Cesur. University of Ankara, Ankara, Turkey.
Cardiovascular mortality was significantly higher in subjects with
impaired glucose tolerance, although it has not been adequately
explained by known risk factors. Since abnormal vascular wall structure
could be a factor, we studied the carotid intima-media thickness (CIMT)
which has shown to have an association with the grade of
atherosclerosis, in 23 non-smoking glucose intolerant and 29 non-
smoking normal subjects. Both glucose intolerant and normal subjects
were similar in age (44±9 vs 39±9), body-mass index (29±4.5 vs 27±5),
LDL (122±19 vs 115±22 mg/dL), HDL-cholesterol (41±5 vs 42±4
mg/dL), triglyceride (129±50 vs 127±45 mg/dL), and blood pressure
(118±15 vs 121±16 mmHg systolic, 74±6 vs 77±8 mmHg diastolic).
There were no significant statistical differences between groups. Left
and right carotid arteries were scanned by a high resolution B-mode
ultrasonography using a 7.5 MHz transducer. Three measurements of
the intima media complex were taken from the far wall of the right and
left common carotid artery, two cm proximal to the bulb. The average of
the six measurements were evaluated. We found that impaired glucose
tolerant subjects had significantly higher carotid intima-media thickness
than the normal subjects (0.76±0.08 and 0.68±0.08 mm, respectively,
p<0.05). According to our data, although both groups were similar for
the risk factors of atherosclerosis, CIMT was significantly increased in
glucose intolerant subjects. In conclusion, it can be suggested that
increased CIMT may be an early evidence of the future macrovascular
disease even in glucose intolerant subjects.
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PREDICTORS OF THE VIBRATION PERCEPTION THRESHOLD
RISE TO LEVELS AT RISK FOR DIABETIC FOOT ULCERATION.
J. Anglada, L. Garcia-Pascual, M. Balsells, C. del Pozo and M. Millan.
Endocrinology Dep. Hosp.Mutua Terrassa.University of Barcelona (Spain)

Our aim was to assess predictive factors associated to a rise in vibration
perception threshold (VPT) to levels at risk for foot ulceration
(VPT>30V,Biothesiometer). A three years follow up, 325 diabetic patients
(76% women, age 62±11 y, diabetes duration 13.7±6 y) was made. After 3
years, VPT increased to values >30 in fifty out of 188 patients who had
VPT values <30 at the initial examination. Patients who shifted into
VPT>30, were older (63.6 ±8.5 vs 59±11.3 y; p<0.05), had longer diabetes
duration (15.5±2.5 vs 13.9±6.5 y; p<0.01), and had previous lower
anlde/braquial doppler index (ABI) (1.07±0.9 vs 1.13±0.16; p<0.05),
higher VPT (19.5±2.4 vs 18.2± 4.4; p<0.05), more clinical ischemia
(ischemic pain and pulses) (46 vs 25.7%; p<0.01) and more clinical
neuropathy (symptoms and Rydel tuning fork test) (44 vs 28.5%; p<0.05)
than those whose VPT remained <30 V. No differences were found in sex,
height, HbAlc and creatinine levels. In a multiple logistic regression
analysis, only clinical ischemia, ABI and clinical neuropathy remained as
independent factors associated to a VPT rise. We conclude that about 30%
of diabetic patients experience a short-medium term VPT clinically
significative change, being peripheral vascular disease an important
predictive factor for VPT deterioration.

1827
NITRIC OXIDE IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF DIABETIC FOOT ULCERS

Appleton I, Jude E', Boulton A and Ferguson M.W.J. School of Biological
Sciences, The University of Manchester and Department of Medicine /
Diabetes, Manchester Royal Infirmary`, Manchester, U.K.

Diabetic foot ulcers are a major clinical concern both in terms of cost and
debility to the patient and have been estimated to affect approximately 2%
of the diabetic population. The condition is more prevalent in males than
females (2:1) and in the most severe cases amputation may be necessary. In
view of the large numbers of the population affected by this condition an
understanding of the basic mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of the
disease is vital. Nitric oxide (NO) is a free radical involved in host defence
and vasodilatation of vascular smooth muscle. Recent evidence has implicated
NO in the tissue destruction of a number of diseases. In this study we have
therefore investigated the role of NO in diabetic foot ulcers. Age matched
(40-60yrs) control (n=12), diabetic (n=22) and diabetic foot ulcer patients
(n=11) were used in this study. Patients with evidence of predominant
peripheral vascular disease, severe uncontrolled hypertension and nephropathy
were excluded from the study. 6m1 blood samples were taken and plasma
nitrite levels determined by the Griess reaction. Results showed a significant
(P<0.0001) decrease in plasma nitrite levels in diabetics (4.5±0.7µM)
compared to controls (12.7±1.7µM). In contrast, diabetic foot ulcer patients
had a significantly (P<0.05) elevated plasma nitrite in comnparison to
diabetics. (P<0.05). Furthermore, there was a significant difference (P<0.01)
between male diabetic patients (6.4±0.751.tM nitrite) and females (1.8±1.7µM
nitrite). The finding of raised plasma nitrite in ulcer patients may implicate
NO in the pathogenesis of diabetic foot ulcers. Furthermore, males were
found to have higher nitrite levels than females, which may help to explain
the higher incidence of diabetic foot ulcers in men.
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DIABETICS WITH FOOT LESIONS AND AMPUTATIONS IN
REGION OF ,,HORNY LITNY OSTROV` IN YEARS 1993-95.
J.Vozar, J.Adamka,*P.Holeczy, and R. Seilingerova. Internal Dept.
Spec.in Diabetes, Samorin,and*Dept.of Surgery, ZnSP, Bratislava,
Slovak Republic.
We evaluated in a population based prospective study the incidence
and prevalence of diabetics with foot lesions and amputations after
establishment of Internal department specialized in diabetes and
podiatric clinic in our region in a year 1992. The number of
registered diabetics (RD) was 910, 1098,and 1205 ( 3,0, 3,6, and
3,9%) between 1993 and 1995 out of 30 592 total population (TP).In
the last three years prevalence of diabetics with foot lesions (Wagner
grade 2-5) increased from 62 to 98 /100 000 of TP (from 2,0 to 2,5%
of all RD) and incidence of diabetics with new lesions decreased from
49 to 26/100 000 of TP (from 1,6 to 0.6 % of all RD). The incidence
of repeated lesions also decreased. The prevalence of patients with
minor amputations(below Chopart) increased from 20 to 29 /100 000
of TP (from 0,7% to 0,7% of all RD) while the number of patients
with major amputations (Chopart and above ) decreased from 20 to
10/ 100 000 of TP (from 0,7 to 0,2% of all RD). The incidence of
patients with minor amputations increased from 3 to 10 /100 000 of
TP (from 0,1 to 0,2% of all RD) while the number of patients with
major amputations decreased from 7 to 0 /100 000 of TP (from 0,2to
0% of all RD). In conclusion the better educational and foot care in
our region substantialy decreased the number of patients with new
foot lesions and also a number of patients with major amputations.

1829
AUTOREGULATION OF THE SKIN MICROCIRCULATION IN
HEALTHY SUBJECTS AND DIABETIC PATIENTS WITHOUT AND
WITH VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS.
T. KHODABANDEHLOU 1 ; C LE DEVEHAT 12 ; M. VIMEUX 2
I Unite de Recherches d'Hemorheologie Clinique ; C.H. 58000 NEVERS
France - 2 Service Diabetologie-Endocrinologie-Nutrition, Centre Hospitalier
58000 NEVERS France
The skin microvascular autoregulatory capacity was investigated in 14 healthy
subjects, 21 diabetics without vascular complications and 29 with vascular
complications. To assess this capacity, changes in skin blood flux (SBF) were
recorded : • on the pulp of the 2nd finger during a 30-second venous stasis
induced by inflating a cuff at the base of the same finger to 50 mmHg ; • from
the dorsal surfaces of the foot and big toe during a 3-minute standing ; • from
the dorsal and plantar surfaces of the big toe during a passive lowering of
either leg from the hip, so that the foot was 50 cm below the midaxillary line.
SBF was measured at skin temperature, after acclimatization in 23±1°C, by
laser doppler fluxmetry (PF4 Perimed). In healthy subjects, the same degree of
microvascular vasoconstriction, i.e.same reduction in SBF, was observed
irrespective of the site of measurement and the procedure used. In diabetic
patients, the vasoconstriction elicited, on the pulp of the finger by venous
stasis was normal By contrast, the vasoconstrictor responses to standing or
lowering of the leg were impaired. In fact, there was in some patients, an
increased SBF instead of a decreased one during standing or lowering of the
leg. On average, a significant loss of the skin microvascular vasoconstriction
during standing or lowering the leg was observed even in patients without
complications. The loss was, however, more marked in patients with
complications. These findings indicate that an early alteration of
autoregulation is present in the skin microvasculature of diabetic feet, and is
related to the diabetic disease rather than to late diabetic complications. The
inability of diabetic skin microvasculature to respond normally to postural
changes may be an important factor initiating the development of the foot
complications.
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EVALUATION AND CLASIFICATItNI OF THE DIABETIC FOOT IN A RURAL CONUNITY
OF COSTA RICA
Gamboa A.Y., Salazar S., Nora C., Arguedas C. Intern Medicine Hospital
Mexico, San Jose, Costa Rica.

Introduction: The diabetic foot is a public health problem, we know
little about this problem in the rural areas. This study analyze
this problem' in the rural community of Costa Rica, Buenos Aires
de Palmares.
Materials and Methods: From the data collected by EBAIS (Basic
Equipment for Integrated Health Care), the diabetic feet were examined
with the PATON-A scale. The metabolic control was assessed by the
fasting glycemia media.
Results: 77 patients (154 feet) were examined, we found 74 feet (48%)
to be green (low risk), 72 (46.8%) were yellow (moderate risk) and
8 (5.2%) were red (high risk). In 58 patients both feet were
classified in the same category, in 30 both feet wew green, 13 had
one green and the other yellow. The 8 red feet: 2 patient had both
red, 5 had the other foot yellow and 1 had it green.
Table 1.
Feet Classifications and years of evolution of the Diabetes disease

Years of Decease	 No. of feet	 Feet classification

Green Yellow Red
0-4 62 42 20 0
5-9 42 16 21 1
10-14 28 12 12 4

15 20 2 15 3

All patients with feet had glycemia under 140 mg/dl and all with
red feet were over 140 mg/dl.

Conclusions: The more severe the classification of the diabetic
foot the worse glucemic control and the longer evolution of the
disease.

1831
THE ACUTE AND LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF ANTIPLATELET AGENTS
ON TRANSCUTANEOUS OXYGEN TENSION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
C. H. Tseng and T. Y. Tai. National Taiwan University Hospital, Taipei,
Taiwan.

To examine the acute and long-term effects of two antiplatelet agents,
aspirin and ticlopidine, on transcutaneous oxygen tension (PtcO2) in non-
insulin-dependent diabetic patients, 20 subjects (11 wonen and 9 men, aged
65.8±9.5 years) with baseline PtcO2 below 60 mmHg measured on the pulp
of the right big toes, were recruited. The acute effects of both drugs were
tested by measuring Ptc02 before and continuously for 2 hours after taking
either aspirin 100 mg or ticlopidine 250 mg; and then crossed over to the
other drugs 2 weeks later. Long-term effects were evaluated after randomly
dividing the subjects into 2 groups taking either aspirin 100 mg qd or
ticlopidine 250 mg bid for 3 months. The results are shown in Table 1. This
study showed beneficial effects of both aspirin and ticlopidine on PtcO2 in
diabetic patients after long-term usage, but no acute effects were observed.
Table 1. Acute and long-term effects of antiplatelet agents on transcutaneous
oxygen tension

Effects evaluated	 Antiplatelet agents
Aspirin	 Ticlopidine

Acute	 Before 27.9±6.9(n=17) 	 29.2±13.2(n=20)
After	 27.7±7.7	 28.9±12.6
p	 NS	 NS

Long-term	 Before 28.9±8.0(n=8)	 28.7±8.6(n=10)
After	 40.0±14.3	 39.3±12.0
p	 < 0.05	 < 0.05

Data expressed as mean ± SD and analyzed by paired t-test.
NS= non-significant

1832
CLINICAL OBSERVATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF
FOOT ULCERATIONS IN ASIAN PATIENTS.
D.C. du PREEZ AND J.WALSH. TAN TOCK SENG HOSPITAL,
SINGAPORE.
In June 1996 the Podiatry Clinic at Tan Tock Seng Hospital began
to collate information on new NIDDM patients with foot
ulcerations. Between June and November 1996, 62 patients were
registered. Of the 62 patients 14 had more than one foot ulcer, 15
had an amputation and four had neuropathic osteoarthropathy. The
aim of this study was to identify ulceration distribution of the foot
and link ulcer formation with footwear and other cultural aspects.
Of the 62 patients screened 38 (61.3%) were females and 24
(38.7%) male. Of the patients 47 (75.8%) Chinese, 11 (17.7%)
Indian and 4 (6.4%) Malay's registered. The mean age was 57.7
years (range 42-85). In total 76 ulcers were noted, 18 (23.7%) over
the plantar metatarsal area, 14 (18.4%) on the plantar surface of the
hallux, 12 (15.8%) under the first metatarsal head, 10 (13.2%) on
the apex of the digits and 8 (10.5%) on the dorsum of the digits.
The other 14 (18.4%) were distributed over the remainder of the
foot. A majority of the ulcers (71%) were located on the plantar
aspect of the foot and forefoot region. Of the 62 patients 56
(90.3%) walked barefoot at home and at temple and 51 (82%) had
been using incorrect footwear, such as slippers with interdigital
thongs or shoes that are ill fitting, have insufficient cushioning or
are worn out , adversely effecting patient foot biomechanics . From
this observation it is felt that with better education and
understanding of footcare and footwear many foot ulcerations are
preventable in the Asian population.

1833
INCREASED LACTATE PRODUCTION IN CHRONIC DIABETIC WOUND
FIBROBLASTS SHOWING DECREASED CELLULAR PROLIFERATION
K Hehenberger*, J. Heilborn**, K. Brismar*and A. Hanson*
*Department of Endocrinology, **Department of Dermatology and Venerology,
Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden
In non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM), insulin resistance is caused by
primary genetic and secondary metabolic factors. Hyperglycaemia on its own
induces insulin resistance by decreasing the numbers of glucose transporters, but
also by affecting the insulin receptor. There is a high risk of amputation due to
chronic diabetic foot ulcers possibly explained by the lack of granulation tissue
formation caused by impaired fibroblast activity. Hyperglycaemia increases
nonoxidative glycolysis, leading to increased lactate release. Patients with
physiologic hyperinsulinemia show increased lactate efflux peripherally. Fibroblasts
derived from chronic wounds in NIDDM-patients have decreased proliferation as
have normal fibroblasts grown in high glucose. In this study we wanted to further
explore the possible mechanisms explaining these observations. Fibroblasts were
derived from normal uninjured skin and chronic NIDDM wounds. Cellular
proliferation was measured by a fluorometric method using Hoechst dye. After the
addition of NIDDM fibroblast conditioned media to normal fibroblasts, it was found
that their proliferation was significantly decreased. Conditioned nedia from NIDDM
fibroblasts showed significantly higher lactate levels compared to conditioned media
from normal fibroblasts. D- but not L-lactate caused a dose-dependent decrease in
the proliferation of normal fibroblasts. There is an increase in lactate level in the
medium when normal fibroblasts are cultured in high glucose. In conclusion, the
decreased proliferation in fibroblasts derived from chronic NIDDM wounds and
normal fibroblasts cultured in high glucose is associated with altered glucose
utilisation, and more specifically increased non-oxidative metabolism. We suggest
that excessive lactate production may be of importance for the impaired healing
process seen in the chronic diabetic wound.
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EPIDEMIOLOGICAL SURVEY FOR THE DETECTION ON NON-TRAUMATIC
LOWER EXTREMITY AMPUTATIONS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS IN THE
UMBRIA REGION (ITALY)
L. Scionti, R. Norgtolini, G. Luca, F. Porcellati. A. Nicolucci and M. Massi
Benedetti on behalf of Cooperative Study Group of "Progetto Umbria Diabete",
Department of Internal Medicine, Endocrine and Metabolic Sciences, University of
Perugia. Italy

One of the five year targets of the Saint Vincent Declaration (SVD) is to reduce by
50% non-traumatic lower extremity amputations (LEAs) in diabetic patients. An
epidemiological observatory has been created in our region and an epidemiological
survey for the detection of all non-traumatic LEAs performed in Umbria was carried
out by the Cooperative Study Group CSG) of the Progetto Umbria Diabete (PUD).
The diabetic Centres of the region were involved in the study and an ad hoc protocol
was developed to collect data: the registries of all surgical (n°23) and Orthopedics
(n° 11) divisions were used to identify the subjects. Data were stored and analyzed
by our Department. In 1991 196 LEAs (n° 106 in diabetics and no 90 in normal
subjects) were performed in Umbria region. The incidence of LEAs in diabetic
subjects was 42.16/10000/year while in non diabetic was 1.77/10000/year. These
results, quite similar to those reported in the literature, are based upon a previous
epidemiological survey which indicated a prevalence of known diabetes mellitus of
3.1% in our region. According to the surgical records peripheral vascular disease
was the major cause of LEA for both diabetic and non diabetic patient. However the
infection of bones and/or soft tissue was present in at least 25% of LEAs carried out
in diabetic patient, whereas this happened only in 11% of LEAs in non diabetic
subjects. With the same methodology we collected information related to diabetic
and non diabetic patients who underwent LEA in 1992 (n°=204), 1993 (n°=200) and
1994 (n°=147). These results indicate a decrease of LEAs by 25% with a similar
decrease of incidence both in diabetics and non diabetics. These figures also
indicate: a) the usefulness of ad hoc sensitization plans which were developed during
the collection of the data, b) the possibility to reduce LEAs also in those areas which
provides a baseline satisfactory quality of care, c) the effectiveness of tertiary
intervention plans which non affected the glico-metabolic balance. The Cooperative
Study Group of the PUD aims to a further reduction of the incidence of LEAs
through primary and secondary intervention.
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BETA-1,3.D POLYGLUCOSE AND GROWTH FACTORS
IMPROVE WOUND HEALING IN DIABETES MELLITUS.
M.Berdal, R.Seljelid and T.G.Jenssen, University of Tromso, Tromso, Norway.
Healing of diabetic wounds is delayed not only by neuropathic changes and local
ischemia, but also by way of altered cellular mechanisms in the healing wound.
During the early phase of the healing process the macrophages infiltrate the
wound and take part in the inflammatory response by producing cytokines [e.g.
Tumor Necrosis Factor-a(TNF-a)] and growth factors [e.g. Platelet-Derived
Growth Factor (PDGF) and Insulin-like Growth Factor-1(IGF-1)]. Monocyte-
macrophage dysfunctions such as reduced chemotaxis and inappropriate
cytokine activity have been described in diabetes mellitus. Beta-1,3-D
polyglucose is known to improve macrophage chemotaxis and secretory
activity.The present study was undertaken to see if a ( 3-1,3-D polyglucose and b

PDGF +IGF-1 would improve wound healing. Cutaneous wounds were
established on the back of either diabetic(C57BI-db/db)- or non-diabetic (C57BI-
db/+)-mice. Five groups were studied: 1 db/db-mice with placebo wound
treatment (n=7, average blood glucose(BG) 24,2±3,2 mmol/l), 2 db/db-mice
treated with insulin (n=8, average BG 14,4± 4,5 mmol/1), 3 db/db-mice treated
locally with PDGF +IGF-1 (n=7, average BG 22,6±3,lmmol/l) 4 db/db-mice
treated locally with (3-1,3-D polyglucose (n=7, average BG 29,5±1,9mmol/1) and
5 non-diabetic control mice without treatment (n=10, average BG 8,6±0,7
mmol/I). Biopsies from untreated diabetic wounds showed decreased infiltration
of macrophages. The LPS-stimulated release of TNF-a from isolated peritoneal
macrophages was only 1/8 of that from non-diabetic mice. The percentage
reduction in wound area was after 10 days for group 1-5: 17±4, 18±7, 35±3, 37±7
and 58±5 % (mean±SEM, p<0,05). The corresponding results after 16 days
were:64±6, 62±5, 73±3, 71±7 and 96±1 % (p<0,05).  Conclusion: Macrophage
function as judged by TNF-a release, is impaired in diabetes. Topic applications
of (3 -1,3-D polyglucose or PDGF+IGF-1 in diabetic mice improve wound healing
significantly despite serious hyperglycemia.

1836
DIABETIC FOOT IN PRIMARY HEALTH CARE. A COMMUNITY

BASED STUDY.Gimbert RM, Mendez A.,Llussa J Tomas P,Cano JF, Roura P
and the GedapS Group Catalan Family and Community Medicine Society.
Barcelona (Spain)

Objectives: To asses prevalence of diabetic foot in Non-Insulin-Dependent
Diabetes Mellitus (NIDDM) in Primary Health Care and to analyze its relationship
with clinico-biological variables.Patients and Methods.- Cross-sectional study
carried out during 1993-94 in 76 PHC Centres, attending 1.256.193 adults . 2.595
NIDDM were selected by systematic sampling from 31.050 registered NIDDM.
Each patient contributed once (either with an ulcer/lesion or amputation) to this
study.Results: Diabetic foot was reported in 260 of the 2595 patients (10% , CI
95%: 8.85-11.15).Fifty-five patients (2.1%, CI: 1.55-2.65) had undergone
amputation in any moment of his life. During the study 205 patients reported
ulcers/lesions ( 7.9%, CI : 6.86-8.94). We found significant differences in the mean
age (4.53 years higher in the Diabetic Foot Group (DFG), CI , 3.32-5.74), average
diabetes evolution(2.75 years longer in DFG, CI: 1.64-3.87), microvascular
complications prevalence(32. 1% higher in DFG, CI:24.6-39.6), macrovascular
disease (15.9 % higher in DFG CI, 9.6-22.2) and current level of HbAlc (0.55 %
higher in DFG, CI 0.22-0.87).The number of current smokers was higher in DFG
(5.1%, CI: 0.7-9.5), specially in men older than fifty (9.7%,
CI:0.3-19.1),Conclusions.- Diabetic foot is close related with long standing diabetes
(>10 years), poor glycaemic control and presence of any kind of micro/macro vas
cular complications. Our data suggest the need to carry out specific interventions on
foot care in all patients with more than 10 years of diabetes evolution.It is urgent to
stress anti tobacco counseling in diabetics, specially in those with previous foot
lesions

1837
MULTICHANNEL LASER DOPPLER PERFUSIN
MEASUREMENTS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS.
M.Jasik, A.Liebert*, J.Juskowa, W.Karnafel and
R.Maniewski*,
University School of Medicine, and Polish Academy of
Sciences*, Warsaw, Poland

The purpose of this study was to investigate the skin
microcirculation in patients with IDDM. The study group
comprised 67 patients divided into four subgroups: 13 women
and 11 men were heathy and had no family history of
diabetes; 19 women and 24 men had IDDM. The studied
measurements included 7 parameters determined during rest
and postocclusive reactive hyperaemia. They were performed
with multichannel laser Doppler fluxmetry using 10 surface
probes localized in distal part of the lower limb. The most
significant data localized the probe on toe and probe under
the knee. The maximum of hyperaemic response (MAX) was
significantly lower in the diabetic patients as compared to the
healthy subjects (p<0.01). The time of peak flow (TM) was
higher (p<0.01) in diabetic patients as compared to the
control subjects. The half time of hyperaemia (TH) was
significant longer (p<0.05) for diabetic groups.
Conclusion: the laser Doppler method is helpful to identify
patients with risk development diabetic foot complications.
The most valuable data is MAX, TM and TH; the best
localization of the probe seem to be the most distal point of
foot.
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ANALYSIS OF PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC FOOT ULCERS

Dr. Arif YONEM, Dr. Omm AZAL Dr. Saip TOPRAK, Dr. Ahmm cORAKt: I, Dr. Main OZATA, and Dr.
M. Ali GfNDOGAN. G60iane Military Medical Academy, Department of Endocrinology, Ankara, Turkey.

Foot problems still remain one of the most common reasons for hospital admission
among diabetic patients. The rate of lower limb amputations is 15 tines higher in diabetic
patients compared with non-diabetic patients. In the present study 62 patients (44 males and
18 females; mean age 61.8 years) with diabetic foot ulcers were analysed. The mean duration
of diabetes was 14.1 years (1-35 years). Fortisy-seven out of 62 patients were on oral
antidiabetic therapy and 15 patients were on insulin therapy before admission to hospital.
Physical and neurological examination of patients revealed that 90.3 % of patients have
peripheric neuropathy, 51.6 % have nephropathy (>500 mg/gun proteinuria), 19.3 have
chronic renal failure, 48.4 % have diabetic retinopathy, and 58.1 %have arterial
hypertension. On admission to hospital, the mean fasting blood glucose level was 237.23
mg/dL (77-478 mg/dL), mean plasma cholesterol level was 191.13 mg/dL (115-274 mg/dL)
and mean plasma triglyceride level was 136.55 mg/dL).Wagner classification of diabetic foot
ulcers was as follows; 16 patients (30.6 %) were grade 2, 23 patients (37 %) were grade 3,
19 patients (29 %) were grade 4 and 2 patients were grade 5.The pathologic states that
contribute to diabetic foot ulcers were neuropathy (34 %), vascular disease (15 %), and both
of them (51 %). Gangrenous lesions occured 61 % on digits, 20 % on the heel, 12 % on the
dorsa of feet, and 7 % at the metatarsal region.infections of diabetic foot ulcers contained
various types of bacteria.These were staphylococcus epidernudis, staphylococcus aureus. E
coli, proteus species and group B streptococci Infection was present in 78 % of patients. In
spite of infection, white blood cell count mildly elevated but the erythrocyte sedimantion rate
was characteristically elevatad (mean 86.21 mm/h). Two- agent therapy with imipenem and
metranidasole was initiated intravenously. The healing rates of ulcers was 78 % with
antibiotic therapy and local wound care. Twenty-five out of (40 %) patients underwent
amputation. Nine percent of these patients underwent second amputation in the following
three years. This high rate of amputations may be due to later admission of patients to
hospital. At the hospital staying time for the patients was mean 24.6 days (6-82 days).
Diabetic foot ulcers are associated with a high degree of morbidity and mortality. It is
possible to determine which patients are at risk for ulceration and to place them in education
programs. When ulcers do occur, it is important to take a systematic approach to
management.

1839
LASER DOPPLER EVALUATION OF MICROCIRCULATION IN THE EARLY
DIABETIC FOOT SYNDROME
J.Walewski, J.Taton, A.Czech and R Kuczerowski. Department of Internal
Medicine and Diabetology, Warsaw Medical School, Warsaw, Poland
Recognition of early microcirculatory disturbances in feet of diabetics may
facilitate the pathogenic interpretation of the diabetic foot syndrome, selection the
patients at risk of developing clinical problems and serve as the base for designing
the preventive measures. This could be particularly true in diabetics with periphe-
ral neuropathy.Therefore the study aimed at the assesment of functional parame-
ters of the foot microcirculation in IDDM patients presenting signs of peripheral
neuropathy but without any symptoms of the diabetic foot syndrome was underta-
ken. For comparision 20 IDDM subjects with the signs of peripherial neuropathy
and 10 IDDM subjects without this complication were studied both clinically and
metabolically. All of them were underwent the examination of microcirculation of
the feet with the use of Laser Doppler Flowmeter. The parameters measured were:
resting blood flow, post-occlusive , hyperemic response, flow change after heating
to 44°C and the flow on dependency. In IDDM subjects with peripheral neuro-
pathy the folowing functional microcirculatory abnormalities were found :delay
and decrease in post-occlusive, hyperemic response (4.5 ± 1,8 s in neuropathic vs
8.5 ± 2,4 s in non-neuropathic IDDM), decrease of the peak flow (36 ± 7,6 PU in
non neuropatic vs 18 ± 5,6 PU in neuropatic IDDM) and also impairment of the
response of the skin floow to local heating peak flow at 44°C (48 ± 7,4 PU vs 12 ±
3,4 PU in non neuropatic IDDM). Also the veno-arteriolar reflex measured as the
ratio of resting to standing flow in the feet skin was significantly decreased (80%
in non-neuropathic versus 35% in neuropathic IDDM). Conclusion: Laser Doppler
Flowmetry discovers the very early functional abnormalities in the
microcirculation of the skin in the feet of IDDM with peripheral neuropathy,
when none of the typical symptoms of the diabetic foot syndrom is present. It
points to the significance of the relation between neuropathic and microcirculatory
disturbances in the early pathogenesis of diabetic foot syndrom.

1840
PROFILE OF DIABETIC FOOT INFECTIONS IN A SEMI
URBAN AREA IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY.
H. YALAMANCHI, S. YALAMANCHI, DIABETIC CARE
CENTRE, VIJAYAWADA, INDIA.
Airs of the study is to look at the incidence,
risk factors, association of other complica-
tions and the outcome of foot infections in a
Diabetic Clinic population. In India where
bare foot walking is the norm, rat bites and
ants are some causes for foot infection and
people report quite late, a dedicated team
approach has resulted in a excellent salvage
of the limbs. In a restrospective analysis of
8000 people with Diabetes 5.17% presented
with foot problems varying from trophic ulcers
to Gangrene and all were between 30-60 years
age group. Of them 64.2% were males and 35.8%
were females. NIDDM contributed for 99% and
IDDM 1%. Incidence of Neuropathy was 64%,
Ischaemic Heart disease 33%, Nephropathy 19%
and Retinopathy 14% Peripheral Vascular dise-
ase in 32%. Smoking, Hypertension and Lipid
abnormalities as risk factors were seen in 26%
29% and 18% respectively. The healing rate
was 89%, disarticulation of toes in 8% and
Below Knee Ampulation was done in 3%. In con-
clusion the foot problems in Diabetics need a
multidisciplinary approach alongwith aggre-
ssive glycaemic control, proper footcare and
education to achieve higher success rates.

1841
HYDROSTATIC MEASUREMENT OF ARTERIAL BLOOD
PRESSURE IN THE ISCHAEMIC DIABETIC LIMB

S.Morbach, and B.Hiller. Diabetic Foot Clinic,
Marienkrankenhaus Soest/Germany,

Background: hydrostatic measurement of systolic
arterial pressure in the big toe (hydrostatic
toe pressure HTP) has recently proven useful for
detection of critical limb ischaemia (CLI) in
cross—sectional studies of diabetic patients.
Aim: to further evaluate this new method in a
clinical setting. Patients and methods: HTP was
measured twice in 49 legs of 45 patients with
CLI, before and after surgical(n=41) or angio-
plastic (n=8) arterial reconstruction (AR). A
8 MHz Dopplerprobe (Hadeco/Japan) was used for
monitoring pulsations in a digital artery of
the 1st toe for assessment of HTP (upper detec-
tion limit 60-70 mmHg, depending on the length
of the leg). Simultaneously, the conventional
ankle/brachial index (ABI) was assessed with
sphygmomanometry and 8 MHz Dopplerprobe.
Results: Before AR, HTP was 28 (SD 21) mmHg in
47, and > 70 mmHg in 2 legs. After AR, HTP
rose to 50 (SD 8) mmHg in 17, and > 70 mmHg
in 32 legs. ABI was 0.54 (SD 0.29) before and
0.94 (SD 0.20) after AR. Conclusion: Synchro-
neous increase of both, HTP and ABI, after
successful AR confirms the accuracy of the
HTP measurement.
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A TIME TREND ANALYSIS OF DIABETES (DM) RELATED LOWER
EXTREMITY AMPUTATIONS (LEA) IN ONTARIO, CANADA

A. Angel, J. Hux, G. Anderson and D. DeBoer. Institute for Clinical
Evaluative Sciences, North York, Canada.

As a proxy for the effectiveness of long term diabetes care we
examined LEA rates in the province of Ontario (pop. 11.08 mil) from 1990 -
1995 using an inclusive database of all hospital discharge abstracts. The
annual number of all cause amputations ranged from 2423 - 2551; however
the proportion related to diabetes increased progressively from 49% in 1990
to 59% in 1995 (p< .01). The age adjusted LEA rate in DM males increased
progressively from 39.4 in 1990 to 46.4 in 1995 (per 104 DM men) p< .01,
while the rates in DM women remained constant at 18.8 in 1990 to 18.6 in
1995 (per 10° DM women). Over the study interval 19% of DM amputees
had 2 amputations and 7.2% had 3 or more procedures. Diabetes-specific
rates for toe, foot, below knee and above knee amputations increased
progressively till age 79, then consistently decreased in both men and
women. Analysis of variations in LEA rates amongst 7 health planning
regions indicates a significant North-South gradient of 1.7; lower in
southern urban communities vs. more remote and rural areas. Coincident
with this apparent increase in DM-related LEA, our analysis of trends in
antidiabetic drug treatment among all persons aged 65+ showed
exponential(p<.01) increases in the use of oral hypoglycemic agents
(particularly glyburide and metformin) and insulin and combinations thereof.

nCulusiQn Despite increasing efforts to improve glycemic control there is
no evident impact on limb preservation. LEA in DM is an increasing health
care burden (men > women) and will require new, targetted and aggressive
preventive strategies.

1843
REDUCED CUTANEOUS BLOOD FLOW IN RESPONSE TO A
HYPERAEMIC INSULT IN DIABETIC SUBJECTS WITH
EVIDENCE OF NEUROPATHY

BA Merrigan, M Rossi', N Standfield and A Dornhorst' . Department
of Surgery and aDeparttnent of Endocrinology, Royal Postgraduate
Medical School, The Hammersmith Hospital, London, UK

Abnormal vascular control mechanisms have been implicated in the
pathogenesis of the diabetic neuropathic limb. To investigate this
further, we used Laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) to study changes in
cutaneous blood flow (CBF) in response to an ischaemic event. CBF
was measured in the pulp skin at the toe, before and after an ischaemic
insult in 2 groups of diabetic subjects, 16 with peripheral and/or
autonomic neuropathy and 18 without. All had palpable pedal pulses
and ank]e-brachial pressure indices of> 1.0. Subjects with and without
neuropathy were matched for age and body mass index {(mean ± SD)
60.9 + 10.4 Vs. 54.6 ± 15.2 years and 29.6 + 4.3 Vs. 29.6 ± 7.6 kg rri Z ,

respectively}. The percentage change (ratio of the peak flux to the
resting flux) in CBF after hyperaemic insult was reduced in subjects
with neuropathy {407 + 238 Vs. 552 ± 239%, p<0.05 }, while the time
to maximum flux after removal of the ischaemic insult was similar {27.1
± 19.1 Vs. 29.9 + 15 7 seconds}. These results demonstrate that
following a hyperaemic insult, diabetic subjects with neuropathy have
an impaired increase in blood flow to the limb. This abnormality may be
implicated in the development of neuropathic complications.

1844
EVALUATING DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH FOOT ULCERATIONS
IN TURKEY
N. BA$KAL, S. DAGCI ILGIN, S.GULLU, N. KAMEL and G ERDOGAN
Department of Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases. Ankara University
Medical School inn-i Sina Hospital Ankara TURKEY

We recently reviewed diabetic patients with diabetic foot ulcers. Fortysix
patients ( 48 % male, 52 % female - with median age of 50 ± 9 years ) who
were admitted to our department and hospitalized for diabetic foot problems
between July 1995 and November 1996 were evaluated. Duration of diabetes
was below 12 months in 10 %, 1- 5 years 10 %, 5 - 10 years 16 % and over 10
years 64 % of the patients. Thirty two percents had a previous diabetic foot
history and 10 % experienced amputations before. On admission, 45 % were on
insulin treatment while 55 % were receiving oral agents. Cigarette smoking
prevalence was 42 %. Sixtyfour percent were hypercholesterolemic and 90 %
had poor glycemic control (Hb Arc > 7 % ). On foot examination, 45 % had
dry foot, 10 % callus formation, 32 % tinea pedis, 10 % hallux valgus
deformity. Hospitalization for diabetic foot costs a lot for a developing country
like Turkey. In another study of us we demonstrated the efficacy of education
on improving glysemic control in diabetic patients. On questionnaire, most of
our patients were found to have little knowledge about diabetes and diabetic
foot care because they had never participated to an education program. Most of
them also had low sociocultural - economic statues and poor hygienic
conditions. They also didnot know the untoward effects of poor glycemic
control on their disease progression. In conclusion, we think that in order to
prevent diabetic foot ulcerations, uneventfid amputations and unnecessary
hospitalizations educational interventions, especially specific to diabetic foot
care is imperative. To improve the quality of life and sociocultural conditions,
routine and regular systemic foot examinations should be taken into
consideration.

1845
PLANTAR CALLUS DENSITY IN DIABETIC NEUROPATHIC AND
NEUROISCHAEMIC FEET MAY BE DEPENDANT ON BLOOD FLOW.
AYM Foster,A Gough,DL Pitei,S Spencer,S Wilson and ME Edmonds, Diabetic
Foot Clinic, King's College Hospital, London, UK.

Plantar ulceration is a common complication of the neuropathic foot but rarely
seen in the neuro-ischaemic foot. An association has previously been suggested
between dense plantar callus and subsequent neuropathic ulceration. This report
demonstrates that plantar callus density is markedly increased in neuropathic feet
compared with neuro-ischaemic feet even though similar degrees of neuropathy
are present. We studied 50 diabetic patients with history of plantar ulcer and
severe neuropathy. 25 patients(Group A) had palpable pedal pulses and 25(Group
B)had absent pulses and low pressure index (mean ± SD): 0.6 ± 0.14. The two
groups were matched for age (A=64.5yrs, B=71yrs 1p=0.103], duration of diabetes
(A=16.00yrs, B=22.5yrs [p=0.625], sex (A=M14 FlI. B=M13 F12], type (A=IDDM
8 NIDDM 17, B=IDDM 3 NIDDM 22). Plantar callus was removed from site of
previous ulcer by sharp debridement by the podiatrist and dry weight determined.
The removal area was traced on an acetate sheet and density of callus was
calculated in g/cm 2. Time since previous callus removal was noted. There was no
significant difference between the two groups regarding area of callus removed
(A=2.25cm2, B=2.92cni2)(p=0.9071, treatment interval (A=30.00days,
B=26.00days) [p=0.363] or vibration perception threshold (A=43.6±15.6 volts,
B=45,7±7.31) but callus density was significantly increased in the neuropathic
group with good blood flow and palpable pedal pulses (A=0.169g/cm2, B=0.018)
[p<0.0001 ].
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THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF LOWER EXTREMITIES AMPUTATIONS
IN THE CITY OF ROME IN THE PERIOD FROM 1984 TO 1993
Uccioli L., Durola L., Monticone G., Testa G., Sidoti A., Suraci C.,
Amoretti R., Saponara C., Schachter I., Gargiulo P., Allegra C.,
Ghirlanda G. and Menzinger G. Amputations study group of Rome -
"Diabetic foot " project - Ministry of Health.
Since italian epidemiologic data on amputations in diabetic people are not
available, the aim of our study was to investigate the number and the
causes of amputations annually carried out in Rome, to detect the
possible risk factors and to evaluate the mortality rate after three years
from amputation. In Italy Hospitals have to bury amputated limbs in the
cemeteries, where, in a dedicated register, the surname, the name, the
hospital of origin and the date of amputation have to be indicated.
Starting from these data the research has been completed by recovering
case sheets in every hospital and with informations obtained directly from
patients or their relatives.Three great hospital centers have been utilized to
create the checking sample.From 1984 to 1995 3.953 amputations had
been carried out in Rome, with an annual mean of 330±11; during this
period the incidence did not vary significantly. The causes of amputations
were as follows: 48.7% of cases diabetes, alone or associated to
peripheral vascular disease (PVD); 35.7% peripheral vascular disease
alone; the other 15.6% were trauma, neoplasia and burns.Since Rome
resident population is about 2.800.000 and non-traumatic amputations
observed in resident patients are 260/yr the incidence rate is about
9.3/100.000 inhabitants. Since the prevalence of diabetes in Rome is
about 2.6% and the number of amputations in diabetic resident people is
about 130/yr, the extimated incidence is 1.8/1.000 diabetics. The hospital
admission period was 57±38 days for diabetic patients and 62+/-60 days
for patients withPVD. The age at the time of amputation was significantly
lower in diabetics (68.8±9.9) than in patients with PVD (75.5±10.3)
(p<0.01). A good rehabilitation was possible in 46% of patients, while
43% were obliged to the use of wheel-chair and 11% to stay in bed. The
mortality rate after one years from tha amputation was 28%, 40% at three
years and 60% at five years.

1847
DIABETIC FOOT RISK FACTORS FOR CHILDREN AND

ADOLESCENTS WITH DIABETES
S.E.Doll, I.V.Gourieva, E.P.Kasatkina, V.V.Bardin, V.N.Sokolovskaya,

B.G.Spivak
Diabetes Foot Centre International Diabetes Program, Russian Academy of

Advanced Medical Studies, Moscow, Russia

Objective : Little investigation has focused on the early screening of the risk
factors and prevention of the diabetic foot formation in children and
adolescents with diabetes. We examined 50 diabetic children. The age of the
group was 14,5 ±3,0 years, the desease duration - 6,4 ±3,8 years (M±SD).
Methods : Neuropathy was assessed using Neuropathy Disability Score
(NDS) and modified Autonomic Disability Score (ADS) according to Ewing.
We used pedography (EMED system) for measuring the peak pressure (PP) in
the 7 points of the right and left plantar surfaces: hallux - H, the first
metatarsal head - MTHI, the third metatarsal head - MTH3, the fifth
metatarsals head - MTH5, the middle of the plantar arch - M, the right and
the left part of the heel RH and LH.
Results : The prevalence of the sensomotor (NDS>5) and the autonomic (the
pathology of>l cardiovascular test) neuropathy was 58% and 12,8% in
correspondence. Unsatisfactory metabolic control (HbA level - 11,1±2,6) was
determined in the group).
The NDS correlated positively with the age, the desease duration and the
HbA level (ri=0,58, rs=0,62, rs=0,72, p<0,05). The abnormal distribution of
PP under the metatarsal heads was revealed: MTHi<MTH3>MTH5 and "pes
cavus" was diagnosed in 48% of patients. There was no ulcers or
hyperkeratoses in the group. The linear regression analysis revealed the high
correlation between NDS and PP MTHi, MTH3, MTHs, RH, LH (r,=0,74;
r2=0,8; rs=0,76; r4=0,82; r5=0,84; p<0,05), HbA level and PP MTHI,3,5, RH
and LH (ri=0,86; rs=0,93; r3=0,87; ra=0,95; r5=0,9; p<0,001).
Conclusion : The data suggest that abnormal foot pressure in diabetic children
and adolescents is related to the neuropathy and the HbA level and considered
to be the predisposed factors to the developing of neuropathic ulcers.

1848
COMPARISON OF PREVALENCE OF LOWER EXTREMITIY MALFORMATIONS
AND PRE-LESIONS IN DIABETIC SUBJECTS AND A CONTROL GROUP.

G. Segalini, A. Aldeghi, A. Morabito, M. Radice. and Lombardy Diabetic Foot
Study, Milan, Italy

A multicenter study was carried out on a randomized sample of 33.554 out-patients
attending 21 diabetes centres in Lombardia Region. A high prevalence of
malformations (36.2%) and pre-lesions (48.9%) was found out. To establish if there
was an increased prevalence of such changes in diabetic subjects, we studied a
sample of non diabetic subjects, matched by gender and age. Cases: 5813 diabetic
patients (D), 2982 men and 2831 women, average age 63.3 + 11.6. Controls: 587
non diabetic subjects (C), 287 men and 300 women, average age: 65.8±14.2. A
complete examination of the lower extremities was performed in all patients, with
exploration of Achilles tendon reflexes and vibration perception (by tuning fork).
The comparison between D and C does not show statistically significant differences
concerning malformations, but for the flat foot (8.9% vs 45% respectively,
p<0.05). Significant differences were found either for cutaneous and ungueal
changes and for pre-lesions. A significant reduction of peripheral pulses, reflexes
and vibration perception was found.

maceration % fissure %	 hyperkeratoses %	 Total pre-lesions %
D	 13.2	 7.1	 33.3	 48.9

p<o.001	 p<o.001	 p<o.001	 p<o.001

C	 3.4	 1.9	 22.8	 26.9

	

cutaneous	 ungueal	 pathological	 pathological	 vibration

	

lesions%	 lesions%	 pulses%	 O-T Reflexes%	 perception %
U	 33.3	 21.7	 39.6	 57.5	 571

	

p<o.o5	 p<o.00l	 p<o.00l	 p<o.001	 p<o.00l

C	 27.8	 12.4	 28.9	 35.5	 37.6
Our results stand the damage either of macro and microcircle or peripheral and
vegetative nervous system in diabetic subjects. It would be possible to implement
the primary prevention of lower extremity amputations in diabetic patients using
simple and tow cost procedures. foot clinical examination.

1849

RISK FACTORS FOR DIABETIC FOOT DEVELOPMENT IN
TYPE II DIABETIC PATIENTS
V.I.Pankiv, N.D.Tronko*, A.S.Efimov* and V.I.Kravchenko*.
Central Regional Hospital, Kolomyja, *Institute of Endocrinol-
ogy and Metabolism, Kiev, Ukraine

The aim of the study was to determine the prevalence of foot
pathology and to examine possible risk factors associated with
foot ulcers in NIDDM patients compared to age-matched con-
trols. We examined 2 groups of NIDDM patients above 50 years
of age: patients with diabetes and previous or present foot ulcers;
patients with diabetes without foot ulcers, and control group with-
out diabetes. In the foot diseased group, diabetes duration was
longer (17±10 vs 9±7 years), insulin treatment was more com-
mon (84% vs 8%), fasting blood glucose and HbA1C were signif-
icantly higher (11,7±4,1 mmol/l; 9,6%±1,8%) than in the dia-
betic group without foot ulcers (8,2±1,7 mmol/l; 7,5%±1,6%).
Body mass index did not differ between the groups. Current or
previous alcoholic problems were more common in the foot dis-
eased group (27%) compared to the diabetic group without foot
ulcers (11%) and the control non- diabetic group (6%). The foot
diseased patients had ulcers (previous or present) of probably
neuropathic origin in 54% and probably ischemic origin in 34%.
In the 12% the ulcers were of mixed type. Callosities, dry skin,
redness as well as hammer toes, hallus valgus, ingrowing nails,
mycosis of nails and fissures were more common in the foot
diseased patients. They emphasise the need of screening diabetic
patients with regard to changes predisposing for diabetic foot
disease. Our study shows that psychosocial problems, long standing
diabetes duration and poor metabolic control seem to be impor-
tance for the development of diabetic foot ulcers.



1850
THE INCIDENCE OF LOWER LIMB AMPUTATION IN
LEEDS, UK: SETTING A BASELINE FOR ST. VINCENT.
H.J.Bodansky', C.M.Airey2, S.M.Chell2, N.Unwin3 and
D.D.R.Williams2 . Leeds General Infirmary, Leeds UK I , Nuffield
Institute for Health, University of Leeds, Leeds UK2 and
Department of Medicine University of Newcastle, Newcastle upon
Tyne, UK3 .

Lower limb amputation (LLA) is an important diabetes outcome
which is avoidable in many cases through provision of appropriate
care. The St. Vincent Declaration aimed to halve diabetic LLAs
within five years. At the end of 1993 a new diabetes service was
introduced in Leeds (UK). To evaluate its effectiveness in
addressing LLA outcome we collected data on incidence for 18
months preceding its introduction (July 1992-December 1993).
From operating theatres, hospital discharge data and from the
regional prosthetic centre we identified 353 LLAs, 112 carried out
in 100 people with diabetes. This is an incidence of 32 x10 3 in the
general population and 510 x10 -5 in the diabetic population per
annum (assumed 2% prevalence of diabetes). Patient and
operation details were abstracted from case notes. Mean age (SD)
at index amputation for patients with diabetes was 67.5(11.1) years
with 75% carried out on males. Where smoking history was
available (65%) 82% of operations were in smokers or ex-
smokers. 41% of LLAs were classified as minor, 22% were below
knee and 35% above knee. Mortality was 40% at 36 months.
These baseline data will be used to assess progress towards St.
Vincent targets in Leeds.
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RISK FACTORS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIABETIC FOOT: THE IMPORTANCE OF
ITS EVALUATION
G. Benitez, F. Caiete, C.M. Palacios, S. Benitez,G. Pereira, S. Logwin, L. Barriocanal, M. Lopez,
H. Espinoza and J.T. Jimenez. Diabetes and Endocrinology Unit, 3rd Internal Medicine Div.,
Hospital de Clinicas, National University of Asuncion. Asuncion, Paraguay.
Peripheral vascular disease (PVD) and diabetic neuropathy (DN) are frequent cause of morbidity
in non-insulindependent diabetic patients (NIDD). Intermittent claudication and foot ulcer carries
a major risk of lower extremity amputation and usually they are the consequence of many
concurrent facilitating pathologic conditions which individually carries a risk for the limb. The
aim of the study was to evaluate the potential accumulated risk for the development of diabetic
foot in a population of NIDD patients. 28 NIDD patients; 13 male (mean age 51.4±10 years) and
15 female( mean age 50.7±10 years), range of age 38 to 60 years old, were studied. Diabetes
duration was 4.7±5.4 for men and 10.5±7 for women. Peripheral vascular condition was
determined using Doppler technic to establish the ankle/braquial ratio for the systolic blood
pressure; a ratio <1.0 was taken as indicating of PVD and a ratio >1.5 established the presence of
calcified arteries. Neurologic function tests to explore somatic and autonomic conditions were
performed. The mean of two blood pressure was taken to establish the presence of hypertension as
another risk factor. Serum lipids by enzimatic methods, and lipoproteins were also determined. A
clinical questionnaire specifically about habits; smoking and sedentarism was also established. We
found that 23% of men showed ankle/braquial criteria <1.0, diagnostic for PVD and another 23%
had Doppler criteria for arterial calcification, 54% of them were current smokers and 52%
showed neuropathic compromise. Hypertension was found in 38% and dyslipedemia in 31% of
men population. Regard to female population; 13% showed criteria for arterial calcification, 20%
a ankle/braquial ratio <1.0 and only 13% were smokers. Neuropathy was found in 33% of
women, 46% were hypertensive and 60% showed dyslipedemia. Trying to establish parameters for
accumulated risk for diabetic foot we gave an score of 1 to each major individual risk
(arteriupathy, neuropathy and tabaquism) and 0.5 to each minor risk (hypertension, dyslipedemia
ans sedentarism). Two categories was then stated: A) Those who scored 23. 5 were diagnosed as
carrying major risk for the development of diabetic foot. B) Those who scored 53.0 as with minor
risk for dibetic foot. Then we found that 31% of men had an score 3. 5 or higher meanwhile only
13.3% of women reach that score. Therefore, men population although with less duration of
diabetes presented higher accumulated risk for diabetic foot than diabetic women. Perhaps we
can speculate that the smoking habits, more prevalent among men in our population, makes for
such a difference. However, women were more frequently hypertensive and dyslipidemic than
men, probably because they have been diabetic for a much longer period of time. Finally, we think
that it is important to try to establish the potential risk for diabetic foot because it would allow us
to educate and try to take some preventive measures.

1852
SAINT VINCENT DECLARATION AND DIABETIC FOOT- EXPERIENCE OF A
MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAM APPROCH.Rodrigues DI, Geraldes Et, Paiva II, Rues
L 1 , Barros LI, Paiva SI, Oliva S2, Gonsalves 03 , Carvalheiro M 1 , Rues M M A'.
'Department of Endocrinology, Diabetes and Metabolism, 2Department of
Orthopaedy and 3Department of Vascular Surgery. University Hospital of Coimbra-
Portugal.
Aim: To evaluate the results of diabetic foot care in patients with foot problems.
Patients and methods: Since 1991 a multidisciplinary team (endocrinologist, nurse
educator, vascular surgeon and orthopaedist) was created to follow diabetic
patients with foot problems. Between January 1991 and December 1995 we studied
192 patients: 120 men and 72 women with a mean age of 62±8 and 66±10 years,
respectively. The type of diabetes, clinical presentation, metabolic control (HbAlc,
blood pressure, total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol and triglycerides), prevalence of
other diabetic complications (retinopathy and nefropathy) and amputation rates
were analysed. Results: A total of 192 diabetics were studied and 172 (89.6 %) had
NIDDM and 20 (10,4%) IDDM. The foot was predominantly neuropathic in 133
(69.2%) cases and predominantly vascular in 59 (30.7%). The mean HbAlc was
8.4±1.5%. Hypertension was present in 107 (55.7%) patients and dyslipidemia in
36 (18.7%). 123 patients had other diabetic complications: retinopathy in 123 (64%)
and nefropathy in 56 (29%). The prevalence of amputed patients was 18.2% (n=35)
and the prevalence of amputations was 24.4% (n=47): major 31.9% (n=15) and
minor 68% (n=32).The evolution of annual results was also analysed and there was
not any significant difference between years, except for the lower major amputation
rate found in the last year (9%). Conclusions: According to St. Vincent declaration
a multidisciplinary team approach was created for diabetic patients with foot
problems. In this cohort the high amputation rate, was probably justified by the fact
that all this diabetic patients had important foot problems, The lower major
amputation rate of the last year suggests an improvement of diabetes care in this
area,

1853
EVALUATION SOME OF POTENTIONAL RISK FACTORS IN THE

SCRINING PROGRAM FOR DIABETIC FOOT.
E.U.Komeljagina, A.S.Ametov, I.V.Gourieva, V.V.Bardin.

Diabetic Foot Centre, International Diabetes Program, Institute of Working
Ability and Rehabilitation, Moskow,Russia

In addition to well known risk factors for diabetic foot ulcers (i.g. peripheral
sensomotor and autonomic neuropathy, large vessel disease) such factors as
limited joint mobility (cheiroarthropathy and limited hallux dorsiflexion)
may lead to foot leasions. The poor selfcare plays the essential role due to the
lack of patient education . The aim of this study was to investigate the trigger
mechanism leading to breakdown of the foot and the influence of limited
hallux dorsiflexion and cheiroarthropathy at the foot damage,145 IDDM and
NIDDM patients aged 18-69 years , 2-35 years of diabetes duration took
part in this study.There was the high correlation between the limited hallux
dorsiflexion and peak plantar pressures in the two points ( measured by
EMED pedography system): hallux and I metatarsal head (ri=0,9 p<0,001, r2
= 0,8 p< 0,001); between the LJM and peak plantar pressures points (ri= 0,8
p<O,o l , r2= 0,9 p< 0,001).
The patients were divided into 3 groups: 85 without ulceration (U-), 29 with
plantar ( intrinsic) ulcers (UI) and 31 with dorsal (extrinsic) ulcers (UE). In UI
group there was nobody with the signes of large vessel desease, but in UE
group 31,4 % of patients had ankle/brachial ratio< 0,6.The patients of UI and
UE groups were intrviewed about the provoking factors for the foot damage.
In UI group 33% of ulcers were the results of poorly fitting shoes, 23% related
to failed self care, 19% to minor trauma, 14% could not mentioned any
reason. In UE group 32% of ulcers was due to mycosis , 17% related to poor
shoes, 23% to mechanical trauma.
CONCLUSION. The data suggest that cheiroarthropathy and limited hallux
dorsiflexion are simple methods and could be included in scrining program for
the diabetic foot. All the patients should be screened for adequate selfcare by
interviewing or special questionnarie.Whatever once identified patients with
the signes of interdigital mycosis and large vessel disease should be considered
as the risk for a foot ulceration.
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1854
PREVENTIVE CARE OF THE DIABETIC FOOT, PROPOSAL OF A COSTA RICA ATENTION
MODEL
Salazar S., Mora C., Arguedas C. Intern Medicine Hospital Mexico,
San Jose-Costa Rica.

Introduction: Most physicians and nurses in Costa Rica don't educate
and don't examine the feet of the diabetic patient. It is important

to teach the Health Care Personal to pay more attention to the diabetic

foot and to educate the patients in its preventive care.

Objective:	 Propose an attention model from the EBAIS (Basic Equipment
of Integrated Health Care) to the tertiary hospital in order to reduce

in 50% foot amputations in the next 5 years.

Material and Methods: 1) To create a National Committee for the
Diabetic Foot Care. That will be in charge of continuous educational

programs for health care teams. 2) The PATON-A classification scale

will be used by the EBAIS: the green feet (low risk) will be taken

care by the EBAIS, the yellow feet (medium risk) will be sent to

the secon level of attention hospitals and the red feet will be sent

to the tertiary level attention hospitals. 3) There will be an active

communication system among the different attention levels. There

will be yearly Seminars about the diabetic foot, to analyze policies

and accomplishments.

Conclusions: With this Model we pretend to increase the knowledge
of the health professional, the patient and the general population

about the preventive care of the diabetic foot in order to decrease

at least in 20% the severe complications of the diabetic foot in

the next five years.

1855
ANALYSIS OF RISK FACTORS FOR THE DIABETIC FOOT AND
EDUCATION STRESS THE IMPORTANCE OF NON-INVASIVE
EXAMINATION OF NEUROPATHY AND ANGIOPATHY.
A.Jirkovska, V.Woskova, V.Bartos and J.Skibova. Institute for Clinical and
Experimental Medicine, Prague, Czech Republic.
The aim of the study was to compare various risk factors for the diabetic foot
and education level of patients with active or previous foot ulcers (Group 1)
and without it (Group 2) examined consecutively by specially trained nurses
in 6 diabetes clinics and I surgical department in a model area during 1 year.
There was no significant difference between Group I (44 persons) and Group
2 (278 persons) in mean age (67±10 and 65±10 years, respectively), type of
diabetes (Type 2 in 95% and 93%) and its duration (15±14 and 13±7 years).
Significant differences between Groups I and 2 were found in non-invasive
examination of neuropathy by monofilaments (2.7±2.6 vs 5.4±2.8 sensitive
points, p<0.001) and by bio-thesiometer (vibration pressure threshold - VPT
36±16, CI 30-41 vs 25±12 ,CI 23-27 V , p<0.001). The number of patients
with VPT over 30 V was significantly different (74 and 47%, p<0.001), that
of patients with VPT of 25-29 V was similar (7 and 8.6%). No significant
differences were found in subjective symptoms of neuropathy. The Doppler
ankle/arm index was significantly different between Groups I and 2
(0.82±0.43, CI 0.68-0.97 and 0.92±0.26, CI 0.89-0.95, p<0.05). Only the
number of patients with an ankle/arm index under 0.8, not under I, differed
significantly between both groups. In Group 1, a low Doppler index was more
common (57%) than AF murmurs (32%), non-palpable peripheral pulsations
(29%), and claudications (41%). Diabetes compensation in this group was
significantly worse (HbAlc 8.6±2 vs 8.0±1.5%, p<0.05) and creatinine levels
higher (113±57 vs 94,25 pmol/l, p < 0.01). The number of some orthopedic
deformities and skin abnormalities was the same in both groups. The level of
foot-related knowledge was low in either group, 52% of correct answers. We
conclude that simple non-invasive examination of neuropathy and angiopathy
with age-related risk values and HbAlc determination are good risk factor
characteristics also of elderly patients with the diabetic foot.

1856
STUDIES OF DIABETIC AMPUTATIONS IN LITHUANIA:
SCOPE FOR PREVENTION.
V.Dargis, O.Pantelejeva, A.Jonushaite, L.Vileikyte * and
A.J.M.Boulton *. Amputee Rehabilitation Hospital, Kaunas,
Lithuania and *Manchester Royal Infirmary, Manchester, UK.
A comprehensive diabetic foot care service at the Lithuanian

Amputee Rehabilitation Hospital has been established with

the specific aim of identifying risk factors for ulceration pro-

viding preventative education, diabetic footwear and chiropo-

dy. Among all 922 amputees referred during 1991- 1995 for

artificial limb provision 188 (20%) of amputations were rela-

ted to traumatic, 397 (43%) to vascular, 264 (29%) to diabe-

tic and 73 (8%) to other causes. Of 264 patients, 89% had

NIDDM, and 49% had diabetes duration < 10 years. From

1994 - 1996, all amputees were examined using quantitative

sensory testing and Doppler techniques: 40% were purely

neuropathic, 54% neuroischaemic and 6% purely ischaemic.

This centre should be able to achieve significant reductions

in amputations as many are potentially preventable being of
neuropathic aetiology. The screening to identify "high-risk"

patients who might benefit from foot care education, chiro-

pody and diabetic footwear is extremely important in Lithu-

ania to reduce diabetic amputations.

1857
PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL OCCLUSIVE DISEASE AND ITS RISK FACTORS
IN NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS
M.Kallio, C.Forsblom, P-H Groop, K.Totterman, M.Lepantalo, IV Department
of Surgery and Department of Medicine, Helsinki University Hospital, Finland.

We aimed to assess the prevalence of objectively verified peripheral arterial occlu-
sive disease (PAOD) in NIDDM patients. Another purpose was to detect risk fac-
tors for PAOD during a prospective 11-year (range 7 -14 yrs) follow-up. 130 (64F,
66M) NIDDM patients were randomly selected from the register of the local Dia-
betic Association. At baseline, 21 patients (16%) were diagnosed with PAOD,
based upon an ankle-brachial index (ABI) <0.90. In an age and sex-matched non-
diabetic control group, only 1 out of 47 subjects (2%) had PAOD. Medial sclerosis
was excluded by measurement of great toe blood pressure. During the study 29 pa-
tients (22%) died and two were lost. Of the 88 non-PAOD patients at baseline 20
patients (23%) developed PAOD during follow-up. At baseline PAOD was associ-
ated with microalbuminuria (p=0.0007), hypertension (p=0.03), duration of smok-
ing (p=0.01), and diabetes duration (p=O.04), as well as age (p=0.003). Ina logistic
regression analysis independent risk factors for PAOD were microalbuminuria
(p=0.02), and age (p=0.009). At follow-up risk factors for PAOD were current or
previous smoking (p=0.05), duration of smoking (p=0.02), triglycerides
(p=0.0002), total cholesterol (p=0.0003), and LDL-cholesterol (p=0.009), at base-
line as well as age (p=0.02) at follow-up. In the logistic regression analysis I-IDL-
cholesterol (p=0.009), cholesterol (p=0.004) at baseline and age at follow-up
(p=0.004) were significant predictors of PAOD Current or previous smoking was
borderline significant (p=0.05). As to glucose, HbAlc, C-peptide values before and
6 min after a glucagone dose, body mass index, sex or mode of treatment did not
predict PAOD. In conclusion, PAOD is much more common in NIDDM patients
than in the non-diabetic population. Microalbuminuria, dyslipidemia, hypertension
and smoking are the strongest predictors of peripheral arterial occlusive disease in
diabetic patients
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FOOT RE-ULCERATIONS IN DIABETES: WHICH IMPORTANT
MARKERS FOR EFFECTIVE PREVENTION?
B. Peter-Rieschl, J-Ph. Assal 1 , G.Reiber2 .Div. of Therapeutic
Education for Chronic Diseases, University Hospital, Geneva,
Switzerlandl, Seattle VA Medical Center, Seattle, USA 2.
Objective: Repetitive foot ulcerations aggravate manyfold (2-6x) the
risk of amputation. Factors determining foot reulceration have been
analysed at the time of a 2nd foot ulcer episode. Methods: 268
patients were followed in a prospective, observational multicentric
study from Oct 1994 to May 1996 among 3 VA hospitals and 1
private clinic [US] + 1 Swiss hospital [Geneva]. Trigger events having
led to foot ulceration were analysed in patients presenting for
multiple episodes. Causal factors of the 2nd ulcer were compared to
those of the 1st ulcer. Results: Out of the 268 enrolled patients 152
presented a history of a prior ulcer (56.8%), in contrast only 26/268
patients presented during the twenty months study period for a 2nd
foot ulcer (10%). During the healing time of the first ulcer NO other
ulcer developed. In 2/3 of the 26 patients the same trigger
mechanism caused the 2nd ulceration as to compared to the first one.
The three major causal factors were 1) shoes 2) blisters 3) errors in
self-care. Repetition of the first causal factor at the time of the 2nd
ulcer underlines the importance of educational strategies focused on
each patients personal pivotal event. Conclusion: The low incidence
of reulcerations while the patient is under medical supervision for an
existing foot ulcer highlights the impact of regular foot clinic visits in
prevention of relapses. The repetition of the same causal factor in the
same patient having led to foot reulceration gives excellent
information for tailoring specific educational and follow-up
strategies.
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1859
RISK FACTORS FOR MAJOR LOWER EXTREMITY
AMPUTATIONS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
P.Kozlovskil, V.Ivanov2. 1. Clinical Centre of Endocrinology
2. National Centre for Prosthetics, Sofia, Bulgaria

The objective of the study was to determine the risk factors for
major lower limb amputations. We studied 43 diabetic amputees
(29 men and 14 women, with 26 thigh and 17 leg amputations),
admitted to a centre for prosthetics 5 to 12 months after the
amputation. They were compared to 43 age and sex-matched
controls without foot lesions or amputation, admitted to an
inpatient diabetic clinic. We found that rural population and
those with lower educational level were at higher risk for
amputation. The presence of neuropathy, ischemic heart disease
and a history of intermittent claudication, but not retinopathy,
nephropathy and history of stroke, were predictive for a major
amputation. Systolic (158.8+25.6) vs 150.2±21.1) and diastolic
(95.3±10.9 vs 90.4±11.9) blood pressure tended to be higher in
amputees without reaching statistical significance. Vibration
perception threshold measured at the great toe with the tuning fork
of Rydel-Seiffer, was significantly lower in amputees (3.47±1.9 vs
4.73±2.0, p<0.01). Fasting and postprandial blood glucose
measured at the time of admission to the clinics did not show any
difference between the groups, neither did BMI, type and duration
of diabetes. There were more amputees who reported high alcohol
consumption (p<0.05), but smokers were similar in both groups.
Amputees had less diabetes related knowledge than the control
group. Risk factors for major lower limb amputation should be
taken into account in the development of a preventive diabetic foot
programme.

1860
PREVENTION OF DIABETIC FOOT ULCERS IN PATIENTS
WITH AND WITHOUT PREVIOUS FOOT ULCERS.
C.Metzger, and M.Presch. Diabetic foot clinic,
Elisabeth-Krankenhaus Gelsenkirchen/Germany
Background: Foot ulceration(FU) in relation to
diabetic neuropathy and/or peripheral ischaemic
vessel disease (PIVD) is triggered by external
trauma,e.g.from improper footcare and footwear.
Aim: to prospectively assess ulcer development
in 2 cohorts of patients (81% NIDDM, 20% PIVD,
100% neuropathy, duration of diabetes 18 yrs)
over a period of 2 years. Patients and methods:
21 patients with neither previous FU nor gross
foot deformity comprised group A. Another 31
patients with acute FU, a history of FU(n=31)
and minor amputations (n=8), and significant
foot deformity were recruited after healing of
the FU (group B). Both groups received regular
footcare and medical footwear (ready made shoes
in 16, bespoke shoes in 36 cases). Results: in
group A,1 patient developed 1 FU, versus 14
patients developing 22 FUs in group B(p<0.05).
FU was caused by footwear (77%),and self-made
chiropody(25%). Footwear-related FU was due to
temporarily wearing ordinary shoes (27%), to
mismatch between foot and bespoke shoe(27%),and
to toe-caps (23%).Compliance with medical foot-
wear was reported to be high(85%)in both groups
Conclusion: Failure to prevent FU was related
to a history of FU and foot deformity, as well
as to bespoke footwear (which may be too diffi-
cult to design for deformed neuropathic feet).

1861
RISK FACTORS FOR HIGH LEVEL AMPUTATION IN
DIABETIC FOOT
S-H. Hsieh, H-Y. Chang, J-F. Chen, Brend R-S. Hsu, J-RJuang, J-D. Lin
and H-S. Huang. Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan,
R.O.C.

To realize the risk factors for high level amputation (ie:below-knee &
above knee amputation), 107 admission patients who were diagnosed as
diabetic foot during the period of January 1995 to June 1995 in Chang
Gung Memorial Hospital were studied retrospectively. There were 54 male
and 53 female, 70 patients (65%) of them admitted to Metabolic ward with
a multidisciplinary foot-care team, the others (35%) admitted to orthopedic,
plastic surgery, general medicine or trauma team ward. Two groups were
subclassified. The cases who received high level amputation were Group A
(35 patients). The cases who received no or minor operation (such as toe
amputation, debridement, skin graft,...) were Group B (72 patients).
Statistical comparison were performed between these two groups by
Student's t test, Chi Square and stepwise logistic regression test. Group A
was significantly older, lower ischemic index, higher levels of WBC, BUN,
Cr, CRP and lower levels of Hb, albumin, HbAIC. However, the levels of
cholesterol, triglycende, the duration of DM, the existence of proteinuria,
hypertension, old CVA, heart disease or smoking history did not reveal
significantly different. Stepwise logistic regression show older age and
higher white count level were risk factors and for those whose Diabetes
duration longer than 5 years, older age and no DM team care had
significant increase risk. We concluded that patients with diabetic foot in
this Medical Center, older age and higher level WBC were increase risk
for high level amputation and DM team care do decrease high level
amputation to those DM duration > 5 years.
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APPROACHING ST VINCENT; REDUCING THE INCIDENCE OF
DIABETIC LOWER LIMB AMPUTATION IN LEEDS, UK.
C.M.Airey',	 S.M.Chell',	 H.J.Bodansky2 ,	 N.Unwin3 	and
D.D.R.Williams t . Nuffield Institute for Health, University of Leeds,
Leeds UK', Leeds General Infirmary, Leeds UK2 and Department of
Medicine University of Newcastle, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK 3 .

Lower limb amputation (LLA) is one of the most important endpoints
in diabetes, it is a major cause of morbidity and mortality and is
known to be avoidable in the majority of cases through the provision
of appropriate education and health care. As such, it is a target of the
St. Vincent Declaration which aimed to halve diabetic LLAs within
five years. At the end of 1993 a new diabetes service was introduced
into a metropolitan health district in the UK. In order to evaluate its
effectiveness in addressing LLA outcome we compared data currently
being gathered (July 1995-June 1996) as part of an international
study, with data collected for a 12 month period preceding the
establishment of the service (July 1992-June 1993). Identical case
ascertainment strategies were utilized for both periods. Using
information recorded in operating theatre registers, hospital discharge
data and by the regional prosthetic centre we uniquely identified a
total of 273 in `92/'93 and 222 LLAs in `95/'96. Of these procedures,
81 and 60 were carried out in people with diabetes respectively. This
represents a decrease in LLA incidence of 15.6% in the non-diabetic
population and 25.9% in the diabetic population over the intervening
3 year period. Accompanying this decrease there was a concomitant
reduction in the level of procedure with only 22% of the amputations
being carried out above knee in the more recent time period compared
to 35% in `92/'93. In conclusion, set against a background of falling
incidence of LLA in the general population, amputations in people
with diabetes in Leeds are approaching the target set by St. Vincent.

1863
RISK FACTORS PREDICTING SEVERE FOOT ULCER AND
AMPUTATIONS IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM
T.H.Lee, J.H.Park, J.H.Lee, D.J.Chung, and M.Y.Chung. Chonnam
University, Kwangju, Korea.

Diabetic foot lesion is a one of the major cause of morbidity in
patients with diabetes. Therefore, a case contol study was utilized to
quantify the contribution of various risk factors to the risk of severe
diabetic foot lesion required surgical intervention including lower
extremity amputation. At baseline, risk factors for diabetic foot lesion
were determined in 262 NIDDM patients aged 40 to 70 years in 1990.
These patients were followed up annually for 5 years with respect to
foot lesions. Case patients had had an incident surgical intervention
between 1990 and 1995; control subjects had no diabetic foot lesion
by 1995. Foot conditions and health status prior to the pivotal event
led to the surgical treatment were obtained by medical record review.
We identified 25 subjects including 11 amputees and randomly
selected 237 contols for comparison. After adjustment for sex and
age, risk for severe diabetic foot lesion required surgical intervention
was associated with peripheral neuropathy (OR 12.5, 95% CI 5.6-52),
peripheral vascular disease (OR 11.3, 95% CI 5.0-34), autonomic
neuropathy (OR 10.0, 95% CI 3.6-43), retinopathy (OR 7.7, 95% CI
3.6-27), glycated hemoglobin (OR 2.9, 95% CI, 1.7-6.2), smoking (OR
2.6, 95% CI, 1.0-3.0) and microalbuminuria (OR 1.8, 95% CI, 1.1-2.1).
After controlling for these differences, the ORs for severe diabetic
foot lesion with peripheral vascular disease was 4.1 (95% CI
2.1-10.4), with peripheral neuropathy, 4.0 (95% CI 1.8-12.4), with
glycated hemoglobin, 2.5 (95% CI 1.5-5.3), with retinopathy, 2.5 (95%
CI 1.0-4.6), with autonomic neuropathy, 2.3 (95% CI 1.0-7.5), with
smoking, 1.6 (1.0-3.0) and with microalbuminuria, 1.0 (95% CI
0.7-1.6).

1864
THE FATES OF PATIENTS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS
AFTER AMPUTATION OF A LOWER LIMB

Karnafel W., Eneser M. Department of Gastroenterology and
Metabolic Diseases, University Medical School, Warsaw, Poland.

The aim of the study was to analyze factors that affected the
survival time of 125 patients with diabetes mellitus (DM) and 121
patients with normal glucose tolerance (NGT), to whom
amputations of the lower limb in consequence of gangrene were
performed. In a 5-year follow-up study 80 patients with DM (64
percent) and 39 patients with NGT (32 percent) died.

Among the examined patients with DM were 72 men and 53
women [mean age 69.2 ± 10.1 (± SD) yrs], and among these with
NGT 92 men and 29 women (mean age 66.2 ± 12.2 yrs).

In statistical analysis (Cox proportional model) in patients with
DM the following predictors of death were identified:
age (p=0.0001), duration of DM (p=0.03), systolic arterial
hypertension (p=0.006), peripheral arterial disease (p=0.0007),
diabetic nephropathy (p=0.0065). In the patients with NGT only
age was significant predictor of death (p=0.0001).

Conclusion: The necessity of performance of amputation of a
lower limb in a patients with DM provides information on
unsuccessful course of the disease.

1865
PREDICTION OF DIABETIC FOOT ULCER OCCURRENCE BY A TREE
STRUCTURED ANALYSIS OF PROSPECTIVE SURVIVAL DATA.
E. Boyko, J. Ahroni, A. Ciampi, A. Couturier, V. Stensel, R. Forsberg and D. Smith.
University of Washington, Seattle, USA, and McGill University, Montreal, Canada
There has been little prospective research on risk factors for diabetic foot ulcer that
simultaneously considers the structural, neurologic, and vascular factors obtained
from a clinical evaluation. We prospectively followed 729 diabetic general medicine
clinic enrollees without foot ulcer for the development of this lesion. Baseline assess-
ment included a medical history and physical examination that focused on diabetes
and the lower limbs; testing for sensory neuropathy using the 5.07 monofilament
(SN); autonomic function (orthostatic blood pressure drop (BPD); foot deformity; and
glycosylated hemoglobin (GHB) and serum creatinine (CR). Foot ulcer was defined
as a full thickness defect that required > 2 weeks to heal. Mailed, telephone, and
in-person contacts at regular intervals were used to assure capture of all incident foot
ulcers. A recursive partitioning and amalgamation algorithm (RECPAM) that consid-
ers time to event (foot ulcer) was used to separate this population into groups based
on magnitude of risk. Subjects were elderly (mean age 63.2 yrs) males (98%) with
NIDDM (93.4%) and a mean diabetes duration of 11.4 yrs. Subjects were followed
for 2.5 years on average for foot ulcer occurrence, during which time 118 ulcers
occurred. Seven of twenty variables considered were found to significantly alter risk
(SN, history of peripheral vascular disease (PVD), history of amputation (AMP),
BPD, GHB, hallux limitus (HL), and CR. Four different risk groups were identified:
1) SN-, PVD- (n=273); 2) [SN+, AMP+, GHB < 13.7%] or [SN+, AMP-, and BPD >
31 mm Hg or HL+ or CR > 186 FM] (n=123); 3) SN+, AMP+, GHB > 13.7%
(n=15); and 4) remaining patients (n=318). Proportion developing foot ulcer and rela-
tive risk (RR) with 95% confidence limits in groups 2-4 compared to group 1 are: 1)
2.6%, RR=l (referent); 2) 39.8%, RR=21.5 (9.8-47.2); 3) 80%, RR=79.0 (30.9 -
202.5); 4) 15.7%, RR=5.9, (2.7 - 12.9). We conclude that multiple factors contribute
to the risk of diabetic foot ulcer. Information on these easily obtained risk factors
may be used to classify diabetic patients as to their risk of developing foot ulcer.
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POTENTIAL ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF STRATEGIES TO PREVENT
LOWER: EXTREMITY AMPUTATION IN PERSONS WITH DIABETES

J.Kotsanos, D.011endorf, W.Wishner, M.Friedman, T.Cooper, M.Bittoni
and G.Oster. Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis and Policy Analysis,
Inc., Brookline, USA.

Objectives. To estimate the potential economic benefits of selected
strategies from published literature-educational interventions, multi-
disciplinary clinics, and insurance coverage for therapeutic shoes-to
reduce the incidence of lower-extremity amputation among persons with
diabetes. Methods. We developed a model to estimate the expected
incidence and associated costs of lower extremity amputation in a
hypothetical cohort of 10,000 persons with diabetes. Prevention strategies
were assumed to be targeted at persons with a history of foot ulcer, and
benefits were estimated over a period of three years. Results. The total
potential economic benefits (discounted) of strategies to reduce amputation
risk ranged from $1.9 to $2.9 million ($2,798 to $4,286 per person with a
history of foot ulcer) over three years. Benefits were highest for
educational interventions. Most benefits were found to accrue among
persons aged 70 years and older. Conclusions. Strategies to reduce the risk
of lower-extremity amputation may generate substantial economic benefits,
and should be a standard component of routine diabetes care. These
strategies may best be achieved through government payers, the health care
team, patients and their advocates, in partnership with the health care
industry.
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RISK FACTORS FOR FOOT ULCERATION IN A DIABETIC
OUTPATIENT CLINIC: A FIVE YEARS FOLLOW-UP
R. MINGARDI, L. UCCIOLI, P. PASQUALITTO, M.
STRAllABOSCO, G. ERLE and G. MENZINGER VICENZA AND
ROMA (ITALY)
1007 diabetic patients (age 64±11 yrs, M/F 49.6/50.4% duration
13.5±9 yrs, 71 IDDM and 929 NIDDM) were observed for the first
time in the outpatient clinic in the period 7/11/91-30/9/95.They were
fully characterized for metabolic control and long term diabetic
complications, expecially of the lower limbs, with an extensive
protocol. No patients showed foot ulceration at the inclusion in the
study. In the follow-up period (42.3±11.2 (12.3-59.2) months) the
ulcer incidence was 4.8% with a mean annual rate of 1.2%. Between
them 4 subjects ('8%) had lower limb amputation after 1 yr ulceration.
Age, weight, BMI, type and duration of diabetes, metabolic control at
the time of inclusion, severity of retinopathy and nephropathy,
previous cerebral or cardiac vascular diseases, the presence of
claudicatio, as well as the absolute value of the ankle brachial index
were unable to differentiate patients who would or would not develop
foot ulceration. In the univariate analysis the factors able to differentiate
those patients were represented by: absence of pedal pulses (p<O.01),
absence of ankle jerks (p<0.005), VPT >25 mV (p>0.001), presence of
foot deformities (p<0.01) and presence of a previous foot ulceration
(p<0.001). In the multivariate analysis adjusted for all parameters the
factors still able to discriminate patients at risk of ulceration were:
previous ulceration (OR 6.4 (CI 95% 2.95-14.3)), absence of ankle
jerks (OR 4.1(CI 95% 1.59-10.61)) and VPT >25 mV(OR 3.81(CI
95% 1.69-8.61)). In addition for each unitary increment of VPT in the
absolute value there was a 3% increment in the risk of ulceration. In
conclusion this prospective study demonstrates that an accurate clinical
examination with the combination of few simple parameters
discriminates patients with an increased risk of foot ulceration.
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MANAGEMENT OF THE DIABETIC FOOT IN HOSPITAL:
COSTS AND BENEFITS

A.Benotmane - F. Ayad University of Oran,Algeria

The aim of this work is to assess the costs of the diabetic foot lesions seen at a
university hospital from january 1989 through december 1993. A total of 163
cases of diabetic foot were reviewed in 132 patients (88 women and 44 men).
Lesions were allocated into three groups according to the Wagner
classification. We evaluated direct costs (hospital stay, medical treatment,
surgical treatment, investigation) and indirect costs (amputation and in-hospital
mortality). X2 test and analysis of variance were used to compare the different
groups. More than nine percent (9.16%) of all hospitalized diabetic patients
were reported to have foot problems. Almost all the patients (95.50%) were
older than 40 years. The first foot lesion appeared at 59.64±11.74 years. The
M/F ratio was significant (M/F = 1.64; p<0.01). The mean costs and mean
durations varied according to the Wagner classification. The mean costs of
hospitalization were calculated to be 79.31, 136.18 and 176.41 KDA (1KDA =
1000 algerian dinars), for the groups 1, 2 and 3 respectively (p<0.001). The
mean cost of a foot lesion was evaluated to be 5611$ US (1$ US was about
23.84 dinars in 1993). The mean durations of hospitalization were calculated to
be 26.87, 48.25 and 57.12 days for the groups 1, 2 and 3 respectively
(p<O.001). More than seventeen percent (17.43%) of patients underwent major
amputation. Foot function was preserved in 74% of cases. In-hospital mortality
(9%) was present only in patients staged Wagner 4+5 (group 3). More than
seventy time percent (79.11%) of the total financial costs were attributed to
hospital stay. Forty two out of 57 patients (73.68%) that had an occupation
obtained a rest. The total duration of rest was 3780 days. Direct and indirect
costs due to diabetic foot are high. It is necessary to invest more money in
Prevention in order to minimize this complication and lessen those costs.

1869
WHO'S AT RISK FOR FOOT ULCERATION?
LA Lavery, DG Armstrong, SA Vela, TL Quebedeaux, and JG Fleischli
Dept. of Orthopaedics, Univ. of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, USA
Previous studies of risk factors for ulcerations have identified peripheral neuropathy,
vascular disease, limited joint mobility, body mass, foot deformities, abnormal foot
pressures, a history of ulceration or amputation, nephropathy, and impaired visual
acuity as important factors. However, we have been unable to identify any existing
work that considers all of these factors in the same analysis. Therefore, the purpose
of this study was to evaluate risk factors for foot ulcerations among persons with
diabetes.This project was conducted as a case-control study, 225 age-matched
patients, 46.7% male, were enrolled with a ratio of approximately 1:2 case:controls
(76 cases: 149 controls). All patients met the following criteria: 1)The presence of
diabetes mellitus based on World Health Organization criteria (6.2% type I), 2)
evaluation by medicine and ophthalmology services within the past 6 months, 3)
glycosylated hemoglobin, complete blood count, urinalysis, creatinine and blood urea
nitrogen laboratory studies performed in the past 3 months. Cases were defined as
subjects that met the above criteria with an existing foot ulceration or a history of a
foot ulceration. Controls were defined as subjects with no history of foot ulceration.
Using a stepwise logistic regression model (alpha < 0.05), elevated plantar pressure (>
65 N/cm2), previous history of amputation, duration of diabetes (>10 years), foot
deformities (hallux rigidus or hammertoes), male gender, poor diabetes control
(HbAlc >9%), one or more subjective symptoms of neuropathy, and elevated
vibration perception threshold (> 25 V) were significantly associated with neuropathic
ulceration. 77.6% of ulcerated patients had a rigid deformity directly associated with
the site of ulceration. No significant associations were noted between vascular
disease (ankle brachial systolic pressure index <80, nephropathy, transcutaneous
oxygen tension <30mmHg, or palpable pedal pulses), level of formal education,
nephropathy, retinopathy, impaired vision, or obesity and foot ulceration. The results
suggest that neuropathy, deformity, commensurate high plantar pressures and history
of amputation are significantly associated with presence of foot ulceration.
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INCREASED FOLLOWED BY DECREASED NUMBER OF MAJOR
AMPUTATIONS IN DIABETICS DURING ECONOMICAL SANCTIONS
D.Tesidi, D.I1ic 1 , P.Pantelinacl and S. Avramov2 . Clinic of Endocrinology,
Diabetes and Metabolic Diseases', Clinic of Vascular Surgery 2 , Faculty of
Medicine, Novi Sad, Serbia.

The National programme in order to reduce amputations for diabetic
gangrene have included the following diagnostic procedures: bidirectional CW
Doppler flowmetry of the arteries with 8 and 4 MHz sound, the segmental
blood pressure measurements, digital photopletismography of the big toe,
evaluation and calculation of the neuropathy disability score. 1993. year was
characterized by serious deficiency of all drugs especially antibiotics. The
number of the lower limb amputations was observed and estimated for the
period 1991.-1995. year. There are about 300,000 inhabitants on the territory
covered by the Regional Health Centre, and out of this number 8,000 patients
were diabetics treated with antidiabetics. 6,400 patients were treated with
drues and 1,600 patients with insulin.I	 No of amputations (A)	 A.Crural	 A.Femoral	 I

Total DM (%1	 Total DM(%l	 Total DM(%l

1991.	 158 79 (50) 43 24 (55.8) 72 25(34.7)
1992_	 165 B4 (50.9) 41 2.5(61) 69 2(40.6)
1993.	 184 102 (55.4) 51 34(66.7) 89 32(43.8)
1994._	 142 56 (39.4) 28 9(32) 80 511(37.5)
1995.	 130 63 (48.5) 25 18(72) 78 30(38.5)

Statistical evaluation showed increase in the major limb amputations in
1993. year (X2 p 0.089), followed with a significant decrease (Xz p <0.01)
in 1994. year. The number of transmetatarsal and toes amputations in this
period was unchanged. The possibilities to perform diagnostic procedures and
surgical interventions were not diminished in this period, but it was concluded
that the above results show the importance of the drug therapy, especially of
the antibiotics which were deficient to pre the performed amputations. The
significant decrease of the amputations from 1994. could be the matter for
further speculations.

1872
THE ROLE OF NEUROPATHY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIABETIC FOOT
ULCERATION. Toton Suryotono,  Sarwono Waspadji, ImamSubekti, Maryantoro
Oemardi, and Slamet Suyono. Department of Medicine, Faculty of Medicine,
University of Indonesia, Salemba 6, Jakarta 10430, Indonesia.
There are many factors playing a role in the development of diabetic foot ulceration,
mostly are combination of neuropathy, compromise vascular condition and
superimposed infection. The aim of this study was to determine the contribution of
neuropathy in the development of foot ulceration. A case control study was conducted,
recruiting patients admitted to Ciptomangunkusumo hospital for diabetic foot ulcer
from.April to September 1996. As a control group, diabetic patients without foot
ulceration attending our diabetic clinic were asked to join this study, matched for
sex, age, and nutritional status. Neuropathic parameters performed in this study were
Semmesweinstein monofilament (5.07), vibratory sensation as measured by
vibrameter, heart beat variation (RR interval ) during deep breathing measured by
SRR5 heart rate recorder, orthostatic hypotension and knee tendon reflex test.
Patients with an ankle brachial index of < 0.9 (using simple doppler apparatus) were
excluded. Univariate analysis was used to calculate odds ratio for each independent
factor. There were 67 subjects with diabetic foot ulceration and 84 diabetics without
foot ulceration eligible for statistical evaluation. No differences in age, gender, BMI,
years of known diabetes and means HBAIc were found between both groups.
Monofilament was the best predictor for the development of foot ulceration (OR =
10.48, 95 % c.i. 4.02-28.22). Abnormal heart beat variation had the OR of 7.71 (95
% c.i. 2.77-22.27), while absent of knee reflex gave rise to OR of 4.32, 95 % c.i.
1.86-10.19). Abnormal vibratory sensation (>43 vhz) contributed OR of 2.63 (95 %
c.i.1.23-5.65), while orthostatic hypotension showed the lowest OR (0.89, 95 % c.i.
0.33-2.35). In conclusion, diabetic neuropathy plays an important role in the
development of foot ulceration. Semmesweinstein monofilament 5.07 was the best
predictor for the development of foot ulceration. Other neurologic parameter
abnormalities had less important contributions as a predictor of the development of
diabetic foot ulceration

1871
MORE THAN HALF OF THE DIABETES POPULATION HAS INCREASED
RISK TO DEVELOP CHRONIC FOOT ULCERS.
K. Sparre, B. Arvered, M. Mateyo, G. Jomeskog and K. Brismar. Department of
Endocrinology & Diabetology, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
Preventive care has been effective in diabetes to lower the rate of foot ulcers (FU)
and amputation. The aims of the study were to characterise diabetes patients with
FU and to find an easy screening method to identify patients at risk. 50 consecutive
diabetics referred to the foot clinic at Karolinska Hospital with chronic FU were
examined and answered a questionnaire. A model protocol for foot examination
was designed. 323 diabetics, randomly selected, in Primary Health Care (PHC)
were examined in accordance to the protocol. The patients were diagnosed to have
no signs of complications (group 1), signs of neuropathy (np) (group 2), or both
neuropathy, angiopathy (ap) and/or earlier chronic FU (group 3). The examination
was performed by trained chiropodists, practical or registered nurses. The results
showed that patients with chronic FU (mean age 66.4 years) had a mean diabetes
duration of 20.5 years. All had signs of np and 67 % had ap. Mean HbAIc was
11.8%. The healing time for a recurrent chronic FU was longer than for the
previous one. The patients without FU (mean age 60 years), had diabetes duration
of 9.4 years. Six % had been treated for chronic ulcers. Neuropathy was found in
54%. Autonomous up was most common (70%). 19% had deformities and 38%
calluses. Signs of microangiopathy were found in 17.5% and severe
macroangiopathy in 5.2%. 26% had impaired vision, which made their self care
difficult. The mean value for HbA1C was 7.8% (reference<5.2%). 36% had
regular chiropody. In conclusion patients with chronic FU had a longer diabetes
duration and worse metabolic control. The healing time for a recurrent FU was
significantly prolonged. More than half of patients with diabetes in PHC had risk
factors for chronic FU, especially np, local changes and unacceptable metabolic
control. Only 40% had no or low risk, 10% a high risk to develop chronic FU. Only
a minority had access to medical chiropody. The model protocol to identify patients
at risk was easy to use in regular foot examinations and patient education.
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CONSERVATIVE SURGERY VERSUS CONVENTIONAL
THERAPY FOR DIABETIC FOOT: A RANDOMIZED TRIAL
A Pi gesi, E. Schipaii, F. Carpi, F. I accetfi and R Natalesi.
Cattedra di Maladtie del Metabolisno, University di Pisa, Piss, Italy.
We compared conservative surgical treatment of non
infected neuropathic foot ulcers to conventional therapy
in a group of diabetic outpatients. 41 patients who came
to our foot clinic for the first time from January to
December 1995 with a non complicated neuropathic
ulcer were randomized into two groups: Group A [N. 20
patients (17 NIDDM/3 IDDM), age 63.24±13.46 yrs,
duration of diabetes (DD) 18.2±8.41 yrs, HbAlc
9.5±3.8%] received a conventional treatment, consisting
in medications and relieving of weight; Group B [N. 21
patients (19 NIDDM/2 IDDM), age 65.53±9.87 yrs, DD
16.84±10.61 yrs; HbAlc 8.9±2.2%] underwent surgical
ulcerectomy, eventual remodelling or removal of bone
segments underlying the lesion and surgical suture.
Healing rate was lower (79.2 %) in group A than in group
B (95.5%: p<0.05), and healing time was longer in
group A (128.91±86.60 days), than in group B
(46.73±38.94 days; p<0.001). Infective ,complications
occurred significantly more often in group A patients
(12.5°rb) than in group B (4.5 %, p<0.05), as well as
relapses of ulcerations (8 in group A versus 3 in group B
patients; p<0.05). Patients satisfaction was higher in
group B patients (p<0.05) than in group A ones. Surgical
treatment of neuropathic foot ulcers is an effective
approach compared to conventional treatment in terms
of healing time, complications and relapses.

1874
THE METHODS OF DIAGNOSTICS AND TREATMENT OF THE
DIABETIC FOOT.

Y.O.Markevych, N I Boyko, A.A.Serhiyenko, Y.M.Vendzylovych and
M.P.Pavlovsky, Y.S.Erin. Lviv State Medical University, Ukraine.
The results of investigation and treatment of 320 severe cases of diabetes mellitus
with diabetic foot have been summarized and analized The age of the patients ranged
from 21 to 69. The average dose of 63,5±12,1 units of insulin was injected daily.
The following investigations were performed: polarography, capillaroscopy, ultrasonic
dopplerography of the vessels of the lower extremity, roentgenoscopy of pedal bones.
The immune condition of the body, the level of hormones (hydrocortisone, aldosterone,
corticotrophin, somatotrophin, calcitonin) in the blood serum and the process of
lipid peroxidation were studied.
All patients were observed to develop the thinning of the osseous cortical layer; 87%
had 2 to 3-fold increase of calcitonin level and the decreased level of calcium in the
blood. 92% of patients had disturbances ofpallesthesia, thermosthesia and algesthesia,
78°/ were noted to have the increased concentration of fibrin and fibrinogen in the
blood plasma and the increase of thrombocytes' aggregation qualities. Those changes
caused the disturbances of flow-rate characteristics, i.e., slowed-down blood flow
venous stasis, thrombogenesis. Magistral flow and pulse index in crural and pedal
arteries were diminished in 96% of patients.
Conservative complex treatment proved beneficial for every stage of metabolism
and for microcirculation.

196 patients with phlegmone were operated. In cases of marginal dry gangrene on
the foot, necrectomy was performed In cases of destructed bones and purulent foci
on the foot, excision within healthy tissues was made. The wound was sutured and
drained. When gangrenous hallux was aggreavated by progressing infection the tendon
of the musculus flexor longus hallucis was excised within healthy tissue.
Complex treatment was aimed at the adequate correction of carbohydrate, lipid,
protein, water-electrolyte metabolism and flow-rate characteristics and at the
possibility to perform "smaller" surgery. As a result, the number of amputations of
lower extremities decreased considerably.
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VASCULAR DISEASE OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES IN RENAL
DYSFUNCTION PATIENTS

K. Hosokawa, Y. Atsumi, A. Mokubo, T. Asahina, A.Shimada, H.Tomonari,
T.Kuriyama and K. Matsuoka. Saiseikai Central Hospital, Tokyo, Japan.

Background: Renal Failure is one of risk factors of diabetic foot. Amputation
rate in patients under hemodialysis is high. Hemodialysis patients have
arteriosclerosis obliterans as often. Objective: To determine the incidence of
vascular disease in renal dysfunciton diabetic and nondiabetic patients with
creatinine level above 1.4mg/dl. Research design and method: Subjects: 110
diabetic and nondiabetic patients who took the color doppler ultrasonography,
Age: average 64yr(range 34-88yr). Of the 82 diabetics 35 were receiving
hemodialysis and 47 were not. Of the 25 nondiabetics 12 subjects were
receiving hemodialysis and 13 were without hemodialysis. Results: Results of
the doppler were divided into two groups: normal and significant findings
(plaque, calcification, stenosis or obstruction). 1. Diabetic prehemodialysis
patients group: the percentage of patients who had the significant findings was
62%. Especially the percentage of patients who had the findings of stenosis or
obstruction was as high as 47%. 2. Diabetic hemodialysis patients group: the
percentage of the significant findings was 74%. The percentage of stenosis or
obstruction was 54"/0. 3. Nondiabetic prehemodialysis patients group: the
percentage of significant findings was 30%. Only two(15%) patients had the
findings of stenosis. 4. Nondiabetic hemodialysis patients group: the
percentage of significant findings was 33%. The number of patients who had
stenosis was four(8%). Conclusion: The probability of development of
vascular diseases of diabetic renal dysfunction patients even in
prehemodialysis stage is high.
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FROM THE EXPERIENCE OF <<DIABETIC FOOT» CENTRE IN

MINSK
Kholodova H., Mokhort T., Shutova V., Beloded I., Romeiko D.

Rep. Belarus, Minsk, Inst. Of Advanced Medical Studies.

In April 1996 Specialized Center <<Diabetic Foot» was stared in Minsk
as outcome and consequence of St'Vincent Declaration and introduction of
National Program <<Diabetes Mellitus in Republic of Belarus» . The Center
has two parts: an out-patient consulting room and an in-patient department.
A qualified doctor and a nurse with a special training work at the out-patient
department. 615 patients had their examinations in this out-patient consulting
room. Specialized examination included: taking the patients case history,
follow-up of the disease, determining risk factors, foot examination, Doppler
ultrasound measurements of vessels, vibration perception threshold and
temperature discrimination of threshold measurements. It was found out that
13,1% of the patients examined had a diabetic foot syndrome. 86,3% them
had neuropathic, and 13,6% had severe neuro-ischemic lesions. 54,5% of
patients with ulcers received complex out-patient therapy. 18,1% of patients
had severe infections lesions or gangrene. They were hospitalized to the city
hospital Ne 10 where a 30-bed department for diabetic foot patients is
located. The in-patient department staff includes experienced surgeons and a
diabetologist who have a special training in this field. The joint efforts of the
medical personnel allowed to decrease by 18,8% the number of high (above
the knee) amputations and to determine risk groups and introduce
prophylactic treatment. In the future the Center is planning to carry out their
screening program for early diagnosis of the syndrome of the diabetic foot to
prevent amputations.
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GRANULOCYTE COLONY STIMULATING FACTOR (G-CSF) IMPROVES NEUTROPHIL
FUNCTION AND CLINICAL OUTCOME IN LIMB THREATENING INFECTION.

A Gough, A V M Foster. P J Watkins and M E Edmonds. Kings Diabetes Centre,
Kings College Hospital, London, UK.
Lower extremity infection continues to be a cause of significant morbidity and
mortality. Neutrophil superoxide generation, a crucial part of neutrophil
bactericidal activity, is impaired in diabetes. In a randomised, double-blind placebo
controlled trial we assessed the effects of systemic treatment with the
haematopoietic growth factor G-CSF on neutrophil superoxide generation and
clinical outcome in patients with severe foot sepsis, necessitating hospital
admission. Individuals were matched for age, sex, duration of diabetes, vascular
disease and were randomised to either G-CSF therapy (G; n=20), 5 µg kg' day' ,
subcutaneously for 7 days or Placebo (P; n=20). Both groups received similar
antibiotic and insulin treatment. Baseline metabolic control was similar, HbAlc
[median; (range)], G9.2%; (5.5-12.3) vs. P8.7%; (5.5-12.9), p=0.49. Initial
opsonised zymosan stimulated superoxide levels (nmol/10 6 neutrophils/30 min.)
were also similar [mean ± SE], G6.8 ± 1.9, P7.2 ± 1.4, p>0.05. After 7 days
treatment the G-CSF group showed neutropltilia, absolute neutrophil counts,
[mean ± SE, x109 IL], G20.9 ± 1.7, P4.1 ± 0.4, p<0.0001 with significantly
improved superoxide levels, G15.2 ± 1.5 vs. P6.6 ± 0.8. p<0.001. No G-CSF
patients required surgery/amputation vs. 4 placebo, X'=4.44, p<0.05. Deep tissue
swabs became sterile quicker in G-CSF patients, [median; (range)], G 4 (2-10)
days vs. P 8 (2-79), p=0.007. Improved neutrophil function in the G-CSF group
was also associated with more rapid cellulitis resolution, G 7 (5-20) days vs. P 12
(5-93), p=0.01, shorter hospital stay G 10 (7-31) days vs. P 16.5 (9-100),
p=0.007, and reduced intra-venous antibiotic requirements, G 8.5 (5-30) days vs.
P 14.5 (8-63), p-0.02. G-CSF increases neutrophil superoxide generation in
patients with foot infections and this may have clinical benefits.

1878
DIABETIC FOOT ULCER MANAGEMENT - EXPERIENCE
OF IBRAHIM MEMORIAL DIABETES HOSPITAL.

H. Kabir Chowdhury, M. H. Khan, E. Hoque and T.K.
Maitra. Ibrahim Memorial Diabetes Hospital, Dhaka, Bangladesh.

Foot ulcer is a dreadful complication of diabetes mellitus. About 27% of our
surgical admissions are due to foot ulcer. In the surgical out-patient dept.
40% of the patients are treated for foot ulcer. One recent study on 167
patients showed that 65% of these patients are known diabetic, 57% on
admission had blood sugar >10 mmol. Elderly patients with a mean age of
52 years are more commonly affected. Male female ratio was 4 : 1. Only
21% patients gave any historyof trauma and 22% of these patients and
macroangiopathy. Various reasons, like microangiopathy, poor nutrition,
uncontrolled diabetes, delay in treatment, wrong or inadequate treatment by
different types of healers, all account in many ways for the devastating
results of these cases and at the same time makes management difficult.
Patience, time, enthusiasm and above all a challenge to fight the problem is
all that is required to treat this condition. Patients has taught us many
important lessons like (a) Diabetic foot ulcers are deceptive - what is seen
from outside more is hidden inside. (b) Once bone and joints are involved it
is better to sacrifice that part early. (c) Serial amputations can reduce
number of major amputations. (d) Diabetic patients can tolerate very large
incision far better then any deep infection. (e) Initial antibiotic therapy
should be aggressive, etc. At present our policy is aggressive debridement,
2-3 times daily dressing, not to use any corrosive in the wound, frequent
follow up, and amputations when necessary. We are not yet happy with the
results. We are using hydrocolloid dressing which seems to be helping
granulation tissue to grow in clean cases. Local music rotation was found
helpful to save heelpad. When patients are gravely ill due to septicaemia
with renal or cardiac failure an early guillotine amputation even under local
anesthesia can save many life.

1879
TOPICAL APPLICATION OF GROWTH HORMONE CAN ACCELERATE
WOUND HEALING IN DIABETIC FOOT ULCERS
R. Carvalho, J.Dores, A.P.Marques, L. Serra and B.Serra Servigo de Endocrinologia.
Hospital Geral de Santo Ant6nio. Porto. Portugal
Diabetic foot ulcers are a serious complication of Diabetes Mellitus, carrying enormous
economic and social costs for the Institutions anti patients. Previous studies have
demonstrated that there are GH receptors in the different structures of the skin and the
promotion of local growth could be done directly by GH and throughout mRNA IGF-1
production. In order to evaluate if the topical application of r-hGH could accelerate the rate
of closure of diabetic foot ulcers, the authors designed a randomised, single blind and
crossed study. Fourteen patients (7 male, 7 female) with neurophatic foot ulcers matched
with a control group (6 male, 4 female) for age, duration of diabetes, HbAlc, IGF-1,
IGFBP3 and baseline wound's area were assigned to be treated with a solution containing r-
hGH (0,2 IU/cm2 of wound area), thrice a week. For ethical reasons foot ulcers should be
crossed to the opposite group every 2 weeks if a reduction greater than 25% of the baseline
area was not seen. The wounds were photographed weekly and images were submitted to
computerised planimeby. The data obtained were plotted statistically. Mean rate of closure
at the second week of treatment was significantly greater in the r-hGH treated group
compared with the control group (34,6 ±21,1% Vs 7,8 ±24,9 %, p<0.01). Since the
patients in the control group significantly crossed to the r-hGH treated group, the placebo
group was reduced to 4ppatients at the second week, which became subsequent statistical
analysis quite difficult at the 30th day and totally impossible at the 45th day of the survey.
At the 30th day the results still showed an higher mean rate of wound closure in the hGH
treated group compared with the control group, although statistically not significant (37,2
±27,5% Vs 15,4±13,6%, p=0,08). However the rate of cure of the 20 r-hGH treated
ulcers was halved in relation to the ulcers treated classically in our Department (43,2 ± 15,6
days Vs 90,2 ± 25,3 days). The authors concluded that topical application of r-hGH might
be a valuable complement to the classical treatment of neumphaic foot ulcers, promoting
the acceleration of wound closure. Larger studies will be needed to confirm these data and
to evaluate if this kind oftreat rent could be extensible to the rseuroischaemic foot.
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THE DIABETIC FOOT: SOME ASPECTS OF EARLY DIAGNOSIS
A.A.Serhsyenko,Z.Y.Kozytsky,L.M.Serhiyenko,Y.S.Erin and Y.V.Ablitsov.
Department of Endocrinology, Lviv Medical University, Lvly, Ukraine
Macrovascular disorders appear more frequently and proceed more difficult in
patients with diabetes mellitus but the specific mechanisms of their development
are studied msutllciently.We have carried out the analysts ofpecuaharities of en-
zymes activity, levels of phospholipids and fatty acids, level of the 111I-6-
ketoprostaglandin Fi> (6-ketoPGFi,. ), 15I-thromboxane B2 (TXBs) in the mem
branes of erythrocytes, blood plasma and the lower extremities arteries' wall in
patients with diabetic macrovessel complications (n= I 7).Simultaneously, It pa-
tients with atherosclerotic macrovessel complications and invariable indices of oral
glucose tolerance test were examined. More considerable 'anaeroblzation' of me-
tabolism has been found in vessel's tissue diabetic patients which is accompanied
by increase of total lactatedehydrogenase (LDH) of activity and deplacement of
isoenzymes spectrum to catode fraction.The considerable depression the activity
ofprotein-kinase C (PK-C), Na* ,K*-ATPase, Caz+ ,Mg 2 ' -ATPasein RBC's mem-
brane and arteries' wall at progressing diabetic vascular disorders indicates their
role m diabetic sngiopathy pathogenesis.Between decreasing of PK-C and Na',Kt-
ATPase and Cap*,Mg> ATPase activity there exists certain con -elation which in
probably conditioned by Cat+-phospholipid-dependent phosphorylation of those
ATPases. That may lead to disorders of the metabolism ofphosphatidilmositole,the
synthesis of eicosanoids and to promotion the accumulation of tree calcium in the
cell's cytoplasm.The progressing of the diabetic macroangiopathies cause leads to
considerable increase of TXB2and decrease of 6-ketoPGFi., levels, which may pro-
mote to vasoconstriction etlect,proaggregability, blood rheologic disorders and to
intensification the adhesion of blood cells to endothelium. The increase of TXBs/6-
ketoPGFi, ratio is a sensitive c iterium of introduction and progress of diabetic
angiopathies. The appearance and progressing of diabetic angiopathies is
accompanied by the decrease of phospolipides, polyunsaturated fatty acids and
the increase of free cholesterol and saturated fatty acids in the membrane erythro-
cyte's and in the tissues of arteries' wall. Our results support the hypothesis that
disorders of the metabolism of phosphatidilinositole, the synthesis of eicosanolds
may be beneficial in development of diabetes macrovascular complications.
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FOOT AMPUTATION IN DIABETICS: PREVENTABLE AND
NONPREVENTABLE FACTORS. I. Vereanu, C. Ionescu-Tirgoviste, S. Pnma,
R. Strachinariu, D. Avram and L.C.Nwabudike. Clinic of Diabetes, "Institute
N.C.Paulescu" Bucharest, Romania.
This is an analysis of 473 diabetic patients admitted into the surgical department of
the Cantacuzino Hospital for diabetic gangrene in two different years: 1991 (238
cases) and 1994 (235 cases) of which: 371M (78.4%) /102F(21.5%); NIDDM
patients: 298 (63.0%); 49 cases (10.4%) were primary insulin-dependent and 126
(26.6%) were secondary insulin treated patients, Duration of diabetes was 9.3± 6,9
yrs. The surgical treatment was conservative in 50 cases (11.8%). Minor
amputations: toes-124 cases (26.2%); transmetatarsian-82 cases (17.3%); major
amputations: below knee-61 cases (12.9%); above knee-51 cases (31.9%). Medical
risk factors encountered in order of frequency were: high perception thresholds for
pain, temperature and vibration in 100% of cases; bilateral absence of Achilles
tendon reflexes in 100% of cases; low nutritional blood flow (due to arteropathy
or microangiopathy or sympathetic denervation of arterioles) in 100% of cases; type
of diabetes (NIDDM in 63% of cases); long duration of diabetes (61%>10yrs.).
Medical risk indicators: high blood glucose and glycated hemoglobin (87%);
high (>30mg./24h) albumin excretion rate in 78% of cases. Non-medical (socio-
economic and behavioural) indicators: low socio-economic status (84% low
income earners); male gender (78%); poor educational level (73%); old age
(71.7%>60yrs.); poor clinic attendance (92% without regular check-ups in the past
year and 54% in the past 5yrs.); poor self-conservative behaviour leading to late
presentation at the physician (lesions>10 days old at presentation in 72% of cases),
Trigger factors for leg ulceration were divided into 3 categories: preventable: ill-
fitting shoes, various traumas and burns in 76.7% of cases; partially preventable:
increased pressure points, hyperkeratoses with fissuring, and fungal infections in
10.9% of cases; non preventable: arteriopathic and microangiopathic ischaemia;
diabetic bullae in 12.3%, Our cases were considered predominantly neuropathic in
83% of cases and predominantly vascular in 17% of cases. Conclusion: two-thirds
of amputations are preventable if the patients are well informed and motivated and
if the foot care team (diabetologist, chiropodist, nurse and surgeon) is committed.
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Impact of specialised care on time course and outcome
of recurrent diabetic foot lesions

S.Morbach, Ch.Viergutz, H.R. Ochs. Diabetic Foot Clinic,
Marienkrankenhaus Soest / Germany

Background: Avoidance of amputation in diabetics with foot ulceration by
specialised care has been demonstrated recently. In the healed high risk for
reulceration persists. Little is known on the influence of a diabetic foot clinic
on the course of a second lesion. Aim: To analyse the impact of a dedicated
diabetic foot clinic on time course and outcome of recurrent ulceration in
diabetic patients. Patients and methods: 30 consecutive patients (I Om/20f;
average age 71,2 years; average diabetes duration 17,9 years) who relapsed
after a diabetic foot lesion were analysed. Data on healing time, severity of
the lesion at presentation (wagner-classification ), hospitalization rate and
need of amputation were sampled for both events.
Results: Average healing time was shortened to 24 days (SD 24,5) after initial
presentation refering the second lesion compared to 69 days (SD 49,5) on the
first (p=0,00001, Wilcoxon). Treatment duration was reduced by 65% for
the whole population, 70% for pure neuropathics and 60% in critical limb
ischemia respectively. Need for initial hospitalization declined from 73% to
7% (p=0,0001). Amputation had been performed in 23% of the patients
before first contacting our clinic. On the first lesion 10% had to be treated by
minor-amputation, on the relapses no amputation was required.
Conclusion: Specialised care by a diabetic foot clinic suceeds in improving
outcome of high risk patients with recurrent foot ulceration. Treatment du-
ration, need of hospital admission and amputation are proven to be reduced
significantly.
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FREQUENCY OF LOWER LIMB AMPUTATIONS IN 147 TURKISH

PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC FOOT SYNDROME

A. Gutiek, O. Gedik and M. Bayraktar, Hacettepe University Department
of Endocrinology, Ankara, Turkey

There is large discrepancy regarding the incidence of diabetes-related
lower limb amputations among various populations and ethnic groups.
To our knowledge, there are no data regarding the frequency of lower
limb amputations in Turkish diabetic population. In the present study, in
a reference hospital setting, we evaluated the medical records (1986-96)
of 147 patients (11 IDDM and 136 NIDDM) in respect of 195
hospitalizations due to diabetic foot ulcers. As to the predisposing
factors, peripheral macrovascular disease and distal symmetric
polyneuropathy were noted in 55.1% and 73.5% of the patients,
respectively. History of cigarette smoking (more than 1 pack-year) was
positive in 30.9. of the patients. Medical therapy alone
(i.e.,debridement and antibiotics) and lower limb amputations (below
toe; minor and above toe; major) were performed in 59.2% and 40.8% of
the patients, respectively. Implantation of a skin graft or island flap was
performed in 6.8% of the patients in order to accelerate the healing of
large defects. The most frequent isolate from deep wound cultures were
found to be Staphylococcus Aureus (21.8%) and, as to the whole study
period, overall mortality rate was 8.8%. Our data suggest that nearly half
of the Turkish patients who admit due to diabetic foot ulcers undergo
some kind of a lower limb amputation in our group. High frequency of
associated risk factors such as peripheral vascular insufficiency may, at
least in part, explain the high frequency of these amputations.

1884
HOW DOES DELAY IN SEEKING CARE FOR A DIABETIC FOOT LESION
INFLUENCE OUTCOME?
del Aguila MA, Pugh J and Reiber GE, VA Puget Sound Health Care System,
Seattle, USA
Objective : To identify patient characteristics that were associated with delay in
seeking care for diabetic foot lesions, and to examine the independent association
between time to presentation and foot lesion outcome.  Design/Methods : Patients in
this study were enrolled in the Diabetes Ulcer Outcome Study (DUOS), an
observational study of foot ulcer treatment and outcome conducted at three VA
medical centers and 3 non-VA facilities. Patients were enrolled from 1 Oct 1994 -
30 June 1996, and followed prospectively throughout the course of their treatment.
A trained research assistant (RA) collected standardized information from each
patient regarding demographic factors, diabetes and ulcer history, and general
health. Lesion characteristics and treatment were recorded by the RA at each
outpatient and inpatient visit. Patients were followed until outcome: healing,
amputation, or death. Results: Three hundred two patients were enrolled in DUOS,
of whom 272 (90%) provided a lesion onset date. Half of these patients reported
seeking care within the first week, while 20% waited over four weeks. A forward
stepwise linear regression model yielded two predictors of shorter time to
presentation: education regarding proper footwear (26% shorter delay in seeking
care, 95% CI 10%-41°/ shorter), and persons to help with foot care (compared to
no helpers, each additional person resulted in 16% shorter delay, 95% CI 4%-27%
shorter). Delay in seeking care was positively correlated with ulcer severity at
presentation (Pearson's product moment r 2=.16, p=.004). However, after adjusting
for confounding factors, a delay in seeking care was not associated with healing, or
lesion duration. Conclusions : Half of all patients obtain care within 7 days of
fording a foot lesion. Outpatient education regarding footwear, and help with foot
care were independently associated with shorter delay in presentation for care. A
longer time to obtaining care was associated with increasing ulcer severity, but
there is no independent association with ulcer healing or duration.
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DEATH AND INSTITUTIONALIZATION FOLLOWING DIABETES -
RELATED LOWER EXTREMITY AMPUTATION
LA Lavery, WH van Houtum and DG Armstrong
Dept. of Orthopaedics, Univ. of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, USA
We are unaware of any report in the medical literature that has discussed risk factors
for both mortality and discharge disposition following lower extremity amputation
(LEA). Our aim was to report risk factors associated with in-hospital mortality and
the need for institutional care in diabetics with LEAs. We abstracted data for every
hospitalization for a LEA from January Ito December 31, 1993 in 6 metropolitan
statistical areas in South Texas. Amputation level was categorized as foot, leg or
thigh. Discharge status categories were: home, nursing home, rehabilitation facility
and death. We used the Kaplan scale of cogent comorbidities to determine the
relationship of 12 disease categories and their association with discharge status. There
were 1,043 LEAs in South Texas in 1993. While only 2.3% of the population was
admitted from an institutional care facility, over 25% were discharged to one. Of the
total population, 18.5% were discharged to a nursing home, 7.0% to a rehabilitation
facility and 5.1% died within the period of hospitalization. We performed a univariate
analysis. Factors with a p<0.25 were included in a stepwise logistic regression
analysis with an a of 0.05. High level (leg or thigh) amputation, peripheral vascular
disease, male gender, and absense of advanced locomotor impairment were associated
with discharge to a rehabilitation facility. For discharge to a nursing home significant
associations were found with: female gender, advanced age (>65), single marital
status, high level amputation, and advanced cerebrovascular disease and locomotor
impairment. Death following a LEA was strongly associated with female gender, high
level amputation, advanced renal disease, anemia, and congestive heart failure. We
conclude that a significant number of patients either die or require long-term care
following a diabetes-related LEA, thus further adding to the burden of this sequels.
Several clinical parameters are significantly associated with discharge status after this
procedure. More prospective clinical research is needed to verify the associations and
to clarify their application in practice.

1886
GAIT ANALYSIS IN DIABETIC UNILATERAL LOWER LIMB AMPUTEES.
C.H.M. van Schie', C.A. Abbott, L. Vileikyte", JE Shaw b, AL Carrington', J
Kulkarnia, E. van Ross' and A.J.M. Boulton b .'Disablement Services Centre,
Withington Hospital and bDiabetes Centre, Manchester.

Unilateral amputation changes the walking pattern and could affect the foot of the
remaining limb. Gait was analysed in 23 diabetic amputees (Stanmore mobility
grades 4 or 5), at 8 ± 2 months (mean ± sd) and in 7 non-diabetic amputees at 10 ±
3 months after amputation. Diabetic amputees were matched with diabetic non-
amputees, with and without neuropathy. Subjects walked at their own selected pace
over a Kistler force plate. Maximum horizontal (posterior (P), anterior (A), medial
(M) and lateral (L)) and vertical (V) ground reaction force, ground contact time
(GCT) and force-time integral (FTI) were measured. For the diabetic amputees, all
gait parameters, (except M) were greater in the re mainin g compared to artificial
limb (p<0.01), whereas there were no differences between legs in the non-
amputees. Maximum A, P, M, Land V forces (% body weight) for the artificial and
remaining limb were respectively 8.6 vs 10, 7.3 vs 11.5, 7.1 vs 7.1, 1.2 vs 2.5 and
101.4 vs 105.4, OCT (msec) and FTI (Nsec) were respectively 1042.6 vs 1109.6
and 586.7 vs 701.6. FTI and OCT were greater and maximum V force were smaller
in the remaining limb of amputees compared to the non-amputees (p<0.001). The
non-diabetic amputees had significant lower FTI's than the diabetic amputees (409
and 510 vs 586 and 701 for artificial and remaining limb), although walking speed,
OCT and maximum forces were not different between the two groups. Only the FTI
and maximum V force were different between legs in the non-diabetic amputees,
with a significant difference for FTI. The results of the non-diabetic amputees
suggest greater differences between legs for the diabetic amputees. Thus, the
asymmetric walking pattern and the greater force-time integral in the remaining
limb of the diabetic unilateral amputees may further increase the already high risk
for foot ulceration, thus exacerbating the risk for amputation of the re maining limb.

1887
DIABETES MELLITUS SURVIVAL AFTER LOWER EXTREMITY AMPU-
TATIONS.
Spichler, D., Spichler, ERS., Franco, LJ and Lessa, I. Health Ministry, Health
State Secretariat of Rio de Janeiro,Federal Fluminense University,Federal Uni-
versity of Sao Paulo, Federal University of Bahia, Brazil.

Lower Extremity Amputations (LEAs) in diabetics are an important
medical social problem in Brazil. Lack of proper medical care and metabolic
control, result in disability, earlier retirement of work, and preventable deaths.
The aim of this paper is to determine the survival of amputtee diabetic patients.
This is a prognostic coorte study, involving all diabetics LEAs that occurred
between January 1990 trough December 1994, living in Rio de Janeiro munici-
pality, metropolitan region, followed up by three years after the surgical proce-
dure. Amputation data came from all sources available to identify Diabetic cases,
also including amputtee register (AR).Amputtee death certificates were reviewed
in the same period for all deaths registered in the State of Rio de Janeiro
(336,182). The end point for analysis was death of diabetic amputtee or the
closing date of the study. Data were analyzed trough a survival table. Sex
differences were compared by x 2 Mantel test. There were 419 diabetic LEAs,
being 221 in men (52,7%) and 198 in women (47,9%). In this period occurred
Ill deaths in diabetic patients ( 26,5%), the rate was 24,0% for men and 29,3%
for women. Survival probability after 36 months from diabetic amputtees, was
57,9% for men,and 49,5% for women (x 2 1.39 p>0.005). During the first 15 days
the survival probability was 90% for men, and 87% for women;after 60 days,
84% for men and 79,8% for women. However no statistically significant
difference was observed in the survival probability between genders at 36
months; it was always lower for women, since the first days. These results
suggest poor medical care or late demand, a finding not expected.The speed
survival rate decreased in the first month of follow-up,suggesting death by
infection (sepsis),even when amputtee are more prone to this kinds of risk. All
deaths were reviewed except if any patient migrated to other state and died there.
These results pointed out to the necessity of appropriate health care and
monitoring metabolic changes proper to Diabetes Mellitus.
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DOES DIABETIC NEUROPATHY AFFECT THE FORCES USED
DURING WALKING ?
C.H.M. van Schie, J.E. Shaw and A.J.M. Boulton. Diabetes
Centre, Manchester Royal Infirmary, UK.

Neuropathy might affect the forces controlling walking, and
abnormal forces may be an important cause of elevated foot
pressures. The aim of the study was to investigate the effect of
neuropathy on ground reaction forces. We measured vertical,
medial and lateral impulses (force-time integrals) and ground
contact times using a Kistler force plate mounted in an 8 meter
walkway, in 15 non-diabetic controls (C), 35 diabetic controls (D),
35 diabetic patients with neuropathy (DN) 17 with previous
neuropathic ulceration (DNU), and 14 patients with Charcot
neuro-arthropathy (CH). The mean (sd) vertical impulses
(expressed as % body weight) were C-55.4 (5.5), D-59.0 (6.1),
DN-58.3 (4.9), DNU-61.5 (6.0) and CH-62.5 (7.2). D, DNU and CH
were significantly greater than C (p<0.001). The lateral impulses
were C-0.12 (0.07), D-0.09 (0.08), DN-0.10 (0.09), DNU-0.12
(0.10), CH-0.06 (0.05). CH was different from all others, but only
significant for DNU and C (p<0.05). No differences were observed
in medial impulses. The ground contact times (msec) were C-664
(71), D-712 (73), DN-702 (64), DNU-746 (69), CH-767 (88). CH
and DNU were significantly longer than C (p<O.Ot). Increased
impulses were mainly due to increased ground contact times and
not directly attributable to neuropathy. Thus, neuropathy does not
seem to alter the impulses except when combined with structural
changes as in Charcot neuro-arthropathy.
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AMPUTATION AND REAMPUTATION OF THE DIABETIC FOOT
Armstrong DG, Lavery LA, vanHoutum WH, Harkless LB
Dept. of Orthopaedics, Univ. of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, USA
We have observed that while numerous studies have focused on lower extremity
amputations in general, amputations at the level of the foot are often treated as a
single level or not stratified by specific site within the foot. In the majority of cases,
this is due to the fact that data is gathered from secondary databases which do not
provide specific documentation about amputation location. It is perhaps for this
reason that we have not encountered any works in the medical literature that have
reported on a large number of foot amputations, categorizing them by specific level
and etiology. The purpose of this manuscript is to compare level of foot amputation
by age, prevalence of arterial disease as a precipitating factor, gender, and ethnicity in
persons with diabetes mellitus. We abstracted the medical records for each
hospitalization for a lower extremity amputation from January 1 to December 31,
1993 in six metropolitan statistical areas (MSA's) in South Texas. Amputation level
was defined by ICD-9-CM codes and were categorized as foot, leg, and thigh
amputations. Foot level amputations were further subcategorized as hallux/first ray,
middle, fifth, multiple digit/ray, and midfoot amputations. Only the highest
amputation level for each individual was used in the analysis. Of 1043 subjects
receiving a lower extremity amputation in South Texas in the year 1993, 477 received
their amputation at the level of the foot. African Americans requiring a foot level
amputation were at significantly higher risk to receive a midfoot-level amputation
than were the rest of the population. Nearly 40% of all subjects receiving a foot-level
amputation had a previous history of amputation. However, nearly 40% of subjects
receiving foot amputations were without any pre or pen-admission diagnosis of
peripheral arterial occlusive disease, suggesting a causal pathway dependent primarily
on neuropathy. This implies that better screening of diabetic patients with appropriate
risk-directed treatment at the primary care level may significantly impact the large
number of preventable diabetes-related lower extremity amputations.

1890
DIABETIC NEURO-ISCHAEMIC FOOT: ELEVATED PLANTAR
PRESSURES AND CONTACT TIME, BUT NO PLANTAR ULCERATION

D.L. Pitei', D. Van Der Meer', A. Foster a, P.J. Watkins and M.E. Edmonds',
' King's College Hospital, London,' Musgrave Systems Ltd., Llangollen, UK

Diabetic neuropathic feet tend to develop ulceration on the plantar surface, whereas
neuro-ischaemic feet tend to ulcerate on the margins of the foot. The reason for
this difference in pattern of ulceration is not fully elucidated. High foot pressures
have been implicated in the aetiology of foot ulceration, but time of pressure

loading (contact time) on the soft tissues of the foot may also be important. The
latter has not been studied previously in the neuro-ischaemic foot. The aim of our

study was to measure dynamic barefoot pressures and contact time using the

Musgrave Footprint System (Musgrave Systems Ltd.) in 15 neuropathic patients

(vibration perception threshold (VPT)=40±11.5V (Mean±SD), pressure index

(PI)>1), 20 neuro-ischaemic patients (VPT=39.3±10.5V, PI<0.7) and 8 non-

diabetic controls (VPT=6.8±2.4V, PI>1). Peak pressures (at the first metatarsal
head) were significantly higher in both the neuropathic (4.0±0.48 kg/cmz, p<0.05)

and neuro-ischaemic patients (3.36±0.34 kg/cm z, p<0.05) as compared with non-

diabetic controls (2.43±0.15 kg/cm 2). Contact time was 602.9±30.3 msec in the

control group, whereas both the neuropathic (854.0±54.1 msec, p<0.005) and the
neuro-ischaemic group (962.453.4 msec, p<0.001) showed significantly elevated

contact time. There was no statistically significant difference in plantar pressures
and contact times between the neuropathic and the neuro-ischaemic groups despite

the trend to different sites for ulcer formation in the two groups. Further factors, in
addition to high plantar pressures and prolonged contact time need to be considered

in the aetiology of diabetic foot ulceration.
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DIABETIC FOOT ULCER - RISK FACTORS OF AMPUTATIONS
W.Zarzycki, M.Pgdich*, J.Mysliwiec and M.Gorska
Department of Endocrinology, Medical Academy Bialystok, Poland and
*Department of Endocrinology and Internal Disease of Regional Hospital
Bialystok, Poland
The incidence of diabetes related amputations is an declared index of
diabetological-care system in the country. Related to this a substantial
reduction of amputations was declared a primary objective by WHO and
IDF (St. Vincent Declaration). The purpose of this study was to estimate
risk factors of amputations with advanced symptoms of diabetic foot - a
neurop[athic ulcer. Analysis was made on 58 patients with symptoms of
neuropathic ulcer - 42 men and 16 women aged 61 ± 14 and 67 ± 12
respectively. A mean period of diabetes lasting 12 years. All patients were
hospitalised after an attempt of treatment as out-patients including
paramedic procedures. In most of them (85%) the predominant symptoms
was general infection, in some cases accompanied by a high fever. Diabetic
retinopathy was present in 54 (94%), diabetic nephropathy in 50 cases
(86%). Arterial blood flow was diminished to a different degree in all
patients. In 20 cases (34%) pharmacological treatment and minor surgical
procedures were not sufficient and required total amputation.. Patients who
had undergone amputations were mostly males and subjects who did not
attend courses on diabetic education. The group of patients with amputations
in comparison with paliatively treated had more advanced signs of
nephropathy (proteinuria and diminished creatinin clearance - 49.3 ml/min
vs 71.2 ml/min, p<0.001)), neuropathy (Valsalva manoeuver) and
retinopathy. It is concluded that the diabetic foot ulcer problem refers mainly
to patients with microangiopathic complications. Our results also indicate
that proper education of diabetics results in reduction of incidents of
complication of diabetic foot and in consequence a dramatic reduction in
amputations.

1892
A NOVEL METHODOLOGY TO EVALUATE THE DURABILITY OF INSOLE
MATERIALS FOR HIGH RISK DIABETICS
K.A. Athanasiou, L.A. Lavery, D.R. Lanctot, and S.A. Vela
Univ. of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio Texas, USA
Viscoelastic inserts are commonly used as artificial shock absorbers to
prevent neuropathic foot ulcerations by decreasing pressure on the sole of the
foot. The aim of this study was to develop a rational platform for biomechanical
characterizations of insole material durability. This novel methodology consists
of in vivo gait analysis and in vitro bioengineering measurements, applied on 2
insole materials (PPT and Pelite) worn by 8 diabetic volunteers for 12 weeks.
Gait analysis, using the Emed pedar system, was performed every 3 weeks, to
obtain temporal changes in the plantar foot pressure profile. Mechanical
testing (compressive modulus) was also performede at 3 week intervals. The
hypothesis was that a correlation exists between in vivo gait analysis and in
vitro mechanical testing. Results demonstrate significant differences in the
compressive stiffness of the 2 insoles as well as the rate of change over time.
PPT insoles had a compressive stiffness 125% greater than Pelite insoles at
time 0. After 12 weeks, insoles were essentially the same. Peak pressures
decreased by 20% for both materials over 12 weeks. Neither material showed
an elevation in pressure. Comparisons of peak pressures and compressive
moduli show a relationship between the two measurements, such that a drop
in pressure corresponds to a drop in modulus. Good correlations were found
between pressure-time integral and modulus (r2=0.93), and energy and
modulus (r2=0.87). In conclusion, we have established a new bioengineering
protocol, based on gait analysis, viscoelastic characterizations, and
biomaterial analyses, to study temporal variations in the structure-function
relationships of insole materials. Based on these results, it is conceivable that
a quick, inexpensive biomechanical test, which is based on creep or stress
relaxation responses, can be established to indirectly evaluate pressure
distributions on patients' feet as well as material "wear".
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QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE PLANTAR
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH
NEUROPATHIC FOOT DISORDERS
St. Zimny, E. Schifferdecker and H. Schatz, Medizinische Uni-
versitätsklinik Bergmannsheil, Ruhr-Universität Bochum, Ger-
many
Pressure distribution on the sole during walking has been consi-
dered a useful indicator in the assessment and treatment of neu

-ropathic foot disorders. Methods: Using the fastscan dynamic
insole pedobarograph (Megascan Hannover) pedobarograms of
30 normal adult subjects with no foot disorders and 30 diabetic
patients (9 IDDM and 21 NIDDM) with neuropathic foot without
ulcers were recorded and the pressure distribution patterns of
the metatarsal head I-III region, the metatarsal head IV-V region
and the heel for each feet in both groups were analysed, also
the area of peak plantar pressure on the whole sole.  Results:
Plantar pressure [g/cm2] of the metatarsal head IV-V region in
the diabetic group was significantly higher compared with the
control group in both feet (Mean +/- SD: 1971+/-614 vs.1422+/-
605 for the left feet, 2441+/-1832 vs. 1469+/-667 for the right feet
respectively). P<0,03 and 0,005. For statistical analysis we used
the U-test. A non-significant higher plantar pressure was found
in the metatarsal head I-III of the right foot and in the heel of
both feet in both groups. The area of the maximum peak pressu-
re [cm2] of the whole sole of both feet was significantly smaller
(90+/-21 vs. 106+1-10, p<0,004 for the left feet respective 84+/-
20 vs. 106+/-20, p<0,005, for the right feet) in the diabetic group
compared to the control group.  Conclusion: In contrast to the
current literature we recorded high plantar pressures especially
under the metatarsal head IV-V region of diabetic patients with
neuropathic foot disorders. 28 % of recorded cases of the meta-
tarsal head IV-V region showed a plantar pressure above 2500
g/cm2 .

1893
TOE AMPUTATION AND TISSUE DEBRIDEMENT USING
LARVAE OF THE GREEN BOTTLE FLY (LUCILIA SERICATA).

G Rayman, A Mackie, G Stansfield, A Rayman and T Ballagh.

The Diabetes Foot Clinic, Ipswich Hospital, Suffolk, UK.

The management of gangrenous lesions in the ischaemic foot
where vascular intervention is not possible or has been
unsuccessful is limited. Local surgical and enzymatic debridement
(varidase) may be hazardous and auto-amputation of necrotic toes
may be protracted with the risk of intercurrent infection. We
describe our experience with the use of the larvae (maggots) of the
green bottle fly (Lucilia sericata) to excise necrotic tissue. Three
diabetic patients with black gangrenous tissue including toes
which had not separated for 12, 8, 6 months respectively were
treated. Between 100-150 immature (1-2 mm length) larvae were
applied at each treatment under a fine nylon mesh. Larvae were
removed after 48-72 hours. Approximately 50% of the larvae
survived, growing to between 6 and 10 mm in length. The number
of treatments varied with the extent of the lesions and the survival
of the larvae, but between 2 and 5 treatments, applied at weekly
intervals were used. In all patients necrotic tissue and mummified
toes were completely separated to reveal healthy granulation
tissue. One patient found the treatment moderately uncomfortable
and psychologically disturbing but despite this was willing to
continue because of the obvious benefit. Thus, our initial
experience suggests that larval treatment is a successful, safe and
relatively quick way of amputating gangrenous toes and debriding
necrotic tissue in the ischaemic foot.

1895
TREATMENT OF INFECTED DIABETIC FOOT ULCERS:
TOPICAL MSI -78 VS. ORAL OFLOXACIN.
B.A. Lipsky, D. MacDonald, P.A. Litka and the MSI-78-303 Study Group.
University of Washington and VA Medical Center, Seattle, WA, USA and Magainin
Pharmaceuticals Inc., Plymouth Meeting, PA, USA.
MSI-78, a novel synthetic antibiotic peptide, was evaluated for treating patients with
infected diabetic foot ulcers. In a prospective, double-blind trial, 490 diabetic adults

with an infected foot ulcer suitable for outpatient
management were randomized to either MSI-78
1% topical cream and placebo ofloxacin, or
active ofloxacin and topical placebo cream
(vehicle). Infection was diagnosed by clinical
criteria, i.e., purulence or >_2 signs of
inflammation. Patients with severe infections,
osteomyelitis or gangrene were excluded. All

ulcers were cultured at baseline and day 3 of treatment, and subsequently if clinical
signs of infection persisted. Treatment lasted from 14 to 28 days, and patients were
followed-up 14 days after the end of treatment. Treatment efficacy was assessed
primarily by clinical response, i.e., improvement or resolution of infection, and
secondarily by overall microbiological response, i.e., resolution, improvement,
colonization, superinfection, failure. The intent-to-treat analysis of clinical response
rates showed statistical equivalence of the two treatment regimens at all time points
(95% incidence interval of the difference method), with rates ranging from 84-93%
(see figure). Overall microbiological responses were similar for the two groups.
The frequency of amputation or osteomyelitis of the affected site were similar for
the two groups. Treatment was well tolerated in both groups, but insomnia was
significantly more frequent with ofloxacin. Thus, topical MSI-78 was highly
effective and offered a similar therapeutic benefit as systemic ofloxacin, with a
somewhat better adverse experience profile.
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BIOMECHANICAL COMPARISON OF TREATMENT STRATEGIES TO
REDUCE PRESSURES AT THE SITE OF NEUROPATHIC ULCERS
J.G. Fleischli, L.A. Lavery, S.A. Vela,
Dept. of Orthopaedics, Univ. of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, USA
High pressure on the sole of the foot has been identified as an important causative
factor in the development of neuropathic ulcers in persons with diabetes mellitus.
There is little scientific data to compare the effectiveness of commonly used
modalities to reduce these areas of high pressure. Our aim was to compare the
effectiveness of total contact casts (TCC), "half-shoes" (HS), rigid soled post-
operative shoes (RSS), accommodative felt & polyethylene foam padding (AD), and
removable walking casts (RWC) to reduce peak plantar foot pressures at the site of
neuropathic ulcerations in diabetics. We compared the reduction in peak pressures at
ulcer sites under the great toe (n=7) and ball of the foot (n=19) using the 5 treatments
described above. A rubber soled canvas oxford shoe was used to establish baseline
pressure values. With the Novel Pedar in-shoe pressure measurement system, data
from 32 mid-gait steps was collected for each treatment. Data was analyzed by
evaluation of mean pressure and percent change from the baseline. We used Tukey's
Studentized Range Test for simultaneous multiple comparisons between treatments
with an a =0.05. RWC's reduced plantar pressures significantly better than other
treatments for ulcers under the ball of the foot. For great toe ulcers, TCC's and
RWC's reduced pressure better than the other treatments. There was a consistent
pattern in the ability of the devices evaluated to effectively reduce foot pressures at
ulcer sites. Removable cast walkers were as effective or more effective than TCC's.
Half-shoes were consistently the third most effective modality followed by
accommodative dressings and post-operative shoes. Clinical studies are needed to
fully evaluate healing times, complications and patient satisfaction.
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ANTBIOTIC TREATMENT OF DIABETIC FOOT ULCERS,
DOES IT MATTER? AN ANALYSIS OF 95 CASES
I.Bruckner,N.Malaxa Hosp., Bucharest, Romania and
E.Chatelau, University of Dusseldorf, Dusseldorf, Germany
Background: The role of antibiotics (AB) in the treatment of
diabetic foot infections is unclear. Aim: to relate the treatment
response of diabetic foot infection to microbiological findings and to
AB treatment. Materials and methods: 95 consecutive cases of
foot lesions, Wagner stage < 4, were analysed, of which routine
microbiological assessment was available (swabs, isolation of up to
4 germs per case, sensitivity testing against to 30 different AB).
Swabs were taken because of suspected nosocomial infection
(n=51), because of high risk feet (n=31) and at random (n=13).
Standard treatment, i.e. absolute pressure relief, daily wound care
(necrosectomy) and sterile dressing, was applied in every case.
Setting: outpatient diabetic foot clinic. Results: Of the 95 cases, 5
were sterile; 191 isolates were cultured (22 different germs, 43%
staph.). 22 cases, stage <4, were treated without AB (all improved).
73/95 cases started oral AB [at random cephalexin (CE) or
clindamycin (CL)] prior to knowing culture results; 64 of these 73
improved, although 20% of isolated were resistant to CE, and 16%
to CL. 9/73 cases improved only after changing AB according to
culture. Conclusion: In diabetic outpatients, low-grade foot-lesions
may improve despite unsuitable (or even without any) AB in
approx. 50% of cases and in 40% with CE or CL as first-line AB.
Cases requiring differentiated AB treatment need to be defined.
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TRANSCUTANEOUS OXYGEN TENSION AND TOE PRESSURE AS
PREDICTORS FOR OUTCOME OF DIABETIC FOOT ULCERS
M. Kalani, K. Brismar, B. Fagrell, J. Ostergren, and G. Jorneskog.
Department of Endocrinology and Diabetology, and Department of
Internal Medicin, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
The possibility to predict outcome of chronic foot ulcers in diabetic
patients is limited. A common method is measurement of toe blood
pressure (TBP). Transcutaneous oxygen tension (tcP02) is another
noninvasive method, which reflects local blood flow and oxygenation.
The present study was undertaken to compare the predictive value of
tcPO2 and TBP for ulcer healing in patients with diabetes and chronic foot
ulcers. Fortysix (34 male) patients were investigated. The age was
61±12, and diabetes duration 26±14 years. TcPO2 (mmHg) was
measured at the dorsum of the foot, and TBP (mmHg) with a mini cuff
using laser Doppler fluxmetry as detector. The ulcer healing was
evaluated by measuring the ulcer area. After a follow up time of 1 year the
patients were divided into 4 groups according to outcome, i. e. increase
or decrease of ulcer area, healed with intact skin, or amputated. The
results are presented as x±SD.

Amputation Increase	 Decrease	 Healed
n=4	 n=8	 n=15	 n=19

TcP02 (mmHg)	 0.5±0.6*	 18±14*	 49±11	 48±19
TBP (mmHg)	 58±33	 50±24	 76±28	 47±31
* p<0.01 as compared to patients with healed or decreased ulcer area.
Ten out of 12 patients, who deteriorated had tcP02 < 25 mmHg, while
31 out of 34 patients who improved had tcP02 > 25 mmHg. The
sensitivity and specificity for tcP02 at 25 mmHg were 83 and 91%,
respectively, while the corresponding values for TBP at 50 mmHg were
58 and 79%. TcP02 measurement provided a higher positive predictive
value (77%), as compared with TBP (50%). In conclusion, the results
show that tcP02 is a better predicator for ulcer healing than measurement
of TBP in diabetic patients with chronic foot ulcers, and that the
probability of ulcer healing is low when tcPO2 < 25 mmHg.

1899
BACTERIAL FLORA OF DIABETIC FOOT INFECTIONS
4.BOZIKOV, J.SKRLIN
University Hospital Dubrava, Zagreb, Croatia
Foot infections are common and most serious complications
of diabetes mellitus. The management of the infection
requires deep.tissue cultures. The aim of this study was
to determine to what degree each particularmicroorganism
is present in the different tissues and the different
grade of lesion. In 399 isolates taken from deep tissue
in 217 patients we confirmed the polymicrobial nature at
the diabetic foot infection. The most frequently isola-
ted species were gram-positive (55.9%) and gram-negative
(39.1%) aerobes, but only 1/ anaerobes (because of tech-
nical difficulties - great distance bewteen hospital and
laboratory). The most commonly isolated microorganisms
were Staphylococci and Streptococci, followed by Proteus,
Pseudomonas, Enterobacter, Escheriehia colli and Candida
species. The average number of isolates per patient was
1.8. Additionally, in 39 patients the biopsy of deep
tissues and bones was performed, and similar flora was
obtained.

1900
TIP-THERM: A SIMPLE SCREENING METHOD FOR
TEMPERATURE SENSATION
R. Windecker, S. Kindermann and M. Spraul. Heinrich-Heine-
University, Dusseldorf, Germany
Loss of temperature and pain sensation is responsible for most
neuropathic diabetic foot lesions. The determination of vibration
sensation is often used as screening method for diabetic neuropathy.
However, the relationship between the loss of vibration and the
increased risk for foot lesions is for patients not directly obvious,
whereas, temperature sensation is related with the contents of diabetes
education programmes. Therefore, we tested the validity of Tip-
Therm® as a screening method for the loss of temperature sensation in
50 patients with diabetes (age 48 ± 15, diabetes duration 16 ± 11;
mean±SD). Tip-Therm® looks like a thick pencil and is made out of 2
materials with different conductivity for heat (steel and plastic) and has
a defined geometry. When touching the skin a subjective temperature
difference is felt. For comparision, temperature sensation was
measured with a Thermocross® and vibration sensation with a
graduated tuning fork. All temperature sensation were determined on
the dorsuin of the foot. In an earlier study, normal temperature
sensation measured with a Thermocross® was <10°C temperature
difference. All 26 patients with normal temperature sensation (<10°C)
recognised the different subjective temperature sensation with Tip-
Therm®, and 20 of the 24 patients with disturbed temperature
sensation (?10°C) were unable to recognise the difference. In
conclusion, Tip-Therm® (Axon, Dusseldorf, FRG) is a simple, reliable
and inexpensive screening method for the determination of a disturbed
temperature sensation in diabetic neuropathy.
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DIABETIC FOOT: CLINICAL AND BACTERIOLOGIC ANALYSIS.
Calahas-Continente, A.J.; Jimena, L.; Arce, C.; Galvez, M.A. and Benito, P.
Hospital Universitario "Reina Sofia", Cordoba, Spain.

The aim of the study was to analyze the clinical and microbiological
characteristics of foot ulcers treated at the Out-Patient Diabetic Clinic in the
last five years. Methods: We have reviewed 160 NIDDM patients (86
female, 74 male) with foot ulcers; mean age: 6813 ± 11 years and diabetes
duration of 2617 ± 11 years. 67% of these patients were treated with insulin
(mostly with two doses NPH). Swabs from the base of the ulcer were taken in
131 patients and cultivated in aerobic and anaerobic conditions. Results:
Foot ulcers begin in diabetic women about 60-70 years old and later in
diabetic men. There was no significant difference between men and women
regarding the kind of lesion. An average of 226 t 14 species per patient
were isolated. Sixty-four percent of diabetics had two or less organisms per
lesion. The most frequent isolates were: Gram-positive cocci, 50%; Gram-
negative bacilli, 42%: (Enterobacteriaceae, Pseudomonas) and Gram-
positive bacilli, 3'19%: (Corynebacterium). When we compared this with the
species isolated in the reinfection we can state that the infection caused by
gram-positive cocci (50 vs. 4340%, p< 005) and gram-negative bacilli (42
vs. 41%, p< 005) decreases whereas the infection caused by gram-positive
bacilli increases (319% vs. 1509%, p<0'05). 60% of our patients were
permanently discharged. Conclusions: The diabetic foot infection has a
polimicrobian nature being the combination of gram-positive cocci and gram-
negative bacilli the most common association assessed. The bacteriological
features change in the reinfection. We conclude that early diagnose and
treatment allow us to avoid more aggressive therapies and at the same time
we are able to increase the discharge rate so that an improvement in the life
quality of the patients is achieved.

1902
THE LIPSTICK TEST, AN EASY WAY TO STUDY LOCAL PRESSURE ON
THE DIABETIC FOOT.
K. Brismar and K. Sparre. Department of Endocrinology & Diabetology,
Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
Treatment of chronic foot ulcers (FU) in diabetes patients includes the relief of
pressure at wounds and yet make it possible for the patient to walk. Due, to
neuropathy the patient does not feel the pressure of ill-fitting shoes or insoles. The
aim of the study was to find and use an easy method to test local pressure on
wounds from shoes, insoles or orthosis and the effect of non-weight-bearing
corrections. About 100 patients with diabetes and FU are regularly treated at the
foot clinic, Karolinska Hospital (Stockholm) by a diabetes team of physician,
chiropodist, nurse and orthopaedic technician. All patients are treated with orthotic
shoes with supportive insoles. At each visit the pressure from shoes and insoles at
the FU is examined using the lipstick test; a piece of surgical tape is put on the
bandage covering the wound. The site of the wound is marked with lipstick and a
similar piece of tape is put on the sole where the wound is lobe relieved, thereafter
the patient puts on his shoes and walks about 10 m. If the site for pressure relief is
coloured with lipstick the orthopaedic technician adjusts the sole and/or the orthotic
shoe. We have found that the supportive insoles need, when they are new, several
adjustments followed by repeated adjustments at least every third month. The
fitness of the soles are crucial for wound healing. In conclusion the lipstick test has
proved to correctly demonstrate local pressure at the wound site from ill-fitting
shoes or insoles. The lipstick test is easy to perform and the cost is practically none.

1903
MICROBIOLOGY OF DIABETIC FOOT INFECTIONS
C. Loupa, M. Zouberi Koliomichali and D. Voyatzoglou. Diabetes
Outpatient Clinic, 2nd Dept of Internal Medicine & Microbiology
Laboratory, A. Fleming" General Hospital, Athens, Greece

In this study we recorded the microbiological flora of diabetic
foot infections and the susceptibility of isolates to antibiotics. We
studied 22 diabetic patients with lower extremity ulcers (12
neuropathic, 8 neuroischemic and 2 unclassified). Infections were
followed by amputation in 5 cases (22.7%) . Swab cultures from
the bottom of ulcer were obtained from all patients. Results : 2
cultures were sterile; most of the remaining 20 were
polymicrobial (mean : 2.25 organisms). The commonest
microorganism was Staphylococcus sp (21.7% of isolates),
followed by Pseudomonas sp (19.5%), E. coil (17-3%) and
anaerobes (13% of isolates). Gram (+) aerobes were isolated in
65% of positive cultures, whereas Gram (-) aerobes in 80% and
anaerobes in 20%. 50% of Staphylococci were methicillin-
resistant. Staphylococcus isolates were 100% susceptible to
netilmicin and 90% to amikacin, followed by quinolones (80%),
ticarcillin (70%), amoxycillin/clavulanate, co-trimoxazole (60%)
and 3rd gen. cephalosporins (40%). Pseudomonas isolates was
88% susceptible to quinolones, followed by imipenem,
aztreonam, netilmicin, amikacin (77%), ticarcillin (66%), 3rd gen.
cephalosporins (44%); isolates were 100% resistant to
amoxycillin/clavulanate, co-trimoxazole, 2nd gen. cephalosporins.
E. coli isolates were 100% susceptible to ticarcillin, 3rd gen.
cephalosporins, imipenem, aztreonam, quinolones, 85% to
netilmicin, amikacin, 2nd gen. cephalosporins, and 57% to
amoxycillin/clavulanate & co-trimoxazole.  In conclusion : Initial
empirical therapy of diabetic foot infections must be active
against staphylococcus, pseudomonas, E. coli, and also against
anaerobic bacteria.-

1904
FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH AN ABNORMAL RESULT OF THE
SEMMES-WEINSTEIN TEST FOR PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY
HW de Valk, T Romkens, AJ van Dijk AJ, DW Erkelens. University Hospital,
Utrecht, The Netherlands.
Peripheral neuropathy is a major factor in the pathogenesis of the diabetic foot
which is a major source of morbidity. A predictive test is of great benefit by
identifying patients at higher risk for the development of a diabetic foot. The
Semmes-Weinstein monofilament test (SWM) assesses the pressure threshold and
has been shown to predict development of diabetic foot. We assessed clincal and
demographic factors associated with abnormal SWM. One hundred consecutive
patients with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus were investigated. Mean age:
38.2 years (range: 18-65), median duration of disease: 14 years (range: 0.1-61);
38 were male. Medical history: smoking, use of alcohol, hypaesthesia and/or
hyperaesthesia. Physical examination: weight, length, blood pressure, Achilles
tendon reflex (ATR), pedal vibration threshold. Laboratory variables: mean
HbAlc during the previous year, last HbAlc, plasma lipids, creatinine and
urinary albumine/creatinine ratio (UAR). Presence of nephropathy, proliferative
retinopathy, and hypertension were defined using preset criteria. Variables were
either dichotomous or dichotomised using median or established cut-off points.
The results from two legs were pooled (200 feet examined). The filament 5.07
was used and applied to 7 plantar sites. SWM was abnormal if the filament was
not felt on > 1 site. The associations were tested with the Chi square test;
variables with a p<0.05 were entered in a logistic regression model. Abnormal
SWM was associated with younger age (<_36 years; p<0.001), longer duration
of disease (> 14 years; p<0.001), hypertension (p=0.02), nephropathy
(p<0.001), retinopathy (p<0.001), presence of both hyperaesthesia and
hypaesthesia (p<0.001), absence of ATR (p<0.001), higher plasma creatinine
(>_75 1smol/l; p=0.014) and elevated UAR (UAR >3.0; p=0.046). Older age
(p=0.047), longer duration of disease (p=0.048), presence of hyperaesthesia and
hypaesthesia (p=0.047) and absence of ATR (p=0.025) were independently
associated with abnormal SWM. Thus, duration of disease, simultaneous presence
of negative and positive neuropathic symptoms and the absence of the Achilles
tendon reflex are associated with abnormal SWM, indicating decreased protective
sensitivity and increased chance of ulceration.
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BACTERIAL INFECTIONS IN DIABETIC FOOT: INDIAN EXPERIENCE.
S. R. Sathe, N. A. Pathare, G. V. Talvalkar and 0. P. Bharadwaj. All
India Institute of Diabetes, Mumbal, INDIA.
Bacterial infections in foot lesions in diabetes greatly increase morbidity.
We studied infections in diabetic foot in 270 (M = 212; F = 58), age (61.78
± 10.85 yr). Samples for culture were collected during surgery from incised
tissue or drainage material. Results showed presence of a mixed bacterial
flora. A total of 551 aerobic and 224 anaerobic microorganisms were
isolated with an average of > 3 per sample. Aerobic organisms included
Staphylococcus (aureus, intermedius, epidermidis, haemolyticans,
homonis) 42.06%, Streptococcus (pneumoniae, pyogenes, viridans)
34.13%, Proteus (mirabills, vulgaris) 36.51%, Klebslella (pneumoniae,
pneumoniae-ozaene, oxytoca) 30.56%, Enterobactor (aerogenes,
agglomerans, cloacae) 22.22%, E-coli 19.44%, Pseudomonas
(aeruginosa, maltophiia, putrefaciens) 11.90%. Anaerobic organisms
included Anaerobic Streptococci 34.13%, Peptostreptococcus (anaerobius,
magn us, micros) 29.76%, Bacteroides (fragills, melaninogenicus) 18.25%
and MRSA 4.71 %. Gram-positive aerobes were sensitive to Ampicillin-
Sulbactum 91.33%, Quinolones (Ciprotloxacin, Ofloxacin) 93.16 - 94.53%
and Cephalosporins (Cefotaxime, Ceftazidime, Ceftriazone and
Cefaperazone) 90.42 - 91.79%. Gram-positive anaerobes were sensitive to
Vancomycin 92%, Piepracilln 86.3%, AmpiciEn-Sulbactum 75.4% and
Cephalosporins 84 - 91.4 %. Gram-negative aerobes were comparatively
more resistant, they were sensitive to Amikacin 95.15 %, Quinolones 74.78 -
82.68% and Cephalosporins 59.58 - 79.56%. Gram-negative anaerobes
were sensitive to Metronidazcle 91.9%, Cephalosporins 79.6 - 89.8% and
Ampicillin-Sulbactum 63.3%. Proper Isolation and Identification of
microorganisms and use of appropriate therapeutic agent can be of great
value in the management of diabetic foot lesions.
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DECREASE OF PAIN SENSATION AS MEASURED BY NOCI-
CEPTIVE FLEXION REFLEXE IN DIABETIC POLYNEUROPATHY.
G. Charpentier2, I. Budi', M. Varroud-Vial', B. Chassande 2 and J.C.
Willer, .
I.Service de Diabdtologie, Hopital de Corbeil, Corbeil, France
2. Service d'Explorations Fonctionnelles Neurologiques, CHU Pitid-
Salpetriere, Paris, France.

Foot ulcers are the main complication of diabetic polyneuropathy (PNP)
and could lead to amputations. They are associated with loss of pain
perception, wihch is now objectivable with the use of R III reflex
threshold (R III). This was measured in 24 normal subjects 32 ± 9 years
old, and in 50 diabetics, 52 ± 12 years old, suffering of NDDM (39) or
IDDM (11) of 15 ± 9 years duration. They were distributed in 5 groups
following clinical PNP status (Gl = no PNP, G5 : history of plantar
ulcer and/or toe amputation). R III Threshold is lower in normal subject
(10,0 ± 1,21 mA), than in all diabetic groups (p < 0,04). Among
diabetics, only group 5 is higher (39,3 ± 8,2 mA) than the others (p <
0,001). There is no significant difference between the others. R III is
correlated to Thompson's sensitivo-reflex score (p < 0,001), the
amplitude of sural nerve action potential (p < 0,01), tuning fork
graduated index (p < 0,05) but not to sympathetic cutaneous response (p
= 0,10). Increased R III threshold is in good relation with severe PNP
with attendant foot lesions, but cannot be used alone, as a fully reliable
predictor of << at risk foot >>, before occurrence of foot lesions. The PNP
pronostic seems better related to clinical sensitivo-motor score (F = 19,9,
p <0,001) and to tuning fork vibratory perception (F = 10,3, P < 0,001)
than to R III (F = 4,4, p < 0,005), amplitude of sural nerve action
pentotial (F = 3,85, p = 0,01) or sympathetic cutaneous response (F =

3,25, p = 0,02). R III threshold measure is interesting to study the AS
fibers in diabetic PNP, but its clinical usefulness is to be assessed

1907
MICROBIOLOGICAL FINDINGS OF DIABETIC FOOT
INFECTIONS IN HUNGARY
E. Hernandez, M. Kajetan, M. Konkoly Thege and G. Jermendy.
Bajcsy-Zsilinszky Hospital and Bela Johan Institute, Budapest,
Hungary.

Diabetic foot infections have well known microbiological
characteristics. As infections can vary depending upon geographical
location and as such data have not been collected from the Hungarian
diabetic population microbiological investigations were carried out in
60 Hungarian diabetic patients (21 women, 39 men; age 43 - 89 years).
Specimens from infected foot lesions were taken for aerobic and
anaerobic culturing immediately after the patient's hospitalisation. Two
lesions proved to be sterile. Candida alone was identified in one
patient. In the remaining 57 patients a total of 134 bacterial strains was
isolated and, in addition, Candida species were identified in 3 cultures.
The average number of species per lesion was established at 2.38. Of
the 57 patients 45 were positive for only aerobic isolates whereas the
cultures of 12 patients were positive for both aerobic and anaerobic
isolates. The most common gram-positive aerobic organisms were
Staphylococcus aureus (24), Streptococcus species (16) and
Enterococcus (13) while E. coli, Enterobacter cloacae and Proteus
nsirabilis predominated within the aerobic Gram-negative enterics. In
anti-microbial susceptibility testing amoxicillin-clavulanate proved to
be the most effective. The first Hungarian microbiological survey
corroborated that diabetic foot infections have a polymicrobial nature
regardless of geographic occurrence.

ji'Zil,
.INSENSIBILITY TO THE 5.07 MONOFILAMENT IN
NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETICS Llussa J., Tomas P., Mendez A.,
Gimbert RM., Bundo M., CanoJF. and GedapS Group. Catalan Family and
Community Medicine Society. Barcelona (Spain)

Background: Diabetic foot is a prioritary problem in Non-Insulin-Dependent
Diabetic Patients (NIDDM) and its precocious detection and prevention should
be pioritary in Primary Health Care (PHC).Aims: Estimation of the prevalence of
5.07 monofilament insensibility in a non selected NIDDM population.
Measurement of the interexplorator concordance, in order to prove its
reproducibility.Methods: Sixty-two NIDDM from five urban PHC Centres were
included, in a transversal multicentric design study. Twenty-four men (38.7%),
and 38 female (61.3%), aged between 50 and 70 years (Mean age 67 years), with
more than five years from the diagnosis , and without previous feet
ulcers/amputations, were tested with the 5.07 monofilament in three points of
each foot. The test was repeated at the insensible points, and the patient was
considered "insensible to the monofilament" when one or more points were
insensible twice. A trained explorator instructed four doctors and a nurse in order
to repeat the test, and the concordance between both explorations was measured
by the Kappa index.Results: Sixteen patients were insensible to the
monofilament in the second exploration (25.8% CI95%:14.4-36.7). The Kappa
index between the first exploration (performed by different professionals in PHC
Centres) and the second ( single trained explorator) was 64.5% (CI:
43.12-85.43).Conclusions: The estimated insensibility prevalence to the 5.07
monofilament is slightly higher than the found in the medical literature. The test
is useful and easily applicable to PHC. The obtained concordance has been
acceptable. but it needs a minimal training referred to the exploration itself as
well as to the way of interrogating the patient.Further studies are needed to
validate the 5.07 monofilament as a screening test in the detection of NIDDP at
risk for diabetic foot.
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MICROBIOLOGY OF INFECTED DIABETIC FOOT. L. Mancini, G.
Marra, C. Saponara, F. Toscanella, P. Magnani, D. Pitocco, Ghirlanda
G. Department of Internal Medicine and Geriatry. Rome, Italy.
Infections of the lower extremity resulting from skin ulceration in the
patients with diabetes mellitus cause significant disability and morbidity,
and are expensive in term of medical care.The microbiology of an infected
foot ulcer is complex because of the presence of both aerobic and
anaerobic Gram-negative bacilli and Gram-positive cocci. Aim of our
study is to describe the bacterial population in infected foot lesions of 51
consecutive diabetic outpatients referred to our Foot Clinic between
January `95 and June `96. Eighty-five cultures were performed on the
specimens obtained from foot ulcers, abscesses, bullae, osteomyelitis.We
isolated 115 bacteriological species; Gram-positive cocci were the
patogens most common isolated (76.5%;n=88). Staphylococci were the
microbiological agents most frequent(46%;n=53), particularly Staph
Aureus was isolated in 19.1%(n=22), Staph Epidermidis in
12.1%(n=14), Staph Simulans in 10.4% (n=14).Streptococci were
isolated in 20% (n=23), particularly Enterococci in 12,1%. Gram-
negative bacilli were isolated in 23.5% (n=27), particularly Pseudomonas
Aeruginosa (6%; n=7). The 45.8% (n=39) of the cultures perfomed were
polimicrobial. Staphylococci were observed in 69.5% (n=32) of the
monomicrobial infections, particularly S. Aureus in 38.4% (n=15).
Streptococci were observed in 48% (n=19) , Gram nag in 38.4% (n=15)
of the polimicrobial infections. The association between Streptococcus
and Staphylococcus was the microbiological association most frequently
observed (38.4%;n=15).There was only two cases of anaerobical species
observed(1.7%). Our study shows that Staphylococci are the
bacteriological species more present in infected diabetic foot and are the
only pathogen in two-third of monomicrobial infections. Streptococcical
species were the pathogen more present in polimicrobial infections,
particularly with Staphylococci, supposing a sinergistic action of these
species. We observed few anaerobic species, probably because
outpatients clinic shows a specific infection pattern, different from that
seen in hospitalized patients.

1910
MANAGEMENT OF DIABETIC FOOT:COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
IN DIFFERENT STAGES.
S.Pandey, B.C.Mishra, S.C.Mohanty, D.K.Roy and P.
K.Mallick, S.C.B.Medical College, Cuttack, India.

To study bacteriological spectrum & sensitivity in
advanced foot lesion, Comparison of new therapy
"Collagenase(Salutyl) & Tetrachlorodecaoxide(Oxo-
ferrin) Solution" with traditional methods. 38 cases
with diabetic foot ulcers(6-14cm) in various stag-
es slough, suppuration, pregangrene were vigorously
treated by division into controls n-12 & study gr-
oup n-26 & result is encouraging in cure & lowering
morbidity. Good glycaemic control was kept. Both
groups were investigated alike& pus/exudate cul-
ture was done. Controls underwent mechanical de-
bridement Saline wash& antiseptic dressing with
appropriate antibiotic. n-26 had Saline wash, Sal
utyl ointment for slough removal followed by com-
bined Oxoferrin soaked twice daily dressing from
day 4-7 till end. Treatment documented with serial
photographs, measurements&.ful thickness biopsy
showing increased granulation infiltrated cells,
capillary nos, & tissue strength. 19 pts. had comp-
lete healing with epithelialisation by 28days,3
pts. by 37 days & 2 needed graft 2 pts. failed due to
concomitant disease 5 of n-12 had partial healing
in 45 days followed by graft 2 had gangrene & under-
went amputation. Study was cost effective, statis-
tically (p<0.05), clinically& epidemiologically
successful & significant for a third world country.

1912
RECURRENT VS.NON-RECURRENT DIABETIC FOOT ULCER
DISEASE: IMPACT OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
F. Ahrweiler, E.Chantelau. Diabetic Foot Clinic
Heinrich-Heine-University of Dusseldorf/FRG.

Background: Increased plantar pressure, inappro-
priate footwear, and poor foot care are establi-
shed risk factors for neuropathic diabetic foot
ulcer disease(NDFUD). Is physical activity (e.g.
walking) also a risk factor? Aim: To assess the
average physical activity in patients with
recurrent vs. non-recurrent NDFUD (ulcer vs. no
ulcer within 12 months prior to the study).
Patients and methods: 60 diabetic patients were
studied(48% females,28% IDDM,72% NIDDM,mean(SD)
age 61(10) yrs,duration of diabetes 23(11) yrs),
with non-recurrent NDFUD (n=20),and with recur-
rent NDFUD(n=20). 20 diabetic control patients
without any NDFUD, and 20 non-diabetic control
subjects were also studied, all matched for sex
and age. Physical activity was recorded in arbi-
trary units(AU) by an accelerometer(Suzuken Ltd.
Japan) worn at the hip for 7 consecutive days.
Results: patients with recurrent NDFUD displayed
similar activity (24(8)AU) as control subjects,
either diabetic (23(12)AU),or healthy(27(9)AU)).
However, patients with non-recurrent NDFUD exhi-
bited significantly less physical activity (18
(11)AU,p<0.05 vs.healthy controls). Conclusions:
patients with non-recurrent NDFUD were the least
active of all study groups. Thus, low (habitual)
physical activity may protect against recurrent
NDFUD.

1911
THE PREVALENCE OF FUNGAL INFECTION IN DIABETICS
P.Ilanne-Parikka, J.Huhtanen, S.A. Salo The Diabetes Center of the
Finnish Diabetes Association and K.Kuokkanen ,Tampere University
Hospital, Department of Dermatology and Venerology. Tampere,
Finland

The Diabetic Foot Disease is one major complication associated with
diabetes. Regular examination of the feet, identifying diabetics at risk
for foot ulceration and the treatment of the predisposing factors such
as peripheral atherosclerosis, neuropathy and abnormal pressure
loading and increased susceptibility to infection make up the
preventative and educational strategy in the management of the
diabetic foot
We examined the feet of 105 consecutive diabetics aged 21 to 58
years, who took part in an education course at the Finnish Diabetes
Center in Tampere in autumn 1996. If anyclinical lesions were
noticed in the nails,in the toe webs or in the skin of the soles
specimens for mycological examination, were taken.
In all 96 samples from 68 patients were cultured. The prevalence in
105 diabetics of any lesions in the nails was 40%, in toe webs 40 %
and in the skin of the soles 12 %. The real prevalence of
dermatophyte infection was 12.4 % for nails, 8.6 % for toe webs and
11% for skin. The prevalence of yeast infection was 7.6 % for nails,
1% for toe webs and 1 % for skin. 3 patients had both dermatophyte
and yeast infection in nail specimen and 1 in skin specimen. The
fungal infection rate was therefore 17.1 % for the nails and 19 %
for the skin and overall 26.6 % for both.
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DIAGNOSIS OF OSTEOMYELITIS IN THE DIABETIC FOOT WITH A
COMBINED BONE AND HMPAO LEUCOCYTES SCINTIGRAPHIES.
D Maugendre, J-Y Poirier, , F Hennion, A Devillers, A Moisan, H Allannic
Dep. of Endocrinology and Dep. of Nuclear Medicine. Rennes. France.

The specificity of routine radiography and bone scintigraphy are too low
to reliably detect foot osteomyelitis in diabetic patients because of
osteoarthropathy, previous skin ulcers or postoperative healing. On the
contrary, the accumulation of leucocytes is more specific of an infectious
process. 27 diabetic patients with possible foot osteomyelitis (37 foot
ulcers) were included in a prospective study with standart radiography,
99mTC MDP three-phase bone scintigraphy and 99mTc-HMPAO
leucocytes scintigraphy performed within four days. The congruence of
abnormal focal uptake of HMPAO and MDP was considered as positive.
The final diagnostic was based on the following criteria : a) osteomyelitis
if standard radiography and/or surgical biopsy (bacteriology and/or
histology) were positive ; b) absence of osteomyelitis if two successive
radiographies within 3 weeks were negative and a good evolution was
observed without antiobiotherapy. Results a) 20 ulcerations were
associated with osteomyelitis : the combined scintigraphy was positive in
18 cases (2 false-negative) including 7 lesions one to two weeks before
the radiological abnormalities. At the end of a eight-week antibiotherapy
a second combined scintigraphy was performed in 9 patients (10
ulcerations) : all sites were negative for HMPAO leucocytes. b) Of the 17
cases without osteomyelitis, the combined scintigraphy was negative in 16
(one false positive) including 13 cases with focal uptake of HMPAO
leucocytes without focal uptake of MDP (soft tissue infection).
Conclusion : The combined bone scintigraphy and HMPAO leucocytes
scintigraphy with a very good spatial resolution is a very sensitive (90%)
and very specific (94%) method to detect osteomyelitis in the diabetic
foot ulcerations.

1914
EFFECT OF INDUSTRIALLY PRODUCED TOVEY-LIKE
FOOTWEAR ON DIABETIC FOOT ULCER RECURRENCE.

F.Striesow, E.Chantelau. Diabetic Foot Clinic,
Heinrich-Heine University of Dusseldorf/FRG.

Background: Ordinary fashion footwear is an im-
portant trigger of diabetic foot ulcer disease.
Bespoke medical footwear, hand-made with shock-
absorbing insole (at least 30% reduction of
peak plantar pressures),and soft upper (no toe
cap!), as suggested 1984 by F.Tovey,has proven
to prevent foot ulcer recurrence (FUR).Aim: To
assess whether ready-made medical footwear can
have similar effects. Patients and methods: 46
patients (28% females,83%NIDDM,17%IDDM; median
(95%CI) age 63(60-66) years, without relevant
foot deformities were supplied with <3 pairs of
ready-made medical shoes (Diabeticus/Thanner,
FRG) after healing of a foot ulcer. They were
followed-up for 12(10-14) months. Results:
There were 20 patients with FUR after 8(6-10)
months, in 16 of whom FURs were related to
footwear. Patients without footwear related
FUR (n=30) had worn the medical shoes for 50
(20-75)% of the day; patients with footwear-
related FUR (n=16) had worn the medical shoes
for 10(0-30)0, and ordinary footwear for the
rest of the day (p<0.05). Conclusion: Ready-
made Tovey-like shoes, when worn most of the
day, satisfactorily protect undeformed diabe-
tic feet against footwear related FUR.

1915
DIABETIC FOOT OSTEOMYELITIS : PROSPECTIVE EVALUATION WITH
99 mTc - LEUKOCYTE / BONE SCINTIGRAPHY AND MR IMAGING.
L. Vesco, J.L. Montazel, S. Kretz, A. Rahmouni, L. Perlemuter, M. Meignan
and H. Bouladour - Henri Mondor Hospital, Creteil, France.

Diagnostic of foot osteomyelitis among diabetic patients may be extremely
difficult because of coexistent disease processes such as chronic oedema, soft-
tissue infection and neuroosteoarthropathy. In this prospective study, we
compare the bone scan with 99 mTc leukocyte scintigraphy and MR imaging
to diagnostic osteomyelitis in twenty diabetic foot neuropathic ulcerations
with forteen osteoarthropathy. The diagnostic of osteomyelitis is made
clinically or with plain film if it was evident (bone involved) or with the
follow up without antibiotherapy if the imaging process tested are
discordant. Osteomyelitis is present in thirteen diabetic foot ulcerations,
only seven are suspected clinically. High signal intensity in the bone
marrow is demonstrated on Ti and T2 fat-saturation MR imagings with
Gadolinium enhancement, in twelve cases who developed osteomyelitis
(sensitivity 92,6%). Bone scan with 99 mTc leucocyte scintigraphy is
effective in 9 cases (sensitivity 69.2%). Among the seven diabetic foot
ulcerations without osteomyelitis, six have no element for this diagnostic in
MR imaging and in bone scan with 99 mTc leucocyte scintigraphy. One false
positive result reduce the specificity to 85,7% for both methods.
Osteoarthropathy did not influence these results. In conclusion, our study
suggests that MR imaging appears to be the most sensitive method for
diagnosing osteomyelitis in diabetic foot neuropathic ulcerations with or
without osteoarthropathy. The specificity is identical with bone scan with
99mTc leukocyte scintigraphy and MR imaging. Furthers studies are
necessary to confirm these preliminary results especially in diabetic foot
ulcerations with osteoarthropathy.

1916
THE FOOT-EYE-KIDNEY DIABETIC SYNDR01E

Arguedas C., Nora C., Garcia R., Salazar S., Sancho C. Intern Ned.
Hosp. Mexico, San Jose, Costa Rica.

During the last 4 years we have been using the nemotecnic clinical
classification of the diabetic foot PATON (Big Foot in English).
This approach allow our health care system to have a clear idea of
the foot's rish of the diabetic and handle is by a stratify system
that cover all the country. This classification is very simple and
can be done by any health care profesional.
Frecuently we found that the high risk (red) foot has also a severe
diabetic retinopathy and nephropathy. We call this the PIORI Syndrome
by its spanish initial for foot, eye and kidney.
In this study we wanted to show the prevalence of diabetic retinopathy
and nephropathy in the patients with high (red), moderate (yellow)
and low (green) risk feet.
We take at randon from our Out-Patient Diabetic Clinic, 10 patients
with low rish diabetic foot accordind with the PATON classification,
10 moderate risk and 10 high risk feet. All with more tan 15 year
of been knowing as diabetics. The patients were seen by an
oftalmologist and fluorescein angiogram were practiced. A 24 hrs
urine was collected and the nephropathy was defined as the excretion
of more than 300 mg of albumin.

Table I. Prevalence of nephropathy and retinopathy
Green	 Yellow	 Red

Nephropathy	 3	 4	 10
Proliferative Retinopathy	 0	 0	 9

No difference was found in term of year of evolution, metabolic
control, age, sex, BMI and type of diabetes.
We conclude that clearly a Syndrome that involved the foot the eye
and the kidney is identified. The PATON classification allow a
selection of the severity of all the microangiopathic lessions in
the diabetic.
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DIABETIC NEUROPATHY AND OSTEOPOROSIS IN THE DIABETIC FOOT

KS Kim, SN Choi, HC Bae, HK Chung, YS Oh and SH Shinn, Chung-Ang

University, Seoul, Korea

Diabetic foot is more vulnerable to the calcaneus avulsion fracture than non-

diabetic foot The complications of diabetes mellitus, neuropathy, vascular

insuficiency and Charcot arthropathy may accelerate the osteoporosis of the

calcaneus of diabetic patients. The aim of this study was to evaluate whether the

severity of the diabetic complications correlate with the bone mineral density of

calcaneus bone. We studied the correlation of bone mineral density of diabetic

patient and the severity of their diabetic complications. We recruited 24 diabetic

and 20 non-diabetic control women with age snatching. We measured bone

mineral density of femur and bone mineral density of calcaneus, nerve conduction

velocity and other biochemical parameters. We evaluated the severity of their

retinopathy and nephropathy. also. We classified study population into mild,

moderate and severe group according to their neuropathic severity. Bone mineral

density of calcaneus were 0 612 ± 0.19, 0 565 ± 0.13 and 0.432 ± 0.14 (g/cm 2) in

mild, moderate and severe group(p <0 05). Severely complicated group had more

retinopathy and nephropathy. No statistically significant differences were found in

the age, osteocalcin, deoxypyridinoline, alkaline phosphatase, BMI and HbA 1 C

between groups. In conclusion, the severity of the diabetic complications is

correlated with degree of the osteoporosis of the diabetic foot bone and may be the

risk factor of foot fracture in the diabetic foot.

1918
TRANSCUTANEOUS OXYGEN TENSION - REPRODUCIBILITY
IN DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL
OCCLUSIVE DISEASE
K. Djavani, B. Fagrell, K. Brismar, G. Jorneskog
Department of Endocrinology and Diabetology, and Department of
Internal Medicine, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm,Sweden.
Transcutaneous oxygen tension (tcP02 ) is a non invasive method,
which reflects local blood flow and oxygenation. The aim of the
present study was to evaluate the reproducibility of tCP02
measurements in diabetic patients with peripheral arterial occlusive
disease (PAOD). Ten male diabetic patients with PAOD were
investigated (toe/arm blood pressure index <_ 0.7). Age was 65±13
(mean±SD) years, and diabetes duration 33±6 years. Toe blood
pressure (mmHg) and tcP02 (mmHg) were measured daily for 3 days.
Toe blood pressure was measured with a mini cuff and laser Doppler
fluxmetry as detector. TcP02 was measured at a reference point (I2
dx), the dorsum of the foot, and at the base of dig I-II. The results
showed that tcP02 at I2 dx (59±8 mmHg) was higher (p<0.001), as
compared to the dorsum of the foot (21±20 mm Hg) and base of dig I-
11(24±20 mmHg). Significant correlations were seen between tcP02
day I-II-III at each measuring site: (I2 dx, r=0.83; p<0.01); dorsum of
the foot, r=0.95; p=0.0001; base of dig I-II, r=0.95; p=0.0001). No
systemic differences were observed between the three tcP02
measurements with paired t-test (p=0.35-0.96). Neither were there any
differences between the three toe blood pressure determinations (toe
blood pressure 49±39 mmHg). In conclusion, the present study
showed that the reproducibility of tcP02 and toe blood pressure are
good in diabetic patients with PAOD.

1919
TREATMENT OF CHARCOT'S ARTHROPATHY: MEASUREMENT OF RESPONSE
BY QUANTITATIVE BONE SCANNING
M McGill, T Bolton, R Uren, R Donnelly, D.K. Yue. Royal Prince Alfred Hospital,
Sydney, Australia
Charcot's arthropathy is characterised by gross disorganisation of the foot resulting in
intractable neuropathic ulceration. Immobilisation of the affected joint by casting gives the
impression of reduced disease activity, but scientific evaluation of treatment options is
rarely made due to a lack of suitable objective assessment methods. In this study we
investigated quantitative bone scanning (QBS) as a method for monitoring response to
casting. Nine patients (mean age 55.5±12.3yr, duration 9.9± 5.5yr and duration of
arthropathy before presentation 5.0t5.6mth) had their affected foot cast. Foot skin
temperature measured by a Thermistor (Takara Instruments, Japan) showed that the
affected foot was significantly hotter than the control foot at baseline
(3.4±2.0°C,z2.3;p=0.02) and 3 months after application (2.5±2.0° C,z2.2;p=0.03) but
not after 6 months (1.3±1.0°C). Patients underwent QBS, at baseline, 3 and 6 months after
casting, with 99mTe-labelled diphosphonates to quantitate isotope uptake in an accurately
measured area. Repeated measures (ANOVA) of the absolute Te uptake, and the ratio of
the affected vs the unaffected foot, for dynamic (blood flow) and delayed (bone uptake)
phases of QBS are shown in the Table. Strong correlation exists between changes in
dynamic and delayed phases isotope uptake at both 3 and 6 months (r=0.8;p<O.02).

To Uptake (%)
of aff tedfoot

Dymmio plus.
(ofecteh oaffected)

Delayrdptmse
(affected/*ooffeoted)

Baseline 2.0±0.8 2.411.5 2.2 ± 1.0

3 months 1.5±0.8 * 1.7 f0.8* 1.6 ± 0.4*

6 months 1.4±0.8* 1.4±0.3° 1.5±0.5

*different to baseline p< 0.05
These results indicate casting produces a decrease in skin temperature and bone isotope
uptake of the affected foot in Charcot's Arthropathy. Whether the changes represent an
intrinsic improvement in bone disease or reflect a decrease in blood flow to the limb
through immobilisation by casting requires further investigation. QBS provides an objective
measurement of activity in Charcot's Arthropathy.

1920
DEMONSTRATION OF INSULIN RESISITANCE IN ARTERIOSCLEROSIS
OBLITERANS AND PARTIAL IMPROVEMENT BY PROSTAGLANDIN.
A. Kanazawa, M. Suzuki, D. Zaho, M. Ikebuchi and Y. Harano.
National Cardiovascular Center, Osaka, Japan.
To determine whether insulin resistance is present in
arteriosclerosis obliterans (ASO) subjects, we performed both
75g-oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) and insulin sensitivity
test in non obese ,non diabetic and non hypertensive ASO
subjects. Furthermore in order to investigate whether
administration of prostaglandin El derivative(limaprost,Ono,
Japan) affects insulin sensitivity in ASO subjects, insulin
sensitivity test was performed before and after limaprost (30,u
g/day) administration. Insulin sensitivity was determined by
the Steady-State Plasma Glucose (SSPG) method using
sandostatin. SSPG significantly elevated in ASO subjects over
control(8. 1 ± 0.7 vs 5.7±0.4mmol/L,mean±SE,P<0.01,t-test)
and insulin resistance in ASO was noted. Area under the curve
of immunoreactive insulin during 75g-OGTT tended to be
higher,but,not significant and the degree of compensatory
hyperinsulinemia was not so strong as coronary artery disease.
SSPG significantly reduced after limaprost administration
(from 10.6±0.7 to 8.5±0.6mmol/L, P<0.05), indicating the
improvement of insulin sensitivity. These results indicate that
insulin resistance is demonstrated in ASO, however, compensated
hyperinsulinemia has not been observed. Limaprost
administration has improved insulin sensitivity for glucose
metabolism.
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IS CHARCOT OSTEOARTHROPATHY OF THE DIABETIC
FOOT RELATED TO OSTEOPENIA?
S. Clasen, E. Chantelau,I.Heimlich,R.Windecker.
Heinrich—Heine—University, Dusseldorf/Germany
Background: Charcot osteoarthropathy (COA) of
the diabetic foot is believed to result from
(neurotrophic ?) osteopenia; however, prompt
restitution of destroyed bone structures
following non-weight-bearing contradicts this
view. Aim: to assess bone density in the vin-
cinity (distal tibia) of chronic "healed"
diabetic COA. Patients and methods:l0 women
and 12 men were studied, 6 with bilateral,and
16 with unilateral diabetic COA of the feet
(n=28 feet with COA).For control purposes,
26 legs of 13 healthy persons matched for age,
sex, and body weight were studied. Bone
mineral density(BMD,g/cm 2 ) was assessed by
photon absorptiometry. Results: BMD was 0.98
(SD 0.15) in 16 legs with COA, versus 1.03
(SD 0.18)in 16 unaffected legs(p<0.05.).In
all 28 legs with COA,BMD was 1.09(SD 0.25).
In the controls,BMD was 1.05(SD 0.31)in the
right,and 1.14(SD 0.14) in the left leg,
respectively (n.s.).Conclusion: No difference
was found by overall comparison of BMD in COA
and control legs. In legs with COA, BMD was
diminished by < 5% compared to legs without
COA within the same diabetic patients; this is
supposed to be the consequence of therapeutic
pressure relief rather than the cause of COA.
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ENDOVASCULAR REVASCULARIZATION BY MECHANICAL
ATHERECTOMY IN DIABETIC FOOT.
Ghirlanda G, Citterio F, Mancini L, Pitocco D, Toscanella F, Saponara

C, Greco A.V. Department of Internal Medicine and Geriatry, Surgery
and Radiology. Rome. ITALY
Diabetes is the leading cause of amputations in developed country.
Owing to the infrapopliteal site of arterial occlusion classical
percutaneous balloon angioplasty cannot be performed. Revascularization
is achieved mainly by distal by-passes with autologous saphenous vein,
that cannot always be performed for general or local contraindications.
Mechanical atherectomy with rotational Auth's device appears to be a
particularly suitable technique in the treatment of distal arterial
occlusions. We studied 66 patients with type 2 diabetes that were referred
to our department for revascularization or amputation because of
ischaemic trophic lesions of the foot. Digital subtraction angiography
showed an occlusion of the femoral superficial artery in 18 patients,
while popliteal and tibial arteries were occluded in 29 patients and
significantly stenotic in 19 patients. Four patients were not treated due to
the length of the obstruction and/or the lack of a suitable pedal
circulation. Mechanical atherectomy was performed in 62 patients
without any significant side effect and resulted in immediate patency of
the treated arteries. In 57 patients vessels have been patent for a mean
follow-up period of 29 months ( range 4-49 months) with a limb salvage
rate of 95%. One patient had occlusion of the treated segment after 3
months without recurrence of necrosis. Two patients were amputated,
one did not improve because of a poor run-off of the pedal circulation
and one had a severe infection. We conclude that mechanical atherectomy
is a safe and effective endoluminal recanalization procedure in diabetic
patients with limb threatening ischaemia due to infrainguinal arterial
disease, mainly in those with general or local contraindications to by-
pass surgery.

1923
EFFICACY OF DIFFERENT SHOES AND INSOLES IN REDUCING
PLANTAR PRESSURES IN DIABETIC NEUROPHATIC PATIENTS
L. UCCIOLI, M. TOFFOLO, A. VOLPE, P. PASQUALITTO,A.
FERRI, G. MONTICONE AND G. MENZINGER ROMA and
MONTEBELLUNA (TV) ITALY
Diabetic patients with peripheral neuropathy develope foot ulcerations in
areas of high plantar pressure.The recent development of small thin
sensors has allowed the reliable measurement of in-shoe foot pressures.
We have utilized this device (Dinatto by BT Italy) to evaluate the effect of
various manufactured shoes and different insoles (Podiabetes by Buratto,
Italy) in reducing plantar pressures in diabetic neuropathic patients. 9
diabetic patients (7M/2F) age 61±5 yrs, duration of disease 13±8yrs,
VPT 35±7mV were included in this study. Mean plantar pressures
(N/cm2) under metatarsal heads in static (SMP) and dinamic (DMP)
condition and peak plantar pressures in dinamic condition (DPP) were
evaluated in the following experimental conditions: Barefoot (B), with the
own old shoes (OS), with two types of manufactured shoes designed
with super depth in soft thermoformable leather and flexible soles (Type
1) or rigid with a rocker bottom (Type 2) completed with three different
insoles : a single layer of Alcapy (3mm) (Type A); a layer of alcapy
(3mm) + a layer of alcaform 167 (5mm) (Type B); a customized insole
made by alcapi+ alcaform 167 and 200 (Type C).

B OS 1 A 1 B 1C 2A 2B 2C

SMP 4.6±3 4.6±2.6 4.6±2.3 4.1±2.2 4.3±2.9 3.4±2 * 0 3±1.5 2.8±1'°

DMP 17±7 20±11* 17±8° 16±7° 14±7° 14±7° 12±4*° 12+5*°

1PP269±63328 ±84*291±92°269±55°265±59°264±77° 249±49° 250±42`

* p<0.01 vs B;° p<0.01 vs OS
Our data show the ability of manufactured shoes and insoles in reducing
plantar pressures. The different results obtained with the different
solutions suggest that the perscription of shoes and insoles may be
tailored to the specific needs of diabetic patients with peripheral
neuropathy and high plantar pressures.

1924
EVALUATION OF ANGIOGRAHPIC FINDINGS OF THE LOWER LIMB IN
DIABETICS TREATED AT A FOOT CLINIC - A 3-YEAR RETROSPECTIVE
STUDY
Woskova V., Jirkovska A., Peregrin J., Skibova J. Institute for Clinical and
Experimental Medicine, Department of Diabetes, Prague, Czech Republic
The aim of the study was to evaluate retrospectively angiographic findings of the
lower limbs of diabetics, treated at a diabetic foot clinic, in terms of the indications,
outcome, future therapeutic strategy, and the incidence of complications over a 3-year
period. A retrospective study was conducted to evaluate 71 diabetics (17 and 54 with
Type-1 and 2 diabetes, respectively, 47 males, 24 females, with a mean age of 60 f 12
years and diabetes duration of 16 + 9 years) undergoing angiography (AG) of the
lower limb End-stage diabetic nephropathy was present in 16 pts (234%), with 10
treated by hemodialysis. The criteria assessed included indications for AG,
angiographic findings, future therapeutic strategy, and the incidence of immediate
complications post-AG in a total of 89 limbs. Angiographic findings were evaluated as
positive in the presence of arterial occlusion or a stenosis > 50%. The examination
was performed using intra-arterial digital subtraction angiography with a non-ionic
contrast medium during a short hospitalization in a diabetes center. In 49 pts (69%)
the indications for examination included defects involving the leg (gangrene 39%,
non-healing ulcers 30%), resting pain in 9 pts (l3%), claudication in 8 pts (11%), and
elective amputation in 5 pts (7%). An analysis of 89 AG demonstrated most often
crural bed involvement (96%), with involvement of the femoral region in 53%, the
popliteal artery in 22% and the pelvic artery in 15%. Based on AG, vascular
intervention was indicated in 68 limbs (76%), it was technically impossible in 15
limbs (17%) because of an advanced finding; AG was negative in 6 limbs (7%). Out
of the 89 limbs, percutaneous transluminal angioplasty was indicated in 46 (51%),
bypass in 17 limbs (19%), combined revascularization in 5 (6%). AG-related
complications occurred in 3 pts (4.2%); all involved bleeding from the groin which
required surgical revision in 1 case and was associated with acute renal insufficiency
with full renal function normalization in I case. In diabetics with the diabetic foot of
suspected vascular etiology, it is appropriate to indicate early AG since, if adequate
care is provided to the patient, it is relatively safely and often results in a vascular
intervention, primarily PTA.
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1925
CYTOKINES AND SOLUBLE CELL ADHESION MILECIllJlS IN VITREOUS HUMOR

N. Yoshioka, M.Takeda, H.Imaizumi, U,Okushiba S,Kuwajima and N.Wada.

Sapporo City General Hospital. Sapporo, Japan

To explore mechanisms in the pathogenesis of diabetic retinopathy,

we examined the vitreous of sixty six patients with proliferative

diabetic retinopathy(PDR) and fifty patients without diabetes

mellitus for the presence of tumor necrosis factor- a (TNF- a),

interleukin-6(IL-fl).soluble intracellular adhesion molecule-1

(ICAM-1), vasculer cell adhesion molecule-1(VCAM-1), P-selectin

and E-selectin. Vitreous samples were obtained, undiluted from the

patients with PDR and patients with miscellaneous retinal diseases

prior to vitrectomy. Cytokines and cell adhesion molecules were

measured by enzyme-linked immmoadsorbent assays. The levels of

TNF- a. VCAM-1, P-selectin and E-selectine were not different for

patients with PDR and those without diabetes mellitus. However,

levels of IL-6 and ICAM-1 were significantly )P<0. 001) elevated

in patients with PDR compared to levels in patients without diabetes

mellitus (IL-6: 175±46pg/ml vs 10±2pg/ml; ICAM-1:12.8±9.4ng/ml vs

2.1 ±2.8ng/ml). Elevated levels of IL-6 and ICAM-1 in the vitreous

of patients with PDR, implicating a role for these cytokine and cell

adhesion molecule in the pathogenesis of PDR by enhancing immune

action and inflammation.

1926
BIMOCLOMOL (BRLP-42) PREVENTS AND CORRECTS EARLY
RETINAL NEUROSENSORY DYSFUNCTION IN DIABETIC RATS
K. Biro, *S.Toth. BIOREX Res. & Dev. Co., Veszprem, *Dept. of
Anaesth., Semmelweis Medical University, Budapest, Hungary.
Oscillatory potentials (OPs), the neuronal components of flash-evoked
electroretiiogratn (ERG) are of clinical importance in prognosis and
diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy (DR). Diabetes reduces the amplitude
and increases the latency of OPs. The effect of Bimoclomol (former
code BRLP-42; Biorex, Hungary) on streptozotocin (STZ 45 mg/kg)-
induced ERG abnormalities was assessed using scotopic ERGs under
anaesthesia. Daily oral treatment with 20 mg/kg BRLP-42 was either
preventive or curative, given 1 day or 1 month following the onset of
diabetes. 50 mg/kg aminoguanidine served as reference. Groups of 10
male Cr1 Wistar rats were investigated: nondiabetic, diabetic, and
BRLP-42- or aminoguanidine-treated diabetic groups. All the ERG
waves were impaired with 2-month diabetes. The reduction (p<0.001)
in amplitudes of glycin sensitive OP3 (70.2%) and of GABA mediated
OP2 (90.0%) was protected by both BRLP-42 (by 48.0±4.2%, and
37.4±7.4%, resp.; p<0.01) and the reference compound to a similar
extent. Curative treatment improved the deficits by 86.3±30.5%, and
36.7±10.0%, resp.; p < 0.05). The significant prolongation of peak
latencies due to diabetes was normalised for OP3 and inhibited by 68%
for OP2 after pretreatment with BRLP-42. Diabetic alterations in the
main waves of ERG were also improved. Our results demonstrate the
reduction in severity of DR possibly by protecting basement membrane
thickness of retinal vessels which is known to correlate with OP
latencies. This effect can be beneficial in the treatment of retinopathy.
The mechanism of action of BRLP-42 on retinal dysfunctions is
unknown The relationship between changes in OP latencies and the
thickness of basement membrane suggests a direction for further
studies.

1927
VITREOUS LEVELS OF VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH
FACTOR ARE NOT INFLUENCED BY ITS SERUM CONCENTRATIONS
R. Burgos, R. Simo, M. Garcia*, C. Mateo#, J. Mesa, L. Audi* and A.
Carrascosa*. Diabetes Unit, #Ophthalmology Deptartment and *Pediatric
Research Unit. Hospital Vail d'Hebron. Barcelona. Spain.
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) plays a major role in the development
of intraocular neovascularization in proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR). The
source of intravitreous VEGF is presumably ischemic retina, but increased levels
derived from serum could not be excluded. The aim of the study is to determine
the intravitreous concentrations of VEGF in diabetic patients with PDR and to
investigate whether serum VEGF could contribute to intravitreous concentration.
For this purpose, we included 20 diabetic patients (5 type 1 and 15 type 2) with
PDR in whom a vitrectomy was performed (group A). Nondiabetic patients
(n=13) with other conditions requiring vitrectomy served as a control group
(group B). In all cases, a recent vitreous hemorrhage was excluded. In both
groups, VEGF was determined in serum and undiluted vitreous samples obtained
simultaneously. Furthermore, serum VEGF was determined in 69 healthy controls
(group C) and 39 diabetic patients without late complications (group D) . Vitreous
and serum VEGF was determined by ELISA (R&D Systems, Abingdon); intra-
assay CV 3.8 %, interassay CV 5.1 %. Statistics: Student's t-test and ANOVA.
Results: Intravitreous concentrations of VEGF were strikingly higher in group A
(2101.6 ± SD 1628.9 pg/mi, median 1756 pg/ml, range 334.5-6662) in
comparison with group B (12 ± SD 8.1 pg/mi, median 9 pg/ml, range 9-38.2);
p <0.0001. We did not observed differences in serum VEGF among the groups
included in the study (group A 183.2 ± 123 pg/ml, group B 221.5 ± 147.1
pg/ml, group C 231.5 ± 188.1 pg/nil, and group D 214.7 ± 171.8 pg/ml);
p=ns. We conclude that the high vitreous levels of VEGF obtained in diabetic
patients with PDR could not be attributed to serum diffusion across blood-retinal
barrier. Furthermore, our results suggest that intraocular synthesis is the main
contributing factor for the high VEGF concentrations observed in these patients.

1928
NUMBER OF (A-C)n REPEAT IN THE UPSTREAM OF ALDOSE
REDUCTASE GENE CORRELATES WITH DIABETIC RETINOPATHY
Y. Ikegishi, M. Tawata, K. Aida and T. Onaya.Third Department of Internal
Medicine, Yamanashi Medical University, Tamaho, Yamanashi, Japan

The polyol pathway has been implicated in the pathogenesis of diabetic
microangiopathies. We studied the correlation between the number of (A-
C)n repeat region in 2.1 kb upstream of the transcription start site ofaldose
reductase (AR) gene and retinopathy in Japanese patients with non-
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. We also measured erythrocyte AR
activity. We classified the 45 patients into two groups. The first group
consisted of 20 patients with proliferative retinopathy within 8 years'
duration and defined as "with retinopathy". Second group consisted of 25
patients with no evidence for retinopathy, nephropathy or neumpathy even
after 10 years' duration and defined as "without retinopathy". Japanese
subjects showed 10 allelic types in this region. The most prevelent allele
was 24 times in (A-C) repeat and designated as Z allele. Those with Z+2
allele (25 times in (A-C) repeat) have significantly less chances to develop
retinopathy, whereas those with Z-4 allele (22 times in (A-C) repeat) have
significantly more chances to develop proliferative retinopathy. Most of

the patients with proliferative retinopathy had nephropathy and
neuropathy as well. Erythrocyte.AR activity was significantly elevated in
those with Z-2 allele compared to those with Z+4 allele. In addition,
erythrocyte AR activity was significantly lower in those with Z+2 allele
compared to those with Z allele. Our study also revealed two nucleotide
changes from "TC" to "CT" in this region compared to Chinese. The present
study suggests that the number of (A-C)n repeat in 2.1 kb upstream of AR
gene may determine AR activity and may be one of the factors influencing
predisposition to diabetic microangiopathies.
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SERUM LEVELS OF VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH
FACTOR ARE NOT INCREASED IN DIABETIC RETINOPATHY
R. Simo, R. Burgos, M. Garcia*, C. Mateo#, C. Hernandez, J. Mesa,
A. Carrascosa* and L. Audi*. Diabetes Unit, #Ophthalmology Dept. and
*Pediatric Research Unit. Hospital Vall d'Hebron, Barcelona, Spain.
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) has been involved in the
etiopathogenic events of diabetic retinopathy (DR) and increased levels
have been observed in the vitreous of diabetic patients with proliferative
retinopathy. However, there are no studies about the possible relationship
between serum VEGF concentrations and DR. For this purpose, we
included 28 consecutive diabetic patients (6 type 1 and 22 type 2) with
DR attended by the Diabetic Retinopathy Unit (8 non-proliferative DR
and 20 proliferative DR). Diabetic patients (n=39, 18 type 1 and 21 type
2) without DR and 69 healthy controls matched by age were used as
control groups. In all cases we excluded systemic diseases other than
diabetes mellitus. VEGF was determined in duplicated serum samples by
ELISA (R&D Systems, Abingdon, UK); intra-assay CV 3.8 %, interassay
CV 5.1 %. Statistics: Student's t-test and ANOVA. Results: we did not
observed differences in serum VEGF concentrations in diabetic patients
compared with healthy control group (210.9 ± SD 157.5 pg/ml vs 231.5
± SD 188.1 pg/ml; p=ns). In diabetic patients with DR we obtained
similar levels of VEGF than in diabetic patients without DR (205.6 ± SD
138 pg/ml vs 214.7 ± SD 171.8 pg/ml; p=n. ^). Furthermore, we did not
observed any relationship between serum VEGF concentrations and the
severity of diabetic retinopathy (nonproliferative DR patients: 261.7 ±
SD 163.6 pg/ml vs proliferative DR patients: 183.1 ± SD 123 pg/ml;
p=n. ^). We conclude that serum levels of VEGF are not related with the
presence and the degree of diabetic retinopathy.
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DIABETIC-LIKE RETINOPATHY: EARLY AND LATE INTERVENTION
THERAPIES IN THE GALACTOSE-FED RAT MODEL.
W.G. Robison, Jr.', J.L. Jacot', J.P. Glover', M.D. Basso 2 and T.C.
Hohman 2 National Eye Institute, NIH, Bethesda, MD', USA; Wyeth-Ayerst
Laboratories, Princeton, NJ 2, USA.
The aim was to determine whether diabetic-like retinal capillary basement
membrane thickening (RCBMT) in the galactose-fed rat could be halted
or ameliorated with early or late interventions by withdrawal of the
galactose diet or treatment with the aldose reductase inhibitor ARI-509.
Weanling S-D rats were divided randomly into 8 groups and fed Purina
laboratory chow (#5001) plus: 50% starch—CONTROL (CON); 50% D-
galactose—GALACTOSE (GAL); 50% D-galactose with ARI-509 at 10 or
25 mg/kg/day—LOW and HIGH DOSE PREVENTION (LDP; HDP); 50%
D-galactose for 4 or 8 months, then intervention by adding ARI-509 (25
mg/kg/day)-4-MONTH and 8-MONTH INTERVENTION (41N; 81N); or
galactose withdrawal from the diet at either 4 or 8 months-4-MONTH
and 8-MONTH GALACTOSE WITHDRAWAL (4GW; 8GW). At 4, 8, 16,
and 24-month time points, tissue carbohydrate levels and RCBMT in the
outer plexiform layer were determined for all groups (n = 5 to 8). Retinal
polyol was reduced by 95% and 100% in all ARI-treated and galactose
withdrawal groups, respectively. Mean RCBMT in GAL rats, became
almost 2-fold greater (189 ± 9.4 nm) than in CON rats (103 ± 3.4 nm) by
24 months. Prevention of RCBMT was statistically significant (p < 0.05)
in both the LDP and HDP groups at all time points. In contrast, a
significant decrease in mean RCBMT compared to GAL rats was not
found in either the intervention or withdrawal groups until 24 months (41N,
166 ± 10.3 nm; 81N, 161 ± 8.2 nm; 4GW, 136 ± 5.1 nm; 8GW, 163 ± 9.6
nm). The lack of a reversal and the long delay before the effects of either
early or late intervention treatment were observed are consistent with
findings from the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial.

1931
SUPPRESSION OF ENDOGENOUS OSMOREGULATORY GENES IN HUMAN RETINAL
PIGMENT EPITHELIAL CELLS TRANSFECrED TO OVEREXPRESS ALDOSE REDUCFASE.
MJ Stevens, DR Larkin, Y Hosaka, F Porcellati, TP Thomas, JM Masterson, PD
Killen and DA Greene. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA.
Human retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells, a pathophysiologically relevant model
for diabetic complications, demonstrate heterogeneous basal aldose reductase (AR) gene
expression and activity. In 20 mM glucose, high AR-expressing RPE 91 cells exhibit
exaggerated sorbitol accumulation and depletion of taurine and myo-inositol rendering
them rate-limiting for their normal metabolic functions. The mechanism linking high
AR gene expression to intracellular osmolyte depletion is unknown. The relationship
of basal AR gene expression to steady state mRNA levels of the Na-taurine co-
transporter (TT) was explored in low AR expressing RPE 47 cells and RPE 47 cells
stably transfected to overexpress AR (to reproduce the phenotype of the RPE 91).
Total cellular RNA was extracted from hypertonically-stressed RPE cells, size selected
(>1 kb) and used to prepare a cDNA library in pcDNAI. Screening with a partial
human AR cDNA yielded recombinant plasmids which were screened for function by
transiently transferring COS cells and measuring AR enzymatic activity. The clone
with highest AR activity was selected for stable transformation in RPE 47 cells. RPE
47 cells were co-transfected with pRSV-neo-pcDNAl-AR27 and a clone identified
(RPE 75) which expressed 4 x elevated AR enzymatic activity relative to untransfected
RPE 47 cells and reproduced basal RPE 91 AR activity. To assess the effect of AR
overexpression on other osmoregulated genes, RPE 47 cells, stably transfected RPE
75 cells and RPE 91 cells were exposed to 5 mM glucose for 24 h, and Northern blots
prepared and sequentially hybridized with a 900 bp TT cDNA and a partial human AR
cDNA and normalized to 28S. In RPE 75 cells, basal expression of the transfected
AR gene was increased 3.5-fold vs. RPE 47 cells, reproducing the RPE 91 level. In
RPE 75 cells, basal levels of the endogenous AR and TT were decreased by 38% and
44%, respectively compared to the untransfected RPE 47, the decreased level of TT
mRNA being identical to that in RPE 91 cells. These data are consistent with
reciprocal suppression of endogenous osmoregulatory genes in response to
overexpression of AR, suggesting complex interactions among osmoregulatory genes.

1932
EFFECT OF ANTIOXIDANTS ON DEVELOPMENT OF RETINOPATHY IN
DIABETES AND EXPERIMENTAL GALACTOSEMIA. T.S. Kern, R.A.
Kowluru, and R.L. Engerman. University of Wisconsin-Madison, U. S. A.

Dietary supplementation with 0.1% a-tocopherol acetate and 1% ascorbic acid
has been reported by us to inhibit the diabetes- or galactosemia-induced increase in
lipid peroxides (measured as TBARS) in retina and the decrease in activities of
retinal ATPases and enzymes involved in protection from oxidative stress. Long-
term studies of the effects of antioxidants on the development of retinopathy were
conducted using this same diet. Alloxan-diabetic rats and nondiabetic rats fed 30%
galactose diet randomly were assigned to receive diet supplemented with the
antioxidants or standard diet. 18 months of diabetes or galactosemia resulted in
pericyte loss, acellular capillaries and basement membrane thickening (i.e., lesions
consistent with the early stages of retinopathy), and consumption of antioxidant diet
significantly (P<0.05) inhibited the development of acellular capillaries in retinas of
diabetic rats. The number of pericyte ghosts in antioxidant-treated rats tended to be
less than in diabetic controls, but the decrease did not achieve statistical
significance. Thickness of capillary basement membrane was not influenced by the
antioxidant diet. GHb intentionally was kept comparable between diabetic groups,
so the beneficial effect of antioxidants on the frequency of acellular capillaries
seems not due to a difference in glycemia between groups. The antioxidants
normalized a diabetes-induced increase in osmotic fragility of erythrocytes (an
estimate of oxidative stress, demonstrating efficacy of the therapy. Galactose-fed
rats showed no defect in osmotic fragility, and antioxidants caused no significant
inhibition of galactose-induced metabolic abnormalities or histopathology in the
retina. Galactosemic rats were not hyperphagic like diabetic rats (consuming only
48% the amount of antioxidants consumed by diabetics), perhaps accounting for the
lesser effect of antioxidant diet on galactose-induced retinopathy. Supplemental
antioxidants inhibited the development of retinal acellular capillaries in diabetic
rats, but whether oxidative stress is a major factor in the development of diabetic
retinopathy requires further investigation.
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ANTI-ANGIOGENIC ACTIVITY OF AQUEOUS HUMOR DECREASED IN
DIABETIC MAN.
K.Hayasaka, S.Oikawa, H.Kotake, E.Hashizume, H.Midorikawa,
A.Sekikawa, K.Hoshi, S.Hara, Y.Ishigaki, R.Sano, N.Suzuki, and
T.Toyota. Sendai Kousei Hospital and Tohoku University, Sendai,
Japan.

Neovascularization is an important event in diabetic ocular
disease such as proliferative retinopathy. VEGF, bFGF and other
cytokines play a role to progress angiogenesis. On the other hand, we
have previously shown that anti-angiogenic activity has been present
in aqueous humor(AH). Recently we found that TGFII2 was the major
factor of anti-angiogenicity in AH. In the present study, we checked
this activity and TGFII2 concentration of AH from diabetic patients.
AH was obtained from patients undergoing ocular surgery. Angiogenic
activity was estimated by the proliferation of HUVECs cultured with
20% AH. TGFII2 concentration was measured by ELISA (Amersham's
kit) with or without acidifing AH. The number of HUVECs increased
from 0.5(x10 4/well) to 14.7±0.8(m±SE, n=6) in the control
culture, 6.1±0.7(n=5) (p<0.01 vs control) in nondiabetic AH
supplemented, and 9.3±0.8(n=8) (p<0.01 vs control, p<0.05 vs
nondiabetic)in diabetic AH supplemented. Total TGF92 concentration
of diabetic AH (diabetic 6.4±0.7 ng/ml, n=27) wasn't different from
of non-diabetics ( 7.0±0.7, n=27). But the ratio of activated form
was lower in diabetics( 7.7±0.7 %, n=10) compared to nondiabetic
(12.4±2.0, n=10, p<0.05). These results suggests that less
activation of TGF92 in diabetic AH caused lowering anti-angiogenic
activity. The less anti-angiogenic activity of diabetic AH might be
involved in promotion of neovascularization in diabetic ocular
disease.

1934
EARLY TREATMENT WITH PHENSUCCINAL ATTENUATES
DIABETIC RETINOPATHY DEVELOPMENT IN RATS
V. Poltorack, N. Gorbenko, N. Dumbrova, A. Gladkih, E. Malt-
sew and S. Ilina. Ukrainian Scientific Research Institute of Endo-
crine Diseases Pharmacotherapy, Kharkov, Ukraine
Taking into consideration the susceptibility of diabetic retinas to
oxidative stress we evaluated the impact of a new low-toxic suc-
cinic derivative phensuccinal (P) with antioxidant properties on
diabetic retinopathy (DR) development in rats. The newborn (2-3
days of age) rats were injected with streptozotocin (100 mg/kg i.p.)
and randomized into a control diabetic group (CD, n=6) and P-
treated one (PD) (P-25 mg/kg/day in the diet for 3 months, n=7).
Antioxidant effect of P was assessed in liver homogenate by spec-
trophotometric determination of malonic dialdehyde (MDA), vi-
tamin A and 13-carotenoids. The severity of the alterations in re-
tina was evaluated by scores in light and electron microscopic
studies (blind). CD animals showed retinal capillary basement me-
mbrane (RCBM) irregularities, a significant (1.7 fold, p<0.01) in-
crease in RCBM thickness (RCBMT) compared to normal con-
trols (n=7), substantial edema and vacuolation in neural elements,
abnormalities in endothelial cells and pericytes. P-treatment inhi-
bited DR development reflected in absence of retinal neural ele-
ments edema, almost normal arrangement of endothelial cells and
pericytes, more compact and even RCBM as well as a significant
decrease RCBMT in comparison with CD rats (by 27.4%, p<0.02).
Treatment with P improved glucose tolerance (p<0.05), reduced
by 2.5 fold (p<0.01) MDA content, increased by 2 fold (p<0.001)
vitamin A and 13-carotenoids contents. Thus P possesses angiopro-
tective effect due to improvement of oxidative parameters in dia-
betic rats and could be a beneficial agent for DR treatment.

1935
AGEs PROMOTE DIABETIC RETINOPATHY BY THE PRODUCTION
OF VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH FACTOR
H. Obayashi, K. Nakano, H. Shigeta, H. Hasegawa, C. Hirata, M. Fujii, Y. Kitagawa,
N. Nakamura and M. Kondo. First Department of Internal Medicine, Kyoto
Prefectural University of Medicine, Kyoto, Japan

Recent studies have suggested that advanced glycation endproducts (AGEs) play an
important role in the pathogenesis of diabetic complications. The aims of the present
study were to prove the increment of AGEs and vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) in vitreous fluid of patients with proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR)
and to clarify the effect of AGEs on VEGF mRNA expression in vitro. We
evaluated AGEs production by measuring crossline, a novel AGE-product which has
both crosslink and fluorescence similar to AGE-proteins in vivo. Vitreous samples
were obtained during vitrectomy from 14 patients with PDR and 14 patients without
diabetes received vitrectomy due to retinal detachment (n=7) or epiretinal membrane
(n=7). Crossline and VEGF levels were determined by competitive ELISA. In vitro
study, the expression of VEGF mRNA was analyzed by quantitative RT-PCR after
the treatment of Muller cells, the strong candidate for VEGF production, with 50
yg/ml of AGE-BSA or BSA. The crossline levels in the vitreous of patients with
PDR were significantly higher than those without diabetes (P<0.05). The VEGF
levels in the vitreous were also significantly higher increased in patients with PDR
(P<0.01). Furthermore, there was the positve correlation between crossline and
VEGF levels in the vitreous samples of patients with PDR (P<0.05). The expression
of VEGF mRNA was enhanced by the presence of AGEs when compared with the
absence of AGEs. AGEs in vitreous fluid could promote intraocular
neovascularization in diabetes through the production of VEGF from retinal cells.
These results demonstrated that AGEs plays an important role in the initiation and
progression of intraocular neovascularization in diabetic retinopathy.

1936

EFFECTS OF TAURINE AND VITAMIN E SUPPLEMENTATION
ON OXIDATIVE STRESS AND NA/K ATPASE ACTIVITY IN THE
RETINA OF STREPTOZOTOCIN-INDUCED DIABETIC RAT.
M.A.S. Di Leol, S.A. Santini2, D. Lepore3 , G. Marral, S. Caputol,
S. Cerconel F. Rao Genovese3 , A.V. Grecol and G. Ghirlandal.
Institutes of ilnternal Medicine, 2Biochemistry and 3Ophthalmology,
Catholic University, Rome, Italy.
To examine the effect of dietary supplementation with two endogenous
antioxidant agents, taurine and vitamin E, on diabetic retinas, we
evaluated the formation of conjugated dienes (CD) and the changes of
membrane-bound enzymes such as (Na,K)-ATPase activity in retinas
from male Wistar adult non-diabetic and streptozotocin-induced diabetic
(STZ-D) rats. Diabetic animals were assigned to three groups: untreated;
taurine supplementation by 5% w/w; vitamin E supplementation by 200
IU/kg of diet. After induction of diabetes, (STZ-D) rats were sacrificed
at 2, 4 and 8 weeks and their retinas removed. (Na,K)-ATPase activity
and conjugated dienes (CD) were measured spectrophotometrically and
expressed as µmol Pi/h/mg protein and tmot/mg protein, respectively.
Results are given as means ± SD. The levels of CD were 3.7 ± 0.3 in
control retinas. We found a significantly increase (p<0.0001) of CD at 4
weeks (8 ± 0.3) in diabetic retinas of untreated rats, but not in retinas of
vitamin E-treated and taurine-treated rats. Retinal (Na,K)-ATPase
activity was reduced at 4 weeks (55.4 ± 7.7; p=0.03) and at 8 weeks
(56.3 ± 6.9; p=0.04) in untreated animals with respect to that of control
rats (104.3 ± 18.1), whereas ATPase activity in taurine-treated diabetic
rats was found to increase by 2.1-fold after 2 weeks, and also after 1
and 2 (1.5-fold) months. Supplementation with vitamin E did not
significantly reduce ATPase activity in (STZ-D) rats, although a
progressive reduction was found at 4 weeks (84.7 ± 26) and at 8 weeks
(73.8 ± 25.5). Our results suggest that hyperglycaemia produces an
oxidative damage in diabetic retinas causing a dysfunction of
membrane-dependent (Na,K)-ATPase. Treatment with taurine and
vitamin E can modify diabetes-induced abnormalities in rat retinal
membrane activities.
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IGF SYSTEM GENE EXPRESSION IN HYPDXIC RETINA.
E.Averbukh', O.Weissz, R.Yanko2, R.Moshe2 , LNephesh2, L.Yanko' and LRaz2

Departments of Ophthalmology' and Internal Medicine', Hadassah University
Hospital, Jerusalem, Israel.

Neovascular response in the diabetic eye is related to the development of
retinal ischemia. To study the effect of relative ischemia on the IGF system in
retina we used a model of neonatal rat retina that produce neovascularization
when exposed to alternating levels of oxygen. We examined the influence of
24 hours hypoxia (101=1% oxygen), 48 hours hyperoxia (75±5% oxygen) and
relative hypoxia (shifting from 48 hours 75% oxygen to 24 hours in room air)
on the expression of the IGF system e.g. IGF-I, IGF-I receptor (IGF-IR)and
IGF binding proteins 1,2 and 3 (IGFBP1,2,3) in retina using solution
hybridization RNase protection assay. Gene expression was analyzed by
densitometry and the numbers are given as percent of control (room air).
Hypoxia induced a significant increase in IGF-IR, IGFBP2 and IGFBP3
mRNA and significant decrease in IGF-I mRNA (see table). Relative hypoxia
also caused an increase in IGF-IR, IGFBP2 and IGFBP3 mRNA but did not
change the expression
of retinal IGF-I. We
showed that relative
hypoxia, similar to
hypoxia, caused
increase in IGF-IR,
IGFBP2 and IGFBP3
gene expression, but
unlike in hypoxic state IGF-I mRNA was not decreased. Thus we conclude
that during relative retinal hypoxia that induces retinal neovascularization in
newborn rat, there is overall up-regulation of the IGF system gene expression
that might cause increased local activity of IGF-I in retina.

Hypoxia
10%02

Hyperoxia
75% O z

Relative
Hypoxia

IGF-I 68% 117% 111%
IGF-IR 196% 97% 150%
IGFBP-2 208% 135% 161%
IGFBP-3 411% 109% 216%
IGFBP-1 Not Detected
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PREVENTION OF THE DEPLETION OF NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE
CONTAINING NEURONS IN THE DIABETIC RAT BY AMINOGUANIDINE.
T. Soulis*, E Roufail, ME Cooper* and SM Rees. *Department of Medicine, Austin
and Repatriation Medical Centre (Repatriation Campus), The University of
Melbourne, Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology, Melbourne, Australia.

A close association of nitric oxide synthase immunoreactive neurons (NOS-ir) to the
retinal vasculature has been demonstrated suggesting a mechanism by which retinal
blood flow and metabolism are linked. Aminoguanidine (AG), an inhibitor of
advanced glycation and NO synthase activity, has been shown to attenuate the
progression of retinal disease in experimental diabetes. The present study has
examined the effects of diabetes on the population of NADPH diaphorase-positive
(NADPHd) and NOS-ir neurons in the diabetic rat retina. In addition, the role of
advanced glycation and the NO system in these diabetic retinal changes has been
explored by the use of pharmacological inhibitors of these systems. Male Sprague
Dawley rats (200-250g) were randomised into Control or rendered Diabetic via
streptozotocin injection (50mg/kg). Control rats were randomised to receive no
treatment or AG (2g/1). Diabetic rats were further randomised to receive no treatment,
AG (lg/l) or a non-pressoric dosage of the NOS inhibitor L-NAME (5mg/L). Rats
were followed for 3 or 32 weeks. At the various time points, the right eye from each
rat was dissected and fixed in buffered 4% paraformaldehyde for 2h. Retinas were
stained for NADPHd. Counting of cells was performed double blind (mean ± SEM).

NADPHd histochemistry
Group	 n	 3 weeks	 32 weeks
Control	 9	 2715±39*	 2944±144
Diabetic	 9	 1946±48	 2283±1481
Control+AG	 6	 2278±129	 2587±186
Diabetic+AG	 7	 2137±131	 2939±31$
Diabetic+L-NAME	 7	 1689±230	 2392±93t
*p<0.05 versus all groups, fp<0.05 versus control, $p<0.05 versus Diabetic
A correlation between NOS-ir and NADPHd staining in the treated diabetic rat retina
was demonstrated. The number of NADPHd-positive neurons per retina was reduced
after 3 weeks of diabetes and persisted at 32 weeks. AG therapy restored the number of
NADPHd-positive neurons at week 32 whereas L-NAME did not affect this parameter.
This study indicates that the retinoprotective effect of aminoguanidine cannot be
reproduced by L-NAME and is likely to be mediated by a decrease of advanced
glycation rather than via inhibition of NOS.

1939
TREATMENT BY SOMATOSTATIN ANALOG, OCTREOTIDE, OF
ISCHEMIA INDUCED NEOVASCULARIZATION IN NEWBORN RAT.
R.Yanko', M. Halpert2, I. Shmaya', E. Averbukh2, and I. Raz'.
Departments of Internal Medicine' and Ophthalmology2 , Hadassah University
Hospital, Jerusalem, Israel.

Octreotide was shown to prevent angiogenesis in diverse in vitro models of
neovascularization. It's effect on proliferative (ischemia related) diabetic
retinopathy is controversial. We used 48 hour cycles of alternating 10% and
50% oxygen during the first 14 days of newborn rats, followed by 4 days in
room air to induce neovascularization. Half of the rats were injected with
octreotide 10 µg x 2 daily during the whole period. At 18 days the rats were
sacrificed, blood samples were taken and the eyes were enucleated and placed
in formaldehyde. Ten representative slices of each eye were examined.

..........................................................................Assessment of pathology	 Table 1. Patholo is fndin sin the a es
was done using four 	 Parameters	 I Octreo. Control P-value
parameters (table 1), each Dilated vessels 	 I 1.6 ±0.9 1.8±1.0 0.09
was assigned a value	

Retinal hemorrhage 0.9±1.2 0.8±1.01 0.17
between 0 (non existent)	

Vitreal hemorrhage I 0.9±1.2 0.8±1.11 0.48and 3 (severe). Octreotide
group included 52 eyes	 Neovascularization I 0.7±1.1 0.5±0.9 0.11

and the control group 59	 Numbers represent average score ± SD.

eyes. In spite of the high octreotide levels in the treated group, growth hormone
(GH) levels were not significantly decreased (from 64±33 to 45±13 µg/1) and
IGF-I levels were not changed at all (75±12 to 86±19 µg/1). We failed to
demonstrate any inhibition of neovascularization by octreotide. Octreotide did
not prevent ischemia related neovascularization. However in this model
octreotide did not significantly decrease levels of GH and IGF-I. Other drugs
that better suppress GH are still worth trying.

1940
OXIDATIVE DAMAGES TO OCULAR STRUCTURES IN DIABETIC
PATIENTS ARE RELATED TO RETINAL FREE RADICAL PRODUCTION

I. Grattagliano, G. Vendemiale, *T. Micelli-Ferrari, A. Signorile, *F. Boscia, G.
Serviddio, *L. Cardia, E. Altomare. Department of Internal Medicine and
*Institute of Clinica Oculistica, University of Bari, Bari, Italy.

Retinal participation to the genesis of ocular complications during diabetes is
supported by the observation of a concorrent higher rate of lipid and protein
oxidation and decreased concentration of antioxidants both in the vitreous and in
cataractous lenses obtained from diabetic subjects affected by background
retinopathy compared to diabetic patients non affected by retinopathy and to non
diabetic subjects. These alterations were even more pronounced in the presence of
a proliferative retinopathy, thus suggesting that the retina may be a place for free
radical production. Therefore, to confirm this hypothesis, the concentration and
redox state of the proteins in the subretinal fluid (SF) of patients undergoing
retinal detachment surgery have been evaluated.
Diabetic (n=8) and non diabetic (n=9) subjects with comparable age, degree of
myopia and evolution time of the retinal detachment were considered for this
study. The SF was obtained by puncture after sclerotomy; the concentrations of
total proteins, sulfhydryl (P-SH) and carbonyl (DNPH) proteins were determined in
the ocular samples with spectrophotometric methods. The levels of
malondialdehyde (MDA) was measured by HPLC.
The protein concentration in the SF did not differ between diabetic and non
diabetic patients. A higher concentrations of MDA (2.58 ± 0.31 vs 1.12 ± 0.22
nmol/mg protein, p<0.01) and DNPH (3.18 ± 0.36 vs 2.02 ± 0.28 nmol/mg
protein, p<0.02) were observed in the SF of diabetic subjects, compared to non
diabetic patients; the highest values were documented in patients affected by
proliferative retinopathy. In the same subjects the lowest content of P-SH was
noted (5.16 ± 1.32 nmollmg protein, p<0.01 compared to diabetic patients without
proliferative retinopathy).
In conclusion, it can be suggested that the retina partecipates to the genesis of
diabetic eye complication by free radical production and that lipid and protein
oxidation are events associated with retinal detachment and are involved in the
onset of diabetes related ocular injury.
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IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISATION OF RETINAL
GLIAL CELL CHANGES IN DIABETIC RETINOPATHY

Toke Bek
Department of Ophthalmology, Arhus University Hospital, DENMARK

Purpose. Occlusion of the retinal vascular bed is supposed to be
a key factor in the development of proliferative diabetic
retinopathy. A previous study has shown that the material
occluding retinal vessels displays immunoreactivity to retinal
glial cells. In the present study the glial cell changes secondary
to diabetic retinopathy were further characterised.  Methods

Immunohistochemistry to glial fibrillary acid protein (GFAP) and
vimentin (all glial cell types), S-100 protein (perivascular glial
cells), carbonic anhydrase (CAH-II) and CD-57 antigen (Muller
cells), and CD-68 antigen (microglia) was performed on five
eyes of five normal persons and on ten areas of vascular
occlusion from ten eyes of six diabetic patients.  Results- In the
retina from diabetic patients immunoreactivity to S-100 protein
in perivascular glial cells was significantly higher than in
normals, except for areas of vascular occlusion where S-100
protein immunoreactivity was absent. The material accumulated
to occlude the retinal vessels displayed immunoreactivity to
vimentin, GFAP, CAH-II and CD-57 antigen, but not to S-100
protein, or CD-68 antigens. Conclusions Diabetic retinopathy is
characterised by activation of the retinal perivascular glial cells,
but this cell type disappears in areas of vascular occlusion. The
material accumulated to occlude retinal vessels represents
invaded Muller cells.

1942
OXIDATIVE STATUS AND ANTIOXIDATIVE DEFENSE MECHANISMS OF

DIABETIC CATARACTOUS AND CLEAR LENSES
Erel O.,Alcelik T., Kogyigit A., Avci S.  Aktepe N, Fac. of Med.,Univ.of
Harran, Sanlmrfa, Turkey
Oxidative status and antioxidative defense mechanisms were investigated in
diabetic cataractous and clear lenses. Lens malondialdehide
concentration(MDA) was measured to evaluate oxidative stress and lens total
vitamin C (Vit C), non-protein sulphydryl compounds concentration
(NPSC), glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH), catalase, superoxide
dismutase(SOD), glutathione peroxidase (GSHPx)enzymes activities were
measured in 15 diabetic cataractous lenses and 6 clear lenses. Lens MDA
concentration of diabetic cataractous lenses were higher three times than that
of clear lenses(p=0.02). However, lens total vitamin C concentrations were
decreased than clear lenses(p = 0.000 ). Difference between diabetic and
clear lens NPSC concentrations was not significant. Lens specific G6PDH,
catalase and GSHPx enzyme activities were higher than that of clear
lenses(p= 0.001, p=0.01, p=0.001, respectively). SOD activities were lower
than clear lens(p= 0.002 ). As a preliminary report an important positive
correlation between lens G6PDH and catalase activities@=0.000 r— 0.81)
and negative significant correlation with SOD activities were
determined(p=0.000 r=0.70, p= 0.000 r-0.82). H202 is occurred in lens by
photochemical oxidation and lens metabolism. Antioxidatives, Vit C and
NPSC are used, and catalase, GSHPx activities increase to remove H 202. In
diabetic lens, insufficiency of these antioxidative mechanisms and inhibition
of SOD by increased concentration of H 202 led to oxidative damage of lens
and development of cataract. Beside of this, increased activity of diabetic
cataractous lens G6PDH that is key enzyme of pentose phosphate pathway
(HMP) shows that HMP possesses an important antioxidant role in lens.

1943
DIABETES PREVENTS DARK-INDUCED RETINAL HYPEREMIA.
J.R. Williamson, Y. Ido, and K. Chang, Washington Univ., St. Louis, USA.
These studies were undertake to assess the effects of diabetes of 3 weeks
duration on dark-induced retinal hyperemia. Dark adaptation increases
retinal glucose metabolism and blood flow and causes borderline to mild
hypoxia in the outer retina. Increased glucose metabolism via the
sorbitol pathway in diabetic rats also is associated with increased retinal
blood flow and with 'hypoxia-like' cytosolic reductive stress (an
increased ratio of free cytosolic NADHJNAD'). Dark-induced hyperemia
was assessed in 2 independent studies in control (C) and streptozotocin-
diabetic (D) male Sprague-Dawley rats and in diabetics treated with
aldose reductase inhibitors, sorbinil (D+S) and zopolrestat (D+Z), at a
dose of 0.2 mmollkg bwt/day. After anesthesia with thiopental (80 mg/kg
bwt) the head was wrapped with black cloth except for I eye. Vascular
conductance (blood flow in µUg retina/min normalized to 100 mmHg
mean arterial pressure, mean±SD, N=8 to 12) was assessed 30 min later
in the dark-adapted (DA) and the contralateral room light-exposed (LE)
eye with a plasma soluble tracer ('H-desmethylimipramine, mol wt=276).
Conductance in C increased 9.6±2.1 % in DA eyes to 434±39 vs 387±41
in LE (p<0.0001). Conductance in DA and LE eyes did not differ in D
in either study, although conductance in LE of D was increased 12 % vs
LE in C to 432±42 in one study (p=0.026) and 32 % to 507±46 in the
other (p=0.0027). Conductance was not increased in DA vs LE in D +S,
but was increased 6.5±4.5 % (p=0.0023 for DA vs LE in D+Z, and
p=0.15 vs the 9.6 % increase in C). In conclusion, these observations
demonstrate that dark adaptation causes retinal hyperemia in normal rats
and that this response is prevented by diabetes. The role of increased
sorbitol pathway metabolism in mediating impaired dark-induced
hyperemia in diabetic rats is unclear in view of the normalization by
zopolrestat, but not by sorbinil, of dark-induced hyperemia.

1944

TRACE ELEMENT CONTEND IN THE DIABETIC CATARACT
AND TRANSPARENT LENS

Kocyigit A., Erel 0., Algelik T., Avci s., Aktepe N., Gur S, Fac.of
Med., Univ. of Harran, Sanhurfa, Turkey

The contend of trace elements Cu, Zn, Mn, Cr, Fe, Pb, Sb, and Ni in
15 diabetic cataract lenses and 12 transparent lenses were determined
by graphit furnace atomic absorption spectrophotometry. It was faund
that the contend of the elements in diabetic cortical cataract lenses
were markedly increased from those in transparent lenses. Comparing
transparent lenses with diabetic cortical cataract lenses, accumulation
of Cu, Ni, Cr and Fe about six times, Mn and Pb about tree times, Zn
and Sb about two time were higher in diabetic cataractous lenses than
transparent lenses. There were significant relationship between Mn
and Zn (r=0.0739, p<0.05), Sb and Zn (r=0.763, p<0.05), Pb and Zn
(r=0.824, p<0.01), Sb and Mn (t=0.994, p=0.000), Sb and Ni
(r=0.986, p=0.000), Pb and Cr (r=0.741, p<0.05), Ni and Mn
(r=0.992, p=0.000). It was therefore inferred that the occurance of
diabetic cataract was directly or indirectly related to the deficiency of
trace elements.



1945

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ERYTHROCYTE ALDOSE REDUCTASE
LEVELS AND DIABETIC RETINOPATHY IN NIDDM PATIENTS.
T.Tanimoto', K.Maekawa', S.Okada', E.Kubo 2, Y.Takahashi2 and Y.Akagi2 .

'National Institute of Health Sciences, Osaka, Japan, 2Fukui Medical School,
Fukui, Japan.
The most important diabetic complication on the eye is diabetic retinopathy,
because its progression leads directly to blindness. Since the acceleration of
polyol pathway may initiate diabetic retinopathy, we consider that the enzyme
aldose reductase (AR) probably modify the progression of diabetic retinopathy.
In this study, we have measured AR levels in erythrocyte of diabetic patients in
order to elucidate the relationship between the incidence of diabetic retinopathy
and AR levels. The AR levels in erythrocyte of peripheral blood were
determined in 531 NIDDM patients and 219 healthy human subjects by the
ELISA method. Clinical parameters of diabetic patients (n=53 1) : gender
(male/female), 284/247; age, 60.7 ± 11.3 years; duration of diabetes, 12.1 ±
8.8 years; fasting blood glucose, 9.5 ± 3.1 mmol/L; HbAlc, 8.2 ± 1.8%, AR,
10.5 ± 3.0 ng/mgHb. The levels of AR did not correlate with age, duration of
diabetes, fasting blood glucose and HbAlc. In the all diabetic patients, the
incidence of retinopathy (including non-proliferative and proliferative) was
47.1%. The AR levels in the patients with retinopathy, was significantly
higher than in those without (p<0.02), and the levels of the patients without
retinopathy was almost same with that of healthy human subjects (10.1 ±2.0
ng/mgHb). In 531 patients, the levels of AR showed no significant correlation
with the incidence of diabetic retinopathy. However, in 194 patients with
duration of diabetes from 10 to 20 years, the incidence of diabetic retinopathy
was significantly increased in proportion to the amount of AR (p<0.05, x' test).
The incidences were 72.2% and 33.3% in the patients having not less than 13
ng /mgHb and not more than 7 ng/mgHb of AR, respectively. We concluded
that high AR levels are related to the development of diabetic retinopathy.

1947
HIGH LEVELS OF ERYTHROCYTE ALDOSE REDUCTASE IN
NIDDM PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC RETINOPATHY
Y. Kitagawa, C. Hirata, N. Ichio, K. Wada, K. Nakano, H. Shigeta, M. Yamaguchi,
H. Obayashi, N. Nakamura and M. Kondo. Dept of Endocrinol., Osaka General
Hospital of West Japan Railway Company. Dept of Med., Kyoto Pref. Univ. of
Med. Osaka and Kyoto, Japan

The key role of aldose reductase (AR) in the development of various diabetic
complication has been postulated. There has been, however, little study on the
association between susceptibility to diabetic complications and the level of tissue
AR in human subjects. To elucidate relationships between AR levels and diabetic
complications, AR levels in erythrocytes of peripheral blood were determined in 470
NIDDM patients by the specific two-site ELISA based on purified recombinant
human A.R. AR levels showed no significant correlation with sex, age, duration of
diabetes, fasting blood glucose and the average HbAlc of the patients. No
significant difference was demonstrated between the enzyme levels of the 470
patients and 50 healthy controls. In 182 patients with duration of diabetes equal to
and more than 10 years, the AR levels of patients with retinopathy (n=96) were
higher than those in patients without retinopathy (n=86), but the average HbAlc
levels during the recent 2-year period were also higher in the patients with
retinopathy. To reduce the influence of the differance of the average HbAlc levels,
we compared the AR levels in the patients with HbAlc level less than 7%. In these
patients, the AR levels of patients with retinopathy (n=14, non-proliferative) were
significantly higher than those in patients without retinopathy (n=45) (12.1 ng/mg
Hb vs 9.8 ng/mg Hb, P<0.01). Between the two groups, there were no statistical
differences in age, duration of diabetes, average HbAlc levels and average
maximum and minimum blood pressure recorded during the recent 2-year period.
AR levels were not significantly different between the patients with and without
nephropathy. These results suggest that high AR levels in erythrocytes are related to
the development of diabetic retinopathy.
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1946

IRON METABOLISM OF DIABETIC CATARACTOUS AND
CLEAR LENSES; PRELIMINARY STUDY

Erel 0., Kocyigit A., Algelik T., Avei S.  Aktepe N, Fac. of Med.,
Univ.ofHarran, Sanhurfa, Turkey
Lens iron, transferrin and ferritin concentrations were determined in
15 diabetic cataractous lenses and 6 clear lenses. Lens iron
concentration was determined by electrothermal atomic absorbtion
spectrometer, lens transferrin concentration was investigated by two
different techniques, immunological method and dynamic colorimetric
iron binding measurement method, lens ferritin concentration was
firstly determined by immunochemiluminecance methods. Lens iron
concentrations are 13.82 ± 12.4 ng/mg dry weight and 2.57 ± 0.94
ng/mg dry weight, in diabetic cataractous lenses and clear lenses
respectively(p=0.001), no lens transferrin concentration was
determined by immunological and colorimetric iron binding method
in two groups. Lens ferritin concentrations are 64.96 ± 47.05 U/mg
protein, 294.50 ± 56.50 U/mg protein, , in diabetic cataractous
lenses and clear lenses respectively(p=0.001). In diabetic cataractous
lenses, accumulation of iron may be result of loss of selective
permeability of lens, and the decrease of ferritin concentration may be
result of the destruction of natural protein structure of ferritin by
oxidants. Both of the increased iron and the decreased ferritin
concentrations will be attend to the acceleration of the oxidative
mechanisms of the lens and the development of the cataractogenesis.
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Can digitised colour 35mm transparencies be used to diagnose
diabetic retinopathy?
L.D.Georgea, C.Leverton 5, S.Young5 , F.Dunstan b, D.R.Owensa .

aDiabetes Research Unit, Llandough Hospital and bDepartments of
Media Resources and Medical Statistics, UHW, Cardiff, UK.
Retinal photography is an adjunct to ophthalmoscopy in screening for
diabetic retinopathy (DR). Digital retinal cameras allow a retinal
image to be immediately displayed on a high resolution video display
monitor. We conducted a pilot study to investigate the agreement in
retinopathy grading from digitised images in comparison to the
original colour transparencies as 35mm slides. 150 macula centred,
45a, non stereoscopic retinal images were digitised onto CD ROM by
Kodak at base resolution of 768x512 pixels. The anonymised images
were displayed on a 17" monitor running Windows at 800x600
resolution in 64,000 colours and graded in random order.
Alternatively the transparencies were graded on a Slidex viewer. A
quality control set were also graded with exact agreement in 93% of
cases overall (91% (73/80) of PC images and 94% (75/80) of slide
images). Compared to colour transparencies, 95% (84/88) of sight
threatening diabetic retinopathy (STDR) and 100% (62/62) of non
STDR cases were diagnosed using the PC. One case of pre-
proliferative DR showing multiple cotton wool spots masked by the
light reflections in the image viewed by the PC in a young patient
was graded as non STDR. Three cases of non proliferative DR, one
of poor photographic quality and two of which had hard exudates
discernible despite reflections on the retina when viewing the colour
transparencies but masked by the reflections when grading from the
PC were graded as non STDR from the PC. There was good
agreement between PC displayed digitised retinal images and 35mm
colour transparencies.

1949
HBA,C FROM DIABETES ONSET AND PREVALENCE OF RETINOPATHY

CE Kullbergl, HJ Arngvist2, Kerstin Finnstrom3 and Johnny Ludvigsson4 ;
for the VISS-study group. 1 Dept. of Internal Medicine, Faculty of Health
Sciences, and 2 Dept. of Endocrinology, 3 Dept. of Ophthalmology, 4 Dept.
Of Child Health, University Hospital, Linkoping, Sweden.

The VISS study (Vascular complications In Southeast Sweden) aims
to investigate prevalence and incidence of vascular complications in
relation to HbA, C from diabetes onset, in a population with of Type 1
diabetes, from well defined geographic area. The study population
comprise all patients with Type 1 diabetes onset before the age of 36,
onset during 1983-1987, and at the time of onset living within the
counties of Ostergotland, Kalmar or Jonkoping. Retinopathy was
examined with fundus photography during 1994-95. All photos were
evaluated by two ophthalmologists, and retinopathy was classified
according to a modified Airlie House protocol. 353 sets of fundus
photographs have been evaluated. For 252 patients (71%o) no sign of
retinopathy was seen. Patients with mean HbA,, from diabetes onset in
the highest quartile (>8.6% HbA,,) had a relative risk of 4.2 (95% CI
2.3<RR <7.8) to have retinopathy compared to patients in the lowest
quartile (<6.6% HbA,,). Logistic regression with presence of retino-
pathy as dependent variable indicated significant impact from mean
HbA,, from diabetes onset, duration, and diastolic blood pressure, but
no influence from age, sex or systolic blood pressure. Sixty-one of 166
(39%) patients with diabetes onset after 14 years of age had retino-
pathy, compared to 41 of 188 (22%) patients with younger onset
(relative risk 1.7; 95% CI 1.2<RR<2.4). Prevalence of retinopathy was
strongly associated with long-term mean HbA,,. Patients with onset
after 14 years of age had significantly more retinopathy than patients
with younger onset.

1950

SUPERIORITY OF ELECTRONIC IMAGING IN
DIABETIC RETINOPATHY SCREENING

REJ Ryder, N Kong, AS Bates, F Game, J Sim, A Ward, J Welch, and EE
Kritzinger. City Hospital, Birmingham, England.
We aimed to compare two systems of instant retinal photographic imaging for
diabetic retinopathy screening - the traditional Polaroid system (Canon CR4 45NM)
and a new electronic imaging system (Canon CR5 45NM) which can produce an
enlarged retinal image on a computer monitor screen. 213 eyes from 107 diabetic
patients, including 14 already attending an ophthalmologist, were photographed
through dilated pupils by both systems in random order and the images were
analysed blind. Diabetic retinopathy was present in 58 eyes of which 55/58 (95%)
were detected on the electronic imaging system and only 49/58 (84%) on the
Polaroid. Of 34 eyes requiring referral to an ophthalmologist according to standard
European criteria, 34/34 (100%) were detected on the electronic imaging system
and only 24/34 (71%) on the Polaroid. Side by side comparisons showed the
electronic imaging system to be considerably superior to Polaroid at lesion
detection. Computer printouts of the images, both colour or black & white, of
sufficient quality to show the lesions missed by Polaroid, could also be obtained.
Most of the important lesions missed on the Polaroid but detected on the electronic
image were hard exudates or haemorrhages within one disc diameter of the macula.
Using linear analogue scales to compare the brightness of the flash, the patients
assessed the electronic imaging system as significantly less bright than the Polaroid
system (p<0.0001). Their comments suggested that the discomfort of the flash of the
electronic imaging camera was considerably less than the Polaroid equivalent.
Other potential advantages of electronic imaging in diabetic retinopathy screening
include ready storage/retrieval of digitised images; image enhancement and analysis
using image analysis software; and electronic transfer of images to ophthalmologists
and primary care doctors. Electronic imaging systems represent a major potential
advance for the improvement of diabetic retinopathy screening, with increased
detection of sight threatening retinopathy compared to Polaroid.

1951
INCIDENCE AND TIME-TREND OF OCULAR COMPLICATIONS

OF IDDM IN JAPAN

Michihiko Maruyama, Masato Matsushima, Kanae Shimizu, Rimei Nishimura,

Keiko Asao, Hironari Sano, Naoko Tajima, DERI mortality study group.

Department of Internal Medicine (III), Jikei University School of Medicine.

No previous study has reported the prognosis regarding diabetic ocular

complications among Japanese with IDDM in a population-based setting. The aim of

this study is, therefore, to evaluate the incidence and time-trend of ocular complications

by following-up the DERI (Diabetes Epidemiology Research International) cohort

consisting of 1428 individuals with IDDM. The subjects were diagnosed as having

diabetes during 1965-79 with onset of diabetes <18 years of age. We have traced 75%

of the cohort (1064/1428) regarding ocular complications until January 1, 1995. The

study revealed that the incidence rates of blindness and photocoagulation therapy were

3.7%, 19.4% for 15-year observation, and 9.7%, 41.0% for 25-year observation,

respectively. Of interest is that the incidence rate, for 15-year observation, of blindness

for subjects diagnosed during 1965-69 (old cohort) was higher compared to those

diagnosed during 1975-79 (new cohort) (353 vs. 106/100,000 person years); in contrast,

there was no difference in incidence of photocoagulation therapy between old and new

cohort (978 vs. 1023/100,000 person years). The results suggested that the prognosis

of ocular complication has been recently improved, the reason of which may be increased

prevalence of photocoagulation therapy in Japanese IDDM patients.



1952
SCREENING FOR EARLY DIABETIC RETINOPATHY BY A HIGH
RESOLUTION COMPUTER VISION SYSTEM.
S.C. Lee. University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma, USA
Diabetic retinopathy has been identified as one of the most common
causes of blindness. One of the disturbing problems that diabetic
patients face is that they may be suffering from a gradual or acute
potential loss of vision and not recognize it. Although diabetic
retinopathy is a treatable disease, early detection is essential to ensure
that the patient receives appropriate preventive treatment. The main
aim of this study is to introduce a method for screening for early
diabetic retinopathy. The method is based on the use of a high
resolution computer vision system. It can provide a resolution of
10,000 pixels per inch and can differentiate over 16 million different
shades of colors that no human eyes can match. Computer quantitative
algorithms for screening for early diabetic retinopathy have been
developed and implemented. A substantial number of early diabetic
retinopathy cases have been studied. The results show that the
computer system can detect diabetic retinopathy much earlier than an
ophthalmologist can. Another major advantage of having such a
system is that it provides a mass-screening means for detecting early
diabetic retinopathy at low cost.
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1953
OPHTHALMOLOGIC COMPLICATIONS IN INSULIN DEPENDENT

DIABETES MELLITUS
C. Orellana, M Perez, J. Robalino. Diabetes Ecuadorian Foundation
(FED). Quito - Ecuador.
We wanted to know the frequency of ophthalmologic complications in
94 insulin dependent diabetes mellitus patients. It was a descriptive
observational study. We used an univariate analysis; Interest II and
Quattro softwares. We revised results of complete ophthalmologic
examinaNan: corrected visual acuity, tonometry, slit lamp inspection
and fundoscopic test using midriatic drag. Diabetic retinophaty
diagnostic was made by biomicroscopy. We found 19.14% of simple
retinopathy, 6.38% of simple retinopathy + maculopathy and 4.23% of
proliferative retinopathy. Additionally, we observed 8.51% of
cataracts (1.06% on left eye, 2.12% on right eye and 5.31% bilateral).
Moreover, we found 23.33% of impairment visual acuity on left eye,
25.84% on right eye and 3.35% of blindness. Finally, 6.66% of patients
had photocoagulatlon. For simple retinopathy, it was present after a
mean time of 18.1 years (SD 2.74), for maculopathy, 14.5 years (3D
3.34) and for proliferative rettnopathy, 20.8 years (1.75). We concluded
that diabetic retinopathy prevalence, loss vision and cataracts were
significative.

1954

NEW BLINDNESS IN DIABETES REDUCED
BY 11 % PER YEAR IN STOCKHOLM COUNTY

L. B. Backlund, P. V. Algvere and U. Rosenqvist, Departments of
Ophthalmology, Karolinska Institutet, St. Erik's Eye Hospital,
Stockholm, and Social Medicine, University of Uppsala, Sweden
Main aim: To develop a method for assessing all-cause blindness
incidence in diabetes, and to evaluate interventions. Background:
Mobile fundus photography teams for early diagnosis of diabetic
retinopathy reached 10 000 persons with diabetes in primary care.
Methods: Referrals stating diabetes (n = 2 272) to vision rehabili-
tation centres 1981-1995 were registered (1995 pop. 1725 756).
Blindness was defined (WHO, ICD 10) as best-corrected visual
acuity (VA) of the better eye less than 3/60 (0.05); 172 persons
were blind from all causes. Trend tests used Poisson regression
analysis. Results: Referrals with VA6/15-6/24 increased, perhaps
causing differential misclassification bias. The number of referrals
with diabetes and blindness per five-year period fell from 93
(1981-85) to 51 (1986-90) to 28 (1991-95); average annual
incidence rate for referrals with blindness per five-year period
was reduced from 1.2 (95% CI 0.97-1.5) to 0.63 (0.47-0.83) to
0.33 (0.22-0.48) per 100 000 population; mean yearly reduction
11% (7-15%), test for trendp <0.001. Conclusion: This is the
first geographical region where aproxy measure for new blindness
in diabetes was reduced by one third or more in five years,
reaching one of the St Vincent Declaration main targets.

1955
MAIN INDEPENDENT RISK FACTORS FOR DIABETIC
RETINOPATHY IN MEXICANS.
G.E. Sotomayor, I. Fuentes, A. Mayorga, E. Garza, J. Escobedo and J.C.
Bravo. Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social, Mexico City, Mexico.

Mexicans are a high risk group for non-insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus, and diabetic retinopathy (DR) is one of the main complications
and a frequent cause of severe vision loss. Nevertheless few studies have
estimated the occurrence of DR in Mexico, and none has studied its risk
factors. The authors conducted a cross-sectional study to estimate the
strength of the association between DR and its related risk factors. Thir-
teen percent of the diabetic population in a primary care medical unit
were included in the study. A total of 129 men and 261 women received
a detailed eye examination by direct ophtalmoscopy trough dilated pu-
pils. Both nonproliferative and proliferative DR were considered for analy-
sis, defined by the more severely affected eye. A logistic regression analy-
sis was used to assess the independent effect of each risk factor while
controlling for potential confounders. Odds ratio (OR) and 95% confi-
dence intervals (CI 955 ) were employed as a measure of effect. The risk of
DR increased by 29% for each year of duration of diabetes (OR 1.3;
CI 95% 1.2-1.4), and by 46% for each milligram increase in serum creati-
nine (OR 1.46; CI 95% 0.9-2,4). Those patients with good metabolic con-
trol had a 60% diminished risk of DR (OR 0.41; CI 959, 0.23-0.72), even
after controlling for age, sex and age of diagnosis of diabetes. Hyperten-
sion was related only to proliferative DR (OR 2.3; C1 95% 0.9-5.9). DR is
closely related to the duration of diabetes and the presence of diabetic
nephropathy. Metabolic control is an important predictor of DR in Mexi-
cans, and a potentially modifiable risk factor. An integral diabetes pro-
gram should be implemented in the Medical System in Mexico.
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1956
DIAGNOSING AND TREATMENT OF DIABETIC

RETINOPATHY FOR CHILDREN.

M ly enkaja TM, Dedov II, Bessmertnaya E.G..
National Endocrinology Center, Moscow, Russia.

We have examined 38 children aged from three to fourteen with the
I type of diabetes. In the cases up to five years long diabetes it was
revealed initial pathological changes such as: mild venous dilatation,
microaneurysmas, single haemorrhages and irregular contours of optic
nerve disk. Another group contained the children with duration of diabetes
from 6 to 12 years and the 67 % of the patients had changes on eye-bottom,
the 38 % of them had irregular contours of optic nerve disk. The 66 % of
the children had mild twisted vessels capillary dilatation, microaneurismas,
the 28 % of them had more severe current of retinopathy. Development of
neovascular abnormalities within optic nerve disk area was found in the
11 % of the cases, the others 17 % of eyes had hard exudates and drusen
had been recognized in a part of patients. The reasons for fotocoagulation
treatment for children are:

1. presence a lot of microaneurismas, retinal haemorrhages, capillary
dilatation;

2. growing pathological changes on the eye-bottom in 3..6 months after
revealing diabetic retinopathy in spite of diabetic compensation.

It had been made the fotocoagulation of retinae for 10 children. The
84 % of the patients had the stabilization of process after 6 months.

All children with the I s̀  type of diabetes mellitus need early diagnoses
of retinal changes but it is important to make photocoagulation in the case
of disease progress.

1957
RURAL URBAN DIFFERENCES IN THE PREVALENCE OF
DIABETIC RETINOPATHY IN MEXICO.
J. Escobedo-de la Pena, G.E. Sotomayor-Flores, A. Mayorga and I.H.
Fernandez. Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social, Mexico City, Mexico.

The prevalence of non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) is
increasing in rural areas of Mexico. However, no study has estimated
their prevalence of diabetic retinopathy (DR). The authors conducted a
cross-sectional study to estimate the prevalence of DR in a small rural
town of the southwestern state of Oaxaca. Sixty-two diabetics, which
conformed 91% from all diabetics in the town, received a detailed eye
examination by direct ophtalmoscopy trough dilated pupils. Both
nonproliferative and proliferative DR were considered for analysis, de-
fined by the more severely affected eye. Thirteen percent of the diabetic
population in a primary care medical unit from Mexico City, were also
included. Theprevalence of DR was lower in the rural population (35.5%),
than in the urban (43.1%). However the main difference was in the preva-
lence of proliferative DR, which was present in 14.8% of the urban dia-
betics and in only 4.8% of the rural ones. When there was a poor meta-
bolic control the prevalence of DR was equally high in both urban (57.1%)
and rural (62%) diabetics, although the prevalence of proliferative DR
was higher in those with poor metabolic control living in the city (20.6%)
than in those living in the town (10.3%). The estimated prevalence was
adjusted by age, sex, duration of the disease and metabolic control. The
adjusted prevalence of DR was 42.2% in the urban diabetics and 27.6%
in those living in the rural town. Since the occurrence of NIDDM is in-
creasing in rural communities, it is expected that the prevalence of dia-
betic complications will also increase. DR is an increasing challenge to
the Health System in Mexico, even in rural communities.

1958

SPECIFIC FEATERES EYE — LESIONS IN	 DIABETIC
CHILDREN.
L. Sherbacheva, T.Milenkaya, T.Kouraeva, V.Maksimova,
I.Mishina, N.Gubanov and V.Peterkova. Endocrinology
Research Center, Moscow, Russia.
During 1995/96 years 176 children with IDDM aged 3-15 years
were examined in children's department of the Endocrinology
Center. The average duration of disease was 6,3 ± 0,9. The
onset of IDDM in the age up to 5 years was in 65 (36,9%), up
to 10 years - 81 (46%) and from 10 to 15 years - 30 (17,1%)
patients. Ophtalmoscopy, retinal photography and video
recording with laser scan camera (CLSO, Zeiss) were
performed. Optical nerve disk hyperaemia and papillit was
discovered in 30,7% of patients, blood vessels were dilated in
18,2%, microaneurysms were found in 24,4%, retinal
haemorrhages - in 15,9%, early stage of cataract - in 23,3%.
Diabetic retinopathy was diagnosed in 21 children (12%). The
second observation was performed after 6-12 months. After
treatment steady state in fundus was achieved in 89,2% of
patients, improvement - in 4%, progression of process in 6,8%.
Laser coagulation of retina has been done for 8 children
(4,5%). Further progression of diabetic retinopathy was stopped
in 6 children. Conclusion: Early diagnostics of diabetic
retinopathy and laser coagulation are the basis of the
favourable prognosis.

1959
DECREASED PREVALENCE OF DIABETIC RETINOPATHY BUT INCREASED PREVALENCE
OF PIGMENTARY RETINOPATHY IN DIABETES DUE TO A MITOCHONDRIAL DNA
MUTATION
D.J. Holmes-Walker*', P Mitchell', CM Suez, JGL Morris? and SC Boyages' Departments of
Diabetes and Endocrinology', and Neurology? Westmead Hospital, and Department of
Ophthalmology', University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia.

Pigmentary retinopathy (PRet) is a recognised feature of mitochondrial genome (mtDNA)
mutations. While the association of PRet with maternal inheritance diabetes and deafness
(MIDD) is well recognised, the relationship between diabetes mellitus (DM), PRet and
diabetic retinopathy (DR) has not previously been explored. The aim of this study, therefore,
was to determine the prevalence of PRet in subjects with the 3243 mutation of mtDNA, to
ascertain whether diabetes alters the phenotypic expression of PRet and to determine if
there was any association between the presence of PRet and DR. Twenty maternal line
family members (10 DM, 3 IGT, 7 NGT) had ophthalmic examination. Slit lamp was used in 18
of 20, with retinal photography of seven standard fields. Fluorescein angiography was
performed in 13 of 20 subjects. Visual acuity was relatively preserved in all subjects (6/6-
6l18). Nine of 10 DM subjects had clear cut PRet while 2 of 3 IGT subjects and 2 of 7 NGT
subjects had PRet. A strong association between the presence of DM and PRet was found,
x'2dr 6.83, p=0.03, and an even stronger association was found between the presence of
abnormal GT and PRet, X21d1 6.28, p=0.01. Age was not found to be a significant determinant
of PRet. The odds ratio for PRet in subjects with abnormal GT was 13.7 (95% Cl 1.5-127,
p=0.02, R2=0.25). The mean age of onset of DM was 44.3 ±15.4 yrs and the mean duration
of DM at the time of retinal examination was 15.4 ± 7.4 yrs. Of the 9 DM subjects with PRet,
two had mild background DR with microaneurysms only (duration of DM 17 and 21 yrs). No
DM subject had proliferative DR. The mean HbAlc in the DM group was 8.9±1.3% (NR<6%)
with 8110 having an HbAlc >8%. Of the 20 subjects examined only one DM subject had
evidence of early cortical cataract (80yrs). In conclusion, we propose that changes to normal
glucose disposal within the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) which occur as a consequence
of reduced oxidative phosphorylation capacity may explain both the increase in PRet and
the absence of DR and cataract. The former may be due to an increase in lactate and
decrease in ATP production by the RPE while the latter may be due to a reduction in glucose
disposal by the polyol pathway. A greater understanding of the effect of mtDNA mutations
has the potential to give insight into the mechanisms of DR and other complications of DM.



1960
DIABETIC RETINOPATHY AND PREGNANCY
B. Zarzycka, *M. Kinalski, W. Zarzycki, A. Krctowski, J. Topolska and I.
Kinatska
Department of Endocrinology and Institute of Gynecology and Obstetrics*
Medical School Bialystok, Poland
Pregnancy was reported as an important risk factor in the development of
diabetic retinopathy in women with Type 1. diabetes. The aim of the study
was to estimate the ophtalmological status in Type 1. diabetic women
before and during pregnancy as well as postpartum. 116 diabetics divided
according to the White scale on 1 A, 63 B, 33 C, 18 D and 1 R were
investigated. The control of diabetes was within the criteria of fast
normoglycemia. Women included to White's D and R planned their
pregnancies. The ophtalmology investigations were performed at each
trimester. In 16% women with early diabetic eye complications
pharmacological treatment (Calcium dobesilate, Quinax, Pentoxifillin,
flavonoides) and/or adequate laser treatment were performed. Diabetic
retinopathy was found in D and R classes of White. In A, B and C classes
changes in the fundus of the eye before, during and after pregnancy were
not confirmed. The exception were two C class patients with I
retinopathy during pregnancy which persisted in the postpartum period.
No progression of retinopathy was observed in 18 patients in White's D
with diabetic retinopathy; in only one case regression after delivery was
observed. In one patient included in class R the laser therapy during
pregnancy caused the involution of diabetic retinopathy. These
observations indicate that very good metabolic control of diabetes and
ophtalmological investigation connected with adequate therapy of the
initial changes in the eye did not progress in diabetic retinopathy in the
presented group of diabetic pregnant women.

IG«T'7

1961
FREQUENCY OF ADVANCED DIABETIC RETINOPATHY IN HOSPITAL-
IZED PATIENTS.
A. Sanchez, R. Parma, A. Gonzalez, M. Echecury, N. Vazquez, A. Libman.
Servicio de Endocrinologia, Hospital Espanol, Rosario, SF, Argentina.
In order to ascertain the frequency of diabetic retinopathy (DR) among
hospitalized diabetic patients, 354 medical records of such patients seen in
consultation by the Endocrinology Service during a 12-year period were
reviewed. The presence of chronic complications of diabetes was
established according to clinical data and complementary studies obtained
from the records. Fundus examination through dilated pupils, performed by
trained ophthalmologists, had been informed grading the findings as follows:
I and II (background DR), Ill (preproliferative), and IV (proliferative). Patients'
age (mean±SD) was 63.9±11.8 years (range, 16-90). There were 176 women
and 178 men; 23 patients had type I and 331 type 11 diabetes DR was found
in 56.3% of women and 50.6% of men. It was present in 52.2% of type I and
53.5% of type II patients. Mean age was similar in subjects with and without
DR, but the duration of diabetes was significantly longer in the former
(10.4±10.9 vs. 8.4±10.0 years; P<0.05). Subjects with DR had significantly
higher frequency of other chronic complications (P<0.001), with the
exception of coronary insufficiency, and required insulin treatment more
frequently than those without. High blood pressure was present equally in
both groups. Of 190 patients presenting DR, 45 had received previous laser
photocoagulation. Of the remaining 145 patients, 45 had grade I, 49 grade II,
34 grade III, and 19 grade IV DR. Thus, the relative frequencies of these
grades among the 309 diabetic inpatients without previous laser treatment
were, respectively, 13.9, 15.8, 11.0, and 6.1%. DR was detected by
funduscopy in over 50% of hospitalized diabetic patients. The frequency of
advanced grades (III, IV) was 17.1%, exceeding the reported prevalence
among ambulatory patients. Funduscopy should be done regularly in
diabetic patients admitted to a hospital, especially among those presenting
chronic complications of diabetes. This would yield a considerable number of
previously undiagnosed cases of DR, including many with preproliferative
and proliferative changes, where photocoagulation is urgently needed.

1962

LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF PREGNANCY ON DIABETIC
COMPLICATIONS
R. Kaaja, L. Sjoberg, T. Hellstedt, I. Immonen, T. Sane,
K. Teramo, Dept of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
Ophtalmology and Dept of Medicine, Helsinki
University Hospital, Helsinki, Finland.

The aim of our study was to establish whether
pregnancy affects long-term development and
progression of retinopathy and nephropathy in
diabetics compared to nulliparous diabetic women.
Twenty-eight diabetic women who had delivered in
1983-85 at Helsinki University Central Hospital and
17 nulliparous controls matched according to age,
duration of diabetes and degree of vascular
complications were personally interviewed and the
current retinal status and renal function were
assessed seven years later, in 1990-92. Serum
creatinine, creatinine clearance, nocturnal
albuminuria and HbAlc were measured and color
fundus photography carried out. The results were
compared to the status in 1983-85.
Of those who had been pregnant, five of 26 (19.2%) had
experienced worsening of retinopathy. In three of
these, proliferative retinopathy had developed out of
only minimal background changes. In the control group,
progression had occurred more often (8/16, P<0.05).
The groups did not differ from each other regarding
progression of nephropathy. The frequent controls
during pregnancy could have provided the women with
more knowledge about their disease and motivated to
better self-care.

1963
PREVALENCE OF RETINOPATHY IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
ATTENDING THE TIKUR ANBESSA HOSPITAL (TAH)
DIABETIC CLINIC. SEYOUM B, MENGISTU Z, BERHANU
P, ABDULKADIR J, FELEKE Y, WORKU Y, AYANA G,
ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY, ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA.

A total of 302 patients was selected by taking alternate
patients from regular attendants of the TAH diabetic
clinic to determine the prevalence of retinopathy. The
mean age was 41.4 years (range 14-85). There were 160
males (53%) and 142 females (47%). One hundred forty
(46.45) were type 1 and 162 (53.6%) were type 11. The
mean duration of diabetes was 9.4 years; mean haemoglob-
in A1c (HgA1c) was 10.4%. On the day of the examinat-
ion the mean fasting blood glucose (FBG) and random
blood glucose (RBG) were 195.5mg% and 273.lmg% respec-
tively. The mean serum total cholesterol, triglycerides,
LDL, VLDL and HDL were 166.5mgo, 129.9mg%, 94.5mg%,
24.4mg%, and 44.3mg% respectively. The overall prevale-
nce of retinopathy was 37.8% out of which 113 patients
(36.1%) had background retinopathy and 5 patients (1.7%)
had proliferative retinopathy. The retina could not be
visualized in three patients because of dense cataract.
Retinopathy correlated positively with age, duration of
diabetes and blood pressure r=0.19..(95oCl 0.14 to 0.30),
r=0.43 (95%Cl 0.33 to 0.52) and r=0.25 (95%CI 0.14 to
0.35) respectively. However retinopathy has no signific-
ant correlation with HgAlc and serum lipids. Prevalence
of retinopathy was comparable in type I & type II
(P>0.05). The prevalence of retinopathy in our patients
relative to the duration of diabetes mellitus is high.
Therefore, improvement of facilities for the diagnosis and
treatment of retinopathy is recommended.
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1964

THE EFFECT OF PREGNANCY ON MINIMAL
DIABETIC RETINOPATHY
T. Hellstedt, R. Kaaja, K. Teramo and I. Immonen, Dept. of
Ophthalmology and Dept. of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Hel-
sinki University Hospital, Helsinki, Finland

The aim of our study was to analyze the formation and disap-
pearance rates of individual microaneurysms(MAs) during
pregnancy in diabetic patients with mild background retino-
pathy. Fundus photographs were taken at the 12th, 24th and 32-
36th weeks of pregnancy and 3, 6 and 12 months after delivery
from 21 type 1 diabetics. MAs were localized twice from fun-
dus photographs using a computerized system. We found that
MA count was highest 3 months after delivery and not during
pregnancy. Since the hormonal and hemodynamic effects of
pregnancy are mostly normalized by six weeks postpartum,
there seems to be a delay in the response of the retina to the
stimuli aggravating retinopathy. There was a flare up of MAs
during pregnancy in patients having HbAlc mean levels below
the median value of 6.38. Also patients with a higher than the
median (0.76) decrease in HbAlc level compared to prepreg-
nancy HbAlc, developed more MAs during the course of preg-
nancy. It is known that rapid normalization of glucose levels
can aggravate retinopathy. Our results indicate that a similar
phenomen occurs also in patients with minimal retinopathy.

1965

Aggravation/progression factors of diabetic
retinopathy
Hiroko Yoshimura, Hitomi Fujii, ,Takaichi Miyakawa.Depart of
Endocrine Metabolilsm,Tachikawa Sohgo Hp.Tadasumi Nakano

Departof Endocrinology,Tokyo Metropolitan Tama Geriatric Hp
Purpose To retrospectively assess progression factors for diabetic
retinopathy.M ethods;555 patients examined in the ophthalmology
dept.of our hospital among 710 pts randomlyselected.S ubj ects:361
males,349 females,34 I DDM pts,673NIDDM pts,and 3 other pts.age
61.0 yr;history of illness,11.4±8.2 yr; neglect/interruption,2.5±5.1
yr.period of examination in the ophthalmologydept.:4.6±3.4 yr.
Results: Retinopathy at the time of the initial examination was
found to be associated with length of both history of illness and
neglect in the following order;proliferative , pre-proliferative
,simple,and no retinopathy.271 pts had not yet developed
retinopathy ,109 had developed retinopathy,21 with retinopathy
that had improved,87 with no change, 64 worse, and 3 others and
also 24 pts with worsening of 2 grades or more.The interval
between not having retinopathy and the time when 50%
developped it was 1 1.5yr,andsignificantly longer than the 7.3-yr
progressin interval from simple and the 7.6-yrafter
proliferative.Concl usion:Mean HbA1 c,BP,and history of
neglect/interruption of treatment affect the onset and
progression of retinopathy after ophthalmologic management,but
history of illness has no effect.

1966
THE EFFECT OF LISINOPRIL ON RETINOPATHY IN PEOPLE WITH
INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS (IDDM).

The EUCLID Study Group. EUCLID Study Group Co-ordinating Centre,
EURODIAB, Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, University College
London, WC1E 6BT, UK.

Several studies have examined the effects of ACE inhibitors on diabetic
nephropathy, but their effects on retinopathy are less well understood. We
examined the effect of the ACE inhibitor lisinopril on the progression of
retinopathy in the EUCLID study. EUCLID is a 2 year randomised controlled
clinical trial of lisinopril versus placebo in 530 IDDM men and women with
normo or microalbuminuria, aged 20-59 years recruited from 18 European centres.
Resting blood pressure at entry was between s 75 and s 90 mmHg diastolic, and
s 155 mmHg systolic. Retinopathy was assessed without knowledge of treatment
status from retinal photographs taken at baseline and 24 months. Gradable
photographs from both visits were available for 336 patients. Baseline prevalence
of any retinopathy was 66% (111/169) in the placebo group, and 60% (100/167)
in the lisinopril group (p=0.3). The majority of these had minimal non-
proliferative retinopathy (60% in the placebo, and 64% in the treatment groups).
Retinopathy was classified into 5 groups (none to proliferative). Progression was
defined as a level of retinopathy that was at least one grade higher than that at
baseline in the worst eye. The proportion of progressors was 26% and 12% in the
placebo and lisinopril groups respectively (p=0.002). Thus the risk of progression
was 0.41 (95% CI 0.23-0.74, p=0.003), in the lisinopril versus placebo group.
This did not alter when adjustment was made for centre, sex, age, duration of
diabetes, glycaemic control, baseline AER and blood pressure (0.45, 95% Cl 0.24-
0.83, p=0.01). We conclude that lisinopril has beneficial effects on diabetic
retinopathy, even in those with little or no renal disease and minimal retinopathy,
and that this is not fully accounted for by effects on blood pressure.

1967
THE ROLE OF THE RENIN-ANGIOTENSIN SYSTEM (RAS) IN THE
PATHOGENESIS OF RETINOPATHY IN CHINESE NIDDM PATIENTS
G.N. Thomas, J.C.N. Chan, V.T.F. Yeung, D. Lam, R.Y. Young, C.S. Cockram
and J.A.J.H. Critchley. The Chinese University of Hong Kong, The Prince of
Wales Hospital (PWH), Shatin, Hong Kong.
Genetic polymorphisms in the RAS may be involved in the pathogenesis of
microangiopathic complications such as nephropathy. Local and systemic
haemodynamic factors have been implicated in diabetic retinopathy. A total of 89
Chinese NIDDM patients newly referred to the PWH diabetes clinic were
examined by an ophthalmologist for the presence and severity of retinopathy. The
relationships between three RAS gene polymorphisms, angiotensinogen M235T,
angiotensin-converting enzyme insertion/ deletion (ACE I/D) and angiotensin II
type 1 receptor (AT1R) A1166C, were investigated in patients with (n=30) or
without (n=59) retinopathy (RET).

Table 1 RAS acne frequencies in natients with or without retinonathv
Chinese NIDDM patients

no RET RET no RET	 RET no RET RET
ACE n=59	 n=30 AGT n=59	 n=30 ATIR n=59	 n=30
DD 10.2%	 6.7% TT 79.7%	 80% CC 0%	 0%
ID 37.3%	 40% MT 16.9%	 20% AC 13.6%	 13.5%
II 52.5%	 53.3% MM 3.4%	 0% AA 86.3%	 86.5%

D freq 0.29	 0.27 T freq 0.88	 0.9 C freq 0.07	 0.07
Ifreg 0.71	 0.73 Mfreu 0.12	 0.1 Afi'ej 0.93	 0.93

Patients with retinopathy had longer duration of diabetes (7.4±6.3y vs 3.8±6.2y,
p<0.01), higher systolic BP (153±25 mm Hg vs 131±23 mm Hg, p<0.001) and
prevalence of nephropathy (68% vs 28%, p<0.001). There was no. significant
difference in the RAS genotype frequencies between patients with or without
retinopathy, even when analysed according to the use of insulin or prevalence of
proliferative retinopathy. Thus in Chinese there is no evidence that the RAS
genetic polymorphisms play a role in the development of retinopathy.



1968

INSULIN LISPRO (HUMALOG®) AND THE RENAL AND
RETINAL COMPLICATIONS OF TYPE 1 DIABETES
S. Garg, K. Susarla, W. Jackson, G. Icaza, J. Anderson, and
P. Chase. Barbara Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes,
(UCHSC), Denver, CO and Eli Lilly & Company, Indianapolis
IN.
The renal and retinal changes associated with Type 1 diabetes
were compared in subjects randomized to receive either a rapid-

acting human insulin analog, insulin-lispro (Humalog®), or

Humulin® regular insulin in this pilot study. Twenty-six
young subjects (16 females and 10 males) with Type 1 diabetes
for a mean duration of diabetes of 12.1 years (range = 2.3 to
24.0 years) participated in this prospective three year clinical
trial. The duration of diabetes (p=0.8; Student t-test) and the
gender distribution (p=0.4, Fisher's exact test) were similar in
the two groups. The glycosylated hemoglobin values were not
significantly different at baseline or after one or two years
between the two groups. Retinal and renal evaluations included
seven standard field color retinal photography and timed
overnight urinary measurements of albumin excretion rates
(AERs) prior to beginning the study, after one year, and after
two years. There were no differences in retinal p=0.2; repeated
categorical analysis) or renal (p=0.3; repeated categorical
analysis) complications of diabetes between the two treated
groups over time. Longitudinal data evaluation did not reveal
any differences in worsening or improvement of the grade of
diabetic retinopathy or in AER values between the two groups
(p>0.05, Fisher's exact test). This pilot data suggests that the

new insulin analog (Humalog®) is safe and is not associated
with deterioration of diabetic retinopathy or nephropathy.
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1969
DIABETIC RETINOPATHY AND HbA1 c-ASSESSMENT BY A

LOG-LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL

H.Fujii, H.Yoshimura,T.Miyagawa. Departmentof Endocrinology and

Metabolism, Tachikawa Sogo Hospital, and T.Nakano. Dept. of

Endocrin.Tokyo Metropolitan Tama Geriatric Hospital, Tokyo, Japan.

Purpose: The relationship between the onset and progression of
diabetic retinopathy and HbA1 c was assessed by using a log-logistic

model. Method: 585 patients examined in the ophthalmology dept. of
our hospital among 710 pts randomly selected. Retinopathy progression

factors were assessed by using a log-logistic regression model.

Subject: 299 males, 286 females, 30 IDDM, 554 NIDDM, 1 other. 60.9
±5.2yr. history of illness 11 .8±8.3yr; neglect/interruptionof treatment

2.7 ± 5.2yr, period of examination in the ophthalmology dept. 4.6 ± 3.4yr.

Insulin 177 pts, SU agents 230, diet 178.
Results: 264pts without retinopathy, 109 with, 21 retinopathy

improved, 85 no change, 64 worse, 24 worsening of 2 grades. It would

be necessary to control HbA1 c to 6.9%(onset alone, 7.0% and

progression alone, 6.7%) or less in order to decrease the frequency of

onset and progression below 5%. There was no association between
HbA1 c and the presence or absence of hospitalization for instruction at

the initial examination, lipids, dBP, HCV infection, degree of obesity, or
past maximum obesity.

Conclusions: To prevent diabetic retinopathy, after start of

ophthalmologic examinations, HbA1 c must be reduced to below 7.0%,
and to prevent progression, to below 6.7%. Even stricter control is

required in diabeticswith a history of neglect/interruptionof treatment.

1970
ACCELERATION OF DIABETIC RETINOPATHY FOLLOWING
IMPROVED GLYCEMIC CONTROL: A REPORT ON 13 CASES
E.Chantelau, and H.Eggert. Heinrich—Heine-
University of Dusseldorf/Germany.
Background: Improving glycaemic control(GC) not
always improves the status of diabetic retino-
pathy(DR); the opposite may occur,i.e. the
worsening of background retinopathy (BDR).
We collected clinical data of IDDM patients in
whom this phenomenon could be ascertained.
Patients and methods: patients from a diabetes
outpatient clinic with a documented decrease
in HbAlc by > 0.5% per month and associated im-
pairment of BDR (> 1 step according to EURODIAB
complication study) were studied in retrospect
(n=10)and prospectively (n=3).Results:5 men and
8 women were identified, mean (SD)age 26(7)yrs,
duration of IDDM 13 (3)yrs.Proteinuria was nor-
mal in 4/13, <500 mg/l in 5/13,and >500 mg/l in
4/13 patients, blood pressure was elevated in
4/13 patients. The initial HbAlc (HPLC; normal
<5.6%)was 11.9(2.4)%,and declined by 1.2 (0.7)%
per month upon improving GC.BDR progressed from
stage 1-2 by > 1 step, requiring laser coagula-
tion (which came too late for 7 patients to
prevent proliferative DR from bleeding).In 3/13
cases(l with Mauriac's syndrome),serum IGF-1
was monitored prospectively demonstrating an
increase by up to 100% prior to deterioration
of BDR.Conclusion:In certain young IDDM patients
improving GC may coincide with deterioration of
BDR,which might be mediated by a reduced
tolerance of the retina against IGF—l.

1971
VON WILLEBRAND FACTOR AND ITS RELATION TO THE GRADE
OF RETINOPATHY IN NON INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS

M El-Bahrawi, A Al-Amin, I Shaala, E Gaber and E EI-Sayed. University of
Alexandria, Alexandria, Egypt

Von Willebrand factor (vWF) is secreted by endothelial cells and megakaryocytes, and
it promotes the adhesion of platelets to the thrombogenic subendothelial substance. In
the present study, the level of vWF has been assayed by the platelets aggregation
method; Behring Werke, in 45 NIDDM patients and 10 normal healthy controls to find
the relation (if any) between vWF levels and the grade of retinopathy. Diabetic patients
were classified into three groups, the first group consisted of 15 patients with no
retinopathy, the second group consisted of 15 patients with non proliferative
retinopathy, the third group consisted of 15 patients with proliferative retinopathy. All
selected diabetic patients were free from medical diseases except diabetes and were not
receiving drugs except oral hypoglycemics. The groups were matched for age, body
mass index, mean blood pressure and renal function. The diabetic groups were matched
for the duration of the disease and the glycemic control. Patients and controls with
microalbuminuira were excluded. The results of the present study showed that the
mean level of vWF showed no significant difference between diabetics and controls.
Using the "F" and Scheffe tests, there was no significant difference between the three
studied groups as regards vWF level. Moreover, no significant correlation was found
between the level of vWF and any of the following parameters; body mass index,
glycosylated hemoglobin, cholesterol or triglycerides in diabetics as well as in controls.
From the present study it can be concluded that endothelial damage as evidenced by
elevated vWF may not be a major factor in the pathogenesis of diabetic retinopathy to
the same degree as it is suggested in diabetic nephropathy.
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1972
The effect of glycaemic control and the introduction of insulin therapy
on retinopathy in non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus
M Henricsson a , A Nilssonb, L Janzon° , and L Groopd

Helsingborg Hospital, and Lund University, Malmo, Sweden
To study the progression of diabetic retinopathy in relation to diabetes
treatment and glycaemic control in patients with NIDDM (non-insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus), we performed a prospective study in a cohort
of 1,378 diabetic patients, aged ? 40 years at diagnosis, 333 of whom were
treated with insulin, and 1,045 of whom were treated with oral antihyper-
glycaemic agents or diet alone. In the latter group 174 patients changed to
insulin therapy during follow-up. We used the Wisconsin scale to grade
retinopathy, recorded blindness (visual acuity <_ 0.1) and visual impairment
(visual acuity 0.2-0.4), and measured the average HbA Ic for each patient
during a mean 3.1-year study period. Poor glycaemic control and moderate
non-proliferative retinopathy at baseline were significantly associated with
retinopathy progression. A non-linear relationship was found between
mean HbA 1 , and the 5-year risk of progression of retinopathy ? 3 levels
with a threshold value of about 8.0 %. In contrast, insulin treatment at
baseline was not associated with an increased risk of retinopathy
progression. Patients who changed treatment from oral agents or diet alone
to insulin therapy had an increased risk of retinopathy progression
compared with all other patients in the study. The increase in risk remained
even after controlling for mean HbA I ,. Progression >_ 3 levels was
significantly associated with a higher incidence of macular oedema and
deterioration of visual acuity. The relative risk for blindness/visual
impairment due to retinopathy was 2.7 (95 % confidence interval 1.8-4.0)
in the group with changed treatment compared with all the other patients in
the study. Poor glycaemic control (HbA 1 , %) before the start of insulin
therapy and any retinopathy at baseline were significant risk factors for
progression in the group with changed treatment (both p < 0.01).

1973
VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH RETINOPATHY IN PATIENTS WITH
NIDDM FROM A MULTI-ETHNIC URBAN AUSTRALIAN COMMUNITY
WA Davis, THE Davis and DG Bruce, University Department of Medicine,
Fremantle Hospital, Australia.

Cross-sectional data from 925 evaluable patients with NIDDM of the first
1,000 recruited to the Fremantle Diabetes Study (a prospective study of
ethnic differences in care, control and complications in diabetic patients
drawn from a population base of 118,000) were analysed to identify
variables associated with the presence of retinopathy. Ethnicity was defined
in two ways; using only region of birth and from self-perception of ethnic
background in combination with other objective demographic data. Those
born in Australia formed 52%, in Southern Europe 19%, in the UK/Ireland
16% and in Asia 4%. Ethnic background was Anglo-Celt in 63%, Southern
European in 20%, Asian in 3% and Aboriginal in 1%. Retinopathy, found in
17% overall, was assessed from direct and/or indirect ophthalmoscopy,
and/or more detailed ophthalmological data in a proportion of patients
assessed for photocoagulation. Multiple logistic regression analysis
revealed that the known risk factors duration of diabetes, fasting plasma
glucose, HDL-cholesterol, systolic blood pressure and treatment type were
significantly and independently associated with the risk of any retinopathy
(P<0.05). Of simple categorical socioeconomic variables incorporated in the
model, educational attainment was inversely associated with retinopathy
risk (P-0.01). After adjusting for these significant variables, region of birth
was not a risk factor for retinopathy although birth in Asia was of borderline
significance (P=0.051). When ethnic background was included, Asian
ethnicity was associated with a signficantly increased risk of retinopathy
(P-0.01). These data confirm that conventional risk factors for diabetic
retinopathy operate in an urban Australian population. Lower educational
attainment and Asian ethnicity are also significant risk factors, findings
which could be used to ensure better targetting of retinopathy screening.

1974
Complication free duration is not a protective factor for the
development of retinopathy in elderly diabetic
patients. Ohad Cohen, Clara Norenberg and Eylon Neumann. INSTITUTE OF
ENDOCRINOLOGY, SHEBA MEDICAL CENTER, TEL HASHOMER,'REGIONAL DIABETIC
RESEARCH AND TREATMENT UNIT, KUPAT HOLIM CLLALIT, NETHANIA.

Aim: To assess whether long complication free duration can define elderly
patients in lower risk for future development of diabetic retinopathy.
Methods: 10 year clinic based study of a regional diabetic outpatient clinic
serving a 150,000 urban population. Data on 647 type 2 diabetic patients,
free of diabetic retinopathy, older than 50 years and followed for more than
4 years is analyzed. Measurements: Data included demographic and
clinical information on arrival, updated every 3-6 months and yearly direct
ophtalmoscopy. All the data was prospectively compiled on relational
databases. Statistical analysis Statistical analysis was performed with
student's T test x2 when appropriate, discriminant analysis for defining
significant and independent variables for predicting retinopathy was
performed using process discriminant. Results: 8.5% of patients without
retinopathy at the age of 50 developed retinopathy during 4 years of follow-
up. These patients are characterized by longer duration and younger onset
of diabetes in comparison to the group without retinopathy at 4 year follow-
up. Clustering of micro- and macro- vascular complications were noted.
Discriminant analysis showed the following factors to be significantly and
independently predictors of the development of retinopathy in the elderly
:Duration of diabetes, BMI and glucose control. Conclusions: Long
complication free period does not define elderly patients with type 2 DM
patients at lower risk for future development of retinopathy. On the contrary,
the increase in disease duration is significantly associated with the
development of retinopathy in this age group as described in younger
patients.

1975
Association of NIDDM with cataract and retinopathy

Santa Bajaj , K.J.Singh, D.Sharma

M.L.N.Medical College, Allahabad, India.

443 consecutive patients of NIDDM were examined by
an endocrinologist and an ophthalmologist independently. Apart
from routine investigations fundus examination was carried out
by direct ophthalmoscope after dilating the pupils. Cataract
status was evaluated by slit lamp examination. The mean age of
the patients was 47.9 years and mean duration of diabetes was
7.1 years. Of 351 patients having no evidence of retinopathy the
mean age was 46.4 years and mean duration of diabetes was 6.0
years, whereas these were 53.1 and 11.6 years respectively in
patients showing diabetic retinopathy. Correlations between age
of patients with diabetic retinopathy and cataract were
statistically significant (p<0.05). Similarly correlations of
duration of diabetes with retinopathy and cataract were also
significant (p<0.05). Correlation of retinopathy and cataract was
not statistically significant. Drusen bodies (observed in 3.2%)
was the only feature where the two observers were not in
conformity.



1976
CHANGES OF NONPROLIFERATIVE RETINOPATHY IN
NON NSULIN-3)EPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS.
W-T. Lu, S-S. Yarng, F-H. Liu, H-S. Huang, J-D. Lin and J-H. Juang.
Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.

To known the nature course of mild to moderate nonproliferative
retinopathy in noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, we followed 191
diabetic patients at our metabolic clinic. Twice examinations in one
year were performed by using Canon CR-45 UAF non-mydratic fundus
photography. Modified Airlie House Classification of diabetic
retinopathy was used. There were 97 males and 94 females with the
mean age of 57 years and mean duration of 7 years. Among these
patients, 13 were treated with insulin, 162 with oral hypoglycemic
agents (OHA), 8 with OHA and insulin, and 8 with diet alone. The
patients were divided into 4 groups.

Retinopathy
Group	 Initial	 Final	 No (%)
A	 Negative	 Negative	 117 (61)

B	 Negative	 Positive	 21(11)

C	 Positive	 Negative	 9(5)
D	 Positive	 Positive	 44 (23)

In group B and C, the changes of blood pressure and blood glucose
were not related to the changes of retinopathy. The change of
glycohemoglobulin (HbAlc) level was lower in group C (0.6 ± 0.1 %)
when compared to the patients of group D (1.5 ± 0.3 %) (p=0.009).
The differences were analysed by Student's t test. Our data indicate
mild or moderate nonproliferative retinopathy may reverse in some
cases and the glycemic control may contribute to it.

1977

ABSENCE OF AN ASSOCIATION BETWEEN SERUM SIALIC ACID

AND RETINOPATHY IN SOUTH INDIAN NIDDM PATIENTS.

Deepa R, Rema M, Karkuzhali K, Mohan V, M.V. Diabetes

Specialities Centre and Madras Diabetes Research Foundation,

Madras, India.

An association between serum total sialic acid and various

diabetic complications including retinopathy has been reported in

European NIDDM patients. We studied serum sialic acid levels in

healthy non diabetic controls and in three groups of non insulin

dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) patients, namely

background diabetic retinopathy (BDR), proliferative diabetic

retinopathy (PDR) and those without any retinopathy. Serum sialic

acid concentrations were not significantly different between the

four study groups: controls (2.27 ± 0.48 mmol/L), NIDDM

without retinopathy (2.50 ± 0.46 mmol/L, NIDDM with BDR

(2.27 ± 0.50 mmol/L) and NIDDM with PDR (2.43 ± 0.55 mmol/L).

These results suggest that there is no association between

diabetic retinopathy and sialic acid in South Indian NIDDM

patients.
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1978
THE FOLLOW-UP RESULTS OF DIABETIC RETINOPATHY WITH A

PROPOSAL OF CLASSIFICATION BASED ON A MULTINATIONAL STUDY

E. Miki, Shikata Memorial Miki Clinic, Chiba, Japan
The results concerning diabetic retinopathy of the World Health
Organization Multinational Study of Vascular Disease of Diabetes ( WHO
MSVDD ), carried out since 1975, initially in 14 centers in 13 counties, is
presented. Based on this data, a simplified yet objective system of
recording diabetic retiinopathy suitable for usual medical description and
practice seems possible. After a follow-up of 8.4± 2.8 years of WHO
MSVDD, 2877 (71.6%) out of 4018 surviving patients in 10 centers of 9
countries participated in funduscopic examination using the same method
as in the prevalence study. Simple and objective methods were tried and
adoptedin WHO MSVDD, including fundus examination. Retinopathy
developed on the average in 47.7% (range: 29.7-76.4%), while the
progression to proliferative diabetic retinopathy occurred in 9.7% (range:
3.5- 22.6%). The risk factors for the incidence of retinopathy were:
therapeutic regimen, serum cholesterol, systolic blood pressure, and renal
disease, while those for the progression to proliferative retinopathy were:
therapeutic regimen, renal disease, duration of diabetes, diastolic blood
pressure, and age at baseline. Concerning the incidence of retinopathy, the
increase or decrease in sensitivity due to different observers ( i.e.,
ophthalmologists vs. internists ) seems important besides true changes. In
contrast to macroangiopathy, which was found to be very variable among
the centers, the progression of diabetic retinopathy seems Lobe more
uniform. In view of the absence of a simple and objective method of
classifying diabetic retinopathy suitable for daily medical practice and
description, the experience obtained in this study seems very meaningful for
future utilization.

1979
RETINOPATHY AT DIAGNOSIS IN SOUTH INDIAN NIDDM

PATIENTS: ASSESSMENT BY RETINAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Rema M, Ponniah M and Mohan V. M.V.Diabetes Specialities

Centre and Madras Diabetes Research Foundation, Madras, India.

To assess the prevalence of retinopathy at the time of diagnosis of

diabetes, 157 consecutive newly diagnosed 1<1 month duration)

NIDDM patients attending our centre were studied. Retinopathy

was assessed clinically (direct and indirect ophthalmoscopyl and

by retinal photography after full mydriasis. Four retinal fields were

studied by 35 mm colour transparencies using a 50-VT Topcon

retinal camera. Photographs were graded by two independent

observers using a modification of the Early Treatment Diabetic

Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) classification system. In 5 patients

photographs could not be graded due to cataract (2 patients) and

poor quality of photographs (3 patients). Eleven of the remaining

152 patients (7.2%) had diabetic retinopathy. All patients had

non-proliferative (background) retinopathy but 2 had evidence of

maculopathy.The prevalence of retinopathy at diagnosis in South

Indian NIDDM patients appears to be lower than that reported in

Europeans.
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1980
DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS IN NIDDM: RELATIONSHIP TO UPDATED
HbAlc.
M. Constantino, L. Molyneaux, M. McGill, K Willey, B. Brooks, D.K. Yue,. Royal
Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney, Australia.

The DCCT reported a smooth relationship between HbAlc (ie mean HbAlc during
follow up) and diabetic complications in IDDM. Krolewski et at reported their
findings on microalbuminuria (MA) and retinopathy (RET) in IDDM, noting that

Figure 1: Relative Risk According to	 the risk increased abruptly at an
Updated HbAlc	 HbAlc threshold of about 8%. The

precise relationship between glycaenlic
Y 4 	- Hetinopalhy	 exposure	 and complications in

- - Microalbuminuria	 NIDDM is less well defined. Data of
832 NIDDM patients (age: 56.8 ± 10.8

Z 	yrs [mean±SD]; duration: 5.7 ± 5.9
-	 yrs; HbAlc: 8.1 ± 1.7% [nr:3.5-6%])

attending our Diabetes Centre for
p<0.01 	Complications Assessment more than

e	 7	 a	 s	 is	 ii once (2.8 ± 1.8 visits;range: 2-6) over
HbAlc () a mean interval of 34 months were

analysed. Of those with no RET (n=707) or no MA (30300mg/L) (n=399) at
initial visit, annual incidence of RET was 4.9% (95% CI 4.0-5.8) and MA was
7.0% (95% CI 5.6-8.3). Incidence of developing RET and MA and their relative
risk (RR) adjusted for duration of diabetes and the interval between visits were then
stratified according to updated HbAlc (Fig 1). We conclude that for NIDDM
patients, high glycaemic exposure significantly increases the risk of RET
particularly at updated HbAlc of >9% . The corresponding increase in risk of
microalbuminuria is more gradual with no clear HbAlc threshold .

1981
PREVALENCE, INCIDENCE AND FACTORS CONNECTED WITH
DIABETIC RETINOPATHY IN IDDM AND NIDDM PATIENTS
P. Luiniak, A. Czech and J. Talon. Department of Internal Medicine and
Diabetology, Warsaw Medical School, Warsaw, Poland.
Diabetic retinopathy is the most frequent microvascular sequele of chronic
long term IDDM and also very frequent complication of NIDDM. Many
studies are pointing now to the possibility of prevention and early treatment
of this syndrome from both ophthalmological and diabetological point of
view. Therefore early identification of diabetic persons of higher risk of
retinopathy development seems to be of crucial importance in practice.
The study was undertaken to determine risk factors in 2 groups, that is in
IDDM and NIDDM patients. One group comprises 309 IDDM and the other
1334 NIDDM subjects. Morbidity due to all forms of retinopathy was 55.4%
in IDDM and 31.4% in NIDDM, the frequency of proliferative retinopathy
was respectively 11.0% and 1.3%. The incidence of all forms of retinopathy
in 3 - year prospective study was 6.1% per year in IDDM and 3.9% per
year in NIDDM. The incidence of proliferative retinopathy was respectively
1.3% per year and 0.6% per year. In the second part of the study the
identification of selected factors connected with high risk of development
of diabetic retinopathy was undertaken. The following factors were
examined: age, sex, diabetes mellitus duration, body mass index, arterial
hypertension, total cholesterol triglycerides and creatinine levels, fasting
and postprandial glycemia and 24-hour proteinuria. Conclusion. The most
significant risk factors connected with development of retinopathy were:
diabetes duration, fasting glycemia and proteinuria. On the base of this
study, practical algorythms were proposed, with proposals of preventive
action.

1982

QUANTUM HEMOTHERAPY IN THE PATIENTS

WITH DIABETIC RETINOPATHY.

0. Repko and P. Bezdetko. Kharkov Advanced Training

Institute for Doctors, Kharkov, Ukraine.

We have studied the influence of trancutaneus laser radiation

of blood (TLRB) upon ophtalmologic lymphocirculation indices

of 68 patients with nonproliterative diabetic retinopathy (DR).

Radiation power was 20 mw and wavelength was 630 nm.

Fluorescent lymphangiography demonstrated essential changes of

bulbar conjunctiva lymph flow. Medium diameter of lymphaticus

(DL) has increased to 0,27 ± 0,02 mm and linear lymph flow rate

(LLR) has fallen to 4,2 ± 0,12 mm/min compared with age norm

(0,19 ± 0,03 mm and 6,9 ± 0,16 mm/min). Volumetric lymph

flow rate (VLR) has increased to 1,9 ± 0,09 mm3 /min (norm.:

0,7 -!- 0,11 mm3/min). After the course of TLRB this indices were:

DL = 0,24 ± 0,01 mm; LLR = 5,6 ± 0,12 mm/min; VLR =

= 1,2 ± 0,11 mm3 /min. This indices were more statistical express-

ible than in control group (23 patients). Given results confirm

pathogenetic directness of TLRB in tritment and prophylaxis of tissue

ishemia in DR.

1983
PREDICTIVE FACTORS FOR THE PRESENCE OF DIABETIC RETINOPATHY IN
CHINESE NIDDM PATIENTS
N.Wat, J. Michon, K.S.L. Lam.University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Despite recent improvements in diabetes care and the general acceptance that good
glycaemic control reduces the risk of microvascular complications, diabetic retinopathy
remains a leading cause of blindness. Even though effective treatment with laser
photocoagulation is available, timely intervention is often difficult as sight-threatening
stages are often asymptomatic. We randomly selected 607 (Male266;Female341)
NIDDM patients with no visual complaints from the University Diabetes Clinic and
screened for the presence of any diabetic retinopathy using direct fundoscopy with
papillary dilatation. These patients had a follow up of 10.3 + 6.6 years since diagnosis,
with mean fasting blood glucose of 8.9+_3.0 mmol/l, glycosylated haemoglobin
(HbAlc) of 7.8+ 1.9%, systolic blood pressure 139±18 mmHg and diastolic blood
pressure 79±8.9 mmHg (mean ± SD). Their glycaemic control was achieved by diet
only (1.3%), oral hypoglycaemic agents (66.2%) or insulin (32.4%). Elevated serum
creatinine levels (>120umol/1) was found in 11.6%. Serum albumin level was 42.6 ±
4.2 g/dL. Fasting total cholesterol and triglyceride levels were 5.5 +_ 0.05 and 2.1 ±
0.08nvnol/1 (mean +SE) respectively. Proteinuria was found in 13% of patients
(albustix>_ 1+ ). Peripheral neuropathy (vibration perception threshold >25 on either
right or left extremity) was found in 23%. Diabetic retinopathy was found to be present
in 19% (116/609) of the patients. (Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study
Classification: mild nonproliferative 68%; moderate nonproliferative 16%; early
proliferative 2% and macular oedema 14%). Multiple regression analysis showed that
proteinuria (P < 0.0001), glycosylated haemoglobin Ale (P < 0.005), duration of
known disease (P < 0.005) and vibration perception threshold values (P < 0.05) were
predictive of underlying diabetic retinopathy. All other variables tested were not
significant. Use of a dipstick test for proteinuria can serve as a simple and economic
way of screening for at risk NIDDM patients for further opthalmological examination.
This strategy should be an useful alternative in countries where population-based
screening for diabetic retinopathy is not feasible.



1984
VISCODELAMINATION DURING VITREOUS SURGERY FOR
SEVERE DIABETIC RETINOPATHY
Tadashi OKANO, Masahiro OSAKO
Dept. of Ophthalmology, Tokyo Medical College Kasumigaura
Hospital, Ibaraki, JAPAN

Viscodelamination technique was employed during vitreous surgery
in 217 eyes with taut preretinal fibrovascular membrane and
tractional retinal detachment in advanced diabetic retinopathy.
As a routine procedure, 1 % sodium hyaluronate was injected to
separate the epiretinal membrane and the adherent vitreous
corfex from the retina. The preretinal membrane was then
severed with scissors. Out of all the 217 eyes, anatomical
improvement was attained in 155 (72%), unchange in 38 (17%)
deterioration in 24 (11%) when evaluated at 25 months on
average after surgery. Improved visual acuity was attained in
123 (57%), unchanged in 66 (30%), deterioreted in 28 (13%)
out of 217 eyes. latrogenic retinal breaks developed in 73 eyes
(34%) during surgery which could be treated with intraocular
photocoagulation. The viscodelamination technique thus proved to
be safe and effective means as adjunct to vitreous surgery to
separate epiretinal membrane and the vitreous cortex from the
retina.
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1985
RISK FACTORS FOR THE PROGRESSION TO PROLIFERATIVE
RETiNOPATHY IN JAPANESE NIDDMPATIENT3
Nakagami T., Kawahara R., Hori S., Omori Y., Tokyo Women's Medical
College, Tokyo, Japan
-Aim- To examine risk factors for the progression to proliferative
retinopathy from simple retinopathy in Japanese NIDDM patients.
- Subjects- and Methods- 159 NIDDM patients with simple retinopaty first
visited our Diabetes Center from 1983-1985. Their age at diagnosis ranged
from 30.65 years. The optic fundi were examined at least annually. HbAlc
values of each patients were measured every month. The prevalence of
proliferative retinopathy in the 10th year after registration was compared
in 5 groups stratified by mean HbAle values for ten years, in 2 groups
stratified by mean diastolic blood pressure for ten years and in 2 groups
strafified by the duration of diabetes at registration. Multiple logistic
regression analysis was used to assess the ralationship between
proliferative retinopathy and covariate. - Results - The prevalence of
proliferative retinopathy was 0%(0/1) in the group with mean HbAlc below
696, 7.7% (2/25) in the group with mean HbAlc of 6-6.9%, 5.3%(3/57) in the
group with mean HbAlc of 7-7.9%, 12.5%(5/40) in the group with mean
HbAlc of 8.8.9% and 30.6%(11/36) when the mean HbAlc exceeded 9%. The
prevalence of proliferative retinopathy increased with the increase in the
mean HbAlc values over 10 years(trend p<0.005). The prevalence of
proliferative retinopathy of the patients with a duration over 10 years was
2.5 times higher than that of the patients with a duration less than 10
years(p<0.05). The prevalence of proliferative retinopathy of the patients
with diastolic blood pressure above 90mml1g was 6 times higher than that
of the patients with diastolic blood pressure less than 90mmHg(p<0.005).
Multiple logistic regression analysis revealed that mean HbAlc, diastolic
blood pressure and duration of diabetes were the risk factors for the
progression to proliferative retinopathy from simple retinopathy.
- Conclusion - This data suggests that better control of blood glucose and
diastolic blood pressure might decrease the progression to proliferative
retinopathy from simple retinopathy in Japanese NIDDM patients.

1986
VISUAL EVOKED POTENTIALS IN PEOPLE WITH

IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE

S. Karadeniz( 1 ), S. Karamiirsel(2), N. Dinggag(1,3), K.Karsidag (1,3),
I. Satman( 1 . 3) and M.T.Yilmaz( 1 , 3). (1 )Istanbul University, Institute for
Experimental Medicine,(2)lstanbul University, Istanbul Medical
Faculty, Department of Physiology (3)lstanbul Medical Faculty, Div.
of Diabetes, Istanbul, TURKEY.

This study is conducted in order to evaluate the visual pathways
from the retina to the occipital cortex in people with impaired glucose
tolerance (IGT). We studied visual evoked potentials in 17 patients
with IGT, as proposed by WHO's criteria, (34 eye, mean chr. age
50.7±10.5yrs), and in 19 controls with normal oral glucose tolerance
(38 eye, mean chr.age 48.9t11.2yrs). Eyes with low vision or any
anterior or posterior segment findings are excluded. The test was
performed monocularly with two different checkerboard pattern sizes
(subtending 30 and 60 minutes of arc). Patients with IGT showed a
significant delay in peak latencies of P100 wave (LP100) (in ms)
compared to the controls (with pattern size of 30 minutes of arc
114.9±8.5 vs 100.4±5.0, p<0.001; with pattern size of 60 minutes of
arc 118.5±10.9 vs 101.2±4.4, p<0.001). Amplitudes (FV) were also
significantly decreased in patients with IGT (pattern size of 30
minutes of arc 2.5±2.2 vs 3.9±1.5, p<0.05; with pattern size of 60
minutes of arc 3.0±1.5 vs 4.2±2.0, p<0.05). No interocular differences
were detected regarding LP100 and amplitudes. As a conclusion,
these findings indicate to a subclinical disease and shows that the
visual pathway is not spared from involvement in people with IGT.

1987
PERIPAPILLARY RETINAL CAPILLARY FLOW IN DIABETICS USING

CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER DOPPLER FLOWMETRY
Y.Yamana and M.Matsuo. Yamana Eye Clinic, Fukuoka, JAPAN
<Purpose>: There have been reports that blood flows in the retinal artery and vein

varied according to the stage of diabetic retinopathy, but there has been no report to
date concerning the flow in the capillary vessels. Here we report the results of our
investigation into changes in the peripapillary retinal capillary flow at various stages
of diabetic retinopathy. <Subjects & Methods>:We examined 211 eyes of 121
diabetics (56 males and 65 females) aged from 34 to 78 years. By diabetic retinopathy
stage there were 83 with non-diabetic retinopathy (NDR), 90 with simple retinopathy
(SDR), 26with preproliferative retinopathy (PPDR), and 12 with proliferative

retinopathy (PDR). The capillary flow rate was measured by scanning laser doppler
flowmetry using a Heidelberg Retina Flowmeter (HRF), which combines the confocal
laser scanning technique with laser doppler flowmetry and enables non-invasive
two-dimensional mapping of the retinal perfusion. Four areas were measured :- the
nasal tempolar region, the upper tempolar region, the lower perpapillary retina region,
and the ONH disc. The field examined was 10x2.5 degrees with each field frame
consisting of I Ox10 pixels. The peripapillary retina and the ONH were scanned by the
laser at 795 nm. Data were obtained on 30 points per quadrant of the retina.
<Results>:The average capillary flow rate was 465.6 ±2.2 AU for those with NDR,

476.7 ± 1.9 AU for those with SDR, 489.0 ± 3.5 AU for those with PPDR, and
577.8 ± 4.0 AU for those with PDR. <Conclusion>:The capillary flow rate of
diabetics were markedly elevated, compared to normal values", even at the early stage
NDR, and the capillary flow rate then increased with the progression of diabetes stage.

1)Yamana Y et al.,:Motives for ophthalmic Examination of Diabetics.;Prevention
and treatment of non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus,NIDDM Goto Y ed, 6th
Japan-Korea Symposium on Diabetics Mellitus, 363-365. Smith-Gordon London,1992
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1988

ASSESSMENT OF RETINOPATHY AND COLOUR VISION IN
MATURITY-ONSET DIABETES OF THE YOUNG
BC Lee, M Appleton, D Taylor, J Jacob, AT Hattersley, AC Shore and JE
Tooke. University of Exeter, Exeter, UK.
Maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY) is a discrete form of
NIDDM and it has been suggested that these patients are protected from
microvascular complications. Impaired tritan (blue/green) colour vision has
been reported in IDDM, NIDDM and in subjects with fasting
hyperglycaemia, and is associated with the development of retinopathy. No
systematic analysis of the retinal status or function has been made in
MODY. We assessed colour discrimination sensitivity by using the Sussex
Colour Screener to determine whether there is functional disturbance of
colour vision in 18 (9M:9F) subjects with MODY, mean duration of
diabetes 13.1 ± 10.4 years (mean ± SD), and age and sex matched
normoglycaemic controls (37.5 ± 10.7 v 38.2 ± 11.1 years). The mean
glycated haemoglobin of the MODY group (normal range 4.0-6.0%) was
6.8 ± 1.8%. Retinal status was also examined in the patients by using
conventional ophthalmoscopy and retinal photography. Retinal photographs
were evaluated by an independent ophthalmologist in a single blind study.
Tritan discrimination sensitivity was significant reduced in MODY patients
(41.07 ± 7.76 v 46.57 ± 7.03 arbitrary units p<0.05 Mann-Whitney).
Impaired colour vision correlated with degree of retinopathy (R 5=-0.5 885,
p=0.018). 50% of the MODY patients had background retinopathy, 4 in
one eye and 5 in both eyes. Background retinopathy was absent in 4
individuals with diabetes less than 5 years duration. Maculopathy and
proliferative retinopathy were not detected. These results suggest that
MODY patients are not protected from developing retinopathy or functional
abnormality even when reasonable glycaemic control is achieved.

PS 51
Nephropathy - Experimental and
Renal Damage
1989
EFFECT OF NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE INHIBITOR AND TEMOCAPRIL
ON PROGRESSION OF EXPERIMENTAL DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
T.Yoshida, M.Morino, T.Suzuki, A.Ohtake and N.Sasaki. Department
of Pediatrics, Saitama Medical School. Saitama, Japan.

The aim of the study is to clarify the effect of nitric oxide synthase
inhibitor : N-nitro-L-arginine (NNA) and temocapril (TP) on the
development of diabetic nephropathy in rats previously treated with
streptozotocin. Rats were divided into six groups four weeks after the
development of diabetes : Group ldrank tap water; Group 2 drank tap
water with L-arginine; Group 3 water with NNA; Group 4 water with
TP; Group 5 with NNA and TP; Group 6 water with TP and Arg. Control
rats drank tap water and water with Arg. Blood pressure, body weight,
blood glucose, urine volume and urinary albumin were measured
before and at eight, 16 and 21 weeks. Urine albumin increased
significantly in diabetic rats. Among them, Group 3 and Group 5 had
significantly increased albuminuria more than other diabetic groups
at 16 and 21 weeks. Albuminuria at 21 weeks in Group 5 is lower
than in Group 3. However it is not statistically significant. Blood
pressure also elevated in diabetic rats. In Group 3 and Group 5, that
of 8 weeks correlated significantly with albuminuria at 16 and 21
weeks. It decreased after 16 weeks in Group 4 and Group 6. The
present study showed the significant effect of nitric oxide synthase
inhibitor on the development of albuminuria. Temocapril had
significant effect of ameliorating the blood pressure. The result also
showed that the elevation of blood pressure may contribute to the
development of diabetic nephropathy.

1990
CRONOBIOLOGY OF BLOOD PRESSURE (BP) IN BB-RATS
U. Fischer, S. Berg, P. Heinke and A. Dunger. Gerhardt Katsch Institute of
Diabetes, Karlsburg, and Inselklinik, Heringsdorf, Germany.
Alterations in rhythmic BP pattern were reported in human and animal hy-
pertension. This study evaluates these patterns in diabetic (d) and nondia-
betic (nd) BB-rats. - Systolic (SYS) and diastolic (DIA) BP, heart rate (HR)
and muscular activity (MA) were monitored over 48h at 5min intervals in
insulin pellet-treated dBB (diabetes duration 150d), in ndBB, and in age-
matched hypertonic (SHR) and normotonic (WOK) controls by means of
implanted telemetric BP monitoring system (Data Science Int). - Results:
Cross correlation showed excellent synchronisation among all variables. BB-
rats had marginally elevated average BP but reduced HR. The amplitudes of
all daily rhythms and their % of total variance were elevated, and the acro-
phases were delayed in BB-rats. Spectral analysis of ultradian periods re-
vealed a shift towards longer periods but no difference in the normalized
spectral estimates in BB-rats. - Conclusion: BB-rats exhibit a tendency to-
wards hypertension. The concomitant alterations in the rhythmic patterns of
MA, BP and HR appear to be related to diabetes rather than to hypertension.

means + SD	 d BB (4) d BB (5) SHR (5) WOK (3)
MA	 mean	 (5min)`	 20.7±2.2 12.9±8.1 14.7±4.8	 11.2±5.3*

circadian amplitude	 13.5±4.4	 7.2±5.0	 2.8±1.5*	 2.6±0.8*
ultradian' 0 h	 3.4±0.9	 3.9±0.8	 3.4±0.7	 3.9±1.0

SYS mean	 mm Hg	 133±6.0 126±7.0 151±4.0* 122±4.0*
acrophase2 h p.m.	 12.5±1.2 11.5±3.5 10.7±2.8	 8.9±2.5*
circadian amplitude2) 	5.3±0.6	 3.0±1.4	 2.0±0.6*	 1.6±0.9*
ultradian' 121 h	 3.4±0.0	 3.9±0.9	 3.0±0.2*	 3.7±0.8

HR mean	 min	 321±13 347±29 337±5*	 371±23*
circadian amplitude 	 38±5	 24±14	 8±3*	 17±5*
ultradian'u h	 3.4±0.0	 4.1±0.8	 3.1±0.2*	 3.1±0.2*

"dominating period identical behavior of DIA *p<0.05 vs. dBB and/or ndBB



1991
MESANGIAL CELL AND MATRIX PROTEOGLYCANS: RESPONSE TO
GLUCOSE AND ASCORBIC ACID
A.V.McAuliffe, E.J.Fisher, S.V.McLennan, D.K.Yue and J.R.Turtle. University of
Sydney, New South Wales, Australia.
Proteoglycans (PG) are highly charged glycosylated proteins attached to mesangial
cell (MC) membranes and embedded in mesangial matrix (MM). Expansion of the
glomerular mesangium is the most consistent lesion of diabetic nephropathy and
abnormalities of PG affecting cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions are thought to
play a significant role in this process. AA, an important regulator of extra cellular
matrix synthesis, is metabolised abnormally in diabetes. In this study we
examined the effects of 0.28mM ascorbic acid (AA) on PG synthesis and its
deposition in matrix in rat MC grown in 9mM (LG) or 25mM (HG) glucose for 8
days. PG were measured by labelling with 50pCi of [35S] sulphate present in the
culture media and in terms of DPM and precipitablity with 2.5% cetylpyridinium
chloride. Activity was corrected for .tgDNA (raw data) and [ttSl sulphate specific
activity (corrected data) and expressed as a % of 9mM glucose values
(mean±sem). AA increased 35S-labelled PG in cells and matrix. After correction
for ['SS] sulphate specific activity this remained elevated in the matrix. HG
suppressed the effect of AA in both cells and matrix.

LG-AA	 LG+AA	 LG + AA HG + AA
(raw data)	 (corrected data) (corrected data)

35 S-labelled PG
Cells	 100±5	 '129±7	 108±7 "70±6
Matrix	 100±11	 a162±11	 `142±16 "87±9
ANOVA: 'significantly different to LG-AA, P < 0.001.
'significantly different to LG-/+AA, p < 0.0001.
`significantly different to LG-AA and HG+AA, p < 0.0001

These results indicate that HG inhibits the action of AA on sulphation of PG,
perhaps by impairing glucosaminyl N-deacetylase activity. This may be of
particular importance in diabetes where AA level is already compromised. These
findings may be of importance in the pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy.
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1992
INCREASED BLOOD PRESSURE (BP) AND ALBUMINURIA AT DIABETES
ONSET IN BB RATS
S. Berg, A. Dunger, I. Kloting and U. Fischer Gerhardt Katsch Institute of Diabetes.
Karlsburg, and Inselklinik, Heringsdorf, Germany
Increased arterial BP is the most important risk factor for the progression of diabetic
nephropathy. It is not proved whether elevated BP results from or precedes the
impairment of kidney function. Therefore diabetes-susceptible BB rats were
monitored during the interval when their diabetes usually becomes manifest (DM),
using an implanted telemetric BP monitoring system. Systolic (SYS) and diastolic
(DIA) BP, heart rate (HR), motor activity (MA) and renal excretion of albumin
(AE), N-acetyl-l3-D-glucosaminidase (NAG), creatinine and urea were followed at
weekly intervals and evaluated in diabetic (dBB, n=3) rats and in animals not
having developed diabetes (ndBB, n=3). Results: Average daily SYS was elevated in
d vs. nd rats, and it increased in a time-dependent manner in d animals only. DIA
was not elevated at but shortly after DM. The increase in BP at diabetes onset was
associated with an increased excretion of albumin and of NAG (0.96±0.7 U/d and
0.22±0.1, at DM vs. before DM). The HR of dBB decreased as diabetes developed
and was significantly lower after DM (308±1.4 beats/min) compared to ndBB
(342±0.9 beats/min). MA was significantly higher in dBB vs. ndBB at all times of
examination but was not related to DM. Conclusion: dBB rats are prone to
hypertension which may predict an approaching DM and alteration of kidney
function. # MEAN± SEM	 <0.05 in dependence on time	 *vs.nd
age time PG (mmol/1) # SYS(mn>Hg) # DIA(nmtHg)# AE (sg/d) #
weeks nd d nd d	 nd d nd d
19 before 5.7 6.6 120.8 126.8	 92.2 92.9 5.4 9.7

DM ±0.1 ±0.2 ±0.2 ±0.2*	 ±0.2 ±0.2 ±0.4 ±1.5
21 at DM 5.7 17.2 120.6 129,8	 91.2 92.9 19.6 119

±0.1 ±l.8* ±0.3 ±0.3*°	 ±0.3 ±0.3* ±7.2 ±440

23 after 5.8 17.2 121.3 134,8	 93.3 97.4 10.9 208
DM ±0.1 ±2.1* ±0.2 ±0.3* 0 	±0.2 ° ±0.2* 0 ±2.7 ±120

1993
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CIRCULATING NITRIC OXIDE AND

ENDOTHELIN LEVEL IN DIABETIC NEPI-IOPATHY

Zhang Shenglan,Yan Hui and Wang Suxia,General
Hospital of Jinan Command,Jinan,China.

Circulating NO (NO )and ET LEVEL was determined in

30 normal subjects and 63 diabetic patients.Patients

were divided into 3 groups based on the urinary
albuminexcretion rate (UAER): SDM group (UAER<20ug/

min,20 patients), ION group (20ug/min<UAER<200ug/min,

19 patients),ODN group(UAER>200ug/min,24 patients).

Serum NO level was significantly higher in SDM group

(68.66± 12.37umol/1)and ION group (63.43± 11.09umol/1)

than in normal subjects (44.92± 9.04umol/1,p<0.01).

Compared with normal subjects NO concentration was

descent but no significant difference in ODN group

(36.28± 10.18umol/1,p>0.05).Plasma ET level was

markedly elevatde inSDM group (68.92± 11.96ng/1,p<

0.05) ION group (79.22± 19.21ng/1,p<0.01),ODN group

(137.16± 39.92ng/1,p<0.01) compareed with normal

subjects (59.12± 11.62ng/1).SerumNO level was

negatively correlated with plasma ET /eves in 63

diabetic patients.The results suggested that NO may

play a poor role in the development of DN,but ET

aggravated this bad effect.

1994
EFFECT OF HIGH GLUCOSE ON EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX
PRODUCTION BY MOUSE GLOMERULAR EPITHELIAL CELLS
R. Cipriani, *S. Scarpa, A. Gabriele, M. Sensi, *F. Vasaturo, L. Guidobaldi, **U.
Di Mario and S. Morano. Endocrinology, *Experimental Medicine, University
"La Sapienza", Rome; **Experimental Medicine, University of Catanzaro, Italy.
Extracellular matrix (ECM) plays an important role in structural organization
and in biophysical properties of the glomerular filtration barrier. Changes in
this structure are involved in the pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy.
Glomerular epithelial cells (GECs) contribute to the ECM component
production. In this study we investigated the effects of high and normal glucose
concentrations on GEC capacity of synthetizing laminin (LM), fibronectin (FN)
and type IV collagen. Mouse GECs were incubated in media containing
physiological (5mM) and elevated (30mM) glucose and iso-osmolar (30mM)
mannitol concentrations. Intracytoplasmic LM, FN and type IV collagen were
evaluated by immunofluorescence. Metabolic labelling with 35S-methionine
was performed to demonstrate LM, FN and type IV collagen synthesis by
GECs. LM was the extracellular matrix component produced in higher amount
in all the three experimental conditions in comparison to FN and type IV
collagen. Laminin was completely cell associated in GEC cultured in normal
glucose concentrations. The synthesis of this glycoprotein was raised by high
glucose and mannitol that induced also a release of about 20% in the cell
medium, in comparison to normal glucose. Fibronectin was produced in
reduced amount than LM in normal glucose incubated GECs and it was
localized in prevalence in the extracellular compartement. Cell associated FN
and the release of this protein into the medium were not affected by high
glucose and mannitol. Type IV collagen was synthesized in small amount and
was almost exclusively cell associated. High glucose did not modify the
production and the secretion of this glycoprotein into the medium. These results
indicate that GECs are involved in the ECM production and that high glucose
can modify the ECM protein concentrations at the glomerular basement
membrane level. Osmotic effects may play a role in the increased synthesis and
accumulation of these proteins in diabetic nephropathy.
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1995
EVIDENCE FOR IMPAIRMENT OF DETOXIFICATION OF 3-

DEOXY GLUCOSONE TO 3-DEOXYFRUCTOSE IN DIABETES

S.Lal, B. S. Szwergold, M. Walker, W. Randall, F. Kappler, *P. J.

Beisswenger and T. Brown. Fox Chase Cancer Center, Philadelphia, PA,

USA and *Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, NH, USA.

An important factor in the development of diabetic complications is
3-deoxyglucosone (3DG), a key intermediate in the non-enzymatic glycation

of proteins. Given the toxic potential of 3DG, cellular processes exist for its
detoxification, specifically by reduction at the C-I to 3-deoxyfructose (3DF).

In this study, we have measured the levels of 3DG and 3DF in urine from
three groups of volunteers: a) normoglycemics (n=19), b) type I diabetics
with little or no complications (n=28) and c) type II diabetics with no renal
impairment (n=30). Second-voided fasted urine samples were collected from
these individuals and the levels of 3DG and 3DF measured by GC/MS and

HPLC, respectively. Both 3DG and 3DF were significantly elevated in type I
and type II diabetics relative to normals (see table). While these increases

were significant, a far more dramatic difference was observed when the

levels of 3DG were correlated with 3DF. The differential increases of 3DF

with respect to 3DG (slope), coefficient of regression (R 2) and significance
(P value) were calculated from these correlations (see table). These data
suggest

3DG
µm/g Cr

3DF

am/g Cr

A3DF/A3DG

(Slope)

Rz P Value

Normals 2.7 ± 0.9 92 ± 15 39.9 0.72 < i0-6

Type Is 4.6 ± 3.6 125 ± 71 9.2 0.27 < 0.004

Type Its 8.45 ± 10 171 ± 152 9.5 0.39 < 10

a possible impairment of the reductive detoxification of 3DG in diabetics.

This metabolic deficit may be a contributing factor to the development of
diabetic complications.

(Supported by NIH grants EY08414 and DK44050)

1996
EFFECT OF GLUCOSE ON GENE EXPRESSION OF TISSUE INHIBITOR
METALLOPROTEINASE-1 IN HUMAN MESANGIAL CELLS
A.K. Death, S. McLennan, D.K. Yue and J.R. Turtle. Department of
Medicine, University of Sydney, Australia.
Matrix metalloproteinases and their inhibitors (TIM PS) have been implicated
in mediating extracellular matrix accumulation and maybe involved in the
mesangium expansion of diabetic nephropathy. In this study we
investigated TIMP-1 expression in human mesangial cells exposed to high
and low glucose concentrations. TIMP-1 expression is regulated by many
factors including a protein kinase C (PKC)-dependent mechanism. To test
whether any effect of glucose is mediated by PKC, TIMP-1 mRNA levels
were also measured in human mesangial cells grown in high and low
glucose and then exposed to a PKC-agonist, phorbol myristate acetate
(PMA). Competitive RT-PCR was used to quantitate mRNA levels for
TIMP-1 because of the increased sensitivity of this method compared with
Northern blot analysis. An internal RNA competitive reference standard
which differs from the wild-type mRNA by an 80 base pair deletion was used
to control for the efficiency of the RT and PCR steps. Exposure of
mesangial cells to high glucose concentrations led to a 57 ± 17% (p<0.01)
decrease in TIMP-1 mRNA levels relative to the low glucose controls. This
differs from previous in vivo and in vitro studies using Northern blot
analysis to measure TIMP-1 mRNA levels in rat glomeruli or mesangial
cells. A 6 hour exposure of mesangial cells to 10 gM PMA led to a 2.5-fold
(p<0.05) increase in TIMP-1 mRNA levels in mesangial cells grown in low
glucose conditions but this effect was abolished by high glucose
concentration. In conclusion, TIMP-1 expression is reduced in a diabetic
mileau. High glucose appears to inhibit the effect of PKC on TIMP-1
expression (supported by NH&MRC).

1997
THE MEASUREMENT OF ADVANCED GLYCATION

ENDPRODUCT (AGE) SPECIFIC FLUORESCENCE IN
CIRCULATION AND URINE
K. Yanagisawa, Z. Makita, Y. Miyoshi, S. Obara, K. Tsuchida, T.
Atsumi, K. Shiroshita and T. Koike. Internal Medicine II, Hokkaido
University School of Medicine, Sapporo, JAPAN

The late rearrangement products that accumulate by glycation of
proteins, advanced glycation endproduct (AGE), have been
implicated in the pathogenesis of diabetic complications. It was
shown that circulating AGE increase in blood of diabetic patients with
end-stage renal disease, and also shown reactive AGE in low
molecular weight fraction of their serum, cut-off 10kDa, as AGE
peptide (AGE-p). The aim of this study was evaluate the relation of
AGE-p levels and diabetic nephropathy. To assess AGE-p in
diabetic patients, AGE specific fluorescence (F: excitation 370 nm,
emission 440nm) of AGE-p in serum and urine were examined in 101
diabetic subjects with several levels of renal complications; 24 with
normoalbuminuria (N), 19 with microalbuminuria (m), 16 with
macroalbuminuria (M), 22 with chronic renal failure (C) and 20 with
hemodialysis (H). We also assessed age, duration of diabetes,
serum creatinine level and HbAlc in these patients. The fluorescent
characteristics of AGE-p in serum and urine were similar to those of
AGE-BSA. Emission maximum were expressed a single major peak
in 440-450nm. F of serum AGE-p in C and H (3.70±0.57 and
16.6±1.55, AU, mean±SE) were significantly higher than N, m and
M(1.37±0.08, 1.61±0.35 and 1.41±0.10, p<0.005). Also in urine, F of
AGE-p in C and H (1.63±0.24 and 1.63±0.13 AU/gCr ) were higher
than N, m and M(0.56±0.10, 0.65±0.23 and 0.57±0.09, p<0.05). F of
serum AGE-p and serum creatinine levels were strongly correlated
(r=0.9, p<0.001). These findings suggested that renal function may
play a major role for the mechanism of AGE accumulation and
excretion on diabetic subjects, and the measurement of AGE specific
fluorescence of AGE-p may serve as a useful test to detect
circulating reactive AGE levels.

1998
MODULATION OF GALECTIN-3 / AGE-RECEPTOR -3 EXPRESSION BY

THE DIABETIC MILIEU IN CULTURED RAT MESANGIAL CELLS
G. Pugliese', F. Pried', G. Romeo', G. Leto 2 , R. Gradini', C. Santangelo',
L. Lenti l , V. Cirulli3 , A. Hayek3, F.-T. Liu3 , L. Frigeri3 , and U. Di Mario2

Universities of 'Rome "La Sapienza" and 2 RC-Catanzaro, Italy, and 3The
Whittier Institute, UCSD, La Jolla, CA, USA
Advanced glycation end-products (AGES) have been postulated to mediate
hyperglycemia-induced glomerular injury, via binding to cell surface
receptors. The 32 kD protein Galectin-3 (Gal-3) has been recently identified
as the AGE-receptor 3 (AGE-R3). This study was aimed at evaluating Gal-3
expression in cultured rat mesangial cells (RMC) and its modulation by the
diabetic milieu. To accomplish this objective, RMC were (a) cultured for 1-4
weeks in media containing normal glucose (5.5mM, NG), high glucose
(30mM, HG), or iso-osmolar mannitol (M); or (b) grown for 4 days on dishes
previously coated with nonglycated or native bovine serum albumin (BSA),
glycated BSA with AGE formation (BSA-AGE), or glycated BSA in which
AGE formation was reduced by aminoguanidine (BSA-AM). Gal-3 expression
was evaluated by FAGS and immunofluorescence using a rabbit anti-rat
Gal-3 polyclonal antibody and a swine anti-rabbit IgG-FITC to reveal the
reaction. No Gal-3 was demonstrable in RMC cultured in NG (although it
became evident after passage 15), whereas cells grown on BSA showed a
positive staining with a diffuse (cytoplasmic) fluorescence pattern.
Prolonged exposure (3-4 weeks) of RMC to HG, but not to M, as well as
growing cells on BSA-AGE and, to a lesser extent, BSA-AM, induced or
significantly incresed Gal-3 expression, as assessed by both FACS analysis
and immunofluorescence. Moreover, cell cultured under these conditions
showed a unique patchy distribution of Gal-3 fluorescence, in addition to the
diffuse pattern. Confocal microscopy indicated both a cytoplasmic and cell
surface localization of granules compatible with the reported Gal-3 receptor
function. These results indicate that (1) Gal-3/AGE-R3 is not expressed
under basal conditions in RMC; (2) AGEs induce (or upregulate) the
expression of their own receptors; and (3) the effect of AGEs is mimicked by
prolonged exposure to HG, possibly due to a time-dependent AGE formation.



1999
Urinary excretion of Glucagon-Like Peptide 1 (GLP1) 7-36 amide: a
possible indicator of early tubular dysfunction in type 2 (non
insulin-dependent) diabetes.
R. Lugari, *L. Sarti, *S. Coppi, C. Dell'Anna, P. Sbordone,
M. Bianco, A. Gnudi, *R. Zandomeneghi.
Department of Endocrinology, University of Parma, *Department of
Internal Medicine, University of Modena, Italy.
The metabolism of GLP1, the most important physiologic insulinotropic factor so
far described in man, is unknown. Plasma GLP1 is reported to be markedly
increased in uremic subjects, suggesting that the kidney plays a role in the removal
of the circulating peptide. Beside this only observation in man, studies in the rat
demostrate that the renal clearance of GLP1 involves its glomerular filtration and
subsequent tubular degradation. In condition of maintained glomerular function,
thus, the negligible urinary excretion of the peptide would confirm the integrity of
tubular function. Aim of this study was to investigate the urinary excretion of
GLP1 in non insulin-dependent diabetes, evaluating different conditions of renal
function. 29 type 2 diabetics and 7 healthy volunteers were studied. On the basis of
urinary albumin excretion rate (UAE) 4 groups of subjects were individuated: group
1= control subjects (n=7; UAE=3.4±2.6 ug/ml/min; M±SD), group 2= normo-
albuminuric diabetic patients (n=8;UAE=5.2±3.1), group 3=microalbuminuric
patients (n=11;UAE=81.7±14.6), group 4=macro-proteinuric patients (n=10;
UAE=448.9±94.8). Mean values of urinary GLP1 (RIA; pg/min) resulted
significantly different between the groups (p<0.03). With respect to group 1
(275.5±132.1) the urinary peptide excretion increased in group 2 (490.4±211.5,
p<0.05) and further in group 3 (648.6±305,p<0.01), whereas no significant
difference resulted between macroproteinuric patients (317.9±183.3) and controls.
Mean values of glomerular filtration rate (GFR), evaluated as creatinine clearance,
was significantly lower in group 4 (57.4±2 mI/min) with respect to both controls
and normoalbuminuric diabetic patients (105.6±6.1, 91.2±17.3; p<0.01).
Considering all subjects examined, a significant relationship resulted between
urinary GLP1 and GFR (p=0.004). In conclusion: 1) the increase of the peptide
excretion observed in normoalbuminuric diabetic patients could indicate an early
tubular dysfunction in condition of still maintained glomerular integrity, 2) the
tubular defect seems to become more evident with the onset of glomerular
involvement, 3) in condition of overt diabetic nephropathy the tubular damage, in
terms of urinary peptide excretion, would be masked by the advanced decline of
glomerular function.
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11111

Role of p21 Ras Signaling Pathway in Cultured Rat
Mesangial Cells in High Glucose Media.
Tamotsu Yokota, Kazunori Utsunomiya, Hideaki Kurata,
Hideki Ohta, Kanae Simizu and Naoko Tajima. Jikei
University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor pravastatin, which inhibits
farnesylation of p2lRas has the preventive effect on the
development of diabetic nephropathy in STZ rats. In order to
clarify the role of Ras signaling pathway in the pathogenesis
of diabetic nephropathy, we examined the influence of high
glucose and pravastatin on the expression p2lRas and TGF-(3
in culturted rat mesangial cells. Cells were incubated with
5mM(N), 25mM(H), and 25mM glucose in the presence of
500gM pravastatin(P), and after harvesting at 48hrs of the
exposure to each culture condition, we examined the
expression of H-ras and TGF-(3 mRNA with Northern blot,
p2lRas in the membrane fractions and the ratio of Ras-
GTP/GDP with immunoblotting method. There were no
changes in the expression of H-ras mRNA among N, H, and
P. On the other hand, the expression of p2lRas in the
membrane fractions and active form of Ras-GTP was
significantly increased in H compared to N, however, these
changes were suppresed in P. The expression of TGF-(3
mRNA was also suppressed by addition of pravastatin into
high glucoe media. These data suggest that in mesangial cells
in high glucose media, p2lRas is overexpressed in the plasma
membrane via translocation from cytoplasm. Pravastatin
suppresse the translocation of p2lRas by inhibiting
farnesylation and also suppresses the expression of TGF-13,
which may result in prevention of diabetic nephropathy.

2001
URINARY KAPPA LIGHT CHAIN AS A PREDICTOR OF EARLY

DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY: FIVE-YEARS FOLLOW UP STUDY

Y. leki, E. Takazakura. Kurobe City Hospital, Kurobe, Japan.

To evaluate whether urinary excretion of kappa light chain(KLC) can be

used as a predictor for developement of early diabetic nephropathy, we

measured the concentrations of KLC and albumin in first-voided

morning urine samples from 107 diabetic patients(NIDDM 103, IDDM

4) without overt proteinuria(urinary albumin creatinine ratio(ACR)<

150mg/gCr). In the patients with increased excretion of urinary KLC

creatinine ratio(KCR)(z5.8mg/gCr), ACR significantly increased both

in normoalbumimuic(ACR<20mg/gCr) and microalbuminuric(20s

ACR< 150mg/gCr) patients after 5 years, whereas in normal KCR

(<5.8mg/gCr), ACR showed no significant change both in normo- and

microalbuminuric patients. The number of patients with increase in

ACR for 5 years was significantly large among the patients with

increased KCR. Multiple regression analysis demonstrated that KCR

was a significant risk factor for increasing ACR after 5 years. KCR

showed no significant change both in normo- and microalbuminuric

patients for 5 years. These results suggest that urinary excretion of

KLC might provide a useful predictive marker for developement of

early diabetic nephropathy.

1111

ROLE OF THROM13OXANE A2 ON RENAL HEMODYNAMICS IN
NON—INSULIN—DEPENDENT DIABETIC RATS.
K.URIU, K.KAIZU, A.MATSUOKA, K.KAI, AND S.ETO.
Univ. Occup. Environ. Health, Kitakyusyu, Japan.
Thromboxane (TX) A2 plays an important role on
renal hyperfiltration in streptozotocine (STZ)-
induced diabetic rats, whereas it's role on
renal hemodynamics in non—insulin—dependent
diabetic (NIDDM) rats remains unknown. To clarify
the issue, the effects of intravenous infusion
of TXA2 synthetase inhibitor (OKY-046, 6 mg/kg/h)
on clearance of inulin and para—aminohippurate
(Cin, CPAH) under anesthesia were evaluated in
spontaneously NIDDM rats, OLETF (n=8), and control
rats, LETO (n=7) at the age of 10 months. OLETF
showed obesity, moderate hyperglycemia (12.7±
0.9 mmol/1), and hyperinsulinemia (336±26
pmol/1). Urinary TXB2 excretion (U-TXB2) was
slightly higher and the ratio of U-TXB2 to
urinary 6-keto prostaglandin Fla (6-kPG) was
higher in OLETF (TXB2/6-kPG: 0.22±0.04 vs 0.12
±0.02, p<0.05). OLETF had significantly higher
Cin and CPAH than LETO (Cin: 1.1±0.1 vs 0.7±0.1
ml/min/lOOgBW, CPAH: 3.1±0.2 vs 2.3±0.3 ml/min
/100gBW, p<0.01). OKY-046 did not restore Cin
and CPAH in OLETF although it significantly
decreased U-TXB2 and ameliorated TXB2/6-kPG in
OLETF. In conclusion, in contrast to STZ-induced
diabetic rats, TXA2 was not involved in renal
hyperfiltration in OLETF. TXA2 may contribute
to renal injuries in OLETF through mechanisms
other than hemodynamic injury.
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2003

Uric Acid and Blood Sugar Control as Factors Influencing
Urinary Transferrin in NIDDM Patients
M. Shinada, Department of Medicine, Atsuta National Health
Insurance Hospital, Atsuta, Japan
This study investigated factors facilitating urinary transferrin
excretion comparing with those influencing urinary albumin
excretion in NIDDM patients without proteinuria. We
examined the correlation between urinary transferrin/ urinary
albumin ratio (T/A ratio) and clinical factors including serum
uric acid, which was reported to provide an antioxidant
defense. Twenty-one male NIDDM patients (Age: 58±13
years old) without proteinuria or pyuria were studied for 1
year. Transferrin was measured by the latex agglutination
method and albumin by immunoturbidity in overnight urine.
Age, known duration of diabetes, blood pressure, body
weight, HbAic, and serum uric acid were recorded as clinical
factors. The T/A ratio in healthy control subjects was 0.052 ±
0.017 (mean±SD) (n=90). The T/A ratio in patients was
significantly higher than that of controls (p<0.01). Patients
were divided into two groups after the T/ A ratio was followed
for 1 year. Group A: patients with a decreased T/A ratio
(n=10) (T/A: 0.131±0.059-+0.082±0.020), Group B: patients
with a stable T/A ratio (n=11) (T/A: 0.080±0.044-0.099±
0.034). We found a significant improvement in HbAic in
group A (p<0.01), but not in group B. There was a significant
correlation between the T/A ratio and serum uric acid in
group B (r=-0.706, p<0.02), but not in group A. We suggest that
the excretion of transferrin comparing with that of albumin
demonstrated the amelioration of glycemic control and may be
linked to an antioxidant defense by uric acid.

2004

THROMBOSPONDIN PROMOTES THE PRODUCTION OF
MESANGIAL MATRIX PROTEINS THROUGH ACTIVATING
TGF /3 IN HUMAN MESANGIAL CELLS
H. Tada, H. Ishii M. Tsukamoto and S. Isogai, Toho University
School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan.
Thrombospondin (TSP), a multifunctional glycoprotein, is
synthesized by mesangial cells (MCs). The role of TSP,
however, has not been established in the pathogenesis of
diabetic nephropathy. To clarify this, TSP production from
human MCs exposed to various concentrations of glucose
was measured by ELISA. We also studied the effects of
TSP on the production of fibronectin and type N collagen
by ELISA, and on the ability of activating latent TGF ,8
assessed by the binding capacity to type II receptors, respectively
in MCs. Incubating MCs with high glucose media resulted
in the increase of TSP in both media and cell layers in
a glucose-dose dependent manner. The production of fibronectin
and type IV collagen was enhanced by the addition of TSP
in a TSP-dose dependent manner. These effects of TSP
were blocked by the simultaneous addition of neutralizing
antibodies to TGF-/3. The activation of latent TGF /3 was
increased by the addition of TSP to MCs, while the amount
of latent TGF -$ secreted from MCs was unchanged. These
results indicate that TSP production from MCs is enhanced
by high concentrations of glucose, and that TSP promotes
the production of mesangial matrix proteins through activating
latent TGF $. Therefore, TSP may participate in the pathogenesis
of diabetic nephropathy.

2005
THE VALUE OF MICROTRANSFERRINURIA IN EARLY

DIAGNOSIS OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
H.Li, W.Y.Shen, D.H.Xu and Z.H.Tong. Department of Endocrinology,
1st affiliated Hospital, Zhejiang Medical University, Hangzhou, China.
To evaluate the significance of microtransferrinuria in early diagnosis of
diabetic nephropathy, the urinary excretions of albumin (ALB),
transferrin (TF) and al-microglobulin (al-MG) were measured in
samples of 24 hour urine from 25 healthy subjects and 63 diabetic
patients (55 with NIDDM and 8 with IDDM). Diabetic patients were
grouped according to their ALB excretion (AER) into normal
albuminmia (group I, AER <30mg/24h), microalbuminuria (group II,
AER 30-300mg/24h) and macroalbuminuria (group III, AER >
300mg/24h). The urinary excretions of TF and al-MG in all groups
exceed those for healthy controls. The urinary excretions of TF and al-
MG were highest in group III subjects, followed by group II and group I
subjects. Prevalence of increased values (calculated by using an upper
limit of normal range, ie, exceed the 95 th percentile value found in
healthy controls) were in 41.03%, 85.76% and 100% of group I, group
II and group III patients for TF, in 38.46%, 92.3 1% and 100% of group
I, group II and group III for al-MG, respectively. The urine excretion of
TF and al-MG was positively related with that of ALB, but there was
no relationship between the excretion of TF or al-MG and FBG or
GHbAI. Conclutions: 1.Urinary TF is increased earlier in diabetics than
ALB and may be a more sensitive marker for detecting diabetics. The
proximal tubular impairment might occur independently on the
glomerular alterations in the course of diabetic nephropathy.

2006
TGF 13 1 IN DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY - A TRANSGENIC MODEL
C.Birch-Nielsen, P. Hjorth, L. Rasmussen, K.Gross, N.Sarvetnick, and L. Wogensen.
Research Laboratory of Biochemical Pathology and Medical Research Laboratory,
Aarhus Kommunehospital, Aarhus. Denmark.
Several findings support a key role of TGF p in diabetic nephropathy, particularly on the
accumulation of glomerular extracellular matrix components (ECM).The aim of the
present study was to study the effects of TGFI1 in the glomerulus i n vivo. We have
created a transgenic mouse with localized production of TGF X31 in the kidney. TGF 131
production is targeted to the juxta-glomerular cells in the kidney by the Rettic promoter.
Microinjection of the DNA construct into fertilized eggs resulted in five transgenic
founders out of 25 pups born. We have continued breeding with one transgenic line.
Reverse transcription of total RNA followed by PCR with transgene specific primers
demonstrated the presence of a transgene specific transcription product. The localization
was tested by in situ hybridization. The presence of biological active TGF11 in transgenic
mice is indicated by increased synthesis of glycosaminglycans as evaluated in cultured
kidney slices from transgenic (2044 arbitrary units/mg, n=7) and non-transgenic mice
(1061 arbitrary units/mg, n=7) (p<0.01). In line 1725 all transgenic mice tested so far
(n=15) have accumulations of ECM in their glomeruli. Only in older transgenic mice (6-8
month) or in more advanced cases do we observe interstitial fibrosis. The volume fraction
of the glomerular tuft stained with antibodies against the basement components collagen
IV and laminin increases in transgenic mice compared to sex- and age matched non-
transgeuic littermates (p<0.01 and p<0.05, respectively). The transgenic mice exhibit a
variable degree of proteinuria. The youngest mice tested so far are newborn mice. It seems
that glomerular changes develop between 1 and 2 month of age. Electronmicroscopy
indicates that a very early change in the transgenic mice is a widening of the basmement
membrane. In conclusion, we have established a transgenic mouse with localized
expression of TGFpl in the glomerulus. The model is used to explore the biological
effects of TGF j31 on glomerulus function in vivo in relation to diabetic nephropathy. Our
transgenic model has several advantages: First, we do not genetically manipulate the cells
we actually want to study (the glomerular cells). Second, in contrast to other studies, we
do not have any secondary effects induced by failure of other organs due to circulating
levels of TGF01.



2007
MEASUREMENT OF URINARY IgG IN NIDDM

Y.Nakamura and M.Shitara. Maebashi Red Cross

Hospital,Maebashi,Japan.
In an attempt to evaluate the mechanisms of diabetic
nephropathy, we measured the urinary IgG(IgG) in 143 NIDDM
patients, as well as urinary transferrin(TF) and urinary
albumin(Alb) which were well known as to be predictive for
later clinical diabetic nephropathy. Reference data of
urinary IgG were obtained from 38 normal glucose-
toleranced (NR) and 28 impaired glucose-toleranced persons
(IGT). Urinary IgG of NR was 2.81±0.2 mg/gCr and that of
IGT was 4.71±0.60mg/gCr, significantly higher than NR.
The TF(0.66+0.08 mg/gCr) in IGT was also significantly
higher than that in NR(0.43± 0.05mg/gCr), but Alb was not
(6.06±0.62mg/gCr for IGT, 5.47i0.53mg/gCr for NR).
According to reference data for IgG, NIDDM were allocated
to 5 groups. The IgG was 53.0mg/gCr and TF was rt1.Omg/gCr
in Gl (55=13); IgG was >3.Omg/gCr but S5.Omg/gCr, and TF
was Sl.Omg/gCr in G2(N=19); IgG was >5.Omg/gCr, and TF
was 51.0 mg/gCr in G3(N=22); TF was >1.Omg/gCr, and Alb
was 520mq/gCr in G4(N=36); Alb was >20mg/gCr in G5(N=53).
The IgG showed the significant increase as the group
increase (2.31±0.22, 3.94 ±0.14, 6.85±0.49, 8.94±0.77
25.99{_4.93 mg /gCr, respectively), however TF and Alb
didn't show the significant increase in G1, 02, and 03;
but significantly increased in G3 and 04. The average age,
BMI, BP, Cr and NAG in each group showed no difference.
The HbA1C and contraction period tended to increase as the
group increase. No patients in Cl showed the diabetic
retinopathy, 6 patients in G2, 8 in 03, 6 in G4, and 15 in
G5.[Conclusionl IgG seems to be filtrate from the kidney
early stage in diabetes, possibly earlier than TF or Alb.

2008
GROWTH FACTORS AND DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY: AN
EXPERIMENTAL AND CLINICAL STUDY.
MR Rifaie, N Sayed-Ahmed, M Abul-Magd, H El Soutohi, F El Houseini,
M Sobh, and AM El Nahas*. Mansoura University, Mansoura, EGYPT;
and * Sheffield Kidney Institue, Sheffield, UK.
The aim of this work was to investigate if some growth promoting
polypeptides have a relation to the diabetic renal disease, relying on
studying their distribution in the renal tissue, both in experimental and
clinical situations. The experimental part included 50 Wistar rats with
streptozotocin (STZ)-induced diabetes mellitus (day 0) and 20 sham
animals. A group of 5 STZ- and 2 sham animals were sacrificed on days
0, 2, 4, 7, 9, 14, 30, 60, 120, and 150. The kidneys were examined for
evidence of renal growth and prepared for immunohistochemical and
pathological studies. In the clinical part, renal biopsies from 5 diabetic
patients were studied. All renal tissues were stained for routine
microscopical evaluation as well as for immunohistochemistry for the
following growth factors: Epidermal growth factor (EGF), EGF-receptor,
transforming growth factor beta (TGFb), fibroblast growth factor (FGF),
platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), and interleukin-6 (IL-6). Tubular
lesions in the form of vacuolations were noticed early in the time course
of diabetes with stuffing of some tubular cells with glycogen and fat.
Immunostaining for growth factors was demonstrated in consistent
patterns in different stages of diabetic renal disease both in animals and
in humans. Some of the growth factor immunostaining patterns were co-
localized with the tubular lesions early in the disease, others with the
interstitial expansion late in the disease. Glomerular staining for PDGF
was shown to be related to the advanced cases of glomerulosclerosis.
The localization and distribution of growth factors in the diabetic kidneys
might suggest a role in pathogenesis of diabetic renal disease.
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2009
INCREASED PLASMA AND URINARY CONCENTRARTIONS OF
EXTRACELLULAR GLUTATHION PEROXIDASE (eGPx) IN
NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT-DIABETIC (NIDDM) PATIENTS
H.Nakata, M.Saito, M.Tobishima and Y.Itami, Nikko Memorial Hospital,
Muroran, Japan. T.Honjoh, Yokohama. K.Takahashi, Sapporo, Japan.

It is well known that diabetic patients have high risk of microangiopathy
and atheroscrelosis. Recently, Oxygen radicals is considered to play an

important role in the production and development of atherosclerosis. GPx
that is one of the major antioxidant enzymes, catalyses the reduction of
HO: to alcohols. Therefore in NIDDM, we determined plasma and urinary
concentrations of eGPx, and examined its relationship with diabetic control
and complications, especially nephropathy. Eighty NIDDM subjects(46
male and 34 female) and 30 healthy subjects were investigated. Plasma and
urinary concenrations of eGPx were measured with the ELISA method
(Clin.Chim.Acta. 236: 93; 1995). Diabetic patients were allocated to three
groups according to their levels of urinary albumin excretion: group 1 (30
mg/g.Cr), group 2(30-300), Group 3(>300). Urinary NAG levels were also
measured. Plasma eGPx level in diabetics was significantly higher than that
of controls (17.8 to 23.0 s g/ml, p<0.05). Plasma eGPx levels were not
correlated with fasting plasma glucose and HbAlc levels. There was no
difference in plasma eGPx levels among three groups. Urinary levels of
eGPx in group 3 increased significantly as compared with those in group 1
and group 2 (group 1: 44.6 ng/ml, group 2: 42.6, group 3: 280.6).
Moreover, urinary eGPx levels were correlated with urinary NAG levels
(rS=0.357, p<0.01). In diabetic patients, plasma eGPx levels increased as
compared with normal subjects. Moreover, urinary eGPx levels with
clinical macroalbuminuria were higher than those without nephropathy. The
increased rate of eGPx synthesis in proximal tubular epitherial cells may
contribute to the elevated levels of plasma eGPx found in diabetic patients.

Urinary eGPx levels might be a marker of nephropathy in NIDDM.

2010
TRASFORMING GROWTH FACTOR-p, MODULATES INSULIN-LIKE
GROWTH FACTOR BINDING PROTEIN-3 IN KIDNEY ENDOTHELIAL CELLS
L.Pala, S. Giannini, B. Cresci, A.Ciucci , G. Galli and C. 04. Rotella. Section of
Metabolic Disease and Diabetes. University of Florence. Florence. Italy.
We previously reported that TGF-(i 1 and IGF-I differentially modulate in a dose
response manner the level of IGFBP-3 decreasing and increasing, respectively, its
presence in human kidney endothelial cells (GEN). The aim of our study is to
investigate the role that this BP-3 regulation could have on GEN growth control.
Conditioned medium (CM) from GEN was harvested after 48 h serum-free culture
and electrophoresed on SDS-PAGE and then incubated with [725 IGF-II]. The TGF-
p i effect on BP-3 GEN probabl, involves a non-enzimatic activity since the addition
of 10 nM protease inhibitors (aprotinin, EDTA and PMSF) did not block the effect of
TGF-(3, Our preliminary results seem to confirm that both TGF-(3, and IGF-I could
regulate the BP-3 level in controlling the expression of specific GEN BP-3 mRNA.
Since the two growth factors modulate the level of IGFBP-3 which may have both
inhibitory or stimulatory actions, we examined the effect of TGF-(3 1 on GEN
mitogenesis. At this purpose we mesasured GEN cell growth in regular medium
with TGF-(3 1 alone or in combination with IGF-I at different times by a
haemocytometer count. TGF-13 1 significantly reduced cell growth starting from 12
hours even if a significant increase of the IGF-I level was detected by a specific
commercial radioimmunoassay. Moreover the addition of IGF-I in presence of TGF-
0 1 did not modify this inhibitory effect. Finally, the policlonal antibody against BP-3
added to the regular GEN cell growth medium dramatically decreased the
mitogenesis of these cells. We conclude that: i) the classic inhibitory effect of TGF-
0 1 on endothelial cell growth could be, in part, explained by the decreased BP-3
level; ii) the mitogenic effect of IGF-I observed in endothelial cells could explain
instead with the BP-3 level increased; iii) the addition of an Ab-BP-3 reduces
mitogedesis; iv) the increased IGF availability induced by TGF-(3 1 is not able to
stimulate cell growth due to the lack of a simultaneous BP-3 increase. These results
suggest the primary role played by BP-3 in the regulation of endothelial cell growth.
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2011
URINE MICRO-FDP(FIBRIN/FIBRINOGEN DEGRADATION PRODUCTS)
-A CANDIDATE FOR EARLIER MARKER FOR DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY-
T.Mori, G.Yoshino, N.Kasatori, S.Namba, F.Ishibashi and T.
Urayama. Toho University, Tokyo, Japan
We have developed a highly sensitive assay method for the
detection of FDP in urine specimens and explored the
possibility that urine micro-FDP can be an earlier marker
for diabetic nephropathy. We examined 196 NIDDMs, 15
hyperlipidemics, 25 hypertensives and 142 non-diabetic
healthy volunteers (N). Urine (early morning) FDP was
measured essencially by chemiluminescent enzyme-linked
immunoassay with dioxetane derivative substrate for the
labelled alkaline phosphatase. The detection limit is 1
ng/ml, which is approximately 1/100 of conventional
turbidimetric method based on latex aggregation. The CV was
5.5%. Abnormally high level of urine FDP (above mean.2SD of
group N) was found in 68% (45/66) of NIDDMs with normo-
albuminuria. More than 90% (30/33) of NIDDMs with micro- or
macroalbuminuria and 69% (39/57) of those with elevated
urine transferrin levels had abnormally high urine FDP
levels. There were no significant differences in either
plasma FDP or D-dimer levels between NIDDMs with normo-
albuminuria and group N. Only 20% (6/30) of non-diabetic
hypertensives had elevated urine FDP, while all hyper-
tensive NIDDMs showed abnormally high urine FDP. Even
within NIDDMs with normoalbuminuria, elevation of HbAlc had
significant effect on increase in urine FDP. Neither
hyperlipidemia nor smoking had any significant effect on
urine FOP levels. Thus, urine micro-FDP can be a new
candidate for an earlier marker for diabetic nephropathy.

2012
THE IGF SYSTEM IN EARLY DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY IN THE
SAND RAT.
I. Raz', A. Holberg', B. Hirshberg', M. Filip 2, Y. Barshavit2, R. Moshe',
I. Nephesh', A. Flyvbjerg 3 and O. Weiss'. Hadassah University
Hospital', Jerusalem, Israel; Soroka University Hospital 2, Beer Sheba,
Israel and Aarhus Kommune Hospital 3, Aarhus, Denmark.

Early increase in kidney IGF-I secondary to increased IGFBP1 was
shown to correlate with the increase in renal perfusion and size in
streptozotocin (STZ) induced hypoinsulinemic diabetes in the rat
(animal model for IDDM). The increase in renal IGFBPI and IGF-I in
this model was related to the hypoinsulinemic state induced by STZ.
We studied the influence of hyperglycemia in the setting of
normoinsulinemia on renal perfusion and size and on the IGF system
in hyprglycemic normoinsulinemic sand rats (animal model for
NIDDM). Induction of diabetes by special diet 40 days after weaning
resulted in average blood glucose of 270±14 mg% within 2 days as
compared to 82±6 mg% in the control group. A 50% increase in GFR
was seen two weeks after induction of diabetes (P<0.05), however 24
hour urine albumin excretion was similar in both groups. Kidney size
was similar after 5 days of diabetes, but was increased by 15% after 15
and 30 days of diabetes while heart size was unchanged. Serum IGF-I,
IGFBP1,2,3 and 4, and GH were unchanged after 5, 15 and 30 days of
diabetes. Renal IGF-I mRNA, IGF-I receptor mRNA and IGFBP 1
mRNA were unchanged by the diabetic state. Renal IGF-I and
IGFBP1,2,3 and 4 levels were unchanged after 5, 15 and 30 days of
diabetes. In conclusion, kidney hyperperfusion and enlargement is
characteristic of the normoinsulinemic hyperglycemic state, but tends
to be less pronounced and to develop at a later stage. In this model,
renal hypertrophy and hyperperfusion developed devoid of any change
in the IGF system.

2013
PLASMA AND URINARY ENDOTHELIN-1 (ET-1) AS
MARKER OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY.
M.Cassone-Faldetta, O. Laurenti, C.	 Bravi, C. Bellini,
A. Armiento, C. Ferri and G. De Mattia. Institute of I
Clinica Medica, University "La Sapienza", Rome, Italy.
The vasoconstrictive peptide ET-1 can be found in
both human blood and urine. Aim of this study was to
verify the role played by ET-1 as marker of early
renal damage. We evaluated plasma and urinary ET-1
levels in 27 lean, normotensive non-insulin
dependent diabetic (NIDDM) patients (16 males and 11
females, mean age 59±8 years, HbAic <6%, 18 normo
and 9 microalbuminurics), and in 12 age and sex-
matched healthy subjects. Statistical analysis was
conducted by Student's t-test for paired and unpaired
data. Compared to controls, a significant increase of
plasma ET-1 in NIDDM patients (respectively 0.6±0.1
vs 1.72-10.38 pg/mL, p<0.001) was found. Among these
latter, plasma ET-1 levels were significantly higher
in microalbuminuric than in normoalbuminuric
patients (1.97±0.58 vs 1.59±0.14, p<0.02). Urinary ET-1
values were higher in controls than in diabetic
patients (70.1±15.2 vs 44.0±20.8 pg/min, p<0.05) and
no difference was noted between micro and
normoalbuminuric patients (48.5±20.1 vs 40.8±21.6
pg/min). Since	 filtered ET-1 i destroyed by the
neutral endopeptidases of proximal tubulus, urinary
ET-1 is believed to be distally produced. According to
our results, plasma ET-1, as microalbuminuria, is
expression of a generalized endothelial dysfunction,
and can be used also as marker of glomerular damage.
On the contrary, urinary ET-1 levels reflect mainly
tubular function and can be used in early diagnosis
of subclinical tubular damage.

2014
THE IGF SYSTEM IN EARLY DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY IN
NORMOINSULINEMIC HYPERGLYCEMIC RATS.
I. Raz', Z. Haramati', B. Hirshberg', R. Moshe', I. Nephesh', O. Weiss' and
A. Flyvbjerg2 . Internal Medicine Department', Hadassah University Hospital,
Jerusalem, Israel and Institute of Experimental Clinical Research', Aarhus
Kommune Hospital, Aarhus, Denmark.

A marked increase in renal perfusion and size is characteristic of STZ induced
hypoinsulinemic hyperglycemic state in the rat (animal model of IDDM).
Early increase in kidney IGF-I secondary to increased IGFBPI was shown to
correlate with the increase in renal perfusion and size in this model of IDDM.
However, since the increase in renal IGFBP I in this model was related to
hypoinsulinemia, we studied the influence of hyperglycemia in the setting of
normoinsulinemia on renal perfusion and size and on the IGF system in
hyperglycemic normoinsulinemic rats (animal model of NIDDM). Injection of
50 mg/Kg of STZ to normal rats resulted in normal glucose on fast with non
fast hyperglycemia. Fast and postprandial insulin levels were similar to those
in non diabetic control rats. Induction of STZ diabetes resulted in 30%
increase in GFR (p<0.05) within the first week of diabetes. Kidney size was
similar after 10 days of diabetes but was increased by 33% and 36% after 30
and 48 days of diabetes respectively. Serum IGF-I and IGFBP3 decreased
significantly after 10 days of diabetes. GH and 30 KDA Bps (BPI + BP2)
were unchanged. Renal IGFBP 1 mRNA was unchanged after 10, 30 and 48
days of diabetes. 30 KDA Bps protein were significantly increased in the
medulla after 30 and 48 days of diabetes. IGFBP3 also significantly increased
in the medulla and cortex of the diabetic rat after 30 and 48 days. We conclude
that kidney hypertrophy is similar in normoinsulinemic hyperglycemic state
when compared to hypoinsulinemic hyperglycemic state, but tends to develop
at a later stage. Increase in renal IGFBPI and IGFBP3 and decrease in serum
IGFBP-3 might play an important role in the development of renal
hypertrophy in rats with hyperglycemic normoinsulinemic state.



2015
URINARY GLYCOSAMINOGLYCAN EXCRETION (GAGe) IN NIDDM AND
IDDM PATIENTS
N. CBdola, 0. Rebolledo, S. Actis Dato and C. Refi - CENEXA and C. Posgrado
Clinica Nutr. y Endocrinologia, F. Cs. Medicas, UNLP, La Plata, Argentina
In diabetes mellitus, the quantity and quality of proteoglycan and its GAG chains are
modified in different vascular and tissular components. The aim of this work was to
evaluate the clinical characteristics, the degree of metabolic control (HbA,), 24-hr
urinary GAGe by the carbazol method, and microalbuminuria (MA) by RIA in 35

IDDM, 27 NIDDM, and 32 non-diabetic subjects (C).

n GAGe GAGe
mmol/creat. mol mg/ 24 h

Controls 32 4.39 ± 0.47 10.2 ± 0.9
Total diabetic population 62 6.17 ± 0.60* 15.7 ± 1.4***
IDDMwithoutAH 26 7.06±1.15** 16.6±2.3A
NIDDM with AH 17 5.47±0.68 17.0 ± 2.6**
IDDM without MA 30 6.93 ± 1.02* 16.2 ± 2.1**
NIDDMwithMA 10 6.36±0.99 19.3±3.4**
IDDM HbA1 > 10% 21 7.39 ± 1.10** 18.8±2.6A
NIDDM HbA > 10% 21 5.73 ± 0.77 16.0 ± 2.6*

vs. C = A: p < 0.005; ***: p<0.01; **: p < 0.02; *: p< 0.05

We found that diabetic subjects had a significantly higher GAGe, particularly
uncompensated diabetics (HbA, > 10%), compared to C. The increase in GAGe
preceded the development of MA in IDDM. That was not the case in NIDDM, in
which such increase was more frequent in hypertensive patients (AR). The increase
in GAGe could be an early indicator of dysmetabolism of these compounds and
therefore of the development of diabetes chronic complications.

2016
Role of growth hormone-induced IGF -1 in the modulation of renal
haemodynamics in normoalbuminuric insulin-dependent diabetic
patients
S. Bacci, M. Garrubba, S. De Cosmo, G. Placentino, A. Liuzzi and GC
Viberti "Division of Endocrinolgy IRCC "Casa Sollievo della
Sofferenza" San Giovanni Rotondo, Italy and "Unit for Metabolic
Medicine UMDS Guy's Hospital, London, U.K.
An increase in glomerural filtration rate (GFR) has been proposed as a
risk factor the development of diabetic nephropathy but it is still unclear
whether physiological levels of GH and IGF-1 play a role in these
haemodynamic changes. We investigated in a dose-response study the
role of GH induced IGF1 in the modulation of renal haemodynamics in
normoalbuminuric, normofiltering insulin-dependent diabetic patients We
measured GFR and renal plasma flow (RPF) by inulin and para-
aminohippurate renal clearances at basaline and 23 hrs after the injection
of different doses of GH (0.1, 0.2, 0.4 U/Kg of body weight) in 7
normoalbuminuric, normofiltering insulin-dependent diabetic patients
during sustained euglycaemia. Age of patients was 27 yrs (22-34),
duration of diabetes: 8 yrs (5-12), creatinine clearance 118±12 ml/min
(112-128) and albumin excretion rate: 10 micr/min (2-14). Plama levels of
GH increased significantly after 1 hr (from 0.6±0.2 at baseline to 16±4,
30±8, 130±12 ng/ml for 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 U/kg respectively). Plasma levels
of IGF-1 reached a peak 22-24 hrs after GH injection (from 160±15 at
baseline to 232±10 (p<0.05), 260±64 (p<0.05), 410±70 (p<0.01) ng/ml for
0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 U/kg of GH respectively). Basal values of GFR and RPF
were 122±12 and 550±106 ml/min respectively and did not changed after
the injection of 0.1 and 0.2 U//Kg of GH. They significantly increased to
170±22 ml/min and 620 ml/min (p<0.05 for both) after the somministration
of 0.4 U/kg of GH. The increase coincided with the IGF-1 peak. These
results demonstrate that physiological and supraphysiological increase of
IGF-1 have no effect on renal haemodynamics. Only pharmacological
levels of growth hormone-induced IGF-1 appear to modify renal
haemodynamics. These casts doubts on the role of IGF-1 in the
pathophysiology of renal disfunction in diabetics.
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2017
URINARY HEPARAN SULFATE IN NORMOALBUMINMC
DIABETIC PATIENTS. Bonavita CD, Elbert A, Paglione AM,
Bragagnolo J, Mainetti H, Ruiz M, Clinical Biochemistry
Depart.Faculty of Pharmacy and Biochemistry. Diabetology Division
Hospital de Clinicas. Buenos Aires. Argentina.
The decrease of the heparan sulfate (HS)in the glomerular basal
membrane was described as a lesion in diabetic nephropathy. This
decrease should be produce by less synthesis because of the deficient
action of the N-Glusaminil Deacetilase enzyme or the lost of the HS
by the increase in the catabolism or in excretion. We compare the
urinary HS excretion in normoalbuminuric diabetics and in a control
group. We studied 42 diabetics :17males (6IDDM,1INIDDM, age
range 20-83 years), and 25 females (6 IDDM,19NIDDM, age range
17-83 years). We compared with a control group: 12 males(age range
25-76years)and 12 females (age range 18-73years). The urinary HS
dosage was done by a precipitation with Br-Cetiltrimetilamonio,
hydrolisis and quantification of glycosamine by the Smith-Gilkerson
reaction. The results obtained (expressed in mg. of glycosamine/24
hours) were:

	

Diabetics	 Controls

	

(mean ±SD)	 (mean ±SD)

	

Males	 0.93 ± 0.50*	 0.43 ± 0.16

	

Females	 0.55±0.31#	 0.28±0.17^
*vs We controls P<0.001,#vs. Females controls P<0.001,^vsMales
controls
Conclusions: 1. Males excrete more urinary HS than females,

2. Diabetics excrete more urinary HS than controls

2018
INCREASED ACTIVITY OF GLOMERULAR CYTOSOLIC PHOSPHOLIPASE

A2 IN NIDDM RATS. Y. Furuya, S. Tagami, H. Yoshimura, T. Honda, S. Sakaue,

K. Aoki, J. Ishii, A. Hasegawa, J. Hirokawaand Y. Kawakami. First Department of

Medicine, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan.

Cytosolic phospholipaseA2 (cPLA2) is a rate-limiting step in eicosanoid

biosynthesis and is potentially involved in glomerular hyperfiltration which

leads to diabetic nephropathy. In an attempt to clarify the temporal

relationships of plasma levels of glucose, the activity of glomerular cPLA2,

creatinine clearance and histological changes in glomeruli, we used Otsuka

Long Evans Tokushima Fatty (OLETF) rats that spontaneously develop NIDDM.

Groups of 5-6 OLETF rats were compared to control rats at the ages of 8, 30

and 46 weeks. The plasma level of glucose was significantly higher in OLETF

rats than in control rats at 30 and 46 weeks of age (OLETFvs. control; 160±28

vs.111 ± 11, 201 ± 91 vs.109 ± 21 mg/dl, respectively). Although

pathological changes in glomeruli of OLETF rats appeared only at46 weeks of

age, the activity of cPLA2 was significantly higher in OLETF rats than in control

rats at 30 weeks (2138±502 vs.1297±199 dpm, p<0.001), but not at 46

weeks. The creatinine clearance had atendency to increase again only at 30

weeks in OLETF rats. Furthermore, the activity of cPLA2 at 30 weeks had

significant correlations with plasma levels of glucose (r=0.67; p<0.01) and with

creatinine clearance (r=0.52; p<0.05) in OLETF rats. We then conducted an

additional in vitro experiment using mesangial cells and found that cells

cultured with a high concentration (27.5 mM) of glucose for5 days exhibited a

marked increase in the activity of cPLA2 compared to those cultured with a

physiologic concentration of glucose (1473±391 vs. 742±251 dpm, p<0.01).

These datasuggest that increased activity of glomerularcPLA2 and glomerular

hyperfiltration occur prior to the development of morphological changes in

OLETF rats, presumably due to an elevation in the plasma level of glucose.
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2019
RELATION AMONG GLOMERULAR BARRIERS, TUBULAR
PROTEINS AND PROGNOSIS OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY.
M.Satoh, N.Kunii, K.Manome and K.Izumi.Fukushima
workmen's compensatory hospital. Fukushima,
Japan.
This study was performed to clarify the relation
between glomerular basement membrane (GBM) and
tubular derangements and prognosis of diabetic
nephropathy . In 49 patients with NIDDM,
clearances of creatinine (Ccr), IgG (CIgG) and
transferrin (Ctrf), urinary excretion of albumin
(UAE), N-acetyl-,B -D-glucosaminidase (NAG) and

13 2--microglobulin (Q 2MG) were examined.	 These
patients were followed 24 months. 	 Twenty
subjects were examined as control. In diabetics,
mean Ccr 92.4, CIgG 15.7 x 10 -4 , Ctrf 102.3 x
10 -4 ml/min, UAE 103.3 mg/g cr., NAG 4.1 U/1, $2
MG 524.3 mg/l and CIgG/Ctrf ratio was 1.12.
Renal function was deteriorated in 7 diabetics.
In these cases, UAE, NAG * and 62 MG were
elevated. Ctrf*, CIgG/Ctrf ratio* were decreased
and CIgG was elevated (*:P<0.05). In poor
prognostic diabetic nephropathy, derangement of
size barrier and selectivity of GBM is
prominent. Charge barrier is also destructed,
however, mechanisms of urinary excretion of trf
and IgG may be not identical. Tubulointerstitial
damage will disturb renal function.

2020
HIGH GLUCOSE-INDUCED TRANSFORMING GROWTH FACTOR 131
PRODUCTION IS MEDIATED BY THE HEXOSAMINE PATHWAY

Verena Kolml, Ulrich Sauer' and E. D. Schleichetz
'Institute for Diabetes Research, Munchen, Germany
2Department for Internal Medicine, Endocrinology and Pathobiochemistry,
Tubingen, Germany

Previous studies revealed that exposure of mesangial cells to high glucose
concentrations induces the production of matrix proteins mediated by transforming
growth factor lil (TGF-131). It was the aim of our study to elucidate the molecular
mechanism by which elevated glucose levels induce TGF-f31. Production of matrix
proteins and TGF-13 protein was tested by ELISA. Bioactive TGF-l3 was determined
by the antiproliferative activity in the mink lung epithelial cell assay. Expression of
TGF-131 was estimated by non-radioactive in situ hybridization. First, we tested if
structural analogues of D-glucose may mimic the high glucose effect in cultured
mesangial cells. We found that D-glucosamine was strikingly more potent than D-
glucose itself in enhancing the production of TGF-O protein and subsequent
production of the matrix components heparan sulfate proteoglycan and fibronectin
in a time- and dose-dependent manner. Since neutralizing antibodies to TGF-l3
abolished the glucosamine-induced effects on mesangial matrix production
glucosamine act through induction of TGF-13. D-glucosamine also promoted
conversion of latent TGF-l3 to the active form. Therefore, we suggested that the
hexosamine biosynthetic pathway the key enzyme of which is glutamine: fructose-
6-phosphate amidotransferase (GFAT) contributes to the high glucose-induced
increase in TGF-131 production. Inhibition of GFAT by the substrate analogue
azaserine or by inhibition of GFAT protein synthesis with antisense oligonucleotide
prevented the high glucose-induced increase in TGF-lit expression and bioactivity
and subsequent effects on mesangial cell proliferation and matrix production.
Overall, our study indicates that the flux of glucose metabolism through the GFAT
catalyzed hexosamine biosynthetic pathway is involved in the glucose-induced
mesangial production of TGF-13 leading to increased matrix production.

2021
GLOMERULAR FILTRATION OF IMMUNOGLOBULINS ALTERS THE PATTERN
OF TUBULAR FUNCTION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH NEPHROPATHY.
S.B.Solerte,M.Fioravanti,S.Severgnini,N.Cerutti,M.A.Netti,
M.Locatelli and E.Ferrari , Department of Internal Medicine
University of Pavia,Piazza Borromeo 2,27100 Pavia(Italy)
A role of tubular component in the mechanism of proteinu-
r -ia is not excluded in diabetic patients with nephropathy.
In this context,the tubular marker o(lmicroglobulin(UM) was
evaluated(by nephelometry)in relation to the urinary excre-
tion rates of albumin(UAER),IgG(UIgGER)and IgA(UIgAER) and
to glomerular filtration rate(GFR,51-Cr EDTA)in diabetic
patients without nephropathy(NNDP,n=97) and with incipient
(INDP,n=45)and overt nephropathy(ONDP,n=26).Urinary UM was

below the upper normal limit(10 mg/L)in NNDP and hyperfilte-
ring normoalbuminuric patients(7+1.2 SD mg/L and 6.7+1.1 mg/
L).Fifteen INDP(34%)showed UM in normal limits,whereas 30
INDP(66%)presented UM above 10 mg/L;the highest UM values
were associated to UAER>50 ug/min and to UIgGER>11 ug/min.

Lower UIgGER(<9 ug/min)was found in INDP with normal UM,
than in INDP with UM>10 mg/L. All ONDP showed UM above 10
mg/L(mean=30+9 mg/L);the highest UM values were associated
to UIgAER>40 ug/min and to UIgGER>150 ug/min. No signifi-
cant correlations among UM,GFR and glycated haemoglobin le-
vels were found in the three groups of patients.A tubular
component of proteinuria might be suggested in overt nephro-
pathy and in the late stage of incipient nephropathy. In
particular,the tubular overload of filtered immunoglobulins
might be associated with the progression of proteinuria and

of renal microangiopathic derangement.

2022
COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTS OF AMINOGUANIDINE, ENALAPRIL, VITAMIN C AND
VITAMINS C+E COMBINATION ON DIABETIC NEUROPATHY AND NEPHROPATHY IN
STREPTOZOTOCIN-DIABETIC RATS
M. Ozata', O. Yildiz5, S. $enOz', Y. Kutukqu', A. Aydin', A. U,orakci', A. Ittmer2 and M.A.
Gundogan2. Dept. of Endocrinology and Metabolism', Medical Pharmacology' and
Neurology' Gulhane School of Medicine, Ankara, Turkey
The effects of aminoguanidine (AG), enalapril (ENA), vitamin C (VITC) and vitamins C+E
combination (VITC+E) on diabetic neuropathy and diabetic nephropathy was compared in
streptozotocin- diabetic rats. For this purpose, 40 diabetic adult male Wistar albino rats that
were randomly divided into five groups and 8 non-diabetic rats as a normal control group
were selected for this study. After induction of diabetes, group I (n=8) was treated by the AG
in the drinking water (500mg/L), group 2(n:8) was treated by ENA (50mg/L) in the drinking
water, group 3(n:8) was treated by VITC (I50mg/L) in the drinking water, group 4(n:8) was
treated by vitamin C (150mg/kg) in the drinking water, plus vitamin E (500mg/kg) in normal
rat chow for 4 months and group 5 (n:8) was a non-treated diabetic control group.
Somatosensorial evoked potential (SEP) latency was measured by stimulating via caudal
nerve and recording via cortex and nerve conduction velocity (NCV) was measured from
caudal nerve every month. Urinary protein excretion and urine volume were also measured
during the study. Moreover, fractional kidney weight (FKW) and, neural levels of TEARS
were measured at the end of the study. Diabetes caused deficits in SEP and NCV (p<0.05 vs.
non-diabetic control rats, respectively). All treatment modalities restored SEP latencies
(p<0.05 vs. non-diabetic control group),but most significant improvement was observed in
VITC+E treated group. VIT C and especially VITC+E and AG restored NCV during the
study, but ENA has no effect on NCV. FKW was found to be significantly greater in
diabetic-control-, VITC-, and VITC+E- treated groups when compared to in normal control
group (p<0.05). However, slight , but not significant, decrease in FKW was detected in
ENA- and AG-treated groups. Neuronal TEARS levels were decreased in all groups but not
in ENA-treated group. The most significant decrease in urinary protein excretion and urine
volume was found in ENA- and AG- treated groups (p< 0.05 vs. diabetic control group).
Weight and the glucose level were not influenced by the treatments. Our results suggest that
VITC and especially VITC+E combination , and AG have beneficial effects on both central
and peripheral neuropathies, but ENA has beneficial effects only on central neuropathy.
Moreover, ENA and AG are more effective treatment than VITC and VITC+E for diabetic
nephropathy. These beneficial effects are not associated with the regulation of glicemia, but
may be related in part with prevention of lipid peroxidation.
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URINARY ENZYMES AS A MARKER OF TUBULOINTERSTITIAL CHANGES
IN NIDDM AND IGT SUBJECTS
RMA Roesli*, AL Arifm*, SHK Kariadi*, MM Elseviers** and ME De Broe**, I De
Leeuw**. University Padjadjaran,Bandung Indonesia*, University of Antwerp,
Belgium**.

It is proposed that tubulointerstitial changes due to peritubular microangiopathy may
even predate glomerular changes in diabetic patients. Several urinary-enzymes have
been used as marker of tubulo epithelial damage. N-acetyl-(3-D-glucosaminidase (NAG)
is the most commonly used marker. More specific tubular markers have been developed
by the University of Antwerp, Belgium, which are human-intestinal-alkaline-
phosphatase (h-IAP), restricted to the brush border of the S3 segment, and tissue-non-
specific-isoenzyme (TNAP) excreted mainly in the Si and S2 tubular segments. The
purposes of this study was to identify the role of NAG, h-IAP and TNAP in detecting
early tubulointerstitial changes in NIDDM , IGT and normal-glucose-tolerance
subjects. 176 NIDDM and 108 IGT subjects whose diagnosis was confirmed with
Oral-Glucose-Tolerance-Test (OGTT), participated in this study. To obtain a general
picture of the basic values in the population, 53 participants living in the same area who
have a normal glucose tolerance after OGTT were used as the control group. The urinary
enzyme assays were performed on second morning urine samples. The values of the
urinary enzymes (h-IAP,TNAP and NAG) were corrected to creatinine urine (U/gram
creatinine). The mean values and 95% of confident interval in Control, IGT and NIDDM
for h-IAP(U/g) were 1.07(CI=0.64-1.51), 1.68(CI=1.31-2.04), 2.61(CI=2.09-3.14)
respectively, for NAG(U/g) were 3.65(CI=3.06-4.2), 5.94(CI=5.35-6.54), 10.7(CI=8.69-
12.7), respectevely whereas for TNAP(U/g) were 1.49(CI=1.26-1.69), 0.19(CI=0.06-
0.31), 1.15(CI=0.65-1.48) respectively. It is clearly shown that the mean values of h-
IAP and NAG increased in a stepwise pattern from the lowest value m the control group
to the highest value in the NIDDM group, wheras TNAP did not follow this pattern. The
percentage of subjects with high h-IAP increased from 11.3% in the control group to
2 1.3 % in the IGT group and to 40.3% in the NIDDM group. The NAG showed a more
prominent stepwise pattern which were 15.1%, 50.9% and 72.3% respectively. On the
other hand, the TNAP did not follow this pattern. There are not sufficient references
to explain the correlation between the levels of glucose tolerance and h-IAP and NAG.
However, glucose tolerance states reflects insulin resistancy and blood glucose levels.
It can be speculated that the tubulointerstitial changes,specifically the S3 segment,
which was shown by the increases of h-IAP and NAG assay, are associated with the
glucose tolerance status of the patient.
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2024
PROGRESSION OF NEPHROPATHY IN SPONTANEOUS DIABETIC
RATS IS PREVENTED BY OPB-9195, A NOVEL INHIBITOR OF
ADVANCED GLYCATION.
S.Nakamura, Z.Makita, S.Ishikawa*, K.Yasumura*, W.Fujii, K.Yanagisawa,
T.Kawata and T.Koike. Dept. of Med. II, Hokkaido Univ. Sch. of
Med., Sapporo and *Otsuka Pharmaceu. Co., L.T.D., Otsu, JAPAN

Irreversible advanced glycation endproducts (AGEs) formation is
considered to be a factor contributing to the complications of diabetes.
OPB-9195, a novel inhibitor of advanced glycation, effectively inhibited
AGEs-derived cross-linking and theformation of AGEs in dose-dependent
manner in vitro. To evaluate the therapeutic effect of OPB-9195, we
investigated the pathological findings of kidneys as well as serum levels of
AGES in spontaneous diabetic rats, Otsuka-Long-Evans-Tokushima-Fatty
(OLETF) rats. OLETF rats were randomized into a non-treated group
(n-Tx: n=12) and OPB-9195-treated group (Tx: n=12). OPB-9195 had
been administrated to Tx rats from 24 weeks of age, and the rats in the two
groups were killed at 24, 44and 56 weeks of age. Serum levels of AGEs in
Tx were significantly lower than those in n-Tx at 44 and 56 weeks of age
(5.3±0.6 v.s.10.0±2.5, 6.9±0.9 v.s.15.1t2.0U/ml, P<0.01). PAS-
positive nodular lesions and exudative changes that were present in n-Tx
sections at 56 weeks of age were practically nil in Tx sections, and the
percentage of sclerotic glomeruli was significantly ameliorated in Tx at 44
weeks of age in microscopic examination (3.1±1.0 v.s. 9.7±4.1%, P<0.05).
Sclerosis index and urine albumin excretion were also significantly lower in
Tx than those in n-Tx even at 56 weeks of age (0.54±0.01 v.s. 0.71±0.01,
7.5±6.2 v.s.18.6±4.8mg/mgCr, P<0.05). Immunohistochemical staining
of AGEs deposition in glomeruli of Tx was markedly diminished compared
to n-Tx at 56 weeks of age. In conclusion, OPB-9195 prevents the
progression of diabetic nephropathy by lowering serum levels of AGEs and
attenuating AGEs deposition in glomeruli in OLETF rats.

2025
ELEVATED URINARY ENZYMES LEVELS ASSOCIATED WITH HIGH
BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVELS
AL Arifin*, RMA Roesli*, SHK Kariadi*, A Meheus** and ME De Broe**, I De
Leeuw**. University Padjadjaran,Bandung Indonesia*. University of Antwerp,
Belgium**.
Diabetes mellitus and the associated glycosuria may lead to tubular dysfunction. The
excretion of urinary enzymes such as N-acetyl-p-D-glucosaminidase (NAG) and other
proteins may be increased early in the diabetic process and be independent of the
excretion of albumin. Recently, studies on alkaline phosphatase, which are ectoenzyme
localized on the brush border of proximal tubular cells, have given promising results as
markers of early tubular involvement. Human-Intestinal-alkaline phosphatase (hIAP)
is exclusively localized in the S3-segment while tissue-non specific isoenzyme (hTNAP)
is present all along the proximal tubule. The purposes of this study was to identify the
increase of NAG, h-LAP and TNAP levels in association with high glucose levels. 176
NIDDM , 108 IGT and 59 subjects whose diagnosis was confirmed with OGTT,
participated in this study. Regardless of their diagnosis or treatment they were classified
according to their fasting blood glucose of 80-120, 120-140,140-200 and > 200 mg/dl,
and 2 hours after glucose load blood sugar levels of 80-160, 160-180, 180-240, and
>240 mg/dl. The cut-off points for the elevated urinary enzymes levels were: IAP z 2
U/gr creatinine, NAG >_ 5 U/gr creatinine and TNAP >- 2.5 U/gr creatinine. This study
revealed that the higher the blood glucose level is associated with higher percentage of
subjects with high urinary enzymes, as can be seen in this following table.

Elevated
Urinary
Enzymes

FASTING BLOOD SUGAR
<120	 120-140	 140-200	 >200
n=205	 n= 30	 n =47	 n=61

2-HOURS AFTER LOAD
<160	 160-180	 180-240	 >240
n=93	 n=38	 n=87	 n=123

IAP	 '7, 19.5 26.7	 42.6 57.4 11.8	 28.9	 32.2	 505

NAG % 41 66.7	 80.9 86.9 31.2	 368	 609	 78.9

TNAP % 3.9 13.3	 19.1 36.1 4.3	 5.3	 5.7	 252

It can ,therefore, be speculated that the renal tubular cells, specifically the S3 segment
is impaired ,which associated to high blood glucose levels.

2026

RENAL PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF PERINDOPRIL
IN EXPERIMENTAL DIABETIC RATS
YF Liu, CY Pan AND Jld Lu. Dept. of Endocrinology,
General Hospital of PLA, Beijing China

The purpose was to observe the renal protective
effect of perindopril in STZ-induced diabetic rats.
Methods: the blood glucose levels were maintained >
16.7mmol/L in 64 diabetic rats. The DP group (n=32)
was treated with perindopril (lmg/Kg/d) and the DC
group (n=32) was was diabetic control. 20 rats were
normal controls (NC group) . 24h urinary protein
excretion (PRO) were measured at 1, 3, 6 months, The
left kidneys were processed for morphological
examination. Mean glomerular plana area(MGPA), mean
glomerular volume (MGV) were calculated using
sterological method. Results: during the study, PRO
in both diabetic groups were higher than that of DC
group. At 6 month, 	 proteinuria in DP group was
decreased remarkedly ( DC and DP vs NC: 	 P<0. 01,
respectively, DC vs DP:P<0.05). After treatment, the
MGPA and MGV in DP group were smaller significantly
than that of DC group (MGPA: DC 7351.1±167. 5, DP: 6828
±159. 5um2, P<0. 01, MGV: DC 814. 7 ±26. 9, DP: 706.45±25. 1
um3, P<0. 01) . DC and DP group showed significant
mesangial expansion, glomerular basement membrance
(GBM) thickness and fusion of epithelial cell foot
process, But thickness of GBM were alleviated to a
certain extent in DP group. Conclusion: perindopril
could decrease proteinuria and alleviate the
pathological changes of kidney in diabetic rats.
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2027
URINARY EXCRETION OF PANCREATIC STONE PROTEIN IN
DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
H. Sobajima, T. Niwa, S. Naruse, M. Kitagawa, and T. Hayakawa
Ogaki Municipal Hospital, Ogaki and Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.

Urinary pancreatic stone protein (PSP) levels were measured in 68
diabetic patients and 170 healthy controls to investigate the relationship
between the progression of diabetic nephropathy and PSP excretion.
Urinary albumin, N-acetyl-I-glucosaminidase (NAG), al-microglobulin,
creatinine clearance, and the blood PSP level were also determined in the
diabetic patients. The urinary glucose level and glycemic control did not
influence the urinary PSP level. In patients with normoalbuminuria
(urinary albumin < 20 mg/gCr, n=31), microalbuminuria (20-200 mg/gCr,
n=19), and macroalbuminuria (>200 mg/gCr, n=18), the mean urinary
PSP level was 347, 507, and 860 Ng/gCr, respectively. These levels were
significantly higher than the level in normal volunteers (168 leg/gCr,
p<0.01). A significant positive correlation was observed between the
urinary PSP level and the NAG or al-microglobulin levels (p<0.01).
There was a stronger correlation with al-microglobulin. Blood PSP
levels were also elevated in patients who had renal impairment with a
decreased creatinine clearance. In conclusion, urinary PSP excretion was
increased from the initial stage of diabetic nephropathy and this increase
became more marked as nephropathy progressed. Increased PSP
excretion may reflect renal tubular dysfunction.

2028
RENAL IMPAIRMENT AND PATHOLOGY ARE PREVENTED BY
PERINDOPRIL TREATMENT IN DIABETIC TRANSGENIC REN-2 RATS.
DJ. Kelly, JL. Berka, TJ. Allen*, ME. Cooper* and SL. Skinner. Departments of
Physiology and Medicine*, University of Melbourne, Parkville, Australia.
Diabetic microvascular disease responds readily to angiotensin converting enzyme
inhibition suggesting that an amplified tissue renin-angiotensin system (RAS) may be
causative in diabetic pathology. The transgenic (TG) Ren-2 rat which by phenotype
exhibits enhanced tissue renin and high plasma prorenin provides an opportunity to test
this hypothesis. Six week old female, Sprague-Dawley (SD) and heterozygous TG rats
were given either streptozotociu (STZ, 55 mg/kg) or citrate buffer (control) by tail vein
injection and sacrificed at 4(SD,TG), 12(TG) and 24(SD) weeks. A further group of
diabetic TG received perindopril (P, 2mg/L) in their drinking water for 12 weeks. Plasma
glucose (diabetic >18mmol/L) was measured weekly. Systolic BP in 12 week TG rats was
unchanged with diabetes (229±7mmHg) but decreased to normotensive levels with P
(149±11 mmHg). Body weights of diabetic rats and diabetic + P were significantly lower
than controls (p<0.01). Plasma electrolytes were normal except in 12 week diabetic TG
rats which were hyperkalaemic (6.7±0.3 mmol/I). Renal impairment was apparent in these
diabetic TG rats and was corrected by P; GFR fell from 3.5±0.1 to 1,6±0.3 ml/min
(p<0.05), while with P the decline was largely prevented (2.4±0.2 ml/min, p<0.05).
Albumin excretion rate (AER) was elevated with diabetes (0.3x/-1.4 to Ix/-t.4mg/24
hours, p<0.05) but ameliorated with P (0.7x/-1.3mg/24 hours). In 12 week diabetic TG
kidneys, but not controls, glomeruli displayed twice as much sclerosis (glomerulosclerotic
index, p<0.01), tubules were vacuolated and contained glycogen and efferent arterioles
were hyalinized. In kidney medulla, interstitial fibrosis and inflammatory cells were
present and tubules were dilated and degenerated. These changes were markedly reduced
with P. At 12 weeks, diabetic TG kidneys displayed increased renin immunolabelling in
juxtaglomerular cells (JO) compared with controls or diabetic SD, and renin was also
present in the cytoplasm of proximal tubules. With P. renin immunolabelling in JO cells
was more intense while it disappeared from proximal tubules. Plasma total resin collected
from the tail vein of conscious diabetic SD and TG rats was unchanged despite an increase
in kidney resin content in diabetic TG from 4 to 12 weeks (0.52±0.1 to
2.1±0.68GU/kidney, p<0.01). The TG Ren-2 rat displays rapid onset diabetic renal
impairment with florid glomerular and tubulointerstitial pathology. The preservation of
renal function and structure with perindopril provides further evidence that the renal RAS
is related causally to the development of severe diabetic renal disease.

2029
INCREASED URINARY EXCRETION OF BIOLOGICALY
ACTIVE TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR CG IN DIABETIC
NEPHROPATHY.
G.Winkler (1), F. Salamon (2), I. Szilvasi (3), D. Salamon (3), G.
Speer (3), I. Karadi (3), L. Romics (3) and K. Cseh (3). Is` Department
of Medicine (1), 2"d Department of Medicine (2), St. John Hospital, 3` 1

Department of Medicine, Semmelweis University (3), Budapest
Hungary.
In a follow up study of 9 months we investigated the diagnostic value
of TNFa in diabetic microangiopathy (samples obtained in intervals of
6 weeks). Plasma and urinary TNF bioactivity were detected by using
the L929 cell cytotoxicity assay in the following groups. 59 patients
with NIDDM (group 1), 16 patients with IDDM (group 2) and 30
matched healthy controls (group 3). Recombinant human TNFa
(Sigma) served as a standard. Monoclonal neutralizing TNFa antibody
(Boehringer) was applied to detect the TNFa cytotoxicity in the
samples. A significant elevation of the plasma TNFix levels was
observed both in NIDDM and IDDM patients with diabetic
microangiopathy (retino-, nephro-, neuropathy, alone or in
combination, TNFce concentration x±SE pg/mL groupl: 139±21,
group 2: 95±19) as compared to group 3 (22±8) or to the patients of
group 1 (62±9) and group 2 (27±7) without microangiopathy. The
urinary TNFa bioactivity was detectable only in diabetic nephropathy
(microalbutmn excretion >30mg/day, TNFot x±SE in group 1 and 2:
24±3 pg/mL) as compared to patients without nephropathy and
controls (below the detection limit). According to our observation,
TNFa may play a role in the pathophysiology of diabetic
microangiopathy. Urinary TNFa bioactivity can serve as a diagnostic
marker for diabetic nephropathy.

ALOND® REDUCES HIGH URINARY ALBUMIN EXCRETION
BUT NOT BLOOD PRESSURE IN CONSCIOUS DIABETIC RATS.
P. Oates and C. Ellery. Pfizer Inc, Central Research Div., Groton, USA.

Aldose reductase inhibitor (ARI) zopolrestat (Alond®) (AL)
reduces elevated urinary albumin excretion (UAE) in non-insulinized
diabetic rats (e.g., Pharmacology, 52:292, 1996) by a mechanism that is
unknown. The present aim was to determine if an AL dose effective vs.
UAE alters 24-hr mean arterial blood pressure (MAP), a potentially
important determinant of UAE, in conscious chronically diabetic rats.
Radiotelemetry pressure units (Data Sciences International) were
surgically implanted in —160 g SD rats. After 12 days, streptozocin
(STZ)-diabetes was induced, and MAP was monitored continuously in
unrestrained rats for 15 weeks. AL (-100 mg/kg bw) was added to the
diet at —12 weeks and was removed from the diet at —14 weeks, with
monitoring continued for I more week. Results: During 12±2 weeks of
untreated diabetes, 24-hr MAP gradually declined from —100 mm Hg to
a stable baseline of 84.7±7.7 mm Hg (N=13 rats), the average (avg) of
the 7 days preceding AL treatment. Addition of AL to the diet had no
detectable effect on MAP, either initially or during 14±4 days. That is,
avg MAP on AL was 84.9±7.4 mm Hg; AMAP vs. preceding 7-day
baseline = +0.2±2.5 mmHg (NS, paired t-test, N=13). When AL was
discontinued, MAP the following week was unchanged, 84.4±8.0 mm
Hg; AIVIAP vs. preceding time on AL = -0.5±3.7 mmHg (NS, N=13).
We conclude: 1) Arterial hypotension develops in chronic non-
insulinized STZ diabetic rats; 2) under conditions previously described
where ARI AL reduces UAE, AL has no detectable effect on systemic
MAP; therefore 3) it is likely that AL reduces UAE independently of
any effect on systemic MAP, most likely by normalizing renal
microvascular pressure, flow, and/or capillary permeability.
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Diagnostic Significance of Urinary Immunoglobulin G
in Diabetic Nephropathy
Yashima,I., Hirayama,T.,Yamada,H.,Kanauchi,M.,and
Dohi,K.,Japan

We evaluated the diagnostic utility of urinary immuno-
globulin G (IgG) in patients with diabetic nephropathy by
comparing findings with those of renal biopsy speciments. A
total of 55 diabetic patients were divided into 4 groups, Do, DI,
Dn and DIQ - tvaccording to the severity of diffuse glomerular
lesions using Gellman`s criteria. Twenty-five non-diabetic
volunteers were used as controls. Using 24-hour urine speci-
mens, IgG was measured by an enzyme-linked immunosorbent-
assay (ELISA). In addition, urine samples were assayed for
albumin, a t-microglobulin, p 2-microglobulin and N-acetyl-
p-D-glucosaminidase. The urinary excretion of IgG was sig-
nificantly increased in diabetic patients as compared with the
healthy controls. Among diabetic patients, IgG excretion was
significantly higher in the DI, Ds and Dill-N groups than in
the D o group, and in Dill-N when compared to either DI or Du.
Urinary IgG levels above the 95 percentile for healthy cont-
rols indicate the presence of significant urinary IgG levels.
Diabetic patients showing the significant urinary IgG were
significantly increased in DI and Da groups compared to those
showing microalbuminuria. There was no correlation between
the IgG excretion and other laboratory indices evaluated.
These findings indicate that urinary IgG may be useful in
detecting the early stage of diabetic nephropathy.
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AN ALDOSE REDUCTASE INHIBITOR (EPALRESTST) PREVENTS
GLUCOSE-INDUCED UP-REGULATION OF TGF 0 IN CULTURED
HUMAN MESANGIAL CELLS
H. Ishii, H. Tada, H. Kawai and S. Isogai, Toho University
School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan.
TGF-/3 has been thought to be a key factor in the pathogenesis
of diabetic nephropathy. This study was performed to clarify
the effect of epalrestat (EP), an aldose reductase inhibitor, on
glucose-induced up-regulation of TGF Q in cultured human
mesangial cells (MCs). Human MCs were cultured with RPMI-
1640 medium supplemented with 5 and 33 mmol/l glucose
in the presence or absence of 10 ' mol/l EP. TGF /3 secreted
into the medium was measured by ELISA. The amounts
of fibronectin in the medium and cell layer were also determined
by ELISA. Protein kinase C (PKC) activities in the cytosolic
and membrane fractions were measured by a electrophoresis
method using a fluorescent protein substrates. The amount
of TGF-(3 was greater in 33 mmol/l glucose than that in
5 mmol/l glucose. The production of fibronectin was
simultaneously enhanced by a high concentration of glucose.
The increases in both TGF-/3 and fibronectin were completely
prevented by the addition of EP to high glucose media.
PKC activities were increased in membrane fractions of
MCs exposed to high glucose media. Increased PKC activities
in membrane fractions were also abolished by EP. These
results indicate that EP prevents glucose-induced up-regulation
of TGF-13, presumably by suppressing PKC activation in
human MCs.

2033

DIRECT ASSAYOF URINARYTYPE IV COLLAGEN IN
DIABETICS WITH A SENSITIVE ENZYME IMMUNOASSAY

S. Ohgaku, M. Fujikawa, T. Asahi, Y. Hirai, M.
Kobayashi and Obata*, Toyama Medical and
Pharmaceutical University, Fuji Chemical
Industries, Ltd*. Toyama, Japan

Aim. In order to evaluate clinical significance of
urinary type IV collagen (uCL -IV) in diabetic
nephropathy, we have developed a sensitive enzyme
immunoassay (EIA). Methods. Concentrations of
uCL-IV were directly determined with a one-step
sandwich EIA, utilizing two monoclonal antibodies
to different sites of human type IV collagen. 142
diabetics were divided into 4 groups according to
renal functions. Group I normoalbuminu.ria n =76,
Group II microalbuminuria n=31, Group III overt
albuminuria n=18, Group IV chronic renal failure
n=17. Urinary transferrin , al-microglobulin
(32- microglobulin were also determined. Results.
Concentrations of uCL -IV (mg/gCreatinine, Mean ±
SD, reference value below 3.74) in group I, II, III
and IV were 3.43 ± 3.81, 12.3 ± 30.1, 16.5 ± 17.9,
36.3±21.5, respectively (p<0.01 between every two
group by unpaired t-test).
Conclusion. The evaluation of uCL -IV by direct
assay gives information on the activity of
structurally altering glomerular processes, and will
contribute to better management from the early
stage of diabetic nephropathy.

2034
COMPLICATIONS IN A NONHUMAN PRIMATE MODEL OF IDDM
AND THE EFFECTS OF AMINOGUANIDINE.
A Birrellt, S Heffernan, S Scott2 , A Ansselin3, D Church4, A Gillinl and D Yue2 ,

The Departments of Endocrinology2 and Renal Medicines, RPAH, Camperdown,
2050 and The Departments of Veterinary Science 4 and Physiology3 , The
University of Sydney, 2052.
Aminoguanidine (AG) affects the formation of advanced glycated endproducts and
nitric oxide which are thought to alter cellular function in diabetes. The aim of this
study was to assess diabetic complications and the effects of AG in a non-human
primate model of diabetes. Twenty-five male baboons (Papio hamadryas, 8
diabetic, 5 AG treated diabetic, 5 AG treated control and 7 control) were used in
this study. The motor and sensory nerve conduction velocity (MNCV, SNCV)
were measured using standard recording techniques and presented as % change
from the mean value of the age-matched controls. Renal function was measured by
glomerular filtration rate (GFR, 3H-inulin). Glomerular basement membrane
(GBM) thickness and mesangial volume (MV) were determined by morphometry
at yearly biopsies.

HbAlc GFR GBM MV MNCV SNCV
% ml/min/kg mu % % %

Control 4.9±0.7 2.0±0.2 387±10 18±2 - -
IDDM 8.9±0.3* 2.8±0.6* 444±73* 20±3 -16.3* -8.4

IDDM/AG 11.2±0.5* - - - -20* -6.7
Control/AG 4.4±0.5 - - - -6.1 +4.2

* Significant at P < 0.05 level using analysis of variance with Bonferroni test.
Renal structural and functional changes occur early in baboons with IDDM.
Treatment with AG did not abolish slowing of the nerve conduction velocity. The
results of other parameters in the AG treated animals are pending. (Supported by
JDFI and The Rebecca Cooper Foundation)
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2035
THE EPITHELIAL SODIUM-POTASSIUM CHANNEL GENE (ENaC) IN
RELATION TO HYPERTENSION AND DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
O. Melander', M. Orho', K. Bengtsson2, J. Fagerudd', P.H. Groop', U.L.
Hulthen' and Leif Groop'. Dept. of Endocrinology, Lund University, Malmo,
Sweden', Primary Health Care Centre in Skara, Skaraborg Institute, Sweden''
and Helsinki University Hospital, Finland'
ENaC consists of three subunits (a, (3 and y), and is expressed in the distal
convoluted tubules in the kidney. We and others have found mutations in the gene
coding for the C-terminal parts of the (i and y subunits of ENaC in patients with
Liddle's syndrome which is characterized by hypokalemic hypertension with low
renin and aldosterone values because of endogenous hyperactivity of ENaC. In this
study we tested whether the gene is involved in the developement of primary
hypertension (HT) or diabetic nephropathy (DN) as salt retention has been suggested
to play a major role in the pathogenesis of these disorders. The C-terminal parts of
the (3- and y-subunit genes were screened for polymorphisms using SSCP and DNA
sequencing in 105 Swedish HT patients (64 males/41 females, age 55.7±14.1y, BMI
27.6±4.5kg/m2, SBP 149.8±18.4mmHg, DBP 88.3±10.8 mmHg) and in 20 Finnish
IDDM patients with overt DN(10m, 10f)/50 NIDDM patients with incipient or overt
ON (20m/30f, age 68.3±11.7y, BMI 28.5±5.2kg/m2, AER 199.4±525.6µg/min). All
the HT patients were on antihypertensive medication. Incipient DN was defined as
AER>20µg/min and overt DN as AER >200µg/min. 109 Swedish normotensive
subjects (60m/49f, age 58.9±10.2y, BMI 25.5±3.3kg/m', SBP 126.7±14.7mmHg,
DBP 74.3±8.7nunHg) and 80 Finnish nondiabetic subjects (42m/38f, age 59.7±8.5y,
BMI 26.1±3.1 kg/m', AER 3.6±2.2µg/min) served as controls. In the y-subunit, a
common nonsense mutation was found in codon 650 (CTC->CTG). To test if this
polymorphism is associated with HT or DN the genotype frequencies in the HT- and
DN-groups were compared with the frequencies in the corresponding control groups.
The genotype frequency distribution of the codon 650 polymorphism did not differ
between HT patients (CC 65.7%, CG 33.3%, GG 1%) and control subjects (CC
66.0%, CG 31.1%, GG 2.8%) nor between the DN patients (CC 62.9%, CG 32.9%,
GG 4.3%) and control subjects (CC 63.8%, CO 35.0%, GG 1.2%). Conclusions: We
found a novel polymorphism in the ENaC gene which can be used for further studies
evaluating the role of this gene in HT and DN. Preliminary studies did not find
support for a role of the ENaC gene in HT or DN.

2036

DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY IN IDDM PATIENTS IN SPAIN. ESTUDIO
DIAMANTE. Esmatjes E. de Alvaro F for the Spanish Diabetic
Nephropathy Study Group.
The aim of this cross-sectional study was to establish the
prevalence of renal involvement and to identify associations with its
most impor-tant possible determinants in a large group of patients
with IDDM.
Patients and methods 1822 patientes (50.5% males, mean age
30.5±9.7 years, diabetes duration 14.1 ±9.2 years) controled in
Endocrinology Units of 18 Spanish hospitals were studied. Urinary
albumin excretion, plasma creatinine, lipid profile, HbA 10 , as well as,
familiar history of hypertension and nephropathy tobacco
consumption, arterial blood pressure and BMI was evaluated.
Results The prevalence of microalbuminuria, clinical nephropathy
(macroalbuminuria + renal failure) and hypertension were,
respectively 14.1 %, 8.5% and 11.3%. Risk factors associated with
greater renal affection were male sex (p =0.003), age (p =0.000),
diabetes duration (p=0.0001), arterial hypertension (p=0.00000)
BMI (p=0.012) and familiar history of nephropathy (p=0.0017).
The prevalence of smokers (former+current) was higher in male
patients with microalbuminuria (65%) and clinical nephropathy
(68%) than in patients with normal renal function (54%, p<0.05).
Moreover, HbA 1 , (p=0.001), total colesterol (p=0.000) and
triglycerides (p =0.000) levels were higher in renal affected patients.
Conclusions The prevalence of diabetic nephropathy Type 1
diabetics patients in Spain is similar to that observed in other
european countries. The association between diabetic nephropathy
and hypertension, lipid abnormalities, metabolic control and male sex
is confirmed and tobacco consumption appears as an aditional risk
factor to be consider in diabetes care.
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SODIUM-LITHIUM COUNTERTRANSPORT PREDICTS INCIDENT
NEPHROPATHY IN WOMEN BUT NOT IN MEN WITH IDDM
Kimberly Y-Z Forrest, Clareann H. Bunker, Trevor J. Orchard, University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USA

Some but not all cross-sectional studies have suggested that sodium-lithium
countertransport (NaLiCT) could be a useful marker for diabetic nephropathy.
In this study we examined the ability of NaLiCT to predict the incidence of
nephropathy in IDDM. Study subjects were from the Epidemiology of Diabetes
Complications Study, an ongoing 10-yr prospective study of childhood onset
IDDM. Participants were clinically examined at baseline and biennially
thereafter. Microalbuminuria (MA) was diagnosed as an albumin excretion rate
(AER) between 20-200 jig/min, and overt nephropathy (ON), AER >200
pg/min in 2 of 3 timed urine samples. NaLiCT was measured in 122 subjects
who were free of MA, and in 237 subjects, free of ON at baseline, and who also
provided 6 years followup data. During the 6 years, 32 (15 males) developed
MA, and 16 developed ON (7 females). Mean (SD) (mmol Li/I RBC/hr)
baseline NaLiCT by 6-yr incidence of nephropathy are shown in the table:

MA-	 MA+	 ON-	 ON+
Males	 .39(.16)	 .40(.08)	 .40(.15)	 .36(.06)
Females	 .33(.10)	 .46(.17)*	 .39(.14)	 .53(.19)t

* P = .02; t P=.05
NaLiCT was not significantly correlated with HbA 1 or IDDM duration, but
positively correlated with triglycerides. Using .40 mmol NaLiCT as a cutoff, the
rates of MA or ON were similar between low and high NaLiCT groups in
males; however, in females, those with high NaLiCT showed an increased risk
of developing MA or ON (4391 vs. 19% for MA, p=.04; 15% vs. 3% for ON,
p=.02). Multivariate analyses show that the independent predictors of MA are
HbA1 , waist to hip ratio, and triglycerides for females, and HbA l for males; the
independent predictors of ON are NaLiCT and hypertension for females, and
hypertension for males. The results suggest that NaLiCT is a strong predictor
of incident diabetic nephropathy in women but not men IDDM, and the
association is independent of hypertension.

2038
ASSOCIATION OF NEUROCLINICAL AND ELETROPHYSIOLOGICAL FINDINGS AND

MICROALBUMINURIA IN BRAZILIAN IDDM PATIENTS.
M.SICACEL,S.L.BALASSIANO,M.JARDIM,c.COHEN,G.R.SILVA JR AND

M.B.GOMES - STATE UNIVERSITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO,RIO DE JANEIRO,BRAZIL
The aim of our study was to investigate the association between the neurological

examination,eletrophysiological study (ES) and microalbununuria (MICRO).The
neurological symptoms were scored as present or absent.The tactil sensory testing
was performed with the Semmes-Weinstein tnonofilaments.The vibratory and the
pinpricking pain of the fingers and toes was scored as normal,decreased or
absent.The reflexes were scored using the NIMDS Myothatic Reflex Scale.The
eletrophysiological assessment were done on the Nihon Kohden-Neuropack2.The
routine nerve sensory conduction(SC) studies were done on the
median(M),radial(R),ulnar(E) and sural (S)nerves.The motor nerve conduction
velocity(MC) were performed on the median and peroneal..From 52 IDDM patients
( 22male) aged 24.6±7.1 years with diabetes duration of 9.1 t 6.1 years, 36 were
submitted to the above examination and collected three timed overnight albumin
excretion (OAER) on three non-consecutive days.Albumin concentration was
determined by radio-immunoassay (DPC,LA).Micro (2 out of 3 OAER >_ 20 ug/min
and < 200 ug/min) was found in 6 (16,6%) and Normo in 30 (83,4%) . Statistical
analysis was done by Mann-Whitney and Fisher exact test. Neurological symptoms
were present in 12 (33%) patients, with no association with sex, HbAlc and
systemic blood pressure, but was asssociated with smoking habit (p= 0.04).There is
a association between the Micro and the presence of neurological signs and
symptoms (p<0.05). The ankle reflex was absent in 26 (72,2%) ,8 (25%) had
pinpriking anesthesia, and 3 (8,3%) tactil anesthesia. A decrease in SC on the right
M and right U was observed in Micro vs Normo 46(0-51)vs 51(0-60) p-0.05, and
44(0-22)vs 50(41-64) p=0.05,respectively.The MC on the right M was decreased in
Micro vs Normo 50(47-52)vs57(38-96) p=0.008 respectively.In conclusion
neuropathy was associated with Micro and the SC and MC were more affected on
the right side in this group of patients.
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ABNORMAL FUNCTION OF MULTIPLE MEMBRANE
TRANSPORT SYSTEMS IN FAMILIES OF TYPE 1 DIABETICS.
E. Matteucci, C. Bertoni, E. Boldrini, F. Piazza, F. Ruberti, and 0.
Giampietro. Clinica Medica II, Pisa, Italy.
To search for recurrent features which distinguish type 1 insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) and its familiar background, we
studied 52 type 1 diabetics (33±12 y; disease duration 14±9 y; 13
with microalbuminuria, 14 with retinopathy) and 54 parents of IDDM
patients (55±9 y), 43 siblings (34±9 y), and 47 healthy control
subjects (44±14 y, range 23-77) by measuring hemato-urinary
analytes and erythrocyte Na/H antiport.
IDDM patients had higher Na/H antiport activity than healthy
controls (8.10±3.25 vs 6.27±2.45 mmol/L h, p<0.01), apart from the
presence of diabetic nephropathy; unexpectedly, retinopathic diabetic
patients showed the highest exchange rates. Parents had overactive
Na/H antiport (9.02±3.85 vs 6.94±2.20, p<0.05); except 6 of them,
who had impaired glucose tolerance, remaining parents had 24 h-
glycosuria lower than controls (0.4±1.5 vs 0.7±0.5 mmol/24h,
p<0.001). Parents of retinopathics showed the highest exchange
activity (10.39±3.88) associated with higher mean arterial blood
pressure (101±6 vs 92±6 mmHg, p=0.01) than controls. Siblings had
overactive Na/H exchange (8.41±3.60 vs 6.26±2.50, p<0.01) and
lower urinary glucose output (0.2±0.5 vs 0.6±0.6, p<0.001); also
urinary uric acid output, measured in 26 of them, resulted lower than
in controls (2.5±0.8 vs 3.3±1.2 mmol/24 h, p<0.05).
We suggest the presence of a primary abnormality in Na/H antiport
activity in families of IDDM patients, associated with secondary
involvement of those transport systems which are influenced by
transmembrane electrical/chemical H+ gradient (such as glucose and
urate uptake in the proximal tubule).
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Microalbuminuria and retinopathy among prepubertal children and post -
pubertal Brazilian insulin dependent diabetic patients.
M.R.LUCCHETTI, E.CUNHA, F.GONcALVES, R.NEVES and M.GOMES
STATE UNIVERSITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO, RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL.
The aim of our cross-sectional study was to determine the frequency and clinical
variables associated with retinopathy and microalbuminuria(Micro) among
prepubertal children(PPC) and post-pubertal(PPB) IDDM patients.For this
purpose we have studied 78 IDDM patients (37 male) aged (mean±SD) 17.9
±8.3 years with diabetes duration of 5.1±5.2 years. There were 64 PPB and 14
PPC which collected three timed overnight albumin excretion (OAER-10h) on
three non-consecutive days. Albumin concentration was determined by radio-
immunoassay (DPC,LA).Statistical analysis was performed by Fisher exact and
Mann-Whitney tests and data were expressed as median(range).For stepwise
multiple regression analysis OAER was log transformed. Mean intraindividual
coefficient of variation for OAER was 60%. Micro ( 2 out of 3 OAER ?20µg/
min and <200µg/min) was found in 8 (10.3%) and normoalbuminuria (Normo-
OAER<20µg/min) in 70 (89.7%) patients. Retinopathy was noted in 4(5.3%)
and was more frequent in Micro than Normo patients, p=0.03. An increase in
OAER was observed in PPB in comparison with PPC, respectively: 8.6(0.4-
105.2) vs 2.4(0.3-18.2) tg/min,p=0.002.A stratified analysis has shown that this
difference was only significant in patients with <5 years of diabetes duration
with an OAER of 5.5(0.4-52.4)µglmin and 0.9(0.3-18.2).tg/min, p=0.009 for
PPB and PPC respectively.The stepwise multiple regression analysis performed
in the pooled diabetic group with mean of the three OAER samples and the
following independent variables:age,diabetes duration, body mass index, HbAl,
and systolic(sBP) and diastolic blood pressure has shown that age and sBP were
significant (r=0.47, p=0.0004; r=0.50, p=0.0001) respectively. In conclusion
our study has observed that Micro and retinopathy were more frequent in PPB
than in PPC IDDM patients. sBP and age were the most important clinical
variables associated with microalbuminuria.
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HIGH GLUCOSE INCREASES FOS & JUN PRODUCTION BY
MESANGIAL CELLS:A LINK TO HIGH TGF-43, EXPRESSION?
P. Williams, J. Filipovic and D. Yue. Dept. of Endocrinology, Royal
Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney, Australia.
Glomerulosclerosis and diabetic nephropathy are triggered by
exposure to high glucose (HG). TGF -13, is a factor thought to mediate
this process. Therefore the cellular events that link exposure to HG
with increased TGF-(3 production is of great importance. Activator
protein-1 (AP-1; a heterodimer of c-fos and c-jun) is elevated in
response to HG and we hypothesise that AP-1 increases TGF-(3
expression through the AP-1 transcription initiation sites in the
TGF-(i gene promoter. Therefore this study investigates the changes
of fos and jun in response to HG. Cultured human fetal mesangial
cells were harvested directly into SDS sample electrophoresis buffer
after exposure to HG in serum free conditions for 24 and 48h.
Further comparisons were made between cell exposed to HG for 24
& 48h and then incubated in LG for a further 48h (24/48;48/48).
Densitometry was carried out on western blots probed with specific
antibodies and detected with ECL (Amersham). Results are
expressed as a ratio of HG/LG.

24 48 24/48 48/48
c-jun 1.52±0.19* 1.80±0.09* 1.46±0.28* 1.81±0.38*
c-fos 1.99±0.16* 1.53±0.02* 1.20±0.10* 1.31±0.01*
* indicates significant difference from a ratio of 1.0 p<0.05
These results confirm that HG causes significant elevation of the c-
fos and c jun levels in mesangial cells which persist even after the
HG has been removed. These results support the hypothesis that
HG may elevate TGF -13 levels through the AP-1 sites of the gene.
(Supported by Diabetes Australia)
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MICROALBUMINURIA IN PREGNANCY COMPLICATED BY DIABETES.
J.Topolska, B.Zarzycka, M.Kinalski, I.Kinalska.
Department of Endocrinology of Medical School, Bialystok.

The aim of the study was to investigate the effect of pregnancy in patients with
IDDM (insulin dependent diabetes) and GDM (gestational diabetes) on renal
function and to evaluate microalbuminuria during pregnancy and after delivery.
The study included 22 pregnant women with IDDM and 28 with GDM. All the
patients were treated with human insulin by the intensive insulin therapy method.
Five GDM patients required insulin treatment whereas the other 23 were on a
diabetic diet only. In all the patients microalbuminuria, glomerular filtration, serum
creatinine concentration, urin examination, becteriuria, glycohaemoglobin
concentration (HbAlc) and eye fundus examination were performed at each
trimester of pregnancy and after delivery. All the patients had normal creatinine
concentrations ( mean - 0.65mg/dl) and blood pressure. No significant bacteriuria
was noted. A marked microalbuminuria (>15ug/min) developed in 6 IDDM
patients. During pregnancy microalbuminuria values ranged from 17.7 to
364.6ug/min (mean 86.9ug/min). After delivery, normalization of albuminuria
(mean 10.46ug/min) was noted in all the IDDM patients. In the patients with
microalbuminuria the HbAlc level (mean 6.8%), glomerular filtration (mean
154.26m1/min) and weight of the newborn (mean 383 lg) were significantly higher
than in the patients without microalbunrinuria. In 5 GDM patients a marked
microalbuminuria - mean 75.3ug/min (19.4 - 280.Oug/min) was also observed. In
this group too a higher level of HbAlc (mean 6.5%), glomerular filtration (mean
155.6ml/min) and a greater newborn weight ( mean 4028g) than in the group
without microalbuminuria was observed. The values of microalbuminuria in this
group also became normal after pregnancy (mean 12.3ug/min).
Conclusions: 1) Glycaemic control had a marked effect on microalbuminuria during
pregnancy. 2) The microalbuminuria occuring in IDDM and GDM patients without
renal failure was of a transient nature. 3) Pregnancy did not essentially impair
kidney function in diabetic patients.
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LACK OF RELATION BETWEEN RENAL KALLIKREIN GENE
POLYMORPHISM AND DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY. F. Torremocha*, R.
Marechaud*, M. Marre, P. Passa, M. Rodier, F. Alhenc-Gelas and X.
Jeunemaitre for the GENEDIAB group. *Poitiers, France and Belgium.
The kallikrein-kinin system is involved in the renal blood flow regulation,
which is altered in diabetes. We have previously identified two mutations
(R53H,Q121E) on the renal kallikrein gene (hKLK1) showing that R53H is
associated with a low urinary kallikreLn excretion rate. We tested the
relationship between these two polymorphisms and renal disease in 489
insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) subjects exposed to
microangiopathy (IDDM before age of 35 years, affected by a proliferative
retinopathy), who were recruited in 17 diabetic clinics in France and Belgium
(GENEDIAB study). These subjects (276 men and 213 women, 44±12 year-
old, diabetes duration of 29±10 years) were staged from case records as
follows: 1: no nephropathy, 2 : incipient (microalbuminuria), 3 : established
(proteinuria), 4 : advanced nephropathy (plasma creatinine > 150 pmol/I or
renal remplacement therapy). The R53H and Q121E polymorphisms were
determined by the Allele Specific Oligonucleotide (ASO) hybridation
technique.
Polymorphisms	 Stages	 p

1	 2	 3	 4
(n=156)	 (n=105)	 (n=124)	 (n=104)

allele frequency
R53H	 .044	 .024	 .056	 .038	 0,69
Q121E	 .301	 .342	 .326	 .394	 0,05

The R53H polymorphism is not associated with the diabetic nephropathy.
The is a slight, but not significant, association between Q121 E and the
nephropathy stage. These data suggest that both R53H and 0121 E
polymorphisms are not major factors contributing to the pathogenesis of
diabetic nephropathy.
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DOES NEPHROMEGALY PREDICT EARLY NEPHROPATHY IN
NORMOALBUIIIINURIC DIABETICS?

C,. Ordu, M.Yenigiin, F. $ar, G.Tamrgan, L,U.Temiz, Y.Altuntal
Haseki State Hospital 4. Internal Medicine and Biochemistry Departments,

Istanbul, TURKEY.

It has been suggested that glomerular filtration rate and kidney size increase
before microalbuminuria develops. In this study, we investigated whether
nephromegaly in normoalbuminuric period would be an early sign of
nephropathy. Thus glomerular filtration rate, kidney size and albuminuria
were measured in 30 normoalbuminuric (Group 1), 25 microalbuminuric
(Group II) and 30 macroalbuminuric (Group III) diabetic patients
(Age:48±10; 53 ±12; 55±12 years). Glomerular filtration rate was estimated
from creatinine clearence; kidney size was measured by ultrasonography and
albuminuria was detected by immunoturbidometric method. Glomerular
filtration rate values were found 130±67 ml/min; 98±50 ml/min and 48±29
ml/min, respectively (p<0.05 in all groups) right and left kidney sizes were
found 110±9/113±10 mm, 103±9/108±8 mm and 87±13/94±14 mm,
respectively (p<0.01 in all groups) albuminuria levels were found 0.85±0.27
mg/dl; 6.83±4.46 mg/dl and 40±12 mg/dl respectively. Significant inverse
correlation was found between kidney size and albuminuria. (r=-0.71, p<0.05
in Group I; r=-0.68, p<0.05 in Group II and r=-0.69, p<0.05 in Group III)
Significant correlation was found between glomerular filtration rate and
kidney size in all groups (r=0.46; r=0.52; r=0.56 respectively, p<0.05). In
conclusion, demonstration of increase in kidney size by ultrasonography
during normoalbuminuric period may practically show decrease in renal
functions.
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EFFECT OF ACE GENE ON DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY IN
NIDDM PATIENTS WITH INSULIN RESISTANCE
N.Kuramoto, T.Izukal, H.Itoul, M.Omural, A.Kanatsuka,
H.Tsuchida2 , T.Nishikawal, H.Makino3 and Y.Saitou
Chiba univ., Chiba, 1Yokohama Rosai Hospital, Yokohama,
2Sakura National Hospital, Sakura, 3 Ehime univ., Ehime, Japan
We aim to evaluate the effect of angiotensin converting
enzyme (ACE) gene on the onset and/or progression of
diabetic nephropathy in NIDDM with significant insulin
resistance. Insertion/deletion (I/D) polymorphism of ACE
gene was determined by PCR method in 49 NIDDM subjects
who had normal renal function and were not medicated
with ACE inhibitor. Mean glucose-infusion-rate (M-value)
was calculated under euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp.
Mean M-value in 115 NIDDM patients was 6.18mg/min/kg.
The patients whose M-value was more than the mean value
were classified into control group (n=15). The patients
whose M-value was less than the mean value were
classified into 3 groups. Group A: albumin excretion rate
(AER) was less than 15µg/min (n=14), Group B: AER was
from 15 to 70 µg/min (n=11), Group C: AER was more than
70 pg/min (n=9). Duration of the disease, BMI, blood
pressure and glycemic control were not different among
the groups. The frequency of D-allele in Group B and C
was significantly higher than that in the control and Group
A (0.591, 0.722, 0.233 and 0.214, respectively) (p<0.01).
This suggests that ACE genotype (D-allele) have effect on
the onset and/or progression of diabetic nephropathy in
NIDDM subjects with significant insulin resistance.
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PREVALENCE AND CLINICAL FEATURES OF HYPERTENSION
IN AN OUTPATIENT DIABETES CLINIC
A.Di Benedetto,G.Romano,M.P.Riecio,S.Alvaro,G.Squadrito and
D.Cucinotta.University of Messina,Messina,Italy.
Aim of this study was to observe the prevalence of hypertension in a
large,unselected diabetic population attending an outpatient clinic and to
assess its relationship with some demographic,metabolic and clinical
parameters. 668 consecutive diabetic patients were studied:53 had IDDM (21
males,mean age 31.5±13.4,mean diabetes duration 13.1±10.2 years) and 615
had NIDDM (285 males,mean age 61.7±9.9,known diabetes duration
11.3±8.8 years).Hypertension was defined by WHO criteria (blood pressure)
160/95 mmHg as a mean of 3 readings after a 5-min resting or the patient
being on treatment).Hypertension was observed in 7/53 (13.2%) IDDM
patients and was associated with increased age (52±12 vs 28f10,p(0.0001)
and diabetes duration (19±12 vs 12±8,p<®,001) and with higher urinary
albumin (72+88 vs 8±15 pg/ml,p;0.0001) and serum creatinine (1.2±.6 vs
.8±.2 mg/dl,p<0.005) levels. 54% (332/615) of NIDDM patients were
hypertensive; with respect to the normotensive ones they were older (65+8 vs
58±10,pc0.0001) and had a longer diabetes duration (13±9 vs l0.f7,p(0.005),
a greater body mass index (BMI,30.t5 vs 27±7,p<0.005),higher serum
cholesterol (213±43 vs 201±42 mg/dl,p<0.001) and uric acid (4.6+1.4 vs
3.8±l. lmg/d1,p<0.0001) levels and an increased prevalence of retinopathy
(139/332 vs 78/283 patients,p(0.01) and coronary heart disease (CHD,85/332
vs 47/283,pc0.05).Also in this group microalbuminuria (32+64 vs 12±21,p.(
0.0001) and serum creatinine (1.1+.7 vs .9+2,p<0.0001) were higher in
hypertensive than in normotensive patients.These results indicate that,in an
outpatient diabetes settingthere is a high prevalence (more than 50%) of
hypertension,which is closely related to NIDDM. Age,diabetes duration and
impaired kidney function seem to be risk factors for hypertension both in
IDDM and in NIDDM;moreover in NIDDM hypertension is associated with
other features of the insulin-resistance syndrome (BMI,cholesterol,uric acid)
and with an increased morbidity for vascular complications (CHD and
retinopathy).
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RENAL RESPONSE TO HYPERGLYCEMIA AND ANGIOTENSIN I
CONVERTING ENZYME DELETION (D) ALLELE IN IDDM.
M. Marre(1,2), Y. Gallois(1), F. Bled(1), F. Pean(1), B. Bouhanick(1), J.J.
Lejeune(1) and F. Alhenc-Gelas(2), 1-Angers, 2-INSERM U367 - France
The Angiotensin I Converting Enzyme (ACE) Insertion/Deletion (I/D)
polymorphism is a candidate gene for risk of nephropathy in IDDM
patients. Facing to generalized capillary vasodilation provoked by
hyperglycarmia, constitutively low (ACE II genotype) or high (ID or
DD genotypes) ACE levels would produce low/high renal Angiotensin
II and subsequently affect glomerular hydrostatic pressures. We studied
Glomerular Filtration Rate (GFR) and Effective Renal Plasma Flow
(ERPF) ( 125 I-Iodothalamate and 131 I-Hippurate infusion of 27
normotensive, normoalbuminuric IDDM patients during two
consecutive 90-min periods of near-normoglycmmia (5.7±1.8 mmol/1),
then hyperglycaemia (14.9±2.2 mmol/1), according to ACE D allele
absence or presence. Nine patients with II genotypes were matched
with 18 (1 case/2controls) others with ID (n=8) or DD (n=10)
genotypes for age (34±10 years), sex (6 M/3 F), and IDDM duration
(14±9 years). Plasma ACE were different in patients with II genotype
vs others: 374±90 vs 541±138 gg/I (p=0.0032). During
normoglyca=mia, patients with II genotypes did not differ from others
for GFR (146±22 vs 138±16 ml/min/1.73m 2) or ERPF (607±93 vs
632±68 ml/min/1.73m2). During hyperglycarmia, GFR of patients with
II genotype did not vary (-6.6±11.5% of initial values), while it
increased in others (+4.3±6.7%, p=0.0045); ERPF varied similarly: II
genotype -8.2±12.8% vs others +6.7±11.2% (p=0.006). Thus, ACE
D allele can lead to changes in renal harmodynamics able to produce
nephropathy in response to hyperglycsemia.
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MICROALBUMINURIA IS ASSOCIATED WITH DIABETES
COMPLICATIONS IN AFRICAN TYPE 2 PATIENTS.
E. Sobngwi, J-C Mbanya, K.B. Ngu, J. Ngogang and E. Moukouri. Centre
Hospitaller et Universitaire (CHU) de Yaounde, Cameroon.
The relationship between microalbuminuria, chronic complications and cardio-
vascular risk factors was studied in 55 black African type 2 diabetic patients (27
microalbuminuric and 28 normoalbuminuric) matched for age, BMI, and known
duration of diabetes. Microalbuminuria was diagnosed as urinary albumin excre-
tion > 20µg/min on an overnight urine sample. Blood pressure measurements,
serum lipids dosage, fundoscopy and effort testing were performed in all the pa-
tients. Echocardiography was used to evaluate left ventricular mass and ejection
fraction. The two subgroups were compared with regards to the variables studied
using t-test and x' test with Yates correction where necessary. Results were as
follows:

Normoalbutninuria
(n=28)

Microalbuminuria
(n = 27)

p-value

Systolic blood pressure' 133 ±21 mmHg 145 ± 23 mmHg 0.04
Diastolic blood pressures 81 ± 9 nun Hg 90 ± 15 mmHg 0.009
Retinopathy 11.1 % 67.9% 0.00006
Neuropathy 37.0% 64.3% 0.04
ST segment depression 7.4 % 10.7 %
Left ventricular mass' 125 ± 50	 m' 158 ± 40	 m' 0.04
Ejection fraction' 52 ± 9 % 47 ± 10 %
Total cholesterol' 4.4 ± 1.7 mmol/l 4.1 ± 1.4 mmol/l
LDL cholesterol' 3.2 ± 1.7 mmol/l 2.6 ± 1.5 mmol/1
HDL cholesterol' 1.0 ± 0.5 mmol/I 1.2 ± 0.5 mmol/l
Triglycerides' 1.1 ± 0.7 mmol/l 1.5 ± 0.8 mmol/l

'Mean ± standard deviation
We conclude that microalbuminuria is associated with increased blood pressure,
left ventricular hypertrophy, diabetic neuropathy and retinopathy in the popula-
tion studied. Ischaemia, serum lipids and left ventricular systolic dysfunction
were not associated with microalbuminuria.
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POLYMORPHISM OF THE ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZYME
(ACE) GENE IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY.
E. Semetkowska-Jurkiewicz, M. Nowakowski, J. Bigda, R. Pawlowski,
K. Narkiewicz, L. Bieniaszewski, M. Chrostowska, B. Krupa-Wojciechowska,
Department of Hypertension and Diabetology, Medical University of Gdansk,
Poland

Diabetic nephropathy appears in about 10 to 30% of insulin-dependent (IDDM)
patients. It is supposed that genetic predisposition to hypertension may be
responsible for the development of diabetic nephropathy. Several studies on the
ACE gene polymorphism have demonstrated that DD genotype is associated
with an increased risk of cardiovascular diseases. The aim of this study was the
determine wheater there is a potential association between ACE polymorphism
and diabetic nephropathy in IDDM patients. The study was carried out in two
groups. Group I consisted of 145 normotensive non-diabetic men (twenty-four
hour ambulatory blood pressure) whose age was 23J2 years, mean blood
pressure 127/77 mmHg. Group II consisted of 64 IDDM patients with incipient
or overt diabetic nephropathy. Their age was 38±8 years, the duration of
diabetes was 19±7 years, the mean blood pressure was 139/83 mmHg. The
examination of the insertion/deletion I/D polymorphism in intron 16 of ACE
gene was performed using the polymerase chain reaction. The following results
were obtained:

Genotype	 Group I	 Group II
n=145	 n=64

DD	 38(26%)	 26(41%)
ID	 74 (51%)	 31(48%)
H	 33(23%)	 7 (11%)
D allele frequency	 0.52	 0.67

Conclusion: It seems that the presence of the D allele of the ACE gene can be a
marker of diabetic nephropathy.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN URINARY EXCRETION OF ALBUMIN,
TRANSFERRIN, AND DIABETIC RETINOPATHY IN NIDDM.

A. Sasaki, S. Oikawa, E. Sakuma, H. Kotake, S. Abe, and T. Toyota. Miyagi
Cancer Center and Tohoku University School of Medicine, Miyagi, Japan

In order to study the relationship between the early change of retina and
microproteinuria, we measured urinary transferrin (uTl), urinary albumin
(uAlb), and a simple latex agglutination test (SLAT) of uAlb in 245 non-
insulin-dependent diabetes. We divided the subjects by the levels of
albuminuria by radioimmunoassay; the lower group (less than 30mg/1) and
the higher group (more than 30mg/1 in uAlb), and compared the frequency
of positive cases in SLAT. In all subjects uAlb was 22.7± 1.5 (mg/, mean±
SE) and uTf was 2.91 ± 0.27 (mg/gCr). UTf significantly correlated (r=0.74,
p<O.001) with uAlb. UAlb and uTf of the subjects with no diabetic
retinopathy (NDR, n=157) were 20.3±1.8 and 2.62±0.34, those with
background retinopathy (SDR, n=57) were 27.9± 3.3 and 3.40± 0.52, and
those with proliferative retinopathy (PDR, n=31) were 25.6±4.0, and 3.47
±0.83. UAlb of the subjects with SDR were significantly higher than those
with NDR (p<0.03). UTf of the subjects with SDR and PDR were
significantly higher than those with NDR (p<0.04, p<0.05, respectively). In
the subjects with SDR, the frequency of positive cases in SLAT was higher
(n=11, 78.6%) in patients with more than 30mg/1 in uAlb and more than
l.Omg/gCr in uTf (n=14, 24.6%). In the study of the subjects with PDR, the
frequency of positive cases in SLAT was higher (n=7, 100%) in patients
with more than 30mg/l in uAlb and more than 1.Omg/gCr in uTf (n=7,
22.6%). We concluded that the SLAT was a useful study to check the uAlb
excretion for a lot of out-patients of diabetics as the first screening test and
the measurement of uTf would be an indicator of an early sign of diabetic
vascular complications.
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MICROALBUMINURIA, HYPERTENSION AND ANGIOTENSIN
CONVERTING ENZYME GENE POLYMORPHISM IN IDDM
A.Ciechanowicz, E.Mamos, D.Ryszkiewicz, M.Naruszewicz and
S.Czekalski. University School of Medicine, Szczecin, Poland
Recent studies yielded conflicting results concerning the
predictive role of insertion/deletion (I/O) polymorphism of
angiotensin-converting-enzyme (ACE) gene for the
development of diabetic nephropathy (DN) in IDDM. However,
the DN in DD homozygotes seems to progress more rapidly
compared with II and ID subjects. The aim of our study was to
evaluate the frequency of ACE genotypes and alleles in three
groups of patients with the long-lasting IDDM: 1 - with incipient
nephropathy (IN, n=19), 2 - normoalbuminuric normotensive
(NN, n=11), 3 - normoalbuminuric hypertensive (NH, n=6). The
I/D polymorphism was assessed by PCR method.
Genotypes distribution in the whole study group was in Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium. Genotypes frequency: IN (4 DD, 9 ID, 6
I&), NN (4 DD, 7 ID, 0 II), NH (0 DD, 3 ID, 3 II) - x2=7.27, p <
0.122. No significant difference in the frequency of ACE
genotypes has been found among three groups. However, we
observed the lack of DD homozygotes in NH and the lack of II
homozygotes in NN. Alleles frequency: IN (17 D, 21 1), NN (15
D, 7 I), NH (3 D, 9 I) - x2=6.28, p < 0.043. There was a
significant difference in the alleles frequency in the study
groups with reduced representation of D allele in NH patients.
These preliminary results failed to confirm the II genotype as a
marker for reduced risk of microalbuminuria and hypertension in
IDDM.

2052

RISK FACTORS FOR MICROALBUMINURIA AND MACROPROTEIN-
URIA IN IDDM AND INSULIN-TREATED NIDDM PATIENTS
J.Fovenyi, G.Kocsis, E.Thaisz, L.Lehotkai, A.Grosz and T.Sallai.
Peterfy Teaching Hospital, Budapest, Hungary.
Aim of the study was: analysing the rate of 24 hr albumin excretion,
its change during the last two years, the prevalence rates of
retinopathy and hypertension and their correlation with albuminuria in
445 IDDM (189 males) and 456 insulin-treated NIDDM (131 males)
patients who were cared at our Outpatient Department. The diabetes
duration of the two groups of patients (13,8±10,4 vs. 13,7±7,7 yr.) and
their actual HbA 1, level (7,8±1,5 vs. 7,7±1,4%) were identical The
prevalence rate of microalbuminuria among IDDM patients was lower
(18 vs. 27%, p<0.01), but that of macroproteinuria was similar (5 vs.
6%). Prevalence rate of all forms of retinopathy was also similar (38
vs. 41%). Hypertension joined with 17% of IDDM and with 54% of
NIDDM patients (p<0.001). Positive correlations were found between
hypertension and microalbuminuria and between hypertension and
macroproteinuria only in IDDM patients (p<0.001) but between
hypertension and retinopathy (p<0,01) and between albuminuria and
retinopathy (p<0.01) in both groups of patients respectively. Analysing
the change in rate of albuminuria during the last two year period we
found, that 30% of both IDDM and NIDDM patients with
microalbuminuria in 1996 had normal albumin excretion in 1994 and
30% of IDDM and 66% of NIDDM patients with macroproteinuria in
1996 had microalbuminuria two years before. No correlation was
found between progression of albuminuria and the prevalence of
hypertension in either group of patients. On the basis of these data
we have to pay particular attention both to the increased risk of
nephropathy in insulin-treated NIDDM patients, and to the importance
of effective treatment of hypertension in diabetes mellitus.

2053
AGE, SEX AND DRIFT OF ANGIOTENSIN I-CONVERTING ENZYME
GENE ALLELES: IS THIS RELEVANT TO DIABETIC ANGIOPATHY?
Y.KondratiievL2, L.Demurov2, L.Chugunova , M.Shamkhalovai , M.Shestakova',
G.Mamaeva', M.Balabolkin', V.Nosikov 2, and I.Dedov i , 'Endocrinology Research
Centre and 2National Research Centre "GosNII Genetika", Moscow, Russia
Previously, we reported high frequency of D (deletion) allele of angiotensin I-
converting enzyme (ACE) gene and DD homozygosity in general population, and
protective effect of I (insertion) allele in IDDM patients with diabetic nephropathy
(DN) and NIDDM patients with myocardial infarction (MI). DN and Mt may
dramatically reduce life expectancy in diabetes mellitus. Now we tested interference
of ID/ACE alleles and genotypes with age and sex in mixed cohort of healthy
donors (n=168) and IDDM/NIDDM patients (n=194) as a model of interaction of
genetic and non-genetic risk factors influencing survival. All subjects (n=362) were
divided in 3 groups: 1 - `young" (mean age 28.8±6.6 yr.; range 17-40 yr.; n=140);
2 - "middle" (mean age 50.2±6.2 yr.; range 40-60 yr.; n=155); 3 - "elderly" (mean
age 65.7±3.8 yr., range 61-77 yr.; n=73). Clear though non-significant ID/ACE
allele and genotype drifting was observed: I and D allele frequencies in 1, 2 and 3
groups were 0.371, 0.403, 0.425; and 0.629, 0.597, 0.575, respectively. Prevalence
of D allele-containing ID/ACE genotypes also changed: II - 19.2, 18.7, 19.3%;
whereas ID - 35.7, 43.2, 46,6%; and DD - 45, 38.1, 34.2%, respectively. When
total mixed group was considered as males (mean age 41.8±14.9 yr.; n=163) vs.
females (mean age 40±15.2 yr.; n=199), evident but non-significant displacement
of these markers was also observed: I allele - 0.377 vs. 0.407; D allele - 0.623 vs.
0.593; II genotype - 17.2 vs. 20.1%; ID genotype - 41.1 vs. 41.2%; DD genotype -
41.7 vs. 38.7%, respectively. Since current data on mortality rate and distribution
of other risk factors in different age strata of both diabetic and general Moscow
populations were unavailable, our preliminary results should be interpreted care-
fully. We, however, conclude that ID/ACE alleles and genotypes may interfere with
age and sex thereby providing a balance of various survival factors. Therefore, it
should be taken into account in clinical interpretation of ACE genotyping results.

2054
SERUM SIALIC ACID LEVELS IN NIDDM PATIENTS WITH AND
WITHOUT DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY. IS IT A RISK FACTOR?
S. Iraklianou, S. Kamaratos, L Laskaris, S. Irakliotou, D. Damianaki,
A. Melidonis.
Diabetic Unit, Tzanio Hospital, Piraeus-GREECE
PURPOSE: Sialic Acid is one of the acute phase reactants, with a very important role
in maintaining the negative charge of renal glomerular basement membrane. Increased
serum levels of sialic acid are recently mentioned as a high risk factor for
cardiovascular disease. Additionaly, there are studies that support that patients with
NIDDM and albuminuria have 20-40 times higher death rates from cardiovascular
disease than those with NIDDM without albuminuria. We are examining the possible
relation between serum levels of sialic acid and diabetic nephropathy.
MATERIAL-METHODS: We measured serum levels of sialic acid, cholesterol, tg,
creatinine and HBA 1c in three groups of patients with NIDDM.
GROUP A: 26 patients with NIDDM without albuminuria.
GROUP B: 18 patients with NIDDM with microalbuminuria.
GROUP C: 28 patients with NIDDM with macroalbuminuria.
GROUP D: 18 adult subjects as control group without D.M.
We also examined the correlation between serum levels of sialic acid and albuminuria in
patients with NIDDM.
We used the photometric method for measurement of total serum levels of sialic acid
and we refined as microalbuminuria the daily excretion of albumin from 30 mg/24h to
30 mg/24h. All groups were comparable to age (616 - 61.3 - 64.5 - 50.8 yrs) sex, B.M.I.
(28.5 -29.12-  30.06 - 29.01), smoking frequency (81% - 33% - 35% - 30%), duration; of
diabetes mellitus (113 -12.1-12.8).
RESULTS: Group A had higher serum levels of sialic acid than group D 70.61 to 64.15
(p,0.05). In comparison, group A had higher sialic acid levels (82.9±13, p,0.001 and
79.41, p,0.001) groups B and C.
The multifactorial analyses between serum levels of sialic acid and the other
parameters was statisticaly significant for serum levels of triglycerides in group A, for
serum levels of total cholesterol and triglycerides in group B and finally for serum levels
of triglycerides and G.F.R. in group C.
CONCLUSION: Serum levels of static acid are significantly higher early and later
stages of diabetic nephropathy.
We could consider sialic acid as a risk factor for the development and progression of
diabetic nephropathin NIDDM.



2055
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACE GENE POLYMORPHISM AND
NEPHROPATY IN TURKISH DIABETIC POPULATION.
M.Alikasifoglu, T.Erbas, E.Tuncbilek, B.Anar and O.Gedik.
Hacettepe Medical School, Departments of Clinical Genetic
and Endocrinology, Ankara, Turkey.

Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) is involved
in the metabolism of two major vasoactive peptides,
convertion anjiotensin I into anjiotensin II and
inactivation bradykinin. The insertion/deletion (I/D)
polymorphism in intron 16 of the ACE gene is related to
susceptibility to nephropathy in IDDM and macrovascular
complications in NIDDM, although some investigation do
not support this association. Ethnic/race-related variance
in ACE gene polymorphism is known. Therefore we have
examined the relationship between this ACE gene
polymorphism and presence of nephropathy in Turkish
subjects with IDDM and NIDDM. ACE genotyping was
performed using the polymerase chain reaction(PCR). We
studied 108 subjects with NIDDM and 28 subjects with
IDDM. Twenty-five percent of IDDM patients and 50% of
NIDDM patients had microalbuminuria or overt
proteinuria. The DD, ID and II genotypes were present in
25%, 57.1% and 17.9% in IDDM subjects, respectively. The
DD, ID and II genotypes were present in 15.7%, 65.7% and
18.5% in NIDDM subjects, respectively. The frequency of
ACE I/D genotype was similar to subjects with IDDM and
NIDDM. There was no difference in genotype distribution
between NIDDM patients with microalbuminuria or overt
nephropathy and those with normoalbuminuria:
16.6%/70.4%/13.0% vs. 14.8%/61.1%/24.1% had DD/ID/II
genotypes, respectively. According to our results, ACE
genotype frequency does not seen to be a useful marker
in determining genetic susceptibility to diabetic
nephropathy.
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MICROALBUMINURIA, PROTEINURIA AND LIPID RISK
FACTORS IN NIDDM
H. Vaverkova, R. Chlup, D. Novotny, L. Ficker and J. BArtek, University
of Olomouc, Olomouc, Czech Republic
Main aim of the study was to evaluate concentrations of various lipids,
lipoproteins /including Lp(a)/ and apoproteins in NIDDM subjects and
their relationship to the presence of microalbuminuria and proteinuria.
We compared 145 NIDDM patiens (35 of them without microalbumi-
nuria, 83 with microalbuminuria and 27 with proteinuria or renal
insufficiency) with a control group of 58 healthy subjects. All NIDDM
subgroups had significantly higher total serum triglycerides, total
cholesterol/HDL-C ratio and apo B and lower HDL -C than the control
group. Microalbuminuria correlated significantly and positively with
creatinine (r=0.3731, p<0.001) and serum triglycerides (r=0.2498,
p<0.05) and negatively with HDL-C (r=-0.2622, p<0.05) (Spearman
rank correlations). The risk concentrations of Lp(a) >30 mg/dl were
significantly more prevalent in microalbuminuric group than in the
control group (36.2% vs. 17.2%, p<0.05). Newetheless median Lp(a)
concentrations in these subgroups were not significantly different,
as well as other lipid parameters. The group with albuminuria or
renal insufficiency had significantly higher total cholesterol (TC)
(6.79±2.73 vs. 5.53, p<0,0001), TC/HDL -C (8.03±6.61 vs. 5.52±1.75,
p<0.001) and LDL-C/HDL-C (3.64±1.29 vs. 2.91±1.06, p<0.001)
ratios and C-peptide (3.19±1.35 vs. 2.44±0.99, p<0.05) than the pa-
tients without microalbuminuria. In conclusion, proteinuria in
NIDDM is associated with a very atherogenic lipid profile. Minor
lipoprotein changes start to be apparent even in microalbuminuria.

2057
Relationship Between Angiotensin I converting Enzyme

Gene polymorphism and diabetic nephropathy

Tong Zhong Hang Luan Hng Zhi
Department of Endocrinology, First Affiliated hospital
Zhejiang medical University, Hangzhou, 310003

Diabetic nephropathy (DR) of non- insulin dependent
diabetes mellitus (HIDDM) is probably diagnosed by renal
hemodynamic abnormalities and by a genetic predispositon.
Angiotensin I converting enzyme ( ACE) regulates renal
circulation through angiotensin Il formation and kinins
metabolism. An Insertion/ deletion polymorphism of the
ACE. gene is strongly associated with the level of ACE. We
used PCE to detect the polysorphism of the ACE gene and
studied the relationship between this polymorphism and DN
: We ccapared 85 unrelated NIDDM individuals and 40
healthy coocared 85 unrelated NIDDM individuals and 40
healthy controls, ACE genotype distribution was hot
drtterent; compared 46 HIDL'M with DN petents to 39 NIDDM
without lit subject, an imb:!ance of genotype distribution
was observed, the frequencies of DD genotype
and D allele are significantly higher in patients with 0)1
(P<0.05), the D allele is associated with DH, a relative
risk for the D allele was observed (odds ratio 2.8, P< 0
.05). Identification of 810DM patients with DD gentype
would help early detection and treatment of DN.

2058
ASSESSMENT OF MICROALBUMINURIA IN TAIWANESE DIABETIC
PATIENTS — COMPARISON BETWEEN 24-HOUR, EARLY MORNING SPOT
URINE AND SEMIQUANTITATIVE DIPSTICK TEST.
Jung-Fu Chen, J-H Sun, H-Y Chang, S-H Hsieh, C Ho, J-D Lin.
Division of Endocrinology & Metabolism, Chang Gung Memorial Hospital,Taiwan.

Purpose: To determine which methods as early morning spot urine Albumin/Cr
ratios and semiquantitative dipstick Micral-test could be alternatives to 24-hr
urinary collections for assessment of microalbuminuria.
Materials & Methods: We measured 159 NIDDM Taiwanese outpatients (85 female,
74 male, age 57.4±11.6), collected urinary samples at the same day included (1)24-
hr collections (2)early morning spot ruin, assessed albumin (immunonephelometry),
creatinine, and by semiquantitative Micral-Test (Boehringer Mannheim).
Results & Disseussions:

l.Overall prevalence of microalbuminuria (>30mg/24-hr) in 159 Taiwanese
NIDDM outpatients is 34.6%(24-hr), 33.9% (spot urine Albumin/Cr),
36.5%(Micral-Test), comparable to other's investigations.

2.There are strong correlations between 24 hr urine and spot urine Albumin/Cr
(R=0.49.0.89, p=0.0001) when less or more than 30 mg/24-hr separatively, also
good correlations between 24-hr urine and spot urine Micral-Test (R=0.31-0.69,
P=0.0001) although less stronger.

3.Take 24-hr urine collections of microalbuminuria (>30mg) as standard, early
morning spot urine Albumin/Cr ratios showed good sensitivity 89%, specificity
93%, and positive predictive value of 87%, false positive rate 6.6%, so early
morning spot urine can be choosed as screening test of microalbuminuria instead of
timed urine collections.

4.Semiquantitative Dipstick Micral-Test had an overall sensitivity 94%, specificity
58%, positive predictive valure 54%, negative predictive value 95%, false positive
results 42% which suggested positive Micral-test should be confirmed by timed
collections or spot urine method, and negative test could be accepted and retested
annually.
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No association of the polymorphisms of angiotensin-I
converting enzyme (ACE) and angiotensinogen (AGT) genes
with diabetic nephropathy in Japanese long-standing IDDM
patients.
Miura J, Uchigata Y Satoh A, Yokoyama H, Omori Y

Diabetes Center, Tokyo Women's Medical College, Tokyo, Japan
Aim: The aim of this study is to investigate whether the polymorphisms
of the ACE and AGT genes are associated with diabetic nephropathy in

IDDM patients. Subjects and Methods: 137 Japanese IDDM patients
(M/F=58/79) with a duration of over 15 years were selected in terms of
matching in current age, onset age and glycemic control of normo(N),

micro(M), and macro(A) albuminuria groups. Plasma ACE activity and

angiotensin II were measured, and DNA from PBMC was amplified by
PCR using specific primers of ACE and AGT genes. Each PCR product
was electrophoresed through 10% PAGE following ethidium bromide

slain-ing. Chi-square test was used for statistical analysis. Results: The
number of (N), (M) and (A) groups were 75/36/25. Plasma ACE activity

and angiotensin Il levels in these groups were 16.0±5.2, 16.1±6.6
and 13.1±6.1 IU/L/37 C (NS), and 98.3±93.0, 90.5±107.8 and 137
± 161.7 pg/ml (NS). The ACE DD/DI/II genotype in these groups were

8/40/27, 7/16/13 and 3/10/12 (NS). Plasma ACE activity level was
significantly higher in DD genotype group among other ACE genotypes

(P=0.0008), but DD genotype was not related with nephropathy. The
AGT TT/PM/MM genotype in these groups were 47/17/2, 16/13/0 and

17/4/3 (NS). ACE activity and angiotensin II levels were not related to

AGT gene polymorphism. Conclusion: The development of diabetic
nephropathy in Japanese long-standing IDDM patients was not related to

ACE or AGT gene polymorphism and these activity or levels.

Kil
ETHNIC INFLUENCES ON NEPHROPATHY IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM
FROM A MULTI-ETHNIC URBAN AUSTRALIAN COMMUNITY
THE Davis, WA Davis, D Ridley and DG Bruce, University Department of
Medicine, Fremantle Hospital, Australia.

Cross-sectional data from the first 1,000 patients with NIDDM recruited to
the Fremantle Diabetes Study (a prospective study of ethnic differences in
care, control and complications in diabetics drawn from a population base
of 118,000) were used to identify variables associated with diabetic
nephropathy. The logarithm of the urinary albumin/creatinine ratio (InACR)
was determined for each patient and an estimate of the glomerular filtration
rate (eGRF) was calculated from serum creatinine using the Cockroft-Gault
formula corrected for body surface area. Ethnicity was assessed from self-
perception of ethnic background and other demographic data, with Anglo-
Celts forming 63%, Southern Europeans 20%, Asians 3% and Aborigines
1%. There was an overall significant inverse correlation between InACR
and eGFR (r=-0.19; P<0.0001). Multiple logistic regression analysis
revealed that age, sex, diabetes duration, treatment type, waist-hip ratio,
supine systolic and diastolic blood pressure, fasting plasma glucose, serum
creatinine and fasting serum triglycerides were significantly and
independently associated with InACR (P<0.03). After adjusting for these
variables and adding ethnic background to the model, only Aboriginal
ethnicity was associated with InACR (P=0.003). The variables significantly
associated with eGFR, once those used in its calculation (age, sex, weight
and height) had been excluded, were fasting plasma glucose, and fasting
serum HDL-cholesterol and triglycerides (P<0.01), with only Aboriginal
ethnicity predictive of eGFR when ethnic background was included
(P=0.02).These data suggest that InACR and eGFR are related indices of
renal function which identify Aboriginal ethnicity as a risk factor for
nephropathy. Whilst eGFR is associated primarily with indices of metabolic
control, urinary albumin excretion is a more hybrid variable which reflects
other factors not necessarily related to renal disease or diabetes.

2061
ANALYSIS OF ACE POLYMORPHISM IN NIDDM SIB-PAIRS
CONCORDANT FOR NORMAL OR INCREASED BLOOD PRESSURE
VALUES AND ALBUMIN EXCRETION RATE.
A. Solini, M. Velussi, B. Muollo, F. Frigato, M. Maioli*, G.C. Tonolo*, A.
Sfriso, M. Trevisan, M. Sambataro, G. Giacchetti ° , F. Mantero ° , G. Crepaldi and R.
Nosadini*. Universities of Padova, Sassari* and Ancona, Italy.
Nephropathy risk in diabetes appears increased by essential hypertension. Some
case-control studies have indicated an association between allele D of angiotensin-
converting enzyme (ACE) polymorphism and renal complication in diabetes, while
others have not. We have evaluated the possible relation of ACE genotype (identified
by PCR amplification of genomic DNA extracted from peripheral leukocytes) with
nephropathy and hypertension in a population of NIDDM sib-pairs from North-East
of Italy and Sardinia with and without hypertension and abnormal albumin excretion
rate. We used the non parametric test of Bishop et al. with X2 test to compare the
observed allele frequencies with the expectedvalues under no linkage. We studied 46
sibships concordant for NIDDM and microalbuminuria (MA+); 116 sibships
concordant for NIDDM and normoalbuminuria (MA-); 76 sibships concordant for

NIDDM and hypertension (H+) and 38 sibships concordant for NIDDM and normal
blood pressure values (H-). There were not significant differences in the four groups
of sib-pairs concerning either allelic frequencies (MA+ expected: DD 18, ID 46, 11 28
vs observed: DD 21,1040,1131; MA- expected: DD 82, ID 112,11 38 vs observed:
DD 77, ID 122, 11 33; H+ expected: DD 55, ID 73, 11 24 vs observed: DD 56, ID
70,1126;26; H- expected: DD 28, ID 36, 11 12 vs observed: DD 33, ID 27, 11 16) or
number of affected sib pairs sharing 0, 1 or 2 alleles IBS respect to expected values
under no linkage (MA+ expected: X 5 1, X, 16 and X2 29 vs observed: Xo 0, X, 18
and X2 28; MA- expected: X. 3, X, 40 and Xz 73 vs observed: X. 6, X, 32 and X z

78; H+ expected: Xq 2, X, 26 and X2 48 vs observed: X. 2, X, 24 and Xz 50; H-
expectedX, 1, X, 13 andX2 24 vs observedX5 1, X, 15 and X2 22, all p=n.s.). Our
results suggest that the presence of allele D is not associated with hypertension or
micro-macroalbuminuria in NIDDM sib-pairs, and that ACE genotype does not
contribute to the genetic susceptibility to nephropathy and hypertension in NIDDM.

2062
THE PREVELENCE OF MICRO AND MACRO ALBUMINDRIA IN NIDDM

PATIENTS IN NELLORE, ANDBRA PRADESH, INDIA

Dr. CBICHILI RAJITHA
DIABETES CLINIC, BRINDAVANAM, NELLORE - 1, INDIA

The purpose of the present study is to determine
the prevalence of micro and macro albuminuria in NIDDM
patients and their relationship with some risk factors.

2086 NIDDM patients who attended to our clinic
between 1993 to 1995 were investigated for Albumin
Excretion Rate (AER).

The prevalence of micro albuminuria (AER 20 to 200
micro grams/litre) is 32.5%, macro albuminurea (AER
greater than 200 micro grams/litre) is 17.6%. In
comparision with normo albuminuric subjects both micro
and macro albuminuric diabetic subjects had significantly
longer duration of diabetes, high levels of blood
pressure both systolic and diastolic, Fasting blood
glucose, HbAlc and Serum triglycerides.

This study showed high prevalence of micro and
macro albuminuria in NIDDM subjects who were ar risk for
other long term complications of diabetes like Nephropathy
and Cardin Vascular complications.

NO.OF NIDDM NIDDM WITH NIDDM WITH
PATIENTS MICRO ALBUMINURIA MACRO ALBUMINURIA

2086 679 367
(32.5%) (17.6%)



2063
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 1/D ACE POLYMORPHISM AND LEFT VENTRICULAR
HYPERTROPHY(LVH) IN DIABETICPATIENTSTREATEDBYHAEMODIALYSIS (IID).
W. Gizeszczak W. Burak, M. Snit, J. Gumprecht, M. Zychma, E. Zukowska-Szczechowska
Department and Clinic of Internal Medicine,Silesian School of Medicine Zabrze,Poland

Previous studies have shown that in subjects with DD ACE genotype
plasma angiotensin II level is higher then in patients with I/D and 1/I ACE
genotype. On the other side studies have shown that DD ACE genotype
predisposes patients with heart disease, no normal individuals, to left ventricular
hyperthrophy (LVH). LVH is known single risk factor of cardiac death among
patients with chronic renal failure (CRF) treated by haemodialysis (HD). Main
factor of death haemodialyzed CRF subjects with diabetic nephropathy is
cardiovascular complications. Aim of our study was to assess relationship between
I/O ACE polymorphism and LVH in diabetic subjects with CRF treated by HD.
We studied 44 diabetic subjects on regular bicarbonate HD (mean HD time >12
months) in age 51,5 (median; 25-75% 43-60 years). Left ventricular mess index
(LVMI), relative wall thickness (RWT), ejection fraction (EF) and E to A wave
flow (E/A) were estimated using echocardiography Doppler Scan (Siemens 450
SI). ACE I/D polymorphism in intron 16 was genotyped using the PCR method.
Statistical analysis was performed using Kruskal-Wallis test and correlation tests.
Selected results are presented in the table (median; 25%, 75%).

LVMI m'- RWF I/1 EF% E/A I/I

Ill ACE (N-6) 121 (120, 173) 0,67 (0,48, 0,75) 39(35, 52) 0,70 0,65, 0,71)

UD ACE (N=12) 116(84, 138 0,57 (0,48, 0,61 55 (43,56) 0,87(0,76 0,87)

DID ACE (N=26) 130(108,148) 0,53 (0,48, 0,55) 51((47,59) 1.00(0,78, 1.10)

Kruskal-Wallis test NS NS NS NS
Conclusion:
There are no significant relationship between I/D ACE polymorphism and LVFI in
diabetic patients treated by HD.
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2064
URINARY ALBUMIN EXCRETION IN NEWLY DIAGNOSED
NIDDM
V.ACHARI,DEPTT.OF MEDICINE,PATNA MEDICAL
COLLEGE, PATNA.BIHAR, INDIA.

The study was aimed to determine the
prevalence of albuminuria in newly diagnosed
indian NIDDM patients. 168 (114 male,54 female)
newly diagnosed diabetes with NIDDM in the age
group 35-80 were selected for urinary albumin
excretion studies along with 105 controls. The
patients were initially screened for albuminu-
ria by Micral Test and those who were border-
line or positive had 24 hour urinary albumin
studies. In all 15 (8.9%) had significant
proteinuria,and 51 (30.4%) had micro-albuminu-
ria, giving a total of 66 (39.3%) who had
elevated urinary albumin excretion as compared
to only 6 of the controls; this was strongly
significant (p=0.0005).There was a slightly
increased prevalence of proteinuria in 52
hypertensives; 25 had proteinuria of some
degree. Patients with albuminuria were older
(average age 57.03 against 43.05 in patients
with normo-albuminuria). However,none of these
differences were statistically significant.
12patients had retinopathy and 6 had evidence
of peripheral neuropathy. This indicates that
increased albumin excretion is common in
Indian NIDDM patients at diagnosis and may
occur without associated risk factors and
other micro-vascular complications.

2065
MICROALBUMINURIA: EVALUATION OF SAMPLING AND DETECTION METHODS
C.Gonzalez. S.Marcello, C.Borgarelli, P.Grassini, M.Bercellini, G.Ortensi, N.Romay
Vazquez, H.Valli and P.Tesone. Ramos Mejia Hospital, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Objective: to compare urinary albumin excretion rate (AER) results obtained with
different sampling and detection methods. Design and method: 220 diabetic patients
were studied after macroalbuminuria or urinary infection were excluded: in 110 AER
was compared as measured by immunoturbidimetry (MAU) and by Micral II (Mic2)
strips (gold-labeled antialbumin monoclonal antibodies) in samples collected
simultaneously during 24hs and at random; in another 110 AER was measured by
MAU and Mic2 in simultaneous 24hs and first matinal micturition (FMM) samples;
albuminlcreatinin (AlblCr) excretion ratio was compared in all 24hs, random and
FMM samples. AER normal maximum value was considered 20 mg/I; Alb/Cr normal
value must not exceed 3mg/mM. Since MAU results are quantitative and Mic2 results
are semiquantitative, comparison was made by classifying them as concordant or
discordant according to agreement or not in relation to normal or abnormal values.
Concordance and discordance were then statistically analyzed by Pearson Chit test.
Results: AER: MAU 24hs vs. MAU random: 75.5% concordant; MAU 24hs vs. MAU
FMM: 91% concordant (p<0.05). Mic2 24hs vs.Mic2 random: 82% concordant;
Mic2 24hs vs. Mic2 FMM: 94.5% concordant (p<0.05). MAU 24hs vs. Mic2 random:
78% concordant; MAU 24hs vs. Mic2 FMM: 93.6% concordant (p<0.05). MAU 24hs
vs.Mic2 24hs: 96.8% concordant. Alb/Cr: 24hs vs. random: 71.8% concordant;
Alb/Cr: 24h0 vs. FMM: 91.8% concordant (p<0.05). Conclusion: urine collected at
random was not a representative sample of AER during 24hs while FMM urine was
representative both with MAU or with Mic2. Need of at least two AER abnormal
results out of three consecutively spaced urine samples is stressed for the diagnosis
of microalbuminuria. Alb/Cr ratio measured in FMM urine yields results comparable
to 24hs samples..

2066
THE PREVALENCE OF ALBUMINURIA AMONG PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2

DIABETES MELLITUS IN CENTRAL ANATOLIA, TURKEY
F.Keleftimur,S.Emeklioglu,C.Utaf,K.Unlfiluzarcr and F.Bayram. Erciyes
University, Kayseri, Turkey
Microalbuminuria is an early marker of renal injury among the patients
with diabetes mellitus. As demonstrated previously, poorly regulated blood
glucose, high blood pressure and duration of diabetes increases urinary
albumin excretion (UAE) and after manifest proteinuria ensues, renal
functions deteriorates irreversibly. By the treatment of hypertension and
tight glycaemic control the progression of nephropathy may be prevented
during the microalbuminuric period. The present study was performed to
determine the prevalence of diabetic nephropathy in Kayseri, Central
Anatolia, where type 2 diabetes prevalence is high, 6.9%. Six hundred-
eleven patients with diabetes, who were diagnosed and followed-up in
Erciyes University Hospital between January 1993- September 1996, were
included in the study. Blood pressure, HbAlc values, renal functions, UAE
and duration of diabetes were recorded. Patiens were divided into three
groups according to their UAEs. Among 611 patients, 292 (47.7%) were
men, 319 (52.3%) were women. The frequency of normoalbuminuria,
microalbuminuria and macroalbuminuria was 49.8%, 25.5% and 24.7%
respectively. The prevalence of hypertension was 12.2% in
nonnoalbuminuric group, 36.5% in microalbuminuric group and 72.8% in
macroalbuminuric group. Creatinine clearance was significantly (p<0.01)
lower in macroalbuminuric group (46.9± 2.4 ml/min.) than
normoalbuminuric group (101± 0.1 mi/min) as determined by student-t
test. The average duration of diabetes was 80.9± 3.9 months in
normoalbuminuric group and 160± 17 months in macroalbuminuric group.
Results are expressed as means± SD. In conclusion, we have found that the
prevalence of albuminuria is rather high among the patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus in Kayseri, Central Anatolia.
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SCREENING FOR NIICROALBUM NURIA WITH MICRAL-TEST U

H.C.R. Simpson, E.M. Knowles, B.A. Cunningham, A.J. Wibberley and
R.S. Fink, Diabetes Centre, Royal Berkshire Hospital, Royal Berkshire &
Battle Hospitals NHS Trust, Reading and West Middlesex University
Hospital Laboratory, LSH Trust

Iv Ifcroalbuminuria is a recognised marker for diabetic nephropathy.
Current screening methods often involve a laboratory assay, which is
expensive. This Study compared near patient testing, using Micral-Test
II (Boehringer-Mannheim), with a laboratory (immunoprecipitation)
method. 150 early morning diabetic clinic urines were tested, ranging
from Albustix (Bayer Diagnostics) negative (70), trace (52), one plus (20)
to two plusses (8). 66 urines measured < 20 mg/litre on laboratory
assay, of which 65 were also read as < 20 mg/litre on Micral-Test H
(specificity 98.5%). 84 samples measured 20 mg/litre or more on
laboratory assay, of which 3 were < 20 mg/litre on Micral-Test II
(sensitivity 96.4%). Comparing Micral-Test II to laboratory
albumin/creatinine ratio reduced specificity to 71%, but sensitivity
remained almost unchanged at 94.4%. 101 samples were tested with
Micral-Test II in poor artificial light, among which there was one false
positive and one false negative. 49 samples were tested in daylight,
among which there were two false negative results. Micral-Test II is a
reliable, cost-effective method of screening for microalbumfnuria,
detecting all values above 30 mg/litre in this study. The reading
appears equally reliable in artificial light. Laboratory assay can be
reserved for those screening positive on Micral-Test II

2068
MICROALBUMINURIA AND CLINICAL FEATURES AMONG BRAZILIAN
NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS
L.Bahia, ,M.F.Gongalves, S.Balassiano, M.Skacel, R.Neves and M.Gomes
State University of Rio de Janeiro - Rio de Janeiro / Brasil
The purpose of our study was to investigate the frequency and clinical variables
associated with microalbuminuria(Micro)among non-insulin-dependent diabetic
patients. We studied 59 patients(38female,2lmale)aged59.6± 9.2 years(mean±SD)with
diabetes duration of 11.6 ± 7.9 years. The patients collected three overnight urine for
albumin excretion (OAER-10h) on three non-consecutive days and had blood sample
collection for analysis of BFG and lipid profile (total cholesterol, FIDL cholesterol,
LDL cholesterol and triglycerides). Albumin concentration was determined by radio-
immunoassay (DPC,LA) and lipid profile by colorimetric method (COBRA/MIRAS,
ROCHE). Statistical analysis was performed by Fisher exact and Mann-Whitney tests
and data were expressed as median (range). For univariate regression analysis OAER
was log trasformed. Mean intraindividual coefficient of variation for OAER was
64.4%. Retinopathy was assessed by fundus examination after pupillary dilation.
Neuropathy was assessed by neurological symptoms and clinical examination and
coronary artery disease (CAD) by history of cardiac disease. Micro (2 out of 3 OAER
>20µg/nun and <-200µg/min) was found in 23 (39%) and normoalbuminuria (Normo-
OAER <20µg/min) in 36 (61%) . Micro was associated with clinical neuropathy
(p-0.03), but not with retinopathy, CAD,systolic (sBP)and diastolic blood pressure
(dBP),diabetes duration or smoking habits. The coefficient correlation between the
mean of the three CAER and sBP was r=0.36, p<0.001. Retinopathy was noted in 34
(57.6%) and was associated with sBP(p-0.05)and diabetes duration 8 (0.3-20) vs 14
(1-30)years (p-0.003). Neuropathy was present in 46(80.7 %) and associated with
smoking habits (p-0.04) and diabetes duration 13 (1-30) vs 4 (0.3-15)years.
We concluded based in our data that there is no association between any single
clinical or laboratorial abnormalities and diabetes chronic complications.

2069

EVALUATION OF RANDOM URINE SCREENING FOR MICROALBUMIN-
URIA WITH MICRAL—TEST II
V.J.Heazlewood and P.A.Carroll. Redcliffe Hospital,
Redcliffe, Australia.
Obtaining serial overnight or timed samples of urine
from diabetic patients is often problematic and incon-
venient. The aim of this study was to assess the
clinical utility of Micral-Test II (Boehringer Fannhein)
for detection of microalbuminuria using random urine
samples. Urinalyses were performed on 108 diabetic
patients, comprising 69 NIDDM (37P1 mean age 57 years,
32F mean age 58 years) and 39 IDDM (14M mean age 44
years, 25F mean age 50 years), who presented electively
to a provincial hospital Diabetes Clinic. Within 1-2
days, 24 hour urine protein collections were achieved
in the same subjects. Documentation of qicroalbumin-
uria was carried out using a standard reference method.
The results showed that, using- a I-.'icral-Test II cut-off
of 20 ng/L for microalbuminuria-positive urines, the
test sensitivity was 89%, specificity 67,, positive
predictive value 53% and negative predictive value 92%.
Using a higher cut-off of 50 mg/L, tae above parameters
were 64%, 90%, 77% and 83%, respectively. With a lower
cut-off of 10 ng/L (estimated on strip), no improvement
in any parameter occurred (89%, 51%, 48%, 90%) compared
to the 20 cg/L cut-off level. In conclusion, l";icral-
Test II yields a reliable semi-quantitative estimate
of cicroalbur-.inurie via conveniently-obtained random
urine samples from diabetic patients, regardless of
potential confounding variables that may affect protein
concentration in such samples.

2070
RACE AND DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY IN SALVADOR, BRAZIL
J.Carreiro Pousada, I.Lessa M.Fujita and M.Brito.Federal University of Bahia,Brazil
Diabetic nephropathy (DN) is the main cause of end stage renal disease in the
western developed countries. It is commonest in black people and other racial
minorities.In Brazil, diabetes mellitus (DM) is the 3`" cause of dialysis, specially in
white men. There is no racial difference on the population prevalence of DM,
nevertheless it is unknown any relation among race and DN. The aim of the study
was determining possible racial association to DN, and looking for racial differences
related to gender, average ages at time of diagnosis, duration of disease and insulin
therapy. Medical reports of post-mortem diabetic patients (natural death) were
examined at the Bahia Federal University Hospital in Brazil, for the 1949-1994
period. Variables related to the objective, the causes of death and renal micorscopy
were registred. The criteria for DN were pre-defined and the patients classified in a
double-blind manner as; with DN, without DN and with possible DN. The
race/color were described by the pathologists as: white, mulatto and black.
Frequency ratios (R), x2 test for association and t test for average differences were
performed for the statistical analysis. Of the 200 autopsied diabetic patients 16 were
excluded by secondary diabetes or no registered race; 174 autopsied patients were
asssessed according to the charts where non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(NIDDM) and insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) were taken into
consideration. The other 10 probably had DN. Of the 174 diabetic patients,
71(40,8%) had DN. Diabetic nephropathy was more frequent in blacks than in
whites in spite of a p>0,05, but with a R of 1,6 for black men as compared to whites
and mulattos. The frequency of DN in black men and women was similar (R
female/male=1,2). Black men with DN were diagnosed on an average 11 years after
the whites, The black men patients with and without DN had the shortest duration
of disease (about 2 years). In relation to the women, those non white without DN
also had a short duration of disease. Black and mulatto NIDDM women with DN
received insulin therapy more frequently than the white women. The authors
pointed out several possible differences in gender and race in the natural history
and/or clinical course of diabetes.
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ANALYSIS OF FIRST MORNING URINE SAMPLE AS SCREENING TEST FOR

MICROALBUMINURIA BY RECEIVER-OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS CURVE
M.B.GOMES, M.LLUCHETII, LR.BAHIA, LG.K.AGUTAR and M.F.GONCALVES
STATE UNIVERSITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO, RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

The aim of our study was to determine the efficacy of urinary albumin
concentration ([ALB] - gg/ml) and albumin to creatinine ratio (ALB/Cr mg/mmol)
in first morning urine sample (FMUS) for screening of microalbuminuria
(MICRO). 50 IDDM and 30 NIDDM outpatients collected OAER and FMUS
concomitantly on three non-consecutives days (Tl,T2,T3). Timed overnight urinary
albumin excretion (OAER-loh) was considered the gold standard. The data were
analysed by receiver-operating characteristics (ROC) curve. MICRO (2 out of 3
OAER >_ 20ug/min and < 200ug/min) was found in n=21 and normoalbuminuria
(OAER < 20ug/min) in 59 patients. [ALB] was determined by radioimmunoassay
(DPC, L.A.) and creatinine by Jaffe's method. The correlation coefficients between
OAER and [ALB] were 0.75 (Tl - p<0.0001)), 0.77 (T2 - p<0.0001) and 0.69 (T3

p<0.0001) and between OAER and ALB/Cr were 0.69 (Tl - p<0.0001)), 0.78 (T2
p<0.0001)) and 0.75 (T3 - p<0.0001). The areas under ROC curves for [ALB]

were T1=0,7180 (SE=0,016), T2=0,7238 (SE= 0,0166) and T3=0,7256
(SE=0,01.86) and for ALB/Cr were T1=0,7341 (SE=0,068), T2=0,7225
(SE=0,0164) and T3=0,7137 (SE=0,0189). No differences were found between the
areas under ROC curves for [ALB] and ALB/Cr, respectively: Ti (p=0.24), T2
(p=0.48), T3 (p = 0,33), as well as when comparing the three FMUS for [ALB] and
for ALB/Cr. The cut-off values for [ALB] with best sensitivity (Se) and specificity
(Sp) were respectively; T1=13.75 (Se=91.7% and Sp=89.3%); T2=14 (Se=81.8%
and Sp=86.2%); T3=14 (Se= 80% and Sp=84.6%); and for ALB/Cr were T1=2.25
(Se=70.8% and Sp=87.5%); T2=3.11 (Se=95.5% and Sp=87.9°/u); T3=2.84
(Se=86.7% and Sp=83.1%). In conclusion we noticed a good reproductibility for
[ALB] and ALB/Cr and, although false positive and negative cases for MICRO
could not be excluded, the cut-off points determined by ROC curves for [ALB] and
ALB/Cr in FMUS had a good Se and Sp in predicting an OAER >_ 20 µg/min.
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INCIDENCE AND DETERMINANTS OE MICROALBUMINURIA IN
KOREAN SUBJECTS WITH NIDDM.
K.U.Lee, H.K.Kim, Y.E.Chung, J.Y.Park and S.K.Hong. University of Ulsan,
Seoul, Korea

The incidence of diabetic nephropathy in NIDDM differs widely according to the
race. Although clinical proteinuria is reportedly more common in NIDDM
patients in the Far East Asians than in the Caucasians, data on the incidence of
microalbuminuria are not available. This study was undertaken to know the
incidence and the determinants of microalbuminuria in Korean NIDDM patients.
A cohort of 188 Korean NIDDM patients with initial normoalbuntinuria were
followed prospectively for 5.5 + 0.9 yrs. Of the 146 patients who finished the
study (63 men, 83 women), 37 showed persistently elevated urinary albumin
excretion (UAE; > 20 ug/min) during follow-up, giving an incidence of 52/1,000
person-years. When we compared the characteristics of the progressors and the
non-progressors, age (65 + 11 vs. 59 +_ 10 yr, P < 0.05) and duration of diabetes
(16.7 + 7.9 vs. 11.1 + 5.7 yr, P < 0.001) were higher in the progressors than in the
non-progressors. The baseline UAE was significantly higher in the progressors
(8.7 +_ 4.3 vs. 6.7 + 4.0 ug/min, P < 0,05). More patients in the progressors had
retinopathy at baseline (51 % vs. 14 %, P < 0.001) and at the completion of
follow-up (76 % vs. 28 %, P < 0.001). The mean FBS and HbA I values during
follow-up period were significantly higher in the progressors than in the non-
progressors (9.6 + 2.1 vs. 8.7 + 0.9 suM, 11.1 + 2.4 vs. 9.9 +_ 2.0 %, P< 0.05
respectively). The mean systolic and diastolic blood pressures were also
significantly higher in the progressors than in the non-progressors (146  + 15 vs.
135 + 16 mmHg, 88 + 7 vs. 83 ± 8 nmillg, P < 0.001 respectively). Multiple
logistic regression analysis revealed that duration of diabetes, mean FBS and
mean systolic blood pressure are independent variables having a statistically
significant influence on the development of microalbuminuria. Our data show
that the incidence of microalbuminuria in Korean NIDDM patients is lower than
that reported in Pima Indians (84/1,000 patients-year) but is as high as that in
Caucasian IDDM patients (30 - 48/1,000 patients-year). It is suggested that poor
glycemic control and high blood pressure are risk factors for development of
microalbutninuria in NIDDM.

2073

MICROALBUMINURIA IN IDDM :11'S AND SOME ASSOCIATED RISK
FACTORS ARE bECRESED ?
M.M. Campos', P. Mezquita *, J.L. Herrera-Pombo **, M. Rigopoulos **`,
F.Hawkins-Carranza ***, SH.Azriel ** and F. Escobar-Jimenez. Endocrine
Unit's from University Hospital's Granada *, Jimenez Diaz Fundation ** and 12
de Octubre ***. Granada-Madrid (Spain).
General prevalence of microalbuminuria (ma) in IDDM patients (IDDM-P) in
Europe countries is known and in similar ranges. The influence of specialized
care would be play some beneficial roles in diabetic nephropathy (DN) after
some intervention programs. AIMS : reanalized ND prevalences in IDDM-P
under long-term clinical observation period in order to stablish posibilities of
clinical regression of ma and asociated metabolic risk factors. PATIENTS AND
METHODS :319 IDDM-P between 1970 and 1995 was observed. 51 % was
male, 49 % female and age range between I and 42 y. Evolution time of
disease was 12.8 t 9.7 y. All treated with three-four daily insulin inyections and
HbAlc, Cholesterol (CHO), TGL, HDL-CHO, Blood pressure (BP) as sistolic
(SBP) and diastolic (DBP) studied and habitual biochemical parameters of
neprophathy considered. Stadistical studies content variables for bivariant and
multivariant analisys and as end-point target we search the acumulative
incidence of DM and ma for one year interval-period after first examination.We
use a SPSS Satd Pack for social sciences (Chicago, 1990) under a PC-
computer system. RESULTS : we found ma in 29.5 % of IDDM-P. High BP
was present in these patients: 29 % with SBP>140 and 40 % with DBP>90
mmHg. Tabac as cigarettes/day had a positive and stadistical correlation to
ma excretion 10.2 ± 12.1 (p < 0.01) with stablish DN (p< 0.05). Mean of
HbA1 c was superior in ma patients :8.2 ± 1.79 (p<0.02) and positive familiar
antecedents of nephropathy was frecuently associated between IDDM with ma
compared with non-ma IDDM-P (p0.05). CHO was superior in ma group
31%, (p<0.01 ). A stadistical and significant reduction in prevalence
cumulated ratios of ma was found between the diferent cohorts and the "time
observation period" in years (p<0.01). CONCLUSIONS : Our rates of ma and
asociated metabolic and cardiovascular risk factors are coincident with others
european studies. We observed during last decade a reduction in we sugest
that cumulated incidence of ma and the clinical intervention of specialist care
at Diabetes Units must play some special role in our IDDM-P.
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PREVALENCE OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY IN PRIMARY
CARE AND HOSPITALS OF AN URBAN AREA
W. Piehlmeierl, R. Renner2, T. Kimmerlingl, W. Schramml, K. Piwernetz3,
J. Fahn4, S. Garbe5 and R. Landgrafl 1Depariment of Internal Medicine "Innenstadt",
University of Munich 2City Hospital Munich-Bogenhausen 3DiabCare Office
Munich/WHO 4AOK Munich SBoehringer Mannheim GmbH
In a screening project for diabetic nephropathy inpatients and outpatients
independent from age, sex, duration and type of diabetes or diabetes
therapy were screened for micro- or macroalbuminuria unless one of 8
exclusion critera was present. After giving informed consent, the patients
performed self-tests for microalbuminuria in the first morning urine on
three days using dip-stick tests. The same urine samples were retested in
the office or the hospital, in hospitals aliquots were additionally
quantitatively analyzed. In case of >20 mg/1 albumin on at least two days
retest was assumed as positive and a urinalysis using the Combur-9 Test
followed to rule out confounders and to differentiate between micro- and
macroalbuminuria. In 58 randomly selected doctor's offices in a large
German city 647 diabetic patients were included (38 IDDM patients: age
36.0±15.1 yrs, duration of diabetes 15.1±10.1 yrs; 543 NIDDM patients:
age 66.3±10.7 yrs, duration of diabetes 9.5±7.1 yrs; 33 patients had
secondary diabetes and in 33 cases the type of diabetes was not
documented. In 5 hospitals 361 diabetic patients were included: 141
IDDM patients: age 42.8±16.0 yrs, duration of diabetes 17.8±11.8 yrs;
194 NIDDM patients: age 65.5±11.0 yrs, duration of diabetes 9.7±8.1 yrs;
9 patients had secondary diabetes and in 17 cases the type of diabetes was
not documented. In doctor's offices (hospitals) following prevalences of an
elevated urinary albumin concentration were observed: IDDM patients:
microalbuminuria 19.9 % (13.5 %) macroalbuminuria 0 % (6.9 %), micro-
/macroalbuminuria plus pathologic urinalysis 3.0 % (6.3 %). In NIDDM
outpatients with clinical duration of diabetes <5y., 5-15y., >15y.
prevalences were: microalbuminuria 17 %, 17 %, 28 %, macroalbuminuria
8 %, 13 %, 23 % and micro-/macroalbuminuria plus pathologic urinalysis
5 %; 4 %, 8 % respectively. Because of the high prevalences of previously
unknown micro- and macroalbuminuria in diabetic patients, both in
primary care and in hospitals, a regular screening for microalbuminuria
should be performed.
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EFFECT OF PUBERTY ON URINARY ALBUMIN EXCRETION IN
]DIABETIC CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS;
L. Barkai and I. Ykmosi. II. Dept. of Pediatrics, Imre Haynal University of
Health Sciences and Borsod County Teaching Hospital, Miskolc, Hungary.
The aim of this prospective study was to examine the influence of puberty on
the progression of urinary albumin excretion rate (AER) in peripubertal
diabetic patients. Three groups of insulin-dependent diabetic patients (age>6
yrs, diabetes duration>2 yrs, AER<20 µg/min) matched for diabetes duration
were selected on the basis of Tanner staging (1'1-5) and were followed up for
3 years: prepubertal (n=20, age: 7.5+1.2 yrs, Tl throughout the study),
pubertal (n=28, age: 11.0+0.5 yrs, T2 at entry and T4 at exit) and
postpubertal (n=26, age: 15.2+0.7 yrs, T5) groups. The average HbAl c over
the study period did not differ significantly in the study groups. At 6 monthly
intervals, 24-h urine collection was used to determine AER by an
immunonephelometric method. AER increased significantly over 3 years in
the pubertal [median (IQ range): 4.9 (2.8-7.6) vs. 14.8 (12.0-18.6) µg/min;
p=0.0141 and postpubertal [4.6 (2.6-7.7) vs. 8.5 (6.2-12.3) pug/min; p=0.045]
groups but not in prepubertal subjects [4.8 (2.5-8.1) vs. 5.1 (2.7-8.9) µg /min;
15=0.9011. The annual progression of AER was significantly higher in the
pubertal than in the prepubertal or postpubertal groups [3.3 (3.1-3.7) vs. 0.1
(0.1-0.3); p=0.012 and 1.3 (1.2-1.5) pug/min/yr; p=0.035, respectively]. None of
the prepubertal subjects but 6 of pubertal and 2 of postpubertal patients
developed microalbuminuria (AER>20 pug/min on two consecutive occasions)
over 3 years. Multiple logistic regression analysis showed that the risk of
development of microalbuminuria was increased in pubertal patients as
compared with the prepubertal [adjusted OR (95% Cl): 3.7 (1.8-9.1)] or
postpubertal [adjusted OR: 1.8 (1.2-4.2)] subjects. In conclusion, higher
progression rate of AER occures in pubertal years than before or after this
period. This suggests that the pubertal milieu leads to an accelerated process
of early kidney damage in diabetes.

2076
CHANGE OF GFR AND URINARY ALBUMIN EXCRETION RATE IN
NIDDM PATIENTS WITH MICROALBUMINURIA
K.U.Lee, H.J.Kim, Y.E.Chung, J.Y.Park and S.K.Hong. University of Ulsan,
Seoul, Korea

Microalbuminuria is a well-established marker for incipient nephropathy in
inulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). In contrast, the meaning of
microalbuminuria in non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) is
complex. The presence of microalbuminuria in NIDDM patients is closely linked
to cardiovascular disease and mortality. Microalbuminuria progresses to overt
proteinuria in NIDDM patients, but not as consistently as it does in IDDM
patients. We previously suggested that microalbuminuria in the presence of
retinopathy may represent a state of real incipient diabetic nephropathy in
NIDDM with declining glomerular filtration rate (GFR), while the significance of
microalbuminuria in the absence of retinopathy may be more heterogenous. To
further test this hypothesis, we followed the changes in GFR and urinary albumin
excretion rate (UAE) in microalbuminuric NIDDM patients with and without
retinopathy for 3.3 + 0.6 years. Among 52 NIDDM patients with initial
microalbuminuria (UAE; 20 - 200 ug/min), 31 had retinopathy from the baseline
(group A), while 18 patients did not have retinopathy throughout the study (group
B). UAE significantly increased in group A (66.2 +_ 43.0 to 416.1  + 729.3
ug/min, P < 0.05) but not in group B (53,0 +_ 40.3 to 78.3  + 69.0 ug/min, NS).
GFR significantly decreased both in group A (116.2 +_ 26.5 to 84.8 +_ 24.2
ml/min/l.73 m2, P < 0.001) and group B (134.8 +_ 27.7 to 119.3  + 27.7
ml/min/1.73 m2, P < 0.001), but the magnitude of changes in GFR was
significantly higher in group A than in group B (9.7 + 6.6 vs. 4.6 +_ 4.8
ml/min/1.73 m2/ year, P < 0.01). Twenty six percent of group A patients (8/31)
progressed to overt proteinuria in group A, while 11 % (2/18) of group B patients
developed overt proteinuria. These results again suggest that the meaning of
microalbuminuria in NIDDM may be complex. Mlcroalbumunuira in the presence
of retinopathy predicts aggravation of albuminuria and decline in GFR. In
contrast, the renal function in microalbuminuric NIDDM patients in the absence
of retinopathy may remain stable for years.

2077
PROGRESSION FROM MICROALBUMINURIA TO DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
P Bossing, P Hougaard, K Borch-Johnsen and H-H Parsing, Steno Diabetes Center,
Copenhagen, Denmark
An uncontrolled study has suggested that microalbuminuria is a poor predictor of progression
to diabetic nephropathy in IDDM of long duration (>15 years). Our aim was to evaluate
putative predictors, including duration of diabetes, for the progression from persistent
microalbuminuria (30-300mg124h) to diabetic nephropathy. 181 IDDM patients with
persistent microalbuminuria (>300 mg(24h) were identified in 1984. They were followed
with yearly examinations for up to 10 years (mean (SD) 7.9 (2.6) years. 45 % of patients
with a duration of <15 years and 26 % of patients with a duration of >_15 years of
diabetes progressed to overt nephropathy (p=0.01). The yearly incidence of nephropathy )%
per year) according to duration of diabetes are given in the table:

duration of diabetes (years) 5.10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35.40 40-45

Incidence of nephropahty 7.6 10.2 19.5 4.3 2.7 2.9 2.6 4.5
At baseline there were signiticant ditterences (p<0.051 between non-progressors vs
progressors in albuminuria (geometric mean (antilog SE)) 77 (1.06) vs 116 (1.09) and
duration of diabetes (mean (SE)) 24 (1) vs 20 (1.5) years, whereas there were no
differences in arterial blood pressure 139183 (1.7)0.9) vs 137184 (2.2)1.2) mm Hg,
haemoglobin A 1 , 9.2 (0.18) vs 9.4 (0.3) %, s-creatinine, height, BMI, age, insulindose,
retinopathy, antihypertensive medication, smoking or socio-economic status. A stepwise Cox
regression analysis with the above mentioned baseline variables as independent variables
revealed that elevated albuminuria and short duration of diabetes were the only factors
associated with progression to nephropathy. Omission of albuminuria from the analysis made
no difference. At baseline 15% with short duration and 17% with long duration of diabetes
were on antihypertensive medication, and at end of follow-up it was 77 and 75%
respectively (mainly ACE inhibition). This renoprotective treatment probably explains the
lower rate of progression compared to previous studies dealing with the natural history.
In conclusion albuminuria and short duration of diabetes are risk factors for progression to
diabetic nephropathy in microalbuminuric IDDM patien°is. However long duration does not

2078
CHARACTERISTICS OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY IN NIDDM
PATIENTS
M. Molnar, I. Wittmann, A.V6rbs, J. Nagy
Second Department of Medicine, University Medical School of Pecs, Hungary.
Contrary to the well-known features of diabetic nephropathy (DN) in IDDM
patients (pts) the prevalence, course and risk factors of DN in NIDDM pts are
not clear. The aim of our study was to assess the prevalence of microalbuminuria
(MA) and macroalbuminuria (MAA), their relationship with some known risk
factors and with other diabetic complications in 200 NIDDM pts (100 females
and 100 males). 68 pts (33 %) were normalbmninuric (NA), 55 (26 %) MA and
77 (41 %) MAA. There was no significant difference among the three groups in
the age, BMI, known duration of diabetes and hypertension.The BMI (kg/m2)
was high in each group (28.8±5.29, 28.0±5.2, and 29.8±4.6, mean*SD ). 65% of
pts had hypertension in NA, 77% in MA and 81% in MAA group. The GFR
(ml/min/1.73m2) was 71.96.8 in NA pts, 82.3±36.8 in MA pts and 56.3±32 in
MAA pts. There was no significant relationship between the urinary albumin
excretion (UAE) and glycemic control, cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, but the
UAE was significantly positively correlated with triglicerides, (P<0.01), uric acid
(P<0.01), serum creatinine (P<0.01) and negatively with GFR (P<0.01). There
was no significant relationship between the UAE and kidney size. Diabetic
retinopathy occurs already in NA pts (27 %) and 51 % of MAA patients were
without retinopathy. 56 % of NA pts, 57 % of MA pts and 93 % of MAA pts had
macroangiopathy. We conclude that (1) there is already impaired renal function
in NIDDM pts with NA and MA (2) well-known cardiovascular risk factors seem
to be the risk factors of DN (3) renal lesion of NIDDM pts may have caused by
other diseases, than diabetes (atherosclerosis, hypertension e.g.) (4) unlike in
IDDM, where the strict glycemic control is the main preventive factor of DN, in
NIDDM the control of hypertension, hyperlipidemia, obesity, hyperuricemia may
have priority.

exclude progression.
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VASCULAR RISK FACTORS IN PARENTS OF PATIENTS WITH INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETES AND NEPHROPATHY
R.S. Lindsay', J.A. Little', A.J. Jaap', P.L. Padfieldz, J. D. Walker' and K.J.
Hardy', Department of Diabetes, Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh' and Department
of Medicine Western General Hospital', Edinburgh, Scotland, U.K.
Parents of patients with diabetic nephropathy (DN) have an increased risk of
vascular death suggesting a common familial risk factor, proposed to be
hypertension. We have examined cardiovascular risk factors in parents of diabetic
patients with (PN) and without nephropathy (PC).
65 patients with IDDM and DN and matched controls were interviewed and 87%
of parents identified either as alive or the cause of death ascertained (PN114, PC
113). For all parents, a previous diagnosis of hypertension was obtained in 22% of
PN and 14% of PC (Fisher's exact test, P= 0.17) and 23% of PN and 12% of PC of
those parents who were still alive (PN 65, PC 74: P=0. 11).
If both parents were living (PN, n=26 pairs, PC, n=35 pairs) they were invited to
attend for 24 hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) and
measurement of cardiovascular risk factors. Parents with known angina were
excluded as medication could not be withdrawn (PN 5 pairs, PC 11 pairs), while
others were unwilling to take part (PN 9 pairs PC 12 pairs). Antihypertensive
medication was withdrawn in 25% of PN and 17% of PC. In 2 parents(PN)
antihypertensive medication had to be restarted due to rises in blood pressure and
these pairs were excluded.
Age was similar in both parent groups (PN 66± 2 years, 10 pairs vs PC 65± lyears,
12 pairs) as was mean 24-hour systolic ABP (PN 133± 5 mmHg vs PC 131±
4mmHg, P=0.79), diastolic ABP (77± 2 mmHg in both groups), total cholesterol,
body mass index and waist hip ratio.
While suggesting an increase in the prevalence of hypertension in parents of
patients with DN, in those with two living parents the familial predisposition to
DN in offspring is not explained by blood pressure alone.
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`iIMM(;
URINARY	 ALBUMIN	 EXCRETION RATE	 AND
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE IN SPANIARD TYPE 2 DIABETIC
PATIENTS.
F. Relimpio, A. Pumar, F. Losada, D. Acosta, F. Morales and R. Astorga.
Servicio de Endocrinologia. Hospital Universitario Virgen del Rocio (Seville,
Spain).

To assess the frequency of urinary albumin excretion abnormalities and their
associations with cardiovascular disease or its classical risk factors in type 2
diabetes mellitus, 1348 clinic-proceeding patients have been studied
retrospectively. The overnight urinary albumin excretion rate, blood pressure,
smoking, ophthalmic and cardiovascular status, current therapies, estimates of
glycemic control, plasma lipids, serum creatinine and uric acid have been
ascertained. 767 (56.8%) patients were found normoalbuminuric, 461 (34.1%)
microalbuminuric and 120 (8.9%) macroalbuminuric. In bivariate analyses, the
urinary albumin excretion rate had statistically significant (p<0.05)
relationships with age, duration of diabetes, male sex, waist-to-hip ratio,
systolic and diastolic pressure, coronary heart disease, cerebrovascular disease,
peripheral vascular disease, hypertension, antihypertensive therapy, laser-
treated retinopathy, need of insulin therapy, smoking habit, fasting glycaemia,
HbA,,, creatinine, uric acid, triglycerides, HDL-cholesterol and apolipoprotein
B. Almost statistically significant (p<0.1) relationships were found with
hypolipidaemic therapy, insulin dose, non-HDL-cholesterol, apolipoprotein A,
and lipoprotein (a). In a multivariate stepwise logistic regression model, HbA,,,
creatinine, hypertension, male sex, age, diastolic blood pressure, coronary heart
disease and hypolipidaemic therapy were sequentially selected as variables
independently associated with the UAER category. Micro and
macroalbuminuria are frequent abnormalities associated with poorly controlled
and complicated disease, with surrogate markers of insulin resistance, with
overt cardiovascular disease and with the male sex.

2081
PREDISPOSITION TO VASCULAR DEATH IN PARENTS OF PATIENTS
WITH INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES AND NEPHROPATHY
R.S. Lindsay', J.A. Little', A.J. Jaap', P.L. Padfield 2, J. D. Walker' and K.J.
Hardy', Department of Diabetes, Royal Infinnary of Edinburgh' and Department
of Medicine Western General Hospital', Edinburgh, Scotland, U.K.
To further examine the previously reported increased prevalence of vascular
disease in parents of IDDM patients with diabetic nephropathy (DN) we have
ascertained ages and causes of death in the parents of cases with DN and controls,
in a background population with a high rate of vascular disease.
65 IDDM patients with DN (serum creatinine >120µmols/1 and ACE >20
mg.mmol- ') were identified from our database and matched for age, sex, and
duration of diabetes to control patients without diabetic nephropathy. 87% of all
parents were identified as either living or the cause of death ascertained by
retrieval of death certificates.
Kaplan-Meier survival analysis revealed that parents of patients with diabetic
nephropathy (PN) had an increased rate of death from vascular causes (PN 49% of
all deaths vs PC 33%, P<0.05) and particularly stroke (PN 18% of all deaths vs PC
3% P<0.01). While the total number of deaths was not significantly different
between groups (PN 43% dead vs PC 34% , P=0.07), living parents of IDDM
patients with DN were younger than those of controls (PN 67± 1 years vs PC 70±
1, P<0.05).
We conclude that parents of patients with nephropathy are more likely to die from
vascular disease, especially stroke, supporting the hypothesis that a common
familial factor may predispose both to vascular disease and to the development of
diabetic kidney disease.
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GLOMERULAR HYPERFILTRATION IN JAPANESE NIDDM PA-
TIENTS WITH NORMO- AND MICROALBUMINURIA.
Y.Jin,S.Umezawa,A.Kanamori,K.Matoba,Y.Yajima.
Kitasato Univ. Schl.of Med.,Sagamihara, Japan
The aim of this study was to investigate the sig-
nificance of glomerular hyperfiltration(EF) in
the pathogenesis and progression of renal impair-
ment in Japanese HIDER patients with incipient
nephropathy. GFR(4hr iohexol clearance) and uri-
nary albumin excretion were measured in 112 nor-
tensive, normo- and microalbuminuric NIDDM pati-
ents(DM) of age 44.7+9.6 years and 44age-matched
normal control subjects(NC). In NC, GFR showed a
linear decline with age in the regression equa-
tion of Y=-0.84+127.9(r=-0.503). Based on this,
the cut-off values of GFR(ml/min/1.48m 2 ) for HF
in each decade of age were determined as 140 in
20s, 130 in 30s, 120 in 40s, 110 in 50s. GFR in
DM was higher than NC throughout all ages. HF was
found in 18.8% of DM. There were no significant
differences in duration of diabetes, IlbAlc,blood
pressure and DEE between normo- and hyperfiltra-
ting DP. In microalbuminuric DII, the decline rate
of GFR, as assessed from the regression equation
, was significantly higher than in normoalbumi-
nuric DM. In conclusion, 1) GFR in healthy adult
Jpanese declines at the rate of 0.84 ml/min/1.48
to /year, and 2) based on the age-adjusted cut-
off values of GFR, HF was present in 19% of cases
and HF may be a risk factor of progression of
diabetic nephropathy in normo- and microalbumi-
nuric Japanese NIDDM patients.
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FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ABNORMAL BLOOD PRESSURE PATTERN
IN NORMOTENSIVE NORMOALBUMINURIC IDDM PATIENTS
M. Peels, M.J. Azevedo, R. Moraes, E. Ferlin, and J.L. Gross. Endocrine Unit,
Hospital de Clinicas de Porto Alegre, Porto Alegre, Brazil.
The aim of this study was to analyse the autonomic function in normoalbuminuric
IDDM patients with a blunted fall in nocturnal blood pressure (BP). Thyrty-five
normotensive, normoalbuminuric [albumin excretion rate (AER)<20 µg/min] with
normal cardiovascular autonomic tests were studied. Glomerular filtration rate
(GFR) was measured by 51CrEDTA, extracellular volume (ECV) by the S1CrEDTA
distribution volume and AER by RIE. 24h ambulatory BP was measured by a
portable monitor (Del Mar Avionics, auscultatory technique) at 10min intervals
during the day and 15min intervals during the night. 24h ECG (Holter Analyser-Del
Mar Avionics, model 750A) was recorded and heart rate variability (HRV) was
calculated in time domain [mean of normal RR interval, standard deviation (SD) of
normal RR intervals in 5 min, mean of SD of normal RR intervals in 5 min, SD of
normal RR intervals, root square mean of successive differences of adjacent RR
intervals and percent of successive differences between adjacent RR intervals > 50
msl and in frequency domain [power spectral analysis: low frequency (LF) and
high frequency (HF) component, in a 256 sec in a sitting position and during sleep].
Patients with diastolic BP night/day (DBP NID) ratio >0.9 were considered non-
dippers (0.96 ± 0.67; n=12) and the others dippers (0.84 ± 0.37). GFR was higher in
non-dippers than in dippers (148.8 ± 24.9; 129.3 ± 23.1 nil/min/1.73m 2; p=0.03).
ECV tended to be higher in non-dippers (22.7 ± 3.8 1I1.73m 2) than in dippers
(20.4 ± 3.0 U1.73m2 ; p=0.058). HRV indexes in time domain did not differ between
the groups. Non-dippers presented a higher LF component than dippers in the
sitting position [0.38 ± 0.12 normalized units (NU); 0. 27 ± 0.11 NU; p=0.02] and
during the sleep (0.28 ± 0.13 NU; 0.18 ± 0.10 NU; p=0.02). The HF component
during sleep was lower in non-dippers (0.34 ± 0.11 NU) than in dippers (0.48 ±
0.19 NU; p=0.03). In conclusion, a blunted fall in nocturnal DBP is associated with
a higher GFR and sympathetic activity in normoalbuminuric normotensive IDDM
patients.
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INCREASED URINARY ALBUMIN EXCRETION IN PATIENTS
WITH IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE. JM. Lu, CY. Pan, H. Tian,
et al. Department of Endocrinology, Chinese PLA General

Hospital, Beijing, 100853, China
In order to observe the urinary albumin excretion

(UAE) of impaired glucose tolerance(IGT) and its related

factors. The UAE was measured in 772 cases of IGT and

787 normal controls. The results showed that the UAE
(6.84+6.30ug/min) and the incidence of microalbuminuria

(10.5%) were significantly higher than that of normal

subjects(5.20+4.28ug/min and 4.32°/x, respectively). In

addition, BMI, blood pressure, serum levels of Ch, Tg, Cr

were remarkedly higher, while serum HDL-ch level was
lower than that of normals. The UAE(8.32+8.84ug/min) in
IGT patients with hypertension was higher than that of
IGT patients with normal blood pressure(6.29+5.16ug/min)

Among the IGT patients, the UAE(7.07+6. 45ug/min) in

obesity patients was higher than non-obesity(5.77+4.53

ug/min ). Multiple analysis showed that UAE in IGT and

normal subjects had significantly positive correlation

with BMI, MBP,2h blood glucose, and significantly
negative correlation with serum HDL-ch.It was suggested

that the UAE was elevated in IGT, and they had more

risk factors of cardiovascular diseases.

Key words	 Impaired glucose tolerance	 Urinary

albumin excretion
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RENAL MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES PREDICT URINARY ALBUMIN
EXCRETION RATE 6 YEARS LATER IN PATIENTS WITH IDDM AND
MICROALBUMINURIA.
H. -J. Bangstad', B. Osterby', K, A. Hartmann , T. J. Berg' , K. Dahi-Jorgensen
'and K.F. Hansen'. Aker University Hospital', Rikshospitalet', Oslo, Norway and
Arhus Kommunehospital', Denmark.

We investigated in a prospective 6 years study the relationship between
morphological changes at start, GFR at start, hyperglycemia and blood pressure
during the study and urinary albumin excretion rate (AER) at the end of the study
in 18 patients with IDDM and microalbuminuria. Age (median and range): 19 (18-
29) yrs, duration of diabetes 12 (7-18) yrs, HbAl,10.3 (7.9-12.6) % mean AER 31
(15-194) ug/min. Renal biopsies were taken at 0 and 2,5 years, HbAI, and AER
were measured 3-4 times a year. Glomerular structures were assessed by
stereological methods. AER (median + 95 Cl) decreased (NS) during the study,
from 31(18-40)80 18 (7-90) pg/min. Only 4 patients increased their AER and 7
patients were no longer microalbuminuric at the end of the study. HbAI,(mean
+95 Cl) was reduced from 10.1 (9.2-11.1) to 8.4 (7.8-9.1)% (p=0.01). Mean arterial
blood pressure (MAP) remained unchanged, 96 (92-100) to 95 (91-98) mm Hg.
AER at 6 years (AER,) showed a significant positiv linear correlation with the
morphological changes at the start of the study (basement membrane thickness
(BMT), r=0.71, mesangial volume fraction (r=0.46) and matrix volume fraction
(r=0.42)1, but not with mean 6-yrs HbAlc (r=0.26). In a stepwise regression
analysis with AER5 as the dependent variable, BMT (p=10 -5), mean 6-years HbAlc
(p=10 .3) systolic BP (p=0.005) at 6 years and GFR (p=0.04) at the start of the
study contributed significantly to the explained variation (R'= 0.86). With change
in AER during the study as the dependent variabel, BMT (p=0.006) at start of the
study and systolic BP (p=0.01) at 6 years contributed significantly (R'=0.53). We
conclude that the degree of morphological glomerulopathy after 10 years duration
of diabetes is highly predictive of kidney funcion measured by AER six years later
and that the development in AER is influenced by the level of hyperglycemia and
possibly by systolic blood pressure.

2086
GLUCOSE-INSULIN AXIS AND MICROALBUMINURIA AMONG
FIRST DEGREE RELATIVES OF NEPHROPATHS
D.Simmons, C.Thompson, J.Collins and A. Cecil., Middlemore and
Auckland Hospitals University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand

Diabetic nephropathy (DN) is common among Polynesians. We
investigated whether the risk for DN was independent of the risk for
NIDDM. A 2x2 factorial design was used: Polynesians ± a first
degree relative with NIDDM (FHDM±) ± a first degree relative with
nephropathy (FHN±). FHN were recruited through patients with end
stage renal failure. Other subjects were recruited through randomly
selected households. Subjects attended for a 75g oral glucose
tolerance test and provided timed 2 hour urine samples for urinary
albumin:creatinine ratio (UACR) on three separate days. Subjects ±
FHN (n=173 and 174 respectively) were well matched for age, body
mass index and blood pressure. FHN+ (vs FHN-) had a higher
fasting glucose (FBG:5.1±0.7 vs 4.6±0.8 mmol/l, p<0.001), a similar
2 hour glucose (2HBG: 5.1±1.4 vs 5.0±1 mmol/I), a lower fasting and
2 hour geometric mean insulin (FINS:17.8 vs 22.9, 2HINS: 43.7 vs
70.8 mU/l, p<0.01) and a similar geometric mean UACR (1.26
mg/mmol creatinine). Subjects ± FHDM were well matched for age
(n=181 and 166 respectively). FHDM+ (vs FHDM-) were more
obese (33.3±7.4 vs 31.3±6.7 kg/m 2, p<0.05), had a higher systolic
blood pressure (113±14 vs 110±16 mm Hg, p<0.05), a higher FBG
(5.0±0.8 vs 4.7±0.8, p<0.001) but comparable FINS and 2HINS
(20.4 vs 20.4; 55.0 vs 57.5 mU/l) and UACR (1.14 vs 1.24). Overall
12% of subjects had microalbuminuria with no differences between
family history groups. FHN+ are relatively hyperglycaemic and
hypoinsulinaemic, while FHDM+ are hyperglycaemic with a "normal"
insulin (le insulin resistant). Presence of microalbuminuria was
independent of family history.
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GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE AND MICROALBUMINURIA IN
NEWLY DIAGNOSED IDDM PATIENTS M. Georgescu, T. Popa, C.
Serafinceanu, I. Ferariu, T. Mogos, R Strachinaru, C. Ionescu-Tirgoviste,
Clinic of Diabetes, Institute "N.C. Paulescu", Romania
Both glomerular hyperfiltration and microalbuminuria were found to be
markers for early stages of diabetic nephropathy. Hyperfiltration was often
associated with renal hypertrophy and increased intraglomenilar pressure
leading to enhanced transglomerular passage of plasma proteins which might
predispose to the accumulation within glomerali of extracellular matrix and to
the expansion of the mesangium. This is the baseline analysis of a prospective
study regarding renal function in IDDM patients. The glomerular filtration rate
(GFR) was determined by 24h clearance of endogenous creatinine and
microalbuminuria determined by imunoturbidimetry. Hyperfiltration was
defined by a GFR value > 115 nil/min/1.75m2 in females and 130ml/min/1.75
m2 in males. Microalbuminuria was defined as albumin excretion between 30-
300mg/24h (20-200µg/min) and macroalbuminuria > 300mg/24h
(>200µg/min). This study included 50 newly diagnosed IDDM patients,
31M/19F, aged 34.28 yrs +/- 16.95 (38.9 yrs +/- 17.78 for males and 28.95 yrs
+/- 17.71 for females) of which < 20yrs, 15 patients (19.4% M and 48% F); 21-
40 yrs, 15 patients (29% M and 32% F) and > 40 yrs, 20 patients (51.6% M and
22% F). Of the 31 males, 15 (51%) had hyperfiltration more often in the young
(<20yrs.) or older (>40yrs.) age groups. Of 19 females, hyperfiltration was
encountered in 12 cases (63%) more often in age groups over 20 yrs.
Microalbmninuria was found in 7 cases in males (22.58% M) and in 4 cases in
females (20.5% F). In addition we found AER with borderline values 20-30
mg(24h in 9 cases, 7 males (23% M) and 2 females (11% F), which represent a
possible risk group for further renal disease. It is important to follow this group
up prospectively in its evolution to microalbuminuria. The correlation
coefficient between GFR and AER is very low (0.11) and shows a lack of
correlation between these variables at the onset of disease. This correlation
could become tight as the disease advances.
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CELL REPLICATION AND Na/H ACTIVITY IN INSULIN-
DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH PROTEINURIA.
G. Meregalli, G. Zerbini, F. Podesta, R. Mangili, R. Ghelardi, D.
Gabellini, F. Ferrara and G. Pozza, Istituto Scientifico San Raffaele,
Milano, Italy.
Higher Na/H exchange (NHE) activity and thymidine incorporation
may characterise human skin fibroblasts (HSF) from patients with
IDDM and overt nephropathy (DN). Whether this maybe paralleled by
enhanced cell replication is unclear. Primary HSF cultures were
obtained from 16 patients with IDDM and overt nephropathy, and from
17 age-matched patients with long-term IDDM but normoalbuminuria.
Glycated haemoglobin levels was comparably distributed in both
groups (HbAIc, 8.7±0.3 vs 9.3±0.3 %, p=NS). HSF were studied at
the 6th passage. Cell proliferation rates were higher in the patients with
DN, as measured by counting cells on day 2, 5 and 7 after seeding
10,000 cells/well (0.179±0.016 vs 0.127±0.013 10 5cells•day - t,
p=0.015). Enhanced proliferation was paralleled by increased activity
rates of NHE among the patients with DN, both at pHi=6.2 (Vmax,
12.6±1.3 vs 6.6±0.9 mmol/l/min, p=0.0006) and at pHi=6.5 (2.2±0.3
vs 1.3±0.3 mmol/l/min, p=0.023). These findings were not associated
with differences in resting pHi (6.87±0.02 vs 6.84±0.02, p=NS), nor
with older patient age or longer duration of diabetes. Cytofluorimetric
analyses in subsets of syncronised cell cultures suggested that cells in
phase S were present in similar proportions among these groups of
patients (17.8±4.2 vs 25.6±3.1 %, p=NS), G0-G1 (62.9±3.7 vs
56.9±2.4 %, p=NS) and G2-M (19.3±1.9 vs 17.5±2.6%, p=NS).
These findings support the idea that faster in vitro replication rates may
characterise HSF in diabetic nephropathy and further corroborate the
association of proteinuria with higher activity of NHE. The genetic
mechanisms that may underlie these abnormalities remain to be
clarified.

THE CHANGE IN RENAL BLOOD FLOW IN THE EARLY
DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY.X. Zhen, S.Wang#, Y. Zhou#, and Z.
Zhu*. Department of endocrinology and #Division of untralsound,
Daping Hospital, Third Military Medical University, Chongqing, P.R.
China and *Department of Physiology, University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, U.S.A
Diabetic nephropathy (DN) is a progressive renal disease. Although
persistent proteinuria is a characteristic of DN, this sign represents a
serious dysfunction of kidney in late DN. Thus, it is important to evaluate
the change of renal function in early DN. The present study examined the
relationship between the change of renal blood flow (RBF) and the
impairment of renal function in NIDDM. 68 NIDDM ( mean age 46 years
old, male 37, female 31) and 40 normal control ( mean age 42 years old,
male 16 and female 24) were included in this study. According to the period
of NIDDM, patients were subdivided into two groups ( Group I < 5 years,
n=30 and Group II > 5 years, n=38). The RBF was measured using duplex
ultrasound. The resistive index (RI), calculated from the duplex doppler
waveform, was compared with clinical and laboratory finding. In present
study, RI > 0.70 and urea> 25 ug/ml were defined as renal dysfunction. It
was found that abnormal rate of RI was 17% in group I and 74% in
group, and increase of serum urea level was 40% in group I and 89% in
group II. RI and serum urea level were significantly higher in group II than
that in group I and normal control ( RI: 0.71±0.05 vs 0.65±0.08 and
0.62±0.04, p< 0.01; serum urea level (ug/ml): 86±10 vs 42±5 and 19±5, p<
0.01). Both abnormal rates of RI and area were 13 % in group I and 63%
in group II. It concluded that the decrease of RBF is closely related to the
period of illness and the impairment degree of renal function in DN.
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PREVALENCE OF GAD65 AND IA-2 AUTOANTIBODIES IN IDDM
PATIENTS WITH NEPHROPATHY.
G. Zerbini, E. Bazzigaluppi, R. Mangili, E. Bosi, E. Bonifacio. Istituto
Scientifico San Raffaele, Milano, Italy.
Diabetic nephropathy develops in about one third of patients affected by
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). The reason only this subset
of IDDM patients develops nephropathy is unknown. Circulating
autoantibodies to islet antigens are found in the majority of patients at
IDDM onset, and in a minority of patients antibodies persist throughout
life. Whether islet antibody persistence underlies a susceptibility to
develop diabetic nephropathy is presently controversial. We studied the
prevalence of GAD65 and IA-2 antibodies in a total 100 IDDM patients
either characterised by normoalbuminuria, as defined by an albumin
excretion rate lower than 20.tg/min (n=52) or by presence of established
diabetic nephropathy, as defined by an albumin excretion rate higher than
200 tg/min in two out of three consecutive overnight urine collections
(n=48). The two groups of patients had similar age (42.3±1.6 vs
42.9±1.6) and duration of diabetes (25.5±1.1 vs 24.5±1.2). No patients
were on hemodialysis. GAD65 and IA-2 antibodies were measured by
radiobinding assays with [ 35S]-methionine labelled in vitro translated
recombinant antigens. There were no differences in the prevalence
(30.8% vs 39.6%) of GAD65-antibodies between patients with normo-
and macroalbuminuria. TA-2 antibody prevalence was low, suggesting
that their prevalence declines after disease onset, and did not differ
between groups (9.6% vs 12.5%). These data suggest that persistence of
islet autoantibodies does not appear to be directly related to the presence,
and perhaps development, of diabetic nephropathy in IDDM patients.

2091
HYPERFILTRATION IN NON-COMPLICATED IDDM IS UNRELATED TO
METABOLIC CONTROL, BLOOD PRESSURE OR PLASMA VOLUME.
G.Vervoort, J.Wetzels, J.Lutterman, J.Berden and P.Smits. University Hospital
St. Radboud, Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
Intra-glomendar hypertension and hyperfiltration are dominant features in the
pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy in IDDM. The exact pathogenesis of early
hyperfiltration remains elusive. In a prospective study we will assess the role of
hyperfiltration in the genesis of diabetic renal disease. Therefore we have studied
at entry 54 non-complicated IDDM patients (DP) and 50 healthy control subjects
(C) in whom renal function, blood pressure (BP), sodium-lithium countertransport
(Na-Li-CT), plasma volume and transcapillary escape of albumin (TER,,,), basal
albumin excretion ratio (AER) and metabolic control were measured. Renal
clearances of inulin and PAN were used as markers of GFR and ERPF respec-
tively.c Glucose concentrations were controlled in IDDM patients with levels
between 5.0 and 8.0 nmiol/l during the study. Blood pressure was measured intra-
arterially during cannulahon of the brachial artery. Plasma volume and TER,,,
were measured by ''`I-albumin injection. The disappearance rate of 251-aIhumin
was measured and extrapolation to time zero was used for calculation of the
plasma volume. HbAlc was used as a measure of metabolic control. Results are
expressed as means±SE. Data were analyzed by 1-test for Gaussian distribution
and Mann-Whitney-U test for non-normally distributed data. Glomerular filtration
rate (GFR) was significantly increased in DP (GFR 120±2 in DP and 106±2
in/unit .73m 2 in C, P<0.01). GFR of 130 nil/mm/1.73 m 2 was the upper Itmit in
C. DP were divided into quartiles. Hyperfiltration (GFR> 130ml/nun/l.73m2) was
found in the highest quartile (n= 13). Those were compared to the lowest quartile
of DP (n=13, GFR 100±2 ml/min/I.73m =). There were no significant differences
between non-hyperfiltrating and hyperfiltrating DP with respect to blood pressure
(MAP 80.5±1.8 versus 82.5±2.0 mmHg), Na-Li-CT (V,, and K, 733±70 and
55±4 and 826±81 and 70±4 respectively), plasma volume (2900±143 versus
3114±156 ml), TER,,, (5.1±0.6 versus 4.9±0.4 %/hr), basal AER (6.4±1.3 and
9.1±1.3 µg/nun) and HbAlc (8.4±0.4 versus 8.4±0.4%). There were no
differences in age (26.5± 1.8 and 27.8±1.9 yr) or diabetes duration (8.4±0.6 and
8.2±0.8 yr). It is therefore concluded that hyperfiltration in non-complicated
diabetic patients is not related to BP, plasma volume, capillary and glomerular
leakage of albumin, plasma volume or metabolic control.
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PROTEINURIA IS STILL USEFUL FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF OVERT
DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY.
T. Zelmanovitz, J.L. Gross, JR. Oliveira and M.J. Azevedo. Endocrine Unit,
Hospital de Clinicas de Porto Alegre, Porto Alegre, Brazil.
The aim of this study was to assess the performance of urinary total protein
measurements in timed 24h urine collection (24hUP) and in a diurnal random urine
specimen (RUS) for the diagnosis of overt diabetic nephropathy. One-hundred-sixty
seven diabetic patients (20 IDDM, 147 NIDDM; 78 females; aged 20 - 84 years)
collected 217 timed 24h urine specimens. Albumin was measured by
immunoturbidimetry, total protein by the sulfosalicylic acid technique and
creatinine by Jaffe's method. According to 24h urinary albumin excretion rate
(UAER), samples were divided into Normoalbumi.nuric (Normo;UAER<20 pg/min;
n=84), Microalbuminuric (Micro; UAER 20-200 ag/min; n=78) and
Macroalbuminuric (Macro; UAER ? 200 ag/min; n=55). Eighty-six patients also
collected 106 RUS (Normo,n=47; Micro, n=37; Macro, n=22) after completing
timed 24h urine collection and urinary protein concentration (UPC) and
protein:creatinine ratio (UPCR) were measured. The relationship between 24h
UAER vs 24hUP and RUS (UPC and UPCR) were calculated by Spearman's
correlation coefficients (rS). The receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve
approach was used to analyze the performance of the diagnostic tests. The rS of 24h
UAER vs 24hUP was 0.95 (p < 0.001) and of 24h UAER vs UPC and UPCR were
0.76 and 0.73, respectively (p < 0.001). The calculated areas (± SE) under the ROC
curve for the diagnosis of overt diabetic nephropathy for 24hUP was 0.9987 ± 0.001,
for UPC 0.9805 ± 0.014 and for UPCR 0.9708 ± 0.015. On the ROC curves the
first points with 100% sensitivity were: for 24hUP 541mg (specificity 95 7%), for
UPC 185 mg/L (specificity 72.6%) and for UPCR 0.2 (specificity 77.4%). In
conclusion, 24hUP presented a better performance than UPC and UPCR for the
diagnosis of overt diabetic nephropathy. The 24h proteinuria presented an almost
perfect accuracy for the diagnosis of clinical diabetic nephropathy, is simpler and
less expensive than UAER and yet can be used in the evaluation of clinical
nephropathy.
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IMPAIRED AUTOREGULATIDN OF GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE IN NON INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
PK Christensen, HP Hansen and H-H Parving, Steno Diabetes Center,
Gentofte, Denmark.
Afferent arteriolar hyalinosis frequently present in diabetic
glomerulosclerosis, might impair the normal myogenic responses to
pressure changes leading to impaired autoregulation of glomerular
filtration rate (GFR). To evaluate this hypothesis we investigated the
effect of acute lowering of arterial blood pressure (BPI upon kidney
function in 14 non insulin dependent diabetic (NIDDM) patients with
diabetic nephropathy and 12 NIDDM patients with normoalbuminuria.
The study was performed twice within 2 weeks with the subjects
receiving an intravenous injection of either clonidine (150-225pg) or
saline (0.154 mmol/I) in random order. We assessed GFR (single bolus
51 Cr-EDTA plasma clearance technique), albuminuria (ELISA), and BP
(TAKEDA TM-2420). The two groups were well matched with respect
to demographic data and baseline GFR (ml/min/1.73 m 2) 90 (SEM 6)
vs 93 (4) and baseline BP (mm Hg) 164/85 (5/2) vs 167/92 (5/3) in
patients with and without nephropathy, respectively. The clonidine
injection induced similar reductions in mean arterial blood pressure 19
and 21 mm Hg, respectively. While GFR and urinary albumin excretion
rate remained nearly unchanged in the control group after clonidine.
GFR diminished from 90 (6) to 81 (7) ml/min/1.73 m 2 (p = 0.006)
and albuminuria declined from 708 (antilog SE 1.3) to 532(1.2)
pg/min (p=0.06) in nephropathic patients. A significant correlation
between relative reductions (%) in MABP and in GFR (r = 0.78,
p<0.001) was demonstrated in albuminuric NIDDM patients. A
complete pressure passive vasculature was found in 4 out of 14
patients with nephropathy (A GFR%=A MABP%). Our study
suggests that NIDDM patients with diabetic nephropathy frequently
are suffering from impaired/abolished autoregulation of GFR.
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PHYSICIAN'S OFFICE EVALUATION OF A NEW 7- MINUTE QUANTITATIVE
ASSAY FOR URINARY ALBUMIN AND CREATININE.
R. Guthrie, C. Hiar, C. Kilo, B. Childs, R. Fisher, M. Pinson and D. Parker. W.
Co. Internal Medicine, St. Louis, MO, Mid-America Diabetes Assoc., Wichita,
KS, Bayer Corporation, Elkhart, IN USA.
Increased levels of albumin excretion are an early indicator of diabetic
nephropathy. Early recognition may lead to more timely medical intervention
and decreased need for kidney dialysis and/or transplants. Most quantitative
albumin estimations do not provide rapid results to the physician. A new
method has been developed by Bayer, using a dry cartridge format in the
DCA 2000® Analyzer. The cartridge contains reagents for both albumin and
creatinine assays. The concentration of albumin is measured by an
immunoturbidimetric method, and the creatinine by a modified Benedict-
Behre reaction. Results of the two analytes, as well as an albumin/creatinine
ratio, are available in 7 minutes. The objective of the clinical evaluations was
to assess the performance of the DCA 2000 methods in the hands of typical
end-users. Overnight timed and random specimens were tested (58 - Site 1,
49 - Site 2). Results for the two specimen types were equivalent. DCA
albumin results were compared to immunoturbidimetric methods and
creatinine results to kinetic Jaffe methods. DCA results correlated well with
comparative methods (Albumin: y = 0.1 + 0.857x, r = 0.99, (Site 1); y =
0.6+1.06x, r = 0.99 (Site 2). Creatinine correlations: y = (-)2.3 + 1.02x, r =
1.00 (Site 1); y = (-)3.0+1.12x, r = 0.99 (Site 2). Albumin precision on two
levels of controls was 3.4 - 6.6% CV. Creatinine precision was 2.6 - 3.6%CV.
It is concluded that the DCA 2000 method is sensitive, reliable and provides
albumin, creatinine and albumin/creatinine ratio results to the clinician during
the patient's office visit. The method correlates well with immunoturbidimetric
methods. The simplicity of the test allows physician's office personnel to do
the test routinely. This will permit detection of earlier stages of diabetic
nephropathy and effective counseling while the patient is still in the office.
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EXERCISE-INDUCED	 VARIABILITY	 OF	 GLOMERULAR
FILTRATION RATE (GFR) IN DIABETIC SUBJECTS.
M. Sambataro, K. Thomaseth, G. Pacini, and F. Piarulli. LADSEB-CNR), Padua, and
Antidiabetes Center, Hospital of Portoviro, Italy.
Introduction. Plasma clearance rate of intravenously given 51 Cr-EDTA
(CrB) bolus (radioactive edetic acid), calculated by computer analysis (TS-
method, Sambataro-Thomaseth, JANS, 1996), provides accurate description
of GFR without need of steady-state condition and resting body position
during the test. Moreover, GFR changes due to physiological cardiovascular
stimulation have never been investigated. Aim. (i) to verify the accuracy of
GFR measurement using the TS-method after CrB, in different
physiological operative conditions; (ii) to evaluate changes of GFR in
NIDDM after acute maximal muscular exercise. Subjects and Methods. An
intravenous bolus of 1 pCi/kg of 51 Cr-EDTA was performed in 13 NIDDM
patients (age 53-68 yr; BMI 30±1 kg/m 2 ; AER<150 mg/24h). The plasma
clearance was calculated by multiexponential model using a weighted least
squares estimation routine. Basal GFR was assessed in all subjects. After 6
months, 5 randomly selected patients (Dl) underwent a maximal muscular
stress by Tapis Roulant (5 km/h for 5 min with 12% slope) immediately
before a CrB test (mGFR); the other 8 patients (D2) were instead
reinvestigated at rest (rGFR). Results. Basal GFR (bGFR) was 102±6(SE)
ml/min/1.73m2 in all subjects, but was different in the two subgroups: 122±7
in D1 and 91±6 in D2 (p<0.007). Dl after muscular exercise had similar
renal function of D2 at rest (mGFR=90±7, rGFR=86±8, p=0.711), with
lower GFR in the two operative conditions (D1: bGFR-mGFR = 31±7; D2:
bGFR-rGFR = 5.0±4.6) (p<0.007). Linear regressions between repeated
GFR yielded r2=0.726, slope=l.2, p=0.007 for D2 (bGFR vs. rGFR), and
r2=0.27, slope=0.5, p=0.37 for Dl (bGFR vs. mGFR). Conclusions. (i)
Redistribution of vascular blood flow by maximal muscular exercise is a
physiological variability factor of renal filtration rate; (ii) the hyperfiltering
glomerular high risk condition in diabetes could be a functional and not an
anatomical factor; (iii) modelling analysis of tracer plasma disappearance
rate well quantifies the effects of rapid physiological stimuli on renal
function; (iv) the TS-method gives accurate descriptions of physiological
variations of GFR.
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A NEW RELIABLE AND RAPID METHOD FOR ESTIMATION OF
URINARY ALBUMIN CONCENTRATION
S. Garg, C. Hiar, L. Pennington, I. Osberg, and R. Hamilton. Barbara Davis
Center for Childhood Diabetes, (UCHSC), Denver, CO and Bayer Corporation,
Diagnostics Division, Elkhart, IN, USA
A new method has been developed by Bayer using a dry cartridge format in the
DCA2000® analyzer. The method, which gives a urinary albumin and creatinine
results in seven minutes, uses an immunoturbidimetric reaction for albumin and a
modified Benedict-Behre reaction for creatinine. Results of the two analytes are
combined for an albumitilcreatinine ratio. Overnight, 24-hour, and spot urine
samples were analyzed from 105 subjects with Type 1 diabetes mellitus.
Comparisons were made using the DCA20008 methods against a RIA method for
albumin and a kinetic Jaffe method for creatinine. DCA methods correlated well
with RIA results, y = (-) 1.0 + 0.899x, r = 0.99 and Jaffe results y = (-) 1.4 +
1.07x, r = 0.99. The correlation was equivalent with the three types of collections
(overnight, spot or 24 hrs.). Diagnostic performance expressed as Sensitivity,
Specificity, Positive and Negative Predictive Values was greater than 97%. Total
precision (CV) using two levels of controls was 5.8% and 2.7% (32 and 201 mg/L
albumin); 2.8% and 2.2% (100 and 396 mg/dL creatinine). Finally, 75 urine
samples were tested in duplicate using DCA2000® and a Beckman Army®
immunoturbidimetric method. The correlation was excellent (y=0.6+0.992x,
r-1.00). The albumin precision was 3-4% CV. It is concluded that the
DCA20008 cartridge assay is sensitive, reliable, and rapidly provides the
albuminlcreatinine ratio as well as individual test results to the clinician, The new
method correlates well with both RIA and immunoturbidimetric methods. The
rapid availability of results will allow physicians' office personnel to do the test
routinely and will allow patients to receive effective counseling while still in the
doctor's office.
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DETERMINANTS OF GLOMERULAR HYPERFILTRATION IN
IDDM PATIENTS
L.Todaro, A.Manto, P.Cotroneo, A.Manto jr, C. Vellante*,
G.D'Errico* D.Pitocco and G.Ghirlanda.
Institute of Internal Medicine e Geriatrics.*Institute of Nuclear
Medicine Catholic University of Sacred Heart, Rome, Italy.
The increase of glomerular filtration rate (GFR) is considered
characteristic of early diabetic nephropathy in patients with IDDM.
Actually it is not know the real predicting value of hyperfiltration for
development of incipient and overt nephropathy. In a cross-sectional
study of 171 normotensive, normoalbuminuric IDDM patients (mean
age 32,4±9,2 yrs, duration of disease 14±7 yrs) and 20 controls
subjects (mean age 33±10 yrs) we have evaluated GFR and renal
plasma flow (ERPF) by single injection of Cr 51EDTA and
I125Hippuran and we studied the relationship between GFR and
ERPF, age, sex, IDDM duration, HbAlc, BMI. Mean value of GFR
was 113±20 ml/min/1.73m2 in controls and 141 ±25 rl/min/1.73m2 in
IDDM (p<0.0001); ERPF was 474±99 ml/min/1.73m2 and 633±140
ml/min/1.73m2 respectively .(p<0.002), while FF (GFR/ERPF) was
similar in controls and patients (0.23±0.03 vs 0.23±0.02 p=ns).
Patients with GFR more than 950 percentile of controls (135
mLfmin/1.73m2) are defined hyperfiltering: they represent the 53% of
our population study. An inverse correlation between age and GFR is
well known. In a simple regression analysis we found the same
correlation between GFR and age (p<0,01 but in a multiple
regression analysis including ERPF, age, sex, IDDM duration,
HbAlc, BMI, ERPF was the only independent determinat of GFR
(p<0.0001). In our cross-sectional study ERPF seems the only
determinat of glomerular hyperfiltration in IDDM.This is probably due
to vasodilation of afferent arterioles caused by hyperglycaemia per se.
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DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY SCREENING WITH MICRAL TEST
M.Santoso,L.Gunawan,U.Sukaton.Diabetic Endorine
clinicsielni Hospital Ukrida rted.Fac.Jakarta—
ncioa

Back grouhd: Micral test is semikuantitatif pro-
tein urine test,especially to detect microalbumin
uria on incipient Diabetic Nephropathy.This
screening test is very usefull and practicable
primary faster diagnostic for out patient and
study epidemiology ;Normal result micral test
negatif (0-15mg/ml),threshold (15-30mg/ml),+(20-
80mg/ml),++(80-100mg/ml). Aim and method: We pre
formed study incidence of incipient diabetic
Nephropathy from 200 NIDDM was suffered from
diabetic more than one year and we collect urine
sample after excercise from diabetic club and 50
normal control group. Result: Up to the final
study 195 BIDDM was ixamined by micral test
consist of 62 male and 133 female, all group got
sulfottylurea and dieet normal renal function and
liver function .Micral test result 37% male was
normal, 21 % threshold 23% + and 19% ++, in the
male group + and ++ result mostly come from
56-65 age group and female group from 46 — 55
age group .
Comparing with control group significant
different positif-result ( P < 0,001 ).
Conclussion : Micral test is a simple test to
detect incipicient Diabetic Nepropathy.
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RENAL RESERVE CAPACITY IN TYPE 1 DIABETIC SUBJECTS
AFTER ORAL PROTEIN LOAD

A. Siebenhofer', G. Brunner', A. Wutte', S. Zitta', G. Sendlhofer', T.
Lange, W. Estelberger', G. Reibnegger', and T.R. Pieber'.'Department of
Internal Medicine, Diabetes and Metabolism, 2 Department of Surgery,
Division of Laboratory Medicine, 'Institute of Medical Chemistry,
University Graz, Austria

AIM: Glomerular hyperfiltration is a known feature in insulin dependent
diabetes mellitus (IDDM). In this study we defined glomerular filtration rate
(GFR) and renal reserve capacity in IDDM patients without any clinical
sign of diabetic nephropathy.
METHODS: A single shot sinistrin and p-aminohippurate (PAH) clearance
was used to measure GFR and renal plasma flow (RPF) before and after
ingestion of a protein load (1g/kg body weight). The kinetic marker data
were evaluated by a two compartment modelling. During the whole
experiment blood glucose in the diabetic subjects was kept between 120
and 199 mg/dl by variable i.v. insulin infusion.
RESULTS: GFR and RPF were measured in 10 well controlled IDDM
patients ([mean±SD] age: 33±7 years, diabetes duration 12±8 years, BMI:
24±3, HbAlc: 7.6±0.6) and 10 controls (age: 29±5, BMI: 22±2). All
subjects were normotensive (RR<130/85) and had normal albumin
excretion (4±3 and 3±1 mg/24h). Basal GFR in the diabetic subjects was
elevated (139±17 ml/min/1.73 [normal range 80-130] compared to the
control group (116±16, p<0.02). After protein load GFR decreased in the
diabetic group to 127±12 (p<0.01), whereas the healthy subjects showed
an increase to 128±8 (p<0.05) reflecting the renal reserve capacity.
Furthermore, in the diabetic patients we found a significant correlation
between the baseline GFR and the respective decreases after protein
load(r=0.73, p<0.05). RPF and total renal resistance did not change in
both groups.
CONCLUSION: GFR in IDDM subjects without nephropathy is elevated
and decreases after oral protein load. This lack of renal reserve capacity
may be explained by intrarenal haemodynamic changes.
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EFFECTIVE SCREENING FOR DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY BY
SELF-TEST FOR MICROALBUMINURIA
R. Landgrafl, W. Piehlmeierl, R. Renner 2, T. Kimmerlingl, K. Piwernetz3,
J. Fahn4, S. Garbe5 and R. Landgrafl lDepartment of Internal Medicine "Innenstadt",
University of Munich 2City Hospital Munich-Bogenhausen 3DiabCare Office
Munich/WHO 4AOK Munich SBoehringer Mannheim GmbH
The accuracy of two consecutive versions of a qualitative self-test for micro-
albuminuria (Micral-Test ® and Micral-Test ® S) was assessed in comparison to
quantitative analysis by inununoturbidimetry in diabetic patients. For evaluation of
the Micral-Test ® 339 diabetics from hospitals independent of age, sex, duration and
type or therapy of diabetes were included in a screening program for microalbuminuria
unless one of eight defined exclusion criteria was present. The patients performed a
self-test for microalbuminuria on three days within one week in the first morning
urine. All urine samples were retested by a quantitative analysis of urinary albumin
concentration using immunoturbidimetry. 24 patients could not be analyzed due to
incorrect number of urine samples. In the second part of the study the new version of
the self-test, Micral-Test S, was evaluated in 112 consecutive diabetic inpatients
following the same methods. Four patients had to be excluded due to insufficient
number of urin samples. Statistical analysis included frequency distribution of test
results and evaluation of sensitivity, specifity, positive and negative predictive values.
If at Ieast two positive out of three self-tests during one week are necessary for
assessment of an elevated urinary albumin concentration, the Micral-Test shows a
sensitivity of 0.70, specificity of 0.81, positive predictive value of 0.63 and a
negative predictive value of 0.85. The new version Micral-Test S showed a better
accuracy with a sensitivity of 0.81, specificity of 0.92, positive predictive value of
0.71 and negative predictive value of 0.95. When the assessment of microalbuminuria,
however, was based on at least one positive out of three self-tests using the Micral-
Test S, sensitivity increased to 0.90 at the cost of a decrease of specificity to 0.77.
The improved sensitivity and specificity of the the new version, Micral-Test S,
reflects a better practicability. Due to these data and the fact that only in few cases a
regular microalbuminuria screening in primary care is performed, the self-test Micral-
Test S should be integrated into widespread screening programs for incipient diabetic
nephropathy using the capabilities of most diabetics for self-monitoring like blood and
urinary glucose, ketonuria and blood pressure.

2101
Large kidneys as marker for subsequent nephropathy in IDDM.
H.-J. Baumgartl, P. Banholzer, M. Haslbeck and E. Standl. Diabetes
Research Institute and City Hospital Munich Schwabing, Germany.

Approximately 30-40% of IDDM patients develop diabetic nephropathy.
Previous examinations on the significance of the kidney size prior to the
manifestation of nephropathy produced varying results. A longitudinal
study, therefore, was designed to assess the correlation between
sonographically determined kidney size and kidney function over eight
years, and to evaluate a potential risk pattern. Data could be collected from
71 (59%, m38/f33) of initially 120 IDDM patients whose sonographically
determined kidney volume (cm'=Lcm x W cm x D cm x pi/6) and kidney
function (creatinine, albuminuria) had been examined eight years ago, and
who had a diabetes duration of 1 month to 25 years at that time. KV of
more than 170 cm3 was defined as large kidney on the basis of 44 age
matched healthy controls. During the observation period, eight (6,7%)
diabetic patients had died (7 in terminal renal insufficiency), 4 (3,3%)
presently require dialysis and 1 (0,8%) has received a kidney transplant.
All deceased patients due to renal insufficiency had normal or slightly
increased creatinine values eight years ago, yet enlarged kidneys at the
time (> 170 cm3). Of the IDDM patients who had large kidneys, 42%
developed pathological creatinine values (>106/anol/l) versus 20% in the
group of patients with a kidney volume of under 170 cnt3 (p<0,05). In
add/ton, all eight diabetic patients had a kidney volume of over 170 cm 3

whose creatinine values rose more than 50%/u during the observation
period. The examined endpoints (serum creatinine > 1066utnol/l, creatinine
increase of more than 50% in the past eight years, death in terminal renal
insufficiency, receiving dialysis and/or renal transplantation) were reached
from 77% of patients with initially normal creatinine, but a large kidney
volume, in contrast to only 20% of patients with normal kidney volume
(p<0,0001). These results indicate that large kidneys might be a
morphological marker for subsequent diabetic nephropathy and as a
consequence renal insufficiency.
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF MICRAL TEST AND SPOT
URINE ALBUMIN CONCENTRATION FOR DETECTION OF
MICROALRUMINURIA IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
C H LEE AND S FOOK-CHONG, TOA PAYOH HOSPITAL, SINGAPORE
Microalbuminuria is both an independent predictor of progressive renal disease and a
clinical marker of atherosclerotic heart disease and premature cardiovascular death in
diabetic individuals. The definition of microalbuminuria in IDDM and NIDDM is
generally accepted as a urinary albumin excretion rate of 20-200 ug/min (30-300
mg/day). Because of the difficulties involved in estimating urinary albumin excretion
rates, many physicians use simple dipstick methods to detect microalbuminuria. One of
these methods, the Micral test (Boehringer-Mannheim, Germany) has been shown to
be a clinically useful test, and readings between 20 to 200 mg/I are regarded as
indicative of microalbuminuria. However, being semi-quantitative, and affected by
fluctuations in urine output, the Micral test has many limitations. Our study sought to
define the performance of the Micral test and the spot urine albumin concentration
(UAC-RIA) as measured with a double antibody radioimmunoassay method
(sensitivity 0.3 mg/1) against the spot urine albumin-creatinine ratio (ACR). We studied
211 patients (175 NIDDM, 36 IDDM) attending the Toa Payoh Hospital Diabetes
Center. Early morning spot urine specimens were first tested using the Micral test and
the Albustix test (Ames, USA). The same urine specimens were then immediately sent
for radioimmunossay for urine albumin concentration, as well as estimation of urine
creatinine concentration. We found a linear relationship between ACR and UAC-RIA
(ACR=1.316 X UAC-RIA, t=0.888, p<0.0005). Using a reference ACR level of <30
mg/g as a cutoff to delineate normoalbuminuria from microalbuminuria, and subjecting
the UAC-RIA data to receiver operating characteristics analysis (ROCLAB program)
we found that the UAC-RIA value that yielded optimum sensitivity and specificity as a
cutoff for microalbuminuria was 53 mg/I (sensitivity 91%, specificity 95%). Micral test
(semi-quantitatively rated as 10, 20, 50 or 100 mg/1) demonstrated a clear correlation
with both UAC-RIA and ACR values. As the Micral cutoff that most closely
approximated a UAC-RIA of 53 mg/I was 50 mg/1, we feel the latter would be a more
useful cutoff for microalbuminuria than the traditionally suggested value of 20 mg/I.
We conclude that both the ACR and UAC-RIA are useful screening tests for
microalbuminuria, and that a Micral test of >50 mg/l is a useful office screening
method for microalbuminuria in diabetic patients.
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INCREASED FREQUENCY OF MICRO- AND MACROALBUMINURIA IN
SINGLE-KIDNEY NIDDM PATIENTS.
S.P. Silveiro, L.A. Costa and J.L. Gross. Endocrine Unit, Hospital de Clinicas de
Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil
The role of glomerular hyperfiltration as a risk factor for future development of
diabetic nephropathy is still unsettled. The presence of a single kidney represents a
state of pronounced hyperfiltration. We have previously demonstrated that single-
kidney NIDDM patients have a higher frequency of renal disease when compared
to NIDDM patients with both kidneys. We are now comparing the prevalence of
renal disease between single-kidney individuals with and without NIDDM. The
aim of this study was to analyse the prevalence of micro- and macroalbuminuria in
20 single-kidney NIDDM patients, 13W/7M, aged 63.7 ± 9.9 (50-84) yrs with
diabetes duration of 10.9 ± 9.8 (1-40) yrs. Seventeen non-diabetic individuals with
one kidney, 15W/2M, aged 56.8 ± 13.2 (35-75) yrs formed the control group
which was age-, sex- and body mass index-matched with the NIDDM group. The
period of time with one kidney was similar in the diabetic patients [23.4 ± 17.2 (5-
63) yrs] and in the control group [20.7 ± 17.6 (5-73) yrs]. Albumin excretion rate
(AER) was measured in 24-h urine samples, by immunoturbidimetry. Glomerular
filtration rate (GFR) was measured by 51Cr-EDTA single injection method. The
prevalences of micro- (AER 20-200 µg/min) and macroalbuminuria (AER
>200µg/min) were significantly higher in the diabetic group (45% and 25%,
respectively) in comparison with the non-diabetic group (18% and 6%; p<0.05).
There were no differences between the groups regarding GFR (67.2 ± 22 vs. 73.5
± 20 m1/min/1.731 W), mean blood pressure levels (106 ± 17 vs. 106 ± 21 mmHg),
serum cholesterol (5.66 ± 0.98 vs. 5.39 ± 1.2 mmol/L) and HDL (1.3 ± 0.4 vs. 1.2
± 0.3 nunol/L), respectively, in non-diabetic individuals and NIDDM patients.
Serum triglycerides were significantly higher in diabetic patients (1.4 vs. 2.3
ramol/L) In conclusion, hyperfiltration related to the single-kidney status is
associated with an increased frequency of renal disease only in the presence of
diabetes.
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Utility of the urine glycated albumin/serum glycated albumin
ratio as a marker for diabetic nephropathy
Inoue,M.,Maehata,E.',Vano,M.*,Shiba,T.',Vamakado,M.*,Inoue,T.
and Suzuki,S. Showa University Fujigaoka Hospital,Vokohama and
Mitsui Memorial Hospital,Tokyo',japan

Measuring albumin in urine is essential to diagnosing initi-
al nephropathic lesions at an early stage. An albumin excretion
value of less than 30 mg/g. Creat.,a value from 30 mg/g Creat.
to 300 mg/g Creat.,or a value of 300mg/g. Creat. of above are
defined as normoalbuminuria, microalbuminuria, or macroalbumin-
uria,respectively. We studied the ratio of glycated albumin in
urine to that in serum (GA ratio) as a possible marker for the
onset of diabetic nephropathy. Compared to an GA ratio of 2.099
±0.300 (means±SD) for controls consisting of 11 healthy adult
subjects (61.5 ± 5.4 years), the GA ratio was 2.097 ± 0.577
for a normoalbuminuria group of 14 subjects (60.4 ± 3.6 year-
s) , 1.271 ± 0.394 for a microalbuminuria group of 15 subjects
(59.1 ± 9.7 years) , and 0.950 ± 0.075 for a macroalbumin-

uria group of 13 subjects (60.5 ± 11.8 years). In the pro-
gression from normoalbuminuria to the onset of nephropathy, GA
ratios gradually declined from 2.000, clustering at a value of
1.000. This indicates that a GA ratio of about 1.000 represents
the region of irreversible injury. Further, the point of inter-
section between the line of about this ratio of 1.000 and the
regression curve determind polynomially for the GA ratio in the
microalbuminuria group corresponded to a value of about 150 mg/
g.Creat.. The above findings thus suggest that a GA ratio of
about 1.000 marks the onset of diabetic nephropathy, and the
threshold value for the onset of nephropathy in the progression
from microalbuminuria is that of about 150 mg/g Creat..
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LOW BIRTH WEIGHT - A PROGRESSION PROMOTER IN DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY?
P Jacobsen, P Rossing, L Tarnow, K Bossing, FS. Nielsen, BV Hansen, BM Brenner
and H-H Parving. Steno Diabetes Center, Copenhagen Denmark, #Harvard Medical
School, Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts
Intrauterine growth retardation, defined as birth weight below the 10 th centile,
gives rise to a reduction in nephron number. Oligonephropathy has been suggested
to increase the risk for systemic and glomerular hypertension in adult life as well
as enhance risk for expression of renal disease following exposure to injurious renal
stimuli e.g diabetes mellitus. The aim of this study was to determine if low birth
weight is a risk factor for progression of established diabetic nephropathy. We
investigated 114 (66 men) IDDM patients with diabetic nephropathy (persistent
albuminuria > 300 mg (24 hours) (mean age (SD) 41 (9) years, mean duration of
diabetes 32 (8) years). All patients had been followed for at least 3 years, median
(range) 9 (3-17) with at least 3 measurements (9 (3-28)) of GFR (5lCr-EDTA). 79
% of the patients were treated with one or several antihypertensive agents.
Information about weight at birth was obtained from the midwifes original
registrations. The mean (SD) rate of decline in GFR was 3.4 (3.7) ml)min(year.
There was no correlation in univariate analysis between birth weight and rate of
decline in GFR, neither in men nor in women. A backwards stepwise multiple
regression analysis with rate of decline in GFR as dependent variable and mean
values of albuminuria, haemoglobin A1c, arterial blood pressure, and s-cholesterol
during the whole observation period in addition to sex and birth weight as
independent variables revealed a significant association only with albuminuria and
haemoglobin A1c. Furthermore, the 10 patients with intrauterine growth retardation
had a rate of decline in GFR similar to the 104 patients with birth weight above
the 10 th centile, mean (SE): 2.0 (0.6) vs 3.2 (0.4) mllminlyear, respectively Ins).
In conclusion, our study does not suggest that low birth weight is associated with
accelerated progression of diabetic nephropathy in IDOM patients.
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URINARY ALBUMIN TO CREATININE RATIOS 10 AND 16
YEARS AFTER DIAGNOSIS OF NIDDM.

T.D.R.Hockaday, H.Doll, B.Pim and F.Tunbridge. Radcliffe Infirmary,
Oxford, England.
Renal deterioration in the early years after diagnosis of diabetes has been
associated with hyperglycaemic degree: does this relationship hold later?
The urinary albumin:creatinine (A/C) ratio was measured radio-
immunologically in 77 patients less than 82 years old 16 years after their
diagnosis as NIDDM. The mean value was 11.2±SD 29.7mg/mmol: 42
had values below 2.0 and 18 values above 6.Omg/mmol. The values were
unrelated to age, gender, mode of hypoglycaemic therapy or fasting
glycaemia either then (p<0.15), at diagnosis or as a mean of the levels
1,3,5 and 10 years later, but were correlated non-parametrically directly
with systolic blood pressure (p<0.002) and sub-scapular skin-fold
thickness (p<0.006) and inversely with 10-50 min. post-glucose growth
hormone radio-immunoaassay levels (p<0.005). The A/C values of 52 of
these patients had also been measured 10 years after diagnosis (along then
with 46 other such patients). The results correlated with those at 16 years
(p<0.001) but had a smaller mean at 2.8±3,9 mg/mmol (p<O.02). All 98
10-year values were correlated with past glycaemia, either at diagnosis or
averaged over several years (both p<0.004) as well as systolic blood
pressure (p<O.04). These results typically were also related to mortality in
the next 6 years (p<0.02). The changes from 10-16 years were correlated
with 10-year plasma triglyceride (p<0.001) and BMI (p<0.01) values but
not with glycaemia or blood pressure. The results, while confirming
glycaemia and blood pressure as associates of albuminuria in diabetic
patients, also suggest its evolution to be at least a 2-stage process.

2107
IMPAIRED NOCTURNAL DECLINE IN ARTERIAL BLOOD PRESSURE IN NORMO- AND
MICROALBUMINURIC NIDDM PATIENTS.
P. Gaede, F.S. Nielsen, P. Vedel, T. Hansen, O.B. Pedersen and H.-H. Parsing, Steno
Diabetes'Center, Gentofte Denmark.
Lack of the normal nocturnal decline in arterial blood pressure is associated with
increased cardiovascular complications in diabetic and non-diabetic subjects. The
insertion(II I deletion)D) polymorphism in the angiotensin converting enzyme gene
(ACEIID) is associated with ischaemic heart disease which is prevalent in NIDDM
patients with elevated urinary albumin excretion rate (UAE). The aim of our study
was to describe the diurnal rhythm of arterial blood pressure )A&D TM24201 and
to evaluate the impact of the ACE/ID polymorphism in 135 microalhuminuric NIDDM
patients (UAE 30-300 mgl24h, 55 (SO, 7) years, 103 men, group 1). As control
groups we used 41 normoalbuminuric NIDDM patients (UAE < 30 mgl24h, 58 (6)
years, 32 men, group 2) and 22 non-diabetic subjects 158 18) years, 15 men, group
3) matched for age and sex. Patients in group 1 were studied on their usual
anti hypertensive treatment (AHT) (50%) whereas patients in group 2 had their
previous AHT (30%) withdrawn. None of the patients in group 3 had received any
AHT. The nocturnal blood pressure reduction )daytime-nighttime)Idaytime (mean (SE))
was impaired in group 1, 11.6 (0.8) % and in group 2, 10.0 (1.5) % as compared
with group 3, 17.6 (1.7) % )p < 0.01, ANOVA). In group 1 the nocturnal reduction
in blood pressure was similar in patients with or without AHT 12.2 11.1) % vs 10.8
(1.2) % INS). In group 1 patients without AHT no significant difference in the
nocturnal blood pressure reduction was observed comparing patients with II
genotype In = 15) 14.9 )1.7) %, ID genotype In = 29) 11.1 11.8) % and DD
genotype In = 241 11.8 (2.01 % (p = 0.47, ANOVA). In conclusion: the nocturnal
blood pressure reduction is equally impaired in normo- and microalhuminuric NIDDM
patients as compared with non-diabetic control subjects. The ACE/ID polymorphism
does not have a major impact on the diurnal blood pressure rhythm in
microalbuminuric NIDDM patients.

2108
URINARY PROTEINS AND DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS IN
NIDDM
H.Nakano, K.Okazaki, T.Suzuki, K.Sasai, K.Oba, and S.Metori,
Nippon Medical School, Tokyo, Japan.

The aim of this study is to clarify the clinical significance of
urinary proteins in NIDDM. Urinary albumin index (Alb), N-acetyl-
beta-D-glucosaminidase index (NAG), alpha 1-microglobulin (AMG),
beta 2-microglobulin (BMG), immunoglobulin-G (Ig-G), and
transferrin (Ti) in random spot urine samples were determined 60
NIDDM patients aged 39 to 86. Pateints were divided four groups;
normoalbuminuria, microalbuminuria (>_ 20mg/g- Cr), proteinuria
(Albustix positive) and overt nephropathy ( Cr>2mg/dl). Multiple
regression analysis was used to investigate the relationship
between Alb index, NAG index, AMG, BMG, Tf, or Ig-G value
(dependent variable) and independent variables ( age, fasting
plasma glucose(FPG), lipoprotein(a), systolic blood pressure, HDL-
cholesterol(HDL-C), LDL cholesterol, arum thrombomodulin(Tm),
pulse wave velocity of aorta, common carotid artery blood velocity
and ankle pressure index(API)). Mean Alb index, AMG, BMG, Tf,
and Ig-G values significantly tended to increase with the degree of
diabetic nephropathy. Mean NAG index was different among 4
groups, but not different between normoalbuminuric group and
microalbuminuric group. On multiple regression analysis, the
independent predictive factors for NAG index was FPG, for Alb
index or Tf was Tm, for AMG or Ig-G were HDL-C and Tm, and for
BMG were age, HDL-C and API.

We concluded that these parameters without NAG index in
random spot urine samples may serve as early functional indicators
of diabetic nephropathy and also as indicators of macroangiopathy.

2109
24-H BLOOD PRESSURE AND AUTONOMIC FUNCTION IS RELATED TO
ALBUMIN EXCRETION IN NORMOALBUMINURIC IDDM PATIENTS.
P.L. Poulsen, E. Ebbehej, K.W. Hansen and C.E. Mogensen, Med. Dept. M, Aarhus
University Hospital, Aarhus Kommunehospital, Aarhus, Denmark.
Background: Significant changes in both blood pressure, autonomic function and kidney
ultrastructure are observed in IDDM patients with microalbuminuria. Intervention
strategies are evaluated at even earlier stages of disease. Identification of patients at risk
of developing microalbuminuria must be based on thorough knowledge of the relations
between key pathophysiological parameters in normoalbuminuric patients. Aim: To
characterize interactions of urinary albumin excretion (UAE), 24-h ambulatory blood
pressure (AMBP), and sympathovagal balance in a large group of normoalbuminuric
IDDM patients. Methods: In 117 normoalbunrinuric (UAE <20 pg/mht) patients we
performed 24-h AMBP (Spacelabs 90207), with assessment of diurnal blood pressure
and heart rate (HR) variation, and short-term (three times 5 min.) power spectral
analysis of RR interval oscillations, as well as conventional cardiovascular reflex tests.
Results: Patients with UAE above the median (4.2 pg/min) had significantly higher 24-h
systolic and diastolic AMBP (125±10.1 / 76±7.2 mmHg) compared to the low normoal-
buminuric group (120±8.4 / 74±5.1 mmHg), p <0.01 and 0.02, respectively. Patients
with UAE above the median had significantly reduced short-term RR interval variability
including both the high frequency component (5.47 ±1.36 versus 6.10±1.43 In msz), and
low frequency component (5.48±1.18 compared to 5.80±1.41 in ms 2), p<0.02 and
p=0.04. In addition, patients with high-normal UAE had reduced mean RR level (faster
heart rates) 916ms ±108 compared to 963ms ±140, p <0.04. These differences were not
explained by age, duration of diabetes, gender, level of physical activity, or cigarette
smoking. HbA J , was significantly higher (8.6±1.2 versus 8.2%±1.0, p=0.03) in the
group with high normal UAE. Conclusions: Comparing normoalbuminuric IDDM
patients with UAE above and below the median value, we found significantly higher
AMBP in combination with significant differences in sympathovagal balance
(attenuation in vagal tone and concomitantly increased sympathic activity) and
significantly poorer glycemic control in the group with high-normal albumin excretion.
Our data demonstrate interactions between albumin excretion, blood pressure,
autonomic function, and glycemic status, already present in the normoalbuminuric
range and may describe a syndrome indicative of later complications.
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INCIDENCE OF UREMIC NEPHROPATHY IN IDDM IN FINLAND
C. Gronhagen-Riska, A. Reunanen, K. Sahipakka and S. Stenman, Div. of
Nephrology, Helsinki University Hospital, The Public Health Institute and the
Finnish Registry of Kidney Diseases, Helsinki, Finland
Finland has the highest incidence of IDDM in the world. We have
investigated the incidence of uremic DNP related to period of and age at
debut, gender and area of living in order to detect possible variations in
epidemiology. We have extracted data from two large national registries; one
registering all Finnish IDDM patients with disease debut before 30 years of
age from 1964 onwards, or living in 1967, and the other, The Finnish
Registry of Kidney Diseases (FRKD), which has registered all patients that
have entered chronic renal replacement therapy (RRT), 572 patients
between 1972 and 1995. They comprise renal death out of 14 775 patients
with diabetes debut between 1960-1989. When calculating renal death in
IDDM, pre-dialysis death associated with uremia or far advanced DNP should
be added. We therefor investigated causes of death of patients who had
died over 10 years after debut, but who had not entered RRT. Fifteen % of
these deaths were associated with far advanced DNP. Adding these
numbers, we calculate that 25% of Finnish IDDM patients, who have
survived 10 years, will have end stage diabetic renal disease at death. So far,
there has not been any detectable decrease in renal death, although
median renal survival time from diabetes debut to RRT has increased from
21.8 y. in the '70:s to 26.8 y. in the '90:s (P<0.001). Patients with IDDM
debut during puberty, 12-15.9 years, have a higher relative risk (1.25, Cl
1.01-1.55, P=0.042) than other IDDM patients to develop DNP. Renal
survival is similar in males and females. The relative risk for DNP is higher in
the Northern and Eastern (where prevalence of hypertension and
cardiovascular morbidity are higher) compared with the Southern and
Western regions of the country (1.31, Cl 1.11-1.45, P=0.005). Our results
indicate the need to identify risk patients and to intensify early therapeutic
measures, and for increasing RRT resources.
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RENAL SODIUM AND DOPAMINE HANDLING IN DIABETIC
CHILDREN WITH FAMILY HISTORY OF ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION
A. Komer, L. Sziics, L. Madaosy and T. Tulassay, First Department
Paediatrics, Semmelweis Medical University, Budapest, Hungary

Diabetic nephropathy ( DN) develops only in a subset of patients with type I
diabetes mellitus (DM). It has been suggested, that diabetic patients with a
genetic trait for essential hypertension (EH) are susceptible for DN. Since
sodium handling is altered both in DM and EH , and dopamine (DA) is the
main natriuretic hormone, the aim of our study was to assess the difference
in sodium and DA excretion after sodium challenge in diabetic patients with
and without a genetic trait for essential hypertension. Patients and Methods:
Eight diabetic children with (FH+) and eight patients without (FH-) a family
history of hypertension have been studied. Age, duration of diabetes,
metabolic control (HbAlc) and body mass index were comparable in the two
groups. All patients underwent a 3 day sodium challenge by ingesting 8g
NaCl per day beside a sodium and carbohydrate fixed diet. Blood pressure
was recorded by ambulatory blood pressure monitoring, and urinary DA
excretion was measured by HPLC before and after the sodium load. Results:
Systolic and diastolic blood pressure were unaltered and comparable in the
two groups before and after sodium challenge. After sodium load urinary
sodium excretion was significantly higher (p< 0.03) in FH- group (212± 47
mmollday) compared to FH+ group (146±51 mmollday). Natriuresis was
accompanied by significantly (p< 0.005) higher urinary DA excretion in the
FH- group (2.48±0.7 µmol/day) compared to the FH- children (1.48±0.3
smolIday). Conclusion: Diabetic children with a family history of EH fail to

increase urinary sodium and DA excretion following high salt diet. The
importance of these phenomena in the development of DN is unknown.

2112

OUTCOME OF UREMIC NEPHROPATHY IN IDDM IN FINLAND
C. Gronhagen-Riska and S. Stenman, Div. of Nephrology, Helsinki University
Hospital and The Finnish Registry of Kidney Diseases
We have investigated the outcome of renal replacement therapy (RRT) of
909 patients with end stage diabetic nephropathy (DNP) of IDDM with debut
< 30 years of age, who have entered RRT between 1972 and 1995. Patient
characteristics and results of therapy are presented according to period of
initial RRT, and as median or percent.

'71-80	 '81-85	 '86-90	 '91-95
No. of pats, M/F	 104/561	 135/73	 164/93 165/119
Age at debut, M/F, y 13.6/9.5 12.9/11.3 13.7/10.9 12.1/11.2
Interval debut-RRT, M/F,y 21.8/21.5 22.9/23.0 24.3/23.6 26.8/26.2
%transplanted (Tx) 58 63 62 ....
Survival in RRT, M/F, y, Tx+ 3.0/2.4	 8.9/12.9	 >10/>10 ....

Tx- 0.4/0.9	 1.3/1.5	 2.0/1.5	 1.9/1.5
CV deaths, %, Tx+/Tx-	 80/68	 78/75	 70/70	 80/74

After 1993 the yearly number of new IDDM patients entering RRT has not
increased. Females with DNP have constantly had their IDDM debut 1-3
years younger of age than males. Time from debut until start of RRT (length
of renal survival in patients entering RRT) has successively increased by
about 5 years within the follow-up period (P<0.001). Life table analyses
indicate that the 5-year survival of transplanted diabetics has improved from
45% to >90%, whereas patients, who have not been considered suitable for
Tx, have a poor prognosis. The proportion of cardiovascular (CV) deaths
remains unchanged, in spite of the drastic survival improvement in time.
Thus improvement of therapy has occurred, but outcome with regard to renal
death and causes of patient death are basically unchanged.

2113
THE EFFECT OF THE DIETARY SODIUM INTAKE ON URINARY
ALBUMIN EXCRETION IN THE PATIENTS WITH IDDM AND
INCIPIENT DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY.
E. Memos, A. Stefansld, L. Majkowska and S.Czekalski. University School of
Medicine, Szczecin, Poland
It has generally been accepted that hypertension in patients with insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) is salt-sensitive, i.e. it depends on a
dietary sodium intake. The aim of the study was to evaluate an influence of the
dietary sodium intake on the urinary albumin excretion (UAE) in patients with
IDDM. We investigated 30 patients with IDDM and incipient diabetic
nephropathy (UAE 20-200µg/min) with mean duration of diabetes 16.717.2
years and average age 40.7±8.3 years. The control group consisted of 20
patients with IDDM and normoalbuminuria (UAE < 20µg/min).
Microalbuminuria was estimated twice: on normal sodium diet (mean urinary
sodium excretion 83,1 mmol/24h) and on high sodium diet (mean urinary
sodium 302,6 nunol/24h), using RIA method. We found significantly lower
(p<0,001) UAE in the patients with incipient nephropathy on the normal
sodium diet in comparison with the patients on the high sodium diet
(47.48±18.7 .cg/min vs 76.6±29.1 pg/min). Also in the control group we found
significantly lower UAE in the patients on the normal sodium diet compared
with those on the high sodium diet. In the group of patients with incipient
nephropathy an increase in microalbuminuria on the high sodium diet was
accompanied by a significant (p<0.01) increase of the mean arterial pressure
(MAP) (93.8±11.2 vs 98.9±9.1 mm Hg), which was not observed in the
control group of patients with normoalbunsinuria (89.6±7.8 vs 90.4±8.6 mm
Hg). We conclude that dietary sodium intake influences markedly UAE and
MAP in incipient diabetic nephropathy; therefore an excessive sodium chloride
intake should be avoided in these patients.
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HUGE INCREASE OF END STAGE RENAL DISEASE (ESRD) IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS: THE FRENCH SURVEY.
S.Halimi. 1,D. Zmirou 2, P.Y.Benhamou 1 , M.Maghlaoua 3, and
D.Cordonnier 3.Department of Diabetology I, Epidemiology 2 and
Nephrology 3. University Hospital Grenoble.France.
In all developped countries diabetes represents the first cause of ESRD
in the USA prevalence rate 35% of dialysed patients. For France we
conducted the first national survey on this topic: in1989 (mainland) and
inl992 (overseas territories = OT).Results were: a very low prevalence
for mainland (6.9% : 884 on 12903)) the lowest of developped countries
asking for specific explanations : nutrition, genetic (another french
paradox?) with a North-South gradient (higher in the North) . In OT a
highest prevalence: (22%) nutrition and population different. Because
of the huge increase of ESRD due to diabetes worldwide we decided to
reexamine the situation in 1995 (after 6 and 4 years respectively). All
the french dialysis centers (n=244 among them 12 in OT) were asked by a
questionaire: total number of dialysed patients, total number of
diabetics, new cases in 1995 (incidence), type of diabetes, history of
hypertension and of the kidney disease, result of kidney biopsy when
avalaible, type of dialysis, kidney transplantation planed, other
diabetic complications. Geographic origin of the parents of the patient
and where the patient spent the most part of his life, habits, to try to
distinguish ethnic from environemental factors.Results: 79 %of the
centers answered, total prevalence 14.3%,2313 of 16212, mainland
13,09% vs 6,9 %, 6 years ago. In overseas territory 26% vs 22% 4 years
ago and 35.6% incidence for1995. Details of the data will be discussed.
However the dramatic increase of medical cost of diabetic's treatment
and hypertension in diabetic patients during the 10th last years is
accompanied by an increase of ESRD. This must be analyzed.
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ALTERATIONS OF RENAL RESISTIVE INDEX (RI) DURING 3 YEARS
IN NIDDM PATIENTS WITH NEPHROPATHY

H. Hosojima, K. Uchida and I. Yamamoto,
Kanazawa Medical University, Japan.

Since the resistive index (RI) obtained by intrarenal duplex Doppler
ultrasonography is reflecting the status of renal vascular resistance,
we reported the increased RI in NIDDM patients with nephropathy,
and noted that this method is available non-invasive test for evaluating
the progression of diabetic renal disease. Now, we examined the

alterations of renal function and Rls during 3 years follow-up study
in 96 NIDDM subjects with nephropathy (46 males and 50 females,
age 60±ly) in order to evaluate the RI as a surrogate marker of
diabetic nephroparthy. Mean duration of diabetes in these subjects
was 14±Iy. Forty subjects were treated with insulin, 45 with an oral
anti-diabetic drug and 11 with diet alone. The RI was calculated from

Vmax-Vmin/Vmax. Mean levels of serum creatinine, urinary albumin
excretion (UAE) or RI in these subjects was 62.8±1.8 u mol/L, 233±
55mg/d or 0.67±0.01 in the starting year, and then increased significantly
to 73.4±5.3 a mol/L, 511.6±108.6mg/d or 0.69±0.01, respectively, after
3 years, but a mean HbA was 9.0±0.3% and did not change.
There was increased UAE or RI in 33% or 67% of these subjects,

and 7 cases who had inreased RI (0.80) were introduced to
hemodialysis during 3 years. The increments or decrements of the RI

was positively correlated with those of UAE or serum creatinine in

these subjects.
Thus, it suggests that the intrarenel RI may be reflecting the status

of renal progression in NIDDM patients with nephropathy.
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CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE DURING UP TO 25 YEARS OF IDDM IN THE
ERFURT DISTRICT
U.J.W. Schauer and A. Preuss, Department of Internal
Medicine, Erfurt Hospital, Erfurt, Germany
The aim of the study was to find out the incidence of
chronic renal failure and associated factors in IDDM with-
in a geographically defined population. The centralized
diabetes care system in the former GDR had been the basis
for the almost complete registration of all diabetic
patients. Development of chronic renal failure (creatinine
>150 pmol/1) was evaluated by checking the original charts
up to 1990 of all the 1132 patients with IDDM onset until
40 years of age in the Erfurt district between 1966 and
1988. Cumulative risk of chronic renal failure after
25 years of IDDM was 8.87 + 0.02 %, that of end-stage
renal failure amounted to 3.45 + 0.02 %. Chronic renal
failure developed after 14 + 5 years of IDDM at an age of
40 + 10 years. In comparison (p<0.05) to patients with
similar age and duration of IDDM at the end of follow up
(n=373) patients with chronic renal failure (n=28) showed
a higher BMI (25.0 vs 22.7 kg/m 2 ), were more often obese
(21 vs 9 %) and had higher systolic blood pressure (134
vs 127 mm Hg) at IDDM onset as well as higher systolic and
diastolic blood pressure during the course of IDDM. They
also developed more frequently hypertension (71 vs 31 %)
and proliferative retinopathy (25 vs 4 %), suffered more
often from myocardial infarction (11 vs 3 %), stroke (7 vs
2 %) as well as major foot amputation (11 vs 1 %) and died
with higher frequency (39 vs 8 %). In conclusion in the
Erfurt district the development of chronic renal failure
in IDDM followed increased body weight and blood pressure
at diabetes onset and clustered with higher risk of
hypertension, myocardial infarction, stroke, foot
amputation, severe retinopathy and death.

2117
RENAL TUBULAR ENZYMURIA IN NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT
DIABETES (NIDDM): RELATIONSHIP TO RETINOPATHY

P.D.Chattington', P.Pai b, G.P.Leese', A.Stevenson `, G.M.Bell b and J.P.Voraa
'Department of Medicine and Endocrinology, 'Department of Nephrology,
Royal Liverpool University Hospital, Liverpool and ° Health and Safety
Executive Laboratories, Sheffield, UK.

20 years after diagnosis a third of NIDDM patients have proteinuria; but
some 30% of these will have non-diabetic renal pathology. Diabetic
nephropathy is correlated with the presence of retinopathy. N-acetyl
glucosamine (NAG) and retinal binding protein (RBP), markers of renal
tubular dysfunction, or transferrin (TF) which reflects glomerular damage,
may be more specific for diagnosing diabetic renal disease than
microalbuminuria (MA). 89 randomly selected NIDDM patients (mean age
60.9 [range 38 to 77] years, 32 female) collected 3 timed overnight urine
samples for albumin excretion rate (UAER), and one 24 hour urine sample for
NAG, RBP and TF. 49 patients [13 retinopathy] were normoalbuminuric
(NA); 20 [9 retinop.] MA and 20 [10 retinop.] macroalbuminuric. Patients
with retinopathy compared to those without had similar UAERs (median
[range]), 58.3 [<5 10 38901 vs 10 [<5 to 3740]pg.min'; TF in MA
retinopathic patients was increased to 6.4 [0.8-112] vs 0.7 [1.3-17.2]mg/mmol
creatinine, p<0.03; NAG in macroalbuminurics with rc;inopathy was
decreased from 2.14[1.3-5.1] 10 2.4210.9-3.0] IU/mmol creatinine, p<0,001, as
was RBP 13.7[3.4-128] compared to 29.1[1.4-74]mg/mmol creatinine,
p<0.001. NIDDM patients with retinopathy and MA have raised TF, while
those with macroalbuminu is have lower levels of the tubular enzymes, NAG
and RBP. Patients with retinopathy are more likely to have a diabetic cause of
nephropathy, therefore, this would confirm that glomerular rather than
tubular dysfunction is of importance in its early development. Those with
macroalbuminuria and no retinopathy may have other renal pathology
resulting in tubular dysfunction. The pattern of tubular enzymuria may help in
defining the cause of the nephropathy.
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IS RENAL BIOPSY NECESSARY IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM?
M. Koselj, M. Kajtna-Koselj and T. Rott, University Clinical Center and
Medical School, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Non-diabetic renal disease (NDRD) in NIDDM apts can alter the
management and prognosis of renal disease. We retrospectively reviewed
renal biopsies (RB) performed for suspected NDRD in 40 NIDDM pts, 29
males and 11 females, mean age 59,7 years, mean duration of NIDDM 5,9
years. Indications for RB were: rapidly progressive renal failure, unexplained
renal failure, macrohematuria, unexpected nephrotic syndrome and acute
nepritic syndrome in pts with normal or enlarged kidneys. Eight pts (20%)
had only diabetic nephropathy (DN). Thirty-two pts (80%) had NDRD alone
(14 pts ) or in combination with DN (18 pts). Glomerulonephritis (GN) was
found in 27 pts (mesangio-proliferative IgA GN and Henoch-Schonlein 11,
focal necrotising and extracapillary GN 4, membranous GN 4, endocapillary
postinfectious GN 2, minimal change GN 2, focal segmental
glomerulosclerosis 1, membranous and mesangial GN 1, membrano-
proliferative GN 1, and anti GBM GN 1 pt) Acute interstitial nephritis
(AIN) had 3 pts (drug-induced 2 pts, bacterial 1 pt). One pt had fibrillary
glomerulopathy and 1 pt cholesterol microembolization. Sixteen pts out of 40
were treated. Four pts with focal necrotising and extracapillary ANCA
positive GN (2 pts with Wegener disease and 2 pts with microscopic
polyangiitis) and pt with anti GBM GN received steroids and cytoxane, 3 pts
with postinfectious GN and bacterial AIN antibiotics, 2 pts with minimal
change GN steroids. In 4 pts with membranous GN-secondary, drug induced,
the suspected drug was excluded and pts were cured. Two pts with drug
induced AIN and acute renal failure recovered after treatment with steroids
and exclusion of suspected drug Four of 6 dialysis dependent pts regained
sufficient renal function. Conclusions: renal biopsy is indicated and useful in
a group of NIDDM pts with an unusual clinical course. Renal biopsy
findings indicated different therapy in a half of our NIDDM pts.
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IGF-1	 AND ERYTHROCYTE	 SODIUM-LITHIUM
COUNTERTRANSPORT IN TYPE 1 DIABETES
A. Verrotti, M. Magri, B. Angelozzi, G. Morgese and F. Chiarelli.
Paediatric Departments, Universities of Chieti and *Siena, Italy.
It is well known that patients with systemic hypetension and diabetic
children and adolescents with persistent microalbuminuria had a
sodium-lithium countertransport (Na`/Li CT) activity significantly
higher than healthy controls. Moreover, sometimes, raised serum
IGF-1 can be concomitant of elevated Na*/Li* CT in essential
hypertension. In order to understand if the relationship between
elevated NaVLi+ CT and IGF-1 serum levels is present also in
diabetic patients with persistent microalbuminuria, we studied a
group of 31 (14 male and 17 female) children and adolescents with
persistent microalbuminuria (defined as an albumin excretion rate
>20 mcg/min) and high level Na*/Li' CT activity: their age ranged
from 10.4 to 19.9 years, their duration of disease ranged from 4.5 to
9.5 years; their mean HbAlc was 8.4+_2.6%. The Na'/Li' CT activity
was higher that a control group of healthy children (0.47 mmol Li+/L
RC/h vs 0.35 mmol Li'/L RC/h); the mean value of IGF-1 in
diabetic patients was 321.1+37.9 mcg/L while in healthy controls
was 329.9+_53.9 mcg/L (p=ns). We found no significant correlation
between Na'/Li` CT activity and IGF-1 serum levels. In conclusion,
in diabetic patients with persistent microalbuminuria we found high
levels of Na'/Li' CT activity but normal values of IGF-1. We suggest
that Na'/Li* CT activity is not influenced by serum IFG-1 levels in
diabetic children with persistent microalbuminuria.
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ANALYSIS OF FACTORS WHICH POSSIBILITY RESPONSIBLE FOR
THE PROGRESSION OF DIABETIC RENAL FAILURE

K.Oi, H.Komori and H. Kajinuma. Toho University, Tokyo, Japan

In 52 NIDDM patients with renal failure, the rate of deterioration of renal
function in each case was examined by linear regression analysis using the
reciprocal of serum creatinine concentration versus time. It was found that
the slope of the regression line differed for each case and had high
coefficients of correlation(mean -±- SD:r0.973±0.018). We investigated
that the slope and its 10% reduction times(10% RT) as to relation to fifteen
clinical characteristics such as sex, age at onset, duration of diabetes, type of
treatment and several labolatory data which might be responsible for those
individual change in the course of renal failure. The presense of
hypoproteinemia and anemia were found the factors significantly related to
the slope of the regression line. The mean slope in cases with
hypoproteinemia was -2.21 ±0.99 and in cases with normoproteinemia was
-1.16±0.63 at the start of trace(p<0.001). In the mean 10% RT, the former
was 1.8 times shorter than the latter. Similarly the mean slope in cases with
anemia and in cases without anemia were -2.00 ± 1.13 and -1.20 ±
0.59(p<0.05), respectively. In the mean 10% RT, the former was 1.4 times
shorter than the latter. No other clinical data were found to be contributory.
However, hypoproteinemia and anemia in the late stages of renal failure were
not showed any relation to the reduction of the renal function. These
suggest that hypoproteinemia and anemia may be one of the risk factors of
the advancement to renal failure in the early stages of diabetic nephropaty,
but it cannot be prove to have any effects by itself on the later progression of
diabetic renal failure. So we need to turn our attention to the treatment.

2121
Plasma Concentrations of Immunoreactive Vascular Endothelial Growth

Factor (IR-VEGF) in Diabetic Patients with Retinopathy (RP) and

Nephropathy (NP)

T.WASADA, R.KAWAHARA, K.KATSUMORI, A.SATO, Y.OMORI

Diabetes Center, Tokyo Women s Medical College, Tokyo, Japan

VEGF, a secretory protein expressed in various tissues, has been

suggested to be involved in the pathogenesis of proliferative RP and

proteinuria in diabetic subjects. We measured plasma concentrations of

VEGF using a highly sensitive enzyme immunoassay in 110 diabetic

patients. Half of these patients showed measurable levels of

VEGF(>15.6pg/ml). The prevalence of detectability increases in urinary

albumin excretion rate (35.1% in normo-, 54.8% in micro-, 61.3% in

macroalbuminuria), but not with severity of RP. Smoking caused an

acute increase in plasma IR-VEGF in only 22.6% (12/53) of subjects studied.

Smoking-induced elevation was more frequent in patients with

macroalbuminuria compared with those with normo-or microalbuminuria

(33.3% vs 16.7% or 17.6%, respectively). The magnitude of response also

tended to be greater in the former than in the latter. There was no

difference among groups with different degrees of RP. These findings

suggest that circulating IR-VEGF is related to the progression of NP, and

that smoking may contribute to this process by causing tissue hypoxia in

susceptible diabetic subjects.
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2122

FASTING SERUM C-PEPTIDE IMMUNOREACTIVITY IN DIABETIC
PATIENTS ON HEMODIALYSIS

A. Ohno, N. Asahi, T. Sato and A. Ueki. Hachioj i Medical
Center of Tokyo Medical College, Tokyo, Japan.
Indicators	 for	 blood glucose 	 control	 and	 fasting	 serum
C-peptide lmmunoreactivity level (SCPR) were Investigated by
the cross-sectional method 	 in diabetic patients on hemodia-
lysis	 who were classified according to the type of diabetic
therapy. In addition, the relationship 	 between	 the changes
in SCPR	 and	 in	 blood glucose	 was	 assessed. The subjects
consisted of	 133 patients	 with diabetes	 who had undergone
hemodialysis. Among them, 83 undergoing dietary therapy
alone were classified as group D, while 50 receiving dietary
therapy plus insulin were classified as group I. SCPR, fast-
ing plasma glucose levels (G), HbA10, and serum fructosamine
levels (F) were measured in both groups. In addition, SCPR
and HbA,	 were, as a rule, measured 	 every 6 months. Changes
in these parameters 	 were	 followed	 for up to 4 years in 34
patients. SCPR was	 significantly lower, while G, HbA1 0, and
F were significantly higher	 in group I than in group D. 	 In
group I,	 SCPR	 inversely correlated 	 with the daily insulin
dosage (R=-0.60). Changes in SCPR and HbA,0 followed pattern
P (SCPR increased when HbA, c increased) or	 pattern PS (SCPR
tended to	 increase when HbA10 Increased, but the change was
small or Indistinct because of the short observation period)
in 22 patients. SCPR can be used as an Index for the initia-
tion and cessation of insulin therapy as well as adjustment
of Insulin dosage. However,since SCPR often increased during
poor blood glucose control, it may be preferrable to evalua-
te the blood glucose control at the time of measurement.

2123
HEPATOCYTE GROWTH FACTOR AND DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY

M. Shikano, H. Sobajima*, H. Kushimoto, S. Kawashima,

Fujita Health University, Toyoake, Japan

Ogaki Municipal Hospital, Ogaki, Japan

Hepatocyte Growth factor (HGF) possesses mitogenic and

morphogenic activities for renal epithelial cells. It was shown in

rats that HGF acts as a renotropic factor for renal regeneration

through not only paracrine but also endocrine mechanism.

Recently it was also shown that HGF has a potent mitogenic

activity to endothelial cell of vessel. We measured serum HGF

levels in 298 diabetic patients by the ELISA kit (Otsuka, Japan)

using antihuman HGF monoclonalantibodies as the solid phase

and antihuman HGF rabbit polyclonal antibodies as the liquid

phase. The serum HGF levels of diabetic patients were

significantly higher than normal subjects (0.38±0.11 ng/ml vs.

0.19±0.05 ng/ml; p<0.001). In patients with diabetic

nephropathy elevated urinary albumin or N-acetyl-d-

glucosaminidase, serum HGF levels were significantly increased.

We also recognized a significant relationship between HGF

production and hypertension but not diabetic retionopathy or

glycemic control. According to these results, HGF appears to

play a role in the development of diabetic complication,

including diabetic nephropathy.

2124
KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION ON PATIENTS HAVING DIABETES MELLITUS TYPE I (IDDM)
AND DIABETES MELLITUS TYPE II (NIDDM) WITH END-STAGE RENAL DISEASE (ESRD)
C. Baptista', M. Bastos', L. Gomes', F. Macario', D. Rodrigues', P. Alves', H. Gomes3, C. Fe reira2 ,
A Roseiro2, S. Paiva', L. Barros', L. Ruas', M. Carvalheiro', A. Mota2, L. Furtadoz and M. Rues'.
Department of: 'Endocrinology, 'Urology, 'Nephrology. University Hospital of Coimbra, Coimbra,
Portugal.
After Saint-Vincent Declaration, a multidisciplinary team was created for patients with diabetes
mellitus and ESRD. Aim: to evaluate the results of kidney transplantation on IDDM and NIDDM
patients with ESRD on dialysis. Materials and methods: A total of 618 patients with ESDR were
transplanted (1980Sep/1996). 28 of them were diabetes. Those were divided in two groups: Group
- 17 IDDM '(2.75%); 11M, 6F; mean age: 33.2; mean years of debates: 21.8; proliferative
retinopathy. 100%; macroangiopathy: 63.6% M, 33.3% F; neumpathy: 100%; mean years of dialysis:
2.6. Group II - 11 NIDDM (1.78%); 9M, 2F; mean age: 53.0; mean years of diabetes: 14.1;
proliferative retinopathy: 100%; macroangiopathy: 100%; neuropathy: 100%; mean years of dialysis:
2.7. They received a cadaver kidney and triple (AZA+P+CsA) immunosuppression in 92.9% oases
and a sequential quadruple (AZA+P+CsA+ATG or OKT3) in 7.1%. Results:  Group I - mean days of
hospitalisation: 20.9; mean survival graft: 31.7 months; patients with functioning graft: 15/17; HbAlc:
8.3%; most frequent post-transplant complications: acute rejection; infections, vascular, tumours...,
mortality 1/17. Group II- mean days of hospitalisation: 28.8 mean survival graft: 31.1 months;
patients with functioning graft 8/11; HbA1c: 8.2%; most frequent post-transplant complications:
acute rejection; infections, vascular, tumours..., mortality 3/11. Actuarial patient survival (19951: a)
non-diabetic: 1 &year- 95.55%; 5"' year- 90.76% and 10"' year- 81.54%; b) IDDM: 1^ year- 92.86%; 5"'
year- 92.86%; c) NIDDM: 1 5year-60%; 5° year- 60%. Actuarial craft survival (1995) : a) non-diabetic:
1 1 year- 91.82%; 5" year- 79.58% and 10"' year- 67.65%; b) IDDM: 1 year- 86.2%; 5" year- 86.2%;
c) NIDDM:1"year- 60%; !P year- 60%. Conclusions: After Saint-Vincent Declaration and start of our
multidisciplinary team, more diabetic patients were transplanted. Diabetics have a lower actuarial
patient and graft survival than the non-diabetics ones. The NIDDM had the worst results. In the last
years there was an improvement of results, so for IDDM kidney transplant is our best option. In
NIDDM the decision to transplant or to keep on dialysis should be taken on a per person basis.

*3 patents received a combined pancreas and kidney transplant

2125
THE PROGRESSION OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY AND
PHAGOCYTOSIS OF MONONUCLEAR CELLS IN NIDDM
Aleksandar Dukicl, Lj. Bajovicl, N.N.Arsenijevicl, S.Metiljevidl,
M.Jovanovic 1 , R.Spiric2, T.Veljkovid2, G.Samardzi6 1 ; 1-Dpt. of
endocrinology, Medical Faculty Kragujevac, 2-Institute of diabetes
Vrnjacka Banja
The aim of this study is to examine connection between different stages
of diabetic nephropathy (DN) and phagocyte function of mononuclear
peripheral blood cells (MN) of patients with NIDDM. In order to
evaluate this connection 45 patients with NIDDM were divided into three
groups:A-normal creatinine (Cr) and no macroproteinuria; B-normal Cr
with macroproteinuria; C- high Cr with macroproteinuria. The groups
were homogenous concerning parameters of glycoregulation,
liporegulation, antidiabetic therapy, sex and age. The control group
consisted of 15 healthy volunteers. All subjects were examined by method
of ingestion of particles of inactivated yeast labeled with neutral-red; after
these all system is labeled by acrydil-orange and analyzed by fluorescent
microscopy. Percent of phagocytosis (PP), index of phagocytosis (IP) and
absolute index of phagocytosis (AIP) are determined. PP are 20.48 +/-
5.42%; 22.07 +/- 7.11%; 30.64 +/- 6.90% and 24.12 +/- 9.15% in groups
A, B, C and control respectively (statistically significant difference exists
between groups: C vs A, p=0.0008; C vs B, p=0.006 and C vs control,
p=0.0026). IP are 3.06 +/- 0.65, 3.17 +/- 0.87, 3.55 +/- 0.84 and 3.13 +/-
0.82 in groups A, B, C and control respectively (p>0.05). AIP are 61.10
+/- 17.91, 66.15 +/- 5.87, 107.84 +/- 41.05 and 74.17 +/- 29.41 in groups
A, B, C and control respectively (A vs C, p<0.05). In conclusion,
advanced stages of DN are connected with increasing of phagocyte
activity of MN cells.



2126
ASYMPTOMATIC BACTERIURIA IN PATIENTS WITH
NIDDM. HW Lee, KC Won, IH Cho, CK Lee, Hy-W Lee and IK
Lee*. Yeungnam University, Keimyung University, Taegu, Korea.
The urinary tract is a frequent site of infection in patients with

diabetic mellitus. The majority of investigators have reported that
the prevalence of asymptomatic bacteriuria is higher in women with
diabetic mellitus than nondiabetic women. Several studies, however,
report little or no difference between diabetic and nondiabetic group.
Several promoters of bacteriuria have been suggested in the

diabetic host, such as glycosuria, immune defence defect or
autonomic neuropathy affecting bladder and urethral function.
The prevalence of asymptomatic bacteriuria was studied in 279

diabetic patients and 182 nondiabetic controls. The possible role of
host factors such as glycosylated hemoglobin, duration of diabetic
mellitus, cardiovascular autonomic reflex, diabetic microangiopathies
was also assessed in diabetic patients with and without bacteriuria.
The prevalence of asymptomatic bacteriuria was significantly higher
in diabetic women than in nondiabetic controls(15.8 vs 1.5%,
p<0.001), but not in the diabetic men. In this survey of 133 diabetic
women, asymptomatic bacteriuria was more common in the older
patients. E. coil was found in 70.3% of urine culture with significant
growth from diabetic patients. In nondiabetic controls, E.coli was
found in 2/2 (100%) cultures. Risk of bacteriuria was not related to
level of glycosylated hemoglobin(HbAi), mean duration of diabetes
mellitus, diabetic nephropathy and retinopathy. Abnormalities of
cardiovascular autonomic function and diabetic neuropathy were
common in diabetic patients with bacteriuria than in those without
bacteriuria. This results suggest that diabetic patients with abnormal
cardiovascular reflex test and autonomic neuropathy appear to be at
increased risk of developing bacteriuria. Further study is necessary
to determined relationship between cardiovascular test of autonomic
function and autonomic abnormalities in other system, especially
bladder innervation.
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2127
THE RELEVANCE OF KIDNEY ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN THE
EVOLUTION OF KIDNEY FUNCTION IN NIDDM.
M.Maiello D.Boeri C.Martinoli G.Simoni L.Sampietro D.Storace
L.Ponte C.Robaudo C.Calvi M.Cutolo A.Sulli S.Accardo and
L.Derchi. University of Genoa, Genoa, Italy.
Hystomorphological aspects of renal atherosclerosis are
commonly found but, in the absence of reliable and non-
invasive techniques, the relevance of macroangiopathy has
still to be defined. The Duplex Doppler Ultrasuonography
provides data about kidney morphology and characteristics of
the intrarenal blood flow up to the level of interlobar arteries.
Aim of this study is to evaluate the role of the atherosclerosis
of the reno-parenchymal vasculature in the kidney
involvement in NIDDM. 44 NIDDM and 10 control subjects
entered the study. Patients with acute kidney failure and
chronic urinary tract infections were excluded. Clinical and
metabolic characteristics of subjects and vascular sequelae of
the disease were evaluated. (Microangiopathy: fundus oculi or
fluorangiography; albumin/creatinine; video-capillaroscopy.
Macroangiopathy: Doppler ultrasuonography (carotid,
posterior tibial and pedidia arteries). Duplex Doppler
Ultrasuonography (DDU) of the kidney: Resistive Index (R.I.)
and renal volume were calculated. No correlations were found
between kidney R.I. and fasting blood glucose, HbA1 and total
cholesterol; HDL-cholesterol correlates negatively (p<0.05),
Tryglycerides and uric acid correlate positively (p<0.05). The
R.I. correlates positively with serum creatinine (2p<0.05) and
negatively with kidney volume(2p<0.01). An increased R.I. is
significantly associated with the macroangiopathy of the
lower body (2p<0.05), while it does not seem to be influenced by
macroangiopathy of the upper body or by microangiopathy. It
suggests that renal macroangiopathy is mainly responsible for
the modifications of DDU and for the evolution of kidney
failure in NIDDM.

2128
EFFECT OF CALCIUM - ANTAGONISTS ON BLOOD PRESSURE AND
MICROALBUMINURIA IN TYPE 2 DIABETICS WITH HYPERTENSION
The Lacidipine Multi-Center Study, Diabetes Center, Hippokration Hospital,
Athens University, Athens, Greece.
In order to investigate the hypotensive effect of calcium-antagonists, in Type
2 Diabetics with hypertension as well as any effect on the development of
albumin excretion, we studied 136 patients, 68 males, 119 females, in 9
Diabetes Centers, with mean age 60,6 +.6, diabetes duration 8,2+ .6 and
hypertension duration 5,1 + .6 years. Thirty-five percent of the patients were
treated for the first time with antihypertensive drugs. After a 2 week run-in
period without antihypertensive treatment, 4mg/d of the calcium antagonist
Lacidipine were given for 12 weeks. Serum lipids, HbAlc, safety tests and
urinary albumin were measured at the beginning and the end of the study.
Blood glucose and blood pressure were measured at each visit, i.e. at weeks
0, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12. Both Systolic (SBP) and Diastolic (DBP) blood pressure
showed a significant decrease after one week of treatment, from 167.1 to
154.5 and from 97.6 to 89.0 mmHg respectively, p<.001. Both SBP and DBP
decreased progressively till the 8th week, when they were stabilized, SBP
167.1, 154.5, 151.3, 148.9, 146.1, 145.7 and DBP 97.6, 89.0, 85.6, 84.5,
82.7, 82.0 mmHg,p<.001. At the 12th week the final decrease was 12.6% for
SBP and 15.9% for DBP. There were 87 subjects without microalbuminuria,
Albumin < 20mg/L and 14 subjects with microalbunminuria, Albumin >20 and
<200 mg/L, while subjects with macroalbuminuria, Albumin >200 mg/L were
excluded from this analysis. At the end of the 12 week treatment period with
Lacidipine 18.4% of the normoalbuminurics progressed to microalbuminuria,
while a greater percentage, 42.9%, of the microalbuminurics became
normoalbuminurcs. The mean urinary albumin in the normoalbuminuric
group increased significantly from 3.3  + .5 to 12.8 + 2.6 mg/L, p<.001, but
remained in the normal range, while in microalbuminurics it decreased
significantly from 39.7 + 4.9 to 25.3 + 4.8 mg/L, pe.05.  Conclusions:
Treatment of hypertensive Type 2 diabetics with the Calcium antagonist
Lacidipine for 12 weeks results in: a) A fast, significant and sustained
decrease of bath Systolic and Diastolic Blood Pressure b) A significant
decrease of the albuminuria in those with microalbuminuria c) Reversal to
normoalbuminuria of a significant percentage of the microalbuminurics.

2129
DECREASED ACTIVITY OF CALCIUM PUMP IN SKIN
FIBROBLASTS OF IDDM PATIENTS WITH NEPHROPATHY.
G. Zerbini, F. Podesta, D. Gabellini, R. Ghelardi, G. Meregalli, R.
Mangili and G. Pozza. Istituto Scientifico San Raffaele, Milano, Italy.
Human essential hypertension is characterized by an abnormal cellular
calcium metabolism, and a decreased activity of the calcium pump has
been observed in platelets of hypertensive patients. A predisposition to
essential hypertension has been suggested to underlie the development
of proteinuria in IDDM patients, but whether Ca2+ handling may be
abnormal in these patients is presently unknown. We have therefore
addressed Ca2+ transport pathways in cultured human skin fibroblasts
(HSF) from insulin-dependent patients with diabetic renal disease.
Forearm skin biopsies were taken and HSF grown from 13 patients
with proteinuria and from 11 age-matched normoalbuminuric patients
with a comparably long duration of diabetes (26±6 vs 29±2 years,
p=NS). Exchangeable cell Ca2+ pool, Ca2+ influx and Ca2+ efflux
were measured by established tracer ( 45Ca) techniques in subconfluent
cultures of actively proliferating cells after seven passages. The
exchangeable Ca2+ pool was comparably distributed in the above
groups of patients (21.4±3 vs 22.4±3 nmol•mgprotein I , p=NS). Cat+
influx was lower among the patients with nephropathy, though failing
to reach significance (0.68±0.07 vs 0.95±0.1 nmol•mgprotein .min -1 ,
p=0.1). Finally, Cat efflux was significantly lower in patients with
proteinuria (0.09±0.01 vs 0.14±0.02 nmol•mgprotein"1 'm1n-1 , p=0.03).
None of these variables was quantitatively related with HbAIc, age or
duration of diabetes. These results suggest that reductions in the
activity of Ca2+ pump may represent one more ion transport
abnormality shared by essential hypertension and diabetic
nephropathy. A normal exchangeable Cat } pool may reflect a parallel
reduction in Ca2+ influx, but the mechanisms of these abnormalities
remain to be seen.
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RENAL BIOPSY & IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE THERAPY IN
PROTEINURIC TYPE-II DIABETIC PATIENTS.
M.G. Kibriya, A.Sayeed, H.Mahtab and A.K.Azad Khan, BIRDEM, Diabetic
Association of Bangladesh, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
In proteinuric type-II diabetic subjects, absence of diabetic retinopathy (DR) or
presence of erythrocyturia is usually suspicious for non-diabetic glomerulopathy.
Renal biopsy in such cases is important for diagnosis and planning appropriate
therapy. Aim of the present study was to evaluate the justification of renal biopsy
and the role of individualized immunosuppressive therapy in clinically diagnosed
cases of so-called diabetic nephropathy. Studied subjects comprise 29 (m=14, f=15)
proteinuric type-II diabetic patients having erythrocyturia or absence of DR of
mean age 55.07 (SD 6.36) yr. with 8.9 (SD 6.67) yr. of known diabetic duration.
Renal biopsy revealed diffuse & nodular glomerulosclerosis (suggestive of diabetic
nephropathy - DN) in only 8 (m=6, f=2) cases all of which also had interstitial
reaction, rest 21 (m= 8, 6'l3) had different forms of glomerulonephritis (GN). All
were treated with prednisolone with or without cyclophosphamide (including pulse
doses). Intensity & duration of the therapeutic regimen were individualized
according to histology, severity of disease and clinical response. Patients were
followed-up for 5.4 (SD4. 11) months. Proteinuria decreased from 6.69± 2.15 to
2.98±1.34 gm124 hr (p<0.001) in DN group and from 5.44±3.09 to 2.18±1.69
(p<0.001) in GN group; serum creatinine decreased from 2.42±0.73 to 1.94±0.44
mgo/ (p<0.001) in DN group and from 2.22±1.16 to 1.83±1.00 mg% (p<0.001) in
GN group. However proteinuria and serum creatinine at last follow-up correlated
significantly with baseline proteinuria (p==0.0031) and serum creatinine (p<0.001)
even in multiple regression analysis where they were adjusted for each other and
other factors as well. Response to therapy was better in female compared to their
male counterpart which maybe related to their less severe initial presentation. We
conclude that renal biopsy in selective proteinuric type-II diabetic patients is
justified and individualized pathogenetic treatment may be helpful in non-diabetic
nephropathy in type-II DM and early intervention should be recommended
Further follow-up is going on to confirm our findings.

2131
THE EFFECT OF INTENSIVE INSULIN THERAPY ON THE PROGRESS
OF EARLY DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY AND RETINOPATHY

Liu Changshan,Dong Yanhu. Deptment of Endocrinology, Weifang People's
Hospital ,Weifang City ,Shandong Province P. R. China(261041)

Evidence in animals and humans has suggested that the developement of
diabetic chronic complications( diabetic nephropathy, retinopathy,
neuropathy, ect. ) is related to metabolic abnormality associated with
hyperglycemia ,In the clinical study ,we observed the effect of the intensive
insulin therapy on the progress of early diabetic complications. 16 patients
with early diabetic nephropathy and 14 patients with minimal background
retinopathy were randomly divided into a the intensive insulin therapy group
and a placebo- controlled group. The results showed that 1. the daily
administration 0. 2-.- 1. 0 U/kg. d of biosynthetic human insulin(Actrapid,
Novo Nordisk) to normalize the level of blood glucose(fasting<7. 2,2 hours
<10. 0 mmol/L) throughout 12 week course of the experiment sharply

decreased the glomerular filtration rate (clearance of °Tc) comparing with

placeo group(treated group from 140±20 to 116+11 ml/min. 1. 73 m',P<

0. 05;placeo group : from 138±22 to 136+16 ml/min. 1.73 m 2 ,P>0. 05);2.
Urinary albumin excretion(radioimmunoassy) was apparently decreased in
the treated patients, whereas no changes was seen after placeo (treated : from
86±211o43-l-15 ug/min,P<0. 05;placeo ; from 90±11 to 83±25 ug/min,P
>0. 05) ) ; 2. Neither the intensive insulin therapy nor placeo-controlled
patients were found the statistical significant reduce in the microaneurysm
counts (treated group ; from 3. 6±1. 9 to 4. 1±3. 0;placeo group ; from 3. 8±
2. 5 to 4. 4± 1. 8 , determined by flurorescence retino- angiography) . In
conclusion, intervention with the intensive insulin therapy can reduce the
progress of glomerular filtration rate and urinary albumin excretion, but at
least in short time, has no significant effect on the course of minimal
retinopathy.

2132
CLINICAL EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM ERYTHROPOIETIN (EPO)
TRAETMENT IN JAPANESE NIDDM WITH NEPHROPATHY
M Nomura, M. Ohashi, T. Nakano, M. Kakihara, Y. Yamada and H. Abe.
Osaka Rosai Hospital, Sakai, Osaka, Japan.

EPO (recombinant human erythropoietin] has been used for the treatment
of anemia associated with end stage diabetic nephropathy. However, there
were only a few clinical data about the effects of EPO administration on
amenia and renal function at more earlier stage of diabetic nephropathy
before hemodialysis. In this prospective study, we have tried to investigate
the long term clinical effects of EPO in NIDDM patients with anemia due to
diabetic nephropathy at more early stage.
[Subjects and methods] Four Japanese NIDDM patients with anemia
due to diabetic nephropathy were investigated ( serum creatinine (sCr): 2.0

±0.4 mg/dl, erythrocyte (RBC): 285±10 x10 °/mm', hemoglobin: 8.6±0.7
g/dij. EPO was administered at the dosage of 6000 units every two weeks
for 96 weeks. Fasting blood sample was taken periodically and investigated
the clinical effects of EPO.
[Results]After EPO administration, anemia was significantly improved [24

weeks ; RBC:328±17 x104/mm (p<0.01), 96 weeks ; 343±34 x10 °/mm'
(p<0.05)]. Although serum creatinine concentrations were increased in
these patients, the changes were not statistically significant [24 weeks:
2.3±0.4, 96 weeks: 2.7±0.5 mg/dl, n.s.]. Mean changing rates of serum

creatinine was significantly reduced than control data [- 0.0016 ±0.0010
(1/mg • dl/week) , p<0.01]. During this prospective study, there were no
significant changes in blood pressure and blood glucose control levels.
[Conclusion] It was found that in NIDDM patients with anemia due to

nephropathy, long term EPO treatment was clinically effective to improve
amenia and also to attenuate the speed of deterioration in renal function.

2133
DECREASE OF URINARY ALBUMIN EXCRETION AFTER

GLYCEMIC CONTROL IN DIABETES.

J.M. Poirier, B. Bauduceau, H. Mayaudon, M. Pellan, G. Prevost,
G. Belmejdoub and M. Ducorps. H6pital d'Instruction des Armdes
Begin, 94160 Saint Mande, FRANCE.

Raised urinary albumin excretion (UAE) is a marker for incipient
nephropathy when comprised between 30 and 300 mg/24h. The aim of
this work was to assess the influence of high blood glucose level on the
rate of UAE and its evolution after glycemic control. Subjects and
methods : 32 diabetic patients were included (22 M, 11 F; 13 IDDM, 19
NIDDM; mean age 51 ± 18 years, diabetes duration 8.1 ± 18 years). All
patients had a poor glycemic control (fasting blood glucose level > 250
mg/dl, HbA1 c > 9%) requiring short term intensive insulin therapy. The
24hour UAE was measured daily during an 11 days period. Poor
glycemic control at admission was demonstrated by patients' parameters
(glycemia 342 ± 102 mg/dl, HbAic 11.3 ± 2.3%, fructosamine 0.44 ±
0:09-mmol/I). Results : Daily measurement of UAE showed a continuous
decrease until a stable level which was reached around the 8th day. A
significant difference (p<0.001) for mean UAE rate was found between
the first day (35.6 ± 61 mg/ 24h) and the last day (14.2 ± 10 mg/24h). A
positive correlation was noted between the initial HbA1c level and the
magnitude of UAE's decrease (r = 0.395, p< 0.02).  Comments : A long
time of high blood glucose level induces an increase of urinary albumin
excretion and the restoration of glycemic control allowed a decrease of
UAE which becomes stable after 8 days. Thus, in diabetic patients,
urinary albumin excretion rate should be interpreted with consideration
of glycemic control.
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LOW PROTEIN DIET AND KIDNEY FUNCTION IN INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETIC
PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
H. P. Hansen, P. K. Christensen, E. Tauber-Lassen, A Klausen, B. R. Jensen and H.-H.
Parving. Steno Diabetes Center, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Initiation of low-protein diet (LPD) in patients with varies nephropathies induces a faster
initial and slower subsequent decline in glomeruler filtration rate (GFR). Whether this initial
phenomenon is reversible or irreversible remains to be elucidated. We performed an eight

weeks prospective, randomized, controlled study comparing the effect of LPD (0,6 glkgl24
h) with normal protein diet (NPD, 1,0 g(kg(24 h) in 29 insulin dependent diabetic (IDDM)
patients with diabetic nephropathy. At baseline the patients were randomized to either NPD
(n= 15) or LPD (n= 14) for 4 weeks. Between week 4 and 8 all patients received NPD. The
following variables were measured at baseline and after 4 and 8 weeks follow-up: Dietary
protein intake (DPI, estimated by the 24 It urinary nitrogen excretion, g(kg(24 h), GFR ( 51 Cr-
EDTA, mllminl1,73 mO, albuminuria (ELISA, mg(24 h) and blood pressure (BP, Hawksley
random zero sphygmomanometer, mm Hg). During the investigation 14 patients in the NPD
group and 12 patients in the LPD group received their usual antihypertensive treatment.
Baseline data, the NPD group vs the LPD group; DPI (mean, SD) 0,9 (0,3) vs. 1,2
(0,3)(p <0.05), GFR (mean, SD) 92)21) vs. 94 (21)(NS), albuminuria (geometric mean, antilog
SEMI 550 [1,3) vs. 269 (1,5([NS), and BP (mean, SD) 140(79 17(10) vs. 135(76 (12)7)INS).
Changes in DPI [eDPI), GFR (eGFR), albuminuria (AUAE) and BP (ABP), from baseline to 4
weeks, and from 4 to 8 weeks, were compared between the LPD group and the NPD group:

mean difference (95% Cl) between LPD group and NPD group

0 to 4 weeks p 4 to 8 weeks p

aDPI (glkg b. w.(24 h) -0,4 (-0,6 to -0,3) <0,0001 0,3 (0,2 to 0,5) <0,0001

AGFR (ml(minl1,73 m') -6,0 (-12,6 to 0,5) =0,07 8,8 (2,9 to 14,7) <0,005

AUAE (%) .28,1	 (-46,5 to -5,6) <0,05 21,5 (-8,0 to 60,3) =0,16

esystelic BP (mm Hg) 0,0 (-8,8 to 8,9) NS -2,5 (-12,2 to 7,2) NS

ediastolic BP (mm Hg) -3,1	 1.8,3 to 2,1) NS -0,7 (-7,1	 to 5,8) NS

In conclusion, short-term LPO induces a reversible [hemodynamic.'l reduction in life and
albuminuria in IDDM patients with diabetic nephropathy.

2135
SECONDARY FAILURE IN NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES
MELLITUS (NIDDM): EFFECT OF INSULIN ON RENAL FUNCTION

P.D.ChattingtonC , K.Hampson , T.S.Purewal.°,I.R.Jones band J.P.Vora
'Departments of Medicine and Endocrinology, Royal Liverpool University
Hospital, Liverpool and 6 Arrowe Park Hospital, Wirral UK.

Some 50% of NIDDM patients fail to achieve adequate glycaemic control after
10 years on oral hypoglycaemic agents (OHA), thus necessitating insulin
therapy. OHA failure patients were defined as those having an HbA,,>7.2% (ref
<6.2%), on maximum OHA for >1 year with C-Peptide concentrations >0.6 nM
6 wins after I mg iv glucagon. HbA 1 ,, fasting C-peptide and insulin, blood
pressure (BP), morning urine for albumin/creatinine ratio (ACR) and 3 timed
overnight urine collections for albumin excretion rate (UAER) [n=28], with
glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and effective renal plasma flow (ERPF)
[plasma isotopic clearance after single combined intravenous injection of Cr s `-

EDTA and Tc 9-MAG3, corrected to 1.73m' surface area] [n=17], assessed
immediately before and repeated after 3 months on insulin. HbA,, improved
significantly from 10.6 [0.3] mean [SEMI to 8.5[0.3]%, p<0.01. Fasting C-
peptide decreased from 965 [1001 vs 686 [70]pmol.l -', p<0.001; insulin
increased form 12.16 [1.3] to 25.41 [9.6]mU.l -r , p< 0.01. Body mass index
increased from 27.3 [0.9] to 28.3 [1.0] kg.m 2 , p<0.001. Systolic BP increased
133 [3.3] vs 138 [3.7]mmHg, p< 0.04, with no change in diastolic BP 75 [2.0]
vs 77 [2.l[mmHg. ACR (median [range]) 3.2 [<5 to 390] vs 2.5 [<5 to
182]mg.mmol -` and UAER at 8.7 [<5 to 3110] initially vs 6.9 [<5 to
1028]pg.mia r were not significantly lower on insulin. GFR, ERPF and filtration
fraction remained stable at 90.1 [6.6] vs 88.2 [7.4] ml.min'; 330 [29] vs 320
[30] ml.min' and 0.28 [0.01] vs 0.28 [0.02]% respectively. Insulin therapy
produces the expected increase in BMI, serum insulin concentrations and
improvement in glycaemic control. There was also the less expected increase in
systolic BP. Inspire of these changes there is no alteration in renal
haemodynamics or urinary albumin excretion.

2136
METABOLIC EFFECTS OF A MILD DIETARY PROTEIN

RESTRICTION IN NIDDM PATIENTS WITH NEPHROPATHY

C.Takahashi,N.Ujihara,O.Tomonaga,H.Yokoyama,T.Babazono,

T.Sanaka and YOmori.Tokyo Women's Medical College,Tokyo, Japan.

Aim of this study was to assess the effects of a short term (about 2

weeks) mild dietary protein restriction (0.8g/kg) on the renal and metabolic

state in hospitalized NIDDM patients with diabetic nephropathy. Patients

& Methods: 22 NIDDM patients (14 M/ 8 F. age 56.2 ± 14.5y, diabetes

duration 17.3±7.7y, S-creatinine 2.2±1.6 mg/dl, M±SD) were studied.

10 NIDDM patients without nephropathy (7M/3F ,age 52.2 ± 13.7 y,

diabetes duration 9 ± 0.2y,Scr 0.9 ± 0.2) treated without dietary protein

restriction (1.45g/kg) served as controls. On admission and before

discharge, 24 -hour urine samples were collected and analyzed for

protein, nitrogen excretion, creatinine clearance ( CCr) and nitrogen

balance (NB). Serum total protein (TP),albumin(ALB), lipids (TC, TG),

glycated albumin (GA)were also checked. Those data were compared

between on admission and before discharge within the two groups.

Results: Estimated protein consumption (g/kg/iw) of patients at

admission and discharge were 0.93 ±0.25 vs 0.77±0.13,p=0.0026, but

that in controls did not differ. CCr., S-cr.,U-protein did not differ in either

group. TP and ALB in patients were decreased significantly at

discharge,but not in controls. NB(g/day) at discharge in patients was 0.28

± 1.12 and in controls was 2.88±2.44,p=0.004, significantly lower in

patients . Lipids in patients were decreased significantly. GA(%) was

decreased significantly at discharge in controls, but not in patients.

Conclusion: A protein restricted diet showed some demerits, even

though the restriction was a mild and the duration was short, nutritional

status should be monitored closely during a protein modified diet.

2137

PROGRESSION OF LEFT VENTRICULAR MASS DURING ANTI HYPERTENSIVE
TREATMENT IN DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
A.Sato, L.Tarnow, S.Ali*, P.Rossing, F.S.Nielsen, H.-H.Parving. Steno Diabetes Center and
"Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Increased left ventricular mass (LVM) may contribute to the increased relative mortality

from cardiovascular disease in insulin dependent diabetic )IDDM( patients with diabetic
nephropathy. The effect of antihypertensive treatment on LVM and systolic function was
evaluated in a one year, double blind, randomised, parallel study with a lung-acting calcium
antagonist (nisoldipine, 20-40 mg(day) or an angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor

(lisinopril, 10-20 mg(day). Fifty hypertensive IDDM patients with diabetic nephropathy were
enrolled. Three patients dropped out and 7 patients were not evaluable due to technical
difficulties. M-mode echocardiography was performed and the results analyzed blinded and

independently by two observers before and after treatment with nisoldipine (n=20) or

lisinopril (n=201. Twenty four hours ambulatory blood pressure was measured with the
A&D TM2420 device every 3 months. During the study, 24h mean arterial blood pressure

was reduced from (mean(SE() 108 (3) at baseline to 101 (2) in average during treatment
in the lisinopril group and from 105 (2( to 103 (2) in the nisoldipine group (p=0.06
comparing changes in the two groups). LVM, corrected for body surface (LVMI) was
comparable between groups at baseline and increased from (mean(SE)) 96 (5) to 107 (6)

glmz (p=0.007) in the nisoldipine group and from 95 (4) to 103 (5) glm 2 (p=fl.03( in the
lisinopril group. The mean difference between the change in LVMI in the two groups were

2,9 [95% Cl: -6,8 to 12,7) glm2. The prevalence of left ventricular hypertrophy rose from
18 % to 30 % during the study period. A multiple linear regression analysis revealed, that

LVMI increased with higher systolic blood pressure level and declining GFR, while sex, age,

metabolic control, diastolic blood pressure, urinary sodium excretion and treatment group

did not contribute to explain the variation in LVMI, R Z = 0.25. Systolic function, assessed
by fractional shortening, were within normal range and similar at baseline and during

follow up 42 (1) vs 41 (1) %, nisoldipine vs lisinopril, respectively. Conclusion:

Antihypertensive treatment to a blood pressure level within the normal range, does not
hinder a progressive rise in LVM in IDDM patients with diabetic nephropathy. The impact
of more aggressive treatment should be evaluated.
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2138
LOW PROTEIN DIET INCREASES INSULIN-STIMULATED GLUCOSE
DISPOSAL AND ENERGY PRODUCTION RATE IN UREMIC PATIENTS.
V Rigalleau, V Blanchetier, C Combe, J Aubertin, M Aparicio and H
Gin. Service de nutrition et diabetologie, hopital Haut-Leveque,
Pessac, et service de Nephrologie, hopital Pellegrin, Bordeaux,
France.

Low protein diets (LPD) increase insulin-mediated glucose disposal
in chronic renal failure (CRF), but the fate of the better utilized
glucose and the effect on energy production rate are unknown. Using a
two-step (1 and 5 mU.kg 1 .min- 1 ) euglycemic hyperinsulinemic
clamp combined with indirect calorimetry, we studied the effects of a
LPD (0.3 g.kg - 1 .d- 1 , supplemented with essential aminoacids and
ketoanalogues) in 6 non dialized patients with chronic renal failure

(Glomerular Filtration Rate: 13.6±3.1 ml.min 1 ). After 3 months of
diet, no significant change was observed concerning GFR, body weight,
arterial pH. At the postabsorptive state, plasma glucose and insulin
were significantly lower (Glucose: 4.7±0.1 mmol.l - 1 vs 5.0±0.1
before LPD, insulin 8.1±1.5 pU.ml - 1 vs 14.0±3.7 before LPD; both

p<0.05) and energy production rate higher (1 7.16±0.67 Cal.kg

-1 ,min-1 vs 15.72±0.48 before LPD; p<0.05). Insulin-stimulated

glucose oxidation (3.37±0.35 mg.kg 1 .min-1 vs 2.36±0.29 before
LPD; p<0.05 at first clamp step) and non oxidative disposal
2.58±0.68 mg.kg 1 .min-1 vs 1.29±0.51 before LPD at first clamp
step; 5.31±0.41 vs 3.74±0.74 at 2nd step; p<0.05 at both steps)
increased after LPD. This confirms that LPD ameliorates insulin
sensitivity in CRF, even for low plasma insulin concentrations. Since
energy production rate is increased by LPD, the caloric intake should
be increased when protein intake is restricted.

2139
ACE-INHIBITION DURING TWO YEARS DID NOT IMPROVE U-AER IN
NORMOTENSIVE MICROALBUMINURIC IDDM PATIENTS.
M Bojestig*, B E Karlberg*, and the PRIMA study group. Department of
*Internal Medicine, University Hospital, Linkoping, Sweden.

The aim was to investigate if a low dose of ramipril(1.25mg daily) is
as effective as 5mg daily to reduct urinary albumin exretion rate (U-
AER) in normotensive (diastolic blood pressure <_ 90 mmHg)
microalbuminuric (U-AER 30-300mg/24h) IDDM patients. The
study was performed as a multicenter randomized placebo
controlled double blind parallell group study during two years. U-
AER was measured in 2 24h urinary collections every 3 month,
GFR and 24h ABPM at time 0, 1 and 2 years.

Group of patients Placebo 1.25mg Ramipril	 5mg Ramipril

Male/female (n) 14/4 13/6 14/4
Duration of diabetes 21.1 27.7 22.5
HbAlc	 (%) 7.4 7.6 7.2
U-AER* Oy (mg/24h) 103 109 69
U-AER* 2y (mg/24h) 95 94 81
*values is median, no differences are significant

There was no significant changes in 24 h ABPM or GFR in any
group.
Conclusion: Normotensive IDDM patients with microalbuminuria
and good glycaemic control had no difference in UAER progression
when treated with placebo or ramipril 1.25mg or 5mg daily during 2
years. Probably, this group of microalbuminuric patients does not
need Ace-inhibition.

2140
n - 3 FATTY ACID THERAPY IN DIABETIC PROTEINURIA - A CLINICAL
STUDY. C V Harinaravan*, K Rant Vijay Kumar, A Padma & PV Srinivasa Rao, Dept of
Endocrinology & Metabolism, Biochemistry, Sri Venkateswara Institute of Medical
Sciences, Tirupathi-517 707, Andhra Pradesh, INDIA.

Twenty four hour urine proteins were estimated when the urine culture was sterile
in 36 patients (Group 1) (diabetes mellitus of 5-10 years duration) with age 50 + 12 years
(M:F = 14:12) before and six months after n-3 fatty acid therapy (EICOSAPENTAENOIC
ACID 1080 mg/day & DOCOSAIIEXAENOIC ACID 720 mg/day in three divided doses.
Commercial name MAXEPA), Glycemic control was achieved with insulin alone (n = 10),
oral antidiabetics (n = 16) and a combination of both (n = 10). Nine were treated with ACE
inhibitors, and three with calcium blockers. The mean ± SD biochemical parameters
fasting and post prandial plasma glucose (FPG and PPPG - mg%), serum creatinine (SC -
mg%), 24 hour urine total volume (24 TV - ml/day), 24 hour urine proteins (24 UP -
mg/day), 24 hour urine creatinine (24 UC - mg/day) were 213 + 94; 300 + 112; 0.9 + 0.34;
2650 + 1045; 530 + 600; 928 + 447 respectively before initiation of therapy and 135 + 68;
180 + 88; 0.98 + 0.5; 2394 + 1002; 436 + 515 respectively six months afler therapy. Forty
seven percent (Group 2) (n = 17) showed a significant decline in proteinuria (P <0.01) when
compared to (Group 3) (n = 19) who showed a rise in proteinurta. The mean + SD ofFPG,
PPPG, SC, 24 UTV, 24 UP, 24 UC in group 2 at the time of initiation of therapy were 167  +

57; 264 + 94; 0.99 + 0.33; 2740 + 1081; 766 + 769; 921 + 334 and six months afler
therapy 146 ± 68; 191 + 82; 1.02 + 0.45; 2295 + 1218; 357 ± 374; 779 + 507 respectively.
The corresponding values in group 3 were 254  + 102; 333 + 119; 0.9 + 0.35; 2568 + 1033;
318 + 271; 933 + 538 at initiation and 127 + 69; 170 + 93; 0.95 + 0.56; 2483 + 785; 506
+ 617; 1015 + 304 respectively after six months of therapy. There was a significant
difference between Group 2 and 3 among FPG (P <0.01), PPPG (P <0.1) at initiation of
therapy FPG and PPPG (P <0.01) six months after therapy, and the fall in 24 UP (P <0.01).
There was a negative correlation (P <0.05) between the degree of fall in 24 UP and 24 UP
before initiation of therapy in group 2 only. There was no correlation between serum
creatinine and creatinine clearance before and after therapy in both groups. The reduction
of proteinuria by n-3 fatty acid therapy in diabetic proteinuria is complementary to glycemic
control and significant when the proteinuria is mild or moderate.

2141
ACE INHIBITORS IN TREATMENT OF ADOLESCENT PATIENTS WITH
IDDM AND DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY.
V.N.Sokolovskaya G.I.Sivoous, , E.A.Voichik and E.P.Kasatkina Russian
Academy of Advansed Medical Studies, Moscow, Russia.
The purpose of the study was to assess the effect of ACE inhibitor Enalapril
maleate in patients with IDDM on early stages of diabetic nephropathy and
normal level of BP. 42 IDDM patients (13 male, 29 female, aged 11.5 -
20.9 ys) were included into the study. 35 of them had microalbumin -
uria and 7 had proteinuria. All patients received 5-10 mg of Enalaprili daily
during 3-6-9 months. The effect of treatment was evaluated by dynamics of
microalbuminuria ("Beringer Mangheim°), HbAI blood level and BP. After
3 months of treatment with enalapril showed a decrease of urine albumin
excretion and in 21 of them the urine albumin contents became normal and
was normal in 75% of patients after 3 months and in 72,2% after 9 months
completion of treatment. Patients who showed no changes of microalbumin-
uria level after 3 months of treatment continiued to receive the same dose
of enalapril for 6 to 9 months. After the period of prolonged treatment
improvement was achieved only in patients with decreased level of HbA1 %
(11.94± 0.6 vs 10.1 ± 0.4 p. > 0.05). In the group of proteinuria 6 of 7
patients showed the reduction of protinuria and 1 of them - the total absence
of proteinuria after 3 months of treatment with enalapril (daily dose 5 mg.)
Treatment with increased dose (10 mg. daily) of enalalpril was continued in
patients with remaining proteinuria. After the next 3 months of treatment the
half of them showed the following reduction of proteinuria, the later
correlated with improvement of blood HbA1% (13.2 ± 1.2 vs 10.6 ± 0.78, p
> 0.05) level. BP was stable in all patients during the whole period of study.
Conclusion: Enalapril is effective for treatment of patients with diabetic
nephropathy with normal BP on the stages of microalbuminuria and
proteinuria. Effect of treatment is better in patients with compensated
carbohydrate metabolism.



2142
IS VEGETARIAN PROTEIN DIET (VPD) RENOPROTECTIVE ?
GS.Narayan, MG.Mamatha, AS.Vinaya, BS.Sudha, DV.Rama, S.Krishnamurthi,
J.Srikanth, S.Nagabushan, P.Hegde, N.Nagesh, P.Ashalakshmi, S.Colaco,
S.Suresh, A.Sharda and SS.Srikanta. Samatvam: Endocrinology Diabetes
Center, Bangalore, India.
Dietary protein load is recognized to influence the course and progression of
chronic renal diseases including diabetic nephropathy (DN). Earlier observations
by ourselves and others had suggested that in addition to quantity, the quality
(vegetable vs animal origin) of the dietary protein may also influence the
pathogenesis and progression of DN. Urinary albumin excretion (UAE) rates
(mgf24h) were measured by immunoturbidometry in 227 consecutive NIDDM
subjects. The results were correlated with clinical and demographic data.
Compared to vegetarians, non-vegetarians had higher UAE (X:166 vs. 205),
specifically in the ODN group (858 vs. 1402). Advanced stages of DN were
associated with increased diabetes duration, systolic blood pressure (SBP), and
glycated hemoglobin, and tendency towards dyslipidemia (increased LDLC and
TG, decreased HDLC); age at diagnosis and OHA failure had no significant
associations. Conclusions: Despite VPD being potentially renoprotective and
the relative predominance of vegetarianism in India, other negative influences
(social deficiencies in comprehensive diabetes care - glycerine control,
B.P.Control possible increased genetic susceptibility) are likely overwhelming,
resulting in overall higher prevalence of advanced stages of DN in Asian
Indians.
Group	 NAE IDN-1 IDN-2 ODN	 P	 NAE=Normal
UAE	 <31 31-150 150-300 >300 	 Albumin Excretion
Prevalence% 22	 58	 10	 11	 IDN: Incipient DN
GHb %	 7.8 8.3	 8.1	 9.1	 ODN: Overt DN
SBP mm Hg 137 138	 143	 156	 0.0009
DM duration 6.1	 8.0	 10.2	 11.0	 0.012
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LISINOPRIL REDUCES EXERCISE—INDUCED MICROALBUMINURIA
IN NORMOTENSIVE NORMOALBUMINURIC IDDM PATIENTS
J.A. Tuominen and V.A. Koivisto. Helsinki University Central Hospital.
Helsinki, Finland.
In order to study the effect of lisinopril on exercise—induced urinary albumin
excretion twentysix IDDM patients with nocmoalbuminuria were randomized
into two groups having either placebo (n=13, age 36±3 yrs, BMI 24.5±1.1
kg/m2) or lisinopril (15 mg) (n=13, age 34±2, BMI 24.4±0.9 kg/m 2) as their
treatment. Overnight and exercise—induced urinary albumin excretion rate
were measured at baseline and after 1 and 2 yr treatment. Two patients from
the placebo group and none from the lisinopril group developed
microalbuminuria. The exercise—induced urinary albumin excretion rate
diminished 46% after the first (p=0.059) and 66% (p<0.01) after the second
year in the lisinopril group, but remained unchanged in the control group.
Systolic and diastolic blood pressure were similar in the baseline and after 1
year, but at 2 years systolic blood pressure was 13 mmHg (p=0.03) and
diastolic blood pressure 9 mmHg lower (p=0.052) in the lisinopril group as
compared to the control group. Diastolic blood pressure decreased
significantly at 1 and 2 years in the lisinopril group, while there was no
significant change in the systolic blood pressure. At baseline, overnight
albumin excretion rate correlated with HbA1^ (r=0.50, p<0.01) and the
duration of diabetes (r=0.39, p<0.05), and systolic blood pressure correlated
with both overnight (r=0.42, p<0.05) and exercise—induced (r=0.48, p<0.05)
albumin excretion rate in the whole group.
In conclusion, glycaemic control and blood pressure are directly related to
overnight albumin excretion rate already in normotensive, normoalbuminuric
IDDM patients. Lisinopril treatment reduces exercise—induced urinary albumin
excretion rate in such patients. These data suggest a protective effect of
lisinopril for the development of microalbuminuria.

2144	 2145
EFFECTS OF LISINOPPRIL AND NIFEDIPINE ON THE PROGRESSION
TO OVERT PROTEINURIA IN NORMOTENSIVE INSULIN DEPENDENT
DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH INCIPIENT NEPHROPATHY
G. Crepaldi, Q. Carta, G. Deferrari, R. Mangilli, R. Navalesi, F. Santeusanio, A.
Spalluto, A. Vanasia, G.M. Villa, R. Nosadini on behalf of the Italian
Microalbuminuria Study Group in IDDM.
Microalbuminuria (MA) is observed in as high as 15-25% of IDDM patients in
Europe, even in absence of arterial hypertension. It is not clear whether MA does
predict overt nephropathy to the same extent when associated or not to arterial
hypertension. Intervention trials on renal function in MA IDDM patients should adopt
as outcome measurement the rate of decline of glomerular filtration rate (GFR).
However normotensive MA IDDM patients show no change in GFR over a follow-up
period of 4-10 yrs irrespective of antihypertensive teatment. In the present study we
used either 1) the cumulative incidence of progression to proteinuria (albumin
excretion rate-AER>250 Rglmin) or 2) the rate of yearly increase in AER 50% above
baseline, to study the course of renal function in 137 normotensive IDDM patients
during double-blind, double dummy treatment either with lisinopril or with slow
release nifedipine in comparison with placebo. 103 patients completed the 3 yrs
follow-up period. Postural hypotension and hyperkaliemia did not occur in any
patient. Time to event analysis indicated a reduction in the risk of progression to
proteinuria of 58.1% (95% C.I.: 27.8-68.4%) in the lisinopril (p<0.02 and of 62.5%
(95% C.I.: 32.5-73.4%) in the nifedipine (p<0.02) groups respectively, after
adjustment for mean blood pressure, glycated hemoglobin and baseline AER. Baseline
AER was 71 .tg/min (range 21-230) in progressors and 73 µg/min (range 20-233) in
nonprogressors (NS). The percentage of patients who showed an yearly increase of
AER>50% above base line values was significantly lower in the lisinopril (14 of 34,
41%, p<0.02) but not in the nifedipine (17 of 27, 63%) than in the placebo (31 of 42,
74%) groups. Lisinopril group had significantly lower systolic values during the
follow-up than nifedipine (p<0.002) and placebo (p<0.03) groups. In conclusion our
data show that both lisinopril and nifedipine are effective in delaying the occurrence
of overt proteinuria in normotensive IDDM patients with MA. As overt proteinuria
strongly predicts end stage renal failure both treatments appear capable to prevent
such complication in normotensive IDDM with MA. Lisinopril appears to improve the
patterns of AER also in the range of microalbuminuria. This latter result needs to be
emphasized as the patterns of AER have been suggested not be an indicator of but to
contribute themselves to the progression of renal damage.
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LONG-TERM PICOTAMIDE, A DUAL THROMBOXANE INHIBITOR,
DECREASES URINARY ALBUMIN EXCRETION RATE IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC
PATIENTS WITH MICROALBUMINURIA AT REST
P. Desenzani, P. Perini, C. Mascadri, F. Manelli, M. Milani*, F. Negrini, A.
Buranin, C. Cappelli, G. Romanelli, A. Giustina.
Endocrine Section, Dept. Internal Medicine, University of Brescia;* Sandoz P.F.,
Milano; Italy
Picotamide inhibits thromboxane-synthetase and acts as a thromboxane antagonist at
the receptor level. We investigated in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
trial the long-term effect of picotamide on urinary albumin excretion (UAE) at rest
and induced by exercise in 30 non insulin dependent (type 2) diabetic patients
normotensive (supine BP <140/90 mmHg) and with microalburninuria (24-h UAE
between 20 and 200 pg/min) while at rest. The subjects of our study had mean age
52.5±1.6 yrs and mean BMI 28.5±0.7 Kg/m2, diabetes duration of 9.1±1.8 yrs
and were in fairly good glycometabolic control (HbAlc: 7.0±0.8%). The patients
were randomly allocated to receive for 1 year either picotamide, 300 mg, 3 tabs/day
or placebo, 3 tabs/day. The patients were seen after 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months of
treatment. At all times, BP. UAE at rest (mean of three 24-h urine samples), bood
glucose, serum creatinine, serum picotamide and creatinine clearance were
measured; at baseline and after 6 and 12 months all patients underwent a
submaximal physical exercise for evaluation of exercise-induced microalbuminuria.
After 6 months of picotamide treatment, at rest (30±24 pg/min) and exercise-
induced (80±35 pg/min) microalbuminuria were significantly decreased as compared
to the baseline (at rest: 60±40 pg/min; after exercise: 250±150 pg/min) and
placebo level without further drops at month 12 of picotamide treatment. On placebo
treatment, UAE at rest (80±40 µg/min) and after exercise (170±35 µg/min) was
slightly, even if not significantly, increased as compared to baseline values. The
effects of picotamide occurred without either significant side effects or changes in
either blood pressure levels or glycometaholic control. Our study is the first, long-
term, intervention trial in type 2 diabetes showing that an anti-thromboxane agent
is able to dramatically decrease microalbuminuria, which in this disease is a dual
marker of macro- and micro-angiopathy.

2147
COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTS OF PERINDOPRn. AND METOPROLOL ON KIDNEY

FUNCTIONAND ALBUMINURIA IN EARLY DIABETIC NEPHROPA1`IIY IN IDDM PATIENTS

M. Berns. Department of Internal Medicine and Diabetology, Warsaw Medical
School, Warsaw, Poland.
The action of angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEI) and of beta recep-
tors blockers (beta RB) on the patbophysiological events in early diabetic nephro-
pathy is a subject of controversy. The main question is: do the ACEI posses any
specific influence on kidney function in diabetics, which is not exerted by beta RB?
To explain the problem the double blind, randomised study was designed. In the
study the effects of 2-8 mg of perindopril or 50-100 mg of metoprolol daily in
IDDM subjects with albuminuria less than tg/24h were measured. 30 IDDM sub-
jects were randomised into 2 subgroups: 14 cases for perindopril and 16 cases for
metoprolol and subjected to 1 year study. At the baseline and 3 times every 3
months the following observations were recorded: clinical examination, HbAlc,
blood pressure (BP), daily albuminuria, glomelular filtration rate (GFR), effective
renal plasma flow (ERPF), filtration fraction (FF). All IDDM subjects showed the
HbAlc level <7%, did not have any additional morbidity and had free access to ob-
serves. The obtained: the mean systolic BP dropped down in the perindopril group
from 151±15 to 134±10 nun Hg, in metoprolol group from 158±12 to 137±8 mm
Hg, the mean diastolic BP decreased respectively from 94±6 to 78±5 mm Hg and
from 93±4 to 84±6 mm Hg. The differences observed in BP decrease in both groups
were not significant. Contrasting results were observed in the intensity of albumi-
nuria. The mean daily albuminuria decreased in the perindopril group from 376±92
to 103±57 mg/24h. It did not change in the metoprolol group. Differences between
both groups are statistically significant. Such functional parameters like ERPF,
GFR and FF did not change significantly in the perindopril group, while they sho-
wed the tendency to deterioration in the metoprolol group. Conclusion: Both types
of therapy equally reduced BP, however ACEI therapy decreased the albuminuria
and contributed to the preservation of kidney function in a more visible manner
than metoprolol. This outcomes are in favour of the specific ACEI significance.

2148
LONG-TERM PICOTAMIDE, A DUAL THROMBOXANE INHIBITOR,
DECREASES BOTH THE URYNARY EXCRETION OF THROMBOXANE
B2 (TXB 2) AND ALBUMIN IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES P.
Desenzani, P. Perini, M. Milani", F. Negrini, C. Cappelli, G. Romanelli,
G. Davi'#, A. Giustina
Endocrine Section, Dpt. Internal Medicine, University of Brescia; *Sandoz
P.F.; Milano; #Unit of Hematology, University of Chieti; Italy.
It has been suggested that platelet hyperreactivity in patients with diabetes
mellitus is associated with increased platelet production of thromboxane as
compared to normal subjects. It has been hypothesized that this platelet
activation could contribute to the pathogenesis of microangiophatic diabetic
complications. In fact, recents studies have shown that in type 2 diabetes
(NIDDM) the urinary excretion of TXB2 (stable metabolite of TX) is
elevated with respect to normal subjects. Aim of our study was to evaluate
the urinary excretion of TXB2 and albumin in 10 NIDDM normotensive
patients (8M/2F) with microalburninuria at rest treated with picotamide (300
mg tid; a new antiplatelet drug acting as antagonist of both TX-receptors and
TX-synthetase) or placebo (3 tabs/day) for 12 months. At the end of the 12
month-period all the patients underwent to: 1) microalbuminuria assay at rest
and after cycloergometric submaximal exercise; 2) urinary TXB2 assay (RIA;
extracted from 20 ml aliquots of each urine sample on SEP-PAK C18
cartridge and eluted with ethil-acetate); 3) serum picotamide assay (HPLC).
All the patients treated with picotamide showed urinary TXB2,
microalburninuria at rest and after exercise values significantly lower than the
patients in the placebo group. In the whole group of patients we found: a
significant inverse correlation (r= -0.93; p=0.000) between serum
picotamide and urinary TXB2; a significant direct correlation between
microalbuminuria after exercise and urinary TXB2 (r=0.735; p=0.015) and
between microalbuminuria at rest and urinary TXB2 (r= 0.5; p< 0.05). On
the basis of our data we can hypothesize that: 1) TX could he involved in the
pathogenesis of microalbuminuria in diabetes; 2) the long-term efficacy and
the clinical potential use of picotamide in diabetic patients with
rnicroalbuminuria at rest is due to its effective TX synthetase inhibition.
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2150
GLYCOSAMINOGLYCANS - A NEW THERAPEUTIC
APPROACH FOR DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY (DN)
M.V.Shestakova , A.V. Vorontsov, L.A. Tchugunova and

I.I.Dedov, National Endocrinology Center, Moscow, Russia.
The Steno hypothesis suggests that the key event in the

development of DN is the loss of glycosaminoglycan (GAG)
content of glomerular basement membrane, including the loss
of negatively-charged heparan sulphate that impairs membrane
charge-selectivity and lead to the onset of albuminuria. Experi-
mental studies demonstrated amelioration of DN under the
treatment with GAG (Gambaro,1994). The aim of our study
was to evaluate the antiproteinuric effect of GAG
administration in type I diabetic patients. Eighteen p-ts with
good metabolic control ( mean HBAlc 8.1%) were included in
an open controlled GCP study: gr.l (n=9) - with micro-
albuminuria 30-100 mcg/min and gr.2 (n=9) - with proteinuria
500-1500 mcg/min. We used low-molecular heparin Sulodexide
(Alfa Wasserman, Italy) for 3 weeks (600 U/day i.m.). In gr.l
there was a signif. decrease in albuminuria after 2 wk of therapy
(up to normal level) and it was stable after 6 wk of withdrawal.
In gr.2 the signif. decrease in proteinuria was reached after 3
wk of therapy, but it quickly increased 6 wk after withdrawal.
Sulodexide therapy also showed a lipid-lowering effect in gr.2 :
plasma cholesterol reduced from 7.3 to 5.6 mmol/l. So GAG
therapy has an antiproteinuric and hypolipidemic effects , both
of which induce nephroprotection in DN. It is suggested that
GAG can improve the glomerular sulfate incorporation and
restore the glomerular charge-selectivity.

2151
Long and Short-acting ACE inhibitors in the

management of microalbuminuric diabetics.

A.F. El-Aggan, ACMC, CAIRO,EGYPT.

Background : Microelbuminuria is a pre-

dictor of proteinuria, and a prognostic indi-

cator of early mortality. The micoalbuminu-

ric patients mostly have blood pressures above

that of age, sex and duration matched IDDM with

normoalbuminuria. Reducation of elevated blood

pressure will reduce proteinuria. ACE (Angioten-

sin converting enzyme) inhibitors selectively

normalize intrarenal blood pressure,and reduce

ABS. This class include short-acting and long-

acting drugs. I conducted a short-term study on

15 diabetic- hypertensive patients with microal-

bumnuria,Proteinuria. Three groups, each of 5

Patients, with same duration of diabetes and

hypercensibn, were randomized and given either

captopril, ramipril or benazepril. Glycaemic

control and adequate blood pressure were main-

tained through the study and proteinuria was

monitored at regular intervals of 3 months. The

two groups on long-acting ACE inhibitors showed

statistically signigicant improvement in protei-

nuria than the group on short acting ACE. They

were superior to short-acting ACE in absence of

side-effects (P<O.DO1). Long-acting ACE inhibi-

tors do improve proteinuria better than short-

acting ACE inhibit re, with minimal side effects.
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A PILOT STUDY OF GLYCOSAMINOGLYCANS (GAG'S) ACTIVITY ON
MICROALBUMINURIA OF TYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS
A. Poplawska, M. Szelachowska, J. Topolska and I. Kinalska Department of
Endocrinology , Medical School, Bialystok, Poland
Nephropathy in subjects with diabetes mellitus is a major complication that leads
to renal failure and death. Diabetic nephropathy ultimately develops in 30% of
patients suffering from in diabetes mellitus and is initially characterized by
microalbuminuria. Sulodexide is a highly purified preparation containing an
endogenous -like fast moving heparin fraction (Iduronyl-Glycosaminoglycan
sulphate) -60% and a dermatan fraction-40%. Fifteen out-patients with type I
diabetes mellitus and microalbuminuria ( mean±SEM 95.4±13.9mcg/min), were
administered the glycosaminoglycan sulodexide, with the aim of investigated its
influence on the rate of albumin excretion. Sulodexide ( Vessel Due F-Alfa
Wassermann-Italy ) was given by intramuscular route with the dose of 600
Liporoteinolipase Releasing Units/day by for 21 days. At the control visits a
recent anamnesis was recorded, a complete physical examination was performed,
body weigh and blood pressure were measured. Two times during experiment
(before and after treatment) renal function tests (creatinine clearance),
hematological and coagulative parameters (blood count, APTT, fibrinogen),
hematochemical parameters (creatininemia, uricemia, proteinemia, glycemia,
cholesterol, triglycerides) were examined. Urinary albumin excretion was
estimated six times ( before, after each week of treatment, three and six weeks after
end of the treatment) by immunoprecipitationes assay. All the patients completed
the study. Sulodexide yielded a clear-cut and statistically significant lowering of
the albumin excretion already after the first week of treatment (53,6+11.lmcg/min;
p<0.005), the decrease was still more evident at treatment completion
(26.5+6.05mcg/min; p<0.007) and was maintained during the follow-up period, at
the end of which the mean value of albumin excretion rate was still significantly
lower than at baseline (36.3±6.7mcg/min; p<0.004). Sulodexide short-term
administration did not influence the routine hematological, hematochemical and
coagulative tests contemporarily performed. Patients compliance with treatment
was very good and no adverse events were ever reported. In conclusion, our study
suggests that sulodexide (Vessel Due F) plays an important role in reducing urinary
albumin excretion in diabetic patients with nephropathy

2153
EFFECT OF ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZYME INHIBITOR (IMIDAPRIL) ON
MICROPROTEINURIA IN NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS
S.Haisaa, K.Asano", H.Himei 5 , A.Kondou , K.Nakada", T.Itojimae , Y.Mishima5 and M.Kibata°.
Okayama City Hospital Internal Department", Okayama Red Cross General Hospital", Okayama
Saiseikai Hospital", National Minamiokayama Hospital°, Okayama, Japan.
In diabetic patients, microproteinuria [urinary - albumin (ALB). transferrin (IF), p,
microgloburin (BMG) and N- acetyl- p-D-glucosaminidase (NAG)] are markers for early renal
dysfunction. We evaluated the effect of imidapril hydorochloride in blood pressure and
progression of diabetic nephropathy using these urinary-proteins. In this study, 30 patients
with NIDDM (non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus) complicated by hypertension, without
severe clinical nephropathy (serum creatinine G 12mg/dl), but with microalbuminuria, received
5-10mg orally of Imidapril from 24 to 52 weeks. They were required to revisit the
outpatient clinic every 4 weeks to have their blood pressure checked, and the first urine
specimen in the early morning was used to test for ALB, TF, BMG and NAG. A creatinine
correction was made for microproteinuria and parametric statistics were performed using a
paired t-test. Imidapril reduced both systolic and diastolic blood pressure significantly after
4 weeks of treatment, and the effect continued until the 32nd week. Also, albuminuria and
transferrinuria were reduced significantly with treatment of Imidapril after 4 weeks and the
effect continued until the 52nd week. The value of ALB and TF correlated well(R=0.934),
in all of the urinary samples. No significant changes occurred in the urinary BMG and NAG
levels. We also performed the renography using 9' Tc-mercaptoacetyltriglycine (MAG,) to
eliminate the other renal diseases, and found that it is useful for the diagnosis of incipient
diabetic nephropathy and the effective renal plasma flow (ERPF) slightly increased among
early stage patients. Our study indicated that Imidapril had a proteinuria (ALB, TF) -
reducing effect and might be useful for the therapy of incipient diabetic nephropathy with
hypertension.
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2154
BASELINE DATA FROM THE PIMAGEDINE ACTION TRIALS
J-P. Wuerth, R. Bain, T. Mecca, G. Park, K. Cartwright and the Pimagedine
Investigator Group. Alteon Inc. Ramsey, NJ, USA
Baseline demographic and clinical data of two large cohorts of well defined type I
and II diabetic patients with overt diabetic nephropathy and retinopathy, enrolled in
the phase III pimagedine trials in the USA and Canada, are presented. Pimagedine
(aminoguanidine HCI) is a potent inhibitor of non-enzymatic glycosylation and a
selective inhibitor of the inducible isoform of Nitric Oxide Synthase (iNOS). Two
studies, ACTION I and II, were designed to test the efficacy and safety of
pimagedine in slowing the progression of diabetic nephropathy and retinopathy, and
lowering morbidity and/or mortality. The ACTION I trial (A Clinical Trial In
Overt Nephropathy) enrolled type I diabetics between 22 and 50 years of age with
overt diabetic nephropathy (estimated creatinine clearance of 0.67 to 1.50 ml/sec,
based on the Cockcroft and Gault [C&Gl equation, z 500 mg/24 hour proteinuria).
The ACTION II study recruited type II diabetics between 30 and 70 years of age
with overt diabetic nephropathy of approximately identical magnitude as the type I
diabetics in ACTION I (estimated creatinine clearance of >_ 0.67 mUsec by C&G,
serum creatinine of>_ 106.1 umol/L [males], or>_ 88.4 umol/L [females], ? 500
mg/24 hour proteinuria). Study patients in both trials were required to have
retinopathy by exam or history. The stage of retinopathy was determined with
standardized stereoscopic fundus photography. Enrollment for ACTION I was
completed on August 31, 1996 with 690 randomized patients. Enrollment for the
ACTION II study was closed at 597 patients on December 2, 1996. The two
populations demonstrated statistically significant differences for the following
baseline parameters (p < .05: Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon or Fisher's exact test, two-
sided): gender, ethnicity, duration of diabetes, smoking and cardiovascular history,
prevalence of allergies, weight, BMI, heart rate, systolic BP, EKG findings,
glycemic control, mode of diabetes therapy, renal function (GFR, C&G, and 24 hour
urine creatinine clearance, corrected for body surface), proteinuria, c-peptide, ANA
titers, triglyceride and HDL cholesterol levels, stage of retinopathy, and history of
photocoagulation. Both cohorts exhibited surprisingly low 24 hour urinary calcium
levels (mean±SD ACTION I 1.2±1.3, ACTION 11 1.2±1.4 mmol/24hr) with normal
serum calcium levels. These data are a unique contribution to the understanding of
the epidemiology of type I and II diabetes with advanced diabetic complications.

2156
METABOLIC EFFECTS OF ISRADIPIN IN NORMOTENSIVE

NIDDM PATIENTS WITH MICROALBUMINURIA

Sabuncu T., Dalmaz M., Nazltgul Y., Vural H., Kocyigit A., Erel 0.,
Avci $., Fac. of Med., Univ. of Harran, Sanhurfa, Turkey

Several studies have suggested that ACE-inhibitors may be effective in
preventing the onset of nephropathy and treatment of it in both insulin-
dependent diabetic subjects and non-insulin dependent diabetic
subjects. In contrast, these effects of calcium antagonists are
controversial. Therefore, we aimed to evaluate the effects of isradipin,
a new antihipertansive dihydropyridine calcium antagonist, on
microalbuminuria, fasting plasma glucose, plasma lipids, plasma
creatinin, uric acid, C-peptid, insulin, Hb Al, fructosamine, systolic
and diastolic blood pressure and heart rate in normotensive patients
with NIDDM. 18 subjects received sustained-release (SRO)
formulation of isradipin at dosages of 5 mg once daily for 3 monrhs.
After 3 months of isradipine treatment urinary albumin excretion rate
(1JAER) fell from 72.5 + 40.2 to 52.9+39.5 mg/24 It (p<0.01).
Diastolic blood pressure decreased from 85.8+4.9 to 81.9+3.0 mmHg
(p<0.05). Other parameters were not significantly influenced by
isradipin treatment. No serious clinical or metabolic side effects were
observed. We therefore conclude that isradipin may be useful in
regression of nephropathy in normotensive patients with NIDDM.

2155
IMPACT OF CONVERTING ENZYME INHIBITION ON MICROALBUMINURIA
IN NIDDM
S.MUKHERJEE, S.CHATTERJEE, S.KUMAR, MK CHHETRI
Institute of Postgraduate Medical Education and Research,
Calcutta.

Overnight urinary albumin excretion rate(AER) was measured
in 45 NIDDM patients having no evidence of overt protein-
uria or urinary tract infection. Diagnosis of microalbu-
minuria was confirmed by estimation of three urine samples
at one month intervals. Eight patients had microalbumin-
uria at presentation. There was no difference in mean
age between patients with microalbuminuria and those with
normal AER(46.25±11.65 years vs. 49.5±10.04 years; p>0.05).
Compared to patients with normal AER serving as controls,
microalbuminuric patients had significantly higher dura-
tion of the disease, mean arterial pressure(MAP) and glyca-
ted haemoglobin levels(17.21±2.1 years vs. 9.40±4.73 years;
123.72±5.8 mmHg vs. 101.35±14.49 mmHg and 9.33±0.23% vs.
7.67±1.37%, p40.001 in all cases). 12 months' therapy with
enalapril, 2.5-15 mg/day, normalized AER in two patients
while microalbuminuria persisted in the remaining six;
none progressed to overt proteinuria. Although significant
reduction in MAP or glycated haemoglobulin occurred in
one year, there was no difference in MAP or glycated haemo-
globin levels between those patients in whom AER normali-
zed and those in whom it did not; the mean duration of
disease also did not differ between the two groups.
Conclusion: Enalapril therapy may delay the progression
to overt proteinuria or even normalize AER in microalbumi-
nuric NIDDM patients irrespective of age, duration of
the disease, NAP or glycated haemoglobin levels.
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INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH FACTOR I PREVENTS
PROGRAMMED CELL DEATH IN NEURONS.
J.W. Russell, C. van Golen, A. Parekh, J.R. Singleton and E.L.
Feldman, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan USA.

We have shown that cultured neurons undergo programmed cell
death (PCD) when exposed to high glucose. Insulin-like growth
factor-I (IGF-I) can prevent these changes. We are now examining
the consequences of IGF-I treatment on the threshold regulators of
PCD. The cysteine kinases Yama (CPP 328) and ICE/LAP3, and the
bcl family member bax propagate PCD, while bcl-2 and bcl-XL
inhibit PCD. Employing SH-SY5Y human neuroblastoma cells, we
find that IGF-I rescues cells from apoptosis induced by
hyperglycemia. Neuroblastoma cells were cultured in control
medium (DMEM) containing 25 mM glucose, or DMEM and excess
glucose, or DMEM/high glucose ± 10 nM IGF-I. At selected
timepoints, cells were harvested and Western immunoblotting
performed for Yama, bax, bcl-2, and bcl-XL. Between 6 and 24 h
after exposure of neuroblastoma cells to high glucose (20-150 mM
excess glucose), bcl-2 and bcl-XL protein levels are decreased, and
there is increased activation of Yama and ICE/LAP3. No change was
observed in the absolute level of bax. In the presence of
hyperglycemia, IGF-I treatment sustains bcl-2 and bcl-XL levels and
suppresses the conversion of inactive cysteine kinases to their active
forms, thereby blocking PCD. These results help elucidate an
important pathway by which IGF-I suppresses the neurotoxic effect of
neuronal stressors, and suggest dual IGF-I regulation of bcl family
members and cysteine kinase propagation. Furthermore, these data
suggest that IGF-I may have an important role in the treatment of
diabetic neuropathy. These studies were supported by NIH grants
K08 NS01938 and R29 NS32843.

2158

INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH FACTOR-I SIGNALING
PATHWAYS IN NEURITE OUTGROWTH.
E.L. Feldman, B. Kim and P.S. Leventhal. University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan USA.

We are interested in the potential role of insulin-like growth
factor-I (IGF-I) in the treatment of diabetic neuropathy. We have
previously shown that IGF-I can enhance lamellipodia formation
and neurite initiation. We are now investigating its role in neurite
outgrowth. As part of these studies, we are characterizing the
signaling pathway that mediates IGF-I's effects on neurite
elongation. In our studies, we employ a cell culture model of
neuronal growth, the SH-SY5Y human neuroblastoma cells. When
SH-SY5Y cells were treated with IGF-I, there was a dose-
dependent increase in the tyrosine phosphorylation of the type I
IGF receptor (IGF-IR), and 2 MAP kinases: ERKI and ERK2.
While IGF-IR phosphorylation was immediate, maximal
phosphorylation of ERKI and ERK was not reached for 30 min
and maintained for up to 4 hr. IGF-IR, ERK1 and ERK2
phosphorylation were inhibited by the IGF-IR blocking antibody,
a-IR3, while ERK1 and ERK2 phosphorylation were inhibited by a
compound which specifically blocks MEK activity (PD98059). In
parallel, PD98059 blocked neurite outgrowth and decreased the
expression of growth cone associated protein 43 (GAP-43).
Collectively these studies show that IGF-I induces a unique pattern
of MAP kinase phosphorylation in neurons which results in neurite
outgrowth, supporting the use of IGF-I in the treatment of diabetic
neuropathy. Sponsored by R29 NS32843 and grants from the
American Diabetes Association and the Juvenile Diabetes
Association.
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2159
INCREASED OXIDATIVE STRESS IN EXPERIMENTAL DIABETIC

NEUROPATHY
T. C. Hohman, D. Banas , M. Basso, M. A.Cotter and N.E. Cameron. Wyeth-
Ayerst Research, Princeton, NJ, USA, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, Scotland

Recent reports that anti-oxidants restore nerve function in diabetic rats
have implicated increased oxidative stress in the etiology of
complications. Evidence for increased oxidative stress and/or reduced
endogenous protection at the tissue sites of diabetic lesions, although
suggestive, have not been consistently observed. Our aim was to validate a
method for quantitating tissue levels of total (Tglut) and reduced
glutathione (GSH), to characterize the effects of diabetes on these
parameters and to identify possible mechanisms linking changes in
glutathione levels to diabetic hyperglycemia. Tglut and GSH levels were
quantitated with an enzymatic recycling assay that couples glutathione
reduction to formation of the chromophore 2-nitro-5-mercapto-benzoic
acid. Sciatic nerve Tglut and GSH levels were not different between 6
and 24-week old male Sprague Dawley rats (11.2±1.5 and 10.0±1.6 vs
9.9±1.2 and 8.9±1.3 nmollmg protein), indicating that these parameters
are unaffected by maturation. Six weeks of untreated diabetes induced
in 19-week old rats, however, significantly reduced nerve GSH levels by
42±12% (p<0.001). To determine if depletion of GSH may be a
consequence of increased competition for NADPH between aldose
reductase (AR) and glutathione reductase, nerve glutathione levels were
measured in 19-week old non-diabetic rats fed a 50% galactose diet for 6
weeks. In these animals GSH was significantly reduced by 50±17%
(p<0.001) but was normalized within 4 days with AR inhibitor treatment
(ARI-509, 10 mg/kg/day), These data link increased oxidative stress and
AR activity to impairment of the glutathione redox cycle which may
contributes to the etiology of nerve dysfunction in experimental models
of diabetes.

2160
CYCLOOXYGENASE-DEPENDENT EFFECT OF PENTOXIFYLLINE
ON NEUROVASCULAR FUNCTION IN DIABETIC RATS.
M.A. Cotter, H. Flint and N.E. Cameron. Aberdeen University, Aberdeen,
Scotland UK
Pentoxifylline can improve blood rheology and tissue perfusion. The aim
was to ascertain whether 2 weeks pentoxifylline (40 mg/kg) treatment could
correct nerve conduction velocity (NCV) and blood flow deficits in 6 week
streptozotocin-diabetic rats. Pentoxifylline is a phosphodiesterase inhibitor
and could, therefore, act to potentiate the actions of vasodilator prostanoids
that use cAMP as a second messenger: a further aim was to examine
whether the effects were blocked by co-treatment with the cyclooxygenase
inhibitor flurbiprofen (5 mg/kg). Diabetic deficits of 20.6 ± 0.9% (± SEM;
p < 0.001) for sciatic motor and 12.1 ± 1.9% (p < 0.001) for saphenous
sensory NCV were corrected by 56.5 ± 7.6% (p < 0.001) and 69.8 ± 9.8%
(p < 0.01) respectively with pentoxifylline treatment. For motor NCV, the
value remained reduced compared to that for a nondiabetic control group (p
< 0.001). Flurbiprofen co-treatment completely abolished the improvement
in saphenous NCV with pentoxifylline and markedly attenuated (52.9 ±
12.6%; p < 0.05) the effect on motor NCV. Sciatic nutritive endoneurial
blood flow was 48.4 ± 2.2% (p < 0.001) reduced by diabetes. This was
50.4 ± 9.1% (p < 0.001) attenuated by pentoxifylline, although a 24.0 ±
4.4% (p < 0.001) flow deficit remained compared to nondiabetic rats.
Flurbiprofen co-treatment largely (62.2 ± 11.2%; p < 0.01) abolished the
effects of pentoxifylline on blood flow. Thus, pentoxifylline has beneficial
vascular effects in experimental diabetic neuropathy which depend at least
in part on products of cyclooxygenase-mediated metabolism.
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NA',K'-ATPASE AND PROTEIN KINASE C ARE ALTERED IN
SCIATIC NERVE FROM DIABETIC RATS.
R. Bianchi, A. Veronese, S. Savaresi and R. Bressan. Mario Negri
Institute for Pharmacological Research, Milan, Italy
Experimental diabetic neuropathy, like the human form, is characterised
by a decrease in Na', K'-ATPase activity. Treatment of diabetic rats with
gangliosides prevents or restores reduced Na*,K'-ATPase activity and
corrects altered polyphosphoinositide turnover in the sciatic nerve.
Phosphoinositide metabolism and Na+,K*-ATPase may be linked
through a protein kinase C (PKC)-mediated step. We evaluated the
effects of in vivo GM1 ganglioside (GM1) administration on PKC and
Na`,K*-ATPase activities in sciatic nerves from control and
streptozotocin (STZ)-induced diabetic rats. We also measured GM1 and
PKC activators' effects in vitro on nerve Na*,K*-ATPase. Groups of
diabetic and age-matched controls rats were injected daily with either
saline or GM1 (10 mg/kg i.p.) for one month, starting two or five
months after STZ. GM1 almost completely restored the drop in Na', K--
ATPase in the diabetic sciatic nerves. PKC activity was slightly increased
in the membranous fraction from diabetic nerves, while the cytosol
fraction was unchanged. GM1 treatment resulted in a further increase in
membrane-associated PKC activity, amounting to 20 and 17%
respectively at three and six months. When nerve segments from
untreated diabetic rats were incubated with PKC activators, homogenized
and assayed for Na*,K`-ATPase, phorbol esters and 1,2- but not 1,3-
dioctanoylglycerol restored the 30% Na`,K'-ATPase deficit to normal;
GM1 also corrected it in a dose-dependent manner. Our data showed that
diabetic nerves have reduced Na',K`-ATPase activity and elevated
membrane-associated PKC. GMI, which restores Na',K'-ATPase,
further increases PKC in vivo. These findings agree with in vitro

observations that PKC activators and GM 1 restored Nat, K'-ATPase.

2162
ISLET TRANSPLANT EFFECT ON DIABETIC NEUROLOGICAL
DAMAGE: PRIMARY VERSUS SECONDARY INTERVENTION.
M.Sensi, S.Morano, G.Pugliese, AFG.Petrucci*, E.Valle*, G.Pozzessere+,
V.Caltabiano#, M.Vetri#, F.Purrello# and U.Di Mario. Endocrinology &
Neurology* Departments of Rome University "La Sapienza", Endocrinology
Departments of Catania# and Catanzaro§ Universities and IRCCS+, Isernia,
Italy.
Neuroelectrophysiological alterations in diabetes indicate progressive nervous
function failure. This study was performed to establish whether restoration of
euglycemia following islet transplantation immediately after diabetes onset or
after an extended period of disease can prevent or reverse neurophysological
abnormalities. Pancreatic islets (1200-1500) were injected into the portal vein
of inbred Lewis rats 15 days (group A) or 8 months (group B) after induction
of diabetes by streptozotocin. The rats were then followed for a total period of
12 months from streptozotocin injection. Groups of control and diabetic rats
were also studied in parallel. Auditory (BAEPs) and somatosensory (SEPs)
evoked potentials and metabolic parameters were measured at the beginning
and at the end of the study. The metabolic parameters (blood glucose, HbA1
and body weight) in both groups of transplanted animals did not differ from
those of the control group but differed significantly from those of diabetic
animals (p<0.001). BAEP latencies (wave I, II and IIl) of group A were
similar to those of the control rats whereas group B showed significantly
altered wave I and II values (p<0.005 and p<0.01 vs control values
respectively). Group A and control rat SEP conduction velocities did not vary,
whereas conduction velocities of group B showed only a partial improvement
since values were lower than those of control rats but higher than those of
diabetic rats (significant at T5-cortex level: p<0.05). These results show that
precocious normalisation of metabolic control by islet transplantation
prevents central and peripheral neurological alterations. However, after an
extended period of hyperglycemia, the beneficial effect is only partial and
observable mainly at peripheral nervous system level.

2163
INHIBITION OF PHOSPHOINOSITIDE SYNTHESIS BY GLUCOSE IN RETINAL
PIGMENT EPITHELIAL CELLS TRANSFECTED WITH ALDOSE REDUCTASE
T.P.Thomas, M.J.Stevens, D.R.Larkin and D.A.Greene. University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, USA.
Constitutive expression of high aldose reductase (AR) in retinal pigment epithelial
(RPE) cells leads to glucose (Glu)-induced inhibition of sodium-dependent myo-
inositol (MI) transport (SMIT) activity, MI-content and phosphoinositide (PI)
synthesis. The aim of the study was to examine the effect of Glu on these
parameters in low-AR expressing RPE-47, and in RPE-75 cells derived by stable
transfection of the RPE-47 with AR-gene. SMIT activity was determined by
measurement of [2-'H] MI (1 µ51)-uptake in Krebs buffer (5 mM Glu), and PI-
synthesis by quantifying the PI-synthase substrate CDP-diglyceride (CDP-DG) by
labeling with 3H-cytidine followed by thin layer chromatography, and by liquid
scintillation spectrometry. MI-content was determined by gas-liquid-
chromatography. In RPE-47, Glu (30 mM) modestly inhibited SMIT activity in a
time-dependent fashion, with maximum inhibition (90.2±2.7% control) reached at
12-16 h, and persisted for 5 d. The Glu inhibition was significantly higher in RPE-
75 (73.6±0.8%* control at 48 h) (*p<0.05 vs. RPE-47). Increasing the osmolality
of the MI-uptake buffer by sucrose increased SMIT activity in a dose-dependent
fashion, and reversed the inhibition by Glu. In RPE-75 incubated with 20 mM Gin
for 1, 2, 4 and 7 d, the average sorbitol and MI contents were respectively
1129.8±210.5% and 72.3±8.7% of that present in RPE-47. During a 72 h
incubation with 15, 20, 30, and 50 mM Glu, the CDP-DG contents in RPE-47 were
respectively 110.07±5.33%, 101.10±4.27%, 114.98±3.03% and 110.13±6.84%
control, and in RPE-75 cells, 108.26±4.17%, 137.98±4.18%*, 135.47±3.35%* and
148.36±2.92%* control. These studies support the notion that Glu-induced MI-
depletion and inhibition of PI-synthesis previously identified in certain RPE cells is
consequent to their high constitutive expression of AR. The RPE-75 and RPE-47
cells may serve as suitable models for exploring the AR-related and -unrelated
components of glucose-induced pathways leading to diabetic complication.

2164
THE EFFECTS OF SULINDAC ON PERIPHERAL NERVE
MORPHOLOGY IN THE CHEMICALLY INDUCED DIABETIC DOG.

D Walker, RA Malik, H Anderson, TA Gardiner, and AJM Boulton. Department
Medicine, Manchester Royal Infirmary, Manchester, UK, Department
Ophthalmology, Queen's University Belfast, UK.

Diabetes was induced in male beagle dogs at the age of 4 months with a mixture of
Alloxan and Streptozotocin. Thereafter moderate diabetes control (blood sugar 13-
20mmol/1) was achieved by once daily Monotard insulin injections. 3 groups of 3
animals were studied: Control (C), Diabetic (D), Diabetic on Sulindac
(prostaglandin synthesis inhibitor and in vitro Aldose Reductase Inhibitor) (DS)
for 4 years. HbAlc (%) prior to biopsy was C-3.0 ± 0.6,0-7.4 ± 0.9, DS- 7.3  +
0.9. The Sciatic nerve was biopsied from each animal and prepared for detailed
light and electron microscopy. Myelinated fibre density (no/mmz) was not
significantly different in D(4746(4414-7107)) compared with C(6354 (5951-
6607)) nor did it change with treatment in DS(5760(5650-7265)). Regenerative
cluster density was however marginally significantly increased (p<0.08) in DS
(95(75-102)) v D (19 (11-50)) and C (63 (35-67)). Paradoxically, myelinated fibre
and axon areas (47(42.9-66.3), 17(12-22.9)) were increased in D (P<0.08)
compared to C (39.1 (34.2-42.5), 13.7(11.3-15.8)) without any effect of treatment
in DS (47(42.9-66.3), 12.8 (9-15.2)). Unmyelinated fibre density (no.mm 2x10 3)

failed to differ between C (148(121-155)), D (143(122-157)) and DS (139(115-
153)). Axon diameter (µm) also failed to differ between C (0.65(0.58-0.65)), D
(0.79 (0.69-0.82)) and DS (0.68 (0.62-0.86)). Endoneurial capillary parameters
did not differ between any group for: Capillary density (no.mm2 )(C-52 (47-56),
D- 58(50-81), DS- 53 (43-56)), Basement membrane area (µm 2 )(C-13.8 (12.2-
16.2), D-14.7 (13.6-21.9), DS- 17.2 (15.5-20.5)), Luminal area (µm 2 )(C-9.5(8.7-
11.6), D- 9.1 (8.6-14.5), 6.0(5.8-10)) and Endothelial cell profile no. (C-3.9(3.3-
4.1), D-3.8(3.4-4.4), DS (3.8 (3.7-4.3)). The diabetic dog demonstrates only
minor structural abnormalities in the peripheral nerve consistent with findings in
other fully mature animals models with moderately controlled diabetes. Sulindac
fails to ameliorate any of these abnormalities.



2165
ASSOCIATION OF ATP1A1 GENE POLYMORPHISM AND Na/K ATPase
ACTIVITY, ISOFORMS EXPRESSION AND DIABETIC NEUROPATHY.
D. Dufayet De La Tour, D. Raccah, N. Levy, T. Coste and P. Vague.
CHU Timone, Marseille, France.
The aim of this study was to characterize subunits expression and red
blood cell activity of Na/K ATPase, according to ATP1A1 gene
polymorphism which encodes for at isoform. In IDDM patients, the
red blood cell Na/K ATPase activity was decreased compared to controls
and more in patients with neuropathy. There was a positive correlation
between red blood cell Na/K ATPase activity and nerve conduction
velocity in diabetic rats and humans. A RFLP with Bgl II enzyme was
described in first intron of ATP1A1 gene and was associated with diabetic
neuropathy (relative risk 7.7%). In a serie of 100 IDDM patients with or
without neuropathy and 100 controls, the restricted allele frequency was
0.10 and 0.09, respectively. Red blood cell Na/K ATPase activity was
significantly decreased in IDDM patients with restricted allele compared
to patients with unrestricted allele (237±11 vs 313±9) whereas there was
no change in controls (401±12 vs 395±9). To understand the correlation
between ATP1A1 gene polymorphism and red blood cell Na/K ATPase
activity, we studied isoform expression in this tissue. Only al isoform,
predominant in nervous tissue, is expressed on red cell membrane. There
was a positive correlation between al expression and Na/K ATPase
activity in IDDM patients and controls. No significant difference of a1
expression was observed between IDDM patients with or without
restricted allele for a same activity. In all subjects with restricted allele,
we found a1 ill dimers on red blood cell membrane but also Ill subunit
alone compared to subjects with unrestricted allele. These results showed
an abnormality of al isoform in diabetic patients with restricted allele
which might be due either to protein expression or degradation or binding
to membrane.
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2166
BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID TREATMENT ON
CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL NEURAL RESPONSES IN DIABETIC RATS
M. Ozata l , O. Ytldtz2, S. $enoz2, Y. Kutukcu3, A. corakpr 1, A.
Aydm3 , A. IItmer2 and M.A. Gundoganz . Dept. of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, Medical Pharmacology 2 and Neurology3 Gulhane
School of Medicine, Ankara, Turkey
The effects of acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) on nerve conduction velocity
(NCV), somatosensorial evoked potentials (SEPs) and neural levels of
malondialdehyde (MDA), a product of lipid peroxidation, were
studied in streptozotocin-diabetic rats. ASA (100 mg/kg, in normal rat
chow) was given to diabetic rats after the induction of diabetes for 8
weeks. NCV was measured from caudal nerve and SEPs were
measured by stimulating via caudal nerve and recording via cortex at
the 4th and 8th week during the treatment. Diabetes caused 20-30%
deficits in NCV and SEPs slightly but not significantly at the 4th
week. However, ASA treatment had a significant restoring effect at
NCV and SEPs at the 8th week (p<0.05 vs.untreated diabetic rats,
respectively). Diabetes caused elevation in neural MDA levels (p<0.05
vs. non-diabetic group), which was prevented by ASA (p<0.05 vs.
untreated diabetic rats). Weight and the glucose levels were not
influenced by ASA treatment. Our results suggest that the beneficial
effects of ASA on diabetic neuropathy are not associated with the
regulation of glycemia, but these effects may be related with
prevention of lipid peroxidation.

2167
ARI EFFECT ON INTERLEUKIN 6 EXPRESSION AND NERVE
FIBER REGENERATION.

M Kamijo, Y Takagi, S.Kon, S Makino, T Suda and M Matsunaga
Department of Neurology, Hirosaki University School of Medicine
Hirosaki, Japan

At the scene of nerve fiber damage, acute action of citokines,
an inflammatory mediator, may have an important role to elicit the
nerve fiber regeneration . To test this hypothesis, IL-6 synthesis
was quantitated in axotomized sciatic nerve using bio-assay technique
in streptozocin (STZ) induced diabetic rats. Furthermore, we
performed RT-PCR to evaluate mRNA-IL-6 levels , confirming IL-6
synthesis in axotomized nerves. The IL-6 levels elevated from right
after axotomy , was maximum at 3 days after in all three groups
(normo-glycemic, hyper-glycemic and hyper-glycemic with ARI(WP-
921, Wakamoto and Toyama Chemical Co. Ltd., Japan) treatment,
which were 10.4+0.9 pg/mg/ww, 3.9+0.9 and 7.7+1.8 respectively.
RT-PCR demonstrated IL- 6 mRNA expression in sciatic nerve tissue
in all conditions but pronounced significantly less in hyperglycemia
without ARI treatment. Immunocytochemicaly, ED2 positive cells
macropharges) were appeared at axotomized stump. These cells also
showed positive staining with lL-6 antibody. The fequency of
appearance of macropharges seemed less in hyper-glycemic condition.
Myelinated fiber regeneration was quantitated using light-microscopic
morphometriy. At 35 days after axotomy, regenerated fiber density
was significantly reduced in hyper-glycemic condition to 32% normo-
glycemia. However, fiber density was preserved to 78% normal with
ARI treatment. We concluded that ARI may exert its beneficial effect on
nerve fiber regeneration via activation of the IL-6 synthesis consequent
on impaired recruitment of macropharges.

2168
EFFECT OF HYPERGLYCEMIA ON MITOCHONDRIAL MEMBRANE
POTENTIAL OF NEURONS: LASER CONFOCAL STUDY
C.N. LIU, R.W. LI, X.H. JING, H. CAI and L.X. ZHU. Institute of
Acupuncture, China Academy of Traditional Chinese Medicine,Beijing,
100700, P.R.China

Hyperglycemia and decline in contents of some neuropeptides in
primary afferent neurons have been reported to be associated with the
development of diabetic neuropathy. To elucidate the implications of
hyperglycemia for nerve dysfunction and the associated changes in energy
metabolism, we measured the mitochondria potential using laser confocal
cytometric technique (ACAS 570, Meridian, USA) in single nerve cell body
freshly isolated from newbom rat dorsal root ganglion (DRG) and loaded
with rhodamine 123. Totally 40 small (average of 17.15±0.89pm in
diameter) DRG neurons were observed in the study. The fluorescence
distributed mainly around the edges of the cell , in particular in the two
opposite poles of the cells.However, fluorescence intensities in the nucleus
area was minimal. In some of the tested cells, the fluorescence declined
gradually, in particular, when frequently shined by laser beam. In average,
the fluorescence declined by the rate of 10% every 400 sec. When 30
mmol/L glucose was added into the medium of the cells, the fluorescence
of the mitochondria was rapidly decreased in the majority of the cells (8/9)
by 21.2±5.44-22.8±4.72 during 100-400 seconds after the addition, which
returned towards the control line then, but seldom returned to the control
value (the value measured before the administration of glucose). When the
artificial cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF) (in volume of 2Oµ1 , same as the
glucose solution) was added to the medium of the cells, no changes in the
fluorescence was observed (n=7). The changes in the fluorescence was
significantly difference (P<0.05, ANOVA) between that measured after
addition of glucose and aCSF. The finding indicate that the energy
metabolism in the small sensory neuron might be impaired by acute
hyperglycemia.
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A NOVEL, HIGH SELECTIVE ALDOSE REDUCTASE (AR) INHIBITOR,
NZ-314, AND ITS THERAPEUTIC MEANING.
H. Yago, Y. Nagaki, Y. Fukuda, H. Fujisawa, H. Namba, S. Morita, and S.
Suehiro. Institute of Bio-Active Science, Nippon Zoki Pharmaceutical Co.,
Ltd., Hyogo, Japan.

To clalify the beneficial role of aldose reductase inhibitors (ARIs) in
prevention of diabetic complications, we investigated the in vitro and in vivo
effects of a new and highly potent ARI, 3-(3-nitrobenzyl)-2,4,5-
trioxoimidazolidine-1-acetic acid (NZ-314). NZ-314 was found to possess
uncompetitive and reversible inhibition in vitro on partially purified AR
from rat lens (IC50 = 6.0 x 10$ mol/L), from rat sciatic nerve (IC50 = 5.2 x
10 -8 mol/L) and recombinant human muscle AR (IC50 = 9.6 x 10 -$ mol/L)
with DL-glyceraldehyde as substrate, and had remarkable improvements
of motor nerve conduction velocity and sorbitol accumulation in
streptozotocin (STZ)-induced diabetic rats. On the other hand, NZ-314
showed less inhibitory activity to rat kidney aldehyde reductase (ALR),
which is implicated in the aldo-keto reductase superfamily as well as AR
and the most important physiological role of this enzyme is metabolism or
detoxication of aldehyde compounds, especially, 3-deoxyglucosone (3DG).
3DG is a highly reactive intermediate of Maillard reaction and having an
important role in advanced glycation end products (AGEs) production and
cytotoxicity against various type of cells. 10 -5 mol/L of NZ-314 has no
inhibitory activity on ALR with 3DG as substrate and no effects on LDH
leakage from primarily cultured rat hepatocyte by the addition of 3DG, but
other AR inhibitors have a strong inhibition on this detoxification of 3DG at
the same doses, resultingin enhance the cytotoxicity of 3DG. These results
suggest that the highly specific AR inhibitor NZ-314 will be a useful
therapeutic agent for preventing and improving some diabetic
complications without unsuitable side effects, and therefore, can be
discriminated from other AR inhibitors.

2170
DIGITAL ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF RE-
GENERATING AXON CLUSTERS IN SURAL NERVE BIOPSIES
D.A. Greene, J.H. Lillie and K.A. Sullivan. University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor Michigan USA.

Diabetic neuropathy is characterized by distinct morphological
features including thickening of basement membranes, axon
degeneration and regeneration. Axon sprouting leads to an increased
number of regenerative axon clusters; however, as the disease
progresses there is an overall loss of axons. We have employed the
most current digital imaging techniques in order to examine the
number of regenerating axon clusters in whole nerve fascicles. Human
sural nerve biopsies were assessed for EM suitability based on the
degree of fixation, absence of mechanical artifacts and size (100,000 -
425,000 µm2). Based on these criteria, the largest fascicle was selected.
Thin sections were collected onto formvar coated slot grids and coated
with a layer of carbon. The sections were then viewed on a Phillips
CM100 transmission electron microscope equipped with a
CompuStage. Digital images were captured with a Kodak digital
Megaplus 1.6 camera and stored as individual tiff files. A montage of
the entire fascicle was constructed and the resulting virtual image was
viewed by trained EM readers. Computer assisted analysis included
confirming the identification of individual axons and labeling
regenerating axon clusters. A regenerating cluster was defined as two
or more myelinated axons within a continuous basement membrane.
Quality control was maintained by randomly assigning a sample to
different readers and comparing the results. The EM readers were
consistent in their analysis of the samples. It is now possible to aquire
an accurate count of the total number of axons within an entire nerve
fascicle and to further classify those axons into discrete populations
based on relevant criteria. Supported by Hoffmann-LaRoche,
Canada.

2171
NERVE FUNCTION AND BIOCHEMISTRY IN DIABETIC PATIENTS

TREATED WITH ARI-509, A NOVEL ALDOSE REDUCTASE INHIBITOR
T. C. Hohman, W.J.Bochenek, X. Meng, L. Neefe, M. Beg And The ARI-509

Development Team Wyeth-Ayerst Research, Radnor, Pennsylvania, USA

In early clinical studies, treatment effects of aldose reductase (AR)
inhibitors may have been limited by the testing of doses that produced
incomplete inhibition of AR in the tissue sites of lesions. To assess its
therapeutic potential, ARI-509, a novel inhibitor that has been effective
in experimental models of diabetes, was tested in a double blind placebo
controlled study with 50 IDDM and NIDDM patients. Placebo or drug
at 3 or 20 mg/day was administered for 15 to 17 days. Carbohydrates
were quantitated by gas chromatography in RBC samples collected
immediately prior to drug administration on alternate days and in sural
nerve biopsies collected 24 It after the last drug treatment. Bilateral sural
nerve conduction velocity (NCV) was assessed at baseline and on the
day preceding the nerve biopsy. Mean fasting plasma glucose, HbAlc
and RBC sorbitol levels were not different between patient groups on the
first day of the study. On the day of nerve biopsy, RBC sorbitol levels
in the ARI-509 low and high dose groups were 70 and 80% lower than
those in the placebo group; nerve sorbitol and fructose values were
significantly reduced (p<0.01) by 87 and 89%, respectively, in the high
dose group and by 84 and 74% in the low dose group. NCV
significantly improved from baseline by 2.8±0.7 m/s (p<0.05) in
patients receiving the 20 mg,dose but was unchanged in the other
groups. The lack of effect on NCV with the low dose may have been a
consequence of the slow accumulation of ARI-509 in tissues. With the
3 mg dose, nerve drug levels on day 16 were 6-fold lower than with the
20 mg dose. These results demonstrate the high potency of ARI-509 in
man and suggest that both the level and duration of AR inhibition are
important for improvement of nerve function in diabetic patients.

2172
REPRODUCTION OF HUMAN SYMPATHETIC LEFT VENTRICULAR REGIONAL
DENERVATION IN THE STREPTOZOTOCIN-DIABETIC RAT
H. Schmid and MJ Stevens, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA.
Diabetic autonomic neuropathy (DAN) is invoked as a cause of unexplained cardiac
death. Our studies in patients with severe DAN using positron emission tomography
and the sympathetic neurotransmitter analogue C-11 hydroxyephedrine (HED) have
demonstrated left ventricular (LV) sympathetic dysinnervation with proximal
hyperinnervation and impaired myocardial blood flow contrasting to distal
denervation. This combination could result in potentially life-threatening myocardial
electrical instability. Although the streptozotocin-diabetic (STZ-D) rat is extensively
utilized as a model of diabetic peripheral neuropathy, no studies have explored its
utility as a model for the heterogeneous cardiac denervation observed in man.
Therefore the aim of this study was to use HED to determine the time-dependent
changes in LV sympathetic innervation in nondiabetic (ND) and STZ-D rats.
Changes in regional LV BED retention were assessed after 6 and 9 months.
Neuronal heart imaging was performed using a bolus of 200 pCi C- 11 HED injected
into the femoral vein under halothane anaesthesia. After 30 min the heart was rapidly
removed and the LV divided into proximal and distal sections and radioactivity was
measured in each segment and corrected for decay. Results are expressed as % kg
dose/g tissue/kg body weight.
Group	 6 months	 9 months

Proximal	 Distal	 Proximal	 Distal

ND (n=4) 1.01±0.04	 0.96±0.06	 1.04±0.08	 0.9±0.11
D (n=4)	 0.92±0.02 	 0 64±0 02*t	 0.6±0.03* 	 0.52±0.03 `
*p<0.05 vs corresponding ND segment, tp<0.05 vs proximal segment.
In ND rats no difference in HED retention was detected in the proximal vs distal
myocardium. After 6 months, compared to ND rats, myocardial HED retention had
declined in the proximal segments of D rats by only 9% compared to a 33% (p<0.05)
decrease in the distal myocardium. By 9 months, HED retention had declined in both
the proximal and distal myocardial segments of the D rats by 42% (p<0.01) compared
to the same segments in the ND rats. Therefore after 6 months of D, the pattern of
sympathetic denervation of the LV partially reproduced the pattern observed in man
although hyperinnervation was not observed. By 9 months, the denervation has
progressed to involve the proximal myocardium. The STZ-D rat myocardium is a
model to study the pathophysiology of regional myocardial sympathetic
dysinnervation and to assess the efficacy of therapeutic interventions.
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NERVE TAURINE REPLACEMENT ATTENUATES OXIDATIVE STRESS, NERVE BLOOD
FLOW AND CONDUCTION DEFICITS IN STREPTOZOTOCIN-DIABETIC RATS.
R Pop-Busui, C Vanhuysen, L Beyer, M Stevens, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, USA.
Increased oxidative stress has been invoked in the pathogenesis of experimental
diabetic neuropathy (EDN). Activation of the adenine nucleotide-linked aldose
reductase (AR) pathway (generating sorbitol and fructose from glucose) may exacerbate
oxidative stress in part by depleting the B-amino acid and endogenous antioxidant,
taurine. We have previously demonstrated AR-mediated taurine depletion in the sciatic
nerve of the streptozotocin-diabetic (STZ-D) rat and that a 5% taurine diet which
overcorrects the nerve taurine deficit and exacerbates nerve myo-inositol depletion, does
not ameliorate nerve conduction velocity (NCV) slowing. The effects of selective
nerve taurine replacement in EDN are unknown. We therefore evaluated the dose
dependent effects of 1, 3 and 5% dietary taurine supplementation in order to explore the
significance of nerve taurine depletion in EDN. Sciatic motor NCV, composite nerve
blood flow (NBF) (by laser Doppler flowmetry), sciatic nerve taurine content (by
HPLC) and nerve reduced glutathione (GSH) content (by fluorescence) were determined
after 2 wks in nondiabetic (ND) and diabetic (D) animals and D rats given rat chow
supplemented with 1% (D+l%), 3% (D+3%) or 5% (D+5%) taurine. All groups N>6
Group Taurme GSH MNCV Mean BP Vascular Conductance

	

(m/s)	 (mmHg)	 (Flow/BP)
ND	 3.8±0.3	 0.36±0.05	 57±6	 125±20	 1.6±0.1
D	 2.7±0.4*	 0.15±0.02* 44±7*	 118±12	 1.1±0.2*
D+l% 4.2±0.3t	 0.26±0.01*f 54±8t	 99±18*	 1.3±0.1 r
D+3% 5.4±0.9*t	 0.30±0,001	 50±6	 110 ±14	 l.0±0.1'
D+5% 5.7±1.7*t	 0.31±0.02f	 49±6	 111± 6	 1.1±0.1*
Nerve taurine measured as ng/mg wet wt, and nerve GSH as pg/mg wet wt.
*p<0.05 vs ND, tp<0.05 vs D.
Nerve taurine was decreased in D, replaced in D+l %, but over corrected in D+3% and
D+5% rats. GSH was decreased in D, increased in D+l% and corrected in D+3% and
D+5% rats. MNCV and vascular conductance was decreased in D, partially corrected in
D+1% rats but uncorrected in D+3% and D+5% rats. In D+l% rats mean BP was
decreased. In D rats, nerve taurine depletion may contribute to NCV slowing and NBF
deficits by exacerbating oxidative stress. Correction of NCV slowing in EDN
however is not an inevitable consequence of amelioration of oxidative stress.

2174

PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY IN VACOR-INDUCED DIABE-
TIC RAT
T.H.Lee, H.J.Rhyu, J.S.Ahn, M.C.Lee, Y.Yamamoto *, and Y.Yasuda`,
Chonnam University, Kwangju, Korea and *Tokushima Research
Inst., Tokushima, Japan

Vacor-posioned patients had complained of various neurological
symptoms such as burning sensation of foot, urinary retention,
areflexia, and orthostatic hypotension. In animal studies, various
neruotoxicities of Vacor were also reported in acute toxic phase,
however, the cause of neurotoxicity is not well known. We
performed electrophysiological studies including measurements of
sciatic motor nerve action potential and conduction velocity in
Vacor-treated Wistar rats (single oral dose of 10 or 100mg/kg), and
ultrastructural studies of neuromuscular junction within the
interosseous muscles of the hind foot of Vacor-treated rat (single
oral dose of 80mg/kg). The results were as follows. Vacor, one week
after a 10 mg/kg and 6 hours after 100 mg/kg, decreased the
amplitude the compound muscle action potential with unchanged
conduction velocity. Electron microscopic studies showed remarkable
loss of presynaptic vesicles and swollen endoplasmic reticulum in
axon terminal at 3 days after Vacor treatment. Progressive
degenerative changes consisting of marked loss of presynaptic
vesicles, focal disruption of membrane in the axon terminal with
disappearance of the number of the damaged axon terminal appeared,
and flattening of postsynaptic folds was also seen. These results
suggest that degenerative changes in axon terminal at neuromuscular
junction may contribute to the peripheral neuropathy developed in the
early phase of Vacor poisoning.
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PREVENTIVE EFFECT OF CS-045 ON PERIPHERAL
NEUROPATHY IN STREPTOZOTOCIN-INDUCED DIABETES
RATS WITHOUT DECREASING BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVELS
J. Satoh, X.L. Qiang, M. Sagara, T. Masuda, G. Muto, Y. Muto, S.
Miyaguchi, Y. Sakata, T. Nakazawa, F. Ikehata, T. Toyota. Tohoku
University School of Medicine, Sendai, Japan

We previously reported that N-acetylcysteine and pentoxifylline,
free-radical scavengers and inhibitors of tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF)
production, significantly inhibited development of peripheral neuropathy
in streptozotocin (STZ)-induced diabetes rats. In this study, we examined
effect of CS-045 (troglitazone) on serum TNF activity, serum lipoperoxide
and motor nerve conduction velocity (MNCV) of the tibial nerve in STZ-
induced diabetic rats, because CS-045 is thought to be a free-radical
scavenger. Twelve-wk-old male Wistar/Slc rats were divided into the
three groups, nondtabetic control (nonDM), diabetic non-treated (DM)
and diabetic CS-045-treated (DM-CS-045) and used for a 24 week
experiment. Rats were considered to be diabetic when the non-fasting
blood glucose levels were more than 16.8 mM (300 mg/dl) at 24 hrs after
STZ injection (30 mg/kg). CS-045 (provided by Sankyo Co., Japan) was
mixed with regular powder chow at a final concentration of 0.125 or 0.5
% and was given ad libitum to the rats. There is no significant difference
between the blood glucose levels of DM and DM-CS-045 rats throughout
the experiment. LPS-induced serum TNF activity and serum lipoperoxide
levels were significantly (P<0.01) increased in DM rats compared to
nonDM rats, whereas the TNF and lipoperoxide were significantly
(P<0.05) suppressed in DM-CS-045 rats. At the 16th and 20th week,
MNCV were significantly (P<0.01) decreased in DM rats compared to
nonDM rats. However, the decreases of MNCV in DM rats were
significantly (P<0.05) inhibited in DM-CS-045 rats. In conclusion, CS-
045 has a preventive effect on peripheral neuropathy in STZ-induced
diabetic rats regardless their blood glucose levels.

2176

LIPID PEROXIDES IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
WITH NEUROPATHY

I.N. Migdalis, P. Triantafilou, K. Chairopoulos, N. Varvarigos and V.
Iliopoulou. Dept. of Diabetes, NIMTS Hospital, Athens, Greece

Diabetes and its associated metabolic changes in peripheral nerves
combine to cause a decrease of nitric oxide production and
diminished nerve blood flow. Since lipid peroxides are thought to be
formed by free radicals and may play an important role in the
development of vascular disease, we have investigated the possible
relationship between lipid peroxides (measured as thiobarbitouric
acid reacting species (TBARS)) in NIDDM patients with peripheral
neuropathy. Seventy-seven NIDDM patients (39 neuropathic and 38
non-neuropathic) and 36 control subjects were studied. The
neuropathy study group had significantly lower levels of TBARS, 3.5
pmol/l (2.2-5.6, 95% confidence limits) compared to controls 4.5
pmol/l (3.08-6.8), p<0.001 and to diabetics without neuropathy 4.9
zmol/I (3.09-8.05), p<0.001. No differences was found in metabolic
control between the two diabetic groups. In the neuropathy group
there was a negative correlation between the score for nerve
dysfunction with the TBARS levels (r=-0.42, p<0.01). We conclude
that in patients with diabetic neuropathy there are abnormalities of
TBARS levels. Thus providing further support for the role of
ischaemia in the pathogenesis of neuropathy.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE THERAPEUTIC EFFECTS OF THE

NERVE GROWTH FACTOR ON DIABETIC NEUROPATHY IN RATS
Junhong Jia, Xueyi Ma, Shinan Yin, Donghua Tian., Guoping Yu and Huixin,
Wang, Ming Zhao, 304111 Hospital, Beijing, China

Objective: To study the function and morphology of nerve in diabetic rats and
the therapeutic effects of NGF on it. Methods: Male wistar rats weighting 170-
200g were randomly divided into three groups: G-NC; G-DM and G-NGF. The
diabetes was induced in late two groups by a single dose (75mg/kg) of
Streptozotocin i.p. After inducing the diabetes for two months, the NGF was
administed with 200ugJkg/day im. for 1 month. Items of Observation and
Results 1 The function of nerve: I.I. The thermal pain thresholds by tailfick
testing: The thermal pain threshold value in the G-NGF was significantly
decrease comparing with its before therapy and the G-DM. P<0.001. 1 2. The
ability of learning and memory by water maze testing: The time that completed
whole swimming journey and the number of error reaction in the G-DM and the
G-NGF were similar, but much higher than that in the G-NC P<0.DOl 1 3. The
sciatic nerve conduction velocity. In the motor nerve conduction velocity, the G-
DM and the G-NGF appeared similar, but obviously slower than that in the G-
NC. P<0.01. While the sensory nerve conduction velocity in the G-NGF was
slower than that in the G-NC, but faster than in the G-DM. P<0.O1. 2. The
morphology of the nerve tissue: 2.1 The count of hippocampal pyramidal cell in
the G-DM and the G-NGF were similar, but were less than that in the G-NC.
P<0 01 22 The density of the myelinated nerve fiber axons of aural nerve:in the
G-NGF was lower than that in the G-NC, but higher than in the G-DM. P<0.01
3. The substance P (SP) and neurofilament (NF) in dorsal root ganglia by the
urununohistochemistry: 3.1 The positive reaction of SP in the G-DM was lower
than in the G-NC, and the G-NGF was higher than that in the G-NC. 3.2 The
positive reaction of NF in the G-NGF was lower than that in the G-NC , but was
higher than in the G-DM Conclution: This study showed that NGF had the
therapeutic effects on the rats with the diabetic neuropathy of sensory nerve.

2179
INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH FACTOR-I (IGF-I) PROMOTES THE
MYELINATION OF SENSORY NEURONS.
J.W. Russell, H-L. Cheng and E.L. Feldman, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan USA.

IGF-I is an important neuronal mitogen and promotes oligodendrocyte directed
myelination in the brain, but the effect of IGF-I on peripheral nervous system
(PNS) myelination has not been previously established. E15 dissociated rat
dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons were cultured in serum free defined medium
(SFDM) containing selenium, transferrin, hydrocortisone, (3 estradiol, putrescine,
vitamin E, defined lipids, Neurobasal Medium (Gibco), glutamate, ascorbic acid,
glucose, and 10 ng/ml 2.5S NGF. Cultures free of endogenous Schwann cells
were obtained by preplating and using 30 µM FUDR/uridine X 6 days. After
washing, secondary Schwann cells (SSC) labeled with 10 gM
immunofluorescent Dil were added to the neurons. The following culture
conditions were used: 10% calf serum, SFDM ± 1-10 nM IGF-I, SFDM/
forskolin ± IGF-I. Changes in the Schwann cells were serially followed and
photographed using a rhodamine cube, over 21 days. The cultures were then
fixed and stained with 2% osmium and Sudan black and the number of
myelinated fibers /square pm measured using a random order grid measuring
system. After 24 h, the labeled SSC differentiated and extended along the axons
in cultures containing serum or IGF-I, but not with NGF alone, or forskolin.
SSC and axons survived well in all conditions except in the presence of
forskolin. IGF-I promoted myelination of the DRG, although this was slightly
reduced compared to serum treated neurons. Myelination did not occur in DRG
cultures treated with SFMM alone, or SFMM/cAMP. Neuronal death was
increased in forskolin treated neurons after 1 week in culture. These results
imply that 1) IGF-I promotes differentiation of Schwann cells, development of
basement membrane, and myelination of sensory neurons in the PNS 2) IGF-I
promotes myelination independent of its effect on neuronal and Schwann cell
survival, and 3) Additional permissive factors present in serum are required to
induce optimum myelin production. Supported by KO8 NS01938, R29
NS32843 and grants from the American Diabetes Association and the Juvenile
Diabetes Foundation International.

2178
INVOLVEMENT OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN PATIENT'S
WITH DIABETES MELLITUS
B.N.Mankovsky Institute of Endocrinology, Riev,
Ukraine

The data regarding the disturbances of central
nervous system (CN3) in patients with diabetes
mellitus are controversial. We investigated time
latencies of P3, N2, N3 peaks of visual evoked
potentials (VEP) and quantitative parameters of
electroencephalogram (EEG) in 89 patients with
diabetes aged 17-75 years (mean age 43.3 years,
mean duration of disease 13.6 years) and 20 age-
matched controls consequently divided to three
differently aged cohorts (18-39, 40-59 and 60-75
years) without any overt symptoms of CNS
impairment. We found that peak latencies of VEIP
were significantly prolonged in all cohorts of
differently aged patients with diabetes compared
to age-matched controls and these differences
were the most pronounced in the youngest group
(aged 18-39 years). VEP latencies significantly
positively correlated with the age of patients,
duration of disease, and severity of diabetic
retinopathy. Those with diabetes had an increased
EEG delta rhythm intensity and decreased
intensity of alpha rhythm compared to controls.
There were no correlations between VEP and EEll
parameters. Thus, revealed abnormalities may
reflect CNS impairment in patients with diabetes.
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CONDUCTION IN CORTICOSPINAL TRACT
IN DIABETES MELLITUS.
P.Pacula, J.Bojakowski, A.Petrulewicz, I.Sergiej,
J.Przesmycka and A.Czyzyk. University School of Medicine,
Warsaw, Poland.

The aim of the study was to evaluate the function of
pyramidal tract in group of patients with long lasting diabetes
mellitus associated with late complications (polyneuropathy,
nephropathy, retinopathy). Conduction time was examined
using magnetic stimulation of the motor cortex in 20 patient
with diabetes (6 women, 14 men, duration of diabetes from 6
to 40 yrs, mean 25.1±9 (SD) and in 10 healthy control
subjects. Motor responses from contralateral hypothenar
abductor digti quinti (ADV) and tibialis anterior (TA) muscles
were recorded and central motor conduction time (CMCT)
determined by using F-wave method. Mean CMCT time for TA
was prolonged to 14 ms in diabetic patients as compared with
12.6 ms in controls, p<0.05. In the subgroup of patients with
erectile impotence (11 cases) the difference in CMCT was
more marked 14.8 ms, p=0.02, as well as the peripheral
conduction time for both TA and ADV, p<0.01. There was no
significant correlation of CMCT with duration of diabetes.
These results show impairment of conduction in corticospinal
tract in diabetes and suggest that erectile dysfunction in
diabetes may have central, not only peripheral origin.

SUBCLINICAL NEUROPATHY IN NEWLY DIAGNOSED DIABETES.
D.J.S. Fernando, M. Fernando, Faculty of Medicine,
Sri Lanka.
Nerve ischaemia resistance (NIR) is common feature
of diabetic neuropathy.
We determined whether NIR was present at the time
of diagnosis and the influence of glycaemic control
on NIR. 420 diabetic patients (DM) mean age 43.2 SD
6.6 (280 males) who attended the clinic within 2 weeks
of diagnosis and 420 age and gender matched controls
(C) mean age 44.1 SD 5.7 (280 males).
Vibration perception threshold (VPT) was measured
using a neurothsiometer before and after 30 minutes
of limb ischaemia at diagnosis. An ischaemic index
(II) was calculated (30 minute VPT/ baseline VPT)
as a measure of ischaemia resistance. Peroneal motor
conduction velocities were determined.
Clinical assessment was performed using a neuropathy
symptom score (NSS) and a neuropathy disability score
(NDS). Peroneal motor and sensory conduction velocities
were assessed.
Mean VPT was higher in DM (16 SD 4.3) than in C
(8 SD 3.2), p 0.01 and VPT at 30 minutes was lower
(22 SD 4.1 vs 31 SD 7.2, p= 0.01). II was lower in
DM when compared to C (pr 0.01). II corelated with
HBA1C at time of diagnosis (r= 0.60, p 0.003). Mean
NDS (1.2 vs 1.4) and NSS (12% vs 14%) were similar
in DM and C. Nerve conduction velocities were no
different in DM (44m/sec) and C (45.2m sec). We
conclude that NIR is present at diagnosis.
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2182
PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY ALTERS GAIT IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
E.C.Katoulis, M.Ebdon-Parry, H.Lanshammar, L.Vileikyte, J.Kulkarni,
and AJM. Boulton. University Dept of Medicine, Manchester Royal
Infirmary, Manchester, U.K.
The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of peripheral
neuropathy on gait in diabetic patients. We studied four groups, each
of 20 subjects, matched for age, sex and BMI: normal healthy controls,
non- neuropathic controls, diabetic neuropathy and diabetic neuropathy
with history of foot ulceration. For gait analysis, the VIFOR system was
used. Two recordings were taken, one for each leg, in both sagittal and
frontal planes. We analysed: walking speed, stance phase duration, joint
angles and moment arms for the ankle, knee and hip joints, the
components of the ground reaction force (GRF) vector and the ankle,
knee and hip joint moments originating from the GRF vector. Two
sample t-test, equal variance, was used for intergroup statistical
comparisons. Walking speed was found significantly lower (p< 0.05) in
the two neuropathy compared with the control groups. Joint angles were
different in the final part of stance phase. The maximum values of the
vertical and the antero-posterior components of GRF were found to be
higher in the two control groups compared to the history of ulcers
neuropathy group (p< 0.01). The maximum frontal plane ankle joint
moment was significantly higher (p< 0.05) in the two neuropathy
compared to the control groups. These alterations in gait parameters
found in the neuropathic diabetic patients may be attributed to a
proprioceptive deficit but other factors such as altered musculo-skeletal
and soft tissue mechanics seen in longstanding diabetes complicated by
neuropathy, may also be implicated. They may have clinical significance
since they can increase the risk for minor trauma and ulceration.

2183

POLYNEUROPATHY INCIDENCE IN PATIENTS
WITH IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
D. BERKER, H. UYSAL, S. GULER, Z.A. ECEMIS, Y. ACAR and
Y. ARAL. Ankara State Hospital, Ankara, Turkey.

This study is performed in order to find out the incidence of
polyneuropathy in patients with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT)
and in order to establish whether there is any relation between
polyneuropathy and serum calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, sodium
and potassium and corrected QT interval on electrocardiogram. 22
patients aged between 28 and 66 years formed the patient group and
11 subjects with normal glucose tolerance formed the control group.
We have measured plasma glucose, blood urea nitrogen, serum
transaminases, total, HDL-, LDL- and VLDL-cholesterol,
triglycerides, insulin, calcium, phosphorus and magnesium; and
calculated corrected QT interval in all cases of the study group.
Polyneuropathy is assessed with electromyoneurography. The patient
group had significantly higher insulin levels (p<0.01). We have found
mild sensory polyneuropathy in 11 (50 %), and carpal tunnel
syndrome in 2 (9 %) of 22 patients with IGT while only one subject
(9 %) in the control group had mild sensory polyneuropathy. This
difference is statistically significant. Because of this high incidence
we propose that existence of polyneuropathy must be assesed with
electromyoneurography in every patient with IGT. Further studies
must also be planned concerning the effects of diet and drug therapy
on polyneuropathy in patients with IGT.
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EFFECT OF TREATMENT WITH ACETYL-L-CARNITINE ON DIABETIC
FOOT ULCERATION IN PATIENTS WITH PERIPHERAL
NEUROPATHY: A 1 YEAR PROSPECTIVE MULTI-CENTRE STUDY.
C.A.Abbott, L.Vileikyte, S.Williamson, A.L.Carrington, A.J.M.Boulton; and
the ALCAR Foot Ulcer Study Group. Department of Medicine,
Manchester Royal Infirmary, Manchester, UK; and 43 other centres.

There was evidence to suggest that acetyl-L-carnitine (ALCAR) treatment
improves nerve function in diabetes. The safety and efficacy of ALCAR for
preventing foot ulceration in diabetic patients with peripheral neuropathy
were evaluated in a double-blind, multi-centre trial. 1035 IDDM and
NIDDM patients with vibration perception threshold (VPT) >25, <50V,
normal peripheral circulation and no previous foot ulceration were
randomised to receive either a daily oral dose of 1000 mg ALCAR
(n=686) or placebo (n=349) for 1 year. The primary efficacy endpoint was
incidence of first foot ulcer. Secondary parameters included VPT at the
hallux and the Michigan Diabetic Neuropathy (MDN) score (sensory
impairment by tuning fork, 10 g monofilament and pin prick; muscle
strength; and reflexes). The incidence rate of first foot ulcers at 12 months
was 6.9% (n=23) for placebo and 7.4% (n=48) for ALCAR. VPT for
ALCAR and placebo were 29V (17-SOV; median and range) and 28V (16-
49V), respectively, at baseline, and were unchanged at 12 months (28V
(5-50V) and 28V (6-50V), respectively (p>0.05)). There were no changes
in MDN parameters after 12 months. The results indicate that ALCAR is
non-efficacious as a preventative treatment for diabetic foot ulceration.
VPT, muscle strength, reflexes and log monofilament scores at baseline
were all significantly associated with risk of foot ulceration (p<0.01). This
suggests that VPT, muscle strength, reflexes and 10g monofilament are
useful predictors of future foot ulceration and may be used in clinical
practice to identify high risk patients.

2185

DIABETIC NEUROPATHY: POSSIBLE NEW PATHOGENIC ASSOCIATIONS
J.J. Gagliardino (on behalf of PRAMUDIA), Argentina.
The aim of this work was to estimate the prevalence of diabetic neuropathy (N),
diagnosed through the evaluation of pain and vibratory sensitivity, and its possible
association with variables such as hypertension (H), dislipidemia, microvascular
(retinopathy and nephropathy) or macrovascular (peripheral arteriopathy) lesions,
and other clinical and biochemical parameters. For this purpose, 798 diabetic
patients (49% male) assisted by 20 diabetologists from different provinces of
Argentina, were randomly incorporated to a cross-sectional study using an ad hoc
common protocol. The average prevalence of N was 35% (range 6 to 64% according
to diabetes duration). The univariate analysis showed that N was significantly and
positively associated with males, H, coronary disease, dislipidemia, retinopathy,
nephropathy, peripheral vasculopathy, and diabetes duration. The factor analysis
showed a strong link among N, retinopathy, diabetes duration, nephropathy,
peripheral vasculopathy and H. The logistic regression determined the significance
of the association of N with: retinopathy (adjusted OR= 4.80; 95% CI= 3.19-7.24);
age (OR= 1.02 per year of age; 95% CI= 1.005-1.03), male sex (OR= 1.60; 95%
CI=1.11-2.29), nephropathy (OR=2.01; 95% CI=1.16-3.49), peripheral vasculopathy
(OR = 2.78; 95% CI = 1.34-5.70), diabetes duration (OR = 1.03 per year; 95%
CI= 1.001-1.05), dislipidemia (OR= 1.65; 95% CI= 1.03-2.64), H (OR= 1.67; 95%
CI= 1.08-2.56).The relative importance of the variables, determined by standardized
coefficient lix' (SD) was: retinopathy (0.73), age (0.34), vasculopathy (0.29),
nephropathy (0.25), sex (0.25), diabetes duration (0.22), dislipidemia (0.19),
H (0.18). These results suggest that the vascular component (microangiopathy and
macroangiopathy), H and dislipidemia, together with the metabolic component, play
a complementary role in the patogenesis of diabetic neuropathy.

2186
LACK OF EFFECT OF EVENING PRIMROSE OIL ON AUTONOMIC
FUNCTION TESTS AFTER 12 MONTHS OF TREATMENT
TS Purewal a, PMS Evans b, F Havard b, and JP O'Hare c. Royal
Liverpool University Hospitala, Liverpool, Royal United Hospitalb,
Bath and University of Warwickc, UK.

Beneficial effects of supplementation of the essential fatty acid
gamolenolenic acid (GLA) have been demonstrated in both animal
models, and clinically in man. At our centre all subjects enrolled in a 2
year double blind multicentre study in painful neuropathy also
underwent an additional set of objective quantitative tests to assess the
severity of autonomic and peripheral neuropathy. We present the results
of an interim analysis at 12 months of treatment with GLA. Of 51
patients recruited, 26 were randomised to GLA 480mg/day, and 25 to
placebo. Age (64.6±7.8 vs 60.5±10.1 years, mean±SD), type (9:17 vs
11:14, IDDM:NIDDM), and duration of diabetes (11.7±12.7 vs
16.2±16.2 years) were similar in each group. Compared to baseline,
there were no significant changes in: Vibration perception thresholds at
the hallux (GLA: 25.9±8.9 vs 24.5±11.4, placebo: 27.7±12.4 vs
23.9±13.4, normal<15 volts), Valsalva ratio (GLA: 1.79±0.49 vs
1.85±0.56, placebo: 1.61±0.6 vs 1.72±0.58, normal>1.21), RR interval
variation on deep breathing (GLA: 16.30±9.35 vs 17.69±12.45,

placebo: 14.76±11.16 vs 13.50±9.97, normal>15 beatsmiri 1 ), Heart
rate response to standing (30:15 ratio: GLA: 1.19±0.31 vs 1.05±0.04,
placebo: 1.13±0.21 vs 1.16±0.30 beatsmin -1 , normal>1.04), or degree
of postural hypotension. We conclude that at 12 months there are no
objective improvements in standard tests of severity of diabetic
peripheral and autonomic neuropathy. Treatment with GLA may need
to be more prolonged to show benefit, and its clinical significance may
be limited.

2187
NATURAL HISTORY OF PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY IN RELATIONSHIP
TO VIBRATION PERCEPTION THRESHOLDS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS

D.V. Coppini', C. Weng', M.C. Jones', P.J. Youngz, A.F. Macleod3 and P.H.
Stnksen'. 'Division of Medicine, St. Thomas' Hospital, London, U.K.
2Department of Health Sciences, University of York, York, U.K. 'Department of
Diabetes, Royal Shrewsbury Hospital, Shrewsbury, U.K.

We followed up 392 diabetic patients who had a baseline diabetic clinic visit at
St. Thomas' Hospital between 1982-85 for a mean period of 12 (10-14) years.
All patients were reviewed in 1995. Toe vibration perception thresholds (VPT)
were performed at baseline and review visits. VPT measurements are converted
by our computer (Diabeta) to a `standard deviation score' by logarithmic
transformation. This corrects voltage measurements for age. We defined
established peripheral neuropathy as a toe 'standard deviation score' > 1.96.
Seventy-eight patients (20.4%) developed peripheral neuropathy by this criterion
over a mean 12 year period, so that the calculated annual incidence is 1.7%.
Fifteen patients (3.8%) developed foot ulcers (1.8%) or had an amputation (2%).
Mean HbA1 over the 12 years interval was higher in patients with neuropathy
(11.0 ± 1.4 vs 10.4 ± 1.4; p=0.01). Mean toe VPT in patients developing
neuropathy increased from 14.2 ± 3.7 volts at baseline to 35.9 ± 9.5 volts at
review and from 10.1 ± 3.7 volts to 14.2 ± 4.7 volts in the rest of the patients.
Neuropathy was positively related to retinopathy at baseline (p=-0.02), and to
Caucasian ethnicity (p=0.02), male sex (p <0.01) and height (p=0.01).
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REVERSAL OF DEFECTIVE NERVE CONDUCTION WITH VITAMIN E
SUPPLEMENTATION IN DIABETICS WITH PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY

N. Baggil, M. Bayralusr, K Varh, O. Gedlk Department of Endocrinology and
Department of Neurology, Haceltepo University Faculty of Medicine, Ankara,
TURKEY.

Recent evidence has suggested that diabetic microangiopathy is associated with
increased free radical induced oxidative damage. The present study has examined
the effect of vitamin E, the principal modulator of free radical activity, on
electrophgsiologic parameters in patients with diabetic peripheral
polyneuropathy. Two groups of noninsulin dependent diabetic patients with mild to
moderate peripheral sensorimator polyseuropaihy, matched for duration of disease
and metabolic control, received daily vitamin E supplementation of 900 nip and
placebo, respectively, for 6 months. Fasting plasma glucose and hemoglobin A t

( Hb At ), postprandial plasma glucose and electraphysiologic parameters in the
basal state and after 6 months of treatment were studied Glycemic indices did not
show any significant changes during the study, whereas nerve conduction improved
significantly after 6 months in patients on vitamin E supplementation. The changes
in the electropbysiologic parameters were obvious in the median and tibial motor
nerve fibers. Nerve conduction velocity in the median motor nerve fibers
(per.0051) and tibial motor nerve distal latancy (p-0.0284) improved
significantly after 6 months of vitamin E supplementation. This study shows that
defective nerve conduction in	 diabetics with mild to moderate peripheral
neuropathy, can be reversed by pharmacological doses of vitamin E
supplementation.

2189
IS VIBRATION PERCEPTION THRESHOLD MEASUREMENT
REPRODUCIBLE UNDER DIFFERENT AMBIENT BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVELS
AT DIFFERENT HOURS OF THE DAY?
Taner Damci, Zeynep Osar Ersanli, Sule Beyhan, Hasan Ilkova, Mucahit Ozyazar,
Ugur Gorpe and Nazif Bagriacik. Cerrahpa^a Medical Faculty of Istanbul University,
Dept. of Internal Med., Div. of Diabetes and Metabolism, Istanbul, Turkey.
Vibration perception threshold (VPT) measurement by biothesiometer is commonly
used in the diagnosis of neuropathy in diabetic patients. The results correlate well
with the ones of electromyography. The factors known to affect VPT are age and
height. Metabolic control through HbAlc was shown to have no affect on VPT
measurement. It is not clear whether instantenous blood glucose levels and the hour
of the day the test is done (possibly because of neuropathic edema) influence VPT
recordings. To adress this question 62 diabetic patients (26 IDDM, 36 NIDDM) with
mean age 48.9 + 13.21, diabetes duration 14.6 + 4.27, underwent VPT examination by
biotheiometer (Biomedical Instrument Co. Newbury, Ohio, USA) at different hours
of the day (mainly fasting and late afternoon) right after blood was drawn for blood
glucose testing and a neuropathy symptom score (NSS) questionnaire. VPT was
measured at both great toes and each time the mean of three successive measurements
is recorded. Statistical analyses were done in SPSS for Windows 5.0.1. using Pearson
correlation coefficient, independent samples and paired samples t test where
required. 34 patients had neuropathy with basal VPT measurement (>25 mvolt). Both
sides of the body correlated well (r:0.90, p< 0.001). VPT significantly correlated
with age (r: 0.34, p: 0.012), diabetes duration (r:0.30, p:0.02), NSS (r:0.067,
p<0.001). No significant correlations were observed between VPT and HbAlc (r:
0.23, p:0.8) and instantenous blood glucose (r:-0.09, p:0.34). Change in the bl000d
glucose did not correlate with the change in the VPT (r:0.18, p:0.81). VPT
measurements gave similar recordings in the morning and late afternoon (p: 0.35).
VPT was not different in IDDM and NIDDM patients (p: 0.22). Patients having
severe neuropathy (NSS >9) had significantly higher VPT values (p < 0.001) than the
others. In conclusion the results of the present study show that VPT measurement is
reproducible under different ambient blood glucose values at different hours of the
day which confirms that it is an accurate and a rapid method of detecting diabetic
neuropathy.

2190
FIBER-SPECIFIC EFFECTS OF THE ALDOSE REDUCTASE INHIBITOR
ZENARESTAT IN MILD HUMAN DIABETIC POLYNEUROPATHY.
D.A. Greene, J.C. Arezzo and M.B. Brown, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor MI and Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx NY
USA for the Zenarestat (FK366) Neuropathy Study Group.

Slowing of nerve conduction velocity (NCV), a hall-mark of large
myelinated nerve fiber (MNF) dysfunction in diabetic polyneuropathy
(DPN), is corrected by potent aldose reducatse inhibitors (ARI's), yet
ART effects on small MNF have not been well studied. In a 52-wk
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled multi-dose clinical trial in
208 subjects with mild DPN, zenarestat (Z) (150 mg, 300 mg and 600
mg BID) dose-dependently lowered sural nerve (SN) sorbitol content
70-85% and improved a composite NCV parameter cp=0.003) —1.5
m/sec. The diameter and the number of MNF's (per mm cross-sectional
area = MNF density(D)) were measured in bilateral SN biopsies
obtained at baseline and 52 wk. MNFD (±SD) declined in the placebo
(PL) and 150 mg BID groups (-239±197 and -175±147 fibers,
respectively) and increased in the 300 and 600 mg BID groups
(+168±217 and +181±281 fibers, respectively, p=0.05 adjusted for
center and glycosylated hemoglobin). The MNF losses in the PL and
150 mg BID groups and MNF gains in the 300 and 600 mg BID groups
were largely attributed to changes in An fibers <5µm in diameter:
-202±104, -50±108, +135±158 and +249±167 fibers, respectively,
p=0.015. Large MNFD of fibers >5 tm in diameter was unchanged in
the PL and all Z groups. Thus Z, which potently lowered SN sorbitol,
improved large MNF function (NCV) and specifically reversed the loss
of small MNF in mild DPN. These effects of Z were equal in magnitude
to those deemed clinically meaningful and detectable in epidemiological
studies (Russell J.W., Karnes J.L., Dyck P.J. J Neurol Sci 1996;
135:114-117).

2191
FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH FOOT VIBRATION SENSORY
THRESHOLD CHANGE OVER 16 YEARS FROM DIAGNOSIS.
T.D.R.Hockaday, B.Pim and S.Dutton. Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford,
England.
Deterioration in vibration sensory threshold (VST) is related to glycaemia
during the 5 years after diagnosis of diabetes: is this true 16 years
afterwards? 72 diabetic patients (42 men) had foot VST assessed
biothesiometrically 16 years after as well as at diagnosis aged 46 ± SD19
years as non-insulin- dependent (NID), and on 4 occasions between. After a
drop from 23.2+10.0 arbitary units initially to 22.7 ± 9.9 (1 year,NS) there
was a steady deterioration to 26.8 ± 11.2 (16 years,p<0.01). The 16-year
VST increased with age, male sex, various measures over time of total
(Body Mass Index) and central (Scapula:Triceps skinfolds) obesity (all
p<0.001), as well as (p<0.05) with lower initial fasting growth hormone
(GH) levels, 16 year systolic blood pressure and decreased ankle pulses as
clinically detected (the two last were N. Saber controlling for the first 3
factors). Glycaemia was not a correlate, nor was it with the deterioration
from diagnosis to 16 years, which was however correlated strongly with
initial VST, obesity (p<0.01), age and, after controlling for these, the 16-
year ankle pulses (p<0.04). The 0-10 year deterioration, after allowing for
the associations with initial VST and age, was correlated with initial history
of ethanol intake(p<0.01), while the 10-16 year deterioration was also
associated with hepatic factors (also GH levels and systolic blood pressure).
Glycaemia was not a significant determinant of VST in the later years after

diagnosis of NID diabetes; differential death of the more hyperglycaemic
may contribute but progressive neuropathy is possibly a 2-stage process.
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LONG - TERM EFFECT OF TOLRESTAT ON HEART RATE VARIABILITY
IN PATIENTS WITH SEVERE OR MODERATE DIABETIC AUTONOMIC
NEUROPATHY

T. Didangelos, V. Athyros, D. Karamitsos, A. Papageorgiou, G. Kourtoglou, A.
Kontopoulos.

Divisions of Diabetology and Cardiology, 2nd Prop. Department of Infernal
Medicine, Aristotelian University, Hippocration Hospital, Thessaloniki, Greece.

Patients with diabetic autonomic neuropathy (DAN) have an increased
cardiovascular mortality rate compared with diabetic patients without DAN. Heart
rate variability (HRV) time and frequency domain indices are strong predictors of
malignant arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death. This prospective, randomised,
double-blind and placebo controlled study analysed the long-term effect of tolrestat,
an aldose reductase inhibitor, on HRV time and frequency domain variables in 45
patients with diabetes mellitus (DM) and DAN. They were randomised into tolrestat
(n=22) or placebo (n=23). HRV was assessed on a 2-chanel 24-hour electrocardio-
gram with a solid state digital recorder at months 0,3,6,9, and 12. HRV level of the 45
patients was compared with that of 20 matched patients with DM, of analogous
glycemic control, without DAN and 20 healthy controls. Tolrestat, compared with
placebo, had a beneficial effect on HRV level in 12/22 patients with moderate DAN.
At 12th month it improved significantly (p<0.01) all HRV time and frequency domain
indices. Despite the beneficial effect of tolrestat, the HRV indices remained less than
those of controls. The patients with severe DAN (10122) had a slight, in some indices
significant, benefit. No patient at 12th month showed deterioration of HRV indices
with tolrestat as seen with placebo. Tolrestat significantly restores sympathovagal
interaction in patients with moderate DAN, 12 months after treatment initiation. This
might contribute to the reduction of risk for malignant ventricular arrhythmias. The
early detection of DAN is imperative for a successful intervention.

2193

TISSUE OXYGEN TENSIONS IN SKELETAL MUSCLE OF
TYPE-I-DIABETIC PATIENTS DURING A COLD PRESSOR
TEST.
V.Hofmannt, C.Maischt, N.Benda 2 and D.Luftl. 1 Department of
Internal Medicine IV, 2Institute for Medical Biometrics, University of
Tubingen, 72076 Tubingen, Germany
Background: The cold pressor test (CPT), a sympathetic stress test,
leads to an increase of blood pressure, muscle sympathetic nerve
activity and muscle perfusion as well. Several variables of this test
may be used to assess autonomic impairment in diabetic patients. We
polarographically measured changes of tissue oxygen tensions in the
right anterior tibial muscle during CPT which may reflect changes of
muscular microcirculation. Research design and methods: Twenty-
eight type-l-diabetic patients, 18 males and 10 females, without
obvious diabetic late complications (mean age 27±7 years, height
175±9 cm, BMI 22.7±2.8 kg/m2 , diabetes duration 6.8±5.1 years,
HbAic 7.5±1.9%, x±SD) and 34 normal control subjects matched for
age, gender and BMI were investigated at rest and during a CPT of 5
minutes duration. Results: During CPT muscular oxygen tensions
increased by more than 3 mmHg in 14 out of 28 diabetic patients and
in 13 out of 34 control subjects. Mean increases did not differ between
groups. Changes of oxygen tensions correlated neither to age, gender,
BMI, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, duration of diabetes nor to
HbAlc. The changes did correlate inversely to the respective values
obtained at rest (in diabetic patients: r=-0.48, p=0.004, in control
subjects: r=-0.60, p=0.001). Conclusion: In diabetic patients and
control subjects with elevated muscular tissue oxygen tensions at rest
there is no further increase during CPT since presumably the extent of
sympatheticallymediatedvasodilation is limited. Basal values may be
influenced by pre-test sympathetic activation which has to be taken
into account interpreting test results.

2194
LONG - TERM EFFECT OF QUINAPRIL ON HEART RATE VARIABILITY
IN PATIENTS WITH SEVERE OR MODERATE DIABETIC AUTONOMIC
NEUROPATHY

V. Athyros, T. Didangelos, A. Kontopoulos, A. Papageorgiou, V. Skeberis, G.
Kourtoglou, D. Karamitsos.

Divisions of Cardiology and Diabetology, 2nd Prop. Department of Internal
Medicine, Aristotelian University, Hippocration Hospital, Thessaloniki,
GREECE.

Patients with diabetic autonomic neuropathy (DAN) exhibit an increased propensity
for lethal arrhythmias in comparison to patients with diabetes mellitus (DM) without
DAN. This is due to increased sympathetic, reduced vagal activity or both. HRV level
is a reliable tool to assess DAN. This prospective, randomised, double-blind and
placebo controlled study analysed the long-term effect of quinapril, an angiotensin
converting enzyme inhibitor, on HRV time and frequency domain variables in 50
patients with DAN (11 with IDDM and 14 with NIDDM). They were successfully
randomised into quinapril (n=25) or placebo (n=25). HRV was assessed on a 2-
chanel 24-hour electrocardiogram with a solid state digital recorder at months
0,3,6,9, and 12. HRV level of the 50 patients was compared with that of 20 matched
patients with DM, of analogous glycemic control, without DAN and 20 healthy con-
trols. Quinapril, compared with placebo, had a beneficial effect on HRV level in all
patients with DAN, regardless of severity. In 13/25 patients with moderate DAN this
effect was detected early, at month 3, and gradually increased until month 12. In that
group quinapril improved significantly (p<0.01) all HRV time and frequency domain
indices, mainly the parasympathetic related ones, and reduced heart rate. The
patients with severe DAN (12/25) had a significant but less pronounced benefit. No
patient at 12th month showed deterioration of HRV indices with quinapril as seen
with placebo. Quinapril significantly restores sympathovagal balance in patients with
DAN, early after treatment initiation. This might contribute to the reduction of
propensity for malignant ventricular arrhythmias.

2195
Gadolinium Enhancement of Peripheral Nerve and Muscle RI in Human
Diabetic Peripheral Polyneuropathy compared to Healthy Subjects
M.B.Damholt, P.B.Ring, H. B.W.Larson, M.Herning and J.Hilsted
Dept of Endocrinology and Danish Research Center of Magnetic Resonance,
Hvidovre University Hospital, Kettegaard Alid 30, DK -2650 Hvidovre, Denmark.
The aim of this study was to examine if uptake of contrast(gadolinium
enhancement) can be detected and estimated in the sural nerve in diabetic human
neuropathy compared to healthy controls evaluated by magnetic resonance imaging.
Kinetic models of gadolinium enhancement are used for blood flow estimation. Six
type 2 neuropathic diabetic patients mean age 54 years ± 4 and 6 healthy control
subjects mean age 54 years ± 8 have been studied. The diabetic patients were all
classified as having severe symptomatic symmetric polyneuropathy (San Antonio -
criteria). MRI was performed at 1.0 Teals on a Siemens IMPACT MR scanner. A
spin-echo sequense was employed. Power of resolution was 0.23 x 0.23 mm2 'Images
of the right lower leg was recorded 15 cm proximal to the lateral malleol in an
oblique slice. A oblique slice was placed in a plane allowing the sural nerve to
transverse the slice perpendicular to the plane. Intially 7 recordings with variable TR
was performed to allow estimation of RI. Subsequently an i.v. bolus of Gadolinium-
DTPA (Gd) (0,15 mmol/kg) was given. Finally after 30 min the intial 7 recordings
were repeated. The difference in RI of the muscle before and after Gd - bolus was
significantly higher in the neuropathic group, ARI mean 1.43 s' ± 0.7 compared to
the ARI 0.13 s' ± 0.2 in healthy control group ( p < 0.005). In contrast the
increment in RI in the sural nerve after Gd-bolus was higher in the healthy control
group ARI 1.88 s4 ± 1 compared to the neuropathic group; AR1 0.68 s' ± 0.7. (p =
0.055) . We conclude: 1) Gadolinium enhancement in the sural nerve can be detected
and tends to be impaired in diabetic neuropathy compared to controls 2) The coleus
muscle in diabetic neuropathy accumulates Gd after bolus injection compared to
healthy controlls. Whether the observed differences after Gd-bolus are due to
differences in blood flow,volume of distribution or Gd extration from the blood
remains to be established.
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ELECTRICAL SPINAL CORD STIMULATION: A NEW AND EFFECTIVE
TREATMENT FOR PAINFUL DIABETIC PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY.

S. Tesfaye, J. Watt, S.J. Benbow, K.A. Pang, J Miles and I.A. MacFarlane.
Walton Hospital, Liverpool, U.K.

Conventional treatment for painful peripheral diabetic neuropathy is largely
symptomatic and frequently ineffective, with unacceptable side-effects. We
tested the effectiveness of electrical spinal cord stimulator (ESCS) for the
management of chronic neuropathic pain not responding to conventional
treatment, in 10 diabetic subjects (mean age ± SD, 51±9.3 years, mean
duration of diabetes 12± 6.3 years, mean duration of neuropathy 5±2.1
years). The electrode was implanted in the thoracic/lumbar epidural space.
Immediate pain relief was assessed by visual analogue scale (VAS) after
connecting the electrode, in a random order, to a percutaneous ESCS and
placebo stimulator. 8 subjects had significant pain relief with ESCS
compared to placebo and were converted to the permanent system, with a
radio-receiver implanted in the anterior abdominal wall. Significant relief of
both background and peak neuropathic pain was achieved at 3 months
(VAS, n=7, p=0.016), at 6 months (n=7, p=0.03) and at the end of the study
(median -14 months, n=7, background pain p=0.06, peak pain p=0.03). One
patient died of unrelated cause 2 months after the start of the study while
continuing to benefit from ESCS. There was also an improvement (p<0.05)
in all the 4 components of the McGill pain questionnaire at the end of the
study. Exercise tolerance on treadmill also increased significantly at 3
months (p=0.015) and at 6 months (p=0.0007). Electrophysiological tests
and glycaemic control were unchanged. ESCS offers a new and effective
way of relieving chronic neuropathic pain and improves exercise tolerance,
and should therefore be considered in those not responding to conventional
treatment.

2197
CORRELATION BETWEEN PAIN SENSITIVITY AND HYPERGLYCAEMIA
A CLINICOEXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
AK Das, GRK Sharma, S.Ramasamy, Pondicherry, India.

The aim of the study was to assess the relationship
between blood glucose levels and pain perception in
12 streptozotocin induced diabetic rats and in 16 fresh
uncomplicated untreated diabetic patients before and
after blood glucose control and in 10 healthy normal
controls before and after meals. In rats the mean blood
glucose before and after streptozotocin injection and
after insulin therapy was 55.16 ± 3.23 mg/dL, 118.66
t 14.42 mg/dL and 63.75 t 3.26 mg/dL respectively.
The corresponding tail flick latencies (in seconds)
were 14.99 ± 0.64, 8.3 ± 0.42 and 12.98 t 0.50
respectively (p <0.001). The corresponding tail clamp
latencies were 19.17 ± 1.45, 8.88 ± 0.86 and 17.25 ±
1.32 sec. respectively (p(0.001). In diabetic patients
the blood glucose before and after controlling diabetes
was 323.37 ± 28.99 and 110.93 ± 5.48 mg/dL and
corresponding ischemic pain threshold and tolerance
was 12.37 t 0.87, 30.87 ± 3.11 and 22.43 ± 1.08, 46.62
± 3.01 sec. respectively (p<0.001).	 The blood glucose
before and after meals in control 	 was 80.10 ± 3.09
and 153.20 f 3.06 mg/dL respectively. The corresponding
ischemic pain threshold was 34.50 ± 3.16 mg/dL and 21.30
± 1.94 sec. respectively and tolerance was 5.00 ± 2.68
and 39.20 ± 1.83 sec. respectively (p`0.001). It
is concluded that both in experimental and clinical
studies hyperglycaemia produced hyperalgesia and the
latter was reversible with control of the blood glucose.

2198
DOUBLE BLIND TRIAL. OF MEXILETINE ON DIABETIC PAINFUL
NEUROPATHY

K. Matsuokal , Y. Kanazawa2, M. Ohtake3 and S. Kaihara4

A Diabetic Painful Neuropathy Study Group: Saiseikai Diabetes Center, Tokyo,
Japan', Omiya Medical Center, Jichi Medical School, Omiya, Japan 2, Nippon
Medical School, Tokyo, Japan3 , Okura National Hospital, Tokyo, Japan4

Acute painful neuropathy may follow either a period of unstable glycemic control or
sudden normalization of hyperglycemia, and is most annoying for patients.
Mexiletine (MX) is a common anti-arrhythmic agent which has been found to be
useful on painful diabetic neuropathy by Dejgard in 1988. The symptomatic effect of
MX was studied in a multi-center trial using 118 patients (male:76, female42, age:33-
75) with painful neuropathy by double blind method after obtaining written consent.
MX 100 mg tablet or placebo was given p.o., t.i.d. for two weeks. A dose finding
study conducted previously has proven MX 300 mg/day to be adequate. The effect
was evaluated by a 7 grade-score from "extremely severe" to "none" classified by

patients. The effect was considered improved when two or more grade improvement
was documented. The ratio of improvement on allodynia and shooting pain of the
lower extremities was 18/43(41.9%) at the end of the 1st week while in the placebo

group 8/46(17.4%) (p<0.05), and at the end of the 2nd week 29/55(52.7%) and
11/56(19.6%)(p<0.001), respectively concerning numbness of the extremities, no
significant effect was observed. The incidence of adverse events was not different in

both groups. Objective findings, such as motor conduction velocity, vibratory
perception threshold and heart beat variation remained unchanged in both groups.
From the above results we concluded that MX is useful as a symptomatic agent of
controlling acute pain and allodynia accompanied by diabetic neuropathy possibly
through its Na-channel blocking mechanism.

2199

THE ALDOSE REDUCTASE GENE IS STRONGLY ASSOCIATED
WITH DIABETIC NEUROPATHY IN PATIENTS WITH IDDM
A.E. Heesom, B.A. Millward and A.G. Demaine. Plymouth
Postgraduate Medical School, University of Plymouth, Plymouth,
England.
The role of the aldose reductase gene (ALR2) in susceptibility to
diabetic neuropathy was investigated by analysing a microsatellite
marker in the 5'end of the gene in patients with IDDM. DNA from
159 British caucasoid patients with IDDM and 102 normal healthy
controls were typed for a (CA) dinucleotide repeat polymorphic
marker in the 5' region of ALR2 (5'ALR2) using the polymerase
chain reaction. Seven alleles (Z-6 to Z+6) were detected in the
patients and controls. The patients were categorised according to the
presence or absence of overt neuropathy (symptoms of pain,
numbness or parathesiae in the feet and/or hands; loss of vibration
and/or temperature; loss of reflexes in legs; history of neuropathic
foot ulceration). There was a highly significant decrease in the
frequency of the Z+2 5'ALR2 allele in patients with neuropathy -
`neuropaths' (n=78) compared to those with no neuropathy,
retinopathy or microablbuminuria after 15 years of diabetes -
`uncomplicated' (n=38) (14.1% vs. 38.2% x2 =17.3, p <0.00001,
Pc=0.0001). There was a corresponding decrease in the frequency of
the Z-2 allele in the uncomplicated group compared to the neuropaths
(11.8% vs. 30.2% x2 =9.3, p <0.0025, Pc=0.025). The neuropaths
had an decreased frequency of the Z/Z+2 5'ALR2 genotype
compared to the uncomplicated group (14.0% vs. 44.7% x2 =13.0, p
<0.0005, Pc=0.005, Odds Ratio 5.0). These results strongly suggest
that the ALR2 or an adjacent locus is implicated in the susceptibility
to diabetic neuropathy.
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ACUPUNCTURE FOR THE TREATMENT OF CHRONIC PAINFUL
PERIPHERAL DIABETIC NEUROPATHY: A LONG-TERM STUDY
B Abuaisha, J Borg-Costanzi and AJM Boulton. Dept of
Medicine, Manchester Royal Infirmary, University of
Manchester, UK.

Forty-six diabetic patients with chronic painful
peripheral neuropathy were treated with acupuncture
analgesia to determine its efficacy and long-term
effectiveness. Twenty-nine (63%) patients were already
on standard medical treatment for painful neuropathy.
Patients initially received up to six courses of
classical acupuncture analgesia over a period of 10
weeks, using traditional Chinese Medicine acupuncture
points. Forty-four patients completed the study with 34
(77%) showing significant improvement in their primary
and or secondary symptoms and in their ability to sleep
at night (p< 0.0001 for all). These patients were
followed up for a period of 13 -52 weeks with 67% were
able to stop or reduce their medications significantly.
During the follow up period only eight (24%) patients

required further acupuncture treatment. Although 34
(77%) patients noted significant improvement in their
symptoms, only seven (21%) noted that their symptoms
cleared completely. The response to treatment was
better in white Caucasians (26/31 (84%) compared to
Asians and Afro -Caribbeans (8/13 (62%), but this
difference was not statistically significant. All the
patients but one finished the full course of acupuncture
treatment without reported or observed side effects.
There were no significant changes either in the
peripheral neurological examination scores, VPT or in
HbAlc during the course of treatment. These data
suggest acupuncture is a safe and effective therapy for
the long-term management of painful diabetic neuropathy,
although its mechanism of action remains speculative.

2201
EARLY DETECTION "SMALL FIBERS" NEUROPATHY IN INSULIN-
DEPENDENT AND NON INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS
A. Gabriele, S. Morano, *P. Rossi, *C. Froio, *A. Morocutti, *M. D'Alessio, L.
Guidobaldi, R. Cipriani, *E. Valle and**G. Pozzessere. Endocrinology, Neurology,
University "La Sapienza", Rome, **LR.C.C.S., Isernia, Italy.
Diabetes causes widespread damage to the peripheral nervous system involving
both somatic and autonomic fibers. Small nerve fibers abnormalities seem to
precede large fibers involvement; nevertheless diabetic neuropathy is generally
assessed with electrophysiological tests which reflect only large fibers function.
Aim of this study was to evaluate the integrity of small fibers in insulin-dependent
(IDDM) and non insulin-dependent (NIDDM) diabetic patients without either
clinical or electrophysiological evidence of actual neuropathy. Twentyfour
diabetic patients underwent neurophysiological study by means of CO2-laser
induced Pain-Somatosensory Evoked Potentials (P-SEPs) and infrared TV-
Pupillometry: twelve IDDM (age 33±9 years, duration of disease 15±7 years,
%HbAlc 7.1±1.8) and twelve NIDDM (age 55.3±8.6 years, duration of disease 9.5
±6.5 years, %HbAlc 6.8±1.5) without either nephropathy or retinopathy and
with normal Visual Evoked Potentials (VEPs). P-SEPs following hand and foot
stimulation were evaluated considering the latency of positive peak of cortical
waves (P340 and P400, respectively). With regard to pupillometric exams
(ISCAN, sample rate 50 Hz) we measured sympathetic (mydriatic reaction to
darkness, MI) and parasympathetic (Latency, L, Amplitude, A, of light reflex)
indexes. In both two groups the percentages of abnormalities of P400 and
parasympathetic indexes (L and A) were 25% and 8%, respectively. In addition,
the percentages of abnormalities of P340 and MI were, respectively, 8% and 42%
in IDDM and 17% and 33% in NIDDM patients. Our results show an
involvement of autonomic and small unmyelited somatic fibers in diabetic
subjects with negative clinical and electrophysiological exams. Abnormalities
mainly affect foot P-SEPs and pupillary sympathetic indexes, suggesting a length
related pattern. The alterations of pupillometric parameters and P-SEPs did not
correlate, indicating that somatic and autonomic nerve fibers may be differently
affected by diabetic neuropathy.

2202

TREATMENT OF DIABETIC NEUROPATHY.
Strokov I., Ametov A., Smirnova V., Mjasoedov S., Balashova T., and
Ivanova L. Russian Academy For Advanced Medical Studies, Ins. of
General Pathology and Pathophysiology RAMN, Moscow, Russia.
The aim of this study was to compare the effect of anti-oxidant and
bloker serotonin receptors for the treatment of diabetic neuropathy (DN).
94 patients with type I or type II diabetes mellitus and DN were included
in this study (mean age 51,80±1,16; disease duration - 11,35 +0,56 years).
In all patients the expressiveness of DN was carried out with MDNS. The
thiobarbituric acid reactive material was determined in the serum of all
patients and in the membrane erythrocytes of the patients with IDDM as
malondialdehyde (MDA). NCV was determined in the median, peroneal,
rural nerves in 60 patients. 47 patients were treated with Tanacan (EGb
761, Beaufour-ipsen)-200 mg, other-Dusodril (Naftidrofuril, Byk
Gulden)-120 me during 6 weeks.

Dusodril Tanacan
before after before after

MDNS 9,02+0,66 2,64+0,38** 7,73 +0,36 2,74+0,28**
MDA in serum 1,07+0,08 0,68+0,04** 1,11 +0,15 0,58+0,03**
MDA in membr. 1,17+0,05 1,28+0,05 1,20±0,09 0,84+0,07*
HBAlc 8,81 +0,32 7,85 +0,29 8,43±0,34 7,74+0,30
SNCV normal 81,07 + 27,38 114,00 +30,70* 87,70+35,82 95,50±39,19
MNCV(normal) 102,45+21,2	 123,10+18,85* 93,67+20,3 105,59+9,88*

"p<0,01, ** p<0,001 - compared with baseline values.
The decreased in MDA for the functional state of nerves when using
drugs of different mechanism will be discussed.

2203
DOES MAGNESIUM DEPLETION PLAY A ROLE IN THE
NATURAL HISTORY OF POLYNEUROPATHY IN INSULIN -
DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS ? (IDDM)
W. Engelen, A. Bouten and I. De Leeuw. University of Antwerp, Antwerp,
Belgium.
Chronic Mg depletion is frequently observed in IDDM and is related to an
insufficient level of metabolic control. Since both conditions are also related
to the development of microangiopathy and dyslipidemia a possible role in
other complications like polyneuropathy (PNP) can be hypothesized. In a
first study 154 IDDM (57 W + 97 M) were screened for PNP on the basis of
clinical signs and symptoms supplemented by an extensive EMG exploration
and repeated measurements of erythrocyte Mg (RBC Mg) were obtained.
Group 1 consisted of 89 IDDM (23 W + 66 M) and presented with clear signs
of PNP. Group 2 consisting of 65 IDDM (34 W + 31 M) does not have PNP.
Group 1 has a higher HbA I , (mean of 4 measurements, p < 0.05) a longer
duration of diabetes (p < 0.001) and was older (p<0.01) than group 2. When
each group was subdivided on the basis of low RBC Mg (< 2.3 mMol/l)
Fisher's Exact Test shows a significant association between this value and the
presence of PNP (p=0.0172, Odds ratio=2.389, 95% CI: 1.183 to 4.824). In
a second study 23 IDDM (Group A= 14 W + 9 M) with both PNP and low
RBC Mg accepted to take oral supplements of Mg during 1 year (300 mg
Mgr  daily) and were compared to 20 identical patients (Group B = 5 W + 15
M) who did not agree to participate. In Group A 10 patients (9 W + I M)
showed a significant improvement in the EMG data as compared to 2 patients
(2 M) in Group B (Fisher's Exact Test: p=0.0193, OR = 6.923, 95% CI:
1.293 to 37.066). The patients who improved were younger (p<0.02) had a
shorter duration of diabetes (p<0.05) but no differences in metabolic control
was observed. The physiopathological mechanisms involved in this
observation are unclear but one can speculate on an improvement of the
microcirculation, a lesser oxidative stress or a better energy supply in the
peripheral nervous system.
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THIAMINE STATUS IN NIDDM PATIENTS WITH SOMATIC
NEUROPATHY
G. Jermendy, E. Noll, J. Perenyi and E. Dworschak. Bajcsy-Zsilinszky
Hospital, Budapest, Hungary.

Thiamine deficiency can result in neurological damage. In order to
asses the thiamine status 75 NIDDM patients (age 38-74 years) and 60
age matched control subjects were investigated. Thiamine status was
assessed by measurement of erythrocyte transketolase activity (aETK;
normal range: 1.00-1.27). Neuropathy was evaluated by determination
of both motor nerve conduction velocity (MNCV; n. peroneus) and
sensory nerve conduction velocity (SNCV; n. suralis). The value of
aETK was significantly higher in NIDDM patients than that of the
control subjects (1.14±0.01 vs 1.08±0.02 x±SEM; p<0.01). Optimal
levels of aETK (1.00-1.15) were observed in 45 patients (60%)
whereas 26 patients (3 5%) were at moderate risk (aEKT 1.16- 1.27)
and 4 patients (5%) at high risk (aEKT>1.27) of inadequate thiamine
status. Significant difference was observed between patients with
(n=23) and without (n=22) neuropathic symptoms regarding aETK
(1.19±0.02 vs 1.10±0.01; p<0.001), MNCV (37.4±1.2 m/s vs 43.4±0.9
m/s; p<0.001) and SNCV (34.4±2.4 m/s vs 40.5±1.5 m/s; p<0.05).
Short term use of benfothiamine (320 mg daily for one week) resulted
in an improvement of thiamine status (aEKT 1.10±0.02 vs 1.01±0.01;
p<0.01). Non-optimal thiamine status could be observed in some
NIDDM patients with somatic neuropathy.
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NON-ENZYMATIC SERUM ANTI-OXIDANTS IN PATIENTS WITH
DIABETIC NEUROPATHY.
JH Assink', RP Stolk Z, DE Grobbee '. z, HGT Nijs', AF Casparie and HJG
Bilo ', 1) Erasmus University, Rotterdam, 2) Utrecht University, 3) De
Weezenlanden Hospital Zwolle, The Netherlands.
Evidence is accumulating that oxidative stress may play a role in the
development of diabetic complications. We therefore studied the relation
between nonenzymatic serum anti-oxidants (NSA's) and diabetic neuropathy
(DN) in 278 consecutive patients with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(IDDM) (153 men ,125 women; mean age 38.1 years (SD 12.0), duration of
IDDM 17.2 years (SD 10.2) HbAlc 8.2 % (SD 1.89)). DN was assessed by
vibration threshold measurements (both legs and arms) and sensibility testing
(legs only). DN was defined by the presence of one or more abnormal tests
results. The table gives the NSA's (mean and standard error) in diabetic
subjects with (91 men and 55 women) and without DN.

DN-	 DN+
a-Tocopherol (umol/1)	 30.7 (7.2)	 32.0 (10.9)
y-Tocopherol(umol/l) 	 2.93 (1.59)	 3.05 (1.99)
(3-Caroteen (nmol/1) 	 299 (184)	 370 (422)
Retinal (umol/l)	 1.80 (0.48)	 1.86 (0.85)
Cerruloplasmin (g/I)	 0.39 (0.14)	 0.37 (0.12)
Ferritin (g/1)	 80.6 (70.2)*	 104.0 (103.2)*
Transferrin (ug/1)	 2.31 (0.39)*	 2.17 (0.40)*
Uric acid (mmol/1)	 0.24 (0.06)	 0.25 (0.07)
Oneway Anova:* p<0.05

After adjustment for age and gender, no difference was found between
patients with and without diabetic neuropathy. These results suggest that
non-enzymatic antioxidants are not related to the presence of diabetic
neuropathy.

PS 57
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PATHOGENESIS OF AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY IN MALNUTRITION RELATED
DIABETES MELLITUS
AK.Azad Khan+, H..Z.Rahman2, L. Ali+, A. Haquel, N. S. Chowdhuryl, J.M.A.Hannan'
and Z. Hassan'; 1 BIRDEM, 2Dept of Neurology, IPGMR, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Autonomic neuropathy (AN) is known to be a common complication in both IDDM and
NIDDM patients. Although malnutrition related diabetes mellitus (MRDM) constitutes an
important class of diabetes in tropical developing countries, the prevalence and
pathogenesis of AN have not yet been studied in MRDM patients. The present study was
designed to explore the relation of AN with glycemic status, insulin secretory capacity and
microvascular damage in MRDM subjects. Seventeen newly diagnosed MRDM (9 PDDM
and 8 FCPD) along with 24 NIDDM and 21 non-diabetic Control subjects were studied.
Autonomic neuropathy was diagnosed by estimating the Valsalva Ratio (VR), deep
breathing test (DBT), hand grip test (HGT) and postural blood pressure test (PBPT).
Glycemic status was measured by serum glucose response during a standard OGTT and
by HbA,. Insulin secretory status was measured by fasting serum C-peptide and
generalized microvascular damage was estimated by Transferrin-Creatinine ratio (TCR).
The Control group showed no case of AN, but 14% of the total diabetic subjects showed
this complication. Both DBT and VR ratio were significantly (p<0.05) lowered in patients
with AN group. The abnormalities in these two autonomic function tests appeared earlier
than the other two tests. PDDM patients showed considerably higher prevalence of AN
compared to NIDDM subjects (FCPD 38% and PDDM 22% vs NIDDM 4%). Patients with
poor glycemic control showed higher percentage of autonomic neuropathy. Fasting C-
peptide levels in MRDM subgroup were much lower (p<0.0001-0.001) than the NIDDM
and Control groups, indicating that both glycemic status and insulin secretory capacity
may be crucial factors in the pathogenesis of neuropathy in these subjects. From the TCR
data (Control-0.04 mg(mmol, PDDM - 0.10mglmmol and FCPD - 0.06 mglmmol) the
diabetic groups were found to have higher microvascular damage in relation to Control
but the three groups did not differ among themselves. It may be concluded that MRDM
subjects appear to suffer from increased incidence of AN. Glycemic and insulin secretory
status seems to be the most important factors in developing neuropathy in these cases
and it may develop independently from generalized microvascular damage.

2207
CORRELATES OF SEVERE DIABETIC AUTONOMIC
NEUROPATHY.

SA Godbole, KK Deepak, K. Kochchar, SS
Srikanta, P.Shah-and N. Kochu1illai All India
Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, India

Severe autonomic neuropathy is proposed as
being predictive of mortality of diabetes
mellitus (DM). We performed each of five non-
invasive cardiovascular reflex tests for
autonomic function (heart rate responses to
deep breathing, Valsalva maneuvre, and tilting;
blood pressure responses to isometric hand grip
and postural change) in 23 consecutive DM
patients (mean aye 50.17 years; DM duration
10.9 years) and 25 aye and sex matched healthy
controls. Based on a standardised scoring
system for autonomic dysfunction, DM patients
were divided into "Borderline DAN" (B-DAN, n=12
DAN score 2-5) and "Severe DAN" (S-DAN, N=11,
DAN score 5). S-DAN (vs B-DAN) was associated
with increased aye (55 10 vs 45 10 yr; p < 0.03)
DM duration (12+5.9 vs 9.6+7.4 yr), insulin
treatment (63.6% vs 33.4%) and reduced nerve
conduction amplitude and velocity (p <0.007 to
P <0.02). There was no significant difference
in fasting blood glucose and ylycated hemo-
globin between S-DAN and B-DAN. Thus, non-
invasive testing is essential to indicate
severity of DAN. S-DAN patients tend to be
older, have longer DPI duration and higher
incidence of peripheral neuropathy.
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PANCREATIC POLYPEPTIDE SECRETION AND FASTING SERUM
GASTRIN LEVELS IN DIABETICS WITH AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
J. Loba, L. Czupryniak, and M. Saryusz-Wolska. Diabetology Dept.,
Medical University of t.odz, 1_bdz, Poland.

Test meal-stimulated pancreatic polypeptide (PP) secretion is much
lower in diabetics with autonomic neuropathy (AN) than in controls. It
is also well established that fasting serum gastrin (FSG) levels are
very high in diabetics with AN. These findings are said to result from
one pathology: autovagotomy. The aim of this study was to identify
the relationship of high FSG levels and blunt PP response to meal
stimulus in diabetics with AN. The study subjects were 17 long-
standing insulin dependent diabetics with AN (group A) and 18 well-
matched diabetics without AN (group B); the latter group serving as
controls. Autonomic neuropathy was tested in all the patients, using
5 common tests. FSG and PP concentrations were asessed by
radioimmunologic methods. The PP secretion was evaluated for two
hours on test meal ingestion and calculated as an area under curve
(AUC). The mean FSG level in diabetics with AN was 134.12 ± 50.48
pg/ml compared to 82.0 ± 30.72 pg/mI in the control group
(p<0.001). Inversely, the AUC of PP secretion values were much
lower in group A than in the group B (mean 302.70 ± 72.55 vs
412.94 ± 73.65 pg/ml/2h respectively; p<0.001). There was also a
significant negative correlation (r = -0.5531; p<0.05) between FSG
and postprandial PP values in the diabetics with AN, whereas no
such correlation was found in the controls (r = 0.024). In conclusion,
high fasting serum gastrin levels in long-standing diabetics with
autonomic neuropathy are accompanied by low postprandial
pancreatic polypeptide secretion, and there is a negative correlation
between these two phenomena.

2209
AUTONOMIC FUNCTION TESTING: MORNING OR
AFTERNOON?
C. Rossi, M. Veglio, A. Grassi, M. Deandrea and D. Fonzo. Divisione
di Endocrinologia, Ospedale Mauriziano, Torino, Italy
The cardiovascular tests for the diagnosis of autonomic neuropathy are
usually performed in fasting conditions in the morning: however, the
morning session is often unpractical in our hospital setting. The study
aimed to verify if an afternoon session would lead to substantially different
results. Ten patients (5 males, 5 females; 5 treated with insulin, 5 with
hypoglicaemic agents, mean age 49.8 years, range 15-68) were submitted
to a battery of cardiovascular tests: Deep Breathing (DB), Cough test
(CT), Lying to Standing (LST), Postural Blood Pressure test (PBPT),
Squatting test (SQv and SQs), corrected QT interval (QTc), Basal Heart
Rate (HR). The test were performed at 8.00 AM and 2.00 PM; according
to accepted criteria, each test was scored as normal (0), borderline (1) or
abnormal (2). Patients with a total score >=4 were considered as affected
by autonomic neuropathy . Patients abstained from drugs, insulin and from
breakfast or lunch respectively. Mean glycemia was 114.9 and 128.2
mg/dl (NS) prior to the tests. No significant difference was observed in the
mean results obtained for each test in the mornings and afternoons. The
coefficient of variation (CV) for the repeated measures were as follows:
DB 13.4%, CT 4.4%, LST 5.8%, PBPT 29.6%, SQv 6.7%, SQs 6.85%,
QTc 2.0%, HR 3.0%. The scores varied in 1 patients from normal to
abnormal for SQv, and from abnormal to normal in 2 patients for SQs.
The mean total score was 3.9 in both occasions: one patient was considerd
neuropathic in the afternoon session only (score 3 in the morning, 5 in the
afternoon). In conclusion the CV for repeated measures in morning and
afternoon sessions are similar to those published for repeated morning
measures in the morning. Cardiovascular testing performed in fasting
conditions in the afternoon do not lead to significant difference in patients
classification.

2210
PATHOLOGICAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST:
INCIDENCE OF AUTONOMIC SKIN'S NEUROPATHIES.
P.Koltringer and F.Reisecker. Barmherzige Bruder Hospital Graz-
Eggenberg, Department of Neurology, Graz, Austria.

It was the aim of this pilot study, to answer the question, if in
patients suffering from pathological glucose tolerance test already
autonomic skin's dysfunction can be objectivied.

30 subjects suffering from pathological glucose tolerance test
since more than 2 years (group A) and 30 age-machted healthy
subjects (group B) were studied for their function of autonomic
nervous system in skin. Basing on the hyperthermal Laser-
Doppler-Flowmetry, a method invented in 1988, it is possible to
measure autonomic skin's neuropaties in routine use. The basic
consideration of this new method is the fact, that a healthy
autonomic nerve function reacts to hyperthermia with an increase
of microcirculation after a well defined time without any severe
fluctuations. In autonomic neuropathies during the perfusion
increase there are severe fluctuations, defined as
,,Fluctuationindex" (FI) measured in percentage (normal range:
<_20%).

In group A the median of FI was 26% (IR25:11%, IR75:36%),
whereas values of group B showed a median of 13% (IR25: 9,
IR75:17). The incidence of pathological values (PI >20%) was
26,67% (8 of 30 patients) in group A against 0% (0 of 30
patients) in group B.
The results lead to the conclusion, that patients with pathological
glucose tolerance test already develope autonomic neuropathies.

2211
THE VALUE OF COLD PRESSURE TEST IN ASSESSMENT OF
SYMPATHOVAGAL BALANCE IN IDDM PATIENTS
J. Sieradzki, D. Galicka-Latata, A. Surdacki and * J. Dubiel. Depts. of Metabolic
Diseases and *Cardiology, Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland

Heart rate variability (HRV) offers a new method in investigating mechanisms of
sudden death in diabetic patients with advanced diabetic complications. Our aim was
to show the earliest changes in the balance of cardiovascular autonomic system. In
96 patients with insulin dependent diabetes (mean: age: 33.4 years, diabetes duration
10.54 years) who received insulin as the only medication and 30 healthy volunteers
(mean age: 31.0 years) the following tests using short-term heart rate variability
analysed by ProSciCard were performed: 5 minutes at rest (heart rate - HR-R,
standard deviation - SD-R, RMSSD-R, MCR-R, sectral power at: very low frequency
VLF-R, low frequency LF-R, high frequency HF-R), and 5 minutes after cold
pressor test (HR-CPT, SD-RCPT, RMSSD-CPT, MCR-CPT, VLF-CPT, LF-CPT,
HF-CPT). The standard Ewing battery od autonomic tests was also performed. We
compared healthy group with IDDM patients without retinopathy (RO), with
nonproliferative retinopathy (RI) and with proliferative retinopathy (R2).
Retinopathy was assess by ophtalmoscopy.
Results: The following parameters had the highest strenght of discrimination
between examined groups: Group C vs RO: SD-RCPT (80.68 vs 48.54ms;
p=0.0004), In HF-CPT (0.72 vs -0.10; p=0.01), In LF-CPT/HF-CPT (-0.38 vs 0.24;
p=-0.02), RMSSD-CPT (86.98 vs 40.92; p=0.0001), Group C vs Rl: LnHF-R (-
0.3974 vs -1.53, p=0.002), SDHR-CPT (80.68 vs 46.81, p=0.03), Ewing test: 0.82
vs 0.97, p=0.0002), Ln HF-CPT (0.72 vs -0.62, p=0.04), Group C vs R2: HR-CPT
(63.57 vs 79.52, p=0.0003), RMSSD-R (60.19 vs 12.95, p=0.00001), RMSSD-CPT
(86.98 vs 22.12; p=0.001), Ln HF-CPT (0,72 vs -1.10; p=0.002), Group RO vs Rl:
In LF-CPT (0.13 vs -0.75; p=0.001), In LF-CPT/HF-CPT (0.24 vs -0.12;
p=0.04),Group RO vs R2: HR-CPT (68.59 vs 79.52; p=0.0000006), SD-RCPT
(48.54 vs 28.53; p=0.0002), In LF -CPT (0.13 vs -1.38; p=0.0000001), Ln HF-CPT
(-0.10 vs -1.10; p=0.0005), In LF-CPT/HF-CPT (0.24 vs -0.28; p=0.04), RMSSD-
CPT (40.92 vs 22.12; p=0.02).
Conclusions: 1. Development of retinopathy is associated with marked changes of
high frequency domain of HRV. 2. Spectral analysis of HRV detects more discret
disorders in autonomic function than conventional tests.
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Moisture measurement of the skin
- A simple test to determine diabetic autonomic neuropathy -
S. Ota, Y. Sato and T. Toyota, Sendai, Japan.

It is very useful to measure sweating for diagnosis of diabetic
autonomic neuropathy. However, there is a few simple test to measure
sweating in clinical practice. Therefore, we analyzed the usefulness of
moisture measurement of the skin to determine diabetic autonomic
neuropathy. 28 diabetic patients and 11 healthy volunteers joined to the
study. Mental sweating rate of the thumb and the first toe were
measured with Kenz Perspiro OSS-100 (Suzuken, Nagoya, Japan), a

devise to measure local sweating rate of patched 1 cm2 area
continuously. Sweating responses to calculation, scratch, standing and
deep breathing were examined. Heart rates were also measured
continuously. Moisture of the skin were measured by moisture checker
(Scalar, Tokyo, Japan), a skin moisture measuring devise. Because the
sweating response to deep breathing is a good test to measure
autonomic function, subjects were divided into 2 groups according to
the response pattern (Group A: good responders, Group B : poor
responders). Skin moisture measured by the moisture checker
correlated well with sweating rate measured by Kenz Perspiro OSS-
100. Skin moisture of the thumb and the toe were significantly
decreased in group B compared with that in group A. These results
indicate moisture measurement of the skin is useful to determine
diabetic autonomic neuropathy.

2213
ALTERED CIRCADIAN BLOOD PRESSURE CHANGE IN IDDM
PATIENTS WITH NORMAL BEDSIDE TESTS OF AUTONOMIC
FUNCTION

PJ Weston, PG McNally, H Thurston.
Dept of Medicine and Therapeutics, Leicester Royal Infirmary. UK

The presence of hypertension is an important determinant of cardiovascular risk
in IDDM patients. A reduced nocturnal fall in blood pressure is a recognised
abnormality in BP in IDDM patients and may be related to autonomic
dysfunction. The aim of this study was to assess the relationship between
circadian blood pressure change, baroreceptor-cardiac reflex sensitivity and
sympathovagal balance in patients with normal bedside tests of autonomic
function. 31 normotensive, normoalbuminuric IDDM patients and 3 lage, sex
and BP matched control subjects were studied.24hour ambulatory BP was
measured using the SpaceLabs 90207 system and circadian change in BP assessed
by Cusums analysis, Heart rate and blood pressure variability was assessed,using
spectral analysis, from data recorded non-invasively using the Finapres system.
The a index, a measure of overall baroreflex gain was assessed from the
frequency domain data. There was a significant reduction in high frequency
power of heart rate variability in the IDDM group (Mean ± SEM: 22 ± 3.1 vs 33
± 3.1 NU p < 0.002). In addition, I3RS was significantly reduced in the IDDM
group (9.7 ± 3.7 vs 18.5 ± 4.7 ms/mmHg p < 0.001). Sympathovagal balance (the
ratio of low frequency to high frequency power) was increased in the IDDM
group (4.6 ± 0.55 vs 2.9 ± 0.52 p < 0.002). IDDM patients showed a significant
reduction in circadian variation of blood pressure (Cusum Derived Circadian
Alteration of Magnitude: CDCAM=15.4 ± 5.7 vs 25.6 ± 7.3 mmHg p < 0.003).
There was a significant negative correlation between sympathovagal balance and
CDCAM (r = -0.5 p < 0.05). Reduced circadian change in blood pressure is seen
in IDDM patients with normal bedside tests of autonomic function and may be
due to an increased sympathetic predominance. This would increase
cardiovascular risk amongst IDDM patients.
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2214
Evaluation of skin vasoconstrictor responses to deep breath in
diabetes by using laser Doppler flowmetry
Yoshimasa Aso, Toshihiko Inukai, Yoshihiro Takemura
Koshigaya Hospital, Dokkyo University School of Medicine, Koshigaya,
Japan

To elucidate peripheral sympathetic neuropathy in patients with
diabetes, we measured the vasoconstrictor responses to deep breath in the
feet of 51 non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) and 20
healthy control subjects, using laser Doppler flowmetry. Subjects whose
skin temperature was less than 32°C were excluded from our study because
a skin temperature of approximately 34°C is an optimal temperature to
detect skin vasomotor reflexes to deep breath by laser Doppler flowmetry.

Vasoconstrictor responses to deep breath in the big toe of diabetic
patients were significantly reduced compared with healthy controls
(26.8±20.0% vs. 48.3±18.5%, P<0.0001). In NIDDM patients, the percent
vasoconstriction was positively correlated with diabetes duration, median
motor and sensory nerve conduction velocity, coefficient variation of R-R
interval on electrocardiogram at rest and postural fall in systolic blood
pressure, and inversely correlated with vibratory perception threshold.
Vasoconstrictor responses to deep breath in diabetic patients with
progressive retinopathy or overt nephropathy were significantly decreased
than in those with no retinopathy or normoalbuninuria. These results
suggest that vasomotor reflexes to deep breath in the lower limb of diabetic
patients is markedly impaired and decreased in parallel with others
diabetic neuropathy or diabetic microangiopathy, and that measuring of
vasoconstrictor responses to deep breath by using laser Doppler flowmetry
is a novel and useful tool for detecting peripheral sympathetic failure in
diabetes.

2215
DECREASED PARASYMPATHETIC TONE IN YOUNG IDDM PATIENTS.
C.Saloranta, K.Tahvanainen, M.Lipsanen-Nyman, T.Kuusela and H.Akerblom. The
Children's Hospital, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Department of Clinical Phy-
siology, University of Tampere, Tampere, and Department of Applied Physics,
University of Turku, Turku, Finland.
Cardiac autonomic dysfunction is associated with diabetic complications such as
nephropathy and retinopathy, and may carry an increased risk of mortality. Using
new methods to study cardiac autonomic function an early detection of cardiac
autonomic dysfunction is possible. To evaluate the cardiac autonomic function in
young diabetic patients we studied 7 (4M/3F) insulin-dependent diabetic and 10
(5M/5F) healthy control subjects aged 14.2± 1.3 yr (mean±SEM, range 8.1-18.0 yr)
and 13.9±0.9 yr (8.6-18.0 yr), respectively. The diabetic patients had a duration
of diabetes of 5.1 ±0.8 yr (1.5-7.3 yr) and HbA, of 9.6±0.6 % (8.0-12.5 %). Heart
rate and blood pressure variabilities were registered at rest for 5 min in the supine
position, and analysed by power spectral analysis (CAFTS, Medikro Oy, Finland).
In addition, conventional tests including the Valsalva, handgrip, and tilt table test
were performed. At rest, diabetic patients had decreased heart rate variability in
terms of root mean square of successive differences of RR intervals (RRI RMSSD;
42±8 vs 89±19 ms, p <0.05), total power of RRI intervals (TP-RRI; 1952±570 vs
6789±2034 ms 2 , p<0.05) and RRI variability in the respiratory band (HFP-RRI;
1076±295 vs 5042±1819 ms 2 , p<0.05) compared to healthy controls. During the
tilt table test, a decreased acceleration index (19±2 vs 31 ±3 %, p <0.05), and brake
index (13±2 vs 27±5 %, p<0.05) was seen in the diabetic subjects. All these
abnormalities reflect mainly an impairment in the parasympathetic tone. There were
no differencies in blood pressure variability, Valsalva or handgrip tests between the
groups. In conclusion, an easily performed registration of resting heart rate
variability reveals autonomic abnormalities even in young IDDM patients. The
dysfuntion is seen in parameters mainly reflecting parasympathetic tone.
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2216
QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF DIABETIC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
BYACCELERATED PLETHYSMOGRAPHY
N.Ueda, T.Aoki, T.Yamaguchi, K.Kosugi and Y.Shimizu. Osaka Police
Hospital, Osaka, Japan.
AIM It is well known that accelerated plethysmogram (APG) is useful for
assessing peripheral circulation. In this study, we attempted to evaluate
diabetic autonomic nervous dysfunction by the difference (APGD) of APG
index (APGI)between before and aftercold waterstresstest .
SUBJECTS Fifty thee healthy volunteers as control group NC (age 54.3±
7.2yr), age-matched 48 diabetics without neuropathy as group DMN- (age
55.4±8.9yr, duration 5.3±3.4yr, HbAlc 8.4±2.6%), and age-matched 46
diabetics with neuropathy as group DMN+ (age 56.2±8.6yr, duration 13.6±
4.2yr, HbAl c 9.2±1.8%) were enrolled into the study.
METHOD First, the subjects were sitting during 5 minutes, and then APGI
were measured from the right second finger , using APG-200 (Misawa Co.
Ltd.) that automatically calculates APGI from plethysmogram. Second, their left
hand was kept dipping in cold water (3 °C) and APGI was acquired in the same
way. The differences of APGI between before and after cold water test were
calculated as APGD.
RESULTS There was no significant difference between NC and DMN- in
APGD, but APGD in DMN+ was significantly lower than the other two groups.
APGD significantly correlated with coefficient of variation of ECG R-R intervals
(CV) in diabetics (r=0.58, p<0.001). There was significant reverse correlation
between APGD and diabetic duration (r=-0.42, p<0.003). After one month
strict blood glucose control of diabetics with relatively short duration (less than
5 years), APGD significantly increased (10.8±5.4 vs 28.7±6.3%, p<0.01),
but CV did not significantly changed.
CONCLUSION This study shows that APGD is useful to estimate autonomic
nervous dysfunction in peripheral circulation and its improvement after strict
blood glucose control in diabetics.

2217

DETERIORATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR AUTONOMIC
FUNCTION OF DIABETIC PATIENTS IN TWO YEARS.

D.T.Karamitsos,T.P.Didangelos, A.K. Koumaditis, V.G. Athyros, G.I. Kourtoglou.

Diabetes Center, Hippocration Hospital , Thessaloniki Greece.

Autonomic neuropathy sometimes carries a poor prognosis and increased risk
of mortality from sudden death. The aim of this study was to clarify the natural
history of autonomic neuropathy in diabetic patients. Methods: We studied 30
diabetic patients, 8 IDDM and 22 NIDDM, with mean duration of diabetes of
17.3 years (range 10-41) and mean age 54.3 years(range 26-65). Patients
aged more than 65 years old or those with overt nephropathy or heart disease
were excluded from this study. The HbAlc(%) remained actually unchanged
during the study period and was 9.3±0.27(se) the higher and 8.9±0.27 the
less(p=NS). We used the apparatus Monitor ONE NDX that helps to perform
deep breathing test { Expiration /inspiration ratio(E/I R), standard deviation of R-
R(SD), mean circular resultant of vector analysis(MCR), ) Valsalva manoeuvre
and the changes of R-R (postural index) from lying to standing. We also
observed the postural hypotension. All the parients had two or more of the tests
abnormal. Results: Deterioration was observed in all the tests performed
comparing the baseline with two years. E/I index from 1.073±0.0006(se) in
1.043±0.005, p<0.0001, SD from 26.6±2.3 in 17.9±1.9, p<0.0001, MCR
from 12.6±1.64 in 8.23±1.39, p< 0.0002, Valsalva index from 1.3±0.03 in
1.2±0.03, p< 0.0001, postural index from 1.12±0.02 in 1.05±0.01, p<0.0001
and postural hypotension (mmHg) from 26.2±2.1 in 36.7±2.1, p<0.0001.The
E/I ratio deteriorated statistically earlier than the other tests. Conclusions:
Definite and statistically significant differences in the various tests of
cardiovascular autonomic function in all the patients appear in two years of follow
up. The E/I ratio is considered as the most sensitive test because it can detect
the deterioration of autonomic function earlier. Although the clinical significance
of these changes is difficult to be estimated, our findings emerge for early
detection and treatment of autonomic neuropathy.

2218

CAN ACUTE INDIRECT COOLING BE USED TO ESTIMATE
PERIPHERAL AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY?
A. Ugarph, K. Brismar, B. Fagrell and G. Jorneskog. Department of
Endocrinology and Diabetology, and Department of Internal Medicin,
Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
Easy non-invasive methods are desired to estimate peripheral
autonomic nervfunction. The aim of this pilot study was to examine if
an acute indirect cooling-test can be used to diagnose peripheral
autonomic neuropathy in diabetic patients. Thirteen patients (5 women)
with diabetes duration 16±9 years were examined (age 52±16 years;
mean±SD). Five patients had no central autonomic neuropathy, while
4 had suspected and 4 had clear signs of central autonomic neuropathy.
Eight patients had clinical signs of peripheral autonomic neuropathy
(dry skin, loss of hair, impaired sweating). Eight healthy controls (25-
65 years) were also examined. The skin microcirculation at the pulp of
the left great toe was measured by laser Doppler fluxmetry (LDF)
before and during cold exposure of the right hand for 90 s in icewater
(4-6°C). LDF was measured in arbitrary units (AU). In 7 patients and
5 controls the skin microcirculation was simultaneously measured at
the pulp of the left thumb and at the pulp of the left great toe. Before
cooling, LDF in the left great toe was similar (ns) in patients (65±53
AU) and controls (42±24 AU). During cooling, LDF decreased
(p<0.05) to 35±21 AU in the controls, while LDF in the patients was
unchanged (62±47 AU). However, in 4 patients without autonomic
neuropathy LDF decreased (p<0.05) during acute cooling. LDF in the
left thumb decreased (p<0.05) during cooling in all patients and
controls. In conclusion, in diabetic patients with central autonomic
neuropathy reflective vasoconstriction was lost in the contralateral foot,
but intact in the contralateral hand and in patients without autonomic
neuropathy. Consequently, acute indirect cooling of the hand seems to
be a useful method to investigate peripheral autonomic neuropathy in
the feet.

2219
A MODIFICATION OF THE 30:15 AUTONOMIC FUNCTION TEST-EFFECT OF SQUATTING
N.Tentolouris, N,Katsilambros, A.Linos, E.Stamboulis and K.Papageorgiou. 1st Department
of Propaedeutic Medicine and Neurologic Department, University of Athens, Greece
The classical 30:15 autonomic function test consists of the measurement of the RR cardiac
intervals at the 30th and 15th cardiac beats immediately after standing up from the lying
position. The present study deals with similar measurements (30:15) after resuming the
standing position following a two-minute interval during which examined persons remained
squatting. In order to investigate this, 105 diabetic persons (type 1: n=55; type 2: n=50) as
well as 32 controls, serially matched (by age and sex) were examined. They underwent the
standardized battery of the 5 Ewing tests and also the squatting test (SqT). Autonomic neuro-
pathy was diagnosed if 2 of the 5 Ewing tests were abnormal. There were 40 diabetic per-
sons (DP) without (AN-) and 65 with autonomic neuropathy (AN+). Sensitivity (S), specificity
(Sp), positive (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) of the classical 30:15 (Clr) and SqT
ratios (SqTr) are shown on table along with 95% confidence intervals (Cl):

Clr S Tr
% 95% CI % 95% Cl

S 60.31* 51-69 68.25* 59-77
SP 54.361 45-63 77.501 77-78

PPV 44.702 38-57 82,262 74-79
NPV 69.13* 60-77 60.78* 51-70

(*: p>0.05, 1 : p=0.0005, 4 : p<0.0001)
The coefficients of variation were 6.91 and 6.94% for Clr and SqTr, respectively. The
passage from squatting to the standing position caused greater tachycardia than the classical
lying to standing test in all subjects. Until 15th beat all DP showed a similar response to heart
rate. At the 30th beat, although the heart rate of AN- and controls was restored, AN+
continued to have tachycardia. The resulted low SqTr clearly indicates parasympathetic
dysregulatlon. So, the greater cardiac stress after squatting seems to unmask an underlying
parasympathetic damage to a greater degree than the classical test. Conclusions: 1) The
proposed SqTr can discriminate between AN- and AN+ DP to a greater extent than the Clr,
2) SqTr gives information on parasympathetic activity.
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THE VARIABILITY OF THE PHOTOPLETHYSMOGRAPHIC
SIGNAL - A MEASURE OF AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
M. Nitzan, A. Babchenko, S. Turivnenko and B. Khanokh.
Jerusalem College of Technology, Jerusalem, Israel.
The heart rate and the arterial blood pressure show spontaneous low
frequency oscillations, which are associated with the sympathetic
nervous system activity. Similar fluctuations were also found in the
photoplethysmographic (PPG) signal, which measures the tissue
blood volume increase during systole. The latter depends on the
compliance of the arterioles, which is affected by the sympathetic
nervous system. The aim of the study was to compare the PPG
signal variability in diabetic patients to that in non-diabetic subjects.
The PPG signal was measured simultaneously on the index fingers
of both hands of 16 non-diabetic and 7 diabetic patients. None of
the diabetic patients showed clinical manifestations of neuropathy.
The correlation coefficient of the PPG signal amplitude between the
right and the left hand was 0.87 ± 0.08 for the non diabetic subjects,
while four out of the seven diabetic patients had correlation
coefficients of 0.47 — 0.75. The low correlation coefficient is
probably due to autonomic neuropathy. The difference in the PPG
amplitude between the two fingers was 9.4 ± 10.2% for the
nondiabetic subjects, while four of the diabetic patients showed
differences higher than 40%. In conclusion, the PPG variability
provides a potential means for the assessment of the sympathetic
neuropathy.
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AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY AND HYPERTENSION IN INSULIN-
DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS: THERE IS A RELATIONSHIP
P.Kempler, I.Barna, A. Marton, E.Kaddr, K.Keresztes, Zs.Hermanyi, A.Fazakas,
P.Vargha and R.de Chatel. I.Dept. of Medicine, Semmelweis University,
Budapest, Hungary.
Follow-up studies revealed poor prognosis of autonomic neuropathy (AN) in
diabetic patients. Silent myocardial ischemia / infarction and major arrhythmias
are thought to be most important in this respect. However, factors leading to
increased mortality of AN have not been definitely identified up to now. Aim of
our study was to evaluate a connection between AN and blood pressure in 32
patients with IDDM (mean age: 37,8 ± 12,7 ys, mean duration of diabetes:
17,9 ± 10,1 ys, males: 5, females: 27). The five standard reflex tests of
cardiovascular autonomic function were applied. Twenty four hours blood
pressure monitoring (ABPM) was performed by Meditech ABPM 02 device.
Severity of AN was characterized by the number of abnormal reflex indices on
patient and correlated significantly with systolic (p ,0,001) and diastolic (p ,0,01)
hypertensive time indices as well as with systolic (p0,01) and diastolic (p , 0,05)
hyperbaric impact (mmHgxh). Analysing the relationship between ABPM
parameters and the five autonomic tests separately, a significant correlation
was found with two tests only, 30/15 ratio and Valsalva ratio - both tests reflect
mainly parasympathetic function. These data suggest that a relative
sympathetic overactivity due to predominantly parasympathetic neuropathy
might be responsible for the higher ABPM indices observed. Severity of AN
correlated also with microalbuminuria (p0,001.) Autonomic neuropathy as well
as microalbuminuria were independently associated with hypertension.
Severity of AN did not correlated significantly with diurnal blood pressure
indices. Conclusion: autonomic impairment and hypertension seems to be
associated in IDDM. Hypertension itself may contribute to the poor prognosis
of autonomic neuropathy.

2222
SKIN BLOOD FLOW RESPONSE TO HEATING DURING A 75-g
oGTT IN HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS
P. Tsapogas, N. Tendolouris, I. Ioannidis, I. Kalliteraki*, D.
Nikolakopoulos*, I. Tsigeridis, and N. Katsilambros. First Department
of Propaedeutic Medicine; and *Department of Experimental
Pharmacology; Athens' University Medical School, Athens, Greece.
Capillary blood flow response to a thermal stimulus is expected to be
affected by glucose intake, since systemic catecholamine secretion occurs
after administration of the substance. During a 75-g oGTT of ten right-
handed and overnight fasted healthy volunteers, we recorded the capillary
blood flow on the left forearm using Laser-Doppler flowmetry (Periflux
model 4001, Perimed Ltd, Sweden) and raising the local temperature to
44° C for three minutes, at 0, 30 and 60 minutes (EXP1). We repeated
the same procedure on a different day using water instead of glucose
solution (EXP2). Three double-peaked curves were obtained for each
individual on each experiment. Peak flow absolute values (APF) and
areas under the curve (AUC) were significantly decreased in EXP1 as
compared to EXP2. In EXP1, Friedman Two-way ANOVA revealed a
significance of p=0.02 for AUC values, and a p=0.06 for APF values,
while it failed to show any correlation in EXP2. Repeated measures
ANOVA (MA) of APF revealed a significance F=0.059 in EXP1 but no
significant correlation in EXP2. MA of AUC showed a trend for
decrease (F=0.083) in EXP 1, and no change in EXP2. Recovery of blood
flow to baseline was faster in the second and in the third curve. No
difference was noted in the percentages of changes of the peak flow rates
over baseline levels as well as in the time elapsed from baseline to peak
flow. Thus, in healthy individuals, glucose load results in a decreased
capillary blood flow response to short and acute thermal stimuli in
healthy individuals.

2223
DIVERGENT DEVELOPMENT OF AUTONOMIC AND PERIPHERAL
SOMATIC NEUROPATHIES IN NIDDM
JP Toyry, JVS Partanen, LK Niskanen, EA Lansimies, MIJ Uusitupa.
Kuopio University Hospital, Kuopio, Finland.
There is no information on the mutual occurrence and the development of
autonomic and peripheral somatic neuropathies based on long-term follow-
up of patients with NIDDM. We studied a representative group of patients
with newly diagnosed NIDDM (n = 133, aged 45-65 yr) at baseline and 5
and 10 years later. Parasympathetic autonomic neuropathy was diagnosed
on the basis of conventional criteria for heart rate variability during deep-
breathing (E/I ratio < 1.10) and sympathetic autonomic neuropathy on the
basis of fall in systolic blood pressure (? 30 mmHg) while changing from
supine to standing. Polyneuropathy was diagnosed on the basis of both
clinical criteria (pain and paresthesias) and electrodiagnostic studies (nerve
conduction velocity and response-amplitude values). We investigated the
relation between the changes in autonomic function values and
electrodiagnostic values, and the relation between occurrences of
autonomic neuropathy and somatic peripheral polyneuropathy. Altogether
36 patients died during the follow-up and 78 patients completed the study
on autonomic nerve function tests and electrodiagnostic tests for
polyneuropathy. When the study ended, the number of patients with
parasympathetic autonomic neuropathy was 61.3 % of those with
polyneuropathy and 66.7 % of those without. Likewise, the number of
patients with sympathetic autonomic neuropathy was not different in those
with polyneuropathy (21.9 %) and those without (26.5 %). The worsening of
parasympathetic and sympathetic autonomic function values was not
related to the worsening in sensory or motor nervous function with time.
In conclusion, the development of autonomic and peripheral somatic
neuropathies are divergent in patients with NIDDM suggesting different
pathopysiological processes for these neuropathies.
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LASER DOPPLERtBLOOD FLOW IN IDDM PATIENTS BEFORE
AND AFTER PANCREAS TRANSPLANTATION
N. Eberl , S. Dachauer, W. Piehlmeier and R. Landgraf, University of Munich,
Germany
To investigate the effect of a long-term glucose normalization on peripheral blood 74
IDDM patients with severe secondary complications were studied: Group A (n=10):
patients on the waiting list for pancreatic-renal grafting (age 39.7±4.3 yrs, duration of
diabetes 24.1±3.2 yrs, duration of dialysis 47.9±46.6 m, Hb 10.0±2.8 g/dl, HbAlc
7.0±0.9 %); Group B (n=41): patients after successful simultaneous pancreas and
kidney transplantation (age 41.9±7.8 yrs; duration of diabetes 29.2±5.4 yrs, duration
of dialysis 41.8±23.3 m, posttransplant 59.7±46.4 m, Hb 13.5±1.8 g/dl, HbAlc
4.6±0.7 %) ; Group C (n=23): posttransplant patients with functioning kidney graft,
under insulin therapy (age 42.3±9.3 yrs, duration of diabetes 29.1±8.7 yrs, duration of
dialysis 33.4±24.5 m, duration of renal graft functioning 83.4±56.7 m, Hb 12.8±2.0
g/dl, HbAlc 6.7±1.0 %). Data were compared to 19 control persons (Group D): age
30.6±11.5 yrs, HbAlc 3.7±1.4 % (mean±SD). Laser Doppler blood flow was
measured in supine position on the dorsum of the foot using Periflux 4001 Master,
Perimed AB, Sweden. Skin temperature was very similar in the groups at room
temperature of 22±20 C. Basal blood flow was calculated as mean of 2 min
measurement. After arterial occlusion by a cuff with 240 mmHg for 3 min maximum
hyperemia was assessed. The biological zero flow was subtracted from measured
values. Blood flow on the middle finger was measured before and during 30 seconds of
a cold pressure test by putting the contralateral hand into ice water. Veno-arteriolar
response was assessed by calculation of the decrease of blood flow on the foot after
reaching standing position using a tilting table. Basal blood flow was lowest in Group
B (5.0±3.4 Perfusion Units) and Group D (6.1±3.2 P.U.) followed by Group C:
9.3±6.9 P.U. and Group A: 14.7±11.2 P.U. With the exception of the comparison
between Group B and D all groups differed significantly (p<0.05). Maximum post-
occlusive increase was highest in Group D with 569±300 %, followed by 338±290
in Group B; Group C: 194±250% (p<0.01 vs. all other groups); Group A: 149
±200%. Decrease in blood flow during cold pressor test was highest in Group D with
67±20 %. Group C 31±30 %, Group B 30±16 %, Group A 18±20 % ; D vs A,B,C
p<0.001). The veno-arteriolar response was similar in all groups. These data suggest
that long-term glucose normalization has a positive influence on several functional
parameters of microcirculation.

2225
QUONTITATIVE EVALUATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR
AUTONOMIC REFLEXES FOR DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS.
Y. Ohtsuka, N. Yabunaka, S. Takayama and H. Noro.
Hokkaido University School of Medicine, Sapporo, Japan.
In order to clarify the relationship between diabetic
complications and cardiovascular autonomic nervous functions,
cardiovascular autonomic reflexes in diabetic patients were
quantitatively evaluated by means of a deep breathing test and
active postural change test with the Finapres (a method of non-
invasive continuous blood pressure measurement). It revealed
that both sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system in
the diabetic patients were deteriorated. The coefficient of
variation of the pulse rate (CV-PR) during deep breathing in the
sitting position and the time required for the recovery of blood
pressure (L1 Time) in the active postural change test showed
significant differences between the patients with major diabetic
complications	 (retinopathy,	 peripheral	 neuropathy	 or
nephropathy) and healthy subjects. Moreover, the critical point
for the appearance of each complication was about 2% for CV-
PR and about 30 sec for 0 Time. The present method
enables the separate examination of sympathetic and
parasympathetic nervous functions of patients by quantitatively
evaluating their cardiovascular autonomic reflexes, which
appears to be useful for detecting complications and
investigating of correlations between autonomic nervous
function and both somatosensory and peripheral circulatory
functions.

IMPAIRED MICROVASCULAR RESPONSES TO GLUCOSE IN
FRUCTOSE-INDUCED DIABETIC RATS.
C. Renaudin, E. Michoud, M. Lagarde and N. Wiernsperger. Diabetic
Microangiopathy Research Unit, LIPHA - INSERM U352, Insa-Lyon,
France.
Abnormal reactivity of resistance vasculature may contribute to the
pathogenesis of diabetic microangiopathy, inducing alterations in regional
haemodynamics. The purpose of our study was to determine whether
microvascular responses to elevated blood glucose and insulin, mimicking the
postprandial state, are impaired in a model of type II diabetic rats. Studies
were conducted on 3-months fructose (10 % in drinking water/FRU)-treated
rats and age-matched controls. Intravital microscopy was used to examine
diameter changes of arterioles (< 40 pm) in spinotrapezius muscle of fasted,
anesthetized rats, before and 15, 30, 45 and 60 min after glucose infusion
(1.5g/kg; i.v.) or NaCI 0.9 %. Blood glucose and insulin levels were
determined before and 10, 40 and 70 min after infusion. FRU rats were
hyperglycemic (7.5 ± 0.4 mM vs 6.6 ± 0.3 mM for control rats, p < 0.05) and
hyperinsulinemic (184 ± 23 UIIml vs 88 ± 11 UI/ml for control rats, p < 0.01)
in the basal state. Intravenous glucose infusion produced a peak of glycemia
and insulinemia which returned to basal in control rats at 40 min, but not in
FRU rats. NaCI infusion did not modify arteriolar diameter. After intravenous
glucose infusion, an arteriolar vasoconstrition was observed (14 % at 30 min
vs NaCI, p < 0.05) in control rats but not in FRU rats. In contrast, glucose
infusion produced an arteriolar vasodilation (15 % at 30 min vs NaCl, p <
0.05 ) in FRU rats. Our results indicate that in FRU rats, there is a lack of
vasoconstriction in microvascular responses to intravenous glucose infusion.
This impaired vasoconstriction could result in hyperperfusion and subsequent
microvascular damage which might contribute to the development of diabetic
microangiopathy.

2227
CARDIOVASCULAR EFFECT OF DIABETIC AUTONOMIC
NEUROPATHY.
Jamal Ara. Co-Author: Zahir Khan
Jinnah Postgraduate Medical Centre

AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY, a late complication of
Diabetes Mellitus, also effects CVS. In 1995 an
outpatient based prospective study was designed
to see this effect in Diabetic patients at JPMC
diabetic clinic,Karachi.First 100 adults (50 male
50 female)diabetics for more than 5 years were
selected, 45 were IDDM and 55 were NIDDM. Follow-
ingparameters were recorded.On ECG heart rate
changes (RR-interval)during deep breathing(48%)
Immediate response to standing (41%) and Valsulva
maneuver(26%). Fall in systolic blood pressure on
standing (12%)and an increase in diastolic blood
pressure by sustained handgrip(8%). And accord-
ingly these patients were divided into four
groups. All tests normal (44), mild neuropathy
with only one test abnormal(28), definite
neuropathy with more then one test abnormal(29)
and denervated heart with any one test reflecting
sympathetic damage and another test showing
parasympathetic damage (10), The results suggest
that Diabetic Autonomic neuropathy effects CVS.in
a large number of diabetics and is directly
related to the age and duration of the disease.
Simple bedside non-invasive tests are important
for early detection and control of this complica-
tion.
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IMPROVEMENT OF NUTRITIVE CAPILLARY BLOOD FLOW DURING
INTRAVENOUS C-PEPTIDE INFUSION IN IDDM PATIENTS
T. Forst, T. Kunt, T. Pohlmann, P. Kann, M. Lobig, M. Engelbach, J. Beyer and
A. Ffutzner. Dept. of Internal Medicine and Endocrinology, University Mainz
and Lilly Deutschland, Bad Homburg, Germany

It is postulated that C-peptide substitution increases blood flow, oxygen
uptake and capillary diffusion capacity in forearm muscle in IDDM patients.
The purpose of the present study was to investigate total skin microvascular
blood flow and nutritional capillary blood flow during C-peptide administration
in the feet of IDDM patients. Eight male IDDM patients without severe
secondary complications (age 29 - 45 years, duration of diabetes 2.5 - 40
years) participated in this investigation. Following a randomized double-blind
crossover protocol, C-peptide (8 pmol/kg/min) or placebo (0.9 % NaCI) were
infused intravenously for 60 min. Observation parameters, measured after 0,
15, 30, 45, 60, and 90 min, were capillary blood flow at the toe nailfold (CBV;
television-microscopy), total skin blood flow at the pulp of the toe (LDF; laser-
doppler-flux), blood pressure, blood sugar and plasma C-peptide levels. In the
verum arm, C-peptide levels increased directly after start of injection to reach
a maximum of 6.6 ± 1.0 ng/ml after 45 min, but remained below 0.5 ng/ml
during placebo treatment. No significant difference was found in CBV between
the two treatment periods at baseline (C-peptide 150 ± 6 nm/s ; NaCI 148 ±
8 nm/s). In parallel with the increase in C-peptide levels, a significant
increase in CBV was observed (p<0.05), reaching a significant difference in
CBV between C-peptide and NaCI after 45 min of infusion (C-peptide 164 ±
7 nrr3s; NaCl 136 ± 5 nulls; p<0.001). LDF signal slightly decreased during
NaCI infusion and remained unchanged during C-peptide infusion. The results
were not biased by changes in systemic haemodynamic parameters (blood
pressure; heart rate). Our findings suggest that there is a change in the
distribution of microvascular blood flow during C-peptide administration, which
may be important in the development of microvascular complications in I DDM.

2229
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DURATION OF DIABETES AND
AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY.
D.J.S. Fernando, M. Fernando, Faculty of Medicine,
Colombo, Sri Lanka.
Onset of many diabetes complictions such as retinopathy
and peripheral neuropathy is related to duration of
diabetes. We determined the relationship between
cardiac autonomic denervation (CAD) and duration of
disease in 171 diabetic patients with CAD, 1000
patients with retinopathy and 500 patients with
neuropathy attending the national diabetes centre,
National Hospital, Sri Lanka and Faculty of Medicine
Colombo. Autonomic function was assessed using
standard cardiovascular reflex tests. Sensorimotor
neuropathy was assessed using biothesiometry and
electrophysiology. Retinopathy was assessed by fundus
examination. There was no correlation betweer duration
of disease and the presence of autonomic neuropathy
or any of the cardiovascular reflex tests (p 0.19).
No significant differences were observed in CAD in
subgroups of patient with diabetes for 1-5 years (21%),
6-10 (27%) years, 11-15 (28%) years, 15-20 years (22%).
The prevalence of peripheral neuropathy (p=0.01) and
retinopathy (p = 0.01) were significantly higher in
those with a longer duration ( 10 years). Mean duration
of diabetes was similar among those who had CAD and
those without CAD (p=0.6) Duration of diabetes was
not related to onset of CAD but was related to onset
of neuropathy and retinopathy.
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DIFFERENTIATED ANALYSIS OF PLETHYSMOGRAPHY IN DIABETES
MELLITUS
H.Ueda1,2 , K.Suzukii, H.Ohyama 1 , K.Ohnishi 1 , K.Nobunagai,
T.Miyauchi 1 , Y.Ohyama 1 , M.Ohishii and H.Taniguchi. 3
1 Department of Diabetes and Endocrinology, Kobe Mahoshi Hospital,
2 Second Department of Internal Medicine and 3 Department of
Metabolism and Community Health Science, Kobe University School of
Medicine, Kobe, Japan
[AIM] Disorder of peripheral blood flow is an important problem in
diabetes mellitus, as it is said to be responsible for its complications.
In the present study we assessed the usefulness of differential calculus
analysis of plethysmography in diabetes mellitus.
[SUBJECTS & METHODS] Plethysmography was done in 40 control
subjects, and 52 diabetics whose average age was 61.8 years and
average duration of diabetes was 7.1 years. Plethysmogram was taken
at both forefingers using the system composed of recording part and
analyzing program (FUKUDA DENSHI Co.,Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Obtained
plethysmogram was successively differentiated as much as five times
and arbitrary parameters of each portion of the plethysmogram were
set up. The effect of autonomic blocking agents was also studied in
healthy subjects.
[RESULTS] Each parameter of the differentiated plethysmogram was
negatively correlated to age. Twice differentiated plethysmogram was
revealed a lower response in subjects taking n-blocker in healthy
subjects. No significant difference of the parameters was observed
between diabetics and control subjects in terms of the effect of the
modality of treatment and control state of blood glucose, In diabetics
aged over fifty years with complications parameters of plethysmogram
were lower than those without complications.
[CONCLUSION] Differentiated plethysmography seems to become an
indicator of diabetic complications irrespective of modality of
treatment and blood glucose level.

2231
PROGNOSTIC SIGNIFICANCE OF CORRELATION BETWEEN PERIPHERAL

NEUROPATHY AND CARDIAC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY IN NIDDM

M. K. Bhatnagar and P. Guha, Lady Hardinge Medical College, New
Delhi, India.

Fifty one cases of NIDDM were examined for the Peripheral
Neuropathy (PN) and Cardiovascular Autonomic Neuropathy (CAN).
Clinical scoring method of Valk-et-al was adopted for evaluation of PN
and bed side clinical tests advocated by American Diabetic Association
were performed to detect CAN. Mean age of the patients was 52.2
years and mean duration of Diabetes was 7.4 years. Peripheral
Neuropathy was present in 56.7% cases of which 27.4% had mild,
19.6% moderate and 9.8% had severe neuropathy. Cardiovascular
Autonomic Neuropathy was present in 23.1% cases. Statistical analysis
showed that PN score had a strong positive Correlation with CAN
score (0.7113, p < 0.0001). Peripheral Neuropathy correlated best with
Postural hypotension test (0.6273) followed by 30:15 ratio (0.6233),
hand grip test (0.4938) and deep breathing test (0.4937). No
correlation was found with resting heart rate and Valsalva maneuver.
The severity of symptoms of PN demonstrated a significant rise in the
number of test positive for CAN. This positive correlation can be
explained on the basis of similar pathogenic mechanism involving
Microvascular function defects. We conclude that the presence of
severe Peripheral Neuropathy in NIDDM indirectly indicate presence of
Cardiovascular Neuropathy and therefore these patients are at a
increased risk of Sudden Cardiac death.
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RENAL TRANSPLANTATION: A CURE FOR DIABETIC
GUSTATORY SWEATING
J.E.Shaw, C.A.Abbott, R.Gokal and A.J.M. Boulton. Dept of Medicine,
Manchester Royal Infirmary, Manchester, UK
Gustatory sweating (GS) is very common in diabetic nephropathy,

and complete resolution after renal transplantation has recently been
reported in a few cases. We studied patients who had undergone

renal transplantation for diabetic nephropathy to determine how

common the phenomenon is. 31 subjects were questioned about

gustatory sweating and had an assessment of neuropathy at a mean

(range) time after transplantation of 36(2-108) months. 20/31

reported gustatory sweating prior to transplantation and in 11/20, GS

completely disappeared post-transplantation. A further 3/20 noted

partial improvement. In 1 subject who reported improvement,

sweating in response to food was measured before and after

transplantation by measuring the increase in weight of absorbent

dressings. Prior to transplantation, GS was 9.3mg/cm2, falling to
1.5mg/cm2 post transplant. There were no differences between
improvers and non-improvers with regard to age at transplantation,

diabetes duration or type, sex, sympathetic function or post-

transplant creatinine or immunotherapy. There was a trend towards

worse somatic neuropathy in the improvers, as measured by the
median (IQR) vibration perception threshold (38V(23-47) vs 16V(8-

49)) and modified neuropathy disability score (8(6-10) vs 2(0-9)), but

these differences did not reach statistical significance. Although GS is

common in nephropathy, complete or partial resolution occurs in

70% of patients undergoing renal transplantation. The mechanism of

this change remains unclear, but the observation indicates that

aberrant nerve regrowth is untenable as a cause of GS.

2233

COEXISTENCE OF AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY AND MICROANGIOPATHY IN
DIABETIC SUBJECTS
N.Tentolouris, Ph.Philippides, G.Lazana, M.Micha, A.Linos, E.Kitsou, B.Alevizou and
N.Katsilambros. 1st Department of Propaedeutic Medicine and Neurologic Depart-
ment, Athens University Medical School, Athens, Greece
The purpose of the present study was to investigate whether microangiopathy
(retinopathy or microalbuminuria) is associated with autonomic neuropathy (AN) in
diabetic subjects. For this purpose data from 101 diabetic persons (type 1: n=57; type
2: n=44) were analyzed. The battery of the five standardized autonomic function tests
(Valsalva test, deep breathing test, heart rate and blood pressure responses from
lying-to-standing position and handgrip test) was used. Retinopathy was assessed
using the criteria of the Hammersmith protocol. Microalbuminuria was measured by
RIA in 3 separate urine collections. Values in the range of 30-299 mg/24-hrs were
considered as abnormal. No case exceeding 299 mg/24-hrs was observed. No
person had hypertension, clinical and/or ECG findings of coronary heart disease and
no one received medications other than antidiabetic drugs. Logistic regression analy-
sis controlling for sex, age, type and duration of diabetes, AN, smoking, blood pressu-
re, HBA1c and type of treatment, showed that the risk for retinopathy significantly in-
creases with AN (odds ratio: 3.66, p=0.03) and systolic blood pressure (odds ratio:
2.44, p=0.02). No other significant association was observed. Several potential ex-
planations could be offered of a common etiopathogenetic mechanism for AN and
retinopathy and/or that AN may predispose to the development of retinopathy. No
such conclusion can be drawn about microalbuminuria. In addition, we confirmed the
association between systolic blood pressure and retinopathy. Thus, the strong asso-

ciation of AN with retinopathy possibly indicates a common etiopathogenetic mecha-
nism or that AN may be a risk factor for retinopathy.

2234
RELATIONSHIP OF AUTONOMIC DIABETIC NEUROPATHY AND
PROSTAGLANDIN El RESPONSE IN IMPOTENT DIABETIC MEN
M. Reljanovic, G. Roglic, F. Coce, P. Pavkovic, N. Car and Z. Metelko. Vuk
Vrhovac Institute, Zagreb, Croatia

The aim of the study was to explore the relationship of autonomic diabetic
neuropathy (ADN) and response to intracavernosal application of
prostaglandin El (PGE1) in impotent diabetic men. It is assumed that ADN
does not play an important role in the erection response to PGE1
application and that it is mainly influenced by the vascular status of the
penis. We examined 71 diabetic patients (18 Type 1, 53 Type 2), median
age 51.5 years, median diabetes duration 9.5 years.All patients were
assessed by the standard battery of cardiovascular tests (ProSciCard
system) of which 6 tests of R-R interval were evaluated (coefficient of
variation at rest, power spectrum at low and mid frequency bands in the
supine position, mean circular resultant during deep breathing, max/min
30:15 ratio, and Valsalva index) as well as fall in systolic blood pressure on
standing. All patients were tested by intracavernosal aplication of PGEI
starting with 10 ug and increasing up to 40 ug until sufficient erection for
intercourse was achieved (positive reaction). During this procedure 54
patients achieved sufficient erection. The number of pathologic autonomic
function tests correlated significantly with the response to PGE1 (Gamma
statistic=-0,321, p=0.03). However, when age, diabetes type, diabetes
duration and number of pathologic tests were entered in a logistic regression
model with the positive or negative reaction to PGE1 as the outcome
variable, none of the regression coefficients quite reached statistical
significance at the 95% level (age B=-0.08,p=0.19; duration B =0.06, p=0.23;
type B=-0.19, p=0.86; number of pathologic tests B=-0.32, p=0.09). Only
11% of the variance in the outcome variable was explained by the selected
set of predictors. However, possibly through its' relation to variables not
measured in this study, the significant correlation and the p-value of the
autonomic tests regression coefficient (close to the conventional level of
0.05) indicate that it is likely that a higher number of pathologic autonomic
tests is related to a negative response to PGE1.

2235
EFFECT OF METABOLIC CONTROL ON PROGRESSION OF
DIABETIC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
Gupta RC, Jain A, Gupta N
J.L.N. Medical College, AJMER, INDIA

The role of strict metabolic control in the
treatment of established diabetic autonomic
neuropathy remains an important but contro-
versial issue. The DCCT report has shown delay
in onset and retardation in the progression of
complications of diabetes in all groups of
diabetic patients by intensive and meticulous
glycemic control. 50 patients of diabetes
mellitus (both IDDM and NIDDM) were selected
with typical symptoms, signs and positive bed
side tests of autonomic neuropathy. All the
patients were followed for three months during
which strict metabolic control was achieved by
routine treatment with oral hypoglycaemic
agents and/or insulin, simply by change in
their previous treatment dosages and better
attention to diet and physical activity. 22%
patients showed significant improvement in
symptoms of autonomic neuropathy. 42% showed
partial improvement and 36% patients did not
show any improvement. Improvement in objective
test score was significant in 18%, partial in
46% and insignificant in 36%. Improvement in
neuropathy did not correlate with HbA1C levels.
36% patients did not show any subjective or
objective improvement in autonomic neuropathy
inspite,, of good glycaemic control as indicated
by normal HbA1C levels in them.



2236
BLADDER DYSFUNCTION IN DIABETIC MEN WITH AUTO-
NOMIC NEUROPATHY. A.Z.Ibrahimov.Azerbaijan me-
dical university,Baku,Azerbaijan Republic.
The aim of this study was to examine the func--
tional state of urinary bladder in men with IDDM
Three groups of subjects were examined:gr.1-
healthy men(n=7);gr.2-5 men with IDDM without
autonomic neuropathy(AN) and gr.3- 6 IDDM pati-
ents with AN.Mean age of three groups and ave-
rage duration of IDDM in gr.2 and 3 were prac-
tically same.Diabetic AN was diagnosed with bat-
tery of tests(Valsalva,deep breathing,active or-
tostatic test,heart rate variation in rest).The
bladder function was assessed with uroflowmetry,
retrograde cystometry and profilometry of ureth-
ra.All diabetic patients(gr.2 and 3) had reser-
voir disorders:decrease of detrusor tonus(gr.1-
1,65+-0,140;gr.2-0,95+-0,144;gr.3-0,95+-0,121;
p<0,001);increase of threshold sensibility to
fill(gr.1-144+-12,4 ml,gr.2-282+-62,5 ml,gr.3-
326+-36,4 ml,p<O,001)and increase of the maxi-
mal bladder volume(gr.1-286+-13,3 ml,gr.2-733+-
66,3 ml,gr.3-897+-98,8 ml,p<0,001).Empty disor-
ders was revealed in gr.3.Diabetic men with AN
had decrease maximum(Qm)and average(Qa)urinary
flows(Qm-13,98+-1,92 ml/sec,Qa-7,2+-1,45 ml/sec,
p<0,01),increase voiding time(52+-8,5 sec,p<0,01
flow time(49+-8,4 sec,p<0,05)and time to peak
flow(18,0+-4,11 sec,p<0,05).Thus,diabetes melli-
tus leads to reservoir dysfunction of bladder.
Diabetic autonomic neuropathy results in reser-
voir-empty disorders of urinary bladder.
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2237
Cardiovascular Reflexes in Children and Adolescents

with Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus
Authors: Isis Mohamed Ghaly, Nermin Salah, Fadia Mahmoud, Mona Hafez,
Mona Attieya, Sonia El Saiidy, Diabetic Endocrine Metabolic Pediatric Unit,
Children Hospital, Cairo University.
Objective: To assess the usefulness of specific cardiovascular reflex test (CVRs)
in children and adolescents with IDDM and to estimate the prevalence of
cardiovascular reflex abnormalities among young IDDM patients.
Abstract-	 The study included 100 young IDDM patients. Their age
ranged from 4,42 to 30.25 years (mean 12.53 ± 4.5) of whom 55 were males and
45 females. Five non-invasive CVR tests namely HR-deep breathing mean, HR
30/15 ratio, valsalva ratio, blood pressure, response to standing and hand grip
tests were done to detect cardiac autonomic neuropathy. The 5th percentile for
42 non-diabetic children (age and sex matched) was chosen as the lowest limit
of normal for the tests. In 100 patients who had the full battery of
investigation, 49% showed abnormality; 24% one test abnormal, 13% two tests
abnormal and 12% three tests abnormal. None of our patients showed
abnormality in four or five tests at the same time. 28% of diabetic patients
showed abnormalities in HR-DRm, 20% in the 30/15 ratio and the hand grip
test, 13% in the valsalva ratio and only 5% in the postural blood pressure
difference. Symptoms of autonomic neuropathy was present in 37 patients
(37%), 27 of which had abnormal cardiovascular reflexes. Autonomic
neuropathy symptoms was highly related to the results of CVRs. The results
of this study also showed that CVRs was highly related to age of the patient (P
value - 0.001), accordingly age dependent indices would be needed in children.
Also duration of illness was related to results of CVRs (P value = 0.005). Sex
did not show any difference between those with normal or abnormal reflexes.
Glycemic control as assessed by mean HBA,C showed significant relation to
CVRs.

2238
THE EVALUATION OF ESOPHAGEAL

MOTOR DISORDERS IN IDDM

M.Graur,G.Botnariu and M.Rusu;University of Medicine,Iasi,Romania

Esophageal motor abnormalities are an early sign of neuropathy in diabetic
patients. Early diagnosis and treatment are essential. The clinical
symptoms, which are correlated with radiological, manometric and
scintigraphic data, may diagnostic esophageal motility disorders. Twenty
patients with an over 5 year insulin dependent diabetes presenting clinical
signs of episodic esophageal syndrome-- dysphagia, retrosternal chest pain,
heartburns, esophageal reflux -- has been investigated. Contrast
esophagogram has been used for excluding an ulcer, cancer, hiatal henna
and resected stomach in these patients. Esophageal manometry studies
entailed the recording of esophageal peristalsis, lower esophageal sphincter
(LES) pressure, and swallow response. Esophageal sequential scintigraphy
(ESS) with choloidal 99mTc -- labeled liquid bolus -- was used for
calculating total and segmental esophageal transit time and residual
radioactivity. A 90% correlation index between the manometric changes
and prolonged esophageal transit time was found, thus confirming the
sensitivity of ESS. The mean pressure in LES was 20.5±8.1 mmHg, and an
incomplete swallow relaxation was found in 5 patients. Within the
esophageal body, the manometric studies have revealed the absence of
deglutitive contractions in the distal esophagus, segmental contractions,
multiple pressure peaks in response to a single swallow. With ESS, a
prolonged esophageal transit time, especially in the distal esophagus (11.5±
I.3sec, normal 8.5±1.5sec) with TE3 10.1±1.3sec (normal 7.6±0.8sec) was
recorded. The use of ESS, a cheap and reproductible technique, as a
screening test for early diabetic neuropathy is suggested.

2239

DIAGNOSTICS OF THE AUTONOMIC DIABETIC NEURO-
PATHY IN CHILDREN.
V.Mirza-Zadeh,A.Eiudova and G.Achmedov. Diabe-
tic centre of Baku, Azerbaijan Nedical Univer-
sity, Baku, Azerbaijan Republic.

Autonomic diabetic neuropathy (ADN) is well
known complication of Diabetus melitus (DNi) .
But a diagnostics of this complications in chil
dren have not worked out up to now.The aim of
our investigation was elaborating of a simple
and reliable method for revealing autonomic die
orders of children with DNi. It was investigated
116 practically healthy children and 48 with
IDDIVi(age from5to 15 years old). It was carried
out, the following tests on children:Valsava
maneuver; deep dreathing test;HR variations in
supine resting position(50 intervals RR); HR
response to standing up (30 intervals RR after
standing up).The investigations showed impos-
sibility of the conducting the Valsava test in
the majority of children under 10 years old.On
the base of the other test data, we elaborated
the complex ECG-index that is the sum of diffe-
rences of maximal and minimal RR of the three
tests. The index more than 410 should consider
as normal one, less than 350 as patology. All
the others Indic=es are the border ones .ADN was
diagnosed in 15 children with IDDM from 48 in-
vestigated ones(31 6,7%). Thus, it was elaoora
ted a simple method of ADN diagnostics in the
children.
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IIYPERINSULINENIIA AND ESOPHAGEAL MOTILITY DYSFUNCTION
IN PATIENTS WITH SCHISTOSOMIASIS AND DIABETES MELLITUS
Hassan Rizk and N. Gad El-Hair. Man sours Faculty of Medicine, Mansoura, Egypt.

In this study patients with hepatosplenic schistosonriasis and DM were studied
for esophageal motility and serum insulin level. It comprised 30 patients and 7
control normal subjects. Patients were classified into: (a) Group with DM (b) Group
with hepatosplenic schistosontiasis (with and without ascites). (c) Group with both,
hepatosplenic schistosomiasis and DM. There was significant decrease in LES
pressure in patients with Type 1 or Type 2 DM. compared to the control group (P
0.016). There was significant decrease in the velocity and distal amplitude of
peristalsis in hepatosplenic schistosonuasis with ascites compared to control group
(P= 0.021 and 0.043 respectively). Also, significant increase in the percent of the
retrograde waves in hepatosplenic schistosomiasis with ascites and DM compared to
hepatosplenic schistosomiasis without ascites (P= 0.034). There was significant
decrease in percent of full relaxation of LES in hepatosplenic schistosomiasis with
DM compared to DM. There was significant decrease in the LES pressure in
liepatosplenic schistosomiasis (with and without ascites) with DM compared to the
control group (P= 0.014). There was significant elevation of insulin levels in
hepatosplenic schistosomiasis with ascites than without ascites (P=0.032).The study
revealed significant positive correlation between insulin level and LES pressure in
hepatosplenic schistosomiasis (without ascites) with DM & highly significant
negative in hepatosplenic schistosomiasis (with ascites) with DM . There was
highly significant positive correlation between insulin level and mid amplitude in
hepatosplenic schistosomiasis without ascites & significant positive correlation with
proximal amplitude in hepatosplenic schistosomiasis with ascites We concluded
that ascites decreases LES pressure ,velocity, distal amplitude of peristalsis and the
percent of primary peristalsis. DM decreases LES pressure, combined DM &
Bilharziasis produce more abnormalities than each disease alone. Hyperinsulinemia
in those patients increases proximal and mid amplitudes of peristalsis and percent
of tertiary peristalsis and increases LES pressure in absence of ascites.

2241
EFFECT OF NITRATES AND CALCIUM CHANNEL BLOCKERS
ON AUTONOMIC REFLEXES IN NIDDM PATIENTS
R.Garg, K.K.Deepak and N.Kochupillai. All India
Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, India.
Effect of nitrates and calcium channel blocking
drugs on cardiovascular autonomic reflexes was
studied in ten NIIDM patients who were newly
detected to have hypertension (HT) and ischemic
heart disease (IHD). Five standard tests for
autonomic reflexes were performed before
starting isosorbide dinitrate (10 mg 6 hourly)
and nifedipine (10 mg 8 hourly). The tests were
repeated after 2 days. The results were as
follows. 1. Rise in diastolic blood pressure
(DBP) on isometric hand grip (Mean±SD in mmHg):
18.4±15.3 (pretreatment) Vs 9.8±7.3 (on
treatment), (p=0.05) 2. Fall of DBP on 70 degree
head up tilt (mean±SD in mmHg): 5.4±9.8
(pretreatment) Vs 9.8±8.0 (on treatment),
(p<0.05). 3. Expiratory inspiratory ratio (on
deep breathing), Valsalva ratio, 30:15 ratio &
systolic blood pressure response on head up tilt
as well as DBP response to cold immersion didn't
change significantly. However, the overall
autonomic status, as assessed by Ewing's score,
worsened from 4.80±2.70 (pretreatment) to
5.80±2.04 (on treatment), (p<0.05). Thus calcium
channel blockers and nitrates, given together,
can cause significant worsening of autonomic
reflexes in NIDDM patients with HT and IHD.

2242
MULTIPLE-SITE GASTROINTESTINAL MOTILITY DISORDER IN
DIABETIC AUTONOMIC AND SENSORY NEUROPATHY
T.T. Varkonyi, Cs. Lengyel, A. Rosztoczy, A. Feher, P. Kempler * , T.
Fazekas, T. Wittmann and J. Lonov cs. 1st Dept. of Medicine, A. Szent-
Gyorgyi Med. Univ., Szeged, and 1st Dept. of Medicine, Semmelweis
Med. Univ., Budapest, Hungary

The aim of this study was to determine the pattern of motor dysfunction at
different levels of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract in patients with long-
standing diabetes mellitus (DM) and to evaluate the influence of autonomic
and sensory diabetic neuropathy on GI motility. Methods: 17 diabetic
patients were studied (duration of DM: 20.6±3.3 years, BMI: 26.1±1.6,
age: 53±3.7 years, mean±SE). GI motility was investigated by means of
manometry. The motilities of the pharynx, upper and lower esophageal
sphincters, esophageal body, stomach, and external and internal anal
sphincters were measured. To determine the severity of autonomic
rieuropathy, five standard cardiovascular tests were performed and a score
was calculated. The sensory nerve function was studied with a Neurometer
(Neurotron Inc., Baltimore MD), using constant sine wave transcutaneous
nerve stimulation. Results: The mean autonomic score of the patients was
5.6±0.5 and all had increased current perception thresholds at 2 kHz and
250 or 5 Hz (median nerve: 3.57±0.49, 3.20±1.07 and 2.21±1.07;
peroneal nerve: 5.64±1.02, 4.77±1.26 and 4.12±1.27 mA, respectively).
The presence of an esophageal body dysfunction of varying severity was
detected in all patients (17), while abnormalities of lower esophageal
sphincter relaxation were observed less frequently (11). Ano-rectal motility
disturbance was found in 13 patients. There was an impaired gastric motor
function in 12 cases, 7 of these involving the absence of a migrating motor
complex phase III, i.e. diabetic gastroparesis. Analysis of the motor
functions tested revealed at least three concomitantly impaired regions in
most patients (14). Conclusions: High frequencies of pathologic esophageal
body, gastric and ano-rectal motility parameters were found in diabetic
patients with moderate autonomic and severe sensory neuropathy. The data
confirm the hypothesis that a multiple-site motility disorder is present in
long-standing DM. The observed coexistence of long-term DM, diabetic
neuropathy and GI motility disorders emphasizes the necessity for further
clinical and experimental investigations in this field.

2243
FACTORS DETERMINING THE 24H BP PROFILE IN
NORMOTENSIVE IDDM AND NIDDM PATIENTS
V. Spallone, M.R. Maiello, E. Cicconetti, A. Barmi, S. Gambardella and G
Menzinger. Endocrinology, Tor Vergata University; Biochemistry, UCSC,
Rome, Italy

To evaluate the relative influence of clinical data, autonomic neuropathy (AN),
and albuminuria on 24h blood pressure (BP) profile in IDDM and NIDDM, we
studied 43 IDDM (age: 40±11, duration: 18±9 yr), and 31 NIDDM (age: 53±6,
duration: 14±7 yr) normotensive non-proteinuric patients. Cardiovascular AN,
24h BP, and urinary albumin excretion rate (UAE) on simultaneous urine
collections timed day and overnight were measured. IDDM patients with AN
showed lower day-night difference in systolic (AsBP: 3±9 vs 9±5%, p<0.01)
and diastolic BP (ddBP: 8±10 vs 15±5%, p<0.01) than those without AN.
Microalbuminuric IDDM patients had higher night BP (119±16/74±6 vs
107±12/64±7 mmHg, p<0.01), and lower AsBP (2±17 vs 8±6%,, p<0.05) and
AdBP (6±11 vs 14±7, p<0.01) than normoalbuminuric IDDM patients. In
NIDDM patients with AN, OdBP was significantly lower than in those without
AN (4±8 vs 10±4%, p<0.05), while no difference was found in relation to the
presence of microalbuminuria. In IDDM patients AsBP and fdBP were related
to cardiovascular tests and to autonomic score, index of tests impairment (r=
-0.56, p<0.0001), but also to night UAE (r=-0.44, p<0.01). In NIDDM patients
both IdBP and LsBP were related only to cardiovascular tests and to
autonomic score (r=-0.50, p<0 005). We performed a stepwise regression
analysis including sex, age, body mass index, smoking, diabetes duration,
HbA1 c, serum cholesterol, autonomic score, and night UAE as independent
variables, and tBP or 24h BP as dependent variables. We found that in IDDM
autonomic score and night UAE were the variables of primary importance for
AsBP and AdBP, while HbA1 c, cholesterol, body mass index, and diabetes
duration were all related to 24h BP. In NIDDM autonomic score was the major
determinant not only of AsBP and IIdBP, but also of 24h BP. In conclusion, in
both IDDM and NIDDM normotensive patients the day-night variation in BP is
dependent on autonomic function. In IDDM the strong relationship between
AN and nephropathy does not allow a full discrimination of their relative role.
In NIDDM the weaker relationship between BP and albuminuria makes more
easily detectable the influence of AN on 24h BP pattern.
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THE USEFULNESS OF RADIOPAQUE MARKER (KG-S10) TO
EVALUATE THE DIGESTIVE TRACT MOVEMENT IN NIDDM.
M.Ikeda, TWatarai, M.Iida, K.Utsumi, T.Mori, M.Kubota, YYamasaki, and
M.Hori. Osaka University, Osaka, Japan.
AIM : Diabetic gastroenteropathy is speculated to induce postprandial hyper-
glycemia in diabetics. The aim of this study was to access the usefulness of
radiopaque maker, KG-S 10, and to elucidate impaired digestive tract movement
in patients with NIDDM. METHODS : KG-S 10 is a gelatin capsule including
20 pellets of polyvinyl chloride rings (4.5X1.0mm). The KG-S10 was given
orally just before intake of a test meal to 12 patients with NIDDM who had a
symptomatic diabetic gastroenteropathy (age 75 ± 9 yrs ; duration of DM 20±3
yrs; HbA1c 9.2±1.3%). The serial abdominal plain radiograms were taken until
the marker could not be detectedby radiography. The markers were counted at 7
parts on the abdominal radiograms. RESULTS : Diabetics showed a shorter
calculated segment passing time(hour) in stomach (1.4±0.6vs.4.1 ±2.5), longer
times in upper small intestine, pelvic part of small intestine, ascending colon,
transverse colon, and descending colon (3.3±2.3vs.1.9±1.7, 8.3 ± 10.4vs.5.7
±4.7, 10.2±8.0 vs.6.6±5.3, 9.4±7.9vs.6.6±5.3, and21.1±21.2vs.6.6±
3.1, respectively) , and comparable time in sigmoid colorectum (5.9±5.8vs.5.9
±5.8), as compared with those of healthy subjects. The patients with
constipation had a longer segment passing time in colon than the patients
without constipation. No adverse effect was observed except X-ray radiation on
abdomen. CONCLUSION : The KG-S10 makes it possible to quantitatively
and less-invasively evaluate the movement at each digestive tract part through
stomach to rectum without specific facilities. Compared with healthy subjects,
NIDDM with symptoms of diabetic gastroenteropathy showed shorter segment
passing time in stomach and longer times in upper small intestines andin the
subsequent parts, which might worsen postprandial hyperglycemia.

2245
21-H BLOODPRFSSSUREBEHAVIORWITHINCREASINGAUPONOMOUS

NEUROPATWYOFTHECARDIOVASCULARSYSTEM

N.Lotz, J. Vortherms and R.Petzoldt, Herz- and Diabeteszentrum NRW,
Bad Oeynhausen, Germany

Autonomous neuropathy of the cardiovascular system (ANP) is connected to a high
cardiovascular mortality rate. The present study examines secondary changes in
blood pressure behavior, in relation to the severity of ANP, using 24-hour
ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM). 94 type I and type II diabetics with
it mean diabetes duration of 22±10 years (x±SD) and without pre-existing
antihypertensive medication or ouvert nephropathy underwent ABPM, with
statistical attention being paid for the first time to the actual time of falling asleep,
as well as a standardized test battery for ANP (heartbeat variation at rest, heart rate
analysis, deep respiration and the Ewing test). With an increase in the number of
pathological ANP tests (group 1 to 5), the proportion of non-dippers (<10% blood
pressure day/night drop) increased from 29 via 40, 58, 70 to 73%. The systolic day
and night mean values differed significantly in group 1 front those in group 5
(132±9 vs. 135±17 and 116±10 vs. 130±10 mmHg respectively; p<0.05), as did the
subsiding reduction in pulse rate at night (-24±12 vs. -14±9 bpm; p<0.005). The
ANP degree of severity did not correlate with the duration of diabetes, but with
metabolic quality (HbAlc), existing retinopathy and peripheral sensitive
neuropathy (r>0.34; p<0,001). ANP can lead to an increase in blood pressure and
pulse rate at night, indicating principal damage to the parasympathetic nervous
system. Long term, the predominance of adrenergic stimulation could be partly
responsible for cardiac damage with diabetes mellitus. The occurrence of ANP
seems more likely lobe linked to metabolic control than to the duration of diabetes.
Regarding secondary prevention with existing diabetic ANP, importance should be
attached to thorough diagnosis, a consistent reduction in blood pressure, restoration
of physiological dipping, as well as optimum metabolic control, in order to lessen
the cardiovascular risk to these patients.

2246

HYPERGLYCAEMIA SLOWS GASTROINTESTINAL MOTILITY
IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS

M. Burgstaller, K. Hall, H. Kasper and B.Allolio, Department of
Internal Medicine, University of Wurzburg, D 97080 Wnrzburg, Germany

It has been supposed that gastric emptying time is affected by blood-glucose-
concentration. We measured the effect of different blood-glucose-concentra-
tions (glc) on gastric emptying (GE), gallbladder motility (GBM) and small
bowel transit time (SBTT).
10 patients with diabetes mellitus were tested (8 IDDM, 2 NIDDM; 2 women,
8 men; age 38.2y (28y-56y), HbAlc 7.6%+/-1.25, duration of diabetes 15.8y
in mean). Using glucose-clamp-technique (Biostator) glc was 5.5mmol/l during
one and 14mmolll during the other test and an observation period of 4 hours
postprandial each, GE was measured by ultrasound using antral cross sectional
area. GBM was determined by ultrasound using maximal area in longitudinal
axis. SBTT was measured by breath hydrogen analysis. Test meal was a solid-
liquid-multicomponent meal of 1692kJ plus 20g lactulose.
In analyses of multivariance GE was delayed significantly when glc was
14mmol/l (p<0.05; emptying time about 180min postprandial with
glc=5.5mmol/l vs. 240min with glc=l4mmol/1). Postprandial GBM was
different (p<0.001), especially refilling was slower with glc=l4mmol/l.
SBTT also was significantly different (p<0.01): SBTT was about 95min
with glc=5.5mmoW1 vs. about 135min with glc=l4mmol/l.
These results demonstrate a strict dependence of the described parameters of
gastrointestinal motility on blood glucose in patients with diabetes mellitus.
Reducing postprandial blood glucose, fe. by using a short acting insulin
analogue, could be an alternative to prokinetic drugs, which often fail
especially in long time treatment of gastroparesis diabeticorum.

(partly supported by Institut Danone fir Ernaluung, Munich, Germany)

2247
BAROREFLEX DURING AN ORTHOSTATIC TEST (SQUATTING) IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH CARDIAC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
A.J. Scheen, M. Marchand, G. de Fooz, J. Juchmes and P.J. Lefebvre.
Division of Diabetes, Nutrition & Metabolic Disorders, CHU Sart
Tilman, B -4000 Liege, Belgium.

We studied the influence of diabetic cardiac autonomic neuropathy
(CAN), assessed by decreased respiratory arrhythmia during deep
breathing, on the baroreflex during an orthostatic test. Changes in mean
arterial blood pressure (MAP) and heart rate (HR) were measured
continuously with a Finapress device (Ohmeda, USA) during an active
orthostatic test (successively 1 min standing; 1 min squatting; 1 min
standing) in three groups of subjects similar for sex, age, height and
body weight : 41 healthy controls, 32 diabetic patients without CAN
(R-R E/I : 1.32 ± 0.02) and 23 diabetic patients with CAN (R-R E/I:
1.07 ± 0.01). In initial standing position, HR was higher (p < 0.01)
in both diabetic groups (87 ± 2 and 92 ± 3 mm', respectively) than
in controls (79 ± 1 mm'). In squatting position, MAP increase was
greater (p < 0.01) in diabetic patients with CAN. After standing up,
diabetic patients with CAN were characterized by a greater (39 ± 2
mm Hg, p < 0.05 versus 31 ± 1 in controls and 32 ± 2 in diabetic
patients without CAN) and more prolonged (p < 0.02) drop in MAP
and by a markedly decreased reflex tachycardia (10 ± 1 mm',
p < 0.0002 versus 20 ± 1 mini' in controls and 19 ± 2 min' in
diabetic patients without CAN). The baroreflex gain calculated during
the hypotension phase (HR increase/MAP drop, expressed in beat/mm
Hg) was markedly dampened in diabetic patients with CAN (0.27 ±
0.03, p < 0.0001) when compared to that of diabetic patients without
CAN (0.74 ± 0.10) and that of controls (0.75 ± 0.08). In conclusion,
non-invasive beat-to-beat monitoring with the Finapres5 device during
a squatting test allows to clearly demonstrate major disturbances in the
baroreflex of diabetic patients with cardiac autonomic neuropathy.
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INSULIN PER SE MODIFIES GASTROINTESTINAL SENSORY
RESPONSES TO DUODENAL DISTENSION IN NORMAL SUBJECTS.
Th. Lingenfelser, W. M. Sun, R. Kadow, U. Hotovy, M. Ewald, J. Dent.
Klinikum Amberg, Germany, and Royal Adelaide Hospital, South Australia.
Recent studies have demonstrated that in healthy individuals physiological
hyperglycaemia (-10mM) modulates visceral sensations arising from the
gastrointestinal tract. Concurrent hyperinsulinaemia may be the putative
mediator of this phenomenon. The present study investigated the effect of
physiological changes in blood insulin concentration on the perception of
duodenal distension in 7 healthy volunteers. Measurements were performed
during normoinsulinaemia (50pM) and mild hyperinsulinaemia (300pM) in
randomized order and cross-over fashion, i.e. hyperinsulinaemia-
normoinsulinaemia (H/N) vs. normoinsulinaemia-hyperinsulinaemia (N/H).
Gastrointestinal sensory responses were evaluated at baseline and after
repetitive proximal duodenal distension which was performed with a non-
compliant ultrathin bag during phase I activity. Intrabag volumes increased by
4 mL at each distension step (from 12 to 48 mL), which lasted 2.5 min in 10
min intervals. Perception of duodenal distension was scored from O=no
perception to 6=pain. Gastrointestinal sensations were assessed using a visual-
analogue scale after each distension. Perception threshold for duodenal
distension was lower during hyperinsulinaemia: 18.7±1.5/20.0±1.6 (H/N) vs.
22.7±2.4/18.6±1.2 (N/H); p<0.05. At all intrabag volumes perception of
duodenal distension was higher during hyperinsulinaemia, e.g. at 48mL:
5.7±0.2/4.7±0.5 (H/N) vs. 4.8±0.3/5.5±0.2 (N/H); p<0.05. The
gastrointestinal sensation fullness was experienced more intensively during
hyperglycaemia, e.g. at 48 mL: 10.8±5.3/7.5±4.4 (H/N) vs. 12.2±5.6/17.0±7.6
(N/H); p<0.05), hunger less intensively, e.g. at 48 mL: 3.2±1.9/20.0±8.3
(H/N) vs. 10.8±6.5/2.5±1.6 (N/H); p<0.05. Physiological changes in blood
insulin concentration have a major impact on the gastrointestinal sensory
responses to duodenal distension in healthy individuals.

2249
IMPAIRED BLOOD PRESSURE RESPONSE TO STANDING IS
ASSOCIATED WITH DIMINISHED DIURNAL BLOOD PRESSURE
INDICES IN IDDM
A. Marton, P.Kempler, I.Barna, K.Keresztes, E.Kadar, Zs.Hprmanyi, A.Fazakas,
P.Vargha and R.de Chatel. I. Dept. of Medicine, Semmelweis University,
Budapest, Hungary.
Cardiovascular reflexes are essential in the diagnosis of autonomic
neuropathy. Blood pressure (BP) responses to standing and sustained
handgrip (SH) reflect mainly sympathetic function. However, there are no data
whether changes in BP during standing and SH are related to diurnal
variations of BP and to hypertension itself or not. To evaluate these
connections 60 patients with IDDM (mean age: 40,7 ± 14,2 ys; mean duration
of diabetes: 20,4 ± 12,1 ys) were studied. The five standard reflex tests of
cardiovascular autonomic function were applied. Twenty four hour long blood
pressure monitoring (ABPM) was performed by Meditech ABPM 02 device.
Decrease of systolic BP after standing correlated significantly positively with
systolic (p<0,01) and diastolic (p'0,05) diurnal BP indices that is higher diurnal
indices were associated with higher increase or diminished fall of systolic BP
after standing. Mean casual BP values were 122,7±3,9/78,5±10,9 mmHg
while mean ABPM values were 116,6±15,7/73,9±11,2 mmHg. The degree of
orthostatic hypotension correlated significantly negatively (p'0,05) with higher
casual systolic BP not as with systolic ABPM values. No significant correlations
were found with SH test. Conclusions: impaired BP response to standing is
associated with diminished diurnal BP variations in IDDM. ABPM is suggested
to perform in patients with orthostatic hypotension and vice versa: "non-
dippers" should be screened for postural hypotension. Impaired BP
regulation to standing as well as diminished diurnal BP indices may contribute
to poor prognosis of autonomic neuropathy in IDDM.

2250
THE EFFECT OF EUGLYCAEMIC HYPERINSULINAEMIA ON
GASTRIC EMPTYING IN IDDM
Irk-F. Kong, P.E. Blackshaw, P. King, I.A. Macdonald, A.C. Perkins and
R.B. Tattersall. Queen's Medical Centre, Nottingham, U.K.

Hyperglycaemia (blood glucose- 15mmol/1) delays gastric emptying in both
normal subjects and in patients with diabetes but whether hyperinsulinaemia
has an effect remains debatable We looked at the effect of two different
levels of hyperinsulinaemia, with concomitant euglycaemia, on gastric
emptying in 7 male patients with IDDM None had evidence of autonomic
neuropathy. Mean diabetes duration was 14.6+_10.7 years and mean HbA I ,
was 6.9+_0.7%. After an overnight fast the subjects were infused with
insulin, at 40mU/m2/min on one occasion and at 80mU/m 2/min on the othey
with 20% glucose given simultaneously to maintain euglycaemia. Steady-
state glucose infusion rate was ensured before the subjects ate a meal
consisting of a pancake (labelled with 3MBq non-absorbable 9imTc) and
milkshake (labelled with 0.33 MBq non-absorbable"'In-DTPA), providing
400 kcal (57% carbohydrate) Gamma-scintigraphic images were then
obtained at 20 min intervals for the next 3-4 hours to quantify gastric
emptying. There was no difference in the solid t 50 or the liquid t 50 between

visits (132.5±10.0 min v 124.0±9.6 min for solid and 34.3 +7.1 min v

38.6+_6.0 min for liquid respectively, p>0.05, paired t-test). CCK and GLP 1
hormone responses were similar (p>0.05, ANOVA for repeated measures)
following the meal on the two occasions. Thus our data show that there is
no effect of the two different levels of hyperinsulinaemia on gastric
emptying of a solid and liquid meal in IDDM subjects.

2251
MEALTIME SC INSULIN INJECTION CAUSES ORTHOSTATIC
HYPOTENSION IN DIABETIC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY DESPITE
ADAPTATION TO PROLONGED ORTHOSTATISM.
F.Porcellati, P.Bottini, S.Pampanelli, A.Baccarelli, F.Santeusanio, P.Brunetti, and
G.B.Bolli. University of Perugia, Perugia, Italy.
To assess whether the therapeutic prandial subcutaneous (Sc) insulin injection, or
the meal per se, has appreciable haemodynamic effects in patients with diabetic
autonomic neuropathy (DAN) adapted to prolonged orthostatism, 11 patients
without DAN (DAN-), 6 with DAN but no orthostatic hypotension (DAN+OH-), 6
with DAN and OH (DAN+OH+) and 6 nondiabetics (N) were studied on 4
occasions (Sl-S4) at 2 week intervals. In all studies subjects remained seated for 2
hours before, and for 3'/: hours after 0.2 U/kg insulin injected sc 30 min prior to
ingestion of a standard mixed meal (in N no insulin was injected) (Sl). In S2, all
subjects fasted (diabetics had 0.15 mU/kg/min insulin infused to prevent ketosis).
In S3 (diabetics only) meal, but no sc insulin was given (i.v. insulin as in S2). In
S4, all subjects had sc insulin but glucose was infused to maintain euglycaemia. In
S1, mean blood pressure (MBP) did not change neither in DAN-, nor in N due to
simultaneous increase in forearm peripheral vascular resistances (PVR) by 4.23±
0.03 mmHglml/100ml/ruin. In contrast, in DAN+OH- and DAN+OH+, MBP
decreased between 60-210 min by 9.7±0.07 and 12.4±0.08 mmHg (patients
experienced symptoms of faintness), because PVR decreased by 5.21±0.03 and 6.38
±0.05 mmHg/ml/100ml/min (p<0.05 vs DAN-). Plasma noradrenaline (NA)
increased to 2.17±0.04 nmol/1 in DAN-, 2.62±0.06 nmolll in DAN+OH-, but only
to 1.33±0.05 nmol/1 in DAN+OH+ (N 1.76±0.03 nmolll, p<0.05). In S3 MBP did
not decrease in DAN-, whereas it decreased by 4.55±0.03 mmHg in DAN+ without
changes of FVR. In S4, MBP did not change in N and DAN-, but it did in DAN+
as in S 1. Thus, in DAN+ prolonged adaptation to orthostatism does not prevent the
haemodynamic effects of therapeutic hyperinsulinaemia which unmasks overt or
latent defects of NA release. The meal per se may contribute to decrease in MBP,
likely by reducing splanehnic vascular resistance.
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GASTRIC EMPTYING IN INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS:
LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF CISAPRIDE VERSUS PLACEBO.
G. Stacher, G. Schernthaner, M. Francesconi, H: P. Kopp, H. Bergmann, G.
Stacher-Janotta, M. Frank, P. Hopmeier nad U. Weber. Psychophysiology Unit,
Dept. of Surgery, Depts. of Biomedical Engineering & Physics and Nuclear
Medicine, University of Vienna, Vienna; Depts. of Medicine I and Clinical
Chemistry, Krankenanstalt Rudolfstiftung, Vienna; Rebabilitationszentrum der
Pensionsversicherung der Arbeiter, Alland; Austria.

In many patients with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, slow gastric emptying
makes the delivery of ingesta into the small intestine and the time of their
absorption unpredictable. Hence, insulin is administered at inappropriate time
points and poor glucose control ensues. Prokinetic agents were found to accelerate
emptying, but controlled studies in long-term effects are scarce. We investigated
the effects of 10 mg cisapride OID for 8 weeks, as compared to placebo, on gastric
emptying and glucose control under random, crossover, double-blind conditions.
Ten males and 13 females, age 25-67 years (median (M) 45 yr), Body Mass Index
19.0-32.8 kg/m2 (M 23.9 kg/m2), illness duration 3-48 yr (M 20 yr), completed the
study. None took other drugs affecting gastrointestinal function. Emptying of a
radiolabelled semisolid 1168 kJ meal was recorded before and after 8-weeks' drug
intake as well as after a 4-week wash-out followed by another 8-weeks' drug intake.
At the study's start, 14 of the 23 patients had a delayed emptying, their residual
radioactivity (RRA) 50 min after meal ingestion exceeding 48 healthy subjects'
mean RRA+ 1.5 SD, i.e. 73.2 %. Of these 14 patients, 7 had cardiovascular
autonomic neuropathy (CANP) as compared to 1 of the 9 with normal emptying.
Cisapride accelerated emptying in 8 of the 14 patients with delayed and 7 of the 9
with normal emptying. Emptying was enhanced by cisapride in 11 of the 15 patients
without CANP, but only 4 of the 8 with CANP. In those without CANP, the RRA
120 min after meal ingestion was 19.0 %±3.4 SE following cisapride and 24.3±
2.4 % following placebo; in the patients with CANP, these figures were 30.5±9.5 %
and 30.6±7.5 %. Glycemic control as revealed by glycosylated hemoglobin was
unaffected by cisapride. Conclusion. Cisapride intake over 8 weeks tended to
accelerate gastric emptying in patients without but not with CANP, and had no
effect on glucose control.
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POSTURAL STABILITY IN DIABETIC NEUROPATHY: IS IT A DEVICE
FOR EARLY DIAGNOSIS?
M.Farinelli*, L.Baratto*, E. Betti*, P.Morasso*, R.Capra*, V.Rubino*, G.Spada*, P.
Spigno*, A.Corsi, F.Menozzi, P. Ubaldi, M.A.Comaschi
Dpt. of Int. Med. - Diabetes Unit "La Colletta"Hospital Genoa Italy
*Center of Rehabilitation Bioengineering - University of Genoa

Our previous papers have shown that diabetic patients affected by peripheral
neuropathy shows typical postural pattern, charactherized by mean sway speed, paths
and areas much higher than in normal subjects and not neuropathic diabetics.
Altogether, the speed diagrams of the sway show frequent "escapes" from the mean
values, and this shape seems to be related only to sensitive defect.
In the present work insulin dependent diabetic patients have been studied, in order to
define if the lack of the postural stability is an early symptom of an asymptomatic
neuropathy. Twenty patients (13 F, 7 M) and ten healthy subjects (6 F, 4 M) have
been submitted to stabilometry by postural platform, Nerve Conduction Velocity,
Vibration Perception Threshold by biothesiometer, Neurological Examination
performed by a single neurologist to avoiding intra-observers variability, Autonomic
Nervous System Functional Evaluation by DB, PH, VR beside methabolic common
parameters control. The data of patients are shown in the table. Our results suggest that
stabilometric parameters seems to be more sensitive than VPT in discriminating
neuronathic patients.

Normal
subjects

Not Neuropathic
Diabetics

Neuropathic
Diabetics

Age 32±10 37±12 45±6
SwayPath(mm) 139±28 142±24 203±46
Sway Area (mm)) 168 ± 77 172 ± 105 251 ± 57
Mean Velocity (nun/sec) 18 ± 3.6 21 ± 5.8 49 ± 23
Nerve Conduction Velocity Normal Normal Abnormal
VPT(Volt) 5±2 10±2 15±4
Neurological Examination Normal Normal Abnormal
Autonomic Test Normal Normal 30% Abnormal
Duration of Desease (years) 12 ± 6 19 ± 4
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SLOWER, NOT FASTER, GASTRIC EMPTYING OF SEMISOLID MEAL IN
NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS THAN IN HEALTH.
A. Festa, A. Holzapfel, C. Schneider, G. Stacher-Janotta, H. Bergmann, G.
Schernthaner, G. Stacher. Psychophysiology Unit, Dept. of Surgery, and Dept. of
Biomedical Engineering & Physics, University of Vienna; and Dept. of Medicine I,
Krankenanstalt Rudolfstiftung, Vienna, Austria
In patients with recently diagnosed as well as with more longstanding non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM), the gastric emptying of liquids and solids
has been reported to be faster than in healthy subjects. Others, however, found
gastric emptying in NIDDM patients either not to differ from the one in healthy
individuals or, in a substantial number of cases, to be delayed. The present study
was carried out to shed more light on this controverse but, for therapeutic
consequences, important topic. Thirteen patients (7 females and 6 males; age 44-68
years, median (M) 56 yr; Body Mass Index (BMI) 22.9-41.3 kg/m2, M 27.1 kg/m2;
NIDDM duration 1-23 yr, M 5 yr) took part. The gastric emptying of a semisolid
meal (1168 kJ) as well as of 250 ml 10 % dextrose solution (420 kJ) was studied
scintigraphically at 1-week intervals. A single-headed gamma camera and a
correction procedure for posterio-anterior,movement of gastric contents were
employed. The patients emptied the semisolid meal significantly (P<0.001) slower
than 55 healthy subjects, the mean residual radioactivity (RRA) in the stomach 50
min after ingestion being 73.3 %±18.0 SD versus 54.0±13.3 %. After the semisolid
meal, the RRA in 5 of the 13 patients was greater than the healthy subjects' mean
RRA ± 2 SD, i.e., >80.6%.  Two patients had a RRA slightly lower (48.2 % and
40.8 %, respectively) than the healthy subjects' mean RRA. The glucose solution
was emptied slightly faster by the patients than by 11 healthy subjects (age 23-52 yr,
M 34 yr; BMI 19.4-33.7 kg/m2, M 22.2 kg/m2), the mean RRAs 30 min after
drinking amounted to 59.0±10.7 % vs 68.1±15.1 %. In the patients, the RRAs for
the semisolid meal and the glucose solution were correlated with neither the blood-
glucose levels before the emptying studies nor with the levels of glycosylated hemo-
globin indicative of glycemic control. Conclusions. The gastric emptying of semi-
solids but not the one of liquids is slower in patients with NIDDM than in healthy
subjects and both are unrelated to actual blood-glucose levels and glycemic control.
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BAROREFLEX SENSITIVITY IN NORMAL AND IMPAIRED GLUCOSE
TOLERANCE AND NIDDM
J. Gerritsen' z , B.J. TenVoorde', J.M. Dekker2, L.M. Bouter' and R.M. Heethaar'.

Dept. of Medical Physics and Informatics, z EMGO Institute, Fac. of Medicine,
Institute for Cardiovascular Research Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, Netherlands
The deep breathing expiration-inspiration difference in heart rate (EI-value) is
used to diagnose diabetic autonomic neuropathy. Easily overlooked is the fact
that this EI-value is largely caused by respiration-induced changes in blood
pressure (BP, mmHg), which may differ among persons. However, baroreflex
sensitivity (BRS, ms/mmHg) is an estimate of the change in heart rate caused by
these BP variations and possibly a more sensitive parameter of autonomic
function than conventional EI-values, which has recently been claimed to be the
case in IDDM. Therefore BRS-estimates and EI-values were studied in relation
to glucose tolerance in a population based study. Subjects (50-74 yr-old) were
categorized (after two OGTTs) as normal (NGT, n=199), impaired glucose
tolerant (IGT, n=125), newly diagnosed diabetes (NDM, n=62) or known
diabetes (KDM, n=46). RR-intervals (ms) and systolic BP (SBP, Finapres®)
were recorded in supine position during spontaneous breathing (3 min) and
during deep breathing at 6/min (I min). BRS, 2 ,,,, BRS 61 ,,, (both transfer function
gain), ASBP6,,,,, (absolute changes in SBP) and EI 6im,, were calculated in a
narrow frequency band around 0.1 Hz, including only those spectral points
having a squared coherence y 2>0.5.

Group	 BRS,,,,,,	 BRS,,,,	 ASBPbrn, 	 EI6,,,,,„

NGT	 7.1 ± 4.2	 9.1 ± 4.6	 19.2 ± 8.9	 177 ± 98
IGT	 6.1±3,6#	 8.3 ± 4.7	 18.6 ± 12.6 #	 155±97#
NDM	 5.2±3.4*	 7.6±4.1f	 18.1 ± 7.4 t	 146±98fi
KDM	 53 ± 2.6 fi	 7.5 ± 3.9 t 	16.9 ± 7.7	 132 ± 89 *

given are mean ± SD; different from NGT group with * p<0.01, 'i p<0.05, # p<0.1
BRS, po,, was significantly lower than BRS 6,m,, (paired t-test, p < 0.0001). After
transformation, analysis of variance showed that, adjusting for age and gender,
BRS,50 , (p=0.04), BRS 61m1, (p=0.05) and EI 6im,, (p < 0.01) decreased with decrea-
sing glucose tolerance while 4SBP only showed a trend (p=0.07). However, BRS
did not show a stronger association with glucose tolerance than EI-values did.
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SEX DIFFERENCES IN THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE QT
INTERVAL AND DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS IN IDDM
PATIENTS
M.Veglio, M. Borra, P. Cavallo-Perin, LK Stevens and The EURODIAB
IDDM Complications Study Group, London, UK
QT interval prolongation is thought to be a risk factor for mortality. We
examined the relationship of corrected QT (QTc) prolongation with
Ischemic Heart Disease (III), nephropathy, and retinopathy in people with
IDDM. QT intervals were measured and corrected for heart rate in 3147
patients from EURODIAB, which was a study of 3250 men and women from
31 clinics across Europe. IHD was defined by ECGs which were Minnesota
coded, nephropathy was assessed using albumin excretion rate (AER), which
was measured centrally from a single 24 hours urine collection, and
retinopathy was assessed by centrally graded retinal photographs. Mean QTc
was 0.412s in men and 0.422s in women (P<0.001), and QTc was positively
related to HbAlc and age. Therefore all subsequent analyses were adjusted
for these confounding factors. In men the mean QTc for those without lHD
was 0.410s and was 0.423s for those with RID (P<0.001). In women these
values were 0.422s and 0.429s (P<0.01). Thus the relationship between QTc
and IHD was stronger in men than in women (P<0.05 for the interaction). A
similar pattern was seen for nephropathy. For men mean QTc for those with
AER < 20 mcg/min was 0.411s, for those with AER 20-200 mcg/min was
0.413s and for those with AER > 200 mcg/min 0.418s (P<0.001), and the
equivalent figures for women were 0.421s, .0.425s and 0.425s (P<0.08)
(P<0.09 for the interaction). Ther was no relationship between retinopathy
and QTc in men or women. We show that Qtc is higher in women than men,
and the relationship of Qtc with IHD and nephropathy is not as strong in
women as in men. Further studies need to be performed to determine the
importance of Qtc and it's impact on mortality in both men and women.
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DISTURBANCES OF HEART RATE VARIABILITY AND SPATIAL
AND CIRCADIAN QTc INTERVALS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
WITH CARDIAC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
Cs. Lengyel, A. Thury*, T.T. Varkonyi, I. Ungi*, K. Boda**, T.
Fazekas and M. Csanady* , 1st and *2nd Departments of Medicine and
**Dept. of Medical Informatics, A. Szent-Gyorgyi Medical University,
Szeged, Hungary

Increased cardiac mortality due to ventricular arrhythmias has been
demonstrated in diabetic patients with cardiac autonomic neuropathy
(CAN). The aim of this study was to evaluate the disturbances of heart
rate variability (HRV) and spatial and circadian QTc intervals in diabetics
with CAN. Patients and methods: CAN was assessed by means of five
standard cardiovascular reflex tests. 8 healthy controls and 18 insulin-
treated diabetics (7 CAN- [score <_1] and 11 CAN+ [score >2]) were
studied. 24-h HRV parameters (mNN, SDNN, SDNNi, SDANN, rMSSD
and pNN50; and low-frequency [LF], high-frequency [HF] and total power
[TP] spectra) were calculated. The QTc interval dispersion (QTc-d) was
defined as the longest interlead difference of the standard 12-lead ECG.
QTc intervals during a sampling period of 6 s were analyzed from the
Holzer ECGs every hour and the diurnal fluctuation of QTc was
characterized by a circadian index generated by a custom-made computer
program. One-way ANOVA and Scheffe's test were applied for statistics.
Results: No differences in HRV indices and QTc intervals were found
between the control and CAN- groups. The two diabetic groups (CAN- vs
CAN+) differed significantly in SDNN, SDNNi, SDANN, rMSSD,
pNN50, HF, LF and TP, but there was no difference in mNN. The
circadian fluctuation of QTc was diminished in the CAN+ group.
Moreover, CAN+ diabetics displayed an increased QTc-d relative to the
CAN- subset. Conclusions: 1) CAN+ diabetics exhibit an enhanced spatial
inhomogeneity and a depressed temporal variability of the ventricular
repolarization (QTc) time; 2) CAN+ diabetics have decreased non-spectral
and spectral HRV parameters.
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CLINICAL BENEFIT OF THE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS AND ITS SEGMENTAL INTEGRATION
TO ASSESS THE AUTONOMIC NERVE FUNCTION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
H.Himei,T.Matsuoka,Y.Kawanishi,T.Kajitani and M.Ogata. Okayama Red Cross
General Hospital, Okayama-700, Japan

The clinical usefulness of simultaneous quantitative assessment of sym-
pathetic and parasympathetic function by spectral analysis using the
maximum entropy method(MEM) was evaluated. ECG tracings were obtained
from 235 normal individuals and 776 patients with diabetes mellitus, and
R-R interval variations over 100 beats were subjected to spectral analy-
sis using an MemCalc 1000. In normal individuals, segmental integration
in the high frequency range(HF) was increased significantly by deep
breathing and was well correlated with other parameters of parasympathe-
tic function based on R-R interval variation. Parasympathetic activation
by deep breathing was associated with sympathetic activation, as indi-
cated by a significant increase of segmental integration in the low fre-
quency range(LF). Compared to normal individuals, patients with sympathe-
tic dysfunction had a smaller resting LF segmental integration value.
In this diabetic group, segmental integration also showed a significatly
smaller increase upon deep breathing. In both normal individuals and
diabetic patients, segmental integration values decreased with ageing.
In patients with obvious diabetic neuropathy, both the HF and LF segmental
integration values were reduced at rest and only increased slight upon
deep breathing. In conclusion, HF and if segmental integration values
obtained by MEM spectral analysis of R-R interval variation were correla-
ted well with other parameter of sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve
function. In particular,LF segmental integration may be of clinical value
for assessing sympathetic function in patients with diabetes mellitus.
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CARDIAC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
UNDER HEMODIALYSIS THERAPY FOUND BY POWER SPECTRAL
ANALYSIS OF 24 HOUR R-R INTERVAL
J. Y. Lee' , M. Kodama2, I. Nakaharaz , M. Hori, Y. Yamasaki2

'Higashi Osaka Hospital, 2Osaka University School of Medicine, Osaka, Japan
AIM: Diabetics under hemodialysis showed poorer prognosis and more frequent
episodes of sudden death than non-diabetics under hemodialysis.
METHODS: In order to analyze the poor prognosis, we detected episodes of
arrhythmia and evaluated cardiac autonomic nerve functions in hemodialysed
diabetics without peripheral neuropathy (HD group), age-matched diabetics
without peripheral neuropathy nor autonomic neuropathy (NN group), and age-
matched diabetics with symptoms of autonomic neuropathy (AN group). The
averaged (f SEM) low frequency (LF; 0.03-0.15Hz) and high frequency (HF; 0.15-
0.4Hz) components, which represent cardiac sympathetic nerve function and para-
sympathetic function, respectively, were calculated from 24 hour RR-intervals by
means of power spectral analysis for 24 hours (24h: 8h-8h), daytime (12h-18h),
and midnight (Oh-6h).
RESULTS HD group showed significantly lower 24h-LF (41 ± 16 vs 322 ± 83
msec2, p<0.05) and 24h-IIF (51 ± 8 vs 162 f 34 msec2, p<0.05) than NN group,
which were comparable to those of AN group (27 ± 8 for 24h-LF and 43 ± 9 for
24h-HF). Daytime (12h-18h) averaged sympathetic function (LF) was significantly
lower in HD and AN than that in NN group (36 ± 15, 29 ± 6, 340 ± 98,
respectively). Midnight (Oh-6h) averaged pars-sympathetic function (HF) was
significantly lower in HD and AN than in NN group (56 f 17, 47 ± 12,'200 ± 40,
respectively). The episodes of arrhythmia were comparable among HD, NN, and
AN groups.
CONCLUSION: In spite of non-symptoms of autonomic neuropathy,
hemodialyzed diabetics showed impaired cardiac autonomic functions comparable
to those of diabetics with symptomatic autonomic neuropathy, which might result
in their poor prognosis.
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POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS OF R-R INTERVALS UNDER 24-HOUR
HOLTER ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN PATIENT WITH NIDDM WHO
DEVELOPED INCREASED BLOOD PRESSURE AT NIGHT

N.Asahi, T. Sato, A. Ohno, and A. Ueki
Hachioji Medical Center of Tokyo Medical College,Tokyo, Japan

[Objective] The mechanism of an abnormality in diurnal variation of blood pressure
seen in patients with diabetes mellitus was studied by means of power spectrum
analysis of R-R intervals under 24-hour loiter electrocardiograms.
[Subjects and Methods] The subjects were 69 in-patients with NIDDM. Each
patient wore a portable " noninvasive automatic blood pressure meter and were
administered a Holter electrocardiogram at about 2:00 p.m. Based on their 24-hour
blood pressure pattern, the patients were classified into three groups: a first group in
which blood pressure decreased at night (the decreased group), a second group in
which blood pressure flattened at night (the flattened group) and a third group in
which blood pressure increased at night (the increased group). The R-R intervals
obtained from Hotter electrocardiogram were analyzed every 512 seconds by means of
fast Fourier transformation to draw a power spectrogram. In some patients urine
was divisionally sampled during the day and at night to measure catecholamine.
[Results] The coefficient of variation (CV) of R-R at rest in the increased group was
1.7%, and 1.2% in the flattened group, both of which were lower than the CV R-R of
the decreased group at 2.6%. The excretory amount of catecholamine in the urine of
the increased group decreased during the day and at night in comparison with that of
the decreased group. In the decreased group, low frequency (LF) was superior
during the day and high frequency (HF) was superior at night under the power
spectrum. In the increased group, both th8 LF and HF components decreased, and
some patients actually showed very few HF components. 	 [Discussion]
Increased blood pressure at night seen in patients with diabetes mellitus is profoundly
associated with the level of autonomic disorder. Especially, in consideration of the
results of the power spectrum of R-R intervals, the disappearance of any change in the
vibrational amplitude of the maximum frequency as well as the disappearance of the
HF components alone could be associated with the disappearance or reversal of
diurnal variations in blood pressure. It also is possible that increased blood pressure
at night might be attributable to parasympathetic hypoactivity rather than sympathetic
hypoactivity, taking their mechanisms into account.
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MYOCARDIAL PERFUSION, ECG-INDICES AND CARDIAC
REFLEX TESTS IN NEWLY DIAGNOSED AND LONG-TERM IDDM
M. Meierl' 2, O. Schnell 1 ' 2, D. Muhr2, M. Weiss3, M. Haslbeckl , 2,
K. Tatsch3, E. Standl1 ' 2; 1 Diabetes Research Inst, and Third Med.

Dept., Schwabing City Hospital, Munich; 2Diabetes Research Inst.,

Munich; 3Dept. of Nuclear Med., University of Munich, Germany
Myocardial perfusion of 20 newly diagnosed and 40 long-term IDDM
patients without clinical evidence for coronary artery disease was
assessed with a Tc-99m-methoxy-isobutyl-isonitrile (Tc-99m-MIBI)
scintigraphy with regard to ECG-based indices (PQ segment, QRS
complex, QT and QTc interval). Global and regional (anterior, lateral,
posterior, septal and apical) mean tracer activities were grouped into
a myocardial uptake score (MU-score: 1-6). Five cardiac reflex tests
were performed to assess cardiac autonomic neuropathy (CAN).
None of the diabetic patients demonstrated significant myocardial
perfusion defects (MU-score > 3). In newly diagnosed IDDM, QRS-
complex correlated with global (p < 0.05) and posterior (p < 0.01)
99mTc-MIBI uptake. QTc interval was related to global (p = 0.02),
posterior (p < 0,05) and septal (p < 0.05) 99mTc-MIBI uptake. In
long-term IDDM, a correlation between apical 99mTc-MIBI uptake
and QTc interval was observed (p < 0.05). One patient (5 %),with
newly diagnosed and 17 (42.5 %) patients with long-term IDDM
demonstrated ECG-based CAN (>_ 2 abnormal reflex tests). No
significant differences in global and regional myocardial Tc-99m-MIBI
uptake, PQ segment, QRS complex, QT and QTc interval were
observed between diabetic patients with and without CAN. The study
demonstrates that CAN in IDDM patients without clinical evidence for
coronary artery disease occurs in the absence of myocardial
perfusion defects. In this group, ECG indices are not strongly related
to myocardial perfusion.
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QT DISPERSION IN PATIENTS WITH CARDIAC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
DURING INSULIN - DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS.

K Wanic, W. Dynowski, E. Kozek, D. Galicka - Latala and J. Sieradzki. Department
and Clinic of Metabolic Diseases - Jagellonian University, Cracow, Poland.

Patients with diabetic cardiac autonomic neuropathy are particullarly at risk of sudden
death as the result of ventricular arrythmias. Our objective was the measurement of QT
and QTc dispersion and the assesment of influence of cardiac autonomic neuropathy on
QT and QTc dispersion in patients with insulin - dependent diabetes mellitus. Patients
were tested for cardiac autonomic neuropathy using ProSciCard system. We carried out
four tests: resting pulse, deep breathing pulse, Ewing test, Valsalva maneuwer. QT
interval was measured manual on the basis of 3 tests on each of 12 - lead ECGs. We
studied 44 patients (23 men, 21 women) in which 21 with cardiac autonomic
neuropathy (14 men, 7 women) and 23 without cardiac autonomic neuropathy (9 men,
14 women). Mean QTc interval by Bazett's formula in the group with cardiac
autonomic neuropathy was 0.4099 "Jack ± 0.0300 and was significantly higher than

in the group without cardiac autonomic neuropathy (0.3767 .sek ± 0.0294) (p <
0.00 1). The QT dispersion is the difference between the maximum and minimum QT
across the 12 - lead ECG. QT dispersion in the group with cardiac autonomic
neuropathy was statistically higher than in the group without cardiac autonomic
neuropathy (mean 0.0511 a ± 0.0159 vs 0.0319 a ± 0.0104; p < 0.001). In the group
with cardiac autonomic neuropathy QTc dispersion was significantly statistically higher
( mean 0.0620 y/sek ± 0.0219 vs 0.0501 sek ± 0.0134; p < 0.05). Our result
show higher QT and QTc dispersion in patients with cardiac autonomic neuropathy
which can be the reason of higher risk of ventricular anythmias.
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Cognitive Function in NIDDM Patients before and after Glycemic Adjustment
M. Mussell, W.Hewer, F. Rist, *B. Kulzer, *K.H. Bergis
Central Institute of Mental Health, Mannheim, Germany
'Research Institute of the Diabetes-Academy, Bad Mergentheim, Germany

Several studies have found cognitive impairment in Type II -Diabetes sub-
jects (DS). However, data are not consistent on all accounts. This study was
conducted to determine cognitive impairment in DS with neuropsycholoical
methods. We hypothesized that glycemic state and diabetic late complica-
tions affect cognitive performance.
54 DS inpatients (58,8  + 6,0 years) were compared at admission (t1: GHb
13,3 + 1,6%; FPG 205,4 + 40,1 mg/dl) and after glycemic correction, mainly
by insulin (t2: GHb 11,6 + 1,3%; FPG 111,2 + 17,8mg/dl), with 30 age-
matched non-diabetic controls, tested in the same interval of 14 days. Cogni-
tive function was assessed on memory, learning, processing speed and reac-
tion time in a focused-attention task. Scores of depression and intelligence,
relevant variables of diabetes and general health status were controlled.
First results of ANOVA show: reaction time is prolonged in DS (p<.01), they
reproduce fewer words (p<.05), and recall fewer words from immediate mem-
ory (p<.01) than controls. In the two latter tasks DS decline from ti to t2
(p<.05). DS with the greatest reduction of FPG (237,1 + 27,3 to 97,1 +
9,5mg/dI) show a decrease in reproduced words (p<.05). DS with microangio-
pathic and neuropathic late complications reproduce fewer words (p<.05) and
have a lower intelligence score for abstract reasoning (p<.05) than those
without late complications.
Cognitive impairment in DS were found primarily in the encoding of new in-
formation and in reaction time. According to our data late complications have
important impact on cognitive performance. The impact of FPG on perform-
ance is seen as a transient effect of metabolic adaptation. The results of the
3-month follow-up study may confirm these findings. Information on neuro-
physiological processing is expected from the data of evoked potentials.
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The evaluation of the frequency of asymptomatic central diabetic neuropathy in
insulin dependent diabetic children with auditory, visual and somatosensorial evoked
potentials.

S. Mikla, A. Aydm, N. Uzun, C. Fictcioglu, M. Arapoglu, E. Adal. University of
Istanbul, Cerrahpa,a Medical Faculty, Deptartment of Pediatrics, Istanbul, Turkey.

To investigate the frequency of asymptomatic diabetic encephalopathy, we examined
the somatosensorial (SEP), visual (VEP) and auditory (BAEP) evoked potentials in
insulin dependent diabetic children whose visual, auditory and somatosensorial
functions were normal. 36 diabetic patients, 21 female, 15 male and 10 normal
children at the same age and sex were included in the study. Diabetes duration varied
between 6 months and 11 years (average 4.6 ±2.6 years), with average control of
disease (1-IbAIC: %10.97± 4.02) and ages varied between 6 years and 17 years
(average 11.1 ±3.24 years). Supraspinal (central) somatosensorial conduction was
normal whereas median nerve (wrist-C7: p<0.001, wrist -scalp: p< 0.001) and tibial
nerve (ankle -scalp: p<0.05) SEP latencies were significantly delayed as compared
to control group.
Right eye, left eye and intraocular VEP (P100) latencies were also significantly
delayed as compared to control group (for each one p<0.00 1).
Evaluation of auditory pathways by BAEP revealed normal latencies at I., II., and
III. waves, however IV. wave latencies (right p<0.001, left p<0.05) and V. wave
latencies (tight: p<0.05, left: p<0.001) were found to be delayed. Interpeak latencies
were also delayed between I-V (right: p<0.05, left: p<0.001) and between I-III (left
p<0.05).
Age, sex, duration and control degree of diabetes did not correlate with SEP, VEP or
BAEP abnortnalities.
Peripheral SEP pathology was found in 13 patients (36.1%), central BAEP pathology
in 14 patients (39%) and VEP abnormalities were seen in 9 patients (25%) whose
somatosensorial , auditory and visual functions were intact, respectively. 17 patients
(47.3%) had either abnormal BAEP or abnormal VEP results.
These electrophysiological results revealed that 47.3% of the patients included in this
study had asymptomatic central encephalopatity and 39% of the patients had
asymptomatic peripheral sensorial neuropathy unrelated to age, sex, duration and
control degree of diabetes.
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CENTRAL MOTOR INVOLVEMENT IN TYPE I DIABETIC SUBJECTS: A
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDY.
L.Pisano, C.Suraci, M.Giuliano, M.G.Pennafina, *M.T.Desiato, *C.Ianni,
*M.G.Palmieri and *M.D. Caramia. Divisione di Malattie del Ricambio, Ospedale
S.Eugenio, *Clinica Neurologica, University Tor Vergata, Roma, Italy

The aim of this study is to evaluate, in a group of type 1 diabetic patients, most
without clinical symptoms of neuropathy, the presence of neurophysiological signs
of peripheral and central nervous system involvement. Thirtyone well compensated
patients (HbAlc<6,5% ; aged 18-45 years ; duration of diabetes 1-20 years) were
enrolled in the study. The following neurophysiologic tests were performed: surface
neurography of median and tibial nerves, "near nerve" sensitive neurography of
sural nerve; Motor Evoked Potentials (MEPs) to magnetic brain Trans-Cranial
Stimulation (TCS) through a regular coil applied on the scalp at optimal positions
for hand and foot motor areas; sudomotor palmar responses to electric median
nerve, brain TCS and cervical roots stimulation (skin test). Significant differences
between controls (25 healthy age-matched subjects) and diabetics in the excitability
threshold of MEPs (THR lower limbs=56.3±6.8 vs 70.6±12 % - p<0.001; THR
upper limbs=39.4±3.6 vs 48.9±9.1 % - p<0.001), but not in the central conduction
time (CCT lower limbs=12.7±1.2 vs 13.4±2.7 msec; CCT upper limbs=5.6±0.8 vs
6.1±1.2 msec) were found. Twenty-two subjects had a mixed, mainly axonal,
neuropathy in the lower limbs and 4 in all four limbs. MEP parameters showed, in
the lower limbs, increased THR in 11 patients and prolonged CCT in 5 patients.
Motor central involvement for the upper limbs was found in 16 patients lacking sign
of peripheral neuropathy: increased THR was detected in 12 patients and
prolonged CCT was found in 4 patients. The skin test was absent in 12 diabetics, 3
of whom without peripheral involvement. Five out of nine patients, suffering from
diabetes for less than three years, presented signs of polyneuropathy and
involvement of central motor pathways, whilst three out of nine had only a
pathologic skin test. The present study shows a subclinical central motor
involvement in some patients with was not correlated with the occurrence of
peripheral neuropathy, possibly suggesting a distinguished pathophysiology
responsable for central and/or peripheral involvement.

2266
HEART RATE VARIABILITY AND MORTALITY. THE ARIC STUDY
JM Dekker, RS Crow, AR Folsom, P Hannan, DP Liao, EG Schou-
ten, CA Swenne, Inst. For Research in Extramural Medicine, Vrije
Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Low HRV is a marker of sympathetic predominance, and is associa-
ted with mortality risk in patients with heart disease. We studied the
predictive value of HRV in the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities
Study, a prospective study of 16,000 men and women, aged 45-64,
using a case-cohort design.

At baseline, in 1987-1989, 2-minute rhythm strips were recorded.
HRV was determined in a random sample of 900 subjects without
CHD, and in all deaths through 1993 (423). Subjects were categori-
zed according to the tertile-distribution in the random sample. Relati-
ve rates of total- and cause-specific mortality, and 95% confidence
intervals, were computed using Poisson regression for case-cohort
design, adjusting for age, race and field center. For cancer analyses,
subjects with a history of cancer were excluded.

Subjects with low HRV had an adverse cardiovascular risk profile
and higher risk of mortality from all causes (see table). The associa-
tions could not be attributed to other risk factors, or to prevalent
diseases. These results suggest low HRV may be an indicator of
poor general health.

HRV 	All causes CVD 	cancer 	other
SDNM# cases: 423	 134	 162	 89
< 23.7	 1	 1	 1	 1
23.7-34.7	 0.6 (0.5-0.9) 0.5 (0.3-0.9) 0.9 (0.6-1.3) 0.5 (0.3-0.9)
z 34.8	 0.6 (0.5-0.9) 0.4 (0.2-0.6) 1.2 (0.7-1.8) 0.4 (0.2-0.8)
pNN50
< 0.8	 1	 1	 1	 1
0.8-5.5	 0.4 (0.3-0.5) 0.3 (0.2-0.5) 0.5 (0.3-0.7) 0.3 (0.2-0.9)
z 5.5	 0.6 (0.5-0.9) 0.4 (0.2-0.6) 1.0 (0.7-1.5) 0.6 (0.4-1.1)

SDNN: standard deviation of all RR intervals (msec)
pNN50: % successive RR intervals differing z50 msec

2267
CARDIAC SYMPATHETIC DYSINNERVATION IN DIABETES: AN EXPLANATION FOR
ENHANCED CARDIOVASCULAR RISK?
MJ Stevens, DM Raffel, DM Wieland, MA Pfeifer and M Schwaiger. University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor and Southern Illinois University School of Medicine,
Springfield, USA.
Regional cardiac sympathetic hyperactivity predisposes to malignant arrhythmias in
non-diabetic (ND) cardiac disease. Conversely, cardiac sympathetic denervation
predicts increased mortality in severe diabetic autonomic neuropathy (DAN). Diabetic
patients however experience proportionally greater cardioprotection from (3-blockade.
We propose that in diabetes, regional cardiac denervation may induce regional
sympathetic hyperactivity and ischemia which may act as a focus for chemical and
electrical instability. We have used positron emission tomography and C-11
hydroxyephedrine (RED) to explore regional changes in cardiac sympathetic neuronal
density and tone and N-13 ammonia to measure regional changes in myocardial blood
flow (MBF) at rest and after intravenous adenosine (140 .tg/kg/min) in diabetic
patients with and without DAN. Cardiac scans were performed in 10 diabetic control
subjects without DAN (DAN-), 9 subjects with DAN (4 mild and 5 severe) and 14
healthy subjects. 40% of DAN(-)subjects had abnormalities of cardiac RED retention.
In mild DAN, only distal inferior left ventricular (LV) tracer defects were observed
but in severe DAN, defects also involved the distal and proximal anterolateral walls.
Absolute tracer retention was paradoxically increased by 63% (p<0.05) in the
proximal segments of severe DAN subjects compared to the same segments in mild
DAN subjects (60% p<0.05 greater than ND subjects) while distally tracer retention
was decreased in these subjects by 42% (p<0.05). No washout of tracer was observed
in the proximal segments, consistent with normal regional tone but increased
sympathetic innervation. Coronary flow reserve was decreased only in severe DAN
subjects who achieved only 49% (p = 0.0004) and 51% (p = 0.01) of the values
measured in ND and DAN(-) subjects, respectively. Reduction of myocardial vascular
resistance on adenosine infusion during severe DAN subjects was identical to DAN(-)
subjects in the distal denervated myocardium, but was markedly blunted in the
proximal hyperinnervated segments, where vasodilation was attenuated by 35% (p =
0.04). Diabetes may result in LV sympathetic dysinnervation with proximal
hyperinnervation complicating distal denervation. The hyperinnervated segments also
demonstrate elevated vascular resistance. These findings could result in potentially
life-threatening myocardial electrical instability and explain the enhanced
cardioprotection from (3-blockade in these subjects.
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IODINE-123-METAIODOBENZYLGUANIDINE IMAGING AND
CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM.
K.Kamado, S.Gorogawa, A.Kuroda, T.Morozumi, S.Nanto, M. Nagata ,
T.Shimonagata*, and M.Fukuchi**.Kansai Rosai Hospital, *Osaka
Prefectural General Hospital, and **Hyogo College of Medicine, Hyogo,
JAPAN

It has been reported that abnormality in I-123 metaiodo benzylguanidine
(MIBG) uptake is closely related to sympathetic nerve dysfunction in

diabetics . But, in some cases, asymptomatic coronary artery disease is
coexisted in abnormal MIBG accumulation . In this study ,the patients
with non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) is undertaken to
examine the relationship between abnormality in MIBG uptake imaging
and coronary artery disease. We compare the H/M ratio of MIBG between
68 NIDDM patients (Group N, male:36,female:32, Age 62+/-6 y.o.) and 7
non diabetic patients (Group C, male:5,female2, Age 60+/-10 y. o.). We
studied a coronary angiogram in 37 NIDDM patients who had abnormality
of MIBG imaging (Group NA, male:l7cases, female: 20cases, Age:65.6+/-
8.6 y.o.). (1)The group N had a lower H/M ratio than those in group C(
3.1 +/-0.3 vs. 2.74+/-0.42, p<0.05 ). (2) In group NA, 7 cases had
detected more than 75 % stenosis of coronary arteries (Group A), 12 cases
had 25% or 50% stenosis (Group B) and remains 18 cases are normal
coronary angiogram (Group C). We found that the more severe stenosis
of coronary artery, the lower the H/M ratio, but not significantly ((A)
2.38+/-0.52, (B) 2.38+/-0.54, (C) 2.66+/-0.32, (A)vs. (C), p = 0.11, (B)
vs.(C), p=0.06 ). Group A were patients with asymptomatic myocardial
ischemia. And 2 cases of them had decreased MIBG uptake in
corresponding to areas perfused by severe stenosis of coronary arteries. In
conclusion, the H/M ratio in diabetics tends to lower than those in non
diabetic patients. But, if we will find abnormality of MIBG uptake imaging
in diabetics, we must role out asymptomatic coronary artery disease.

2269
LEFT VENTRICULAR MASS AND MYOCARDIAL SYMPATHETIC
INNERVATION IN TYPE I DIABETICS WITH AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY.
M. Pellegrinotti, S. Frontoni, #V. Spallone, *A. Giordano, *V. Rufini, $S.
Grego, @G. Testa, *L. Troncone and S. Gambardella - Diabetology and
#Endocrinology, University "Tor Vergata"; *Nuclear Medicine and
$Cardiology, UCSC, @San Camillo Hospital, Rome, Italy.
Myocardial uptake of 123 I- metaiodobenzylguanidine (MIBG) is decreased
in type I diabetics (IDDM) with autonomic neuropathy (AN). Moreover, we
previously demonstrated increased left ventricular mass (LVMI) in diabetics
with autonomic neuropathy. Aim: to investigate the impact of diabetic AN
on LVMI and its relationship to circadian rhythm of blood pressure (BP), and
on myocardial sympathetic innervation in normotensive IDDM. We studied 8
IDDM, 4 with autonomic neuropathy (AN+) and 4 without (AN-)
(cardiovascular tests), basally and after 6 months of evening treatment with
an a-blocker (doxazosin). patients underwent 24-h BP measurement, M-
mode echo- cardiographic recording, planar scan and single-photon
emission tomography with 123 I-MIBG and 99mTc-MIBI to assess myocardial
sympathetic innervation and perfusion. The two groups were comparable
for all the main clinical characteristics. Before drug administration, BP
although similar in the two groups during the day, was significantly higher in
AN+ during the night (A mean BP AN-: 8.9±1.5 vs AN+:-5.3±1.7, p<0.05).
LVMI was in the normal range in both groups and slightly, but not
significantly increased in AN+. Posterior wall was significantly increased in
AN+ (AN-: 7.4±0.2 vs AN+: 8.7±0.5 mm, p<0.03). The heart/mediastinum
uptake ratio of 123 I-MIBG (H/M) was significantly reduced in AN+ (2.04±0.1
vs AN-: 2.34±0.1, p<0.04). H/M significantly correlated with autonomic
score (r2=0.6, p<0.05), deep breathing (r2=0.8, p<0.005), orthostatic
hypotension (r2=0.6, p<0.05). Preliminary results suggest that doxasin
treatment decreases LVMI (basal: 109.3±9.8 vs 6 month: 97.9±5.1 g/m 2 '
p<0.05) and increases A mean BP (basal: -5.3±1.7 vs 6 month: 5.5±2.5,
p<0.05). In conclusion, 123 I-MIBG allows to detect sympathetic innervation
abnormalities in diabetic neuropathy, which in turn may play a role in
determining those myocardial abnormalities largely known to be involved in
the pathogenesis of sudden deaths.
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SENSITIVITY OF HEART SCINTIGRAPHIC IMAGING USING

(123 I) MIBG COMPARED TO EWING TESTS IN CARDIAC
AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY IN DIABETES

E. Cosson, H. Mayaudon, M. Ducorps, J.F. Gaillard, G. Prevost,
M. Pellan, G. Belmejdoub and B. Bauduceau. HBpital d'Instruction
des Armees Begin, 94160 Saint Mande, FRANCE

Cardiac autonomic neuropathy is a frequent complication of diabetes
leading to resting tachycardia, postural hypotension, painless myocardial
ischaemia, rhythm disturbances and sudden cardiac death. The aim of
the study was to evaluate in a diabetic population the sensitivity of two
exploration modes of autonomic neuropathy in diabetics : the Ewing
tests which are, at present time, the reference method and the (123I)
meta-iodo-benzylguanidine (MIBG) single photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT) which evaluates the cardiac sympathetic
innervation. Patients and methods : 9 male insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus patients were studied. Mean age was 40.7 ± 15 years and
diabetes duration was 10.8 ± 6 years. None had hypertension or
macroangiopathy as demonstrated by patient's history, clinical
examination, rest and exercise electrocardiography and ambulatory
blood pressure monitoring. The complications observed were
background retinopathy in 2 patients, incipient nephropathy in 3 and a
peripheral neuropathy in 4 patients. Ewing tests, i.e. Valsalva maneuver,
beat to beat heart rate variation during deep breathing and standing,
blood pressure response to standing and to sustained handgrip, were
performed. The results were considered as pathologic when the score
was over 2. After injection of 10 mCi (123-I) MIBG, planar imagies were
realized at times 1, 2 and 4 hours and SPECT imagies after 2 hours. The
heart/mediastinum uptake ratio was calculated. Results : We noted
abnormalities of planar imagies in 3 patients, SPECT imagies in 1, and
both in 1 patient. None was positive for EWING tests. Conclusion :
although MIBG SPECT will explore only the sympathetic innervation,
these preliminary findings suggest that this technique could be more
sensitive for the evaluation of cardiac autonomic neuropathy.
Nevertheless cost and lack of disponibility of this technique should limit
its use.

2271
HEART RATE VARIABILITY DURING EUGLYCEMIC, HYPERINSULINEMIC
CLAMP IN OFFSPRING OF NIDDM PATIENTS AND CONTROL SUBJECTS
T.Laitinen, I.Vauhkonen, L.Niskanen, J.Hartikainen, E.Ltinsimies, M.Uusitupa and
M. Laakso. Dept. of Clinical Physiology and Nuclear Medicine and Dept. of
Medicine, Kuopio University Hospital, Kuopio, Finland
Sympathetic activation has been considered as a link between insulin resistance,
hyperinsulinemia and hypertension. However, little is known about the association
between insulin sensitivity and autonomic regulation as well as the effect of acute
hyperinsulinemia on cardiac sympathovagal balance. The aim of this study was to
investigate the effects of insulin sensitivity and insulin infusion on heart rate
variability (HRV) during euglycemic, hyperinsulinemic clamp study. We studied 35
non-diabetic offspring of non-insulin dependent diabetes (NIDDM) patients and 14
controls. The probands were chosen from a 10-year follow-up study of patients with
well-characterized NIDDM according to their fasting C-peptide level (selected from
the both ends of the distribution) and from control subjects to form three groups:
group with parental history of insulin resistant NIDDM (phR, n=18), other with
parental history of insulin sensitive NIDDM (phS, n=17) and a control group with
parental history of normal glucose metabolism (phN, n=14). In phR-group whole
body glucose uptake (M-value) was lower than in phS- and phN-groups (7.5±2.4 vs
10.1±1.9 and 11.3±3.1 mg/kg/min, p<0.05). In the pooled population M-value
correlated with low frequency (LF, r=0.34, p<0.05) and high frequency (HF, r=0.29,
p<0.05) spectral components of HRV. In all groups heart rate increased significantly
during insulin infusion. In phR-group insulin infusion increased also total power of
HRV (from 2695±414 to 3804±590 ms2, p<0.01) and LF/HF ratio (from 2.19±0.30
to 4.11±0.81, p<0.01) and decreased power of HF spectral component (from 391±66
to 276±42 ms 2, p<0.01), whereas in other groups changes in HRV were non-
significant. In conclusion, insulin resistance was associated with decreased cardiac
vagal activity. Exogenous insulin changed cardiac autonomic balance toward
sympathetic predominance. In addition, HRV-response was modulated by the
parental history of the NIDDM phenotype.
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AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY IN INSULIN DEPENDENT PATIENTS
ASSESSED BY SPECTRAL HEART RATE VARIABILITY ANALYSIS
D.Galicka-Latafa, A. Surdacki*, J. Dubiel* and J. Sieradzki. Depts. of
Metabolic Diseases and *Cardiology, Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland

In diabetic patients with advanced diabetic neuropathy heart rate variability
(HRV) is known to be depressed. To evaluate the pattern of cardiovascular
autonomic dysbalance 96 insulin dependent patients (mean age: 33.4 years,
diabetes duration 10.54 years, treated only with insulin four time a day) and
30 healthy volunteers were studied. The following short-term heart rate
variability (HRV) measures were assessed by a computer assisted technique
(ProSciCard, Linden, Germany): standard deviation (SD), coefficient of
variation (CV), root mean square successive difference of RR intervals
(RMSSD), expiration/inspiration ratio, MCR, Valsalva ratio (VR), max/min R-
R ratio on standing. Absolute and relative (%) spectral analysis HRV power in
3 standard frequency bands: VLF (0.01-0.05 Hz), LF (0.05-0.15Hz), HF
(0.15-0.50 Hz) was assessed by Fast Fourier Transform. We compared
healthy group with IDDM patients without retinopathy (RO), with
nonproliferative retinopathy (Hi) and with proliferative retinopathy (R2).
Results: The following parameters had the highest strenght of discrimination
between examined groups: C vs RO: Ln ratio LF/HF (-0.55 vs0.33; p=0.001),
RMSSD (60.19 vs 39.55 p=0.04), C vs R1: LnHF (-0.40 vs -1.52; p=0.002),
Ln total power (1.69 vs 0.51; p=0.03), C vs R2: LnVLF (0.41 vs -1.23;
p=0.001), LnLF (0.25 vs -1.96; p=0.0006), LnHF (-0.40 vs -1.74; p=0.002),
Lntotal power (1.69 vs -0.39; p=0.00004), RMSSD (60.19 vs 12.96;
p=0.00001), HR (69.92 vs 84.35; p=0.03). Conclusions: 1. The gradually
more pronounced difference between the diabetic patiens with retinopathy
and control group seems to be inseparably connected with the degree of
diabetic complication. 2. As compared to time domain measures, spectral
analysis seems to be more precise in differentiation diabetic patients without
complications from control group.

2273

HOLTER SPECTRAL ANALYSIS : A TECHNIQUE WITH A
FUTURE FOR CARDIAC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
ASSESSMENT IN DIABETES
M.Pellan, B. Bauduceau, X. Chanudet, H. Mayaudon, M. Ducorps,
N. P. Chau, P. Larroque. Hbpital d'Instruction des Armees Begin,
69 avenue de Paris, 94160 Saint-Mande, FRANCE.

The frequency of diabetic cardiac autonomic neuropathy (DCAN) is
probably underestimated and its assessment is still based on Ewing tests.
New techniques could help to earlier and easier detection. Patients and
methods: 30 patients with insulin-dependent diabetes were studied, 20
males and 10 females, aged 20 to 66 years (mean : 38.1 ± 11 yrs). None of
these patients had a cardio-vascular treatment. The five Ewing tests have
been performed for each patient by the same operator, in standardized
conditions, the results.beeing expressed as a score from 0 to 1 for each
maneuver. Heart rate variability (HRV), which reflects autonomic control, has
been studied by spectral analysis of 24 hour continuous ECG record (ECG
Holter Elatec, HRV Software, Ela Medical, France). Spectral analysis was
performed using a nonparametric method by calculation of Fast Fourier
Transform values (FFT). A particular study was done for day time
(sympathetic tract prevalent) and night time (parasympathetic tract
prevalent). Results: a severe DCAN (total score >2) was detected in 5
patients. A significant correlation (p<0.001) has been found between total
score of Ewing tests and FFT values, showing a depressed heart rate
variability (HRV) in case of DCAN. The correlation is especially apparent
between night FFT and the parasympathetic tests : Valsalva maneuver (r :
0.603), heart rate response to deep breathing (r: 0.664) and heart rate
response to standing up (r : 0.448). In opposition, the correlations of FFT
with other maneuvers (sustained handgrip, BP response to standing up)
have a borderline statistical significance.
Conclusion : the 24 hour continuous ECG record appears to be a relevant
technique in diabetic patients for the detection of DCAN and may help in
coronary heart disease. Spectral analysis of ECG Holler is a simple method
which does not require the patient's contribution as it does in Ewing tests.
But it is now necessary, by the mean of large studies, to define reliable
criteria for DCAN quantization in spectral analysis.

2274

THE CIRCADIAN ASSESSMENT OF HEART RATE VARIABILITY
IN DIABETIC SUBJECTS.
S. Teshima, Y. Tanaka, Y. Fujimoto, K. Narasaki, H. Ochi,
T. Ikeda, and C. Shigemasa: Tottori University, Yonago, Japan.

The aim of this study was to investigate the circadian rhythm of heart
rate variability (HRV) and to evaluate its clinical significance in diabetic
subjects. One hundred and thirty-six diabetic patients and forty-eight
non-diabetic subjects underwent 24 hour ambulatory ECG monitoring.
HRV was evaluated hourly using the spectral variables of total frequency
(0.01-1.00 Hz: TF), low frequency (0.04-0.15 Hz: LF), high frequency
components (0.15-0.40 Hz: HF), and LF/HF ratio. The mean TF, LF,
and HF for 24 h were significantly lower (p<0.0001) in diabetic subjects
than in controls (21.7±8.5ms vs. 29.4±6.2ms, 11.2±5.Oms vs.
15.9±4.3ms, and 7.9±3.5ms vs. 10.3±2.9ms; respectively). The mean
LF/HF ratio for 24 h was lower in diabetic subjects than in controls, but
the difference does not reach statistical significance (1.46±0.48 vs.
1.60±0.40, p=0.08). The midnight (1:00am-6:00am) / daytime
(1:00pm-6:00pm) ratio (N/D ratio) of TF, LF, or HF does not show any
differences between diabetic subjects and control subjects. The N/D ratio
of LF/HF ratio was higher in diabetic subjects than in controls, but the
difference was not statistically significant (94±27% vs. 88±30%, p=0.10).
During the daytime the mean LF/HF ratio was significantly lower in
diabetic subjects than in control subjects (1.47±0.48 vs. 1.72±0.58,
p<0.02). We concluded that parasympathetic TF and HF were
significantly lower throughout 24hr period, while the sympathetic LF/HF
ratio was significantly lower only in daytime, suggesting that sympathetic
nervous function analyzed by the HRV should be evaluated by the day-
time recordings of Hotter monitoring in diabetic subjects.

2275

CARDIAC AUTONOMIC DYSFUNCTION IN LONG-STANDING TYPE-
I-DIABETES WITH AND WITHOUT NEPHROPATHY

J. Meinhold, E. Wessel and P.T. Sawicki; Dept. of Metabolic Diseases and
Nutrition, Heinrich-Heine-University, Dusseldorf, Germany

The increased mortality risk in type-I-diabetic patients has repeatedly been
linked to cardiac autonomic neuropathy (CAN). CAN may contribute to
myocardial electrical instability and an increased risk of sudden death. We
have studied CAN in 66 consecutive patients with type-I-diabetes (>10years
duration). 24 had no diabetic nephropathy, 19 incipient and 23 overt
nephropathy (diabetes duration 21, 32, 31 years; HbAlc 7.4%, 7.4%, 8.0%;
hypertension was present in 5%, 25%, 96%; mean values). A cohort of 184
healthy subjects served as control group. Standardized assessment of CAN
was performed with short-term spectral analysis (Variapulse TF3), spectral
power was used as an index of autonomic activity in two frequency-areas. In
the low-frequency area (0.06-0.15 Hz) which mainly represents sympathetic
activity, spectral power was predominantly reduced in patients with nephro-
pathy (incipient: median 138 ms 2 [upper;lower quartile: 80;335], overt: 43
ms2 [18;229]) in comparison to patients without nephropathy (457 ms 2

[275;713]) and controls (521 mS Z [197;1000]; p<0.0001). In the high
frequency area (0.15-0.50 Hz) which is considered as an index of vagal
activity, diminished spectral power was observed in all patients (no
nephropathy: 462 msz [267;1078], incipient: 144 ms 2 [59;337], overt: 88 ms2

[30;234]) as compared to controls (707 msz [273;1476]; p<0.0001). These
results suggest that longstanding type-I-diabetes is associated with CAN and
that its pattern differs depending on the stage of nephropathy. Patients
without nephropathy show an impaired neural function with a predominantly
vagal damage. Patients with incipient and overt nephropathy show a
considerable loss of both vagal and sympathetic activity. These results
probably explain the higher risk of sudden death in patients with diabetic
nephropathy.
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BONE LOSS IN INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS PATIENTS
WITHOUT DIABETIC NEPHRTOPATHY
E.Goliat, K.Ostrowski, W.Marusza, A.Lipinska and J.Przedlacki. Medical
Academy of Warsaw, Warsaw Poland.

Insulin-dependent Diabetes Mellitus (IDDM) is thought to be one of risk
factors for secondary osteoporosis - diabetes osteopathy. The aim of the
study was to assess the bone mineralisation in diabetes type I patients in
age< 40 years old. The examined group consisted of 99 patients (45 women
and 54 men), with IDDM without diabetic nephropathy and without another
risk factors for osteoporosis. The control group consisted of 113 healthy
controls matched for age, sex, weight, height and calcium diet. The evaluation
of bone mineral density (BMD) was performed with the LUNAR DPX-L
apparatus in the AP projection for lumbar part of vertebral column (BMD
L2-L4), left femur neck (BMD-neck) and total skeleton (BMD-total). Bone
tissue metabolism was evaluated with the aid of some biochemical tests. The
results were related to: sex, age in which IDDM was diagnosed, duration of
IDDM, and metabolic control of diabetes. In patients with IDDM the BMD and
Z-score were significantly lower when compared to healthy subjects
(p<0.001), for all measured points. Bone loss was higher in diabetic men then
diabetic women. For all patients bone loss was higher when diabetes
appeared before 21 years of age. BMD seems to be dependent to duration of
IDDM and metabolic control of IDDM. In IDDM patients a higher level of: total
serum hydroxyproline (p<0.05), hydroxyproline in 3 hours and 24 hours urine
collection (p<0.01) and urine calcium in 3 hours morning collection (p<0.05)
were found. One the most important bone loss patomechanism in IDDM
seems to be a dominance of bone resorption over bone formation. The proof
to it are biochemical results of bone markers and the presence of statistically
important correlation coefficients between these parameters and BMD and
Z-score in IDDM patients.

2277
Bone changes in patients with insulin - dependent (type I) diabetes
mellitus
L.Koeva, H.Bohchelian, A.Klisarova, L.Pranchev and L.Svrakova
Clinic of Endocrinology, Department of Radiology, Department of
neurology, Medical University, Varna, Bulgaria
The aim of the study is to evaluate bone changes in patients with
insulin-dependent diabetes. We studied 60 healthy subjects and 112
diabetics (mean age-31,3±8,9 years, BMI-24,5±2,4 kg/m i, sex-ratio
M/F- 44/68) . Patients were subdivided into 2 groups matched for age,
gender and BMI: group 1-60 diabetics with poor control of diabetes
and chronic diabetic complications; group 2-52 diabetics with good
control without complications. Patients were subjected to a clinical
examination, bone densitometry, spinal radiography, electromyogra-
phy, bone scintigraphy, investigation of vibration perception
threshhold, doppler ankle/arm systolic pressure, microalbuminuria,
blood level of calcium, phosphorus, alkaline phosphatase. Bone mass
density (BMD) is lower in type I diabetics than in controls
(0,405±0,020 vs 0,520±0,025g/cry). BMD is lowest in patients with
poor control and chronic complications-diabetic foot, retinopathy,
neuropathy, nephropathy. A positive correlation between the degree
of neuropathy and BMD reduction is found. The estimated frequency
of osteopenia in group 1 and 2 is 33,4% vs 23% and for osteoporosis
24,2 % vs 12,4%. Insulin-dependent diabetics reveal lower BMD than
healthy subjects. Reduction of BMD is more frequent and is positively
correlated with diabetic control and complications- diabetic foot,
neuropathy, retinopathy, nephropathy. Index of Tc99-MDP fixation
in foot bone scintigraphy is higher in group 1 and is correlated
with decrease of BMD. Bone densitometry could be one of prognostic
tools for assessment and prevention of diabetic foot.
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LIMITED JOINT MOBILITY IN SUBJECT WITH

INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS.

N. Saka, G. Alper, R. Bundak, F. Darendeliler, H. Gunoz,

Endocrinology Unit, Department of Pediatrics, Istanbul

Faculty of Medicine, Istanbul University, Istanbul, Turkey

The frequency of limited joint mobility (LJM) was
investigated in 104 (55 girls, 49 boys) insulin dependent
diabetic patients and 82 (35 girls, 47 boys) control subjects.
In diabetic patients, mean age was 12.4 years (range: 3.6-28
years) and mean duration of diabetes was 4.5 years (range:
2 months - 16 years). LJM was observed in 32 patients (30.7
%) and 2 (2.4 %) control subjects. Mean age of patients with
LJM was 15.6 ±4.4 years while that in patients without LJM
was 10.9±3.9 years (p< 0.001). Mean duration of diabetes in
patients with LJM was also longer than in those without LJM

(6.7±4.4 years vs 3.5±2.3 years, p < 0.001). LJM was related

with age, puberty and duration of diabetes. In patients with

LJM, 64.5 % have a duration of diabetes greater than 5
years, 94 % of them were older than 10 years of age and 87
% were pubertal. No relation was found between LJM and

sex, HbAic and height and weight SDS and microvascular

complications. In conclusion, duration of diabetes, age, and

puberty were important factor influencing joint contractures.

2279

BONE METABOLISM IN IDDM PATIENTS WITH
INCIPIENT AND OVERT DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY.
P.Pontuch, J.Payer, Z.Killinger, E.Tos"erova.
Teaching Hospital, Bratislava, Slovakia
We investigated the bone metabolism in IDDM
patients with low-range normoalbuminuria and
high-range microalbuminuria or proteinuria.
We studied 25 patients (age<55yrs, females
with regular menstruation): Group A (n=18,
AER<10 µg/min), Group B (n=7, AER 100-1000
µg/min, serum creatinine<150 µcool/1)). Serum
parathormone (PTH) and osteocaicin (OC) were
assessed by RIA,	 serum bone alkaline
phosphatase (ALP-B) and tartrate-resistant
acid phosphatase (ACP-TR) by photometry. The
groups A and B did not differ in diabetes
duration (medians: 21vs22yrs), HbAlc (7.lvs

8.2%), creatinine (80vs95lunol/1). There was a
difference between two groups in ALP-B
(p<0.05)(380vs560 nkat/1).	 No significant
difference was found in PTH	 (0.Olvs0.2
ng/ml), OC (9.6vs13.7 ng/ml)	 and ACP-TR
(160vs174 nkat/1), although the values were
slightly increased in group B.	 We conclude
that slightly increased bone turnover
expressed mainly by biochemical parameters of
bone formation occurs in nonazotaemic IDDM
patients with proteinuria.
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THE EFFECTS OF CHRONIC PANCREATITIS AND DIABETES MELLITUS ON
BONE AND MINERAL METABOLISM.
R. Shires, JM Pettifor, G Moodley, CM Schnitzler. University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg, South Africa
Chronic pancreatitis (CP) due to alcohol has become common in urban black South
Africans and often causes diabetes. We examined bone histomorphometry and the
biochemical changes in 13 black male patients, aged 27-55, with alcohol-induced chronic
pancreatitis - 6 diabetic(D) and 7 nondiabetic(ND). Serum Ca,P,Mg, PTH, vitamin D
metabolites, osteocalcin, testosterone, leukocyte ascorbic acid, urine Ca and hydroxyproline
were compared to those of 12 healthy controls(C) or available control data. Transiliac bone
biopsies following tetracycline double-labelling were obtained for histomorphometric
analysis and compared to those of 26 age-matched healthy controls(C) for static
measurements, and to 8 controls for the dynamic data. TBV (% trabecular bone vol/total
vol), TbTh (trabecular thickness), OTh (osteoid thickness) and EDe (erosion depth) were
all significantly reduced in CP and the D (diabetic) subgroup vs C (see Table).

TBV(%)	 TbTh(um)	 OTh(pm)	 EDe(um)

C(n=26)	 21.2(12.4-32.8) 164(122-242)	 10(4.1-16.1)	 8(4.8-13.1)
CP(n=13)	 13.3(5.8-35.3)` 94(58-302)'	 8.5(3.1-10.3)`	 5(4-11.4)'
D(n=6)	 9.9(5.8-19.0)`	 87(58-107)s 	5.8(3.1-10.3)d	 4.7(4-6.2)"
ND(n7)	 18.3(8.1-35.3)	 97(82-302)`	 8.8(4.4-11.9)	 5.7(4.4-11.4)

Results are median (range).	 'p<0.0001; by<0.0002;`p<0.005; dp<0.02;`p<0.04 vs C.
Inn ND,however, only the TbTh was significantly reduced. There were more haemosiderin
laden macrophages/mm 2 bone marrow in CP: 8(0-140)vs C:0.5(0-26), p<0.005. Leukocyte
ascorbic acid levels were subnormal in 10 subjects. There were no differences in Ca, P,Mg,
PTH and osteocalcin between groups. 250H vitaminD (nmol/I) was reduced in CP
(33.8±5.0, mean ± SEM) and D(25±4.5) vs C(54.4±3.7), p<0.005 for both. 1,25(OH) 2D
(pmol/I) was reduced in D alone (52.8±7.8) vs C(95±4.4), p<0.03. In conclusion, CP
patients have reduced TBV, TbTh, OTh, and EDe, consistent with low bone mass and
turnover, especially in the diabetic subgroup. Apart from diabetes, other contributing
factors include alcohol, poor nutrition, vitamin C deficiency and dietary Fe overload.

2281

Increased uptake of 9im Tc - tetramethylene phosphonic acid in
sacroiliac joints of adolescents with diabetes mellitus.
O.V.Remizov', T.L.Kouraeva', E.S.Mach2 , O.V.Pushkova 2 , L.N.Denisov2 and
V.A.Peterkova'.	 'Endocrinology Research Centre, 2Institute of
Rheumatology, Moscow, Russia.
A wide range of musculoskeletal syndromes have been described in
association with IDDM. The aim of this study was to investigate the status of
the sacroiliac joints (SIJ) in adolescents suffering from IDDM.22 diabetic
patients (12 boys,l0 girls; mean age 13,8 ± 1,3 yrs.,rangel2-16 yrs.) were
divided into 3 groups. Group 1: 6 patients without limited joint mobility
(LJM),with diabetes duration from 1 to 2 yrs.(mean 1,6 ± 0,5 yrs.).Group 2A:
7 patients without LJM, with diabetes duration from 6 to 10 yrs.(mean 7,9 ±
1,4 yrs.).Group 2B: 9 patients with LJM, with diabetes duration from 6 to 12
yrs.(mean 8,2 ± 1,9 yrs.). 9 age- and sex- matched healthy adolescents were
studied as controls. SIJ were investigated using scintigraphy with 99in Tc-
tetramethylene phosphonic acid (5 MBg/kg.). The parameter for measuring
joint activity was a ratio of peak SIJ to peak sacrum counts (SIJ index).
Results (means ±SD): The diabetic patients showed increased SIJ uptake
(mean SIJ left index 1,44 ± 0,20 , mean SIJ right index 1,44 ± 0,20) in
comparison with controls (mean SIJ left index 1,19 ± 0,32, mean SIJ right
index 1,25 ±0,20;p< 0,05).The mean SIJ index in group 2A and in group 2B
had the same value (mean SIJ left index 1,43 ± 0,21,mean SIJ right index
1,42 ± 0,21 and mean SIJ left index 1,44 ± 0,22,mean SIJ right index 1,42 ±
0,21; respectively) that's why group 2A and group 2B were combined.
Comparing group 1 and group 2 (A,B) we found to diminished of the
increased SIJ index in group 2 (A,B) (not significant) and inversion ratio SIJ
left / SIJ right index (p< 0,01).Conclusion: This study shows that the
adolescents with IDDM frequently have increased uptake of 9 " Tc -
tetramethylene phosphonic acid in SIJ, and it could be a radiological sign of
subclinical sacroiliitis. These results are preliminary and need further
observation .

2282
BONE METABOLISM IN THE PATIENTS WITH NON-INSULIN

DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
:EFFECT OF INSULINTHERAPY

Kanae Shimizu, Masato Matsushima, Michihiko Maruyama,Rimei
Nishimura, Keiko Asao, Hironari Sano, Naoko Tajima. Department
of Internal Medicine (III), The Jikei University School of Medicine.

Because of the controversy findings so far published in the
patients with non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM), we
assessed bone mineral content (BMC) and bone metabolism in 17
NIDDM patients (10 males and 7 females) and healthy controls
matched for sex and age (±2 years ). We selected NIDDM patients
who were very poorly controlled due to insulinopenia and considered
to require insulin therapy. First, BMC was compared in lumber
vertebrae and in separate parts of body, using dual energy x-ray
absorptiometry (DEXA) between the cases and the controls. Second,
calcium and vitamin D metabolism were examined in NIDDM
patients before and after 3 months of insulin therapy with the
comparison with those in the controls. No significant differences
in the bone mass was found between the cases and the controls. In
terms of bone metabolism, the serum level of 1,25(OH)2vD among
the patients was significantly lower than that in controls. With the
improvement of glycemic control, moreover, the level of
1,25(OH)2vD and serum calcium elevated significantly by insulin
therapy. From these observations, we concluded that
hyperinsulinemia might cause the bone increase in NIDDM patients
and that insulinopenia may cause the bone decrease through a deficit
of 1,25(OH)2vD.

2283
BONE MINERAL DENSITY (BMD): CORRELATION WITH METABOLIC
CONTROL AND VIT D RECEPTOR GENE POLYMORPHISM (VDR) IN IDDM
O.M.Hauache, M.Lazaretti-Castro, A.C.Ramalho, I.Kunii, T.S.Kasamatsu,
L.F.Hayashi, S.A.Dib, J.G.H.Vieira. Escola Paulista de Medicina - UNIFESP, Sao
Paulo, Brazil.

Among the genetic factors related to the development of osteoporosis, a possible
causal association with VDR may exist. Literature reports low BMD in IDDM
population and our aim was to verify the correlation of BMD values with glycemic
control and with presence of different vitamin D receptors genotypes. In this way, 78
patients with IDDM were studied (45M, 33F, 23.3 ± 5.5 years old, median of 21
years). Mean age at diagnosis of IDDM was 12.0 ± 3.9 years (median of 13 years),
mean duration of the disease was 11.3 ± 5.9 years (median of 10.5 years). None of
these patients had any other disease or condition that could interfere in bone mass.
Fasting blood was drawn for the measurement of ionized calcium, HbAl, creatinine
and for DNA analysis. DNA was extracted from peripheral leucocytes and amplified
by PCR. PCR products were digested by the BsmI restriction enzyme and genotypes
were detrmined by agarose gel electrophoresis. Isolated urinary albumin was also
measured. BMD at lumbar spine and femoral neck was evaluated by a LUNAR DPX
densitometer (DEXA). Statistic analysis was performed by using Student t test and
Pearson correlation test. The VDR distribution was: 33.3% bb (26/78), 50% Bb
(39/78) and 16,7% BB (13/78). Patients with bb genotype disclosed a higher BMD at
femoral neck and lumbar spine when compared to BB genotype (p = 0.02). Bb
genotype was also associated with a better lumbar spine BMD than BB (p = 0.01). A
negative correlation between BMD at both sites and urine albumin loss was observed.
No significance was found when comparing HbA1 and urine albumin levels among
the different genotype groups. Duration of disease was significantly lower in the BB
genotype group (median of 7 years) than in the bb patients (median of 12 years).
These results suggest an independent influence of VDR (besides metabolic control
and duration of the disease) in BMD in IDDM patients.
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OXYDEVITE AS A METHOD OF EFFECTIVE DIABETIC
OSTEOPOROSIS THERAPY.
N. S. Salakhova and A. A. Bakhadirova. 2ND Tashkent State Medical
Institute. Tashkent, Uzbekistan.

The purpose of this issue is to study the influence of 1 a -

oxivitamine D3 -oxydevite on bone tissue mineralization process in
diabetic osteoporosis. Active metabolite of vitamin D 3 -oxydevite was
used for 45 insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) patients and 78
non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) patients. The
existence of osteoporosis was evaluated clinically: by a dynamics of bone
pains, a capacity of motive activity; by results of rentgenogramme of feet
bones and rentgendensitymetric data. Treatment using oxydevite had
been carried out during 6 months. For the starting period it was
prescribed during 2-4 weeks with a dosage of 0.5-2 mkg/a day, and
thereafter during 6 months with a dosage of 0.25-1 mkg/a day
simultaneously a calcium gluconat with a dosage of 1-1.5 g/a day. In a
month after treating IDDM and NIDDM patients, there were signs of a
clinic improvement, expressed by lessening of pains in bones, increase of
number of motions, increase of ability to work. An increase in
mineralization of bone tissue was noted when it was applied not less
than 3 months (P<0.02). After 6 months of treatment, mineral saturation
in bones of IDDM patients was increased 1.9 times (P<0.001), and in
bones of NIDDM patients 1.3 times (P<0.002). Thus, the treatment using
oxydevite should be carried on with a dosage of 0.25 up to 1 mkg/a day
with combination of calcium preparations up to 1.5 g/a day,
continuously during 3 up to 6 months. Analysis of the results proves that
when using oxydevite for IDDM and NIDDM as per the said scheme a
clinical improvement can be noticed after one month, and increase of
mineralization of bone tissue according to rentgendensitymetric data can
be observed only after 6 months.
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BONE MINERAL DENSITY OF THE CALCANEUS MEASURED BY
ULTRASOUND DENSITOMETRY IN DIABETIC NEUROPATHY
aEB Jude, 6 IM Hodgkinson, ap Selby, bJE Adams and
'AJMB Boulton. 'Manchester Diabetes Centre,
°Dept of Radiology, University of Manchester,
Manchester, UK

Diabetic patients are known to develop
osteoporosis. We have previously demonstrated
that bone mineral density is lower in the lower
limb of diabetic patients with neuropathy.
Ultrasound has recently been suggested to give
information regarding the bone structure as well
as bone mass. We therefore conducted a study
using ultrasound to assess the calcaneus in
diabetic patients with and without neuropathy.
Control (C), diabetic patients without neuropathy
(D) and diabetic patients with neuropathy(DN)
were matched for age, sex, type and duration of
diabetes (6 per group). All patients had
ultrasound of the heel using CUBA clinical (McCue
ultrasonics); measurements of the os calcis
including broadband ultrasound attenuation (BUA)
and velocity of sound (VOS). There was no
significant difference in BUA or VOS between C vs
D or D vs DN; although it was lower in diabetic
subjects. However, the difference in BUA between
C (102 ± 8.9 dB/Mhz) and DN (78.9 + 17.9 dB/Mhz)
was significant (p<0.05). This indicates that in
addition to influencing bone mass diabetic
neuropathy may have an effect on bone
architecture.

2286

The Evidence for Uncoupling between Bone Formation and Resorption

in NIDDM Patients

SUZUKI,K.,TAGUCHI,Y.,ISHIDA,H.,SEINO,Y., JAPAN

Diadetes mellitus has been known to be chronically associated with

abnormal calcium(Ca) metabolism and bone mass reduction. To clarify

the nature of metabolic bone disorder in NIDDM, alterations in

mineral metabolism and biological markers of osteoblast/osteoclast

were studied. Age matched 99 male NIDDM patients and 55 non-

diabetics were compared. Serum level of intact osteocalcin(i-OC) in

NIDDM(3.4±1 .7ng/me) was significantly lower than that of non-

diabetics(5.9±1 .8ng/m¢)(p<0.01 ). Serum level of intact-PTH

(i-PTH) in NIDDM(20.4±3.4pg/mQ) was significantly lower than

that of non-diabetics(29.1 ±3.Opg/sQ)(p<0.01). There were no

significant difference in serum Ca and calcitonin levels. Level of

serum tartaric acid-resistant acid phosphatase (TRACP) in

NIDDM(1 1.0±1 .2U/I) was significantly higher than that of non-

diabetics(10.0±0.9U/I)(p<0.01). There were positive correlation

between i-PTH and i-OC (p<0.01). However, there was no clear

correlation between i-PTH and TRACP or between i-OC and TRACP. In

NIDDM, therefore, bone formation is thought to be decreased due to

the reduction of osteoblastic function, meanwhile bone resorption

increases. The absence of correlation between i-OC and TRACP

suggests the uncoupling between bone formation and resorption. The

positive correlation between i-PTH and i-OC may suggest that the

reduction in serum i-PTH level reflecting reduced parathyroid

function might be a causative factor of decreased osteoblastic function.

2287
DOES IMPROVEMENT OF METABOLIC CONTROL INFLUENCE THE
MARKERS OF BONE TURNOVER IN DIABETIC PATIENTS?
T.Miazgowski, E.Mamos and S.Czekalski. Department of Endocrinology and
Metabolic Diseases, University School of Medicine, Szczecin, Poland

Some recent data suggest that intensification of treatment in patients with insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) may alter bone metabolism, as expressed,
amongst the others, by a significant decrease of markers of bone formation. The
aim of study was to evaluate the effects of improved glycemic control of diabetes
assessed by serum HbA1, on some markers of bone turnover: osteocalcin (OC),
total alkaline phosphatase (ALP) as well as pyridinoline (PYD) and
deoxypyridinollne (DPD) crosslinks in patients with long-standing IDDM. Serum
OC was assessed by RIA (Incstar Corporation) and ALP by enzymatic method.
PYD and DPD in urine were assessed by EIA (Metra Biosystems). The study was
performed on 50 patients (23 F, 27 M), aged 38.4 ± 9 years and mean duration of
IDDM 16.7 ± 8 years. OC, ALP, PYD, DPD and HbA 15 were measured at the
baseline and in 6-month intervals during 3 years. The improvement of metabolic
control was achieved by dietary advices, increased physical activity and the
intensification of insulin therapy. At the baseline mean HbA 1 , was 8.4 f 1.2% and
significantly decreased to 7.5 ± 1% after 1 year (p<0.0005), 7.3 t 1.3% after 2
years (p<0.0001) and 7.2 ± 1.2% after 3 years from the baseline (p<0.0001). The
diminution of HbA l, was not accompanied by marked changes of markers of bone

turnover during 3-year follow-up: at the end, OC decreased by 0.42 ± 1.7 ng/ml
and DPD by 0.17 ± 1.5 nM/mMcreat; PYD increased by 0.63 ± 5.3 nM/mMcreat
and ALP by 10 ± 41 IU/l, and all the values were within normal range. There was
no significant correlation between markers of bone turnover or between HbA 15 and

particular markers. Moreover, the markers were not correlated with age, sex or
duration of IDDM.
In conclusion, the improvement of metabolic control in IDDM patients does not
influence markedly the bone metabolism, frequently altered in diabetes, assessed
by markers of bone formation and bone resorption. We also conclude that the
interpretation of results obtained from repetitive measurements of markers of bone
turnover is difficult and warrants further studies.
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EFFECT OF OBESITY ON BONE DENSITY IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM
AND INCREASED CORTISOL LEVEL.

I. Trznadel-Morawska, J. Sieradzki and P. Olszanecki Department of Metabolic
Diseases. Jagellonian University. Cracow, Poland

In NIDDM associated with obesity the density of bone is only mildly altered
Protective factors include hvperinsulinism. insulin resistance, insulin- like growth
factors, slow bone turnover. Cortisol accompanying obesity is a resorptive factor
Aim of the study- : 1) assessment of bone density in NIDDM with obesity and
increased cortisol. 2) assessment of the effect of androgenes (metabolites) on bone
density, 3) assessment of the effect of diabetes normalization on bone density.
Material and methods: 44 patients with NIDDM treated with insulin ( n=3 1) or
orally (n=13). Bone density was measured by ultrasound «ith Lunar (USA). The
patients were divided into a group without osteoporosis I (- lfTscore < 1)- risk II
(-2 < Tsc <-1) and with osteoporosis III (Tsc <-2). Body weight was assessed
according to BMI. Biochemical determinations: cortisol. endogenous insulin ( in
orally treated NIDDM). 17-ketosteroids, 17-ketogenic steroids in Tscore groups
Results: Group III had the highest BMI (mean=30,1 SD=1,68) and cortisol level
(mean=22,2 SD=9,73). In group I and II 17-ketosteroid level (ntean=37.4
SD=111.95. mean= 41.1 SD=19,71) was higher than that in group III. Endogenous
insulin was highest in group I (mean=10,5 SD=3.77). Significant correlations
were noted - negative SOS with cortisol (r=-0,30, p<0,05) and positive SOS with
insulin (r=0,80. p<0.05). BUA with 17-ketosteroids (x=0,44, p<0,05)
Conclusions: The lowest bone density in NIDDM with the highest body weight and
increased cortisol, as well as correlations between cortisol. SOS and BUA suggest
that in these patients the balance between protective and resorptive factors is
impaired. The lowest 17-ketosteroid level in patients with the lowest bone density.
obesity and the correlation between 17-ketosteroids and BUA may indicate a
reduced anabolic effect of androgenes in this group The highest level of
endogenous insulin in patients with NIDDM and normal bone density and obesity
confirms its contribution into bone protection.

2289
AMINOGUANIDINE TREATMENT INCREASES BONE MINERAL DENSITY IN
STZ INDUCED DIABETIC RATS.
Y.Katayama, T.Soulis*, M.E.Cooper*, E.Seeman*, N. Nagatal, T.J. Martin and
D.M. Findlayt. St. Vincent's Institute of Medical Research, *Austin and Repatriation
Medical Centre, Melbourne, tUniversity of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia, (National
Defense Medical College, Saitama, Japan.

Osteopenia is a recognised complication of long term diabetes mellitus. Advanced
glycation endproducts (AGEs) are believed to contribute to chronic diabetic
complications in various sites. Aminoguanidine (AG) is a potential therapeutic agent
to prevent diabetic complications which acts to inhibit AGE formation. We have
previously reported that there is accelerated accumulation of collagen AGEs in bone
tissue in STZ induced diabetic (DM) rats in vivo and altered osteoblastic cell function
in vitro. These findings suggest that advanced glycation may play a role in diabetes
related osteopenia. In the present study, we evaluated the effects of diabetes and AG
treatment on AGEs formation and bone mineral density (BMD) in STZ (55mg/kg)
DM rats with and without treatment of AG (lg/I in drinking water). In addition, a
group of DM rats were rendered euglycaemic by insertion of insulin silastic implants
(DI). Plasma glucose and glycated haemoglobin levels were increased in DM but not
in DI rats and were not affected by AG treatment. In the DM rats, the BMD of femora
was significantly reduced by 37% (control, 0.45±0.02 vs. diabetic, 0.28±0.01g/cm 3,
mean±SEM, p<0.0I). AG treatment significantly attenuated but did not normalise the
reduced BMD in DM rats (0.38±0.03 g/cm 3 , p<0.05 vs DM). DI rats had BMD
levels similar to control rats (0.44±0.02g/cm 3). Levels of Plasma Bone Gla Protein,
a marker of bone formation, were reduced in diabetic rats (control, 24.8±2.4 vs
diabetic, 10.7±0.6ng/ml, p<0.001) and were not influenced by AG treatment
(8.8±0.7ng/ml). Levels of urinary deoxypyridinoline, a marker of bone resorption,
were reduced in diabetic rats (control, 3.2±0.3 vs diabetic, 0.6±O.lnmollday, p<0.001)
and were not influenced by AG treatment (0.5±0.1 nmollday). Immunohistochemistry
revealed increased AGE staining in tissues from DM rats which was reduced by AG
treatment. These data suggest that diabetic osteopenia may be related to AGE
accumulation in bone and that AG may have a therapeutic role in preventing
osteoporosis in this population.

2290
DIABETIC TREATMENT REGIMENS AND BONE REMODELING
P.D.Ragonesi,M.Dantes,G.Ragonesi,M.T.Taddei.Department of

Internal Medicine,San Carlo Borromeo Hospital,Milan,Italy.

The influence of diabetic treatment regimens on bone remode

ling is still object of debate.In our study bone mineral den_

sity,calcium regulating hormones(PTH,vitamin D metabolites),

bone turnover markers(bone GLA protein,deoxypyridinoline)

and glucose metabolism parameters(fasting glucose,HbAlc,

C-peptide)were measured in 93 NIDDM males (48 on glyburide,

45 on insulin)and in 45 controls with normal renal and he-

patic function.
GILYlMtIRIlllE (C) 	 ]flNSULIN 6x) CaNTH SS(c)

	250H-D (ng/ml):	 7.1 + 5.1 a	 22.5 + 9.1 21.9 + 10.3

	

1,250H2-D(pg/ml):	 29.7 + 7.6	 28.4 + 4.0 29.4 + 4.3

	

PTH (ng/ml):	 63.4 + 22 b,c	 52.9 + 19	 50.7 + 21

	

BGP (ng/ml):	 7.1 + 1.7 d	 6.8 + 2.6 d 14.1 + 3.8

	

D-Pyr (pmol/ml):	 17.3 + 1.9	 17.9 + 2.8 18.1 + 3.6

	

BMD (mg/cm2):	 395 + 60 e	 397 + 58 f 441 + 71

	

a:p 0.001 vs I,C;	 b:p 0.01 vs I; c: p 0.006 vs C;

d:p 0.001 vs C	 e:p 0.01 vs C; f: p 0.02 vs C.

In conclusion,treatment with glyburide can only be associa

ted with an acclerated vitamin D metabolism.It is possible

that the reduction of 250H-D levels depends on a high con-

version rate to the active form,as a consequence of PTH-st i

mulated increase of 1-alpha-hydroxylase activity,but BMD va_

lues are similar in patients taking glyburide or insulin.

On the other hand,the occrrence of extremely low BGP levels

in all diabetic patients reflects a decrease in osteoblbstic

activity,which can explain the osteopenia in these patients.
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INTERLEUKIN-6 PRODUCTION BY OSTEOBLAST-LIKE CELLS
IS INCREASED BY ADVANCED GLYCATION ENDPRODUCTS.
M. Takagi, S. Kasayama, T. Yamamoto,* T. Motomura, K.
Hashimoto, B. Sato, S. Okada* and T. Kishimoto.
Departments of Medicine III and Pediatrics*, Osaka
University Medical School, Osaka, Japan.

Advanced glycation endproducts (AGEs), which result from
nonenzymatic reactions of glucose with tissue proteins,
have been shown to accumulate on collagen derived from
cortical bones of diabetic or aged-animals. In the present
study, we examined the effects of AGES on the production
of bone-resorption cytokines by human bone-derived cells
and mouse osteoblastic MC3T3-E1 cells. AGEs stimulated
the release of IL-6 but not of IL-11 in the culture
supernatants from human bone-derived cells. The IL-6
release was inhibited by sodium salicylate, TLCK, TPCK
and probucol, known as the inhibitors of the transcription
nuclear factor-KB (NF-tB) activation. Electrophoretic
mobility-shift assays revealed that NF-KB was activated in
the nuclear extracts from the bone-derived cells treated
with AGEs. The protein kinase A inhibitor Rp-8-Br-cAMP
suppressed the AGEs-stimulated IL-6 production and NF-KB
activation. Enhanced IL-6 production and NF-KB
activation by AGEs were also observed in MC3T3-El cells.
These results suggest that AGES modulate bone remodeling
by stimulating the production of IL-6 in osteoblast-like
cells, probably via activation of NF-iB. Protein kinase A
may be involved in AGEs-stimulated NF-KB activation.
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INFLUENCE OF METABOLIC CONTROL ON PTH SECRETION IN
PATIENTS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS. F.J.A. Paula, C.M.M. Lanna,
G.M.G.F. Paccola and M.C. Foss. School of Medicine of Ribeirao Preto -
Sao Paulo University, Ribeirao Preto, SP, Brazil

Previous studies have shown that increased urinary calcium,
phosphorus and magnesium excretion occurs in diabetes mellitus (DM) and
have suggested that patients with DM have lower bone mineral density. The
objective of the present study was to determine PTH secretion under basal
conditions and stimulated during EDTA infusion (30 mg/kg/h) in patients
with good and regular metabolic control (Group GR-HbA 1 < 8.5%) and in

poorly controlled patients (Group P-HbA 1 > 10%). Blood samples were

collected at 10 min intervals during the basal period (30 min) and for 2 h
during EDTA infusion for the determination of ionic calcium, PTH (intact
molecule), glycemia and Mg. The study was conducted on 8 normal subjects
(HbA 1 group M = 4.2 + 0.2%), 8 GR diabetics (HbA 1 = 7.3 + 0.4%) and 8 P

diabetics (HbA1 = 13 + 1%). Glycemia was significantly higher in group P at
all times studied (range: 13.2-15.8 mmol/l vs. 6,1-7,9 mmol/l for the GR
group). Basal Cap ' levels were lower in group P (1.19  + 0.01 mmol/1) both
compared to the normal group (1.22 + 0.01 mmol/1) and to group GR (1.24  +
0.02 mmol/1). During EDTA infusion PTH levels were slightly higher in
group GR than in the normal group and significantly higher than those of
group P (e.g.: + 40 -normal group = 86,9 ± 20 vs GR = 110.2 +_ 12.8 vs P =
49.3 + 5 ng/I). Mg levels for the control group were slightly higher than those
for the GR group and significantly higher than those for the P group. We
conclude that DM patients with poor metabolic control present disorders of
PTH secretion, a change that is particularly important if we consider that
calcium ion levels are lower in these patients. This alteration may be related
to a higher frequency of osteopenia among diabetics.
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OXIDATIVE DAMAGE TO MITOCHONDRIAL DNA AND ITS
RELATIONSHIP TO DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS.
S. Suzuki, Y. Hinokio, M. Hirai, M. Chiba, A. Hirai, Y. Sato and T. Toyota.
Third Department of Internal Medicine, Tohoku University School of
Medicine, Sendai 980, Japan.
In order to explore role of oxidative stress-induced DNA damages on the
pathogenesis of diabetic complications, we investigated mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) mutations and 8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) contents
in the muscle of 16 NIDDM patients and 7 normal subjects. mtDNA 5778bp
(8214-13991) deletion was identified in the muscle of the diabetics and
the normal subjects. The percentage of the deleted mtDNA [AmtDNA
(%)] was much higher in the muscle of the diabetic patients (12.2±9.5)
than the normal subjects (1.71±1.68, p<0.01) . 8-OHdG/dG (10 -s) was
also much higher in the muscle of the diabetic patients (38.8±20.8) than
in the normal subjects (8.6±7.8, p<0.005) . AmtDNA (%) was highly
correlated to 8-OHdG content (r=0735, p<0.0001) . 8-OHdG/dG was
significantly proportional to duration of diabetes and hemoglobin Ale.
AmtDNA and 8-OHdG/dG in the muscles of the diabetic patients with
nephropathy and chronic renal failure, were significantly higher than those
in the diabetics with macroalbuminuria, microalbuminuria or
normoalbuminuria. OmtDNA and 8-OHdG/dG in the muscles of the
diabetics with proliferative retinopathy were significantly higher than those
in the diabetics with simple retinopathy or without retinopathy. Oxidative
stress causes conversion from dG to 8-OHdG. Because the mtDNA5778bp
deletion covered areas coding ND3-ND5 in complex I, the deletion might
cause a reduction in mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation capacity and
contribute to the pathogenesis of diabetic complications.

2294

EFFECT OF DIABETES MELLITUS ON ADENOSINE AND
ADENOSINE DEAMINASE (ADA) ISOENZYMES: ADA 1 AND ADA2

IN BLOOD

B. Kopff, M. Kopff, K. Szosland, J. Drzewoski. Medical University of
todz, Military Medical University of tbdi, Poland

The aim of the study was to evaluate energetic metabolism by
assessment of concentration of adenosine (the most important
product of ATP degradation). Also the activities of isoenzymes of
adenosine deaminase (ADA): ADA, and ADA2 were assessed- both of
them are responsible for degradation adenosine to inosine. The
subjects were 38 people suffering from diabetes and being treated
with insulin. As a control was group of 19 patients without previously
recognized IGT or DM. The levels of adenosine were estimated using
photometric method and the activities of isoenzymes due to Giusti &
Galanti method. It was found that the concentration of adenosine was
significantly higher in the group suffering from diabetes than in
control group (p=0.01). The same was found estimating activities of
extracellular ADA1 (p=0.02) and ADA2 (p=0.002). There was not
significant difference in the activities of intracellular ADAM (p=0.15).
There was a significant correlation between concentration of
adenosine and HbAlc among diabetic subjects (p=0.02). Almost the
same correlation was found between activity of ADA2 and
concentration of adenosine (p=0.03)

Conclusion: It can be postulated that the increased degradation of
high energetic phosphates observed among patients suffering from
diabetes can be responsible (among other factors) for the
development of long-term complications.
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ABNORMAL MARKERS OF FREE RADICAL ACTIVITY IN CHILDREN &
ADOLESCENTS WITH INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
T.A Elhadd, A. Hill, S.A. Greene and J.J.F. Belch. Ninewells Hospital and
Medical School, Dundee, United Kingdom.

Oxygen free radicals are highly reactive substances that is capable of inflicting
injury to cell membranes if not adequately scavenged by antioxidants. The
metabolic disturbances in diabetes may favour generation of excess free radicals
and this might be associated with reduced anti-oxidants activity. Recently the
injurious effect of free radicals has been implicated in pathogenesis of diabetic
angiopathy, however this has not been well studied in young people with
diabetes. Low levels of reduced glutathione (GSH), and plasma thiol (PSH) may
reflect excess free radical generation and a depleted anti-oxidant reserve. We
have found reduced levels of plasma thiol (PSH) and red cell glutathione (GSH)
in 51 children, adolescents and young adults with IDDM ( 22 males & 29
females ), mean age ± SD 14.8 ± 3.4 years, duration of diabetes 6.8 ± 4.5 years,
and HbAlc of 8.7 ± 1.5%; (none had any clinical evidence of complications),
compared with 21 healthy normal controls matched for age and sex (11 females
& 10 males ). In the diabetic cohort the GSH and PSH levels were 1266.73 ±
201.89 µmol/l & 458.14 ± 38.34 µmol/I vs 1403.26 ± 277.81 µmul/l & 486.75 ±
69.73 pmolll in the control group, reaching statistical significance of p< 0.02
and p<0.03 respectively, Student t-test. We have previously shown significant
abnormalities of vascular reactivity in the same study group and this result
suggests a possible role of free radicals in pathogenesis of diabetic angiopathy
which might start very early in the course of childhood diabetes.

2296
THE DETERMINATION OF ERYTHEOCYTE ALDOSE REDUCTASE
LEVEL WITH ELISA IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS

Liu Cbangshan. Deptment of Endocrinology,Weifang People's Hospital,
Weifang City,Shandong Province,P. R. China(261041)
Using a modification of the procedure ofsalting out and DE- 52,
hydroxylapatite, sephadex- G100 chromatography, aldose reductase was
purified to homogeneity from bovine testis. Female New Zealand white
rabbits were subcutaneously injected with purified enzyme mixed 1 ; 1 with
complete Freunds adjuvant to prepare antiserum. The antibody was
purified from serum by a 33% ammonium sulphate precipitation and
DEAE- cellulose column chromatography, antibody was linked with
Horseradish Peroxidase by sodium periodate oxidation method to prepare
antibody- HRP. Approximately I ml of blood was hemolyzed
immunoassay. In the antibody- sandwich ELISA, antibody was first
immobilized on plastic plate to capture antigen, following a second
antibody conjugated to HRP. The level of aldose reductase in 22 patients
and 10 nondiabetic subjects was determined with the assay method , the
results showed that ; I. The level of enzyme was significantly increased in
diabetic patients compared with normal subjects(8. 37+3. 46 vs 3. 23±1.
16 ng/g Hb, P<0. 01). 2. The level of enzyme varied approximately 5-
fold in diabetic patients and 3-fold in nondiabetic controls, respectively.
3. In patients, the level of enzyme was apparently correlation with fasting
plasma glucose level(r=0. 67,P<0. 05),but there were not relationship in
normal subjects( r= 0. 11, p> 0. 05) . 4. There were not statistically
correlation between the level of aldose reductase and sex, age, duration of
diabetes. Inclusion , quantiative determination of erythrocyte aldose
reductase level with ELISA provided an useful mothod in the evaluation
on the efficacy of aldose reductase inhibitors, and in the study on the
relationship between the polyol pathway and diabetic chronic
complications.

2297
TYPE 1 (IDDM) DIABETES MELLITUS AND SERUM TOTAL

ANTIOXIDANT CAPACITY (TAC)

E Petruzzi, P Pinzani, E Mannucci, CM Rote/la, M Serb,
and M Pazzagli

Clinical Biochemistry and Endocrinology Unit, Dept of Olin Pathophysiology;
Instit of Gerontology and Geriatrics; University of Florence - ITALY

In diabetes mellitus, a sharp reduction of antioxidant defences and an
increased production of serum free radical seem to coexist (Cross CE et al,
Ann intern Med 107: 526-45, 1987). For this reason there is increasing
interest in the study of mechanisms of antioxidant protection against free
radical-induced injury and in the identification of suitable biochemical
parameters for the measurement of the Total Antioxidant Capacity (TAC) in
body fluids. Several methods have been proposed for the assessment of
TAC, including that based on enhanced chemiluminescence (Whitehead TP
et al, Anal Chim Acta 266:265-77, 1992). This technique is calibrated with
TROLOX and assay results are expressed as iamol L -1 of Trolox. This
procedure implies the determination of TAC both on whole serum (WTAC)
and on its deproteinated fraction (DPTAC), obtained by ultrafiltration, using a
Centrifree MS-1 micropartition system (Amicon Massachusetts). We have
measured WTAC and DPTAC in two subject groups: i) 15 young Type 1
(IDDM) diabetic subjects (Mean±SD= 30±3.5 yr), affected by medium-term
Diabetes Mellitus, in a good metabolic control, evaluated on the basis of
HbA1c% (Mean±SD=5.9±1.3%) and of fasting glycemia (Mean±SD=146±34
nlgldt); 8) 16 age- and sex-matched healthy control subjects (HS). Results
(Mean±SD) in IDDM were: WTAC =204±137 Itmol/L -1 and DPTAC=82±30
Itmol/L -1 ; in HS were: WTAC=366±145Icmol/L -1 and DPTAC=204±116
Itmol/L -1 . Statistical analysis showed a significant difference (p<0.01)
between IDDM and control subjects both in WTAC and DPTAC values. The
significanly reduced WTAC and DPTAC in IDDM subjects may be due to an
increased free-radicals production. It may be due, at least in part, to the
reduction of circulating vitamin E induced by insulin (Quinones-Ga/van A at
a), Metabolism 1996, in press). As the good metabolic control of our IDDM
patients resulted unable to prevent the serum TAC reduction, it remains to
verify the role that a supplementary antioxidant therapy may have in the
treatment of Type 1 (1DDM) Diabetes Mellitus.

2298
HGH AND IGF-I IN DIABETES NELLI'iUS.
P.Born,P.Olbert,P.Wallisch,R.Lorenz,P.flottermann.
II.Med.Klinik,Klinikum r.d.Isar; Technical University
of Munich, Munich, Germany.

Introduction: The role of human growth hormone (HGH)
and insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) in the pathogene-
sis of diabetic late complications is under discussion for
long. Therefore we investigated these paramemeters in IDDM-
and NIDDM-patients at different stages of the disease.
Subjects and methods: HGH and IGF were measured in 11
IDDM patients without complications (group A: 8m,3f;age:27
+/-6 years; mean diabetes duration:4.9 years), in 9 NIDDM
patients with diabetic microangiopathy (B:6m,3f;39+/-16;
19.8),in 47 IDDM adulescents (C:29m,18f;l3+/-3;6.9)and 113
age adapted controls (D:44m,69f;44+/-18) as well as in 21
NIDDM patients with peripheral arterial occlusive disease
(PAOD) (E:l4m,7f;72+/-6;17.4), in 10 NIDDM with microangio--
pathy (F:6m,4f; 67+/-8;10.2),in 9 NIDDM without complica-
tions (G:5m,4f;57+/-l4;2.4),in 9 non-diabetics with PAOD
stage IIb-IV (H:7m,2f;62+/-7) and in 62 ageadapted controls
(I:20m,42f;62+/-8) applying a radioimmunoassay.
Results: The levels of HGH(ug/ml) / IGF-I(ng/ml) were:
A:3.0/234 (HbA1c:10.6);B:3.1/162 (8.7);C;2.7/295 (8.6),
D: 3.1/212 (5.2);E:1.3/119 (7.9);F:2.3/127 (8.8); G:1.5/
142 (8.2);H:2.3/127 (5.3);I:2.6/175 (5.4). IGF-I was signi-
ficantly (pcO.05) reduced in all diabetic groups and in
the PAOD-controls. HGH levels did not differ significantly.
There was no correlation between IGF-I and HbAlc.
Conclusion: IGF-I is reduced in all diabetics more pro-
nounced in the presence of late complications.
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HYDROXYL RADICAL MEDIATES N£- (carboxymethyl)
lysine (CML) FORMATION FROM AMADORI PRODUCT
R. NAGAI, K. Ikeda, T. Higashi, H. Sane, Y. Jinnouchi, K. Matsumoto and S.
Horiuchi Department of biochemistry, Kumamoto university school of medicine
Kumamoto, Japan

Free radical generation has been postulated to play a role in atherogenesis.
Recent immunological studies demonstrated the presence of NE-(carboxymethyl)
lysine (CML)-modified proteins in several tissues and their increase in aging as well
as age-enhanced diseases such as diabetic complications and atherosclerosis. Since
CML formation from glucose-protein adducts or fatty acids needs oxidation, it is
thought as a biomarker of glycoxidation or lipid oxidation product in vivo. However,
the mechanism of CML formation is not well known. In the present study, to
examine effects of radical oxygen species on CML formation from an Amadori
product, CML generated from glycated HSA was measured by the immunochemical
method using anti-CML antibody. Our glycated HSA prepared by 7 day's incubation
with 1.6 M glucose and DETAPAC contained undetectable level of CML.
Incubation of the glycated HSA with 0.4 mM FeC12 for 1 hour lead to CML
formation at a detectable level. The CML formation was enhanced dose-dependently
by addition of hydrogen peroxide, but significantly inhibited by catalase or mannitol.
Superoxide anion generated by the xanthine/xanthine oxidase system or hydrogen
peroxide itself failed to produce CML from glycated HSA. In addition, superoxide
dismutase had no effect on this process. These data indicate that hydroxyl radical
generated by Fenton reaction between Fe2+ and hydrogen peroxide might play a
major role in CML formation.
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ZIT
SERUM LEVELS AND "IN VITRO" PRODUCTION OF CYTOKINES IN
INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS (IDDM). N.T. Foss, R.
Nahas, C. Melli, C.L. Silva and M.C. Foss. School of Medicine of Ribeirao
Preto - Sao Paulo University, Ribeirao Preto (SP), Brazil.

The aim of this study was to evaluated the capacity of
immunocellular response in IDDM patients by the determination of cytokines
(ILI, IL2, IL4, IL6 and ccTNF) levels in the serum and in PMNBC cultures
supernatant. PMNBC from 37 IDDM patients were cultured in the presence
of LPS (10 µg/ml) and IFNy (50 U/ml) during 24 hours. Lymphoproliferation
assay was developed in the presence of PHA (20 gg/ml) during 72 hours, and
was measured by 3H-thymidine incorporation. The serum and supernatant
cytokines (ILI, IL2, IL4, IL6 and aTNF) were measured by Elisa assay. The
data of the IDDM group were compared with those of a control group of 10
normal individuals. The ILl and aTNF levels were elevated in serum of
IDDM patients (6.0 ± 0.3 and 139.1 ± 4.7 ng/ml) when compared with the
normal subjects (0.7 ± 0.02 and 38.9 ± 2.9 ng/ml, respectively). However, the
ILl and aTNF levels in the cultures supernatants (67.0 ± 6.6 and 61 ± 4.2
ng/ml) of normal subjects were significantly higher than those in IDDM
patients (21.2 ± 2.3 and 25.0 ± 1.2 ng/ml). Serum and supernatant levels of
IL2 from the control group were markedly higher (30.2 ± 0.3 and 45.2 ± 4.0
ng/ml) than those from IDDM patients (16.7 ± 0.7 and 17.9 ± 1.8 ng/ml). In
contrast, IL4 levels in the serum (27.7 ± 1.0 ng/ml) and in the supernatant
(41.6 ± 2.1 ng/ml) of IDDM patients, were elevated compared to the control
group values (3.2 ± 0.1 and 14.3 ± 2.6 ng/ml). The elevated serum levels of
ILI, aTNF and IL4 observed in IDDM patients suggest that mechanisms of
macrophage activation are developed following the course of the diabetes, but
the macrophage response can be negatively controlled by the IL4 action. The
lower production of cytokines in PMNBC cultures of IDDM patients
compared to normal response may suggest a impaired macrophage capacity of
defense against infection.

2301

LIPOIC ACID TREATMENT DECREASES NEURAL TUBE
DEFECTS IN FETUSES OF DIABETIC RATS.
R. Potashnik, N. Ayalon, M. Khamaisi, A. Wiznitzer, and N. Bashan. Dept.
of Clinical Biochemistry, Faculty of Health Sciences, Ben-Gurion
University of the Negev, Beer Sheva, Israel.

Increased oxidant stress is suggested to play a pathogenic role in diabetic

embryopathy. Supplementation of vitamin E to pregnant diabetic rats has

been shown to prevent fetal malformations. In this study we evaluated the

effect of a-lipoic acid (LA), a potent antioxidant, shown to exert

therapeutic effects in various conditions associated with increased

oxidative stress, including diabetic complications. Female Sprague-Dawly

rats (n=57) recieved a daily i.p. injection of LA (30 mg/kg body

weight), beginning at first day after matting, for 17 consecutive days.

Diabetes was induced by streptozotocin (65 mg/kg body weight i.p) on

the 6th day after matting (n=43). Mean maternal blood glucose on the

17th day of gestation was 496±56 and 525±30 mg% in vehicle and LA

treated diabetic rats, respectively, P>0.1. The prevalence of neural tube

defects (NTD) was reduced by LA treatment, from 26% in fetuses of

vehicle treated diabetic rats (n=201) to 12% in LA treated group

(n=177) (p<0.05). Crown rump length (CRL) was reduced in fetuses of

streptozotocin-induced diabetic rats (1.69±0.35 cm Vs. 2.07± 0.17 cm in

control), but was unafected by LA treatment. We conclude that LA has

the ability to reduce fetal dysmorphogenesis in diabetic rats, probably by

its anti-oxidant capacity.

cIsI
SIALIC ACID IS DIMINISHED ON THE SURFACE OF CIRCULATING IMMUNO-COMPETENT
CELLS IN TYPE II DIABETES
M. Vanhaeverbeek, D. Brohee, P. Piro and P. Neve. Lab. Exp. Med., CHU Vesale, Free
University of Brussels, Belgium.
Sialic (N-acetylneuraminic) acid NANA, plays an important role in cell-to-cell recognition;
studies done on red blood cells in diabetic patients give contradictory results for NANA
concentration on their membrane. The aim of the present study is to evaluate NANA on the
membrane surface of circulating immuno-competent cells of type II diabetic patients. 30
patients are compared to 28 non-diabetic patients(consecutive recruitment). Circulating
mononuclear cells are isolated by centrifugation. NANA is studied by two different methods.
First, surface negative charges are globally estimated by agglutinability after action of
polybrene, a positive charged molecule and expressed as % agglutinated cells; secondly, CD 3

(T- lymphocytes), CD 19 (B- lymphocytes) and CD„(monocytes) subpopulations are marked
with limulus polyphemus (horse-shoe crab) agglutinin - a lectin from the sialic group - coupled
to flurorescein-iso-thio-cyanate - and studied by flow cytometry; the fluoroscence is expressed
as the median channel of the studied subpopulation. Wheat germ agglutinin (triticum vulgare )
a lectin from the N-acetyl-glucosamine group - is used as internal control; parametric tests are
used. Agglufinability (47.3 % versus 39 % - p = 0.0009), CD, limulus fluoroscence (LF) (22.3
versus 12.6-p < 0.0001), CD 79 LF (35.8 versus 17.2 p <0.0001) but not CD„ LF (48.8 versus
44.9 NS) are significantly diminished in diabetic patients. Results are not significant for
triticum vulgare. Agglutinability is significantly predicted by CD 3LF, CD, 9LF and CD„ LF
(multiple linear regression, R2= 0.356, p< 0.0001). Diabetes and acute phase reaction (APR)
(identified by serum CRP> 1 mgldl) are independent and significant determinants, with
interaction, for CD, LF, CD 19 LF but not CD „ LF, while diabetes interacting with APR is the
only significant determinant for agglutinability - p < 0.001 - (two-way ANOVA) We conclude
that sialic acid is diminished on the surface of both T and B lymphocytes in type II diabetic
patients. This fact must be interpreted in the context of defence problem encountered in
diabetes.
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EFFECTS OF EPALRESTAT ON THE GLYCATION OF
ERYTHROCYTE MEMBRANE PROTEINS

Y. Kokubun, Y. Hayashi, M. Matumura, R. Uchida, R. Sato, M.

Okamoto, N. Ogiwara, M. Kawakatu, T. Murakami, A. Asaoka, and

Y. Arakawa. 3rd Department of Internal Medicine, Nihon University

School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan.

It has been reported that fructose promotes the Maillard reaction,

causing the late reaction product to be accumulated. We administered

the aldose reductase inhibitor, epalrestat, to streptozotocin (STZ)-

induced diabetic rats to determine its inhibitory effect on the glycation

of erythrocyte membrane proteins. The glycation of erythrocyte

membrane proteins was determined according to the method of Miller

et al. by measuring the radioactivity of each ['H]- labeled protein band

on SDS-PAGE. The results obtained in our experiments showed that

the sorbitol content of red blood cells in the epalrestat-treated diabetic

rats (STZ+E) was reduced (p<0.05) compared with that of untreated

diabetic rats (STZ), and that the glycation of erythrocyte membrane

proteins was significantly inhibited in the epalrestat-treated group.

The inhibition was evident in erythrocyte spectrin (bands 1, 2) after 4

wk-long administration (p<0.05, STZ+E vs. STZ) and in all bands

after 6 wks (p<0.001, STZ+E vs. STZ). These findings suggest that

aldose reductase inhibitor tends to suppress the accumulated levels of

sorbitol in diabetic animals and the elevation of the Maillard reaction.

2304

IN VITRO PRODUCTION OF GRO-cs IN NON-INSULIN DEPEN-

DENT DIABETES MELLITUS (NIDDM) RATS.

N. Aoki, M. Fujimoto, Y Ohno. Department of Medicine, Kinki University School

of Medicine, Osaka-Sayama, Osaka 589, Japan.

It is widely assumed that susceptibility of diabetic patients to bacterial infection is

caused by dysfunction of neutrophils in them. Not only neutrophil function, but also

chemotactic factors for leucocytes, are important in defense against infections. There-

fore we focused in this study on Gro-a, an intrinsic chemotactic cytokine for neutro-

phils produced by rat mononuclear cells. We studied in vitro production of Gro-a in

the OLETF (Otsuka Long Evans Tokushima Fatty) rats, a model of NIDDM, in com-

parison with that in control rats. Materials and Methods: Peripheral blood and spleens

were obtained from the OLETF rats and LETO (Long Evans Tokushima Otsuka) rats, a

non-diabetic control strain. Peripheral mononuclear cells (PMC) and spleen cells (SC)

were cultured with or without stimulants (10 pg/mI of lipopolysaccharide, LPS or 10

ng/ml of interleukin-1, IL-1) for 5 days. Culture supernatants were collected at 1, 3 and

5 days after incubation. Gro-a concentration in the supernatants was measured using

ELISA kits. Results: 1. Gro-a concentrations in IL-1-stimulated PMC and SC were as

low as those in unstimulated cultures. There was no significant difference in IL-1-

stimulated Gro-a production between the OLETF and LETO rats. 2. Gro-a levels

were significantly higher in LPS-stimulated cultures than in unstimulated or IL-1-stimu-

lated cultures of PMC and SC obtained from both the OLETF and LETO rats. LPS-

induced Gro-a production by PMC and SC was lower in the OLETF rats than in the

LETO rats at 1, 3 and 5 days after incubation. Conclusion: Production of Gro-a, an

intrinsic chemotactic factor for neutrophils, by spleen cells of diabetic rats was de-

creased significantly compared with that in non-diabetic control rats. Reduction of Gro-

a production may be one of the causes of susceptibility to infections in diabetics.

2305
CARBOXYMETHYLLYSINE (CML) IS INCREASED IN SERUM OF
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS WITH IDDM
T.J. Berg', P.A. Torjesen', J.T. Clausen, K. Dahl-Jorgensen', H.-J. Bangstad', H.
Vogt', and K.F. Hanssen', Aker Diabetes Research Centre' , Aker University
Hospital, Oslo, Novo Nordisk A/S Z, Denmark and Akershus Central Hospital',
Norway.
Advanced glycation endproducts (AGEs) are heterogenous protein modifications
probably involved in the pathogenesis of diabetic late complications. The relative
importance of the different AGE structures is not known. The glycoxidation product
CML can be formed from early glycation products. CML was recently shown to be
the dominant AGE in vitro and in human lens proteins. CML is also increased in skin
collagen of patients with diabetes.
Aim: In the present study we investigated whether the serum levels of CML in
adolescent diabetic patients were different from normal subjects. Methods: We also
compared the serum levels of CML as measured by monoclonal anti-CML antibodies,
to the serum levels of AGEs (pAGEs) measured by polyclonal antibodies made from
rabbit immunized with AGE-RNase. 19 female and 19 male IDDM patients aged
14±3.2 (mean±SD) years, mean duration 5 (range 0.5-15) years, were compared with
13 normal female and 13 normal male subjects aged 16±1.7 years. HbAlc was
9.6±2.2 in the diabetic group. Results: The serum levels of CML and pAGEs were
significantly elevated in the diabetic group when compared to controls; CML: 1,08
(0.82-1.37) (median, 95% Cl) CML-BSA units vs. 0.70 (0.56-0.97), p<0.03, and
pAGEs: 6.6 (5.8-7.3) AGE-BSA units vs. 5.5 (4.6-6.4), p<0.01, respectively. A
significant correlation (r-0.76, p<0.001) was found between the serum levels of CML
and pAGEs in the diabetic group but not in controls (r-0.17). No association was
found between the Amadori product HbAlc and CML (r--0.02) or pAGE (x0.35,
NS). Neither CML nor pAGEs were associated with age, sex or diabetes duration.
Conclusion: The serum levels of CML are increased by 50% in young patients with
diabetes. As suggested by in vitro studies, the source of CML does not seem to be an
Amadori product.

2306

EFFECTS OF PIOGLITAZONE ON Ca 2 ' HANDLING IN
CARDIOMYOCYTES OF DIABETIC RATS

M.Kume, T.Mnva, M.Kanazmva, Y.Notoya, J..Hayashi , KYamaguchi*,

KAkagawa* and T.Hayashi Tokyo Med. Co1L, Kyorin Univ. , Tokyo, Japan.

Introduction: We have shown that contractile function impaired in diabetic
myocardial cells at the 15th IDF Congress. The aim was to demonstrate intracellular
mechanisms of diabetic myocardial cell dysfunction and effects of pioglitazone
(PGZ). Method: Seven male Sprague-Dawley rats aged eight weeks were injected
with 60 mg/kg of streptozotocine intraperitoneally. Three of them were treated with
PGZ (30 mg/kg/day). At 14 days after streptozotocine injection, both PGZ treated
(group P) and untreated (group D) rats were sacrificed and the heart was quickly
excised. Myocardial cells were isolated using collagenase, then loaded with
acetoxymethyl ester of Indo-1 at a concentration of 5 µM for 15 min at 37' C.
Control myocardial cells were prepared from six normal rats (group N). Cells
stimulated with electrical pulses (0.25 Hz, 350 mV, 6 msec duration) were

monitored continuously in high resolution video system. Intracellular Ca 2 '

concentration ([Ca ] ) was measured at 33 msec interval using ARGUS-50/CA
system (Hamamatsu Photonics, Ltd.). [Ca 2 ' ] , was evaluated as fluorescence
intensity ratio of 405/480 mu of whole cell fluorescence images, which were
obtained simultaneously from a cell exposed by a exciting light of wavelength at
350 nm, visualized by an intensified CCD camera, and stored in an imaging
processor. We analyzed velocity of increase (VCa) and time constant of decrease (T)

of [Ca  ] s changes during myocardial cell contraction and relaxation. Result: VCa
was reduced in group D (5.80 ± 0.48 sec' ) compared from group N ( 6.82 ±
0.56 sec' ). Impaired VCa was recovered in group P (7.60 ± 1.30 sec' ). i in
group D was larger than that in group N (584 ± 30.4 vs 475 + 34.4 msec). In
group P, tc became small to 559 + 12.5 msec. Conclusion: These findings suggest
that reduced contraction and delayed relaxation observed in diabetic myocardial cells
could depend on the impairment of [Ca " ] handling, and PGZ may improve
dysfunction by smoothing the movement of [Ca
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THE 1,5 -ANHYDRO-D-GLUCITOL PLASMA LEVEL AND HbA l c CONCEN-
TRATION IN HEALTHY SUBJECTS. 	 *
M.Dworacka,K.Szczawinska,H.Winiarska,D.Zozulinska and S.
Kuczyriski.Karol Marcinkowski University of Medical Scien-
ces in Poznan.*Internal Medicine and Diabetology Depart-
ment of F.Raszeja Hospital.Poznari,Poland.
1,5-Anhydro-D-glucitol (AG) - glucose analogue was repor-
ted in human plasma by Pitkanen first in 1972.AG level of
diabetic patients is lower than in healthy humans and is
probably associated with hyperglycemia and glucosuria,re-
flects metabolic compensation in 1-2 days before examina-
tion.From these properties,AG is proposed to be an useful
marker of glycemic control in diabetic patients.The aim of
our study was to establish the mean plasma AG level of nor
mal subjects and to analyze the link between AG and HbA c
in these subjects.32 healthy subjects (fasting plasma glu-
cose 4,7 ± 0,6 mmol/l,creatinine concentration in plasma
91,1 ± 8,8 pmol/1):12 woman and 20 men in the mean age of
46,9 *- 16,2 years,range:16-76 were investigated.Plasma AG
concentration was determined using enzymatic method based
on pyranose oxidase (pyranose:oxygen 2-oxidoreductase) and
HbA c was assayed according to the immunoenzymatic method
(DARO kits).The mean level of AG was 168 + 39 pmol/l,range:
129-206 Nmol/l.Any correlation between AG level and HbA l c
was observed.Summarizing AG level could be an undependent
on HbA lc values,index of glycemic control.
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VENOUS ERYTHROCYTE COLUMN WIDTH IS INCREASED IN
TOE CAPILLARIES OF DIABETIC PATIENTS
M Lombardi, B Fagrell and G Jorneskog.
Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
A maldistribution of blood from skin capillaries to subpapillary vessels
through arteriovenous shunts has been demonstrated in the toes of
diabetic patients. This may lead to an increased postcapillary venous
pressure causing dilation on the venous side of the capillary. The aim
of the present study was to investigate if the capillary diameter
(erythrocyte column) is wider in diabetic patients than in healthy
subjects. Fiveteen patients with type 1 diabetes (age: 30±8 years), and
15 age and sex matched controls were investigated. Nine of the
patients had short diabetes duration (3±2 years) and no complications,
while 6 patients had diabetes since 14±12 years and microangiopathy.
Skin temperature and toe blood pressure were similar in patients and
controls. Single skin capillaries of the big toe were investigated by
videophotometric capillaroscopy and the erythrocyte column width
was determined at 6 standardized levels (3 arterial and 3 venous). Ten
measurements were performed at each level and mean±SD values for
the arterial and venous parts were calculated. A small but insignificant
increase was seen on the arterial side in the patients (9.3±1.6 µm;
controls: 9.0±1.8 µm). The venous part was wider (p=0.02) in the
patients (11.9±1.4 gm) than in controls (10.9±1.8 µm), mainly due to
an increase in the patients with microangiopathy (12.4±1.4 gm). The
results of the present study show that the venous part of skin
capillaries is dilated in the diabetic foot, which further supports the
hypothesis of blood passing through arteriovenous shunts resulting in
a decreased ratio between pre- and post capillary pressures, leading to
a reduced blood flow through nutritive capillaries. These functional
disturbances may be of importance for the development of neuropathy
and chronic foot ulcers in the diabetic foot.

2309
DETERMINATION OF GLYCATED ALBUMIN BY
ENZYME-LINKED BORONATE-IMMUNOASSAY (ELBIA)

K. Ikeda'-', Y. Sakamoto 2 , Y. Kawasaki2, T. Miyake',
K. Tanaka 3 , T. Urata4, Y. Katayama5, S. Ueda and S. Horiuchi 2

'Department of Urology and 2Biochemistry, Kumamoto University School of
Medicine, Japan 3Research Institute, Nacalai Tesque, Japan 4Department of Clinical
Pathology, Showa University School of Medicine, Japan 5Laboratory of Clinical
Chemistry, National Cardiovascular Center Hospital, Japan

A new affinity method for quantification of glycated albumin by an enzyme-
linked boronate-immunoassay (ELBIA) was established. ELBIA was based on the
interaction between boronic acids and cis-diols of glycated human serum albumin
(HSA) trapped by anti-HSA antibody coated on a microtiter plate well. We first
examined the feasibility of the conventional boronate affinity method. In the
conventional method, 8.1 to 18.9% of nonglycated standard albumin nonspecifically
binds to the boronate affinity column whose values are regarded as column-blank.
Therefore, in the present modified affinity chromatographic method, this column-
blank was subtracted from the apparent glycated albumin values to obtain the correct
one. The accuracy of ELBIA was evaluated by comparison with this modified affinity
chromatographic method. Correlation coefficients of 0.995 (n = 22) and 0.991 (n = 6)
were obtained for ELBIA versus the modified affinity chromatographic method for
measurement of glycated standard albumin and albumin fractions purified from human
sera, respectively. The correlation line for all measurement was y = 0.996x + 0.846 (n
= 28, r = 0.993). Thus, glycated albumin values determined by ELBIA exactly
correspond to those determined by the modified affinity chromatographic method,
suggesting that ELBIA reflects the in vivo situation of albumin glycation.
Furthermore, we developed a fully automated ELISA system for ELBIA, which allows
the multiple, rapid and precise measurement of glycated albumin. In this fully
automated system, the intra-assay CV was 3.7% (n = 92) and the inter-assay CV was
4.2% (n = 5). The glycated albumin value of normal subjects was 5.26 ± 0.96% (n =
110, mean ± SD). Further clinical study using ELBIA showed that the correlation line
of glycated albumin versus stable-HbAlc was y = 2.904x - 9.783 (n = 470, r =
0.876).

2310
CAPILLARY PRESSURE IN SUBJECTS WITH FASTING
HYPERGLYCAEMIA
Shore AC, Morris SJ, Stockman AJ, Tooke JE.
Institute of Clinical Science, University of Exeter, Exeter, U.K.
In support of the haemodynamic hypothesis which proposes that raised
capillary pressure and flow are instrumental in the pathogenesis of
microangiopathy, capillary pressure is elevated in IDDM patients with
microalbuminuria but not in those of equivalent disease duration
without evidence of microvascular disease. In contrast capillary
pressure is not raised in NIDDM. The prolonged period of metabolic
disturbance preceding NIDDM is known to be associated with
abnormalities of microvascular function. This study investigated
whether this prediabetic phase was also accompanied by abnormalities
of capillary pressure.	 Subjects with fasting hyperglycaemia (FH),
defined as individuals with fasting plasma glucose in the range 5.5 to
7.7 mmol/1 on two separate consecutive occasions, were recruited from
the general population and groups at risk of diabetes e.g. gestational
diabetes, family history of diabetes. 21 subjects with FH and 21 age
sex and menstrual status matched healthy volunteers (13 male) were
investigated. Capillary pressure was measured by direct cannulation of
finger nailfold capillaries using a resistance based servo-controlled
system. The two groups did not differ in systolic or diastolic blood
pressure or skin temperature. Capillary pressure was not different
between the two groups (16.9±3.5 controls v 18.0±4.4 mmHg FH,
p=0.46). Thus capillary pressure does not appear to be elevated in the
prediabetic state.
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2311
ANTIBODIES AGAINST IN VITRO GENERATED AGE: SPECIFICITY
AND APPLICABILITY TO ASSAYS FOR IN VIVO AGE.
J.T.Clausen, M.Christensen, I.Skovsted, S.B.Mortensen,O.J.Bjerrurn
and M.Wilken. Novo Nordisk A/S, Bagsvaerd, Denmark
Most immunoassays for advanced glycation endproducts (AGE) are based
on antibodies prepared against in vitro generated AGE. Also the majority of
assays are of the competitive type, using in vitro AGE as tracer/competing
antigen. This means, that the final specificity of these assays depends solely
on in vitro AGE different from the in vivo material, that one would analyse.
Often, in vitro AGE has been prepared by letting protein and sugar react un-
der conditions, that due to differences in eg. the concentration of trace
amounts of metal ions, pH, oxygen tension and temperature result in vari-
able products. The aim of our investigation was to compare poly- and
monoclonal antibodies prepared against a panel of in vitro AGE's. The in vi-
tro AGE's included preparations made by incubating proteins (KLH, BSA,
lysozyme, RNAse and PPD) with various sugars (glucose, glucose-6-P,
fructose and ribose) and by defined chemical modifications of proteins
(methylglyoxal-, carboxymethyl-, glyoxal-, GOLD, MOLD and pentosidine).
Each AGE was characterised by aminoacid analysis to determine the de-
gree of modification and, where possible, the chemical nature of the modi-
fied aminoacids. Ribose BSA containing per mole 48 modified lysines of
which one was CML, served as reference material. The detection limit for
this compound was in ELISA about lug/mi. Our results show, that despite
the fact that conditions during protein/sugar incubations vary, carboxy-
methylated lysine (CML) is by far the most abundant epitope recognised by
the raised antibodies. Nevertheless, competitive ELISA's using these anti-
bodies with various in vitro AGE's as coating antigen, show differences in
the relative response for the different AGE's. The conclusion is, that al-
though the specificity of most AGE antibodies is CML, the final assays using
these antibodies may differ in their capability to recognise in vivo AGE.
Thus thereis an urgent need for standardisation of AGE immunoassays.

2312
SERUM 8-HYDROXY-GUANINE LEVELS ARE INCREASED IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS
C.S.Shin, B.S.Moon, J.J.Koh, D.J.Park, K.S.Park, S.Y.Kim, H.K.Lee,
C-S.Koh, S.J.Park and M.H.Chung, Seoul National University College
of Medicine, Seoul, Korea

Production of reactive oxygen species are increased in diabetic patients
and the oxidative damage may contribute to the development of
diabetic microangiopathic and macroangiopathic complications. This
study was performed to investigate whether the serum levels of 8-.
hydroxyguanine (8-OHG), as an indicator of oxidative damage to DNA,
was elevated in diabetic patients. Forty-four diabetic patients (41
NIDDM and 3 IDDM) were matched by age for 33 healthy controls.
Serum 8-OHG levels were measured by high-pressure liquid
chromatography. Diabetic patients had significantly higher mean
concentrations of 8-OHG than controls (5.23 f 4.25 vs. 0.98 ± 0.84
pmol/ml, p<0.01, t-test). Among diabetic patients, those with advanced
nephropathy (n=11, serum creatinine levels >1.2 mg/dl) had
significantly higher 8-OHG levels than the other non-azotemic patients
(7.26 ± 4.09 vs. 4.11 ± 4.02 pmol/ml, p<0.05, t-test). The 8-OHG
levels tended to be higher as the retinopathy progressed in diabetic
patients. However, there was no significant correlation between the
level of 8-OHG and age, HbAlc, duration of diabetes and creatinine
clearance. In conclusion, the diabetic patients showed greater oxidative
damage to DNA and such changes might contribute to the vascular
complications of diabetes.

2313
LENS LIPID PEROXIDATION AND HEAVY METAL ACCUMULATION IN

DIABETIC CATARACTOUS AND CLEAR LENSES
Erel 0., Kogyigit A., Alcelik T., Avci $., Aktepe N, Fac. of Med.,
Univ.ofHarran, Sanlmrfa, Turkey
Relationship between lens lipid peroxidation and heavy metal
accumulation was investigated in 15 diabetic cataractous lenses and 6
clear lenses. Lens malondialdehyde (MDA) concentration which is the
product of lipid peroxidation was measured by colorimetric method.
Lens Cu, Fe, Cr, Ni, Pb, Mn, Sb and Zn concentrations were
measured by electrothermal atomic absorbtion spectrometer. In
diabetics, lens MDA concentrations were higher about three times
than control group. Accumulation of Cu, Fe, Cr, Ni about six times,
Pb, Mn about four times, Sb and Zn about twice times were higher in
diabetic cataractous lenses than clear lenses. Significant correlation
between Zn, Cr, Mn, Pb and MDA concentrations was determined
( p=0.001 r=0.66, p=0.005 r=0.59, p=0.05 r=0.44, p=0.05
r=0.42 respectively). No significant correlation between Cu, Fe, Ni,
Sb and MDA concentrations. Very high concentrations of latter
group elements in diabetic lens may suggest that accumulation of
heavy metals in diabetic lens is prior process than lens oxidation, and
it may be accelerate lens lipid peroxidation.

2314
THE EFFECT OF HYPERGLYCEMIA AND DIABETES ON
METHYLGLYOXAL AND ITS DETOXIFICATION PATHWAYS
PAUL J BEISSWENGER*, Allison Touchette and Scott Howell, Dartmouth Medical
School and Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, NH 03756 USA

The reactive a dicarbonyl, methylglyoxal (MG) has been postulated to produce
diabetic complications as a direct toxin and as a precursor for advanced glycation end-
products (AGEs). Levels of MG are regulated by rates of production from glucose and
the detoxification pathways to D-lactate (glyoxalase) and acetol (aldose reductase). To
address factors that determine tissue levels of MG and the activity of degradative
pathways we have measured MG, D-lactate and acetol in plasma by HPLC. We
measured these compounds in 25 IDDM subjects with minimal complications (<15
yrs duration), 40 NIDDM subjects with normal renal function, and 20 non-diabetic
controls. Glycemic control was determined by HbAlc and glucose determination. MG
and D-lactate levels were significantly elevated in diabetic subjects relative to controls.
(see table below)

mean± SD MG (nM) D-lactate	 M)
NIDDM(n=40) 221.8±43.6 12.3±5.9
IDDM (n=25) 215.3±61.9 13.3±6.0
Control (n=20) 154.6±30.6* 8.7±4.7#

We also found a highly significant association between plasma MG concentrations and
glucose levels in NIDDM (r=0.74, p=0.0003) and IDDM (r=0.35, p=0.04) indicating
that glycemic control is an important determinant of MG levels. D-lactate and acetol
showed no relation to glycemic control. We found no correlation of MG and its
degradation product D-lactate in NIDDM (R=0.12, p=0.62) or IDDM (R=0.24, p=0.17)
when compared with non-diabetic controls who showed a significant relationship
(R=0.49, p=0.07), while acetol showed a significant inverse relationship with MG
(r=0.56, p=0.001). These studies indicate elevated MG in diabetes and that levels of
MG, but not its degradation products D-lactate and acetol, are directly related to the
level of glycemic control. Acetol and MG demonstrate a reciprocal relationship
suggesting that different factors regulate their levels in diabetes.We also show that MG
undergoes predictable detoxification to D-lactate in non-diabetics but degrades to a
variable degree in diabetes, suggesting that acquired or genetic factors may modify MG
detoxification. Understanding the activity of this pathway in diabetic individuals may
help to predict their degree of risk for diabetic complications.

o p=<0.0001
# p=0.03



2315
DEPRESSING EFFECT OF EXOGENIC AND ENDOGENIC
COMPOUNDS ON SERUM GLYCATION IN DIABETES

N.I.Verbovaia and E.A.Lebedeva. State medical
University, Samara, Russia

The assessment of few substunces impact on
nonenzymatic glycation process in diabetes was
undertaken in vitro and iri vivo experiments.
Substrate was obtained by incubation of human
serum albumin in 5% water solution (HSA) with 44
mM/1 glucose for 20 days, t=+1-•+2-C. Fructosamine
concentration (FA) by tetrasolium nitroblue
method was 273,3±6.6 mkM/l. Addition of serum of
healthy persons and IDDM patients in amounts of
50% of the total volume decreased FA to 19,0+1.3
rnkM/1 and 22,6±0,57 mkM/1 (p<0,001) respectively.
Serum heating didn•t alter it properties.
Physiological concentrations of thermostable
substunces of uric acid 600 mkM/1, arginin 170
mkM/1, creatinine 150 mkM/l added to solution of
HSA and glucose 17mM/1 decreased FA from 38,8±5,8
mkM/l to 12,8+5,2 mkM/l (p<0,01). We proposed,
that aminogroup compounds could join with
glucose, precluding its binding to body proteins,
decreasing glycation. To prove this preposition
Bucarban (0,075 g/kg, n=9, gr.1) and Glibutid
(0,01 g/kg, n=9, gr.2) were administrated to
alloxane diabetes rats for 1 month. FA fell from
7,7+0,2 to 5,7±0,2 mkM/l (p<0,001) in gr.1 and
from 7,6+0,1 to 5,4+0,1 rnkM/1 (p<0,001) in gr.2,
showing effects of this common drugs on glycation
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2316
GLYCOXIDATION AND LIPDXIDATION PRODUCTS IN RED BLOOD
CELL MEMBRANES IN POORLY CONTROLLED DIABETES.
T.J. Lyons, J.R. Requena, C.W. Fountain, A.J. Jenkins, C.M. Perez, D. Gates, K.L.
Hermeyer, L.P. King, J.W. Baynes and S.R. Thorpe. Medical University of South
Carolina, Charleston and University of South Carolina; Columbia, U.S.A.
Background: Increased blood glucose levels and oxidative stress result in the
formation of glycoxidation and lipoxidation products in proteins and phospholipids.
These products maybe implicated in the pathogenesis of the chronic complications of
diabetes. Red blood cell (RBC) membranes are readily available, have a relatively
long life span and contain both lipids and protein, hence may be a useful source of
markers of both glycoxidation and lipoxidation.
Aims: To establish if markers of glycation (fructose-lysine (FL)), glycoxidation
(carboxymethyllysine (CML)) and lipoxidation (carboxymethylethanolamine (CME))
are detectable in RBC membranes, and if levels of these markers differ between
subjects with poorly controlled diabetes and non-diabetic controls.
Methods: Thirteen subjects with diabetes (HbAlc >8%, normal renal function) and
matched non-diabetic control subjects were studied. Levels of FL, CML, and CME
were measured in RBC membranes by gas chromatography/mass spectroscopy.
Results: mean (standard deviation)

diabetes controls t-test
fasting lucose mg/dl 232 114 78(9) =0.0004
HbAlc % 10.6 2.3 5.7(0.6) =0.0001
FL/lysine mmol/mol 12.2	 8.0 4.3	 2.7 p= 0.008
CML/1 sine mmol/mol 0.20 0.07 0.21 0.06 p>0.05
CME/ethanolamine mmol/mol 0.31 0.54 0.18 0.16 p>0.05

RBC membrane FL and HbAlc correlated, r=0.57, p<0.01.
Conclusions: FL, CML, and CME are detectable in RBC membranes. FL levels are
increased in diabetic vs non-diabetic subjects, and correlate with HbAlc. Levels of
CML and CME do not differ between diabetic and non-diabetic subjects. This study
provides no evidence of increased oxidative stress in diabetes.

2317
EFFECT OF DIABETES MELLITUS AND OXIDIZING AGENTS ON

HUMAN RED BLOOD CELL ENZYMES ACTIVITY.

K. Szosland, 1. Zavodnik, E. Krajewska, L. Zavodnik and M. Bryszewska.
Medical Academy of t6di, University of Lodi, Poland

The aim of the study was to measure the parameters of enzymatic
activities of membrane acetylcholinesterase (AChE) and cytosolic
glutathione peroxidase (GSHP) from red blood cells of diabetic patients
and upon the influence of oxidative stress. The membrane ACNE activity
was measured by the spectrophotometric method of ElIman et at, the
GSHP activity in cell haemolysates as the rate of exogenous GSH
oxidation according to the method of Romos-Martinez. The maximal
enzyme reaction rate of AChE was (17.2 ± 0.8) pmol acetylthiocholine/ml
packed cells/min (n=11) for diabetic cells vs. (13.1 ± 0.8) pmol
acetylthiocholine/ml packed cells/min (n=14) (p<0.02) for control
erythrocytes. For GSHP the enzymatic reaction rate was (11.9 ± 3.0) pmol
GSH/mI packed cells/min in diabetic cells in comparison to (13.9 ± 3.9)
pmol GSH/ml packed cells/min in controls (p<0.05). The cell exposure to
the oxidative agent t-butyl hydroperoxide (tBHP) significantly changed the
parameters of enzyme activities. The maximal AChE reaction rate
increased but substrate affinity decreased up to tBHP concentration of 0.1
mM for diabetic cells and 0.4 mM for control ones. For higher oxidant
concentrations both the maximal AChE enzymatic reaction rate and
Michaelis-Menten constant decreased. The GSHP maximal reaction rate
increased and substrate affinity decreased up to tBHP concentration of 1.5
mM. The susceptibility of red blood cell membranes from diabetic patients
to oxidative stress was much higher than of control erythrocyte
membranes. It can be postulated that the alteration of erythrocyte enzymes
activity in diabetes is a result of the constant oxidative stress in this
disease which can be responsible for the development of long-term
complications.

2318
NEW STRATEGY FOR TREATING THE DIABETIC HYPDXIA :
PREVENTION OF HEMOGLOBIN-AGE FORMATION
T. Kawamura, T. Maruyama, T. Akira, M. Sugiura and N. Nakamura.
Central Research Laboratories, The Green Cross Corporation, Osaka,
Japan.

In the pathologic mechanisms underlying diabetic neuropathy, a role of
endoneurial hypoxia, as well as impaired polyol pathways, is recently
stressed. However, in the model of streptozotocin-induced diabetes, the
endoneurial blood flow (eBF) , which plays a pivotal role in tissue oxygen
supply (tOx), remains at the range enough to preserve the anaerobic
glycolysis of the sciatic nerve, although the nerve conduction is already
disturbed 3 weeks after the diabetic operation. We thus postulated that the
dysfunction, not the mass (flow), of the oxygen carrier protein,
hemoglobin is problematic at such earlier time points. A positive
correlation between eBF and tOx, as seen in non-diabetic rats, was
disturbed in the diabetic conditions. This was backgrounded by an
impaired capacity of oxygen release from diabetic erythrocytes. The
decreased oxygen half partition pressure (P50) was likely to be a crucial
factor for limited oxygen supply to the peripheral nerves. The P50 values
are generally influenced by the level of the 2,3-DPG in erythrocyte,
however, in the diabetes, this may not be the case. The raised level of
2,3-DPG does not necessarily function to elevating P50 values. This is
caused by a dysfunction of the diabetic hemoglobin. In the present study,
we demonstrated that the dysfunction of the oxygen carrier protein is
attributed to the advanced glycation end products (AGE) of hemoglobin,
Hb-AGE, rather than the glycation of the carrier protein, HbAl C, and that
a novel aldose reductase inhibitor, SG-210, if orally administered for 2
weeks, alleviates the formation of Hb-AGE for improved the tissue
oxygenation. A clue may thus be provided for medication of the diabetic
neuropathy.
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2319
THE ERYTHROCYTE SORBITOL LEVELS CORRELATE WITH

BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVELS AND DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS
R. Hayashi, Y.Itoh, N.Hayakawa, T.Mokuno, S. Kato, K.Uchimura,
M.Kotake, M.Itoh, A.Nagasaka, T.Fujita, and R.Shinohara. Fujita
Health University. Toyoake, Aichi, Japan.

Abnormal polyol metabolism may contribute to the development of
diabetic complications. Previous reports on the roles of sorbitol in
diabetic patients provided contradictory results probably due to the

poor reproducibility of sorbitol assay methods. We devised an

improved sorbitol assay and investigated the relationship between
sorbitol levels in erythrocytes and glycemic control indices and

diabetic complications, and also evaluated the effect of aldose

reductase inhibitors on the sorbitol level. Erythrocyte sorbitol

concentrations were measured as follows: The washed erythrocytes
were mixed with NaOH and ZuSO4, followed by centrifugation. Two
ml of the supernatant was added to 2.0ml Tris-HCI buffer containing
10mM EDTA, 2U/ml sorbitol dehydrogenase and 12.5mg NAD, and
incubated at 37 °C for 30 min. The NADH thus formed was measured
at an excitation wavelength of 366 nm and an emission wavelength
of 452 nm.
Fasting sorbitol levels were 67.1±36.3nmol/gHb in NIDDM
patients, 95.0±60.8nmol/gHb in IDDM patients, and 38.5±
8.lnmol/gHb in normal individuals. Positive correlations were
noted between the fasting blood glucose and sorbitol levels, and

between the HbAlc and sorbitol levels. Sorbitol levels did not
correlate with the 24h Ccr, microalbuminuria, tibial nerve MCV or
ECG R-R100 values. Treatment with aldose reductase inhibitors for
one month induced a decrease in the sorbitol levels. Thus, this
assay method makes it possible to measure erythrocyte sorbitol with
good reproducibility and to elucidate the relation between the

diabetic condition and sorbitol levels.

2320

RELATION BETWEEN EARLY GLYCATION PRODUCT AND
ADVANCED GLYCATION END PRODUCT ON ERYTHROCYTE
MEMBRANE PROTEIN AND HEMOGLOBIN.
Z. Makita, S. Kuwajima*, K. Yanagisawa, T. Atsumi, K. Tsutida, S. Ohara,
H. Miyoshi, N. Yoshioka*, and T. Koike. Internal Medicine II, Hokkaido
Univ. School of Med., and Sapporo city Hospital*, Sapporo, Japan

Protein glycation mainly consists of two sets of reaction in vivo, early
reversible and advanced irreversible glycation. Few reports are available
concerning comparisons of levels of early and advanced glycation
products in vivo. V made use of a radioimmunoassay to detect early
glycation and an ELISA for advanced glycation, we assessed the amount of
early glycation product (EGP) and advanced glycation end product (AGE)
in erythrocyte membrane protein (EMP) and Hb in diabetic (DM) and
non-diabetic control subjects (C). The levels of early EGP in EMP were
48.4±2.5 (nmole glucitollysine/mg proteins) in C, and 79.4±13.1 in DM
(P<0.00I) while levels of EGP in Hb were 4.1±1.4 (nmole
glucitollysinelmg Hb) in C and 7.5±2.1 in DM (P<0.001). The levels of
AGE in EMP by ELISA were 22.5±7.7 (AGE Units/mg proteins) in C, and
70.7±51.8 in DM (P<0.001), and the levels of AGE in Hb were 3.8±1.2
(AGE Units/mg Hb) in C, and 12.3±2.1 in DM (P<0.001). To investigate
the large differences in levels of AGE in EMP and Hb between DM and C
compared to EGP, we estimated the the levels of AGE in samples with
several proteins (EMP, Hb, albumin) incubated with glucose, fructose,
fructose-3-phosphate (F-3-P) or intermediate substance 3 deoxyglucosone
(3-DG). The formation of AGE was dramatically increased by incubation
with F-3-P and its decomposition products 3-DG, compare to the
incubation with glucose or fructose. The AGE inhibitor aminoguanidine
effectively inhibited AGE formation by 3-DG. These findings demonstrate
that even under the same metabolic conditions the extent of EGP and AGE
differs depends on proteins and the extent of AGE dramatically increases
in DM patients, although EGP in DM patients remain increases little.

2321
GLICATED y-GLOBULINS: A NEW PARAMETER FOR METABOLIC
CONTROL OF DIABETIC SUBJECTS?
A Lapolla, D. Fedele, R. Monica, M. Battaglia, M. Garbeglio, M D'Alpaos, R.
Seraglia and P. Traldi.
Istituto di Medicina Interns, University di Padova, Padova, Italy.
The knowledge of the glycation level of y-globulins in diabetic subjects can be
relevant either for the disease control or for its possible relationship with
immunological impairment. Consequently the development of specific methods for the
determination of such levels is of high interest. Stimulating results have been achieved
by matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI/MS), which
allows to determine the molecular weight of intact proteins with an accuracy in the
range 0.1-0.01%. Fourteen badly controlled diabetic patients [A] (mean age ± SD 63
± 7 years, mean disease duration 12 ± 8 years, mean fasting plasma glucose (FPG)
20.8 ± 4.5 mmol/L, mean furosine 0.47 ± 0.07 µg Fur/mg prot, mean HbA I0 10.9 ±
2.0%), eight well controlled diabetic patients [B] (mean age 60 ± 12 years, mean
disease duration 13 ± 9 years, mean FPG 8.0 ± 1.2 mmol/L, mean furosine 0.33 t
0.03 pg Fur/mg prot, mean HbA Ic 7.2 ± 0.5%) and eight normal controls [C] (mean
age 57 ± 9 years, mean FPG 5.5 ± 0.3 mmol/L, mean furosine 0.22 ± 0.02 µg Fur/mg
prot, mean HbAt0 5.5 ± 0.4%) were examined. For these subjects the molecular
weight of human serum albumin (MWus r) and y-globulin (MW7) were determined by
MALDI and compared with those of genuine, non-glycated proteins. HSA shows
mean mass increase (AM11s,0) of 1491 ± 624 Da for A, 321 f 82 Da for B and 76 ±
48 Da for C. In the case of y-globulins AM, values of 2516 ± 1120 Da, 1128 ± 339
Da and 581 ± 347 Da have been found for A, B and C respectively. The observed
mass increase (AMHSA and AIM) must be related to a number of glucose molecules
condensed on the proteins. The plots AMr vs FPG, furosine, HbA 1 , and AMHSA result
linear, with correlation indexes of 0.754, 0.641, 0.832 and 0.869 respectively. These
results show that by MALDI an easy determination of y-globulins glycation levels can
be achieved. Their relationship with other metabolic control parameters suggests its
use in the same field and suggests to undertake investigations on its possible
relationship with immunological impairment.

2322
QUANTIFICATION OF CROSSLINE'^` IN SERUM AND ERYTHROCYTE

MEMBRANE PROTEIN IN DIABETIC SUBJECTS
M. Yamaguchi, K. Nakano, G. Hasegawa, H. Shigeta, Y. Kitagawa, N. Nakamura,
H. Obayashi, I. Fukui, M. Kondo and K. Ienaga. First Dep. of Int. Med, Kyoto Pref.

Univ. of Med, Kyoto, Japan. IBAS, Nippon Zoki Pharm. Co. Ltd, Hyogo, Japan.

Recent studies have suggested that advanced glycation 'endproducts (AGEs) play an
important role in the pathogenesis of diabetic complications. Crossline is a novel
AGE-product which has both crosslink and fluorescence similar to AGE-proteins in
vivo. Although the accumulation of AGEs in specific tissue might explain the role
of this compounds for the deterioration of diabetic complications, we need more
pragmatical strategy for the evaluation of glycation, the most important events in the
development of diabetic complications. Now we developed high performance
competitive ELISA system for the determination of crossline. The aim of this study
was the cilinical evaluation of this crossline assay system in diabetic patient; the
relationship between serum level <S> or values in erythrocytes membrane proteins
<M> of crossline and glycemic control or diabetic complications. Serum samples or
erythrocyte membrane fractions were collected from 69 NIDDM patients and 21
normal subjects as control Glycemic control was evaluated by measuring HbAlc
and diabetic retinopathy was assessed by ophthalmologist. <S> and <M> of
crossline were positively correlated with HbAlc, r=0.312 (p<0.05) and r=0.427
(p<0.01), respectively. In patients with retinopathy, however, <M> of crossline
significantly increased (p<0.01) independently to HbAlc levels, although no relation
was observed between HbAlc levels or <S> of crossline and diabetic retinopathy.
These results suggested that 1) serum levels of crossline reflect diabetes controls, 2)
crossline levels in membrane also correlated to glycemic control and would be
possible indicator or predictor of diabetic complications such as retinopathy.
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HYPEROSMOLAR HYPERGLUCEMIC NONKETOTIC COMA, CLINICAL
EXPERIENCE IN HOSPITAL 25 IMSS MONTERREY, N.L. MEXICO.
C. Lozano-Pena, V. Guibovich, J. Ocotla and A. Reyna.
We analized the cases of patients with hyperosmolar hyperglucemic
coma in Hospital 25 IMSS, Monterrey N.L. Mexico; in the period
January 1993 - December 1995. They were 406 hospitalized
patients with diabetes type II, 20 out of all with hyperosmolar coma:
3 cases associated with ketoacidosis, 17 hyperosmolar
hyperglucemic nonketotic coma (HHNC): 1 case in 1993, 7 in 1994
and 9 in 1995. 7 Out of 17 patients were women (41%) and 10
men (59%). The mean age was 67 years (44 - 87), with mean
duration of diabetes: 12 years (2 - 30 years), only 3 cases with
recent onset of diabetes. 9 patients in treatment with oral
hypoglucemiants agents (54%), 2 with insulin (11%), 1 with diet
alone (6%) and 5 without treatment (29%). Precipitating causes: 6
cases due to pneumonia, 2 urinary infection and 2 gastroenteritis,
one case due to pancreatitis (6.6%), 1 due to stroke (6.6%), 1 due
to surgery stress (gastrectomy) (6.6%), and 1 due to
chemotherapy (6.6%) and 7 cases with unknown etiology. The mean
initial glycemia was 1043 mg/dl (+/- 443). The mean corrected
serum sodium was 163 mEq/It. (+/- 24). the mean osmolarity was
378 mOsm/It (+/- 52). 9 patients died (53%), mostly due to
complications: sepsis (3 cases), ARDS (2 cases), pulmonary
thromboembolism (2 cases) and acute myocardial infarction (2
cases). In conclusion, HHNC is a infrequent complication but severe
in the diabetic patient type II, mostly in that patient with inadecuate
control of diabetes and delay in medical assistance, precipitating by
infection or acute stress. Poor prognosis is seen in advanced age,
severe hyperglycemia, hypernatremia, hyperosmolality, severe
acidosis and developing some complication. Th adequate treatment
with insulin, potassium and liquids improve the prognosis.

TREATMENT OF CHRONIC ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION WITH
TRANSURETHRAL ALPROSTADIL IN DIABETIC AND NONDIABETIC MEN.
P. C. Norwood, F. E. Kaiser, W. E. Nolten, D. S. Schalch, V. A. Place, A. P.
Spivack, D. E. Stephens, P. Y. Tam, N. Gesundheit and the VIVUS-MUSE Study
Group, Menlo Park, CA.
Erectile dysfunction is a common problem in diabetic men. Previous short-term
studies have shown that alprostadil delivered by a transurethral system produces
erections and restores sexual intercourse. We have now studied the clinical safety and
efficacy of MUSE® (alprostadil) delivered by this system over a 3-month period in
diabetic and nondiabetic men. 1511 patients (age: 30-84; mean 62) with organic
erectile dysfunction (mean duration: 4 yrs) were enrolled in a prospective, double-
blind, placebo-controlled trial. Patients self-administered transurethral alprostadil
(125, 250, 500, and 1000 pg) in the clinic; those achieving an erection sufficient for
intercourse (996 patients) were randomized to home therapy with either active drug
or placebo. Diabetes was present in 240 patients (39 insulin-dependent; 196 non-
insulin-dependent; 5 unspecified). Key results are shown in the table below. In

patients who responded at
home, approximately 7 of 10
active drug systems resulted in
sexual intercourse. Adverse
effects, other than penile pain,
were uncommon in the group

as a whole. 88% of patients completed the 3 months of home treatment. Transurethral
alprostadil is well tolerated and can restore erections and sexual intercourse in both
diabetic and nondiabetic men with chronic erectile dysfunction.
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% Reporting Intercourse on:
Active Placebo

p-value

Overall 64.9 18.6 <0.001
Diabetic 64.3 21.1 <0.001
Nondiabetic 65.0 17.7 <0.001

2325
ENDOTHELIN-1 AND ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE IN DIABETIC
PATIENTS WITH HYPEROSMOLAR HYPERGLYCEMIC SYNDROME
Y.-J. Lee, S.-J. Shin, J.-F. Hwang, T.-J. Hsieh and J.-H Tsai. Kaohsiung
Medical College, Kaohsiung, Taiwan

To investigate whether endothelin-1 (ET-1) and atrial natriuretic
peptide (ANP), potent vasoregulatory peptides with diverse actions, are
enrolled in the pathophysiology of patients with severe decompensated
hyperglycemia and dehydration. Plasma and urinary ET-1 and ANP
immunoreactive substances were measured in 16 diabetic patients with
hyperosmolar hyperglycemic syndrome (HHS) by specific
radioimmunoassays. Plasma and urinary ET-1 levels (7.0 ± 4.1 pg/ml
and 890 ± 130 ng/g Cr, respectively) were significantly higher in HHS
patients in the acute phase, and after recovery, plasma ET-1 (3.6 ± 0 7
pg/ml) returned to normal range (3.4 ± 1.3 pg/ml), while urinary ET-1
level (2,360 ± 680 ng/g Cr) was still increased in HHS patients than that
of the control group (260 ± 30 ng/g Cr). Plasma ANP level of patients
with HHS was not significantly different during acute (22.0 ± 5.2 pg/ml)
or recovery stages (22.1 ± 3.6 pg/ml) from that of control subjects (18.4
± 2.5 pg/ml). In contrast, urinary ANP excretion was significantly higher
in acute stage of patients with HHS (323 ± 100 ng/g Cr) than that of
control subjects (48 ± 3 ng/g Cr), and after recovery, urinary ANP level
(86 ± 10 ng/g Cr) was not significantly different from that of controls.
Serials follow up of plasma and urinary vasoactive peptides and clinical
manifestations showed that plasma ET-1 level was significantly
correlated to the plasma angiotesin I, blood urea nitrogen, and creatinine
concentrations. Our results demonstrated that plasma ET-1 may be
involved in the blood pressure homeostasis and renal synthesized ET-1
and ANP contributed to the maintenance of the tubular functions in state
of dehydration induced by severe hyperglycemia.
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Diabetes mellitus and hormone replacement therapy:

risk-benefit situation

S.A.Popkov, E.I.Sokolov, T.P.Morosova

MMSI, Moskow, Russia.

Clinical experience has shown that hormone

replacement therapy (HRT) is effective in relieving

climacteric symptoms as well as in preventing

osteoporosis and cardiovascular disease. These diseases

are known as the main causes of morbidity and mortality

among women with diabetes mellitus. The purpose of this

study was to evaluate the possible risk factors of

application HRT in women with non-insulin dependent

diabetes. We examined carbohydrate and insulin change,

lipid metabolism and blood coagulation in women

receiving Divina for a year. Metabolic changes indicate

that Divina acted beneficially not deteriorating the course

of diabetes mellitus (P<0,001).
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DECOMPENSATION IN 633 ECUADORIAN DIABETICS
C. Orellana, Ni Perez and J. Robalino. Diabetes Ecuadorian
Foundation (FED). Quito- Ecuador.
We wanted to Imow the frequency of ketosic hyperosmolar
decompensation (basal blood glucose 300 mg/dL + cetonaria) non
ketost hyperosmolar decompensation (basal blood glucose > 600
fug/dL without cetonuria) and hyperglyemic decompensation (basal
blood glucose > 150 mg/dL or > 200 mg/dL two hours post-prandial)
in patients with diabetes of five cities of Ecuador. It was a descriptive
study that used an univariate/bivariate analysis, Data Base and
Quattro softwares. We found 14.6% of hyperosmolar decompensation
(ketosis and non ketosis) in insulin dependent diabetes mellitus
patients in contrast of 53.6% of hyperglycemic decompensation (p <
0.01), In non insulin dependent diabetes mellitus patients we
observed 6% of non ketosis hyperosmolar decompensation in
comparation with 47.8% of hyperglycemic decompensation (p < 0.01).
Oriental area of Ecuador had 80% of total decompensatton, coast area
51.5% and mountain area 48.5%. We conclude that hyperglycemic
decompensation is more frequent than ketosic/non ketosic
decompensation. Finally, we thought that percenteges obtained in this
study were alarming.

2328

QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF SCLEREDEMA

DIABETICULUM A. Ota, H. Sato, and N. Saito. St. Marianna
University School of Medicine, Kawasaki, Japan.

Diabetic scleredema is diffuse edema with sclerotic changes of the
posterior neck in patients with diabetes mellitus. We applied a new

apparatus equipped with a suction device (Cutometer SEM575) to

measurement of skin elasticity for quantitative evaluation of the skin

lesions. Thirty-nine diabetic patients were measured using this device.

The value of skin elasticity (VSE) in patients over ten years in diabetic
duration was lower than that under ten years in diabetic duration. VSE in

patients with diabetic retinopathy and diabetic neuropathy was lower than

that in patients without these complications. VSE (71.3 ± 11.1%) in

patients with scleredema diagnosed clinically was lower than that (83.3 ±

11. 1 %) in patients without scleredema, therefore sclerotic changes in the

skin were indicated quantitatively. Histopathological examination

confirmed the diagnosis of diabetic scleredema. Skin elasticity
measurement using a suction device was useful for quantitative
evaluation of diabetic scleredema.

2329

HEMODIALYSIS(HD)-INDUCED HYPERKETONEMIA IN DIABETIC

PATIENTS

I. Saito', K.Mizuno'. 'Dept. of Internal Medicine, Kashima Hospital, Iwaki,

Japan, 2Dept. of Internal Medicine, Odaka Municipal Hospital, Odaka, Japan.

Aim: Recentry, we have found that hyperketonemia(Htq occurred in

hemodialysed diabetic patients. Thus the aim of this studywas toaddress the

mechanism(s) by which HK is caused in those patients.

Methods: We studied 31 diabetics and 15non-diabetic patients(N). Of dia-

betic patients 15 were on good control(G), and 16 onpoorlycontrolled(P). HD

was performed using glucose-added bicarbonate dialysate, and either

heparin ornafamostat mesilate(FUI) was used asan anticoagulant duringthe

dialysis. Plasma glucose(PG), 3-hydroxybutyrate(3OHBA) and free fatty

acid(FFA) were measured before and after H D.

R esults: Although 3OHBA remained unchanged after HD in groups N and

G, it increased significantly in group P(p<0.01), irrespectively ofuse of heparin

or FUT. Plasma FFA also elevated only in group P(p<0.01). In group P the

percent change in plasma FFA was significantly smaller in the patients per-

formed HD with FUT than that in those with heparin(p<0.05). In addition, the

percent change in plasma 3OHBA was significantly correlated with the per-

cent change in plasma FFA in group P performed heparin-used HD(r=0.58,

p,0.01). Such relationship was not found in either group N or G.

C onclusions: These findings strongly suggest that glucose-added bicar-

bonate HD using either heparin or FUT as an anticoagulant is able to evoke

hyperketonemia in poorly controlled diabetic patients on HD.
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IRON DEFICIENCY ANEMIA IS ASSOCIATED WITH GASTRIC
AUTOIMMUNITY IN INSULINDEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS (IDDM)
C. De Block, L. Van Gaal, I. De Leeuw, University of Antwerp, Antwerp,
Belgium

Previous studies have shown a high prevalence of anti-parietal cell-
antibodies (PCA) in IDDM. This condition can induce chronic atrophic
gastritis and elevated levels of gastrine accompanied with iron
malabsorption, and hypochromic anemia. In a series of 29 IDDM patients (11
male, 18 women) with increased titers of PCA (> 1/20 dilution) 41% had a
gastrine level > 100 ng/I and 45% showed significantly lower circulating iron
levels (<50 pg/dl). Twelve patients (4 m, 8 w) with high gastrine levels had a
peripheral hematogram typical for hypochromic, microcytic anemia (41%)
that could be normalized with parenteral iron injections. This group (A) was
compared to a second group (B) consisting of 121 PCA negative IDDM
patients (71 m, 50 W) with the same age distribution. In group B only 6.6%
showed elevated gastrine (p<0.0001) and 19% had low iron levels (p<0.01).
Anemia was present in 16% of the patients but only 14 had hematologic
evidence of iron deficiency. As compared to group A, a significant higher
incidence (Fisher exact test: p=0.0085, Odds ratio: 4.023, 95% Cl: 1.560-
10.371) of iron deficiency anemia looks to be present when PCA titers are
elevated. All the patients with anemia were explored in order to find other
potential etiologies. For this reason 2 cases of Biermer anemia and 1 case
with auto-immune hypothyroidism were excluded from group A. In group B, 1
folium deficient anemia and 4 normochromic anemias of various origin were
excluded. Since there is some doubt about the influence of the level of
metabolic control on iron levels, 103 serum iron levels were correlated with
the corresponding HBA1c taken at the same moment. The correlation
coefficient ratio was 0.057 (p value of 0.56) indicating a complete lack of
correlation. In conclusion it looks important in practice to keep gastric auto-
immunity in mind as a frequent cause of iron deficiency in the presence of
hypochromic anemia in IDDM. The ionic form of iron and the way of
administration can be important to maintain a normal hematopoiesis in this
kind of patients.
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Anemia in Non-Uremic Diabetic Patients
Yun YS., Cha BS., Song YD., Lim SK., Lee HC., Hahn JS., and Huh KB., Korea

Anemia is a frequently noted disorder in diabetic patients. So, we
evaluate the causes and characteristics of anemia in diabetics without
uremia(creatinine clearance rate >> 30 ml/min/m2). Total 192 patients
(M:F=73:119, 14 IDDM and 178 NIDDM) with disease duration of mean
10.5 ± 7.4 years, were investigated. In order to analyze the causes of
anemia, serum iron, total iron binding capacity, ferrritin, vitamin B12, and
folate levels were measured and if necessary, serum erythropoietin(EPO),
Coombs' test, serum haptoglobin, bilirubin, peripheral blood smear, and bone
marrow studies were taken in 69 cases. Serum EPO levels were measured in
20 non-diabetic anemic patients as a control.

Seman hemoglobin(Hb levels were mean 11.1 ± 1.lg/dl with 180 mild
anemic(Hb 9-12 g/dl) and 12 moderate anemic (Hb 6-9 g/dl) patients.
Erythrocyte indices were nonnocytic in 134 (69.8%) out of 178 patients,
macrocytic in 42 (21.8%), and microcytic in 16 (8.3%). The Hb levels were
negatively correlated with diabetic duration (r=-0.21, p=0.03) and the amount
of albuminuria(r=-0.39, p=0.01). The evaluable causes of 69 anemic patients
were iron deficiency(21.7%), chronic disorders(18.8%), folate deficiency(4.3%),
vitamin B12 deficiency(1.4%), hemolytic anemia(1.4%), aplastic anemia(1.4%),
however causes were not explained clearly in 35 (51.0%) patients. Serum
EPO levels of patients with unexplained anemia were mean 17.1 ± 8.0
mU/ml, which were significantly lower than that of non-diabetic anemic
patients(144.9 ± 108.0 mU/tnl, p<0.01). Blunted EPO response to anemia was
noted in patients with diabetes showing unexplained anemia.

In conclusion, causes of anensia were not interpreted clearly in many
diabetics patients. Insufficient EPO response may play some roles to
unexplained anemia in non-uremic diabetic patients.
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THIS ABSTRACT HAS BEEN WITHDRAWN BY THE AUTHOR.
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ANALYSIS OF DIABETIC KETOACIDOSIS AND HYPEROSMOLAR

NONKETOTIC COMA CASES

Nilgun GOvener M.D., Alper GOrlek M.D. and Olcay Gedik M.D. Hacettepe
University Faculty of Medicine, Division of Endocrinology, Ankara, Turkey

In this retrospective study, diabetic ketosis, ketoacidosis (DKA) and
hyperosmolar nonketotic coma (HNKC) cases were analysed in a 15 year
period (1980-1995). Of 82 cases evaluated, 47 of them fulfilled the criteria
for DKA, 23 cases for diabetic ketosis and the remaining 12 cases for
HNKC. Of 47 cases with DKA, 66% had juvenile onset (e30 years) type
diabetes, 14.9% had adult onset (>_30 years) type I diabetes and the
remaining 19.1% had NIDDM (Non insulin dependent diabetes mellitus). Of
patients with diabetic ketosis, 78% had NIDDM, 13 % had juvenile onset,
4.3% had adult onset type I and 4.3% had secondary diabetes. All cases
with HNKC were diagnosed as having NIDDM. Ketoacidosis was found to as
initial clinical presentation in 13.4% of cases. In the whole group, the most
common precipitating factor was infection (32.9%). Omission of insulin
therapy (9.8%), trauma (4.9%), myocardial infarction (2%) and
cerebrovascular accident (1%) were other precipitating factors. In 25.6% of
patients, the cause of ketoacidosis was unknown. As to DKA cases, urinary
tract infection in two patients (4.3 %), hypoglycemia in five patients (2.1%),
thrombophlebitis in one patient (2.1%) , acute renal failure in two patients
(4.3%) and for diabetic ketosis cases, hypoglycemia in 4 patients(17.3%)
and sepsis in 2 patients(8.7%) developed as a complication during the
treatment. In HNKC cases, sepsis, brain edema, thrombophlebitis and
mesenteric vascular disease were seen in one patient (8.3%) for each.
Mortality rates for DKA, diabetic ketosis and HNKC cases were 6.4%, 8.7%
and 33.3% respectively. The data suggest that DKA and HNKC are still
major problems in diabetic patients despite the advance in diagnosis and
treatment.
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Limited Joint Mobility and Respiratory Function Tests in Children with Insulin
Dependent Diabetes Mellitus

N.Demirel, C.Ftgictoglu, H.cokugra§, A.Aydtn. University of Istanbul, Cerrahpa§a
Medical Faculty, Department of Pediatrics, Istanbul Turkey.

Limited joint mobility (LJM) is an early complication of insulin dependent diabetes
mellitus (IDDM) and it is also associated with the increase in we frequencies of
complications observed in long term IDDM.Published data regarding the
respiratory function tests performed in patients with IDDM having LJM were
conflicting.	 60 patients with IDDM were included into the study to
evaluate the relationship between LJM and respiratory function tests.These patients
were separated into two groups as LJM (+) (n:32) and LJM (-) (n:28) The weight,
height and HbAlc values did not differ significantly between these two groups.The
age of the patients and the duration of diabetes were significantly higher in LJM (+)
group (p<0.01).

Respiratory function tests were performed with spirometer for all patients in both
of the groups. Despite the significantly low levels of FVC observed in LJM(+)
group

( LJM(+) mean±SD: 88.3±18.01, LJM(-) mean±SD: 104.3±9.07) (p<0.05), no
difference was found considering FEV 1 for both of the groups (LJM(+) mean±SD:
77.25±19.6, LJM(-) mean±SD: 87.25±19.02) (p>0.05).Results of the function tests in
LJM(+) patients was correlating well with a restrictive type of respiratory disorder.

It is well known that diabetes can cause changes in collagen metabolism .LJM is
shown to be related to changes in collagen metabolism. Collagen is also important
for the architecture and the functions of lung . Our data support the view that LJM
and restrictive type of respiratory dysfunction occur together.
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EVALUATING SEVERITY OF ACUTE COMPLICATION OF
DIABETES IN KOREA BY USING APACHE III SCORING SYSTEM

S.J. Yoo, J.H. Yoo, J.H. Han, K.H. Song, H.S. Son, B.Y. Cha, K.W.
Lee, H.Y. Son and S.K. Kang, Catholic University Medical College,
Seoul, Korea

As an acute complication of diabetes, diabetic ketoacidosis(DKA) and
hyperglycemic hyperosmolar state(HHNS) need intensive care in an
early stage of disease, because of relatively high mortalities. To
evaluate the expected mortality of acute complication of diabetes, we
enrolled 154 patients(87 male, 68 female, mean age 50±20 yr) who
need intensive care unit from March, 1986 to March, 1995. We used
APACHE III as an objective grading methods of disease severity and
mortality and ADA criteria as a diagnostic tool for DKA and HHNS.
The overall mortality of 154 patients was 20.1%(31/154). Ther were
significant difference in BUN(46.6 ± 28.0 vs 32.0 ± 18.7 mg/dl),
age(59.3±20.0 vs 43.3 ± 18.2 yr), duration of diabetes(7.4±7.2 vs 4.6
±5.1 yr) and APACH III score( 69.9 ± 24.9 vs 44.8 ±11.7) between
death group(n=31) and survival group(n=123)(p<0.05). The mortality of
DKA(n=106) was 20.7%, while that that of HHNS(n=48) was 18.8%.
The difference of APACH III score between both groups was not
significant(p>0.05). Logistic regression analysis about the relationship
between APACH III score and risk of death revealed the equation:
log„ R/(1-R)= 0.04314 x (APACH III) - 3.488. According to this
equation, the estimated risk of death was over 50% at the point range
80-85 and over 95% at 140-145. APACH III scoreing system could be
a useful guideline to predict and to evaluate the outcome and it would
be valuable in clinical decision making and proper management of
acute diabetic complication.

2336
FAILURE TO DETECT THE MALIGNANCY IN POOR-CONTROLLED
DIABETICS WITH HIGH LEVEL OF TUMOR MARKERS
H.Ohfusa,K.Nishizawa,Nagano Red Cross Hospital,Japan

To elucidate the reliability of the tumor markers
(TMs) for detection of the malignancy in diabetics,
serum CEA(EIA), CA19-9(RIA) and DUPAN-2(EIA) were
determined in 74 patients( M:42,54.8 y.o.,F:32,53.0 y.o.)
with 62 NIDDM and 12 IDDM. In 17(23 %) of patients,
TMs were in high value. Mean of HbAlc level was 11.7 %.
Mean of serum CEA was 41.7 ng/ml, CA19-9 was 74.7 U/ml,
and DUPAN-2 was 910 U/ml. The frequencies of high level
of TMs were 16/17(94 %) in CEA,14/17(82 %) in CA19-9 and
3/17(18 %) in DUPAN-2. Both high CEA and CA19-9 was 11/17
(65 %), and all of high TMs was 3/17(18 %). By various
studies: gastrofibersopy,colonofiberscopy,ERCP,US and CT,
3 of all diabetics(5 %) beared some malignancies were
diagnosed.They had progressive gastric cancer(GC),sigmoid
cancer and both GC and multiple colon cancers. All of
the patients suffered from these cancers had both high
CEA(153 ng/ml) and CA19-9(99 U/ml). But none of patients
had high level of DUPAN-2 and no liver and billiary tract
metastasis. Whereas,in diabetics beared no malignancies,
all of TMs changed in lower values accompanied with the
improvement of BS control(HbAlc:12.2 - 9.7 %,CEA:10.4 -
3.4 ng/ml,CA19-9:67.4 - 35.4 IU/ml,DUPAN-2:910 - 413 U/ml)

These results suggest that in poor BS controlled
diabetics, serum CEA,CA19-9 and DUPAN-2 have a tendency
to be in high value and variability with BS level. Then,
these TMs should not be reliable to detect malignancies.
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INVESTIGATION 230 CASES OF KETOACIDOSIS DURING A 6 YEAR
PERIOD
Zs. Gail, K Esik,_ P. Pataki,Zs. Papp,B. Valenta.
Department of Internal Medicine IV., Nyiregyhaza, Hungary

The aim of this study was to gather data about diabetic ketoacidosis morbidity and
mortality and to investigate the diagnosis and the treatment. 230 adults were
treated with diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) during a 6 year period from 1989 to 1995
from an area with a population of 350 000. All these diabetics were treated in the
same department and their medical records were reviewed retrospectively. The
average age of the patients was 48 year (18-78) with a 1,52:1 ratio of men and
women. 69 DKA repeatedly occuring episodes were treated in 16 patients (1 Imen,
5 women). The following reasons for DKA were found: infection was proved in 56
cases (24,3 %), newly diagnosed diabetes was in 20 cases (8,6 %), pancreatitis was
in 8 cases (3,5 %), myocardial infarction and stroke was in 4-4 cases (1,8-1,8 %)-
other reasons in 31 cases and in 107 cases (24,3%) it was not possible to identify
the reason. Of the 230 DKA cases 12 patients died which represent a 6,08 %
morbidity. Their avarage age was 61 year (41-78). Most patients were admitted to
the department from an emergency ward.The diagnosis of DKA was often made
too late. These diabetics spent an avarage 3,7 hour in the emergency ward. During
this time they received an average 1,3 1 infusion and often unnecessary
bicarbonate treatment.During the first 24 hours the patients received an average
5,71 infusion and 56 U insulin in the department.DKA still have a high morbidity
and mortality . It is important to educate on the first first symptomes of DKA
especially to those who had recurring DKA. The patients with recurring DKA
often need psychological support as well. The use of glucometers and urine test
strips could help to diagnose DKA at an earlier stage.In conclusion the results
suggest that, better education of the patients and the medical staff could reduce
morbidity and mortality of DKA.
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DIABETES MELLITUS AND MITRAL VALVE PROLAPSE

H.Kahraman, O. Yilmaz, F. Tanyeri, M. Batkol
Ondokuz Mayts University, Samsun, Turkey

Mitral valve prolapse (MVP) is the most common cardiac valvular
anomaly ethiopathogenesis of which is not known. Mitral valve prolapse
can occur as a primary anomaly, and it can also be detected during the
course of some systemic diseases. It is suggested that autoimmune
mechanisms may play a role in the ethiopathogenesis of mitral valve
prolapse, but it is not known whether diabetes mellitus plays a role in MVP.
For this reason, we planned this study to determine the prevalence of MVP
in both type I and type II diabetic patients. One hundred three patients (35
male, 68 female) whose mean age is 47 years are taken in the study.
Seventy six of the patients had type II diabetes, 27 had type I diabetes,
Patients who had autoimmune, metabolic and heart diseases that can
influence MVP were excluded. Sixty volunteering normal subjects without
any diseases were taken as control group. Two-dimensional M-mode colour
Doppler echocardiography was applied to all patients after physical
examination and routine laboratory analysis were made. Mitral valve
prolapse was diagnosed when one or both of the mitral valves deplaced
back in to the left atrium more than 3 mm in systole. Mitral valve prolapse
was detected in 3 (5%) of control group and 13 (12.6%) of 103 diabetic
patients. Prevalence of MVP was higher in diabetic patients but the
difference was not statistically significant (p>0.05).
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DIABETIC KETOACIDOSIS IN ENDOCRINOLOGY 	 DEPARTMENT,
HOSPITAL 25 IMSS, MONTERREY, N.L. MEXICO.
C. Lozano-Pena, V. Guibovich and F. Hinojosa.
We analized the cases of Diabetic Ketoacidosis (DKA) in the period January
1993 - December 1995. There were 496 hospitalized diabetic patients in
that period of time in the Departament of Endocrinology, 121 with diabetes
type I and 375 with type II; 72 patients with DKA, 29 cases in 1993, 24
cases in 1994 and 18 cases in 1995. We found only 26 charts, the
remainder were not included in our study, because they were not found.
Out of 26 patients, 11 were men (42%) and 15 were women (58%), mean
age was 36 years (13 - 59), 22 patients with diabetes type I (85%), 4
patients with diabetes type 11 (15%). The evolution of diabetes, was about
10 years in average. Only 1 patient with recent diagnosis. In relation to
previous treatment before the admission to hospital:12 patients required
insulin intermediate twice a day (46%), 4 patients with insulin
intermediate once a day in morning (15%), 5 patients with combined insulin
(rapid and intermediate) twice a day (19%) and 3 patients taking only oral
hypoglucemiants (12%). Precipitating factors like infections were the
most frequent, were 11 cases (42%): 6 urinary infection and 4
respiratory infection, 1 periodontal abscess. Digestive etiology 2 cases
(8%): 1 secundary to digestive bleeding and 1 due to acid-peptic
syndrome; 2 cases (8%) due to inadecuate treatment for diabetes and
suspension of insulin, 3 cases (11%) due to inadecuate diet; 1 case (4%)
due to myocardial infarction and 7 cases (27%) with unknown precipitating
factors. 11 patients developed complications: 5 cases (45%) due to
hypokalemia, 2 cases (18%) with pneumonia, 1 case (9%) with myocardial
infarction, 1 case (9%) pulmonary thromboembolism, 1 case (9%) acute
renal failure, 1 case (9%) hypoglycemia. There were 3 died patients
(12%), 2 due to myocadial infarction and I case due to metabolic
encephalopathy and pneumonia. In conclusion the education of diabetic
patients about the disease and complications, is the keystone for
preventing DKA.

2340
FREQUENCY OF THYROID DYSFUNCTION IN TYPE 2
DIABETIC PATIENTS.
A.T. Herskovits and T. Chajek-Shaul, Western
Galilee Hospital-Nahariya and Hadassah Hospital
- Jerusalem, Israel.

To assess the prevalence of thyroid disease in
type 2 diabetes (NIDDM) we used the sensitive
TSH assay. The study population consisted of 319
patients, 189 females(F) and 130 Males(M), aged
37-83, with HbA1C less than 10%, normal kidney
and liver function and no clinical signs of
thyroid disease. The patients with abnormal TSH
were assayed for FT4, TT3, thyroid antibodies.
Thyroid dysfunction was diagnosed in 15.7% (50
patients) with a much higher prevalence in
females: 24.9%F, 2.3%M. The commonest diagnosis
was subclinical hypothyroidism (11.6%F, 0.8%M),
followed by hypothyrodism (6.9%F, no males),
subclinical hyperthyroidism (4.2%F, 0.8%M) and
hyperthyroidism (1.6%F, 1.5%M). All 5 hyperthy-
roid patients had T3 toxicosis. Thyroid antibo-
dies were detected in 11/31 patients.
Conclusions: 1)Thyroid function should be scree-
ned routinely in NIDDM patients (especially in
women) to detect the frequent asymptomatic thy-
roid dysfunction. 2)Further study is currently
performed to confirm the association between
NIDDM and T3 toxicosis.

2341
KETOACIDOSIS IN NATIVE AMERICAN APACHES WITH NON-INSULIN

DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
J. Krakoff, C. Wilson, and D. Ghodes. Indian Health Service, United States
Public Health Service
Background: The Native American Apache as with other Native American
groups have high rates of non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus while insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus is rare. Diabetic ketoacidosis in this population would
be expected to be unusual but when present has been attributed to acute alcohol
use. A retrospective chart review was undertaken to look at the incidence and
characteristics of ketoacidosis in this population. Methods: Cases of diabetic
ketoacidosis were identified at the Mescalero and White Mountain Apache
reservations. Retrospective chart reviews were used to confirm the acidosis and
determine the influence of alcohol. Alcohol use was considered recent if included
in the history of present illness as a contributing factor; a lifetime history of
alcohol use was considered present if recorded as a problem in the past medical
history. Results: We found seventeen patients out of 727 diagnosed diabetics
who had episodes of diabetic ketoacidosis. All were at least three-quarters or
greater Native American heritage. The mean age was 41+/-14 (mean +/-SD).
The patients were predominantly male (88%), with a body mass index of
24.9kg/m2+/-4.4. Recent alcohol use was noted in only 27% of presentations
while lifetime use of alcohol was noted in 94% of cases. Conclusion: Diabetic
ketoacidosis is not unusual occurring in 2.3% of known diabetics in this
Native American population of Apaches. Recent alcohol use was less common
than expected despite high rates of lifetime alcohol use. Diabetic ketoacidosis is a
significant complication this NIDDM population and the role of alcohol needs to
be further delineated.

2342
THE IMPORTANCE OF MONITORING THYROID AUTOANTIBO-
DIES IN ADULT IDDM
'{. Vond.ra,J.Vrbikova,B.Bendlova,I.Sterzl and V.Za-
mrazil, Inst. of Endocrinology, Prague, CR
To evaluate a clinical revalence of thyroid auto-
antibodies(Th-AAb) we assessed antibodies to thy-
roglobulin(TgA,RI) anal to microsomes (MsA,ELISA)
in 50 patients at dirnosis(Dg) of IDDM (25years)
and repeteadly during 3 years follow-up.
Results: At Dg incidence of TgA and MsA(0%,8o)in
men(M) was in normal range, while in female(F)
both Tg?1(8%) and Ms%(15%) were increased. During
follow-up Th-AAb prevalence signif.increased: in
F we found TgA in 33% and MsA in 67% as compared
to 31% and 56% in M. Th-AAb first detected in the
first 5 years had a marked tendency to persist in
contrast to those first detected after 5 years.
Depending on the nature of Th-AAb the patients
were divided.

M°F%	 TSH mIU/1	 Pathological US
TGA++,MsA++	 7.33	 5.4+1.2.x	 100% x
TGA-,MsA++	 21:28	 3.2+0.8	 85%
Tg9+,MsA+	 43: 5	 2.5+0.7	 28%
Tg9-,MsA-	 29:33	 2.5+0.7	 12%
++persisting +sporadic -negative US ultrasono-
graphy x p< 0.001 TSH 1:2,3,4 US 1:3,4
Conclusions:Th-AAb monitoring revealed.:l)an unex-
nected high prevalence of autoimmune thyroid di-
sease(AITD) in adult IDDM early after Dg. 2)high
prediction of the clinical relevant forms of AITD
was associated with Th-AAb detected within the
first 5 years and which persisted. 3)Neither a
sporadic Th-AAb apoereance observed later nor ne-
gative findings t,.._2 associated with AITD.
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INTENSIVE CARE OF PATIENTS WITH DIABETES
KETOACIDOSIS M.Dudas, I.Fazekas and I.Ivanyi. Department of
Internal Medicine,Gyula,Hungary
The authors working at a department of internal medicine specializing in
diabetology surveyed the data
of the patients with hyperglycaemic ketoacidosis treated between 1991-
1995.74 patients'94 episodes justified hospitalization during that
period.The average age was 51,7(8-84)yrs.The patients had had
diabetes for 7,8(9 months-36yrs)yrs on average.25 relapses occured in 10
cases.The most frequent reasons precipitating them were enteral infection
(25,5%) and respiratory infection(23,4%) In the case of 29 patients(30,8)
along with other factors,the failures of dieting also contributed to acute
metabolic disorders.On admission the level of consciousness was closely
related to the increase in bloodsugar
and urea nitrogen level as well as the decrease in the ph level of capillary
blood.The first specific step taken was administering salt solution(1 191 ml
on average in the first hour) parenterally.In the majority of the cases fast-
affecting insulin (Lilly Humulin R,Novo Actrapid HM) was administered
by means of infusion pumps or,in the other cases,low-dosage intravenous
and intramuscular infections.The authors emphasized the importance of
potassium supply.They tried to avoid agressive and quick acidosis
correction during the treatment.Despite the application of the latest
therapies,relatively high mortality (15,9 1/o)was brought about by chronic
statuses lasting for several days then.

2344

MELAS BROKED OUT 24-YEARS LATER AFTER ONCET
OF IDDM -AN UNUSUAL AUTOPSY CASE-
T. Nonogaki, Y. Yoshimura, H. Inoue *, M. Takahashi,* T. Ibi*,
Y. Hashizume**, K. Sahashi* and S. Aoki. Dept. of Pathology,
*Neurol. Section and **Institute for Med. Sci. of Aging, Aichi
Medical University, Aichi, JAPAN

A typical mitochondrial(mt) myopathy, encephalopathy, lactic
acidosis and stroke-like episodes(MELAS) syndrome is sometimes
accompanied by insulin dependent diabetes mellttus(IDDM). The
objective of this presentation is to disclose a relationship between
both diseases. Case Report: A 55-year-old female died of pneumonia
followed by unconsciousness due to high blood sugar levels(83 1 mg/
dl) and a severe stroke-like episode. Family history was unequivocal.
After the birth of the patient's second baby at age 27, she began
suffering from IDDM. As a result insulin therapy was needed, but the
DM control was extremely poor because of fluctuating marked
increases in blood sugar. From age 51, she started to suffer from
hearing loss which finally led to deafness. At age 53, her husband
noticed changes in her personality, and she complained of visual
disturbances(cortical blindness). At this time, a limb muscle biopsy
demonstrating abundant ragged-red fibers and an mtDNA analysis
revealing a heteroplasmic A-3243-G transition of tRNA confirmed
the mt disease. Autopsy Finding : The macroscopic findings of the
brain showed marked ventricular enlargement (dominant to the
occipital portion) with a softening of the cortex. The pancreas showed
remarkable atrophy and amyloid depositions among islets of
Langerhans. The microscopic findings comfirmed the mt disorder,
scar stage of IDDM and diabetic nephropathy.  In conclusion , this
case indicates that age-related accumulation of the mutant
mitochondrias between each tissue over a period of 24 years is
clinically important to the onset of the symptoms and occurrence of
MELAS and seems related to long-termed IDDM.

2345

DIABETIC KETOACIDOSIS IN TRIPOLI. THE CAUSES
AND OUTCOME OF 100 CONSECUTIVE CASES
A A Lakhdar and S Elhabroush,
The Diabetes Centre, Tripoli, Libya
To describe the characteristics, causes and outcome of patients with diabetic
ketoacidosis we collected the following data on 100 consecutive admissions.
Male/female ratio was 51/49, their mean age 30.6 ± 15.5 years, duration of
diabetes 8.7 ±7.7 years, age at diagnosis 23.7 ±14.7 years, body mass index
22.6 f 5.4, insulin treated 73%, tablet treated 5% and 22% were new cases
of diabetes presenting with diabetic ketoacidosis. Arterial pH 7.12 ± ,14 and
serum bicarbonate 7.8 t 4.0. Causes of diabetic ketoacidosis were insulin
omission 41%, inappropriate medical advice 3%, infection 13%, including
one case presented with diabetic ketoacidosis and pulmonary tuberculosis,
non-infection illness 3% and undetermined 39%. Mortality was 2%. BMI
was significantly higher among females than males (24.5 ± 6.3 vs 20.9 ± 3.4).
P <0.001. The number of underweight subjects was significantly higher among
males than females (20/51 vs 6/49). P <.01. There was a trend among males
to omit insulin more than females (25/51 vs 16/49) NS. The low mortality
rate is noted. The data suggests many of the cases of diabetic ketoacidosis
are avoidable, especially those caused by insulin omission. Measures required
for prevention include a considerable need for education for patients, health
professionals and the general public.

2346
BREATHING PATTERN AND RESPIRATORY MECHANICS IN
INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS.
A.Fabbri, G.Misuri, I.Iandelli, M.Filippelli, R.Anichini, R.Duranti, A.Sanna,
G.Scano, F.Innocenti, and G.Seghieri. Diabetes Unit and Dpt. of Respiratory
Physiopathology, Spedali Riuniti, Pistoia, Section of Pneumology, Dpt. of
Internal Medicine, University of Florence, Fondazione Don C.Gnocclri, Florence,
Italy.
The interaction between the presence of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(IDDM) and the performance of inspiratory muscles has, so far, been scarcely
studied. To better focus this topic we evaluated 6 IDDM patients with a stable and
good metabolic control (HbAlc repeatedly < 7.2% in the previous 12 months),
without smoking history, or without microvascutar complications (somatic or
autonomic neuropathy, retinopatlry or nephropathy), as compared to a sex-and-age
matched group of 6 non diabetic individuals. In each subject we measured
pulmonary volumes, the arterial blood gases, time and volume components of
ventilation such as tidal volume (VT), respiratory frequency (RI), and mean
inspiratory flow (VT/Ti), pleural pressure swings (Pplsw), dynamic compliance
(Cldyn), and the transdiaphragmatic pressure (Pdi). We also evaluated the
maximal inspiratory pressure (Pplsn) during the sniff manoeuvre. No difference
was measured in pulmonary volumes, as well as the arterial blood gases, Pplsn,
Pdi and the breathing pattern, between diabetic patients and controls. In contrast
IDDM patients were characterised by a lower Cldyn, a higher Ppsbv%Pplsn (a
measure of respiratory effort), a higher (Pplsw%Pplsn)/VT (a measure of
neuroventiilatory coupling of the respiratory pump), and a greater tension time
index [(Pplsw%Pplsn)(Ti/TTot)]; (p<.0S for all). Finally Cldyn tended to be
inversely related to (Pplsw%Pplsn)/VT (r=-0.62). In conclusion in IDDM
patients, even if in good and stable metabolic control and exempt from clinical
evidence of rnicrovascular complications, despite a normal respiratory muscle
strength and gas exchange, we observed an increase in both respiratory effort and
neuroventilatory coupling, due to a significantly increased elastic load
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EFFECTS OF SNK-860 AND AMINOGUANIDINE ON GLUCOSE-
INDUCED IMPAIREMENT OF HUMAN NEUTROPHIL KILLING
T. Kawamura, K. Suzuki, A. Kanai, T. Uno, H. Matsumae, T. Sano
and N. Sakamoto, Chubu Rosai Hospital, Nagoya, Japan

The aim was to elucidate the mechanism for glucose-induced
impairment of neutrophil killing and to examine effects of SNK-860
(SNK), an aldose reductase inhibitor (ARI) and aminoguanidine (AG).
Lucigenin-enhanced chemiluminescence (CL) to fMLP as respiratory
burst and metabolites were measured in neutrophils after incubation with
glucose (G), SNK (10}sM) and AG (10ytM). (1) Changes in CL: Both
D- and L-G inhibited CL in a dose dependent fashion (40mM D-G:
65±3%, 40mM L-G: 72±3% of 5mM D-G, mean±SE, n=7). SNK and
AG improved CL decreased by 40 mM D-G (40mM D-G: 66±2%,
+AG: 72±3%, +SNK: 70±2%, p<0.05 vs 40mM D-G, +AG+SNK:
80±2%, p<0.05 vs +AG, p<0.01 vs +SNK, n=12), while SNK and
AG had no effects on CL decreased by 40mM L-G. (2) Changes in
metabolites: Sorbitol levels increased by 40mM D-G (0.246±0.023 n=8,

p<O.001 vs 5mM D-G 0.141±0.017 nmol/ICcell) was normalized by
SNK (0.155±0.021), but not AG (0.252±0.029). However, fructose

production (1.04±0.20 nmol/107cell/h) increased by 40mM D-G was

decreased by SNK (0.70±0.12) and AG (0.71±0.14), respectively.
Both AG and SNK had no effects on glycolytic intermediates.

Our results indicated that SNK improved decreased CL by blocking
increased polyol pathway activity, while AG worked through different
metabolic mechanisms from the inhibition of glycation. It seems likely
that AG and ARI may be effective for the prevention of susceptibility to
infection as well as the prevention of microangiopathy in diabetic
patients .

2348
DIABETES MELLITUS AND DEEP VEIN THROMBOSIS

TAIN C.G.,LIU J., NANJING GULOU HOSPITAL OF MEDICAL COLLEGE

OF NANJING UNIVERSITY, NANJING, P.R. CHINA

The main aim of this study was to research what is the

morphological changings at early stage of deep vein (D.V.) on

experimental diabetic rats, and the relationship between deep

vein thrombosis (DVT) in hind Limbs and diabetes, as well as

whether the plasma level of PAI-1 is the risk factor to the DVT

with diabetes. Induced male Sprangue-Dawley diabetic rats were

randomized into three groups: diabetic, diabetic with insulin

and controls, and maintained for twelve weeks. Blood samples

were taken for I-PA, PAI-1 determination. D.V. together with

muscles were isolated from hind limbs to study the vascular

lesions and the development of thrombosis. The results of this

study showed (1) PAI-I activity was elevated in diabetic rats

and daily insulin treatment restored it to control level. (2)

Endothelial lesions and smooth muscles proliferation of deep

vein significantly enhanced in diabetic rats (p<0.01). (3) A

negative correlation was found between plasma levels of PAI-1

and t-PA (r=-0.69, p<0.001). From this study, could we also

pay more attention to DVT with diabetes in clinical future?
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SELECTED MARKERS OF INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE IN PATIENTS
WITH TYPE I DIABETES AND LATENT FOCUSES OF INFECTION.
M.Sobieska*, D.Zozuliriska, K.Wiktorowicz* and B. Wierusz-
Wysocka. Poznan Diabetic Center, *Laboratory of Cellular
Immunology, Academy of Medicine in Poznan, Poland
Disturbances in inflammatory response play an important role in the
pathogenesis of diabetes and its late complications. The aim of the study was
to assess selected parameters of acute phase reaction in patients with type I
diabetes and present focuses of inflammation. The study was performed in a
group of 15 patients, 8 male and 7 female, aged 21-48 years, mean diabetes
duration 5.2+3.6 years, who suffered from chronic purulent tonsillitis and/or
peridental abscesses. Mean HbA I , in the study group was 9.84+_1.04 %. 15
type I diabetic patients matched for age, sex and metabolic control were used
as controls. We evaluated: serum concentration of alpha-1 acid glycoprotein
(AGP) and alpha-1 antychymotrypsin (ACT) (rocket immunoelecrophoresis
according to Laurence) and the profile of their glycosylation (affinity
immunoelectrophoresis with concanavalin A according to Bog-Hansen). The
results of glycosylation profile were expressed as reactivity coefficients. We
noticed markedly higher concentration of AGP and ACT in patients with
chronic focuses of inflammation in comparison with control subjects (AGP:
1.38+0.02 vs 0.94±0.05 g/l, p<0.05, ACT: 0.55+0.18 vs 0.37+_0.02 g/l,
p<0.05). We also observed significant differences in glycosylation profile in
these patients. AGP-RC and ACT-RC values were much higher in patients
with focuses of inflammation when compared with the control group (AGP-
RC: 1.19±0.14 vs 1.08±0.06, p<0.05, and ACT-RC: 3.44+_0.53 vs
2.83±0.23, p<0.05). The results obtained in this study might indicate, that the
presence of latent focuses of infection exacerbates a chronic inflammatory
process in patients with diabetes. AGP and ACT and their glycosylation
profile seem to serve as good laboratory indicators which confirm the presence
of infection.

2350
THE PREVALENCE AND TREATMENT OF DEPRESSION IN ADULTS WITH
DIABETES. Ivi. Sheikman,M.D.,University of Massachusetts, Worcester,MA, U. S.A.
According to current controlled studies,the prevalence rate of major depressive dis-
order in patients with diabetes varies from 8.5% to 27.3%. Depression was found to
have a more malevolent course in diabetic patients who have a greater relapse rate
than in depressed,but physically healthy, population. The severity of depression corre-
lates strongly with many symptoms of diabetes. In our previous studies depression
has been found to be associated with an increased rate of complications of diabetes.
In many patients depression signi scantly impaired diabetic management. In the
group of 78 patients with serious chronic macrovascuiar and tnicrovascuiar compli-
cations of IDDM and NIDDM 11 patients presented symptoms of depressive ds-
order,such as depressed ntood,ioss of energy,sleep disturbance,dinsinished abilities
to concentrate,feelings of worthlessness and inappropriate guilt,2 patients had re-
current thoughts of death and one had suicidal ideations. Depression is a common ac-
companiment of chronic painful diabetic neuropathy. Treatment with antidepressants
is indicated in these patients and is found to be successful in many cases. Some of
the tricyclic antidepressants,despite showing effective antidepressant effect,were as-
sociated with worsening of diabetes producing isypergiycentia. The monoamine oxi-
case inhibitors were found to have a tendency to exaggerate hypoglycemia and lead
to weight gain. Serotottin-selective reuptake inhibitors were found to reduce blood
glucose level and could be considered as a treatment of choice for diabetic patients
with depression. This group of antiderressants may lead to improvement in both de-
pression and glucose control not causing significant impairment in alertness. Seroto-
tun-specific reuptake inhibitors (fttoxetine,sertraline and paroxetine) cause fewer
troublesome side effects,such as anticholinergic side effects and sedation,than the
tricyclic and tetracyclic dmgs,and are also safer when taken in overdose as compared
to the tricyclic dntgs. Sertraline has the least effect on cytochror„e C.YP2D6 activity
in human liver microsomes and less effect in increasing the blood level of other medi-
cations with which combined and may be safer to use in diabetics than either fluoxe-
tine or paroxetine.
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SERUM INTERLEUKIN-8 LEVEL IS INCREASED IN TYPE
DIABETIC PATIENTS
K.Wiktorowicz*, D.Zozulir ska, M.Sobieska* and B. Wierusz-
Wysocka. Poznan Diabetic Center, *Laboratory of Cellular
Immunology, Academy of Medicine in Poznan, Poland
Endothelial derived Interleukin-8 (IL-8) is a strong stimulator of
polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMN). Previously we have
shown, that in diabetes unstimulated PMN are activated and their
response to stimuli is decreased. The explanation of this might be
very interesting for pathogenesis of late diabetic complications.
The aim of the study was to evaluate serum IL-8 concentration in
type I diabetic patients. The study was performed in a group of
42 patients, aged 19-43 years, 25 female and 17 male with mean
duration of disease 10.8+8.2 years and HbA1. 7.6+0.8 %. IL-8
level was estimated with the use of the ELISA test. We noticed
significantly higher serum IL-8 level in diabetic patients in
comparison with healthy subjects (160.29 +34.81 and 39.93 +4.96
pg/ml, respectively, p<0.0001). The results might indicate, that
active inflammatory process plays an important role in the
pathomechanism of late diabetic complications.

2352
RELATIONSHIP OF PERIODONTAL POCKET DEPTH WITH VIT-C
LEVEL AND GLYCAEMIC STATUS.

AR Chowdhury, K Jahan, NG Banik, S Sultana and AK Azad Khan. BIRDEM,
Diabetic Association of Bangladesh, Dhaka, Bangladesh.

To assess the relationship of glycaemic status (HbA,C) and serum Vit-C(mg/dl)
level with periodontal pocket depth (PPD), 54 NIDDM (duration 1-5 yr) and 54
non-diabetic (ND) patients were studied. Among the NIDDM subjects, 40 were
on OHA+diet and 14 were on insulin. The relationship of PPD with Vit-C and
HbA1C is shown in the table.

Periodontal Pocket depth
<3 mm 3-5 mm	 >5 mm

Vit-C	 <0.6 NIDDM 3 (5.55%) 23 (42.59%)	 1(1.85%)
ND	 5 (9.25%) 15 (27.77%)	 ---

0.6-2.0 NIDDM7 (12.96%) 20 (37.03%)	 ---

ND	 t5(27.77) 19 (35.18%)	 ---

HbAIC <6% 1(1.85%) 8(14.81%)	 ---
6-10% 8(14.81%) 25(46.29%)	 1(1.85%)

>10% 1(1.85%) 10 (18.51%)	 ---

The results showed the number of patients is higher in NIDDM than ND with
PPD >3mm when the Vit-C level is <0.6mg/dI. Among NIDDM subjects greater
PPD is observed when the Vit-C level is low and HbAIC level is higher. Follow-
up of larger group of patients is going on to confirm this result.

2353
141 [COTIC COMPLICATIONS IN PATIENTS WITH INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIADETES MELLITUS,

. Sokolov,, P, Si lnizkiy, A. Mirsabalanva and
N. Vorokhobina E.Volkova Russian Centre For
Deep Mycosis & the Department of endoorinolo-

gV, Medical Academy of postgraduate studies,
St. Petersburg, Russia
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ORAL HEALTH IN INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS (IDDM)
A.M. ANDRADE, M. ANTONY, T.M.G.O. SILVA, M.L. TEREZAN, C.
VINAGRE, G.B.CASTRO and M.B. COMES. STATE UNIVERSITY OF RIO
DE JANEIRO, RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL.

The aim of our study was to evaluate the oral health status of IDDM patients
(pts). For this purpose, 55 pts (26 male) aged 21.4 + 7.5 years, with diabetes
duration of 7.5 + 6.3 years, were submitted to oral soft tissue inspection and
palpation, dental probing, complete radiographic dental examination (periapical and
byte-wing), salivary flow (SF) measure, and determination of DMFT (decayed-
missed-filled teeth) index, plaque index, gingival index, periodontal pocket depth,
loss of attachment and alveolar bone loss, By means of those periodontal
parameteres, it was determined the presence of gingivitis (GV) or periodontitis (PO)
in each of 4 sites per tooth and the pts were classified as having gingivitis and/or
periodontitis levels Ito IV respectively when they had 1-25%, 26-50%, 51-75% or
76-100% of sites affected. Statistical analysis was done by Mann-Whitney and
Kruskal-Wallis (one way Anova), and univariate regression. Data were expressed in
mean (SD) or median (range). The most frequent alterations of oral soft tissues
were enlargement of sub-mandibular salivary gland in 12 pts (21.81%) and labial
dryness in 4 pts (7.27%). The DMFT index was 10 (0 - 27). The correlation
coefficient between DMFT and age was r = 0.63 p < 0.001. Salivary flow was 1.1 ±
0.6 and there was xerostomy (SF <1.0 ml/min) in 20 pts (36,4"/0), having no
correlation with blood glucose. The most frequent periodontal alterations were GV
level IV in 18 pts (32.7%) and GV level I in 12 pts (21.8%). PO associated with GV
was noted in 16 pts (29%). We observed 64.7 + 37.6 and 6.7 ± 18.8 sites affected by
GV and PO respectively. No correlation was found between diabetes duration and %
of sites affected by GV or PO. Age > 25 years was associated with % of PO affected
sites (p < 0.0007), but not with the % of GV sites. In conclusion, our study has
observed a great percentage of sites affected by periodontal disease in IDDM
patients, and a significant correlation between age and the prevalence of caries and
of periodontitis .
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PATTERN OF MUCO-CUTANEOUS YEAST INFECTION IN DIABETES -
A STUDY ON 460 CASES AT BIRDEM

R.B. Zald, J.M.A. Hannan, M.A. Sayeed, M.N. Islam, H. Begum, T. Sarkar
and H.M. Khan. Bangladesh Institute of Research and Rehabilitation in
Diabetes, Endocrine and Metabolic Disorders (BIRDEM), Dhaka,
Bangladesh

It is recognized that patients with diabetes have increased risk of muco-
cutaneous yeast infections. To characterise the yeast infections in diabetes
according to their anatomical structure invaded, sex, age, duration of
diabetes and glycaemic status, we have investigated 460 diabetic patients at
dermatology department of BIRDEM. Based on microscopy and culture,
Candidial intertrigo 47.8%, C. paronychia 23.5%, C. nail 9.6%, C.
vulvovaginitis 6.7%, Pityriasis versicolor 6.7%, C. balanifis 2.6%, Oral
candidiasis 2.2%, Perianal candidiasis 0.7% was diagnosed. Pityriasis
versicolor (p<0.5) and oral candidiasis (p<0.01) were significantly higher in
male whereas candidial paronychia was significantly higher (p<0.001) in
female. Vulvovaginal candidiasis was very high below 40 yrs of age
(p<0.001) whereas C. paronychia (p<0.02) and C. intertrigo (p<0.05) was
high above 40 years of age group. Candidial vulvovaginitis clearly showed
higher frequency (p<0.001) in newly detected diabetes (<1 month duration)
than old diabetic group (>5 years duration). Accepted range of glycaemic
control (<10 mmoll/L 2 HBG) showed lower frequency of C. vulvovaginitis
and C. nail than who had hyperglycaemia (p<0.01). The rest perianal
candidiasis and C. balanitis failed to show any relation with sex, age,
duration of diabetes and glycaemic status.

2356
DENTAL PATHOLOGY IN DIABETIC PATIENTS: ABSENCE OR LOSS OF
TEETH
R. Hernandez, N. Cedola, E. Caride, E. Pereyra and E. Olivera. CENEXA, (UNLP-
CONICET), C. Posgrado Clinica Nutricion y Endocrinologia, F. Cs. Mddicas, C.
Periodoncia, F. Odontologia, UNLP, La Plata, Argentina.
The objective of this work was to investigate possible differences in the number and
topography of tooth loss in diabetic patients (DPs) relative to patients that were
nondiabetc (NonDPs). We studied DPs voluntarily presenting themselves at the
general odontologic services of the public subsector plus, for each one of them, two
NonDPs who were selected at random among those seeking services on the same date
of registration. Our sampling thus consisted of 44 DPs and 89 NonDPs; each patient
was evaluated by both an odontologist and a diabetologist through the use of an ad
hoc protocol designed by them, with the sex distribution being similar between the
two groups (male DPs and NonDPs, 32% and 34%, respectively). The median age
was 44.5 years for the DPs and 49 years for the NonDPs. The distribution according
to the type of diabetes among the DPs was the following: IDDM, 18%; NIDDM,
59%; insulin-requiring, 16%; gestational diabetes, 2%; and diabetes of as-yet-
unidentified nosology, 5% of the cases. Some 61% of the PDs had had their
conditions diagnosed fewer than 10 years earlier. With respect to dental status, the
DPs exhibited a significantly higher incidence of tooth loss than the NonPDs, with
44% of the former having missing teeth as opposed to only 26% of the latter (X 2

< 0.000001). The affected teeth showing a difference in representation among the
two groups that was significant at a level of p < 0.0005 were as follows: (a) upper
jaw: incisors, left canine and secondary premolar, and right lateral incisor and
primary premolar; (b) lower jaw: left premolar and secondary molar and right
canine, primary molar, and secondary molar. Whereas the greater tooth loss in the
DPs would be a consequence of the higher frequency of vascular lesions in those
patients, the difference in the topography of their dental pathology relative to that
of the NonDPs could be attributed to the specific characteristics of the blood supply
between the two sectors of the jaw.

2357

FATAL GASTRIC MUCORMYCOSIS IN A YOUNG IDDM PATIENT
JEP,Oliveira; D,Douek; NC,Leite; V,Panaim; CS,Oliveira;
L,Zajdenverg and A,Milech -Division of Nutrition and Metabolic
Diseases University Hospital Clementino Fraga Filho-UFRJ- Rio de
Janeiro- Brazil
Gastric Mucormycosis is a rare complication of diabetic ketoacidosis.
We present a case of a 17 years old patient with IDDM since age
11. Five days before admission she experienced epigastric pain,
dyspnea and fatigue. On admission, she had diffuse abdominal pain,
drowsiness, dehydration, pallor, tachycardia and tachypnea. Blood
glucose was 450 mg/dl, BUN 21 mg/dl, creatinine 0.8 mg/dl,
hematocrit 27%, Wbc 29,600/mm3. Arterial blood pH was 7.2, p02
92 mmHg, pCO2 12.7 mmHg, HCO3 3.2 mEq/I. Urinalysis disclosed
glucose ++++ and ketones +++. Treatment with insulin, IV fluids and
eletrolytes was started, with marked improvement of the ketoacidosis
that, however, recurred on the 8th day. At that time, she had severe
epigastric pain worsened by foods, fever (38.5 C) and leukocytosis.
Three days later, the pain improved, but a 5 cm tender epigastric
mass was noticed. An abdominal ultrasound scan revealed gastric
wall thickening. A gastroscopy showed a 10 cm ulcer on the greater
curve, with infiltrated margins and covered with fibrin. The bottom of
the ulcer was irregular and blood was oozing. Biopsies revealed
Zygomycete fungi. Treatment with amphotericin B was started up to
a cumulative dose of 325 mg. However, on the 32nd day, she had a
massive upper gastrointestinal bleeding which ultimately caused her
death. This case suggests that gastric Mucomycosis should be
included in the differential diagnosis of upper gastrointestinal
hemorrhage complicating diabetic ketoacidosis.

2358
CLINICO-BIOCHEMICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL FEATURES OF TROPICAL CALCIFIC
PANCREATITIS AND EARLY FIBROCALCULUS PANCREATIC DIABITES PATIENTS

Z. Hassan+, H. Rahman 2,L. Ali', N.S. Chowdhuryl, M. Hasan 2, A.K. Azad Khan'
'Research Division, BIRDEM; 2Dept of Gastroenterology, IPGMR, Dhaka, Bangladesh

The exact relationship between tropical calcitic pancreatitis (TCP) and fibrocalculous
pancreatic diabetes (FCPD) is still unclear. Earlier data on late FCPD cases suggest
that exocrine pancreatic damage per se may not be the only factor leading to diabetes
in FCPD patients. As a part of an attempt to clarify the issue the serum(S) levels of
fasting and postprandial glucose, C-peptide and insulin (by ELISA) and lipids were
estimated in 25 TCP and 10 early FCPD cases (age in yrs: 22+6 in TCP vs 25+6 in
FCPD, M+SD). ERCP was done in 15 TCP and 9 FCPD cases. FCPD subjects showed
normal to near normal BMI (19.58+2.73; M+SD) which was almost similar to TCP
subjects (18.23+2.73). Compared to TCP, the FCPD patients had about 1.4 times
higher fasting S glucose (TCP: 4.51+1.02, FCPD: 6.19+2.00, mmol/l, M+SD), 2 times
higher postprandial S glucose (TCP: 6.85+2.25, FCPD: 15.14+2.85), about 2 times less
fasting S C-peptide (TCP: 0.51 +0.17, FCPD: 0.29 +0.18, nM, M+SD), 1.5 times less
postprandial C-peptide (TCP: 1.15+0.52, FCPD: 0.77+0.41), about 1.3 times less
fasting S insulin (TCP: 60+21, FCPD: 46+24, pM, M+SD), 1.6 times less postprandial S
insulin (TCP: 212+109, FCPD; 130+75) levels. Analysis of C-peptide-glucose and
insulin-glucose ratios revealed the marked differences between the two groups (C-
peptide-Glucose, M+SD: Fasting - 0.12+0.05 in TCP vs 0.05+0.03 in FCPD, t=4.91,
p<0.001 and 2 h postprandial - 0.20+0.13 in TCP vs 0.06+0.04 in FCPD, t=3.30,
p<0.002; Insulin-Glucose, M+SD: Fasting - 14.46+7.10 in TCP vs 8.33+5.27 in FCPD,
t=2.80, p<0.01 and 2 h postprandial - 35.68+23.00 in TCP vs 9.35+6.74 in FCPD,
t=3.46, p<0.001). Although the absolute levels of C-peptide and insulin in FCPD
showed insulin secretory capacity, the ratiosl reveal that their capacity of increasing

insulin secretion to combat hyperglycemia is almost nil. Subjects showing mild,
moderate and severe changes of chronic pancreatitis in ERCP were 0, 1(7%) and 14
(93%) respectively in TCP and 0, 0 and 9 (100%) respectively in FCPD Groups.

Conclusions: a) Malnutrition is not the cause but probably a consequence of diabetes
in FCPD and b) Neither the onset nor the severity of diabetes in FCPD follow a
straightiine relationship with the degree of ductal damage.
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STUDY OF PLASMA INTERCELLULAR ADHESION
MOLECULE-1(ICAM-1) LEVELS IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM
Y. Kishitani, Y. Ohno, A. Nishimura, N. Aoki.
Second Department of Internal Medicine, Kinki University School of
Medicine, Osaka-Sayama, Osaka 589, Japan.

Intercellular adhesion molecule-1(ICAM-1) is an adhesion molecule
belonging to the immunoglobulin superfamily group which can bind
lymphocyte function associated antigen-1(LFA-1). ICAM-1 has a role
of lymphocyte activation and immunological modulation, and plasma
ICAM-1 levels have been reported to increase in autoimmune diseases.
On the other hand, ICAM-1 expression is increased on the surface of
endothelial cells in human atherosclerotic lesions and supposed to have
a role in the development of atherosclerosis. In this study, we
examined plasma ICAM-1 levels in patients with NIDDM, and
compared with those in normal subjects. We also studied the
difference of ICAM-1 levels between the patients with or without
diabetic microangio-pathic complications. Plasma ICAM-1 levels were
measured using commercial ELISA kits. Plasma ICAM-1 levels were
significantly higher in NIDDM patients than in normal subjects. In
NIDDM patients, plasma ICAM-1 levels were significantly correlated
with fasting plasma glucose and HbA1 levels but not with any of
serum total cholesterol levels, serum triglyceride levels, and ages.
Plasma ICAM-1 levels were significantly higher in NIDDM patients
with microangiopathy than in NIDDM patients without
microangiopathy. In NIDDM patients with diabetic nephropathy,
plasma ICAM-1 levels were significantly correlated with the amount of
urinary microalbumin but not with 24 hour creatinine clearance. In
summary, plasma ICAM-1 levels may be related to the progression of

diabetic microangiopathy in NIDDM patients.

2360
SERUM LEVELS OF ZINC AND COPPER IN NEWLY DIAGNOSED
MALNUTRITION RELATED DIABETES MELLITUS SUBJECTS

A.M.S. Alam', L. Alit, A.K. Azad Khant, A. Gowsamil, S. Sattar'. t BIRDEM,•
2Dept of Chemistry, University of Dhaka, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Changes in serum (s) levels of Zn and Cu have been reported in diabetes mellitus
and the elements have also been implicated in the etiopathogenesis of various
types of diabetes and its complications. In the present study the serum levels of
Zn and Cu were measured in 21 newly diagnosed malnutrition related diabetes
mellitus (MRDM) subjects under 30 years of age [fibrocalculus pancreatic diabetes
(FCPD) 13 and protein deficient diabetes mellitus (PDDM) 14] along with 29
NIDDM patients in the same age group. Fifteen nondiabetic subjects with BM! <19
were included, which served as a matched Control for PDDM cases. Fasting
serum values Zn and Cu were measured by atomic absorption spectrometry.

Serum values of Zn and Cu [Median (Range), µmoll] in Control subjects were as
follows: Zn 15.9 (13.14-55.34) and Cu, 19.19 (10.85-86.08). As compared to
Control the NIDDM subjects showed similar S Zn [24.01 (9.93-88.7)], but both
PDDM and FCPD groups showed significantly higher values of SZn [35.02 (6.30-
69.41), p<0.05 and 31.75 (22.17-41.75), p<0.01 for PDDM and FCPD
respectively). In cases of S Cu all the 3 diabetic groups showed significantly higher
values compared to Control [NIDDM 31.51(16.83-57.3), p<0.001; PDDM 28.79
(11.01-43.12), p<0.04; and FCPD 29.26 (20.14-58.07), p<001]. The Zn-Cu Raios
were significantly lower in NIDDM and PDDM subjects (Median value; 0.776 and
0.961 respectively) compared to Control (1.025) and FCPD (1.145) patients. The
results suggest that Zn and Cu may have a role in the etiopathogenesis and
progression of diabetes in MRDM as well as in NIDDM subjects. The details of this
role remain to be elucidated.

2361

ANTI-HEV (HEPATITIS E VIRUS) SEROPREVALANCE IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS

H.Kahraman, M. Gfinaydm,F. Tanyeri, B. Ozer, F. Furtun
Ondokuz Mayts University, Samsun, Turkey

Hepatitis E virus (HEV) causes epidemic outbreaks of enteral

hepatitis in Asia and Africa, It is responsible of acute non-A, non-B viral
hepatitis (NANBVH) in the underdeveloped countries, and in general
population, anti-HEV is very high. Socioeconomic and educational status of
the country are very important risk factors for HEV infection. Although it is
not known which systemic disease constitutes a risk factor, anti-HEV
seroprevalance has been investigated in different patient groups, except in

diabetics. Therefore, we designed this study to evaluate the prevalence of

HEV infection in our diabetic patients. Ninety six diabetic patients (40 men,

56 women) were included in this study protocol. Liver function tests were

determined and chronic complications of diabetes were examined. Seventy

four healty persons (38 women, 36 men) without any diseases were taken as

a control group. Serum samples of both groups were investigated for IgG

antibody to HEV with ABBOTT ELISA kit. Anti-HEV (IgG) seropositivity

is found in 7 (7.3%) diabetic, 4 (5.4%) nondiabetic patients. There was no
difference between patient and control groups.

2362
Aim: TRACE ELEMENTS AND DIABETIC COMPLICATION
Authors : *M.W. Tsang, **P.L. Leung, *K.M. Chong and D. Desmond
*United Christian Hospital, ** City University, `Queen Mary Hospital, Hong Kong
Method : Controlled comparative study. 106 patients were recruited. 68 are
diabetes and 50 are normal health control. Hair samples from the occiput were cut
and the hair ashes were prepared for trace elements analysis by inductivley-coupled
plasma (ICP) emission spectrometer model : Shimadz ICPQ-1012. 27 from the study
group and 28 from the control group also had their blood and RBC Zn and Cu
analyzed.
Result : Table I

Study group (58) Control group (48) P value
Age 38.38 ± 10.06 34.12 ± 9.07 0.283
Hair Mg++ 83.38 ± 76.70 86.49 ± 9.26 0.255

Hair Zn++ 136.86±49.53 139.94±31.93 0.01

Hair Ca++ 1101.16 ± 930.68 1070.55 ± 72.43 J	0.006

Hair Fe++ 22.44± 11.39 27.58 ± 12.33 0.311

Hair Cu++ 6.05 ± 2.43 8.60 ± 5.49 0.04

Table II- RBCZn/RBCCu
Study (27) Control (28) P

RBC Zn 167.77 ± 23.21 168.06 ± 22.63 0.565

RBC Cu 9.97± 2.48 10.75 ± 1.93 0.772

Serum Zn 12.02± 1.89 11.47 ± 1.23 0.008

Serum Cu 18.14 ± 3.18 16.75 ± 2.87 0.254

Conclusion :	 There were statistical significant differences in Zn++, Cu++ and
Ca++ in hair of diabetes, as compared with normal control. There was also
statistically difference in serum Zn++ in diabetes as compared with normal. No
statistical difference was found in Mg++ both in hair and in red blood cell (RBC) in
the study and control group. In conclusion, we proved that hair analysis study with
ICP spectrometry was useful in trace elements analysis of hair, and it confirmed our
previous study with X-ray spectrometry of low Cu++ in diabetes and its application.
However, we cannot find any association between diabetic complications and Mg t'

or Zinc'+.
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DIABETES MELLITUS AND HEPATITIS C VIRUS INFECTION

H.Kahraman, E. Ozyilkan, G. Kesim, F. Tanyeri, M. Giinaydm, . Dabak
Ondokuz Mayis University, Samsun, Turkey

Serum transaminase levels of patients with diabetes mellitus are
frequently evelated. This is often atributed to fatty infiltration of the liver
without further investigation. Indeed, hepatitis C virus (HCV), as well as the
other hepatotrophic viruses, may be responsible for the increase in serum
transammase levels. Therefore, we designed this study in order to determine
whether the HCV seroprevalance is increased among our diabetic patients.
Two hundred thirty two diabetic patients (100 male 132 female) were
investigated. The mean age of patients was 51 years (range 17 to 80 years).
Liver function tests were performed for each patient. HCV antibodies
(anti-HCV) were investigated with third generation enzyme-linked
immunosorbant assay (ELISA) (Organon Teknika). Twenty seven patients
(11.6%) were found to be anti-HCV positive. In this group, serum alanine
aminotransferase (ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) levels were
131.96±161.86 U/L and 97.33±80.55 U/L, respectively. ALT and AST levels
of the anti-HCV negative patients were 41.05±58.11 U/L and 40.91±46.86
U/L. Serum transaminase levels (ALT, AST) of the anti-HCV positive
diabetic patients were higher than those with anti-HCV negative ones, and
this differences were statistically significant (p<0.001). There was no
difference of being anti-HCV positivity among type-1 vs. type-2 diabetics
and insulin users vs. nonusers (p>0.05). Similarly, it was also found that age
and body mass index didn't affect anti-HCV positivity (p>0.05). There was
correlation between anti-HCV positivity and previous operations and/or
blood transfusions (p<0.05). Anti-HCV prevalance varies between 0.3% and
1.8% among healthy population in Turkey. The prevalance we have found
among our diabetic patients (11.6%) is higher than average values for
Turkey. For this reason, if serum transaminase levels of diabetic patient are
elevated different reasons other than hepatosteatosis must be considered.

2364

SERUM TNFa LEVELS AND DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS
IN NIDDM PATIENTS
S. NISHIMURA, J. SATOH and T. TOYOTA, SENDAI, JAPAN
TNF a has a wide range of biological activities and it is important to

clarify the role of TNF a in diabetic complications. In animal model

we already reported that in vivo TNF a productivity was significantly
enhanced in long-term hyperglycemia and N-acetylcysteine suppressed
the increased TNF a production, and inhibited the development of

peripheral neuropathy. In this study, we examined serum TNF a levels

in NIDDM patients and analyzed relationships between the TNF a levels
and diabetic complications. Subjects were 150 NIDDM patients (age 62.1
± 12.0, range 19-81) and sex- and age-matched 150 non-diabetic healthy
controls who were not associated with malignancy, infection, allergy and
autoimmune diseases and not taking steroid and other anti-inflammatory

drugs. Serum TNF a was measured by the sensitive ELISA kit. Serum

TNF a levels were significantly higher in NIDDM patients (3.15 ± 1.62
pg/ml) than in controls (1.76±1.61 pg/ml) (P<0.001). In the NIDDM

patients, the TNF a levels were significantly correlated with age
(r=O. 19, P<0.05), duration of diabetes (r=0.23, P<0.005), serum Cr
levels (r=0.47, P<0.001), urinary protein levels (r=0.23, P<0.01),
severity of retinopathy (r=0.25, P<0.01), and severity of hypertension
(r=0.25, P<0.01) and slightly with motor nerve conduction velocity,
but not with sex, BMI, fasting blood glucose levels, HbAIc, total
cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol and triglyceride levels. The results indicate

that secondary increased TNF a under chronic hyperglycemic state may
participate in the development of the diabetic complications.
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HCV INFECTION PREVALENCE IN TURKISH
DIABETIC POPULATION

F.Salman(t), K.Karstdag (n, I.Satman (1), N.Dingqag (1), M.Sargin (u,
A.M.Sengul (1) A.Okten (2) and M.T.Ytlmaz (n ;

(')Diabetes Ecfucalion Center, Inst.For Exp Med, and Division of
Diabetes, Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, (2)Department of

Gastroenterohepatology. Istanbul University Istanbul-TURKEY

In the present study, we investigated the effect of several epidemiological
and clinical factors on prevalence of the hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection
in patients with diabetes mellitus. The study included 61 Type 1 ( 36
males/25 females, mean age 17.1±7.4 years and mean diabetes duration
3.2±2.2 years) and 101 Type 2 (61 males/40 females, mean age 57.7±11
years and mean diabetes duration 10±8.4 years), totally 162 diabetic
patients. Results were compared with 0.8-1 % prevalence rate in healthy
blood donors screened for HCV. Relationships between HCV infection
and several parameters, including age, sex, history of blood transfusion
and/or alcohol use, type of diabetes, duration of diabetes, modes of
therapy (oral antidiabetic drug/insulin), regulation of glycaemia and
presence of long-term diabetes complications and liver functions were
evaluated. None of the Type 1 diabetes patients showed HCV
seropositivity. However, this frequency in Type 2 cases was found to be
5.9 % (6/101). Serum levels of AST, ALT, alkaline phosphatase and
gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase increased in all HCV (+) patients. 5 of
these were diagnosed as having chronic liver disease (4 with chronic active
hepatitis and 1 with decompensated liver cirrhosis) confirmed by liver
punction biopsy and/or laparoscopy. Moreover, of the 6, three patients
revealed HCV positivity. We could not define any relationship between
HCV infection and mode of diabetes therapy, diabetes duration, type of
diabetes and history of alcohol use or blood transfusion. These findings
have indicated that HCV infection is more prevalent among diabetic
patients than in normal population, HCV positive diabetic patients have a
higher risk of chronic infections possibly due to immune system defects
commonly seen in diabetes, and finally increased liver enzymes might
always not indicated hepatosteatosis, in patients with diabetes HCV
infection should also be probable.
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MATURITY ONSET DIABETES  OF THE 'i OUMG

Ci itiicai characteristics
ur. Al-  Mahroos G.M. Al-Mahroos
Arabian Gulf University Bahrain

Maturity onset diabetes of he young is
genetically determined disorder. We
studied 173 individuals in 11 families
with  14OD Y 	 The aim of the study is to
rind the clinical characteristics or this
condition. NTDDM was diagnosed in 129
patients. 20 patients diagnosed before the
age of 26 years, and 6 patients before
the age 10 years. Two patients presented
with Ketoacidosis . 6 patients developed
proliferative retinopathy. 4 patients
developed nep hropathy of whom 2 progressed
to chronic renal failure . On conclusion
ke6oacidosis though rare but. It may
Occur is the diagnosis i5 delayed severe
tnicrovascular complication occurred in
patients with persistent hyperglyoaehtia
but genetic predisposition may have
a role in our patients.
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HIGH PREVALENCE OF DIABETES MELLITUS AMONG PATIENTS
WITH PNEUMOCOCCAL BACTEREMIA
J.M.A. van Ampting, K.P. Bouter, R.J.A. Diepersloot, B.P. Overbeek,
P.M. Netten and D.W. Erkelens. Bosch Medical Center, Den Bosch,
Laboratory for Public Health, Diakonessen Hospital, Utrecht, St
Antonius Hospital, Nieuwegein, University Hospital, Utrecht, The
Netherlands.
Streptococcus pneumoniae is an important pathogen causing pneumonia,
bacteremia and meningitis in adults as well as in children. Infection is a
significant cause of morbidity and mortality in patients with diabetes
mellitus (DM). In this study we report a retrospective survey of all
patients with pneumococcal bacteremia hospitalised in five non-university
hospitals in the Netherlands during 1993-1995. The records of patients
with DM were analysed, Pneumococcal bacteremia was diagnosed in 177
patients (96 men and 81 women, mean age 60.1 ± 22.5 years). Chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, malignancy and DM were the three most
common risk factors (31.3, 21.5 and 19.8% respectively). All except one of
the 35 patients with DM (19 men and 16 women, mean age 68,8 ± 12.3
years) had type II diabetes. DM was diagnosed (W.H.O. classification) at
admission in 7 of the 35 patients. Eight patients were on insulin therapy,
16 patients used oral hypoglycaemic drugs. Nephropathy (proteinuria)
was present in 40%, retinopathy and clinical signs of neuropathy in 11.4%
each of the diabetic patients. Length of the hospital stay was 24.0 ± 24.4
days in patients with DM and 21.6 ± 22.4 days in non diabetic patients.
Three diabetic patients (8.6%) and thirteen (9.2%) other patients needed
artificial ventilation. In-hospital mortality was 28.6% among patients with
DM and 23.2% in patients without DM. It is concluded that in this
retrospective analysis DM is the third most common risk factor in
patients with pneumococcal bacteremia. A discussion covering the issue of
pneumococcal vaccination for patients with DM is therefore warranted.

2368
MICROVASCULAR COMPLICATIONS IN AFRICAN AND INDIAN
SUBJECTS WITH DIABETES OF LONG DURATION
A Amod , AA Motala, MAK Omar, FJ Pine, E Gouws*. Diabetes Unit,
Department of Medicine, University of Natal, and 'Centre for Epidemiological
Research of the MRC, Durban.
A retrospective study was undertaken to assess the development of
microvascular complications (retinopathy and nephropathy) in 219 [132
African (B); 87 Indian (A)] patients with duration of diabetes > 10yr, who
were attending the diabetes clinic at the King Edward VIII Hospital.
Retinopathy was evaluated by findings at annual fundal examination.
Markers of nephropathy included persistent dipstix proteinuria, hypertension
(HT), abnormal serum creatinine or glomerular filtration rate (GFR).
Glycated Hb and blood glucose levels were also examined. Of the 219
patients, 172 were classified as NIDDM(B:A =96:76) and 47 as IDDM(B:A
=36:11). The mean age of onset was later in Africans than in Indians, both
for IDDM (p <0.05) and NIDDM (p <0.01). For IDDM, the prevalence of
retinopathy was 53.2% (B=55.6%; A=45.5%); persistent proteinuria was
present in 23.4% (B =25%; A = 18.2%). Hypertension was found in 34%
and was more prevalent in Africans (41.7%) than in Indians (9.1%) (p <
0.05). Onset of retinopathy occurred earlier in African (156 mth) than in
Indian (216 mth) patients (p < 0.05). For NIDDM, the prevalence of
retinopathy was 64.5% (B = 68.8%; A 59.2%) and that of persistent
proteinuria 25% (B =30.2%; A = 18.4%). Hypertension was found in 68%
and was more prevalent in Africans (B vs A; 84.4 vs 47.4%; p <0.01).
Onset of retinopathy (p <0.05) and hypertension (p <0.01) was earlier in
African than in Indian subjects. Comparison between IDDM and NIDDM
showed that the prevalence of HT (p <0.01) and abnormal GFR (p <0.01)
was higher in NIDDM patients. Retinopathy (n = 219) was significantly
associated with duration of diabetes (p <0.001) plasma glucose (p <0.05)
and HbA, (p <0.01). This study has shown that as in other population,
n icrovascular complications are common in Indian and African patients with
long-standing diabetes.

2369
METHICILLIN RESISTANT STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS CARRIER
STATUS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS. M.Calvagno, M.Burgos, LAlvarinas,
A.Garcia and G.Burlando, Servicio de Nutricion, Hospital Tornu, Argentina.
Objective: Knowing the importance of methicillin resistant S.aureus (MRSA) in
diabetics, to study the frequence of MRSA carrier status in a sample of diabetic
patients and compare it against a non-diabetic subjects sample.
Methods: During one year period (June 1995 to June 1996) we study the
presence of MRSA carrier status in 40 IDDM and NIDDM patients (20 out-
patients; 20 in-patients); diabetes duration of over 10 years. Diabetic in-patients
were matched to a in-patients non-diabetic control group (sex and age). In all of
them we performed a nasal test to determine the carrier status. For out-patients
was requiered a period of over a year without any hospital internation.We
excluded in any case patients receiving anti-MRSA in the month of testing.
Statistical analysis: Fisher Exact Test.Results:Comparing diabetics against non-
diabetics, we found:

IN-PATIENTS

Carriers

6 (30%)

0 (0%)

Non-carriers

Diabetics (n=20) 14 (70%)

Non diabetics (n=20) 20 (100%)
Fisher Exact Test: p= .
In Diabetics, dividing  in out and in-patients ye found:

DIABETICS

Carriers Non-carriers

Inpatients 6(30%) 14(70%)

Outpatients 1(5%) 19(95%)
p=0.09.
Conclusion: MRSA carrier status was more frequent in diabetic inpatients than
in non-diabetics.In diabetics, frequency maybe higher among inpatients.
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EVIDENCE ON COMPLICATIONS AND RISK FACTORS FROM
NATIONAL DIABETES MANAGEMENT NETWORK IN POLAND.
J.Taton for medical and B. Lyholm for statistical teams.
Department of Internal Medicine and Diabetology, Warsaw Medi-
cal School, Poland. Novo Nordisk, Disease Management Systems,
Copenhagen, Denmark.
As an integrate part of a newly established national network for
managing diabetes care, we assessed the prevalence of late
complications and risk factors using the DiabCare BIS. The goal
was to establish a long term quality circle and to decrease the
prevalence of complications. Data were assessed in a randomly
selected population ( n = 1271 ) covering all 12 region in Poland.
Data were entered, analysed and published using the latest com-
puter technology, by the central diabetes clinic in Warsaw in close
co-operation with the regional participants. The establishment of
the baseline description revealed the following findings on the St.
Vincent targets (data are presented as %no / %yes / %missing),
blindness 95.7 / 3.2 / 1.1, MI/CABG/Angioplasty 97.3 / 1.5 / 1.1,
cerebral stroke 98.6 / 0.3 / 1.1, ESRD 97.8 / 0.6 / 1.6, amputation
above ankle 97.6 / 0.7 / 1.6. amputation below ankle 98.1 / 0.1 /
1.9.The following were reported on the prevalence of smoking
(data are presented as %no / %yes / %missing) 77.8 / 21.2 / 1.1
while the prevalence of alcohol consumption was reported as 94.5
/ 4.2 / 1.3. The results proves the ability of the network to monitor
and highlight problems in diabetes care in Poland, The data will be
further analysed in order to explain dependencies between risk
factors and complications in Poland. Secondly while the next
phases of the project will secure the monitoring and continuous
improvement of diabetes care.
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STAGE-SPECIFIC DEGENERATION OF GERM CELLS IN THE
SEMINIFEROUS TUBULES OF NON-OBESE DIABETIC MICE

S. Sainio-Poll8nent ,2, K. Henriksen2 , M. Parvinen2 , O. Simelll and P.
Pollanen2. Depts. of (Pediatrics and 2Anatomy, Univ.of Turku, Turku, Finland

The reasons for fertility problems in IDDM are largely unknown. The aim of
the present study was to evaluate the role of autoimmunity -associated
phenomena in the testis as a possible cause to the derangement in
spermatogenesis. The stage-specific apoptosis of germ cells in the insulitis-
phase of prediabetes was quantified in the testis of non-obese diabetic (NOD)
mice. The seminiferous epithelium of normal BALE/c and NOD mice
contained cells positive in in-situ end labelling (ISEL) of DNA. ISEL-positive
(+) germ cells formed clusters in the seminiferous epithelium of the NOD mice
in striking difference to the seminiferous epithelium of the BALE/c mice,
which contained only individual ISEL+ cells. ISEL+ cells were present in the
basal and luminal compartments of the epithelium. Ultrastructural analysis
confirmed that the cells were undergoing apoptosis. The ultrastructurally
apoptotic cells included spermatogonia, spermatocytes and spermatids. In
cytological squash preparations of segments of seminiferous tubules of 17 to
20-week-old NOD mice the number of ISEL+ cells/mm tubule was lower in
segments representing stages I-1I of the seminiferous epithelial wave but had
increased markedly in stages III-IV thus exceeding clearly the number of
ISEL+ cells in the BALB/c mice. The numbers of ISEL+ cells/mm tubule in the
other stages were similar in the two strains of mice. Analysis of 32P-3'-end
labelled DNA from the testes showed that the BALE/c mice had relatively
more DNA fragmentation than the NOD mice. These data suggest that
autoimmune insulitis in the NOD mice is associated with abnormal stage-
distribution of apoptosis in the seminiferous epithelium, resulting in
derangement of spermatogenesis.
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COMPARISON OF METABOLIC STATUS AND DIABETES
COMPLICATIONS IN THREE POPULATIONS
S.Colagiuri, M.Layton, T.Palu, R.Colagiuri, Z.Hussain. Prince of Wales
Hospital, Randwick, Australia.
Some data suggest different patterns and rates of complications in different
populations. This study compared the metabolic status and complication rates
in 3 different populations - urban non Aboriginal Australians, non urban
Aboriginal Australians and Tongans living in Tonga. The assessment protocol
included physical examination, measurement of HbA,,, microalbuminuria and
lipids, and eye examination through dilated pupils. Data were collected on a
total of 971 Non Aboriginal Australians (NAA), 143 Aboriginal Australians (AA)
and 195 Tongans (T). The findings were compared to the NAA after
separately matching AA and T groups with NAA for age, gender and duration
of diabetes. Overall mean (SD) age was 57 (9) y and mean duration of
diabetes was 8 (8) v. Results are shown in the Table.

NAA AA Tongans

BMI>27 66% 74% 81%#
Smoking 41% 62%* 32% #

Hypertension 14% 30%* 47% #

Coronary Disease 23% 31% 17%
Chol (Mean SD) 5.7 (1.4) 5.6 (1.2) 5.3 (1.1)
HbA,, (Mean SD) 8.3 (1.8) 8.2 (1.9) 9.8 (1.9) #

Microalbumin 31% 63% * 72% #
Retinopathy 44% 46% 57% #
Neuropathy 14% 22% 31%#

PVD 10% 11% 9%
Foot Ulcer 1% 5%* 4%

Amputation 0% 1% 8%#
* Significant difference NAA v AA: # Significant difference NAA v Tongans.
This study confirms different rates of metabolic abnormalities and diabetes
complications in different populations after matching for age and duration of
diabetes. Tongans had the poorest diabetes control and the highest
complications rates. Microalbuminuria was more common in both AA and T
compared with NAA.
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IN DIABETIC MEN.
N.Vorokhohina ,P.SilnizkiY- , E.Arei"eva and
8.Sokolova,I.Churina.The Department of endoc-
rinology, Medical Academy of postgraduat.e
studies, St. Petersburg, Russia
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RISK FACTORS FOR THE INCIDENCE OF LATE VASCULAR
COMPLICATIONS OF NIDDM: 15-YEAR FOLLOW-UP
J•Kopczynski, D.Janeczko and A.Czyzyk
University School of Medicine, Warsaw, Poland

In assessing the contribution of cardiovascular risk factors
and that of diabetic millieu to vascular complications in NIDDM,
their incidence in surviving patients may overcome some problems
created by mortality data. From the follow-up examination of 1329 out
of 4420 NIDDM patients followed for 15 years (1973/74 -1988/89), the
incidence of micro- and macrovascular complications (proteinuria &
nephropathy, symptoms of leg vascular disease, ischaemic heart
disease [IHD], and cerebrovascular events) was estimated and
related to the levels of base-line risk variables using logistic
regression. For new cases of proteinuria & heavy proteinuria,
hyperglycemia was the common predictor (alongside diastolic
hypertension, smoking and overweight);hyperglycemia and glycosuria
were among significant predictors of leg vascular complications (with
duration of diabetes, smoking, male sex, diastolic hypertension, and
proteinuria). On the other hand, systolic hypertension and male sex
prevailed among factors predicting both IHD (with high cholesterol,
and overweight), and stroke. The data confirm the higher invofvment
of diabetic millieu in micro- than macrovascular incidents, with
diabetic foot placed in between.
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SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION IN DIABETIC MEN
Dr N Sudhakar Rao.Dr V Purnanandam and Dr C
Sekhar, Department of Endocrinology,	 Gandhi
Medical College,Andrology Centre,Hyderabad,India

The study was carried out to establish a
protocol for investigating and treatment of
Sexual Dysfunctions in Diabetic Men.2O Diabetic
men with Sexual Dysfunction were studied in the
last 2 years.They were investigated as per
Protocol devised by the team.This involves a
structural interview of both partners, Complete
Physical Examination, Psychiatric assessment and
following Clinical tests were carried out
a)Dulbocavernous Reflex b)OST of vibration sense
c) Intra Cavernous Injection (ICI) with
papaverine d) Nocturnal Penile Tumescence and
Rigidity assessment(NPTR) e) Dynamic Infusions
Caves-nosometry&Cavernosography(DICC) f) Hormonal
profile. All had abnormal ICS response, DST
Vibration, sensation was abnormal .The NPTR study
revealed 4(2OVJ with Psychogenic impotency and
16{BOX]with organic impotency.DICC was done in 6
patients where surgery was contemplated.Findings
on DICC includes Dorsal vein,Crural & Urethral
leaks. 3 Patients had Penile Implants & 4 took
ICI rest were treated conservatively.The study
showed that organic impotency is more commoner
than psychogenic impotency compare to previous
studies.

2376
Glycemic control ,growth and complications in children with
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
K.Izumi, M.Hoshi, S.Kuno, G.Okuno, Y.Yamazaki, G.Isshiki and
A.Sasaki. Osaka Childhood and Juvenile Diabetes Mellitus Study
Group, Osaka, Japan
The influence of glycemic control on growth and on the development of
complication in diabetic children was studied. The subjects of the study
were 408 children with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM),
who were enrolled in a Summer camp program for diabetic children in
Kinki District, Japan from 1972 to 1990. Many of the children had
high mean levels of HbA1, regardless of age. The height and weight
were below the standards for the respective ages in many children,
indicating the retardation of growth. However, S.D. scores for height
and weight and other physical indices were not related to the mean
levels of HbAi. By contrast, the prevalence of diabetic retinopathy was
related to an elevated mean level of HbAi, but that of albuminuria was
not. Serum cholesterol levels were higher in children with higher
mean levels of HbA1, but serum triglycerides appeared not to be
related to glycemic control. The incidence of retinopathy during the
observation period closely related to the degree of the mean levels of
HbAi, but that of albuminuria did not. During these observation
period for five years in average their SD score of height and weight,
body mass index, Rohrer index and percent desirable weight did not
changed; their insulin roquirement, Hb Al, systolic blood pressure,
serum cholesterol level and the incidence of relinopathy incrcased year
by year. Also intensive insulin therapy and selfmonitoring of blood
sugar were used recetly much more.

2377
MALE SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION IN IDDM
INCIDENCE -DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

F1.K.Penninckx,M.D.,Endocrinology,St Jozef kliniek,Vilvoorde,Belgium.

Impotence is a common problem among male diabetics.Demonstrate the
exact etiology is of importance to the therapy .102 young IDDM male
patients with a mean duration of diabetes for 11 years have been
evaluated.They have been followed for 10 years At onset patients were
between 19 and 36 years old,15 of them showing impotence (15 %).After
10 years 92 patients were available for follow up,among them 34(37%)
with impotence.Using arterio,evoked potentials of the Pudendal nerve,
cavernosography and Prostin TM intracavernous,the main reasons for
impotence were classified as follows: neurogenic n=12(35 %), vascular
n=5 (15%) combined vascular/neurogenic n=9(26%),medication n=4(12 %)
psychogenic n=4(12%).Comparison of those 20 who acquired impotence
and those having maintained normal sexual functions (n=58) will show a
good correlation with regard to parameters usually considered related
to diabetic control.The mean glycosylated hemoglobin during 10 year
follow up was 7,4%( 4,5-6,1"%0) in those with normal sexual activities and
9,4 % in the impotence group(n=20).At onset 11 men showed microalbu-
minuria,l macroalbuminuria and 5 developed microalbuminuria during
the observation period.lt was of importance to find 2 impotent diabetics
without microalbuminuria after 10 years,classified as psychogenic.The
efficacy of treatment in those accepting therapy is good:7 refused,1 I
mien are regularly injecting Prostin TM with good results ,4 patients had
vascular repair with good evidence in 2 of them, 6 men took advantage
of a penile prosthesis,3 are using a vacuum erection device.Trazodon
TM was prescribed to 3 diabetics without organic disease. Sexual
disturbances based on organic deficiencies were correlated with
diabetic control.1t is worth establishing the right cause of the organic
disease in order to provide the patient with adeqaute treatment.Severe
diabetic control might result in prevention of sexual disturbances.

2378
MICRO VASCULAR AND ACUTE COMPLICATIONS IN THAI IDDM PATIENTS

C. Deerocbanawong, P. Kornthong, S. Ngawngamrat et al. Diabetes unit, Department
of Medicine, Rajavithi Hospital, Ministry of Public Health, Bangkok, Thailand.

The incidence of IDDM in Thailand was quite low and the reports of diabetic
complications in Thailand were largely from NIDDM. To study the prevalence of
microvascular and acute diabetic complications, and their relation to duration of
diabetes and glycaemic control, a cross-sectional study was done in diabetic clinic of
Rajavithi Hospital, the tertiary governmental hospital in Bangkok. During the year
1995, there were 2,978 diabetic patients who attend the diabetic clinic regularly (more

than 2 visits a year). Forty six patients were IDDM (31 females and 15 males). The
prevalence of IDDM in our diabetic clinic was 1.5%. The mean ± SD age of 46 IDDM
patients was 29.3 ± 7.4 years (range 14-47). Mean ± SD duration of diabetes was 9.8
± 7.2 years (range 1-26). Onset of diabetes varied from 5 to 34 years (mean ± SD =

19.7 ± 7.0). Prevalence of hypertension was 13.0%. Normal HbAic by enzyme

immunoassay (2.6-4.9%) was found in 8.7% of the patients. Mean ± SD of total
cholesterol, triglyceride and 1101.-cholesterol were 5.4 ± 1.6, 1.3 ± 0.7 and 1.3 ± 0.5
mmol/L respectively. For the regimen of insulin usage, 67.4% used twice daily of

insulin injection, 23.9% used one injection of intermediate acting insulin and 8.7%

used multiple insulin injection regimen. Mean daily dose of insulin was 43.6 ± 22.9
units per day. An albumin excretion rate of 30-300 mg/24 hr and higher than 300
mg/24 hr were found in 17.4% and 152% respectively. The prevalence of all

retinopathy was 34.8% (background diabetic retinopathy 19.6% and proliferative
diabetic retinopathy 15.2%). Of all patients 23.9% reported one or more severe
hypoglycemic attack during the last 12 months and 10.9% reported hospital admission

for ketosis over the same peroid. Microvascular and acute complications were clearly
related to duration of diabetes and glycemic control. In this study, HbAic above the
lowest quatiles (> 6.5% or > mean + 4SD) was significantly increase the risk of

microvascular complications.
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FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR SEXUAL IMPOTENCY IN DIABETES
MELLITUS: BIRDEM EXPERIENCE

H.S. Ferdous, F. Pathan, T. Ahmed, N.B. Bhowmik and D. Hossain. Bangladesh
Institute of Research and Rehabilitation in Diabetes, Endocrine and Metabolic
Disorders (BIRDEM), Dhaka, Bangladesh

Autonomic neuropathy is one of the disgraceful complications of Diabetes Mellitus.
Most of the time management is unsatisfactory. Eighty six diabetic subjects
complaining of sexual problems were studied in the Endocrine Out-patient clinic,
BIRDEM. Their mean age was 48.93+0.99 years. Among them 37 (43%), 36 (42%)
and 13 (15%) were found above 50, 41-50, below 40 years of age respectively.

Mean duration of diabetes was 6.54+0.66 years. 16 (22%), 21 (24%) and 46 (54%)
subjects had diabetes more than 11, 6-10 and less than 5 years respectively.

Overall glycemic status by HbA,c was 7.5%. On clinical examination peripheral
vascular disease, peripheral neuropathy were revealed in 10 (12%) and 30 (35%)
subjects respectively. Psychiatric component was elicited in 45 (52%) subjects.
Mean serum prolactin was 147+10 mmoVml with above 100 mmoVml in 59 (67%)
and less than 100 mmol/ml in 27 (31%) subjects. Mean testosterone level was
5.03+0.20 ngmlml. 44 (51%), 17 (20%) and 25 (29%). Subjects were treated with
dietary modification, insulin and oral hypoglycemic agent respectively. Not only
neurological but also hormonal deficiency, vascular and psychiatric components
should be borne in mind while dealing with sexual impotency in diabetes mellitus.

2380

Volkov I.E.', Logachev M.F 2 ., Kuznetzova LA'., Stotikova O.V'.,
Cygancova S.A'.
Russian Republican Children's Hospital, Moscow '&
Pirogov Russian State Medical University, Moscow 2 .

Glycemic control and complications in paediatric type I diabetes
mellitus patients in Russia.

In 1996 296 paediatric patients with type I diabetes mellitus
(IDDM) were referred to the National Diabetes Reference Service. 4%
were referred from Moscow, 30.7% were referred from Moscow
region. Age of patients varied between 2 and 16 years (25% 2-6 y.o.;
32,7% 7-11 y.o.; 42,3% 12-16 y.o.). 5,4% of patients had newly
diagnosed IDDM; 72.9% of patients were diagnosed 1-5 years ago;
15.2% were diagnosed 6-10 years ago and 6,5% more than 10 years ago.
All patients received human recombinant insulin preparations according
intensive treatment regimen.

The average level ofHBA1c was 11.06±0.12%. We observed
lipodistrophy in 61.5% of patients; retinopathy in 7,1%; neuropathy in
5,7%(detected by examination and electro-myography); Mauriac
syndrome in 4,4%; liver problems in 4,7%; limited joint mobility in
8,4%; cataract in 5,7%; nephropaty in 6,7% (detected by increased urine
albumin excretion and changes in glomerular filtration rate); hart
problems in 0.67%; lipoid necrosis in 1%.

We conclude that poor glycemic control is responsible for high
complication rates in our patients.

2381

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF DIABETES MELLITUS IN MOSCOW
DISTRICT (CHILDREN REGISTER DATA).
V.A.Loseva, A.V.Dreval and Yu.A.Redkin, Moscow Regional
Research Clinical Institute, Moscow, Russia.
Recently all high developed countries show a pronounced rise in
the number of cases of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(IDDM) including children's population. Only limited studies
concerning epidemiology of diabetes mellitus have been
published in the native scientific literature. For example, there is
none of corresponding information about population of Moscow
district. The present study reflects the degree of distribution of
the disease and its complications among the Moscow district
children. Observation of 430 children with IDDM (322 from
newborn to 14 years of age, and 108 teenagers from 15 to 17
years old) showed a high percentage of diabetic patients: 25.79
of 100000 children studied, and 42.08 of 100 000 teenagers).
Sensory neuropathy (11.64%), retinopathy (7.69%) and cataracts
(2.88%) were the main complications in children, while
retinopathy (17.66%) and sensory neuropathy (16.89%) prevailed
in teenagers including some cases of diabetic foot. In all age
groups the above complications were more frequently seen in
girls. On our evidence the average level of microalbuminuria
(MAU) forms 33.82±7.22 mg/I in children with the disease
duration >3 years, while 32.34% of children examined had a
microalbuminuric stage of diabetic nephropathy. When evaluating
healing IDDM in children of Moscow district 8.0% glycosilated
hemoglobin was revealed in 4.64 % of children with IDDM,; 8.0-
12.0% in 30.61% of children, and >12.0% - in 64.74 % of
children's patients.

2382

EVALUATION OF PENILE VASCULAR SYSTEM IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION

T. Kaplancan(l), P. Kadroglu(2), K. Karsrdag(3), I. Satman(I), N.
Dingqag(3), A. Kadroglu(t), M.T. Yilmaz(3).

(1)Department of Urology (2)Division of Endocrinology, Cerrahpasa
Medical Faculty, and (5)Institute for Experimental Medicine, Diabetes
Research Unit, and Division of Diabetes, Istanbul Medical Faculty,

Istanbul University, Istanbul-TURKEY

Patients with diabetes have often erectile disorders. The pathogenesis of
these disorders are complex and at present the exact mechanisms are not
known. 199 of 1242 patients with erectile dysfunction were diagnosis
to be diabetes mellitus (DM) and evaluated. 168 had (84.4 %) (Group
1) DM before admittance while the remaining 31 (15.6 %) (Group 2)
had been diagnose on routine chemistry profile for erectile dysfunction.
Mean duration of type 1 DM (n: 146) and type 2 DM (n:22) were
82.1±58 and 80.1±76 months respectively, no statistically significant
could be confirmed between duration's of this two groups (p>0.05).
Among 82 patients evaluated by color Doppler ultrasonography, 33 had
(40.2 %) arterial insufficiency, 15 had (18.3 %) cavern-venous
incompetence, while the remaining 9 had (14.1 %) normal penile
vascular system. The most frequent component of erectile dysfunction
was observed to be arterial insufficiency (42.4 %) and mixed type
(43.8 %) impotence in group 1 and 2 respectively. In conclusion,
detailed evaluation of vascular damage observed in diabetic patients
which plays a crucial role in pathogenesis of neurogenic and vascular
complications can be successfully imaged.
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THE EFFECT OF DISTANCE FROM HEALTH CARE CENTRE ON
COMPLICATION RATES IN THE EURODIAB IDDM STUDY

J. Holloway, J.H. Fuller and The EURODIAB IDDM Complications Study Group,
EURODIAB, Dept of Public-Health, University College London, WC lE 6BT, UK.

Access to health care affects the risk of developing IDDM, complications and may
depend on distance from health care centre, We report findings from EURODIAB,
a cross-sectional complications study of 3250 subjects with IDDM from 31 European
centres. Participants were grouped according to distance from the clinic (<10km
(group 1), 10 -20km (group 2), 20-50km (group 3), 50-100km (group 4) and 100km
+ (group 5)). There were no significant differences in age, HbA,,, or systolic blood
pressure between the distance groups or between the sexes. More people were referred
to the clinic with complications from the groups living farthest away (54% and 44%
in groups5 and 4 versus 27% in group 3 and 23% in groups I and 2 p = 0.00001), a
distinct trend which was the same for both men and women. This measure was
internally valid when comparing referral rates with other complication variables found
at examination. Prevalence of cardiovascular disease showed a similar trend with a
higher percentage of events found in participants living farthest away from the clinic
(16 % in group 4 and 5 combined, and 7% 11% and 9% in groups 32 and 1 p= 0.01)
although this was not demonstrated as clearly in men as women (p = 0.01, p=0.007).
Proliferative retinopathy showed the same trend (18% in group 5 versus 10 % in group
1 p=0.1) but was significant only in men (19%, 16%, 9%, 7% and 10% p=0.03); as
was neuropathy (42% in group 5 versus 31% and 29% in groups 2 and 1 respectively
p = 0.02). A similar pattern was seen with macroalbuminuria (albumin excretion
rate 2200 pg/min) (12% and 11% in group 5 and 4 versus 8% in groups 1, 2 and 3)
but was not significant for either sex. There was no association between distance and
microalbuminuria (17%, group 5,21%,23% 21% and 22% p= 0.7) or background
retinopathy (42% group 5, 47%,47%,44%, and 47% p=0.7). In conclusion, high rates
of severe complications at presentation suggest that those living farthest away may
experience delays in diagnosis, but, when seen by a specialist, they receive the same
standard of care as those living near the clinic.

2384
LONG TERM COMPLICATIONS AND SEXUAL DYSFUNCTIONS
IN MALNUTRITION RELATED DIABETES MELLITUS.
A.Majumder and D.Ganguly, S.S.K.M. Hospital,
Calcutta, India.

Malnutrition related diabetes mellitus(MRDM)
comprises 35%(94 cases)of the diabetic
population at our centre. Prevalence of
peripheral neuropathy is very high (65.9%)
and a good number (28%) occurs in the initial
5 years of diabetes. Incidence of
retinopathy(23.4%), nephropathy(211.3%) &
hypertension(21.3%) increases with duration of
diabetes. Retinopathy and nephropathy occur in
the initial 5 years, emphasising a need to
evaluate it from the begining of diabetic
life. A subset of patients (4 cases) did not
have any of these complications even after 20
years of diabetes. Impotency was detected
amongst 16 male (30%) patients,out of a total
of 52, where neurogenic cause was 75% as
evidenced by good response to intracavernosal
injection of papaverine and presence of
cardiac autonomic dysfunction. Secondary
amenorrhoea among 20 female(47%) patients out
of total 42, had a negative correlation with
body mass index. Secondary amenorrhoea due to
a functional defect at hypothalamo-pituitary
axis, as evidenced by low FSH & LH Level and
reversion following improvement in body
weight.

2385
METABOLIC CONTROL AND PREVALENCE OF MICROVASCULAR
COMPLICATIONS IN YOUNG PATIENTS WITH DIABETES.
BS.Olsen, AK.Sjolie, B. Thorsteinsson, S. Praraming, Knut Borch-Johnsen, HB.
Mortensen and The Danish Study Group for Childhood Diabetes. Department
of Paediatrics, Glostrup University Hospital, Denmark
Danish nationwide investigations (1987, 1989) have previously demonstrated
unsatisfactory blood glucose control in unselected young diabetic patients. The
purpose of the present survey was to study the prevalence of microvascular
complications in a cohort of children participating in both previous nation-wide
investigations and their association to HbA,.. In 353 patients (50.1% of the
inception cohort) we were able to collect urine, blood samples, a standardized
questionnaire, fundus photo's (with central reading) and a standardized physical
examination. Mean age was 20.6 ± 3.3 years and mean diabetes duration 13.2
± 3.2 years. HbA 1, (normal range 4.3 - 5.8, mean 5.3%) and urine albumin
excretion rate (AER) (upper normal limit (95%): 20 pg/min) in at least two
timed overnight urine collections were analyzed centrally. Average HbA,, was
9.7 ± 1.7% (mean ± SD). Males had significantly (P<0.015)higher values than
females. Eighty-eight percent of the children (n = 309) were treated with three
or more daily insulin injections. Mean daily insulin dose was 0.92 ± 0,25
ie/kg/24 h. Retinopathy was present in 60% and was associated long diabetes
duration, high HbA,,, diastolic blood pressure and AER (all p<0.01) while
subclinical neuropathy (VPT by biothesiometry > 10 V) was found in 30% and
was asso-ciated to male gender, age, duration, linear height and retinopathy (all
p<0.01).Microalbuminuria (>20-150µg/min) and nephropathy (>1501tg/min)
was found in 9 and 3.7%, respectively and was positively correlated to diastolic
blood pressure (p=0.009) and retinopathy (p <0.001). Microvascular complica-
tions are frequent in children and teen-agers with IDDM. Only 38 of the
patients had HbA,, below 8%. Despite intensive efforts by health care providers
current treatment of diabetes in young people is unsatisfactory.

2386

IMPOTENCE IN ETHIOPIAN DIABETIC MEN. SEYOUM B.
ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY, ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA.

Prevalnce of impotence was assesed among 292 consecutive
diabetic men attending the Tikur Anbessa Hospital
diabetic clinic. The mean age was 41.4 years (range
18-86 years). One hundred fortynine (51.60) were type
I and 143 (49%) were type II patients. The mean durat-
ion of diabetes was 9.9 years and 37.7% have known
long term diabetic complications. The overall prevalence
of impotence was 48.7%. The mean duration of impotence
was 3.5 years. In the majority impotence startd after the
diagnosis of diabetes mellitus however in 3.7% impotence
occured before the diagnosis of diabetes mellitus. Many
of the patients (79.1%) have never complained to physic-
ians and 59.2% of the patients do not know that impotence
Is the complication of diabetes mellitus. All but 10
patients (7.5%) have not lost libido. Impotence is signif-
icantly higher in Type II as compared to Type I patients
(94/143 versus 40/132 x 2 = 33 P < 0.001) and in patients
with complication than without (76/104 versus 54/159 x 2 =
34.1 P<0.001). The mean duration of diabetes mellitus is
significantly higher in patients with impotence than with-
out impotence (12.3 years versus 8.1 years P<0.001). We
conclude that impotence is a common and significant
problem in our diabetic men and we recommend further
study to asses its social and psychiatric inpacts.
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DIACOMP: A GLOBAL STUDY OF IDDM COMPLICATIONS
T. Orchard, K. Borch-Johnsen and A. Fapohunda on behalf of the
DIACOMP investigators, Unversity of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USA

The WHO sponsored Diamond Study is an international study of
childhood onset insulin-dependent-diabetes mellitus, which has fostered the
development of a number of sub-projects with particular foci to address
important questions about IDDM. The DIAmond COMPlications Study
(DIACOMP) is the most recent of these sub-projects. The rationale for
this study is based on the observation of diverse cause specific mortality
experience in IDDM across the world. Considerable variation by ethnicity
and/or geographic location of micro and macrovascular complications is
likely to underlie these mortality patterns. DIACOMP is designed to
explore variation in IDDM complication rates and risk factors.
The study is being organized on two levels at present. Level I is a survey
of all identified cases in the registries. The second level, which will start
after completion of level I survey will be a brief physical examination and
measurement of proteinuria (Micral II ®, Boehringer Mannheim) and HbA 1C

(DCA 2000 Analyzer , Bayer Diagnostics) along with a more detailed
questionnaire. Survey forms will be translated into the local language and
then back translated to English to validate the translation. Both Diamond
and Non-Diamond centers are participating. Diamond populations have (by
definition) a short duration (5-14 years), while the Non-Diamond centers
will provide longer duration experience (15-24 years). Twenty-two centers
(14 Diamond centers and 8 Non-Diamond centers) have registered from
Asia, Europe, North, South and Central America, and Australia. Three
Workshop/Training Sessions have been held in Copenhagen, San Francisco
and Vienna in April, June, and August 1996 respectively. Eleven centers
have had their local protocols approved and 11 have completed clinical
training for level 11 (7 have completed both steps). Centers will start data
collection in early 1997. An updated progress report will be presented.

2389

FAMILIAL CLUSTERING OF IDDM COMPLICATIONS IN THE DCCT.
J. Lachin, S. Genuth, P. Cleary, R. Spielman and the DCCT Research
Group. The George Washington University, Rockville, MD, U.S.A.
Of 1441 DCCT subjects, 372 had 467 first degree relatives with diabetes.
Retinopathy (R) was assessed in relatives using ETDRS score and
nephropathy (N) using albumin excretion rate (AER). All analyses were
adjusted for treatment group of the DCCT proband, gender, age, body
weight, duration of diabetes and HbAlc. Complete data was available for
241 relatives (52%) of 217 DCCT subjects. Familial aggregation was
evaluated by comparing the prevalence of R and N in relatives of DCCT
probands positive (+) vs negative (-) for R or N. In the DCCT secondary
intervention cohort there was an increased risk of severe R (ETDRS > 47,
or clinically significant macular edema, or laser Rx in either eye) among
relatives of R+ probands vs R- probands [odds ratio OR 3.1, 95%
confidence interval C.I. 1.2 - 7.8, p < 0.05j; and an increased risk of N
(AER > 40 mg/24hr) in relatives of N+ vs N- probands (odds ratio OR 5.4,
95% Cl 2.2 - 13.7, p<0.001). In the DCCT primary intervention cohort,
there was no increase in risk of any R (> 1 microaneurysm or worse) in
relatives of R+ probands and there were too few events to assess the risk
of N. Clustering of severity (level) of R or N was measured by
determining the correlations of log ETDRS and log AER among probands
and relatives, adjusting for number of family members. For R, the parent-
child correlations were significant, but the sib-sib were not. For N, no
correlations were significant.

Intrafamilial Correlations of Severity
Retinopathy (R)	 Nephropathy (N)

INT CON Comb	 INT CON Comb
Parent-child	 .311® .344* .327*	 .090	 .188	 .138
Sib-sib	 .000	 .148	 .060	 .176	 .000	 .107

*p < 0.01; INT=Intensive Rx, CON=Conventional Rx, Comb=combined
cohort adjusted for treatment group

Conclusions: The DCCT provides the first evidence, to our knowledge,
for increased risk of severe R in relatives of R+ probands, and for
intrafamilial clustering of the severity of R. We confirm the risk of N
among relatives of N+ probands.

2388

PREVALENCE OF SEXUAL DISORDERS IN A SELECTION-FREE
DIABETIC POPULATION (JEVIN)
R. Schiel and U.A. Muller; University of Jena Medical School,
Department of Internal Medicine II, Jena, Germany
There is extensive clinical literature on sexual disorders among
diabetic patients, but a paucity of studies on their prevalence
in selection-free populations. In the present trial (JEVIN) 90%
of all insulin-treated diabetic patients (IDDM/NIDDM
n = 127/117) aged 16-60 years and living in the city of Jena
(100,247 inhabitants) were studied: Each subject underwent a
structured interview followed by a clinical and laboratory
examination. The prevalence of sexual disorders was 32% in
IDDM and 46% in NIDDM male patients. Patients with sexual
disorders were older (IDDM 47.5±9.8 vs 37.7±11.6,
p=0.0004; NIDDM 53.4±4.3 vs 49.4±8.2 ys, p=0.04) and
had longer diabetes duration (IDDM 23.1 ± 13.8 vs
13.5±11.1, p=0.001; NIDDM 12.4±7.5 vs 8.4± 5.8 ys,
p=0.03), but there were no significant differences (p <0.05)
between the groups as regards HbAlc, BMI and insulin
dose/kg body wt. The prevalence of diabetes long-term com-
plications in men with vs without sexual disorders:
IDDM/NIDDM: retinopathy 65/53% vs 50/ 18%
(p=0.34/0.03), neuropathy (assessed according to Young et
al.) 58/48% vs 9/34% (P=0.001/0.47), nephropathy 65/50%
vs 12/36% (p=0.001/0.45). In addition all the patients
completed standardized questionnaires according to Bradley et
al./Lewis et al. to assess quality of life/treatment satisfaction
and one question concerning sexual disorders. The quality of
life of IDDM patients with sexual disorders was lower than
that of patients without sexual disorders (42.2 ± 11.4 vs
54.2±8.5, p=0.0005), but there were no differences
(p<0.05) in NIDDM patients. In women the prevalence of
sexual disorders was 18/42% in IDDM/NIDDM.
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Education for People with Diabetes
2390
EVALUATION OF DIABETIC FOOTCARE EDUCATION.
E.Gbker, C.E. Hoff, J. Dooren and K. Bakker. Spaarne Hospital,
Heemstede, The Netherlands.

Introduction: In reducing the rate of limb amputations in
diabetics, which is one of the targets of the St Vincent
Declaration (SVD), patient education plays an important role. The
aim of this study is to determine the success of our footcare
education program as advised in the SVD.  Methods : Patients (P)
who visit the foot clinic for the first time are given information
orally by the podiatrist and referred to the patient information-
centre for video-instruction (AV) and brochure (B) on footcare. A
questionnaire, concerning general information, knowledge and
practice questions was sent to all new patients in 1994 (n=179).
140P(78%) were eligible. For every patient a "knowledge-score"
(KS) and a "practice-score" (PS) was calculated. The student-t-
test was used for the statistical analysis. Results: 67P(48%)
received AV+B, 15P(11%) AV, 25P(18%) B and 33P(23%) no
information (N). The KS and PS were: AV+B 72% and 63% resp.
vs. N 55% and 61% (KS p<0.05); AV 69% and 67%; B 67% and
58%. P from the group AV+B who read diabetic magazines had
higher KS and PS scores than non-readers (76% and 66% vs.
lit% and 52%; KS and PS, p<0.05). P with only elementary
education had a lower KS than P with higher schooling (54% vs.
73%, p<0.001). P with visuallphysical handicap vs. no handicap,
PS 57% vs. 64%, p<0.05. Conclusion : Only 47% of the patients
followed a complete education program on footcare. This group
scored a significant higher knowledge-score compared to patients
without information. Evaluation of education programs is useful,
as proposed by the SVD.

2391
EVALUATION OF AN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM: "HOW TO TREAT MY DIABETES°
Salazar S., Arguedas C. Intern Medicine Hospital Mexico, San Jose
Costa Rica.
Introduction: 	 "Education of the diabetic patient is not part of
the treatment, it is the treatment itself" (E. Joslin 1927). In 1993

the DCCT study showed the value of educational programs to reach

a desirable metabolic control. In 1988 began in Germany the

educational program: HOW TO TREAT MY DIABETES", we started the same

program in 1994.

Objective: To evaluate the educational intervention with a graded
test.

Methods: The program consist of four modules: Self monitoring, Diet,
Foot Care and Exercise, was taught to a group of no more than ten

patients, using a rotafolio, 2 hours a day, two days a week for two

weeks. Randomly we took 100 patients who had attended the program

and ask them to take a test before and after the educational program,

according with the results we grouped them in three categories: A

from 80 to 100; B from 60 to 79; and C those bellow 60 points.

Results:

BEFORE	 AFTER
13%	 56%

18%	 38%

69%	 6%

Conclusions: After the educational program patients tend to increase
knowledge about their disease. We think this program is easy to

teach and permits its objetive evaluation trough a graded test.

2392
VIDISA(means in spanish HEALTHY DIABETIC LIFE)

E. Cotto and M. Rivera. Cayey Primary Medicine
Center Cayey, Puerto Rico

Ussually in our health settings the diabetic pa-
tient does not participate actively in the manage-
ment of their condition. They are told about the
importance of education, exercises and nutrition
but it seems that nobody has the time to tell them
how to do it. The main goal of our project was
to give the participants an opportunity to do and
to learn how to manage their own condition by par-
ticipating in a structure program that offered
exercise, breakfast according to the personal needs
monitoring of blood glucose before exercises and
the opportunity to know for the first time the
results of the HBA1c. The program promoted the
adquisition of basic management skills for the
daily life. The patients were selected from our
pharmacy profiles, evaluated by our medical team
and nutritionist. They attended a three month-
three day out of the week sessions. All the acti-
vities were complemented with an educational ex-
perience. Evaluation of the intervention was base
on tests on cardiovascular endurance, strengt,
flexibility, coordination and a comparison of two
glycated hemoglobin. Results of this evaluation
showed improvement in all areas, including up to
35% improvement in the HBA1c test. VIDISA is now
a support group organized to help the diabetic
patient of our community

2393

THE VALUATION OF EFFICIENCY OF THE EDUCATION
PROGRAM FOR IDDM PATIENTS
Yu. A.Redkin, A.V.Dreval and I.V.Misnikova. Moscow Regional
Research Clinical Institute, Moscow, Russia.
The aim of our investigation was creation of the education
program for patients with IDDM and valuation of its efficiency.
During 1995 in endocrinology clinic was educated 41 persons
with IDDM. The education was conducted under the 14-day
structured program (about 40 hours). The control group included
all patients IDDM found in endocrinology clinic in the same
period. The increase of a level of knowledge of IDDM patients is
revealed as in main, as in control group (from 71.04 till 93.36 %,
p < 0.05 and from 70.55 till 90.90 %, p < 0.05 accordingly). In
main group was significant decrease of levels 24h main blood
glucose level and main amplitude glucose fluctuation level
(p<0.05). In control group the similar tendencies are revealed. At
comparison control and main groups the significant distinctions

are revealed only in quantity of days, conducted by patients in

clinic (30.85 and 23.95 days accordingly, p < 0.05). Thus, the
education permits to reach that effect, as the usual

hospitalisation in endocrinology clinic, but in shorter terms, that
makes it economically expedient.



2394
PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTER OF POORLY MOTIVATED DIABETICS

K.Nunoi, N.Shinohara and Y.Togawa.

St.Mary's Hospital, Kurume, Japan

To improve motivation, psychological characteristics of

poorly motivated diabetics (PMD) was investigated.

Subjects were consecutive 217 diabetics who attended 2

weeks education program. Motivation level was discussed

and rated into 10 by the multidisciplinary team members

including psychologist. PMD defined as 6 or lower point

was 45(21%), and most of them had barriers; psychological

(73%), pysiological (58%) or social (33%) problems.

Motivation level was significantly predictive to patient's

attitudes 2 years later. Psychological aspets of PMD was

compared with general diabetics.General health questionaire

revealed neurotic in 65% of PMD. The egogram pattern of PMD

was obviously deviated, and frustrated, self-centered,

superman and poor adaptation type were 3-10 times more

frequent than general population. The tree test (a drawing

of tree with fruits) of PMD revealed more frequently

abnormal as compared with general diabetics;opened top of

the trunk (3.5 times) may indicate poor perspective,

narrow trunk (4.2 times) may indicate low confidence, cut

of trunk line (3.9 times) may indicate non-selfintegration.

Evaluation of motivation level and psychological approach

to poorly motivated diabetics is necessary for education.

2395
THE EFFECT OF HOME VISITING PROGRAM ON BLOOD GLUCOSE

CONTROL IN DIABETIC CHILDREN IN IRAN
Rajah .A, Sadegian.H.A, IRAN

This is a quasi - experimental research carried out in order to evaluate "the effect

of home visiting program on blood glucose control in diabetic children " in Tehran

(1995). 45 diabetic children and thier families participated in this program in two

groups: the visit group ( 23 patients) and control group ( 22 patients) . The average

age of patients was 9.3 (7-12) years .The parents' Knowledge about diabetes and

glycated hemoglobin (G.Hb) was measured in the two groups in pre- test stage .

glycated hemogolobin checked every 3 months, this method was followed - up for

one years . In addition, the practice of the visit group was measured and compared .

Data were gathered by questionnair and check list format . colorimetnc technique

was employed to measure glycated hemoglobin. Data Analysis showed that parents'

Knowledge about diabetes had Increased (P less than 0.05 ) According to the results

of paired T - test , practice in visit group had increased from 35.2 percent to 79.8

percent ( p < 0.0001). In this research , long - term diabetic control was evaluated

by measurement of glycated hemoglobin(non diabetic Range 2.5 - 4%). in visit

group, glycated hemoglobin in pre- test was 6.5± 1.5 percent and decreased to 5.5 +

1.1 percent in mid - way test ( p < 0.0001) The rate of G.Hb was decreased in post-

test After one year to 4.6 ± 1 percent ( p less than 0.0001) wilcoxon test indicated

that the number of Hypoglycemic shock was decreased . ( p< 0.05 ) . Based on

results obtained in this study, It is recommended that home visit can be used as a

basic and essential approach to control and prevent the chronic diseases possibly

developed due to diabetes, with appropriate patients' education and follow - up we

have been able to obtain a better control and prevention of complications .
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2396
ESTIMATION OF STANDARD OF KNOWLEDGE OF PATIENTS
WITH DIABETES MELLITUS ON FOOT SELF-CARE.
A.Z.Ibrahimov ,O.T.Ibrahim-zade,I.J.Aliyeva.
Azerbaijan medical university,Baku,Azerbaijan.

The aim of this investigation was to deter-
mine the initial standard of knowledge of diabe-
tics on foot self-care. There were 30 patients
examined during this investigation using the
questionnaire prepared by the group taking up
the problem of Diabetic Foot in the Azerbaijan
National Committee of SVD.This form contains 15
questions with 4 answers for each.In that way,
maximal possible value was 60 points.The average
value received by patients was 25+-1,6 points
that means that more than half of accomplish-
ments were wrong.The standard of knowledge on
foot self-care didn t depend on sex of patients
(24,7+-3,29-men;27,8+-1,84-women,p> 0,05).The
correlation between age and standard of knowled-
ge on foot self-care as well as that between du-
ration of disease and standard of knowledge
wasn t determined.Persons with higher educatio-
nal index had a higher standard of knowledge on
foot care(28,0+-3,21)than that persons with lo-
wer educational index(19,9+_2,22,p<0,05).
The group having took an amputation of lower
limb revealed higher standard of knowledge on
foot care(31,9+-1,79,p<0,001).These results show
that diabetics began to interest with informati-
on on foot self-care only after the appearance
of. such problem as diabetic foot Syndrome.Every
patient must take a training course on foot self
care as soon as diabetes will be revealed.

2397

LONG TERM EFFECT OF A STRUCTURED OUTPATIENT

EDUCATION PROGRAMME IN IDDM - A 6 YEAR FOLLOW-UP

B. Semlitsch, D. Goritschan, H. Zapotoczky, G.A. Brunner, A. Siebenhofer,
and T.R. Pieber. Dep. of Internal Medicine, University Graz, Austria.

Aim: We evaluated the long term effect of our structured outpatient
diabetes teaching and treatment programme (DTTP) for intensive insulin
therapy (IIT) in IDDM patients.
Methods: 3 and 6 years after the DTTP all patients, who participated
between 6/1989-6/90 in the programme, were invited for a follow-up visit.
Out of 123 patients 13 subjects (12%) could not or did not want to take part
in the follow-up. However, patients or their relatives were contacted by
telephone to get basic information about their status. 2 (2%) patients died
and 2 were lost for follow-up.
Results: 106 patients (86%) (57 female, age: [mean±SD] 44±12 years,
diabetes duration: 20±11 years) completed the follow-up after 6 years.

Baseline 3 years 6 years
HbAlc (%) 8,4±1,9 7,4±1,2*** 8,3±1,5 ns
Severe hypoglycaemia (n/year) 0,49±1,33 0,16±0,44*** 0,22±0,54***
BMI 23,3±3,0 23,7±3,0** 23,8±3,1*"

ns=not significant, **p<001 ** p<0.001 vs. Baseline
Daily insulin dosage remained unchanged (0,57±0,19 IE/kg body weight vs.
0,55±0,17 after 6 years, ns). 98 (93%) of the patients continued with IIT
over 6 years. The number of daily insulin injections (2,5±1,0 vs. 4,5±1,2,
p<0.001) and use of regular insulin (39±18% vs. 55±18%, p-t0.001)
increased significantly compared to baseline. A high frequency of daily
blood sugar monitoring (3.5/day) was maintained by the patients over 6
years.
Conclusion: 6 years after participation in the structured patient education
programme frequency of hypoglycaemia was considerably reduced,
whereas the improvement of metabolic control after 3 years could not be
maintained. These results clearly indicate the need of a continued patient
education with an „expert programme for IIT" in IDDM patients.
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2398
PATIENT EDUCATION BASED ON DIABETES EDUCATORS'
POINT OF VIEW
Tuula-Maria Partanen, Department of Nursing Science,
University of Kuopio, Finland)

The aim of this study was to clarify the diabetic
patient education based on diabetes educators'
point of view. The data for this study were
collected by a unstructured questionnaire from 56
diabetes nurse in Finland. The data were analysed
mainly qualitatively using content analysis.
According to the answers the main targets for patient
education were self management and support of every day
life. Other targets were good diabetes control and good
quality of life. About 80 % of participants felt being
able to deliver good patient education. Supporting
factors for succesfull patient education were adequate
time, good co-operation of the treatment team and
personalities of educator like experience and enthusiasm.
About 20 % felt being insufficient in patients education.
Things behind were lack of time, few contacts with other
diabetes educators like Medical Doctors and weaknesses
in the skills and knowledge of the instructors.
The participants wanted to develope their skills in
patient education by increasing recources (mainly more
time), contacts and co-operation with other diabetes
educators and train themselves as well as try new
education methods.
Further research are needed in evaluating good
patient education.

2399
INFLUENCE OF PA TIENT EDUCATION ON GLYCEMIC CONTROL IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS IN TURKEY
G Erdogan, S.Giillti, N.Ba$kal. N.Kamel, A.R.Uysal. Ankara  University Medical
School, Endocrinology and Metabolic Disease Dept., Ankara,Ttirkey

We evaluated the efficacy of an eight-day' structured patient education
program in Turkish non-insulin dependent diabetic subjects. Two hundred and
fifty NIDDM patients participated the education program in our outpatient
diabetes teaching unit. Patients were interacted by a diabetic education team both
one - on - one and in classes. Fifty of these patients completed the program.
data is covering this group. Mean age was 53 ± 10 years and duration of diabetes
was 8.2 ± 4.2 years. All of them were on diet and on drug treatment either
with insulin,insulin plus oral agents or only oral agents.The fasting plasma glucose
(FPG), postprandial two hour glucose(PPPG),and HbAlc levels were evaluated
just before and at least six months after the completion of the education program
FPG levels fell from 10 1±4 nnnol/L to 7.1 ± 2.9 mmol/L (p< 0.01) and PPPG
levels decreased from 13 ± 4.9 nmsol/L to 10 ± 3,9mmol/L (p<0.01).HbAlc levels
also declined (6.4 ± 1 vs 8.7 ± 2%, p<0.001 ). Although 38% of these patients
had low education levels ( primary school or less), they showed significant
improvement in their glycemic controls with the structured education program.
As mentioned, only 50 of 250 patients completed the full education program. The
reason for this ratio ( 20% of all participants) was the low socio-economic and
cultural status of the patients. Other striking data was that the most of the diabet-
ics who dropped from the program were living in other areas of the country and
visitted our outpatient clinics for a short period. In conclusion,these results indicate
that under-education of the patients with NIDDM is a major health problem also
in Turkey. This teaching experience with an educated diabetes team seems
highly satisfactory and may be a helpful model in improving the glycemic control
and life quality of diabetics. In order to increase the number of participants to
such courses, education programs, including the educators and patients should
be organized throughout the whole country.

2400

EDUCATION AND TREATMENT OF DIABETIC PATIENTS
WITH CHRONIC ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE IN GEORGIA.
R.Kurashvili, N.Asatiani, M.Dundua and M.Natsvlishvili.
Diabetes Center of Georgia, Tbilisi, Georgia.
The aim of the present study was to assess treatment and

education efficacy in NIDDM patients with chronic coronary
heart disease (CCHD).32 patients with NIDDM were observed
(mean age 59.4yrs; diabetes duration 12.7yrs; body weight
••84.5kg; mean heigh 168+8.4cm). 8 patients had MI in the
anamnesis, CCHD diagnosis was confirmed by the specific
changes on the ECG. 21 patients had arterial hypertension.
Most patients had decompensated DM (HbAlc-11,2+0,32%),
hyperinsulinism (fasting IRI 23.4 +3.4mmol/I), hypertriglyce-
ridaemia (2.85+0.33 mmol/I), elevated VLDL - CH levels
(1.34+0.12 mmol/I). All patients took a 4-day course of
education at the Diabetes School, attention was mainly paid
to dietary recommendations (low saturated fat content),
physical activity and self - monitoring (peripheral vessel
palpation, BP - measurement, cardiac angina episode
registration). Patients were treated with antidiabetic,antianginal,
hypotensive and antihyperlipidaemic drugs. Repeated
examination 6 months later revieled decrease in frequency
and intensity of anginal attacks, BP normalization. 8 patients
stopped smoking. Body weight normalization tendency was
observed (mean 77.2kg). HbAlc levels dropped to 8.1±0.2%
(P<0.001), IRI content decreased insignificantly (22.1+3.1
mmol/I), TG and VLDL- CH levels also dropped 15.2 +0.26
mmol/l and 0.7 +0.12, respectively,P<0.01) The results demon-
strate that education improves quality of life and metabolic con-
trol of the patients,thus helping them to live with DM and CHIHD.

2401
THE EFFECT OF A LONG-TERM EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME FOR BLIND
DIABETICS ON THE LEVEL OF METABOLIC EQUALIZATION.
E.Bandurska,M.Zablocki,U. Tarasiewicz,B.Falkowska,E. Aksamit.
Olsztyn Diabetes and Metabolic Disseases Center,Olsztyn,Poland.
Every year in Poland 400 diabetes sufferers either with poor sight or completely

blind is registered. The main problem of patients who turned blind is adaptation to the
new situation,problems with independent living,injection of insulin and conducting
self-control.Aim:evaluating efficiency of the long-term educational programme for
blind suffering from diabetes.Methods: Two models of complex influence on patients
have been introduced.The former is group education conducted in groups of 20
patients and repeated twice a year. It covers basic information concerning
diabetes,self-control,interventional actions and using the Novo Pen injector.The latter
model is repeated every three months,one-day observation in a room for daily-basis
patients,which is combined with an individual educational programme and evaluation
of metabolical equalization.Having undergone the programme,patients switched to
using acoustic Novo Pen injector.After 6 and 24 months the level of patients'
knowledge was checked with a test containing 10 questions and with application of
1-5 point scale.The state of metabolic equalization was also tested,by means of
evaluating the average glycemia,concentation of HbAlc and the dosage of
insulin.The results of research:The level of patients' knowledge has increased after
6 months by 33% and after 12 months by 41%.The average glycemia has lowered
from 253 mg% to 168 mg%, after 2 years-down to 126 mg•%o.The concentration of
cholesterol has decreased from 258,7 mg% to 240,8 mg% after 24 months.At the
same time there was an increase in the fractions of HDL from 48,7% to5 l,7%,HbAlc
from 10,1% to 8,5%.The daily dose of insulin was reducted from 58,1 units a day to
35,9 units a day.A positive body weight reduction has been observed.BMI has
lowered from 30,1 to 27,7.Suggestions:In blind patients suffering from diabetes,it is
possible to reach metabolic equalization by means of complex education with use of
acoustic insulin injectors.In this way patients may become independent,further
complications can be hindered and diabetes treatment costs can be lowered.
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2402
Surveying The Trained Diabetic Educators in the State

of Bahrain

Kawther Al-Taitoon, Diabetic Clinical Specialist, Lecturer
College of Health Sciences

The main aim of this survey study was to assess the "Trained

Diabetic Educators" (Nurses); identify barriers; specific needs and

wants.
The method was carried out by sending a circular to all the

Trained Diabetic Educators to meet at the College of Health Sciences
were surveyed self administered questionnaire in June, 1996.

The results showed that out of the 100 Trained Diabetic Educators
only 43 responded from privit and government health sectors all over

Bahrain.
The age ranged from 24 to 40 years old. As for sex there were

88% females and 12% males. The duration since completion of the

diabetic course ranged 1-4 years and all stated that they benefited from

the course. The majority were able to implement what they have

studied; develop their teachingllearning package and media. The

barriers included no time; shortage of staff, no chance; no support; not

accepted by their leaders; and priority to other responsibilities.

However, though 81% perceived that their supervisors are

interested in diabetic education, yet they were approached only one

time that suggests a thought rather than act from both sides. Around

47% attempted to develop diabetic team in their working area but were

suppressed by their supervisors. The view regarding the "Diabetic
Course" was positive and suggested to extend the period of the course;

the clinical hours and project, work. The plan or specific needs and

wants is to establish diabetic educational TV program; establish
diabetic team and carry out research projects.

In conclusion the survey pointed out deficits and strengths which

gave directions for further planning diabetic education and improving

communications between the Trained Diabetic educators and their

supervisors.

2403
EFFECT OF EXERCISE THERAPY ON AEROBIC THRESHOLD IN
PATIENTS WITH NIDDM
H. Fujinuma, R. Hirano, T. Hoshino, T. Asakura, T. Yamazaki, H. Seino, H.
Kikuchi, and R. Abe. Ohta Nishinouchi Hospital, Koriyama, Japan.

The main aim of the study is to evaluate effects of exercise therapy
and improvement of carbohydrate metabolism, such as HbAlc and FPG, on
aerobic threshold (AT).
Methods

285 patients with NIDDM are subjected. At the beginning of their
educational hospitalization, the patients were subjected to an exercise load
test on a bicycle ergometer, and AT was determined by analyzing breath
samples. They underwent more than two weeks (mean 3.4 weeks) of
exercise therapy one hour each day under the direct supervision of the
exercise physiologists, then AT was again determined at the time of discharge
from the hospital. The results were compared with those of a control group
without exercise therapy.
Results and Conclusion

Oxygen uptake (V02) at AT was significantly increased in male
patients in 30's, 40's and 50's. The values increased from 14.7 ml/min/kg
before exercise therapy to 16.3 mllmin/kg posttherapy, 15.1 to 16.1, and 14.0
to 14.8, respectively, in each group. No statistically significant increase was
noted in 60's, while the value increased from 13.0 to 13.7. There was also a
significant increase in power (work rate; WR) at AT after the therapy. The
same tendency was observed in female patients. No changes were noted in
V02 and WR at AT in the control group. There was a significant improvement
in HbAlc in both groups. However, the improvement rate of HbAlc was not
statistically correlated with that of V02, nor that of WR at AT. The term of
exercise therapy was significantly correlated the improvement rate of V02 at
AT (r=0.229), and that of WR (r=0.314)(P<0.001).

It was demonstrated that three to four week exercise therapy during
educational hospitalization improved aerobic capacity and QOL of patients.

2404

EVALUATION OF KNOWLEDGE FOR
DIABETES EDUCATION PROGRAM IN

DIABETES NUTRITION CENTER, SURABAYA,
INDONESIA

A.Pranoto , A.Tjokroprawiro, A.Sutjahjo, S.Murtiwi,
L.B.Soeharjono, H.Tandra, and Hendromartono, Diabetes
and Nutrition Centre, Dr.Sutomo Hospital, Airlangga
University School of Medicine, Surabaya - Indonesia

ABSTRACT: Education program was regularly done every

month in Diabetes Nutrition Center, Dr.Sutomo Hospital,
Surabaya Indonesia. The goal of the program is to help
patients with diabetes gain the knowledge and skills
that enable them to care for themselves and to develop
the attitudes that will enable them to make behavioral
changes. The educators form the basis of the team
approach to diabetes education. The team is consisted of
Internists, nutritionist, psychiatrist, and nurses. The
topics of education program are To understand Diabetes,
Foot Care, Diabetes and Nutrition, and Psychological
aspect of Diabetes. The education group was maximally 15
patients and the program was given one topic every week
until four weeks. The education on 1996 has already
conducted every month started on February to August 1996
with total coverage of 77 persons. Pre-test evaluation
revealed 55.05 ± 20.77 and the post-test was 74.92 ±
21.11 with (p < 0.05). The evaluation proves that the
increment of knowledge among participant is successfully
achieved. This program is supported by Diabetes and
Nutrition Center, Surabaya, Indonesia and also funded by
IDF Eli Lily Fund 1995-1996.

2405
CURRENT STATUS AND PROBLEMS IN INITIAL INSTRUCTION FOR

INJECTION TECHNIQUE WITH INSULIN PEN-INJECTOR
T. Asakura, S. Nozaki, H. Seino, R. Abe. Ohta Nishinouchi Hospital, Koriyama,
Japan.

The main aim of the study is to investigate instruction items and
duration required for the initial instruction for the use of insulin pen-injector.
Subjects and Methods

Subjects were 62 patients (M/F=41/21) with NIDDM aged 55.1 ± 12.0
years (M ± SD). After the first injection, subjects injected insulin 9 times by
themselves with careful attention to the following 7 skills: 1) being able to
identify the name and unit of insulin, 2) shaking an NPH preparation more than
10 times, 3) sterilization of cartridge rubber cap, 4) void injection, 5)
sterilization of the injection site, 6) correct injection, and 7) removing a needle
5 seconds after injection. Then, nonperformance rate of each skill was
calculated.
Results and Conclusion

The nonperformance rate in each skill increased with increasing the
age of the subjects; 4.9%, 8.0% and 13.8% in groups (40's, 50's and 60's),
respectively. It decreased with increasing the number of injections, 15.5%,
6.7% and 4.0% in the 1st to 3rd, 4th to 6th, and 7th to 9th injections,
respectively. In fifteen patients (M/F=7/8, 58.5 ± 12.3 years of age) who had
have a tendency to forget to shake the NPH preparation more than 10 times, a
sticker "Shake more than 10 times" was used as a reminder. The
nonperformance rate decreased to 6.0% after using the sticker, in comparison
with 82.7% before using it.

As conclusion, it is necessary to give a practical training to elderly
patients for a long period. In addition, since the nonperformance rate
decreased with increasing the number of injections, it is essential for medical
staff to assist the patients for a long duration until they master the technique
satisfactorily. Since there are many patients who do not remember the name
and unit of insulin and who forget to shake the NPH preparation, it is important
to use stickers to instruct them properly.
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DIABETES PATIENT AND COMMUNITY HEALTH EDUCATION/
TRAINING PROGRAMS IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY
AS.Vinaya, GS.Narayan, MG.Mamatha, BS.Sudha, DV.Rama, J.Srikanth,
S.Nagabushan, N.Nagesh, S.Krishnamurthi, S.Colaco, A.Sharda, and
SS.Srikanta. Samatvam: Endocrinology Diabetes Center, Bangalore, India.
Beginning 1993, we have designed and implemented a variety of structured
group health education (ED)/ training (TR) programs in various parts of
Karnataka State, tailored to the specific needs [diabetic patients (PT) and
families (FM) vs. general public (PU); ED/TR only vs. ED/TR plus medical
screening (MS) and treatment (MT)] and capabilities [literary and motivation
levels; English vs. regional languages; urban vs. rural] of the recipient
population. Thus far we have conducted 48 programs, each providing for 50-
850 people. Some important features of the programs include (a) 100%
voluntary free professional service (specialist doctors, counselors, dietitians,
social workers); (b) Multiple educational techniques and audiovisual aids
(lectures, discussions, nutrition demonstrations); (c) Structured syllabi and
course content (Diabetes teaching guide-100 pages; Diabetes introductory
booklet - 14 pages]; (d) Efficient adaptation of local resources (under a tree,
village school, health center, marriage hall, industrial sites, hotels etc.); (e)
Vigorous anti-smoking, anti-alcohol, prudent diet-predominantly vegetarian and
physical fitness campaign; (f) Medical screening (Height, body weight, spot
blood glucose, BP check) and medical treatment (drug adjustment, follow up) to
the extent possible in rural/poor situations. Conclusion: India projected to bear
world's largest burden of diabetes by 2010, needs to urgently and systematically
implement the positive health care experiences of volunteer organizations, like
ours,
PROGRAM	 RECIPIENTS DURATION ACTIVITY
Diabetes Self Care Intensive (12): PT, FM 8 hrs 	 ED+TR+/-MS+/-MT
Diabetes Self Care Basic (28):	 PT, FM 2-4 hrs.	 ED+TR
Diabetes Awareness (5):	 PU, PT 2-4 hrs.	 ED+TR+/-MS
Diabetes & Heart Awareness (3): PU, PT 2-4 hrs. 	 ED +TR +/-MS

2407

KNOWLEDGE OF RISKS/BENEFITS OF HORMONE REPLACEMENT
THERAPY IN PERIMENOPAUSAL DIABETIC WOMEN
P.H. Davies, R. Streeton and A.H. Barnett. Department of Diabetic Medicine,
University of Birmingham, Birmingham Heartlands Hospital Diabetes Centre,
Birmingham, UK.
200 consecutive female patients in our diabetic clinic completed a questionnaire
concerning their own knowledge and beliefs about post-menopausal hormone
replacement therapy (HRT). 185 questionnaires were returned (91%). 75 of these
women were likely to be perimenopausal (defined as aged between 45-65 years). 69
patients (92%) said they were menopausal/approaching the menopause and 21
(28%) were taking HRT. 27% had never heard of HRT. Of those that had heard of
HRT, 47% had received information about HRT from a doctor, 36% from media
sources and 33% from friends or relatives. Of these, only 36% thought they had
been given adequate information. Only 55% felt able to answer any questions of
possible risks and benefits of HRT. Of those who answered, response rates agreeing
with the following statements were as follows: "HRT is safe in diabetes":- 37%;
"HRT improves diabetes":- 15%; "HRT improves blood cholesterol levels":- 20%;
"HRT reduces risk of brittle bones (osteoporosis)":- 83%; "HRT worsens blood
pressure":- 17%; "HRT increases the chance of heart disease":-12%; "HRT
increases the risk of cancer":- 37%. Our survey, in a patient group who regularly
receive health promotion advice and in whom the impetus for HRT may be greater
than the general population, reveals a poor awareness of HRT, a perception of
inadequate information and a perception that HRT is not safe in diabetic women.

2408

"HOLISTIC" VERSUS "BLOOD SUGAR" COUNSELLING IN DIABETES
BS.Sudha, GS.Narayan, MG.Mamatha, AS.Vinaya, DV.Rama, S.Krishnamurthi,
J.Srikanth, S.Nagabushan, P.Hegde, N.Nagesh, A.Sharda and SS.Srikanta.
Samatvam: Endocrinology Diabetes Center, Bangalore, India.
Complex behavioral factors are responsible for translation of diabetes self care
knowledge into positive self care practices, which are crucial for better
metabolic control and improved health in diabetes (and other interactive chronic
non-communicable disorders). In order to evaluate the clinical effectiveness of
the comprehensive health education and training program being provided at our
diabetes center for the last two years, we have evaluated selected health behavior
of 121 subjects, (structured questionnaire, and personal interview , 76 no insulin,
45 on insulin; male 63, female 58, diabetes duration 10 y). Medical
management, introduction to and increased compliance with UGM, SBGM and
exercise, were associated with improved BP and glycemic control. 70 % of the
obese people lost an average of 4 kg, where as the remaining could not lose or
gained weight. About half of the counseled subjects discontinued consumption
of deleterious food and addictive substances. Conclusion: Multifactorial nature
of diabetes and associated degenerative disorders, make comprehensive health
counseling mandatory; further innovations in counseling strategies and patient
empowerment are crucial.
TIME SBP DBP FBG PPBG SELFINJ UGM SBGM EXERCISE
PRE 143 87 177 252	 66%	 34%	 39%	 45%
POST 130 82 102 186	 73%	 64%	 73%	 79%
TIME EGGYOLK REDMEAT UNSKIMMILK ALCOHOL SMOKING
PRE 37%	 36%	 43%	 16%	 13%
POST 12%	 19%	 23%	 10%	 7%
[ SBP/DBP= Systolic/ Diastolic BP; FBG/ PPBG = Fasting/ Post Prandial Blood
Glucose; UGM/ SBGM' Urine/ Self Blood Glucose Monitoring; SELFINJ=
Self Injections ]

2409
EVALUATION OF A FIVE-DAY STRUCTURED TEACHING

PROGRAM FOR DIABETIC PATIENTS - A ONE YEAR EXPERIENCE
T. Tankova, G. Dakovska, P. Kozlovski, D. Koev, I. Atanassova, N.
Aslanova and M. Karapeeva, Clinical Centre of Endocrinology,
Sofia, Bulgaria
The aim of the present study was to evaluate the effect of a five-day
structured teaching program for diabetic patients one year afterwards.
101 insulin-treated diabetic patients,of mean age 35.4±11.1 years and
mean duration of the disease 10.0±7.9 years, who had passed the
program were followed up at reeducation one-day sessions 6 months
and one year later. There was a significant increase in the overall
quality of life ( score 52 after six months and Si after one year, resp.,
vs 41 before education, p<0.01), due to reduction in depression (4.0
after one year vs 5.1 before education, p<0.01) and anxiety (4.97 vs
7.63, p<0.001), and increase in well-being (13.8 vs 12.1, p<0.05) and
energy (9.63 vs 8.78, p>0.1).The metabolic control improved
significantly, judging by HbAI level (from 9.1% to 8.0% after six
months and 7.8% after one year, p<0.05). There was a significant
increase in diabetes-related knowledge at the end of the five-day
program (81% vs 52%, p<0.01), being maintained unchanged 6
months (80%) and one year (79.5%) later.The patients carrying sugar
with them increased dramatically 6 months after education (from 4%
to 89%), this percentage being slightly reduced a year aftewards (82 %).
There was a significant rise in the number of patients keeping a log
book - from 16% to 72% after six months and 66% a year later. The
rate of severe hypoglycaemia decreased from 0.15 to 0.06cas/pat/yr,
(p<0.01) after one year and the rate of diabetic ketoacidosis fell from
0.30 to 0.14 cas/pat/yr (p<0.01). These results demonstrate that
structured patient education improves the quality of life of diabetic
patients and their metabolic control and significantly reduces the rate
of acute complications, and we consider reeducation as absolutely
necessary to maintain this beneficial effect of education.
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ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL EFFECTS ON NIDDM
PATIENTS.
H-F. Tu, J-H. Juang*, S-H. Ma, M-T. Huang, C-H. Kao, Chang
Gung College of Medicine and Technology, and *Division of
Endocrinology and Metabolism, Chang Gung Memorial
Hospital,Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Lifestyle modification consisting of diet combined with
aerobic exercise can be effctive in diabetes control and
reduction of macrovascular complications.

An experimental design was conducted to evaluate the
effects of diet and exercise education. We studied 8 NIDDM
patients at our metabolic clinic. They were assigned into the
experimental (N=4) or control (N=4) group at random. Our 2-
month intervention included 2 times of educational sessions
with instruction on nutrition, exercise, and behavioural
modification strategies to the experimental group. They were
encouraged to adhere the protocal and record their diet and
exercise.

There was statistically significant different in the change
of daily calories between 2 groups (-150±127 vs +388±116
Kcal/day, p<0.05). Improvement was observed in diabetes
knowledge, attitude, behavior, glycosylated hemoglobin levels,
and serum lipid levels in experimetal group. In conclusion, diet
and exercise education are effective in diabetes control and
reduction of macrovascular risk factors.
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2411
DEVELOPMENT OF PATIENT SATISFACTION WITH DIABETES
EDUCATION QUESTIONNAIRE
E.C.Y.Kan and P.W.H.Lee. University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
The assessment of patient satisfaction has become an important concern in the
evaluation of health services and diabetes education is no exception. This study
describes the process and outcome of the development of an instrument, Patient
Satisfaction with Diabetes Education Questionnaire (PSDEQ). The PSDEQ
aims to measure patients' satisfaction with diabetes education provided by
diabetes nurses in the local setting. The process of item generation and content
validity testing will be reported. Pascoe (1983)'s definition was used as the
working definition of patient satisfaction. Patient satisfaction is defined as a
health recipient's reaction to salient aspects of the context, process and result of
his service experience. Generation of domains and items from the empirical and
conceptual sources was then completed. 100 diabetic patients were interviewed
upon their completion of the education sessions to identify all characteristics they
regarded as important to the, rating of satisfaction. Satisfaction statements were
generated from the data. Conceptually, review of the definitions and standards of
quality diabetes education was conducted and items were also generated on this
focus. Together with those generated from the patient interviews, 38 items
assessing 5 domains were generated. The domains covered communication
content, nurse's attributes & behavior, relationship, convenience & accessibility
and perceived outcome. A seven point Likert Scale was adopted. Content validity
was assessed by 5 experienced diabetes nurses and diabetologists and 5 patients.
25 items were finally retained after modification and elimination by criteria of
irrelevance, ambiguity, and undesirable similarity. Further testing on validity and
reliability of the instrument will be done by administering the instrument to 150
subject samples from two local Diabetes Centers. Item-scale correlation, with an
acceptable Cronbach alpha coefficient set at 0.70, will be done to examine the
internal consistency. Factor analysis will be used to confirm the expected factor
structure and how these factors underlie the set of items. Evaluating service using
the PSDEQ will help to identify specifically the instances satisfying or
dissatisfying to the patients. The findings will enable the planning of service more
focused to the patients' needs and improving patient satisfaction.

2412
THE EFFECTS OF DIABETIC EDUCATION PROGRAM
ON DIABETIC CONTROL.
L-C. Shih, J-H. Juang, S-H. Hsieh, W-T. Lu, K-H. Yeh, H -S. Lin,
S-J. Lin, J-D. Lin, H-S. Huang and M-J. Huang. Division of
Endocrinology and Metabolism, Department of Internal Medicine,
Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Education for diabetic patients is important for their glycemic
control. To evaluate the effects of diabetes education, we studied
57 inpatients who were admitted to our diabetic unit during Jan-
Feb,1995. Fifteen items were assessed which included knowledge
on diabetes and its complications, diet, exercise, medications and
foot care. Of each item, score 1, 2, 3 and 4 represented poor,
partial, complete understanding without action, and complete
understanding with action. Patients were assessed before and
after 1-2 weeks of educational program. Their mean score
improved from 16.2±3.3 to 39.4±4.4 (p=0.0001) after education.
The mean glycohemoglobin (HbAlc) decreased from 10.6 ±2.5 %
to 8.7 ± 1.8 % (p=0.0001) at outpatient clinic follow-up. The
improvement in education scores was correlated with the decrease
of HbAlc levels (r=0.32, p=0.02). In conclusion, our inpatient
education program improves not only patients knowledge but also
their glycemic control.

2413
IMPACT OF EDUCATION ON GINGIVAL INDEX IN DIABETIC AND NON-
DIABETIC SUBJECTS. Z.Stolarza, S.Goldstein and C.GonzSlez, Servicios de
Nutrici6n y Odontologia, Hospital Frances, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Objective: To determine the impact of an odontologic educative plan on the oral
clinical status in diabetics, and to compare this effect vs a non-diabetic
sample.Methods: We studied 15 diabetic patients (group I) and 16 non diabetic
subjects (group II); each patient in a group was randomly alocated in one of two
subgroups; in the first one (subgroup A), they received programmed information
on the appropiate bucal care methods, reinforced in a weekly contact, during three
months. In the second subgroup (subgroup B), just a general information was
brought, without a particular reinforcement.The oral clinical status was qualified
through gingival index (Loe and Silness, modified) at the beginning and at the end
of the study (month 3) for each patient. Metabolic control was evaluated by
HbAlc. Statistical analysis: One tailed Fisher Exact Test; Xz (Yates correction)
and non-parametric ANOVA. Results: In both groups, gingival index
improvement was more frequent and stronger in subgroup A (in Group I -
diabetics-, p=0.028; in group B -non-diabetics- p=0.029). No between groups
difference was found. HbAlc improved significantly in subgroup A
diabetics. Conclusions: In patients under this educative plan (both diabetics and
non diabetics) gingival index was significantly reduced (improved) in comparison
with non educate subjects. May be of great interest to persist in this kind of
educational work to prevent further bucal complications in diabetic patients.
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2414

KNOWLEDGE AND COMPLIANCE OF HYPOGLYCEMIC
AGENTS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS IN TAIWAN.
S-C. Niu, J-H. Juang*, K-W. Chen*, C-C. Liao and H-S.
Huang*. Department of Pharmacy and *Division of
Endocrinology and Metabolism, Chang Gung Memorial
Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.

To know patient's knowledge and compliance of
hypoglycemic agents (HA), we studied 104 diabetics (46
males and 58 females) by questionnaire. Eighty-seven
patients were non-insulin-dependent (NIDD) with mean (±SD)
age of 58±14 years and 17 patients were insulin-dependent
(IDD) with age of 20±9 years. Fifty-four (52%) patients had
additional medications other than HA. Most (90%) patients
knew the action of HA they were using. However, only 53% of
patients completely followed doctor's prescription. The most
common cause of poor compliance was forgetfulness. There
were 25% of patients experienced side effect(s) of HA. The
most common side effect was hypoglycemia. Patient's
knowledge, compliance and the occurrence of side effects of
HA were not significantly different between IDD and NIDD. In
NIDD, patients with complete compliance had better HbAlc
(10.0±2.1 vs. 11.3±3.1 %, P<0.05) as compared with those
without. In conclusion, poor compliance of HA is common in
our diabetic patients and it is related to patient's glycemic
control.

2415
EVALUATION OF A COMBINED EDUCATION/CLINICAL-EXAMINATION PROGRAM
FOR NIDDM PATIENTS.
I.J.M. van den Arend, R.P. Stolk, B.P. Bakker and A.J.P. Schrijvers. Department of Health
Sciences, Utrecht University, The Netherlands.

An increasing amount of evidence suggests that patient education for people with
diabetes should be an integral part of effective disease management. In this study, an
education program for NIDDM patients, including basic self-care skills, basic physiology of
diabetes and its complications was performed as part of an extensive clinical examination
by a diabetes nurse, dietician, ophthalmologist and podiatrist. We evaluated the effect of
this program on knowledge, self-care behaviour, disease perception, metabolic control
and body mass index. Data was collected upon entry to the program, immediately
following the education sessions, and after 6 months (follow-up). Metabolic control was
assessed by glycosylated hemoglobin (HbAlc). Self administered questionnaires were
used to assess patients knowledge, self-care behaviour and disease perception.
The study group consisted of 96 patients, of which 54% was female, treated by a general
practitioner. At baseline the mean age was 64.5 years (SD 8), duration of diabetes 5.5
years, (SD 4.8) and mean Hbalc was 9.3% (SD 2.5). Self-care behaviour and disease
perception improved after the program (for all dimensions p<0.05). The mean score for
knowledge (range 1-23) changed from 8.5 at baseline to 12.4 and further to 13.6 at
follow-up (p<0.001). Moreover, the patients showed an improvement of metabolic control
after following the program. This effect was maintained, although it leveled off during the
next six months (mean HbAlc decreased from 9.3% at baseline to 8.9% p< 0.05 to 9.1%
in the follow-up). The percentage of patients with the poorest metabolic condition
(Hbalc>10%( decreased (from 28% at baseline to 21% in follow-up, p<0.001). The body
mass index decreased from baseline (28.7) to follow-up (28.2, p<0.005).
These results indicate that a combined education/clinical-examination program is able to
improve both self-care behaviour and metabolic control in NIDDM patients. These
improvements endured after the completion of the program, which suggests that it initiates
lasting changes in the way patients handle their disease.

2416
EVALUATION OF A STRUCTURED 5-DAY EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME
FOR INTENSIVE INSULIN THERAPY.

J.L. Selam, V. Jullien, F. Elgrably, P.Y. Traynard, G. Slama, Hotel-Dieu
Hospital, INSERM U. 341, Paris, France.

There is a clear consensus for improving glycemic control in most IDDM
patients, but not on the methods to attain these goals, e.g. advanced
(re)educational programmes or intensive DCCT-like outpatient follow-up. We
retrospectively evaluated the impact at 1 year of a 5-day inpatient structured
educational programme designed to help compliant IDDM patients with
standard diabetes education to attain near-normoglycemia with the least
consequences on hypoglycemias and quality of life. The programme
included interactive sessions on treatment goals, injection techniques, diet
and insulin adjustment, and early recognition and management of hypo and
hyperglycemias. Quality and frequency of subsequent out patient follow-up
were kept unchanged i.e. conventional visits every 3-4 mo. Seventy-three
IDDM patients aged 42 ± SD 10 years, with diabetes duration 18 ± 10 years,
were consecutively recruited. Most self-management indicators improved,
the most significant differences being in the number of daily glucose testings
(3.8 ± sem 0.4 vs 4.6 ± 0.2 at 0 and 12 mo), use of a log book (58 vs 88 %
of the patients) and of an appropriate technique of injection (46 vs 80 % of
the patients). Diabetes control indicators improved slightly though
significantly : HbAlc 9.2 ± 0.3 % vs 9.0 ± 0.3, frequency of severe
hypoglycemias 74 ± 28 per 100 pt-year vs 26 ± 12 i.e. the number of
patients with satisfactory control (HbAlc < 8 % and no severe hypoglycemia
in the last year) increased from 6 to 18 % (p < 0.03). Six of the 14 items of a
DCCT-adapted quality of life questionnaire were scored significantly better at
month 12 than at month 0. In conclusion, our results suggest that intensive
diabetes management limited to a 5-day educational programme is able to
improve patients attitudes and quality of life but has only modest long-term
effects on diabetes control limited to a reduction of severe hypoglycemias.

2417

A study of syringe and lancet disposal practices among diabetic
patients in a Singapore diabetes center
G CHANG, S RAHAYU, W TEO, C H LEE, TOA PAYOH HOSPITAL, SINGAPORE

The correct disposal of insulin syringes and lancets is an important issue
because of the potential for accidental needle-stick injury. However, syringe
and lancet disposal is often an area poorly understood by patients, and
practices vary. We therefore conducted a study to better understand the
practices adopted by insulin and blood glucometer users in Tea Payoh
Hospital Diabetes Center. A questionnaire was applied to a group of 75
diabetic patients (39 males, 36 females). All 75 were using insulin, and 72
monitored their blood glucose regularly.The mean age of the group was 49
years, and 39% had glycated hemoglobin below 9% (NR 4.6 - 6.4%). 21%
did not have any formal education, 40% had primary school education, 33%
had secondary school education, the rest had vocational, pre-university or
university education. 84% had monthly household incomes more than US$
600. 55 patients (73%) were using insulin syringes, while 20 patients (27%)
were using insulin pen-injectors. 79% of the patients were personally
responsible for disposing of their syringes, needles and lancets, the
remaining 21% depended on family members to take care of this task. 99%
did not break the needle off the syringe prior to disposal. 95% recapped their
needles. Only 5% put their used needles and syringes into a puncture-
resistant container, 53% put these items in a plastic bag prior to disposal into
the dustbin or rubbish chute, and 41% threw the used items directly into the
dustbin or chute. For lancets, 26 patients (36%) did not bother with capping,
throwing used lancets directly into the bin, whereas 21 (29%) collected the
lancets first into a plastic bag before disposing of the bag into the bin. Only
4% got rid of used lancets using a puncture-resistant container. 6 individuals
(8%) reported experiencing needle-stick injury. No needle-stick injuries
occurred to household members. After the questionnaire, the patients were
re-educated on syringe and lancet disposal safety issues. 89% of them
resolved to use a puncture-resistant container in future, and 4% decided to
use the safe-clip disposal device. We conclude that health professionals
responsible for diabetes education programs should teach patients the
correct ways to dispose of insulin syringes and lancets, and alert them to the
potential dangers of needle-stick injury.
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2418
BIBLIOTHFRAPEUTIC PROGRAM FOR PEOPLE WITH DIABETES.
S.K.GOEL REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, BHUBANESWAR.
In this study, 50 patients bcom Rwtaf India wene
3eteaLed.They wake not having adequate psychoLogLca2
ad^usLmenL with this d.isonden, and mace undengoLng
htne,e . The man aim o Lhiz study 24 to conduct a need
okiented tcaLn ng pnagnam and evahuaLe Lhn.ough the gain
in undeA,standJ.ng and change in attitude beboce and abten
the tta.nLng. Another aim wa3 to investigate the
m-iseonceptf.on and supe stit.Ion held by Indian amLL.Lez.
Case history was coL2ected bon each patLent. A
rtuest.ionnaLaxe wa-s pnepaned to as.sea.s theLe lavtowtedge
about this matabok.c dL ondec, the ebbed ob this
pkobtem in .he..n md,LLe.t and 4oci,a2 ci)tele, t atmen.
wLth speci.aL d.Let, tegwfat exene.Lse, eta. A systematic
tkain.Lng pnognam ways conducted by supptyLng
bLbtiothenapeutfc maten.iaL., 	 eounse22.ing	 decent
membene oU damity, pnovLd.Lng ntonmat.Lon setvices,
gnaup dLscus.s.Lon, etc. The pre and po4t test tezuttz,
1eedbaeh gas Lonna.fne and alAo ven.ba2 beedbaco. in an
open session neveafed	 gant gains made by the
pat.Lents.	 b2.iothe'tapy proved to be an exeeLtent mode
ob communf.cation. The .Ldea behind th.L peocedwte is to
peovLde patients with .ln^onmat.Lon about diabetes in the
hope o changing the.Le attitude4, d.Le#any hab.lts, etc.
The ebbec Lveneha o4 the ptognam could be judged 6tom
the baat that the nev Lt5 o{ the patients ate gkaduatty
..ncn.ea4Lng and meaiage is teaching the unneaehed and the
patients ace .i.mpnouLng by thLa innovative method. The
authors is hopebu2 that such tca.Ln.ng pnogkams would go a
tong way, eapecLafLy in Ind.La whence there La an acute
ahoctage ob human and cinancLa2 xeaouneea.

2419
FAMILY EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR THE HOSPITALIZED DIABETIC PATIENTS

M.Morimoto, H.Fukumoto and E.Kawabata : Dept.of Met.& Endocr. Shiga

Medical Center For Adults Diseases ; Moriyama Shiga, Japan.

Patient education is the fundamental factor in the treatment of
diabetes mellitus. Also education for patient's family seems to be

indispensable to keep patient in well controlled codition.We assessed

the role of family of diabetic patients on diabetic control. In 1995

we started the family education program for hospitalized patient's
family. The program consists of five lessons; (1) What is Diabetes,
it's etiology, symptoms, complications and treatment.(2)Nutrition and

health. (3) Dietary cure of diabetes. (4) Planning of dietary menu.

(5)Prevention and care for hypoglycemia. Care of insulin injection, if

necessary. Sixty-three were invited to this program. 48 were partner

of the patients, 14 were child, and one mother. The comments of the
attendants to this program were: (1)it was very good time to consider
how to do something better next day, (2) to recognize the necessity
to cooperate with patient, (3) to obtain the knowledge of nutrition,

(4) to correct the misunderstanding on diabetes, and so on ; while
patients says that they were encouraged by family,that can easily get

the help or support than before, that the condition of surroundings

for cary out diet are improved. Mean HBArc of patients was improved
from 8.5% on admission to 6.8% at discharge, and kept this value or

below for 9 months, whereas in the case of 59 patients( age and meta-

bolic state are matched ) admitted before this program, mean HBA1c

was improved from 8.7% on admission to 6.7% at dischage, and exceeded

this value after 5 months. Namely the duration of good control after

discharge was doubled. These facts suggest that cooperation of family

is indispensable for diabetic control and also family education is

very important factor in the treatment of diabetes mellitus.

2420
UTILIZING FOURTH GRADE STUDENTS TO INCREASE

DIABETES AWARENESS
P.Villas, University of Texas System Texas-Mexico Border Health
Coordination Office, Edinburg, Texas, USA
This project was originated by the Texas-Mexico Border Diabetes
Registry Project (TMBDRP) to determine if fourth grade students were
a suitable group to assist the TMBDRP register persons with NIDDM,
raise awareness about the diabetes problem and delivering a diabetes
message. Since NIDDM is found in epidemic proportions along the
Texas-Mexico border of south Texas, it was determined that delivery of
a NIDDM prevention message to as young a population as possible was
important. The school pilot program was initiated with 1701 fourth
graders from four school districts. School administrators and teachers
cooperated with the project and were eager to assist since they
themselves knew relatives and friends with NIDDM. Data from the
project revealed that 916 out of 1701 fourth grade students who took
part returned the diabetes enroll form as instructed and 808 forms out of
the 916 were completed by persons with NIDDM. The 54% return rate
indicated that closer attention to instructions needed to be followed by
all involved. Results from the pilot program revealed that fourth
graders are a suitable group to receive a diabetes message and they can
responsibly assist in the enrollment of their relatives with NIDDM into
the Diabetes Registry. Individual school campus responsibility for the
return of all enrollment forms will be included in a planned future
project which will involve 20,000 fourth grade students. It is estimated
that at least 10,000 persons with diabetes will be added to the TMBDRP
database as a result of the larger effort.

2421
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS GAVE REDUCTION OF LIPOMAS
AND IMPROVED METABOLIC CONTROL IN DIABETIC
CHILDREN.
I. Franzen and J. Ludvigsson. Department of Pediatrics, University
Hospital, Linkoping, Sweden

Many diabetic children develop lipomas at the injection sites despite
active education. The aim of our study was to see whether a specific
instruction scheme lead to reduced lipomas, and if HbA,c then
decreased. First we examined 96 diabetic children and adolescents,
aged 4-19 years (mean 12.6), with a diabetes duration of 1 month -
17 years. They all had multiple insulin therapy. 35 patients (27 boys
and 8 girls) had lipomas, and they got traditional education in injection
technique. After a three month run-in period 20 of these children with
lipomas, 17 boys and 3 girls, were randomized into either a control
group (C), who got further conventional advice, or into an
experimental group (E). In addition to advice the E patients received a
formal injection scheme which could be put on the injection area of the
stomach, plus a diary for follow-up of their injection practice. Another
3 months later the area of lipomas was registered. HbA,c was
determined before and after the intervention (normal range <5.4%).
The E group got a more pronounced and frequent reduction of lipomas
then the C group. The total lipoma area in the E group decreased from
107.6 cm2 to 40.8 cm2 (p=0.07), but was constant in the C group
(89.9 resp. 82.2 cm 2). HbA,c decreased in 9/10 E patients (mean
went from 7.9% to 7.0%; ), but only in 3/10 C patients (8.0% resp.
8.1%) (p<0.001). In both groups a decrease in HbA ic was correlated
to reduced lipomas (p=0.07).
We conclude that quite simple but distinct instructions may reduce
lipomas and improve metabolic control in diabetic children and
adolescents.
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13ENEFIT OF IN-PATIENT DIABETES EDUCATION TO GLYCEMIC
CONTROL
Feng-Hsuan Liu, Kuei-Lai Huang, Chih-Hung Chen and Bie-Yu Huang.
Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Department of Internal
Medicine, Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Kee Lung, Taiwan, R.O.0
It is a consensus that education is important in the management of diabetic
patients. In our division, out-patients have educator and dietitian
consultations using food models at their initial visit and subsequent visits if
random blood glucose is higher than 11 mmol/L. In-patients have educator
and dietitian educations, chi-kong exercise instruction, and daily diet with
calculated calories. In this study, we investigate whether short-term
admission for diabetes education improves glycemic control in those out-
patients with poor sugar control. During July 1995 to June 1996, 53 non-
insulin dependent diabetic out-patients (19 male and 34 female) were
admitted for sugar control. The mean age, disease duration and body mass
index was 58 ± I 1 yrs, 8 ± 4 yrs and 23 ± 3 % in male patients; 60 ± 8
yrs, 11 ± 5 yrs and 26 ± 6 % in female patients. At admission, 51 % of
them admitted irregular medication, all of them had higher daily calorie
intake (38 ± 10 Kcal/kg body weight in male patients; 30 ± 11 Kcal/kg in
female patients) and imbalance nutrition (carbohydrate 47 ± 10 %, protein
16±3%,fat 37 ± 14 % in male patients; 49±9%, 16±3%,33±7%,
respectively in female patients). Their mean of HbA j c was 10.4 ± 1.7 %.
After short-term admission (8 ± 4 days), HbA1c level decreased to 8.9 ±
1.7 % (p<0.05 by paired Student's t-test) in 2-3 months while their dosage
of oral hypoglycemic drags were not increased In conclusion, diabetes care
must repeat and repeat till patients can fuse these concepts and skills into
their daily life. The diabetes educators and dietitians play important roles in
the follow-up work.

2424
DIABETIC EDUCATION: ASSESSMENT OF COMPLIANCE

P. Ushabala, A. Padma, G. Parvati and P.V. Rao.
Diabetes Education and Treatment Center and
Nizam's Institute of Medical Sciences, Hyderabad, India.

Compliance and metabolic control were ascertained in 13
diabetics (group A) attending education program of a
TJniversity Hospital for first time, and in 20 (group B) and
28 (group C) diabetics who attended 10.9 ±4.4 and 28.5 ±
8.7 similar programs respectively. Education Score (3.9 ±
2.2 in A, 6.7 ± 1.8 in B, 7.5 ± 1.5 in C /max 8) and Self-
Care Score (4.1 ± 2.6 in A, 6.5 ± 0.9 in B, 6.5 ± 1.3 in Cl

max 7) were better in groups B and C. But, BMI (kg/m2

22.4 ± 3.2 in A, 23.9 ± 2.6 in B, 24.2 ± 3.3 in C) and blood
glucose in fasting (mg/dl 132.1 ± 48.7 in A, 119.6 ± 37.6 in
B, 126.2 ± 30.8 in C) or at random (mg/dl 177.6 ± 43.6 in
A, 194.9 ± 59.8 in B, 195.7 ± 72.9 in C) were similar in all.
Self reported glycemic control (chi 2 4.6 n.s.) and diet
adherence (chi2 3.8 n.s.) were also not different among 3
groups. Monitoring of body weight, blood or urine glucose,
GHb, lipids, ECG or fundus were not more frequent in group
B or C. Elicited responses for poor compliance and control
were inapt application of information (59.0%), inadequate

education (27.9%), unrealistic treatment goals (23.0%),
unawares of accompanying diseases (23.0%),
uncommunicative health care team (19.7%) and limited
resources (11.5%).

2423
WHEN IS IT TIME TO RE-EDUCATE OUR PATIENTS? Sulway, M.J.,
Diment, A.D. and Harris, G., Royal North Shore Hospital, Sydney Australia.
Since the development of the BodylinkTM Teaching System we have been evaluating
its long-term use in our adult I.D.D.M. programmes which are designed to improve
understanding of and adapting to diabetes. The D.C.C.T which was conducted over
an 8 year period has raised the question of long-term educational `support' for
patients. To investigate this reinforcement issue we analysed evaluation data on
programme cohorts immediately before, after and at 6,12,18 and 36 month intervals
on a 34 item questionnaire developed to assess both theoretical and behavioural,
practical "skill" issues of diabetes management. A subset of course participants had
three pre-course and three post-course HbA,, measurements taken.
RESULTS. "Knowledge" scores - means ± S.D. (max. score = 34)
Whole group	 (n=259 )	 Pre-course = 13.6 ± 5.2

Immed.Post-course = 28.3 ± 2.8
(a) 6 months	 (n=71)	 =	 23.8 ±4.7
(b) 12 months	 (n=53	 =	 21.5±3.2
(c) 18 months	 (n=50)	 =	 19.8 ± 3.8
(d) 36 months	 (n=38)	 =	 17.2 ± 4.4
Pre x (a) (b) (c). All significant at 0.001 level

(d) Not quite significant at 0.05.
Post x (a) (b)	 Not significant

(c) Significant at 0.05 level
(d) Significant at 0.001 level.

HbA , (means, n=56) Pre-course/post - 8.6% 10 7,3% (t = 4.32 P<0.001).
These data indicate that knowledge scores having initially doubled, declined at a
steady rate over the study period (3 years). It appear. that between 2 - 2'/2 years this
"decay" shows there is now no difference between pre-course levels and follow up.
On this basis we recommend some "formal" re-education between 2h/2_3 years as an
adjunct to the clinical and self-managed maintenance of the observed HbA,, trends,
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WESSEX MULTIPROFESSIONAL COURSE IN DIABETES CARE.
EDUCATION OF DIABETES CARERS BY FELLOW PROFESSIONALS
A.P.Brooks, N.Baker, J.Braithwaite, D.Clements, S.Cradock,
S.Doyle, A.Grundy, D.Jones and L. Worrall, Royal Hampshire
County Hospital, Winchester, England (U.K.)
Good quality Diabetes Care is delivered by professionals from
several disciplines working together as a multiprofessional, patient
centred team. The Wessex Multiprofessional Course in Diabetes
Care (W.M.P.C.D.C.) provides education of these professionals
by their own Health Care colleagues. We aim to teach
knowledge, practical skills, motivational techniques, coping
mechanisms, and teamwork theory. The course is in 4 parts: a
pre-course learning package, including learning activities in a
course handbook; a 5-day intensive teaching block with 14
seminars, 4 practical workshops, and feedback sessions; a work
based project done over 3 months; and a residential weekend to
report on projects and discuss aspects of adult learning and team
working. In 1995 and 1996 20 professionals, 10 podiatrists, 7
nurses, 2 dietitians, and 1 Prison Medical Services Nurse, have
attended. In an evaluation questionnaire 75% found the
precourse learning package and 66% the multiprofessional
interaction in the 5 day block very useful, but 66% criticised one
topic heavily, which has been withdrawn. Each presentation was
scored (1-5, high) with mean values as follows: content 4.3,
presentation 4.3, interaction 4.2, teaching aids 4.1, and relevance
4.3. The residential weekend was very valuable in understanding
the roles patients and professionals play. The W.M.P.C.D.C. is a
good model for multiprofessional education, which is important in
trying to deliver good Diabetes Care.

2426
SUPPORTING PROGRAMME FOR EDUCATORS IN POLAND.
M.Tracz and A.Czyzyk. University School of Medicine, Warsaw, Poland

A diabetes educator to be successful must be skilled in the
teaching-learning methods and in process of planning, implementing
and evaluating of local education programmes.The aim of this report
was to identify the problems of educators and to develop a supporting
programme for educational teams. Forty two educators (14 doctors and
28 nurses), aged 22-56 yrs, who has been working with diabetics 0.5-20
yrs (9.15±6.47, mean±SD) from different diabetes centres, participated
in first step of the programme (3-day training course). All participants
answered a 34-item questionnaire to evaluate their activity in the field
of the patient education. The nurse's knowledge about diabetes was
assessed by means of a multiple choice test with 20 questions at the
beginning (A) and the end (B) of the course. The main barriers to the
patient education were: the lack of the appreciation of the education
by another medical staff, lack of formal programmes and financial
problems. A significant improvement of nurse's knowledge was
observed, global score changing from (A) 45.5±13.1 to (B) 70.7±9.6
(p<0.001). Next, all teams had to develop and implement own teaching
programmes. As a result of 3-day training after 3 months, 18 of 19 local
educational programmes for diabetics were implemented and evaluated
with 237 of patients with diabetes involved. Conclusion: A first step of
a long-term programme for the educators was very effective in the
increase of motivation of educators and in the process of developing of
local teaching programmes.This course was sponsored by the Eli Lilly
Fund of the International Diabetes Federation.
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INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES IN DIABETES EDUCATION :E Baumer
Diabetes clinic Vienna Austria, M Schlaeppi Unite de diabetologie, Lausanne
Switzerland and the Red Bus 1996 Global Medical Conference Project Group, USA.
Representants from 23 varying countries attended the 2nd annuel GMC in Indiana
USA.which incorporated models of patient care and the setout of varying training
courses available throughout the world. During this Conference along with the
sharing of ideas and experiences many friendships were made. The participants were
then the guests of Eli Lilly at the 23rd American Association of Diabetes Educators
Annual meeting in New Orleans. The Diabetes Educators from the following
countries: Austria, Switzerland, Slovania, Croatia, Philippines, Aruba, Jamaica and
Puerto Rico decided to create an International working group The first meeting of
the "RED BUS PROJECT " working group was held with the objective of deciding
exactly what the future plans were and who would be responsible for specific tasks.
It was decided to open this group to all Diabetes Educators interested in the aims of
international exchange. The main aims of this group are, to continue the
International friendships and contacts made during the GMC, share and work
together on research programs, encourage participation at future conferences, and
the composition of joint written articles, abstracts and posters. The first project was
the creation of this poster which would be an opportunity for as many
representatives from the 1996 GMC to display their own personal gains, describe
the work being done in their own countries and to explain their intentions with
regards to future research studies between thier own and other countries. This poster
shows a map of the world encircled by a Red Bus with pages of text attached to thier
varying countries by ribbons indicating the knowledge and interest shared by each
of the diabetes educaters. As Diabetes educators change thier roles from a source of
all knowledge to that of disease managers they are also having to change the way
they practice diabetes education, One very important way to obtain this new role is
by sharing the experiences of other trained diabetes educators. Therefore the
continuation and availability of these international educator conferences is very
important in the ever changing domain of diabetes education.

2430

POST GRADUATE TRAINING IN DIABETOLOGY:
RSSDI ACCREDITED PROGRAMS.

P.V. Rao
on behalf of the National Accreditation Committee for Diabetology.
Nizam's Institute of Medical Sciences, Hyderabad, India.

To impart competence among primary care physicians in managing

diabetes up to secondary level, Research Society for the Study of
Diabetes in India (RSSDI) empowered National Accreditation
Committee for organizing post graduate training programs. The
program contents were uniform and comprehensive in the format
of Continuing Medical Education, Workshop, Update, Panel
Discussion, Open Forum, Post Graduate Course, Annual Scientific
Meeting, Conference, Advanced Course or National Symposium.
Since May 1995 in 18 months period, 31 programs were conducted
in 13 Indian states including 5 Post Graduate Courses at teaching
hospitals from South, North, East and Western regions of India.
RSSDI designated post graduate training activity of 287 credit
hours for these diabetes education programs - 14 for 5 credit hours
each, 4 for 8 hours each, 7 for 10 hours each, one for 15 hours
and 5 Post Graduate courses for 20 hours each. On average, each
program benefited about 102 (45-325) clinicians and 3158
participants were trained for 6409 clinician-training-days over 52

program days for 6 hours a day. RSSDI accredited post graduate
training in diabetology was effective in ensuring active
participation of primary care physicians to facilitate coordinated
diabetic health care system in the country,

2431
PRACTICAL DIABETES MANAGEMENT FOR FAMILY PRACTITIONERS
S.J.Meltzer, J.F.Yale, A.B.Belton and T.A.Hannathy. McGill University, Montreal, Canada
The purpose of this program is twofold; to increase the diabetes knowledge and
management skills of family physicians and to foster a collaborative working style between
the local Diabetes Education Centre and key family physicians in the community. The
program was developed under the auspices of the Canadian Diabetes Association and the
Association DiabBte do Quebec with support from industry. A needs assessment supported
addressing practical management issues in the care of the patient with diabetes. A 20
module manual was developed highlighting different aspects of diabetes management, with
10 modules considered "core". A handbook for the team teaching the program was
developed, but the method of teaching was left to the discretion of the local group. It was
expected that the local endocrinologist or other interested physician, the nurse educator and
the dietitian would teach the program together. Three Diabetes Education Centres in
various settings, ie teaching hospital, small urban setting were asked to pilot the program.
Some centres indicated some difficulty in deciding who was to teach what and how to team
teach when the participants were physicians and some of the teachers were not. The
participants and the team teaching the program were asked for evaluations. Results of the
pilot programs showed that more information was needed on nutrition and some refinement
of the insulin initiation module was needed. The participants indicated an increased respect
or trust in the Diabetes Education Centre and stated that they would refer more patients.
Criteria for the selection of centres to host the program were developed. The first roll out
of the program in the fall of 1996 resulted in 14 programs across Canada and 115
participants. Interest in the program has been very high, already awaiting list has formed
both for new centres as well as for the original centres to repeat. Evaluations are being
conducted at the finish of each program and will also be conducted after a 6 month interval.
Results of these evaluations will be discussed in the presentation as well as the use of this
program material in other related areas. Early results indicate that this program will be
successful in addressing the education needs of family practitioners as well as encouraging
better collaboration with the Diabetes Education Centres.

2432

DIABETES EDUCATORS TRAINING : INDONESIAN EXPERIENCE,
Sidartawan Soeaondo*, Imam Subekti*, Soesilowati Soerachmad*, Aris
Wibudie, Slamet Suyono*. * : Diabetes and Lipid Center, Faculty of
Medicine, University of Indonesia/Ciptomangunkumo Hospital, ** : Sumber
Wares Hospital, Jakarta. *"^" : Ridwan Meuraksa Military Hospital, Jakarta.

Estimated Indonesian diabetic population in the year of 2020 will be up to 4
million, while there will be only 40 endocrinologists. As an anticipation of the
forthcoming problems, Diabetes and Lipid Center through its Diabetes
Information Center in Jakarta has conducted the diabetes educator trainings
in 1992 and every year there after, and holding to the theme : trying to live
as a diabetic. The first training was attended by 18 doctors, 19 nurses, 13
dietitians and 3 lay people from 20 hospitals. The hospitals are only allowed
to send their participants to this training as one team. This course consisted
of lectures, workshops, role play, learning by doing , case studies, problem
solving and interactive learning. The system used in this course is a
modification of the Steno Diabetes Center Course in Diabetology, education
material given are modification of the DTTP program of Prof. Berger ,
Dusseldorf and Body Link from Australia. The second basic and the first
advance courses in 1995 were co-sponsored by The Education Foundation
of the IDF with participation of 14 specialists,17 GP's, 19 nurses, 18
dieticians, from 28 hospitals and 19 cities. The 3rd basic course in 1996 was
held together with the 2nd advance course with 28 doctors , 30 nurses, 23
dietitians, 2 from pharmaceutical companies, from 31 hospitals (12 cities).
All together there are now : 87 doctors, 100 nurses, 61 dietitians and 5 lay
people , from 61 hospitals scatered in 23 cities in 15 provinces ( from 27
provinces in Indonesia). At this moment some of these educators are doing
their work in special diabetes education clinics. In Jakarta itself there are
now 12 diabetes education clinics . The activities of these clinics will be
reported in more detail.
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DIABETES MINI-RESIDENCY FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS: EFFECT
ON KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR CHANGE. K. Berkowitz,
L. Anderson, R. Panayioto, D. Ziemer and D. Gallina. Grady Health System,
Emory University, Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA, USA.

The aim of this study is to assess the impact of a diabetes mini-residency for
health professionals on knowledge, attitudes and behavior change toward diabetes
and its treatment. The one-week mini-residency is held in the Grady Health
System Diabetes Unit in Atlanta, Georgia. The format includes lectures,
interactive sessions, and case study presentations. There are 3 hours of clinical
observation with diabetes team members, including nurses, dietitians, podiatrists
and inpatient educators. Over the 13 month study period, 125 health professionals
completed pre- and post-test questionnaires (79%) assessing knowledge and
attitudes. Participants were asked to write 3 self-behavior change goals to be
implemented into their practice within a 3 month period. Knowledge was assessed
by a 40-item multiple choice questionnaire designed to reflect the content of the
course. Attitudes toward diabetes and its treatment were measured by five
subscales of the Diabetes Attitude Scale which assess attitudes toward: need for
special training (ce =.80), control and complications (a =.55), patient autonomy
(a =.58), team care (a =.77), and impact of diabetes on patients lives (a =.59).
Differences were found in pre-post knowledge scores (26.2 vs. 34.2, P <.0001).
Attitudes were more positive after the course for each of the following subscales:
need for special training, patient autonomy and team care (P <.0001), with a
positive trend for the control and complications scale (P < .02). Most behavior
change goals were in the areas of education (53%) or diabetes management (36%).
Forty six percent of participants reported their 3 month goal completion; 67% of
goals were > 50% achieved. Many goals were unrealistic, represented multiple
goals or were unmeasurable. This study demonstrates that attitudes can become
more positive after a mini-residency. Whether such changes will translate into
behavior changes is not known and will need further study. Goal setting is not
intuitive and may require structured training.
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DIABETES SELF-CARE REGIMEN SIMULATION AS A
COMPONENT OF HEALTH PROFESSIONAL TRAINING.
BP Brackenridge, Learning Prescriptions, Phoenix, Arizona, USA.
In caring for patients with diabetes, professionals make
many recommendations for daily living. Although the
recommended actions are known to be helpful in controlling
diabetes, patients often do not implement the advice they
receive. Although extensive research in the behavioral
sciences describes a variety of reasons for such behavior,
many health care providers persist in characterizing such
"noncompliance" as a failure on the patient's part. Such
"blaming of the patient" is not productive and may impair the
health professional's ability to enter into a respectful
therapeutic alliance with the patient. To help professionals
gain insight into some of the practical and human reasons
behind regimen nonadherence, the author includes a
simulated diabetes self-care regimen in the educational
design of an international training program which she
conducts. Based on principles of experiential and discovery
learning, the regimen simulation requires professionals to
follow a diabetes meal plan, take three saline injections and
four blood glucose tests daily, exercise, and keep a self-care
record for a period of three days. Adherence data for 1015
professionals who have taken part in the simulation are
comparable to adherence data reported for diabetes
patients. The simulation impacts diabetes-related attitudes
of participants, as measured by a sub-set of questions from
the Michigan Diabetes Research and Training Center's
Diabetes Attitude Survey for Professionals.

2435

DIABETOLOGIC IN- SERVICE EDUCATION FOR HEALTH
PROFESSIONALS OF NON-DIABETOLOGICAL WARDS. E.
Schiparii, A Piggest, F. C`anpi, F. B;lccetti and R Na ialesi. Cbttedra
di Malattie del Metabolisno, UnihersitA di Pisa, Pisa, Italy.
To test the efficacy of in-service requalification
interventions, we carried out a course on general
knowledge on diabetes (GKD), bedside monitoring of
blood glucose (BMG), insulin preparation and
administration (IPA), diagnosis and treatment of
hypoglycemic crises (DTH), hospitalization-related
problems (HRP), to 171 health professionals (HP) of
non-diabetological departments of our hospital.
Knowledge before and after the course was evaluated
with a multiple-choice questionnaire, while skills were
evaluated with specific operational checklists. HP were
compared with a group of non-trained colleagues (CG).
Global knowledge on diabetes after the course, gathered
from the percentages of correct answers in each
questionnaire, significantly improved (61.82±23.64% vs
31.18±20.00%; p<0.001); separated analysis of different
areas evidentiated improvements in GKD (p<0.01), BMG
(p<0.01), IPA (p<0.05), and DTH (p<0.05), but not in
HRP. Professional skills profiles of HP were significantly
(p<0.001) better than those of CG, for BMG, IPA and
DHT. Linear regression evidentiated a significant
(p<0.001) correlation of skills and knowledge after the
course either for BMG (r2 = .49), IPA (r2 = .53) and
DTH (r2 = .61). The course produced a significant
improvement of 'knowledge and skills on specific
diabetologic items among participants.

2436
DOCTORS & STUDENTS KNOWLEDGE ABOUT DIABETES MELLITUS.
D.J.S. Fernando, Colombo Medical Faculty, Sri Lanka.
We determined the level of knowledge on diabetes
mellitus among final year medical students non
specialist hospital doctors and general preactitioners
from the Faculty of medicine, Colombo, National
Hospital Sri Lanka, College of General Pratitioners
of Sri Lanka. 120 randomly selected final year medical
students (group A), 90 non specialist hospital doctors
from the outpatient department and diabetic clinics
(group B) and 80 general practitioners who attended
a CME meeting (group C). A previously validated MCQ
paper of 10 questions which assessed knowledge of
diabetes on diagnosis, management, insulin therapy,
dietery advice screening for complications management
during acute illness and management of emergencies
was administered to all subjects. The mean score were
53% SD 12.3 for A, 51% SD 14.3 for B and 52.3% SD
10.7 for C. Deficiencies were shown in diagnosis (34%A,
30%B, 40%C), management of non insulin dependent
diabetes (35%A, 40%B and 45%C), Management during
an acute illness (50%A, 58%B, and 54%C), Insulin
therapy (59%A, 65%B, 60%C), Use of oral hypoglycaemics
(45%A, 60%B and 55%C). Medical students had one lecture
on diabetes in their 3rd year. Medical officers had
no in service CME while general practitioners had
attended lectures on diabetes sponsored by pharmaceu-
tical inductry. Knowledge required to manage diabetes
mellitus is inadequate among medical students, hospital
doctors and general practitioners.
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INJECTION-MEAL-INTERVAL: WHAT DO DIABETOLOGISTS
RECOMMEND TO THEIR PATIENTS?

H. Overmann and L. Heinemann; Dept. of Metabolic Diseases and
Nutrition, Heinrich-Heine-University Dusseldorf, Germany

In order to evaluate which suggestions diabetologists gave their patients
regarding handling of the injection-meal-interval (IMI), we submitted a
single-page questionnaire to the 72 hospitals organised in the "Working
Group Structured Diabetes Therapy" in Germany. 55 (77 %) of the
hospitals responded. In 16 hospitals (29 %) patients were recommended
to keep a fixed IMI of 15 (0, 30) min (median (range)). The
recommended minimal IMI was 0 (-10, 15) min and the maximal IMI
45 (20, 60) min. In the other 39 hospitals (71 %) patients were trained to
use a flexible IMI. The suggested limits for the IMI was a minimal
interval of 0 (-30, 15) min and a maximal of 45 (15, 120) min. The
conditions influencing the length of the chosen time interval were
evaluated by crossing: pre-prandial glycaemia 95 % YES/3 % NO, time
of day 41 % YES/59 % NO, physical exercise 51 % YES/49 % NO,
amount and type of meal 75 % YES/25 % NO, situation 85 % YES/15
% NO. In 18 (32 %) of the 55 hospitals a differentiation between
patients with diabetes mellitus type I and type II with respect to the IMI
was done. Answers to the question: From which source do you have
your information about the IMI?" were: literature 64 %, colleagues 56
%, textbooks 53 % and original articles 24 %. In 45 questionnaires other
sources or comments were mentioned, "own experience" was named 24
times (53 %) and experience of the patients 9 times (20 %). This study
shows, that the recommendations of experienced diabetologists
regarding the injection-meal interval vary considerably.

2438
ASSESSMENT OF BASIC KNOWLEDGE RELATED TO THE MANAGEMENT OF
DIABETES AMONG GENERAL NURSING STAFF (GNS).
Setia S. Shah P. All India Inst of Med. Sc., New Delhi, INDIA.

We observed that inadequate knowledge among general nursing staff (GNS) could explain a
considerable number of problems related to the management of diabetes. To assess the
knowledge of one of the premier hospital's GNS, we administered a questionnaire to 94
nurses. Only 39% of the nurses felt that they were confident in judging the type of diabetes,
39% whether patient needs insulin life long and, 47% regarding insulin formulations with
different concentrations. 67%, 57% and 53% felt they were confident about their knowledge
regarding type of insulin (according to the duration of actions), different syringe scales and
diagnosis of hypoglycaemia (HG) respectively. However, only 31/94 stated that they could
treat a patient having HG very confidently by themselves and only 2/31 knew the proper
management of a patient found in the state of severe HG (unconscious). 56/94 thought they
knew well how to prevent HG but 25 of these 56 subjects indicated inappropriate management
of a diabetic who vomited immediately after insulin and food. 31%, 41%, 45% and 91% of the
nurses felt: insulin should not be injected by diabetics themselves, should not be injected in
adipose tissue, plain and lente insulin should not be mixed and patient should take meal
immediately (no gap) after insulin injection.
Conclusions: A large section of general nursing staff have inadequate information and ill
founded confidence regarding diabetes management issues. Continued medical education of
nursing staff regarding diabetes management is urgently required.

2439
PERCEPTION AND KNOWLEDGE OF DIABETES MELLITUS
AMONG NURSES WORKING IN A GENERAL HOSPITAL
14. Millan, MT Valverde, L. Garcia—Pascual, F
Urban , S. Cano, E. Esquius and M. Balsells.
Hospital Mdtua Terrassa (Spain).
Nurses play a key role in providing education for
individuals with diabetes (DM). This study was
conducted in order to assess perception and
knowledge of DM among nurses of our Centre. With
permission from the authors (Drass et al,Diabetes
Care, 1989), three adapted (translation and back
translation) questionnaires: Demographic data
(DQ), Perception (PQ) and Basic DM Knowledge
(DKQ) were distributed to nurses who voluntarily
participated in the study. The Centre is a 575—
bed teaching hospital. An average 20% of
:inpatients admitted have the diagnosis of DM. The
questionnaires were answered by 131 out of 320
(43%) staff nurses, 45% of them reported having
attended a DM trainning course at least once,
37.8% had a family member or friend with DM and
46.5% felt themselves competent in caring for
diabetic patients. DKQ was score 24.4±8 (54%
correct). DKQ score was better in nurses working
in the Endocrinology ward and those having a
family member or friend with DM. DKQ score was
not realted to previous attendance to a DM
trainning course (p<0.05). Perceived and actual
knowledge of DM were positively related (r=0.37;
p<0.01). The study revealed that knowledge of DM
among nurses of this Centre: needs to be improved
although, its perception is satisfactory.
Furthermore, these results, could be helpful in
designing appropriate trainning programmes.

2440
INSTRUCTING NURSES ABOUT DIABETOLOGY
M.L. Marti', Z. Stolarza (2), C.A. Markmann ^'>, D. Fox (') and S. Lapertosa.
0) University of Bs.As., (2) H. Frances, (3) H. Maria Curie. Buenos Aires,
Argentina.

178 Nurses were evaluated pre and post two days course about physiology,
physiopathology, clinics and therapy of Diabetes Mellitus performed at
Buenos Aires City and Corrientes City (Argentina). A multiple choice
questionnary was given to them. The questionnary was the same pre and
post course and contained 15 questions: 5 about Physiology and
Physiopathology, 5 about Clinics and 5 about Treatment. Each good answer
gave 1 point for the evaluation score. Statistical analysis was performed
through T student test. The punctuation media at the pre-course evaluation
was 11.77 and 41% of the students answered at least 13 questions. The
punctuation media post-course was 12.77 but 65.1% of the students
answered at least 13 questions. The difference between these two figures
was statistically significant (P < 0.001). A high proportion of bad answers
in the pre-course evaluation was in those questions about therapy. In two
Argentine cities, the two days course for instructing nurses about
Diabetology seems to be good in the sense of improving knowledge on
Diabetes Mellitus. Therapeutical aspects must be focused specially.
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IMPACT IN THE MANAGEMENT OF D.M. TYPE II AMBULATORY
PATIENTES BY A MULTIDISCLIPLINARY HEALTH TEAM.
D.Gonzalez-Barcena, A.Correa, A.Ibarra, A. Munoz and M.Jimenez. Hosp. Esp.
Centro Medico La Raza. IMSS Mexico D.F. (02990).
In the northeastern region of Mexico City the Mexican Institute of
Social Security (IMSS) during six months in 1996 registered 23,216
patients with Diabetes Mellitus type II. With the object to implement the
ambulatory management of Diabetes a team of Health Care
Professionals (25 Family-Physicians, 22 Nurses, 21 Social-workers, and
9 Dietitians) was integrated, from 11 Medical Family Clinics of this area
belongs to IMSS who were motived for the treatment of diabetic
patients. After obtaining a consensus of the team about D.M. concepts
and treatment, a group of 2036 ambulatory diabetic patients were
selected; All of them with no more than 5 years of diagnosis, with
persistent hyperglucemia in spite to eleveted glibenclamide and/or
insulin administration. All patients recieved individual education in DM
diet, exercise, drugs, complicactions, etc) and were follow-up every
week during two months in each clinic.A total of 1976 patients were
able to evaluated at 2 mo showed excelent metabolic control and
minimal doses of hypoglycemiant or insulin Results:

0	 2 months
FBS	 237	 122

( mg/dl)	 n=1976 n=1976
Glibenclamide 25	 7.5	 0

( mg/day)	 (n=1973) (n=667)	 (n=1126)
Insulin	 35	 20	 0

( U/day)	 (n=183) (n=102)	 (n=81)
Hb1Ac(%)	 9.41 	 7.72__
These patients have been follow-up by 8 months and maintened this
good control. These results emphasize the importance and the benefit of
the multidiciplinary team for managment of DMII.

2442

DIABETES WORKSHOP FOR FAMILY PHYSICIANS

PRASANPIA KIJ AR K M, MALA DHAIMIALINGAN, ARAVIND S R, AND
gIUNICHOODAPPA C. N.8.R.bIEDICAL COLLEGE , BANGALORE.India

AIM t TO CONDUCT DIABETES WORKSHOP TO IMPART MANAGES®
ENT SKILLS AND FORMULATE AN IDEAL PROGRAMME FOR
DIABETIC WORKSHOP IN FUTURE.

MATERIALS AND METHODS : 5 diabetes workshops were held
in different parts of Karnataka a South Indian State
and interested family physicians registered in the year
1995 a 96. The workshop was for 2 days over the week
end covering all topics of practical importance like
OKA, Insulins, Monitoring, Diet & Exercise as group
discussions and Etiology and classification '

complications, pregnancy and diabetes as lectures. The
knowledge was imparted by diabetologists and related
specialists. The workshop initially consisted of 3
lectures and 7 group discussions. A pre post assesment
were done and impression regarding workshop documented.
The mean pre assesment mark 51.7% #'14.4 and post
assesment was 61.4% ± 17.4, T®2,995, DF=48,(P(9.0o1)
Impression regarding the workshop 74% prefered group
discussions 87% opined duration was ideal while 11%
opined duration is short. All participants opined
that content and arrangement was good.
The ideal number of deligates for a workshop should be
3040 group discussion should be more ideal duration
should be 1 1/2 days over the week end. This type of
workshop increase level of knowledge in diabetes amhng
family physicians.

2443

Nursing staffs understanding of diabetes in Northeast Zaire.
J.T. Burdon. Centre Medical Evangelique, Nyankunde, Zaire.

Diabetes is an important medical problem seen at the Centre Medical Evangelique
(CME) accounting for up to 5% of all adult medical admissions to the hospital. It is
the nursing staff who are responsible for the initial diagnosis, treatment and daily
supervision of these patients. In order to improve the quality of care CME offers
patients with diabetes a questionnaire was sent to all 70 nurses employed at the
hospital to assess their level of understanding about diabetes. 41 (59%) nurses
returned a completed questionnaire. 36 (88%) understood diabetes to be a disorder
of glucose metabolism but only 23 (56%) knew the normal range for blood glucose.
Knowledge of the clinical features of hyperglycaemia, hypoglycaemia and severe
ketoacidosis was generally poor. The majority of respondants understood that
long-standing diabetes can compromise the eyes and cardiovascular system but
knowledge of other complications was poor. There was a significent minority (34%)
of respondants who considered that traditional/local medicine may be able to provide
a permanent cure for diabetes. Knowledge of the various treatment options was good
e.g 68% of respondants could give appropriate advice on a diabetic diet; but no
respondant could provide a satisfactory treatment plan for the management of severe
ketoacidosis. The majority (61%) of respondants considered diabetes a difficult
condition to treat. Many of the nurses working in Northeast Zaire have been trained
at the nursing school linked to CME and the responses generated by this survey
probably reflect the level of healthcare received by many diabetic patients in the
region. This survey shows the need for continuing medical education for nursing staff
at CME and in the region if the level of care for diabetic patients is to be improved in
Northeast Zaire. Of particular concern is the poor understanding of the treatment of
severe ketoacidosis. This complication carries a high mortality in Africa and although
lack of resources maybe partly to blame this study suggests that a lack of education
of the health-care team may also playa role. The introduction of standard treatment
plans for ketoacidosis may help to improve the management of this complication.

2444

EDUCATED P.H.C. TEAMS - THE BASIS FOR SUCCESSFUL
DIABETES TREATMENT
Prasek M, PavIic-Renar I, Pibernik-Okanovic M, Rogic M, Metelko Z.
Vuk Vrhovac Institute for Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolic
Diseases.

For the past 3 years we have been organizing continuous education
courses for primary health care physicians and registered nurses. The
courses have been held twice a year, whereas in 1996 they are held 4
times a year, due to increased interest. An examination board of the
Medical Faculty administers exams for the course participants, who
then obtain a no.1 category licence for autonomous follow-up of NIDDM
patients. The courses include lectures and round-table discussions, and
practical work with a diabetes care team. Training of educators is
carried out through work with small groups by means of meta-plan
system and patient interviews. The training programme also includes
the acquisition of skills required for self-monitoring and administration of
pen injections. Since 1993, 172 primary care physicians and nurses
from Croatia have completed the course. The final exam consists of
both oral and written (test of 20 questions) form, together with
comments on three examples of self-monitoring diaries. The results of
the courses of continuous medical education are the active involvement
of primary care physicians in the follow-up of NIDDM patients, founding
of 22 new clubs of diabetic patients and the organization of educational
courses for NIDDM patients in each GP team.
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CHILDRENS KNOWLEDGE OF DIABETES. AGE-RELATED GOALS,
GUIDELINES AND EVALUATION METHODS.
L.Povlsen, K.Dyrlov, B.Iversen, M. Pramming and S. Sander. Paediatric
Department, Glostrup County Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark.
It is essential, that children with diabetes are ensured a continual learning
process, adjusted and adapted to educational level, abilities and psychological
development. This gives probability for improvement in the childs accept and
regulation, thereby creating an increased quality of life, despite diabetes.. The
purpose of the present study is to define age-related goals for both practical
abilities and knowledge of diabetes for children and young people, aged

between 6 and 17 years. The investigation is undertaken by an interdisci-

plinary team consisting of teachers, psychologist and diabetes nurse specia-
lists, attached to the childrens department. Detailed guidance material has
been made for both children and parents to show, how the practical responsi-
bility and theoretical insight in diabetes can gradually be transferred to the
child. Furthermore the objectives have been used to develop an interview
guide to ensure a broad evaluation of the knowledge and practice of the

children. The evaluation is carried out from a structured interview by the
teachers, while the family is informed of the results by the diabetic nurse
specialists, who also assess the need for further teaching activities. A pre-pilot
investigation was carried out with 10 children. The preliminary results
generally show, that most children have adequate knowledge of diabetes, but
that the material provides a good instrument to reveal areas, where there is
a further need for teaching.

2446
BEHAVIORAL MEDICAL TREATMENT IN NIDDM IS MORE EFECTIVE THAN
AN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM: RESULTS OF A RANDOMIZED TRIAL
K.H. Bergis, B.Kulzer, P. Imhof, N. Hermanns and H. Reinecker 5 .Diabetes-Akademie
Bad Mergentheim (FIDAM), 2 Universitat Bamberg, Bad Mergentheim, Germany
Objective: In a randomized, prospective trial (MEDIAS II), sponsored by the German
department for research and technology (BMFT, now BMFB), we testet, whether two
newly developed behavioral medical programs are more effective than an evaluated
structured treatment and teaching program for NIDDM (Group A; 4 lessons) on
hyperglycemia, dyslipoprotinea and obesity. The behavioral medical programs were
designed to enhance selfmanagement abilities to cope with the demands of the
diabetes treatment (eating behavior, physical activity, home monitoring of urine
glucose, diabetic foot care). One of the two treatments was performed as a group-
treatment (Group B, 12 lessons), whereas the other program (Group C; 12 lessons)
was designed to individualise the therapeutical approach by six single lessons.
Methods: 193 type 11 diabetes patients were recruited, fulfilling following criteria (age
40 - 65 years, no insulin treatment, stimulated C-peptide >0,8 nmol/l; BMI > 26,7
kg/m2; no known psychiatric diagnosis, no cognitive impairment). These patients
(age: 55,6 ± 6,3 years; diabetes duration 6,6 ± 6,2 years; BMI 32,1 ± 3,9 kg/m°) were
randomised. At baseline (tl) i.e. glycemic control (Glib), triglycerides, total
cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol and body weight were determined. The crucial
evaluation (t5) was the course of these parameters 15 months after baseline. 176
patients could be examined at t5 (drop-out rate 8,8%). Results:
Parameter Group A Group B Group C

tl t5 tl t5 tl t5
Glib °/u* 9,5 f 2,5 9,7 f 2,4 10,3 t 2,7 9,3 ± 2,9 9,9 ± 2,4 9,5 t 2,3
Triglyc. mg/dl* 207 t 131 225±150 206±122 181±102 207±101 203±190
Chol. mg/dl 231±43 230±39 233 ±45 225+42 237 ± 50 230±37
HDL mg/dl 47,7 t 14 45,4 t 14 50,5 t 22 47,4 ± 11 47 ± 12 44 ± 11
BMI kg/m2' 32 t 3,5 31,5 f 3,9 31,8 f 3,9 30,9 t 3,6 32,7 ± 4,2 31,9 f 4,2
'Significant differences (<.05) between group A and B; no significant differences
between group B and C (T-Tests or Man-Whitney-Test). Conclusion: The study
demonstrated that a selfmainagement orientated behavioral medical approach (group
B) is significantly more successful regarding the improvement of glycemic control,
triglycerides and obesity than the educational program (Group A). Surprisingly a more
indivualised approach (group C) had no further advantage.

^rzLV
EDUCATIONAL METHODOLOGIES: AN ANALYSIS OF CHAOS

A 10 YEARS REVIEW OF PATIENT EDUCATION LITTERATURE
S. Jacquemet, M. Grazia-Albano, Ph. Sudre, J-Ph. Assal

Division of Therapeutic Education for Chronic Diseases, Geneva University Hospital - Switzerland

Rationale: The therapeutic role of patient education has been widely
documented in chronic diseases in general and diabetes in particular. Despite
the awarness, limited progress is made in the field of educational
methodologies and implementation of patient education programmes in
diabetes care. We were interested to review papers dealing with patient
education and to analyse which educational methods were described.
Methods: We investigated a period of 10 years (1986-1996) using MedLine.
Key-words were 1-«Patient Education (PE)», 2-«Diabetes Mellitus (DM)» and
3-«Randomised Trial (RT)s. Results: A total of 9111 articles were found on
PE out of which 964 were on DM and PE (11%). A total of 57400 were
dealing with DM out of which 964 were on DM and PE (2%). Samples from
the 964 DM and PE were taken: they spoke mainly about general concepts
and role of education and its effect. We therefore tryed to analyse the studies
which were structured in a scientific way and used the key-words
[«Randomised Trial (RT)n and DM and PE]. Out of the total 964 papers on
DM-PE, only 49 were RT (5%). Out of those randomised trials, 12 (25%) did
not describe the randomisation. We therefore selected the 37 remaining
papers where RT was clearly presented and analysed which educational
methodologies was described: no paper described a meaningful and pertinent
educational methodology used by the autors. Papers came from a total of 25
different medical journals out of which 14 (56%) used reviewers. Finally 2/3 of
papers showed a positive effect of patient education, 1/3 of autors could not
show any effect. Conclusions: 1-Diabetes is not any more the leading
disease for patient education (11% of papers on PE). 2-In the field of diabetes
research only 2% of papers deal with PE. 3-There is a dramatic absence of
description of precise educational methodologies even in papers with
scientific reviewers... This situation has urgently to be improved in order to
analyse which educational methodologies are responsible for the outcome
either positive or negative of those clinical studies. Therapeutic education
deserves the same scientific methodological approach as that used for the
study of any pharmacological agent.

2448
ALTERNATIVES TO ENHANCE SURVIVAL SKILL'S KNOWLEDGE
F. Nieves-Rivera, L. Gonzalez-Pijem and L.N. Navarro. UPR,
School of Medicine, San Juan, Puerto Rico.
In 1993 the need to explore alternatives to enhance diabe-
tes education became one of our priorities. We developed
a revised diabetes survival skill's program which consisted
of 1-2 hours/day/wk sessions with audiovisuals. Among the
skills covered by this program were diabetes pathophysio-
logy (DP) , injection technique (IT) , insulin kinetics (IK),
glucose (GM) and ketone monitoring (KM), sick-days manage-
ment (SDM), glycated hemoglobin (A,), and hypoglycemia
(HYPO). A questionnaire was developed to ascertain for
changes these interventions may have made. The latter was
mailed to 143 patients with IDDM followed at the University
Pediatric Hospital Diabetes Clinic between 1976-96. The
data were grouped in patients diagnosed before 1993 with
their parents (G-1) and those diagnosed afterwards (G-II).
At the time of this submission 20 families have returned
(12 in G-I and 8 in G-II) the questionnaire. Of these, we
found: 740 of G-I answered correctly the GM questions vs
87% from G-II, both groups answered (100°%) correctly ques-
tions about KM and IT, a 1/2 answered correctly the SDM
questions (58o and 620, G-I and -II) , questions regarding
IK were answered correctly in 720 of G-I vs 680 of G-II,
92% of G-I and 88% of G-II answered correctly questions
about DP, questions about A,, were answered correctly by 88%
from G-I but 69% of G-II, the lowest percentage was
obtained for HYPO management where 170 of G-I and 25W of G-
II answered correctly. In summary, patients diagnosed
after 1993 and their parents, followed in our clinics, have
continued accruing survival skill's knowledge as before.
There was persistent lack of knowledge in hypoglycemia and
sick-day management. We conclude that a more extensive
survey is warranted to ascertain if above results can be
extended throughout the population followed.
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EDUCATING DIABETIC PATIENTS: THE HAITIAN
EXPERIENCE

N. Charles-Larco, Fhadimac, Port-au-Prince, Haiti

Diabetes can not be well controlled without education. Everywhere,
educational programs are established to inform diabetic patients and
their relatives. However, if the program is not adapted to the local
customs and tabous, the goal of prevention and good control will
never be reached. At Fhadimac, we have started an educational
program since 1989 where the information is delivered daily in
creole (language used by all Haitians) by a trained nurse, using
posters adapted to the haitian reality, and person-to-person mean of
communication for illiterate patients. The diabetics admitted to our
popular clinic must attend all the classes and are periodically
reevaluated on their knowledge. Well-trained patients inform others
during group sessions. The final objective is to take away and
diminish the impact of some of the ancestral concepts of our culture
like the one of chronic diseases that doesn't exist. The patient
doesn't know that he has the most important role in the good
control of his diabetes. Furthermore, Diabetes at an early stage is
silent, painless and doesnt render the patient inactive. Therefore the
patient doesn't see any reason to refrain his urges. In conclusion,
these methods of education are very demanding and ask for a
constant and adapted follow-up; however the results are longlasting
and efficient because we have seen a decrease in acute
complications in patients coming to Fhadimac.
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EDUCATION CAPS CONTRIBUTION FOR YOUNG DIABETICS LIFE
A. ABID, S. BLOUZA, F.AENNABI, K. KHELIFI, A. BEN

f1ANSOUR and K. NAGATI

TUNISIAN ASSOCIATION (ATD), Tunis, TUNISIA.

The aim of this study is show the education effect on
young diabetic behaviour and life. It concerned two
young diabetic groups controlled in the same clinical
center (INN) group I (n=41) educated in ATD young
diabetic caps and group II (n=59) did not recieve this
structured education. The mean age and diabetes duration
are respectively 14.1 ± 3.4 and 5.3 ± 3.4 in group I and
13.4 ± 5.4 and 2.9 t 3.0 in group II. Our results show
that patient knowledges according diet and self
monitoring are significatively better in groupl than in
group II. Patients in group I perform more frequently
self urinary (85.5 7.) and blood glucose monitoring (19.5
7.) than patients in group II (55.9 7. , 6.7 %) p <
0.0001. They adapt better there insulin doses (75.6 7.)
and take more regularly their monitoring note book (68.0
7.) than patients in group II (38.0 7. , 44.0 7.)
p < 0.0001. The mean hospitalization number and duration
were significatively reduced in group 1 (3.0 ± 2.1
23.4 ± 13.9 days) compared to group II (8.6 ± 2.6
107.5 ± 53.3 days) p < 10 -6 , p < 10-' ,delayed statural
growth decreased from 40.6 7. to 26.0 7 in group I and
increased from 33.3 % to 53.3 % in group II (p=0.04).
School success is better in group I than in grou II.
These results indicate that education improves diabetes
control, self monitoring quality, statural growth and
reduces the duration of hospitalisation and fees and
regularly fill in their note book (68.0 7.).

2451
Evaluation of Out-patient Group Consultation for Children
and Teenagers with Diabetes and Their Parents.
Doctor Agne Lindh, dietician Carina Samuelsson, diabetes-
nurse Annica Wiik, Childrens- and youthclinic, Boras Hos-
pital, Sweden

Beckgroud: Since 1992 we carry on with outpatient group
consultation in our clinic. The aim is that the families
meet eachother and learn from eachother. Each time we talk
about different subjects in order to gradually build up
the knowledge of diabetes. We have done this evaluation
to find out if this consulting is a good pedagogic method
to pick up knowledge about diabetes.

Method: 52 children/teenagers participated in this evalua-
tion. Together with Bengt Pettersson (educationist from
the University of Gothemburg) we constructed a question-
naire with 17 questions. In the questionnaire we had me-
dical, practical and dietquestions. If the children's
age was less than 7 years the parents filUJin the form.
If the children were between 7 and 12 years the children
and parents together filled in the form. The teenagers
fillin the form by themselves. The children and parents
have without preparation filled in the form at two occa-
sions. The first occasion was directly before group con-
sultation and the second occasion was 3-5 months later at
an ordinary visit. We gave the answers of the questions
on the group consultation by playing a game.

Results: We found that the knowledge of diabetes was high
from the beginning. 62% of the participants got a better
result at the second test compared to the first. The fa-
milies had the highest score on the practical questions,
secondly the medical questions and thirdly the dietques-
tions. The result of the study indicates that outpatient
group consultation is an useful method to pick up know-
ledge about diabetes.

2452

Club activity experience in motivating teenagers, suffering from
diabetes,for study.

N.Gonstova, Moscow Diabete Assotiation, Fund "Yours",
Moscow, Russia.

The aim of program: to imprjve live of teenagers suffering from
diabetes.
Participants: 30 teenagers and young people aged 14-20.
Duration of the program: 1 year, steps of the program - monthly.
The way of realization of the program:
- collective and individual meeting on diabetes control with an
instructor of the program (doctor - diabetologist),
- execution of constant self-control along with keeping a self-
control register,
- games, compeninions and tests in diabetes issues.
Results of the program:
-Kept self-control register befor participation in the competition -77%

constantly - 43%	 from time to time - 57%
-Keeping self-control register after participanion in the program-91%

constantly - 48%	 from time to time - 52%
-Participanion in the competition improved my life - 75%
-Improved their competence in diabetes issues - 51%
-Received additional information - 67%
-Would like to participate in continuation of the program - 75%
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Diabetology Course for Students in their last year of Medical School
Bragagnolo Julio C., Traversa Mercedes. Division Diabetologia
Hospital de Clinicas "Jose de San Martin". Buenos Aires, Argentina.

To improve the diagnostic and therapeutical approach on diabetic patients of
the next medical school graduates, we set the following special goals: I) To
extend the knowledge of diabetes to students in their last year of medical
school, offering a nonobligatory course. 2) To establish, by means of a pre-
and post-course evaluation, the impact of this diabetology course on the
acquisition of new information. The course was attended by 108 students,
evaluated before and after each diabetology course, developed in 1995 and
1996. The program included: diagnosis of Diabetes Mellitus, methods of
metabolic control (self-monitoring, laboratory), management of the Oral
Antidiabetic Agents, management of insulin in IDDM and NIDDM,
management of acute complications, detection of chronic complications. It
was a two-day course. Pedagogical resources applied were 20-minute
information presentations for descriptive programs, and dynamic approach
Workshops, encouraging participation by the presentation and the resolution
of prevalent clinical cases in diabetological practice. The same evaluation
method was applied before and after each course. It consisted of a multiple
choice and semistructured questionnaire with II questions: 4 on diagnosis,
2 on NIDDM therapy, 2 on IDDM therapy, 1 on acute complications, 2 on
chronic complications. The general average of correct answers was 56 %
before the course and 74 % afterwards, with a statistically significant
difference of p < 0.003 (paired samples t-test). These results suggest the need
to emphasize the development of diabetology programs intended for medical
students, as an essential complement of the study program, apparently
insufficient for the currently required approach to the care of diabetic patients.
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Educational and Support Groups for Type II Diabetes
J. Diamond and T. Lavie, Maccabi Health Fund, Herzlia Israel.
The goal of such groups is to improve self-management skills in Type II diabetes
Type II diabetes is a chronic disease requiring life-style changes as the foundation
of all treatment. Most patients are treated by a primary physician, who usually
doesn't have the time or specialised knowledge to deal with life-style changes such
as dietary discipline, the importance of physical activity, foot care, etc. Coming
to terms with a way of life that has daily limitations is a constant battle and the
emotional needs must be given on-going support. Maccabi's National Diabetic
Centre has written a program for group support and education. Each course has
six two-hour sessions and is counselled by a diabetic educator or nurse and a
dietician, allowing adequate time for discussion. During the past two years,
seven groups have taken place, including 80 participants, in the Herzlia
Diebetic Centre. The following results are from 30 participants taken from the
first four groups: Average HbAi was 10.76% (4-7%) before the course and dropped
to 9.42% after a period of between 6-12 months. 42% of all participants were
exercising before the course and it rose to 75% on follow-up, 6-12 months later.
25% of participants smoked before the course and after 6-12 months, only 17%
continued to smoke. 47% lost weight on follow-up. A questionnaire given at the
end of the course showed participant satisfaction and 80% expressed that the
course was a help to them in managing their diabetes. A renewed sense of confidence
motivated them to consider the importance of life-style changes. 98% agreed that
they would recommend the course to a diabetic friend. Group meetings for
diabetics are an important tool in meeting the emotional needs of living with a
chronic disease, The use of guided discussions, allowing integration of
theoretical material, must be applied by the educators. Flexibility and
assessment must be used in order to determine to what extent the academic material
is being understood, thus allowing necessary changes in the program.
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CHEF COMPETITIONS - AN INITIATIVE TO COMBINE HEALTHY
EATING PRINCIPLES WITH FINE DINING.
J.Stockdill, K.Hegan, J.Duff and K.Brouard. Diabetes Life Education, Public
Health Service, Healthlink South, Christchurch, New Zealand.
Recent consumer trends are to choosing foods lower in fat and salt and higher in
fibre. People are eating more meals away from home and are dependent on public
food establishments for an increasing proportion of their food and nutrition. Eating
out often creates a barrier to compliance for those with specific dietary
requirements, or those with a desire to follow healthy guidelines when dining
away from home.
Diabetes is predicted to affect more than 173,000 New Zealanders by the year
2010 and cardiovascular disease is currently responsible for 44 % of deaths in
New Zealand. Almost half of the population is overweight. The authors believed
it was time to highlight the need for healthy eating to the industry and to influence
hospitality and catering Chefs' attitudes about healthy eating and the methods they
prepare food. Creating a supportive environment by making healthy choices
easier and more accessible will encourage people to make better choices more
consistently and thereby influence their overall health and future disease risk.
A new initiative of Diabetes Life Education in Christchurch, New Zealand, was
sponsorship of a Healthy Fare category in the 1996 Canterbury Salon Culinaire.
These are annual competitions for Chefs run by the Christchurch Polytechnic and
supported by the industry.
On a national level, Diabetes Life Education and the National Heart Foundation
of New Zealand co-sponsored a similar event in the 1996 New Zealand Culinary
Fare. Participants were required to prepare a main course and sweet that met the
criteria of being low in fat, sugar and salt.
This is the first time in New Zealand that health agencies have been involved in
such competitions.
Work is proceeding in extending this initiative. Results and outcomes will be
presented.
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DIABETES "TEACHING GUIDES" VERSUS "MAGAZINES": NEED FOR
A DEVELOPING COUNTRY?
GS.Narayan, AS.Vinaya, MG.Mamatha, BS.Sudha, DV.Rama,
S.Krishnamurthi, J.Srikanth, S.Nagabushan, P.Hegde, N.Nagesh, S.Colaco,
S.Suresh, P.Ashalakshmi, A.Sharda and SS.Srikanta. Samatvam: Endocrinology
Diabetes Center, Bangalore, India.
As part of a non-profit volunteer group involved in diabetes education and care,
since 1987 we have continued to improvise and disseminate a variety of low cost
self-care health educational materials [cyclostyled leaflets; printed booklets and
books; structured diabetes "teaching guides" (a. "Diabetes: the answer is in your
hands", 100 pages, English; b. "Diabetes - an introduction" - 14 pages, local
languages); quarterly news letter/ "magazine" ("Challenge", 8 pages, English)].
Based on the recipients' (patients and families) responses to our publicational
activities, and in comparison with responses to diabetes magazines, books etc.,
published from time to time by other Indian and International individuals/
organizations, we currently place emphasis predominantly on "teaching guides".
The third edition of our teaching guide: (a) has been enriched with full chapters
devoted to other, but critically interactive health problems (BP, dyslipidemia,
smoking, heart disease, obesity and alcohol), highlighting a "holistic", rather
than a "blood sugar" approach to total diabetes care. Simplicity (non-scholarly),
clarity of expression, lack of ambiguity/ vagueness in the specified instructions
and consistent format are qualities of good educational material. Conclusion:
From a socio-economic point of view, inexpensive "teaching guides" (one-time;
amenable for mass distribution) are more relevant and utilitarian to the current
Indian society, rather than unstructured and fragmented diabetes "magazines"
(periodicals).



EDUCATIVE ACTIVITY IN A COMPLEX DIABETOLOGICAL CARE
ORGANIZATION: FEASIBILITY OF A DIVERSIFIED INTERVENTION.
A. (Pirelli, A. Cimino and U.Valentini.
Diabetes Department, Spedali Civili, Brescia, Italy.
Educative intervention needs to be diversified due to the variability of diabetic patient
type and the consequent complexity of diabetological care organization. In Brescia, our
model provides three different levels of intergrated assistance. let level: territorial
nurses/GP; 2nd level: diabetological centre; 3rd level: hospital Aim of this study is to
demonstrate the feasibility of a diversified educative intervention in this model of
assistance. We report here the 1995 data. , eve : receivers: MD patients in absence
of complications, with steady metabolic control; aim: diet information (correction of
main errors) and feet (prevention of lesions); operators: nurses, GP; methodology:
traditional lessons;3620 interventions. 2nd level: receivers: NID, NE) obese and ID
patients; general aim: informative/therapeutic education for specific aims; operators:
diabetological equipe; methodology: traditional lessons and/or interactive didactics;
individual or groups; monothematic or courses. 1013 individual interventions; 803
individual diet-therapy interventions; educative group activity (10-15 patients each):
monothematic meetings (18 dedicated to foot care; 7 to diet); courses: 6 for NID
patients recently diagnosed; 4 for obese NID patients and 4 for Nil) patients treated
with insulin were realized. 3rd level: hospital activity in specific outpatient clinics, in
day hospitals and with inpatients. Receivers: MD/ID patients at the beginning of
disease; Nil) and ID patients with specific needs; ID adolescent patients transferred
from pediatric divisions; pregnant diabetic patients; patients with gestational diabetes;
general aim: therapeutic education; operators: diabetological equipe; methodology:
single or group interactive didactics. 121 individual interventions; 27 individual
courses for ID-NID outpatients; 735 for inpatient and 407 for outpatient alimentary
education and diet-therapy interventions; 89 courses for pregnant patients and 6 courses
for ID patients were realized. For each intervention (at 2nd and 3rd level) there is a
verification (theoretical or practical; with interview and/or questionnaire; evaluation of
behaviour, clinical parameters). It; we believe, education is a necessary therapy, it
cannot be carried out occasionally or simply because we have sparing time. It is
necessary to project management planning of educative activity specific for each
reality. Our experience demonstrates the feasibility of a diversified educative
intervention in a complex model of diabetological care organization. This model
guarantees the realization and permits evaluation of dEcent education, satisfying
modern criteria for resource rationalization.
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A PRESENTATION OF THE NEW SWEDISH BROCHURE
"GOOD FOOD FOR CHILDREN - FOOD FOR CBILDREN WITH DIABETES"
B.Karlstrom, M.Eliasson and Bengt Vessby. The Nutritional Board
of the Swedish Diabetes Association, Stockholm, Sweden.

In 1996 the Nutritional Board of the Swedish Diabetes Association
published a new brochure, for children with diabetes, in the age
group 1-14 years and their parents. As indicated in the title the
message is suitible also for healthy children. The brochure visualises
the message how to obtain a balanced diet for children with diabetes
in a simple way and consist of 36 pages and about 70 pictures.
Headlines included in the brochure are: The plate model, the plate
model shows the proportions of foods to include in the main meals.
Menus for the three different age groups. What to consider when
children have diabetes. Physical activities. What to do when children
refuses to eat. Sickness: colds, infection and illnesses.
Foods for pick-nick and parties. Sweets and ice cream.
What is carbohydrate. What to drink. Nutrition labeling.
The brochure ends with about 40 recipes of dishes that Swedish
children often appreciate.
The Nutritional Board of the Swedish Diabetes Association hopes
that this brochure will be a t000l not only in families having children
with diabetes but also to other people who will meet these children,
i.e. teachers and nursery staff to increase the knowledge
of nutrition and diabetes.
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How MANY HOURS ARE NEEDED TO TEACH PATIENTS TO MASTER THEIR TREATMENT?

AN INTERNATIONAL SURVEY

S. Jacquemet, A. Maldonato, D. Halimi, J-Ph. Assal
Division of Therapeutic Education for Chronic Diseases, Geneva University Hospital

WHO Collaborating Center - Switzerland

Rationale: Thousands of diabetes centers provide education of patients.
Strangely enough even if different curricula are available, no clear data exist
regarding the number of teaching hours necessary for therapeutical education
of patients. This question is adressed by health care providers (HCP) as well
as by health policy makers, medical insurance and hospital administrators.
Methods: At time of several scientific reunions which all delt with patient
education, participants were asked to fill a questionnaire which was asking
two questions for type I and type II diabetes: how many hours are needed for
the initial education for a newly diagnosed patient and how many hours during
the first year follow-up. Participants were asked to define the minimum
indispensable number of hours as well as the recommended time for
education. Results: 419 participants answered the questionnaire (304 MD, 74
RN, 23 RD, 18 Psycho.). Participants originated from 46 different countries
but the majority of them came from Occid. Europe (70%). Minimum
indispensable hours (mean +/- SD): Type I Diabetes: Initial education: 7.3
+/- 6 hours; First year follow-up: 9.2 +/- 7. Type II Diabetes: Initial education:
5.2 +/- 5 hours; First year follow-up: 7.0 +/- 6. As far as the recommended
number of hours are concerned participants usually agreed to increase the
minimal number of hours by about 70%. The analysis of the recommended
hours showed little non-significant differences between doctors and nurses.
Psychologists and specialists in education recommended 2 more hours than
the average for each clinical situation. The coefficent of variation was in the
order of magnitude of 79%. This certainly highlights the heterogeneity of the
group of HCP on one side and of the great variability of the educational
process on the other. Conclusions: This investigation has focused on the
average number of hours needed for educating patients without diabetic
complications in order to help them to self-manage their treatment. Based on
those figures HCP may recommend to the appropriate health decision makers
the number of hours needed for therapeutic education. These data may also
help to better tailor the educational curriculum of patients.
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EFFICACY OF INTENSIVE GROUP EDUCATION PROGRAM ON
METABOLIC CONTROL OF DIABETES IN TURKEY

E. Ozer, A.M. $engul, M. Sargm, F. Salman, S. Gedik, K. Kartadag, N.Dinggag,
I. Satman, . Karadeniz and M.T. Ytlmaz. Diabetes Research Center, Diabetes
Education Unit, Institute for Experimental Medicine and Division of Diabetes,

Istanbul Medical Faculty, Istanbul University,
Istanbul-TURKEY

In this study, we aimed to investigate the efficacy of intensive group
education program on metabolic regulation. Totally 38 patients who were not taken
education before, 12 type 1 diabetics (mean chr. age: 34±10 yrs, diabetes duration:
9.6±9.5 yrs) and 26 type 2 diabetics (mean chi. age: 59±7 yrs, diabetes duration:
8.7±5.3 yrs) were included. All patients took a two days diabetes education program
including definition and types of diabetes, diet planning, exercise, therapy with OAD
and insulin, home monitoring, symptoms and prevention of acute and chronic
complications, foot-skin-tooth care and special conditions related to diabetes for 14
hours totally 10 hours practical and 4 hours theoretical. All topics were given as 30-
60 minutes theoretic and/or practical lessons to groups composed of 8-10 patients, A
questionnaire including 24 questions were given to check the diabetes knowledge of
patients at the beginning and after course. Answers were scored as +1 for right, -1 for
false and 0 for empty replies. The values of blood pressure, body mass index (BMI),
glycemia, HbAic, blood lipids 3 months before, at the beginning and at 3nd, 6th,
12th months after education were compared. No difference was observed between
metabolic parameters and BMI values before and after education. In contrast HbA1C
levels were found to be significantly lower at 3rd, 6th, 9th months than the levels at
entry (p< 0.001, p<0.001, p<0.05 respectively). But, improvement in HbA1C was
not lasted at 12th month. Compared to entry, diabetes knowledge level at 12th month
was increased significantly (p<0,0001). No association was noticed between BMI and
clinical findings with education. We concluded that intensive group education is
effective on metabolic control up to 9th months, but to achieve good continuous
knowledge in long-term, the education program should be repeated in regular
intervals.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO EDUCATIONAL APPROACHES
IN OBESE NIDDM PATIENTS

M. Petkoval, M. Vladimiroval, M. Protichl, G. Genchev2. 1. Diabetes
Center, Sofia, Bulgaria, 2. Medical Faculty, Sofia, Bulgaria
Weight reduction and normalisation improve the cardiovascular risk
profile in cases of obese Type II diabetic patients. However, the
majority of these patients experience certain difficulties in changing their
eating habits and fail achieving calorie reduction. That is why the
educational approach is very important in these cases. The aim of the
study was to assess in a comparative way the effects of two educational
approaches: a) 3-day-food-records (two working days and one Sunday)
and b) traditional informative education on: food intake, BMI, glucose
control and lipids. Sixty obese Type II diabetic patients were
randomized to receive training in a 3-day-dietary-records educational
program (group 1) or in a traditional informative method (group II).
Their mean age was 52.1±6.4 years and the duration of diabetes was
9.2±7.3 years. The first method included three times (at the beginning,

after the 3rd and after the 6th month) dietary records analysis and
reinforcement of the prescriptions. The second method included only the
recommendations reinforcement for the same intervals. Fasting
triglyceride, total serum-cholesterol, HbAl c and weight were also

measured three times. Significant differences were found between group
I and group II concerning the percentage of energy derived from total
fat (28.7±4.8% vs 37.5±7.6%); BMI (26.8±4.1 kg/m 2 vs 28.8±1.8
kg/m2); HbAlc (8.8±2.7 % vs 6.6±0.4%). Conclusion: Education based

on the 3-day-dietary-records approach is simple, time saving and
effective in weight reducing programs in obese Type II diabetic patients.
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Dotes REALLY HELP DIABETIC PATIENTS TO LEARN HOW TO MANAGE THEIR TREATMENT?

AN NEW EVALUATION METHODOLOGY FOR INTERACTIVE LEARNING TECHNIQUES

S. Jacquemet, A. Lacroix, A. Golay, J-Ph. Assal
Division of Therapeutic Education for Chronic Diseases, Geneva University Hospital - Switzerland

Rationale: When Health Care Providers (HCP) teach patients, experience
shows that they tend spontaneously to inform them about the disease rather
than to help them to acquire self-management skills for their daily treatment.
The concept of therapeutic education implies that HCP master educational
skills which should help patients to learn how to treat themselves. We
therefore developed an new evaluation methodology in order to quantify how
much information and how much learning skills are involved during courses to
patients. The evaluation scale: This validated tool is divided in 6 intermediate
steps distributed from level «1» = pure information, to level «6» representing
the most active level of learning. These evaluation scales took into account :
3 dimensions: 1) the interpersonal dynamics between teacher and patients, 2)
the mental level of activity of the learners (patients) and 3) how HCP used the
therapeutic knowledge when it had to be transfered to patients. Methods: This
evalution scale was used for the educational follow-up of 15 HCP (6 RN+9
MD). The same course was videotaped weekly during 3 consecutive weeks.
After the educational analysis of the course with the evaluation scale, a 45
minutes training was provided to each HCP. Results: Initial evaluation showed
that HCP favoured information (mean of the 3 dimensions), score 2.9+/-0.1
SD. After those 2 supervisions the score rose significantly to 3 6+/-0.1 SD
(p<0.01). This change documented that HCP had acquired educational skills
which favoured the learning process of patients. Compared with nurses,
results of physicians were significantly lower (p<0.05) showing that doctors
tend to provide more medical information than to really help patients to
acquire new therapeutic skills. Conclusions: This evaluation tool provides 1-an
objective and reliable system to evaluate the educational methodologies of
courses to patients; 2-it offers objectives ways for continuing education of the
health care team involved in patient education; 3-the use of this scale offers
ways to analyse and compare which educational strategies are used between
centers. Since patient education is a therapeutic approach such a scale may
be used locally and to evaluate these new competences in patients' care.
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WRITTEN HEALTH EDUCATION MATERIAL SUPPORTING SELF-CARE
OF IDDM DIABETICS
S.Kahonen, M. Perala and M. Torvinen. Jyvaskyla University, Jyvaskyla, Finland.

Written material is important in patient education in self-care with in insulin dependent
diabetes mellitus (IDDM). The purpose of this study was to fmd out how the IDDM
guidebook is used and how it should be developed to support its users as well as
possible. This study analyzed how the characteristics of the booklet were related with
in its use, what kind of opinions and ideas the patients had of it and what kind of role
it had in the process of becoming ill and self-care. In the study 4 diabetes nurses and 12
insulin diabetics were interviewed. The interviews were taped and written according to
identified themes. In the first stage of the analysis the material was examined
deductively according to the themes and subthemes. The frequencies of the similarities
and differences of the opinions were then searched. In the second stage the material was
examined inductively. The main results are related to the meaning of the guidebook for
the patients in their process of becoming ill. The information of the booklet is of great
significance for the patients who are just taken ill. The layout and illustrations and use
of colours motivate to study the booklet but do not forward learning. Information about
the balance of the therapy was the most central aspect for the elaboration of the content.
Those patients who have had diabetes for longer periods solve their problems relating
to the illness on the basis of their own and other diabetics' earlier experiences. The goal
of the nurses and the patients in the treatment is common: good self-care. The nurses
used the booklet to support the consultation especially in the early stages of illness. The
use of the booklet of diabetics depends on their need of information, learning strategy,
self-care motivation, individual characteristics, stage of illness as well as on other
information available and the characteristics of the booklet. The booklet supports self-
care by providing information to the patients. The booklet is also used by the family
members of the patients from whom the patients get the most social support. The nurses
give information as well as psychological support to the patients. Getting diabetes
creates a crisis. In this situation the meaning of a booklet with relevant information is
to help the patients to accept their illness and to put good self-care into practice.
Keywords: diabetes booklet, self-care.
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INTENSIVE DIETICIAN EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT CAN POSITIVELY INFLUENCE
METABOLIC CONTROL IN NIDDM.
LNosari, M.L.Maglio, A.Bonalumi and G.Lepore. Diabetes Unit, OO.RR.
Bergamo, Italy
The aim of the study was to evaluate the short(2), middle(4) and long term (12months)
metabolic effects of two different educational Dietician-Patient approaches. 42NIDDM
(25M, 17F, age37-66yrs) were randomly assigned to two groups, balanced for age,BMI
and disease duration:A(12M,9F, age48.2±12.4, BMI 27.2±3.2,diabetes duration 10.6 ±
6.4 yrs, 14 treated by oral hypoglycemic agents(OHA), 7 only by diet) and B (13M,8F,
age49.5±11.1, BMI 27.2±4.4, diabetes duration 9.4±7.3, 14 treated by OHA,7 only by
diet). Group A patients were allocated to a simple dietary instructions support by a
dietician at the onset of the study and after 2 months.  (gnp B tpa ients were asked to
fill an elaborate form, with questions about caloric intake,life style, food habits,"wrong
believes"and more common quality and quantity mistakes, aimed to prepare a suitable
personalized diet.The dietician checked patient's knowledges and behaviour correcting
mistakes till the end of the study, every 15 days for the first 4 months and 30 days for
the following 8 months(intensive protocol). BMI, HbAlc, fasting blood glucose level,
total and HDL Cholesterol (HDL-Chol), triglycerides (Tg), serum Uric acid (Ua) (0,2,4
and 12 months) were evaluated.Group A: No tested parameters change occurred after
2 months; a significant fasting blood glucose(170±49 vs 257±43mg/dI, p< 0.01 ) and
HbAlc(8.3±0.8vs9.7±1.4%,p<0.01)reduction occurred after 4months.Fasting glycemia
decrease was also maintained after 12 months (201.8±42.6,p<0.005).Group B:Tg (216
±62 vs296.l±9lmg/dl,p<0.05) and Ua(4.1±1.0 vs5. 1±1. lmg/dl,p<0.05) were reduced
after 2 months, 4 months (Tg 187±62, Ua 4.3 ± 1.0, p<0.05) and all study long (12
months) (Tg 212.2±81.7, Ua 4.4 ± 0.67,p<0.05). Fasting blood glucose levels (183±55
vs234±72, p<0.05) and HbAlc (8.4±0.7 vs 9.8 ± 2.1, p<0.05) were also significantly
reduced after 4 months. HDL-Choi levels increased after 12 months (53.3±15.5 vs 43
±1 1 [4 months] and vs 41±13 mg/dI [baseline], p<0.05). Comparing the groups, Ua
after 2 months (B 4.1±1.0, A 5±1.0 mg/di, p <0.05) and Tg after 12 months (B 212.2±
81.7, A 280.8±79.6mg/dI, p <0.05) were significantly modified.The intensive protocol
caused an important Tg and Ua reduction, with an HDL-Chol increase. The caloric
intake did not significantly vary to cause a weight loss.Therefore, these changes are
mainly due to a modified behaviour and are suitable to reduce the cardio-vascular risk
in NIDDMs, even if a remarkable charge of human resources was employed.
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CAN MAGAZINES ABOUT DIABETES SELF CARE CHANGE
BEHAVIOR PATTERNS AMONG READERS?
A.Keegan, American Diabetes Association, Alexandria,
Virginia, USA
To the best of my knowledge, scientific research
has not been conducted to pinpoint the effect of
magazine reading on behavior. There are simply too
many variables to account for, including the
personality profile cf the reader, exposure to other
media, exposure to other sources of medical information,
contact with health care providers, and comprehension
of material presented. Even when the material is fully
comprehended by a reader, it does not necessarily
follow that he or she will act on the recommendations
offered, especially when the matter under discussion
is self care, and the means to that end entail sacrifice
and lifestyle changes. In this session, the methods
publishers and editors use to assess reader involvement,
including subscription renewals, letters to the editor,
responses to advertising, and feedback from experts in
the field will be discussed. The magazine staff at
the American Diabetes Association's Diabetes Forecast
has experimented with other methods as well, including
reader opinion surveys, contests, and rewards of books
or subscriptions, to increase its impact on the health
of its readers. There have been successes (hundreds of
readers did initiate an exercise program following a
contest) and failures (less than half a dozen readers
took up our challenge to quit smoking cigarettes).
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A TEACHING TOOL ON INSULIN ACTION
M. Burgess, St Vincent's Private Hospital, Melbourne, Australia

A tool was developed to help insulin-using patients achieve a
greater understanding of insulin action, dosage and timing of
administration in accordance with blood glucose profiles. A
secondary benefit has been in nurse education programmes. Blood
glucose readings and times are graphed. Fine overhead
transparencies, colour coded to correspond with short, intermediate
and long acting insulin (Novo Nordisk and Eli Lilly codings) are
placed over the chart on the exact times of insulin administration,
extending over onset, peak action and duration in hours. Episodes
of hyperglycaemia and hypoglycaemia are examined in relation to
dosage. The tool may be used on overhead transparencies and
projector when group teaching. A pre-requisite to the use of the
tool is that the person is adequately educated to recognise the
factors which may affect blood glucose (diet, exercise, illness,
stress, insulin dosage, drugs, injection sites) and accurate blood
testing techniques. The tool was offered to 404 insulin-using
patients, 242 (59.9%) elected to use it; 162 (40.1%) declined due to
age, underlying illness or preferred the doctor to adjust their doses.
Of the 211 nurses (6.6% students,93.3% registered) using this tool,
73.6% classified it as very good, 21% as good, 5.2% fair. This
device was used by 59.9% of all insulin using patients successfully.
It can be used by any insulin-using patients on any regimen.
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A LOCAL SUMMER CAMP IN JAPAN: CHANGES OF
GLYCEMIC CONTROL AND INSULIN THERAPY OF IDDM
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS DURING 11YEARS
T.Seguchi, T.Okeda, T.Noguchi, I.Katsuragi, H.Sakino
K.Tsuda, M.Fukuda, Y.Ishibashi, K.Adachi, K.Sato, S.Yamashita
and T.Sakata, Oita Medical University, Oita, JAPAN

The Oita summer camp for diabetic children and adolescents
has been maintained since 1986. Clinical records including
glycemic control, duration of diabetes, body weight, number of
daily insulin injections, dosage of insulin, severe hypoglycemic
episodes and diabetic complications were evaluated in 67 camp
attendants between 1986, 1991nnd 1996. Incidence of single
daily insulin injection was 35.7% in 1986, but that of 2 times
daily injection was 64.3% in 1986, 68.8% in 1991 and 12.0% in
1996 (p<0.05, for each vs 1996). Incidence of 4 times injection
was 0% in 1986, 31.2% in 1991 and 88.0% in 1996 (p<0.05).
Average HbAic level decreased from 10.0±1.8% in 1986 to
8.8±1.9% in 1996 (p<0.05 ). Decrease in number of severe
hypoglycemic episodes during the summer camp was dependent
on number of daily insulin injections, i.e.,4 times injection was
superior to 2 times injection (p<0.05). Changes in Kaup index,
Rohrer index and body mass index were not significant between
the years. Introduction of the pen system for insulin injection
was found to be a main cause to enable those young campers to
maintain good diabetic controls.
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EFFICACY OF CALORIE COUNTER FOR GUIDANCE TO
EXERCISE THERAPY IN DIABETICS
R. Todo, Y. Doi, C. Sato, J. Kitaguchi, C. Fudamoto, K. Morinishi,
M. Katsura and M. Ikebuchi. Osaka National Hospital, Osaka, Japan.
Aim: Calorie counter has an advantage to determine not only number of
walking steps but also consumption calorie levels during exercise and
total consumption calorie levels. In the present study, we investigated
usefulness of calorie counter for guidance to exercise therapy in diabetics.
Methods and Subjects: Enrolled were 67 patients who were admitted
to our hospital to receive education program for diabetes mellitus. In the
group with calorie counter (n=44), patients carried calorie counter,
whereby the consumption calorie levels during exercise and the total
consumption calorie levels were determined to calculate daily calorie
valances every day. Six months after discharge, questionnaire survey was
performed to review the degree of understanding about exercise therapy
of continuity, compliance status, plasma glucose levels and alterations of
body weights. Results: l.Even after discharge, most of the patients in
the group with calorie counter positively employed exercise therapy and
continued it. (89% vs 65%, p<0.01 by chi-square test) 2.The group
with calorie counter attained more favorable trend toward maintenance of
reduced body weights and controlling plasma glucose levels than the
group without calorie counter. Conclusion: Incorporation of calorie
counter into exercise therapy of diabetics was evidenced to be effective in
enhancement of recognition of significance, continuity and positive
attitudes toward exercise therapy.
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FIRST BLACKSEADIAB SUMMER CAMP FOR CHILDREN WITH
DIABETES. M. Mota, K. Koprivarova, Z, Anestiade, E. Panteleeva, E. Toma, C.
Panus, C. Ionescu-Tirgoviste. Diabetes Centre, Craiova, Romania,
The BlackSeaDiab Working Group was created with a view to promoting an
exchange of experience in the field of diabetes care between the 12 countries
surrounding the Black Sea in which the ethnic, social and cultural heterogeneity
explains the great difference in the systems of health care. The first BlackSeaDiab
Summer camp which took place in Breasta, Craiova in Romania between 10 and 20
July 1996 included 80 children with diabetes from three countries: Romania (59),
Moldova (11) and Bulgaria (10). Mean age was 13 yrs. (range 7-18 yes.); sex
distribution - 38M142F; mean duration of diabetes - 5 yrs. (range 1-9 yrs.). Before
and after the camp, a score assessing the quality of diabetes care comprising a
knowledge questiotmaire, self monitoring, no, of injections/day, glycosuria, blood
glucose and the glycated Hb. values was calculated for each participant. The
maximum score possible was 40. The scores obtained at the beginning (stated in no
particular order with a view to maintain confidentiality) for the three centres were :
34 (very good), 28 (good), and 17 (poor). The content of the programmes was
categorised into three groups: (1) basic education programme; (2) recreation and
sports programme and (3) social programme. Safety was completely ensured by
following camp rules, permanent supervision and provision of translation. The
main conclusions of this regional European Diabetes Summer Camp were: a) a
large variability was noted with regard to the level of education and the qualities of
treatment and metabolic control among the groups; b) in the low level group, an
impressive improvement was noted at the end of the programme with regard to
knowledge and treatment. In the group with the poor score at entrance, an
improvement was noted from 17 to 24. An unexpectedly high level of enthusiasm
was noted in the participants with regard to both the giving and the receiving of
information, self-monitoring materials and the acceptance of a higher number of
injections. Of the 16 receiving 2 injections per day, only 6 remained at the end. c)
camping appears to have the best cost-benefit ratio d) camping standards should
include special considerations for the different cultural backgrounds of campers if
the participants are drawn from different ethnic groups.
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DIABETES CAMP AS MEANS OF EDUCATION FOR
CHILDREN WITH IDDM
Y. Serban, M. Holospin, M. Serban and I. Velea, University of
Medicine and Pharmacy, Timisoara, Romanih
Since 1992, the Foundation Cristian Serban from Timisoara
has been organising every year summer camps for diabetic
youngsters. A number of 71 children and teenagers aged
between 7 and 22 years from 20 districts of Romania attended it
last year. The diabetic team aimed at: a) enhancing self-esteem,
independence in injections and blood testing; b) providing
informal diabetes education (practical lessons, three-times a
day self monitoring and adjustment of insulin doses);
c) screening for microvascular complications (fundoscopy,
Micral-test); d) improving short and long-term glycaemic
control; e) providing education for diabetes care providers. The
mean blood glucose values decreased significantly (p < 0.05),
while daily insulin requirements slightly increased during the
camp. The levels of HbAIc (chromatographic method) were
9.5% for all the participants, higher for the age group 15-22
years (10.7%) then for prepubertal children (9.12%). Home
blood glucose monitoring equipment is available in 49.3% of
these children, only urine strips in 26.7% of them, while 24%
have neither glucose nor urine testing possibilities at home. As
much as 29.5% of the children had Micral values >_ 20 mg/l in
two urine specimens and 11.2% had at least one
microaneurism at fundoscopy, all of them with poor glycaemic
control (HbAle beyond 10 %). We believe that diabetes camps
are useful as means of medical education.
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"REAL LIFE" EXPERIENCE WITH IDDM DURING SUMMER CAMP.
LESSONS TO BE IMPLEMENTED IN IDDM EDUCATION PROGRAMS.
R. Ofan, A. Galatzer, E. Sprecher, O. Kalter, Z. Flexor, P. Vardi, and M. Karp
SCMCI, Petals Tilwa, Israel
Our sins was to demonstrate that summer camps (SC) for children and
adolescents with diabetes provide significant psychosocial benefits in terms of
selGempowermenl, improved attitudes towards diabetcs, increased sense of
responsibility and feelings of adequacy. Summer camps are highly
recommended for IDDM youth as they enable canip activity under professional
medical supervision. As a result of six years of cumulative experience in
organizing and operating sleep-away camps for diabetic youth aged 9-16 wears.
we present our concept of a summer camp whose primary goals are fun and
interaction with other children and counselors with diabetes: where there is no
formal diabetes education, but rather education in "real life" using problem-
solving methods. In order to evaluate the impact of this type of camp we
compared 37 diabetic children attending SC with 21 not attending. An ATT-39
(Diabetes Attitudes and Adjustment Scale), which measures adaptation to
illness, degree or positive attitudes and emotional adjustment to diabetes, and
degree of alienation from society was administered to each child individually,
without parental assistance, during a regular out-patient visit. Our preliminary
results, based oil chi-square analyses, show that young IDDM subjects 'ho
have attended SC show significantly better adaptation to their illness, have
more positive attitudes towards diabetes and an increased sense of
responsibility toward their condition when compared to those who have never
participated in such activity. In conclusion, participation of young people with
IDDM in summer camps using problems-solving methods of education is highly
recommended and should be officially included as part of any diabetes
education course curriculum; moreover, we propose that the medical team's
participation in SC should be considered as an integral part of diabetes
education work by the health care system.
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DAY CAMPS FOR MASS DIABETES HEALTH EDUCATION AND CARE:
SOCIAL EXPERIMENTS IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY.
BS.Sudha, AS.Vinaya, GS.Narayan, MG.Mamatha, BS.Sudha, DV.Rama,
J.Srikanth, S.Nagabushan, N.Nagesh, S.Krishnamurthi, S.Colaco, A.Sharda,
and SS.Srikanta. Samatvam: Endocrinology Diabetes Center, Bangalore, India.
We [Health Care Team: HCT] have designed, standardized and implemented
[through local sponsors [LS] collaboration], a voluntary, structured, 8 hours
weekend (third Sunday of the month), intensive health education and self care
training program for people and families, titled "Diabetes Self Care Intensive"
[DSCI]. DSCIs have been provided at different urban and rural parts of the state
of Karnataka and neighboring regions, upto a distance of 500 kms from our
center (outreach program). A. Design [HCTI: (i) Creating syllabus and course
content; (ii) Development of teaching and audiovisual aids [Diabetes teaching
guides: English - 100 pages, local languages - 14 pages; 35 mm slides (n=220);
modular lectures and group discussions (n=12); video tapes (n=3); health survey
and multiple choice questionnaires; display posters (n=20)]; (iii) Model diabetes
lunch, recipes and nutrition exhibits; (iv) minimal health screening (spot blood
glucose, BP, ideal body weight), and (v) individual counseling. B.
Implementation [HCT ±J]: (i) Requests from LS (Lions, Rotary, Medical
Associations); (ii) Camp operations manual/ check list (4 pages) mailed out to
LS 2 months in advance, followed by meeting and correspondence with LS
representatives; (iii) Publicity, fund raising, printing, catering and other facilities
organized by LS; (iv) HCT volunteers (doctors, nurse educators, dietitians,
social workers) travel to and conduct the day camp at the outreach site; (v)
Follow-up referral to specialized centers, as per need and stimulation of local
programs. C.Results: (i) Camps conducted (1994-96; n=13); (ii) IDDM +
NIDDM, 50-850 patients per camp; (iii) Education and training standards
tailored to recipients capabilities and needs (literacy economics, motivation).
Conclusion: A volunteer day camp movement has been successfully
implemented for outreach community diabetes care, in a developing country with
high disease burden.
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INTERNATIONAL CAMPS FOR JUVENILES WITH DIABETES
1987-1995
W. Hupfl and M. Hupfl, Austrian Diabetes Organisation,
Vienna, Austria
Our aim was to organize camps for hitherto unprovided-for
juvenile diabetics (over 16), in order to provide these generally
overprotected individuals with a valuable experience away
from home, yet in a safe environment where their
independence and self-confidence in the areas of therapy and
social contacts would be able to grow. We started 10 years
ago with a large educational, medical and dietetic team, thus
guaranteeing optimal care. A total of 186 juveniles came from
22 countries and three continents and used English as the
language of communication. Sport, arts and crafts, the culture,
history and sights of the host country and an exchange of
experiences relating to treatment methods from the countries
represented comprised the programme. The medical support
and mutual supply of information led to a successful learning
process for all, notable improvements in therapy owing to the
relaxed atmosphere, motivation for improved diabetes
management, promotion of international dialogue, improved
English and a lessening of cultural prejudice. The success of
the camps should be a motivating factor for other European
countries to do likewise. The setting-up of self-help groups in
both, Third World and Eastern European countries, could be
stimulated by inviting juveniles and occasionally physicians
from them to participate free of charge.
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LIFESTYLE INTERVENTION IN PEOPLE WITH INSULIN-DEPENDENT
DIABETES MELLITUS (IDDM)

J Mann, T Perry and N Lewis Earned, Department of Human Nutrition,
University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand

Sixty one subjects participated in a randomised trial to determine whether a
lifestyle intervention programme could further improve glycaemic control and
lipoprotein mediated risk of cardiovascular disease in patients with insulin-
dependent diabetes, amongst whom home blood glucose testing and insulin
regimes had already been optimised. Subjects were randomised to a programme
which involved intensive dietary advice and a programme of physical activity
(Group 1) or routine surveillance (Group 2). After the 6 month randomised trial,
Group I were followed for a further 6 months, with no further advice and Group
2 were given intensive advice similar to that received by Group 1 during the
formal trial. Nutrient intakes, maximal oxygen consumption, weight, blood
pressure, glycated haemoglobin, lipids and lipoproteins were assessed throughout
the trial and follow-up period. During the 6 months trial, in Group 1 saturated
fatty acids decreased significantly from a mean of 16% to 12% total energy
(p<0.001) and carbohydrate plus monounsaturated fat increased from 55% to
60%. Protein intake remained relatively high at 17% total energy. These
changes were sustained during the 6 month follow-up period. Some changes
occurred in Group 2 during the trial but saturated fat only decreased to 12%
during the 6 month follow-up period when they received intensive dietary advice.
LDL cholesterol showed a small (0.2 mmol/l) statistically significant (p<0.001)
fall between recruitment and randomisation. The improvement was sustained in
Group 1, but not in Group 2 until they were given intensive advice in the post
trial phase. Changes in HbAl mirrored those in LDL cholesterol, average
improvements of 0.6% (p<0.01) being observed with intensive advice. The
lifestyle intervention programme resulted in modest changes in diet and exercise
habits, sufficient to produce some improvement in glycaemic control and
lipoprotein mediated risk of coronary heart disease over and above the benefits
induced by optimising insulin regimes and home blood glucose monitoring.
However despite intensive education nutritional targets were not met. More
innovative approaches will be necessary to achieve the full benefit of lifestyle
treatments.

REPORT ABOUT PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL APPROACHES BY PA-
TIENTS USING CONTINUOUS SUBCUTANEOUS INSULIN INFUSION (CSII)
M.Reinhold and E. Austenat; Diabetes Institut Berlin, Germany
CSII is since 10 years a safe and well known insulin delivery therapy,but still
very seldom.The question is :Do the diabetics or the diabetologist fight against
this intensifed insulin therapy? We asked 279 diabetics (142 female,137 male)
by self-assessment questions. Basic data: age 34,9 years, diabetes duration
15,3 years, CSII treatment time 3,4 years. Psychological fields: l.part: pump
user expections before CSII versus theire experiences with insulin pump.
2.part: Does the self-esteem change under CSII?3. part: Do the users find a
pronounced difference in quality of metabolic control,different egos and
possibilities in active handling of this chronical disease? Results: most of the
pumpusers are employes (55% male, 71 % female) between 20 and 40 years
(85% male, 81 female) with a diabetes duration betweenl0 - 20 years (41%
male, 27% female).For the decision to switch from discontinuous insulin
delivery to pump therapy 46% need in middle 5,1 weeks.l. part: Flexibility:
6,8%expectation — 53% achieved, indepance from watch: 74,2% expectation —
57,7% achieved 2. part: 77,4% feel more independent,76% more liberal,68,1%
more sense of responsibility, 42,7% more independent,36,6% more
selfconfidens.3. part: better blood glucose 84,2% expectation — 52,0%
achieved.Assessment of blood glucose quality: much better (24,9%), better
(64%) same (10,3%), worse (0,8 % )very bad (0%); improvement of HbA1/lc::
84,2% expectation — 53,8% achieved.Assessment of HbA1/1c: much better
(22%), better (60,2%) same 15%), worse (2,8%) very bad (0%).Body
feeling:much better (15,4%), better (47,6%) same 34,6%), worse (1,6%)very
bad (0,8%);Psych. feeling: much better (12,3%), better (34,3%) same (47,9%),
worse (4,7%)very bad (0,8%).Other details will be demonstrated. Summary:
The pump therapy is well accepted because it is a great advantage for the
users.Body-psychological- and metabolic effects are better under CSll,if
patients get the most possible professional support by diabetologists.
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ARE DOCTORS AND DIABETES PATIENTS READY TO
COOPERATE?
G.Freimane, (.Rasa and R.Ligere, Latvian Diabetes Association, Riga,
Latvia.
Cooperation and partnership between diabetes patient and doctor is
one of the preconditions for the successful treatment of diabetes.
Successful cooperation between diabetes patient and doctor is
hindered by insufficient knowledge of diabetes patients about their
ilness and limited possibilities of selfcontrol as well as their turn of a
mind -- conviction that only doctor is responsible for their health.
Doctors are not ready for the partnership with their patients either both
for subjective (psychological) and objective reasons: there is
insufficient number of endocrinologists in Latvia which results in their
overload, they are insufficiently trained to educate diabetes patients;
internists and family doctors are completely unprepared to solve
problems connected with treatment of diabetes. Doctors view patients
only as a material of their work and not as partners. Latvian Diabetes
Association (LDA) turns a great deal of attention to improvement of
partnership between diabetes patients and doctors by improving the
patients' knovledge of their ilness, trying to raise their self confidence,
informing doctors endocrinologists and other medicine professionals
about different aspects of diabetes. To improve the cooperation
between doctors and diabetes patients, LDA recommends: to create
well structured, understandable for different target groups of patients
educational program; to advance the knovledge of doctors about
diabetes; to reach an understanding that selfcontrol equippment should
be paid by state; to advance the psychological preparedness of doctors
in creating a partnership relations with patients; to advance the creation
and adoption of programs about the diabetes patients' education for
doctors endocrinologists, internists and family doctors.
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PANIC DISORDER AND DEPRESSION IN INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS

Vladimir Diligenski, Zorica Caparevic, Nada Kostie,
Svetlana Jelic, Gradimir Bojkovic
Department of Psychiatry NBC "Dr Dragisa Misovic",
Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Panic disorder with concomitant depression becoms to be
frequent in patients with insulin dependent diabetes me-
1litus. 25% with panic disorder and 41% depresed was fo-
und in the study of 44 patients with diabetes mellitus
acording to th DSM IV clasification of mental disordes.
Most frequent symptoms were shortness of breath (dyspnea),
trembling or shaking, sweating, fear of doing something
uncontrolled, early awaiking, loss of interest or pleasu-
re in activities, excessive guilt, fatigue or loss of
energy, decreased appetite. 81% had common panic disorder
and depression, so it was necessery to make good psycho-
logical assesment and consequent psychotherapy and
psychopharmacological treatment. The prognosis of insulin
dependent diabetic patients with panic disorder and de-
pression is unsatisfied becouse these patients could
not rich good glycemic control and complications are
very frequent (especially polyneuropathy and angiopathy).
The complications were found in 96% in this group.

2478
PSYCHOSOCIAL IMPACT OF TYPE 1 DIABETES ONSET IN A
COHORT OF DIABETIC PATIENTS.
J. Ubeda, M. Maria, C. Duran, E. martin and J.M. Pou. Dpt.
Endocrinology and Nutrition Hosp. Sta. Creu i S. Pau. Autonmous
University of Barcelona. Spain.

The psychopatological impact of diabetes onset was analyzed
in a group of type I diabetic patients (IDDM). Forty five IDDM
patients were studied in the first month of their diabetes onset The
mean age was 26 ± 6 years, 66,6 % were men and 33.3 % women.
Social and psychological impact of the diabetes were evaluated by
three test: V.S (social events), Beck-Pichot and H.G.Q. Golberg.

Results: It was observed in V.S. study that 84 % of patients
considered satisfactory their social situation without any adverse
social events, 73.3 % had good adaptation to the new situation of
diabetes onset, 93.2 % and 90 % manifested a great family and
social support. In the Beck-Pichot test, it was demonstrated anxiety
crisis in 9 % of patients and moderate anxiety in 11 %, (Normal
range scale 0 to 9), serious and moderate depression symptoms
was manifestated in 7 % and 13 % of patients (Normal range score:
0 - 11). In Golberg test, general psychopathological manifestations
was observed in 47 % of all patient group (Normal modified scale 0 -
14). A very good correlation was observed between Golberg
(general psychopathological manifestations) and Beck tests (anxiety
and depression) (r=0.78, p < 0.001 and r=0.82, p < 0.001,
respectively) and no correlation with V.S (social events of life).

In conclusion, the Beck-Pichot and Golberg test demonstrated
an important psychopathological manifestations in patients at the
onset of the type 1 diabetes although they did not detected any
problems in their social events.

2479
DI ABETICS 8'ElD PSYCHIATRICEV 8 I P1,R HE SOOT,

1 ^;a... ^E_^.v a^^^ 	 ;..s _s.^,^`i^ha3:.i, FOE TTHE SOOT
QUALITY OF LIFE?
Rostanci A., nzyazar liL, Keser N., Do.ksatidU. Gorpe u` ,Dau ci
T.,Ersan€h Z.. BagreagAk N. Cersahpaya Medical Faculty-
ISTANBUL
The aim of our study is to evaluate the pysiciatric status in
Patients with we31(HbAIC<%S,fmsd ng blood glacose<%120)
and poorly'(HbAIC>%..fasting blood giucose>%140) controlled
diabetes.150 patients(7 r female.80 :mate. emm age 45.3=I3.8)
are evaluated psychiatrical) by using SCID-OP(Structcred
Clinical Interview for DSM II1-R-outpatfent).Depression
degree was calculated by using Hamilton depression scats.
The parameters that we observed also included
age.sex,maritai,soc at.econemie stafns,number of
stilllbirths.degree'duratiom type and therapy of diabetes,
associating psychiatric and organic disorders caused by
diabetes and the presence of diabetes and psyciatric
disorder in 1st degree, relations.
The frequency psychiatricpsychiatric ;ohs r er in the past was %24.3,
depression at present was %30.7,depression and anxiety at
present was %?5.3, psychotic symptoms at present was ¶12
respectiveay.Amomg the patients with anxiety 5 had ps.mic
attacs with agoraphobia, 28 without ago oph •, ID of them
had obsessive compulsive disorder,15 had generalized
aanx.fety,discr er had social phobia and $ had simple
phahtaa.When correlated to each other. significant
correlations have been found between the group with
depression and degree of dsabetes(p 0.85) and p_roff-esirn
distribution(. )0.05); between the group having depression
and anxiety with treatment of diahetes()<0,05) and between
the group of anxiety disorders with sex($pcD.03.
So, we emphasize that in order to manage diabetics
appropriately Py sciatric analysis should be kept Ia mind for
the good control of diabetes.
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Gender Equity in Swedish Diabetes Care: the Patient Perspective.
Gafvels MC, Jonsson PM
Depts of Public Health Sciences, Karolinska Institute and University of Umea and
LUCD, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.

As perception is the step that psychologically precedes response and action,
the patients' subjective experience of diabetes mellitus, and the care they
receive, is an issue of great importance.
A number of studies in Sweden indicate gender differences in sickness
perception, sickness impact, experienced quality of life and satisfaction with
care among diabetic patients. A population-based study in northern Sweden
(Gafvels et al) showed that diabetic women worried most about symptoms
and future complications, while men were more troubled by the regulated
life-style imposed by the disease. Depression and anxiety, in combination
with a low general well-being and a high subjective sickness impact, are found
to be more common in diabetic women than in men (Wredling et al). Gender
differences in perceived health, such as that women are less satisfied with
their health status and physical capacity, are also found (Jonsson et al). Regarding
experience of diabetes health care, more women than men reported dissatisfaction
with the way they were met and the accessibility and service they were offered
(Jonsson et al). Women in hospital care were less satisfied with their doctor-
patient relationship and reported a greater dissatisfaction with the treatment
and the time for discharge than did men (Ostlin et al).
We suggest that, because of a different sickness perception and subjective
sickness impact, due to gender-based or biological differences, men and
women have different needs and expectations of diabetes care. The model
of practising diabetes health care today may suit men better than women.
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DIABETES EMPOWERMENT SCALE (DES): A MEASURE OF
PSYCHOSOCIAL SELF-EFFICACY
R Anderson, J Fitzgerald, M Funnell, and C Feste, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA
The Diabetes Empowerment Scale (DES) is a 34 item
questionnaire developed to measure the psychosocial impact of a
patient empowerment program. The empowerment program is a
six-session (2 hours each) group education program focusing on
psychosocial issues related to living with Diabetes Mellitus (DM).
The DES has eight subscales: assessing satisfaction, setting goals,
solving problems, emotional coping, managing stress, obtaining
support, motivating oneself, and making decisions. The overall
reliability of the DES is .94. Subscale reliabilities (Chronbach's
coefficient a) ranged between .57 and .85. To provide evidence of
validity the pre/post empowerment program change score for
patients on the DES was compared with their change scores on
independent measures of positive and negative attitude toward
having diabetes (Correlations of .65 and -.51 respectively, p
<.001), and glycosylated hemoglobin levels (Correlation =.31, p
= .03). Also, baseline DES scores were correlated with the
patients' self-reported comfort asking questions of their doctor
(.29, p =.02), and self reported positive adjustment to DM (.50,
p <.001). Test/retest reliability was determined by comparing
the scores of the control group on the DES from baseline and at six
weeks. The test/retest correlation was .79 (p <.001). These
findings provide evidence that the DES is a valid and reliable
measure of diabetes-related psychosocial self-efficacy. The DES
is suitable for clinical assessment and program evaluation.
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PSYCHOEMOTIONAL STRESS AND TYPE 1 DIABETES
THE POINT OF VIEW OF PATIENTS
M.R ABABOU and A OUASSIF, Diabetes center, Casablanca,
Morocco.

Chronic patients relate frequently their health problems to
stressful events. In this study - using a questionary - we
compare the point of view of type I diabetic patients, (50
patients, 23 male 27 female, ranging in age from 15 to 25 years
mean : 22,5 years; duration of diabetes between 1 and 10 years
mean duration: 4,6 years) and the point of view of a control
group (50 patients with acute chirurgical illness, 28 male, 22
female, same range of age) about :1 - psychoemotional stress
in every day life. 2- stressful events and onset of disease. We
also ask diabetics about : 3 - relation between stress and
metabolic control. The results show 1- number of
psychoemotional stressful events in diabetic patients was
higher than in control group (44 versus 15); different types of
stressful events were reported: death in the family, problems
with divorce or separation, legal problems, difficulties with
family members, school and job problems. 2- 70% diabetics
patients and only 26% control patients said they have lived

stressful events before illness onset (p<10-4). 3- 25 diabetic
patients said that stress impairs metabolic control producing
hyperglycemia alone (20 patients) or hyperglycemia and
ketonuria (5 patients). These data suggest the importance of
educating type I diabetic patients about relation between stress
and their disease.
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MULTIDISCIFL1NARY BOARDING IN EDUCATION OF THE DIABETIC
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENT, PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECT
L. Pelegrina A. Rivero M. Ciambella and R. Varela. Notti Hospital, Mendoza,
Argentina
It describes a modality of interdisciplinary attention that emphasized the
psychoterapeutic boarding to identify the psychological aspects that interfere in
the education process and in the treatment. It was worked with 150 diabetic
children and their families Their ages are of 6 to 15 years from june 1994 of
until july 1995 It was realized a psychological evaluation that was formed of
individual and familiar interview,proyectives, graphic and verbal tests. Of the
material to extract graphic statistical as holding to the theorist postulates. The
results to which arrive the psychological characteristics were in a.1 00 %
depressive elements of the personality and dependence- passivity; in a 80 %
impulses auto-heteroagresives and negation of the sickness and in minor
percentage 60 % difficulty in the acceptance of the limits and to be integrated
to the group of even. As soon as the parents the 74 % label to the sons as the'
poor thing' and a 20 0/ as alone' to be diabetic", the remainder see to the sons
in normal manner. Fit into to spotlight that to measure that the treatment
advances, these psychological characteristics have improved in a SO %. This
permits us to conclude that, the interdisciplinary hoarding permits advances in
the boy and the family.
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THE THIRD VERSION OF THE DIABETES ATTITUDE SCALE (DAS -3)
R Anderson, J Fitzgerald, L Gruppen, and M Funnell, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA
The purpose of this study was to improve the psychometric
properties and clinical relevance of the Diabetes Attitude Scale
(DAS). The DAS is a general attitude scale that can be used to
compare diabetes-related attitudes of nurses (RN's), physicians
(MD's), dietitians (RD's), and patients. Content validity was
assured by having the new items for the DAS-3 generated by a
panel of 22 diabetes experts (including physicians, nurses,
dietitians, social workers, and patients) at the University of
Michigan. A total of 210 new items were generated. A modified
Delphi process was used to reduce the list to 17 new items. The
17 new items and 18 clinically relevant and psychometrically
sound items from the previous DAS were combined to create the
DAS-3 with 35 items. The DAS-3 was then completed by 531
RN's, 567 RD's, 320 MD's, and 378 patients with diabetes (Total
n=1796). The revised subscales (along with their Chronbach oc's)
are: need for special training to treat Diabetes Mellitus (DM) .67;
seriousness of Type II DM .80; value of tight glucose control .72;
psychosocial impact of DM .65; and patient autonomy .76. These
subscale reliabilities are significantly (p<.0001) better than the
two earlier versions of the DAS. The validity of the DAS-3 is
further supported by the finding that specialists in treating
diabetes had significantly (p < .0001) more positive (as defined
by the expert panel) attitudes than nonspecialists on all five DAS-
3 subscales. The DAS-3 is a valid and reliable general measure of
diabetes related attitudes that can be used to compare the attitudes
of different groups (e.g. patients, health care professionals) and
for program evaluation.
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DIABETES & STRESS: THE FORGOTTEN LINK
W. Colina-Pineda and L. Colina-Bracho. Carabobo's State
Diabetes Association. Valencia. Venezuela.
As part of our program "Consciousness of Being", patients
and relatives (1 50n) have praise since 1987 the benefit of
regular practice of Mental Exercises (muscular relaxation,
deep breathing and visualization). To evaluate the objetive
/subjective impact of these experiences we did a 20min. -
early morning practice, randomly choose 30 non-trained
patients and made measurements in glycemia, pulse, systo-
lic/diastolic pressure and changes in physical and emotio-
nal complaints. The group A, with hypertension(Glyrs.age,
I Oyrs.DM evolution) and oral treatment had a glycemia de-
rease 22mg/dl, pulse decrease 06rpm,a systolic increase15
mmHg, no change in diastolic pressure. The group B,with
out hypertension(54yrs., 08yrsDM) and oral treatment had
glycemia decrease24mg; pulse, systolic& diastolic with no
change.The groupC,without hypertension (22yrs,05yrs DM)
and insulin treatment had glycemia decrease 69mg, pulse
decrease 02rpm, systolic decrease 12mm, diastolic decrease
19mm.Of all groups, 20% had physical complaint (75%im-
proved)and 60% had emotional moan(85% improved). This
short-term result expose the usefulness of Mental Exercises
to get a well being state, condition that seem related with -
moderate glycemia decrease. We do recommend Mental E-
xercise, as daily therapeutic tool in the diabetic treatment.
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ASSESSMENT OF DIABETES-RELATED DISTRESS IN IDDM vs.NIDDM
INSULIN TREATED PATIENTS

(I. Roman, Diabetes Center & Clinic, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
The study intended to identify the levels of diabetes and insulin treatment-related
distress. Patients: 86, IDDM-66,NIDDM insulin treated-20, mean age-37.06 ±
18.23years, duration of DM-7.74 ± 6.03 years, number of injections/day-2.5 ± 0.98,
with the same education. Method. Psychometric instruments have been used: PAID-
test (Problem Areas In Diabetes Survey-H.Polonsky) and a structured interview
assessing insulin treatment-related emotional distress. Results. The general PAID-

was 50.44 ± 21.12, higher in NIDDM than IDDM patients (57.1 ± 13.27 vs
48.42 f 17.03).As serious problems were reported the diabetic complications (63.6%
IDDM vs 70% NIDDM) and the guilty feeling when the diabetes management was
not followed (54.51 % IDDM vs. 40% NIDDM). The insulin requirement for the well
being status, was recognized by 70% of IDDM patients vs. 30% of NIDDM patients;
42.42%IDDM and 40%NIDDM patients are dissatisfied with the meat and insulin
regimen.The acceptance of the disease and the treatment, was present in 48.48%
IDDM vs. 60% NIDDM patients. Among them, 71.42% IDDM and only 28.5%
NIDDM patients were worried about the future. In spite of the worry about
complications,41.86% are not satisfied with the diabetes regimen, a possible obstacle
for a good care.There is a significant relationship between emotional distress and
worry about complications. Conclusions. Insulin treated patients, especially NIDDM
patients, have a high level of distress, the main problem being the future
complications. A small number of NIDDM patients recognised the necessity of
insulin; even if the majority of them are concerned about complications; they hardly
agree with the meal and insulin regimen.The negative reaction towards insulin therapy
is an obstacle for a good metabolic control; it is need to provide education according
to psycho-emotional identified problems. The IDDM patients, have a higher
acceptance of insulin regimen and meal planning, to avoid diabetic complications.
PAID- test could be useful for an efficient education and treatment approach.
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GENDER DIPFFRFNCI?S IN QIJAI,ITY OF LIFE AMONG
PFRSONS WI'I'I I DIAlllflfS MIdAJ'I'tIS IN S INDIA. Madhu
I., Veena S and Sridliar (;R*. Andhra tinivetsity and "`I:'ndocrine
& Diabetes Centre, Visakhapatnam, India

We have studied the quality of life (QOL) using diabetes
quality of life measure employed in the DCCI'. The scoring was
done according to the modified method of Jacobson et al (1994),
where raw scores were converted into 1(10 point scale, with 100
representing the highest possible score (ic best quality of lile). "1'he
random selection of patients (n:227; 144 men, age 49.22 -11-10,78
years, duration of diabetes 5.4 +/-4.88 years; 83 women; age
49.22+/-10.78 years, duration of diabetes 6.28+/-5.67 years), was
done Iron, three Diabetes clinics of Visakhapatnam. The women
had a consistently poorer score (ie worse QOL) than men on all
aspects in quality of life -- satisfaction core (62.17+/-7.5 in men;
59.14+/-6,84 in women; p<0.01), social and diabetes worry
(26.941-1-5.77 in men; 24.17+/-6.31 in women; p<0.0l) and total
quality of life score (174.15+/-20.19 in men, 166.47+/-15.72 in
women; p<0.0 I ). Women as a group felt their health was poorer
compared to other women of their age group. In summary, we
have shown that women with diabetes scored lower on quality of
life score, compared to men with diabetes.
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VALIDATION OF THE DIABETES-39 DISEASE SPECIFIC QUALITY OF
LIFE INSTRUMENT IN DANISH, FINNISH, NORWEGIAN & SWEDISH
A Lloyd, M Keech and JG Boyer. Glaxo Wellcome, Greenford, UK.
Measurement of health-related quality of life is increasing in importance
for assessing patient perception of therapy and for evaluating
interventions and care programmes. The Diabetes-39 has recently been
developed in English for use in all people with Type 1 or Type 2 diabetes -
whether managed with insulin, oral agents or diet alone. 	 Due to
differences in culture, attitude and perception, the properties of any quality
of life instrument must be assessed separately for each translation of the
instrument. This study evaluated the reliability and validity of new
translations of the Diabetes-39 into Danish, Finnish, Norwegian and
Swedish. Translation was by a process of two forward and one backwards
translations: an accepted methodology. Patients enrolled in a clinical trial
of a novel antidiabetic agent were asked to complete the Diabetes-39 at
baseline and after three and six months of the study. The SF-36 generic
quality of life instrument was also administered. Psychometric evaluation
of baseline responses was performed. 467 patients completed evaluable
questionnaires at baseline: 68 in Denmark, 180 in Finland, 118 in Norway
and 101 in Sweden. The translations of the Diabetes-39 were found to be
reliable and valid and their psychometric performance was consistent with
the original, US English, version. Internal reliability of the instrument's five
scales (Diabetes Control, Anxiety and Worry, Social Burden, Sexual
Functioning, Energy and Mobility) was supported by Cronbach's alpha of
>0.7 for all scales in all countries (range 0.78-0.93). The results of other
psychometric tests confirmed the validity of the translations: definite
scaling error occurred for less than 1% of assessments; construct validity,
assessed by intercorrelating scales of the Diabetes-39 and correlation with
the scales of the SF-36, was consistent with a priori expectations. The
Diabetes-39 is now validated for use in patients in these countries.
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BULIMIA DIABETICA
L. William-Olsson, Swedish Diabetes Organization, Stockholm, and
University of Umea, Umeh, Sweden.

Main aim: To help diabetes care teams prevent, identify, and handle
bulimia among patients with IDDM, and to develop psychotherapy
methods. Background: In one psychologist's practice, 40% of clients
suffered from eating disorders, responding well to psychosocial sup-
port and information; those with IDDM and bulimia did not: some
requested psychotherapy. Bulimia prevalence in IDDM was 6% in one
report, agreeing with the author's experience of people with IDDM, but
higher than commonly expected. In individual psychotherapy sessions,
clients with IDDM described their compulsive eating and purging as
extremely shameful. They hid these habits from doctors and nurses,
often even from family members. Methods: Twenty group meetings
were held in Swedish cities, with a total of 300 participants (persons
with IDDM and members of diabetes care teams). Bulimia diabetica
was suggested as a descriptive term for the syndrome under discussion.
Results: During the meetings, persons with IDDM described how
they, from the time of onset of the disease, had been taught to weigh all
their food (and themselves), initially achieving near-normoglycaemia;
in later years, their FBG concentrations were low, levels of glycated
haemoglobin high. Strenuous efforts were made to keep body weight
low through physical exercise and hyperglycaemia with glucosuria.
Since eating caused anxiety, they withheld insulin. Some kept to a strict
regimen of training, vomiting, and expectorating. Conclusion: Diet
teaching may be a risk factor for eating disorders. Bulimia is frequent
in IDDM, though often hidden; thus prevalence can be underestimated.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT OF ISLET CELL ANTIBODY SCREENING.
A. Galatzer, E. Green, R. Ofan, H. Ben Zaken, Z. Josefsberg, N. Wientrob
M.Karp and P.Vardi, SCMCI, Petah-Tikva, Israel.
The purpose of this priliminary study was to evaluate the psychological impact
of Islet Cell Antibody (ICA) screening and its results on at risk individuals and
their family members. ICA+ individuals were identified through a large scale
screening program conducted at our institute. The sample consisted of 9
families in whom 10 youngsters with ICA+ were identified. The 7 boys and 3
girls ranged in age from 6 to 18 years (mean age 11.8 median age 10 years).
Both parents participated in the study. Eight diabetic youngsters (mean age
15.2 median age 16) as well as 9 healthy sibling were also included in the
study. (One family had 2 diabetic children and in two families one of the
parents was diabetic). Reactions to positive results of ICA were assessed by a
structured questionnaire and with the Impact of Events Scale (IES). The IES
was answered twice : within a week from the disclosure of the ICA+status and
3 months later. Although mothers' reactions on the IES were higher than that
of the fathers no significant difference was found between parents.
Impact of events scores at diagnosis and three months later

Intrusion 	p 	Avoidance 	p
parents	 14.6 + 6.2 7.1 +3.5 .004 	 16.6 +_ 8.2 11.3 +_5.5 .04
diabetic	 4.3 +_ 2.1 2.0 +_1.0	 3.6 + 2.2 3.6 +_1.9
ICA+	 7.5+1.7 3.5+1.4	 2.0+1.3	 1.0+0.7
The results suggest that learning one's ICA+ status induces significant anxiety
especially in parents of ICA+ youngsters. Although this initial anxiety is
diminished over time, it still remains quite high after 3 months. Although
preliminary, these results highlight the importance of maintaining sensitivity to
the impact of ICA screening upon the entire family.

2491
COMMITMENT TO SELF-CARE AND METABOLIC CONTROL
AMONG IDDM PATIENTS
M. Toljamo and M. Hentinen. University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland.

The aim of the study was to assess the relationship between commitment to self-
care and metabolic control among adult patients with diabetes in Finland. The
data were collected from 213 patients (age ? 17 year) using questionnaires. The
response rate was 75 %. Most of the respondents (63 %) were on flexible insulin
therapy (>3 injections per day or an insulin pump). According to the results, the
patients had no problems with their insulin treatment, though they had some
problems observing the diet. A fifth of them (21 %) ate daily whatever they
wanted without thinking of the nutrient content of the food. Many (82 %)
mentioned some difficulties with evaluation of the food consistency. 39 % did not
monitor their blood glucose regularly, and a tenth of the patients did no
monitoring at all. In spite of this, SMBG was not perceived as being problematic.
Altogether, 48 % of the patients did not mention any difficulties in their daily
care, but reported more problems related to special situations, such as attending
parties. The mean of glycosylated hemoglobin as a measure of metabolic control
was 8.1 % (sd 1.94). The patients who had had diabetes for a longer time had
poorer GHbAlc (r=.23, p<0.001) than the others. Those with good metabolic
control (under 8.0 %) reported better observance of diet regimens than those
with poor metabolic control (p<0.001). There was no statistically significant
relationship between metabolic control and SMBG, exercise, or insulin treatment.
Nevertheless, although if the patients evaluated themselves to be active and
responsible in the care no response was seen in metabolic control in this
population. In conclusion, the results suggest that patients with diabetes can have
better metabolic control with commitment to the observance of diet regimens than
to the other aspects of diabetes care, although there are many other variables
relating to metabolic control as well.
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PROSPECTIVE STUDY ON QUALITY OF LIFE IN IDDM
PATIENTS AFTER PANCREATIC-RENAL GRAFTING
S. Lippert, W. Piehlmeier and R. Landgraf, University of Munich, Germany

To investigate the effects of successful combined pancreas and kidney transplantation
on quality of life (QOL) a prospective study was performed. Therefore a multi-
dimensional questionnaire was mailed twice in 1989 and 1995 to all patients in the
transplantation program in a single transplantation center. In 41 IDDM patients data
of both evaluations were available: Group A (n=12): patients on the waiting list for
transplantation in 1989, meanwhile successfully pancreas and kidney grafted: age
40,7±9,6 yrs, duration of diabetes 28.3±4,7 yrs, duration of dialysis 46,7±20,2 in,
time posttransplant 3,8±1,7 yrs. Group B (n=15): patients after successful
simultaneous pancreas and kidney transplantation at both evaluations (age 44,1±9,6
yrs; duration of diabetes 29.3±5,1 yrs, duration of dialysis 31,2±22,1 m, time since
transplantation 8,7±1,8 yrs. Group C (n=14): posttransplant patients with
functioning kidney graft and under insulin therapy at both evaluations: age 45,2±7,2
yrs, duration of diabetes 34.1±10,1 yrs, duration of dialysis 32,5±37,2 m, duration of
renal graft functioning 9,3±2,2 yrs. Questions for satisfaction with different aspects
of QOL were answered using a rating system from 1 (very dissatisfied) to 5 (very
satisfied). Means ± SD were calculated for each item separate for each group and both
evaluations respectively. For testing significance of intraindividual changes the
Wilcoxon signed ranks test for paired samples was performed. In Group A a marked
improvement of QOL scores was observed in 7 of 9 different aspects of QOL (f.e.
physical capacity: 1995 3.1±1,4 vs.1989: 2.1± 0,8 ;partner relationship: 1995:
4.3±0,9 vs. 1989: 3.9± 1,5 ; sexual activities: 1995: 2.8±1,5 vs. 1989: 1.9±1,1) ,
in two items values remained stable. However with respect to overall QOL a
significant improvement was observed (1995: 3.8±0,6 vs. 1989: 2.5±0,9 ; p<0.05).
Group B also showed an improvement in 5 aspects of QOL plus in overall QOL
(1995: 4.3±0,7 vs. 1989: 3.8±0,9 ), but this was insignificant. In 4 aspects (mental
capacity, family life, number of friends, leisure time activities) the satisfaction
deteriorated. Patients in Group C remained exactly or nearly stable in all aspects of
QOL (f.e. overall QOL 1995: 3.7±0,6 vs. 1989: 3.9±0,8 ). These data indicate an
additional positive influence of pancreatic grafting on QOL when compared to single
kidney transplantation in diabetics.

2493
EQUIVALENCE OF THE PAPER-AND-PENCIL AND THE COMPUTERI-
SED ADMINISTRATION OF THE WB-Q AND THE DTSQ.

F. Pouwer, F.J. Snoek, R.J. Heine, and H.M. van der Ploeg. Vrije Universiteit,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

To monitor well-being and satisfaction with treatment in patients with diabetes,
the St Vincent Declaration recommended the use of two instruments, the Well-
being Questionnaire (WB-Q) and the Diabetes Treatment Satisfaction Question-
naire (DTSQ). It is argued that clinical practice benefits from computer-assisted
administration of both questionnaires. Aim of the current study was to investigate
whether the paper-and-pencil assessment and the computerised assessment of the
WB-Q and the DTSQ can be considered equivalent. One hundred and five
patients with diabetes, treated at the outpatient clinic of the Academic Hospital of
the Vrije Universiteit (Amsterdam), were invited to take part in the study. A
randomised crossover design was employed. Seventy six patients completed both
a personal computer and a paper-and-pencil version of the WB-Q and the DTSQ
in a randomised order, with a mean interval of 7 days. Mean age was 48.1 years
(ad 17.9), 61 % was female. Data suggest that the traditional paper-and-pencil
questionnaire and the computerised version of the WB-Q and the DTSQ can be
considered equivalent according to criteria formulated by the American Psycholo-
gical Association. The scales showed high test-retest correlations and the means,
dispersions, kurtosis and skewness were found to be approximately the same in
both versions. In both ways of assessment, the WB-Q Depression scale and the
WB-Q Energy scale proved to be sensitive for carry-over effects, resulting in
better well-being scores at the second measurement (one week later). Although
even 58% of the subjects reported that they had rarely or never used a personal
computer, 99% of the subjects found the questionnaires (very) easy to complete
on the personal computer. It is concluded that norms and cutting scores obtained
from paper-and-pencil assessments can be used in computerised versions of the
WB-Q and the DTSQ.

2494
IMPEDIMENTS TO DIABETES CARE IN PRIVATE MEDICAL PRACTICE IN A
DEVELOPING COUNTRY.
S Goenka, P Shah, J Lobo, T Patel, A Sood, KS Reddy, N Delhi, India,
Background: Medical care is not state funded for most citizens in India. Most diabetics are
followed with private medical practitioners (family physicians, specialists).
slim: In order to plan a diabetes education module for patients and to explore for issues not
addressed in KAP surveys. Study subjects: 20 private medical practitioners at their clinics in
different areas of Delhi, and different educational levels and 20 diabetics followed up in private
medical practice. Design: a cross-sectional, multiple, free flowing, friendly, guided interviews
(mean: 3 hours per interview). Results: Doctors believe that the impediments to effective
diabetes care are: 1. patients perception  that diabetes is curable (20/20); diabetic tablets and
insulin are addictive to the body (20/20); should be avoided as far as possible (19/20); faith in
alternative system medicine (20/20); patients getting lost after first few consultations; patients
reluctance to spend $6 for fundus examination. AND 2. problems at practice: inadequate
continued medical education including lack of awareness of basic skills of insulin injection
technique; unawareness regarding adverse effects of oral hypoglycaemic agents (4/20);
unaware of retinal and feet check-ups (4/20); prescription of overdose and multiple
suiphonureas; prescription of alternative system of medicine (4/20) [with a belief in its
effectiveness (2/20), or sheer fear of loss of patients (2/20); inadequate time ("can't spend more
time with a fees $0.2-$0.5 per patient'). Patients believe that there is no relation of DM to
obesity (16/20); or CHD (19/20); diabetes can disappear on its own (19/20); diabetes can be
cured if property treated (20/20); people who do not eat sugar need not test for diabetes and its
control (19/20); one cannot have high BP if one is feeling fine (6/20); alternative system
medicine are effective (17/20) [should not be taken with oral hypoglycaemic agents (8/20)/ can
be taken (9/20)1; unaware of incurable blindness (retinopathy) (18/20) associating poor DM
control with spectacles; take an extra oral drugs when one eats more than usual (6/20).
Conclusions: an understanding of the patients' and their health care providers' constraints and
beliefs have been uncovered.

2495
DIABETES RELATED DEPRESSION IN YOUNG INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS (IDDM} PROBANDS

R. Shobana, P.-Rama Rao, A. Ramachandran, S. Rajkumar.

Diabetes Research Centreand M.V. Hospital for DIabetes,
Madras, India.

The study wasaimedatcemparing factors of depression in
children with IDDM; t v* , nonnal.stbAngs and normal controls. The
IDDMsaniples.conslsted of 74 boys.and 76 girls, tkrok normal
siblings 21 boys and 23.9Ms,the normals c ontrols59 boys and 58
gkls. The normal-coEdtois weradhawn from neighbouring.schools.
All subleects were in•1he age group 7- 18 years. All •groups were
matched for ralevantdsmcgraptticyat tiles. Kovads children
depression hiverltry ta'tued toineasuredepresslon scores. The
data 	 e.p[acessedusiag 3!2iadodal.analysls.of variance
followed byane4vayánalyslsofvarianceandttests. Non'imd
scores.dfagnostic of.depression. But.w thlnnarmal.rartge of scores
on depression fates the#DDM probands were afloatuN less

lower in.ttegatltrernood, kteffecth ness,.anhedom a, and
negativa'seW' —teetwthranthe's>tr l controls (P-0.O0t). Results
indicated thatthe1DDM children had developed goad coping
devices andrrade psyshclogicallybealthyadjustments. It Is to be
ewte*tthat IDDMprobands and their patents had the advantage of
diabetes adtxtatlon prograaurteand counselling.
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TREATMENT SATISFACTION IN 657 TYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS.
U. Bolt, I. Miihlhauser, H. Overmann and M. Berger. Clinic of Metabolic
Diseases and Nutrition, Heinrich-Heine-University Dusseldorf, Germany
Assessment of Treatment Satisfaction is an integral part of the evaluation of
new treatment strategies. However, there are no validated measures taking
account of individual treatment goals in order to help tailor treatment strategies
to individual patient needs.
In a population-based study, a treatment satisfaction scale (TSS) was validated
in 657 adult IDDM patients (41% women, age 36 ± 11 years, diabetes duration
18 ± 11 years, HbAl c 8.0 ± 1.5%; mean ± SD). The TTS comprises 20 items:
patients rate the desirability of 10 different treatment goals (e.g. stability of
blood glucose, diet flexibility, avoidance of mild or severe hypoglycaemia) on a
6-point Likert scale and, accordingly, the degree of satisfaction with the
achievement in these treatment goals. The product of both ratings provides a
preference-weighted treatment satisfaction score. TSS score was moderately
associated with HbAl c (r = -.22; p < .001) and quality of life (r = .42; p <
.001). Patients with more than two episodes of mild hypoglycaemia / week (p <
.001), those with HbAlc values above 9% (p < .001), patients with late
complications (p < .05) and patients living alone (p < .01) perceived less treat-
ment satisfaction. Kind of insulin therapy was not associated with treatment
satisfaction. ANOVA revealed a two-way interaction between treatment goals
and insulin therapy on treatment satisfaction (p < .01). Patients with unrealistic
treatment goals (aiming at good and stable blood glucose levels but at the same
time intending to avoid frequent self-monitoring, to avoid even mild hypogly-
caemia and to conceal their disease from other people) achieved the lowest
scores under intensified insulin therapy. Patients with realistic goals (categori-
sation by cluster analysis) achieved the highest scores when intensively treated.
Unrealistic treatment goals were more frequent in patients with a low social
status and patients with conventional insulin therapy (p < .001).
The TSS is a valid instrument to assess preference-weighted treatment
satisfaction. High scores do not necessarily indicate a good treatment.
Assessment of individual treatment goals may be helpful to identify
motivational deficits and to tailor individual treatment strategies.
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SMBG measurements in unstable diabetics do not correlate well with
their HbA1c
Y. Sato, S. Ota and T. Toyota, Sendal, Japan.
Measuring SMBG and HbAic are useful methods to estimate long-term
glycemic control in diabetic patients. However, the correlation of the
SMBG and HbAic measurements in unstable diabetic patients is not
clear. Therefore, we compared the theoretically predicted HbAic values
from SMBG measurements and the measured HbAic values in unstable
diabetics. Subjects were 5 IDDM patients. They made SMBG
measurements 3 times or more every day, however their blood glucose
measurements fluctuated very much. The calculated mean of the SMBG
measurements of a day was assumed to be the mean blood glucose of the
day. HbAlc had been indicated theoretically to be proportional to the
weighed mean of the blood glucose for 120 days. The weighed mean of
the blood glucose was calculated using the calculated daily mean blood
glucose for 120 days. The relationship of the measured HbAic values
and the calculated weighed means were then analyzed. There were no
correlation between the measured HbAtc and the calculated weighed
mean of blood glucose in all subjects. Therefore, we concluded that the
calculated mean of blood glucose of a day from SMBG measurements
was not a correct measure of the real mean of blood glucose of the day in
unstable diabetics.

2498

PATIENT AND DOCTOR'S PERCEPTION OF DIABETIC
CONTROL
S. Robinsona, J. Kiddb, C. Tydemanb, A. Robinsona, P. Chong', T
Marteaub and R. Elkeles a Unit of Metabolic Medicine St Mary's
Hospital s and Unit of Psychology Applied to Medicine Imperial
College School of Medicine b, Norfolk Place, Paddington, London,
W2 1PG

We aimed to study patients' perception of their diabetic control. 133
patients agreed to participate in the study. Patients perceived a mean
level of diabetic control on a scale of 0 (poor) to 7 (well controlled)
was 4.7±1.6 (mean±SD) when HbAlc was 8.0±1.5. Patients who
perceived their health as poor had higher HbAlc than those who
perceived their health as excellent (9.2± 2.1 v 7.7± 1.5 %, p<0.01).
Patients who perceived their control as good also perceived better
general health (p< 0.001). Perceived diabetic control was negatively
correlated with HbAlc at the beginning and end of the study (r = -
0.39 and r =-0.41 p<0.0001). Patients describing themselves as well
controlled were better controlled. They were also more satisfied with
their consultation. Doctors perceived consultations with these patients
as more satisfactory and thought the patients would be more likely to
comply. Patients complying with advice on weight perceived their
general health and diabetic control to be better after three months.
However patients perception of compliance did not correlate with
improvement in HbAlc. In conclusion patients are good at
perceiving their own control and this correlates with wellbeing.
Doctors perception of compliance and actual compliance may be at
variance.

2499

QUALITY OF LIFE OF THE PATIENTS WITH
DIABETES MELLITUS AND ITS INFLENCE FACTORS
Fan Li-Feng, Huang yu-rong, Li Hai-yang. Department
of Endocrinology, General Hospital of PLA,. Beijing
China, 100853

The aim of this paper was to investigate the
influence factors of the quality of life.
Material and Methods: There were 143 patients
with diabetes mellitus, based on WHO diaghosis
standard. Investigation table included 156
questions (3 aspects) in total. The content of
quality of life cocsisted of 14 items, covering
physiological, psychological, social function and
Living conditions.
Results and Discusstion: The results showed that
mang abnormal changes of quality of life were
found in the patients with diabetes mullitus
• Among them the decrease of memory and lack of
attention concentration were the most obvious
• And less important changes were abnormal
emotional reactions, reducing of entertainment
activities, social adaptation and work ability
• The age, degree of aducation, condition of the
illness, complications, social and family
background have effects on the quality of life.
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GLYCOSILATED HAEMOGLOBIN CORRELATES WITH COGNITIVE
FUNCTION IN PATIENTS WITH INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES
MELLITUS
M. De Angelis. G. Calabrese, T. Sciarma*, S. Frizza*, C. Cantoni*, M. Massi
Benedetti and M.Piccirilli*
Dipartimento di Medicina Interna e Scienze Endocrine e Metaboliche;
*Istituto di Malattie Nervose e Mentali University di Perugia. Italy.

This study investigates the correlation between the glyco-metabolic control of
Diabetes and Cognitive Function (CF) in patients with Insulin Dependent
Diabetes Mellitus (IDDM) younger than 50 years and without any primary and
secondary illness. IDDM patients were between 20 and 50: schooling >5 years;
onset of disease before the age of 35: no concurrent diseases that could justify
cognitive deficits as hypoglycemia before and after test, alcohol abuse, uremic
and hepatic encephalophaty, thyroid disfunction. In all the patients a brain
computerized tomography (CT) and E.E.G. were negative. CF were analyzed
using a battery of neuropsychological tests for the following intellectual
functions: memory, attention, visuospatial analysis, language, praxia, perceptual
recognition. "frontal function", visuomotor coordination (Raven's CPM 47,
WAIS digit span, Corsi cubes, prose memory, Rey's Figure A, WAIS digit
symbol, Wisconsis card-sorting, Buschke-Fuld verbal learning, Benton
Judgement of Line Orientation, Grooved Pegboard test A and B, Stroop test,
phonological fluency, somatic fluency). Performance was compared with the
normative data from control subjects equivalent in age and education. The
patients with highest HBAIC had the highest compromission of CF. This result
introduces a new and not very analyzed problem in the communication amongst
the doctor, his staff and the patients: 1) The patient may have difficulty in
learning what the doctor and his staff teach. 2) the doctor and the staff may be
frustrated and distort the education of the patient Since education is generally
considered the most important form of therap\ its alteration represents a serious
damage for these young patients.

2501

TYPE 2 DIABETES AND ITS INFLUENCE ON THE PATIENTS'
PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING.
M.Ravnik-Oblak, Al.Oblak and V.Urbancic-Rovan. University Medical
Centre Ljubljana, Slovenia.
The aim of the study was to evaluate the influence of type 2 diabetes on the
quality of patients' life from the psychological point of view. 100 type 2
diabetics (average age 59.6 yrs, average duration of diabetes 11.5 yrs, 50 on
oral therapy and 50 on insulin), attending our out-patient diabetes clinic,
participated in the study. The patients who were divided into groups
regarding age, sex, level of education, diabetes duration, therapy, metabolic
control, and presence or absence of chronic complications answered the ATT
39 questionnaire which serves for the appraisal of the patient's adaptation to
diabetes. According to these results, our patients are well adapted as it can
be deduced from the positive direction of the score of the total 39-item scale
and of its parts. Interestingly, more than 75% of the patients gave identical
answers to 1/3 of the questions. Positive influence of the regular education of
our patients was shown, as the majority of them feel capable of coping with
their illness, are cooperative, and in 99% establish good relationship with
their therapist. In general, we have not found any statistically significant
differences between the groups concerning the studied parameters, although
replies by males, younger patients and patients with shorter diabetes
duration tended to be more positively oriented. The illness was more stressful
to the insulin-treated patients and to those with advanced chronic
complications. The latter have, expectedly, reconciled themselves with every-
day measures necessary for control of their diabetes.
We conclude that diabetes is not inevitably associated with poor
psychological or physical feeling. Probably, education of patients as well as
good relationship between the patient and the therapist play an important
role.

2503

THE GLUCOCARD MEMORY 2 BLOOD GLUCOSE ANALYSER. AN
EVALUATION OF ITS ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE.
W. G. John. Clinical Biochemistry Department, The Royal London Hospital,
Whitechapel, London. El IBB. UK.
The Diabetes Complications and Control Trial demonstrated for the first time
the beneficial effect to the diabetic patient of good glucose control. It has been
shown that self glucose monitoring is of central importance in achieving good
glycaemic control. The Glucocard Memory 2 glucose meter (A. Menarini
Diagnostics, Florence, Italy) is a new meter designed for patient and clinic
use; it uses a biosensor strip which utilises glucose oxidase to estimate blood
glucose. Analysis is initiated by the application of blood, which is introduced
into the strip by capillary action. Performance was investigated by using either
fresh blood, blood collected into EDTA or Fluoride Oxalate. Imprecision was
assessed by 20 repeat measurements of samples. Linearity was investigated by
measuring glucose (in triplicate) in a mixture of whole blood samples with a
low and a high glucose concentration. Samples analysed on the Glucocard
Memory 2 were additionally analysed for glucose using a hexokinase method
on a main biochemistry analyser (ILab 900). Results demonstrate good
precision throughout the analytical range of the meter, typically 4.5% CV at a
glucose concentration of 1.2 mmol/L (22 mg/dL) and 3.0% CV at a
concentration of 10.0 mmol/L (180 mg/dL). The analyser was found to be
linear (y =1.O0x - 0.32; r = 1.00) throughout the quoted analytical range (1.1 -
33.4 mmol/L; 20 - 600 mg/dL). Good correlation was demonstrated (y =.1.lx
- 0.5; r = 0.99) between the Glucocard Memory 2 (y) and the hexokinase
reference method (x). Haematocrit ranging from 35% to at least 68% had no
significant effect on the result obtained, this meter can confidently be used
with paediatric samples. The ease of use of this meter (especially the ease of
sampling) and its excellent analytical performance will result in this meter
becoming an important new tool in self monitoring, and because of the
sampling process will play an important role in the diabetic clinic.

2502

PERSONALITY PROFILE OF INSULIN NON DEPENDENT
DIABETICS
N .D. ,Jokic, G . S. Pudar and LM , Hercigonja-Zvezdara"

University hospital, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

The psychosocial structure of NIDDM patients is of great importance
for the education and the achieving of satisfying therapeutic effects.
The psychosomatic model of approaching internal diseases is also
applied to diabetes mellitus. 21 persons ,11 female [f] and to male [in]
had participated in this research. Psychiatric interviews had been
accomplished with each patient, as well as EPQ- Eysenck test which
considers 4 personality features: P- psychoticism [ rigidity],
I = extravertn_ess, N- neuroticisrn [ emotional instability] and U. longing
for social acceptance. Eysenek differentiates the characteristics of
4 classical temperaments: sangsdnic, melancholic, choleric and
phlegmatic. In total score , our patients had: P values 9,17% lower,
E values 3,71% higher, N values 11,17% higher and L values 20,77%
higher than normative values. The single analysis of each test result
gives the following picture: 7 melancholics [5f, 2m], 7 sanquinics
[4f, 3m], 5 cholerics [1f,4m] and 2 phlegmatics [if, lm], There is no
statisticaly important difference between groups [Fp=1,014, p 0,412 ,
p.>0 ,05 ] and sexes [Fp=0,364, p=0,782, p,>0,05].,tested by
ANOVA. The longing for social acceptance is remarkably increased.
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HEALTH-RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE IN PATIENTS WITH
INSULIN-TREATED DIABETES MELLITUS IN SUDAN

M.N. Elbagir, M.A. Eltom, E.O. Mahadi, K. Wikblad and C. Berne.
Department of Internal Medicine, Uppsala, and College of Health
and Caring Sciences, Falun, Sweden, and Endocrinology and
Diabetes Center, Omdurman Teaching Hospital, Sudan

To determine health-related quality of life (HRQL) in people with
insulin-treated diabetes mellitus in Sudan, a total of 89 patients
aged 25-55 years and with >_ 5 years diabetes duration was studied.
HRQL was measured with a 68-item questionnaire from the
Medical Outcomes Study. Late diabetic complications were assess-
ed, and haemoglobin Al c (HbAlc) was measured to assess the
metabolic control. Of the patients (m=36; f=53), only 13.5% had
good metabolic control (HbAI c < 7.5%). These patients rated their
HRQL as worse than patients with poor metabolic control (HbAl c
> 10%). However, the latter were significantly younger, had shorter
diabetes duration, and were free from late complications. Overall,
49.4% of the patients had one or more of the late diabetic
complications. These patients rated their HRQL significantly lower
when compared with patients without complications. Older age and
the presence of late diabetic complications were the most important
predictors for HRQL. The results indicated that self-rated HRQL in
this group of patients is generally low. Improving diabetes
knowledge and the metabolic control since early in the course of
the disease, will not only retard the development of late
complications, but will certainly improve the HRQL of these
patients.
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PSYCHOSOCIAL WELLBEING OF THE DIABETIC; THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE IDDM AND NIDDM DIABETICS
Marja-Leena Keskinen, Sociology, University
of Turku. Turku, Finland.
The study examines the wellbeing of the diabe-
tic, the differences in psychosocial factors
between IDDM and NIDDM, the self-image and
life control and compare the characteristics
of IDDM diabetics and heart diseases type
A and NIDDM and type B. Teory: a model consi-
dering the quality of life on human being
as a whole, symbolic interaction, coherence
feeling and self-image. The material of the
empirical part was collected in 1992 by a
questionnaire, aged 16 and 64,in Turku. Analy-
sing methods were the factor and the warian-
ce analysis. Conclusions: Psychosocial factors
differences were found in social life situa-
tion, health factors, working-life factors,
knowlegde level of the one's illness and life
control. Social and psychosocial coping on
IDDM is significally better than that of NIDDM.
The IDDM diabetics have a stronger self-image
and better life control. The prominent
characteristics	 were	 autonomy,	 balance,
sociability,	 courage and	 energy.	 Long-term
illness develops character. It seems that
diabetes is a high-living-standard and way-
of-life illness. It is easier to prevent NIDDM
than TDDM by changing way-of-live.

2506
ASSESSMENT OF GENERAL AND DIABETES SPECIFIC FEARS IN
INSULIN REQUIRING ADULT DIABETIC PATIENTS. E.D. Mollema', F.J.
Snoek' z, L.M. Bouter', R.J. Heine'', H.M. van der Ploeg'. 'EMGO Institute,
Vrije Universiteit, 'Department of Medical Psychology, Vrije Universiteit,
'Department of Internal Medicine, Vrije Universiteit Hospital, Amsterdam,The
Netherlands.
Literature suggests that anxiety disorders occur more often among people with
diabetes than in the general population. Aim of this study was to assess both
general and diabetes-specific fears in diabetic patients. General fear was measu-
red by the STAI-DY-2, a questionnaire referring to trait anxiety. Other measures
included were diabetes-specific: the Diabetes Fear of Injecting and Self-testing
Questionnaire (D-FISQ), which was developed to measure the degree of fear of
self-injecting and fear of self-testing of blood glucose, and the Dutch version of
the Hypoglycemia Fear Survey (HFS). Also, patients were asked how concerned
they were about having (further) diabetic complications. A sample of 266 insulin
requiring adult diabetic patients (50% d, 72% type II) filled in these questionnai-
res. Intercorrelations between the questionnaires are as expected, ranging from
.41 to .66 (P<.001). Results show that 49 (18%) patients (27d, 39 type II) have
one or more high scores on the measures; almost half (23) of this group obtained
multiple high scores. Fourteen patients scored >_ 2 s.d. above mean an the trait-
anxiety scale. On the specific questionnaires, respectively 13 and 14 (9d) patients
scored in the top 5% on fear of injecting & fear of self-testing. 14 patients had
scores ? 2 s.d. above mean on the HFS, Twenty patients were "always" worried
about complications. Fear of injecting and fear of self-testing seem to be different
phenomena as highscorers overlap in only 7 cases. Patients scoring high on trait
anxiety often also show diabetes-specific fears (12 out of 14 cases). However, a
large number of high scorers (35, 71 %) had (multiple) high scores on specific
diabetes fears, but showed no elevated trait anxiety A high prevalence of anxiety
was confirmed in this study, demonstrating the psychological burden of diabetes
and underscoring the importance of psychological assessment in diabetes care.

ASSOC^A110NSAMOt .l]MBESSEFCAREPRPBTICESAt`Dil1NESSSPKaFIC
HEALTHBalEFRuDIFFEFE CESBYDISEASEMDTI^ATMENTTYPE
J. Stennett and S.Boyages. Westmead Hospital, Sydney, Australia.
This study aimed to examine whether associations among illness-spec ific health
beliefs and self care practices varied among different diabetes patient groups. The
sample comprised 107 patients recruited from the diabetes centre, and was divided
into three groups on the basis of patient diagnosis and treatment type: Type I patients
undergoing conventional insulin therapy (n=27), Type I patients undergoing intensive
insulin therapy (n=38), and tablet treated Type II patents (n=42). Self care practices
and illness-specific health beliefs, including diabetes self efficacy, diabetes locus of
control, and hypoglycemic fear, were assessed using self report instruments
completed by patients during a routine visit to the diabetes centre. Analysis of the
reliability and validity of the health belief measures supported their use in Australian
patient groups. Factor analyses of the diabetes self efficacy and diabetes locus of
control scales revealed the multidimensionality of these constructs, and supported an
examination of associations among the components of these health beliefs and
diabetes self care practices. Analysis of variance procedures comparing group
means on the self care scales suggested that patient groups differed only in their diet
self care (p<,05) and glucose monitoring (p<.05), with conventionally treated Type
patients reporting the most positive self care in these areas. Between group
differences were also observed on several of the health belief scales. Intensively
treated Type I patients demonstrated greater confidence in their ability to manage
their treatment demands (p<.05), less fear of hypoglycemia (p<.05), and were less
likely than other groups to consider medical professionals (p<.05) and others' support
(p<.05) as essential for maintaining their health. As hypothesised, correlational
analyses revealed that associations among health belief scales and self care
practices differed among patient groups. Findings support a more complex
conceptualisation of the structure of illness specific health beliefs, and suggest
potential targets for interventions aimed at improving self care practices in different
patient groups.
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2508
KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDE AND PR2".TIC'.? OF PHARTOIIM
DIABETICS IN REIATION TO THEIR DIABETIC STATE.

El DAB MUKHTAR AND FAWZIA HALIM,FACULTY OF
MEDTCINE,?UHIVERSITY OF KHARTOUM,SUDAN.

Diabetes mellitus with its concomitants has
become a major health problem in the Sudan. The
aim of this work is to assess patient disease
related knowledge and practice and study patient
attitude towards their disease condition. Two
hundreds middle aged aiert and ambulatory
diabetes were randomly chosen. Most patients
were illiterate. A structured questionnaire
with closed end questions was: used to obtain
patient knowledge about his disease state,
complications, diagnostics tests and management.
Further information were obtained about daily
activity, hygienic measures, reaction to disease
and dietery intake. The level of ' , nowledge and
practice was poor:. Most patients,, accepted
their disease state. Patient compliance depends
on his cooperation and understanding of his
disease, illiteracy may account to the lack of
knowledge. This is not being helped by
fragmented information given to them.
The general acceptance of this ri;.sease:augeest
lack of appreciation of the problem. This
coincided with faulty dietary practice. Thff
study calls for urgent measure^ to establish
patient' education programs.

2509

A DEVICE FOR RECORDING INSULIN USAGE IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH VISUAL IMPAIRMENT.
M. Burgess, St Vincent's Private Hospital, Melbourne, Australia.

Insulin delivery systems (pens) and `talking' blood glucose meters
allow greater independence for the visually impaired diabetic,
however a means of recording insulin usage in order to calculate
how much insulin is left in a 300 unit pen cartridge was needed. A
small unit was devised consisting of 3 horizontal rods with 5 unit
graduations secured inside the lid of a Novopen 3 case. Each rod
has a small marker which is progressively moved to the right (in
multiples of 5 units) to a total of 95 units each rod. When all
markers on the 3 rods are moved to the extreme right, the cartridge
is spent. Built in to the mechanism is a 15 unit excess allowing for
patient error. Where 2 insulin pens are used they are identified
with Braille or a tactile material such as Velcro to differentiate
between insulins. Extensive education is needed in the precise and
safe use of the talking meter and the insulin pen. A studyof 404
insulin-using patients was conducted; 62 (15%) were
visually impaired, 35 (8%) were using insulin pens and needed
assistance with dose recording. Trials involving nursing staff and
patients were conducted over 2 years. All device users maintained
their independence.

2510
RELIABILITY OF THE SPANISH VERSION OF THE DIABETES
QUALITY OF LIFE.
M. Milan, M.D Millan*, A. Sastre**, M. Balsells,
J. Reviriego**. Hospital Mutua de Terrassa.
Universidad de Barcelona*. Lilly**. Spain.
Results of the Spanish version of Diabetes quality
of life (Sv-DQOL), evaluated in 105 diabetic
patients from Terrassa (Spain) have been published
recently. Our aim was to assess the reliability of
the Sv-DQOL in the whole country and to find out
about differences according to sex, age, diabetes
duration and place of residence. From all the
Spanish regions, 874 diabetic patients (mean age
43.5 y, 48% men, mean diabetes duration 10.2 y and
95%- insulin-treated) answered the questionnaire and
496 of them, answered the retest. Sixty percent
defined themselves as IDDM and 40%- as NIDDM.
Reliability was assessed for: Internal consistency
(Cronbach's a ) and Test-retest by Pearson's
correlation. Globlal Cronbach's oC was 0.88 and
0.84, 0.76, 0.8 and 0.68 for Satisfaction, Impact,
and Worry: Social and Diabetes-related subscales.
The test-retest correlations were in the 0.52-0.81
range (p<0.001). Except for Social worry, quality
of life was better in the youngest group (16-25 y)
than in the oldest (56-69 y) (p<0.001). Diabetes-
realted worry was higher in women than men (p<0.01)
and Social worry was higher in patients with longer
diabetes duration (p<0.05). No inter-regional
differences were found. The Sv-DQOL is highly
reliable for both IDDM and NIDDM. The absence of
inter-regional differences suggests it could be
useful in other Spanish speaking countries.

2511
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AFRICAN-AMERICAN AND
CAUCASIAN PATIENTS IN SELF-REPORTED
FUNCTIONAL HEALTH STATUS
F. Whitehouse, P. Williams, D. Kahkonen,and D. Nerenz,
Henry Ford Hospital/Henry Ford Health System, Detroit, MI,
USA
We obtained data on functional health status in a sample of 415
patients with either NIDDM or IDDM using the RAND SF-36
survey. Scores on the eight SF-36 dimensions were compared
for African-American (N=129) vs. Caucasian patients(N=73)
with N1DDM. (Too few African-American patients with IDDM
were available for analysis.) Median scores were lower for
African-American patients on all dimensions; these differences
were statistically significant for Physical Functioning, Social
Functioning, Role-Physical, Pain, and General Health.
Logistic regression methods were used to adjust for potential
demographic or clinical confounding variables. Amer
adjustment for these variables (e.g., duration of disease, age,
gender), significant differences only remained for Physical
Function . We conclude that apparently large differences
between racial groups may reflect the influence of a complex
mix of clinical and demographic factors, but that a residual
effect of race remains in at least one SF-36 dimension after
adjustment for other factors.



2512
THE VALUE OF PREDICTIVE TESTS FOR FAMILIES WITH
IDDM
C. Roby and V. Collins. International Diabetes Institute, Melbourne,
Australia

Before widespread clinical predictive testing for IDDM occurs, it is
important to study the impact of testing on family members and to identify
their concerns. The aim of this study was to gather qualitative data about the
value of predictive testing for adults and children when a family member has
IDDM. Two leaders ran five focus groups with a total of 31 participants
(males=9, females=22) from three diabetes services in Melbourne. Answers
to prepared questions were tape-recorded and responses categorised.
Groups:- 1. Teenagers with IDDM (n=9); 2. Young adults with IDDM
(n=6); 3. Young parents with IDDM (n=6); 4. Older parents with IDDM
(n=3); 5. Parents of children with IDDM (n=7). In addition, data from
telephone interviews of siblings of children with IDDM (n=5) were used in
the study. A broad range of views were given, and some common themes
were identified including 1. The value of predictive tests is limited as
prevention is presently not possible; 2. However, many indicated they would
modify lifestyle in an attempt to prevent or delay onset; 3. There is no value
for young children in knowing test results, but anxiety could be reduced for
some adults and parents, raising the issue of children's right to decide; 4. For
most, a false negative result was not as devastating as a false positive; 5.
Insurance companies and employers should be denied access to results. The
study provided valuable insights into the way predictive tests are viewed by
a range of family members. The impact of test results on individuals and
their relationships, the complexity of handling risk statistics, and the range
of associated ethical issues requires that pre and post counselling protocols
are established. Quantitative studies are now needed to assess possible
uptake of testing, and to plan specialised services.
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2513
KNOWLEDGE, SEVERITY BELIEFS AND HELP SEEKING
BEHAVIOURS: NIDDM COMPARED WITH NON DIABETICS.
P.L. Dunning and 'M. Martin. +St. Vincent's Hospital and

'Deakin University, Melbourne, Australia.

Appropriate self care seeking treatment early and regular screening can
limit diabetic complications. They depend on the person having the
appropriate knowledge a belief that diabetes is serious and that they are
vulnerable to its effects. A cross sectional survey using a self completed
questionnaire was undertaken to determine knowledge about diabetic
complications, if subjects considered diabetes to be serious and how long
they would wait before seeking help for chest pain. Subjects were
randomly selected from a) the hospital diabetic Outpatient Department
(NIDDM n =50) and b) non diabetics from a suburban general practice
(non DM n = 51). 46% NIDDM and none of the non DM had received
formal diabetes education in the six months preceding the study 78% of
NIDDM were able to list at least one complication compared with 35% of
non DM. Both groups considered diabetes to be a serious disease and
48% of NIDDM believed they were likely to develop a complication
particularly eye disease. Females were more likely than males to seek
treatment within 30 minutes for severe chest pain, (p<0.05). The
NIDDM group were more likely to seek treatment than non-DM,
(p<0.05). There was no significant relationship in NIDDM between
seeking treatment immediately for chest pain and diabetic treatment
duration of diabetes or age. Reasons for not going to the doctor included
work commitments; hoping the problem would resolve• fear; not to worry
the doctor and cost. NIDDM have a good knowledge of diabetic
complications, believe diabetes to be serious and are likely to seek help
quickly for chest pain. Non DM consider diabetes to be a serious disease
but have limited knowledge about it complications.

2514
EVALUATION OF AN ENHANCED ELECTROCHEMICAL GLUCOSE METER
SYSTEM BY DIABETICS AND NURSES AT THREE CLINICAL SITES
D. Parker, C. Kilo, J. Baum, J. Joynes and B. Pistone. West County Internal
Medicine, St. Louis, MO; Abbott Northwestern Hospital, Minneapolis, MN;
Denver VA Medical Center, Denver, CO; Bayer Corporation, Elkhart, IN, USA.
The performance of enhancements in the Glucometer ELITE® blood glucose
monitoring system; including a 30 second reaction time, 1.11 to 33.3 mmol/I
assay range, 20 result memory, temperature compensation and improved er-
gonomics; were evaluated in the hands of 61 diabetics and 3 nurses. Each
participant assayed controls and fresh capillary bloods on new and current
ELITE® meters. Capillary plasma glucoses and hematocrits were done by
study site laboratory staff using appropriate handling care. The 61 diabetics
and 3 nurses, using 9 meters, obtained CV on three controls that ranged from
3.3 to 4.6% and 3.1 to 4.3%, respectively. Replicate analyses on 119 fresh
capillary bloods at the three sites, by the 64 testers, had a CV of 4.7%. For
three comparative methods (Abbott Vision and Hitachi 911 hexokinase, and
Beckman CX3 glucose oxidase methods), combined regression statistics were:
Analyst	 n	 Regression	 Syx (mmol /l)	 r	 Bias

Diabetics	 116	 y = 0.96x + 0.13	 1.02	 0.978	 (-)4.6%
Nurses	 116	 y = 0.95x + 0.12	 0.82	 0.985	 (-) 4.0%
Nurses had 100% of blood glucoses within 20% of laboratory results and dia-
betics had 97.4% within 20% of laboratory results. In comparisons of new
ELITE to current system by nurses and diabetics at the three sites, result
ranges were; n = 38 to 42, slopes of 1.02 to 1.06, y-intercepts of -0.58 to 0.03
mmol/I, Syx of 0.38 to 0.78 mmol/I, r =0.988 to 0.997 and biases of -1.2 to
1.5%. Both diabetics and nurses had 100% of new ELITE glucoses within 12%
of current ELITE results on bloods and controls. The new ELITE system com-
pared well to laboratory and current ELITE glucose results. The 61 diabetics
and 3 nurses at the three sites found the new Glucometer ELITE® to be attrac-
tive, ergonomically improved, precise, accurate, convenient and easy to use.

2515
Self-management of young diabetics in reality.
P.Jarosz-Chobot*, D.W.Guthriet, R.L.Jackson(
E.Otto-Buczkowska*, B.Malanowicz*
* Silesian Academy of Medicine, Katowice, Poland
f University of Kansas, Wichita, USA
$ Diabetes Treatment and Research Center, Wichita, USA
To determine, whether young diabetics follow the most important rules
of diabetes educational programs as forgetting "carrying sugars" and
insulin shots in their daily life, the analysis using 263 simple and ano-
nymous questionnaires was performed. The study involved 183 IDDM
children from Kansas-USA (76 boys, 107 girls) and 80 IDDM children
from Silesia-Poland (36 boys, 44 girls) of mean age 12,95±2,65, mean
IDDM duration 4,77±3,15 years, mean HbAlc 8,52±1,9%. We found:
(1) 78,85% of all IDDM children carry something to treat or prevent
hypoglicaemia, more girls than boys, and more American than Polish
ones (p<0,01). (2) Only 59,92% IDDM children carry "soluble sugars"
(no statistically significant differences between sexes and nationalities).
(3) No correlation between "carrying sugars" and age, metabolic con-
trol, number of glycaemia measurements, forgetting insulin injections
and kind of insulintherapy. (4) Duration of diabetes was not correla-
ted with carrying "sugars" whereas was correlated with carrying "other
food" (p<0,05). (5) 53,4% children never forget insulin injections. (6)
Forgetting insulin shots was correlated with IDDM duration in boys
group, with increasing level of HbAlc in all children group, with the
intensive insulin therapy in girls and Polish groups (p<0,01 in all cases).
Conclusions: (1) Young diabetics more often forget their insulin injec-
tions than carrying "sugars". (2) Older girls with longer IDDM duration
and worse metabolic control check their glycaemia less frequently and
forget the insulin injections more often.
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2516
QUALITY OF LIFE FOLLOWING CHANGE IN DIABETES THERAPY
IVI.Pibemik-Okanovid, S. Szabo and Z. Metelko, Vuk Vrhovac Institute,
Zagreb, Croatia

Twenty-eight subsequently recruited diabetic persons who were switched
from oral hypoglycemic agents (OHA) to insulin therapy (Group 1), were
compared with 28 persons who remained on OHA (Group 2) with respect
to quality of life issues. The samples were matched according to sex (13
males and 15 females), age (63.3 ± 7.83 in Group I vs 60.8 ± 10.1 yrs in
Group 2), duration of disease (11.5 ± 6.2 vs 9.4 ± 6.1 yrs), education and
family status. The World Health Organisation Quality of Life
Questionnaire (WHOQOL) was used to assess the individual quality of
life initially and after a two-month follow-up period. T-tests were used to
compare the two groups' quality of life indicators. Initially, Group 2 gave
higher ratings, indicating better quality of life with respect to overall quality
of life (t= -1.945 p=0.05), physical health (t= -2.412 p=0.02) and level of
independence (t= -2.939 p=0.05), while no differences were found with
respect to the psychological, social and personal beliefs domain. After the
follow-up period the groups were comparable in all quality of life aspects
excepting the level of independence which remained higher in patients
who continued with oral therapy (t= -3.469 p=0.01). Observing changes
inside the groups, no differences were registered in Group 2 during the
follow-up period, while patients who changed their therapy to insulin
significantly improved some psychological quality of life determinants
(Negative feelings; t=-2.77 p=0.01) and improvement in the whole
psychological domain was almost significant (t=-1.87 p=0.07).
From the holistic point of view, assessing quality of life when undertaking
therapeutic interventions is justified.

2517
PREDICTORS OF DIABETES -RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE.

E. Mannucci, G. Bardini, V. Ricca* and C.M. Rotella. Section of

Metabolic Diseases, Division of Endocrinology; and *Unit of
Psichiatry, University of Florence, Italy.
The present study is aimed at evaluation of the impact of demographic and

clinical features on diabetes-related quality of life. A consecutive series of

480 diabetic patients (81 IDDM, 399 NIDDM; 250 F, 230 M), aged 18-70 yrs

(m±sd 53.1±13.3), with a duration of diabetes of 10.2±8.7 yrs, Body Mass

Index 27.2±4.9 kg/m 2, HbA i c 7.4±1.6 %, was studied. Quality of life was
measured using a recently developed questionnaire, the Well-being Enquiry

for Diabetics (WED), investigating four different domains: physical

symptoms (WED-S), diabetes-related psychological distress (WED-D),

mental health (WED-M), and practical impact (WED-I). Multivariate analysis

was used to detect the specific contribution of each variable to quality of life.

Type of diabetes did not appear to interfere with total and subscale WED

scores. Among patients with NIDDM, those receiving insulin treatment

showed lower WED scores (meaning worse quality of life), particularly in the

WED-S and WED-I subscales. Both in NIDDM and IDDM, female patients

resulted to have a worse diabetes-related quality of life (p<0.05) than males.

An inverse correlation was observed between Body Mass Index and WED-D

(p<0.01), WED-I (p<0.05), and WED total (p<0.05) scores. Age and duration

of diabetes were directly correlated (p<0.01 and p<0.05, respectively) to

WED-S. At multivariate analysis, an inverse correlation was found between
WED-S scores and HbA i c. In conclusion, female sex, insulin treatment (in
NIDDM only), higher age, and longer duration of disease are all predictors of

worse diabetes-related quality of life. Overweight is also capable of affecting

quality of life, determining a greater diabetes-related physiscal impairment

(WED-I) and psychological distress (WED-D). Finally, HbA 1 c does not
appear to correlate with overall quality of life (WED total), but is

significantly affected by mental health (WED-S).

2518
WHAT SIGNIFICATION HAS THE DIABETES DISEASE FOR THE CHILDREN
AND THEIR PARENTS?
E. Lowstedt, Pediatric Clinic, Boras, Sweden
The Pediatric Clinic in Boras has a group center for diabetic children and
adolescents. The intention is that one patient group with the same diagnosis shall
meet. In may - 95 an evaluation of the activity started and has been carried out as
one pedagogic part and one psychological, which the latest is described here.
Method: Material is collected by interviews with children,adolescents and parents
that regulary participate in the group center. Totally 30 randomised interviews
have been carried out.Results: The moment of falling ill has a vital importance
for how the child and the parent react on the disease initially. The factors that
contribute to this is the chronological age, individuell mature, develepment phase
and life- and familysituation. The same factors contribute that the signification of
the disease vary. Parents and the adolescents with diabetes have private
admissions about what has cause the disease. Especially among the mothers of
the diabetic children there are guilt problems connected to this, that is experienced
as all from manageable to seriously handicapping. In normal crise processes the
mothers have used the group center in a terapeutic way. The value of the group
for the smallest children appears to be learning by imitating. This has in many
cases had a great practical importance in their own handling of injection.
Conclusion: The group center appears to have a subjective appreciated
terapeutic effect on the mothers. Since the study confirms what previous research
has presented, that the mothers of children with diabetes show different symtoms
of anxiety, should this form of parental treatment be a good indirect help for the
children. Differential diagnostics should however be applied more in an early
stage to separate children and parents in normal crise processes from those who
need more individual treatment. As cronics often have an unnecessarily large
identity of illness, the pediatrics should act for not giving the children this to early.
For that reason the group center should primarly have an practical approach to the
child before puberty. That goal is reached in the effect of learning by imitating.

2519
PSYCHIATRIC MORBIDITY AND METABOLIC CONTROL IN DIABETIC
PATIENTS
J. Mousleh, lacovides, J. Yovos, L. Karagianni, , K. Fountoulakis, K. Kazakos,
A. Vlachoiannis, Ch. lerodiakonou.
C: Department of Psychiatry and Diabetes Center of Aristotelian University of
Thessaloniki.
AHEPA General Hospital of Thessaloniki, Greece.

Psychiatric morbidity and especially depression is believed to be an important
aspect of Diabetes Mellitus (DM).The prevalence of depression in DM is
reported to vary between 8.5% to 27.5%.Thirty-nine patients (20 males and
19 females) suffering from DM entered the study. Their age was 44.41±15.7
years (range 18-70), BMI values were 25.55±3.56 (range 17.91±32.46),
and the duration of illness 8.58±7.56 years (range 1.5-33). Sixty-Four percent
of them were overweight, 60.6% were insulin dependent and 68.57% were
well controled. Their HbAlc was 7.7%±1.72% (range 3.7±-11%) and their
glucose level was 204.31±88.55mg% (range 81.454). GHQ -28 and Beck
Depression Inventory (BDI) were used for psychometric evaluation. Stepwise
Multiple Linear Regression Analysis (SMLRA) was used for the analysis of
data. The least squares method was used to draw the Regression line in
bivariate scatterplots, to search for non- linear relationships. From SMLRA
results it seems that C dimension of GHQ correlates with HbA1 c, D dimension
of GHQ correlates with glucose levels and management of DM ane BDI
correlates with HbAlc, managenent of DM and BMI. Bivariate scatterplots,
however showed a non-linear relationship between depression and DM.
Depression, measured either by BDI or D dimension of GHQ seems to
correlate weakly with management of DM when HbAlc values are under 10%
or glucose levels under 250mg% . However, beyond these values the
increase in depression is impressive



2520
A WALKING GROUP - ITS ROLE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF NIDDM
*K.E Young, The Royal Melbourne Hospital, Victoria. Australia.
The benefits of regular exercise for people with NIDDM is well documented.
However, motivating individuals with NIDDM to do so can be a challenge particularly
as they are often older and may have other conditions interfering with their ability to
exercise. To address these factors a supervised, weekly walking group was set up. The
aims of the group were: 1) to provide a safe, supportive environment where people
with diabetes may enjoy the benefits of exercise and 2) to encourage and equip the
individual with the skills to incorporate exercise into their diabetes management plan.
The route chosen took approximately 45 minutes to complete. Random blood glucose
tests (RBG) were performed and feet inspected prior to walking and on return.
Morning tea, a popular part of the program, was provided after the walk. The group
consisted 10 males and 6 females. Mean age was 65 years (range 45-76) and duration
of diabetes was 5.3 years (range 1-20). 8 subjects were treated with diet alone, 8 with
oral hypoglycaemic agents. Mean individual attendance rate over 12 months was 77%.
Mean weight at commencement was 85.7kg. Weightless occurred with 13 subjects
(range 0.3 - 5.2kg), weight gain occurred with 3 subjects (range 0.3 - 2.9 kg).Mean
weightloss for the group was 1.2kg. Mean HbAlc fell from 7.6% to 7.3% with 75%
showing an improvement. Blood glucose results (mmols/L) are summarised below.
Pre Walk RBG Range Mean Pre walk Mean Post walk Mean Drop Hypos

	

N= 37	 3.6- 5.4	 4.7	 4.2	 0.5	 4

	

191	 5.5- 9.9	 7.7	 4.8	 2.9	 21

	

92	 10.0-14.9	 11.5	 7.0	 4.5	 3

	

17	 >15.0	 16.7	 13.1	 3.6	 0
In conclusion, the benefit of walking, as a group exercise, was demonstrated by
improvement in short term blood glucose and positive trends for HbAlc and weight
control. The incidence of hypoglycaemia (10%) reinforces the need to test RBG
before and after exercise. High attendance rates and increasing membership highlight
the importance of social interaction as a motivating factor for incorporating exercise
into a diabetes management plan.
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2521
PSYCO AND SOCIAL PROFILE OF THE
ELDERLY DIABETIC. L.Zagury, Instituto
Estadual de Diabetes e Endocrinologia, Rio de
Janeiro, Brasil.
The purpose of this study was to raise the psyco and
social profile of the type I and II elderly diabetic
belonging to the Brazilian middle class and from 60 to
65 ears old. To accomplish this an assessment
containing 45 objective questions, which after proper
validation, whose applied to 83 individuals of both
sexes. The data were computed trying to verify the
percentage of incidence of each one of the raised itens.
The middle class elderly diabetic profile revealed, in the
great majority, a person that, in accordance to medical
literature, accepts badly the modifications imposed by
diabetic treatment (57%). On the other hand, does not
present difficulty in learning (94%), more physical
problems that make him/here incapable (chewing-92%;
hearing-57%; seeing-80% or seringe use-91.5%) cares
for his personal independence, does not feel abandoned
by his family(86%), lives, most the time, with his
consort(56%) and the treatment does not substancially
compromises his mouthy butget (53%).

2522
EFFECT OF ACUTE TEMPERATURE INCREASE

ON HYPOGLYCEMIC EPISODES
M.Sargm, N.Dingqag, L.Oktay,Z.Saglam,F.Salman,A.^Seng0l,^S.Karadeniz,
F.Sargin, S.Salman, K. Oktay, S.Segkiner, G.Aydin, S.Gedik, I.Satman,
M.T.Yilmaz	 Institute for Experimental Med., Diabetes Research Unit
and Division of Diabetes, Istanbul Medical Faculty, Istanbul University,

Istanbul-TURKEY
In this study, metabolic parameters of 31 IDDM patients (F/M, 12/19,mean
age: 14.1 ±2.4) used to living in warmer temperatures(20-23°C) and
joined to a diabetes camp held at a higher environment (36-39°C) were
observed for 10 days and compared with 13 IDDM camp attenders (F/M,
6/7,mean age: 15.6 ±4.0) originally living in this hot area. Although similar
isocaloric diet and same exercise-insulin program were applied before and
during the camp, there was a significant difference in number of
hypoglycemic episodes between patients from warmer and living in hot
regions; 78/14 (p=0.02) . The difference was particulary remarkable in
first 48hrs;64/14 (p=0.00). Patients from warmer regions were evaluated
in two groups based on ages: Gr.l; <15yrs old (n:16) and Gr. II; al5yrs
old (n:15). When number of hypoglycemic episodes observed in first
48hrs (20/3, p =0.00) and following days(44/1 1, p=0.00) were compared,
we found that attacks in the first 48 hrs were high in both groups.
Evalution of insulin requirements have shown that in Gr.l precamp insulin

dose 0.771U.kg 1 .day 1 decreased in first 48hrs;0.63 (p=0.01) and
reached approx. to initial value at the end;0.74. However, in Gr.11 insulin
requirement decreased from 0.73 at initial to 0.54 at 48hrs (p= 0.00) and
to 0.49 at the end. Although pre and postcamp BMI were closed to each
other in both groups; findings of acute increase in incidence of
hypoglycemic episodes along with rapid decrease in insulin requirements
in first 48hrs have suggested that the main reason for this among
patients from warmer regions was rapid insulin action due to acute
increase in temperature during camp. Furthermore, we concluded that
smaller children adapted to the environment easier than older ones.

2523
COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION OF THE FACTORS
RESPONSIBLE FOR SELF-MANAGEMENT OF DIABETES.
ADR Mackie, EJ Rowley, DF Clarke and JL Day, Ipswich
Diabetes Centre, Ipswich, UK.
Sucessful self-management of diabetes is dependent on a wide range of beliefs,
attitudes and, to a lesser extent, basic knowledge and/or demographic factors. All
require assessment if educational needs of patients are to be determined and met. A
well validated questionnaire, (41 questions) previously shown to assess these
factors in insulin treated subjects and one newly developed for non-insulin treated
subjects (54 questions; Cronbach alpha 0.78} were applied to consecutive attendees
(253 insulin treated, age 18-74; 203 non-isulin treated, age 28-75) at routine
diabetes clinics over a six week period. Factor analysis was performed on the
responses of 202 (insulin treated) and 139 (non-insulin treated) subjects and
regression coefficients of individual questionnaire and factor scores against HbAI
determined. Nine factors (Eigen values 5.72 - 1.18), namely effect on lifestyle, self
efficacy, weight concerns, benefits of treatment, targets, confidence/coping, general
emotional adjustment, food concerns, and barriers to treatment in insulin treated
and five factors (Eigen values 10.2 - 1.87), lifestyle, benefits to treatment, barriers
to treatment, self efficacy and targets in non-insulin treated subjects emerged from
this analysis. Weight concerns (p<0.05), targets (p<0.001), general emotional
adjustment (p<0.05), barriers to treatment (p<0.01) and total questionnaire score
(p<0.05} in insulin treated and lifestyle (p<0.05) in non-insulin treated subjects
were significantly correlated with HbAl. The variation in number of subjects (5 -
55%) scoring low for separate factors indicate that the questionnaire may be able to
distinguish individuals well adapted to certain factors, though not to others. The
questionnaire scores provide an overall estimate of the educational process and
should enable education to be directed to meet specific needs of individuals and
provide explanation of reasons for failing to meet glycaemic targets.
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2524
PSYCHOSOCIAL ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES FOR PEOPLE WITH
DIABETES IN THE PRIMARY CARE SETTING.
S. Sundem, R. Mazze, G. Simonson, R. Bradley, and G. Castle. International
Diabetes Center, Minneapolis, MN, USA.
A survey of primary care practices showed that adherence issues are frequently
noted in medical charts as an obstacle to adequate diabetes care. This is documented
as patient refuses treatment, SMBG, dietary plan or exercise. This is explained by
patient confusion about diabetes and its management, provider limited time and a
general lack of intervention strategies available in a primary care setting. In this
project, guidelines for adherence assessment and improvement were developed using
the Staged Diabetes Management (SDM) format which relies on DecisionPaths to
guide clinical practice. An example of an abbreviated DecisionPath is shown below.

Patient Understands SMBG? Inform and Educate Patient on the
No	 Importance of SMBG, Referral to

	

Yes	 Nurse/Health Educator May Be
Patient willing to Set	 Necessary For Demonstration

	

SMBG Goals?	 No

ii Yes

eat Attempting to Follow	 Reinforce SMBG Goals and

Set SMBG Goals?	 Provide Examples. Re-set Goals
No	 as Necessary

Ye s
Patient Maintaining a 	 Identify Obstacles to Maintaining

Consistent SMBG Plan?	 No Consistent SMBG. Re-set Goals

	

Yes	 as Necessary

Evaluate SMBG at Each Visit

More than 400 health care professionals have been trained and are utilizing these
DecisionPaths. Recognizing limited psychosocial resources in primary care, this
approach focuses on four readily attainable diabetes management variables:
medication, food plan, SMBG and exercise. It encourages patient behavior change
by re-education, setting specific targets with the patient, frequent re-assessment of
goals (with re-setting goals as needed) and close follow-up.

PS 66
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DETERMINING DIABETIC TREATMENT REGIMENS BASED
UPON SOCIOCULTURAL HABITS OF KENYANS

J.Suren and K.Rennie, Kikuyu Hospital, Nairobi,
Kenya.

In order to develop therapeutic regimens
compatible with the Kenyan lifestyle, the
lifestyle had to be identified and the insulins
and oral agents placed appropriately to
mealtimes. Eighty diabetic and nondiebetic
patients waiting at the Eye Unit clinic were
interviewed to determine food choices and
quantities with frequency and timing of meals.
Combining the action, peak, and duration of
insulins and oral agents, we developed treatment
regimens that were compatible with the Kenyan
socio-cultural habits. Fitting the treatment
modalities into the lifestyle has made
adherence easier and maintaing good control
more possible.

2526

EFFECTS OF ETHNICITY ON METABOLIC CONTROL
DURING THE FIRST SIX YEARS OF NIDDM. THE Davis, CA
Cull, RR Holman and RC Turner for the UKPDS Study Group, Diabetes
Research Laboratories, Oxford, UK.

Changes in metabolic indices were evaluated in 3,319 patients with
NIDDM recruited to the UK Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS) at
diagnosis and followed for 6 years. All patients had 3 months dietary
therapy initially and then other treatments were randomly allocated.
2,720 (82%) were White Caucasian (WC), 331 (10%) were Indian-Asian
(IA) and 268 (8%) were Afro-Caribbean (AC). After adjusting for age,
BMI and HbA te at randomisation, there were no significant ethnic
differences in the change in HbA ie over 6 years (AHbA te; P=0.1).
However, in those who were obese (>120% ideal body weight) at
randomisation, AHbA te was greater in IA and AC than WC patients
(means 0.59%, 0.68% and 0.27% respectively; P=0.02). Significant
interactions between ethnicity and allocated treatment were present in
AHbA1e in obese patients, with metformin-treated AC patients having

the greatest improvement in AHbA1e (-0.72%) compared to the other 15
ethnicity-treatment combinations (range -0.20% to 1.38%; P=0.03).
Significant differences in serum lipids were also found in AC patients
who had the greatest increase in AHDL-cholesterol adjusted for age,
BMI and fasting serum HDL-cholesterol at randomisation (0.13 vs 0.03
and -0.03 mmol/L in WC and IA respectively; P<0.0001). In summary,
these data suggest that obese AC and IA patients have greater
progression in glycaemia than WC. However, obese AC patients treated
with metformin show the best glycaemic response to any allocated
treatment in the three major ethnic groups in the UKPDS. AC patients
have the most favourable change in serum lipids over 6 years of
NIDDM.
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STANDARDS OF QUALITY OF HEALTH CARE IN DIABETES IN NORTH
SPAIN: A DIABCARE-BASED ANALYSIS OF 3646 PATIENTS.
G.Villar,I.Goicolea,A.Mancha,J.Vazquez.Hospital de Cmces.Spain
Several reports have proven that the incidence and progression of diabetic
complications may be reduced by early surveillance and treatment and, on the other
hand, by risk factor control.The aim of the study was to evaluate and compare the
quality of diabetic care (QC)between the different outpatient specialized diabetic units
in Cruces Hospital Health Area in the Community of Pais Vasco, Spain through
DiabCare-based analysis of 3646 diabetic patients. This health area have about
400.000 inhabitants, and include 1 main hospital, and 4 specialized diabetic clinics (7
endocrinologists provide the whole specializad diabetic care for the community in
these centers). Data collection was in DiabCare Basic Information Sheet, made in
1995 in diabetic patients older than 14 years. Differences in QC between hospital
treated or outpatient clinics treated patients were analyzed with the Chi-square test
and Mantel-Haenzelt test for trends. Data are expresed as means+/-SD and range.
Results: There were 620 patients (17%) with type 1, and 3026 (83%), with type 2
diabetes mellitus. Mean age was 58,6±13 years. Female / male ratio was 52,5 / 47,5%.
Process of care (%): GLOBAL HOSPI OUTPATIENT P

TAL CLINICS
Hb A1C	 91	 98,6	 87,2 (83,8-95,7)	 <0,0005
Educational activities	 34,4	 71,9	 19,5 (11,3-41)	 <0,0005
Glycemic control 	 52	 81,5	 41,5 (36-47) 	 <0,0005
Ophtalmoscopy	 85,5	 99,4	 78,5 (74,1-87,1)	 <0,0005
UAE analysis	 68,3	 92,5	 56,1 (17-88,5)	 <0,0005
Blood pressure 	 97,9	 99	 97,4 (91,6-100)	 <0.0005
Lipids	 87,8	 97,4	 82,9 (70,9-98,2)	 <0,0005
Smoke inquiry	 76,6	 76,1	 76,9 (60,3-94,2)	 NS

High blood pressure was known in 27%(10-44), hypercholesterolemia in 25%(17-37),
hypertriglicerdemia in 20,5%(13-35), and 20,3%(7-35) smoked. Poor glycemic control
(Hbalc Alc>7,5%) was present in 64%(62-69), diabetic nephropathy in 32,3%(26-
55), and rethinopathy in 41,7%(39-45). Blindness affected 3,3%, stroke 5,3%, limb
amputations 2,3%, renal failure 0,8%, and ischaemic heart disease 8,9%. We conclude
that specialized diabetic care can be ameliorated, although there are great differences
between the diverse outpatient units and hospital practice. Nevertheless, prevalence of
cardiovascular risk factors was lower than expected.

2528
MANAGEMENT OF DIABETES IN INNER-CITY PATIENTS: THE
GRADY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL EXPERIENCE.
L.S. Phillips, D.C. Ziemer, I. El-Kebbi, and D.L. Gallina. Emory University
School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA.
African-Americans have increased prevalence of diabetes, and increased risk
of complications; inner-city patients face additional problems due to limited
resources. The Grady Diabetes Unit provides high-volume care (-1,000 new
patients a year) for patients who are predominantly African-American (87%)
and poor (54% have incomes below U.S. Federal Poverty Levels), with low
health literacy skills (inadequate in -50%). In 4,886 new patients, 88% had
NIDDM, and 73% were obese; 34% of 578 patients had renal damage at first
presentation. Our management utilizes a team approach (nurse-providers,
dietitians, podiatrists, and physicians), with stepped intensification of care
(diet, oral agents, insulin). In 563 patients who returned for visits at 2, 4, and
6 months, HbAlc fell from 9.3% to 7.5% (p<0.001). Moreover, use of
pharmacologic agents decreased: in 1,156 obese patients, 71% were using
such therapy at presentation, but only 54% at 6 months. Since our patients
report difficulty in understanding food exchanges, we initiated a randomized
controlled comparison between an exchange diet (ADA) and a "healthy
choice" diet (HC) which focuses on food choices and moderation of intake
without emphasis on portion sizes or weight loss. The 311 ADA and 375 HC
patients were indistinguishable in weight, obesity, gender, duration of
diabetes, and HbAlc. The groups exhibited comparable weight loss (36% of
ADA lost at least 5 lb, vs. 30% of HC; p=NS), and fall in HbAlc at 6 months
(from 9.9% to 7.9% in ADA, vs. 9.3% to 7.6% with HC; p=NS); there was
also no difference in lipids or BP, or use of pharmacologic agents.
Conclusions: Stepped care with a team approach constitutes an effective
paradigm for management of inner-city patients; a healthy choice diet is
easier to teach than an exhange diet, and metabolic outcomes are similar.
Flexibility in therapy can help overcome barriers to effective care.

2529
CSII-THERAPY: IMPROVEMENT OF GLYCEMIC CONTROL WITHOUT A
LONGTERM INCREASE OF HYPOGLYCEMIA
H.J. Schreckling and K.H. Bergis. Diabetesklinik Bad Mergentheim, Bad
Mergentheim, Germany
Objective: The DCCT observed 62 hypoglycemic episodes (assistence required) and
16 episodes of coma or seizure per 100 patient-years in the intensive therapy group.
We tested if CSII-therapy would reduce the frequency of hypoglycemia compared
with DCCT results. Methods: 250 IDDM-patients were requested to answer a
standardized questionnaire for quality-management 15 months after the beginning of
CSII-therapy. This questionnaire includes questions about hypoglycemia-frequency
and insulin dosage. Furthermore the patients were invited to return a blood sample
for determination of glycemic control (Ghb, affinity-chromatography, mean of non-
diabetics 5,5 ± 0,5%). 148 patients (age 37,8 ± 12,9 years, diabetes duration 16,9 ±
9,2 years) returned questionnaires and blood samples (drop out-rate 40,8%). Results:
Glycemic control improved considerably from Ghb 10,7% before CSII - therapy to
Ghb 7,9%. The daily insulin dosage was reduced from 56,5 ± 23,4 insulin units to 49
t 17 insulin units. Overall 32,8 hypoglycemic episodes (assistence required) and 12,3
comas per 100 patient-years occured. Within the observation time the patients
reported a decline in the frequency of hypoglycemia. In the first three months 70,2
hypoglycemic episodes and 29,7 comas per 100 patient-years occured; in the
following three months there was a reduction to 67,5 and 18,9 events respectively,
and in the 9 months there after this rate dropped to 17 hypoglycemic episodes and 5
comas per 100 patient-years. 20 patients reported hospitalisation caused by hypogly-
cemic episodes. Conclusion: In spite of a marked improvement in glycemic control
and reduction of insulin-dosage there was overall an unexpected low incidence of
hypoglycemia compared with the intensive-therapy-group of DCCT. After the initial
adaptation to the new therapy conditions, the relativly high incidence of
hypoglycemia in the first six months dropped markly. As a long term perspective
CSII-therapy will not inevitably increase negative side effects like hypoglycemia.The
incidence of severe hypoclycemia is even less than DCCT-data indicate.

2530

THE METABOLIC CONTROL IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES IN KRASNOYARSK REGION.
Osokina I., Manchouk V.
Institute for Medical Problems of the North,
Krasnoyarsk, Russia.

We examined 142 patients with type 1 diabetes, aged 2-19
years, with a diabetes duration from 1 to 12 years. The
degree of glycemic control was estimated with the help of
glycosylated hemoglobin (HbAlc). HbAlc was measured by
a HPLC method (normal range 4,5-7,0 %). 57 patients (40%)
were in better control (HbAlc < 8,5%), with significantly
lower diabetes duration (p<0,001), more frequent daily blood
glucose monitoring (p<0,02) and more injections/day in
comparison to children and adolescents (n=85, 60%) in poorer
control (HbAlc >8,5%). In group with low diabetic control
complications were revealed more frequently. After 5 years
34,5% patients had microalbuminuria, retinopathy was
diagnosed in 38%. The education and intensive treatment
diabetes allowed to achive higer degree metabolic control.
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2531
THE EFFECT OF EVALUATION BY PATIENTS ON THE PROCESS
OF ANNUAL REVIEWS IN DIABETIC CARE.
A.K.Baksi, P. Singhal and T. Dean. 	 St. Mary's
Hospital NHS Trust, Isle of Wight, U.K.
Objective To assess the effect of evaluation
carried out by patients on the process
of annual reviews in diabetic care and
to measure the degree of patient satis-
faction. Design Patients attending the
clinic for annual reviews were given a
leaflet explaining what to expect at the
consultation. They were invited to complete
an evaluation questionnaire anonymously
at the end of the consultation. The process
of annual reviews carried out was audited
during a four week period. The results
were	 compared	 with	 an	 audit	 of	 100
conseecutive	 annual	 reviews	 before	 the
onset of the study.	 Main outcome measures
- Indicators in the process of annual
reviews and patient satisfaction ratings.
Results Indicators relating to the exam-
ination of blood pressure, feet, eyes and
metabolic control showed a significant
improvement as a result of evaluation by
patients. Indicators for clinic urine tests,
ser um cholesterol and microalbuminuria
did not reach an adequate standard.
Conclusion Audit by patients improves the
quality of annual reviews and it is also
a tangible expression of patient empowerment

2532
BLACKSEADIAB: REGIONAL EUROPEAN INFORMATION NETWORK
AIMING AT A BETTER DIABETES CARE IN THE COUNTRIES OF THE
BLACK SEA REGION. E. Stanciu, C. Ionescu-Tirgoviste, S. Pruna, S. Bejan, G.
Rachiteanu, I. Cazacu and I. Mincu. Clinic of Diabetes, Institute "N.C. Paulescu",
Software ITC, Bucharest, Romania.
The BlackSeaDiab Working Group was created in view to promote in the 12
countries surrounding Black Sea the objectives of the St. Vincent Declaration and
of the Acropolis Affirmation. Ethnical, cultural and economic heterogeneity gives a
unique opportunity to know the specific problems related to diabetes care in the
participating countries. The project will provide the informational support required
by the BlackSeaDiab Action Project. The solution sought had to facilitate an
extension of the network from a minimal level up to a top level, with the smallest
costs. A two stage solution has been adopted. In the present stage, an INTERNET
compatible network (protocols, application interfaces) is realised using existent
physical communication channels, with limited INTERNET access. In the second
stage, the network will be developed to use high speed communication channels,
with total INTERNET access from any point of the network. The architecture of the
system is a modular and open one. This means that the architecture is compatible
with and can be easily integrated into existing information systems and networking
environments. Each module is in fact a National BlackSeaDiab network Section
and is composed of a central node connected by different types of links with a
number of Iocal nodes. The access to all these nodes will be accomplished from
access points. The scope of the project ranges from routine diabetes care to diabetes
research. A wide range of software applications will be developed such as: patient
monitoring, programs for the assistance of the clinical research regarding various
aspects of diabetes mellitus, epidemiology, education and treatment, statistical
analysis of information recorded in data bases, etc. In view to attend such objectives
the main instrument is creation in each participating country a BlackSeaDiab
Registry of Diabetes, which will allow to obtain: accurate prevalence and
incidence of both IDDM and NIDDM patients; continuos up-date regarding the
presence of chronic complications; mortality data; main demographic and socio-
economic date related to the quality of diabetes care.

2533
EVALUATION OF A DIABETES ADVISORY SYSTEM IN
ADOLESCENTS
O.K. Hejlesen`, M. Rix, S. Andreassen', A. Lange, 3. Schaarup', E. Ostergaard ,
U. Andersen', R. Hovorka' and D. Cavan'. Dept. of Medical Informatics, Aalborg
University. Aalborg Hospitaf, Denmark. St. Thomas' Hospitaf, London, UK.

The aim of this pilot study was to evaluate insulin adjustment advice by a
Diabetes Advisory System in adolescents. 19 unselected adolescents, 12-
16 years of age with diabetes duration > 1 year, were randomised into 2
groups, matched according to sex, age and HbA 5 . The study period was 3
months with intensified contact in the first month and a follow up period
of 2 months. In the first, second and fourth week all patients collected
data on meals, insulin doses and 4 daily blood glucose measurements for
3 consecutive days. The patients had insulin doses adjusted in the first,
second and fourth week. In the target group the insulin adjustments were
exclusively based on the advice from the system. Adjustments in the
control group were based on the departments routine principles. HbA,^
was measured in the first week, just prior to the initial data collection, and
after 3 months. 6 patients were excluded for different reasons and the
study ended up with 5 patients in the target group and 8 patients in the
control group. When comparing HbA,, at the beginning and at the end of
the study, no significant difference was seen neither in the target group
(HbA,. 9.6% to 9.0%) nor in the control group (HbA,, 9.4% .to 9.1%).
However, in the same period a marginally significant mean reduction in
insulin dosage was seen in the target group (0.82 to 0.72 U/kg, p = 0.06),
but not in the control group (0.98 to 0.97 U/kg). This reduction in insulin
dosage in the target group was reflected in a marked reduction (p = 0.09)
in number of measured hypoglycaemias (< 3.5 mmolll) from 0.41 to 0.07
attacks per day. The pilot study suggests the Diabetes Advisory System
being a safe tool for insulin dose advice in adolescents obtaining as least
as good a result as the traditional setting.

2534
EXPERIMENTING WITH THE SYSTEM OF THE QUALITY CARE CONTROL
IN POLAND
7.Taton for medical and B.Lyholm for statistical teams
Department of Internal Medicine and Diabetology, Warsaw Medical School,
Poland. Disease Management System, NovoNordisk, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Exploiting the fact, that diabetes care in Poland is based on a uniform structured
system, the network of 11 regional and 1 central centers for quality control was
inbuilt into it. Each regional center was formed as a group of 3-4 spontaneously
interested in quality control diabetologists. Such centers was equipped with
standardised hardware, Polish version of the Diabcare chart, statistical programmes
and modest operational budget. Central center function as the organizer, scientific
planner, statistical analyst. The main goal of this system were: measurement of the
St. Vincent Declaration targets for whole country, production of objective data for
regional comparisons in the relation to local potential and investments. The system
was able to produce the respective data in the randomly selected representative
group of 1271 of IDDM, which were validated and analysed accordingly to the
Diabcare chart 12 areas of interest. The clinical characteristics of the studied
population, the biochemical parameters including HbAle, the parameters assessing
the life style, morbidity due to chronic complications, educational activities and
performance of diabetes care providers were determinated as aggregated outcomes
for the whole country and separately for 11 regions. The average age at the group
was 34.0 ± 10.3 years, diabetes mellitus duration 13.0 ± 9.35 years, BMI 23.6 ±
3.04 kg/m2, systolic blood pressure 126 ± 17.2 urns Hg, diastolic 78.5 ± 9.12 min
Hg, HbAlc 7.99 ± 1.72%, total cholesterol 191 ± 41.5 mg/dl, triglycerides 108 ±
73.7 mg/dl; percentages of smokers was 21.2%, alcohol users 4.2%, morbidity due
to retinopathy 37%. The differences between regions were very significant and were
connected with the local quality of care indexes. Conclusions. The system used
revealed the average level of quality and strong regional differences calling for
action and investments. It also proved to be useful for measuring the distance from
the St. Vincent targets.
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2535
IMPLEMENTATION OF SPECIALIST RECOMMENDATIONS BY PRIMARY
CARE PHYSICIANS
V.Fong, S.Colagiuri. Prince of Wales Hospital, Randwick, Australia.
Specialist annual review clinics have been developed to assist general practitioners
(GPs) to care for their diabetic patients. This study was undertaken to determine the
implementation by GPs of recommendations made as a result of attendance at our
Diabetes Complication Screening Clinic (DCSC) which is part of the Shared Care
Program conducted with the local GP Division. Follow up and implementation by
GPs of recommendations made at the DCSC were reviewed in patients reattending
after 1 year. Written recommendations on management of diabetes, complications and
atherosclerosis risk factors, are made by an endocrinologist, diabetes educator and
ophthalmologist. 134 patients attending over a 10 month period who had previously
attended the DCSC one year previously were assessed for implementation of
recommendations. In addition, benefits/deterioration from implementation/lack of
implementation of glycaemic and dyslipidaemia management recommendations were
made, based on comparisons of initial and follow up HbA, C and lipid profile results.
A total of 128 recommendations were made in 71 of the 134 patients related to
diabetes control, dyslipidaemia, hypertension, obesity, microalbuminuria, renal
impairment and referral to diabetes educator, dietician, podiatrist, ophthalmologist &
vascular surgeon. The annual frequency of GP diabetes-specific visits ranged from
0 to 10, with a mean of 3.9. 62.5% of recommendations made at the DCSC were
implemented. 73.9% of the recommendations for glycaemic control were
implemented with a benefit in 35.3% and deterioration in 50% where
recommendations had not been implemented. 77.8% of recommendations for
management of dyslipidaemia were implemented with a benefit in 28.6% and
deterioration in 25% of those where implementation had not occurred. The lowest
implementation rates were recorded for referrals to other diabetes health professions:
diabetes educator,dietician & podiatrist. Overall implementation of recommendations
made to GPs from DCSC is satisfactory but could be improved. To address the 37.5%
failure to implement recommendations, greater patient and GP participation and
education about the service and recommendations are being trialed. Written
recommendations are being provided and explained to patients and GPs are being
encouraged to undertake a clinical attachment at the DCSC.

2536

EVALUATION OF A DIABETES ADVISORY SYSTEM

Andreassen S, Hejlesen OK, Frandsen NE, Petersen T, Sando SH,
Cavan DA and Hovorka R, Aalborg University, Aalborg, Denmark,
SOnderborg Hospital, Sonderborg, Denmark, Odense University
Hospital, Odense, Denmark, St. Thomas Hospital, London, UK.
A double blind clinical trial was conducted to evaluate advice on insulin
dose adjustment, generated with the help of a decision support system.
The study was conducted on 12 IDDM patients admitted consecutively to
SOnderborg Hospital due to poor metabolic control. On admission, the
patients were maintained for about 4 days on an intensive regimen with 8
daily measurements of blood glucose and 8 daily injections of soluble
insulin. Typically on the fourth day they were switched to a regimen with
3 daily injections of soluble insulin and one injection at night of
intermediate-acting insulin. After a further 4 days they were discharged
with this regimen. 6 patients were assigned randomly to the target group
and 6 to the control group. The advice on insulin doses during the period
with 4 daily insulin injections was generated by an experienced
diabetologist at Odense University Hospital for the patients in the control
group and by the diabetes advisory system for the patients in the target
group. The clinician in charge of the patients at SOnderborg Hospital did
not know the source of the advice. 2 month after the patients were
discharged, HbAlc was measured. For the patients in the target group
HbAlc was improved by 1.9% ± 2.9% (mean ± sd), from 9.4 ± 1.4% to
7.5 ± 1.0%. For the patients in the control group HbAlc was improved
by 0.9% ± 1.4% (mean ± sd), from 8.1 ± 1.4% to 7.2 ± 0.9%.
Although the patients in the target group thus seemed to achieve larger
improvements in HbAlc than the patients in the control group this was
not statistically significant due to the small sample size (p=0.24). In
conclusion, advice generated by the system seems to be safe and of a
quality comparable to advice from an experienced diabetologist.

2537
COMPLICATIONS IN TYPE 1 DIABETICS ARE CAUSED BY ELEVATED
BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVEL: RESULTS FROM AN AUSTRIAN CENTER.

G. Kacerovsky-Bielesz, M. Kacerovsky, L Pecnik, H. Hohenecker, I. Palkovic and W.
Grossmann, I. Med. Hanuschkh., Inst. f. Statistik Univ. of Vienna, Vienna, Austria
Aim_: The aim of the study is to estimate the risk of the development of complications,
depending on the metabolic balance (measured by HbAlc <_ 6.1), kind of treatment and
duration of the illness.
Methods: 177 type 1 diabetics treated in our center were selected at random. 72 were
treated from the beginning, 105 started 7.1 a (sd 10.5) after the onset. The 177 pat.
(1405.3 pat years), age of onset 27.0 a (sd 13.0), duration of illness 14.9 a (sd 11.7 ),
present age 41.8 a (sd 14.8); 45% have conventional (KT), 55% intensive therapie (IT).
HbAlc: KT = 7.8%, IT = 7.9%, severe hypoglyc. KT = 4.7/100 pat. years, IT =
11.7/100 pat. years; 37.8% have HbAlc < 7%; 53.3% have no microvascular compli-
cations. In the group treated from the beginning n = 72, duration of illness = 8.1 a(sd
5.6), HbAlc KT = 7.2%, IT = 7.2%; 46% have Hbalc < 7%; 78% have no complicati-
ons. All of them took part in our training and attended the outpatient clinic at least 4
times yearly (BG self-control, therapy adjustment)
Results: After 1/2 year with a level of HbAlc > 7.0% the risk for complications rises to
2.4 times as opposed to a level < 7%. Depending on the duration of the illness 0.67 is
the risk for the first 5 years, 2.45 between 5-10 years, 3.12 after 15 years. 0.85 / 5.53 /
2.57 for retinopathy respectivly. 1.04/ 7.58 / 3.12 for neuropathy. Only 13% have
nephropathy (too little data for statististical analysis). For patients treated in our center
from the onset the equivalent risk is only half.
Conclusion: This study shows like many other studies (DCCT, Kroc, SDIS, Steno,
Oslo etc.) that the long term complications are directly related to the elevated blood
glucose level. HbAlc level of 15% above the normal seems to have little risk for
developing late complications together with a rate of hypoglyc. as low as possible. It is
very important to start at the onset with an optimal therapy. This is the most important
point of the study. The duration of illness plays only a role in cases of poor control of
the metabolic balance. Not the type of therapy but the results are important.

2538
FEASIBILITY OF AN INTRANET-SOLUTION FOR DIABETES DISEASE
MANAGEMENT IN A ROUTINE HEALTH CARE ENVIRONMENT
S.Kottmair, K.Gerlach, J.Lederer, D.Westphal, A.Kaeding and
K.Piwernetz.
DiabCare Office, Munich, Germany.

Progress in achieving higher levels of primary health care quality depends
crucially on the implementation of structured care procedures on the basis
of standardised documentation and guidelines. This applies as well to
organisational as to medical quality. Aim of the project is to demonstrate,
the feasibility of an intranet solution respecting the aforementioned
features thus providing the health care team with useful and effective
support in the management of diabetes. The disease management
module is organised cascade-like where the user starts from a general
top level proceeding to levels of greater details. Documentation according
to standardised data sets (DiabCare Diabetes Data Set, Care Card
Diabetes) is imbedded into structured routine procedures which may be
tailored to the individual needs of a specific health care setting. Whenever
necessary the user may request reference to generally accepted
guidelines and knowledge bases via easy to use hypertext links.
Documented data are transferred in anonymised form to a central data
base where evaluations are carried out with respect to watchdog rules,
patient centred benchmarking, and the DiabCare quality indicators. This
intranet solution is realised in standard html-technique and therefore
widely independent of the users technical prerequisites. It could be
demonstrated that the described system is technically feasible and faces
wide acceptance among health care practitioners because of its easy and
intuitive way of use, its flexibility, as well as its referral to commonly
accepted standards and guidelines. A disease management module
implemented as an intranet solution contributes to the structuring of
routine health care procedures according to standards and guidelines
thus providing the basis of quality management in primary health care.
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GENDER EQUITY IN SWEDISH DIABETES CARE: A REVIEW
P.M. Jonsson, C. G$fvels and J. Ostman. Dept. of Public Health Sciences and Dept.
of Medicine, Karolinska Institute, and Dept. of Public Health Sciences, University of
Umed, and LUCD, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.

Gender differences in the utilization of health services may be explained by
differences in the epidemiology of disease and accompanying need of services or by
differences in the expected safety, effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of medical inter-
ventions. However, gender differences may also reflect care providers' knowledge and
attitudes or differences in the accessibility of services to males and females. Such
differences may indicate gender inequity in health care and may adversely affect the
quality of care. In 1995 the Swedish government appointed an expert committee to
analyse gender equity in health care, and diabetes care was selected as one of the fields
for review. The aim of the review was to explore the performance of diabetes care in
Sweden from a gender perspective. The review was based on published data on health
care utilization, metabolic control, patient satisfaction, quality of life, and mortality.

The registered level of use of inpatient care with the diagnosis diabetes mellitus
is identical for the sexes before the age of twenty, while males use more inpatient
care between twenty and seventy-five years of age. Young and middle-aged diabetic
females receive more outpatient care than diabetic males, which is mainly explained
b y females' use of services at gynaecology clinics and community health centres.
Data from two counties show no gender differences in metabolic control, but no
comparisons are available on a national level. Studies of patient satisfaction indicate
less satisfaction among diabetic females. Females also have reported poorer quality of
life than males. Results from the Diabetic Incidence Study in Sweden indicate higher
excess mortality in young and middle-aged diabetic males than females. A follow-up
study of individuals identified in the Surveys of Living Conditions show that diabetic
females with low socioeconomic status have higher excess mortality than diabetic
females with high socioeconomic status, while the social class gradient is less
prominent among males. - More research is needed to explain gender differences in
patient satisfaction, quality of life, and mortality. Monitoring the impact of gender
should become an integrated part of quality management in diabetes care.
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The therapeutic reality of type II diabetes
Prof. Dr. M. Siebolds Katholische Fachhochschule Nordrhein-Westfalen,
Fachbereich: Gesundheitswesen . Cologne / Germany

In spite of all improvements that have been made in diagnosis, drug therapy and education, the therapeutic
results obtained with many type II diabetics are lamentably poor in the light of the St. Vincent Declaration. Against
this background, it appeared useful to examine the problem using an integrative research approach, i.e.
qualitative group interviews validated by individual interviews. All the professional categories involved in therapy
were interviewed: 200 general practitioners, 90 hospital-based doctors, 110 diabetes advisors and nurses, 15 care-
givers from the out-patient services and 15 from old retirement homes and 20 old age type II diabetes patients.
•	 The most significant problem in diabetic management is the inability of health-care professionals to motivate

the diabetic patient to take responsibility for his disease and act in a way that promotes his own health.
(None of the people interviewed was familiar with any motsation theory or its practical application).

•	 All those interviewed agreed that the full potential of somatological therapy cannot be realised as long as diabetic
patients cannot be motivated and as long as therapy is so poorly integrated into the everyday situation of the patent.

•	 Interviewers were asked to estimate the potential therapeutic success; general practitioners said 51015  per
cent, hospital-based doctors said 201065 per cent!

•	 75 per cent of the general practitioners interviewed, but only 25 per cent of the hospital-based doctors, asked
whether purely somatological therapy goals are truly significant targets and quality parameters for patients.

•	 Only 10 per cent of those asked were familiar with the NIDOM Policy Group recommendations.
•	 The perception of health-care professionals is coloured by frustration, resignation and underrating.
•	 Nursing staff in old retirement homes and out-patient services complained about the lack of interest on the

part of general practitioners in coordinating the care they give diabetic patients with the care given by the
nursing services. Also, neither general practitioners nor hospital-doctors are familiar with the early demential
deterioration processes that occur not uncommonly in elderly diabetic patients.

•	 Diabetes advisors and nurses agreed that it is ultimately neither possible nor sensible to attempt weight
reduction through diet or any form of nutritional intervention in chronically obese elderly diabetics.

•	 Patients do not feel that diabetes is one of their really important problems in life.

The study identified three factors which cause diabetic therapy of the elderly to fail:
1. The fundamentally reduced ability of the diabetic patient to manage his disease competently and on his own

responsibility. This could be due to early demential processes which makes both patient education and self-
management impossible.

2. The amount of freedom to make changes that elderly type It diabetics allow to those treating them. Care-
givers generally tend to assume that the diabetic wants to improve his diabetes. This is the basis on which
they offer therapeutic help. Care-givers almost never try to establish a real dialogue with the patient as an
equal and respected individual as a framework for deciding what the patient actually wants to do about his
diabetes and what degree of change he thinks could be possible.

3 The various institutions that care for diabetics on a day-to-day basis often have completely different ideas
about therapy. In general, none of the parties concerned tries to coordinate therapy with the care given by
another party. There is often a serious lack of understanding of other treatment systems, and this makes
appropriate and sensible cooperation between the systems possible.
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AN AUDIT OF STRUCTURE, PROCESS AND OUTCOME OF CARE
OF THE DIABETIC CLINIC NATIONAL HOSPITAL SRI LANKA.
M. Fernando, D.J.S. Fernando Colombo Medical Faculty,
Sri Lanka.
We audited the structure, process and outcome of care
at the Diabetic clinic National Hospital, Sri Lanka.
A previously validated MCQ paper of 10 questions which
assessed knowledge of diabetes on insulin therapy,
dietary management, management during acute illness
and management of emergencies was administered to
all patients. The function of the clinic was assessed
using previously validated audit care record forms.
Diabetes knowledge among patients, waiting times,
bypassing of local institutions, availability of
diagnostic equipment, screening activities and time
spent per consultation was assessed. The clinic had
a daily attendance of 186 patients who were seen
between 0800 to 1200 hours. A single medical officer
spent 2.14 minutes per patient. No screening was
performed. There were no facilities to examine patients
or for patients to sit while consulting the doctor.
The diabetes knowledge score was 15.06SD 3 from a
maximum of 40. 43% had bypassed a local institution.
Reasons for bypass included non availability of drugs
and the expectation of quality care at NHSL. Patients
spent a mean of 1.5 SD 0.7 hours travelling to the
clinic and waited a mean 1.56 SD 0.4 hours to see
the doctor and 1.3 SD 0.12 hours to obtain drugs.
We concluded that the services of the diabetic clinic
do not meet the standards expected of a clinic.
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DIABETES EDUCATION SERVICES STANDARDS: VALIDATION
OF RECOGNITION PROGRAM.
Edwards, L.; Jones H., Belton, A.; Diabetes Educator Section, Canadian
Diabetes Association, Toronto, Ontario.
Standards are always the first step in any recognition or accreditation
process. They are the benchmarks towards which to strive. Yet, the
development of this vital criteria is often flawed, providing a weak
foundation for the systems built upon them. This presentation describes
the extensive process used to develop Canadian Diabetes Education
Service Standards and a Canadian Recognition Program, The Standards,
(Outcome Process and Structure Standards) were developed through
extensive participation of all stakeholders over a two year consensus
building process. Workshops, randomized Focus Groups and two rounds
of Delphi Survey enabled all stakeholders (educators, consumers,
physicians, organization) to participate. Attention to research
methodology throughout added to stakeholders commitment and belief in
the Standards. The development of the voluntary Recognition Program
was likewise both rigorous and participative involving four Pilot sites,
two Annual Meeting presentations and a coordinating Task Force. A two
part program was developed consisting of a self-assessment through
Portfolio Development and an external review by a National Review
Panel, The Portfolio is a collection of prospective data gathering
instruments that demonstrate how the service meets the Standards. Each
instrument was examined for construct and expert validity with the
Standards. Strictly quantitative standardized testing was rejected in favor
of more qualitative measures that are appropriate in diverse settings,
systems and locations across Canada and congruent with the Outcome
Standards for Diabetes Education. The Recognition Program was
launched in 1996. The Canadian Standards for Diabetes Education
Services are currently being considered by the Diabetes Education
Consultative Section of the IDF for International use,
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DIABETIC KNOWLEDGE AND SELF-CARE BEHAVIOR IN DIABETIC
COMPLICATIONS.
I.C. Wang, H.P. Wu, H.Y. Peng, Y.D. Chiang, L.M. Chuang, T.Y. Tai and
B.J. Lin. Department of Internal Medicine and Graduate Institute of Clinical
Medicine, National Taiwan University Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan.
To improve diabetes care in the management of patients with NIDDM, we
have initiated a special clinic for screening chronic diabetic complications.
Patients at risk for developing diabetic foot, neuropathy, nephropathy and
retinopathy need special educational program for better management. We
investigated the basic diabetic knowledge and self-care behavior and
correlated with the diabetic control and complications. 71 male and 49 female
patients with NIDDM were recruited from July to November, 1996. Their
mean (SD) age was 58.4 (11.9) and the duration of NIDDM was 10.7 (9.2)
yrs. The perentage of patients who were illiterate, semiliterate, graduates of
elementary school, junior high, high school, and college or higher were 12.5%,
6.7%, 20.8%, 5.8%, 25%, and 29.2%, respectively. The score of better
self-care behavior correlated significantly (p<0.05) with lower serum
cholesterol and triglyceride levels, lower incidence of retinopathy and
hypertension in simple regression analysis, and correlated with lower
triglyceride and blood pressure by multiple regression analyses. Higher
knowledge of diabetes correlated significantly (p<0.05) with younger age and
higher educational levels in both simple and multiple regression analyses.
Better self-care behavior seemed to be beneficial for management of diabetic
complication. Lack of knowledge about the diabetic complication might
prevent better self-care. Therefore, diabetic education specifically designed for
prevention or better care of diabetic complication might be very useful and
deserves implemented in the screening clinic for complications.
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DIABCARE Q-NET NL, ST. VINCENT GOALS INTO
PRACTICE
G. Storms, D. Vermey, CBO, Utrecht, The Netherlands
The European project DiabCare Q-net under the umbrella of the St.
Vincent Declaration, aiming at quality management in diabetes
care, is put into practice in the Netherlands with a bottom up
approach, as a quality management system located at the CBO, the
Dutch National institution for quality management in clinical
practice. The software is provided by Medinet: DiabData Pro,
client software to fill and sent the Basic Information Sheet to a
server by modem, and server software, to administer the received
data and provide benchmarks to the clinical end-users. Users are
general practitioners, paediatricians and intemists/diabetologists.
They were contacted for their interest for diabetes care and not by
their scientific institutions. Together they form the usergroup that
"owns " the data on the server. The system is intended to monitor
the clinical performance of health care teams by comparison of the
clinical care to the standards as set by the expert guidelines defined
by the different working groups of St. Vincent (indicators). These
indicators are compared in a ranked order between the treatment
sites (benchmaridng). If a treatment site decides that the outcome
of an indicator has to be improved, they start a Quality Circle, a
structured improvement process for the health care team plus the
end-users, being the people with diabetes. The complete
functionality of the system including the data available and the
ouicome of a quality circle will be demonstrated during the
presentation.
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IMPROVEMENT IN QUALITY OF DIABETES CARE IN PRIMARY HEALTH
CENTERS.J.F,Cano P.Tomas, M.Berenguer, R.M.Gimbert, J. LLussa, X.Mundet,
M.Birules and the GedapS Group.Catalan Family and Community Medicine Society.
Barcelona (Spain).
Aims: To assess changes in quality of care on type 2 Diabetes, attended in Primary
Health Care (PH), after an intervention programme based on St. Vincent
Declaration.Methods: Cross-sectional study carried out in 1993 and 1995 in 50 PHC
Centres (34% rural) attending 1.256.193 adults. Cases were selected by systematic
sampling from 31.050 registered NIDDM. Intervention was based on publication and
delivery of Diabetes Guidelines adapted to primary health care and the performance of
Workshops in different geographical areas, stressing in educational interventions, early
detection of complications and foot care Results: Patients evaluated were 2.595 in 1993
and 2250 in 1995, without differences in gender, age or average time of diabetes
evolution. The impact on Process Indicators was:

1993	 1995	 1993 199E
Visits patient/year Presence in clinical % %
Nurse 5.1 4.7 records of
Medical 3.8 2.8 Tobacco smoking

for Education 1.61 2.3 Blood Pressure 92 92
EducationlVis

on
its ratio 17,9% 30% HbAlc 73 75

B.GlucoseSelf-Monitor. Cholesterol 78
34

80
50Total Microalbuminuria

Insulin-treated 31%
o

36% Funduscopy 55 53
62 /0 68% Foot Examination 50 57

Intermediate result outcomes: We found an increase in percentage of diabetics with
good/acceptable control of HbAl c (+2%), and a decrease of % of patientes with HbAlc >
10. The acceptable control of cholesterl increased (5%), and 3% decrease in foot ulcers/
lesions. Conclusions.- Results seem to confirm the effectiveness of our programme,
specially to promote educational activities by PH teams, early detection of chronic
complications

ROLE OF A DIABETIC CLINIC FOR SCREENING OF CHRONIC DIABETIC
COMPLICATIONS. EXPERIENCE FROM A MEDICAL CENTER IN TAIWAN.
Y.D. Chiang, L.M. Chuang, L.T. Heng, C.N. Huang, H.Y. Peng, H.P. Wu, T.Y. Tai
and B.J. Lin. Department of Internal Medicine and Graduate Institute of Clinical
Medicine, National Taiwan University Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan.
Many animal experiments and recent clinical trials have all demonstrated the
importance of tight glycemic control in the prevention of chronic complications of
diabetes. Even under the best of circumstances, it is not easy to keep all the patients
under strict glycemic controls all the time, and since the onset of many
complications is insidious, we set up a special clinic to screen for diabetic
complications. From July to November 1996, we screened 120, 71 males and 49
females, for microangiopathies and peripheral vascular disease. Their mean (SD)
age was 58.4 (11.9) and the duration of NIDDM was 10.7 (9.2) yrs. Among them,
only 11 (9.2%) had been examined by an ophthalmologist before entry. With a
non-mydriatic fundus camera, we found diabetic retinopathies in 18 (16.5%) of the
remaining patients. Thirty-four (28.3%) patients were known to be proteinuric.
However, 31 (36%) of the remaining patients showed presumptive evidence of
microalbununuria by a semiquantitative method (Micral test, Boehringer
Mannheim). Eighteen (15%) of the patients had received nerve conduction velocity
study before entry. In the remaining patients, 38 (37%) had at least one abnormality
in tests including current perception threshold at 5, 250 and 2000 HZ,
Senunes-Weinstein (#5.07) monofilament test, and vibration test with Riedel-Seiffert
tuning fork. None of the patients had been examined for foot problems by Doppler
ultrasound. Four (3.4%) of the patients showed abnormal low ankle-brachial indices
by Doppler exam. Our preliminary data strongly suggested the needs for
implementation of a screening exam for complications into our daily practice.
Undiagnosed chronic complications may be uncovered earlier for prompt attention
and intervention.
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QUALITY IMPROVEMENT SYSTEM IN FRANCE
A REGULAR ASSESSMENT. RESULTS AFTER 4 YEARS.
J.R. ATTALI, M. CAHANE, V. DURLACH, E. ESCHWEGE,
A. GIRAUD, L. KLEINEBREIL, M.C. TURNIN,
M. VARROUD-VIAL. DIABCARE-FRANCE, Hopital Jean
Verdier, Universite Paris-Nord F 93143 BONDY.

Since 1993 information on the quality of care is annually gathered
from diabetic centres over a one-month period in October. Data
collection is voluntary and anonymous. A form in triplicate (the
European BIS) is systematically used, and one copy is given to the
patient as part of the improvement system itself (awareness of the
SVD, late complications, prevention and self monitoring, improved
communication with primary care team). Most of the data entry is
made centrally and included in a pedagogical project. Each centre
receives after a few weeks a confidential analysis of his own results
and anonymous bench-marking figures. After 4 years, through
regular campaigning each year, the network has succeeded in
covering all French regions and the number of centres has increased
from 71 to 255. Different structures are now involved : 45 university
hospitals, 163 others hospitals, 92 diabetologists in private practise .
80 % of the initial membres are still active in the network. The
quality of data is improving (ex: missing HbAlc 10,6 % in 93, 6,2 %
in 95). Intermediate outcomes have a tendancy to improve (ex : %
of patients with HbAlc < 8 % improved from 34 % in 93 to 41 % in
95) but these results need to bo confirmed. Analysis of the 4 th
campaign is now being done. The centres have gained a clearer
picture of local hospital care. The constant weight of recent SVD
complications (6 %) over this period shows the necessity of long
term strategies to achieve SVD targets.
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DIABCARE HUNGARY: IMPLEMENTATION OF A TOOL FOR
CONTINUOUS QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IN DIABETES CARE
Zs. Kerenyi, Gy. Tamas, A.Gy. Tabak and the DiabCare Hungary
Group, Budapest, Hungary
To reach targets of the St Vincent Declaration, the DiabCare programme of the
WHO/IDF-Euro, a monitoring device for continuous quality improvement of
diabetes care was implemented in 1994 in Hungary as a part of the National
Programme. 20 'centres' (including 2 GPs) sent 3975 aggregated, anonymised
records (data of 3835 diabetic patients; 140 cases repeatedly; age, gender, type,
duration and form of treatment of diabetes mellitus [completeness: 93%], other
therapy, last lab values of previous 12 months, complications, St Vincent
tnraote n	 rm) fnr central avahnntinn

age duration

n male IDDM <35yrs 56-75 yrs 6-15 yrs >15 yrs on insulin
1994

1995

1996

2085
771
1119

41%
44%
43%

29%
44%
25%

21%
21%
12%

48%
36%
49%

38%
39%
38%

34%
38%
30%

59%
73%
60%

'94-96 3835 43% 29% 18% 47% 39% 33% 61%
Results for the whole period: self monitoring: 52%, severe hypoglycaemia: 7%.
Late complications: any retinopathy 62% (7% proliferative, 7% laser therapy in
the previous year), blindness: 4%. Microalbuminuria (1vIAU; >30 mg/day;
completeness of measurement: 41%): 29%, renal failure 2%. Hypertension rate:
8%. HbAl(c) was measured in 61% of the cases (>8%: 43%). With increasing
number of reported cases (more NIDDM and/or diabetes with shorter duration) a
drop in the percentage of smokers (20 vs 11%), alcoholics (20 vs 11%), in the
number of cases with MAU (32 vs 26%) and with any retinopathy (78 vs 39%)
between `94 and `96 could be observed with a decrease in frequency of severe
hypo- and hyperglycaemias. Comparison of data of participating centres with
country data in quality circles (diabetes team, administrators and GPs) helped in
continuous quality improvement of diabetes care.
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Primary Care Provider (PCP) Non-Compliance: Lack of Action for Type
II Diabetes Related Abnormalities.
JA Pugh, A Monterrosa, G Marsh, B Pico. Univ. of Texas Health Science
Center. at San Antonio, Texas.
We hypothesized that poor diabetic outcomes maybe due to lack of provider
action in accordance with published guidelines. A prospective cohort of 1136
diabetic patients in 8 indigent care clinics will be followed for 2 years, collecting
both medical care process data, intermediate outcomes, and patient interviews.
First year chart data are presented. Action taken by PCP is defined as one of the
following: start or change in pharmacological treatment (RX), recommendation
of lifestyle change (LS) such as diet or exercise, or early follow-up (FU) visit to
reassess value before implementing new intervention. The cohort was 67%
female, with a mean age of 53±12 and diabetes duration of 6.9±8 years. The
average # of visits to their PCP in the past year related to diabetes was 4.3. For
patients whose glucose was z 140 milligrams/decilitre or HbA 1, >7, 35% of the
visits to PCP contained no documentation of actions to decrease blood glucose
levels. For RX actions taken, insulin was either begun or increased in 36% of
visits or oral agents were either begun or increased in 35%. Among non-
pharmacological actions, counseling on diet or exercise occurred in 36%.
Similarly, for systolic blood pressure >140 mmHG or diastolic blood pressure Z

90 mmHG, in 66.6 % of visits no action was taken by the PCP; for cholesterol
z200, HDL e35, LDL z 130 or triglycerides >250, 67.6% of visits had no action
taken; and, for albuminuria at random > 30 milligrams/decilitre, 83.4% (dipstick
method). A lower proportion of visits with foot abnormalities had no actions:
31.1%. We conclude that, despite seeing patients every 2-3 months, PCPs do
not necessarily follow published recommendations for action on metabolic,
nucrovascular, or cardiovascular abnormalities. Potential explanations include
PCP lack of awareness of guidelines, poor chart documentation, or inability to
deal with multiple abnormalities in 10-15 minute visit lengths,

QUALITY OF DIABETES MEDICAL CARE FOR PATIENTS W1T15 ACUTE. CEREBROVASC'UT,AR DISEASE,

SALVADOR, BRAZIL

I Lessa, EA Reale, P Mangieri, J Melo. Instituto de Saude Coletiva, Universidade
Federal da Bahia, Salvador-Brasil
Diabetes Mellitus (DM) is the most underestimated disease of the adult population, even
when it deals with acute and severe cardiovascular co-morbidity. An undiagnosed and/or
untreated DM in an acute case of Cerebrovascular disease (CbVD) worsens its
prognoses making it possible unnecessary death.The aim of this study was to analyse the
professional commitment in order to identify, to diagnose and to treat DM in patients
with acute CbVD. All medical records of hospitalized CbVD patients, in the 1994 year,
Salvador, were reviewed and it were measured the frequencies of: questoning history of
DM, previous DM treatment, lab tests for glycemia and DM treatment during the present
hospitalization among CbVD patients. The results were compared for the 3 medical
assistance sectors' Unique Health System (UHS), Private Health Insurance + private
medical assistance (I+P) and "Convenios" ("C"). Frequency ratios or association
proportion teste were used in the analysis. The expected frequencies for questioning DM
history, lab test and treatment for DM were = 100%. Results and conclusions. From the
1227 CbVD patients, 1048 were under SUS assistance, 124 I+P and 55 in "C". a)
questioning history for DM =32,4%(31,7 to 56,0%); b) self-reported DM =16,1% (14,6
to 34,5%); c) comproved DM among the questioned patients= 47,1% (46,1 to 61,3%);
d) tab test performed for DM=36,9% (33,2 to 72,7%); e) diagnosed DM by glycemia=
51,4% (50 to 65%); f) treatment for DM patients= 91,0%(76,9 to 93,%); g) unknown
history and no lab tests performed=65,8% (43,7 to 68,3%). The lowest results (in
brackets) for items a to e were seen in the UHS (the owner governamental hospital and
those private paid by UHS) as well as the greatest value for item g. (p<0,01 or < 0,05)
The lowest frequency of treatment and unknown data were observed in "C" The results
pointed out the bad quality of medical assistance for both, DM and CbVD patients in
Salvador. It is worthy to notice that the included variables in this analysis were the most
simple and the least expensive ones for DM diagnosis. It is obvious the contribution of
health services for DM/CbVD complication/death, since most diabetic patients stayed
undiagnosed. This results may be helpful to improve attitudes, behaviors, programs and
quality of medical assistance
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HALF CENTURY TRENDS IN MORTALITY AMONG INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS PATIENTS WITH ONSET
BEFORE 15 YEARS OF AGE. C.Ionescu-Tirgoviste, E. Farcasiu, I. Cazacu,
and R Florea. Clinic of Diabetes, Institute "N. C. Paulescu" Bucharest, Romania.
Mortality is the most significant single indicator of the quality of diabetes care.
The mortality status as at 31 December 1994 was determined in Bucharest
Diabetes Centre for all IDDM patients with onset before 15 years of age between
1942 and 1994. No data were available for the death in severe ketoacidosis
occurring before 1974. After this date, 14 patients in this age group died during
the first admission, 9 in the decade 1975-1984 and 5 in the decade 1985-1994. Of
the 467 registered cases (241M/226F) 36 patients relocated from Bucharest and
78 cases (16.7%) died. The median age at the time of diagnosis of these cases was
9 years (range 8mo.-14 yrs). Median duration of diabetes was 13 yrs. (range 1-46).
The distribution of cases ending in death along the decades is given in the
following table:
Decade*	 No.of	 Mean	 age at Mean duration of Mean age at death

	cases	 onset	 -	 diabetes
1942-1950	 3	 9	 2	 11
1951-1960	 9	 9	 9	 18
1961-1970	 9	 11	 10	 21
1971-1980	 19	 8	 18	 26
1981-1990	 30	 10	 20	 30
1991-1994	 7	 3	 35	 38
*In the last year of each decade, the no. of children with newly diagnosed diabetes was:
1950-14 1960-29 1970-73 1980-139;1990-229;1994-403
The causes of death as obtained from various sources were: end-stage renal failure
37.5%; cardiovascular complications 21.5%; severe infections 15,1%; severe
ketoacidosis 8.6%; miscellaneous 17.3%. The 14 casses which died in
"innaugural" diabetic ketoacidosis were not included in these percentages.
Conclusions (1) Our population based analysis shows that the prognosis of
childhood onset IDDM had improved considerably in the period 1942-1994 with a
constant increase in the life expectancy. (2) An improvement in health care is
expected to lead to a decrease in the number of cases dying in ketoacidosis and
end-stage renal disease,
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ASSESSMENT OF QUALITY OF CARE FOR TYPE II DIABETES IN RURAL
PRIMARY CARE SETTINGS.
R. Mazze, R. Burman, G. Castle, S. Sundem G. Simonson, R. Bradley, E. Strock,
and K. Peterson. International Diabetes Center and University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN, USA.
Twenty-two rural primary care clinics in Minnesota, serving 10% of the population,
were selected in order to assess current diabetes practices. Each site had a minimum
of five general or family physicians, one registered nurse and one general dietitian
available for patient services. No site had an endocrinologist, nor routinely referred
to a diabetes specialist for management of type II diabetes. All clinics were located
in communities with a population of between 5,000 and 10,000. At each site, 30
individuals with type II diabetes were randomly selected and their charts were
reviewed by a multidisciplinary diabetes team. Along with standard demographic
data, ten sentinel measures were ascertained: HbAlc (value and frequency), SMBG,
eye examination, screening for microalbumin, foot inspection, diabetes education,
nutrition education, type of treatment, stage of therapy (start, adjust or maintain) and
number of months since change of treatment. Six hundred and sixty patients
participated in the study (55% female and 45% male) with an average age of 62 ±
12. Because there was no significant difference between sites, all data were pooled
for this analysis. HbAlc values were found for 442 (70%) of the subjects of whom
44% were <8% (normal range 5-6.5%), 32% were between 8 and 9.5% and 24%
had HbAlc's of>9.5%. The overall average HbAlc was 8.8%. Food plan alone was
prescribed in 14% and sulfonylurea therapy in 52% of the sample. Twenty-six
percent of the patients were treated with insulin: 1 injection (1%), 2 injections of
split-mixed insulin (24%) and 3 injections using bedtime NPH (1%). Five percent of
the patients were on combination insulin and oral agent therapy and no
documentation of treatment was found in 2% of the cases. Diabetes and nutrition
education occurred in 35% of the cases. Surveillance for foot complications was
found in 16% of the patients. Eyes were examined in 23% of the cases and screening
for microalbumin occurred in 2% of the subjects. Although 67% of the patients were
rated in poor control, only 17% had a change in therapy during the previous month
and 24% during the previous 3 months. Overall assessment of diabetes care in this
region showed that more than two-thirds of patients are at high risk for the
development of microvascular disease.
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THE DIABCARE QUALITY NETWORK: THE ITALIAN EXPERIENCE BASED
ON AN ORIGINAL TECHNICAL SOLUTION
M Massi Benedetti, R Norgiolim, F Capam, Q. Carta, M.E. De Feo, C. Taboga, G.
Tognoni. M C Tardioh, M. Bruni, M Leandri, M. Orsini Federici, A. Nicolucci, G.
Vespasiani - on behalf of the SID-AMD Study Group for the Implementation of the St.
Vincent Declaration (SVD)
The DiabCare Q-Net Italy is a project for a national implementation of the European
Q-Net principles. It is the result of a collaboration among the WHO Collaborating
Centre for the Improvement of Quality of Care in Diabetes, the SID-AMD Study
Group for the implementation of the SVD, the Mario Negri Sud Consortium with
technical support of Medimatica s.r.l.. The Italian project aims at: a)evaluating the
quality of diabetes care, b)creating an operative instrumentfor immediate data
recording and aggregation, c)facilitating a rapid feed-back of information for a
multidisciplinary approach in diabetes care (quality circles), d)implementing
intervention plans and c)evaluating the impact on the quality of care.The DiabCare Q-
Net Italy is based on an original system for data transmission which consists of a)the
Basic Information Sheet (BIS) modified for data transmission via fax, b)a central unit
for data recording and aggregation (without manual input) using a software which
transfers data into files. c)three update sheets. d)two personal cards for the complete
anonymization of information The entire process of data aggregation and feed back of
the information is activated and driven by the peripheral user. To date 29 Centres for
diabetes nationwide have activated the system and 126480 data related to 1527
diabetic patients have been collected. Data are aggregated at national and
macroreglonal (North, Centre, South) level. Some of the information of one Centre vs
regional and national data are reported as an example. The mean age and HbAlc of
the selected patients was respectively: 40.7 (national), 35 (macroregion) and 37.7 yrs
(centre) and 7 8% (national). 7.7% (macroregion) and 7.3% (centre). The availability
of information - related to the process indicators - resulted to be homogeneous for
blood pressure_ HbAic. eve etimmnation. weight, height: vice versa the availability of
information related to foot inspection, serum creatinine, macroproteinuria,
triglycerides and cholesterol resulted to be highly variable throughout the country. The
availability of information related to outcome indicators is quite similar at different
levels regarding ass ocardial  infarction. blindness and proliferative retinopathy, while
it is Inghis i to cable when nephropathy and ictus cerebri are considered. The overall
results indicate that the DiabCaie Q-Net is a valid instrument for external comparison
of data, to support the continuous quality improvement in diabetes care.
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ASSESSMENT OF METABOLIC CONTROL IN ETHIOPIAN
DIABETIC PATIENTS BY GLYCOSYLATED HAEMOGLOBIN.
SEYOUM B, ABDULKADIR J, WORKU Y, BERHAN B,
FELEKE Y, MENGISTU Z, AYANA G, ADDIS ABABA UNI-
VERSITY, ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA.

Glycosylated haemoglobin (Hglc) was determined in a total
of 302 diabetic patients regularly attending at the Tikur
Anbessa Hospital Dabetic Clinic. The mean age was 41.1
years (range 14-85). There were 160 males (53%) and 142
females (47%). One hundred forty patients (46.4%) were
type I and 162 (53.6%) were type II. The mean duration
of diabetes was 9.4 years (range 1-34 years). The mean
HgAlc was 10.4% (range 5.9-17.4%). 42 (13.8%) patients
had excellent (<7.90), 37(12.3%) patients good (8.0-8.9%),
49 (16.2%) patients fair (9.0-9.9%) and 174 (57.6%)
patients had poor control ( 100). On the day of the
examination the mean fasting blood glucose (FBG) and
random blood glucose (RBG) were 195.5mg% and 273.lmg%
respectively. HgAlc correlated negatively with age r =
0.27 (95% CI -0.39 to -0.18) and positively with FBS and
RBS, r=0.45(95%Cl 0.36 to 0.54) and r=0.49 (95%C1 0.40
to 0.57) respectively, but HgAlc had no correlation with
sex, duration of diabetes, serum lipid level or retinopathy.
HgAlc was significantly higher in Type I as compared to
Type II patients (11.1% versus 9.8%, p<0.001), In concl-
usion, the overall metabolic control of our diabetic patie-
nts is not satisfactory. This is related possibly to inade-
quate care as well as adverse socioeconomic factors pre-
cluding home blood glucose monitoring, periodic measure-
ments of HgAlc and strict dietary control all of which
would be difficult to improve in the short term.
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EVALUATION OF THE BEDSIDE HEMOCUE BLOOD GLUCOSE
DATA MANAGEMENT ANALYZER

H.G. Wahl, I. Riedlinger, S. Herbert, I. Besenthal, H.M. Liebich, H.U. Haring and
R.M. Schmulling. Medizinische Universitatsklinik Abt. IV, Tubingen, Germany.

Bedside testing of blood glucose done with glucose meters meant for patient self
monitoring often requires additional measurements in the clinical laboratory. The
blood glucose analyzer Hemocue ® (Mallinckrodt Medical GmbH, Germany) is
based upon a photometer, which is automatically regulated after each measure-
ment. The optical measuring microcuvette contains all reagents prefilled and
takes 5 pl of blood. The glucose reaction is a modified glucose dehydrogenase
method with the additional formation of a colored formazan. End-point measure-
ment is done at a, 660 run and 840 urn. The Hemocue analyzer was tested in com-
parison to Kodak Ektachem Clinical Chemistry Slide ® (Ektachem 950IRC
System, Johnson & Johnson Clinical Diagnostics), Gluco-quant Glucose ® (Hitachi
717, Boehringer Mannheim) and Ebio 6666 (Eppendorf) in a routine central labo-
ratory setting. For this first part of the evaluation 322 blood samples (NaF, 28 to
400 mg/dL) were analyzed at the same time on all four instruments and data were
evaluated by the Passing/Bablock procedures. The intra-assay coefficients of va-
riation in a blood glucose range from 40 to 309 mg/dL (n=20 each) were deter-
mined as 1.0 to 1.8% (Hemocue), 1.0 to 1.7% (Ebio), 1.4 to 1.9 % (H 717) and
0.6 to 0.9 % (Ektachem). The inter-assay coefficients of variation (n=15) were
determined as 1.7 to 4.7 % (Hemocue) and 2.7 to 4 0 % (Ebio). The Hemocue
system (y) shows good correlation with both Ektachem (a=-5.7;b=1.02;1=0.991)
and H717 (a=-3.4;b=1.12;x-0.991) by the Passing/Bablock procedure. The corre-
lation is less good in the case of Ebio (a=12.3;b=0.95;x-0.988), but also the corre-
lation between Ebio and either H717 a=15.6;b=0.84;r=0.994) and Ektachem
a=17.9;b=0.92;r--0.993) is not as good as with the three systems Hemocue, H717
and Ektachem. The shown analytical performance together with the quality
testing program meets the requirements for medical laboratory settings. Under the
supervision of the clinical laboratory personnel the HemoCue system could be
used for glucose bedside testing with all its known advantages for the diabetic
patient, but without additional measurements in the central laboratory.
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DIABCARE QUALITY NETWORK IN EUROPE
D. Westphal, K. Piwernetz, M.R. Gallego, C. Cowley, F. Storms, M.
Massi-Benedetti, R. Landgraf, A. de Leiva, S. SandO and H. Bergrem
DIABCARE Office, Munich, Germany.
The major target of the project "DIABCARE Quality Network in Europe"
(DIABCARE Q-Net) is the implementation of a continuous quality
development system for diabetes care across Europe as a pilot study.
The project is mainly funded by the European Community and is part of
the Telematics Applications Programme, Health Care section. DIABCARE
Q-Net is linked to the St. Vincent Declaration of 1989. The core of this
declaration is to substantially reduce the complications of diabetes:
blindness, kidney failure, amputation, coronary heart disease and
pregnancy hazards. The tools for this pilot study, i.e. for data collection,
electronic transfer, aggregation, evaluation of quality indicators,
comparison, feedback and local quality improvement were developed
during a previous project of the European Community between 1992 and
1995. One main part of these tools is the Basic Information Sheet (BIS),
which contains those data items necessary to monitor the quality of care
of an individual patient. This tool is now also available as a Windows
program for data entry, retrieval, evaluation and automated data transfer.
The result of this project will consist of a network of service centers
evaluating, benchmarking and improving their outcome through the
routine use of a telematic framework. All participating centers (GPs and
clinics in Europe) will get rapid feedback by standardized benchmarking.
First installations of such service centers for benchmarking feedback are
already in use in Netherlands and Portugal. Additional solutions by data
entry via fax were also developed. Such a solution including a service
centre is now in use in Italy. The best performers can be identified for
consultation, referral, or training of the other partners. This presentation
will give a description of the project and an overview of the progress of
the ongoing implementation process in Europe.
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DESIGN OF A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO EVALUATE RISK
FACTORS FOR LOWER-EXTREMITY AMPUTATION (LEAs).
E. Gil and A.L. Calle. HUSC. Madrid. Spain
We designed a computer program in order to
determine specific risk status for LEAs
(neuropathy, peripheral vascular disease and foot
deformity) and inadequate practices for foot care.
This computer program uses Microsoft Foxpro and
Windows 3.0. Files are .DBF(dbase and clipper
compatible). This program was applied to 59
diabetic subjects (Group A) who underwent LEAs
between the 1st of January 1994 and 31st of
December 1995 and 250 consecutive diabetic patients
(Group B) without LEA of similar age, sex, duration
cf disease and Hbalc level. Despite a greater
neuropathy, peripheral vascular disease and foot
deformity risk-score in patients from group A, at
least one inadequate practice in relation to foot
care was found in all diabetic patients. Proportion
of subjects with eyesight and mobility selfcapacity
to inspect the feet was scarce and similar in both
diabetic population, living alone more than 75% of
subjects. Despite this, only 2.7% from group A and
60% from group B visited to the chiropodist at
least one time each two months. In conclusions, the
program used in this study is efficacy in order to
classify diabetic patients by risk status for LEA
and can be applied in an ordinary medical office
setting.Taking this in mind, a reduction in LEAs
would be achieved if subjects with diabetes
mellitus could have a satisfactory access to
chiropodists.
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GLYCOHEMOGLOBIN Aic MEASUREMENT: MAY HPLC
WORK IN THE ROUTINE WAY?
E. Biasci, C. Milioni, C. Bertoni, O. Giampietro, and E.
Matteucci. Clinica Medica II, University di Pisa, Italy.
Clinical usefulness of glycated hemoglobin (HbAlc) crucially
depends on the accuracy and precision of its assay. Whilst we
compared an immunological bench-top analyzer (DCA 2000,
Bayer Diagnostici, Milano) to the HPLC reference method
used in the hospital laboratory (Diamat and Fast Diamat, Bio-
Rad Lab., Milano) by assaying multiple control sera, we found
so many sources of systematical analytical errors in the
routine use of HPLC to compromise between-assay precision.
DCA 2000 showed intra- and inter-assay coefficients of
variation (CV) of 1.1 and 2.3% with the normal standard
serum, 1.0 and 4.2% with the pathological one; Diamat yielded
CVs of 1.3 and 7.0%, 1.3 and 5.7%, respectively. Although the
measurement of 161 blood samples evidenced that Diamat
usually overestimated HbAlc (paired t test, p<0.001), a great
variability of Diamat performance became evident when the
relationship Diamat vs DCA was evaluated day by day over 17
days of observation (Anova, p<0.001). Intra- and inter-assay
CVs of Fast Diamat, that initially (new instrument still on
approval) resulted 0.6 and 2.5% (normal standard serum), 0.3
and 1.9% (high standard serum), yet after a 6 month-use in
the routine laboratory became 3.1 and 3.2%, 1 and 12.3%,
respectively. Main sources of error were: inaccurate
autodilution, unsuitable parameter settings, disregard of the
maintenance schedule. We conclude that a routine use of
HPLC by non skilled personnel implies the loss of HbAlc
value in the clinical practice.
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TELE-DL4B: SENDING ELECTRONIC PATIENT RECORDS VIA E-MAIL
S. Pruna*, C. Ionescu-Tirgoviste* and N.D.Harris**
*Institute ofDiabetes `N. Paulescu", I. Movila 5-7, 79811, Bucharest, Romania,
e-mail: spruna@rscemc.sfos.ro; ** Sheffield University,Royal Hallamshire Hospital,
Glossop Road, Sheffield S102JF, E-mail: n.d.harris@sheffield.ac.uk
One advantage of being hooked up to the INTERNET is that we can now send
software and data files via e-mail. This allows us to send files including laboratory
data, photographs, and biosignals to our centres or to our colleagues in the districts in
a matter of minutes. Since this is new to most medical doctors the aim of this
research was to develop a few standard instructions for the storage and transfer
medical information and health care data between the national district centres and the
transnational centres in the Black Sea area. For assemble the data file(s) or software
programs to be sent via e-mail we used the DIABCARE for Epi-Info database,
provided by WHO/Europe and a software developed in our laboratory, written in
Turbo Pascal programming language and compiled into an executable form, which has the
potential to record simultaneously the ECG and the pulse blood flow signal and real-time
analysing of the signals. The software programs or data are in binary form, whereas e-
mail is in text form. All that was required was a ZIP file utility (such as PKZIP), a
MIME-capable e-mail program (such as Eudora) and a connection to the INTERNET
by dial-up via ordinary phone lines. In the first step all of the software and data files
were archived (compressed) into one file using a ZIP file utility. In the second step
was composed an e-mail message, in the body of the message was written a brief
summary of the medical problem and then from the e-mail program was attached the
ZIP archive created. The binary files get attached to the e-mail and do not appear in
the body of the message but the header of the message will list the attachment(s).
Because errors are possible in the body of the message should be listed the files that
are sending and their sizes, in bytes. The e-mail program will convert the binary files
to a text-like form before sending it and the receiving program will convert it back to
the binary. The recipients must check that the files arrived with the correct sizes. We
have been tested this system in a pilot study on five Romanian centres and on two
Black Sea area countries: Moldavia and Ukraine. In conclusion, the preliminary
results shows that the transfer using the e-mail, via ordinary phone lines, have 100 %
succesful worked for more than 300 patient records in Diabcare database and for
more than 100 biosignals recorded with the software developed in our laboratory.
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THE APPLICATION OF A CHIP CARD BASED INFORMATION SYSTEM
FOR MULTIDISCIPLINARY CARE OF PATIENTS WITH DIABETES
C.Tzioras,C.Phenekos,A.Garidou and the European Diabcard Consortium
Department of Endocrinology, Red Cross Hospital,Athens,Greece.

We have developed and tested a chip card based portable electronic patient
record for the documentation,follow up and quality assessment of patients
with diaretes.The system architecture is composed of the chip (smart)
card,the processor,the data structure,security functions,the operating
system on the chip card and the interface between chip card and application
The software is tailored to present screens based on an enriched data set
version of the >Saint Vincent meetings» basic information sheet.
The workstations, composed of office computers with card readers,were
located at the outpatient's department,the dieticians office,the endocrine
laboratory,A mobile workstation was also added by using a portable
computer connected to a card reader for the home visit by the diabetic
nurse.50 patients (47 NIDDM/3 IDDM) participated in the study each
carrying his/her own chip card when visiting the hospital.Three issues were
tested, 1. Patient and health personnel acceptability of the system.2 The
effectiveness of the system in communicating information among the health
care team members and 3.Security aspects related to the chip card use.The
methods used were based mainly on specially designed questionnaires,
assessment of time spent updating the chip card and the central data base in
comparison with keeping paper records and personal interviews.The
acceptantance of the system was high in both patients (76%) and health
providers (82%).Patient documentation and exchange of information,
following initial adjustment, improved although the time spent with the card
was 34% more that using paper records due mainly to software
impertections.Finally the security proved to be satisfactory as no one could
have access to the data on the card without knowing the card's PIN.

2561
INTERNET EXPERIENCE WITH A FREEWARE INTERACTIVE
EDUCATIONAL DIABETES SIMULATOR

E.D. Lehmann ', D. Broad, T. Deutsch 2 and J.T. Lahtela'. ' Royal Brompton
Hospital and St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London, UK (aida@globalnet.co.uk);
2Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary; and' University of Tampere, Finland.

Diabetic patients performing self-monitoring blood glucose (SMBG) measurements
can often be uncertain about how to interpret the data. SMBG data are made
available to health-care professionals at clinic/general practice visits and therapy is
adjusted accordingly. However, educating patients to "close the loop" and act on
their own SMBG data between clinic visits can be problematical. An interactive
educational simulator of glucose-insulin interaction in type 1 diabetes mellitus has
been developed for standard IBM compatible PCs. Patients and their relatives,
students, nurses and clinicians are the intended users. They can select case
scenarios on-line and interactively simulate or demonstrate the glycaemic effects of
changes in insulin therapy and/or diet. An infinite number of changes can be made
- ranging from adjusting the times, preparations, doses and number of insulin
injections to changing the carbohydrate content or times of meals. If patients/
students are unsure what to try simulating next, and require guidance, a knowledge-
based system can provide suggestions - increasing the educational utility of the
software. The system was recently refined and now incorporates a new, dedicated
data entry screen and case scenario database. It caters for a wide variety of
commonly used insulin preparations, including premixed (biphasic) preparations.
As a consequence of its ease of use, after some extensive beta-testing by diabetic
patients and health-care professionals around the world (all Internet users), the
software was formally released in June 1996 on the World Wide Web as a non-
commercial contribution to continuing diabetes education. It can be downloaded
gratis from the Diabetes UK Internet site (http://www.diabetic.org.uk/aida.htm).
Thus far over 2900 people have visited the site and over 1500 copies of the software
have been downloaded. It is hoped that such interactive teaching aids may in time
help to safely improve patient self-management between clinic visits. The software
is also available without charge directly from the authors.
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][.T. FACILITATED WHOLE POPULATION IMPROVEMENTS IN
][NTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES OF DIABETES CARE.
J Lloyd, J P New, D McDowell, E Bums and RJ Young.
Diabetes Centre, Hope Hospital, Manchester, UK.

In 1992 a district diabetes information system (DDIS) was introduced to an
existing (commenced 1988) population based diabetes care programme
(urban population 230,000; 2% diabetes, 872 Type 1, 3746 Type 2). DDIS
supports service administration and guideline implementation, and feeds
back "clinical performance" to primary and secondary health care
professionals. During 1992 principally demographic data was entered but
since 1993 "process" and "outcome" data has been routinely recorded. The
impact of DDIS on the "intermediate outcomes" of diabetes care has been
evaluated.

Type 1 T	 e2
1993 1996

%
1993
(%)

1996

Systolic BP <160 mmH 79.5 81.0 61.5 71.9'
Diastolic BP < 95tmnHg 92.8 91.3 86.9 88.1
HbAlc < 7.0% 51.4 66.8' 66.7 74.4'
Cholesterol <5.5mmol/1 40.7 47.6 26.2 37.8'
HDL >1.0mmol/l 77.1 851b 58.2 62.5
BM <25kg/m2 42.8 45.0 22.4 23.9

a p<0.001, b p<0.05 compared with 1993
We conclude that the introduction of DDIS has been associated with
improved glycaemic control (Type 1 and Type 2) and coronary risk factors
(Type 2 > Type 1), namely dyslipidaemia and systolic hypertension. In this
care setting introducing DDIS has been associated with a substantial
improvement in the outcomes of diabetes care.

2564
EVALUATION OF OPTICAL MEMORY CARD SYSTEM TO CONSTRUCT
MEDICAL INFORMATION NET WORK FOR DIABETIC PATIENTS
M. Ohashi, M. Nomura, R.Fukunaga, H.Tanahashi, Y. Yamada, T Kamada
and H. Abe. Osaka Rosai Hospital, Sakai, Osaka, Japan.

To prevent the occurrence of diabetic complications, it is important to
improve clinical care of diabetic patients at any place he may live or work or
travel. In order to do so, it is necessary to construct medical information
managing network among medical centers for smooth exchange of present
and previous clinical data, such as laboratory data and prescriptions. In this
study, we have tried to develop and evaluate the medical optical memory
card system to construct medical information network.
[Method and Material]

Medical optical memory card system were constructed with 1) optical
memory card (size: 54x85.5mm, WORM type (write once read many),
maximum memory size: 4.1 megabytes), 2) card reader / writer (LC-304,
Conlux, Japan) , 3) personal computer, 4) color image scanner, and 5)
printer. Various laboratory data including laboratory data and imaging data (X-
ray, CT, MRI, RI), stored in the host computer in the hospital or clinics, were
able to send directly by LAN (local area network) or transfer to the card
system by recording device using text file.

[Results and Conclusions ]
Optical memory card system is useful for diabetic patient's medical

information managing due to tight security of recorded data, large capacity of
memory size, and high-speed reading and recording capacity.

Although further study may be necessary to improve handling of imaging
data, we could construct the medical information managing network by this
medical optical memory card system.

2565
I.T. FACILITATED WHOLE POPULATION IMPROVEMENTS IN
THE PROVISION OF DIABETES CARE.
J13 New, J Lloyd, D McDowell, E Bums and RJ Young.
Salford Diabetes Centre, Hope Hospital, Manchester, UK.

Minimising the adverse outcomes of diabetes depends on regular effective
preventative care for everyone with diabetes. Since 1988 in our urban
district (population 230,000; 2% diabetes, 872 Type 1, 3746 Type 2) family
practitioners and the hospital diabetes centre have been collaborating in a
structured preventative care programme. In 1992 a District Diabetes
Information System (DDIS) was introduced; it supports care delivery,
collects the UK Dataset as a by product of care, and feeds back
'performance measures' to all diabetes care providers. The impact of a DDIS
on the district annual performance of routine preventative care processes
has been evaluated.

1993 1995 Chiz
Annual review 61% 73% <0.0001
Never reviewed 31% 15% <0.0001
Key	 rocesses completed during annual review examination
Weight 93% 94% 0.12
Blood Pressure 96% 98% <0.0001
Eye examination 83% 93% <0.0001
Foot examination 88% 93% <0.0001
Renal check 44% 69% <0.0001
Glycaemic check 65% 85% <0.0001
Lipid check 59% 69% <0.0001

We conclude that the introduction of the DDIS has been associated with a
marked improvement in preventative care performance.

2566
The Impact of a Diabetes Electronic Medical Record (DEMR) on the Process of
Care for Patients with Diabetes/S Smith, M Murphy, T Huschka, S Dinneen,
C Gorman, B Zimmerman, R Rizza, J Naessens/Mayo Clinic Rochester, Rochester,
MN, USA Objective: To compare the compliance with diabetes care performance
indicators for those providers and their patients who utilized a DEMR compared to
those who did not. The DEMR is a computerized system for facilitating the
management and documentation of care for patients with diabetes. Population: As
part of the pilot study for Provider Recognition by the American Diabetes
Association (ADA); adults (16 years or older) seen in the Metabolic Clinic (MC),
Mayo Clinic Rochester during the first quarter of 1996, with a diagnosis of Insulin-
dependent or Noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus were identified electronically
by ICD-9 codes: 250.00-250.93, 362.01, 362.02, 366.41, and 357.2 (total 1235
patients). To be eligible for study, the patient must have had a diagnosis of diabetes
for a minimum of one year prior to the MC visit date. They must also have had a
visit in the MC coded for diabetes in the prior 12-24 months (238 qualified
patients). Design: A random sampleof 82 patients were selected for medical record
review for the ADA performance indicators. Comparisons between patients whose
providers use the DEMR (39) and those who used the paper record only (43) were
based on Chisquare tests for percents and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for ordinal and
continuous variables. Results: Number of foot exams, blood pressures, and of
glycated hemoglobins were significantly better in those providers using the DEMR.
Conclusions: Process of care and/or documentation for patients with diabetes
followed in a subspecialty clinic were significantly enhanced by the use of a
DEMR. Translation of these results into eneral practice needs to be confirmed.

Performance Indicator DEMR No DEMR p Value
Tobacco status and advice to quit 97.4% 95.3% 0.615
Blood Pressures per patient per year 3.87 3.14 0.024
Dilated eye exam in the last year 97.4% 95.3% 0.615
Foot exams per patient per year 3.21 2.07 <0.001
<4 Gl cated hemoglobins per year 5.1% 32.6% 0.002
Lipid profile in the last year 84.6% 69.8% 0.112
Urinalysis, if negative microalbumin
in last year

53.8% 48.8% 0.650

Mean glycated hemoglobin value
(most recent

9.64% 10.25% 0.192
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MULTILINGUAL COMPUTER ASSISTED HISTORY SOFTWARE FOR
DIABETES PATIENTS.
E.G. Movius. Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
The ability of physicians and nursing personnel to obtain a
detailed medical history from a diabetic patient is often
compromised by the lack of interpreters for patients
speaking languages other than that of their physician. This
problem is especially acute in clinics which provide care for
many new immigrants. In order to improve communication
in this setting, I have developed software MediSpeak which
allows a physician to obtain a detailed medical history from a
patient who speaks a different language. Over seven
hundred questions in English have been arranged by
medical topic and translated into Spanish, Vietnamese, and
Russian. By using digitized sound files the computer will
"speak" each question in the patient's native tongue. 200
questions apply specifically to patients with diabetes
mellitus. All questions are in a Yes-No format or require
simple gestures by the patient to indicate location of
symptoms. The program has been written in both PC and
Macintosh versions and can be used on most labtop
computers at the bedside. A written record of the questions
and answers in both languages is available to the physician
at the end of the session. This program is presently being
used in a medical clinic in the U.S. with a large number of
Spanish speaking patients, and has the potential to assist all
physicians who treat diabetic patients who speak different
languages.
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INSULIN STORAGE BY DIABETIC PATIENTS IN ETHIOPIA.
SEYOUM B, ABDULKADIR J, FELEKE Y, WORKU Y,
ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY, ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA.

A total of 140 Type 1 diabetic patients were interviewed
to determine how they store their insulin at home. The
mean age of the patients was 31.0-10.2 years. The
majority 84 (60%) patients were males &the rest 56 (45%)
patients wre females. The mean duration of Diabetes
mellitus was 8.3±5.4 years (range 1-27 years). About 20%
of the patients have stopped their insulin for some days
to weeks because of various reasons. Only 26.4% of the
patients store their insulin in refrigerator, the rest they
store it in clay pots filled with water and sand 17.8%, in
empty tins 17.1%, in cupbords 17.1%, on floors 15.7% and
in glasses 3.6%. The mean glycosylated hemoglobin was
11.1±2.3% ( range 6.5±17.4%),. The educational status,
the income and the glycosylated hemoglobin is not statist-
ically different in the different groups (P>0.05), where as
hyperglycaemic symptomes are significantly less in patients
who store their insulin in the refrigerator (P<0.01). In
the majority of our patients because of the poor socioeco-
nomic status, The site of storage of insulin is likely to
be hot, which might be associated with significant
problems of tempreature related deterioration and thereby
poor metabolic control.
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CLINICAL PROFILE OF DIABETIC POPULATIONS IN
ANDHRA PRADESH : A PILOT STUDY.

S.S. Murthy, G.R. Sridhar, P. Ushabala, P.V. Rao,
Y. Sadasiva Rao, M. Chinnikrishnudu and K. Sal.
Andhra Pradesh Diabetes Federation, India.

Clinical characteristics of diabetics managed at different hospitals were
compiled from a questionnaire based data from 24 diabetologists of Andhra
Pradesh state. Majority (72.6 ± 30.8, 0-98 %) diabetics were diagnosed after
30 years age. Among them, 71.5 ± 24.4,0-95% were on oral hypoglycemics,
14.3 ± 12.9, 0-44% were non-ketotic yet requiring insulin, 7.7 ± 5.5, 1-18 %

were ketosis-prone requiring insulin and 1.1 ± 1.6, 0-5 % were also
ketosis-prone but never on insulin. Obesity defined by BMI>24 kg/m 2 was
noted in about half (48.8 ± 26.0, 0-90 %) of all adult diabetics. One-third of
the diabetics were diagnosed before 30 years age. Among them, 50.4 ± 29.3,

0-90 % were ketosis-prone on insulin, 6.5 ± 9.4, 0-30 % were also
ketosis-prone but treated with oral hypoglycemics only, 26.4 ± 19.4, 0-70 %

never had ketosis and managed with oral hypoglycemics alone and 14.4 ±

13.1, 1-50 % also had ketosis-resistance but required insulin. BMI was below
19 kg/mz in 10.8 ± 10.7, 0-37% of all young diabetics. Among these young
and lean, 10.9 ± 9.7%, 0-30 % were ketosis-resistant with evidence for
pancreatic calcification, 38.1 ± 25.9, 0-70 % had ketosis-resistance alone,
39.7 ± 29.4, 0-90 % were ketosis-prone and further 6.6 ± 6.5, 0-20 % had
pancreatic calcification along with evidence for ketosis. Clinical types of
diabetes and therapy modalities practiced by diabetic care providers in a state
were largely unknown due to lack of population based studies and diabetes
registries. Data as reported in this pilot study was essential for understanding
specificities of diabetes in a region and for appropriate health care planning.
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INTERNATIONAL GUIDELINES FOR DIABETES CARE: A MULTI-CENTER,
MULTI-NATIONAL STUDY
E. Strock, R. Mazze, K. Strauss, B. Ginsberg, D. Etzwiler and the SDM Study
Group, W.H.O. Collaborating Centre in Diabetes, International Diabetes Center,
Minnesota, USA.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether a single set of guidelines could
be adapted for multiple international sites. Ten countries participated in the
development and implementation of international- guidelines for the detection and
treatment of diabetes and its complications. Using Staged Diabetes Management
(SDM), a protocol-based approach to guidelines and clinical pathways for decision-
making, diabetes experts in Japan, Poland, Mexico, Brazil, France, Germany, Russia,
Canada, Australia and the United States took part in a four step approach to the
adaptation of SDM for their country.
Step I: In each country expert committees composed of diabetes specialists and
primary care practitioners were formed to coordinate the customization of SDM.
Step II: Each committee customized SDM guidelines for diagnosis, treatment
options, therapeutic goals, monitoring and follow-up to reflect available resources
and current system of diabetes care. These customized guidelines were supported by
Master DecisionPaths (algorithm) for each type of diabetes which provide a
roadmap for sequencing treatment options, as well as Specific DecisionPaths to
guide starting and adjusting treatments, complications survellience and management,
medical follow-up, patient education, nutritional and exercise interventions and
psychosocial assessment and therapy.
Step III: Once consensus was reached, the customized version of SDM was
translated into the native language of each country.
Step IV: After review by the International Diabetes Center, implementation models
for each country were developed. The implementation process included baseline
chart audit, orientation and training, and outcome evaluation. Three different
international strategies emerged: diffusion from a single expert center, diffusion
through regional centers, and diffusion through individual facitilites or national
healthcare providers. In the United States, this approach has already been shown to
reduce inconsistency in treatment and to significantly improve glycemic control with
average reduction in HbAlc by 1.8%. Complications surveillance has increased by
60% for eye and peripheral vascular disease.
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A practical program of insulin distribution in Zaire.
J.T. Burdon', R Raabz . 'Centre Medical Evangelique, Nyankunde,
Zaire. 'International Diabetes Institute, Melbourne, Australia.

The Centre Medical Evangelique (CME) is a large referral hospital in Northeast Zaire.
Diabetic care at CME has for many years been severely hampered by the expense of
available insulin with a month's treatment costing approximately one person's entire
monthly wage. The results of this included apathy about diabetes on the part of medical
and nursing staff and the inadequate treatment of many insulin-dependent patients.
Since October 1995 CME has received regular supplies of insulin along with some
blood glucose testing sticks and insulin syringes from the Insulin Distribution Program
of the International Diabetes Institute (IDI), Australia. A total of 3100 vial equivalents
has been donated up to December 1996. Only transport and associated costs are paid
for by CME. This supply of quality, cheap insulin has altered many aspects of diabetic
care at CME. Patients can now afford appropriate long-term treatment so their diabetic
control has improved. Lives that previously would have been lost due to an inability to
pay for insulin have been saved The numbers of diabetic patients attending at CME
has increased approximately 150%. The hospital has gained an enthusiasm for treating
diabetes with increasing interest shown by both nurses and doctors. A new diabetic
clinic has opened in a nearby town to encourage attendance. Other hospitals in the
region are now benefiting from the program and research into diabetes has been
stimulated. Scientific data shows the long life of appropriately stored insulin and some
vials have been used that are past their nominal 'use-by' date. The large number of
different types of insulin received has caused some confusion amongst staff The future
of the project is good but effort is needed to ensure that insulin is as widely available as
possible in the region The Insulin Distribution Program which involves in Zaire a
partnership between the IDI and CME has been the key to stimulating interest in
diabetes in Northeast Zaire Large quantities of insulin are available form various
sources around the world but much is being destroyed. We encourage the distribution
of this life-saving drug to the many regions of the world where insulin shortage is a
reality.
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DIABETES HEALTH PROFESSIONAL STAFFING IN NEW
ZEALAND P.L. Drury and R. Cutfield. New Zealand
Society for the Study of Diabetes. Auckland, New Zealand.

There is little data on the staffing of specialist diabetic public
health facilities in New Zealand (NZ) since a survey 10 years
ago. In late 1995 we mailed such a survey to respondents in all
23 Crown Health Enterprises (CHEs) enquiring about nursing/
educational, dietetic, medical and podiatry time devoted to
diabetes. Replies were received from all 23 CHEs including a
total of 26 individual areas of provision. Results are calculated
as whole time equivalents (1 WTE = 40 hrs per week) per
100,000 population served (Total NZ population = 3.54 million).

	Nursing	 Dietetic	 Medical	 Podiatry
Mean WTE	 1.86	 0.60	 0.37	 0.14
Maximum	 5.00	 0.76	 0.91	 0.32
Minimum	 1.02	 0.15	 0.02	 0

Few areas lacked significant nursing or dietetic input, though
there were wide variations in provision, not obviously related to
local diabetes prevalence or geography - NZ Maori, Pacific
Island and Asian communities have very high prevalences of
diabetes. Several districts, including some populations >
100,000, still have only token medical time allocated with no
trained diabetologist, while 5 districts had no public podiatry
service. We conclude that: (1) There are major deficiencies in
provision of specialist services for diabetes in most parts of NZ,
especially in medical and podiatry time; (2) Staffing levels
compare most unfavourably with other countries with much
lower prevalences of diabetes; (3) Any attempt to improve the
care and outcome of diabetes will currently probably be limited
by lack of skilled personnel.
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HOW DO INDIVIDUALS WITH DIABETES USE THE
ACCIDENT AND EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT?
EC Goyder, SW Goodacre, JL Botha and G Bodiwala. University of
Leicester, Leicester,UK.
Previous studies suggest diabetes is not a risk factor for accident and
emergency (A&E) department use, despite being a major risk factor for
admission and outpatient attendance. The aim of this historical cohort
study was to determine whether individuals with diabetes have a
different pattern of A&E department use to the general population.
Service use by 696 individuals with diabetes over an eleven year
period was compared with use by 696 non-diabetic individuals. The
two cohorts were matched on age, sex and general practitioner. The
geographical distributions of their addresses were similar. More visits
were made by the diabetic cohort (1002 vs 706, p=0.0001). 121 visits
by the diabetic cohort were directly related to diabetes, including 52 for
hypoglycaemia. The diabetic cohort also had more visits for medical
illness unrelated to diabetes (357 vs 231, p=0.0001). The number of
visits for injuries, including selfharm, was not significantly different
(524 vs 475, p=0.3). Individuals with diabetes were not significantly
more likely to be referred by a general practitioner (14% vs 16%) or
admitted (20% vs 17%). They were more likely to have arrived by
ambulance (36% vs 26%, p=0.02), even for injury related visits (24%
vs 15%, p=0.05). Individuals with diabetes make more frequent visits
than the general population to the A&E department. These excess visits
were for both diabetes and other medical illnesses. There was no
excess of visits for injuries. The difference is therefore probably due to
greater morbidity rather than a lower threshold for attendance.
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NORMAL POPLATION RANGES AND AGE RELATED
CHANGES IN HbAlc MEASURED USING THE DCA 2000

Rayman G , Rayman A ,Pledger D.
The Diabetes Centre, Ipswich Hospital, Suffolk, UK, IP4 5PD.

The Bayer Diagnostics DCA 2000 analyser a rapid outpatient
HbAlc method is becoming increasingly widely used in diabetes
clinics to provide same visit results. Recently a new cartridge
which reduces the analysis time to 6mins was introduced, but
normal population ranges have yet to be established with this
method. The aim of this study was to establish such a reference
range in a typical caucausian UK population. Samples were
obtained from 102 volunteers with no history of diabetes or
serious medical problems. Volunteers were obtained from
general practice "well persons" clinics, well visitors to the
hospital and hospital staff (age 18-82yr, mean 46.2yr; 54 female
and 48 male). There was a clear age related increase in HbAlc,
y=4.75 ± 0.13x, p<0.001. The mean for this population was
5.2%. Results were not normally distributed hence the normal
range was determined using 95% confidence limits. For the
whole population the reference range was 4.5% to 6.2%. This
reference range is very close to that in the Diabetes Control and
Complications (<6.05%) study allowing direct comparisons to be
made with that study.
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INSULIN STORED IN MATKA (EARTHEN PITCHER) WITH WATER FOR 60 DAYS DOES

NOT REDUCE IN BIO•ACTIVTY.

S Rangwala, P Shah*, SZ Hussain, S Goenka*, and KK Pillai. Hamdard Univ,
and *All India Inst Med Sci, N Delhi, India
Background: Several insulin requiring diabetics in India do not have a
refrigerator at home. Moreover, supply of electricity is not regular in several
parts of India. With an attempt to reduce possible damage to insulin several
diabetics store their insulin in Matka (an earthen pitcher with water) in a steel
box I plastic bag floating in water.
Aim: to ascertain whether insulin storage in Matka would lead to reduction in
bio-activity, and, to study whether there is any difference between human and
bovine insulin preparations in this regard.
Design: Randomised trial. Comparison groups: human and bovine regular and
lente insulin Exposure: storage in Matka for 30 and 60 days in peak Delhi
summer (6 samples each for both exposures: total 48 samples). Outcome
variable: mouse blood glucose bioassay units (total 600 animals, reused
thrice: total experiments: 1800) (British Pharmacopoeia 1980)
Results: There was no deterioration of insulin bio-activity on storage up to 60
days. (neither bovine/ human; nor regular! lente; nor 30 days/ 60 days)
Conclusions: insulin stored in Matka does not lose its potency when
compared to appropriately stored insulin/ standard insulin crystals. Insulin
treated patients in tropics can reliably store insulin in Matka.
Acknowledgements: Novo Nordisk (India) Pvt Ltd., Knoll Pharmaceuticals,
Torrent Pharmaceuticals.
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FUNDIABETES: AN INTEGRALL MODEL OF DIABETES EDUCATION.
N.Sanz, and A.Tami, M.Natera. FUNDIABEFES, Fundacidn de Atencion al
Diabetico, Caracas, Venezuela.
FUNDIABETES, Fundacidn de Atencion al Diabetico (Foundation for the care of
diabetic patients) was officially established in 1989. Since its initial operation, the
foundation has carried out a series of activities aimed at providing the community
with Health Education and Prevention Programs. Such activities include health
fairs, scientific conferences, press conferences, publication of educational material
and patient education and orientation at the foundation's facilities. The institution
also provides the diabetic community with free medication or discount rates.
Health Fair: The health fair is a one day public event in which the foundation
tries to create awareness, among community members, about the complications
and consequences of diabetes, obesity, high blood pressure, chronic coronary
heart disease and high cholesterol levels. This is done through educational
speeches and workshops and by providing immediate on-site health care (blood
tests to measure glucose and cholesterol levels, urinetests, blood pressure, etc.).
Health fairs are carried out nationwide on a quarterly basis and up until now 14
fairs have taken place.  Scientific Conferences : The objective of such conferences
is to keep health professionals, linked to the area of diabetes, up to date on latest
tendencies and treatment therapies in such field; therefore, the scientific
conferences count on the participation of reknown national and international
specialists, nurses, educators and students. To add to the conferences,
FUNDIABETES holds specialized courses and supervises and participates in
research projects (under and graduate thesis). In addition, the foundation has
taken part in the following events: I Congreso Bolivariano de Educaci6n
Diabetolbgica; Latin-American Diabetes Association's consensus on 'Prevention,
Control, and Treatment of NIDDM" as a work group member; a Multicentric
Study on Diabetes in Venezuela carried out together with the Joslin Diabetes
Center of Boston, DESG and and will participate in the epidimiology study of the
WHO already initiated in European countries under the name DIABCARE.

2577
GLYCEMIC CONTROL IN CHINESE DIABETICS MANAGED
BY HOSPITAL CLINICS
XX Zhu, Shanghai Medical University, LNJorgensen, Novo Nordisk
A/S-Asia-Pacifc Centre, Singapore.
There are about 20 million people with diabetes in China, of which
only a small minority is treated with insulin. The aim of this study was
to assess the glycemic control in insulin-treated Chinese diabetics,
managed by diabetes clinics in major hospitals. The data is baseline
data collected from clinics, which participated in a study on transfer
from locally-produced animal insulin to human insulin. A total of 630
patients from 43 clinics were assessed.
Results (years, median values and span):
Age: 53 (6 - 88); Duration of diabetes: 8 (0 - 41)
Duration of insulin treatment: 2(0-30);
fasting blood glucose: 9.1% (2.9-30); HbA,,: 10.9 mmol/l (1.4-41)
A total of 81 severe hypoglycemic events over 3 months were reported,
corresponding to 0.53 events/patients/year.

HbA,, % of patients Glycemic Control*

<7 9.7% optimal
7-9 39.5% fair
>9 50.8% poor

*Asia Pacific Guideline on management of NIDDM 1995.
Conclusion

Although the patients represent a mix of IDDM and insulin- requiring
NIDDM, we have used the targets for glycemic control defined by the
Asia-Pacific Guideline for NIDDM as reference. According to these
targets, half of the patients were in poor control, and only 10% could
be characterised as in optimal control. This result calls for more
detailed investigations on the diabetes management of the world's
largest population of diabetics.
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"DIRTY" VS "PURE" INSULINS : RELEVANCE, RECOMMENDATIONS
AND REQUESTS FROM A DEVELOPING COUNTRY
MG.Mamatha, GS.Narayan, AS.Vinaya, BS.Sudha, DV.Rama, J.Srikanth,
P.Ashalakshmi, S.Colaco, S.Nagabushan, N.Nagesh, S.Krishnamurthi, A.Sharda,
and SS.Srikanta. Samatvam: Endocrinology Diabetes Center, Bangalore, India.
Both medical and socio-economic factors dictate the use/ choice/ prescription of
bovine-BI (conventional, "dirty"*) versus porcine-PI/ human-HI
(monocomponent, "pure"*) insulin, especially in a developing country, without
universal health insurance/ reimbursement (* terms projected by the drug
industry). [India: (estimates in US$) Annual insulin costs - 14000 units BI = 35,
PI = 120, HI = 200; 1990 per capita income = 160, diabetes health care costs
(excluding hospital visits) 80-320]. Absolute medical indications for PI/HI being
systemic BI allergy and severe insulin resistance, economic affordability appears
more to be a social indication. In an attempt towards a medically rational and
socially justifiable consensus regarding insulin prescription, we evaluated data
on 232 insulin users at our center (fee for service). Among 82 patients initially
on BI: (a) during a total of 640 patients years of follow up, only 4 developed
systemic insulin allergy necessitating change to HI; (b) 22 changed to HI for
social reasons (rich or reimbursement); (c) the remaining 56 patients have
continued to use BI, without any problems. Among 150 patients initially put on
(elsewhere) or opted for (at our center) PI/HI, II patients subsequently sought
change over to BI, due to unaffordability. Thus currently (1996), 29% of insulin
requiring patients (67 out of 232) at our center are using BI without adverse
effects; out of 3 patients who reported local allergy, one opted for immediate
change to HI, whereas the other 2 have continued on BI, with disappearance of
local allergic symptoms. Current mean insulin doses/ day of BI versus PI/HI
users are 34 and 28 U, respectively. Conclusion: In the current economic
scenario, we recommend an educated "cafeteria" approach, allowing the patients
to choose the type of insulin, but for one of the absolute medical indications for
HI. We pray for "HUMAN INSULIN FOR ALL BY 2000 AD", AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE.
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THE EMPHASIS ON CHANGING LIFE-STYLE IN TIIE TREATMENT OF
DIABETIC PATIENTS.
C.Sharon Naufach, T. Lavie and J. Diamond.Kupat Holim Maccabi, Herzlia,Israel.

In a secondary community diabetic clinic, the treatment of diabetics was based on
changing the life-style of patients in order to improve glucose control and decrease
risk factors for cardio vascular disease.
Methods: Working with a multi-disciplinary team, 90 patients were followed for a
period of 6-42 months. The treatment was based on 4 factors:-nutritional education,
encouragement to exercise regularly, medication as required and attention was given
to the psychological aspects of this chronic disease.
Results:- By working as a team, emphasizing changing life-style, a number of
factors were improved in the patients. 1) Decrease in Hb AIc 2) Performance of
regular exercise 3) Improved lipid profiles4) Improved blood pressure control.
The percentage of patients with very poor glucose control (HbAlc>10% Normal
<5.8%) decreased from 38% to 13%. The percentage of patients with reasonable
control (Hb Ale <8%) increased from 34% to 59%. The percentage of patients with
marked hypertriglyceridemia >200mg%, decreased from 37% to 27%. The
percentage of patients with hypercholesterolemia (LDL-chol>160mg%) decreased
from 23% to 13%. Twenty seven percent of the patients had uncontrolled
hypertension at the beginning of the study and only 9% of patients still had
uncontrolled blood pressure at the end of the study. The percentage of smokers
decreased from 7-4% and the percentage of patients who performed regular exercise
increased from 24% to 63%.
Conclusions:- The effective treatment of diabetics depends largely on patient
compliance to the treatment. In a multi-disciplinary clinic where the emphasis is on
changing patient life-style, along side medication, a significant improvement in
glucose control can be achieved, as well as decreased risk factors for cardiovascular
disease. These results are facilitated by increased compliance, obtained by a holistic
approach to the patients.
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DIABETES NIGHT CLINIC - A PROMISSING CARE SYSTEM FOR
DIABETELOGISTS AND TEAM
E. Austenat, A. Hotzwik, M. Reinhold, C. Riedel, M. Scherwinski,
S.Semmler, M.Topuz, S. Wiesemann, Diabetes Institut Berlin, Germany
The target for diabetes management is a good metabolic control, no acute and
no late complications by social integration and normal lifestyle. Insulin treated
diabetics are more frequent in hospitals than nondiabetics. For this reason we
changed in 1985 the hospitalisation procedure into a Diabetic Nightclinic - mix
from out- and inpatient management. At 4 p.m.the patient joins the clinic,
professional nurses and laboratory assistents note the daily events, blood
sugar self monitoring results and the daily dietary specials.Afterwards the
patiens have dinner together. Between 8 and 9.30p.m.teaching classes are
hold by physicians in groups or be trained individual Over the night nurses
control continously the metabolic parameter.The patients take the breakfast
individual and leave the clinic for the day either for work or personal routine.
The costs of the Nightclinic are much cheaper than traditional clinics.Our
results from 1990-1995: Basic data: n = 3421 diabetics, n=1 864 female
(54,5%) and n=1 557 (45,5%), type 1 n= 1779 (52), type 2 n=1 613
(47,2), diabetes duration( years) 12,4 ±9,3 (0 - 66,age (years) 45,8±17,6 (9-88
),HbA1 10,8 ±2,3% (5,2-20,4%).Insulin treated n=2495 (72,9%), n = 926
(27,1%) oral drugs or other kinds of treatment. Indications for the clinic: poor
metabolic control - no efford under outpatients conditions, gestational diabetics
diabetes manifestation, acute decompensation without coma,CSII contraindi-
cations: mental and physical handicap to leave the clinic for the day. Results:
average hospitalisation(in nights) 9±4,1(1-30),able to work during inpatient
time 77,3 % (n=2644),unable to work 1,1 ±2,8 days (min 0, max 22).By good
metabolic control in more than 75% no second hospitalisation was necessary
up to two years.Conclusion: The principles of the nigth clinic are good instru-
ments to treat diabetics with poor metabolic control.Costs can be demon-
strated.This is a system for the future, but it needs a specialised medical stuff.
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QUALITY OF CARE IN NIDDM PATIENTS WITH
HYPERTENSION IN MOSCOW.
E.Surkova, O.Moiseeva, A.Maiorov, I.Dedov and M.Antsiferov.
National Research Centre for Endocrinology, Moscow, Russia.
To evaluate a quality of primary care in NIDDM patients with
hypertension we examined 144 patients who participated in
educational programme for Type II non-insulin-requiring
diabetic patients. 46 patients from this group (19 male, 27
female) had hypertension. Mean age of these patients was
52,9±1,5 years, diabetes duration 6,2±1,0 years, hypertension
duration 12,2±2,0 years, BMI 29,7±1,2 kg/m 2 , total cholesterol
6,3±0,2 mmol/l, triglycerides 3,0±0,4 mmol/l. After education
diabetes control was improved (HbAlc decrease from 9,9±0,3
to 8,3±0,4%, p<0,01, weight loss 3,6±0,5 kg, p<0,05). Blood
pressure control remained unsatisfactory (systolic blood
pressure 160±4 mm Hg, diastolic blood pressure 97±2 mm Hg).
We found that 26% have no antihypertensive treatment, 4% use
beta-blockers, 17% - angiotensinconverting enzyme inhibitors,
13% - calcium channel blokers, 9% - reserpin, 31% were on
combined therapy. 57% of this patients never performed blood
pressure self-monitoring, about 50% were taking antihyper-
tensive drugs periodically. Correction of dyslipidaemia was not
done in anybody. These results have pointed out great needs for
improvement of care in NIDDM patients with cardiovascular
risk factors. One of such approaches could be implementation
of special educational programme for Type II diabetic patients
with hypertension which was initiated in Moscow.
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DIABETES CARE IN NAVAJO-SPEAKING PATIENTS

D.Gohdes, R.Begay, B. Skipper and M.Glass, IHS/UNM, USA
The Navajo Nation, the largest American Indian tribe living on a reservation in the
southwestern US, has experienced rapidly increasing rates of diabetes in recent years
with rates 3 times those of the general US population. Many older diabetic patients
speak only their native language and require skilled interpreters on health care visits.
To examine the impact of language skill on tertiary preventive care for non-English
speaking Navajos with diabetes, the 1994 and 1995 Diabetes Quality Care Audits
(QA) were supplemented by a special study. Random samples of charts were drawn
for the routine QA review of diabetes care practices each year (n=193) from the
ongoing diabetes registry at the Shiprock Indian Health Service Hospital. The registry
presently includes over 3000 patients who receive care at this regional medical center
in the northeast section of the reservation.. In 1995 these charts were reviewed again
for notations about interpreters and providers were interviewed about the need for
interpreters for each patient. 23 patients were excluded for whom language or blood
sugar data were unavailable. 46% (78/170) needed interpreters. Navajo-speaking
patients were older with mean age 63 years compared to 52 for those who spoke
English adequately (p<0.0o1) and had longer duration of diagnosed diabetes 8.6
years vs 7.3, but the difference was not statistically significant (p=.18). Both groups
received screening laboratory tests, immunizations and education at similar rates.
Non-English speaking patients received more comprehensive foot exams (47% vs
35%, p=.09) and fewer eye exams (39% vs 53%, p=.07). After adjusting for age,
proteinuria, and serum creatinine, the mean of three blood sugars during the preceding
year was 211 mg/dl in the patients who needed interpreters compared to 19 l mg/dl in
those who did not (p=. 16). Although evidence of urinary tract infection was found
more commonly on the charts of non-English speaking patients, after adjusting for
age, the difference disappeared. With the availablilty of skilled interpreters tertiary
preventive care can be given to American Indians speaking their native language.
Further research is needed to determine the best ways to improve metabolic control,
patient self-care practices, and the basic understanding of diabetes among Navajo
people.
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PROSIT-PROJECT: SCREENING AND INTERVENTION FOR
DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
W. Schramm', R. Landgraf', R. Renner', W. Piehlmeier',
T. Kimmerling', J. Fahn 3 and S. Garbe`
'Diabetes Centre, Klinikum Innenstadt, University of Munich, 2Diabetes
Centre, Hospital Munich-Bogenhausen 3AOK Bavaria, °Boehringer
Mannheim, Germany

In order to reduce new cases of end-stage renal disease and to meet
one of the targets of the St. Vincent Declaration, a structured
screening and intervention programme for diabetic nephropathy has
been implemented in Munich, Germany. The screening was performed
in offices of 58 randomly selected primary care physicians. In 586
diabetic patients independent of age, sex, duration, type and therapy
of diabetes self-screening has been performed using the qualitative
dipstick test Micral-Test® S. The urine samples were retested by
medical staff using the semiquantitative Micral-Test ® . Patients
identified with micro- or macroalbuminuria (n=206; 35%) were offered
to participate in an intervention programme based on optimization of
blood glucose, blood pressure and protein restriction. Physicians were
provided with therapeutic recommendations and were asked to retest
every 3 months. To support these efforts a special quality circle was
founded. In addition training of patients, nurses and doctors was
started. After one year no further increase of micoalbuminuria was
observed in the patients with microalbuminuria. Preliminary data show
that the use of anti hypertensives increased markedly with the
consequence of a significant lowering of diastolic blood pressure. At
the present the PROSIT-Project will be implemented throughout the
country of Bavaria as well as in the urban areas of Hannover and
Hamburg.
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DETERMINANTS OF ATTENDANCE AND GLYCAEMIC CONTROL IN
PUBLIC SECTOR PRIMARY CARE DIABETIC PATIENTS IN CAPE
TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA.
NS Levitt, MF Zwarenstein, AA Bawa, S Maphumula and D Bradshaw, University
of Cape Town and Medical Research Council, Cape Town, South Africa.

The goal of this study is to identify intervenable risk factors for poor attendance or
poor health outcome in diabetic patients in order to design programmes to improve
their health. METHODS: A cross-sectional analytic study based on data from
patient interview, retrospective record review and HbAl estimation was undertaken
in the three largest ambulatory primary care diabetes clinics in African residential
areas in Cape Town. 243 patients were randomly selected from those attending in
the last 6 months of 1992. Cross tabulations were used to identify variables
associated with attendance of appropriate frequency and regularity and/or HbA1
<10%. Multivariate analysis was used to estimate the strength of the independent
associations. RESULTS: Attendance: age, pensioner status, sex, knowledge of
disease, patients perceptions of care or of staff attitudes, distance from clinic and
waiting time were not significantly associated with attendance. Only self perceived
health positively predicted attendance (OR 3.69, CI 1.06-12.06). Outcome: No
predictors of outcome were found; neither attendance, nor the factors listed above.
CONCLUSION: No intervenable risk factors could be identified for either
attendance or outcome. This failure is unlikely to be explained by instrument or data
quality and suggests that the investigators models of causal associations with
attendance and outcome are inadequate. Alternatively, the complex web connecting
demographics, patient attitude, service interaction and attendance and outcome is
highlyvariable, consequently far larger samples are required to detect associations
in what are likely to be small subgroups. More qualitative research on patient
perception of the determinants of attendance is required and interventions based on
these should undergo trial.
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GLYCEMIC CONTROL IN A PRIMARY CARE HMO
PRACTICE WITH DISEASE AND CASE MANAGEMENT.
P Latare, J Mullen, B O'Connor, S Rutherford, T Alejado, R Jamal,
JL Parkes and BH Ginsberg. Kaiser Permanente Medical Care
Program, Honolulu, HI, USA
This study is designed to determine if there is improved glycemic
control using a proven disease management system, Staged Diabetes
Management (SDM) in a primary care practice of a group model
HMO. SDM stresses attention to timelines and glycemic targets, with
rapid modification of therapies until an effective therapy is achieved.
To test this system, 131 patients (predominantly with Type II
diabetes) and sub-optimal glycemic control were selected. In this 1
year study, diabetes care is being provided by a diabetes nurse
clinician, internal medicine physicians, clinical pharmacists, and
registered nurses, all following the SDM system. In the first three
months of the study the average hemoglobin Alc (HbAlc) declined
from 9.00 + 1.4 at baseline to 8.38 +_ 1.16 (p <0.001). At the
beginning of the study 13% of patients had HbAlc < 7.5, whereas
after 3 months on SDM this had increased to 30%. Our research
indicates that the most important factors in improved care are:
decreased practice variation by providers due to universal
implementation of Staged Diabetes Management, practical
knowledge-based case management which was stratified to reflect the
complexity of the patient's medical condition, and improved
teamwork in the management of this stratification. Thus, data from
the first three months on this system demonstrate the effectiveness of
a systematic, comprehensive data and time-sensitive approach to
blood glucose control. Trained case managers can be empowered to
treat most patients with diabetes.
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DIABETES NURSING-DEFINING THE PRACTICE
A. Nettles, D. Fleming, M. Funnell, D. Guthrie, D. Hentzen,
D. Kruger, C. Trapp, E. Walker, and J. Williams.
Advanced Practice Nurses are making an effort to promote
better use of diabetes nurses in the health care system and to
increase awareness of their contribution to people with diabetes.
They are currently finalizing a description of the scope and
standards of practice of the diabetes nurse educator and the
advanced practice diabetes nurse in the US. Definitions from
the American Nurses Association were used as a framework.
This presentation will include a description of the process,
methods and resulting document. Two levels of specialization
will be presented. This document will be used to influence
curricula in schools of nursing and develop levels of continuing
education. A national advanced certification examination is
being considered. Much of diabetes nursing care is
unpublished, under-reported, and varies from country to country.
Nurses outside of the US may find this document helpful for
developing a description of their own. Where such descriptions
already exist, new opportunities may develop for international
consensus on practice commonalties resulting in collaborative
research, policy development, and international educational

opportunities.
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DIABETES DISEASE STATE MANAGEMENT BY DIABETES
EDUCATORS IN MANAGED CARE.
L Blonde, R Guthrie, JL Parkes, and BH Ginsberg, The
Ochsner Clinic, New Orleans, LA, USA
Staged Diabetes Management (SDM) is a program that is designed to
change the practice behavior of health care providers (HCP). It
contains algorithms and practice guidelines for primary care physician
(PCP) and other HCPs to assist them in delivering better and more
consistent diabetes care to their patients with diabetes. We have set
up a 12 month study of SDM in which diabetes educators are
managing 130 patients under the supervision of an endocrinologist.
Control subjects are being treated according to the usual practice of
Ochsner clinic by primary care physicians. The primary end point is
hemoglobin Alc (HbAlc), but the fall analysis includes process data,
and quality of life analysis. At this time, the interim, HbAlc results
(and number of subiects) are:
Group At Entry Delta At 3 months	 Delta At 6 months
SDM
Control

8.6±1.6	 123
8.2±1.7 (99)

1.3 (94)	 1.8 (29)
0.5 (26)

The SDM group had a 1.8 point fall in HbAlc at 6 months p<0.001),
whereas the small decrease in the control population was not
significant. In addition, 70% of patients in the SDM group achieved
a HbAlc within 1.5 of normal compared to 30% in the control group.
We conclude that SDM is effective in a managed care setting when
performed by diabetes educators and results in substantially lower
hemoglobin Alc, values which should eventually lead to lower
incidence of diabetes complications. This may allow less expensive,
more appropriate care for patients with diabetes
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TRIVANDRUM MODEL OF RURAL DIABETES CARE FOR
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES - A 5 YEAR EXPERIENCE.

A. Cheriyan, A.A. Cheriyan and U. Cheriyan,
St.Vincent Diabetes Centre, Trivandrum, India.

It was planned in the year 1990 to care for
the rural diabetic population of Trivandrum
district of Kerala State in South India, As a
first step many one day diabetes camps were
organised in rural areas. Later on 24
permanent monthly diabetes clinics were
started in such ideal locations as to cater
for the diabetics detected at the above camps.
A main diabetes centre was set up in
Trivandrum City to care for the urban diabetic
population and also to co-ordinate the
functioning of these rural monthly clinics. A
team consisting of a diabetologist, laboratory
technician, pharmacist and dietician visits
these clinics every month to impart free
diabetes care. During each visit to these
clinics, diabetes education is given by the
diabetologist and dietary advice by the
dietician. Blood sugar estimation is done by
means of Glucometer and their treatment
updated. Each of these rural clinics is
attended by 150 to 200 diabetic patients every
month. Our experience during the last 5 years
shows that 90% of these diabetics are
controlled by this method and this model of
rural diabetes care seems to an ideal for
developing countries.
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PRACTICE AND PROFESSIONAL CONCERNS AMONG MEMBERS OF THE
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF DIABETES EDUCATORS (AADE).
M. Graff, Longmont Clinic, Longmont, K.Emst, Emory Clinic, Atlanta, J. Norman,
Department of Health, Olympia, C.Tobin, Conrtol Diabetes Services, Atlanta, C. Steil,
Samford University, Birmingham, and R. Rubin, Johns Hopkins, Baltimore, USA.
This study assessed practice and professional concerns among a representative sample
of the membership of the American Association of Diabetes Educators (AADE). Areas
assessed included practice responsibility and concerns, national certification as diabetes
educators, advanced practice credentialing, and continuing education. A random
sample of 731 AADE members, of whom 66% were nurses and 25% dieticians,
completed a mailed survey. Responses were reliable to within 3.7% at 95%
confidence. Respondents reported a high level of practice responsibility: 43% practice
as a diabetes treatment team leader or case manager; 54% serve patients without
supervision in problem solving and in assessment When asked what they considered
the most important issue facing diabetes educators, the largest number of respondents
(33%) said third-party reimbursement for their services. Sixty-eight per cent of
respondents said they were certified by The National Certification Board for Diabetes
Educators (NCBDE), originally founded with support from the AADE A majority of
respondents said they believed that an advanced practice credential was necessary to
enhance the specialty of diabetes education among physicians (59%), and third party
payers (50%). Forty per cent of respondents said they had attended an AADE Annual
Meeting, and 42% said it was their leading source of continuing education. In addition,
36% own the Core Curriculum in Diabetes Education, published by the AADE, and a
majority devote at least 30 minutes to reading the monthly AADE journal, The
Diabetes Educator. The results of this study show that members of the AADE have a
high level of practice responsibility, and seek opportunities offered by certification, the
potential of advanced practice status, and the continuing educational offerings of their
Association to further their professional development. An organization such as the
AADE significantly enhances the professional practice of its members
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AMBULATORY PATIENT GROUPS (APG) AND DIAGNOSTIC RELATED GROUPS
(DRG): A BASIS FOR FUNDING CALCULATION
J. Overland, M. Constantino, D.K. Yue and J.R. Turtle. Royal Prince Alfred Hospital,
Sydney, Australia
Due to the high cost of inpatient care, combined with reduction in hospital bed availability,
many institutions have moved away from the inpatient model of diabetes management to an
ambulatory care model. While DRGs have been created to monitor throughput and resource
use of inpatient services, APGs for diabetes have not been well developed. The aim of this
study was to use a computerised database to monitor the resource utilisation of a large
ambulatory diabetes centre. Using computerised records on 2994 patients, caseload profiles
were generated for different services. The cost of providing each service was calculated
based on the hours spent on direct patient care + apportioned indirect cost, then converted
to a bed day equivalent (BDE).

Service	 No. of Encounters * Total his * BDE
Stabilisation

IDDM 6.4 2.4 0.6
NIDDM 5.6 2.3 0.6

Commencement of insulin
IDDM 15.6 9.2 2.4
NIDDM 8.7 5.9 1.6

GDM t
Diet alone 11.6 2.4 0.7
Insulin required 11.8 4.0 1.2

Management of neuropathic ulcer 7.9 10.1 2.6
Education 1 1.0 1.0 0.2
* including telephone contact, t 3 month figure, # average follow up 13.3 weeks, ° per hour

This study showed that adapting work practice to incorporate systematic collection of data
facilitates monitoring of the human and fiscal resources required for diabetes ambulatory
care. It also served to highlight a broader perspective of the roles of computerised databases.
In turn, this information can form the basis of APGs which, in addition to DRGs, can be used
for funding calculation.
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SPECIALIST DIABETES NURSES ARE EFFECTIVE IN THE CARE OF
DIABETIC IN HONG KONG
S.C. Siu, K.W. Wong, K.M. Ip, Y.Y. Tee and Y.S. Wong, Diabetic Centre, Tung
Wah Eastern Hospital, Hong Kong
Background. It is advocated that Nurse Specialists trained in diabetes care,
with adequate support from specialist physicians and other health care resources,
should contribute substantially in the care of diabetic patients. Aim. We aimed
to study the effectiveness of Specialist Diabetes Nurses in caring for diabetic in
Hong Kong. Subjects and Methods In this non-comparative study, we
recruited 30 newly admitted, uncomplicated diabetic patients who had no active
concomitant medical illnesses. They were first jointly assessed by specialist
physicians and Specialist Diabetes Nurses. Then they were followed up by
Specialist Diabetes Nurses for 6 months. During this period, the Specialist
Diabetes Nurses provided education, performed complication screening,
monitored the diabetic condition, ordered investigations, recommended self-care
methods, prescribed drugs and adjusted drug dosage. The Specialist Diabetes
Nurses also coordinated the other health care disciplines to take care of the
patients. Results. At the end of 6 months, 28 diabetic patients aged 28-76,
duration of diabetes 0-1lyears, were available for analysis. Twenty-four patients
were on oral hypoglycemic drugs, 2 patients were on insulin and 2 patients were
on combination treatment. Body weight decreased from 64.5±12.0kg to
63.4±11.5kg (p=0.053). Fasting blood sugar reduced 19% from
10.2±2.7mmol/L to 8.3±1.9mmol/L (1=0.005). HbA1C reduced 22% from
8.6±2.3% to 6.7±1.1% (p<0.001). Cholesterol decreased from 5.6±1.Ommol/L
to 5.2±0.9mmol/L (p=0.022). Triglyceride decreased from 2.3±2.7mmol/L to
1.6±1.4mmol/L (p=O. 1). No severe hypoglycaemia occurred. The mean number
of nurse consultation was 8.3. In addition, no hospital admission was required
and all patients were satisfied with this health care model. Conclusion. We
conclude that Specialist Diabetes Nurses are effective in providing care to
diabetic patients in Hong Kong.
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CURRENT STATUS OF DIABETES CARE IN CHINA.
M.H. Tan, T. Freeman, L. Mancuso, J. Overland, M. Wilkman, K. Wishner, and
Y.J. Zhang. Project HOPE, Shanghai, China.
Diabetes is a major health problem in China as more than 20 million people have
it. To assess the current status of diabetes care in China, we conducted a
situational analysis focusing on the various stakeholders in the health care
system. Twelve tertiary care hospitals in 5 cities (Shanghai, Hangzhou, Chengdu,
Xian & Beijing) were surveyed. We also met with officials from the Ministry of
Health. The analysis showed that the majority of patients with diabetes are cared
for at the district and community hospital level, where diabetes care is
rudimentary and there are no diabetes trained physicians. Patient education was
mainly conducted by physicians with nursing staff playing a limited role. Greater
nursing input was seen as important; however, this was hindered by a shortage of
nursing staff at both the endocrine ward and hospital level. Dietitians are almost
non-existent in the Diabetes Team. Even at the tertiary care level, there is a
shortage of physicians trained in diabetes to provide care. Some departments had
as many as 4000 patient visits/year cared for by one or two physicians. Patients
with diabetes are often admitted for treatment of diabetic complications, glycemic
control and initiation of insulin therapy. The average length of stay is -28 days.
Barriers to care identified by those interviewed include the high cost of therapy,
an inadequate understanding that diabetes is a life-long and serious disease by
both patients and administrators, inappropriate health beliefs, and the absence of
a team approach to diabetes management. These findings indicates that (1)
diabetes patient education is in its infancy in China; (2) more health
professionals should be trained in diabetes care; and (3) a social marketing
program is needed to convey the message to patients, healthcare professionals and
administrators that diabetes is a common, growing, serious health problem in
China but one that can be controlled with appropriate care.
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COMPUTERIZATION OF DIABETES DISEASE STATE MANAGEMENT
BH Ginsberg, MN Tan, A Bergelson and R Mazze, Becton
Dickinson and Co and International Diabetes Center, Franklin
Lakes NJ and Minneapolis MN, USA
Diabetes Disease State Management programs, such as Staged
Diabetes Management (SDM) provide methods to translate important
clinical research like the DCCT into widespread practice by primary
care physicians. Computerization of these programs will allow better
access and usage of these important tools. SDM, designed to change
the way we deal with patients with diabetes, is based upon 5
principles: 1) Community involvement in setting diabetes care
guidelines, 2) Negotiation of therapeutic goals with patients; 3)
Appropriate timelines for therapeutic success; 4) Use flowcharts for
medical decisions; and 5) Evaluation and appropriate alteration of the
program. This program is being implemented in countries throughout
the world. Previous studies have shown that this program lowers
hemoglobin Alc by about 2 points over 6-12 months. Since it is a
flowchart-based system it lends itself to computerization. The
computer program uses a split screen. One part contains the
flowchart, while the other has hypertext information screens giving
detailed practical clinical and therapeutic information specifically
related to the selected section of the flowchart. As the health care
worker progresses along the flowchart they are informed about
important aspects of diagnosis and treatment and the steps that they
take are documented by the computer. The computer program also
contains algorithms to help with diagnosis and a database that is
compatible with DiabCare. Currently the program is written in C++,
but is being rewritten in HTML to be used with the Internet and
Intranets. Use of computer programs such as this by primary care
health care workers should result in better diabetes care.
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STAGED DIABETES MANAGEMENT: THE PILOT STUDY IN MEXICO
J. Rodriguez, Barry Ginsberg, Patricia Sosa, Reyna Nunez,
LE Ortiz, CSU 8 Prados, SSA, Tultitlan Mex. In order to
assess the level of feasibility, implementation and
effectiveness of Staged Diabetes Management in Mexico, a
pilot study was started in 1995. Ten centers from various
institutions (public and private) were enrrolled, with the
goal to achieve improvements in compliance, metabolic con-
trol and reduction in morbidity as primary outcomes. The
first participant facility is a health center located in
a suburban area. Patients treated come from a low socio-
economic status, have no access to social security and
have very limited resources. Training of a general prac-
titioner, provision of printed materials for the doctor
and patients was started in October 1995. After one year
of follow-up, 74 patients have been treated with this pro-
gram, 21 males and 53 females; 2 patients are insulin-de-
pendent and 72 non insulin-dependent. The majority of the
patients had been diagnosed from less than 5 years: 38
had history of hypertension, 55 are obese and 6 had pre-
vious cardiovascular events. By comparison to initial
blood glucose levels, patients receiving medical care with
Staged Diabetes Management showed a progressive improve-
ment: initial mean fasting glucose levels are 219.5 mg/dl;
consecutive levels decrease to 1661.1, 147 and 156 mg/dl
respectively (p< 0.001). Compliance with medical indica-
tions has been high, concurrent morbidity has been low,
and the rate of patients in good control has increased
from 201 (initial) to 55% (fourth visit). In conclusion,
Staged Diabetes Management is a feasible, economic and
effective program for outpatient management by general
Mexican doctors.
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STAGED DIABETES MANAGEMENT: WORLDWIDE
DIABETES DISEASE STATE MANAGEMENT
BR Ginsberg, K Strauss,, R Mazze, MH Tan, J Rodriguez, B
Wajchenberg, and K Matsuoka, Becton Dickinson and Co and Intl
Diabetes Center, Franklin Lakes NJ and Minneapolis MN, USA
To help provide the best possible control of patients with diabetes, we
have produced a disease state management system for diabetes, called
"Staged Diabetes Management"(SDM) and are implementing it
worldwide. SDM, designed to change the way we deal with
patients with diabetes, is based upon 5 principles: 1) Community
involvement in setting care guidelines, 2) Negotiation of therapeutic
goals with patients; 3) Appropriate timelines for therapeutic success;
4) Use flowcharts for medical decisions; and 5) Evaluation and
appropriate alteration of the program. SDM is designed to be altered
by a country to meet its needs and resources. It helps primary care
physicians deliver better care using a team approach and to co-
manage patients with specialists when appropriate. It has a complete
set of materials for the community, the individual health care provider
and the patient. Models of SDM have been developed and tested in
both developed areas of the world and areas with emerging health
care systems. Country-specific models of SDM are being
implemented in the USA, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Poland and Japan.
A meta-analysis of 7 clinical trials with over 450 patients has shown
an average fall in hemoglobin Alc of 1.8 points (equivalent to a drop
in mean blood glucose of about 3.5 mM or 65 mg/dL). Preliminary
pharmacoeconomic analysis demonstrates a lifetime cost saving of
over $27,000 per patient. In summary, the diabetes health care team
needs to work with primary care providers to prevent the
complications of diabetes in their patients. Staged Diabetes
Management provides the tools for this task
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PRIMARY CARE MANAGEMENT OF HYPERTENSION AND DYSLIPIDEMIA
IN INDIVIDUALS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS
R. Mazze, R. Bergenstal, G. Simonson, E. Strock and K. Acton'. International
Diabetes Center, Minneapolis, MN, &'Indian Health Service, Cherokee, NC, USA
The current management of hypertension and dyslipidemia in individuals with
diabetes varies widely in the primary care setting. In order to reduce this variation,
specific practice guidelines and DecisionPaths (algorithms) for the management of
these diseases have been incorporated into Staged Diabetes Management (SDM), a
comprehensive set of guidelines and clinical pathways for the management of
diabetes in the primary care setting. The practice guideline define the blood pressure
(130/80 mmHg) and lipid level (see figure) for diagnosis. Treatment options and
targets are highlighted as well as appropriate times for monitoring and follow-up.
Specific DecisionPaths, with algorithms for guiding clinical decision-making have
been developed for lifestyle modifications and pharmacologic therapies. An
abbreviated sample DecisionPath is shown below.

Known Type t of Type II
LDX:	 W th CVD History M.

Diabetes	
l	 Ll
 HDL s40 mg/tll
200 mg/dl	 Triglycerides 0150 mg/tll

4ipid Profile	 LDL	 TRI	
DL and TRl

N°rmal?	 NO	 ^nO^^IiN	 NO
Abncon Yaity	

NO 	 bnormaliN7
only

YES	 YES	 YES	 YES

•

Either start HMG	 Either start Fibric 	
If treated for TRI

Maintain current	 CoA redu ' '	 Acid them	
add HMG CoA

py °f 	reductase inhibitor.
therapy.	 inhibitor or	 adjust tlose

	

adjust dose	 incrementally until 	
a treated for LDL

incrementally until 	 at maximu	
add F o th Acid. If

dose' m	
taxing both adjust to

See Drug Adluslment Guide	
at maximum	 maximum dos 1

The DecisionPath poses questions to be answered by the practitioner followed by
suggested course of action. Results show implementation of these guidelines have
lowered both diastolic and systolic hypertension by an average of 5 mmHg and have
improved overall consistency in management of hypertension and dyslipidemia in
several primary care settings.
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QUALITY OF DIABETES CARE IN SELECTION-FREE POPULA-
TIONS (JEVIN-ZEUVIN) - DO WE NEED DIABETOLOGISTS?
R. Schiel, U.A. Muller and A. Hoffmann; University of Jena
Medical School, Dept. of Internal Medicine II, Jena, Germany
In 1990 in the former Eastern Germany the health care system
was decentralized. Increasingly, patients were treated no
longer by diabetologists, but by non-specialized doctors. In
1994/95 90% of all insulin treated patients (IDDM/NIDDM
n = 127/1171, aged 16-60 years, living in the city of Jena
(100,247 inhabitants) were examined by a physician (JEVIN).
In Jena the diabetes care unit still exists. 37% of IDDM and
32% of NIDDM patients were regularly seen as out-patients.
For comparison, in a district without out-patient unit (28,000
inhabitants, all patients were treated by non-specialized doc-
tors), 81% of insulin treated patients (IDDM/NIDDM n=25/33)
were examined (ZEUVIN).Results: HbAlc (mean normal 5%,
HPLC, DiamatR) in IDDM: ZEUVIN 9.1 ±1.6% vs JEVIN: Pati-
ents treated by diabetologists 7.7±1,4% (p=0.0002), pati-
ents treated by non-specialized doctors 8.6±1.9% (p=0.171.
HbAlc in NIDDM: ZEUVIN 9.3±1.9% vs JEVIN: Patients
treated by diabetologists 8.3±1.9% (p=0.04), patients trea-
ted by non-specialized doctors 9.0±2.0% (p=0.541. There
were no differences (p <0.05) between the groups in respect
of age, diabetes duration, BMI, incidence of severe hypogly-
caemia, ketoacidoses and quality of life. Since decentralization
of the health care systems there are significant differences in
quality of diabetes care between patients treated by diabetolo-
gists and those treated by non-specialized doctors. Following
recommendations of the St. Vincent Declaration and to pre-
vent costly diabetes complications maybe resulting from a
lower quality of care, specialized diabetes treatment must be
available for all patients. In particular in rural areas out-patient
units and diabetologists seems to be mandatory.
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MICHIGAN DIABETES OUTREACH NETWORK MODEL: A SYSTEM
OF SUCCESSFUL INTERVENTIONS AND OUTCOMES
M. Snitgen. Upper Peninsula Diabetes Outreach Network, Marquette,
Michigan, U.S.A.
The Michigan Diabetes Outreach Network Model is essentially a nurse case
management system which focuses on standardizing the care and education
provided by agencies to persons with diabetes. Various studies indicate strong
efficacy of the Network model. For its initial four years of operation, UPDON
demonstrated the following results for its partner agency participants compared
to non-participants in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan: Hospitalizations
were 45% lower, mortality 27% less, and amputations 31% lower. Types
of agencies involved include home nursing care, outpatient rural health clinics,
Indian health centers, and health departments. The presentation will describe
the model and its care requirements in the areas of lower extremity assessment,
hypertension, eye disease and nutrition. The data collection system will be
described and discussed. Certified Diabetes Educators provide professional
education programs to the staff of participating agencies across the region
including self-paced, self-instructional learning modules for nurses which
are approved for continuing education credits. The Network serves as a
diabetes resource center for the public, people at risk for diabetes, and those
with diabetes. The Network model has been expanded to cover the entire state
of Michigan. The presentation will provide specific guidelines for
implementing this successful model in other regions.
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TITLE: DIABETES HOME EDUCATION BY COMMUNITY
HEALTH WORKERS IN INDIGENT MEXICAN AMERICANS
AUTHORS: B.W. Roberts, N. Alvarado and A. Garza, STOP Diabetes,
San Antonio, Texas, USA
Home Outreach Prevention Education by Community Health Workers
(CHW) for Type II diabetes in Mexican Americans (MA) was done over
a four year period in a low income area of San Antonio, Texas, sponsored
by the Texas Diabetes Council. Over four years there was transient, but
no statistical improvement in elevated hemoglobin A1C (HgbA1C) and
lipid levels. Many of the 65 target families received financial support,
completed less than secondary school education, reported physical and
substance abuse, lack of family support and mental health issues to deal
with in their lives. The CHWs were trained over a three month period by
a certified diabetes educator and paid at minimum wage ($5.00/hour US).
They visited each client family at home weekly for one hour, held weekly
screenings in the target community, and held weekly client classes for
another 35 diabetics not visited at home (control group). Over the 4 years
there was no improvement in HgbA1C and lipids in this group. The
CHWs intervened in the social and economic issues of the families 5.3 x
monthly and 68% had a positive health outcome. Half of the referrals
were to hospitals, specifically for diabetes, or to a community service
agency. Only 4 client families refused to follow-up with their referral.
We conclude that indigent MA Type II diabetics can benefit from home
outreach education, but have many serious psychosocial and economic
problems that must first be addressed in order to have successful diabetes
care.
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Konrad Szosland, Anna Swatko, Jozef Drzewoski
SDM Group - Lodz, Poland
Medical University of Lodz, Department of Diabetology

„Treatment patients with NIDDM according to SDM Standards in Lodz'

The aim of the study was to assess the metabolic control of patients with
type II diabetes mellitus treated after the introduction of Staged Diabetes
Management (SDM). All the patients were referred to our department;
previously they were unsuccessfully treated in outpatient clinics in the Lodi
district.

The subject were 41 randomly selected patients aged 52-71 years (mean
61.9 years), including 24 women and 17 men. The duration of diabetes was 2 to
21 years (mean 9.9). Most of them were overweight: BMI 28-37 (mean 31
kg/r2).

Nine had late complications such as retinopathy, eleven polyneuropathy
and two nephropathy. Hypertension was present in eleven cases.

Six months after SDM, metabolic control was assessed as the levels of
HBA1, and mean blood glucose (MBG) - fasting and postprandial. HBA 1 ,

decreased from 9.0 ± 0.75 % to 8.25 ± 0.7 % (p<0.001), fasting MBG 140.5 ±
24.2 mg/dI to 119.2 ± 17.3 mg/dI (p<0.0001) and postprandial MBG 184.4 ±
19.4 mg/dl to 161.2 ± 14.9 mg/dl (p<0.0001).

During the period of evaluation no severe hypoglycemia was observed.
Reduction of weight was obtained: mean BMI decreased from 31 to 29.8 kg/-'
(p<0.05). There was no weight gain.

CONCLUSION• The introduction of the SDM program, along with the
inevitable ,,study effect", led to significant reduction of HbA,,, fasting MBG and
postprandial MBG without hypoglycemia or weight gain in a representative
group of NIDDM patients.
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DECREASE OF AMPUTATION RATE AFTER INTRODUCTION OF FIRST
POLISH INTERDISCIPLINARY DIABETIC FOOT CARE-TEAM MODEL

T. Koblik, J. Sieradzki, J. Friedlein and J. Legutko
Department of Metabolic Diseases, I Department of Surgery and
Department of Orthopedics of Jagellonian University, Cracow, Poland

It is estimated that the rate of amputation in diabetic foot patients
rangers from 30 to 50%. According to the recommendations of the
St. Vincent declaration the first interdisciplinary team of diabetic foot
care consisting of a diabetologist, ortopedist, general and vascular
surgeon, kinesitherapist, educator and shoe-maker was established at
the Department of Metabolic Diseases. The team makes collaborative
decisions about diabetic foot patients, including the decisions about
amputations. Over 2,5 years of activities 196 patients have received
treatment, including 114 patients with ulcerations. Of this group 100
patients were hospitalized, 14 received out patient treatment
consisting of guided antibiotics, wound managment, intensive insulin
therapy, immobilization accompanied by isometric exercises. Among
these 114 patients amputation above the knee was decided upon in 2
(2,3%) patients, and sparing amputation in 4 (3,7%) patients. An
overall amputation rate was 6%. Conclusions:The low rate of
amputations in patients with foot ulcerations indicates the usefulness
of this therapeutic model. The efficacy of treating diabetic foot may be
improved by collaborative assessment therapy and recommendation
with no extra costs.
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NURSES' CLINIC: A NECESSARY ASPECT OF DIABETIC
CARE.
C. LEFEVRE, R. DELARROQUA, ML. COTTEZ, G.
CATHELINEAU and the Nursing staff, Endocrinology Department,
Saint-Louis Hospital, Paris, France.

Saint-Louis hospital's Diabetology nursing staff inside the hospital's
project, planned out the nursing care project for the department, according
to the medical team project. Seventy-two percent of inpatients suffer from
diabetes, the nursing and medical staff felt that the creation of a Nurses'
Clinic had become a necessity. Several staff members define :1/The
objectives :- verifying patient knowledge regarding self-test and injecting
equipment as well as patient glycemic control diary completion;- nursing
follow-up planning.2/ The organization :- in terms of material resources (
a consultation room);- in terms of human resources (ten nurses carry out
on consultation). 3/ The daily considerations :- one clinic open on every
weekday;- by appointment; - using a common follow-up tool: the
patient's file. This project was endorsed by the department's general staff
meetings. The nurses ' Clinic opened on April 25th. As of October 1996:
399 weekday clinics were planned; 368 clinics were effectively held;
1285 patients made an appointment and 1103 patients came to their
appointment (85%).After two and a half years, we were able to observe
the following: - clinic nurses remain satisfied with their work; - their
competence is well-recognized by physicians, patients and their relatives;-
objectives are more clear ;- patients are discharged with a follow-up
summary.On the other hand : - many patients are now referred to the
Clinic because of lower-extremities lesions, even though that was not one
of the nurses 'initial objective.The nurses and Head Nurses perform a
follow-up evaluation of the Clinic on a twice yearly basis in order to
examine and solve organization and attendance issues. Malfunctions are
evaluated and corrected.
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Anna Swatko, Konrad Szosland, J6zef Drzewoski, Katarzyna Cypryk,
Jan Wilczynski, Wieslawa Torzecka
SDM Group - Lodz, Poland
Medical University of Lodz, Department of Diabetology

„TREATMENT PATIENTS WITH IDDM ACCORDING TO SDM
STANDARDS IN LOD2"

The aim of the study was to assess the metabolic control of patients
with IDDM treated with insulin according to the principles of Staged
Diabetes Management (SDM).
The subjects were 46 randomly selected patients, aged 18-58 years (mean
34.2 years): 27 women and 19 men with IDDM of duration from 3 months
to 33 years (mean 11.5 years), BMI 18-30 (mean 23.2 kg/m 2).

Twenty three patients had no complications, four had retinopathy
(two with proliferative retinopathy), one with nephropathy, four with retino-
and neuropathy (one with proliferative retinopathy), two presented retino-
and nephropathy and twelve had retina, nephro- and neuropathy.

After six months of treatment following the introduction of SDM,
metabolic control was assessed by levels of HbA,, and mean blood glucose
levels (MBG), both in fasting and postprandial. Significant decreases of
HbA, and MBG values after treatment were found. HbAI, fell from 8.25 ±
0.83 to 7.50 ± 0.74 % (p<0.0001), fasting MBG from 156.8 ± 48.9 mg/dl to
123.1 ± 14.4 mg/dl (p<0.0001) and postprandial MBG 195.5 ± 42.1 to
157.4 ± 21.2 mg/dl (p<0.001).

Unlike the DCCT, neither severe nor clinical significant
hypoglycemia was observed during the treatment. The average BMI in the
group was not changed (p>0.05).

CONCLUSION: The introduction of the SDM program, along with the
inevitable „study effect", led to significant reduction of HbA1, and fasting
and postprandial MBG without hypoglycemia in a representative group of
IDDM patients.
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Unnecessary costs provoked by prescription of drugs for the treat-
ment of diabetes related long-term complications In East-Germany

BL Mertes, U. A. M011er', K. Hbffken', M. Wehling°, F. J. van der Woude

V. Medizinische Klink "Institut fur Klinische Pharmakologie, FakultAt fOr
Klinische Medizin Mannheim der Ruprechts-Kads-UniversitAt Heidelberg;
'Klinik fOr Innere Medizin ti, Friedrich-Schiller-Universitlt Jena; Germany

Introduction : In Germany, services of the health care system have to follow
the rule of economic efficiency (§ 12 SOB V). However, the prescription of
non-effective drugs is a common problem in Germany [Heise at at., Dt Arz-
tebl 1995; 92: A35491. The aim of this study was to estimate the costs that
arise in Fast Germany due to the prescription of drugs with unproven of i-
cacy for the treatment of diabetes related long-term complications. Patients
Qom: Data of every patient with IDDM or NIDDM (n = 459; age
55,8 t 18,1 [12.931 years) that was treated in the in-patient diabetes care
unit of Jena In 1994 has been recorded consecutively with the aim of ana-
lysing the drug therapy. The following drugs have been classified as not
suitable for the adjuvant treatment of diabetes related complications: al-
pha-lipolc acid (ALA), calcium dobesilate (CD), ginkgo biioba (GB), "agents
for improvement of vene function" (RIP), vitamin B combinations (VBC),
pentoxyphyiline (PE) and naftidrofuryl (NA). Since controlled clinical trials
could not prove any relevant therapeutical benefit of these drugs, they are
not listed in international treatment recommendations. fljjftif: 16,8 % of
the patients were treated with one or more of the above mentioned drugs.
The most frequently prescribed drug was ALA (45,5 %), followed by CD
(33,8 %), GB (20,8 %), IVF (16,8 %), VBC (13,0 %), PE (11,7 %) and NA
(5,2 %). These drugs caused costs of about 980 DM per patient and year
(drug prices in 1994).  Conclusion: Presuming a diabetes prevalence of 5%
and a prescription of drugs similar to the one in this study, drugs with un-
proven efficacy would cause costs of more than 120 million DM per year In
East Germany (15 million inhabitants) and an estimated 640 million DM in
total Germany (80 million inhabitants). These findings show that there is a
huge potential for saving costs In the German health care system.
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EVALUATION OF PHONE CALLS AS A LINK BETWEEN
DIABETIC PATIENTS AND A DIABETOLOGY
DEPARTMENT.
ML. COTTEZ, F. GRONDIN, JF. GAUTIER, Endocrinology
Department, Saint-Louis Hospital, Paris, France.

The aim of our study was to perform a quantitative and
qualitative evaluation of the phone calls we receive from
diabetic patients. We designed a standardized telephone
message form to register each call. The yearly number of calls
were: 206 in 1992; 377 in 1994; 559 in 1995; 472 as of Oct. 1996.
The forms are placed on the nurses' desk close to the phone.
A standardized set of questions and answers was designed by
the team to homogenize nurses' questions and answers.
Results: the various motives for calling were comparable in
1992 and 1994. These were: 1/ adaptation of insulin doses,
hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia 43,% ; 2/ technical problems
22%, 3/ other 17,9%, infections and intercurrent diseases 15%,
travel across time zones 1,3%. During the first ten months of
1996, the motives were: 1/ adaptation of insulin doses,
hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia 51,9%. 2/ infections and
intercurrent diseases 19,1%. 3/ technical problems 15,5%,
other 12,3%, travel across time zones 0,6%. The decrease in
technical problems could be explained by the creation of the
department's nurse clinic for outpatients in April, 1994.
Conclusion : Resorting to a standardized message form for
each call is useful because it leaves a trace of incoming calls,
the name of the patients as well as the nurses, a homogeneous
response, increased knowledge of patients' difficulties and an
improved link between patients, nurses and doctors.
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2606
STRATEGY TO DECREASE THE COST OF DIABETES CARE

IN DEVELOPPING NATIONS
R. N. Charles, E.Jean-Baptiste, P. Larco and N. Charles-Larco,

Fhadimac, Port-au-Prince, Haiti.

Diabetes represents a socio-economic problem in the third world
where the gross National Product (GNP) can be under $500 per
capita in some developping countries like Haiti. In these countries
only a small prosperous minority can afford the medical treatment
of diabetes which costs the patient up to $900 yearly for
ambulatory care. To overcome that difficulty, the Fondation
Haitienne de Diabete et de Maladies Cardio-Vasculaires
(FHADIMAC) has developped the following strategy: most part of
the fees paid by members (over 2000) is used to buy generic drugs
and insulin at a preferential rate. Drugs are sold at low cost to
members of Fhadimac and insulin is given free to IDDM patients
under 30 years of age. With this strategy, diabetics members at the
Fhadimac spend between $30 to $147 (including drugs) for the
management of their disease which represents a decrease 6 to 30
times less than for patients outside Fhadimac. Young Insulin
Dependant Diabetics are treated for a symbolic charge.  Conclusion .
In developping nations where the large majority of patients can not
afford the cost of treatment of diabetes and where the government
are unable to meet the health needs of the population, diabetes
association in using such strategy can allow access to quality care
for the needy.

2607
USING PATIENT CHARACTERISTICS TO DETERMINE THE COST OF
CARE: IS NEAR ENOUGH GOOD ENOUGH?

R. Griffiths. University of Wollongong/Illawarra Area Health Service,
Wollongong, Australia.

The Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs) classification, originally
developed as a quality assurance tool, has been widely adopted as a
basis for funding health services. The DRG classification is intended to
assign acute inpatient episodes to classes which are clinicaly similar and
resource used homogeneous. Funding is then allocated prospectively
according to projected patient loads. The purpose of this study was to
determine the extend to which this objective was met in a sample of
acute inpatients with one or more diagnoses related to diabetes. The
sample comprised all discharges (n=2094) with one or more diabetes
diagnoses from acute care hospitals in the Illawarra Area Health Service
in 1993-1994. A subsample of 386 records was selected for a more
detailed analysis by chart audit. There were 3 major findings. First, the
discharges were distributed among many DRGs in a way which was
neither clinically coherent or resource use homogeneous. Second, there
were many data errors which resulted in assignment to a DRG that did
not reflect the clinical state of the patient or the resources used in
management. Third, the DRG logic appears to ignore or underestimate
the costs associated with treating diabetes as a secondary diagnosis.
Diabetes diagnoses have little influence because DRGs generally fail to
take account of resources used to treat conditions other than the
principle diagnosis. DRGs use LOS as the primary predictor of cost,
therefore in an ideal classification, DRG assignment would explain
100% of variations in LOS. Data analysis in this study showed that the
DRG assignment explained only 28% of variation in LOS by the
sample. Results of this study indicate that hospitals will not be
reimbursed for the complete cost of care under the DRG system.

2608

BUILDING A SHORT-TERM COST-EFFECTIVENESS MODEL FOR
ORAL ANTI-DIABETIC DRUGS IN THE U.K.
L. Annemansl, P. Siddons2, S.C. Hood2. 1 BRI International, Mechelen,
Belgium; 2Glaxo Wellcome, Stockley Park, U.K.
A short-term (6 months) cost-effectiveness model has been built to simulate
current medical practice and disease progression in type 2 diabetes patients
who have not responded to diet and exercise alone. Current medications are
associated with short-term side-effects, such as gastrointestinal upset and
hypoglycaemia, which may lead to poor compliance, treatment cessation, and
therapy switching. These outcomes, in turn, may contribute to both
suboptimal control and increased healthcare resource utilisation. As the study
is designed from the healthcare payer's perspective it includes only direct
medical costs. The model framework was developed using treatment
guidelines and expert opinion on treating type 2 diabetic patients. Main data
sources for the model were published literature, and IMS Mediplus and EPIC
GP databases. Mediplus yielded data on the probability of treatment
cessation, reasons for stopping treatment, replacement medication and
concomitant agents taken for treating any side-effects. Data was collected for
first and second-line therapies after diet. EPIC provided detailed data on
healthcare consumption related to therapy switches. Final outcomes are
measured in cost per symptom-free day. From the oral antidiabetic agents
available in 1996 (biguanides, sulphonylureas and acarbose) it is found that
metformin is 3 times more cost-effective in the short-term than an acarbose
strategy. Sulphonylureas were almost twice as cost-effective as acarbose.
Analysis by subgroups (obese versus non-obese; elderly versus young) did
not change these findings. Current databases are an excellent source for
building medical practice and disease progression simulation models. This
model can serve as a framework for assessing the cost-effectiveness of new
interventions.

2609

POTENTIAL COST SAVING ASSOCIATED TO EXCESS
AMPUTATIONS IN DIABETIC SUBJECTS IN AREA 7 MADRID.
A.L. Calle—Pascual, M.J. Redondo, M. Ballesteros,
J.A. Diaz, P. de Matias, A. Gonzalez, P.J. Martin,
E. Gil and J.P. Maranes. HUSC. Madrid. Spain.
We estimated the direct cost of nontraumatic lower
extremity amputations (LEAs) in diabetic (DMP) and
non—diabetic (NDMP) population between January 1st,
1994 and December 31st, 1995 in area 7 of Madrid,
Spain, taking in consideration the duration of the
hospital stay, the duration of rehabilitation in
the out—patient clinic after discharge, and the use
of artificial limbs and their maintenance. The
average cost of a LEA was 4 million pts. Total
direct costs per year were 74.654.510 pts in the
DMP and 40.918.603 in the NDMP. The total cost
estimated, if the incidence of LEAs in DMP were
identical to the one found in NDMP, was 2.574.292
pts per year. Bearing this in mind, potential cost
saving associated to excess amputations in diabetic
population was more than 72 million of pts per
year, 12.6 millons of pts per 100000 inh. This
study reveals that potential cost saving could be
estimated and would be achieved if subjects with
diabetes mellitus could have a satisfactory foot
care system.
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2610
ONE YEAR FOLLOW-UP OF PATIENTS WITH TYPE II DIABETES AFTER
IMPLEMENTATION OF STAGED DIABETES MANAGEMENT.
R. Mazze, R. Burman, G. Castle, S. Sundem, G. Simonson, E. Struck, R. Bradley
and K. Peterson. International Diabetes Center and University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN, USA.
Six hundred and twenty-one patients with type II diabetes treated at 27 clinics by
primary care physicians were randomly selected in order to evaluate their care prior
to the introduction of an innovative community-based program designed to
implement standardized care protocols modified by community practitioners. From
this population 3 clinics were randomly selected for close follow-up. The clinics did
not differ significantly on any of the key study variables (size, population served and
composition of health care professionals). For each clinic, a detailed audit of
diabetes practices prior to and one year following program implementation was
ascertained by chart audit and interview for 62 randomly selected patients. These
patients did not differ significantly from the 621 patients at entry for age (62 ±12),
sex (46% male, 54% female), type of treatment (11% food, 45% oral agent, 5%
combination and 39% insulin), complications rate (55% hypertension, 5% kidney
disease, dyslipidemia 10% and eye disease 10%) or level of glycemic control (52%
HbAlc > 8%). Forty-five professionals (physicians, nurses and dietitians) at these 3
clinics participated in the training program in which criteria for screening, diagnosis,
treatment and follow-up were modified based on standard protocols from Staged
Diabetes Management (SDM). At entry, HbAlc was 8.72 f 2.18% (normal range
4.1-6.4%). One year following implementation of SDM average HbAlc reduced
significantly (p<.001) to 7.51 ± 1.43%. As part of SDM protocols, patients in poor
metabolic control (HbAlc >8%) are rapidly moved to alternative therapies. The
health professionals at these sites selected specific criteria for starting and changing
therapies: diet only therapy was begun when fasting plasma glucose (FPG) at
diagnosis or during treatment was <200 mg/dl, oral agents (sulfonylureas or bi-
guanides) were initiated when FPG was between 200-300 mg/dl and insulin
(multiple injections) was begun when FPG was >300 mg/dl. If the HbAlc did not
decrease by 0.5-1%/month on the initial therapy, the practitioners were expected to
increase the dose or change the therapy. In this study, changes in therapy occurred in
61% of the patients. Finally, significant improvement in glycemic control occurred
without severe hypoglycemia, or adverse acute complications.

2611
Problem in Diabetes Awareness -Using Bahrain as an

Example from the Arab Region

Kawther Al-Taitoon, Diabetic Clinical Specialist, Lecturer
College of Health Sciences - Bahrain

The main aim of this paper is to identify problems in diabetes
awareness - using Bahrain as an example from the Arab Region.

Problems in diabetes awareness occurs when the individual is
unable to assess positive, negative influences on personal health and
cannot evaluate their susceptibility to various illnesses. The individual
also cannot be engaged in self - assessment; not aware of health
values, nor decision making and lacks responsibility for health and self-
care.

The problems of awareness may be from the diabetic individual
who may not comply and set barriers (due to level of education, age;
attitude; cultural influences; religions belief and health practices; and
lack of accepting the problem); the health professional (not updated
with diabetes knowledge and skill; not aware; shortage of manpower
and load), health care facilities (not within the reach, no budget, no
community link or diabetic education); media (not much or weak media
advertisements; no link with health resources; lack of continuity).

In Bahrain inspite of small population (half million), free health
care and within the reach, yet problems of diabetes awareness exists.
The shortage of manpower, that cannot be freed for the specialized
diabetic care. However, there is no actual structured diabetic education.
There is no budget and at the ministerial level diabetes care is not
visualized as a specific but as something that must be integrated within
the general care even at the Primary Level. Besides the diabetic client is
faith controlled surrendered to the health care professionals. There is
no decision or participation in planning of self-care.

The word "diabetes" is sensitive, few talk freely about it, also
causes social pressures and media is inadequate. Therefore such a
barriers are blockers to awareness and those who are diabetic
advocates are battling diplomatically.

2612
THE WILL FOR PROPHYLATIC TREATMENT OF MEN AT RISK TO GET
ADULT DIABETES.T.Virtanen.Satakunta Polyth.Inst.Pori.FINLA
The study searched for a group of people at risk to get
adult DM from among the employees of three offices of the
town of Pori,Finland.The main aim was to find out their
will to action which would keep up their health.The men
were 40-60 years old and the risk to get adult DM was
based on their own risk factors as well as those occurring
in their families. In the second stage men got questions
about their knowledge,attitudes and motives for selftreat
ment of adult diabetes. They were also on an information
meeting in order to get motivation for selftreatment. The
found group at risk was 166 persons from 349 men.The risk
of getting adult DM was widely known but the subjects were
not aware of their own predisposition to getting it even
a great number of risk was found ih their families.Those
who answered questions of nutrition seemed to have a good
knowledge on the general level (77/121 answers) but only
half of them was aware of the risk of fat.The main motives
for exercise were the prevention of illness,becoming phy-
sically fit and feeling good after the exercise.Those who
completed the questionnaire found it positive to its focus
on health and personal interaction.One of the objectives
of the project was also reached when its follow-up study
was started.

2613
QUALITY OF DIABETES CARE IN A SELECTION-FREE POPU-
LATION OF DIABETIC PATIENTS FIVE YEARS AFTER DECEN-
TRALIZATION OF THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM (JEVIN)
R. Schiel, U.A. Miller and I.S. Ross*; University of Jena Medi-
cal School, Department of Internal Medicine II, Jena, Germany
and *University of Aberdeen, Department of Clinical Biochemi-
stry, Aberdeen, United Kingdom
In 1989/90 a population-based, selection-free trial of insulin
treated diabetic patients aged 16-60 years and living in the
city of Jena (ca. 100,000 inhabitants) was started. In total
83% of the target population (IDDM/NIDDM n = 131 /59) was
examined in 1989/90. At the follow-up examination in
1994/95, 5 years after the decentralization of the health care
system, 83% of these patients (IDDM/NIDDM n= 87/44) were
reexamined.
Results: For IDDM patients under specialized care HbA1 c/mean
normal was 1994/95 similar to 1989/90 (1.6±0.28 vs
1.55±0.34, p=0.52, n =32), it was higher for IDDM patients
under non-specialized care (1.73±0.35 vs 1.52±0.34,
p =0.002, n = 55). For NIDDM patients there were no differen-
ces 1994/95 vs 1989/90 (1.8±0.36 vs 1.74±0.36, p=0.4).
The incidence of acute complications (severe hypoglycaemia
with need of glucose or glucagon injection, ketoacidosis)
remained stable. The prevalence of nephropathy and peripheral
neuropathy (assessed according to Young et al.) remained
stable too, but the prevalence of retinopathy increased in both
IDDM and NIDDM (71/79% vs 45/20%, p=0.001/0.001).
In order to achieve optimal quality of diabetes care and to
prevent diabetes long-term complications, specialized diabetes
treatment must be available for all patients.
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2615
A NOVEL NATIONAL DIABETES PROGRAMME USING A DISEASE
MANAGEMENT APPROACH.
J. Llcwelyn and L. Broscheid. Eli Lilly and Company. Indianapolis, USA.
The progressive rise in morbidity and mortality from non-communicable diseases
poses an increasing problem for health care providers in developing countries.
A novel approach is being undertaken in Ghana through a national diabetes disease
management programme. The objective is to provide a measurable improvement in
delivered diabetes health care using patient outcomes (acute/chronic complications
and mortality). The five year programme has three major components: an
epidemiological survey, a nation-wide training programme for health care
professionals and the establishment of a national register. The epidemiological
survey is being performed using World Health Organisation guidelines and will
study 5000 individuals. The prevalence of diabetes complications will also be
examined. The training programme has been initially developed with an external
centre of expertise and is now managed entirely locally. A "train the trainer
approach is taken and local resources, utilised wherever possible. Selected
multidisciplinary teams from existing centres underwent training covering all
aspects of diabetes management as applicable to local conditions, and the
programme is now expanding to first regional, then district level. The Ministry of
Health is the main provider of health care in Ghana. and governmental involvement
is ensured by representation on the newly formed National Diabetes Advisory Board
which oversees the entire project. Throughout the project period data will be
collected to establish a national register and monitor diabetes outcomes. Cost of
treatment data will also be collected. The disease management multidisciplinary
approach has typically been considered for developed countries. It is anticipated that
this project will not only provide hitherto largely unavailable information
concerning the prevalence and cost of diabetes in sub-Saharan Africa but, if
successful, will demonstrate the effective use of available Western partnerships and
provide a template for national diabetes health care delivery in developing countries
which is proven to be both effective, sustainable, and cost efficient.

2614
PREVENTION OF DIABETIC FOOT.
C.L. Villanueva. Hospital del Salvador, Santiago,
Chile.
The aim of this manual is to teach primary health
care professionals, a clinical based method for
screening of thehigh risk foot diabetic patients.
A screening sheet was designed for annually exami-
nation of all diabetic patients. This evaluation
assign a proportion of risk to the following risk
factors: 1. Previus ulcer or amputation (30%),
2. Clinical Neuropathy (207), 3. Clinical Vascular
periferic disease (15%) 4. Foot deformities (15l),
5. Irresponsability or Alcoholism (5%), 6. Establi-
shed Nephropathy (5%), 7. BLindness (57), 8. Diabe-
tes longer than 10 years, living alone, retinopathy,
low education and male sex (1% each one). Patients
who get less than 20%, are considered at low risk,
and are annually reevaluated. Patients who achieve
20% or more are considered at high risk, and are
specially educated to prevent ulceration; they also
receive podologist care, and a more frecuent medical
control.

2616
THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DIABETES CENTRES:
NEW ORGANISATION, NEW HORIZONS
R Colagiuri (on behalf of the Committee). Australian Diabetes Society and
Australian Diabetes Educators Association. ADS Secretariat Sydney, Australia.

Despite strong professional and consumer organisations for diabetes there
were no organisations specifically catering for the needs of specialist diabetes
services. To address this deficiency, the Australian Diabetes Society and
Australian Diabetes Educators Association jointly established a National
Association of Diabetes Centres (NADC) - possibly the first of its kind. The
NADC links Australian Diabetes Centres in the common aims of i) improving
the quality and accessibility of diabetes care ii) providing peer support for
Diabetes Centres and services and a forum for pooling ideas and information
and iii) lobbying funding sources to increase ambulatory care services for
people with diabetes. The NADC comprises a National body which oversees
policy development, membership and accreditation of Diabetes Centres, and
lobbying at a national level; and State Sections which deal with local
implementation issues, local lobbying, partnerships with other state level
organisations, and developing and supporting local service networks. Since
its inception in 1994, the NADC has documented goals and objectives,
developed structure and process criteria for accrediting Diabetes Centres,
policy for optimising diabetes control, and criteria for auditing the clinical
outcomes of diabetes care. Several of the NADC State Sections are working
with their respective State Health Departments to develop and/or advise on
diabetes programs; or networking with rural and remote health professionals
to provide specialist training and support. Although the NADC is a new
organisation it has more than 30 member Centres and its potential to support
improvements to the quality and accessibility of diabetes care are already
apparent. New horizons include the use of accreditation criteria to lobby for
resources to increase the number of accredited Diabetes Centres, extending
the scope of the NADC to include smaller diabetes services, improving
network links with non-specialist service providers and implementing national
initiatives to improve the quality of diabetes care and information.

2617
RESEARCH SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF DIABETES IN INDIA
(RSSDI) : TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES

P.V. Rao on behalf of the RSSDI Secretariat.
Nizam's Institute of Medical Sciences, Hyderabad, India.

RSSDI founded in 1972 by Prof. M.M.S. Ahuja, Prof. B.B. Tripathy,
Prof. Sam G.P. Moses, Late Prof. M. Viswanathan and
Late Prof. B.R. Sengupta, is the largest diabetes education, training
and research organization supported by 795 clinicians as life
members representing all Indian States and Union Territories.
Diabetes Bulletin : International Journal of Diabetes in Developing
Countries, the official hi-monthly Journal of RSSDI is in 16th year
of publication. Continuing medical education programs of RSSDI
organized by senior teachers of Medicine, Endocrinology and
Diabetology throughout the country over past 25 years in particular
RSSDI Post Graduate Courses in Diabetology were popular with
many senior and young diabetologists. To maintain high standards
of CME programs and to train more clinicians in diabetes care,
RSSDI has commissioned National Accreditation Committee for
Diabetology in 1995. RSSDI Diabetes Consensus Development
Program was initiated for providing physicians with a current
consensus statement in 1997 on diagnosis, follow-up, targets,
screening for complications, management and education. Further
proposed RSSDI activities include School of Diabetology, Indian
Text Book of Diabetes Mellitus and, workshops for patient
empowerment and training in diabetic education technology.
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2618
RESULTS OF ACTIVITY OF KARAGANDA DIABETES

CENTER ON DIABETES CARE IN KASAKSTAN IN 1996
G. Meyramov, N. Voronzova, A. Tlesheva, L. Amenova and

A. Basarova, Diabetes Center, Karaganda, Kazakstan
1996 characterized by aggravation of fmacial supporting of diabetic

patients by Government, intensive desorganization of system of
providing of patients by drugs accompanied by collapse of fina-

cial state of biggest part families of diabetic patients. As result we
have uncontrollable increasing of hard complications, mortali-
ty and uncontrollable situation with diabetes care in result of
paralysis of economic of Kazakstan. In this difficult condi-

tions in result including our intensive efforts the national Dia-
betes program (1997-2001) was confirmed by goverment on
the base of program prepared by us in 1994. 29 schools for

diabetic patients were organized by us in main clinics and
policlinics in capital towns of 15 Lands from 19 which has

been provided free of payment by a good materials. Control
of blood glucose and selfcontrol by using of test stripes and
glucometers was introduced in 14 Lands. Regional diabetes

programs were prepared for 14 Lands. 29 regional meetings
were organised in 14 capital towns and cities of 12 Lands inclu-
ding main conference'in Karaganda. Our practical activity were

widely supported by Boehringer Mannheim.

2619
NATIONAL DIABETES PROGRAM IN BELARUS
E.Kholodova, L.Danilova and T.Mokhort. Byelorussian Institute
for Advanced Medicine, Ministry of Public Health, Minsk, Belarus
The St. Vincent Task Force for Diabetes was set up in Belarus by the
Ministry of Public Health and Endocrinology Association in 1993.
Regional and local health authorities have been visited to understand the
problems encoutered in local services and to discuss ways in which
the St.Vincent Declaration (SVD) aims might be met. A number of
recurrent themes have been identified: education, the role of patient,
epidemiological studies and registar. Following the recommendation of
the SVD, an Action Programme for preventing lower limb amputation
has been designed, Diabetic Foot Center was organized in Minsk.
Basic characteristics of the National Diabetes Program in Belarus are
the following: National Diabetes Plan endorsed by government and the
most important objectives of the National Program are the following:
early diagnosis and therapy in order to decrease morbidity and
mortality rates; prevention, early diagnosis and treatment of acute
complications; primary preventive system (screening for those at reask
for the development of diabetes mellitus), secondary (good metabolic
control of the disease and prevention of further development), tertiary
(up-to-date treatment, rehabilitation) prevention; providing specialized
care for children with diabetes, reinforcing existing diabetic center,
organizing training and teaching in diabetes management, prevention of
congenital malformation in infants of diabetic mothers, initiation of the
central republican registar for diabetes; secure increased funding for
diabetic care, monitoring and control systems for diabetes.

2620
DIABETES EDUCATION IN TURKEY
R. Pinar. University of Marmara, Istanbul, Turkey.

In Turkey, as a developing country, diabetes education is not readily
available to patients and health professionals, despite the fact that Turkey,
with a population of 65 million, has two million citizens with diabetes.
Nonspecific education programs for patients with diabetes existed in our
country until the last 1993. National Diabetes Program (UDP) of Turkey, a
governmental organization, was established in March 1994 to improve
diabetes care. One of its goals is to educate not only diabetics but also
health professionals. From March 1994 until today a lot of patients have
been educated at inpatient and outpatient clinics. Multidisciplinary course
program for physicians, nurses and dietitians was held on December 1994 in
Ankara. Two postgraduate courses were organized for general practitioners
on April, and June 1996 in Istanbul and Samsun respectively. In January a
special course on diabetic foot and September and December 1996 the 4
days training courses that are named "Education Educators" for nurses were
held respectively in Istanbul. In addition to these, except for UDP, a TV
program was arranged in a private TV for two months. During this program
telephone contact was made with diabetics, families and public. A lot of
published materials were prepared with financial help of medical companies.
Briefly, we have continued diabetes education in Turkey. But we have a lot
of difficulties and deficiencies on this subject. These are: Low educational
status of patients, cultural and language barriers between professionals and
people with diabetes, lack of continuously formal training for patients, over
workload of professionals and lack of time, lack of cooperation among
professionals, lack of motivation, lack of resources, or wasting of resources
on effective and inefficient programs, and the conventional strict separation
of secondary and tertiary care from primary care is never really appropriate.

2621
A COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM FOR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
IN MEDICAL CARE OF BLIND DIABETIC PATIENTS -7 YRS
EXPERIENCE
A.Petrulewicz,E.Oleksiak*,J.Krzymien,P.Pacula,G.Rosinski,M.Tracz
and A.Czyzyk. University School of Medicine,* Polish Association of
the Blind, Warsaw, Poland.

The prevalence of blindness in persons with diabetes in
different countries ranges from 0.2 to 0.6%. According to St. Vincent
Declaration goals, Polish Assoc. of the Blind in cooperation with Dept.
of Gastroenterology and Metab. Dis. of School of Medicine in Warsaw
started in 1989 a comprehensive programme for improving quality of
life of blind diabetic patients (BD) in Poland. A pilot study (62 BD
aged 20-50 yrs with type 1 diabetes) showed that the main problems of
BD were low level of knowledge about diabetes, poor metabolic
control, difficulties with self-preparation of meals, self-control and
self-administration of insulin. The first step a comprehensive
programme for education and rehabilitation of BD was started and was
effective with respect to improvement of metabolic control of diabetes
and of self-dependence of patients. As a result of this trial 11 courses
for BD and for theirs families were organized in different parts of
Poland with over 300 of participants. In the next step a Registration
System of Blind Diabetics has been developed and a comprehensive
study of diabetes care was performed.A total of 824 BD (219 type I,
and 605 with type II diabetes) were studied. In 1992 a Centre for BD
was founded in Warsaw in 1992 and also 4 others and 11 Clubs for BD
in different parts of Poland. Conclusions: This study showed that
visually impaired patients with diabetes needs special attention and
care. The quality of life of BD may be improved based on education
and rehabilitation programmes provided by interdisciplinary teams.
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2622
GLYCOSYLATED HEMOGLOBIN AS A DIAGNOSTIC
METHOD FOR DIABETES.
G. Vines, M. Roubicek and A. Gonzalez Sanguineti. Hospital
Privado de Comunidad, Mar del Plata, Argentina.
Our aim was to compare glycosylated hemoglobin (HbAlc)
level with OGTT as a screening and diagnostic method for
diabetes mellitus. 405 patients (158 male, 247 female,
median age 61 and 56 yr respectively) sent by their
physicians for a 2-hour OGTT (75 g load) had a fasting
HbAlc level measured with the immunoassay DCA 2000
(Ames). There was good correlation between HbAlc and
fasting (r=.78) or 2-hr glucose level (r=.80). Patients were
classified by the NDDG criteria into three categories: Normal
(n=309), intolerant (n=29) and diabetic (n=67). Mean ±
SD of HbAlc levels were 5.38±.42%, 5.92±.53% and
7.02±1.32% respectively; all differences being significant
(p<0.01). With a cut-off level of <5.5% for normality, the
test was able to discriminate diabetics from nondiabetics
(normal + intolerant) with a high sensitivity (100%) and
low specificity (53%); the 5.8% cut-off gave 87 and 80%
and the 6.1 % limit, 78 and 93% respectively. The Receiver
Operating Characteristic curve shows the greatest
deflection at the 5.5; 5.7 and 5.9 levels. With the WHO
classification criteria results were similar. We conclude that
HbAlc measurement may be a valid alternative to the OGTT
for screening (cut-off level 5.5%) or for diagnosis of
diabetes (cut-off value 6.1%). The greater cost is
counterbalanced by its simplicity, rapidity and less
discomfort to the patient. Time should tell which method
will be more adequate to predict chronic complications.

2623
MONITORING DIABETES WITH CAPTURE -RECAPTURE IN
DOMINICA: A MODEL FOR THE WEST INDIES.
C. Butler, E.S. Tull, S. Williams, L. Gumbs. University of Pittsburgh, U.S.A.

It is argued that use of capture-recapture (CAP-RECAP) may provide more
accurate estimates of diabetes frequency and complications than the practice of
pooling data from two or more sources. Accurate information about diabetes
frequency is required in developing countries for proper allocation of limited
resources for diabetes care at the local and national level. Aim: The aim of this
study was to determine the utility of CAP-RECAP for developing a surveillance
system to monitor diabetes frequency and consequences on the Caribbean island
of Dominica. Methods: Three sources of information (the Dominica Diabetic
Association, Regional Health Clinics, and the Queen Elizabeth Hospital) were used
to identify individuals who were listed as having diabetes between January 1, 1995
and December 31, 1995. CAP-RECAP and log-linear modeling were used to
calculate national and regional estimates of the number of diabetes cases. Results:
As of December 31, 1995 there were 1945 observed cases of diabetes representing
a crude prevalence of 2.71 %. The ascertainment- corrected estimate was 2688
[95%CI(2548-2828)] with a prevalence of 3.75%. At the national level, the pooled
data from the sources of ascertainment accounted for only 72.3% of the estimated
number of cases. Regional ascertainment % (observed/estimated) varied, ranging
from >90% in rural regions to <50% in the most urban area. Conclusion:
Surveillance with CAP-RECAP can yield more accurate estimates of diabetes
frequency than current methods used in Dominica, particularly in the urban
regions. This surveillance model may help other Caribbean countries improve
their efforts to monitor diabetes.

2624
REINFORCED HEALTHY LIVING ADVICE FAILS TO PREVENT
DIABETES IN SUBJECTS WITH INCREASED GLUCOSE LEVELS

P A Dyson, R I Morris, R R Holman and R C Turner for the Fasting
Hyperglycaemia Study Group, Diabetes Research Laboratories, University of
Oxford, UK

Few randomised clinical trials have investigated whether dietary and exercise
advice can delay or prevent progression to NIDDM in subjects with increased but
not diabetic fasting glucose levels. 189 subjects with fasting plasma glucose
(FPG) 5.5 - 7.7 mmol l-1 on two occasions were randomised to either reinforced
at 3 monthly clinic visits (50%) or basic (50%) healthy living advice in a factorial
design with sulphonylurea (50%) or placebo (50%) therapy. 152 (80%) subjects
(45% male), mean (SD) age 51 (9) years, body weight 81 (14) kg, median (iqr)
FPG 6.1 (5.6,6.5) mmol 1 -1 , HbAlc 5.8 (5.5,6.1)% and 26% diabetic on OGTT
completed 3 year follow-up. Subjects were advised to adopt a low fat, high
unrefined carbohydrate diet, lose weight if BMI > 22 kg m 2 and increase physical
activity until exercising 3-4 times per week. Admitted dietary intake was
assessed by 3 day food diaries and fitness by maximal oxygen uptake (V02 max)
during a submaximal bicycle ergometer test. At 3 years the reinforced group
significantly increased V0 2 max (2.3 vs 2.1 1 min', p = 0.0009), % energy from
carbohydrate (47.5 vs 44.5, p = 0,016) and reduced % energy from fat (32.4 vs
35.5, p = 0.0095). There were no significant differences between the groups for
mean changes in body weight (-0.2 vs 1.1 kg), blood pressure (-1/0 vs 1/1 mm
Hg), FPG (0.1 vs 0.0 mmol 1 -r), HbAlc (0.0 vs 0.0 %) or lipid levels (LDL
cholesterol -0.1 vs 0.0 mmol 1 -1) and no difference in proportion progressing to
diabetes in the reinforced group 29% to 43% diabetic compared with the basic
group 24% to 33%, p = ns. In conclusion, conventional reinforced healthy living
advice resulted in increased physical fitness and some dietary change but did not
delay transition to diabetes over 3 years.

2625
NEED BASED SERVICES FOR IDDM PATIENTS IN THE COMMUNITY -

THE CHENNAI (MADRAS) EXPERIENCE

Vijayakumar G., Buchi Babu Reddy 0., Chellamariappan M., Srivatsa A., Ramesh
Chandrasekaran, Ganesan A., Asha Bai P.V., Sundari Nyapathy, Parvathy
Ramachandran and Krishnaswamy C.V.
The VHS Diabetes Department, Voluntary Health Services Medical Centre,
Chennai (Madras), India.

Typical Type I or IDDM occurs mainly in children or young adolescents. In the
western countries its prevalence is 0.1 to 0.3% while in India it has been reported
at about 0.01%. Inspite of this low Incidence, in India, its large sub-population of
children and young adults (1/3 of total population at any given time), coupled with
the fact that nearly 50% are below the poverty line, makes IDDM a major health
issue wherein serious economic, social, cultural, personal and psychological
problems arise in addition to medical complications of IDDM. A detailed study of
30 Juvenile Diabetics (16 males and 14 females) in the age group 10-25 years
and 30 parents (16 fathers and 14 mothers) was undertaken. 70% of parents
reported severe financial strain and were greatly relieved by the comprehensive
"free medicare" offered by our Juvenile Diabetes Comprehensive Care Centre.
Negative academic performance and ignorance regarding the role of the social
worker was also noted. Based on their needs, our centre aims at providing such
comprehensive care by integrating medical and para medical workers' efforts
(Diabetologists, Diabetes Educators, Social Workers, Psychologists, Active
Rehabilitation Services, Trained Diabetic Nursing Services, Counsellors,!
Awareness Programmes etc) through voluntary effort supplimented by,
Governmental and Philanthropic support, in the Non-Governmental sector. This is l
perhaps the only way a developing country can cope with the vast Medical and
Socio Economic challenges encountered in caring for the young IDDM patients as
illustrated in individual case studies.
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2627
REGIONAL SURVEY OF WORKING-AGE PHARMACOLO-
GICALLY TREATED DIABETICS IN CENTRAL FINLAND

J. Saltevo and I. Kunnamo. The Central Finland Health Care District

A total of 2375 pharmacologically treated diabetics aged 16 - 64 were
surveyed in Central Finland, which has a total population of 258 000. The
sample contained 87 per cent of the diabetics in that age group who
received insurance reimbursement for insulin or peroral hypoglycaemic
agents in the year 1994. Most of the diabetics in the region are treated by
their own general practitioners and local diabetes nurses. The central
hospital outpatient department is responsible for the care of 20 per cent of
the diabetics studied, but it provides consultation and education for the
whole region. The pharmacological treatment consisted of insulin in 58
percent, tablets in 30 per cent, a combination of insulin and tablets in II
per cent, and insulin pump in 1 per cent of the patients. The mean HbAlc
levels (with normal values 4 - 6 per cent) in these four groups were 8.6,
8,2, 9,0 and 7,0 per cent, respectively. In the IDDM subgroup (817
patients on sole insulin therapy whose diabetes was diagnosed before the
age of 30 year) 22 per cent had a HbAlc level below 7.5 per cent (normal
values 4 - 6 per cent), and 14 per cent had a level above 10 per cent. There
was a highly significant improvement in the distribution of HbAlc levels in
the same IDDM subgroup between 1988 and 1994 (chi square, p =
0.00001), the proportions of patients with HbAlc levels of 10.5 per cent
or more being 20 per cent, and 10 per cent, respectively. A diabetes care
system based on primary care, diabetes nurses, and a strong consultant
support is able to achieve acceptable goals and to improve its
performance.

2626
SOCIAL REHABILITATION OF YOUNG PEOPLE
WITH DIABETES IN KHARKOV.
K.Goncharova and A.Malko. Diabetes Youth Club
"Juventas", University of Kharkov, Ukraine.
The aim of work is to help young people with
diabetes in their personality realization. The
Diabetes Youth Club "Juventas" and Kharkov
boarding school for children with diabetes are the
main subject of work. The development of main
psycho-social problems and the determination of
those in wich the help is possible, the results
evaluation is making by means of questionnaires,
interviewing and intercourse. The practical
correction based on the longitude method (5 years)
is included in all club events. As a result at the time
there is the increasing of social adaptation and
social activity, increasing of emotional satisfaction in
members of the club. 60% state not less 2 times
increasing of life quality. It is supported by the
medical data of compensation stabilization in the
dub members.

2628
DETECTION AND TREATMENT OF DIABETIC RETINOPATHY USING
STAGED DIABETES MANAGEMENT
G. Simonson, R. Mazze, R. Bergenstal, and D. Etzwiler. International Diabetes
Center, Minneapolis, MN, USA.
Although retinopathy (DR) is a serious complication of diabetes no clear guidelines
for its detection and treatment have been implemented in the primary care setting.
The aim of this project was to develop guidelines for management of DR in primary
care practice. In our region, 95% of the individuals with diabetes are treated by
primary care physicians. A recent assessment of quality of diabetes care in 22 rural
primary care settings indicated that <25% of individuals with diabetes have annual
dilated eye examinations. A one year follow-up chart audit after adoption of Staged
Diabetes Management (SDM) (a comprehensive set of guidelines and clinical
pathways for the management of diabetes in the primary care setting) revealed a
significant (p<.01) improvement (47%) in the number of patients receiving an
annual dilated eye exam. While this was a notable improvement, many individuals
with diabetes were still not receiving adequate eye examinations. More importantly,
the quality of the eye examination and follow-up care was variable. In order to
assure consistency in screening and diagnosis as well as to provide treatment
options, a separate section on diabetic retinopathy was developed as part of SDM. At
the core of the section are a practice guideline and DecisionPaths for diabetic
retinopathy. The practice guideline covers criteria for diagnosing mild to moderate
nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR), severe NPDR, and proliferative
diabetic retinopathy (PDR). It also describes the current treatment options for
diabetic retinopathy (metabolic control, panretinal and focal photocoagulation, and
vitrectomy) along with establishing clear screening and follow-up schedules. A
DecisionPath (algorithm) for screening and diagnosing DR was generated to guide
the primary care provider through the assessment of risk factors for diabetic
retinopathy (level of control, duration and type of diabetes), dilation of pupils,
description of retinal lesions, and appropriate time frames for referral to eye care
specialists. In addition, a quick reference table listing the stage of retinopathy and a
detailed description of the clinical presentation of the retinal lesions associated with
DR is included. A series of color retinal photographs provides a visual reference for
identifying microaneurysms, dot and blot hemorrhages, lipid exudates, cotton wool
spots, neovascularization of the disc and elsewhere, as well as vitreous hemorrhage.

2629
DIABETES RESEARCH IN CANADA.
M.H.Tan and N.Gill, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada.
Research is an important and integral component of a nation's diabetes program.
Defining its magnitude and type for a nation can be difficult. We determined the
status of diabetes research in Canada in 1992-1993 from information obtained on
funding of diabetes research in Canada, diabetes research in Canadian medical
(13/16), nursing (14/31) and nutrition (9/19) schools, diabetes researchers in
Canada, and publications on diabetes-related topics from Canadian institutes. The
total funding on diabetes research was $21.2 mm, with $19.5 mm for operating
grants and $1.6 mm for personnel support. Governmental agencies funded
$5.7mm, non-governmental diabetes-related agencies $6.3 mm and non-diabetes-
related $0.8 nun, industry $6.3 mm, and foundations $2. hum. Canadian Federal
agencies funded $0.19/capita for diabetes research. Whereas all medical schools
(13) conducted diabetes research, very little research was done in nursing (2/14)
and nutrition (1/9) schools. Areas of research included etiology, pathogenesis,
complications, care, clinical trials, genetics and epidemiology. Three non-medical
departments were also involved in diabetes research. There were 144 individuals
involved in diabetes research, varying from 3 to 35 per medical school. Seven
others (6 in nursing and 1 in nutrition) were also involved. Publications on
diabetes-related research from databases for 1989-1993 revealed 199-290
publications/ year from Medlin and 0-10/year from CINAHL. There were 1026
publications from Medlin and only 20 from CINAHL databases, reflecting the
little diabetes research in nursing and nutrition schools. Government, diabetes
organizations and industry are the 3 major funding agencies for diabetes research
in Canada. On a per capita basis, Canadian federal agencies provided relatively
low funding for diabetes research. Most of the diabetes research are done in
medical schools with very little diabetes research in nursing and nutrition schools.



ANALYSIS OF DIABETOLOGICAL HUMAN AND STRUCTURAL RESOURCES
IN PIEDMONT, AN ITALIAN REGION.
L. Gentile, A. Caramellino, A. Chiambretti, C. Giorda, L. Monge, G. Morra, A.
Ozzello, G. Bargero.
Consiglio Direttivo A.M.D. Piemonte e Valle d'Aosta - Turin, Italy.
Piedmont, a region of North-Western Italy, has a population of 4.5 milion and a
prevalence of 3% diabetes mellitus. According to a national law and its regional
implementation, a network of diabetological public services takes care of most cases
of diabetes, both IDDM and NIDDM.
Aim: to give a detailed analysis of the present situation of the diabetological network.
Methods: direct interview of the chief physician of each service to collect data about
the medical and paramedical staff, the structure and organization of the clinic,
technical resources and time allocated to patients. The interviewers were 8
diabetologists specially trained for this task. The data, stored in a data base, were
statistically analysed.
Results: 71 services (over 95% of the region) were interviewed; of these 40% are
diabetological outpatients clinics (2 with dedicated wards and/or 6 with day hospital),
49% internal medicine clinics, 5% endocrinological and 6% pediatric clinics. In
more than 50% of cases the clinics are open 5 days/week, for an average of 8
hours/day. 20% of clinics have less than 500 patients, 62% between 500 and 2000
and 8% over 2000 patients. 30% of clinics have a specialized and dedicated diabetes
team, 50% have an internist or an endocrinologist. 60% of clinics have general
nursing staff, while 50% have at least I diabetes nurse specialist; of these 71% have
followed special diabetological courses. 53% of clinics do not have a dietitian and the
diet is prescribed by a doctor. No service has a psycologist or chiropodist internal to
the staff. In 39% of service, medical time is 60-120' per patient per year, while it is
180' in 8%. Nursing time risulted 60-120' per year in 42% of cases, 180' in 8%.
48% of services carry out an average of 2 or 3 visits for patient/year, only 5% carry
out more than 4 visits. 80% of services can also offer ophthalmological,
nephrological, cardiological and neurological counselling.
Conclusion: in Piedmont there is a very effective public diabetologic network which
provides care for 85% of the diabetic population and a good provision of counselling
services; on the other hand there is a discrepancy between nursing and medical time,
there is a lack of dietitians and a total absence of chiropodists and psycologists.
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PATIENTS' EDUCATION AND COMPLICATION SCREENING IN ROUTINE
OF DIABETIC CLINICS. RESULTS OF A SURVEY IN AN ITALIAN REGION.
C. Giorda, A. Caramellino, A. Chiambretti, L. Gentile, L. Monge, G. Morra,
A. Ozzello and G. Bargero.
Consiglio Direttivo A.M.D. Piemonte e Valle d'Aosta, Turin, Italy.
INTRODUCTION: Piedmont, a region of N.W. Italy, has a population of 4.5
million.The estimated prevalence of diabetes is around 3%. A national and regional
law has been passed to follow diabetic patients through a network of public diabetes
clinics. AIM: To assess how patients' education and complication screening are
carried out in the network of diabetic outpatient clinics in Piedmont.
METHOD: Direct interview of the head of the clinic to collect data about the
organization. Particular attention was paid to patients'education and to
complication screening. RESULTS: 98% of clinics in Piedmont were interviewed.
Patients' education is implemented in 85% of clinics. Individual education is the
most frequent type (87%). Combined education, i.e. both individual and group, is
less frequent (3 5%). As for the personnel in charge of education, doctor plus nurse
is the most frequent finding (35%), whereas doctor alone is the second
(28%).Dieticians are involved rarely (23%). Material such as checklists, booklets,
videotapes are seldom used (30%). Financial support from public or private
institutions is hardly reported (10%). Eye complication screening is carried out in a
large proportion of clinics (92%), mainly through direct ophtalmoscopy performed
by an ophthalmologist. Nefropathy is screened by means of microalbuminuria and
renal function tests in most clinics (88%). Periodical physical examination, EKG,
blood lipids and blood pressure checks are the most used tools to screen for
cardiovascular complications (75%). Routine neuropathy (37%) and routine
diabetic foot screenings (35%) are carried out remarkably less frequently. These
complications are usually addressed when any symptom or sign develops. Yet most
clinics take charge of the treatment of foot lesions (83%).  CONCLUSIONS: The
effort to improve patients' knowledge by making individual training and education
a widespread practice is being made. However, apart from individual approach,
other effective methods of education and dietician's involvement rate unsatisfactory.
A fairly good result was found as regards eye, cardiovascular and renal
complication screenings which seem to be fairly addressed. Something more should
be done to screen for diabetic foot in a routine way.

2632
INFLUENCE OF THE GREAT HANSHIN-AWAJI EARTHQUAKE

ON GLYCEMIC CONTROL IN DIABETIC PATIENTS

K.Kirizuka, H.Nishizaki, O.Nukata and S.Tsuboi.
Kobe West City Hospital, Kobe, Japan.

We investigated the influence of the Great Hanshin-Awaji

Earthquake which occurred on 17th January, 1995, on glycemic control
in diabetic patients. We investigated the dietary and living conditions
and the changes in HbA, c level in 177 diabetic patients at our hospital;
one year before and one year after the disaster. The mean value of
HbA,c increased significantly after the earthquake(8.34 ± 2.07% in
March 1995 vs 7.74 ± 1.82% in December 1994, p<0.01). Ninety nine
of 177 patients showed more than a 0.5% increase in HbA,c after the
earthquake. The causes of this exacerbation were examined by
multiple regression analysis of the following factors: inappropriate diet,
discontinuing drug therapy, reduction of exercises, total destruction of
the patients' houses, a long-term stay in shelters, sex, age, difference
between therapies. Inappropriate diet had the highest partial regression

coefficient. Investigation of dietary conditions revealed that excessive
carbohydrates and insufficient vegetables were prominent. Within the

two months after the earthquake, we observed ketoacidosis in 2
patients, gangrene of the foot in 3 patients, and pneumonia in one
patient. The level of HbA, c gradually declined with time after the
earthquake and returned to its usual level in September 1995. This

study showed an increase of HbA c in diabetic patients after the Great
Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake. The increase in HbA,c was mostly caused
by inappropriate diet. Therefore we should always educate diabetic
patients on how to manage diet and drugs in emergencies.

2633
FACILITIES FOR DIABETES CARE IN SOUTHERN GHANA

A.G.B. Amoah, S.K. Owusu, H.A. Asare, T.J. Saunders*, W.L. Fang*, E.J.
Barrett* and M.K.A. Woode 5 , . University of Ghana Medical School, Accra.
Ghana. *University of Virginia School of Medicine, Virginia, USA.
Ghana is a Tropical country with a population of 16 million. The country is
divided into 10 political regions. The regions in Southern Ghana comprise
Central, Eastern, Volta, Western and Greater Accra, with a total population of
8.3 million inhabitants.The study was initiated to determine the state of diabetes
care in the 4 Regional referral hospitals [ Central(C), Eastern(E), Volta(V),
Western(W) and the Teaching Hospital in the Greater Accra(GA) regions] in
Southern Ghana. Each of the five Health facilities was requested to complete a
Health Care Facility and Standards of Care Questionnaire. Of the five health
referral health facilities in the Southern Ghana only one(20%, GA) ran a regular
diabetes clinic and had diabetologists. Only two(40%) facilities had an eye
specialsit(E,GA). Two hospitals(40%,GA,W) had a dietitian but none of the five
facilities had a trained diabetes educator or foot care specialist. A stadiometer
was available at l(GA), and a weighing scale at 2(W,GA) facilities for diabetes
care. All had equipment for measuring blood pressure, uunalyis for glucose,
protein and ketones. Fasting blood glucose, oral glucose tolerance test , blood
urea, serum creatinine were available at all facilities. Creatinine clearance, 24-
hour urine protein, Glycated Haemoglobin and serum lipids including HDL
cholesterol were available at one centre(GA). C-peptide, islet cell antibody and
microalbumunuria were not possible in any of the facilities. All facilities used
I00U insulin. Insulin was always availabe in 3(E,V,GA). In 2 facilities insulin
supply was erratic. All utilized 100U syringes. One hospital had regular but
informal diabetes education. 3(GA,E,W) of the 5 regions had active Diabetes
Associations. Facilities for diabetes care is less than satisfactory in Southern
Ghana. There is therefore an urgent need for provision of basic and essential
facilities in the referral centres and to put in place a comprehensive diabetes care
disease management programme in Southern Ghana to improve diabetes care.
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COCHRANE DIABETES GROUP: THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF
RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIALS IN DIABETES.
C.M.T.Bennett, C.M.Airey, P.A.Spoor and D.D.R.Williams. Nuffield
Institute for Health, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK.
A register of all randomised controlled trials (RCTs) in diabetes is being
established by the Cochrane Diabetes Group, an international collaboration
preparing, maintaining and disseminating systematic reviews in all areas of
diabetes, with the specific aim of reducing the undesirable delay in research
findings being translated into clinical practice. This developing register has
allowed an examination of the 'epidemiology' of RCTs in diabetes. Using
sophisticated MEDLINE search strategies 4957 possible RCTs have been
identified in 865 journals between 1966 and 1995, 32% appearing in ten
principal journals, and 14% in languages other than English. There has
been an exponential rise from 26 in 1966 to 832.in 1994. Over 400 were
carried out in each of the areas of retinopathy and hypertension with over
300 looking at treatments for neuropathy and nephropathy. 200 examined
dietary interventions. Visual assessment of a sample of MEDLINE
abstracts suggests that 43% of the references on the database are true RCTs
with a further 15 % being controlled clinical trials. The remainder are other
study types or review articles often picked up by the search strategy
because of the frequent use of expressions such as random and control in
diabetes. Handsearch examination of original journals suggests that even
this sensitive electronic search is not identifying a further 22% of RCTs in
diabetes contained in journals indexed on MEDLINE. This survey
highlights the importance of a centrally maintained reference resource both
as a basis of systematic reviews in diabetes and for the identification of
priority areas for primary research.

2636
A POBLATIONAL STUDY ON DIABETES MELLITUS IN BUENOS AIRES BE PALMARES,
COSTA RICA
Gamboa A.Y., Mora C. Intern Medicine Hospital Mexico, San Jose-Costa
Rica.
Objective: To realize an epidemiological and clinical description
of diabeticc patients from a clinic in a rural area of Costa Rica.
Methods: Using registration documents from EBAIS (Basic Equipment
for Integrated Health Care) 105 diabetics were visited to their homes:
a clinical story and physical examination was done, feet prints were
taken in order to classify their feet with the PATON-A scale. The
laboratory test were taken from their clinical files.
Results: The prevalence of Diabetes among adults was 3.4%. There
were 55 women and 22 men (71 NIDDM, 5 MODY, 1 IDDM). Adherence to
treatment was 90%, most of them hand first level of education (six
years); 67% had familiar story of DM. 7 were smokers, 5 drank alcohol
in excess. 74 of them were sedentary and 7 were on a free diet.
49 had hypertension, 34 had hyperlipidemia, 11 had asthma, 8 with
psyquiatric disorders, 6 had nephropathy and 5 tyrod dysfunction.
71% had a normal blood pressure (under 140/90), 35% with a BMI under
30. Glycemia was under 140 mg/dl in 38.5%, 140-200 mg/dl in 38.5,
over 200 mg/dl in 26%.	 Tryglicerides media 207.9 mg/dl, 15% had
more than 300 mg/dl. Cholesterol media 233 mg/dl, 38% had levels
over 250 mg/dl. 29% had macroproteinuria. 8.5% had creatinine over
1.5 mg/dl. Treatment: diet 4%, glibenclamide 61%, Insulin 35%.
Conclusions: There was a good adherence to treatment. More educational
intervention is needed because a considerable number of patients
persist with harmful habits and without a proper diet. 1/3 were well
controlled, 1/3 had regular control and 1/3 were badly controlled.
63% of them were found hypertensives andd 44% were found to have
hyperlipidemia.	 It is necessary to keep a more frequent control
on those with other risk factors.	 The feet abnormalities were
correlated with the time of evolution of the diabetic dr.sease.

2635
IDDM IN CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCENCE -
PROSPECTIVE FOLLOW-UP AFTER ONSET

A. Icks, J. Rosenbauer, and G. Giani. Department of Biometrics and Epidemiology
Diabetes Research Institute at Dusseldorf University, Germany.

Better care of diabetes in childhood and adolescence was declared a main objec-
tive of St. Vincent. There are only few population-based data about the course
after diabetes onset. Aims of this study were the evaluation of health care
utilization, diabetes management, and frequency of readmissions and severe
hypoglycamias, especially in subjects that are not treated in spezialized diabetes
centers. Methods: Using prospectively registered population-based incidence data
on IDDM diagnosed before the age of 15 years in the Dusseldorf region
(EURODIAB ACE study region), a cohort of cases from 1/1993 to 4/1995
(n=200) was followed up by telephone interviews and mailed questionnaires. Data
on admission at diagnosis were obtained from clinic records. Age-, sex-, and
region-matched controls were also followed up to compare morbidity outcomes in
diabetic and nondiabetic subjects. Results: 112 subjects (65 boys, mean age at
diagnosis [±SD] 8.2±3.9 ys) with a total of 194.6 person-years after diabetes onset
(mean follow-up period 21 (range 8 to 38) months) were analyzed. Mean duration
of hospitalization at onset was 17.6±7.7 days. 59% of the subjects stayed in the
clinic of first contact for further treaunent, 23% visited a general paediatrician or
practitioner. HbAlc was measured in 97% of the subjects, in 70% at least once
quarterly. In 33% blood glucose was measured 2 to 3 per day, in 65% at least 4
times. 50 readmissions for all reasons were observed in 35 subjects (33%).
Incidence rate (1R) of readmissions was 0.26 [Clvs% 0.19-0.26] per person-year.
26 events of severe hypoglycamia (with injection of glucose or glucagon) occurred
in 18 (17%) of the subjects. IR of severe hypoglycamias was 0.13 [CI9s% 0.08-
0.18] per person-year. Conclusions: Most of the followed patients with IDDM are
treated in the clinic of first contact - most of them general hospitals without
spezialization in diabetes care - or in a general praxis. Blood glucose self control
and HbAlc measurements were performed according to consensus guidelines in
the majority of the patients. Incidence rates of severe hypoglycamias and of read-
missions were comparable to other studies. In ongoing analyses hospitalization in
diabetic and nondiabetic subjects is compared by estimating relative risks.
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TWINNING PROGRAMME: CROATIA HELPING DIABETIC
CHILDREN FROM BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
R. Kovacevic, M. Prasek, L. Lagrasta, M. Lovrencic, K. Sokolic, S.
Hasanbegovic, Z. Metelko. Vuk Vrhovac Institute for Diabetes,
Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases

The war in Bosnia and Herzegovina aggravated diabetes care,
particularly in children. In spite of the war dangers and shortage of
appropriate food, 80 diabetic children continued to live in Sarajevo
throughout the war. Medical care was provided by young pediatricians
with little experience in the treatment of diabetes mellitus, who
remained in Sarajevo. At the initiative of SOS KINDERDORF
INTERNATIONAL, which recognized the difficulties diabetic patients
were facing in Sarajevo, and the Vuk Vrhovac Institute from Zagreb, a
Zagreb-Sarajevo Twinning Programme was set for the field of diabetes
mellitus. The programme of aid to diabetic children included regular
insulin and its administration related equipment provisions; a months
aid in food and money for vegetable and fruit provisions; organizing
educational meetings and parent and children education; education of
the staff of the Kosevo Clinic at the Vuk Vrhovac Institute in Zagreb;
efforts to organize educational-recreational camps for children. In 1995,
a physician from Sarajevo underwent a one-month training in paediatry
and diabetology in Croatia. In July 1996 we organized a summer camp
for 20 Bosnian and 50 Croatian diabetic children, who were
accompanied by the above mentioned physician and nurses, and
participated in daily educational activities, exercise and sport games.
Diabetes control (HbAlc) in children from Sarajevo had been much
worse than in Croatian children (p<0.001), but was improved during
their stay in the camp (p<0.01). Education and care for the children and
medical personnel continues.

2638
THE ROLE OF LATVIAN DIABETES ASSOCIATON IN EDUCATION
DIABETES PATIENTS OF LATVIA 1993 -- 1996.
G.Freimane, I.Rasa, L.Kusina and R.Ligere, Latvian Diabetes
Association, Riga, Latvia.
The main goal of Latvian Diabetes Association (LDA) is active and
passive education of diabetes patients. LDA does it in a following ways:
Creates library, fond of audio- and video recordings. It is the only library
of this kind in Baltics, there are 22 magazines for diabetes patients from
12 countries in the fond of periodicals, in the fond of videorecordings
there are both 10 plots on diabetes which LDA has created for the
National TV channel of Latvia and video recordings on diabetes. In the
fond of audiorecordings 18 tapes for medicine professionals and diabetes
patients are found. LDA works at new informative and educational
materials, copies and distributes them. LDA has received copy- and
translating rights from editorial boards of 6 national diabetes
associations. Over 60 materials have been translated in 3 years, 5
members of LDA has done it without reward. LDA regularly writes
educational materials for health educational magazines "Veseliba",
"Sveiks un Vesels" (28 are published) and publishes them into the
informative bulletin of LDA "Mes & Diabets", writes articles on diabetes
for general press (55 are published). LDA participates in TV and radio
programs on diabetes (8 radio and 5 TV programs), issues the
informative bulletin of LDA (4 -- 16 A4 pages, circulation 1000 -- 2000).
Bulletin is issued 2 -- 4 times a year with a supplement for medicine
professionals. Specially trained LDA members 4 hours every weekday
free of charge consul other diabetes patients, in case of emergency
recommending them to visit a specialist. Every year LDA organizes WDD
events in Latvia. LDA is the first organization in the history of the Republic
of Latvia that started to celebrate WDD already 6 months after it was
founded.
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THE SPECIALITY COMMISSION DIABETES - A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZA-
TION FOR IMPROVEMENT OF DIABETES CARE IN BAVARIA, GERMANY
M. Friske', W. Schramm', R. Landgraf', R. Renner', M. Gottsmann 2 , H.
Koch2 , B. Ruhland 2 , E. Stand12 , K. Piwernetz3

'DIABCARE Bavaria, Diabetes Centre, Klinikum Innenstadt, University of Mu-
nich, Germany, 2 Fachkommission Diabetes in Bayern, Diabetes Centre, Kli-
nikum Bogenhausen, Munich, Germany,
3 DIABCARE Office, Munich, Germany

In Bavaria the speciality commission Diabetes (Fachkommission Dia-
betes in Bayern - Landesverband der Deutschen Diabetes-
Gesellschaft) has formed a structure for regional improvement of
diabetes management with respect to the St. Vincent Action Pro-
gramme. This non-profit organization was founded in 1993 and in
April 1996 the commission was reshaped as the Bavarian section of
the German Diabetes Association. Since then 152 members from
primary care, diabetes specialists, city and community hospitals and
university clinics are actively involved. The board of the commission
has formed several sub-committees like quality management and
epidemiology, diabetic foot, education, nephropathy, primary care,
health care system and outpatient / inpatient cooperation. The im-
plementation of DIABCARE Q-Net is widely supported by its members.
So far over 9.000 patient data sets were aggregated by the Basic
Information Sheet or by the software DiabData. The participating
centers received data evaluations as benchmarking. At the moment
the implementation of the DIABCARE fax system is put into action.
Further aims in the future will include the Bavarianwide distribution of
the carecard Diabetes and enforcing efforts in quality development by
installation of quality circles.

2640
THE EDUCATION OF SOCIETY ABOUT DIABETES -- ACTIVITIES
OF LDA 1993 -- 1996.
L.Kusina, G.Freimane, (.Rasa and R.Ligere. Latvian Diabetes
Association, Riga, Latvia.
The education of society about diabetes is one of the basic task of
Latvian Diabetes Association (LDA). The importance of the task and
peculiarities are determined by following factors: the diabetes
morbidity rates are increasing sharply, society is insufficiently
informed about diabetes and there is no uderstanding about the
special needs of diabetes patients, the members of society and they
have not enough resources for self -- education. LDA is the only
organization that regularly informs society about the problems of
diabetes and uses following ways to do that. 28 articles have been
published in healt educational magazines "VeseFiba" and "Sveiks un
Vesels" and 55 articles have been published in general press until
the December 1996. LDA has prepared 8 radioprograms on risk
factors of diabetes, early diagnosing and symptoms of diabetes,
bases of healthy lifestyle. During World Diabetes Day a broad press
campaign is always organized, specially turning attention to the first
signs of ilness and early diagnosig them. Checking blood glucose
level durin the WDD (for free), every year dozens of firstly diagnosed
persons with too high glucose level are found (in 1996 -- 40 cases
out of 908, that is -- 4,4%). In July -- September 1995 LDA carried
out a sociological questionnaire "How much do you know about
diabetes?". 1000 respondents were questioned. The results will be
summarized and estimated during the first half of the year 1997. LDA
will continue all the started works and hopes to publish a magazine
devoted to diabetes theme for a broad audience of readers.
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IDN AND LITHUANIAN DIABETES ASSOCIATION,
Vida August iniend,Lithuanian Diabetes Associa-
t ion, Vilnius, Lithuania

In order to implement the StVincent Declara-
tion the Lithuanian Diabetes Association(LDA)
was established on 9 December,19892t present
LDA has about 5000 members comprising both
health care professionals,poople with diabetes
and their carersThe LDA plays the leading
part in realization of the National Diabetes
ProgramineThe LDA provides practical help and
advice producing publications,publishes the
newspaper "Di.abete.s",prepares the information
on cassette for visualy handicapted members,
organizes conferencies, seminars, summer camps,
World Diabetes Daye,gives information over the
phone,helps to establish diabetes sohools,to
solve social problems,to remove discrimination
(driving lioence,list of specialities to study
in higher schools,50 strips for self control,
compensation for food)0By making representa-
tions to the government,the IDA helps to ensu-
re that standard of diabetes care in Lithuania
is naintained,Since 1994 the LDA is a member
of the IDF.The IDF helps us to understand new
ideas and to learn from experienceIt is essen-
tial for growth and development of the LDA,
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BLOOD GLUCOSE TESTING IN PUBLIC PLACES
A. Peut, D. Buliga, M. Draid, V. Macarié, Z. Maarid, B.
MirkiC, M. Praek. Zagreb Diabetic Society, Zagreb, Croatia.

To promote public awareness of diabetes, blood glucose
testing in public places has been performed. During the last
two years three actions have been organized by the Zagreb
Diabetic Society, two of them in the city park and one in a
sports center. Blood glucose was measured using a small
apparatus for selfcontrol of diabetic patients. The
measuremnt was conducted by the members of the Society
and supervised by the medical staff of diabetic centers in
Zagreb. Persons with glucose levels higher than 6.7 mmol/l
were advised to check the results of measurement in a
doctor's office. A total of 1475 citizens was tested, including a
certain number of registered diabetics. A total of 192 persons
had suspected newly discovered diabetes, while 242 had had
diabetes diagnosed earlier. The percentage of those with
Wood sugar higher than 6.7 mmol/l, previously not registered
as diabetics, was different for the two locations: 13 and 20 %
in the park, and 10 % at the sports center. This could be
explained by the difference in average ages of the population
visiting these two locations. On the occasion of the World
Diabetes Day 1996 similar actions were organized in three
locations in the city center, to alert the citizens of the dangers
of diabetes and to promote association of patients.
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THE ALL-RUSSIAN DIABETES NEWSPAPER (ALL-RON)
AS A sISABERSHIP CARD
hl,J3ogomolov,All-Russian Diabetes Association
(All-NBA), Moscow 105568,18-2-154Cheliabinsk

All-RDA fouoded the all-RON for free of
charge distribution between individual & collec
tive members of the All-RDA. The annual All-RDA
membership fee is the 100 russian rubles -equi-
valent of 0,017 N USA. It was very difficult to
unificate more than 1000,000 diabetics in the
territory with the area of l7,075 400 squrs
kilometers. So our membership All-NBA politic
for admittance to the All-NBA was acceptable
only for F9 regional diabetic & diabetes orga-
nizations But a lot of diabetics from rural
areas could not receive the new diahetology in-
formation and could not receive social protec-
tion from the All-NBA We changed our member-
ship politic last month from collective to in-
dividual membership after publishing of the
first All-RON nuniber. The circulation of the
first All-VISIT number was 5,000 samples. We will
publish All-RON monthly increasing the circila-
t:Lori & All-RBA membership to 1,000.000 in 1998.
One of the principal of the points at issue in
All 	 is to ask ION to distinguish one soeci-
al "russian" region for membership in ION.
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MEAT WE ARE DOLNG FOR PUBLIC AWARESESS. OF DtABE1ES

IN BEIJING - BDPTA IS WORMING.
It TI SlANG, C. TAN and 11. J. DAT), BDPTA Beijing, Chins.
Beijing Diabetes Prevention A Treainent Aasoejatio
(BDPTA) is established in May 10, 1996. A lot of work
have been dórih in last year: Q)orasization of SOFIA:
39 council directors including 13 patients, more than
2000 wemhets:(2)Lectures on diabetes: 3 tines in the
park or theater, more than 1000 patients each time;(S)
Diabetes Day(DD): Beijing 01) is on May 10 every year
of last 4 years, International Dl) is on An 14 every
year from 1992, with more than 10000 attendants in the
last 101) only in Beijing;(4)Dlahetes booklet: 2000 in
Beijing, 50000 in whole conntry:)Diabetes Corner on
newspaper: once a week on HEALTE TIMES :(EO (Ctoss Talk
on Diabetes) : on Beijing Broadcasting once a week for
1 year;(7)Diabetes help Card: more than 3000 delivered;

(8)Rot line for diabetics; every Saturday morning; (9)
Small sized consultation: twice monthly on the second
and fourth. Saturday; (lRNetwork of diabetes monitor and

therapy, one in the countryside, another in the town;-

(IlTo continue IDO! registry: once per 2 year for 11)1)5
inoidence;QZ1'o have training course for physicians,
pediatrics, nurses and dietitians, writing teaching
natetials on the treatment both of IDOM and N103t
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THE BERMUDA DIABETES EPIDEMIOLOGY PROJECT - A
SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIP VENTURE.
D.J. Jones, G.Smith, B. Willis, LAndrew -Koolkin, D. Vasic and
M.H.Tan. Bermuda Diabetes Association, Hamilton, Bermuda.
Diabetes is a major health problem in Bermuda. To define the
magnitude of the diabetes problem, Bermuda Diabetes Association
(BDA) determined the prevalence of diabetes and its risk factors in a
random sample of the adult population. We describe here the cooperative
efforts of many partners in making the Bermuda Diabetes
Epidemiological Project (BDEP) possible in a nation where there is no
official research funding agency. The need and importance of the survey
were initially presented to the Premier, Minister of Health, health
professionals and business community in Oct. 1994. In Dec. a similar
presentation was made to the Cabinet which endorsed the BDEP. A
steering committee, with members from the BDA, Ministry of Health,
Heart Foundation, business community, health professionals and
Statistics Department, was appointed. During 1995 it met regularly to
plan for the survey tool, fund raising, pubic awareness and survey
conduction. The Nova Scotia Heart Health Survey, modified to include an
extensive diabetes component, was used as the Survey tool. Fund-raising
events included "Bermuda Night" featuring Bermuda music & food,
health screening & talks to companies for their donations, watermelon
sales on Harbor Nights, fruit sales at Agricultural Show, "Tag Days" and
Denim for Diabetes Day. Publicity for BDEP was organized by a local
advertising executive who donated his services. The Canadian Diabetes
Association shared its Diabetes Campaign materials. All three media in
Bermuda publicized BDEP. One TV station televised "Bermuda Night"
and opened it up like a telethon. When BDEP was launched in Sept.
1995 at Government House the Ministry of Health donated funds to
BDEP. When the survey began in Jan. 1996 the Ministry of Health
organized a press conference. The Survey was completed in Nov. 1996.
Together BDA and its partners made BDEP a dream come true.
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A GLOBAL INSULIN COLLECTION AND DONATION PROGRAM - UPDATE
R. Raab, International Diabetes Institute, Melbourne, Australia.
Often costing $ US 25 or more a vial, insulin affordability in many countries is
one of the major, yet often unrecognised challenges facing the international
diabetes community. Many children and adults die prematurely or suffer early
complications as a direct result., and the problem is rapidly worsening, with
many countries now obtaining less than 10% of the insulin they need. Insulin,
syringes and test strips that would otherwise be wasted are collected through
diabetes clinics, Associations and manufacturers and have been sent to 18
countries in urgent need. Between 1986 - 1996, 66,388 vials (adequate for 5,200
people with IDDM for one year), 1.19 million syringes and 2,138 boxes of test
strips, valued at least at $US 1.7 million have been distributed and many lives
have been saved. Much more insulin is available from such sources. This is part
of an integrated global program at the Institute to help improve insulin availability
and affordability in many countries and we invite others to join under the theme
"No More Deaths Because Of Insulin Shortage".
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ENHANCING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF DIABETES: A COMMUNITY

PROJECT ON THE WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE RESERVATION
J. Krakoff , B. Kane, and G. Smalley. Whiteriver Hospital, Whiteriver, AZ

Background:The White Mountain Apache Tribe is located in rural eastern
Arizona on the Fort Apache Reservation. With a current total population of
12,000, there are now 750 diabetics among the White Mountain Apache. New
diabetics are being diagnosed at a rate of 1.1 per week. Methods:To raise local
awareness about diabetes, interested community members were recruited by the
physician-educator to begin a diabetes liaison program to spearhead community
efforts. The first step was to educate liaison members. Five completed a
comprehensive course in 1994; eight in 1995. Emphasis was placed not just on
content but on teaching skills. Each session began with a case scenario involving
information from the previous session. Community members then role played
these cases as educators and patients in both English and Apache. By the end of
the 1995 session; members were able to lead an entire review session without aid
from the instructor. Results:The liaison committee members then were able to
lead local efforts at community awareness. Members co-organized with the
Indian Health Service two community wide diabetes education conferences in
1994 and 1995 attracting 150 and 100 diabetics and their relatives respectively.
Two members were chosen to be part of the Supervisory Board for Diabetes
Education at the Whiteriver Service Unit. The liaison committee helped focus the
local Community Health Representatives on diabetes forming a diabetes team all
of whose members, with renewed interest in health care, returned to school to get
their Certified Nursing Assistant degrees. Conclusions:White Mountain Apache
lay community members with medical instruction were able to spearhead efforts
at raising tribal awareness about diabetes and its sequelae. Future measurements
of the impact of this group will look at the percentage of community members
educated and given foot care by the newly formed community health
representative diabetes team.




